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PREFACE

4
 GIVE heed to . . . teaching.' Perhaps the Church of Christ has never given

sufficient heed to teaching since the earliest and happiest days. In our own day
the importance of teaching, or, as we sometimes call it, expository preaching, has
been pressed home through causes that are various yet never accidental; and it is
probable that in the near future more heed will be given by the Church to teaching
than has ever been given before.

As a contribution towards the furnishing of the Church for that great work,
this DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE is published. It is a Dictionary of the Old and New
Testaments, together with the Old Testament Apocrypha, according to the Authorized
and Kevised English Versions, and with constant reference to the original tongues.
Every effort has been used to make the information it contains reasonably full,
reliable, and accessible.

As to fulness. In a Dictionary of the Bible one expects that the words
occurring in the Bible, which do not explain themselves, will receive some
explanation. The present Dictionary more nearly meets that expectation than any
Dictionary that has hitherto been published. Articles have been written on the
names of all Persons and Places, on the Antiquities and Archaeology of the Bible,
on its Ethnology, Geology, and Natural History, on Biblical Theology and Ethic, and
even on the obsolete or archaic words occurring in the English Versions. The
greater number of the articles are of small compass, for care has been exercised to
exclude vague generalities as well as unaccepted idiosyncrasies; but there are many
articles which deal with important and difficult subjects, and extend to considerable
length. Such, for example, is the article in the first volume on the Chronology of
the New Testament, and the article in the present volume on Jesus Christ.

As to reliability. The names of the authors are appended to their articles,
except where the article is very brief or of minor importance; and these names are
the best guarantee that the work may be relied on. So far as could be ascertained,
those authors were chosen for each particular subject who had made a special study
of that subject, and might be able to speak with authority upon it. Then, in addition
to the work of the Editor and his Assistant, every sheet has passed through the
hands of the three distinguished scholars whose names are found on the title-page.
Those scholars are not responsible for errors of any kind, if such should be die-
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covered in the Dictionary, but the time and care they have spent upon it may be
taken as a good assurance that the work as a whole is reliable and authoritative.

As to accessibility. While all the articles have been written expressly for
this work, so they have been arranged under the headings one would most naturally
turn to. In a very few cases it has been found necessary to group allied subjects
together. But even then, the careful system of black-lettering and cross-reference
adopted should enable the reader to find the subject wanted without delay. And so
important has it seemed to the Editor that each subject should be found under its
own natural title, that he has allowed a little repetition here and there (though not
in identical terms) rather than distress the reader by sending him from one article
to another in search of the information he desires. The Proper Names will be found
under the spelling adopted in the Eevised Version, and in a few very familiar
instances the spelling of the Authorized Version is also given, with a cross-reference
to the other. On the Proper Names generally, and particularly on the very difficult
and unsettled questions of their derivation, reference may be made to the article
NAMES (PROPER), which will be found in the third volume. The Hebrew, and (where
it seemed to be of consequence for the identification of the name) the Greek of the
Septuagint, have been given for all proper and many common names. It was found
impracticable to record all the variety of spelling discovered in different manuscripts
of the Septuagint; and it was considered unnecessary, in view of the great Edition
now in preparation in Cambridge, and the Concordance of Proper Names about to be
published at the Clarendon Press. The Abbreviations, considering the size and scope
of the work, will be seen to be few and easily mastered. A list of them, together
with a simple and uniform scheme of transliterating Hebrew and Arabic words, will
be found on the following pages.

The Editor has pleasure in recording his thanks to many friends and willing
fellow-workers, including the authors of the various articles. In especial, after those
whose names are given on the title-page, he desires to thank the Kev. W. SANDAY,

D.D., LL.D., Lady Margaret Professor of Divinity in the University of Oxford, who
has again read many of the articles and given valuable assistance in other ways;
next, the Eev. G. M. MACKIE, M.A., of Beyrout, whose knowledge of modern Syrian
life is both intimate and sympathetic; also Professor MAHAFFY of Dublin, who kindly
read some articles in proof; Professor KYLE of Cambridge; Principal SALMOND

of Aberdeen; Principal STEWART of St. Andrews; and Principal FAIBBAIRN and
Mr. J. VERNON BARTLET, M.A., of Mansfield College, Oxford. The Editor regrets to
have to record the death, since the issue of the first volume, of Dr. D. Shearer and
the Eev. H. A. White, M.A., New College, Oxford.

%* Messrs. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, have the sole right of publication of thia
DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE in the United States and Canada.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

L GENERAL

Alex. = Alexandrian.
Apoc. = Apocalypse.
Apocr. = Apocrypha.
Aq. =Aquila.
Arab. = Arabic.
Aram. = Aramaic.
Assyr. = Assyrian.
Bab. = Babylonian.
c. = circa, about.
Can. = Canaanite.
cf. = compare.
ct. = contrast.
D = Deuteronomist.
E = Elohist.
edd. = editions or editors.
Egyp.= Egyptian.
Eng. = English.
Eth.=Ethiopic.
f. =and following verse or page; as Ac 1034f·
if. =and following verses or pages; as Mt l
Gr.= Greek.
Η = Law of Holiness.
Heb. = Hebrew.
Hel. = Hellenistic.
Hex. = Hexateuch.
Isr. = Israelite.
J = Jahwist.
J"=Jehovah.
Jerus. = Jerusalem.
Jos. = Josephus.

LXX = Septuagint.
MSS=Manuscripts.
MT = Massoretic Text.
n. =note.
NT=New Testament.
Onk. = Onkelos.
OT = Old Testament.
Ρ=Priestly Narrative.
Pal. = Palestine, Palestinian.
Pent. = Pentateuch.
Pers. = Persian.
Phil. = Philistine.
Phoen. = Phoenician.
Pr. Bk.= Prayer Book.
R=Redactor.
Rom. = Roman.
Sam. = Samaritan.
Sem. = Semitic.
Sept. = Septuagint.
Sin. = Sinaitic.
Symm. = Symmachus.
Syr. = Syriac.
Talm.= Talmud.
Targ. =Targum.
Theod. =Theodotion.
TR = TextusReceptus.
tr. = translate or translation
VSS=Versions.
Vulg. = Vulgate.
WH = Westcott and Hort's text.

I I . BOOKS OF THE BIBLE

Gn = Genesis.
Ex = Exodus.
Lv = Leviticus.
Nu = Numbers.
Dt=Deuteron omy.
Jos=Joshua.
Jg=Judges.
Ru=Ruth.

Old Testament.
Ca = Canticles.
Is = Isaiah.
Jer=Jeremiah.
La=Lamentations.
Ezk = Ezekiel.
Dn=Daniel.
Hos = Hosea.
Jl=Joel.

1 S, 2 S = l and 2 Samuel. Am=Amos.
1 K, 2 Κ = 1 and 2 Kings. Ob = Obadiah.
1 Ch, 2 Ch = 1 and 2 Jon=Jonah.

Chronicles. Mic = Micah.
Ezr=Ezra. Nah = Nahum.
Neh = Nehemiah. Hab = Habakkuk.
Est=Esther. Zeph=Zephaniah.
Job. Hag=Haggai.
Ps = Psalms. Zec=Zechariah.
Pr=Proverbs. Mai = Malachi.
Ec = Ecclesiastes.

Apocrypha.
1 Es, 2 E s = l and 2 To = Tobit.

Esdras. Jth = Judith.

Ad. Est = Additions to Sus = Susanna.
Esther. Bel = Bel and the

Wis = Wisdom. Dragon.
Sir = Sirach or Ecclesi- Pr. Man = Prayer of

asticus. Manasses.
Bar=Baruch. 1 Mac, 2 Mac = l and 2
Three = Song of the Maccabees.

Three Children.

New Testament.
Mt = Matthew.
Mk = Mark.
Lk = Luke.
Jn=John.
Ac=Acts.
Ro = Romans.
1 Co, 2 Co = 1 and 2

Corinthians.
Gal = Galatians.
Eph = Ephesians.
Ph = Philippians.
Col = Colossians.

1 Th, 2 Th = 1 and 2
Thessalonians.

1 Ti, 2 Ti = 1 and 2
Timothy.

Tit = Titus.
Philem = Philemon.
He = Hebrews.
Ja=James.
I P , 2 P = land 2 Peter.
1 Jn, 2 Jn, 3 Jn = l, 2,

and 3 John.
Jude.
Rev=Revelation.



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

III. ENGLISH VERSIONS

Wyc.=Wyclifs Bible (NT c. 1380, OT c. 1382,
Purvey's Revision c. 1388).

Tind. = Tindale's NT 1526 and 1534, Pent. 1530.
Cov.=Coverdale's Bible 1535.
Matt, or Rog. = Matthew's (i.e. prob. Rogere')

Bible 1537.
Cran. or Great=Cranmer's «Great* Bible 1539.
Tav.=Taverner's Bible 1539.
Gen. = Geneva NT 1557, Bible 1560.

Bish.= Bishops' Bible 1568.
Tom.=Tomson's NT 1576.
Rhem.=:Rhemish NT 1582.
Dou.=Douay OT 1609.
AV=Authorized Version 1611.
AVm=Authorized Version margin.
RV = Revised Version NT 1881, OT 1885.
RVm = Revised Version margin.
EV=Auth. and Rev. Versions.

IV. EOR THBJ LITERATURE

A HT= Ancient Hebrew Tradition.
^4r=Altes Testament.
5X = Bampton Lecture.
BM— British Museum.
BBP=Biblical Researches in Palestine.
GIG = Corpus Inscriptionum Grsecarum.
CIL=Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum.
CIS=z Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum.
COT— Cuneiform Inscriptions and the OT.
DB — Dictionary of the Bible.
ΕΗΗ=Έ&τ1γ History of the Hebrews.
Gt^4P=Geographie des alten Palastina.
GGA = Gb'ttingische Gelehrte Anzeigen.
GGiV^Nachrichten der konigl. Gesellschaft der

Wissenschaf ten zu Gottingen.
G VI=Geschichte des Volkes Israel.
HCM— Higher Criticism and the Monuments.
UjEJ=Historia Ecclesiastica.
HGHL = Historical Geog. of Holy Land.
HI= History of Israel.
HJP=History of the Jewish People.
HPM= History, Prophecy, and the Monuments.
/«/£=: Israelitische und Jiidische Geschichte.
JBL=Journal of Biblical Literature.
JDTh=Jahrbiicher fiir deutsche Theologie.
JQE=Jewish Quarterly Review.
JRAS=Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.
JRL — Jewish Religious Life after the Exile.
isT^r=Die Keilinschriften und das Alte Test.
KIB = Keilinschriftliche Bibliothek.
£CB£=Literarisches Centralblatt.
LOT-Introd. to the Literature of +he Old Test.
NHWB=Neuhebraisches Worterbuch.

NTZG=Neutestamentliche Zeitgeschichte.
ON= Otium Norvicense.
O2\7C=The Old Test, in the Jewish Church.
PB—Polychrome Bible.
PEF= Palestine Exploration Eund.
PEFSt = Quarterly Statement of the same.
Ρ SB A = Proceedings of Soc. of Bibl. Archaeology.
PI£E=Real-Encyclopadie fiir protest. Theologie

und Kirche.
QPB = Queen's Printers' Bible.
BEJ= Revue des Etudes Juivee.
BP=Records of the Past.
BS=Religion of the Semites.
SB0T= Sacred Books of Old Test.
&/£"=Studien und Kritiken.
SP=Sinai and Palestine.
SWP=Memoirs of the Survey of W. Palestine.
ThL or rAZ,Z=Theol. Literaturzeitung.
27&T=Theol. Tijdschrift.
TSBA = Transactions of Soc. of Bibl. Archaeology.
TU=Texte und Untersuchungen.
WAI— Western Asiatic Inscriptions.
WZKM= Wiener Zeitschrift fur Kunde des

JNlorgenlandes.
Ζ A = Zeitschrift fiir Assyriologie.
Ζ AW or ZATW- Zeitschrift fur die Alttest.

Wissenschaft.
ZDMG = Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgen-

landischen Gesellschaft.
ZDP V- Zeitschrift des Deutschen Palastina.

Vereins.
ZKSF= Zeitschrift fur Keilschriftforschung.
ZKW= Zeitschrift fiir kirchliche Wissenschaft.

A small superior number designates the particular edition of the work referred to, as ΚΑΤ2, LOT6.
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DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE

FEIGN (Lat. fingere, to mould, invent; Old Fr.
feindre, ptcp. feignant).—1. To devise, invent:
Neh 68 * There are no such things done as thou
sayest, but thou feignest them out of thine own
heart' (K73, only here and 1 Κ 1233 EV Revise ') ;
2 P 2 3 < And through covetousness shall they with
feigned words make merchandise of you' (π\αστοϊ$
λό-yoLs, only here in NT ; Salmond * made up or
craftly constructed speeches'). Cf. Lk 2411 Tin-d.
' their wordes seemed vnto them fayned thinges' ;
and Knox, Hist. p. 177, * Which reports are all
(God knoweth) most vain, fained, and untrue.'
2. To put on an appearance, pretend : 1 Κ 145

'she shall feign herself to be another woman'
(rnsjjnp); so 146; I S 2113 ' he changed his be-
haviour before them, and feigned himself mad
in their hands' (^nfl!); 2 S 14* ' feign thyself to
be a mourner' (Kr^xjpn); Ps 171 ' give ear unto
my prayer, that goetti not out of feigned lips'
(np-ip •$)£&·, lit. 'lips of guile'). Cf. Knox, Hist.
101, ' yet was every head so fully answered, and
especially one. . . . To wit, That Paul at the com-
mandment of James, and of the Elders of Jeru-
salem, passed to the Temple, and fained himself
to pay his vow with others' ; and Elyot, The
Governour, ii. 432, ' Unto euery man disclose nat
thy harte, leest perauenture he wyl gyue to the
a fained thanke, and after reporte rebukefully of
the ' ; Barlowe, Dialogue, ed. 1897, p. 48, ' Then
beganne he [Luther] stoutly to fortefy his fayned
fayth voyde of good workes'; Tindale, Works, i. 94,
' For where right faith is, there bringeth she forth
good works; if there follow not good works, it
is (no doubt) but a dream and an opinion or
feigned faith ' ; also Tind. Expositions, 163, ' And
for them that would not receive such pardons
feigned they purgatory, and for them that re-
ceived them feigned they pardon, turning binding
and loosing, with preaching God's word, unto buy-
ing and selling sin for money.'

Feignedly = with pretence, deceitfully: Jer 310

' Judah hath not turned unto me with her
whole heart, but feignedly' (n^2 ' in falsehood,'
as AVm); 2 Es 828 ' Think not upon those that
have walked feignedly before thee' {false con-
versati sunt). So Tindale, Works, i. 177, ' the
children of the devil, in time of adversity, fly
from Christ, whom they followed feignedly.'

J. HASTINGS.
FELIX, Antonius, procurator of Judsea (Ac

2325ί·-2427) at the time of St. Paul's last visit to
Jerusalem and arrest there. The military tribune
Glaudins Lysias sends Paul under escort to Caesarea,
with a letter to Felix reciting, in a light favour-

VOL. π.—ι

able to his own conduct, the circumstances of the
arrest. Arrived at Csesarea, the apostle, after a
purely formal interview, is remanded by Felix for
trial, and detained in the government house (prse-
torium), originally a palace of Herod the Great,
until the arrival of his accusers. On the fifth day the
proceedings begin. The case against the prisoner
is opened by an advocate (see TERTULLUS). Evi-
dence is given by the Jews, and, upon a sign from
the procurator, Paul makes a speech in defence.
Felix, perhaps interested in the matter by his
Jewish wife (Ac 2422), then adjourns the trial till the
arrival of Lysias, and Paul is again remanded as a
prisoner, but under lenient conditions. We hear
nothing of any resumption of the trial. But after
some days Felix, accompanied by Drusilla (and,
according to some authorities for the Western
text, at her special request), sends for Paul and
gives him audience concerning the belief ' in Christ'
(or 'Jesus as Christ'). The apostle (taking, as
usual, common ground with his hearer) addresses
him upon broad moral truths, and the judgment
(looked for by heathens as well as Jews) after
death. Felix becomes alarmed, and sends him
away till a future occasion. He sends for him
(' secretly,' Gig.)' somewhat often' for further con-
versation, excited mainly by the hope of a bribe
(cf. Ramsay, St. Paul the Trav. p. 310 ft*.). Two
years after St. Paul's arrest Felix is recalled, and,
to ingratiate himself with the Jews (or, according
to some Western sources, for the sake of Drusilla),
leaves Paul a prisoner.

The dubious light in which the character of
Felix appears in the NT narrative is bright com-
pared with that shed upon it by the other
histories of the time. Felix was the (apparently)
younger brother of Pallas, the well-known and
all-powerful favourite of Claudius. That An-
tonius, not Claudius, was the nomen borne by
Felix (Tac. Hist. v. 9 ; the nomen Claudius for
Felix is based on a probably corrupt reading in
Suidas, s.v.) suggests that Felix was a freedman
of Antonia, mother of Claudius (so also probably
Pallas; see Jos. Ant. xviii. vi. 6 ; cf. Schiirer, HJP
I. ii. 175). The brothers claimed descent, as Tacitus
ironically mentions, from ancient kings of Arcadia
[Ann. xii. 53).

We first hear of Felix in connexion with the
disorders in Samaria under his predecessor Ven-
tidius Cumanus. The latter refusing to punish
the Samaritans for the murder of some Galilean
pilgrims, the Zealots massacred many Samaritans,
and were in turn massacred by Cumanus. Both
sides appealed to Ummidius Quadratus, legate of
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Syria, who intervened with great severity and
sent Cumanus to Rome (Jos. BJII. xii. 3 ft".; Ant.
XX. vi. 1-3). According to Josephus, Felix was
now, at the request of the high priest Jonathan,
who had been sent to Rome with Cumanus, sent as
successor to the latter ; and Jos. proceeds to relate
how, upon completing his twelfth year (Jan. 24,
A.D. 53), Claudius gave certain territories to
Agrippa. Coupled with the fact that Tacitus places
the deposition of Cumanus in the year 52, this
fairly fixes Felix' appointment to the latter year.
A difficulty arises, however, from the fact that
Tacitus, in his account {Ann. xii. 54) of what led
to the deposition of Cumanus, speaks of Felix as
' iam pridem Iudaeae impositus . . . ut [Cumano]
Galilaeorum natio, Felici Samaritae parerent.' It
has been attempted to combine the latter state-
ment with the 'many years' of Ac 2410 by the
hypothesis that before his appointment as pro-
curator Felix had held some subordinate appoint-
ment in Samaria. But Josephus clearly intimates
tliat Felix was first appointed to the province on
this occasion ; and on the whole, in spite of the
authority of Mommsen and the arguments of Blass
{Act. Apost. p. 21), we join Schiirer in following
Josephus here, as likely to be the better informed.

Felix received from his patron the (for a freed-
man) unprecedented honour of military command
as well as civil jurisdiction ({ cohortibus et alis pro-
uinciaeque' . . . Suet. Claud. 28). His character as
governor was that of a man raised from a low origin
to unfitting eminence — ' per omnem saeuitiam
et libidinem ius regium seruili ingenio exercuit'
(Tac. Hist. v. 9). The general results of his rule
are aptly summed up by the same writer, ' in tern -
pestiuis remediis delicta accendebat' {Ann. xii. 54,
and see TERTULLUS). His ferocity against the
' Zealots' and their supposed partisans gave birth,
or new strength, to the Sicarii,—a more numerous
and extreme class of fanatics,—who were in turn
used by fanatical rebels (cf. Ac 2138) until half the
nation was in the wildest disaffection. St. Paul
probably came into contact with Felix as stated
above from two to four years after the accession
of Nero (54), by whom Felix must have been con-
firmed in office. The πολλά έτη of Ac 2410 are hardly,
therefore (as Harnack, Chron. 253, contends), com-
patible with a date earlier than the last named.
During the last two years of Felix' tenure of office,
and therefore during Paul's imprisonment at
Ciesarea, fall the serious riots between the Jewish
and Syrian inhabitants of the latter town about
ισοπολιτεία. Felix, whose customary methods had
failed to quell the disturbances, sent the heads of
both parties to Rome for the emperor to decide the
case. But before any final decision Felix was
recalled. The violence with which he had inter-
fered in this matter partly explains his anxiety to
do the Jews a parting favour (Ac 2427 ; see Jos
BJ II. xiii. 7 ; Ant. XX. viii. 7). The Jews, how-
ever (Jos. Ant. XX. viii. 9), lodged an indictment
against him, which failed only through the in-
fluence of Pallas. Of Felix' later history nothing
is known (see Schiirer, IIJP I. ii. 174 if., and the
authorities cited by him. For the chronological
questions involved, see FESTUS, and art. CHRONO-
LOGY OF NT, p. 417 f.). A. ROBERTSON.

FELLOW (from fe — property, money, and lag to
lay ; hence * one who lays down money in a joint
undertaking with others'). In AV two easily
separated meanings are found.

1. Partner, companion. The Heb words are {a)
η rSa\ Ex 213, Jg 71s-Μ. 22> γ g 142o? 2 S 2 1 6 ^ , Is
3414, Jon I7, Zee 38 ; RV adds 1 Κ 2035 for AV
* neighbour,' as the word is generally tr d elsewhere
in AV and RV. Once the fern, of this word (ny-i *

* For the reading see Moore, in loc.

rS'dh) is trd 'fellow,' Jg II3 7, though in the next
verse it is ' companion' as in Ps 4514, its only
remaining occurrence. RV has * companion' in
all three places. (6) -απ hdbher, Ps 457, Ec 410, Is
4411, Ezk 3719; RV in Ezk ' companion,' as the
word is elsewhere trd in AV and RV, except Jg
2011 (0Η3Π -ΙΠΝ d<}o, EV ' knit together as one
man ' ) ; and Aram, forms -Qq Mbhar, Dn 213·18 (in
v.17 ' companion' as RV in all), and rrnn habhrdh,
Dn 720. (c) fray 'dmith, Zee 137 ('JVO^ "Qa, EV * the
man that is my fellow'). The word is in form
abstract, hence lit. ' the man of my fellowship';
but elsewhere it occurs only in Lv and in the con-
crete sense of * neighbour.'

The Gr. words are {α) ή πλησίον, only once and
fern., Bar 643 * she reproacheth her fellow' (cf. Jg
II 3 7 above, where, however, the LXX is συνςται,ρίς).
The commonest word for ' neighbour' in NT is
ό πλησίον, {b) εταίρος, Mt I I 1 6 . (c) μέτοχο*, He I 9 ,
a quotation from Ps 457, where LXX has μ. (d)
οίπερί, Three26.

This meaning of c fellow' may be illustrated by the foil, para-
graph from T. Adams, II Peter (Sherman's ed. p. 42):—' As
fellows, in due measure, with God himself: " Truly our fellow-
ship is with the Father, and with his Son Jesus Christ," 1 Jn
I 3 . We may have a society with man, this is requisite, for we
are all of one mould; but to God, what, all fellows ? Yes, we
have a fellowship with God ; such is his mercy, not our merits.
The proud gallant scorns the poor mechanic: What, are you
my fellow? Yet, mars sceptra ligonibus onquat, Death takes
away difference between king and beggar, tumbles both the
knight and the pawn into one bag. Well, let the world despise
us, it is enough the Lord doth not disdain our fellowship.'
Again (on p. 43) Adams says, ' Thus we partake of the Divine
nature (with all reverence be it spoken) as fellows. But, not to
deny the King his supremacy, we are fellows with Christ in
his joy, reserving the throne to himself.' Cf. also Ac 423 Wye.
(1388), 'thei camen to her felowis, and telden to hem, hou grete
thingis the princis of preestis and the eldre men hadden seid to
hem' ; lie 1033 Wye. (1388), ' ye weren maad felowis of men
lyuynge so.' Shaks. Tempest, in. i. 84—

' To be your fellow
You may deny me ; but I'll be your servant.1

2. Person, first without and then with con-
tempt ; for the word has a history. Melvill {Diary,
Wod. p. 78), can say of John Dury, * He was a
verie guid fallow, and tuk delyt, as his speciall
comfort, to haiff his table and houss filled with
the best men,' and thereby express reverence for
him. But Adams (// Peter, p. 43) says, * There is
a generation of men that lavish their estates,—as
we say, fling the house out at the windows,—that
call themselves good fellows,' where the meaning is
still ' companion,' but the glory is departing. The
word was used to express easy familiarity, then
by a superior in condescension to an inferior, and
finally as the utterance of contempt. In Gn 892

Tindale has, 'And the LORDE was with Ioseph,
and he was a luckie fellowe,' where 'fellow' is
simply * man' ; nor is contempt expressed in Mk
441 ' what felowe is this ? For booth winde and
see obey him' ( = Lk 825) ; and even in Mk 27 ' how
doeth this felowe so blaspheme ?' (ouros), or Jn 652

' How can this felowe geve us his flesshe to eate ?'
(ofrros) the sense is probably no more than ' this
man,' or at least than we should express by ' this
person.'

The Heb. words so translated in AV are {a) t̂ x
'tsh, 1 S 294 'Make this fellow return' (RV ' the
man'); in plu. 'fellows,' Jg 1825 (e>si no onm;, lit.
'men, bitter of soul,' as RVm ; Moore, 'men of
acrid temper'). RV adds Jg 94 (AV ' persons') II 3

(AV 'men'). In these places neither the Heb. nor
probably the Eng. means more than ' person.'
And even when 'this fellow' is the tru of {b) n? zeh,
' this ' (1 S 2 1 1 5 ^ 2521, 1 Κ 2227 = 2Ch 1826, 2K 911;
to which RV adds 1 S 294), there is at least less
contempt expressed than the words now carry.
The Greek words correspond to the Hebrew, {a)
άνημ, 1 Mac 1061 ' certain pestilent fellows' (άνδρες
λοιμοί); Ac 175 ' took unto them certain lewd
fe l lows ' (TLVCLS άνδρας πονηρούς), (b) οΰτος, Sir 13 2 3 ,
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lMac 45, Mt 1224 2661·71, Lk 2259 232, Jn 929

5 Ac
1813. RV prefers 'man' except in Sir, where
' fellow ' is simply omitted, (c) ό τοιούτος, AC 2222.

Perhaps the strongest expression of contempt is
given when bellow' is added to an adj. The
examples are (a) D'pi reMm, 2 S 620 * vain fellows';
φ) τολμηρό*, Sir 815 'bold fellow'; and (c) λοιμός,
Ac 245 ' pestilent fellow' (cf. άνδρες λοιμοί, 'pestilent
fellows,' 1 Mac 1061 above).

The Amer. RV prefers ' base fellow ' to AV ' son
(man) of Belial,' and ''base fellows' to sons (men,
children) of Belial.' See BELIAL.

In composition 'fellow' always means partner
or companion. The foil, compounds occur m AV :
(1) Fellowcitizen {συνπολίτης), Eph 219, RV adds He
811, reading ό πολίτης with edd. for ό πλησίον of TR
which gave AV 'neighbour.' (2) Fellowdisciple
{συν μαθητής), Jn II1 6. (3) Fellowheir {συνκληρονομάς),
Eph 36. (4) Fellowhelper {σννερ-γό*, see 'fellow-
worker'), 2 Co 8 2 V 3 J n 8 . (5) Fellowlabourer
^wepyos, see ' fellow-worker), Ph 43, 1 Th 32,
Philem L 24. (6) Fellowprisoner {συναιχμάλωτος), Ro
167, Col 410, Philem ». (7) Fellowservant {σύνδουλος),
Mt 1828·29·S1·33 2449, Col I7 47 ( = ' fellow-worker' in
Col), Rev 611 1910 229. (8) Fellowsoldier (TR συστρα-
τιώτης, edd. σννστ.), Ph 2s5, Philem2. (9) Fellow
worker (so 1611, συνερΎός), Col 4U. RV adds ' fellow-
worker,' Ro 163·9 (AV 'helper'), 1 Co 39 'we are
God's fellow-workers' (AV 'labourers together
with God'), 2 Co 823 (AV 'fellowhelper'), Ph 225

(AV ' companion in labour') 43, Philem * · 2 4 (AV
' fellowlabourer '), 3 J n 8 (AV 'fellowhelper'). (10)
Workfellow ^wepyos), Ro 1621. (11) Yokefellow
(TR σύξ-vyos, edd. σύνξ-vyos), Ph 43. To those RV
adds (12) Fellow-elder {συμπρεσβύτερος, Τ. WH,
συνττρ.), 1 Ρ 51 (AV 'also an elder'). (13) Fellow-
member of the body (TR, σύσσωμος, edd. σύνσωμος),
Eph 36 (AV 'of the same body'). (14) Fellow-
partaker {συμμέτοχος, Τ. WH, συν μ.), Eph 36 (AV
'partaker').

For Fellowship, see COMMUNION.
J. HASTINGS.

FENCE.—This Eng. word is not used in NT. In
AV of OT it translates various Hebrew words.
In the case of three of these, the tr. is a mistake,
and is changed in RV (Is 52, 2 S 237, Job 1011). The
words from the stems zur and bazar, iss and i^3,
denote fortifications or fortified places {e.g. 2 Ch 85

II2 3, Dt 35 etc.) Those from the stem gddar, -na,
denote a stone wall (Ps 623, Job 198). RV tr. the
words of this stem by ' fence' in many places
where we find ' wall' or ' hedge' in AV. A fence is
properly that which fends or defends. The fence
described in the Heb. words of this group is
ordinarily the enclosure defending a field or vine-
yard or sheepfold. See HEDGE.

W. J. BEECHER.
FENCED CITIES (nyno ny, properly 'cut off'

from outside, and hence inaccessible ; RV generally
substitutes 'fortified' for 'fenced').—Collections
of houses in ancient times may be classed under
three heads: (1) Cities, walled or fenced. (2)
Unwalled towns and villages, with towers for
resort of villagers in times of danger. (3) Un-
walled towns and villages.

The number or size of the houses did not affect
the question. A city might be of very small
extent. Gn 1920 ' Behold now, this city is near to
flee unto, and it is a little one : Oh ! let me escape
thither (is it not a little one ?) and my soul shall
live.' On the other hand, the suburbs of a city
might become so extensive that it became equiva-
lent to a town without walls. Zee 24 ' Jerusalem
shall be inhabited as villages without Avails, for the
multitude of men and cattle therein.'

Towns and villages that were without walls
were a prey to any hostile foraging party, and
were considered of no account. Lv 2529·3* 'If a

man sell a dwelling-house in a walled city, then
he may redeem it. . . . But the houses of the
villages, which have no Avail round about them,
shall be reckoned with the fields of the country.' As
a village or town prospered and more solid houses
were built, they would for purposes of defence be
joined together, and the to\vn would thus become
a walled city. Towns and villages appear to have
been dependent upon fenced cities both for admini-
strative purposes and for protection of the inhabit-
ants. Jos 1547 'Ashdod with her towns and her
villages; Gaza with her towns and her villages.' As
an indication of absolute security, a land of safety
is pictured as ' a land of unwalled villages . . .
dwelling without walls, and having neither bars
nor gates' (Ezk 3811). The suburbs of the cities
were occupied by cattle (Jos 144 212). The villages,
however, were not wholly without protection.
The Israelites could not drive out the inhabitants
of the valley or low country because they had
chariots of iron (Jg I19, Jos 1716). Both at Jericho
and Damascus houses were built on the city walls
(Jos215, 2 Co 11s8).

Sufficient still exists of the remains of the
ancient cities of Palestine, together with the
historical accounts, to give us a clear idea of the
positions and the general configuration of their
walls. They were built in commanding positions
both in the hill-country and the plains, and on the
seashore they were generally on promontories.
In many cases most inaccessible positions were
taken advantage of, so that the battering-ram
might be of no avail. Dt I 2 8 ' The cities are great,
and fenced up to heaven.' Cisterns were cut in
the rock for the supply of rain-water, so as to
be independent of water from without (2 Ch 2610,
Neh 925, Jos. BJ V. iv. 3, vii. viii. 3).

There are many remains of ancient cities still
exposed to view in various parts of Palestine,
inhabited by nomadic tribes, where the system of
defence can yet be observed: as an example,
Masada, built %y Jonathan Maccaboeus, and
strengthened by Herod the Great, may be men-
tioned. None of the remains, however, can be
accurately ascribed to the time of Joshua, though
the sites may not have changed, and it is doubtful
whether at that early date the walls of fenced
cities were of the same solid type as that which
necessarily obtained when the battering - ram
came into use. Some of the fenced cities men-
tioned in the Book of Joshua were taken by
stratagem, but others were taken By assault by a
nation which did not possess the mechanical con-
trivances required for the capture of cities with
strong walls. From what remains of the ruins of
Jericho (assumed to be near 'Ain es-Sultan), it may
be inferred that these walls were built from the
earliest date of sun-burnt bricks ; and from the
knowledge we now possess of the walls about
Jerusalem, it may be considered that at the time
of the capture of the city by Joab the walls were
built of small stones.

The stones of the ancient towers and walls of
Jerusalem still existing are of considerable size,
some of those in the wall of the temple enclosure
weighing nearly 90 tons. At Baalbek the great
temple stands on a massive wall, with courses of
stone averaging 3 ft. 9 in. in height. Thirty feet
in advance of this, N., S., and W., is a protecting
wall, 10 ft. thick, of monoliths weighing 600 to 800
tons each, three of them being estimated to weigh
over 1000 tons each.

The bulwarks of the fenced cities of Palestine,
so far back as the time of the Jewish kings, appear
to have consisted of a solid masonry wall of cut
stone, with parapets and battlements, and with
towers at intervals from which the foot of the wall
could be seen (2 Ch 325, Jer 3138). In the walls were
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watchmen (2 Κ 917, 2 S 1826, Is 626). Within the
city was usually a citadel or acropolis (Jg 951), and
without were walls, outworks, and towers (2 Ch
147 * Let us build these cities, and make about
them walls and towers, gates and bars'; 2 S 2015,
Is 261, Nah 38, 2 Ch 266).

The protracted resistance offered by many of the
fenced cities of Palestine may have been due as
much to the strength of their position as to their
walls; Samaria resisted the king of Assyria for
three years, and Jerusalem successfully resisted
the power of Rome, and only fell before Titus owing
to the internal dissensions of the Jewish leaders.

The whole subject connected with the attack and
defence of cities and fortified places is treated of
under WAR, and special cases for reference will
be found under JERUSALEM, SAMARIA, JERICHO,
GATH, GAZA, and other strongholds of Philistia.
See also GATE. C. WARREN.

FERRET (rtQM 'dnaJcah, Lv II 3 0 AV).—The ferret
is not found in Palestine or Syria, and cannot be
the animal intended. It is probably, as in RV,
the gecko. See GECKO. G. E. POST.

FERVENCY, FERVENT. — Fervency is found
only in Jth 49 ' every man of Israel cried to God
with great fervency (έκτένεια [Β -ία], which in the
same verse is trd * vehemency,' as it is trd in 2 Mac
1438; RV always Earnestness.' The Gr. word
occurs also 3 Mac 641, and in NT Ac 267 iv εκτενείς
AV 'instantly,' RV «earnestly'). Knox {Hist.
132) says that after the martyrdom of Walter
Mill 'began a new fervency among the whole
people'; and Works (ed. Laing, in. 289), ' Peter,
in a fervencie, firste left his bote, and yet after
feared.' The adj. fervent is twice applied literally
in the sense of 'intense,' 2 P 310 ' the elements
shall melt with fervent heat' {καυσούμεναλυθήσεταυ),
and 312 {καυσούμενα τήκεται). 'With fervent heat'
(lit. 'being burned up') is the Bishops' trn, and is
retained in R V; most of the other VSS have simply
'shall melt with heat.' Cf. Elyot, The Governour,
ii. 322, 'beynge sore chaufed with fervent heate
and the lengthe of his iournay'; and Dt 2822 Gen.
' The Lord shall smite thee with a consumption, and
with the feauer, and with a burning ague, and with
feruent heat.' The word is also applied to cold,
as R. Fox, Chron. 116, 'Hit was a fervent coolde
weder'; Stewart, Cron. Scot. ii. 337, ' The fervent
frost so bitter wes.' J. HASTINGS.

FESTIVAL.—See FEASTS AND FASTS.

FESTUS, Porcius, succeeded Felix as procurator
of Judsea. On his arrival he visited Jerusalem,
whither the priests endeavoured unsuccessfully to
induce him to send for Paul. His reply (Ac 2516),
that to hand over a man unheard was ' not custom-
ary with Romans' (whatever it might be for Jews),
has a touch of disdainful dignity. Endeavouring to
induce Paul to consent to a trial at Jerusalem, he
provokes and allows the appeal to Csesar. Then
follows the hearing before Festus and Agrippa,
the latter of whom is there as an expert assessor.
The attitude of Festus is throughout (2519 2624·31)
one of official impartiality, touched with good-
natured indifference to the technicalities of Jewish
controversies.

The gens Porcia is not otherwise known to have
comprised a family of Festi, nor is this Festus
known to us apart from the NT and Josephus.
According to the latter, the first important event
of Festus' governorship was the decision of the
emperor in favour of the Syrians at Csesarea
(FELIX, sub fin.). This was effected by Beryllus
(so all MSS in Jos. Ant. XX. viii. 9; vulgo ' Burrus'),
Greek secretary to the emperor, whom the Syrians

had won by corruption. This decision provoked
the Jews to riots, in which Josephus sees the first
simmerings of the war of 66. This point must not
be forgotten when we come to the question of
dates. The other principal occurrences of Festus'
tenure of office mentioned by Josephus were, firstly,
the putting down of the Sicarii, and especially of
one dangerous rebel, similar to the one of Ac 2138

{Ant. XX. viii. 10 ; cf. BJ II. xiv. 1); secondly, the
disturbances at Jerusalem in consequence of the
wall erected at the temple to intercept the view
from the new wing of Agrippa's palace. Festus
took the side of Agrippa, but allowed the priests
to appeal to Rome. Before the result of this
appeal was known Festus died.

The important question connected with the name
of Festus is that of chronology (see art. CHRONO-
LOGY of NT, p. 417 ff.). According to Eusebius
and Jerome (Eus. Chron., Schone ii. 148 f.; Hier.
de vir. illustr.), Felix became procurator in the
eleventh year of Claudius (51), Festus in the second
year of Nero (56), Albinus succeeded Festus in the
sixth or seventh year of Nero (60 or 61), and the
Acts bring us (so Euthal. Praef. in epp. Pauli) to
the fourth year of Nero (58). There has been a
tendency lately, e.g. on the part of Blass and Har-
nack, to revert to this chronology. But apart
from the fact that had Festus governed Judaea for
four or five years, Josephus would surely have had
more to tell us in connexion with his procurator-
ship, the authority of Eusebius in this matter is
more than precarious. Eusebius, doubtless, made
use of Julius Africanus, who in turn used Justus
of Tiberias, who stated the death-year of Agrippa
π. But that Justus stated the years of the pro-
curatorships there is not a word of evidence to
prove. Eusebius may be as far from the truth
here as when he places the outbreak of the
Neronian persecution in 67-68. At the same time
the question is worth reconsidering, and the recent
discussion of Harnack {Chronol. d. altchr. Lit.
p. 233 ff.) deserves more minute discussion than
the limits of this article allow. The chronology of
Eusebius has the merit, be it what it may, of
fitting in with Clemen's date for St. Paul's arrest,
namely, A.D. 54 (1 CORINTHIANS, § 6). But that
the rule of Festus was a short one, everything
goes to prove ; and, as we saw above, the disturb-
ances which then began were viewed by Josephus
as the first mutterings of the great storm of the
year 66. But it would help us much if we could
fix the date of the arrival of Albinus, which was
separated by only a few stormy months from the
death of Festus. Unfortunately, we have only the
terminus ad quern firmly fixed, namely, the summer
of 62 (Schurer, HJP I. ii. 183, note 47). That his
successor Gessius Florus was procurator only from
64-66 may be taken as proved {ib. note 58). But
we have only inferential evidence, though it
amounts to high probability, that the rule of
Albinus was short. Perhaps the date furnished
by ARETAS, with which Harnack fails to deal
satisfactorily, coupled with the general data of St.
Paul's life (1 CORINTHIANS, § 6, small print), may
suffice to make us pause before putting the arrival
of Festus anything like as early as 56. On the
other hand, as Albinus cannot have arrived later
than 62, and the events of Festus' procuratorship,
together with those which follow his death and
precede the arrival of Albinus, though insufficient
to fill five years, are yet too many for one year, it
is hardly possible to place the arrival of Festus
later than 60. The system adopted s.v. CHRONO-
LOGY may be right in going back two years
further (60 to 58). On the whole this variation may
be taken, upon a full review of all our materials,.
as the most probable limit of doubt as regards this
important date. It may be remarked that if Festus
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arrived in 60, the foerta ό'λ?7 of Ac 2830 ends about
February 63 ; between this and the Neronian perse-
cution of midsummer 64, to which Harnack would
again bring back St. Paul's death, there is suffi-
cient though hardly ample time for the events
presupposed in the Epp. to Timothy and Titus (see
Schiirer, as quoted above, esp. note 38 ; Harnack,
as quoted above; Blass, Ada Apost. Ed. Philol.
p. 23, and the authorities for CHRONOLOGY OF NT).

A. ROBERTSON.
FETCH.—To fetch is to cause to come, as Fuller,

Holy Warre, 230, ' If they should say the Templars
were burned wrongfully, they may be fetched over
the coals themselves for charging his Holinesse so
deeply'; and this meaning is easily seen in most of
its phrases.

1. Fetch tip, 1 S 621 71. So Shake. Ant. and Chop.
IV. xv. 35—

* Had I great Juno's power,
The strong-wing'd Mercury should fetch thee up,
And set thee by Jove's side.'

2. Fetchagain, i.e. cause to comeback(see AGAIN):
1 Es 434 * Swift is the sun in his course, for he com-
passeth the heavens round about, and fetcheth his
course again to his own place in one day' (7Γ<χλΐϊ>
άποτρέχβή. Cf. Bunyan, Holy Citie, 252, ' Revivings
that (like Aquavitae) do fetch again, and chear up
the soul'; and Tindale, Expositions, 165, * He will
return again unto his mercy, and fetch his power
home again, which he lent to vex thee.' 3. Fetch
about: 2 S 1420 * To fetch about this form of speech
hath thy servant Joab done this thing' (nap niaph
"ΐ;ππ \i9"nN, lit. * for the purpose of bringing round
the face of the business,' or as RV 'to change the
face of the matter'). See ABOUT, and cf. Shaks.
K. John, IV. ii. 24—

' Like a shifted wind unto a sail,
It makes the course of thoughts to fetch about.'

Bacon, Essays, ( Of Cunning' (Gold. Treas. ed. p.
95, 1. 5), ' It is strange, how long some men will lie
in wait, to speake somewhat they desire to say :
and how farre about they will fetch; and how
many other Matters they will beat over to come
near it.' $. Fetch a compass, i.e. 'make a circuit,'
instead of going in a straight line. Thus Fuller,
Pisgah Sight, IV. ii. 43, ' Wicked men may for a
time retard, not finally obstruct our access to
happiness. It is but fetching a compass, making
two steps for one ; a little more pains and patience
will do the deed.' The Heb. is simply the verb njp
sdbhabh, which means to make a turning or a
circuit. RV gives 'turn about' in Nu 345, Jos 153,
and 'make a circuit' in 2 S 523, 2 Κ 39. The
Gr. is πβριέρχομαι., go round about, Ac 2813 (RV
'make a circuit').* In 'fetch a compass' as in
'fetch about' the idea of the circuitous route is
not in the verb, but in its complement, f See
COMPASS. Similar phrases are found, as T.
Adams, 27 Peter, 54, ' Merchants would give
much to know a short cut to those remote places
of traffic, without passing straits or fetching bouts';
Fuller, Holy Warre, p. 29, ' As if sensible of his sad
fate, and desirous to deferre what he cannot avoid,
he [the Jordan] fetcheth many turnings and wind-
ings, but all will not excuse him from falling into
the Dead sea.' 5. Fetch a stroke, Dt 195 ' his hand
fetcheth a stroke with the axe.' So Fuller, Holy
Warre, 219, ' Being about to fetch another stroke,
the Prince with his foot gaue him such a blow that
he felled him to the ground'; and Bunyan, Holy

*Lightfoot (Fresh Revision* 193) says, 'We have heard how
the inquiring schoolboy has been perplexed at reading that St.
Paul and his companions "fetched a compass" when they set
sail from Syracuse (Ac 2813), not being able to reconcile this state-
ment with the date given for the invention of this instrument.'

t Fuller, Holy Warre, p. 119, says, ' His navie he sent about
by Spain'; then on p. 120, 'behold his navie there safely
arriving, which with much difficultie and danger had fetched a
compass about Spain.'

War (Clar. Press ed. p. 47, 1. 20), ' If I fetch my
blow, Mansoul, down you go.' 6. Fetch one's
breath, Sir 3119 'he fetcheth not his wind short
upon his bed' (ούκ άσθμαίνβι, RV ' he doth not
breathe hard'). Cf. Shaks. 1 Henry IV. II. iv.
579, ' Hark, how hard he fetches breath. Search
his pockets'; and Troilus, ill. ii. 23, ' She does so
blush, and fetches her wind so short, as if she
were frayed with a sprite: I'll fetch her. It is
the prettiest villain: she fetches her breath so
short as a new-ta'en sparrow.'

In Old English there were two distinct verbs, fet and fetch.
Fet seems to have been the older of the two. Indeed, Bradley
{Oxf. Eng. Diet. s.v. 'Fetch') believes that Platt and Sievers
are right in deriving fetch from fet by a singular series of
changes. The i of the oldest form feti-an became a consonantal
y, then this ty being sounded as ce became written so, and cc
easily passed into the spelling eh. Cf. ort-yeard, in Old Eng.
orceard, now orchard.

Fet and Fetch were synonymous in meaning, as we may see
from Tindale, whose trn (1534) of Mt 24*7.18 is, ' And let him
which is on the housse toppe not come downe to fet (oipoa) eny
thinge out of his housse. Nether let him which is in the felde
returne backe to fetche (£/>«/) his clothes.' Fet gradually gave
way to fetch. In the Geneva version of 1560 it is found in the
imperat., 1 S 20 3 1 ' wherefore now send and fet him vntome, for
he shal surely dye,' and in the indie, Dt 1912 'Then the Elders
of his citie shal send and fet him thence.' And even in AV of
1611 the infin. is once employed, Jer 3621 ' So the king sent
Iehudi to fet the roule.' But after the Old Eng. period the
word was used chiefly in the past tense and past ptcp., as an
alternative with ' fetcht' or ' fetched,' and that is its use else-
where in AV.

In the 1611 ed. of AV ' fet' occurs 9 times (2 S 9̂  1127, 1 Κ 713
928, 2 Κ I I 4 , 2 Ch 12H, Jer 2623 3621, Ac 28^) ; ' fetcht' 5 times
(Gn 187, l S 71, 2 S 142, 2 Κ 39, 2 Ch 117) ; and * fetched' 6 times
(Gn 184 2714, Jos 153, jg· 1818, ι S 1022, 2 S 46). In course of
time, chiefly through the influence of Dr. Paris (1762) and Dr.
Blayney (1769), ' fet' was banished from AV. In his Camb.
Paragraph Bible of 1873, Scrivener restored it to all its original
places, and Scrivener's text is used in the Camb. Bible for
Schools and Colleges. But the Camb. and Oxf. Parallel Bibles
do not use it once. Thej7 use even * fetcht' only once, Gn 18";
elsewhere always ' fetched.' J . HASTINGS.

FETTER.—Three Heb. words are translated
fetter. 1. nz> rq, Arab, nahds, copper. In La 37

this word is rendered chain, in Jer 397 5211 (RV)
fetters, also in Jg 1621,2 S 334,2 Κ 257, 2 Ch 3311 366.
In the Arab. tr. by Van Dyck, wnym is rendered
silasil nahas, copper chains, or silsilatain min
nahds, two chains of copper. It is still the custom
in Syria to attach a chain to each of the rings put
round a prisoner's ankles, the middle of the chain
being fastened to his girdle. A prisoner is thus,
according to the Arabic way of speaking, bound
with two chains. 2. ^33, Syr. kebel (a late word
borrowed from Aramaic. The Arab, kabal is
probably a loan-word from the Aramaic). There
are two passages in which this word is used, both
referring to fetters of iron, Ps 10518 and Ps 1498.
3. P.T, D'jp] (Is 4514, Nah 310 fetters of captives, Job
368 fig.). Horses and other animals are usually
tethered by ropes fastened to the fore foot and
the hind foot on one side. W. CAKSLAW.

FEYER.—See MEDICINE.

FIELD.—See AGRICULTURE.

FIERY SERPENT.—See SERAPHIM and SERPENT.

FIGS (D*:N$ te'onim, the fruit of the fig tree,
which is rnNJ? Wenah; in NT σνκή is the fig tree,
and σϋκον the fig).—The fig tree, Ficus Carica, L.,
is cultivated everywhere in the Holy Land, and
also grows spontaneously in many places. It is
a tree of moderate size, seldom attaining a height
of 15 ft., but its spreading branches often cover a
circle with a diameter of 25 to 30 ft. Fig trees
are habitually planted near houses, and the people
sit in their shade, and that of the vines which
grow over the trellises. This familiar sight did
not fail to be noted in OT and Apocr. as an emblem
of peace and prosperity (1 Κ 425, Mic 44, Zee 310,
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1 Mac 1412). There are numerous varieties of figs
cultivated, some of which bear a tart, blackish
fruit, others a sweet, greenish or whitish one.
The branches are straggling and naked in winter,
but when the rains are nearly or quite over, small
green knobs appear at the ends of the twigs. They
are the young fruits, :s pag, * green figs' (Ca 213).
The leaf-bud now expands, and the new pale green
leaves soon more or less overshadow the little figs.
This is a familiar sign of early summer (Mt 2432).
Hence a fig tree with leaves must already have
young fruits, or it will be barren for the season.
The first figs ripen late in May or early in June.
They are called in Heb. .T1135 bikkurdh, in Arab.
bakurah, that is, first ripe, Is 284 (AV hasty fruit).
Jer 242, Hos 910, Mic 71.

When our Lord came to the fig tree near
Bethany (Mk II13), just before the passover, i.e.
from late in March to the middle of April, 'the
time of figs was not yet,' that is, the season for
ripe figs had not come. Among the various ex-
planations of Christ's action which may be given,
the only ones which seem to us worthy of con-
sideration are the following: (1) That being
hungry, and seeing from a distance that the tree
had leaves, and therefore was not dead, he came,
not to find new figs, but to find and eat any figs
of the last season which might have remained over
on the tree. The expression 'if haply he might
find anything thereon' implies that he did not
expect to find much. One or two figs will often
stay an empty stomach marvellously. According
to this opinion, the offence of the fig tree was the
fact of not having what must have been a very
exceptional relic of a former harvest. (2) That,
finding leaves, he knew that there should be young
fruit, and hoped that there might, even at that
early period, be 'the first ripe figs,' bikMrah.
According to this interpretation, the fault of the
fig tree was in not having a precocious fig or two
before the time, ' for the time of figs was not yet.'
We will not dispute the possibility of finding a
winter fig or two on a tree (although during a
residence of thirty-three years in Syria we have
searched and inquired in vain for them), or of the
exceptionally early maturing of some variety of
figs, perhaps not now cultivated. Neither of these
theories, however, accords with our conception of
Christ's justice. In neither case would the fig
tree be blameworthy. We are not held account-
able for extraordinary attainments in religion.
(3) Christ was at the moment hungry. Orientals
do not eat early in the morning. Labourers and
artificers come fasting to their work, and often
toil an hour or two before eating. So it is pre-
sumable that our Saviour, in his morning walk
of two miles from Bethany to Jerus., had not
broken his fast. The physical sensation of hunger
as a basis gave direction to his thoughts, as he
happened to see a most familiar spectacle, a fig
tree, at a distance, with fresh, young foliage. The
fact that it is mentioned that ' the time of figs was
not yet' (AV), or ' it was not the season of figs'
(RV), would seem to prove that Christ would not
have thought it strange had he not found winter
figs or precocious first fruits. It is hardly conceiv-
able that he could have condemned the tree for
that. But, when he arrived, he found no fruit at
all. Immediately the disappointment of unsatisfied
hunger was lost in the moral lesson which flashed
across his mind. A fig tree with leaves should
have at least green fruit. This one had none.
There was pretension, which, in the moral sphere,
is hypocrisy. Having leaves and no fruit, it was
a deceiver. The ripeness of the fruit is not the
point. If it had had unripe fruit, it would not
nave been condemned. It was condemned because
it had nothing but leaves.

The failure ©f the fig and vine was a sign of
great distress (Jer 517 813, Jl I 7 · 1 2, Hab 317·1β). Figs
were dried and pressed into cakes for food (1 S 2518).
These were used as poultices (2 Κ 207, Is 3821).
Fig leaves are thick, palmately lobed, and often
a span or more across. There is no good reason
to doubt the identity of the leaves which Adam
and Eve used to make aprons (Gn 37).

G. E. POST.
FIGURE.—1. Dt 4 1 6 ' Lest ye corrupt yourselves,

and make you a graven image, the similitude of
any figure' (hvusSmel, Driver 'statue.' The word
is found also 2 Ch 337·15 EV 'idol,' and Ezk 83·5

EV ' image.' The meaning 'statue' is confirmed
by the Phoen. inscriptions. See Driver on Dt 416

and Davidson on Ezk 83). The Eng. word seems
to be used in the obsolete sense of the distinctive
shape or appearance of a person or thing. The
Gen. version has ' a graven image or representation
of anie figure'; the Bishops', ' a graven image and
picture of any maner of figure.' Cf. Chaucer,
Monk's Tale, 232—

' And thanne had god of him [Nebuchadnezzar] compassioun,
And him restored his regne and his figure '—

i.e. his proper shape as a man. So Shaks. Samlet,
I. i. 41—

' In the same figure, like the king that's dead.'

2. 1 Κ 629 ' he carved all the walls of the house
round about with carved figures of cherubims'
(ntŷ pp mildaoth occurs only in this ch. and the
next: 618 EV 'was carved,' i.e. 'was carving of ;
632 EV 'carvings'; 731 EV 'gravings'). These
'carved figures' (as the single Heb. word is here
trd) were representations of cherubim cut in relief
on the wood of the doors. See CARVING. For
this use of the Eng. word, cf. Caxton, Cato, A iii. b,
' to adoure the ymages and other fygures humayn ';
and Milton, Lycidas, 105—

1 Next Camus, reverend sire, went footing slow,
His mantle hairy, and his bonnet sedge,
Inwrought with figures dim.'

3. Is 4413 * The carpenter . . . maketh it [the
image] after the figure of a man ' (nrpj-i tabhnith).
The Heb. is frequent for the outward appearance
of a person or thing. It occurs long with sSmel
(above)in Dt 416 and is trd 'likeness.' The Eng.
word is used in the same sense as 1 above. Cf.
He I3 Wye. ' be is the schynynge of glorie, and
figure of his substaunce'; and Mk 1612 Tind.
'After that, he appered unto two of them in a
straunge figure.' 4. Ac 743 ' figures which ye made
to worship them'; and Ho 5 1 4 ' who is the figure of
him that was to come' {τύπο*). Sanday-Headlam's
note on the Greek word is as follows—

ή-χος (rwrra) : (1) the * impression' left by a sharp blow (το»
τύπον των %λων, * the print of the nails,' Jn 2025), in particular the
' stamp ' struck by a die ; (2) inasmuch as such a stamp bears
the figure on the face of the die, * copy,'' figure,' or ' representa-
tion ' ; (3) by a common transition from effect to cause,' mould,1

4 pattern, ' exemplar'; (4) hence in the special sense of the
word type which we have adopted from the Greek of NT, ' an
event or person in history corresponding in certain character-
istic features to another event or person.

In Ac 743 the meaning is ' representations' or
' images of gods' (the second meaning above); in
Ro 514 it is ' type' (the fourth meaning above).
5. He 924 'Christ is not entered into the holy
places made with hands, which are the figures of
the true ; but into heaven itself' (αντίτυπα των
αληθινών, RV ' like in pattern to the true'); and
I p 321 i The like figure whereunto even baptism
doth also now save us' (5 καϊ ημάς άντίτνπον νυν
σώζει βάπισμα, RV ' which also after a true likeness
doth now save you [reading ύμα$ with edd.], even
baptism,' RVm ' in the antitype'). The antitype
(τό άντίτυπον) is the event or person in history
that corresponds with the type (6 τύπος) — see
Sanday-Headlam above. The one that occurs first



in history is the type, the second the antitype.
Hence in He 924 heaven is the type, the holy
place in the tabernacle the antitype ; but in 1 Ρ S'n

the water of the deluge is the type, of which
baptism is the antitype. See TYPE, and cf. Cart-
wright, Cert. Belig. (1651) i. 222, 'The Rock . . .
was a Type and a Figure of Christ.' 6. He 99 ' a
figure for the time then present,' and II 1 9 * Ac-
counting that God was able to raise him up, even
from the dead ; from whence also he received him
in a figure ' (παραβολή, RV ' parable,' in both). The
meaning of 99 is clear, but II 1 9 is much disputed.

Rhemish ('for a parable') decline to commit themselves.*
Tind. in ed. of 1534 translates · for an ensample,' and is
followed by Coverdale; but in 1526 ed. he had boldly 'as an
ensample of the resurrection,' and this was adopted by Cranmer,
and very nearly by the Bishops (' in a certaine similitude of the
resurrection'). This tr n gives a well-recognized sense to παραβολή.
The objection felt against it is that Isaac was actually not raised
from the dead. Hence the favourite interpretation at present
is that of AV ' in a figure,' i.e. figuratively ; Isaac was not really
dead, but he was as good as dead, and so figuratively was raised
from the dead (see Westcott, ad loc). Cf. Geneva 4 in a sort.'
The objection is that χ»ρ*β*λ*ι has not elsewhere this meaning.

7. 1 Co 46 ' And these things, brethren, I have in
a figure transferred to myself and to Apollos'
(μετεσχημάτισα). The Gr. verb trd * in a figure
transferred' elsewhere means to change one's form
or appearance (σχήμα) into some other form,
2 Co I I 1 3 · 1 4 · 1 5 (AV ' transform,' RV ' fashion into'
or «fashion as') and Ph 321 (AV 'change,' RV
' fashion anew'). Here it is the truth stated that
is to change its application: applied by the
apostle to himself and Apollos, it really applies to
the Corinthians.t 8. Sir 499 'he made mention
of the enemies under the figure of the rain' (iv
δμβρφ, RV * he remembered the enemies in storm,'
RVm 'inrain').

RV gives ' figure' for AV c interpretation' in
Pr I6, but with ' interpretation' in marg. (n^p),
elsewhere only Hab 26 (EV 'proverb,' RVm
'riddle'); and for AV 'fashion,' Ac 744 τύπο* (see
FASHION). RV also introduces the verb ' to
figure,' not in AV text, Lv 261 (' figured stone' as
Avm, Heb. πζψΏ ρκ, AV 'image of stone'); and
Nu 3352 (' figured stones,' Heb. η*?ίρς>, AV' pictures').
See IDOLATRY and STONE. This meaning of the
verb (evidently 'adorned with figures or designs')
may be illustrated from Shaks. Rich. II. in. iii. 150—

4 I'll give my jewels for a set of beads, . . .
My figured goblets for a dish of wood.'

J. HASTINGS.
FILL >—As a subst., meaning a full supply, fill

is used of food, Lv 2519, Dt 232 4; of drink, 2 Es I20,
Jth 721 ; and metaphorically of love, Pr 718 ' Come,
let us take our fill of love until the morning.' Cf.
S. Rutherford, Letters, xxxv., ' those who live long,
and get a heavy fill of this life'; and Shaks. Troil.
and Cress. V. viii. 4—

4 Best, sword; thou hast thy fill of blood and death.'

The verb to fill is frequently used by Wyclif
(and other early writers) in the sense of execute,
accomplish, modern fulfil. Thus Gn 275 (1388) ' he
hadde go in to the feeld to fille the comaundment
of the fadir' (1382 ' that he fulfille the heest of the
fader'); Lk 931 (1380) 'forsothe Moyses and Elye
weren seyn in mageste; and thei seyden his goynge
out, which he was to fillinge in Jerusalem' (1388
' which he should fulfille'). So once in AV, 2 Es 436

' when the number of seeds is filled in you' (im-
pletusfuerit; RV ' fulfilled').

* But the Rhem. NT has a marginal note, · That is, in figure
and mysterie of Christ dead, and aliue againe.' This margin
probably gave AV the word * figure.'

t Field (ON, ad loc.) suggests4 by a fiction' for EV' in a figure.'
In illustration of the Gr. verb he quotes 1 S 28* * Saul disguised
himself (Sym. μ.ίτκτχημ.ά.'πσιν iavrov) ; and 1 Κ142 • Arise, I pray
thee, and disguise thyself' (Theod. μ.ϊτασχ^ΐΜά'ησον <ηοίυτον).

To ' fill up' is to fill to the full, the prep, up, like
Gr. κατά, intensifying the verb : as Mt 233- ' Fill
ye up then the measure of your fathers' (πληρώ-
σατε) ; * 1 Th 216 ' to fill up their sins alway' {els τό
άναπληρωσαι.); Col I24 ' Who now rejoice in my
sufferings for you, and fill up that which is behind
of the afflictions of Christ in my flesh for his body's
sake, which is the church' (άνταναπληρω, RV 'fill
up on my part,' which is Lightfoot's tr.) f ; Mt 91(i

' No man putteth a piece of new cloth unto an old
garment, for that which is put in to fill it up
taketh from the garment, and the rent is made
worse' (τό πλήρωμα αύτον, lit. ' its filling ' ; RV ' that
which should fill it up') ; so Mk 221 ; Rev 151 ' in
them is filled up the wrath of God' (έτελέσθη, RV
'is finished'). Cf. Shaks. 1 Henry IV. III. ii. 116—

* To fill the mouth of deep defiance up
And shake the peace and safety of our throne.1

J. HASTINGS.
FILLET.—Two words are trd so : (1) Bin hut,

Jer 52-1 of that which would ' compass' the pillars
which king Solomon had made in the house of the
LORD, and which the Chaldeans brake to carry
the brass away ; AVm ' thread'; RV ' line,' which
is the translation in 1 Κ 715 of both AV and RV.
See PILLAR and TEMPLE. The same word is used
for the scarlet 'thread' which Rahab placed in
her window (Jos 218), and for the threefold ' cord'
which cannot be broken of Ec 412. (2) [pwn]
Mshuk, only found in plu. and with suffixes,
Ex 27i0· n 3638 3810· n · 1 2 · 1 7 · 1 9 , of that which clasped
the pillars in the tabernacle, those of the pillars of
the court being overlaid with silver, those of the
pillars at the door with gold. See PILLAR and
TABERNACLE. The verb pvn hishshak, to furnish
with fillets, is trd 'fillet' where it occurs, Ex 2717

' the pillars . . . shall be filleted with silver,' 3818

'the pillars . . . were filleted with silver,' 38'23

'[Bezalel] filleted them' (RV 'made fillets for
them').

A fillet is a little thread (Lat. fllum, a thread,
Fr. fit, dim. filet). Its oldest and commonest appli-
cation is to a ribbon for binding the hair. Thus
Spenser, FQ I. iii. 4—

' From her faire head her fillet she undight';

and Fuller, Holy Warre, 125, ' They pleaded that
the Crown was tied on Guy's head with a woman's
fillet.' But it came to be used early, and is still in
use, for any narrow strip of binding material.

J. HASTINGS.
FINE. —For the subst. Fine see CRIMES AND

PUNISHMENTS. The adj. 'fine' is of frequent
occurrence, but only in a few cases does it re-
present a Heb. or Gr. word. These are: (1) aiu
tobh, 2 Ch 35·8 'fine gold,' Ezr 827 'fine copper,'
La 41 ' most fine gold' (in Gn 212 it is trd ' good,' its
usual trD, ' the gold of that land is good'). Aram.
2tp tdbh, Dn 232 'fine gold.' (2) ρ^ψ sarik, Is 19y

' fine flax,' lit. ' combed flax,' as RV. (3) 13 pdz,
Ca5 n 'most line gold,' Ges. 'refined gold.' (4) ibn

* Cf. Shaks. K. John, n. i. 556—
4 1 trust we shall,

If not fill up the measure of her will,
Yet in some measure satisfy her.'

t This is the only occurrence of the particular compound ά*τ-
κ,ναι-πλγιρόω in biblical Greek. Lightfoot gives classical quota-
tions, in order to bring out that the special force of ««•/ is
4 from another quarter.' That is what is sought to be expressed
by *on my part.' But T. K. Abbott ('Intern. Crit. Com.' in
loc.) points out that ά,νχπλνιρόαι itself, in the two instances
where in NT it is used with νστίρημΜ (1 Co Ιβ1?, Ph 230), expresses
a supply coming from a different quarter from the deficiency.
He tinds the idea of balance in the άντ/, and hopes it is not an
over-refinement to suggest that ανταναπληρΰω is more unassuming
than οίνα,τλγ,ρόω, ' since part of the force of the word is thrown
on the idea of correspondence.' Christ's afflictions are incom-
plete till Paul brings his quota of affliction to add to them. And
every Christian must bring his quota of affliction to add to
them before they are complete. For the afflictions are not
the afflictions of the Redeemer, but of His Body the Church.
They are His afflictions just because the Church is His Bodv.



helebh, Ps 8116 14714 ' the finest of the wheat,' lit.
as AVm and RVm ' fat of wheat': the fuller
phrase * kidney-fat of wheat' is found in Dt 3214.
(5) καθαρό*, Jth 105 'fine bread' (RVm 'pure').

In all other cases ' fine' goes with its subst. in
order to bring out the full meaning of the subst. in
the Heb. or Greek. It is used (1) along with linen
for vy shesh, Gn 4142, Ex 254 etc., Ezk 1610·13 277;
for pa buz, 1 Ch 421 1527, 2 Ch 214 314, Est I 6 815,
Ezk 2716; for pD sddMn, Pr 3124 (RV * linen gar-
ments'), Is 32 3; for pax 'etiin, Pr 716 (RV 'linen
of the yarn'); for βύσσος, Lk 1619, Rev 1812; for
(adj.) βύσσινο*, 1 Es 36, Rev 1816 19 8 ^· 1 4 ; and for
σινδών, Mk 1546 (RV ' a linen cloth'). (2) With
flour for rhb soleth, Lv 21 etc., Nu 615 etc., Ι Κ 422,
2 Κ 71·16· u, 1 Ch 929 2329, Ezk 1613·19 4614; and for
σεμίδαλις, Sir 352 3811, Bel3, 2 Mac I 8 1539, Rev 1813.
(3) With gold for is pdz, Job 2817, Ps 1910 119127,
Pr 819, Ca 515, Is 1312, La 42; for on ·> kethem, Job 3124,
Pr 2512, Ώη 105 (RV 'pure gold'); and for pin
hdruz Pr 314, Zee 93. (4) With brass for χαλκολί-
βανον [-os], Rev I15 218 (RV c burnished'). Thus the
adj., which was introduced to mark a distinction
in the Heb. and Greek words, has been used so
freely as to obliterate any distinction, and RV has
done little to restore it. 'Fine' means 'finished'
(Lat. finitus, Old Fr. fin), and hence of superior
quality, and that is its meaning in all those
places. RV, however, has introduced the word in
the sense of 'broken small,' 'of minute particles,'
Dt 921 ' as fine as dust' (TS$ pi, AV ' small as
dust').

The verb to fine (mod. ' refine') is derived from
the adj., and signifies to make pure. It occurs
only Job 281 ' Surely there is a vein for silver, and
a place for gold where they fine i t ' (ψ'ντ9 RV ' which
they refine'). ' Fining' is used twice, Pr 173 ' the
fining pot is for silver' (̂ IV'P, Amer. RV 'refining
pot'), so 2721. ' Finer' occurs only Pr 254 ' a vessel
for the finer' (ryrs, Amer. RV 'refiner').

J. HASTINGS.
FIR (»na berosh; once D'rnia birothtm, Ca I 1 7 ;

άρκευθος, κέδρος, πίτυς, κυπάρισσος, πεύκη; abies,
cupressus). From the numerous words by which
the LXX has trd the- Heb. original, it is clear
that the learned men of that day were not agreed
as to the identity of the tree intended. In a
considerable number of passages the trn is not
the name of a tree at all. The conditions required
in the tree are—(1) That it could supply boards
and planks and timber for doors (LXX πεύκιναι,
1 Κ 615·34). (2) That it could supply beams (LXX
κέδρινοι, 2 Ch 35) for the roofing of the temple.
These must have been large, and very strong.
(3) That it was useful in shipbuilding (Ezk 275).
The LXX in this passage has transposed the words
for cedar and fir, giving as follows: ' The cedar
from Senir was built for thee, the planks of the
decks were taken off* the cypress of Lebanon, of
which to make for thee pine masts.' It uses here
κυπάρισσος for the transposed word. It is not clear
why the word pine in the last clause was added.
Perhaps it refers to the resinous quality of the
wood. (4) It was suitable for musical instruments
(2 S 65). The LXX, however, in this passage
renders the word beroshim by iv ίσχύι, in strength,
and not by the name of any tree. This corre-
sponds witli the parallel passage 1 Ch 138 'with
all their might,' where the Heb. text is ϊν^ρι
D'T̂ zu instead of vvrq *$% hb$. If we adopt the
reading of 1 Ch in 1 S, the abruptness and apparent
unseasonableness of the mention of the wood of
which the musical instruments were made is
avoided, and the two passages satisfactorily recon-
ciled. The slight clerical error which would thus
be corrected is obvious on a comparison of the
two texts side by side. Budde has adopted this
amended reading in his new edition of the text

of Samuel. Should we also adopt it, there would
no longer be any necessity to consider the adapta-
tion of the berosh to the manufacture of musical
instruments (see Wellh. and Driver, ad loc).

Pinus Halepensis, Mill., has been proposed as
the equivalent of berosh. But its wood is not
durable, and would hardly have been chosen for
the beams of the temple. Two other trees have
been proposed as the equivalent of berosh, either
of which would meet all the requirements: Juni-
perus excelsa, M.B., and Cupressus sempervirens,
L. The former is called in Arab, lizzdb and

•JUNIPERUS EXCELS A.' TALL JUNIPER.

sherbin. It grows in the alpine and sub-alpine
regions of Lebanon and Antilebanon, up to an alti-
tude of 9000 ft. Its comus, when not hacked by
the woodman, is ovate-lanceolate. Its trunk is
straight, and its wood very solid and durable.
It has dense ascending branches, small appressed
leaves, and black berries as large as a marrowfat
pea. The wood is well stored with resin—a fact
which threatens the tree with extinction, as the
remaining forests are fast being cut down by the
tar smelters. Its trunks make solid and inde-
structible beams, and its wood, which is reddish
and fragrant, is suitable for boards, planks, ship
timber, and other purposes. But, notwithstanding
the suitableness of the juniper as a tree to the
requirements of the case, the weight of evidence
is in favour of the cypress, Cupressus sempervirens,
L. This tree has qualities resembling those of
the last named. It has a straight trunk, hori-
zontal, somewhat straggling branches, forming an
ovate-oblong comus, small appressed leaves, and
globular galbules, about an inch in diameter, com-
posed of woody, shield-shaped scales. Its wood is
useful for all the purposes indicated for the fir.
Its name, κυπάρισσος, is one of the most frequent
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translations of it in the LXX. It is called in
Arab, saru and sherMn, both of which are the
equivalent of cypress in that language. Contrary
to an opinion cited in Oxf. Heb. Lex., under the
head κη-φ, it is found in abundance in Lebanon
and Antilebanon. A variety of it, with ascend-

'CUPRESSUS BEMPKRVIREXS.' WILD CYPRESS.

ing branches, forming a lanceolate comus, is the
familiar cemetery cypress, so common in the neigh-
bourhood of Oriental cities. Many of these have
tall straight trunks, which would make massive
beams and ship timbers. G. E. POST.

FIRE (in OT most commonly E\S·, πυρ, πυρισμός,
also ΉΝ, n̂ N, n-jy?; in Dn occurs Aram. TU; in NT
πυρ, also πυρά, φώ$) denotes primarily the ordinary
process of combustion, with its accompaniments of
light and heat. The Scripture references to it
are too numerous to classify exhaustively. Those
which deserve special attention fall into two
groups, according as the word is used in a literal
or in a figurative sense.

I. LITERAL USAGE.—Here we may distinguish
— 1 . Fire accompanying God's presence. Besides
numerous metaphorical allusions in connexion
with theophanies, there are several references to
fire as a physical phenomenon appearing on such
occasions. See Gn 1517, Ex 32 (the burning bush),
Ex 1918, Dt 436 (Mt. Sinai), Ex 4038, Nu 915, Dt I33,
Ps 7814 10539 (the guiding pillar). 2. Sacrificial
fire, (a) Sacrifice by fire was a primitive mode of
worship (Gn 820 226). (δ) Under the Mosaic law
fire was a most important means of offering the
various prescribed sacrifices, which are described
as ' offerings made by fire unto J".' For this pur-
pose a fire was kept continually burning on the
altar of burnt-offering (Lv 613, 1 Es 624). Accord-

ing to Lv 924 it had a miraculous origin, and it
was similarly rekindled in Solomon's temple (2 Ch
71"3). Some find a reference to this perpetual fire
in Is 319 (but see Cheyne, Delitzsch, in loc), and
in the name Ariel (the hearth of God ?) applied to
Jerus. in Is 291·2·7. In 2 Mac I1 9 '2 2 there is a
legend about the hiding of the sacred lire at the
fall of Jerus., and its discovery by Nehemiah after
the Exile. For the story of a later rekindling see
2 Mac 103. (c) Mention is made of special answers
by fire when sacrifices were offered elsewhere than
at the regular sanctuary, as in the cases of Gideon
(Jg 621), Elijah (1 Κ 1838), and David (1 Ch 2126).
\d) Fire was used for offering incense. It was
carried in censers (Lv 1612·13), or placed on the altar
of incense (Ex 307·8), and the incense sprinkled
upon it. To use any other than the sacred fire
for this purpose was to offer 'strange fire,5 the
offence for which Nadab and Abihu perished (Lv
101, Nu 34 2661). (e) Human sacrifice, especially
child sacrifice, by fire was practised by certain of
Israel's neighbours (Dt 1231, 2 Κ 1731). It was
strictly forbidden in the law (Lv 1831, Dt 1810), but
is repeatedly mentioned as a sin of Israel (2 Κ 1717,
Jer 731 195 3235, Ezk 1621 2026·31), being carried on in
particular by Ahaz (2 Κ 163,2 Ch 283) and Manasseh
(2 Κ 21°, 2 Ch 336). The scene of these rites was
Topheth in the valley of Hinnom (Jer 731). See
W. R. Smith, ES, pp. 352, 353, and Driver, Deut.
p. 222. 3. Lightning. In such expressions as
'fire from heaven,' 'the fire of God,' etc., which
describe at times a destructive agency (Lv 102,
2 Κ I 1 0· 1 2, Job I16), and at times the token by
which sacrifice was approved (2 c, above), some
such phenomenon as lightning is evidently to be
understood, as also when ' fire and hail' are men-
tioned together (Ex 923·24, Ps 10532 148s). 4. Fire
for domestic purposes. Its use in this respect was
twofold, {a) For the preparation of food, as for
roasting flesh (Ex 128, 2 Ch 3513, Is 4416, 1 Es I12),
for broiling fish (Jn 219), for baking (1 Κ 1712,
Jer 718). (b) For warmth, as in Is 4416, Jer 3622,
Mk 1454, Lk 2255, Jn 1818, Ac 282. In Pal. fire is
only occasionally used for heating, and there are no
regular fireplaces except in kitchens, but portable
braziers or 'fire-pans' are employed. The larger
houses have special ' winter rooms' (Jer 3622, Am
315). In these a cavity is made in the middle of
the floor, in which the ' stove' (nx) is placed. When
the fire has burnt out a wooden frame is placed
over it, and this is covered with a carpet so as to
retain the heat (Keil, Bib. Arch. ii. 107 ; Nowack,
Heb. Arch. 141 ; Benzinger, Heb. Arch. 124). The
Arabs in the desert use as a hearth a hole lined
with stones (Niebuhr, Travels in Arabia, i. 209).
The use of fire on the Sabbath for domestic pur-
poses was forbidden in the law (Ex 353; Jos. Wars,
Π. viii. 9). 5. Fire in metallurgy. Fire has been
employed from the earliest times for refining, cast-
ing, and forging metals. Among the Scripture
allusions to this use are Ex 3224 (the golden calf),
the various references to ' molten images,' and also
Is 4412 5416, 2 Es 1673, Sir 25, 1 Ρ I7. 6. Fire as a
destroying agent. Among the effects of fire de-
struction is naturally prominent. Death by fire (or
possibly burning after execution by another method)
was the penalty for certain offences (Lv 2014 219, Jos
715·25), and was also a mode of inflicting vengeance
(2 S 1231 [?], Jer 2922, Dn 311·15, 2 Mac 75). Conquerors
burned the idols of vanquished nations (2 Κ 1918,
Is 3719), and the Israelites were specially enjoined
so to destroy those of the Canaanites (Dt 75,1 Mac
568). Fire was a common means of destroying
cities and property taken in war; and hence ' a
fire shall go forth, ' I will send (or kindle) a fire,'
are formulse which occur frequently in the pro-
phetical books. Setting a crop on fire was one
way of provoking a quarrel (Jg 154·5, 2 S 1430),
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and provision was made in the law (Ex 226) for
making good the damage done by fire accidentally
raised. Fire was a convenient method of destroy-
ing obnoxious writings (Jer 3623, 1 Mac I56). The
disposal of human bodies by burning was quite
exceptional among the Hebrews (1 S 3112, Am 610),
but the refuse or the bodies of animals used in
sacrifice was destroyed by fire (Lv 412 630 1627,
He 1311). Garments infected by 'leprosy' were to
be burnt (Lv 1352·57), and it was also common to
burn rubbish of various kinds, as stubble (Is 524),
chaff (Mt 312, Lk 317), and tares (Mt 1330). Topheth
(2 e, above) is said to have become in later times a
receptacle and burning-place of rubbish. (This is
doubted by Robinson; see BBP2 i. 274.) Fire is
contemplated as the means by which the visible
universe is to be destroyed (2 Ρ 37"12). 7. Fire as a
purifying agent. This use arises from the previous
one in cases where impurities are of a combustible
nature while the material to be purified is not so
(Nu3123).

II. METAPHORICAL USAGE.—Many of the fore-
going properties and uses of fire have suggested fig.
applications of the word. Thus we find it em-
ployed as a symbol—1. Of God Himself, {a) Of
His glory, in such visions as those described in
Ezk I 4 · 1 3 106·7, Dn 79 106. {b) Of His protecting
presence (2 Κ 617, Zee 25). (c) Of His holiness
(Dt 424, He 1229). 2. Of God's righteous judgment,
which tests the deeds of men (Zee 139, Mai 32,
1 Co 313). 3. Of God's wrath against sin (Is 6615·1(i,
Jer 44 2112, La 23·4, Ezk 2131 2221, Am 56 74 etc.).
4. Of the punishment of the wicked (Ps 682 973,
Is 4714, Ezk 2818, Mt 1342·50, 2 Th I8). Topheth or
Gehenna (I. 6 above) suggests the language in
Is 6624, Jth 1617, Sir 717, Mt 189, Mk 943"48. Fire
is the emblem of the danger which the saved
escape (Zee 32, Jude 23). 'Eternal fire' and 'the
lake of fire' are images of the punishment of the
lost (Mt 2541, Jude 7, Rev 1920 2010·14·15 218). 5. Of
sin (Is 918 655), and particularly of lust (Hos 76,
Sir 2316), and of the mischief of the tongue (Pr 1627,
Ja 36). 6. Of trouble and affliction (Ps 6612, Is 432,
Jer 5158, Hab 213). 7. Of religious emotion (Ps 39:j),
and especially of prophetic inspiration, as ' the word
of the Lord' (Jer 514 209 2329). 8. Of the law (2 Es
1338). 9. Of the Holy Spirit (Mt 3 n , Lk 316, Ac 23).

Reference is apparently made in 2 Mac 103 to
the method of procuring fire by striking steel
against flint. With regard to fuel, the material
used for the sacrificial fire, both in primitive and
in later times, was wood (Gn 223·6, Lv 612). Special
arrangements were made for supplying the altar
fire. The Gibeonites were made ' hewers of wood'
for the house of the Lord (Jos 923), and after the
Exile a special wood-offering was appointed for the
temple (Neh 1034 1331). It is called by Josephus
the festival of Xylophoria {Wars, II. xvii. 6). For
ordinary purposes the staple fuel was charcoal
(see COAL), but other materials were also used,
such as thorns (Ps 589 11812, Ec 76, Is 3312) and
grass (Mt 630, Lk 1228). The asphaltum found
near the Dead Sea is combustible, as is also the
'stink-stone' found in the same neighbourhood,
which is burnt along with camel's dung (Burck-
hardt, Travels in Syria, p. 394). The last men-
tioned, as well as other kinds of dung (Ezk 415), is
also used alone as fuel (Niebuhr, Travels in Arabia,
ii. 232; Wright, Palmyra and Zenobia, p. 369).

JAMES PATRICK.
FIREBRAND. —See BRAND. FIREPAN. —See

CENSER.

FIRKIN.—See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

FIRMAMENT.—See COSMOGONY.

FIRSTBORN.—See FAMILY.

FIRST-FRUITS (onm, in Lv 2320 ens?, LXX
πρωτο'γβννήματα ; η'ψϋη. απαρχή). — The custom of
offering first-fruits was shared by the Isr. with
many other ancient nations, and it is also found
in many savage religions. Frazer (Golden Bough,
ii. 68-90) cites many examples to show that the
new corn was eaten sacramentally in order that
the worshippers might share in the divine life of
the corn-spirit, with which it was assumed that
the grain was instinct. The eating of the first-
fruits is, then, similar to the earliest form of animal
sacrifice, in which the victim was regarded as
divine, and the essence of the sacrifice lies in
the communal feast and the participation of all
the worshippers in the divine life. The two still
remain separated by an important difference. The
divine animal probably belonged to the kin of the
worshippers, and the sacrificial meal strengthened
the bond of kinship by a distribution of the com-
mon life. There is no reason for assuming this
in the case of the corn-spirit. He gives, further,
several instances of the offering of the first-fruits
to the deity, in which the sacramental idea is
absent {Golden Bough, ii. 373-384). The offering
is in these cases of the nature of tribute or thank-
offering. It is considered unsafe to eat of the
new crops till the god has received his share,
and the rite thus falls into the same category
as numerous others familiar to the student of
ritual and custom. The offering of the first-fruits
does not sanctify the rest of the crop, but it makes
it lawful food (W. B,. Smith, US,2 241).

The Heb. first-fruits belong to the latter class;
they are tribute, not the staple of a sacramental
meal. The history is not in all points clear, partly
owing to the shifting sense of the terminology.
It is essential, if confusion is to be avoided, to
keep the regulations of the codes distinct, and
take them in their chronological order.

{a) In the oldest legislation (JE) the first-fruits
of the harvest are required (Ex 2316 3422). Twice
the curious phrase occurs, ' the first of the first-
fruits' (nnm nnptai Ex 2319 3426, so in Ezk 4430).
This is taken by some to mean the first-ripe, by
others the choicest, of the first-fruits. But prob-
ably * of the first-fruits' is added to explain ' the
first,' the first, that is, the first-fruits. It seems
probable that in Ex 2229 first-fruits are referred
to in the words *&£!) ^W p̂ (lit. ' thy fulness and
thy tear,' paraphrased in RV as * the abundance
of thy fruits and of thy liquors'), on account of
the mention of the firstborn in the parallel clause.
If so, the first-fruits can hardly be confined to
cereals, but will include wine and oil (' thy
liquors'). The LXX gives άπαρχαΐ &\ωνο* καΐ
Χ-ηνου (< first-fruits of thy threshing-floor and wine-
press'). A feast was connected with the offering,
* the feast of harvest, the first-fruits of thy labour'
(Ex 2316), ' the feast of weeks, even of the first-
fruits of wheat harvest' (Ex 3422). The amount
to be offered is not stated; it seems to have been
left to the discretion of the offerer. It is inter-
esting to observe that a man brought Elisha as
a gift' bread of the first-fruits, twenty loaves of
barley, and fresh ears of corn' (2 Κ 442).

(b) In Deuteronomy (D) the Isr. is ordered to
bring of his first-fruits in a basket to the central
sanctuary and present it to the priest, with a pro-
fession of gratitude to God for deliverance from
Egyp. bondage and the possession of the fruitful
land of Palestine. A feast then follows, in which
the Levite and the stranger are to share the
offerer's hospitality (Dt 261"11). According to 184

the priest is to receive the first-fruits of corn,
wine, and oil, and the first of the fleece. The two
regulations seem to be in conflict, and it has been
supposed that 184 is a later addition. Possibly
there is no discrepancy. The basket of first-fruits
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may be only a portion, and this may be the first-
fruits meant in 184, the rest being kept for the
feast, or it may be the whole and the feast not
made of the first-fruits at all. (See Driver, Deut.
p. 290. He decides for the latter alternative.) It
is not clear what was the relation of the first-
fruits to the Tithe. Several scholars regard them
as really identical, but this is not certain. See
TITHE.

(c) As Dt 184 claims the first - fruits for the
Levitical priests, so Ezekiel, whose legislation
forms the transition to the Priestly Code, claims
for the priests {i.e. the sons of Zadok) 'the first
of all the first-fruits of everything,5 and, in addi-
tion, the first of the dough (4430).

{d) In the small code known as the Law of
Holiness (H) it is enjoined that on the day after
the Sabbath a sheaf of the first-fruits of the har-
vest should be brought to the priest, who should
wave it before the Lord. A burnt-offering and
a meal-offering are to accompany this ceremony,
and, till it is accomplished, no bread, parched
corn, or fresh ears must be eaten (Lv 2310"14).
Seven weeks later two wave loaves of two-tenths
of an ephah of fine flour and leavened are to be
offered as first-fruits (Lv 2317. The additional
regulations in 2318"20 are for the most part a later
insertion interpolated from Nu 2827-29).

(e) In the Priestly Code (P) the rashith and the
bikkurim seem to be distinguished. In Nu 1812

the best of the corn, wine, and oil, that is, the
rSshith, belongs to the priest. In the next verse
the bikkurim of all that is in their land also belong
to the priest. Probably, the bikkurim should be
interpreted as the first ripe raw fruits, while the
rSshith will be the prepared oil and wine and corn.
(So Wellhausen, Nowack, and RV.) Accordingly,
we find in Neh 1035 that the bikkurim of the
ground and of the fruit trees were brought into the
house of the Lord, while the rSshith of dough, heave-
oflerings, fruit, wine, and oil were brought into the
store-rooms of the temple (ΙΟ37 1244). The distinc-
tion is observed in LXX and by Philo and Josephus.
In Nu 1520·21 it is enacted that the first of the dough
also shall be given as a heave-offering. According
to Lv 212 leaven and honey might be included in
the first-fruits, though they could not be part of
any offering made by fire. The meal-offering of
first-fruits consisted of parched corn in the ear
with oil and frankincense. Part of the corn and
oil with all the frankincense was to be burnt
(Lv 214'16). An interesting law, which rests on
the same principle as the law of first-fruits, is
that of Lv 1923"25, which ordains that the fruit of
a tree shall not be used for the first three years
after it is planted ('three years shall they be as
uncircumcised unto you'), and shall be consecrated
to God in the fourth year. In the fifth year it
may be eaten.

(/) In the later period a distinction was made
between the bikkurim and the terumoth (niDnp
oblations); the fullest treatment of the subject
is in the two tracts of the Mishna which bear
these names. The bikkurim were taken from
wheat, barley, grapes, figs, pomegranates, olives,
and honey. The fruits were offered fresh by those
who dwelt near Jerus., and dried by those who
came from a distance. The companies came in
a procession headed by the ox for the sacrifice,
and marched to the music of pipes. They were
met in Jerus. by the chief priests. The offerers
then carried their wreathed baskets on their
shoulders to the temple courts, and were wel-
comed by the Levites with the singing of Ps 30.
Then the baskets were given to the priests, and
the formula (Dt 265-10) was repeated. The teru-
moth were a tax for the support of the priests, and
used only by them, and were levied on every kind

of fruit of the ground and of trees. The choicest
of the fruits were to be given; not more than -fo
or less than ^ of the crop was expected. There
was also the Hallah (rhn), which was the first of
the dough, ?V of the whole piece in the case of
private individuals, and -fe in that of public
bakers.

LITERATURE.—Nowack, Heb. Archdol. ii. pp. 255-257; Well-
hausen, Prolegom,. pp. 157, 158; Schiirer, 11JP n. i. 237-242.
See also Philo, Defesto cophini and Deprcemiis sacerdotum.

A. S. PEAKE.

FIRSTLING.—A firstling * is the first (in time) of
its kind, Pr 39 Cov. ' Honoure the LORD Ε with thy
substaunce, and with the firstlinges of all thine
encrease.' In Macbeth, IV. i. 147, Shaks. uses the
word of the first thoughts of the heart and the first
acts of the hand—

' From this moment
The very firstlings of my heart shall be
The firstlings of my hand.'

In EV it is used only of the firstborn of beasts,
though the Heb. words so trd (τα? or -"HiD?, and
-IBS) are used also of the firstborn of women.

FISH.—Fishes are very abundant in the inland
waters of Pal. and Syria, except the Dead Sea,
as well as in the adjacent Mediter. and the Nile.
Even the intensely salt springs by the Dead Sea
swarm with certain kinds of fish, while the water
of that sea, which contains a large percentage of
chloride of magnesium, is fatal to all animal life.
Thousands of fish are borne by the rapid current
of the Jordan into that sea, and, as soon as they
reach its waters, are stupefied, and fall a prey to
cormorants and kingfishers, or their bodies are
washed up on the shore and feed the ravens and
vultures. Tristram mentions forty-three species
of fish found in inland waters. Of these the large
number of twenty-two are peculiar to Pal. and
Syria, and of this number fourteen are peculiar
to the Jordan Valley and one to the mountain
lake of Yamuni, S.E. of the cedars, and three
inhabit only the Damascus lakes. Many of the
species swarm in immense shoals in the Sea of
Galilee and in the warm fountains by its shores,
as well as in the Jordan and its affluents, the
Leontes, the Orontes, and the lakes of Antioch,
Perns, etc. Fresh-water fishes are also very
abundant in all the perennial streams which flow
into the Mediter., often ascending long distances,
and not infrequently leaping up the rapids and
cascades to reach their spawning places. The
adjacent Mediter. is also well stocked with a large
number of species of fish.

The large number and great fecundity of fish
is expressed in the Heb. name r\ dag, from ηη
to multiply abundantly. They were taken from
the earliest times, and many of them used as food
(Gn 92·3). Not a few of them are highly specialized
in form and aspect; yet, while a considerable num-
ber of land animals and birds and even insects
had names in Heb., not a single species of fish is
named in the Scriptures. The only attempt at
classification was into clean and unclean (Lv II9·10).
The former comprised those which had fins and
scales; the latter, all others. This distinction
was recognized in ancient Egypt (Wilkinson, Anc.
Egyp. iii. 58, 59), and under el-Hakim, who pro-
hibited the sale of unclean fish (Lane, Mod. Egyp.
i. 132). The good and bad fish (Mt 1348) may have
referred to this distinction, or to some other
standard of excellence. The writer has seen a
fisherman on the Mediter. coast in his anger beat
to a jelly the head of a fish to which he objected.

* From first and ling a suffix with varying force but generally
dimin., seen also in changeling, darling, fatling, fondling,
foundling, gosling, hireling, inkling, nestling-, nurseling, seedling!
stripling, starveling, underling, worldling.
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At other times they cast them away on the shore,
or back into the water.

The Hebrews seem to have classified together all
creatures living in the waters, whether S h a l e s '
AV, or 'sea-monsters' KV {Gn I 2 1 ; Heb. tan-
ntnim), or ' great fish' (Jon I1 7 Vina ri dag gddhol),
or the * living creature that moveth' (Gn I21), or
«fish' (v.28).

The fish was an object of idolatry in all the
ancient world. The Philistines worshipped Dagon,
the Fish-god (1 S 54), who was represented with
the body of a man and the tail of a fish (but see
DAGON, p. 544a). Hence it was forbidden to make
an image of a fish (Dt 418), which to the Heb.
included, as before said, all living creatures in
the water (Ex 204). G. E. POST.

FISHER.—Fisher, says Bradley (Oxf. Eng.Dict.),
is now archaic, being superseded in ordinary use
by * fisherman.' AV has followed previous versions
in giving 'fisher' in Is 198, Jer 1616, Ezk 4710 (w,
only phi.), Mt 418·19, Mk I 1 6 · 1 7 (aXieus), though it
has ' fisherman' after Tind. and the others (except
Wye. and Rhem.) in Lk 52 (aXiew's). For the ' fisher's
coat' of Jn 217 see COAT.

FISHING.—The natural history of Palestine fish
has been little studied. Along the coast there
are the usual Mediterranean varieties, with an
undue proportion of mullet. Some 33 varieties of
fresh-water fish have been counted in the Jordan
Valley, where fish swarm in Galilee as remarked by
Tristram, and in the waters of Merom one may see
tons taken in one day by a drag-net. The fact that
the fish of this basin resemble African species was
first observed by Josephus. ' There are several
kinds of fish in it (Galilee), different both to the taste
and sight from those elsewhere.' Also he says of
the Capharnaum fountain, * it produces the Coracin
fish' (BJ in. x. 8). Several Nilotic species abound.
The Chromides, carp-like, are called by the Arabs
'combs,' from their flat shape and projecting spines.
Of the SiluridiB, sheat fish {Clarias Macracan-
thus, Arab. Berboot) grows to the size of 3 or 4 ft.;
its flesh is much prized. Most abundant are the
barbel and bream, while dace, bleak, and loaches are
found. Eels are in many streams, and swarm in
the Orontes. Near Tripoli is a pool full of sacred
fish. Fossil fish, beautifully preserved in the
Lebanon limestone, are of existing genera. While
not strictly fish, we may mention that along the
coast are dolphins, seals, and whales—the two
latter very rare. The * badger skins'(AV Ex 2614)
were probably of the Red Sea dugong, a marine
mammal, whose skin is used now ; and the Hebrew
term vnn corresponds to Arab, tuhas, which includes
this animal.

Fishes technically are not mentioned in the
creative acts of the fifth period except as included
in the terms γιψ, lit. 'swarmer' (AV 'moving
creature'), and D '̂ian D ĵrn (AV 'great whales,'
RV 'great sea-monsters'). The first of these
terms occurs more specifically Lv II 1 0 ny$n γ~)ψ.
The dominion of man, however, it is interesting
to note, is given over fish, D-TJ \n (Gn I28, renewed
Gn 92, cf. Ps 88).

Fish were a staple article of diet in Egypt, and
their loss part of the plague (Ex 718·21). The
Israelites murmured, 'we remember the fish we
did eat freely' (Nu II5). The ceremonial law
declared all that had not 'fins and scales' an
'abomination' (Lv II9"12). The repeated prohibi-
tion of worship of anything ' that is in the water
under the earth' (Ex 204), ' the likeness of any
fish that is in the waters beneath the earth'
(Dt 418), was needed, for the Philistines worshipped
Dagon ='little fish' (1 S 5 2; but see art. DAGON).
It has also been alleged (but see Baethgen, Bel. -ges.

60) that ' Sidon was the fish goddess of Phoenicia'
(Tristram). This cult existed both in Assyria and
India. Solomon, in his wisdom, ' spake of the
fishes' ( IK 433). In the time of Nehemiah, fish,
probably cured, were brought by the Tyrians to
Jerusalem (Neh 1316), where we know there was a
'Fish-gate.' See JERUSALEM.

The 'great fish ('rna jn Jon I17) prepared' for
Jonah has been supposed to be a shark or whale.
Both AV and RV tr. KTJTOS in Mt 1240' whale' (RVm
'sea-monster3). The fact that a killer-whale, 21
ft. long, can swallow porpoises and seals would
imply that a much larger whale might swallow a
man. Part of the skeleton of a whale, 43 ft. long,
is in the museum of the Syr. Prot. College, Beirut.
The carcass of this whale was cast by a storm on
the coast near Tyre.

As a type of restoration, Ezk 479·*? tells us that
in the Dead Sea ' shall be a very great multitude
of fish.' ' These fish shall be according to their
kinds, as the fish of the great sea, exceeding
many.'

Fish in NT brought a livelihood to the apostles;
they are one of the 'good gifts' (Mt 710) twice
miraculously multiplied to the multitudes (Mt
1717ff· 1534ff·). Broiled fish was eaten by our
Saviour (Lk 2442) and given by Him to the disciples
(Jn 219·1S). The discrimination between good and
bad fish is used as a type of final separation of classes
of men (Mt 1348). To the early Christians the fish
became a sacred symbol, the Greek word Ιχθύ*
being formed by the initial letters of the four
Gr. words used in the confession, 'Jesus Christ,
Son of God, Saviour' ('Ir/croOs Χρίστο'?, Qeov vlos,
Σωτήρ). See D.C.A. s.v. Ίχθύ*.

As formerly, so now, in the East fishing is the
occupation of the simple and poor, and wholly un-
known as a pastime. The methods and means
have likewise changed but little. These were
principally—

(1) The small net cast by hand, trvn (Ezk 265·14

323 4710, Hab I 1 5 · 1 7 , Mic 7'2, Ec 726), δίκτυον (Mt 420

etc.), άμφίβληστρον (Mt 418, Mk I16). This is very
commonly employed still. The present writer has
watched its use at Tabigha (probably Betjisaida),
where fish gather at the outlet of streams into the
lake.

(2) The seine, trpzv (Is 198) or ΓΠΏ?Ρ (Hab I15),
σαΎήνη. This was used in two ways—either let
down into the deep and drawn together in a
narrowing circle and then drawn into the boat or
boats (Lk 54"9), or as a semicircle drawn to the
shore (Mt 1348). Both these methods are seen
daily.

(3) The hook, nan (Is 198, Job 411), π??, τρ (Am 42),
^κιστρον (M/t 1727). This was used with a line,
V̂ n, but no mention is made of a rod, as fly-fishing
is unknown. Hab I 1 5 mentions all the three
methods we have described.

(4) The harpoon or spear (Job 417), EV ' barbed
irons' (ni2i£>), 'fish spears' (D*JH hty). This is a
method depicted on Egyptian and Assyrian monu-
ments. At present it is practised only at night
by torchlight.

In spite of the mistranslations 'fish pools'
(Ca 74 AV), 'ponds for fish' (Is 1910 AV), there is
no evidence that the pools of the Bible were used
for fish culture.

The Turkish Government now taxes fishing as
an occupation, and also takes 20 per cent, of the
price of the fish sold in the seaports, and collects
this again if the fish are taken to another port.
The fisheries of Merom and Galilee are farmed out
to contractors, who forbid all others to engage in
the trade.

As an occupation fishing has been honoured by
the selection of its followers as apostles; by being
the object of Jesus' special favour on two occasions
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(Lk5lff·, Jn 21); and chosen as the type of earnest,
skilful soul-saving (Mk I17, Lk 510).

W. K. EDDY.
FISH-GATE.—See JERUSALEM.

FISH-POOL occurs in AV of Ca 74 ' Thine eyes
are [like] the fish-pools of Heshbon,' but the exact
translation is simply * pools' (so RV ; Heb. ni:n?,
LXX λίμναή. See Hitzig, ad loc, and art. HESH-
BON. Equally unwarrantable is the introduction
of ' fish ' in Is 1910, where AV, following Ibn Ezra,
tr. tfsppjN ΊΏ'Ψ 'wy-bs ' all that make sluices [and]
ponds for fish.' The passage is obscure (see
Skinner, ad loc), but probably the correct trn is
that of RV, * all they that work for hire shall be
grieved in soul.' * It is possible that the elsewhere
unexampled NDJX (for VM) was a play suggested by
the employment of the ' workers for hire' in the
construction of water-tanks (D'aitf; so Del. quot-
ing Ehrentreu, ad loc). The LXX, while agree-
ing with this trn of Β>5:-Ί?:Ν (Χυπηθήσονται και TCLS
ψνχας πονέσουσιν), gives * manufacturers of strong
drink' (woLoOures τόν ζυθον),·\ instead of * workers for
hire.' They must have read Ίΐφ for "oa\

J. A. SELBIE.
FITCHES.—AV gives fitches in the text in

two places. 1. Ezk 49. Here the Heb. is nces
kussemeth, trd in AVm and RV spelt. We believe
the plant intended is the kirseneh or kirsenneh of
the Arabs, Vicia Ervilia, L. The same Heb. word
is used in two other places (Ex 932, Is 2825), where
AV has rye and RV spelt (see RYE). 2. Is 2825·27.
Here the Heb. is n:?̂  kezah. This is the nutmeg
flowert Nigella sativa, L., a Ranunculaceous plant,
cultivated everywhere in the East for its black
seeds, which are used as a condiment and a
medicine. It is called in Arab, shuniz, or shihniz,
and habbat el-barakah, i.e. the seed of blessing, or
el-habbat es-sauda, i.e. the black seed. An Arab.
proverb says, 'in the black seed is the medicine
for every disease.' Avicenna recommends it in
dyspepsia, and for bronchial and other affections.
Orientals often put a pinch of the seeds on the
middle of the upper surface of the flat loaves of
bread before baking. In baking they adhere.
Pliny alludes to their use by bakers {Nat. Hist.
xix. 52). They are believed to assist digestion.
They have a warm aromatic flavour and carmina-
tive properties. Like other seeds produced in
small quantities, as cummin, they are often beaten
out with a stick, as mentioned in Is 2827, instead
of being threshed out with the morag.

G. E. POST.
FLAG.—Two Heb. words are trd loy flag. 1. inx

('ahu ; άχα [in LXX of Sir 4016 this was supposed
till 1896 to represent the Heb. 'άΜ] βούτομον)
occurs in three connexions, (a) Where the kine
feed in an 'ahu (Gn 412·18). (b) Where Bildad
asks, ' Can the rush («pS, πάπυρο*) grow up without
mire? can the flag (ιπχ, βούτομον) grow without
water?' (Job 811). (c) In a passage (Hos 1315)
where both AV and RV, following the LXX, give
brethren for D̂nx 'dhim, which the Oxf. Heb. Lex.
regards as a plural of inx, abbreviated from πηπχ
'ahdwim, the context seeming to point to a water
plant, withering before the E. wind, which dries
up its spring. In the passage in Job the gome
and the 'ahu occur in the two members of a
parallelism. RVm gives for gome ' papyrus,' and
for 'ahu 'reed-grass' (cf. Ebers, Egypten u. die
Bucher Moses, 338 f.). The latter is no more
definite than flag, and therefore only confuses
the question of identity by another term. We

* Rashi has * ponds of rest,' where the waters rest and are
retained 1 Ibn Ezra gives ' where are the souls of the fish';
this is also adopted by Kimchi in his Lexicon (' pools in which
they hunt fish'); in his Comm. he mentions it, but he himself
offers the same explanation as the RV.

t Properly ' beer,' which was a favourite Egyptian beverage.

have the authority of the LXX that the gome
was the πάπυρος, papyrus, and the 'ahu, βούτομον,
which some believe to be Cyperus esculentus, L.,
the edible galingale, and others Butomus umbel-
latus, L., the flowering rush, both swamp plants.
;nx (Gn 412·18) should be rendered 'in the flower-
ing rushes,' or 'in the sedges,' or 'in the fens.'
Similarly, the doubtful D'nx Ythim (Hos 1315). The
same indefiniteness is found in the Arab, term
rabi, which means literally 'spring,' and refers
to 'spring herbage,' and half, which refers to
Graminece and Cyperaceis in general. It is also
found in the English 'grass.'

2. *]*D (suph, eXos, carectum) is used (a) of the
sedgy or reedy plants on a river's bank (Ex 23·5,
Is 196); (b) of weeds (Jn 25), meaning sea-weeds.
From the presence of these, and perhaps of other
marine growths, as of coral, the Red Sea was
named φοΈ: (yam-suph). G. E. POST.

FLAGON occurs five times in AV, but in only
one of these instances is the trn retained by RV,
namely Is 2224, where both VSS tr. n^n *b$ by
' vessels of flagons.' bzi or bii (when not used for
a musical instrument) generally means a leather
pitcher. Here it is perhaps an earthenware bottle.
On the other hand, RV introduces ' flagons ' in two
instances where it is not found in AV, namely
Ex 2539 3716 (in both ntyj?). This trn is probably
correct (see CUP), although RV gives ' cups' for
the same Heb. word in Nu 47. In all these three
passages AV has ' covers.' In the remaining four in-
stances where AV gives ' flagons,' the Heb. is np^x
(2 S 619, 1 Ch 163, Hos 31 [ o ^ n^x], Ca 25 [rn^xj'j
cf. nbnq τρ *iri?\Nj ' the raisin-cakes [AV ' founda-
tions'] of Kir-hareseth,'Is 167). The meaning of
this word is a ' pressed cake . . . composed of
meal, oil, and dibs' (W. R. Smith, OTJC1 434,
n. 7). Hence in 2 S 619, 1 Ch 16*, RV gives < cake
of raisins' for AV 'flagon [of wine],' in Hos 31

' cakes of raisins' for ' flagons of wine,' and in
Ca 25 ' raisins' (RVm ' cakes of raisins') for
'flagons.' The LXX has in 2S 619 Xayavov άπό
τη^άνου, in 1 Ch 163 άμορείτη, in Hos 31 πέμματα
μετά σταφ'ώος, and in Ca 25 μύροι. Luther, who like
AV adopted a false Rabbinical derivation and
interpretation of π·^χ;, tr. in 2 S 619 and 1 Ch 163

ein Nossel Wein, and in Hos 31 eine Kanne Weins.
In Ca 25 he has Blumen. In Kautzsch's AT we
find for 2 S 619 and 1 Ch 163 Rosinenkuchen, and
for Hos 31 and Ca 25 Traubenkuchen. See further
under FOOD, p. 32b. J. A. SELBIE.

FLAX (πι-ψΒ pishtah, λίνον, linum).—The Heb.
and its equivalents in Gr., Lat., and Eng. are
used (1) for the growing plant (Ex 931); (2) for
the stalks when cut (Jos 26 yyn *Βψ$, ΧινοκάΧαμη,
stipulce lini); (3) for a wick made of the fibres
(Is 423 4317, AV ' tow,' RV ' flax,' marg. ' a wick').
The root form ηψ$ pesheth, with suffix *ηψ5 pishti,
LXX όθόνιά μου, is also used for the flax fibres
(Hos 25·9). The plural of the same, ο*ηψ$pishtim,
is used for the hackled fibres (Pr 3113, Is 199) ;
these are twisted into cords (Jg 1514) or woven
into stuff (Dt 2211). The shorter fibres are called
nny; neoreth = tow (Jg 169, Is I31). The plural
pishtim is also used for linen (Lv 1348·52), as well
as for linen garments (vv.47·59, LXX Ιματίφ στιπ-
πυίνψ, Ezk 4417 στοΧας XLVCLS).

Flax, Linum sativum, L., is a plant of the
order Linacece, which has been cultivated from
the earliest periods of the world's history. It is
a perennial, with slender stalks, 2 to 3 ft. high,
linear-lanceolate leaves, and showy blue flowers.
Its stalks produce the strong fibres out of which
linen is manufactured. These stalks were dried
on the flat roofs of the houses (Jos 26), then
steeped in water to cause the decay of the pulp,
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then hackled (Is 199) to straighten the fibres and
comb out the shorter ones, which are tow (Jg 169,
Is I31). It was regarded as a crop of importance
(Ex 931, Hos 29). Linen garments were used by
the priests, etc. (Lv 1347·59); the material is usually
spoken of as vw shSsh (a name still retained in the
Arab, shdsh, which is used for the grade of cotton
cloth known in English as cheese-cloth). The mum-
mies of Egypt were swathed in linen bandages.

G. E. POST.
FLAYING.—See CRIMES AND PUNISHMENTS.

FLEA (ttfy"]3 par'ash, ψύλλος, pulex).—An insect,
Pulex irritans, L., universal in warm climates,
and a great pest to man and the animals which
it infests. Insignificant as it is, its bite is very
irritating, often causing considerable swelling and
intolerable itching, which robs its victim of many
an hour of sleep, and makes him ridiculous in his
frequently vain efforts to catch his tormentor.
The habit of the natives of the East of sleeping
in the same clothes which they wear by day, and
spreading their beds on the mats on which they
sit, contributes much to the multiplication of the
insect in their houses and camps. Fleas swarm
esp. in the filthy tents of the Bedawin, and in
stables and dog kennels. The flea is mentioned
by David (1 S 2414),* who compares himself to
this contemptible insect, in order to ridicule the
insensate character of Saul's persecution by liken-
ing it to the vain hunt above alluded to. In Ex
816 RVm has 'fleas' for 'lice' (wh. see).

G. E. POST.
FLESH, represented by Tp3, "\χφ in OT, and by

σαρξ and κρέας in NT. iXy' occurs very seldom in
comp. with the constant word ι'ψι, but seems to
cover some of the same meanings, particularly flesh
for food, and flesh of consanguinity. Cf. Ps 7326

7820·27, Pr II1 7, Jer 5135, Lv 2549. κρέας is only used
twice in NT, and each time in the phrase κρέα
0a7e«/, Ro 1421, 1 Co 813. It is impossible to do
justice to the biblical uses of this term Flesh with-
out clearly distinguishing at least the following
five meanings:—

1. Substance of an animal body, whether of
beast or of man {e.g. Gn 412, Lv 411, Job 3181, 1 Co
15:59). For this use of the term in its application
to FOOD and to SACRIFICES, see under these words.
It denotes the living human body in such places as
Ex 47, Lv 1310 1714. Indeed, through a great part
of OT flesh is equivalent to the whole human
BODY, on the principle mentioned s.v., in which
application, it is to be noted, that the LXX often
renders ϊ^3 (sing.), in accordance with Gr. idiom, by
the plural σάρκβς (e.g. Gn 4019, Nu 1212, Job 3225),
and even by σώμα (e.g. Lv 152, 1 Κ 2127).

2. Relation, of consanguinity or by marriage
(e.g. Gn 224 3727, Neh 55, Is 587, Mt 195, 1 Co 1018).
The literal word is used in the orig. in places where
the versions, our own included, employ a peri-
phrasis 'near of kin' (e.g. Lv 186 2549). In the
same significance, the fuller phrase 'flesh and
bones' is peculiarly biblical [e.g. Gn 223 2914, Jg 92,
2 S 51 1912·13, Eph 530, cf. Lk 2439).

3. Creature nature generally, human nature
particularly. In this use it can denote all terres-
trial beings possessing life (Gn 721); especially the
finite earthly creature in contrast with God and
with the spirit which immediately comes from
God. ' The Egyptians are men, and not God ; and
their horses flesh, and not spirit' (Is 313). The
frailness and dependence of man is the thing
marked by this contrast (e.g. Gn 63, Job 3415, Ps
564 7839, Is 406'8 quoted 1 Ρ 124). There is a per-
sistent tendency in translators and commentators
to ignore this peculiarly biblical antithesis, and

* Its mention in 1 S 2620 is due to corruption in MT (see
Driver, Wellh., Budde, ad loc).

confound it with the Greek antithesis between
material and immaterial. Further, though finite
and creaturely weakness is implied in it, there is
not necessarily any moral disparagement, e.g. ' all
flesh' is used for the ' whole human race' in con-
nexions that are most honourable, e.g. Ps 652

14521, Is 405, Jl 228. Conclusive as to this is the
use of ' flesh' for the human nature of our Lord
(Jn I14, Ro I3 95, 1 Ti 316). In the same line with
this stands the more expanded phrase 'flesh and
blood' for human nature on its earthly side in
contrast with something greater than itself (Mt
1617, 1 Co 1550, Gal I16, Eph 612, He 214, to which
should perhaps be added Jn I13). This phrase is
peculiar to the NT, though germane to the OT
idea 'the life of the flesh is in the blood,' and the
beginning of the usage can be traced to the OT
Apocr. writers (cf. Sir 1418 1731). It is common in
Rabbinical literature. This whole biblical use of
the term ' flesh ' in application to man means that
he is so called from his creaturely nature, or from
his nature on its creaturely side.

i. As one constituent of human nature (the
corporeal) combined or contrasted with the others.

OT usage presents a variety of such combina-
tions. The whole of man is expressed as ' flesh'
and ' soul' in Ps 631, Job 1314 1422; as ' flesh' and
'heart ' in Ps 7326, Ezk 447·9, Ec II 1 0, Pr 1430; as
'flesh,' 'heart,' and 'soul,' Ps 842, in all which a
duality of outer and inner, or lower and higher in
man, is plainly intended. But so far is ' flesh'
from being despised in these contrasts that it is
joined with the higher elements in the relation of
the whole man to God and to his future (?) hopes, as
in Ps 631169 842, Job 1926. In the NT its use in this
sense for the lower element in man, without any
ethical disparagement, though not very frequent,
is still clear. In a sufficient number of passages it
occurs coupled with 'spirit,' in the Pauline writ-
ings as well as others, to show that these two are
the natural elements of which man is made up,
exactly as 'flesh' and 'soul,' 'flesh' and 'heart'
are in the OT (e.g. Mt 2641, Ro 228· 29, 1 Co 55).
' Flesh' is used by St. Paul of corporeal presence,
cognizable by the senses, in contrast to fellowship
in 'spirit' (2 Co 516, Col 21·5), indeed of man's
earthly or bodily life without moral qualifica-
tion (Gal 220, Ph I22). Even when man's sinful
state is the topic, the dual nature is sometimes
expressed in the usual terms ; ' desires of the flesh
and of the mind ' (Eph 23), ' defilement of the flesh
and spirit' (2 Co 71), seem to mean that man's
nature, in both its constituent parts, is affected by
sin. There is a use of this antithesis, between
flesh and spirit, in application to Christ, which
points to lower and higher elements in His person-
ality quite peculiar to Himself (e.g. Ro I 3 · 4, 1 Ti
316, 1 Ρ 318). m

5. Its ethical or doctrinal sense. Besides the
morally indifferent applications of flesh already dis-
cussed, there is in the NT, and esp. in the Pauline
writings, a use of it which is charged with ethical
or doctrinal content. It is thus used once in
contrast with 'mind' (Ro 725), more frequently
with 'spirit' (Ro 84·5·6·7 R V 8 · 9 · 1 2 · 1 3 , Gal 516"25 68).
In the same manner the adjectives 'fleshly,'
' carnal' are contrasted with ' spiritual' in Ro 714,
1 CO31·3·4, 2 Co I12, Col 218 'fleshly mind,' orig.
'mind of the flesh.'* That in the connexions
cited above flesh with its adjective has reference
to the principle of sin and its seat in man's fallen
nature, while ' spirit' and ' spiritual' refer to the
principle of the regenerate or divine life in man,

* There occurs in the same writing's a quite unethical use of
•carnal'as equivalent to 'corporeal'or 'earthly,' e.g. Ro 152?,
1 Co 911, 2 Co 33 104, He 716 ; for the complications both of read-
ing and rendering in these passages, created by the use of
σαρχιχός or σάρκινος, see Trench, N.T. Synonyms, s.v.
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will hardly be questioned. But various have been
the accounts given of the rationale of this meta-
phorical or indirect use of flesh and * fleshly' in a
theological or doctrinal sense. Writers like Hol-
sten, Pfleiderer, Schenkel make strenuous efforts,
without much success, to derive this peculiarly
Pauline application of the term from the older
sense of it as denoting the weakness and frailty of
man's nature. The only account which seems to
satisfy all the ideas involved is that the ' carnal'
denotes the sinful element in man's nature, be-
cause that element entering his nature now in the
ordinary course of human production is an inherit-
ance of the flesh; whereas the * spiritual' is that
which comes into it from above, or is given in the
New Birth. This explanation is confirmed by our
Lord's words, reported in Jn 36. For some further
remarks on this question and on the possible con-
nexion of all the meanings of flesh here noted, see
PSYCHOLOGY. J. LAIDLAW.

FLESH-HOOK.—See FOOD.

FLESHLY, FLESHY.—Modern editions of AV
have retained the distinction between * fleshly' and
4 fleshy' of 1611. Fleshly is that which belongs to
the flesh and not the spirit, carnal. It occurs in
NT 2 Co I12,1 Ρ 211 (σαρκικός), Col 218 'fleshly mind'
(νους της σαρκός, 'mind of the flesh'). In Ad. Est
1410 the meaning is apparently simply mortal
(σάρκινος). Fleshy is that which is made of flesh
(and not of stone), soft, tender, Sir 1716, 2 Co 33

(σάρκινος). The distinction did not appear in the
earlier versions: Wye. Tind. Gen. Bisk, have
' fleshly' in 2 Co 33, Cov. has * fleshy.' Nor was it
observed by Eng. writers of the day: T. Wright
(1604), Passions, V. iv. 212, says, 'Fleshy concupis-
cence deserveth rather the name of Mercenarie
Lust then Love,' and Culpepper and Cole, Anat.
I. xvii. 45, 'Such as are given to fleshy desires
have larger Kidneys than ordinary.' But once
made it is well worth maintaining.

J. HASTINGS.
FLESH-POT.—See FOOD.

FLIES.—See F L Y and P L A G U E .

FLINT (in OT t̂ pVn, άκρότομος, στερεά πέτρα ; "ΐϊ,
άκρότομος, πέτρα, ψήφος ; *">£, στερεά πέτρα ; in Apocr.
άκρότομος, κόχλαξ) is the term by which the fore-
going Heb. words are rendered, in AV generally,
and in RV uniformly. The reference in every
case is to a rock or stone whose characteristic
quality is hardness or sharpness. The Gr. equiva-
lents have a general rather than a definite mean-
ing, άκρότομος being elsewhere (Sir 4015 4817) trd

' hard (RV sheer) rock,' while in Is 221 511 στερεά
πέτρα stands in LXX for an (rock); though, on the
other hand, in Job 2224 "tis is represented in Vulg.
by silex. On the whole, flint is the substance
which best fulfils the conditions stated, and in the
passages where small stones rather than masses
of rock are referred to it is probably the true
rendering.

B?\?Vn corresponds to Assyr. elmehi (ZDMG xl. 728), which
seems to mean any hard stone used for striking fire, even rock
crystal or diamond. According to Hommel (PSBA, xv. 291),
elmSsu is abbreviated from algamQu (Heb. E^a^N Ezk 13U· 13
δδ22), both being variants of gilgamish or gibilgamish, which is
a synonym of GiMubar, an ancient Bab. fire deity.

Flint is the name given to the rock from which
Moses brought water in the wilderness (Dt 815,
Ps 1148, Wis II4). Flints were the primitive
instruments of circumcision (Ex 425 RV, Jos 52·3

RV). In the latter passage LXX expands niann
DHf into μαχαίρας πετρίνας έκ πέτρας άκροτόμον.
The LXX additions to Joshua relate how these
knives of flint were preserved as a memorial in

Timnath-serak, and were buried witk Joskua tkere
(2142d 243Oa). In 1 Mac 1073 tke absence of flints in
a plain is given as a reason why cavalry should
not be encountered there, as slingers would thus be
at a disadvantage. The word used is κόχλαξ, and
it is found in a similar connexion in the LXX of
1 S 1414, which, however, does not correspond with
the MT (Wellhausen, Text der BB. Sam. 87, 88 ;
Driver, Heb. Text of Sam. 82, 83). In the Song of
Moses 'oil from the rocky flint' (Dt 3213) is a
poetical way of describing olives growing on rocky
soil (see Job 296). In Job 289, to illustrate man's
power and skill, it is said that the miner puts forth
his hand upon the flinty rock, and overturns the
mountains. The hoofs of the Assyrian horses are
compared to flint (Is 528), which is also an emblem
of prophetic resoluteness (Is 507, Ezk 39).

Flint is a form of silica, a mineral which occurs
in its purest condition as quartz. Flint is found
in bands and nodules in certain calcareous rocks,
notably in chalk, in various parts of the world.
It is exceedingly hard, and breaks with a glassy
fracture and sharp edges. When pieces of it are
struck together, or against steel, sparks are
emitted, and this method of obtaining fire has
been used from the earliest times. It is probably
alluded to in 2 Mac 103. Flints are often dark
coloured owing to impurities. Their origin is one
of the problems of geology not yet completely
solved, but it is supposed that the siliceous frame-
work of certain marine organisms was dissolved,
and afterwards deposited in cavities, or actually
substituted for the material of other organic
remains.

A great part of Palestine and the Sinaitic penin-
sula is composed of Cretaceous strata, which pass
on the W. into Nummulitic (Eocene) limestone.
In both of these formations flints are found ; and
in some of the strata, especially those which line
the Jordan Valley, they are particularly abundant
(Green, Physical Geology, 231-33 ; Hull, SWP61).

JAMES PATRICK.
FLOCK. — Four Heb. words are trd flock : —

1. "ny %eder, ποίμνιον, άγέλ?;. This word, when
used* alone (Gn 293·8, Jg 516, 1 S 1734, Ps 7852, Ca I7

etc.), usually signifies & flock of sheep or goats, or
both mingled. It corresponds to the Arab. kati'.
The exception to this is in Gn 3216·19, where it is
trd drove, phc n-iy (Gn 292, Jl I18, Mic 58) signifies
flocks of sheep, and ι$} n-iy, in the same sentence
in Jl, is herds of cattle, and Q'ij/π "ny (Ca 41 β5) flock
of goats, mrr in% (Jer 1317) is the flock of J", that
is, God's people (cf. Zee 103), and D r̂rjn rjy (Ca 66)
a flock of ewes. "ny ^ap the tower of 'eder (the
flock) (Gn 3521) is a place near Bethlehem, men-
tioned again (Mic 48) as the 'hill ' (marg. 'Heb.
Ophel') of the daughter of Zion. Some suppose
it to have been a tower on the hill Ophel at
Jerusalem. If Ophel be Zion, the allusion would
be perfect in its details. See HERD.

2. jrix ζό'η. This word, which means sheep, is
the original of most of the passages in OT trd

flock. It corresponds to the Arab, dan, but dan
refers to sheep as distinguished by having wool,
from goats, which are known by the name of
maz. Ζό'η may include both, Gn 3817 RV (cf.
AV) Ί will send thee a kid of the goats from
the flock' (ζό'η). In some cases the context makes
it clear that it does not include both, as in 1 S 252

' he had three thousand sheep (ζό'η), and a thou-
sand goats Cizzim), and he was shearing his sheep
(ζό'η) in Carmel.' Where ζό'η and bdkar are men-
tioned together, they are always trd flocks and
herds. It would be better, in every case where
the context does not clearly demand the rendering
flock, to translate ζό'η sheep.

3. Jto rujpp mikneh hazzo'n (Gn 4717), is trd AV,
KV 'flocks,' RVm 'cattle of flocks.' It would
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have been better rendered possession of sheep, and
mikneh habbakar, in the same verse, possession of
oxen (cf. Ec 27).

4. njpp mikneh (Ps 7848), is t r d AV, RV 'flocks/
I t is elsewhere generally rendered · c a t t l e ' ; once
' possessions' (Ec 27).

The NT words for flock are ποίμνη and ποίμνιον,
the latter of which is used exclusively in a fig.
sense of the Church (Lk 1232, Ac 202 8,1 Ρ 52 etc.).

G. E. POST.

FLOOD (Gn 6-917).—A story connected with the
early history of man, which tells how, in con-
sequence of their sins, especially those of violence,
God destroyed by a flood the whole race, excepting
only Noah and liis family and two (or seven) pairs
of every animal. These were saved in a huge ark
or chest, which Noah had been directed to make
when first warned of the coming flood. As the
waters were abating, Noah sent forth a raven
which did not return, and afterwards a dove twice
at a week's interval, in order to ascertain whether
the ground was dry. This was shown to be so by
the dove returning the second time with an olive
leaf in her mouth. The ark finally settled on Mt.
Ararat. On leaving the ark, Noah offered up a
sacrifice which appeased God, who promised never
again to destroy the earth with a flood.

Simple and uniform as this story appears, it is
a fact admitting of no reasonable doubt that the
account of Genesis is really composed of two Flood
stories, which, while agreeing in general purport,
differ considerably both in character and detail.
One belongs to the early source of the Hexateuch
known as J , the other to the post-exilic P. They
may be clearly distinguished here by the names of
God and other well-known characteristics of these
documents. The sections ascribed to J in Kautzsch's
Α Τ are 61"8 7 1" 5 · 7 ' 1 0 · 1 2 · 1 6 b" 1 7 · 2 2" 2 3 8 2 b" 3 a · 6" 1 2 · 1 3 b · 2 0 ' 2 2 to
p (J9-22 ηβ. 11. 13-16a. 18-21 »j24a_g2a g3b-5. 13a. 14-19 9Ι-Π ( o n

7 8 · 9 see below). I t will be sufficient to notice that
in Ρ we find the minute directions regarding the
construction and size of the ark, the blessing of
Noah, the laws against murder and eating blood,
the covenant of the rainbow ; in J only we have
the picturesque narrative of sending out the raven
and the dove, and the sacrifice of Noah, which
so pleased J " that He determined never again to
curse the ground. In some respects the accounts
of J and Ρ contradict each other, (a) According
to Ρ one pair of every kind of animals is to be
selected (618"20), according to J seven pairs of clean
and two of unclean (72·3). But in 78·9, where the
actual entry is made, a reviser has, i t would seem,
combined the statements of J and Ρ so as to agree
with P. As it stands, the distinction between clean
and unclean animals in that verse is purposeless,
and indeed has the effect of emphasizing what
appears like an act of disobedience on Noah's part,
who took only one instead of seven pairs of clean
animals as directed in 72. In J this verse must
have run much as follows: ' Of clean beasts, seven
and seven, of unclean beasts, two and two, went
unto Noah into the ark. ' In Ρ the statement
was probably, * Of the fowl after its kind, and of
the cattle after its kind, and of everything that
creepeth upon the ground after its kind, two of
every (sort) did he bring into the ark, as God
commanded Noah.' (b) According to Ρ it was 150
days before the waters began to subside (83), and
it was 8 months and 13 days before the tops of the
mountains were visible (cf. 711 and 85), and a whole
year and 10 days before the earth was perfectly
dry (814). According to J the duration of the
Flood was *>nly 40 days (712 86), and even before
this the water 'had considerably abated (82b·8a·6~10·
12. i3b)# (c) t What is in Ρ a covenant with Noah
that the waters should ' no more become a flood to
destroy all flesh ' (915), is in J the self-deliberation of

J " in consequence of Noah's sweet-smelling sacrifice
(82 1·2 2). See H E X A T E U C H .

I. HISTORICITY OF THE F L O O D . — U n t i l compara-
tively recent times the belief in a deluge covering
the whole world and destroying all men and animals
except those providentially preserved in the ark
was practically universal among Christians. The
fossil remains of marine animals, and the Flood
traditions common to people in so many different
parts of the world, were confidently appealed to as
establishing the truth of the Bible story. Our
increased knowledge of geology on the one hand
and of comparative mythology on the other have
now shown the little value of such evidence, and
on these and other grounds this belief has been now
surrendered by most biblical scholars as untenable.
{a) I t has been frequently pointed out that the whole
quantity of moisture con tainedin the world, whether
in an aqueous or vaporous form, if all reduced to
water, would not be nearly enough to cover the
highest mountains, supposing t h a t the earth's sur-
face was in anything like its present condition.
But there is no evidence or scientific probability
that the whole surface was ever so contracted or so
levelled as to admit such a possibility. (6) Again,
a thorough examination and a comparison of the
numerous Flood myths make it impossible to refer
them all to one single event, (c). Anthropological
science points in the same direction. The diversity
of the human race and of language alike makes it
extremely improbable that men were derived from
a single pair, and this, together with what we
know of the early civilization of man, makes it
impossible t h a t a universal Flood should have
occurred within at least many centuries of the
time assigned by biblical chronology. The early
relics of primitive man found in caves, ancient
graves, etc., all over the world, point to an un-
broken succession of human beings, their advance
in civilization developing by gradual stages, and
the whole extending over many thousands of
years.

{d) But, after all, the most obvious difficulties
are those which lie on the surface in the narrative
itself, supposing that it describes a flood extending
over the whole world as we noio know it. Noah is
said to have collected together animals of every
kind, one pair a t least of each. Let us try to
imagine the long journeys necessary to different
parts of the world, including the Tropics and the
Arctic Regions, and that in an age when the diffi-
culties and dangers of travelling must have made
it almost impossible, and the difficulty of captur-
ing and bringing home the animals when captured.
How many years will it still take the Royal
Zoological Society, with all the resources of
modern civilization, to collect even single speci-
mens of all the known larger animals of the world,
to say nothing of the hundreds of species still
unknown, nothing of the myriads of insects,
crustacece, etc., included in the Creeping th ings '
of the Bible ! Again, the dimensions of the ark
could not possibly have allowed room for the
housing of all the creatures; for, supposing that
they were shut up in separate cells ('nests,' Gn 614

RVm), almost as much space would have been
required for passages to get at them as for the
cells themselves. We have also to take into
account the immense amount of room required
for the storage of food, especially that needed for
the larger animals, such as hay for the elephants,
and animals of different sorts for the carnworce,
besides all the food necessary for some time after
the Flood, before revived vegetation should make
fresh food procurable. Even if we could suppose
that the dimensions of the ark permitted all this,
how would it have been possible to keep all these
animals alive? The polar bear would have re-
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quired very different conditions from the tiger or
the boa-constrictor. How, again, is it conceivable
that eight persons should have been sufficient to
attend to the wants of all these animals, as well as to
their own ? But besides all this, there is no pro-
vision for making the ark seaworthy. It is merely
a huge wooden box liable to capsize, and quite in-
capable of weathering a storm. The difficulties
here pointed out readily suggest the true answer.
The Flood was not in the writer's view universal,
as we should understand a universal Flood, simply
because the world he is writing of is a totally
different world from ours. It is a very little
world. Men and animals are all living within
easy reach of each other. Man is still the lord of
creation. He can gather together the animals to
be saved, whether beast of the field or fowl of the
air, at his will. No difficulties, even such as would
have occurred in the writer's own day, have any
place in that ideal world of the distant past, where
holy men walked with God, and there was no need
of miracles, because everything was of course so
different. That the writers and compilers of Genesis
sincerely believed the story we need have no doubt,
but in the light of scientific and historical criticism
it must be frankly recognized as one of those many
stories or legends which are found in the folk-lore
and early literature of all peoples.

II. THE RELATION OF THE BIBLE FLOOD STORIES
TO SIMILAR STORIES OF OTHER PEOPLES.—It was
formerly supposed that the many Flood stories
found in different parts of the world were all
traditions of the Bible Deluge brought by various
peoples from the ancient cradle of the human race.
A comparison, however, of the stories with one
another and with the Bible narrative makes it quite
clear that they stand severally in a very different
relation to the latter, and are due to many different
causes. We may roughly divide these stories,
according to their resemblance to the Flood story
of Genesis, into the following classes :—

i. First and foremost stands the Babylonian or
Accadian account of the Deluge. This is so like
the Bible story, both in its general drift and many
of its details, that it cannot be other than a
different version of the same. The Babylonian
legend itself exists in two forms. One is contained
in the fragments of Berosus, an Egyptian priest of
the 3rd cent. B.C., who wrote a history of Babylon.
The second is contained in a cuneiform inscrip-
tion on tablets preserved in the British Museum,
and first deciphered by George Smith in 1872.

(a) Of these the first is very short and of com-
paratively little importance, except that some
differences of detail in comparison with the other
prove that the Babylonian story had a wide cur-
rency. The main differences are the clay which
Xisuthros, the hero of the Flood, finds on the legs
of the birds when they return for the second time,
and the translation of Xisuthros' daughter and the
pilot of the ship, as well as that of Xisuthros him-
self and his wife.

(b) The story of Berosus is altogether thrown
into the shade by the far fuller and more circum-
stantial account found on the Accadian tablets.
These contain an epic poem in 12 parts. Each
part is connected with a sign of the Zodiac, and
the 11th, containing the Flood story, has the sign
corresponding to Aquarius, ' the water-bearer.'
In this part the deified Sit-napisti, or, as the name
is sometimes written, Khasisadra (Xisuthros), com-
municates the history of the Flood at the mouth
of the Euphrates to his grandson Gisdubar (the
Nimrod of Genesis). Ea, the god of wisdom,
reveals to Sit-napisti the intention of the gods
of Surippak—Anu, Bel, etc.—to bring a Flood,
and commands him to build a ship, and save
what he can of the germ of life. Sit-napisti
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expostulates on the absurdity of building a ship
on dry land, but finally consents. The making of
the ship is then given in some detail, among other
things its dimensions (according to G. Smith,
600 cubits long, 60 broad, 60 high; omitted by
Sayce), and the potwing of bitumen over its sides,
inside and out. Food was brought into the ship,
including beer and wine, and also all that he had
of gold and silver. ' Slaves and concubines, the
cattle of the field, the beasts of the field, the sons
of the people: all of these did I bring up.' The
ship was built by the help of the sun-god Samas,
who fixed the season for the Flood on the evening
before $it-napisti shut^ the door. A highly poetical
description is then given of the storm, brought
about by the direct agency of the gods of wind,
water, etc., so terrible that even the gods trembled
and sought refuge in the heaven of Anu, where
they crowded in a heap * like a dog in his kennel,'
and gods and goddesses wept for pity. For six
days and nights the storm continues, and subsides
on the seventh. The sea begins to dry. Sit-napisti
opens the windows and sees the corpses floating on
the water. On the horizon he sees land, and the
ship is steered for the mountain of Nizir, which it
reaches the second day. On the seventh day after
this he sends forth a dove, which finds no resting·
place and returns; then a swallow, which does the
same ; and lastly a raven, which feeds on the carrion
and does not return. The animals are sent forth
to the four winds, and a sacrifice is offered on an
altar which he builds on the peak of the mountain.
The gods smelt the savour, and ' gathered like flies
over the sacrifice.' Thereupon the great goddess
lighted up the rainbow which Anu had created.
Bel, angry with the gods that his will had not
been fully carried out, alone refused to come to the
altar. He stayed by the ship and would have
stopped the exit of the survivors; but Adar
explained that Ea had revealed the counsel of
the gods to Sit-napisti. Then Ea himself ex-
postulates with Bel for wishing to destroy the
faithful with the sinners. Better at any rate to
send wild beasts, or famine, or plague. After all,
it was only by a dream that he had revealed the
determination of the gods. Then Bel enters the
ship and very graciously makes a covenant with
Sit-napis"ti, saying that henceforth he and his
wife are to be as gods, and Sit-napisti is to dwell
at the mouth of the river. (Sayce, Fresh Light,
ch. ii.)

This story is said by experts to be as old at least
as 3000 years B.C. That the early Hebrews derived
the story from Babylonia, and not vice versa, may be
considered a practical certainty. While Babylonia
from the days of the Patriarchs was highly ad-
vanced in civilization, the Jews, even far down
into their history, were comparatively simple and
far less civilized even than the Canaanitish tribes,
who themselves derived their culture from Babylon.
The Babylonian language and script had already
before the Exodus become naturalized in Palestine,
and been made, as the Tel el-Amarna tablets show,
the official means of communication between the
Babylonian court and the various Canaanitish
tribes. Thus there was more than one channel by
which a popular story of Babylonia might become
part of Jewish folk-lore. At the same time the
variations in the story suggest that it is likely to
have passed through many mouths before it reached
its Bible form. Even the differences in its religious
character are more probably due to gradual changes
of thought and feeling than to a single literary
process. It is, however, quite possible that if
several variations of the story were, as is probable,
current, some few particulars in the Bible story
may be actually more original than in the Accadian
version. The sending out of the birds in the latter
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is rather pointless, as the non-return of the raven,
which fed upon the corpses, proved nothing.
Both the J and Ρ stones are derived from the
Babylonian, each document selecting for the most
part, and sometimes enlarging upon, those details
which best accorded with its own character and
aim.

ii. A very large number of Flood stories bear
only a very general and probably accidental re-
semblance to the biblical or Accadian Deluge.
The mere fact that a legend has to do with a flood,
even though it be a universal one, is not enough
to constitute any real relationship to the Bible
Deluge-story. For such legends can be proved to
have arisen from several different causes. These
causes may be roughly divided into three classes :
1. Some theory of Creation which connects it
with water as perhaps a creative element. Flood
stories dealing with Creation bear comparison with
* the deep ' of Gn I2 rather than with Noah's Flood.
Thus the Binnas in the Malay Peninsula held that
the earth was originally completely covered with
a hard crust. God in early ages broke through
the crust, so that the water covered the whole
world. Out of the water He afterwards let rise
Mt. Lulumet and other hills, as well as the plain
on which the Binnas now live. This conception of
the centre of the world as a vast body of water we
find again in a Flood story of the Acawoio (British
Guiana), and is probably to be understood in the
biblical phrase * the water under the earth'
(Ex 204), the idea being that the land floated on
the water.

2. Most frequently, however, the Flood story
is the highly coloured tradition of some historical
event or extraordinary natural phenomenon.

A. Among island and coastland peoples {a) the
early settlement of their ancestors, who came in
boats across the ocean. In such stories the par-
ticular land in which they live was the land of
refuge from the great Deluge. In the story of the
Binnas this tradition is combined with the notion
of Creation. The primeval man and woman were
created in a boat, which moved over the waters
until at last it stranded on dry land. (b) The
appearance or disappearance of an island by a
volcanic eruption. Thus the inhabitants of the
Minahassa (the northern volcanic peninsula of
Celebes) relate that the land originally rose out of
a flood ; and the stories of the Fiji and Pelew
islanders appear to have originated from the dis-
appearance of islands by volcanic action, (c) A
tidal wave resulting from an earthquake. The
Flood story current among the Eskimo in the
Prince of Wales Peninsula is expressly connected
with an earthquake. In a story of the Makah
Indians (Washington Territory) it is related how
the water flowed into the land from the Pacific,
until Cape Flattery became an island. Similar
features are found in the stories of some other
Indian tribes—among them the Araucanians (in
Chili), with whom the Flood is the result of an
earthquake accompanied by volcanic eruptions.

B. Among inland peoples the causes of Flood
stories are (a) very frequently the overflow of some
river, especially where, by the bursting of its banks,
a large plain is inundated. This is the case in
China, where, however, the Flood stories have
1 uardly passed out of the region of sober history into
that of myth, and deal with floods similar to those
which have been known to have taken place,—the
last two during the 19th cent, in 1852 and 1881.
In the second of these no fewer than two millions
are said to have perished. The Chinese Flood
stories, then, are evidently not derived from
Babylonia, and we should avoid yielding to the
temptation of appealing to the early connexion
in language and script between China and Baby-

lonia.* (b) The formation of a lake or inland
sea, or its disappearance by the water eating
out a channel for itself through soft rock, such
as limestone. Livingstone tells a legend describ-
ing how the Dilolo Lake in Central Africa (on
the southern border of the Congo State) came
into existence as the consequence of a woman's
curse pronounced upon a native chieftain who
refused hospitality. The inhabitants of Thibet
relate how once a flood covered the whole country
and destroyed the ape-like inhabitants. By the
compassion of a god the waters were drained off,
and the new people taught civilization. In Santa
Fe de Bogota in Colombia there is a story that
there was once a huge flood brought about by the
witchery of a wicked woman, who caused the Rio
de Bogota to overflow and fill the basin-like plain
of Cundinamarca. Her good husband changed
her into the moon, and opened the present outlet
through the limestone rock by which the water
now flows down over the Falls of Tequendama
(cf. Schwarz, Sintfluth, noticed in Expos. Times,
viii., 1897, 271 f.). (c) The melting of the winter
snows. In the district of the Indian tribe of the
Chippewas there is a story telling how a mouse
once gnawed through the bag which held the heat,
and this escaping, the melting snow became a flood,
which covered the whole world.

3· Not infrequently, and sometimes in con-
nexion with one or more of the causes already
mentioned, the Flood story appears to have
originated in an attempt to account for some
otherwise unexplained fact, as—{a) The dispersion
of peoples and difference of language. This is
especially frequent among, if not indeed peculiar
to, the Indian tribes of N. America. Among the
Thlinkeets in the North West the difference of
speech between them and the rest of mankind is
naively accounted for by the breaking of the ark
in two, their ancestors having been in one half,
those of all other races in the other ! More
frequently, the dispersion is the result of the boats
drifting away in the waters of the Deluge, as, e.g.>
with the Bella Coola Indians (between 52° and 53°
N. lat. on the coast of the Pacific). The ancient
rock-carvings found among the aborigines of
Mexico, in which, as it is said, a dove is depicted
distributing gifts of speech in the form of tongues
to the survivors of the Flood, would be a striking
illustration of this kind of Flood story, could we
be certain that this interpretation of it is correct;
but it is at least doubtful, (b) The red colour of
some of the N. American tribes. This colour is,
according to the Crees, the direct consequence
of the Flood, the Red Indians of to-day being the
descendants of the single woman who was rescued,
when the waters had all but covered her (see below,
III. 9). On the other hand, the Herero, a native
tribe of South Africa, relate that it was the Flood
that brought to their ancient home the white man
and woman from whom they are descended ; hence
their pale colour, (c) The existence of fossil
remains on dry land, and even on hills. It is
curious that the same evidence which, from the
days of Tertullian at any rate, has been frequently
adduced as evidence of the Bible Flood has been
appealed to by several different peoples as evidence
of their own Flood stories ; and if the remains did
not in every, or perhaps in any, case actually give
rise to the story, they certainly helped to give it
credence and permanence. With the Leeward
islanders the mussels and corals on their hills are
a standing proof of an ancient flood, in which all

* See, e.g., 'The Origin of Chinese Culture and Civilization,'
Lippincott's Monthly Magazine, June 1890; De Lacouperie,
' The Old Babylonian Characters and their Chinese Derivatives,'
in Bab. and Oriental Record, March 188S ; and ' New Accadian'
Papers by Ball in Ρ SB A, Nov., Dec, 1889 ; Feb., June, 1890.
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but one small coral island were immersed. The
Samoan islanders call attention to the fish which
have been turned into stone; and the central
Eskimos of N. America can still see the outer
shells of many mussels, fish, sea-dogs, and whales
which were left upon the dry land by the Flood.
{d) The same Eskimo tribes give a similar ex-
planation of glaciers. They are the icebergs left
on the tops of the mountains by the receding
waters.

It is also important to observe that the cause of
the Flood story has very often a special connexion
with the locality to which it belongs. Thus we
notice that the melting of the ice is a frequent
cause with the extreme northernly tribes of N.
American Indians. Earthquakes are a common
feature in the Flood legends of tribes on those
coastlands of America where they frequently occur.
The submergence or emergence of islands accounts
for those of tribes inhabiting volcanic districts.
In China the Flood stories are associated with the
bursting of the banks of the great rivers where such
events occur, and are accompanied with great loss
of life and property. Still more remarkable is it,
on the other hand, that in Africa, where the over-
flow of the great rivers is a regular and expected
phenomenon, and, in fact, has become necessary
to cultivation, and therefore cannot be considered
as the result of special divine agency, Flood
stories are singularly rare, and never of this
kind.

iii. Very frequently an old myth has become
mixed up with, or at any rate coloured by, the
Babylonian or Bible story. Thus the account of
the Grecian Flood (Deucalion's) as given in the
de Dea Syrd of the pseudo-Lucian, a writer of the
2nd cent. A.D., differs from the earlier form of the
story as contained in Ovid {Met. i. 163-437), for
instance, by the addition of several details belong-
ing to the Babylonian and biblical stories, such as
the name Sisythes ( = Xisuthros), the building of a
chest, the saving in it of Deucalion's family and
pairs of every animal. Plutarch similarly intro-
duces Deucalion's sending out the dove to ascertain
the weather (!), according as it returned or remained
behind. This colouring is probably, however, in
most cases due to the teaching of Christian mission-
aries, who would naturally emphasize and uncon-
sciously, or perhaps even intentionally, exaggerate
points of resemblance between native folk-lore and
Bible stories. Andree (see Literature below) quotes
a story to show how easily the Bible Flood could find
its way into the folk-lore of an imaginative people.
A missionary heard a Flood story from a native
Hottentot which bore a suspicious resemblance to
that of the Bible, and yet he was assured that it
had been handed down from early ages. Shortly
after he met another missionary, who told him that
he had himself taught the native the Bible story.
It is not always easy to say positively that a
legend has been influenced by the Bible Flood, but
in the following cases it may be considered highly
probable:—{a) When the legend resembles the
Bible story in one or more definite particulars, but
in general drift or in its more important features
differs widely from it. In that of the Mandari
(a branch of the Kohls, East India), the flood out
of which a brother and sister only had been rescued
under a tree, is put an end to by the serpent
Lurbing, in connexion with whom appears the
rainbow. In the Lithuanian story the rainbow is
sent to comfort a pair of wretched survivors, and
counsels them to obtain offspring by jumping over
the bones of the earth. The Lummi Indians
(north of Washington Territory) have a story that
an old man escaped on a raft to a mountain, and
thence twice sent forth a crow, which returned the
second time with a leaf. (b) When the parts

corresponding with the Bible story break the
context, and do not fit in well with the rest.
This is obviously the case with a story of the
Algonquins (an Indian tribe of N. America),
preserved in a very curious pictographic document,
where, in the middle of a passage describing how
some of the people were rescued on Turtle Island,
the mention of a boat, as though an independent
means of rescue, is very awkwardly introduced,
(c) Where two forms of the story exist, in one of
which the biblical features occur and in the other
are absent. When, as with Deucalion's Flood,
the former is known to be later, the probability
of interpolation may be considered a certainty.
Among the Mandans, an Indian tribe on the
Missouri River, according to a current Flood legend
the ark is a tower-like building, and the supposed
model of the building, which is preserved as a
relic in a public place, is in shape like a wooden
cylinder. But not only is this model called * the
great canoe,' but, in the festival which commemor-
ates the Flood, the representative of * the First
Man,' who was saved therein, tells how · the great
canoe' stranded on a high mountain. Moreover,
the festival is always arranged to take place when
the willows are in leaf, because, so they say, it was
a branch of that tree, with all its leaves on, which
the bird brought back to the ark. It is clear that
we have here a confusion between two stories—an
ancient legend according to which the survivors
were saved in a tower, and the Bible Flood, {d)
Where the Flood legend is mixed up with other
stories from the Bible. Thus in that of the Papagos
(an Indian tribe, east of California), Montezuma,
the hero of the Flood, is so ungrateful to his de-
liverer, that he presumes to build a house whose
top is to reach to heaven, whereupon the great
Spirit sends his thunder and destroys the building.
This evident borrowing from the Tower of Babel
story makes us suspect that his sending out the
jackal after the Flood to see how far the land
extended, originated in the sending forth of birds
from Noah's ark. In one of the Mexican legends,
current in the neighbourhood of Cholulu, an
artificial mountain, raised as a memento of the
mountain in the caves of which the seven giants
were saved from the Flood, threatened to reach
to heaven, whereupon the gods sent down fire and
destroyed several of the builders. This legend,
connected with a half-finished pyramid, shows
how readily Bible stories found their way among
the aborigines of Mexico, and explains why
features of the Bible Flood so often occur in the
Flood myths of various Mexican tribes. In the
story of the Mandari, above referred to as giving
special prominence to the Bible feature of the
rainbow, the creation of man out of earth stands in
close connexion with the Flood. Similarly, the
Flood story of the Macoushi (near British Guiana)
relates how the first man found, on waking out
of a deep sleep, a woman standing by his side.
After this we can feel very little confidence in the
originality of the statement that after the Flood the
rat sent out by a survivor returned with an ear of
maize in its mouth. This is evidently nothing
else but a local adaptation of the dove and the
olive branch, (e) The stories of the Papagos and
Macoushi give another ground for suspecting
biblical influence, namely, where some well-known
features of a class of Flood legends appear so
changed as to agree with the Noachian Deluge.
The object of the sending forth of animals in the
Indian stories is, as a rule, to obtain earth to create
dry ground for the survivors. A rat is sent forth
as well as other animals for this purpose in the
legend of the Ojibways and the Chippewas, a fish
in those of the Sac and Fox Indians. But in the
stories of the Papagos and Macoushi the object
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is, as in the Bible, to discover the extent of dry-
land.

In some cases, however, the appearance of bibli-
cal details may be after all a mere coincidence.
The likelihood of such coincidence becomes far
greater than we might have thought when we
take into account the very large number of Flood
stories and the singular variety of detail. The
following is an attempt to give as shortly as is
practicable some idea of the extraordinary extent
of this variety.

III. VARIETY OF DETAILS IN DIFFERENT FLOOD
LEGENDS.—(1) The Beings destroyed by the Flood
are often described as strange or unnatural beings,
such as baneful monsters (Persian Bundehesh);
ape-like men (Thibet); descendants of a primeval
man and woman, who were drowned in the sea
and became a whale and a crab; the descendants
appear, however, to have been human in form, at
any rate capable of religious and moral delinquency
(Andamanese); giants (later Scandinavian Edda);
men, one tribe of whom consisted only of women,
another of men with dog-like tails (Fiji islanders);
gods of the earth upon whom the Flood was sent at
the request of the nether gods (the Sac and Fox
Indians); a demigod (Ojibways, see above); im-
perfect men (Quiche Indians of Guatemala); the
descendants of gods and men (Miztecs of Mexico,
cf. Gn 61"4).

(2) The reasons for the Flood are differently given.
Very frequently to get rid of these monstrous
forms of life (in the Bundehesh a second Flood is
necessary to purify the world of the poison which
the monsters still left behind them) ; as in the
Bible, to punish men for their wickedness (An-
damanese) ; or, more frequently, for some definite
crime or offence, as the refusal to wash and work
(Mandari); killing and eating a huge serpent
(Dyaks of Borneo); cooking a fish in violation of
a sacred promise (Gipsies of the Sieben Gebirge) ;
the crime of the demigod Menaboshu against the
water-serpents in killing their king and three sons
in revenge for the destruction of his little pet
wolf (Ojibways); the inhospitality of a local S.
African chieftain towards a woman who, in con-
sequence, brought about a local flood through her in-
cantation (Dilolo Lake); the insult perpetrated on
a sea-god by a fisherman who fished in sacred waters
and caught the god by his hair (Leeward Islands);
the injury done to the raven by ' the wise man,'
who had punished it by throwing it into the fire
(Hare Indians, North America). In one case, as
already noticed, the Flood is the result of a
quarrel between the gods of the nether and upper
world (the Sac and Fox Indians).

(3) The direct cause of the Flood is usually the
rise and overflow of the sea, or of some river or
lake; rather less frequently a prodigious storm
and rainfall. An exceptional case is the melting
of the winter snow (Chippewas, see above, II. 2 Β c).
Once it is occasioned by the blood flowing from a
slaughtered giant (later Edda). Occasionally, the
Flood consists of hot water (Finns). In the legend
of the Quiche there is a second Flood of resin after
one of water, and occasionally fire takes the place
of water (so with the Yuracares in Bolivia, among
whom a legend of this sort has many parallels with
the Flood stories of other peoples). In an Eskimo
story the people are destroyed by heat as well as
by the water. In one case the Flood is caused by
the accidental breaking of a jar (examined through
curiosity) containing the waters of the ocean
(Haiti Island). Similarly, a flood is caused by an
inquisitive ape taking away the mat placed in a
hollow tree to stop up the water which communi-
cated with the water beneath the earth (Acawoio,
British Guiana).

(4) The Flood generally seems to have come

unexpectedly; but sometimes the survivors were
forewarned, as a rule by a god, but occasionally
through the medium of animals. In the sacred
books of India it is the fish, which is no other
than the incarnate Vishnu, or, in one form of the
legend, even the great Brahma himself. In the
legend of the Cherokee Indians (N. America) it is
a dog which tells his master, having first attracted
his attention by standing up to his neck in the
water and refusing to stir. In one of the Peruvian
stories it is the llamas which warn their shepherd.
He had noticed that they looked sad and gazed at
the stars, upon which he inquired the cause, and
was told of the coming Flood.

(5) The Flood is generally represented as uni-
versal, though originating in some definite place ;
but sometimes it is purely local.

(6) Men are usually droimied, but in one legend
some of them are devoured by sea-monsters (Algon-
quins). In several of the Peruvian Flood stories
they are changed into fish, and in one instance
the dead bodies become salmon and frogs (Maidu,
near Sacramento).

(7) The number of survivors varies very greatly
in the different stories. Where the inhabitants of
the world are monsters, they are, of course, all
destroyed. Sometimes even men are all destroyed,
and a new set of men created. Sometimes, on the
other hand, they appear to have all escaped
(Kabadi, a south-east district of New Guinea). As
a rule, the survivors are very few, most frequently
a single family, or even less ; in several cases only
one man or woman. Once it is only the coyote
(prairie-wolf) of all living beings (Wappo, Cali-
fornia) ; in another story it is the coyote and the
demigod Montezuma (Papagos); in another the
raven and his mother (Thlinkeets, Indian tribe of
N. America, see below, III. 9).

(8) The reason why the particidar survivors were
permitted to escape is generally left unexplained.
But when it is explained, it is usually, of course,
because they had no part in the cause for which
the Flood was sent. Thus in the Gipsy legend
(see above, III. 2), while the wife who cooked the
fish is struck by the first lightning flash of the storm
which preceded the Flood, the husband, who was
faithful to his promise, was saved. In the legend
of the Leeward Islands (see above, III. 2), however,
by a strange want of poetic justice, the penitent
fisherman succeeds in appeasing the wrath of the
god, and he and his family alone escape.

(9) The methods of escape exhibit also great
variety. In many cases it is by fleeing to a moun-
tain or an island, the latter generally being left
unimmersed by the rising water, not so much from
its elevation as from its sacred character (Algon-
quins, Victoria, Leeward Islands, Greece, etc.).
Sometimes the place of refuge is the top of a tree
(Karens in Burmah, Tupi in Brazil, Acawoio in
British Guiana), or underneath (!) a tree (Mandari),
or in caves (Mexicans of Cholula); once in the hole
of a huge crawfish in a rice field (Uraus, a branch of
Kohls); in a tower expressly built for the purpose
(Mandans, see above, II. iii. c). The most usual
method of escape, however, is by a boat or raft of
some kind. In one of the Fiji stories, two gods
themselves come in a boat, and fish the drowning
bodies out of the water. The raft or ship is usually
allowed to drift, but sometimes, as in the Accadian
story, it is regularly steered. In the legends of
India it is towed by the god-fish with a rope tied
to his horn. Sometimes, to prevent its drifting
away, it is secured by a rope, fastened either to a
stone acting as an anchor (Kamtschatka), or, more
frequently, to a tree (Pelew islanders, Twanas of
Puget Sound, Washington Territory). Occasion-
ally, as in the Bible story, the means of escape is a
floating chest (Banar in Cambodia); in one legend
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a nut-shell, which conveniently fell from a god,
who was eating nuts in heaven during the Flood,
on to the topmost peak of a mountain, whither men
had fled for refuge (Lithuanians). Usually, as in
the Accadian and Bible stories, the ark lands on
a mountain ; but, curiously enough, in some of the
Persian legends the mountain of refuge itself
floats like a boat. Other means of escape are still
more quaint. In one legend the raven and his
mother, presumably in a pre-raven state of exist-
ence, put on birds' skins and fly up to heaven,
which the former, in his impetuosity, hits so
violently that his beak gets stuck. In this pre-
dicament he is obliged to wait till the waters reach
him (Thlinkeets). In another the single surviving
maiden succeeds in catching hold of a bird, which
flies up with her to a rock of safety (Crees).

(10) The Flood usually disappears by subsidence
or evaporation ; but, in isolated instances, it flows
away down a hole (Deucalion's Flood, Tinney
Indians), or into a rift in a mountain, and so finds
its way into the sea (Maidu).

(11) The survivors in several legends send out
animals from their various retreats, usually to
dive down into the waters, that they may get
earth, out of which new land is created. Of this
we have a characteristic example in the story of
the Ojibways, in which the surviving Menaboshu,
after having stood on the topmost peak of a
mountain for five days, with the water up to his
mouth, in despair prays a passing sea-gull to dive
down and discover whether the land has been
entirely washed away. After the gull has dived
several times to no purpose, Menaboshu sees the
stiffened body of a musk-rat floating by. Having
restored it to life, he sends it down on a similar
quest. After a long while the dead body of the
musk-rat appears on the surface with a few grains
of sand in its claws. These Menaboshu throws on
the water, and they become little islands, which
grow and join together until they form habitable
earth. In the stories of the Sac and Fox Indians,
it is a fish which returns with its huge mouth full
of earth; in that of the Chippewas, the beaver,
otter, musk-rat, and northern diver, all dive down,
and the last returns with mud in its webbed feet.
Sometimes, as in the Bible, and presumably the
Accadian stories, the animals are sent forth to dis-
cover whether or where the land is dry (Papagos,
etc., see above, II. iii. e).

(12) The survivors, hard put to it for food, some-
times feed on fish, which they either cook by
putting them under their armpits (!) (Tolowa in
California), or with fire procured by rubbing sticks
together, at which the god is angry, and turns the
fish into dogs (an old Mexican story in the Codex
Chimalpopoca). Fire is obtained in a similar way
in the legend of the Dyaks of Borneo. In the
Andamanesian story an arctic bird sends down a
firebrand from heaven. In one of the Peruvian
legends, meals are provided for the Wo surviving
brothers by two parrots.

(13) There is a very curious variety with regard
to the methods by which the world was^ re-peopled
after the Deluge. When all the inhabitants were
destroyed, there was, of necessity, a new creation.
Most frequently, as in the Bible, the new men
were simply the offspring of the few survivors, but
in several legends they appear as propagated in
some strange and miraculous manner, as by stones
thrown over the survivors' heads (Deucalion's
Flood, Acawoio and other Indian tribes on the
Upper Orinoco). In one story cocoa-nuts are thrown
witli a similar result (Maypuri and neighbouring
tribes of S. America). In the Lithuanian story
men come into being by the survivors leaping over
the bones of the earth. According to the Pelew
islanders, it was by intercourse of the gods with a

woman whose dead body was brought to life, and
indwelt for a time by a goddess. Another legend
ascribes it to the union between the single surviv-
ing maiden and a great eagle (Crees). Still more
curious is the legend of the Wappo, who ascribe
the re-peopling of the world to the coyote, which
planted the tail feathers of various birds in the
places where wigwams formerly stood. According
to the Tinney Indians, it was brought about by
the gods changing animals into men.

(14) The deification of Xisuthros after the Flood
in the Accadian story has hardly a parallel in the
myths of other peoples. Sometimes the survivor
is already a sort of god (Papagos). In the story of
the Pelew islanders the gods wish to deify the last
woman, whom they had already restored to life,
but are prevented by the malice of the bird Tariit
{Ballus pectoralis).

If we now examine these legends in connexion
with their locality, we shall find that features
which repeat themselves (leaving out of considera-
tion what has been borrowed from the Bible story)
in several legends are of two kinds : (a) those
which characterize the legends of neighbouring or
related tribes ; and (δ) those which appear sporadic-
ally, so to speak, in far separated peoples. As
examples of the first we may notice, generally, the
tendency to combine Flood stories with animal
fables common to almost all tribes of American
Indians, and more especially the fables of the coyote,
the jackal, and the raven, each of which marks off
a definite group of tribes. We may instance also
the floating mountain, which is confined to the
neighbourhood of Peru. In many cases the second
class belongs to the form which the legend would
be most likely to take. It is more likely that men
would escape a flood by going up into a mountain,
or by means of a boat or raft, than in any other
way, and therefore we find this to be most fre-
quently the case. But when we consider the great
multiplicity of stories, it is not at all surprising
that, in a few isolated cases, the imagination of
different peoples should independently hit upon
the same idea. Where so many methods of escape
suggested themselves, it might easily have occurred
to more than one people that the boat of safety
was like a chest, or, again, that the boat was tied
by a rope. In the same way we may account for
the really far stranger incident, the subsequent
creation of men out of stones.

It is of the greatest importance to notice that
this second class of similarities is by no means
confined to features contained in the Bible story.
Those who argue for the truth of the latter on the
ground that several of its details are confirmed by
other legends, are in danger of proving too much.
The same argument makes equally for the truth of
other details not found in the Bible. If all these
stories are really the traditions of one single event,
does not the evidence point to a boat rather than
an ark, if indeed the survivors did not merely
ascend a mountain ; and is not the statement of
the boat being moored by a rope, which appears in
legends so widely scattered, at least as probable as
that of the sending out of animals, on the presence
of which, in different legends, so much stress is
often laid ? For, as a matter of fact, the stories
which contain this feature are often liable to the
suspicion of a Christian colouring on the grounds
above given, and indeed it is just this picturesque
touch which would inevitably most strike the
imagination, and most easily find its way into
the popular stones of a people. It must also be
borne in mind that there is a vast difference be-
tween sending out animals to ascertain how far
the waters were dry, and begging them to dive
down under the water to obtain earth for making
dry land. The clay on the feet of the birds in the
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Babylonian story is connected with the first,
that on the feet of the diver in the story of the
Chippewas with the second. In a word, all that
the multifarious Flood stories really can be said to
prove is, that there was among a very large number
of ancient peoples the belief in a Flood, and often,
though by no means so frequently, in a universal
Deluge ; but this alone does not prove that they all
describe one real event, still less that the one true
account of that event is the Bible Flood. It is
rather the case that a thorough study and com-
parison of these stories make both these hypo-
theses extremely improbable.

IV. THE CAUSE OF THE ACCADIAN FLOOD STORY.
—Four theories as to the origin of the Flood story
are possible. That it was originally (1) a mere
product of the fancy, (2) a nature myth, (3) a
cosmogonic fable, (4) the poetical presentation of
some natural occurrence. The first is contrary to
the analogy of similar legends among all peoples,
and hardly needs serious discussion. The second
has in its favour the connexion of the Flood story
with Aquarius, and possibly, perhaps, the location
of Sit-napisti at the mouth of the Euphrates; but,
on the other hand, this watery subject, supposing
the story to be already in existence, was specially
suited for this particular zodiacal sign; and the
mouth of the Euphrates might be deemed a fitting
place for the deified hero of the Flood. The third
finds some analogy among the Flood legends of
other nations, but the analogy of the great
majority of Flood stories is strongly in favour of
the fourth, and there can be no doubt that it is
correct.

The question then arises, * What event is likely to
have given rise to the Accadian story ?' (a) That
it was a universal Deluge is, for reasons already
given, quite out of the question, (b) Writers have,
however, still maintained (and founded their argu-
ments on scientific grounds) that this Flood was
much more than a local flood, and really covered
a very considerable area. Among these is the late
Professor Prestwich, a man who, on account of his
geological researches, is entitled to the highest
respect (see Literature). He maintains the view,
that long after the appearance of palaeolithic man
there was a submergence of the crust of the earth,
chiefly in Western Europe, but extending to the
N. W. of Africa, though probably not as far as Egypt,
causing a great inundation of the sea, which rose
(relatively speaking) at its highest to about 1500 ft.
on the Continent, and 1000 ft. in England. It seems
to have risen suddenly and to have subsided soon ;
that is to say, the inundation did not probably last
more than a year or two at most. It destroyed a vast
amount of animal and some human life, so that some
species of animals became extinct in regions which
they formerly inhabited : for example, the lion,
panther, spotted hysena, caffir cat, hippopotamus,
African elephant in Europe and N. Africa, and all
the then existing mammalia in Malta. The proofs of
this inundation are : (1) the various forms of what
the Professor calls distinctively Bubble Drift
(distinct in character from the Glacial Drift in its
various forms of breccia, etc.), and (2) a sedimentary
deposit (loess) found on mountains (distinct from
all valley deposits left by rivers). It seems prob-
able to him that, when the Flood rose, animals of
all sorts were driven to the mountains, where some
escaped, from which the submerged districts were
again re-stocked after the Flood. In one instance
(at Palermo) it would appear that the light-footed
animals, which would have had little difficulty in
making their escape, survived, whereas the hippo-
potamus became extinct. Without attempting to
call in question the geological arguments on which
this view is maintained, it will be readily seen
that it is extremely difficult to make it square with

the evidence of the Flood traditions of different
peoples, to which Professor Prestwich himself
appeals to fortify his case. Had this view been
correct, we should certainly have expected to find
wide recollections of the Flood throughout the
region where it occurred, and more faint traditions
in other parts. But this is by no means the case,
and the district of Babylonia, from which the most
important and graphic Flood story originates, is,
according to our present knowledge, wanting in
those geological phenomena on which the Professor
depends (indeed they have not yet been discovered
even in the east of Europe), and therefore is
apparently beyond the region of the supposed
Deluge. On the other hand, in Europe Flood
legends are comparatively scarce, and usually of a
very mythical type (Edda, Lithuanians, etc.); in
N.W. Africa they are altogether absent. Again,
they are most frequent by far in Northern and
Central America, regions far removed from the
supposed locality of the Flood. The same obj ection,
though not to the same extent, lies to the view
that the Accadian Flood story is to be referred to
geological changes in Thibet, by which what was
once a great inland sea became a plain (see above,
II. 2 Β b).

Judging from the genesis of similar legends, this
Accadian story is far more likely to have originated
in Babylonia itself, and to be due to some local
cause. The same analogy, if we take also into
account the character of the country, suggests that
our choice lies between a great overflow of the
Tigris and Euphrates caused by an extraordinary
rainfall, and the incursion of a tidal wave through
an earthquake somewhere in the south. Edward
Suss, whose views are mentioned by Andree, is
inclined to think that both these causes were at
work. He argues from the description of the
Accadian story, which speaks not only of the
earth trembling, and the breaking out of the floods
below the earth, and the waves of the storm-god
reaching up to heaven—expressions which point to
an earthquake accompanied by a tidal wave—but
also of the whirlwind, and the thunder, and the
overflow of the canals. Del. [Gen. 1887, p. 164),
Haupt (Amer. Journ. Philol. ix. 423 f.), and esp.
Huxley (Essays on Controverted Questions, 586 ff.,
619), agree with Suss, and Dillm. (Gen.6 p. 175) in-
clines to the same view. Andree gives several
instances, recorded in history, showing to what
an enormous distance an earthquake affects the
movement of the sea. For example, an earthquake
which took place in Peru on the 13th of August
1868, caused a great wave which struck the Sand-
wich Islands on the following day, and on the day
after washed the coastlands of Australia and New
Zealand. How terrible the destruction wrought
by a local inundation may be, is shown by the
cyclone which struck the coast of India on Nov. 1st,
1864, and involved the loss of 60,000 lives. It is
not so very surprising that in Babylonia, as in
many other countries, such a flood should by long
oral tradition have been magnified into a universal
Deluge, from which only a few survived.

It has been necessary in this article to lay con-
siderable stress on points of resemblance between
the Flood story of the Bible and the numerous
Flood legends of other peoples. We have shown
that, looked at from a merely historical point of
view, they stand on a similar footing, and, in fact,
that the Bible story is merely a later variant of one
of them. Here, however, the resemblance ends.
In tone and religious character the Bible story is
immeasurably above all others. It is true, indeed,
that the God of the Flood, Who took pleasure in
the sweet smell of Noah's sacrifice, stands far
below the God of the psalmist, Who delighted not
in burnt-offerings and sacrifice, but in a broken and
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troubled spirit. But for all that, it is a God who
hated iniquity, transgression, and sin as utterly
unworthy of His own creation, not a deity avenging
a merely personal insult, far less, as in the original
story, a troop of gods wrangling with each other
in jealous rivalry. Even though it be true that
the Israelites found this Flood story handed down
from the religious mists of a far distant past, a
religious student of Scripture will have no difficulty
in recognizing that divinely guided religious feeling
and insight by which an ancient legend became
the vehicle of religious and spiritual truth.

LITERATURE.—George Smith, The Chaldean Account of Genesis,
new ed. by Sayce ; ΚΑΤ*, 55-79 ; Sayce, Η CM, 107 ff.; J. Prest-
wich, On Certain Phenomena belonging to the close of the last
Geological Period, and on their bearing upon the Tradition of
the Flood, Macmillan, 1895 ; Andree, Die Flutsagen, ethno-
graphisch betrachtet, Brunswick, 1891,—an excellent work
giving a summary jl the Flood legends of a large number of
races, and made much use of in this article ; Charles Hard-
wick, Christ and other Masters, Cambridge, contains some
Flood legends, see esp. pt. n. iii. 3, pt. in. ii. pp. 162-164 ; F.
Lenormant, Origines de Vhistoire d'apres la Bible, Paris; see
also in this DB the art. BABYLONIA, p. 221.

F. H. WOODS.
FLOOD.—A flood is a flow of water. In early

Eng. (as in late) it is used of the flow of the tide,
as Trin. Coll. Horn. (1200) 177, 'For swiche node,
and for swich ebbinge the prophete nemmeth this
woreld se.J But in the earliest quotation in Oxf.
Eng. Diet, it is applied to a stream,—an application
which has long since dropped out of prose, though
it is still in use poetically. In this sense * flood'
is of frequent occurrence in AV. The following
is a complete list of the passages in which the
word is found.

1. A stream : Job 1411 {ndhdr, usual word for
'river,' RV 'river ' ) ; 2017 'the floods, the brooks
of honey and butter' {ndhdr, RV 'the flowing
streams'); 2811 ' he bindeth the floods from over-
flowing' {ndhdr, RV ' the streams that they trickle
not,' RVm ' Heb. from weeping,' the allusion is to
the use of lime or clay to prevent water perco-
lating into the mine—Davidson); Ps 988 {nahar);
Job 284 ' the flood breaketh out from the inhabit-
ant ' {nahal, usual word for ' brook,' here under-
stood of the miner's ' shaft,' RV ' he breaketh open
a shaft away from where men sojourn') ; Ps 7415

' Thou didst cleave the fountain and the flood'
{nahal, in ref. to the stream from the rock in the
wilderness); Is 443 ' I will pour water upon him
that is thirsty, and floods upon the dry ground'
{nozelim, ptcp. of ndzal, to flow, RV 'streams').
In Apocr., 2 Es 1660 {flumen, RV 'river'), Ad.
Est I I 1 0 ' a great flood' {ποταμός μ γ̂α*, distinguished
from μικρά πη~γή, ' a little fountain'; RV ' river ' ) ;
Sir 2113 3922 {κατακλυσμός). This meaning is found
in Shaks., but more rarely : Much Ado, I. i. 318—

•What need the bridge much broader than the flood?'

2. A special river: {a) The Euphrates, Jos 242

* Your fathers dwelt on the other side of the flood
in old time' (nn|n -oy?, RV 'beyond the River');
so 243 (nay? «from,3 etc.), 2414·15. In Apocr., 2Esl3 4 4

* the most High . . . held still the flood, till they
were passed over' {statuit venas fluminis, RV
* stayed the springs of the River'); 1 Mac 78

'Bacchides . . . who ruled beyond the flood' (4P
τφ πέραν του ποταμού, RV ' in the country beyond
the river'). Cf. Rev 914 "Wye. 'Vnbynde foure
aungels, that ben bounde in the great flood
Eufrates'; Milton, PL i. 419—

* With these came they who from the bordering flood
Of old Euphrates to the brook that parts
Egypt from Syrian ground, had general names
Of Baalim and Ashtaroth.'

(δ) The Nile : Ps 78^ (nn'tyj, RV 'their streams');
Am 88δ<* 9 δ ί * ; the Heb. is ye'or, the word for the
Nile, the River, as RV; in 88b and 95b Mizraim ' of
Egypt* is added, but that is quite exceptional.

Sometimes RV translates boldly by 'Nile/ Is
197 ter-8 (AV ' brook '), 233·10 (AV ' river'), Jer 467· 8

(AV 'flood'), Zee 1011 (AV 'river'). Cf. Ac 721

Wye. ' whanne he was put out in the flood, the
daughter of Farao took hym up.' (c) The Jordan :
Ps 666 ' they went through the flood on foot'
{nahar, RV 'river'). Cf. Pr. Bk. 1549, 'by the
Baptism of thy well-beloved Son Jesus Christ,
thou didst sanctify the flood Jordan, and all other
waters, to this mystical washing away of sin' (so
1552, 1559, and Scot. Liturgy, 1604; but in 1662
changed to ' the river Jordan ').

3. An overflow of water, a torrent: Job 2216

' whose foundation was overthrown with a flood'
(lit., as Dav., 'was poured away and became a
flood,' RV 'was poured out as a stream,' Heb.
nahar); Ps 326 ' in the floods of great waters' {^Ψ1?
ο*?! D!P, RV 'when the great waters overflow'1);
692 (n̂ 3B> shibboleth, the word which bafHed the
Ephraimites to pronounce, see SHIBBOLETH) ; 6(J15

' waterfiood' {shibboleth mayim, 1611' water flood');
905 ' Thou earnest them away as with a flood'
(•Fioi), lit., as Cheyne, 'thou stormest upon them ' ) ;
Is 2S2 ' a flood of mighty waters overflowing'
{zerem, properly a flood of rain, a downpour; 11V
'tempest'); Jer 472 'an overflowing flood' {nahal,
RV ' stream,' Cheyne ' torrent,' who says, ' It is
in autumn-time that the torrents of Palestine
become dangerous, and water - courses, dry or
almost dry in summer, become filled with a
furiously rushing stream'); Dn 926 II 2 2, Nah 1*
{shSteph). In Apocr., Wis 522 ' the floods shall
cruelly drown them' {ποταμός, RV ' the rivers shall
sternly overwhelm them'). In NT, Mt 725·27

{ποταμοί), Lk 648 {πλημμυρά, fr. root of πίμπλημί,
to fill); Rev 1215· 16 {ποταμό*, RV ' river'); and 1215

' that he might cause her to be carried away of
the flood' {ποταμοφόρητον, RV 'carried away by
the· stream').

4. Noah's flood is always designated in Heb.
mabbul, in LXX κατακλυσμός, and in Vulg. diluvium
(whence Eng. 'deluge'). The reff. in OT are Gn
617 76. 7. 10. 17 911 Ms. 15. 28 1 Q 1 . 32 U l O j p s 2gl0 . m ApOCl\,
2 Es 3 9 · 1 0, Wis 104, Sir 4010 * 44 1 7 · 1 8 ; and in NT,
Mt 24 3 8 · 3 9, Lk 1727, 2 Ρ 25. See preceding article.

The only doubtful ref. is Ps 291® ' The LORD sitteth upon the
flood' (3C>; ^3»*?), RV 'sat as king at the Flood'). The
majority of recent commentators take it with RV to be a ref. to
Noah's Flood. ' The storm,' says Kirkpatrick,' reminds the poet
of the great typical example of judgment and mercy, in which
Jehovah's judicial severity was exhibited.' The chief argu-
ment in favour is the use of the word (observe that it has the
article 'the Flood'). Against is the unexpectedness of the
reference to the Flood, and the prep. (?) 'at, ' ' to, ' or 'on/
Kirkpatrick says of the prep. : ' we may render, Sat for the
Flood; with His seat on His throne in order to execute that
memorable judgment (Ps 97).' The tr» of AV (which is that of
Geneva Bible) makes the ref. to be to a flood of water in the
storm itself. This is clear from the note in the Gen. Bible.
Johnson (Speaker's Com.) agrees. But the storm is a storm of
wind, not of water; of rain there is no mention in the psalm,
although it may be argued that it is presupposed. Cheyne
carries the psalmist's mind be3rond the Noachic Flood to the
original meaning of the word. That is ' destruction'; ' a wast-
ing flood' being only secondary. He therefore boldly ignores
the Flood and any ref. to water, and tr. 'At the storm
Jehovah sat enthroned' (Book of Psalms, p. 81, and Crit. Note
on p. 380). t

5. It is only in poetic parallelism that 'flood*
is used of the sea : Ps 242—

' He hath founded it [the earth] upon the seas,
And established it upon the floods';

Ps933 ter, Jon 23 (all ndhdr); and Ex 15s {nozelim,
of the waters of the Red Sea). In Apocr., 2 Es
4i5. ι?, is. 2i {fluctus, RV ' waves').

* So plainly in AV, since the marg. ref. is to Gn 7 1 1 ; and the
Gr. is χΛτοίκλνσ-μ,όί : but RV omits the ref., and prints 'flood,'
not ' Flood'; and the recently discovered Heb. text gives
' river' (Cowley and Neubauer).

t This cancels the ' Parchment' t r n * Jehovah has seated him-
self above the flood,' and its note, 'either the deluge or the
heavenly ocean already referred to in vA'
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6. Finally, the word is thrice used metaphoric-
ally : 2 S 225 = Ps 184 ' the floods of ungodly men
made me afraid' (*?$?:*?? *!?φ, lit. * streams of Belial';
RV ' floods of ungodliness'; see Selbie, Cheyne,
and Hommel in Expos. Times, viii. [1897] 360, 423,
472; and Baudissin, Cheyne, Jensen, ib. ix. 40, 91,
283, 332). Cf. Shaks. Timon of Athens, I. i. 42—

'You see this conference, this great flood of visitors.'

Also 1 Mac 611 ' a flood of misery3 (ποταμό?, RV
simply ' a flood'). Cf. Milton, On Time, 13—

' And joy shall overtake us as a flood.'
J. HASTINGS.

FLOOR.—The word 'floor' is now most familiar
as the part we tread on in a room ; but it once as
readily suggested the platform on which corn was
threshed. Hence in AV (after earlier VSS)
'floor' stands as the trn of pj goren, fourteen
times, which elsewhere is mostly trd ' threshing-
floor.'

The Heb. word occurs altogether 36 times : it is t r d ' thresh-
ing-floor' (1611 two sep. words) 19 times (Gn 5010, Nu 1520
1S27. 30, R U 32} 1 S 231, 2 S 6*3 2418· 21. 24, l Ch 139 2115· 18.21. 22. 28f

retaining ' floor' in these places. Elsewhere goren is t r d ' barn-
floor' 2 Κ 627 (1611 'barn floor'; RV · threshing- - floor'),
• threshing-place' 2 S 2416 (1611 ' threshing place,' RV 'thresh-
ing-floor'); ' a void place' 1 Κ 2210=2 Ch 18» (RV 'an open
place'), ' barn' Job 3912 (RV ' threshing-floor'), ' corn' Dt 1613
('after that thou hast gathered in thy corn and thy wine,'RV
• after that thou hast gathered in from thy threshing-floor and
from thy wine-press'), and in Hos 91 [all] the fuller phrase kol-
gornoth ddgan is t r d ' cornfloor' (1611 * corn floor').

The only other OT word is "nx Hddar, which
occurs only Dn 235 and is trd 'threshing-floor'
(Β:Ρ"*Τ?Ν, EV 'summer threshing-floors'). In NT
&\ων occurs only Mt 312, Lk 317 and is trd 'floor,'
EV 'threshing-floor.' In Apocr. area is trd

'floor' 2Es 432 (so RV), 435·3y (RV 'threshing-
floor '). See AGRICULTURE.

For the floor of a room see HOUSE.
J. HASTINGS.

FLOTE.—The timber for the temple, being cut
in Lebanon, was conveyed by sea to Joppa in notes :
1 Κ 5ϋ (ni-ηη, RV 'rafts'), 2 Ch 216 (nnc?i). The
logs themselves would form the raft; hence in
1 Es 555 it is said that for the building of the
second temple the timber was brought to the
haven of Joppa, not ' by rafts' (AV, as if σχεδίας),
but ' in rafts' (RV, cf. LXX ο-χβδίατ). In 1 Κ 5y

LXX reads σχεδία?, in 2 Ch 216 σχεδίαίϊ.
AV 1611 spells 'flotes' at each occurrence.

Modern editions give ' flotes' in 2 Ch 216 * and
1 Es 555, but 'floats' 1 Κ 5CJ. Scrivener restores
'flotes,' and is followed in Camb. Bible for Schools
and Colleges.

FLOUR.—See FOOD.

FLOURISH.—Two stages may be marked in the
use of the verb to flourish : 1. To flower, blossom,
said {a) literally or {b) metaphorically, as (a) Lyte
(1578), Dodoens, II. xx. 117, ' I t beginnethto floure
at the toppe of the stalke, and so goeth florishing
downewarde.' So in AV Ec 125 ' the almond tree
shall flourish' (γκχ, RV 'shall blossom'); Ca 611

712 of the vine (ms, RV 'bud'; cf. Chaucer, Par-
sonnes Tale, § 43, Student's ed. 697, "To smelle
the sote savour of the vyne whanne it florissheth ' ) ;
Is 1711' in the morning shalt thou make thy seed to
flourish' (*ΓΗΒ£Ι, RV 'thou makest thy seed to
blossom'); Ps 906 of the grass (py;, Del, Cheyne
'blossoms'). (b) Metaphorically of persons or
things : Ps 10315 ' As for man, his days are as

* Why was flotes left in 2 Ch? Because less read, and reck-
oned of less consequence ? So in the Heb. Bible some explain
the presence of Esh-baal, 1 Ch 8̂ 3 933, when the name was
changed in 2 S into Ish-bosheth.

FLUX

grass : as a flower of the field so he flourisheth'
(ΡΠ5 nJ^V Γ̂ ?> uk < a s t n e flower of the field so he
floweretli': so Ps 7216 927 13218, all zuz [in Hiph.],
which means to bring forth flowers, and is trd

' blossom' in Is 276 as well as [in Qal] Ezk 710);
Sir 3914 'flourish as a lily' (ανθήσατε άνθος; RV
' put forth flowers'). 2. To shoot up quickly, or
grow vigorously, again said literally of plants and
metaphorically of persons and things. Thus Ezk
1724 in the Wyclifite version of 1388 is ' Υ made the
drie tree to brynge forth boowis,' but the earlier
version has ' Ϋ made the drye tree for to florisshe,'
which is retained in AV. In this sense are all
the remaining instances of the word, .th<* Heb.
being some part of m_s, or (in Ps 9214) the a<lj. ρχΐ
(Aram. p>n Dn 44) ; the Greek άναθάΧΚειν, Sir I*8

I P 2 4612 49:i0, Ph 410; and the Lat. florere, 2 Es 628.
J. HASTINGS.

FLOWERS.—Visitors to Palestine unite in their
enthusiasm over the flowers. Everywhere they
brighten the landscape with their brilliant colours,
white, yellow, blue, violet, purple, maroon, crim-
son, scarlet, brown, and even black. Fields, many
acres in extent, are aglow with anemones, ranun-
culi, poppies, chorisporas, silenes, clovers, milk
vetches, chamomiles, groundsels, crocuses, colchi-
cums, irises, ixiolirions, gladioli, and tulips. The
hedges are gay with their wealth of broom, roses,
and brambles. The sandstone is clothed with
pink and white rock - roses, and dainty little
heaths. The hillsides are adorned with the lavish
blossoms of the styrax, the red bud, the arbutus,
and the myrtle. Even the bleak shingle of alpine
Lebanon, 10,000 ft. above the sea, is covered with
large patches of Vicia canescens, Lab., and V.
gregaria, Boiss. et Held., with their beautiful
racemes of blue and white flowers. The table-
land of Moab is gorgeous with deep purple irises.
Finally, the deserts have a rich and varied flora,
numbering over 400 species, not found in other
localities. Flowers are an emblem of beauty (Mt
628f<), but at the same time of frailty and instability
(Job 142, Ps 10315, Is 281 406, Ja I10 etc.). The com-
ing of flowers is a sign of spring (Ca 212). ' The
flower of her age' is the bloom of a maiden's youth
(1 Co 736). G. E. POST.

FLOWERS in Lv 1524·S3 signifies the menstrual
discharge (rru, RV ' impurity'). So Andrew, Bruns-
wyke's Distyll- Waters, A iii. ' the same water . . .
causeth women to have her flowers, named men-
struum.' In the same sense Fr. fleurs ; but both are
now obsolete.

FLUE-NET.—In Hab l15m ' flue-net' is given as
an alternative for 'drag' of the text (Heb. rriMp).
The ioimflu is found in French, and fluwe for a
fishing-net in Dutch. The flue (together with
the ' trammel or hooped net whatsoever') is for-
bidden to river fishermen in early laws. The
word is still in occasional use, as Three in Norway
(1882), vi. 44, 'Seven boats . . . were out with a
huge flue net.' Coverdale has ' yarne' in this and
the foil, verse, and is followed by the Geneva and
Bishops' Bibles.

FLUTE.—See Music.

FLUX.—Ac 2S8 'the father of Publius lay sick
of a fever and of a bloody flux/ i.e. lit. a flow of
blood (from fluxus, ptcp. oifluere, to flow, through
Fr. flux ; the spelling in 1611 is ' flixe ' [' bloody-
flixe'], a spelling derived from the Fr. pronuncia-
tion with ϋ—Bradley); Gr.δυσεντερία in TR, but edd.
prefer the later form δυσεντέρων ; RV 'dysentery.'
The AVtrn comes from Wyclif, who in ed. 1380
has ' Sothli it befel, the fadir of Puplius for to ligge
trauelid with feueres and dissenterie, or flix,' thus



using ' flix' without the adj., for it often stood
alone in early Eng. as a synonym for dysentery.
But the ed. of 1388 has ' blodi flux.' So in Mt 920

Wyclif (1380) gives 'And loo! a womman that
suttride the flix, or rennynge of blood (Gr.
αίμορροοΰσα) twelve yeer, cam to byhynde and
touchide the hemme of his clothe,' but ed. 1388
' the blodi flux.' And so T. Fuller, Holy Warre (ed.
1640), p. 216, ' The siege was no sooner begun but
the plague seised on the Christian armie : whereof
thousands died; amongst others, Tristram, King
Lewis his sonne : And he himself of a flux followed
after.' But p. 94, ' King Almerick himself, wearied
with whole volleys of miseries, ended his life of a
bloudy flux.' See MEDICINE. J. HASTINGS.

FLY.—In 1 S 1432 (reading BJJ:I with Ker§, for
Kethibh VVM) and 1519 (BM) AV gives (and RV re-
tains) 'fly upon the spoil,' a more forcible render-
ing than that of the previous versions ' turn to ' (the
Bishops' have ' gate them t o ' in 1432). In 1 S 2514

' flew uj)on' (AV ' railed on') is used figuratively :
wy ' bird of prey' comes from the same root.

In Lv I P 1 · 2 3 occurs the curious combination
'flying creeping thing' (*]tyn γ~]ψ). As Driver
points out (art. CREEPING THINGS, see also Com.
on Dt 1419 where the phrase is ' every creeping
thing that flieth'), the Heb. word here used does
not describe creeping but swarming creatures ; so
that the tr11 should be 'winged swarming things,'
not as in RV 'winged creeping things,' the refer-
ence being to insects like the locust.

FLY, FLIES.—Two Hebrew words are translated
fly :—1. 3UJ zebhubh, μνΐα, musca. This word is
found only in two places (Ec 101, Is 718). It corre-
sponds to the Arab, dhubab, which is specially
applied to house flies, but is also understood in the
general sense of insects resembling them. It is used
in Arab, as an emblem of weakness, ' he is more frail
than the fly'; and of contemptibleness, ' he is more
contemptible to me than the buzzing of the fly.'
' The refuge of the fly' is a proverb, applied to him
who is protected by his ignobleness. ' The father
of the fly' signifies a person with a stinking breath
(cf. Ec 101). It is also said of such a person that he
is ' more stinking in breath than the father of the
fly.' From these qualities dhubab has come to
signify evil or mischief. An unlucky man is ' a fly
man.' The same expression is also used to denote
demoniacal possession, or insanity, or ignorance.
More or fewer of these various significations in the
Arab, may have obtained also in the Heb. word,
which would account for the god of Ekron being
called Baal-zebub (2 Κ I2), 'the god of flies: See
BAAL-ZEBUB.

2. Oh]i 'arobh, κυνόμυια, omne genus muscarum,
EV Ex 821"31 swarms of flies, AV Ps 7845 10531

divers sorts of flies, RV swarms of flies. In all
three passages LXX gives κυνόμυι,α, dog-fly, a word
the significance of which in Greek is not clear.
The Rabbins interpret 'drobh as referring to a mix-
ture of noxious insects, as if from :ny xarab, to
mix. Some have argued from Ex. 831 'there
remained not one,' that the fly referred to must
be a definite species, which was sent as a plague,
and totally destroyed at its close. But even if the
expression ' not one' is to be pressed to its literal
interpretation, it would not necessarily imply
that the swarms were all of one kind. They might
have been 'divers sorts.' The fact that the
swarms of flies ' devoured' the Egyptians, has been
supposed to imply that they were flies that bit
them. But, apart from the fact that a biting fly
could hardly be said to devour its victim, the true
interpretation is to be sought in the comparison of
the two members of the parallelism, 'flies which
devoured them, and frogs which destroyed them.'

Both are strong expressions of the ruinous nature
of the plague, and in both the reference is probably
more to the corruption of their food and drink than
to the destruction of their bodies. As it is im-
possible to determine whether a particular insect,
or a mixture of insects, is intended, we may accept
swarms of flies as conveying the essential meaning
in the passages in question. See PLAGUE.

A resident in the cooler parts of Europe and
America can hardly realize the number and per-
sistence of the flies which swarm in Egypt and
Syria. They not only defile food, but convey con-
tagion, particularly that of ophthalmia, diphtheria,
and, one kind of fly, that of malignant pustule. They
also deposit their eggs in wounds and sores, and
sometimes in the nose and ears of filthy people, and
their larvae hatch out, and fill these cavities, to the
great distress and injury of the unfortunate patient.

G. E. POST.
FODDER occurs only once in AV (Job 65 as trn

of "r1??, strictly mixed food, farrago [see Oxf. Heb.
Lex.]). RV not only retains the term here, but
introduces it in Jg 1921, where the denom. vb. V??
('give fodder,' AV ' give provender ') occurs. The
same Heb. word h'bz occurs in Job 246, but here
RV has 'provender' (AV 'corn'), and in Is 3024

(AV and RV ' provender'). This last term (see
PROVENDER) is more frequently the trn of Kispi?
Gn 2425·82 4227 4324, Jg 1919. See further under
AGRICULTURE.

FOLD.— (A) IN OT.— 1. rrru (only in pliir.),
properly the walls or fences erected to shelter and
defend the flock, Nu 3216·34·36, Zeph 2°. 2. -m Is 517

Mic 212 prob. means ' pasture' (so RV), but both
the text and the meaning of this passage are
doubtful (see Nowack, ad loc). 3. ."tap, a tran-
scriptional error for *A?9 (from ahs ' shut up') in
Hab 317. The correct form appears in Ps 50° 7870.
3. rm 'farm' or 'homestead' (2 S 78), including
both farm-house and lands; often used in con-
nexion with sheep and shepherds (Is G510, Jer 3312),
and also poetical for 'habitation,' whether of men
or flocks (Is 23'20, Jer 3123 of Jems. ; Pr 333 of the
righteous ; Ex 1513, 2 S 1525 of J"). 5. [ΠΝ:] only in
pi. const, IYIKJ ' pastures' (Jl 222, Ps 65I2,T Jer 2310,
Am I2, where see Driver's note). 6. •:££?, which in
AV of Ps 6813 is trd 'pots,' prob. means 'sheep-
folds' (so RV), like 7. ov??;?? Gn 4914 (of Issachar
' couching between the sheepfolds' [RV], ' between
two burdens' [AV]), Jg 516 (of Reuben ; see Moore's
note). 8. In Is 1320 where AV has ' neither shall
the shepherds make their fold there,' it is a verb
that is used, p3"in, which RV accurately tr. ' make
their flocks to lie down.' 9. In 2 Ch 32~8 ιϊπικ^ Dnnj;
cannot mean as in RV ' flocks in folds'; the AV
'cotes for flocks' is prob. correct, although this
involves a transposition and the reading oniy h ηννικ
(see Kittel in SBOT, ad loc).

{B) IN NT.—1. αυλή, the enclosed space or court
within which the sheep were penned, Jn 101·16. 2.
ποιμνή. In Jn 1016 AV has ' there shall be onefold/
a mistranslation which suggests an erroneous
doctrine of the Church. The meaning is correctly
given by RV 'they shall become one flock1 (cf. Mt
2631, Lk 28, 1 Co 97).

Folds were used mainly as a protection at night
from wild beasts (cf. Gn 3139, 1 S 1734). They con-
sisted of an enclosure surrounded by a stone Avail
(Nu 3216), by preference near a well (Ex 216f·, Ps
232), and had often the extra protection of a tower
(Gn 3521(?), 2Ch 2610, Mic 4s). The flocks were
carefully counted as they passed in and out (Jer
3313). Sometimes a number of flocks might be kept
in one fold under the charge of a ' porter' (θυρωρβτ),
who opened to each shepherd as he came to reclaim
his flock (Jn 103). See further under SHEEP,
SHEPHERD. J. A. SELBIE.
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FOLDEN.—This earlier ptcp. of the verb to fold
is found in Nah I 1 0 ' while they be folden together
as thorns' (RV 'like tangled [Amer. RV entangled]
thorns'). The meaning is that the thorns are
intertwined so as to form an impenetrable hedge.
The trn comes from the Geneva Bible, ' For he
shall come as unto thornes folden one in another,'
with the marginal gloss, ' Thogh the Assyrians
thinke them selves like thornes that pricke on all
sides, yet the Lord wil set fyre on them.' For this
sense of the verb to fold cf. Mt 2729 Wye. 'thei
foldynge a crowne of thornis,' and Ca 75 Cov. ' The
hayre of thy heade is like thekynges purple folden
up in plates.' The Heb. (Q'?np) is used in Job 817

of roots entwined round a heap of stones, EV ' His
roots are wrapped about the heap.'

J. HASTINGS.
FOLK was at one time used as equivalent to

' nation'(Ger. Volk). Thus Ac 1035 Wye. 'in eche folk
he that dredith God and worchith rightwisnesse is
accepte to hym'; Ps 3312 Cov. ' Blessed are the
people that holde the LORDE for their God, and
blessed are the folke whom he hath chosen to be
his heritage' (a trn preferred by ' Four Friends':
see Psalms Chron. Arranged, 1891, p. 387) ; 2 Es 526

Cov. ' Amonge all ye multitudes of folkes thou hast
gotten the one people.' So in AV Jer 5158 ' the
people shall labour in vain, and the folk in the
fire' (D»SNJ> ; RV ' the nations for the fire'). So in
Pr 3026 the meaning is ' nation,' though the applica-
tion is to the ' conies,' after Cov. 'the eonyes are
but a feeble folk' (Heb. oy). But in Gn 3315 (oy)
the word is used of a chieftain's followers or re-
tainers, a special sense which is now only Scottish.*
Cf. G. Pettie (1581), Tr* of Guazzo's Civ. Conv.
iii. 170,'The maister of the house . . . ought . . .
to shewe himselfe more seuere towards his owne
folke, then towards others.' In NT the word is
thrice used for people or persons indefinitely (Mk
65, Jn 53, Ac 516), and there is no corresponding
Greek word. In the last passage a plural form is
employed ('sicke folkes' in 1611), which is now
used only of relatives, esp. in the phrase ' young
folks,' the word 'folk' being itself collective. See
KINSFOLK. J. HASTINGS.

FOLLOW, FOLLOWER.—In the OT 'follow' is
sometimes the trn of the adv. TIN ahar (often in
plur. constr. *in*), after, with some verb meaning
to go or walk, thrice with n;n to be (Ex 232, 2 S 210,
1 Κ 1621). This verb is often omitted, however, a
pregnant Heb. idiom being the result, as 1 S 137

' all the people followed him trembling' (ιηπχ πηπ,
literally, as AVm ' trembled after him ' ) ; Am 715

' the Lord took me as I followed the flock' (nqb'P
jton, lit. as AVm 'from behind the flock,' Ϊ(Ϋ
' from following '). Still more idiomatically, the
verb ' to fill' is used with this adv., and then the
Eng. is ' follow fully' or 'wholly,' as Dt I3 6 'he
hath wholly followed the LORD ' (πι.τ nnx n^p, lit.
4 he hath filled up after the LORD,' or as AVm
'fulfilled [to go] after').

Occasionally, the meaning is to follow so as to
overtake, to pursue, when the Heb. is ηι·}, as Ps
3820 Ί follow the thing that good is.' Then the
Eng. is most often 'follow after,' as Gn 444 ' Up,
follow after the men; and when thou dost over-
take them, say unto them.' The force of these
passages is probably lost to the modern Eng.
reader. Thus in Is 511 ' Woe unto them that rise
up early in the morning, that they may follow

* Cf. Kethe's version of Ps 1003 (as it first appeared in Daye'a
Psalter, 1560-61)—

* The Lord ye know is God in dede
with out our aide, he did us make :

We are his folck, he doth us fede,
and for his shepe, he doth us take.'

Modern editors have altered * folck,' which represents * people'
in the prose versions, into * flock,' which represents nothing·.

strong drink,' though RV retains ' follow,' the word
conveys the sense of determined pursuit (LXX
δίώκ€ΐν, Vulg. sectari, Luther sich befleissigen). Cf.
Shaks. Coriol. IV. v. 104—

'Since I have ever followed thee with hate:'

In Ps 236 'Surely goodness and mercy shall follow
me all the days of my life,' the Heb. is the same
(^ISTT), but the Eng. is probably rather 'accom-
pany me,' as 1 Co 1013 Tind. 'There hath none
other temptacion taken you, but soche as foloweth
the nature of men.'

To the Heb. text 13T], i.e. ' pursue' of Jg 328 (EV * Follow
after me'), Moore prefers IT], i.e. * follow down,' after LXX Κατά-
βητί οπίσω μου, and the Heb. of the next clause.

Another Heb. phrase trd ' follow' is lit. ' at the
feet of,' as Jg 85 ' the people that follow me' (*S:"3?,
lit. ' a t my feet'); so Ex II8, 1 S 2527, 1 Κ 20lb,
2 Κ 39. Finally, the Heb. verb pa? to cleave to is
occasionally translated 'follow close after,' Jer 4216,
or ' f. hard after,' Ps 638 (and in Hiph. 1 S 1422, 2 S
I6, 1 Ch 102); or ' f. hard upon,' 1 S 312 (Hiph.)
' And the Philistines followed hard upon Saul and
upon his sons.' Cf. Job 1325 Cov. 'Wilt thou be
so cruell and extreme unto a flyenge leaf, and
folowe upon drye stubble?' and Bingham (1623),
Xenophon, 115, 'They dare and will be readie to
follow upon us if we retire.' RV adds Jg 2042

' the battle followed hard after them' (AV ' over-
took them').

In 2 Mac 448 Trpoayopevoj in its solitary occurrence
in bibl. Greek is trd in AV 'followed the matter' (oi
προη^ορ-ησαντες, IIV ' they that were spokesmen').
The word is common enough in class. Greek in the
sense here intended, viz. to speak for, or claim a
right, in public. The Eng. of AV means to pursue
the matter to its accomplishment, to prosecute the
affair ; for which cf. Hum. Town (1693), i. 30, ' giving
his lawyer double Fees, that his Cause may be well
followed'; and Shaks. 2 Henry IV. I. i. 21—

• Ο ! such a day,
So fought, so followed, and so fairly won,
Came not till now to dignify the times,
Since Csesar's fortunes.'

No other obsolete or unusual expression seems to be used in
the Apocr. which is not represented in OT or NT. But the
variety of words t r d in AV ' follow' is instructive. The foil,
are found: «,χολουθίω, Jth 1513, Sir 2328 (RV omits), 2 Mac 4*7 836 ;
ίζα,κολουθία, Sir 52, Three 18; Ιπκκολουθίω, Ad. Est 154, sir 466 ;
χα,τκχολουθίΰο, Jth 116 ; χκροιχολουθίοο, 2 Mac 8** ; δ<ώ*«, Sir ll™ (RV
' pursue') 278 2919 (Gr. διώχων Ιργολα.βύ<χ.ζ, AV * he that under-
taketh and followeth other men's business for gain,' RV «under-
taketh contracts for work') 315 342; *»,·«&*»», Sir 27^ (RV
' pursue ' ) ; τορεύομοα, To 45 ; -τορίυομοα οπίοΌΐ, Sir 461°, RV ' walk
af ter ' ; ΐπίπορίύομοίΐ,2 Mac2 2 8 (Gr . TO V-i-Xi*opi{jurfta.i το7ς υπ*γρ<χ.μμοΊς
τνιί ixiTOfjcvis α,τονουνης, AV ' labouring to follow the rules of an
abridgement,' RV * and again having no strength [marg.' making
no effort'] to fill in [marg. 'enlarge on'] the outlines of our
abridgement'); ίζίρχομοα οπίο-ω, 1 Mac 22? (RV' come forth after');
γίνομοα προς, 2 Mac I I 2 9 ; ζνλίω, Sir 5118 (AV ' earnestly I followed,'
RV · I was zealous for'), 2 Mac 4 i 6 (AV * followed so earnestly,'
RV * earnestly followed') ; ο-ύναμι, 2 Mac 94 (RV * accompany').

following ; roe, υπογεγρκμ/Λίνοι, * as followeth ; τγ ιχομίνη, Ο
the day following'; and in 2 Es sequor 6?·9 I I 1 3 , subsequor 7s5.

In NT the most frequent word is the simple verb
άκολουθέω, which is used 77 times in the Gospels of
following Jesus, and only once otherwise (Mk 1413)
of following the man with the pitcher of water.
We find also 5 of its compounds trd either ' follow'
or ' follow after' : (1) έξακόλουθέω, to follow out or
to the end, 2 Ρ I1 6 2 2 · 1 5 ; (2) έπακολονθέω, to follow
close upon, Mk 1620, 1 Ti 5™ (EV 'diligently
followed'), 524 ('Some men's sins are open before-
hand, going before to judgment; and some men
they follow after,' i.e. may be undetected by man,
but follow them hard to God's judgment-seat), 1 Ρ
22 1; (3) κατακολουθέω, to follow behind, used only of
women in NT, Lk 2355, Ac 1617; (4) παρακολονθέω, to
follow close, to follow up, tr*1 ' follow' in AV only
in *MkJ 1617 'these signs shall follow them that
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believe,' but the same vb. is used in Lk I 3 of
following up the details of a narrative (AV ' having
had understanding,' RV' having traced the course '),
also in 1 Ti 46 of closely following Paul's teaching,
so as to teach alike (AV * good doctrine whereunto
thou hast attained,' RV ' which thou hast followed
until now), and in 2 Ti 310 so as to practise it (AV
* hast fully known my doctrine,' RV ' didst follow
my teaching'); (5) σννακολουθέω, to follow by one's
side, to accompany a leader, Mk 537 1451, Lk 2349.

As radhaph in OT is almost invariably trd by διώκω
in LXX, so διώκω itself is sometimes trd in NT by
'follow,' He 1214 'Follow peace with all men,'
1 Th 515 ' f. that which is good,' 2 Ti 222 < f. right-
eousness,' and Lk 1723; or 'follow after,' Ro 930·31

1419, 1 Co 14\ Ph 312, 1 Ti 611. RV has ' follow
after' throughout, except Ph 312 'press on.' The
compound καταδιώκω is used in Mk I36, its only
occurrence, and trd in EV ' followed after'; but, as
Gould says, that tr n is inadequate, since the κατά
gives the idea of hard, persistent search, as in our
phrase ' to hunt down,' hence rather ' pursued him
closely.' In all those passages, however, the Eng.
' follow,' even with the addition of ' after,' is now
inadequate.

In the trn of some of the compounds of άκόλουθέω
the sense of ' follow' is very nearly ' imitate.' This
is unmistakably the meaning where the Gr. is
μιμβΐσθαι, 2 Th 37·9, He 137, 3 Jn n . Thus in He 137

'whose faith follow.' RV has always 'imitate.'
Cf. T. Adams (1615), Spirit. Navig. 41, 'Glasse
among stones is as a foole amongst men; for it
foliowes precious stones in colour, not in virtue.'
So μιμητής in all its occurrences (1 Co 416 II 1, Eph
51, 1 Th I 6 214, He 612) is rendered by ' follower' in
AV, by ' imitator' in RV; and συνμιμητής, Ph 317, is
in AV 'followers together,' in RV 'imitators
together.' Cf. Burke (1781), Corresp. ii. 437, ' We,
who ought to have taken the lead in so noble a
work, are but ill followers even of the examples
which are set to us.'

In 1 Ρ 313 the edd. prefer tyxureii after the best MSS to
μιμητοί of TR, hence * zealous' in RV for AV * followers.'

J. HASTINGS.

FOLLY.—See FOOL.

FOOD.—I. The material eaten for the sustenance
of the body is often mentioned in the Bible, in AV
most commonly as bread, but often as meat,
occasionally as food or victuals. >̂κο ma'akhal,
or victual in general, is used about 29 times,
always in its literal sense ; nnb lehem, literally
bread, is used for food in general about 230 times,
and is often used figuratively (see BREAD), hzk
'okhel is used 42 times for food or victuals in the
literal sense, and the cognate 'okhlah is used by
Ezekiel for fuel, in the sense of food for the fire. In
the NT βρωμά is the word used 17 times, and τροφή
16 times, βρώσις is used 4 times by St. John and
5 times in the Epistles, often in a metaphorical
sense. The commonest metaphorical uses are (1)
that which refreshes the soul, doing the will of God,
Jn 43 2; and in a cognate sense Christ our Saviour
is the food of the soul, Jn 655; (2) advanced doc-
trinal teaching, 1 Co 32, He 51 4; (3) mere cere-
monial observances, He 910 139 (for other uses see
BREAD).

II. FOOD-STUFFS.—According to Gn I2 9 the original
food of mankind consisted of fruits and seeds which
the earth produced naturally. In this respect
man resembled those of the higher mammals which
are most nearly allied to him in structure, wThich
are for the most part herbivorous and frugivorous.
After the primary dispersion the spoils of the
chase were added to the primitive dietary even
from the earliest times, for the broken bones of
wild animals and the shells of molluscs which had
served as food are among the earliest traces of

primeval man as yet discovered. There were
mighty hunters even before Nimrod (Gn 611 1(P),
and implements of the chase were among the first
of man's inventions.

In process of time, as agricultural and pastoral
industries developed, the produce of the tilled field
and of the herd and flock supplied men with
additional food-stuffs (Gn 42· 3· 4 · 2 0). The ex-
pression of the divine sanction for these additions,
recorded in Gn 93, seems to have for its special
object the injunction of the taboo concerning the
eating of blood.

Λ. The inhabitants of the Bible lands lived chiefly
on vegetable food. At the present day, bread,
olives and oil, butter, milk, and cheese, fruit and
vegetables, with meat on special occasions, or in
particularly wealthy households, make up the
dietary of most of their descendants in the East
(Thomson, i. 98). The staff of life was, and is,
bread made of cereal grains, especially wheat,
millet, dhurah, and barley, to which is now added
rice, unknown in Bible times (see BREAD).

[a) Parched corn is 5 times mentioned as an
article of diet, and is coupled with bread in Lv 2314.
One form of this, called '% (kali), was made of the
common, nearly ripe wheat by heating the grain
on an iron ' girdle' (Lane, i. 251; Robinson, ii. 50),
or by binding the ears into wisps and roasting them
over the fire (to. iii. 393). In Arabic kali means
anything done in the frying-pan, and the material of
the parched corn may be meal, or polenta, or flour,
or else the unground grain. It is a common food
of labourers (Ru 214), and is sold ready prepared in
Eastern towns as a convenient food for travellers.
David brought 3 pecks of it to his brethren at Elah
(1 S 1717); and Abigail brought 5 pecks to David's
men (1 S 2518). In Lv 214 ' green ears of corn dried
by the fire' are mentioned, and in Lv 2314 these
are coupled with parched corn. This form is made,
according to Abu'l Walid, of finer garden wheat,
which is called Scrp karmel (2 Κ 442). In RV this
is called ' bruised corn of the fresh ear,' alluding to
its being beaten in a mortar (Pr 2722). When this
bruised corn was dried in the sun it was called ηΊΰπ
riphoth (Pr 2722, 2 S 1719), Grain of this kind was
used to cover the well in which Ahimaaz and
Jonathan were hidden at Bahurim (LXX άραφώθ,
Vulg. siccans ptisana). The flour and parched
corn of 2 S 1728 is called HXevpov καϊ άλφιτον, flour and
polenta or meal in LXX (see Herod, vii. 119).
"ΑΧφιτον is used in Homer for barley-meal only,
but Hippocrates uses this word for meal in general.
For classic and Hebrew usage of polenta see
Gruner, de oblatione Primitiarum, in Ugolini, vol.
xvii. Royle has contended that kali is not corn,
but some leguminous plant, as halee is the Hindi
for pulse; but R. Salomon in his Commentary on
Aboda Zara says that there are Wo kinds—one of
corn and one oi cicer or lentiles. For mention of
parched peas see Plautus, Bacch. iv. 5. 7, and
Horace, de art. poet. 249. Robinson speaks of a
variety of this parched corn which is first boiled,
then bruised in a mill to take off the husk, then
dried; this is named burgoul (ii. 394). According
to Burekhardt, burgoul is wheat boiled with
leaven and dried in the sun, cooked by being
boiled with butter and oil. It is the common dish
with all classes in Syria (Notes, i. 59).

(b) The leguminous plants, beans and lentiles,
form an important part of the diet of the Western
Asiatics. These were probably included in the
crjni zera'im, or pulse of Dn I12, which was despised
but sufficient nourishment (v.10·15); in Theod. the
word is σπέρματα (LXX Οσπρια, RVm herbs), which
meant any vegetable food; see the name of the
herbseller in Aristoph. Lysist. 457. In 2 S 1728 the
wTord pulse is not in the Hebrew.

Lentiles (πτιχ. 'addshtm, LXX φακός), the seeds
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of Ervum lens, which is still, as formerly (2 S 2311),
cultivated in Palestine, and used as food (Thomson,
i. 253 ; Burckhardt, Arabia, i. 65). There are two
varieties, one pale red the other dark brown, and the
pottage made by boiling either of these is savoury
(Gn 2534), pleasant to the taste, and red, hence
Esau called it * the red, this red' (see incident in
Diog. Laert. vii. 3). In Egypt lentiles were called
άνέάηα (Pap. Anastasi, iv. 15), and in Assyria
a'ssu. In Greece they were used as food by the
poor (Aristoph. Plutus, 1004-5; and Pherecrates, ap.
Athen. iv. p. 159). The Romans regarded lentiles
as an Egyptian giant (Virg. Georg. i. 228; and
Martial, Epig. xiii. 9), and they were sometimes
used as a bread-stuff (Athenseus, Deipnos, iv. 158 ;
see also Ezk 49). An allied species of vicia is used
as a camel-food by the Arabs, and called kersenna
(Robinson, ii. 83). Lentile flour is sold in this
country under the name 'revalenta.' Lentiles
were brought by Barzillai to David in exile (2 S
1728). Pottage is sometimes made by boiling the
lentiles with meat, more commonly a little suet is
added to the water when boiling (fcitto).

Beans (Via pol, LXX κύαμο$), the seeds of the
common bean, Faba vidgaris, are also used in
Palestine for food, especially by the poor. The
bean is originally a native of Persia, and was some-
times used as a bread-stuff, as it is still in Savoy
and other parts of Europe (Ezk 49; Pliny, xviii.
12); it is sometimes eaten parched or roasted (Theo-
critus, Id. 7. 65 ; Robinson, iii. 87). Food of this
kind was brought to David in exile (2 S 1728, but
LXX omits the parched pulse). More commonly,
beans are boiled in oil with garlic (Shaw, Travels,
i. 257) or in water, and made into pottage, with
or without meat; sometimes they are eaten with
butter and pepper. Robinson describes raw beans,
soaked in water until they sprout, as part of the
Lenten fare of the monks at Mount Sinai (i. 259). In
Egypt beans were used, and have been found some-
times in mummy cases ; they were called hat'a, ari,
and sometimes pir, but the last was probably the
bean of the Nelumbium lotus, and hat'a is tr. by
Lieblein the Opuntia fruit. Birch and Eisenlohr
tr. khep in the Harris papyrus as ' bean'; if so, they
formed a part of the ottering to Ptah; although
Herodotus says that they were not eaten in Egypt,
and were accounted impure (ii. 37). For similar
prejudices against beans, see Porphyry, de Absti-
nentia, i. 26; Diog. Laert. viii. 19 ; Clement Alex.
Strojyi. iii., and other authors. The high priest was
forbidden to eat beans and lentiles on the day before
the great Day of Atonement (Gemara, Joma, i. § 4),
and the Flamen Dialis was forbidden to eat them
also, as they were thought to dull the senses and
cause disturbing dreams. For other superstitions
concerning beans see Pliny, xviii. 12.

Husks (κεράτια) in the parable of the Prodigal Son
(Lk 1516) are the dark purple horn-like pods of
Ceratonia siliqua, the charrub tree of the Arabs
and of the Talmud. This is a large handsome
spreading tree common in Mediterranean countries,
whose sweet, fleshy pods, the caroba beans of the
Italians, are used as food by the poor (Robinson,
ii. 250). In Greece and Italy they were used by
the Stoics as a disciplinary food for youths (Persius,
iii. 55; Juv. xi. 58), and Horace s reference, Ep.
II. i. 123, is well known. In Palestine, where the
tree is fairly common, the beans are used as cattle
food (Shabbath, xxiv. § 2), and are occasionally
mentioned in the Talmud (see Maimon. in Demai,
ii. § 1, and Buxtorf, s.v.). Pliny refers to their use
in feeding swine (xv. 24; see Columella, vii. 9), and
in Italy they are thought to giye a sweet taste to
the animal's flesh. They are imported into this
country, and are sometimes called 'locust-beans'
or St. John's bread, from a mistaken notion that
they were the ακρίδες of Mt 34. Steeped in water

they are used to make a pleasant, sweetish drink
(see Pliny, xiii. 16 and xxiii. 8).

Fitches in Ezk 49 (kussemoth) were cereal grains,
probably spelt (see BREAD). The same word in
AV of Is 2825-27 is in Heb. n$% Ifezah, LXX μβλάνθιον,
and signifies the black cummin, which is the seed
of a ranunculaceous plant, Nigella sativa, a native
of the Eastern Mediterranean countries. These
seeds are beaten out of the pod-like follicles with a
matteh or staff, and sprinkled on bread as a car-
minative, as we use caraway seeds (Pliny, xix. 7).
They have a hot but not unpleasant taste. The
plant is called kizah by the Arabs and kuzatu in
the Assyr. plant list, and in Vulg. is named git.
For references to the use of these seeds, see Plautus,
Rudens. v. 2, 39 ; Ausonius, 344, 8 ; Dioscorides, iii.
83; Pliny, xix. 8, xx. 17, etc.

(c) Of cucurbitaceous plants, melons, cucumbers,
and gourds are mentioned in the Bible. The
two former are fruits much relished in Egypt
(Nu IP).

Cucumbers (D»NB>ρ kishslndm, LXX σίκνοή are the
fruit of Cucumis chate (the khata of the Arabs) and
C. sativus, the common cucumber. Both species
grow freely in Egypt (Nu II5) and in Palestine,
and, according to Kitto, are eaten by all classes to
an extent that would scarcely be credible in this
country; and Forskal says this is the commonest
fruit in Egypt (Fl. JEgypt. 168). Finn speaks of
Arabs eating cucumbers by the wayside for
refreshment (Byeways in Palestine, 2). Robinson
saw fields of them (iii. 344), and Thomson describes
a garden of cucumbers with a booth for a watch-
man (Is I8). As birds do not eat them, a scarecrow
is useless in such a place (Bar 670). In Assyr. they
are called kissu and in Egyptian skheptu. Hippo-
crates speaks of them as eaten when green (de Viet.
Batione, ii.). The fruit of the chate is longer and
greener than the common cucumber. They are
often eaten with vinegar or bread, or filled with
mince-meat and spices. Tristram notes Arab chil-
dren bringing to school as their dinner barley-bread
and cucumber, which they ate rind and all.
Forskal describes the method whereby a delicious
drink is made from its juice.

Melons ( Ο*Π 3̂Ν 'abattihim, LXX ire-rroves, Nu II5),
called by the Arabs battikh, are grown and used
abundantly both in Egypt and Palestine. Both
the water-melon (Citrullus vulgaris) and the flesh-
melon (Cucumis melo) are cultivated, and both
were probably included under this name. The
Talmudists distinguish these, calling the former
melapepon and the latter 'dbattihim (Maaseroth, i.
§ 4; Terumoth, viii. § 6 ; Chilaim, i. § 2), but in
Aruch they are both known by their Heb. name.
It is singular that in Coptic they are called by
their Greek name.

Wild Gourd (*jfj?9), in plural pekdim, 1 Κ 618 724,
or pakkuoth, 2 Κ 439, tr. in former passage * knops,'
in the latter * wild gourd,' is the fruit of the vine-
like Citrullus colocynthis, which is common in the
Jordan Valley. 'To human nature it is of so
mortal bitterness that little indeed, and even the
leaf, is a most vehement purgative. They say that
it will leave a man half dead, and he may only
recover his strength by eating flesh meat' (Doughty,
i. 132). It is very rare in the hill-country of
Ephraim, hence the son of the prophet who gathered
it did not know the plant, but mistook it for the
non-poisonous Cucumis prophetarum or globe
cucumber common in Samaria. In an Arabic
version of La 315 the text is rendered 'he hath
sated me with colocynth,' so proverbial is its bitter-
ness. Its elegant shape suggested its imitation in
the ornamenting of the carved panelling of the
temple and of the edge of the molten sea. In
Assyr. it is pikkuti.

Jonah's Gourd (|Vjj»p Mkayon, LXX κόλοκύνθη)
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was supposed from the likeness of the name to the
Egyptian kiki (Herod, ii. 94) to be the Ricinus
com7nunisi the Palma Christi or castor-oil plant,
a rapidly-growing herb which Pliny describes as
becoming almost tree - like and capable of afford-
ing shade ; even in our gardens its growth under
favourable conditions is extraordinarily rapid. It
is not quite clear what the kiki of the hieroglyphic
texts was, as ricinus is in Coptic called jismis,
which represents the ancient form kesmes or kesbet.
Maimonides in Shabbath, ii. 1, says, however, the
oil of kik is from a plant called by the Arabs
kherua, which is ricinus. Tristram objects to this
identification, as the ricinus is not a climbing plant,
but the passage in Jon 46 does not describe it as
such ; he supposes the plant to have been the roof-
gourd or Lagenaria vulgaris of which Pliny states
that ' shooting upwards with the greatest rapidity
it soon covers the arched roofs of houses and
trellises' (xix. 24). The Vulg. renders it hedera or
ivy, and this occasioned a controversy between
Jerome and Augustine (see Hieron. in Jon 46 and
Epist. 89). In early Christian art the plant is
fancifully represented as a trailing melon-like
plant covering a trellis-work, as on the sarcophagus
in the Lateran from St. Peter's crypt (Parker's
Photog. No. 2905; see also Bellorius, de Antiq.
Lucernis, pi. iii. fig. 30, for a representation on a
lamp). An undetermined species of climbing plant
in Assyrian was called kakulla.

(d) Of alliaceous vegetables there are three
mentioned as favourite foods of the Israelites in
Egypt—onions, leeks, and garlic (Nu 115). All these
are still much cultivated in Bible lands, and are in
constant use among Orientals either raw or cooked.

Onions (D ŷ? bezalim, LXX κρόμμυον), the bulbs
of Allium cepa. These are commonly eaten raw
as a relish with bread, or boiled with meal (Robin-
son, ii. 211), or with lentiles {Terumoth, x. 1;
Martial, Epig. iii. 376), or with beef (Apicius, 224).
By the Assyrians the onion was called sursu, and
by the Egyptians het (Copt, mejol). Herodotus
tells that on the casing of the great pyramid was
inscribed the value of the onions, garlic, and
radishes eaten by the builders (ii. 25). The later
Latin writers say that the onion was deified by
the Egyptians (Juv. xv. 9; Plut. de Iside, 353).
Pliny (xix. 6) says that garlic and onions are
invoked by them when taking an oath ; and Lucian
(Jup. Trag. 42) says that the inhabitants of Pelusium
were especially devoted to this cultus. There is,
however, no native evidence for this. Among the
Greeks onions were highly esteemed, and Homer
speaks of Hecamede giving Patroclus an onion as
a relish {II. xi. 630); but Lucian describes them as
food for the poor {Dial. Mer. 14. 2; Ep. Sat. 28).

Leeks (rsn hazir, LXX πράσα). The Heb. name
used in Nu II 5 literally means ' green herb,' and is
rendered grass, hay, or green herb in 15 other
passages; but as these are not human food, the
translators have here followed the LXX, leeks
being supposed to resemble grass in habit and
colour. Leeks are eaten raw with bread, or sliced
and put into vinegar, or boiled in pottage (Arte-
midorus, i. 67). Nero is said to have on stated
days fed only on leeks and oil to improve his voice
(Pliny, xix. 6). The Egyptian leek was particu-
larly esteemed by the Romans. It was known as
aga (Copt. egi), while the Assyrians called it
ezallu usuratti. Ludolf translates hazir lettuce,'
and Scheuchzer says that it probably means the
Nelumbium lotus; but the balance of evidence is
in favour of the common leek {Allium porrum).

Garlic {uw shum, LXX σκόρδον). The cloves or
bulbs of Allium sativum were so commonly used
as flavouring that the Jews were reproached for
their liking for these strongly-scented herbs. In
Shabbat Jehuda they are said to smell foully of

garlic; and Salomon Levi defends their taste in
Theriac. Jud. i. § 20. In Egypt this plant was,
and is still, much used (Herod, ii. 125 ; Wilkinson,
i. 169 ; Lane, i. 257). Garlic was supposed to have
the power of neutralizing the poison of the asp,
and its use by penitent criminals was believed to
purify them and absolve them of guilt. In Maaser
sheni, v. § 8, garlic is called the * Lord of tears.'
At the present day it is much prized in the East as
a remedy for many ailments and as an antidote for
many poisons; Pliny enumerates 61 ways in which
it was recommended medicinally, and Prudentius
speaks of an altar to the garlic as being erected at
Pelusium. The Egyptians called it sesen (Copt.
sesen).

Bitter Herbs (onnp merdrim, LXX mKpldes, Vulg.
lactucce agrestes) are mentioned in Ex 128, Nu 911,
and referred to in La 315 (EV * bitterness'). Bitter
salads are often eaten with meat in Egypt, Syria,
and elsewhere, the commonest plant used for this
purpose being the lettuce {Lactuca sativa), the a/a
of the Egyptians, called by the Hebrews hazereth
(probably the Assyrian haserottu). According to
the rabbinical writers {Pesachim, ii. § 6), there were
five bitter herbs which might be eaten with the
paschal lamb : the endive {Lactuca endivia) was the
second of these, called by them ulshin (probably
the Assyr. harussu); it also is common in Egypt.
The third is called thamkah, described by Maimon-
ides as a garden endive, the cichorium of Pliny
(xix. 6), but said in Aruch to be a carduics, in the
Gemara to be a gingidium, probably the Artedia
squamata of botanists, a bitter aromatic umbellifer-
ous plant. In Zematt David it is said to be a kind
of helminthia which grows near date palms. The
fourth, harhabina, was probably marrubium, or the
horehound, but according to Lightfoot the beet;
and the fifth, mar or, is called in Aruch a pot-herb,
possibly Inula Helenium or Elecampane, which
was a plant highly esteemed as a stopachic in the
Regimen sanitatis of Salernum. Maimonides says
it was a bitter coriander, which, according to
Varro, was often pounded, mixed with vinegar, and
sprinkled over meat; but Lightfoot thinks that
maror is horehound {Ministerium Templi, xin. v. 2).

It is probable that the words of the ordinance
of the passover were not meant to specify any
particular bitter herb. According to Pesachim,
ii. § 6, the herbs might be eaten fresh or dried, but
must not be soaked, stewed, or boiled. Delitzsch
gives marru and muraru as the names of bitter
garden plants {Assyr. Handworterbuch, 427).

For Mandrakes see MEDICINE.
(e) The fruits mentioned in the Bible are not

very numerous.
Almonds ("W shaked, LXX κάρυον) are mentioned

in Gn 4311 as part of the present sent by Jacob to
the Egyptian viceroy. They are said not to be
common in Egypt, and the Egyptian name of the
fruit is doubtful. Brugsch believes it to be the
tree called net'; but the Coptic uses the Greek
name, which means any nut. According to
Heracleon, Epicharmos, and Philyllius, κάρυον is
specially used for the almond, the bitter almond
being distinguished in Greek as κάρυα πικρά or
άμιτγδάλα (see Athenseus, Deipnos, ii. 38). The
almond was supposed to prevent the intoxicating
effect of wine, and was consequently taken at wine
banquets (Pliny, xxiii. 8 ; Plutarch, Qucest. Conviv.
vi. 4). This tree grows wild on Carmel and in
Moab, and is cultivated extensively in Palestine.
The Heb. name means 'hastener' in reference
to its early blossoming, hence the paronomasia in
Jer I12. The blossoms, which look white at a
distance, are compared to grey Lair in Ec 125, and
their shape was the pattern from which the cups
of the seven-branched candlestick were made (Ex
2533). Aaron's rod was probably an almond branch
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(Nu 178); but there was an old tradition that it
was of storax wood, and that its bearing almonds
was miraculous (see the verses falsely attributed to
Tertullian, contra Marcion. iv. 117). In Gn 3037

the almond tree is named nV luz, the word from
which the old name of Bethel was derived. Robin-
son notes a sweetmeat made of a mixture of
almonds and dates as a present given to distin-
guished guests (i. 115). The ancient Medes mixed
almonds with their bread.

Apples (rnsn tappuah, LXX μήλον), mentioned in
Ca 23"5 78 85, Pr 2511, Jl I12, cannot be the fruit to
which we give this name, as it does not grow freely
in Palestine, of which country it is not a native
(see H. C. Hart, PEFSt, 1885, 282). Thomson says
that he has seen it growing luxuriantly (i. 172),
but Tristram believes that he has mistaken the
tree {N.H. of Bible, 334). Robertson Smith, on
philological grounds, has defended the claims of
the common apple {Pyrus mains) to be identified
with the tappuah, but its scarcity renders this
very improbable (Journal of Philology, xiii. 1885,
p. 65). Kitto believed it to be the citron, which
now grows freely in Palestine, and is described in
Jos. {Ant. XIII. xiii. § 5) as one of the trees whose
boughs were used at the feast of Tabernacles; but
the citron is a native of N. India and China, and
was probably of late introduction. Tristram has
claimed the apricot as the apple of Canticles. It
is a very widely cultivated tree, but is a native
of Armenia (hence called by Dioscorides μήλον
'λρμενιακόν, HP i. 160), and is probably also a
late import. The characteristics suggested by
the texts are—(1) a shady tree, (2) with golden
coloured fruit, (3) which is fragrant, (4) and
pleasant to taste, (5) and which is the symbol of
love. All these conditions are fulfilled by the quince.
The tree is not very large, but it is one under
whose shade one could sit or lie, as in the texts,
and it is as suitable for this purpose as the vine or
fig tree. Its fruit is extremely fragrant, and some
varieties might be called golden by contrast if
gathered in a silver filigree basket (I*r 2511). It is
pre-eminently the fruit of love (see the mass of
evidence on this gathered in Celsius' Hiero-
botanicon, i. 255if.). The quince is called μήλον
without any adjective by some of the Greek
authors (see, however, II. ix. 542, where the μήλον
tree is called tall), and is the first of the apples
described by Pliny (xxiii. 6). In the light of the
description in the passage in Ca 85 the weight of
evidence is in favour of regarding this tree as the
quince, which, though unpleasing to the taste of most
Europeans, is yet eaten with relish by many in the
East, and esteemed most wholesome. Athenseus
says that full ripe quinces are better food than
any other kind of apple {Deipnos, iii. 20). For
a discussion on the nature of the tappuah, see
Houghton, PSBA, 1889, 42. The quince has a
special name in the Talmud, parish (see Kelaim,
i. 4), and in Arabic, which forms the basis of
Robertson Smith's argument; but in Jerus. Tal-
mud, according to Abu'l Walid, parishim means
asparagus; see Guisius, in loco, Chilaim (I. iii.).
A common tradition identifies the quince with the
tree of the knowledge of good and evil.

Dates, the fruit of the date-palm, Phoznix dacty-
lifera, though given in the AVm 2 Ch 315 as a
possible translation of νιη debash (elsewhere
rendered ' honey'), are not otherwise mentioned in
the Bible. This is remarkable considering how
frequently palms are referred to, and it has been
supposed that the word honey in the phrase so
often used in the Pentateuch descriptive of Pales-
tine may refer to dibs or date-honey made by
boiling down the fruit. This sweetmeat was made
in Babylonia where palms abounded (Herodotus, i.
193), and was also made at Jericho (Jos. BJiY. viii.

§ 3). LXX translates γ:ρ_ in 2 S 161 φοίνυκπ, ' dates,'
and the palm is put among the fruit trees in Jl I12.
As a cultivated tree the palm is little grown now
in Palestine west of the Jordan. In Egypt the
date-palm was called dm and bet, and dates benra.
In Assyria the date-palm was gisimmaru, and date-
honey dispu. According to Doughty (i. 148), there
is no worse food than the date, and he reports the
Arabs as saying that when the date is eaten alone
human nature decays. For references to the palm
in classical and Oriental literature, see Celsius,
Eierobot. ii. 445 ff.

Figs (rnN'fl te'endh, LXX συκή), the fruit of Ficus
carica, next to the grape the most highly prized of
all the fruits of Bible lands, and 53 times mentioned
in the Bible. Mohammed says of it that if any
fruit has really come from Paradise it must have
been the fig. Botanically speaking, what is called
the fruit is the soft fleshy receptacle within which
are the flowers and later the grain-like, hard, dry
achenes. Hence the ancient authors speak of the
fig tree as bearing fruit without flowers (Macrobius,
Saturnalia, ii. 16); but as the fig itself is the inflor-
escence, the language of Hab 317 is strictly correct.
The buds or young figs appear before the leaves,
hence a fig tree in full leaf should have its fruit
developed. The precocious tree of Mt 2119 and Mk
II 1 3 was therefore unnaturally barren. The fig
tree bears every year (Thomson, ii. 101), but the
Rabbinists speak of a variety called benoth shuah,
which only brings forth fruit each third year
(Maimon. Demai, i. 1, and Bartenora in Shebiith,
V. v. 1), and it has been supposed that this is
referred to in Mk II 1 3. The manuring of such an
unpromising tree is alluded to by Cato, as in the
parable, Lk 136.

The first crop, called mTi33 bikkurdh, πρόδρομοι,
begins to redden in March and is ripe by June;
unripe figs are called D\?9 paggim (hence the
place-name Bethphage, * house of green figs').
LXX calls the unripe figs in Ca 213 δλυνθοι; but
according to Theophrastus (vi. 8) and Hippocrates
(574. 23) these are winter figs, which grow under
the leaves and do not ripen. The early figs are
the most delicious and refreshing (Is 284, Jer 242,
Mic 71, Hos 910), and are easily shaken off (Nah 312).
See Macrobius, ii. 16. The untimely figs of Rev
613 are olynthi.

The summer figs, pp (2 S 161), ripen in August and
September (see also Mic 71, Am 81). These are either
eaten fresh or dried in the sun (Shabbath, viii. § 6),
or made into cakes called D̂ g·? debelim (1 S 2518 3012,
2 Κ 207, 1 Ch 1240, Is 3821). ϊη making these the
figs are sometimes first beaten in a mortar, then
pressed into a cake (Taanith, xxviii. 1). These cakes,
called by LXX παλάθη, were either round or square
(see Terumoth, iv. § 8; Babamesia, ii.). Herodotus
uses the name παλάθη of other fruit cakes (iv. 23),
but Athenseus distinguishes fig cakes as π. Συρίακη.
Such cakes are still used by the Arabs (Burck-
hardt, i. 51), and with barley-bread are the common
food of poor travellers in the East. The town
Beth-diblathaim means the house of the two cakes
of figs. On the two crops of figs see the δίψόρου
σνκψ of Arist. Eccles. 708.

A third crop of winter figs appears in August,
and ripens at the end of November. These some-
times hang on the tree when the leaves are shed,
unless the tree be exposed to frost.

Figs are liable to disease, both from parasitic
fungi and from insects. There are several species
of both, which attack the fruit and cause it to be
shed prematurely, or to shrivel and become uneat-
able (Jer 248 2917). For reflections on this vision
see Hieron. Comment, in Jer., on 524.

Sycomore Figs (nppp, pi. shikmim or shikmoth in
Ps 7847) are the small fig of the Ficus sycomorus, a
bluish-purple fruit eaten by the poorer classes, but



considered unwholesome and indigestible (Dioscor.
i. 182). The tree grows to a large size, and is
found in Palestine in the lowTer lands from Joppa
to Egypt (1 Κ 1027, 2 Ch I 1 5 ; see Bartenora in
Shebiith, ix. 2). Jerome notes that they are easily
killed by frost, and so they were destroyed by the
storm-plague in Egypt (Ps 7847). As in the hollow
receptacle the flowers which bear stamens are at
the upper and those bearing pistils at the lower
part, it ensures fertilization to pinch or incise
them, thereby facilitating the entrance of the
insects whose movements in the plant promote
fertilization ; this is known as caprincation (Pliny,
xiii. 14 ; Theophrastus, iv. 2). Amos calls himself
a obSz boles, or scratcher of sycomore fruit, in
allusion to this (LXX κνίζων συκάμινα, RV * dresser
of sycomore trees'). The superintendence of this
was probably the function of Baal-hanan (1 Ch
2728). This tree is abundant in Egypt, and of its
wood most mummy coffins are made; as its
branches generally arise from the trunk low down,
it is easily climbed (Lk 194). The fruit was free
from tithing among the Jews (Demaiy i. 1).

Mulberries (*O3 baca, LXX συκάμινο*) are not
mentioned as fruit; but as the tree is common in
Palestine, and as the berries are now eaten freely,
they were probably used in Bible times. The trees
are named in 2 S δ231· and 1 Ch 1415, and the place
named from them ' Baca's vale' in Ps 846. Our
Lord refers to the tree under the name sycamine
in His lesson on faith (Lk 176). For a description
of the marvels of this tree see Pliny, xvi. 41, where
it is described as being as remarkable as a creature
possessed of animation (see also xxiii. 7).

Nuts (Q':t?3 botnim, LXX τερέβινθοτ) are the fruit
of the Pisiacia vera. This tree is a native of
Syria, although not very abundant, and was
brought into Europe by the Romans. The nut is
the stone in the centre of the greenish drupe, and
its kernel is oily, soft, and not unpleasant to taste.
It is mentioned only in Gn 4311. The tree is often
mentioned, but its name n̂ x 'elah or 'elon is trans-
lated oak or teil tree, as Is 613 (RV terebinth tree).

Olives (n:i zayith, LXX έλαια), the same name for
both tree and fruit. These are often mentioned in
Scripture (37 times in OT and 18 in NT), and the
Olea Europcea is a native of Palestine, and much
cultivated for the sake of the oil extracted from
its drupes. In Egypt the tree was called degam,
and was esteemed in early days as a specific for all
ailments (see Papyrus Ebers, p. 47 ; in the Harris
Pap. it is called degetu). The tree is small, slow
of growth, and irregularly branched. Its wood
is hard and fine-grained, and its leaves like
those of a large privet, but whitish beneath.
It has a small white flower growing in racemes,
and its fruit is well known. The wild plants of
the olive are sometimes used as stocks on which to
graft cultivated varieties with larger fruit (Ro
II1 7). The low size of the tree made the olive leaf
brought by the dove to Noah significant (Gn 811).
These trees are cultivated in orchards or olive
yards (Ex 2311); when ripe they are beaten (Dt
2420) in order to strike oft' the fruit (in Is 176 and
2413 badly tr. 'shaken'), and the fruit is brought to
the oil mills, which consist of circular stone basins
in which the drupes are crushed by a heavy stone
wheel that is rolled over them. The mass is then
put into small wicker baskets, which are piled over
each other in a m'azerah or handpress, in which
they are squeezed either by means of a long lever
or a screw. The ancient presses were all lever
presses. After the first pressing the pulp is put
into copper pans, sprinkled with water and
heated, and then pressed again. Where there is
water-power the press is larger, and the mill is
called a mutruf; in this the olives are pressed in a
stone cylinder, within which an iron-shod shaft

rotates. In old presses the pressure of the lever
was supplemented by heavy stones (Thomson, i.
286). The oil is allowed to stand until the sedi-
ment subsides, and it is then poured oft'; sometimes
salt is used to clarify it. Among those who have
no oil presses the pulp is put in hot water and the
oil skimmed off. The fruit is sometimes kept until
soft and black before crushing. It is possible that
in this state it may sometimes have been trodden
by the feet, but that is never done now (Mic 615).
The oil is kept in cisterns of stone or cement (1 Ch
2728), or in jars (khawabies) kept in cellars. For a
description of the oil presses see Robinson, BRP
iii. 365; and Thomson, Land and Book, ii. 286 ft".
Gethsemane means an oil press.

The oil of the olive was one of the most im-
portant products of the Holy Land : corn, wine, and
oil were its three staple crops. ' Certe oleo et vino
gaudebat Palaestina prse iEgypto' (Reland, Palces-
tina, ccclvii.). The oil is used in cookery (Lv 24),
and is spread on bread (Ex 2923), or burnt in lamps
for lighting (Ex 256), or used externally for anoint-
ing. This use is referred to in Jotham's parable
(Jg 99). The excessive use of oil was a luxury
which brought men to poverty (Pr 2117). Olive oil
is called n]\ ]?φ shemen zayith ; the finer oil which
runs out of pounded olives without compression is
distinguished as rrri3 kathith (Ex 2720, Lv 24'2 etc.).
Olive oil was one of the exports from Judah to
Tyre (Ezk 2717). Oil was occasionally carried as a
part of their provisions by travellers (Lk 1034).

The olive tree is liable to a parasitic mould
disease, a mildew which causes it to cast its fruit
or makes its flower to shrivel (Dt 2840, Job 1533).
It is also liable to be attacked by insects (Am 49).
The olive tree is used as a type of heavenly favour
(Ps 528, Hos 146, Jer II16), and of family prosperity
(Ps 1283). Oil is used metaphorically as expressive
of divine grace (see ANOINTING) ; or the salutary
reproof of the righteous (Ps 1415). The oil of joy is
spoken of in Is613, see Erman, p. 231. The oil tree,
*ez shemen of Neh 815, 1 Κ 623, Is 4119, is generally
believed to be the zackum or Balanites JEgyptiaca,
a native of the Jordan Valley, and one whose oil
is esteemed as a useful medicine.

Pomegranates (psi rimmon, LXX ρόα), used both
for the tree and the fruit. This is also an abundant
fruit in Palestine, of which it is a native, and is
mentioned 32 times in the Bible. Pomegranates
were among the fruits brought back by the spies
from Eshcol (Nu 1323). The tree (Punica granatum)
grows to about 20 ft. in height, and has myrtle-like
leaves and scarlet flowers, which come out early
in the spring (Ca 611). The fruit is well known, and
was a favourite with the Jews ; its bright colour is
referred to in Ca 43. Its sour juice was, and is, used
in cookery (Russell, i. 85; Thomson, i. 286) and in
making cooling sherbet, as we use lemons. The
juice is sometimes fermented (Dioscorides, v. 34),
but the wine is rather tasteless unless spiced (Ca
82). * In this fruit Nature has shown to us a grape,
and indeed not must, but wine ready made ' (Pliny,
xxiii. 6). The pomegranate supplied a pattern
for ornament (1 Κ 720, Ex 2833. In RV 4 pome-
granates' in 1 Κ 718 is tr. 'pillars').

Yines (jaa gephen; in Nu 64, Jg 1314 p? ||3 gephen
hayyayin, the wine-vine). The Vitis vinifera was
the fruit tree most abundantly cultivated in Pales-
tine and Egypt in ancient times. It is a native of
the hilly countries north of Syria, but early spread
along the shores of the Mediterranean. Grape
kernels have been found in mummy cases of the
11th dynasty in Egypt, dating from about B.C.
2000. A special variety with dark red grapes is
called pi> sorek (Is 52, Jer 221, Gn 4911); these
grapes have very small kernels. Figuratively, the
unpruned vine in the sabbatic year and jubilee is
called *V]3 nazir, being compared to the untrimmed
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hair of the Nazirite. The colocynth plant in 2 Κ
439 is called gephen sddeh, a vine of the fields. A
wild grape-vine bearing worthless grapes is called
gephen nokri in Jer 221, ' the degenerate plant of a
strange vine.J Palestine, especially in its hilly
parts, is well suited for vine-growing—'Apertos
Bacchus amat colles' (Virgil, Georg. ii. 113). The
valley of Eshcol, named from its bunches of grapes,
produced the great cluster which the two spies
carried home between them on a staff, Nu 1324

(see Wagenseil, Sota, 709a). Modern .travellers
have seen bunches of 10 to 12 lb. in weight; still
larger bunches up to 19 lb. have been grown in
this country under glass. The hills about Jezreel,
where Naboth's vineyard was situated, were famous
for their vines, as were the grapes of Ephraim
(Jg 82). The Moabite hills of Sibmah (Is 168·9, Jer
4832), and those of Heshbon and Elealeh, were also
renowned, and those of Engedi (Ca I14) in Judah.
It was in the hill-country of Judah that the sorek
grew (Gn 49n), and the valleys of Sorek and Eshcol
were named from these, as was Beth-haccherem,
' the house of vines,' near Tekoa (Jer 61). A bottle of
Bethlehem wine was a present fit for a king (1 S
1620). The wines of Lebanon (Hos 147) and of Helbon
(Aleppo *) (one of the exports from Syria to Tyre,
Ezk 2718) are also named (Robinson, BBP iii. 472).

In preparing the vineyard, the stones had to be
gathered out of the soil (Is 52). This is noticed by
Cato (De Be Bustica, 46), who says that the vine-
yard should be 'bipalio delapidato/ It needed
also to be fenced with a hedge (Mt 2133), a stone
Avail (Nu 2224), or a ditch, to protect it from the wild
beasts, such as jackals (Ca 215, Ezk 134), boars
(Ps 8013), and from robbers (Jer 499). The favourite
site was a hillside (Is 51, Jer 315, Am 913), and the
plants are set about three paces from each other in
rows (Robinson, ii. 80 f.). When the vines grew
up they were sustained on stout stakes, over which
the branches were trained (Ezk 1911·12). This was
also the practice in Egypt; see Lepsius, Denkmaler,
ii. 53, 61. All these conditions may be observed to
this day, although the Mohammedan rule has dis-
couraged viticulture in Palestine. There is usually a
tower (nvpyos) in a large vineyard, as described in
Mt 2133, in which the watchers of the vineyard stay.
Vineyards were called in Heb. Dna kerem. In Am
511 this is coupled with "isn hemed, ' pleasant,' in Is
272 with npn hemer, (of wine/ but Targ. reads hemed
here also, and LXX καλός. The towers in the vine-
yards for the keepers or vine-dressers (ovrp) (Ca I6)
are mentioned in Chilaim, v. § 3, but in smaller
vineyards they lived in booths (Is I8). The vine-
yard must not be sown with two kinds of seed,
else the whole produce was forfeited as a BH'P kddesh,
or sanctified thing (Dt 229); but trees of other sorts,
as fig trees, might be planted in a vineyard (Lk
136, Mic 44). Ramses in. had olive trees in his
large vineyard, which was called the 'spirit of
Egypt/ Pap. Harris, i. 8. 7.

The vine-buds appear in March, and send out
new branches, which are called η^ηψ sarigim.
These are not tendrils, for in Gn 4010 they are
described as bearing fruit; when living, these new
branches are green, but when the surface is eaten
by locusts the skeleton branch looks white (Jl I7).
The tendrils are called D̂ T̂ T zalzalltm in Is 185, or
salsilloth in Jer 69 (see BASKET). The flowers
appear in early April, and have a slight fragrance
(Ca 211·13). This was the time when the vines
were pruned, hence it is said in the passage that
in the spring-time the period of the TDT or pruning
of vines (RVm) has come (so LXX, Aq. Symm.
Targ. Vulg.). AV follows Parchon and Kimchi
in rendering it * the time of the singing of birds is
come.' The reference to the pruning of vines in
Jn 159 is familiar.

* But Schrader (C0T2 ii. 121) disputes the identification.

The grape (3$ 'enab) grows in clusters, which
are named hzyχ 'eshkol, LXX σταφυλή. The fruit-
bearing branch is in Nu 1323 called rrViDj zemarah,
which is the word used in the phrase descriptive of
the worship of the sun in Ezk 817 * they put the
branch to the nose/ usually taken as referring to
an old Persian custom of holding a bundle of vine-
rods, called barsom, before the face of the priest
when praying to the unextinguished fire of the
Pyrsetheia (Strabo, ed. Casaubon, xv. 733). For a
different meaning see Tract Joma, 77a.

The ripening grapes are called ipa baser in Is 185,
and nearly the same word is used in Job 1533.
These are sour and set the teeth on edge (Ezk 182).
Sickly vines sometimes drop their grapes in this
stage (as in Job 1533), the result of a blight. In June
or July the early grapes are ripe (Is 185), and in
September the vintage (vy? bcizir) begins. This is
a season of rejoicing, and during the grape-harvest
the people live in booths in the midst of the vine-
yards. It has been conjectured that the ordinance
of the Feast of Tabernacles was a mode of turning
this custom to the service of religion. This vintage
season was celebrated at Shechem (Jg 927). The
grapes are cut with a nicp mazmerah, or pruning
nook (Is 24, Jl 310), which is called âa maggdl, or
sickle in Jl 313, and are collected in baskets.
There was no vine-harvest in the sabbatic or
jubilee year. For particulars on viticulture see
Thomson, The Grape Vine; and Barron, Vine
Culture.

The best grapes were dried in the sun into raisins,
which were compressed into pray zimmuk, or cakes
(Kimchi). Abigail brought 100 such' cakes to
David (1 S 2518), and David refreshed the fainting
Egyptian with two such cakes (1 S 3012). Similar
cakes were brought by Ziba to David (2 S 161; see
also 1 Ch 1240). These raisins, as well as fresh
grapes, were forbidden to the Nazirite while under
his vow. To him all that comes of the grape, from
the D ĵpn harzannim, or kernels, to the Jj zdg, or
husks, was taboo (see Jg 1314). The nW*V« 'dshi-
shoth, given by David to those who accompanied
him in bringing the ark to Jerusalem (2 S 619,
1 Ch 163), and tr. in AV ' flagons of wine/ were
probably cakes of raisins, as in RV, which has
made a similar change in Ca 25. The reading in the
AV is supported on Talmudic authority, but this
rests on a very doubtful etymology. For the use
of these fruit-cakes by travellers see Russell, i. 82.
Cakes of this kind were used as offerings to Baal
(Hos 31).

The grape gatherers were forbidden to glean, the
rihb'y K6lel6th or gleanings being left for the stranger,
the widow, and the fatherless. In the prophetic
picture of rebellious Jerusalem as a vine, the fruit
is described as being completely gleaned, the
gatherer turning his hand back into the tendrils of
the vine (Jer 6 9; see also Jer 499).

A portion of the grape-harvest is used in making
artificial honey or dibs, the juice expressed from
the grape being boiled into a syrup, * dulcis musti
Vulcano decoquit humorem, et foliis undam trepidi
despumat aheni' (Virg. Georg. i. 295). The Heb.
name is tfyi debash, or honey, and it was an article
of commerce exported from Palestine to Tyre
(Ezk 2717), and sent by Jacob to Egypt (Gn 4311).
(See Dates, above.) Dibs forms ' a part of the
food of the present inhabitants of Palestine'
(Thomson, i. 279; Russell, i. 82). It was, and is,
the ordinary sweetener of cakes and pastry (Lv
211, Robinson, iii. 381).

Most of the crop was carried in baskets by
girls and children to the wine-presses (see descrip-
tion of the shield of Achilles, II. xviii. 562it'.).
These were cavities either hollowed out of the
rock or built on the ground, and lined with
masonry and cement (Mt 2133). Each press, called
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A3 gath, LXX λψός, Λvas made of two parts. The
upper was the n-ris purdh (LXX προλήνων), or wine-
press proper (Is 633 52). From the bottom of this
a pipe, niay zinnor, leads into the lower receptacle or
3i5' yekeb (LXX νποΧήνων, the ' fat ' or vat of Jl
224 and 313 as in Mk 121 AV, wine-press RV). The
names yekeb or gath are used, however, for the
whole wine-press. In Hag 216 the purah is called
the press-fat (AV) or wine-fat (RV, see Aboda Zara,
iv. 8). In these presses the grapes were trodden.
The whole process is shown in several Egyptian
pictures (Lepsius, ii. 13, 53, 96, iii. l l a ; Wilkin-
son, i. 385), in one of which the treaders are repre-
sented holding by cords from the roof over the
purah. Sometimes flat stones are put over the
grapes to assist the treading. The garments and
Feet of those treading are dyed with the * blood
of the grape' (Dt 3214, Is 633). As they trod they
shouted (Jer 4S33) and sang their vintage songs
(Is 1610). It has been supposed that there is a
line of one of these preserved in Is 658 (see Smith,
OTJC2 209). The same customs are still observed
wherever wine is made in the East (Robinson, i.
431 and ii. 81). The wine-press is a favourite
figure with the prophets, typifying God's judgments
on sin (Is 633, La I15, Rev 1420).

The first part of the juice which entered the
yekeb was the first-fruits (Ex 2229), and was offered
to God. In Egypt the residuum from the press
is put into a sack and squeezed by wringing; see
Lepsius, ii. 53.

There is no mention in the Bible of the subse-
quent processes of wine-making, but probably the
expressed juice was left in the * fats' until fer-
mentation had set in (Hag 26), or put, as repre-
sented in the Egyptian picture (Wilkinson, i. 385),
into jars, or, when fermented, it was transferred
for storage to large ox-skins. These at the present
day are kept ranged around the storehouse or
cellar, which is called in 1 Ch 2727 j::n itfa 'ozar
hayyayin. Bruce speaks of ox-skins capable of
holding 60 gallons, and greased on the outside to
prevent evaporation {Travels, iv. 334; see Athenseus,
ii. 28. Herodotus speaks of camel-skin vessels, iii.
9). When the deposit of the tartarous matter or
lees {Ώ'-)ΐψ shemdrim, LXX rpvyias, δόξα, or φύλayμa)
had taken place, the clear supernatant wine was
poured off into a new vessel (Jer 4811), and this is the
well-refined wine of Is 256. In this passage shemdrim
is used in alliteration with shemdnim, 'fat things,'
in the earlier clause. Drinking the lees is used
allegorically in the sense of the bitter penal conse-
quences of sin (Ps 758; see also Zeph I12, Jer 4811).

Wine is known by nine names in the OT, but
these do not necessarily mean different kinds. The
varieties of wines are named from the locality of
their production. Thus we read of the wines of
Kerotim, Tolim, Bethrima, Bethlaba, and Signa
as those suited for the service of the sanctuary
{Menachoth, viii. 6). Other well-known wines were
those of En-gedi, Acco, and Gaza. In Egypt the
wines of Bubastis (Herod, ii. 126), of Sebennytus,
and of Mareotis (Strabo, xvii. 779; Athenseus, i.
33) were highly esteemed. Saronitic wine was so
strong that it needed two parts of water to dilute
it (Shabbath, lxxvii. 1), and Babylonian wine needed
also to be diluted {Berachoth, i.). See Kimchi
(Comm. on Hos 148).

The commonest word used for wine is pi yayin,
a loan word from a non-Semitic root. This occurs
143 times, being first mentioned in connexion with
Noah's drunkenness. It is the word used for wine
in the blessing of Jacob (Gn 4911·12); it is said to
cheer God and man (Jg 913), and to make glad the
heart of man (Ps 10415). Repentant and returning
Israel is to be rewarded by again drinking the
wine of her vineyards (Am 914), as she had done
before (Ec 97). It was to be given to them of heavy
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heart (Pr 316), but its use had to be limited, for it
was intoxicating, as in the cases of Nabal (1 S 2537),
Lot (Gn 1932), Amnon (2 S 1328), the drunkards of
Ephraim (Is 281). It was the wine used by Job's
family (Job I 1 3); but king Lemuel was dissuaded
from its use, because it is said to prevent judgment
(Pr 315), and to cause vomiting (Is 287 511, Hos 75).
It is called a mocker (Pr 201; see also Jer 239). It
was this form of wine with which Melchizedek
welcomed Abraham's return (Gn 1418). It is usually
rendered otvos by LXX. In general, this word is
used when wine is spoken of as a beverage.

κήτη tirosh occurs 38 times, and is rendered by
LXX by dlvos, βώξ (Is 658), or μέθυσμα (1 S I15, Jer
1313, Hos 411). It is so called because it takes pos-
session of the brain and inebriates (Gesenius; but
most moderns reject this etymology). In enumerat-
ing the products of the land, corn and wine {tirosh)
are mentioned 21 times, and oil is coupled with
tirosh 15 times. The Targumists, Onkelos, and
Jonathan render it by hamer. It is said to take
away the understanding in Hos 411, and its intoxi-
cating qualities are referred to by the Talmudists,
* Tirosh easily takes possession of (BHV, a play
upon the word) the mind,' Sanhedrin, lxxvi. § 1.
In Joma, lxxvi. 2, it is said, 'If thou abuse it
thou shalt be poor (KH), if thou rightly use it thou
shalt be head {mi)'; and in the Gemara on this,
'Wherefore is it called tirosh? Because all taken
by it shall be poor.' In Jer 4010·12 the words yayin
and tirosh are used as synonyms, and in general
tirosh is translated * new wine' in AV. It has been
argued that tirosh meant grapes, because the phrase
is used ' to gather tirosh'; but the same is used of
yayin, and both are spoken of as trodden out,
yayin in Is 1610, tirosh in Mic 615. Collating all
the references, it seems as if tirosh was especially
used for wine as the produce of the vineyard. See
further, Driver, Joel and Amos, 79 f.

")yj shekdr, LXX σίκβρα, is the word tr. in general
'strong drink,' which occurs 23 times in OT. It
was used for the drink-offering (Nu 287), and was
permitted to be bought with the tithe money and
consumed at the temple (Dt 1426). In excess it
caused merriment (Is 249, Ps 6912) and intoxication
(Is 5612); it is often coupled with wine, as if another
intoxicating fluid; Ibn Ezra says it was made
from palm-juice or wheat, Kimchi says from fruit
juice, Jerome from grain, grapes, or honey {Epist.
ad Nepotianum, ii. 11), so it may have been like
the barley wine of the Egyptians (Herod, ii. 77),
or like arrack, which is at present often used
in Palestine (Robinson, iii. 195). It is mentioned,
among other places, in Lv 109, Nu 63, Dt 296, Jg
134·7·u, 1 S I15, Mic 211. Strong drink was to be
given to those ready to perish (Pr 316), which has
been supposed to refer to the practice of giving in-
toxicants to deaden the pain of execution. Light-
foot says that it was the practice of wealthy women
in Jerusalem to provide the strong drink for this
purpose {Hor. Heb. xi. 366). The vinegar given to
our Lord may have been intended for this purpose.
Shekdr seems to be named from its effects {ΐ2ψ ' to
be drunk').

nsn hemer, used twice in Heb. (Dt 3214, Is 272, but
last probably mistake for icn) and six times in
Aram. (Ezr 69 722, Dn 51· 2· 4·23), seems to be derived
from the sparkling, foaming appearance of ferment-
ing wine. In Is 272 the clause in which it occurs
appears to be another line from a vintage song. It
was wine of this kind that Cyrus gave for the
temple use (Ezr 69). In Dt 3214 it is called the pure
blood of the grape, i.e. not mixed with water ; but
RV has tr. it the blood of the grape, wine. It is
red wine in Is 272, and it was the wine which
Belshazzar drank out of the temple vessels (Dn 51).

D'py 'dsis, a poetical synonym meaning that which
is trodden out. It is the new wine of Ca 82: the
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sweet intoxicating wine of Is 4926, the sweet wine
lamented by the drunkards in Jl Is, and that
which is supplied to the restored remnant of Israel
as a blessing (Jl 318). It is rendered in LXX ραμα,
Ύλυκασμός, but the sweet wine of Am 913 is μέθη.
It is probably the same as 'the sweet' of Neh 810,
where it is called D'j?cipj? mamtakkim, or sweetnesses.

N3b sdbe\ intoxicating drink in general, the wine
of Is I22, which was spoiled by mixture with water,
or that in Hos 418, which had become sour, or that
which drenched the drunkard to helplessness
(Nah I10).

ησο mesek, in Ca 82 JTD mezeg, LXX κέρασμα, is
mixed wine, to which spices have been added to make
it hotter and improve its flavour. In Pr 2330, Ps 758,
Is 6511 it is called mimsak. In Pr 92·5 it is used
metaphorically for the inspiring drink supplied by
wisdom, and in Is 522 for the strong drink which
warps the judgment. In Pr 2330 it is a parallel
synonym for yayin.

pen hdmez, or vinegar, is sour wine, the common
refreshing drink for labourers, forbidden to the
Nazirite while under his vow (Nu 63), used in the
harvest field (Ru 214), and prophetically mentioned
in Ps 6921. In Pr I026 LXX renders it δμφαξ, an
unripe grape.

In NT the word commonly used is olvos, as at
the marriage feast at Cana. This wine in excess
produced μεθύσπ (Jn 210). New wine was regarded
as inferior to old (Lk 539). FXeO/cos, 'new sweet
wine,' is mentioned in Ac 213 as that by which the
Jews thought the apostles were intoxicated at
Pentecost. It cannot have been unfermented, as
that would not have produced the effect, and
Pentecost was eight months after the vintage.

The collecting of juice from the grapes, which
the chief butler in his dream squeezed into the
cup, was plainly only a symbol, as in the dream he
saw the whole process of budding, blossoming, and
fruiting taking place. There is no evidence of any
such custom as squeezing grapes into a cup for
royal or guest refreshment. There are several
figurative names for wine : ' the fruit of the vine'
(Lk 2218), 'the blood of the grape' (Dt 3214); the
former reminds us of Pindar's δρόσος αμπέλου (vii. 3),
or of the name of the vine οϊνου μήτηρ in ^Eschylus
{Persce, 614).

The study of the names applied to wine shows
that they are, for the most part, evidently syn-
onyms, and that the substance indicated by them
all was one which, if used to excess, was liable
to cause intoxication. An attempt has been made
to obtain a textual support for total abstinence
by differentiating intoxicating from unfermented
wine in the biblical terminology; but it is only
special pleading without adequate foundation.
The teaching of Scripture as to the pernicious
effects of intemperance in any form is clear and
explicit, and the Apostle Paul has stated the case
for total abstinence in Ro 14 in a way which does
not require the treacherous aid of doubtful exegesis
for its support.

The wine stored in the large skins in the cellar
was drawn for use into smaller skins, the bottles
of Scripture, called nsn hemeth in Gn 2114ff·, h$i
nebel, 1 S I2 4 103, 2 S 161 (this word is used figura-
tively for the clouds in Job 3837), or n<: nod, Jos
94'13, Jg 419, 1 S 1620. This word is also used figura-
tively in Ps 568 in alliteration with nod, ' wander-
ing,' for there is no evidence of the use of lacry-
matories among the Jews. The nod was liable to
shrivel if hung up in the heat (Ps 11983). In LXX
and NT bottle is ασκός. These were made of goat-
skins, prepared by cutting off the head, tail, and
feet, and then drawing oft" the skin from the body
without other cutting, and stuffing it with straw,
into which wooden wedges were then driven, to
stretch it to its fullest capacity. The hair was
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left on the outer surface, the tail and limb holes
were closely sewn up, and the neck hole left open.
The skin was thereafter tanned with oak or acacia
bark. These skins are prepared in this manner at
the present day, and are called zumzammim or
mattaru. When filled, the neck hole is tied round
with a thong. Robinson saw about 500 of these
bottles in one tanyard (ii. 75). The larger bottles
are of he-goat skins, the smallest of the skins of
kids. This variety of size is alluded to in Is 2224.
When active fermentation is in progress these
skins become much distended, and are liable to
burst. This is especially liable to occur with new
skins of young animals, which are called ate, as in
Job 3219. These are called in Vulg. lagunculce.
Skins which are old are liable to crack, and
cannot bear the tension of the carbonic acid pro-
duced during fermentation. This is referred to
in Mt 917, Mk 222, Lk 537. The preservation of the
wine did not mean keeping it from fermentation,—
for, with the total absence of antiseptic precautions
characteristic of Orientals, it would have been im-
possible to do so,—but the storing of it in a bottle
which could resist the strain. One of these bottles
was a load for a man (1 S 103).

Wine was largely used in Egypt, and the figures
of drinking feasts, and the painting of an inebri-
ated female from a tomb of the New Empire, are
well known (see Wilkinson, i. 392, 424, etc.). There
is an interesting letter written by the scribe Amen-
em-apt to Penta-ur, in which the evils of intem-
perance are graphically described {Pap. Sallier, I. ix.
9, etc.). The commonest beverage in Egypt was
beer, made from barley, and called hek. The wine
made from the grape, also commonly used, was
called arp, and date wine was called bale. Among
the presents to Ptah enumerated in the Harris
Papyrus were 2366 wine vessels of one form and
820 of another; and in the inventory of presents on
pi. 72 of that papyrus are 486,303 vessels of beer.
The Persians were also much addicted to wine
(Herod, i. 133), and the royal wine of Est I 7 is re-
ferred to by Athenaeus (Deipnos. i. 51) ; it was
called Chalybonian, and Posidonius says that it is
made in Damascus. Figuratively, the washing of
garments in wine means plenty and prosperity (Gn
4911). Wine of astonishment, Ps 603 (RV stagger-
ing), is a figure of God's judgment on sin, making
its objects helpless, as if intoxicated. This is called
the cup of staggering in Is 5117.

The Yine of Sodom (Dt 3232) is probably, as
Seetzen and Robinson have supposed, the 'dsher or
Calotropis procera, an asclepiadaceous plant, whose
fruit looks attractive, but is full of dry cottony
hairs. These are the 'grapes of gall.' Pococke
supposed that it referred to diseased pomegranates,
and Hooker conjectures that the colocynth may
have been meant; but its fruit has no resemblance
to grapes (see Wild Gourd, above). Elliot suggests
oak galls as referred to, and Hasselquist the egg
plant, either Solanum melongena or S. Sodomamm;
but the first identification is most probably correct,
more especially as the Calotropis, while not very
common, grows abundantly in one locality by the
Dead Sea.

Walnut (T'I:N 'egdz, καρύα) is not mentioned as a
fruit ,· but a garden of nuts, which is mentioned in
Ca 6U, is taken by the rabbinical authorities as
meaning a garden of walnuts. The Arabs call the
tree gyaus, and it is very common in Palestine.
The common walnut, Juglans regia, is too well
known to need description.

Fruit is referred to metaphorically in the sense
of (1) the result of a course of conduct (Ro 621);
(2) the work of the Holy Spirit in the conduct
(Gal 522, Eph 5y); (3) children (Ps 1273); (4) praise
(Is 5719); (5) the results of industry (Pr 3116·31), etc.

Mallows (niVo malluah, LXX άλιμον, Vulg. Ar-
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borum cortices)^ are spoken of in Job 304 as plants
eaten by starving outcasts. They have been vari-
ously identified as nettles by R. Levi, as possibly a
mesembryanthemum by Kitto, as mallows (malya)
by Thomson (L. and B. i. 291), as Corchorus olito-
nus by Sprengel; but are most probably the salt-
wort, as in the RV, the Atriplex halimus or sea-
purslain, which is called by the Arabs mulluah,
and grows on the shores of the Dead Sea and of the
Gulf of Akabah. It is a plant with sour leaves,
and has been known to form a part of the diet of
the people in periods of scarcity. Thomson saw
poor people cutting coarse green food of this kind
as a relish for bread (ii. 345). The mallow in
Arabic is called khubbarzeh. In a parallel passage
in Job 245 the poor are said to cut b^z for their
children, which may be cattle food (Is 3024) or
coarse vegetables in general, and probably the rnx
or greens which the prophet went to gather were
of the same nature (2 Κ 439). The Syriac uses this
name malluah for the *?nii or ' nettle' of Zeph 29.

Juniper roots (orn rothem). This occurs along
with the last as part of the food of the outcast in
Job 304, but the word occurs also as the name of
the tree under which Elijah sheltered (1 Κ 194f),
and in the phrase * coals of juniper' in Ps 1204.
LXX renders it Ύαθμέν or 'Έαμάθ, and in Job pifas
ξύλων. Symm. tr. it ρίζαν σίτων αγρίων, and Josephus
does not name the tree, but calls it * a certain
tree' {Ant. vin. xiii. 7). The Syriac VS calls it a
terebinth, and Clement a Paliurus {Pcedagog. iii.
236). The later Jewish authorities, however,
recognized it as the desert broom, Retama retem,
which the Arabs call retama. It is a shrub with
pale pink flowers and very bitter roots. It grows
about 10 ft. high, and in many places in the desert
is the only shrub under which one could shelter.
Robinson describes it in such places; and one of
the wilderness stations of Israel was called Rithmah
= broomy (Nu 3318). The roots were used as fuel
(Ps 1204), and the Revisers have put ' to warm them'
in marg. of Job 304, which, considering the uneat-
able nature of the roots, is a more intelligible ren-
dering. The word ΟΕΠ1? may be regarded as a
derivative of the verb oorj ' to heat,' in which sense
the same word occurs in Is 4714. This sense is taken
by some Heb. commentators, as R. Levi ben-Gerson
(in loc), but the rendering of the text is that in
the Gemara, A boda Zara, i. Juniper roots are often
used for fuel in the wilderness (Thomson, i. 345).

B. Animal food consisted either of flesh or of
animal products, such as milk, eggs, and honey.
Flesh was habitually used only in royal or great
houses, and among ordinary people was chiefly
used at feasts. Its sources were restricted by law
among the Jews, by custom among the neighbour-
ing nations. The word *iNp, which literally means
flesh meat (Ps 7820·27), was sometimes used for food
in general (Ex 2110).

The division of beasts into clean and unclean,
mentioned in the story of the Deluge (Gn 72), was
written in the light of later legislation, but em-
bodies a distinction which can be traced back to a
very early period of human history. The two lists
of clean and unclean animals (Lvil3ff· and Dt 144ff)
are practically identical. The mammals permitted
to be eaten were the ruminants proper, except the
camel, which, with the hyrax, hare, and swine,
are prohibited by name. There is reason to believe
that this selection is of more than arbitrary value,
and that the danger of the transmission of parasitic
diseases by the flesh of these is less than in the
case of ,the excluded forms (see Gueneau de
Mussy, Etude sur Vhygione de Moise). For fanci-
ful representations of the forbidden animals as
types of vices, see Eusebius, Prcep. Evang. viii. 9 ;
Clement, Pwdag. ii. 10; Novatianus, de cibis
Judceorum, iii.

The permitted mammals named in Dt are ten.
(a) The three domestic groups, oxen, sheep, and
goats. The first group was called in general ηζηι
behemah, or cattle (Dt 144), neat cattle being distin-
guished as npa bdkar, LXX /3o'es, tr. the herd, as dis-
tinguished from the flock. The calf is in Heb.
biy. egel (Is 2710); an 'egel marbek or fatted calf was
killed for Saul by the witch (1 S 2824); see also Gn
187 (where the calf is ben bdkdr, ί the son of the
herd') and ό σιτ*υτό* μόσχος of Lk 15ao. "fitf shdr
(LXX μόσχος) is used for a bullock, as in Lv 2227,
Neh 518, or else "B par, as in Nu 88, Ps 2212; and a
heifer is called 'eglath bdkdr (Gn 159, Dt 213) or
pdrah (Gn 412, Nu 192). Bulls are named (poet.)
•n'5x 'abbirim (Is 347, Ps 2212), and cows or cattle
in general D^N 'aldphim. The commonest breed
were black or brown, short limbed and small, and
they were principally kept in the valleys and
in the low country. Fat oxen were part of Solo-
mon's daily provision (1 Κ 423); these were fed in
a DUN or stall, and hence are called stalled oxen
(Pr 1517); Solomon had also pasture-fed oxen (1 Κ
4s3, see also Elisha, 1 Κ 1921). The aurochs or
wild bull (the Hebrew re?em) was probably seldom
captured, even in nets (Is 5120). The buffalo was
not originally a native, but has been imported into
Palestine since Bible times.

From the flock ]ux zon (Gn 42) the food animals
were nbv taleh, or sucking lambs (LXX apvos γαλα-
θηνδς), as in 1 S 79. A hogget or lamb from one to
three years old was named BOS kebes (Nu 715) or
2ψ3 keseb (Lv 37), LXX άμνο* or apvos. In Aramaic
a young sheep is called "ISN 'immar, as in Ezr 69; a
ewe is \ n rdhel (Gn 3138); and a fatted sheep na
kar (2 Κ 34); while sheep in general are called
ηψ seh (Jg 64). The commonest breed of sheep in
Palestine is the fat-tailed variety, whose tail is
wide and flat, and may weigh 10 lb., most of which
is pure fat. This fat tail (RV) is the nf?\t 'alyah
or rump (AV) of Ex 2922 (see Herod, iii. 113).
In Northern Palestine and Syria there is also a
short-woolled small sheep, resembling the merino ;
both are varieties of the one species Ovis Aries.
The lamb was the commonest of all meats for
feasts, and is still the animal often killed for a
guest (Doughty, i. 16). The ram, V:x 'ayil, possibly
the beden or wild-goat (Gn 159), was also used as
food (Gn 3138). For the use of lambs see 2 S 124,
Is 537, and the paschal lamb (Ex 123).

The goat ("iw sair) was commonly kept in flocks
in the more mountainous districts, while the sheep
was fed in the lower pastures; the two species of
goat, Capra hircus and C. mambrica, were not ap-
parently differentiated by name ; the former is the
common goat, the latter has a sheep-like head and
long pendulous, flapping ears. The male or he-goat
of the former breed is the v\n tayish, Gn 3035, Pr 3031,
and of the latter nina 'attud (Gn 3110), or in Aramaic
TD? zephir, as Ezr 617. The τ# 'ez may have been the
Capra JEgagrus or Sinaitica, both of which are
natives of Bible lands, and probably the source of
Esau's savoury meat. The kid, na gedi (Dt 1421), is
mentioned as the material for a small feast (Jg 619

1315). Compare the tytfos of the parable (Lk 1529),
and the elder brother's implied comparison between
the kid and the calf. As the lamb is useful for his
fleece as well as his flesh (Pr 2726), the kid is
commonly used by the poorer or more economical
classes (see 1 Es I7). Rebekah used it for making
Isaac's savoury meat (Gn 279).

The thrice-repeated taboo concerning seething a
kid in its mother's milk (Ex 2319 3426, Dt 1421) has
been interpreted: (1) As a prohibition of the
slaughter of the mother and offspring at the same
time (as in Lv 2228). (2) As forbidding the killing of
the young animal before it was eight days old ; we
learn from the passage just quoted that an animal
was not allowed to be sacrificed until it had reached
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that age, and it has been thought that it was also
unclean as food. (3) The most probable explana-
tion is that it had reference to some custom among
the surrounding nations, such as that described by
Cudworth and Spencer (de legibus Hebr. ritual.
ii. 335), in which a kid was boiled in its mother's
milk, and the broth sprinkled on the ground as a
sacrifice to propitiate the harvest gods and ensure
fruitfulness. (4) Michaelis has supposed that
mother's milk is a euphemism for butter, and that
the food forbidden was meat drenched with butter.
For other views on this rny.in tdebdh, or abomina-
tion, see Tract Chuilin, viii. § 4, and Maimonides,
More nebochim, iii. 48.

Milk and its derivatives formed an important
element of the food of the Bible peoples, Pales-
tine is described as a land flowing with milk and
honey (Ex 38 and eighteen other places). nj?ij hdlab,
LXX 7άλα, is used for fresh milk (Ca 512, Is 289),
or of cream from which butter is made (Pr 3033).
Milk of goats was esteemed the best (Pr 27s7), then
that of sheep (Dt 3214). Cow's milk is rarely as
good as either of the others, on account of the
unsuitability of the pasture, and is not often
specified in the Bible. Camel's milk was probably
used by the patriarchs, as we infer from Gn 3215;
but it sours more quickly than other milk, and
often pains strangers when they first take it
(Doughty, i. 216).

Milk is used as a drink with meals (Gn 188,
Ezk 254), and so is coupled with wine (Ca 51, Is 551).
When the pasturage is good, sweet milk is still
handed round after an Arab meal. It is also offered
as refreshment to travellers. Jael opened for
Sisera a nod, or leathern bottle of milk (Jg 419),
which Deborah (Jg δ23) calls a sephel 'addirim, ' a
cup of the nobles' (EV a lordly dish). Goat's milk
is spoken of as the staple drink of servants (Pr
2727); and, as the Hebrew children were mother-
nursed, milk was their sole sustenance until they
were weaned, hence the metaphorical sense of
milk-feeding in 1 Co 32, He 512. The comparison
of the law to milk was used by the Jews; thus
Kimchi on Is 551 says, ' As milk feeds and nourishes
a child, so the law feeds and nourishes the soul.'
Milk mixed with flour or rice, and eaten with
salad, or occasionally with meat, forms a large
part of the food of the poor in Aleppo (Russell, i.
118) and elsewhere. Among some Jews milk is
not eaten with meat, on account of their interpre-
tation of Ex 2319 (see above).

Butter (πκηη hem'ah, LXX βούτυρον) is used for
cream and tnick preparations of it, as well as for
butter proper. In Is 722 it probably means cream,
and in Jg 525 the milk which was called hdlab in
Jg 419 is named hem'ah ; but it was liquid enough
to be kept in a skin bottle, and was used to quench
thirst. The 'butter ' of Gn 188 was probably
soured milk, which is now much used in the East,
and called leben (Burckhardt, Bedouins, i. 240). The
process of churning is called pp miz, or 'pressure,'
in Pr 3033. It is now performed by rocking a skin
of milk upon the knees (Doughty, i. 221), or by
beating with a stick a skin of milk hung up in a
frame, or jerking a skin thus suspended to and
fro (Robinson, i. 485). The milk used is that of
goats (Robinson, iii. 69) or cows (Dt 3214); some
forms of butter are semi-fluid, and hence the figura-
tive language of Job 2017 296. The amount of
butter eaten by Arabs is large, when it can be
procured. Kitto says that all well-prepared Arab
food swims in i t ; and Burckhardt describes the
Arabs as taking a cupful of butter as breakfast in
the morning (see Robinson, i. 449). Melted butter
is used, poured over bread in a bowl, as a breakfast
dish, and is called samen (cf. Doughty, ii. 67 f.,
208 f, 655 f.). Metaphorically, the smoothness of
hypocritical words is compared to butter (Ps 5521).

Cheese (yin hdriz) is mentioned as a delicacy sent
by Jesse to the captain of the troop in which his
sons were (1 S 1718), the expression used there
meaning ten slices of curd. The [ns^] shdphdh
(pi. shdphoth) of 2 S 1729 was probably the leben,
which here was made of cow's milk. Cheese is
often made of the milk of the ewe or of the goat.

A third word, rn\?3 gebinah, means a clot, and is
compared (Job 1010) with the material out of which
the body develops (cf. obh golem of Ps 13916).

The Arabs use dried milk, which they rub up
with water when wanted (Doughty, i. 262); this
they call mereesy. It is also mentioned by Burck-
hardt (i. 60).

(b) Besides the three domestic groups, seven
forms of large game were allowed to be eaten;
these were the fallow deer, Dama vulgaris (*?;%
LXX t\a<j>os, the hart of RV and AV, as'in Ps 421,
La I6); the gazelle, Gazella dorcas ( ^ zebi, LXX
δορκάς, AV roebuck, 2 S 218), called by the Egyptians
gahs, and often used as a sacrifice; the wild cow
antelope, Bubalus boselaphus (Ί?Ο£ yahmur, LXX
iruyapyos, Vulg. bubalus, AV fallow deer, RV roe-
buck), called shes by the Egyptians.

These three were hunted (Dt 1215·22, Pr 65),
and formed elements in Solomon's daily provision
(1 Κ 423). The other large game were : the ibex or
wild goat, Capra beden, the n'eafu of Egypt; the
Sinai tic ibex is also called b%; (Job 391, Ps 10418), hence
the name of Heber's wife Jg 41 7·1 8 (ίρκ 'akko, AV
and RV wild goat); the addax, Antilope addax
(p'i dishon,AY and RV 'pygarg,' the ancient Egyp-
tian nudu), an antelope with lyrate horns and white
hinder part, not uncommon in some parts of West-
ern Asia, and found in Palestine; the oryx, Oryx
beatrix (ίκ? W6, LXX δρυξ, AV wild ox, RV ante-
lope), a straight-horned antelope, extending in
distribution from N. Africa to Persia; the African
form, called in Egyptian maud, differs from the
Asiatic in some respects, and is called 0. leucoryx;
it is very commonly represented as being sacrificed
in Egyptian pictures; and lastly, the kibisch or
mouflon, Ovis tragelaphus (*IDT zemer, LXX καμηλο-
πάρδαλι,ς, AV and RV chamois). This is a mountain
sheep which is found in Lebanon, Moab, and the
Taurus, as well as in Corsica. Neither the chamois
nor the giraffe is a native of Palestine.

(c) The law of clean birds is one of exclusion.
All carnivorous or predaceous birds and seabirds,
together with the ostrich, raven, heron, and stork,
are declared unclean. On the positive side, the
birds named as articles of diet were six : (1) the
pigeon (Columba livia, niv yonah, LXX irepiarepa);
(2) the turtle doye (Turtur communis, -Tin tor, LXX
τρυ-γών). These two were the commonest birds
used for food in Palestine, and the only ones
admitted as sacrifices. (3) The partridge, of which
two species are found in Palestine, Caccabis chukar,
the large Indian partridge, and Ammoperdix Heyi,
the small partridge of Judiea (1 S 2620). This bird is
hunted, as it runs when pursued, and is slow to rise
in flight (Robinson, iii. 403). Its nest is sought
after on account of the eggs, which are favourite
articles of food (Jer 1711, Sir II3 0). LXX renders
it νυκτικόραξ, which is a kind of heron. The place-
name Beth-hoglah means the house of the partridge.
Partridges as food are represented on an Assyrian
sculpture in the British Museum. (4) The quail
(Coturnix communis, ΰψ seldv, LXX όρτνγομήτρα),
which furnished meat to the Israelites in their
wilderness journey (Ex 1613). These are common
in Egypt, where they are salted and eaten raw
(Herodotus, ii. 77). The quail annually migrates in
immense bevies across the desert nearly along the
line of the Israelites' march (Robinson, i. 260). (5)
Fatted fowl, which were prepared for Solomon's table
(1 Κ 423), are called ona-is. The ν were probably
ducks or geese, so largely used in Egypt, where



they are called aptiu and terpu. They were ap-
parently not domesticated, but caught in nets,
fattened and eaten (Lepsius, ii. 46 and 132). (6)
Fowl in Neh 518 D*T§¥ zipporim, were probably
domestic fowl introduced from Babylonia, to which
they had been brought from India, their native
country. In NT times they had become domesti-
cated in Palestine. It is said in the Mishna that
fowl were not allowed in Jerusalem (Baba Kama,
vii. 7); but this is a mistake (see Mt 2675 and parallel
passages). Our Lord was familiar with them and
their habits, see Mt 2337, where He quotes from
2 Es I80.

Eggs as articles of food in early times were those
of wild birds (Dt 226, Is 10i4 595); but with the in-
troduction of geese from Egypt and domestic fowl
from India they became much more important as
a part of the diet, and now are very largely used
(Lk II1 2). There is no reference to the ancient
modes of cooking them, but at the present day
they are boiled, or eaten swimming in hot butter
and with honey (Finn. 141), or eaten with olives
(ib. 272), or boiled with rice (Robinson, i. 91), or
fried in fat.

The white of an egg (η^π τ ι rir halldmuth) of
Job 66 may be either the material"literally ex-
pressed, see Tract Chull. 64a, or curdled milk; but
is understood by some as a succulent, tasteless plant
like purslain, Portulaca oleracea, as in the RVm.
This plant is common in most places in Palestine,
and is in Arabic associated with imbecility. Golius
quotes the proverb 'more foolish than purslain,'
Sentent. Arab. 81. For other meanings see
Gesenius, Thesaurus, sub voce.

DoYe's dung, mentioned in connexion with the
famine during the siege of Samaria, has been
variously understood by commentators. It is said
(2 Κ 625) that one imperial pint of it was sold for
about 12s. 6d. Drrrnq fydriydnim, or as it is in
]£er£ Q\?v:n dibyonim, is understood by Josephus
literally, and he supposes it to have been used as
a condiment in place of salt {Ant. IX. iv. 4). The
threat in Rabshakeh's appeal to the Jews (2 Κ 1827)
is in favour of this view. Others have supposed that
this material was used for fuel, as the cow dung
in Ezk 41 2; and Harmer thinks it was used to
manure melons and other vegetables grown within
the city (Obs. iii. 185; see Morier's Second Journey,
p. 141). Fuller surmised that it might be the con-
tents of the pigeon's crop. Linnseus and Smith
identify it as the root of a liliaceous plant, the
Ornithogalum umbellatum or star of Bethlehem;
but this as well as Bochart's conjecture, that it
was a chick-pea or small species of deer, and the
view that it was a small species of sorghum, are
without foundation, as there is no reason why
the price of these rare foods should be specified.
On the whole, there is as much evidence for
the literal interpretation as for any of these
guesses.

{d) No reptile was permitted to be eaten; of
jfishes all that have fins and scales were clean ; but
it is a remarkable fact that no species of fish is
mentioned in the Bible, nor is there any discrimina-
tion except good or bad (Mt 1348), and big and little
(Jon I17, Jn 2111, Mk 87). The Sea of Galilee
abounds in fishes, which are delicate and well
flavoured (Robinson, ii. 386). Altogether 43 species
have been found by Lortet, Tristram, and others,
of which 14 are peculiar to the lake and to the
Jordan. One of the largest of these, Clarias macra-
canthus, being scaleless, was unclean {κορακίνος, Jos.
BJ III. x. 8). The largest of the clean fishes are
species of Chromis, which resemble the carp, and
have large scales. One of these, Chromis Niloticus,
called Moncht by the fishermen of Tiberias, has
been found up to 5 lb. in weight; another, C.
Tiberiadis, is peculiar to the lake, and very plenti-

ful ; C. Andrece and C. Simonis are also peculiar, as
is the C. Flavii Josephi. There are also four species
of barbel of the genera Barbus, Scaphiodon and
Capoeta, as well as one species each of dace, loach,
and bleak, and two blennies, B. Lupulus and B.
varius. Sea fishery was carried on at Tyre
(Ezk 265), and from thence preserved fish were im-
ported into Jerusalem (Neh 1316), probably dried
and cured. It was likely some dried fishes which
formed part of the food with which the 5000 were
fed. The fish-market at Jerusalem was probably
at the fish-gate (2 Ch 3314). The fishpools of
Heshbon (Ca 74) have been regarded as indicating
that the Jews kept fish in them for use ; but the
word * fish' is here an interpolation. Abundance of
fish was one of the elements in the prosperity of
Joseph, according to his blessing, Gn 4925. Fish
was one of the staple foods in Egypt (Nu II5).
See picture of fishing in Baedeker's Egypt, p. 411,
and Wilkinson, ii. 102.

(e) Four insects were allowed to be eaten accord-
ing to the list in Lv; these were: (1) the Π|~ΙΝ 'arbeh,
LXX βροΰχο*, the swarming locust, JEdipoda migra-
toria; (2) oyi'p soVam, LXX άττάκψ, probably Acry-
dium peregrinum, the bald locust of AV; (3) h'-nu
hargdl, LXX όφωμάχος (AV beetle), a leaping
animal, and therefore not a beetle, probably the
khardjala of the Arabs, which the Rabbins supposed
to be a grasshopper, more probably the largest of
the locusts, JEdipoda cristata; and (4) 2in hdgdb,
LXX άκρίς, probably the little black locust found
in the Sinaitic desert which the Arabs call Faras
el-jundi or soldiers' horses, recalling the description
of the locusts in Rev 97. It is, however, not pos-
sible precisely to identify these two latter forms.
Locusts formed part of the food of the Baptist
(Mt 34, Mk 1δ). Doughty describes them as being
prepared by salting, and then being stived into a
leathern sack in which they kept good a long while.
They mingle them, brayed small, with butter-milk.
The best is the fat spring locust; the later brood is
dry and unwholesome (i. 203). Burckhardt says
they are put alive into boiling brine, then dried in
the sun, the head, legs, and wings being plucked
off and then stored in bags. They are sometimes
mixed with butter and spread on bread. They
taste not unlike shrimps. On one of the Assyrian
sculptures in the British Museum two slaves are
represented with long sticks of locusts.

Honey took the place of sugar in cookery, either the
natural product (1S 1425, Mt 34, Lk 2442, AV, not RV)
or the artificial eftfomadeof grapes or dates, described
above. True honey is collected by the bee, Apis
fasciata (see BEE). It is found in hollows in rocks
(Dt 3213, Ps 8116) or in hollow trees (1 S 1426), from
which it drops on the ground. A shrub or tree
on which was a honeycomb was called iy:, a word
used for honeycomb in Ca 51. Birds, jackals, and
ants would soon reduce a lion to a dry skeleton, so
that in a few days a swarm of bees might take
possession of it (Jg 148). Herodotus tells us that
the head of Onesilus, suspended over the gate of
Amathus, became filled with honeycomb (v. 114).
See also the account of the Egyptian practice of
killing a calf and placing it in a favourable place,
when in nine days bees swarm within the carcase
(Virgil, Georg. iv. 300 ff.). Compare with this
Pythagoras' theory of the origin of bees, Ovid,
Metamorph. xv. 27.

As honey is liable to ferment, it was forbidden to
be used in any offering to God (Lv 211), the pre-
servative material salt being used instead. Honey
was one of the exports of Palestine to Tyre. Along
with it is named the substance PANNAG, supposed
by some to be a sweetmeat. LXX translates it
'cassia/ and the Vulgate 'balsam.5 In the Syriac
it is said to be millet.

At the present day honey is used by the Arabs
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to sweeten cakes (Ex 1631) as we use sugar. It is
sometimes, but not often, eaten by itself from the
comb (Jg 14°), or as it drops from the comb (1 S
1427). The liquid honey as it has dropped, called
η« zuph (Pr 1624, Ps 1910), is the best, and a cruse of
this was part of the present brought by Jeroboam's
wife to Ahijah (1 Κ 143). Honey was brought with
the other provisions to David in exile (2 S 1729),
and wild honey (μΑι &ypioi>) was part of the Baptist's
diet (Mt 34). Butter and honey is expressive of a
rich diet, see Burckhardt, Arabia, i. 54, but not
Is 715·22. Milk and honey are the products of a
fertile land {Odyss. xx. 68). The effects of a surfeit
of honey are graphically described in Pr 2516. Honey
is still stored in jars or skins as of old (Jer 418).

Salt (ros), eaten with food as a condiment to
flavour it (Job 66, Sir 3926), used to preserve food,
and given to cattle (Is 3024), was extracted from the
salt beds by the Dead Sea, or made by evaporation
from sea water. There are masses of rock salt
several miles in extent on the S.E. of the Dead
Sea (Robinson, ii. 108), and the salt of Sodom is
named in a Gemara; see also Josephus, Ant. XII.
iii. 3, XIII. iv. 9. Much of this salt was very im-
pure, hence it sometimes lost its savour as well as
its preserving power, and was cast out on the land
as waste (Mt 513, Lk 1435). This was due to the
rain washing out the salt and leaving only the
earthy dross. Too much salt rendered the land
barren, and to sow with salt meant to doom to
perpetual desolation (Dt 2923, Jg 945, Zeph 29, Jer
176, Job 396). Salt was to be used with all the sacri-
fices (Lv 213, Ezk 4324, Mk 949 TR). See II. i. 449, and
jfflneid, ii. 133. For this purpose salt was sold in
the temple market; see Maii, de usu Salis Symbol,
in rebus sacris Dissert., Giessen, 1692; Middoth,v. 3.
The addition of salt to the animal sacrifice was
probably a later arrangement. See Philo, ii. 255;
Hottinger, Jur. Heb. Leg. p. 168, and de Usu Salis
in Cultu sacro, Marburg, 1706; Wokenius, de
Salitura Oblationum, 1747. Salted incense is
referred to in Ex 3035. Salt is much prized, both in
Syria and Egypt. A Bedawi prefers salt to sugar
when both are offered to him. It is an emblem
of hospitality ; to eat bread and salt with one is to
be bound to him by ties of hospitality, a covenant
of salt (Lv 213, Nu 1819, 2 Ch 135). A similar
alliance is expressed in Ezr 414. See Niebuhr,
Beschreibung, 48; Bsehrdt, de Fcedere Salis. For
the washing of infants in salt see MEDICINE. It
is possible that the Sidonian Misrephoth-maim of
Jos II 8 136 may have been a place of salt-pans
where sea water was evaporated.

Hyssop (a^N), which may be mentioned as an
accessory to the feast of Passover, though in itself
not a food-stuff, is a labiate herb of inconspicuous
size, which was used by the Egyptian priests for
food (Porphyry, de Abstinentia, iv. 7), but is men-
tioned in the JBible only as a means of aspersion,
considered by Celsius to be the Hyssopus officinalis,
a thyme-like plant. In Negaim, xiy. 6, there are
five kinds recognized—the Greek {Origanum Smyr-
nceum), the Egyptian {Origanum JEgyptiacum), the
wild {0. Syriacum), the Cochali {Origanum ?naru),
and the Roman {Satureja Juliana). As the hyssop
had a firm stem and could be tied in a bundle, it
was probably the 0. maru. Kitto conjectures that
it is the poke {Phytolocca deeandra); but this is
not a native of Palestine. Royle, Tristram, and
Stanley believe it to be the caper {Capparis
spinosa); but this does not fulfil the conditions ; it
is soft, smooth, and irregularly branched, besides
it is mentioned under another name as πϊν̂ Ν
'aMyondh (Ec 125, 'desire' AV, 'caperberry > RV)7
The flower-buds of the caner are supposed to
stimulate passion and appetite, and were eaten
with vinegar along with meat as they are still;
hence the metaphorical use in the passage, whose

real meaning is better conveyed by the AV than
by the RV literal reading.

The following fruits or herbs are used with
meats as condiments :—

Anise or dill (Mt 2S23), an umbelliferous plant,
Anethum graveolens, whose fruits were used as a
carminative. It is a native of Palestine. The
allied Pimpinella anisum is the anise of Pliny;
but the dill is called by Hippocrates άνηθον, and by
Dioscorides άνίκητον, the word used in the text.
Its properties are much the same as those of the
caraway seed. For an account of references in
classical literature see Pliny, xx. 17; and for a
figure see Woodville's Med. Botany. In Maase-
roth, iv. § 5, Rabbi Eliezer says the seeds, leaves,
and stem of the shabath or anise are liable to tithe.
Dill is called in Arabic shibt. At the present day
the fruit of Anethum is called dill, and that of
Pimpinella is anise-seed.

Coriander, the small round fruit of Coriandrum
sativum to which the manna was compared, used in
the same way as anise, especially in Egypt (Ex 1631,
Nu II7). It is an umbelliferous plant, and grows in
Syria and Egypt (see Pliny, xx. 20 ; and for figures
of this and the following plants see Woodville).

Cummin, also an umbelliferous plant {Cuminum
sativum), whose fruit was cultivated as a carmina-
tive, and was beaten with a rod off the plant when
it was ripe (Is 2825, Mt 2323). In Heb. it is called
|©3, kammon, and in Gr. κΰμινον. For its use see
Pliny, xix. 8. As to the doubt of its being tithed
see Demai, ii. § 1.

Mint {ήδύοσμον, Heb. ΝΠΠ), the well - known
aromatic labiate plant Mentha sylvestris, men-
tioned with the last in Mt 2323. For its use among
the Jews see Celsius, Hierobot. i. 546, and Pliny,
xix. 47. See Uketzin, i. § 2; also Nedarim, 516;
Shebiith, vii. §§1,2.

Mustard {σίναπή, the small seed of the common
Sinapis nigra, which grows to a very large size in
Palestine as the < greatest of herbs' (Mt 1332 1720,
Lk 1319 176), and is used as a condiment. See
Thomson, Land and Book, i. 453. The pungent
seeds of a small tree, Salvadora persica, have been
supposed by Dr. Royle to be the mustard of the
parable; but this is rarely, if at all, found in
Palestine, and is not an herb, but a tree. The only
claim is, that it is called in India kharjal, while
khardal is the Arabic for mustard (see Royle,
Journ. Asiatic Soc. 1844, No. xv., and Lambert,
Trans. Linn. Soc. χ vii. 449).

To the miraculous food by which the Israelites
were fed, the name Manna is given. This has been
supposed to be the gummy exudation of the Tamarix
mannifera, a shrub which grows in the wilderness ;
but the whole description indicates that it was a
miraculous food.

III. TABOOS.—There are certain prohibitions
specially mentioned in the Pentateuch. One of
these, the kid in mother's milk, has been already
discussed. Blood is one of the most ancient of
these taboos, and in connexion with it all animals
which died of themselves or were killed other-
wise than by being bled, were forbidden. Any
such nbi;, nebeldh, or carcase, might be given to
strangers, or sold to foreigners, but was an abomi-
nation to the Jews (Dt 1421). The eater of it
was rendered unclean (Lv 1715 228). Likewise
that which was torn of beasts (Ex 2231), while it
might be eaten by the stranger, was not allowed to
the Israelite (Lv 1715). Hunting by dogs was
therefore not practised. The observance of this
taboo of ^as piggul, or abominable flesh, is
referred to in Ezk 414 and Ac ΙΟ14 {παν KOLVOV καΐ
άκάθαρτον), and it was one of the four ' necessary
things' prohibited to the Gentile converts by the
Jerusalem Council, Ac 1528 ('things strangled').
The eating of blood, which is one of the most ancient
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prohibitions (Gn 94) re-enacted in the Mosaic law in
which it is frequently repeated, had not only a
hygienic basis, but had reference probably to the
drink-offerings of blood which were parts of the
heathen rituals (Ps 164). It was thus a law of
demarcation, and in Lv 1926 eating with the blood
and auguries are bracketed together. The poison-
ous effects of bull's blood are referred to by several
authors ; Midas (Strabo, I. xi. § 21) and Psam-
menitus (Herodotus, iii. 15) are said to have been
killed by it.

The Fat of animals was also forbidden (Lv 730) as
food, and in the sacrificed victims this is called ' the
food of the burnt-offering' Lv 311. ' All the fat is
the Lord's' (v.16), see 1 S 216, 2 Ch 77, Gn 44. What
is specially referred to is the thick subcutaneous
layer, and that around the kidneys and other
viscera, as well as the fatty tails of the sheep. The
* fat things' of the promised spiritual feast in Is
256 as well as in Neh 810 are η^οψΏ mashmannim,
delicate things, not 2bn heleb, suet.

The Sinew that shrank (Gn 3232), which it was
the custom of the Jews to avoid, was a tribal taboo
although not specially interdicted by statute. It
is not known what part is particularized by the
name τ-ι gid, as the word is a general one, used of
the sinews of the whole body in the vision of dry
bones, Ezk 376. Some have supposed it to be the
great sciatic nerve at the back of the hip (Josephus,
Ant. I. xx. 2), but that is not situated in the
hollow of the thigh. This region, kaph hayyerek,
evidently means the groin, which was facing his
antagonist when Jacob was wrestling. There are
two sinews there which if cramped cause lame-
ness—one the tendon of thepsoas, which exactly fits
the description, but is very seldom cramped ; the
other, that of the adductor longus, is exceedingly
liable to cramp when the thigh is twisted, and this
causes agonizing pain and lameness, and would
effectually disable a wrestler. I have known it to
be severely strained in athletic exercises, causing
lameness for several weeks. Some Jews have re-
commended that the hind legs of animals should
not be eaten, lest by accident this sinew should be
partaken of by mistake. This was not the practice
in early times, for Samuel's cook set the thigh of
the animal before Saul as the piece of honour (1 S
924. AV and RVm tr. pitf here ' shoulder'). See
Tract Chullin, 7.

Swine, forbidden as food to the Jews, were eaten
by the surrounding peoples in general. The
Egyptians also considered the pig unclean (Herod,
ii. 47), for a reason the Greek author forbears to
mention, but which we learn from the Book of the
Dead, as the demon Set once appeared in the form of
a pig. Hence they are never represented in the older
monuments, but appear in those of the New Empire
(Wilkinson, ii. 100). The foul habits and coarse
feeding of swine, their supposed liability to glan-
dular disease [which has given us the Latin name
of such swellings' scrofula'(Celsus, v. xxviii. 7), and
its Greek equivalent χοφάς (Hippoc. Aph. 1248)],
and the notion that leprosy followed the eating of
swine's flesh, contributed to this dislike. After the
Captivity, however, especially under Syrian and
Roman aomination, the keeping of swine was prac-
tised for commercial purposes if not for food, hence
our Lord's references Mt 76, Lk 1515, Mt 830 (see
Thomson, i. 355 ff.). Swine's flesh is taboo to the
Mohammedan as well as to the Jew. For a detailed
consideration of this prohibition see Spencer, de
legibus Hebrceorum ritualibus, Cambridge, 1727, i.
p.' 131.

The Camel, which is eaten by the Bedawin, was
forbidden by the Levitical code. It is coarse and
rather dry meat. The milk, however, was used in
patriarchal times (see above). It was probably
camel's milk which Jael gave to Sisera.

The Hare (rarix), only mentioned as being unclean
because it is not cloven-footed, was common in the
hilly regions. In the North the commonest species
is Lepus Syriacus, in the South L. ^Egyptiacus, and
in the Arabah and Dead Sea district L. Sinaiticus.
It is said to chew the cud from its habit of sitting
in its form, but it is not a true ruminant. The
same is the case with the shaphan or coney, which
is the Hyrax Syriacus.

The oldest taboo is that of the fruit of the tree njnn
yni niiD * of the knowledge of good and evil.' Con-
jecture as to the actual tree meant is useless, but it
is worth noting that the banana was identified with
it by many mediaeval writers; see Brocard's Descript.
Terra Saiicta, xi. See also Celsius, Hierobot., in
which it is supposed to be the quince.

In the NT there is added the taboo of things
offered to idols (Ac 2126, 1 Co 81). The early ecclesi-
astics increased the stringency of the apostle's
ordinance, and by the Council of Ancyra (c. 7) it
was forbidden to a Christian to eat in any place
which was connected with idolatrous worship, even
if he brought his own food. On the other hand,
Gregory, in writing to Augustine {Ep. xi. 70),
recommends that the heathen sacrifices of oxen
should be allowed to be continued in the English
temples to accustom the people gradually to the
change of ritual, but that they should be made on
saints' days. For the tabooed vineyard on account
of mixed seeds see above; and for rabbinical
comments on taboos see Aboda Zara, especially
v. §9.

The Ass, though an unclean animal, was eaten
during periods of famine. In 2 Κ 625 it is said that
during the siege of Samaria a I'lcq-t̂ n rdsh-hamor,
or ass's head, was sold for about £10. It has been
supposed that this meant a measure of corn, but
this is unlikely. In periods of dearth, distinctions
of food are impracticable (Ezk 413); for parallels see
Plutarch {vit. Artax. Mnemon, i. 1023, and Xeno-
phon, Anab. i. § 5). Even human flesh was eaten in
such straits, see 2 Κ 629, La 410, Ezk 510.

IV. FOOD PREPAKATION.—In primitive times the
field, the flock, and the herd supplied all that was
needful to the family, who procured it directly when
wanted as in Gn 185; but with the growth of towns
and the consequent division of labour, food became
a matter of merchandise. It was so in time of
famine (Gn 424), or to those on journeys (Dt 26·28).
Markets or bazaars became established in the
towns (Jer 3721), and merchants and shopmen (1 Κ
1015) supplied the wants of the town-dwellers. We
read of such sellers of victual in Jerusalem (Neh 1315)
and Samaria (Jn 48). In this way, bread, water,
fruit, milk, and flesh are purveyed to the people of
the cities of the East.

Cookery was practised or supervised by the wife
(Gn 186), or by a slave (Gn 187). At set feasts there
was a cook employed (1S 923) who killed the animals,
and hence was called Π3Β tabbah, a word also applied
to soldiers or executioners (Jer 399). Some of these
were female cooks (1 S 813) who dressed the meats,
and differed from the msk or bakers, and the

i?! who were perfumers or spice mixers (1S81 3

AV and RV * confectionaries').
The animals were killed immediately before being

cooked (Gn 187, Lk 1523); the throat was cut and
the blood poured out in accordance with Lv 726

(see 1 S 1432ff·); they were then flayed (Mic 33) and
cut up into joints, except in the case of small
animals such as lambs, which were cooked whole
(Ex 1246). With larger animals the flesh was separ-
ated from the bones, and these broken when the
flesh was to be boiled (Mic 33). The doubtful
άττ. λεγ. πΐΤ3 is tr. in Job 1527 collops.

Boiling was the ordinary method of cooking,
hence hvy bashal, to boil, is used of cooking in
general (2 S 138). The vessels used for this purpose
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were pots or caldrons of different kinds, which are
called by six different names (see below). Some of
the sacrifices were boiled, having first been flayed,
the fat alone being burned (2 Ch 3513). This was
especially the case with the sacrificial feasts, peace-
offering, or hostia honorifica. In boiling, the caldron
was first partly filled with water, and the flesh put
in (Ezk 243); sometimes milk was used, as Burck-
hardt describes being done at the present day (i. 63),
and occasionally the bones were used to make the
fire burn briskly, as Ezekiel describes. When the
scum rises it is taken off (Ezk 246, but RV tr. ηφη
hel'ah, as ' the rust of the pot,' not scum, LXX los).
In Ezk 2410 AV tr. π',τιπ harkiah, ' spice it well,"
as if derived from npn to mix spices, but LXX has
it έλαττώθη 6 ξωμ6$, and RV renders it ' make thick
the broth.' Spicing, that is, mixing with savoury
or carminative herbs, was used to render meat
savoury (Gn 274), and such food was called * dainty
meat' (Pr 233"6 DjjipD mat am, but called man am in
Ps 1414). Salt was also added, and when boiled
the broth, pr\o mar ah (Is 654 KerS, but the Kethib has
parak, which means a stew or a mess of mincemeat
in broth), was served separately (Jg 619·20). In
modern Hebrew, soup is nj?."ji?"2 rakreketh. The
broth may be used as a sauce for meat (Burckhardt,
i. 63), or eaten with bread and butter (Gn 186).
Vegetables or rice or meal may be boiled in it or
eaten mixed with it. Vegetable food was also
boiled in water, with butter or with milk, to make
pottage (Gn 2529, 2 Κ 438), which was of the con-
sistence of thick Scotch broth or thin porridge.

Roasting was practised with small animals, such
as the paschal lamb, which was cooked whole (Ex
1246) over an open fire (Ex 128, 2 Ch 3513), which
was of wood (Is 4416). Animals taken in the chase
were also roasted ftiri harak, Pr 1227). Or the meat
was baked in an oven, which may have been sunk
in the ground (see BREAD). The paschal lamb was
flayed before being roasted (2 Ch 3511). Eli's sons
(1 S 212ff·) sinned in that they took part of the flesh,
which should have been boiled, and roasted it.
They also seem not to have been content with the
priestly share, which was ultimately fixed as the
breast of the peace-offering and the right shoulder
(Lv 731"32). The only method of cooking fish men-
tioned in the Bible is broiling (OTTTOS, Lk 2442, see
Jn 219) on the coals. In the Gizeh Museum there
is a representation of shepherds broiling fish over
the fire, and wiping the ashes from them with little
bundles of straw (see Perrot-Chipiez, Hist, de Γ Art
dans Vantiquita, i.).

V. VESSELS used in the conveyance and cooking
of food. There were several kinds of basket (see
BASKET). The pots were of six kinds : 1. rp sir,
LXX λέβης, called in Jer I1 3 a sir ndphuah or boiling
caldron. Of this kind were the flesh-pots of Egypt
(Ex 163) and the great pot used by the sons of the
prophets (2 Κ 438), as well as the caldron of EzekiePs
visions (II 3 · 7 246), and of Zechariah (1420·21). In the
list of temple furniture this word is tr. 'pot ' in
1 Κ 745 and ' pan' in Ex 273, in which cases it was a
brazen vessel for ashes, not for boiling. It is trd

'washpot' in Ps 608 and 'caldrons' in Jer 5218(RV
pots). 2. τπ dud, usually tr. basket (which see),
is the kettle of 1 S 214 and the caldron of 2 Ch 3513,
tr. X<?/3?7s by LXX in the latter case. 3. The pan of
1 S 214, 1 Κ 738, and 2 Ch 46 is iV? kiyyor, LXX λέβψ.
This word is variously tr. ' torch' (Zee 126, RV
'pan'), 'laver,' or washing vessel (Ex 3018 etc.),
and seems to have been a shallow, wide-mouthed
utensil. The D;T? of Lv II3 5, which like the tannur
or oven could be broken down, was probably, as AV
and RV render it in the text, a firehearth or range
for pots (RVm has 'stewpan'), perhaps of two
sides as the dual indicates, LXX χυτρόποδπ. 4. The
caldron of Mic 33 is nnVp kallahath, similarly tr.
in 1 S 214, LXX χύτρα, an earthenware vessel for

boiling. These were slightly glazed by means of
salt and litharge. This may be referred to in the
DTP or silver dross of Pr 26-3. 5. The pot of 1 S 214

is tnsparur, tr. 'pan' in Nu II 8 (RV pots); in Jg 619

it was a pot for holding broth, LXX χυτρά. 6. The
pan of 2 Ch 3513 is nrh? zelahdh. This is the word
tr. « cruse ' in 2 Κ 220, and'' dish' in 2 Κ 2113 and
Pr 1924 (AV tr. it here ' bosom ' as LXX κδλποή.

The caldron of AV Job 4120 is properly translated
' rushes' in RV The figure being that leviathan's
snortings make the pool in which he swims to boil
like a caldron and the reeds to seem as if on fire.

The ibp or flesh hook was a brazen fork (Ex
273), which had three teeth (1 S 213). The hooks of
Ezk 4043 for hanging up the slaughtered carcases of
the offered animals are called wnsy shephattaim.

The firepan or chafing dish of 2K25 1 5 Π^Ώ
mahtdh was used for carrying burning coals.
These vessels were of gold in the first temple.

The dishes or trays or other vessels in which
food and drink were served are known by various
names. Pottage was eaten out of the pot in which
it was boiled (2K440). Thomson describes the
Bedawin sitting around a large saucepan and
doubling their bread spoon-fashion to eat their
lentil pottage (i. 253). Many of the vessels named
were employed only in the temple service.

VDIJK 'agartdl, LXX ψνκτήρ, Vulg. phiala, only
used in Ezr I 9 and tr. ' charger,' was a gold bowl or
basin, said by Ibn Ezra to be the same as that
called mizrdk.

fax 'aggan, LXX κρατήρ, used in Ex 246 for a
wash-vessel or basin for sacrificial blood, made of
gold, silver, or brass. Its plural is tr. cups in Is
22s4; see also Ca 72.

TJIDN yasuk, an oil vessel 2 Κ 42 tr. 'pot,' after
Kimchi, but more probably a flask or bottle.

Tanx 'argdz, a coffer or box, which could be slung
to the side of a cart, such as that in which the
votive offerings of the Philistines were sent (1 S 611).

paj?3 bakhuk, a wide-mouthed bottle or cruse for
carrying honey (1 Κ 143). It was of earthenware,
and so was easily broken (Jer 191·10); LXX renders
it /3t/cos, which is the name given by Herodotus to
the Babylonian casks of palm wine (i. 194).
Athenoeus uses it for a drinking vessel (784 D).
In Maltese a large vessel of this kind is called
bakbyka.

y'53 gdbia, wine bowls (as Jer 355, LXX κεράμων),
of earthenware, from which wine was poured into
goblets. A silver cup used for drinking and
divination Gn 442; LXX κόνδυ, said to be a Persian
word. It is used for the pots of wine out of which
Jeremiah filled the Msoth for the Rechabites, Jer
355.

rta gidldh, LXX στρεπτον άνθέμιον, a round vessel
for Holding oil in a lamp Zee 43, the golden cruse of
Ec 126, used also for the rounded bowls above the
capitals of the temple-pillars in 1 Κ 741 and 2 Ch
412. i3? p0SSil)]y volutes such as those shown on the
tablet of Samas in the Brit. Museum.

13 had, a pail or barrel to hold meal 1 Κ 1714, or
water 1 Κ 1833. This name is given to Rebekah's
pitcher Gn 2414·15ff·, and to Gideon's men's pitchers
Jg 716; see also Ec 126.

^3 Mli, a vessel in general, of gold and silver
Gn '2453, or of clay Lv II 3 3, apparently so called
irrespective of shape, used for the vessels of the
temple Is 52", Ezr V, Nu 415.

Db Ms, a wine cup as in Gn 4011·13·21. Pharaoh's
wine chalice, the cup which passed around the
circle at a meal 2 S 123. See also Pr 2331, used
metaphorically Ps II 6 11613, Is 5117"22, Hab 216 etc.

"i3 and np "were vessels of measurement, the
former about 8 bushels, the latter about 4 pints.
nxp, also a measure, nearly equals the English peck,
anil is a little greater than the μόδως or ' bushel' of
Mt 515. See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
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"us? kephor, a deep cup or chalice as 1 Ch 2817,
Ezr I10, and 827, probably a cup with a cover.

τ\^ηρ mahabath, a flat plate (?) for frying or baking
bread Lv 614 79, 1 Ch 2329, Ezk 43. See BKEAD.

nj-ips mahtdh, a firepan 2 Κ 2515, or an incense
bowl Lv 1612, a coalpan Ex 273 2538, LXX irvpeiov.

n;|pJD menakkiyah, a sacrificial dish Ex 2529 3716,
Nu 4P, Jer 5219, probably a libation vessel.

npio medokah, a mortar in which e.g. the manna
was beaten before being baked Nu II 8.

Pip a bowl; of these Hiram made a hundred
2 Ch 48, 1 Κ 745·46. See Ex 2529, 1 Ch 2814·17, Nu
713, Zee 915. For the numbers of these φίάλαι and
σπονδεΐα see Jos. Ant. VIII. iii. 7, 8. It is a sacri-
ficial bowl for dashing (pij) the blood in a volume
against the altar (see Driver's note on Am 66).

ι& nod, a skin bottle, see above under Wine.
hx nebel, a skin of wine 1 S I2 4 103, 2 S 161; this

word is also used for an earthen vessel as in Is 22"24

3014. It is also the name of a musical instrument,
a lute (RV) or psaltery or viol Is 512.

ηρ saph, a basin or bowl for blood Ex 1222,
Jer 5219, for wine Is 5117, Zee 122.

bzu sephel, a bowl Jg 525 638; LXX λεκάνη; also
in 1 Κ 750 and 2 Κ 1213.

η? pak, a vial or flask of oil 1 S 101, 2 Κ 91"3;
LXX φακός, probably the same as the bakbuk.

nnB2 zappahath, a water bottle 1 S 2612, 1 Κ 196,
or an oil bottle 1 Κ 1712; an oryballus or round
vessel with a narrow neck, see Thomson, ii. 21.
See 2 Κ 91"3 for box of ointment.

nnb'S zelahdh, a dish or bowl in which sacrifices
were boiled as in 2 Ch 3513, or a flat saucer for salt
2 Κ 220 2113, Pr 1924 2615.

n:^? zinzeneth, in Ex 1633, was the pot in which
the"manna was laid up, a vase or jar according to
Abu'l Walid and Saadya.

Άλάβαστρον of Mt 267 was a vessel made of satin
spar or Oriental alabaster, which is a variegated
kind of marble of calcium carbonate, not the gypsum
or calcium sulphate now called alabaster. Vessels
of this kind are described by Theophrastus {de
Odoribus, 41) and by Pliny (ix. 56) as elongated
or pear-shaped with fairly narrow necks. Some
alabastra were made of glass, gold (Plutarch,
Vit. Alex.), or earthenware (Epiphanius, de men-
suris et ponderibus, xxiv. 182).

ΙΙίναξ, the charger in which the Baptist's head
was sent (Mt 148· n ) , was a flat dish. Finn refers to
a case in which some Bedawin sent the head of an
enemy on a dish on the top of a pillau of rice (p. 35).
The παροψί* of Mt 2325 was a smaller dish on which
dainty food was served.

Of other NT vessels, ποτήρων is the drinking
cup of Mk 74, and that used at the Last Supper
Mk 1423 etc. ζέστης in Mk 74 is a Latinism, a cor-
ruption of sextarius, a pint measure. The word is
used by Sicilian writers, χαλκών in the same
passage is a copper or bronze vessel of any shape.
ύδρίαι λίθίναι at the feast at Cana (Jn 26) were stone
pitchers of considerable capacity. Early figures
of these from sarcophagi and from the well-known
ivory plaque in Ravenna are published by Bottari
and Bandini, and an ancient hydria is shown as
one of these in the Ch. of St. Ursula in Cologne;
for others see Didron, Annales Archool. xiii. 2.

VI. The usual MEALS in ordinary life were two—
a mid-day meal or dinner, and an evening meal or
supper, which was the more important. Break-
fast was, and still is, an informal repast. That
in Jn 2113 was a meal after a night of toil, so
* dine' in AV is replaced in RV by ' break your
fast' (άριστήσατε). The meal at the Pharisee's
house in Lk 11s7 is also, as in RVm, a breakfast or
early meal. Peter, defending the apostles, points
out that they could not be drunken, as it was only
9 o'clock in the morning (Ac 215). Early drinking
of wine at such a time was a sign of degradation

; in the morning is deprecated as
Ec 101(i) and out of due season.

(Is 511), and eating
culpable luxury (I

It is still the custom in the East to make the
morning repast a very slight one—a cup of milk, a
piece of butter. Robinson describes melted butter
(semen), or oil poured over bread, as a breakfast dish
(ii. 70), or cakes baked on the ashes and broken
up and mixed with butter in a dish (ii. 18). The
morning meal of the Bedawi is about 9 or 10
o'clock (Burckhardt, Notes, i. 69). Drummond
notices how his negro bearers in tropical Africa
rose from sleep and began their day's work without
food {Tropical Africa, p. 100).

The mid-day meal or dinner in Egypt was at
noon (Gn 4316), and probably was at the same time
in Palestine (Ru 214). Abstinence from this is
called fasting (Jg 2026, 1 S 1424, 2 S I12 335). From
these passages it is evident that the people were
accustomed to * eat bread' at mid-day. God pro-
mised to Israel bread in the morning and flesh in
the evening (Ex 1612). This early meal is the
άριστον of Lk 1412. St. Peter's intended meal,
interrupted by Cornelius' messengers, was at
12 o'clock. This meal took some time to prepare,
so the good housewife began to make ready this ph
while it was yet night (Pr 3115). The meal is called
πζηκ 'aruhah, as in Jer 405 5234, 2 Κ 2530, and Pr 1517.
The noon meal is described in Lane's Modern
Egyptians, p. 156 ff. (Gardner's ed.). It sometimes
was a period of excess (1 Κ 2016).

The supper after the day's work is done (Ru 37)
is, and was, the more important meal (see Burck-
hardt's Notes, i. 69), and the one at which flesh
meat was more commonly used. At these meals
the whole family was gathered together. Accord-
ing to Josephus, the law required dinner to be at
the sixth hour on the Sabbath day (Life, 54), i.e.
at 12 o'clock ; but in § 44 he speaks of feasting with
his friends at the second hour of the night = 8 p.m.
See also BJ I. xvii. 4, and the great supper of
Lk I415ff-

In the patriarchal days they seem to have sat
on the ground as they do at present. Abraham's
guests probably thus sat while he stood and served
(Gn 188). Jacob says to his father' sit and eat of my
venison,' but that was probably because the blind
old man was recumbent (Gn 2719). Jacob's sons
also sat down to eat (Gn 3725), as the Egyptian
shepherds are represented in a painting from
Sakkarah, now in the Gizeh Museum. The Levite
and his concubine sat down to eat (Jg 196). Saul
also sat at meat (1 S 205·24), as did Samuel when
he brought Saul to feast with him (1 S 922), and
Jesse and his family (1 S 1611). The old prophet
and his guest likewise took the forbidden meal
sitting at a table (1 Κ 1320). Sitting at meat is
mentioned in Pr 231, Jer 168, Ezk 443. Sitting,
however, might have in some of these cases meant
reclining, for Oholibah is described as sitting on
a stately bed with a table prepared before it
(Ezk 2341), and the guests at Esther's banquet
reclined on couches (Est 78). The table is also
mentioned in Ps 235. Sitting on the ground was,
however, regarded as a sign of humiliation and
abasement in prophetic times, as in Is 326 471 522,
Jer 1318 RVm, La 210, Ezk 2616.

In NT times the usual attitude was reclining
and resting on the left elbow; as at the supper
described in Jn 1323, John reclined in front of oui
Lord, and so when he leant back to speak to Him
John's head was on Jesus' breast. It has been sup-
posed from these expressions that the patriarchal
custom changed, and that the practice of sitting
as the Egyptians did was adopted by early Israel,
the fashion changing in later time into the Grseco-
Roman custom of reclining on a couch with a
cushion for the left elbow, and the right arm free;
but it is probable that these changes were slight,



and that the phrase sitting at meat does not
specify a posture such as that to which we give the
name. Thus our Lord uses the phrase of the
attitude in His own time (Lk 148 17* 2227), and the
multitude whom He miraculously fed sat down on
the ground (Jn 610). Of the tables, we have pre-
served a figure in the shewbread table on the Arch
of Titus. They must have been high enough in
the days of Adonibezek for the 70 captive kings to
sit on a lower level (Jg I 7 ); but the same phrase is
used in NT times of the crumbs falling to the dogs
under the table (Mt 1527, Mk 728), and Lazarus is
said to have sat at table at the feast (Jn 122).
The couches or mattresses on which the eaters sat
or reclined are never mentioned except in the cases
given above, and the stool in the prophet's chamber
is the only material seat specilied in the OT, except
royal thrones. At ordinary meals it is probable
that the family squatted around the dish, out of
which they all helped themselves, even as is done
at the present day by the Bedawin. For an account
of the ancient tables see Athemeus, Deipnosophistce,
especially ii. 32. The costly couches for reclining,
with ivory corners, are mentioned in Am 312 and
64. Homer refers to sitting at food, II. x. 578 ;
Odyss. i. 145.

The food at an ordinary meal at present consists
of messes of lentile-pottage {in ndzid) eaten with
bread or wooden spoons (Robinson, ii. 86 ; Gn 2534).
Sometimes this is thickened with vegetables, or
pillaus of rice with or without meat, thin sheets
of bread serving for plates, and used to sop up the
gravy (Finn, 24). Sometimes bread, cheese, olives,
and leben make up the repast (Finn, 272). Doughty
describes an Arab meal in which the family
surrounded a vast trencher heaped with boiled
mutton 'and great store of girdle bread.' Pieces
torn off with the hand from the meat were lapped
in the thin cakes of bread and handed to those
who could not reach the dish (i. 46). Robinson saw,
likewise, the guests surrounding a circular tray on
which was a mountain of pillau of rice boiled with
butter, and small pieces of meat strewed through
it. Other dishes used are sausages stuffed with
rice and chopped meat. Burckhardt gives a graphic
account of the discomforts of such a feast to one
unaccustomed to Eastern habits, Notes, i. 63. The
poorer classes of Bedawin live chiefly on bread,
eaten with raw leeks or radishes for flavouring,
which is the * dinner of herbs' (Pr 1517; see Ro 142,
Dn I12). For such a meal the son of the prophets
went out to collect the 'ordth or herbs (2 Κ 439).
The Bedawi meal described in Ezk 255 consisted of
bread, dates, and milk. For an ordinary meal
there is generally one dish, so that the member of
the family who cooks, when it is brought in, has
no further work. Hence our Lord's remonstrance
with Martha, that one dish alone was needful
(Lk 1042). It was the duty of the cook to bring in
the dishes when prepared (1 S 923), and that of the
head of the family to distribute the portions
(1 S I5), whose size might be varied according to
his affection for the members of the circle. So
Joseph gave Benjamin a fivefold mess, and Elkanah
gave Hannah a double portion (but LXX says that
he gave her only μερίδα μίαν, ' a single portion,'
because she had no child). Very often, however,
the circle help themselves when they can reach the
dish, and as the meat has been cut up before being
cooked it does not need any carving. At the
present day the Mussulmans drink water or milk
or leben with their meals, but probably in earlier
times wine was used as a drink. In ancient times
barley or polenta was used as rice is now, and the
pillau was the ήλφιτωμενα κρέα of the classics (see
Gruner, de Primit. Oblatione). The food carried
on journeys consisted of bread, cakes of figs or
raisins, parched corn, and water. The good

Samaritan carried also wine and oil. Dough ia
sometimes carried tied in a wallet or cloth (see
Doughty, i. 231).

VII. FEASTS, or special meals, were provided
on particular occasions, and are frequently men-
tioned. These were of various kinds—(1) Feasts of
hospitality for the entertainment of strangers
(Gn 182ff·). These might be at any time—Abra-
ham's was at the heat of the day, Lot's (Gn 191"3)
was in the evening. For such feasts at the present
day see Burckhardt, Robinson, Doughty, etc.
(2) Entertainments of friends specially invited
(Lk 1416 and many other passages). These were
usually evening feasts. (3) Religious or sacrificial
feasts, non-Jewish or Jewish, ' eating bread before
God' (Ex 1812), eating of sacrifices (Ex 3415 2932,
Lv 195·6, Nu 2912ff·, Dt 127 276·7, 1 S 913, 2 S 619,
1 Κ Ρ 315, Zeph I 7 ); also at the offering of tithes (Dt
1426). Closely allied were (4) anniversary feasts,
such as Passover (Ex 1214), Purim (Est 922), and the
Lord's Supper. (5) Celebrations of the completion
of a great work, such as the building of the temple
(2 Ch 78), the carrying home of the ark (2 S 619),
a great deliverance {Jg 1623), or the ratification of
a treaty (Gn 2630 and 3154). (6) At the beginning
of a great work or laying a foundation. A refer-
ence to such a feast is in Pr 91"5. (7) Harvest-
homes (Ex 2316), sheepshearing (1 S 2536, 2 S 132S),
vintage (Jg 927), and other agricultural events,
were likewise the occasions of feasting. (8)
Family events were celebrated by feasts of
relatives and friends: circumcision (Lk 258"59),
weaning (Gn 218), marriage (Jn 21, Gn 2922, To
819, Jg 1410, Mt 222), the return of a wandering
member (Lk 1523), funerals (2 S 335, Jer 167, Hos 94,
To 417). Birthday feasts were not common among
Jews, some of whom thought them profane (Light-
foot, Iselius), probably because other nations, such
as the Persians, honoured them so conspicuously
(see Herod, i. 133). Birthday feasts are mentioned
in Gn 4020, Job I4, Mt 146"9). Among modern Jews
the circumcision feast is an important occasion (see
CIRCUMCISION).

Any such feast was called nnyD mishtch, the
primary meaning of which is a banquet of wine,
such as that given by queen Esther (Est 56 77).
Abraham's feast at Isaac's weaning is called a
mishteh gadol, or great drinking. Job feared lest
his sons should be led into excess at their periodic
feasts (I5) Such drinking feasts are specially
mentioned in 1 S 2536, 2 S 1328, Dn 51, and reprobated
by the prophets Amos (66) and Isaiah (511). In
the NT κώμοι are spoken of in Ro 1313, Gal 521,
and 1 Ρ 43. The feast in 2 Κ 623 is named rnt3
kerdh, perhaps because the prisoner guests sat in
a ring (cf. nb3 in 1 S 1611).

For these banquets the food animals were slain
early in the day (Is 2213, Pr 92, Mt 224), and a
second invitation sent to remind just before the
feast (Est 614,, Pr 93, Mt 223). The guests on arrival
were sometimes welcomed with a kiss (To 76, Lk
745; see Goezius, de Osculo, in Ugolini, xxx.), and
provided with water to wash their hands, as they
put their hands in the common dish (Mk 73; see
Odyss. i. 136). These washings were made burden-
some by traditional rituals (Mk 72"13). When the
visitors came from a distance they were supplied
with water to wash their feet. So Abraham did
for the angels at their noontide feast (Gn 184), and
Lot for their evening feast (Gn 192). So the old
man at Gibeah did for the Levite and his concu-
bine (Jg 1921). See our Lord's rebuke to Simon
(Lk 744), His own practice (Jn 134), and apostolic
reference (1 Ti 510). The anointing of guests is
referred to in Ps 235, Am 66, Lk 738, Jn 123 (see
ANOINTING; and in addition to the literature
quoted there, see Weymar, de Unctione Sacra
Heb.j in Ugolini, xii.; Reinerus and Verwey, de
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Unctionibiis, and Graberg, de unctione Christi in
Bethania, in Ugolini, xxx.). The crowning of
guests with garlands is mentioned in Is 281, Wis
28, Jos. Ant. XIX. ix. 1. See Plutarch, Symp.
ill. i. 3, and Martial, x. 19. After these pre-
liminaries they sat down, males and females
together (Ru 214, 1 S I4, Job I4, Lk 1040); and grace
was said in Jewish feasts (Mt 1419, Lk 916, Jn 611).
The guests were arranged in order of rank (Gn
4333, I S 922 20-5, Lk 148, Mk 1239, Jos. Ant. XV.
ii. 4), the highest occupying the ' chief room,'
the seat on the protoklisia. In Assyr. feasts they
are represented as sitting (Layard, Nineveh,ii. 411).
For Jewish practice see above. According to the
Tosaphoth to Berachoth, vi., each guest had a
separate table, but Pr 231 speaks of sitting at meat
with the host; and David says that he sat at table
with Saul (1 S 205). The food was distributed
either by the cook or by the head of the house
(2 S 619, Gn 4324), and the most honoured guest
received the largest portion (Gn 433 4; see Herod,
vi. 57), or else the tit-bit (1 S 924). To guests who
could not come, presents of food were sometimes
sent (2 S II 8, Neh 810, Est 919-22).

At a feast in NT times the guests reclined on a
tricliniu?n,th.e couches being arranged on three sides
of a square, the fourth side being open for serving,
and strangers might stand around on the outer
side (see Rashi, ad Berachoth, 46δ. 16 ; Pesachim,
vii. 13). A wine cup was passed round con-
taining wine mixed with three parts of water
{Shabbath, viii. 1); to this there are many meta-
phorical allusions in which the cup in the hand of
the Lord is spoken of (Ps 758, Jer 2515; see Buxtorf,
Synagog. Jud. xii. 242, and Werner, de Poculo
Benedictionis). The guests were entertained with
music (2 S 1935, Is 512, Am 64·5, Lk 1525; see
Maimonides, de Jejuniis, 5), dancing (Mt 146), and
riddles (Jg 1412). After the feast the hands were
washed, as they were soiled by eating. Finn saw
a guest taking handfuls of buttered rice from the
dish, out of which he squeezed the butter between
his fingers and licked it as it flowed down {Byeways,
171; Burckhardt, Notes, i. 63). Grace was said at
the close of the meal (Dt 810, Ro 146; see Berachoth,
vi. § 8). Wedding feasts were given by the bride-
groom (Jg 1410), but the arrangements were carried
out under the direction of a symposiarch or ruler
of the feast, and they sometimes lasted seven days
(Jn 29, To 7 8; see Selden, de Uxor. Heb. ii. 11).
Wedding garments given to guests are mentioned
in Mt 2211.

The giver of the feast sometimes marked dis-
tinguished guests by giving them a sop of bread
held between the thumb and finger. Α ψωμίον of
this kind dipped in the haroseth was given by our
Lord to Judas. Sops are used to catch and convey
pieces of meat (Lane, i. 193; Burckhardt, i. 63). In
Proverbs the laziness of the sluggard is said to be
such that he will not even lift up a sop (1924 2615).

For metaphorical allusions to feasts see Is 256;
the feast of angels at the finishing of creation is
referred to in Job 387. For Jewish feasts in
general see Buxtorf, de conviviis vet. Hebrceorum.

LITERATURE. — For food-stuffs see Bochart, Hierozoicon,
Frankf. 1675 ; Tristram, Nat. Hist, of Palestine; Post, Flora of
Palestine; Erman, Life in Ancient Egypt, 1894 ; Celsius, Hierobo-
tanicon, Amst. 1748; Hiller, Hierophyton, Tubingen, 1723; Rosen-
miiller, Botany of the Bible, Edinburgh, 1840. For customs,
Burckhardt, Reisen in Syrien, Palastina, etc. (ed. Gesenius),
Weimar, 1823, the same writer's Notes on the Bedouins and
Wahabys, Lond. 1830, and his Travels in Arabia, Lond. 1829;
Robinson, BRP (3 vols. 1867) ; Thomson, Land and Book (3 vols.
1881-86); Doughty, Arabia JDeserta (2 vols. 1888); Finn, Byeways
in Palestine. Talmudic quotations in the above article are from
Surenhusius (Amsterdam edition). A . MACALISTER.

FOOL.—A.lxOT. Thewordstrdby 'fool,' 'folly,'
* foolishness/ are the following: 1. S52, nhi} (opp.
D?r? in Dt 326, see Driver, ad loc, and on 222i 321 5·d).

2. H ? , ^DS, rop?, n-î p?, ^ D , VDD, n?S?p (the root
VD3 means possibly * to be thick, plump, sluggish ').
3. *?η̂ , ι!?ηχ, η^κ (root-conception possibly the same
as in the preceding). 4. 9?ino, ni^in, nWin (from
a root suggesting the idea of wild frantic folly).
5. ^55, rha$ (from a root * to be insipid'), only in
Job I 2 2 241'3, Jer 2313. 6. nb?n (supposed by Dillm. to
be connected with Eth. tahala, ' to err'), Job 418.

All these terms denote something distinct from
imbecility on the one hand and insanity on the
other hand. I t is in the forms under 4 only that
the notions of 'folly5 and 'madness' come together
(cf. Job 1217, Is 4425 with 1 S 2113, Jer 2516). As a
rule, different words (derivatives from χιψ) are used
for 'madman' and 'madness.' The OT idea of
' folly ' can be best understood from the antithesis
it forms to ' wisdom.' Wisdom is not a theoretical
or abstractly scientific apprehension of things, but
such a practical immediate insight into their
reality and manner of action as enables one to use
them to advantage. Correspondingly, a fool is not
one who is deficient in the power of logical thought,
but one who lacks the natural discernment and
tact required for success in life. Both wisdom and
folly are teleological conceptions, and rest on the
principle of adjustment to a higher law for some
practical purpose. This general idea is, however,
applied with considerable variety as to particular
shades of meaning.

(a) In the widest sense folly is lack of common-
sense in ordinary affairs (Gn 3128, 1 S 2525 [V21, n^fl,
2621 |>??n], 2 S Ϊ53 1 [>3P]). Here the element of an-
reasonableness and inexpediency is most prominent.

(δ) A moral and religious element enters into the
conception where it expresses flagrantly sinful
conduct such as offends against the fundamental
principles of natural law and usage. In this sense
fools are great sinners—impious, reprobate people.
But the original idea is retained in so far as the
thought of sudden divine retribution lies in the
background, it being considered the height of folly,
by violating the elementary rules of religion and
morality, to expose one's self to the untimely end
which frequently befalls the fool (Jos 715, 2 S 3 s 3

(cf. Driver, in loco), Job 210 308 5 2 · 3 [all ^ , n ^
Ps 10717 [*ng]). A profounder and more spiritu
ized turn is given to this idea in some of the psalms,
where it is applied to sin as such (Ps 385 695 [n^.x],
cf. 2 S 2410 [>3P2]). This whole usage, with" "its
identification of what is sensible and right, be-
speaks a high development of the popular moral
sense in Israel.

(c) A special usage connected with the foregoing
characterizes as folly sexual sins of various kinds
(Gn 3f, Dt 2221, Jg 192 2·2 3·2 4 206·10, Jer 2923). The
standing phrase is 'folly in Israel,' 'which ought
not to be done,' the implication being that such
offences go against all reason in undermining the
foundations of society as well as destroying the
holiness of Israel, h^i and nbni are regularly used
in this meaning; a synonym is ΠΘΤ ' lewdness';
cf. further the sense of nhnj in Hos 212, and of the
verb in passages like Jer 1421, Mic 76, Nah 36 ;
further, nbn) in Job 428.

(d) Inasmuch as in the Mosaic law a special norm
has been given for the wise guidance of Israel's
life, disregard of this law is equivalent to foolish-
ness. Apostate Israel is ' a foolish (hii) people
and unwise' (Dt 326); the Gentiles, not possessed of
such a revelation, are ' a foolish nation,' ' a no-
people' (Dt 32»; cf. Dt 46, Jer 422 [^D]). The
heathen diviners stand revealed as fools when the
divinely-guided course of history foretold to Israel
mocks their prognostications (Is 1911·13 4425, Ezk 133).
Especially the higher classes among Israel might be
expected to have profited by this wisdom (Jer 54).

(e) A more specialized meaning is assumed by the
term ' fool' in the so-called IJokhma-literature of



the OT (Job, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and some psalms
and prophetic passages). Here also foolishness is
the opposite of wisdom. But wisdom has developed,
out of the unreflecting instinctive gift of seeing
right and doing right, into the conscious art of
successfully ordering the whole of individual life
and conduct in harmony with the teleological
principles of the divine government of the world,
especially as embodied in the revealed law. Hence
wisdom and folly are here introduced as personi-
fications ; and the divine wisdom, as the arche-
typal source of every teleological arrangement,
is distinguished from human wisdom. Wisdom in
this sense is 'practical virtuosity in the entire
domain of ethics' (Riehm); it is equivalent to
methodically applied religion and morality, as
appears from the frequent interchange between it
and the terms denoting piety and righteousness.
Folly, as its contrast, is presented under two aspects,
being either confined to a simple disregard of the
rules of wisdom, or proceeding to open denial of the
principle of divine government on which these
rules are based. In the former character the fool
is elaborately depicted in Proverbs. While wisdom
consists primarily in circumspect behaviour, self-
control, self-restraint, and teachableness, the fool
is he who lets his undisciplined nature have free
play—the self-reliant, self-pleased, arrogant, indo-
cile, hasty with words, contentious, envious, quick
to anger, intemperate, credulous, sluggish, given
to pursuit of vain things, unable to conceal his
own folly and shame. As easily seduced, he is
called vi? ' simple,' as unreceptive of instruction
either by counsel or experience V'pp, as by nature
stupid -yj3, as insensible to the claims of God or
man hii; cf. the definition of hni in Is 326 (in Pr
h# occurs only 177·21 3022, ^i« 191., H ? 491.).

Folly, in the most advanced sense of a systema-
tically conceived and applied theory of life opposed
to that of wisdom, is equivalent to practical atheism.
The fool C?̂ ) is he who has said in his heart,
' There is no God ' ,· by which, not a theoretical
denial of the divine existence, but a practical
negation of God's moral government is meant
(Ps 141 531 398, Is 917). Synonymous with h% in
this meaning is yh * mocker.'

B. IN NT. Analogies for most of the above
meanings may be found in NT, usually with a some-
what larger admixture of the intellectual element.

{a) Foolishness appears as the lack of common-
sense perception of the reality of things natural
and spiritual, or as the imprudent ordering of
one's life in regard to salvation ; Άφρων, μωρό*,
ανόητος (Mt 726 2317 252ff·, Lk II 4 0 1220 2425, Gal 31· 8).

{b) The OT V52 as a moral reprobate reappears
in the μωρέ of Mt 522, a term of opprobrium dis-
tinguished by its ethical import from the Aramaic
'Ρακά, occurring in the same verse and expressing
merely intellectual imbecility.

(c) Of the natural foolishness belonging to the
heathen mind, the only remedy for which lies in
the wisdom supplied by revelation, we read in Ro
220, Tit 33. The counterpart of the OT idea of
the law as an institution for the wise guidance
of Israel is furnished by St. Paul, who represents
the gospel as a teleological arrangement in which
the highest wisdom is manifested and recognized
by the believer (Ro II33). Inasmuch, however, as
the Gentile mind sustains a radically wrong re-
lation to the moral world, it fails to see this
marvellous adaptation and decries the gospel as
foolishness. Even the converted Greek is under
temptation to justify its reasonableness from the
worldly point of view by such a presentation as will
materially alter its character. Hence the sharp
antithesis, 1 Co I21"25 214 318"23 410, the wisdom of the
world is foolishness to God, the foolishness of
Christ crucified is the wisdom of God.

(d) In Ro 1619, Eph 51 5·1 7 we are reminded oi
the IJokhma usage. The fool under whose mask
St. Paul speaks 2 Co ll16ff· corresponds in a formal
sense to the boasting fool of Proverbs.

LITERATURE.—Bruch, Weisheitslehre der Hebrder; Oheyne,
Job and Solomon; Oremer, Woi'terb. der NT Gr., s.vv. <ro<pot%
οΌφίκ; Delitzsch, Proverbs (Introduction); Kuyper, Encycl.
ii. 65-71; Oehler, Theol. of OT, part iii. ; Riehm, Alttest.
Theologie, 350-359 ; Siegfried, Philo von Alexandrien ; Smend,
Lehrb. der alttest. Religionsgeschichte, 508-525.

GEERHARDUS VOS.
FOOLERY.—Sir 2213 'Talk not much with a

fool . . . and thou shalt never be defiled with his
fooleries' (ου μτ} μο\ννθτ)$ 4ν τφ έντινατγμφ αύτοΰ BS,
-7/*art A ; RV ' thou shalt not be defiled in his
onslaught'). The form in Α, έντίνα*/μα, is found in
Aq. at Is 282 322, and in Symm. Theod. at Is 282 ;
neither form elsewhere in Greek. The verb from
which the subst. is derived, ένπνάσσω, is used in
LXX, 1 Mac 236 and 2 Mac 441 of casting stones, and
in 2 Mac II 1 1 of charging an enemy. It is probably
with the last passage in mind that RV renders
Onslaught.' Edersheim {Speaker's Com.) prefers
the more etymological trn ' that which he throws
out,' but understands that either saliva is meant
literally, or that it is used figuratively for foolish
words; Bissell follows Fritzsche and Bunsen, and
renders slaver, 'which, of course, is used for low
and foolish words.' For the Eng. word, cf. Shaks.
Winter's Tale, ill. ii. 185—

' Thy tyranny-
Together working with thy jealousies,—
Fancies too weak for boys, too green and idle
For girls of nine,—O, think, what they have done,
And then ran mad, indeed ; stark mad ! for all
Thy bygone fooleries were but spices of it.'

J. HASTINGS.
FOOT (Van, πους).—There are various ideas con-

nected with the foot due to its position as the
lowest part of the human body.

1. Subjection, Jos 1024, 2 S 22*» Is 4923,1 Co 1525·27.
The foot on the neck is seen on the Egyptian
monuments. The promise made to Joshua of
possessing every place that the sole of his foot
should tread upon, is literally claimed and acted
upon by Islam. The Sultan is the Shadow of God,
the token of the Almighty's presence and power;
military conquest is therefore a triumph of the
faith and an inalienable possession. After the war
with Greece in 1897, this article of belief created a
religious dilemma with regard to withdrawing from
conquered Thessaly.

2. Humility, as in the relationship of disciple
sitting at the feet of master (Dt 333, Lk 10s9, Ac 223),
and generally of inferior to superior in the act of
obeisance and worship (Nu 164, Ku 210, Ezk II 1 3,
Mt 1829, Rv 514 etc.). Such prostration forms part
of the ordinary Moslem devotions.

3. Defilement, Ex 35. Contact with the common
earth was considered defiling, and gave rise to the
Oriental rule about removing the shoe, and on
certain occasions washing the feet before entering
sacred places, such as buildings devoted to worship,
shrines, and in houses the carpeted rooms where
prayer is offered. Shaking the dust from the feet
is an easy and often-repeated act on the dusty
roads of the East. The shoe or slipper is not
usually removed, but the foot is held out and
shaken with the shoe hanging down from the toes,
until the dust falls out. It was a symbol of scorn-
ful and complete rejection (Mt 1014, Ac 1351). The
same thought is now more commonly expressed by
shaking the collar of the coat (cf. Ac 186).

The feet were put in stocks (Job 1327), fastened
with fetters (Ps 10518; see CHAIN). They were
also adorned with anklets (Is 318).

When the word of God is called a lamp to the
feet (Ps 119105), the reference is to village or town
life, with ditches, refuse, and dogs in the pathway.
A lantern was carried in the hand, or by a servant
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walking in front. Until recently, before the
streets began to be lit by lamps at distant intervals,
any one found walking at night without a lantern
was liable to be arrested as a thief. In the
journeys of the desert the direction is by the stars;
or where there is a path the horse or baggage
animal is trusted to keep it.

Washing the feet was rendered necessary by the
heat and dust of the road, and by the open sandals
or loose shoes that were worn. As an attention
rendered to a guest, both on account of the
humility of the service and the comfort to the
traveller, it belonged to the inner graces of hospi-
tality (Lk 738, Jn 135, 1 Ti 510).

For ' foot-breadth,' Dt 25, RV gives ' for the sole
of the f. to tread upon.' For * foot' of laver Ex 388

RV gives ' base' (]$). By the lex talionis (Ex 2124,
Dt 1921) ' foot for foot' was exacted. In Dt II 1 0 a
contrast is drawn between the climate and the
methods of cultivation characteristic of Palestine
and of Egypt. When Israel was in the last-named
country they ' sowed their seed and watered it with
the foot.,' The reference here appears to be to the
use of some machine by which water was raised and
distributed for irrigation purposes (see Lane, Modern
Egyptians, ed. 1871, ii. 25 if.), but the precise
method is doubtful (cf. the full and interesting note
in Driver's Dent. p. 129, and in 2nd ed. p. xxi).*

G. M. MACKIE.
FOOTMAN.—This word is used in two different

senses : 1. A foot-soldier, always in plu. 'footmen,'
foot-soldiers, infantry. The Heb. is either "bp
ragli (always sing, except Jer 125, where the mean-
ing is, however, not foot-soldiers but foot-runners ;
see below), or more fully *b)i »**< 'tsh ragli (Jg 202,
2 S 84, 1 Ch 1841918). The Greek is mostly πεζοί
(1 Es 851, Jth I4 25·1 9·2 2 720 97, 2 Mac II 4 132), but we
also find άνδρέ* 1 Mac 94, <f>a\ay£ 1 Mac ΙΟ82, δυνά-
μεις 1 Mac 1249, and πεζικοί (α1 -ή) 1 Mac 165. Foot-
men probably composed the whole of the Isr.
forces (1 S 410 154) before the time of David. From
Solomon's day onwards Israel certainly possessed
also chariots and cavalry (1 Κ 426 EV). See
ARMY. The Eng. word is used freely in old
writers in this sense, as Malory, Morte Darthur,
I. ix. * And when he came to the sea he sent home
the footmen again, and took no more with him
but ten thousand men on horseback'; I. xiv. * ever
in saving of one of the footmen we lose ten horse-
men for him.'

2. A runner on foot: 1 S 2217 * And the king
said unto the footmen that stood about him, Turn,
and slay the priests of the LORD' (DTJ razim;
AVm 'or guard, Heb. runners'; RV 'guard,'
RVm * Heb. runners'). ' Runners' would be the
literal, and at the same time the most appropriate
trn. The king had a body of runners about him,
not so much to guard his person as to run his
errands and do his bidding. They formed a recog-
nized part of the royal state (1 S 811, 2 S 151); they
served as executioners ( IS 2217, 2 Κ 1025); and,
accompanying the king or his general into battle,
they brought back official tidings of its progress or
event (2 S 1819, and see AHIMAAZ). Out of this
running messenger the Persian kings developed a
regular postal system (Est 313, and see POST).

Runners were at one time in England an essential
part of a nobleman's train. Thus Prior (1718),
Alma, i. 58—

1 Like Footmen running before Coaches
To tell the Inn what Lord approaches.'

But the Bee (1791) says 'their assistance was
often wanted to support the coach on each side, to

* In modern Syria, where level irrigated ground like that of
Egypt is planted with vegetables or mulberry trees in rows,
the field or patch is laid out in shallow drills, and, as each re-
ceives its sufficiency of water, a little earth is taken from the
end of the next drill and patted by the naked foot into a dam,
so that the water may pass to the drill next in order.

prevent it from being overturned.' The modern
footman has a different function, but he is the
lineal descendant of the * running footman,' as he
came to be called, of an earlier day.

In Jer 125 both the Heb. (vbp.) and the Eng.
(footmen) seem to be used in the more general
sense of racers on foot: * If thou hast run with the
footmen, and they have wearied thee, then how
canst thou contend with horses?' Cf. Webster
(1654), Appius and Virg. I. i.—

• I have heard of cunning footmen that have worn
Shoes made of lead, some ten days 'fore a race,
To give them nimble and more active feet.'

J. HASTINGS.
FOOTSTOOL.—Although this word occurs re-

peatedly in the Bible, it is remarkable that only
twice at most is it used in its literal sense. In OT
it appears in 2 Ch 918 as trn of abf (fr. KQ| * tread
under foot'), the golden footstool of Solomon's
throne, but here Kittel (see his note in Haupt's
OT) would read BOS «lamb.' The one clear refer-
ence to a literal footstool is in Ja 23 ' sit under my
footstool' {υποπόδών μου). Everywhere else, both in
OT (1 Ch 282, Is 66\ La 21, Ps 995 HO1 1327, in
all of which it is trn of n^p chn, the word Din beino-
poet, or late) and NT (Mt 535, Mk 1236, Lk 2043,' Ac 235

749, He I1 3 1013, all υποπόδιο* των ποδών, trd by RV
with strict accuracy ' footstool of my [thy, his]
feet' instead of AV 'my [thy, his] footstool'),* it
is used metaphorically. Originally 'p Dirt, spoken of
God, seems to have designated the arlc, 1 Ch 28'2,
but was naturally extended to include the whole
of the temple, La 21 (see notes of Thenius and Lohr),
Ps 995 1327 (cf. Is 6013, Ezk 437). In Ps 1101 the
vanquished foes of the Messianic King are put as
a footstool under His feet. In Is 661 earth is the
footstool of Him whose throne is heaven.

J. A. SELBIE.
FOR.—Both as prep, and as conj. 'for' has some

archaic or obscure uses that deserve attention.
1. When the meaning is on account of, as Gn 203

' Behold thou art but a dead man, for the woman
which thou hast taken' (̂ y, RV 'because of).
The RV has changed ' for' into ' because of' in
Ezk 611 (Heb. <?x); Gn 203, Est 926, Hos 915 (Heb.
by) ; Lv 1634, La 413, Dn δ19 (Heb p ) ; 2 S 132 (Heb.
1^2): 2 K 1618, Jer 97 389 (Heb. ':??); Jer II 1 7

(Heb. 77J3): and into 'by reason of in Lv 17nt
(Heb. 5); Dt 2847, Is 319, Ezk 2718, Hos 810, Zee 24

(Heb. p). In NT άττό, 4ν, 'ένεκα, έττί with dat. and
διά with ace. are all used in this sense, and trd

'for.' When the Gr. is διά, with ace, RV changes
' for' into ' because of' in Jn 439, Ro 325 135,1 Co 75,
Col I5, He 29, Rev 411; and into 'by reason of in
1 Co 726, 2 Co 914, He 512. For this meaning cf.
Chaucer, Bomaunt, A 1564—

' Abouten it is gras springing,
For moiste so thikke and wel lyking,
That it ne may in winter dye,
No more than may the see be drye.·

Sometimes the meaning approaches that of against,
as 2 Κ 1618 ' the king's entry without, turned he
from the house of the LORD for the king of
Assyria' (\}ξ>2, RV 'because o f ) ; so Ps 2711 Wye.
' dresse thou me in thi path for myn enemyes';
and Is 322 Cov. ' He shalbe unto men, as a defence
for the wynde, and as a refuge for the tempeste.'

2. For means instead of, or in exchange for, as
in Dn 88 ' the great horn was broken; and for it
came up four notable ones' (nnn, RV 'instead of
i t ' ) ; Is 617 ' For your shame ye shall have double ;
and for confusion they shall rejoice in their
portion' (nnn); so Nu 8 i s (noB, RV 'instead o f ) ;

* In Mt 2244 f0r AV «till I make thine enemies thy footstool ·
RV gives Hill I put thine enemies under thy feet1 (ius «ν 0£ τους
ΐχθρούί σου ΰποκ,α,τω [TR Itrovohiov} των irohuv σου).

f On the translation and meaning of this important passage
see especially Kalisch, in loc.
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Gn 4717 (?, RV ' in exchange for'); Pr 2118 (b, RV
'in the stead o f ) ; Nu 1831 (η^π, RV 'in return
for'). Cf. Philem16 Wye. * now not as a servaunt,
but for a servaunt a most dere brother.'

3. For is occasionally equivalent to as : Is 433

* I gave Egypt for thy ransom' (T)S$, RV * as thy
ransom'); Mt 2146 ' they took him for a prophet'
(ώ$); 1 Ρ 216 * not using your liberty for a cloke of
maliciousness' (ws). Cf. Merlin (E.E.T.S.), iii. 642,
'Thei clayme Bretaigne for thiers, and I clayme
Rome for myne'; Defoe, Bob. Crusoe (Gold Treas.
ed. p. 522), * I was never pursued for a Thief
before.'

4. For, as a conj., is used to introduce the cause
or reason. Sometimes modern usage would prefer
' because' or ' seeing that,' as in Wyclif, Select Works,
iii. 105, ' And for God made alle thinges to help of
mankynde, therfore we sholde axe thes thynges of
God'; and p. 110, 'And ones they reprovede
Crist, for his disciples wesche nought here hondes
whanne they sholde eete, as here custome was';
and Tindale's trn of 1 Jn 312 in Expositions, 191,
' And wherefore slew he him ? For his deeds were
evil, and his brother's righteous' (in edd. of NT
1526 and 1534 'because'). So in some places of
AV, as Jn II 4 7 'What do we? for this man doeth
many miracles.' In the foil, passages RV changes
• for' into £ because': Nu 2172714 3212, Dt 147,1 S 924,
Job 1525 3216, Jer 2011 5111, Ezk 3618, Dn 919, Mt2313,
Lk I1 3 441 6* 2128, Ac 2218, Eph 530, Ph I29, 1 Ρ 414,
1 Jn 39, Rev 1212: to which Amer. RV adds Jer
321, 1 Jn 320. Some of those changes, however, are
due to a change in the construction of the sentence,
especially Ezk 3618. There is, indeed, no glaringly
obsolete example of ' for' in this sense in AV, such
as we find so often in Shaks. Cf. Tempest, I. ii.
272—

4 And, for thou wast a spirit too delicate
To act her earthy and" abhorred commands,
Refusing her grand hests, she did confine thee,

Into a cloven pine.'

5. The foil, phrases are archaic or obsolete:
(1) For all, Ps 7832 'For all this they sinned still'
(ηι$ϊ-^3); Jn 2111 ' for all there were so many, yet
was not the net broken' {τοσούτων όντων). Cf.
Chaucer, Knightes Tale, 1162—

c The sowe freten the child right in the cradel;
The cook y-scalded, for al his longe ladel.'

(2) For because, Gn 2216 ' By myself have I sworn,
saith the LORD, for because thou hast done this
thing . . . that in blessing I will bless thee' (\ir *?
·ψκ, RV ' because'); Jg 622 ' Alas, Ο Lord God ! for
because I have seen an angel of the LORD face to
face' (ir^sr*?, RV' forasmuch as'). So Knox, Hist.
110, 'Let him be judged of you both foolish, and
your mortall enemie: Foolish, for because he
understood nothing of Gods approued wisdome;
and enemie unto you, because he laboured to
separate you from Gods favour'; and p. 159, ' One
of the Bishops sons thrust thorow with a Rapier
one of Dundie, for because hee was looking in at
the Girnel door'; Barlowe, Dialoge, 76, ' W. Why
do ye then despise the vniuersall churche, because
some of them be noughte. N. Mary for because
the more somme of the euyll, surmountethe the
lesse number of the good.' (3) For that ='be-
cause,' Ex 167·8 (?),29 'See, for that the LORD hath
given you the Sabbath, therefore he giveth you on
the sixth day the bread of two days' 0?); 1 Es 715

(ό'τι), 1 Mac 458 (και, RV 'and ' ) ; Jn 1218, 2 Co I2 4

(RV 'that '), 1 Ti I1 2 (all &ri); He 715 (el, RV 'if')
52 (έπεί), 2 Co 54 (TR επειδή, edd. έφ" φ), Ro512(<?0' φ),
Ja 415 ' For that ye ought to say' (αντί του \ayuv,
RVm 'Instead of your saying'). RV shows a
fondness for this phrase, omitting it from AV only
where marked above, and adding Jg 52 Ms, Ezk 165

2330 (Heb. 2); Nu 1211**·, Neh 210, Is 1925 (Heb.
-i^); Jn 2s4' (δια τό with inf.); 2 Th 213 (o'rt). Cf.
Shaks. Mer. of Venice, I. iii. 43—

4 1 hate him for he is a Christian,
But more for that in low simplicity,
He lends out money gratis.'

(4) For to : The infinitive of purpose used often to
be strengthened by for, an idiom that is still in use
locally. Thus Gn 4330 Tind. (1530), 'Joseph made
hast (for his hert dyd melt upon his brother) and
soughte for to wepe' (changed in Matthew's Bible
of 1537 into 'where'); Pr. Bk. 1549 (Keeling, p.
33), 'To be a light for to lighten the Gentiles' (the
'for' is omitted in the 1552 ed. and afterwards);
Fuller, Holy Warre, 215, 'As for his good father,
he was content to let go the staff of his age for to
be a prop to the Church.' Although in AV this
'for' seems always to express purpose, it was
formerly added to the infin. even when no pur-
pose was expressed, as Berners, Froissart, I. exxvi.,
' The king of England being at Airaines wist not
where for to pass the river of Somme.' The 'for'
is retained or omitted in AV at the mere good
pleasure of the translators. Moon (Eccles. English,
117) gives a curious list: Gn 3118 ' for to go/ Ru I 1 8

' to go ' ; Is 4122 'for to come,' Jer 404 ' to come';
Gn 4157 'for to buy,' 427 ' to buy ' ; and so on
through a list of fifteen couples. The RV for the
most part leaves these inconsistencies alone; but
it adds some of its own. Thus in AV ϊνα is trd

' for t o ' in Mk 310, Jn 1010 II 5 3, Ac 1715 225, Eph 215,
Rev 915 124; RV changes all into ' t h a t ' with subj.
except Ac 225, which it leaves untouched. Again,
in Mt II 8 RV retains 'for to see,' but in the
parallel passage, Lk 721, omits the 'for,' though the
Greek is the same.

6. ' For' as the trn of αντί, περί, or υπέρ (and it is
the frequent rendering of each of these prepositions)
assumes considerable theological importance. The
RV has been particularly careful and discriminat-
ing in this case. Beyond that, the English reader
must consult the exegetical commentaries, and
such articles as ATONEMENT, PROPITIATION.

J. HASTINGS.
FORAY occurs once in RV (2 S 322 ' from a

foray,' AV ' from [pursuing] a troop'). The Heb.
word ina, which frequently means a marauding
band {e.g. I S 308·15·23, 1 Κ II2 4), seems in this
instance to bear the transferred but natural sense
of an expedition of such a band.

FORBEAR, FORBEARANCE.—In the still com-
mon meanings of abstain from, refrain^ or desist,
forbear is used in AV both absolutely and with an
infin. following. Thus absolutely, 1 Κ 226 ' Shall
I go against liamoth-gilead to battle, or shall I
forbear?'; Zee II 1 2 'If ye think good, give me my
price; and if not, forbear' (both bin, the usual
word so t r d ) ; 2 Co 126 (φείδομαι). Or with foil,
infin., Pr 24n 'If thou forbear to deliver them that
are drawn unto death, and those that are ready to
be slain' (η^αη-οχ; RV ' Deliver them that are
carried away unto death, and those that are ready
to be slain see that thou hold back,' taking DX as
a particle expressing a wish, not as a conj. ' i f ;
so Oxf. Heb. Lex. and most edd. ; RVm ' forbear
thou not to deliver'); Ezk 2417 'Forbear to cry'
(en ριχη, lit. ' sigh, be silent'; RV ' Sigh, but not
aloud'; Skinner, ' Sigh in silence': the Geneva
Bible gives' Cease from sighing'; Bishops',' Mourne
in silence'; Douay, ' Sigh holding thy peace';
Segond, ' Soupire en silence'; Siegfried, ' Seufze
still')ι; 1 Co 96 ' Have not we power to forbear
working ?' ([τον] μη έρ*γά£εσθαι) ; Eph 69 ' forbearing
threatening' (άνιέντες την άπειλήν; Τ. Κ. Abbott,
' giving up your threatening,' which they had been
accustomed to use before they were Christians).

Forbear is used once in AV (and retained in RV)
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reflexively, a construction which is very rare:
2 Ch 3521 ' forbear thee from meddling with God,
who is with me, that he destroy thee not' (̂ "̂ ΙΠ
Ε'π%£, Oxf. Lex. ' leave off provoking God'). Here
forbear means restrain thyself, refrain: cf. Ad.
Est 1611 Cov., 'he coude not forbeare him self from
his pryde.'

But the most noticeable use of ' forbear' is as a
transitive verb, in the sense of bear with, be 'patient
with. The examples are, Neh 930 ' Yet many years
didst thou forbear them' (on*!?j£ tfppin, lit. as AVm,
' didst protract over them'; LXX έίλκυσας [Α ήλ-]
έπ' αυτούς; Vulg. 'protraxisti super eos'); 2 Es I 9

* How long shall I forbear them, unto whom I
have done so much good ?' (usquequo eos sustinebo);
Eph 42 = Col 313 ' forbearing one another' (άνεχόμενοι
αλλήλων). So Tindale's tr. of Rev 22 ' thou cannest
not forbeare them which are evyll'; T. Adams,
// Peter, on I1, ' Rotten kernels under fair shells,
full of Herod's and Naaman's exceptives: in this
forbear u s ' ; Livingstone, Memorable Character-
istics (Wodrow, Select Biog. i. 324), 'somewhat
for born for their non-conformity'; and Shaks.
Othello, I. ii. 10—

' with the little godliness I have,
I did full hard forbear him.»

RV introduces 'forbearing' in this sense into
the text of 2 Ti 224 from AVm, the text of AV
being 'patient' (Gr. άνεξίκακος, lit. 'patient of
wrong,' from fut. of ανέχομαι to bear, and κακόν
wrong); and it is in this sense only that Forbear-
ance occurs, Ro 24 325 {ανοχή), both of God's for-
bearance with men; and in RV, Ph 45 ' Let your
forbearance be known unto all men' (τό έπιβίκές;
AV 'moderation,' RVm 'gentleness': Vincent,
' From eZ/cos, reasonable, hence not unduly rigorous';
AVyc. ' pacience,' Tind. ' softenes,' so Cov. Cran.;
Gen. 'patient mind,' so Bish.; Rhem. 'modestie,'
after vulg. modestia, Luther 'Gelindigkeit,'Weiz-
sacker 'Lindigkeit,' the French VSS 'douceur.'
The idea, says Vincent, is ' Do not make a rigorous
and obstinate stand for what is your just due').
See next article. J. HASTINGS.

FORBEARANCE, LONG - SUFFERING. — For-
bearance is the tr. in AV of NT of ανοχή, and long-
suffering of μακροθυμία. Their close connexion in
meaning is shown by their combination in various
passages. Thus in Ro 24 the wealth of God's
'forbearance and long-suffering' is mentioned as
designed to lead men to repentance. In Ro 325

the f. of God is the ground, not of the forgiveness
of sins, but of their pretermission; not of the
annulling, but of the suspension of His punish-
ment. The same combination is required of
Christians in Eph 42; they are to walk worthy
of their calling, 'with long-suffering, forbearing
one another in love,' where the last wrords in-
terpret the first. In OT ανοχή seems to occur
only in 1 Mac 1225 in the technical sense of 'truce';
the corresponding verb is used in a wide range of
meanings, which, however, are easily connected
with each other. Μακρόθυμος, again, in the LXX
is the regular rendering of the Heb. D:SN ηηχ. It
is most frequently used of God, and in combina-
tion with such words as πολυέλεος, οίκτίρμων, ελεή-
μων. It designates that attribute of God in
virtue of which He bears long with that which
provokes His anger, and does not proceed at once
to execute judgment upon it.

Where μακροθυμία is used of men, the meaning
is sometimes rather different. It becomes akin
to patience as well as to forbearance. Thus it
is combined with υπομονή in Col I1 1 and with
κακοπάθαα (-ία WH) in Ja 510; cf. also 2 Ti 310. These
examples, as well as those in He 615, Ja 57f·, Sir 24,
prove that Trench's distinction is hardly accur-
ate, viz. that μακροθυμία will be found to express

patience in respect of persons, υπομονή patience in
respect of things. In the passages just quoted
μακροθυμία is shown in bravely enduring the pressure
of what seem adverse circumstances, the trials of
the good life, and is better reproduced by ' patience *
or 'endurance' than by 'long-suffering.' A real
parallel to this use is found in 1 Mac 84, where we
are told how the Romans subdued all Spain by
their counsel and their μακροθυμία ; where the word
evidently means their stubborn persistence, that
quality in virtue of which, though sometimes de-
feated in battle, they were always victorious in
war. But though this sense of μακροθυμία is repre-
sented in NT, the prevailing one is that which is
akin, not to endurance but to forbearance; it is
a slowness, like that of God, in avenging wrongs,
a restraint of anger, a gentleness and meekness
in dealing with those who treat us unjustly. The
synonymous word in this direction is rather πραότψ
than υπομονή. There is a difficult passage about
God's long-suffering in Lk 187. If we compare
Sir 32 2 2 ό κύρω$ ου μή βραδύντ) ουδέ μη μακροθυμήσει
έπ' αύτοΐΐ, ecos αν συντρίψτ} όσφύν ανeXe-ημόνων, i t c a n
hardly seem doubtful that the evangelist meant
by his last words, 'though he shows long indul-
gence to them,' i.e. to the enemies of the elect; if,
however, έπ' αύτοΐς must refer to the elect, then
there seems no clear meaning to be got but by
confining the force of the ού to the first clause,
and saying that God surely does not exercise long-
suffering (this would be the effect of the interroga-
tive μή) where the interests of His elect are at
stake, but avenges them speedily. But whatever
we make of this case, there is no doubt that long-
suffering and forbearance are characteristically and
conspicuously qualities both of the divine and of
the Christian character. As distinguished from
each other, ανοχή suggests that it is merely a
temporary restraint that is being practised ; this
may be the case with μακροθυμία also, indeed it is
the case, and hence such warnings as we have in
Ro 24f·, but it is not suggested by the word
itself. J. DENNEY.

FORBID.—To forbid is to order one not to do a
thing, and the proper construction is a personal
object and an infin., as 1 Th 216 ' Forbidding us to
speak to the Gentiles that they might be saved.'
But custom allows the omission of the person, as
Lk 23 2 ' We found this fellow perverting the nation,
and forbidding to give tribute to Caesar'; or of
the infin., as Nu II 2 8 ' My lord Moses, forbid them,'
Mt 314 ' But John forbad him.' But when ' forbid'
is found with an impers. object and that alone, the
construction is quite irregular. There are two
instances, 2 Ρ 216 ' a dumb ass speaking with
man's voice forbad the madness of the prophet'
(RV ' stayed'),* and Ac 1047 ' Can any man forbid
water that these should not be baptized ?' In
both cases the Greek verb (κωλύβίν) is that usually
translated 'forbid,' and in Greek writers it has the
meanings of ' restrain' (as 2 Ρ 216) and ' refuse' (as
Ac 1047), but the Eng. verb 'forbid5 has not pro-
perly these meanings, and should not have been
used. In both places ' forbid' is as old as Wyclif,
who, following the Vulg. prohibere, used the word
very freely : compare its use in Ac 111 7 ' Who was Y,
that myglite forbeede the Lord, that he gyue not
the Hooli Goost to hem that bileueden in the name
of Jhesu Crist?'

From Wyclif also comes God forbid, the strong
and striking translation of n^rj halildh and of μη
γένοιτο.

HdlUdh is a subst. formed from the verb hdlal to pollute or
(ceremonially) profane, the suffix being locative. It is used

* Cf. Paraphrase 62*0 (1775)—
' The contrite race he counts his friends,

Forbids the suppliant's fall.'
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only as an exclamation, Ad profanum 1 Away with i t ! Far
be it I Twice it stands alone in the sentence, 1 S 14̂ 5 202 (.17*713
niD£i tih, EV «God forbid ; thou shalt not die'). Sometimes a
pronoun accompanies it, 1 S 230 (>*p nb^y, EV * Be it far from
me'), so Gn 1825b, 1 s 209 2215. But most frequently it is con-
nected with the sentence by a conjunction, \Ό with infin.
Gn 1825 447-", Jos 2416, 1 S 1223, 2 S 2317, 1 Ch 1119, and
(attached to the 'profane' thing) Job 341° (ygH!D btih •"w'pn,
EV «Far be it from God that he should do wickedness')*; or
DN 1 S 1445 247, 2 S 2020, Job 275. The exclamation tended to
assume the form of an oath, and in four places the name of J"
is added, 1 S 247 26", 2S 2317, 1 Ch 1119. The shorter form

" ; is used Gn 1825 bis, Job 3410.

lAYi μ.01 el·/} J o b 2 7 s .

The Vulg. is more uniform, rendering by Absit (hoc) a me (te,
etc.) in all places except Gn 1825b nequaquam, W where absit
of Old Lat. may have dropped out, 1 S 14*5 Hoc nefas est, and
Propitius sit mihi Dominus in 1 S 246 26U, 2 S 2317,1 Κ 213.

Wyclif followed the Vulgate, the later version having ' Fer
be it fro me, thee,' etc., wherever Vulg. has Absit (hoc) a me, te,
etc., and · The Lord be merciful to me' in 1 S 246 26", 2 S 2317,
1 Κ 213 ; Whi]e Gn 447 \s < whi speketh oure Lord so,' and
1 S 14̂ 5 ' This is unleueful.' The earlier version is less uniform,
thus Jos 2229« God shilde fro us this hidows gilt,' 1 Ch 1119 ' God
sheelde,' 1 S 1445 • that is felony.' So, wherever μΜ γίνοιτο
occurs in NT the earlier Wye. vers. has · Fer be it,' but the
later has always 'God forbede.' And this phrase was accepted
by Tindale, and after him by nearly all the Versions both in OT
for hdlildh and in NT for μ.* γίνοιτο.

AV and RV translate hdlildh by 'God forbid' («The Lord
forbid' 1 S 246 26H, 1 Κ 213, a n ( j < My God forbid it me' 1 Ch 1119)
everywhere except Gn 1825&w, 1 s 230 209 2215, 2 S 2020δ& 2317,
where the Wyclifite phrase ' Far be it from' or ' Be it far
from' has been retained. This phrase Amer. RV prefers
throughout OT.

As we have seen, μΜ γίνοπο is only one of the renderings of
hdlildh in LXX. Of the others μ-ηίαμ-ως occurs twice in NT,
Ac 1014 μ» (EV «Not so, Lord'), and "λιώβ <rot once, Mt 1622
(EV ' Be it far from thee, Lord ')· But μύ γένοιτο is found fifteen
times, all but Lk 2016 being in St. Paul's Epistles, and in twelve
of St. Paul's fourteen instances it is used to express the apostle's
abhorrence of an inference which he fears may be falsely drawn
from his argument. See Burton, NT Moods and Tenses'^, p. 79.
EV translates everywhere by «God forbid,' a phrase which
is undoubtedly more forcible than the original, and for
which Lightfoot suggests 'Nay, verily,' or 'Away with the
thought.'

4 God forbid' occurs also in Apocr., 1 Mac 221 · God forbid that
we should forsake the law and the ordinances' (IXtag νμϊν
χα,τοιλίώίίν, RV 'Heaven forbid,' RVm 'Gr. May he be pro-
pitious. Cf. 2 S 2317 Sept.'}; 910 «Then Judas said, God forbid
that I should do this thing (Mi μοι γένοιτο ποιησ-κι, RV ' Let it
not be so that I should do this thing'). J . HASTINGS.

FORCE.—The subst.' force' has become restricted
in meaning since 1611. It then signified a man's
personal might, as Jer 2310 * their course is evil,
and their force is not right* (flTiaa, Cheyne * their
might or heroism'); even physical strength, as
Dt 347 · his eye was not dim, nor his natural force
abated' {nb, only here, but adj. r6 is moist, fresh,
of fruit, Nu 63, or of growing or freshly-cut wood,
Ezk 1724, Gn 3037, hence 'neither had his freshness
fled'—Driver); Job 4016 * his force is in the navel
(RV muscles) of his belly' (ρκ, here of behemoth,
in 187·12 of man's strength); Am 214 ' the strong
shall not strengthen his force' (na). Cf. Ps 10223

(Sternhold and Hopkins)—

' My wonted strength and force he hath abated in the way.'

Force as a personal attribute is now restricted to
strength in action or application, as it is in Ezk 344

' with force and with cruelty have ye ruled them '
(nj?jn); and in the phrase * take by force,' which in
Mt II 1 2, Jn β1», Ac 2310 is the trn of the single verb
άρπάξειν, to seize.

The phrase ' of force' is now replaced by ' in
force.' It occurs He 917 ' a testament is of force
after men are dead' {βέβαιο*); and in a slightly
different sense, 2 Es 735 ' the good deeds shall be
of force, and wicked deeds shall bear no rule'
(iustitice vigilabunt, RV * shall awake'): cf. 937

* the law perisheth not, but remaineth in his force'
(permansit in suo honore, RV 'in its honour').
The phrase was also used in the sense of ' by com-

pulsion,' as we still use ' perforce'; so often in
Shaks. as / Henry IV. II. iii. 120—

• Will this content you, Kate ?
It must, of force';

Jul. Cces. IV. iii. 203—

' Good reasons must, of force, give place to better ' ;

Milton, PL iv. 813—
* No falsehood can endure

Touch of celestial temper, but returns
Of force to its own likeness';

and i. 144—
' Our conqueror (whom I now

Of force believe almighty)'—

though Craik thinks ' of force '* in the last passage
may mean 'in power.'

I<or Force, Forces=military strength, see ARMY.
J. HASTINGS.

FORD (n^p, n-jnyp. In Jg 125·6 AV needlessly
substitutes 'passages' for ' fords'; in 2 S 1528 1716

RV has 'fords' (nm;;) where AV has 'plains' (rnmy).
See Driver's note, ad loc).—Fords were important
landmarks in early OT times, when there were no
bridges across rivers. There seem to have been
two principal fords across the Jordan—(1) that
opposite Jericho (Jos 27, Jg 328, 2'S 1915), used to
this day for crossing from Pal. into Moab, except
in early summer when the river is in flood (Jos 315);
(2) Bethabara (the reading of TR and AV, but WH
and RV have Bethany) where John baptized (Jn I28).
The site has been identified by the officers of the
Ordnance Survey, and described by Conder as the
spot called 'Abdrah, where the Jalud river, flowing
down the Valley of Jezreel, debouches into the
Jordan (Tent Work in Pal. p. 229). Some of the
fords of the Jordan, of which about forty were iden-
tified by the Pal. Survey, are impassable in spring or
early summer, as the waters, swollen by the melt-
ing of the snows of the Lebanon and adjoining
regions, rise and overflow their banks, covering the
alluvial plains on either side. Such was the case
when the Isr. under Joshua crossed on dry ground
by command of J" to besiege Jericho (Jos 315).
Amongst the other fords mentioned in Scripture
are those of the Jabbok (Gn 3222) and the Arnon, a
river descending from the tableland on the east of
the Jordan Valley, and at the time of the Isr.
invasion forming the boundary between the
Moabites and the Amorites (Nu 2113), also referred
to in Is 162. The Romans were probably the first
great bridge-builders over the streams of Palestine.
(See, further, G. A. Smith, Hist. Geog. 266, 337 n.;
Moore, Judges, 102 f. 214; Driver, Text of Sam.
245, 257.) ' E. HULL.

FORECAST.—In the phrase 'forecast devices,'
Dn I I 2 4 · 2 5 (ηη^πα ηψη, RV 'devise devices'), the
meaning is ' contrive beforehand/ as Golding (1587),
De Mornay, xiii. 203, ' At the first sight the thing
which was forecast by good order, seemeth to
happen by adventure.' In Wis 1711 the word
occurs in the sense of ' think beforehand,' ' for-
bode': ' Wickedness . . . always forecasteth
grievous things' (tfc*a προείληφεν, but Β προσβΐΚηφεν,
whence RVm ' hath added').

FOREFRONT.—In earlier use the 'forefront'
was opposed to the 'backfront,' as Evelyn (1659),
To B. Boyle, 3 Sept. ' To the entry fore front of
this a court, and at the other back front a plot
walled in of a competent square,' and Leoni (1726),
AlbertVs Archit. I. xxxix. 2, 'From the . . . Fore-
front of the Work I draw a Line quite thro' to
the Back-front.' But the 'back' being no longer
called a 'front,' ' forefront' is mostly replaced by
'front.' It is used in AV as trn of (1) w^ face,
2 Κ 1614, Ezk 4019δί3 471; (2) D<:3 !*D overagainst the
face, Ex 269 2837, Lv 89, 2 S I I 1 5 ; (3) \v tooth,
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1 S 145; (4) Viki head, 2 Ch 2027 ; and πρόσωπον face,
1 Mac 457. RV changes Lv 89 ' upon the mitre,
even upon his forefront,' into ' upon the mitre, in
front'; and 1 S 145 * The forefront of the one was
situate northward' into ' The one crag rose up on
the north.' RV also adds Jos 2211 ' in the fore-
front of the land of Canaan' (^D^N, AV Over
against'); and Ezk 4015 Ms ' And from the forefront
of the gate at the entrance unto the forefront of
the inner porch' {chx ^b~hu ρηΝ\ι -iĵ n \4?- ,̂ AV
' from the face . . . unto the face').

FOREGO.—Sir 719 * Forego not a wise and good
woman : for her grace is above gold' {μη άστοχα
yvvaiKOs σοφψ καΐ ά^αθψ, RV ' Forgo not a wise
and good wife'). The Gr. verb occurs elsewhere
in LXX only in 89 * Miss not the discourse of the
elders' (RV 'aged'). In NT it is found only in
the Pastoral Epistles, 1 Ti I 6 (EV ' swerve'), 621

(EV 'err'), 2 Ti 218 (EV 'err'), and at each
occurrence RVm gives 'miss the mark,' which
is its lit. meaning (ά and στόχος, a mark). The
meaning here is almost certainly that suggested
by Wahl noli separari ab uxore sapiente, ' do not
separate yourself from, i.e. do not divorce a wise
wife.' And that is probably the meaning of AV,
which seems to be a new trn, the earlier Versions
having uniformly ' Depart not from a discreet and
good woman,'* with the addition, ' that is fallen
unto thee for thy portion in the fear of the LORD,'
after Vulg. quam sortitus es in timore Domini.
For in earlier Eng. ' forgo' had the meaning of
forsake, as Cursor Mundi (1340), 13,280, ' Petur and
andrew . . . with ο word haue thei ship forgone ' ;
and Shaks. Henry VIII. III. ii. 422—

* Crom. Ο my lord,
Must I then leave you ? Must I needs forgo
So good, so noble, and so true a master ?'

And this sense is still in use poetically, as in Mrs.
Browning, Catarina to Camoens, iv.—

€ And if they looked up to you,
All the light which has forgone them
Would be gathered back anew.'

spelling of modern editions of AV is forego, but forgo,
is the spelling of 1611 (' forgoe'), is the correct form,

is a different word and m ' t b f ' s

The
which is the p g ( g ) ,
Forego is a different word, and means
F t h b (1619) Atheom n iii 2 21
Forego , g
Fotherby (1619), Atheom. n. iii. 2. 214, 'The cause
alwayes his effect fore-goe.' The prep, in 'forgo' is fo
ver), not fore, and reverses the meaning of the verb,
forbid, fordo, forget, forswear, forspent, f o k I f
and forgive it adds force to the simple verb.

to go before,' as
The cause doth

r (Ger.
g , as in

nt, forspoke. In forbear
b.

J. HASTINGS.
FOREHEAD (πκρ, μέτωπον).—This word occurs

repeatedly in the Bible, both in a literal and in a
metaphorical sense. It was upon his forehead
that the high priest wore the plate of gold inscribed
' Holy to the LORD' (EX 2838); the stone slung by
David entered the forehead of Goliath (1 S 1749) ;
leprosy broke out in the forehead of Uzziah when
he sought to burn incense (2 Ch 2619ff·). In Jer 33

' a harlot's forehead ' is the type of shamelessness ;
in Ezk 37· 8 · 9 the people in their obstinacy are
described as ' of an hard forehead,' but the
prophet's forehead is to be made hard against
them, his determination is to be equal to their
own. In Ezk 94ff> a mark is directed to be put on
the forehead of the faithful in Jerusalem. The
name for this mark is in tav, a letter (n) which may
have been used in much the same way as a X
amongst ourselves (cf. Job 3135, where, however,
the sense appears to be somewhat different; see
Davidson's and Dillmann's notes, ad loc). It is
even possible that the reference in Ezk is to
practices such as that described in Is 445 ' Another
shall mark on his hand, Unto the LORD.' See
CUTTINGS IN THE FLESH, vol. i. p. 538b. These
OT passages suggested the NT usage (Rev 73 94

1 3 i 6 1 4 ι . β 1 7 5 204 22 4).

* Except Wyclif (1382), ' Wile thou not gon awei fro a wel
felende womman, and a good.'
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In Ezk 1612, where AV has ' I put a jewel on thy
forehead,' RV gives more correctly ' ί put a ring
upon thy nose' (IJSST̂ JJ nn JSNI).

For Lv 1341ff* (' forehead bald') see BALDNESS.
J. A. SELBIE.

FOREIGNER occurs four times in AV. It is the
trn in Ex 1245 of ntfm (RV more accurately 'so-
journer'), in Dt 153 and Ob 1 1 of n^, and in
Eph 219 of πάροικο* (RV ' sojourner')." RV sub-
stitutes 'foreigner' for AV 'stranger' as trn of
iprft in Lv 2325, and of naj in Dt 1715 2320 292-.
Amer. RV makes the same change in Ru 210, 2 S
1519, where the Heb. word is the same.

A cognate term is alien (s), which occurs in AV
of Ex 183 as trn of -)3 (RV correctly 'sojourner'),
of -\;i \:? in Is 615, and of n?j in Dt 1421 (RV
'foreigner'), Job 1915, Ps 698, La 52. RV adds
Ex 1243, Ezk 447·9, Pr 510, where A V has ' stranger,'
and Ps 1447·11, where AV has 'strange children'
(Heb. in all these isi \i3).

Strangers is the favourite rendering in AV, not
only of nrn or -urja and ii (see below), but also of
"ia and 2ψ)η. The latter circumstance is specially
unfortunate, because it obscures to the Eng. reader
the distinction between the foreigner and the ger,
which in Heb. is marked clearly enough, and on
which not a little depends for the understanding
of many passages. The ger is indeed a foreigner
by birth, but he resides in Israel and is protected
by the community; whereas the foreigner proper
('"p:) is not only an alien by birth, but has neither
home nor rights in Israel. It would have been
well if RV had uniformly, instead of occasionally,
substituted 'sojourner' for 'stranger' as the tr11

of ia, and left 'stranger,' 'foreigner,' 'alien' to
represent such words as na: and IT.

We shall now examine the linguistic usage of
the last two Heb. words and their equivalents in
LXX and NT.

(a) IT (zdr) in its root meaning appears scarcely to differ from
gar, although ultimateljr the two words have very different
connotations. The orig. sense of both is one who turns aside
from the way (sc. to lodge somewhere). It is easy to connect
this with the idea of a stranger or alien. Amongst other
applications ")T is used to designate one who is not of a priestly
family, Ex 2933 3033, Nu 310-38 187 (all P), Lv 2210.12.13 (H), or
who does not belong to the tribe of Levi, Nu 1&1 18* (P). The
plur. DHT is a frequent designation of foreign (generally hostile)
peoples in contrast to Israel, Hos 79 87, Is V, Ezk 721, Jl 317,
Ob n etc. The LXX equivalents are αλλότριος and «.λλαγινίχ,
the former of which occurs not infrequently in NT, the latter
only once (Lk 17 i8 of the Samaritan leper).

(6) nj2 (nokhri) or 132~}5 (ben-nekhdr). If the root idea here
is strangeness, perhaps 'stranger' might with advantage be
reserved as the special trn of these two equivalent terms, n p :
is || rh* ' exile' in 2 S 1519 (of Ittai the Gittite); it is opposed
to a 'brother' (ΠΧ), i.e. a fellow-Israelite, in Dt 153 1715; it is
used of the stranger who directs his prayer towards the temple
of Israel's God, 1 Κ 8̂ 1 = 2 Ch 632; of the foreign wives (nv"]?j),
Ezr 102; of foreign garb C~)2l tPiS/p perhaps referring to the
uniform of the foreign body-guard), Zeph 18 (cf. "ur^3 ' every-

This last, which is the favourite LXX tr» of Ώ'ηψ1?*? (Philistines),
occurs only once in NT (Ac ΙΟ2» of Cornelius). Another
favourite LXX rendering of naj is ξίνκ (e.g. 2 S 1519 of Ittai).
It is the exact opposite of ε*ιχώοιο>. The only instances of its
occurrence in NT are Mt 2535.3S. 43 277, Ac 172i, Eph 212.19,
He 1113, 3 Jn 5.

As in olden times foreigner and enemy were almost convert-
ible terms, we find both II and ' I? : used so as to include the
idea of hostility or barbarism (cf. is 17, Ps 543, Ezk 11», Hos 79
[all D'"]J], Ps 18 4 4 · 4 5 ["ΰ: \}?]. The same meaning of hostile is
contained in the ίλλότρΰι of" He 1134, iMac I3» 27, Sir 4518 etc.).

PRESENCE AND POSITION OF FOREIGNERS IN
ISRAEL.—In the early stages of their history, the
relations of Israel to foreigners did not differ essen-
tially from those of other nations. As the law,
however, was gradually introduced, the attitude
of Israelites to non-Israelites underwent a material
change, until ultimately the 'nations' outside
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Israel became the * heathen,' while the stranger
domiciled in Israel, the ' ger? became the 'prose-
lyte ' (Bertholet).

(a) The pre-Deuteronomic Period.—Our earliest
sources contain abundant references to foreigners,
whether passing strangers or residents in Israel.
Trade was frequently the motive of their visits.
The two words for 'merchant,' ~\nb and *?ri, both
mean originally ' traveller'; in Pr 3124 and Job 416

' Canaanite' is synonymous with ' trader,' showing
that in early times the travelling merchantmen in
Palestine had been, not Israelites, but Canaanites.
The danger of travelling alone (Jg 56) was avoided
by caravans, some of the most important of whose
trade-routes traversed Palestine (Gn 3725, 1 Κ 102,
Is 823 [Eng. 91] 606·7, Ezk 262). It must never be
forgotten that from the occupation of Canaan
downwards Israel was in constant contact with
foreigners in the shape of the large remnants of
the original inhabitants of the land. Our different
sources offer different explanations of the survival
of the Canaanites, but they all agree as to the fact
(Ex 2329, Dt 722, Jg 223 31>ff·). We have the well-
known story of the Gibeonites (Jos 9), as well as
a whole list of Can. towns enumerated amongst
the various Isr. tribes (Jg l27ff·); in l32f· it is the
Isr. that dwell among the Can., while Issachar
is actually tributary to the latter (Gn 4914f>). In
Jg 514 (cf. 1215) we hear of Amalekite remnants,
in Jg 524 (cf. Ex 1813ff·), Nu 1031, 1 S 156 of Kenites,
Midianites, etc. The Jerahmeelites, the clans of
Caleb, Otlmiel, Kenaz, etc. (1 S 3014·29), appear to
have been of Arabian or Edomite origin. Even
at the era of the Exodus the early narrative JE
speaks of a 'mixed multitude' which attached
itself to Israel (Ex 1238, Nu II4). Shechem was
still a Can. city in the time of Abimelech (Jg 9);
Jerus. continued in the possession of the Jebusites
down to the time of David (2 S 56ff·), and even
after its conquest by the latter we find Araunah
the Jebusite still in possession of property there
(2 S 24; cf. Jos 1563, Jg I 2 1); Rahab's descendants
dwell in Israel ' to this day' (Jos 625, J E ) ; Gezer
is first taken from the Can. by the Pharaoh who
was Solomon's father-in-law (1 Κ 916).

The general attitude to foreigners was one of
hostility, where some special agreement or safe-
guard was not present. Driven out from his old
settlement, Cain protests, ' Whosoever findeth me
shall slay me' (Gn 414). The Song of Deborah
(Jg 5), the story of Samuel and Agag (1 S 1532f·),
the cruelties of David to his prisoners (2 S 82 1231),
illustrate the prevailing temper towards a foreign
foe. Conduct passes uncensured when non-Israel-
ites are concerned, which would have been con-
sidered improper towards a fellow-countryman
(Gn 12 Abraham and Pharaoh, Gn 26 Isaac and
Abimelech, Gn 3037ff· Jacob and Laban, Ex 322 the
' spoiling' of the Egyptians).

The position of the foreigner being so precarious,
people were slow to leave their own country, esp.
as this implied also abandoning the service and
losing the protection of their ancestral gods (1 S
2619). Amongst the most frequent causes that led
to such self - expatriation were famine (Gn 1210

Abraham, 261 Isaac, 474 Jacob and his sons, Ru l lff·
Elimelech and his family, 2 Κ 8lff· the Shunam-
mite), blood-feud (Gn 416' Cain, Ex 215 Moses, 2 S
1334 Absalom) or political reasons (1 S 272 David,
1 Κ II 4 0 Jeroboam, II 1 7 Hadad).

There were, however, three circumstances that
helped to mitigate the lot of the stranger in a
strange land — (1) The hospitality to strangers,
which is one of the noblest virtues of ancient
peoples : ' the stranger did not lodge in the street,
but I opened my doors to the traveller' (Job 313 2;
cf. Gn 18. 19. 24. 43, Jg 13. 19, 2 S 124, 1 Κ 17).
Public inns in the modern sense (the Eastern khan

is something quite different) were unknown and
unneeded. In Lk 1034 we first hear of an inn
(πανδοχεΐον) where the host (πανδοχβύς) takes pay-
ment for accommodating travellers. While spies
naturally received no consideration (Gn 429, Jos
23ff·), the narratives of Gn 19 and Jg 19 show
how scrupulously the old Israelites guarded their
guests. In an age when the altar was univer-
sally an asylum (see ALTAR, p. 76b), the helpless
stranger was frequently considered to be under the
special protection of the god of the land, hence
the ' fear of God' (Gn 2011 4218) was an extra safe-
guard to him. (2) The alliances with other nations
of which we read must have exercised a consider-
able influence upon Israel's attitude towards
foreigners (1 Κ 1518ff· Asa with Benhadad, 2 Κ 165

Is 71 Pekah with Rezin, 2 Κ 168 Ahaz with Tiglath-
pileser, 2 Κ 174 Hosea with So, 2 Κ 2012ff· Is 39
Hezekiah with Merodach-baladan, Ezk 1715 Zede-
kiah with Egypt). Those who had fought shoulder
to shoulder against a common foe would not be
strangers in each other's country. One of the
most familiar results of this intercourse is seen
in the syncretism in religious matters, against
which the prophets protest (Is 1710, Ezk 87ff· etc.).
(3) Israel's own trading enterprises, which carried
her citizens beyond the confines of Palestine (Ezk
2711 to Tyre, 1 Κ 928 1011 2248 to Ophir, 2034 to
Damascus), taught the Israelites to sympathize
with the feelings of a stranger who came to
sojourn in their land (Ex 239).

In Israel, as in most Oriental nations, the king
encouraged the presence of foreigners at his court,
and depended upon their fidelity more than upon
that of his own subjects (IS 217 229 Doeg the
Edomite, 2S 1518 207 1 Κ I 3 8 · 4 4 Cherethites and
Pelethites, 2 S 1519 Ittai the Gittite, 2 Κ II 4 · 1 9 Car-
ites). By foreign marriages the Isr. king also
sought to strengthen his position. Amongst David's
wives were Abigail a Kalibbite, Maacah a Geshur-
ite (1 S 2542,2 S 33), while his sister was married to
Ithra an Ishmaelite (1 Ch217, not Israelite 2 S 1725).
Solomon's harem included, besides Pharaoh's
daughter, Moabites, Ammonites, Edomites, Zidon-
ians, and Hittites (1 Κ II1). The wife of Ahab
was Jezebel, daughter of Ethbaal king of the
Zidonians (1 Κ 1631). Intermarriages with the Can.
are forbidden in Ex 3415f· (JE), and there were
doubtless many in Israel who disliked mixed mar-
riages (Gn 2919 243·37, Nu 121, Jg 143) ; yet these
must have been quite common. Unfortunately, the
story of Dinah and Shechem (Gn 34), which is of
composite origin (Wellh. Comp. 47 f., 312 f.; Kuenen,
Abhandl. 255 ff.; see also artt. SHECHEM, SIMEON),
has been so often worked over that it is impossible
to draw inferences from it with certainty, but Jg
35ff· doubtless gives a true picture of the condition
of things (cf. Gn 382, Jg 831,1 Κ 714). It was really
more through amalgamation than by war that the
Can. were subdued. The tribe of Judah con-
fessedly contained a large admixture of Can.
elements (see CALEB), and Ed. Meyer goes the
length of maintaining (ZAW, 1886, pp. Iff.) that
Joseph was originally a Can. tribe. It is this pro-
cess of amalgamation that helps to account for
the rapid increase in the number of Israel's warriors
between the time of the judges and the early days
of the monarchy (cf. Jg 58 with 2 S 249).

Besides foreign traders and resident gdrim, there
must always have been in Israel a number of
foreign slaves, either taken captive in war, or
bought from Phoen. or other traders (Gn 1712, Lv
2544f·, Nu 3126ff·). See SLAVES.

(b) The Period of the Denteronomic Legislation.—
To protest against religious syncretism had always
been a chief part of the prophet's work. The
worship of the Tyrian Baal, and the corrupting
influences of foreign civilization, were specially dis-
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tasteful to Elijah, whose feelings were shared by
Elisha and the usurper Jehu (2 Κ 9. 10). It is
significant that Jehonadab the son of Rechab is
associated with Jehu (2 Κ 1015ff·), for the whole
raison d'etre of the Rechabite movement lay in
opposition to Can. civilization and in attachment
to the primitive simplicity, alike in religious and
secular matters (Jer 35, cf. W. R. Smith, Proph.
of Isr. 84 f.). The attitude of the prophets who
have left us their writings is equally clear (Am 211

315 511. 25 6 8 8 5 } H o g 2 U gl4 glO JQ13 127ff. ^ g p e c i .

ally noteworthy is Hos 91 ' Rejoice not, Ο Israel,
like the peoples/where already' peoples' is almost
= ' heathen. The same disinclination to foreigners
appears in Is 26 104 1710 2815 301"5 (protest against
foreign alliances), Zeph I 8 · u , Jer 236*· 1025 (although
this last may be a late interpolation) 35lff· 37*f·.
These feelings find expression in the highest degree
in the Deuteronomic * law-book' of Josiah's reign
(2 Κ 22). Israel is a ' holy people' (Dt 76), and the
land must not be ' defiled' (2123) or * caused to sin'
(244). The relation of Israelites to non-Israelites is
henceforth determined by law. The watchword is
separation. The old injunction of Ex 2331f· (JE) is
repeated in much stronger terms in Dt 71"5 2016'18

(where the present aversion takes the form of a
past command to exterminate the Can.), and
special stress is laid upon the prohibition of inter-
marriages with Can. (Dt 73, Jos 2312). Further, in
Dt 15s and 2320, the foreigner (nokhri) is expressly
excluded from participation in two of the Israelite's
privileges—that of having a creditor's claims
waived every seventh year, and that of borrowing
without having to pay interest. In Dt 1421 he is
allowed to use for food the flesh of an animal that
has died of itself, a concession which, although
made in the same passage to the ger, is ultimately
withdrawn from the latter, and pronounced to be
improper for any dweller in the land of Israel
(Lv 1715). See GER.

It is well to remember that universalism as well
as particularism may be traced in the conduct and
the teaching of the early prophets (cf. 1 Κ 178ff·
Elijah and the widow of Zarephath, 2 Κ 5 Elisha
and Naaman, Is 22"4=Mic 41-3 the oracle of the
mountain of the Lord's house). This element found
expression, however, in the direction of proselytiz-
ing the ger, not in that of cultivating friendly
relations with foreigners proper. For the develop-
ment of this subject see GER.

(c) The Exilic and Post-Exilic Periods.—If an
approximation of gSr to Israelite was fostered by
the Deut. legislation, and grew as time went on,
upon the other hand the gulf between Israelite
and foreigner became always wider. Even in the
* uncleanJ land of their exile (Ezk 413ί·), where
sacrifice could not be offered, Israel could cling to
her Sabbaths and to circumcision, and probably
meetings akin to those of the later synagogue con-
tributed to the maintaining of her separate exist-
ence and manner of life. The legislative pro-
gramme of Ezekiel is specially instructive for our
subject. The uncircumcised foreigners who kept
guard in the temple (2 Κ ll4fft), and probably per-
formed other services (see CHERETHITES), are hence-
forward to be strictly excluded (Ezk 446'10), and
such functions are to be discharged by the Levites
(cf. 4422 priests to marry only virgins of the seed
of the house of Israel or the widow of a priest).

The exiles who returned from Babylon had to
solve the problem of their relations with the other
inhabitants of Judaea and with their neighbours.
A large number of the original inhabitants had
never been carried captive at all, Edomites and
others had taken possession of unoccupied settle-
ments, and the colonists planted by the Assyr.
king in Samaria (2 Κ 1724fl'·) had probably also
encroached on Judsea. The majority of the old

inhabitants, and a section of the returned exiles,
were quite willing to coalesce with their neigh-
bours (Neh 1324, Mai 211), but, thanks to the fiery
zeal of Ezra and Nehemiah, such an incorporating
union was prevented. The unsparing rigour with
which the two reformers carried out their work is
matter of history. See EZRA, NEHEMIAH. It was
a veritable crisis. Weapons of various kinds were
used on both sides. It may be that literature was
pressed into the service. If Dt 234"6 be, as Well-
hausen and Cornill think, a later interpolation, it
may date from this period, while the Book of Ruth
may have been a manifesto issued by the party of
toleration. The triumph of the puritan party was
completed when the covenant was sealed (Neh 1030),
' that we would not give our daughters unto the
peoples of the land, nor take their daughters for
our sons,' and when the Torah (P) was accepted as
the norm of Israel's conduct (Neh 8). The ideal
of P, even more than of D, is a holy people dwell-
ing in a holy land, and serving God according to
the prescriptions of His law (Nu 3534, cf. Lv 192ϋ'31).
The narrative portions of Ρ carefully omit or
modify what does not tally with this conception
(e.g. no mention of Moses' sojourn in Midian, or
his relations with the priest of that people;
Balaam, again, could not be a prophet of J", but
becomes a Midianite counsellor, by whose in-
strumentality Israel was led into immorality). In
accordance with the above conceptions, Ezra de-
liberately sought to erect a hedge, not only around
the law, but around Israel, and thus to prevent all
contact, except what was absolutely unavoidable,
with those outside the pale of Judaism. If the
ger had become the proselyte to be welcomed, the
nokhri had become the heathen to be shunned.
For the further development of the subject see
GENTILES, HEATHEN.

LITERATURE.—Bertholet's monograph, Die Stellung d. Isr. u.
d. Jud. zu d. Frernden (to which the above article has special
obligations); Driver, Deut. xxxif., 98, 239; W. R. Smith,
OTJC* 279, 364 f.; Cheyne, Jeremiah, 67; Schurer, IIJP
ii. i. 51-56; Benzinger, Heb. Arch. 339 f., 350, 479; Thayer,
NT Lex., and Cremer, Bib.-Theol. Lex. s. αλλογενής, ά,λλότριοί.

J . A. SELBIE.
FOREKNOW, FOREORDAIN.—Both these words

translate the same Greek verb τΐρο^ινώσκ^ιν, the
former in Ho 829, the latter in 1 Ρ I20. ' Fore-
ordain' does not appear before 1611, but Tindale
introduced Ordain before' in 1 Ρ I20, which was the
more surprising that in Ho 829 he translated both
verbs correctly, ous irpoayvu) καΐ προώρισ€ν, ' those
which he knewe before, he also ordeyned before.'
Both verbs are rare in English, the earliest certain
example of ' foreordain ' found by Oxf. Eng. Diet.
being Norton's trn of Calvin's Institutes (1561),
iii. 202, * Some to be foreordeined to saluation,
other some to destruction,' though the ptcp. is
found in the Prol. to Wyclif's Mark (1420), 'The
for-ordenede John.' RV tr. 1 Ρ I2 0 correctly ' was
foreknown,' and retains * foreordain ' for προορίζειν
wherever it occurs, Ac 428 (AV ' determine before '),
Ro829-30(AV 'predestinate'), 1 Co27 (AV <ordain'),
Eph I5· n (AV ' predestinate').

FOREKNOWLEDGE.—As an attribute of God,
foreknowledge is simply a special case or aspect of
omniscience. God knows all things, therefore not
only the present and the past, but the future also,
must lie open to His sight. This is implied in all
His promises, whether they refer to the individual
only, as where offspring is promised to Abraham
(Gn 1814), or are on a national scale, as when the
glory of Abraham's descendants is foretold (Gn 1818).
It is implied also in the warnings which God gives,
or causes to be given, as in the story of Lot and
Sodom (Gn 19), or in that of Moses before Pharaoh
(Ex 8-11). To an earlier Pharaoh God shows in a
dream ' what he is about to do' (Gn 4125), and
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similarly, at a later period, to Nebuchadnezzar
' what shall be in the latter days' (Dn 228·29). In
all such cases, however, it may be objected that
they are less examples of foreknowledge than
declarations regarding His own future action on the
part of One who has full power of doing what He
wills; that they illustrate therefore omnipotence
rather than omniscience. This close association of
the two attributes must always be allowed for in
the usage of Scripture. Where all events are re-
ferred to the direct action of the Deity, it is not
strange that He should know and foretell what He
is about to do. It may be the sense that thus to
foreknow and bring about events demonstrates the
existence and activity of the divine, or it may be
that the course of the world was already regarded
as possessing a relative independence, which forms
the ground of the appeal to the foreknowledge of
God as proving His superiority to the idols of the
nations. Such an appeal occurs more than once in
Deutero-Isaiah,e.<7. Is 429'Behold, the former things
are come to pass, and new things do I declare;
before they spring forth I tell you of them'; 4610

* Declaring the end from the beginning, and from
ancient times things that are not yet done ; saying,
My counsel shall stand'; cf. also 446'8 483· 5· 6. In
the NT Jesus asserts foreknowledge on the part of
God of what is yet hidden even from the Son (Mk
1332); and St. James (Ac 1518), quoting the words of
Amos (911·12), substitutes for ' the LORD that doeth
this,' ' the LORD who maketh these things known
from the beginning of the world.' All the references,
indeed, to the fulfilment of prophecy, which are so
frequently found in the NT, are intelligible only on
the assumption that they are taken as evidencing
the foreknowledge of God.

It is, however, in its application, not to events
generally, but to salvation, and that both of the
individual and of the community, that the question
of the divine foreknowledge has arrested the
attention, engaged the thoughts, and sometimes
tried the hearts of men. True piety refers all
things to God, and rejoices to see in the individual
life of faith and love the manifestation of divine
activity. It seems to it that, were the case other-
wise, there could be no assurance of salvation, and
the peace which is the most priceless possession of
God's children would be impossible to them. It is
argued that, as God is both able and willing to
bring about the salvation of the individual, He
must know beforehand, not only His purpose to do
so, but its fulfilment. We refer salvation, along
with all other events, to the Divine Will; but, as
God is not only Supreme Will but Supreme In-
telligence, before, or accompanying the forthputting
of that will there must be an act of knowledge.
Thus foreknowledge comes to be associated with
ELECTION and PREDESTINATION (which see) as a
constitutive element in the ultimate ground of the
salvation made known in Christ. But in proportion
as this conclusion removes difficulties on the one
side, it raises them on the other. While theoretic-
ally admitting the determinative influence of the
divine action upon the course of events in general,
we recognize that to us they are contingent, and
we are not perplexed by a difficulty which we
scarcely feel. But with the question of personal
salvation it is different. Foreknowledge here im-
plies a determinative action which seems to leave
no room for choice, or moral freedom. Further,
experience shows that there are gradations in the
extent of spiritual privileges accorded, and infinite
variations in the degree to which men avail them-
selves of these. Are we then to argue a limitation
of the divine power, or of the divine will, to save ?
The interests of piety and morality, the facts of
religion and experience, seem incompatible here, the
one demanding an absoluteness of determination

which the other cannot admit. It is the difficulty
which has divided schools of earnest men and
powerful thinkers, like the Augustinian and the
Pelagian, the Calvinist and the Arminian, which in
various forms and degrees enters into and moulds
men's whole conception of the religious life. Into
its later phases we cannot here enter; we must
confine ourselves to stating the data of the problem
as they are presented in Scripture.

In the OT the question in this special form scarcely
occurs. The prophets regard Israel as having been
chosen from among the peoples of the earth to be
God's special heritage (Dt 76'8, Neh 97· 8, Is 418·9

441·2); but the thought of a decree affecting the
eternal destiny of individuals could not present
itself to those who had only a dim conception of the
future life, and who regarded religious blessings as
coming to the individual only through his member-
ship of the elect nation. In the NT the difficulty
is for the most part not acutely felt, the two sides
of the problem being in turn referred to without
any apparent sense of antagonism or incompati-
bility. Thus Jesus recognizes the Father's action
in revealing to babes what is hidden from the wise
and prudent (Mt 1Γ25·26), declares that to some it is
given to know the mysteries of the kingdom of
heaven, while from others it is withheld (Mt 1311"16),
says that many are called, but few chosen (Mt
2214; cf. Jn 644 1240). On the other hand, He
preaches the gospel of repentance (Mt 417), and
laments over Jerusalem for neglecting or abusing
her opportunities (Mt 2337). Nowhere is it made an
excuse for the rejection of salvation that any one
has not been included in the saving purpose of
God.

It is in connexion with certain passages in the
writings of St. Paul that the questions in regard to
foreknowledge definitely arise. These are two.
How far does foreknowledge imply predestination,
decision of the fate of an individual anterior to his
personal existence and therefore to his own moral
choice ? and, What is the relation of foreknowledge
to the ground of salvation ; is there anything fore-
known which accounts for the saving choice falling
upon one and passing by another ? In Iio 829·30 we
read: ' For whom he foreknew (ous irpoeyvu), he also
foreordained (AV did predestinate) to be conformed
to the image of his Son, . . . and whom he fore-
ordained, them he also called ; and whom he called,
them he also justified ; and whom he justified,
them he also glorified.' Here the process of salva-
tion is represented as a chain, as a succession of
stages, of which the origin was a divine purpose
based upon a divine foreknowledge. The word
προ-γινώσκω in its ordinary classical use means
simply ' to know previously,' ' to have knowledge
of beforehand,' and hence, since 'all demonstra-
tion depends on previously existing knowledge' {έκ
7Γρ(τγινωσκομένων πασά, διδασκαλία, Arist. Eth. Nic. vi.
3), present knowledge leads to forecasting the
future by tracing out the probable course of events ;
cf. 2 Ρ 317 · Ye therefore, beloved, knowing these
things beforehand, beware.' But, with men, the
course of events can at best be foreknown only with
a high degree of probability, it is never more than
an inference founded on experience ; but God's
foreknowledge must, we argue, be absolute, and
involves the actual occurrence of that which is the
object of it,—if it refers to time irpoyywaLs seems
inevitably to involve προθεσι*. There is, however,
a certain vagueness in the way in which προέ^νω is
used in Ro 829, which is still more apparent in Ko
II 2 ' God did not cast off his people which he fore-
knew.' There is something wanting to fill up the
conception. Cremer (Bibl.-Theol. Lex.) therefore
suggests taking these passages in connexion with
another class of passages, where the simple verb is
used, of which 1 Co 83 may be taken as an example :
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'If any man loveth God, the same is known of
him' (iyvivaTCLL υπ' αύτοΰ). The union between God
and man thus expressed is represented in π poky ν ω
as anticipated and determined upon * in the divine
counsels before their manifestation in history.'
Another shade of meaning which προ-γινώσκειν in
these texts appears to bear is that in the chain of
events leading to salvation it denotes the self-
determination of God to that work. With the προ-
ορίζειν the first active step to its fulfilment has been
taken, but the foreknowledge of God implies His own
adoption of the plan. It thus, as Cremer remarks,
ideally precedes even the έκλ^εσθαι of Eph I 4 · 5 'Even
as he chose (έξελέξατο) us in him before the foundation
of the world . . . having foreordained (προορίσας)
us unto adoption as sons,' iKKtyecdai expressing 'a
determination directed to the objects of the fellow-
ship ' into which God has resolved to enter with His
i>eople. Jlpbyvuais thus ' denotes the foreordained
ellowship between God and the objects of His

saving counsels, God's self-determination to enter
into such fellowship preceding the realization
thereof.' This definition establishes the place of
foreknowledge in the order of the saving acts, but
does not free it of the difficulty which its connexion
with that order involves. In the self-determination
of God to save, if this has an individual application,
the whole problem is raised. It is evident that the
apostle, anxious to establish the Christian's faith
upon a sure foundation, overlooks for the moment
the bearing of his explanation upon the question of
moral choice. There is no reason to think that he
would ignore the latter. His Epistles are full of
appeals which recognize the moral nature and
responsibilities of man. But the key to his attitude
is probably to be found in that personal experience
which he describes in Gal I15, where, as Lightfoot
remarks, he heaps up words to emphasize the point
he is maintaining ('the sole agency of God as dis-
tinct from his own efforts'), ' the good pleasure of
God, who separated me (set me apart, devoted me
to a special purpose), even from my mother's womb,
and called me through his grace.' As he felt that
he had been destined and was being prepared for
his high office, even when he had been unconscious
of it, and had been making in the opposite direction,
so it was with humanity in general; man was mov-
ing towards the goal prepared for him, and God's
purpose in spite of human recalcitrancy was being
realized. But neither in the one case nor in the
other did the leadings of Providence mean that the
human will was being set aside.

But now, turning to the other question, has the
Trpokyvu of Ro 829 II 2 any special qualitative import ?
God knows, foreknows, His people—what consti-
tutes them His people, is there anything in them
or about them which accounts for foreknowledge
becoming foreordination, which explains the ground
of election ? Here opinions differ, and it is probable
that each exegete will read into the word what
agrees with his general doctrinal standpoint. Thus,
to take one or two examples, Cremer appears to
think there is no such import, the conception being
complete in itself, and the word not indicating · a
decision come to concerning any one ' ; Grimm {NT
Lex., Thayer's ed.) holds the meaning to be that
' God foreknew that they would love him, or (with
reference to what follows) he forekne\v them to be
fit to be conformed to the likeness of his Son.' This
explanation (that of foreseen love) is adopted also
by Weiss {NT Theology, § 88), while Godet {Romans,
Eng. tr. ii. 109) takes 'faith' to be the other object
of foreknowledge, the condition of salvation which
God foreknew that His people would fulfil. It is
doubtful, however, whether St. Paul had followed
out his thought on this side into a definite form.
He was concerned with the purpose of God, not
with the ground of that purpose. Both in Gal I15,

as we have seen, in reference to himself, and in
Eph I5· n in reference to the Church, he lays stress
upon the fact that God's action is ' according to the
good pleasure of his will, to the praise of the glory
of his grace'—' according to the purpose of him
who worketh all things after the counsel of his own
will.'

To these indications from the Pauline writings,
the occurrences of ττρο^ινώσκ^ιν and πρό^νωσις in
other parts of NT (Ac 2^ 265, 1 Ρ I 2 · 2 0 , 2 Ρ 317)
add nothing in regard to the questions we have
been considering. St. Paul founds upon election,
as the method appointed by Providence for the
education of humanity, his religious philosophy of
history. Some are set apart for special privilege,
but have also laid upon them special duty. The
Jews are set aside until the Gentiles be come in ;
salvation is extended to the Gentiles in order that
the Jews might come to share its blessings; but
' God does not cast off his people which he fore-
knew ' ; His purpose is not abandoned, but worked
out according to the dictates of infinite wisdom and
perfect love. It has been suggested (Plumptre,
Epp. of St. Peter, in ' Cambridge Bible for Schools')
that in the words ' the foreknowledge of God the
Father' (1 Ρ I2) 'we find, perhaps, the secret of their
(the apostles') acceptance of this aspect of the
divine government. The choice and the knowledge
were not those of an arbitrary sovereign will,
capricious as are the sovereigns of earth, in its
favours and antipathies, seeking only to manifest
its power, but of a Father whose tender mercies
were over all His works, and who sought to mani-
fest His love to all His children.' ' In what way,'
says the same writer, 'the thought of man's freedom
to will was reconcilable with that of God's electing
purpose, the writers of NT did not care to discuss.
They felt, we may believe, instinctively, half-
unconsciously, that the problem was insoluble, and
were content to accept the two beliefs, which
cannot logically be reconciled.' In this condition
of unsolved antinomy the Bible leaves all such
doctrines as those of grace and election, a heritage
of discussion and speculation to age after age of
the Church; yet, however difficult to the intellect,
constantly receiving its practical solution and
reconciliation in the Christian experience of the
soul, which is at once conscious of its own moral
responsibility and of its dependence upon God.

LITERATURE.—In addition to the authorities cited above, see
Sanday-Headlam, Romans, ll.cc. ; the Biblical Theologies of
Beyschlag, Bovon, and Schmid ; Cunningham, Historical Theo-
logy, ii. 441 ff.; K. Miiller, Die gottliche Zuvorersehung und
Erwahlung ; Bruce, Providential Order of the World (1897),
Lect. x. ; and the Literature at end of articles ELECTION,
PREDESTINATION. A . STEWART.

FOREPART.—The forepart (always one word in
1611) is either the front portion of a thing (Heb.
D'33 face), Ex 2827 3920 (of the ' ephod'), 1 Κ 620 (of
the ' oracle'), Ezk 427 (of the ' chambers' of
Ezekiel's temple, RV ' before'); or specifically
the prow or bow of a vessel {πρώρα), Ac 2741, where
it is opposed to the 'hinder part' (so 1611) or
stern {πρύμνα). RV gives ' foreship' in the last
passage, so as to correspond with v.80 (the only
other occurrence of the Gr. word), where AV and
RV have ' foreship.' The Oxf. Eng. Diet, queries
if ' forepart' is obsolete in this sense ; it has found
no later instance than Dampier (1699), Voyages, II.
i. 74, ' The head or fore-part is not altogether so
high as the Stern.' For illustration of 'fore-
part,' meaning generally the front, takeT. Adams,
II Peter, on I 2 ' There is a helmet for the head, a
corselet for the breast, a shield for the foreparts;
but no guard, no regard for the back'; and
Bunyan, Holy War (Clar. Pr. ed. p. £24, 1. 35),
' Every door also was filled with persons who had
adorned every one their fore-part against their
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house with something of variety and singular
excellency, to entertain him withal as he passed
in the streets/ where the ' fore-part' is explained
by the editor as ' the space lying between a house
and the public street or highway, the plot of
ground forming a garden or fore-court.'

J. HASTINGS.
FORERUNNER {πρόδρομος) occurs once in Apocr.

and once in NT. Wis 128 * Thou sentest hornets
as forerunners of thy host'; He 620 * whither as a
forerunner Jesus entered for us.' The meaning of
both these passages is illustrated by the classical
usage of πρόδρομος as a military term (Herod, i. 60,
iv. 121,122 ; Msch. Theb. 80 ; Thuc. ii. 22, etc.). It
was applied especially to the light-armed soldiers
who were sent in advance of an army as scouts.
A special corps of πρόδρομοι was attached to the
Macedonian army (Arrian, Anab. i. 12; Diod.
xvii. 17). When a king was to travel, a forerunner
was sent to see that the way was in good order
(Is 403ff·; cf. Mai 31). Both these OT passages are
applied in NT to John the Baptist as the fore-
runner of Jesus (Mt II 1 0, Mk I2, Lk 727). In Lk 952

Jesus sends ' messengers before his face to make
ready for him.' Cf. Jn 142 * I go to prepare a
place for you.' The kings of Israel had runners
before their chariots (1 S 811); Doeg the Edomite
was the mightiest of Saul's runners (1 S 217, reading
D l̂ for D'jn); Absalom and Adonijah prepared
fifty men to run before them (2 S 151, I K I 5);
Elijah ran before the chariot of Ahab (1 Κ 1846).
See further under GUARD, RUNNERS.

J. A. SELBIE.
FORESHIP.—In AV, Ac 2730 only, ' under colour

as though they would have cast anchors out of the
foreship' (1611 ' fore-ship,' Gr. πρώρα, the bow of a
ship). RV adds v.41. See FOREPART. It was
Tindale that gave ' forshippe ' as the trn of πρώρα
in v.30 and ' foore parte ' in v.41. The translators
of AV retained the variety according to their
precept, ' that nicenesse in wordes was alwayes
counted the next step to trifling' {The Translators
to the Reader). 'Foreship' is still in use. For
the anchorage of ships see Smith, Voyage and Ship-
wreck of St. Paul, 132, and art. SHIP.

FORESKIN.—See CIRCUMCISION.

FOREST.—There are five Heb. words for collec-
tions of trees and shrubs :—1. ")jr yaar, δρυμός.
This word, which is by far the most common, is tr.
sometimes forest (Jer 4623, Mic 312), more frequently
wood (Dt 195 RV 'forest,' 2 Κ 224, Ps 9612 etc.).
Its Arab, equivalent, wa'r, signifies difficult, and
is used for rugged and stony regions, whether
wooded or not. The expression 'thickets of the
forest' (Is 918) refers to a forest with tangled
undergrowth.

2. V"p horesh is used twice for collections of
trees :—(a) Wood {I S 2315 etc.), where (reading vnn)
LXX has the proper name Καίρη. RV text has
wood, marg. the proper name Horesh (wh. see,
and cf. Driver, Text of Samuel, ad loc). Many
believe that the reference here is to a town and
not to a forest, {b) Forest (2 Ch 274), where it is
trd in LXX by δρυμός. The same word is used for
dense foliage (Ezk313 'shadowing shroud'). It is
also used for a « bough' (RV ' wood') Is 179. The
LXX here tr. 'of the Amorites and the Hivites,'
and this is probably correct. In every instance of
the genuine occurrence of this word, the proper
meaning appears to be 'wooded height.'

3. τρρ sebhak, thicket (Is 918 1034, Jer 47). This
word is given as a proper name in LXX (Gn 2213

Σαβέκ). It is also trd by δρυμός, Ps 745 (AV ' thick
trees,' RV 'a thicket of trees').

4. D ŷ 'abhim, άλση, ' thickets' (Jer 429), called so
on account of the darkness of such places.

5. ότι© pardis, παράδεισος. This is α word of
Persian origin, found in Sanskrit, paradeza;
Armenian, pardes; Syriac, pardaysd; Arab.
firdaus. It is used once (Neh 28) of a royal (AV)
'forest' or (RVm) 'park,' under the care of an
officer, whose permission had to be obtained in
order to fell wood within its limits. It is twice
used for orchards (Ca 413, Ec 25 pi. RV ' parks').

Pal. and Syria were doubtless much more heavily
wooded in ancient times than now. Numerous
forests are mentioned in Scripture. (1) The wood
lands of the Canaanites and Rephaim clothed the
mountains of Samaria and Galilee, and extended
apparently to Beth-shean (Jos 1715"18). Tabor is a
representative of tYnswood of Ephraim. For another
' wood of Ephraim' see (9) below. (2) There was a
forest near Bethel, clothing the sides of the ravines
coming up from the Jordan Valley (2 Κ 223·24).
(3) The * forest of Hareth' was on the W. slopes
of the Judsean hills (1 S 225). (4) A forest in the
hill-country, probably near Aijalon (1 S 1425·26, cf.
v.31), where Jonathan ate the honey. (5) The
' fields of the wood' (Ps 1326) refer to the region of
Kiriath-jearim, the 'village of the woods' (1 S 72).
(6) The forests where Jotham ' built castles and
towers' (2 Ch 274) were in the mountains of Judah.
(7) If horesh (1 S 2315 etc.) refers to a wood, then
there was a forest at the edge of the Judsean
desert, near Ziph. The LXX seems to regard it as
a place, Ka^??. Conder located it at Khurbet-
Khureisa. Tristram, however, thinks that a
forest was intended. (8) The latter opinion is
strengthened by the allusion (Ezk 2046·47) to the
' forest of the south field' and ' forest of the south'
(AV), and ' forest of the field in the south' (Negeb),
* forest of the south' (RV). These must have been
forests of S. Judsea, overlooking the Judasan
wilderness and et-Tih. (9) There were extensive
forests in Bashan (Is 213) and Gilead (2 S 186 ' the
wood [RV 'forest'] of Ephraim'). (10) Lebanon
was noted for its forests (1 Κ 72), as also Carmel
(2 Κ 1923). RV tr s h Vcps in this passage ' fruitful field'
{sc. of Lebanon, which seems demanded by the con-
text). Forests are mentioned in Apocr. (1 Mac 43S).

Forests were an emblem of pride (Zee II2). They
were contrasted with cultivated ground, as an
emblem of neglect (Is 2917).

Notwithstanding the ravages of conquerors, and
the improvidence of the people, there are still con-
siderable wooded regions, even in W. Palestine. The
slopes of the hills, and not a few of the sides of the
ravines, are clothed with thickets, and in a few
places there are groves of trees, as on the flanks
of Carmel and Tabor. Gilead and Bashan have
quite extensive open woods of oak, terebinth,
arbutus, and pine. There are still traces of the
old cedar groves of Lebanon, and large open
groves of pine, oak, cypress, juniper, and spruce.
There are also many scrubs of dwarf oaks and
carobs. Willows and poplars and plane trees are
abundant along the watercourses, and tamarisks
along the seashore and in the deserts. Acacias
are fairly numerous in the valleys around the
Dead Sea, and southward to Sinai. Terebinths,
carobs, evergreen oaks, ash, hackberry, and Pride of
India are scattered freely over the whole country.
Large forests of full-grown trees are found in N.
Lebanon, and in the heart of Amanus in N. Syria.
In the latter chain are large districts, wholly
occupied by forests of cedar of Lebanon, beech,
pine, oak, hornbeam, cypress, spruce, and yew.

G. E. POST.
FORETELL.—Thrice cforetell' occurs in AV,

each time for a different Gr. verb, and twice in
the sense of 'tell beforehand,' not specially pro-
phesy or prognosticate : Mk 1323 ' Behold, I have
foretold you all things' {προείρηκα, RV Ί have
told you all things beforehand ') ; 2 Co 132 ' I told
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you before, and foretell you, as if I were present,
the second t i m e ' {προείρηκα και προλέ-γω, RV ' I
have said beforehand, and I do say beforehand,'
RVm 'plainly' for beforehand). For this mean-
ing see Shaks. Tempest, IV. i. 149—

' These our actors,
As I foretold you, were all spirits';

and III Henry VI. IV. vii. 12—
* For many men that stumble at the threshold

Are well foretold that danger lurks within.'

In the third instance the meaning is prophesy,
predict, Ac 324 'all the prophets . . . have like-
wise foretold of these days' (TR προκατήγγαλαν,
but edd. KarTiyyeiXav, whence RV 'they also told
of these days'). [πpoκaτayyέλλω is accepted by
edd. in Ac 3*8 (AV ' God before had shewed,' R V
'God foreshewed'), and 752 (EV 'shewed be-
fore ')]. J. HASTINGS.

FOREWARD.—In 1 Mac 911 it is said of the
army of Bacchides, ' they that marched in the
foreward were all mighty men.' The Gr. for ' they
that marched in the foreward' is ol πpωτayωvιστai,
whence comes our ' protagonist.' The same
word occurs in 2 Mac 1530, where Judas is called
ό Tpwray(j)VLaT7]s υπέρ των πολιτών, A V ' t h e chief
defender of the citizens,3 RV 'the foremost cham-
pion of his fellow-citizens.' It signified first the
principal actor in a play, and then the person
taking a leading part in any enterprise, the one
who ' plays first fiddle,' in fact, as Liddell and
Scott suggest. The Eng. phrase 'in the fore-
word ' comes from Geneva, ' they that foght in
the forewarde were all valiant men.' The fore-
ward ( = 'front-guard') was the foremost line of
an army, its vanguard ; thus Caxton (1489), Sonnes
of Aymon, i. 41, ' Fyrste of alle came the fore-
warde wyth the Oryfiame'; and Shaks. Rich. III.
V. iii. 293—

• My foreward shall be drawn out all in length,
Consisting equally of horse and foot.'

RV translates, ' the mighty men that fought in
the front of the battle ' ; which is almost a return
to Wyclif (1382), ' the first of the bateil al the
mighty.' J. HASTINGS.

FORFEIT.—From Old French forfait or forfet
after late Latin forisfactum, a trespass, or fine
(Lat. for is without, and facer e to do), a ' forfeit'
was originally an act outside of righteousness, and
'to forfeit' was to act unrighteously, to sin.
Thus Berners, Froissart, I. ccccxxxi. ' Sir, ye
know well the Flemings that be yonder have
done us no forfeit'; and Chaucer, Parsones Tale,
275 (Student's ed. p. 682a), ' And al this suffred Jesu
Crist, that neuere forfeited.' From this the mean-
ing passed early into the expression of a penalty
due for transgression, a fine; and the verb came
to signify to lose, or lose the right to, something,
a meaning in which both subst. and vb. are still
used. But in its only occurrence in AV the vb.
' forfeit' (the subst. is not found) is used with
direct reference to the authority or executive
power to confiscate; and in that sense it is
marked by Oxf. Eng. Diet, as obsolete: Ezr 108

'And that whosoever would not come within
three days, according to the counsel of the princes
and the elders, all his substance should be for-
feited' (Din;, AVm and RVm 'devoted'). Cf.
Dn 25 Wye. (1382), ' your housis shuln be maad
commoun or for fetid?

RV introduces 'forfeit' into Dt 229 ' Thou shalt
not sow thy vineyard with two kinds of seed ;
lest the whole fruit be forfeited' (επρη, AV
' defiled,' RVm ' consecrated ' ; Driver, ' lit.
become holy or sacred, i.e. be forfeited to the
sanctuary'); Mt 1626, Mk 836 'forfeit his life'
(ζημιωθ^ την ψνχήν αύτοΰ, AV 'lose his own soul');

and Lk 925 ' and lose or forfeit his own self' (εαυτόν
δέ άπολέσας ή ζημιωθείς, AV 'be cast away'). In
the remaining occurrences of ζημωϋν (1 Co 315,
2 Co 79, Ph 38), RV renders ' suffer loss.'

J. HASTINGS.
FORGE, FORGER.—Forge and fabricate come

both from Lat. fabricare, the former through the
Old French forgier, the latter directly. To
' forge' is therefore to make or shape, as Ex
411, Wye. (1382), 'Who made the mouth of man,
or who forgide (1388 'made') the dowmbe and
the deef, the seer and the blynde ?'; Tindale,
Works (ed. Russell, 1831), i. 93, 'The power of
God . . . altereth him, changeth him clean,
fashioneth and forgeth him anew.' It is espe-
cially used of shaping metals by fire and hammer ;
and in this sense RV uses the subst. forger, Gn
4.22 i Tubal-cain, the forger of every cutting in-
strument of brass and iron' (κηπ"1?! vtib, AV ' an
instructer [m. 'whetter'] of every artificer in
brass and iron'; so RVm). The passage is
difficult, perhaps corrupt; it is fully discussed
in Dillmann and in Spurrell. But in AV ' forge'
and ' forger' are used only in the metaphorical
sense of framing or inventing lies : Job 134 ' ye
are forgers of lies ' (ij?r^h) ; Ps 11969 ' The proud
have forged a lie against me' (ij$ 'by ibsa); and
Sir 512 ' lips that forge lies' (έpyaζoμέvωv ψευδός).
The Geneva tr. of Lk 198 is, ' If I have taken from
any men by forged cauillation, I restore hym foure
folde.' And Shaks. Mich. II. IV. i. 40, gives—

• If thou deny'st it twenty times, thou liest;
And I will turn thy falsehood to thy heart,
Where it was forged, with my rapier's point.'

J. HASTINGS.
FORGETFULNESS.—Forgetful in the sense of

heedless, neglectful, is perhaps still in use collo-
quially, but in literary English we should not
now say as AV after Tindale in He 132 'Be not
forgetful to entertain strangers' {της φιλοξενίας μη
έπιλανθάνεσθε, RV 'Forget not to show love unto
strangers'). Ά forgetful hearer' (Ja I25) is more
modern, but RV prefers ' a hearer that forgettetli'
[ακροατής έπιλησμονης, lit. ' a hearer of forgetful-
ness,' as in 24 'judges of evil thoughts' = evil-
thoughted judges').

In Sir 2314 the meaning is again, probably, heedless and so
unmannerly, ' Remember thy father and thy mother, when
thou sittest among great men. Be not forgetful before them,
and so thou by thy custom become a fool' (μί, ποπ ί·ηλά.0τ).
But the passage is obscure. Wyclif has it, ' Lest perauentu're
God forgete thee in the sighte of hem,' after Vulg. Ne forte
obliviscatur te Deus in conspectu illorum ; and he (or the Vulg.)
is followed by Rogers', Coverdale's, the Bishops', and the Douay
versions ; the Geneva has ' lest thou be forgotten in their sight.'
RV slightly alters the construction of the sentence, and so gets
a new meaning—

• Remember thy father and thy mother,
For thou sittest in the midst of great men ;
That thou be not forgetful before them,
And become a fool by thy custom.'

The great men are presumably the father and mother; if so,
'great ones' would have been better; the Gr. is simply cevm
μ,ίσ-ον μ,ίγισ-τάνα/ν. Ball, in QPB, follows Fritzsche and AV, and
explains, 'Low language reflects upon one's upbringing.'

Forgetfulness occurs in Ps 8812 'Shall thy
wonders be known in the dark? and thy right-
eousness in the land of forgetfulness?' (rptpj px),
where ' forgetfulness' is not the condition of losing
all recollection, but of being forgotten, oblivion,—a
meaning which Bradley {Oxf. Eng. Diet.) marks
as probably obsolete. The condition of losing
recollection might be represented as a blessed one,
as in Shaks. // Henry IV. III. i. 8—

' Ο sleep ! Ο gentle sleep !
Nature's soft nurse, how have I frighted thee,
That thou no more wilt weigh my eyelids down,
And steep my senses in forgetfulness ?'

But the Psalmist's thought is rather as in Norton
(1561), Calvin's Inst. IV. xviii. 704, 'This Masse
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. . . shamefully . . . putteth his death in forge t-
f uinesse'; and Gray, Elegy, 1. 85—

' For who, to dumb Forgetfulness a prey,
This pleasing anxious being· e'er resigned,

Left the warm precincts of the cheerful day,
Nor cast one longing ling'ring look behind?'

This is the meaning also of Wis 173 'they were
scattered under a dark vail of forgetfulness'
(ά0677« λήθης παρακαλύμματι, Vulg. tenebroso ob-
livionis velamento'); but in 1426 16U, Sir II 2 5, the
word is used in its usual sense of a tendency to
forget. J. HASTINGS.

FORGIYENESS.—In OT three words especially
are used to express the idea of forgiveness—"is? *
* cover' or * pacify'; nbu (root meaning unknown);
χ'φι 'lift up' or 'away.' AV and RV render all
three usually 'forgive,' sometimes 'pardon.' The
first and second are always used of divine forgive-
ness—the first, rarely (Ps 7838, Jer 1823, Dt 218,
2 Ch 3018), the second, frequently (e.g. 1 Κ 830f·,
Lv 420f·); the third is in common use of ordinary
human forgiveness as well {e.g. Gn 5017, Ex 1017,
1 S 1525 2528). In nearly all instances the context
implies repentance for the offence, and an inten-
tion to avoid a repetition of it, as a condition
of the forgiveness; and as a result of it, that
the offender is placed again in the position which
he occupied before the offence, in the old covenant
relation to God, or in the same friendly relation
as before to the person affected. Under the sacri-
ficial system the repentance and the amends
are represented by the sacrifice which is offered
by the offender through the priest (see Oehler,
Theology of the OT, § 139); but in other cases
in the Psalms and the Prophets there is no
suggestion of more than acknowledgment of sin,
repentance, and that intention of amendment which
is expressed by the phrase 'turning to the Lord.'
Forgiveness is a free act on the part of God or of
man; it restores the offender to the state in which
there is no obstacle to his communion with him from
whom he has been alienated; it gives peace of
mind (Ps 32), a consciousness of the divine mercy
(Ps 103); it removes the fear of punishment and
quickens love (2 S 1213, Job 3328, Ps 1032). Nor is
it only an individual matter; the whole nation
may be alienated from God through neglect of his
will, and may by forgiveness be restored,—such is
the burden of many a prophetic exhortation.

It has been said that 'no permanent state of
reconciliation' was established under the old cove-
nant ; that there was only such forgiveness for
the past as might enable men to begin again to
seek justification through the works of the law.
It has also been maintained that the old covenant
furnished only a 'passing over' of sin, a 'closing
the eyes1 to it on the part of God—by which,
though satisfaction was not made, though there
was no real remission of sin, punishment was
forgone. The consideration of these questions
involves the whole subject of ATONEMENT (wh.
see); but it may be stated here that neither the
national and individual experiences recorded in the
OT, nor the words and general language used,
seem to suggest any fundamental difference in
the idea of forgiveness from that which we find
in the NT. When St. Paul in a particular passage
(Ro 325) uses, with reference to sins committed by
men living under the old covenant, a word (irapeais)
different from that (άφεσις) which is in common use
in the NT to express ' forgiveness,' he has in mind
a different thought. He is arguing that because
in former ages God had not exacted from men the
punishment which was due for their sins (cf. Ac

* On this important term see Oxf. Heb. Lex. 8.V., also Driver,
Deut. 243, 425 f.f and art. PROPITIATION.

1416, 1730), his forbearance had been misunderstood;
he had 'passed by' sins till the world was in danger
of forgetting that he was a God of righteousness ;
and the time had come for a signal exhibition of
his hatred of sin in the propitiation made in Christ
Jesus (see Ro 325· 26 RV, the sense of the argument
is lost in AV). With men such ' passing by' might
involve forgetting, it could not be the same as
' forgiving'; with God it would be neither (see
Trench, Synonyms, § xxxiii.). No argument with
regard to the nature of forgiveness under the old
covenant can be drawn from the passage. Indeed,
so far as the relation between the individual and
God is concerned, there is nothing to indicate that
the forgiveness granted by God in the experience
of his people before the coming of Christ was
different in kind from that which Christ pro-
claimed. A difference in the requirement of it
from men in their relations with one another, no
doubt, may readily be detected between the teach-
ing of the OT and the NT. It is here that the
real development in the ethical teaching of the
NT on the subject is to be found. The duty of
forgiving injuries and wrongs committed against
oneself or others cannot be said to occupy the pro-
minent place in the OT that it has in the teaching
of Jesus. It must be recognized that in this respect
there is a real distinction to be drawn. But true
as it is that the revelation of the divine will and
of the ideal of human life and character, the power
of the whole revelation made in Christ, has im-
measurably facilitated the individual's opportunity
of conscious enjoyment of the divine forgiveness,
and stimulated his readiness to bestow forgiveness
in his measure upon others; yet it is none the less
true that the same forgiveness of sin was offered
to previous generations of men—'they are not to be
heard, which feign that the old fathers did look only
for transitory promises.' The materials for deter-
mining the idea of forgiveness are, however, so
much richer in the NT than in the OT, that we
turn to it rather than to the OT for the elabora-
tion of the idea.

So closely, indeed, is the principle associated
with the teaching and work of Christ, that for-
giveness has been called ' Christ's most striking
innovation in morality,' and the phrase a ' Chris-
tian ' spirit is commonly regarded as synonymous
with a disposition of readiness to forgive an
injury. The pagan ideal of manly life was to
succeed in doing as much good to your friends and
as much injury to your enemies as possible; and if
it be not true that forgiveness was a virtue unknown
in the ancient world, it was at all events not one
that was demanded or proclaimed as a duty by any
ethical system. Indeed it is clear that without a
sense of the need of personal holiness and the con-
sciousness of guilt, without—in the widest meaning
of the phrase—a conviction of sin, there could be
no true repentance, no sense of the need of forgive-
ness. And such a conviction of sin neither Greek
nor Roman religion produced.

The words which are used in the NT are the Gr.
representatives of the Heb. words in the OT. We
have, though rarely, the word (καλύπτω) meaning
' cover' or ' hide ' (Ro 47, 1 Ρ 48, Ja 520, all quoted
from LXX); and once, with reference to former
times, the word for' passing by ' (Ro 325); but by far
the commonest word is that which expresses the
idea of 'sending away,' or 'lettinggo' or 'releasing'
(a0e<ris), which is rendered in this connexion either
'forgive,' 'forgiveness,' or 'remit,' 'remission.'
The noun occurs in this sense eleven times in the
synoptic Gospels (not at all in Jn) and Ac (Mt 2628,
Mk I4 329, Lk I7 7 33 2447, Ac 238 531 ΙΟ43 1338 2618;
eight times in Lk and Ac, a favourite word of
St. Luke), and four times elsewhere (Eph I7,
Col I14, He 9221018). In eleven of these instances
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there is added 'of sins,' in one'of trespasses/ in
one the same words are in the immediate context,
and in the two remaining instances the word stands
absolutely. (AV renders nine times 'remission,'
six times 'forgiveness.') The verb with the same
meaning occurs about forty times in the synoptic
Gospels, once in Ac (822), three times in Jn [Gospel
once (2023), 1 Ep. twice (I9 212)], and twice elsewhere
(Ko 47, Ja 515). It is found predominantly with the
usual word for ' sin ' (αμαρτία) or ' sins' expressed
or implied in the context, but other words—'debt,'
' trespasses,' ' iniquities'—are also used. The verb
implies the complete removal of the cause of offence.
The sin is taken out of the way, out of sight. The
debt is cancelled: the debtor released from his
obligation (cf. Mt 1823"35). As far as the offender
is concerned, the trespass is done away. He no
longer has the sense of sin, of guilt and liability
to punishment; he is restored to the harmonious
relations which existed before. (It is noticeable
that though this is the favourite word of the
Gospels and Acts, it is scarcely found in the NT
outside them : the idea of forgiveness is merged in
the wider ones of justification and salvation).
Instead of this word St. Paul uses one [χαρίζεσθαι
ten times) which has the special sense 'confer a
favour on,' ' be gracious to'—of men towards one
another and of Christ in relation to them (2 Co 27·1 0

1213, Eph 432, Col 213 313). St. Luke has this word
twice (Lk 742· 4 3), each time of a debt (AV ' frankly
forgave'), and twice he has also a word (απολύω,
637 bis), meaning to ' loose from,' ' release,' ' set at
liberty.' In the Apocalypse the nearest equiva-
lent is found probably in the idea of the blood
' loosing' from sin and 'cleansing' (e.g. Rev I6 714;
cf. 1 Jn I7·9)-

The teaching of the NT as to forgiveness is
sufficiently represented by (1) the sayings of Christ
which led up to St. Peter's question and the answer
to it (Lk 173· 4, Mt 1815-17 and 1821· 22), and the
Parables of the Prodigal and of the great Debtor
(Lk 1511"32, Mt 1823"35); (2) the clause in the Lord's
Prayer (with the comment which is added Mt
614· 1δ, cf. Mk II2 5· 2 6 ) ; and (3) the allusion to
blasphemy against the Holy Spirit (Mt 1231 and
parallels), and St. John's mention of sin 'unto
death' (1 Jn 517).

(1) The teaching is given much more fully in Mt
than in Lk, but the full essence of it is in the words
of Lk,' If thy brother trespass against thee, rebuke
him; and if he repent, forgive him. And if he
trespass against thee seven times in a day, and
seven times in a day turn again to thee, saying, I
repent; thou shalt forgive him.' It is clear at
once that, if certain conditions are satisfied, the
teaching of Christ admits of no limitations to the
law of forgiveness. The account in Mt more
vividly enforces this point. It represents Christ
as at first only enunciating the general principle.
St. Peter seeks for further guidance, wishing to
reduce the principle to the compass of a definite
rule, and asking, * Lord, how oft shall my brother
sin against me, and I forgive him ? till seven
times ?' and it is in answer to his question that
the words are elicited which raise the duty out of
the sphere of mere numerical calculation—' I say
not unto thee, Until seven times: but, Until seventy
times seven.' There is to be no limit whatever to
the readiness of a follower of Christ to forgive.
On the other hand, it is equally clear that some-
thing is required on the part of the offender before
he can be the recipient of forgiveness. 'If thy
brother . . . turn again to thee, saying, I repent'
—this is the condition: there must be the con-
sciousness of sin, the free avowal of error (cf.
Lk 1521), the recognition of wrong-doing and the
turning away from it, and, it seems, the willingness
to make amends (cf. Lk 198). That there must be

such repentance * (change of mind, acceptance of a
new ideal of life) is still more plainly shown in the
account of Mt: the Christian is not to remain
passive till the offender of his own accord comes
to him penitent and begging reconciliation—he is,
on the contrary, to adopt all rational means he can
to bring home to him the error and evil of his
conduct; and should he still remain inpenitent
and obdurate, there is no forgiveness for him—he
places himself outside the pale of Christian life—
'Let him be unto thee as a heathen man and a
publican.'

The Parable of the Prodigal Son shows the same
relation between forgiveness and repentance. The
wish to leave the father—the revolt against his
will, his plan of life—was the sin: the return is
in itself sufficient proof of repentance, even
though it was prompted by the sense of failure
and physical hunger; the father recognizes it as
such, and hastens to meet and welcome the
offender, and forgives him before he has had time
to put into words his confession of sin ; the son is
in that moment restored to the position in his
father's household which he had forfeited. (The
teaching of the apostles as described in Ac lays
similar emphasis on repentance as a first condition
of salvation [e.g. Ac 238], baptism being from one
point of view the outward mark of repentance).
So, too, the publican goes down to his house
' justified' because penitent (Lk 1814).

Similarly, a readiness to forgive others is laid
down as a condition for a man's own forgiveness
(cf. Mt 612, Mk II2 5· 26, Mt 57). The Parable of
the great Debtor shows that the absence of a for-
giving spirit in men prevents their being themselves
forgiven.

(2) The instances of Christ's teaching which
have been cited might be interpreted as having
reference only to relations between men, though
it is scarcely conceivable that the parables are
not intended to be significant of the relations of
mankind as sons to God the Father, the ideal of
character. The clause in the Lord's Prayer (Mt 612,
Lk II4) makes it evident that human forgiveness
and divine forgiveness are represented as strictly
analogous. There is indeed no indication of any
fundamental difference between the forgiveness
which the Christian wins from God and that which
he in turn bestows upon his 'brother.' It is the
same phrase which is used throughout—a phrase
denoting actual ' remission' of sin; and it is used
by Christ of his own action, and alike of God's and
of man's part in the mysterious process. If it were
not so, it would be mockery to offer up the petition,
' Forgive us our trespass, as we forgive them that
trespass against us.' The comment on the clause,
which Mt appends to the Prayer, and the similar
saying, which Mk introduces in connexion with the
exhortation to faith in praying, forbid any differ-
entiation (cf. Col 313). The statements are quite
general. Forgiveness is to be won by repentance
and confession, whatever the nature of the offence,
whoever the persons concerned may be. (In view
of the indisputably general application of the
Parable of the Prodigal Son and the other
references to forgiveness, it seems impossible
to accept the interpretation of Mt 1815"17 which
would limit its teaching to relations between
Christians).

(3) There are, however, two references which
seem to set a limit to the possibility of divine
forgiveness. One is the case of the blasphemy
against the Holy Spirit; the other is St. John's

* Two words are used which imply change of mind (involving
regret for the course pursued and change of conduct for the
future) Mt 4*7, Mk Ι1^, Lk 157- 10, and change of will Mt 212 9

(on the question whether the distinction holds or not, see
Trench, Synonyms, § lxix.); and there are also words which
mean * turning' or ' conversion,' Lk 2232, Mt 183.
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allusion to * sin unto death.' The first of these
references declares that there is a supreme sin for
which no man can ever hope to be forgiven—
'All their sins shall be forgiven unto the sons
of men, and their blasphemies wherewith soever
they shall blaspheme' (Mk 328); but with these
sins and blasphemies there is pointedly contrasted
one—'Whosoever shall blaspheme against the Holy
Spirit hath never forgiveness, but is guilty of an
eternal sin,J and it ' shall not be forgiven him,
neither in this world, nor in that which is to come'
(Mt 1232). All that can be said with certainty as
to the nature of this sin is that the opposition of
the scribes and Pharisees to Christ was a sign and
indication of it, and that the Pharisaic charge that
it was by the powers of evil that he was enabled to
perform his works of healing, was the immediate
occasion of his denunciation of it. Augustine
regarded the sin as deliberate persistence in evil
(for other interpretations see Westcott, note on
1 Jn 517). It would appear from the rest of Christ's
teaching on forgiveness that it was in any case of
such a character as to deaden and destroy the
spiritual sense in him who yielded himself up to
its influence, so that repentance would become
impossible to him. The idea of unpardonable sin
is further suggested by St. John's exception of
* sin unto death' from the subjects of intercessory
prayer (1 Jn 516). To one who thus sins the way
of forgiveness is closed ; at least it is not to be
opened through the intercession of his brethren,
which in other cases would avail.

There remains to be considered the problem of
the significance of Christ's cry from the Cross,
' Father, forgive them ; for they know not what
they do' (Lk 2334). It is evident that it is a prayer
for the forgiveness of those who have not repented,
who have not even come to knowledge of their
guilt. It cannot, however, be regarded as limited
in its scope to the Roman soldiers, and excluding
any reference to the share in the final tragedy
taken by the party of the scribes and Pharisees.
The soldiers could not be thought of as in any real
sense needing forgiveness for carrying out their
orders in what they could only consider an
ordinary execution : even Pilate was treated as
comparatively guiltless. The cry must therefore
be the supreme expression of the human sympathy
and love of Christ, of the great principle which he
had always inculcated. The sin embodied in the
conduct of the Pharisaic party he had condemned
in burning words; towards it there could not be
any change of feeling ; but they might be brought
to repentance late though it was, and the words
which are under consideration are a prayer for that
result, a loving hope for the enlightenment of those
blind leaders of the blind. It may be a hope
against hope, but the cry does not constitute an
exception to the principles and conditions of
forgiveness which are to be drawn from other
parts of the NT. It is a crowning example of
' forgivingness,' if so be that the divine mercy
may transcend the usual conditions of the bestowal
of the boon. Such a spirit of ' forgivingness' may
be present (it has been noticed that it is required
in all cases from the individual who has been in-
jured), whether ' forgiven-ness' (the remission of
the offence as regards the person who has offended)
ensues or not. The word ' forgiveness' is capable
of the active and of the passive sense. In the
active sense it is clear that it is an ordinary
Christian duty ; in the passive sense, before it can
be realized the conditions which have been elicited
must be fulfilled.

LITERATURE.—Oehler, TheoL of OT· Schmid, Bib. Theol. of
NT; Martensen, ChristianEthics; Seeley, EcceHomo ; Dorner,
System of Christian Doctrine. See also Literature under arts.
ATONEMENT, PROPITIATION. J . jr. B E T H U N E - B A K E R .

FORM. — Numerous as are the Heb. and Gr.
words trd 'form,' the meanings of the word in
AV and RV may be reduced to the following:
1. Shape, as an orderly arrangement of parts,
Gn I 2 'The earth was without form' (?nh, RV
'waste'; so in Jer 423); Wis II 1 7 ' thy Almighty
hand, that made the world of matter without
form' (έξ άμορφου ϋλψ, RV 'out of formless matter').
Cf. Shaks. K. John, III. i. 253—

'All form is formless, order orderless.'

2. Such orderly arrangement as produces beauty,
comeliness, Is 5214 532 ' he hath no form nor come-
liness ' ("iNh); Wis 155 ' they desire the form of a
dead image, that hath no breath' {eUos; Farrar,
' he yearns for the unbreathing beauty of a dead
image'). For this meaning see Shaks. Mids.
Night's Dream, I. ii. 233—

• Things base and vile, holding· no quantity,
Love can transpose to form and dignity.'

3. The special or characteristic shape of a person
or thing, Ezk 83 'And he put forth the form of
an hand, and took me by a lock of mine head'
(rnnn; so 108); Dn 319 ' Then was Nebuchadnezzar
full of fury, and the form of his visage was
changed' (DJX); Mk 1612, Ph 26·7 {μορφή, the char-
acteristic form of the Son of God and His char-
acteristic form as the Son of Man; see Gifford,
The Incarnation, p. 22 ff. ; and art. FASHION). Cf.
Shaks. Com. of Errors, Π. ii. 200—

1 Thou hast thine own form.
No, I am an ape.

If thou art changed to aught, 'tis to an ass.'

Milton, Comus, 1. 70—
1 Their human countenance,

Th' express resemblance of the gods, is chang'd
Into some brutish form of wolf or bear.'

And Par. Beg. iv. 599—

' True image of the Father, whether thron'd
In the bosom of bliss, and light of light
Conceiving, or remote from Heav'n, enshrin'd
In fleshly tabernacle, and human form,
Wand'ring the wilderness.'

3. The representation or pattern of anything,
Ezk 810 'And behold, every form of creeping
things . . . pourtrayed upon the wall round
about' (η\?;ιη); 2 Ch 47 ' he made ten candlesticks
of gold according to their form' (astfjp, RV 'ac-
cording to the ordinance concerning them'); Ezk
4311 quater (.Til*); Ro 617 ' that form of doctrine
which was delivered you' (τύπος, RVm ' pattern');
2 Ti I1 3 ' Hold fast the form of sound words which
thou hast heard of me' (ύποτύπωο-ις, RV ' pattern ').
So Wyclifs tr. of 1 Th I7 ' so that ye ben maad
fourme, or ensaumple, to alle men bileuynge';
and Locke, Human Underst. ill. iii. 230, 'To
make abstract general Ideas, and set them up
in the Mind, with Names annexed to them, as
Patterns, or Forms (for in that sense the word
Form has a very proper signification).' 5. Out-
ward aspect (a); often the mere outward appear-
ance as opposed to the inner reality (b): Thus (a)
Job 416 ' It stood still, but I could not discern the
form thereof (ΠΝ-JD, RV 'appearance'); I S 2814

'And the woman said unto Saul, I saw gods
ascending out of the earth. And he said unto
her, What form is he of?' (nxh); Dn 231 325 (n,
RV 'aspect'). So Shaks. Coriol. in. iii. 109—

* Art thou a man ? thy form cries out thou a r t ' ;

and Henry V. III. vi. 72, ' Why, 'tis a gull, a fool,
a rogue: that now and then goes to the wars, to
grace himself at his return unto London under the
form of a soldier.' {b) 2S 1420 'To fetch about
this form of speech hath thy servant Joab done
this thing' ("\2in \?5, RV ' to change the face of
the matter'); Ro 220, 2 Ti 35 'Having a form of
godliness, but denying the power thereof (both
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μόρψωσις, which is not so purely as σχήμα the mere
outward form, but seems to be so used in both
these passages, esp. 2 Ti 35, and that is clearly
the meaning of AV. See Sanday-Headlam on
Ro 220). In illustration, take again Shaks., Henry
V. II. ii. 116—

• And other devils that suggest by treasons,
Do botch and bungle up damnation
With patches, colours, and with forms, being fetch'd
From glistering semblances of piety';

and Othello, n. i. 243, ' a knave very voluble, no
further conscionable than in putting on the mere
form of civil and humane seeming, for the better
compassing of his salt and most hidden - loose
affection.'

The word 'form' has been occasionally introduced into RV
when it is not in AV. It is used to tr. (1) Heb. naCjn in all
its occurrences except one, either for AV 'likeness'' (Ex 204,
Dt 423· 25 58), or ' similitude' (Nu 128, Dt 412· 15. i6)f or ' image'
(Job 416). The exception is Ps 1715 ' I shall be satisfied when
I awake with thy likeness,'where RV gives 'form' in marg.,
Amer. RV in text. (2) axg in 1 Κ 625 737 for AV ' size'; but
not in the only other occurrence of that word Jon 26 (EV
' bottom'—' I went down to the bottoms of the mountains,'
AVm « Heb. cuttings off ')· (3) ul»s Lk 322, Jn 537 (AV · shape'),
I Th 522 (AV ' appearance'). (4) TCXOS AC 2325 (AV • manner').

J. HASTINGS.
FORMER.—This comparative adj. was at one

time freely used to express the more advanced of
two positions. Thus Wyclif (1388), after saying
that Jacob 'departide (1382 'dyuydide') the puple
that was with hym . . . in to twei cumpenyes,'
adds (Gn 3217), ' And he comaundide to the formere
(1382 'forther'), and seide, If thou schalt mete
my brothir Esau,5 etc.; and Knox, Hist. 88, ' Fiftie
horse and men of the first rank lay dead at once,
without any hurt done to the Scottish Annie,
except that the Speares of the former two rankes
were broken.' In this way 'former* is used in
Zee 148' Living waters shall go out from Jerusalem;
half of them toward the former sea, and half of
them toward the hinder sea' Otfo-pn Dr

sn, AVm and
RV 'the eastern sea'); the 'eastern' sea being
the Dead Sea, and the ' hinder' or * western' sea
(ρπκπ o;n) the Mediterranean.

FORNICATION.
MENTS.

- See CRIMES AND PUNISH-

FORSOMUCH Wis 1215 'Forsomuch then as
thou art righteous thyself (δίκαιος δε ών, RV 'But
bein<* righteous'); and Lk 199 'forsomuch as he
also is a son of Abraham' {καθότι, RV ' forasmuch
as'). The form is rare. Far more common is
' forasmuch,' which occurs forty - three times in
AV, and was introduced generally by Tindale (it
does not seem to occur in the Wyclitite versions).
Tindale always keeps the parts of the word dis-
tinct, ' for as moche'; AV always presents an
undivided word. It is Rogers (Matthew's Bible)
that gives ' for so much' in Wis 1215; but in Lk
199 AV is the first to use that form (perhaps by
a slip of the pen or the printer), Tindale and
others having 'for as moche.'

FORSWEAR.—To 'forswear' is to undo one's
swearing, in accordance with the meaning of for
(see under FOREGO). In AV it is always used
reflexively, ' to forswear oneself,' with the mean-
ing to swear falsely, to perjure oneself: 1 Es I4 8

'And after that king Nabuchodonosor had made
him to swear by the name of the Lord, he for-
swore himself, and rebelled' (έφιορκήσας άπέστη);
Wis 1428 ' they . . . lightly forswear themselves'
(έπιορκοΰσιν ταχέως); and Mt 533 ' Thou shalt not
forswear thyself, but shalt perform unto the Lord
thine oaths' (ουκ έτηορκήσεις; AV is Tindale's trn,
Wyclif has the intrans. form, ' Thou shalt not
forswere': with which we may compare T. Adams,

// Peter, on I4 ' Peter swore like a ruffian, and
forswore like a renegade, till Christ looked on
him, and then he wept'). For the AV trn cf.
Shaks. Ill Henry VI. V. v. 75—

' Clarence. Did'st thou not hear me swear I would not
doit?

Q. Margaret. Ay, but thou usest to forswear tin-self :
'Twas sin before, but now 'tis charity.'

FORT.—See WAR.

FORTH.—As Germ, fort from vor, so' forth * is an
adverb formed from ' fore'; and its general mean-
ing is ' to the front.' When used with such verbs
as ' bring' or ' come' it means forward into vietv,
as Pr 25b ' Put not forth thyself in the presence of
the king' (RV 'put not thyself forward,' RVm
'Heb. glorify not thyself); Jn 842 Ί proceeded
forth, and came from God' (έζήλθον, RV Ί came
forth'). In this, its most characteristic meaning, it
is used both literally and figuratively, and accom-
panies a great many different verbs, as bring, Gn I1 1

' Let the earth bring forth grass,' Is 4121 'bring forth
your strong reasons'; come, Job 142 ' He cometh
forth like a flower, and is cut down'; put, Mt 1324

'Another parable put he forth unto them' (παρέθηκεν
αύτοΐς, R ν ' set he before them'); stretch, Ex 25'20

' the cherubims shall stretch forth their wings on
nigh' (RV 'spread out'); shoot, Gn 401υ 'her
blossoms shot forth'; send, Ex 157 ' Thou sentest
forth thy wrath' ; show, Mt 142 ' mighty works
do show forth themselves in him' (al δυνάμεις
ivepyovaiv, RV 'these powers work'); and in like
manner : set, Lk I 1 ; stand, Jer 464, Mk 3 3 ; call,
Is 31 4; bud, Ca 712; spring, Job 3827; creep, Ps
10420; reach, Pr 312 0; shed, Ac 233.

Sometimes the idea expressed is motion from a
confined place to a more open, as 2 S 2220=Ps 1819

' He brought me forth also into a large place'; Nu
246 'As the valleys are they spread forth'; 2 S II 1

' a t the time when kings go forth to war.' This
meaning is also expressed by 'abroad.' When
' forth' is used, it is always with a verb of motion ;
never as in Shaks. Comedy of Errors, II. ii. 212—

• Sirrah, if any ask for your master,
Say, he dines forth, and let no creature enter.'

Then ' forth' expresses generally movement aiuay
from a place, as Gn 3 2 3 ' God sent him forth from
the garden' ; and more particularly movement
onwards from a given point, as Jos IS11 ' the coast
of their lot came forth between the children of
Judah and the children of Joseph' (RV ' the border
of their lot went out'); Mt 99 ' Jesus passed forth
from thence' (RV ' by ' ) ; Ph 313 ' forgetting those
things which are behind, and reaching forth unto
those things which are before' (RV ' stretching
forward'). Cf. Ezk 614 Cov. ' from the wildernesse
on" Deblat forth'; and Ps 728 (Stern, and Hopk.)
' His large and great dominion shall from sea to
sea extend : it from the river shall reach forth unto
earth's utmost end.'

It is in this last sense only—'forward from a
given point'—that ' forth ' is used with expressions
of time. These are: (1) 'from this time forth' (nnug
Ps 113211518 1218); (2) 'from that time forth' (DVrqp
mnn Neh 416 ; N\in na.Tji? 1321 ; από τότε, Mt 1621 [RV
omits ' forth']); and (3) ' from that day forth ' (άττ'
έκείνψ της ημέρας, Mt 2246, J n II 5 3 ) .

In many of the foregoing expressions modern
usage Avould prefer 'forward' or 'out.' In the
following examples ' out' is distinctly the modern
word : with put, Ac 940 ' Peter put them all forth '
(so Gn S9, Jg 621, Mt 925) ; with break, 2 S 520 ' The
LORD hath broken forth upon mine enemies'; with
give, Ezk 188·13 ' He that hath not given forth upon
usury'; * with set, Ezk 2710 ' they set forth thy

• Cf. Pref. to AV 1611, • He gaue foorth, that hee had not eeene
any profit.'
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comeliness'; with spread, Ezk 4710 * a place to
spread forth nets' (RV ' for the spreading of nets');
with cast, Jon I 5 · 1 2 · 1 5 ; let, Lk 209 * A certain man
planted a vineyard, and let it forth to husbandmen'
(RV ' out ') ; look, Ca 29 ' he looketh forth at the
windows' (RV ' in,' Heb. \D) ; or omitted alto-
gether, as in Jn 211 * Jesus . . . manifested forth
his glory.'

The phrase ' forth of,' which occurs in AV Gn 816

918, Jg 11», 2 Ch 2314, Job 56, Am 717, Jth 221, has
sometimes been taken to be a prep., as by Abbott
{Shahs. Grammar, § 156). It seems, however, to
be a contracted form of 'forth out of,' which is
found Gn 819 ' Every beast . . . went forth out of
the ark.' Thus Gn 816 ' Go forth of the ark' ; Jg
II 3 1 'whatsoever cometh forth of the doors of my
house to meet me' ; Am 717 ' Israel shall surely go
into captivity forth of his land' (RV ' out of'); and
even 2 Ch 2314 <Have her forth of the ranges' (RV
' forth between the ranks'). In illustration of the
phrase, cf. Knox, Hist. 365, ' Herewith was the
Queen more offended; and commanded the said
John to passe forth of the Cabinet, and to abide
further of her pleasure in the Chamber'; and his
trn of Ps 1816 {Works, iii. 320), 'he hath drawen me
forth of many waters'; and so Bacon, Essays (' Of
Prophecies,' Gold. Treas. ed. p. 150, 1. 13), ' I n
Vespasians Time, there went a Prophecie in the
East: That those that should come forth of Iudea,
should reigne over the World.' A further ellipsis
sometimes takes place, the ' of' being omitted (not in
AV), as Shaks. Mids. Night's Bream, I. i. 164—

' If thou lov'st me then,
Steal forth thy father's house to-morrow night.'

J. HASTINGS.
FORTIFICATION, FORTRESS. -See WAR.

FORTUNATUS {Φορτούνατοτ), a member of the
Church at Corinth, is mentioned in the first
Epistle to that Church (1617) as having visited St.
Paul at Ephesus, along with Stephanas and
Achaicus. They had gone as deputies to seek the
apostle's help and advice regarding certain ethical
questions, and especially regarding marriage,
meats offered to idols, and spiritual gifts, and to
strengthen the tie between him and the Corin-
thians. The state of affairs which their state-
ments disclosed is dealt with at length in the
Epistle in which they are mentioned, and which
most likely they carried back with them, perhaps
in company with Titus. Weiss suggests that the
way in which the names are mentioned, seems to
show that F. and Achaicus in some way belonged
to the house of Stephanas. The name F., which
is Roman, was a very common one, and hence it is
precarious to identify St. Paul's visitor, as some
have proposed to do, with the F. mentioned by
Clement of Rome {Ep. 59). W. MUIR.

FORTY.—See NUMBER.

FORUM.—Only in Appii forum (so 1611, not
Forum as in mod. ed.) Ac 2815, one of the stages
in St. Paul's journey to Rome. The Gr. Άππίου
φόρον is a transliteration of the Lat., which has
been taken directly into English. Wyclif trans-
lated the word: 'the cheping of Appius' ; so did
the Geneva translators, 'the Market of Appius,'
whom RV follows. But the other versions present
various forms of the Lat. : Tind. 'Apiphorum'
(though he translates the other name 'the thre
taverns'), so the Great Bible ; Cov. ' Apiforum';
the Rhemish 'Apij-forum'; Matthew's Bible, the
Bishops' Bible, and AV ' Appii forum.' See APPIUS
(MARKET OF).

FORWARD, FORWARDNESS.—Forward is used
both as adj. and as adv. in AV, but the adj.,

though independent in early Eng., seems to have
been lost, and afterwards re-formed from the adverb.
So the adv. properly comes first.

As an adv. ' forward' means ' towards the front,'
as opposed to ' backward,' as Job 238 ' Behold I ga
forward, but he is not there ; and backward, but I
cannot perceive him,' and Nu 3219 ' For we will not
inherit with them on yonder side Jordan, or for-
ward, because our inheritance has fallen to us
on this side Jordan eastward' (n^n, * further on,'
as 1 S 2022 ' the arrows are beyond thee,' nxfai Ί9Ρ,
lit. ' from thee and onwards'). So Berners, Frois-
sart, I. xvii. 18, ' All his barones went out of the
cite, and the first nyght they lodged vi. myle for-
warde.' In the same sense it is applied to time, as
Ezk 3922 ' from that day and forward'; 4327 ' upon
the eighth day, and so forward.' Cf. Stubbes, Anat.
A bus. ii. 34, ' If sixtie would serue, they must have
an hundred, and so forward.' A bold expression is
found in 2 Es 36 ' before ever the earth came for-
ward,' that is, into existence (antequam terra
adventaret), a trn retained in RV, though it is
perhaps unique in Eng. literature.

When used figuratively with certain verbs ' for-
ward ' has the meaning of ' advance the interests
of, help the progress of an undertaking.' The verbs
in AV are (1) set, 1 Ch 234 ' to set forward the work
of the house of the LORD ' {m% RV as AVm ' to
oversee': so in Ezr 38·9 RV changes AV ' set
forward' into ' have the oversight,' though in 2 Ch
3412 « 0̂ s e t it forward' is accepted for the same *
Heb. with RVm ' to preside over i t ' ; and in 3413

' overseers' of AV is changed into ' set forward,' for
Heb. D'iiyjo). The phrase is applied to evil works
as well as to good, Job 3013 ' they set forward my
calamity' O*?'jr); Wis 1418 ' the singular diligence of
the artificer did help to set forward the ignorant to
more superstition' {τροετρέψατο, RV ' urged forward
by the ambition of the artificer'). To those ex-
amples RV adds 1 Co 166 ' that ye may set me for-
ward on my journey,' and 2 Co I16, 3 Jn 6 (all irpo-
πέμπω), where the meaning is somewhat different,
to start one upon a journey. Shakespeare often
uses the phrase intransitively (never trans, as here),
as / Henry IV. II. iii. 38,' We are prepared. I will
set forward to-night.' The expression 'set forward*
in this literal sense is also found in AV, but only
in Nu, where it occurs 15 times of the marching of
the Israelites in the Wilderness. (2) Help, only-
Zee I1 5 'they helped forward the affliction' (niy
nyfr, RVm 'helped the evil'), that is, the heathen
not only acted as God's instruments in chastising
Israel, but went further. (3) Haste, only 1 Es I2 7

' the Lord is with me hasting me forward' {επι-
σπεύδων). (4) Bring, only 3 Jn 6 'whom if thou
bring forward on their journey after a godly sort,
thou shalt do well' (RV ' set forward,' as above).
The same meaning is found intransitively with go in
Gn 2613 'waxed great, and went forward' (η ΐ̂
hi}} rfibn, lit. as AVm, ' went going'; RV · grew
more and more'); and Ad. Est 134. The literal
sense occurs in Nu 224 10δ and ('go on forward')
1 S 103. Cf. Goldsmith, Vicar, xi. (Globe ed. p. 21·
1. 3), 'Mr. Burchell, who was of the party, was
always fond of seeing some innocent amusement
going forward'; and Shaks. Mids. Night's Dream,
IV. ii. 17, ' If our sport had gone forward, we had
all been made men.'

In modern English ' forward' as an adj. means
presumptuous, impertinent. This meaning is found
as early as the beg. of the 17th cent.; thus, Warner,
Alb. Eng. IX. xlvii. 221, 'They tould how forward
Maidens weare, how proude it in request.' But it

* The only remaining occurrence of the infin. is 1 Ch 1521.
where AV has ' t o excel,' AVm ' to oversee,' and RV «to
lead.' The meaning is undoubtedly always * to preside over,'
whether workmen or more especially a choir of singers. The
ptcp. seen in 2 Ch 34 ia is found in the title of many psalms
and translated ' the chief (RV Chief) Musician.'
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does not occur in AV. There the adj. means either
ready, 2 Co 810 ' to be forward a year ago' (τό
θέλαν, RV * to will'), or zealous, 2 Co 817 ' being
more forward, of his own accord he went unto you'
(σπουδαιότερος, RV * very earnest'); Gal 210 * which
I also was forward to do' (έσπούδασα, RV 'was
zealous'); and 1 Mac I13, where the zeal is in a bad
cause (προεθυμήθησάν rives). Cf. Hall, Contempla-
tions (Works, ed. 1634, ii. 52), * What marvell is it
if God bee not forward to give, where we care not
to aske, or aske as if we cared not to receive?'
and (for the meaning ' ready') Livingstone [Select
Biographies, Wod. i. 229), 'Mr. James went back
with him, and finding him forward to go in with
him . . . believed him.'

Forwardness occurs once in Shakespeare, and
then in later writers frequently in the mod. sense
of over-confidence, presumption. As You Like It,
I. ii. 159—

* Since the youth will not be intreated,
His own peril on his forwardness.'

But in AV the only meaning is readiness or zeal.
Once it is in a bad cause, Wis 1417 (σπονδή ; RV
' zeal'); elsewhere only 2 Co 88 (σπουδή, RV
' earnestness'), and 92 ' I know the forwardness of
your mind' (τήν προθνμίαν υμών, RV ' your readi-
ness'). So Hall (Works, ii. 16), referring to the
Wise Men from the East, says, 'God encourages
their holy forwardnesse from heaven.'

J. HASTINGS.
FOUL (Old Eng./iM) is of the same root (Sans-

krit pu, to stink) as Gr. πύον&ηά Lat. pus, purulent
matter, as from a sore, and its earliest meaning is
loathsome, whether to sight or smell. It is applied,
for example, to blood, Wis II 1 6 ' a perpetual running
river troubled with foul blood,' in reference to the
Egyptian plague (αϊματι Χυθρώδει, the only occurrence
of this adj. in bibl. Greek, lit. ' with blood like
gore,' RV 'with clotted blood'). In this sense
' foul' is applied to disease, as Shaks. Hamlet,
IV. i. 21—

' But, like the owner of a foul disease,
To keep it from divulging, let it feed
Even on the pith of life';

and Lear, I. i. 167—
' Kill thy physician, and the fee bestow
Upon thy foul disease.'

2. From this to moral uncleanness the step was
easily and early made. In AV it is so applied only
to unclean spirits, and only twice, Mk 925, Rev 182

(both ακάθαρτος).

The adj. ακάθαρτος is used 22 times in NT with νηιυμ* (Mt 2,
Mk 11, Lk 5, Ac 2, Rev 2) and once with xvvJyux. Ιαιμ,ούου (Lk 433).
Tindale translates by · unclean spirit' generally, but he gives
•foul spirit' in Mk 127 58 725, Lk 436 618 g29, and is always
followed by Cov., Cran., Gen., and (except in Mk 725) Bish.
Wyclif., and the Rhem. NT, after Vulg. spiritus immundus,
have * unclean spirit' everywhere. AV seems quite accidentally
to retain ' foul' in Mk 925 ; but in Rev 182it is probably retained
for variety, the same Gr. word as applied to birds being t r d

' unclean' in the same verse. RV gives ' unclean' everywhere.

Since ακάθαρτο* is properly ceremonially unclean,
the moral element is less prominent than when
πονηρός is applied to πνεύμα (Mt 124δ, Lk 721 82 II2 6,
Ac 1912·13·15·16, AV 'evil' or 'wicked,' RV always
' evil'), and consequently ' foul' with its suggestion
of separation through loathsomeness is a very
appropriate trn, and is frequently used of evil
spirits, or their abode, in English literature.
Thus Shaks. Tarn, of Shrew, Indue, ii. 17—

• O, that a mighty man of such descent,
Of such possessions and so high esteem,
Should be infused with so foul a spirit.'

Cf. Watts, Ps exxi. (L. M.) 25—
1 On thee foul spirits have no power.'

Shaks. has ' foul devil' (Rich. III. I. ii. 50), and
often 'foul fiend' (14 times, of which 11 are in K.

Lear and always in the mouth of ' Edgar'), aa
Rich. III. I. iv.'58—

' With that, methoughts, a legion of foul fiends
Environed me.'

3. ' Foul' is often set in opposition to fair, and
that (1) in the sense of ugly. Thus Chaucer, Clerk-
Merchant (E. 1209)—

1 If thou be fair, ther folk ben in presence
Shew thou thy visage and thyn apparaille ;
If thou be foul, be fre of thy dispence,
To gete thee frendes ay do thy travaille.'

This is the meaning of Job 1616 'My face is foul
with weeping,' though RVm gives ' defiled,' as if a
closer rendering of the Heb. (ιςτρπ); but the Heb.
root is to be red, and the most probable trn ' my
face is red with weeping.' So Livingstone, Select
Biog. 306, ' When he came out all his face was foull
with weeping.' (2) As applied to weather : 1 Es 96

(χειμων), 911 (ώρα χειμερινή), and Mt 163 (χειμών).
4. Foul is twice found in AV with the meaning

of disgraceful: Sir 514 ' a foul shame is upon the
thief' (αισχύνη; RV ' upon the thief there is
shame'); 2024 * A lie is a foul blot in a man' (μωμος
πονηρός). Examples of both phrases are found in
Shaks. Thus Rich. III. I. iii. 249—

tHast. False-boding woman, end thy frantic curse,
Lest to thy harm thou move our patience.'

Q. Marg. Foul shame upon you ! you have all moved mine';

and Much Ado, in. i. 64—
' Nature, drawing an antick,

Made a foul blot.'

5. The Amer. RV introduces ' foul' in the mod.
sense of dirty : Is 196 ' And the rivers shall become
foul' (AV ' And they shall turn the rivers far
away'; RV 'And the rivers shall stink'). So
Job 306 Cov. 'Their dwellinge was beside foule
brokes.' This is the meaning of the verb ' to foul*
in Ezk 322 3418·19, its only occurrences, where it re-
fers to the polluting of running water.

J. HASTINGS.
FOUNDATION.—In the OT the words 'found'

and 'foundation' are for the most part trn of ID;
and its derivatives, which are freely used in a
metaphorical as well as a literal sense. The foun-
dation stones of some of Solomon's buildings are
described as huge and costly (1 Κ 710). In con-
nexion with the laying of the foundation stone
various superstitious rites were widely practised,
the offering of a human victim being a not in-
frequent accompaniment of the ceremony (see
Trumbull, Threshold Covenant, 22, 51, 55; Strack,
Der Blutaberglaube, 68). It is possible that the
record of such an incident was embodied in the
original form of the tradition preserved about Hiel
the Bethelite, ' He laid the foundation [of Jericho]
on (? ?) Abiram his firstborn, and set up the gates
thereof on his youngest son Segub' (1 Κ 1634).

In NT ' foundation' is used in two distinct
senses, an active and a passive. In the former sense
it represents καταβολή (properly ' founding'), which
(except in He II 1 1 καταβολή σπέρματος, used of Sarah)
is confined to the collocation καταβολή κόσμου, ' the
foundation of the world,' Mt 1335 2534, Lk II 5 0,
Jn 1724, Eph I4, He 43 926, 1 Ρ I20, Rev 138 178. In
the passive sense ' the foundations of the earth'
(px npto, once Job 386 Ώ*ΙΙ$ ' pedestals,' once Ps 1045

jfiaiDp 'bases') frequently appears in OT, Mic 62,
Is 2418 4021, Jer 3137, Ps 825, Pr 829. The passive
sense of the word is in NT represented by θεμέλιος
(both literal and metaphorical). This word is
used, e.g., in our Lord's simile of the two buildings
(Lk 648ί·), as well as in St. Paul's simile of the
building tested by fire (1 Co 310ff·). In 1 Co 311 the
Church's foundation is Christ, in Eph 220 she is
built upon the foundation of (the gospel of) the
apostles and (NT) prophets, Jesus Christ being
the chief corner-stone.

In Jer 5015, where AV has ' foundations,' the
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meaning of ήνφχ is prob. * bulwarks' (RV) or
* buttresses' (seeOxf. Heb. Lex.). In Is 167' raisin-
cakes ' seems to be the meaning, not * foundations'
(see FLAGON). The * gate of the foundation' (ιχν
i^n) in 2 Ch 235 is obscure. Perhaps we should
read -BO V ' the gate Sur,' as in 2 Κ II6, or D'DIDCI 'ψ
' the horse gate' (see Oxf. Heb. Lex. s. TID;). In
2 Ch 33 for AV * these are the things wherein
Solomon was instructed,' RV substitutes 'these
are the foundations which Sol. laid ' (taking ιοιπ as
Hoph. infin. of ip;). RV further gives ' founda-
tions ' for ' posts ' in Is 64 as tr. of rnax, a derivative
from DK in metaph. sense. Finally, in two instances
(Ps 8914 972) where AV tr. pD 'habitation/ RV
gives the correct sense ' foundation.'

J. A. SELBIE.
FOUNTAIN.—1. A fountain is a natural outflow,

or spring, of water, and is in this way distinguished
from a well of artificial construction (see WELL).
Palestine, owing to its physical structure, is especi-
ally rich in fine springs of water. Remarkably
appropriate is the statement (Dt 87), ' For the Lord
thy God bringeth thee into a good land, a land of
brooks of water, of fountains (niryj and depths
springing forth in valleys and hills.'

2. The Cretaceous limestone of which W. Pales-
tine is mainly composed being open and porous,
the rain (or snow) which falls during the winter
months percolates downwards and forms under-
ground reservoirs in the strata, which burst forth
along the sides of the Jordan depression, as also
on the western flanks of the central table-land.*
Equally favourable is the geological structure of
the eastern sides of the Jordanic depression for the
production of springs ; for the heavy falls of snow
which cover the Lebanon and Hermon ranges in
winter give rise to copious fountains which supply
the head waters of the Litany, the Jordan, and the
rivers of Damascus. Not less remarkable are some
of the fountains of the region of Trachonitis and
the Persea, which have their sources in the volcanic
mountains of the Hauran, and their outlets into the
Jordan by the Hieromax and the Jabbok. Fine
springs are also numerous along the western shore
of the L. of Tiberias, scattering verdure and
fertility along their course. Amongst the Edomite
mountains and those of the Sinaitic peninsula the
most important fountains are those of the Wady
Musct, which flows down through the city of Petra ;
the 'Ain Abu Wendell (or el - Weibeh), and 'Ain
Ghurundel in the Arabah ; the Wady el-'Ain at
the entrance to the grand gorge of es-Suk, between
Jebel Musa and 'Akabah ; f and those which de-
scend from the flanks of Jebel Musa (Mount Sinai)
itself. The spring of 'Ain Kadis, which issues forth
at the base of a limestone cliff in the Badiet et-Tih
(Wilderness of Paran), has been identified, with
much probability, as the site of Kadesh-Barnea. £

3. Thermal Springs.—Many of the springs which
flow directly into the Dead Sea and the lower
waters of the Jordan have a high temperature,
due partly to the existence of volcanic rocks
(basalt), still highly heated, with which the waters
come in contact; and partly to the depth below
the surface to which the underground waters de-
scend before issuing forth into day.

The following are the most important thermal
springs § :—

1. Hammam (or Hammath), situated on the W.
* The average rainfall at Jerus. is about 30 inches, nearly the

whole of which falls between Nov. and Feb. ; in the Lebanon it
is probably considerably greater. See Glaisher, ' Meteorological
Observations at Jerus.' in PEFSt, 1887-98.

t Described by Riippell, Miss Martineau, Dean Stanley, and
Major Kitchener {Mount Seir, App. 208).

t This fountain was discovered by Rowlands, and his identifica-
tion of it with Kadesh-Barnea has been supported by Holland
and Trumbull after personal inspection of the spot (Kadesh-
Barnea, 1884).

§ Some of the Jordan Valley springs appear to burst forth

side of the Sea of Tiberias, near to which Herod the
tetrarch built the city of that name.* Temp. 143*3°
Fahr., water sulphurous, t 2. Yarmuk, N. of Umm
Keis (Gadara). Temp. 109° Fahr., water sulphur-
ous.:}: 3. Zerka Main (Callirrhoe), ten principal
warm and sulphurous springs, of which the lowest
reaches a temperature of 143° Fahr.§ Here Herod
the Great bathed during his last illness. || i .
'Ain Zara enters the Dead Sea on the E. side.
Temp. 109° Fahr.IT 5. 'Ain es-Sultan, in the Plain
of Jericho (el-Ghor), W. of the Jordan. Temp.
71° Fahr. (See ARABAH, JERICHO.) 6. 'Ain el-
Beida enters the Wady el-Jeib S. of Jebel Usdum.
Temp 91° Fahr. 7. 'Ain el-Khubarah, W. of the
Dead Sea, water sulphurous. Temp. 88-93° Fahr.**
8. 'Ain Feshkhah, W. of the Dead Sea. Temp.
82° Fahr.ff 9. The springs of JEnon {*Ainun) near
to Salim in Samaria, where John baptized (Jn 323).
According to Conder the head springs issue from
an open valley, surrounded by desolate hills; but
the water gushes forth over a stony bed and
rapidly produces a fine perennial stream surrounded
by oleanders. JJ 10. Kishon. The springs forming
the head waters of the Kishon are remarkable for
their copiousness. Stanley describes them as * full-
grown from their birth.' They rise at the foot of
Mt. Tabor and form a chain of pools and springs,
together with quagmires and swamps, which were
fatal to many of Sisera's army§§ (Jg 521). The
river enters the Mediterranean at the northern
base of Mt. Carmel. 11. Banias. The springs at
the head of the Jordan at Banias (Csesarea Philippi)
issue from a cavern above the town, constituting
the * upper sources,' and are augmented by a still
larger fountain below, which is known as ' the
lower springs'; so that the Jordan is full-grown
from its birth. ||[| 12. The Jerusalem fountains.
Jerus. in former times was supplied from several
sources ; but we are here concerned only with the
natural fountains. Of these the most remarkable
are the Upper Springs of Gihon,^ which are inter-
mittent, and break out underground in the Kidron
Valley (Wady en-Nar), forming the chief source of
this stream, from whence the water is carried by
an underground conduit to a pool, now known as
the ' Fountain of the Virgin' {'Ain Umm ed-Deraj),
to the west side of the City of David. This con-
duit, 1760 feet (or 1200 cubits) in length, was

pupil of Schick observed an inscriptl·
afterwards deciphered by Sayce and Guthe. It
contains in old Heb. characters a record of the
construction.*** This fount is the only natural
spring of water at Jerusalem, and is the chief source
of supply of pure water at the present day. The
pools of Solomon, near Bethlehem, were formerly
the chief sources of supply for Jerus., and were
conducted into the city by an upper and lower
conduit hewn in stone, now fallen into disuse.
The pools are supplied by a fine spring which issues

along the line of the great * fault,' by which the valley is tra-
versed. (See ARABAH.)

* Jos. Ant. XVIII. ii. 3. f Lynch, Off. Rep. p. 202.
X Robinson, Phys. Geog. Holy Land, 24.
§ Tristram, Land ofMoab, xiii. 247; Conder, Beth and 3Ioab,

145, 149.
II Jos. Ant. xyn. vi. 5. This spring is also supposed to be that

called * En-eglaim' (spring of the calves), Ezk 4710.
η[ Lartet, Voy. d'Explor. 291.
** Tristram, Land of Israel, 305. t t Ib. pp. 252-255.
XX Tent-Work in Palestine, p. 50. §§ Ib. pp. 69, 97.
|| || The springs rise at a level of about 1000 feet above the Medi-

terranean, and are joined by the waters of the Hasbany coming
down from the western slopes of Hermon (Conder, Tent- Work,
215 ; Tristram, Land of Israel, 5S4).

f̂̂ f Explored by Robinson in 1838, and by Warren and Conder,
SWP pt. IT. 346 (1886), also Recovery of Jerusalem, 257.

*** Generally known as the Siloam Tablet; SWP ii. 346 (1886);
Recovery of Jerusalem, 257 ; ZDMG (1882), pp. 725-750; Sayce,
HCM 377 ff. ; Driver, Heb. Text of Sam. xv. ; Pilcher, PSBA,
xix. 165 ff.
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forth from the limestone rock above the upper pool.
The water is still carried by a conduit to Bethle-
hem, and also fertilizes ' the gardens of Solomon'
in the valley below. E. HULL.

FOUNTAIN GATE.—See GATE and JERUSALEM.

FOUR.—See NUMBER.

FOURSQUARE.—Now that ' square' is confined
to that which has four equal sides, 'foursquare' is
looked upon as redundant, though writers like
Ruskin, steeped in biblical phraseology, use it
still. Formerly 'square' meant simply equal-
sided, and the number of sides had to be expressed.
Thus * fivesquare,' 1 Κ 631m, taken from the text of
the Geneva Bible, ' the upper poste and side postes
were fiue square.' ' Foursquare' is used of the altar
of burnt-offering (Ex 271 381), of the incense-altar
(Ex 302 3725), and of the high priest's breastplate
(2816 399), the meaning being clearly expressed in
302 ' A cubit shall be the length thereof, and a
cubit the breadth thereof; foursquare shall it be'
(ynn). It is also used of the borders of the brazen
bases in Solomon's temple ( I K 731 ya"p); of the
inner court of Ezekiel's temple (Ezk 4047) and of
the ' holy oblation' (4820); and, finally, of the holy
city, new Jerusalem (Rev 2116, τετράγωνο?).

FOWL.—The word * fowl,' now restricted to the
domestic cock and hen, ' the barn-door fowl,' was
formerly applied to all feathered animals, and occa-
sionally even to all winged creatures. Thus Sir II 3

in Wyclif's tru of 1382 is ' Short in foules (Vulg.
in volatilibus) is a bee,' though Purvey's Revision
of 1388 gives, Ά bee is litil among briddis.'
Indeed, when Wyclif has to make a distinction
between feathered and unfeathered creatures that
fly, he uses ζ fowl' of the latter : Ezk 3917 ' Saye
thou to eche bryd, and to alle foulis' (^Γ1?? "1<lSv!? τόξ?,
Vulg. die omni volucri et universis avibus), though
Rogers and Coverdale reverse the order, ' Speake
unto alle the foules and euery byrde.' * And AV
uses 'fowls' of unfeathered winged creatures in
Lv II 2 0 'All fowls that creep, going upon all four,
shall be an abomination unto you' (fpyrr γ~)ψ h'3).
This is Wyclif's trn 'Alle of foules (1388, Ά 1
thing of foulis') that goth on foure feete'; after
Vulg. Omne de volucribus quod graditur super
quatuor pedes; and Tindale's, ' all foules that
crepe and goo upon all iiii. shalbe an abhominacion
unto you.' The LXX has πάντα τα ερπετά, των
πετεινών; RV ' All winged creeping things' (see
art. CREEPING THINGS).t T. Adams {Works,
i. 13) distinguishes ' fowls ' from * Hies' : ' the
eagles hunt no flies so long as there be fowls in
the air.' He thus uses ' fowls' exactly as we now
use ' birds,' and that was its commonest use by
far. Thus Bacon, Essays (Gold. Treas. ed. p. 181,
I. 22), ' Why, doe you not think me as wise, as
some Fowle are, that ever change their Aboad
towards the Winter ?'

RV accepts the AV rendering 'fowl' or ' fowls'
throughout OT, except Lv II 2 0, Ezk 3917, already
noted, and in the three passages in which the Heb.
is v\y_ %ayit, a bird of prey : Gn 1511 (RV ' birds of
prey'), Job 287 (RV 'bird of prey'), Is 186 (RV
' ravenous birds '). Cf. Bacon, Essays (p. 240, 1. 2),
1But now, if a Man can tame this Monster, and
bring her to feed at the hand, and govern her,

* The Geneva Bible of 1560 translated more accurately (as
LXX E<Vov rrocvrt όρνίω χίτανω), ' Speake unto euerie feathered
foule.' This was accepted by AV, with marg·. ' to the fowl of
every wing·.' RV has 'Speak unto the birds of every sort ' ;
Siegfried, Sprich zu den mannigfach beschwinaten Vogeln.

t This use was either unknown to or ignored by Shakespeare
when he wrote, Comedy of Errors, πι. i. 79—

1 1 pray thee, let me in.
Ay, when fowls have no feathers, and fish have no fin.

and with her fly other ravening Fowle, and kill
them, it is somewhat worth'; and Milton, PL
x. 274—

' A flock of ravenous fowl.1

In Wis 1911 ' a new generation of fowls' {νέαν
*γένεσιν όρνέων) is changed into ' a new race of
birds.' In NT the Gr. (always phi.) is either Spveov
(Rev 1917·21) or πετεινόν (Mt 6'26 134, Mk 44·82, Lk 85

1224 1319, Ac 1012 II6), and, except in the two places
in Ac, RV changes into ' birds.'

J. HASTINGS.
FOWL. —Neither in AV nor in RV has any

system been followed in the rendering of the
various words for birds in the Heb. original.
These words are—1. qiy '6ph. This word signifies
collectively birds or winged creatures, It is often
in the construct state with D\rr#:n the skies. It cor-
responds with the Arab, tair, the root of which
seems to signify to fly. It ought to be trd every-
where birds. It is, however, more generally trd

fowl, but also often birds (Jer 425). It is usually
collective (Ezk 316·13), but sometimes singular (?)
(Gn I 2 1 · 3 0, Lv 1713). It is sometimes used for
carrion birds (2 S 2110).

2. try 'ayit, usually collective (in Is 4611 singular,
applied to Cyrus) for birds of prey, is, however, trd

in AV fowls (Gn 1511), RV birds of prey; also
AV fowls (Job 287, Is 186), RV birds of prey and
ravenous birds, AV and RV "iis* jyjg ravenous birds
(Ezk 394).

3. nis? zippor is in many places a collective term
for birds, from the root nsy zdphar, to ' twitter,' or
' chirp,' or ' whistle' (cf. Arab, safar, to ' whistle').
It is used collectively, Gn 1511, Lv 144"53, Dt 1411,
etc., where it is trd AV and RV 'birds' ; Dt 417,
Neh 518, Ps 8*, where it is trd EV 'fowl.' It
is sometimes in construct state with *]j$r̂ | (Ezk
1723 etc.), at others with *\# (Ps 14810)·'* Zippor,
like its Arab, equivalent \isfur, is also used for
the smaller twittering birds, particularly the
sparrow (Ps 843 etc.).

The zippor is said to nest in the cedar (Ps 10417),
to flee to the mountains (Ps II1), to be taken in
nets and snares (Ps 1247, Pr 65, Am 35). Four
different ways of taking animals and birds are
alluded to in a single passage (Job 188"10). In all
there are seven different Heb. words for the various
sorts of traps. The 'cage full of birds' (Jer 527)
may refer to the custom of hanging cages of birds
on the trees, on which birdlime or snares are
placed, or near which the sportsman lies concealed,
to entice the birds by the singing of the captives
(but see CAGE). The voice of the zippor (Ec 124)
is the morning song, announcing the dawn.

ξι. η:| ^ 3 ba'al-kanaph (Pr I17), the 'possessor of
a wing,' is a figurative expression for a bird.

5. In NT (and Sir 4314) πετεινά. (or τα π.) is general
for birds, by which it is trd in RV, while AV gives
fowls (Mt 134, Lk 1319). When birds of prey are
intended opvea is used [Rev 1917).

Birds are divided into clean and unclean (Dt
1411"20). Lv gives the list only of the unclean birds
(II13"20). The 'fowls that creep' or 'creeping
thing that flieth,' RV 'winged creeping things'
(Lv II 2 0 · 2 3 , Dt 1419), may refer to such as the bats,
and the insects that do not leap as well as fly (see
full discussion in art. CREEPING THINGS). The
birds allowed in sacrifice were turtle-doves and
pigeons (Lv I14"17), and zipporim (Lv 144*53). The
last were prob. any twitterers or clean birds except
the two above mentioned. Among the birds men-
tioned as having been used as food are quails,
partridges, fatted fowls (barhurim, 1 Κ 423, see
COCK), and fowl {zippor, Neh 518). The last may
refer to small birds. It is prob. that the sparrows,
sold two for a farthing and five for two farthings
(Mt 1029, Lk 126), were for food. They and other
small birds are caught and sold in immense numbers
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at this day, and at prices similar to those of our
Saviour's day. Cocks and hens are mentioned in
NT, and were doubtless used for food.

The migrations of blinds are especially noteworthy
in the Holy Land, as a country midway between
the tropics and cooler regions of the north. They
are noted in Scripture (Ca 211·12, Jer 87).

Their singing is also alluded to (Ec 124, Ps 10412),
and their flight (Ex 194, Dt 3211·12).

Eggs were eaten (Lk II1 2). The eggs of wild
birds, on which the hen was sitting, could be
taken, but not the hen at the same time (Dt 226).
Ostrich eggs are mentioned (Job 3914, see OSTRICH).
'Eggs that are left' (Is 1014) may refer to the
supplementary eggs of the ostrich, or to the nests
that have been deserted owing to fright of the
parent birds. Eggs of serpents are alluded to (Is
595). For the expression * sitteth on eggs' (Jer
1711 RV, AVm ' gatherethyoung'), see PARTRIDGE.
Birds' nests are often found in places of worship
(Ps 843). For general subject of birds, their habits,
etc., see NATURAL HISTORY. G. E. POST.

FOWLER is marked by the Oxf. Eng. Diet, as
' now rare,' the more commonplace * bird-catcher'
being its substitute. It is found in AV, Ps 1247

(vp)\ ptcp. of [ε>ρ;] to lay snares); Hos 98 [νήρι
[all]); Ps 913, Pr 65 (»?p;, found also in Jer 526, AV
* he that setteth snares' ; RV ' fowlers,' which is
Wyclif's word). Shaks. has the word but once—
Mids. Night's Dream, in. ii. 20—

* As wild geese that the creeping fowler eye.'

For Fowling see under HUNTING.

FOX (hyw shual, άλώπηξ, vulpes).—There can be
no doubt that shiial meant both jackal and fox.
It is used in the sing, only once in OT (Neh 43),
where the intention is doubtless to refer to a
small animal, and fox is more likely to be meant
than jackal. The plural shualim is used in a
number of places in OT. AV has trd it in all of
them foxes. In two of these (Jg 154, Ps 6310) the
context makes it pretty certain that the jackal is
intended. In the first passage Samson is said
to have caught 300 shu'alim. This would be
well-nigh impossible in the case of foxes, which
are shy, solitary animals, but not difficult in that
of jackals, which are gregarious. In the second
the expression ' they shall be a portion for foxes'
implies a carrion-eater. Foxes may sometimes
join other animals in feasting on the slain, but it
is jackals that share with vultures the carrion of
a battlefield. In the other passages of OT shualim
may mean either animal, though the context points
rather to the habits of the fox than to those of the
jackal. Thus La 518represents shualim as walking
on the ruins of Zion, and Ezk 134 * shualim in the
deserts' (RV * waste places'), and Ca 215 speaks of
* the foxes, the little foxes that spoil the vines'
(RV ' vineyards'). A special word for jackals
occurs in OT DV:N (see DRAGON under D̂ g, and
JACKAL).

The Gr. άλώπ-ηξ means the fox only. In NT the
sing, occurs once (Lk 1332), where Herod is spoken
of as a fox. Here the reference is to the well-
known cunning of this animal. It occurs twice in
the plu. (Mt 820, Lk 958) ' foxes have holes.'

The fox of Syria does not differ essentially from
the common fox of Europe, Vulpes vulgaris, L.
Its body is about 14 in. long, and its bushy tail
almost as long. It is of a grey colour, has a long
pointed snout, and small cunning eyes. It is a
nocturnal animal, prowling about houses and en-
campments. It captures poultry, and small birds
and animals. It is also very fond of grapes, and
both it and the jackal do much mischief in vine-
yards. G. E. POST.

FRAGMENT.—The word κλάσμα (from κλάειν, to
break) is used in the plu. (κλάσματα) of the re-
mains of the loaves and fishes in the account of
the Feeding of the Five Thousand (Mt 1420, Mk
643, Lk 917, Jn 612·13), the Four Thousand (Mt 1537,
Mk 88), and in the reference to these miracles (Mk
819· 20), and it is used nowhere else in NT.*

The Versions have offered a great variety of tr«. Wyclif
varies between ' broken gobbets' (Mt 142<>), ' relefis' (Mt 1537,
Mk 88, Jn 612.13), and 'broken meat' or 'metis.' Tind. has
• gobbets' in Mt 1420 and Mk 643, elsewhere * broken meate'
(1526 ed. in Mk 820 'levinges'). Rogers (Matthew's Bible)
introduces * scrappes' (Mt 142(>), has ' gobbettes' in Mk 643, and
' broken meate' in the rest. Coverdale gives ' broken meate'
everywhere except Mk 64 3 ' broken peces.' The Great Bible offers
' fragments' as a new tr» (Mt 142ό), and «leauinges' (Mk 82<>),
says simply ' baskettes full ther of' in Mk 6*3, and for the rest
has ' broken meate.' The Geneva and Bishops' Bibles follow
the Great Bible in all places except Mk 6̂ 3 'fragments,' and
(Gen. 1560 only) Mt 153? ' fragments' again. The Rhemish NT
prefers 'fragments' everywhere except Mt 1420 'leauings.'
AV accepts ' fragments' in all but the two passages which
refer to the miracle of the Four Thousand, where it falls back
on the rendering ' broken meat.' RV chooses ' broken pieces'
(which has appeared only once before, Mk C43 Cov.), and uses
it consistently throughout.

Why were the Revisers not content with AV
' fragments' ? ' For some mysterious reason,' says
Sir Edmund Beckett (Should the Bevised New
Test, be Authorised? 1882, p. 91), «they prefer
"broken pieces" to " fragments that remained
over" of the two sets of loaves and fishes. We
have all heard of " broken victuals" ; but the
victuals were once whole, and had been broken.
Each piece of bread or fish is a piece, and not
broken, though broken off, if they will be so pre-
cise. But a fragment is a piece broken off. So
here is another miserable bit of pedantry of some
kind, and for some unknown reason, which only
turns right into wrong for nothing ; for the AV is
certainly quite as accurate a translation : indeed
the Durham Greek professor said more so.'

But there are two good reasons. In the first
place the word * fragment' carries, and has always
carried, a sense of contempt. Shaks. uses the
word seven times, and this is always present,
mostly prominent. The aptest instance is perhaps
Troil. and Cress. V. ii. 159—

• The fragments, scraps, the bits, and greasy reliques
Of her o'er-eaten faith, are bound to Diomed.'

Cf. T. Fuller, Holy Warre/w. 16 (p. 195), «Yea,
now full willingly would the Christians have
accepted the terms formerly offered them; and
now their hun^rie stomachs would make dainties
of those conditions which before, when full of
pride, they threw away as fragments.' In the
second place the 'broken pieces' were not frag-
ments of larger pieces ; all that the disciples gave
to the multitude were ' broken pieces,' and these
which were gathered up were the broken pieces
that were in excess of the requirements.

J. HASTINGS.
FRAME.—To 'frame' (from Old Eng. framian,

to profit, succeed) is primarily to make good pro-
gress, to prosper, as Melville, Diary, p. 272, ' The
Bischope haid lurked a yeir or twa lyk a tod in
his holl, as his custom was when things framed
nocht with him.' Then it is used in a neutral
sense, to get on well or ill as the case may be, as
Kutherford, Letters, No. xxxii., ' But let us, how-
ever matters frame, cast over the affairs of the
bride upon the Bridegroom.' And then come the
various transitive meanings of preparing, fitting
for use. In AV the verb is used with a direct
object, except once with a foil, infinitive.

1. To contrive, to manage, Jg 126 'he could
not frame to pronounce it right' (j? Ί^φ p?;, lit.
'fix to speak so,' perhaps 'fix the mind,' i.e.
catch the slight difference in the pronunciation).

* Its occurrences in LXX are Lv 26 621, j g 953 195, 1 S 3012,
2 s 1121. 22, Ezk 1319; where EV give * piece,' except Jg 19*
• morsel' (of bread), and Ezk 1319 * handful' (of barley).
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Cf. Return from Parnass. IV. v. 62 (2nd pt.),
' Schollers must frame to Hue at a low sayle.'

2. To direct, Hos 54 * They will not frame their
doings to turn unto their God* {mi J6, lit. as
AVm «they will not give'; RV as AVm. * Their
doings will not suffer them to turn unto their
God,' with AV text in marg.). Cf. Rutherford,
Letters', No. clxxxvii., * Frame yourself for Christ,
and gloom not upon his Cross': Ps 14521 (L. M.),
Stern, and Hopk.—

' Therefore my mouth and lips I'll frame
To speak the praises of the Lord.'

3. To form, Is 2916 ' Shall the thing framed say
of him that framed it, He had no understanding ?'
(ny> nDN nr; Amer. RV ' formed'); and in RV,
Job 108 * Thine hands have framed me and fashioned
me J ('jnvy; AV ' made me'). So Ps 10619, Stern.
and Hopk.—

' Upon the hill of Horeb they an idol-calf did frame';

and Shaks. Merch. of Venice, I. i. 51—
' Nature hath framed strange fellows in her time.'

4. To fit together, make, Eph 221 'all the build-
ing fitly framed togetherJ {συναρμολογούμενη); He
I P * the worlds were framed by the word of God '
{κατηρτίσθαή ; and in RV, Eph 416 ' all the body
fitly framed and knit together' {συναρμοΚο-γούμενον).
Cf. Spenser, FQ II. ii. 30—

' And, thinking of those branches green to frame
A girlond for her dainty forehead fit,
He pluckt a bough; out of whose rift there came
Smal drops of gory bloud, that trickled down the same.'

5. To devise, Ps 5019 * thy tongue frameth
deceit' (vp^n); 9420 ' which frameth mischief'
{it); Jer 1811 * Behold, I frame evil against you'
(ijrr) ; and in Amer. RV, Dt 3121 * I know their
imagination which they frame' (naty, lit. ' do,'
EV ' go about'). So Barclay (1514), Cyt. (Percy
Soc.) 23—

' Than frame they fraudes men slyly to begyle';

and Ps 102, Stern, and Hopk.—
* In these devices they have framed

Let them be taken sure.'

6. To express, embody, 2 Mac 1539 * speech
finely framed delighteth the ears of them that
read the story' (τό TTJS κατασκευής του λόγου; RV
' the fashioning of the language'). AV is a modifi-
cation of the Geneva trn, ' the setting out of the
matter,' and may be illustrated from Milton, PL
v. 460—

* His wary speech
Thus to th' empyreal minister he framed.'

As a subst. ' frame' occurs twice in AV, and
means something constructed. 1. The structure
of the body, Ps 10314 * he knoweth our frame; he
remembereth that we are dust' (»i¥?). To this
RV adds Ps 13915 * My frame was not hidden from
thee, when I was made in secret' (O?y, AV * my
substance,' AVm ' or, strength ; or, tody') ; and
Amer. RV, Job 4112 'his [leviathan's] goodly
frame ' (tenjj I*tf, EV ' his comely proportion '). So
frequently in Paraphrases in Verse (1775), as 574—

and 514—

* With sympathetic feelings touch'd
He knows our feeble frame';

• We know, that when the soul uncloath'd
Shall from this body flie,

'Twill animate a purer frame
With life that cannot die.'

2. The structure of a city, Ezk 402 ' a very high
mountain, by which was as the frame of a city'
(TjT.Tpp?, Davidson, ' a building of a city, that is,
a city-like or citadel-like building').

3. RV adds Nu 410·12, a frame fitted together for
carrying things upon (BID, AV ' bar').

J. HASTINGS.
FRANKINCENSE (n$> lebhonah, \ίβανο$, λιβαν-
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ωτό?).—Lebhonah is erroneously trd in some places
in AV ' incense' (Is 4323 606, Jer 620 etc. In RV it
is correctly rendered frankincense). Incense, how-
ever, is the proper rendering of another word rnioj?
ketordh. This substance was compounded of f.
and other aromatic gums, and seasoned with salt
(Ex 3034·35), or siveet, i.e. not so seasoned (Ex 256,
Lv 1612). All incense not so made was a strange
incense, and could not be offered (Ex 309, cf.
' strange fire' Lv 101).

F. is the fragrant resin of an Indian tree, Boswel-
lia serrata, Stackh., procured by slitting the bark.
It is imported through Arabia (Is 606, Jer 620). It
is known in Arabia by a name kindred to the
Heb., i.e. luban. It was one of the gifts offered
by the Magi (Mt 211). The incense'of both AV
and RV (Rev 83) should be 'frankincense.'

G. E. POST.
FRANKISH YERSION.—See VERSIONS.

FRANKLY.—In Lk 742 the verb έχαρίσατο is trd

' he frankly forgave.' The older VSS have simply
'he forgave' (except Wyclif, 1380, ' he gaf frely'),
and R V returns to that. The purpose of the AV
translators was, no doubt, to bring out on a special
occasion the special force of this word, which, as
Bruce says {Expos. Gr. Test, ad loc.), is a warmer
word than άφιέναι, and was welcome to St. Luke
as containing the idea of grace (χά/xs). It occurs
only in the writings of St. Luke (Lk 721·42·43, Ac 314

2511. is 2724) and St. Paul (Ro 832, 1 Co 212, 2 Co
27.io 1 2 i 8 j Gal318, Eph 432, Ph I2 9 29, Col 213 313 bis,
Philem22).

The Eng. word 'frankly' is used, not in the
mod. sense of candidly, openly, but in the old and
literal sense of freely, unrestrainedly, as in Elyot,
The Governour, ii. 234, 'puttynge out of their citie
their women and all that were of yeres unhabill
for the warres, that they mought more frankely
sustayne famyne'; and in Shaks. Meas. for Meas.
III. i. 106—

* O, were it but my life,
Fid throw it down for your deliverance
As frankly as a pin.'

J. HASTINGS.
FRANTICK.—Sir 430 'Be not as a lion in thy

house, nor f ran tick among thy servants' {ψαντασιο-
κοπων, lit. 'conceiving fancies,' RV 'fanciful':
Fritzsche understands 'suspicious,' 'mistrustful,'
argwohnisch, and is followed by Ball [QPB]; but
Bissell thinks the AV tr. suits the context best,
and translates 'as a crazy man'). Tindale has
'frantick' for AV 'lunatick' in Mt 1715 'Master
have mercy on my soune for he is franticke'; and
Sir T. More (Workes, p. 270) uses the word in nearly
the same sense of Luther, ' And therfore among
many folishe wordes of Luther, as foolishe as euer
heretyke spake, he neuer spake a more frantike,
than in that he saith that God hath nede of our
faith.'

FRAY occurs in Zee I21 of the terrifying of the
' horns' of the Gentiles, and * fray away' in Dt 2826,
Jer 783 of the driving away of wild beasts from a
dead body (all as trn of τηππ). Amer. RV prefers
'frighten.' 'Fray ' is also found in 1 Mac 1412

' every man sat under his vine and his fig tree, and
there was none to fray them' {ουκ 9jv 6 έκψοβων
αυτού*, RV ' to make them afraid'); and ' fray
away' in Sir 2220 'whoso casteth a stone at the
birds frayeth them away' {αποσοβεί αυτά).

yowei Dy apnesis \_«,<pnvoe.t], as * esquire' Decame * squire,' and the
like; and this happened to * affray' while still spelt ' afray,' a
spelling preserved in its past ptcp. 'afraid' (='afrayed'). To
'fray' is therefore originally to 'disturb' (Anglo-Fr. afrayer,
late Lat. ex-fridare, from ex and fridus [Old High Ger. fridu],
•peace'), a meaning well illustrated by the examples in AV.
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In Hos 1011 Cov. uses both forms, ' Yee as a lyon roareth he,
that they maye be afrayed, like the children of the see: that
they may be scarred awaye from Egipte, as men scarre byrdes:
and frayed awaye (as doues use to be) from the Assirians londe.'
The only occurrence of the vb. in Shaks. is Troil. and Cress.
in. ii. 24: ' She does so blush, and fetches her wind so short, as
if she were frayed with a sprite.' J . HASTINGS.

FRECKLE.—In Lv 1339 Tindale uses this word
as trn of Heb. bohak, which occurs only in this
place: * Yf there appeare in their flesh a glister-
ynge white somewhat blackesh, then it is but
frekels growen upp in the skynne: and he is
cleane.' Wyclifs trn (1382) was ' a wemme of
whijt colour/ (1388) ' a spotte of whijt colour'
(after Vulg. macula colons candidi, whence also
Douay, * a spotte of white colour'). Cov. preferred
'a whyte scabbe,' Gen. 'a white spot.' But the
Bishops' restored 'freckle* (in sing, ' a freckle'),
and that was accepted by AV, 'a freckled spot.'
EV prefers ' a tetter,' for the Heb. means more
than we now understand by ' freckle,' though that
word formerly described an eruption on the skin,
as in Whitehead, Goafs Beard—

'The freckles, blotches, and parch'd skins,
The worms, which, like black-headed pins,
Peep through the damask cheek, or rise
On noses bloated out of size,
Are things which females ought to dread.'

The word occurs also in Preface to AV 1611, Ά
man may be counted a vertuous man, though hee
haue made many slips in his life (els, there were
none vertuous, for in many things we offend all),
also a comely man and louely, though hee haue
some warts vpon his hand, yea, not onely freakles
vpon his face, but also skarres'—where also the
word probably means more than it does now. See
TETTER. J. HASTINGS.

FREE, FREEDOM, FREELY. —The adj. free
'has been a chief heirloom from Saxon times, and
has made a figure in all stages of the national
story. Perhaps no other Saxon adj. is comparable
for length and variety of career. Originally mean-
ing lordly, noble, gentle, it has with each change
of the national aim so changed its usage as still to
take a prominent place. In the growth of the
municipal bodies the privileged members were
designated/ree-mm; in the constitutional struggles
it managed to represent the idea of liberty; and
in these latter days, when social equality is the
universal pretension, it signifies the manners
thereon attendant in the modern coupling free and
easy*—Earle, Philology of the Eng. Tongue*, 413.

The most modern meaning to be found in AV is
also the most common, and it may be best to begin
with that and work backwards.

1. At liberty, not fettered, whether physically,
as Milton, Samson Agonistes, 1235—

4 My heels are fetter'd, but my fist is free';

or morally, as Locke, Human Underst. π. xxi. 8,
' So far as a man has a power to think or not to
think, to move or not to move, according to the
preference or direction of his own mind, so far is
a man free.' So Job 319 'The small and great are
there; and the servant is free from his master'
O#20, the common Heb. word), and 1 Ρ 216 'As
free, and not using your liberty for a cloke of
maliciousness, but as the servants of God' {ελεύθερος,
the common Gr. word).

Passages deserving attention are : (1) Ps 885 «Free among the
dead' (T?n D'riS3, RV 'cast off among the dead,' RVm «cast
away'). Hitzig, Ewald, and others tr. ' among the dead is my
couch' (taking T?n from Ρ2Π, something spread, a couch, after
the doubtful occurrence in'Ezk 2720); but most edd. now, as
AV or RV (taking the word as the adj. usually tr<* 'free').
Cheyne in * Parchment' Psalms (1884) gives, * I am one turned
adrift among the dead'; but in Book of Psalms (1888), ' I am a
freedman among the dead,' remarking there, 'The psalmist

alludes to the grim eulogy of death in his favourite poem Job 3 1 9

[see above]. But he gives a new turn to the phrase. Unlike
Job, he regards such freedom as the reverse of a benefit'—
which Kirkpatrick describes as 'a far-fetched interpretation.'
There is no question, however, that the phrase recalls Job 3 1 9

to our minds, and yet that the word is used here, and here only,
in a bad sense. It means either separated from human friend-
ship, or more probably from divine protection. Delitzsch's
interpretation, set free, discharged, from the responsibilities of
life, like Lat. defunctus, is less appropriate to the context. The
cognate subst. D'̂ Dri [mtysn] is used in 2 Κ 155=2 Ch 2621 of
the separate house or lazaretto to which Uzziah was confined.
(2) Ac 2228 «And Paul said, But I was free born.' The Gr. is
simply Έγω hi χα.) γίγίννη/χα,ι, « But I was even born'; the word
to be supplied is, however, Ύωμοΰος, · Roman,' from the previous
verse : so RV * But I am a Roman born.'

RV adds Is 4513 'he shall let my exiles go free*
for AV ' let go my captives' (o.Vtf;).

2. Unhindered, unimpeded, as Shaks. Love's
Labour's Lost, V. ii. 732, ' For mine own part, I
breathe free breath.' So 1 Es 453 'And that all
they that went from Babylon to build the city
should have free liberty' {νπάρχειν ττ)ν έλευθερίαν,
RV ' should have their freedom'); 2 Th 31 ' Pray
for us, that the word of the Lord may have free
course' {τρέχν, lit. ' may run,' as AVm and RV).
The AV trn is a combination of Tind. ' maye have
fre passage' and R,hem. ' may have course'; RV is
a return to \Vyclif's ' that the word of God renne.'
RV adds with this sense 1 Co 739 ' If the husband
be dead, she is free to be married to whom she
will' {ελευθέρα, AV 'a t liberty').

3. Exempt, Dt 245 ' When a man hath taken a
new wife he shall not go out to war, neither shall
he be charged with any business ; but he shall be
free at home one year' (»pj), i.e. exempt from public
duties. 1 Ch 933 'the Levites, who remaining in
the chambers were free7 (αηΐΒ?, RV 'free from
service'); 1 Mac 157 'And as concerning Jerusalem
and the sanctuary, let them be free' {ελεύθερα, sc.
from tribute); Mt 156=Mk 711 'he shall be free'
—words added in italics to complete the sense
without equivalent in Greek ; they are omitted by
RV; Mt 1726 'Then are the children free.' RV
adds He 135 * Be ye free from the love of money'
{afaXdpyvpos 6 τρόπο?, AV ' Let your conversation be
without covetousness'; RVm ' Let your turn of
mind be free': Vaughan is more modern and
literal, ' Let your disposition be unavaricious').

4. Acquitted after trial, often equivalent to
innocent, as Shaks. Hamlet, n. ii. 590—

• He would drown the stage with tears,
And cleave the general ear with horrid speech ;
Make mad the guilty, and appal the free,
Confound the ignorant; ana amaze, indeed,
The very faculty of eyes and ears.'

In AV, Nu 51 9·2 8·S 1 R V ; and the verb Ro 67 ' For he
that is dead, is freed from sin' {δεδικαίωται, RV ' is
justified'), i.e. is acquitted from the guilt of sin.

5. Voluntary, gratuitous, Ex 2111 'then shall
she go out free without money' (D$n, RV 'for
nothing'). So the phrase 'free gift,' 1 Es 29

{εύχαΐς, i.e. votive offerings, RV 'gifts that were
vowed'); Jth 414 {εκούσια δόματα), 1 Mac ΙΟ39 {δόμα,
RV ' a gift') ; Ro 515·16·18 {χάρισμα [not in v.18, but
understood there also], a word which is almost
peculiar to St. Paul, occurring elsewhere only in
1 Ρ 410, and ' is used of those special endowments
which come to every Christian as the result of
God's free favour {χάρις) to men, and of the
consequent gift of faith' — Sanday - Headlam,
Romans, p. 358 if. It is trd ' free gift' only in Ro
515·16, to which RV adds 623; elsewhere simply
'gift'). So again we find 'free offering' for the
usual 'freewill offering' in Ex 363, Am 45, Jth
1618.

6. Generous or even noble, the earliest meaning
of the word according to Earle (as above), who
quotes Shaks. Troil. and Cress. IV. v. 139—

' I thank thee, Hector:
Thou art too gentle and too free a man.'
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This is Chaucer's meaning also in Nonne Preestes
Tale, 94—

4 For certes, what so any womman seith,
We alle desyren, if it mighte be,
To han housbondes hardy, wyse, and free.'

This sense occurs twice in AV, 2 Ch 2931 'And the
congregation brought in sacrifices and thank offer-
ings ; and as many as were of a free heart burnt
offerings' (RV * willing'), and Ps 5112 Xiphoid me
with thy free spirit' (RV 'with a free spirit,'
Amer. RV and RVm * willing'; both in;, which as
a subst. means * prince,' * noble,' in Pr 257 and
elsewhere).

On Ps 5112 Earle (The Psalter of 1539, p. 290) says, * So 1535
[Coverdale's Bible] after the Vulg. et spiritii prindpali confirma
me'—which, again, is alter Sept. *νεύμα.τι ήγεμ.ο»ιχω ο-τηρκτόν μ,ί.
Here there can be no doubt t h a t ' free' was used, not in any of
its lower senses, as when it is the equivalent of liber as opposed
to servus; or even in the sense of liberal, bounteous in gifts;
but (inclusive perhaps of this latter) with special eye to that
higher sense of lordly, noble, generous, princely, royal; which
is conspicuous in the best medieval usage of the word, and
which qualified it to represent principalis and vys^ovtxov. Keble
brought this out well—

* With that free Spirit blest,
Who to the contrite can dispense
The princely heart of innocence.'

Keble, it should be added, has also suggested the correct
translation. What the psalmist prays for is not, as AV, that he
may be upheld by God's free Spirit, but, as RV, that under the
influence of the Spirit of God his own spirit may become willing
or spontaneous in the right.

Freedom in Ac 22s8 ' With a great sum obtained
I this freedom,' is Roman citizenship (πολιτεία,
RV 'citizenship'). See CITIZENSHIP. RV has
changed ' liberty' of AV into * freedom' for Gr.
ελευθερία in Gal δ1·186**, 1 Ρ 216, though retaining
'liberty' for the same Gr. word in Ro 821, 1 Co
1029, 2 Co 3 i7, Gal 24, Ja I2 5 212, 2 Ρ 219. In every
case but the last it is the freedom of those who are
not under law but under grace; i freedom' is
therefore the best word, and might have been used
throughout. See LIBERTY.

Freely is found in the sense of (1) unrestrainedly,
as in Lv 1453 Wye. * And whanne he had left the
sparewe to tie in to the feeld frely'; and in AV
Gn 216 * Of every tree of the garden thou mayest
freely eat' (^rin ^ N , lit. 'eating thou shalt eat,' as
AVm; so 1 S 1430)*; Ad. Est 161S> 'that the Jews
may freely live after their own laws' (χρησθαι, RV
' live'); Ac 229 * let me freely speak unto you' (εξόν
ειπείν μετά παρρησίας, RV Ί may say unto you
freely'); 2626 * I speak freely' (παρρησιαζβμενος
λαλώ); to which RV adds Jn 210 ' when men have
drunk freely ' (Οταν μεθυσθώσιν), lit. ' when they are
drunken,' as Lk 1245, and as Vulg. here ' cum ineb-
riati fuerint.' Wyclif has 'whanne men ben
fulfillid' (1382 'filled'); find, 'when men be
dronke,' so Matthew's and the Great Bibles ; Cov.
' whan they are dronken'; but the Geneva pre-
ferred ' when men have wel droncke,' and it was
followed by Bish., Rhem., and AV. RV is a com-
promise between the two older translations.

(2) For nothing, gratuitously: the most common
meaning. It occurs in Nu II 5 'We remember the
fish, which we did eat in Egypt freely' (D|n 'gratis,'
or as RV 'for nought'). 'Freely' was Wyclif's
trn [1388, but 1382 « gladly'], and he no doubt used
the word in the sense of ' for nothing' after LXX
δωρεάν and especially Vulg. gratis, which gave
the Douay ' gratis'; ' freely' is the Bishops' word
also; but all others 'for nought' (Tind., Rog.), or
'for naught' (Cov., Gen.). Also in 1 Mac ΙΟ33 Ί
freely set at liberty every one of the Jews' (άφίημι
έλευθέραν δωρεάν, RV ' I set at liberty without
price'); cf. Lk 418 Tind. 'frely to set at liberty
them that are bruised' (an attempt to express
the pregnant phrase άποστεΐλαί τεθραυσμένους 4ν
αφεσει, lit. ' to send away the shattered [so as to
be] in release'). And in NT δωρεάν ' as a gift,' from
δωρεά, a gift, is so rendered in Mt 108 Ms, Ro 324,

2 Co II7, Rev 2162217, where the prominent thought
is the grace (gratis) of the giver, as Mt 108 ' freely
ye received, freely give.' And this is no doubt the
meaning in Ro 832 and 1 Co 212 where χαρίζομαι, is
trd ' freely give.' Illustrations are Ex 2111 Wye.
' sche schal go out freli without money' (AV ' free,'
RV ' for nothing ' ) ; Is 525 Cov. ' my people is frely
caried awaye' (EV ' for nought'); and Shaks.
Winter's Tale, I. i. 19, ' You pay a great deal too
dear for what's given freely.'

(3) Voluntarily, spontaneously, approaching the
meaning of ' generous,' * noble' given last for
' free': Ps 546 ' I will freely sacrifice unto thee'
(•V3i3> RV 'with a freewill offering,' after most
commentators, but Cheyne prefers 'with a free
will' both here and at &u 15s); Hos 144 ' I will
heal their backsliding, I will love them freely'
( n ^ , LXX όμολοΎως, Vulg. spontanee, Wye. [1382]
' of my free will,' [1388]' wilfuli'; Rog. ' wyth al my
heart,' Gen. ' frely,' Dou. ' voluntarily, Cheyne
'spontaneously'). And this is the meaning of
' freely ' in Ezr 268 (RV ' willingly') 715, where it is
used to bring out the force of the Heb. verb. This
is Milton's meaning (PL viii. 443) where God ad-
dresses Adam—

' My image, not imparted to the brute ;
Whose fellowship therefore, unmeet for thee,
Good reason was thou freely shouldst dislike.'

Freeman : 1 Es 319 (ελεύθερος); 1 Co 722 ' the Lord's
freeman' {απελεύθερος, RV ' freedman'), so as to
bring out the spiritual emancipation and to dis-
tinguish from the natural 'freeman' (ελεύθερος)
following. RV adds Col 311 (ελεύθερος, AV ' free').

Freewoman : 1 Mac 211, Gal 422·23· *, all ελευθέρα,
of the natural condition, and directly opposed to
'bond-slave' (1 Mac) or 'bondmaid' (Gal). RV
adds Gal 431. J. HASTINGS.

FREEWILL OFFERING.—See SACRIFICE.

FREQUENT.—In the sense of crowded, well-
attended, 'frequent' is common in writers of the
17th cent, and earlier, as a ' frequent assembly '—
Sanderson, Works, ii. 242,258, a ' frequent college';
' the College was sa frequent as the roumes war
nocht able to receaue them'—Melvill, Diary, 50.
The sense in which the word occurs in AV is akin
to this, but more exactly well-acquainted, convers-
ant : 2 Co II 2 3 ' in prisons more frequent,' exactly
as Knox, Works, iv. 139, 'Be frequent in the
prophetis and in the epistillis of St. Paul.' The
Gr. is περισσοτέρως, and RV follows Bish. and Khem.
'more abundantly,' the other VSS having 'more
plenteously.' Amer. RV and RVm give 'fre-
quent' in 1 S 31 for 'open' of AV, 'the word of
the Lord was precious in those days ; there was no
open vision' (pTs: pm px).

FRET.—To ' fret' is primarily to eat up, con-
sume (for, intensive prefix, and etan to eat, like
Ger. ver-essen), as in Aiisaunder of Macedoine
(E.E.T.S.)i. 1159—

• Fayre handes and feete freaten too the bonne.'

But a very early meaning and very common is to eat
into, gnaw, corrode, as of a disease, and the word
being used in this sense by Tind. in Lv 1351.52.55
1444, it was retained in AV. The uses in AV,
then, are—

* It will be observed that in Ly 1355 ' it is fret inward,1 fret is
the past ptcp. Of. More, Utopia, i. (Lumby, p. 46, 1.14), * For
he (and that no marveile) beynge so touched on the quicke, and
hit on the gaule, so fret, so fumed, and chafed at it, and was in
such a rage that he could not refraine himselfe from chidinge,
skolding, railing, and reviling,' Similar forms are 'lift' Gn 717,
Lk 1623 ; < whet' Ps 643 p r . Bk.
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Fuller says of the death of Godfrey {Holy Warre,
Bk ii. ch. 6, p. 51), ' It may be the plague took him
out of the hands of that lingring disease, and
quickly cut off what that had been long in fret-
ting ' ; and Shaks. makes Lear in the bitterness of
his soul say of his daughter Goneril [Lear, I. iv.
276)-

' If she must teem,
Create her child of spleen ; that it may live
And be a thwart disnatured torment to her I
Let it stamp wrinkles in her brow of youth ;
With cadent tears fret channels in her cheeks.'

The trn of Ps 3912 in the Great Bible of 1539 was ' When thou
with rebukes dost chasten man for sinne, thou makest his
bewtye to consume awaye, like as it were a mothe.' In 1540
the explanatory phrase * fretting a garment' was added, which
being thereafter adopted into the text appears in the Pr. Bk.
version. Cf. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, n. ii. 5, ' As
for the corruptions and moths of history, which are epitomes,
the use of them deserveth to be banished, as all men of sound
judgment have confessed, as those that have fretted and cor-
roded the sound bodies of many excellent histories, and wrought
them into base and unprofitable dregs.'

2. Figuratively, in two senses. (1) To vex.
Tindale says {Expos., Parker Soc. p. 31), 'And
the nature of salt is to bite, fret, and make
smart'; whence Adams passes to the fig. sense
(77 Peter, p. 47 on I4) ' Do we cut, and fret, and
trouble you: remember we are salt, the sharper
the better.' So in AV, Ezk 1643 'Because thou
hast not remembered the days of thy youth, but
hast fretted me in all these things' OVvrin]; Amer.
RV 'raged against'). (2) To disquiet 'oneself, Ps
371 ' Fret not thyself because of evildoers' (ππ̂ η-1?*,
so 377·8, Pr 2419); Is 821 ' when they shall be hungry
they shall fret themselves' (*]¥piin, Del. ' it is roused
to anger'; Cheyne, ' he shall t!e deeply angered ' ;
Skinner, ' he shall break out in anger').

The AV trn is partly from the Gen. * he shal euen freat him
self,' and partly from the Bish. ' they will bee out of patience.'
'He is out of patience' is Coverdale's; Wye. [1382] ' i t shal
wrathen,' [1388] ' it schal be wrooth,' and the Douay · he will

gives λυα-γβναησ-θε; Luther, 'werden sie ziirnen.' A very close
parallel occurs in Sir Thomas Wiat (Skeat's Specimens, p. 225)—

• And whilst they claspe their lustes in armes a-crosse,
Graunt them, good Lord, as thou maist of thy might,
To freate inward, for losyng such a losse.'

2. Intransitively, be irritable, chafe, grieve, the
modern meaning: 1 S I 6 ' And her adversary also
provoked her sore, for to make her fret' (majriD T3J/.3),
and Pr 193 ' his heart fretteth against the LORD '
(1«j:). So Shaks. Jul. Cms. iv. iii. 42—

•Fret till your proud heart break.'

J. HASTINGS.
FRIEND.—Heb. history has supplied the world

with an example of true friendship, as romantic
and beautiful as any in Grecian story; and Heb.
literature, though it contains no treatise de
Amicitia, abounds in proverbs, setting forth, as
eloquently as Laelius himself, the nature of this
fine human relation, the claims which it makes,
and the blessings which it brings. If Jonathan and
David are the Pylades and Orestes of the Bible,
the pithy sayings of the Hokhma Lit. contain the
philosophy of friendship. A genuine attachment
is possible only between the virtuous—this is im-
plied in all the directions given in the Book of Pr
to the young man for his guidance in life, and ex-
pressly indicated in the warnings of 1320 287, where
the word (nyh) rendered companion is that else-
where often translated friend. That even natural
ties cannot compare with the bond of friendship
for strength and endurance, is said, not without a
touch of satire, in 1824 'He that maketh many
friends doeth it to his own destruction ; but there
is a friend that sticketh closer than a brother.'
David, in his lament, describes the affection

of Jonathan for him as 'passing the love of
women.' That, as Lord Bacon puts it in his Essay,
the principal fruits of friendship are healthful
and sovereign, both for the affections and the
understanding, comes out in the striking proverb
(2717),' Iron sharpeneth iron ; so a man sharpeneth
the countenance of his friend'; while the anguish
inflicted on a true heart when one trusted and
loved proves false or unkind, is exhibited in a
concrete form in the behaviour of Job's three
friends, and in many a passionate cry wrung from
that patriarch (Job 614·27 1921), or from a psalmist
under similar provocation (Ps 419).

Among the duties of friendship Cicero places
high that of frankness in reproof and counsel; and
this could not fail of characteristic recognition in
the proverbs of Israel,' Faithful are the wounds of
a friend; but the kisses of an enemy are deceitful'
(Pr 276), while in 179 are indicated the tact and
delicacy necessary in the discharge of this duty.

Pr 2710 is the Heb. equivalent for the saying that
' old friends are best'; and that poverty and trouble
are, like length of time, tests of the genuineness of
friendly profession, in contrast with the pretended
attachment of flatterers and parasites, is the theme
of proverbs like 1420 194·7. True friends are rare
with the great and powerful, yet, as Bacon says,
they set a higher rate than others on the rare
possession, and the Bible gives many instances of
the confidence of intimacy between kings and
subjects, e.g. David and Hushai; prophets and
apostles and their disciples, e.g. Elijah and Elisha,
Paul and Timothy.

But, while the Bible presents an ideal of friend-
ship equal to that demanded by other literature,
it does not leave it there. It elevates it in a
manner all its own to a transcendent height. It
presents it, not only as a human relationship, but
one possible between God and man. Abraham was
the friend of God (2 Ch 207, Is 418, Ja 223). With
Moses, too, J" spake ' face to face as a man speaketh
unto his friend' (Ex 3311), and the Son of God used
the name friend in preference to servant, not only
of the apostles, but also of all for whom He laid
down His life (Jn 1513·14·15).

There are nine Heb. words or phrases rendered
friend in the AV. Those of most frequent occur-
rence are connected with the roots nnx, expressing
affection, and nyi sociability, the most common
being sn, rendered 41 times friend, 104 times
neighbour, and sometimes companion and fellow.
The most usual equivalents in LXX and Vulg. are
0ίλο* and amicus. As a term of salutation the
vocative ercupe is three times in NT rendered
friend (Mt 2013 2212 2650).

Of course the tevm friends sometimes implies no
more than political associates or allies, e.g. 1 S 3026,
Jer204·6. A. S. AGLEN.

FRINGES (Heb. η τ * zizith).—In the time of our
Lord, the Jews, especially those of the Pharisaic
party (cf. esp. Mt 235), attached the greatest
importance to three material reminders or ' sensible
signs' of their obligations under the Law. These
were the zizith (EV 'fringes'), the tephillin or
phylacteries (wh. see), and the mezuzah (Dt 69 II20)
on the doorpost. Of these the first-named was the
sign to which the greatest virtue was ascribed.
Its observance is first required by the law of Dt
(2212), where we read ' Twisted cords (D^na, LXX
στρ€Ίττά : AV, KV incorrectly ' fringes/ but RVm
' twisted threads') shalt thou make thee upon the
four corners {'arba kanphoth, AV ' four quarters,'
BV 'four borders') of thy mantle (lit. 'covering'
as Ex 22s7 [Heb. 2 6 ], see below) wherewith thou
coverest thyself.' The object here termed gedilim
acquired later the special designation zizith nT¥,—
it is so rendered by the Targum Jerus. i. (pseudo-
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Jonathan) in Dt 2212,—for there can be no doubt
that we meet the same enactment in an expanded
form in the priestly legislation: * And the LORD
spake unto Moses saying, Speak unto the children of
Israel, and bid them that they make them fringes *
in the borders (so AV, RV ; more correctly * tassels
upon the corners'; cf. RVm) of their garments
throughout their generations, and that they put
upon the fringe of each border (i.e. the tassel of
each corner) a cord of blue' (Nu 1537·38). There
can be no question that the interpretation sug-
gested by the EV, that a fringe attached to the
hem of the garment is intended, is quite erroneous.
We have only to turn to Hag 212, where a still
common Eastern practice is referred to, to see that
kdnaph applied to an article of dress can only
mean ' corner' or loose flowing end of a garment, t
Now, the Hebrews seem to have worn as an outer
garment a large piece of cloth of the shape of a
Scotch plaid (generally called simlah, see DRESS),
which also served as a covering (mo?) by night
(Ex 2226).ΐ To the four corners of this garment,
then, the * twisted cords' of Dt were clearly
intended to be fastened. The more extended
enactment of the Priestly Code, however, evidently
contemplates a more elaborate arrangement of a
tassel attached to each corner by a cord of blue.
To these tassels the Greek translators give the
name κράσπεδα, the term exclusively used by the NT
writers. It has even found its way into Targ. Onk.
(|H£3Dn3)(cf.Dalm. Gram. Aram. 149) in both passages
from the Pentateuch. The simlah was worn like
the Greek himation, which is its NT equivalent, the
loose end being thrown over the left shoulder. It
was the zizith attached to this corner (τ. κρασπέδου τ.
Ιματίου) that was reached with comparative ease by
the woman with the issue of blood approaching
our Lord in the crowd from behind (Mt iF, Lk δ44).

When we attempt to go behind the prescription
of the Torah, there is reason to believe that we
have here an ancient custom, § perhaps with
originally magical or superstitious associations
(see W. R. Smith, ES 416, note; Nowack, Heb.
Arch. ii. 123) taken up and impressed with a new
significance by the Hebrew legislation. Even so
late as NT times a special virtue was supposed to
be attached to the ' tassels on the four corners'
(Mt 1436, Mk 65 6; cf. the special sanctity of the
four horns of the altar, Lv 4?ff·, 1 Κ l50f·). To the
more spiritually minded, however, they were, as
they were intended to be, continual reminders of
the obligation resting on J"'s people to walk in
His Law, and to keep all His commandments (see
esp. Nu 1539· 4 0).

With the change in the fashion of the outer
garments of the Jews, and with the increasing
frequency and cruelty of heathen and Christian
persecution, the Jews gradually ceased to wear
the tassels in the way prescribed by the original
legislation. A special article of clothing was
devised of the shape of a modern chest-protector—
one part covering the breast, the other the back—
with the necessary aperture in the centre for the
head to pass through. This garment, to which the
names of tallith (rv^) and 'arba kanphoth (Dt
2212) were given, had the tassels attached to its
four corners, and was worn as an undergarment, a
practice still observed by all orthodox Jews. The
more zealous, however, wear it so that one or

* The MT has here ns'x in the singular, but probably we
ought to read with the Samaritan n'lTlf; cf. LXX κρά

t Cf. 1S1527 24*· 5. ii where the LXX renders F]J3 by the exact
terms το χηρύγιον τίί δϋτλβίδβί, for which see Jevons and Gardner,
Manual of Gr. Antiq. 52.

X That one and the same garment is intended in Dt and Nu is
confirmed by the Targum of Onkelos, which in both passages has

§ "The practice of wearing tassels was known to the ancient
Persians, as appears from the monuments of Persepolis.

more of the tassels may be visible. The tallith
now described came, later, to be known as tallith
katon or ' small tallith,' to distinguish it from the
tallith gadoly' large tallith' or prayer-shawl. The
latter more nearly corresponds in shape to the
ancient simlah, being a quadrangular piece of
white woollen (or silken) cloth to which the tassels
are attached in the manner about to be described.
It is worn universally by the Jews during the
daily service in the synagogue, either thrown over
the head or round the shoulders, but always so
that the tassels shall be visible in front. Special
prayers are said before and during the act of
adjusting the tallith.

The rabbinical prescriptions with regard to the
ni»w or tassels have been elaborated with charac-
teristic detail, and fill many pages of the Jewish
codes (see literature at end of art.). Only a very
few of these need be cited here. From a reference
in the Mishna (Menakh. iv. 1) it would appear that
the former practice of making the zizith by twist-
ing three white threads with one of blue (or blue-
purple) was falling into desuetude, perhaps owing
to the increasing difficulty of procuring the ex-
pensive dye required; and that it was henceforth
permissible to use white threads alone so long as
the numbers were complete (see Levy, Worterb.
s. voc. 33y). Somewhat later we learn from the
curious, and in part obscure, paraphrase of Nu 1538

in the Targum Jerus. i. (pseudo-Jonathan) appar-
ently based on Talmudic decision, that the threads
must be spun expressly for the purpose, not made
of the refuse of the loom, and that they must be
tied with five knots (]'wp). According to the
prescription still in force, it is required that four
(white) threads (pain) shall be taken, of which one
—technically called the shammesh or ' servant'—
shall be considerably longer than the rest. A
small hole or eyelet (npj) is made in each corner of
the tallith three thumb-breadths (D>(?HJ) from each
margin; through this the four threads are drawn
and the ends brought together. A double knot is
tied close to the margin of the tallith, the shammesh
is then twisted tightly 9 times round the remaining
7 threads and another double knot is tied; then
round 9 times and a knot; then round 11 times
and a knot; and finally round 13 times and a knot,
and the zizith is complete. Various mystic signifi-
cations are attached to the number of knots and
twistings. The most interesting, perhaps, is that
which deduces from the whole a symbol of the
complete Torah: thus the numerical value of the
letters of the word ητ* is 90 + 10 + 90 + 10 + 400=
600, which with the 8 threads and the 5 knots
makes a total of 613, the exact number, according
to rabbinic calculation, of the positive (248) and
negative (365) precepts of the Torah. This has led
to the exaggerated statement that the wearing of
the zizith is of equal merit \vith the observance of
the whole Law.

Males only are to wear the tallith (so already
Targum pseudo-Jonathan on Dt 225). This is
compulsory after the 13th year, when the Jewish
boy becomes a bar-mizvah, but the small tallith
may be worn earlier. The size of the latter is said
by Maimonides to be such that a boy, just able to
walk alone, shall be completely covered by it. It
is not necessary to wear the tallith at night; this
is inferred from the words of the Law, ' that ye may
look upon it and remember' (Nu 1539), an injunc-
tion impossible of fulfilment in the darkness of the
night.* As an illustration of the importance
attached to the wearing of the zizith, the following
anecdote is frequently quoted. The son of a
famous Rabbi was asked which of the command-
ments above all others his father had especially

* This question was one of the differences between the schools
of Hillel and Shammai (Ediyyoth, iv. 10).
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charged him to keep. His reply was: c The law
concerning the ziztth. On descending a ladder my
father stepped on one of the threads and tore it off.
He refused to move from the spot till it was re-
placed' (Shabb. 118b). See also DRESS.

LITERATURE.—The rabbinical prescriptions are found in the
authoritative codes of Maimonides (Yad Ha-hazakah, Hilkoth
Ziztth) and Joseph Caro (Shulhan 'Aruk Υοτέ De?a, ch.
viil.-xxiv.). A convenient compendium of the latter work is
the D"n rrtiN "jny jnStrSy DIK " Π nao, Wilna, 1888 (rules
concerning the ziztth, pp. 33-38). Also in the tractate Ziztth in
Raph. Kircheim, Septem libri Talmudici parvi Hierosolyniitani,
Frankfort, 1851; Hiller, De vestibus fimbriatis Hebroeorum, in
(JgOlini Thesaurus, vol. xxi. More easily accessible is Boden-
schatz, Kirchliche Verfassung d. heutigen Juden, 1748, pt. iv.
pp. 9-15; Buxtorf, Synagoga Judaica, pp. 160-170. Art.
4 Fringes' in Kitto's Biblical Cyclopaedia*. See also Driver on
Dt 22i2. A > p v s # K E N N E D Y .

FROCK.—' A linen frock' is named in Sir 404 as
the dress of the poor in contrast to the ' purple'
of the rich (ώμόλινον, lit. ' raw linen'; Rv ' a
hempen frock'; the word occurs only here in
bibl. Greek). The * frock' was once the cover-
all of the English labourer, and still remains as
* smock-frock.' See DRESS.

FROG (XTI&? zephardea', βάτραχος, rand). — An
amphibious animal, noted in two connexions in the
Bible. 1. As one of the plagues of Egypt (Ex 82'14,
Ps IS45 etc.). 2. As a form assumed by unclean
spirits (Rev 1613·14). It is also mentioned in Wis
1910. The frog referred to in the story of the
plagues is the Ranula esculenta, L., the edible
frog. It is found in all stagnant waters in the
Holy Land. The Arab, name for the frog, dufdd,
bears a strong resemblance to the Hebrew.

G. E. POST.
FROM.—Following the Gen. Bible, 'from' is

used in 1 Es 323 as equivalent to ' away from': ' But
when they are from the wine, they remember not
what they have done.3 This is the only occurrence
of a meaning that is common in Shaks. Thus
Macbeth, ill. i. 132—

• For 't must be done to-night,
And something from the palace';

and Jul. Cces. I. iii. 35—

• But men may construe things after their fashion,
Clean from the purpose of the things themselves.'

FRONTLETS.—See PHYLACTERIES.

FROWARD.—Froward is the Northern form of
' fromward,' as we have ' to and fro' for * to and
from.' Cf. Sidney, Arcadia, ii., 'As cheerfully
going towards, as Pyrocles went frowardly froni-
ward his death.' Froward is thus the opposite of
Howard,' and is used by Spenser {FQ VI. x. 24)
in the literal sense of turned from—

• And eeke them selves so in their daunce they bore,
That two of them still froward seem'd to bee,
But one still towards shew'd her selfe afore.'

In AV 'froward' is always figurative, turned
from in sympathy, opposed, hostile, as in Ps 1826

' with the froward thou wilt show thyself froward'
(Vriŝ n tfj2Jroy, RV 'with the perverse thou wilt
show thyself froward'). Then, by an easy transi-
tion, that which goes the wrong way to accomplish
its ends, twisted, tortuous, not straightforward.
Thus Dt 325 Tind.,' Thefrowarde and overthwarte
generation hath marred them selues to himward'
(»;·#), EV 'perverse,5 which does not adequately
express the sense, says Driver. Tindale's' froward'
is better than ' perverse,' for its meaning is just
what Driver gives as the meaning of the Heb.
here, 'the opposite of what is sincere, straight-
forward, and frank,' denoting ' a character which
pursues devious and questionable courses for the
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purpose of compassing its ends.' Thus Latimer
{Sermons before Edw. VI., Arber's ed. p. 115),
' The herte of man is naughti, a croked, and a
froward pece of worke.' Still, 'froward' was
frequently used in the sense of obstinate, as
T. Lever, Sermons (1550, Arber's ed. p. 103), 'The
father draweth not by force violentlye them that
be stubborne and frowarde, but by loue them that
be gentyll, and come wyllyngly.' And the union
of the crooked with the obstinate gives perversity.
RV prefers 'perverse' in 2 S 22<27 = Ps IS26 (as
above), Pr 213 (not Amer. RV) 332 I I 2 0 ; and Amer.
RV further in Dt 3220, Pr 212 612 813 ΙΟ31 1628·30 225.
RV gives ' crooked' in Pr 88 218, and Amer. RV
'wayward' in Pr 215 424 1720, and 'cunning' in
Job 513. But ' froward' is introduced into 2 S 22s7

(AV 'unsavoury'), Pr 2333 (AV 'perverse'). It
will be observed that the ideas represented by this
word refer to conduct, especially in public life; it
is therefore of most frequent occurrence in Pr,
where ' froward' is found 14 times, elsewhere only
7 times.

Wyclif rarely uses the word ; not in any of the places wher
it occurs in AV, his words being 'shrewd,' 'perverted,' o
' d ' B t it i f d i Dt 2118 (1382) ' If t

re
, g 'shrewd,' 'perverted,' or

' wayward.' But it is found in Dt 2118 (1382), ' If a man gete a
rebel sone, and a fraward (1388 ' overthewert'), that herith not
the fadres and modres heest'; and as a various reading in 2 Ti
34. The introduction of the word so freely into Pr was made by
Rogers and Coverdale. Its single occurrence in NT is from
Tindale, 1 Ρ 218 ' Servauntes obey youre masters with all feare,
not only yf they be good and courteous; but also though they
be frowarde' (1526 and 1534). The Gr. is cxokife, which means
tortuous as of a river, and then ethically not straightforward.
Here, says Salmond, it means not exactly •capricious' (as
Luther), or 'wayward' (as Rhem.), or even ' froward' (as Tind.
Cov. Rog. Cran. Gen. Bish. AV, RV), but * harsh' or ' perverse,'
the disposition that lacks the reasonable and considerate, and
makes a tortuous use of the lawful.

The adv. frowardly occurs only Is 5717 ' and he
went on frowardly in the way of his heart' (TJJ?M
33'itr, lit. ' he walked turning away,' as AVm and
RVm; Amer. RV 'backsliding'). For the Eng.
word cf. Knox, Hist. 137, 'Then began she to
frowne, and to look frowardly to all such as she
knew did favour the Gospel of Jesus Christ.'

Frowardness is used only in Pr 214 6141032, ntasrm,
a word which is found only in the plu. and means
lit. 'turnings about,' i.e. 'lines of action, or modes
of speech, adopted for the sake of escaping un-
pleasant realities, or evading the truth, perversions
of truth or right'—Driver on Dt 32-°; see his note.
The word is trd by the adj. * froward' in Pr 813

('the froward mouth,' lit. 'the mouth of evasions')
ΙΟ31 1628; by 'very froward' in Dt 3220 ; and by
'froward things' in Pr 212 1630. Cf. Barlowe,
Dialoge (Lunn's ed. p. 106), 'And no meruell,
thoughe Saull fared the worse for hys people,
wher as Moyses the most faythfull seruaunte of
god was partely by their frowardnes debarred
fro the pleasaunt lande of behest.'

J. HASTINGS.
FRUIT. — Palestine is always described as a

fruitful land (Ps 10734, Is 51). The number of
' kindly fruits of the earth' produced here is very
large. The great diversity of climate makes
possible the cultivation of plants from almost every
quarter of the globe. The following list of the
products of the soil may be taken as an index, not
exhaustive but illustrative of the capabilities of
this ' land of promise ' :—Fitches (Is 2825·27), opium
poppy, mustard, cabbage, cauliflower, turnip, cress,
radish, flax, sorrel, rue, vine, Indian fig, jujube,
lemon, orange, citron, lupine, beans, horsebeans,
peas, lentils, chick peas, mash (Vigna Nilotica, L.),
carob, straw berry, blackberry, peach, plum, almond,
apricot, nectarine, apple, quince, medlar, Photinia
Japonica, hawthorn, pomegranate, myrtle, water-
melon, cantelope, squash, pumpkin, cucumber,
coriander, dill, fennel, caraway, anise, celery,
parsley, parsnip, carrot, carthamus (bastard saffron),
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chicory, lettuce, artichokes, potato, tobacco, tomato,
eggplant, henbane, nightshade, castor oil, sesame,
olive, fig, sycomore, mulberry, hemp, walnut, edible
pine, saffron, banana, date, colocasia, maize, wheat,
barley, sorghum, sugar cane. G. E. POST.

FRUIT. —The figurative, and indeed all the
literal uses of the word ' fruit,' except the primary
one of the fruit of fruit-bearing trees, are sug-
gested by the Hebrew idioms, and belong to what
may be called biblical English. Thus it is used
of the general products of the earth, Ex 2310 «And
six years thou shalt sow thy land, and shalt gather
in the fruits thereof (nw3?i, RV «increase'). It is
also used of the offspring of animals, including
man, as Ps 1273 'Lo, children are an heritage
of the LORD : and the fruit of the womb is his
reward' (H$, the common word for «fruit'). In
this sense notice La 220 * Shall the women eat their
fruit, and children of a span long?' (*•$).

Tt has been maintained (Psalms Chron. Arranged, pp. 150,
446) that ' f rui t ' in Ps 7216 has this meaning in AV, 'There shall
be an handful of corn in the earth upon the top of the moun-
tains ; the fruit thereof shall shake like Lebanon' ('"!$). This
might be true of Wyclif's trn (1388), * Stidefastnesse sctial be in
the erthe, in the bigheste places of mounteyns; the fruyt
therof schal be enhaunsid aboue the Liban'; and more con-
fidently of Coverdale's, · There shalbe an heape of come in the
earth hye vpon the hilles, his frute shal shake like Libanus,'
though the ' his' probably refers to ' corn.' But the Geneva
tr» is ' An handful of corne shalbe sowen in the earth, euen in
the top of the mountaines, and the frute thereof shal shake
like the trees of Lebanon : and the children shal florish out of
the citie like the grasse of the earth,' with the marg. note,
' Vnder suche a King shalbe moste great plentie, bothe of frute
and also of the increase of mankinde.' And there is little
doubt that AV followed the Gen. Bible here.

Whether in the Heb. * fruit' refers to the fruit of the earth
or of the King's body is another matter. Ewald takes it to
be the King's offspring, his posterity, as in Ps 21*0; so also
Burgess, 'Let His fruit be abundant, on the top of the hills,
like (the cedars of) Lebanon,' who compares Ps 9212 and Hos 145.
Cheyne refers the 'fruit' to the people, 'May abiindance of
corn be in the land, upon the top of the mountains may it
wave; [and the people]—like Lebanon be its fruit.'

Figuratively four meanings are found: 1. The
product of effort, as Pr 3131 ' Give her of the fruit
of her hands' (n$); Ro I1 3 * I purposed to come
unto you, (but was let hitherto,) that I might
have some fruit among you also, even as amon^
other Gentiles' {καρπός). 2. Benefit, profit, Jn 4<J6

* And he that reapeth receiveth wages, and gather-
eth fruit unto life eternal' (καρπός, cf. Eng. «har-
vest,' the same word philologically). Ro 621 'What
fruit had ye then in those things whereof ye are
now ashamed?' {καρπός). 3. By a strongly idiom-
atic Heb. phrase, 'The fruit of the lip,' that is,
praise. Is 5719 Ί create the fruit of the lips' (TU,
cf. vb. in Pr 1031), an idiom that was accepted into
bibl. Gr., He 1315 'By him, therefore, let us offer
the sacrifice of praise to God continually, that is,
the fruit of our lips giving thanks to his name'
(καρπός from LXX of Hos lfid\ n$ for on|). 4.
Of moral consequences of action, Is 3 1 0 ' the fruit of
their doings,' cf. Jer 1710 2114 etc. This differs
from (1), for it is often undesigned, and from (2),
for it is often used of punishment.

J. HASTINGS.
FRUSTRATE.—2 Es 1034 ' Forsake me not, lest

I die frustrate of my hope' (ut nonfrustra mortar),
and Jth II 1 1 'That my lord be not defeated and
frustrate of his purpose' (άπρακτος). So Hooker,
Eccl, Polity, I. xi. 4, ' I t is an axiom of nature
that natural desire cannot utterly be frustrate';
and Knox, Hist. 29, 'King Henry frustrate re-
turned to London, and after his indignation de-
clared, began to fortify with men his frontiers
toward Scotland.* Such past participles, formed
in imitation of the Latin, are common in Eliza-
bethan English. Shaks. uses this form still more
boldly as an adj., Tempest, in. iii. 10—

• The sea mocks
Our frustrate search on land.'

The meaning is 'defeated,' 'baulked.' The same
sense is found with the infin. in Ezr 45 'Hired
counsellors against them to frustrate their pur-
pose ' (*isni>); and with the finite verb in Is 4428

'[the LORD] that frustrateth the tokens of the
liars' (IED, Wye. [1382], 'voide makende tocnes
of deuynoures'; Cov. Ί destroy the tokens of
witches'; Del. ' who brings to nought the signs
of the lying prophets'). And in the same sense
RV adds, Job 512 ' He frustrateth the devices of
the crafty' ("iSP, AV ' He disappointeth'). But in
Gal 221 the meaning is different, ' I do not frus-
trate the grace of God' (άθετω, RV 'make void'),
i.e. not 'baulk,' 'thwart,' or 'disappoint,' but
'nullify,' 'render inoperative,' 'make of no avail
or value.' So Elyot, The Governour, ii. 385, ' To
suche persones as do contemne auncient histories
. . . it may be sayd, that in contemnynge histories
they frustrate Experience.'

Goodwin, therefore (Works, i. pt. 2, p. 205), misses the point
when he says, ' I t was God's great design to advance grace,
and therefore he calls their stepping aside from the doctrine
thereof, a frustrating of the grace of God, Gal. ii. ult., which
men do by mingling anything with i t ; it is a frustrating of the
grace of God, because it frustrateth the great design of God,
for to frustrate is to make void a design.' Dr. Gwynne (in loc.)
brings out the meaning thus : ' I do not moke void the atoning
grace of God by seeking to justify myself; for if righteousness
come by_ law, then, indeed, Christ died needlessly, and the grace
of God is made of none effect.' The older versions are inaccurate
or inadequate, Wye. ' cast not awei' (after Vulg. non abiicio),
so Cov. Rhem. ; Tind. 'despyse,' so Rog. Cran. ; Gen. better
'abrogate'; Bish. 'reject.' Augustine is right—non irritamfacio.

J. HASTINGS.
FRYING-PAN.—See FOOD.

FUEL. — The Hebrews indicated fuel by a
figure as the 'food of fire' (Is 95·1 9 [Heb. 4· ^
B>N njotp, EV 'fuel of fire' ; Ezk 154·6 2132 rtax).
In ancient as in modern times, wood was no doubt
the principal fuel, either in its natural state or
prepared as charcoal. There is no sufficient evi-
dence of the use of mineral coal as fuel. With
regard to the use of wood as fuel, we may assume
that the variety of woods employed for this
purpose was as great as it is in Svna to-day (see
the list prepared by Post in PEF SI, 1891, p. 118 if.).
The term D'?y (lit. woods) is applied equally to the
'sticks' or Wigs gathered by individuals (Nu
1532·33, 1 Κ 171ϋ· 12), and to the faggots or logs
prepared by felling and cutting up the trees of
the forest (Lv l7ff· 412). A few of such trees are
named in Is 4414-16. Shrubs of every variety were
used for the same purpose, such as the rdthem
(ητ\Ί Ps 1204 ' coals of juniper,1 more correctly as
KVm ' coals of broom'), a shrub very largely used
as fuel by the Arabs of the present day (Palmer,
Doughty). Reduced to charcoal (see below), the
rdthem (Arab, ritm) is said to throw out an intense
heat. References to thorns (o'TP, Q'Vip) as fuel are
numerous in Scripture; the 'dtad (IBN PS 5810

[Eng.9]), probably the buck-thorn (see THORNS
AND THISTLES), is mentioned in particular. The
use of chaff, which includes the chopped straw
(tibn) from the threshing-floor, is likewise referred
to (Mt 312), as also of withered herbage (χόρτος, EV
' grass') in general (Mt 630, Lk 1228).

The Hebrews, as we have remarked above, were
familiar with the advantage, as fuel, of wood in
the form of charcoal, for such, without doubt,
was the ' coal' of Scripture (see COAL). The
ancient Egyptians, ace. to Wilkinson (ed. 1878,
ii. 35, 36), used faggots of wood for heating water
and boiling meat, but preferred charcoal for roast-
ing. However this may have been among the
Hebrews, the fuel used for the brasier (ΠΝ Jer
3622ff. AV ' hearth,' RV ' brasier') or chafing-dish
(»B ϊν? Zee 126, RV ' pan of fire'), by which the
houses of the upper classes were warmed in winter,
was undoubtedly charcoal (cf. Jn 1818 219). No
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such luxury would be found in the houses of the
poor, who had to content themselves with a fire of
logs or twigs placed in a depression in the floor of
the living-room. The smoke from such a hearth
(perhaps nijpiD—although this word is in our extant
literature used only of the altar-hearth, Lv 62

[Eng. 69]—mod. Arab, the same) escaped as best
it could through the door or the latticed window
(Hos 133, EV * chimney'). Chimneys in our sense
were not known, although, by a corruption of the
text, 2 Es 64 is made to speak of * the chimneys of
Zion.'

It is uncertain to what extent the Hebrews were
familiar with the use of animal dung as fuel.
This form of fuel, as is well known, is very exten-
sively used in the East, botli by the nomads and
the fellahin. The dung of the camel is the
favourite fuel of the Bedawin, while the Syrian
peasant carefully collects the droppings of his
cattle, which he uses either in the natural state
when sufficiently dry, or mixed with straw. From
the incident recorded in Ezk 412'15 we may at least
infer that this form of fuel was not unknown (see
esp. v.15), although, as the country was more
extensively wooded then than now, there would
not be the same necessity as now exists for
having recourse to it. A. R. S. KENNEDY.

FUGITIYE.—1. Simply one who flees, as from
danger or punishment (the modern, as it is also
the earliest, meaning of the word, after Lat.
fugitivus). So Is 155 ' His fugitives shall flee unto
Zoar' (RV ' Her nobles flee unto Zoar,' with ' fugi-
tives' in marg. The reading is doubtful and
difficult, see the Comm.); Ezk 1721 'And all his
fugitives with all his bands shall fall by the sword'
(so RV and Oxf. Heb. Lex., but reading again
doubtful). 2. A deserter from duty. This sense
belongs to fugitivus also. So Jg 124< Ye Gileadites
are fugitives of Ephraim'; Cov. * runnagates.'
That this is the meaning of EV is certain, but
Moore holds that it is a misinterpretation, the
Heb. word (D'p ?̂) meaning not ' runagate,' but
' survivor' (see his note); 2 Κ 2511 ' the fugitives
that fell away to the king of Babylon' ("î x D ĉin
VB iV?J, RV ' those that fell away, that fell to the
king'); Jth 1612 'as fugitives' children' (ώς παΐδα*
αύτομόλούρτων, RV ' as runagates' children'); 2 Mac
8s5 (the only example of the adj. in AV) 'He
came like a fugitive servant through the mid-
land unto Antioch' (δραπέτου τρόπον, RV 'like a
fugitive slave'). So Shaks. Ant. and Chop. IV.
ix. 22—

' But let the world rank me in register
A master-leaver, and a fugitive.'

3. A Wanderer, as Foxe, Act. and Mon., iii. 747,
4 If thou wert an honest Woman, thou wouldest
not . . . run about the Country like a Fugitive.'
This is the meaning of Gn 41 2·1 4 ' a fugitive and a
vagabond' (IJI yi, ptcp. of jtfu to wander; LXX
στένων καϊ τρέμων [preserving the paronomasia],
Vulg. vagus et profugus; Luther, 'unstat und
fliichtig'; Wye. [1382] «vagaunt and fer fugitif,'
[1338] ' unstable of dwellyng and fleynge aboute';
Cov. ' a vagabunde and a rennagate'; Bish. ' a
fugitive and a vagabond'). Shaks. presents a
close parallel in / Henry VI. III. iii. 67—

1 When Talbot hath set footing once in France,
And fashion'd thee that instrument of ill,
Who then but English Henry will be lord,
And thou be thrust out like a fugitive ?'

J. HASTINGS.
FULLER.—The fuller's art is mentioned in both

OT and NT only in connexion with himself. In
the former the fuller's field (2 Κ 1817, Is 73 362) is
the only word used, and indicated an open field on
the west of Jerus. where cloths were fulled and
spread out in the sun to dry. The process of

fulling in those times is unknown to us except
indirectly, partly from the etymology of the word
(Diia, yva<peus), and partly from an Egyp. picture.
It seems to have consisted in washing the material
with some preparation of lye, beating or rubbing
it, and exposing it to the rays of the sun. This
ensured a considerable amount of cleaning and
bleaching; and the remains of ancient Egyj). linen
show that the result of the art, rude as it may
have been, was highly satisfactory. In NT the
only reference to it (Mk 93) is where the garments
of Jesus at His transfiguration are said to have
become ' glistering, exceeding white; so as no
fuller on earth can whiten them' (RV); and this
description shows that the reader was familiar
with the fuller's art and its beautifying effects.
The dress of Egyp. and Jewish priests was made
of white linen, and among their higher classes of
very fine material, whose lustre was enhanced by
art. Fulling is still carried on in the E., probably
very much as it was practised in ancient times,
and is often employed before dyeing cloth and
yarn, to remove impurities and improve the process
of colouring; but it is rapidly being superseded
by the modern mode of bleaching.

J. WORTABET.
FULLER'S FIELD, THE (D?iD ηιψ, 6 dypbs yva<j>a(os,

agerfullonis), was the scene of Rabshakeh's inter-
view with Eliakim and others (2 Κ 1817, Is 362),
and of that between Ahaz, Isaiah, and his son
(Is 73). In each case it is named in connexion
with the phrase * conduit of the Upper Pool,'
which is * in ' or ' on' ' the highway of the Fuller's
Field.' The conduit apparently crossed the high-
way at a point close to the city, as conversation
carried on there could be heard by the people on
the walls (2 Κ 1826). The place cannot now be
identified with certainty. En-rogel we know was
a resort of the fullers ; whence probably its name
was derived. The same is true of Birket Mamilla,
in the vale west of the city. The former, lying in
the bottom of the valley S.E., would have been
difficult of approach, and hearing from the walls
impossible. The higher aqueduct from Solomon's
Pools crosses the valley a little above Birket
Mamilla, and seems to have entered the city close
by the tower Psaphinus, at the N.W. angle.
This, however, could hardly be called ' the con-
duit of the Upper Pool.' From Birket Mamilla a
conduit takes water to the Pool of Hezekiah,
passing under the Avail northward of the Jaffa gate.
Birket Mamilla being the * upper' of the two
pools in the valley, there is at least a possibility
that the Fuller's Field was located here. On the
N., however, an ancient conduit entered the city
E. of the Damascus gate. Its course without the
wall has not been traced. It may have come from
the large pool some distance out, to the left of the
Nablus road. On this side the city was easiest of
approach; the land here would perhaps best suit
the description implied in ηιψ (arable land';
Josephus {BJ V. iv. 2) speaks of ' The Fuller's
Monument/ at the E. corner of the N. wall; and
Arculf mentions a gate west of the Damascus gate,
which at the time of his visit (towards the end of
the 7th cent.) was called Porta Villce Fullonis,
' Gate of the Fuller's Farm' (cf. Euseb. HE ii. 23).
These considerations point to the location of the
Fuller's Field on the N. of the city. But there is
no evidence to warrant any certain conclusion.

W. EWING.
FULNESS.—See PLEROMA.

FUNERAL.—See BUHIAL.

FURLONG.—See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

FURNACE.—In OT five words are trd furnace
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in EV. 1. |?a?, a kiln for burning limestone into
lime, or for smelting ore, chiefly iron. The former
was constructed of lime-stones arranged in con-
centric layers in the form of a dome, with an
opening at the top for the escape of air and
smoke, and another at the bottom for supplying
the hollow of the dome with fuel. In this case,
as well as in furnaces for smelting, great and
long-continued heat was required, and the com-
bustion caused a thick and dark column of smoke
to ascend. It is this appearance that is referred to
in the account of the destruction of Sodom and
Gomorrah: * and, lo, the smoke of the land went
up as the smoke of a furnace' (Gn 1928). 2. pnx,
an Aram, word still in use in Syria (Arab, attun)
for the lime-kiln described above. It occurs only
in Dn 3, but there repeatedly as the furnace5

into which Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego
were cast. 3. hty, Ps 126, but the text here is
quite uncertain. (See Cheyne, ad loc and Expos,
Times, viii. 170, 287, 336, 379.) i . τ?3 (Arab. Mr,
a blacksmith's fireplace), a smelting furnace, for
iron (Dt 420, 1 Κ 851, Jer II4), but especially for
gold (Pr 173 2721), used metaphorically (Is 4810,
furnace of affliction). 5. nun, sometimes tr. 'fur-
nace' (Gn 1517), and sometimes 'oven' (Lv 2626)—
the latter being probably the correct trn. The
Arab, word tannur is still in use on the Lebanon for
a special kind of oven in which women bake bread.
A pit is dug in the earth, and a hollow cylinder
of pottery, about two feet in diameter, is let down
into it. Fire is kindled at the bottom, and, when
the smoke subsides and the cylinder is sufficiently
heated, a thin circular layer of dough, spread out
on a pad, is deftly stuck to the inner side of the
cylinder. The calces, which are about a foot in
diameter, are considered a very good kind of bread.

The same word in Gr. of NT (Mt 1342) and in
Arab, {καμένοι, kamin) means a furnace. In Syria
the word is still in use for furnaces employed in
heating public baths, and the heat generated in
them is very great. J. WORTABET.

FURNITURE In Gn 3184 it is said that Rachel
had taken the images (RV ' teraphim;) belonging
to her father, and put them * in the camel's fur-
niture.' The Heb. [ia] occurs only here (^|Cnaa),
and designates a basket-shaped palanquin which
was placed on the camel's saddle, chiefly for carry-
ing the women. See Dillmann, in loc,, who quotes
Knobel and refers to Burckhardt, Bedouins, ii.
85; W. G. Brown, Travels, 453; Ker Porter,
Travels, ii. 232; Jahn, Bibl. Arch, 54 ; see also
art. CAMEL. The Eng. word is apparently original
to AV. The older Eng. VSS were misled by the
Vulg. stramenta cameli, and Luther's die streu
der Kamel (mod. edd. die Streu der Kameele), and
render ' straw' or ' litter/ though Gen. Bible has
'saddle' in marg. (Wye. 1382 'the literyng of a
camele,' 1388 ' the strewyngis of the camel').
The AV and RV word ' furniture' is used in the
general sense of equipment, accoutrement, as in
Bunyan, Holy War (Clar. Press ed. p. 112),
' Wherefore, let it please thee to accept of our
Palace for thy place of residence, and of the
Houses of the best men in our Town for the re-
ception of thy Soldiers and their Furniture.'

The same word is given in AV 7 times (Ex
317·8&*·9 3514 39s3, Nah 29) as the tr. of ^a keli,
which is usually trd ' vessel.' RV prefers ' vessel'
in Ex 318 b·9 and 3514, but gives ' furniture' as the
tr. of the same Heb. in Ex 259, Nu 38 71, 2 S 2422

(AV all «instrument'); Ex 409, Nu l5 0 b 415·16,
lCh9 2 9 (AV all'vessel').

For an account of the furniture of an Eastern
house, see HOUSE. J. HASTINGS.

FURROW.—This is the trn in AV of the follow-

ing Heb. words. 1. nn$ Ps 6510 (RV 'ridges').
This word, which is most familiar to us in the
sense of a ' troop' (e.g. 1 S 308·15· ^ and oft.), means
literally a ' cutting,' and (in plur. fern, n'rna) appears
in Jer 4837 in connexion with cuttings in the flesh
as a sign of mourning. 2. n:j;p or JTJJ/D PS 1293,
where the word is used metaphorically, 'The
plowers plowed upon my back, they made long
their furrows' (ormj/p Kethibh, Drr:j;p Kere). The
only other occurrence of this word is in the obscure
expression in 1 S 1414 ηιψ ΊΏ* niy_p *$rp?, which is trd

in AV ' within as it were an' half acre of land
[which] a yoke [of oxen might plow]'; AVm ' half
a furrow of an acre of land,' RV ' within as it were
half a furrow's length in an acre of land,' RVm
'half an acre of land.' There is the strongest
reason to suspect the originality of MT. LXX has
έν βολίσι καϊ κόχλαξίν του πεδίον, and it is not im-
probable that the Heb. expression originally speci-
fied the weapons used by Jonathan and his armour-
bearer, although in that case we have probably
here a gloss transferred from v.19 (see Wellhausen
and Driver's notes, ad loc, also Budde in SBOT).
3. rung Ezk 177·10, where RV rightly substitutes
4 beds,' as in Ca 513 62 [all], i . ώκ Job 3138 3910,
Hos ΙΟ4 1211. The same word (in plur.) is trd by RV
' furrows' in Ps 6511, where AV has ' ridges.' 5. In
Hos 1010 the Kethibh has onrp, JjCerS Dpuiy ' furrows.'
Many modern scholars (following LXX, Vulg. and
Pesh.) would read oniji#. ' transgressions.' The pas-
sage appears to be hopelessly corrupt. AV (text)
'when they shall bind themselves in their two
furrows,' is of course meaningless. RV proposes
' when they are bound to their two transgressions ' ;
but even this fails to yield a satisfactory sense.
Probably Nowack is not far wrong in his con-
jectural trn um sie zu ziichtigen wegen ihrer beiden
Vergehungen, ' to punish them for both their
transgressions.' Similarly Guthe (in Kautzsch's
AT), wenn sie fur ihre zwei Verschuldungen
Zuchtigung empfangen, ' when they receive
punishment for their two transgressions.' The
latter will be their wrong choice of a king
and their idolatry, or perhaps the reference may
be to the two calves at JBethel and Dan (see
Nowack and Wellh. ad loc, and cf. Siegfried-
Stade, s. py). See further under AGRICULTURE.

J. A. SELBIE.
FURTHER.—To 'further' in the sense of 'help

forward' is used of persons in Ezr 8s6 'they
furthered the people, and the house of God' (Μψι).
So Chaucer, Hous of Fame, 2023—

* And gaf expres commaundement,
To whiche I am obedient,
To furthre thee with al my might.'

Furtherance occurs in Ph I 1 2 · 2 5 as tr. of προκοπή,
which in 1 Ti 415, its only other occurrence, is trd

' profiting.' RV gives ' progress ' in all. On the
other hand RV introduces ' furtherance' into Ph
I 5 222 to express the force of ets with the ace. (eis
τό evayyiXiov, ' in furtherance of the gospel,' AV
4 in the gospel'). Cf. Healey (1610), St. Aug. Citie
of God, I. xi. 19, ' The pompes of the funeralls are
rather solaces to the living then furtherances to
the dead.'

FURY.—The Heb. word nan Mmdh, which is
once (Est I12) trd ' anger,' and often ' wrath,' is
66 (Ν£π of Dn II 4 4 and Aram, NDQ, KDD of 31 3·1 9

make 69) times trd 'fury.' Of these occurrences
61 refer to God, and then Amer. RV prefers
'wrath,' except in Is 4225 6615 'fierceness.' Fury
is also the tr. in AV of fraj Mrdn in Job 2023 ; RV
' fierceness,' as the word is a few times trd in AV.
In the Apocr. ' fury' occurs as the tr. of θυμοί
Sir I2 2 4518 4810, Bar I 1 3 (RV always ' wrath'); of
θυμοί Wis 720 (AV 'furies,' RV 'ragings') 103,
2 Mac 425 (both AV ' fury,' RV «rage'); and of
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άλάστωρ 2 Mac 79 ' And when he was at the last
gasp, he said, Thou like a fury takest us out of
this present life ' (Σι> μέν, άλάστωρ ; the only occur-
rence of the word in biblical Greek, though it is

found also in 4 Mac 924 II 2 3 1822; RV ' Thou, mis-
creant '). See ANGER. J. HASTINGS.

FUTURE.—See ESCHATOLOGY.

GAAL· (hyj_, ace. to Wellh. Isr. u. jiid. Geschichte,
p. 26='beetle,' cf. Arab, jaul; see Gray, Hebr.
Prop. Names, p. 110), Jg 926-41 son of Ebed(-nj;, LXX,
Α"Α/3βδ, Β Ίώβηλ, prob. error for Ίωβήδ, Ob'ed "Qiy;
cf. LXX 1 Ch 237 II 4 7 267, 2 Ch 231. Less prob.
Ίώβηλ, i.e. [?2V=hi;2v ' J" is Baal,' altered to Ebed
to avoid offence).—Gaal, apparently a Canaanite
and a new-comer to Shechem, was the ringleader
of a revolt against Abimelech, son of Gideon. He
first ingratiated himself with the Shechemites, and
then adroitly seized the occasion of the popular
vintage-festival to incite them to revolt and make
himself their leader. Zebul, Abimelech's officer
in Shechem, heard of the plot, and sent a warning
to his chief. Following Zebul's advice, Abimelech
marched against the town and surrounded it with
ambuscades under cover of night. Gaal, from the
entrance of the gate, noticed the approach of
Abimelech's men, and pointed them out to Zebul,
who replied first with an ironical answer and then
with an open taunt, bidding him go forth and fight
with them. In the battle which followed, Abime-
lech completely defeated the rebels, and Zebul
drove out Gaal and his brethren from the city. The
context suggests that the revolt was one of ' native
Shechemites against the half-Israelite Abimelech'
(Moore). Gaal poses as their champion. It is by
no means clear that Gaal was an Israelite, and that
his object was to rouse the Israelite population
against the Shechemite ruler. W. R. Smith, Th. T.
xx. 1886, p. 195 If., would place v.28 after v.22; and
Budde, Richt. u. Sam. p. 118, after v.25. But no
transposition is needed. In v.28 read with LXX nrij/.:
for nay 'Do not the son of Jerubbaal and Zebul
. . . make slaves of the men of Hamor ?' Another
simple alteration is nay (perf.) proposed by Moore,
'Were not . . . subject to Hamor?' V.29 for i£Ksi
read -IDXI ' and I would say.' V.31 for η,ρηη?
' deceitfully'(?) read no-iaa * in Arumah,' cf. v.41.
ony can hardly be right: Stacle suggests njn
onyp ; but the text is doubtful. See further under
ABIMELECH. G. A. COOKE.

GAASH [VVA).—A mountain in Ephraim, S. of
Timnath-serah or Timnath-heres (wh. see), Jos 2430,
Jg 29. The torrent-valleys (D>!?n;) of G. are men-
tioned in 2 S 2330 = lCh IP 2 .

GABAEL (Β Ταβα-ήλ, Α Ταμαήλ).—ί. A distant
ancestor of Tobit (To I1). 2. A friend and kinsman
of Tobit, residing at Rages in Media. To him
Tobit, when purveyor to the king of Assyria, once
entrusted, as a deposit, 10 talents of silver (Vulg.
only : ' lent it under a bond, because G. was needy'),
To I14. For years the money was not claimed.
The reason for this is given with great variety in
the VSS (I15). When, however, blindness and
poverty came on Tobit in Nineveh, he recollected,
after prayer, the long-forgotten treasure (To 41),
and wished his son Tobias to fetch it (421). Tobias
found a guide, Raphael in disguise, who said he
had lodged with G. (To 56). When Tobias married
Sarah in Ecbatana he sent Raphael for the deposit
(92). G. welcomed him, and brought forth the
bags with seals unbroken, returning with Raphael
to the wedding feast. All the VSS, except Β and
Heb. of Fagius, tell of a hearty blessing which G.

gave the bridegroom when he met him (96). Instead
of this, Β (so EV) says, ' Tobias blessed his wife/
and Heb. Fag. 'Tobias was blessed still more,
with Sarah his wife.'

Heb. Fag. uses the form Vxray, except in ch. 10,
where we have x̂aa, as always in Munster's Heb.
Itala preserves the form most accurately,' Gabahel,'
"?Nn?a=' God is high.' J . T. MARSHALL.

GAB ΑΤΗ Α (Ταβάθα). — One of two eunuchs
whose plot against Artaxerxes (the Ahasuerus,
i.e. Xerxes of canonical Est) was discovered
and frustrated by Mardocheus (Mordecai), Ad.
Est 121. In Est 221 he is called BIGTHAN and
in 62 BIGTHANA.

GABBAI (-aa, cf. Talm. *3a 'tax-gatherer').—A
Benjamite (Neh II8), but text doubtful (see Smend,
Listen, p. 7).

GABBATHA occurs only in Jn 1913 'And he
[Pilate] brought Jesus out and sat down {έκάθίσεν,
not—according to Justin, Apol. i. 35, and the Gos-
pel of Peter, έκάθίσαν αντόρ 4πί καθέδραν κρίσεως—' set
him') on the judgment-seat at a place called the
Pavement (Λιθόστρωτον), but in Hebrew Gabbatha'
[ΈβραϊστΙ δέ Ταββαθά).

The passage offers serious philological and topo-
graphical difficulties.

{α) Αιθόστρωτον is clearly ' pavement/ especially
of mosaic work (tessellatum); cf. in the OT, Est
I6, Ca 310, 2 Ch I3, but especially Aristeas (ed.
Schmidt, p. 30, 3), where on the temple of Jeru-
salem it is said : To δε παν έδαφος λιθόστρωτο?
καθέστηκε.

(b) This particular Pavement was called in
Hebrew ' Gabbatha.' It is not necessary or pos-
sible, though it is generally attempted, to seek in
Gabbatha the exact equivalent of the appellativum
Χίθόστρωτον (Onomastica sacra, ed. Lag. 189, 87.
202, 62, Ταββαθα λιθόστρωτον).

(c) The Greek MSS offer scarcely any variety;
some uncials have Ταβαθα ; so also the Harclensian
VS in the edition of White ; but according to Bar-
hebrseus it had Νπκ:ΐ3Μα; a few minuscules have
Καττφαθα. Interesting in this connexion is the
spelling of the Peshitta, Kps'SJ, with the remark
of Barhebra3us, that the J is to be pronounced
hard like a and the s both times soft (cf. Duval,
Gr. Syr. p. 30); the Cureton and Lewis MSS are
unhappily defective, but the Arabic Tatian has

AAS Kafiftd (thus cod. A, the text of Ciasca

; in the translation Ciasca and Hogg re-
tained Gabbatha). The Evangeliarium Hiero-
solymitanum shows ani^, but codex C (in the
forthcoming edition of Mrs. Lewis) anil. On the
deformations of the word in the MSS of the Latin
Bible, see Wordsworth - White. The confusion
with Golgotha (first hand of cod. Sinaiticus) is
found elsewhere (Oliverus, Descriptio terrce sanctce,
p. 20, 9, codd. DX Golgatha, U Grabata).

In this state of the evidence it is safest to pre-
suppose an Aramaic Nn?3, as st. emph. of a feminine
noun tc?2 from the root 221. But the origin and
meaning of xnn is disputed.

1. In Mt 2623 we find Nnaa in the Evang. Hier.
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for τρύβλίον ; cf. Ethiopic gab(b)atd=patella, Dillm.
Lex. 1168, and Latin gabata, Martial, 7. 47, 11. 3.
Schwally {Idioticon) identified this with our Gab-
batha. But this Knaa seems to be a dialectic form
of κη93 (fern, of rp), Thesaur. Syr. 1791 ; cf. Nnssa
and NVISS-I, ib. 766, 1792.

2. Neither can it be=N??3 (tfns'D) * vault/ καμάρα,
εξέδρα, \pa\k (Vogue, Inscr. Somit. i. p. 50, n. 70,
ib. n. 50; Targ. Jer. xx. 2, 3, Naz. 56a), because of
the vowel i in the first syllable, though the mean-
ing would be very appropriate : an arch, niche, or
cupola, under which the tribunal was placed on
a mosaic pavement.

3. Generally it is derived from na ' back'; but
neither for the form nor for the meaning {Anhohe,
* height'; Kautzsch, Gramm. des Bibl. Aram. p.
10) can examples be given. In the OT we have
pn?a; in the Mishna the plural ntea; for N3TJ Targ.
Ps 6816, Lagarde printed KJ:T:· Levy, p. 123,
lias turn ; Gesen. r. 98, 96a we have n?tn wmM
om; more frequent is Kraau, Dalman, Gr. des
Aram. § 25. i. β, where also an example of spelling
with s is given.

4. Others thought of the root jnj, i.e. of an
Aramaized *Nnya: 'hil l ' (comp. net? = nyDB*, nzw if
= *nyntr). (The roots na, *\i, and *p are closely allied ;
cf. further |?a Lv 2 1 2 0 = \ £ L J ^ 1 D ; } <*>» ^ ^ is ex-
plained cavernabyBarsalibi; | /\<^ > <^n (L^^LLD,
spelunca fornicata, Julian, ed. Hofim. 139. 21).
The exact form and meaning must therefore be
left in suspense.

(d) No place called Αιθόστρωτον or Gabbatha is
mentioned by Josephus, or in any other known
source besides the NT. But frequently we hear of
a place called rna (=£WTOS), especially of the η^ψ)
ΓΠ3Π * the hall of hewn quaders,' where the San-
hedrin assembled (Schurer, HJP π. i. 190). It
has been attempted to identify these two places.
Tradition seeks Gabbatha near the so - called
'Ecce homo Arch.' Compare the articles JERU-
SALEM, PILATE, PR^TOKIUM, TEMPLE. For the
sitting of the judge on the sella, see Schurer,
I. ii. 15 n. 8, and the literature there quoted,
especially Josephus, Ant. xvin. iv. 6, where
Philippus is praised : του θρόνου els δν KpLveie καθε-
ζόμενος έν rats όδοΐ$ επομένου . . . έκ του όξέος Ιδρύσεως
του θρόνου j καϊ τύχοί γενομένης καθεζόμενος ήκροατο.

ΕΒ. NESTLE.
GABBE (Α Τάββη, Β Κάββη; AV Gabdes), I Es

520.—In Ezr 226 Geba.

GABRIAS (Β ΓαβρΙατ, κ Ταβρεί, indecl. Greek
forms of naa [Aram, nap], shortened form of ^anaa
' man of God'; omitting, as was customary, the
name of the deity. Syr. and Heb. Fagii preserve
the complete form).—Ace. to To I1 4 Gabrias was
the brother of the Gabael to whom Tobit entrusted
10 talents of silver. In To 420 the Gr. reads
Γαβαήλψ τφ του Ταβρία, Ν Γαβρεί, which AV and
R V render * the son of Gabrias,' thereby introducing
an apparent contradiction, probably gratuitously.
Compare 'IotfSas 'Ιακώβου, Ac I13, with Jude -l.

J. T. MARSHALL.
GABRIEL (V"P3, in LXX and NT Γαβριήλ, vir

Dei, * man of God') appears in both OT and NT.
In Γ)η 815ί· G. is the ' man' who interprets Daniel's
vision of the ram and the he-goat; in 921f* he ex-
plains to Daniel Jeremiah's prophecy about the 70
years (Jer 2511 2910) as 70 weeks of years, and
amplifies details. In NT G. is named by Lk
alone ; he foretells the birth of John to Zacharias
(l l l f·), and acts as the angel of Annunciation to
Mary (I26). Different in some ways as the later is
from the earlier presentation, yet both can be

* Luther, who had at first translated Pflaster (Pavement),
seems to have thought of the root fili ' to be high,' since he
coined the word Hochpflaster (High-pavement).

easily united as parts, not only of one character,
but even of one aspect of it, viz. that of bearing
divine sympathy and comforting promise to those
in need. These appearances are quite in accord-
ance with the notion of G.'s character afforded by
the later and more developed Jewish angelology.
The developed angelology of Dn is indeed used as
an argument for the later date of that book
(Driver, LOT6 p. 508). If the One like the
appearance of a man' (Dn 1018) be G., as would
appear from the fact that his message resembles,
even in its words, that of G. in 8 and 9, then G. is
a companion of Michael, and both are members
of a class, the * princes' or guardian-angels of the
nations. In Enoch 9, G. is one of four great arch-
angels ; but, comparing this with Lk l i y and other
references, he is one of seven (Rev 82) who present
the prayers of the saints and go in and out before
God (To 1215). The Targums add G. as a gloss to
other parts of Scripture; according to pseudo-
Jonathan, the * man' who showed Joseph the way
towards his brethren (Gn 3715) was G. ; again, with
Michael and others G. takes part in the burial of
Moses (Dt 346); G. is also the angel whom the
Lord sent to destroy the host of Sennacherib
(2Ch 3221). About the name Gabriel there is
nothing distinctive, but it was probably a proper
name from its first use : the personality, however,
is very definite. Assuming that the supra-natural
beings of the earlier books of the Bible are either
the shrivelled-up descendants of the nature-spirits
of primitive Semitic superstition (ovi^) or sub-
ordinate personal beings fully representing God
at a definite time and place (D*axta) (Schultz, OT
Theol. ii. 215 f. ; W. R. Smith, Ency. Brit.9 art.
'Angel'), it is clear that G. belongs to the latter
rather than the former. Nor has his connexion
with, far less his derivation from, any of the seven
Amshaspends of Zoroastrianism, the seven Baby-
lonian planets, or the seven councillors at the
Persian court (Ezr 714), been made out. He is the
messenger of J " : a characteristic Jewish idea,
though the number of the archangels—seven—
may have been derived from foreign sources. We
possess but little description of the special form
under which he presented himself ; to Daniel he is
simply 'the man G.,' though an elaborate and
striking picture is drawn of the ' man' (G. ?) in
Dn 105·6. St. Luke is equally reticent, but calm-
ness and sublimity are added : ' I am G. that stand
in the presence of God.' In Dn 921 G. is * caused
to fly swiftly,' but the passage is not clear ; RVm
' sore wearied' seems somewhat inept; ' gleaming
in splendour' (Schultz, OT Theol. ii. 226 n. 2) is
more likely, though it proposes an emendation of
the original.

G. appropriates to himself the function of reveal-
ing God. He brings the divine into the phenomenal
world. In this he is contrasted with Michael, who
fights for God and the chosen people. Yet in G.'s
character there is also a stern element. Mohammed
asserts him to have been the revealer of the Koran,
—probably in opposition to the later Jews, whose
prince was Michael,—but Mohammed also repre-
sents G. as fighting for him, e.g. at the head of
3000 angels against the idolatrous Meccans. But,
comparing Lk I2 0 (also perhaps Dn 1013·20·21) with
this, we see that these sterner aspects were not
wanting even in the Jewish conception of Gabriel.

A. GRIEVE.
GAD.—Gad is another form of goad, and the

gadfly (so correctly RVm for ρ,β in Jer 4620; AV,
RV'destruction') is the goad-fly, the fly that stings.
Hence the favourite derivation for the verb to * gad'
(though it is not very certain) is to rush about
like animals stung by the gadfly. Perhaps bettei
and more simply (after Skeat), to drive about
(which was the orig. sense), goad; then rush



about as goaded. Cf. Dryden, VirgiVs Georgics,
iii.—

• their stings draw blood
And drive the cattle gadding through the wood.'

Bacon expresses the usual meaning of the word
clearly in Essays ' Of Envy' (Gold. Treas. ed.
p. 30, 1. 21)—'For Envy is a Gadding Passion,
and walketh the Streets, and doth not keepe
home.5 With which cf. T. Adams, // Peter (on I4),
ί Man's knowledge should not be a gadding harlot,
whose feet cannot keep within doors; but a good
housewife to stay at home.' In AV we find,
Jer 236 'Why gaddest thou about so much to
change thy way ?' (^φ-πο, lit. ' why goest thou ?'
mostly poetic in Heb., but in Aram, the usual
word for ' to go away ); Sir 2525 ' Give the water
no passage; neither a wicked woman liberty to
gad abroad' (after Vulg. veniamprodeundi, which
again follows the reading παβρησίαν εξόδου ; Β has
simply έξουσίαν ; $Α παρρησίαν, whence RV 'free-
dom of speech').

Gadder occurs Sir 268 Ά drunken woman and
a gadder abroad causeth great anger' (after the
reading και ρεμβά*, but not Vulg., which has no
corresp. words, but to the Gr. [opyrj μεγάλη yvvrj
μέθυσος] adds et contumelia; BV follows Gr. ' A
drunken woman causeth great wrath'). Cf. Graf-
ton, King John, An. 13, ' In the mean while the
priestes within England had prouided them a false
and counterf eated prophet called Peter Wakefielde,
a Yorkshireman, who was a hermite, an idle
gadder about, and a pratlyng marchant.'

J. HASTINGS.
GAD ("J3, δαιμόνων, δαίμων; Fortuna; also, probably,

*̂> τύχη).—Properly, the word should be used with
the article nan 'the gad,' i.e. ' the (god of) good
luck'; that being the meaning of the word, which
is apparently the same as "ia gad, ' fortune,' Arab.
jadd, Aram, in a gaddd, Syr. gada. Gad was,
therefore, originally an appellative, and its use
as a divine name is due to its meaning. Examples
of its appellative use are to: W2 ' the unlucky'
(Buxtorf, 387); Knjnj ' the fortune of Athe' (de
Vogue, Palm. 143); noyru and "HDJ;J, etc., in
Carthag. inscriptions. The god Gad as Ίύχη,
' Fortune,' seems to illustrate the origin of the
Old Pers. word for 'God,' baga* which may be
traced back to the Sanskrit bhaga, ' fortune,' and
Baethgen quotes in this connexion the Syr. phrase
Ί swear by the Fortune (κι:) of the king' (P.
Smith, s.v.), ' fortune' becoming thus a protective
divinity, to whom temples were built and statues
erected. The worship of this divinity became
greatly extended in ancient times, and numerous
Gr. inscriptions in the Hauran give the Gr.
equivalent word (Τύχη), the identity of which with
Gad, notwithstanding the difference of gender
(Gad being masc, Tyche fern.), does not admit of
doubt. A trace of the Syr. worship of Gad is
regarded as being indicated by the exclamation
of Leah when Zilpah, her maid, bore Jacob a son
(Gn 3011). The expression used is 1J3, which is
translated in AV (following the JfcerS, -u N3 ba gad)
' a troop cometh,' or 'fortune is come!' If, how-
ever, the Kethibh be followed (with pointing Ί&
begad), the word may be translated ' with Gad 'f (in
RV ' fortunate,' m. ' with fortune'), a rendering
favoured by many scholars. As the name of
Gad is not met with in Bab. literature, it would
seem to have been a native Can. word, retained
by the Israelites in consequence of the tendency to
polytheism which existed among them as late as
the time of the Bab. captivity, when they 'pre-

* Also the Phrygian name of Zeus, Βαγαίος.
i The Targ. of the pseudo-Jonathan and that of Jems, both read

1 a lucky planet cometh.' (Cf. also Ball's note, ad loc.t in Haupt's

pared a table for Fortune [isil,' and filled up
'mingled wine unto Destiny ['inhy (Is 6511 RV),
as did also the Babylonians and Assyrians for
their gods (cf. Bel3, also Jer 5144). * By the
astrologers Gad was identified with the planet
Jupiter, called by the Arabs 'Great Fortuna/
and the question naturally arises whether the
Assyrian Manu rabu,\ 'great Manu,' identified
by Lenormant with Meni or ' Destiny,' may not
in reality be identical with Gad, Meni being, with
the Arabs,' Lesser Fortuna.' The Assyrians also
worshipped a god named ]£ibi-dunki, X a name
meaning 'Bespeak thou my good fortune,' with
whom Gad may also have been identified. The
identification of Gad with the star of good fortune
(p·™ 3?i3 kokab zedeh), the planet Jupiter, is
regarded as being of late date.

Further testimony to the worship of Gad in
Canaan is to be found in the place-names Baal-gad
(Jos II17127135), where Baal was worshipped as god
of fortune, and Migdal-gad (Jos 1537), ' the tower of
Gad.' The Hebrews also were so accustomed to
regard the worship of Gad as a natural thing, that
the words addressed by Esau to Isaac his father,
' let my father arise' (Gn 2731), are explained in
Bereshith Babba, p. 65, as an invocation to Gada
or Fortune.

LITERATURE.—Dillm., Del., and G. A. Smith on Is 65*1, Del. on
Gn 30H ; Lenormant, Chaldcean Magic, p. 120; Baethgen, Beitr.
z. Semit. Eel. 76 ff.; Noldeke in ZDMG (1888), p. 479 ff. ; Siegfried
in Jakrb. f. prot. Theol. (1875), pp. 356-367.

T. G. PINCHES.
GAD (-υ, Τάδ).— Son of Jacob by his concubine

Zilpah, Leah's slave-girl. Gn 3011 RV, ' Leah said,
Fortunate ! and she called his name Gad,' follows
the LXX, etirev Aefo, Έν τύχτ), and Vulg. Dixit
feliciter. Field mentions the Greek rendering,
εύτύχηκα, Ί have had good fortune,' reading "M?
or 133. Perhaps we should tr. ' With the help οϊ
Gad* (Ball, Sacred Books of OT). Dillm. has
' Gliickskind.' So Kethibh; the ger$, punctuating
differently, has "n κ-a 'Gad or Fortune comes.' So
Symm. (ήλθεν Τάδ) Onk. and Syr. Aq. has ήΧθεν
€ύ£ωΐα (' well-living'), which Field, on the authority
of Jerome, etc., corrects to εύξωνία (' the being well-
girded'). The view taken by these authorities
suggests that Gad here is either the divine name
found in Is 6511 (see preceding art.), or is connected
with that name. The AV 'a troop cometh'
treats *ia as equivalent to "ina, probably on account
of Gn 4919, which, however, is rather a play upon
words than a serious etymology. Similar trans-
lations are given by the Sam. Version (Dillm.)
and the Gr.-Ven. ή/cei στράτευμα.

W. H. BENNETT.
GAD (Tribe); for Name, see preceding article.
i. EASLY HISTORY.—The relation of Gad to

the other tribes is indicated genealogically by the
statement, Gn 3011 (J), 3526 (P), that Gad and
Asher were the sons of Zilpah, Rachel's slave, i.e.
probably, that Gad and Asher were closely con-
nected, and either occupied a secondary position
in, or were late accessions to, Israel. The separa-
tion of the Palestinian territories of the two tribes
shows that this statement refers to a period before
the completion of the conquest of Canaan. It is
noteworthy that the names Gad and possibly also
Asher are connected with the names of Semitic
deities. Ρ (Gn 4616, Nu 2615'17) enumerates the sons
or families of Gad, and states (Nu I1 4 214142 ΙΟ20 131δ)
that, at the Exodus, the prince of Gad was Eliasaph

* These lectisternia or tables for the gods are also referred to
in connexion with ' the queen of heaven' in Jer 71*.

t WAI in. pi. 66. obv. 1. 2 c.
j Ib. obv. 30c, rev. 29f., the latter passage reading ' Kibi-dunki

probably the same as the deity I^bi-dunki, who ie described as
musirib damCLti, * the dispenser of favours.'



ben-Deuel (or Reuel), and that the Gadite amongst
the twelve spies was Geuel ben-Machi. Buchanan
Gray {Heb. Proper Names, 205) considers Eliasaph
pre-exilic; but places Deuel and Geuel in a list of
which he says, 'The probability appears to me
great that the following seventeen are of late
origin, and, probably, also of artificial character'
(p. 210). Ρ also tells us that Gad numbered
45,650 at the first census (Nu I2 5 215), and at the
second 40,500 (MT Nu 2618), or 44,500 (LXX Nu
2Θ27); and that Gad marched in the wilderness in
the 'Camp of Reuben' with Reuben and Simeon
on the south side of Israel (Nu 210"16). In Nu I5 ' 1 6

Gad occupies the eleventh place, beween Asher
and Naphtali; in I2 4 MT and 2615 MT, the third
place after Reuben and Simeon, but in the cor-
responding I3 6 LXX, the ninth place, between
Benjamin and Dan, and in 2627 LXX, the sixth
place, between Zebulun and Asher. In Nu 214

742 Gad occupies the sixth place, also after Reuben
and Simeon.

ii. THE CONQUEST.—In Nu 32 Reuben and Gad
receive E. Palestine from Moses on condition of
aiding in the conquest of W. Palestine. Although
this chapter owes its present form to P, the main

the Arnon, and possibly farther north. Nu 3237·38

(JE) assigns to Reuben, Heshbon, Elealeh, Kiria-
thaim, Nebo, and Baal-meon—cities lying in a
district about midway between the Jabbok and
the Arnon. This suggests that Reuben held an
enclave in the territory of Gad. See Map, in which
the names of the above Reubenite cities are printed
in italics. (6) Jos 13. Though this chapter comes
to us from P, it is probably based on earlier sources.
Ρ knows less about the E. than about the W. tribes,
and this ch. is obscure and self-contradictory; but it
clearly locates Gad north of a line drawn from the
north end of the Dead Sea, a little to the N. of
Heshbon, and places Reuben south of the same
line. This chapter is followed in the ordinary
maps of Palestine.

As to the northern boundary of Gad, the state-
ments as to the division of Gilead between Gad
and E. Manasseh are contradictory; and the term
Gilead was probably very elastic. The data are
too obscure to determine any clear boundary
between Gad and E. Manasseh, even as represent-
ing any single account. In Nu 3229 (P?) Moses
gives the land of Gilead to Gad and Reuben; in
Nu 3239 (JE), Dt 315, Gilead belongs to Machir

facts were probably contained in J or Ε or both;
but the references to ' half Manasseh' are editorial
additions to the original narrative. Similar state-
ments are made in Dt 312"17 298, Jos 126 (D2) 138"28

(D2 P). Further, Jos I12"18 412 (D2) tell us that
Reuben and Gad fulfilled their promise, and Jos
221"8 (D2) that they afterwards returned home.

Jos 229"34 tells now Reuben and Gad on their
return erected a great altar by the Jordan—it is
not clear on which side ; how the other tribes
supposed it to be a schismatic altar and prepared
for war, but were appeased on learning that it
had been erected as a token of the unity of Reuben
and Gad with the other tribes (see ED). The
narrative as it stands is one of the latest additions
to Ρ ; but it seems to be based on JE, though it
has been so entirely reconstructed by a late editor
that we cannot recover the original story. Here
again the references to 'half Manasseh' are editorial
additions.

iii. THE TERRITORY OF GAD.—Besides minor
references, we have two main accounts of the
territory : (a) Nu 32s4-36 (JE) assigns to Gad Beth-
haran, Beth-nimrah, Dibon, Jogbehah, Jazer,
Ataroth, Atroth-shophan, and Aroer, cities scat-
tered over the district between the Jabbok and

ben-Manasseh ; in Dt 312 Moses gives half Mt.
Gilead to Reuben and Gad; while in Dt 31(i

Reuben and Gad receive 'from Gilead.' Ap-
parently in Jg 517 Gilead=Gad. In Jos 1325·31 (P)
G. has all the cities of Gilead, and Machir ben-
Manasseh has half Gilead. In the list of Levitical
cities in Jos 2138·*9 (P), 1 Ch 680·81, Heshbon,
which is given to Reuben in Jos 1317, is reckoned
as belonging to Gad. Ramoth-gilead is given to
Gad in Jos 208 (Ρ) 2138·39 (P), Dt 4«, IChG 8 0 · 8 1 .
See Table, p. 78.

iv. HISTORY AFTER THE CONQUEST.—First we
may notice the general relation of Gad to the
other eastern tribes. Apparently, the strength
of Reuben was broken at some early date (see
REUBEN), and this tribe became dependent on
Gad, much as Simeon on Judah. Hence the
situation in JE, in which Reuben occupies a
group of cities in the territory of Gad. P's
arrangement in Jos 13 is probably a conjectural
restoration, after Reuben and Gad had disappeared,
embodying the general idea that Reuben lay to
the south of Gad. Further, P's idea in Jos of the
close early confederation of Reuben and Gad with
E. Manasseh is also late. It is doubtful whether
the eastern settlement of Manasseh was made



before Israel crossed the Jordan, or later by
Manassite clans, who recrossed the river from
the West (cf. MANASSEH). But, in any case, the
interests of Gad and E. Manasseh were separate
and often conflicting; and the contradictory
statements, some of which assign Gilead to Gad,
while others make Gilead a clan of Manasseh,
probably indicate that at an early date Gad (with
its dependent Keuben) was practically Israel east of
the Jordan, and that clans of Manasseh afterwards
encroached upon Gad's territory and occupied part
of Gilead. According to Jg 517 neither Gad nor
Reuben had any share in the victory over Sisera.
Gad must have been involved in the Ammonite
invasion, the deliverance by Jephthah, and the
quarrel with Ephraim in Jg 11. 12. 'Gileadite,'
used of Jephthah and his followers, may equal
'Gadite/or be a general term for *E. Israelite.'
The genealogies, if pressed, make Jephthah a
member of E. Manasseh; Jg 124 may perhaps
suggest that his followers belonged to clans of
Ephraim and Manasseh, which had migrated to
the east of Jordan; but the verse is corrupt and
obscure, cf. II2 9. In any case, this Ammonite war
illustrates the border raids and more serious in-
vasions to which Gad, in common with Keuben
and E. Manasseh, was exposed throughout the

country into twelve districts, 'which provided
victuals for the king and his household.' The
description of the districts is vague and obscure,
but it is clear that they do not coincide with
tribal territories; and it is sometimes held that
this new arrangement marks the close of the old
tribal system. But Gad at any rate, having by
this time absorbed Keuben, stood for S.E. Pales-
tine, and continued to do so; see below on Moabite
Stone.

At the disruption Gad fell to the N. kingdom ;
and Penuel, apparently Jeroboam's capital (1 Κ
1225), probably lay within its territory. Jeroboanr 3
interest in the district would add to its prosperity,
but tend to abolish distinct tribal organization, and
to merge E. Palestine in the N. kingdom. Prob-
ably, as the Moabite Stone speaks of cities taken
from Moab by Omri, Moab recovered its inde-
pendence at or soon after the disruption. Such
recovery of Moab may have been chiefly at the
expense of Keuben; but Gad also must have
suffered through the gains of Moab, and profited
by the conquests of Omri. Elijah, and probably
(G. A. Smith, Hist. Geog. p. 580) the brook Cherith,
are of Gilead, i.e. probably Gad.

In the long wars between Israel and Aram, E.
Palestine was the battle-ground, and the brunt

TABLE OF CITIES ASSIGNED TO GAD.

Dibon .
Ataroth
Aroer
Atroth-shophan
Jazer
Jogbehah
Beth-nimrah.

Beth-haran .
Succotli
Ramoth-gilead
Heshbon
Mahanaim

ASSIGNED TO

GAD.

Nu 32
34-36.

·>

Jos 13
24-28.

?*

?c
?c

Jos 208.

·.

··

Jos 21
38. 39.

*

*

*

*

lCh6
80. 81.

Nu33
45-46.

<*

*

*

*

<

REUBEN.

Jos 1317

1 Ch 58

Nu*3237
Jos 1317

MOAB.

Is

15«

168

15M

Jer

4818

4S19

4832

4834d

4834

Stone.

e *
*

ί
" \

REMARKS.

cf. Nu 2130.
e Taken from Gad.
a Zaphon.

<UVaters"of Nim-
rim.

b hara/n.

cf. Nu 2130 and
Jer 482.

c 'front' H. & M.

history. Such a situation, Gad raided and raid-
ing, but more than holding its own, is well
described in Gn 49iy, the blessing of Jacob (J from
older source)—

• Gad, the raiders shall raid him,
But he shall raid upon their heel.'

In Jg 20. 21 (late post-ex. Midrash on earlier
basis, possibly J, or J and E, see Moore and Budde,
in loc.) the eastern tribes took part in the war
against Benjamin; Jabesh-gilead, the only city
which furnished no contingent, was sacked, and
its inhabitants massacred, only the virgins being
saved as wives for the Benjamites.

During the wars with the Philistines, Gad was
a stronghold and refuge of the Isr. (1S 137). After
Saul's death it became the main part of Eshbaal's
kingdom (2 S 28). Later on it afforded a rallying
point for David's adherents during the revolt of
Absalom (2S 1727). Amongst David's mighty men
was Bani the Gadite (2 S 2336). Apparently, Gad
was still strong and intact. It would profit by the
strength of Israel under David and Solomon. In
1 Ch 128"15 Gadites come to David when a fugitive
from Saul; and in 1237 Reuben, Gad, and E.
Manasseh come to David at Hebron to make him
king. 1 Κ 47"19 tells us that Solomon divided the

fell upon E. Manasseh. Even under Ahab the
point of contact was at Ramoth-gilead. Probably
E. Manasseh had practically disappeared in these
wars, and Gilead again became synonymous with
Gad. Gad ibself also suffered (Am I3·1 3). About
the same time Moab revolted and captured Gadite
cities in the South {Moabite Stone). Gad or Gilead
shared in the renewed prosperity of Israel under
Jeroboam π., but shortly after, in B.C. 734, E.
Palestine was carried captive by Tiglath-pileser
(2 Κ 1529), and thus Gad disappears from history.

Apparently, the territory was occupied by
Ammon (Jer 491). Ezk 4827·34 makes provision for
Gad in the restored Israel. On the other hand, in
Ob 19 the E. tribes are so completely forgotten that
Gilead is promised to Benjamin. In Rev 75 Gad
is enumerated among the tribes of Israel.

LITERATURE.—Buhl, Geog. d. alt. Palastina, 79; G. A. Smith,
HGUL, 566-568, 575-590; Budde, Richter, 45 f. ; Stade, GVI,i.
145 ff.; Driver, Deut. 54 fM 410 f.; Moore, Judges, 150 f., 154 f.

W. H. BENNETT.
GAD (ia) is entitled the seer (njhn 1 Ch 2Θ29),

David's or the king's seer (1 Ch 21», 2 Ch 29^, 2 S
24n), or the prophet (t^m 1 S 22s, 2 S 2411). His
activity seems to have lain chiefly in the early
period of the king's life, at least it is not he but
Nathan who appears prominently in that palace
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intrigue which resulted in the accession of Solomon
(1 Κ l l l f f·). The name might suggest that he be-
longed to the tribe of Gad; but the only additional
support for this view is found in the fact that
several of David's chiefs came from that tribe (1 Ch
128). As for Ewald's suggestion, that Gad drew his
inspiration from the school of Samuel, while this
would agree well with his appearing immediately
after David's rupture with Saul (1 S 225), it cannot
be considered certain, so long as the existence of
' a school' of Samuel is merely a conjecture.

Gad is represented as having announced the
divine condemnation on the royal census, and as
having advised the erection of an altar on Araunah's
threshing-floor (2 S 24llff· = 1 Ch 219ff·). The Chroni-
cler again (1 Ch 2929) names him as having written
an account of some part of his master's reign. A
late conception associated him with the prophet
Nathan (2 Ch 2925) in the task of planning some of
the king's regulations with reference to the musical
part of the service, while (1 S 225) he is also stated
to have acted as David's counsellor in peril during
the period when the two dwelt together in 'the
hold.' A. C. WELCH.

GAD, YALLEY OF («un hui ['torrent-valley '], AV
'river of Gad').—2 S 245. Taken in connexion
with Jos 1325 this passage would indicate that the
river or valley of Gad was close to Rabbath-Ammon
in the land of Gad; but, on the other hand, ' the
city that lieth in the valley' is mentioned in con-
nexion with Aroer on the river Arnon (now el-
Mojib), Jos 139·16, Dt 236. It appears to be certain
that in 2 S 245, instead of * and they pitched in
Aroer, on the right side of the city that is in the
middle of the valley of Gad' (I^N TJ/Π pp; lyii^j «qn
nan ^rr-fin?), we ought to read, 'and they Began
from Aroer, and from the city that is in the middle
of the torrent-valley, towards Gad' (]Φ "ij/n̂ p iWn
':i vj/π). This emendation, originally due to Well-
hausen {Text d. B. Sam. 217), was afterwards
confirmed b y Luc. καΐ 1}ρί-αντο αϊτό Άροήρ καΐ από,
κ. τ. λ., and is accepted by Driver, Budde, etc.
'The city in the torrent-valley' was possibly Ar.
See for a full discussion, both of the text and the
topography, Driver, Text of Sam. 285 f., Deuter-
onomy, 45. C. WARREN.

GADARA, GADARENES.—The country of the
Gadarenes is mentioned in the Bible only in con-
nexion with one incident, viz. the miracle concern-
ing the legion of demons who were allowed to
enter the herd of swine (Mt 8f, Mk 51, Lk 826), and
it is improbable that the city on the seashore
mentioned in the account of that incident can be
identified with the city of Gadara, which was situ-
ated at least 6 miles from the Lake of Gennesaret,
and separated from it by a broad plain and the
gorge of the river Hieromax. It is possible, how-
ever, that the eastern side of the lake at the spot
where the miracle actually occurred, which can be
located with some certainty (see GERASENES), was
situated in the sub-district under the jurisdiction
of Gadara. Against this view is the statement
of Josephus {BJ IV. vii. 3), that Gadara was the
capital of Peraea, which is not supposed to have
extended farther north than the Hieromax, the
territory beyond that being Gaulanitis.

It has been suggested (Wordsworth's Com-
mentary) that the incident took place on the
boundary-line of the jurisdiction of the cities of
Gadara and Gergesa, and that the swine owners
of these Greek cities belonged to both places.
Thomson (The Land and the Book, ii. p. 36) points
out that St. Matthew was from this region and
personally knew the localities, and that his render-
ing of Gergesa is most likely to be correct; while
St. Mark and St. Luke, being strangers to this

part of the country, may possibly have intended
by mentioning the country of the Gadarenes to
point out to their distant Greek and Roman
readers the general position of the place where the
miracle occurred; Gergesa, or Gerasa, or Chersa,
however pronounced, being small and unknown,
while Gadara was a Greek city of importance,
celebrated for its temples, theatres, and warm
bnths. See further under GERASENES.

The city of Gadara has thus no known connexion
with biblical history; it was, however, a fortress
of great strength, and took a leading part in the
struggles between the Seleueidae and the Ptolemies,
and, from the strength of its position and its
Hebrew name, it probably existed in early times,
and according to the Mishna (Erubhin ix.) was
fortified by Joshua. The name does not appear in
history until Antiochus the Great, king of Syria,
overcame Scopas, the general of the Egyptian
king Ptolemy Epiphanes, at Paneas, near the
fountain of the Jordan (B.C. 198), and recovered
territory previously lost, including Gadara {Ant.
XII. iii. 3 ; Polyb. v. 71). It was again taken from
the Syrians by Alexander Jannseus the Has-
monaean king of the Jews, who, acting on a league
of mutual defence with Cleopatra queen of Egypt,
invaded Coele-Syria and the territory adjoining and
took Gadara after a siege of ten months (c. B.C. 100 ;
Ant. XIII. xiii. 3 ; BJ I. iv. 2), and enslaved the
inhabitants, and compelled them to receive the law
of Moses as proselytes of justice (Ant. xiv. xv. 4).
The defeat of Alexander Jannaeus by Obidas king
of the Arabians, is related to have occurred at
Gadara, a village of Gilead or Golan (Ant, XIII.
xiii. 5; BJ I. iv. 4), probably not the same as
the fortress of Gadara.

Gadara was demolished by the Jews and rebuilt
by Pompey the Great (B.C. 63) to gratify Demetrius
of Gadara, who was one of his own freedmen, when
he established the Roman supremacy in Phoenicia,
Coele-Syria, and Palestine ; he left the inhabitants
in a state of freedom and joined the city to the
province of Syria (Ant. xiv. iv. 4; BJ I. vii. 7).
It counted from the era of Pompey, and became
the seat of one of the five councils which Gabinius,
proconsul of Syria (B.C. 57-55), instituted for the
government of the Jews (Ant. xiv. v. 4; BJ I.
viii. 5). Augustus Caesar added Gadara to the
kingdom of Herod the Great (Ant. xv. vii. 3).
The inhabitants subsequently accused Herod to
Caesar of maladministration and plunderings, but
Caesar would not hear them (Ant. XV. x. 2 and 3).
On the death of Herod (B.C. 4), Gadara was trans-
ferred to the province of Syria (Ant. xvn. xi. 4 ;
BJ ii. vi. 3). On the revolt of the Jews against
the Roman dominion, they ravaged the country
about Gadara, and the Greek inhabitants rose up
against the Jews and put the boldest of them to
death and imprisoned others (BJ II. xviii. 5).
Gadara was taken by Vespasian, on which occasion
the inhabitants pulled down its Avails to show that
they wished for peace. It appears, hoAvever, to
have still existed for many centuries as an im-
portant city, for bishops of Gadara are mentioned
as having been present at the general councils of
the Church. The style of the existing ruins indi-
cates its having nourished during the time of the
Antonines, and the coins extant extend over the
period from the rebuilding by Pompey to A.D. 239.
Gadara was a fortress of considerable strength
(Ant. XIII. iii. 3; BJ IV. vii. 3), situated near the
Hieromax (Pliny, HN 16), east of the Sea of
Galilee and over-against Scythopolis and Tiberias
(Euseb. Onom. s.v.). It was situated on the top of
a hill, at the foot of which, at 3 miles' distance, on
the bank of the Hieromax, were warm springs
and baths called Amatha (Onom. s.v. 'Gadara';
Itin. Ant. Martyr.). It had a district attached
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called Gadaris {BJ in. iii. 1; Strabo, XVI. ii. 45).
It was one of the cities of Decapolis, and is called
by Joserjhus the capital of Persea {BJ IV. vii. 3),
though in another passage {BJ III. iii. 3) he gives
the bounds of Peraea from north to south as from
Pella to Machserus. It is frequently mentioned
by Josephus in connexion with Ccele-Syria {Ant.
XIII. xiii. 3). The main roads from Scythopolis and
Tiberias to Damascus and Gerasa passed through
it. Josephus calls it a Greek town {Ant. xvn.
xi. 4; BJ II. vi. 3), but it is evident from the
historical accounts that many Jews were living in
and around the city {BJ II. xviii. 5), and it is
probable that the number of Jews living around
may have fluctuated from time to time and have
depended on the friendly nature of the government.

The site of Gadara has been recognized at the
ruins of Umm Keis, which extend over the summit
of a high hill, 1200 ft. above the Mediterranean,
east of the Jordan on the southern side of the
gorge of the Sheriat el-Mandhur (Jarmuk or
Hieromax), about 6 miles south-east of the southern
side of the Lake of Gennesaret. At the foot of
the hill, about 3 miles north of Umm geis on
the right or north bank of the Sheriat, in a
flat space below the cliffs, are the remains of the
celebrated hot springs, baths, and buildings of
Amatha, described by Eusebius, Antoninus Martyr,
and Strabo. There are several hot springs along
the bank of the river, but those clustered together
at this spot are the most copious. The largest
spring gives off more water than that of Tiberias;
the temperature is 110° Fahrenheit. The water
is strongly impregnated with sulphur. These
springs are much resorted to by the Bedawin
for various diseases. The ruins about the baths
are very extensive, giving the impression that this
spot was also used as a favourite watering-place
by the inhabitants of Gadara during inclement
weather (Wilson, Recovery of Jerusalem).

Umm Keis is situated at the extreme north-
western border of the high land of Northern 'Αβύη,
and commands a magnificent view of the Sea of
Tiberias, Southern Jauldn, the Jordan Valley,
Galilee, and Mount Tabor. There could hardly be
a second point in this part of Άβύη, which com-
bines so perfectly the advantages due to a magni-
ficent soil and a commanding position {Northern
Άβιίη).

The ruins of Umm Jf.eis contain the remains of a
very handsome and extensive city, with buildings
of great magnificence, which appear to have been
overthrown by an earthquake, many of the build-
ings remaining as perfect in their ruin as though
the shock had taken place yesterday. Josephus
records an earthquake having occurred which
devastated the country, B.C. 31 {Ant. xv. v. 2),
and the ruins of Umm ]£eis may be due to an
earthquake equally severe at a later period. There
are to be seen among the ruins two large theatres,
a basilica, a temple, the main street running east
and west, with colonnades, the columns lying just
as they fell, and many large private buildings, the
whole surrounded by a city wall with gates. There
is a large reservoir, and an aqueduct brought water
into the city. The columns are surmounted by
Corinthian capitals. The basalt paving is in
places quite perfect, and retains traces of the marks
of chariot wheels. The eastern theatre is in an
almost perfect state of preservation; the approach
to it would have been extremely grand, passing
from the main street over a gTeat platform sur-
rounded by columns. A very interesting feature
is the large Necropolis on the east and north-east
side of the town, in which there are both rock-
hewn tombs and sarcophagi; the former are cut in
the limestone rock without any attempt at con-
cealment. A flight of steps leads down to a small

court, from which two or three doors give access to
the chambers: the doors are of stone, many of
them still perfect, with stone hinges similar to
those found in the Hauran. These tombs are
inhabited by the present dwellers at umm Keis.
Outside the town, to the east, the ancient name
Gadara is still preserved in the name of the ruins,
Jedur Umm J£eis (Wilson, Recovery of Jerusalem ;
Schumacher, Northern Ajlun; Macgregor, Rob
Roy on the Jordan). The Christians of Nazareth
were in the habit of holding a fair at Umm I£eis,
until in recent years, the Bedawin having overrun
the country, they were obliged to desist.

C. WARREN.
GADDI (na 'my fortune').—The Manassite sent

as one of the twelve spies, Nu 1311 P.

GADDIEL ( ^ a «God is my fortune' *) .— The
Zebulunite sent as one of the twelve spies, Nu 1310P.

GADDIS (EaSfts, otherwise Ταδδίς, A; Vaddei, κ;
7

Gaddis, Vulg.; »-»r-i· =Gadi, Syr.; 1 Mac 22), the

surname of Johanan or John, the eldest brother of
Judas Maccabseus. The name perhaps represents
the Heb. ^a, Gaddi (Nu 13"), meaning emy
fortune.' H. A. WHITE.

GADI (na; cf. Nabatsean Ha (? m), Euting, No.
25; Palmyrene MHJ, de Vogue, No. 32; Ταδδεί B,
Τβδδεί, Γαλλεί Α, ΤαδδΙ Luc.).—Father of Menahem
king of Israel (2 Κ 1514·17). C. F. BURNEY.

GADITES.—See GAD (Tribe).

GAHAM (ana).—The eponym of a Nahorite clan
whose identity has not been established, Gn 2224.
Gaham is described as a son of Nahor by his con-
cubine Reumah.

GAHAR (ina).—A family of Nethinim who re-
turned with Zerub. (Ezr247, Neh 749), called in 1 Es
530 Geddur. See GENEALOGY.

GAI (N;a) is given as a proper name in RV of
1 S 1752 'until thou comest to Gai,' where AV has
'until thou comest to the valley.' This last, how-
ever, would demand κ;3Π as in v.3. In any case, the
valley (ravine) referred to in v.52 must be different
from that which separated the opposing forces.
See E L AH (VALLEY OF). The LXX, as is noted
in RVm, has Τέθ (Gath), and this would suit the
context (cf. Wellhausen, Budde, and Driver, ad
loc). Wellh. further proposes to treat Shaaraim
not as a proper name, but, inserting the article
(οΠΰ.#0), as == 'in the gateway.' That is to say,
the Israelites pursued the Philistines to the gates
of Ekron, and the wounded fell down in the gate-
way of both Gath and Ekron. An alternative, he
suggests, is to view the two expressions, 'until
thou comest to Gath and to the gates of Ekron,'
and ' even unto Gath and unto Ekron,' as doublets
due perhaps to the names of these two cities being
in the former clause written indistinctly or in-
correctly, in consequence of which an explanatory
gloss was added on the margin and afterwards
introduced into the text. J. A. SELBIE.

GAINSAY.—To gainsay is to speak against, as
Udal, Erasmus1 Paraphrase on 1 Jn 1, 'And yf
we wyll say, that wee have no sinne in us, we
make God a lyar, and say agaynst hym: and he
that gayne sayeth hym, must needs lye ' ; Rhem.
NT on Jn 649, ' The discontented and incredulous
murmured and gainsaid it [the manna].' Wyclif

* According to Hommel {Ancient Hep. Tradition, 1897,
p. 300), from the Arabic, ' my grandfather is God.'
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has the older form agenseyen frequently, as Lk
2115 (1380) Ί schal gyue to you mouth and
wysdom, to whiche alle youre aduersaries schulen
not mowe agenstonde, and agenseye.' Sometimes
the meaning is rather wider and almost the
same as oppose or resist generally. Thus Job II 1 0

Wye. (1382) 4If he turne vpso doun alle thingus,
or in to oon drawe togidere, who shal agensein
to hym?' (EV 'hinder'); and Pref. to AV 1611,
'For, was there euer any thing proiected, that
sauoured any way of newnesse or renewing, but
the same endured many a storme of gaine-saying,
or opposition?' So in AV we have Jth 828

* there is none that may gainsay thy words,'
where the Gr. is 8s άντιστήσεται TOLS \6yoLs σον,
lit. 'withstand/ Geneva 'resist'; and Ad. Est 139

'The whole world is in thy power, and if thou
hast appointed to save Israel, there is no man that
can gainsay thee' {5s αντιτά&ταί σοι; lit. ' range in
battle against thee'; Cov. ' withstonde ner lett
the'). And even when the orig. word expresses
speaking against, the general sense of resist is
often evident.

The verb occurs in Lk 2115 Ί will give you a
mouth and wisdom, which all your adversaries
shall not be able to gainsay nor resist' (after
Wye, as above, who has the order 'agenstonde
and agensaye,' as Vulg. resistere et contradicere,
and as L, T, WH άντιστψαι ούδϊ [Τ, WH τ)] αν-
τατΓ€Ϊν, while AV follows TR avTenrelv ovdk αντι-
στηναι); 2 Es 529 ' they which did gainsay thy
promises' {qui contradicebant sponsionibus tuis);
Jth 1214 'Who am I now, that I should gainsay
my lord? ' {άντεροΰσα τφ κνρίφ μου); and 1 Mac 1444

' to gainsay his words' {avTenretv TOIS υπ' αυτόν
ρηθησομένοί$); RV ' to gainsay the words that he
should speak,' i.e. resist his commands. To these
instances RV adds Ac 1936 ' Seeing then that these
things cannot be gainsaid' {αναντίρρητων [WH av-
αντιρήτων] οΰν όντων τούτων, the only occurrence of
this adj., though the adv. occurs Ac 1029, as below;
AV ' spoken against'); Tit 29 ' not gainsaying'
{μη αντιλέγοντας, AV ' not answering again,' AVm
' gainsaying').

The adj. is found in Ro 1021 ' a disobedient and
gainsaying people' {avTikiyovTa). The subst. occurs
in Ac 1029 'Therefore came I unto you without gain-
saying' {αναντιρρήτως [WH άναντφήτως]) ; Jude u

'and perished in the gainsaying of Core' {καΐ rr)
avTiXoyia του Kopt άπόλοντο; cf. LXX ϋδωρ αντι-
Xo7tas = Heb. H;HD 'P = Eng. 'water of Meribah' of
Nu 2013); to which RV adds He 123 ' For consider
him that hath endured such gainsaying (AV ' con-
tradiction ') of sinners against himself' {avTiXoyiav,
which in the other two occurrences, He 616 77, RV
tr. 'dispute'). The personal subst. 'gainsayer' is
found Tit I 9 ' to convince (RV 'convict') the gain-
sayers' {τους avTiktyovTas i\ay%€Lv; Wye. [1380] ' t o
reproue hem that agen seyn' [1388 ' agenseien'],
but in Prefatory Epistles of St. Jerome, ch. iii.
[1388] Wye. has 'He comaundide also to Tite,
among othere vertues of a bishop . . . to with-
stonde agenseyeris'). J. HASTINGS.

GAIUS (raibs).—The person to whom the Third
Ep. of St. John is addressed. He is spoken of in
terms of affection and respect as 'beloved' (vv.1·2·
5<11), walking 'in the truth' (v.3), acting well to
brethren and to strangers (v.5). But beyond this
we know nothing of him. Some have thought to
identify him with a Caius who is mentioned in the
Apostolic Constitutions (vii. 46) as having been
appointed bishop of Pergamum by John. Others
have attempted to identify him with one or other
of the men who bear the same name in the NT—
the G. of Macedonia (Ac 1929), the G. of Derbe
(Ac 204), the G. of Corinth (1 Co I14, Ro 1623). But
these are all associated with the Apostle Paul, and
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there is nothing in the Epistle itself or elsewhere to
help us to an identification. S. D. F. S ALMOND.

GALAL (^a).—The name of two Levites, 1 Ch
915. i6j N e h n i 7 # g e e GENEALOGY.

GALATIA (Γαλατία) is understood by different
scholars as the name of two distinct countries ;
and, as the important associated questions are still
under discussion, it is necessary to treat the term
under two headings, and describe the history and
geography of the two different countries which the
term is said to denote. The fundamental question
is this : Are the (Churches of G., to which St. Paul
addressed an Epistle, certain congregations in the
northern part of the great inner plateau of Asia
Minor variously enumerated by different advocates
of 'the North-Galatian Theory,' or are they the
congregations of Pisidian Antioch, Iconium, Derbe,
and Lystra, in the southern part of the plateau,
according to ' the South-Galatian Theory ' ? Each
of the related terms Galatians and Region of
Galatia in like manner demands double treatment.
St. Paul mentions the Churches of G. in Gal I2,
1 Co 161; and they are addressed with others in
1 Ρ I1. Finally, there is a doubt whether in 2 Ti 410

Galatia or Gallia should be read, and, if Galatia is
read, whether it does not denote Gaul (the modern
France).

While the opinions fall into two classes on the
crucial question, there are varieties in each class.
The South-Galatian theory is held both by those
who can see no good reason to think that St. Paul
ever was in North Galatia, and by those who
consider that he travelled in North Galatia but
made no important foundation there. The latter
view is held by Zahn {Einleitung in das Neue
Testament). The North-Galatian theory in its
common form maintains that the Epistle was
addressed to the Churches of Ancyra, Tavium,
Pessinus, and possibly other cities; but the most
vigorous argument that St. Paul never was in
Ancyra or Tavium is urged by Zockler {SK, 1895,
p. 79 f. ),* who, approximating to Zahn's view,
holds that St. Paul travelled little in Galatia,
only in the extreme western and south-western
parts, ib. p. 59 ff., but maintains, unlike Zahn,
that he founded several Churches in that obscure
district and addressed his Epistle to them. Salmon
{Introduction to NT, and arts, in Smith, DB)
seems to come very close to Zockler's view,t
though he translates the critical passage in Ac 166

in quite a different way (GALATIA, REGION OF).
But these minor differences are comparatively un-
important, relating to points of translation and
antiquarian research; t it is only the crucial
question that is of fundamental consequence: To
what group of Churches did St. Paul write his
Epistle ?

I. GALATIA PROPER, as used in the popular and
ordinary Greek way (Roman Gallogrcecia), was the
name applied to a large tract of country in the
interior of Asia Minor, after it was taken pos-
session of in the 3rd cent. B.C. by certain warrior
tribes who had migrated from Gaul towards the
east. Irruptions of Gallic tribes into the eastern
parts of Europe are first recorded in B.C. 281, when a
small army under Cambaules attacked Thrace. In
the following year (280) three large Gallic armies

* So Findlay in Expository Times, vii. (1896) p. 236. Zockler
takes Chase for the originator of this view ; but the latter
informs me that this is a misunderstanding of his words, and
that he does not hold the view.

t · St. Luke's narrative does not warrant us to conclude
with any certainty that St. Paul made any prolonged stay in
Galatia Proper, or did much work in founding Churches there'
(Smith, D& i. 1105).

X Sometimes agreement in construction and translation
results in total disagreement as to interpretation (GALATIA,
REGION OF).
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advanced—one under Cerethrius against Thrace, a
second under Brennus * and Acichorius against
Paeonia, the third under Belgius against Mace-
donia and Illyria. The young king of Macedonia,
Ptolemy Ceraunus, was defeated and slain when
he rashly gave battle with a small army. In 279
Brennus and other chiefs marched south into
Greece ; but a quarrel arose on the way, and two
chiefs, Leonnorius and Lutarius, led away 20,000
Gauls into Thrace. Brennus' attempt was un-
successful, and his army seems to have scattered
in its retreat; and part of it probably joined the
Gauls who had invaaed Thrace. Many of the
invaders of Thrace went on into Asia, Lutarius
crossing the Hellespont in some Macedonian ships
which lie seized; Leonnorius crossing the Bosphorus
at the invitation of Nikomedes, king of Bitliynia,
who wanted aid in his wars: the date of these
events, so calamitous for Asia, was 278-277.

No certainty is attainable as to the exact events
and dates that followed. The Gauls ranged
through most of western and central Asia Minor,
a terror to all the inhabitants, plundering, slaying,
burning. Antiochus I., king of Syria A.D. 281-261,
was the first to offer any serious resistance; from
his victories he is said to have gained his title
Soter (saviour); but his success was far from com-
plete. During the uncertain wars of the following
years, the Gauls were often hired as mercenaries
by the contending kings and generals, usually by
the weaker against the stronger. * Alternately
the scourge and the allies of each Asiatic prince in
succession, as passion or interest dictated, they for
a time indulged their predatory instincts unchecked'
(Lightfoot).

But Attalus L, king of Pergamos B.C. 241-197,
checked their power in a series of campaigns about
B.C. 232, and confined them to a certain fixed
country (previously part of Phrygia and of Cappa-
docia or even of Paphlagonia), which was called
henceforth Galatia. They had, however, probably
occupied parts of that country long before,! find-
ing it more open to actual settlement than the dis-
tricts where many strong cities existed; and the
result of Attalus' operations was to circumscribe
their territory, and to fix definite limits.

In the sketch which Strabo (p. 567) gives of the
Galatian constitution, he records the interesting
fact that each tribe was divided into four cantons
or tetrarchies, an old Gaulish custom mentioned
among the Helvetii by Julius Caesar. £ Originally
each tetrarchy had a chief or tetrarch ; § and there
was a common council of 300 meeting in a grove
called Drynemeton (Perrot thinks that it was
situated near Assarli-Kaya, about 7 hours S.W.
from Ancyra),|| and judging all cases of murder.
This old system had wholly disappeared before
the time of Strabo ; the monarchy of Deiotarus
and of Amyntas (44-25 B.C.) had destroyed the
last traces of the original Gallic constitution, and
the Roman provincial organization was hostile to
it. Even in early time, when Avar broke out, a
single chief seems to have been chosen in each
tribe (Livy, xxxviii. 19).

The deieat of the Gauls by a Roman army in
B.C. 189 (Livy, xxxviii. 18 ff., who uses Polybius
as his authority) broke their strength. They
were placed between three powers, Pontus, Cappa-
docia, and Pergamos, and were pressed on by all.
They were worsted by Ariarathes, king of Cappa-
docia, about 164 ; and they seem to have fallen
under the influence of the Pontic kings in the
latter part of the 2nd century, for Phrygia was

* Brennus is perhaps a title, not a personal name.
t Perhaps by permission of the Pontic kings (Meyer),
t Bell. Gall. i. 12 ; see Mommsen in Hermes, 1884, p. 316.
§ Hence the title tetrarch was wrongly given to the three

chiefs nominated by Pompey in B.C. 64.
I! Dry-, intensive prefix (Holder), not (with Perrot)c oak.'

given by Rome to Mithridates IV. in 129, and he
could not well rule over Phrygia if divided from it
by the great independent country of Galatia (Van
Gelder, p. 277).* The Mithridatic wars set free the
Gauls from this yoke ; and their eagerness to aid
the Roman arms against Pontus exposed them to a
massacre ordered by Mithridates in 86. In 64,
after the war was ended, Pompey appointed or
recognized three tetrarchs,f Castor probably among
the Tektosages, Brogitarus of the Trokmi, and
Deiotarus of the Tolistobogii: Deiotarus also re-
ceived Armenia Minor with part of Pontus, and,
being much the most powerful, gradually made
himself master of the Tektosages and Trokmi,
and, finally, as the climax of a career of successful
treachery and murder, he was recognized as king
of Galatia by the Romans. He died at an ad-
vanced age in 40 B.C. His kingdom was given by
Antony to the younger Castor, along with inner
Paphlagonia, which Pompey in 64 had assigned to
Attalus (Dion, xlviii. 33). Castor soon died ; and
in 36 Antony gave Galatia to Amyntas, and Paph-
lagonia to Deiotarus Philadelphus, son of Castor
(probably the elder), who reigned till B.C. 5, when
his kingdom was incorporated in the province
Galatia (see II.).J

According to our authorities, the Gauls entered
Asia as an army, not separately in distinct tribes ;
but afterwards they appear as divided into three
tribes, who arrogated to themselves three distinct
districts, the Trokmi claiming the Hellesrxmtine
coast, the Tolistobogii Aeolis and Ionia, i.e. the
iEgean coastlands, and the Tektosages the lands
of the interior (Livy, xxxviii. 16, where note the
wordpostremo). This tribal classification persisted
throughout later history, proving that either the
original army was formed mainly from these three
tribes, or that three successive swarms, each
mainly recruited from one tribe, entered Asia
Minor. It seems, however, to be certain that con-
tingents from a number of different tribes swelled
the armies that invaded Greece, Thrace, and Asia :
similarly, in Gaul certain great tribes, e.g. the
Aedui, had smaller tribes as dependants or clients
(Caesar, Bell. Gall. vii. 75, iv. 6). From the
ancient arrangement it would appear that the
Tektosages were the first to seize Galatia, and
that when the bounds were drawn by Attalus I.
the Tektosages were forced into the centre and
north of Galatia, with Ancyra as capital, the
Trokmi were concentrated round Tavium on the
east, and the Tolistobogii round Pessinus on the
west. In this position we find the tribes in all
later time.

The boundaries of the country called Galatia
varied greatly at different periods. Thus the chief
centre of a people Troknades, at the modern
village Kaimaz (between Eski-Sheher and Sivri-
Hissar, on the ancient road from Dorylaion to
Pessinus), was part of the Roman province Asia
{CIL iii. No. 6997); and yet the name Troknades
is undoubtedly Gallic, so that the place must
have been at an earlier time included in the terri-
tory of the Galatse. That is perhaps the most
westerly point to which the territory owned by
the settled Gauls ever extended ; and both it and
even Orkistos, which lies farther east, were prob-
ably taken from the Galatian state by Attalus i.,§

* Phrygia Magna was given to Mithridates n. (Justin, 38. 6)
about B.C. 240; but it then included the country which soon
after became Galatia. Moreover, the gift was perhaps a mere
Pontic claim, never realized in fact.

t See note § above.
X See Niese, Rhein. Museum, 1883, p. 584ff.; T. Reinach,

Revue Numism. 1891, p. 383 ff. ; Ramsay, Revue des Et. Gr.
1894, p. 251.

§ It was perhaps at this time that Orkistos was placed under
the control of Nakoleia (CIL iii. No. 7000); the Pergamenian
system was favourable to the growth of powerful cities exertiuir
authority over a large territory.
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and passed along with the rest of the Pergamenian
kingdom into the hands of the Romans (see ASIA).
In late Roman time, probably when the province
G. Secunda was created about 390, the name was
extended so far to the west as to include the old
Phrygian city Amorium, which was after this
called a metropolis of Galatia (so Hierocles and
most Notitice Episc.).*

On the north the dividing line between Galatia
to the south and Bithynia and Paphlagonia to
the north is indeterminable. Close to the north-
western corner lay the city Juliopolis, which was
in the 1st and 2nd centuries a Bithynian cityt
(Pliny, Epist. ad Traj. 77; Ptolemy, v. 1), but
about A.D. 297 was made a city of Galatia. Near
the north-eastern corner lay Gangra (Tchangri)
and Andrapa (probably Iskelib), which were Paph-
lagonian cities, and Eukhaita (probably Tchorum),
a Pontic city, famous for the worship of St.
Theodorus Stratiotes.

On the east and south-east the dividing line
between Galatia on the one hand, and Pontus and
Cappadocia on the other hand, was also a varying
one, running east of Tavium (Nefez-Keui), capital
of the Galatian tribe Trokmi, and west of the
Pontic city Sebastopolis-Heracleopolis (Sulu-Serai).
It is mentioned by Polybius that a certain territory,
long disputed between the Gauls and the Cappa-
docian kings, passed definitely into the possession
of Ariarathes about B.C. 164. Basilika Therma
(Terzili-Hammam) was well within Cappadocian
territory in later time, and the disputed territory
perhaps extended from it to the Halys or even as
far as Lake Tatta. In the 4th century after
Christ, the frontier between Galatia and Cappa-
docia lay between the Galatian Galea (a village
subject to Aspona) and the Cappadocian Andrapa
(subject to Parnassos).

The southern limit was, doubtless, always quite
vague, running across the level, treeless, sparsely
populated plain of the Axylon, south of Amorium,
north of Laodiceia-Katakekaumene, and touching
or intersecting the large, shallow salt lake Tatta.
The limit between Lycaonia on the south and
Galatia on the north was probably never fixed very
narrowly in this valueless plain; and, moreover, we
know that certain large districts were sometimes
held by the Gauls, and sometimes separated from
their country. A considerable tract of country lying
along the west side of Lake Tatta, and stretching
west towards Amorium and Laodiceia, is assigned
by Ptolemy to Galatia under the name Proseilem-
mene, i.e. προσει,λημμένη (χώρα), the 'Added Terri-
tory.5 The date when this territory was added to
G. is uncertain. The opinion has been expressed
doubtfully that it was separated from Lycaonia by
Antoninus Pius (or possibly Hadrian) when the
triple eparchy, Cilicia-Lycaonia-Isauria, was con-
stituted a Roman province (Ramsay, Hist or. Geogr.
of As. Min. pp. 251, 377); but that event seems
not sufficiently important to have given a new
name to the country, and the analogy of the
similar name Epiktetos, i.e. επίκτητο* Φρυγία, the
' Acquired Phrygia,' suggests that the transference
of territory took place as a permanent and real
change of rule at a much earlier period. Now,
according to Pliny (Nat. Hist. v. 95), the part of
Lycaonia that adjoined Galatia was given to it
as a tetrarchy. This Lycaonian tetrarchy was
certainly close to Ptolemy's Proseilemmene, and
probably another name for it. Pliny says that
the tetrarchy contained 14 cities, with Iconium as
capital, and distinguishes it from Lycaonia Proper

• Marquardt, Rom. Staatsalt. i. p. 359, errs in counting
Amorium, Aizanoi, and Orkistos as cities of Galatia in the
Roman period.

t Wrongly mentioned as perhaps the seat of one of the Churches
of Galatia by many scholars.

(ipsa Lycaonia), which extended along the front
of Mt. Taurus. Ptolemy, indeed, does not make
Proseilemmene extend so far west as Iconium;
but he is incorrect about the extent of all the
divisions of this whole region. Lycaonia as a
whole had been added to the Pergamenian kingdom
by Rome in B.C. 190; but the kings were not
strong enough to hold this distant territory, and
part of it was probably taken by the Gauls about
160; and this part afterwards passed under the
power of the Pontic kings along with Galatia.
Hence Eumachus, Mithridates' general, who con-
quered Pisidia, Isauria, and parts of Cilicia,
evidently used Lycaonia as his basis of operations.
Another possibility is that the part of Lycaonia
held by Amyntas (see II.) was styled by him the
Tetrarchy; but that is, for several reasons, less
probable. Amyntas' part of Lycaonia, however,
must have been nearly the same in extent as the
Tetrarchy. In any case, the name Tetrarchy must
have originated before the Roman provincial
organization was instituted; and thus Iconium
had an old connexion with Galatia (Studia Biblica,
iv. p. 46 if.).

As to the relation between the immigrant Gauls
and the older Phrygian inhabitants in Galatia,
evidence fails; but the analogy of similar conquests
and the general facts of this case warrant some
probable conclusions. It is not to be supposed that
the older population was exterminated or expelled.
The Gaulish invaders were few. The total number
that first entered Asia under Leonnorius and
Lutarius is stated as 20,000, of whom only half
were fighting men; the rest were women and
children (Livy, xxxviii. 16, borrowing from Poly-
bius). Doubtless, other swarms followed, encour-
aged by the success of the first; but that was the
main army. In the continual wars and marches
and raids of the following 46 years, the number of
deaths was probably larger than the number of
births ; and the total Gallic population that was
settled in Galatia, when its bounds were fixed by
Attalus about 232, cannot have been numerous.
In a country nearly 200 miles long, such a popula-
tion must have been merely a small dominant
caste amidst a much larger subject population ;
and Van Gelder expresses the general opinion of
historical investigators, that the Gallic invaders
did not live in cities, or become agriculturists, but
employed the natives as cultivators of the land, on
condition of paying to the Gauls as lords of the
soil a proportion of the produce, while the con-
querors occupied themselves in war and in pastur-
age, taking according to the usual practice one-
third of the land, and leaving two-thirds to the
older population (Cfesar, Bell. Gall. i. 31). As
Lightfoot, in his edition of the Epistle, p. 9, rightly
declares, the population consisted of Phrygians,
Gauls, and Greeks, to whom were afterwards added
a considerable sprinkling of Romans and a smaller
number of Jews; and Van Gelder rightly points out
that the cities were mainly populated by the
Phrygians, who practised the arts of peace and
conducted all trade, while the Gallic chiefs dwelt
in their fortified villages (φρούρια, castella), keeping
up a rude barbaric magnificence, and the mass of
the Gauls led a pastoral and half-nomadic life
when they were not engaged in war. As late as
B.C. 189 the priests of the temple of Pessinus were
opposed to the Gauls, and welcomed the Roman
army of Manlius as deliverers; but that would
hardly have been possible, unless the city had been
really Phrygian and not Gaulish.* Van Gelder,

* Korte (Athenische Mittheilungen des Inst. 1897, pp. 16 and
39) shows that Pessinus was not conquered by the Gauls till
some year between 189 and 164 ; and he publishes an inscription
of about A.D. 80-90, which shows that of the ten leading priests
at Pessinus five were Gauls and five belonged to the original
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p. 183, says of such cities as Tavium, Pessinus,
Ancyra, ' those cities were in Galatia, but were not
Galatian cities; they preserved Phrygian character
and Phrygian customs, now affected with a Grecian
tinge.' All Jews, Greeks, and resident Romans
would certainly be dwellers in the cities. In the
governing cities, Ancyra, Tavium, Pessinus, a
number of Gaulish families doubtless settled, and
formed an aristocracy. Ancyra and Tavium,
especially, were Gaulish strongholds from 250
onwards (Manlius occupied Ancyra in 189); but
Pessinus was more purely Phrygian. But, even
in Ancyra, indubitably, the mass of the lower and
trading classes was Phrygian or Greek.

In B.C. 189 the Galatian tribes are pictured by
Polybius and Livy as barbarians, devoid of any
trace of Greek culture, fighting naked, without
order or tactics, armed with swords and large
wooden or wicker shields; and their pastoral life,
remote from cities and intercourse, long preserved
their native customs. As the military power and
the vigour of the Gaulish conquerors declined in
the 2nd and 1st centuries B.C., they perhaps
began to mix more freely with the older popula-
tion ; and the opinion has been expressed that
they even adopted the native religion, on the
ground that certain Gallic names occur at the
great native sanctuaries, implying that Gallic
families began to hold priesthoods: in the 2nd
century the high priest of Pessinus, bearing the
holy official Phrygian title Atis, had a brother
Aiorix, and in the 1st century Brogitarus was
priest at Pessinus, while Dyteutus, son of Adiatorix,
was priest at Comana Pontica under Augustus.
But although some Gaulish nobles assumed the
place and swayed the enormous power that lay in
the hands of the priest-kings of the great native
temples,* it does not follow that the mass of the
Gaulish people adopted the Phrygian religion.

Further, it has even been asserted by some recent
scholars that the Gauls adopted to a large extent
the manners and customs of the Gra3co-Phrygian
population, retaining not very much of their Gallic
ways and habits in the 1st century after Christ;
but this opinion seems contrary to the evidence, and
against natural probability.! The Gauls, though
readily civilizable, have not been quick to throw
off national character and put on foreign character-
istics. Moreover, they seem to have long retained
the Gallic language, for Strabo mentions that all
three tribes spoke the same language and had the
same manners; and so late as the 4th century
after Christ, Jerome declares that they were bi-
lingual, speaking Greek and a dialect like that
used by the Treveri in Gaul (though changes had
occurred). X Now, it is difficult to believe that a
small caste amid a larger population could have
adopted entirely the religion and customs of the
surrounding population and yet retained their
separate language. The first step in Hellenization
was always the adoption of the Greek language.
Moreover, Strabo, in speaking of their uniformity
of character, evidently does not mean that they
had all adopted the Grseco-Phrygian manners and
ways, but distinctly implies that there was a
common Gallic character among the various tribes.
The ambition of their chiefs, who found that the
shortest way to power lay in adopting the civilized
priestly families (Woch.f. klass. Phil. 1898, p. 3); the arrange-
ment was probably made B.C. 189-164. Gordium, a great
emporium in 189, must have been Phrygian ; later, it was con-
quered by Gauls, and disappeared from history.

* On the priestly power see Hennig, As. Min. Eeges Sacer-
dotes; Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics, i. pp. 10f., 101 f., 130if.,
292 ff.

t The name Gallogrsecia is appealed to as evidence of the
Hellenization of the Gauls ; but this name is Roman in origin,
and had no such implication among its originators.

X Mommsen (Rom. Gesch. v. p. 92) accepts the testimony of
Jerome, which Perrot and Van Gelder try to discredit.

methods of Greece and Rome, probably caused the
first steps in change to be made. The chiefs con-
nected themselves with the powerful priesthood,
became priests themselves, and gradually the
freer old Gaulish system was replaced by the
tyranny of kings. The general opinion among
those scholars who hold the North-Galatian theory
seems to be right, that these Gauls, even in A.D. 50,
retained much of the Gallic character; and they
vainly seek to support that theory by finding Gallic
characteristics in the congregations to which St.
Paul wrote his Epistle. When Livy (xxxvii. 8)
speaks of exoleia stirpe gentis, as the fact of his
own time, he refers to the decay of their warlike
character rather than to any change of manners
and customs.* Lightfoot (p. 12) rightly says, ' the
tough vitality of the Celtic character maintained
itself comparatively unimpaired.'

No trace remains in local inscriptions (chiefly
A.D. 100-250) of Gallic manners or language, and
little of Gallic names; but that does not prove
that the Gallic manners and language had been
lost. A Gaul who received any education learned
Greek; and all who wrote, wrote in Greek. The
Gaulish language was a proof of barbarism, and a
reason for shame (whence the contempt for Gala-
tians which appears in the Cappadocian Fathers,
see Ramsay, Historical Geography, p. 288); no one
would blazon his want of education to the world,
and it may be doubted whether any one could
write who spoke only Gaulish. Moreover, the
inscriptions almost all belong to the great cities,
which were civilized seats of Grseco-Roman culture,
inhabited by Greeks, Romans, Phrygians, Jews,
and Romanized Gauls (the latter forming a small
aristocracy). Ancyra was quite a Romanized city,
civilized and rich; and Pessinus was so in a less
degree. The native languages of Asia Minor,
Phrygian, Lycaonian, etc., persisted through the
Roman period, until destroyed by the language of
the NT, but no traces of them remain in inscrip-
tions (except a few execrations on tombs in the
Phrygian language).

In the time of St. Paul, therefore, there was prob-
ably a great and marked difference between the
rustic Gaulish population of Galatia, who retained
much of the old ruder barbarian character, and
were probably little affected by Greek manners
or language,! and the population of the cities,
who spoke Greek, and the majority of whom were
not of Gaulish origin.X But, while continuing
Gauls in feeling, the Galatian tribes in A.D. 50
must have been to some extent affected in habits
and standard of life during three centuries spent
as a conquering caste amid more civilized peoples.
The chief point to notice is that they were an
aristocracy among inferiors; and the effect pro-
duced by that long experience on a race always
proud, free, and bold, must be estimated.

It is not justifiable in any case to select one
or two of the long list of vices in Gal 519·21, and
quote some passage in which a similar fault is
charged against Gauls; the list in these verses is
chargeable against human nature, not specially
against Gaulish nature. In 66·7 niggardliness is a
characteristic of the Galatians, and in I6 they
change their religion quickly. It may be doubted
whether either fact was characteristic of the Gauls;
though fickle in some respects, they never were
quick to change their religion, but rather the con-

* The speech of Manlius, xxxviii. 17, is apparently Livy's free
invention, and contains a similar sentiment.

t Similarly, Mommsen (Rom. Gesch. v. 92) shows that in Gaul
the Gallic language continued in common use at least as late as
the 4th century.

X Salmon fully recognizes that the Christians of the North-
Galatian Churches were not as a rule the Gauls, but the
Phrygians; and that the attempt to find Celtic characteristics in
those whom St. Paul addresses is a failure (Smith, DBP i. p.
1106).
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trary; * greedy to seek money they were said to be,
but at the same time the fault to which they tend
is to be too apt to spend even to ostentation. The
further quality, that the Galatians are ' a super-
stitious people given to ritual observances,' was
peculiarly characteristic of the type of religion
widely spread over Asia Minor, with its great
seats at places like Pessinus, Pisidian Antioch,
Comana, Ephesus, etc. We may say that the
characteristics of the Galatian congregations are
those of the general native population of Asia
Minor, and not those of the Gauls.

After the Roman imperial centre was trans-
ferred first to Nikomedia, and afterwards to
Constantinople, the Hellenization of Galatia pro-
ceeded much more rapidly, for the north side of the
plateau then rapidly advanced in civilization and
importance (Ramsay, Histor. Geogr. pp. 74, 197 ff.),
while the south side, which had previously lain on
the line of the greatest routes, declined. Chris-
tianity spread the knowledge of Greek in the 4th
cent. ; and hence we find expressions like that of
Themistius (p. 360), that Galatia is almost wholly
Greek. That, however, is a rhetorician's phrase;
Jerome and the contempt expressed by Basil and
Gregory show that it is probably exaggerated;
but, even if it be near the truth, it must not be
applied to the 1st cent.

Galatia Proper, as it was in the 1st or 2nd cent.,
was a rough oval in shape, extending about 200
miles in length (east to west), and 100 miles in
breadth at the most. It is probably the most
monotonous and least picturesque country of Asia
Minor, so far as it is known ; but its north-eastern
and eastern and southern parts are hardly explored.
The climate is severe in the long winter ; and the
want of trees over great part of the district (espe-
cially near the lines of road, except part of that
leading to Constantinople) makes tne heat of
summer great. There is a considerable extent of
fertile soil (with much more pasture land, and
barren undulating hilly ground) producing grain,
fruits, cotton, tobacco, opium, etc.; but, owing to
difficulties in transport, the only important pro-
ducts for commerce are wool and mohair (the fleece
of the beautiful Angora goat). In the Byzantine
period, after being ravaged by Persians and Arabs,
Ancyra with Galatia in general (west of the Halys)
passed into the hands of the Seljuk Turks, was
held by the Latins for a short time, taken by
Tartars, and finally captured in 1354 by the Turks
under Suleiman.

The earliest reference to Christianity in North
Galatia is at Ancyra, where the local church (η κατά
τόπον εκκλησία, cf. Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics of
Phr. i. p. 272 f. No. 192) is mentioned about A. D.
192 in an anti-Montanist treatise as having been
affected by Montanism and saved by the writer
(Euseb. HE v. 16). Many martyrs suffered there
under Diocletian, some of whom may have been
brought from other parts of Galatia for trial at
the capital; the dates are not recorded, and only
the names of most are known, but probably all
may be placed in the great persecution (Clemens,
Donatus, Papias, etc., 23rd Jan.; Theodotus, etc.,
18th May; Plato, etc., 22nd July; Gaianus,
Julianus, Rufinus, etc., 31st Aug.; Marcellus,
Silvanus, Gaianus, etc., 4th Sept.; Seleucus,
Valerius, etc., 15th Sept.; Eusebius episcopus, 16th
Sept.; children, 23rd Sept.; Theodorus episc., 3rd
Nov. or 6th Apr.; Eutychus, Domitianus, 28th
Dec.). Any other early Churches in North Galatia
have been overwhelmed in oblivion, and hardly a
trace of them survives. At Juliopolis, the martyrs
Plato (22nd July, see above), Heuretos, and Gemellus

* They were proverbially credulous of reports or of anything·
that flattered their vanity; see Csesar, Bell. Gall. iv. 5; Mar-
tial, v. 1, 10.

were venerated in the 6th cent.,but their connexion
is uncertain.* At the Ancyran Council (A.D. 314)
a full muster of Galatian bishops might be expected,
but only Ancyra and Juliopolis were represented.
The following bishoprics also can be traced in the
4th cent. : Kinna, 325; Tavium, 325; Aspona,
344; Pessinus, 403. f But in the 5th cent, there
come into our knowledge Mnizos, 451; Orkistos,
431 %; Petenissos, 451; Eudoxias, 451 ; Amorion,
431 ; Myrikion, 451 ; and in the 6th or later,
Verinopolis, 680; Kaloumne, 879; Klaneos, 680;
Germa, 553. We cannot conclude with certainty
that a bishopric did not exist in the 4th cent.,
though it was not represented at the early Councils;
but, remembering that Galatia was situated so
conveniently for the early Councils of Ancyra,
Nicsea, and Constantinople, we must see in this
list, when compared with those of the more distant
Byzantine provinces Lycaonia and Pisidia, a proof
that Galatia was late in taking its proper rank in
the Christian world. Ancyra and the road to
Constantinople are the early home of Galatian
Christianity ; and from thence it spreads. Above
all, it is clear that western and south-western
Galatia (where Zockler and Salmon place the
Pauline Churches,and where Zahn, etc.,believe that
St. Paul preached) are latest of all in being thor-
oughly christianized, Germa, Klaneos, Myrikion,
Eudoxias, Petenissos (only Pessinus, Orkistos, and
Troknades [the latter two in Roman Asia] can be
traced to the 4th cent.). The inference drawn
from the bishops' lists is confirmed by epigraphic
evidence, which points to the conclusion that (ex-
cept in Pessinus, where 4th cent. Qhristian in-
scriptions occur) Christianity was late in taking
root in south-western Galatia (Zeitschr. f. vergl.
Sprachf. 1887, p. 383). There are a considerable
number of Christian inscriptions in Tavium and
other parts of East Galatia ; but all are of late date.

The Galatian Jews have left few memorials. A
rather bold speculation (Ramsay, Cities and Bishop-
rics of Phr. i. pp. 648 ff., 673) assigns Jewish origin
to some noble families of Ancyra; and a report
is spread that a highly important Jewish inscrip-
tion has been found there, but it is not yet pub-
lished. Jewish names occur in several late in-
scriptions, probably of Jewish Christians, e.g. at
Pessinus, Matatas (according to Lightfoot, p. 11,
but the text is untrustworthy, CIG 4088); at
Eudoxias (Yiirme), Jacob the deacon [5]eia/cwi>os
and Esther; at Tavium, Daniel, etc. CIG 4129,
which is Jewish, is wrongly assigned to Galatia
by Schiirer {Jiid. Volk, i. p. 690), Franz, etc.; it
belongs to Asia, being found near Dorylaion. The
decree of Augustus, quoted as giving special privi-
leges to Jews at Ancyra by Lightfoot, Schiirer,
and many others, depends on an error; it was
addressed to the Koinon of Asia {Studia Biblica,
iv. p. 41 f.). The Jews settled in the Seleucid
colonies of Phrygia (GALATIA II.) spread gradually
to the great cities of Galatia Proper.

II. GALATIA PROVINCIA is a complicated subject,
and the mass of details is unintelligible, unless we
observe the force which guided all the changes,
viz. the Roman frontier policy, which sought to
educate barbarous tribes up to the Roman standard
by a gradual process, first placing them under a
dependent and allied king, who could control them

* On 15th April, martyrs in Taudia Galacice probably belong
to Gallsecia. A martyr, Dikasios of Tavium, of unknown date,
is mentioned ; a Dikasios was bishop there in 325.

t Lagania is added by Le Quien; but Erechtius, the bishop in
question, was more probably of Egdaumana or Glavama, a
Lycaonian see on the Galatian frontier, as appears from the
forms Damanitanus, Gadanitanus, Gatmaneas, Planathon, etc.

X Orkistos in A.D. 331 claimed to be wholly Christian in a
petition to Constantine, C1L iii. 7000: it was at that time
subject to Nakoleia in Asia, and could not therefore be a
bishopric. Amorion, Orkistos, and Troknades were joined to
Galatia about 386-395, Hist. Geogr. As. Min. p. 221.
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by his presence and armies (Strab. p. 671), and
then receiving them into the Empire as they be-
came civilized and orderly. During the 1st cent.
A.D. the province G. embodied the Roman spirit
in central Asia Minor, as opposed to the native
kingdoms bordering on i t ; and the history of G.
Provincia is the history of Roman policy in its
advance towards the Euphrates frontier—a long
slow process, in which the Roman genius un-
doubtedly was exerted to the utmost to influence
and impress, to educate and discipline, the popu-
lation of the various countries taken into the
province Galatia (see also GALATIANS).

The South - Galatian theory, then, takes the
foundation of the Galatian Churches as an episode
in the political and social history of the province;
and inasmuch as several questions in Acts turn
on the exact boundaries of the province, it is
necessary to be minute and accurate as regards
its growth (which is nowhere described fully).

Amyntas, formerly a secretary of Deiotarus,
was made king of Pisidia by Antony in 39, at
the same time as Darius, grandson of Mithridates,
was granted the kingdom of Pontus, and Polemon
(son of Zenon, the rhetor of Laodiceia) that of a
part of Cilicia (i.e. either Ketis, or more probably
the whole of Cilicia Tracheiotis). All were de-
pendent on Rome, and paid tribute (Appian, Bell.
Civ. v. 75). Amyntas' kingdom included Apol-
lonia and Antioch (a district which had been set
free by Rome in B.C. 190, Strab. pp. 569, 577).

In the interval between 39 and 36 Darius died
or was disgraced. Polemon was his successor, and
in 36, as king of Pontus, accompanied Antony to
the Parthian war; and as a reward for his services
therein Armenia Minor was added to his kingdom
in 35 (Dion Cass. xlix. 33; cf. Plutarch, Ant. 38).
Polemon lost his Cilician kingdom early in 36, and
probably Pontus was given him in compensation.*
Antony, returning from Tarentum, gave all
Tracheiotis except Seleukeia to Cleppatra (Strab.
pp. 671, 669) as part of a great Asiatic kingdom ;4
and a Cleopatran era was instituted, of which the
year 1 ended 31st Aug. B.C. 36 (Porphyrius, ap.
Miiller, Fragm. Hist. Grcec. iii. 724).

In 36 Amyntas received from Antony a large ac-
cession of territory, viz. Galatia Proper with parts
of Lycaonia and Pamphylia (Dion Cass. xlix. 32).
His kingdom included most of the great plains
between Lake Tatta and Taurus (Strab. p. 568).
The gift of part of Lycaonia was evidently in-
tended to make his territory continuous, so that
the Galatian portion should not be divided from
the Pisidian portion by alien territory. Iconium,
therefore, was necessarily included in it, as other-
wise continuity could hardly be attained.X

Amyntas and Polemon supported Antony at
Actium, B.C. 31, but were confirmed in their king-
doms by Augustus in 30. Amyntas received

* It is beyond doubt (Raillard, Numismat. Zeitschrift, 1895,
p. 23 ff.) that Strabo, pp. 493, 495, 499, 556, 560, 568, 578, is
always alluding to the same Polemon, the famous king of his
own country Pontus, and the trusted ally of Rome; it is in-
admissible to separate one of these allusions from the rest as
denoting some otherwise unknown Polemon. Strabo everywhere
assumes that his readers recognize the one famous Polemon.
But, as Mommsen clearly shows (Ephem. Epigraph, ii. p. 259 ff.),
it is impossible to suppose that this Greek king was the Roman
M. Antonius Polemon ; the coins with that name on them belong
probably to the period about A.D. 17-28. See below, note §.

t On the date, see Kromayer in Hermes, 1894, p. 574 f. ;
Gardthausen, Augustus und seine Zeit, i. pt. 1, p. 293. Plu-
tarch, Ant. 36 (cf. 54), and Dion Cass. xlix. 32. 3-5 (who omits
Tracheiotis), are decisive as to the year, and Josephus (who gives
34, Ant. Jud. xv. iii. 5-iv. 1) has made a mere error.

t Moreover, Amyntas proceeded to conquer Derbe, implying
that he already had Iconium to start from. Previously
Polemon's Cilician kingdom had included Iconium (Strab. p.
508); and hence in the Ada Pauli et Theclce his descendant
Tryphaina had estates in the region of which Antioch was the
governing centre (Ramsay, Church in JRam. Emp. p. 396), and
which included Iconium.

Tracheiotis in addition, including Isaura (Strab. p.
569), and he was permitted freely to enlarge hia
kingdom out of non-Roman territory. Part of
Lycaonia, including Derbe and Laranda, had been
seized by Antipater, once a friend of Cicero {ad
Fam. xiii. 73); this was conquered by Amyntas
(Strab. p. 569), but he soon afterwards perished, in
B.C. 25, in attempting to reduce the Homonades, a
people on the borders of Lycaonia, Pisidia, and
Isauria (in the country south and east of Bey-
Sheher lake).

The kingdom of Amyntas passed with his whole
property to the Romans, and a new Roman pro-
vince was constituted, called Galatia, doubtless
because Amyntas had been since 36 currently
known to the Romans as king of Galatia (compare
ASIA). The sudden death of Amyntas caused
great confusion ; months must have elapsed before
news reached Rome, and instructions came back
after deliberation. Lollius was named as first
governor of Galatia Provincia. He needed an
army to carry out the change. Thus time elapsed,
and only in B.C. 20 was the question of frontier
and bounds settled. Pamphylia was apparently
not included in the new province, though some-
times the old attachment remained (Tacitus, Hist.
ii. 9). Tracheiotis was given to Archelaos, king of
Cappadocia, being tacked on to Eastern Lycaonia
{i.e. K^bistra, etc.)* as an eleventh or * added'
Strategia of Cappadocia (ένδβκάτη or επίκτητος, Strab.
pp. 535, 537 ; cf. Appian, Bell. Mithr. 105, 114).
Strabo (p. 671) says emphatically that the same
extent of Cilicia Tracheiotis was ruled by Arche-
laos as had been held previously by Cleopatra (36-
31) and Amyntas (30-25) ;f cf. also the inscription
CIA iii. 545. Archelaos in A.D. 17 was summoned
to Rome and degraded. He had been a weak
prince, and when he, a few years previously,
became temporarily insane, Augustus had appointed
a tutor, and had also taken from him part of
Tracheiotis, permitting Ajax about A.D. 11-12 ΐ to
become high priest of Kennatis and Lalassis with
right of coinage. Cappadocia became a province
in A.D. 17, but apparently Archelaos, son of the old
king, was allowed to retain Eastern Lycaonia and
part of Cilicia, while M. Antonius , Polemon be-
came dynast of Olba, Kennatis, and Lalassis, § and
reigned at least 11 years. In 36 Archelaos II. was
king in Tracheiotis, and his attempt to take a
census after the Roman style caused a revolt in
Ketis, which seems to imply that Antonius Pole-
mon's rule had passed to Archelaos (Tacitus, Ann.
vi. 41 ; Expositor, April 1897, p. 281). In 37
Tracheiotis and Eastern Lycaonia were given to
Antiochus, king of Commagene; and though he
was disgraced soon, yet Claudius in 41 restored his
kingdom. || He struck coins with the legend ΛΤΚΑ-
0ΝΩΝ, implying probably that Laranda was added
to his kingdom (it had been in the province since

* This Lycaonian strategia, originally extending up to Derbe,
was given by Pompey to Ariobarzanes, king of Cappadocia, in
B.C. 64 ; but Antipater seized Derbe and Laranda, defying the
Roman policy (apparently in the troubles following 50, Strab.
p. 535). The Roman governors of Phrygia and Cilicia, B.C. 60-
50, retained the right of passage across by Kybistra from
Iconium to Tarsus (Cicero, Fam. xv. ii. 2, iv. 4 ; Att. v. xviii.
1, xx. 2).

t Ketis must be included in this kingdom, and cannot there·
fore have been under separate dj'nasts with right of coinage,
as some scholars have thought, at any period between B.C. 36
and the disgrace of Archelaos; but Aba ruled Olba under
Cleopatra as overlord till 31 (Strab. p. 672).

t Coins of his second year name Augustus, of his fifth year
Tiberius (Waddington, Melanges de Numism. ii. p. 126).

§ He is mentioned by Strabo (p. 556), who makes him grand-
son of Polemon,, king of Pontus; but probably the text is
falsely arranged, and Strabo refers to the son of Polemon (who
first held rule without title under his mother, queen Pytho-
doris, after Polemon died, and then about A.D. 17 or 18 was
made dynast of Olba ; see Ramsay, Church in Rom. Emp. p.
427 f.).

|| But he gave Olba, Kennatis, and Lalassis to Polemon n. king
of Pontus (see below, Waddington, I.e. p. 129).
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B.C. 25, but it was the key to Tracheiotis, and
necessary for successful administration of the
kingdom). Thus Derbe came to be the frontier
city of the Roman Province; and it was probably
this important position that led to its receiving
the honorary title Claudio-Derbe.

G. Provincia had meanwhile been enlarged also
on the north-east, and contained, when St. Paul
visited it, the following districts in addition to G.
Proper (all are mentioned in inscriptions of the
1st century under these names): (1) Paphlagonia,
incorporated B.C. 5 (probably on death of Deiotarus
Philadelphus).* (2) Parts of Pontus, incorporated
at various dates (Sebastopolis, Amaseia, and prob-
ably Gazelonitis in B.C. 2-1, Comana in A.D.
34-35), and called as a whole Pontus Galaticus,
i.e. Pontus belonging to G. as distinguished from
Pontus Polemoniacus, which was governed by
Polemon II. (that kingdom was ruled by Polemon
II. A.D. 37-63, his mother Tryphsena being associ-
ated with him until 54 : f in 63 it also was incor-
porated in Galatia, but retained the distinguish-
ing name Polemoniacus). (3) Phrygia, including
Apollonia, Antioch, and Iconium (wh. see) : as
contrasted with Phrygia Asiana (Galen, π. τ ρ. δνν.
iv. p. 312, vi. p. 515 Kuhn), it would naturally be
termed Phrygia Galatica (a title preserved only in
a note of martyrdom, Ada Sanctorum, 28th Sept.,
p. 563, where Galacice is printed): see PHRYGIA.
(4) Pisidia, Ac 1424. (5) Part of Lycaonia, in-
cluding the cities Lystra and Derbe, and some
other places not yet organized as cities (such as
Hyde, Barata, Perta, etc., summed up in Ac 146

as η περίχωρος). In contrast to Lycaonia ipsa
(Pliny, Nil v. 95), i.e. the non-Roman country
governed by Antiochus and styled Lycaonia
Antiochiana (CIL x. 8660), it was doubtless called
Lycaonia Galatica, like Pontus Galaticus, Phrygia
Galatica. (6) Isauria, the territory attached to
the city Isaura, and called Ίσαυρικη (χώρα) by
Strabo, pp. 568, 569. It has been maintained that
the name G. was never employed in correct official
usage to denote this large composite province, and
that the proper and technical usage was to designate
the province by enumerating its component parts.
This position is untenable, and has been frankly
abandoned by one of its champions, Prof. E. Schiirer
(Theolog. Litteraturztg. 30th Sept. 1893). The
following arguments are decisive against it.

(a) Ptolemy devotes the successive chapters of
his Book V. to the Roman provinces of Asia Minor:
ch. 1. Πόστου καϊ BifluWas (the official name was
strictly double, and so was the constitution in
some respects); 2. TTJS Ιδία* Άσ/as (as distinguished
from Asia the continent); 3. AVKICLS ; 4. Γαλατία?
(containing Paphlagonia, and parts of Pisidia,
Lycaonia, and Isauria, with the cities Antioch,
Lystra, Isaura) ; 5. Παμφυλίας (which he says is
bounded by Galatia on the north).

(b) Pliny (who often uses G. in the narrower
sense of G. Proper) defines in v. 146, 147, Galatia
(i.e. the province) as reaching to Cabalia of Pam-
phylia and to the Milyse, and as containing Lystra
and various cities in the Phrygian, Pisidian, and
Paphlagonian territories, altogether 195 peoples. X

(c) Tacitus {Hist. ii. 9) mentions Galatia and
Pamphylia as being governed by Calpurnius
Asprenas, implying that the two formed one
great continuous district. Eutropius (vii. 10) and
Syncellus (i. p. 592) apply the name G. to the
whole province formed in B.C. 25 ; and they simply
reproduce an old authority, using G. in a sense
which it no longer bore in their time.

* On the date, see Revue des itt. Grecques, 1894, p. 251.
f Imhoof Blumer, Zft. f. Numism. 1897, p. 269.
% Paphlagonia Galatica and Pontus Galaticus are called

Γ«λ*τ/<*, Dion, 48, 33, 5 (see Holder, Altk. Sprachschatz, p. 1591),
and Steph. Byz. 8.v. Κάρκν» (Strab. p. 560).

(d) A practical people like the Romans would
never use as the strictly technical and official title
of a province ' Galatia, Paphlagonia, Pisidia
Phrygia, Lycaonia, Pontus Galaticus.' That
accumulation of names was used for the sake of
clearness on milestones, enumerating the Vice of
the various districts of the province (OIL iii. 312,
318), and on honorary inscriptions to give addi-
tional dignity to the governor of so many vast
regions. These inscriptions belong to the later
years of the century, when the constructive effort
was exhausted, and the national spirit was reviving
(Hadrian, at last, frankly recognized it).

It is, however, clear that it was not the current
and popular· Greek usage to designate G. Pro-
vincia by the name Galatia. The Greek-speaking
natives, so far as evidence survives, called it the Gal-
atic Province (CIG 3991), or enumerated the parts.
It was only those who adopted fully the Roman
point of view that employed the simple name
Galatia ; and the use of that name must be taken
as a sign that the person who uses it speaks as a
Roman, and deliberately follows the Roman pro-
vincial divisions, and would destroy those national
distinctions which were opposed to the organized
Roman unity. It is implied in the South-Galatian
theory that St. Paul took that view (see GALA-
TIANS II.). The author of Acts, however, did not
take that view ; and he never speaks of the pro-
vince as Galatia, but mentions its parts (see
GALATIA, REGION OF, IV.).

No information has been preserved to enable us
to sketch the constitution of this vast province,
except that it was governed by a prretorian
legatus Augusti pro prwtore, and had no legions
stationed in it. The name Υαλαηκη Επαρχία,
which the people of Iconium employed to desig-
nate the province about A.D. 54 (CIG 3991),
clearly implies that the intention was to work the
province into a unity, like Asia Provincia, and to
override the national distinctions of Lycaonian,
Phrygian, etc. Undoubtedly, this attempt ultim-
ately proved a failure: the national characteristics
were too strong, and revived after a time. But in
the period of growth (B.C. 25 to A.D. 63) a vigorous
effort was made to impose a Roman unity, ex-
pressed by the Roman title G. Provincia, on the
various races. If we could trust a rather bold
interpretation of an inscription, which seems to
make Apollonia a part of the Trokmi (Studia
Biblica, iv. p. 53 f.), it would even appear that the
attempt was made to enrol the various parts in
one or other of the three Gaulish tribes of G.
Proper (τά τρία 'έθνη), just as Asia with its equally
great variety of peoples was * the nation Asia'
(η Ασία τό 'έθνοτ, Dion Cass. liv. 30); so the term
'έθνο$ is frequently applied in inscriptions to desig-
nate any entire province, however varied its popu-
lation was. Unfortunately, inscriptions other than
epitaphs are very rare in the province Galatia.

Ancyra was the capital of the province G. ; and
it is probable that Colonia Ceesareia Antiochia
(see ANTIOCH) was a sort of secondary metropolis,
being the centre of a system of Roman garrison
towns (colonSw) and military or imperial roads (οδοί
βασΐΚίκαί, Ramsay, Church in Bom. Emp. p. 32),
and a place where ceremonies of the provincial
cultus were held (op. cit. p. 396). Probably, the
various parts of the province retained some
separate individuality, though its nature is un-
certain. Even after Pontus Galaticus and Pontus
Polemoniacus had been merged in G. Provincia,
they retained their separate names (in inscriptions
and in Ptolemy), which implies that these artificial
divisions of purely Roman origin had some real
political distinction to preserve their separate
existence. So also St. Luke seems to indicate
some distinction between the districts of the pro-
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vince (see GALATIA, REGION OF). Metropolis of
various districts are known from coins or inscrip-
tions (Pompeiopolis of Paphlagonia, Laranda of
Lycaonia, Sagalassos of Pisidia, Isaura of Isaurica,
Amaseia and Neoccesareia of the Pontic divi-
sions) ; but the titles appear only in the 2nd or
3rd century, and are no argument for the Pauline
period. Whether the Koinon of G. was a pro-
vincial institution or confined to Galatia Proper,
cannot be determined ; but the Koinon of Lycaonia
(which has been quoted as a similar institution)
was not founded till Lycaonia was incorporated
(probably by Pius) in the new province of the
Three Eparchiai (Ramsay, Histor. Geogr. p. 377).

The number of Roman foundations made in G.
Provincia between B.C. 20 and A.D. 50 is an index
of the vigour with which the imperial policy was
urged on in that region. Augustus founded seven
colonies—Germ a in North Galatia, and Antioch,
Lystra, Parlais, Crenma, Coraama, Olbasa in
South Galatia, besides a system of roads and
milestones measured from Antioch. Nothing com-
parable in scale to this was done by him in any
other part of the East. Under the succeeding
emperors, we find several cities remodelled and
Romanized in character and name: Pappa-
Tiberiopolis, Claudio - Seleuceia, Claudio - Derbe,
Claudio-Iconium, all in South Galatia.

Owing to the enormous extent of the Province
G., the greatest variety of soil and scenery and
products are found in it, from the dead - level
plains on the Lycaonian and Cappadocian frontier,
with their vast herds of sheep (alike now and in
ancient times, Strab. p. 570), to the picturesque
mountains and deep glens of Pisidia. On the
northern half, see I. ; the southern half was a
highly cultivated and rich country in the 1st
century, containing many great cities, traversed
by the two important roads from east to west—one
from Cilicia through Iconium and Antioch to
Apameia and the JEgean coast, one from Com-
magene through Coesareia Capp. and Laodiceia
Katakekaumene to Apameia.* All intercourse
by land between inner Asia and the west passed
through the great Roman cities of South Galatia.
Hence the great stream of intercourse backwards
and forwards between Rome and the East, which
played such an important part in moulding Chris-
tian history, affected these cities very strongly
and developed them rapidly. Questions of doc-
trine and ritual were debated there at an early
time, and called for decision. Jewish emissaries
from Jerusalem (Gal I7 417 etc.) would natu-
rally pass through them and affect them first.
On the other hand, as Rome was the magnet that
attracted all intercourse, it is not so easy to see
how Jewish emissaries should affect Ancyra very
early; and utterly improbable that they should
affect the towns in the western parts of Galatia
Proper.

That Jews in large numbers dwelt in the cities
of Phrygia Galatica is well known. They were
greatly favoured as colonists by the Seleucid.
kings; and their presence may be confidently
looked for in all Seleucid foundations. Seleucus I.
and his successors found them loyal and trusty
settlers in their garrison cities, such as Antioch,
Apameia, etc., cities which served to maintain the
Seleucid power in a foreign land. The Jewish
colonists had the right of citizenship, along with
various special privileges of a kind which their
religious ideas required, as regards burial, money
grants in place of oil-distribution, etc. ; and their
privileges and rights seemed to have been summed
up in a body of city law, called in an Apamean
inscription νόμο? των Ιουδαίων (Ramsay, Cities and
Bishoprics of Phrygia, pp. 538 f., 668 f.). Seleucus I.

• On the roads, see Histor. Geogr. pp. 43 f., 49 f. etc.

granted them citizenship in all his colonies, im-
plying that there were Jews in all, and his suc-
cessors carried out the same policy (Jos. Ant. Jud.
XII. iii. 1, § 119, 125); and Antiochus the Great
about 200 B.C. brought 2000 Jewish families
from Babylonia to the cities of Phrygia and
Lydia {id. ib. § 148 ff.). These Seleucid colonies
were almost all planted on the southern side of the
plateau, and chiefly on the great lines of com-
munication leading east and west; and the mass
of Jewish colonists are to be expected in the cities
along these routes. They penetrated farther
north in the course of trade ; but their settlement
in North Galatia belongs to a period later than
their establishment in the south.

The Jewish colonists undoubtedly exercised
great influence on the development of Asia Minor
in the Roman period ; but they have left few
conspicuous traces of their presence. They adopted
Greek and Roman names (at least in public life),
and it is doubtful how far they retained any
knowledge of Hebrew; hence they are hardly
to be distinguished from the ordinary citizens, and
the attempt to do so in ch. xv. (also xiv.) of Cities
and Bishoprics of Phrygia is very speculative.
But they seem to have taken part in public life,
and to have exercised great influence through their
wealth and ability, as well as through the power
of their peculiar and impressively pure religion.
Even the marked analogy which existed in point
of ceremonial between the Asianic and the Judaic
religion increased the influence of the latter (see
GALATIANS II.).

Few Jewish or Jewish-Christian inscriptions
can be detected in South-Galatian cities, because
the names are usually unrecognizable and few
emblems or Jewish formulae are employed : in
Antioch, Sterrett, Epigr. Journ. No. 138 (cf. Cities
and Bish. of Phrygia, p. 525 n. 1); and at Apol-
lonia, Bull. Corr. Hell. 1893; in Iconium, CIG
40016, 3998, 39956, 9270; and in Laodiceia
Combusta, CIG 3989c£, and A then. Mitth. xiii.
pp. 241, 254, 255, 258, 260. Among the few known
inscriptions of Lystra and Derbe none have any
Jewish appearance, except one with the name
Mouisas at a village a little west of Derbe (Ster-
rett, Wolfe Exped. No. 46).

Christian inscriptions are comparatively numer-
ous in Galatic Phrygia and Lycaonia, especially
in the country that lies north and north-west of
Iconium; and, though none are dated, yet style
indicates that some must be as early as the 3rd
century. Besides the Jewish-Christian ones just
mentioned, others certainly or probably Christian
(some perhaps Jewish-Christian) and early (omit-
ting all that are later), are A. E. Mitth.
Oesterr. 1896, p. 36 f., Nos. 20, perhaps 19, 24;
Sterrett, Epigr. Journ. 142, Wolfe Exped. 555
(see Expositor, Oct. 1888, p. 263), Journ. of Hell.
Stud. 1890, p. 165, No. 23 (cross above omitted by
editor), A then. Mitth. xiii. p. 249 ff. Nos. 44, 49,
53, 54, etc., with others unpublished. As is
pointed out in Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, i.
pp. 511, 715f«, epigraphic evidence -would suggest
that this district is one of those where Christianity
took the earliest and strongest hold. Little is
known about the later history of the Churches of
Galatic Phrygia and Lycaonia. It is suggested that
St. Mark carried on evangelization in the eastern
districts after about 60 A.D. ;* and his name is
commoner than any other except Paul and John
in the Christian inscriptions of the district (Athen.
Mitth. xiii. p. 252 ff. Nos. 55, 56, 61, 92, 99; St.
Paul the Trav. p. 351). Round Iconium, Antioch,
and to a less degree Lystra, clings a great body of

* Bartholomew, the apostle of the Lycaonians, is probably
to be connected with the Inner Lycaones of the province Asia
{Cities and Bishoprics, i. 709).
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early tradition; but Derbe is as little prominent
in tradition as in the narrative of Ac, and the
earliest known bishop seems to be Daphnus, 381.

III. In 2 Ti 410 Tischendorf with κ reads els
Γαλλία?, WH els Γαλατία?. The former reading
would necessitate a new article containing an
account of Gaul (Γαλλία): even the latter reading,
as many contend, refers to that country (cf. Theod.
Mops, ad loc). Gaul is called Γαλατία by many
Greek * writers ; and, beyond doubt, that was the
current Greek name in the 1st and 2nd cents. ; but
it may be doubted whether St. Paul, whose usage in
names geographical is thoroughly Roman,f would
not here also employ the Roman term, if he meant
Gaul. Moreover, it could not escape him that
Γαλατία would be ambiguous, and would naturally
be understood as Galatia by Timothy, who was
resident in Asia; and it is highly probable that
he would not use that term to signify Gaul with-
out employing some of the various ways of dis-
tinguishing. We must conclude that either St.
Paul meant the same country which he elsewhere
calls Galatia, or the true reading is ΓΑΛΛΙΑΝ,
which would readily be corrupted into ΓΑΑΑΤΙΑΝ.
Manuscript authority, however, is generally con-
sidered decisive in favour of Γαλατία?, though
Tischendorf thinks otherwise. Against Tischen-
dorf's reading it has been stated that Γαλλία or
Γάλλοι is first used in Greek by Epictetus (or
rather Arrian), Dissert, ii. 20. 17 (Lightfoot, Gal. p.
3 note); but Strabo (p. 195) has Γαλλικό?, used in
a way suggesting that he recognized it to be the
Roman equivalent to the Greek Γαλατικό?.

Fourth century tradition says that Crescens was
sent to Gaul; and the Churches of Vienne and
Mayence claimed him as their founder; but the
latter claim is certainly improbable, and the whole
tradition may be founded on a false interpretation
of 2 Ti 410. There was a natural desire to connect
the Gaulish Church with apostolic times; this
would lead to the interpretation of G. in that
passage as Gaul; the name Γαλλία? would be
written as a gloss on the margin, and this false
reading finally crept into a few manuscripts.
Tillemont's argument {Memoires pour servir etc.,
i. art. 52, note 81, pp. 133, 263), that the evangeli-
zation of Gaul did not take place so early as this
supposed mission of Crescens, has never been
seriously shaken, and remains the most probable
view.

Even more improbable is the view that in
1 Mac 82 the reference is to Roman victories in
Gaul. At the period in question, about B.C. 160,
the Romans had recently conquered Cisalpine
Gaul; but there is no reason to think that this
not specially important event would produce any
effect on the mind of the Jews. On the other
hand, the Galatians were a terror in Asia for
nearly a century; and even the victories of Attalus
had only restrained the range of their power,
but not broken it. But Manlius marched at
will through their land, and defeated them in
the heart of their country ; and this event would
be noised through the Seleucid dominions, and
would naturally suggest to the Jews the desira-
bility of entering into friendly relations with a
government that could exercise such power on the
Seleucid frontier.
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GALATIA, REGION OF, more strictly rendered
Galatie Region (τ) Ταλατικτ] χώρα, Ac 1823; ή Φρυγία
καΐ Ταλατικη χώρα, Ac 166), is a phrase difficult to
explain, because it takes us into the popular topo-
graphical terminology of a district and a period
that are utterly obscure.

I. According to the North-Galatian theory, and
also according to Zahn, who holds the South-
Galatian view in all essentials, this term is merely
a synonym for Γαλατία in the common sense of
G. Proper. The difficulty in accepting this ap-
parently simple interpretation is that the use
of the term Ταλαπκη χώρα, where Γαλατία should
be expected, is not supported by analogy. The
only analogy quoted is έπι Άγκυρα* τψ Γαλατίίφ,
Arrian, Anab. ii. 4. 1 ; but this denotes, not
' Ancyra of the Galatie country,' as is assumed, but
' Ancyra the Galatie' as distinguished from Ancyra
the Phrygian {rrj φρυχιακτί, Strab. p. 567); Arrian,
in describing the period of Alexander the Great,
uses the word by anticipation. If the reference in
Ac 166 1823 is to G. Proper, all Greek usage, earlier
and later alike, demands that the noun Γαλατία
should be used ; and this is all the more necessary
if (as is maintained on this view) it is coupled with
the noun Φρυγία. The defenders of this interpreta-
tion can hardly plead that the obscurity of the
subject should be accepted as an excuse for their
failure to explain the reason of this perplexing
and unnecessary deviation from common nomen-
clature ; because the adj. Γαλατί/cos is used with
comparative frequency in the topographical termi-
nology of that period, and always in a well-marked
and characteristic way. This point needs careful
study. There is a regular tendency to distinguish
the scope of the derived adjective in -LKOS from the
simple word: thus, for example, oi ΆτταλικοΙ
βασιλείς are the whole dynasty of which the Attali
were the most prominent members (Strab. p. 288):
fpya Τάλαπκά are deeds perpetrated by anybody
similar to Zpya των Γαλατών: Γαλατικό? κό\πο$,
Σίκελικόν vtXayos, etc., are the bodies of water
adjoining or pertaining to Galatia, Sicily, etc.:
η Ισαυρική χώρα was the whole region of which
Isaura was the leading city, but it did not all
belong to Isaura. Many examples might be
quoted; but the closest parallel to the pair of
terms Ταλατικη χώρα and Γαλατία is Λακωνική yrj
and Λακωνία. Λακωνία is the old historic land of
Lacedsemonia; but Λακωνική yrj comprises the
entire region which had passed under Spartan
rule and been added to Laconia, including Mes-
senia and the land near Pylos (Thuc. ii. 25, iv. 41,
v. 34; Xen. Hell. vi. 2. 9 and 31). As Spartan
power dwindled, yrj Λακωνική shrank in extent till
it practically coincided with Laconia. The dis-
tinction is analogous to that between ' British
territory' and 'Britain'; the former being enor-
mously wider than the latter. There are cases in
which, for some special purpose, the wider term
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may be used about the smaller country; but in
ordinary expression the wider term is used only
about the enlarged country. It is not safe to say
more than that a tendency exists to observe this
distinction ; as time goes on, its delicacy often
leads to its being blurred.* In the adj. Υαλατι,κόϊ
the distinction is well observed. In an Iconian
inscription of A.D. 54, the enlarged Galatia Pro-
vincia is ΤαΧαηκη επαρχεία (CIG 3991) ; the part of
Pontus included in the province is called Γαλατικό?
in many inscriptions and in Ptolemy: similarly, the
corresponding term Phrygia Galatica once occurs.
If St. Luke used Ταλατίκη χώρα where Γαλατία would
have been the simple and clear term, he contra-
dicts all that we know of contemporary usage,
and yet attains no conceivable purpose thereby.
The Greek-speaking population of Asia Minor
ordinarily called Galatia Proper Γαλατία, and
Enlarged Galatia ΤάΧατική (usually with some
noun): only when they adopted the Roman point
of view, Greek-speaking persons occasionally and
for some special purpose used Γαλατία in the Roman
sense of the Province. Analogy points to the con-
clusion that the Greek Luke would use Τα\ατ<.κή
χώρα to indicate the Province, which the Roman
Paul calls Γαλατία.

II. Lightfoot argued that in Ac 16δ την Φριτγίαν
καϊ ΤαΧατικην χώραν must denote a single territory
to which two epithets are applied, ' the region
which in ancient time was Phrygian and after-
wards Galatian.' This explains why an unusual
term was adopted ; but such antiquarian lore is
quite out of keeping with the style of Acts. We
require here a current term in popular speech, for
that is the character of Lukan expression. Zahn,
who, like many other scholars, holds that Φρυγίαι/
here must be a noun, demands some case analogous
to the double topographical epithet. Lightfoot gave
only Lk 3 1 : we add some from Strabo, p. 195, τό
φΰΧον δ νυν Γαλλ6κόν re καϊ ΤαΧατικόν καλοΰσι; p. 7S8
(of the Nile mouths) τό μέν ΙΙηλονσιακόν καλείται,
τό δε ~Κανωβικον καϊ 'ΐίρακλειωτικόν ; f p. 802 (Xois is
defined as) νπ£ρ του "Σεβεννυτικου καϊ Φατνιτικου
στόματος, i.e. above the Sebennytic-Phatnitic
branch in the upper part, where these two branches
are still joined, and which may bear either name;
p. 97, την Σκυθικήν καϊ Κελτικήν, the (northern) zone
that may be called either Scythian or Celtic (after
the two chief races that inhabit its eastern and
western parts) ; p. 670, του KLXLKLOV καϊ ΙΙαμφνΧίου
τρόπον. The Greek καί is used to connect alterna-
tive names (Latin sive, seu, English or, alias);$ and
the grammatical character of Lightfoot's construc-
tion seems clearly established by these examples.
In Ac 1823 Ταλατικη χώρα on his interpretation must
be used needlessly for Galatia Proper.

III. Gifford (Expositor, July 1894, p. 12) accepts
Lightfoot's construction, but interprets * the border-
lands of Phrygia and Galatia.' Then Ac 1823 men-
tions ' the Galatic Province (Region) and Phrygia.'
This view has much to recommend it. It gives in
166 a route leading direct from Iconium by Dorylaion

• So sometimes with γη Actxuvixvi or χύρ» Λ. But in such
cases a purpose can often be detected. Aristophanes stands
alone in using Aecxeuvixoii as 'Laconian women'; but that was
undoubtedly an Athenian slang term, perhaps in the sense of
1 women of Laconian type' (cf. Axxwtxa, shoes of Laconian style).
Such usages as πόλα Τα,λα,τικη, city belonging to the Γυ&λάτα/,
i.e. Galatian city, κολιμος ©srtrxXixos, war in which the Thessali
take one side, are of a different class.

t An exactly equivalent form is used by Ptolemy, iv. 5,
'lipocxXtarixov σ-τόμχ, ro xott ~Κ<χ,νωβιχόν (on t h e Sense Of τβ χ α / i n
names, see Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics, i. p. 637 f.)·

X In Greek, esp. of later period, χα,ί often means ' or,' Thuc. vi.
60, 1; π. 35. 2 ; 42, 3; Ar. Eq. 256 (Neil); Aesch. Sept. 414f.,
1058; Eur. Supp. 895; Iph. Aul. 643; Plut. Q. Conv. iv. 2,
655c; Postgate on Propert. v. 6, 51. The Roman sive is
often used to connect alternative names, where the Greek
form is either i χού or ΧπιχοίΧοχιμνιος; see Marquardt, Rom.
Privatalterth.% p. 27; Cagnat, Manuel d'Epigraphie Lat.%
P. 57.

to Bithynia, making St. Paul turn direct towards
that country when forbidden to preach in Asia;
then, when he came to Dorylaion over-against
Mysia,* he was forbidden to cross the Bithynian
frontier, and turned west. It then becomes, however,
almost necessary to suppose that the prohibition 166

was given in Iconium or Lystra, and that St. Paul,
abandoning his previous intention (1536) of going
over all the Churches, omitted Antioch. Salmon
interprets much in this way, but is clear that
Paul went to Antioch, and translates Ac 166 as in
next section, IV. (Smith's Bib. Diet.2 i. p. 1105).

IV. Another explanation takes us into the
obscure minutiae oi the Galatic Province. The
various parts of the province retained a certain
distinction (see GALATIA II.), and were probably
termed Begiones or χώραι. The term Regio occurs
in one inscription, mentioning a centurion charged
with duty in the Regio of which Antioch was
centre, i.e. Phrygia Galatica,t while χώρα is
understood in Strabo, pp. 568, 569, η Ίσαυρικη
(χώρα), and in Ptolemy, v. 6, 17, η Άντωχειανη
(χώρα).χ

The route taken by St. Paul in Ac 161"6 and 1823

led across two of the regions (χώραι) of the Galatic
Province, viz. the Galatic part of Lycaonia and the
Galatic part of Phrygia ; the former contained
Derbe and Lystra, the latter Iconium and Antioch.
In 1823 two regions are mentioned, την ΥαΧατίκην
χώραν καϊ Φρυ~γίαν : here it is grammatically equally
possible to take Φριτγίαν as noun and as adj.; for
when two different names, expressed by two adjs.
agreeing with the same noun, are coupled by καί,
the regular usage is to express the noun only
with the first (so in Strabo,§ την Άκυι,τανην μερίδα
καϊ την Ναρβωνΐτίν, ρ. 191 ; τό ^Ιενδησιον στόμα καϊ
τό TavtTLKOv, p. 802 ; του Alyatov ireXayovs καϊ του
Ιίαμψνλίκοΰ καϊ του Ίσσικοϋ, ρ. 121 ; in Epiphanius
(Hceres. 19), της Ναβατικης χώρας καϊ Ίτουραίας καϊ
Μωαβίτι,δοϊ καϊ'ΑρηΧίτίδος; and others innumerable ||).
The two regions intended ought to be the χώρα
Ανκαονία and the χώρα Φρυγία. Now, Roman
Lycaonia was naturally always designated with
reference to the other half, non-Roman Lycaonia.
One pair of terms would be Lycaonia Antiochiana
(found GIL x. 8660) and Lycaonia Galatica (not
actually found, but it may be assumed confidently
on the analogy of Pontus Galaticus, Phrygia
Galatica) ; another pair of terms would be 'Avrt-
οχιανη (χώρα) as in Ptolemy, and ΤαΧατικη χώρα as
in Ac 1823. The latter pair would be naturally
used by a person speaking inside the country and
not requiring to name it,II the former by a person
outside the country. The Phrygian region of the
Galatic Province was called Φρυγία χώρα by St. Luke,
who seems to have always used this form of desig-
nating the various regions of the province (but
those who prefer to treat Φρυγία as a noun in 1823

may take the same sense from the noun as from

* «ατά as in Ac 27? ; Thuc. vi. 65 and 104 ; Herod, i. 76.
t ίχα-τοντάρχην psyteuvaptov, Sterrett, Epigraphic Journey,

No. 92, who wrongly alters to [λ\ίγ. ; Prof. O. Hirschfeld
accepts the reading given above (and in the copy), see Berlin
Akad. Sitzungsber. 1893, p. 421.

X In that passage the two parts of Lycaonia (Galatica and
Antiochiana) are opposed to each other under the names
Lycaonia and Antiochiana ; they retained distinct names in the
2nd century, but evidently great variety existed in the way of
designating them, and Ptolemy selects an ill-fitting pair of
names.

§ Strabo, who very rarely uses the common article to hold two
nouns together (an example, however, in p. 388), repeats the
article with the second member.

|| Strabo has two other forms, much rarer, χόλαους τό» τι
'Ahpicinxiv xoct το* Ύνρρν,νιχόν, p. 92 ; τό Κρηηχον xact ΙίίΧίλίΧΰ*
xx.) Ί,αρΙωον riXctyos βχθίοι. io-ri, p. 59. In the latter class we can
usually see the intention to treat the whole as a unity made
up of several parts; and the example quoted is so harsh as to
be suspicious in text (if correct, the grammar is much worse
than Strabo's average).

1 The author of Ac 1823 speaks from the point of view of a
person in the country, placing himself alongside of St. Paul.
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ργία with χώρα understood, for in the inscrip-
tions of Antioch the noun is often used to desig-
nate Galatic Phrygia [CIL iii. Suppl. 6818, 6819],
and St. Luke may be allowed to speak as the
people of Antioch wrote). Ac 1823, then, implies
'he made a mission tour* through the Galatic
region (Derbe and Lystra) and the Phrygian
(Iconium and Antioch), stablishing all the dis-
ciples (in all the Galatian Churches).3 f

Ac 166 is more complicated. It describes the
journey from Lystra onwards, i.e. through Galatic
Phrygia. Had the expression been την Φρν-γίαν
χώραν, there would have been less doubt; but the
author, wishing to bring out with minute accuracy
that his meaning was restricted to the Galatic part
of the large country of Phrygia, added a second
adjective to express ' the Region that is Phrygian
and Galatic/ i.e. 'which was geographically
Phrygia, but politically Galatia.' t The verse, then,
implies 'they made a mission tour* through the
Phrygo-Galatic Region (Iconium and Antioch), [but
no farther], because they were forbidden to speak
the word in Asia (which they entered immediately
on going onward from Antioch).'

It is objected that this view is too complicated
and artificial; but the complicacy arises from our
being forced to write a lost page of history con-
cerning an obscure corner of the empire, before we
can interpret the language of an author who
assumes that we are as familiar as he was with
the terminology of his own time. Asterius, bishop
of Amasia in Pontus Galaticus 400 A.D., under-
stood 1823 exactly in this way, for in paraphrasing
it he uses the words, την Ανκαονίαν και ras της
Φριτγίας πόλεις {Horn, viii., Migne, Patrolog. Grcec.
vol. xl.). This testimony of a man familiar with
the topography of Asia Minor should have great
weight; and Zahn is not justified in setting it
aside as a false inference, into which Asterius was
betrayed by taking Antioch in Ac 1822 as Pisidian
Antioch. Asterius places the journey through
Lycaonia and Phrygia immediately before the
visit to Asia (Ac 191), and therefore evidently
understood την Τάλατικην χώραν καϊ Φρνγίαν in t h a t
sense. No mere error about Antioch explains such
a rendering of 1823. We have here a distinct testi-
mony by an ancient authority in favour of the
view stated in this section. W. M. RAMSAY.

GALATIANS (Γαλάτσι), used only in Gal 31.
I. According to the majority of scholars, it denotes

the people of Galatia Proper, a mixed population,
consisting of a minority descended from the three
Gaulish tribes, and a large majority of the ancient
population, Phrygians west or the Halys, Cappa-
docians east of that river, with an intermixture
of Greeks, Romans, and Jews. In the great cities,
such as Ancyra, the Phrygians, etc., probably con-
stituted the overwhelming majority, while Gauls
were found there only as a small aristocratic caste ;
but in country parts the Gauls were more numerous.
That is the usual sense of the term G., and needs
no proof. On the character of these Gauls, their
position as a small conquering caste of barbarians
among a more numerous and more educated
population, and their relation to that older popula-
tion, see GALATIA I.

The general population of North Galatia was
summed up as Galatai in ordinary ancient usage.
But this term had no ethnological implication ; it
did not mean that the people so designated were

* On this sense of &$?λ0£ν, see Expositor, May 1895, p. 385 ff.
t Such is the reading of RV, Tischendorf, Westcott and Hort,

etc. But probably Lightfoot was right (Biblical Essays, p. 235),
that the TR and A V represent the correct reading here.

X This cannot justly be interpreted as describing any other
country than the region of Antioch, Apollonia, and Iconium ;
but Salmon, while translating by these words, interprets them as
describing part of Galatia Proper (Smith, J)B p. 1105).

all of Gallic descent, for it is doubtful whether so
much as five per cent, of the total population waa
of Gallic origin, and it is practically certain that,
in the great cities, an even smaller proportion ot
the population was of Gallic descent.* The name
Galatai meant really no more than 'people of
Galatia,' though the usual ethnological fiction
crept in, and Phrygians and Greeks were feigned
to be of the three tribes, just as the composite
province Asia was called an 'έθνος (see p. 87b). It is
quite unjustifiable to suppose that tne Churches
addressed by St. Paul, even if they were situated
in North-Galatian cities, consisted of persons of
Gallic blood to any important extent: the proba-
bility is that such Galatian Christians would be to
a very large extent free from any mixture of Gallic
blood. Only in that form of the North-Galatian
theory which is advocated by Dr. Zockler is it
admissible to suppose that the Christian Galatians
were to some extent Gauls (see p. 81, 84 f.). The
historical review given under GALATIA, and the
authorities quoted there, furnish the proof of the
statements here made.

The origin of the peculiar Greek word Γαλάτη
is doubtful; it probably arose among the Greek
settlers on the Gallic coast at Massalia or Massilia,
and means, according to Holder (Sprachschatz),
' noble,' while Galli means ' warlike.' Three terms
occur in Greek writers, and it was only at a later
period and in a half-hearted way that a distinction
was drawn between Γαλάται as the people of
Galatia in Asia, Γάλλοι as the people or Gaul or
France, and Κέλται as the generic name of all
cognate tribes whether found in these two coun-
tries or elsewhere; the last of these distinctions,
which is universal among modern writers, can
hardly be traced, even in embryo, among the
ancients (though the use of Κελτικό s in Strab. vii.
5. 2, p. 314, approximates to it); but the Romans
began sooner to appreciate the convenience of the
distinction between Galli and Galatce in political
usage, and the geographers adopted it from them
by degrees (traces of it appear in Strabo).

II. It is maintained by other scholars, that,
corresponding to the term Galatia Provincial
there was a Roman term Galatce, indicating the
body of provincials. It was necessary in official
and legal usage to have a term designating the
entire population of a province ; and the term was
always the ethnic derived from the official name
of the province. Thus all the inhabitants of
Africa were Afri {e.g. Juvenal, viii. 120 ; Pliny,
Epist. ii. 11. 2), of Hispania Bsetica Bcetici (Pliny,
Epist. iii. 9. 3, etc.), and so on, even though
several nations inhabited each province, some of
which, e.g. Carthaginians or Greeks, regarded
themselves as far superior to barbarian Afri, etc.
The Romans used these generic terms when it
was necessary to describe as a class the whole
population; but ' the same writer who at one
time and from one point of view summed up the
population of Sicilia Provincia as Siculi, would at
another time and for another purpose pointedly
emphasize the Greek character and origin of the
people of Syracuse or Messana,' and would dis-
tinguish them from the Siculi as a different race.t
Similarly, the term Galatce was for purposes of
generalization employed by the Romans to sum
up the entire population of the province Galatia ; X
but its use in this way is determined by the pur-

* Slaves Sosias, Maiphateis, etc., called Γαλώτα< in Delphic
inscriptions, are by race Phrygian (Expositor, August 1898).

t See Studia Biblica, iv. p. 26 ff., for a fuller discussion (which,
according to Zahn [Einleitung, p. 130], * ausfiihrlich und iiber-
zeugend handelt hievon').

X For example, Tacitus speaks of levies from the provinces of
Galatia and Cappadocia, sometimes as habiti per Gatatiam
Cappadociamque dilectus (Ann. xiii. 35), sometimes, with hia
usual love of variation in language, as Galatarum Cappa·
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pose and views of the speaker. Three points are
involved in this use of the term: (1) the speaker or
writer is generalizing about a set of inhabitants of
the province; (2) he has not in mind any thought
of the racial character—as Phrygians, Pisidians,
Galatians, etc.—of the persons addressed ; (3) he
is speaking from the Roman point of view. All
these three points are united in Gal 31. (1) St.
Paul is addressing in a generalizing style people of
two cities in Phrygia and two in Lycaonia, viz. the
members of the four 'Churches of Galatia.' If it
is possible to speak of the ' Churches of Galatia,'
it must from the same point of view be possible to
classify the members as 'Galatians.' (2) There is
here no thought of racial character, only of classify-
ing a group of towns by their common character,
and no common characteristic lies so near as their
common Roman relation. The policy of Rome was
to prevent the subject cities from uniting with one
another, and to unite them all closely to herself;
and their Roman relationship exists only in virtue
of their forming part of a Roman province. Hence
analogies from modern divisions, such as English
counties, which opponents of this interpretation of
the term G. bring forward, are inapposite: a
native of an English county does not rank as a
Briton in virtue of his belonging to the county,
but a native of the province Galatia ranked as a
member of the Roman Empire in virtue of his
belonging to the province. Similarly, a modern
governor might sum up members of a Society with
branches in New Brunswick and Ontario as
' Canadians/ though even here the parallel is not
complete, for New Brunswick was a part of the
British Empire before it was federated with
Canada, but Lycaonia was governed by a native
prince before it was incorporated in the province
Galatia. (3) Paul, the civis Bomanus, naturally
spoke from the Roman point of view. His whole
career shows how thoroughly he accepted the
existing political facts and inculcated loyal sub-
mission to the reigning power. He classified his
Churches according to the provinces, Achaia,
Macedonia, Asia, Galatia. Especially after the
decision in favour of religious freedom pronounced
by Gallio, he recognized, also, that the liberal
Roman administration was his ally against the
Jews.* But, from the outset, the Pauline teach-
ing was, as a practical force in society, tending to
produce certain results, which the Roman policy
also aimed at, viz. (1) spread of the Greek lan-
guage as being used in the Christian books;
(2) revolt against the power of the great religious
centres with their colleges of priests ; (3) educa-
tion of the people; (4) development of a feeling
of unity among members of different nations, i.e.
destruction of national separation.f

But would the people of Pisidia and Lycaonia be
willing to accept the title Galatse ? It has been
maintained that this is incredible, and that the
burden of proof lies with those who assert that the
names Lycaonian or Pisidian or Phrygian would
ever be disowned by natives of that country. But
two of the four Churches were in Roman cities,
Colonice Romance; to judge from the analogy of
colonia Corinth with its numerous Roman names
(see CORINTH, p. 480b), there were almost certainly
some Romans in the Churches: could these be
addressed as Lycaonians? And the non-Roman
population of a colonia shared in the honour of
documque auxilia (Ann. xv. 6); and Syncellus, depending on
an older authority, after mentioning the province Galatia, says
that Augustus imposed taxes on the G., obviously meaning the
whole people of the province.

* From this point of view, the composition of Gal should be
placed after the trial before Gallio, rather than (as Zahn, Ein-
leitung, § 12, puts it) before that event: perhaps at Antioch

t See Zahn, Einleitung, § 11, A 4 (St. Paul the Trav. p.
130 ff.).

their city. The provincials, with Oriental facility,
adopted the Roman ideas and titles, and learned
to contemn the uneducated barbarians outside the
pale of the empire, to pride themselves on being
civilized and Romanized, and to adopt as marks of
honour Roman names: thus the four Pauline
Churches were at Claudio-Derbe, Colonia Julia
Felix Gemina Lystra (sometimes with exaggerated
Roman feeling, Lustra), Claudio-Iconium,* and
Colonia Csesareia Antiochia. To cities which were
proud of titles like these, it is surely beyond
dispute that the national names, Phrygian or
Lycaonian or Pisidian, were far less honourable
than the provincial title. Among the Romans a
national designation, Phryx, Afer, Syrus, etc.,
was a slave's name; and among both Greeks and
Romans the Phrygians were known as a race of
slaves, f The Roman Empire, moreover, which
brought peace and fair government after centuries
of Avar and oppression, was immensely popular in
the Asiatic provinces.

Accordingly, the possibility that St. Paul should
address a group of Christians in two Roman colonies
and two half-Romanized cities of the province
Galatia as ' Galatians,' must be admitted. Whether
he actually did so, is a matter of interpretation of
Gal and Acts.

The general type of religion and manners among
the population of the Phrygian and Lycaonian
cities seems to have been much the same : it was
found also in the great North-Galatian cities
like Ancyra and Pessinus (see GALATIA I.); and
the Gentiles addressed in Gal, Eph, Col are of
that type. A highly elaborate religious system
reigned over the country. Superstitious devotion
to an artificial system of rules, and implicit obedi-
ence to the directions of the priests (cf. Gal 43"11),
were universal among the uneducated native
population. The priestly hierarchy at the great
religious centres, hiera, expounded the will of the
god to his worshippers.ΐ Thus the government
was a theocracy; and the whole system, with its
prophets, priests, religious law, punishments inflicted
by the god for infractions of the ceremonial law,
warnings and threats, and the set of superstitious
minutise, presented a remarkable and real resem-
blance in external type to the old Jewish ceremonial
and religious rule. It is not until this is properly-
apprehended that Gal 43"11 becomes clear and natural.
Paul in that passage implies that the Judaizing
movement of the Christian Galatians is a recurrence
to their old heathen type. After being set free from
the bonds of a hard ceremonial law, they were putting
themselves once more into the bonds of another
ceremonial law, equally hard. In their action
they were showing themselves senseless (ανόητοι.
Gal 31), devoid of the educated mind that could
perceive the real nature of things. There is an
intentional emphasis in the juxtaposition of ανόητοι
with Γαλάται, for it was the more educated party,
opposed to the native superstition, that would most
warmly welcome the provincial title ; hence the
address, 'senseless G.,' already anticipates the
longer expostulation (43"11), 'G. who are sinking
from the educated standard to the ignorance and
superstition of the native religion.'

Further, the great strength of the Jews in the
cities of South Galatia and South Phrygia had
produced a peculiar mixed type of religion. The
Phrygian religion of Sabazios formed the founda-
tion on which this mixed type was built up.

* Created a colonia by Hadrian; older authorities say it was
made a colonia by Claudius, and Zahn (Einleitung, p. 136)
wrongly follows them.

f As Mommsen points out, the national designation as
Lycaonian or Phrygian was the servile designation applied
to slaves, horses, and marines (classiarii), who were originally
servile (Hermes, 1884, p. 33 ff.).

t Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, i. 134 ff., 147 ff., 94 ff., etc.
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Sabazios was identified with the Jewish Sabaoth ;
and the Most High God {debs υψίστου) was adored
in a form strongly influenced by Jewish elements,
but yet in many cases indubitably pagan. Purely
Jewish references to the 0eos νψίστο? also occur,
and are to be distinguished from the mixed
worship. Considerable sections of the Phrygian
people, especially in the centre and south, were
affected by the semi-Jewish, semi-pagan cult; and,
as M. Cumont observes in his admirable paper,
Hypsistos {Supplement ά la Bevue de Vinstruction
publ. en Belg. 1897): 'ces milieux, tout penetres
d'idees bibliques sans £tre etroitement attaches a
la loi judaique, constituaient un terrain fecond
pour la predication chretienne, et Ton s'explique
mieux, en tenant compte de cette situation, que
la foi nouvelle, ait opere plus de conversions en
Asie Mineure, que dans toute autre region.' The
remark which M. Cumont makes about Asia Minor
in general applies with most force to those districts
where the Jews were specially strong. See also
Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, i. pp. 667-676,
also pp. 388, 533, 538, 566, etc. ; Schurer in Theol.
Littztg. 1897, p. 506. W. M. RAMSAY.

GALATIANS, EPISTLE TO THE.—i. AUTHOR-
SHIP.—The Pauline origin of this Epistle has never
been called in question by a critic of first-rate
importance, and until recently has never been
questioned at all. In the early part of the 2nd
cent, it formed a part of Marcion's Apostolicon.
A little later it was included in the Syr. and Old
Lat. VSS, and was recognized by the Muratorian
Canon. It is cited as the work of St. Paul by
Irenreus (in. vi. 5, in. xvi. 3, y. xxi. 1), by Cle-
ment of Alexandria (Strom, iii. 16); and it is
quoted by Justin Martyr (Dial. c. 95; Oratio, 5)
and by Athenagoras (Legatio, c. 16). And while
the echoes of its language which have been detected
in Clement, Barnabas, Ignatius, and Hennas, are
somewhat dull and doubtful, a clear reference
to the Ep. occurs in Polycarp (Phil. 5), eidores οΰν
6TL 6 Oebs ού μνκτηρί^ται (Gal 67), and almost cer-
tainly in the words (c. 3), ήτις έστϊν μήτηρ πάντων
ημών (cf. Gal 42β).

The internal evidence is irresistible. It has
been felt that it is a real person who speaks in
the Ep., a person engaged with earnestness and
vehemence in a critical conflict. A Paulinist of
the 2nd cent, would not be likely to dwell upon the
fact that his master's apostleship had been called in
question, or to represent some of his earliest and
most highly prized conquests from heathenism as
slipping through his fingers. Esp. does the subject
discussed in the Ep. speak for its early date. It is
a polemical tract, a contribution to a controversy
which was raging at the time of its appearance.
As Gloel says, it is not a sermon, it is not a
treatise, it is a sword-cut, delivered in the hour of
greatest danger by a combatant who is assaulted
by determined foes. The question, then, is, When
was there any risk of Gentile Christians being
compelled to submit to circumcision ? It is idle to
look for such a danger in any generation subse-
quent to the year A.D. 70. Before that time there
already existed throughout the empire strong
Gentile churches of uncircumcised members. And
if this letter is part of a conflict against real and
not imaginary dangers, a place must be found for it
in the earliest years of Gentile admission to the
Christian Church. It can surprise no one that this
admission should have been won only by conflict.
To discard Mosaism might well seem to the Jews
to be equivalent to discarding religion. The sur-
prising thing is that the Gentiles were led to
liberty by a Hebrew of the Hebrews. But what
brought St. Paul to the front was not merely that
he had been appointed Apostle and Defender of

the Faith to the Gentiles, but much more that he
perceived that this was a conflict involving the
very existence of Christianity. Was Christ suffi-
cient for salvation, or must other things be added ?
This was the question which St. Paul saw to be
involved in the question of circumcision. To his
eye it was an alternative, Circumcision or the
Cross. And this Ep. bears upon it the marks of
having been written in the very heat of this con-
flict. But if so, then it can have proceeded from
no other hand than that of the man whose life was
spent in the service and defence of the Gentiles.

The first assault upon its authenticity was made by Bruno
Bauer in 1850 (Kritik der Paul. Briefe). This critic maintained
that it was a compilation from Ro and Co, intended to correct
the false impression of St. Paul conveyed by the Acts. In 1886
Pierson and Naber published their Verisimilia. Laceram concli-
tionem NT exemplis illustrarunt et ab origine repetierunt
(Amstelodami), which has been well rendered 'The NT in
Tatters.' They allege that the Epistles known as Pauline were
really compiled by Paulus Episcopus (Paul the Bishop), who
made use of letters or parts of letters which had already been
addressed to Gentile churches by a missionary of reformed and
spiritualized Judaism. This theory discredited its authors
rather than the Epp. of Paul. (See Steck, Der Galaterbrief;
Kuenen, ThT, xx. (1886) 491 ff., included in the Gesammelte
Abhandlungen, tr<* by Budde, 1894, pp. 330-369; Van Manen in
the Jahrbiicher fur Protest. Theol. 1887 ; Zahn in Zeitschriftf.
Kirchliche Wissenschaft, 1889). Loman (Qucestiones Paulince,
Amsterdam, 1882-86) supposed that the four great Epistles of
St. Paul were written in his name to recommend universalistic
Christianity in opp. to the original Christianity, which had been
a Jewish Messianic movement centring in a mythical Jesus.
Paul was not wholly mythical, but the canonical Paul was.

Scarcely more serious or plausible than those assaults was
that of Rudolf Steck of Bern, who, in 1888, published at Berlin
his small volume, entitled Der Galaterbrief nach seiner Echtheit
untersucht nebst kritischen Bemerkungen zu den paulinischen
Hauptbriefen. In this publication Steck aimed at proving
that the sketch of primitive church history offered by the
Tubingen school was as little in correspondence with fact as the
outline given in the Bk of Ac, and that the four principal Epp.
of St. Paul are as little entitled to be considered genuine as the
smaller Epp. Baur had contented himself with saying, ' There
has never been the slightest suspicion cast upon these four Epp.
They bear on themselves so incontestable the character of Pauline
originality that it is not possible for critical doubt to be exer-
cised upon them with any show of reason.' Very good, says
Steck, but where does Baur learn the marks of ' Pauline origin-
ality ' ? Is he not perilously near a petitio principii ? He rejects
Ac as a true picture of Paul's character : whence, then, does he
receive the true impression ? Accordingly, Steck applies to Gal
the Tubingen method, and finds that it is not genuine. Much
has been derived from Ro, but it betrays a more fully developed
Paulinism; and the borrowed expressions appear in Gal as
stones from an old house built into a new wall. The date must
be subsequent to A.D. 70, because Jerus. is said to be in bondage (!).
The inviting of attention to the large letters in which Paul
writes is a manifest attempt to palm off the Ep. as Pauline.
This criticism was answered from the Tubingen side by Holsten
and Holtzmann; but by far the most effective reply is to be
found in GloeTs Die jilngste Kritik des Galaterbriefes auf ihre
Berechtigung geprilft (Erlangen, 1890). See also Lindemann's
Die Echtheit der Paulinischen Hauptbriefe gegen Steck's Urn-
sturzversuch vertheidigt. Steck was followed by Volter, who
attempted to show {Die Komposition d. Paul. Hauptbriefe,
Tubingen, 1890) that Gal is spurious and dependent on Ro
and 1 and 2 Co. [A full account of these assaults upon the
genuineness and integrity of Gal is given by Knowling in his
Witness of the Epistles, pp. 133-243. See also Clemen, Die
Einheitlichkeit der Paul. Briefe (Gottingen, 1894), pp. 100-
125; and, on the other side, van Manen in Expos. Times, Feb.,
March, April, 1898].

ii. THE PERSONS ADDRESSED.—These are desig-
nated (I2) 'the churches of Galatia.' Alone among
the Epp. of St. Paul this is addressed, not to an in-
dividual or to any single church, but to a group
of churches. Where are we to look for these
churches? For the name 'Galatia' has a wider
and a narrower application (see GALATIA). Are
' the churches of G.' to be sought for in the geo-
graphically limited district inhabited by the Celtic
Galatians, or in the wider region comprehended
in the Rom. province, G. ? The majority of critics
hold that as in the Bk of Ac the term G. is used in
the narrower sense to denote the district of G.
proper, or original, so this Ep. is addressed to
the churches of that remote country, which prob-
ably existed in the towns of Ancyra, Pessinus,
Germa, and Tavium in the N., and not to the
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churches of Antioch, Iconium, Lystra, and Derbe
in the S. Such is the opinion, e.g., of Weiss,
Lipsius, Sieffert, Lightfoot, Davidson, and Godet.
On the other hand, the claims of provincial G.
have been advocated by such critics as Kenan and
Perrot in France; Mynster, Weizsacker, Hausrath,
Zahn, and Pfleiderer in Germany. And this
opinion has recently been reinforced by the ad-
hesion of Prof. W. M. Ramsay, whose personal
knowledge of Asia Minor and acquaintance with
its history lend great weight to his judgment.

There are three sources from which light upon this question
may be sought: the Bk of Ac, the other Pauline Epp., and this
Epistle itself. In the Bk of Ac (1314-1424) we possess a pretty
full account of the foundation of churches in S. G., although it
is to be noted that the writer uses the ethnographical names,
Lycaonia and Pisidia, and not the political designation of the
district, G. On the other hand, no account is given nor any
notice taken of the founding of churches in N. G. And this
silence is not sufficiently accounted for by the fact that at the
time of the presumed founding of these churches St. Luke was
not St. Paul's companion, for other events of which St. Luke was
not an eye-witness are fully described. But if St. Luke joined St.
Paul immediately after the apostle had been so warmly received
and so successfully engaged in N. G., as by the Ir^pothesis he had
been, then certainly it is strange that no notice should be taken
of so remarkable a mission. No sure conclusion can be based on
this silence, but it is more likely that a letter should have been
addressed to churches regarding which we have some informa-
tion than to those of which St. Luke tells us nothing. For it is
to be considered that St. Luke must have known the intense
interest which St. Paul took in the churches thus addressed, and
would naturally have informed himself and others about them.

The passage in the Bk of Ac (164-8) in which St. Paul's route
from Derbe and Lystra to Troas is described, has been claimed
both by the advocates of the N. G. and by the upholders of
the S. G. theory. According to Ramsay {Church in Rom.
Emp. pp. 74-111), this journey was described by one who wrote
under the immediate influence of St. Paul himself. It must
therefore be accepted as exact and intelligible. Antioch in
Pisidia may be taken as the starting-point, for probably it was
while in that city, and while he was making arrangements for
passing westwards through Asia to Ephesus, that it was made
plain to him that he must not at this time proclaim Christ
in Asia. Instead of going W., therefore, he turned to the N.
' And they passed through Phrygia and the region of G.,' and
so reached Mysia. Now, it is not to be denied that if any one
was so minded it was possible to go from Antioch to Pessinus
in G., and from Pessinus to Germa, and at that point to form
the design of entering Bithynia. But in this case the force of
the topographical notice, that it was when they had come over
against Mysia that they proposed to enter Bithynia, is entirely
lost.

Accordingly, Prof. Ramsay proposes another route, following
the road which runs N.W., and not the road which runs N.E.
This road would have led St. Paul and his party into Bithynia,
but when they came so far N. as to be opposite Mysia, that is to
say, as to have it lying to their left, ' the Spirit of Jesus suffered
them not' to enter Bithynia, and therefore, turning to the W.,
they skirted the southern border of Mysia, and so came to Troas.
Certainly, this gives a route that has great probability in its
favour. For (1) any one proposing to go from Lystra and Derbe
to Bithynia would naturally go by the road passing through
Dorylaion, and from this road, or any part of it, it would be out
of the way to enter G. proper. And (2) to use Prof. Ramsay's
words, 'From N. G. no possible route to Bithynia could be
said to bring a traveller to a point ' over against Mysia,' still
less ' to the frontier of Mysia.' Another strong point in favour
of this route and undelayed journey is this, that in vvA 7 (Ac
16) a single definite journey is described. The statement, ' They
passed through Phrygia . . . and when they came opposite
Mysia,' seems to leave no room for any such mission in G. as is
required by the N. Gal. theory. It is not easily credible that
had St. Paul intercalated into this journey a digression east-
wards of about 300 miles into N. G., so important a mission
would have been passed over in silence.

This theory, however, implies a rendering and a construc-
tion of Ac 166 to which exception has been taken. This verse,
as it stands in modern editions, reads thus: ΙύλΟον δε την
Φρυγία,ν xou Υχ-λαιτιχην χώροιν, χωλνθίντεζ υπΊ του Αγίου Ώνίΰμ,κτοί
λα,λίηο-οίΐ τον λόγον ίν τγ Ασία.. Prof. Ramsay contends t h a t
Φρνγία,ν is here an adj.,'not a substantive, and that the designa-
tion τγν . . . χώρα,ν means 'the country to which the epithets
Phrygian and Galatic apply,' ' the Phrygo-Galatic territory.'
This country, Phrygia-Galatica, lies in the southern part of the
Rom. province G., and includes Iconium, Lystra, and Antioch
of Pisidia. But in the only other passages in which St. Luke
mentions Phrj'gia (Ac 210 and 18*3) he uses Φρυγία, as a sub-
stantive. In the latter of these passages the expression την
Τα,λα,τιχΥ,ν χύραν κοά Φρυγία,ν throws l ight on 166. i t may be
inferred that in both passages he had the same tract of country
in view, and that as in 1823 Φρυγία, is a substantive, so it is
in 166. And as it is grammatically possible to render the dis-
puted phrase * Phrygia and the Gal. country,' it becomes very
doubtful whether Prof. Ramsay's rendering is tenable.

It has also been supposed that the use of the phrase ' the Gal.
country,' and the avoidance of the simple * Galatia,' implies or

suggests that St. Luke may have wished thus to indicate that
he was speaking of the whole land that could be called ' Gala-
tian,' rather than of the smaller country which originally was
known as G. This is plausible. But it may be that the writer
wished to indicate that rural districts as well as cities were
evangelized by St. Paul (see 146).

Again, Prof. Ramsay's construction requires a somewhat
unusual and difficult relation of the participle χνλυθίντες to the
main verb ΰύλθον. The natural construction undoubtedly is
that which RV has adopted, involving that St. Paul and the
rest passed through Phrygia and G. in consequence of having
been prevented from preaching in Asia. But Prof. Ramsay
maintains that the sequence of the verbs as they stand in the
sentence is the sequence of time: ' (1) they went through the
Phrygo-Galatic land ; (2) they were forbidden to speak in Asia;
(3) they came over against Mysia; (4) they essayed to go into
Bithynia; (5) the Spirit suffered them not; (6) they passed
through Mysia; (7) they came to Troas.'

In this uncertainty the suggestion of Dr. Gifford (Expositor,
July 1894) is worthy of consideration. He supposes that the
Phrygian and Gal. country is the borderland between the two
countries, the E. edge of Phrygia and the W. strip of G. Leav-
ing Antioch, St. Paul, instead of going W. to Ephesus in Asia
as apparently he had intended, went northwards through the
Phrygian-Gal, borderland with the purpose of entering Bithynia ;
but when he came opposite Mysia he was compelled to turn W.
to the coast.

In the other Epp. of St. Paul we find one significant allusion
to 'the churches of G.,' 1 Co 161 'Concerning the collection for
the saints as I gave order unto the churches of G., so do ye.'
Now, if by this designation we are to understand the churches
of N. G. exclusively, then how is it that the churches of the S.,
which he so repeatedly visited and cherished, were not included
in this great scheme of beneficence ? On this allusion to * the
churches of G.' Dr. Plummer has the following just observation :
'We are not entitled to conclude that because St. Luke, when
historically relating the course of St. Paul's journeys, describes
the places visited by their precise geographical designations, St.
Paul may not have used the word G. in a wide sense when in
want of a word to include all the churches which he had founded
in the Rom. province of G. In fact, if he had wished to include
under one designation the churches of Antioch, Iconium, Derbe,
and Lystra, together possibly with others in the adjacent
district, it is hard to say what other term he could have used.
There is . . . no certain evidence that St. Paul founded churches
in G. proper; if he did, these, of course, would be included among
the churches of G. But the question is whether we are bound to
understand St. Paul's use of the word as excluding all churches
save those of G. proper? Now, it is not likely either that
when he was organizing a collection for the poor Christians of
Jerus., he would omit to appeal to the churches in the Gal.
province with which his relations were so intimate, or that
he would leave those churches unmentioned when writing to
Corinth.'

In the Ep. itself (413-15) there occurs an allusion to the
circumstances in which he first preached the gospel to the
churches now addressed, ο'ίΰα,τε in fo' ά,ο-θίναα,ν τ%ζ σα-ρχος
ίυν,γγίΚισά,μ.Υ,ν ύμ,Ίν το πρότερον, which can only mean, ' y o u know
that it was on account of an infirmity of my flesh I formerly
preached to you.' This statement implies that he was weak
and ill when in the district referred to, and that but for this
weakness he would not have preached in it. Prof. Ramsay in-
geniously construes the situation thus: While on his first
journey St. Paul caught a fever at Perga, and as its natural
cure a change to the higher and purer air of Antioch was pre-
scribed. He reached Antioch with traces of illness upon him,
and with liability to its recurrence. This is possible ; but may
not the ' weakness' have been connected with the stoning he
suffered at Lystra ? It was after this stoning, which must have
left very obvious marks upon him, that he preached in Derbe,
Lystra itself, Iconium, and Antioch (Ac 1419-23). in this case,
as in the course of events suggested by Prof. Ramsay, το
πρότιρον receives its proper sense, 'on the former of my two
visits.'*

But whatever the weakness was, and however incurred, the
fact remains that it afforded him an opportunity of preaching in
a district where he had no intention of preaching: a district,
therefore, which lay on the road to some more attractive field
of operation. Now, it will scarcely do to say that G. proper lay
on the road to nowhere, for, as we have seen, St. Paul had a
desire to enter Bithynia, and might, because debarred from Asia,
have chosen to pass through the western edge of G. on his way
to the more northern province. It seems, therefore, as easy to
construe this expression in keeping with the N. Galatian theory
as with the S. Galatian.

We find from the Ep. itself that emissaries from Jems, had
appeared among the Gal. churches, and it has been argued that
such persons would scarcely have penetrated so far into the
interior of Asia Minor as the N. Gal. theory supposes. But this
is both to misconceive the accessibility of the region and to
underrate the eager propagandism of the Jew and the antipathy
to St. Paul. It is more to the purpose to point to 5H and to
find in it an allusion to the circumcision of Timothy, which was
well known among the S. Gal. churches, and might naturally
be used as a handle against St. Paul, and a ground of charging
him with inconsistency.

*The Greek interpreters understood the ία-θενύ» of per-
secution. Theodoret, e.g., s a y s : χα,ίτοι πολλών ϊφερον i*i του
σώμ,α.τος ίτιμ,ίχν, κιχιζόμίϊοί xoti ο-τρ$βλουμίνος tea,) μ,υρία. ΰνομ,ίνων
hi
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The internal evidence which the Ep. bears, that it was ad-
dressed to Celts, cannot be regarded as trustworthy. Lightfoot
and others have collected very interesting notices of the Celtic
character, their sensuousness and impulsiveness, and so forth,
and have adduced from the Ep. illustrations of these qualities
which are certainly striking. But although these might serve
as corroborative evidence to an otherwise strong argument, the
insecurity of founding upon them is at once apparent when it is
considered how difficult it is to grasp national character, and
when we reflect that the Celtic character produces types so
diverse as the Irish, the Welsh, and the Highlanders of Scot-
land.

iii. OCCASION OF THE EPISTLE.—The Galatians
had received St. Paul with extraordinary demon-
strations of friendliness (415). They had felicitated
themselves on their good fortune in having him
for their guest, and they had received his gospel
as a message from heaven, or as if Christ Jesus
Himself had come among them (414). Churches
had been formed, and they 'ran bravely' (57).
That a second visit had been paid to these churches
before this letter was written, is the natural infer-
ence from some expressions which occur in it. The
τό irpbrepov of 413 might merely mean * formerly,'
and not definitely * on the former of two occa-
sions ' ; neither is the expression of the 16th
verse decisive (ώστε £χθρο$ ύμων yiyova άληθεύων
νμίν), for it is possible that in these words he might
be merely alluding to the change of feeling to-
wards him produced by the representations of
his enemies, or anticipating the resentment this
letter itself might occasion. But when he uses
such expressions as those which occur in I 9

and 53, and which point to emphatic warnings
uttered when he was among them, it would appear
that such warnings are incongruous with the cir-
cumstances of his first visit, and must be referred
to a second, when he perceived symptoms of de-
fection from the gospel he had proclaimed.

The symptoms he had observed rapidly de-
veloped. They were moving away from the free
standing of faith to the bondage of the law ; they
were being circumcised, observing days and new
moons and other seasons, and returning to the
weak and beggarly elements from which St. Paul
believed they had escaped (I6 49·10 53). In this
retrograde movement St. Paul sees a renunciation
of grace, a virtual renunciation of Christ (54). He
still tried to persuade himself that irreparable
damage had not yet been done (510); but assuredly
the evil leaven was working among them, and * a
little leaven leaveneth the whole lump' (59).

This sad change had been wrought by the
Judaizing party, and apparently in great part by
one individual. This individual seems to have
been a personage of some distinction. He exerted
a fascinating power over the Galatians (31), and
apparently claimed to speak with authority (I8).
Whether St. Paul actually knew him is doubtful
(see 59 oVns έαν %, and 57 and 31): that he knew
him by name may be taken for granted.

No special reason need be sought to account for
the Judaizing party having emissaries in G. The
question of the relation of Gentile Christians to
the Jewish law was sure, sooner or later, to emerge
in every church in which there were any Jewish
Christians. Must a Gentile enter Christianity
through Judaism? and to what extent is the
Mosaic law binding on Gentiles ?—these questions
must be answered, and the battle between legalism
and liberty fought through to the end. Super-
ficially, the Judaizers, who maintained that to
become a Christian a man must also become a
Jew, had a great deal to say for themselves. The
law was a divine institution. The promises had
been given to Abraham and his seed. The Messiah
was the Messiah of the Jews. Jesus Himself had
been circumcised, and had kept the whole law.
The original apostles did the same. Was not this
an obvious and infallible example ? Besides, if the

Gentile converts were not to keep the law, how
were they to escape from the immoralities in
which they had been brought up ? And who was
this Paul who taught them to neglect the law ?
What claim had he to be considered an apostle 1
He did not keep company with Christ while on
earth, as the others had done; he was not called,
as they had been, to the apostolate by the Lord
in His lifetime; he had no external authentication
of himself, like their letters of commendation from
the mother-church at Jerusalem. The Judaizers
did not scruple even to speak slightingly of his
appearance, and to insinuate that his motives
were impure and his conduct inconsistent with his
teaching. When it suited him he practised circum-
cision, as in the case of Timothy. If, therefore,
he had not enjoined it on the Galatians, it was
through a desire to please men (δ11 I10).

All personal abuse and calumny Sfc. Paul could
no doubt have overlooked ; what he could not
overlook was the Judaizing adulteration or sub-
version of the gospel of Christ. And the very
speciousness of the arguments used, and the char-
acteristic zeal for the law displayed by the
Judaizers, all the more emphatically inspired St.
Paul with the feeling that the crisis was of tre-
mendous moment, and that his life-work among
the Gentiles hung in the balance. For not only
was he aware that to demand circumcision and
impose the whole Mosaic law on the Gentile
world, was to undertake a hopeless task, but
also he perceived that it would obscure the
gospel of Christ. He saw, as apparently no other
man of influence saw, that to represent anything
else than the cross of Christ as essential to salva-
tion, was really to affirm that the cross alone was
not sufficient. St. Paul recognized that it was
either the law or Christ; that a man could not be
justified by both. * Behold, I Paul say unto
you, that if ye receive circumcision, Christ will
profit you nothing' (52); ' ye are severed from
Christ, ye who would be j ustified by the law :
ye are fallen away from grace' (54 κατηρ-γήθητε
άπό Χρίστου o'lTcves 4P ν6μ.φ δικαιούσθε, τη$ χάριτος
εκπέσατε). The importance of the crisis cannot
be over-estimated. ' It really seemed as if the
mighty enthusiasm of Pentecost might sink into
respectable legalism, as if Christianity might be
strangled in its cradle by the iron hand of the
law, as if it might sink into an obscure Jewish
sect, and disappear in the national ruin, instead of
breaking its fetters, spreading its mighty spiritual
pinions, and claiming the universal heaven as its
home' (Bishop Moorhouse, Dangers of the Apos-
tolic Age, p. 21).

DATE OF THE EPISTLE.—The date of the Ep.
has been, and still is, contested. It has been
assigned by different critics to the beginning, to
the close, and to every intermediate stage of its
author's epistolary activity. It stands first in the
canon of Marcion; but there is reason to believe
that this canon was not arranged in chronological
order (Tertul. adv. Marcion. v. 2). One or two
modern scholars, as Michaelis, Koppe, Zahn, have
placed it earliest among the Epp. of St. Paul;
while Koehler and Sehrader consider it the latest
(Davidson, Introd. i. 73). Calvin held that it was
written before the Council at Jerus., and that the
visit to Jerus., which St. Paul relates in Gal 2,
is the same as that which is mentioned in Ac II3 0,
and is not that of Ac 15. This view has received
the powerful advocacy of Prof. Ramsay {Expositor,
Aug. 1895), who argues that the account of the
jaurney in Ac 11. 12 is ' in the most singular
agreement' with the narrative of Gal 2. Hausrath
dogmatically pronounces that the Ep. was written
in the autumn of 53, and on the following ingeni-
ously discovered ground : * As the Gal. are on the
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point of joining with the synagogue in celebrating
the beginning of the sabbatical year (Gal 410),
lasting from Sept. 53 to Sept. 54, the Ep. must
date from the autumn of 53, in which St. Paul
crossed into Macedonia' {Time of the Apostles, iii.
188. Hausrath, of course, holds the S. Gal. theory).
Renan, again, places the Ep. between the second
and third missionary journeys, and dates it from
Antioch.

The majority of continental critics, however,
such as Weiss, Holtzmann, Sieffert, Lipsius, and
Godet, place it very early in the Ephesian resi-
dence, and consequently first of the four great
Epp. In this finding they are considerably influ-
enced by the ούτως ταχέως of I6. This expression,
it is supposed, involves that no long time can
have elapsed between St. Paul's second visit to
the Gal. churches and this letter. Lightfoot,
however, has shown {Gal. pp. 41, 42) that this con-
clusion rests on two erroneous assumptions: (1)
that * so soon' means ' so soon after I left you';
whereas it rather refers to the time of their con-
version ; and (2) that a period so indicated cannot
embrace more than a few months; whereas
1 quickness and slowness are relative terms,' and
the expression might have been used * though a
whole decade of years had passed since they were
first brought to the knowledge of Christianity.'
Warfield, irrespective of the οϋτως ταχέως, finds
reasons for placing the Ep. before the other three
which belong to this period, ' only a few weeks at
most before 1 Co,' i.e. 'about or somewhat earlier
than the passover time of the year A.D. 57.' His
strongest argument is drawn from 1 Co 92 ' If to
others I am not an apostle, yet to you at least I
am,' in which he finds an allusion to the recent
disparagement of St. Paul's arjostleship among the
Galatians. {Journ. of Exegetical Soc. Paper read
in Dec. 1884).

Lightfoot and Salmon bring the Ep. down a few
months later, and date it from Corinth early in the
year A.D. 58. The resemblances between Gal and
2 Co and Ro are obvious. The ideas suggested
in Gal 3 and 4 regarding the Spirit as the promise
of the Father, and as the true emancipator and
sign of sonship, are elaborated in Ro 8. The
impossibility of salvation by works, or of finding
anything but a curse in the law, is taken up again
in Ro and expounded at large. But neither can
there be any doubt regarding the priority of the
Ep. to the Galatians. The similarity and dis-
similarity between the two Epp. are of that kind
which tends to show that the Ep. to the Gal.
could not have been written either after or con-
temporary with the Ep. to the Rom., and that it
was not, therefore, a compendium of i t ; nor is it
probable that it was written very long before it.
See Jowett, St. PauFs Epp.1 i. 240 (2nd ed. om.).

The similarity to 2 Co is also apparent. There
is the same self-defensive tone and the same in-
vective against those teachers who interfered with
his work. In Corinth as well as in G. emissaries
from Jerus. were at work ; but in the Cor. Ep. no
elaborate exposure of their doctrinal error is given.
The conflict between himself and the Judaizers has
not reached the doctrinal stage. And hence it is
argued that the Ep. to the Gal., in which this
stage is reached, and in which, together with a
defence of his apostolic authority, there is also an
elaborate exposure of the error of the Judaizers,
must be later than the 2nd to the Corinthians.
This conclusion, though not certain, is highly
probable.

Recently, however, fresh indications of date
have been pointed out by Ramsay and McGiffert.
The former in his illuminating papers on the Ep.
[Expositor, 1898) argues with much force that it
was written from Antioch at the close of the

second missionary journey (Ac 1822). It was on
that journey St. Paul had circumcised Timothy
(Ac 161"3), and this gave plausibility to the insinua-
tion of the Judaizers that when it suited him he
preached circumcision (Gal 511). It was on that
journey also he delivered to the Galatians the
decrees ordained at Jerus. (Ac 164), and this might
seem to give colour to the allegation that he was
the mere messenger of the higher officials and not
himself an apostle (Gal 1. 2). McGiffert, on the
other hand, thinks it is unquestionable that in
Gal 2 St. Paul is relating events about which the
Galatians had no previous knowledge, at least
from him; while it is incredible that he should
have visited G. subsequent to these events without
speaking of them. On these and other grounds,
therefore, McGiffert {Apostol. Age, pp. 227-8) thinks
it probable that the Ep. was written from Antioch
previous to his departure on the second missionary
journey. Subsequently, the Judaizers, while they
might, as at Antioch, refuse to eat with the
Gentiles, could scarcely urge their circumcision
without seeming to break with the mother-church.

CONTENTS OF THE EPISTLE.—The Epistle divides
itself into three almost equal portions—a personal,
a doctrinal, and a practical. In the first two
chapters St. Paul disposes of the insinuations
which the Judaizers had made against his authority
and standing as an apostle. In the two following
chapters he explains the relation of the law to
Christ, or of Mosaism to Christianity. And in the
closing chapters he refutes the allegation that
liberty and licence are the same.

To the disparagement of his apostolic standing,
and consequently of the gospel he preached, he
makes a threefold reply : (1) He declares himself
to be an apostle, not sent merely from a Chris-
tian community, or commissioned by a human
authority, but by Jesus Christ; and this he proves
by a brief narrative of his movements subsequent
to his conversion, by which it is made apparent
that his gospel could not have been learned from
men (ch. 1). (2) It was only after he had been
preaching for many years that he went at length
to confer with the apostles at Jerus.; and even
then, so far from receiving additional light or
being reprimanded, he received from them ac-
knowledgment and encouragement (21"10). (3) In-
stead of being instructed by the older apostles, or
being obliged to occupy a subordinate place, he
himself had occasion to rebuke St. Peter and
assume the position of instructor (211"21).

Next, St. Paul examines the dogmatic signifi-
cance of the demand that the Gentiles should keep
the whole law. And first he appeals to their own
experience. As Christian men they had received
the Spirit. Had this all - comprehending gift
become theirs by the observance of the law?
They knew it was not so; they had received the
Spirit as a gift. Believing God's offer of the Spirit,
they had accepted what God gave (31'5). Nor was
this an exceptional or novel experience. It was
the same with the typical justified man, Abraham.
Whatever he enjoyed of God's favour he had by
faith (36-9). Indeed, so far from the law having
power to bless, it has only power to curse, and on
this account and from this curse Christ came to
redeem us (310-14). Moreover, hundreds of years
before the law was heard of, the promise had been
given to Abraham, and could not be made of none
effect by any subsequently introduced institution.
The promise held the field. It was given irrespec-
tive of the law, and could not be annulled by it.
And yet the law was not superfluous. It had its
use. It was added to instruct the conscience, that
men might know their sin to be transgression, and
might learn to crave righteousness. It was meant
to stimulate men to crave the coming of the Spirit.
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And thus it served the purpose of a schoolmaster,
or of the guardian who took charge of boys under
age. But when the fulness of time is come the
guardian is no more needed, the full-grown son
having received the spirit of his father (315-47).
Lastly, out of the law itself St. Paul brings proof
that there is a better thing than law, even liberty.
This he does by allegorizing the story of Ishmael
and Isaac.

In the third division of the Ep. (5. 6) St. Paul
proceeds to vindicate Christian liberty against all
aspersions. First of all (51'12), he exhorts the Gal.
to stand fast in their liberty, and to beware of
coming under bondage to minute observances. On
the other hand, he warns them against using this
liberty as an occasion to the flesh (513-610). In a
brief conclusion, written with his own hand in the
large characters which distinguished it from the
more clerkly writing of his amanuensis, he con-
trasts his own devotedness and affectionate at-
titude towards them with the selfish aims of the
Judaizers.

Hence, as Godet says, * This Ep. marks an epoch
in the history of man ; it is the ever-precious
document of his spiritual emancipation.'

DIFFICULTIES RAISED BY THE EPISTLE.—1. Its
discrepancy with the Acts of the Apostles.—Baui
[Paul, c. v.) maintains that the autobiographical
statements made by St. Paul in Gal 2 shed an
unfavourable light on the Ac, * the statements in
which can only be looked at as intentional devia-
tions from hist, truth in the interest of the special
tendency which they possess.' Weizsacker {Das
Apostol. Zeitalter, p. 87 ff., Eng. tr. i. 102) follows
in Baur's steps with pedantic rigour.

(1) The first discrepancy which is discovered by a com-

νμρι Ίκ,χνοίί (which Weizsacker inaccurately renders 'nur
einige Tage,' * only a few days')» he was compelled to leave
Damascus. To find here a discrepancy damaging· to the trust-
worthiness of Ac, is to neglect the consideration that St. Paul
had a reason for giving the exact time, while St. Luke had no
occasion to be definite and rigidly exact. (2) A second dis-
crepancy urged by Baur has more weight. St. Luke says (926)
that when St. Paul came to Jerus. he sought to attach himself
to the disciples, but they feared him. How was it possible that
the Christians of Jerus. should not have heard of his conver-
sion? There was constant communication between the two
places, and St. Paul was so outstanding a figure that it is difficult
to believe that his adhesion to the Christian Church should not
have been known to all Jerusalem. It has been urged that his
absence in Arabia may have withdrawn him from attention ;
that he may not have occupied the outstanding position at that
time which subsequent events suggest, and, indeed, although
commissioned to Damascus, it seems to have been at his own
request, and not because he was selected by the Sanhedrin.
Besides, even in St. Paul's own account (Gal l2^), it appears that
he was still known rather as the persecutor than as a convert.
And, on the other hand, even in Luke's account, it is apparent
that some, e.g. Barnabas, knew of his conversion. The intro-
duction by Barnabas has certainly the air of truth. No doubt
difficulties remain; but not such as discredit the account in Ac,
considering the very different points of view of the two writers.
(3) A third discrepancy is found in the statement of St. Paul,
that he saw none of the apostles but Peter ; whereas St. Luke
says that Barnabas ' brought him to the apostles . . . and he
was with them going in and going out at Jerus., preaching
boldly in the name of the Lord' (Ac 927· 28). Weizsacker is here
again inaccurate in alleging that St. Paul himself assures us
that he got to know no one in the Church, and that he con-
tinued for years to be personally unknown to the members.
This is not what St. Paul says. He states that he saw no other
apostle besides Peter, and that he remained unknown to the
Churches of Judcea. Whether he became acquainted with
Christians who were not apostles, and whether he preached in
Jerus. or not, he does not say. The discrepancy really amounts
to this, that in the one account he is represented as being
introduced to the apostles as a body, in the other to St. Peter
alone. (4) The difficulties which Baur raises, and which Weiz-
sacker inherits, regarding the visit to Jerus. which Luke inter-
polates between the two mentioned by St. Paul, are trifling and
fictitious. Weizsacker's ground for rejecting this visit is that
' Paul assures us he was seen by no one in Jerus.' during the
fourteen years which elapsed between the first and second
visits mentioned in Gal. Where St. Paul makes this statement
we do not know. (5) The discrepancies which the Tubingen
school at one time found between Gal 2 and Ac 15 have been
rather thrown into the background by the living members of
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that school. Pfleiderer, e.g., says (Hibbert Led. p. 103, cf.
p. Il l), ' the agreement as to the chief points is in any case
greater than the discrepancies in the details, and these dis-
crepancies can be for the most part explained simply by the
difference of the standpoint of the relaters.'

It is further objected that the conduct ascribed
to St. Paul in the Ac is inconsistent with the
attitude he assumes and the principles he main-
tains in Gal. In Ac he is represented as circum-
cising Timothy (163), as shaving his head in fulfil-
ment of a vow (1818), as attending the Jewish
feasts (2016), and as being at charges for four men
who had a vow on them (2123·24). Such acts of
conformity to the law are, it is thought, incom-
patible with the principle St. Paul lays down in
the Ep., ' If ye be circumcised, Christ shall profit
you nothing.' The solution is obvious. When
St. Paul makes this strong statement, what he
means is, If you observe the ordinances of Moses
because you believe them to be necessary to
salvation, Christ shall profit you nothing. To-
gether with this fundamental principle he held
also as an ethical maxim, that it is right to become
all things to all men, a Jew to the Jew if need be.
And when he observes the Mosaic ordinances in
the temple, it is not because he believes they have
any virtue for salvation, but because he wishes
to give no offence to his Jewish brethren. These
Jewish observances have become to him matters of
indifference, and only when they are lifted out of
their proper position and considered essentials do
they become dangerous. * Neither is circumcision
anything, nor uncircumdsion' (Gal 615, cf. 1 Co
718). That he did not yield when it was demanded
of him as a matter of principle that he should
circumcise Titus, is perfectly consistent with his
circumcising Timothy as a concession to expedi-
ency. No doubt St. Paul's principle carried with
it the inference that as circumcision and the
keeping of the whole ceremonial law were un-
necessary for the Gentiles they were unnecessary
for Jews also. But if the Jew clung to the
temple service, the stated hours of prayer, and
other observances, while at the same time he
recognized that Christ alone was sufficient for
salvation, St. Paul rather defended than de-
nounced his position. So long as the observances
of the law were treated as matters of indifference,
St. Paul was content to leave the Jewish conscience
to the education which time must bring. His
attitude towards things indifferent is fully ex-
plained in 1 Co 8, ΙΟ23'33.

2. Collision with St. Peter at Antioch.—In Gal
2ii-i4 w e βη(ι a description of a scene which is
certainly derogatory to the dignity of St. Peter,
and which casts suspicion even on his authority.
Naturally, this has quickened in the interpreting
mind a desire in some way to shield the great
apostle. Clement of Alex, held that the Cephas
of Gal 2 was not the apostle, but 'one of the seventy
disciples, a man who bore the same name' (Euseb.
HE I. xii. 2). Although many persons adopted
this view, it was so manifestly untenable that the
idea was started that the two apostles arranged
the scene for the edification of the people, who
might thus more clearly see the folly of Judaizing.
The champion of this idea was Jerome, who, how-
ever, says that it was first broached by Origen.
A somewhat angry correspondence followed be-
tween Augustine and Jerome, in which the former
found it easy to expose the lameness of the pro-
posed interpretation. He maintained that ' to speak
well of a falsehood uttered in God's behalf was a
crime not less, perhaps even greater, than to speak
ill of His truth3 (see Augustine's Letters, esp.
28 and 40). Strangely enough, the idea seemed
to attract many minds. Chrysostom advocated
it, and Theodore speaks of it as at any rate a
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possible view [' sive consensu ipsam controversiam
inter se simulaverunt pro aliorum utilitate, sunt
vere quidem mirandi, eo quod omnia ad aliorum
utilitatem facere adquieverunt']. The point is
treated with fulness in Lightfoot, Gal., 127-131.

LITERATURE.—The four great Greek commentators, Chrysos-
tom, Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret, and Theophylact, are
always lucid and sensible, although the two last named are
for the most part reproductions of the two first mentioned.
The late Bishop Lightfoot in his Commentary on the Epistle
devoted several pages (pp. 223-232) to an account and estimate
of the patristic and mediaeval writers who have dealt with it.
To this nothing need be added except that the com. of
Theodore can now be consulted in the convenient ed. of Dr.
Swete published by the Camb. Univ. Press in 1880-1882. Among
the Latin Fathers, Jerome and Augustine have both left exposi-
tions of this Epistle, the former esp. being of value. Among the
Eeformers, Luther, Calvin, and Beza may be consulted with
advantage. Estius, Bengel, and Wetstein contribute much
from their special points of view. Among more recent exposi-
tions the following are worthy of mention: Usteri, Komm.
uber d. Gal. (1833); Schott, Epistolce P. ad Thess. et Gal.
(1834); Windischmann (Roman Cath.), Erkldrung d. Gal. (1843);
Hilgenfeld, Der Galaterbrief (1852); Ellicott, Crit. and Gram.
Comment, on Gal (1854); Jowett, The Epistles of Paul (1859,
2nd ed. 1894); Bisping (Rom. Cath.), Gal. (2nd ed. 1863);
Hofmann, Die heil. Schrift NT, ii. 1 (1863); Lightfoot, St.
Paul's Ep. to Gal. (1865); Meyer, Crit. and Exegetieal Hand-
book (1870); Sanday in Ellicott's NT (1879); Holsten, Das
Evangelium d. Paulus (1880); Philippi, Gal. erklart (1884);
Sieffert in the re-edited Meyer (1886); Palmieri (Rom. Cath.),
Gal. (1886); Schaff in Illustr. Popular Com. (1881); Beet, Com.
on St. Paul's Ep. to Gal. (1885); Findlay in Expositor's Bible
(1888); Goebel, Neutest. Schriften (1889); Comely (Rom. Cath.),
Gal. (1890); Lipsius in Hand-comm. (2nd ed. 1892); Zockler in
Strack and Zockler's Kgf. Comm. (2nd ed. 1894); B. Weiss, Die
Paulin. Briefe (1896); Zahn, Einleit. in d. NT (1897). [Useful
bibliographical lists will be found in Meyer, Sieffert, and Lipsius.]

MARCUS DODS.
GALBANUM [ngbn helbendh, χαλβάνη, galbanum).

—A gum resin, Ferula galbaniflua, Boiss. et
Buhse ; and F. rubricaulis, Boiss. It is known
in Arab, by the name Jcinnah, and in Persian
as birzed. It occurs in the form of tears and
lumps. The tears are round, yellow to brownish-
yellow, translucent, and not larger than a
pea. The lump galbanum is more common, and
consists of irregular masses of a brownish or
brownish -yellow colour, composed of agglutinated
tears. Fruits with bits of stem and other im-
purities are mixed with the resin. The odour is
balsamic. Pliny {Nat. Hist. xii. 56) declares it to
be a product of a kind of giant fennel, growing in
Amanus. There are many species of Ferula,
Ferulago, Colladonia, and other large Umbelliferoe
in Amanus, but no such gum is now extracted
from any of them, and none of the plants reputed
to yield galbanum grow there. Pliny (I.e.) and
Virgil (Georg. iii. 415) say that its smoke drives
away serpents. G. is imported from India and the
Levant. It is mentioned only once in the OT
(Ex 3034) as an ingredient of the sacred incense,
and once in Apocr. (Sir 2415). G. E. POST.

GALEED (iĵ a 'cairn of witness/ LXX Bovpbs
μαρτυρεί, Ε -ίου).—The name which, according to
Gn 3147, was given by Jacob to the cairn erected
on the occasion of the compact between him and
Laban. There is evidently a characteristic attempt
also to account in this way for the name Gilead.
The respective proceedings of Jacob and of Laban
are uncertain, for the narrative is not only of com-
posite origin, but has suffered through the intro-
duction of glosses into the text. Kautzsch-Socin
remark that even if v.47 belonged originally to Ε
(which Wellh. strongly denies, setting it down as
a gloss due to pure pedantry), it is certainly intro-
duced by R in the wrong place. A similar remark
applies to v.48 * Therefore was the name of it
called Galeed,' which probably was derived from
J. There is a confusion in the present text due
to the attempt to harmonize E's account of the
erection of a mazzebdh with the statement of J
that it was a 'cairn3 (̂ a) that was erected. It is
pretty certain that we should read 'Laban' in-

stead of 'Jacob' in v.45 (so Wellh., Dillm.). The
LXX seeks unsuccessfully to reduce the narrative
to order by means of transpositions.

LITERATURE.—Commentaries of Del. and Dillm. ad loc.; Ball
in Haupt's SBOT; Kautzsch-Socin, Genesis* 73; Wellhausen,
Comp. d. Hex. 42 f.; Kittel, Hist, of Heb. i. 143,156; Driver,
LOW 17. J . A. SELBIE.

GALIL/EAN (ΓαλιλαΓο*).— An inhabitant of Gali-
lee. The apostles, who spoke with divers tongues
on the day of Pentecost, were said by the crowd to
be Galilseans, which made the matter all the more
surprising (Ac 27); a massacre of Galilaeans by
Pilate was reported to Jesus (Lk 131); Pilate
spoke of Jesus as a Galilsean (Lk 236); Peter was
told, when trying to conceal the fact that he was
a Galilsean, that it was useless for him to do so, as
his speech * betrayed him (Mk 1470); the attitude
of the Galilseans towards Jesus is contrasted with
that of the Jerusalemites (Jn 445). In the article
GALILEE some traits of the inhabitants are men-
tioned, to which very much might be added. They
were healthy, brave, and industrious; they de-
veloped the resources of their province in a
wonderful manner; they were skilful merchants,
and added to their wealth by shipping their
commodities to other parts of the world; from a
religious point of view, they were the most liberal-
minded people of Palestine; they were enterprising,
intelligent, and possessed a poetical talent of very
high order; and in the great struggle with Rome,
A.D. 66-70, they were the strongest defenders of
liberty of whom the Jewish nation could boast.

S. MERRILL.

β GALILEE (̂ Van, ro ârr, Dyian b'% Γαλαλαία).— It is
singular that a province so well known as Galilee
was in NT times, and occupying the place it did
in the history of the Jewish nation, is mentioned
but six times in OT (Dillm. also in Jos 1223). Three
of these being identical (Jos 207 2132, 1 Ch 676)—a
mere statement of the fact that Kedesh, the city
of refuge, was in Galilee—the number is reduced to
four. When Kedesh is mentioned (in these three
passages), also the invasion of Tiglath-pileser (2 Κ
1529), and Solomon's present of twenty cities to
Hiram (1 Κ 911), Galilee is spoken of in the same
familiar manner that it is in NT or in Josephus.
There remains one instance only which attracts
our attention, namely, Is91 'Galilee of the nations.'t
This has always been admitted to be a difficult
passage. The only biblical commentary is the
historical notice of Tiglath-pileser's invasion (2 Κ
1529), 'he took Ijon, and Abel-beth-maacah, and
Janoah, and Kedesh, and Hazor, and Gilead, and
Galilee, all the land of Naphtali.' Here Galilee
appears to be as well known as Gilead; and no
hint is furnished as to its extent or character.
The same can be said of the transaction between
Hiram and Solomon (1 Κ 9 l l f f·); for whatever
meaning the word ' Cabul' may have, it is evident
that Solomon considered the twenty cities a proper
and ample compensation for the favours he had
received from Hiram.

Thus far we have gained little except to learn
that the Bible gives us no account of the origin of
the word Galilee, of how large an area it embraced
at first, or of how it came to be applied to all the
northern part of Palestine.

Palestine west of the Jordan was, in the time of
our Lord, divided into three provinces, Judaea,
Samaria, and Galilee. The latter was the most
northern, and occupied in general the territory
that had been assigned by Joshua to the four
tribes, Asher, Naphtali, Zebulun, and Issachar.

* Alluding probably to a Galilsean habit of confounding the
gutturals (Smith, HGHL 423 n.; Dalm., Gram. d. Aram. 5,42 f.).

t The word, which has regularly the art., 'thegalil,' appears to
mean * circle' o r ' district.' Apparently, Is 91 gives the full title.
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It extended to the Jordan on the E., the Leontes,
Litany, on the N., the territory of Tyre, which
was then a narrow strip of seacoast, on the W.,
and below the territory of Tyre it touched the
Mediterranean and included Ptolemais {Accho) and
Mount Carmel, and on the S. the line, which was
irregular, passed near Ginea {Jenin), included
Scythopolis or Bethshean to the E., Taanach
and Megiddo to the W., and followed the Carmel
ridge to the Mediterranean. Its extent in miles
was about sixty from north to south, and about
thirty from east to west.

Josephus divides the province into Upper and
Lower Galilee. Lower Galilee extended east and
west from Carmel to the Jordan; the S. line
would be that already indicated as passing near
Jenin, and the N. boundary included Arbela on
the west of the Sea of Galilee, and also Jotapata
{Jefat). Tarichea, Tiberias, Sepphoris (the capital
of Galilee during a large portion of Christ's life),
Cana, and Nazareth were all in Lower Galilee.
The boundaries of Upper Galilee are given by
Josephus (Wars, ill. iii. 1; Life, 37), and were
no doubt well understood by his readers; but it
is difficult for us to indicate its limits, since the
places noted still remain unidentified. The dis-
trict extended from Bersabe on the S. to Baca
on the N., and from Thella, a place bordering
on the Jordan, to Meroth on the west.

In the year B.C. 47 Galilee had as military
governor a young man then but twenty-five years
of age, who subsequently became known to the
world as Herod the Great. He had been appointed
to this position by his father, Antipater, and proved
a successful ruler. After his death, in B.C. 4, his
son Antipas was made tetrarch of Galilee, and,
since he w&s not banished by Caligula till A.D.
39, he governed the province during the entire
life of our Lord. During the reign of Antipas,
Galilee was bounded on the E. by the dominions
of his half-brother Herod Philip II. After the
removal of Antipas, Galilee came under the rule
of Herod Agrippa I., who died in A.D. 44 as described
in Ac 12. Although these men ruled by the favour
of Rome, they were still native rulers, and in that
fact the inhabitants felt a degree of pride, because
their dependent state was thereby made less
apparent and no doubt far less galling.

In comparing Galilee with other portions of the
Holy Land, there are certain respects in which it
can claim to be unique. In fact it would be
difficult to find anywhere else on the globe another
district of equal size whose natural characteristics
are so wonderfully diversified as are those of
Galilee.

The white dome of Hermon was ever present to
the inhabitants as much as if that mountain had
risen from their own soil, and the same was true
of the wide expanse of the Mediterranean to the
west. The long line of seacoast with its cities of
wealth and its composite life must be taken into
the account, and on the other side the depression of
the Jordan Valley, in which, 700 ft. below the level
of the Mediterranean, lay the Sea of Galilee. In
Lower Galilee the group of Nazareth hills was
picturesque; isolated Tabor had a grandeur and a
beauty of its own, while in Upper Galilee but a
single peak, Jebel Jermuk, reached a height of
4000 ft. ; 2000 to 2500 ft. being the general eleva-
tion. Nowhere were the mountains rugged, their
gradual slopes and the intervening valleys were
always attractive. The Esdraelon plain was of
inexhaustible fertility, and so was the region about
Lakes Merom and Tiberias. The climate was all
that could be desired ; the temperature was mild
on the seacoast, hot in the Jordan Valley, and
always cool in the highlands. The air was in-
vigorating, and no doubt it was owing partly to

this fact that the Galilaeans were always noted for
being healthy, hardy, and brave. The forests,
meadows, and pastures, the tilled fields and gardens,
the vineyards and olive orchards, the broad acres
covered with wheat and barley, the fountains,
streams, lakes, and rivers, the prosperous cities
and towns which dotted the land, made the aspect
of the country singularly varied and attractive.

In the Blessing of Moses (Dt 33) upon the tribes
occupying this territory there are suggestive hints
as to its natural features and the peculiar pro-
ductions of its fertile soil. Special characteristics
of these highlanders are brought out in other
portions of OT which are fully confirmed and
illustrated by what we learn from other sources,
regarding both country and people. The NT,
Josephus, the Talmud, and modern research
present attractive, not to say fascinating, pictures
of this highly favoured land.

How frequently in the Gospels are the 'cities
and villages' of Galilee mentioned, leading us to
suppose that its surface was thickly covered with
flourishing centres of life. While Josephus praises
the fertility and populousness of the entire pro-
vince, he rises to enthusiasm when he describes
the Plain of Gennesaret, ' that unparalleled garden
of God' {Wars, ill. iii. 2, 3; x. 8). 'For sixteen
miles about Sepphoris,' says the Talmud, 'the
region is fertile, flowing with milk and honey.'
' The land of Naphtali is everywhere covered with
fruitful fields and vines, and its fruits are renowned
for their wonderful sweetness' (Talm. Bab. Megilla
6a). Five of Solomon's commissariat officers were
assigned to this region, who furnished for the royal
table fine flour, meal and barley, great numbers
of fat oxen, also pasture-fed oxen, sheep, harts,
gazelles, roebucks, and fatted fowl (1 Κ 422·23).

In early times the forests of Galilee were
extensive, and even in the country's present
degradation they are deserving of notice, for there,
besides many flowering trees, shrubs, and aromatic
plants, we find the vine, the olive, and the fig,
the oak, the hardy walnut, the terebinth, and the
hot-blooded palm, the cedar, cypress, and balsam,
the fir tree, the pine, the sycomore, the bay tree,
the mulberry, the almond, the pomegranate, the
citron, and the beautiful oleander. And, among
other productions of the soil, Galilee can still
boast of wheat, barley, millet, pulse, indigo, rice,
sugar cane, oranges, pears, apricots, and some
other fruits, besides vegetables in great variety
(Merrill, Galilee in the Time of Christ, pp. 14-21).

But a fine climate, a rich forest growth, great
fertility of soil, and a wealth of vegetation pre-
suppose an abundant supply of water, and in this
respect Galilee was notably favoured. One might
almost say that the lawgiver had this province
specially in mind when he promised the Hebrews
that they were to enter a ' land of brooks of water,
of fountains and depths, springing forth in valleys
and hills' (Dt 87). Lake Merom and Lake Tiberias
both belonged to Galilee, and the latter was justly
the pride of the nation. The Jordan flowed through
them both, and the water of both was sweet and
clear.

All of the Jordan north of the Sea of Galilee
and one-third of its length to the south of that
was reckoned to Galilee. The sources of this river
at Banias and Dan are remarkable for their natural
features and for the volume of water which in each
bursts forth from the ground. From the eastern
side of the watershed of Galilee numerous small
streams flow into the Jordan, while those on the
west side make their way into the Mediterranean.
Of the latter one of the most celebrated was the
Kishon {Nahr Mukatta), which took its rise near
the foot of Tabor, and after a winding course
across the plain of Esdraelon entered the sea near
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the base of Carmel. This stream had a number of
feeders from the north, from Mount Gilboa and
the region of En-gannim, and also from the south.
This is * that ancient river' famed in the triumph
song of Deborah and Barak (Jg 5).

Near Acre another stream entered the Mediter-
ranean, the Belus {Nahr Naman), regarded as the
Shihor-libnath of Jos 1926, with which is connected
the interesting tradition that from its fine sand the
Phoenicians first made glass. It is a fact that this
sand was so highly prized that numerous ships
came here to convey it to the glass shops of Tyre
and Sidon, then the most famous in the world. The
supply was thought to be inexhaustible (Pliny,
HN xxxvi. 65).

All vegetation in Galilee would be affected by
the ' dew of Hermon' which is praised in Ps 133*,
and snow from this mountain was carried as a
luxury to Tyre and Sidon, and to Sepphoris and
Tiberias the capitals of Herod Antipas. Springs
and fountains were so abundant in Galilee that it
would be next to impossible to count them. In
addition to these, notice must be taken of the
Hot Springs of this province, which had a world-
wide fame as resorts for health and pleasure.
Those at Tiberias were probably the most cele-
brated, and their medicinal advantages were
known even in Rome (Pliny, HN v. 15). The
benefit to be derived from bathing in this hot
sulphur water was so great that not only the
common people but people of learning and rank
came hither, seeking by this means to restore their
health (Jos. Life, 16; Jer. Talmud, Shab. 3a).
These springs had a rival in those of Gadara, about
two hours S.E. of the Sea of Galilee, where still
existing ruins of a small theatre, bath houses,
paved courts, beautifully carved stone seats
or chairs, dressing rooms, etc., indicate the lux-
urious provision that was made for the guests
(Merrill, East oftha Jordan, pp. 150-153).

One would hardly expect to find that Galilee,
directly under the perpetual snows of Hermon,
would be subject to earthquakes; still such is the
fact, and several very severe calamities are on
record as having visited that country. In 1759
Safed was destroyed by an earthquake, and
another in 1837 killed five thousand people out
of a total population of about nine thousand.
Chasms opened in the earth, and the houses being
built on a steep hillside fell one upon another, and
the ruin was terrible. Tiberias at the same time
was visited in like manner, and half its inhabitants
killed. The ravages then caused are still evident
in ruined houses and in the cracked and twisted
walls of the city, which have never been repaired.

Although there had been a large deportation of
its inhabitants by Tiglath-pileser, and no doubt
much destruction of life in other wars, Galilee
seems to have entirely recovered from these
calamities, for there is abundant evidence that
in our Lord's time the country was densely popu-
lated. The conditions of life there—climate, soil,
enterprise, and industry, and a ready market for
all products—favoured such a result. The exact
number of its inhabitants at any given time may
be a matter of speculation ; it has been reckoned
from two millions to three millions at the begin-
ning of our era ; but since it was then customary
for people to congregate in cities and towns, we
shall be aided in our judgment if we turn our
attention briefly to them. When the division of
the land took place among the four tribes, sixty-
nine cities at least are mentioned by name.
Josephus in his account of Galilee mentions by
name about forty cities and villages. It is inter-
esting to note that of the nineteen cities assigned
to Naphtali sixteen were 'fenced' (lyszp *!#), Jos
1985. About the Sea of Galilee there were ten or

twelve flourishing towns. Were not this fact
corroborated by historical evidence, it might be
disputed were one to judge solely by the present
ruined condition of that region.

Beginning at Tiberias and going round by the
S. we come first to BethmauSj where was a syna-
gogue, and which consequently ranked as a city.
Beyond that was Tarichea, famous for its ship-
building and its fisheries, of whose inhabitants six
thousand young men were sent by Vespasian to
Corinth to work on the Isthmus canal, and thirty
thousand more were sold as slaves (Wars, III.
x. 10). A fine bridge crossed the Jordan where
it leaves the Lake, and beyond that on the E. side
was Gergesa, the scene of the demoniacs and the
herd of swine (Mt 828'34). On the brow of the moun-
tain E. of Gergesa was Gamala, * the strongest city
in that part ' (Wars, II. xx. 4), which withstood a
siege of seven months, and was subdued only when
Vespasian led against it three of his legions. Near
Gamala was Hippos, one of the cities of the
Decapolis. At the N.E. corner of the Lake was
Julias, which previous to our era bore the name
of Bethsaida, and which Herod Philip II. trans-
formed into a beautiful and flourishing city, where
he himself in A.D. 34 was buried in a costly tomb.
On the W. side we have Chorazin, not far from
the Lake, and Capernaum, Bethsaida, and Magdala
directly on the shore. Capernaum was called
Christ's ' own city' (Mt 91); Bethsaida was the
home of Philip, Andrew, and Peter, possibly also
of Zebedee and his sons James and John ; and
Magdala is memorable for the touching story of
Mary and her connexion with our Lord. Close to
Magdala, just above the famous robber-caves of
Wady Hainan, was Beth-arbel, a stronghold from
the earliest times (Hos 1014). We have now-
reached our starting-point, Tiberias, which was
a city of great political importance, having been
rebuilt in magnificent style by Herod Antipas not
long before Christ began His public ministry,
when it became the capital of the province.

No more than a glance at the country itself is
needed to convince one that this province pos-
sessed an unusual number of large towns, to some
of which was attached special historic interest.
There may be mentioned Safed, visible from the
shore of the Sea of Galilee, * a city set upon a hill,'
one of the sacred cities of the Jews ; Hazor, the
royal city of king Jabin (Jg 42); Cana, where our
Lord's first miracle was performed (Jn 2); Sep-
phoris, the capital of the province till it was
removed to Tiberias,—it was a strong place, where
was a royal magazine of arms, and where the
public archives were kept; Kedesh, one of the
cities of refuge, and, under Tyrian rule, a centre
of pagan worship; Jotapata, where one of the
longest and most desperate sieges during the war
with Koine took place; Tabor, conspicuous and
beautiful in its position, and strongly fortified
from the earliest times ; Japha, which * had very
strong walls and a large number of inhabitants'
(Jos. Life, 45); Zabulon, whose houses were built
after the model of those of Tyre, Sidon, and
Beirut, that is, with great elegance and of unusual
height; Gabara, mentioned with Tiberias and
Sepphoris as one of the largest cities of Galilee
(Jos. Life, 25); Gadara, where Vespasian's first
blow was struck in his campaign in Galilee (Wars,
ill. vii. 1); Bethshean, interesting in its ancient
history, and still more famous under its new name
Scythopolis; Ptolemais, where the Roman fleet
and army gathered that had come to destroy the
Jews as a nation; and, finally, Ccesarea JPhilippi,
which under the name Banias was a seat of idol-
worship ten centuries before it was known to the
Greeks, and by these people in turn transformed
into a shrine of Pan under the name Paneas,
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adorned by Herod the Great, and still more by his
son Herod Philip II., a place visited by Vespasian
as the guest of Herod Agrippa π., and later by
Titus, wonderfully attractive in its situation, but
chiefly interesting to the Christian from its con-
nexion with our Lord. This rapid review, which
embraces only a few of the better-known places of
Galilee, indicates that wherever we turn our eyes,
on hillside or plain, we look upon town, city, or
village of prosperous Galilee, and the conclusion is
forced upon us that its population was dense.

Among the productions of Galilee, the olive was
perhaps the most prominent. In the Blessing of
Moses it is said of Asher, * let him dip his foot in
oil' (Dt 3324). The Rabbis said, 'In Asher oil flows
like a river,' and · It is easier to raise a legion of
olive trees in Galilee than to raise one child in
Judaea.' Both Syrians and Phoenicians, and fre-
quently people from a greater distance, obtained
their main supply of oil from this province. Great
stores of it existed in Jotapata, so that in the
siege of that place by the Romans oil was heated
and poured over the soldiers who were crowding
up to the Avails, and, as it was at the same time set
on lire, the effect was terribly disastrous. Of the
vast quantity of oil which Solomon ga\re yearly to
king Hiram, 150,000 or 200,000 gallons, a large
proportion was supplied from Galilee (2 Ch 210).
It is needless to add that the amount of revenue
derived from this source was great.

Next to the oil, the amount of wheat raised in
Galilee was equally surprising. For this article
the demand of Phoenicia, whose ships went over
the world, was enormous. In Ac 1220, when war
was on the point of breaking out between Herod
Agrippa I. and the people of Tyre and Sidon, the
latter succeeded in appeasing Herod's anger, which
for them was most fortunate, since without the
supplies of various kinds which they derived from
his country they could not live.

Not only oil, wheat, and barley, but large quan-
tities of dried figs, grapes, wine, pomegranates,
honey, were raised and sent abroad, as well as
numberless fatted fowl, sheep, and cattle. Flax
also was produced in large quantities, which the
weaving establishments and dye-houses of the sea-
coast towns transformed into useful or costly and
beautiful fabrics.

Moreover, the fisheries of the Sea of Galilee
must be mentioned as one of the chief industries
of this province. Choice kinds of fish were
abundant, and when properly prepared were sent
over the world. Both Tarichea and Bethsaida
seem to have derived their names from the fish
factories for which they were famous.

The Phoenician coast lying so near Galilee, all its
industries, manufactures, commerce, and luxuri-
ous living would only increase the market facili-
ties of Galilee, of which her industrious inhabitants
were ever ready to avail themselves. The pros-
perity of Galilee was enhanced by the network of
roads which covered it (see Smith, HGHL 425 f.).
These roads help to explain also the facility with
which the δ'χλο? assembled, which so often thronged
our Lord.

Besides its natural attractions, its varied pro-
ductions and commercial facilities, its populous-
ness and wealth, Galilee appeals to us more
strongly than in any other way by its unique
place in the religious history of the world. It was
the cradle of the Christian faith. Joseph and
Mary belonged to Nazareth, and there Jesus lived
the larger part of His life. The peculiar influences
of this mountain city, and its wonderful outlook
over land and sea, no doubt had their effect upon
the mind of Christ during His boyhood and youth.
When He desired larger opportunities for reaching
His fellow-men, He did not go out of His province

to Jerusalem, Rome, or elsewhere, but removed to
Capernaum on the shore of the Lake (Mt 91). A
large proportion of the apostles, the men who
helped to shape early Christianity, were from
Galilee—namely, Peter, Philip, Andrew, James,
John, all of whom were from Bethsaida ; Matthew
from Capernaum; besides Bartholomew or Na-
thanael, and James the Less, son of Alphseus and
Mary, and possibly others, for even those who
were not born there could by virtue of residence
and labours be classed as Galilseans (Ac I11).
There is a tradition that the parents of the
Apostle Paul came from Gischala in Galilee,
which is not at all improbable when we remem-
ber how large a number of Jews in the days of
Herod went forth from Palestine to seek their
fortunes in the distant commercial centres of the
Roman world. Salome the wife of Zebedee, Anna
the prophetess who joined in the welcome to the
infant Jesus, furnish hints as to the piety and
intelligence of the women of this province.

It is scarcely necessary to look back to the pre-
Israelitish period. Still even then the Baal wor-
shippers from the seacoast, who sought out the
most attractive spots for their degrading rites,
had crowded in and set up their altars in the most
beautiful groves and on many of the hills of
Galilee—Kedesh, Dan, and Csesarea Philippi being
some of the best-known of these idolatrous centres.

It is a significant fact that the Jews, after the
destruction of Jerusalem, should have chosen
Galilee as their religious centre. This becomes
indeed a matter of great surprise when we con-
sider the relations of the orthodox Jews to the
Founder of Christianity and His followers as these
are portrayed to us in the Gospels. They must
have considered it a congenial atmosphere for
their libraries, schools, and learned men, for here
these flourished in a remarkable manner. During
the long period of three or more centuries many
synagogues were erected, and remains of some of
these are still found at different places, those at
Biram, Chorazin, and Tell Hum being familiar to
everybody. Here, before A.D. 200, the Mishna
had been compiled, i. c. the oral or traditional law
to which Christ so often referred was given a fixed
form by being written down, and also the com-
mentary on this, known as the Palestinian Talmud,
was made, having been completed about two
centuries later. Tiberias, like Safed, became one
of the sacred cities of the Jews, and here the great
Maimonides and some other of their famous Rabbis
were buried.

Among the famous personages of Galilee may
be mentioned Barak, one of Israel's heroes; De-
borah, the author of a triumph song; the judges
Ibzan, Elon, and Tola, who judged Israel forty
years; the prophets Hosea (?), Jonah the son of
Amittai, and Elisha the successor of Elijah. This
was not Elijah's birthplace, still he can be said to
belong to Galilee, because this was the scene of a
large part of his labours.

The fascinating and inspiring natural objects so
abundant in Galilee — vine-clad slopes, plains
brilliant with flowers, and the beautiful lake deep
within the bosom of the hills—could hardly fail
to awaken the spirit of poetry ; and besides the
well-known examples in proof of this, some eminent
scholars, as Gesenius and others, would locate
here the Song of Songs.

Not only did our Lord, and also His disciples by
birth or residence, belong to Galilee, but it is sur-
prising to find so large a proportion of the Gospels
picturing Galilsean scenes and life : places, people,
parables, miracles, healing; rulers, soldiers, mer-
chants, beggars; everything so vivid that we seem
to be walking with the Master along the shore
and from village to village of His native land.
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The Sermon on the Mount (Mt 5), the raising of
the widow's son (Lk 711*15), stilling the tempest
(Mt 826), feeding the five thousand (Mk β44), the
transfiguration (Mk 92), the marriage feast (Jn 21),
the custom house (Lk 527), the draught of fishes
(Lk 56), the mountain refuge for secret prayer
(Mt 1423), the little child in the Saviour's arms
Mk 93δ), and the marvellous explanation of the
bread of life (Jn 6),—these and a multitude of
other sayings and incidents which make up the
Gospels take us at once to Galilee. The number
and variety of natural objects which Christ intro-
duces so frequently in His utterances, illustrate
the extent and correctness of His habit of observa-
tion. Nothing escapes His notice,—sky, earth,
sea, fields, flowers, grass, grain, fruits, trees, fish,
birds, and animals,—the salient facts of the world
immediately about Him were grasped and made
the basis of beautiful lessons. A very exhaustive
article on this subject, entitled ' Christ as a Prac-
tical Observer of Nature, Persons, and Events,'
may be found in the Bibliotheca Sacra, July 1872,
pp. 510-531, by the present writer.

The part played by Galilee in the war with
Rome will always command the admiration of the
world. It was a life-and-death struggle, and her
people rallied with the utmost enthusiasm to
the defence of their fatherland. The fact that
during the first year of the war Galilee stood
alone has not received the attention it deserves.
The forces that were, or might have been,
gathered in Judaea were not sent to her aid. From
their camp at Ptolemais four veteran legions with
their engines of war marched towards the hills of
Galilee ; but it proved to be no holiday expedition
on which they had started. The campaign was
long and bloody; the highland patriots resisted
with almost superhuman energy; the Romans
were successful at last, but their victory was a
costly one. The hardest fighting of the war was
done on the soil of Galilee, and in that terrible
year one hundred and fifty thousand of her people
perished. From the days of Joshua to those of
Bar-Cochba no Jewish army had shown greater
valour than did the compatriots of Jesus cf
Nazareth—the men from the home-land of Christ.

LITERATURE.—For a full account of this province in all its
historical phases of interest, see the present writer's Galilee
in the Time of Christ, Boston (U.S.) 1881, London 1885; cf.
also his East of the Jordan; G. A. Smith, HGHL 413 ff. ;
Neubauer, Giog. du Talmud, 180ff.; Reland, Palest; Robin-
son, BRP2 ii. ; Stanley, Sinai and Palestine, 361 ff. ; Conder,
Handbk. to Bible, 301 ff. ; Guorin, GaliUe; Buhl, Geog. AIL
Palast. ; Baedeker-Socin, Palast.; Schurer, HJP (Index).

S. MERRILL.
GALILEE, MOUNTAIN IN.—After our Lord's

resurrection, the eleven disciples went away from
Jerusalem * into Galilee, unto the mountain where
Jesus had appointed them (els rr\v Ταλίλαίαν eis τό
6pos οΰ έτάξατο avroh 6 Ίησοϋς).1 There the disciples
saw and worshipped Him, and received His final
commission (Mt 2816-2°). No record or hint indi-
cates to us what mountain is meant. For harmon-
istic reasons the theory that the Galilasan hill was
the Mt. of Olives, whose north point is said to
have borne the name * Galilee/ has found favour
in some quarters. This opinion scarcely needs
refutation (seeKeim, Jesus of Nazara, vi. 380 n.).

S. MERRILL.
GALILEE, SEA OF.—This appears in the Bible

under several different names, which must first be
noticed. Modern writers not infrequently speak
of the 'Lake of Tiberias,' but this term is never
used in NT. Moreover, Lk 51 is the only place where
the name ' Lake of Gennesaret' (λίμνη Yew-ησαρέτ)
occurs. In four instances it is referred to as * the
Lake' (λίμνη), Lk 52 δ2 2·2 3·3 3, and in several others
as ' the sea' (θάλασσα), Jn 611'25. Twice John
employs 'Sea of Tiberias' (θάλασσα της Tt/3epia5os),

61 211, but in the first case he had already men-
tioned in a natural way the Sea of Galilee, and
immediately added as an explanation for his
Gentile readers that it was the same as the Sea of
Tiberias. This reduces the use of the latter name
to a single instance. 'Sea of Galilee' (θάλασσα
τψ Γαλιλαίοι) would seem to be the best known
and most appropriate name, and this is used five
times (Mt 418 1529, Mk I1 6 731, Jn 61). Glancing at
the OT we find for this body of water two names,
or properly one name spelled in different ways.
The ' Sea of Chinnereth' (rnp D;) appears in de-
fining the boundary of the land (Nu 3411), and
again in defining the border of the territory of
Gad (Jos 1327). ' Sea of Chinneroth' is given in
describing the territory of Sihon that was con-
quered by Moses (Jos 123). Chinnereth (mja) is
used once alone (Dt 317) and Chinneroth (nnj?)
also (Jos II2), both referring to the Sea of Galilee.
Once Chinneroth is used for a district conquered
by Benhadad (1 Κ 1520), and Chinnereth appears
in Jos 1935 as a ' fenced city.' It is perfectly con-
sistent with Oriental usage for a city, a district,
and a body of water adjoining it to be called by
the same name, although it is quite possible that
Dt 317 (see Driver, ad loc), Jos II 219 3 5 all refer to
the city Chinnereth or Chinneroth.

To this brief survey of biblical names for this
lake we may add that Gennesar (τό ύδωρ τοΰ
Υβννησάρ, RV ' the water of Gennesareth') is given
in 1 Mac II 6 7. Josephus had occasion to refer
to this lake many times, and he always uses
the name Gennesar (e.g. Ant. xm. v. 7). The
change from the Heb. Kinnereth to Gennesar was
a natural one (but see G. A. Smith, HGHL 443 n.).
Josephus adhered to the OT name in its changed
form, while the NT writers, as we have seen, used
the title < Sea of Galilee.'

As to the meaning of these names, Galilee is
obviously derived from the province of that name,
and Tiberias from the city on the west shore of
the lake. Chinnereth may be from nia?, 'harp.'
Benzinger (Heb. Arch. 23) thinks this improbable ;
and Fuerst suggests 'basin.' Gennesaret may
have the same meaning as Chinnereth if we allow
that it was simply transferred from the Hebrew ;
or it may be from gan and sdr, ' prince's garden,'
applied, of course, to the Land of Gennesaret, from
which the Sea of Galilee is once called the ' Lake
of Gennesaret' (Lk 51).

The Sea of Galilee is 13 miles long and a little
less than 7 miles wide in its widest part. Its
greatest depth is less than 200 ft. It is not
quite oval in form, although it appears to be
so when looked at from the surrounding heights.
It is more properly pear - shaped, having the
small end at the south. Its level below the
Mediterranean is about 700 ft. On the east
side the mountain rises from its shore to an
elevation of 2000 ft., the same as that of the
great plateau of Bashan beyond. On the west
side there is also a mountain wall, but towards
the north the slopes are very gradual, and on
the south the lake touches the plain of the
Jordan Valley. To the eye it is a most attractive
object, a beautiful body of water set deep in a
vast basin among the hills. Not only the Jews,
but people of many other races who were not
natives of the soil, have praised the beauty of the
Sea of Galilee. ' Although God has created seven
seas,' said the Rabbis, ' yet He has chosen this one
as His special delight.' They speak of its 'grace-
fully flowing' or' gliding waters.' The mountains,
the peaceful shore at their base, the blue water
overarched by the blue sky, form a landscape
picture that has kindled the enthusiasm of many
hearts. I t is seen at present at its worst estate ;
but in the time of our Lord this shore was a con-
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tinuous garden, and even the matter-of-fact Pliny
declared that this lake was * surrounded by pleas-
ant towns' (HN v. 15).

These towns have been described briefly in the
article GALILEE, but the list at least may be
repeated :—Tiberias, and south of it Bethmaus,
Tarichea, Sinnabris, Gergesa, Gamala, Hippos,
Julias, Bethsaida, Chorazin, Capernaum, Magdala,
and Beth-arbel. On the mountain to the S.E.
was Gadara, Safed on its lofty summit to theN.W.,
and a castle was perched directly above Tiberias
almost overhanging the lake. Through Wady
Hamam the Horns of Hattin appeared, and to the
north rose the magnificent dome of Hermon.
This famous mountain is not one of a cluster, it is
not hemmed in and dwarfed by surrounding peaks,
but it stands alone, revealing its full grandeur.
From the shore of the Sea of Galilee, if we add its
depression of 700 ft. to the elevation of Mount
Hermon, we look up to its summit a sheer height
of over 10,000 ft. Among all the mountains of
the world, such a view is seldom surpassed.

The hills, which appear to surround the lake,
recede from the shore a distance varying from a
few hundred yards to half a mile or more, and this
belt is generally level, so that, Avithout cutting or
filling, a carriage road could readily be constructed
entirely round the lake; with a horse and carriage
the circuit could be made in four or five hours.
At two points, where the recession of the mountain
is greatest, two charming plains are formed,
namely, el-Batiha on the N.E. of the lake, and
Gennesaret on the N.W. They resemble each
other, are equally fertile, but it is Gennesaret
that has always received the most praise. See
GENNESARET (LAND OF).

The river Jordan enters the lake at the northern
end, and passes out at the southern end. It brings
down so much sediment at times that it appears
like a very dirty stream : still the water of the lake
itself is always clear; it is also sweet and cool.

The steep mountain wall on the E. side, already
referred to, is volcanic, a part of the great lava
formation which includes the Bashan plain and
the Hauran mountains, where exist a score or
more of extinct craters. The hot springs of
Gadara, within 5 miles of the S.E. corner of the
lake, those at Tiberias on the W. shore, and like-
wise the earthquakes which visit that region from
time to time, are indications that internal fires
still exist. The latest recorded earthquake from
which Tiberias suffered severely was in 1837,
vividly described by the American missionary
Rev. wm. M. Thomson, well known as the author
of The Land and the Book. The region to the N.
of the lake through which the Jordan passes,
extending to Chorazin and Tell Hum, is simply a
mass of large basalt boulders, packed so closely
that it is next to impossible to get through them.

The hot springs near Tiberias have been famous
from the earliest history of the country, and the
inhabitants still prize them for their medicinal
uses. The volume of water is large, and, could
they be properly cared for and managed by other
than their present degraded owners, there is no
reason why these springs should not become one
of the most famous health resorts in the world.
Except in midsummer the climate is delightful—
in fact, tropical; and when a person is chilled by
the strong winds of mountain or tableland, the
sensation of going down to the warm, even balmy,
atmosphere of the lake shore is one of extreme
pleasure.

Equally with the hot baths, the fish of this lake
have always been held in highest estimation.
Laws traditionally dating from the time of Joshua
(Bab. Talm. Baba Kama, 806) regulated this in-
dustry, and, with certain limitations, made this

fishing ground free to all. There were several
choice varieties, and the inhabitants of the region
boasted that some of them were the same as those
found in the Nile. There seems, moreover, to have
been an inexhaustible supply of fish. Bethsaida
on the north was a ' house of fish ' ; Tarichea on
the south was * a fish factory,' and the trade in
this commodity had enriched its citizens. On the
part of the Jews there was not only a choice in
kind but in quality as well, for they distinguished
sharply between * clean' and 'unclean,'a fact no
doubt alluded to in our Lord's parable of the net,
where the * good were gathered into baskets, and
the bad were cast away' (Mt 1347· 48).

The lake is subject to violent storms, owing
partly to the difference of temperature about it
from that of the mountains or tableland so far
above it, so that the event recorded in Mt 824,
when Christ stilled the waves, was of no infrequent
occurrence. From an eminence the writer has
several times seen the clouds gather above the
lake, a dense black mass, not covering a great
area, and sink lower and lower towards the water
as if about to smite the surface ; and even should
they not actually do so, they disturb it so that
the waves are strong and boats are placed in great
peril.

From the way in which the NT speaks of boats
and ships on the Sea of Galilee, we infer that it
was covered with them. There seem to have been
numbers of them ready at any given point. Given
ten or twelve flourishing cities on or near the
shore of the lake between which there was con-
stant communication, it could not be otherwise
than that the number should be great. These
boats were engaged in fishing or traffic, or in
carrying travellers or parties of pleasure from
shore to shore. Some writers are slow to admit
that there were ships of any size on the lake,
although the Greek word for ship (πλοΐον) is used
in the NT, whether the Sea of Galilee or the Medi-
terranean is the body of water referred to. So far
as this evidence goes, the boats might be as large
in one case as in the other. On one occasion
during the Jewish war, when a movement was
planned against Tiberias, Josephus in a short
time got ready two hundred and forty ships from
Tarichea and its vicinity alone (Wars, II. xxi. 8;
Life, 32). In this city shipbuilding was a lucra-
tive industry. At a later period during that
war many of the soldiers and citizens of Tarichea
took refuge from the Romans in ships, and four
thousand to six thousand of them were slain—
showing that the boats, to have held such a multi-
tude, must have been of considerable size. Josephus
speaks of ' climbing up into the ships' (Wars, in.
x. 5), which implies quite a different craft than
would be meant had he said * they stepped from
the shore into their boats.3 In Jn 218 is found a
reference to the small boat (πλοιάριον) which always
accompanies, being frequently towed after, a large
ship the same as now. From all that we can learn
of the facts, we certainly have a right to picture
the Sea of Galilee in Christ's time as dotted with
white sails, just as we know that the shore was
lined with cities and the whole basin full of life.
Between its present state and its former prosperity
the contrast is extremely painful.

The Sea of Galilee was praised by the Romans
and was the pride of the Jews, but it appeals to the
Christian far more strongly than it could possibly
have done to them, because of its connexion with
Jesus of Nazareth. It is He that has made it
immortal. Everywhere about this lake we trace
His footsteps, and at every point locate some act of
His blessed ministry. The memories of His life
linger here as nowhere else in Palestine. He made
one of its beautiful cities (Capernaum) His home
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(Mt 413). Here He called the fishermen Peter,
Andrew, James, and John to be fishers of men (Mt
418"22), also for the same purpose Matthew was
called from the receipt of custom (Mk 213"17). Here
' multitudes' came to Him ' to be healed of their
diseases,' and ' he healed them all' (Lk 617"19). Out
of the large number of such cases we readily recall
that of the nobleman's son (Jn 446"54), the cen-
turion's servant (Mt 85"13), the raising of Jairus'
daughter (Mt 918'26), the paralytic who was let
down through the uncovered roof (Mk 21"12), the
demoniac in the synagogue at Capernaum (Mk
I21"28), the demoniac of Gadara on the eastern
shore (Lk 826"40), the blind man at Bethsaida (Mk
822"26), and the curing of Peter's wife's mother of
the fever (Mt 814"17). Of another class of incidents
which illustrate our Lord's character and His life
in Galilee, a few may be mentioned, as His walking
on the water and stilling the tempest (Mt 1422"36),
and His feeding of the five thousand (Mt 1413"21).
Still another illustrative class comes under the
head of conversations, lessons, and warnings. In
the leaven of the Pharisees hypocrisy was rebuked
(Lk 121); in the innocence of childhood humility
was inculcated (Lk 946"48); the feast with Levi
showed that social courtesies are to be observed
(Mk 215); that both patriotism and religion have
their claims upon the individual is made clear in
the paying of the tribute money (Mt 1724"27); the
signs in the sky as well as the sower in the field
teach valuable truths (Mt 131'15 and ch. 16); and it
was here in Galilee that the foundation principles
of the New Religion were first promulgated and
the nature of the Bread of Life unfolded (Mt 51"24,
Jn 6). It is to some or all of these facts that
Christ Himself alludes as 'mighty works' (Mt
II20"24), which would have moved the people of
Tyre, or even those of Sodom, could they have
witnessed them.

Of the cities about the Sea of Galilee attention
should be directed to Capernaum. There was
some special reason why our Lord chose this as
His residence. Its importance was not wholly
commercial; more than any other city of the north,
one might say with truth of Palestine, with the
single exception of Jerusalem, it was a centre of
news. Roads led thence to Damascus and the
Euphrates; to the cities of the Mediterranean
coast which were in touch with Europe ; to the
S.W. by Gaza and thence to Egypt; to the S.
along the great mountain range to Shechem,
Jerusalem, and Hebron ; to the Jordan Valley and
the rich and populous country of Peraea. Sailors,
soldiers, merchants, travellers, messengers, officers,
princes, men of many classes and from many parts
of the world, passed through this place on business
or pleasure. The fame of some startling event,
some great healer, some teacher of unusual wisdom,
would be carried thence with rapidity and in every
direction. While this fact serves to illustrate
further the busy life of this lake shore at a single
point, we cannot help feeling at the same time
that it makes more significant the other fact that
Christ took up here His residence. The record is
very simple, 'leaving Nazareth . . . he dwelt in
Capernaum' (Mt 413). Could it have been said,
'Jesus shut himself up in a cloister,' how widely
different would have been the history of Christi-
anity !

Additional Note.—It seems necessary to add the
following note on the depth of the Sea of Galilee.
In 1875 Lortet made soundings which corre-
sponded in general with those already known and
accepted by Palestinian scholars. He also found,
as he supposed, near the north end of the lake
where the Jordan enters, a hole '250 metres in
depth/ which would be over 800 ft. Having
crossed the lake at or near this point many times,

and made soundings of his own, the present writer
was certain that Lortet was wrong. The bottom
of the hole would be 100 ft. lower than the surface
of the Dead Sea. Moreover, had such a hole ever
existed, it would very soon have been filled by
mud brought down by the Upper Jordan. These
facts were laid before the public. In 1890 another
Frenchman, Th. Barrois, made soundings, but
found nothing to corroborate Lortet's impossible
figures. Soon after, Lortet admitted that he was
in error. The mischief having been done, the
mistake is perpetuated because people quote Lortet
without being aware of the corrections. Lortet's
book, La Syrie d'Aujourd'hui, was published in
1884 (see pp. 505, 506), and Barrois' notes may be
found in the PEFSt for July 1894, pp. 211-220.
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S. MERRILL.
GALL.—The Eng. rendering for two Heb. words.

1. ·τηο merSrdh, or ΠΎΊΟ merordh, denotes 'bitter-
ness,' corresponding to the Arab, merarah. It is
used in this sense (Job 1326), * thou writest bitter
things against me,' meraroth. The expression Α$φ$
ΓΠΊΟ clusters of bitternesses' (AV and RV 'clusters
are bitter'), I)t 3232, is a parallelism with grapes of
gall, BTP33y HnnebM-rosh, i.e. poppy-heads (see
below). This meaning led to its application to the
bile (Job 16li;), and the gall bladder, as its re-
ceptacle (Job 2025, To 66 etc.). The ancients sup-
posed that the poison of serpents lay in the gall
(Pliny, Nat. Hist. xi. 62; Job 2014).

2. tf*h or κ>η rosh.—A plant characterized by its
bitterness, ' a root that beareth {rosh) gall and
wormwood' (Dt 2918), 'the wormwood and the
(rosh) gall' (La 319). Jer (814 915) speaks of ' water
of (rash) gall.' Figuratively, one in affliction is
described as 'compassed with (rosh) gall and
travail' (La 35). Judgment is said to spring up as
hemlock (rosh) 'in the furrows of the field' (Hos 104),
and is said to be ' turned into (rosh) gall' (Am 612).
It is impossible to tell with certainty what plant
is intended. Some have supposed the poison
hemlock, Conium maculatum, L., but this is not a
field plant. Others have supposed the colocynth,
Citrullus Colocynthis, L. This, although it has a
bitter fruit, is not a plant of ploughed ground.
Others, again, have supposed the darnel, Lolium
temulentum, L. This, however, is not bitter. The
more probable view is that the poppy, Papaver,
is intended, perhaps P. rheas, L., or P. somniferum,
L., the opium plant. A head of this plant is
called in Arab, rds el-khishkhash, ' head of khish-
khash,' the word ras being the same as the Hebrew
rush, a head. They are called in Eng. poppy-heads.

What was the (χολή) gall that was mingled with
vinegar (Mt 2734, cf. Ev. Petr. 5, χολην μετά δξους;
RV 'wine,' cf. Ps 6921), and the myrrh mingled
with wine (Mk 1523 έσμυρνισμένον otvov)2 Both
of these evangelists add that, at a later period
in the crucifixion day, a man soaked a sponge in
vinegar, and put it on a reed, and gave it to
Jesus to drink (Mt 2748, Mk 1536). Jesus evidently
partook of it. John doubtless alludes to the same
(1929·30), showing how our Saviour called for it
by saying Ί thirst' (v.28). John adds that the
sponge dipped in vinegar was 'put upon hyssop.'
It is probable that the soldiers who mocked Christ
by ottering Him vinegar (Lk 2336), did so only to
aggravate His thirst, and did not give it to Him,
and that this refinement of cruelty led to the bond
fide offer which our Saviour accepted. How was
it that He called for this draught after He had
refused the one at first offered before His cruci-
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fixion? It is well known that a cup of wine
with frankincense in it was given to criminals,
just before their execution, to alleviate their pain.
Myrrh would have properties similar to those of
frankincense. It is possible that the gall of Mt
was the same as the myrrh of Mk, the word
myrrh being of the same root as the Heb. original
of gall (Ps 6921), and, like it, signifying primarily
bitter, Mt, according to Hengstenberg, gives the
word χολή, which agrees textually with the LXX
of the psalm, that he may point out the pro-
phetic character of the latter, and its fulfilment
in Christ, while Mk gives the name of the sub-
stance used. This substance is said by Mt to have
been given in o£os, which means both sour wine
and vinegar, and by Mk in oTvos, which is the
ordinary word for wine. Here again, ace. to
Hengstenberg, Mt aims at textual conformity with
the psalmist, while Mk gives the more familiar
name. Jn also notes the prophecy of thirst (1928,
cf. Ps 6921), and its fulfilment in Christ. The
motive of our Saviour, in refusing the potent
ansesthetic offered before His sacrifice was com-
plete, would seem to have been His desire to endure
all that was appointed for Him, in full conscious-
ness of the purpose in view. He only consented
to moisten His parched lips and tongue at the last,
not to soothe His anguish, but to gain strength
enough to enable Him to cry, 'with a loud voice,'
' I t is finished,' that is, 'my work is done, and the
world is saved,' and then He bowed His head and
gave up the ghost. G. E. POST.

GALLANT.—In Is 3321 as adj., and in Nah 25m,
Zee l l 2 m as subst., 'gallant' is employed to tr.
the Heb. word τ™ 'addir, which is also both
an adj. and a subst. As an adj. 'addir signifies
magnificent or majestic; and as a subst. a great
one, a noble. In Is 3321 the adj. is applied to a
ship, and it is to be observed that in the same
verse the word is used of J" (AV 'glorious,' EV
'in majesty'). In this sense of magnificent the
Eng. word ' gallant' is nearly obsolete. Bunyan
{Holy War, Clar. Press ed. p. 8) uses it of a
country (as 'addir is applied to a nation in Ezk
3218, EV ' famous'), ' Now, there is in this gallant
country of Universe, a fair and delicate town, a
Corporation, called Mansoul.' J. HASTINGS.

GALLERY.—1. AV in Ca 75 reads 'The king
is held in the galleries.' The Heb. is Q^nn|, which,
there is no reasonable doubt, means ' in the tresses'
(so RV). The king is captivated, that is to
say, by the tresses of this 'prince's daughter.'
α'ί?Γη, prob. of Aramaic origin (Dillm., Siegfried-
Stade), is found elsewhere only in Gn 3038 and
Ex 216, in the sense of 'watering troughs.' In
Ca I1 7 the KerS has ut?\Tj (AVm 'galleries'), but
the Kethibh «»'ζη appears preferable (AV and EV
' rafters ' ; Siegfried - Stade, and Baethgen in
Kautzsch's AT, 'Getafel,' i.e. 'panelling'). 2.
p'iix, a word whose etymology and meaning are
both obscure. It is found only in the description
of Ezekiel's temple, Ezk 4115· lb 423·5. In the first
of these passages the Kethibh has pinx; Cornill
substitutes πνήτρ 'its walls,' and this meaning,
if not reading, appears to be demanded by the
context (cf. notes of Davidson and Bertholet, ad
ll.citt.). The trn 'colonnade' (Siegfried - Stade,
Sdulengdnge (?), AVm ' walks with pillars') would
suit some of the other passages. See further,
under TEMPLE. J. A. SELBIE.

GALLEY occurs once in OT (Is 3321 AV and
RV), where it is said of the (metaphorical) waters
defending Jerusalem 'that no galley with oars'
shall enter them. The Heb. is o:# r?N, which
would be more correctly trd 'no fleet [*$κ being

a collective noun, JVJK denoting a single ship] with
oars.'

The galley of mediaeval times was the successor
or representative of the war-galleys {naves longce)
of the Romans, Greeks, and Carthaginians. (See
SHIPS). It consisted of a long narrow open boat
worked by oars, but carrying one or two masts
with lateen sails to be used when the wind was
favourable. There was a short deck at the prow
for carrying the fighting men, and another at the
stern for the captain, knights, and gentlemen.
The largest of these vessels were called galleasses,
and were formerly employed by the Venetians,
Spaniards, and Portuguese. These last in the
Spanish Armada carried each 110 soldiers and
222 galley slaves. The Venetian galleasses were
about 162 ft. long above, and 133 ft. by the keel ;
32 ft. wide, with 23 ft. length of sternpost. They
were furnished with three masts and thirty-two
banks of oars ; each bank having two oars worked
by six or seven slaves, generally chained to the oar.
In the prow were three small batteries of cannon,
together with guns on each quarter, and the com-
plement reached 1000 or 1200 men. Along with
these war-vessels of the largest size were the half-
galleys, from 120 to 130 ft. in length, furnished
with two masts and sails, to be used as required,
and carrying five pieces of cannon. Of a size still
smaller were the quarter-galleys, provided with
twelve to sixteen banks of oars. Galleys were in
use on the Thames down to the beginning of the
century ; and a common punishment for criminals
in England and France was to be 'sent to the
galleys' for life or for shorter periods.

The life of galley slaves in mediaeval times was
miserable in the extreme. They were generally
chained to their benches or oars, and compelled
to work by boatswains, who occupied a bridge
running along the centre of the boat, and were
armed with long whips, which they applied merci-
lessly to the bare backs of the oarsmen. Their
food consisted of biscuit, with sometimes a little
rice or vegetables; their drink was water often
foul, but containing a little vinegar or oil. A
galley slave when condemned in perpetuity was,
in a civil sense, dead; he could not dispose of his
effects, nor inherit; if married, his marriage was
null; and his widow could not have any of her
dower out of his goods, which were confiscated.
Amongst the Mediterranean nations, galley slaves

ere generally prisoners of war. E. HULL.

GALLIM (crVa ' heaps'). — A place near Jeru-
salem, 1 S 2544. It is personified, along with
Anathoth and other towns, in Is 1030. It is
generally placed to the N. of Jerus., but may
have been to the S., at the modern Beit Jala,
near which are remarkable stone cairns. See
SWP vol. iii. sheet xvii.

GALLIO (Γαλλίων, Ac 18).—Son of M. Annseus
Seneca, a Roman eques and rhetorician, brother
of Seneca the philosopher, and uncle of Lucan the
poet. He was born at Cordova, but came with his
father to Eome in the reign of Tiberius. Origin-
ally called M. Annseus Novatus, he was adopted
by, and took the name of, L. Junius Gallio (Dio C.
lx. 35). Under Claudius he became proconsul * of
Achaia, probably through the influence of Seneca,
who was Nero's tutor, and also perhaps, as Renan
suggests, on account of his ' haute culture hellen-
ique.' He entered on office at Corinth during St.
Paul's first visit to the city, c. A.D. 52-53. An attack

* The title indicates that Achaia was a senatorial province,
and illustrates the writer's accuracy; for under Tiberius and
Caligula it had been imperially governed (Tac. Ann. 76), and
under Nero it received temporary 'liberty' in 66 or 67 A.D.
(Suet. Nero, 24). Claudius transferred the province to the
Senate in 44 A.D.
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of fever, which he attributed to the climate, led
to his departure, and to a sea-voyage for his health
(Sen. Ep. 104); eventually he returned to Rome
(Dio C. lxi. s.f.). Seneca's high position after Nero's
accession in 54 would secure for G. a continuance
of court favour, and he may be the L. Junius to
whom a wax tablet found at Pompeii refers as
consul under that emperor. Pliny {HN xxxi.
33) remembered a voyage of G. 'post consulatum,'
on account of blood-expectoration. When Nero
constrained Seneca to kill himself (A.D. 65), G.
begged for his own life (Tac. Ann. xv. 73), and
was spared at the time ; but afterwards he and his
brother Mela (Lucan's father) became victims.*
With apparent timidity G. united singular amia-
bility. Seneca (who dedicates to G. his De ira and
De vita beata) writes : * Nemo mortalium uni tarn
dulcis est quam hie omnibus'; he eulogizes him,
also, as free from vice, impervious to flattery, and
one whom to love to the utmost was to love too
little {Q.N. iv. Pr.). His reputation for wit is
attested by Dio, who refers (lx. 35), about 160
years after G.'s death, to a 'jocus urbanissimus'
of his t as still current.

Soon after G.'s arrival at Corinth, a band of
Jews, provoked by the conversion of Crispus, the
ruler of their synagogue, and relying, probably,
on the new proconsul's complaisance, dragged St.
Paul before his tribunal, clamouring for judgment
against a man who 'persuaded men to worship
God contrary to the (Mosaic) law.' Judaism was
a 'religio licita,' and entitled to protection; but
G. saw in St. Paul's alleged offence only the out-
come of some internal religious disputation among
the Jews, and neither a civil wrong done to the
complainers (αδίκημα) nor an outrage against public
morality [ραδωύρ^ημα πονηρον). He declined to hear
St. Paul's defence in a case which called for no
judicial intervention, and contemptuously drove
the accusers from his judgment-seat. When the
Greek by-standers,i without special interest, prob-
ably, in the apostle, but readily showing their
animus against the unpopular Jews, seized and
beat Sosthenes, the successor of Crispus and the
ringleader presumably of the disturbance, G. re-
frained from interposing; the Jews, he doubtless
considered, would not be the worse for being thus
taught to keep their religious disputes to them-
selves. To this assault on Sosthenes, not to the
Christian faith, the statement ' G. cared for none
of these things' directly refers ; but it is not likely
that he interested himself further in St. Paul or his
doctrine; and it is no more than possible that a
report about the apostle by G. to Seneca helped
afterwards to lead to a personal connexion, itself
doubtful, between Seneca and St. Paul (Lightf.
Phil. Exc. ii.). G.'s Roman justice protected, but
his Roman pride would ignore, the man to whose
incidental association with him his own notability
is mainly due.

LITERATURE.—Add to reff. above, Hausrath, art. * Gallio,* in
Schenkel's Bib.-Lex. v. ii.; Farrar, Seekers after God, pp. 16-21;
Ramsay, St. Paul the Traveller, pp. 257-261. On Gallio as a
possible link of connexion between St. Paul and Seneca,
Gelpke, De Familiaritate P. et S.; Aubertin, Soneque et St.

Paul. H. COWAN.

GALLOWS.—See HANGING, and CRIMES AND
PUNISHMENTS, vol. i. p. 525a.

* So Dio 0. lxii. 25. Jerome places G.'s death (by compulsory
suicide) prior to Seneca's (Add. to Chron. Euseb. p. 161, ed.
Seal.).

t When Claudius was poisoned by his wife Agrippina, G.,
alluding to the deification of emperors, and to the custom of
dragging criminals by a hook to the Tiber, spoke of Claudius as
• unco in coelum raptum.'

t The word «Greeks' is not in the oldest MSS, but is prob-
ably a correct gloss. Ewald, however (Hist. 1ST. yii. 380), refers
to the Jews the assault on Sosthenes, whom he identifies with
the Sosthenes of 1 Co 1, and regards as already in S3rmpathy
with St. Paul.

GAMAEL (Α Ταμαήλ, Β Γά^λοϊ), 1 Es 829.—In
Ezr 82 DANIEL (which see, No. 2).

GAMALIEL ( ^ o a , Ταμα\ιή\ = Reward of God).
— 1 . The son of Pedahzur, and 'prince of the
children of Manasseh' (Nu I1 0 220 754·591023). 2. * A
Pharisee . . . a doctor of the law, had in honour of
all the people,' who intervened in the Sanhedrin
on behalf of Peter and the other apostles (Ac 5d4'39),
and the instructor of Saul of Tarsus (Ac 223). This
Gamaliel is generally identified with the famous
Rabbi Gamaliel, the grandson of Hillel the
founder of the more liberal of the two schools into
which the Pharisees were divided. He is known in
Jewish writings as Gamaliel ha-zaken, i.e. the older,
to distinguish him from his grandson Gamaliel II.,
and from his high character and learning was the
first of the seven Jewish doctors who were honoured
with the title of Rabban (our Rabbi or Master).
All that we can learn of Gamaliel proves him to
have been an open-uiinded, liberal man, though
some of the anecdotes usually cited in support of
this, such as the story of the Statue and the Bath
quoted by Conybeare and Howson, are now known
to refer to his grandson Gamaliel II. How far,
however, he was in advance of his times is shown
by his studies in Greek literature, which by the
narrower Rabbis was put on the same level as
Egyptian thaumaturgy, and by various humane
enactments. Thus he laid it down that the poor
heathen should have the same rights as the poor
Jews in gathering the gleanings after harvest, and
that the Jews on meeting the heathen should
extend to them the customary greeting, * Peace
be with you,' even on their feast days, when
they were mostly engaged in worshipping their
idols; while to him are also ascribed certain laws
to protect wives against unprincipled husbands,
and widows against unscrupulous children (see
Ginsburg in Kinds Bibl. Cycl., art. 'Gamaliel').
In view of all this, it is easy to understand the
attitude which Gamaliel adopted in the Sanhedrin
on the occasion of the apostles' trial; although
even there his conduct must be traced rather to a
prudential dread of violent measures than to a
spirit of systematic tolerance. There is nothing
certainly to prove that he had at any time a
decided leaning towards Christianity, and the
traditions that he was a secret disciple (Clement,
Recogn. i. 65), and was baptized by Peter and Paul
(Phot. Cod. 171, p. 199), are now universally re-
jected. He died, as he had lived, a strict Jew; and
so great was Ms reputation that, according to the
Mishna (Sota, ix. 15), w with the death of Gamaliel
the reverence for the law ceased, and purity and
abstinence died away.' It is right to add that
Baur and the Tubingen school find it so difficult
to reconcile Gamaliel's attitude in Ac 5 with the
persecuting spirit afterwards shown by Saul, then
his pupil, that they pronounce the whole passage
unhistorical. But do pupils never in later years
diverge from their teachers' doctrines ? And may
not special circumstances have arisen in connexion
with the appearance of Stephen which called forth
a fanatic zeal in Saul little in accord with his early
training ?

LITERATURE.—Lechler, Apost. and Post-Apost. Times, i. 76,
n. 1; Farrar, Life and Work of St. Paul, L, Excursus v. 'Gamaliel
and the School of Tubingen'; Schiirer, HJP π. i. 183, 323,
363 f. For the Jewish references to G., Ginsburg, in the art.
above cited, refers specially to Frankel, Hodegetica in Mischnam,
Lipsiae, 1859, p. 57 ff. G. MlLLIGAN.

GAMES do not appear in the Scriptures of the
Jewish people with anything like the same
frequency as on the monuments and in the ancient
literature of Egypt and Greece and Rome. Of
public games like those of ancient Greece there is
no mention in the OT, although in the Maccabsean
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period we read that Jason the high priest (2 Mac
47"17), in his zeal for the introduction of Greek
customs, obtained the authority of Antiochus
Epiphanes to set up a Greek place of exercise, and
form a body of youths to be trained therein. His
conduct in this is severely condemned, for it is
said of him and of the priests under his influence
that * they had no more any zeal for the services
of the altar, but, despising the sanctuary and
neglecting the sacrifices, they hasten to enjoy that
which was unlawfully provided in the palaestra,
after the summons of the discus; thinking of no
account the honours of their fathers, and thinking
the glories of the Greeks best of all' (2 Mac 414·15).

Of children's games there are but few traces.
It is given by the prophet Zechariah as a token of
the peace and prosperity that should one day bless
Jerusalem, that the * streets of the city shall be
full of boys and girls playing in the streets thereof'
(Zee 85). What their games might be the prophet
does not say. One of the diversions of Jewish
children, we know from the Talmud, was imitating
the doings of their elders; and Jesus has made us
familiar with children playing at marriages and
funerals, * calling one to another, and saying, We
have piped unto you, and ye have not danced ; we
have mourned to you, and ye have not wept'
(Mt II 1 7, Lk 732). The children seem also to have
amused themselves with living creatures. 'Wilt
thou play with him as with a bird; or wilt thou
bind him for thy maidens ?' is God's remonstrance
addressed to Job (Job 415), where He asks the patri-
arch if he could make a plaything of the crocodile,
as the child does of a bird. Dancing was a diver-
sion of children as well as of grown-up people (Job
2111). The Talmud speaks of games in which the
children played with nuts, and, taking this in con-
nexion with the proverbial Latin expression relin·
quere nuces, we may have a reference to it in St.
Paul's words, ' When I was a child, I spake as a
child, I understood as a child, I thought as a
child; but when I became a man, I put away
childish things' (1 Co 1311).

Of manly sports among the Jews the traces
are likewise few. Archery seems to have been
practised as a sport as well as cultivated for the re-
quirements of war. The uncertainty of the render-
ing in 2 S I1 8 does not allow us to use it as evidence,
but Job seems to have it in mind when he complains
(Job 1612·13), ' God hath set me up for his mark;
his arrows compass me round about'; and we find
the same image in La 312 * He hath bent his bow,
and set me as a mark for the arrow.' The use of
the sling, which played an important part in the
military training of the Israelite (Jg 2016, 1 S 1719,
1 Ch 122, 2 Ch 2614), must have demanded con-
siderable practice, especially in the case of the left-
handed Benjamites, who ' could sling stones at an
hairbreadth and not miss.' A sport which was
common among the youths of Palestine in the
time of Jerome is described by him as consisting
of raising stones of great weight to the knees, to
the shoulders and the head, and above the head,
according to their strength, wrestlers being matched
against each other according to this test. It has
been supposed by Ewald and others that 'the
burdensome stone' of Zee 123 is to be explained by
the practice thus described by Jerome, being some-
thing like the ' putting stone' of Highland games
in Scotland ; but the allusion may be simply to a
weight that is too heavy to be borne, and dangerous
to those who meddle with it (compare Dn 234, Mt
2144). The discus, as we have seen, was introduced
with other Grecian exercises by Jason the high
priest in the Maccabsean times (2 Mac 414·15). It
was a flat, circular slab of stone, or of wood, or of
bronze, of considerable weight. A specimen in
the British Museum is said to weigh about 12

pounds. The throwing of the discus was one of
the essential exercises of the pentathlic contests.
It was thrown from a low platform known as the
βαλβίς, and the man who threw it the greatest
distance was the winner. A skilful athlete, by
putting all his weight into the throw, would some-
times hurl it more than a hundred feet. The
attitude of the player and the manner of holding
the discus is seen in Myron's celebrated statue of
the δισκοβόλος, shown in books of Greek antiquities.
Their devotion to this sport and the other exercises
of the Grecian pentathlon, even to the neglect of
the services of the altar, brought great unpopularity
to Jason the high priest and his brethren of the
priesthood, and Jason has been handed down to us
as ' that ungodly man, and no high priest.'

Hunting, as a diversion, was not pursued till
the days of Herod, who greatly favoured the
introduction of Greek and Roman customs; and
the Talmud gives strong warning against it. The
theatre, too, was condemned as sternly by the
Talmud as by Tertullian ; and it was a hope of the
days of Messiah that the buildings devoted by the
Romans to theatrical representations would be
turned into seminaries for the study of the law.
Josephus (Ant. XV. viii. 1), speaking of the theatre
and the amphitheatre built by Herod at Jerusalem,
declares both of them to be in direct antagonism to
the sentiment of the Jewish people.

Music and song fall to be treated rather in con-
nexion with worship, but they were largely culti-
vated, as was also the dance, as a source of enjoy-
ment. At the vintage merrymakings (Jg 927 2121),
at the gatherings of the young men in the city
gate (La 514), at triumphal processions (Jg II 3 4,
1 S 186), at celebrations of victory (Ex 152uf·), at
the accession of kings (1 Κ 14ϋ), and at domestic
rejoicings (Jer 314, Lk 1525), music and singing,
and oftentimes dancing, were called in to give
expression to the gladness of such occasions.

Story-telling and riddles were a common diversion
of the ancient Hebrews, as they are of the Arabs
to this day (Jg 1412, Ezk 172, 1 Κ 101). Feasts and
wedding-parties were enlivened by such amuse-
ments. Samson's riddle (Jg 1412), with his wager
that the guests will not be able to answer it within
a week, is a specimen of the kind of thing that was
common. As to games of chance and of skill, the Jews
seem not to have known them till they learned them
from the Greeks. The soldiers who, perhaps by means
of the dice, cast lots for the seamless robe of Jesus,
were Roman soldiers. There was a game among
the ancient Greeks (see Liddell and Scott under
κοΧλαβίζω), in which one person covered his eyes
and guessed which of his companions struck him ;
and a similar game among the ancient Egyptians
(Wilkinson, ii. 59), in which a man knelt with his
face to the ground and had to guess who struck
him on the back. Was this the idea of the insult
offered, when the men that held Jesus blindfolded
Him, and struck Him on the face and blasphemously
asked Him, ' Prophesy, who is it that smote thee ?'
(Lk 2264).

In NT, especially in the Acts and in the Epistles
of St. Paul, the allusions are almost exclusively to
the games and athletic contests of ancient Greece.
We do read in the Epistle of St. James of ' the
crown of life which the Lord hath promised to
them that love him' (Ja I12), but the allusion can
be explained from Jewish ideas without reference
to Greek games. In the Epistle to the Hebrews
(121·2) we have the imagery of the assembly (νέφος
μαρτύρων), of the contest (ά"γών), of the race (τρέχωμβν),
of the training (SJKOV αποθεμένοι πάντα), of the
absorbed and eager racers (άφορωντες), all most
vividly set before us. It is in connexion with
St. Paul, however, that these allusions are most
frequent and distinct. Wherever the great
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apostle travelled among the cities of the Greeks,
at Corinth, at Ephesus, at Athens, the athletic
contests in which all the kindreds of the Grecian
people took such pride met his eye, and furnished
him with his aptest and most effective illustrations
of the Christian life. The gymnasium or place of
training, and the stadium or racecourse, were con-
spicuous and familiar in every considerable city.

The foot-race occupies the largest place in the
imagery of the apostle, as it was the contest
which of all the Grecian games aroused the deepest
interest and the keenest excitement. In his
addresses reported in the Acts of the Apostles, St.
Paul alludes to the foot-race,—describing John the
Baptist as 'fulfilling his course' (δρόμο*, Ac 1325),
and speaking of himself as counting not even life
dear unto him that he may finish his course (δρόμος)
with joy (Ac 2024). In his Epistles the image
occurs again and again. In his very first Epistles
he asks the prayers of the Thessalonians that the
word of ' the Lord may run (τρέχτ}) and be glorified'
(2 Th 31 RV). In his last, when the crown is full in
view, he writes to Timothy, saying, ' I have fought
the good fight (τόν καλόν ayava); I have finished
the course' (τόν δρόμον) (2 Ti 47·8). His whole career
as an apostle and as a follower of Christ, and that
of his converts, is a race; he is anxious ' lest by
any means he should run, or had run, in vain'
(Gal 22); he hopes to rejoice ' in the day of Christ
that he had not run in vain' (Ph 216); 'ye did
run well,' is his remonstrance to the Galatians;
' who hath hindered you, that ye should not obey
the truth?' (Gal 57).

In the Epistles to the Philippians and the Cor-
inthians his employment of the imagery of the games
reaches its highest point: ' Not as though I had
already attained, either were already perfect; but
this one thing I do, forgetting those things which
are behind, and reaching forth (επεκτεινόμενος) unto
those things which are before, I press (διωκώ) toward
the mark (σκοπόν), for the prize (βραβεΊον) of the
high calling (της άνω κλήσεως) of God in Christ
Jesus' (Ph 312'14); ' Know ye not that they which
run in a race (oi έν σταδίω τρέχοντες) run all, but one
obtaineth the prize ? So run, that ye may obtain.
And every man that striveth in the games (THIS 6
^ωνιζόμενος) is temperate in all things ^κρατεύεται
πάντα). Now they do it that they may obtain a
corruptible crown, but we an incorruptible (φθαρτδν
στέφανον . . . αφθαρτον). I therefore so run, as not
uncertainly; so fight Ι (πνκτεύω, passing from the
racer to the boxer), as not beating the air: but I
buffet (ύπωπιάζω) my body, and bring it into bond-
age {oovXayarya); lest by any means, after that I
have preached to others (κηρύξας, having summoned
others to the contest), I myself should be rejected
(αδόκιμος, driven in disgrace from the games as not
having contended in accordance with the rules)'
(1 Co θ2 4 '2 7 KV). The imagery in these passages
is unusually full and rich. The strenuous, exciting,
and definite purpose of the racer, the self-control
imposed during the period of training, with the
punishment of the body to make it more fit, the
prize, the crown, the reward of the victor, the call
to ithe contest, and the proclamation of the con-
ditions, the chance of final disgrace if these are not
properly observed (compare 2 Ti 215), are all set
forth with a vividness that must have brought home
powerfully and impressively, to those who were
familiar with the Isthmian and Olympian games,
the lessons of Christian instruction which the
apostle wished to convey.

In other passages there are allusions to the
onlookers (1 Co 49), to the umpire or judge (Col 315

βραβευέτω; cf. καταβραβενέτω of Col 21 8 and notes of
Lightfoot and Abbott; 2 Ti 48 ό δίκαιος κριτής), to the
joy of victory (Ac 2024). To the gladiatorial spec-
tacles of the amphitheatre, St. Paul makes what

we may take to be a figurative reference (1 Co 1532

έθηριομάχησα 4v Έφέσφ). At Ephesus St. Paul came
in contact with the directors of the games held in
the city of Diana. The Asiarchs (Ac 1931 τινές καϊ
των Άσιαρχων όντες αύτφ φίλοι} mentioned as friendly
to the apostle have long been one of the puzzles
of commentators, but it is now certain (see Hicks
in his Ancient Greek Inscriptions in the BM, iii.
2, p. 81; and Ramsay, The Church in the Roman
Empire, ch. vii., and art. AsiARCH) that those
officials were the high priests of the worship offered
to the Roman emperors within the province of
Asia. The cities of the province joined together in
an association for the worship of the emperors, and
the head of the association was styled high priest
and Asiarch. In this capacity he had to furnish
every year funds for the celebration of the pro-
vincial games in honour of the reigning Csesar,
and it appears that as the cult of the Caesars and
the worship of Diana were in close alliance, the
games in honour of both would coincide, and be
held in the month Artemision—the month of May,
sacred to Diana.

LITERATURE.—Low, Die Lebensalter in der Jiidischen Litera-
tur, 1875; Howson, Metaphors of St. Paul, ch. iv.; Percy
Gardner, New Chapters in Greek History, ch. ix.; Kitto, Smith,
Herzog, art. ' Games.' THOMAS NlCOL.

GAMMADIM (Dnaa).—A term of very doubtful
meaning, occurring in Ezk 2711 'The Gammadim
(AV -ims) were in thy towers.' No place of the
name of Gammad is known, but a proper name is
what the context seems to demand. Probably,
Cornill's conjecture ons^ (Zemarites, Gn 1018) is as
good as any. Lagarde (Onom. Sacr. ii. 95) proposes
Dnoa (they of Gomer, Cappadocians [?]). RVm
'valorous men,' although supported by Gesenius
(Thes. 292), has not commended itself to the
majority of scholars. LXX has φύλακες; Symm.
appears to have read DHS DJI, 'and also Medes.'

GAMUL (^oa' weaned').—A chief of the Levites,
and head of the 24th course of priests, 1 Ch 2417.
See GENEALOGY.

GARDEN (fa, properly ' enclosure'; n$a, const, rua
in Ca 611, Est I5 7 7 · 8; κήπος).—These terms appear to
have been practically equivalent to the Armenian
pardes (DT)9 Neh 28, Ca 413, Ec 25 [all]), which in
Asia Minor to-day is applied equally to flower and
vegetable gardens, orchards, parks, and pleasure
grounds. The garden planted eastward in Eden
(Gn 28) combined the features of all; and these
were present in the Jewish idea of paradise,
παράδεισος (Lk 2343), which in rabbinical language
was ]"}%']*. They figure again in Mohammed's
descriptions of el-Janneh, ' the garden,' the Moslem
paradise, wherein flowing fountains, full rivers,
shady trees, and abundant fruits are constantly
named as attractions to 'the faithful.'

Gardens are usually enclosed by hedges, dry-
stone dykes with a layer of thorns built in near
the top, or by walls of compressed mud, dried in
the sun, as are the celebrated gardens that encircle
Damascus. The cactus, or prickly pear, is a com-
mon hedge in the warmer districts. Its multi-
tudinous sharp spines offer a splendid defence
against intruders ; but it is apt soon to become a
harbour for venomous things. If one break
through such a fence, he need not be surprised if a
serpent bite him (Ec 108). A mud-built hut, or
booth of wattled twigs, is erected for the watch-
man within the enclosure. The natur, or ' watch-
man,' is the modern representative of the i^i
(Job 2718). He is not the gardener, but one who
guards the fruits and vegetables from pillage. The
gardener is named only once directly in Scripture,
κηπουρός (Jn 2015). But gardening as a means of
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livelihood has always been a popular calling in the
East.

Patches of land thus enclosed were cultivated
by most families in ancient times. Now, in Pales-
tine, they are found only in the environs of larger
towns. In some parts of Asia Minor every house
has its own garden.

Kings and men of wealth had extensive and
beautiful gardens adjoining or near to their resi-
dences. 'The king's gardens' at Jerusalem
(2 Κ 254, Neh 315) lay in the fat valley S.E., close
by the Pool of Siloam. Recent excavation shows
that the western wall of the pool may have been
the parapet of ' the stairs that go down from the
city of David/ Neh 315 {PEFSt, Jan. 1897, p. 13 ;
Oct. 1897, p. 264). The gate Gennath (Jos. BJ
V. iv. 2) possibly took its name from the fact that
it led to the gardens outside the city. It seems
to have stood some distance E. of the Jaffa gate,
where Uzziah once erected a tower of defence
(2 Ch 269). With the exception of the rose gardens,
which had existed from the days of the prophets
(Is 351), no gardens were found in later Jerusalem,
on account of the evil odour arising from decaying
weeds and the manure employed. They crept up,
however, close to the walls. Titus, incautiously
venturing near to view the city, was surprised by
the Jews, and escaped with difficulty, being en-
tangled among the garden trenches and hedges
which ran out from the walls (Jos. BJ V. ii. 2).
Koheleth speaks of planting great gardens and
making pools for watering them (Ec 25). Tradi-
tion locates these in Wady Artds, S. of Bethlehem.
Three gigantic reservoirs, lying in the head of the
vale, are supplied by a series of springs. From
these the gardens below were watered; a supply
also being carried to Jerusalem in conduits. These
seem to be indicated by Josephus {Ant. vill. vii. 3)
when he speaks of a place Etham, about 50 fur-
longs from the city, with fine gardens, abounding
in rivulets of water, whither Solomon used to drive
in state in the early morning. The floor of the
valley is still cultivated by the villagers of Artds,
and yields richly, but the surrounding slopes are
rocky and bare. Possibly, there is a trace of the
ancient delights of this neighbourhood in the name
of a contiguous height, called by the Arabs Jebel
el-Fureidis, '{Mount of the little Paradise.' From
the Targum on Ec 25 we learn that Solomon in-
dulged his splendid tastes by cultivating in these
gardens foreign trees and plants, 'which the
goblins and demons brought out of India.' But
the Targumist seems to identify these with * the
king's gardens' mentioned above. ' The boundary,'
he says, * was from the wall that is in Jerusalem,
by the bank of the waters of Siloam.' The grow-
ing of exotics is paralleled by the monks of Sinai,
but for a different reason. They are Greeks, not
Arabs. And so, as Dean Stanley says {Sinai and
Palestine, p. 52), one * sees in the gardens the pro-
duce, not of the desert or of Egypt, but of the isles
of Greece; not the tamarisk, or the palm, or the
acacia, but the olive, the almond tree, the apple
tree, the poplar, and the cypress of Attica and
Corcyra.'

Ahasuerus is said to have entertained all the
notables of his empire with many and varied
splendours, for seven days, in the garden attached
to his palace (Est I1"8). For the pleasure of his
queen, the king of Babylon constructed the re-
nowned 'hanging gardens,' the κρεμαστό* παράδεισος
of Berosus (quoted by Jos. c. Ap. i. 19). Joakim,
a rich Jew of the Captivity, 'had a fair garden
joining unto his house' (Sus 4), in the seclusion of
which were all conveniences for bathing (v.15). Of
gardens on this princely scale there is an excellent
illustration in el-Bahjeh, the palace built for him-
self by Abdullah Pasha near Acre. It is sur-

rounded by a great extent of ground, beautifully
laid out, wherein are reservoirs of water, and multi-
tudinous conduits to all parts of the enclosure.
Flowers of every hue brighten the soil; fruit trees
vie with each other in season, offering their
tempting burdens; the homelier vegetables also
have their place. The pleasant pathways, and
retired and shady nooks, under embowering
greenery, make a very paradise amid the exposed
plain.

Egypt was compared to ' a garden of herbs,'
watered ' with the foot'; Palestine was a land
' which drinketh water of the rain of heaven'
(Dt II1 1). Gardens could be made in Egypt
wherever water could be led from the river. The
ground was divided into compartments by little
banks of earth, along which ran the water
channels. One side of the bank was broken down
with the foot, allowing the water to flow into the
division: the breach repaired with the foot, the
stream was led into the next division, and so on
until all were refreshed. This process may be
seen to-day. In Palestine, for the most part, the
presence of a spring, or a capacious cistern, was
essential to the existence of a garden. In the
Jordan Valley the river afforded abundant streams,
which, carrying beauty and fertility with them,
made the plain as ' the garden of the LORD'
(Gn 1310). But such gardens as those of Hebron,
Nablus, and Jenin—wherein we have a reminiscence
of old En-gannim (Ca 415)—are created by the
springs that gurgle up from under the mountains.
The luxuriant groves around Jaffa depend upon
deep wells, whence the water is raised by a chain
of buckets revolving on a wheel, turned usually by
a span of mules. The wheels are of rude con-
struction, the pinions often being formed of broken
branches, and the creaking they make is not
charming. The water is stored in a large tank,
connected with the gardens by a network of
cemented channels. Towards evening the outflow
is opened, and throughout the orchards is heard
the musical ripple of running water, and light
figures dart among the trees, guiding the streams
whither they will. This familiar scene is reflected
in the proverb, ' the king's heart is in the hand of
the LORD as the watercourses. He turneth it
whithersoever he will' (Pr 211). Wisdom in her
beneficent power is compared to a ' stream from a
river,' and 'a conduit into a garden' (Sir 2430).
Gardens, with plentiful supplies of water, were
to the Oriental suggestive symbols of prosperity.
Balaam likens the spreading tents of Israel to
4 gardens by the river side ' (Nu 246). The house
of Jacob restored to favour shall be ' like a watered
garden' (Is 5811, Jer 3112). By foul idolatries the
sap of manhood is dried up, and men become ' as a
garden that hath no water' (Is I30).

Cucumbers, melons, leeks, onions, and garlic, so
common in Egypt (Nu II5), and probably also
lettuce and endive, were grown in Palestine, to-
gether with such plants as coriander (Ex 1631,
Nu II7), caper (Ec 125 RV), camphire or henna
(Ca I14), cummin (Is 2S25-27, Mt 2323), mustard
(Mt 1331·82), anise (Mt 2323), and rue (Lk II42).
Vines clung to almost every hillside. In olden
times the mulberry, olive, fig, pomegranate,
almond, and walnut (Ca 611) were well known.
The tappuah (Ca 23·5 78) was probably the apricot.
To these the Mishna adds the quince, the citron,
the medlar, and the service {Chilaim, i. 4). To-day
the orange, lemon, and peach grow luxuriantly in
the groves, e.g. at Jaffa, Sidon, and Damascus.
The banana flourishes at Sidon ; while apples and
pears are cultivated with moderate success. The
egg plant, the tomato, and the potato, together
with the homely cabbage, are found in almost
every garden. See further under FOOD.
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The gardens, with their shady foliage, have
always been a favourite retreat for the people
during the hotter seasons. It was reckoned a
token of public peace and security, when a man
could sit without fear under his vine and fig tree,
the two often growing together (Mic 44, Zee 310).
Many family meals are eaten under the shelter of
spreading fig and mulberry. In the cool of the
day companies assemble in the gardens ; as dark-
ness falls, the light of a lamp swung on a bough
twinkles through the greenery; and sounds of
laughter and song, accompanied by the twanging
of the oud, or the shrill voice of the pipe, are
borne far upon the quiet air. When the fruits
are ripening, and until they are safely gathered,
many make their beds under the fruit trees.

The secluded recesses among clustering trees
and bushes made the gardens a popular resort for
purposes of devotion. They were often the haunts
of idolatrous worship (Is I2 9 653 6617). Baruch
(670) compares the idols, 'gods of wood,' set up in
the gardens, with the 'scarecrow,' προβασκάνων,
'in a garden,' which 'keepeth nothing.' An
abiding charm clings to the slopes of Olivet, be-
cause Jesus ' ofttimes resorted . . . with his dis-
ciples ' to a garden there (Jn 182, Lk 2239), where
linger the deathless memories of GETHSEMANE.
The Moslem who spreads his little carpet, and
solemnly prays to Allah under the shade of the
trees he tends, is true heir to the ancient tradi-
tion of the Orient.

The garden sometimes contained the family
tomb or burial-cave. In the garden of Uzza both
Manasseh and his son Amon found sepulture
(2 Κ 2118 2126). Nor can we forget that in the
place where Jesus 'was crucified there was a
garden, and in the garden a new tomb, wherein
was never man yet laid. There . . . they laid
Jesus' (Jn 1941·42) W. EwiNG.

GAREB (3ia).—One of David's 'Thirty' (2S 2338,
1 Ch II40). Like Ira, in the same verse, he is de-
scribed as an Ithrite (*ΐζΐ*.π), i.e. a member of one
of the families of Kiriath-jearim (1 Ch 253). In
notices of this kind, however, it is more usual to
give the name of the locality to which the warrior
belonged, and we should probably read with Wellh.,
in both cases, 'of Yattir' (n^n), a town in the
hill-country of Judah (Jos 1548 2114, cf. 1 S 3027).
See IRA. J. F. STENNING.

GAREB (313).— A hill near Jerusalem, Jer 3139.
Its situation is uncertain, being located by some,
e.g. Riehm and Graf, to the S.W., while others
place it to the N. of the capital. At the present
day there is a Wady Gourab to the W. of Jeru-
salem. (See Neubauer, Gaog. du Talmud, p. 150).

GARLAND.—See CROWN.

GARLIC {nw shum, τα σκόρδα, allia).— The bulb-
lets of Alliumsativum, L., still known in Arabic by
the cognate thum. It is now, as in the days of
the ancient Egyptians (Nu II5), a favourite addi-
tion to the complex stews and the roasts of the
Orientals. It is cultivated everywhere in the
East. Too often the natives reek with its stale,
penetrating odour. G. E. POST.

GARMENT.—See DRESS.

GARMITE (vrjan).—A gentilic name applied in a
totally obscure sense to Keilah in 1 Ch 419. The
text in the LXX is hopelessly confused (cf. Swete's
ed., and see Kittel's note in Haupt's Sacred Bks. of
OT).

GARNER.—Garner, which is now archaic if not

obsolete, and granary, the form now in use, both
come from Lat. granaria, a storehouse for grain
(itself from granum, a grain, corn), the former
through the Fr. gernier, a variant of grenier, the
latter directly. Garner occurs in plu. Ps 14413

(D'IJD, the only occurrence); Jl I1 7 (nn îtc, a common
worcl, used both of stores of any kind and of store-
houses for any purpose; the Eng. word ' garner'
is narrower in meaning); and Sir Ι1 7 (τά άποδοχεΊα
[BabK, -ta B*c]; a word peculiar to Sir, where it
occurs also 3917 EV 'receptacles,' Cowley and
Neubauer ' treasure' ; and 503 Ε V ' cistern': it
is also of wider use than ' garner,' being applied
in the last two cases to receptacles for water).
In NT 'garner' is used in the sing., Mt 312 = Lk 317

{αποθήκη, elsewhere in NT trd 'barn,' Mt 626 1330,
Lk 1218·24). Chaucer {Prol. to Cant. Tales, 592)
says of the Reve, 'Wei coude he kepe a gerner
and a binne'; and T. Adams, Works, i. 87, says,
* The Lord sends grain, and the devil sends
garners.'

RV retains the subst. in all those occurrences,
and introduces the verb, Is 629 'They that have
garnered it shall eat i t ' (vsp̂ D ; AV 'gathered,'
which RV uses for the verb v'yppo, which occurs
in the same verse). «J. HASTINGS.

GARRISON.—See WAR.

GAS {Yds, AV Gar), 1 Es 534.—His sons were
among the 'temple servants.' The last nine
names in this list, of \yhom Gas is one, have no
corresponding names in the lists of Ezra and
Nehemiah. The AV form is derived from the
Aldine text.

GASHMU (?D?a, Τόσεμ, Neh 66).—A form of the
name GESHEM (which see), probably representing
the pronunciation of N. Arabian dialect. Proper
names with the termination u (ί) are found in
Nabatsean inscriptions. The words ' and Gashmu
saith' do not occur in the older MSS of LXX (ABtf*).

H. A. WHITE.
GATAM (Djjiya).—The son of Eliphaz (Gn 36n =

1 Ch I36), and. 'duke' of an Edomite clan (Gn 3616)
which has not been identified.

GATE.—1. ~\yv, root -\γ_ψ ' cleave,' ' divide' (?);
a gate or entrance of a camp (Ex 3226), city (Jos
204), palace (Est 219), or temple (2 Ch 2320) ; πύλη,
porta. 2. jn? Aram., only in Daniel. A gate or
mouth as of a furnace (326). Gate of the King or
Royal Court (249). Corresponding terms in Arabic
and Turkish are used of the califs and Turkish
emperors, and of the Persian court (Gesen.) ; cf.
θύρα, fores. jnn 'porter,' 'doorkeeper' (of the
Temple), occurs in Ezr 724. The usual Heb. term
is "φ&. 3. nrs, root nop 'open.' The entrance of
the gate of a city (Jos 204, Jg 935). 5. njn, root rhi
' hang down'; the leaf of a door, dual, folding
doors such as the gates of a city ; κλίσίαζ, valva.
For Doorway and Door, and distinction between
n̂ n and w , see HOUSE.

v fcity gateways among the Greeks and Romans
in later days appear to have been principally used
for making secure the city, but in early times
among the Greeks and at all times in Syria they
have been used for many public purposes, and
were important positions in the economy of the
state. Jerome says that as the Hebrews were for
the most part employed in labouring in the field,
it was wisely provided that assemblies should be
held at the city gates, and justice administered
there in a summary manner, that those labouring
men who were busy at their work might lose no
time, and that the country people might not be
obliged to enter and spend their time there
(Cruden, Cone. s. ' Gate').
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The gate of the city in the early dawn of
civilization was the ordinary place of public re-
sort for the transaction of business and adminis-
tration of justice, and for discussing the news,
just as the doorway of the house was the place
where private business was despatched and friendly
greetings exchanged. It was also the place of the
markets, where goods wTere exposed for sale.

Gesenius gives the foil, explanation (<?. v. ~\y.w). 'At
the gates of cities there was the forum (3πη), where
trials were held, and the citizens assembled, some
of them for business and some to sit at leisure
to look on and converse (Gn 191, Ku 411, Pr 3123,
La I 4 ) ; whence " in the gate," often for " in the
forum," " in judgment," Dt 257, Job 54 3121, Ps 1275,
Pr 2222, Is 2921, Am 51 0·1 2·1 8.' Cf. further Driver
on Am 510. The word ηπη is rendered by Gesenius
—(1) a street, (2) open place, forum, i.e. an ample
space at the gate of Oriental cities where trials
were held, and wares set forth for sale, 2 Ch 326;
cf. Neh 81·3·1 6, Ezr 109. In RV ' broad place' has
been substituted in several instances for * street';
the trn proposed in QPB is 'public place.'

In the earliest days the city gate is mentioned
as the place of public resort, where people met for
business and to discuss news. Gn 191 ' And Lot
sat in the gate of Sodom'; Gn 2310 ' Ephron the
Hittite answered Abraham in the audience of the
children of Heth at the gate of his city ' ; Gn 3420

' And Hamor and Shechem his son came unto the
gate of their city, and communed with the men of
their city'; 1 S 413 ' Eli sat upon his seat by the
side of the gate watching the way'; 2 S 152·6

' Absalom stole the hearts of the men of Israel at
the gate of the city' ; Neh 8 1 ' Ezra the scribe read
the law to the people gathered together into the
broad place {forum) before the water gate.'

The gate was also used for administration of
justice, deliberation, and audience for kings, etc.
Dt 2119 the stubborn and rebellious son is to be
brought before the elders of the city at the gate ;
Dt 257 if the man does not like to take his brother's
wife, she shall go up to the gate unto the eldera ;
Jos 204 the manslayer shall declare his cause
before the elders of the city of refuge at the enter-
ing in of the gate; Ru 41 Boaz consulted the
elders at the gate concerning Ruth's property;
2 S 198 king David sat in the gate, and the people
came before him ; 1 Κ 2210 the kings of Israel
and Judah sat in an open place at the entrance
of the gate of Samaria, and all the prophets
prophesied before them ; Jer 387 king Zedekiah
sat in the gate of Benjamin ; La 514 * The elders
have ceased from the gate ' ; Am 512 ' Ye that
afflict the just, that take a bribe, and that turn aside
the needy in the gate from their right' ; Zee 816

' Judge truth and the judgment of peace in your
gates' ; Ps 6912 ' They that sit in the gate speak
against me.'

Until the battering-ram was perfected with its
machinery, so as to be serviceable against heavy
stone walls, the gate was the only point in a well-
built city wall where a successful assault could be
made, and there is constant reference in the Bible
to 'war in the gates' (Jg 58), and to them that
turn the battle to the gate (Is 286), and shall
speak with the enemies in the gate (Ps 1275, where,
however, the enemies are perhaps only forensic).

In the account of the assault on Abel-beth-
maacah in the time of David, EV says that the
people that were with Joab ' battered the wall to
throw it down ' (2 S 2015); but the meaning of the
Hebrew ΠΏΪΠΠ h'sn1? nwrtyρ is doubtful. See Driver,
Text of Sam. 265. Mention is made in Deuter-
onomy (2019L) of building bulwarks ("to, lit. ' siege,'
i.e. siegeworks) against a city in war ; yet, even
as late as the final taking of Jerusalem by the
Assyrians (B.C. 588), the battering-ram was used

against the gates (Ezk 2122), though Ezekiel (42)
also appears to speak of the ram being used round
about, against the walls. Among the Mace-
donians the ram first became an important mili-
tary engine in the time of Philip and Alexander
the Great (cf. Thuc. ii. 76).

At the siege of Rabbah (c. B.C. 1000) the
garrison made a sortie, and the army of Israel
was 'upon them even unto the entering of the
gate' (2 S II23). In the attack on the strong tower
within the city of Thebez (c. B.C. 1170), Abimelech
went hard unto the door of the tower to burn it
with fire (Jg 952). Nehemiah (B.C. 444) also speaks
of the city gates being burnt with fire (Neh I 3

23·1 3·1 7); and Jeremiah prophesies that the high
gates of Babylon shall be burned with fire (Jer 5158).
The breaking of gates of brass and cutting in sunder
the bars of iron is spoken of (Ps 10716, Is 452).

City gateways, in order to be secure against
these various forms of attack, required flanking
towers (2 Ch 147 269 325, Ps 4812, Ca 810, Ezk 264) to
protect the entrance, and galleries above (2 S
1824· 33), from which the defenders could throw
boiling pitch and oil upon the assailants : there
were probably two sets of gates, one to each
entrance, with a courtyard or barbican between.
'And David sat between the two gates, and the
watchman went up to the roof of the gate unto
the wall' (2 S 1824). There was a chamber over
the gate (2 S 1833). Possibly, at the outer entrance
there was a portcullis or cataracta, which is
described by Vegetius as an ancient contrivance ;
and it has been suggested (' Cataracta,' in Smith's
Die. Gr. and Bom. Antiquities) that it is alluded
to in the passage, ' Lift up your heads, 0 ye
gates ; and be ye lift up, ye everlasting doors'
(Ps 247·9; cf. Jer 202 5158).

Rooms would be required for the guard of the
gate, for the porters, and for the watchmen, and
the entrance gateway would require to be of con-
siderable dimensions, where the people of the city
could readily congregate. Being of so great im-
portance from a defensive point of view, the chief
officer of the city would naturally take great
interest in its secure condition ; and being on the
high road from the country the traders would
bring their wares there, and would be detained
there before entry for examination and toll. Thus
the vicinity of the gate would naturally become the
public place of resort for business and pleasure,
where also justice could be administered and
punishment meted out.

As civilization and luxury increased, the gate-
ways seem to have been less used among the
Greeks and Romans, the Agora or Basilica, or
forum and portico, being placed near the royal
palace, or, in a seaport town, near the harbour;
and the markets were divided up according to the
articles sold there (Polyb. ix. 47, x. 19). Some
articles, such as salt fish, seem to have been sold
outside the gates (Aristoph. Equit. 1246). But
even in late days among the Greeks and Romans
the gates were surmounted by towers (Virg. Aen.
vi. 552), and Polybius (xv. 29) calls a building at
Alexandria ' the gatehouse at the palace used for
the transaction of public business.' The entrances
to military camps (castra) were, when necessity
arose, defended by towers (Csesar, B. G. viii. 9).
The gateway at Treves, so late as the time of the
emperor Constantine, was built in such a style as
shows that it was intended to be used during
peace for the object of civil government.

In Syria the vicinity of the gate has always
been the focus of business transactions, but as
Greek and Roman influences prevailed, no doubt
the gate did not occupy, for a time, so important
a position in the social life of the people; and
markets were constructed in various parts of the
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city apart from the gates. In the latter days of
Jerusalem the upper city is called by Josephus
(Wars, v. iv. 1) the Agora or market place ; the
sheep market was on the north side of the temple,
near the pool of Bethesda (Jn 52); and a place is
mentioned outside the second wall where were the
merchants of wool, the braziers, and the market
of cloth (Jos. Wars, v. viii. 1). In early days,
however, the markets were probably close to the
gates, ' To-morrow about this time shall a measure
of fine flour be sold for a shekel, and two measures
of barley for a shekel, in the gate of Samaria
(2 Κ 71; cf. Neh 1316·19).

In the Assyrian cities the gateways were either
arched or had flat stone lintels, with flanking
towers and overhead galleries, as at Khorsabad
(Layard, Nineveh, ii. 388, 395, and bas-relief in
British Museum, * Assyria,' 25, 26, 49). Hero-
dotus (i. 179) and Ctesias state that the walls of
Babylon were furnished with 100 brazen gates,
with lintels and sideposts of the same material,
and with 250 towers to protect the weaker parts.
Jeremiah (5153·58) speaks of burning these gates.
In Nebuchadrezzar's account of Babylon, stamped
on the bricks, the great gates are described as
made of cedarwood covered with copper, with
thresholds of bronze.

In the later Egyptian temples the gates appear
to have been fortified (Wilkinson, Anc. Egyp.
i. 409). At Pompeii may be seen a gateway pro-
tected by a portcullis, with a barbican, within
which again were gates of wood and iron.

Besides the open space or forum at the entrance
of the city gate, there was evidently an open place
of assembly near the entrance to the temple and
before the gate of the royal palace. At Jerusalem
there was the broad place before the water gate,
which appears to have been on the south side of
the outer court of the temple (Neh 8lf·). At
Shushan, Mordecai went to the broad place of the
city before the king's gate; and queen Esther made
her petition to king Ahasuerus at the king's gate
(Est 46 52; cf. Herod, iii. 120, 140). Daniel sat in
the gate of the king (Dn 249). It is not improbable
that in Est and Dn ' gate' is used by metonymy
for 'palace' or 'king's court.' Cf. the modern
«Sublime Porte.'

The gates were closed and guarded by night.
Jos 25·7 ' About the time of the shutting of the
gate, when it was dark'; Neh 73 ' Let not the
gates of Jerusalem be opened till the sun be hot :
and while they stand on guard let them shut the
doors, and bar ye them'; Is 6011 ' Thy gates also
shall be open continually, they shall not be shut
day nor night' ; Rev 2Γ25 ' And the gates thereof
shall in no wise be shut by day (for there is no
night there)'; Neh 1319 < When the gates of Jeru-
salem began to be dark before the sabbath, I com-
manded that the doors should be shut.' The
gateways of palaces and temples were highly
ornamented—those of Nimroud (B.C. 884), Perse-
polis, and Khorsabad (Fergusson, Archit. pp. 154,
160,174) were flanked by colossal figures of animals,
winged bulls at Nimroud and Khorsabad. The
doors of city gates were usually plated with iron
or copper, to prevent their being easily burnt or
broken (Ps 10716, Is 452). In the temple of Solomon
(1 Κ 631) the doors leading to the Holy of Holies
were of olive wood, with carvings of cherubim and
palm trees, and overlaid with gold. The doors to
the temple were of cypress wood, carved in like
manner, and overlaid with gold, with doorposts of
olive wood (1 Κ 634f·, 2 Κ 1816, Ezk 4123f·). Josephus
(Wars, V. v. 3) speaks of nine of the gates of the
temple courts being covered with gold and silver,
while the east gate of the inner court (the Beautiful
Gate of Ac 32) was of Corinthian brass, and greatly
excelled the others. These gates were 30 cubits

high and 15 broad, while the doors of the east gate
were 40 cubits high and required 20 men to close
them, and had bolts fastened deeply into the solid
stone threshold (Jos. Wars, v. v. 3, VI. v. 3).

The bars, bolts, locks, etc., of doors of gateways
were the same as those used for doors of houses,
but larger in proportion (see HOUSE).

In some cities of Syria the doors were made of
massive pieces of stone. Buckingham [Arab
Tribes, p. 221) describes ponderous doors of stone
in the Hauran, 15 in. thick, closed on the inside
with bars. Burckhardt {Syria, p. 90) mentions
doors of the city gate at Kuffir, 10 ft. high, of
single pieces of stone; he also mentions doors at
Ezra, of one piece, 4 in. thick, some upwards of
9 ft. in height, turning upon hinges worked out of
the stone.

Maundrell {Early Travels, p. 447, A.D. 1697) men-
tions large stone doors to tombs at Jerusalem, 6
in. thick, turning on hinges of the same piece with
the door. Schumacher {Northern Ajlun, p. 71)
gives a sketch of a basalt door to a tomb at Umm
Keis (Gadara), 4 ft. high, 7 in. thick, with stone
hinges, and a lock and bolt which can be pushed
home and withdrawn from the outside. Gates of
single precious stones are mentioned poetically (Is
5412, Rev 2121).

At the present day the people of the East have
reverted to their primitive customs regarding the
uses of the gate, and many business and social
duties are carried out there. Thomson {Land and
the Book, i. p. 31) mentions having seen at Jaffa
the Kadi and his court sitting at the entrance of
the gate, hearing and adjudicating all sorts of
cases in the audience of all that went in and out
thereat. At Suakin in 1886 the present writer
found it necessary to sit at the gate to transact
official business in order that the public might freely
approach and relate their grievances. Bertrandon
de la Broquere {Early Travels, p. 349, A.D. 1433)
gives an interesting account of his reception at the
court of the Turks, the ' Sublime Porte,' at Con-
stantinople. The ambassadors were received at the
gate of the palace, and all business was transacted
there. Chardin relates (vii. 368) that the principal
gate of the royal palace of Ispahan was held sacred,
and used by criminals as a place of refuge. The
present writer conducted all his business transac-
tions with the governors of Al-Arish, Nukl, and
Akabah in 1882 at the gate, where there were
arched roofs giving protection from the sun and
rain, and seats for the administration of justice.
At Nukl the council chamber was immediately
over the gate. The city gateways of the present
day have usually flanking towers and overhead
galleries, with an arched passage within, so that a
second set of gates may be erected inside the
barbican or courtyard. ' Frequently in the gates
of cities, as at Mosul, these recesses are used as
shops for the sale of wheat and barley, bread and
grocery' (Layard, Nineveh and Babylon, p. 57 note).
Morier {Second Journey through Persia, p. 189)
speaks of the market for mules, asses, and camels
held every morning outside the gate of Teheran,
and also states that temporary shops and tents of
sellers of all sorts of goods were erected there.
Denham and Clapperton {Discoveries in Africa,
i. 216, 217) speak of the markets for slaves, sheep
and cattle, wheat, rice, etc., outside one of the
principal gates of a town. At Jerusalem there is
an extensive temporary market outside the Jaffa
gate on a Sunday morning, and here also is the
principal place of public execution.

The gate of a city is necessarily the place for
the collector of local customs to sit to receive
the moneys due for commodities entering the city
(Mt 99).

These gateways are often very highly orna-
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mented, sentences from the Koran being inscribed on
the doorways and on the doors (cf. I)t 69, Is 5412, Rev
2121). Maundrell {Early Travels, p. 488, A.D. 1697),
speaking of Damascus, says,' In these walls you find
the gates and doors adorned with marble portals,
carved and inlaid with great beauty and variety/
The city gates of the present day are usually two-
leaved, of wood studded with iron nails, and often
covered with iron or copper plates. As in olden
times, the gates of walled cities, such as Jeru-
salem, Damascus, Cairo, etc., are closed at night
(Robinson, BBP iii. 455; Lane, Mod. Egyp. i. 25).

Burying places were outside the gate (Lk 712);
so was the προσευχή at Philippi (Ac 1613); Jesus
suffered * without the gate,' He 1312 (cf. Lv 2414, Nu
1536, 1K21 1 O- I 3etc).

The word ' gate' is used, in a figurative sense, in a
variety of ways. It is used, esp. in Dt, to denote
the city itself,' And thy seed shall possess the gate
of his enemy' (Gn 2217 2460, Dt 1212). We read also
of the gate of heaven (Gn 2817); the gate of the Lord
(Ps 11820); the gates of death (Ps 913); the gates of
the grave (Is 3810); the gates of Hades (Mt 1618).
The gate from its importance and defensive strength
becomes the synonym for strength, power, and
dominion. ' Thou shalt call thy walls Salvation,
and thy gates Praise' (Is 6018); 'The Lord loveth
the gates of Zion' (Ps 872); ' Lift up your heads, Ο

e gates' (Ps 247); in time of calamity the gates
LOWI and languish, lament and mourn (Is 1431 326,

Jer 142). By metonymy * the gates' meant those
who administered justice at the gates and held
government (Horn. II. ix. 312 ; cf. Mt 1618).

To keep and watch over the temple, city, and
palace gates were porters (doorkeepers) and watch-
men ("UP2*» θυρωρός, πυλωρός, portarins, janitor). In
the temple of Jerusalem the duties of keeping the
gates ultimately devolved upon the Levites (1 Ch
9i8f. 2523^ 2 Ch 3114, Jer 354). In the time of the
Chronicler 4000 of the Levites were porters (door-
keepers) about the temple (1 Ch 235), and the porters
waited at every gate (2 Ch 3515). The location of
the porters at the gates is given in 1 Ch 26.

In the palace of Shushan (Est 221 62) the king's
chamberlains kept the door. In the time of our
Lord it is mentioned that a maid kept the door of the
court of the high priest at Jerus. (Jn 1816, cf. Ac 1213).
There were also porters and watchmen to the city
gates. David sat between the two gates at Maha-
naim, and the watchman went up over the gate
and called unto the porter (2 S 1826). The lepers
called to the porters of the city of Samaria (2 Κ
710). Nehemiah on rebuilding the walls of Jeru-
salem speaks of appointing the porters, and
appointing watches of the inhabitants (Neh 72f*);
he also set his servants over the gates when they
were shut on the Sabbath (Neh 1319). There were
also guards to the gates (2 Κ II6) and guard
chambers (1 Κ 1428). Keepers of prison doors are
spoken of (Ac 523 126).

The porter or doorkeeper (θυρωρός) of a fold is
spoken of as opening to the shepherd (Jn 103).
In private houses there were doorkeepers to watch
the entrance (Mk 1334). In Greek and Roman houses
there was a small room {θυρών, cella) for the porter
and also for his dog, which was usually kept in
the hall to guard the house (Aristot. Oecon. i. 6;
Plato, Protag. p. 314; Aristoph. Equit. 1025;
Tibull. i. 1. 56). C. WARREN.

GATH (m 'wine-press'; LXXIV0; Jos. Ηττα ;Vulg.
Geth), one of the five royal cities of the Philistines
(Jos 133,1 S 617), the site of which is still uncertain,
though its position can be located, within a radius
of a few miles, from the various references to it in
Scripture. The preponderance of opinion is in
favour of its identity with the village of Tell es-Sdfi,
the Blanchegarde of the Crusaders; while some
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authorities give reasons for identifying it with the
village of Beit Jibrin, which is also identified as
Eleutheropolis. These two sites are about 8
miles apart, within that portion of the Shephelah
or undulating country which was allotted to the
tribe of Judah, and is recognized as being within the
border of the Philistines. According to Josephus,
however (Ant. v. i. 22), Gath was in the territory
of Dan, and is coupled with Jamnia as though in
its vicinity on the southern border of the territory.

Gath is not mentioned in Jos as having been
allotted to either the tribe of Judah or Dan, but
all the references to it indicate that it was close to
the border separating these two tribes : in common
with Ashdod and Gaza, it remained in possession
of the Anakim after Joshua had destroyed them
out of all the other cities of Palestine (Jos II22).

Gath was a fenced city of considerable import-
ance, and was constantly the scene of struggles
between the Philistines and Israelites, and was
taken and retaken by either side ( IS 714 174·52,
2 S 212°, 2 Κ 1217, 1 Ch 721 813 181 206, 2 Ch II 8 266).

The journey of the ark of God from Ashdod to
Gath (1 S 5), and thence by Ekron to Beth-shemesh
and Kiriath-jearim, indicates the site of Gath to
have been near the boundary-line between Dan
and Judah. The account of the flight of the
Philistines on the death of Goliath, ' by the way
to Shaaraim, even unto Gath and unto Ekron'
(1 S 1752), gives the same indication.

Gath remained a stronghold of the Philistines
during the reigns of Saul and David, and the latter
twice (but see DAVID, i. 564a) took refuge there :
first, when he fled from Saul at Gibeah (1 S 2110)
he went to Achish the king of Gath, and being
discovered, feigned himself mad in their hands ;
secondly, when he again fled from Saul at the head
of 600 men, he dwelt with Achish at Gath, and
formed a friendship with him (1 S 275) and with
the Gittites, 600 of whom came after him from
Gath when he reigned in Jerusalem, and accom-
panied him under Ittai the Gittite on his flight
from Jerusalem over Jordan (2 S 1518ff<)> when his
son Absalom conspired and stole the hearts of the
men of Israel.

Rehoboam fortified Gath (2 Ch II8), but it seems
to have fallen again into the hands of the Philis-
tines, as Uzziah ' brake down the Avail of Gath'
(2 Ch 266) when he went forth and warred against
the Philistines. Amos about this time speaks of
* Gath of the Philistines' (Am 62; see Driver's
note). The last reference to Gath as an existing (?)
city is in the Bk. of Micah (l]0), in the days of
Hezekiah king of Judah, ' Declare ye it not at
Gath.' Both Ashdod and Ekron are referred to in
the times of Josiah (Zeph 24) and after the Exile
(Zee 95), but Gath has disappeared from history.
It may have been destroyed when Hezekiah smote
the Philistines even unto Gaza (2 Κ 188), or when
Sennacherib * came up against all the fenced cities
of Judah and took them' (2 Κ 1813), as it plays no
further part in history.

Little is learned concerning the site of path by
reference to Eusebius and Jerome. Gath is stated
to have been 5 Roman miles north of Eleutheropolis
towards Diospolis (Lydda), while Gath-rimmon, a
Levitical city in the tribe of Dan, is stated as about
12 miles from Diospolis towards Eleutheropolis :
this would in each case indicate a site close to
Tell es-Safi, which is situated within the boundary
of the tribe of Judah, and is nowhere near the site
which Gath-rimmon is supposed to have occupied
in Dan, not far from Joppa and Lydda. It may,
then, be assumed that both these references are to
the royal Gath of the Philistines and not to Gath-
rimmon (Onomast. s. 'Gath'). Jerome in another
work (Comm. in Mic I11) states that Gath, one of
the five cities of the Philistines, was situated near
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the borders of Judah on the way from Eleutheropolis
to Gaza, and was then a very large village. There
is obviously a mistake in the word ' Gaza/ as the
way indicated does not go near the borders of
Judah. Eusebius further mentions the Gath to
which the ark was taken from Ashdod on the way
to Ekron as lying between Antipatris {Mas el-Ain)
and Jamnia (Yebna); this line lies within the tribe
of Dan, and the Gath thus located appears to be
Gath-rimmon and not the royal Gath.

The Crusaders considered Gath to be identical
with Jamnia (Yebna), and erected there the castle
of Ibelin, which Benjamin of Tudela {Early Travels,
p. 37) identifies with Jabneh, now Yebna (Will.
Tyr. 15. 24. 25).

The view that Gath, Bethgabra, Eleutheropolis,
and Beit Jibrin are all one and the same city is
based by Thomson {Land and Book) and Canon
Tristram {Bible Places) on the ground that Beth-
gabra and Beit Jibrin may be rendered * house of
the giants' (Anakim), and on the finding of the name
Kherbet Gat among the ruined heaps at Beit Jibrin,
and also on the assumption that Mareshah was a
suburb of Gath (2 Ch II 8, Mic I14), from the con-
nexion of the words in those two passages. As,
however, the word Gath in Hebrew signifies
' wine-press,' and as the Anakim at one time occu-
pied all the territory round about, this proposal
cannot be pressed home.

The view generally accepted is that proposed by
Porter in 1857, viz. that Gath is represented by
the site of the modern village of Tell es-Safi.
The position generally satisfies all the geographical
references so far as they go, and for a fenced city
it is naturally a very strong site, having precipitous
sides towards the west. The only difficulty is that
the sites of Ekron, Ashdod, Ashkelon, Gaza, and
other Philistine fenced cities do not present any
natural features capable of defence; they are
simply mounds on the undulating plain, and it
may be that Gath may yet be discovered as a
mound somewhere near Tell es-Safi. If it had
such pronounced natural features for defence as
the hill in question has, it is difficult to understand
how its existence can have so completely dis-
appeared from history after the time of king
Ilezekiah.

Tell es-Safi {BEP2 ii. pp. 29-32) is an isolated
oblong hill or ridge stretching from north to south
between the Shephelah to the east and the plains
of Philistia to the west, Wady es - Sunt (the
valley of Elah) passing by on the north. It stands
out conspicuously towards the north, south, and
west, about 300 ft. above the plain and 700 above
the Mediterranean ; and, presenting on three sides
many hundred feet of white precipices, would as a
fenced city have been remarkably strong. There
are many caves and excavations on the northern
scarps ; water is obtained to the west at the foot
of the hill. The name signifies ' the white hill,'
and it can be seen at several hours' distance to
north and west.

On the top is a modern village of mud huts with
a sacred wely. There are still remains of drafted
stones visible, remnants of the old castle of
Blanchegarde {Alba Specula), erected in A.D. 1144
by Fulke of Anjou as a check against the incur-
sions of the Saracens from Ashkelon. It was
taken by Saladin in A.D. 1191 and dismantled, but
was again fortified by Richard of England in the
following year. It continued for some centuries as
a place of importance in the hands of the Moslems.
(See, in addition to the authorities cited above,
G. A. Smith, HGHL 194 ff.; Gautier, Souvenirs de
Terre-Sainte, 93). C. WAKREN.

GATH-HEPHER (ι?ππ m ' wine-press of digging';
in Jos 1913 with n locale -isrr nru wThich AV mis-

takenly tr. Gittah-hepher).—The home of the
prophet Jonah (2 Κ 1425), and on the border of
Zebulun and Naphtali near Japhia and Rimmon
(Jos 1912·13), which have been identified in the
villages of Yd/a and Rummaneh.

There is a general concurrence in the identifica-
tion of Gath-hepher with the present village of
el-Meshhed {SWP i. pp. 363-367), the site of one
of the many Moslem tombs of Neby Yunas, the
prophet Jonah. This village is regarded by both
Christians and Moslems as being the home of the
prophet Jonah, and there appears to be a chain of
tradition supporting this view. About 2£ miles to
the west of el-Meshhed is the village of Seffurieh,
where there are still the remains of a castle and
church identified by Kobinson {BBP ii. 345) as
the site of the Sepphoris of Josephus, the Tsippori
of the Rabbins, a place not mentioned in Scripture,
but afterwards called by the Komans Diociesarea.
Jerome says {Procem. in Jonam) that the home
and tomb of the prophet Jonah were shown at a
small village 2 miles from Sepphoris or Diocsesarea
on the road to Tiberias. Benjamin of Tudela in
the 12th cent, states that the tomb of the prophet
Jonah was shown in his time near Sepphoris {Early
Travels in Palestine, p. 89). Isaac Chelo in the
14th cent, states that the name of Gath-hepher was
Meshad (Carmoly, Itin. p. 256). The rabbinical
writers state that the tomb of Jonah the prophet
was shown at Gath-hepher on a hill near Sepphoris.
The wely or makan has two domes, and is very
conspicuous, dominating the plain on the north at
a height of 1250 ft. above the Mediterranean.

LITERATURE. — Besides the authorities cited above, Bee
Baedeker-Socin, Pal. 252; Reland, Pal. ii. 786; Neubauer,
Giog. du Talm, 200 f. C. WARREN.

GATH-RIMMON (psrna).— There are perhaps two
places mentioned of this name.

1. A Levitical city in the territory of Dan (Jos
2124, 1 Ch 66S), situated near Jehud, Bene-berak,
and Me-jarkon, not far from Joppa (Jos 1945).
The site has not been ascertained. This is prob-
ably the Gath mentioned by Eusebius as lyings
between Antipatris and Jamnia {Onom. s. 'Gath').
A Gath-rimmon is mentioned as lying between
Diospolis and Eutheropolis, but this reference is
probably to the royal city of Gath. See GATH.

2. A town of Manasseh, west of Jordan (Jos 2125),
assigned to the Levites. It is only once mentioned,
with no indication whatever of its situation within
the tribe of Manasseh. It follows immediately
after Gath-rimmon of Dan in the previous verse;
and as the LXX has Ίφαθά (Β) or Βαιθσά (A), and
the parallel passage in 1 Ch 670 has Bileam (DJ$3),
it is possibly an error of the transcribers. Oxf. Heb.
Lex. would read in Jos 2125 •$:?:, and identify this
with the place referred to in 1 Cn 670 (so also Bennett
in SBOT on Jos ad loc). See further IBLEAM.

C. WARREN.
GAULANITIS {Ταυλανΐτη).— The name of a dis-

trict east of the Sea of Galilee, and frequently
mentioned by Josephus, together with Trachonitis,
Auranitis, and Batanoea. It is from Gaulon,
Ταυλών, which is the Gr. form of the Heb. word
Golan, jSia, of which the modern Arab, representa-
tive is Jaidun. Could we locate with certainty
Golan, which was the northernmost of the three
cities of refuge east of the Jordan, we should have
the central or chief city of the district in question,
and thus be able, no doubt, to determine its geo-
graphical limits more definitely.

After the death of Herod the Great, Gaulanitis
fell to his son Philip, and during his long reign
was a portion of his dominions {Ant. XVIII. iv. 6).
It was divided into two parts, Upper and Lower,
and belonged to Agrippali., from whom it revolted
to the Komans in A.D. 66-70 (Josephus, Life, 37;
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Wars, in. iii. 5, IV. i. 1). The province could not
have been of great extent; it was free from hills,
having some portions rocky and others exceedingly
fertile. It is a part of the great east-Jordan
plateau, and rises some 2000 ft. above the sea-level.
Judging from existing ruins, this region was once
densely populated. See on the whole subject
Schumacher, The Jauldn. S. MERRILL.

GAULS (Γαλάται) are mentioned in 1 Mac 82 as
conquered by the Romans, and in 2 Mac 820 as
defeated in Babylonia by the Jews (RVm in the
second passage and AV in both read ' Galatians').
The historical allusions are doubtful, although
probably the former passage refers to the victories
of Manlius in Asia Minor (B.C. 189). See further
under GALATIA, p. 89\

GAZA (njy Gn 1019, Dt 2», Arab. Ghuzzeh).—
One of the five chief cities of Philistia, situated on
a slight eminence amidst trees and gardens at a
distance of 2 miles from the shore of the Medi-
terranean, and on the high road from Egypt
to Jaffa and the East (lat. 31-30° N.; long. 34-
33° E.). Between the present town and the coast
rises a high range of sandhills,* which protects the
town from the westerly winds of winter, but is a
constant source of danger and loss, as the sands,
impelled by the winds from the sea, are ever ad-
vancing inland; and it is supposed, with much
probability, that the city of the time of the judges
(c. B.C. 1100) is buried beneath these immense
mounds. To the east of the town rises a ridge,
270 feet high, called el-Muntar, or 'the watch-
tower,' supposed to be the mount, ' in the direction
of Hebron,' to which Samson carried the gates of
the city (Jg 163); and on the coast are some traces
of ruins, Tell et-Tineh and el-Mineh, which are con-
sidered to mark the position of the former harbour.
There is, however, no natural harbour, or safe
anchorage, at any part of this coast for many miles
from Gaza, and the place could never have been
a seaport town. One of the most interesting ob-
jects about Gaza is the forest of ancient olive
trees extending for 3 miles along the Jaffa road,
somewhat resembling a forest of ancient oaks in
the gnarled and wrinkled character of their bark,
and the girth of their corrugated trunks, f The
country around is rich and well cultivated, or else
laid out in pasturage for sheep, goats, and herds
of cattle; and the Arabs from the neighbour-
ing desert assemble here in the market-place
to buy and sell commodities. They belong to
the Azazimeh and Terabin tribes inhabiting the
districts to the N. and S. of the Wady es-Seba
(here called the Wady Ghuzzeh), and stretching
southwards into the sterile region of the Badiet
et-Tih.

History.—Gaza is one of the most ancient cities
named in the Bible. We find it mentioned, along
with the cities of the plain, as lying along the
border of the Canaanites (Gn 1019),ΐ and it was
captured, but not retained, by the tribe of Judah
on the invasion of Pal. by the Israelites (Jg I18·19).
The special interest of its early history is connected
with the exploits of Samson during the wars between
Israel and the Philistines (Jg 13-16), at which time
G. seems to have risen to a position of great im-
portance, and to have become the capital of the
Philistine confederacy; a position which it re-
tained down to the time of Alexander the Great.

* Survey Map of Palestine.
t One of these trees was found to be 19 feet in circumference

at 4 feet from the ground when measured by the present writer
in 1884; and many of them may be a thousand years of age
and upwards.

X It does not necessarily follow that Gaza was in existence at
that time, but only in the time of the writer of the Book of
Genesis.

In the year B.C. 710, when joined in alliance with
Sabako king of Egypt, and ruled by Hanno, it was
attacked by Sargon and the army of Assyria. A
great battle was fought at Raphia (the modern
Rafeh), about half-way between Gaza and the
Wady el-'Arish (' River of Egypt')> in which the
allies were defeated by Sargon. Hanno was de-
prived of his crown, and carried captive to Assyria
by the conqueror. This was the first trial of
strength between the two great poAvers of Egypt
and Assyria.* Stiil later (B.C. 332) G. was strong
enough to resist for a period of two months a
siege by Alexander the Great, after the battle of
Issus, but was ultimately taken by storm. The
city at this time is described as 20 stadia distant
from the sea, and very difficult of access owing to
the height of the sandhills. The city itself was
wide, and placed on a lofty hill and strongly forti-
fied by a wall.t

But the ultimate decay of G. foretold by the
prophets (Jer 47, Am I6, Zeph 24, Zee 95) was
hastening towards fulfilment. G. suffered greatly
(1 Mac l l 6 1 · 6 2 1343) in the wars between Ptolemy
IX. and Alexander Jannseus, a prince of the Mac-
cabsean line (B.C. 105-78). By Augustus it was
assigned to the kingdom of Herod along with the
neighbouring maritime cities. This brings us to
the first event recorded in NT history in which
the name of G. comes prominently into view,
namely, the conversion and baptism of the Ethi-
opian eunuch, which took place near the city (Ac
826). The precise spot where he was baptized
by Philip cannot be determined with certainty ;
but it may be inferred to have been at the
crossing of either the brook Wady el-Hessy or
Wady el-Halib by the road from Jaffa to Gaza.J

Henceforth G. almost disappears from the page
of history, till in A.D. 634 it was captured by the
generals of the first calif, Abu Bekr. ' During
the crusades it was garrisoned by the Knights
Templars, but finally fell into the hands of Saladin
after the disastrous battle of Hattin (A.D. 1170).
Since then it has remained a Mohammedan city.
(For a full account of Gaza and its history see G.
A. Smith, HGHL 181 ff., and cf. Gautier, Souvenirs
de Terre-Sainte, 116ff.; Clermont-Ganneau, Arch.
Researches in Pal. (1896), p. 279ff.). E. HULL.

GAZARA (Γα££/>α, Τά'ςαρα, Ταζηρά, Τάσηρα).—Αη
important stronghold often mentioned during the
Maccabsean struggle, 1 Mac 415 745 952 1353 (in this
last all MSS have Tafap, Gaza, but the context and
the parallel passage in Jos. Ant. xm. vi. 7 show
that the correct reading is Ταζάραν, see RVm) 1353

147.34 1528 j ^ 2 Mac 1032. In Ant. XII. vii. 4, xiv.
v. 4, Wars, I. viii. 5, it is called Gadara. There
seems to be no doubt that it is the OT GEZER
(which see). See further, Schiirer, HJP I. i. 261 f.,
372, and G. A. Smith, HGHL 215 ff.

J. A. SELBIE.
GAZELLE ('3V zebhi, δορκά*).—AY renders zZbhi

in the poetical books, and in £ S 218 1 Ch 128 by
roe. BV gives the same rendering, but adds in
the marg. in all but three places (2 S 218, Ca 35 73)
gazelle. In the lists of animals used as food AV
renders zebhi by roebuck, while RV renders it in-
consistently with itself in the other passages,
gazelle. The latter is undoubtedly the correct
rendering for all, instead of roe and roebuck. The
Arabic word zabi, the exact counterpart of zebhi,
is one of the names of the gazelle in that tongue ;

* Rawlinson, Anc. Hon. vol. ii. 144.
t Arrian, ii. 26, where an account of the siege is given. During

its progress Alexander received a wound in the shoulder.
X The Hessy is crossed by the road at a distance of 12 miles

from Gaza, the IJalib at 5 miles. Either of these spots fits in
with the narrative. The ruins of el-Mineh on the seacoast
mark the site of a town and episcopal nee of the 5th cent
called ' Constantia' or 'Limena Gazae.'
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the other is ghazdl, from which our word gazelle is
derived. It was expressly permitted as food
(Dt 12151451522). It was daily served on Solomon's
table (1 Κ 423). Asahel and the Gadites were as
fleet as zebMs (2 S 218, 1 Ch 128). The zebhi was
much hunted (Pr 65, Is 1314). It is frequently
alluded to in Ca (27· 9 · 1 7 3δ 45 73 814). The fern, form
,την zebhiyydh became (by law of interchange)
Aram, tabitha, which was translated δοpicas =
gazelle (cf. Ac 936).

The gazelle, Gazella Dorcas, L., is one of the
most beautiful of the antelopes. It is abundant
throughout the country, but especially in the
remoter mountain districts and in the deserts. It
is often met with in herds, which sometimes number
as many as a hundred. The general colour is fawn,
with white and dark stripes down the face, and a
white mark on the hind quarters. A local variety,
called the ariel gazelle, Gazella Arabica, Ehr., is
found in Gilead. It is of a darker fawn colour
than the type.

Gazelles' are hunted by lying in wait for them at
the springs, or by chasing them with greyhounds
and falcons. They are very fleet, however, and
often * deliver themselves from the hand of the
hunter' (Pr 65). They are often taken in large
numbers by driving them into an enclosure, with
a pitfall at either side. As many as Mty may
thus be taken at one time. When taken young
the gazelle is easily tamed, and becomes very
affectionate. G. E. POST.

GAZERA (Α Γφ?/>ά, Β Kafypd), 1 Es 5a1.—His
sons were among the ' temple servants.5 In Ezr 248

GAZZAM.

GAZEZ (na, Wellh., de gent, et /am. Jud. 26,
would write lja).—1. A son of Ephah, Caleb's con-
cubine, 1 Ch 246. 2. In same verse a second G. is
mentioned as a son of Haram, who was another of
Ephah's sons. Smith's DB2 incorrectty states that
this second G. is omitted in B. The latter MS
reads both times Tefove; Luc. has in second
instance

GAZINGSTOCK.—Men are no longer punished
by being exposed to public gaze, whether in the
stocks or otherwise, and ' gazing-stock' has gone
out of use. It is one of several compounds of
'stock' which have become obsolete. We find
' mocking stock' in 2 Mac 77; and Tindale uses
' gestyngestocke' in Dt 2837 for EV * byword.'
The only compound still in use is ' laughing-stock.'

Gazingstock (1611 'gazing stocke') occurs Nah
36 ' I . . . will set thee as a gazingstock' j Heb.
•JO? [in pause], lit. ' as a sight' (from πκ*ι ( to look
upon'); the word is found also in Gn 1613 (%in Vx,
AV 'Thou God seest me,' RV 'Thou art a "God
that seeth,' HVm ' God of seeing '—which is prob-
ably nearest the mark, rot being a subst. here);
in 1 S 1612 of David (EV ' goodly to look to ' ) ; and
in Job 3321 (\xn-p, of the wasting away of Job's
flesh, EV ' that it cannot be seen'). For the
thought of Nah 36 Davidson refers to Ezk 2817·18,
Mt I19, 1 Co 49; to which may be added the other
example of ' gazingstock,' He 10s3 (cf. also Moab.
Stone, 1. 12, ' a g. to Chemosh and to Moab'). Here
the ptcp. θεατρίξόμενοί is trd in AV ' whilst ye were
made a gazingstock,' in RV 'being made a g.,' a
tr. which comes from the Bishops' Bible; Wye. and
Rhem. having ' spectacle,' after Vulg. spectaculum
/acti. This is the only occurrence of the Gr. verb,
but θέατρον ηίνομα,ί is found in 1 Co 49, already
referred to, in a precisely similar meaning, EV
' We are made a spectacle unto the world,' which
is Wyclif's and the Rhem. tr., again after Vulg.
spectaculum /acti. Tindale's word here is ' gas-
yngestocke,' and he is followed by the other ver-

sions. Shaks. uses 'gaze' for 'gazing-stock' in
Macbeth, v. viii. 24—

'Then yield thee, coward,
And live to be the show and gaze o' the time ;
We'll have thee, as our rarer monsters are,
Painted upon a pole, and underwrit,
" Here may you see the tyrant."'

J. HASTINGS.

GAZITES ([D?rj?HPT).— The inhabitants of GAZA
(wh. see), Jos 133 (AV Gazathites), Jg 162.

GAZZAM (ma).— A family of Nethinim who re-
turned with Zerub. (Ezr 248, Neh 751), called in
1 Es 531 Gazera. See GENEALOGY.

GEBA.—1. (y^inpausey^arrG^aja 'hill') Acity
of Benjamin—one of those assigned under Joshua
to the Levites (Jos 2117, 1 Ch 660). It was situated
on the N.E. border of Benjamin (Jos 1824). It is
abundantly clear from the history of the two king-
doms that Geba is to be identified with the modern
Jeba. The latter lies some 7 miles to the N. of
Jerusalem, the road to which joins the main road
between Bethel and Jerusalem, just N. of Tell el-
Ful (Gibeah). It is situated on the S. side of the
steep defile of the Wady Suweinit, facing Mich-
mash {Mukhmas) on the other side (1 S 145 'The
one crag rose up on the north in front of Michmash,
and the other on the south in front of Geba'). It
was from this spot that Jonathan (1 S 14lf·),
accompanied only by his armour-bearer, started to
descend the precipitous cliffs of the pass, and, in so
doing, purposely revealed himself to the garrison
of the Philistines on the opposite height. The
words of the latter merely served to confirm the
two warriors in their resolve, while the very
audacity of their undertaking ensured its success.
Climbing up on their hands and feet (v.13), they
fell upon the astonished Philistines with un-
diminished vigour, and, by their daring, initiated
a panic, which quickly spread throughout the
Philistine forces, and caused the complete discom-
fiture of the latter at the hands of Saul. Saul,
with but a scanty remnant of his forces, would
seem to have been encamped at Gibeah (1316 Geba
must be a mistake for Gibeah; cf v.15), some 3
miles to the S., so that Jonathan could start on
his daring errand without awakening the suspicions
of his countrymen as to the object of his expedition.
In the reign of Asa king of Judah, this important
position on the frontier was fortified with' the stones
of Raman (er-Itam) and the timber thereof, where-
with Baasha (king of Israel) had builded' (1 Κ 1522

= 2 Ch 166). From this period onwards G. appears
to have marked the N. limit of the kingdom of
Judah. Hence we find the old formula, 'from
Dan to Beersheba,' which denoted the extent of
the united kingdom, altered into 'from Geba to
Beersheba' (2 Κ 238, cf. Zee 1410). The position of
Geba, its strategic importance, and its distinction
from the similar-sounding Gibeah (for the latter
point cf. Jos 1824·28), are once more clearly shown in
Isaiah's dramatic picture of the march of Senna-
cherib's army against Jerusalem from the N.
(Is 1028"32, see GIBEAH, 2 (4)); while in the times of
Ezra and Nehemiah it was still a well-known spot
(Neh II 3 1 1229; cf. 730, Ezr 226, 1 Ch 86).

In the following passages the Hebrew text
wrongly gives Geba for Gibeah: Jg 2010·33, 1 S
133·16; for further details see GIBEAH, 2. In Jg
2031 (see above) Geba is to be restored in place of
Gibeah, while in 2 S 525 it seems probable that we
should restore Gibeon for Geba, in accordance with
the parallel passage 1 Ch 1416.

2. {Ταφαί) About 3 miles N. of Samaria. It
was the southernmost of the three fortresses
which commanded the road leading up from Es-
draelon, through the pass of En-gannim (Jenin),
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into Samaria. It was between this fort and Scy-
thopolis that Holofernes pitched his camp pre-
paratory to attacking Judaea (Jth 310).

J. F. STENNING.
GEBAL.—1. hi}, Ταψάλ or Τεβάλ, Ps 838 [Eng. 7 ] .

A mountainous district south of the Dead Sea,
which still bears the name of Jebal (Robinson, BR
ii. 154). Josephus regards Fo/SoXms as a part of
Idumsea (Ant. Π. i. 2, cf. IX. ix. 1), and Jerome
explains Seir by Gebalena (Euseb. Onomast. 'Seir').
In Ps 838 Gebal is named, together with Ammon,
Amalek, and other nations, as forming a confederacy
against Israel. The date and occasion of the psalm
are unknown, but many commentators connect it
with the events described in 1 Mac 5.

2. V33, (οΙπρ€σβύτ€ρο<.)Βνβ\ίων,Έζ]ί2Ί9. GEBALITES
o^an, AV Giblites, but in 1 Κ ' the stonesquarers,'
Jos 135, 1 Κ 518. A Phoenician city, situated on
rising ground near the sea, at the foot of Lebanon,
and about 20 miles N. of Beirut. The name is
found frequently in Phoenician (CIS 1) and Assy-
rian inscriptions in the forms Gubal or Gubli (cf.
Schrader, COT i. 174 and Gloss.), and also on the
Tel el-Amarna tablets; while to the Greeks the
town was well known as Byblus (Βύβλος or B£/3Xos,
cf. Strabo, xvi. p. 755). The modern name is
Jebeil. The city was celebrated for the worship
of Adonis and Astarte, while its maritime im-
portance is attested by Ezekiel, who speaks of
the ' elders and wise men of Gebal' as being the
carpenters or 'calkers' of the ships of Tyre (279).
According to Jos 135 the land of the GEBALITES
(AV Giblites) was included within the ideal bound-
aries of Israel; but it was never occupied by the
Israelites, and it seems doubtful whether it could
in any sense have been regarded as belonging to
the Promised Land. Moreover, the passage is syn-
tactically incorrect ('^sn fjNni), and the widely
different reading of LXX points to an early corrup-
tion of the text. It is better to read * as far as the
border of the Gebalites,' '^an h*2$ iy, omitting the
preceding words ρκπι '*P£?> a n 4 °̂ s u PP o s e that
the territory of Gebal extended inland in a south-
easterly direction (see Dillm. ad loc). The
Gebalites are mentioned again in 1 Κ 518 [Heb.32],
where they are said to have fashioned the stones
for the building of the temple along with the
builders of Solomon and the builders of Hiram.
But here, too, the text is probably faulty. Thenius
reads, 'and Solomon's builders . . . fashioned
them (the stones), and made a border for them'
(nfrzp. for D'̂ arn, LXX ΖβσΧον). Η. A. WHITE.

GEBER (nna 'man' or 'mighty man,' Γαβέρ A,
om. Β Luc. 1 Κ 419).—One of Solomon's twelve
commissariat officers, whose district lay to the E.
of Jordan, and perhaps S. of that of the officer
mentioned v.13. At the end of v.19 comes a sen-
tence referred by AV and RV to this Geber, and
rendered 'and he was the only officer which was
in the land.' This is usually thought to mean
that in this large district more than one officer
might have been expected, but that this was not
the case, probably because the country was rugged
and thinly populated. Such a rendering, however,
together with the interpretation put upon it, can
by no means be extracted from the Hebrew, which
is certainly corrupt. Klostermaim by a clever
emendation obtains the statement ' and one officer
was over all the officers who were in the land,5

the reference being, not to Geber, but to Azariah
son of Nathan, mentioned v.5 as ' over the officers.'
Cf. the interpretation of Jos. [Ant. VIII. ii. 3) έπϊ
dh τούτων eh πάλιν άρχων άποδέδεικτο.

C. F. BURNEY.
GEBIM (D»?|5 ' the trenches').—A place N. of

Jerusalem, the inhabitants of which are graphically
pictured by the prophet as saving their goods by

flight upon the approach of the Assyrian army,
Is 1031 only. In Eusebius {Onomast. s. 'Gebin')
a Geba 5 Roman miles from Gophna, on the
way to Neapolis (Shechem), is noticed. This is
the modern Jebta, which, being near the great
northern road, is a possible site for Gebim. See
SWP vol. ii. sh. xiv. C. R. CONDER.

GECKO (π$κ 'cindkdh, μν-γαλή, mygale). —The AV
(Lv II30) renders }andkdhy ferret. This animal,
however, is not found in the Holy Land, and is not
at all likely to be the one intended here. The
LXX μυ*/αλή signifies the shrew mouse, of which
several kinds are met with in the Holy Land : (1)
Sorex araneus, De Selys, Arab, far el-Jchald, in the
hilly districts of N. Galilee; (2) S. tetragonurus,
Desm., in Lebanon ; (3) S. pygmams, De Selys,
about one-third as large as the first; (4) S. crassi-
caudus, Licht., a silver-grey species, in the S.
deserts; (5) S. fodiens, Schreb., the ivater shrew,
by streams in Ccelesyria and Antilebanon. Not-
withstanding the above trn of the LXX and the
notion of the Rabbins that the hedgehog was the
animal intended, the position of 'anakah among the
lizards has inclined scholars to regard it as one of
them. The RV has adopted gecko {so Pesh.). This
rendering, however, must be regarded as purely
conjectural. There are several of the Geckonidce in
the Holy Land. The commonest of all is the com-
mon gecko, Ptyodactylus Hasselquistii, Schneid.,
which is found every where amon» rocks and in
ruins and about houses. It has a fan-shaped foot
(whence its generic name), with suckers by the
sides of the toes, so that it can walk on smooth
walls, and even run inverted like a fly. It moves
noiselessly. But it can emit a rapid clucking
sound, by vibrating the tongue against the palate.
The name gecko is an attempted imitation of this
sound. There is a popular superstition in the
country, that a gecko, crawling over the body,
will produce leprous sores; hence its name abu
bicreis, ' father of leprosy.' This opinion, which is
probably ancient, would add to the lacertine form
of the animal a reason for considering it unclean.
It has a flattish-triangular head, covered with
scales, a wide mouth, large eyes and small teeth,
and a broad tail, nearly as lon'g as the body. The
general colour is black, but the whole body is
spotted with rows of rounded warts or promi-
nences. It is the most repulsive-looking of the
lizards in Palestine. G. E. POST.

GEDALIAH (i.r^a, n;^a ' J" is great').—1. Son
of Ahikam, who had protected Jeremiah from the
anti-Chaldsean party (Jer 2624), and probably grand-
son of Shaphan, the pious scribe (2 Κ 22). G.
naturally shared the views of Jeremiah. This
commended him to Nebuchadnezzar, who made
him governor over ' the poor of the people that
were left in the land.' His two months' rule and
treacherous murder are detailed in Jer 40, 41
(2 Κ 2522"25). At Mizpah in Benjamin the scattered
elements of the national life gathered round G.
First came Jeremiah, then the remnant of the
army, and finally the Jews that had been dispersed
in the adjacent countries. At G.'s bidding they
began to settle in the deserted towns, and to
gather in the now ownerless crops. Meanwhile
Baalis, king of the Ammonites, resolved, by the
assassination of G., to destroy ' the remnant of
Judah' (Jer 4015). He found a tool in Ishmael' of the
seed royal,' formerly a high officer under Zedekiah,
but now a bandit in the service of Ammon
(4110). Disbelieving the warnings which he re-
ceived, G. entertained Ishmael and ten followers
at Mizpah. G. and the small garrison of Jews
and Chaldseans were slain, probably while at table
(Jos. Ant. x. ix. 4), and their bodies cast promiscu-
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ously (419) into the ancient cistern of Asa. The
plot of Baalis succeeded but too well; for the
Jewish captains, fearing lest they might be held
responsible for the audacious murder of the great
king's representative (412·18), fled into Egypt,
carrying with them Jeremiah and ' all the remnant
of Judah. ' ' I t seemed to be the revocation of the
advantages of the Exodus' (Stanley). The anni-
versary of G.'s murder—the third day of the
seventh month, Tisri (Zee 75 819)—has been ever
since observed as one of the four Jewish fasts.
Gratz (see Cheyne on Jer 411) argues that G.'s
government lasted five years, but his reasons do
not seem conclusive.

2. 1 Ch 2o 3 · 9 eldest ' son' of Jeduthun, leader
of the second course of temple musicians. 3. Ezr
1018 (1 Es 919 Joadanus), a priest 'of the sons of
Jeshua,' who ' h a d married a strange woman.'
3. Jer 381 son of Pashhur (Jer 201"6), a prince in
the reign of Zedekiah. 5. Zeph I 1 grandfather
of the prophet Zephaniah. N. J . D^ W H I T E .

GEDDUR (Α Τεδδούρ, Β Κεδδούρ), 1 Es 53 0.—In
Ezr 247 Neh 749 GAHAR. im was perhaps read

GEDER (-Π5). — An unidentified Canaanitish
town, whose king was amongst those conquered
by Joshua, Jos 1213 (only). While LXX A has
Ταδέρ, Β has 'Aaei. I t is very probably identical
with Beth-gader of 1 Ch 251. In 1 Ch 2728 Baal-
hanan, who had charge of David's olives and syco-
mores, is called the Gederite (*Tjan), which may be
a gentilic name derived from Geder, although some
prefer to derive it from GEDERAH (wh. see).

GEDERAH. — A V of 1 Ch 42 3 b reads, 'Those
that dwelt amon^ plants (RVm plantations) and
hedges,' but RV gives ' the inhabitants of Netaim
and Gederah,' and this is probably the correct t r n

of ίττηί D^m 'nfv. In that case the Gederah re-
ferred to would probably be the city of that name
located by Jos 1536 in the Shephelah, the modern
Jedireh (SWP vol. iii. sh. xx.) and the Gedour of
Eusebius (Onomast. p. 254, Lagarde, 2nd ed.). The
gentilic name Gederathite ("jri-jnan) occurs in 1 Ch
124. " J . A. SELBIE.

GEDEROTH (rri-m, in 2 Ch 2817 fjn).—A town of
Judah in the Shephelah, Jos 1541, 2 Ch 2818, noticed
with Beth-dagon, Makkedah, and Naamah. I t
appears to be the modern Katrah near Yebna,
where a Jewish colony is now established. Possibly
it is also the Kidron of 1 Mac 153 a·4 1 169. See SWP
vol. iii. sh. xvi. C. R. CONDER.

GEDEROTHAIM (avrm) occurs in Jos 1536 as one
of the fourteen cities of Judah that lay in the
Shephelah. There are, however, fourteen cities
without it, and it is probable that the name has
arisen by ditto^raphy from the preceding Gederah
(Noldeke, Krii. d. AT, 101). The names of the
cities in the LXX show several divergences from the
MT ; in v.36 Adithaim is omitted, and after Ταδηρά
we read καϊ al έπαύλει,ς αυτής, which is evidently
intended to be the t r n of D?rrna ('sheep-folds').
Both the Oxf. Heb. Lex. and Siegfried - Stade
are surely in error in stating t h a t the name is
omitted in the LXX. The subterfuge of the AVm
'Gederah or Gederothaim' is, of course, not per-
missible. J . A. SELBIE.

GEDOR (-ΤΠ3, ·π$).—1. A town of Judah, named
along with Halhul and Beth-zur, Jos 15 5 8; cf.
1 Ch 4 4 · 1 8 127 (in this last -rnan, Baer and Kittel
*m$n). I t is generally identified with the modern
Jedur (Robinson, BBP2 ii. 13) north of Beit Sur.
2· The district from which the Simeonites are said

to have expelled the Hamite settlers, 1 Ch 439ff·.
The LXX, however, reads Τέραρα (Gerar), and
Gerar ' suits admirably as to direction' (Kittel in
SBOT). This reading is adopted also by Ewald
{Gesch. Isr. i. 344), Bertheau (Chron. 51), Hitzig
(on Mic I 1 5), Graf {Der Stamm Simeon, 25), Oxf.
Heb. Lex., Siegfried-Stade, etc.

GEDOR (TIT?, -n$ 'wall').—1. A Benjamite, an
ancestor of king Saul, 1 Ch 831 937. 2. 3. The
eponym of two Judahite families, 1 Ch 44·18. See
GENEALOGY.

GE-HARASHIM (GOT; tra), 'valley of craftsmen,'
1 Ch 414, Neh II 3 5. In the latter passage it occurs
with Lod and Ono. The name may survive at the
ruin Hirsha, E. of Lydda. See SWP vol. ii. sh.
xiv.

GEHAZI (ηπΊ?, except in 2 Κ 525 84·5, where it is
•ma, ' valley of vision' ; LXX Γιφτί, Vulg. Giezi) is
four times called the servant (nyj, lit. ' boy') of
Elisha, a term which indicates a lower kind of
service than Elisha's 'ministry' to Elijah. He
may, however, be the person called in 2 Κ 4^
Elisha's minister (ΓΠ^Ρ), the word which is applied
to Elisha himself in 1 Κ 1921. Gehazi is one of
those Bible characters—Achan, Judas, Ananias,
Demas, etc.—whose crimes and apostasy point the
moral that the love of money is a root of all kinds
of evil. What is known of him is told in three
narratives.

1. In the story of the lady of Shunem (2 Κ 48"37)
he appears as a man of shrewd practical sense, but
incapable of understanding the impulses of deep
feeling. His moral quality is scarcely defined.
Elisha having failed to persuade his benefactress
to ask any favour, turns in perplexity to consult
his servant (414). G. has penetrated the good lady's
thoughts, and tells the prophet of her secret longing
for a son. Elisha perceives that his servant's insight
has surpassed his own, and, recalling the Shunam-
mite, promises that the desire of her heart will be
granted. In the sequel to the story, when the
lady, bereft of this child of promise, comes in haste
to the retreat at Carmel and casts herself at the
prophet's feet in a passion of grief, G.'s common-
place mind is shocked at this liberty taken by a
woman. He would rudely thrust her away; but
the prophet, pitying her unknown sorrow, reproves
his servant for adding to the bitterness of her soul.
When she has told the cause of her grief, G. is
directed to hasten to Shunem, saluting no man by
the way (cf. Lk 104), and lay the prophet's staff on
the face of the child.

2. In the story of Naaman G. appears as a
finished example of covetousness (2 Κ 520"27). His
baseness is in startling contrast to the high-
mindedness of his master. In vain does Naaman
press his treasure on the acceptance of Elisha ; he
has to depart with it intact (516). To the sordid
mind of G. this situation of affairs presents a
temptation which he cannot resist. His passion
for gain, probably long nourished in secret,
suddenly overmasters him. The voice of reason
and religion is stifled, and blasphemy, lying, sacri-
lege, and fraud come to serve his master passion.
Elisha's refusal to take the stranger's gold seems
to him madness. 'As J" liveth,' he will secure a
portion of it for himself—thus lightly does he use
the same oath with which Elisha solemnly refused
the filthy lucre (516"20). Running to overtake the
Syrian cavalcade, G. invents a clever story of two
poor young sons of the prophets having just come
to Samaria, whose wants Elisha has bethought
himself of supplying out of the treasure which he
had refused for himself. G. begs for them a talent
of silver (£400!) and two changes of raiment.
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Plausible though the story was, it could hardly
fail to lower the prophet in the estimation of the
Syrians. They would reflect that he was like
other men, after all. But G.'s request is at once
granted, and two of Naaman's servants return to
Samaria laden with the changes of raiment and
twice as much silver as had been asked. When
they come to the hill (^y, LXX eh τό σκοτεινύν, to
the secret place, from a reading hsk; Vulg. jam
vesperi) G. dismisses the men and conceals his
prize. He then boldly presents himself before his
master, and in answer to a question assures him
with an air of innocence that he has been nowhere.
But the prophet has at last discovered his servant's
true character, and with searching interrogations
lays bare his guilt, and reads the very thoughts
and intents of his heart. G. is utterly confounded.
Pale and speechless he hears the curse of Naaman's
leprosy entailed, with awful appropriateness, on
himself and his family for ever, and goes from
Elisha's presence a leper, white as snow.

3. In the third narrative (2 Κ 81"6) G. appears
engaged in conversation with king Jehoram, who
has called him to recite the story of Elisha's
wonderful deeds. G. is telling of the restoration
of the Shunammite's son to life, when the lady
herself comes on the scene to petition the king to
reinstate her in the house and land which she had
lost in a recent famine. The difficulty of imagin-
ing the king talking to a leper and G. glorifying
Elisha has led some critics to suppose that this
narrative is misplaced, and should appear before
2 Κ 5. But it reads quite naturally as it stands.
Conversation with lepers was not forbidden. The
story certainly shows G. in a more favourable
light than the previous narrative. The notice
taken of him by the king, and the truthfulness
and respect with which he recounts the deeds of
his former master, may be charitably taken to indi-
cate that affliction had at last made him a wiser
and better man.

Elisha's choice of this covetous man to be his
follower presents a difficulty of the same kind,
though not so great, as Christ's choice of a
covetous disciple. It appears that the prophet's
insight, though often marvellous, was sometimes
quite ordinary (2 Κ 414). He confesses his inability
to read the mind of the Shunammite : ' J" hath hid
it from me, and hath not told me' {4c27). In the
same way he was evidently mistaken with regard
to the character of his servant. He probably chose
him for his ready wit and practical sense; and if
he detected in him a love of money, he may have
hoped that the force of example would wean him
from it. But to minds steeped in avarice the
means of grace are often a savour of death rather
than of life, and a holy example may not change
the heart. * Happy was it for Gehazi,' says Bishop
Hall, *if, while his skin was snow-white with
leprosy, his humbled soul was washed white as
snow with the water of true repentance.'

J. STRACHAN.
GEHENNA. — The word Gehenna, Ttewa in

Tischendorf and WH (or Yeawa according to other
scholars, on the ground of its derivation from the
Aram. Djna), is derived ultimately from the Hebrew
expression D$rr *a = 'valley of Hinnom,' Jos 158 1816,
Neh II 3 0, which is an abbreviated form of f^a
uln = ' valley of the son of Hinnom,' Jos 158 1816,
2Ch 283 336, Jer 731·32 192·6, or in the Kethib of
2 Κ 2310 Dan-":! % But this place became so notori-
ous through its evil associations that it was simply
called ' the valleys κατ εξοχήν, Jer 223 3140, and the
gate of Jerusalem leading to it 'the valley-gate,'
2 Ch 269, Neh 21 3·1 5 313. This valley lay to the S.
and S.W. of Jerusalem (Robinson, BRP ii. 273,
274). The derivation of nan is quite uncertain.
In the LXX this name appears variously as <papay£

Όνόμ (Β: Έννόμ A), Jos 158; (Β) νάττη Σοννάμ (Β:
νιου Έι>ι>όμ A), Jos 1816; Talevva (Β : Υαϊ Όνν6μ Α),
Jos 1816; Ταιβενθύμ (Β : Υηββεννόμ Α), 2 Ch 283; yt
βανϊ Έννδμ (Β : yi\ Βεβννομ Α), 2 Ch 336. Elsewhere
we find generally 0άραγ£ (νΐοΰ) Έννόμ.

This term is used in a variety of meanings in
the course of Israelitish and Jewish history. These
we shall consider separately according as they
appear in OT, Apocalyptic literature, the NT, or
in later Judaism.

I. ITS USE IN THE OT falls under three heads.
(a) It is used in a merely topographical sense.
Thus it formed the boundary between Judah and
Benjamin, Jos 158 1816, and the northern limit of
the district occupied by the tribe of Judah after
the Captivity, Neh II3 0, and lay in front of the
gate Harsith of Jerusalem, Jer 192. See further
under HINNOM (VALLEY OF).

(ό) It is used in a religious significance as imply-
ing a place of idolatrous and inhuman sacrifices.
These were first offered by Ahaz and Manasseh,
who made their children to * pass through the fire'
to Molech in this valley, 2 Κ 163, 2 Ch 283, and 2 Κ
216, 2 Ch 336. These sacrifices were probably made
on the 'high places of Topheth, which is in the
valley of the son of Hinnom,' Jer 731; cf. Jer 3215.
In order to put an end to these abominations,
Josiah polluted it with human bones and other
corruptions, 2 Κ 2310·13·14. But this worship of
Molech was revived under Jehoiakim, Jer II1 0"1 3,
Ezk 2030. In consequence of these idolatrous
practices in the Valley of Hinnom, Jeremiah
prophesied that one day it would be called the
4 Valley of Slaughter,' and that they should ' bury
in Topheth till there be no place to bury,' Jer 732

1911. Many scholars have accepted the statement
of Kimchi (c. 1200 A.D.) on Ps 27 : ' Gehennam fuit
locus spretus, in quern abjecerunt sordes et cadavera,
et fuit ibi perpetuo ignis ad comburendum sordes
illas et ossa; propterea parabolice vocatur judiciuni
impiorum Gehennam.' But this is denied by
Robinson, i. 274, who writes that 'there is no
evidence of any other fires t-ian those of Molech
having been kept up in this valley' (Rosenmiiller,
Biblisch. Geogr. II. i. 156, 164).

(c) It signifies the place of punishment for re-
bellious or apostate Jews in the presence of the
righteous. Gehinnom or Gehenna is not actually
mentioned with this signification in the OT, but
it is it and no other place that is implied in Is 5011

' in a place of pain shall ye lie down,' and 6624 with
this new connotation. Both these passages are very
late, and probably from the same hand—not earlier
than the 3rd cent. B.C. (see Cheyne, Introd. to the
Bk. of Isaiah, p. 380 ; Smend, Alttestamentliche
Religionsgeschichte, p. 506). Further, the punish-
ment of the apostate Jews in Is 6624 is conceived
as eternal: ' They shall look upon the carcases of
the men that have transgressed against me; for
their worm shall not die, neither shall their fire be
quenched, and they shall be an abhorring to all
llesh.' The punishment of Gehenna is implied also
in Dn 122 ' some to shame and everlasting abhor-
rence.' We should observe that the same word \\κ-γ\
' abhorrence' occurs in these two passages, and in
these only, and the reference in both is to Gehenna.

II. ITS MEANING AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
IN APOCALYPTIC LITERATURE. * In this literature

* There is no actual mention of the word Gehenna in biblical
Apocryphal literature ; but in Jth 161?—

ονοά ϊθνεοΊν iiTotvierTac/LUvotS τω γίνίι μ,ου.
"Κύριος Ιΐα,ντοχράτωρ ixdixvjtrii οζντους iv Υΐμ,ίρα, xpifft&ii,
dovvoci πυρ xcc) (ΤχώλΥιΧΛζ ί'ιζ σά,ρκοίζ oturvv,
xcc) xkocvirovToct iv auerQntni 'ίως α,ϊωνος—

the reference to Gehenna is undeniable. In Sir 71?, however,
the text ixVtxvurts ασεβούς χυρ xec) ΰ-χώληξ is probably corrupt,
being without the support of the Syriac Version and the best
MSS of the Ethiopic. Sheol, moreover, has become synonym-
ous with Gehenna in the Similitudes. Thus: 'Sheol will
devour the sinners in the presence of the elect,' 568, cf. 6310.
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this conception underwent further development.
(a) Thus Gehenna was conceived as a place of
corporal and spiritual punishment for apostate
Jews in the presence of the righteous for ever. (See
Eth. En. 271·3 9026· **). In the Similitudes of that
book, i.e. chs. 37-70, there is a slight modification
of the above idea. Thus, though the punishment
is everlasting, only its initial stages will be exe-
cuted in the presence of the righteous. On the
expiration of these, the wicked will be swept for
ever from the presence of the righteous, 489 6212·13.

(b) A place of spiritual punishment for apostate
Jews in the presence of the righteous. Heretofore
Gehenna was always conceived as a place of both
corporal and spiritual punishment. This new
development is attested in the Eth. En. 91-104
(c. 134-95 B.C.). Thus in 983 'their spirits will
be cast into the furnace of fire.' Cf. also 1038.
From 9911 1037·8 it is clear that Sheol and Gehenna
have become equivalent terms in this writer also.
See also 1009. The same conception is found in an
Essene writing, i.e. Eth. En. 1086 and in the
Assumpt. Mos. 1010. In the latter passage Gehenna
or rather ' the valley' is mentioned by name (see
Charles, Assumption of Moses, pp. 43, 44). I t is
noteworthy that in all these books only a blessed
immortality of the souls of the righteous is taught.

(c) A place of corporal and spiritual punishment
for all the wicked in the presence of the righteous.
We arrive at this stage of development in 2 Es
736"38 ' E t apparebit locus tormenti, et contra
ilium erit locus requietionis: clibanus gehennse
ostendetur, et contra eum jocunditatis paradisus.
Et dicet tune Altissimus ad excitatas gentes
"Videte contra et in contra; hie jocunditas et
requies, et ibi ignis et tormenta."'

III. ITS MEANING IN THE NT.—In the NT
Gehenna is always the final place of punishment
into which the wicked are cast after the last judg-
ment. It is a place of torment both for body and
soul. Thus Mt 52y ' It is profitable for thee that
one of thy members should perish, and not thy
whole body go into Gehenna.' So also in 530.
Some have argued that Christ has here only the
living in view; but this limitation appears un-
warranted. It is not till after the final judgment
that the wicked are cast into Gehenna. At the
resurrection, soul and body are united. Both are
punished in Gehenna. Gehenna as the last punish-
ment was conceived also as the worst. It slew
both soul and body—not, indeed, in an absolute
sense, but relatively. Thus Mt 1028 'Fear him
which is able to destroy both soul and body in
Gehenna.' Cf. Lk 125. This final stage of retri-
bution is carefully distinguished in Eth. En. 2211·13.
There the souls in the third division of Sheol are
raised in order to be delivered over to their worst
penalty, but of the sinners in the fourth division it
is said : ' Their souls will not be slain on the day of
judgment, nor will they be raised from thence.'
For the phrase ' slaying of the soul' in this con-
nexion, compare also Eth. En. 1083"6. Gehenna
is conceived as a fire, Mt 52 2189; an unquenchable
fire, Mk 94 5; as a place where ' their worm dieth
not, and the fire is not quenched,' Mk 94 8; a
'furnace of fire,'Mt 1342·50; ' the outer darkness,'
Mt 812 2213 2530. It is the 'lake of fire' in Rev
19M 201 0·1 4·1 5 218. Hades is finally cast into it,
Rev 2014. In the NT Hades and Gehenna seem
never to be confused together.

IV. IN LATER JUDAISM.—Here Gehenna is con-
ceived as a Purgatory for faithless Jews} who
were afterwards to be admitted into paradise, but
still remained the place of eternal perdition for
the Gentiles (cf. Weber, Judische Theologie2, pp.
341, 342; Driver, Sermons on OT, 79 f., 87, 89 f., 97).

R. H. CHARLES.
GELILOTH (irttyf, ΤαΧιαώθ, Α Άγαλλιλώ^).— One

of the places mentioned in Jos 1817 as defining the
S. boundary of Benjamin. The border, it is said,
after leaving the valley of the son of Hinnom,
'went out' first to En-shemesh (probably %Ain
Haud, about 2 miles E. of Jerusalem), and after-
wards to G. ' in front of the ascent of Adummim,'
and so passed on into the Jordan Valley. The
'ascent of Adummim' is in all probability the
ascent, some 5 miles long, leading up from the
plain of Jericho to Talaat ed-Dumm, about 6
miles E.N.E. of Jerusalem, on the regular route
between Jerusalem and Jericho. The place G.
has not, however, been identified ; and all that can
be said about it is that it was some spot on the
boundary between Benjamin and Judah, conspicu-
ous as a landmark to a traveller climbing up this
steep ascent. In Jos 157, where the N. boundary
of Judah (in the opposite direction) is described,
the place, similarly described, is called Gilgal
(Vâ an, LXX Β Τααγάδ, Α Γαλγάλ). We have no
means of determining which is the true reading;
the idea that the Gilgal between Jericho and the
Jordan can be intended is, of course, quite out of
the question ; the border, at the point in question,
must, as is evident from the terms employed
('went up,' 156 b-7 a; 'went down,' 1817b-18b), have
been above the plain.

Geliloth, in the sense, as it seems, of circuits
or districts, appears also (in the Heb.) as the
technical name of the administrative districts of
the Philistines (Jos 132, Joel 3 (4)4; cf 1 Mac 515)—
perhaps, of those ruled by their five ' lords'
(Jos 133j. It occurs likewise in the obscure and
uncertain expression (Jos 2210·11), 'districts of
Jordan' (ΠΗ-·? riM$), which describes the locality in
which the altar ' έ α ' was built by the 2J tribes.

S. R. DRIVER.
GEM.—See STONES (PRECIOUS).

GEMALLI ("^Di 'camel-owner,' or 'my re-
warder ' ) .— Father of the Danite spy, Nu 1312 P.

GEMARA.—See TALMUD.

GEMARIAH (nno?, innoa' J" hath accomplished').
— 1 . A son of Shaphan the scribe, from whose cham-
ber Baruch read the prophecies of Jeremiah in the
ears of all the people. He vainly sought to deter
king Jehoiakim from burning the roll (Jer 3610· n ·
1 2·2 5). 2. A son of Hilkiah who carried a letter
from Jeremiah to the captives at Babylon (Jer 293).

GENDER (a dipt form of 'engender,' which
comes from Lat. ingenerare, through Old Fr. en-
gendrer, the d being excrescent after η as in
'tender' from tener) is used in AV both transi-
tively and intransitively, both literally and figura-
tively. The trans, and lit. sense ' to beget' is
common in Wyclif, as Mt I 2 (1380) 'Abraham
gendride, or bigate, Ysaac'; and Ec 63 (1388) 'If
a man gendrith an hundrid fre sones, and lyveth
many yeris, and hath many daies of age, and his
soule usith not the goodis of his catel, and wantith
biriyng; Υ pronounce of this man that a deed
borun child is betere than he.' I t is from Wye.
(1388) that the AV tr. of Job 3829 comes, 'The
hoary frost of heaven, who hath gendered i t? '
(iij??, Gen. 'ingendred'; RVm 'given it birth').
In Zee 133 Wye. uses the word of mother as well
as father, 'his fader and moder that gendriden
hym,' and in the same verse he speaks of 'his
fadir and modir, gendrers of hym' ; and then in
Gal 424 he employs the word of the mother alone
= bear, bring forth children, ' gendringe in to
seruage.' This has passed into AV (in Tindale'a
form ' which gendreth unto bondage') through all
the intermediate versions (Gr. eis δουλεία? Ύεννωσα,
RV ' bearing children unto bondage ).
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The Gr. verb γιννύω, like the Eng. verb * gender,' properly
refers to the father, but is used of the mother in Lk 113. 57 2329,
Jn 1621, and in this passage. The meaning of the passage is
well brought out by Lightfoot, ' for these women are (represent)
two covenants; one of them, which was given from Mount
Sinai, bearing children unto bondage; inasmuch as she (tins)
is Hagar.' Add Gwynne's explanation, 'As Hagar, the bond-
woman, brought forth children unto bondage,—for the children
follow the condition of their mother,—so likewise did the Sinaitic
covenant bring forth children unto bondage; the one is a fit
representative of the other.'

This trans, verb is used metaph. in 2 Ti 223 ' But
foolish and unlearned questions avoid, knowing
that they do gender strifes' (yew&aL μάχα?; Wye.
'gendren chidingis,3 Tind. 'gendre stryfe,' Rhem.
* ingender braules').

The intrans. examples ( = ' copulate,'' breed') are
Lv 1919 and Job 2110, with which cf. Shaks. Othello,
IV. ii. 62—

• Or keep it as a cistern, for foul toads
To knot and gender in.'

J. HASTINGS.
GENEALOGY.—Under this title will be con-

sidered—A. Biblical Genealogy in general; B. The
Genealogical Lists of the Tribes of Israel and a
few other lists of names; C. Lists of persons and
families associated with the labours of Ezra and
Nehemiah.

A. 1. Definition. — The word genealogy (sing.
and plur.) occurs in OT as a tr. of the Heb. noun
tn: (άττ. \ey. Neh 75) and of the denom. verb
tin; (only Hithp. in 1 and 2 Ch, Ezr, and Neh),
with the meaning of a farlily register or a regis-
tration by families (1 Ch 433 51·7·1 7 etc.). In con-
nexion with these registrations are often given
lines of descent (cf. 1 Ch 1-9), and occasionally
the pedigrees of individuals (1 Ch 210"13·36-41 et al.).
Tables of genealogical descent also appear in OT
as an expansion of the word ηνψη, * generations'
(cf. Gn 51 101 II 1 0 etc., also Mt Ι1 βίβλος yevaaeus
Ίησοΰ Χρίστου, LXX for Γνπ̂ ιη -igp, * The genealogy
of Jesus Christ,' RVm). Genealogies appear in two
forms—one giving the generations in a descending
scale (Gn 5, Ru 418"23 etc.), the other in an ascend-
ing scale (1 Ch 633"43, Ezr 71"5 etc.).

2. The registration of families arid individuals.—
Just when the Hebrews began to preserve family
registers it is impossible to determine. Lists of
families and of citizens for official purposes must
have been made very early, in connexion, for ex-
ample, with the census of David (2 S 24). Familiarity
with such enrolments is implied in the reference
to «the book of J " ' (Ex 3232, Ps 13916), 'the book
of life' (Ps 6928, cf. Is 43, Dn 121), and they seem
to be directly mentioned in Jer 223f, Ezk 139. At
the time of the giving of the Deuteronomic law
there must have been some way of determining
whether one was of pure Isr. descent (Dt 232'8).
But in the earlier centuries of the pre-exilic period,
when marriages probably were freely made with
the old Can. inhabitants, and when these inhabit-
ants were being gradually incorporated and
amalgamated into Israel, a motive for carefully
preserving lines of individual descent is not appar-
ent, and we have no reason to believe that such
records were generally made. An exception,
which is only probable, may have occurred in the
case of royalty, nobility, and perhaps the priest-
hood. (The laws of inheritance seem not suffi-
ciently complicated to have required the preserva-
tion of family genealogies). After the restoration,
however, when Israel had become a church, and a
sharp line of separation was drawn between the Jews
and the other peoples of Palestine, and union with
them by marriage had become a grievous trespass
(Ezr 91"4), the case was far different. Hence, from
the time of reforms introduced by Ezra and
Nehemiah (c. B.C. 444), the preservation of family
genealogies, or records of the descent of individuals,
became a matter of special importance. Already,

at that time, certain families were debarred from
the office of priests because they could not produce
genealogical registers (Ezr 261'63, Neh >]^-65). From
then onwards care was doubtless exercised for
their preservation. Their value is shown by the
repeated allusion to them in 1 and 2 Ch, Ezr, and
Neh. To become a priest, a prime requisite was
an evidence of proper pedigree. From the state-
ment of Josephus that his pedigree was given in
the public records {Vita, 1; cf. c. Ap. i. 7), it is
probable that family genealogies were thus kept
from their importance in reference to inheritance,
marriage, redemption of lands, and service in the
temple. Many families at the time of Christ
evidently had genealogical registers (Mt I1, Lk 236

323if.) A c 43^ R o n i 9 p h 3 5 ) >

• Davididse, or descendants of the house of David, were found
among the Jews in the Persian, Grecian, and even as late as the
Roman period (comp. Zunz, Analekten, No. 5, p. 46, note 18).
But, in consequence of the exterminating wars and the Dispersion,
the records of old families were lost as early as the first centuries,
and even the families of the priests did not remain unpolluted
(Jerus. Kiddushin, iv. 1)' (Zunz in Asher's Itinerary of Benj.
Tudela, ii. p. 6). Julius Africanus {Ep. Aristides, v.) gives a
tradition that Herod i. destroyed the genealogical lists which
were kept at Jerus., to deprive Jewish families of the knowledge
of their descent. This story is doubtful, though received by
some. (See Sachs, Beitrage, Heft ii. pp. 155 ff.).

3. Figurative and artificial genealogies.—These
appear frequently in OT. In Gn 5 an unbroken
line of descent of ten generations—from Adam to
Noah inclusive—furnishes a chronology for the ante-
diluvian period; in Gn ll10-26 a similar line from
Shem to Terah inclusive furnishes the chronology
of the period from the Deluge to the birth of Abra-
ham. In Gn 10 is a table of nations, presenting the
geographical and political relationships in the form
of a genealogy or family tree from the three sons
of Noah. From Terah, Abraham, and Isaac is
traced the descent of the peoples with whom Israel
recognized a close racial union, i.e. the Aramreans of
N. Mesopotamia (Gn 2220"24), the tribes of Arabia (Gn
251"18), the Ammonites and Moabites (Gn 1937f), and
Edomites (Gn 36). These peoples, both as wholes
and in their various subdivisions, are mentioned
as descendants from individual ancestors bearing
generally tribal or geographical names, as though
peoples and tribes grew out of single households.
The same principle is applied to Israel, who is
represented as the father of twelve sons, bearing
the names of the twelve tribes, from whom in like
manner sprang the various clans and families of
these tribes (cf. Gn 468"27, Nu 26).

This form of representation is not peculiar to OT writers. It
is the usual way in which primitive peoples explain their origin
and tribal relationships. The Greeks traced their descent from
Hellen, who had three sons, Dorus and Aeolus, who gave their
names to the Dorians and Aeolians, and Xuthus, who through
his two sons, Ion and Achseus, became the forefather of the
Ionians and Achseans. But especially is this the method of
Sem. people, as is illustrated among Israel's kinsmen, the Arabs.
According to their writers, the inhabitants of Arabia are * patri-
archal tribes formed by the subdivision of an original stock on
the system of kinship through male descendants. A tribe was
but a larger family ; the tribal name was the name or nickname
of a common ancestor. In process of time it broke up into two
or more tribes, each embracing the descendants of one of the
great ancestor's sons, and taking its name from him. These
tribes were again divided and subdivided on the same principle.'
' Between a nation, a tribe, a sept or sub-tribe and a family,
there is no difference on this theory, except in size and distance,
from a common ancestor' (W. R. Smith, Kinship and Marriage
in Early Arabia, pp. 3f.). This likewise seems to have been
the view in Israel, and is especially worked out in P. (Most of
the genealogical tables and tribal and family lists in the Hex.
belong to this document).

While in some instances tribes, clans, or families
take their name from historic persons,—some Arabic
clans are thus named (Kinship, p. 15 ; Sprenger,
Mohammed, iii. p. exxxvi, Jour. Bibl. Lit. vol. xi.
1892, p. 120),—in genealogical lists the founders of
tribes, clans, and families are usually to be re-
garded as eponymous heroes, for countries and
cities are frequently mentioned as parents (Miz-
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raim Gn 1013, Canaan 1015, Gilead Jg II 1, Hebron
1 Ch 243, et al.). Under the form of family experi-
ence are given events of tribal life (Gn 38. See
G. A. Smith, Hist. Geog. p. 289; Stade, Gesch. i.
pp. 157 f.; Moore on Jg I14"15). Elder sons prob.
represent earlier or more powerful tribes and fami-
lies ; marriages their coalitions, the weaker being
perhaps the wife, and an inferior a concubine;
untimely deaths their disappearances; different
relationships of the same person political or geo-
graphical changes or different traditions (cf. Stade,
Gesch. i. p. 30). But many genealogical stories
and relationships originated evidently in folk-
tales, and hence they presant a mingling of fact
and fancy, and the relationships of father, mother,
wife, son, daughter, etc., cannot be interpreted
upon any uniform theory in respect to the precise
meaning of each.

Where pedigrees for generations of remote anti-
quity are given (Gn 5. ll10'26, 1 Ch 29'12 61"48 et αι.),
they probably do not rest upon authentic records,
but are artificial.

* Life in the Orient is much too unsafe, and the changes much
too great, for one to expect to find family records of several
centuries. Moreover, in the desert [and so generally under
nomadic conditions which Israel for centuries experienced]
family archives are unimaginable, and it is sheer nonsense to
believe that all the branches of a family tree could be preserved
by memory' (Sprenger, Mohammed, iii. p. cxli).

This statement, made in view of Arabian gene-
alogies, is equally applicable to those of early man-
kind and Israel. These, too, when they present a
continuous line of descent from father to son, are
the conjectures of later ages (see CHRONOLOGY OF
OT). They are, however, not the fruit of a spirit
of deception, but of good faith with poetic imagina-
tion in vindicating family rights and privileges,
and religious institutions, or in glorifying the
family and national and religious heroes. The
impulse for the formation of such pedigrees is
synchronous with the stress laid upon purity of
descent and the actual keeping of family gene-
alogies. The names introduced were not usually
inventions, but taken from legend and story,
representing often historical persons, families, and
conditions.

These artificial pedigrees abound in Arabic gene-
alogies (see Sprenger), and also occur in Jewish
writings — for example, the Seder Olam sutta.
(Zunz, Gottesdienstliche Vortrcige, Berlin, 1892, pp.
142 ff. ; Asher, Itiner. of Benj. of Ttidela, vol. ii.
pp. 6ff.).

B. THE GENEALOGICAL LISTS OF THE TWELVE
TRIBES.—These lists are found almost exclusively
in Gn 468*24, Ex 614"26, Nu 265-62, 1 Ch 1-9. They
exhibit different sources, and have suffered much
in transcription, especially those in Chronicles,
so that we often have little more than a con-
fused mass of names, which defy any proper genea-
logical treatment. The genealogies are partially
figurative and artificial, and partially genuine
family records; but where the exact line is to
be drawn between those due to fancy or theory
and those due to records cannot always be deter-
mined. In some instances there may be a com-
mingling of both elements. The whole history
behind these genealogies is very obscure; hence
the explanatory notes, when they depart from a
recital of mere facts, must be received as tenta-
tive. The lists are prepared also primarily for
the purpose of locating OT proper names in this
Dictionary, and many names are given which
probably represent no real persons or families,
out have arisen from textual errors.

N.B. The tribes are indicated by Rom. numerals. The vari-
ous lists under each tribe, grouped by generations, pedigrees,
or other classifications given in OT, are numbered with Arabic
numerals, providing a means of cross-reference. Heavy

(Clarendon) type indicates the father of the person or persona
whose name or names immediately follow. Italics indicate a
son of the preceding and the father of the succeeding (a con-
tinuous line of descent from father to son is indicated by a
succession of names in italics). The child or children of the
person named in heavy type or italics immediately preceding
are given in ordinary type. Mothers' names are placed in
brackets before their children. The following abbreviations
are used: d. daughter, f. father or father of, m. mother, s. son
of, ss. sons of.

Since these lists are found mainly in 1 Ch, the following
abbreviations are used referring to its literature :

Be. = E. Bertheau in Kgf. Handb. 1873 ; Ke. = 0. F. Keil in Bible
Comm. [1872]; Ki.=R. Kittel in the Sacred Books of the OT,
a critical edition of the Heb. Text, 1895 ; Kau. = E. Kautzsch in
Die Heilige Schrift d. a. T. iibersetzt und herausgegeben, 1894 ;
Oe.=S. Oettli in Kgf. Komm. 1889; Sm. = R. Smend, Die Listen
der Bilcher Ezra und^ Nehemiah, 1881; We. = J. Wellhausen,
De Gentibus et Familiis Judceis quce 1 Chr. 2. 4. enumerantur,
1870; We. Prol. = J. Wellhausen, Prolegomena to the History of
Israel, 1885; Zoe. = O. Zoeckler in Lange's Commentary, 1876.
[Unfortunately, Gray's Studies in Heb. Proper Names and
Hommel's Anc. Heb. Tradition both appeared too late for use
in the present article].

Jacob: (m. Leah) Reuben (I.), Simeon (π.), Levi
(πι.), Judah (iv.), Issachar (v.), Zebulun (VI.), d.
Dinah; (m. Rachel) Joseph (Manasseh and
Ephraim) (vii.ab), Benjamin (VIII.); (m. Bilhah)
Dan (ix.), Naplitali (X.); (m. Zilpah) Gad (XL),
Asher (XIL), Gn 3522b"26, cf. 2931-3024 3518 468"25

492-27, Ex I1"5 etc.
This genealogy is a reflection of a more or less artificial

division of Israel into twelve tribes (cf. the twelve sons of Ish-
mael, Gn 25i;}-lt>). The history and the sentiment which occa-
sioned such a motherhood, as well as the order of birth of these
tribes, and the placing of a_ daughter among them, is only
partially clear (see ISRAEL, anff Stade, Gesch. i. 145 ft).

1. 1. REUBEN: Hanoch, Pallu (2), Hezron, Carmi,
Gn 469, Ex 614, Nu 265f·, 1 Ch 53.

2. Pallu (1) : Eliab, Nemuel, Dathan, Abiram,
Nu268f·.

3. Joel (4)?, Shemaiah, Gog, Shimei, Micah,
Reaiah, Baal, Beerah, 1 Ch 54ff\

4. Joel (3)?, Shema, Azaz, Bela, 1 Ch 58.
5. Jeiel, Zechariah, 1 Ch 57.

Hanoch, Pallu, Hezron, and Carmi are names of clans (Nu 263),
of which we know nothing further. Hanoch appears also as a
clan of Midian (Gn 254), a n f i Hezron as one of Judah (Nu 2621);
Nemuel is mentioned only in this connexion. For Dathan and
Abiram see KORAH. The relation of Joel to any of the four sons
of Reuben is not given. Ki., after Sam. and Arab. VSS, removes
Joel and inserts Carmi, but the Joel of vv.4 and 8 may be the
same (Be.) ; Shema (v.8)=Shemaiah or Shimei. Beerah (1 Ch 56)
was a prince of the Reubenites, carried away by Tiglath-pileser.
Bela, with whom Jeiel and Zechariah are associated, repre-
sented a powerful clan, occupying a wide extent of territory
(1 Ch 58f.).

II. 1. SIMEON: Jemuel,* Jamin, Ohad,f Jachin,J
Zohar,§ (m. Canaanitess) Shaul (2), Gn 4610, Ex 615,
Nu 2612"14, 1 Ch 424.

2. Shaul (1): Shallum, Mibsam, Mishma, Ham-
muel, Zaccur, Shimei, sixteen sons and six
daughters, 1 Ch 425-27.

3. [A list of princes], Meshobab, Jamlech,
Joshah, (s. Amaziah) Joel, Jehu, (s. Joshibiah, s.
Seraiah, s. Asiel) Elioenai, Jaakobah, Jesho-
haiah, Asaiah, Adiel, Jesimiel, Benaiah, Ziza, (s.
Shiphi, s. All on, s. Jedaiah, s. Shimri, s. She-
maiah) 1 Ch 434"38.

4. Ishi, Pelatiah, Neariah, Rephaiah,
Uzziel, 1 Ch 442.

The descent of Shaul from a Canaanitess mother (Gn 4610,
Ex 615) implies a clan of mixed Isr. and Can. elements. No-
thing further than their mention is known of the other clans.
(On the early disappearance of Simeon see SIMEON). Mibsam
and Mishma (2) are names also of Ishmael's descendants (Gn 2514,
1 Ch I 2 9), and suggest a mingling of Simeonites with the Arabians.
The princes (3) represent families of shepherds which, in the
reign of Hezekiah, had conquered for themselves a dwelling-
place near Gerar (1 Ch 439-41, Gedor MT, Gerar LXX, Ki.). The
sons of Ishi are captains who went to Mt. Seir, and, smiting the
Amalekites, abode there (1 Ch 442.43).

We. (Prol. pp. 212 f.) doubts the historicity of the Chronicler's
notices of the continued existence of the tribes of Reuben and
Simeon during the Heb. monarchy; Stade also, that of Simeon
(Gesch. i. p. 155). On the other hand, Graf thought that the

* Nemuel, Nu 2612, l Ch 424.
t Wanting 1 Ch 424, Nu 2612-14.
t Jarib, 1 Ch 424. § Zerah, 1 Ch 4»*.
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tribes had not entirely died out, and saw historical movements
of their remnants in the Chronicler's statements (Der Stamm
Simeon, pp. 22 ff.). This is more probable.

III. 1. LEYI: Gershon (2) (3),* Koliath (9), Merari
(31), Gn 4611, Ex 616, Nu 317 2657, 1 Ch 61·1 6 23(i.

2. Gershon (1) (3) : Libni(6), (Ladan (7)), Shimei
(8), Ex 617, Nu 318, 1 Ch 617 238.

Libni and Ladan (1 Ch 23̂ -9 262l) evidently represent the same
clan. Libni is derived from the priestly city Libnah. Why
Ladan (fyy?) should be its equivalent is not clear. Possibly
Laadah (n^y 7) (1 Ch 4-1)—if a town—and Libnah were identical,
and Ladan (J"jy ?) is to be connected with the former. Or Ladan
may have been a pure clan or family name, and Libni one
taken from place of residence.

3. Gershon (1) (2): Jahath, Shimei, Zimmah,
Ethan, Adaiah, Zerah, Ethni, Malchijah, Baa-
seiahj Michael, Shimea, Berechiah, Asaph, Zaccur
(4), Joseph, Nethaniah, Asharelah.t 1 Ch 631M3 252.

The pedigree of Asaph the singer (see ASAPH). His four sons,
ace. to the Chronicler, were appointed by David for the service
of song in the house of the Lord (1 Ch 25lf·)· See also (6), and see
notes under (22ab).

4. Zaccur (3) :J Micaiah,% Mattaniah (5), She-
maiah, Jonathan, Zechariah, Neh 1235.

5. Mattaniah (4) : Hashabiah, Bani, Uzzi, Neh
II 2 2 .

The pedigree of Uzzi, an overseer of the Levites at Jerus.
(Neh II 2 2 ), whose descent is given thus from Mica (Micaiah) (4),
of the sons of Asaph. Another line of descent from a Mattaniah of
the ss. Asaph is given in 2 Ch 20i4, viz. Mattaniah: Jeiel, Ben-
aiah, Zechariah, Jahaziel. Jahaziel was the Levite who en-
couraged, by divine inspiration, Jehoshaphat and his people,
prior to the battle with the children of Ammon, Moab, and Mt.
Seir (2 Ch 20^ff.).

6. Libni (2): Jahath, Zimmah, Joah, Iddo, Zerah,
Jeatherai, 1 Ch 620f·.

Jeatherai O"1?X'), otherwise unknown, is evidently Ethni
OlflN) (v.26), and (6) is a fragment of a pedigree of Asaph (3).
(Cf. the similar names; so Be.; Zoe. rejects this assumption).
Iddo Cny)prob. = Adaiah (<T"JJ7); Joah (nx'V), perhaps through
textual corruption = Ethan (fΓΤ·Χ).

7. Ladan (2): Jehiel, Zetham, Joel, (ss. Shimei)
Shelomoth, Haziel, Haran, 1 Ch 238f·, cf. 2622.

8. Shimei (2): Jahath, Zina,|| Jeush, Beriah, 1 Ch
2310.

These 'sons' (7) and (8) of Ladan and Shimei, ace. to the
Chronicler, represented Levitical houses of the time of David.
Zetham and Joel (7), as the sons of Jehieli, were placed over the
treasuries of the house of the Lord (1 Ch 2G22). The introduc-
tion of ss. Shimei (7) as subordinate to Ladan (1 Ch 239) [9 diffi-
cult of explanation. Probably genealogies varied ; cf. Jahath
β. Libni in (6), and Shimei s. Jahath in (3).

9. Kohath(l): Amram (10), Izhar (21), Hebron
(27), Uzziel (28), Ex 618, Nu 319, 1 Ch 62·18 2312.

10. Amram (9): (m. Jochebed) Aaron (11), Moses
(18), Miriam, Ex 620, Nu 2659, 1 Ch 63 2312.

11. Aaron (10): Nadab, Abihu, Eleazar (12),
Ithamar, Ex 623, Nu 2660, 1 Ch 63 241.

12. Eleazar (11): Phinehas, Abishua, Bukki,
Uzzi, Zerahiah, Meraioth, Amariah,Ahitub,ZadoJc,
Ahimaaz, Azariah, Johanan, Azariah, Amariah,
Ahitub, Zadok, Shallnm, Hilkiah, Azariah, Sera-
iah, Jehozadak, IT 1 Ch 64"14, cf. Ezr 71"5 i.e. (14).

Eleazar, with whom this pedigree starts, was, according to P,
Aaron's successor (Nu 2028), and priest at the time of the con-
quest of Canaan (Jos 141). Phinehas is mentioned as his son
and successor (Jos 2433, jg 2028). Seraiah the f. Jehozadak, with
whom this pedigree closes, was chief priest at the fall of Jerus.
(B.C. 586), and was taken captive and put to death at Riblah
(2 Κ 2518-21), While Jehozadak went into captivity (1 Ch 615).

* Gershom, 1 Ch 6i6f·. t Jesharelah, 1 Ch 2514.
t Zabdi, Neh 1]Π; Zichri, 1 Ch 915.
§ Mica, Neh 1122. || Zizah, 1 Ch 23H.
IT Jozadak, Ezr 34 et al.

Hence this pedigree, according to the Chronicler's view (that
of P) of the origin of Israel's religious institutions, was designed
to furnish a list of high priests from the entrance into Canaan
until the Captivity.* As such a list, this line of descent presents
certain striking features. (1) There is no mention of the line of
priesthood, Eli : Phinehas, Ahitub, Ahimelech, Abiathar (1S143
2220), unless Ahitub f. Zadok (v.8) is identical with Ahitub f.
Ahimelech. This, however, is improbable, since the removal of
Abiathar, in whose place Zadok was established, is regarded as
a fulfilment of the prophecy of the disestablishment of the
house of Eli (1 Κ 227-35). f

(2) Jehoiada (2 Κ119, 2 Ch 2211, etc.), and Urijah (2 Κ 16Hff),
are not mentioned, and the order of the priests appears incor-
rect. Amariah was chief priest in the reign of Jehoshaphat
(2 Ch 1911). The next priests mentioned in the historical books
are Azariah in the reign of Uzziah (2 Ch 2620), and Hilkiah in
the reign of Josiah (2 Κ 224, 2 Ch 349). i n this list, however,
there is no Azariah between Amariah and Hilkiah.

(3) The number of priests, including Aaron, from the Exodus
to the Captivity, is exactly 23. Allowing forty years, or a genera-
tion, for each, this gives 40 X12+40 X11 years. Now, according
to the artificial chronology of P, Jg, 1 and 2 K, 1 and 2 Ch (see
CHRONOLOGY OP OT), 480 years elapsed from the Exodus to the
founding of Solomon's temple (1 Κ 61), and 480 years from thence
to the founding of the second temple, and the Captivity occurred
in the eleventh generation of this second period. Hence these
22 names seem chosen to fit exactly into this chronological
scheme. This is still further seen in the statement—transferring
10*> to 9b (Be. Oe. Zoe.)—that Azariah the 13th priest (including
Aaron) ministered in Solomon's temple.

(4) There is a surprising number of names occurring more
than once. Such repetition, while possible in a genuine pedi-
gree, has decidedly a suspicious look, as though the names were
used simply to represent so much time.

Hence, in view of these facts, it is evident that this list of
names, covering many centuries, does not rest entirely upon
historical records, but, as a whole, is artificial. This accords with
the modern critical view of the late origin of the Levitical law
and institutions (OTJC, Lect. ix.-xiii.; LOTS pp. 126-159). The
explanation of Josephus mentioned is not based upon facts, but
is a mere surmise. That this list should not be in harmony
with statements elsewhere in 1 and 2 Ch shows that it prob-
ably did not originate with the author of Chronicles, but
represented a notion about the line of priests, varying from
that which he elsewhere followed. Ki. assigns it to the subse-
quent additions of 1 and 2 Ch. (On this list see We. Prol.
pp. 222 ff.).

13. Jehozadak (12): Jeshua, Joiakim, Eliashib,
Joiada, Jonathan, Jaddua, Ezr 32, Neh 121ΰί·.

This genealogy brings the list of high priests down to the
time of Alexander the Great (Josephus, Ant. xi. viii. 4).

13. Aaron (10): Eleazar (11), Phinehas (12), Abi-
shua, Bukki, Uzzi, Zerahiah, Meraioth, Azariah,
Amariah, Ahitub, Zadok, Shallum, Hilkiah, Azar-
iah, Seraiah, Ezra, Ezr 71'5.

This ancestry of Ezra, the priest and scribe (see EZRA), is
evidently the same as that of Jehozadak (12) given in a shorter
form. Ezra appears to have been a descendant, probably a
great - grandson, of Seraiah f. Jehozadak, through a younger
brother. Of similar descent is Azariah (Seraiah, Neh l i n ) s.
Hilkiah, s. Meshullam ( = Shallum), s. Zadok, s. Meraioth, s.
Ahitub, mentioned among the priests residing in Jerus. (1 Ch
911, Neh l in) . Seraiah is probably the correct reading, since the
substitution of Azariah might be suggested by 1 Ch 613, but not

15. Jehoiarib, Jedaiah, Harim, Seorim, Mal-
chijah (16), Mijamin, Hakkoz, Abijah, Jeshua,
Shecaniah, Eliashib, Jakim, Huppah, Jeshebeab,
Bilgah, Immer (17), Hezir, Happizzez, Pethahiah,
Jehezkel, Jachin, Gamul, Delaiah, Maaziah, 1 Ch
247-M.

* The observation on Azariah in v.10 also shows this.
t The Jewish explanation of these facts, given by Josephus,

is that the family of Phinehas s. of Aaron, represented in (12),
at first held the high priesthood, and afterwards it was trans-
ferred in Eli to the family of Ithamar s. Aaron, who held the
priesthood until Zadok's establishment, which restored it again
to the family of Phinehas, which had in the meantime been in
private life (Jos. Ant. v. xi. 5, VIII. i. 3). This explanation has
usually been received. (Ke. thinks that after the slaughter of

Abiathar at Jerusalem). The Chronicler evidently held to this
double line of priests, for he says that both Eleazar and
Ithamar executed the priest's office, and places Zadok as the
representative of the former and Ahimelech (evidently Abiathar
s. Ahimelech) as representing the latter at the time of David
(1 Ch 24iff-X
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These are the names of the heads of the twenty-four courses
of priests, sixteen taken from the ss. Eleazar and eight from the
89. Ithamar, who, ace. to the Chronicler, were assigned by
David for service in the house of the Lord. Jehoiarib, Jedaiah,
and Jachin appear also among the priests or priestly families
of the post-exilic inhabitants of Jerus. (1 Ch 910, Neh ll™).

16. Malchijah (15): Pashhur, Jeroham, Adaiah,
1 Ch 912.

17. Immer (15): Meshillemith, Meshullam, Jah-
zerah, Adiel, Maasai, 1 Ch 912, cf. Neh ll12f·.

Adaiah (16) and Maasai (ty£D = Όψϋ^ Amashsai, Neh 1113)
(17) are among the post-ex, priests or priestly families of Jeru-
salem. In Neh Ili2f. the pedigrees are slightly different, i.e.
Malchijah, Pashhur, Zechariah, Amzi, Pelaliah, Jeroham,
Adaiah ; Immer, Meshillemoth, Ahzai, Azarel, Amashsai.

18. Moses (10): Gershom (19), Eliezer (20), Ex
183f·, 1 Ch 2315.

19. Gershom (18): Shebuel* Jehdeiah, 1 Ch 2316,
2420.

20. Eliezer (18): Rehabiah, Isshiah,^ Joram,
Zichri, Shelomoth, 1 Ch 2317 2421 2625.

Of these descendants of Moses, who, ace. to the Chronicler,
represented Levites of the time of David, Shebuel (19) and
Shelomoth (20) were rulers of the treasuries. A certain con-
fusion appears in the different lengths of descent assigned to
each, and in the fact that Jehdeiah (19) and Isshiah (20) appear
as their contemporaries (see ref.). The LXX obviates this by
reading Eliezer. Rehabiah, Isshiah, Joram, Zichri, Shelomoth
(1 Ch 2625).

21. Izhar (9): Korah (22ab), Nepheg, Zichri, Ex
621.

22\ Korah (21): Assir, Elkanah, Ebiasaph (24),
Assir, Tahath, Uriel, Uzziah, Shaul [Elkanah],
Amasai, Ahimoth (ss. Elkanah), Zophai, Nahath,
Eliab, Jeroham, Elka7iah, Samuel (LXX), Joel
(Syr. RV), Abiah, 1 Ch 622"28.

Korah in this list appears as the son of Amminadab (see
below).

22b. Korah (21): Ebiasaph (24), Assir, Tahath,
Zephaniah, Azariah, Joel, Elkanah, Amasai, Ma-
hath, Elkanah, Zuph, Toah, Eliel, Jeroham,
Elkanah, Samuel, Joel, Heman (23), 1 Ch 633"38.

These two lines of descent (22*) and (22^) are evidently the
same (Be. Zoe. Oe.), as may be clearly shown by placing the
names in parallel columns side by side.

(22a).
Amminadab.
Korah.
Assir Elkanah Ebiasaph.
Assir.
Tahath.
Uriel.
Uzziah.
Shaul.
Elkanah.
Amasai.
Ahimoth.
Elkanah.
Zophai.
Nahath.
Eliab.
Jeroham.
Elkanah.
Samuel.

JJoel.
lAbiah.

(22b).
Izhar.
Korah.
Ebiasaph.
Assir.
Tahath.
Zephaniah.
Azariah.
Joel.
Elkanah.
Amasai.
Mahath.
Elkanah.
Zuph.
Toah.
Eliel.
Jeroham.
Elkanah.
Samuel.
Joel.
Heman.

In respect to the variations: Amminadab appears in Ex β23

as the father-in-law of Aaron, and may have been placed for
Izhar in (22») through an oversight. Assir and Elkanah are
either redundant in (22a) through a similar cause or have fallen
out from (22b). Uriel and Zephaniah are difficult to explain as
equivalents. The names Uzziah and Azariah are interchange-
able (as in the case of the well-known king of Judah). The
differences between the other corresponding names have prob-
ably arisen through transcription. The context clearly de-
mands the addition of 'Samuel his son' in v.27 and 'Joel' inv.28.

This pedigree is clearly artificial. A portion of its construc-
tion comes from 1 S I 1 , where Elkanah is mentioned as s.
Jeroham, s. Elihu, s. Tohu, s. Zuph. Zuph is probably a
district, and Tohu (Toah Nahath) a family (cf. Tahath 1 Ch 720;
We. Prol. p. 220). The story of Samuel shows distinctly that
he was not a Levite, for then he would have belonged to the
Lord without the gift of his mother (1S I27f.). He is made a
Levite by the Chronicler according to the notions of his own
times respecting Samuel's service at the sanctuary.

The motive for this pedigree of Heman, and also those of
Asaph (3) and Jeduthun (Ethan) (35), is very apparent. At the

* Shubael, 1 Ch 2420. t Jeshaiah, 1 Ch 26

time of the Chronicler there were three guilds of singers, named
after Asaph, Heman, and Ethan (1 Ch 63iff·) or Jeduthun (1 Ch
251), reckoned as belonging to the three great Levitical houses
of Gershon, Kohath, and Merari. The Chronicler assumes that
this organization of singers dated from David, but in reality it
was quite modern, for, according to Ezr 2*1 Neh 744, ss. Asaph
and singers were equivalent, and the singers were distinct from
the Levites. (This distinction is held by Sm. p. 26; OTJC*
p. 204; Baudissin, Gesch. des A. T. Priesterthums, p. 142 ff.;
Nowack, Heb. Arch. ii. p. I l l ; on the other hand, Torrey
claims that no such distinction can be found in Ezr and Neh.,
Comp. and Hist. Value of Ezr and Neh, p. 22 f.). Gradually,
however, singers were evolved into Levites and the three guilds.
Remains of steps of this evolution and fluctuating traditions
appear in the Levitical genealogies. In Ex 621 the three ss.
Korah are Assir, Elkanah, and Abiasaph (=Ebiasaph), i.e. f.
Asaph, and hence we should expect to find Asaph a descendant
of Korah, but, according to (3), he is not. Also we find Assir
and Elkanah placed not co-ordinate but following each other
(21ab). Different genealogists certainly worked over these
names. (22») (22b) a re assigned by Ki. to different sources;
(22a) to the older. The ss. Korah appearing in the titles of the
Ps (42. 44-49. 84. 85. 87. 88) probably mark a step in this evolu-
tion earlier than the formation of the three guilds. Korah in
1 Ch 243 is associated with Tappuah as a son of Hebron. This
indicates either a place or Judsean family of that name from
whose Levites originated the Levitical Korahites (We. Is. und
Ju'd. Gesch. p. 151 f.).

23. Heman (22b): Bukkiah, Mattaniah, Uzziel,*
Shebuel,t Jerimoth, Hananiah, Hanani, Eliathah,
Giddalti, Romamti-ezer, Joshbekashah, Mallothi,
Hothir, Mahazioth, 1 Ch 254.

These fourteen sons of Heman were appointed by David, ace.
to the Chronicler, for the service of song in the house of the
Lord (1 Ch 256· 9-31). This list of names is most interesting, since
prob. from Hananiah (ΓφΝ^Κ *;jq Π^Π)> certainly from Giddalti
(ηκηπ? Ι'ίΐΊπ νή1?.1? n$j$^'"ljj£ *Π0ζΠ1 Vfî J), they are a frag-
ment of a hymn or psalm which perhaps originally read: 'Be
gracious to me, J " ; be gracious to me I thou art my God. I
have magnified and exalted the help of him sitting in distress,
I have declared abundantly visions' ('POll ΠΡΙΝ i!pN "tin a; ^Slj
ntnqo vrvin viiVp n^g nsr -i?y 'fiDCni).' There is some doubt
about the exact rendering and construction of these lines (cf.
Ewald, Ausfuhr. Lehrbuch d. Heb. Sprache, p. 680; Ζ AW, 1886,
p. 260; We. Prol. p. 219; Oe. Kau. Ki. in loco), but none about
the names, at least the last six, being fashioned out of such a
prayer or meditation.

2i. Ebiasaph (22ab): Kore, Shallum, Meshele-
miah ϊ (25), 1 Ch 919 261.

25. Meshelemiah % (24): Zechariah, Jediael,
Zebadiah, Jathniel, Elam, Jehohanan, Eliehoenai,
1 Ch 262f·.

In (24) (25) we have families of porters or door-keepers as-
signed by the Chronicler to the time of David. It is possible
that Shallum and Meshelemiah or Shelemiah represent the same
person or family (Be. Oe.). M.'s descent is given through Kore
from Asaph (1 Ch 261), evidently to be read Ebiasaph (LXX B,
Ki. EVm). With Shallum are associated Akkub, Talmon, and
Ahiman (1 Ch 917). Akkub and Talmon appear as porters in
post-exilic Jerus. (Neh 1119). Zechariah (25) is mentioned 1 Ch
921.

The Chronicler doubtless designed also that Obed-edom the
door-keeper, with his sons Shemaiah, Jehozabad, Joah, Sacar,
Nethanel, Ammiel, Issachar, and Peullethai, and the ss. Shema-
iah, Othni, Rephael, Obed, Elzabad, Elihu, and Semachiah,
should be enrolled among the Korahites (ICh 264-?· 19) (Ke. Zoe.),
although Obed-edom's descent from Jeduthun (1 Ch 1638) would
suggest that he belonged to the Merarites. That this Obed-
edom is intended to represent Obed-edom the Gittite (2S 610*·,
1 Ch 1313), transformed, like Samuel (22*b), into a Levite, is most
probable, although the contrary has been maintained. (Ke. also
distinguishes between the singer Obed-edom and the door-
keeper Obed-edom (ICh 1521.24)).

26. : Shelomoth,§ Jahath, 1 Ch 2422.
These are mentioned as Izharites of the time of David. Their

descent is not given more specifically.

27. Hebron (9): Jeriah, || Amariah, Jahaziel,
Jekameam, lCh231 9242 3.

These Hebronites are mentioned as serving in the house of
the Lord at the time of David (1 Ch 2324). i n the family of
Hebron we may have a perpetuation of the old line of priests,
subordinated into Levites, who originally ministered at the
sanctuary of Hebron; at any rate the name must be associated
with Levites residing in Hebron. Jeriah (Jerijah) is mentioned
in 1 Ch 263iff· as the chief whose brethren were appointed by
David overseers of the Reubenites, Gadites, and the half-tribe
of the Manassites ' for every matter pertaining to God and for
the affairs of the king.' A Hashabiah of the Hebronites, with

* Azarel, 1 Ch 2518.
J Shelemiah, 1 Ch 2614.
II Jerijah, ICh 2631.

t Shubael, ICh 2520.
SShelomith, !Ch23i8.
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his brethren, is given a similar position of Oversight of Israel
beyond Jordan westward' (v.SO). Eliel is mentioned as the
chief of the Hebronites at the removal of the ark (1 Ch 159).

28. Uzziel (9): Mishael, Elzaphan, Sithri, Ex 62 2;
Micah (29), Isshiah (30), 1 Ch 2320 2424f·.

Sithri is mentioned only in Ex 622. Mishael and Elzaphan
in Lv 104 a r e commanded to carry out of the camp the bodies
of Nadab and Abihu. Elizaphan (=Elzaphan) in Nu 330 is
appointed prince of the families of the Kohathites. As a family
name it appears in 1 Ch 158, 2 Ch 2913. To Micah and Isshiah
is assigned general Levitical service along with the Hebronites
(27) (see above).

29. Micah (28): Shamir, 1 Ch 2424.

30. Isshiah (28): Zechariah, 1 Ch 2425.

Nothing special is assigned to these Uzzielites (29) (30), who
are given among ss. Levi of the time of David (see ref.). An
Amminadab was the chief of the Uzzielites at the time of the
removal of the ark (1 Ch 1510).

31. Merari (1): Mahli (32) (35ab), Mushi (34),
Jaaziah ? (38), Ex 619, Nu 320, 1 Ch 619 2321 2426.

It is possible that the family Mushi (T^D) derived their name
from Moses («IB>D) (We. Is. und Jiid. Gesch. p. 151 f.). On the
appearance of Jaaziah, among ss. Merari, mentioned in 1 Ch 2426,
see below (38).

32. Mahli (31): Eleazar, Kish (33), 1 Ch 2321.
33. Kish (32): Jerahmeel, 1 Ch 24'29.
34. Mushi (31): Mahli (35), Eder, Jerimoth,

1 Ch 2430.

These Merarites (31)-(34) are recorded as in general Levitical
service at the time of David (see ref. and 1 Ch 232^ 2431).

35a. Mahli (34): Shemer, Bani, Amzi, HilJciah,
Amaziah, Hashabiah, Malluch, Abdi, Kishi,* Jedu-
thun (Ethan) (36) (37), 1 Ch 644"47.

Instead of Jeduthun we have the name Ethan in 1 Ch 647, but
both names are undoubtedly designed to indicate one and the
same person (Be. Ke. Oe. Zoe.). Cf. on this pedigree the re-
marks on 22at>.

35b. Mahli (31) or (34): Libni, Shimei, Uzzah,
Shimea, Haggiah, Asaiah, 1 Ch 629f·.

The pedigree of an otherwise unknown Asaiah. Be. regards
it as a fragment, in spite of the great difference of names, repre-
senting originally the same line of descent as that seen in the
first members of 35a. Ke. Zoe. and Oe. reject this hypothesis.

36. Jeduthun (35a): Gedaliah, Zeri, f Jeshaiah,
Hashabiah, Mattithiah, Shimei, 1 Ch 253.

These six sons (Shimei is derived from 1 Ch 2517), with their
father, were assigned by David, ace. to the Chronicler, to the
service of song in the house of the Lord (ref.).

37. Jeduthun (35a): Galal, Shemaiah,* Obadiah, §
1 Ch 916, Neh II 1 7 .

Obadiah is mentioned among the Levites residing in Jerus.
after the Exile (ref.).

38. Jaaziah (31), Beno? Shoham, Zaccur, Ibri,
1 Ch 2427.

Beno (i:2 'his son,' LXX, Vulg. RV) arises from a clear
misunderstanding of the Heb. text, and should be struck out of
the list of sons. It is the common noun Q3) with the pro-
nominal ending, and should be rendered * his son,' i.e. Jaaziah
is the son of Merari. The MT is difficult and probably corrupt
(see Be. Oe. Ki.). Ke. and Zoe. regard the references to Jaaziah
and his sons as a gloss. The name Ibri (*"]?y) ' Hebrew,' is notice-
able, and shows at once that we are in a post-exilic or relatively
late period of Israel's history.

39. Hosah: Shimri, Hilkiah, Tebaliah, Zechariah,
1 Ch 2610f·.

Hosah of the ss. Merari (closer descent is not given), with his
sons and brethren, all of whom numbered 13, is recorded among
the door-keepers of the house of the Lord of the time of David.
To him and Shuppim ( 0 ^ 0 was given the charge of the gate
• Shallecheth' westward. The name Shuppim, however, is a ditto-
graphy from the preceding D'SDNn ' the storehouse,' and is to
be struck out (Ki.) (1 Ch 2610-16). '

•Kushaiah, lChl5i7.
t Shammua, Neh 11Π.

tlzr i , lCh25n.
§ Abda, Neh 11Π.

ADDITIONAL LISTS OF LEVITES.

40. Of the reign of David : a. Uriel (ss. Kohath),
Asaiah (ss. Merari), Joel (ss. Gershom), Shemaiah
(ss. Elizaphan), Eliel (ss. Hebron), Amminadab
(ss. Uzziel), 1 Ch 155"11.

b. Zechariah, Ben, Jaaziel,* Shemiramoth, Jehiel,
Unni, Eliab, Benaiah, Maaseiah, Mattithiah, Eli-
phelehu, Mikneiah, Obed-edom, Jeiel, Azaziah, ICh
1518'21.

c. Shebaniah, Joshaphat, Nethanel, Amasai,
Zechariah, Benaiah, Eliezer, 1 Ch 1524.

d. Chenaniah, Berechiah, Elkanah, 1 Ch 1522f\

The Levites (abed) are mentioned in connexion with David's
removal of the ark to Jerusalem. List a were chiefs of the
Levitical families ; list b, the singers or musicians with psalteries
and harps under the direction of Heman, Asaph, and Ethan ;
list c, priestly trumpeters. Chenaniah (d) was the leader of
the song or the carrying up of the ark, and Berechiah and
Elkanah were door-keepers, also an Obed-edom and Jehiah
(1 Ch 1524).

41. Of the reign of Jehoshaphat. Teachers of
the law. (a) Priests: Elishama, Jehoram. {b)
Levites: Shemaiah, Nethaniah, Zebadiah, Asahel,
Shemiramoth, Jehonathan, Adonijah, Tobijah, Tob-
adonijah, 2Ch 178.

42. Of the reign of Hezekiah: a. Mahath s.
Amasai, Joel s. Azariah (ss. Kohath), Kish s.
Abdi, Azariah s. Jehallelel (ss. Merari), Joah s.
Zimmah, Eden s. Joah (Gershonites), Shimri,
Jeuel (ss. Elizaphan), Zechariah, Mattaniah (ss.
Asaph), Jehuel, Shimei (ss. Heman), Shemaiah,
Uzziel (ss. Jeduthun), 2 Ch 2912'14.

These Levites are mentioned as employed by Hezekiah in
cleansing the temple after its defilement in the reign of Ahaz.

b. Rulers: Conaniah, Shimei (his brother). Over-
seers : Jehiel, Azaziah, Nahath, Asahel, Jerimoth,
Jozabad, Eliel, Ismachiah, Maliath, Benaiah, 2 Ch
3112f·.

During the reign of Hezekiah, ace. to the Chronicler, the
people contributed abundantly of tithes and firstfruits, and
these men had charge of the tithes and oblations brought into
the chambers of the temple (2 Ch 315-13).

c. Kore s. Imnah, Eden, Miniamin, Jeshua,
Shemaiah, Amariah, Shecaniah, 2 Ch 3114f\

Kore was the porter at the E. gate of the temple, and had
charge of the free-will offerings and the distribution of the
portions of the priests. Under him were the others named
above, stationed in the cities of the priests to distribute the
portions of the priests (2 Ch 3115-17).

43. Of the reign of Josiah: a. Shaphan s.
Azaliah, Maaseiah, Joah s. Joahaz, Jahath,
Obadiah (ss. Merari), Zechariah, Meshullam (ss.
Kohathites), 2 Ch 348·12.

These persons are all mentioned in connexion with the repair
of the temple. The first three, of whom Shaphan was the scribe,
Maaseiah was governor of the city, and Joah (or his f. Joahaz)
the recorder, seem to have had general superintendence of
the work, while the other four oversaw the workmen. The
first three were not necessarily Levites, and are grouped here
merely for convenience of reference (2 Ch 348-i3).

b. Rulers of the Temple: Hilkiah, Zechariah,
Jehiel, 2 Ch 358.

c. Chiefs of the Levites: Conaniah, Shemaiah,
Nethanel, Hashabiah, Jeiel, Jozabad, 2 Ch 359.

These had charge of the distribution of the offerings at the
celebration of the passover kept by Josiah (2 Ch 351-19).

IV. 1. JUDAH: (m. Shua, Gn 382'5) Er, Onan,
Shelah (2) (3); (m. Tamar, Gn 386"30), Perez (4),
Zerah (59), Gn 4612, Nu 2619f·, 1 Ch 23£·.

Er and Onan are represented as dying in Canaan (Gn 387-10
4612, Nu 2619), implying that two of the ancient and original
clans of Judah early disappeared. The Canaanite mothers,
Shua and Tamar (Gn 382· 6ff·)» indicate a union with Canaanitea
(see art. JUDAH).

2. Shelah (1): Er f. Lecah, Laadah f. Mareshah.
Families of Ashbea, Jokim, men of Cozeba, Joash,
Saraph, Jashubi-lehem ?, 1 Ch 421f·.

*Jahaziel,
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Er here appears as the son and not the brother of Shelah. A
remnant of the clan Er may have united with, and become sub-
ordinate to, that of Shelah. Mareshah is the name of a city (see
MARESHAH), probably also Lecah. Whether Ashbea is the name of
a place or family cannot be determined. Cozeba (N3T3) may be
Chezib (ΙΠ3 Gn 385). Jashubi-lehem has arisen from a mis-
understanding of the text, onj> »3z>;] = Dr£ n»3 ?n^l 'and they
returned to Bethlehem.' The Vulg., following1 evidently an old
Jewish Midrash, renders v.22 et qui stare fecit solein, virique
mendacii> et Securus et Incendens, qui principes fuerunt in
Moab, et qui r ever si sunt in Lahem. The whole passage (vv. 21-23)
is very obscure, and probably preserves the family traditions and
relationships of certain weavers and potters of the post-exilic
times. The ref. to Moab and a return suggests some story
Bimilar to that of Ruth. Ki. assigns the verses to the later
additions to Chronicles.

3. Shelah fam.: Zechariah, Joiarib, Adaiah,
Hazaiah, Col-hozeh, Baruch, Maaseiah, Neh II 5.

This is the genealogy of Maaseiah (iT't̂ j;.!?), representing a
family of the inhabitants of Jems, after the Return (Neh II 4 ).
In 1 Ch 95 the name is Asaiah (.T£'J/)·

L· Perez (1): Hezron (5), Hamul, Gn 4612, Nu 2621,
1 Ch 25.

5. Hezron (4): Jeralimeel (6), Ram (16), Chelu-
bai (Caleb) (29) (35), 1 Ch 29.

Ram as a second son of Hezron is suspicious: (1) Because OT
knows of no Judsean clan Ram co-ordinate with Caleb and
Jerahmeel. (2) The descendants are given, not in families and
cities, but simply in a pedigree of David. This pedigree in
1 Ch 210-15 appears taken from Ru 4I8-22, where Ram may have
stood for Ram the son of Jerahmeel (6), the father's name
being omitted (We. p. 17 f.). Yet, while the pedigree of David
may be conjectural, the Chronicler is clearly nearer the truth
in deriving his descent from Ram s. Hezron than from Ram s.
Jerahmeel, since, according to the narrative of 1 and 2 S,
David cannot have been a Jerahmeelite. That the Chronicler's
Judsean genealogies should principally consist of Calebite and
Jerahmeelite families, as we shall see, is probably due to the
fact that family names and traditions, along with family or
clan life, are held more tenaciously among rural and pastoral
peoples than the inhabitants of cities or more highly organized
communities.

6. Jerahmeel (5): Ram (7), Bunah, Oren, Ozem,
AJiijah ? (m. Atarah), Onam (8), 1 Ch 225f·.

Ahijah (Π'ΠΝ) is either to be struck out, having arisen from
a misinterpretation of an original ίΠ'ΠΧ or Vnx 'his brother'
(LXX, Ki. VnN 'his brothers,' We. p. 15), or held to be the
mother of the preceding sons (Be. Ke. Zoe. Oe.), the original
text having been 'Ozem (and his brothers) from Ahijah'
( ) The former is preferable.

7. Ram (6) : Maaz, Jamin, Eker, 1 Ch 227.
8. Onam (6): Shammai (9), Jada (14), 1 Ch 228.
9. Shammai (8): Nadab (10), Abishur (13),

1 Ch 228.
10. Nadab (9): Seled, Appaim (11), 1 Ch 230.
11. Appaim (10): Ishi, Sheshan (12), Ahlai,

1 Ch 231.
12. Sheshan (11): Jarha (son-in-law), Attai,

Nathan, Zabad, Ephlal, Obed, Jehu, Azariah,
Helez, Eleasah, Sismai, Shallum, Jekamiah, Eli-
shama, 1 Ch 235"41.

This pedigree of the otherwise unknown Elishama—for he is
not to be identified with others of the same name mentioned
elsewhere in OT—was derived evidently from another source
than that of the preceding, and (in our lists) following descend-
ants of Jerahmeel (Ki. We. p. 18). To remove the discrepancy
between the mention of Ahlai (11) and the statement (v.34) that
Sheshan had no sons, ignoring the fact of different sources, it
has been assumed that Ahlai was a daughter (Ke. Zoe. et al.).
Jarha is said to have been an Egyptian servant (v.34). Some
family represented by Elishama, probably near the time of the
Chronicler, evidently traced their descent from the family or
clan of Sheshan and an Egyp. individual or family who united
with it. The free intercourse between Canaan and Egypt
serves to confirm this statement.

13. Abishur (9): (m. Abihail) Ahban, Molid,
1 Ch 229.

15. Jada (8): Jether, Jonathan (15), 1 Ch 232.
15. Jonathan (14): Peleth, Zaza, 1 Ch 233.

This (15) completes the list of the descendants of Jerahmeel
(1 Ch 225-33). i t is evidently a record of the families of the
Jerahmeelites, who are mentioned in 1 S 2710 as inhabiting a
Negeb or south country distinct from that of Judah (see
JERAHMEEL). The binary form of descent suggests an artistic
construction. The names Bunah, Oren, Maaz, Eker, Abishur,
Ahban, Molid, Seled, Appaim, Sheshan, and Zaza, occur only

in this connexion, also Ozem, except as that of a brother of
David mentioned only in 1 Ch 215. Onam is the name of a
family of Edom (Gn 3623); Jamin of Simeon (Gn 4610); Jether
an Ishmaelite name (1 Ch 2"), or Midianite (Ex 418 RVm). (It is
equivalent to Jethro). These names suggest a close relationship
with these neighbours. The m. Atarah of Onam (6), the most
widely extended family, probably arose from their inhabiting
Ataroth or protected places (We. p. 15). The Jerahmeelites do
not appear in connexion with the restoration, and the 13
generations between Sheshan and Elishama show that their
families were thought of as living at least some 500 years before
the time of the Chronicler. The list is probably of pre-exilic
origin, and historical.

16. Ram (5): Amminadab, Nahshon, Salma,*
Boaz, Obed, Jesse; Eliab, f Abinadab, Shimea,t
Nethanel, Raddai, Ozem, David (17), d. Zeruiah
(27), d. Abigail (28), 1 Ch 210-16, cf. Ru 418"22.

Ace. to 1S 1712 Jesse had eight sons (cf. 1 S 162ff.); Syr. has in
our passage eight sons, Elihu (cf. 1 Ch 2718) being the seventh.

In addition to the descendants of Jesse recorded in (17H28) we
have Jesse, Eliab, d. Abihail (f. Jerimoth), d. Mahalath (f.
Rehoboam), Jeush, Shemariah, Zaham, 2 Ch llisf.; or Jesse,
Eliab, d. Abihail (f. Rehoboam), Jeush, Shemariah, Zaham,
2 Ch 1118 RVm. Cf. (18) note.

17. DaYid (16): (m. Ahinoam) Amnon, (m. Abi-
gail) Chileab, (m. Maacah) Absalom (see below),
(m. Haggith) Adonijah, (m. Abital) Shephatiah,

•(m. Eglah) Ithream, (m. Bathsheba) Shammua,
Shobab, Nathan (see below), Solomon (18), (m. un-
known) Ibhar, Elishua, Nepheg, Japhia, Elishama,
Eliada, Eliphelet, 2 S 32"5 514"16, cf. 1 Ch 31"9 144"7.

The names of the ss. David in 1 Ch 31-9 144-7, owing in the
main to erroneous transcription, are somewhat diff. from those
in the earlier and more authentic source (2 S) given in (17) :
Daniel (31) for Chileab (see DANIEL), Shimea (35) for Shammua
(perhaps mere variation of spelling Nĵ Dtf, $©89, Elishama (36)
for Elishua ; Eliphelet (36), or Elpelet (145), Nogah (37 146), two
additional names developed, one from the preceding, and the
other from the following names (Ki.); Beeliada (147) for Eliada.
The former probably is correct (see BEELIADA). Bath-sheba,
written Bathshua, is mentioned as the m. in 1 Ch 35.

Jerimoth, f. Mahalath wife of king Rehoboam is mentioned as
a s. David (2 Ch 1118) (16 note) (18 note). Since he does not
appear elsewhere, he is thought to have been s. a concubine,
unless Jerimoth (DID'1"]') is a corruption of Ithream (Q]Ti]jr).

Besides the line of Solomon (18), descendants of David are
given in the line of the ancestry of Joseph f. Christ traced
back to Nathan (Lk 323-31), see GENEALOGY OF CHRIST ; and in
Maacah d. (evidently grand d.) of Absalom (1 Κ 152, 2 Ch 1122).
Since Absalom's ss. must have died without posterity (2 S
1427, 1818), her mother probably was Tamar d. Absalom and
father Uriel of Gibeah (2 Ch 132). She was a wife of king
Rehoboam and m. of king Abijam (see (18) note).

18. Solomon (17): Mehoboam, Abijah, Asa, Jehosh-
aphat, Joram, Ahaziah, Joash, Amaziah, Aza-
riah, Jotham, Ahaz, Hezekiah, Manasseh, Amon,
Josiah, Johanan, Jehoiakim (19), Zedekiah, Shal-
lum,§ 1 Ch 310"15.

Of these ss. Josiah (1 Ch 3 i5) Johanan is mentioned nowhere
else. It looks as though he were designed to stand for
Jehoahaz, Josiah's immediate successor (2 Κ 23ao), who was
followed by Jehoiakim (2 Κ 2334), and the latter, after the 3
months' reign of his son Jeconiah, by his brother Zedekiah
(2 Κ 241?). Jehoiakim, however, was older than Jehoahaz
(2 Κ 2331· 36), while Zedekiah was much younger than either of
them, and Shallum was another name for Jehoahaz (Jer 22H).
Hence their order of birth is incorrectly given (1 Ch 315), and
probably the writer made the further mistake, after identifying
Johanan with Jehoahaz, of taking Shallum for another son ;
although it is possible that the eldest s. Josiah was a Johanan
who may have died before his father, or with him at the
battle of Megiddo.

To (18), which represents the kings of Judah in order of
succession from Solomon to Josiah inclusive, the following
genealogical particulars may be added:—

(a) Mothers of Kings.—Of Rehoboam, Naamah the Ammon-
ites» (1 Κ 1421-31, 2 Ch 1213); of Abijah, || Maacah d. Absalom
(1 Κ 152, 2 Ch 1120). In 2 Ch 132 s he is called Micaiah d. Uriel
of Gibeah, hence, as the intervening time requires, she was a
grand d., at least, of Absalom (see (17) note); of Asa—no
mother is given, only grandmother Maacah (1Κ 151°, 2 Ch 1516) ;
of Jehoshaphat, Azubah d. Shilhi (1 Κ 2242, 2 Ch 2031); of Joram,
Athaliah d. (grand d.) Omri, king of Israel (2 Κ 826, 2 Ch 222);

of Joash, Zibiah of Beersheba (2 Κ 121, 2 Ch 241); of Amaziah,

* Salmon, Ru 420f..
t Elihu is mentioned as a brother of David, 1 Ch 27 i8. Ki.

reads Eliab.
t Shammah, 1 S 169; Shimeah, 2 S 133.
§ 2 Κ 2330 Jehoahaz, cf. Jer 22H ; but see note above.
|| Abijam, 1 Κ 152.
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Jehoaddin,* of Jerusalem (2 Κ 142, 2 Ch 251); of Azariah,f Jeco-
liah f (2 Κ 152, 2 Ch 263); of Jotham, Jerusha d. Zadok (2 Κ 1533,
2 Ch 271); of Ahaz, the name is not given; of Hezekiah, Abi| d.
Zechariah (2 Κ 182, 2 Ch 291); of Manasseh, Hephzibah (2 Κ 211);
of Amon, Meshullemeth d. Haruz of Jotbah (2 Κ 2119); of
Josiah, Jedidah d. Adaiah of Bozkath (2 Κ 22*); of Jehoahaz
and Zedekiah, Hamutal d. Jeremiah of Libnah (2 Κ 2331); of
Jehoiakim, Zebidah d. Pedaiah of Rumah (2 Κ 2336); of Jeconiah
(19), Nehushta d. Elnathan of Jerusalem (2 Κ 248).

(&) Additional Sons of Kings.—Of Rehoboam, (m. Mahalath
or Abihail, see (16) note c) Jeush, Shemariah, Zaham, (m. Maacah)
Attai, Ziza, Shelomith (2 Ch 1118-20); of Jehoshaphat,—Azariah,
Jehiel, Zechariah, Azariah (?), Michael, Shephatiah (2 Ch 212).
Nothing further is known of these princes. For a d. Joram,
see JEHOSHEBA.

19. Jehoiakim (18): Jeconiah% (20), Zedekiah,
1 Ch 316.

Some hold this Zedekiah to be identical with s. Josiah (19),
the Chronicler's error or form of statement having arisen
because Z. was Jeconiah's successor on the throne (We. Prol.
p. 216).

20. Jeconiah (19): Assir (RVm)? Shealtiel,
Malchiram, Pedaiah (21), Shenazzar, Jekamiah,
Hoshama, Nedabiah, 1 Ch 317·18.

Assir as a proper name arose from a misunderstanding of the
adj. 'assir ("ipN), meaning captive (see RVm and art. ASSIR).

21. Pedaiah (20): Zerubbabel (22), Shimei, 1 Ch
319a.

In Ezr 32.8 52, N e h 121, H a g li-12.14 22.23, cf. Mt 112, Lk 327,
Zerubbabel (wh. see) is called the son of Shealtiel. Pedaiah
probably was his real father; but Zerubbabel succeeding Sheal-
tiel, of whom no sons are mentioned, as the head of the family
of David or house of Judah, is called his son.

22. Zerubbabel (21): Meshullam, Hananiah, d.
Shelomith, Hashubah, Ohel, Berechiah, Hasadiah,
Jushab-hesed, 1 Ch 319b·20.

23. Hananiah (22) : Pelatiah, Jeshaiah, ss.
Rephaiah, ss. Arnan, ss. Obadiah, ss. Shecaniah
(24), 1 Ch 321.

This list has been interpreted in two ways: (a) Hananiah was
the father of six sons, whose names follow, before four of whom
' sons' was written because they were founders of distinguished
families of the time of the writer (Be.); Φ) From 'sons of
Kephaiah' (213) to the end of the chapter is a genealogical
fragment representing branches of the family of David, whose
connexion with Zerubbabel was unascertainable (Ke.); LXX,
Vulg. and Syr. read instead of \}3 ' sons' i:? « his son,' and the
genealogy (23) (24), then, is as follows: Hananiah, Pelatiah,
Jeshaiah, Obadiah, Shecaniah, Shemaiah, Hattush, Igal, Bariah,
Neariah, Shaphat. This is preferred by Ki. et al. and brings
the descendants of David down to nine generations after
Zerubbabel.

24. Shecaniah (23): Shemaiah, Hattush, Igal,
Bariah, Neariah (25), Shaphat, 1 Ch 322.

25. Neariah (24): Elioenai (26), Hizkiah, Azri-
kam.

26. Elioenai (25): Hodaviah, Eliashib, Pelaiah,
Akkub, Johanan, Delaiah, Anani, 1 Ch 324.

This completes the list of the descendants of David.

27. Zeruiah (16): Abishai, Joab, Asahel,
1 Ch 216.

28. Abigail (16): (f. Jether) Amasa, 1 Ch 217.
29. Caleb (5): Mesha f. Ziph, ss. Mareshah f.

Hebron (30), d. Achsah, 1 Ch 242-49b.
Caleb represents the powerful clan of the Calebites of S.

Judah (see CALEB), The record in (29) is obscure; LXX has
Mareshah for Mesha (also Ki. who thinks an enumeration of
ss. Mareshah must have stood at the end of v.42). Better We.
that ss. M. is written to distinguish the gentilic name Mareshah
from that of the city. On Achsah see art. (cf. Jg 1™· 15).

30. Hebron (29): Korah, Tappuah, Rekem (31),
Shema (32), 1 Ch 243.

31. Rekem (30): Bhammai, Maon f. Bethzur,
l C l 2 4 4 b f

32. Shema (30): Raham f. Jorkeam, 1 Ch 244.
33. Jahdai (?): Regem, Jotham, Geshan, Pelet,

Ephah, Shaaph (34), 1 Ch 247.
The connexion of Jahdai with the foregoing is not given.

His name evidently has fallen out of the text.

* Jehoaddan, 2 Ch 251.
t Uzziah and Jechiliah, 2 Ch 263.
ί Abijah, 2 Ch 291.
§ Usually called Jehoiachin, 2 Κ 246«·.

33. Shaaph (33) f. Madmannah : Sheva f. Mach-
bena, and f. Gibea, 1 Ch 24i)a.

Vv.48 and 48 are from another source, and to be separated
from vy.45.47.49 (We. Ki.), since Ephah, in v.46 the name of a
concubine of Caleb, in v.4? is the name of a s. Shaaph. Their
contents appears in (35). YA9 is an evident continuation of v.47.
Instead of' and she bare' ("ΛξΠ) we should read ("Γ?»1) * and Shaaph
begat.'

In the foregoing lists (29)-(34) Hebron, Tappuah, Maon, Ziph,
Bethzur, Madmannah, and Gibea are well-known cities of Judah
within the probable early domain of the Calebites. To these
probably should be added Shema (J/DEO=Shema (J7!pif) (Jos 1526),
Jorkeam (Djjj?"V)=s Jokdeam (Djnzr) (Jos 1556), Pelet (D^3)=Beth-
pelet (pb§ JT3) (Jos 1527), Machbena («:2?O)=Cabbon'(|i33) (Jos
1540). These towns suggest the transfer of gentilic names to
localities or the converse. While some of the other names occur
elsewhere (Mesha, a king of Moab, 2 Κ 3*; Shammai, 1 Ch Φ;
Jotham, Jg 93 et al.; Sheva ? 2 S 2025), they throw no light on
the history behind these genealogies or the families or places
recorded; unless Korah a s. Esau and district of Edom (Gn
3fi5.14.16); Rekem, a king of Midian (Nu 31*0; Ephah, a Midian-
ite tribe ;—all serve to confirm the indications found elsewhere
of a close affinity between Caleb and the Edomites and adjoin-
ing peoples. Raham (ΟΓΠ), a noun kindred with Jerahmeel
(^N'PCn:),— Jahdai, Regem, Geshan, and Shaaph are found only
in this connexion.

35. Caleb (δ): a. (m. Azubah) d. Jerioth, Jesher,
Shobab, Ardon, 1 Ch 218.

b. (m.c. Ephah) Haran, Moza, Gazez, 1 Ch 246.
c. (m.c. Maacah) Sheber, Tirhanah, 1 Ch 248.
d. (m. Ephrathah) Hur (36) (42), (Ashhur f.

Tekoa), lCh2 1 9 · 2 4 .
Caleb in (35) as in (29) represents the clan, and the descendants

given in (35)-(39) unquestionably embody traditions or convey
historical information respecting the families and localities of
the clan during different periods of its history. They are
taken from late material in 1 Ch (Ki.). During the pre-exilic
period the Calebites dwelt in S. Judah (see CALEB). During
the post-exilic period, owing to the aggression of the Edomites,
they seem to have moved farther north (or if taken into
captivity were thus located on their return), and thus dwelt
in the districts of Bethlehem and Kiriath-jearim. This, the
supposition of We., seems clearly proved from the geographical
localities mentioned and indicated in 1 Ch 250-55, yvL% Beth-
lehem, Kiriath-jearim, Netopha, Bethgader, Zorah, Eshtaol,
Atroth-beth-Joab (We. p. 28ff.) (see also (39)). The children
of Azubah (their names may be enigmatical) represent the
families that belonged to the older place of residence, hence per-
haps the mother's name Azubah (n^Tj;.), * abandoned.' Ephah
and Maacah as concubines represent alien or inferior elements
which coalesced with the clan. Ephrathah represents the dis-
trict of Bethlehem (see EPHRATHAH). The meaning and text
of 1 Ch 218 i8 uncertain. Jerioth is regarded as another name
for Azubah (Be.) or another wife with Azubah (Oe.), or a
daughter of Azubah (Vulg. Ki. Ke. Zoe.), or the mother of
Azubah, i.e. Azubah was her daughter (rilJT"r Π2) (We. p. 33).

The MT of 1 Ch 224, which yields an Abiah, wife of Hezron
and m. of Ashhur, is plainly corrupt. A few slight changes
give the appropriate rendering, 'And after the death of Hezron,
Caleb came unto Ephrathah, the wife of Hezron his father, and
she bare unto him Ashhur.' The meaning seems to be: The
pre-exilic inhabitants of Ephrathah were Hezronites, repre-.
sented under E. the wife of Hezron. The later settlement of the
Calebites is represented under the union of C. with Ephrathah.
Ashhur (-fiΠ£;Χ = "fin tTN, We. p. 15) is evidently identical with Hur,
the firstborn of Ephrathah (1 Ch 224). On Gazez (356) s e e art.

36. Hur (35d) (Uri, Bezalel, 1 Ch 220): Shobal
(37) f. Kiriath-jearim (38), Salma (39) f. Bethlehem,
Hareph f. Bethgader, 1 Ch 25Οί·.

The genealogy Hur, Uri, Bezalel is an evident insertion from
Ex 312, and is out of place in a series of gentilic and geographi-
cal names or relationships.

37. Shobal (36): Haroeh (Reaiah, 2 Ch 42), half
Menuhoth, 1 Ch 252.

Haroeh (ΠΝ'ΐπ) is prob. textual error for Reaiah (<TN"i) s. Shobal
in 1 Ch 42/ On half Menuhoth see note on (39).T ' Of these
families nothing further is known.

38. Kiriath-jearim families (36): Ithrites, Puth-
ites, Shumathites, Mishraites, Zorathites, Eshtaol-
ites, 1 Ch 253.

The Puthites, Shumathites, and Mishraites are not mentioned
elsewhere. To the Ithrites belonged two of David's heroes,
Ira and Gareb (2 S 2338, 1 Ch 11*0). The Zorathites and Esh-
taolites are properly the gentilic names of the inhabitants
of Zorah and Eshtaol. These are placed subordinate to the
Mishraites or the other families (1 Ch 253). Zorah is mentioned
in Neh 1129, and its people as Zorites again apparently in
1 Ch 254 (39).
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39. Salma (36): Bethlehem, Netophathites,Atroth-
beth-Joab, half Manahathites, Zorites, Tirathites,
Shimeathites, Sucathites, 1 Ch 254f·.

Salma is evidently identical with the reputed f. Boaz (16).
The Netophathites (Neh 1228) w e r e inhabitants of Netophah
(Ezr 222, Neh 726), probably a village near Bethlehem. Atroth-
beth-Joab is probably the same as the valley of the craftsmen
(Neh 1135). Of the Manahathites nothing is known. They OWJD)
are probably the same as the Menuhoth (37) (nirnp) (Ki. has
•nilJD in v.52). The statement that the Tirathites (D*iijf]i>)i
Shimeathites (DVijjpp), and Sucathites (Ο'Γΰίϊ?) were families of
scribes which dwelt at Jabez (v.55), clearly proves that we have
post-ex, material in our lists, for scribes are unknown before
this period. The Vulg. saw in the families three different
classes of religious functionaries : canentes,^ resonantes, et in
tabernaculis commorantes. Be. allows a similar derivation,
except that he regards the first class as door-keepers (Aram, yifl
=Heb. "\]lp door or gate). We. (p. 30 f.) finds underlying the
three names η%~\ψ a technical term for sacred music, Π^Βί?
the Halacha or sacred tradition, and npiB', which he connects
with Vulg., and Be. with naiD 'booth,' cf. Lv 2334. Ges. Lex. 12
derives the last two names from unknown places. Ke. inter-
prets as descendants from Tira, Shimei and Suchah. For their
connexion with Kenites see KENITES.

40. Reaiah (37): Jahath, Ahumai, Lahad, 1 Ch42.
The lists (40)-(55) from 1 Ch 41-20 «look almost like a gathering

of genealogical pebbles rolled together from various quarters,
consisting of older and younger parts that are kept together
only by the common connexion with the tribe of Judah'
(Zoe.). Several of the leading' fathers' are Calebites, i.e. Shobal,
Hur, Ashhur, Chelub, Kenaz, Othniel, and Caleb. Hence the
lists represent members of that clan, and Caleb should be
substituted for Carmi in v.1 (We. Ki. Zoe.). Whether the names
and relationships reflect pre-exilic conditions or post-exilic is
difficult to determine. Ki. regards the passage, with the ex-
ception of v.i and a few phrases noted below, as from the older
sources of Ch. along with 22«-33.42-45. 47. 49. We.'s view is simi-
lar, that in the main pre-ex. conditions are reflected. Be. held,
on the other hand, from the mention of a number of the names
in the history given in Ezr and Neh, that we have a classification
of the tribe of Judah actually made in the time between
Zerubbabel and Ezra, so that these apparently broken and in-
coherent genealogies were plain to the readers of the time of
the Chronicler. The view of We. and Ki. is more probable.
We have, then, an old list of Calebites edited to bring it into
greater harmony with the later times. Reaiah, cf. (37), occurs in
a Reubenite pedigree 1 Ch 55, and as a family name among the
returned with Zerubbabel Ezr 247, Neh 750. Jahath is a frequent
Levite name (1 Ch 620.43 23i0f. 2422, 2 Ch 3412). Ahumai and
Lahad are mentioned only here. These are all called families
of the Zorathites (v.2b ace. to Ki. is from a later hand), cf. (38),
1 Ch 153.

41. Hur? f. Etam: Jezreel, Ishma, Idbash, d.
Hazzelelponi, Penuel f. Gedor, Ezer f. Hushah,
1 Ch 43f·.

The MT of v.Sa is defective (D!p^ \3£ Π̂ Χ 'these are f. of
Etam')· RV supplies 'sons,' i.e. Jezreel, etc., are ss. of father
of Etam. Ki. inserts 'sons of Hur ' ("ΪΙΠ ':?), but the 'sons of
Hur' (v.4b) must include (40) as well as (41 j . LXX (also Kau.)
has, ' These are the sons of Etam' {ούτοι wo) Αΐτο&μ,). Etam is
a village near Bethlehem ; possibly another place of the same
name may be found near Hebron (see art. ETAM). Jezreel and
Gedor are towns of S. Judah (Jos 1556. 58). Two heroes of
David's guard are mentioned as Hushites (2 S 211 8 2327, l Ch
1129 204 2711), but the location of Hushah is unknown. Penuel,
a personal or gentilic name, is otherwise unknown. It cannot
be associated with the Penuel E. of the Jordan. Ezer may be
the same as Ezrah (53). Of Ishma and Idbash and Hazzelelponi,
mentioned only here, nothing is known. The last should be
rendered ' the Zelelponites' O i l S ^ n = tfisV^ with art.). The^ ^ )
words in v.46 «firstborn . . . Bethlehem' are according to Ki.
from a later hand.

42. Ashhur (Hur) f. Tekoa (35d): (m. Naarah)
Ahuzzam, Hepher, Temeni, Haahashtari, (m.
Helah) Zereth, Izhar (Zohar, RVm), Ethnan,
1 Ch 45'7.

On Ashhur (=Hur) see under (35<*). F. of Tekoa, ace. Ki. is
an annotation, cf. 1 Ch 224 (35^). Tekoa is near Bethlehem (see
TEKOA). Naarah, evidently not this one, was a town on the
borders of Ephraim and Benjamin (Jos 167), but no such locality
has yet been identified with Judah. Hepher, mentioned in
connexion with Tappuah (Jos 1217) and Socoh (1 Κ 4ΐθ), evi-
dently belonged to S. Judah. Temeni (^D'fl) properly means
Southerner, i.e. of S. Judah. Cf. Teman (]&$ patronymic
*2!3Vn) of Edom (Gn 36U et al.). Ethnan (|^N) is prob. identical
with Ithnan (\ii}\ Jos 1523), a city of S. Judah. For Izhar (")Π^
Kt.) must be read Zohar ("HJS1 'and Zohar'). This was the family
name of Ephron of Hebron (Gn 238 259), and also of a s. Simeon

(Gn 4610). The other names in (42) occur only in this connexion.
For Haahashtari 0Ί?;?Π^Π=ηΐΎ«ρπκ with art.) should be ' the
Ahashtarites.' If this word is of Pers. derivation (Be. Oxf. Eeb.
Lex.), it must be an explanatory gloss referring to the preceding
families.

43. Hakkoz (Koz) : Anub, Zobebah, families of
Aharhel s. Harum, 1 Ch 48.

Koz (wrongly Hakkoz AV and RV, Heb. ρ ρ without art.) is
a post-ex, family name (1 Ch 2410, Ezr 281, Neh 34.21 763; in all
these passages the name has the art. ftp?} Hakkoz). The names
of his children occur only here. Anub ( Π ^ ) is prob. identical
with Anab (33^), a town near Debir (Jos 1550). Jabez, described
in vv.9f·, prob. was connected in some way with Koz.

44. Chelub (b. Shuhah) : Mehir f. Eshton (45),
1 Ch 411.

Chelub (3^?) is clearly another form of the clan name Caleb
(3^3); cf. Chelubai (1 Ch 29) (5). It is possible that for Shuhah
(nrnK>) we should read Hushah (π$ϊπ v.4) (41). Of Mehir and
Eshton, names occurring only here, nothing is known.

45. Eshton (44): Beth-rapha, Paseah, Tehinnah
f. Ir-nahash (city of Nahash, RVm), 1 Ch 412.

Beth-rapha is otherwise unknown; a Benjaminite Rapha is
mentioned 1 Ch 82, and Rapha 'giant' or the pi. Rephaim 'giants'
1 Ch 204. But these throw no light on Beth-rapha. Paseah is a
post-ex, family name of the Nethinim, Ezr 249, Neh 751, and is
mentioned also in Neh 36. The other names do not occur else-
where. These ss. of Eshton are called ' the men of Recah'
(v.12b), a place also otherwise unknown. The LXX has Rechab.

46. Kenaz; Othniel (47), Seraiah (49), 1 Ch 413a.
Kenaz was an Edomite tribe (Gn 3Q11.15.&, 1 Ch 136.53).

Caleb, ace. to Nu 3212, j o s 146.14? Was a Kenizzite. Othniel was
the son of Kenaz ace. to Jg II 3 , where Kenaz is also designated
either as the f. or b. of Caleb. These statements clearly prove
a close relationship between the Calebites and the Edomites.
This is further reflected in Shobal f. Manahath, occurring in the
list of Edomites, Gn 3623, cf. (37). Othniel, like Caleb, prob. is a
clan name. Whether the clan derived its name from a distin-
guished hero Othniel, or whether Othniel is a purely eponym-
ous character, cannot perhaps be determined (see OTHNIEL).
The close relationship between the clans of Caleb and Othniel
is brought out in the story of Jg 112-15 ( s e e Moore in loco).
Seraiah, a not infrequent name from the time of David onwards,
as the brother of Othniel, is mentioned only here. It smacks so
strongly of an individual, and the later period of Israel's history,
that it is prob. an artificial link inserted among these names. It
is among the names of the companions of Zerubbabel, Ezr 252.

47. Othniel (46): Hathath, 1 Ch 413b.
48. Meonothai: Ophrah, 1 Ch 414a.

Hathath occurs nowhere else. Perhaps Meonothai should be
joined as another s. of Othniel. It also is not found elsewhere,
but probably represents the inhabitants of Maon of S. Judah.
Of Ophrah, the name also of a city of Benjamin (Jos 1823, l S 131?)
and of one of Manasseh (Jg 6H), nothing is known.

49. Seraiah (46): Joab f. Ge-harashim, 1 Ch 414b.
See (39). Ace. to Ki. 'f. Geharashim, craftsmen' v.14 is from

a later hand.

50. Caleb s. Jephunneh: Iru, Elah (51), Naam,
1 Ch 415a.

On Caleb s. of Jephunneh see CALEB. This additional list of
descendants of Caleb shows that the Chronicler's lists contain
different groups of Calebites not reduced to a perfect genealogical
system, but arranged somewhat independently of each other,
reflecting, as already intimated, enumerations of different
times, localities, and sources. Many writers (the older com-
mentators generally) wishing to harmonize all of the OT notices
of Caleb, and regarding each Caleb as representing an individual,
have seen several Calebs in 1 Ch 2 and 4. Neteler (Die Biicher
der biblischen Chronik, p. 34) gives the following line of descent:
Judah, Perez, Hezron, Caleb Ben-hezron, Hur, Caleb Ben-hur,
Salma, Kenaz, Jephunneh, Caleb Ben-jephunneh. A somewhat
similar explanation is given in Zoe. (Eng. ed. p. 46) by the editor
and translator, J. G. Murphy. For Iru Elah (Π7 Χ ίτ#), Ir and Elah
(j?%\ 1*2) may be read (Ki.). We. (p. 39) finds the name Iru
equivalent to Iram, a duke of Edom (1 Ch 154 1Tj; = D"vy).
One is tempted to join Ir (Ty) 'city ' with Elah (Π*?Ν = n 1?^
Dillmann, Gn 364i), and find reference to the city Elath (see
art.). At all events Elah is an Edomitic name (Gn 3641), and
may be seen also in El-paran Q"JK2 ^N), the wilderness south
of Judah. Naam is otherwise unknown.

51. Elah (50): Kenaz, 1 Ch 415b.
Kenaz as s. Elah is surprising (assuming that the genealogy

is not of persons), unless Elah is the name of the district
of Elath or El-paran, which might have been the early home
of the Kenizzites, or the name of a tribe to which Kenaz be-
came subordinate. Perhaps a transposition should be made in
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the Heb. text, and instead of Uj? rOK \j:u we should re
Up *n ' And these are the sons of Kenaz,' referring to (46)-(50)

52. Jehallelel: Ziph, Ziphah, Tiria, Asarel, 1 Ch
416.

Jehallelel only here, and as a personal or family name of
ss. Merari, 2 Ch 2912. Ziph, the name of a city of S. Judah;
Ziphah, fern, form of the same occurs only here. Tiria and
Asarel are not mentioned elsewhere.

53. Ezrah: Jether, Mered (54), Epher, Jalon,
1 Ch 417a.

Ezrah possibly is the same as Ezer (41). Jether is not an
uncommon name, cf. (14). Mered occurs only in this connexion.
Epher is the name of a son of Midian (Gn 254,1 Ch 133), and also
of an individual or family of the half-tribe of Manasseh (1 Ch
δ24). Jalon is found only here.

54. Mered (53): (m. Bithiah) Miriam, Shammai,
Ishbah f. Eshtemoa, (m. the Jewess) Jered f.
Gedor, Heber f. Soco, Jekuthiel f. Zanoah, 1 Ch
417f\

The present text of v.1?^ gives no complete sense. Usually
the clauses are rearranged. The statement, cAnd these are
the ss. Bithiah d. Pharaoh which Mered took' (18b), is placed
immediately after Jalon (I7a) (Be. Ke. Zoe. Oe. Kau.); this
gives (54). LXX (in 17*>) had a different text (K«i sysŵ o-n»
Ίί06», which Ki. follows, emending α;ιρ-η$ ingi to Τ71Π "irn
Dnp"nx,' And Jether begat Miriam,' etc. This places Jether as
the progenitor of the ss. given in (54), and assumes that the
ss. Mered and Bithiah, originally enumerated, have fallen out
of the text. Miriam, elsewhere in OT only of Moses' sister, is
here evidently a man's name. Shammai, also the name of a
Jerahmeelite, cf. (8). Ishbah and Jekuthiel occur only here,
and also Jered, except as the name of the antediluvian patri-
arch (Gn 515ff·)· Heber is not uncommon. In (41) Penuel is
given as f. Gedor. Possibly, the posterity of two families or
individuals were the reputed founders of the city. Eshtemoa,
Gedor, Soco, and Zanoah are all towns in S. Judah or near
Hebron (see arts.)· Of the connexion here mentioned of Mered
or Jether with Bithiah d. Pharaoh nothing is known. Instead
of ' the Jewess,' RVm transliterates, Hajehudijah, and AV
Jehudijah.

55. Hodiah: (m. sister of Naham) f. Keilah the
Garmite, Eshtemoa the Maacathite, 1 Ch 419.

Hodiah is a common name of the time of Ezra and Neh. (AV here
wrongly a woman's name,' his wife Hodiah'). Before Eshtemoa
probably f. has fallen out. Keilah and Eshtemoa are the names
of Judaean towns (see art.). Maacathite (^riD^sn) shows prob-
ably a connexion with Maacah (npjy?) (35c). Garmite and Naham
occur only here.

56. Shimon: Amnon, Rinnah, Ben-hanan, Tilon,
1 Ch 420a.

57. Ishi: Zoheth, Ben-zoheth, 1 Ch 420b.
There is nothing to throw light on these names, most of

which are mentioned only in this connexion. Ishi is in (11).
Probably a name has fallen out before Ben-zoheth, i.e. s.
Zoheth.

58. Perez fam.: a. Bani, Imri, Omri, Ammihud,
Uthai, 1 Ch 94.

b. Mahalalel, Shephatiah, Amariah, Zechariah,
Uzziah, Athaiah, Neh II 4.

The pedigrees of the post-exilic Perezites Uthai (cf. Ezr 814) and
Athaiah of the inhabitants of Jerusalem.

59. Zerah (1) : Zimri (Zabdi (60), Jos 71), Ethan
(61), Heman, Calcol, Dara, 1 Ch 26.

Ethan, Heman, Calcol, and Dara (Darda) are probably the
names of famous men of the family of Zerah (cf. 1 Κ 431) ( s e e

arts.)· Whether Ethan and Heman are to be connected with the
Levitical singers of those names is uncertain.

60. Zabdi (59): Carmi, Achan, Jos 71; cf. 1 Ch
27.

Pedigree of Achan the trespasser (Achar, 1 Ch 27), see ACHAN.

61. Ethan (59): Azariah, 1 Ch 28.
Azariah the Ethanite is otherwise unknown. For another

Zerahite see note at end of XXI.

V. 1. ISSACHAR: Tola (2), Puah,* Jashub,t
Shimron, Gn 4613, Nu 2623f·, 1 Ch 71.

2. Tola (1): Uzzi (3), Rephaiah, Jeriel, Jahmai,
Ibsam, Shemuel, 1 Ch 72.

* Puvah (njS) (Gn 4613).
t lob (IlV) (Gn 4613), a txt. err. (Ball, SBOT, in loc).
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3. Uzzi (2): Izrahiah, Michael, Obadiah, Joel,
Isshiah, 1 Ch 73.

Of the names in the genealogy of Issachar's descendants, Tola
appears as that of one of the minor judges, ' s. Puah, s. Dodo,
a man of Issachar' (Jg 10if·). This implies that traditions
varied in respect to the relationship of the clans of Tola and
Puah. Puah may have been the more ancient, but Tola was un-
doubtedly the principal clan of Issachar, whose seat seems to have
been centred at the unknown Shamir (Jg 10 l f). Of the other
persons and families recorded nothing further is known, beyond
that those of (2) and (3) are called ' mighty men of valour' and
'chief men,' and assigned apparently to the time of David,
lCh72-s.

VI. 1. ZEBULUN: Sered, Elon, Jahleel, Gn 4614,
Nu 2626.

Nothing further than their mention is known of these clans.
Elon, probably an eponym from the clan, is one of the minor
judges of Israel, who was buried in a place of the same name
whose locality is unknown (Jg 12iif·, cf. Moore, in loc). No
genealogy of Zebulun is given by the Chronicler.

VII.a 1. MANASSEH: a. Machir, Abiezer (7),
Helek, Asriel, Shechem (5), Hepher (6), Shemida
(5), Jos 17lf\

b. Machir t Gilead, Iezer, Helek, Asriel, Shechem,
Shemida, Hepher, Nu 2629-32.

c. (m. Aramaean concubine) Machir (f. Gilead) ;
Zelophehad (6), d. Hammolecheth (7), 1 Ch 714L 18.

2. Machir (l a b c): (m. Maacah) Peresh, Sheresh (3),
1 Ch 716.

3. Sheresh (2): Ulam (1), Kakem, 1 Ch 716.
4. Ulam (3): Bedan, 1 Ch 717.
5. Shemida ( l a b ) : Ahian, Shechem (lab), Likhi,

Aniam, 1 Ch 719.
6. Hepher (l b): Zelophehad (lc), dd. Mahlah,

Noah, Hoglah, Milcah, Tirzah, Nu 2633 271.
7. Hammolecheth (l c ): Ishhod, Abiezer (la), and

Mahlah, 1 Ch 718.

The genealogy of the tribe of Manasseh appears in different
forms. Of the clans'enumerated (1*^), Machir is by far the most
important. In the Song of Deborah he stands for the tribe of
Manasseh (Jg 514), and his home at that time seems to have
been W. of the Jordan (cf. v.i?). But he was especially known
and remembered as the f. or conqueror of Gilead (Nu 2629 32^,
Jos 171, Dt 314). Ace. to many authorities this conquest was
made from W. Palestine (Smend, HWB, ed. Riehm; Stade,
Gesch. i. p. 149; Budde, Richt. u. Sam. p. 34 ff.; Moore on
Jg 515; but G. A. Smith, Hist. Geog. p. 577 n., regards the argu-
ment as inconclusive). From his pre-eminence and earlier
development Machir, then, was regarded as the firstborn of
Manasseh, or as the only son. In this latter scheme (la) the
other clans of Manasseh are recorded, not as descendants of
Machir simply, but also of Gilead, as though their home was E.
of the Jordan. But the clan Iezer, i.e. Abi-ezer (Gideon's clan),
belonged to the district W. of the Jordan (Jg 6H· 34 82). Tirzah,
the city, a d. Zelophehad s. Hepher (7), was likewise situated
W. of the Jordan (see TIRZAH), and Jos 171̂ · plainly implies that
all of the ss. Manasseh (la) except Machir dwelt W. of the
Jordan. To the author of (]>) the name Gilead then either had
lost its geographical meaning, or, what is more probable, hold-
ing that Gilead was first conquered, as represented in the Hex.,
he regarded the W. Manassites as offshoots of the E. Manassites.
The genealogical scheme of (lc) (2) (3) (4) (5) (7), given in
1 Ch 714-19, is clearly different from (1*) or (1*>), although not
without points of connexion. The passage from which (lc) is
derived is corrupt, and in its present state unintelligible, for-
bidding any satisfactory reconstruction (Ki. ; see attempts in
Be. Oe). Asriel (^KHfX), 1 Ch 7™, is plainly a dittography out
of the following words ( π η ^ ~\φ%). The statement that the m.
of Machir was an Aramaean appears likewise in the LXX of
Gn 5023. The reference to Huppim and Shuppim and the sister
(v.15) is entirely obscure. In Maacah, the wife of Machir, we
may possibly see some connexion between Machirites and their
neighbours, the Maacathites (see MAACAH). In 1 Ch 221
Hezron s. Perez s. Judah is represented as begetting through a
d. of Machir, Segub, who begat Jair, 'who had twenty-three
cities in the land of Gilead.' Segub (mϊψ), who is not men-
tioned elsewhere, probably has arisen in transcription from Argob
(3J"]N), the district given as inhabited by Jair the s. Manasseh
(Dt'3i4). Why Hezron, a clan of Judah (IV. 3), should be con-
nected at all with Machir is entirely obscure. The statement
probably has arisen through some misunderstanding.

Hepher (la) (6) may be connected with Hepher, the city and
district mentioned in Jos 1217 and 1Κ 4io. According to
Kuenen, Zelophehad was originally the name of a city (Dillm.
on Nu 2629). The Jewish law of female inheritance is re-
presented as traced to the petition of his daughters (Nu 271-1!,
361-12). The d. Tirzah, as assumed above, is the well-known city,
and perhaps the names of the others should be sought in towns
or villages. Of the other names introduced in these lists beyond
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what has been mentioned we know nothing. Perhaps Likhi
OOi?*?) (5)=Helek (phn) (V>) and Aniam (DjnK) (5)=Noah J)
(6) (Be.).

8. Epher, Ishi, Eliel, Azriel, Jeremiah, Hodaviah,
Jahdiel, 1 Ch 524.

These are mentioned as ' mighty men of valour, famous men,
heads of their fathers' houses,' of the half-tribe of Manasseh
dwelling E. of the Jordan (ref.). Nothing further of them,
indicating when they lived or for what they were famous, is
given.

VII.b 1. EPHRAIM: a. Shuthelah (12), Becher,
Tahan, Nu 2635.

b. Shuthelah, Ezer, Elead, Beriah, d. Sheerah,
llephah, Kesheph (4), 1 Ch 721"25.

2. Shuthelah (1): Era», Nu 2636.
3. Shuthelah (l b ) : Bered, Tahath, Eleadah,

Tahath, Zabad, Shuthelah, 1 Ch 720f·.
4. Resheph (l b): Telah, Tahan, Ladan, Ammi-

hud, Elishama, Nun, Joshua, 1 Ch 725-2?.
The genealogy of Ephraim (lb) (3) (4), preserved in 1 Ch 720-27,

is of uncertain construction. From the Heb. text it is not clear
whether Ezer and Elead are the ss. of Shuthelah (No. 2) (3) or
of Ephraim; or Sheerah and Rephah, the children of Beriah
or Ephraim. The latter rendering in each case, as in (lb), is
the better. In the first instance the context clearly demands
it. Of special interest is the notice of the slaughter of Ezer
and Elead on a cattle raid by the men of Gath (v.2l). To the
older commentators, who regarded Ephraim and his children as
historical individuals, this episode was difficult of explanation,
because it belonged evidently to the period of the sojourn in
Egypt. It was usually interpreted as a foray out of Goshen
(Zoe. Oe.)—against the use of the word τ τ 'go down,' Ew.

laced the event in the pre-Egyptian period (Hist. i. p. 380).
Sayce refers to it as historical, and of the Egyptian period
(Patriarchal Palestine, p. 202). There is little doubt, however,
if an historical collision between Ephraimitic clans and Gittites

; underlies this notice, that the foray was from Mt. Ephraim
(Be.)· In the original story, Ephraim mourning (v.22) probably

) was no more thought of as an individual than Rachel in Jer 311°.
' The ss. of Ephraim slain then were two Ephraimitic clans,

destroyed in some Phil. war. The connexion of Beriah, another
clan, with the event arose either from a play upon the word,
Beriah being regarded as the equivalent of ' in evil' (Π]/"]5 =r
ΠΙΓ"!?) ( ν· 23), or, in addition to the play upon the name, since
Beriah is mentioned as a Benjam. famity of Aijalon, who routed
the inhabitants of Gath (1 Ch 81ΰ), it is possible that this
Benjam. Beriah, having driven back Gittite invaders, received
the former home of Ezer and Elead, and thus became incor-
porated into the tribe of Ephraim (Be.). We. regards the
entire episode as of late fabrication (Prol. p. 214).

The list of names given in this genealogy has a suspicious
look. They appear like a repetition of the same elements.
Not only is Shuthelah repeated (4), but there is a striking
similarity between the other names.

py V of Eran.
\-\yh Laadan.

myhii Eleadah.
IJ^N Elead.

nWw Shuthelah.
Π^ηΐ and Telah.
ΠΠΠ Tahath.
p n Tahan.
133 Becher.

ΤΠΊ and Bered.
"ΠΤ Zabad.

was me reputed Dunaer υΐ r>uwiiiuruu, wuuse name appears in
Uzzen-sheerah (wh. see) (v.24). Elishama s. Ammihud (4)
appears as the prince of the tribe of Ephraim in Nu I 1 0 , whence
it is easy to see how the pedigree of Joshua was constructed.

VIII. 1. BENJAMIN : a. Bela (2), Becher (4),
Ashbel, Gera, Naaman, Ehi, Rosh, Muppim, Hup-
pim, Ard, Gn 46-1.

b. Bela (2), Ashbel, Ahiram, Shephupham, Hu-
pham, Nu 2638ί·.

c. Bela (2), Becher (4), Jediael (5), 1 Ch 76.
d. Bela (2), Ashbel, Aharah, Nohah, Rapha,

1 Ch 81.
We have thus four different lists of ss. Benjamin. Bela is

common to all; Ehi, Rosh, Muppim, and Huppim (la) are clearly
equivalent to Ahiram, Shephupham, and Hupham (lb); cf. the
Heb. text, O'Sn D*flD Win *ΠΝ, with DSn 03Ί3Β> ΟΤΠΧ. Hence
Rosh (1*) should be struck out and Ahiram substituted for Ehi
(la), and also probably for Aharah (ΓΓ]ΠΝ) (Id). Gn 462i LXX

reads Benjamin, Bela, Becher, Ashbel; Bela, Gera, Naaman,
Ehi, Rosh, Muppim, and Huppim. This corresponds with (2a)
(3) (see below), where Gera, Naaman, and Ard are ss., Bela and
Shuppim and Huppim grandsons. Hence the original text of
Gn 4621 may have read Benjamin, Bela, Becher, Ashbel; Bela,
Gera, Naaman, Ahiram, Shephupham, Huppim, Ard (Ball, in loco,
SBOT).

In (lc) Jediael (^NJTT) appears as the equivalent of Ashbel
63if>N = VwP'N) either by corruption or substitution. Whether
a textual corruption or an independent tradition underlies Nohah
and Rapha (ld) it is impossible to determine. The names as
Ben jaminites occur only here.

2. Bela (l a b c d): a. Ard, Naaman, Nu 2640.
b. Ezbon, Uzzi, Uzziel, Jerimoth, Iri (3), 1 Ch

77.
c. Addar, Gera, Abihud, Abishua, Naaman,

Ahoah, Gera, Shephuham, Huram, 1 Ch 8lf·
The list (2b) appears to be entirely independent of the others.

The list (2c) corresponds closely with the restored text of
Gn 4621 (see above), since Addar (TiN)=Ard ("ΠΚ); Gera and
Abihud probably were originally one and the same person,
i.e. Gera f. Ehud (cf. Jg 315); the second Gera is plainly a
dittography; Huram (D^n) probably = Huppim (D'?n); and
hence the only additional names are Abishua and Ahoah (ΠΊΠΚ);
and the latter may be a variation or corruption of Ahiram
(0ΤΠΝ) or Aharah (niqt<), repeated in transcription from the
previous generation (l^j.

3. Iri (2b): Shuppim, Huppim, 1 Ch 712.
In the text the name is Ir (v.12). Shuppim and Huppim seem

identical with Shephupham and Hupham, given elsewhere as
ss. Benjamin (lb) and ss. Bela (2c). Nothing further than their
appearance in the genealogical lists is known of these indi-
viduals or families. In the text v.12 appears like an appendix
(see also (6) below).

4. Becher (l a c): Zemirah, Joash, Eliezer, Eli-
oenai, Omri, Jeremoth, Abijah, Anathoth, Ale-
meth, 1 Ch 78.

The names of these ss. Becher (4), Joash, Eliezer, Elioenai,
Omri, Jeremoth, and Abijah occur frequently in the OT ; Jere-
moth again as a Benjaminite in 1 Ch 77 814. Anathoth and
Alemeth are names of Benjaminite towns (see arts.). Zemirah
occurs only in this connexion.

5. Jediael (l c): Bilhan, Jeush, Benjamin, Ehud,
Chenaanah, Zethan, Tarshish, Ahishahar, 1 Ch 710.

This list (5) is striking in having Benjamin as a subordinate
family or personal name, and likewise, in this connexion, Ehud,
elsewhere s. Gera (cf. Jg 315). Bilhan and Jeush are also Edom-
ite names (Gn 365· *4·«. 27), and Jeush, moreover, that of a
Levite or Levitical family (1 Ch 23i0f-)> and of a son of Reho-
boam (2 Ch 111»), and again of a Benjaminite (1 Ch 8*9). (For
refs. on Jeush as an Arab, name of a deity, see Gesenius-
Buhl). Chenaanah (rnyj?) suggests the incorporation of a Can.
family with the Benjammites (Be.). In 1 Κ 2224 it is the name
of the f. Zedekiah the false prophet. Zethan and Ahishahar
are found only here. The latter, however, perhaps appears in
the cuneiform inscriptions as the name of a king of Minnai
(see Gesen.-Buhl). Tarshish, besides being the name of the well-
known city, stands elsewhere for a precious stone, derived from
Tarshish (Ex 2S20 3913 et al., RV 'beryl'), and is the name of a
Persian prince (Est li4).

These Belaites, Becherites, and Jediaelites (2b) (4) (5) are all
called heads of fathers' houses and mighty men of valour, but
there is no indication of the period of Israel's pre-ex. history to
which they were intended to be assigned (1 Ch 77-H).

6. Aher: Hushim, 1 Ch 712b.
This genealogical fragment is enigmatical. Hushim (Ώ"ψΠ) in

Gn 4623 is a s. Dan. There Dan also stands between Benjamin
and Naphtali. The Chronicler has given no genealogy of Dan
unless it is found here, between the genealogy of Benjamin,
w.6-11, and that of Naphtali, v.!3. Hence Dan has been found
hidden in Aher ("ΙΠΧ, 'another'), which occurs nowhere else as
a proper name. The tribe of Dan was believed thus to have
been indicated, owing to its opprobrium on account of its
idolatry (Jg 18). Its name does not appear with the other
tribes in 1 Ch β^4"81. Cf. also its omission in Rev 75-8. (The
name Dan, however, does appear in 1 Ch 22 1235 2722, and the
genealogy of Zebulun is missing in 1 Ch as well as that of Dan).
If the above hypothesis is accepted, the remainder of v.*2 may
be a gloss, Shuppim and Huppim suggested by their similarity
to Hushim as the ss. of Benjamin intended (Dan not being recog-
nized in Aher, and these ss. being missed in the preceding vv.).
Ir (vy), then, from the influence of v.7, may have been later
developed out of Ard (·=ηΝ). which follows Muppim and Huppim
in Gn 4621 ( s e e la) (Be.)'. '

If, however, as we have assumed, Hushim is a Benjam. family
or individual, Aher may be identical with Ahiram (lb) (RVm) or
with the Benjaminite Shaharaim (8) (Dnntf), who had a wife
Hushim (ICh 88-ii).
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7. Ehud: Uzza, Ahihud, ICh 86f\
The verses from which (7) is taken are difficult of interpreta-

tion. Probably the text is corrupt (see Comm. in loco). The
connexion of Ehud (15ΠΝ) with the sons of Benjamin is not
given. It is likely, however, that Π = Π, and that reference
here also is to clan Ehud (ΉΠΝ), s. Gera or s. Jediael, cf. (5).
The ss. Ehud (possibly not those given above, but those whose
names have fallen out of the text) were heads of families of the
inhabitants of Geba (v.6) (see note on 23).

8. Shaharaim: (m. Hodesh) Jobab, Zibia, Mesha,
Malcam, Jeuz, Shachia, Mirmah, (m. Hushim)
Abitub, Elpaal (9) (13?), 1 Ch 88"10.

The connexion of Shaharaim with any of the ss. Benjamin is
also not given. He is said to have begotten children in the
field of Moab after he had sent away two wives, Hushim and
Baara (v.8). These allusions are entirely obscure. The sons
whose m. was Hodesh are said to have been heads of families.
Their residence is not given, unless by implication it is the
country of Moab.

9. Elpaal (8): Eber, Misham, Shemed,* 1 Ch 812.
To Shemed is attributed the building, evidently the rebuilding,

of Lod and Ono, for these cities were very ancient, appearing
prob. in the list of the places conquered by Tahutmes in. (RP
(New Series), vol. v. pp. 25-53).

10. Beriah (11), Shema (12), Ahio? Elpaal?
(13), Shashak (14), Jeremoth (15), 1 Ch 813f·.

The connexion of these Benjaminites, as in the cases of (7) and
(8), with ss. Benjamin is not given. Their brotherhood is obtained
by reading in v.14, after the analogy of the LXX, Vnx · his brother'
(Kau.), or DJVnK 'their brothers' (Ki.), instead of VflN Ahio, a
proper name* (a reading certainly to be rejected), and'by adding
the name Elpaal required by v.19 (Kau. Ki.). Whether for
Jeremoth (niD"v) we should read Jeroham (0ΠΤ), after v.27, or
there substitute Jeremoth, it is impossible to determine. Both
names clearly refer to one person ; also Shema ($ι2ψ) (ν.13) and

νρ)()
Beriah and Shema are called 'heads of fathers' houses of

Aijalon who put to flight the inhabitants of Gath,' v.13. This
flight is otherwise unknown, although it has been connected
with the slaughter of the ss. Ephraim (1 Ch 721), and Beriah has
been identified with Beriah s. Ephraim (1 Ch 723, cf. note on
VIIb. 4). Nothing further is stated concerning these five reputed
founders of the families mentioned below.

11. Beriah (10): Zebadiah, Arad, Eder, Michael,
Ishpah, Joha, 1 Ch 815f\

12. Shimei (Shema) (10): Jakim, Zichri, Zabdi,
Elienai, Zillethai, Eliel, Adaiah, Beraiah, Shim-
rath, 1 Ch 819"21.

13. Elpaal (10) : Zebadiah, Meshullam, Hizki,
Heber, Ishmerai, Tzliah, Jobab, 1 Ch 817f·.

13. Shashak (10) : Ishpan, Eber, Eliel, Abdon,
Zichri, Hanan, Hananiah, Elam, Anthothijah,
Iphdeiah, Penuel, 1 Ch 822'25.

15. Jeroham (Jeremoth) (10) : Shamsherai, She-
hariah, Athaliah, Jaareshiah, Elijah, Zichri, 1 Ch
826f\

These lists (11)-(15) represent five clans or families of post-
exilic Jerus. (see note below on 23), each member mentioned
4 the head of a father's house, a chief man' (1 Ch S28). Nothing
further is known of them, although some of their names, repre-
senting other persons, occur elsewhere in the OT. Be. identifies
Elpaal (13) with the Elpaal (9), and Eber (l^fy, Misham (DJ#p),
and Shemed C^y) (9), with Heber (inn), Meshullam (DW>D), and
Ishmerai (HPfi) (13).

16. Jeiel: (m. Maacah) Abdon, Zur, Kish (17),
Baal, Ner (23), Nadab, Gedor, Ahio, Zechariah,f
Mikloth (24), 1 Ch 829"31 935-37.

17. Kish (16) : Said, Jonathan (18), Malchi-shua,
Abinadab, Eshbaal, 1 Ch 833 939.

18. Jonathan (17): Merib-baal, Micah, Pithon,
Melech, Tahrea,t Ahaz (19), 1 Ch 834 940.

19. Ahaz (18): Jarah, § Alemeth, Azmaveth,
Zimri (20).

20. Zimri (19): Moza, Binea, Bephaiah, Eleasah,
Azel (21), Eshek (22), 1 Ch 8S6bf· 39a 942bf\

21. Azel (20): Azrikam, Bocheru?, IshmaeL
Sheariah, Obadiah, Hanan, 1 Ch 838 944.

* Shemer (1 instead of 1) ace. to Hahn'e and Theile's Heb.
Text, but Shemed ace. to Baer and Del.

t Zecher, 1 Ch 831. χ Tarea, 1 Ch 834.
§ Jehoaddah, 1 Ch 836.

22. Eshek (20): Ulam, Jeush, Eliphelet, 1 Ch 839.
23. Ner (16): Abner ?, 1 Ch δ33 93y.
24. Mikloth (16): Shimeam,*

This genealogy of the house of Saul (16)-(23) is given twice, the
original texts being in each case the same (1 Ch 829-38 and 935-44).
While the latter passage is perhaps in the better state of pre-
servation, and has been mainly followed above, both have
suffered some corruption. In v.39 Abner has clearly fallen out
of the text and should be restored, cf. (23) (Kau. Ki.). In v.4i
Ahaz should be added to the ss. Micah, as in 835. i n v.44 instead
of Bocheru 0"p3) we should read ' his firstborn' ( n b | ) ; another
name must be supplied to complete the six sons of Azel (21). In
(16) the f. Kish and Ner is Jeiel f. Gibeon. This differs from 1S
91 1451, where Abiel is f. Kish and Ner. The motive for the
introduction of this genealogy clearly arose from the fact that
at the time of the Chronicler certain Jewish families claimed
descent from Saul. The genealogy furnishes a line of 15 genera-
tions. Allowing 12 from the founding of Solomon's temple to
that of Zerubbabel (see note on III. 12), these descendants
belonged to near the time of Ezra and Nehemiah.

Looking at these lists (7M24) as a whole, they evidently were
based upon post-ex, conditions, for the following reasons:—(a)
The places of residence (not mentioning Jerus.) are towns recur-
ing in the post-ex, history,—Geba (v.6), cf. Ezr 226; Lod and Ono
(v.12), cf. Ezr 233; Gibeon (v.29), cf. Neh 725. (&) Many of the
names belong also to that period, viz.: Meshullam (13), Hanan,
Elam, Hananiah, Anthothijah (Anathoth) (14), cf. Neh ΙΟ™· 14.19.
20.23.26. (c) The coincidence between the residence in or con-
nexion with Moab (v.8) and the name Pahath-moab representing
an important family among the post-ex. Jews (Ezr 26 84 etc.).
(Be. conjectures that the birth of this Pahath-moab, ' prince of
Moab,' is referred to in v.8). (d) The Benjaminites had a con-
siderable part in the post-ex, community along with the children
of Judah and the Levites. (e) The close union between 1 Ch 8
and 9, which latter from its identity with Neh 11 is recognized
at once as describing post-ex, conditions.

25. Jeshaiah, Ithiel, Maaseiah, Kolaiah,
Pedaiah, Joed, Meshullam, Sallu, Neh II7, cf.
1 Ch 97.

Sallu represents a post-ex, family of Jerus. (see ref.). In
1 Ch 97 the descent is, Sallu s. Meshullam, s. Hodaviah, s.
Hassenuah.

IX. 1. DAN: Hushim,t Gn 4623, Nu 2642.
Only one clan is recorded as having belonged to Dan. The

difference of name in Gn and Nu has arisen from the transposi-
tion of letters, Hushim (Q'pn), Shuham (Dm#). Dan is passed
over by the Chronicler, unless a reference to the tribe is con-
cealed in 1 Ch 7 1 2 ; cf. VIII. 6, above. Nothing more than the
genealogical record is known of Hushim. On a single son or
clan representing the tribe, see DAN.

X. 1. NAPHTALI: Jahzeel,i Guni, Jezer, Shil-
l e m j Gn 46-4, Nu 2648f·, 1 Ch 713.

These ss. or clans of Naphtali are not mentioned in any other
connexion in OT, neither do their names occur elsewhere,
except that of Guni, which is also the name of a Gadite (XI. 4).
No further descendants of Naphtali are given.

XI. 1. GAD: Ziphion,§ Haggi, Shuni, Ezbon,§
Eri, Arodi,§ Areli, Gn 4616, Nu 2615"17.

2. Joel, Shapham, Janai, Shaphat, 1 Ch 512.
3, Buz, Jahdo, Jeshishai, Michael, Gilead,

Jaroah, Hurl, Abihail, Michael, Meshullam, Sheba,
Jorai, Jacan, Zia, Eber, 1 Ch 513f\

*. Guni, Abdiel, Ahi, 1 Ch 515.
Joel, Shapham, Janai, Shaphat (2), Michael, Meshullam, Sheba,

Jorai, Jacan, Zia, Eber (3), all represent families of the tribe of
Gad, registered according to the Chronicler in the days of
Jotham king of Judah, and Jeroboam king of Israel (1 Ch 5Π).
Their connexion with any of the ss. Gad (1) is not given.
Indeed, those clans are not mentioned in 1 Ch. Ahi (4) is given
as ' chief of their fathers' houses.' We know of nothing further
of value that can be said respecting this genealogy.

XII. 1. ASHER: Imnah, Ishvah,|| Ishvi,||
Beriah (2), d. Serah, Gn 4617, Nu 2644, 1 Ch 730.

2. Beriah (1): Heber (3), Malchiel f. Birzaith,U
Gn 4617, Nu 2645, 1 Ch 731.

3. Heber (2): Japhlet (4), Shomer ** (5), Hotham
(6), d. Shua, 1 Ch 732.

4. Japhlet (3): Pasach, Bimhal, Ashvath, 1 Ch
7 3 3 .

* Shimeah, 1 Ch 832. f Shuham, Nu 2642.
% Jahziel, Shallum, 1 Ch 713.
§ Zephon, Ozni, Arod, Nu 26i5ff..
|| The two names Ishvah (π}ψ*.) and Ishvi ( η ^ ) prob. repre-

sent a dittography. Nu 2644 omits the former. "
·[[ F. Birzaith only in 1 Ch 731.
** Shemer (v.34)} preferred by Ki. The two names represent

the same person.
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5. Shomer (3): Ahi, Rohgah, Jehubbah * Aram,
1 Ch 734.

6. Helem (Hotham)f(3): Zophah, Imna, Shelesh,
Amal, 1 Ch 735.

7. Zophah (6): Suah, Harnepher, Shual, Beri,
Imrah, Bezer, Hod, Shamma, Shilshah, Ithran (8),
Beera, 1 Ch 786f·.

8. Jether (Ithran) t (7): Jephunneh, Pispah, Ara,
1 Ch 738.

9. Ulla ( ?) t : Ara, Hanniel, Rizia, 1 Ch 739.

Nothing further than their registration is known of these
clans and families of Asher. Ishvah, Serah (1), Malchiel,
Birzaith (2), Japhlet, Shua (3), Pasach, Bimhal, Ashvath (4),
Rohgah, Hubbah (5), Zophah, Imnah, Shelesh, Amal (6), Suah,
Harnepher, Beri, Imrah, Hod, Shilshah, Beera (7), Pispah, Ara
(8), Ulla, and Rizia occur as prop, names only in this connexion.
The occurrence of the others elsewhere throws no light upon
their appearance here. It is an interesting fact that the names
of the two clans Heber (Habiri) and Malchiel (2) appear also
together in the Amarna tablets, representing, it may be, clans of
the ancient seat of Asher (see Journ. of Bib. Lit. vol. xi. 1892,
p. 120). Birzaith (2) is probably the name of a place (n*H? =
η?ΠΝ!3, *·«· 'Olive-well'). Local names may be seen also in
Harnepher, Bezer, Beera (7), and perhaps some other names (Be.).

XIII. ΐ 1. David's Recruits at Ziklag.
{a) Of Benjamin: Ahiezer and Joash ss. She-

maah the Gibeathite; Jeziel and Pelet ss. Az-
maveth, Beracah, Jehu the Anathothite; Ishmaiah
the Gibeonite, Jeremiah, Jahaziel, Johanan, Joza-
bad the Gederathite, Eluzai, Jerimoth, Bealiah,
Shemariah, Shephatiah the Haruphite; Elkanah,
Isshiah, Azarel, Joezer, Jashobeam Korahites;
Joelah and Zebadiah ss. Jeroham of Gedor, 1 Ch
123"7.

In the text these are given as Benjaminites. It seems not
improbable, however, that the Chronicler may have fused some
Judaeans among them, since the Korahites can hardly be others
than warriors from the Judaean city or family Korah (1 Ch 243).
Gedor and Gederah are likewise found among Judsean towns
(Jos 1536. 58, ι Ch 439). i n v.l6, evidently misplaced, it says,
' and there came of the children of Benjamin and Judah to the
hold unto David.'

(b) Of Gad; Ezer, Obadiah, Eliab, Mishmannah,
Jeremiah, Attai, Eliel, Johanan, Elzabad, Jere-
miah, Machbannai, 1 Ch 129"13.

(c) Of Manasseh: Adnah, Jozabad, Jediael,
Michael, Jozabad, Elihu, Zillethai, 1 Ch 1220.

All of these recruits are mentioned as mighty men of valour.
Those of Gad are said to have had faces like the faces of
lions, and to have been as swift as the roes upon the mountains
(1 Ch 128).

8.

9.

11.

18.
20.
24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

2. David's Mighty Men.
2 S 238-39.

Josheb-basshebeth a Tah-
chemonite.

Eleazar s. Dodai s. an Aho-
hite.

Shammah s. Agee a
Hararite.

Abishai brother of Joab.
Benaiah s. Jehoiada.
Asahel brother of Joab.
Elhanan s. Dodo of Bethle-

hem.
Shammah the Harodite.
Elika the Harodite.
Helez the Paltite.
Ira s. Ikkesh the Tekoite.
Abiezer the Anathothite.
Mebunnai the Hushathite.
Zalmon the Ahohite.
Maharai the Netophahite.
Heleb s. Baanah the Neto-

phahite.
Ittai s. Ribai of Gibeah.
Benaiah a Pirathonite.
Hiddai of the brooks of

• Gaash.

11.

12.

[Na

1 Ch llH-47.
Jashobeam s. a Hach-

monite.
Eleazar s. Dodo the Aho-

hite.
Lines wanting, or portions

of names omitted, are identi-
cal with those in 2 S].

20.
22.
26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

Shammoth the Harorite.
Wanting.
Pelonite.

Sibbecai.
Ilai.

Heled.

Ithai.

Hurai.

* Jehubbah (n3n;)=and Hubbah 0"J3m).
t Helem (phn) clearly=Hotham (oriin); Jether (nn;)=Ithran

(Πί1·) 5 a n < i U 1 * a (Κ^{) probably is a corruption of one of the
previous names, perhaps Shual (h&W) (7) or Beera (K"JN?) (7).

t Under XIII. have been grouped, for the sake of* reference,
certain lists of names found chiefly in 1 and 2 Ch.

1 Ch lln-47.
Abiel.

33.

34. Ss. Hashem the Gizonite.
Jonathan s. Shage the

Hararite.
s. Sacar.

35.
Eliphal s. Ur.

36. Hepher the Mecherathite.
Ahijah the Pelonite.

37.
Naarai s. Ezbai.

38. Joel the brother of Nathan.
Mibhar s. Hagri.

2 S 238-39.
31. Abi-albon the Arbathite.

Azmaveth the Barhumite.
32. JEliahba the Shaalbonite.

Ss. Jashen, Jonathan.
33. Shammah the Hararite.

Ahiam s. Sharar the Ararite.

34. Eliphelet s. Ahasbai s. the
Maacathite.

Eliam s. Ahithophel the
Gilonite.

35. Hezro the Carmelite.
Paarai the Arbite.

36. Igal s. Nathan of Zobah.
Bani the Gadite.

37. Zelek the Ammonite.
Naharai the Beerothite.

38. Ira the Ithrite. 40.
Gareb the Ithrite.

39. Uriah the Hittite 41.
Zabad s. Ahlai.
Adina s. Shiza the Reu-

benite.
43. Hanan s. Maacah.

Jehoshaphatthe Mithnite.
44. Uzzia the Ashterathite.

Shama and) ss. Hotham
Jeiel ) theAroerite.

45. Jediael s. Shimri.
Joha his brother,the Tizi te.

46. Eliel the Mahavite, Jeribai
and Joshaviahss. Elnaam.

Ithmah the Moabite.
47. Eliel, Obed,and Jaasiel the

Mezobaite.

The first twelve mighty men, as recorded in 1 Ch 11, appear
again also in 1 Ch 27 1 1 5 as captains, each in course, month by
month, commanding a monthly levy of 24,000 soldiers, begin-
ning in the first month with Jashobeam, who is called s. Zabdiel,
and reckoned as belonging to ss. Perez (IV. 1). The captain of
the second month is Dodai, * Eleazar s.' evidently having fallen
from the text. With him is mentioned Mikloth as ruler. With
Benaiah was associated Ammizabad his son; with Asahel,
Zebadiah his son. Shammoth appears as Shamhuth and an
Izrahite. Helez is called of Ephraim; Sibbecai, of the Zerah-
ites (IV. 1); also Maharai; Benaiah, the eleventh captain, a
Pirathonite of Ephraim; Heled appears as Heldai (1 Ch 2715),
and of Othniel (IV. 46).

The names Zabad to Asiel (1 Ch H4ib-47) do not appear in 2 S,
and were evidently derived from another source. A comparison
of the two lists shows that the names vary in several instances,
but it is frequently impossible to determine which form is
original, or whether both may not be corrupt. The following
observations are confined mainly to the variations which appear
in 1 Ch, since the names of the list of 2 S are treated elsewhere
(see arts.).

Notes on vv.n-47: 11. Jashobeam (s. Zabdiel, 1 Ch 272) (Ώ%2ψΙ)
was originally Jishbaal (Ssj3'f!) or Ishbaal (^2^'N) (Ki. et al.).
The reference in Hachmonite is not known. 12. Dodai Οη'Ή) of
2 S is to be preferred to Dodo (\l\*l), cf. 1 Ch 274. Ahohite may
be a patronymic of the family or clan Ahoah of Benjamin
(VIII. 2c). 27. For Shammoth (niSE>) Ki. reads Shamhuth
(ΓΗΠ90), after LXX and 1 Ch 278. Harodite (n'lq) is preferable
to Harorite ΟΤΠΠ). and the reference may be to Harod (Jg 71),
(see HAROD). In i Ch 278 he is called an Izrahite ('Π'ΊΓ), but the
true reading prob. is Zarhite (Til]), i.e. of ss. Zerah (IV. 1).
Instead of Pelonite Oil*??) read Paltite (*P75) (2 S) (Ges. LexA*
Buhl, Ki.), and the reference then, ace. to Driver (Text of Sam.
p. 283), is to Beth-pelet in S. Judah (Jos 1527) ; but ace. to 1 Ch
271° Helez belonged to Ephraim. 28. Sibbecai is generally
acknowledged to be the true reading. 29. Ki. combines, on the
support of LXX, the readings of 2 S and 1 Ch, and obtains
Aliman (\&byj. 30. 31. Heled or Heldai (1 Ch 2715) is probably
correct, and Ithai is equally as defensible as Ittai of 2 S. 32. Ki.
emends Hurai to Hiddai, but Budde (Crit. Text, 1 and 2 S) in
2 S emends Hiddai to Hurai. Abiel is probably correct.
33. For Baharumite ( Ό Γ φ ) read Bahurimite 0Ρ"ΐΐΠ3), i.e. of
Bahurim (wh. see). 34. The corresponding text of 2 S is clearly
defective. Probably we should read Jashen the Gunite, Jona-
than s. Shammah the Hararite (Ki. Driver, Budde). On Gunite
see XI. 1. The reference in Hararite is not known. 35 f. Sharar
and Eliphelet (2 S) are probably correct (Ki.). Ur and Hepher
probably have arisen from the name of the f. Eliphelet. Ahas-
bai (2 S) is suspicious (Driv.). For Mecherathite Ori"pp) read
Maacathite Oti?S£P), and follow 2 S (v.34b) for 36b. 37. Which of
the two readings is to be preferred cannot be determined.
38. The choice here seems to be in favour of 2 S. Joel, how-
ever, might stand. Mibhar (ΊΠΖΐρ) has arisen apparently from
* of Zobah' (nrap). 44. Ashterathite=from Ashteroth, a city of
Bashan, cf. I C h 671. £6. Mahavite (D'lqp) is suspicious. Be.
reads Mahanaimite, i.e. of Mahanaim (»p^qp) (Ges. Lex.™ Buhl)
47. A corruption also underlies Mezotait )
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3. David's Officers over the Twelve Tribes of
Israel—

Of .Reuben, Eliezer s. Zichri.
,, Simeon, Shephatiah s. Maacah.
,, Levi, Hashabiah s. Kemuel.
,, Aaron, Zadok.
,, Judah, Elihu* brother of David.
„ Issachar, Omri s. Michael.
„ Zebulun, Ishmaiah s. Obadiah.
,j Naphtali, Jeremoth s. Azriel.
,, Ephraim, Hoshea s. Azaziah.
„ W. Manasseh, Joel s. Pedaiah.
,, E. Manasseh, Iddo s. Zechariah.
,, Benjamin, Jaasiel s. Abner.
,, Dan, Azarel s. Jeroham, 1 Ch 2716"22.

4. Rulers of David's substance—
Azraaveth s. Adiel, over the king's treasuries.
Jonathan s. Uzziah, over treasuries in cities,

castles, villages, and fields.
Ezri s. Chelub, over tillers of the ground.
Shimei the Ramathite, over the vineyards.
Zabdi the Shiphmite, over wine cellars.
Baal-hanan the Gederite, over olive and sycomore

trees.
Joash, over cellars of oil.
Shitrai the Sharonite, over herds in Sharon.
Shaphat s. Adlai, over herds in the valleys.
Ο Ml the Ishmaelite, over camels.
Jehdeiah the Meronothite, over asses.
Jaziz the Hagrite, over the flocks, 1 Ch 2725"31.

On Chelub, v.26, see IV. 44 note. Shiphmite occurs only
here, and cannot be more closely defined. Meronothite refers to
Meronoth, a place which seems to have been in the neighbour-
hood of Gibeon and Mizpah, cf. Neh 37. By a Hagrite we
understand a descendant of Hagar or an Arabian tribe (cf. 1 Ch
510.19f.). On the other appellatives see arts.

5. Princes under Jehoshaphat appointed to
teach the Law. — Ben-hail, Obadiah, Zechariah,
]NTethanel, Micaiah, 2 Ch 177.

6. Captains under Jehoshaphat.—Adnah, Jeho-
hanan, Amasiah s. Zichri, Eliada, Jehozabad,
2 Ch 1714"18.

The first three of these captains were of Judah, the other two
of Benjamin. Each is said to have commanded from 180,000
men (Eliada) to 300,000 (Adnah).

7. Captains under the priest Jehoiada.—Aza-
riah s. Jeroham, Ishmael s. Jehohanan, Azariah s.
Ο bed, Maaseiah s. Adaiah, Elishaphat s. Zichri,
2 Ch 231.

These were associated with Jehoiada in the overthrow of
Athaliah and enthronement of Joash. See ATHALIAH, JEHOIADA,
JOASH.

8. Heads of ss. Ephraim.—Azariah s. Johanan,
Berechiah s. Meshillemoth, Jehizkiah s. Shallum,
Amasa s. Hadlai, 2 Ch 2812.

These are mentioned as opposing, in the reign of Pekah, the
bringing of Judsean captives to Samaria, and are said to have
clothed and fed the captives, and then sent them home (2 Ch
2S12-15).

{O LISTS OF FAMILIES AND PERSONS RECORDED
IN CONNEXION WITH THE RETURN AND THE
LABOURS OF EZRA AND NEHEMIAH f : — XIV. χ
Those who returned with Zerubbabel. XV. Those
who returned with Ezra. XVI. The repairers of
the wall of Jerusalem. XVII. Those who had
foreign wives. XVIII. The signers of the Cove-
nant. XIX. Priests and Levites of the days of
Zerubbabel and Joiakim. XX. Participants in
the promulgation of the Law and Dedication of
the Wall. XXI. Residents of Jerusalem.

* Probably Eliab (KL). See IV. 16.
t These lists are for reference only, and without textual and

historical notes.
X This nomenclature XIV. XV. etc. is used to bring these

tables, for convenience of reference, into line with the previous
ones. Where the names and classifications are identical they
frequently represent the same person or family.

XIV. THOSE WHO RETURNED WITH ZERUBBABEL.

1. The Leaders.
Neh V. Ezr 22

[Names omitted
Zerubbabel. are identical with
Jeshua. those given in
Nehemiah. Neh]
Azariah. Seraiah.
Raamiah. Reelaiah.
Nahamani. om.
Mordecai.
Bilshan.
Mispereth. Mispar.
Bigvai.
Nehum. Rehum.
Baanah.

2. Men of the People
Neh 78-38. Ezr 23-35.

Sons of Parosh.
,, Shephatiah.
„ Arah.
,, Pahath-moab.
,, Jeshua and Joab.
„ Elam.
„ Zattu.
„ Zaccai.
,, Binnui.
„ Bebai.
„ Azgad.
,, Adonikam.
,, Bigvai.
,, Adin.
,, Ater of Hezekiah.
„ Hashum.

„ Bezai.
,, Hariph. Jorah.

„ Gibeon. Gibbar.
Men of Bethlehem.

„ Netophah.
„ Anathoth.
„ Beth-azmaveth. Azmaveth.
„ Kiriath-jearim, Kiriath-arim.

Chephirah,
and Beeroth.

„ Ramah.
„ Geba.
,, Michmas.
„ Bethel and Ai.

Sons of Nebo.
Magbish.

" Harim.
,, Jericho.
„ Lod, Hadid,

and Ono.
„ Senaah.

3. Priests.
Neh 739-42. Ezr 236-39.

Sons of Jedaiah of
House of Jeshua.

,, Immer.
,, Pashhur.
,, Harim.

$. Levites.
Neh 743. Ezr 240.

Sons of Jeshua.
,, Kadmiel.

„ Hodevah. Hodaviah.

5. Singers.
Neh 744. Ezr 241.

Sons of Asaph.

6. Porters.
Neh 745. Ezr 242.

Sons of Shallum.
„ Ater.
„ Talmon.
„ Akkub.
„ Hatita.

Shobai.

1 Es 53.

Zorobabel.
Jesus.
Nehemias.
Zaraias.
Resaias.
Eneneus.
Mardocheus.
Beelsarus.
Aspharasus.
Reelias.
Roimus.
Baana.

of Israel.
1 Es 59-23.

Sons of Phoros.
„ Saphat.
„ Ares.
„ Phaath Moab.
„ Jesus and Joab.
„ Elam.
„ Zathui.
„ Chorbe.
„ Bani.
„ Bebai.
„ Astad.
,, Adonikam.
„ Bagoi.
,, Adinu.
„ Ater of Ezekias.

„ Kilan and
Azetas.

„ Azaru.
,, Annis.
,, Arom.
,, Bassai.
,, Arsiphurith.
,, Baiterus.

Men of Bethlomon.
,, Netophas.
„ Anathoth.
„ Bethasmoth.
„ Kariathiarius.
„ Caphira.
„ Beroth.
„ Chadiasai and

Ammidioi.
„ Kirama.
„ Gabbe.
,, Macalon.
,, Betolion.

Sons of Niphis.

„ Jerechu (v.22),
„ Calamolalus

and Onus.
,, Sanaas.

1 Es 524-38.
Sons of Jeddu

s. Jesus.
„ Sanasib.
„ Emmeruth.
„ Phassurus.
,, Charme.

1 Es 526.
Sons of Jesus.

„ Kadmiel.
„ Bannas.
„ Sudias.

1ES527.

Sons of Asaph.

1 Es 528.
Sons of Salum.

„ A tar.
„ Tolman.
„ Dacubi.
„ Ateta.
„ Sabi.
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7. The Nethinim.
Neh 7*6-56.

Sons of Ziha.
,, Hasupha.
,, Tabbaoth.
„ Keros.
„ Sia.
„ Padon.
„ Lebana.
„ Hagaba.

„ Salmai.
„ Hanan.
„ Giddel.
„ Gahar.
,, Reaiah.
„ Rezin.
„ Nekoda.

„ Gazzam.
„ Uzza.
„ Paseah.

„ Besai.

„ Meunim.
„ Nephushesim.
„ Babbuk.
„ Hakupha.
„ Harhur.

„ Bazlith.
„ Mehida.

„ Harsha.
,, Barkos.
„ Sisera.
„ Temah.
„ Neziah.
„ Hatiphah.

8. Sons
Neh 757-59.

Sons of Sotai.
„ Sophereth.
„ Perida.
„ Jaala.
„ Darkon.
„ Giddel.
„ Shephatiah.
„ Hattil.
„ Pochereth-

hazzebaim.

,. Amon,

Ezr 243-54.

Siaha.

Akkub.

Shamlai.

Nephisim.

Bazluth.

of Solomon's
Ezr 255-57.

Hassophereth
Peruda.

Ami.

1 Es 529-32.
Sons of Esau.

„ Asipha.
„ Tabbaoth.
„ Keras.
„ Sua.
„ Phaleas.
„ Labana.
„ Aggaba.
„ Acud.
„ Uta.
„ Ketab.
„ Accaba.
„ Subai.
„ Anan.
„ Cathua.
„ Geddur.
„ Jairus.
„ Daisan.
„ Noeba.

Chaseba.
,, Gazera.
„ Ozias.
„ Phinoe.
„ Asara.
„ Basthai.
„ Asana.
„ Maani.
„ Naphisi.
,, Acub.
„ Achipha.
„ Asur.
„ Pharakim.
„ Basaloth.
„ Meedda.
„ Cutha.
, Charea.
, Barchus.

Serar.
„ Thomei.
,, Nasi.
,, Atipha.

Servants.
1 Es 533f..

Sons of Assaphiotr
„ Pharida.
, Jeeli.
, Lozon.
, Isdael.
, Saphuthi.
» Agia.

Phacareth

„ Sabie.
„ Sarothie.
„ Masias.
„ Gas.
„ Addus.
„ Subas.
„ Apherra.
„ Barodis.
, Saphat.
. Allon.

9. Those without Genealogy from
N e h 761-63. Ezr 259-61. l E s 5^-38.

Tel-melah.
Tel-harsha.
Cherub.
Addon.
Immer.

Sons of Delaiah.
„ Tobiah.
„ Nekoda.

Sons of Hobaiah.
„ Hakkoz.
„ Barzillai.

Addan.

Thermeleth.
Thelersas.
Charaathalan.

Allar.

(a) Men of Israel.

(b) Priests.
Habaiah.

Sons of Dalan.
,, Ban.
„ Nekodan.

Sons of Obdia.
„ Akkos.
,, Jaddus.

XV. THOSE WHO RETURNED WITH EZRA.

Ezr 82-14. ι Es 829-40.
1.

Person.Family.
Sons of

Phinehas, Gershom.
Ithamar, Daniel.
David, Hattush s. Shecaniah.
Parosh, Zechariah.

Family. Person.
Sons of

Phinees, Gerson.
Ithamar, Gamael.
David, Attus s. Sechenias.
Phoros, Zacharias.

Pahath-moab, Eliehoenai s. Zer- Phaath Moab, Eliaonias s. Zar-
ahiah. aias.

Family.
Sons of

Zattu?, Shecaniah s. Jahaziel.
Adin, Ebed s. Jonathan.
Elam, Jeshaiah s. Athaliah.

Ezr 82-i4. l Es 829-40.
Person. Family. Person.

Sons of
Zathoes, Sechenias s. Jezelus.
Adin, Obeth s. Jonathan.
Elam, Jesias s. Gotholias.

Shephatiah, Zebadiah s. Michael.Saphatias, Zaraias s. Michael.
Joab, Obadiah s. Jehiel. Joab, Abadias s. Jezelus.
Bani?, Shelomith s. Josiphiah. Banias, Salimoth s. Josaphias.
Bebai, Zechariah s. Bebai. Babi, Zecharias s. Bebai.
Azgad, Johanan s. Hakkatan. Astath, Joannes s. Akatan.
Adonikam, Eliphelet, Jeuel, Adonikam, Eliphalat, Jeuel,

and Shemaiah and Samaias.
Bigvai, Uthai and Zabbud. Bago, Uthi s. Istalcurus.

For the textual emendations see Kau.

2. Eliezer, Ariel, Shemaiah, Elnathan, Jarib, Elnathan, Nathan,
Zechariah, Meshullam (chief men); Joiarib, Elnathan (teachers),
Ezr 816.

These chief men and teachers (2), apparently of £he company
were sent by Ezra from the encampment near Babylon (see
AIIAVA) unto Iddo, the chief of a colony of Levites at Casiphia
(wh. see), to secure Levites and Nethinim to accompany them to
Jerus. for service in the temple. They secured Ishsechel (RVm)
and Sherebiah of ss. Mahli, with 18 sons and brethren, and
Hashabiah and Jeshaiah ss. Merari, with 20 sons and brethren,
and 220 Nethinim. Unto Sherebiah and Hashabiah and ten
brethren along with 12 chiefs of the priests, was given the care
of the offerings of silver, gold, and brass which were being taken
to Jerusalem. On the arrival these gifts of bullion and vessels
were delivered unto Meremoth s. Uriah the priest, and Eleazar
s. Phineas, Jozabad s. Jeshua, and Noadiah s. Binnui, Levitt ,
E 8!535

XVI. BUILDERS OF THE WALL OF JERUSALEM.

Neh 31-32.
Eliashib the high priest, ν A
Men of Jericho, v.2a.
Zaccur s. Imri, v.2b.
ss. Hassenaah, ν A
Meremoth s. Uriah, s. Hakkoz, v.4a.
Meshullam s. Berechiah, s. Meshezabel, v.4b.
Zadok s. Baana, v.4c.
Tekoites, i.e. men of Tekoa, w.5.27.
Joiada s. Paseah, and Meshullam s. Besodeiah, v.6.
Melatiah the Gibeonite, and Jadon the Meronothite, and

under them men of Gibeon and of Mizpah, v.7.
Uzziel s. Harhaiah, having oversight of the goldsmiths

(Kau), v.8».
Hananiah, an apothecary, v.8b.
Rephaiah s. Hur, ruler of half the district of Jerusalem, v.9.
Jedaiah s. Harumaph, v.iOa.
Hattush s. Hashabneiah, v.iOb.
Malchijah s. Harim, and Hasshub s. Pahath-moab, v.n.
Shallum s. Hallohesh, ruler of half the district of Jerusalem,

with his daughter, v.12.
Hanun and the inhabitants of Zanoah, v.13.
Malchijah s. Rechab, ruler of the district of Beth-haccherem,

V.14.
Shallum s. Col-hozeh, ruler of the district of Mizpah, v.15.
Nehemiah s. Azbuk, ruler of half the district of Beth-zur, ν.ΐβ.
Rehum s. Bani, a Levite, v.17».
Hashabiah, ruler of half the district of Keilah, v.Hb.
Bavvai s. Henadad, ruler of half the district of Keilah, v.*8.
Ezer s. Jeshua, ruler of Mizpah, v. i9.
Baruch s. Zabbai, v.20.
Meremoth s. Uriah, s. Hakkoz, v.2i.
The Priests, the men of the Plain, v.22.
Benjamin and Hasshub, v.23a.
Azariah s. Maaseiah, s. Ananiah, v.23b.
Binnui s. Henadad, v.24.
Palal s. Uzzai, v.25a.
Pedaiah s. Parosh, v.25b.
The Priests, v.2S.
Zadok s. Immer, v.29a.
Shemaiah s. Shecaniah, keeper of east gate, v.29b.
Hananiah s. Shelemiah, and Hanun, sixth s. Zalaph, v.30·.
Meshullam s. Berechiah, v.30b.
Malchijah, a goldsmith, v.3i.
Goldsmiths and Merchants, v.32.

XVII. THOSE WHO HAD FOREIGN WIVES.

1. PRIESTS—

Ezr 1018-22. ι Es 919-22.
a. S3. Jeshua and es. Jesus and

his brethren. his brethren.
Maaseiah. Mathelas.
Eliezer. Eleazar.
Jarib. Joribus.
Gedaliah. Joadanus.

b. ss. Immer. ββ. Emmer.
Hanani. Ananias.
Zebadiah. Zabdeus.

c. ss. Harim. Manes.
Maaseiah. Sameus.
Elijah.
Shemaiah.
Jehiel. Hiereel.
Uzziah. Azarias.
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PRIESTS—
Ezr 1018-22.

d. 88. Pashhur.
Elioenai.
Maaseiah.
Ishmael.
Nethanel.
Jozabad.
Elasah.

2. LEVITES—
Ezr 1023.

Jozabad.
Shimei.
Kelaiah (Kelita).
Pethahiah.
Judah.
Eliezer.

3. SINGERS—
Ezr 1024a.

Eliashib.

4. PORTERS—
Ezr 1024b.

Shallum.
Telem.
Uri.

5. MEN OP ISRAEL—
Ezr 1025-43.

a. ss. Parosh.
Ramiah.
Izziah.
Malchijah.
Mijamin.
Eleazar.
Malchijah.
Benaiah.

b. ss. Ε lam.
Mattaniah.
Zechariah.
Jehiel.
Abdi.
Jeremoth.
Elijah.

c. ss. Zattu.
Elioenai.
Eliashib.
Mattaniah.
Jeremoth.
Zabad.
Aziza.

d. 88. Bebai.
Jehohanan.
Hananiah.
Zabai.
Athlai.

«. ss. Bani.
Meshullam.
Malluch.
Adaiah.
Jashub.
Sheal.
Jeremoth.

/. ss. Pahath-moab.
Adna.
Chelal.
Benaiah.
Maaseiah.
Mattaniah.
Bezalel.
Binnui.
Manasseh.

g. 88. Harim.
Eliezer.
Isshijah.
Malchijah.
bnemaian.
Shimeon.
Benjamin.
Malluch.
Shemariah.

A. ss. Hashum.
Mattenai.
Mattattah.
Zabad.
Eliphelet.
Jeremai.
Manasseh.
Shimei.

i. 88. Bani.
Maadai.
Amram.
Uel.
Benaiah.
Bedeiah.
Cheluhi.
Vaniah.
Meremoth.
Eliashib.
Mattaniah.

1 Es 919-22.
as. Phaisur.

Elionas.
Massias.
Ismael.
Nathanael.
Ocidelus.
Saloas.

1 Es 923.
Jozabdus.
Semeis.
Colius (Calitas).
Patheus.
Judas.
Jonas.

1 ES 925a.
Eliasibus.
Bacchurus.

1 Es 925b.
Sallumus.
Tolbanes.

1 Es 926-35.
es. Phoros.

Hiermas.
Ieddias.
Melchias.
Maelus.
Eleazar.
Asibias.
Baneas.

ss. Ela.
Matthaniaa.
Zacharias.
Jezrielus.
Oabdius.
Hieremoth.
Aedias.

ss. Zamoth.
Eliadas.
Eliasimus.
Othonias.
Jarimoth.
Sabathus.
Zardeus.

es. Bebai.
Joannes.
Ananias.Jozabdus.
Ematheis.

ss. Mani.
01am us.
Mamuchus.
Jedeus.
Jasubus.
Jasaelus.
Hieremoth.

#a. Addi.
Naathus.
Moossias.
Laccunus.
Naidus.
Mattanias.
Sesthel.
Balnuus.
Manasseas.

ea. Annas.
Elionas.
Aseas.
Melchias.
Sabbeus.
Simon Chosameus.
[From ss. Addi to

Simon Chosameus
only few names ap-
pear to correspond
with those in Ezr].

ss. Asom.
Maltanneus.
Mattathias.
Sabanneus.
Eliphalat.

Manasses.
Semei.

es. Baani.
Τ A1· Α1ΎΪ1 ft α

Momdis.
Ismaerus.
Juel.
Mamdai.
Pedias.
Anos.
Oarabasion.
Enasibus.
Mamnitanemus.
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MEN OP ISRAEL—
Ezr 1025-43. ι Es 926-35.

Mattenai. Eliasis.
Jaasu.
Bani. Bannus.
Binnui. Eliali.
Shimei. Someis.
Shelemiah. Selemias.
Nathan. Nathanias.

m. Ezora.
Sesis.

Adaiah. Ezril.
Machnadebai. Azaelus.
Shashai. Samatus.
Sharai. Zambri.
Azarel. [From Jeremias to
Shelemiah. Zambri many names
Shemeriah. do not appear to cor-
Shallum. respond with those
Amariah. in Ezr].
Joseph. Josephus.

j . ss. Nebo. ss. Nooma.
Jeiel.
Mattithiah. Mazitias.
Zabad. Zabadeas.
Zebina.
Iddo. Edos.
Joel. Juel.
Benaiah. Banaias.

XVIII. THE SIGNERS OF THE COVENANT.
Neh 101-27.

1. The Governor:—Nehemiah s. Hacaliah.
2, Priests (vv.2-7):_Zedekiah, Seraiah, Azariah, Jeremiah,

Pashhur, Amariah, Malchijah, Hattush, Shebaniah, Malluch,
Harim, Meremoth, Obadiah, Daniel, Ginnethon, Baruch,
Meshullam, Abijah, Mijamin, Maaziah, Bilgai, Shemaiah.

3. Levites (vv>i3) : _ Jeshua s. Azaniah, Binnui of the ss.
Henadad, Kadmiel; Shebaniah, Hodiah, Kelita, Pelaiah, Hanan,
Mica, Rehob, Hashabiah, Zaccur, Sherebiah, Shebaniah, Hodiah,
Bani, Beninu.

4. Chiefs of the People (w.i4-28) :_parosh, Pahath-moab,
Elam, Zattu, Bani, Bunni, Azgad, Bebai, Adonijah, Bigvai, Adin,
Ater, Hezekiah, Azzur, Hodiah, Hashum, Bezai, Hariph,
Anathoth, Nobai, Magpiash, Meshullam, Hezir, Meshezabel,
Zadok, Jaddua, Pelatiah, Hanan, Anaiah, Hoshea, Hananiah,
Hasshub, Hallohesh, Pilha, Shobek, Rehnm, Hashabnah,
Maaseiah, and Ahiah, Hanan, Anan, Malluch, Harim, Baanah.

XIX. PRIESTS, LEVITES, AND PORTERS.
1· Priests who returned with Zerubbabel and Jeshua:—

Seraiah, Jeremiah, Ezra, Amariah, Malluch, Hattush, She-
caniah, Rehum, Meremoth, Iddo, Ginnethoi, Abijah, Mijamin,
Maadiah, Bilgah, Shemaiah, Joiarib, Jedaiah, Sallu, Amok,
Hilkiah, Jedaiah, Neh 121-7.

2. Levites:—Jeshua, Binnui, Kadmiel, Sherebiah, Judah,
Mattaniah, Bakbukiah, Unno, Neh 12»·9.

3. Priests and Priestly Houses in the days of Joiakim s.
Jeshua:—Of Seraiah, Meraiah; of Jeremiah, Hananiah; of Ezra,
Meshullam; of Amariah, Jehohanan; of Malluchi, Jonathan; of
Shebaniah, Joseph; of Harim, Adna; of Meraioth, Helkai; of
Iddo, Zechariah; of Ginnethon, Meshullam; of Abijah, Zichri;
of Miniamin, ; of Moadiah, Piltai; of Bilgah, Shammua; of
Shemaiah, Jehonathan; of Joiarib, Mattenai; of Jedaiah, Uzzi;
of Sallai, Kallai; of Amok, Eber; of Hilkiah, Hashabiah; of
Jedaiah, Nethanel, Neh 1212-21.

4. Chief Levites:—Hashabiah, Sherebiah, Jeshua s. Kadmiel,
Neh 1224.

5. Porters: — Mattaniah, Bakbukiah, Obadiah, Meshullam,
Talmon, Akkub, Neh 1225.

These * chief Levites' (4) who were over the service of song
(ref.) and the ' porters' (5) belonged also to the time of Joiakim
(Neh 1226).

XX. 1. Priests and LeYites, Participants in the
Promulgation of the Law.

a. Mattithiah, Shema, Anaiah, Uriah, Hilkiah, Maaseiah,
Pedaiah, Mishael, Malchijah, Hashum, Hashbaddanah, Zech-
ariah, Meshullam, Neh 84.

6. Jeshua, Bani, Sherebiah, Jamin, Akkub, Shabbethai,
Hodiah, Maaseiah, Kelita, Azariah, Jozabad, Hanan, Pelaiah,
Neh 8?.

c. Jeshua, Bani, Kadmiel, Shebaniah, Bunni, Sherebiah, Bani,
Chenani, Jeshua, Kadmiel, Bani, Hashabneiah, Sherebiah,
Hodiah, Shebaniah, Pethahiah, Neh Ο**·.

List α stood at the right and left of Ezra upon the platform ;
list b read and explained the law ; list c gave responses on the
fast-day in connexion with the reading of the law (see ref.).

2. Princes, Priests, and LeYites, Participants in
the Dedication of the Wall.

a. Hoshaiah, Azariah, Ezra, Meshullam, Judah, Benjamin,
Shemaiah, Jeremiah, Neh 1232-34.

b. Zechariah (see III. 4), Shemaiah, Azarel, Milalai, Gilalai,
Maai, Nethanel, Judah, Hanani, Neh 1235f..

c. Eliakim, Maaseiah, Miniamin, Micaiah, Elioenai, Zechariah,
Hananiah, Neh 1241.
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d. Maaseiah, Shemaiah, Eleazar, Uzzi, Jehohanan, Malchijah,
Elam, Ezer, Jezrahiah, Neh 1242f..

All the names under a have been taken as those of princes of
Judah (Crosby, Lange, Comm., Eng. ed. in loco). Probably,
however, only Hoshaiah was a prince of J., and Judah and
Benjamin represent members of those tribes, and the other
names different classes of priests (Oe. in loco). The names
under b are those of Levitical musicians, and under c and d of
priestly musicians (see ref.).

XXI. RESIDENTS OF JERUSALEM, Neh II4"1 9, ICh
93-17 (The names are those of Neh ; for varia-
tions, see ref.).

1. Of Judah—
Athaiah*(seeIV. 58*>),
Uthai f (see IV. 58a).
Maaseiah (see IV. 3).
Jeuel t of Zerah.

2. Benjaminites—
Sallu (see VIII. 24).
Ibneiah f s. Jeroham.
Elah f s. Uzzi, s. Michri.
Meshullamf s. Shephatiah, s. Reuel, s. Ibnilah.
Gabbai.*
Sallai.*
Joel* s. Zichri (the overseer).
Judah * s. Hassenuah (second over the city).

3. Priests—
Jedaiah.J
Joiarib.
Jachin.
Seraiah (see III. 14).
Adaiah (see III. 16).
Amashsai(see III. 17).
Zabdiel * s. Haggedolim (the overseer).

4. Levites—
Shemaiah s. Hasshub, s. Azrikam, s. Hashabiah, s.

Bunni * of ss. Merari. f
Shabbethai.
Jozabad.
Bakbakkar.f
Heresb.f
Galal.f
Mattaniah (see III. 5).
Bakbukiah.
Abda§ s. Shammua,§ s. Galal, s. Jeduthun.
Berechiah f s. Asa, s. Elkanah.
Uzzi, Neh 1122 (see III. 5).

5. The Porters—
Shallum (see III. 24).
Akkub.
Talmon.
Ahiman.

1 in connexion with these residents of Jerus., Pethahiah s.
JJIeshezabel of ss. Zerah is mentioned as being 'a t the king's
hand,' i.e. agent of the Persian king, in all matters concerning
the people, Neh 1124.
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Abdiel, XI. 4.
Abiah, IV. 35 note.
Abihud, VIII. 2«.
Abijah (2), III. 15, VIII. 4.
Abishur, IV. 9.
Abitub, VIII. 8.
Achar, IV. 60 note.
Addar, VIII. 2c.
Adiel, II. 3.
Adina, XIII. 2.
Adlai, XIII. 4.
Adnah (2), XIII. lc, XIII. 6.
Aharah, VIII. l<i.
Aharhel, IV. 43.
Ahbam, IV. 13.
Aher, VIII. 6.
Ahlai, IV. 11.
Ahoah, VIII. 2c.
Ahohite, XIII. 2.
Ahumai, IV. 40.
Ahzai, III. 17 note.
Akkub (5), III. 25 note, IV. 26,

XIV. 6, XIV. 7, XIX. 5.
Alemeth (2), VIII. 4, VIII. 19.
Allon (person), II. 3.
Amal, XII. 6.
Amasai (3), III. 22ab, m . 40c,

III. 42*.
Amashsai, III. 17 note, XXI. 3.
Amasiah, XIII. 6.

Amzi (2), III. 17 note, III. 35».
Anani, IV. 26.
Aniam, Vil.a 5.
Anthothijah, VIII. 14.
Anub, IV. 43.
Appaim, IV. 10.
Ara, XII. 8.
Ardon, IV. 35».
Arnan, IV. 23.
Asaiah (4), II. 3, III. 35b, III.

I 40a, IV. 3 note.
! Asharelah, III. 3.
i Ashbea, IV. 2.
I Ashbel, VIII. 1 H
Ashterathite, XIII. 2.

! Ashvath, XII. 4.
Asriel, Asrielites, VII.» 1**

note.
Assir (2), III. 22ab, IV. 20.
Atarah, IV. 6.
Attai (3), IV. 12, IV. 18 note 6,

XIII. lb.
Azarel (5), III. 17 note, III. 23

(see Uzziel), XIII. la, x m .
3, XVII. 5*.

Azaz, I. 4.
Azaziah (3), III. 40b, m . 42b

XIII. 3.
Azel, VIII. 20.
Azriel (2), VH.a 8, XIII. 3.

* Not mentioned in 1 Oh 9.
t Not mentioned in Neh 11.
j Jedaiah s. Joiarib, Neh llio. Reading of 1 Ch 9̂ 0 to be

preferred.
§ Obadiah, Shemaiah in 1 Ch 916.
|| This index omits many names, containing only those (fur-

nished by the Editor of the Dictionary) which, for description,
are referred to * Genealogy.'

Azrikam (3), IV. 25, VIII. 21,
XXI. 4.

Azubah (2), IV. 18 note a, IV.
35a.

Baal (2), I. 3, VIII. 16.
Baal-hanan, XIII. 4.
Baara, VIII. 8 note.
Baaseiah, III. 3.
Bakbakkar, XXI. 4.
Bariah, IV. 24.
Bathshua, IV. 17 note.
Bealiah, XIII. 1.
Becher (2), VH.b l, VIII. lac.
Beeliada, IV. 17 note.
Beera, XII. 7.
Beerah, I. 3.
Ben, III. 40b.
Benhail, XIII. 5.
Benhanan, IV. 56.
Beno, III. 38.
Benzoheth, IV. 57.
Beracah, XIII. la.
Beraiah, VIII. 12.
Bered, Vll.b 3.
Beri, XII. 7.
Bezer, XII. 7.
Bimhal, XII. 4.
Binea, VIII. 20.
Binnui (5), XIV. 2, XV. 2 note,

XVI. v.24, XVII. 5f XVII.
" 51.
Birzaith, XII. 2.
Bocheru, VIII. 21.
Bukkiah, III. 23.
Bunah, IV. 6.
Calcol, IV. 59.
Chelub (2), IV. 44, XIII. 4.
Chelubai, I\r. 5.
Chenaanah (2), VIII. 5 note.
Chenaniah, III. 40<*.
Conaniah (2), III. 42% III. 43c.
Dalaiah, IV. 26.
Dodai, XIII. 2.
Ebiasaph, III. 22ab
Eden (2), III. 42a, m . 42c.
Eder (2), III. 34, VIII. 11.
Eker, IV. 7.
Elead, Vll.b lb.
Eleadah, Vll.b 3.
Eleasah (2), IV. 12, VIII. 20.
Eliathah, III. 23.
Eliel (8), III. 22b, m . 40a

III. 42b, vil.a 8, VIII. 12,
VIII. 14, XIII. 2, XIII. 2.

Eliehoenai (2), III. 25, XV.
Elienai, VIII. 12.
Elioenai(5), II. 3, IV. 25, VIII. 4,

XVII. Id, XVII. 5c.
Eliphal, XIII. 2.
Elipheleh, Eliphelehu, III. 40b.
Elishaphat, XIII. 8.
Elnaam, XIII. 2.
Elpaal (2), VIII. 8, VIII. 10?.
Elpalet, Elpelet, IV. 17 note.
Eluzai, XIII. la.
Elzabad (2), III. 25 note, XIII.

lb.
Epher (2), IV. 53, Vil.a 8.
Ephlal, IV. 12.
Ephratah, Ephrathah, IV. 35.
Eshbaal, VIII. 17.
Eshek, VIII. 20.
Eshtemoa, IV. 54.
Eshton, IV. 44.
Ethnan, IV. 42.
Ethni, III. 3.
Ezbai, XIII. 2.
Ezbon (2), VIII. 2b, XI. 1.
Ezer (2), IV. 41, Vll.b lb
Ezri, XIII. 4.
Galal (2), XXI. 4.
Gamul, III. 15.
Garmite, IV. 55.
Gazez, IV. 35b.
Gera, VIII. la 2c.
Geshan, IV. 33.
Giddalti, III. 23.
Gizonite, XIII. 2.
Haahastari, IV. 42.
Hachmoni, Hachmonite,

XIII. 2.
Hadlai, XIII. 8.
Haggiah, III. 35b.
Hagri, Hagrite, XIII. 4 note.
Hakkoz (4), III. 15, IV. 43, XIV.

9k>, XVI. v.21.
Hammolecheth, VII.a l c .
Hammuel, II. 2.
Hanan (7), VIII. 14, VIII. 21,

XIII. 2, XIV. 7, XVIII. 3,
XVIII. 4, XX. lb

Hanniel, XII. 9.
Hanun (2), XVI. v.13, XVI. v.30.
Happizez, III. 15.
Hareph, IV. 36.
Harim(6), III. 15, XIV. 2, XIV. 3,

XVII. 6s, XVIII. 4, XIX. 3.
Harnepher, XII. 7.
Haroeh, IV. 37.
Harum, IV. 43.
Haruphite, XIII. 1».
Hasadiah, IV. 22.
Hassenuah, XXI. 2.
Hashabiah (11), III. 5, III. 2,7

note, III. 35a, n i . 36, HI. 43c,
XIII. 3, XVI. v.17, XV. 2 note,
XVIII. 3, XIX. 3, XIX. 4.

Hashem, XIII. 2.
Hashubah, IV. 22.
Hasshub, XXI. 4.
Hathath, IV. 47.
Hattush, IV. 24.
Haziel, III. 7.
Hazzelelponi, IV. 4L
Helah, IV. 42.
Heldai, XIII. 2.
Heled, XIII. 2.
Helem, XII. 6.
Heresh, XXI. 4.
Hezir, III. 15.
Hezro, XIII. 2.
Hizki, VIII. 13.
Hod, XII. 7.
Hodaiah, IV. 26.
Hodaviah (3), VII.» 8, XIV. 4,

XXI. 2.
Hodesh, VIII. 8.
Hodiah (4), IV. 55, XVIII. 3,

XVIII. 4, XX. lb.
Hosah, III. 39.
Hoshama, IV. 20.
Hotham (2), XII. 6, XIII. 2.
Hothir, III. 23.
Huppah, III. 15.
Huppim, VIII. 1», 8
Hurai, XIII. 2.
Huram, VIII. 2c.
Huri, XI. 3.
Hushah, IV. 41.
Ibneiah, XXI. 2.
Ibnijah, XXI. 2.
Ibri, III. 38.
Ibsam, V. 2.
Idbash, IV. 41.
Ikkesh, XIII. 2
Immer (2), III. 17, XVII. lb.
Imna, XII. 6.
Imnah (2), III. 42c, χ π . 1.
Imrah, XII. 7.
Imri (2), IV. 58, XVI. v.2b.
Iphdeiah, VIII. 14.
Ir, VIII. 3 note.
Iru, IV. 50.
Ishbah, IV. 54.
Ishi (4), II. 4, IV. 11, IV. 57,

VII.a 8.
Ishhod, VII.a 7.
Ishma, IV. 41.
Ishmaiah, XIII. 3.
Ishmerai, VIII. 13.
Ishpah, VIII. 11.
Ishpan, VIII. 14.
Ismachiah, III. 42b.
Isshiah, Isshijah (3), III. 20,

III. 28.
Ithai, XIII. 2, XVII. 4s.
Ithmah, XIII. 2.
Ithran, XII. 8.
Izliah, VIII. 13.
Izrahiah, V. 3.
Izrahite, XIII. 2 note.
Izri, III. 36 f.-note.
Jaakobah, II. 3.
Jaareshiah, VIII. 15.
Jaasiel (2), XIII. 2, XIII. 3.
Jaaziah, III. 31.
Jaaziel, III. 40*".
Jabez, IV. 43 note.
Jacan, XL 3.
Jachin (2), II. 1, III. 15.
Jada, IV. 8.
Jahath (5), III. 3, III. 6, III. 26,

III. 43a, IV. 40.
Jahaziel(5), III. 5 note, III. 27,

III. 40b f.-note, XIII. 1, XVI.
Jahdai, IV. 33.
Jahdiel, VII.a 8.
Jahdo, XI. 3.
Jahmai, V. 2.
Jahzerah, III. 17.
Jahziel, X. 1; see Jahzeel.
Jakim(2), III. 15, VIII. 12.
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Jalon, IV. 53.
Jamin (3), II. 1, IV. 7, XX. 1
Jamlech, II. 3.
Janai, XI. 2.
Japhlet, XII. 3.
Jarah, VIII. 19.
Jarha, IV. 12.
Jarib (3), II. 1 f.-note, XV 2,

XVII. la.
Jaroah, XI. 3.
Jashobeam, XIII. 2.
Jathniel, III. 25.
Jaziz, XIII. 4.
Jeatherai, III. 6.
Jedaiah (3) (.TT), II. 3, XVI.

Jediael (4)," III. 25, VIII. lc,
XIII. lc, XIII. 2.

Jehallelel (2), IV. 52, III. 42a.
Jehdeiah (2), III. 19, XIII. 4.
Jehezkel, III. 15.
Jehiah, III. 40d note.
Jehiel (8), III. 7, III. 40b, m .

42b, i n . 43b, iv. 18 note b,
XV. 1, XVII. lc, XVII. 5b.

Jehieli, III. 8 note.
Jehizkiah, XIII. 8.
Jehoaddah, VIII. 19 f.-note.
Jehohanan (6), III. 25, XIII. 6,

XIII. 7, XVII. 5 ,̂ XIX. 3, XX.

Jeho'ram, III. 41b,
Jehozabad (3), III. 25 note,

XIII. 6.
Jehozadak, III. 12.
Jehubbah, XII. 5.
Jehudijah, IV. 54 note.
Jehuel, III. 42a.
Jeiel (7), I. 5, III. 5 note, III.

40b, III. 43c, VIII. 16, XIII.
2, XVII. 5J.

Jekameam, III. 27.
Jerahmeel (2), III. 33, IV. 5.
Jeremoth (4), VIII. 4, VIII. 10,

XIII. la, XIII. 3.
Jeriah, III. 27.
Jeribai, XIII. 2.
Jeriel, V. 2.
Jerijah, III. 27 f.-note.
Jerimoth (4), III. 23, III. 34,

III. 42b, iv. 17 note.
Jerioth, IV. 35a.
Jeroham (7), III. 22ab, m . 17

note, VIII. 15, XIII. la, XIII.
3, XIII. 7, XXI. 2.

Jeshaiah (6), III. 20 f.-note,
III. 36, IV. 23, VIII. 24, XV. 1,
XV. 2 note.

Jeshebeab, III. 15.
Jesher, IV. 35a.
Jeshishai, XI. 3.
Jeshohaiah, II. 3.
Jesimiel, II. 3.
Jeuel (3), III. 42a, χ ν . 1, XXI. 1.
Jeush (3), III. 8, IV. 16 note,

VIII. 4.
Jeuz, VIII. 8.
Jezer, X. 1.
Jeziel, XIII. 1*.
Jezreel, IV. 41.
Joah (4), III. 6, III. 25 note,

III. 42a, i n . 43a.
Joahaz, III. 43a.
Joel (13), I. 3, II. 3, III. 7, III.

22ab, HI. 40a, III. 42a, v. 3,
XI. 2, XI. 4 note, XIII. 2,
XIII. 3, XVII. 5J, XXI. 2.

Joelah, XIII. la.
Joezer, XIII. la.
Joha (2), VIII. lla, x m . 2.
Jokim, IV. 2.
Jorai, XI. 4 note.
Joram, III. 20.
Jorkeam, IV. 32.
Joshah, II. 3.
Joshaphat, XIII. 2.
Joshaviah, XIII. 2.
Joshbekashah, III. 23.
Joshibiah, II. 3.
Jozabad (7), III. 42b, m . 43c,

XIII. lc (2 persons), XV. 2
note, XVII. Id, XVII. 2.

Jushab-hesed, IV. 22.
Keilah, IV. 55.
Kishi, III. 35a.
Kore (2), III. 24, III. 42c.
Kushaiah, III. 35a f.-note.
Laadah, IV. 2.
Lahad, IV. 40.
Lecah, IV. 2.

Likhi, VII.· 5.
Maasai, III. 17.
Maaz, IV. 7.
Machbannai, XIII. V>.
Machbena, IV. 34.
Mahath (2), III. 22b, III. 42ab
Mahavite, XIII. 2.
Mahazioth, III. 23.
Malcam, VIII. 8.
Malchijah (6), III. 3, III. 15,

XVI. v.11, xvi . ν.», XVII.
5a, XVIII. 2, XX. 2d.

Malchiram, IV. 20.
Mallothi, III. 23.
Maresha (2), IV. 2, IV. 29.
Mattaniah (8), III. 4, 5 note,

III. 23, III. 42a, χνΐΐ . 5bcfj,
XIX. 5.

Mehir, IV. 44.
Melech, VIII. 18.
Meonothai, IV. 48.
Meribbaal, VIII. 18.
Meronothite (8), XIII. 4.
Meshelemiah, III. 24.
Meshillemith, III. 17.
Meshullam (19), III. 14 note,

III. 17, III. 43% IV. 22,
VIII. 13, VIII. 25, XI. 3, XV. 2,
XVI. v.4b, xv i . v.6, XVII. 5e,
XVIII. 2, XVIII. 4, XIX. 3
(2 persons), XIX. 5, XX. 1\
XX. 2a, XXI. 2.

Mezobaite, XIII. 2.
Mibhar, XIII. 2.
Michri, XXI. 2.
Mirmah, VIII. 8.
Mijamin (2), III. 15, XVIII. 2.
Mikloth(2), VIII. 16, XIII. 2

note.
Mikneiah, III. 40b.
Misham, VIII. 9.
Mishma, II. 2.
Mishmannah, XIII. lb.
Mishraites, IV. 38.
Mithnite, XIII. 2.
Molid, IV. 13.
Moza (2), IV. 35, VIII. 20.
Mushi, III. 31.
Naam, IV. 50.
Naarah, IV. 42.
Naarai, XIII. 2.
Naham, IV. 55.
Neariah (2), II. 4, IV. 24.
Nedabiah, IV. 20.
Nepheg (2), III. 21, IV 17.
Nethanel (8), III. 4 note, III. 25

note, III. 40c, III. 43c, iv.
16, XIII. 5, XVII. Id, XIX. 3.

Nethaniah (2), III. 3, III.
41b

Nogah, IV. 17 note.
Nohah, VIII. Id.
Obil, XIII. 4.
Ohel, IV. 22.
Ophrah, IV. 48.
Oren, IV. 6.
Othni, III. 25 note.
Ozem (2), IV. 6, IV. 16.
Pasach, XII. 4.
Paseah (2), IV. 45, XIV. 7.
Pelaiah (3), IV. 26, XVIII. 3,

XX. lb. (2 = 3.)
Pelatiah (3), II. 4, IV. 23,

XVIII. 4.
Pelet (2), IV. 33, XIII. la.
Pelonite, XIII. 2.
Peresh, VII.» 2.
Pethahiah (3), III. 15, XVII. 2,

XXI. note.
Peullethai, III. 25 note.
Pispah, XII. 8.
Pithon, VIII. 18.
Puthites, IV. 38.
Raddai, IV. 16.
Raham, IV. 32.
Ramathite, resident of Rama,

XIII. 4.
Reaiah (3), I. 3, IV. 40, XIV. 7.
Recah, IV. 45 note.
Regem, IV. 33.
Rehabiah, III. 20.
Rekem, IV. 30.
Rephael, III. 25 note.
Rephah, VII.b lb.
Rephaiah (5), II. 4, IV. 23, V. 2,

VIII. 20, XVI. v.9.
Resheph, VH.b 4.
Rinnah, IV. 56.
Rizia, XII. 9.
Rohgah, XII. 5.
Romamti-ezer, III. 23.

Sacar (2), III. 25 note, XIII. 2.
Sallu (2), VIII. 25, XXI. 2.
Saraph, IV. 2.
Seled, IV. 10.
Semachiah, III. 25 note.
Seorim, III. 15.
Shaaph, IV. 33.
Shachia, VIII. 8.
Shage, XIII. 2.
Shaharaim, VIII. 8.
Shama, XIII. 2.
Shamhuth, XIII. 2.
Shamir, III. 29.
Shamma, XII. 7.
Shammai (3), IV. 8, IV. 31,

IV. 54.
Shammoth, XIII. 2.
Shammua (3), IV. 17, XIX. 3,

XXI. 4.
Shamsherai, VIII. 15.
Shapham, XI. 2.
Shaphat (5), Nu 13", 1 Κ 196,

IV. 24, XI. 2, XIII. 4.
S h a r o n i t e = inhabitant of

Sharon, XIII. 4.
Shashak, VIII. 10.
Sheariah, VIII. 21.
Sheber, IV. 35c.
Shebuel (2), III. 19, III. 23.
Shecaniah (7), III. 15, III. 42c,

IV. 23, XV. (2 persons), XVI.
v.29, XIX. 1.

Sheerah, VII.b lb.
Shehariah, VIII. 15.
Shelesh, XII. 6.
Shelomith (3), III. 26 f.-note,

IV. 22, XV. 1.
Shelomoth (3), III. 7, III. 20,

III. 26.
Shema (4), I. 4, IV. 30, VIII.

10, XX. la.
Shemaah, XIII. la.
Shemariah (4), IV. 18 note b,

XIII. la, XVII. 5g, XVII. 5*.
Shemed, VIII. 9.
Shemer (2), III. 35a, χ π . 3

f.-note.
Shemida, VII.a lab.
Shemiramoth (2;, III. 40b, m .

41b.
Shenazzar, IV. 20.
Shephatiah (9), IV. 17, IV. 18

note, IV. 58b, χ ί π . χΛ> χ π ΐ .
3, XIV. 2, XIV. 8, XXI. 2,
Jer 381.

Shephupham, VIII. 2c.
Shephuphan, VIII. lb.
Sheresh, VII.· 3.
Sheshan, IV. 12.
Sheva, IV. 34.
Shilshah, XII. 7.
Shimea, Shimeah (5), III. 3,

III. 35b, IV. 16, IV. 17 note,
VIII. 24 f.-note.

Shimeam, VIII. 24.
Shimeathite, IV. 39.
Shimon, IV. 56.
Shimrath, VIII. 12.
Shimri (3), II. 3, III. 42a,

XIII. 2.
Shimrom = Shimron, V. 1.
Shiphi, II. 3.
Shiphmite, XIII. 4 note.
Shitrai, XIII. 4.
Shiza, XIII. 2.
Shobab (2), IV. 17, IV. 35.
Shobal, IV. 36.
Shoham, III. 38.

Shomer, XII. 3.
Shua, XII. 3.
Shual, XII. 7.
Shubael (2). See SHEBFEL.
Shumathite, IV. 38.
Shuppim (2), III. 39 note»

VIII. 3.
Sismai, IV. 12.
Suah, XII. 7.
Sucathite, IV. 39.
Tahath (2), III. 22b, VH.b 3.
Tahrea, VIII. 18.
Tappuah, IV. 30.
Tarea, VIII. 18 f.-note.
Tebaliah, III. 39.
Tehinnah, IV. 45.
Tekoa, IV. 35d.
Telah, VII.b 4.
Temeni, IV. 42.
Tilon, IV. 56.
Tirathite, IV. 39.
Tirhanah, IV. 35<%
Tiria, IV. 52.
Tirzite, XIII. 2.
Toah, III. 22a.
Tobijah, III. 41b.
Ulam (2), VII.· 3, VIII. 22.
Ulla, XII. 9.
Unni, III. 40b.
Unno, XIX. 2.
Uriel (2), III. 22a, m . 40».
Uthai (2), XV. 1, XXI. 1.
Uzza (2), VIII. 7, XIV. 7.
Uzzah, III. 35b.
Uzzi (6), III. 5, III. 12, V. 2,

VIII. 2b, XIX. 3, XXI. 2.
Uzzia, XIII. 2.
Uzziel (6), II. 4, III. 9, III.

23, III. 42a, VIII. 2'·, XVI.
V.8.

Zabdi (4), III. 4 f.-note, IV. 59',
VIII. 12, XIII. 4.

Zabdiel (2), XIII. 2 note,
XXI. 3.

Zaccur (7), II. 2, III. 4, III. 38,
XVI. v.2b, XVIII. 3.

Zaham, IV. 18 note b.
Zanoah, IV. 54.
Zaza, IV. 15.
Zebadiah (8), III. 25, III. 41a,

VIII. 11, VIII. 13, XIII. la,
XIII. 2 note, XV. 1, XVII.
lb.

Zecher, VIII. 16 f.-note.
Zemirah, VIII. 4.
Zereth, IV. 42.
Zeri, III. 36.
Zetham, III. 7.
Zethan, VIII. 5.
Zia, XI. 3.
Zibia, VIII. 8.
Zichri (11), III. 4 f.-note, III.

20, III. 21, VIII. 12, VIII. 14,
VIII. 15, XIII. 3, XIII. 6,
XIII. 7, XIX. 3, XXI. 2.

Zillethai (2), VIII. 12, XIII. lc.
Zimmah (2), III. 3, III. 42a.
Zina, III. 8.
Ziph, IV. 52.
Ziphah, IV. 52.
Ziza, II. 3.
Zizah, III. 8 f.-note.
Zobebah, IV. 43.
Zoheth, IV. 57.
Zophai, III. 22a.
Zorite, IV. 39.
Zuph, III. 22b.

E. L. CURTIS.

GENEALOGY OF JESUS CHRIST.—The only
genealogies of the NT are those of Mt I1"17 and
Lk 323'38, two independent pedigrees, each purport-
ing to give the descent of Joseph, reputed father
of Jesus. The occasion of their insertion is the
desire of the evangelists to set forth Jesus as
actual heir-apparent to the throne of David. The
attempt to vindicate their simultaneous accuracy
by harmonistic devices has been abandoned by
nearly all writers of authority as a violation of
the text, or of historical credibility. Hence the
light which modern research seeks from them falls
rather on the century after than the centuries
before the birth of Christ—on the history of the
doctrine of his Davidic sonship rather than His
actual descent.
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i. TKEATMENT OF THE QUESTION BY JESUS
AND THE APOSTLES.—If the progress of critical
and exegetical science has shown, on the one side,
the futility of all harmonistic theories for rescuing
the authority of the pedigrees, it has more than
compensated for the loss by establishing with
equal certainty the acceptance of the fact of the
Davidic descent of Jesus by Himself, His con-
temporaries, and His immediate followers. That
Davidic descent was then considered a pre-
requisite to the establishment of Messianic claims
is apparent from a number of NT passages. The
use of the title 'Son of David' in Mt 1522 2030·31

( = 927) 219 and parallels is official, implying no
knowledge of Jesus' birth or descent, but only the
conviction that He is the Messiah. It indicates,
however, that Davidic descent was popularly
assumed as an attribute of the Christ. This is
much more distinctly implied in Mt 1223, and by
the question put by Jesus to His Pharisaic oppon-
ents in the temple, Mt 2241'46 < What think ye of
Christ? whose son is he?' Such a question by
one whose claims to Davidic descent were open to
suspicion would have put a weapon in the hands of
His foes. Jesus, on the contrary, is not merely
confident that they will answer ' David's son,' but
is at least equally confident of their inability to
disprove His Davidic descent, though He refuses
to base His claims upon it. The same tacit
assumption of this as an undisputed fact char-
acterizes the rare allusions of St. Paul, Ko I3,
2 Ti 28 (cf. He 714), the ascriptions of Kev 37 55

2216, and, finally, the distinct appeal to prophecy of
Ac 230 1323. The last two passages, as emanating
from the same source as one of the pedigrees, and
the passages Mt 25, Lk 24, where Bethlehem as the
birthplace of David is regarded as the necessary
birthplace of the Messiah, should perhaps not be
cite*d as independent witness to the existence of
the popular assumption ; but the great number of
OT passages pointing to this, especially Ps 13211,
which cannot date more than a few centuries
before NT times, and the Messianic petition of
Ps.-Sol 1723, written not more than 50 years
B.C., 'Raise up unto them, Ο Lord, their king
the Son of David,' should suffice to show that
Messianic pretensions absolutely devoid of evi-
dence of Davidic descent could not have passed
unchallenged, as those of Jesus seem to have done.*

The continued existence in the family of Jesus
of claims to Davidic descent, such as could hardly
have originated in His own time, is evidenced by
Hegesippus {ap. Eus. HE III. 20 and 32), who tells
of repeated attempts to involve His collateral
descendants in trouble with the Roman authorities
on this account. But the suspicions of even a
Domitian were disarmed when two grandsons of
Jude, the Lord's brother, were brought before him,
confessed their Davidic descent (explaining, how-
ever, that the kingdom of Christ was ' not temporal
or earthly, but heavenly and angelic, to appear at
the end of the world'), gave account of their
property,—an undivided 39 acres of land, valued at
9000 denarii,—and showed their hands calloused by
labour.

It is a fair inference from these facts that the
Davidic descent of Jesus was in His own day
practically undisputed, at least among His personal
followers. What the evidence was on which this
assumption rested, whether mere oral family
tradition, or public records, and to what extent
the basis was trustworthy, is a wholly different

* Even the passage Jn 74 2 is no exception to the rule that
the objection that He is not of Davidic descent is never raised
in NT times to Jesus' Messianic claims. The speakers (at Jerus.
according to 73?) are strangers to Jesus (8*8), and merely infer,
from His speech or otherwise, that He is a Galilsean. This is,
indeed, contrary to their notion of Davidic origin, but the
author presupposes the birth in Bethlehem.

question, which can be settled only by the careful
scrutiny of the sources.

ii. TREATMENT IN THE ECCLESIASTICAL PERIOD.
—There can be no doubt that from near the begin-
ning of the 2nd cent., when our first and third
Gospels began to come into general circulation, the
Church believed itself in possession of conclusive
documentary evidence. Even the collateral de-
scendants of the Lord, the so-called δβσπόσυνοι, to
whom Julius Africanus, the contemporary of Origen,
applied on this subject, had no other authority to
appeal to than the genealogies of Mt and Lk,
though they added an ancestress or two of doubt-
ful historicity, and omitted the names Matthat and
Levi, Lk 324. Had the two Gospels been in agree-
ment, the record would perhaps never have been
disputed, but the discrepancy was too glaring to
be ignored. Even before the time of Africanus
and Origen the incompatibility of the pedigrees
(η διαφωνία των yevea\oyi&v) had been an occasion of
derision to many an earlier opponent of Christian-
ity, whom Celsus, according to Origen {Operaf ed.
Delarue, i. p. 413), might have named had he been
better informed. It is no wonder, then, that from
the earliest period to which it can be traced, down
to recent times, the Church has treated this subject
only defensively, and from the harmonistic stand-
point.

The first known harmonist of the Gospels is
Tatian, a pupil of Justin Martyr. His Diatessaron,
however, avoided the difficulty by omitting the
genealogies altogether. Half a century later
the problem was courageously confronted by
Africanus, a careful scholar, for many years bishop
of Nicopolis (previously Emmaus) in Palestine.
His Letter to Aristides (see Spitta, Der Brief des
Jul. Africanus, Halle, 1877; Kouth, Bel. Sac. ii.
pp. 228-237; Ante-Nicene Fathers, vi. p. 125; and
Eus. HE i. 7) proposed a solution of the difficulty
which quickly gained general acceptance in the
Church, and for 12 centuries retained undisputed
supremacy. The theory was not derived, as
Eusebius wrongly inferred, from the desposyni,
but is expressly stated by Africanus himself (§ 5)
to be 'unsupported by testimony.' It assumes a
levirate marriage (Dt 255· 6) in the case of either
Jacob or Heli, Joseph's father according to Mt
and Lk respectively, the son of the widow by his
surviving brother being reckoned a son of the
deceased in one or the other genealogy. This
explanation requires the further assumption that
the brothers Heli and Jacob had different fathers.
The objections are overwhelming.

1. The theory does not exonerate the evangelists, since one
pedigree or the other uses terms of filial relationship in a
fictitious and illegal sense. 2. Granting, against all probability,
the possible continuance of the levirate law, in the case here
presupposed—that of uterine brothers—it would not apply
(Maimonides, Jabom Ve Chalitza, c. 1). 3. Granting even the
applicability of the assumption in the case of Joseph, it cannot
reasonably be introduced a second time to account for the fact
that Shealtiel, f. of Zerubbabel, is at the same time s. of
Jechonias (Mt) and of Neri (Lk). Yet this expedient (so W. H.
Mill, Pantheistic Principles, p. 165) is less absurd than to
assume, with Augustine (followed by Hottinger and Voss), that
at the same period of Jewish history there were two (Hottinger
three) different fathers of Davidic lineage, each bearing the
rare name Shealtiel, and having each a son bearing the rare
name Zerubbabel. 4. If our own certainly more accurate text *
be followed, instead of that of Africanus, and Matthan and
Matthat, paternal grandfather of Joseph according to Mt and Lk
respectively, be identified, as is probable, the expedient of a
levirate marriage by uterine brothers must be introduced, not
twice only, but three times over.

Under the weight of such inherent and extreme
improbabilities the Africanian theory of harmoni-
zation, after suffering various modifications at the
hands of later harmonists, has long since broken
down, and is to-day universally abandoned.

The alternative harmonistic theory owes ita
currency to Annius of Viterbo, c. A.D. 1490, and

* See WH, Gr. Test. App. p. 57.
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was widely accepted in the time of the Reforma-
tion. It has still an adherent of high repute in the
person of the veteran NT scholar B. Weiss, who
in his Leben Jesu (i. 205, 2nd ed.) puts it in its most
favourable light. It assumes that the pedigree of
Lk is that, not of Joseph, but of Mary, overcoming
t h e sense of L k 3 2 3 ών vios, <bs ένομίζετο, Ίωσή</> του
'UXei, κ.τ.λ., by various expedients. Thus the clause
was rendered * being the son (as was supposed of
Joseph) of Heli,' i.e. being supposed to be the son of
Joseph, but being in reality the grandson of Heli;
or the του was translated ' son-in-law' (so Holmes,
'Geneal. of Jesus Christ' in Kitto's Encycl.3;
Robinson, Harmony of Gospels, pp. 183-185, etal.),
or 'adopted son' (so Wetstein, Delitzsch, et al.,
following Augustine). Weiss (following F. Gomar,
de Geneal. Christi; J. Lightfoot, Hor. Hebr. vol.
iii. p. 54 [ed. Gandell]; G. J. Voss, de J. Chr.
Geneal. ; and Yardley, The Genealogies of Christ)
proposes to regard the names as parallel, not
consecutive. The list then would be, not a pedi-
gree at all, but a huge parenthesis between ών vlos
(ν.23) and του θεού (ν.38).

The chief objection to this theory in all its forms can hardly
be more convincingly expressed than by citing the naive
admission of its advocate, Holmes (in the art. above mentioned,
p. 96), of the fatal weakness of ' all theories,' meaning harmon-
istic theories: * If it be objected that this table [Lk] is made out
as literally as the other, in Joseph's name,* and that we violate
the literal statement of the evangelist if we transfer the line to
Mary, we answer, that as Joseph cannot have had two fathers,
which yet the genealogies seem literally to assign to him (Mt I 1 6 ,
Lk 323), some explanatory accommodation is necessary to all
theories.'

The confession of violence to the text is not without reason.
It is incredible that vies can mean both ' son' and * grandson' in
the same breath, as in the first of the proposed renderings; t
equally incredible that in the same connexion του should stand
once for · son-in-law' and the other 75 times for * son'; while
the suggestion that the genealogy is not intended for a gene-
alogy, but merely a list of names of persons of whom Jesus might
have been considered the son, though in reality the Son of God,
will convince no candid thinker.

But the proposed theory labours under further difficulties.
As Plummer well says (op. cit. p. 103): ' It would have been quite
out of harmony with either Jewish or Gentile ideas to derive
the birthright of Jesus from his mother. In the eye of the law
Jesus was the heir of Joseph : and therefore it is Joseph's
descent which is of importance.' This doubtless accounts for
its general rejection by ancient writers. As early as Justin
Martyr and Protevang. Jacobi, Mary, for obvious reasons, is
represented as also descended from David; but with two ex-
ceptions no attempt is made to claim for her either of the
pedigrees. Protev. Jac, in fact, makes her the daughter of
Joachim and Anna. Irenseus (in. xxi. 5, 9) regards the pedi-
gree of Mt as a line expressly excluded from the Messianic
succession (Jer 2224-30 3630.31); but this is Joseph's. Jesus is the
Son of David only through Mary, whose pedigree is given by
Luke. Victorinus (c. 300) curiously inverts this theory by
adopting as Mary's the genealogy of Mt.J Cod. D boldly cuts
the knot by substituting in Lk 324-3i the line of Mt, following,
however, a text seemingly older than our Mt (see Resch, T. u. U.
x. 5, pp. 182-201; and Graefe in SK, 1898, 1).

Confessed violence to the text which he assumes
to vindicate is the suicide of the harmonist. Hence
the only treatment which to-day can come into
consideration is the critical.

iii. TREATMENT BY MODERN CRITICISM.—Re-
conciliation of discrepant sources by suppositions
within the limits of loyalty to the text and to
historical probability is, per contra, the first duty
of rational criticism. It being admitted, therefore,
that both genealogies are given as Joseph's, and
that explanation by resort to the levirate law is
impracticable, the theory presented by Lord A. C.
Hervey {Genealogies of our Lord, and art. * Geneal.
of Jesus Christ' in Smith's DB2) has much in its
favour, and is, in fact, the prevailing view among
English divines. It is also widely accepted in
modified form among German commentators.
According to this view it was not the intention of
both evangelists to give an actual pedigree, but

* Italics in the citation are Dr. Holmes'.
t So Plummer, Com. on Lk., Intern. Series, 1896, ad loc.
X See his Commentary on Rev 47-10.

only of Lk (Meyer, Holtzmann, et al., would say
'the source followed by Lk in his opening chs.3).
Mt (better, * the source from which our evangelist
derived his genealogy') does not trace the order oi
actual descent, but only of throne-succession (so
already Grotius). Thus Solomon, although not
the true ancestor of Joseph, is mentioned first as
heir of the throne of David ; then Shealtiel for the
same reason, though he was not actually son of
Jechoniah, but of Neri (Lk 327); then Eliakim, and
finally Jacob, though neither was a real ancestor
of Joseph. By thus throwing all the burden of
inaccuracy upon Mt we may rescue at least the
possibility of accuracy for Lk.

In favour of this view it must be allowed that
Mt's genealogy is extremely defective, since it
omits the names Ahaziah, Joash, Amaziah between
Joram and Uzziah, and gives but six generations
as against thirteen in Lk between Άβωύδ (=Ίούδα
[Lk] =w)i\n [lCh97]) and Matthan ( = Matthat
[Lk]). Barely are the names thus made to cover
a period of more than 500 years. It is also manifest
that its author simply follows in an uncritical
manner the royal succession of the OT from David
down to the last poor shadow of a Davidic king,
' Zerubbabel son of Shealtiel' (1 Ch 319, Ezr 22 etc.,
Neh 77 etc., Hag I 1 · 1 2 · 1 4 etc., Zee 46·7·9·10). But
it cannot be allowed that our evangelist by his
έ^έννησεν means anything else than actual physical
descent. Of what significance his edifying com-
ment on Bathsheba as the mother of Solomon, if
the reader is not to infer that she is thus an
ancestress of the Messiah ? That he has embodied
in his Gospel a current throne-succession not of his
own manufacture is not only ά priori probable,
but is evident from the apparent blunder in vv.11·12,
by which the * tesseradecad' from the carrying
away into Babylon unto Christ contains not, as
stated, ' fourteen generations,' but thirteen. It is,
indeed, easy to cite examples from contemporary
literature for the counting of a name twice to
make out the hebdomad or decad into which gene-
alogies were usually divided (see Mill, op. cit.,
quoted by Hervey, op. cit. p. 886); but in this case
more than enough of names were available in 1 Ch
317"19 to make the count correspond to that of the
first two sections of the table. It is probable,
therefore, as was already pointed out by Jerome,
that we have here an instance, on the part of the
evangelist, of the confusion common in both Gr.
and Lat. writers (Clem. AL, Ambrose, Africanus,
Epiphanius, also 1 Es I37·43) between Jehoiakim
and Jehoiachin ; for Jehoiachin had no * brethren'
(Mt I11), but Jehoiakim had three, two of whom
did succeed to the throne (Jer 2211). The few texts,
however, which insert the clause 'Iexo^cts 8e iyawrjae
τ6ν Ίεχονίαν, are certainly corrupt, since the read-
ing is later than Porphyry, who had derided this
flaw in the genealogy. We must therefore dis-
tinguish between the evangelist, who finds edify-
ing significance in the common genealogical device
of double heptads (cf. the genealogies of Gn 4-11 and
Budde, Bibl. Urgeschichte, p. 90), or in the names
of E-ahab and Bathsheba (so Rabbinic authorities
cited by Wetstein, in loc; cf. He II 3 1, Ja 225), and
his unknown authority. The former certainly
supposed himself to be giving an actual and com-
plete pedigree of Joseph (see ν.17 ττάσαι), not a mere
throne-succession ; whether the latter so believed,
or not, must be left in doubt. The list of ten
names which he inserts between Joseph and Zerub.,
beginning with the last generation mentioned by
Ch in much altered form, may represent a current
throne-succession, carrying down the line from
Zerub. towards the Maccab. period,* taken up
without more ado as ipso facto belonging to

* Cf. the decad of Davidid® from Hananiah s. of Zerub. to
Hodaviah in 1 Ch 319-25 (Haupt's text).
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Jesus. Our judgment as to the probable historical
value of such current lists must be formed in the
light of ancient testimony (see below).

The genealogy of Lk has every appearance of
resting on more carefully prepared data, as we
should expect from the evangelist's painstaking
method (Lk I1"4); but it is even more certain in
this case that our author is adapting earlier
material to his own uses. The pedigree, like the
story of the infancy to which it probably belonged,
must have been derived from Pal. sources. To the
occidental mind, it is true, there would seem to
be a certain incongruity between the account of
the miraculous generation and the introduction of
a pedigree of Joseph. This feeling is apparent in
the evangelist's qualifying insertion in 323 ώ$
ενομίζετο. It has been argued that even the sources
used in these preliminary chapters are themselves
in conflict on this point, the references to Joseph
as the ' father' of Jesus (233·43), and the genealogy,
indicating a point of view different from that of
the main course of the story. But recent research
has suggested that, to the contemporary Jewish
mind, there was no incompatibility. Joseph might
be not merely the putative or adoptive, but the
real father of Jesus, at the same time that the birth
was due solely to 'the power of the Highest' (I35).
Isaac, in like manner, was spoken of as 'God-
begotten ' (cf. Ro 417'20·24, He II12), without any idea
of denying the reality of his relation to Abraham.
The ώς ένομίζετο is therefore to be attributed to the
evangelist as against the source.

It is also a fair inference, from the very object
of the pedigree, that the source did not carry it
back beyond Abraham. Hence the extension back
to Adam is due to the humanitarian bent of the
evangelist, which is even more apparent in the
curious addition του θεού, by which the divine son-
ship of the race is indirectly taught. Moreover,
the text followed for these earliest 20 generations
(10 from Creation to Noah, 10 from the Flood to
Abraham) is manifestly the LXX, which alone
gives the second Cainan (336), whereas the source
in I1 7 cites from an Aramaic version.

Finally, there is a curious indication in 327 that
the evangelist has not only (as is probable) changed
the place of the genealogy, but inverted its order.
On 327 ve have the following comment from
Plummer (Comm. p. 104): 'Rhesa, who appears in
Lk, but neither in Mt nor in 1 Ch, is probably not
a name at all, but a title, which some Jewish
copyist (?) mistook for aname. ' ' Zerubbabel Rhesa,"
or "Zerubbabel the prince," has been made into
"Zerubbabel (begat) Rhesa."' This correction
brings Lk into harmony with both Mt and 1 Ch. For
(1) the Gr. Ίωανάν represents the Heb. Hananiah
(1 Ch 319), a generation omitted by Mt; and (2) Lk's
Ιούδα is the same as Mt's Άβωύδ (Jud-a=Ab-jud).
Again, 'Ιούδα or Άβωύδ may be identified with
Hodaviah (1 Ch 324); for this name is interchanged
with Judah, as is seen by a comparison of Ezr 39

and Neh II 9 with Ezr 240 and 1 Ch 9 7 · n . To have
caused the mistake, the original form of the gene-
alogy must of course have been a simple list of
names in the order Zerubbabel, Rhesa, Joanan,
etc., and not, as now, Ίωαϊ'ά^ του Ύησά του Ζορο-
βάβελ, κ.τ.λ.

Taking this list of names in the most original form to which
we can restore it, we observe at once that its form is of the
same mnemonic type as Mt's, only, as in the series from Zerub.
to Jesus in Mt, the commoner system of (double) decads is
followed. There are precisely 40 names in all between David
and Christ, of which 20 are pre-exilic and 20 post-exilic. The
former series begins with Nathan s. of David, the latter with
Salathiel (=Shealtiel) f. of Zerub., ending with Joseph f. of
Jesus. The list from Adam to Abraham likewise consists of 20,
that from Abraham to David being, of course, a tesseradecad.

Twenty generations is not, indeed, an improbable number for
the period from David to the Exile (c. 400 years); but a com-
parison of Lk 3 2 ' with 1 Ch 3*7-24 will show that at least

four * generations have been omitted between Joanan and Joda;
hence the number of generations at least is artificial.

Do the names themselves give any indication of
being drawn from trustworthy sources ? Allowance
must be made for a probable disposition on the
part of 1st cent, scribes to assimilate the older
names to those in current use {e.g. Ίουδά=ί.τ]Ύΐπ,
Ίωανάν = in;^q), and possibly (so Hervey, Gene-
alogies, pp. 36, 90 ff.) for a disposition in certain
families to form names by variations of a common
root, though this might, with equal plausibility,
be attributed to the pedigree-makers. Neverthe-
less, it must be admitted that this list of names
presents phenomena unparalleled in any authenti-
cated Ο Τ pedigree. There is no indication in the
names of the OT of the practice referred to in
Lk I61 (cf. Gray, Heb. Prop. Names, 2ft".). Nor can
the practice of giving ' Scripture' names, so mani-
festly common in Maccab. times and later, have
existed to any extent in the earlier period. Hence,
while there may be nothing strange in the names
Levi and Joseph, as third and sixth ancestor of
Joseph f. of Jesus, the series Joseph, Juda,
Simeon, Levi, as contemporaries of Ahaziah, Joash,
Amaziah, and Uzziah, is surprising. Add to these
the names Matthat (bis), Mattathias {bis), and
Mattatha, variants upon the root of ' Nathan,' the
names Na[h]um, Amos, and the fact that out of
the total of 42 names in Mt and Lk not directly
taken from the OT there are but 16 which have
not more or less demonstrable affinity with the later
'scriptural' type, and the result cannot be con-
sidered favourable to the historical trustworthi-
ness of the sources.

iv. EXTERNAL EVIDENCE.—In the absence of
other evidence, the seemingly late character of the
names of the supposed Davididse of Mt and Lk
might perhaps be insufficient to justify doubt.
But the careful investigations of Africanus (op. cit.),
when compared with the earliest NT treatment of
the subject, and the further knowledge obtainable
from Eus. (Qu. adSteph. iii. 2), and the later Jewish
theology (see Delitzsch in Ztschr. f. Ltcth. Theol.
1860, iii. p. 460) as to current attempts to determine
the Davidic descent of the Messiah, shed a light
upon the question of the origin of our pedigrees
which should not be less welcome because some-
what unfavourable to their historical trustworthi-
ness.

Africanus' informants were in possession of the pedigrees of
Mt and Lk, but could give him neither the means of reconciling
their discrepancies nor of establishing the fact requiring to be
proved, because of the non-existence of public records. That
such had been kept down to the time of Herod the Great they
firmly believed, accounting for their disappearance by a demon-
strably apocryphal tale of Herod's burning them in order to
conceal his own base lineage, f They frankly confessed that the
pedigrees in their possession were made up lx rs τη? βίβλου των
νμ,εράν [xotl tx μνί,μτΜ The βίβλος των ήμερων is doubtless the
Heb. DOTl n : n , i.e. Book of Days ( = Chronicles); but'memory'
in the time of:'Herod, and later, would hardly be of great service
to determine the descendants of Nathan ben David. The in-
du

escapade, * having procured private records of their own, either
by remembering the names, or by getting them in some other
way from the registers, pride themselves on preserving the
memory of their noble extraction. Among these are those
already mentioned, called Desposyni, on account of their con-
nexion with the family of the Saviour.'

If the current pedigrees were indeed of this
character, we can readily understand the attitude

* According to LXX, adopted by Kittel in Haupt's critical
text, nine, i.e. one entire decad, including Hodaviah.

t Herod's lineage was not base, as represented (Afric. ad
Arist. § 4), but noble (Jos. Ant. xiv. vii. 3). Moreover, the public
records (which, however, related only to Aaronic families) were
still in existence in Josephus' time (Vita, § 1 ; cf. c. Ap. i. 7).

ί The bracketed words are supplied from the tr. of Rufinus,
'partim memoriter, partim etiam ex dierum libris,' in accord-
ance with the context (τε and the statement that the desposyni
were among those who made up their pedigree in this way.
See text).
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of Jesus and the older NT writers toward the
question of His Davidic descent. He Himself, in Mt
2241-46 a n c [ parallels, expressly declines to base His
Messianic claims on any such trivial and external,
if not indeed unsafe, foundation. To be considered
one of the Davididse was an honour which He
shared with his elder and younger contemporaries,
Hillel and Gamaliel; but Jesus and His first
followers (including St. Paul) on the one side, His
opponents on the other, are equally content to let
the question of descent fall into the background,
which would not have been possible had docu-
mentary proof either for or against His heirship
been accessible to either side. The earliest of our
Gospels, and that which though latest is most
loftily apostolic in tone, pass by the question of
Jesus' descent. One is tempted to find a trace of
the same disposition in the άρχιερεύς ayevea\by7]Tos
of He 73. It is the Palestinian sources of the
latter part of the century, on which the infancy
chapters of Mt and Lk are based, which first show
traces of the assumption that a formal Davidic
pedigree is needful to the demonstration of His
Messianic claims. But we have already observed
that in these sources there is no consciousness of
incongruity between tracing the pedigree of Jesus
through Joseph and the story of His miraculous
birth. Not until the times of Justin Martyr do we
find, on the side of the orthodox a disposition to
claim on this account Davidic descent for Mary,
and on the part of the Ebionites to reject the
narrative of Jesus' miraculous birth, not from
incredulity, but to rescue the doctrine of His
Davidic descent.

It is among the Jewish Christians of Palestine
in the sub-apostolic age, perhaps among the two
branches of the desposyni themselves, one of whose
seats was at Cochaba, near the centre of Ebionism
(Epiphan. xxx. 2, 16), the other at Nazara, perhaps
the centre of the other Jewish Christian sect of
' Nazarenes,' that we must look for the origins of
our two genealogies. Nor have we far to seek for
the explanation of their discrepancy. Among the
current Rabbinic disputes of the 1st cent, was the
question whether Messiah's descent would be of
the royal line, through Solomon and his successors
on the throne (Jer 235 309 3315·17); or, on account
of the denunciation and rejection of Jechoniah and
his seed (Jer 2228·30 3630), through Nathan (Euseb.
Qu. ad Steph. iii. 2). The first of our pedigrees
represents the older and simpler idea. The second,
the later reflection that Messiah's line could not
include the series of ungodly kings. Of the com-
ponent elements of each we can know no more
until we have more intimate acquaintance with
the methods of the pedigree-makers of the time.
We may, however, infer something as to the date
of our evangelists' work from the manifest interval
between their construction and their final adoption
into the story, and from the further fact of their
construction in decads framed with either Joseph
or Jesus in view, implying their origin in Christian
circles. That origin is certainly later than when
Jesus and His immediate followers were doing all
in their power to detach current expectation from
these externalities and fix it upon His spiritual
Messianic claim,—to subordinate the title * Son of
David according to the flesh' to that of 'Son of
God with power according to the Spirit of Holiness'
(Ro I3·4). B. W. BACON.

GENEALOGY.—Timothy is warned (1 Ti I4) not
to give heed to fables and endless genealogies
{μηδέ προσέχ€ΐν μύθοις καΐ yeveaXoyLais airepauTOLs), a n d
Titus (39) to avoid foolish questions and genealogies
(μωρα$ δ£ ζητήσεις καΐ yeveakoyias). W h a t were
these * genealogies'? Some Fathers towards the
end of the second century understood the word to

refer to the emanations of seons and of angels
which formed part of the gnosis, or secret know-
ledge claimed by the Gnostics of their own day
(see GNOSTICISM). But a parallel phrase in
Polybius (IX. ii. 1, irepl TCLS yeveaXoyias /cat μύθους)
refers to the mythological stories which earlier
historians gathered round the birth and descent of
their heroes. Similar legends are found in Philo,
Josephus, and the Book of Jubilees, regarding the
Jewish patriarchs and their families. And if, with
Hort {Judaistic Christianity, 135 ff.), we may
suppose that such genealogical tales had begun to
creep from the Jewish into the Christian com-
munities of Asia Minor, the necessity for such a
warning to Timothy and Titus will be sufficiently
understood.

GENERAL. — 1 . Once AV uses 'general' to
translate ifr, 1 Ch 2734 ' The general of the king's
army was Joab.' The most usual trn is 'captain,'
which RV prefers, after Gen. and Bishops'. Cov.
has 'chefe captayne.' See CAPTAIN.

2. As an adj. 'general' means 'common to all,'
'universal,' as Ad. Est 1510 {KOLVOS) ; 2 Mac 318

Others ran flocking out of their nouses to the
general supplication' {έπί πάνδημον Ικετίαν, AVm
' to make general supplication'; RV ' to make a
universal supplication'). Latimer {Sermons, ed.
1584, p. 182) says, 'The promises of God our
Saviour are general; they pertain to all mankind.
He made a general proclamation, saying, Whoso-
ever believeth in me hath everlasting life. . . .
Also consider what Christ saith with his own
mouth : Come to me, all ye that labour and are
laden, and I will ease you. Mark here he saith,
Come all ye; wherefore then should any man
despair to shut himself from these promises of
Christ, which be general, and pertain to the whole
world ?' In He 12-3 the Gr. word irav^yvpts is trd

in AV 'general assembly,' and RV retains the
rendering. The sense is again 'universal assem-
bly,' the adj. 'general3 being intended to repre-
sent the τταί, ' all,' in the word.

The word iravrjyvpLs (from which comes ' pane-
gyric,' a speech at a festival) is found only here
in NT. In LXX it stands for ntf© Ezk 4611 (EV
'solemnities,' RVm 'appointed feasts'), Hos 211

(EV 'season') 95 (AV 'solemn/ RV 'solemn as-
sembly'); and for nnyy, Am 521 (EV 'solemn as-
semblies'). In classical' literature it is in frequent
use to denote a national or general gathering for
festive (and especially festive and religious) pur-
poses, as at the Olympic, Isthmian, and Nemean
games. The εκκλησία was also an assembly of
the people, but not so distinctively national, and
rather for political than festive purposes; while
εορτή signified a feast or festal gathering, but had
no national character attached to it. It is sur-
prising, therefore, that IJPD, which is a general
religious assembly, and even rnyj;., which is a
religious though not a national gathering, are not
more frequently rendered by 7ra^]yvpLS in LXX.
Cremer suggests that heathen customs were too
closely associated with this Greek word, and he
thinks it would not have been used where it has
been but for the accumulation of Heb. synonyms
in those four passages (see Cremer, Bibl. Theol.
Lex. s.v., and Trench, NT Synonyms*, p. 5, § 1).

The choice of this word by the writer of the Ep.
to the Hebrews is an element in the determination
of the meaning of the passage in which it occurs,
one of the most difficult problems in the Epistle.

simplify the cuustrmjwuii. xne uiuiuuii/y utja in uie
tion. There are five possible arrangements—

1. χα) μ,υριάσ-ιν, α,γγίλων να,νηγύρα ; κα.) ίχχλησ-ί» tr
\ ύ7

patroroxaiv
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* And to myriads, a general assembly of angels ; and to the
Church of the firstborn whose names are written in heaven.'

2. χα.) μ,υριά,οΊν ά,γγίλων, πα,νιηγυριι ; χα.), χ.τ.λ.
* And to myriads of angels, a general assembly; and to the

Church,' etc.
Moses Stuart, Eager, Edwards, and Farrar distinctly prefer

the first arrangement; Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Theophylact,
Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, Grotius, Hooker, Weiss, Vaughan,
Thayer, Kay, Westcott, Briggs prefer the second. But the
meaning is the same, though the punctuation differs; and
taking the two together without the comma, χα) μ,υριά,ιην
αγγέλων πανηγύρει; χοά, χ.τ.λ., we get the sense which is adopted
by Tisch. after all the Gr. MSS which exhibit the connexion of
words (including AC), the Syr. and Lat. VSS, Origen, Eusebius,
Basil (multitudinem angelorum frequentem), Vulg. (jnultorum
millium angelorum frequentiam et ecclesiam primitivorum, qui
conscripti sunt in ccelis), Wye. (' and [1388 adds to] the multi-
tude of many thousynd aungels, and to the chirche of the firste
men'), Tind. (' and to an innumerable sight of angels, and unto
the congregation of the fyrst borne sonnes '), Cov., Matt., Cran.,
Gen., Bish., Rhem., Oltramare (du chozur joyeux des myriades
d'anges, de VassembUe des premiers-n6s), Segond.

3. χα.) μ.υριά.σιν, α,γγίλων πα,νηγΰρΐι χα.) ιχχλνιβ'ίψ. πρωτοτόκων.
' And to myriads, a general assembly of angels and a congre-

gation of firstborn.' That is, myriads both of angels and of
firstborn. This is the view of Wolf, Rambach, Griesbach,
Bengel, Knapp, Bohme, Kuinoel, Tholuck, De Wette, Lach-
mann, Theile, Bleek, Olshausen, Delitzsch, Trench, Ebrard,
Alford, Dale, Maclaren, RVm.

4. χα.) μ,νριάοΊν ά,γγίλων ; πα,νν,γύρίΐ χα.) \χχλγι<τίχ. πρωτοτόχων.
' And to myriads of angels ; to the general assembly and

Church of the firstborn.' This is the order of the Elzevirs,
Beza, Calov, Carpzov, Storr, Joannes Gregorius, Matthaei,
Alberti, AV, RV, Kurz, Liddon, Saphir ('to the general
assembly of the Church of the firstborn ones'), Lunemann,
Hofmann, Cremer (who argues that only because ««.νήγυρις and
ΙχχλΥ,σ-ία, both refer to the same company can the presence of
πα,ν%γυρις be accounted for ; it is an assembly, yea a festive one
—an argument which would have more force if «-. followed \κ.\
Ostervald, Angus, Kendall, WH.

5. χα.) μυριάσιν ά,γγίλων, πα.ν/\γύριι χα.) ιχχλΎΐσί» πρωτότοκων.
* And to myriads of angels, a general assembly and congrega-

tion of firstborn.' That is, the angels are both the general
assembly and the congregation of firstborn. So Davidson (who
argues forcibly), Moulton, Weizsacker (und Myriaden von
Engeln, einer Festversammlung und Gemeinde von Erst-
geborenen).

The adv. 'generally' means (1) universally in
every place, Jer 4838 ' There shall be lamentation
generally upon all the housetops of Moab' (rn>3, lit.
' all of i t ' [see Driver on 2 S 29]; RV ' every
where'). Cf. Art. XVII. {XXXIX. Articles), ' Fur-
thermore, we must receive God's promises in such-
wise, as they be generally set forth to us in Holy
Scripture' (ut nobis in sacris literis generaliter
propositce sunt * ) ; Hooker, Eccl. Polity, V. lv. 1,
' God in Christ is generally the medicine, which
doth cure the world'; Pr. Bk., Catechism,
' How many Sacraments hath Christ ordained in
his Church ? Two only, as generally necessary to
salvation'; and Chaucer, Troilus and Criseyde,
i. 86—

* The noyse up roos, whan it was first aspyed,
Thorugh al the toun, and generally was spoken,
That Calkas traytor fled was, and allyed
With hem of Grece.'

(2) Together, as a whole, 2 S 1711 ' Therefore I
counsel that all Israel be generally gathered unto
thee' (̂ py. *]bijn, LXX avvaybpevos συναχθήσεται.;
Vulg. Congregatur ad te universus popidus Israel;
RV * together'). In this sense Tindale uses * in
general' (Expositions, on Mt 61"4), * For we must
have a place to come together, to pray in general.'
And from this arose the modern meaning * on the
whole.' Shaks. makes Bottom say ' generally,'

* On this passage Gibson remarks (The XXXIX. Articles, ii.
[1897] 486): 'The English sounds somewhat ambiguous, but
there can be no doubt that "generally" here means "uni-
versally," i.e. of God's promises as applying to all men, and
not, as the Calvinistic party asserted, only to a particular class,
consisting of a few favourites of Heaven. This interpretation
is rendered certain by the corresponding passage in the
Reformatio Legum, where God's promises to the good, and
threats to the evil, are spoken of as generaliter propositce in
Holy Scripture. The same interpretation was pointed out by
Baro in his Concio ad Clerum in 1595, in the controversy when
the Lambeth articles were first projected; and was also asserted
against the Puritans by Bishop Bancroft at the Hampton Court
Conference. Thus the clause directly condemns the theory of
particular redemption.'

* as a whole,' when he means just the opposite,
* individually,' Mids. Night's Dream, I. ii. 2—

1 You were best to call them generally, man by man.'
J. HASTINGS.

GENERATION.—i. ' Generation' is used in AV
to tr. 1. τπ dor; Aram, -n ddr, Dn 43; LXX yevea,
etc.; Vulg. generatio, etc. Dor is used (a) generally
for a period, especially in the phrases dor wddhar,
etc., of limitless duration ; past, Is 518 ; future, Ps
106; past and future, Ps 10224; (b) of all men living
at any given time, Gn 69; (c) of a class of men with
some special characteristic, Pr 3011"14 of four genera-
tions of bad men ; (d) in Is 3812 and Ps 4919 dor is
sometimes taken as 'dwelling-place.' 2. ηη ι̂η,
toledhoth, from ydladh, 'beget' or 'bear children,'
LXX 7&e<ris, yevaaets; Vulg. generationes. Tole-
dhoth is used in the sense of (a) genealogies, Gn 51,
figuratively of the account of creation, Gn 24; also
(b) divisions of a tribe, as based on genealogy,
toledhoth occurs only in the Priestly Code, in
Ru 418, and in 1 Ch. 3. yevea in same sense as
1. (a), Col I 2 6 ; as 1. (b), Mt 2434. 3. 7<Wts = 2. (a),
Mt I1, an imitation of LXX use of yfreaLs for
rfn în. 5. yέvvημa, ' offspring ' = 1. (c). 6. ytvos,
race=l. (c).

ii. Yevea was also loosely used in Greek as
' generation' in English, of a period of about 30
to 33 years, e.g. ' Three generations of men make a
hundred years' (Herod, ii. 142). But there is no
probable instance of such usage in the Bible. OT
texts, such as Gn 1513·16, Job 4216, are cited in
favour of it only under a misapprehension.

LITERATURE.— Oxf. Heb. Lex. s. 1)1 and η ί ψ π , and Thayer-
Grimm, NT Lex. s. γινιά., etc. "W. H. BENNETT.

GENERATION.—In the phrase 'generation of
vipers,' which occurs in Mt 37 1234 2333 Lk 37, the
Greek trd 'generation' is γεύματα (plu. of
yhvr]^o,, which in the best texts occurs only in
those places, elsewhere γ^μα), a totally different
word from yevea, which is so often trd ' generation'
in EV. In fact, yew^ara means ' offspring'; and
as this meaning belonged once to ' generation'
also, it could stand as its representative. Thus
Bp. Hall, Works (1634), i. 781, 'Of the Deluge'—
'These manages did not beget men, so much as
wickednesse, from hence religions {sic) husbands
both lost their piety, and gained a rebellious and
godlesse generation'; and Shaks. Lear, I. i. 119—

• He that makes his generation messes
To gorge his appetite.'

' Generation of vipers' comes from Tindale, whom
the versions mostly follow. Gen. NT has ' of-
springes of vipers' in Lk 37, and Rhem. NT ' vipers
broodes' throughout.

In Mt I1 ' The book of the generation of Jesus
Christ,' the Gr. is yaveais, which is used also in I1 8

(EV 'birth/ RVm 'generation'), Lk I1 4 (EV
'birth'), as well as Ja I2 3 36, and the meaning is
probably 'birth' here also, though all the ver-
sions have 'generation.' Cf. Bp. Hall, Works,
ii. 104, Ί cannot blame that philosopher who,
undertaking to write of the hidden miracles of
nature, spends most of his discourse upon the
generation and formation of man; Surely we are
fearefully and wonderfully made; but, how much
greater is the miracle of our spirituall regenera-
tion'; and White, Selborne, xl., 'The threads
sometimes discovered in eels are perhaps their
young: the generation of eels is very dark and
mysterious.'

Still another word is trd ' generation' in 1 Ρ 29

'But ye are a chosen generation' (yevos έκλεκτόν,
RV 'an elect race'). In this sense Mandeville,
Travels, 140, ' This Machomete regned in Arabye,
the Zeer of oure Lord Jhesu Crist 610; and was
one of the Generacioun of Ysmael.' Wye. (1388)
has ' a chosen kyn.' J. HASTINGS.
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GENESIS.—
Introduction.
Contents.
Plan and Unity,

iii. Composite Structure.
" Component Sources of the Narrative.

Historical Value.
Religious Teaching.
Literature.

The Jews divided their sacred books into three
groups—the Law (or Torah), the Prophets (or
Nebiim), and the Writings (or Kethubim). Of these
the Law (or Torah), which corresponded to our
Pentateuch, was divided i n t o n e portions or books,
probably for greater convenience in use and refer-
ence; and hence the Rabbis sometimes spoke of
these books as ' the five fifths of the Torah.' Their
first book was the same as our book Genesis,'
and was called by a title consisting of its opening
word Berdshith ( = ' In the beginning'). In the
Septuagint version it was called · Genesis,' yaveais
(' begetting,' ' origin,' ' generation'), a word which
occurs in the rendering of 24 αϋτη η βίβλος yeveceus
ουρανού καϊ yijs. This title was adopted and trans-
literated in the Lat. translation, and so passed into
general use in Western and Eastern Churches alike.

i. CONTENTS.—Genesis begins wTith an account
of the creation of the world. A survey of the
whole book shows us a division into two unequal
portions, one (chs. 1-11) dealing with primeval, the
other and longer portion (chs. 12-50) dealing with
patriarchal history. In both these portions we
have mention of five distinct ' generations' (tole-
dhoth rin^'in), which represent, as it were, successive
stages iii the progress of the narrative. In the
primeval history are the 'generations' of (1) the
heaven and the earth, chs. 1-4; (2) Adam, 5-68;
(3) Noah, 69-9; (4) the sons of Noah, W-IV>;
(5) Shem, II1 0"2 6. In the patriarchal history are
the 'generations' of (1) Terah, chs. 1127-25η ;
(2) Ishmael, 2512"18; (3) Isaac, 2519-35 ; (4) Esau,
36; (5) Jacob, 37-50. It must not be supposed that
the number of these ' generations' is accidentally
ten. The number ten was regarded as symbolical
of completeness; and there can be little doubt that
the enumeration of the ten tables of ' generations'
was intended to denote the completion of the
primitive period. The twelve sons of Jacob, who
in Genesis are removed into Egypt, have become
in Exodus twelve tribes, and the family of Jacob
has grown into the nation of Israel. The Bk. of
Genesis gives the traditions respecting the be-
ginnings of the world, of man, of the nations, and
of the people of Israel. It brings the people of
Israel to the close of the patriarchal age, to the
threshold of their history as a nation.

ii. PLAN AND UNITY.—The plan upon which the
book is constructed is quite easy to recognize. The
history of the Israelite people is traced from the
three epochs, (a) the Creation, (5) the Flood, (c) the
call of Abraham. An account is given of the three
patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. The story
of Abraham is given at some length; that of
Isaac is dismissed very briefly; that of Jacob
is merged in the life of Joseph, through whose
instrumentality the sons of Jacob are brought into
E^ypt. The end of the book leaves the Israelites
sojourning in Egypt, after the death of Joseph.

The narrative is continued in the Bk. of Exodus.
The Bk. of Genesis contains the first portion of
the historical narrative which runs continuously
from Genesis to the end of the Bks. of Kings.

The book, therefore, presents an obvious unity
of design ; and the manner in which parenthetical
and subsidiary material is introduced but never
permitted seriously to impair the general thread of
the work, shows artistic skill and a considerable
degree of literary self-control.

iii. COMPOSITE STRUCTURE.—But it would be a

mistake to let the unity of plan which distinguishes
the book conduce to the supposition that its literary
structure is homogeneous. The Hebrew chronicles
and histories are all of them composite works.
Like many of the mediaeval chronicles and histories
they are compiled from different sources, from
materials of different age. The extracts are woven
together so as to produce a consecutive narrative.
But it is generally not difficult to distinguish the
points at which the different sections are pieced
together. The similarity of style, in certain
sections of the narrative, combined with marked
dissimilarity from the style in other sections, has
enabled scholars to class together the portions
which may be assigned to one or other literary
source. In doing this it is easy to let conjecture
run too far, and to exaggerate the importance of
minutice in discriminating between different layers
in the strata. But within certain limits the
analysis of the distribution of the Bk. of Genesis
has now been carried out with a great degree of
agreement between the principal scholars of all
schools. For while scholars may not be agreed as
to the date to which these sources should be
assigned, there is no disputing the fact of the
family resemblance of certain portions of the book,
and the necessity of explaining the resemblances
by the supposition of compilatory origin.

From the time (1753) when Astruc, the French
physician, first inferred, from the intermittent in-
terchange of the sacred names Elohim and Jahweh,
that different documents had been employed in the
composition of Genesis, critics have carried on this
branch of investigation with the utmost patience
and minuteness. It is now generally admitted
that the distinctive use of the divine name is only
one criterion amongst many by which the vocabu-
lary of certain portions in the book can be shown
to differ from that of others; and, further, that a
difference of literary treatment and of religious
tone can be recognized side by side with that of
phraseology and diction.

The idea that such a view is based upon mere
theorizing or hair-splitting fancifulness is finally
abandoned. So far as the composite character of
the literary structure of Genesis is concerned, the
main conclusions of criticism may be said to be
established. Among the causes which necessitate
the hypothesis that different documents were used,
may be classed (a) varying accounts of the same
thing, e.g. of the Creation, chs. 1 and 2 ; the number
of animals that went into the ark, and the duration
of the Flood, chs. 6 and 7; explanations of the
names Beersheba 2131 2633, Bethel 2818·19 3514·15,
Israel 3229 3510; of the sale of Joseph by his
brethren to Ishmaelites and Midianites, ch. 37 :
(b) apparent discrepancies, e.g. Abraham's family
after Sarah's death, in extreme old age 25lff·, cf.
1717 1811; the age of Sarah 1717 and 1211 202 ; of
Isaac as described in 271· 2· 7·10· 41 and 2634 3528 ; the
names of Esau's wives 2634 289 and 362· 3 ; Joseph's
Egyptian master in 373ti and 392-404: (c) the repeti-
tion of the same event, or of different traditions of
similar events, e.g. the origin of Isaac's name 1717

1812 216, of Edom's 2525 and 30, of Issachar's,
Zebulun's, and Joseph's ch. 30; and the similar
occurrences in 1210ff· 20lff· 267ff\

There is no need here (see HEXATEUCH) to re-
capitulate the arguments by which it has been
demonstrated that the structure of the first six
books of the Old Testament is a compilation from
different literary sources. ' There was a time,' says
Delitzsch,' when the horizon of Pentateuch criticism
was bounded by Genesis and the beginning of
Exodus. We now know that the mode of com-
position found in Genesis continues to the 34th
chapter of Deuteronomy. It extends, moreover,
beyond Dt 34, and continues in the Bk. oi
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Joshua. . . . And this Hexateuch also is onljr a
component part of the great historical work in five
parts (viz. Moses, Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings),
extending from Gn 1 to 2 Κ 25, of which the
Pentateuch forms one' (Delitzsch, New Comm. on
Gen. vol. i. pp. 46, 47).

The biblical student finds in the composite
structure a sufficient and satisfactory means of
accounting for the numerous minor discrepancies
and difficulties in the Bk. of Genesis which have
often given occasion for perplexity and doubt, and
have too often led to forced and disingenuous
methods of exegesis.

iv. THE COMPONENT SOURCES OF THE NARRA-
TIVE.—The following describes roughly the general
conclusions of modern criticism. Genesis consists
of a consecutive narrative welded together by a
compiler designated R, out of three main docu-
mentary sources designated by critics Ρ (the
Priestly Code), J (the Jahwist), and Ε (the
Elohist).

(a) Of these three principal sources the one most
easily distinguished is P. For, though the frame-
work of the narrative preserved from the Ρ source
is somewhat meagre, its style and characteristics
are very marked. Certain leading events are given
by it in great detail, e.g. the Creation, the Deluge,
the Covenant with Noah, and the Covenant with
Abraham. The chronology is carefully observed;
periods of most remote times are reckoned in years
with precision; and brief summaries of other
events are given (e.g. 10. 2512); or their recollec-
tion is preserved by means of genealogies (5. II 1 0

3522ff*)· ' The history [in P] advances along a well-
defined line, marked by a gradually diminishing
length of human life; by the revelation of God
under three distinct names, Elohim, El Shaddai,
and Jahweh; by the blessing of Adam and its
characteristic conditions; and by the subsequent
covenants with Noah, Abraham, and Israel, each
with its special "sign," the rainbow, the rite
of circumcision, and the Sabbath, Gn 912·13 1711,
Ex 311 3 ' (Driver, LOT* p. 127).

Ρ is also characterized by an avoidance of an-
thropomorphisms. There is no mention of angels
or of visions in sleep. God is described as * appear-
ing' (Gn 171-22.23 359.13 4 ^ a n d a s < s p eaking'
(Gn 1*> 613 71 $15-9l); but, as compared with the
other writers whose materials are incorporated in
the Pentateuch, Ρ is conspicuously guarded and
scrupulous in his references to the Deity against
any approach to familiar or irreverent description.

The narrative of Ρ is somewhat formal and pre-
cise. It abounds in phrases and expressions which
are not elsewhere found.

The following are some of t h e interest ing t ra i t s of t h e Ρ
narrat ive which may be noted here :—

(1) Divine Name.—Except in 171 211, Elohim, not Jahweh, is
used as t h e name of G o d ; and these two exceptions are prob-
ably due to the compiler or to later copyists. God is revealed
to t h e patr iarchs as El Shaddai (Gn 171 283 35U 483, cf. Ex 63).

(2) Proper Names.—In Ρ ' the sons of H e t h ' (ΠΠ '23) is always
used (Gn 233.5.7.10.16 2510 2746 4932), never ' H i t t i t e s ' (D^n), as
in J and Ε. Ρ has ' Kir iath-arba ' for * H e b r o n ' (Gn 232 3527),
and Paddan-aram (Gn 2520 282.5- 6.7 31I8 33I8 359.26 4(}15) for the
region called in J (Gn 2410) Aram-naharaim. The ment ion of
Machpelah occurs only in t h e Ρ narrat ive (Gn 239-17.19 259
4930 5013). v

(3) Among the words and phrases characterist ic of Ρ may be
mentioned t h e following, which are found in Genesis : —

ninx «possession,' Gn 178 234 3643 47 1 1 4930.

'JS 30 t imes OpiΝ once, Gn 234).

"ψ*3 (ΐ^?- 1 ?!) •flesh' (' all flesh'), Gn 612.13 715.16 $17 911.15-17.

Via * expire, ' Gn 6 " 721 258 3529.

JHJ * seed,' Gn 99 17? 3512 466 484.

l a p IN? * very exceedingly,' Gn 719 172.

Gn 1712· 13 2318.

$ψ (g Π^ηΏψίΑ « according t o their families'), Gn 819
105. 20* 31. *

nfl DVH Wiii'tne s e l f " s a m e d a v > ' G n Ίιζ 1^23'26·
Π^ΊΙ .TJ9 ' be fruitful and multiply,' Gn 122.28 gn 91.7.17.

eto"} ' possessions,' Gn 125 136 318 367.
γι.ψ «swarm,' Gn 120.21 721 817 97.
nn^fl 'generations.'

There is general agreement among critics as to
the passages in Genesis that were taken by the
compiler from the Ρ document. These are—

p _ 2 4 a 51-28.30-32 59-22 7 ( p o r t i o n s ) 8 1 · 2 a · 3 b " 5 · 1 3 a · 1 4 " 1 9

91-17.28.2910 1 " 7 · 2 0 t 2 2 < 2 3 · 3 1 * 3 2 I I 1 0 " 2 7 · 3 1 · 3 2 1 2 4 b > 5 1 3 6 · l l b * 1 2 a

lQi&. 3.15.16 i*jm 1929 2 ΐ ι * > · 2 b " 5 2 3 . 2 5 7 " l l a · 1 2 ' 1 7 · 1 9 < 2 0 * 2 6 b

2634.35 2 7 4 6 - 2 8 9 2 9 2 4 · 2 9 3 1 1 8 b 3 3 1 8 a 3 4 ( p o r t i o n s ) 3 5 9 " 1 3 ·

15.22b-29 3 6 ( v e r y l a r g e l y ) 3 7 1 · * 4 1 4 6 4 6 6 " 2 7 4 7 5 · 6 a · 7 - n -
27b. 28 4g3-6. 7 491a. 28b-33 5QI2. 13#

{b) When the Ρ portions of the narrative have
been removed, there remains a large portion of
Genesis which critics have called 'prophetic,' as
distinguished from 'priestly,' being clearly separ-
able from Ρ in language and in treatment of
narrative.

But this large portion of prophetic writing has
also been conclusively shown to be, not homogene-
ous, but to consist of two main threads of narra-
tive which to a great extent must have covered
the same ground, and which a compiler combined
in the form of a consecutive narrative. There
were therefore two original documents (J and E)
independent of one another, which, being welded
together, formed a distinct work, JE, which was
afterwards combined with Ρ by the final redactor.
As to the relative priority of these two documents,
scholars are hardly yet in absolute agreement.
But, at the present day, opinion inclines to the
view that the document, which has as one of its
characteristics the use of Jahweh (Jehovah) for
the divine name, and has therefore been entitled
the 'Jahwist' (=J, for short), is the earlier in
date ; and that the other, which on account of its
use of Elohim for the sacred name (until Ex 314,
when the name was revealed to Moses) is called
the Elohist ( = E, for short), can be only very
slightly later. In determining what that date
must have been, we are enabled, by the evidence
of the language, to discern that both J and Ε
belong to the best period of Hebrew literature,
free from the obscurity of the early and from the
insipidity of the later age.

The resemblance of these two documents to one
another in their contents, and their difference in
style and language, may best be illustrated by a
comparison of the parallel narratives in Gn 20 and
26, and in the accounts of the patriarchs Jacob
and Joseph.

J contains some of the most striking descrip-
tions in all Genesis; and there is probably no
Hebrew writing which in beauty of narrative,
vigour, simplicity, and artistic skill can be con-
sidered to surpass this document. To it we owe
the preservation of the famous stories of the Garden
of Eden ; of Cain and Abel; of Abraham and the
three angelic visitors; of Sodom and Gomorrah;
of the mission of Eliezer, the servant of Abraham;
of Judah and Tamar; of Judah's intercession with
Joseph.

Throughout his narrative, the writer of J keeps
prominently in view the spiritual and moral pur-
pose with which he indites his records of old time.
It is in this respect that he occupies the position
of a ' prophet'; he interprets the truths that
underlay the history of the past, and explains
God's dealings in the world and with His chosen
people.

' He is penetrated by the thought of Jehovah's
mercifulness, long-suffering, and covenant faithful-
ness. He delights to trace the successive stages
in the development of faith. It is he who tells how
Abraham "believed in the Lord, and He counted
it to him for righteousness." . . . The Jahwist
appears, in fact, to survey the field of history with
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lem sgnicace (Gn 9
(Ottley's Bampton Lectures,

the eye of mature spiritual experience; in the
lowly beginnings of Hebrew history he discerns
the divinely intended consummation—the ultimate
purpose which from the first filled the incidents of
ordinary life with solemn significance (Gn 1922ff·
16i2193iff. 2525ff. 499ff.)» (Ottley's Bampton Lectures
1897, pp. 119, 120).

Among the characteristic features of J's writing the following
deserve special mention :—

(1) The use of Jahweh (m.T) as the name of God.—Not, of
course, that the word Elohim was not known or used by him;
he does use it for the purpose of introducing a comparison be-
tween the human and the divine (Gn 3229- 31 3310), or when he
represents a non-Israelite speaking of the Deity to an Israelite,
or an Israelite to a non-Israelite (Gn 2013 40» 4116.25.28.32 4329).
He puts it into the mouth of the serpent (Gn 32). The name
Jahweh, on the other hand, in his narrative, is known to the
patriarchs and used by them; and the writer is not apparently
aware of the tradition that the name was first revealed to
Moses, as recorded in Ex 3. To an English reader, his use of
the sacred name appears an anachronism, or a not unnatural
anticipation of later general usage.

(2) J'8 use of words and phrases may be illustrated by—
lit. 'as thou comest to,' Gn lO1^** etc.

•$ Gn 4320 4418 (cf. Ex 410.13).
jn N?D ' find favour,' Gn 68 183 326 338.15 e tc .

τρπ nVv G n 2412> 1 4 · 4 9 ( u s e d a l s o h y E» G n 2 ° 1 3 2 l 2 3 4 ° 1 4 ) ·
Vli (euphemistic use), Gn 41. i?· 45 198 24I6 3826.
[J*;] (Hiph.) Gn 3038 3315 439 472.
) nV-jGn 1833 2415-19.19.22.
}ύ Gn 192 2423.

Gn 2521 (Cf. Ex 89· 28 923 10Π).
y Gn 223 1832 2934f. 3020 4630 ; vyy for «the younger,'

Gn 2523 4333 4814.
ΠΠΏφ ' maid-servant' (not ΠΟΝ), Gn 165 307 etc.
γρφη Gn 1816 1928.

(3) Grammar.—A preference for verbal suffixes, instead of ΠΝ
with suffixes.

Phrases such as 'and it came to pass,' 'D \T1, ΊψΗβ \Τϊ.
Emphatic use of Π? and JitfT.
Fondness for particles.
Use of precative NJ.

The portions of Genesis which are generally
assigned by critics to J are as follows :—

24b_4.26 £29 gl-8 <7l-5. 12. 16b. 17. 22. 23 g2b. 3a. 6-12.13b. 20-22

918-27 JQ8-19. 21. 24-30 JJ l-9. 28-30 J 2 1 " 4 a " 6 * 2 0 1 3 1 ' 5 ' 7 " l l a · 1 2 b " 1 8

] gib. 2. 4-14 J § 1 _ 1028. 30-38 2 ] > · 2 a · 33 2 2 2 0 ' 2 4 2 4 1 - 2 5 6 ' l l b ' 1 8 <

2i-26a. 27-34 2 6 1 " 3 3 ( e x c · 1 6 · 1 8 ) 2 7 1 ' 4 5 ( m a l n l y) 2 8 1 0 · 1 3 " 1 6 · 1 9 2 9 2 ' 1 4 ·
19-35 (exc. 28b. 29) ^01'23 (mainly). 24-42 3 J 1 . 3 (25-27. 38-40). 46. 48-50

324-i4.23.32 331-17 34(largely) 3 5 2 1 · 2 2 a [363 1-3 8] $ju-m»*aj)
38. 39. 4238-4434 4628-475·13*26·27a*29*31 49 l b-2 8 a 501"1 1·1 4.

The majority of critics incline to the view that J
was composed by a dweller in the Southern king-
dom ; and it is pointed out in support of this view
that the dwelling-place of Abraham, and possibly
also of Jacob, is, according to J , Hebron, and that
the leader of Joseph's brethren is Judah and not
Reuben. Such arguments are obviously precarious;
but the alternative opinion, that the writer be-
longed to the Northern kingdom, as Kuenen main-
tains, does not rest on any more convincing proofs.

(c) The Ε document in Genesis, like the J docu-
ment, has preserved many of the most interesting
features of the patriarchal narrative. To use
Driver's phrase, its narrative < ί α r n r k T

4 is more * objec-
tive," less consciously tinged by ethical and
theological reflexion than that of J. ' We owe
to it, however, the mention of many of the most
striking details to be found in the book. For
instance, the traditions preserved in connexion
with particular localities in Palestine are in Ε
chronicled with minuteness, e.g. the sacrifice on
Mt. Moriah (22), the pillar at Bethel (2818), and
that at Gilead (3145), the altar at Bethel (351·3·7),
and Rachel's burying-place (3520). The story of
Joseph is largely narrated from the sources which
Ε preserved ; and it is to Ε that we are indebted
for the record of the Philistine names Ahuzzath
and Phicol (2132), and the Egyptian names Potiphar
(31s6), Zaphenath-paneah and Asenath (4145).

VOL. I I . — I O

The most important sections from Ε embrace
Abraham's relations with Abimelech in 20 and 21,
the expulsion of Hagar and Ishmael 208*21, the
sacrifice of Isaac 221"19, Jacob's flight from Haran
and his league with Laban 31, and the story of
Joseph as related in 40. 41. 42 and 45.

It may be noticed that Ε makes frequent men-
tion of the means of divine revelation, whether by
dream (e.g. 206 2112 221 2811 3124 376 40) or by the
ministration of angels {e.g. 2117 2211 2812). * He
interprets in a religious spirit what he records,
and aims at bringing out the didactic significance
of events, e.g. Gn 5029' (Ottley, BL p. 119).

Among the characteristics of E's style, the following deserve
notice :—

(1) The name for God is ' Elohim' (D'ri1?^). The sacred name
mrp, according to E, was first revealed to Moses. Accordingly
it is not employed by Ε until after Ex 314. Other names are
also employed by him, as * ΕΓ % (Gn 3320 35? 463) a n d ' Adonai *
γΐΚ (Gn 204).

The name ' Jacob' is preferred by E, even after the narrative
in Gn 32 with its account of the origin of the name Israel.

(2) Use of words and phrases—
1 n 2111· 25.

j n 424· 38 4429.

Π»Κ, not nn??>, Gn 2 0 " 2110-12.13 303 3133.

hyi (vb. and noun) Gn 203.

^ 3 Gn 4511 47 1 2 5021.

22b Gn 205- 6 3126.

Archaic words preserved in E—

n:DK Gn 2012.

73,'subst. = ' position,' Gn 4013 4113.
adj. =«honest,1 Gn 42"· i»· 31-34.

DriiD Gn 317· 41.
1ΓΙ3 Gn 408· 9 418. 9.

(3) Grammatical usages-
la) A marked preference for the use of η Ν with the pronom.

suffix instead of attaching the suffix to the verb.
(b) Rare uses of the Infinitive—

πτι for nin, Gn 463.
ii^, *&'i Υ Gn 3128 5020.

n'vr\ Gn 48ii.
(c) The connexion of loosely attached passages by such

phrases as n|?N«l Ώ^γιη ")ΠΧ \T} Gn 221 401 481.
And the colloquial and somewhat redundant phrases pre-

fixed to the interchange of speech, e.g. 'And . . . said (or,
called), and he answered, Here am I,' etc., Gn 221· 7.11 etc.

The chief portions of the narrative assigned to
Ε are the following (and it will be observed t h a t
they are first to be identified in the story of Abra-
ham) ; 15 (portions, according to some scholars),
e.g. parts of vv.1· 2· 3 · δ 201'17 218"3 2 22 1" 1 4 · 1 9 2811· 1 2·
17. is. 20-22 291· ΐδ-1830 (port ions), 31 2 · 4- 4 7 · (exc* 1 8 b ) 3 2 3 · 1 3 b - 2 2

QQ5b. 18b-20 35I-8. 16-20 g'72b-ll. 14a. 18. 19. 22-24. 28a. 28c-30. 3d

40 (showing some influence of J) 411"45· 5°-57 421-37

451-465 481· 2· 8"22 5015"26.
That Ε represents an Ephraimitic tradition is

the generally accepted opinion. This is based
upon the prominence given in its narrative to
places and persons with which tradition in the
Northern kingdom would presumably be closer in
sympathy than tradition in the Southern. Joseph,
the father of Ephraim, is the most conspicuous
personage in the narrat ive; and Reuben, not
Judah, is the foremost of his brethren. Bethel
and Shechem, both sacred places in the Northern
kingdom, are particularly mentioned in E. The
sojourn of Abraham is not at Hebron, but at
Beersheba and Gerar ; tha t of Jacob, a t Beersheba
and Shechem.

(d) The work of combining JE and Ρ is attri-
buted to the redactor or redactors (R), who ' chose
from his sources what was most suited to the plan
of his work.' His method is thus admirably and
succinctly described by Spurrell: * Sometimes he
merely takes small extracts from one document
(e.g. 417'24 61"4 3032"42, merely small portions of fuller
accounts), or notices individual points (e.g. 1Ϊ29

Jiska mentioned; 2012 the relationship between
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Abram and Sarai, cf. 2822 [see 357] 4822). At other
times the portions taken from the documents are
quoted in full, and for the most part are verbally
transferred from the original {e.g. the narratives
in Ρ up to II26), and sometimes, again, whole
passages from one document are omitted, possibly
because they were at variance with the accounts
given by the others (see in Ρ the brief accounts in
II 2 7* 3 2; the omission of the introduction to the
history of Abram, previous to ch. 12; of the
divine manifestation to Isaac, see 3512; of the
sojourn of Jacob in Paddan-aram; of all the
history of Joseph prior to Jacob's arrival in Egypt).
Frequently extracts from J are given in an abridged
form, in order that Ρ may be reported more fully
(cf. 25ί· 425ί·, the Story of Creation, and the Table
of Nations, J), and 16*5f· 212ff· 257ff·, 324 3528f· P. Else-
where, however, in the story of the patriarchs the
extracts from J are abridged in favour of E. With
the exception of the history of Joseph, Ε contains
(from ch. 20 onwards) fewer passages which are
verbally reported. Usually the portions in Ε are
expanded by notices from J, or anything worth
recording in Ε is incorporated into the narrative
of J. When combining his sources, the compiler,
as far as possible, or as far as he deemed necessary,
appears to have taken the narrative verbally from
each and inserted both in his book (cf. ch. 2f.
side by side with 1, ch. 27 side by side with 2634f*
and 281"9; 483"7 side by side with 489'22). Else-
where, as, for example, where the event need only
be quoted from one document (e.g. the birtn
or death of any person), he selects his account
from one source, even though the same event be
recorded in more than one document. In other
cases the compiler found two accounts in the
documents before him, agreeing in the main but
differing in details; he would then weave one
account into the other, omitting from each what
could not be reconciled, and choosing from both
what best suited the plan of his work (cf. chs.
7f. 10. 16. 25. 27-37. 39-50). It was not always
possible, without further revision, to place side by
side or to weld together the individual extracts
from two or three sources. So it was necessary
to eliminate what was contradictory from one or
other of the documents (e.g. 2117ff· explanation of
Ishmael's name, 328 of Mahanaim, 3310 of Peniel,
cf. 3125), or to insert here and there small additions
or remarks in order to fill up gaps and remove
contradictions. So 425 1024 2114 26la· 1 5 · 1 8 35° 375b·8b·
391.20 43i4 4 6 i i T o t h e d e s i r e t o p r o ( i u c e a r e adable

whole, may be attributed the accommodation
necessary to preserve consistency in the use of
the names Abram and Sarai in all passages
previous to ch. 17, of the double name Yahweh-
Elohim in chs. 2-3 ; also the change of Elohim
into Yahweh in 171 211. Another expedient was
frequently employed with the same object in view,
viz. transposing entire portions of the narrative
(so II1"9 1210-20 25M- l lb 2521ff· 4712tf·), or of brief
notices (so 24a· 3145-80 3726 etc.), consequently R
was obliged to insert all kinds of small additions;
cf. I1 918 131·3f· 2462. In other passages the sources
are loosely combined (e.g. 77-9.22^. 31451̂  c h
36. 468'27), the compiler now and then making
additions of his own to bring the documents into
harmony (e.g. 2134 2746 355 4612"20). Explanatory
glosses are also found (e.g. 2018 3147 356, and ch.
14, where they are numerous), some of which may
be due to a later corrector. All kinds of little
additions occur, which are probably not derived
from the sources themselves, but were inserted,
either when the sources were welded together into
one work, or some time after this. These inser-
tions were added partly to explain the object of
the narrative (1512"16 22'15"18 263b"5), partly to make
it harmonize with statements occurring elsewhere

(2518b 3522*, perhaps 415a), and partly to introduce
new notices, or new phases of tradition which were
not mentioned in the three chief documents (109

32^; perhaps 210"14, and in 1014; l l 2 8 b 31b 157 222,
etc.). Sometimes possibly use was also made of
materials taken from other sources than J, E, and
Ρ (e.g. perhaps in ch. 14).'—Spurrell, Genesis2, pp.
lxi-lxiii. Whether the work of combining the
narratives of J and Ε was effected by one writer, or
was the result of a gradual process directed and
influenced by a group or succession of * prophetic'
men, must be left to conjecture. Some scholars,
however, are prepared to give an unhesitating
reply. 'That the compiler of JE was a Judsean
is clear,' says Fripp, * from 222, where he has sub-
stituted "Moriah" for some Ephraimite name; and
that he was not far removed from the Deuterono-
mist we may see in 1819· 23-33a, in the kindred pas-
sages 1316 15. 1610 1818 2217·18 264 3212 (cf. Dt I1 0 1022

2862), and still more plainly in265' (The Composition
of the Book of Genesis, p. 18).

v. THE HISTORICAL VALUE OF THE BOOK.—
Doubtless, the views that are held upon the his-
torical character of Genesis depend in great measure
upon the conception which is entertained of * in-
spiration.' The book itself makes no claim to
being in any way supernaturally furnished with
means of information. The writers and compilers
appear to have made use of their materials in the
same fashion as other writers of their day. There
is no indication in this, or in other books of
Scripture, that Revelation communicated to man
a knowledge of facts that were ascertainable by
human means.

The early narratives of Genesis respecting the
Creation, the Fall, and the Flood are Dased upon
myths and traditions which the Israelites inherited
in common with other branches of the Semitic
family. The labours of Rawlinson, Lenormant,
George Smith, Schrader, Sayce, and others have
shown indisputably the affinity of the Israelite
with the Chaldsean cosmogony. And it has often
been pointed out that the Israelite version of the
myth is free from the puerilities and superstitions
inalienable from the polytheism of the Babylonian
version. * Where the Assyrian or Babylonian poet,'
says Sayce, 'saw the action of deified forces of
nature, the Hebrew writer sees only the will of
the one supreme God' (HCM p. 71). This assists
us to form a judgment upon the true character of
these early chapters. The story of the beginnings
of the world and of mankind is told, not with a
scientific but with a religious purpose. The old-
world myths, or tales of Semitic folk-lore, were
employed for the purpose of setting forth in their
true light — as discerned through the revealing
spirit of J"—the unchanging verities respecting
the nature of God, of man, and of the created
universe (cf. Ryle, Early Narratives of Genesis).

The story of the Flood is doubtless drawn from
the reminiscence of a fearful devastation by water
at some very remote period. The striking resem-
blance between it and the so-called ' poem of
Izdubar,' contained in the cuneiform texts trans-
lated by Geo. Smith (1872), illustrates the similar
treatmentof semi-mythical, semi-historical material
by the Israelite writers. The Genesis account
presents many insuperable objections, if it were
necessary to accept it as a literally accurate record.
But the purpose of the narration is not scientific,
but religious; it is obviously intended to depict
the divine displeasure against sin, and the divine
favour towards the upright and God-fearing. On
the other hand, there seems no reason to call in
question the occurrence of some terrible overthrow
by water that laid waste the Euphrates Valley,
or the wonderful deliverance of a few indi-
viduals. The reminiscence of these events was
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variously enshrined in versions of a common
Semitic legend.

The narrative of the patriarchs stands midway
between the Flood tradition and the Mosaic his-
tory. As compared with the former, it marks a
great advance in the direction of the historic;
relatively to the latter, it still belongs to a pre-
historic age. The narrative has come down to us
through the medium of documents, whose com-
position, in the form familiar to us, must have
been separated by many centuries from the in-
cidents which they relate. On the other hand,
there is no reason to doubt that the stories respect-
ing the Israelite ancestors rest upon a foundation
of historic fact. The attempts to resolve the
patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, into
abstract personifications of tribes, or into primitive
tribal gods, have admittedly failed. Without the
patriarchs ' the religious position of Moses,' says
Kittel {Hist, of the Hebrews, p. 174),' stands before
us unsupported and incomprehensible.' It is very
possible, indeed most probable, that the picture
which has been preserved of the patriarchs derives
much of its colouring from the thought and cir-
cumstances of a later period, and in particular
from the prophetic treatment of the people's
history.

Nor can it be questioned that the relationship
of tribes and clans is represented in the patriarchal
narrative under the symbol of a family genealogy.
The primitive connexion of Israel with the peoples
round about—Ammon, Moab, Amalek, Ishmael,
Edom—is presented to us under the imagery of
incidents occurring in the history of a single
family during one or two generations. The stories
of common folk-lore, deriving proper names from
various incidents, are incorporated along with
narratives of didactic purpose and deep spiritual
import, e.g. the call of Abraham and the visions
of Jacob. The memory of the great forefathers of
the nation was idealized by the prophetic and
priestly writers. But they preserved a living
tradition of real men and actual experience.

The difficulty which besets the modern student
is how to distinguish the substratum of actual
history from the accretion of later legend and from
the symbolism of Eastern description. The task is
one which will probably defy all the attempts of
existing scholarship. Future discoveries may bring
fresh light to bear upon the patriarchal narrative.
For the present, important as recent discoveries
have been in illustrating the Genesis narrative, they
have not supplied us with any certain data for its
chronology. Thus, while the credibility of an
Elamite invasion, as mentioned in Gn 14, has been
confirmed, in the opinion of competent scholars,
by the evidence of cuneiform inscriptions, we have
not yet arrived at any settled conclusion as to the
century to which the events should be assigned.
While the Babylonian equivalent to the name
Abraham has been found in the inscriptions,
neither he nor Isaac nor Jacob nor Joseph have
yet been identified in the monuments. The
identification of Y'kb'ar and Y'sp'r, by which some
scholars transliterated Nos. 102 and 78 in the list
of towns and places conquered by Tahutmes III. in
his campaign against Palestine and Syria, with
YaVobel and Yosephel, Jacob and Joseph, would
not, supposing it to be accurate, throw any light
upon the historical problem. It would, at the most,
afford evidence that the names Jacob and Joseph
had been current in Palestine as the names of
localities and districts ' centuries before the time
of Moses* (cf. Dillmann, Gen. ii. 4, Eng. tr.).

Again, while we gather from the Tel el-Amarna
tablets that the officials in the towns of Palestine
and Phoenicia, as well as of Egypt, were wont, in
the 15th cent. B.C., to employ the cuneiform char-

acter in their diplomatic and state correspondence,
we are brought no nearer to the determination of
the question, when the Palestinian (Phoenician.
Hebrew) writing was first adopted, or whether the
nomad Hebrews employed writing.

To maintain that oecause cuneiform writing
was practised in Palestine in the 15th cent, by
official scribes for state correspondence, the ex-
isting patriarchal narratives are therefore based
upon Hebrew transcriptions of cuneiform chron-
icles which were contemporary with the events, is
to leap over several stages of the argument. A
comparison of the Tel el-Amarna tablets with the
patriarchal narrative confronts us with the fact
that no one from reading the Genesis account
could form any conception of the political con-
dition of Palestine, as it really was, during the
patriarchal period. With the isolated exception
of the reference to historical details in Gn 14lir·,
the lives of the Hebrew patriarchs furnish no
clue to the history of the centuries that cor-
respond to the period of patriarchal sojourn in
Palestine.

The story of Joseph shows abundant signs of
acquaintance with Egyptian life and customs.
But there is no appearance of its having been
committed to writing in Egypt or by any con-
temporary. The dynastic name of the king of
Egypt is alone given, i.e. Pharaoh; but we are
nowhere told either his own name or that of the
capital in which he resided. Accordingly, while
some have contended that the mention of the
Egyptian hatred for strangers indicates a period
subsequent to the domination of the Hyksos,
others have held that the elevation of Joseph, a
shepherd by birth, to the highest office in the
kingdom could have occurred only under a Hyksos
dynasty. The Egyptian monuments have hitherto
failed to give the name of Joseph ; and the mention
of a prolonged famine in the el-Kab inscription
illustrates, but cannot with any certainty be
identified with, the Genesis narrative. The
measures taken by Joseph (Gn 47) in consequence
of the famine doubtless correspond to Egyptian
institutions known to the writer; but hitherto no
account of them has been found in other quarters.

The evidence of the monuments, which has in
recent years so copiously illustrated the biblical
narrative, has not yet contributed with any cer-
tainty to the establishment of the literal historical
accuracy of the patriarchal story.

The result may be disappointing; but the
evidence at our disposal does not at present justify
us in claiming more than that the general outline
of the narrative is historical, and that the Mosaic
epoch presupposes the patriarchal age. 'The
historian may complain with Kuenen (see The
Religion of Israel, vol. i. p. 113) that the strictly
historical kernel which can be safely extracted
from such a book as Genesis is vague and more or
less indefinite. The fact is that the great figures
of the patriarchal period are presented to us in
narratives "of which,"says Prof. G. A. Smith, " i t
is simply impossible for us at this time of day to
establish the accuracy." We have simply to accept
the fact that in the present state of our know-
ledge there are no clear criteria by which to
distinguish precisely the historical nucleus con-
tained in the patriarchal narratives from the
idealized picture. If there is uncertainty on this
point, we can only conclude that knowledge of the
precise details of the history is not of vital im-
portance' (Ottley, BL p. 130 f.).

vi. THE RELIGIOUS TEACHING OF THE BOOK.—
A consideration of the religious value of Genesis
reveals to us its true character and purpose. The
Scriptures were written for religious instruction ;
and in no book of the OT are the treasures of
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theology to be found so close, as it were, beneath
the surface as in the Book of Genesis.

1. The foundations of a true and spiritual religion
are contained in the teaching of the early chapters
of Genesis. Through the medium of the prehistoric
legend, the Israelite writers communicated to their
countrymen that which was revealed to them by
the Divine Spirit concerning the Being and Nature
of God, the origin and first perfection of the God-
created universe, the origin of man, the nature
and growth of sin, God's love toward man and
His purpose of redemption. The narratives of the
Creation and of the Fall present pictorially spiritual
truths respecting man's nature, his need of restora-
tion, and his capacity for a progressive development.

2. In the narrative of the patriarchs the redemp-
tive purpose is unfolded by the gradual process of
election (Ro9n), the principle of which had already
been indicated in the contrast of Cain and Abel,
of the Cainites and the Sethites. The well-known
stories of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob were selected
and arranged to minister to the purpose of re-
ligious teaching ; and foremost stood the thought
that God's love had alone determined the choice of
the man and of the family from which should come
the nation destined to be the channel of blessing
to the world (Gn 123 1314 155 175 1817"19 2216 263·4

35n 4816). This principle of election is pointedly
emphasized in the providence which shields Sarai
and Rebekah (Gn 12. 20. 26) from harm, and
grants to them the gift of children in a quasi-
miraculous manner (Gn 1715"201811"15 216"8 2520·21·26).
The narrative, too, lays stress upon the divine
choice by disposing of the collateral lines in the
chosen family before passing on to the detailed
account of the particular person on whom God's
favour has rested {e.g. the family of Japheth,
Ham, and Shem, Gn ΙΟ2· 6 · 2 1 ; the generations of
Shem and Terah, II1 0· 2 7 ; the story of Lot, 18. 19;
the collateral branches of Abraham's family, pre-
ceding the story of Isaac, 251·1 9; the generations of
Esau, preceding the story of Joseph, 36).

3. Akin to this treatment of election is the
prominence given to the conception of God as One
who was in communion with the children of men,
though in an especial manner He revealed Himself
to those whom He had chosen. That God showed
favour to Abel's sacrifice is thus scarcely more
significant than that He held converse with Cain
the murderer. That He appeared to Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob was not more suggestive of His
relation towards mankind than His appearance to
Abimelech (203) and to Laban (3124). The honour
paid by Abraham to Melchizedek typified the
recognition of divine power and love transcend-
ing the limits of a national covenant (Gn 14). At
the same time, the story of ' the priest of God
Most High' (1418) illustrated the possession of that
basis of instructive national religion, the abiding
witness of God within man, upon which alone
the structure of revelation could stand. With
the people of His choice, God is represented as
holding communion under the most anthropomor-
phic conditions {e.g. Gn 16. 18. 28). But the con-
stitution of the covenant with Noah is ratified by
the sacrament of the * bow' (98'17), and the covenant
with Abraham by that of * circumcision' (17).
And the lesson was thus conveyed to Israel that
the phenomena of the physical world are pledges
and emblems of a moral purpose overruling all,
and that a common—if not almost universal—rite
among Semitic races could be set apart and conse-
crated for the spiritual purposes of the service of
the God of revelation.

$. The principle of progressiveness in the re-
ligious teaching of Israel is illustrated in Genesis
by the three great stages of divine self-manifesta-
tion in the history of mankind, represented by the

judgment in the Garden of Eden, by the visitation
of the Flood, and by the calling of Abraham.
Similarly, the record of God's dealings with the
chosen man, the chosen family, and the chosen
clan, lead up to the formation of the chosen
nation, the history of which commences in the
Book of Exodus.

The first anticipations of the Messianic hope
are expressed in the promise of victory over the
power of evil proclaimed in the so-called Prot-
evangelium of Gn 315. These receive a narrower
definition in the promise made to Abraham that
all the families of the earth should bless them-
selves in him (Gn 123·4). In Gn 4911 the allusion to
a personal Messiah has been much disputed; but,
whatever explanation be given of the words
rendered 'until Shiloh come,' the significance of
this passage in the ancient 'blessing of Jacob'
consists in its identification of the ultimate glory
of Israel with the sovereignty impersonated by
Judah.

Space forbids us to go further into detail re-
specting the religious teaching of Genesis. It has
been well summed up in the following words :
'The Book of Genesis is the true and original
birthplace of all theology. It contains those ideas
of God and man, of righteousness and judgment,
of responsibility and moral government, of failure
and hope, which are presupposed through the rest
of the Old Testament, and which prepare the way
for the mission of Christ' (Girdlestone, The Founda-
tions of the Bible, p. 155).

LITERATURE.—For the structure of Genesis, the English
student is now well equipped with the recent literature on the
subject: Driver, LOT; Addis, Documents of the Hexateuch;
Fripp, Composition of the Book of Genesis ; C. J. Ball, ' Book of
Genesis,' SBOT; and Spurrell, Notes on the Text of Genesis.
The fullest complete commentaries are those by Dillmann and
Delitzsch (both now translated into English ; Edinburgh : T. &
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of Schultz, Oehler, Riehm.

The reader may also consult Miss Wedgwood, Message of
Israel; Watson, The Book Genesis; Ottley, Aspects of the Old
Test.; Westcott, Faith of the Gospel; Ryle, Early Narratives
of Genesis. Η. Ε. RYLE.

GENNJEUS, AV GENNEUS (TepvaTos, Ttuveos A,
2 Mac 122).—The father of Apollonius, who was
the Syrian commander (στρατηγό?) of a district in
Pal. under Antiochus V. Eupator.

GENNESARET, LAKE OF (Lk 5 1 ; in 1 Mac 11CT

GENNESARETH).—See GALILEE, SEA OF.

GENNESARET, LAND OF {η yrj Τεννησα,ρέτ,
Mt 1334, cf. Mk 653) deserves special attention,
(1) because of its connexion with our Lord, (2)
because of the estimation in which it was held
by the inhabitants of the country, and (3) because
of the account which Josephus has given of its
wonderful fertility and loveliness. The place re-
ferred to was on the W. side of the Sea of Galilee
and towards its N. end. Directly opposite to it
on the E. side of the lake there is a corresponding
plain which, however, lacks the characteristics
that have made the one on the W. side widely
famous. The miraculous feeding of the five thou-
sand took place on the E. plain (Mt 141*"21, cf. the
other Gospels), immediately after which Christ
sent His disciples by ship ' to the other side.'
According to Mk they were directed to go to-
wards Bethsaida (645); according to Jn they went,
without instructions, ' towards Capernaum' (617);
but the storm—at that season the strong current
of the Jordan would have carried them in spite
of themselves out of their course to the S.—com-
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pelled them to anchor 'in the land of G.' Beth-
saida, Capernaum, and the land of G. are, in our
judgment, mentioned in their natural order. The
very next act of our Lord mentioned was at
Capernaum, leading us to suppose that that place
was nearer ' the land of G.' than Bethsaida.

This plain, which is one of the most charming
spots in Pal., is about one mile broad and two and
a half miles long, having Khan Minyeh on the
N. and Mejdel, the ancient Magdala, on the S.
The famous pass of Wady IJamam leads up through
the mountains on the W. towards the Mediter-
ranean. Josephus says, 'Such is the fertility of
the soil that it rejects no plant, and accordingly
all are here cultivated by the husbandman, for so
genial is the air that it suits every variety. The
walnut, which delights beyond other trees in a
wintry climate, grows here luxuriantly, together
with the palm, which is nourished by the heat,
and near to these are figs and olives to which a
milder atmosphere has been assigned.' Not only
does Nature in her ambition here 'nourish fruits
of opposite climes, but she maintains a continual
supply of them. Thus she produces those most
royal of all, the grape and the fig, during ten
months without intermission, while the other
varieties ripen the year round.' The 'fertilising
spring which irrigates the plain,' according to
this author, was prob. the fountain at et-Tabigha,
which was led in a rock-cut channel round the
ledge at Khan Minyeh. 'Ain Mudawareh, which
has been suggested as the fountain referred to, is
quite out of the question (Wars, III. x. 8).

The Rabbis were as enthusiastic in their praise
of this 'garden of princes' as was Josephus. It
was to them a veritable 'paradise.' Its fruits
were prized for their wonderful sweetness, but
they were not found at Jerus. at the feasts,
and the reason given was that no one should be
tempted to come to the feasts merely for the sake
of enjoying those fruits (Bab. Talmud, Pesachim,
86 ; Neubauer, Geog. du Talm. 45 f.).

S. MERRILL.
GENTILES is one equivalent of the Heb. goiim

(oyi-i), which is represented in EV also by such
renderings as 'nations' and 'heathen.' RV very
frequently replaces AV 'Gentiles' by 'nations.'

*'Ί2 (goi) has the same root meaning as U]iQamt 'people'), which
occurs more than 1500 times in OT. In their primary sense of
a connected body (cf. Dt 3221 and Driver's note), goi and 'am are
both applied even to troops or herds of animals (Jl 16, Pr
3025.26). So the plur. forms goiim and 'ammtm, like the later
Uummim, have the general sense of nations or peoples.
Ultimately, however, linguistic usage confined the application
of the sing, 'am, with rare exceptions (e.g. Gn 26*1 of the
Philistines, Ex 9*6 of the Egyptians), to the people of Isr., while
the sing, goi was prevailingly, though not exclusively, applied
to other nations (in Is I 4 Zeph 29 goi and 'am are both used to
designate Isr.). A similar distinction rules the use in LXX of
ιθνος and λα,ός, which correspond to *n and cy respectively. In
NT we find (Lk 232) T ^ ifjVV) opposed to τω λχω θίου Ίο-ρα,γιλ,
although Wvos is pretty frequently used of Isr., and that without
any disparaging intention (e.g. Lk 75 232, Jn 1148.51.52 1835 Ac
1022 243.10.17 26^ 2819).

Goiim (D?13* nations,' or ο:Ϊ3Γΐ"7|' all the nations') occurs very
freq. in OT as a designation of 'non-Jewish peoples (1 S 85· 20,
2 Κ 1833 19", 1 Ch 14" 1624, 2 Ch 3223 3614, Neh 5", Ps 7910
1064? etc.). The phrase giltl haggoiim (Dyian h'bz 'circle of
the nations') was applied to a district in the N. of Pal., whose
population contained a large Gentile element. It is most
familiar to us under its NT form 'Galilee of the Gentiles'(Mt
415). The LXX equivalent of 0?ia 13 ϊβνκ, which is the regular
term for Gentiles in NT as well as in Apocr. (e.g. 1 Es 569 889,
Wis 1411 Ιδ1^). The form εθνικοί occurs in NT three times (Mt

•drdzoth,« the lands»(ΠΊ^ΚΠ, more fully ΓήίΠΝΓτ «gy or JVu?DD
Γ)ί:ηκπ ' peoples or kingdoms of the lands ')· This term is char-
acteristic of late Heb. (occurring 23 times in Ezk and 22 times
in Ch, cf. Jer 1615, Dn 97 1140.42, p s 10544 iO627 1073 1169).

In NT "Ελληνκ ('Greeks') is sometimes used, especially by St.
Paul, as syn. with Gentiles (Ro 29, 1 Co 1213 etc.). The same
writer employs Wwi in a twofold sense, either as = pagan Gentiles

in opposition to the Jews (Ro 214 32 9, Gal 28) or as=Gentile in
opposition to Jewish Christians (Ro 1113, Gal 212.14). This
double usage is well illustrated by comparing Eph 31 with 417, in
both of which passages iQvn is used; but in the first it is simply
a mark of nationality, while in the second it has a moral touch,
as is often the case with goiim in OT and έθνη in the Apocr.,
where Gentiles is sometimes practically equivalent to heathen
(2 Κ 163 212, Ezr 621, Ps 21· 8, Jer 102 e t c ) . From this point of
view roe, Ww,, the nations outside Isr., have no part in the
covenants of promise (Eph 212), hence the emphasis which NT
lays upon the new order of things when the mystery of the
gospel (Eph 619) is made known (Ac 10-»5 n i s 159 etc.), until,
finally, the difference between Jew and Gentile having di

d th d W ( h t h ) b i l d t
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appeared, the word Wwi (heathen) may be simply opposed to the
( i t d ) C h i t i C h h (1 C 511020 122 l Th 45,1 Ρ 212)

,
g dis-

a p p , t o Wwi ( e t ) y p y ppos to th
(united) Christian Church (1 Co 511020 122, l Th 45,1 Ρ 212).

Israel's attitude towards other nations, never
marked by much cordiality, underwent most
important modifications in the post-exilic period.
The reformation of Ezra deliberately aimed at
fostering that spirit of exclusiveness which gave
so much offence to the Gentile world, and which
lent not a little colour to the charge of Tacitus
{Hist. v. 5, cf. 1 Th 215) and others, that the Jews
were enemies of the human race. Even to enter
the house of a Gentile, and much more to eat with
him, involved ceremonial uncleanness (Jn 1828,
Ac 1028 II3). In the Talm. (Aboda Zara, i. 1, 2) we
find it enacted that for three days before and after
a heathen festival it was unlawful to transact
business with G., to lend to or borrow from them,
to pay money to or receive it from them. Side
by side, indeed, with this exclusiveness, a prose-
lytizing tendency was developed, to which we
find allusions both in Jos. and NT {Ant. XX. ii.-iv.,
Mt 2315). By what seems at first a strange incon-
sistency, but which is easily susceptible of explana-
tion, even G. who were not proselytes might have
sacrifices offered in the temple. This, which is
implied in Lv 2225, is expressly asserted by Jos.
{c. Ap. ii. 5; Wars, II. xvii. 2-4; Ant. XI. viii. 5,
xiii. viii. 2, xvi. ii. 1, XVIII. v. 3 ; cf. 1 Mac 7s3).
But that the G. could enter into full participation
in the blessings of salvation except through the
portal of Judaism, wras an idea that dawned very
slowly upon the minds even of some of the apostles
of our Lord. The OT prophets suffered from the
same limitations of vision. Even Deutero- Isaiah,
who delights to describe the mission of Isr. to be a
light to the G. (Is 426 496), doubtless regarded con-
formity to Israel's law as necessary on the part of
the latter. It is true that Isaiah himself reaches
the sublime conception of Egypt and Assyria being,
equally with Israel, the object of God's complacency
(Is 1923"25), and that something approaching the
conception of a universal religion set free from
every trammel of national individuality is reached
in Is 566'7 and Zeph 39·10. But these exceptions
simply prove the rule. Even the Hel. Jews did
not necessarily through contact with the G. rise
superior to the ancestral contempt for everything
outside the pale of Judaism. On the contrary,
their pride and exclusiveness were sometimes
intensified, as we see from the bitter opposition
with which they met the work of St. Paul. And
in the Christian Church itself there was con-
siderable friction between Jewish and G. Chris-
tians—a fact which, in spite of the exaggerated
importance attached to it by the Tubingen school,
must never be left out of account in our con-
struction of the early history of the Church. See
further FOREIGNER, HEATHEN, PAUL, PROPHECY,
PROSELYTE.

LITERATURE.— Schiirer, HJP 11. i. 51-56, 299-305, ii. 291-327,
iii. 253, 268 f.; Briggs, Mess. Proph. 207, 391; W. R. Smith,
Proph. of Isr. 336; Oehler, OT Theol. i. 261, ii. 363, 373, 398;
Weiss, NT Theol. i. 129, ii. 17, 180, 289 f.; Weizsacker, Apost.
Age, i. 92 f.; Reuss, Thool. Chrit. au siecle apost. i. 353 f.; Baur,
Paulus, i. 119 f.; Pfleiderer, Paulinismus, 275 f.; Farrar, St.
Paul, i. 258, 285 f.; Trench, NT Syn. 352 f.; Thayer and Cremei
*. tdvos, Έλλ^, Kotos ; also Literature of art. FOREIGNER.

J. A. SELBIE.
GENTILES, COURT OF.—See TEMPLE.
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GENTLENESS.—The word 'gentle' does not
occur in OT except in RV of Jer II 1 9, which tr9 BOS
r\&# ' a gentle lamb,' where AV has ' a lamb or an
ox.' It occurs five times in NT (AV). In 1 Th 27

and 2 Ti 224 it corresponds to ήπιο*; it is the char-
acter proper to a nurse among trying children, or
a teacher with refractory pupils. The RV keeps
* gentle' in both these passages, and it would be
hard to find a better word. In Tit 32, Ja 317, 1 Ρ 218

' gentle' is the AV tr. of επιεικής. The difficulty
of this word is shown by the fact that in 1 Ti 33 it
is rendered 'patient,' while in Ph 45 τό επιεικές
ύμωνίδίτ. ' your moderation.' Yet RV uniformly
renders επιεικής ' gentle,' and in Ph 45, though it
displaces ' moderation' by ' forbearance,' it puts
' gentleness' in the margin.

The general idea of the word ' επιεικής' is that
which is suggested by equity as opposed to strict
legal justice; it expresses the quality of consider-
ateness, of readiness to look humanely and reason-
ably at the facts of a case. There is a good
discussion of it in Trench, Syn. § xliii. : he thinks
there are no words in English which answer
exactly to it, the ideas of equity and fairness,
which are essential to its import, usually getting
less than justice in the proposed equivalents. As
opposed to πραύτψ, ' meekness,' it is not easy to
draw any other distinction than that πραύτης is
more inward and passive, a disposition or habit of
the mind itself; επιείκεια, 'gentleness,' is shown
actively in relation to others. These words are
found together, as characteristic of Christ, in
2 Co 101; επιείκεια occurs once again in Ac 244, but
here both AV and RV render it 'clemency.'
' Gentleness' in Gal 522 is χρηστότης, a word which
rather means 'goodness' or 'kindness.' The
corresponding adjective is rendered in various
places ' good,' c kind,' ' gracious,' ' easy.'

The only occurrence of ' gentleness' in OT is
2 S 2236 = Ps 1835 'Thy gentleness hath made me
great.' The RV keeps 'gentleness' in the text,
but gives ' condescension' in the margin, which is
much better. It is properly ' thy lowliness' (ΊφίΗ),
i.e., as Cheyne explains it, ' thy fellow-feeling
with the lowly.' The key to the meaning is found
in comparing such passages as Ps 1135f·, Is 5715,
Zee 99, Mt II 2 9. The rendering of 2 S 2236 in LXX,
η υπακοή σον έπλήθυνέν με, agrees with the MT ?|flij£
{ή ά = ΰπακούειν). J . DENNEY.

GENUBATH (n̂ aa, cf. Palmyrene κ η , g ,
No. 137, Υανηβάθ AB Luc.).—Son of Hadad, the
fugitive Edomite prince, by the sister of Tahpenes
queen of the Pharaoh who ruled Egypt at the
close of the reign of David and the commencement
of that of Solomon. Genubath was weaned by
queen Tahpenes, and brought up in the palace
among the sons of Pharaoh (1 Κ II1 9· 20).

C. F. BURNEY.
GEOGRAPHY.—See PALESTINE, WORLD.

GEOLOGY OF PALESTINE.—In dealing with
this subject the name 'Palestine' will be taken
in its widest sense to include both the western
and eastern sections of country lying on either
side of the Jordan-Arabah depression, as well
as the mountainous region of Sinai on the south.

There are few countries in which the physical
features more clearly indicate the internal geo-
logical structure than that we have now to con-
sider ; hence, in dealing with these features under
distinct heads, we shall have to explain how they
are dependent on the nature and position of the
formations of which they are constructed.

i. PHYSICAL DIVISIONS.—The whole region is
physically divisible into five sections or tracts of
country, which the student of Scripture will find
to be curiously interwoven with the historical

events and incidents therein recorded. Indeed
it may be said that without some knowledge of
the features of Palestine it is impossible to under-
stand accurately, or to grasp in their full meaning,
many of the most important events of Bible his-
tory. Many of the articles in this work will serve
to illustrate this statement.

1. The Maritime Plain.—The first of these
physical tracts is the Maritime Plain, stretching
along the Mediterranean coast from the Delta of
the Nile to the base of Carmel, and including the
land of Philistia and part of Phoenicia. Historic-
ally, ' the River of Egypt' (Wady el-Arish), a
waterless dell emptying into Lake Serbonis, should
be regarded as the western border of Palestine,
but physically it is not of importance. The Mari-
time Plain consists of a series of low, undulating
hills and wide valleys rising into levels of 300 to
400 ft. above the sea inwards to the base of the
central tableland; or, west of Gaza, gradually
merging into the elevated plain of the Badiet et-
Tih. It is composed of sand, gravel, and soft
calcareous sandstone; but considerable areas are
covered by a rich brownish loam with exceedingly
fertile properties, capable of producing wheat and
other plants in abundance. Throughout almost
its whole length the coast is bordered by a range
of sandhills—sometimes rising to a height of 150
ft.—which are ever moving inland, impelled by
the westerly winds, except where hindered by
natural or artificial barriers; the natural barriers
being streams. North of Carmel, the plain of
Esdraelon {Sanjak Akka) is the representative of
the Maritime Plain of Philistia, and it extends
northwards with a gradually narrowing breadth
to the mouth of the Nahr el-Kelb at Beirut.
This line of coast was originally decorated with
palm trees, and gave rise to the name of Phoenicia,
by which it is known in ancient history.

2. The Tableland of Western Palestine and the
Desert of the Tih.—This forms the central and
largest physical district of Palestine, stretching
from the base of the Lebanon to the northern
margin of the mountainous region of Sinai. On
the west it is bounded by the low-lying Maritime
tract just described, except where the bold head-
land of Mount Carmel thrusts itself out into the
very waters of the Mediterranean; and on the
east by the deep depression of the Jordan-Arabah
Valley. Along its centre it consists of an elevated
plateau of limestone; or, more frequently, of a
narrow ridge invaded by deep ravines coming up
from the Maritime Plain on the one hand, and
from the Jordanic Valley on the other. Along
this ridge runs the main high road from Syria
to Hebron and the Sinaitic peninsula; and most
of the important towns, including Safed, Bethel,
Jerusalem, Bethlehem, and Hebron, are planted on
this saddle. Some of the higher points rise to
considerable elevations ranging up to over 3000
ft.; thus, Jerusalem at the temple area reaches
2593 ft., and Hebron 3040 ft. above the level of
the Mediterranean. Towards the south (lat. 31°
N.) the tableland of southern Judsea broadens out
into the arid expanse of the Badiet et-Tih (' Desert
of the wanderings'), which stretches southwards
as far as lat. 29°, and is perhaps the least known
of any part of N. Palestine. It consists of a vast
expanse of Cretaceous and Nummulite limestone
breaking off along a high escarpment overlooking
the plain of Lower Egypt and the Gulf of Suez
towards the west, and in the opposite direction
forming the western margin of the \Vady el-Arabah
along a somewhat indented line of limestone cliffs.
Towards the south the Badiet et-Tih terminates
in the lofty escarpment of Jebel Ejmeh, which
reaches a level of over 5000 ft. above the Red Sea,
and is formed of strata of nearly horizontal lime-
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stone superimposed on others of Nubian sandstone.
To the south of this grand rampart of terraced
strata rise the lofty ridges and peaks of the
Sinaitic mountains.

The Badiet et-Tih forms a nearly barren, re-
pulsive, but broken tableland of an average level
of 4000 ft., with little pasturage except in the
neighbourhood of a few springs, and along the
course of the valleys. That it was at a former
period well watered we have clear evidence in
the existence of these valleys themselves, some
of which yield an intermittent supply of water,
especially those which connect with the rivers Jeib
and Fikreh, which enter the Dead Sea from the
south. Kadesh-barnea was doubtless situated near
the eastern margin of the Badiet et-Tih.

The streams which descend on either hand from
the tableland of Western Palestine generally have
their sources in copious springs rising through the
limestone strata — which, being highly porous,
readily absorb the rain or snow which falls during
the winter months. The rain thus imbibed sinks
down and forms underground reservoirs which feed
the springs. The valleys are generally bounded
by steep, sometimes precipitous, banks of lime-
stone ; and, owing to the extraordinary depth of
the Jordan Valley and its close proximity to the
sources, the streams descending from the central
watershed on the east side to enter the Jordan
or Dead Sea have a very rapid fall. Thus the
Wady el-Aujeh, which has its source at Mezrah
esh-Sherkiyeh at a level of about 3000 ft. above
the Mediterranean, reaches the Jordan at a depth
of 1200 ft. below the same plane, having a fall of
4200 ft. within a distance of 15 miles, that is, at
the rate of 280 ft. per mile. The Kelt (brook
Cherith?), which rises at Bireh (Beeroth) at a
height of 2800 ft. and flows for the most part
between lofty walls of rock for a distance of
21 miles, reaches the Jordan at a depth of 1170
ft. below the Mediterranean level, the fall being
at the rate of about 190 ft. per mile; and lastly,
the Wady en-Nar (brook Kidron) rising to the east
of Jerusalem after flowing through the deep gorge
of Mar Saba, enters the Dead Sea at a level of
1290 ft. below that of the sea, and has a total fall
of about 3692 ft. in 14 miles, being at the rate of
264 ft. per mile. The streams entering the Medi-
terranean have necessarily a less precipitous course,
and flow with a gentle current on reaching the
Maritime Plain. Throughout the greater part of
their extent the hills of Western Palestine are
very bare of soil, the limestone strata of which
they are formed being clearly traceable by the
eye along their flanks, or cropping out under the
feet at the summit. But in the valleys where soil
has accumulated, an«i especially where there is
artificial irrigation, the fertility is extraordinary
and amply rewards cultivation.

(3) The Jordan - Arabah Valley. — The third
physical feature is that of the Jordan - Arabah
Valley intervening between the tableland of
Western Palestine and the high plateau of Edom,
Moab, and the Jaulan. Commencing in Coele-
Syria at the base of the Lebanon, it ranges south-
wards to the Dead Sea, when it descends to its
lowest level of 1292 ft. below the surface of the
Mediterranean, as determined by the officers of
the Ordnance Survey (see DEAD SEA) ; then
continuing southwards, the floor of the valley
gradually rises to a level of about 640 ft. above
the same plane at er-Rishy, from which it descends
with a very gentle slope to the head of the Gulf of
'Akabah, of which it forms the physical prolonga-
tion. As already stated (see ARABAH), this great
depression coincides with a line of * fault' (or
fracture of the earth's crust), along which the
strata have been vertically elevated on the east

side, or depressed on the west—a view which can
be demonstrated at many points by a comparison
of the strata along the opposite sides of the valley.
Thus at the saddle of er-Bishy, above referred to,
we find the Cretaceous limestone forming the clifts
on the west side of the valley, while on the
opposite side the Edomite clifts are composed of
masses of granite, porphyry, and schist surmounted
by the Nubian sandstone, which is in turn over-
lain above Petra, at a level of about 4000 ft.,
by the same Cretaceous limestone of er-Kishy;
being very nearly the amount of the vertical dis-
placement of the strata which occurs along the
line of fault at this spot. Somewhat similar are
the relations of the rocks at the southern end of
the Dead Sea; but along the line of the Jordanic
Valley towards the Sea of Tiberias the displace-
ment diminishes considerably, so that Cretaceous
limestones are found forming both sides of the
valley. The Jordan-Arabah 'fault' generally
keeps very close to the base of the cliffs forming
the eastern margin of the valley, and numerous
branching, or parallel, c faults' accompany the
main line of displacement, at least in the region
south of the Dead Sea.

The floor of the Jordan-Arabah Valley is formed
of alluvial terraces, gravel, blown sand, and mud
flats. The terraces are of various ages, the more
ancient occupying higher levels ; the more recent
being only a little elevated above the waters of
the Jordan and Dead Sea. The highest and most
ancient of the terraces are those seen at Ayun
Buweirdeh, occupying a position in the centre of
the valley about 30 miles S. of the southern end
of the Dead Sea, and at a level nearly correspond-
ing to that of the Mediterranean. They are
formed of calcareous marls with fresh- or brackish-
water shells of the genera Neritina, Melania,
Melanopsis, etc., and point to a time when the
waters of a great lake occupied a position about
1300 ft. above the present surface of the Dead
Sea. This lake must have extended northwards,
so as to include the whole of the Jordan Valley as
far as the Lake of Huleh, a distance of about 200
miles. Next in importance to the terrace above
described is that which may be recognized all
round the margin of the Dead Sea hollow, known
as the ' Ghor,' rising about 600 ft. above its surface
—and formed of saliferous marls with gypsum on
the west side, and of gravel and sand on the east.
The salt terrace (Khasm Usdum) is referable to
this horizon; and besides this, there are two or
three distinct terraces at lower levels. The sur-
face of the Sea of Tiberias which lies in the upper
part of the Jordan Valley is 682 ft. below that of
the Mediterranean, while the Lake of Huleh rises
to 7 ft. above this level. Still proceeding north-
wards the Jordan itself has its source in the
copious fountains of Banias (Csesarea Philippi)
which burst forth, * full grown at birth,' from the
base of Mount Hermon, fed by the well-nigh
perennial snows which crown the dome - shaped
summit, which, at a height of 10,000 ft. above the
level of the sea, dominates all objects terrestrial
as far as the eye can reach. *

(4) The Tableland of Edom, Moab, and the
Jaulan.— This section of country has to some
extent been described under the head of the
AKABAH (wh. see). Bounded on the west by
the deep depression above described, it forms the
western margin of the great Arabian Desert, the
home of the wandering Bedawin. Commencing on
the north at the base of Mount Hermon, it stretches
as a gradually ascending tableland southwards,
through the Jaulan and Hauran (Trachonitis), into
the ancient kingdoms of Ammon, Moab, and

* For an account of these springs, see Tristram, Land oj
Israel 2, 585.
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Edom. Breaking off along a steep escarpment or
series of scarps on the western side, on overlooking
the Dead Sea it reaches a level of 3000 ft. above
the Mediterranean, and farther south at Petra
rises to still higher levels. In this latter part of
its range the escarpment is much broken by ravines
which penetrate its sides, and cause repetitions of
the features along lines of ' faulting'; but, on
approaching the head of the Gulf of 'Akabah, the
escarpment becomes more consolidated, and the
granite walls, penetrated by numerous igneous
dykes of porphyry, basalt, and diorite, rise with
an abrupt ascent from the Valley of the Arabah to
levels of 5000 or 6000 ft. above the surface of the
gulf. Here the intensely red colour assumed by
the rocks has given rise to the name Jebel en-Nur
(' mountain of fire') which is applied to the heights
above 'Akabah. At this point the gorge of the
Wady el-1 them offers the only accessible road by
which the Arabian Desert can be reached from the
Arabah Valley until we arrive opposite Mount
Hor {Jebel Haroun) at a distance of 45 miles to
the northward, and this must consequently have
been the route by which the Israelites circumvented
the land of Edom when marching towards the
plains of Moab on their way to the Promised
Land;—the more direct way having been denied
them by the king of Edom (Nu 2014"21). The
flanks of the tableland are intersected by numerous
channels of mountain torrents—those to the south-
ward near 'Akabah being generally dry, except
after thunderstorms, when they bring down
quantities of stones and shingle which they throw
out in fan-shaped ramps at the mouth of each
wady. A perennial stream, however, flows through
the Wady Musa at Petra and along the Wady
Haroun. But when we reach the borders of Moab
and a region of greater rainfall to the northward,
streams become more frequent and copious, and
the Hessi, Kerat, the Arnon (Mojib), and Zerka
Main (Callirhoe), together with numerous smaller
brooks, descend the slopes into the Dead Sea from
perennial springs.

The southern portion of this tableland within
the limits here imposed is made of very ancient
formations, consisting of granite, schist, porphyry,
and other igneous rocks which pass, in a northerly
direction towards Petra, below great masses of
red and variegated sandstone of, perhaps, two
geological ages, the Carboniferous and Cretaceous.
These sandstones often rise in courses of cyclopian
masonry above the granitic base ; sometimes form-
ing terraces, sometimes truncated pyramids, or
rampart-like breastworks, of which Mount Hor
offers a striking example. These sandstone strata
line the flanks of the escarpment to some, not well-
determined, point in the Jordan Valley north of the
Dead Sea; but they are everywhere superimposed
by the white calcareous strata of Cretaceous age
which gradually descend northwards from the
Edomite plateau to the bed of the Jordan itself,
and constitute the sides of the Jordanic Valley to
the margin of the Sea of Galilee.

The region of the Jaul&n and Hauran, which in
some sense forms a continuation of the Moabite
plateau, is an elevated plain formed altogether of
sheets of basaltic lava, from the surface of which
rise the truncated cones of extinct volcanoes,
generally clothed with forests of oak. It is
altogether uncertain at what period the volcanic
fires became extinct, but it seems probable that it
was not later than the close of the Pleistocene, or
Glacial period, and was therefore synchronous
with the gradual recession of the waters of the
great Jordan Valley lake; the proximity of water
being necessary to volcanic activity. On the other
hand, the relations of the lava streams, both in
this region and in the vicinity of the Dead Sea, to

the Cretaceous strata, make it clear that the period
of greatest volcanic action was long posterior to the
age of these rocks themselves, and may be referred
to that of the Pliocene. There is, moreover, no
evidence that these volcanoes were in active
eruption during the period of the early occupation
of the country by man.

(5) The Sinaitic Peninsula.—In marked contrast,
both as regards form and colour, to the plateaux
and terraces of Western Palestine and the Badiet
et-Tih, characterized by greyish and yellowish
tints, is the mountainous region of Sinai lying
between the two arms of the Red Sea, and bounded
along the northern margin by the escarpment of
the Cretaceous and Nummulite limestones of Jebel
Ejmeh above described. Here we find ourselves in
presence of a group of noble mountains, crowned by
peaks and serrated ridges, traversed by broad
sinuous valleys which form the highways by which
the traveller must find Jhis way, and which are now
generally dry, though once the channels of rivers
and streams. The Sinaitic mountains are formed
of rocks amongst the most ancient in the world,
and referable to the Archaean age ; and, as they are
bare and destitute of verdure, they rise above the
valleys in naked walls rich in their natural colour-
ing of red, purple, and blue. It is only along the
valleys that the green of verdure is seen, owing to
the growth of small scrub and desert flowers, with
groups of palms and tamarisks around the springs of
water. These rescue the region from the reproach
of utter barrenness, and allow the Arab to pitch hi»
camp, and even to pasture his flocks of sheep and
goats. The mountain summits rise to high eleva-
tions. At the head of the group stands the twin-
peaked Jebel Katharina, reaching a height of 8551 ft.
above the sea; next, Jebel Umm Shomer, 8449 ft. ;
then Jebel Musa (the traditional Mount Sinai), 7373
ft.; and Jebel Serbal, which though not the highest
is certainly the most striking of the series, because
of its isolated position and serried outline; its
summit reaches an elevation of 6734 ft. above the
Gulf of Suez.* Standing on the summit of Sinai,
the scene is most striking and impressive. The
tumultuous assemblage of peaks and serrated
ridges formed of rocks of granite and porphyry,
whose natural reddish tints have been deepened
and intensified by the powerful rays of the sun;
the profound gorges and valleys walled in by
lofty cliffs of naked rock ; the absence of trees
and verdure, except along the floors of the valleys,
—all tend to impress the beholder with the convic-
tion that he is here gazing on the face of nature
under one of her most savage forms, in which the
ideas of solitude, waste, and desolation contend
with those of awe and admiration. This assem-
blage of peaks and ridges is bounded towards the
east and west by the deep depressions of the Gulfs
of Suez and 'Akabah; towards the north, distant
glimpses of the tableland of the Tih are obtained ;
while the mountains of Edom, rising beyond the
Gulf of 'Akabah and the valley of the Arabah,
bound the view in the direction of the great Desert
of Arabia.

ii. GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS.—The formations
of which the above tracts of country are composed
range from the most ancient to the most recent;—
but with wide gaps in the general succession as
determined in other regions. For example, we have
no representatives of the Cambrian, Silurian,
Devonian, Permian, Triassic, or Jurassic forma-
tions, all of which are well developed in the British
Islands; and we are therefore driven to the con-

*The elevations were determined by the officers of the
Ordnance Survey of Sinai. The height of Jebel Musa, calculated
by Mr. R. Laurence from Suez by aneroid, was 7585 ft., and
from 'Afcabah was 7595 ft., both over those of the Ordnance
Survey, but probably less reliable. (See Hull, Mount Seir, 48).
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elusion that Palestine presented conditions unsuited
to the deposition of strata during these periods ; or
else that beds belonging to one or more of these
periods having been deposited, had afterwards been
removed by denuding agencies; but this is the less
probable supposition.

The general succession of the formations present
in Palestine is as follows in descending order:—

Recent

From Pluvial
to Pliocene.

More Recent
Volcanic
rocks .

Eocene .

Cretaceous

Lower Carbon-
iferous

Volcanic Series

Archcean

GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS.
. Sandhills and Desert sands.
!. Alluvial deposits of the Jordan and other

streams.

.. Raised sea-beaches; sand and gravel with
shells.

i. Calcareous marls, saliferous beds, sand and
gravel forming terraces in the Jordan-
Arabah Valley ; old Lake beds in Arabia-
Petraea.

Basalt, dolerite, tuff, etc.

. Calcareous Sandstone of Philistia(?).
i. Nummulite limestone series.

.. Cretaceous limestone with marls, etc.
!. 'Nubian sandstone.'

.. Wady Nasb limestone.
!. Desert sandstone and conglomerate.

Agglomerates, beds of lava, ashes, and tuff
of indeterminate age.

Granitic gneiss, granite, hornblendic and
other schists; dykes of diorite, porphyry,

V. etc.

(a) Archcean. — These rocks are found only
amongst the Sinaitic and Edomite mountains, and
are considered to be the representatives of the
crystalline masses which come to the surface from
beneath the Nubian sandstone at the First Cataract
of the Nile. They lie at the base of all the forma-
tions in this part of the world, and have been re-
ferred by Fraas to the Archaean period.* They
consist of hornblendic, chloritic, and talcose schists
of the Wadis Nasb, Sarabit, and Feiran, underlain
by reddish and greyish granite and gneiss. These
rocks are penetrated by innumerable dykes and
ridges of red f elstone-porphyry, diorite, and basalt,
of later, but indeterminate, age ; except that they
are more ancient than the Nubian sandstone of
the Cretaceous period, or the Desert sandstone of
the Carboniferous.

(δ) Volcanic Series.—To the period of these dykes
may be referable the stratified lavas, tuffs, and
agglomerates of the Wady Haroun and Jebel esh-
Shomrah (or Shomar) which form the basement
beds east of the Dead Sea, f and are overlain by the
Desert sandstone. Magnificent sections of ag-
glomerate and igneous intrusions are laid open in
the Wady el-Hessi, near es-Safieh, but their age is
indeterminate beyond the fact that they are later
than the Archaean and earlier than the Cretaceous
or Carboniferous periods.

(c) Carboniferous Beds. — One of the most re-
markable discoveries amongst the geological series
of Palestine was that of Carboniferous rocks in the
Wady Nasb by H. Bauerman in 1868, $ afterwards
extended to the eastern bank of the Dead Sea at
Lebruj, near es-Safieh, by the Expedition of the
PEFm 1883-84. § The formation consists of red,
purple, and variegated sandstone, which the writer
has named 'the Desert sandstone' below, sur-
mounted by blue limestone containing shells and
corals of Carboniferous limestone species, such as
Spirifer striatus, S. attenuatus, Productus scabri-
culus, Orthis michelini, Syringopora ramulosa,
Fenestella plebia (?), and others. The occurrence
of these strata in two widely-separated localities

• Au8 dem Orient, p. 7.
t ' Phys. Geol. Arabia Petraea,' Mem. PEF, p. 37.
% Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xxv. p. 17.
§ Mem. Geol. Arab. Petr. and Palest, p. 47.

suggests the idea that they once occupied an ex-
tended and connected area, and have subsequently
been dissevered by denudation. That the lime-
stone is a marine deposit formed over the floor of
the sea during a period of submergence, is shown by
the names of the fossils above quoted, which are all
of marine species and genera. These fragmental
tracts may only be relics of a formation which in-
cluded the upper division of the Carboniferous
system, but which has been subsequently removed
by denuding agencies.

(d) Cretaceous Beds ; Nubian Sandstone (Russeg-
ger).—In the absence of several formations which
in Europe and the British Isles succeed the Car-
boniferous, the Cretaceous strata are found in
Arabia Petrsea resting on an eroded surface of the
older formations above described, whether of Car-
boniferous or of Archaean age. The formation is,
however, only found represented by its upper
members; the lower, belonging to the stages
Neocomian, Urgonian, Aptian, and Albian not
being here represented. Notwithstanding this
hiatus, the Cretaceous is the most important of all
the formations of Palestine, stretching from the
southern margin of the Badiet et-Tih to the
Lebanon, and forming large tracts of the great
Arabian desert east of the Jordan-Arabah depres-
sion. It is represented by two divisions; the
lower or Nubian sandstone (Cenomanian of D'Or-
bigny) the equivalent of our * Upper Greensand,'
and by the Cretaceous limestone and marl, the
equivalents of our Chalk and Chalkmarl (Senonian
and Turonian). The Nubian sandstone consists of
red and variegated, rather soft sandstone with a
conglomerate of small pebbles of quartzite, granite,
porphyry, and jasper at its base. Its thickness is
exceedingly variable, owing to the irregularities of
the floor of older rocks over which it was deposited,
and its only fossils are fragments of plants at rare
intervals. All along the escarpment of the Tih
from the Wady Hamr to the Gulf of 'Akabah it
underlies the white limestones and marls of the
upper Cretaceous beds, and along the flanks of the
great western escarpment from Akabah to the
northern end of the Dead Sea and beyond it is
interposed between the crystalline rocks and the
same calcareous strata.* On approaching the
Sinaitic mountains, the Nubian and Desert sand-
stones may be observed in isolated masses capping
the Archaean rocks; sometimes rising from their
bases in truncated pyramids; and in the Wady
el-Ain, which is a continuation of the Wady
Zelagah, one of the most remarkable old river
courses in the peninsula, the Avails of Nubian
sandstone rise on either hand to a height of several
hundred feet above the floor, f But it is in the
Wady MusaatPetra that this formation is displayed
to best advantage. Rising in nearly vertical walls
from the floor of the valley and its branches, the
sandstone has formed the material out of which the
tombs and temples have been sculptured in various
forms of architecture, displaying marvellous varie-
ties of colour in yellow, orange, red, and purple
shades, which have called forth the admiration of
all travellers (see PETRA). These colours are due
to the presence of various mineral pigments, of
which oxides of iron, manganese, and possibly
copper, are the most abundant.

The Nubian sandstone is probably a lacustrine
deposit laid down over the floor of a vast inland
lake, the boundaries of which, owing to extensive
geological changes, it is now impossible to define
except at distant intervals. One portion of this
boundary was undoubtedly formed of the rocks of
the Sinaitic group of mountains; other portions

* Except where carboniferous or volcanic beds are present,
t A view of this gorge is given in the frontispiece of Hull's

Mount Seir.
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may be discovered in Central Africa ; and the lake
itself may have been connected with the Cretace-
ous ocean in the direction of the Mediterranean.*
The formation was accumulated from the waste
of granitic and plutonic rocks forming the sur-
rounding lands now partly submerged beneath
the waters of the ocean.

(e) Cretaceous Limestone.— This great series of
calcareous strata immediately succeeds the Nubian
sandstone ; and as it is altogether a marine deposit,
it must have been formed over the bed of the ocean
after a general subsidence and submergence of the
region occupied by the lacustrine waters of the
previous period. The lower beds are chiefly formed
of white calcareous marls succeeded by harder
limestone strata with bands of siliceous chert or
Mint. The following section taken in the Wady
el-Hessi, at the S.E. border of the Badiet et-
Tlh, will serve to give a general idea of the
character of the lower portion of the forma-
tion. (1) Lowest beds; — light-blue calcareous
marl, passing downwards into dark-blue clay with
selenite, 250 ft. thick ; (2) soft white limestone,
with rare bands of chert, 200 ft.; (3) hard silice-
ous limestone with numerous bands of chert,
forming the top of the clifF, about 200 ft. thick.
Fine sections are also laid open on ascending the
flanks of the escarpment overlooking the basin of
the Dead Sea (the 'Ghor') on the eastern side, of
which Lartet gives the details.! The total thick-
ness of the Cretaceous limestone series may reach
800 to 1000 ft., and amongst the fossil forms the
following may be cited: Ammonites Luynesi,
A. rhotamargensis, Pholadomya Luynesi, Ostrea
Mermeti, 0. flabellata, Hippurites, etc. Forami-
nifera, visible only under the microscope, doubt-
less are abundantly present.

Building Stone. — The uppermost beds of the
Cretaceous limestone yield an excellent building
stone which has been used in the construction of
the buildings in and about Jerusalem, including
the walls of the temple. The stone has been
extracted from the large quarries and caverns near
the Damascus gate. The rock is hard, compact,
and delicately coloured, capable not only of fur-
nishing large blocks such as may be seen at the
* Wailing Place of the Jews,' but of being worked
into ornaments and smaller objects of use, and of
receiving a polish. Fraas gives the following
section of the beds in descending order at this
spot X:—

1. Craie blanche {Senonien).
2. £tage superieure des Hippurites (' Misseh').
3. Etage inferieure des Hippurites ('Melekeh').
4. Zone of A mmonites rhotomargensis (Turonian).

No. 2 ('Misseh') of the above section affords the
principal building stone, and is 16 ft. in thickness;
and Sir C. W. Wilson has shown that the reser-
voirs, sepulchres, and cellars under and around the
city are excavated in the spft beds of No. 3
('Melekeh') underlying the firmer beds of the
* Misseh,' which form the platforms for the build-
ings^

(f)^ Loiver Eocene Beds; Nummulite Limestone.
—This formation, though belonging to the Tertiary
division of the geological series, immediately
succeeds the Cretaceous limestone just described,
and bears so general a resemblance to it that to-
gether they appear to constitute one great cal-
careous formation, incapable of separation. This
apparent continuity is, however, illusory, as has

* In North Africa the boundary lay along the northern base
of the Ahaggar Mountains in lat. 25° N. and the Morocco Atlas
on the north, as the present writer has shown elsewhere ; 'Geo-
logical History of Egypt and the Nile Valley,' Trans. Viet. Inst.
vol. xxiv. p. 307 (with Map).

t Voyage d'exploration, p. 70, fig. 6.
J Aus dem Orient, p. 54.
§ Ordnance Survey of Jerusalem.

been shown by Zittel in the case of Egypt and
the Nubian Desert; and a detailed survey would
doubtless have the result of showing that the two
formations are disconnected by an unconformity,
however slight. The latest explorer of the geo-
logical features of Palestine, Dr. Blanckenkorn, is
clearly of opinion that the two formations are
capable of separation ; * and Lartet had previously
expressed the same view.

The Nummulite limestone is but sparingly repre-
sented in Palestine. It forms the southern slopes
of part of the Lebanon,! is found capping Mount
Carmel, and occurs in isolated masses at Sebastieh
(Samaria), Nablus (Shechem), and the vicinity of
Jerusalem. It also overspreads a large tract of the
western Tih plateau, as it has been identified by
its characteristic fossils in the limestone cliffs
which overlook the Isthmus of Suez, but its inland
limits remain to be determined with any degree of
accuracy.

The lower beds of the formation consist of white
marls and chalky limestone with Nummulites, sur-
mounting the harder beds of Cretaceous age : these
are succeeded by white limestones with bands of
flint, resembling those of the latter period ; and, as
Lartet has pointed out, this general resemblance
causes much uncertainty in the discrimination of
the two formations on the spot. The Nummulite
limestone is an oceanic deposit laid down under
similar conditions of deposition to those of the
Cretaceous beds, but with an interval of slight
disturbance and movement in the floor of the sea.
The fossils are distinctly of Tertiary genera and
species.

(g) Upper Eocene ? Calcareous Sandstone of Phil-
istia.—This formation is frequently laid open in
small sections between Beersheba and Jaffa, and in
the Plain of Philistia. It consists of soft yellowish
calcareous sandstone; but its relations to the Creta-
ceous and Nummulite beds are unknown, as the
junction has not been observed. The writer has
provisionally assigned these strata to the Upper
Eocene stage, for reasons which are too much in-
volved to be stated at length here.J No fossils
were noticed in the sandstone; and it is only right
to observe that Blanckenkorn considers it to be of
post-Tertiary or Diluvial origin. Its real age is
one of those points remaining to be determined
by future exploration.

(h) Miocene Period.—This epoch in the geological
history of Palestine is unrepresented by any
known strata; yet it was one of the greatest im-
portance as regards the development of the physical
features of this region, and, it may be added, of
that of the whole basin of the Mediterranean and
surrounding districts. The Miocene was the great
land-forming epoch, during which the general out-
lines of the existing land surfaces were finally
determined, and the relative areas of land and sea
were constituted as they exist to this day. Down
to the close of the preceding Eocene epoch the
whole of Palestine, including the Lebanon and the
Great Desert east of the Arabah, formed the bed
of the ocean, the only emergent portions being the
Sinaitic mountain-tops; all to the northward,
eastward, and westward as far as the borders of
the Atlas mountains, was overspread by the waters
of the ocean. But with the close of the Eocene
period a great physical change set in. Owing to
contraction and movements in the crust, the sea-
bed was elevated into land in the tracts bordering
the Great Sea. Mountains, such as the Lebanon,
were upraised; the strata were bent, folded, and
fissured; and amongst the greatest of these fissures

* · Entstehung u. Geschichte d. Todten Meeres,'£DPF(1896).
f Carl Diener, Der Libanon.
% These reasons are stated in the Mem. * Phys. Geol. Arabia

Petrsea,' p. 64.
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was that of the Jordan-Arabah Valley, along which
the tableland of Edom and Moab was elevated
into land. In a word, all the main physical
features of the region here being passed under
review had their first inception; and although
they have been somewhat modified during succeed-
ing periods, these modifications have not materi-
ally altered the main outlines of the land. River
channels have been originated and deepened, and
the land-surfaces have been somewhat eroded and
worn down, but the main features remain as they
were at the close of the Miocene period. These
terrestrial changes occupied, without doubt, a
vast length of geological time.

(i) Pliocene to Pluvial.—The deposits referable
to this period consist of raised beaches on the areas
bordering the Mediterranean and Red Seas, and
the terraces of the Jordan-Arabah Valley; these
latter having been already described, our observa-
tions here will be confined to the old sea-terraces.

After the great emergence and elevation of land
areas which had taken place during the preceding
Miocene period, there appears to have been a
subsidence to the extent of at least 220 or 230 ft.
around the shores of the Mediterranean and Red
Seas. The escarpments bordering the Delta of
the Nile, and those of the Tih and Western Pales-
tine, again became sea-cliffs, with beaches at their
base, while the waters of the Mediterranean and
Red Seas commingled along the Isthmus of Suez.
The amount of the submergence, as above stated,
is demonstrated in the clearest manner by the
occurrence of old sea-beaches both in Egypt and
Palestine, at or about this level; of which the
most remarkable is that known as * Fraas' beach/
at Jebel Mokattam, above Cairo, and again at the
Great Pyramid platform near Ghizeh. This occurs
at a level of 220 ft. above the sea, and is char-
acterized by beds of sand and gravel with marine
shells, some of which are extinct species, while
others are still living in the Red Sea ; the cliffs of
limestone are also penetrated by numerous borings
of Teredo. Similar beds of gravel with shells may
be observed on the eastern margin of the Gulf of
Suez, as well as in the Arabah Valley up to a
level of nearly 200 ft. above the Gulf of 'Akabah.
But the most important case is that occurring in
the valley of the Sheriah at Tell Abu Hareireh,
east of Gaza, at a level of 200 to 220 ft. above the
Mediterranean on both sides of the stream — a
level corresponding to that of the raised beach
above Cairo. Here the terrace lies in a hollow
formed in the ' calcareous sandstone of Philistia,'
which is clearly of older date than the shelly
gravels of the raised beach : the following is the
section in descending order;—

ft. in.
1. Loam 5 0 thick.
2. Soft calcareous sandstone in thin layers 10 0 ,,
3. Beds of shells (chiefly casts) . . . 0 6 , ,
4. Soft calcareous sandstone, with small

pebbles of flint and oyster shells . 5 0 ,,
5. River-bed; hard calcareous sandstone

(thickness unknown) . . . (over) 2 0 ,,
The shells in bed No. 3 consist of the genera Turritella,

Dentalium, Artemis, Pecten, Cardium, Ostrea, and spines of
Echinus.*

All along the lower parts of the Maritime Plain
extending for several miles inland from Jaffa, and
rising from 200 to 300 ft., shelly sands and beds of
gravel may be observed ; and again inland from
Beirut this ancient sea-bed may be observed at
intervals, varying in character and composition, as
at Ramleh, Lydda (Ludd) and Lokandel el-Motram
in the valley between Beirut and the western spurs
of the Lebanon, where it consists of conglomerate of

**Geol. Arab. Petrsea, etc.,1 p. 74. A figure showing the
relations of this raised beach to the calcareous sandstone is
shown, ib. p. 64.

water-worn pebbles of limestone, and may be refer-
able to the later Pliocene age. The more recent
sea-beaches, formed during the rising of the beds
in the Pleistocene age, occupy lower levels, and are
characterized by Mediterranean forms, such as
Pectunculus violascens, Purpura hemastoma, and
Murex brandaris, etc.

The submergence of the Palestine and adjoin-
ing areas, after the present land-surface had been
determined, and subsequent re-elevation to exist-
ing levels, is therefore clearly determined by the
above instances of old sea-margins. Meanwhile,
in the region of the Jordan-Arabah depression,
corresponding changes had been going on, result-
ing in the formation of terraces at various levels
from that of the outer sea to the present margins
of the inland lakes, but in time extending into the
Pleistocene (or Pluvial) period ; with some account
of which, as far as it concerns the Palestine area,
our review of the geological history of this region
properly ends.

(j) Pluvial to Recent.—The general refrigera-
tion of the climate in the northern hemisphere
referable to the Glacial epoch, which was accom-
panied in the temperate zone by accumulations of
snow and the advance of glacial ice, did not leave
Palestine altogether unaffected; on the contrary,
it has left indelible traces on its physical features.
We know through the observations of several
travellers, commencing with Sir J. D. Hooker,
that there are old glacier moraines in the Lebanon
at a level of 4000 ft. above the sea, and that one
of the principal groups of old cedars is planted on
a large moraine.* The presence of glaciers in the
Lebanon being thus established, we necessarily
infer the existence of a climate resembling rather
that of the Caucasus and the Alps than that of the
present day; perhaps we may say that the mean
annual temperature, which is now about 70° Fahr.,
was at this epoch of extreme cold about 55° or 60°,
and a correspondingly lower temperature extended
over all the countries to the south of the Lebanon.f
A further inference may be drawn, namely, that
the rainfall all over Palestine, and extending into
the Sinaitic peninsula, was considerably larger
than at present, and the evaporation less rapid ;
and the general result would be that the present
rivers and streams would have been larger, and
valleys which, like those of the Badiet el-Tih, are
now destitute of streams, were channels for running
water. It may be readily conceived that, when
the perennial snows of the Lebanon were melting
during the spring and summer, the waters of the
Jordan were swollen far beyond their present limits,
and that the surface of the Dead Sea, now retained
at its present low level by the equalization of river
supply and evaporation, must have risen to a limit
far above that of the present day. We cannot,
therefore, feel surprise at the evidences of former
greater levels of the ' Jordan-Valley lake' afforded
by the terraces rising hundreds of feet above the
present surface of the Dead Sea, which have been
described; they were the necessary result of
greater influx of waters from streams, and of
smaller evaporation, due to the humidity of the
atmosphere and decreased temperature in the
climate as compared with that of the present day.
As the glacial conditions of the Pleistocene epoch
passed away, and those of the present day gradu-
ally came into operation by a corresponding process
in an opposite direction, the lakes and streams
would naturally assume their present limits, or in
some instances actually disappear. E. HULL.

* ' On the Cedars of Lebanon,' Nat. Hist. Rev. 1862; Hooker's
original observations have been confirmed by Tristram and
Lartet.

f Fraas supposes there were glaciers amongst the mountains
of Sinai, but the present writer was unable to recoguize any
clear evidence in support of this view in 1883-84.
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GEORGIAN YERSION.—See VERSION.

GEPHYRUN (Γβφνρούν).— A city captured by
Judas Maccabseus, 2 Mac 1213. AV, perhaps rightly
accentuatingyeQvpovv (infin. of yecpvpoou), tr. ' he went
also about to make a bridge to a certain city.' liV
has * he also fell upon a certain city Gephyrun,' and
appends marginal note, * The relation between the
names Gephyrun and Caspin is unknown, and
perhaps the Greek text is corrupt. Compare
Gephrun, the name of a city of Gilead mentioned
by Polybius, V. lxx. 12, and Caspor, 1 Mac 526·36.'
Jos. {Ant. XII. viii. 5) gives the name as Ephron.
The site is unknown.

GER (na) is a Heb. term which in AV is generally
rendered stranger.' The fact that the same trn

is adopted also for other words whose proper
equivalent is 'foreigner,' creates needless con-
fusion, which might be avoided either by leaving
gSr, which is a technical term, untranslated, or
by translating it 'protected stranger.' Driver
{Dmt. p. 126) suggests that the rendering might
uniformly be 'sojourner* (so frequently in RV),
which would preserve the connexion in Ε V with the
verb ' sojourn' (i^) in such passages as Gn 1210 199

474, Is 524.
In opposition to the nokhri, who is often a mere passing

stranger (' thou earnest but yesterday,' 2 S 1520), the αέν, while
not homeborn, is a temporary dweller in the land (Gn 234

[P! 2ψ·)Ρ\]) of Abraham at Hebron; Ex 222 [j] of Moses in the
desert, 183 [E] to explain the name Gershom; fig. of J", Jer 148;
of Israel in Egypt, Gn 1513, Ex 2221239 [all JE], Lv 1934 [H], Dt 1019
23 8; more frequently of gkrvm in Israel (e.g. 2 S113 an Amalekite,
cf. Jos 833.35 [E] 209 [P], Is 141). The LXX, which twice trans-
literates ΊΖ (Aram. "n»a) by γ{ι)ιωρ«.ς, Ex 1219, Is 141, u s e s πάροικος
11 times to tr. 13 and 10 times for 2ψ)Ρ\. πάροικος answers to
the classical μ,ίτοικος (which is not used by LXX except in
Jer 203 and not at all in NT), μ,ίτοιχος designated a resident in a
community who had not the same rights as a native citizen. As
13 occupies a position intermediate between ΓΓ17Ν (native) and
*"i?} (foreigner), so does μέτοικος between αστός or πολίτης and
ξίνος. Of course the μέτοικος was from one point of view a
foreigner, and might be called ξίνος; hence ol επι^μουντίς ξίνοι is
in Ac 1721 rightly applied to the μίτοιχοι at Athens, πάροικος
appears in NT in same sense as in LXX (Ac 76· 29, Eph 219,
1Ρ 211). The ζίνοι xau πάροικοι of Eph 219 is specially instructive ;
it answers exactly to the peregrini atque incolce of Cic. de OMc.
i. 34.

The gSr in the oldest time is a stranger who
dwells under the protection of a family or a tribe
to which he does not belong. He is not necessarily
a non-Israelite. In Dt 186 Jg 177'9 191 the term is
applied to Levites (see Driver and Moore, ad loc.).
The position of the gtr in Israel is illustrated by
W. R. Smith from the precisely analogous institu-
tion of the jar among the Arabs. He lives in the
midst of the community personally free, but pos-
sessed of no political rights. He has left his own
kin, it may be on account of a feud, or simply in
order to benefit himself, and has cast himself upon
the protection of a powerful chief or clan in his
new dwelling-place. The institution is still known
in Arabia {OTJC2 342 n.).

In return for the protection accorded him the
gSr had services to render. He was not indeed a
slave (Micah's Levite not only enjoyed personal
freedom but received wages, Jg 1710, Gn 2915,
Dt 2414), but his lot was at times hard enough
(cf. Gn 317"40 Jacob's complaint of his treatment
by Laban). Nothing evidences the precarious
position of the gSr better than the frequent OT
exhortations to act justly by him Dt l u 2417 2719,
to show him kindness Dt ΙΟ19 2612, to refrain from
oppressing him Ex 2221 239 (both JE), Lv 1933 (H),
Dt 2414, Jer 76, Zee 710. Hence probably also the
repeated injunction that he was to enjoy the
Sabbath rest Ex 2010 2312 (both JE), Dt 514.

A man might be the gir of a king or of the chief
of a clan rather than of the whole community.
A typical instance of this is found in David's

relation to Achish of Gath. The Phil, lords will
have nothing to do with ' these Hebrews ' ( I S 293).
David as the gtr of Achish was expected to make
the interests of his patron his own (1 S 271L>), and in
particular to go to war along with him even against
his native country (28lff·).

A whole clan or tribe might be gSrim (Jos 9 the
Gibeonites, 2 S 42 the Beerothites ; and even Israel
in Egypt is described as a ger Gn 1513, Ex 2221239

[all JE], Lv 1934 (H), Dt 1019 238). In such cases,
also, services had to be rendered in return for
protection {e.g. by Jacob's family according to their
occupation Gn 476, by the Gibeonites in hewing
wood and drawing water Jos 927, by the Israelites
in the building of cities Ex l13f·). It frequently
happened that these gerim were ultimately
absorbed into the tribe whose protection they
had invoked. See FOREIGNER, and cf. Kuenen,
Bel. Isr. i. 182 f.

There were also girim of a god or a temple, who
acted as lep68ov\oL in return for the protection
accorded by the deity or the sanctuary. Evidence
of this is furnished by such Phcen. proper names as
Ger'ashtart (see ASHTORETH, p. 168a), Germel^art,
etc. (cf. the iu of Ps 54 151 614, and see Cheyne,
ad loc, and W. R. Smith, BS p. 77 ff.). The
Gibeonites may have belonged to this class, and
the list of «Nethinim' (Ezr 243ff- = Neh 746ff·) con-
tains many names of unquestionably foreign origin
(Wellh. Proleg. 225 n.).

The close connexion which subsisted in the
popular imagination between each land and its
god, demanded that whoever settled there must
serve the tutelary deity (2 Κ 1724ff· the story of
the Assyr. colonists of Samaria). Hence the
Sabbath rest (Ex 2010 2312, Dt 514) is not only a
privilege enjoyed by the gir, but an obligation
imposed upon him. On the other hand, we read
of Solomon (and it corresponds with the cosmo-
politan character of his policy) that he built
sanctuaries at Jerus. for a number of foreign
deities (1 Κ 117ί·). These were doubtless intended
to serve, not only for his wives, but for others
belonging to foreign nationalities who had been
attracted to his capital, and who may have had,
as in later times (Neh 1316), their own quarter of
the city. In like manner, the Israelites who had
bazaars at Damascus (1 Κ 2034) prob. erected altars
built of earth from the land of Israel (cf. 2 Κ 517),
and maintained the worship of J" side by side with
that of the Syrian gods. Solomon's example was
copied by Ahab for the benefit of his wife and of
the Tynans and Zidonians who would frequent
his court (1 Κ 1632f·).

This syncretism in worship and tolerance of
dissent from the national religion, which were
greatly favoured by the existence of a multitude
of local sanctuaries, received a check through the
introduction of the Deuteronomic legislation with
its central sanctuary, but far more through the
enactments of the Priests' Code (P). The ideas
introduced in Dt of Israel as a holy people, and of
the land as not to be ' defiled' (2123), led logically
to the conclusion that the ger who sojourned in
Israel must conform as far as possible to the same
regulations as the covenant people. Accordingly,
we meet with an extension both of the privileges
and the duties of the gtr. In D, indeed, matters
are not carried so far as in P. In Dt 1421 the gSr
is allowed to eat the flesh of an animal that has
died of itself, ace. to Lv 1715 he is defiled no less
than the Isr. by such an act. On the other hand,
no difference is recognized between Isr. and gSr
in the following particulars :—The gSr is to par-
ticipate in the Feast of Weeks (Dt 1610f·), of Taber-
nacles (1613f·), in the offering of first-fruits (2611),
the Sabbath rest (514, cf. Ex 2010 2312, JE), the
tithes (1428f·), the gleanings of the field, etc.
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(2419ff·), and he is to have equal justice done to
him (2414).

The exile helped to draw the bonds of union
closer between Israelite and g£r, both alike being
now strangers in a strange land. Hence in Ezk 4722f·
we find the same provision made for both in the
ideal division of the land. On the other hand, in
addition to the keeping of the Sabbath, we are
probably safe to infer that circumcision was con-
sidered by Ezekiel to be obligatory for the gSr (cf.
Ezk 446'10 where uncircumcised ' in heart' and ' in
flesh' are parallel terms). Deutero-Isaiah antici-
pates the conversion to Israel's God, not only of
individuals (445), but of kings and princes (497) as
well as their subjects (5141·), nay, he foresees a time
when to that God ' every knee shall bow and
every tongue shall swear' (4523). In bringing
about this consummation Israel has its function
as a missionary nation (42s·19 438·n 496). The creed
of Deutero-Isaiah is, * There is no God but J",
and Israel is His prophet' (Wellh. Gesch. p. 117).

This universalism, indeed, could, according to
the notions of most, realize itself only through
the forms of Judaism. Non-Israelites must submit
to the yoke of Israel's law. In post-exilic times the
exclusion from the community of all who would
not adopt the drastic reforms of Ezra and Nehe-
miah, enabled one and the same standard to be
applied to the purified remnant. Hence, 'in Ρ
the gSr is placed practically on the same footing
as the native Israelite; he enjoys the same rights
(Nu 3515, cf. Ezk 4722), and is bound by the same
laws, whether civil (Lv 2422), moral and religious
(1826 202 2416, cf. Ezk 147), or ceremonial (Ex 1219,
Lv 1629 178·10·12·13·15 2218, Nu 1514·26·30 1910) ; the
principle, "One law shall there be for the home-
born and for the stranger," is repeatedly affirmed
(Ex 1249, Lv 2422, Nu 9·141515·16·29), the only specified
distinctions being that the g$r, if he would keep
the passover' (which under no circumstances is
the foreigner [iprfs] permitted to do), 'must be
circumcised (Ex 1248), and that an Israelite in
servitude with him may be redeemed before the
jubilee (Lv 2548f·), a privilege not granted in the
case of the master's being an Israelite (v.4Of·)'
(Driver, Deut. p. 165).

After the definite breach with the Samaritans
(Neh 1328ff·), and the establishment of the temple
on Mt. Gerizim (Jos. Ant. XI. viii.), the propa-
gandist activity of Jerus. would be stimulated,
and it would be felt that the way was more clear
to work. There may be a reminiscence of this
policy and its results in what the Chronicler
reports to have taken place in the reign of
Hezekiah (2 Ch 30lff·, cf. 1 Ch 132, 2 Ch 159). As
Schiirer points out, the word gtr has already in Ρ
advanced far on to its later use as — 'proselyte
{προσήλντοϊ, which frequently in LXX represents
•u of MT). This meaning appears completely
established in the Mishna, where gSr denotes one
who by circumcision and complete adoption of
Israel's laws has become incorporated with the
covenant people. If this last sense was intended
to be brought >out with special distinctness, the
phrase ρη* na ('righteous stranger') was used. For
gSr in the original sense of a stranger dwelling in
Israel, the Mishnic formula was n̂ 'im na (in OT
these terms are parallel in Gn 234, Lv 2523·35·47,
1 Ch 2915, Ps 39i2), which in medieval Judaism
became -.j$n "ia = a stranger dwelling within the
gates of Israel (cf. Ex 2010, Dt 5141421 2414). The
use of na to designate a converted Gentile became
finally so well established that a verb (occurring
in the Mishna) was formed from it, Taji: ' to be-
come a convert' (Schiirer, HJP π. ii. 315).

The battle which had been fought and gained by
Ezra and Nehemiah had indeed to be fought over
again more than once in Jewish history, notably

in the Gr. period by the MACCABEES (which
see); but for the further elucidation of the sub-
ject we must refer the reader to such articles as
HASID^ANS, PHARISEE, PROSELYTE.

LITERATURE.—Bertholet's monograph, Die Stellung d. Isr. u.
d. Jud. zu d. Fremden (to which the same obligations are due
as in art. FOREIGNER) ; W. R. Smith, RS75ft., Kinship, etc. 42f.,
259, OTJCV 342 n. ; Driver, Deut. 126,165,175 ; Kuenen, Rel. Isr.
i. 182f., ii. 259f.; Schurer, HJP π. ii. 315; Reuss, A.T. ii.
28 f.; Ellicott on Eph 2i»; Cremer, Bib.-Theol. Lex. s. aapoixos;
Benzinger, Heb. Arch. 339 f. J . A . SELBIE.

GERA (x~)s).— Mentioned as one of Benjamin's
sons in Gn 4621, omitted in Nu 2638-40. Ace. to
1 Ch 83· 5 · 7 G. is a son of Bela and a grandson of
Benjamin. Gera was evidently a well-known Ben-
jamite clan, to which belonged Ehud (Jg 315 where
see Moore's note) and Shimei (2 S 1651916·18, 1 Κ
28). See GENEALOGY.

GERAH.—See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

GERAR (rja, Τέραρα).— This place, as identified
on existing maps, is about 6 miles from Gaza, a
little W. of S., and perhaps 25 miles from Beer-
sheba in a direction N. of W. Gerar is mentioned
in OT in the history of the time of king Asa
and in that of the patriarchs. In Asa's time it
was one of several cities in that region (2 Ch
1413·14). (In 1 Ch 439 Gerar should possibly be
substituted for Gedor of MT. The LXX reads
Τέραρα. See GEDOR). In the earlier time, G. is
the region where Abraham and Isaac came into
contact with a king or kings named Abimelech.
The site as now identified is well within the
territory properly known as the land of the Philis-
tines. The region as mentioned in Ch and Gn
must have extended far to the S., and far enough
to the E. to cover part of what is elsewhere known
as the Negeb, or S. country.

Were the people whom Abraham and Isaac met
in this region true Philistines ? That is, did they
belong to the same race that afterwards so often
oppressed Israel ? Their essentially pastoral char-
acter is no argument in the negative, for Israel
was then also a pastoral people. The region is
called the land of the Philistines (Gn 2132·^), but
that is not in itself decisive, for the writer uses
the geog. terms belonging to his own time, and
not necessarily to the time of Abraham. The
people are called Philistines (Gn 261·8·14·15·18), but
even that is not so conclusive as at first it seems,
for the term may be merely geographical, de-
scribing the people who, in the time of Abraham,
lived in the country which the writer knew as
Philistine. But Abimelech seems to have been
a Phil, name (Ps 34, title). Phichol, the * captain
of his host' (Gn 2122·32 2626), is witness to the
existence of military organization, such as cor-
responds with the genius of the later Philistines.
Ahuzzath (2626) is naturally explained as one of
the Phil, names in ath, like Goliath. Add these
confirmatory particulars to those above given, and
we have proof of considerable strength identifying
the Philistines of Isaac with those of later times.

G. was a well-known place in the earlier cen-
turies after Christ. A monastery was located
there. The abbot Sylvanus, of the 4th cent., was
celebrated; and Marcion, bishop of G., was one
of the signatories of the Council of Chalcedon,
A.D. 451. The Talm. writings know the district as
Gerarki (Euseb.; Jerome, Onomast. · Sozomen,
Hist. Eccles. vi. 32, ix. 7; Schwarz, Pal. p. 109).
Travellers of the present cent, have given a good
deal of attention to this region, e.g. Thomson, Land
and Book, ii. 350; Stanley, Sin. and Pal. p. 159;
Robinson, Researches, i. 189, ii. 43, 44. See also
PEFSt, 1871, p. 84 ; 1875, pp. 162, 164 ; 1881, p. 38 ;
and Sayce, Pat. Pal. 181,189. W. J. BEECHER.
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GERASA (Γ^ασα, Τερασψοί).— In the RV 'Gera-
senes' takes the place of 'Gadarenes' in Mk 51,
Lk 825; with these exceptions the expression ' the
country of the Gerasenes' does not occur in the
Bible. See GADARA, GERASENES.

Jerome {ad Obad. 1) states that Gilead was called
in his day Gerasa, and it is possible that the term
' country of the Gerasenes' (or Gilead) may have
extended as far as the Lake of Gennesaret; but as
Gilead is usually supposed to have been terminated
on its northern boundary by the Hieromax, it
seems more probable that the * country of the
Gerasenes' (Mk 51) refers to a town of the name of
Gerasa on the eastern shore of Gennesaret (see
GERASENES, and cf. Origen, Opp. 4, p. 140).
According to Ptolemy (v. 15), Gerasa was a city of
Coele-Syria (which included Gilead), 35 miles from
Pella; and Pliny describes it (v. 18), Gerasa being
read for Galasa, as one of the cities of the Decapolis
which was built or rebuilt, colonized and endowed
with privileges on the conquest of Syria by the
Romans, B.C. 65 (Stephanus, Ethnic). Eusebius
(Onomast. s.v.) describes the Decapolis as that part
of Persea 'that lies about Hippos, Pella, and
Gadara.' Josephus {BJ III. iii. 3) places Gerasa in
the district of Persea, east of Jordan, on the borders
of the Arabian desert, and mentions it in connexion
with Pella and Philadelphia {BJ I. iv. 8). Epi-
phanius {Adv. Hcer. i. and ii.) describes Decapolis as
around Pella and Basanets, and speaks of the fountain
of Gerasa of Arabia. Jamblicus states that it was
colonized by veterans of Alexander the Great,
which is not improbable from its proximity to Pella,
which was probably colonized in this manner.

The early history of Gerasa is unknown ; it first
appears in history as an important fortified city in
the account of its capture (c. 83 B.C.; BJ I. iv. 8)
by Alexander Jannaeus, the Hasmonaean king of
the Jews. Having subdued Pella, he directed his
march on the city of Gerasa, lured by the treasures
of Theodoras, son of Zeno, and, having hemmed in
the garrison by a triple wall of circumvallation,
carried the place by assault. In Ant. xin. xv. 3
Pella is called Dios, or placed close to it, and
Gerasa is called Essa. In A.D. 65 Gerasa, as one of
the cities of Decapolis, was probably rebuilt by the
Romans. On the revolt of the Jews against the
Roman dominion they laid waste the villages of
the Syrians and their neighbouring cities, among
which were Gerasa and Pella; and * every city was
divided into two armies, encamped one against
another'; but the Gerasenes did no harm to those
Jews who abode amongst them, and even conducted
those who wished it as far as their border {BJ II.
xv. 1, 5). Shortly after this, Vespasian sent Lucius
Annius to Gerasa with an army, who took the
city and slew a thousand young men, and plundered
and burned the city {BJ IV. ix. 1). Nothing
further is heard of Gerasa in history; but during
the peaceful age of the Antonines (A.D. 138 to 180)
it attained a position of the greatest prosperity, and
was adorned by monuments, which, still existing,
show that it became one of the most important cities
of Syria. It subsequently became the seat of a
bishopric, and the name of one of its prelates is
found amongst those who were present at the
Council of Chalcedon. There is no evidence that
the city was ever inhabited by the Arabs after the
Roman and Byzantine period. In the Talmudic
writings and in Jerome, Gerash and Gilead are
synonymous. Reland states that coins of Gerasa
exist, showing the worship of Artemis in the
temple there in 2nd cent. (cf. Schiirer, HJP II. i.
118). During the Crusades Baldwin (A.D. 1121)
besieged a castle constructed of large stones called
Jarras, supposed to be Gerasa; but William of Tyre,
in speaking of the siege, makes the distance not far
from the Jordan ; and as Gerasa has no appearance

of having been occupied by any settled population
since its destruction during the Byzantine period,
it was probably some other castle that Baldwin
attacked.

It is probable that the fountains and waters of
Palestine, where conveniently situated, mark the
sites of towns and villages from the earliest times,
and that the splendid perennial stream and foun-
tains of Jerdsh must have been chosen as a position
for a town at a very early date. No identification,
however, appears to have been attempted with any
success except that by Sir George Grove with refer-
ence to Ramoth-gilead. He points out that if
Ramoth-gilead and Ramath-mizpah are identical, a
more northern position than es-Salt would seem
inevitable, and that the Arabic version of the
Bk. of Joshua gives Ramat el-Jerash, thus identi-
fying the Gerasa of the classical geographers with
Ramah of Gilead. The Jewish traveller Parchi
says that 'Gilead is at present Djerash' (Zunz in
Asher's Benjamin, 405). See RAMOTH-GILEAD.

Jerdsh is situated in the Belka of the modern
Arabs, near their best pasture ground, which is
referred to in the Bible (Dt 310 443; see Driver's
note) as plains {mishdr)f in RV 'tablelands,' thus
having the same signification, to a limited extent,
as the Arabic name Jerdsh.

There can be no doubt that the very remarkable
ruins still existing in good preservation in the
highlands of Gilead, called Jerdsh, represent the
remains of the Roman city of Gerasa of the time of
the Antonines ; and although these ruins, so far as
they have yet been observed, are distinctly attri-
butable to the 2nd to 5th cents., there is no reason-
able doubt that they are built on the site of the
earlier Greek city of Gerasa. This locality is
mentioned by Yakubi in the 7th cent, as being in
his time one of the towns of the Jordan Provinces,
and the poet Al Mutanabbi praises the fertility of
Jerdsh. Yakut in the 13th cent., who had not
himself seen the spot, describes it as a ' great city
now in ruins' through which runs a stream which
turned many mills, and relates that the Jerdsh
mountains contained many villages.

Jerdsh is beautifully situated in the highlands of
Gilead, 20 miles east of the Jordan, the same
distance north ofxAmman (Philadelphia), 22 miles
from Fdhel (Pella), and 6 miles north of Wady
Zerka (Jabbok). It is 1900 ft. above the level of
the Mediterranean, in the midst of hills rising from
500 to 600 ft. higher, until the tablelands {mishor),
called by the Arabs Belka, are reached, which
during part of the year are rich pasture, and for a
short period in the autumn appear to be desert.
The city occupies a considerable portion of a shallow
valley, the ruins stretching some way up the lime-
stone hills ; and through the midst runs a delightful
perennial stream fringed with oleanders, and falling
about 1000 ft. before reaching the Zerka, 6 miles
to south. The city is surrounded by walls, built in
the outline of an irregular nine-sided polygon,
about 3000 yards in circumference, the stream
dividing it into two nearly equal parts: the
greater portion to the west, on which side are all
the public buildings; the private buildings occupy-
ing the east side of the stream and the higher
ground to the west. The site of the city is un-
dulating and full of knolls, affording most excellent
positions for public buildings. The walls of the
city are much decayed, and in some parts have been
quite removed—they have been 8 ft. thick, and
are built of small squared stones of limestone.
There have been at least six gates in the wall—
three to west, one to east, and the two principal
north and south gates. Between these two gates
runs a paved road with a double row of columns
on the west side of the stream, close to it on the
north and about 100 yards from it on the south;
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the public buildings are constructed in connexion
with this main thoroughfare. They were all of about
the same date, and, taking it all together, this city
is the most complete example of the Roman work
of the time of the Antonines in Syria. They are
constructed on one general plan, and cannot be
considered in architectural remains to be inferior
to Palmyra, though the ruins of the latter cover a
far larger area. Reference to the works of Wood
and Dawkins and the photographs taken by Pal.
Explor. Fund in 1867 will show that each city has
a distinct architectural character.

On approaching Jerash from the south, attention
is attracted by a fine arch of triumph of decorated
stone in the Corinthian order, with three arched
passages and a front of 80 ft., leading to a paved
Roman road running for about 300 yards northerly
to the southern gate of the city. On the left-hand
side is a naumachia or theatre for naval contests,
about 700 ft. by 300 ft., with its arena below the
level of the surrounding ground, in order that it
might be filled from an aqueduct which supplied
water from the stream. On the left, among the
hills, is the Necropolis, and sarcophagi of black
basalt with Roman devices are to be seen lying
about. The southern gate is in ruins, but it is
similar in appearance to the triumphal arch. The
main street on entering the city bears to the left,
leading to an oval colonnade or hippodrome, 310
ft. by 230 ft., lined with columns 2 ft. 5 in. in
diameter, with capitals of the Ionic order, support-
ing a plain entablature. Immediately to the left
on entering the city are a large theatre and a
temple. The theatre facing north is open, and is
constructed to seat over 2000 people, with a closed
stage 110 ft. across; it is lavishly decorated in the
Corinthian order. The temple facing nearly east
is peripteral, measuring 110 ft. by 85 ft. along the
Avails outside the cell; the columns are 4 ft. in
diameter and spaced at 12 ft. intervals from centre
to centre. Near the northern end of the hippo-
drome the main street, 22 ft. wide, leads in a
straight line direct to the north gate, and is adorned
with a row of columns on each side with Corinthian
capitals supporting an entablature. The columns
are about 3 ft. or more in diameter. The road,
22 ft. wide, is paved with hard stone, which has
still the marks of chariot wheels, and at the sides
are raised pavements for foot passengers. At a
distance of about 100 yards is a cross street at right
angles, also with a double row of columns, leading
up the hill on the left to the west gate, and to the
right over the stream by a Roman bridge; four
large pedestals, 12 ft. square, at the cross streets
still remain, where statues once adorned the city.
About 50 yards from the cross streets are some
ruined palaces, with columns 4 ft. in diameter, with
fragments of Egyptian rose granite and remains of
frieze, cornice, and pediment, on which decorations
have been lavished with great exuberance, with an
inscription apparently containing the name of
Marcus Aurelius Antoninus (A.D. 161-180); and at
about 100 yards from the cross street, both right
and left, are the remains of a series of handsome
buildings, one a basilica, grouped in relation to the
great temple of the Sun, which stands on a natural
eminence nearly in the centre of the city in the
western quarter. The temple facing the east
measures round the walls of cell 89^ ft. by 44£ ft.,
the platform is 14 ft. wide on each side. It has at
the entrance 12 columns, 5 ft. in diameter, spaced
at intervals of 12^ ft. from centre to centre ; 11 of
these magnificent columns still remain in situ, 10
of them surmounted by their Corinthian capitals.
All the buildings about the temple have been
highly ornamented. From an inscription copied by
Burckhardt it would appear that these buildings
were erected in the time of Antoninus Pius, A.D.

138-161. Proceeding farther north we come to a
second street of intersections, with a handsome
rotunda over the intersection; the cross street
leads on the left to another theatre, and on the
right to an extensive building supposed to have
been a bathing establishment. The theatre is not
so large as that to the south, and has an open stage
or scene. On the east bank of the river to the
north is another Corinthian temple facing west, a
very unusual aspect for temples of the 2nd and 3rd
cents, in Palestine.

There are many other ruins of public buildings
not enumerated whose identity has not been
established, and a number of inscriptions (more
than ten), two of which, near the ruins of a building
supposed to have been a church, south of the
temple of the Sun, refer to the establishment of
Christianity and the discontinuance of pagan wor-
ship of about 5th cent., an important piece of
evidence in connexion with the subject in Syria
(Conder, Palestine, p. 180). The stream which
runs through Jerash is principally fed from springs
within the city on east side. There are very full
accounts of Jerash in the travels of Buckingham,
Burckhardt, Irby, and Mangles, but no recent sur-
veys have been made. Jerash was visited by
the present writer in 1867, and a sketch plan
of the city was made and several plans of temples,
which have not yet been published. Fifteen
photographs of ruins also were taken, which
have been published by the Palestine Exploration
Fund. C. WARREN.

GERASENES.—The country of the Gerasenes
(AV of Mt 828 Gergesenes; Mt 51 Lk 826 Gadarenes;
RV in Mt Gadarenes, in Mk and Lk Gerasenes) is
referred to in NT only in connexion with the cast-
ing out of the legion of demons and their entry into
the herd of swine. There are three distinct read-
ings of the name of the people in the MSS—Gerge-
senes, Gadarenes, Gerasenes—as the following table
will show:—

Mt ^ Mk _ Lk
Β Τ oil· κρηνών Τίροίσ-ηνων Υίρ<χ.σν\νων
Ν Υχζα,ρ^ων (κ° Ytpyiff.) Υίρασ^νων Υίργί<τ*ινων
A (wanting) Υοώα,ρηνων Υοώα,ρννων
Ο Yoihotpytvuv (C 3 Ytpyiar.) Υαδκρηνών ΥίροατΥ,νων (C 2 Yipylff.)
D (wanting) ΥίρΰΜΤΥ,νών ΥΐροίΟ-Υ/νων

Thus, as WH (App. p. 11) point out, documentary
evidence shows that Γαδαρηνων is the true reading
in Mt, Τερασηνων in Mk and Lk.

The miracle took place On the other side' of
the Lake of Gennesaret, which is Over against
Galilee' (i.e. on the eastern side of the lake) (Lk
322.26) And when Jesus ' was come out of the boat,
straightway there met him out of the tombs a
man with an unclean spirit, who had his dwelling
in the tombs' (Mk 52). This clearly indicates that
the tombs were close to the shore of the lake, and
from the following passages it appears that the
tombs and city were in the proximity: Lk 827

4 There met him a certain man out of the city who
had devils . . . and abode not in any house but
in the tombs.' From the following it appears that
the hills ran up directly from the coast of the lake :
Lk 832 ' Now there was there a herd of many
swine feeding on the mountains . . . and the herd
rushed down the steep into the lake, and were
choked.'

From this it is certain that ' the country of
the Gerasenes' cannot refer to the city of Gerasa
in Gilead (Jerash), as Gerasa is an inland town
east of Jordan, near Philadelphia, towards Arabia
(BJ III. iii. 3, 4), which has certainly been identi-
fied with the ruins of Jerash. It also appears that
Gadara cannot be the city spoken of in the incident,
as it (now Umm Keis) is situated about six or more
miles south of the Lake of Gennesaret on the
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summit of a high hill with the deep gorge of the
river Hieromax {Jarmuk) at its foot, cutting it off
from the broad plain shelving down to the lake.
There was, however, a district attached to the city
of Gadara, and it is possible that a place on the
lake called Gerasa (not the Gerasa of the pre-
ceding art.) lay within Gadarene territory. Gadara
was but 6 miles S.E. of the southern extremity of
the lake, and Jos. (Vita, 9, 10) mentions Gadarene
villages close to the lake side. According to
Josephus, however {BJIV. vii. 3), Gadara was the
capital of Persea, which did not extend north of
the Hieromax. It is not improbable, however, that
during the many vicissitudes of the administration
accorded to Gadara its jurisdiction may have ex-
tended up the eastern side of the Lake of Gen-
nesaret at the time the miracle occurred.

The problem, then, is to find a site on the east side
of the lake which satisfies the biblical description
and shows traces of the city and tombs. This has
been successfully accomplished by Thomson (The
Land and the^ Book, ii. 35), through the identifica-
tion of the ruins of Kersa or Gersa on the eastern
side of the Lake of Gennesaret, nearly half-way
down from the northern end, south of the Wady
Samakh{ see further and especially Schumacher, The
Jaulan, 179). Wilson states {Recovery of Jerusalem,
p. 368) that about a mile south of this the hills,
which everywhere else on the eastern side are
recessed from half to three-quarters of a mile from
the water's edge, approach within 40 ft. of it. They
do not terminate abruptly, but there is a steep
even slope, which we would identify with the
' steep place' down which the herd of swine ran
violently into the sea. Macgregor {Rob Roy on the
Jordan, p. 423) states, 'Between Wady Samakh
and Wady Fik there are at least four distinct
localities where every feature in the Scripture
account of this incident may be found in com-
bination ; above them are rocks with caves in
them, very suitable for tombs.' Thomson states
that there are ancient tombs in the high grounds
about the ruins of Kersa. Gergesa and Gerasa may
thus be variations of the same name which is now
found under the form of Kersa, Chersa, or Gersa,
which now exist close to Wady Samakh, subject
to the various pronunciations according to whether
the people are from the hill country, or the plain,
or from the desert. The name Gergesenes appears
to be similar to that of a Canaanitish tribe (GlR-
GASHITES) which, according to Jos 2411, would
appear to have been located west of Jordan,
but which Jerome {Comm. ad Gen. xv.) locates on
the shore of the Sea of Tiberias. Origen also {Opp.
iv. 140) alludes to the city Gergesa, which stood
formerly on the eastern side of the lake, and to
the precipitous descent to the water down which
the swine rushed. A village, Gergesa, on a hill
above the lake, is also mentioned by Eusebius and
Jerome {OS2 p. 256, 14; p. 162, 18).

C. WARREN.
GERGESENES.—See GERASENES.

GERIZIM (ατ>3 "V? har Gerizzim, the modern
Jebel et-^ur).—This important mountain faces its
northern companion Ebal, having in the narrow
pass between them the town of Nablus (Neapolis),
the ancient Shechem. Its height, 2849 ft., makes
it lower than the other by 228 ft., but it has far
surpassed it in historical and religious associations.
The cleft between them (to which possibly the
mountain owes its name) presents the only pass
from east to west in the mountain range of
Ephraim, and, being also on the main road from
north to south, its facility of access and central
position in the land marked it out as an important
place in the kingdom of Israel.

To-day, as the sacred place of the little Samari-

tan community, it is interesting chiefly as a
monument to the vitality of religious prejudice.
The Samaritan Pentateuch contains a verse giving
express commandment that an altar should be
built on Mt. Gerizim, making it rather than
Ebal or the temple-rock of Jerusalem the first and
central shrine of the chosen people and the re-
vealed law. This knowledge of the will of the
Almighty is thus confined to a small and dwindling
company in a Syrian village, the rest of the world,
both Jews and Gentiles, being in darkness and
error ; and the assumption is to them one of com-
fort and complacency. The Samaritans and their
Mt. Gerizim thus form the world's memorial of
sectarianism, after the manner of Natural History
showing at once the grub and the leaf it lives upon.

The top of the mountain is broad, bare, and
rocky, and among the sacred places scattered over
it some refer to the Bible narrative, others to
Samaritan events, and others to Christian history.
1. Patriarchal.—Abraham entered the Promised
Land by the pass of Gerizim, encamping at
Shechem by the oak of Moreh, Gn 126 (J). Geri-
zim is also claimed, as against Mt. Moriah in
Jerusalem, to have been the mountain to which
Abraham was directed when commanded to offer
up Isaac, Gn 222 (R). Much discussion has taken
place over this locality, the evidence bearing
chiefly on points of distance, conspicuousness, and
the meaning of the words Moreh and Moriah.
The Scripture account scarcely encourages such
attempted precision, as its reference is merely to
'one of the mountains,' the words 'of Moriah'
being an undoubted gloss. On the whole, Gerizim
or some neighbouring height accords best with the
Bible description.

The Samaritans point to a trench on the S.E.
end of the Gerizim summit as the spot where
Isaac was laid on the altar. The Jews and Moslems
agree with the Samaritans in attaching great im-
portance to this trial by sacrifice in the life of
Abraham, Jewish tradition stating that Isaac said
to his father, 'Bind me fast,' and the Moslems
making Ishmael, whom they substitute for Isaac,
surpass this zeal by saying, 'Do not bind me.'

Samaritan tradition, arguing from the neigh-
bourhood of the village of Salem, makes Gerizim
the place where Abraham was met by Melchizedek
and the king of distant Sodom (Gn 1417ff·). It is
also connected with Jacob, who, on his return
from Paddan-aram, bought ' the parcel of ground'
for his encampment at Shechem, Gn 331*-20 (E).
In addition to this, the Samaritans point to a
spot on the summit called Khurbet Lauzeh, as the
place where Jacob slept, and had the vision of
divine protection and promise, Gn 28ηί· (Ε).

2. Israelite. — Ebal and Gerizim were the
mountains on whose sides the tribes assembled
under Joshua, according to the command of Moses,
to hear the curses and the blessings connected with
the observance of the law (Dt I I 2 9 · 3 2 2711·12, Jos
333.34)m Gerizim was probably selected in preference
to Ebal as the mount of blessing, because to one
looking eastwards it was on the right hand, the
side of good fortune (see Driver on Dt II2 9). The
Samaritans point out a piece of flat rocky ground
as the site of Joshua's altar and their own temple.

The distance from Ai, taken along with the
position of Ebal and Gerizim in the centre of a
hostile country, has offered a difficulty to the
acceptance of the above narrative in Deutero-
nomy. A solution was attempted by Eusebius
{Onom. sac.2 253), Epiphanius, and others, by
referring Ebal and Gerizim to localities nearer
the Jordan Valley. But their connexion with
Shechem, to which Josephus {Ant. XI. viii. 6),
Eusebius, and Jerome themselves refer, has
always discountenanced such a theory.
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Gerizim comes again into prominence when
Jotham delivered his highly figurative parable to
the treacherous elders of Shechem (Jg 97"21).

Tradition has represented these two mountains
as brought under the spell of the blessings and
curses once pronounced upon them, declaring
Gerizim to be beautiful and fertile, while Ebal is
bare and barren ; but at the present day they show
the similarity that might be expected from their
proximity, elevation, and composition.

3. Samaritan. — It is well known that the
Samaritans erected a temple on Gerizim which
henceforth became the rival of the temple
at Jerusalem in historical claims and sanctity
as a religious centre. The occasion that led to
its erection, ace. to Josephus {Ant. XI. viii. 2, 4),
was the marriage between Manasseh of the high-
priestly family in Jerusalem and the daughter of
Sanballat. This union, and many similar inter-
marriages, created the desire for an independent
sanctuary, that would be free from the dictation
of the Jerusalem authorities. It is practically
certain that Josephus' chronology here is incorrect.
He places the erection of the schismatic temple in
the time of Alexander the Great, who, according
to him, authorized its erection ; but there can be
little doubt that the temple on Gerizim was built
a century earlier (c. 432 B.C.) by the son-in-law of
Sanballat the Horonite referred to in Neh 1328 (cf.
inter alios, Ryle, Canon of OT, 91 f.). This Samari-
tan temple lasted at least till the time of the
Maccabees, when it was probably destroyed
(c. 110 B.c) by John Hyrcanus (Jos. Ant. xm. ix. 1;
Wars, I. ii. 6). To what extent this rivalry as to
the proper site of worship survived in the time of
Christ, is seen in the proverbial hatred between
Jews and Samaritans, and in the arguments urged
by the Samaritan woman at Jacob's well (Jn 420·21).

4. Christian.—The most conspicuous ruins in
Gerizim at the present day are those called in
Arabic el-l£ulaah, i the fortress.' We have here
the remains of the church built by the Christians
in the reign of Zeno in A.D. 475, which, having
been destroyed by the Samaritans, was afterwards
enlarged and fortified by Justinian in 530. See
SAMARITANS.

The most interesting link with the past is the
yearly celebration of the Samaritan Passover on
its summit. As the sun sets on the Passover Eve,
the seven lambs are slain, ceremonially examined,
and roasted in the oven pit. At midnight the
covering is removed, and the flesh is eaten by the
standing elders with their families in the im-
provized tents. Anything left over is scrupulously
collected and consumed, so that the letter of the
commandment may be kept.

LITERATURE.—Robinson, BRP ii. 274 if.; SWP ii. 148 ff.;
Stanley, Sinai and Palestine (Index); Guorin, Samarie, i.
424 ff.; Thomson, Land and the Book (Index) ; Baedeker-Socin,
Pal. 220, 222; G. A. Smith, HGHL 119 f., 384 n. 2 ; Conder,
Tent-Work, ch. ii. : Murray, Guide-book to Syria (Index);
Driver on Dt I I 2 9 ; Baudissin, Stud. z. Sem. ReL-ges. ii. 252.

G. M. MACKIE.
GERON should possibly appear as a proper name

in 2 Mac 61, according to which Antiochus Epi-
phanes sent yipovra Άθηναΐον (AV and RV * an old
man of Athens,' RVm 'Geron an Athenian') ' to
compel the Jews to depart from the laws of their
fathers.'

GERRENIANS (J?WJ των Τερρψων, Α Τεννηρωρ,
AV Gerrhenians, 2 Mac 1324).—-When Lysias,
recalled from Pal. by troubles in Syria, made
peace with Judas Maccabseus in B.C. 162, he left
Hegemonides as commandant ' from Ptolemais to
the G.' (AV wrongly, 'made him—i.e. Judas—
principal governor,' etc.). The true reading and the
people intended are both uncertain. The analogy
of 1 Mac II 6 9 suggests some place near the border
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of Egypt; but Gerrha, between Pelusium and
Rhinocolura, was in Egyptian territory. Ewald
{Hist., Eng. tr. v. 319) suggested that the word
should be understood of the inhabitants of Gerar,
an ancient Phil, city S.E. of Gaza; and this view
is supported by cod. 55, which reads Τεραρψων (see
RVm). On the other hand, Syr. reads Gazar
(Η-it)» i"e- Gezer or Gazara, not far from Lydda (cf.
1 Mac 1528·85). H. A. WHITE.

GERSHOM (DiEhji or Dkna).— 1. The firstborn son of
Moses and Zipporah (Ex 222 = 183, both JE, 1 Ch
2315). In the two former passages the writer ex-
plains the name as though it were connected with
"la ' a sojourner' and πψ 'there,' cf. the LXX form
Γηρσάμ (Ex 222 = 183). Unless Ex 425 (J) gives us
an account of his circumcision we know nothing
further of G.'s life, but there are a few scattered
notices of his descendants. In the pre-Massoretic
text of Jg 1830, supported by some cursive MSS of
the LXX, Jonathan, the son of Gershom, the son
of Moses, is said to have officiated as priest of
the sanctuary of J" at Dan, and it is added that
the office was held by members of the family until
the Captivity. The MT here reads Manasseh for
Moses; so LXX, A, B, L. See Moore, in loc. In
1 Ch 2314 it is stated that the sons of Moses were
reckoned amongst the tribe of Levi, i.e. in con-
tradistinction to the Aaronite branch of the family,
who were consecrated for special purposes. Lastly,
from 1 Ch 2624 we learn that in the time of David
a son of G. named Shebuel was * ruler over the
treasuries,' cf. 2316 2420 (Shubael). 2. Gershon, the
eldest son of Levi (1 Ch 6 ie·17·20· 43· 6 2 · 7 1 157). See
next article. 3. A descendant of Phinehas who
journeyed with Ezra from Babylon to Jerus.
(Ezr 82). W. C. ALLEN.

GERSHON (pena, called also Gershom, ΟΊΒΠ3 or
Dbha, 1 Ch 616·17·'20· 4 3 · 6 2 · 7 1 157).—All our data
about G. and his family come from Ρ and the
Chronicler, the latter, however, adding nothing to
P's account with regard to G. himself. According
to these writers he was the firstborn of the three
sons of Levi (Ex 616, Nu 317,1 Ch 6 1 · 1 6 236), born
before the migration of Jacob and his family into
Egypt (Gn 4611). He had two sons, Libni (for
whom we find Ladan in 1 Ch 237 2621) and Shimei
(Ex 617, Nu 318,1 Ch 617·20). This is all that we know
of G. personally, but of the fortunes of his descend-
ants we have fuller particulars. Their history
falls into three periods—(1) the wilderness wander-
ings ; (2) the monarchy ; (3) after the Exile.

1. At the time of the census taken by Moses
in the wilderness of Sinai, the Gershonites were
divided into two families, the Libnites and the
Shimeites (Nu 321). The whole number of males
from a month old was 7500 (322), and between
30 and 50 years of age 2630 (422"3·38-41). Their
position in the camp was behind the tabernacle
westward (323), and their chief at this time was
Eliasaph the son of Lael (324). The office assigned
to them by Ρ during the wilderness wandering
was the carrying of the curtains, the coverings,
the screens, and the hangings of the tabernacle,
and of the Tent of Meeting, together with the
accompanying cords and instruments (325"27 424"26

1017). In this they were to be at the command of
Aaron, and were superintended by Ithamar his son
(427-28). Two waggons and four oxen were assigned
to them for this service (77). In this respect of
office the Gershonites were preceded by the younger
family, the Kohathites. The G. are also mentioned
at the time of the census taken by Moses and
Eleazar in the plains of Moab by the Jordan,
when the whole number of the Levites was 23,000
(2657). At the allotment of Levitical cities by
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Joshua and Eleazar after the entry into Pal.,
thirteen cities in the territories of eastern Man-
asseh, Issachar, Asher, and Naphtali were assigned
to the Gershonites (Jos 216·27"33 [P] = l Ch 662·71'76).

2. In the reign of David, as narrated by the
Chronicler, we have several references to the Ger-
shonites.* The G. family of Asaph, together with
the Kohathite family of Heman and the Merarite
family of Ethan or Jeduthun, were, ace. to this writer,
specially set apart to administer the temple music
(cf. 1 Ch 631'47 251"7; and see ASAPH). Consequently,
at the bringing of the ark into Jerus., of the 130
Gershonites under the leadership of Joel who are
said to have been present (1 Ch 157), Asaph and
certain others took part in the music (1517·19 165·7).
Descendants of the two families of Ladan (for
Libni) and Shimei are mentioned as ' heads of the
fathers' houses' when David divided the Levites
into' courses (1 Ch 237"11), and the sons and grand-
sons of Ladan are spoken of as superintendents of
the treasuries at this time (1 Ch 2621"2 298). In
1 Ch 261 the marginal reading Ebiasaph should be
followed. Further, in the reign of Hezekiah G. are
mentioned as taking part with the other Levites
in the cleansing of the temple (2 Ch 2912·13), and
in 2 Ch 3515 the Asaphite singers are recorded
as present when the passover was kept in the
eighteenth year of Josiah.

3. In the period after the Exile we hear a good
deal of the Asaphite branch of the singers. When
Zerubbabel returned to Jerusalem, 128 Asaphites
(or 148 ace. to Neh Ί44) were included amongst his
followers (Ezr 241). At the laying of the founda-
tion of the temple, Asaphites are found leading
the music (Ezr 3j0), and special provision appears
to have been made for them (Neh I I 2 2 ; cf. also
1 Ch 915, Neh II 1 7 1235).

The name Gershonites (Wian) occurs Nu 321·23·24

424.27.28 2 6 5 7 j j o s 2i33} ι ch 237; 2 Ch 2912. They are
elsewhere called ' the sons of Gershon' (Ex 617, Nu
318.25 422.38.4i ψ 1 O i7) f o r < t h e c h i l d r e n of G e r s h o n '
(Jos 216·27), or 'the sons of Gershom' (1 Ch 617·62·71

157). For their history see above. In 1 Ch 2621 the
word is applied in sing, to Ladan, in 298 to Jehiel.

W. C. ALLEN.
GERSON (Α Τηρσών, Β Ταροσοτομοτ), 1 E s 8 2 9 . —

In Ezr 82 GERSHOM.

GERUTH - CHIMHAM (ant?? nna Κενέ, onto? 'a
Kethibh) Jer 4117.—A khan (?) which possibly de-
rived its name from Chimham, the son of Barzillai
the Gileadite, 2 S 1937f\ See CHIMHAM. Instead
of nna we should almost certainly read nn-ia
' hurdles,' after Josephus and Aquila (see Graf).

GESHAN fira).— A descendant of Caleb, 1 Ch 247.
Mod. editions of AV have Gesham, although the
correct form of the name appears in ed. of 1611.

GESHEM (D â, Τησαμ, Neh 219 6 1 · 2; in 66 the
form Gashmu occurs).—An Arabian, who is named
along with Sanballat the Horonite and Tobiah
the Ammonite, as an opponent of Neh. during the
rebuilding of the walls of Jerusalem. He may have
belonged to an Arab community, which, as we
learn from the monuments, was settled by Sargon
in Samaria c. B.C. 715—this would explain his
close connexion with the Samaritans; or he may
have been the chief of an Arab tribe dwelling in the
S. of Judah, in which case his presence would point
to a coalition of all the neighbouring peoples against
Jerusalem. Since the internal administration of
the Persian satraps was not sufficiently firm to
prevent petty feuds among subject races in distant
parts of the empire, there is nothing unnatural in

* It must never be overlooked that it is the habit of the
Chronicler to carry back many of the arrangements of his own
age to the time of David.

the mention of an alliance of Samaritans, Arabians,
Ashdodites, and Ammonites against the Jews
(Neh 47f>). Geshem with his confederates mocked
Neh.'s intention of repairing the walls (219); and
when the walls were completed, he joined with
Sanballat in inviting Neh. to a conference in the
plain of Ono (6lff·). His authority was cited in
support of the rumour that Neh. intended to rebel
against the Persian king (66). H. A. WHITE.

GESHUR, GESHURITE (irafe, n^an).— A small
Aramaean tribe whose territory, together with
that of Maacah (wh. see), formed the W. border of
Bashan (Dt 314, Jos 125 1311): The Geshurites were
not expelled by the half-tribe of Manasseh, to
whom their land had been allotted (Jos 1313), and
were still ruled by an independent king in the
reign of David, who married the daughter of
Talmai king of Geshur (2 S 33), After the murder
of his half-brother Amnon, Absalom took refuge
with his maternal grandfather in 'Geshur of
Aram' (2 S 1337 158). Geshur and Maacah were
probably situated in the modern Jauldn (Smith,
HGHL p. 548, n. 9), if they are not to be identified
with it (Driver, Deut. p. 56 f.). In 1 Ch 223 Geshur
and Aram are said to have taken the 'tent-
villages' of Jair from the Israelites. On the
strength of Jos 132 and 1 S 278, it has been main-
tained that there was another tribe of this name in
the neighbourhood of the Philistines. This view
has been recently revived by Hommel {AHT p.
237 ff.), who regards Geshur as a contraction for
Ge-Ashur or Gd-Shur, 'the lowland of Ashur or
Shur,' and identifies it with the extreme southern
portion of Palestine between el-Arish ('the brook
of Egypt') and Gaza (or Beersheba). According
to Hommel, this tract of country was originally
inhabited by the tribe of Asher {Ashur being
treated as the ' broken' or internal plural form of
Asher). But even if we could follow him in his
view that Shur (Gn 167 201 2518, 1 S 157) was
merely a popular abbreviation of Ashur (see SHUR),
and that the latter was so called after the tribe of
Asher, his derivation of Geshur must be rejected.
Such a contraction as Geshur for Ge-Ashur or
Ge-Shur (ΎΙΒ>$ for nr̂ x N^ or w tra), is entirely foreign
to the Hebrew language; and, further, the meaning
of ge' (N'a, constr. st. of κ;?) is not 'lowland,' but
'ravine' or 'glen.' It is noteworthy that the Β
text of the LXX at 1 S 278 gives only one name,
omitting Geshur, which is probably an incorrect
gloss (see GIRZITE). In the remaining passage
(Jos 132) the context (cf. vv.11·13) renders the
present reading very suspicious: possibly we
should substitute njan-^i ('and all the inhabitants
of Gezer') for η?ΐί?^τ^] ('and all the Geshurites').
In the absence of further proof, therefore, we may
conclude that the name Geshur was applied only
to the country E. of the Jordan.

In 2 S 2y ' Geshurites' (nw$n) should perhaps be
substituted for 'Ashurites' (n*B?gn). So Vulg.,
Syr., and Thenius, Ewald, Wellhausen. Others
prefer to read n^xn ('Asherites,' cf. Jg I32). This
is adopted by Konler, Kamphausen, Klostermann,
Budde, and others. J. F. STENNING.

GESTURES. — 1. An emotional necessity of
Oriental life. Gesture is much resorted to by
Orientals in the communication of their thoughts
and expression of their feelings. This does not
prove them more emotional than Anglo-Saxons,
if we use this term of sincerity of feeling and its
practical and permanent influence upon conduct,
but they have much greater facility and variety in
its expression. Where we control our feelings,
they are controlled by them, not because the
feelings are always stronger, but because the con-
trolling power is less. They are more governed by
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the impression of the moment, and the mood
changes with the occasion that produced it. Thus
the passage of a funeral procession through an
Oriental town makes a reverent hush among the
trades and traffic of the street, and the people stand
mute and motionless like a guard of honour;
among the aged and infirm, lips move in prayer,
and eyes are filled with tears ; but when the spec-
tacle has passed, the return to other things is rapid,
easy, and complete.

In congenial company a jest may cause such
merriment that one of the number will call out,
' The Lord cover (forgive) us for this laughter ! '
In the same way grief is vented to the point of
physical reaction and dismissal. In lands that
have given freedom to the press, there is an out-
spoken frankness about the statement of private
intention and public affairs, but the feelings of
the heart are kept in hallowed reserve; in the
East, on the contrary, plans, motives, and ex-
pectations are seldom stated simply and sincerely,
but the expression of feeling is always profuse and
exuberant. The strongest possible terms of devo-
tion to God and attachment to friends are in
constant use, but only one of themselves can tell
when language is the symbol of feeling and when
its substitute. In modern Syria, a mere child
detected in theft or falsehood at school boldly
calls heaven and earth to witness that he is
innocent. In the Arabic grammar, emotional
apostrophe is treated as a commonplace of daily
speech, and rules are provided for adjuration and
imprecation. Conversation is usually conducted
in a loud tone of voice; truth, in the interest of
truth, is sympathetically exaggerated ; the simple
4yes' and 'no ' of the European are regarded as
cold and deficient in humanity.

The Bible abounds in vivid narrative, and the
dramatic form is approached in Job and Canticles,
but neither among the Hebrews nor the Arabs has
there been any dramatic literature in the European
sense of the term. This may be largely due to the
fact that their speech is generally so figurative and
animated.

Such temperament and surroundings help to ex-
plain the fact that the language of Orientals is so
rich in figure, and their spoken words to such an
unusual degree helped and harmonized by appro-
priate gesture.

2. Expressiveness and variety of Oriental gesture.
—To the European, Oriental gesture is lacking
in self-command and husbanded energy, and
approaches grimace and contortion. The whole
body is pressed into the service. Two men engaged
in warm dispute appear to be using the deaf and
dumb alphabet. The body is one moment bent
forward, the next is standing erect; the hands are
stretched out in supplication, and then slapped and
held on each side of the head in the anguish of
distraction and the shock of assumed amazement.
The eyes flash, and the voices rise higher, until
one yields to the vehemence of the other (2 S 1943),
or both are separated by the bystanders (Ex 213).
The head is shaken, nodded, jerked, and inclined
sideways, forwards, and backwards in a variety of
ways reaching in suggested meaning from indiffer-
ence, impatience, acquiescence, and denial to
amazement, sarcasm, denunciation, and disgust.
The shrugging of the shoulders is similarly varied
to express embarrassment, surprise, ignorance, and
irresponsibility. An Oriental reading the Bible
naturally supplies this shrug when reading Gn 2532

3726 4 4 i 6 j E x 313 1524 1 7 4 > i s i 7 2 9 , P h i 2 2 , the first
sentence of Rev 714, etc. In salutation the form
varies with the relationship. A man greeting his
senior or superior brings the hand with a round
sweep towards the ground, as if he should be
kneeling there, and lifts it to his breast and head,

implying readiness to receive, understand, and
obey commands. Relatives or intimate acquaint-
ances meeting each other after an interval kiss
each other on both cheeks. A son or daughter
kisses the hand of a parent or aged relative, and
the same respectful courtesy is shown towards priests
as spiritual fathers. Frequently, a man meeting
his friend puts out both hands as if to clasp and
kiss his hand with the respect of inferior to
superior, but the other is expected to defeat this
intention, allowing his fingers to be touched, and
by withdrawing his hand to claim the equality of
a friend. When one enters a room where others
are seated, those assembled rise in token of respect
and welcome, this being especially observed in the
case of the aged.

Many particular gestures and special actions
might be noted. The beggar at the door brings
his forefinger across his teeth to prove that he
has eaten nothing that day (Am 46).

In friendly explanation, as an act of affectionate
persuasion, and as a liberty of familiar friendship,
the hand is put under the chin, and the face lifted
up, or the beard stroked as Joab did to Amasa
(2 S 209). The outstretched arm indicates authority
and decision, if the hand is also open and extended
(Ex 66); but when the fingers and thumb are drawn
together to a cone, it implies a respectful request
for permission to speak or interfere (Ac 2140).

Naturally, the most characteristic gestures are
those where the strongest emotions are called
forth or appealed to, as in the dance, in bereave-
ment, and the symbolical gestures and attitudes
of Oriental prayer. See further such articles as
FOOT, HAND, HEAD. G. M. MACKIE.

GET, GETTING.—1. The verb to ' get' (of which
the parts are get, gat* or got, gotten or got) is
frequently used in the sense of 'go,' generally
followed immediately by a personal pronoun.
Thus 2S 47 < they smote him . . . and gat them
away through the plain all night' (π^τχπ ηηη wpn,
RV ' went by the way of the Arabah'). Four
times in NT Unaye, the imperat. of ύττάγω, to
' depart,5 is so trd, viz. ϋ-iraye Σατα^α, * Get thee
hence,f Satan,' Mt 410 (Rhem. 'Avant Satan');
and iiwaye οπίσω μου Σαταρα, ' Get thee behind me,
Satan,' Mt 1623, Mk 833, Lk 48 (the last omitted by
RV after edd.). This idiom is still bolder in
earlier versions, as in Tind., Mt 2762 ' the hye
prestes and pharises got them selves to Pilate' ;
Lk 2241 * And he gate him selfe from them, about
a stones cast'; Jn 513 ' For Jesus had gotten him
selfe awaye, because that ther was preace of
people in the place.'

2. The same form of expression (though the
idiom is different, the pron. being now the remote
object) is often used when the meaning is * find' or
' gain.' Sometimes the pers. pron. is expressed in
the Heb., sometimes not. Thus Gn 344 ' Get me
this damsel to wife' (>!?"np) ; Ex 1418 * When I have
gotten me honour upon Pharaoh ' (n??n?); 2 S 20ΰ

' lest he get him fenced cities' (i1? Nyo'is); Ec 27 * [
got me servants' (nn^y. νπ,·?, RV ' I bought men-
servants') ; 28 * I gathered me also silver ' (*b *ftpi|);
Jer 131 * Go and get thee a linen girdle' (^ n̂ ;?,
RV * buy thee'). This remote object is expressed
otherwise than by a pers. pron. in 1 Mac 33 * So he
gat his people great honour' (/cat έιτλάτννεν δόξαν τφ
\αφ αύτον).

3. Other passages deserving attention are : Gn 41

' I have gotten a man from the LORD ' (-πκ trx wip,
* The 1611 edition of AV spells this form * gate' everywhere

except Sir 462, 1 Mac 9̂ 2.
t This passage has given the phrase * get thee hence' a

meaning in mod. Eng. which it did not always carry. Thus
Mk I 4 4 Tind. * Get the hence and shewe thy silfe to the preste';
Jn 51 1 Tind. ' Take up thy beed, and get thee hence'; and
Zee 69 AV * Get you hence, walk to and fro through the earth.'
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nin*, RV ' I have gotten a man with the help of
the Lord'*); Wis 108 'they gat not only this
hurt, that they knew not the things which were
good' {έβλάβησαν, RV 'were disabled'); Sir 1311

4 Smiling upon thee [he] will get out thy secrets'
{εξετάσει, RV * will search thee out ') ; 2111 * getteth
the understanding thereofJ {κατακρατεί του έννοήματος
αυτού, RV ' becometh master of the intent thereof');
2719 ' so hast thou let thy neighbour go, and shalt
not get him again' {ού θηρεύσει* αυτόν, RV 'thou
wilt not catch him again'); 1 Mac 932 ' Λvhen
Bacchides gat knowledge thereof {%yv<a, RV
' knew i t ' ) ; 2 Mac 56 ' But Jason slew his own
citizens without mercy, not considering that to
get the day of them of his own nation would be
a most unhappy day for him' (ού συννοών την els τους
σνΊΊενεΐς εύημβρίαν δυσημερίαν είναι τήν με-γίστην, RV
' that good success against kinsmen is the greatest
ill success' f).

Getting is used as a verbal subst. in Gn 3118 * the
cattle of his getting' (i3;jp n:,7P, Dillm. das Vieh
seines Erwerbes, ' the cattle of his possession';
Kalisch, * the cattle of his acquisition'); and in
Pr 47 'with all thy getting, get understanding'
(iĵ p-1???, RV * with all thou hast gotten': the
meaning is not * whatever thou gettest, get under-
standing, ' but ' by means of all thy gains, get
understanding'; cf. Mt 1346 * went and sold all
that he had, and bought it'). T. Lever {Sermons,
1550, Arber's ed. p. 117) translates Is 5611 'Un-
shamef aste dogges, knowynge no measure of gredye
gettynge.' J. HASTINGS.

GETHER (ins).— Named in Gn 1023, along with
Uz, Hul, and Mash, as one of the ' sons of Aram'
(in 1 Ch I 1 7 simply ' sons of Shem'). The clan of
which he is the eponymous founder has not been
identified. Dillmann considers that Knobel's ex-
planations (Volkertafel, 235 f.) from Arabian genea-
logies, as well as the attempts of Glaser {Skizze d.
Gesch. u. Geog. Arab. 421 f.), have failed to yield
any acceptable results.

GETHSEMANE {ΤεθσημανεΙ).—Α' plot of ground'
{χωρίον, Mt 2686, Mk 1432), which appears to have
been on the Mt. of Olives (Lk 2239) and beyond the
ravine of the Kidron (Jn 181). The 'garden' or
enclosure {κήπος) belonging to it was the scene of
our Lord's Agony. The name (from m ' press' and
)ΐρφ 'oil') means * oil-press' (on the form of the
name see Dalman, Gram. 152, 289 n. 3). Leaving
Jerusalem by St. Stephen's gate one comes to the
traditional site of Gethsemane, at a distance of
almost 50 yards beyond the bridge that spans the
Kidron. A stone wall encloses a nearly square

* There are two difficulties: (1) WJfJ ' I have gotten' is
evidently meant to explain the name pp Cain. See under CAIN.
(2) mrrnx is either simply * the Lord' (ΠΝ being the sign of the
object), or 'with the Lord' (ΠΧ being the prep.). The prep, is
not elsewhere used with m,T (yet cf. ΉΤΙ$ || 'ΏΤΐΌψΙ Job 26*).
But the direct object gives so difficult a sense that most
versions and commentators prefer the prep., as AV and RV.
The LXX has 'Εχηνάμην α,νβρωτον δ/α του QioZ ; O.L., Vulg.
possedi (acquiswi, procreavi) hominem per deum ; Luther, Ich
habe den Mann, den Herrn'; Wye. 1382, ' I haue had a man bi
God,' 1388, · Υ haue gete a man bi God'; Tind. ' I haue gotten a
man of the LORDE ' ; Cov. ' I haue opteyned the man of the
LORDS ' ; Rog. ' I haue obteyned a man of the LORD ' ; Gen. * I haue
obteined a man by the Lord' [Gen. marg. That is, according to
the Lord's promise, as ch. 3 1 5 ; some read, To the Lord, as
reioycing for the sonne, whom she wolde offer to the Lord as the
first f rutes of her birth']; Bish.' I haue gotten a man of the Lord';
Dou. ' I haue gotten a man through God'; Kautzsch, · Einen
Menschen habe ich erhalten mit Hilfe Jahwes.' See Spurrell, in
loc, supplemented by Konig in Expos. 5th Ser. vii. 205 f.

t This passage is referred to by Scrivener (Camb. Bible, p. 65
n. 1) as one of the colloquial forms which disfigure the AV
Apocrypha, though he admits that it keeps up the verbal play of
the Greek. It is, however, no colloquial or other English idiom,
it is simply a literal tr. of the Greek. The Gen. Bible is more
idiomatic, * not considering that to have the advantage against
his kinsmen is greatest disadvantage,' and it preserves the
word-play also.

plot of ground, which contains eight very ancient
olive trees. Some cling fondly to the idea that
these were actual witnesses of the Agony; others
hold that this is precluded by the express state-
ment of Josephus (BJ VI. i. 1), that during the
siege by Titus all the trees in the neighbourhood
of Jerusalem were cut down. Robinson, Thomson,
and many other recent explorers doubt the accur-
acy of the tradition which locates Gethsemane,
although it is universally admitted that the real
site cannot be far from the traditional one. The
tradition in question dates only from the 4th cent.,
and Robinson may be right in his suggestion that
the site of Gethsemane, like that of Calvary, was
fixed upon during the visit of Helena to Jerusalem,
A.D. 326. Eusebius {OS2 248, 18) says that Geth-
semane was at, Jerome {ib. 130, 22) that it was at
the foot of, the Mt. of Olives. The latter adds that a
church had been built over it (see the Peregrinatio
Silvice, cf. the testimony of Antoninus Martyr at the
end of 6th cent.). The traditional site is objected
to on the ground that it is too near the city.

LITERATURE.—Robinson, BRP% i. 234 f., 270; Porter, Hand-
book, 177; Thomson, Land and Book, ii. 483; Stanley, Sinai
and Palestine, 415; Andrews, Life of Our Lord, 413; Keim,
Jesus of Nazara, vi. 9 ff.; Conder, Bible Places (ed. 1897), p.
204; Lees, Jerusalem Illustrated, 136; SWP vol. iii. sh. xiii.
and Jerusalem volume; PEFSt (1887), pp. 151, 159 ; (1889),

p. 176. c . R. CONDER.

GEUEL fem * majesty of God').—The Gadite
sent as one of the twelve spies, Nu 1315 P.

GEZER (i]a, Tafrp, Tefep, Tafapa, Ta&s, Vulg.
Gazer).—Now Tell Jezer, near the village of Abu
Shusheh and 4 miles W.N.W. of 'Amwas, the
ancient Nicopolis (see Euseb. Onom. Sac. p. 254,
14), to the right of the road from Jaffa to Jerusalem.
The site, which is marked by blocks of unhewn
stone and early pottery, would well repay excava-
tion. Here have been found two inscriptions on a
rock, one containing the name ΑΛΚΙ0Τ in Gr.
letters, the other "in nnn ' the boundary of Gezer'
in Heb. characters of the Maccabsean age. M.
Clermont-Ganneau, to whom the discovery was
due, suggests that Alkios should be identified with
a certain Alkios son of Simon, whose sarcophagus
has been found at Lydda, and points out that Tell
Jezer is the Mount Gisart of the Crusaders. The
inscription may define the Sabbatic limit of the
city. Josephus {Ant. VIII. vi. 1) places the town
on the frontier of the territory of the Philistines ;
and Strabo (xvi. ii. 29), who calls it Gadaris, states
that it had been appropriated by the Jews. In
1 Ch 204 Gezer is given in place of the otherwise
unknown Gob of 2 S 2118 (where, however, the
Sept. and Syr. read Gath).

When the Egyptians under the Pharaohs of the
18th dynasty conquered Canaan, Gezer was placed
under an Egyptian governor. In the time of the
Tel el-Amarna tablets (B.C. 1400) the governor
was Yapakhi, and we hear of Gezer {Gazru) along
with Ashkelon and Lachish sending provisions to
Jerusalem. Subsequently, however, Gezer was
occupied by the Bedawi sheikh Labai (who had
once been governor of Shunem) and his confederate
Malchiel, and it joined in an attack on Ebed-tob,
the king of Jerusalem. This was the subject of a
charge brought against Labai before the Egyptian
Pharaoh. When the Israelites entered Canaan,
Horam (Ailam in the Sept.) was king of Gezer; he
came to the help of Lachish, but was defeated and
slain by Joshua (Jos ΙΟ33 1212). The town was
included in the southern border of Ephraim, and
was assigned to the Kohathite Levites (Jos 163

2121); the Israelites, however, failed to capture it,
and its Canaanite inhabitants paid tribute to the
Ephraimites (Jos 1610, Jg I29). A recently dis-
covered inscription of Merenptah, the son and
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successor of Ramses π. (B.C. 1280), in which men-
tion is made of the Israelites, speaks of Gezer
having been taken by the Egyptians (or, according
to another possible translation, by th© people of
Ashkelon). In the reign of Solomon it was again
taken by an Egyp. Pharaoh, who handed it over
to his daughter, Solomon's wife (1 Κ 916). Solomon
thereupon restored it, as well as the neighbouring
Beth-horon, and it henceforth remained in Israel-
itish possession. Under the name of GAZARA (wh.
see), Gezer appears repeatedly during the Macca-
ba?an struggles (1 Mac 415 lib 952 1343·53 147·34 1528

161, 2 Mac 1032). It was then an important strong-
hold, for whose possession both parties contended
strenuously. See, further, Clermont - Ganneau,
Arch. Researches in Pal. (1896), pp. 224 ff.

A. H. SAYCE.
GHOST.—Like * ghastly' and ' aghast,' * ghost'

has had an h inserted in the course of its history—
an Italian affectation, says Earle, and for the most
part a toy of the Elizabethan period. The Anglo-
Saxon form is gast, the connexion of which with
Ger. geist is obvious. The Middle-Eng. form is
'goost' and sometimes 'gost.' Wyclifs form is
'goost,' Tindale's 'goost' and rarely 'gost,' the
Geneva * gost,' the Rhemish NT and the AV
always spell'ghost.'

The root of the wTord, according to Skeat, is the
Teut. GIS=Aryan GHIS=to terrify, so that the
modern use of the word is as close to the primitive
meaning as any other. The sense of ' apparition '
or * spectre,' appears, however, to be later in
English usage than that of ' breath' or ' spirit,'
so that the derivation is a little uncertain. The
range of meaning in older English is considerable.

The principal meanings are : (1) Breath, as Bp. Andrewes, Ser-
mons, ii. 340, ' Ye see then that it is worth the while to confess
this as it should be confessed. In this wise none can do it
but by the Holy Ghost. Otherwise, for an ore tenus only, our
own ghost will serve well enough.'

(2) The soul or spirit of a living person. Thus Chaucer,
Clerke's Tale, 972—

• " Nat only, lord, that I am glad," quod she,
" T o doon your lust, but I desyre also
Yow for to serue and plese in my degree
With-outen feynting, and shal euermo.
Ne neuer, for no wele ne no wo,
Ne shal the gost with-in myn herte stente
To loue yow best with al my trewe entente " '

So Spenser, FQ π. i. 42—
1 Whom when the good Sir Guy on did behold,
His hert gan wexe as starke as marble stone,
And his fresh bloud did frieze with fearefull cold,
That all his sences seemd bereft attone :
At last his mightie ghost gan deepe to grone,
As lion, grudging in his great disdaine.'

(3) It is applied especially to the soul or spirit departing
from the body. Thus in 'The Forty-two Articles' of 1553
(Gibson, The XXXIX Articles, i. 71), Art. Ill—' For the bodie
laie in the Sepulchre, until the resurrection: but his Ghoste
departing from him was with the Ghostes that were in prison,
or in helle, and didde preache to the same, as the place of S.
Peter doeth testify.' Thence arise the phrases 'breathe out,
yield up, give up the ghost,' as Chaucer, Legend of Good
Women, 886—

' When that he herde the name of Tisbe cryen,
On her he caste his hevy deedly yen,
And doun again, and yeldeth up the gost.'

So Prioresses Tale, 1862—
4 This holy monk, this abbot, him mene I,
His tonge out-caughte, and took a-wey the greyn,
And he gaf up the goost ful softely.'

And Spenser, FQ II. viii. 45—
' He tombling downe on ground,

Breathd out his ghost, which to th' infernall shade
Fast flying, there eternall torment found

For all the sinnes wherewith his lewd life did abound.'
(4) The most frequent application of the word is, however, to

the spirit of a dead person, a disembodied spirit. Bp. Hall says
(Works, ii. 114), 'Herod's conscience told him he had offered an
unjust and cruell violence to an innocent, and now hee thinkes
that John's ghost haunts him.' Cf. also Mk 6^ Rhem. ' But
they seeing him walking upon the sea, thought it was a ghost,
and cried out.' The word is found as early as Chaucer quite in
the modern sense, as Prologue, 8—

'He was nat pale as a for-pyned ( = tormented) goost.'

The application to the Holy Spirit is also very early. Thus
Malory, Morte d'Arthur (Globe ed.), xm. viii. 7—'In the
midst of this blast entered a sun-beam more clearer by seven
times than ever they saw day, and all they were alighted of the
grace of the Holy Ghost.' Nor is it always accompanied by
the adj. Holy : Chaucer (Seconde Nonnes Tale, 328) has—

' But ther is better lyf in other place,
That never shal be lost, ne drede thee nought,
Which Goddes sone us tolde thurgh his grace ;
That fadres sone hath alle thinges wrought;
And al that wrought is with a skilful thought,
The gost, that fro the fader gan procede,
Hath sowled hem, withouten any drede.'

(5) Finally, it should be noticed that the word is sometimes
applied to a dead body. Spenser, FQ II. viii. 26—

' Palmer, (said he) no knight so rude, I weene,
As to doen outrage to a sleeping ghost.'

Shaks. II Henry VI. m. ii. 161—

' See how the blood is settled in his face !
Oft have I seen a timely-parted ghost,
Of ashy semblance, meagre, pale, and bloodless.'

This is held to be the meaning of Hamlet, i. iv. 85—

' Still am I call'd, unhand me, gentlemen.
By heaven, I'll make a ghost of him that let's me 1'

And Dyce quotes from Hooker's Amanda (1653), p. 207—

' What stranger who had seen thy shriv'led skin,
Thy thin, pale, ghastly face, would not have been
Conceited he had seen a ghost i' th' bed,
New risen from the grave, not lately dead?'

In AV ' ghost' is used only in the phrase ' give
up' or 'yield up the ghost,' and in the name 'the
Holy Ghost.'

1. The poetic and 'Priestly' word via gawa,
which means 'to expire,' ' to perish,' is tr d 'give
up the ghost' in Gn258·J7 3529, Job 311 1018 1319 1410,
La I 1 9 ; and ' yield up the ghost' in Gn 4933. This
trn is partly due to the Geneva Bible (Gn 3529 49s3),
but seems in most places original to AV. There
is no reason for so special a tru in those passages;
elsewhere gtuva is trd simply ' die,' except Jos
2220, Job 34i5, ' perish.' The Heb. rjn niah, ' breath,'
'spirit,' is never trd ' ghost.' But B Ĵ nephesh, 'soul,'
is twice so trd, Job II 2 0 'their hope shall be as the
giving up of the ghost' (n^rriso; AVm ' a puff.of
breath ' ) ; and Jer 15y ' she hath given up the ghost'
(n̂ 93 nn£j). In To 1411 we find ψυχή trd in the same
way, 'he gave up the ghost in the bed' {εξέλιπε?
[Β έξέλειπεν] αύτοΰ η ψυχή έπϊ τψ /CXIVT/S). In NT
we do not find ψυχή so trd, but πνεύμα twice, Mt
2750 ' Jesus, when he had cried again with a loud
voice, yielded up the ghost' (άφηκε τό πνεύμα; RV
'yielded up his spirit'); and Jn 1930 'he bowed
his head and gave up the ghost' (παρέδωκε τό
πνεύμα ; RV ' gave up his spirit'). Though ψυχή
is not _trd 'ghost,' the verb έκψύχω, which occurs
three times, is twice (Ac 55 12-3) trd ' give up the
ghost,' and once (Ac 510) ' yield up the ghost.'
Similarly εκπνέω, which also occurs three times
(Mk 1537·39, Lk 2346), is each time trd 'give up the
ghost.' Finally, the phrase έν εσχάτη πνοχι (lit. as
RV ' at the last gasp') is rendered in 2 Mac 331

' give up the ghost.'
2. Wherever πνεύμα is accompanied with ayiov it

is trd in AV after all the previous versions ' Holy
Ghost'(in 1611 always spelt 'holy Ghost,' which
is the more surprising that Rhem. NT has almost
always ' Holy Ghost'). When πνεύμα occurs with-
out ayiov, and the reference is to the Holy Ghost,
it is trd 'spirit' or 'Spirit.' The RV has a few
times, Amer. RV always, replaced 'Holy Ghost'
by ' Holy Spirit'; both have generally accepted
'give up' or 'yield up the ghost.' See articles
HOLY SPIRIT and SPIRIT. J. HASTINGS.

GIAH (n-a).—Named in the account of Joab's
pursuit of Abner, 2 S 224, ' the hill of Amman that
lieth before Giah by the way of the wilderness of
Gibeon.' Ammah is prob. taken correctly as a
proper name, although it cannot be identified.
Theod., indeed, tr. it by ύ^ρayωyόs, 'aqueduct' (so
Vulg. aquccductus), but this would necessitate the
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article, rrsxrr (cf. Wellh. and Driver, ad loc).
Wellh. proposes to eliminate Giah from the text,
and for 'a ns-p -η!! n\a \??"te of MT to substitute ̂ 3"^
'a ")3i2$ η-ιηπ, holding that rra has arisen out of π *a
(cf. the LXX Γαί, i.e. N;a 'ravine'). It was natural
to interpolate a gai answering to the preceding
*hill,J and the π of D1? might readily arise from the
n of ^ n . This emendation is accepted by Budde
(in SB'OT) and Kittel (in Kautzsch's AT).

J. A. SELBIE.
GIANT.—Most peoples have traditions in regard

to gigantic men existing in earlier times. Not
many decades ago these traditions were supposed
to be confirmed by discoveries of remains of pre-
historic men of enormous size. But a close
scrutiny of the evidence indicates that prehistoric
men were not larger than the men now living,
and that the difference between the largest men
that ever lived and men of normal size is less than
used to be thought. Moreover, the giants of the
traditions, when we come to study the subject
closely, are found to be more or less confused
with mythological beings or with ghosts, thus
becoming, in a measure, unreal.

There was a time when the biblical accounts
of giants were interpreted and coloured by the
traditions and supposed historic remains. More
lately there is a tendency to interpret them in
the light of the unreality that is now assigned to
the extra-biblical traditions. These facts are a
reason for scanning carefully the biblical evidence
and confining ourselves very closely to it.

In our EV three different words are translated
giant. In Gn 64 and Nu 1333 is used the word
Q^?4 (in LXX and Gr. Enoch oi yiyavres). See
NEPHILIM. This word denotes beings analogous
to the demigods of the Greek and Latin mythology.
When applied to the giant inhabitants of Pal.
(Nu 1333), it should perhaps be regarded as a
figure of speech. The word used in Job 1614 is
gibbor (lisa), a mighty man (RVm), a hero, an
armed assailant, not a giant. The same word is
used in the plur. in Gn 64, apparently as an
equivalent for Nephilim, and is tr. in the Sept.
yiyavres; but it is evidently the equivalent of the
word ' heroes' as used in mythological legends.

The true Heb. word for giant is different from
these. In 2 S 2116·18·20·22 is the word raphah
(ncn), trd giant, and in 1 Ch 204· 6 · 8 is the variant
raphcC (KS"J). From the same stem, in this variant
form, comes the plur. rephaim (D'N?-I, also used for
the 'shades,' see KEPHAIM), and this is the proper
equivalent of our Eng. word 'giants.'

Raphah means to become limp, to be slack, to
be loosened. It often describes the physical and
moral condition of one who goes to pieces through
fear or discouragement, one who is physically
and spiritually relaxed through terror or panic
(in Qal, Jer 624 4924 5043; Hithp., Jos IS3, Pr 183

2410). Many regard the word rephaim as the plur.
of the gentilic adject, rephai, Rephaite; but its
use indicates that it is rather a common noun in
the plur., and it will be so treated in this article.

1. GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION. — In David's
time, the accounts say, there were rephaim, that
is to say, giant people, living in Gath, and they
mention none elsewhere. The Goliath whom
David slew was one of these (1 S 17 et al.).
So were Ishbi-benob, Saph (in 1 Ch 204 Sippai),
Goliath the Gittite (in 1 Ch 205 Lahmi, the brother
of Goliath the Gittite), and a man of stature with
twenty-four fingers and toes (2 S 2116-22,1 Ch 204"8).
See each of these names, in its place. Some of
these men individually, and all four of them col-
lectively, are said to have been born ' to the
raphah (in 1 Ch 206·8 rapha3) in Gath.' Certainly
raphah is here not a proper name. It is to be trd

1 the giant.3 It is to be understood either individu-

ally or collectively. If individually, then probably
* the giant' is the Goliath whom David slew, and
the four men here mentioned are his sons. If
collectively, then the assertion is that the four
were of the breed of the giants that lived at
Gath.

Some centuries earlier, just before the conquests
by Moses and Joshua, the rephaim were more
widely distributed. At that time, Og, the king
of Bashan, was the only remaining representative
' of those that were left of the rephaim' E. of the
Jordan (Dt 311). W. of the Jordan the ANAKIM
(wh. see) had their principal seat, perhaps, at
Hebron and its vicinity (Nu 1322, Jos 1412"15 1513·14

II 2 1, Jg I 2 0); but there were Anakim also in the
mountain country of Israel as well as in the
mountain country of Judah, and among the Phil,
cities near the Mediterranean (Jos II2 1·2 2). Further,
there seem to have been rephaim in the forest
region near Mount Carmel (Jos 1715). There are
traces, too, of giant occupation, either then or
earlier, in such geographical names as the valley
of Rephaim (Jos 158 1816 etc.), near Jerus., and
'the Avvim,' one of the cities of Benjamin (Jos
1823). And it is presumable that they occupied
yet other localities at this date.

Going back to earlier times, two passages are
especially important. In Dt 21Of· Moses is repre-
sented as mentioning, for the encouragement of
Israel against the Anakim, several giant peoples
that had been dispossessed by other peoples. In
Gn 14 we have an account of the several peoples
that were attacked by the four kings in their
march southward, in the days of Abraham. The
peoples mentioned in these two passages are mainly
the same, and they are so mentioned as to enable
us to locate them geographically. The four kings
'smote Rephaim' (Gn 145), and this region must
have been so called because there were rephaim
then living there, E. of the Jordan, well to the
N., the region where Og afterwards reigned. Pro-
ceeding S. they smote the Zuzim, apparently the
same with the Zamzummim, who occupied terri-
tory afterwards held by the Ammonites, and who
are said to be rephaim (Gn 145, Dt 220). Still
marching S., they reached the Emim, who are
also said to be rephaim, in the territory after-
wards held by Moab (Gn 145, Dt 210·11). Yet
farther S., in the country of Seir, they attacked
the Horim, who were probably rephaim, though
this is not expressly stated (Gn 146, Dt 212· 2 2).

W. of the Jordan, the Avvim were near Gaza
at a very early period (Dt 2-3). The rephaim are
mentioned along with the Kenite, the Hittite,
the Perizzite, the Amorite, etc. (Gn 1520), as in
the land, apparently, in Abraham's time. The
Anakim are not mentioned by name in connexion
with this early period, but we are told that
* Sarah died in the city of Arba, which is Hebron,
in the land of Canaan' (Gn 232); and that ' Jacob
came to Isaac, his father, to Mamre, the city of
the Arba, which is Hebron ' (Gn 3527). Evidently,
the writer of these statements held that the city
was called by the name of Arba in the time of
Jacob and of Abraham. It follows that he held
that the Anakim were already there, for Arba
' was the great man among the Anakim' (Jos 1415).
And from Nu 1322 it is difficult to avoid the con-
clusion that it was the Anakim who built Hebron
4 seven years before Zoan of Egypt.'

2. HISTORY OF THE GIANT PEOPLES.—If what
has been said is true, we are to think of them as
widely spread in Pal., on both sides of the Jordan,
as early as the time of Abraham. They are
expressly said to have preceded the Caphtorite
Philistines, the Ammonites, the Moabites, the
Edomites, the Israelites; it is not said whether
they preceded the Can. peoples. Some affirm them
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to have been the aborigines of Palestine. This
is not in itself improbable, and it is perhaps con-
firmed by what we know of their characteristics.
In particular, the name Horite is supposed to
denote a cave-dweller, and if we regard the Hor-
ites as rephaim, this is an argument of some
weight.

Not all scholars accept the opinion stated above,
that the Anakim and other rephaim were W. of
the Jordan in Abraham's time. There is a theory
that these were immigrants from the rephaim E.
of the Jordan, after the invasion by the four
kings; but this lacks confirmation. It is said,
further, that the Anakim cannot early have had
their seats W. of the Jordan, because the country
was then in the possession of other peoples. But,

• as we shall presently see, the rephaim lived among
other peoples during most of their known history.

As another objection, one might plausibly say
that Arba was the father of Anak, and the three
chiefs whom Caleb conquered were sons of Anak,
and therefore the Anakite possession dated back
only to the generation before the Exodus. But
this inference is based entirely on the inexactnesses
of translations. Arba is not said to have been
the father of Anak, but * the father of the Anak'
(Jos 1513), ' the father of the Anok' (Jos 2111).
The article here makes a difference. Arba is not
said to be the father of some person named Anak
or Anok, but the father of the Anak stock. This
is another way of saying that he was ' the great
man among the Anakim' (Jos 141δ). Again,
Sheshai and Ahiman and Talmai are not said to
have been the children of a person called Anak, but
'the children of the Anak' (Nu 1322, Jos 1514), and
'the three sons of the Anak' (Jg I20). In other
words, Arba was thought of as the greatest man
commemorated in the traditions of the Anakim,
and in that sense the father of the Anakim ; and
the three chiefs were the greatest living leaders of
the Anakim. There is nothing here to disprove
the antiquity of the Anakim. See further Moore,
Judges, p. 24.

The rephaim seem to have had strong local
attachments. Once in a locality, they remained
there, unless they were wholly extirpated. After
many centuries Moses, and Joshua, and Jair, and
Caleb found Og in the old seats of the Rephaim,
and the tribesmen of Arba at the city of Arba,
and the Horite still living in Seir, though incor-
porated among the Edomites. Yet more marked
seems to have been the persistence of the Avvim
in the Phil, country (Dt 223). The Caphtorim had
destroyed them, but they were still there in the
time of Joshua (Jos 133), and survived his con-
quests. Presumably, they are to be identified
with the Anakim who were left in Gaza, in Gath,
and in Ashdod, the name Anakim being here
used generically (Jos II2 2). Presumably, Goliath and
the other giants of David's time came of this stock.

3. THE GIANTS IN THEIR RELATIONS TO OTHER
PEOPLES.—The diction of OT, when it speaks of
the giant peoples, has a marked peculiarity which
is not preserved in the EV; the gentilic name is
always used in the plur., not in the sing, as in
the case of other peoples. For example, we have
'the Gazite and the Ashdodite, the Ashkelonite,
the Gittite, and the Ekronite, and the Avvites'
(Jos 133); ' the Hittite, and the Perizzite, and the
Rephaites (better, rephaim), and the Amorite'
(Gn 1520). Curiously, the names Caphtorim and
Pelishtim follow the same usage with those of the
giant peoples, ' the Philistine' never occurring in
the singular to denote the people, but only to
denote some individual. If the Horites were
giants, their name is exceptional, ' the Horite'
being the designation commonly used.

This use of language is certainly significant, ι

Apparently, it shows that the writers of Ο Τ regard
the giants, not as a group of nationalities or
peoples, but simply as a breed of men, existing
in several varieties. With this agree statements
made concerning the giants at all periods. The
Davidic giants, though children of the raphah,
were politically Philistine and Gittite. Og, though
of the breed of the rephaim, was politically Amor-
ite (Jos 21 0etc). In the time of the conquest, the
Anakim around Hebron were politically Amorite ;
in the time of Abraham, it is probably fair to
infer that they were politically Hittite. Giants
as they were, and formidable, they maintained
their existence only where they became associated
with some other race, the other race being always
dominant. The case of the Horites, maintaining
their position as a people among peoples, is prob-
ably to be accounted for by some peculiar turn
taken in their relations with Esau and his Hivite
connexions by marriage.

4. PECULIARITIES OF THE GIANT RACE.—They
were of great stature. Probably, no authentic
measurements of men exceed those of the Goliath
whom David slew. The Israelites of the Exodus
seemed as grasshoppers by the side of the Anakim.

There is no ground in the biblical accounts for
inferring that they were monstrous in shape. The
six-toed man of David's time must be regarded as
exceptional and not typical. The name Avvim
may be from a stem that denotes crookedness, physi-
cal or moral, but it is insufficient as evidence that
the Avvim had distorted bodies. The Anakim
are verbally 'men of neck,' and this is commonly
interpreted to mean that they were long-necked.
But it is quite as likely to mean that they were
thick-necked. The name Emim, ' formidable ones,'
may indicate that fearsomeness was the principal
characteristic of the giants, but their terribleness
apparently was due to their size and prowess, and
not to anything uncanny about them.

The name Horite is supposed to denote cave-
dweller ; but even if the rephaim were originally
cave-dwellers, most of them were certainly not so
within the time during which we have information
concerning them.

They were a numerous stock. ' A people great
and many, and tall as the Anakim,' is a phrase
used more than once.

Yet the rephaim, as a whole, were inferior to
the peoples of normal stature who surrounded
them. Individuals among them were leaders—for
example, Og, or the three chiefs at Hebron; but
these were exceptional. We might infer this from
the general history of mankind, but it is better to
infer it from the fact given in the Bible, that the
rephaim, coming in contact with other men, be-
came either extinct or subordinate. Doubtless
they were more formidable, however, as fighters
in the Amorite or Philistine armies than they
would have been by themselves.

5. MENTION IN LATER TIMES.—We have no
clear facts concerning the giants later than the
time of David. In the LXX of Jer 475 we read:

Ashkelon is cast away, the remnant of the
Enakim.' Those who prefer this to the Heb.
text find in it proof of a survival of men of the
giant breed even to that date, but this is pre-
carious.

Later writers confuse the rephaim with the
Nephilim, speak of their foolishness, and of
their bones or other relics as on exhibition at
Hebron, or Damascus, or elsewhere (Jth 167, Wis
146, Sir 167 474, Bar 326; Jos. Ant. v. ii. 3 ; Benjamin
of Tudela, Itin. p. 56). Yet others enlarge upon
the biblical statements with the most extraordi-
nary assertions, measurements, and legends.

For Valley of the Giants (RV, Vale of Rephaim),
Jos 1581816, see REPHAIM (VALLEY OFJ.
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W. J. BEECHER.

GIBBAR (133 ' hero').—A family which returned
with Zerub. (Ezr 220). The name is probably an
error for Gibeon (pyna) of Neh 725. See GENEALOGY.

GIBBETHON (pn?a «mound,' 'height').—A town
which is mentioned, along with Eltekeh and
Baalath, as belonging to the tribe of Dan, and as
a Levitical city (Jos 1944 2123). In the time of the
early kings of northern Israel G. was in the hands
of the Phil., and was a place of importance.
Nadab, king of Israel, was besieging it when he was
slain by his successor Baasha ; and a quarter of a
century later Omri was similarly engaged when
he was made king by the army, to succeed Zimri
(1 Κ 1527 1615;17). In Onom. Sac.2 (246, 255) a Gaba-
thon is mentioned 17 miles from Csesarea. But this
is nearly W. of Samaria, and much too far to the
north to agree with the biblical notices of G. The
Pal. Survey maps identify it with Kibbiah, well
down the western slope of the mountain country,
840 ft. above the sea, in lat. 31°*58 and long. 35°*1,
nearly equidistant from Jerusalem, Shechem, and
Joppa. W. J. BEECHER.

GIBEA (nuns).-A grandson of Caleb (1 Ch 249).
It is now generally admitted that the list of the
descendants of Judah through Caleb given in 1 Ch
242ff· is geographical rather than genealogical, and
comprises all the towns lying in the Negeb of
Judah, to the S. of Hebron (Wellh. Proleg. p. 217).
G. is probably only a variation in spelling of the
more common Gibeah (njfta). See GIBEAH 1.

J. F. STENNING.
GIBEAH (n̂ na a 'hill,' as distinct from a 'moun-

tain,' or 'mountainous district' ["in]).—A careful
examination of all the passages in which Gibeah
occurs as the name of a place, seems to show that
the uncertainty and confusion which have hitherto
existed with regard to the actual situation of G. are
largely due to two causes. In the first place, the
older translators failed in many cases to distinguish
between the use of the word as an appellative and
its use as a proper name, the result being to
multiply the number of the places bearing this
name. Secondly, the name itself is so closely
allied, both in form and meaning, to that of
another well-known spot, viz. Geba (jna), that the
two have frequently been interchanged, and the
difficulties of identification considerably increased.
A consideration of these two facts makes it prob-
able that the actual number of places mentioned
in the OT under this name (excluding those which
are further defined by some additional word) is to
be reduced to two.

1. A city of Judah (Jos 1557), possibly one of two
villages called Gabaa, Gabatha (Lagarde, Onomast.
255. 160). The exact site is unknown, but the con-
text clearly shows that it was situated in the
neighbourhood of Maon, Carmel, and Ziph, on the
fertile plateau which lies to the S.E. of Hebron
{Hist. Geog. pp. 306n., 317).

2. A city of Benjamin {Jg 1912f·), described else-
where as 'of Benjamin' (1 S 132·15 1416, cf. Jg 1914

'which belongeth to Benjamin'), and 'of the
children of Benjamin ' (2 S 2329); most probably it
is to be identified also with ' G. of Saul' (1 S II 4, Is
1029, cf. 1 S 1026), and with ' the hill (KVra Gibeah)
of God ' ( I S 105).

From the somewhat scanty notices supplied by
the historical books of the OT, we gather (a) that
Gibeah was quite distinct from Geba (1 S 141"5, Is

1029); (b) that it lay to the N. of Jerusalem, close
to the main N. road, and S. of Ramah (Jg 1912"14);
(c) that just N. of the town, the main road divided
into two branches, one of which led to Bethel, and
the other diverged to Geba (Jg 2031). The situa-
tion of Tell (or Tuleil) el-Ful, with which Gibeah
has been identified by Robinson {BB21 577-579)
exactly fulfils all these requirements. It is the
name given to a hill situated about four miles to
the N. of Jerusalem, and lying a quarter of a mile
to the E. of the main road. Er-Rdni (Ramah) lies
farther to the N., while the main road from Jeru-
salem divides in two just beyond Tell el-Ful, one
branch diverging to the right to Jeba (Geba), and
the other going northwards to Beitin (Bethel).
The writings of Josephus furnish additional proof,
not only of the correctness of this identification,
but also of the identity of Gibeah and G. of Saul.
He relates {BJ v. ii. 1) that Titus, while advanc-
ing to the siege of Jerusalem, halted for a night at
Gophna {Jufna), and the following night encamped
'at a place called the Vale of Thorns, near a
certain village called Gabath-Saul, which signifies
" Hill of Saul," distant from Jerusalem about 30
stadia.' * During the night a legion coming from
Emmaus {'Amwas, Nicopolis) joined the main
army ; the reinforcement had doubtless come up
by the road which in the present day joins the
northern road just above Tell el-Ful. Cf. also
Jerome, Ep. 108. 8 {Opp. ed. Vallarsi, i. 690), and
Robinson, I.e.

The town of Gibeah is associated with several
striking events in the early history of Israel.
(1) It occupies an important position in the second
of the two supplementary narratives which con-
clude the Book of Judges (ch. 19-21). A certain
Levite from the hill country of Ephraim is for-
saken by his concubine, who flees to her father's
house in Beth-lehem-judah. Here she is followed
by the Levite, who remains several days in Beth-
lehem, enjoying the hospitality of his father-in-
law. Despite the entreaties of the latter, they
start on the return journey late in the afternoon of
the fifth day (198·9), and towards nightfall reach
Jebus or Jerusalem. Being unwilling to 'turn
aside into the city of a stranger,' the Levite presses
on in the hope of reaching either Gibeah or
Ramah (v.13), and finally spends the night at the
former place. Here they are hospitably received
by an old man, a sojourner in the place; but
during the night the Benjamite inhabitants beset
the house, and demand that the Levite be given
up to them. The latter, in self-defence, surrenders
his concubine to them, and in the morning finds
her on the threshold dead from their ill-usage.
He then returns to his home, cuts up her body into
twelve pieces, and sends them throughout the
borders of Israel (1915"30). Ch 20 describes how the
Benjamites refuse to surrender the men of Gibeah
to the assembled tribes, who in consequence attack
Gibeah, and destroy the tribe of Benjamin, with
the exception of 600 men. The kernel of the story
is undoubtedly historical, but it has been worked
over and expanded by ' an author of the age and
school of the Chronicler' (Moore, Judges, p. 402ff.).
Throughout the narrative the name of the place
is given as Gibeah simply, except in 1914 204 (' that
belongeth to Benjamin'), and in 2010, where the
text wrongly gives 'Geba of B.' (jn:^) for 'Gibeah
of B.'; the similarity of the two names has caused
the same error elsewhere.

In 2031, however, another Gibeah seems to be
referred to by the narrator. After twice suffering
defeat at the hands of the Benjamites, the men of
Israel lay an ambush against Gibeah, and then
entice the Benjamites Into 'the highways, of

* προς rtvi χώμ,'/j Υαβχθ Ί,χουλ κα,λουμ,ίν*)' ϊτιμ,κ,ίνίι hi τβυτβ λ·φ«$
Ίίκ,οίλου, %άχων οντο των Ίίροσαλΰμ,ων oerov euro τριά,χοντοί fTcciimv.
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which one goeth up to Bethel, and the other to
Gibeah, in the field.' From this passage it has
been concluded that there was another place called
Gibeah in the immediate neighbourhood, which
was distinguished by the addition of 'in the field.'
But this view is opposed by the accentuation,
according to which ' in the field' is parallel to ' in
the highways' (so RV). It is evident that Gibeah
is a mistake for Geba (Jeba), the road to which
branches off just N. of Tell el-Fill; Moore thinks
it probable that the author had ' no clear concep-
tion of the topography' {Judges, p. 436).

Again in v.83 it is stated that the Israelite liers-
in-wait 'brake out of their place, even out of
Maareh-geba.' AV and RVm give 'even out of
the meadow of Gibeah,' their translation being
based on that of the Targum. The rendering
'meadow' (for nuzp), however, is very question-
able, and it has been proposed to follow the Pesh.,
and render, with a change of the vowel points,
' cave.' The correct reading is doubtless that pre-
served by one large group of Greek MSS and
Jerome, viz. 'from the W. of G.' (ny?jj> 2nj;sp, cf.
Jos 89·12). See Moore, Judges, pp. 437," 438/

(2) From 1 S 1026 * we learn that Gibeah was the
native village of Saul, to which he returned after
his election as king; from this time onwards it is
frequently called 'G. of Saul.' (The identity of
the two places is sufficiently clear from the narra-
tive of 1 S13 and 14). It was here that Saul, while
pursuing his ordinary occupations, heard of the
grievous plight of Jabesh-gilead in consequence of
the attack of Nahash the Ammonite (II4). The
occasion foreshadowed by Samuel (107) had now
arrived, and Saul, following the promptings of the
divine spirit, at once took action. He slew a
yoke of oxen, and sent portions of them throughout
the borders of Israel, bidding the people follow
after him. The summons was promptly obeyed,
and by means of a forced march Saul effected
the release of Jabesh-gilead. From the account
of the Avar with the Philistines (1 S 13. 14), which
occupied the greater part of Saul's reign, Gibeah
would seem to have been of considerable strategic
importance. The exact sequence of events, however,
is not quite clear, chiefly owing to the corruptness
of the text, and the confusion which clearly pre-
vails with regard to the two places Geba and Gibeah.
According to the more probable view, Saul, with
2000 men, took up his position at Michmash
(Mukhmds), on the N. side of the Wady Suweinit,
from which he commanded the heights of Bethel,
while Jonathan, with 1000 men, remained at
Gibeah, some three miles farther south (132). The
signal for revolt was given by Jonathan, who
destroyed the pillar f of the Philistines at Gibeah
(emending v.3 'and the Philistines heard saying,
The Hebrews have revolted. And Saul blew the
trumpet,' etc. ; cf. Driver, Sam. ad loc.) ; the Phil,
at once mustered in great force, and marched
against the Israelites. Unable to withstand the
advance of the enemjr, Saul retreated down the
eastern passes to Gilgal in the Jordan Valley,
while the Philistines seized the deserted camp at
Michmash (vv.4·5). For a time the cause of Israel
seemed hopeless, but Saul, having collected some
600 men, the remnant of his forces, effected a
junction with Jonathan at Gibeah (v.15 following
the LXX; in v.16 Geba must be a mistake for
Gibeah). In the meantime the Philistines overran
the country in three directions (for 'the border'
[^3Jn], v.18, the LXX has yaan; we should probably

;IJI8 lilUU UUCS llUli ililtJUU tllti pLHlll/ «ill laSUt!.
t So Driver, Wellh., Th. ; RV gives 'garrison.' The T¥i was

probably a pillar erected in token of Philistine domination.
See Driver, Sam. p. 61.

read nyiin Gibeah, since it would be meaningless
to talk of a company of spoilers starting from
Michmash in the direction of Geba, situated on
the opposite side of the Wady Suweinit). Hostilities
between the opposing forces were again initiated
by Jonathan. On this second occasion, accom-
panied only by his armour-bearer, he apparently
proceeded from Gibeah to Geba, and thence (cf.
141 ' that is on yonder side') made his desperate
effort against the Philistine garrison at Michmash.
The latter, believing, no doubt, that the two
warriors were supported by a large force, offered
but little resistance, and no fewer than twenty were
slain at the first onset (1414). The panic caused by
this sudden attack rapidly spread throughout the
Philistine camp, which soon became the scene of
the wildest confusion. The news was conveyed to
Saul at Gibeah by his scouts or outposts (v.16),
and a general onslaught on the terrified Philistines,
in which the whole country joined, was success-
fully carried out. It does not seem, however, that
the Israelitish victory on this occasion had more
than a temporary effect, for we are told later on
that 'there was sore war against the Philistines
all the days of Saul' (1452).

(3) In the appendix to 2 S (21-24) Gibeah is
mentioned as the scene of the tragic incident of
the hanging of the seven sons of Saul (2 S 211"14).
The famine, which had troubled the land for three
years, is declared by J" to be due to the slaughter
of the Gibeonites by Saul, though no such act is
recorded in the history of Saul's reign. To appease
the wrath of J", seven descendants of Saul were
handed over to the Gibeonites, and hanged by
them. See RIZPAH.

(4) Lastly, in the imaginative description of the
march of Sennacherib against Jerusalem given by
Isaiah (1028"32), the Assyrians are represented as
advancing in a straight line from the North, un-
deterred by any obstacle. The prophet depicts the
last stages of their victorious advance ; the passage
of the steep defile of the Wady Suweinit is secured
by despatching a troop in advance to Migron, S. of
the pass ; the main army is thus enabled to cross
in safety, and encamps at Geba ; while the villagers
of Ramah and Gibeah take refuge in flight (cf.
Driver, Isaiah, pp. 71, 72). The passage is im-
portant as establishing the fact that Geba and
Gibeah were two distinct places.

3. There are several place-names compounded
with Gibeah (or Gibeath, nazia the st. constr.), which
are translated in the RV text by ' hill,' but given
as ' Gibeah' in the margin. These are—

(1) Gibeath haardloth (nh^n nyna), ' the hill of
the foreskins' (Jos 53), between the Jordan and
Jericho, so called as the scene of the circumcision,
after the passage of the Jordan. See GILGAL.

(2) Gibeath-Ρhinehas (on^s njpa), «the hill of
P.' in Mt. Ephraim (Jos 2433). The exact site is
unknown. Conder (PEF Mem. ii. 218) follows
Schwarz {HL p. 118) in identifying it with 'Aivertah
near Nablus (Shechem); so apparently G. A.
Smith. Guerin {Jitdee, iii. pp. 37, 38 ; Samarie,
pp. 106-109), chiefly on the authority of Jerome (Ep.
i. 888), identifies it with Jibia, three miles N. of
Kuryet el-Enab (so Dillmann).

(3) Gibeath hammoreh {n~fiu "j)>' the hill of Moreh,'
usually identified witli the modern Jebel Duby, a
slight eminence on the N. side of the valley above
Shunem (Solam). On this view, which identifies
' the spring of Harod' (which see) with xAin Jdlud,
at the foot of Mt. Gilboa, about half an hour to
the E. of Jezreel (Zcr'in), the camps of Gideon and
the Midianites (Jg 71) would occupy much the
same position as those taken up at a later period
by Saul and the Philistines (1 S 284, cf. 291). So
G. A. Smith, Hist. Geog. p. 397 f. ; Stanley, Sinai
and Palestine, 1856, p. 341 f. Moore, however
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(Judges, p. 200 f.), objects that this view is based
on the notice in 633, which is not from the same
source as 71 (J), and prefers therefore to place G.
hammoreh near Shechem (Gn 126, Dt II3 0). See
MOREH.

(4) Gibeath ha-Elohim {wrhxn ":), ' the hill of
God,' probably the same as Gibeah 2. It was the
spot at which Saul, on his return from the city
of Samuel, was to meet a band of the prophets
(1 S 105). In v.10 it is called Gibeah, or ' the hill'
simply ; and as it is stated that there was a garrison
(or rather ' pillar') of the Philistines there, it may
safely be inferred that it is identical with * G.
of Benjamin' (cf. 132> 3 ; in v.3 we must read Gibeah
for Geba).

(5) Gibeath ha-Hachilah (1 S 231 9 261). See
HACHILAH.

(6) Gibeath Ammah (1 S 224). See AMMAH.
(7) Gibeath Gareb (Jer 3139). See GAREB.

J . F. STENNING.
GIBEATH (naaa), Jos 1828 = GIBEAH NO. 2 (which

see). Gibeathite Oŵ a)» 1 Ch 123, gentilic name
from Gibeah (of Benjamin?).

GIBEON (pyaa, Υαβαών). — An ancient city of
Canaan belonging to the Hivites* (Jos 93f·), and
apparently the capital of a small independent state
(917); it was * a great city, as one of the royal
cities . . . greater than Ai' (102). It was later
assigned to the tribe of Benjamin (1825), and was
eventually made over with its suburbs to the
descendants of Aaron (2117).

The identity of G. with the village of el-Jib,
which lies some 5 or 6 miles to the N.W. of
Jerusalem, is practically beyond dispute. The
modern village still preserves the first part of the
older name, while its situation agrees in every
respect with the requirements of the history of the
OT. Just beyond Tell el-Ful (Gibeah), the main
N. road from Jerusalem to Beitin (Bethel) is joined
by a branch road leading up from the coast. The
latter forms the continuation of the most southerly
of the three routes which connect the Jordan
Valley with the Maritime Plain (Smith, HGHL
p. 248 f.) After the Israelites had crossed the
Jordan at Gilgal and destroyed Jericho, their most
direct means of access to the central plateau lay
by the Wddy Suweinit. From Michmash at the
head of the valley the way ran almost straight
across the tableland to the vale of Aijalon. Now,
just before this road leaves the higher ground and
descends into the Shephelah, it divides into two,
the one branch leading down by the Wady Selman,
the other running in a more northerly direction
by way of the two Bethhorons (Smith, HGHL
p. 210 n. 2). Here, on this open fertile plateau,
slightly to the S. of the main road, rises the hill
on which the modern village of el-Jib is built,
right on the frontier line which traverses the
central range to the S. of Bethel. It was this
natural pass across Palestine which in early times
served as the political border between N. and S.
Israel, and it was owing to its position on this
frontier that G. acquired so much prominence in
the reigns of David and Solomon. A short distance
to the E. of the village, at the foot of the hill,
there is further a stone tank or reservoir of con-
siderable size, supplied by a spring, which rises in
a cave higher up. Thus we find that the physical
features of the modern el-Jib correspond in every
respect with those of the ancient Gibeon as set
forth in the historical books of the OT.

1. We learn from the Bk. of Joshua, that after
the destruction of Jericho and Ai by the Israelites
the inhabitants of G. devised a scheme by which
they hoped to avoid the fate that had befallen

* According to 2 S 212 the Gibeonites were * of the remnant
of the Amorites.'

their neighbours. They accordingly despatched an
embassy to the Israelite camp at Gilgal for the
purpose of misleading the enemy by representing
that they were not inhabitants of Canaan, but
came from a far distant country. In support of
this statement the embassy drew attention to the
condition of their provisions and garments, which
bore apparent traces of having been brought from
a long distance. Their request for an alliance
was at once granted by Joshua and the princes,
and a covenant ratified between the two peoples.
Within three days, however, the trick played by
the men of G. was fully exposed, but, on account
of the covenant oath, Joshua and the princes of
the congregation determined to abide by the
alliance, while they condemned the Gibeonites to
perpetual service as ' hewers of wood and drawers
of water to all the congregation' (Jos 93'27).
Meantime the neighbouring Amorite kings under
Adoni-zedek of Jerusalem had combined to resist
the forces of Joshua, and as a first step to lay
siege to G. An urgent summons for help was sent
to the Israelites, to which Joshua promptly re-
sponded by making a forced night-march from
Gilgal with all his troops. The confederate kings
were utterly routed by the Israelites, who pur-
sued the flying foe down the valley of Aijalon as
far as Makkedah in the Shephelah. It was on
this occasion that, at the prayer of Joshua, * the
sun stayed in the midst of heaven, and hasted
not to go down about a whole day' (101"14; see
BETH-HORON). We learn from 2 S 21lf· that the
Gibeonites were nearly exterminated by Saul, but
no details are supplied in the narrative of his
reign. Reparation was made by David through
the sacrifice of seven of Saul's descendants.

2. We next hear of Gibeon at the beginning of
David's reign, when he was as yet king of Judah
only, and was still opposed by Ishbosheth the son
of Saul. During the struggle for supremacy two
bodies of troops, under their respective generals,—
Joab the son of Zeruiah and Abner the son of Ner,
—met, as if by agreement, on the frontier at
Gibeon. The battle went in favour of David's
men, and in the subsequent flight of Abner the
latter slew Asahel, the younger brother of Joab
(2S 212-32). The story clearly belongs to the
older narrative (J1) of the books of Samuel, and
is undoubtedly genuine, though vv.14*16 seem to
interrupt the main narrative. These verses de-
scribe the mortal combat that took place between
the 12 champions of each party. The name given
to the spot, Helkath-hazzurim (Dnsn np̂ ri * the field
of sword-edges'), has probably been more correctly
preserved in the LXX (Mepls των επίβουλων, i.e.
άηχη 'π * the field of the liers in wait' ; cf. Driver,
in loc), and should be transliterated Helfyath-
hazzodim. The 'pool of Gibeon' here mentioned
(v.13) is doubtless the reservoir referred to above.
Similarly, in Jer 41llf· Johanan the son of Kareah
is stated to have delivered the captives of Mizpah
from the hands of Ishmael the son of Nethaniah,
' by the great waters that are in Gibeon.' It was
at this spring also, according to Josephus {Ant.
V. i. 17), that Joshua surprised the five kings of
the Amorites when they were besieging Gibeon.

3. Owing to the great similarity between the
two names (see GEBA, GIBEAH), Geba seems to have
been substituted for Gibeon in 2 S 525. The
parallel passage (1 Ch 1416) gives Gibeon, and this
reading is also supported by the LXX and by
Is 2821, which connects Gibeon with Perazim as in
2 S 517"25. Further, the Philistines were encamped
in the valley of Rephaim to the W. of Jerusalem
(Smith, HGHL p. 218, by a lapsus calami or a
printer's error, places the valley S.E. of Jerusalem ;
it is correctly placed in the map, Plate IV.)» while
David was advancing from the S., when com-
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manded to 'make a circuit behind them' (v.23).
His attack therefore from Gibeon to the N. W. of
Jerusalem suits the requirements of the context;
Geba was too far to the E.

4. The rebellion of Absalom, which culminated
in his death, was quickly followed by an outbreak
on the part of the men of Israel under one Sheba
the son of Bichri (2 S 20lf·). The task of suppressing
the revolt was at first assigned to Amasa, but
owing to his dilatoriness Abishai * was also sent in
pursuit. The latter was accompanied by Joab,
and the two parties of David's troops met ' at the
great stone which is in G.' (208). Not suspecting
any evil, Amasa advanced to salute Joab, and was
treacherously slain by him. The * great stone of
G.' is not mentioned elsewhere ; it was probably a
pillar or cairn of stones such as we frequently find
in connexion with the OT sanctuaries, e.g. at
Mizpah, Bethel, Gilgal (cf. W. R. Smith, RS186 f.).

5. It was, however, as the site of a bamah, or
* high place,' that G. was especially famous. At
this sanctuary, because it was ' the great high
place' (nVn̂ n nvzn), Solomon inaugurated his reign
by offering a thousand burnt-offerings, and received
the divine blessing in a dream by night (1 Κ 34f·).
It is true that, according to 2 Ch I3, G. is repre-
sented as containing the ' Tent of Meeting of God'
as well as the brazen altar; but this statement
would seem to have no other foundation than the
desire of the Chronicler to reconcile the action of
the young king and its approval by J" with the
enactments of the later priestly legislation (cf.
Wellhausen, Proleg.4· p. 182 f.). The earlier history
knows nothing of the presence of the Tent of
Meeting at G. (according to 1 S I9 33 it was already
replaced by a temple at Shiloh ; 1 S 222b is omitted
in LXX, and is clearly a later addition ; so Driver,
Budde, Wellhausen, Klost.), while 1 Κ 8lf· clearly
places it, together with the ark of the covenant,
* in the city of David, which is Zion.'

' Men of G.' are mentioned as among those
'which came up at the first,' i.e. who returned
from Babylon under Zerubbabel (Neh 725; in the
corresponding list of Ezra 220 Gibbar is probably a
mistake), and also as taking part in the repairing
of the Avail of Jerusalem under Nehemiah (Neh 37).

Lastly, Gibeon is mentioned by Josephus {BJ
II. xix. 1) as the place where Cestius Gallus
encamped on his march from Antipatris to Jeru-
salem, after he had fired the town of Lydda (Δια
Ήαιθωρών άναβα,ς στρατοπεδεύεται κατά τίνα χωρον
Υαβαω καΧούμενον, απέχοντα των 'Ιεροσολύμων πεντή-
κοντα σταδίου*; elsewhere he puts the distance at
40 stadia). See Robinson, Β1ΪΡ2 pp. 454-57;
Guerin, Judee, i. pp. 385-91. J. F. STENNING.

GIDDALTI (Vftaa * I magnify [God]').— A son of
Heman, 1 Ch 254:29.t

GIDDEL (^a 'very great').—1. The eponym of a
family of Nethinim, Ezr 247 = Neh 749, called in
1 Es 530 Cathua. 2. The eponym of a family of
'Solomon's servants,' Ezr 256 = Neh 758, called in
1 Es 533 Isdael.

GIDEON (|ijr]a?=feller, hewer), also called Jerub-
baal (hypv Jg' 632 etc.) and Jerubbesheth (n^sn;
2 S II2 1), son of Joash, of the clan of Abiezer in the
tribe of Manasseh, a native of Ophrah ; X deliverer
of Israel from the Midianites (Jg 6-8). The nomad

* In v.6 Joab is read instead of Abishai by Then., Wellh., and
Priver, but Budde defends the MT. See JOAB.

t On the extraordinary conglomeration of names in this
verse and the inferences that have been drawn therefrom, see
Ewald, Lehrbuch, § 2746 ; W. R. Smith, OTJC* 143 n., and
notes, ad loe., in Haupt's Sacred Bks. of OT (by Kittel), and in
Kautzsch's AT.

X Site not identified. Gideon's home must have been near
Shechem (ch. 9), and exposed to the Midianite inroads (611).

Arabs of the Syrian and Arabian desert had
invaded the central district of Palestine. They
must have entered it by the only natural ap-
proaches from the Jordan Valley, the Wady F&r'a,
which leads into the neighbourhood of Shechem,
and the Nahr Jalud, which opens on to the plain
of Jezreel. The scene of the invasion and conflict
lay in this region. Manasseh and Ephraim were
the principal sufferers ; accordingly a Manassite is
the hero of the deliverance, and Ephraimites take
part in completing it (724-83).

On one of their marauding expeditions the
Midianites had murdered Gideon's brothers at
Tabor (818); * personal revenge, therefore, was one
of the motives which instigated his action (84-21).
National interests, however, were superadded. Ac-
cording to one ancient account, Gideon was called
by an angel of the Lord to save Israel from the
hand of Midian (611"24). The angel of J", i.e. J"
Himself in the form of an angel (vv.16·23), appears
under the holy tree of Ophrah. He summons
Gideon to the task of deliverance. The meal
which is offered to the pilgrim stranger is miracu-
lously consumed, and the angel disappears. Gideon,
convinced by the miracle, builds an altar to J"-
shalom.f

There follows what seems to be a second version
of the call of Gideon (625-32). He is bidden destroy
the village altar of Baal, and the sacred post be-
side it {asherah), erect an altar to J", and offer a
bullock. X The people of Ophrah are incensed at
the destruction of their holy place, and threaten
Gideon with death. His father rescues him by a
witty taunt, which secures for Gideon the name
Jerubbaal.§

After this Gideon collects the men of his clan
Abiezer (v.*34), and encamps with them by the
spring of Harod, on the S.E. edge of the plain
of Jezreel, near the Midianite army (7X).|| He
pays a night visit to the enemy's camp, and over-
hears the telling of a dream, which encourages
him to act at once (79'15). He skilfully posts his
men under cover of night; the alarm is given ; the
camp is thrown into a panic, and the Midianites
break up in flight towards the Jordan (vv.l8"22).1T
There are clearly two accounts of the subsequent
course of events. According to one (724-83), Gideon
summons Ephraim to cut off the flight of the

* Mt. Tabor is rather remote from the topography of the
narrative. Tabor by Bethel (1S103) i s nearer Shechem. Moore
suggests "1ΠΒ (cf. 937), altered to ΤΟΠ to suit 6&: Budde
pn(950).

t In v.iea omit mil*, so Budde. V.i7b prob. editorial addition,
anticipating v.2if·. V.20 is perhaps secondary; the narrative
does not imply that G. intended to offer a sacrifice. V.2"->a

editorial, anticipates G.'s recognition of the angel. With this
§ cf. Gn 18iff· J, and Jg 132-23. This § is ascribed by some
critics to J.

X In v.25 the words ' bullock, even the second bullock of seven
years old,' are corrupt and ungrammatical. 'Jsrn *i£) and -ΙΊΒΤΪ "is
are doublets.

§ The name cannot=' one who strives with Baal,' as the text
would ingeniously suggest; but * Baal strives,' Baal being a
name for J", used without offence in early times; cf. Eshbaal,
Meribaal, etc. But Jerubbaal should prob. be written Jerubaal
= 'Baal (i.e. J") founds,' ΠΤ, cf. Jeruel, Jeremiah (Wellh.
Text d. B. Sam. p. 31. So Bu., Moore). In v.si 'he that will
plead . . . morning' interrupts the condition. cL ; ' because one
hath broken down his altar' is repeated from v.32 ; both should
be struck out as insertions. This § is attributed to E.

|| The account (72-8) of the test by which Gideon's large army
was reduced to 300 belongs to some later tradition. It is
obviously connected with 6:*s; but this verse is inconsistent with
Ϋ23, and neither can be original. At end of 75 note LXX A-j-
μετοίσΉσ-ίΐ; αυτόν καθ* αυτόν. In v.6 ' putting their hand to their
mouth' is a gloss ; it should come at the end of the verse.

1̂ This paragraph has been a good deal altered by editors.
Two versions of Gideon's stratagem seem to have been com-
bined. In the one version the 300 are armed with pitchers and
torches; in the other, with trumpets only. The text has been
greatly confused by harmonizing additions; see the comment-
aries. In v.2<> the word ' a sword,' RVm, is prob. a gloss. In
v.2 2 b the two narratives are combined again in describing· the
direction of the flight.
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Midianites at the Jordan ford. The movement is
successful, and the Ephraimites capture and slay
the two princes Oreb and Zeeb.* In the pride of
their success, the Ephraimites quarrel with Gideon
for not having called in their assistance earlier.
But Gideon appeases their jealousy by a shrewd
speech: ' Is not the gleaning of Ephraim better
than the vintage of Abiezer ?' This certainly looks
as if the victory were won, and the * vintage' over :
the Ephraimites had completed the work of Gideon
on the W. side of the Jordan crossing. In the
other narrative, however (84*21), we find Gideon in
hard pursuit, with his 300, on the E. of Jordan.
So far from having won a victory, the chances of
success seem so unlikely that the people of Succoth
and Penuel treat the pursuers with mockery, and
refuse provisions for the wearied troops. At
length, however, Gideon reaches the place where
the Midianites are encamped, takes them by
surprise, captures the two kings, Zebah and
Zalmunna,f and returns in triumph, punishing
Succoth and Penuel on the way. He then kills
the two kings with his own hand, in revenge for
their murder of his brothers. The divergence of
the two accounts is apparent. An attempt to
combine them can be made, as is done, e.g., by
KitteLi He regards the exploit of Ephraim at the
ford as merely an episode in the pursuit, which is
continued by Gideon and his men on the E. side of
the river, and overcomes the difficulty of 81"3 by
supposing these verses to be merely an imitation of
121"3. It seems, however, much more likely that
we have in 84"21 clearly a very ancient and homo-
geneous fragment, a narrative of the pursuit and
final defeat parallel to 724-83.§ Whether 84"21 is a
direct continuation of 79"22 or not, is difficult to
say. It implies some account of a successful rout
of the Midianites, but not necessarily that given
in 79"22. Perhaps we have here an ancient frag-
ment, of which the beginning has been lost.||

The Midianites triumphantly overthrown, Gid-
eon's grateful countrymen offer to make him king.
He declines; but asks for the golden earrings
taken in the spoil. With these he makes an
ephod, i.e. apparently an image of J", overlaid
with metal,IT and sets it up in his house at Ophrah
(g24-27afii. j n t n e main). The judgment of a later
age condemned the action, and saw in it the cause
of subsequent disaster (v.27a/3b). The usual formula
of the editor brings the story to a close (v.28).
The account of Gideon's family, the birth of
Abimelech, and Gideon's death and burial (vv.30"32),
seems to come from the hand of the final editor,
who was familiar with Ρ in Genesis,** and intended
these verses to form a connecting link with the
story of Abimelech in ch. 9. The remaining vv.33"35

belong to the Deuteronomic framework of the
Book of Judges. The story of Gideon is told in
an extremely complicated narrative. Two main
documents can be traced, but these have been so
interwoven both before and after the Deuteron.
redaction of Judges, that the analysis in detail
must be regarded more as a critical experiment
than as possessing any degree of certainty. In
this article the two main narratives have been
followed, and secondary elements noticed chiefly
in footnotes. G. A. COOKE.

* It is interesting to note that the powerful tribe of Bedawin,
the Beni 'Adwan, who range over the S.E. side of Jordan, still
call their chief by the hereditary title of Dhiab=Zeeb=wolf.

j Apparently intended to mean Victim and Protection with-
held. But the latter name is prob. compounded with D^, Salm,
name of a deity, cf. 2WZ>hx on Aram, inscr., CIS cxiii, cxiv.

t Gesch. d. Hebr. ii. p. 72. The attempt is also made in the
text by insertion of the words f beyond Jordan' at end of T25.

§ The number 300 is common to both accounts.
I! So Kautzsch, Heil. Schr. p. 263.
^ Of. 175, 1 S 219, Hos 34 ; W. R. Smith, OTJC* p. 241. See

full discussion in art. EPHOD, NO. 2, vol. i. p. 725 f.
** V.30 Cf. Gn 4626, Ex 15 cf. Gn 35H Ρ ; v.32 cf. Gn 258 1515 P.

GIDEONI (*jsna «my cutter down').— Father of
Abidan, prince of Benj., Nu I1 1 222 760·6δ 1024 P.

GIDOM (Djna).— The limit of the pursuit of
Benjamin by the other tribes, Jg 2045. Possibly
the word is not a proper name, but may be read as
an infinitive, 'till they cut them off' (Moore, ad
loc.). No place of the name of Gidom is mentioned
elsewhere. LXX Β has Τβδάν, Α Γαλαάδ (Gilead).
Another variant is Gibeah or Geba.

GIER EAGLE ('gier' is the same as the German
Geier, ' vulture,' * hawk') is trn in AV of Drrj (rdhdm)
in Lv II 1 8 and Dt 1417, in both of which passages
RV has ' vulture' (Driver more specifically ' carrion
vulture'). RV gives ' gier eagle' also as trQ of ona
{peres) in Dt 1412, where AV has 'ossifrage' (lit.
' bone breaker'). The peres is the bearded vulture
or Lammergeier, 'the largest and most magnificent
of the vulture tribe' (quoted by Driver, Deut. p. 162,
from Tristram, Nat. Hist, of Bible, p. 171). The
name of the rdhdm is literally preserved in the Arab.
rakham, the Pharaoh's Ren, Neophronpercnopterus.

The adult rakham has the front of the head and
the upper part of the throat and cere naked, and
of a bright lemon-yellow. The plumage is of a
dirty white, except the quill feathers, which are
of a greyish black. Its appearance when soaring
is very striking and beautiful. It is the universal
scavenger of Egyptian cities. It is found in great
abundance also in Palestine and Syria. See
EAGLE. G. E. POST.

GIFT.—This, or the similar term present, is
used to tr. a variety of Heb. and Gr. words, the
principal of which are the following :—

1. nnp Gn 3213 3310 (parallel to nji?, lit. ' bless-
ing ' in" 3311; cf. 1 S 3026, 2 Κ 1831, Is 3616), esp. of
a gift offered by way of homage, e.g. 1 S 1027,
Ps 4512 (cf. the 'gifts' presented by the Magi,
Mt 211), or tribute, Jg 315·17f-, 2 S 82·6, 1 Κ 421 [Heb.
51], 1 Ch 182, 2 Ch 26* 3223 (cf. ι # χ of Ps 7210, Ezk
2715). Minhdh is used also of a gift (offering) to
God, Gn 44/1 S 2619, Mai 34 etc., and in Ezk and Ρ
is a technical term for the 'meal-offering,' Lv 2lff·
and oft., Ezk 4620 etc. The NT equivalent is δώροι>>
e.g. Mt 211523 84 2318, He 5183 99. δωρον also answers
in the LXX to ]^pr (korbdn), which in Ezk 2028 4043

and frequently in Lv and Nu (but only by P) is
used for an ' oblation.' See art. CORBAN for a full
account of the meaning of ' gift' in such passages
as Mt 155, Mk 711.

2. nxyn (pi. nx̂ D) is the word used of the ' mess'
which Joseph gave to his brethren Gn 4334, which
David sent to Uriah 2 S II8, of the ' gifts' which
Ahasuerus sent upon the occasion of his feast
Est 218, and of the ritual offerings referred to in
2 Ch 246·9 and Ezk 2040. It is used in Jer 40s,
along with the similar term nrnx of the ' victuals'
(RVm ' allowance') and ' present' which Jeremiah
received from Nebuzar-adan. An allowance (ηπ-ικ
τρπ) of the same kind was given to the captive
king Jehoiachin, 2 Κ 2530 = Jer 52B4. The 'exac-
tions of wheat' (ΊΓΠΝ^Ώ) of Am 511 are ' the presents
which the poor fellahin had to offer to the grasping
aristocrats out of the hard-won produce of their
toil' (Driver, ad loc).

3. |ξΐ5 (from ]ni 'give'), Π:ΓΙΏ (in Dn 26·4 8 517

Aram, κ:?!?), nr© (a by-form found only in 1 Κ 137,
Pr 2514, Ec 313 518, Ezk 465· u ) . This is the most
general term for 'gift.' It is used in Gn 2453 and
3412 of the present given to a bride in addition to
the 'dowry' (i.e. purchase price, yjb) paid to her
relatives ; in Gn 256 of the portions settled by
Abraham on the children of his concubines (cf. the
action of Jehoshaphat, 2 Ch 213) ; of gifts to the
sanctuary or to a deity, Ex 2838, Nu 1811, Dt 1617,
Ezk 2026 (in this last of the sacrifice of children);



in Ps 6818 * of * gifts' in token of homage; in
Pr 1527 Ec 77 of ' gifts' intended by way of bribe ;
in Dn 26·48 517 of the ' gifts' of Nebuchadnezzar and
Belshazzar.

4. ii&. This always (even in 1 Κ 1519, 2 Κ 168

practically) means a ' bribe.3 The taking of bribes
by those appointed to dispense justice is forbidden
in Ex 238 (repeated in Dt 1619), and is frequently
alluded to in OT, e.g. Dt 1017 2725, Is I2 3 523 3315,
Mic 311, Ezk 2212, Ps 155, Pr 1733. ' It blindeth
them that have sight' (D'np?, Ex 238; or ' the eyes
of the wise,' cpaq \rj; Dt 1619), and * perverteth the
words of the righteous.'

5. nil (Baer nil) and ]ii each occur only in Ezk
1633 of a * gift' in the sense of the hire of a harlot.
The ordinary term for this is [#ix, which occurs in
the same context, Ezk 1631·34 (ef. Dt 2319, Is 2317f·,
Hos 91, Mic I7).

In NT, while δωρον and δόμα have generally a
material sense, δωρεά (once in Jn, 4 times in Ac, 5
times in Paul, once in He) appears always to be
used of a 'gift' belonging to the spiritual or
supernatural order. The ' gifts' (AV ' offerings,'
RV αναθήματα) to which the attention of Jesus was
called (Lk 215) would be such as Josephus {BJ v.
v. 4) describes, most of which had been presented
to the temple by Herod. The Greek word in the
same sense occurs (only) in 2 Mac 916 (cf. for the
idea 33 and 3 Mac 317). For the gifts {χαρίσματα)
of the early Church, see CHURCH, pp. 427 f., 434 f.

The above analysis will show the variety of
occasions upon which a * gift' might be offered
and the variety of forms it might take amongst
Orientals. It had its place in their dealings both
with their fellow-men and with their God or gods.
One did not come before prophet (1 S 97) or king
(1 Κ 1010) or God (Ex 2315) with empty hands. The
English words * gift' and ' present' are apt, in-
deed, to convey an idea of spontaneity about the
transaction which was generally absent. The
* present' of Ehud to Eglon (Jg 317ff·) was really
tribute, belonging to the same category as that
offered by Jehu to Shalmaneser (see Moore on
Jg 317). It is very important also to remember
that while a man might offer a * present' to his
bride-elect, the ' dowry ' (inb) was not a * gift' but
a price paid to the family of the bride as com-
pensation for the loss of her services (W. R.
Smith, Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia,
78 f.). The md/iar might consist of money (Gn 3412,
Ex 2215, Dt 2229), of personal service (Gn 2920·27),
or of military services (Jos 1516, Jg I13, 1 S 1725

1824, 2 S 314). From Dt 2229 we may probably
infer that an average mohar was 50 shekels of
silver (see Driver, adloc.)

So firmly established is the custom in the East
of giving a present upon certain occasions that
the latter is demanded as a right. Lane {Modern
Egyptians, Gardner's ed. p. 168) mentions that
while male servants at Cairo are paid very small
wages (from four to eight shillings a month), they
receive many presents from their master as well as
from his visitors and from the tradespeople with
whom he deals. An Oriental servant, on quitting
his master's service, always expects not only his
wages but a present as well, in token of friendship
and satisfaction. This rule holds good from the
lowest menials up to the highest officials. (For
interesting examples see Trumbull, Oriental Social
Life, 327 ff.). This practice may throw light upon
the asking (not * borrowing') by the Israelites of

* In Eph 48, as is well known, St. Paul gives a peculiar turn
to this passage, his ΙΙωχιν Ζόμ,α,τα. ro'ii ά-νθρώποα corresponding· as
little to the LXX ίλα,βες Ιομ.α.τα. iv ίνθρύχω as to the MT flilp?
D"}5*2 rn3Pi£. This is not the place to examine the legitimacy or
the' motives of the apostle's procedure. A full discussion of
the whole question will be found in Meyer, ad. loc. (cf. Driver,
Expositor, Jan. 1889, p. 20 ff.). See also art. QUOTATIONS.

jewels of gold and silver, etc., from the Egyptians
(Ex I P 1235), although it is more than doubtful
whether it accounts for the possession by the people
of such stores of gold as are said to have been used
in the construction of the Tabernacle of the Priestly
Code.

Many of the usages connected wTith * gifts'
cluster round marriage. Abraham's servant gave
a present to Kebekah when he went to woo
her on behalf of Isaac (Gn 2422). After the con-
clusion of a marriage contract, Lane tells us,
presents are expected by various functionaries
connected with the different families. Presents
are sent to the bridegroom's house by his friends
and by all who are invited to the wedding.
The bride's presents, including her trousseau, are
sometimes borne in procession to her home in
advance of her going to the house of her husband,
or they are borne before her upon that occasion
(Trumbull, op. cit. 44). At his first interview with
his bride after the marriage ceremony, the bride-
groom makes her a present of money, which is
called 'the price of the uncovering of the face.'
A marriage-portion {η"φ>ν) might be given to the
bridegroom by the father of the bride ( I K 916

Pharaoh and Solomon, cf. Jg l14f· Caleb and
Othniel).

In the East friends frequently send presents to
one another, but no pretence is ever made that a
quid pro quo is not expected. David was as little
disinterested when he sent a ' present' to the
elders of Judah (1 S 3026) as Ephron the Hittite
was sincere in his offer to give the cave of Mach-
pelah gratis to Abraham (Gn 2311). The * gift'
expected from Nabal (1 S 258) was really a species
of blackmail.

The power of a gift to propitiate one has always
been recognized. Jacob made sure of appeasing
Esau by the present he sent before him (Gn 3220).
The same notion was transferred to one's dealings
with God, δώρα Oeovs πάθει, δωρ αίδοίονς βασιλέα,*
(Hes. αρ. Plat. Bep. 390 Ε). Gifts were offered in
homage to God (Mai I3), or to procure His favour or
support. A prayer would often take the form of a
conditional vow, * If J" will be with me, I will
oifer so and so to Him' {e.g. Jg II 3 0 Jephthah,
Gn 282uff- Jacob). The notion of propitiating the
Deity by a gift comes out in David's words to Saul,
4 If J" hath stirred thee up against me, let him be
gratified by an oblation,' 1 S 2619. It is true at
the same time that the * gift theory' of sacrifice
does not furnish an adequate explanation of all
the facts connected with even the ordinary obla-
tions, much less with the holocaust, and least of
all with human sacrifice (cf. W. R. Smith, BS 375).

The blinding effect of a * gift' upon the adminis-
trators of justice is described in the above cita-
tions, Ex 238, Dt 1619. Bribery of judges has
always been common in the East. Lane {Modern
Egyptians, p. 103ff.) gives a remarkable instance
of its occurrence in the court of the Kadi at
Cairo. Felix expected a bribe from St. Paul, Ac 2426.

A ' gift' in OT times sometimes took the form
of sending ' portions' (niip) from a feast to friends
or to the poor, Est 919·22, Nek 810·12 (cf. Kev II1 0).
The most honoured of the guests present received
the largest and finest portion (Gn 4334, 1 S I4 92 3;
cf. Iliad, vii. 321, viii. 162, xii. 310; Odyssey, iv.
65 f., xiv. 437 ; Diod. v. 28).

In the NT we find the Philippians singled out
for commendation for the 'gift' {δόμα) which they
sent once and again to St. Paul's need (Ph 416f·).

LITERATURE.—Lane, Modern Egyptians (Index, s.' Presents');
W. R. Smith, RS 162, 328ff., 365, 373ff., 440f.; Benzinger, Heb.
Arch. 139, 436f., 433 f. ; Trumbull, Studies in Oriental Social
Life., 22, 35,44, 319 ff. ; Schxirer, HJ Ρ (Index, s. ' Gifts'); cf. also
art. on 'Giving' by G. M. Mackie in Expos. Times, 1898, ix.
367 ff. J . A . SELBIE.
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GIHON (prra, Τηών, Gehon).—One of the four rivers
of Paradise (Gn 213). If Eden is Edin, the ' Plain'
of Babylonia, we must look for the Gihon in one
of the rivers which in early days flowed into what
the Babylonians called * the salt river,' or Persian
Gulf, close to the garden of Eridu, where grew the
sacred tree of Bab. tradition. As two of the rivers
were the Tigris and the Euphrates, our choice of
the other two is limited. The G. compassed ' the
whole land of Cush,' the Kassi or Kassites of the
cuneiform inscriptions, whose original seat was in
W. Elam, from whence they descended into
Chaldaea, and there founded a dynasty of kings.
The G. would seem, therefore, to have been the
Kerkhah of modern maps (see EDEN). In Jer 218

the Sept. substitutes Gihon (Γ^ώ^) for Sihor, the
Nile, in consequence of a belief that had arisen
among the Jews that the Cush of Gn 213 wTas the
African Ethiopia (see note adloc. in Streane, Double
Text of Jeremiah). In Sir 2427 the Gihon is intro-
duced metaphorically into a description of wisdom.

A. H. SAYCE.
GIHON (flrra).—A spring near Jerusalem (1 Κ

I 3 3 · 3 8 ' 4 5). Hezekiah ' stopped the upper spring of the
waters of Gihon and brought them straight down
on the west side of the city of David' (2 Ch 3230).
Manasseh * built an outer wall to the city of David,
on the west side of Gihon in the [torrent] valley'
(2 Ch 3314). These indications suffice to show that
Gihon was in the Kidron ravine. The name (* bursting
forth') and the notice of the aqueduct (see SILOAM)
show that the spring now called the ' Virgin's Foun-
tain ' is intended. See BETHESDA, ENROGEL.

LITERATURE.—Robinson, BRP% i. 239, 345 (locates Gihon to
the west not east of Jerusalem); Baedeker-Socin, Palest. 101;
Guthe, ZDPV, 1882, p. 359ff. ; Sayce, HCM 381 ff.

C. E . CONDER.
GILALAI Ofta)·— A Levitical musician (Neh 1236).

GILBOA (ylnVa always with article except in
1 Ch 101·8; LXX ΥεΚβουβ; meaning uncertain.
For early explanations see Lagarde's Onom. Sacra,
pp. 35, 180, 189).—A range of hills, now known
locally as Jebel Fukua, forming an arc of a circle
to the E. of the plain of Esdraelon, and extending
from Zer'in first S.E. and then S. The range
consists of limestone, mixed in the northern and
western parts with chalk, the wearing away of
which has caused rugged channels. The highest
and steepest part is on the N. side, just where it
begins to bend south. Here it rises to a height
of more than 2000 ft. above the valley of the
Jordan (i.e. about 1700 ft. above sea-level).
Towards the S. the sides slope more gradually,
and sink to a height of a few hundred feet. As
the plain on the W. is 300 ft. above, and the Jordan
Valley is the same number of feet below sea-level,
Gilboa is much more imposing on the east than
on the west. The W. side is drained by the
Kishon, one of the sources of which is on its
slopes; the N. side by the Nahr Jalud, which
rises near Zef in and flows to the Jordan ; the
E. side by small streams running down to the
Jordan Valley. Except on the lowest parts of the
W. side the range is devoid of vegetation. At the
present time there are two or three small villages
on the slopes. One of them, Jelbun, still pre-
serves a reminiscence of the ancient name of the
hill. Zerin is the old Jezreel, while Conder
thinks that Fukua is possibly Aphek, and
Mujedd'a at the eastern foot of the range the
probable site of Megiddo.

Gilboa is mentioned in OT only in connexion
with the camp of the Philistines and the death of
Saul (1 S 284 311·8, 2 S I 6 · 2 1 2112, 1 Ch 101· 8). Saul
and the Israelites went from Gilboa to the foun-
tain which is in Jezreel. Near it they were de-
feated by the Philistines, and on its slopes they

fell down wounded, and Saul and Jonathan were
slain. But though mentioned so seldom, Gilboa,
being the eastern boundary of the great battle-
field of Palestine (cf. ESDRAELON), has at all
times played an important part in the history of
the country from the days of Saul to those of
Saladin and Napoleon.

LITERATURE.—Robinson, Physical Geog. of Palestine, 23-25 ;
Trelavvney Saunders, Introd. to Survey of Western Palestine,
129,155if.,212ff.; G. A. Smith, HGHL 400ff.; Baedeker-Socin,
Pal. 244. G. W. THATCHER.

GILEAD {ify).—±. The ' son' of Machir (son of
Manasseh) in'Nu 271 361, Jos 173 (all P), 1 Ch 717, as
conversely Machir is said to have * begotten' Gilead
in Nu 262y, and is called the ' father' of Gilead in
1 Ch 22 1·2 3 714. The eponymous ancestor of the
district called Gilead (which see). An analogous
personification no doubt underlies the statement
(Jg II1) that * Gilead begat Jephthah' (viz. by an
illegitimate wife). * Gilead is the name of a region
or of its population (Jg 517), not of a man' (Moore,
ad loc.)} and a piece of tribal history is related (as
sometimes happens in the OT) as though it were
the domestic history of an individual; Jephthah's
relations with the other inhabitants of Gilead being
represented (v.2) as his relations with the legitimate
sons of his father Gilead. See further MANASSEH.
2. A Gadite, the son of Michael, 1 Ch 514.

S. R. DRIVER.
GILEAD (i$a, Τάλαάδ).—This name is applied

to persons, to a tribe or family (Nu 361), to a par-
ticular city (Hos 68),* to a mountain, and to a dis-
trict east of the Jordan, whose dimensions varied
somewhat when spoken of by different writers. It
appears first in the account of Jacob (Gn 3125), and
thereafter is of frequent occurrence during the
entire period of biblical history. As a geographical
term it was still in use in the time of Josephus.

The present article is to deal with Gilead as a
division of the Holy Land, its physical features, its
geographical limits, and its historical associations.

From the mountains of Western Pal. the entire
length of G. can be seen, and a large portion of its
territory brought under the eye at once. It appears
thence like a vast mountain range, varying from
3000 to 4000 ft. in height. To make up this height
the depression of the Jordan Valley is reckoned,
which is from 700 to 1300 ft. below the level of the
Mediterranean. The summit of this range does
not rise into peaks, but is pretty uniformly level.
Valleys, wooded sections, and bold headlands are
noticed, which give the impression that the country
is wild and rugged. On the other hand, if from
any point in the plain of Bash an, which bounds G.
on the east, one looks westward to this range, he
sees only a long line of low picturesque hills. The
reason is that Bashan is a plateau rising 2000 or
more feet above the sea-level. From this point no
one would think of describing G. as * rough and
rugged.3 Again, when one comes to travel through
G. in different directions, he finds himself in the
midst of charming natural scenery, where streams,
springs, and forests, rich fields, gentle slopes, and
quiet valleys attract the eye. Thus, according to
the point of view of the observer, three very
different descriptions of this region can be given,
each having the merit of apparent accuracy.

The etymology of the word as given by Gesenius
and Fuerst, viz. * hard, stony region, rocky moun-
tain,' does not indicate the character of the
country; certain limited sections might be thus
described, but outside of these G. is in the main a
fertile and beautiful country. Josephus (Wars, III.

* Possibly also in Jg 1017. For Gilead of Hos 68 some MSS of
the LXX, which belong to the Luc. recension, read Gilgal
(Τάλγοίλα), which Nowack considers (comparing 415 915 1212)
worthy of consideration. See further Dillmann on Gn 315 4.
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iii. 3) says that ' i t is not favourable for the growth
of delicate fruits,' but that does not invalidate the
statement just made as to its general character.

In the conquest of the east Jordan country by
Moses and Joshua (Nu 21), G. is not mentioned,
although the sections as conquered one after
another can be pretty clearly denned. Attention
to these details will help us in fixing its geo-
graphical limits. Occasionally G. was used so as
to include the entire country between Hermon on
the north and the river Arnon on the south (Jos
229), but generally the region south of Heshbon
and the north end of the Dead Sea, i.e. the terri-
tory of Reuben, was not included, and in the
opposite direction the south end of the Sea of
Galilee was its northern limit. The Jordan was
its western boundary, and the eastern was the
point where the hills meet the Bashan plain.

The entire country was called Amorite, with the
exception of the district about Rabbath of the
children of Ammon {Amman), the Upper Jabbok,
which was not then conquered. Sihon was crushed
at Jahaz, south of Heshbon (Nu 2123), but the
Jazer region, north of Heshbon, held out, and re-
quired a special expedition to subdue it (Nu 2132).
The third step was the successful battle with Og
at Edrei, far to the N.E. of Jazer (Nu 2133). The
three final steps in the conquest of the northern
portion of the country are mentioned in connexion
with Machir, Jair, and Nobah (Nu 3240"42).

In the division of the territory between the two
and a half tribes the phrase * half Gilead' occurs
several times. Half belonged to Gad and half to
Manasseh (Dt 313, Jos 1331). G. had previously
been divided in the same way between the two
kings Sihon and Og (Jos 122·5). The Hebrews
simply retained, it appears, the old distinction.
The suggestion has been made that the valley of
the Jabbok should be the line dividing the two
sections; but the objections to this view are
serious, first, because this valley would not divide
G. into halves; secondly, it would give to the
tribe of Gad a small territory, and to Manasseh a
very large one, whereas the number of warriors in
these two tribes was about equal, requiring a more
equal distribution of land.

The two and a half tribes may have differed in
their tastes from their brethren, for they seem to
have been exceptionally rich in cattle, and these
wide pasture lands appealed to them as desirable
for their future home (Nu 321). The present writer
having lived in that region for months, and travelled
through it in many directions, has often been im-
pressed with its attractiveness, in contrast, for
instance, with the rocky hills of Judsea. Its
natural beauties, of many varieties, form landscape
pictures which it is delightful to recall.

It is no wonder that these tribes were eager to
call these lands their own. The portion of the
Jordan Valley which belonged to G. was of such
fertility that it might easily be made one of the
gardens of the world. Streams descended from
the hills ; there were numerous fountains of sweet
cool water, and copious sulphur springs existed in
the valley at several different points (Merrill, East
of the Jordan, pp. 143, 178, 183, 430). The great
valleys of G. were likewise celebrated. Not to
mention that of Heshbon on the south, there was
that of the Jabbok, Zerka, famous in connexion
with the history of Jacob; the Menadireh, near
the south end of the Sea of Galilee, having a stream
nearly equal to the Jordan in size ; also Yabis and
KAflun, along the latter of which ran the great road
between Shechem and Ramoth-gilead.

Among the principal cities of G. were Mahanaim,
Succoth, Penuel, Mizpeh, Jazer (which was one
of the census stations when David numbered the
people—an evidence of its central position and ι

importance), Jabesh-gilead, Ramoth-gilead (which
was a city of refuge, Jos 208), and, in later times,
Pella, Gerasa, and several others of the cities of
the Decapolis. Of the three commissariat officers
of Solomon who were assigned to the country east
of the Jordan, two were stationed in Gilead proper
—one at Ramoth, and the other at Mahanaim (1 Κ
413·14). It is noticeable that four of its chief cities
had the name Gilead affixed to them, viz. Ramoth,
Jabesh, Mizpeh, and Jazer (1 Ch 26ai).

G. was to Pal. a sort of bulwark on its eastern
border against invading armies from the south,
east, and north, and it was a wise providence that
planted there the most warlike tribes, ever ready
to defend the national life (Jos 171, 1 Ch 518). As
if in keeping with this idea, much of the history of
G. which has a conspicuous place in the biblical
records has to do with wars, partly of conquest
and partly of defence against powerful enemies.
At one time the Hebrews had conquered all the
desert tribes lying to the east of them, and had
occupied their lands (1 Ch 5). The Ammonites,
who for a long time had resisted the invaders, were
at last, under Jephthah, thoroughly subdued, and
twenty of their strongest cities taken from them
(Jg II3 2·3 3). The same hero, partly by bravery
and partly by a curious stratagem, gained a great
victory over the Ephraimites (Jg 12). It was on
the soil of G. that Gideon swept back to their
desert home the routed hosts of Midian (Jg 8).
Here occurred the fierce battle between the army
of David and that of Absalom, in which the latter
lost his life (2 S 18). Furthermore, at the national
stronghold, Ramoth-gilead, battle after battle was
fought for its ownership. The Syrians of Damascus
had captured it, and an attempt to regain it cost
Ahab his life. A little later Joram succeeded in
wresting it from the enemy, and held it against the
powerful assaults of Hazael the Syrian king (2 Κ
914). Once, indeed, and probably on several other
occasions during their history, the strength of the
brave inhabitants was broken by invading armies
from Assyria, and, according to custom, Tiglath-
pileser carried them away captive (1 Ch 526). See
George Smith, Assyrian Eponym Canon, ch. vi. on
' Assyrian Notices of Palestine,' pp. 106-150.

Another phase of interest attaching to G. was
that it was a refuge for royalty. It was here that
Saul's son Ish-bosheth was made king by Abner
(2 S 28·9). Thither Absalom fled when he feared
the anger of his father, and there he remained
three years (2 S 1338). David, in turn, found an
asylum among its friendly inhabitants when the
rebellion of Absalom was at its height (2 S 1727'29).

G., however, was not always a scene of conflict,
for some of the pleasantest incidents of sacred
history are connected with it. It was the place of
reconciliation between Jacob and Laban, when the
memorable words were uttered, ' The Lord watch
between me and thee when we are absent one from
another' (Gn 3149). No less characteristic and
beautiful, taking all its incidents, was Jacob's re-
conciliation with Esau (Gn 33). When the brave
men of Jabesh-gilead risked their lives to recover
the bodies of Saul and his sons from the enemy,
and from terrible disgrace, there was displayed in
that act the highest type of both loyalty and
humanity (1 S 3111"13). The kindnesses shown by
the people of G. to David in the hour of his sore
extremity were the expression of true-hearted pity
for their humiliated king; and a little later Bar-
zillai's leave-taking of him on the banks of the
Jordan was surpassingly tender (2 S 1727"291931ff·)·
Again, we see Elijah, the greatest prophet of OT,
coming forth from his home in the Gilead hills (1 Κ
171), and taking a foremost place among the spiritual
leaders of the world. Still later and brighter we
find our Lord making to this region at least two
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interesting visits; and not long after His death,
when the armies of Rome were at the gates of
Jerus., we find the Christians of the Holy City,
now doomed to destruction, taking refuge in Pella,
at that time one of Gilead's most attractive cities
(Euseb. HE iii. 5).

In the history and struggles of the Maccaboean
period G. played an important part; and later,
during the Roman occupation, its natural resources
were highly developed. These, even in the present
degraded condition of the country, are seen to be
great, and, under more favourable conditions of
government than now exist, a wonderful degree
of prosperity might easily be restored to ancient
Gilead. S. MERRILL.

GILEAD, BALM OF.—See BALM.

GILEAD, MOUNT (φη -in).—In Jg 73, when
Gideon, before his conflict with the Midianites, is
about to reduce the number of the people with
him, there occur the words, ' Whosoever is fearful
and trembling, let him return and make a cir-
cuit (?)* from Mount Gilead.' Gideon's men are
encamped (see v.1) on the N. or N.W. spur of
Gil boa ; and as Gilead, in the ordinary acceptation
of the term, was on the East of Jordan, it becomes
a question what is here meant. (1) Studer (Comm.
ad loc.) supposed that as the Midianites lay in the
Vale of Jezreel, N. of Gilboa, between the men of
Asher, etc. (635), and their homes, they were bidden
to cross the Jordan, and so, by a circuit through
Mt. Gilead, evade the enemy. If such were the
author's meaning, it would be very obscurely and
indirectly expressed. (2) Le Clerc (1708) proposed
to read 'from Mount Gilboa' for 'from Mount
Gilead'; and this reading is adopted by Hitz.,
Berth., Keil (alternatively), Gratz, Reuss, and
others. The mention of the spot on which the
host was encamped has been deemed ' superfluous'
(Stud.). Yet the narrator (who, it is to be re-
membered, really penned the sentence) may have
thus specified it for the sake of emphasis. (3) The
Vale N. of Gilboa is now called the Nahr Jalud,
and there is a spring, *Ain Jalud, issuing forth
from the foot of Mt. Gilboa, about If miles E.S.E.
of Zerin (Jezreel), and probably the 'Spring of
Harod' of Jg 71; and it is possible that the part
of the Gilboa range on which Gideon's men were,
may have been called ' Mount Gilead'; there are
cases in which the original y is not preserved in a
modern name (cf. Keil [altern.], G. A. Smith, Geogr.
p. 398n.). (4) Moore emends fjria na-#».i: 'Let him
return. And Gideon tried them; and there re-
turned,'etc. But 'let him return' is rather abrupt
(contrast Dt 208); and try (test), in spite of v.4,
is not altogether suitable in ν A On the whole,
(2) seems the most probable. S. R. DRIVER.

GILEADITES.—By this terni a branch of the
* The word is a &π. λεγ., and the meaning" is far from certain.

No root IDS, to go round, is known in either Heb. or the cog-

nate languages. "iSu in the Mishna, and .&*£ in Arab., are

to braid, plait; hence ίτνξ)?, Is 235, a plaited garland or chap-
let (Aq. Theod. νλίγμα.), and in the Mishna the plaited rim of
a basket. The only support for a verb nsx to go round would
be either (1) the assumption that it was the root of <TV2¥
in the obscure passage Ezk 77 (in v.10 the sense chaplet suffices),
supposing—what is anything but certain—that it there means
the round (of fate), or the turn (of fortune—χ<χ.τα,σ·τροφγ,)', or
(2) the supposition that it was a denominative from rry$s
garland, regarded simply as something forming a circle. It
is evident how hypothetical either of these etymologies is.

Arab. JL^ means also to leap in running, to bound or run

quickly; hence Siegfried - Stade, to spring away. It is, no
doubt, possible that the root may have been in use in Heb. in
this sense. AV depart early (denom. from the Aram. N"JDH
morning) is quite out of the question.

tribe of Manasseh is first meant, and the order of
descent appears to have been : Manasseh the father
of Machir, the father of Gilead, 'of whom came
the family of Gileadites' (n$a NU 2629). Secondly,
the inhabitants of the district are likewise thus
called, and for this purpose the phrase 'men of
Gilead' is also employed (': •#;* Jg 124). Jair (Jg
103), Jephthah (Jg II1), and Barzillai, who befriended
David (2 S 1727), are specially mentioned as
' Gileadites.' Sometimes the name of the district,
i$a, is rendered 'Gileadite,' as in Jg 125. In
mentioning the cause of the war between Gilead
and Ephraim, a peculiar charge is made against
the Gileadites which it is difficult to explain (Jg
124). Evidently, bitter reproach or supreme con-
tempt was meant, and the charge or insinuation
was resented with great violence and bloodshed.

S. MERRILL.
GILGAL (̂ a>3 ' a circle' of stones, ' a cromlech,'

always with the article, except Jos 59, where a
theory of the origin of the name is given. LXX
has generally Γάλγαλα in the plur. (Jos 41 9·2 0 59 107,
1 S 1315 etc. etc.), but also in the sing., rty Γάλγαλα
(1 S 716), rrjs Γάλγαλα (1 S 10* A, B has Γαλαάδ); for
the sing, indeclinable form Γαλγάλ see Jos 146 (B)
157 (A, B has Τααγάδ), Hos 915 etc. These forms
are used indifferently in reference to the same
Gilgal. Vulg. Galgala, always in the plural).

Three distinct Gilgals are indicated by the refer-
ences. 1. A place between Jericho and the Jordan
(Jos 419), in-r m}p π*,?? ' i n the extreme east of
Jericho, i.e. on the eastern border of its territory'
(Gesenius). It was the first camp of the Isr. after
crossing the Jordan (Jos 419). Twelve memorial
stones taken from the bed of the river were here
erected (v.20). Circumcision of those born in the
wilderness (52~9), consequently the place called
Gilgal in memory of the rolling away {hhi) of the
reproach of Egypt (v.9). The passover celebrated
(v.10). The manna ceases (v.12). Joshua returns
every night to this camp during the siege of
Jericho (611). The Gibeonites make their treaty
with Joshua here (93"15). They ask aid from
Joshua at Gilgal against the league of the five
kings of the Amorites (106). Joshua ascends with
the men of war (v.7), and after a successful battle
returns to the camp (v.15). After taking Mak-
kedah (v.28), Libnah (v.29), Lachish (v.32), Eglon
(v.35), Hebron (v.*7), and Debir (v.38), and after
smiting his enemies from Kadesh-barnea to Gaza,
he returns again to Gilgal (v.43). After completing
the northern campaign, culminating in the great
battle against the allied kings at the waters of
Merom, Joshua is again found at Gilgal (14e),
where he assigns by lot the inheritance of Man-
asseh, Judah, and Ephraim. The inference is
that Gilgal was the central camp for the people,
not only during the nearer campaigns, but ' until
the land rested from war' (II23). In 183 we find
the whole congregation assembling at Shiloh, where
the other lots were granted.

A Gilgal appears prominently in the history of
Saul and Samuel. It was one of the places where
Samuel judged the people in his yearly circuit,
which included Mizpah and Bethel. These three
places are called sacred in the LXX (1S 716τοΓ* ήγιασ-
μένοις τούτοις). It was clearly one of the central
places for sacrifice (108139"10 1521); and here Samuel
hewed Agag in pieces before the Lord (1533). Here
Saul was crowned (II14-15), and rejected as king
(1526). Though it is not certain that this is the
Gilgal of the camp, it is placed here, as the follow-
ing points favour the identification:—(1) Kefer-
ences are made to going down to Gilgal from the
hill-country (108 and 1512), and tip to Gibeah (1315).
(2) The sacredness of the spot may have been due
to the setting up of the twelve stones. We may
also notice that while Saul was in Gilgal in fear of
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the Philistines, many Hebrews crossed the Jordan
to Gad and Gilead.

The Gilgal of the camp is plainly mentioned in
2 S 1915, where the people assemble at Gilgal to
conduct David back over Jordan on his return
from exile.

The Gilgal of Hos 415 915 1211 and Am 44 55 (in
connexion with Bethel), evidently a place whose
sanctity had been violated, seems to be the Gilgal
mentioned above as a central place of worship,
and is placed under this head for the reasons
given. It may be identical with the Beth-gilgal
of Neh 1229.

The Gilgal of Jos 157 also should be here, as it is
placed in Benjamin near the north border of
Judah, over-against the going up of Adummim,
which has been identified with the peak Tala'at
ed-Dumm, south of the Wady el-Kelt, about half-
way from Jericho to Jerusalem. [Driver thinks
this impossible. See GELILOTH]. In the parallel
passage, 1817, it is called Gelildth {riMsi). There
has been much dispute as to the identity of the
Gilgal of Dt II3 0, but upon the whole it should
most probably be placed here (see the very careful
note by Driver, ad loc., also 2nd ed. p. xxi; and
G. A. Smith, RGHL, App. 675; Buhl, GAP 202).

This Gilgal is to be looked for between Jericho
and the Jordan. In 1865 Zschokke heard the
name Jiljulieh applied to a mound or tell near the
tamarisk, Sejeret et-Ithleh, 4J miles from the Jordan
and 1£ miles from modern Jericho. In 1874
Conder recovered the same name, as applied to a
birket or pool near the tree. According to Jos.
(Ant. v. i. 4), Gal gala is 10 stadia from Jericho and
50 from the Jordan. The former distance corre-
sponds very well with the position of the birket.
The distance of 50 stadia is impossible, as the plain
is only from 50 to 52 stadia wide at this part, but
reading 30 (λ') for 50 (v) we get the distance from
the Jordan at once, 3£ miles, which corresponds
better to the position of Birket Jiljulieh. In the
4th cent. Jerome (see 'Galgala' in the Onomasticon)
describes it as a deserted spot, 2 miles from Jericho,
held in great veneration by the inhabitants of the
region. Whether the twelve stones were still
pointed out is not clear, as the expression in the
Epitomce Paulce (§ 12), ' Intuita est castra Galgalse
et secundse circumcisionis mysterium et duodecim
lapides,' may mean considered, and not beheld.
Arculf (A.D. 700) saw a Galgalis, 5 miles from
Jericho, with a large church covering the twelve
stones of commemoration. Willibald (c. 730)
mentions a moderately-sized church of wood, and
places Galgala 5 miles from the Jordan, which lie
says is 7 miles from Jericho. In the 13th and 14th
cent, the stones are mentioned by Thietmar and
Ludolf de Suchem respectively. Thus the site
of the Birket Jiljulieh corresponds very well to the
description of Josephus, Jerome, and Willibald.
Hence the early Christian tradition may have been
based on an older Jewish identification.

The birket measures 100 ft. by 84, outside
measurement, with walls 32 in. thick, constructed
of roughly-hewn small stones, apparently without
cement. North of the pool may be traced lines of
similar masonry, covering, according to the present
writer's observations, a space 300 yards long, and
apparently representing the foundations of three
constructions. Conder sees here the ruins of a
monastery. South and east of the pool there are
25 mounds, scattered irregularly over an area \ of
a mile square.* These are all small, the largest
measuring about 50 ft. in diameter and 10 ft. in
height. Two of these mounds show superficial
traces of ruins, the rest being mere heaps of earth.
Ganneau excavated two: the first revealed pot-
tery, tesserae, and glass, the second merely sand.

• For plan see p. 182, PEFSt, 1894.
VOL. II .—12

Conder recovered from the natives a tradition
which connected this site with a City of Brass,
taken from the infidels by a great Imam, who rode
around the city and blew at the walls, which fell.
Conder thus sums up (Mem. PEF> vol. iii. p. 173):
Birket Jiljulieh appears to be the early Christian
site; there is nothing against its being the original
one.

2. Another Gilgal is mentioned in 2 Κ 21 and 438

in the history of Elijah and Elisha. From 438 we
cannot assume that it was a seat of a school of
prophets, as these may have come from Bethel
(cf. 23). There is a large modern village called
Jiljilie, on the top of a high hill, about 8 miles
N. W. of Bethel, from which it is separated by the
great Wady el-Jib (Mem. PEF, vol. ii. p. 290).
It is 450 ft. lower than Bethel, but the descent
into this valley may account for the statement
that Elijah and Elisha went doion to Bethel.
This expression rules out the Gilgal of the Jordan
valley.

3. In Jos 1223 the king of the Nations of (RV
Goiim in) Gilgal (h^n ο:Ί·τΐ£,ρ, LXX Τ eel τψ Γαλ«-
λα/as, adopted by Dillm.) is named among the
conquered kings, in the part of the enumeration
following the maritime plain from north to south.
The name occurs immediately after Dor, the modern
Tantura. About 30 miles S.S.E. of Tantura there
is the modern village of Jiljulieh, which may be
on the site of this Gilgal. F. J. BLISS.

GILOH (rrt>a). Driver [Text of Sam. p. 241] points
out that the gentilic *>&$ implies that the original
form was fSa, from the root ^a or ·?«, not from
nbi).—A city in the southern hills of Judah (Jos
15"), the birthplace of Ahithophel the Gilonite,
the famous counsellor of David (2 S 1512 2334). Its
site is uncertain. There is a ruin called Jala on
the hills N.W. of Hebron. See SWP, vol. iii.
sh. xxi. C. R. CONDER.

GIMEL 0).— The third letter of the Heb. alpha-
bet, and as such used in the 119th Psalm to
designate the 3rd part, each verse of which begins
with this letter. It is transliterated in this
Dictionary by g.

GIMZO ('iT)?a; cf. Assyr. proper name Gamuzanu
[Pinches, Hebraica, July 1886, p. 222]).—A town
noticed with Aijalon and other places on the
border of Philistia (2 Ch 2818). It is the modern
Jimzu near Aijalon. See SWP, vol. iii. sh.
xvii.; Robinson, BBP2 ii. 249; Baedeker-Socin,
Pal. 21. C. Ii. CONDER.

GIN.—Two Heb. words are so trd in AV: (1) n?
pah in Job 189, Is 814, and vtf\D mokcsh in Ps 1405

14Ϊ9, Am 35, Job 4024 AVm. The usual trn of both
words is ' snare.' As Driver shows, however (Joel
and Amos, on Am 35), the pah is the snare, the
moMsh something without which the snare is
useless, perhaps the bait. See SNARE.

In the 1611 ed. of AV the word is spelt 'ginne'
in Is 814, Am 35, Job 4024m; but in Job 189, Ps 1405

14 Ρ the spelling is * grinne.' ' Grinne' was changed
in 1613 to ' grin'; Dr. Paris in his ed. of 1762 cast
out the r, and the word has been * gin' ever since.
But ' gin ' and * grin' are not the same. ' Grin,'
from Anglo-Sax, grin or gryn, has many forms in
Middle-Eng. (Wyclifs Bible, 1382, shows grene,
grane, grynf grynne), and does mean a 'trap.'
'Gin ' is probably a contraction of 'engine' (Fr.
engin), which comes from Lat. ingenium and is
used of any ingenious contrivance. A trap, how-
ever, is a contrivance, and so the words got mixed
in spelling and in meaning.

In early writers ' gin' is used both abstractly of
a contrivance, device, and concretely of an instru-
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ment contrived for Avar, torture, or the like. Thus
Piers Plowman, (B) xviii. 250—

• For gygas the geaunt with a gynne engyned,'
that is, 'For Gigas the giant with a contrivance
contrived'; Spenser, FQ II. iii. 13—

' Which two, through treason and deceiptfull gin,
Had slaine Sir Mordant and his ladjr bright.'

As an instrument of torture, FQ I. v. 35—
• Typhoeus joynts were stretched on a gin.'

The word ' grin' by and by wen t out of use, and' gin'
became restricted to the meaning of trap or snare.
T. Fuller, Holy Warre, v. 1 (p. 247), says, * Now
Satan, the master-juggler, needeth no wires or
ginnes to work with, being all ginnes himself ; so
transcendent is the activity of a spirit.' It wTas
specially applied to snares for birds, as T. Adams,
Works, i. 7, ' For hunting, they have nets; for
fowling, gins ; for fishing, baits ' ; and iii. 17, ' In
the air, the birds fly high above our reach, yet we
have gins to fetch them down.' J. HASTINGS.

GINATH {ny:, Τάωνθ ΑΒ, Τωνώθ Luc.).—Father
of Tibni, who unsuccessfully laid claim against
Omri to the throne of Israel (1 Κ 1621·22).

GINNETHOI, AV Ginnetho (••Ίη??).—A priest
among the returned exiles (Neh 12̂ ). The name
appears in Neh 1216 106 as Ginnethon (pn$a). See
GENEALOGY.

GINNETHON.—See GINNETHOI.

GIRDLE.—See DRESS, vol. i. p. 626\

GIRGASHITE (in Heb. always sing. Tnsn «the
Girgashite,' and rightly so rendered in RV; in
LXX and Josephus ό Tepyeacuos; in AV only
twice in sing. Gn 1016, 1 Ch I 1 4 ; elsewhere plural,
Girgashites').—Very little is known of this
people, whose name, though occurring several
times in OT in the list of Can. tribes * (Gn 1016

1521, Dt 71 [and 2017 in Sam. and LXX], Jos 310 2411,
lCh I14, Neh 98) affords no indication of their
position, or to what branch of the Can. they
belonged, except in two instances, namely, Gn 1016,
where the G. is given as the name of the fifth son
of Canaan, and Jos 2411, where the G. would seem
to have inhabited the tract on the west of Jordan,
the Isr. having been obliged to cross over that
river in order to fight the men of Jericho, among
whom were the Girgashites. It has been suggested
that a town (now in ruins), near the mouth of the
AVady Samakh, called Kersa, might be identified
with Gergesa; the former being pronounced, it is
said, nearly the same as the latter by the Bedawin.
Gergesa contains, moreover, the same consonants
as the Heb. va-ia {Girgashi, LXX oi Tepyeaahi; see
GEKASENES, p. 160a), found in Gn 1521, Dt 71 etc.,
and, if the same word, would be the district or chief
town of the G., which, according to Jerome and
Eusebius (0£.2p. 256,14, p. 162,18), was situated on
a hill sloping steeply to the shore of the Sea of
Galilee. There is, then, a probability that Gir-
gashi, Kersa, and Gergesa (where our Lord healed
the demoniac and allowed the demons to enter
into a herd of swine which ran down the steep
into the sea) are one and the same.

A fragment of an Assyr. tablet (K. 261, Brit.
Mus.) possibly throws a ray of light on this
people. In that text the Kirkigati, possibly the
Girgashites,f are mentioned more than once, in
one case accompanied by the adjective rabbdti—
Numerous.' These Kirkisati seem to have been
one of the nations attacked by an early ruler named

* In the Hex. Girgashite is mentioned only by JE and D.
t See the remark upon the resemblance of the pronunciation

of Kersa and Gergesa, above.

Gazzani (? father of Tidal). According to Origen
{in Jo vi. 41), the Girgashites {ol Tepyeaatoi) were so
called from an old town, on the shore of the lake,
called Gergesa. This is hardly far enough east
to make the Assyr.-Bab. Kirkisati identical with
the Girgashites, unless (as is possible) we suppose
them (being a 'numerous* people) to have founded
colonies in or near Mesopotamia; or that the Bab.
ruler led an army all the way to the * land of the
Amorites,' as, in fact, many of the kings of Baby-
lonia and Assyria are recorded to have done,—
indeed, the 14th ch. of Gn not only states that the
Bab. kings there mentioned went so far, but that
one of their allies was Chedorlaomer, king of
Elam, a country situated at a still greater distance.
It is noteworthy that the Talmud contains a
tradition of the G. appealing to Alexander the
Great, during his sojourn in Palestine, complaining
of having been banished from Canaan by the Jews,
and asking justice. The existence of the G. at
such a late period implies that they were, in early
times, an important tribe or nationality, thus
agreeing with what is stated in OT, and with the
Assyr. reference to the Kirkisati.

GIRZITE (Kethibh TiW, Kere ηρπ,'the Gizrite ;
Β τον Teaeipi, Α τον Veaepei /cat τον TefpaXov).—Ace.
to 1 S 278, David and his men, while living at the
court of Achish king of Gath, * made a raid upon
the Geshurites (which see), and the Girzites (RVm
Gizrites), and the Amalekites: for those nations
were the inhabitants of the land, which were of
old, as thou goest to Shur, even unto the land of
Egypt.' The LXX (J3) is probably correct in read-
ing only one name * Gizrites' for * Geshurites and
Girzites,' viz. the Canaanite inhabitants of Gezer,
a town on the S.W. border of Ephraim (Jos 1033

163·10, Jg I29), the modern Tell Jezer, between
Emmaus {'Amwas, Nicopolis) and Ekron {*Afyir).
The original population, which had not been driven
out by the Ephraimites, retained its independence
till the days of Solomon, when Pharaoh king of
Egypt conquered the city, and gave it with his
daughter to Solomon ; the latter rebuilt it (1 Κ
915"17). See GEZER ; and cf. Moore, Judges, p. 47 f.;
G. A. Smith, Hist. Geog. p. 215 f.

J. F. STENNING.
GISHPA, AV Gispa (NB^).—An overseer of the

Nethinim (Neh II21), but text probably corrupt (cf.
Berth.-Ryssel ad loc). See GENEALOGY.

GITTAIM (o:na).—A town of Benjamin (?), 2 S 43,
noticed with Hazor and Raman, Neh II 3 3. The
site is unknown.

GITTITES.—See GATH.

GITTITH.—See PSALMS.

GIYE.—1. The verb [jm] dzan, which is formed
from }]« the ear, is used in the Hiphil, meaning * to
listen,' 41 times, and 32 times it is trd in AV * give
ear,' the other renderings being * hearken' Gn
423, Nu2318, J o b ^ ^ 1 341δ 3714, 'hear ' Ps 13517

1406 (RV ' give ear') ; * give good heed' Ec 129

(RV 'ponder,' RVm 'give ear'). Sometimes it is
God that gives ear or is entreated to give ear,
sometimes it is man. In Apocr. the phrase also
occurs, 2 Es 824 {auribus percipere) ; Wis 62 {ένωτί-
ζομαι) ; Sir 415 {υπακούω), β23 {ακούω). I t is not found
in NT. For the phrase cf. Marlowe, Faustus, v.
iii. ' The devil threatened to tear me in pieces if
I once gave ear to divinity ; and now 'tis too
late ' ; and Milton, PL ix. 1067—

• Ο Eve, in evil hour thou didst give ear
To that false worm, of whomsoever taught
To counterfet man's voice.'

2. The verb to ' give' is used with various sub-
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stantives to form phrases, some of which are archaic
and biblical, others obsolete. 1. Give attendance,
1 Ti 413 * give attendance to reading' {πρόσεχε, RV
' give heed'); He 713 * no man gave attendance at
the altar' (προσέσχηκε). 2. Give heed, Wis 618 ' the
giving heed unto her laws' (προσοχή); 1 Ti I4, He
21 (προσέχει?); cf. Ps 392 Wye. 1388, 'Υ abidynge
abood the Lord ; and he gaf tent to me' (LXX προσ-
έσχεν μοή. 3. Give diligence, 2 Ρ I5 ' giving all
diligence' (σπουδών πα,σα,ν παρεισενέ^καντες, RV add-
ing all diligence'); I1 0 ' give diligence' (σπουδάσατε);
Jude 8 ' when I gave all diligence' (τασ-αρ σπουδην
ποιούμενος). 4. Give audience, Ac 1512 (ακούω, RV
'hearken ' ) ; 2222 (ακούω, RV as AV). 5. Give re-
verence, He 129 (έντρέπομαι). 6. Give occasion, Dt
2214 ' if a man take a wife . . . and give occasions
of speech against her' (οη^η rh'hy^ ft) η'ψ); RV * lay
shameful things to her charge'; Driver, ' frame
against her wanton charges'; the phrase, which
is uncertain in meaning, is fully discussed by
Driver, Deut. p. 254 f.), so 2217, 2 Co 512 (αφορμών
δίδοντες). 7. Give testimony, Sir 3615 'Give testi-
mony unto those that thou hast possessed from the
beginning, and raise up prophets that have been in
thy name' (δός μαρτύρων); Ac 1322 ' he raised up
David to be their king; to whom also he gave
testimony, and said' (φ καί εΐπεν μαρτύρησαν, RV
'bare witness'); so 143. For 2 Κ II 1 2 'And he
brought forth the king's son, and put the crown
upon him, and gave him the testimony' (ηϊηχ·τηκ,
AV 1611 'the Testimonie'), see TESTIMONY. 8.
Give witness, Job 2911 ' when the eye saw me, it
gave witness to me' (Tpyfll); Ac 1043 'To him give
all the prophets witness' (μαρτυροϋσιν, RV ' bear
. . . witness'). 9. Give record, 1 Jn 510 ' the
record that God gave of his Son' (f/v μεμαρτύρηκεν
b θεός, RV ' the witness that God hath borne con-
cerning his Son'). 10. Give word, Ps 6811 'The
Lord gave the word' (*i£iqn: V^, RV 'the Lord
giveth the word'). 11. Give voice, Ps 1813 'The
Lord also thundered in the heavens, and the
Highest gave his voice' ('iVp jn: |'v^, RV ' the Most
High uttered his voice.' Cf. (Jn 452 AVm and
RVm ' And he gave forth his voice in weeping' for
text 'And he wept aloud,' Heb. *?35 Ί̂ ρ-ηΝ |n»i; and
Jer 2530 Cov. 'He shal geve a greate voyce (like
the grape gatherers)'; Ac 2610 ' when they were
put to death, I gave my voice against them' (κατή-
νεΎκα ψηφον, RV ' gave my vote'). 12. Give com-
mandment, Ex 2522 ' I will commune with thee . . .
of all things which I will give thee in command-
ment unto the children of Israel' (ηπίκ rmx); 1 Ch
1412 'And when they had left their gods there,
David gave a commandment, and they were burned
with fire' ("τπ ηρκ»ι, RV 'gave commandment');
Ezr 421 ' Give ye now commandment to cause these
men to cease' (oyip iD^, RV ' Make ye now a
decree'); Ps 713 * thou hast given commandment
to save me' (rwx); Jn 1431 ' as the Father gave me
commandment, so I do' (TR ένετείλατό μοι, L Tr
WH εντολών ϊδωκέν μοι); Ac Ι 2 (έντειλάμενος) ; 2330

(παραγγείλας, RV 'charging') ; He II 2 2 (ένετείλατο).
13. Give charge, 2 S 185 ' when the king gave all
the captains charge' (n\$}); Job 3413 ' Who hath
given him a charge over the earth ?' (v̂ y ips, RV
' Who gave him a charge ?'); Jer 477 (̂ 'WTV) ; Mt
46 ' He shall give his angels charge concerning thee'
(έντελείται), so Lk 410; 1 Ti 57 'And these things
give in charge' * (καί ταύτα παράγγελλε, RV ' These

* Twice the phrase * give in charge' occurs in Shaks. in the
same sense of 'command,' but in a context which suggests the
mod. meaning ' give charge of,' / Henry VI. n. iii. 1—

' Porter, remember what I gave in charge;
And when you have done so, bring the keys to m e ' ;

Tempest, v. i. 8—
* How fares the king and 's followers ?

Confin'd together
In the same fashion as you gave in charge,
Just as you left them ; all prisoners, sir.'

things also command'); 613 ' I give thee charge'
(ΪΙαραγγέλλω σοι, RV ' I charge thee'). 14. Give
judgment, 2 Κ 256 ' and they gave judgment upon
him' (ESSO Ίηκ π?π;!, AVm 'spake judgment with
him,' RVm ' spake with him of judgment') ; so
Jer 395· 9. Cf. Sir T. More, Utopia (Lumby's ed.
p. 15), 'An other sorte sytteth upon their alle-
bencheis, and there amonge their cuppes they geve
judgment of the wittes of writers.' 15. Give
sentence, Jer 412 'now also will I give sentence
against them' (W$?#D naiN, RV as AVm ' utter
judgments'); Lk 2324 ' Pilate gave sentence that
it should be as they required' (επέκρινε). 16. Give
counsel, 2 S 177 ' the counsel that Ahithophel hath
given is not good at this time' (γ%ΐ"τφχ π^;π), so 1 Κ
128-13, 2ChlO8. 17. Give assurance, Ac 1731 (πίστιν
παράσχων). 18. Give place, (a) literally, Is 4920

' give place to me that I may dwell' ('V'·"^); Sir
2927 ' Give place, thou stranger, to an honourable
man ' (έξελθε, RV ' go forth ' ) ; Mt 924 ' Give place :
for the maid is not dead' (Αναχωρείτε); and (b)
figuratively, Gal 25 ' To whom we gave place by
subjection, no, not for an hour' (εΐζαμεν). Cf. Ro
1219, Eph 427, and Babees Book (Early Eng. Text
Soc), p. 103—

' Sit thou not in the highest place,
Where the good man is present,
But gyue him place : his maners marke
Thou with graue aduysement.'

Knox in his ' Godly Letter to the Faithful in
London ' (Works, iii. *167), says, ' But, Deir Breth-
rene, be subject unto God, and gif place to his
wraith, that ye may eschape his everlasting ven-
geance.' Cassius says to Brutus (Shaks. Jul. Cces.
IV. iii. 146)—

' Of your philosophy you make no use,
If you give place to accidental evils.'

Tindale uses ' give room' in the same way, Prologe
to the Pentateuch, ' Isaac, when his welles which
he had digged were taken from him, geveth rowme
and resisteth not.'

3. To ' give oneself t o ' is a phrase of occasional
occurrence, representing various expressions in the
original, but always implying energy or absorption
in the pursuit spoken of. It occurs Ec 23 ' I sought
in mine heart to give myself unto wine' (|:».s ψνφ
η^'ΠΝ, lit., as AV, ' to draw my flesh with wine,'
RV ' to cheer my flesh with wine'); Ac 64

' we will give ourselves continually to prayer'
(προσκαρτερήσομεν, RV ' we will continue stedfastly
in prayer'); 1 Co 76 ' that ye may give yourselves
to fasting and prayer' (TR 'ίνα σχολάζητε τή νηστεία
καί ΤΎ} προσευχή, edd. ϊνα σχολάσητε ττ} προσευχή, RV
' that ye may give yourselves unto prayer'); 1 Ti
415 'give thyself wholly to them (έν τούτοις ϊσθι).
Sometimes the phrase is restricted to some part of
the person, as the heart, Ec I 1 3 · 1 7 ' I gave my heart
to know wisdom,' Sir 395; or the mouth, Ps 5019

' Thou givest thy mouth to evil' (njpT? mby ?TB).
And then we have the frequent phrase given to,
with the same meaning and used both of good and
bad pursuits. The expressions in the original are
as a rule much more forcible than the Eng. phrase.
They are, Pr 232 ' if thou be a man given to appe-
tite ' (nnx B?SJ ^3-D*, lit. 'if the owner of soul
[ = desire] thou'; so Ec 88 'given to it [wicked-
ness] ' ) ; Pr 2421 ' meddle not with them that are
given to change' (GW-DJ; ' changelings,' or perhaps,
as Del., 'revolutionaries'); Jer 613 810 'given to
covetousness '(y* 3 ŷ ia, lit.' [greedy] gainer of [greedy]
gain ' ) ; 1 Es227 ' given to rebellion and war' (συντε-
λοΰντες, lit. 'accomplishing'); Sir 1716 'given to
evil' (επί τα πονηρά, RV omits) ; 191 ' given to
drunkenness' (μέθυσος, RV ' that is a drunkard');
Ac 1716 ' wholly given to idolatry' (καταίδωλον
οϋσαν, RV 'full of idols'); Ro 1213 'given to hos-
pitality' (την φιλοζενίαν διώκοντες, lit. 'pursuing
hospitality,' as RVm) j 1 Ti 32 ' given to hospitality'
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(φιλόξενος, lit. ' guest-loving') ; 33 * given to wine'
(iravoLvosy RV * brawler'; so Tit I 7 ) ; 38 ' given to
much wine' (οϊνφ πόλλφ προσεχών); Tit I7 * given to
filthy lucre' (αΙσχροκερδής, lit. * basely greedy,' RV
* greedy of filthy lucre'); 23 ' given to much wine'
(οϊνφ πολλφ δεδούλωμένας, RV ' enslaved to much
wine').

4. In the sense of grant, admit, ' give' is often
found in writers of the date of AV. Thus Shaks.
Winter's Tale, ill. ii. 96—

' The crown and comfort of my life, your favour,
I do give lost; for I do feel it gone';

and Milton, PL ii. 14—
* Though oppressed and fallen

I give not heaven for lost.'

This idiom does not occur in AV, but closely
associated with it is the sense of give leave to, seen
in Mt 1311 'Unto you it is given to know' (ύμΐν
δέδοται yvwvcLL); and 1 Co 123 ' I give you to under-
stand' (-γνωρίζω ύμϊν, lit. Ί make known to you'),
phrases which are as old as Wyclif, and in common
use still. Cf. Milton, PL ix. 818—

• Shall I to him make known
As yet my change, and give him to partake
Full happiness with me, or rather not,
But keep the odds of knowledge in my power
Without copartner ?'

There is a further extension of this sense in Job
2423 'Though it be given him to be in safety,' i.e.
though he be not merely permitted but enabled.

5. When followed by certain adverbs, 'give' is
used in ways that are at least archaic now. (1)
Give again = give back, restore, Lv 2551·52 (^Ψ",
RV 'give back'); Ezk 3315 'If the wicked restore
(zrtr) the pledge ; give again (ώψ\9 lit. 'make com-
plete') that he had robbed . . . he shall surely
live'; Lk 420 ' And he closed the book, and he
gave it again to the minister' (άποδούς, RV ' gave
it back'). See AGAIN. (2) Give forth, Nu 208

'Speak ye unto the rock before their eyes; and
it shall give forth his water' (jm); Ac I2 6 'And
they gave forth their lots' (έδωκαν). (3) Give out,
Jos 184 ' Give out from among you three men for
each tribe' ( = 'choose out,' which is Coverdale's
trn, 'give out' is the Bishops' trn, Heb. ηφ «η,
RV ' appoint for you'; in Dt I1 3 the same phrase
is trd ' take you' in both AV and RV; it occurs
also in Jg 207, 2S 1620); Jer 416 'watchers come
from a far country, and give out their voice against
the cities of Judah' («ξι:; cf. Mk 1537 Wye. [1388],
' And Jhesus gaf out a greet cry, and diede');
Ac 89 ' Giving out that himself was some great
one' (λέ~/ων, lit. 'saying,' as all previous Eng.
versions, Vulg. dicens, but Luther gab vor). (4)
Give over, always with the meaning 'surrender,'
modern 'give up,' Ps 11818 7850·62, Is 194, Sir 236

3021 3320, Ro I28, Eph 419. Cf. Pr. Bk., Collect for
St. Andrew's Day (1559-1604), 'Grant unto us all,
that we being called by thy holy word may forth-
with give over ourselves obediently to follow thy
holy commandments' (changed in 1662 into 'give
up ourselves'). (5) Give up, 2 S 249 ' And Joab
gave up the sum of the number of the people unto
the king' (}$»!) = 'delivered,' as most earlier ver-
sions (LXX 'έδωκεν, Vulg. dedit). J. HASTINGS.

GIZONITE (7ΙΤ3Π).— A gentilic name which occurs
in 1 Ch II 3 4 in the colloc. \?i?3n ηψη ' Hashem the
Gizonite.' In all probability this should be corrected
to 'jun ]pi ' Jashen (cf. the parallel passage 2 S 2332)
the Gunite' (so Klosterm., Budde, Driver, Kittel).
The ' Gunite' (Nu 2648) is confirmed by the reading
of A and Luc. Τωννί or Υουνί, and even by the
meaningless Ί^ομοΧο^εννουνείν of B. See JASHEN.

GIZRITE.—See GIRZITE.

GLASS (n'?i3], ί/aXos) is an artificial substance,

fusible, usually more or less transparent or trans-
lucent, and composed of a mixture of metallic
silicates. One of the metals present is always
either potassium or sodium, the other being gener-
ally calcium or lead. Thus modern window glass
contains the silicates of sodium and calcium, crown
glass those of potassium and calcium, and flint
glass those of potassium and lead. Other metals
such as iron may be present, either accidentally as
impurities, or designedly as colouring matters.
Although the references to glass in Scripture are
few, its manufacture is of high antiquity, and in
the progress of civilization it has served many
purposes both of use and ornament.

The origin of the art of glass-making is obscure. The account
given by Pliny (Nat. Hist, xxxvi. 25), of its accidental pro-
duction through the melting of blocks of 'nitrum' employed
by some sailors to support their caldron over a fire which they
had made on the sands at the mouth of the river Belus in
Syria, is well known but fabulous. The assertion, however,
that no fire burning in the open air could possibly give rise to
sufficient heat for the formation of glass, is incorrect, as crude
glass is known to have been produced during the burning of
a stack of wheat. But, even if Pliny's narrative were credible,
the glass he describes, consisting of a single alkaline silicate,
would have been soluble in water, and of no practical use. It
is probable that the process of vitrification was first observed
in the course of metallurgical operations. The art was widely
known in the ancient world, and, while its origin may be diffi-
cult to localize, it is in Egypt that the earliest traces of it have
hitherto been found. Glass-blowers are represented on the
walls of the Tomb of Ti at Sakkhara, which dates from the
5th dynasty, and on many other tombs of later date, such as
those at Beni-Hasan (Usertesen i., 12th dynasty, B.C. 3500).
There is similar pictorial evidence that glass vases were used
for wine in Egypt at least as early as the Exodus. Glass was
also known in very ancient times in Assyria and Babylonia
(see vol. i. p. 220a), and even in China.

The earliest glass was opaque or semi-opaque. The art of
making it transparent was a later development; and even the
first transparent glass was not colourless, but tinted. The oldest
dated specimen of glass as yet known is a small ornament found
at Thebes, in the shape of a lion's head. It is of opaque blue
glass, and bears the name of Nu-Antef iv. (11th dynasty). Next
to it comes an opaque glass jug of turquoise blue colour with
yellow ornaments, having round the neck the name and titles
of Tahutmes in. (18th dynasty). The oldest dated transparent
glass known is a vase found by Layard at Nimroud, and bearing
the name of Sargon (B.C. 722-705). (These objects are all in
the British Museum. The first is figured in the Introduction to
the Catalogue of glass objects in the South Kensington Museum,
p. ix, the second in Wilkinson's Anc. Egyp. ii. 140, and the
third in Layard, Nin. and Bab. p. 197).

The sands at the mouth of the Belus, the scene of Pliny's
legend, were famous for their glass-making excellence, and
were largely exported for this purpose to Sidon and elsewhere
(Strabo, Geog. xvi. ii. 25; Jos. Wars, π. x. 12). Pliny refers to
Sidon as a famous seat of glass manufacture, and Strabo also
mentions the glass-works of Alexandria. Glass has been made
in Hebron since very early times, and the glass-works there
are said to supply in modern times a large part of the glass-
ware used in Southern Syria, Egypt, and Arabia.

The references to glass in OT are few, and only
one is direct, viz. that in Job 2817, where RV so
renders n»?i3} (AV crystal), following LXX vaXos
and Vulg. vitrum, the allusion being to a rare
and valuable substance, than which wisdom is
still more precious. From Pr 2331 it may be in-
ferred that drinking-cups of transparent glass were
used by the Hebrews. The phrase ' treasures hid
in the sand,' in the blessing of Zebulun (Dt 3319),
is interpreted in the Targum of Ps-Jonathan as
referring to the sands of the Belus with their
glass-making properties. (See Driver, Deut. p.
410). It has been supposed that the name
D:D nhivD 'burnings of waters' (Jos I I 8 136) may
refer to glass-works, but the allusion may only
be to the hot springs in the neighbourhood (for
the various opinions and authorities see Keil, in
loc). There is a legend in the Koran (ch. 27)
about a glass pavement in Solomon's palace at
Jerus. which the queen of Sheba mistook for
water. Recent excavations attest that glass was
in use in Palestine at a very early date, and was
most common during the Roman period (Warren,
Underground Jerusalem, p. 518).

The Gr. word tfaAos or tfeXos was applied by
classical writers, not only to glass, but to mineral
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substances with similar properties (Herod, iii. 24;
Achilles Tatius, ii. 3). Glass, indeed, was early
used for making imitation gems (Pliny, xxxvi. 26),
which Herodotus calls λίθινα χυτά (ii. 69). In NT
vaXos and VOXLPOS are found only in Rev. The adj.
is used in 46 152 of a sea; the noun occurs in
2118·21, gold being compared to it. In the former
instances there may be an allusion to limpid trans-
parency (in 46 the sea is όμοια κρυστάλλφ, cf. 221),
but in the latter, notwithstanding the adj. διαυγής
in 2121, the reference is obviously to brilliant lustre.
Probably in all instances the point of the compari-
son is smoothness and sheen (in 152 the sea is μεμιγ-
μένη πνρί, and in 221 the * crystal' river is λαμπρός).

All other passages where glass occurs in AV
refer to mirrors, and these were almost universally
of polished metal. Pliny (Nat. Hist, xxxvi. 26)
speaks of mirrors in connexion with the glass
manufacture of Sidon, but his words seem to
describe an unsuccessful experiment (see MIRROR).
Windows in Pal. do not appear to have been
glazed in ancient times, though glazed windows
have been found in the ruins of Pompeii (Smith's
Diet. Antiq. s.v. vitrum).

LITERATURE.—Dunlop, Glass in the Old World, where many
authorities are mentioned; Nesbitt, Introd. to Catalogues of
Slade collection in Brit. Mus. and of glass articles in S. Kens.
Mus.; Wilkinson, Anc. Egyp. ii. 140 ff.; Perrot and Chipiez,
Hist, of Art in Ancient Egypt, 375, and in Chaldcea and Assyria,
306; Erman, Ancient Egypt, 458; Maspero, Egyptian Archaeo-
logy, 253 ff. J A M E S P A T R I C K .

GLASS.—The word 'glass,' which is now col-
loquial Eng. for * mirror,' occurs with this meaning
in AV, both in OT and NT. In Is 323 ' the glasses'
are part of the * bravery' of the daughters of Zion
(ατ^π, RV 'hand mirrors'). The translation is
disputed by Ewald, who prefers * gauzes,' ' trans-
parent garments,' but it is generally accepted.
• Glass' is, however, an unfortunate rendering, as
the material of which the gilldyon was made was
polished metal. The same word is used in 81 of a
writing-tablet. In Ex 388 we read of * the looking-
glasses (1611 'looking glasses') of the women as-
sembling' (nxnsn ηκηο, AVm 'brasen glasses,' RV
'mirrors of the serving women'), which were given
to make the laver of brass and its brazen foot in
the tabernacle.* And in Job 3718 the sky is 'as a
molten looking-glass' (1611 'looking glasse,' Heb.
pyiD •Ν"]?, RV ' as a molten mirror').

In Sir 1211 the metaphor is used of a person
wiping the rust off a looking-glass, but never
being able to wipe it altogether away. The Gr.
word is 'έσοπτρον (RV 'mirror'), which is found
once elsewhere in LXX, Wis 726, where it is trd

in AV 'mirror' (the only occurrence of that Eng.
word). This is the Gr. word which is trd ' glass' =
'mirror' in NT. It is found only in 1 Co 1312,
Ja I2 3 (RV 'mirror'). In 2 Co 318 the verb κατοπ-
τρίζω (which occurs only here and in the middle
voice) is trd ' beholding as in a glass' (RV ' reflect-
ing as a mirror,' RVm ' beholding as in a mirror').
Cf. Spenser, Hymne of Heavenly Beautie—

' Those unto all he daily doth display
And show himselfe in th' image of his grace,
As in a looking-glasse, through which he may
Be seene of all his creatures vile and base,
That are unable else to see his face,
His glorious face ! which glistereth else so bright,
That th' Angels' selves can not endure his sight.'

T. Adams in like manner speaks of seeing through
a glass (Practical Works, ii. 27), 'He that hath
seen heaven with the eye of faith, through the
glass of the Scripture, slips off his coat with
Joseph, and springs away.' But he also uses (in
a glass' (ii. 2), ' The world is a glass, wherein we
may contemplate the eternal power and majesty

*For the religious significance of this passage, see Cobb,
Origine8 Judaicce (1895), p. 233 ff.; also Schechter, Studies in
Judaism (1896), p. 381 f., and Expos. Times (1896-97), viii. 1.

of God.' So Tindale (Expositions, Parker Soc, p.
89) speaks of the law as a glass in which a
man sees his own damnation. Bp. Hall, in his
'Contemplations' {Works, 1634, ii. 107), uses the
word literally : ' How witty wee are to supply all
the deficiencies of nature: if wee be low, wee can
adde cubits to our stature; if ill colored, wee can
borrow complexion ; if hayreless, periwiggs; if
dim-sighted, glasses; if lame, croutches.' And
again, metaphorically (Works, ii. 119), 'There
cannot be a better glasse wherein to discerne the
face of our hearts then our pleasures.' Knox
employs ' mirror' and ' glass' together, ' Epistle to
Mrs. Elizabeth Bowes' (Works, iii. 338): 'The ex-
positioun of your trubillis, and acknowledging of
your infirmitie, war first unto me a verie mirrour
and glass whairin I beheld my self sa rychtlie
payntit furth, that nathing culd be mair evident to
my awn eis.' See preceding article and MIRROR.

J. HASTINGS.
GLEANING.—The Hebrew law on this subject is

contained in Lv 199f· 2322 (both H) and Dt 2419'21.
The first of these passages reads, ' When ye reap
the harvest of your land, thou shalt not wholly
reap the corners (nxs)* of thy field, neither shalt
thou gather (a^ii) the gleaning (a^) of thy harvest.
And thou shalt not glean (^iyiji)t thy vineyard,
neither shalt thou gather (fcj?1?]?) the fallen fruit
(tans) of thy vineyard ; thou shalt leave them for
the poor and for the stranger (na).' In Dt 2419"21

the law regarding gleanings in the cornfield and
the vineyard is stated in substantially the same
terms, and a similar provision is extended to the
olive garden, ' When thou beatest (taarie, a technical
term ; cf. Is 2712) thine olive tree, tnou shalt not
go over the boughs again, it shall be for the
stranger, for the fatherless, and for the widow.'
The story of Ruth illustrates the working of the
above provisions, which give point also to the
question of Gideon, ' Is not the gleaning (n'My) of
Ephraim better than the vintage of Abiezer?'
(Jg 82). J. A. SELBIE.

GLEDE (πχ-j rd'dh, yuxf/, vultur, Dt 1413).—In the
passage (Lv II14) the word nw dd'dh, also trd in the
LXX yu\p, occurs in a corresp. position in the
verse, and there can be little doubt that the πχ-ι of
Dt is a textual error for π$η. In that passage AV
tr. i t ' kite' and RV ' vulture.' Da'ah, from a root
signifying to dart or fly swiftly, is undoubtedly one
of the raptatores, but which it is impossible to
say with certainty. Glede is an old name for the
kite, and has been adopted by RV as well as AV
for rd'dh. Tristram {Nat. Hist, of Bible, p. 186)
thinks that nx"i may refer to the buzzard, Buteo
vulgaris, Leach, which is one of the birds known
in Arabic as *akdb, and one of those known as
shdhin. See FALCON, KITE, VULTURE.

G. E. POST.
GLISTER.—The three verbs ' glisten,' ' glister/

and ' glitter' come from the same Teutonic base,
gli, to shine, ' glitter' being traced to the Scandi-
navian, ' glisten' and ' glister' being apparently
English in their earliest form. ' Glister' is simply
a frequentative form of ' glisten.'

* This is the technical term which gave its name to the
Talmudic tract Peah, in which the interpretation of the
' corners' and the whole subject of the rights of the poor to
the produce of the land are discussed.

t rhhb'y is used of the gleanings of a vineyard (Jg 8*. Is 241»,
Jer 49«, Mic 71) or of an olive tree (Is 176), not of grain (νφ).
The verb is used figuratively in Jg 2045 of the fate of the flying
Benjamites, * And they gleaned of them 0 n ? ^ D in the high-
ways five thousand men,' and in Jer C9 * They shall thoroughly
glean 0^J7? ^ t y ) the remnant of Israel as a vine.' The other
verb is used in Jg I 7 of the seventy kings that gathered
(D't?|?Vp) their meat under the table of Adoni-bezek; BO fre-
quently of picking up such articles as arrows, wood, etc.
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The form ' glisten' is not used in AV :* * glister '
is found five times in AV of 1611; * glitter,' nine
times. Both words are used freely by writers of
the period, and apparently without difference of
meaning, so that the MSS and texts are sometimes
uncertain. The tendency of later editions is to
change ' glister' into 'glitter,' as has been done
(sinee 1762) in AV with Job 2025, which was
'glister' in 1611; and as is constantly done now
in quoting the proverb, 'All that glisters is not
gold,' a proverb found in Shaks. {Merchant of
Venice, II. vii. 65), as well as in earlier writers, as
T. Lever (Sermons, 1550, Arber's ed. p. 22), ' Alas,
good brethren, as trulye as al is not golde that
glystereth, so is it not vertue and honesty, but
very vice and hipocrisie, wherof England at this
day dothe most glorye.' As long as this proverb
was quoted correctly (i.e. as long as 'glister* re-
mained in good English use), it had a tendency to
give ' glister' a depreciatory sense. This has been
noticed in Milton (see Verity's notes on Lycidas in
' Pitt Press Milton,' p. 126). But there is no such
distinction in AV. In course of time 'glister'
went out of use, and now ' glitter' (perhaps under
the influence of the same proverb) is often used
with the depreciation of ' glister,' while ' glisten'
has taken up the more honourable sense which
once belonged to ' glitter.'

The occurrences of 'glister' in AV 1611 are:
(1) Job 2025 ' the glistering sword cometh out of
his gall' (p"j3 bardic, a word used either lit. of
' lightning,' and then mostly in the plur. ' lightning
flashes,' or fig. of the lightning-flash of a weapon.
This fig. use is always applied to a weapon. AV
then tr. by ' glitter'"in Dt 3241, Ezk 2110·28, Nah 33,
Hab 3 1 1; but in Ezk 2l15 the feeble trn is found' it
is made bright,' BV ' it is made as lightning,' as
in vv.10·28. In Dt 3241 the Heb. is particularly
bold: ' If I whet the lightning of my sword,' as
RVm, EV 'If I whet my glittering sword'). We
find 'glister' applied to armour by Spenser, FQ
I. i. 14—

• His glistring armor made
A little glooming light, much like a shade.'

And by North, Plutarch, p. 395, ' For the glister-
ing of their harness, so richly trimmed and set
forth with gold and silver, the colours of their
arming coats upon their curaces, after the fashion
of the Medes and Scythians, mingled with the
bright glistering steel and shining copper, gave
such a show as they went and removed to and fro,
that made a light as clear as if all had been on a
very fire, a fearful thing to look upon.' The early
Eng. versions apply the word frequently to fire, as
Cov. Is 5011 ' Ye walke in the glistringe of youre
owne fyre'; Ezk I 4 ' And I loked, and beholde, a
stormy wynde came out off the north with a greate
cloude full of fyre, which with his glistre lightened
all rounde aboute'; and v.13 'and the fyre gaue a
glistre,f and out off the fyre there wente lighten-
inge.'

(2) 1 Ch 292 'glistering stones' fturja»; RV
' stones for inlaid work '). RV is rather an inter-
pretation than a translation. The puk was an
eye-paint made of antimony, much used by
Eastern ladies, and not confined to ladies (see
Lane, Mod. Egyptians, Gardner's ed. p. 53; and

* Nor in Shaks. or Milton, though it is at least as old as Udall,
on Ac 10: ' And sodainly beholde a certain man, whose
countenaunce was full of maiestie, stood visible before me, in a
glistening garmente.'

t In the New Ed. of Jamieson's Scottish Dictionary (vol. ii.
1886) we find the entry; * GLISTER, subst. Lustre, glitter, "The
glister of the profeit, that was jugeit heirof to have insewit to
Scottis men, at the first sicht blindit mony menis eyis"—
Knox, Hist. p. 110. Su.—G. glistra, scintilla, Teut. glinster, id.
glinsteren, glisteren, scintillare, fulgere. Although glister be
used in Eng. as a verb, I have not observed that it occurs as a
subst.' But here are two examples from Coverdale, and at v.^
the Gen. and Bishops' Bibles have the subst. also.

Shaw, Travels in Barbart/2, 229). The word
occurs also in 2 Κ 930, where in AVm the Heb. is
trd literally, ' Jezebel . . . put her eyes in paint-
ing ' ; Is 5411, where ' I will lay thy stones in fair
colours' is lit. as E-Vm ' in antimony' (it is the
mortar, says Orelli, with which the new stones of
Jerusalem will be set, that they may shine forth
like dazzling eyes) ; and Jer 430 where the eye-
paint is directly spoken of. The nearest parallel
to our passage is Is 5411, and the ' glistering' of
AV is better than the 'inlaid' of 11V; for some
kind of coloured, brilliant stone seems meant. The
LXX rendering is λίθους πολυτελείς ('very costly
stones'); Vulg. quasistibinos (stibium, antimony);
Wye. 1388 ' stonys as of the colour of wymmens
oynement' ; Luth. eingefasste Bubinen (taking the
previous word along with this); so Cov. ' set
Rubyes'; Rog. ' set stones,' with marg. ' some
read Carbuncle, or ani other precious stone called
Stibion'; Gen. ' carbuncle stones ' ; Bish. ' glyster-
ing stones'; Dou. ' as it were stibians,' with marg.
' a kind of finne white stone'; Ostervald, pierres
d'escarboncle; Segond, pierres brillantes; Kautzsch,
Puchsteine, with marg. (pukh bedeutet anderwarts
die Augenschminke, bezeichnet also wohl einen
schwarzglanzenden Stein ' ; Cheyne, * stones of
(i.e. edged with) antimony.' For the Eng. word
cf. Spenser, FQ I. iv. 8—

• A mayden Queene that shone, as Titans ray,
In glistring gold and peerelesse pretious stone.'

(3) 2 Es 1025 ' And it came to pass, while I was
talking with her, behold, her face upon a sudden
sinned exceedingly, and her countenance glistered,
so that I was afraid of her and mused what it
might be' (species [Fritzsche specie] coruscusfiebat
visus ejus, RV ' her countenance glistered like
lightning'). The countenance has the epithet
'glister' applied to it in Spenser's Hymne of
Heavenly Beautie, quoted under GLASS—

' His glorious face ! which glistereth else so bright,
That th' Angels selues can not endure his sight.'

(4) 1 Mac 639 ' Now when the sun shone upon the
shields of gold and brass, the mountains glistered
therewith, and shined like lamps of fire' (ώς δ£
'έστιλβεν 6 ήλιος έπϊ τας χρυσας καΐ χαλκάς [A omits
καΐ χαλ/cas] ασπίδας, 'έστιλβεν τα 'όρη απ' αυτών, καΐ
κατηύ"γα^€ν ως λαμπάδες πυρός; RV ' Now when the
sun shone upon the shields of gold and brass, the
mountains shone therewith, and blazed like
torches of fire'). The verb στίλβειν occurs once in
NT, Mk 93 in the narrative of Christ's transfigura-
tion, τά Ιμάτια αύτοΰ iyiveTO στίλβορτα, where RV
renders 'his garments became glistering,' after
Rhem. version.

(5) Lk 929 'And as he prayed, the fashion of
his countenance was altered, and his raiment
was white and glistering' (ό Ιματισμέ αύτοϋ λευ/eos
έξαστράπτων; RV ' became white and dazzling').
This is the only occurrence in NT of the Gr.
compound έζαστράπτειν. It is found in LXX,
Ezk I 4 of the flashing of flames of fire, I 7 and
Dn 106 of the glittering of burnished brass, and
Nah 33 of flashing spears. The simple verb is
used twice by St Luke (and by no other NT
writer), 1724 of the flashing of lightning, and 244 of
the ' shining garments' (RV 'dazzling apparel') of
the angels at the tomb.* The meaning of the
simple verb, then, is to flash as lightning, and the
compound means to flash forth, and may be con-
sciously chosen (as Farrar holds) to suggest that
the flashing was from some inward radiance. The
versions as a rule are feeble and inadequate:
Vulg. ' vestitus ejus albus et refulgens'; Wye.

* Of. Milton, Comus, 219—
' I see ye visibly, and now believe
That he, the Supreme good, t' whom all things ill
Are but as slavish officers of vengeance,
Would send a glistering guardian, if need were,
To keep my life and honour unassail'd.'
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' his clothing whit shining'; Luther * sein Kleid
war weiss, und gliinzte'; Tind. ' his garment was
whyte and shoon'; so Cov. (shyned), Rog., Cran.,
Gen. 1557 ; Gen. 1560 * his garment was white and
glistered'; Bish. ' his garment shining very white';
Rhem. * his raiment white and glistering' ; Ost.
' ses habits devinrent blancs et resplendissants
comme un oclair' ; Olt. ' ses v6tements devinrent
eblouissants de blancheur' ; Seg. * Son vdtement
devint d'une eclatante blancheur'; Weizsiicker
' sein Gewand ward strahlend weiss.' The RV
word ' dazzling' (introduced also at Lk 244) is new,
and involves a new idea which the Gr. word does
not suggest, and which transfers the mind from
the sight to the spectators.*

By a strange contrast Tindale uses ' glistringe
whyte' (Lv 132·23) of the ' bright spot' in the skin
which had to be examined for leprosy. Bunyan
more appropriately {Holy War, p. 146) makes
Emmanuel command * that those that waited upon
him should go and bring forth out of his Treasury
those white and glistering robes that I, said he,
have provided and laid up in store for my Mansoul.'
And Rutherford {Letters, No. 51) writes to Marion
Μ'Naught, * I dare in faith say and write (I am
not dreaming), Christ is but seeking (what He
will have and make) a clean glistering bride out
of the fire.' J. HASTINGS.

GLORIOUS.—The adj. 'glorious' had a wider
application formerly than it has now. Thus
Sylvester, Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.—

1 Yet will I not this Work of mine give o're.
The Labour's great: my Courage yet is more ;

Ther's nothing Glorious but is hard to get.'

It is applied in AV not only to the king (2 S 620),
and the king's daughter (Ps 4513), but also to the
beauty of Ephrairn standing above its fertile
valley (Is 281·4), and the security of Tyre * in the
heart of the seas' (Ezk 2725); Wisdom is glorious
(Wis 612), and the 'fruit of good labours' (315),
and the ' long robe of righteousness' (Sir 278);
and (not only figuratively but literally) dress is
described as glorious, Esther's (Ad. Est 142 151),
the apparel of the young men of Judah in the
peaceful days of Simon (1 Mac 149), and even
Nicanor's apparel (2 Mac 835).

But the most evidently obsolete use of the word
is when it means boastful, or as we still say vain-
glorious, Ad. Est II 1 1 164 ('lifted up with the
glorious words of lewd persons that were never
good,' TOLS των άπειρα^/άθων κόμττου έπαρθέντς?, RV
' boastful'). This meaning of ' glorious,' which
follows Lat. gloriosus, was once common, and is
still retained by the French glorieux. Thus
Bacon {Essays, ' Of Followers and Friends,' Gold.
Treas. ed. p. 198), * Likewise Glorious Followers,
who make themselves as Trumpets, of the Com-
mendation of those they Follow, are full of Incon-
venience'; and 'Of Vaine-glory' (p. 216), ' Thev
that are Glorious must needs be Factious ; for all
Bravery stands upon Comparisons.' So Chapman,
Homers Iliads, xiii. 738—

•Vain-spoken man and glorious.'
J. HASTINGS.

GLORY (IN OT).—In EV' glory' most frequently
corresponds to the Hebrew τα?, which is also, owing
to the difference between Hebrew and English
idiom, in some cases trd by ' glorious' {e.g. Is 42 II 1 0,
.Neh 95). But several other Heb. words are also
sometimes trd by 'glory' or 'glorious,' viz. rmx, -i«m,
and the Niph. and Hiph. of the vb. [TIN] in Zee II 3

and v.2 (RVm), Ex 156·21, Is 4221; n ^ P s 7 6 4 ; ϊιπ

* · White and dazzling' is Mrs. Lewis's tr»> of the Sinaitic

Palimpsest, but with marg. ' like lightning.' * <""> ;JQD ; cf.

Delitzsch's Hebrew translation of the Gospels, pnarq J'5^7.

e.g. Ps 453 14813; -πςι e.g. Is 514 (cf. τπη 631), Ps 9016 ;
ΠΊΝ2Π e.g. Ps 1631 2029; ^ e.g. Is 1319 241(i. In Dn
' glory' occurs several times as tru of the Aram.
aid). The verb ' to glory' in EV generally corre-
sponds to *?!?nrin ' to make one's boast of,' e.g. Jer
923ί·; and ' to glorify' or ' be glorified' to various
verbal forms of the roots -η a and ms.

Full details as to the various Heb. words must
be sought in the Heb. lexicon or in commentaries
on the various passages. Generally speaking, the
English term is sufficiently clear from the context
in spite of the number of the Heb. words which it
renders. But we have to consider here some
characteristic or peculiar uses of the term, espe-
cially the important ideas expressed by the phrase
'the glory of J".'

1. 1. The ' glory' of men or of material objects calls
for little explanation. A man's ' glory' is some-
times the outward tokens of his prosperity, such
as silver and gold, or the splendour of his appear-
ance ; sometimes his reputation, the esteem in
which he is held. For the first sense we may refer
to Is 616, where the term stands in parallelism with
' wealth.' Again in Hag 27 * glory' is parallel to the
' desirable things of all nations'; we must con-
sider these to be more explicitly described by the
next verse as consisting of silver and gold, and
these in their turn (v.9) as constituting ' the latter
glory' of the temple ; cf. also Is 66nf·, Ps 4916·17,
Ν ah 29. In the last passage we are near to what
was perhaps the original meaning of the Heb.
kdbod, viz. ' weight'; cf. the use of the vb. kdbed in
e.g. Job 63, and the noun kobed in Pr 273. We may
notice also the association of the word {kdbod) with
'usher ' riches' in Est 511, where it also stands in
parallelism with rob, 'multitude.' So the glory of
a king (or a nation) consists in the warriors that
betoken his might, Is 87 173f* 211 6; of Lebanon (Is
6013), in the trees with which it is covered. The
' king's daughter' of Ps 4513 is ' all glorious' in
virtue of her richly adorned clothing; cf. Ex 282,
and metaphorically Job 199.

2. For instances of ' glory' in the sense of ' re-
putation ' see Ps 42, Job 2920, 2 S 620 (' How glorious
was the king of Israel,' i.e. 'how much reputation
did he gain for himself'—ironically). But in most
cases where the Heb. word {kdbod) has this sense,
it is trd in EV by ' honour,' e.g. Ec 101, Pr 2121.

The usage in Ps 7324, if the text be correct, is
isolated; ' glory' here appears to mean the splendour
into which men pass, who like Enoch and Elijah
are translated by God; so RV text; RVm is hardly
so probable a translation. Against the text, see,
however, e.g. Wellh. in SBOT.

3. The ' glory' of a nation may be, as we have
seen, its warriors as betokening its might. But it
is a favourite prophetic doctrine that Israel's might
does not consist in its armies and weapons of war,
but in J" (cf. Is 311"3, Zee 46, Ps 207). Hence, per-
haps, we may derive a noticeable usage whereby J"
is described as Israel's glory. Thus Jeremiah (211)
says, ' Hath a nation changed their gods which yet
are no gods? but my people have changed their
glory {i.e. J") for that which doth not profit' {i.e.
for other gods); and probably Hos 47b originally
ran ' they have exchanged their glory for infamy'
with a like meaning. Cf. also Ps 33 (cf. 627) 1062().

4. Another noticeable use of the term is to de-
scribe the self; thus it forms the parallel to ' my
soul,' a frequent Hebrew term for self, in Gn 496

' Ο my soul, come not thou into their council;
unto their assembly, my glory, be not thou united';
and to ' heart' in Ps 169 1081. Cf. also Ps 76 578

and 3012 (where read nn? for itas). This usage is
generally explained as a poetical expression for
' self'; and, unlike ' soul,' ' glory' in this sense
certainly is confined to poetical passages. For a
somewhat parallel usage we might then compare
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* my darling' (^τπ;) in Ps 2220. But another ex-
planation deserving of attention has been offered
(see e.g. Dillm. on Gn 496). In Assyrian kabidtu
( i3 | ' liver') is frequently used as a synonym for
napiHu ( = SPSJ * soul'); it has therefore been
suggested that in the Hebrew passages above cited
we ought to point kebedi instead of kebodi and tr.
literally 'my liver/ i.e. 'myself; the liver, which
was thought to be a seat of life, affording as suitable
a periphrasis for the self as ' the soul'; cf. La 211

and (for Assyrian usage) Fried. Delitzsch, As-
syrisches Handworterbuch, p. 317a (s.v. kabidtu).
Some support is given to this view by the fact
that the LXX translates the word in Gn 496 by τά
ήπατα μου (i.e. 'my liver'); on the other hand, in
the Psalms (which were translated later) the regular
rendering is δό£α (otherwise 15[16]9).

ii. The Glory of J".—The glory of J" {nw τα?) or
of God (Ο'Π^Ν, 7ί< ita?) is, like ' the name of J " ' (82),
with which it stands in parallelism in Is 5919,
Ps 10215,* a summary term for the self-revealed
character and being of God. It is also frequently
used, especially in certain writings, to denote a
particular physical appearance indicating the divine
presence. It has been generally assumed that the
latter is the original usage ; but this, as will be
seen, is far from certain, and, in any case, the
sharply defined significance of the term in Ρ can-
not be traced back to early times. In several
cases the meaning of the term is ambiguous, and it
has been interpreted by some commentators in the
one, by others in the other, of the two senses just
indicated. But the cases in which the meaning is
quite unambiguous render it possible and con-
venient to divide our examination of the usage and
more detailed significance of the term into two
sections, according as the reference is to the self-
revealed character or to the physical manifestation
of God. In conclusion, we shall have to consider
certain ambiguous passages, and the relation be-
tween the two meanings.

1. The glory of J" as a term for the self-revealed
character ana being of God.—Since Ex 3317"23 be-
longs, in all probability, to a secondary (7th cent.)
stratum of J (see below, § 3), the earliest occur-
rence of the phrase is in Isaiah, who uses it (63)
quite unambiguously to denote the divine nature
as revealed in the world; J'"s glory is the out-
ward manifestation of His holiness. The sense
is probably similar in 38, where Judah's sin is
represented as culminating in this : that she wil-
fully opposed herself to a God who had manifested
Himself to her in His majesty and might (cf.
Am 32). Although these are the only two pas-
sages in Isaiah's writings in which the phrase
actually occurs, the underlying idea of J"'s power
and might as manifested in nature and history is
fundamental with the prophet; cf. especially 210·21,
where the recurring term is similar, but not as in
EV identical, with the one we are discussing—
the glory of His majesty (υίκ;? niq) in vv.10·19·21.
We may therefore reasonably attribute to Isaiah
a commanding influence over both the phrase and
the idea as they appear in subsequent literature.
The direct influence of Is 63 is seen in Hab 214,
and also, in all probability, in Nu 1421 (cf. e.g.
Kuenen, Hexateuch, p. 247). In Nu 1422 the glory
of J" is specifically the manifestation of His nature
in history, in the life of the nation; and this
is the case also in Dt 524 [Heb. 521], although at
first sight the context generally might suggest
that the phrase signifies here a physical appear-
ance ; but the accompanying synonym ' his great-
ness,' the meaning of which is unambiguous (cf.
324 926 i p ^ i s decisive against this. The same pre-
dominant reference to history marks Ezekiel's use

* Cf. the combination r\p? Ώψ in Neh 95 (cf. Ps 7219).

of the phrase in 3921, and underlies his use of the
verb (1332=to show oneself glorious, to manifest
one's glory) in 2822 3913. The phrase is quite
clearly to be taken in the same sense in Is 6619,
where J"'s glory is the counterpart of His 'fame,'
and is to be declared among the nations (yet on
this and the preceding verse see Dillm.); accord-
ing to Cheyne (in his Commentary) also in Is 405.
In the Psalms the particular nuance of the phrase
differs in different passages. Judging from the
general tenor of the Psalms, it is God's mani-
festation through His control of the lives of
nations or individuals that the respective writers
intend mainly to imply by their use of the phrase
in 575·11 632 (cf. Ps 7317—in the sanctuary the
Psalmist realizes the meaning of J"'s moral govern-
ment, and so perceives 'his glory'), 7219 ( = Is 63,
Nu 1421), 963 ('his glory' || 'his marvellous works'),
976 (II 'his righteousness'), 102llf· (cf. Is 5919), 1385

(II ' the ways of J " ' ) ; cf. also ' the glory of thy
kingdom' || ' thy power,' ' the glory of the majesty
of his kingdom' || 'his mightv acts,' 4511£\ On the
other hand, in 191, where it is parallel to 'handy
work' (ντ ns?£D), and in 10431, the chief emphasis lies
on the fact tliat the natural world is a revelation
of God; this is perhaps also the case with 82,*
although in this psalm it is, in particular, man's
place in nature that reveals God's nature and
purpose. Pr 252 in connexion with the foregoing
usages, and in the light of such passages as Job 28,
may be interpreted to mean that the very mysteries
of nature, the sense that there is much hidden
which is not revealed, contributes to man's per-
ception of God's nature. The term ' glory,' especi-
ally in a phrase that recurs more than once and
deserves particular attention, is also used in the
modified sense of the praise which God's character,
as revealed in His works and deeds, should call
forth; thus ' the glory of his [J"'s] name' or ' the
glory due unto his name,' where both renderings of
the RV represent the same Hebrew phrase ()Ώψ τα?),
means the praise due to His self-revealed character
from those to whom it has been revealed (292 662

968), and similarly the glory of J" (Is 428 437 481 1;
cf. also Ps 799 in connexion with v.13). In 1134, as
the parallel indicates, the phrase is barely more
than a periphrasis for J".

2. The 'glory of J"y denoting a physical phe-
nomenon indicative of the divine presence.—With
the exception of a single Jahwistic passage (Ex
3317"23), and, according to a possible interpretation,
a single passage in Jeremiah (1712) which must be
left for discussion in the next section, this usage
first appears in Ezekiel, who in any case appears
to have exercised as great an influence on this
modification of the idea as Isaiah on that discussed
in the foregoing section. Ezekiel, as we have
seen, does indeed employ the phrase and the
cognate verb in the manner already discussed in
the preceding section ; but generally with him the
glory of J" is a bright or fiery appearance that
resembles the rainbow (I28104), causing the ground,
where it appears, to shine (432); moves from one
place to another (93104·18 432), or is borne from one
place to another on cherubim (ΙΟ19 1122ί·), each
movement being accompanied by a rushing sound
(212, where read urn for ins, and translate ' a great
rushing when the glory of J" was lifted up from
its place'). Again, as in the vision of the coming
judgment the ' glory of J " ' is seen by Ezekiel to
leave Jerusalem (II23), so in the vision of coming
restoration it is seen returning to the city (432ff-).f

* In the theophany of Hab 33 the word used for 'his glory' in
v.3 is different in the Hebrew (Win). So also in Ps 148!3.

t Contrast the early narrative in Samuel of the loss of the ark
to the Philistines (1S 421.22). The ark symbolized J'"s presence;
with it J " is felt to be leaving Israel; but the ' glory * which
departs is the glory of Israel. The possession of the ark was
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In brief, with Ezekiel, ' the glory of J ' " has be-
come a term for a theophany; and accordingly
when Ezekiel sees it, he worships (444). But it is
important to observe that throughout it is a theo-
phany seen in vision; Ezekiel no more regards
the appearance which he terms the glory of J" as
visible to the natural eye, than he regards the
whole complex appearance of the chariot in ch. 1
as being so visible. It is further to be observed
that in 3921 the only passage where he refers to the
* glory of J",' except in his visions, he uses the
phrase in the sense discussed in § II. 1. Zechariah
associates fire and glory when he says, 'For I,
saith the LORD, will be unto her a wall of fire round
about, and I will be the glory in the midst of her'
(25); but he is evidently speaking in metaphor. In
Ρ the usage is different; the idea that the glory of
J" is the divine nature manifested through the divine
activity only finds expression—and that, perhaps,
not quite consciously—in the use of the verb ("i3?J),
discussed above, in Ex 144·17·18, Lv 103. The
actual phrase ' the glory of J" ' is invariably used
by Ρ of a physical phenomenon manifest to ordinary
natural vision. The 'glory of the LORD' first
appeared at the time of the giving of the Law on
Sinai; it then ' abode upon Mount Sinai,' and its
appearance was ' like devouring fire on the top of
the mount in the eyes of all the children of Israel'
(Ex 2416-18). As a consequence of coming into
close proximity with ' the glory of J " ' (Ex 2418),
Moses' face shone with a brightness so fierce that
he had to veil his face when he came before the
people (Ex 3429"35). With the exception of this
unique occasion, 'the glory of J"3 invariably
appears at the tabernacle; see Ex 2943 4034·35 167·10

[a misplaced narrative which should follow the
narrative of the erection of the tabernacle : in v.10

restore enpnri (towards) the sanctuary, for the
senseless redactorial η:ποπ=(towards) the wilder-
ness ; cf. e.g. Dillm. ad loc.\ Lv 96·23, Nu 1410 1619

1642 (He 177) 206. The appearance of ' the glory of
to the people was either a sign of the divineJ "

favour (Lv 96·2y), or, more frequently, a warning of
divine anger, e.g. Ex 167·10, Nu 1410. It is never
directly stated of 'the glory of J '" in connexion
with the tabernacle that it was a fiery appearance ;
but this is clearly implied, for there, as on Mt.
Sinai, it appears in connexion with cloud (Ex 1610,
Nu 1642, and in Nu 1410 [LXX], cf. also Lv 923·24).
The cloud, it must be remembered, according to P,
always abode upon or covered the tabernacle, and
became fiery in appearance at night (Ex 4038 916).
We must therefore seek the peculiarity of 'the
glory of J " (as conceived by P) in the fact that
it was a sudden fiery appearance in the cloud by
day (cf. Ex 167·10—note 'in the morning'), Nu
1616·19, cf. Lv 102·3. Closely related to P's con-
ception is that found in 1 Κ 8 n = 2 Ch 514 71·3, all
of which passages have been influenced by Ρ (on
1 Κ 81"11 see Cornill, Einleitung, p. 109).

3. Before attempting to discuss the relation
between the two conceptions already considered, we
must examine certain passages where the phrase
either possesses a different meaning or is ambigu-
ous. Most important is the passage in Ex 3317'23.
This scarcely belongs to the earliest stratum of
J. If it is correctly assigned by Kuenen {Hexa-
teuch, p. 246 f.) and others (cf. Wellhausen, Com-
position, p. 96 ; see Driver, XOT6 p. 38) to the 7th
cent., the earliest usage of the phrase in the
extant literature is by Isaiah. Now, the con-
ception of the author of Ex 3317"23 is clearly not
identical with Isaiah's; but neither is it reason-
able to identify his conception with that of
Ezekiel or P. In Ex 3317"23 ' the glory of J " ' is

Israel's glory; the loss of it the departure of their glory (cf.
§ i. 3 above). The passage has not therefore a direct bearing on
the conception of ' the glory of J". '

used with reference to a theophany in human
shape ; in reply to Moses' request that he may see
J"'s glory, J" promises that though he cannot see
His face, and therefore, while His glory is passing
by, Moses' face must be covered, yet, when His
glory has passed by, he may look after J" and see
His back. The idea is clearly not the same as in
1610 or 2417. In the Jahwistic passage we have a
glorious appearance in human form to Moses only ;
in P, a fiery appearance, which can hardly have
been, and is certainly not implied to have been, in
human form to all the people. Jer 1421 (cf. also
1712, which, however, is perhaps post-Jeremianic—
cf. Cornill, Einleitung, p. 167 ; Driver, LOT6 p. 237)
might at first appear to presuppose Ezekiel's or
P's conception ; but we really do more justice to
the context, which is entirely concerned with J"'s
activity in history and nature, by following the
suggestion of the parallel term 'thy name/ and
interpreting the phrase ' the throne of thy glory'
in accordance with the usage discussed in § II. 1;
cf. also Giesebrecht on 1712. In certain late *
passages of the Bk. of Isaiah it is most natural
to interpret the phrase of a physical appearance;
but all these passages are of a poetical character;
see 352 588 601·2, and perhaps also 405 (cf. Dillm.
ad loc). The same interpretation should possibly
be given to Ps 268b—' the place of the tabernacle
of thy glory' (inn? jr^P Dipo)—where the phrase-
ology at any rate has probably been suggested
by P. Perhaps we ought also to compare in the
present connexion the (probably non-Isaianic)
reference in Is I I 1 0 ; cf. also 6013.

In the light of the preceding survey of the
exegetical and critical data, the most probable
conclusion appears to be that ' the glory of J " ' was
originally used to express the manifestations of
J"'s power and might, or more generally of His
nature; through Isaiah the phrase became en-
riched and deepened in meaning, and subsequently
continued to express this idea, and became reflected
also in the Niphal of the verb. Comparatively
early, however, viz. in Ex 3317'23, we find the
phrase also used in connexion with, and perhaps
itself expressing, a theophany in human form :
possibly, however, 'glory' is here merely a peri-
phrasis for self, just as it is in connexion with a
human subject in an early poem (Gn 496), and
several psalms {e.g. 75 169 578 — yet on this
usage cf. § I. 4) ; note the equivalence in Ex
3322 ' while my glory passeth by . . . until / have
passed by.' The phrase first unmistakably ex-
presses a physical phenomenon in Ezekiel, who
uses it to express the form under which in his
visions he realizes the movements of J", more
especially the coming removal of His presence from
Jerusalem and His subsequent return after the
Exile is ended. But it is not till we come to Ρ
in the 5th cent, that the phrase is used of a
physical phenomenon actually supposed to have
been visible to the natural eye. This writer uses
it of a particular fiery appearance, by which
the Deity indicated His presence in the taber-
nacle. The idea of such a theophany in fire and
cloud is unquestionably ancient, as we may see
in the case of the burning bush, or in J's
account of the Pillar of Fire and Cloud ; the use
of the particular phrase ' glory of J'V which
originally possessed an entirely different signifi-
cance, to express that idea, is first suggested
by Ezekiel, and first really appropriated by Ρ
and his school (1 Κ 811, 2 Ch 7). As under-
stood by P, ' the glory of J" ' is closely related to
the Shechinah of later Jewish theology (on which
cf. Weber, Die altsynagog. Palast. Theol. pp. 179-
184). How thoroughly the priestly writer has

* Cf. Cheyne, Introd. to Book of Isaiah, pp. 208 ff., 298, 381
(all post-exilic passages).
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materialized the earlier conception may be seen
by a comparison with Dt. The recurring promise
of that book is that God will cause His name to
dwell at the one sanctuary. Ρ has materialized
this into a physical phenomenon. If we have
rightly interpreted the phrase in certain post-
exilic passages in the Bk. of Isaiah of a physical
phenomenon, we may probably account for the use
by the combined influence of Ezekiel, and such
stories connected with the Exodus as those of the
pillar of cloud (cf. Is 45).

LITERATURE.—In addition to OT Theologies and Commentaries,
consult especially Duhm, Theologie der Propheten, p. 169 ff.;
Baudissin, Stiidien zur seiti. Religionsgeschichte, pp. 104-108;
Cheyne, Origin of the Psalter, p. 331 f. (notes w and x).

G. B. GRAY.

GLORY (NT).—The tr. in NT(AV and RV)once
of κλέος 'renown' (1 Ρ 220 only), and, in its verbal
signification, occasionally representing καυχάσθαι
' to boast' and its cognates καύχηση ' boasting'
(Ro 1517) and καύχημα ' something to boast of' (1 Co
916); but almost entirely confined to the rendering
of δόξα and its correlatives. Δό£α runs parallel in
its significations with its parent δοκέω, though
finally going beyond it. The history of this verb,
from the oldest Greek downwards, shows that the
chronological order of its meanings is (1) in trans.
' I seem,' (2) trans.' I think'; the extension from δοκεΊ
μοι ' i t seems to me/ to δοκώ ' I think,'being due to
the same personalization as is the Eng. extension
of ' If it please you' to ' If you please.' Its funda-
mental idea appears to be subjective judgment,
which may be right or wrong, as opposed to
φαίνεσθαι, which is objective and external to the
thinker,—the look of a thing; which also, of
course, may be either \reracious or misleading.
But δόξα stands for the classical sense of opinion
once only in sacred literature, viz. 4 Mac 51 8; and
as mere outward appearance in opposition to
reality (Plato, Xenophon) it does not occur in NT ;
for whereas the LXX version of Is II 3 allowed
itself δόξα there for the ' sight of the eyes' as the
false guide to judgment, the NT at Jn 724 has

* judge not according to δψι.$.' But while it ignored
the precise senses of appearance and opinion, the
NT usage, following that of the LXX, accepted
the classical and LXX development of outward
appearance (rather than opinion) into reputation,
and affords abundant instances of the LXX non-
classical expansion of the same idea into outward
splendour or manifested excellence. Both reputa-
tion and splendour (or manifested excellence) find
their common expression in glory. Thus Jn 1243

• They loved the glory (honour) from men rather
than the glory from God'; Lk 29 * The glory
(brightness) of the Lord shone round about them';
and 2 Co 39 ' Much rather doth the ministration of
righteousness exceed in glory (manifested excel-
lence).' [Cf. OT Ί133 kabod, in its varied senses:
honour (to God) Jos 719, or men Gn 311 (Jacob);
brightness (in the cloud), the rabbinical Shechinah
Ex 1610; or beauty of appearance Is 6013 (Lebanon,
cf. 1 Co 1540·41); manifested excellence Ex 3322

'my glory,' cf. v.19 'my goodness'].
These senses in NT are common and undisputed,

as is also the closely related sense of majesty or
magnificence of king or rider, e.g. of God, in dox-
ologies, 1 Ρ 41 1; of Christ, Ja 21, 2 Th I 9 (' the glory
of his might'), cf. He I 3 ; and of man as ruling for
God, 1 Co II 7 (the woman making conspicuous the
authority of the man). But there are still differ-
ences of opinion as to the sense of brightness and
the extensions of it. When used of God, of Christ,
of regenerated and glorified humanity, how far is
it literal, symbolical, ethical ? That it is ethically
used of God is obvious from such passages as Ro 323

'All have sinned and fall short of the glory of
God,' i.e. the manifested perfection of His char-

acter, or, according to the context (vv.21·22), His
righteousness. That it is ethically used of Christ
is obvious from Jn I1 4 ' We beheld his glory . . .
full (as He was) of grace and truth.' That it is
ethically used of human nature in the process of
glorification, i.e. of ethical and spiritual trans-
figuration, is obvious from 2 Co 318 ' We all, with
unveiled face, mirroring in ourselves the glory of
the Lord, are being transformed into the same
image from glory to glory, even as from the Lord
the Spirit.'

A literal element also presents itself. The con-
ception and description in NT of the divine mani-
festation in heaven and on earth, of the form of
heavenly beings, and of the future appearance
(according to St. Paul) of the glorified children of
God in the heavenly body, are in the line of the
OT theophanies and angelophanies with their light
and brightness. This fact is clear from the ' glory
of the Lord' round the shepherds (Lk 29), from the
transfiguration of Christ (Lk 932), from the appear-
ance of Moses and Elias ' in glory' (Lk 931), from
St. Paul's vision of the Lord in the way (Ac 93 and
parallel passages in Ac 22 and 26), and from the
' body of glory' (Ph 321), perhaps suggested by this
vision. By this apparent literalism in the concep-
tions of the divine and the coming 'glory,' Pfleiderer
is induced to define the specially Pauline δόξα as
' the brilliant light which is everywhere the mani-
festation of the -πνεύμα, and forms a special attri-
bute of the majesty of God' (Patdinism, Eng. tr.
i. 135), the πνεύμα being 'heavenly, supersensuous
matter,' ' originally belonging to God and then to
Christ the Son of God, in such wise that it con-
stitutes their divine essence, and is presented in a
concrete form in them' (i. 200). And Weiss,
while denying that the £ essence of the Spirit is (in
St. Paul) conceived as a luminous substance ' {Bib.
Theol. of NT, Eng. tr. i. 397), affirms that ' i t is
characteristic of the Pauline theology that the
apostle has transformed the (earlier and vaguer)
idea of the divine δόξα into an altogether concrete
notion,—that of a heavenly radiant light proceed-
ing from a supermundane substance of light'
(i. 396), ' a luminous light-substance in which God
reveals Himself5 (ii. 187, n. 7). 'Out of it are
formed the bodies of the heavenly beings, and . . .
this same δόξα will believers yet bear when they are
conformed to His image, to whom, as the Lord
of the Spirit, this δόξα belongs.' Weiss, indeed,
disclaims materialism in this interpretation ; but
it is hard, with this disclaimer, to see what is
meant by ' supermundane substance.' Dr. Sanday
also (Romans, p. 85), quoting from Weber (Altsyn.
Theol. p. 214) the rabbinical view that ' the glory'
(the first among the six things lost by Adam at
the fall) was a reflection from the divine glory
which, before the fall, brightened Adam's face, goes
on to say : ' Clearly, St. Paul conceives of this glory
as in process of being recovered: the physical
sense is also enriched by its extension to attributes
that are moral and spiritual.'

It is proverbially difficult, of course, to distin-
guish sometimes, in St. Paul's expressions, the
literal from the freely symbolical: the discriminat-
ing critic will find this difficulty not only with δόξα
but also with σαρξ, σώμα, and πνεύμα ; and it is a
difficulty that must be expected to arise when, in
an old vocabulary, verbal expression has to be
found for new thought. In this exigency words
are often selected which, being in themselves sub-
jective as well as objective, admit of being wholly
subjectivized. One of these plastic words appears
to be δόξα in the moulding hands of St. Paul: a
word elastic and not rigid, a word ' thrown out at
an idea' (like the words just mentioned), and not
intended mechanically to define it. It seems un-
justifiable, therefore, to chain St. Paul to the
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rigid, concrete conception of a literal light sub-
stance (even though it be elevated into the cloud-
land of the supersensuous or supermundane),
whether for the πνεύμα (in God and Christ), or for
the heavenly body of Christ and of the believer to
be glorified through Him. In 2 Co 318, above
quoted, the ethical sense of the glory is so pre-
eminent as to suggest not merely an ' extension of
the physical' but even a supplantation of i t ; and
this ethical conception comes out again plainly
enough in Ro 52 and 37, where righteousness is the
burden of the thought. A non-Pauline, but not
an anti-Pauline, illustration is furnished by Jn I14,
also above quoted : there the bright cloud {δόξα,
Ro 94) in the tabernacle (cf. έσκηνωσεν) serves St.
John for the historical and allegorical foundation
of the idea of the Logos in the tabernacle of the
flesh, and the incarnate God in the world of men
or among the Jewish people.

Prudence may well, therefore, lead us to pause
before we go further than this,—that the 'bright-
ness ' accompanying Theophany, Christophany,
Angelophany, in OT or NT times, and the double
meaning brightness and manifested perfection, con-
tained in δόξα, led St. Paul to avail himself of it as
the most significant symbol for the manifestation
of perfected human nature ; being also for him the
most significant inherited symbol of the divine
perfection as manifested to the human eye. His
root-idea is spiritual : in the new life the Spirit is
the vitalizing principle, and the new body ' raised
in glory' (1 Co 1543) (σώμα not necessarily, with St.
Paul, connoting the material) will be spiritual
(πνευματικόν), the expression and the organ of the
spiritual life. J. MASSIE.

GNAT (κώνωψ).—A term for any insect of the
Culicidce, a family of dipterous insects, with bristly
stings, included in a flexible proboscis. They
penetrate the skin, suck the blood, and at the same
time inject a poisonous fluid, which causes swell-
ing, and sometimes ulcerations. The humming
noise produced by their wings in flight disturbs
the rest of their victims, as they are for the most
part nocturnal in their habits. The commonest
species of gnat in Bible lands is the mosquito.
The gnat is mentioned only once (Mt 2324), where
* strain a t ' of AV is plainly wrong, and 'strain
out' of RV right. G. E. POST.

GNOSTICISM is the comprehensive name used
to embrace a large number of widely ramified
sects, on the borderland between Christianity and
heathen thought, which flourished in the 2nd
cent. The name in this sense is modern. There
were, indeed, sects who called themselves Gnostic
(Ύνωστίκοί), as claiming a deeper knowledge of
spiritual things, and Church writers (especially
Irenseus) were fond of bringing different false
teachers under the condemnation of 1 Ti 620; but
there was no common name for these varying
systems, and the limit assigned to the present use
of the word must be to a certain extent arbitrary.
The following are among the tendencies charac-
teristic of the so-called Gnostic sects :—(1) An
attempt to grapple with the problems of creation,
and especially the origin of evil; (2) an attempt at
its solution by theories which postulate a string of
emanations extending between the first God and
the visible universe, thus concealing the difficulties
of the problem rather than solving i t ; (3) a ten-
dency towards dualism, resulting either in asceti-
cism or licentiousness ; (4) a syncretistic tendency,
combining in an artificial manner with some more
or less misunderstood Christian doctrines, elements
from classical, Oriental, and Jewish sources, or even
from common magic; (5) a tendency towards a
Docetic Christology, i.e. one which looked upon

the earthly life of Christ, or at any rate the suffer-
ings, as unreal; (6) a tendency to represent yvaats
(knowledge) as something superior to mere faith,
and the special possession of the more enlightened.
Some of these characteristics are more common in
one, some in another of the heresies called Gnostic,
nor probably is it possible to find any one idea
common to them all.

i. The following is an account of the various places
in the NT where reff. to Gnosticism have been
found or imagined. These reff'. have played a very
large part in the critical discussions of the last sixty
years, and in some cases touch on problems not
yet solved. For a fuller discussion reference is
given to the various separate articles.

1. In Ac 89"24 we have our earliest account of
SIMON MAGUS (wh. see), who has played a large
part in the history of Gnosticism, and is regarded
by ecclesiastical writers as the father of all false
teaching. Many doctrines characteristic of Gnos-
ticism are attributed to him in later writers, and
works of his are quoted—how far genuine is very
doubtful. From Acts we learn that he practised
' magical arts,' and was called the Great Power of
God (οΰτός έστιν η δύναμη του θεοΰη καλούμενη με-γάλη).
Both these were consistent with the tendencies we
call Gnostic.

2. In 1 Co we find St. Paul using the word
yvaais, which generally in NT implies a deep know-
ledge of spiritual things in a bad sense, and con-
trasting it with ά-γάπη (1 Co 81 'knowledge puffeth
up, but love edifieth'). There was a tendency to
lay undue stress on intellectual gifts.

3. In the Ep. to the COLOSSIANS (wh. see) false
teachers are attacked who combined asceticism,
scrupulousness concerning food, new moons, and
sabbaths with angel worship (θρησκεία τών άγγΑω^),
and apparently a tendency to depreciate the person
of Christ. Their teaching is called ' the philo-
sophy and vain conceit' (δια της φιλοσοφία* και κενής
απάτης), is said to be according to the traditions
of men, after the elements of (see ELEMENT) the
world (κατά τά στοιχεία του κόσμου), and a voluntary
humility (ταπεινοφροσύνη, Col 28*23). According to
Baur (Ch. Hist. Eng.tr. i. 127), 'the numerous echoes
of Gnosticism and its peculiar doctrines, which
are to be found in the three Epp. to the Ephe-
sians, Colossians, and Philippians, are sufficient,
had wre no other ground to go upon, to fix the
position of these works in the post-apostolic age.'
But this extreme statement has long ceased to be
accepted. It has been pointed out by many that
the Colossian heresy was clearly Judaistic, and that
2nd cent. Gnosticism was strongly anti - Jewish.
Lightfoot accounted for the ' Gnostic' tendencies
by supposing a Judaism modified under influences
similar to that of the Essenes. Hort (Judaistic
Christianity, p. 128) denies that there is any
' tangible evidence for Essenism out of Palestine,'
and considers that we are on 'common Jewish
ground,' but the Judaism of the Dispersion and
not of Palestine.

4. 'Still more directly and indubitably do the
Pastoral Epistles carry us to the period of the
Gnostic heresy,' writes Baur, while here again
his position is almost universally modified or set
aside. The false teachers of these Epistles (see
PASTORAL EPP., TIMOTHY, TITUS), to dwell only
on leading features, taught a different doctrine
(έτεροδίδασκαλεΐν), consisting of fables and endless
genealogies (1 Ti I4), foolish questionings, strifes,
and fighting about the law (μάχας νομικάς), Tit
3 9 ; they forbade to marry, and commanded to
abstain from meats (1 Ti 43). Their teaching is
described as profane babblings and oppositions of
the knowledge which is falsely so called (αντιθέσεις
τη$ ψευδωνύμου -γνώσεως). This last phrase seemed
to suggest a reference to Marcion, and is so taken
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still by Harnack, who regards the verse as a later
interpolation ; and the Fathers were accustomed to
hold that the expressions concerning ' genealogies'
referred to Valentinian and other theories of
emanations, while the prohibition of marriage
suggested Encratite doctrine. But none of these
allusions were really necessary, and the expression
' Jewish fables' (Tit I1) shows that we cannot be
dealing with the anti-Jewish Gnosticism of the
2nd cent. Lightfoot sees a development of the
Colossian heresy; and Hort, although his ex-
planations are in some cases thoroughly convincing,
perhaps goes too far in banishing all of what we
should call Gnostic tendencies.

5. The First Epistle of St. John directly, the
Gospel indirectly, combat a form of teaching which
denied that Jesus Christ had come in the flesh
(1 Jn 41"3). The most common explanation is to
see in this a refutation of the peculiar form of
Docetism associated with Cerinthus, with whom
St. John is connected historically by tradition.

6. In the Apoc. we have reference to certain
NlCOLAiTANS (wh. see), who are classed by Fathers
{e.g. Iren. I. xxvi. 3) among heretics, to the teaching
of one JEZEBEL (wh. see), and to some who knew
the deep things of Satan (τά βαθέα. του Σατανά), a
phrase which has a Gnostic ring about it (Rev
2*>· 15. 20. 24\

7. In the Ep. of JUDE and in 2 PETER (wh. see)
there is a violent polemic against certain Anti-
nomian tendencies. It has been the custom to
see here a definite allusion to some of the Anti-
nomian sects of the 2nd cent. Harnack (Chronologie
der altchristlichen Litteratur, i. 466), for example,
sees a reference to the Antinomian Gnostic sects
described by Irenseus. But a careful analysis of
the language of both the Epistles shows that it
was at any rate primarily practical immorality
that was in both cases attacked. They are * un-

dly men,' * turning the grace of our God into
civiousness' they have * given themselves over to

g o y e , t g g G to
lasciviousness,' they have * given themselves over to
fornication', * they are blasphemous in their lan-
guage,' they * are sensual' (Jude v.4·7·10·19), ' they
walk after the flesh in the lust of defilement,' and
* despise dominion' (2 Ρ 210); to this corresponds
the statement that they have fallen back into their
old evil ways (2 Ρ 221"22), and a theoretical basis
seems to be given in the disbelief in the Parousia
which is growing up. Even the expression ' deny-
ing their Master,' which occurs in both Epp. (Jude
v.4, 2 Ρ 22), may mean only denying Him by lives
unworthy of Him. In any case, even if the
existence of a theoretical Antinomianism as well
as practical immorality cannot be entirely denied,
there are certainly no clearly defined traces of
later Gnosticism implying the existence of any
special 2nd cent, sect, and compelling us to place
the two Epp. in the 2nd century.

The above are the references, real or supposed,
to Gnosticism in the NT. A theory which
flourished for some time referred them all to
heresies of the 2nd cent., and signs therefore of
the late date of the NT writings. This theory
seems now to be given up or much modified, as
may be seen by consulting the various modern
commentators, and it is really more correct to say
that the developed Gnostic heresies of the 2nd
cent, presuppose the NT. Many of the names of
the Valentinian teons seem derived from the pro-
logue to St. John's Gospel. The Gnostics often
used NT doctrines which they only half under-
stood, and misapplied biblical texts. But if we
cannot find what is now called Gnosticism in the
NT, there are signs of the tendencies out of which
it grew. Even Hort, who shows how much which
was formerly explained as Gnostic is perfectly
explicable as Jewish, admits that there are elements
for which we cannot account, and that the Judaism

of the Dispersion is different from the Judaism of
Palestine. If we put together our data in the NT,
we notice that to a very large extent it comes from
Asia Minor. The Colossian Epp., those to Timothy,
the Apocalypse, Cerinthus, the Ignatian letters,
are all alike indications of a clearly defined
tendency. To say that the origin of this is Essene
influence certainly goes beyond our data, but the
illustrations given by Lightfoot derived from the
teaching of the Essenes and Therapeutae are per-
fectly legitimate as showing that the Judaism of
the 1st cent, was capable of being affected by very
various and extraneous elements. The Jews in
Phrygia (Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics, ii. p. 674)
were, we know, peculiarly lax, and influenced by
the surrounding heathen life and thought. The
great movements of the 2nd cent., heathen, Jewish,
and Christian, which arose from the intense
spiritual earnestness with which Christianity had
inspired the world, brought into life elements
that had been working silently ever since the
unification of the Roman Empire had broken down
the old national religions, had brought into con-
tact with one another very different faiths, and
had turned men's minds from the political interests,
which are always impossible under a personal
government, to the problems and questions of
religion. From this point of view, the embryo
Gnosticism of the NT takes its proper place in the
history of religious development.

There are other points of view from which the
developed Gnosticism of the 2nd cent, affected the
Bible, mainly the history of the Canon, of Inter-
pretation, and of the Text. The idea of a CANON
(wh. see) as a collection of several books was not
created by Gnosticism, but opposition to that
movement made the definition of its limit necessary.
There were collections of sacred writings before
Marcion, but tne work of Marcion and the ex-
istence of many apocryphal writings showed the
necessity of strict definition. Our first recorded
commentary on any book of Scripture is that of
Heracleon the Valentinian on St. John. And the
belief at any rate that heretics mutilated Scripture
caused careful attention to be paid to the trans-
mission of the sacred text. How far any of the
various readings still existing may be due to
Gnostic influence is at present an open question.

LITERATURE.—On Gnosticism generally, by far the best work
for English readers is Mansel's Gnostic Heresies, where there is
a very full discussion of the biblical passages. In as far as it
is behind modern criticism, it may be supplemented by the
articles in Smith's Diet, of Christian Biography, where refer-
ences are given to the special literature. On Biblical Gnosti-
cism see esp. Lightfoot 'On the Colossian Heresy' in hia
Epistle to the Colossians, and Hort, Judaistic Christianity.
For special literature on the Bible passages see the articles
referred to.

ii. On account of his relation, real or supposed,
alike to 1 Jn and to developed Gnosticism, it will
be worth while to examine in detail the opinions
of Cerinthus, so far as these can now be recovered.
He taught in the province of Asia at the end of
the 1st century.

I. His TEACHING.—The only method of acquir-
ing critical information concerning his teaching is
to distinguish the different sources from which it
comes. (1) Poly carp (f 154), ace. to Irenseus (Hcer.
ill. iii. 4; Eus. HE III. xxviii. 6, IV. xiv. 6),
related a story of the Apostle John. On going
into a bath he saw C. there, and immediately
rushed out saying, * Let us flee lest the bath fall
on us, for C, the enemy of the truth, is within.'
Even if the incident be, as is possible, either
exaggerated or a myth, it would not have arisen
so early unless there were grounds for bringing the
two together; the story may therefore be taken as
sufficient and conclusive evidence for placing C. at
the end of the 1st cent. The later date implied in
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less trustworthy authorities (Pseudo-Tertullian, 3,
etc.) seems simply to have arisen from taking the
order of Irenaeus as chronological.

(2) Irenseus himself (c. 200) tells us that St.
John wrote his Gospel to correct the errors of C.
{Hcer. in. xi. 1). He describes these as follows
{Hcer. I. xxvi. 1). C. taught in Asia ; he said that
the world was not made by the first God, but by a
power separate from Him and independent of Him.
Jesus was not born from a virgin, but was the son
of Joseph and Mary like other men, but distin-
guished by his superiority in justice and prudence
and wisdom. After his baptism the Christ de-
scended on him in the form of a dove, and
announced the unknown Father. At the end of
his life the Christ left Jesus, Jesus suffered and
rose again, the Christ being spiritual remained
without suffering.

(3) The common source of the three writers,
Pseudo-Tertullian (§ 3), Philaster (§ 36), Epiphanius
{Hcer. xxviii.), is generally supposed to have been
an early treatise by Hippolytus (190). The account
it contains seems to be much less accurate than
that of Irenseus. The God of the Jews was one of
the angels who created the world, and who gave
the law. Christ was a man, the son of Joseph and
Mary, on whom apparently a power came down.
C. had Judaistic tendencies. He supported cir-
cumcision and the Sabbath, and rejected the
Apostle Paul. He was identified with the opponents
of the apostles in the Ac, an identification which
Epiphanius developed at great length. It may be
noticed that there is an element of inconsistency in
this account. Cerinthus is a Judaizer, although
he puts the God of the Jews in such an inferior
position.

(4) In his later treatise (Bef. Omn. Hcer. vii.
33, x. 21) Hippolytus (220-230) derives his infor-
mation from Irenseus, adding the statement that
C. was educated in Egypt.

(5) The only other information of importance is
that of Caius (c. 200), the Rom. presbyter (ap. Eus.
HE III. xxviii.), who ascribes to him a gross
Chiliasm. There was to be a kingdom of Christ
upon earth ; it was to last 1000 years, and to be a
time of fleshly indulgence—a perpetual marriage
feast. This statement is repeated or corroborated
by Dionysius of Alexandria {ap. Eus. HE in.
xxviii. 4, 5, vii. xxv. 2-5).

It is unnecessary to examine later writers, who
all seem merely to combine, or exaggerate, or cor-
rupt the above accounts. If we examine these in
detail, we shall notice that there are three quite
independent traditions. Irenseus has no reference
to Judaistic views, and Caius alone describes the
Chiliastic opinions. The account in Irenseus is far
the clearest and most trustworthy ; to that we may
add the information of Caius, remembering that
the repulsive side may very likely be exaggerated.
How far we can accept Hippolytus I., which
clearly gives an inaccurate and confused account,
may be doubtful.

II. THE CANON.—A special interest attaches to
C. in relation to certain books of NT. Caius (loc.
cit.) makes the following statement concerning
h i m : Κήρι,νθος 6 δι.' αποκαλύψεων ώς υπό αποστόλου
μβ'γάλου -γ€Ύραμμένων, reparoXoyias ημΐν, ώ* δι' άγτ^λωρ
αύτφ δεδει,Ύμένας, ψευδόμενος iireiadyeL. ' C , t h e m a n
who makes use of revelations purporting to have
been written by a great apostle, lyingly imposes
upon us marvellous prodigies which he professes to
have been shown him by angels.' Dionysius seems
to have had this passage in his mind when he states
that some ascribed the Apoc. to Cerinthus. It is
doubtful, however, whether the words of Caius
will bear this meaning. They may mean that
Cerinthus used forged Apocalypses, or interpreted
the Apocalypse in his own way, or possibly that he

was the author of i t ; and we have other grounds
for believing that Caius did not accept the book.
The opinion that C. was the author of the Apoc.
was also held by some heretics mentioned by
Philaster (§ 60), and by those whom Epiphanius
{Hcer. li. 3, 4) calls Alogi. This opinion seems to
have been one invented by those who disliked the
Apoc. for the support it was supposed to give to
Chiliastic opinions. Ace. to Epiphanius, these samo
Alogi ascribed to Cerinthus the Gospel of St. John
—a statement which is certainly absurd, and looks
as if it were an exaggeration of the statement in
Philaster, who says that they reject the Gospel
but does not say that they ascribe it to C. We
are also told, if we are to believe Hippolytus I.,
that C. rejected the writings of St. Paul, the Acts
of the Apostles, and all the Gospels except that
according to St. Matthew, and that he accepted
this only in a mutilated form.

III. RELATION TO ST. JOHN.—AS we have seen,
the most authentic accounts of C. make it quite
clear that his teaching was Docetic, and that he was
a contemporary of St. John. If we examine the
writings traditionally ascribed to the latter, it
becomes perfectly clear that he had a false teaching
before him of a Docetic character. These two
traditions then corroborate one another. The one
demands an environment which the other supplies ;
nor does it seem in the least probable that either
was invented to account for the other.

It may be further suggested that the developed
Docetism taught by Cerinthus implies a developed
theory concerning Christ's divinity from which it
was a deviation, and that his heretical teaching con-
cerning the birth of Christ has all the appearance
of being developed in opposition to a belief in the
Virgin birth.

LITERATURE.—References to ancient authors are given through-
out the art.; the most useful modern book is prob. that of Hilgen-
feld, Ketzergeschichte, pp. 411-421; see ,also Hort, Judaistic
Christianity, pp. 188-191; Renan, Les Evangiles, p. 417 ff. ;
Westcott, On the Canon, ch. iv. § 1, and most early Church
histories. The art. in Smith's Diet. Chr. Biog. is uncritical.

A. C. HEADLAM.
GO.—The verb to 'go' is found in the English

versions of the Bible in many senses and con-
structions that have now gone out of use. A
careful study of its occurrences will repay the
labour it costs.

1. With all its freedom of usage there is a pre-
cision in the movement expressed by ' go' which
we have now lost. If a person ' runs' or ' rides'
we now can say that he ' goes'; but running and
riding were formerly contrasted with going, which
was therefore used as we now should use 'walk.'
Thus Chaucer, Knightes Tale, 1351—

' That other wher him list may ryde or go,
But seen his lady shal be never-mo.'

Shaks. Lear, I. iv. 134—
* Ride more than thou goest';

and Tempest, ill. ii. 63, ' As proper a man as ever
went on four legs.' So Ascham, The Scholemaster,
151, ' I purpose to teach a yong scholer to go, not
to daunce.' The use is found as late as Watts,
Come, Holy Spirit—

* Our souls can neither fly nor go
To reach immortal joys.'

In the earlier versions this meaning is often found.
Thus Is 4031 Wye. (1388), 'But thei that hopen in
the Lord, schulen chaunge strengthe, thei schulen
take f etheris as eglis: thei schulen renne, and
schulen not trauele ; thei schulen go, and schulen
not faile' (Cov. ' When they go, they shal not be
weery,' Gen. 'they shal walke and not faint,' so
AV); Mk 542 Tind., 'And streyght the mayden
arose, and went on her fete' (so Gen. 1557, but
1560 'walked' asAV, Gr. περι,επάτα); Hos II 3 Cov.
1 1 lerned Ephraim to go.' The last example has
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been retained by AV and IIV, ' I taught Ephraim
to go' (V r̂ipi, lit., as Pusey, Ί set on his feet').
Other examples in AY are Pr 628 * Can one go
upon hot coals, and his feet not be burned ?' (after
Wye. 'go on colis,' &»'x uVornx, RV 'walk ' ) ; Is 59s

* they have made them crooked paths ; whosoever
goeth therein shall not know peace' (after Cov.
* their wayes are so croked, that who so euer
goeth therein, knoweth nothinge of peace,' ψίι *?3
Π3); Jer 105 * they must needs be borne, because
they cannot go' (Wye * for thei moun not go,'
nyr. itfr'?). See also Jos 184, Pr 414 622 96, Mic 23,
Mk 1238, where RV has * walk' for AV 'go.'

2. ' Go' is sometimes superfluous or nearly so, as
in Jos 94 'They did work wilily, and went and
made as if they had been ambassadors' (π^ν'ΐ o^;i) ;
Is 3737 ' So Sennacherib king of Assyria departed,
and went and returned, and dwelt at Nineveh'
(2ψιι η5>.»ι). Somewhat similar is the very frequent
use of ' go' immediately before some other verb, as
2 Κ I 6 ' There came a man up to meet us, and said
unto us, Go, turn again unto the king that sent
you.' Occasionally a pronoun intervenes between
the verbs, as 1 Κ 2033 ' Then he said, Go ye, bring
him.' In AV the usage is almost confined to the
imperat., though some other moods occur, as 1 S
298 ' What hast thou found in thy servant . . . that
I may not go fight against the enemies of my lord,
the king?Y (RV 'go and fight'). Cf. Shaks.
Hamlet, I. v. 132—

• And for my own poor part,
Look you, I'll go pray.'

In these phrases the verb to ' go' has no such in-
dependent meaning as we associate with it, imply-
ing removal from a place; it expresses no more
than the setting about the act contained in the
following verb. And this is often all that it con-
tains when 'and' comes between the two verbs,
as Dt 311 ' And Moses went and spoke these words
to all Israel'; Ex 21 ' And there went a man of
the house of Levi, and took to wife a daughter of
Levi'; 2 Κ 37 ' And he went and sent to Jehosha-
phat the king of Judah, saying, The king of Moab
hath rebelled against me' (see 'Go to ' below).
This auxiliary use of ' go' is seen also in ex*
pressions like 'go childless' Gn 152 OTIJt ̂ n *?3φ,
which may mean, however, ' and I am going hence
[i.e. to die] childless [lit. ' naked'],' as Del., Dillm.,
Spurrell, and RVm); ' go mourning,' Job 3028 (~πρ
nsi3 Ν1?? *ί>?̂ 7, Dav. Ί go blackened, not by the
sun,' so RVm); 'go crouching,' Sir 1211 {πορεύηται
σνγκεκυφώς); 'go gay,' Bar 6̂  (παρθένφ φιλοκό<τμφ,
EV 'for a virgin that loveth to go gay,' Giflbrd
' fond of ornament,' the only occurrence of the Gr.
word in LXX or NT). Cf. Shaks. Othello, II. i.
151—

' She that was ever fair, and never proud ;
Had tongue at will, and yet was never loud;
Never lack'd gold, and yet went never gay.'

And Milton, University Carrier, ii. 22—
1 Ease was his chief disease, and to judge right,
He di'd for heaviness that his cart went light.'

3. To go is often to proceed, advance, make
progress, whether literally or figuratively, as
Shaks. / Henry IV. I. iii. 292—

' No further go in this
Than I by letters shall direct your course.'

In 2 Mac 440 we find the unusual expression (it
does not occur in Shaks.) ' a man far gone in
years,' which RV retains. The Gr. (προβεβηκώς
την ηλικίαν) is common enough, the identical phrase
occurring again in 618, where it is trd 'an aged
man,' RV 'well stricken in years.' Cf. Gn 241

' And Abraham was old, and well stricken in age,'
AVm 'gone into days.' But the most important
use of ' go' in this fig. sense is to express the
progress of an undertaking, as in 2 S I 4 ' And
David said unto him, How went the matter?'

(1Π .τπ-π£, lit., as AVm, ' What was the thing?');
and To 108 ' 1 will send to thy father, and they
shall declare unto him how things go with thee'
(τά κατά σε). Cf. Tind. Prologe to the Pent, of
1534, ' Then go to and reade the storyes of the
byble for thy lerninge and comforte, and se every
tliinge practysed before thyne eyes : for accordinge
to those ensamples shall it goo with the and all
men untill the worldes ende.' Cf. also Job 813 Cov.
' Even so goeth it with all them, that forget God/
and Hos 1015 Cov. ' Even so shal it go with you
(o Bethel) because of youre malicious wickednes.'
So Shaks. Winter's Tale, III. ii. 218—

' Howe'er the business goes, you have made fault
Γ the boldness of your speech.'

The idiom is not obsolete ; on the contrary, it has
lately received a further and bolder extension,
which may be illustrated by the following quota-
tion from Harper's Magazine, lxxvi. 808, ' Society
has invented no infliction equal to a large dinner
that does not go, as the phrase is. Why it doea
not go when the viands are good and the company
is bright, is one of the acknowledged mysteries.'
More frequently, however, some adverb accom-
panies 'go,' to express the manner of progress.
In AV we find : (I) Go well, Dt 440 ' that it may go
well with thee ' ; Heb. Φ 2w\ which occurs also
5 i6 1225.28 ( E y < g 0 w e u w i t h >jf 529 63.18 2 2? ( E V ' be

well wTith'); and the similar phrase \ atei in 533

(EV ' that it may be well with'), 1913 (EV ' go well
with'). The Eng. phrase occurs also in 2 Ch 1212

' in Judah things went well' (D'nits o""\2i n\r\); Pr II 1 0

' When it goeth well with the righteous, the city
rejoiceth' (D'p ŝ ma?); To 1217 ' i t shall go well
with you' (elp-ηνη νμϊν Ζσται, RV 'ye shall have
peace'); 149 ' that it may go well with thee' (ϊνα
σοι καλώς rj, RV ' that it may be well with thee');
Sir I1 3 ' Whoso feareth the Lord, it shall go well
with him at the last' {τφ φοβουμενφ τον Κύρων εΰ
ϊσται έπ εσχάτων).* Cf. Shaks. Κ. John, III. iv.
4—

' Courage and comfort! all shall yet go well.
What can go well, when we have run so ill ?'

(2) Go ill, Job 2026 ' it shall go ill with him that
is left in his tabernacle,' so RVm, but RV ' it shall
consume that which is left in his tent,' Dav. ' i t
shall devour him that is left in his tent ' (Heb. J;T.
ν?πι«3 τηρ); Ps 10632 ' they angered him also at the
waters of strife, so that it went ill with Moses for
their sakes' (7 jn.»i). So Shaks. Cymb. I. vii. 95—

' Doubting things go ill often hurts more
Than to be sure they do.'

(3) Go evil, 1 Ch 723 ' it went evil with his house
(nrrn ny^). (4) Go sore, 1 S 313 'And the battle
went sore against Saul' (*?N n3?f»l); 1 Ch 103 (n3?ni
*?y). This is Coverdale's t r n ; Wye. 1382, ' And al
the charge (1388 ' weighte') of the batayl is turned
unto Saul,' and Dou. ' And the whole weight of the
battel was turned upon Saul,' are after the Vulg.
' Totumque pondus proelii versum est in Saul ';
LXX is more literal, καϊ βαρύνεται δ πόλεμος έπΐ
Σαούλ. Cf. Tindale, Works, i. 90, ' What shall we
then say to those Scriptures which go so sore upon
good works ?' (5) Go right, Sir 499 ' and directed
them that went right' (RV 'and to do good to
them that directed their ways aright,' reading καϊ
άγα#ώσαι [for A V καϊ κατωρθωσε] TOVS ευθύνονται οδούς).

4. One of the ways by which the verb to 'go'
extended its meaning was by accepting ' went' as
its past tense. ' Went' was the past tense of the
verb to 'wend,' and had originally but little con-
nexion with 'go ' in meaning, as it had none in
etymology. For ' go' is now the opposite of
' come'; but as a river may ' come winding' as well
as ' go winding,' it wTas possible formerly to say
that it ' came and went,' and yet express move·

* ' Go well' occurs in another sense in Pr 3029 ' There be three
things which go well' (RV 'are stately in their march').



ment in only one direction. Hence we find ' went'
and even ' go' used of a river, where the meaning
is 'took its (winding) course.' Thus Gn 210 'And
a river went out of Eden to water the garden' (at;
LXX εκπορεύεται, Vulg. ' egrediebatur,' Wye. 1832,
'And a flood gede out of the place of delice to
watre paradis'). Cf. Milton, Lycidas, 103—

• Next Camus, reverend sire, went footing slow.'

'Wend' has practically gone out of use, and
' yode' the original past tense of ' go' is obsolete
long since, so t h a t ' go' and ' went' serve as present
and past with the same meaning throughout.
Before passing from this matter of form, it may
be well to notice the old-fashioned 'let us be
going' (Jg 1928 ' Up and let us be going' nfy) wp;
Mt 2646 ^ωμεν), which would now be called a
' Scotticism,' though RV retains it. The identical
phrase {tyeipeaOe ayupev) trd in Mt ' Rise, let us be
going,' is found in Mk 1442, where AV gives ' Rise
up, let us go,' but RV 'Arise, let us be going,' as
in Mt 2646. Again, in Jn 1431 we find iyeipeade
^ωμεν εντεύθεν, but ' let us be going hence' proved
too much for RV; both versions give ' Arise, let
us go hence.' Another grammatical peculiarity is
found in Is 155 'for by the mounting up of Luhith
with weeping they shall go it up,' for ' go up it,'
the object preceding its preposition. Cf. North's
Plutarch, Pelopidas, p. 324, 'Notwithstanding,
when they came to the Miles, they sought forcibly
to clime them up.'

5. The verb to 'go ' forms with other words,
chiefly adverbs, some noteworthy expressions.

1. Go about: This phrase has three clearly dis-
tinguishable meanings (see ABOUT). (1)' GO round,'
Jos 611 'So the ark of God compassed the city,
going about it once' (ψη); (2) Go from place to
place,' as Ac 1038 'who went about doing good';
and (3) 'set oneself to do,' 'attempt,' as Ac 2621

'For these causes the Jews caught me in the
temple, and went about to kill me.' The verbs
trd 'go about' with the second meaning are παD
sabhabh, lit. ' turn' (Jos 166, 1 S 1512, 2 Κ 325, 2 Cli
Ϊ79 232, Ps 5510 [Piel], Ec 220, Ca 32 [Piel], 33 57), ^n
Jialak, 'go ' (Pr 2019), twe> shut, 'wander' (Nu II8),
"inp sdhar, usually 'traffic' (Jer 1418), pon hdmak,
' turn away' (Jer 3122 Hithp. = 'turn hither and
thither'), veplayta 'lead or go round' (Mt 423 935,
Ac 1311), and διέρχομαι *go through' or 'through-
out' (Ac 1038). Cov. uses the same phrase in Job
2712 «Wherfore then do ye go aboute with soch
vayne wordes'; Hos II 1 2 'Ephraim goeth aboute
me with lies' (EV 'compasseth m e ' ) ; and Tind.
in Jn 71 ' After that, Jesus went about in Galile
and wolde not go about in Jewry.' Cf. Shaks.
Macbeth, I. iii. 34—

' The weird sisters, hand in hand,
Posters of the sea and land,
Thus do go about, about.'

But the third meaning is the most archaic now.
It occurs only once in OT, Dt 3121 ' I know their
imagination which they go about' (nssty, AVm 'do,'
Driver, 'worketh' [the 'people' being singular],
lit. 'maketh'). In Apocr. once also, 1 Mac II 1

' the king of Egypt. . . went about through deceit
to get Alexander's kingdom' [έστησε, RV 'sought').
In NT seven times, Jn 719·20, Ac 2131, Ro ΙΟ3 (ζητέω),
Ac 2621 (πεφάομαι), 246 (πειράζω), 929 (έπιχειρέω).
These verbs all mean to ' try,' ' attempt,' and are
so trd elsewhere. Thus in Jn 719·20 ζητέω is trd

'go about,' but in 725 'seek.' The earlier VSS
have the phrase ' go about' still oftener. Thus in
Tind. we find it Mt 1329 'whill ye go aboute to
wede out the tares'; Mk 1212 ' they went about to
take him, but they feared the people'; Lk 1733

4 Whosoever will goo about to save his lyfe shall
loose i t ' ; Jn 1O3(3 ' Agayne they went aboute to
cake him: but he escaped out of their hondes.'

So Cov. in Job 3222 ' For yf I wolde go aboute to
please men, I knowe not how soone my maker
wolde take me awaye'; and Rhem. in Lk I1 ' Be-
cause many have gone about to compile a narration
of the things that have been accomplished among
us.' Hooker begins his Eccles. Polity with the
phrase, ' He that goeth about to persuade a multi-
tude, that they are not so well governed as they
ought to be, shall never want attentive and favour-
able hearers.' And it is common in Shaks., as
Henry V. IV. i. 212, ' You may as well go about to
turn the sun to ice with fanning in his face with a
peacock's feather.'

2. Go abroad: There are two meanings : (1) 'Go
from home,' ' go out of doors'; Dt 2310 ' then shall
he go abroad out of the camp' (runs1? prp-̂ N κγτ}).
So Shaks. // Henry IV. I. ii. 107, ' I am glad to see
your lordship abroad; I heard say, your lordship
was sick; I hope, your lordship goes abroad by
advice.' (2) 'Go hither and thither'; Ps 7717

'Thine arrows also went abroad' («Vn̂ i: 'went
hither and thither'—Del., Cheyne; God's arrows
being the flashes of lightning); Mt 926, Jn 2123 (εξέρ-
χομαι) ; Lk 515 ' But so much the more went there
a fame abroad of him' (διήρχετο). Τ. Lever
(Sermons, Arber's ed. p. 29) uses the phrase more
boldly, suppressing the verb ' go ' : ' loke at the
merchauntes of London, and ye shall se . . . their
riches muste abrode in the countrey to bie fermes
out of the handes of worshypfull gentlemen,
honeste yeomen, and pore laborynge lmsbandes.'

3. Go after: (1) 'Walk behind'; Jos 33 ' When
ye see the ark of the covenant of the LORD your
God, and the priests the Levites bearing it, then
ye shall remove from your place, and go after i t '
(HQX DPipVqi)· (2) ' Follow'; 2 S 2011 ' He that
favouretli Joab, and he that is for David, let him
go after Joab' ('in*?, no verb in Heb., RV ' let him
follow'). In NT with Gr. απέρχομαι οπίσω Mk I20,
Jn 1219, Jude 7 ; without οπίσω Lk 1723, and with
πορεύομαι οπίσω Lk218. But especially to follow so
as to become a votary of, sometimes of J" in Ο Τ
(Jer 22), but most frequently of ' other gods,' the
Heb. phrase being "im η̂ π (Dt 614 II 2 8 132 2814—the
Heb. phrase occurs also 43 EV 'follow,' 819 EV
' walk after '—Jer 223 II 1 0 2563515). The same Heb.
is used of following ' strangers' (Jer 225), ' lovers'
(Hos213), and the 'strange woman' (Pr 722); and
it has a fig. use in Ezk 3331 ' their heart goeth after
their covetousness' (RV 'their gain'). In 1 Κ II 6

the same idea is otherwise expressed, 'Solomon
. . . went not fully after the LORD ' (n.qx κ!?ρ *Λ).
(3) ' Pursue'; Jos 817 ' And there was not a man
left in Ai or Bethel, that went not out after
Israel' (nn* ***:), Ezk 95 'Go ye after him through the
city, and smite' (vjqN nny). (4) ' Seek'; Lk 154 'go
after that which is lost' (πορεύεται επί το άπολωλός).

4. Go again: always='go back' (see AGAIN), as
1 S 2512 ' So David's young men turned their way,
and went again, and came and told him all those
sayings' (nip, RV 'and went back'); 2 Κ 431

'Wherefore lie went again to meet him' (â T»i, RV
'he returned'). The Heb. is always 2)v 'turn,'
the Gr. επιστρέψω (Ac 1536).

5. Go along: The expression occurs Nu 2122, Dt
227, Jos 177, Jg II 1 8, 1 S 612,2 S 3161613, Jer 416, and
always stands for the simple verb Tĵn to 'go.' In
Jos 177it is the 'border' that is said to 'go along,'
a Heb. idiom taken bodily into the Eng. ; it is
more frequent as ' go out,' see below.

6. Go aside: ' to goto one side.' (1) Literally,
Heb. "ito (Jer 155 ' Who shall go aside to ask how
thou doest ?' RV ' turn aside') ; Gr. άναχωρέω (Ac
2319 2631), νποχωρέω (Lk 910), απέρχομαι (Ac 415).
(2) Metaphorically, ' to go wroncj,' Heb. η$ψ satdh
(Nu 512·19·20·29), mo (Dt 2814, Ps 143 'They are'all
gone aside, they are altogether become filthy').
The same idea is expressed by the verb alone in
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Article IX (XXXIX Articles, 1571), 'man is very
farre gone from originall righteousnes.'

7. Go astray: both literally and figuratively,
but always the trn of a simple verb, mostly nj/ri
Ho err' (Ex 234, Ps 583 119176, Pr 725, Is 536, Jer 506

[Hiph. * cause to go astray'], Ezk 1411 441 0 6 i s·1 5

48 l l i e r ); also rnj (Dt 221 * Thou shalt not see thy
brother's ox or his sheep go astray, and hide thy-
self from them,' D*rnj ' driven away,' i.e. parted
forcibly from the herd through some mishap—
Driver); u$ (Ps 11967 'Before I was afflicted I
went astray'); n$ (Pr 523 and [Hiph.] 2810 * cause to
go astray'). In NT always πλανάομαι (Mt 1812·13,
1 Ρ 225, 2 Ρ 215).

In Gn 63 RVm gives ' in their going astray they are flesh,' the
text being * for that he also is flesh.' The difficulty is with the
word cat?? [Baer Q3£>|]. It has been taken as composed of ψψ
[ = ">£'£?] and D3 'also.' So all the Versions, the Jewish inter-
preters, and most modern expositors. Thus LXX δ/« το shoti
ctlrob? vipsutt, Vulg. ' quia caro est,' Wye.' for flehs he is,' Luth.
'denn sie sind Fleisch,' Tind. 'for they are flesh,' Cov. 'for he
is but flesh also' (the first version to recognize the D2), Gen.
1 because he is but flesh,' Bish., Dou. ' because he is flesh,' Olt.
1 car aussi ne sont-ils que chair,' Segond * car l'homme n'est que
chair.' But ψ is nowhere else found for n^X in Gn, or even in
the Pent., and the D3 'also' seems superfluous. Hence some
modern scholars make the word an inf. of Ώψ, and translate
somewhat as RVm. Dillmann and Kautzsch consider the
word to be corrupt, and refuse to translate ; Ball suggests
DiSy 3 (Lv 2639), and translates ' owing to their guilt they are
flesh/

8. Go a warfare: 1 Co 97 ' Who goeth a warfare
any time at his own charges ?' (TLS στρατεύεται, RV
'What soldier ever serveth at his own charges?').
Elsewhere the Gr. verb is trd 'war' (2 Co 103, 1 Ti
I18, 2 Ti 24, Ja 41, 1 Ρ 211), as l P 2 n < abstain from
fleshly lusts, which war against the soul'; except
Lk 314, where the ptcp. (στρατευόμενοι) is trd

'soldiers.' For the Eng. phrase (which comes
from Tind. ' Who goeth a warfare eny tyme at his
awne cost?') cf. Tindale's Prologe to Leviticus,
' For the holy gost is no dome god nor no god that
goeth a mumminge'; and Defoe, Crusoe (Gold.
Treas. ed. p. 555), 'We then went to consulting
together what was to be done.'

9. Go away: (1) 'Pass away,' 'perish,' Job 421

1 Doth not their excellency which is in them go
away ?' (yw, RV ' Is not their tent-cord plucked up
within them ?' for the word trd ' excellency' means
also a ' cord,' and the verb means first of all ' to
pull up' a tent-peg or cord, though it thence is
extended to the meaning 'break up an encamp-
ment,' ' go away.' Davidson translates the whole
verse—'If their tent-cord is torn away in them,
do they not die, and not in wisdom ?' and remarks
(Expos, ill. iv. 279f.), 'The striking of the tent is
a graphic and not uncommon image for the re-
moval which comes in death'); Jer 64 ' Woe unto
us ! for the day goeth away, for the shadows of
the evening are stretched out' (n:s, RV ' declineth').
(2) 'Turn aside from,' 'desert,' Ezk 4410 'And the
Levites that are gone away far from me, when
Israel went astray . . . they shall even bear their
iniquity' Opq*j "\ψχ, RV ' that went far from me');
Mai 37 ' Even from the days of your fathers ye
are gone away from mine ordinances' (oniP, RV
'ye have turned aside'); Jn 667 'Then Jesus said
unto the twelve, Will ye also go away?' (μή καΧ
ύμεΐς θέλετε ύπά*γειν), 1211 'many of the Jews went
away, and believed on Jesus' (virriyov). (3)' Escape,'
1 S 2419 ' For if a man find his enemy, will he let
him go well away' (πφν η-m Ίπ ι̂ή, lit. 'will he
send him along a prosperous way?').

10. Go a whoring: This strong expression,
which comes from tindale (Wye. has ' do fornica-
cioun'), is used to tr. the Heb. verb njj zdndh, ' to
commit fornication,' when followed by ηπκ < after'
(Ex 3415·16, Lv 177 205·6, Nu 1539, Dt 3116, Jg 217

827. »f ι ch δ25, Ezk 69 2330, and once in Ex 3416,

where the vb. is Hiphil, ' make thy sons go a whor-
ing after their gods'); also when zdndh is followed
by ρ 'from' (Ps 7327 'Thou hast destroyed all
them that go a whoring from thee'), 3 'with'
(Ps 10639 ' went a whoring with their own inven-
tions '), nnpip ' from under' (Hos 412), and *?yp ' from'
(Hos 91). It is used once without a prep, follow-
ing, 2 Ch 2113 ' And hast made Judah and the
inhabitants of Jerusalem to go a whoring' (nj]5l).
The Heb. phrase is always a figure of speech, and
expresses ' the disloyal abandonment of J" for
other gods'—Driver. It suggests, adds Moore,
both the sin of unfaithfulness and the sin of
prostitution, the giving up of oneself, body and
soul, to other gods. But whether it was a figure
always, it is hard to say. In view of the fact
that actual prostitution was not an uncommon
feature in ancient Semitic cults, Driver thinks the
original sense not improbably literal. It depends
upon the date of the origin of the expression.
Moore believes that it originated with Hosea,
' whose own bitter experience with his adulterous
wife became for him the type of the relations of J"
and Israel.' Modern translators try to soften the
expression : thus Cheyne in Ps 732 7 ' every one that
wantonly deserts thee.' RV retains, but Amer.
RV prefers ' play the harlot.'

11. Go back: Besides the literal sense, notice
(1) to 'depart from an engagement or course of
action,' Jg II 3 5 ' I have opened my mouth unto the
LORD, and I cannot go back' (2wb h^a KSI) ; Ezk
2414 Ί will not go back, neither will I spare,
neither will I repent' (snsN-tf1?). (2) To ' decline to
a worse way,' Jos 2312, Job 2312, Ps533 8018, Jn 666.
Cf. Jer 443 Cov. ' they wente backe to do sacrifice
and worshipe unto straunge goddes.'

12. Go beyond is used in two senses : (1) to ' go
outside of,' 'pass'; Nu 2218 ' I cannot go beyond
the word of the LORD my God, to do less or more';
2413 ' I cannot go beyond the commandment (RV
' word') of the LORD, to do either good or bad of
mine own mind' (bothiii^). Cf. Heywood, Works,
i. 210, ' Shoomaker, you goe a little beyond your
last.' (2) To 'overreach,' 1 Th 46 'That no man
go beyond and defraud his brother' (τό μτ) ύπερ-
βαίνειν, RV 'transgress,' RVm 'overreach'). So
Life of T. Cromwell, iv. v. 120,' We must be wary,
else he'll go beyond us ' ; and Shaks. Henry VIII.
in. ii. 409—

' There was the weight that pull'd me down. Ο Cromwell,
The king has gone beyond me.'

13. Go for, i.e. 'be accounted,' 1 S 1712 ' the man
went among men for an old man in the days of
Saul' (DT ŝp K3 ]P.\, RV ' was an old man in the
days of Saul, stricken in years among men').

The AV trn i s a bold and apparently an original attempt to
render the Heb. literally. The nearest form in the previous
versions is that of the Gen. Bible, ' this man was taken for an
olde man in the days of Saul.' But the Heb. will not render so.
The only literal rendering that the Heb. will stand is, ' and the
man in the days of Saul was aged, entered in among men,'—
which, as Driver says, affords no intelligible sense. Two
suggestions have been made, the one to omit N3, when we get
simply ' and the man in the days of Saul was aged among m e n ' ;
the other, to change DHWK3 into D\JBb, and translate € and the
man in the days of Saul entered into years.* The objection to
the second is that the phrase elsewhere is always DO'3 KH \pi,
and Driver, on the whole, prefers the first. (See Heb. Text
of Samuel, p. 108 f.; and a severe criticism by Jennings and
Lowe of the RV trn, which they consider to be impossible as
a rendering of the Massoretic text, in Expos, HI. ii. 63).

The AV trn, though impossible as a rendering of
the Heb., is good idiomatic English. Thus Sidney,
Arcadia, p. 10, 'But because a pleasant fellow of
my acquaintance set forth her praises in verse, I
will only repeat them, and spare mine own Θ
tongue, since she goes for a woman'; and Shaks.
Macbeth, in. i. 92—

• We are men, my liege.
Ay, in the catalogue ye go for men.1
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14. Go forth: Among other expressions (see
FOKTH) notice especially ' motion away from a
given spot,' in Lk 814 'And that which fell among
thorns are they, which, when they have heard, go
forth3 (πορενόμενοι, RV ' as they go on their way3).
Cf. Lk 58 Rhem. ' Which when Simon Peter did
see, he fel downe at Jesus knees, saying, Goe forth
from me, because I am a sinful man, Ο Lord.3

15. Go forward—see under FORWARD.
16. Go hard= ' go close,3 Jg 952, see HARD.
17. Go in and out: This phrase is found in Ac

I2 1 * all the time that the Lord Jesus went in and
out among us 3 (είσήλθεν καΐ έξήλθεν 4φ' ημα$), and
the meaning may be no more than * passed his
time,3 though the έψ' seems to imply leadership,
whence RVm 'over us.3 In 928 occurs the fuller
phrase * coming in and going out,3 * And he [Saul]
was with them coming in and going out at Jeru-
salem 3 (είσπορευόμενος καΐ έκπορενόμενος, RV ' going
in and going out3), where, again, some more
definite activity is meant than merely ' spending
his time,3 probably something like what is now
called 'aggressive work.3 In OT this fuller
phrase occurs repeatedly (Nu 2717·21, Dt 286·19 312

3318, Jos 1411, 1 S 1813·16 296, 2 S 325, 1 Κ 37, 2 Κ II 8

1927, 1 Ch 27\ 2 Ch I10 155 161 237·8, Ps 1218, Is 3728,
Jer 374, Zee 810). While always recognized as an
idiomatic expression for a man's active life, it is
sometimes clearly used in a more technical sense
than that. When Moses says (Dt 312), ' l a m an
hundred and tiventy years old this day; I can no
more go out and come in,3 he intimates Ids failing
fitness to be Israel's leader. More distinctly Joshua
states (Jos 1411) that in his 85th year he is still fit
to be their leader in war : ' As yet I am as strong
this day as I was in the day that Moses sent me :
as my strength was then, even so is my strength
now, for war, both to go out and to come in.3

Of David it is said (1 S 1813), 'Saul removed him
from him, and made him his captain over a thou-
sand ; and he went out and came in before the
people,3 where the reference must be to military
expeditions. Solomon says (1 Κ 37), Ί am but a
little child ; I know not how to go out or come in,3

and declares his unfitness to be king. See go out
below. The phrase ' go in and out3 occurs in Ex
3227 in the sense of ' go to and fro3 (as RV); and
in Jn 109 ' by me, if any man enter in, he shall be
saved, and shall go in and out, and find pasture3

(είσελεύσεται /ecu έξελεύσεταί, RV ' shall go in and go
out3) as in Ac I21, but figuratively to express the
liberty of the sons of God.

18. Go on: (1) Continue a course begun, proceed,
as in Shaks. Othello, in. iii. 413—

* I do not like the office ;
But, sith I am entered in this cause so far,
Prick'd to 't by foolish honesty and love,
I will go on.'

Generally of a journey, Gn 291 'Then Jacob went
on his journey' (v^p κψ% lit. 'lifted up his feet,3

as AVm, RVm); so Ac 109 'as they went on
their journey' (οδοπορούντων εκείνων, RV 'as they
were on their journey ') ; Mt 421 ' And going on
from thence, he saw other two brethren 3 (πρόβας
εκείθεν, lit. ' going forward thence 3). In 1 S 103

the simple verb r\bn ' to pass on,3 is trd 'go on
forward/ In Gn 192 321, 1 S 2625 2822 we find the
fuller expression 'goon one's way.3 See Go one's
way below. Sometimes the meaning is simply
' continue,' ' persist,3 as 1 S 1419 ' the noise that
was in the host of the Philistines went on and
increased ' (TJI η^π η^π, LXX έπορεύετο πορευόμενος
καϊ έπλήθυνεν) ; Ps 6821 ' such an one as goeth on
still in his trespasses' ( | ^πςιο). In Ezr 58 it is to
'advance,' 'make progress,3 'this work goeth fast
on and prospereth ; and in He 61 the phrase is fig.
' let us go on unto perfection 3 (φερώμεθα, RV 'press
on '). (2) To go to meet an enemy, generally ' go
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out/ Job 3921' he goeth on to meet the armed men3

(RV ' he goeth out3). (3) To go forward, towards
the front, said of the ' border3 of a territory, Nu
344·9. See Go out, below.

19. Go out: Besides its uses in modern English,
this phrase has some peculiarly biblical senses,
which are for the most part due to the freedom with
which the verb ay; is employed in Hebrew. (1) To
go from home: Ru I2 1 ' I went out full, and the
Lord hath brought me home again empty3; so
Adonijah is threatened by Solomon, ' on the day
thou goest out, and passest over the brook Kidron,
thou shalt know for certain that thou shalt surely
die3; and of Abraham it is said in He I I 8 ' when he
was called to go out . . . he went out3 [έξελθεϊν
. . . έξηλθεν); while it is one of the rewards of
the Christian victor that he will be at home in
the Church of which he is made a pillar, and
'shall go no more out3 (Rev 312 'έξω ού μη Ο-έλθν
in, RV ' he shall go out thence no more'). In
2 Ch 1821 Ί will go out and be a lying spirit in
the mouth of all his prophets. And the Lord said
. . . go out, and do even so3 (in 1 Κ 2222 ' go
forth,3 as RV here), the reference is the same as
in Job I12 27 ' So Satan went forth from the pres-
ence of the LORD.3 Less definitely, Gn 4145 ' And
Joseph went out over all the land of Egypt' ;
2 Ch 194' Jehoshaphat . . . went out again through
the people from Beersheba to Mount Ephraim'
(a formula during the separation of the king-
doms for the old ' from Dan to Beersheba3) ; and
Ps 815 ' This he ordained in Joseph for a testimony
when he went through the land of Egypt3 (ίηκήι
•Π¥Ρ ΠΓ^> RV ' when he went out over the land
of Egypt,3 the ref. being apparently, as in AV, to
Joseph's administration (Gn 4145), which is sur-
prising, seeing that modern English commentators
almost unanimously find the ref. to be to God).

The passage is difficult; there are three ways of taking
it : (a) The ancient VSS tr. ' when he (Israel) went out
from the land of Egypt,' as LXX h τω 'φλϋεΤν α,υτον ix rUs
Αιγύπτου; Vulg. 'cum exiret de Terra-^gypti,' after which
Wye. 1388, 'whanne he gede out of the lond of Egipt,' and
Dou. ' when he came out of the Land of Aegypt' (with the
marg. · The people of Israel signified by Joseph, as Ps 80*') ; and so
all the Eng. VSS before AV. But the trn is quite impossible, the
?y never meaning \x * out of,' or anything approaching that.
(b) 'When he (Joseph, in person) went out over the land of
Egypt,' a direct ref. to Gn 4145, which gives no appropriate

Burgess, de Witt, Kirkpatrick, and nearly all recent commen-
tators. Kay thinks that, while the ref. is to God, the special
language recalls Gn 41 4 5 : as Joseph once went out over the
land of Egypt to benefit them, so now, since they have for-
gotten their benefactor, Joseph's God will go out over the
land in righteous judgment. Cheyne believes the present Heb.
text to be corrupt, and that the VSS exhibit the true text;
he therefore would render, as (a), ' when he (Israel and Joseph)
went forth from the land of Egypt.' So Wellh. (in Ilaupt) who
reads h]lD for h% (but is SjflD ever used simply of leaving ?).

(2) To spread abroad: 1 Ch 1417 ' And the fame of
David went out into all lands3; Est 94 'For
Mordecai was great in the king's house, and his
fame went out throughout all the provinces' (ηί?Ίπ,
RV ' went forth 3). (3) In reference to war, the
phrase assumes a highly technical sense, so much
so that ' to go out3 standing alone may be under-
stood to mean ' to go out to make war.3 Take the
foil, passages in order: Nu 2232 (the Angel of the
LORD to Balaam) ' behold, I went out to withstand
thee 3 ; Dt 2825 ' thou shalt go out one way against
them, and flee seven ways before them' ; Jg 215

' Whithersoever they went out, the hand of the
LORD was against them for evil3; Jg 54 ' LORD,
when thou wentest out of Seir, when thou
marchedst out of the field of Edom, the earth
trembled 3 (see Moore, who holds the ref. to be to
the battle just fought) ; 201 ' Then all the children
of Israel went out3 ; 1 S 820 ' Nay, but we will have
a king over us . . . that our king may judge us,



and go out before us, and fight our battles' ; 185

'And David went out whithersoever Saul sent him'
(KVm ' went out; whithersoever Saul sent him, he
behaved himself wisely'); 1 Κ 246 'So the king
commanded Benaiah the son of Jehoiada; which
went out and fell upon him [Shimei], that he
died'; 1 Ch 201 ' at the time that kings go out'
(both VSS add < to battle' in italics); Is 5212 ' For
ye shall not go out with haste, nor go by flight';
and Am 53 ' The city that went out by a thousand
shall leave an hundred.' (4) Another half-technical
sense, which is in danger of being confused with
the last, is found when ' go out' means ' go out
of bondage,' mostly in reference to the exodus
from Egypt or to the jubilee release. The chief
references to the exodus are Ex 1241 148, Nu 333,
Ps 1141; to the jubilee release, Ex 213bi*·7, Lv 2528·
30.3i. 33.54 2721, the fuller expression ' go out free '
occurring Ex 212· 5· u ; 2 Κ 135 refers to the deliver-
ance from the Syrian oppression ; and Is 5512 to the
return from the Babylonian Captivity, with no
doubt a fuller entrance into Messianic blessing.
(5) By a peculiar Heb. idiom the 'border' or ' coast'
of a territory is said to ' go out,' that is, ' proceed
onward' to such a place. So frequently in Jos 15.
16 and elsewhere, the verb N>r being generally
rendered 'go out' and rr?y 'go up.' But notice
especially the subst. n̂ yin denoting the end or ex-
tremity of a boundary line, generally used in the
plu. and trd ' goings out,' but ' outgoings' in Jos
1 7 9 . 18 1 819 1 914. 22. 29. 33} w h i ( } h R y t u m s i n t o « g o i n g s

out.' (6) Go out means ' proceed from ' in Lv 102

' And there went out a fire from the LORD ' ;
Jer 2112 ' lest my fury go out like fire' (κ*η"ϊ3); Mk
530 = Lk 846 'And Jesus, immediately knowing in
himself that virtue had gone out of him' {την
έξ αύτου δύναμιν έξελθοΰσαν); Lk 619 ' there went
virtue out of him and healed them all' {παρ αύτου
έξήρχετο, RV ' came forth from him'); 21 'And it
came to pass in those days, that there went out a
decree from Caesar Augustus' {έξήλθεν). Cf. Jer 4417

Cov. ' what so ever goeth out of oure owne mouth,
that will we do.' (7) * Go out' implies religious
separation in Is 52", Jer 5145, 1 Jn 219. (8) ' Go out
of the way' in Ro 312 means to ' go astray' {πάντες
έξέκλιναν, RV ' They have all turned aside'). See
go the ivay, below.

20. Go to: This obsolete expression, which is
found 11 times in AV, seems to have been intro-
duced by Tindale, who uses it in other places, as
Dt 224 ' Goo to and conquere and provoke him to
batayle'; 23 1 ' goo to and conquere, that thou mayest
possesse his londe.' Abbott {Shakespearian Gram-
mar·, p. 122) says that the ' t o ' has an adverbial
force, as in ' to and fro'; and as ' go' in Elizabethan
English meant motion generally, not necessarily
motion from, 'go to ' meant little more than our
stimulative ' come.' This is practically how Johnson
explains the phrase—' Come, come, take the right
course,' spoken sometimes sarcastically, sometimes
encouragingly. In Shakespeare it is always an
exclamation, expressing either scorn, as Winter's
Tale, I. ii. 182—

' Go to, go to ! How she holds up the neb, the bill to h i m ! ' ;
or disapproval, as Macbeth, V. i. 51—' Go to, go to :
you have known what you should not ' ; or merely
dismissal, as Merry Wives, I. iv. 165—'But, indeed,
she is given too much to allicholly and musing.
But for you—well, go t o ' ; or even encouragement,
Merry Wives, Π. i. 7—'You are not young, no
more am I : go to then, there's sympathy ; always,
however, mixed with impatience. But if 'go to '
is a mere exclamation in Shaks. and Elizabethan
English generally, it is often more than that in AV,
for it must not be forgotten that AV represents a
much earlier stage of English than its date of 1611.
There it is (except perhaps in Ja) a verb in the
imperative, and expresses lively encouragement.

This is clearly seen in 2 Κ 55 ' And the king of
Syria said, Go to, go, and I will send a letter unto
the king of Israel.' Its occurrences are Gn 113·4·7 (nnri
voluntative, fr. in; to grant), 3816 ' go to, I pray
thee' (κ$-π:?π ; the only remaining example of nnn,
Ex I10, was trd by Tindale ' Come on,' and this was
retained in subsequent versions); Jg 73 * go to,
proclaim' (tg tq$ ' cry now ! ' ) ; 2 Κ 55 ' go to, go'
(κ3 η(?, lit. ' go, go in,' perhaps as Ball, * depart thou
[thither], enter [the land of Israel]'; LXX Αεΰρο
εΐσελθε); Ec 2 1 ' go to now' (κρ1?^) \ I s 55 * And now,
go to ; I will tell you' (D ĴIN ΚΓΠ^ΗΪΝ nny.}); Jer 1811

' go to, speak' (κροκ); Ja 413 51 ' Go to now' ("A7e
νυν). Tindale in his exposition of Mt 515"20 {Expos.
p. 124) has ' go to and prove i t ' ; and (p. 128) ' Go
to, and judge their works'; and in the Prologe to
the Pent, he says, ' Then go to and reade the
storyes of the byble for thy lerning and comforte,'
where the verbal force of the expression is always
manifest. But he even uses 'went t o ' in Nu Ϊ14

'And the children of Ysrael also went to and wepte
and sayde : who shall geve us ilesh to eate ?'

21. Go one's way: This full phrase sometimes
represents an equally full expression in the original:
thus, Gn 321 ' And Jacob went on his way,' Heb. η̂ π
\3γ\), so 192, Nu 2425, Jos 216, Jg 1826, 1 S I1 8 26V5

2822', Jer 2811. But generally (always in NT) it is the
rendering of a common verb with no adjunct. The
verbs are Vix (Pr 2014); ypj (Zee 102); η̂ π (Gn 1219

1 4 n 1833 246i 2534, Ex 1827, Jg 195·14, Neh 810, Ec 97,
Dn 129· 13) ; βαδίζω (Bar 419); πορεύομαι (Lk 430 722

1719, Jn 450, Ac 915 215 2425); ύπ^ω (Mt 524 84·13 2014

2765, Mk I4 4 211 729 1021·52 II 2 167, Lk 103, Jn 821 165

188, Rev 161); and απέρχομαι (Mt 833 1325 204 225· 22,
Mk II 4 1212, Lk 839 1932 224, Jn 428 II 2 8 · 4 6 , Ac 917, Ja
I24). Sometimes what appears to be the plu., but
may be an old genitive, is used, ' go your ways.'
The phrase is good idiomatic Eng., and is still used
in Scotland and the north of England, but often it is
too cumbrous, sometimes singularly so, as in Ja I2 4

κατβνόησεν καϊ άπελήλυθεν, which Mayor translates
'just a glance and he is off' (RV 'goeth away').
AV has a few times rejected it when found in
earlier versions, as Mk I2 0 Tind. ' And they leeft
their father Zebede in the shippe with his hyred
servauntes, and went their waye after him'; Lk
814 Rhem. ' And that which fel into thornes, are
they that have heard, and going their waies, are
choked with cares.' Shaks. has it often, as
Hamlet, ill. i. 132—'We are arrant knaves all;
believe none of us. Go thy ways to a nunnery.'

22. Go the way: This phrase, which has no con-
nexion with the preceding, is used both literally
and figuratively. (1) Ru I 7 ' and they went on the
way to return unto the land of Judah (TJI!3 n:?^i);
2 Κ 254 ' and the king went the way toward the
plain' (π̂ τ&π ΆΤΙ φ.ϊ, RV ' went by the way of the
Arabah'), so Jer 394; Jer 3121 'set thine heart
toward the highway, even the way which thou
wentest' {'fohn η-ιη). (2) Jos 2314 'And behold, this
day I am going the way of all the earth' (TjVin '?ix
fnxrr1?! χτιψ cvn); so 1 Κ 22; Job 1622 ' when a few
years are come, then I shall go the way whence I
shall not return' ( -̂ ON iwytb mx)).

J. HASTINGS.
GOAD.—1. ]yr* (3 without daghesh, cf. \γ$ (once)

and pax ; see Driver, Text of Sam. p. 80, and refer-
ences there) occurs in a corrupt passage, 1 S 1321 * to
set the goads.' A fern, form in plur. absolute is
found in Ec 1211, where we read that the words of
the wise are as goads (ηυατπ?). 2. ιφν (Siegfried-
Stade; Moore thinks ~\φ6 probably the absolute
form) only in Jg 331, vvliere Shamgar is said to
have killed 600 Philistines with an ox-goad ("15753
ΐβ3π). The goad was a pole of some 8 ft. in length,
' armed at one end with a spike, at the other with
a chisel-shaped blade for cleaning the plough, and
on occasion would make a very good substitute for



a spear' (Moore, Judges, 105). See further AGRI-
CULTURE in vol. i. p. 49% where the ox-goad is
figured, and Schumacher, * Der arab. Pflug,' in
ZDPV xil 160 f.

In Apocr. * goad' occurs in Sir 3825 ' How shall
he become wise that holdeth the plough, that
glorieth in the shaft of the goad {κέντρον) ?' In
NT 'goad' (RVm 'goads') is substituted by RV
for ' pricks' of AV in Ac 2614 ' It is hard for
thee to kick against the goad' (7rpos κέντρα
λακτίζειν ; in Ac 95 these words do not belong to the
true text). The same figure is employed bjr Greek
and Latin writers {e.g. Pindar, Pyth. li. 173;
Aesch. A gam. 1633, Prometh. 323; Eurip. Bacch.
791; Terence, Phorm. I. ii. 28). J. A. SELBIE.

GO AH (ns>-i).—An unknown locality near Jeru-
salem (Jer 3139). LXX gives, instead of a proper
name, 4ξ εκλεκτών λίθων.

GOAT.—Of the six Heb. words used for the tame
goat, one signifies the g. generically, and, where the
context indicates it, the she goat. One is used in
the masc. and fern, forms to indicate the he g. and
she g. respectively. Three are used for the he g.
only. One is used in AV for the scapegoat, which
was prob. no goat at all, and is therefore trans-
literated in RV 'azazel. Beside these there is one
word which undoubtedly signifies the wild g.,
and another which prob. refers to the same.

1. iy. 'Sz, άίξ, 'έρίφο$> capra, hcedus, Arab, ma'z,
fern. *unz. The plu. D'jy 'izzim signifies the g. gene-
rically (Ex 125 etc.). In this sense ovy rib (Dt 144)
signifies a head or individual of the goats, ovy na (Jg
619) a kid of the goats. It is also used for she goats,
the context showing the meaning (Gn 3035 3138 3214

etc.). It is also used elliptically for goafs hair (Ex
267 etc.). In the sing. (Lv 173) it sometimes signi-
fies an individual g., without reference to sex ; at
others, where the context points out the meaning, a
she g. (Gn 159). The Aram. plu. pj» (Ezr 617) also
refers to goats generically, and the construct state
p?y *T9V signifies 'he goats of the goats' (cf. Dn 85·8).

2. yyty sd'ir, χίμαρο*, hircus. This word occurs
freq. in Lv and Nu as the designation of the g. of
the sin-offering. In its masc. form in construct
state with ciy it signifies the he g. (Lv 423), and in
its fern, fryyty se'irah, χίμαιρα, in construction with
•:?y, the she g. (Lv 428). The compound expression
is in AV rendered ' a kid of the goats,' in RV
better, simply 'goat.' Sd'ir comes from the root
i$tt sa'ar = shag or rough hair (cf. Arab. sha'r). In
this sense it is used with TD?, one of the words for
he g., to indicate his shagginess, Dn 821 (AV ' rough
g.,' RV ' rough he g.,' lit. ' the he g. the shaggy').

3. "nns? 'attud, used only in plu. WHRU 'attudim (the
same as the Arab. xatudy plu. a'tidah), Tpayot, κριοί,
χίμαροι, hirci. I t is t r d in LXX of Ps 509 χιμάρους
(AV and RV 'he goats,'), and ν.13 τράτων (AV and
RV 'goats'). It is rendered (Gn 3110·12) AV
'rams,' AVm and RV 'he goats,' LXX ol Tpdyot
και oi κριοί, as if the translator were uncertain
which was intended, or meant to indicate that
both were included, or else read from a different
text. ' He goats {'attudim, LXX δράκοντες) before
the flocks' (Jer 508) signifies leaders. ' Chief ones
('attudim, LXX ApfavTes) of the earth' (Is 149) is
a metaphorical rendering of he goats, AVm
'leaders' or 'great goats,' RVm he goats. 'Pun-
ished the goats' (RV 'he goats'), LXX αμνού*
(Zee 103) refers to chiefs.

%, T5V zaphir, τρά-yos, hircus; cjyn TS$ zephir
hdizzim, Tpdyos aiy&v (Dn 8 5 · 8 ); DH'EV zephirwi,
χίμάρονς (2 Ch 2921, Ezr 835). Aram. p?y •Υ9¥ι χιμά-
povs aiy&v (Ezr 617). This word (Aram, and late
Heb.), from the root is? zdphar, signifying to leap,
refers to the he goat alone. I t is combined with
sd'ir. See (2).

5. K>:FI tayish, Tpayos, aries, hircus. The same as
the Arab, tais, and means a he goat only (Pr 3031).
Plu. DT;n teydshim, Tpdyoi (Gn 3035 3214, 2 Ch 1711,
not in LXX).

6. ^ΤΚΪ£ 'azdzil, άποπομπαΐος, caper emissarius, AV
scapegoat, RV Azazel (Lv 168·10·26). See AZAZEL.

Goats have always been a large item in the
wealth of the people of Bible lands. Laban had
large flocks of goats (Gn 3033·35). Jacob gave two
hundred she goats and twenty he goats to Esau
(Gn 3214). Nabal had a thousand goats (1 S 252).
Sheep and goats were kept together in flocks
(Mt 2532·33). Kids especially were used as food
(Gn 279, Jg 619 1315, Lk 15®). The prohibition
against ' seething a kid in his mother's milk'
(Ex 2319 3426, Dt 1421) may refer to the dish known
to the Arabs as leben immu, i.e. 'his mother's
milk.' It consists of meat, stewed in clabber, with
onions, mint, and other condiments. It was
probably not intended to prohibit this savoury
dish altogether, but to prevent the unnatural-
ness of stewing a kid in its own mother's milk.
(For other possible explanations see W. R. Smith,
ES p. 204 n., and Driver on Dt 1421). A pro-
vision of a similar kind forbade the taking of a
hen bird with her brood, or her eggs (Dt226). The
Jews, however, interpret the passage as interdict-
ing them from this mode of cooking flesh alto-
gether. Goat's milk was nevertheless much used
then as now (Pr 2727). Goats were readily convert-
ible into money (Pr 2726). The' bottles' in which
wine was kept (Jos 94, Ps 11983, Mk 222) were made of
g. skins. They were made by cutting off the head
and legs, and drawing the carcase out by the neck,
and then tying the neck, legs, and vent, and tan-
ning the skin, with the hairy side out. Goat's
hair was used in the construction of the Taber-
nacle (Ex 267 3526 3614) and for other purposes
(1 S 1913). Its usually black colour is alluded to
(Ca4165). The intractable and mischievous nature
of the goat is contrasted with the gentle and
innocent disposition of the sheep (Mt 2532·33). The
goat is mentioned in Apocr. (Jth 217).

The goats of Bible lands, Capra mambrica, L.,
have long pendent ears. These are alluded to by
Am 3 1 2 ' as the shepherd taketh out of the mouth
of the lion two legs, or a piece of an ear.'
Some Syrian goats are white or mottled, but
most of them are black. They are destructive to
young trees, and are the principal impediment to
the propagation of forests on the bare mountain
tops, where they find their favourite pasture.

The he goat was used as a symbol of the Mace-
donian empire (Dn 85). The stately gait of the he
goat is alluded to (Pr 3029"31).

Two words are used for wild goats:—1. D^K?
yeelvm. This word occurs in three passages, viz."
1 S 242, where LXX has for 'upon the rocks of
the wild goats,' έπΐ πρόσωπον Έδδαιέμ, Ps 10418,
where it has έλάφοις, and Job 391, where for 'wild
goats of the rocks' it has τpayeλάφωv πέτρας. This
animal is without doubt the ibex. The root Vy;
yd'al, to climb, corresponds well with its habits.
Its Arab, name wa'l is evidently the same as the
Hebrew. The animal is also called beden by the
Arabs. Its scientific name is Capra beden, Wagn.,
or C. Sinaitica, Ehrh. It is found in the wilder-
ness on both sides of the Dead Sea, and in Sinai
and the Syrian Desert. There is an Ain el-wuul,
fountain of the wild goats, about six hours E. of
Khareitun. The word wa'l is used in Pal. for the
roebuck. The name En-gedi (Arab. 'Ain-Jidy),
fountain of the kid, was doubtless given with refer-
ence to this animal. It is about the size of the
domestic goat. The horns are from 2^ to 3 ft. in
length, curved almost to a semicircle, and reinforced
by large rough rings on the front face. Its ilesh
is said to be excellent. It may have been the



venison which Isaac asked Esau to bring him
(Gn 273).

limfe the 'pleasant roe,' RV 'pleasant doe'
(Pr 519)i is the female ibex, but trd by LXX ττώλο*,
a foal, Vulg. hinnulus.

2. hpx yakko. This animal is only once men-
tioned (Dt U5). Possibly δρυξ, in the LXX render-
ing of the passage, is the equivalent of yakk6 ; but
this is uncertain, as the LXX gives only five out
of the seven animals mentioned in the Hebrew.
Some suppose it to be the roebuck ; but this animal
is mentioned in the same list under the name
yahmur. Others suppose it to be the paseng,
Copra cegagrus, Cuv., the wild original of the
domestic goat. It is, however, most probably
another name for the yd'Sl, or a kindred species.

For Goat's Hair see H A I R ; and for Scapegoat
see AZAZEL. G. E. POST.

GOB (3li, nia).—A locality mentioned only in
2 S 2118·19, where David fought the second and
third of the four battles with the Phil, that are
there mentioned. Most copies of the LXX have
Τέθ in the first instance (with which agree the
Syr. and a few Heb. copies), and Ρόμ, in the
second; while some Hebrew copies have Nob.
The parallel passage (1 Ch 204"8) locates the first of
these two battles at Gezer (cf. Jos 1033), and omits
to mention the place of the second. Certainly
they were not at Nob, but in the land of the
Philistines. Wellhausen, followed by Driver and
Budde, finds Gob also in 2 S 2116, where he would
read 2'n Μψη, 'and they dwelt in Gob,' instead
of 2'n ia^i/'and. Ishbi-benob.' (See Wellhausen's
or Driver's Sam., ad loc, and Budde's note in
Haupt's OT). W. J. BEECHER.

GOBLET is found only in Ca 72 ' Thy navel is
[like] a round goblet.' The Heb. term is jax (prob.
from a root signifying ' circular,' ' round'). It is
used in plur. (ηυηκ) in Ex 246 of the ' basins' (Socin,
Opferbecken) in which Moses collected half of the
sacrificial blood. In Is 2224 (the only other occur-
rence of the Heb. word) nî xn ^5 is trd both in AV
and RV ' vessels of cups,' where ' basin-vessels'
(Guthe, Beckengeschirr) or 'bowl-shaped vessels'
(Cheyne) would be a more accurate rendering.
For the Eng. word cf. ' Annotations to Lk 22' in
Rhem. NT, ' The new Testament is begonne and
dedicated in his bloud in the Chalice, no lesse than
the old was dedicated, begonne, and ratified in
that bloud of calves contained in the goblet of
Moyses.' J. A. SELBIE.

GOD (IN OT).—
i. Existence of God.

ii. Anthropomorphisms,
iii. Names of God.

(1) Names expressing the general notion of Deity,
e.g. El, Elohim.

(2) Descriptive Titles, e.g. El Shaddai, El Elyon.
(3) Personal name of the God of Israel, Jehovah

(Yahweh).
iv. Idea of God in various periods.

(1) Pre-Mosaic period.
(2) From tire Exodus to the revolution of Jehu.
(3) Prophetic period.
(4) From the destruction of the State onwards.

i. EXISTENCE OF GOD.—The OT belonging to
the historical period, many questions now discussed
in the history of religion lie behind it. It never
occurred to any writer of the Ο Τ to prove or argue
the existence of God. To do so might well have
seemed a superfluity, for all prophets and writers
move among ideas that presuppose God's exist-
ence. Prophecy itself is the direct product of His
influence. The people of Israel in their relations
and character are His creation. It is not accord-
ing to the spirit of the ancient world in general to
deny the existence of God, or to use arguments

to prove it. The belief was one natural to the
human mind and common to all men. Scripture
does indeed speak of those who say in their heart
there is no God (Ps 141 531); but these are the fools,
that is, the practically ungodly, and their denial is
not a theoretical or speculative one, but merely
what may be held to be the expression of their
manner of life. Even the phrase ' there is no God'
hardly means that God is not, but that He is not
present, does not interfere in life ; and, counting
on this absence of God from the world and on
impunity, men become corrupt and do abominable
deeds (Ps 14, Job 2212ff·), and for their wickedness
they shall be turned into Sheol, the region of
separation from God, together with all the nations
that forget God (Ps 917). Yet even this forgetful-
ness of God by the nations is something temporary.
It is a forgetting only, no obliteration of the
knowledge of God from the human mind, and
these nations shall yet remember and turn unto
the Lord (Ps 2227).

Again, as Scripture nowhere contemplates men
as ignorant of the existence of God, it nowhere
depicts the rise or dawn of the idea of His exist-
ence in men's minds. In the historical period the
idea of God's existence is one of the primary
thoughts of man ; he comes possessed of this
thought to face and observe the world, and his
conception of God already possessed explains the
world to him ; the world does not suggest to him
an idea hitherto strange, that of God's existence.
And, of course, the bare idea of God's existence is
not the primary thought which Scripture supposes
all men to possess; this abstract conception has
gathered body about it, namely, a certain circle of
ideas as to what God is. And with these ideas the
Hebrew took up his position over-against the
world. To him God and the world were always
distinct. God was not involved in the processes
of nature. These processes were caused by God,
but He was distinct from them. The Hebrew,
however, came down from his thought of God
upon the world, he did not rise from the world up
to his thought of God. His thought of God ex-
plained to him the world, both its existence and
the course of events upon i t ; these did not suggest
to him either the existence or the nature of God,
these being unknown to him. His contemplation
of nature and providence and the life of man was
never of the nature of a search after God whom he
did not know, but always of the nature of a
recognition of God whom he knew. When the
singer in Ps 19 says 'the heavens declare the
glory of God,' his meaning is that the glory of God,
who is and is known and is Creator, may be seen
reflected on the heavens. But the psalmist only
saw repeated on the heavens what he already
carried in his heart. And when in Is 4025ff· J" asks,
6 To whom then will ye liken me ? Lift up your
eyes on high and behold : Who hath created these
things ? bringing out their hosts by number'—
it is assumed as known that J" is Creator, and that
His omnipotence is revealed in the nightly parade
of His hosts on the sky, not one failing to answer
the roll call, and the inference is that, with this
God for their God, Israel cannot despond or be
faint-hearted — ' Why sayest thou, Ο Jacob, My
way is hid from the Lord ? An everlasting God is
J", creator of the ends of the earth; He fainteth
not, neither is weary. He giveth power to the
faint.' The passage teaches nothing new or un-
known ; it recalls what is known, reburnishing the
consciousness of it, in order to sustain the faith
and the hopes of the people. There is, however,
in one or two passages an approximation to some
of the arguments of Natural Theology. In Ps 945ίΤ·
it is said, probably of the excesses of the heathen
rulers of Israel, ' They break in pieces thy people,



Ο LORD. Yet they say, The LORD doth not see.
Understand, ye brutish among the people: He that
planted the ear, shall He not hear ? He that formed
the eye, shall He not see ?'

The OT as little thinks of arguing or proving
that God may be known as it thinks of arguing
that He exists. Its position is here again, so to
speak, far in front of such an argument. How
should men think of arguing that God could be
known when they were persuaded they knew Him,
when they felt they were in fellowship with Him,
when their whole mind was filled and aglow with
the thought of Him, and when His Spirit was
within them ? The peculiarity, however, of the
OT comes out when the question is raised, How is
God known ? And here the characteristic concep-
tion of the OT is that of Revelation—if men know
God, it is because He has made Himself known to
them. The idea of man reaching to knowledge or
fellowship of God through his own efforts is foreign
to the OT. God speaks, He appears: man listens
and beholds. God brings Himself near to men,
He enters into a covenant with them, He lays
commands on them : they receive Him when He
approaches, accept His will and obey His behests.
Moses and the prophets are nowhere represented
as thoughtful minds, reflecting on the Unseen and
ascending to elevated conceptions of Godhead :
the Unseen manifests itself to them, and they know
it. God reveals Himself to the patriarchs in
angelic forms, to Moses in the bush and on the
mount, to the prophets in the spiritual intuitions
of their own minds. The form of manifestation
may change, but the reality remains the same.
The conviction in the mind of the prophet, that
God revealed Himself and His word to him when
the truth broke upon his mind, was not less vivid
than that of the patriarch who was visited by
angelic messengers when sitting at the door of his
tent, or that of Moses who saw the God of Israel
in the mount. This view of God's self-manifesta-
tion, and that He takes the initiative, is the charac-
teristic conception of the OT. The view may not
be peculiar to Israel, for increasing knowledge of
the Semitic peoples tends to show that on general
questions about Deity, such as His relation to the
world and to men's actions, they all thought very
much alike ; the supremacy of Israel lay, not in
these points, but in the ethical nature which they
ascribed to their God, and in the redemptive hopes
for mankind and the world which flowed from this
conception of His nature. Interesting psychologi-
cal questions are raised by such visions as that of
Moses at the bush (Ex 3), that of Jacob at Jabbok
(Gn 3224ff·), and that of Isaiah in the temple (Is 6).
Such questions may never be answered, but there
are two points not to be lost sight of in estimating
the OT conception of Revelation. First, though it
is the OT manner throughout to signalize the
divine operation alone, and to pass over in silence
any preparation or co-operation in the mind of
man, we are entitled and compelled to throw back
into these ancient histories something of our know-
ledge of how men's minds operate now when God is
moving them. Isaiah's vision was no doubt pre-
ceded by reflection on the nature of J" and on the
state of the nation, and the inevitable issue fore-
cast. And similar reflections must have occupied
the mind of Moses, along with aspirations in
regard to himself and his people. These revela-
tions of God to men were never mere objective
calls to take a certain place or do a certain duty,
there was always a personal element in them, they
were a crisis in the individual religious life. It
was this new personal relation to God, which was
as real in the case of Moses as in that of Isaiah,
that was the source of the power which such men
wielded over the masses of their fellow-men. More

than one commentator has said that Isaiah, in
offering a sign to Ahaz in the heavens above oi
the depth beneath (Is 711), was playing a dangerous
game, and might have been left in the lurch. It is
sufficient preliminary answer to say that Isaiah
did not think so. But it may be added that there
was in Isaiah something of that same consciousness
which expressed itself in Christ when He said, * I
know that thou nearest me always.' Therefore,
secondly, the reality of the divine influence must
be upheld also. The idea of Revelation cannot be
regarded as a mere Hebrew conception which,
translated into modern thought, means nothing
but the natural operations of the mind in the
sphere of religion. Such a view leaves unexplained
the consciousness of the prophets, the contents of
their prophecies, and the religious life which they
manifested. But, of course, however much the OT
reposes on the ground that all knowledge of God
comes from His revealing Himself, and that there
is such a revelation, it is far from implying that
this revelation of God is a full display of Him as
He really is. An exhaustive communication of
God cannot be made, because the creature cannot
take it in (Job ll7ff·). At the same time there is
no trace in the OT of the idea that God as revealed
to men is not God as He really is in Himself, or
that His revelation of Himself is meant merely to
be regulative of human life, while what He is in
truth remains far away in a transcendental back-
ground out of which it is impossible for it to ad-
vance, or into which it is impossible for men to
penetrate. The revelation God gives of Himself is
a revelation of Himself as He is in truth, though
it may be impossible to reveal Himself fully to
men. The OT conception of pod is that of a
Person with ethical attributes ; it nowhere specu-
lates on His physical essence. God is nowhere
called spirit in the OT ; like men, He has a spirit;
but spirit never denotes substance, but always
connotes energy and power, especially life-giving
power.

ii. ANTHROPOMORPHISMS. — From the earliest
period when God is spoken of, He is regarded as
a Person. The word J" is a personal name. From
the Exodus downward He is so spoken of in con-
temporary literature: ' Sing unto the LORD, for
he hath triumphed gloriously' (Ex 1521); He is
one whom men may Move' (Jg 5a i); He is self-
conscious, and swears ' by his holiness 3 (Am 42),
that is, by His Godhead (Gn 221G). The idea ex-
pressed by M. Arnold, that the conception of God
in Israel was first that of some power external
to themselves which they perceived in the world,
a power making for a moral order or identical
with it, and which they afterwards endowed with
personality, inverts the OT representation, in
which God is fully personal from the first, while
His moral being becomes clearer and more ele-
vated, or, at least, receives fuller expression. The
question rather rises whether the very vividness
with which God's personality was realized in Israel
did not infringe upon other conceptions necessary
to a true idea of God, such as His transcendence ?
Was He not conceived as a magnified human person
subject to the limitations of personality among
men? Now, of course, all OT statements about
God are given in the region of practical religious
life. A theology of the schools where the laws of
exact thought prevail was unknown in the OT
period. There may be observed, indeed, the be-
ginnings of such a theology in the Alexandrian
translation, and more clearly in the Aramaic ver-
sions and in Jewish writings of this age. These
express themselves, in regard to God, in a form
that seeks to be more severe and exact, using
circumlocutions for the anthropomorphisms of the
Ο Τ—a fact which indicates that these caused some
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But in the OT such anthropomorphisms
i, as we use them still. And their

offence.
are freely used.
use is usually justified by the statement that man
was made in the image of God. It is possible
that by some in Israel, just as by some among
ourselves, His personality was so vividly realized
as to obscure or repress some other conceptions
of Him which also have their rights. But this
can hardly be charged against the OT. When it
speaks of the hand, arm, mouth, lips, and eyes of
God ; when He makes bare His holy arm (Is 5210),
lifts up a signal to the nations (4922), is seen at
the head of the Medes mustering His hosts, and
His military shout is heard (134), all this is but
vivid conception of His being, His intelligence,
His activity and universal power over the nations
whom He directs. The human is transferred to
His personality, as it could not but be; it is
transferred graphically, as could not but happen
when done by the poetical, vivacious, and power-
ful phantasy of the people of Israel. The language
only testifies to the warmth and intensity of the
religious feelings of the writers.

Another class of passages deserves attention.
God is said to have walked in the garden in the
cool of the day (Gn 38); to have come down to
see the tower which men did build (II 5); to have
been one of three men who appeared to Abraham,
and to have eaten that which was set before Him
(181·8); to have wrestled with Jacob (3224ff·), and
the like. Such passages, in addition to being a
testimony to the vividness with which God's per-
sonality was conceived, are evidence also of the
religious feeling that God did reveal Himself to
men, and enter into the closest fellowship with
them. Different minds may estimate these early
narratives in different ways. So far as we con-
sider the experiences, say of Jacob at Jabbok,
real, we may suppose that with these early men
a spiritual impression always reflected itself in an
accompanying extraordinary physical condition,
just as among the early prophets the ecstasy was
usual, while, among the later prophets, though
still occasional (Is 811), it became rare. And so far
as we may consider the details of the description
due to the narrator, it may be evidence that he
could not conceive a spiritual experience apart
from a corresponding physical accompaniment.
And if early men so felt, it would not be judicious
to deny that God might use an objective pheno-
menon, such as the burning bush, as a means of
awakening the religious mind, just as our Lord
used His miracles as a means of reaching the mind
of those for whom He performed them. But these
local manifestations of God never suggest that He
was locally confined. It has been argued that
Sinai was the local seat of J" before the Exodus,
and that it was only later that He was believed
to have removed to Canaan. In David's day it
was certainly believed that Canaan was His i n -
heritance' (1 S 2619); and the oldest Pent, narrator
speaks of Him * coming down' upon Mount Sinai
(Ex 1911·20). When the Ark, to which His presence
was in some way specially attached, was captured
by the Philistines, and Shiloh destroyed, the priests
continued His worship with all the old ceremonial
of shewbread and the like at Nob (1 S 216). The
multitude of altars scattered over the country,
if they did not suggest the positive idea of His
ubiquity, suggested, at least, that there was no
place where He might not let Himself be found,
and the idea was confirmed by new self-manifesta-
tions in fresh places, as to Gideon (Jg 620), to Saul
(who seems to have built many altars, 1 S 1435),
and to David (2 S 2418). The idea men had of all
these places was that expressed by Solomon in
regard to the temple: ' The heaven of heavens
cannot contain thee, how much less this house

that I have builded' (1 Κ 827). But while God
was thus present on earth, the tempest or the
thunderstorm was at the same time a theophany
in the heavens. Two beliefs characterize the
Hebrew mind from the beginning: first, the strong
belief in causation—every change on the face of
nature, or in the life of men or nations, must be
due to a cause ; and, secondly, the only conceivable
causality is a personal agent. The unseen power
under all things, which threw up all changes on
the face of the world, which gave animation to
the creature or withdrew it, which moved the
generations of men upon the earth from the be-
ginning (Is 414), bringing Israel out of Egypt, the
Philistines from Caphtor and the Syrians from
Kir (Am 97), was the living God. Some pheno-
mena or events, such as the thunderstorm or the
dividing of the sea, might be more striking in-
stances of His operation than others. They were
miracles, that is, wonders, but they did not differ
in kind from the ordinary phenomena of nature,
from His making the sun to rise and sealing up
the stars (Job 97), from His clothing the heavens
with blackness (Is 503) and making them clear
again with His breath (Job 2613). Everything is
supernatural, that is, direct divine operation.
The regular alternation of day and night is due
to J"'s covenant with them (Jer 3320·25).

Another class of passages may be referred to.
The first class cited vividly suggested the person-
ality of God. The second class added the idea
that He manifested Himself to men in place and
circumstance, though with no implication that He
was locally confined. This third class brings in
the idea of the moral in His personality. Thus
He repents that He made man (Gn 66), and also
of the evil He intended to do (Ex 3214); He is
grieved (Gn 66), angry (1 Κ II9), jealous (Dt 615),
gracious (Ps 1114); He loves (1 Κ 109), hates (Pr
616), and much more. All the emotions of which
men are conscious, and all the human conduct
corresponding to these emotions, are thrown back
upon God. Now, it may be true that from another
point of view God must be held free of all passion,
and not subject to such change as is implied in
one emotion succeeding another. Still, this latter
conception if carried to its just conclusions would
reduce God to a being not only absolutely unmoral,
but even impersonal. The religious mind could
express its relations to God in no other way but
by attributing to Him a nature similar to its own.
Scripture is not unaware that this mode of con-
ception may be pushed too far: * The Lord is not
a man that he should repent' (1 S 1529). What is
of importance, however, in these representations
of God is the general conception which they
combine to suggest, viz. the moral Being of God.

iii. NAMES OF GOD.—(1) Some names express
the general notion of Deity, as ΈΙ, 'Elohim,
' God'; (2) others are descriptive titles applied to
Deity, as 3El Shaddai (AV 'God Almighty'), ΈΙ
*Elyon, 'God Most High'; while (3) from the
Exodus, J" is the personal name of the God of
Israel. The names El, Elohim, Shaddai, and J"
are probably all prehistoric, and their meaning
is very obscure.

(1) The name El (*?x) is the most widely
distributed of all names for Deity, being used
in Babylonian, Aramaean, Phoenician, Hebrew, and
Arabic, particularly southern Arabic. It thus
belongs to the primitive Shemitic speech before it
became modified into dialects, though conceivably
one or more of the dialects may have retained in
use the root with which it is connected, (a) It
has been referred to the Heb. root ^κ ' to be
strong,' of which it would be the ptcp., meaning
'the strong.'* (b) Others have referred it to an

* Gesenius.
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Arab, root 'ill, meaning ' to be in front' (hence
awwalf ' first'), ' to govern,' and assigned to it the
sense of ' leader.' * This meaning would be more
in harmony with other Semitic names for God,
such as baal, 'addn 'lord,' melek 'king,' etc. It
is, however, against such derivations, which should
give an unchangeably long έ in el, that the first
vowel is short in Bab. 3Uic and in Arab., and
changeable in Heb., as iĵ Q »̂. (c) Some others
have suggested a root nba, either a cognate form to
'ul, 'to be strong,' considering the word an abstract
= 'power,' ' might' ;f or a word connected with
prep. "VN 'unto,' God being the goal towards which
men strive.ί This last meaning is too abstract
for a primitive name of Deity, and altogether
improbable. No plausible derivation of the term
has been suggested. In Heb. prose the word is
usually connected with an epithet, as ' the living
God' ('π bx), ' the eternal God,' ' God Most High';
but in the prophets and poetry it is used alone
for ' god' or * God,' and in a few cases is found
in the plur. 'gods.' It has maintained its place
all through the language as well as in other
dialects in the formation of proper names.

Elohim is a plur. of which the sing, is ni1?̂ ,
Aram. 'eldh, Arab. Hldh (with art. 'aVilah^alldh,
' God'). The sing, is used in poetry (Ps 18, Dt 32),
and occasionally in very late prose. It has been
contended (a) that the sing, is an artificial form
coined from the plur. Elohim; and (b) that Elohim
is really the plur. of el, formed by inserting h,
as occasionally happens. But decidedly against
(a) is the existence of the similar sing, form in
Aram, and Arab., which there is no reason to
suppose late; and against {b) is the fact that it
is only in plurals of fern, form that there is an
insertion of h (Syr. plur. shemohin, ' names,' cannot
be held primary, as the word 'name' has fern.
plur. in Heb. and western Aram.). El, too, has
its own proper plur. 'elim. The attempt to con-
nect the word with 'elah, 'elon, names of trees, §
may be safely neglected. Whether the term
'eldah be connected with 'el, and what its meaning
is, remains uncertain. The use of the plur. Elohim
is also difficult to explain. The plur. had so ob-
tained the upper hand in usage that the more
archaic sing, was confined to poetry. The plur.
can scarcely be a remnant of polytheism; the
Shemites did not use the general expression 'the
gods' for Deity, like Lat. Dii (the Assyr. 'the
Ishtars'=*goddesses,' is like Heb. 'the Orions' =
' constellations,' Is 1310); and the suggestion that
the plur. was first used of the deities of some
particular locality || is not without its difficulties,
as usually each locality had only one deity. The
idea that Elohim expressed the fulness of mights
or powers contained in God 1i is too abstract, apart
from the uncertainty whether the sing, meant
' might.' After all, perhaps, the plur. may be easi-
est explained as a plur. of eminence, like 'adonim,
bedlim, 'lord,' terdpMm (1 S 1913·16), and possibly
nogesim, 'ruler' (Is 312). The plur. appears also
in Ethiopic 'amldk, 'God' (unused sing, malek), and
in the Amarna letters the plur. ildni, 'God,' is
used in addressing the Egyptian king.

(2) As is the case with El and Elohim, the
meaning of El Shaddai is altogether uncertain.
Shaddai is probably an epithet, as it qualifies El,
just as ,Elyon, 'Most High,' does. The name is
old (Gn 4925), and is said by Ρ to have been the
patriarchal name of God (Gn 171, Ex 63). The
fanciful derivation yw (= *ϋ Τ«) * the sufficient' was
perhaps known to LXX (ίκανός, in this sense twice
in Ru, thrice in Job, once in Ezk), and also the
sense ' mighty,' ' almighty' {ισχυρός, -παντοκράτωρ in

* Noldeke. f Dillmann. % De Lagarde.
§ Kayser-Marti, AT Theologie, p. 22.
II W. R. Smith. t Dillmann.

Job). If derived from ™, the name would not
mean 'the Almighty,' but 'the destroyer,' signi-
fying presumably the storm-god, or possibly the
scorching sun-god; if from Aram. m& ' to pour,'
it would have the similar sense of the rain-giver.*
Such derivations have little to recommend them.
Equally far from probability is the conjecture
that the word should be read nt? ' my lord' (Arab.
sayyidi).\ In Heb. shedim means 'demons' (Ps
10637), and Dt 3217 when naming them adds 'no
god.' Such a topsy-turvy of meaning is a triumph
of etymology. More recently reference has been
made to the Assyr. shadu, 'mountain,' from root
'to be high,':}: with the suggestion that Shaddai
either means 'mountain' (cf. zur, 'rock,' as title
of God) or has the adjectival sense of 'most
high.' The most that can be said is that the
meaning ' almighty ' has a certain tradition in its
favour.

(3) The name JehoYah is also probably an ancient
name (Gn 426), though at the Exodus it received a
special meaning by being connected with the Heb.
verb ' to be.' (a) The pronunciation 'Jehovah ' has
no pretence to be right. The word m.v acquired
such a sacredness that, in reading, the name
'adonai, ' lord,' was substituted for i t ; § hence
in MSS and prints the vowels of 'adonai were
attached to the letters m.T, and 'Jehovah' (rn«T) is
a conflate form with the consonants of one word
and the vowels of another. It is not older in date
than the time of the Reformation (1520). {b) The
contracted forms in which the name appears
suggest that the original form of the word was nirr
yahweh or yahve (a Greek transliteration is Ιαβϊ).
(c) The occurrence of this name or a similar one
in Assyr. cannot be regarded as certain. Hommel
believes he has discovered in western Shemitic a
divine name i, ai, or ya {e.g. I-zebel, Jezebel), which
he considers the original form of the name, the
Heb. mrr being a more modern expansion. The
last part of his conjecture at any rate cannot be
considered probable. {d) The word being pre-
historic, its derivation must remain uncertain.
It has been connected with Arab, hawa, ' to blow'
or ' breathe,' J" being the god who is heard in the
tempest—the storm-god ; or with the verb Ιιαιυα,
' to fall' (Job 376), in the causative meaning ' the
prostrator '—again the lightning-god ; or with Heb.
hayah (old form hawah), 'to be' in causative ('make
to be'), i.e. ' the creator,' or fulfiller of his pro-
mises ; and so on. (e) In Heb. writing of the
historical period the name is connected with Heb.
hayah, ' to be,' in the imperf. Now with regard to
this verb, first, it does not mean ' to be' essentially
or ontologically, but phenomenally; and secondly,
the impf. has not the sense of a present (' am') but
of a fut. ('will be'). In Ex 310f*·, when Moses de-
murred to go to Egypt, God assured him, saying,
1W n;rm *3 {ΈΗΥΕΗ 'immak) Ί will be with thee.'
AVhen he asked how he should name the God of
their fathers to the people, he was told π;πχ η̂ χ ,ΤΠΝ
{ΈΠΥΕΗ 'asher ΈΗΥΕΗ). Again he was bidden
say, ' n^nx ΈΞΥΕΗ hath sent me unto you'; and
finally, ' mrr YAHWEH, the God of your fathers, has
sent me unto you.' From all this it seems evident
that in the view of the writer 'ehyeh and yahweh
are the same: that God is 'ehyeh, ' I will be,' when
speaking of Himself, and yahweh, 'he will be,' when
spoken of by others. What He will be is left un-
expressed—He will be with them, helper, streng-
thener, deliverer.||

The name J" can hardly have been altogether
* So W. R. Smith. t Noldeke.
J Frd. Delitzsch, Prolegomena, 95 ; Hommel, AHT110.
§ Lv 2411 * blasphemed the name' is already in LXX ' named

the name.' But as to Jewish interpretation, cf. Dalman, Der
Gottesname Adonai, 44 ff.

|| On the word see Driver, 'The Tetragrammaton' in Studia
Biblica, Oxf. 1885.



new to Israel before their deliverance. A new
name would have been in those days a new God.
The name of the mother of Moses, Yakebed (Ex 620),
contains the word, and, if not among the tribes
generally, the name was probably in use in the
tribe of Levi, to which Moses belonged. The view
(Tiele, Stade) that Moses became acquainted with
the name among the Midianites, into a priestly
family of which he had married, has no direct
support in Heb. tradition. But the people in
Egypt had, no doubt, connexions with the desert
tribes on the east of them, as the flight of Moses
to Midian suggests. The Kenites, the Midianite
relatives of Moses, attached themselves to Israel
(Jg I1 6 411). And the Rechabites, who originally
may also have been Kenites (1 Ch 255), were fer-
vent worshippers of J" (2 Κ 1015ff·), and strenuous
upholders of the severer nomadic ideal of religious
life as against the corruptions which Israel's accept-
ance of the Canaanite civilization had introduced.
Moses, too, demanded liberty to go ' a three days'
journey into the wilderness' to sacrifice to the
God of the Hebrews (Ex 318 53). These things at
least suggest the question whether the name J"
was not known also in the Sinaitic peninsula (cf.
Ex 1811, Dt332ff·, Jg54ff·).

iv. IDEA OF GOD IN VARIOUS PERIODS.—(1) The
pre-Mosaic period.—It has been made a question
how much of the narratives regarding the patri-
archal ancestors of Israel is history and how much
legend. The stories were written down probably
between the middle of the 10th and the middle of
the 8th centuries, and it has been argued that they
reflect in the main the religious ideas of this period.
But the historians (J, E) from whom we have them
did not invent them, but transcribed them from the
national consciousness, and they must in any case
reflect the ideas of an age considerably anterior to
their own date as literature. The theory that
names like Abraham and Sarah are those of ex-
tinct deities is perhaps overcome. But how far the
wanderings of Abraham, Jacob, and Joseph, and
their relations with other peoples, reflect tribal
rather than individual movements, is liable to
dispute. It is strange that while Edom, Moab,
and the like have all one eponymous ancestor,
Israel has three, all most unlike one another.
Shall we hold them three distinct ideals ? Or is
Abraham the ideal of what Israel should be, and
Jacob the type of that which it was ? The story
of Jacob and his brother Esau has been read as
reflecting the historical relations of the peoples
Israel and Edom, and their respective characters.
If so, the historian who depicted his own people
as crafty, unscrupulous, and godly, and their
bitterest enemy as the careless, noble, natural
man, was a humorous satirist of the highest rank.
Historically, however, his satire must be judged less
than just to his own people and more than partial
to Edom. Abraham appears a purely personal
figure. He may be transfigured by religious
idealism, but the name must be traditional.

Apart from the patriarchal histories, sources of
information for the condition of prehistoric Israel
might be (1) the religious condition of the related
peoples, Edom, Moab and Ammon, and Ishmael
or the Arabs; and (2) any survivals appearing in
post-Mosaic Israel from a lower stage of religion,
e.g. stone, tree, and fountain worship, or rites
connected with the dead, the possible remains of
ancestor worship. Unfortunately, our knowledge
of the peoples related to Israel belongs to a period
long after the Exodus, being derived from the
Bible or inscriptions. The assumption that the
tribes which united to form Israel stood at the
Exodus on the same religious plane as these peoples
has its difficulties. When we consider the eleva-
tion at which eventually Israel stood above these

nations we hesitate to fix any historical period,
particularly so comparatively modern a period as
the Exodus, at which they must have stood on a
level. However powerful and creative the genius
of Moses may have been, he did not create a
religion, any more than he did a nation, out of
nothing. It is usually assumed that these small
peoples, such as Edom and Moab, to which Israel
was related, were henotheistic, i.e. worshippers of
one god to the exclusion of all others. The assump-
tion seems without foundation. Moab had a chief
god Chemosh, but a nation so polytheistic as
Assyria had also a chief god, Asshur, and so other
nations. A composite god, Ash tar-Chemosh, is
named on the Moabite Stone ,· and as it is only in
S. Arabia that Ashtar (Athtar) is masc, the deity
here allied with Chemosh is probably Astarte.
Neither is it certain that the Baal of Peor or of
Meon was Chemosh. Mount Nebo may also be
named from the god. Various deities also appear
among the Edomites, as ]£aush or ]£os and ]£uzah.
The personal names Hadad, Baal-hanan, Malikram*
are all theophorous. And Dusares (Dhu-shShara,
* lord of Shara') was worshipped at Petra, though
this may have been later.f And, of course, the
Arabs in addition to a number of gods had the
three great goddesses (the daughters of 'Allah),
al Lat (al-ilahat, 'the goddess' of the sun), al
xUzza (' the powerful,' possibly the Venus star), and
Manat ('fate,' 'fortune,' τύχη, cf. Meni, Is 65n).
A monolatrous Shemitic people is not discoverable
in the historic period. The territorial position of
peoples like Moab and Edom exposed them greatly
to influence from neighbouring nations. The name
Hadad in Edom may suggest Aramsean influence,
and Ashtar in Moab the influence of the Canaanites;
but the occurrence of the latter name in a royal
document like the inscription of Mesha implies
that the worship of Ashtar was national. If these
small peoples be supposed to have been originally
monolatrous, their history exhibits a degeneration
and movement towards polytheism. While the
fundamental ideas of Deity may be presumed to
have been similar among all the Shemitic peoples,
if they could be ascertained, the complete difference
in the divine names current among these small
nations and in Israel suggests a prolonged period
of separate religious development, and renders any
comparison of their religion with that of Israel at
the Exodus barren of results.

Certain usages are supposed to point to ancestor
worship among the Hebrews. The teraphim, a
term completely obscure, have usually been con-
sidered household gods; though household gods
need not necessarily be images of ancestors. In
one passage the teraphim appear in a house (1 S
1913·16); in others they are represented as placed in
temples (Jg 175 1814, Hos 34). Laban calls them
his ' gods ' (Gn 3130); that they were of human
form or size can hardly be inferred from 1 S 19.
Teraphim are usually coupled with EPHOD (wh.
see), and in Israel were certainly used in consulting
J" and gaining oracles from Him (Hos 34), though
their use is condemned (1 S 1523). Nebuchad-
nezzar also used them to obtain an oracle from
his gods (Ezk 2121). That the * Elohim ' to which
the servant was to be brought who desired to
remain for ever with his master (Ex 216) was a
family idol, ί is wholly improbable from the con-
text. The practice of cutting off the hair in
mourning for the dead was probably a softening
of the former more extravagant custom of tearing
out the hair. § The practice seemed perfectly

• Baethgen, Beitrage, 11 ff.; Buhl, Gesch. der Edomiter, 47 ff.
t Wellh., Rested 49.
% Schwally, Leben nach dem Tode, 37.
§ Wellh., Rested 182. The passage Jer 415 shows that · cutting'

one's flesh (Lv 1928, Jer 166 475), whatever it originally meant,
was then merely a token of excessive grief. Cf. Hos 714.
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harmless to the prophets (Is 324 lo2, Mic I16),
though forbidden later (Dt 141, Lv 215); but the
prohibition may repose on the feeling that the
rite was characteristic of a religion alien to that
of J." If Dt 2614 mean that food was offered to
the dead, such an offering was not of the nature
of a sacrifice, but merely an expression of the
feeling which the mourner strove to cherish that
the departed were not dead, as appears from a
multitude of passages in Arab, poetry. The
mourner cried to the dead, ' Be not far' ! though
he had to answer himself, * Nay, every one that is
beneath the ground is far' ! (IJamasa, 373). When
two friends visited the grave of their comrade,
and drinking each his cup of wine poured the
third upon the grave, they only gave their friend
his share as if he were alive (IJam. 398). There is
no evidence that the dead were thought dangerous,
and requiring to be placated by offerings. The
name * Elohim' bestowed on the spectre of Samuel
(1 S 2813) is strange, but the single instance can
hardly suffice to prove that the dead in general
were regarded as * Elohim'; all other statements
regarding the dead, the name rephaim given to
them, and the fact that the 'obs twittered and
muttered and spoke low out of the ground (Is 819

294), indicate that they were regarded as anything
but powerful * gods.' *

Certain things, such as Jacob's vision at Bethel
(Gn 28), and names like the ' Oak of Moreh' (' the
oracle,' Gn 126), the * Oak of the soothsayers'
(Jg 937), have been thought remains of the animistic
stage of religion still surviving in the historical
period. Certainly, the names Baal 'lord,' Melek
Milk, Milcom 'king,' al Lat ' the goddess,' all
show that the stage of promiscuous or general
animism, if it ever existed, had long been overpast
by all the Shemitic peoples. But to primitive
minds the difficulty of realizing a deity apart from
a local abode or some form would be great, and it
was natural to localize the god in some fertile
spot, grove or evergreen tree, or fountain of living
water, where his beneficent operation was most
perceptible. Why great or prominent blocks of
stone should have been regarded as his dwelling-
place is more obscure. At a later period men
perhaps invited the presence of the deity by
erecting pillars, mazzeboth, or artificial trees,
'ashera, when the natural objects were not at hand.
This difficulty of realizing a deity without abode
and apart from some form explains the use of
images, particularly when consulting him for an
oracle, and it explains also the erection of a
'house' for the god. The difficulty was felt all
through the history of Israel : at the Exodus (Ex
32), in the time of the Judges (Jg 824ff· 173), and
much later (Is 28), as it has been felt in large sections
of the Christian Church. The Ark, to which the
presence of J" was attached, relieved the difficulty
without representing J" under any form. When a
house was built in which J" was present, the Ark
lost its significance and disappeared. The Ephod,
whatever it was [EPHOD], was used when an
oracle was sought. In David's days its use was
held legitimate ( I S 219 236), afterwards it dis-
appears from the legitimate cultus.

from the Exodus J'"s revelation of Himself was
given, and men's thoughts of Him suggested through
the national history. He showed what He was in
great deeds rather than declared it in words. He
was less the God of nature than of human history.
Even when He performed wonders in nature it was
usually in connexion with the life of the people and
for moral ends, but in history His higher ethical
attributes and purposes received direct illustration.
Further, His operations being on the stage of Israel's

* Against the construction put by Schwally on Jer 167, see
Giesebrecht, Jerem., and Driver, Deut. 292.

national history, were much more conspicuous and
easily read than they would have been if performed
in the life of individuals. His deliverance of the
nation from Egypt revealed His power and redemp-
tive goodness on a scale that left an impression
never effaced from the heart of the people. His
destruction of the nation, predicted by the prophets
and fulfilled, taught once for all that He was the
righteous God and moral Ruler of the nations.

The religious development of Israel is virtually
a development in the idea of God. As God was
the only force in the world, particularly in human
history, when a crisis occurred in history some con-
ception of God had to be called in to explain i t ;
and when mysterious problems arose in the national
or individual life, the problem was immediately
reflected back upon God, and became one in regard
to His nature or action. In Israel the religious
progress appears in the form of a conflict. And if
a conflict implies lower elements and conceptions,
it also implies a higher element which was con-
scious of the lower, and strove either to eject it or
transform it. Such a transmuting force existed in
Israel from the beginning, producing the results
which mankind now inherit. This force may be
identified with the moral in the conception of J".
Mere progress in itself does not decide that the
progress was natural or supernatural. Our con-
victions in regard to this point will be formed
rather from our contemplation of the results
eventually achieved, from contrasting these re-
sults with those attained anywhere else, and from
the trust we place in the consciousness of the
prophets and leaders of Israel who felt that they
were inspired. In a general way the religious
history of Israel may be divided into three periods,
in each of which the conflict resulted in a clearer
conception of God, or of J" the God of Israel:—

[a) The period from the Exodus to the revolution
of Jehu.—The revolution of Jehu put its seal on
the life-work of Elijah ; it gave national expression
to his demand : 'If J" be God, follow him' (1 Κ
1821). To the mass the struggle probably appeared
an external one between two names, two deities ;
and it issued in the acceptance of the one. The
numerical oneness of God was recognized. To
Elijah and others the question was not one of
numerical unity only, but also of moral nature.

(b) The prophetic period.—The conflict resulting
in the recognition of J" as God alone, at least in
Israel, was followed by one more inward. Though
Baal as another than J" was set aside, Baal had
incorporated himself in J". Now, the conflict
was not between J" and another, it was an
internal one between J" and Jehovah-Baal, be-
tween two conceptions of Him—the popular and
the prophetic. In the popular conception J" was
still mainly their national god, the god of the
land, giver of its corn and wine, and whose most
pleasing service was sacrifice and offering; while
to the prophets He was a purely ethical Being,
elevated far above the people, the righteous Ruler,
to whom material offerings were inappreciable,
and whose service could be nothing but a righteous
life. What proportion existed between the pro-
phetic party and the more backward popular mass
cannot be known. The prophets now broke with
the people as a whole, as they believed J" had
broken with it and determined to destroy it. In
earlier times prophets had broken only with par-
ticular dynasties and threatened them with destruc-
tion. But there was no difference in principle
between the earlier and the canonical prophets;
the grounds on which J" rejected a dynasty and
the people were alike moral (1 Κ 22). A hundred
years before the time of the canonical prophets,
Elijah by his words, ' the children of Israel have
forsaken thy covenant,' and by his flight to Horeb,
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expressed his feeling that the breach was now one
between J" and the people. Yet the breach was
not absolute or final. Isaiah's conception of the
Kemnant appears already in Elijah's days : ' I will
leave me 7000 men in Israel5 (1 Κ 1918). The de-
struction of the state, foretold by the prophets,
verified the prophetic conception oi J": He was the
righteous Ruler of the nations. It verified also their
judgment upon the past religious life of the people.

(c) From the destruction of the State onward.—
The prophetic principles regarding J" had been
conspicuously illustrated in the national history:
J" was God alone ; He was righteous; His nature
was inscribed in letters of fire across the people's
life and experience. But being written on the
national history, these principles were as yet,
to the individual mind, rather abstract. They
were schematic, diagrammatic, seen to be true
on the great scale and intellectually, hardly yet
felt to be true in the experience of the indi-
vidual. They had to be assimilated into the per-
sonal experience, equated by reflection with the
condition of the world, the state of the people, the
life of the individual. The process raised great
problems, all of which became problems about
God. (a) J" was God alone and righteous, yet He
took no pains to assert Himself against the world.
He slept; the throne of the universe seemed vacant;
the nations knew Him not, and wrought unchecked
their cruelties on the earth, (β) So, too, Israel
was His people; they possessed the truth; His
cause and theirs was one ; because the eternal
truth was in their hearts they were righteous as
against the world, but all appeals to His tribunal
were vain; their passionate cries that He would
arise and plead their cause, and their passionate
hopes, * he is near that will justify me,' only ex-
pired on the air. (7) And in like manner the
individual pined away solitary and deserted:
* Mine eyes fail while I wait for my God ' (Ps 693).
More daring spirits like Job rose in rebellion : the
throne of the world was not vacant, it was filled
by an Immorality; the human conscience rose,
and, proclaiming itself greater than He, deposed
Him from His seat. The OT closed leaving these
conflicts still undecided, though not without efforts
towards a reconciliation. The people found a
peace in hope and the future, and endured as seeing
Him who is invisible. The individual spirit, too,
caught glimpses of a future beyond the borders of
this life, and in the ecstasy of faith could say, ' I
know that I shall see God.' A few in their loftiest
moments were able to bring the reconciliation into
the present and feel it if not think it. Though J"
was seen in the world and in events, He was not
exhausted by them, He stood above them and
apart. The mind, too, was its own place, it could
detach itself from its external conditions. And
thus J" and the soul had fellowship, through no
medium, spirit with spirit—Nevertheless I am
continually with thee' (Ps 7323).

(2) The Exodus to the revolution of Jehu.—From
the Exodus onward J" was the God of Israel.
People and prophets were at one in this. Israel
never had any other native God but J" ; if por-
tions of the people declined to the service of the
local Baals, J" was always the national God, and a
conscience within the people constantly recalled
them to His service. From Hosea downwards
writers are in the habit of stigmatizing the corrupt
worship of J" at the high places as Baal worship,
—as no doubt in principle it was,—but probably
strict idolatry, in the sense of worship of other
gods than J", was never very widespread either in
the north or south, though towards the decline of
the Judsean state various Eastern idolatries were
practised by some classes of the people. That J"
was God of Israel was the faith of all, though the

faith might mean different things to different
minds, or among different classes. To some it
might mean merely that J" was Israel's national
God as other peoples had also their gods (Mic 45);
to others it might mean something higher. A
Shemitic mind might rise to general conceptions
very slowly; and while practically J" was the
only God to him, the theoretical notion that He
was God alone might not have occurred to him.
It perhaps needed that internal conflict which
arose through the slowness of the popular mind,
and that outward collision with idolatrous nations
which occurred in the days of the great prophets
to bring the unity of God to speculative clearness.
Heb. tradition places the Decalogue at the begin-
ning of Israel's national development, and the
prophets by their references to the moral Torah
as known to the people from the first, but * for-
gotten ' by them, appear to follow the tradition.
Moses is everywhere regarded as a prophet, and
probably his teaching, like that of the prophets,
consisted (apart from his lofty conceptions of God)
in the main of social and civil ethics. Though the
first commandment does not say that J" is God
alone, the negative element, * Thou shalt have no
gods before me,' is without a parallel in the history
of religions. J" was a jealous God. Why was He
jealous? Jealousy is the reaction of one's self-
consciousness against a wrong done him. What
was the idea held of J" when it was thought His
consciousness of Himself would feel other gods
beside Him intolerable ? If the Decalogue be
Mosaic, there was virtual monotheism in Israel
since the Exodus, though it might be only among
the higher minds, and more latent than conscious.
And that which made J" unique at least, if not
alone, was His moral being. Writers of all schools
are agreed that ethical elements entered into the
conception of J" from the beginning. There \yas
at least on His nature a crescent of light, which
waxed till it overspread His face, and He was light
with no darkness at all. When Moses sat judging
the people, dispensing right and justice in the
name of their God, it could not but appear to the
people that He was a God of righteousness. It has
been contended that in subsequent history J" some-
times displayed * unaccountable humours,' that is,
moods of mind and a kind of action not reducible
under the moral idea. The arguments for this are
not quite cogent. At all events, Israel entered
upon national existence with two articles of faith :
that J" was their God alone, and that in His Being
He was moral, the impersonation of Eight and
Righteousness. And emotional energy was given
to these two articles by the consciousness of having
been redeemed by their God. Behind the people's
national life lay the consciousness of redemption
as much as it lies behind the life of the Christian.

Israel's self - consciousness as a nation was
virtually identical with its consciousness of J",
its God. J", indeed, was all in all, the people
little else than the medium through which He
displayed Himself. The old anthology recording
Israel's conflicts with the nations is called * The
Book of the \Vars of J'7 ' (Nu 2114). Meroz is
cursed, because it came not * to the help of J " ' (Jg
523ί). The people's victories are ' the righteous
acts of J", the righteous acts of His rule in Israel'
(Jg 511). The furore of enthusiasm for J" in the
song of Deborah reflects back light on the Exodus
and the work of Moses. The conceptions regard-
ing J" found in the oldest literature differ little
from those of the prophetic age and subsequent
times, except that they are less broadly expressed,
(a) The dwelling-place of J" was often at least
conceived as superterrestrial. He ' came down' to
see the tower which men did build (Gn II5), and
to discover if the wickedness of Sodom corre-
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gponded to the cry against it (1821), and He rained
fire on the cities of the plain from J" 'out of
heaven' (1924). To Moses He said He had come
down to save His people (Ex 38). But, though
heaven was His throne, He manifested Himself
over all the earth,—to Abraham in Ur and Canaan ;
to Jacob in Mesopotamia, to whom He also said,
' Fear not to go down to Egypt; I will go down
with thee' (Gn 463); to Moses at Sinai and in
Egypt; to His people, going before them into
Canaan (Ex 3315). There, though His presence
was specially attached to the Ark, He also revealed
Himself to Joshua as the captain of the Lord's
hosts (Jos 514), and by His spirit He ruled the
people, raising up judges, inspiring Saul and
David, (b) As to His relation to nature, it is said
in the oldest Creation narrative that He made
heaven and earth, and all the creatures, as
well as man (Gn 2). On the highest scale He
commands nature, sending a universal flood upon
the earth, opening the windows of heaven and
breaking up the fountains of the great deep
(Gn 7). By some convulsion of nature He ' over-
throws' the cities of the plain (Gn 19). Before
Joshua He made the sun and moon stand still in
the sky (Jos 1012) ; and at His command the stars
fight in their courses against Sisera {Jg 520). All
earthly and heavenly forces obey Him. He caused
an east wind to blow, and rolled back the sea
(Ex 1421); He brought locusts on Egypt (1013), and
turned the river into blood (719) ; He sent hail and
fire (923) and darkness (1022). In the days of Ahab
He scourged the land three and a half years with
a drought (1 Κ 171), and in the time of David
devastated the people with a pestilence (2 S 2415).
(c) In the early literature Israel had not yet
entered greatly into relation with the nations;
the teaching of Scripture regarding J'"s rule of the
nations first appears in the prophets when the
great Assyrian and Babylonian empires came
upon the stage of the world's history. But the
same conceptions appear in the earlier literature
as in the later. J" showed His power over Egypt
when He brought out the people with a high hand,
slew the firstborn, and overwhelmed the army in
the sea. He drove out the nations before Israel,
and gave David his victories over Aram and the
peoples around. In Israel itself He is the Living
God and Ruler. His angel leads the hosts of
Joshua and Barak. The government of the people
is in His hand. When in early times a crisis
arises, He raises up a judge to save the people ;
when the old order changes, He elects Saul to the
throne ; and when the age of conflict is over and
an era of peaceful development is inaugurated, He
' builds an house' for David, making his dynasty
perpetual. Human leaders are but the form in
which J" clothes His own efficiency, for it is His
spirit animating them that makes them heroes
and saviours, such as were the judges and Saul.
The spirit of J" is J" exercising efficiency. And
though this efficiency is most visible in the ex-
ternal rule of the people it operates also in the
sphere of thought, raising up prophets and Nazir-
ites. The external and the inward often go hand
in hand, as when David made Jerusalem the
spiritual as well as political capital of the king-
dom, and when prophets of the Lord like Nathan
and Gad became his advisers, {d) J"'s rule of the
world and of His people is moral. For his sin
Adam forfeited Eden; for their wickedness man-
kind were drowned by a flood, and the cities of
the plain overthrown. Ahab's sin was chastised
by a drought, and David's by a pestilence. The
histories being so greatly public annals, little is
said of the relation of J" to the individual. But
such histories as those of Sarah, Rachel, and
Hannah indicate how closely connected J" was

thought to be with family life; and such narra-
tives as the covenants between Jacob and Laban
(Gn 3144ff·), Abraham and Abimelech (2122ff·), Joshua
and the Gibeonites (Jos 915), show how He entered
into the common life of men. That J'"s treatment
of the individual was considered moral everywhere
appears, e.g. the brethren of Joseph (Gn 4221ff·),
Korah (Nu 1630ff·), Achan (Jos 715), Hophai and
Phinehas (1 S 313), Ahab (1 Κ 2120ff·). In Ex 3233 J"
says, * Whosoever hath sinned against me, him will
I blot out of my book.' And in narrating the death
of Abimelech, the very ancient historian says, 'Thus
God requited the wickedness of Abimelech which
he did unto his father' (Jg 956·57). And on reward
of righteousness, comp. David's words, 1 S 26'23

' The LORD render to every man his righteousness.'
Cf. 2 S 25, 1 Κ 1812ff\ And, finally, (β) the idea of
J"'s foresight and predetermination is illustrated
in the protevangelium (Gn 314·15), in the covenant
promises to Abraham (Gn 15), in the destinies
appointed for Jacob and Esau (2523 2737ff*39ff·), and
in the place and character predicted for the children
of Jacob (Gn 49).

The earlier part of the period from the Exodus
to the fall of the house of Omri was a time of
warfare with external enemies till J" gave His
people rest under David ; and it has been thought
that the name 'J" of Hosts,1 or fully, 'J"", God of
Hosts' (ΠΊΝ3̂  \i^t '»), may have arisen during this
time of conflict—the ' hosts' being those of Israel.
It is strange that the name is not found in the
Hex., appearing in Samuel, and particularly in
the prophets. It is possible that the title had
some concrete origin such as is suggested, and
that it did not originally refer to the hosts of
heaven, whether stars or angels, nor to the
general cosmic forces of the universe. In the
prophets, however, there is certainly no reference
to the hosts of Israel. Between the time of the
battle-cry, ' the sword of the Lord and of Gideon '
(Jg 720), and the words of Isaiah, ' In returning
and rest shall ye be saved' (Is 3015), a world had
passed away and a new one arisen. The ancient
name (J" of Hosts' was used as the loftiest
name for J", suggesting His royal majesty and
infinite power; but in all likelihood the prophets
used the name as a single title without analyzing
it, and never asking themselves what the ' hosts '
were. J" of Hosts means God of the universe. *

(3) The Prophetic period.—J" was pre-eminently
the God of human history, and it was in their
history that the people learned to know Him.
The stages through which the history ran led the
people's thoughts ever more from the external to
the inward in J". First, the victories He gave them
at the Exodus, at the entrance into Canaan, and in
David's days, revealed the might of J". Then,
their defeats in after days, and the dissolution of
the state, gave them a sight into His inward being.
No prophet or writer ever attributed Israel's
disasters to the might of the nations or their gods ;
they were due to J" their God Himself. They
were chastisements, revealing His moral being.
And finally, in the depression that lay on them
from the Exile, never uplifted, they learned to
transcend both history and external conditions,
and to know J" as a spiritual fellowship. They
were ever with Him (Ps 7323). They were satisfied
with His likeness (Ps 1715); J" was God of the
spirits of all flesh (Nu 1622 2716). His afflictions
had already enabled Jeremiah to reach this stage,
in whom we see prophecy transfigured into piety.

Under Solomon, Israel entered into the circle of
civilized nations. His father David was a fervent
Jehovist; fervour was scarcely characteristic of
himself in any direction. As he built houses for

* See Kautzsch, Ζ AW, 1886; PRE* s. 'Zebaoth'; Borchert,
SK, 1896.
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the gods of the neighbouring peoples among whom
he found his wives, he cannot have been a logical
monotheist. Neither was Ahab this even a
hundred years later, though there is no evi-
dence, but the reverse, that he abandoned the
worship of J". The century after Solomon wit-
nessed the complete absorption of the native popu-
lation ; but if Israel subdued the Canaanites, it
was in turn conquered by them. It inherited
their civilization, but the heritage included a
legacy of debased moral conceptions and practices.
J" took possession of the native shrines, and so
became God of the land; but as He was wor-
shipped where the Baals had been before, to many
He might seem not unlike them. The confusion
was increased by the fact that the name baal, i.e.
'lord,' was applied to J".* Processes had been
going on for long of which we have no clear
account. It was in a way a fortunate thing that
Ahab introduced the worship of the Tyrian Baal.
It brought matters to a pass, and awoke men to
see what was at stake. The persecution of the J"
party was no doubt caused by their opposition, for
Ahab was no propagandist. Though Elijah was
the spokesman of the party, he had a wide move-
ment behind him. Obadiah, the chamberlain, hid
100 prophets of J" in caves (1 Κ 184). The dis-
affection had invaded the army. When the
people 'limped between two opinions' (1821), it
was a struggle between their own convictions and
the influence of the court. Some indeed, like the
Rechabites, were more radical, seeing in the Baal
worship only a feature of the Canaanite civiliza-
tion accepted by Israel, which they would have
swept away, returning to the ancient ideal of a
nomadic life. And Hosea appears to express a
similar sentiment when he says that J" shall
allure Israel into the wilderness and give her her
vineyards from there (214·15). At last the spirit
of revolt embodied itself in Jehu, and swept away
the house of Omri and Baal together. J" stood
with no rival. It was a great though only an
external victory. The scene of conflict now
changes to the nature of J" Himself, and the
conflict is waged by the canonical prophets.

The prophets taught nothing new about J",f
though, with history as their lesson-book, they
taught many things more clearly. And to many
who had been blind to J"'s operations in the past,
what they taught may have seemed strange and
even incredible. Each prophet has some special
truth about J" to declare, and the truth is per-
haps a reflection of his own kind of mind., But as
the separate colours combine to form the pure
light, all their separate truths unite to reveal the
full nature of J", for it takes many human minds
to make up the divine mind. The prophets, like
their predecessors, are, first of all, seers ; their
function is to foresee and predict; their teaching
about the nature of J" only sustains their pre-
dictions. The simultaneous rise of four men such
as Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, and Micah, each inde-
pendent of all the others, is a mystery. Amos
says, ' The Lord God doeth nothing without
revealing his counsel to his servants the pro-
phets ' (37). But the revelation was probably in
some way mediated. Did the prophet's ear catch
distant sounds of movements among the nations,
unheard by other ears ? or was it their thought of
J", ever becoming more powerful and engrossing,
that led them to project the calamitous future ?
Probably it was both combined. It is usually
argued that the prophets reached their mono-
theism along the line of the ethical conception

* This may be inferred from the fact that names compounded
with Baal occur not only in Saul's but in David's family. Cf.
aJso Hos 216.

i See, now, Wellh. Isr. u. Jild. Geschichte, 110.

of J"; from being the Unique One J" became the
Only One. Possibly their minds moved along
several lines. The prophets of the 8th cent, do
not formally declare J" to be God alone, though
they silently ignore all other gods ; it is only in
the age of Dt and in that of Deutero-Isaiah that
J'"s sole Godhead is directly expressed.

It is now a common-place to say that Amos
taught that J" is absolute Righteousness, the
impersonation of the moral idea ; that moral evil
alone is sin ; and that the only service J" desires
is a righteous life (though Amos also teaches that
J" is good and compassionate, 29ff· 7 l ff·); and that
Hosea represents J" as unchanging Love, which
no ingratitude of His people can weary or alienate
(though Hosea does not forget the righteousness
of J", 219); and that to Isaiah J" is the tran-
scendent Sovereign and universal Lord (though he,
too, recognizes the fatherly goodness and nurture
of J", I2 5lff·)· Isaiah expresses his conception in
the term kddosh, of which ' holy' is a very im-
perfect rendering. ' Holiness' is not primarily a
moral quality, it is the expression of Godhead in
the absolute sense. ' The Holy One of Israel' is a
paradox, meaning that the transcendent God has
become God of Israel. Isaiah in one thought goes
beyond his predecessors (but see HOSEA) : he insists
on religiousness—that the consciousness of J" should
be ever present in the mind. The want of this
consciousness, insensibility to the Lord the King,
failure to recognize Him in the events of history
and human life,—this is sin (l3ff·). And it is the
cause of all sin, of the levity of human life (512),
and the self-exaltation both of men and nations
(2ioff. 99 loi2). x i i e prophetic ideas form but half
their teaching, the greater half lies in their own
life and personal relation to God. Taken as a
whole, the prophetic teaching amounts to the
full ethicizing of the conception of J". And the
moral is of no nationality; it transcends nation-
ality, and is human. The righteous God is God
universal, over all. The principles of the human
economy have at last clearly reflected themselves
in the consciousness of the prophets, and human
history is seen to be a moral process. And the
idea naturally suggested the other idea of the
issue of the process, the eschatology, which is the
realizing of perfect righteousness in the world
of mankind (Is I26 97). The movement of the
prophetic thought towards universalism was aided
by the entrance of the great empires of Assyria
and Babylon on the stage of history. This gave
them a new idea, that of the world ; it created
a new antithesis, J" and the world ; and it
opened a new realm for the rule of the King,
all the nations of the earth. Universalism is
most broadly taught in Deutero-Isaiah ; but there
it is a theological deduction from the unity of
God. J" is God alone, the first and the last, initi-
ating all movements and leading them to their
issue; and His salvation shall be to the ends of
the earth (496). The loftiest thoughts of God
expressed in Scripture are found in Job and Deut.-
Isaiah. In the latter writer all the operations and
attributes of J" are combined to sustain the faith
that he is Redeemer of Israel and Saviour of all
mankind,—His creation of the earth (4518fr·) and
man (425ff·), His call of Israel to be His servant and
revelation of Himself within it (421"6 4519"25 491"6),
and its Restoration (497ff· 504ff·),—all these are in
order that all the ends of the earth may look unto
Him and be saved (4522 496 514ff·).

(4) From the Exile onwards.—Attributes.—In
the last period of Israel's history new conceptions
of God hardly emerge. The period was rather one
of assimilation of the prophetic teaching into the
individual mind and experience. What the pro-
phets had taught of the nature of J", of His
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purpose, and particularly of the eschatological
issues of His purpose, formed the subject of re-
flection, and efforts were made to verify it in
experience. The efforts, as has been said, raised
problems which, if they baffled solution, led to a
more inward knowledge of God (Ps 7316ff·). The
problems were mainly three : God and the world ;
God and Israel His people; and God and the life
and destiny of the individual (see above).

Perhaps in this period fuller and more formal
expression is given to the attributes of God. But
a detailed account of the divine attributes is of
little moment or worth. When the idea is reached
that God is a transcendent moral Person, it is but
a matter of deduction or analysis to tabulate His
attributes, for * moral' embraces not only right-
eousness, but goodness, love, and compassion. In
earlier times J" revealed His nature in actions
which illustrated some one of His attributes. The
very surprising ancient passage Ex 345ff·, in which
J" proclaimed His name, that is, His whole being,
left little to be added later:' Jehovah, Jehovah God,
merciful and gracious, long-suffering, and abundant
in goodness and truth, forgiving iniquity, and
transgression, and sin, and that will by no means
clear the guilty.' In later times two causes contri-
buted to a more frequent reference to the attributes
of God : first, the tendency to reflection on His
nature and on His historical operations, and their
religious meaning. This tendency appears in Ezk,
and Deutero-Isaiah, and downwards. The latter
prophet is fond of turning God's creative and
historical acts (4316) into attributes; and thus His
relation to the world as Creator becomes the basis
and guarantee of His relation to it as Saviour
(4518ff·; cf. the cosmic christology of St. Paul's
later Epp.). And, secondly, when the people
wrestled with their God over their adverse destiny
and hopes deferred, calling to mind His wonders
of old (Ps 7711, and the historical Pss), and the

* sure mercies' promised to David (Pss 89. 132),
and appealing to Him not to be far (Ps 22), to
make no tarrying, but shine forth for their salva-
tion and stir up His might, they naturally often
dwell on His attributes, for prayer is mostly
calling to God's mind that which He is. Yet,
however varied the emotions be in these psalms, in
contents they hardly go beyond the prayers of
Moses (Ex 32llff·, Nu 1413ff·, Dt 925ff·). The ethical
being of J" in combination with His attributes of
omniscience and omnipresence is very profoundly
realized by the author of Ps 139. (On special
points in the various attributes see the separate
articles).

The OT can scarcely be used as authority for
the existence of distinctions within the Godhead.
The use of * us ' by the divine speaker (Gn I2 6 322

II7) is strange, but is perhaps due to His conscious-
ness of being surrounded by other beings of a
loftier order than men (Is 68). Some other things
are suggestive, if nothing more. The angel of J"
is at once identical with J " and yet different
from Him. In Ezk and later prophets there is a
movement towards hypostatizing the Spirit of God
(see ANGEL). The ' word' of God is sometimes
spoken of as if it had an objective existence, and
possessed a native power of realizing itself. The
* wisdom' of God in some passages is no more an
attribute of God, but a personification of His
thought. In Pr 8 * wisdom' is God's world-plan
or conception, the articulated framework of the
universe as a moral organism. Its creation is the
first movement of the divine mind outward. Being
projected outside of the mind of God, it becomes
the subject of His own contemplation ; it is * with'
God. It is also His architect in creation, for
creation is only the divine wisdom realizing itself.
And as one work of creation arises after another

embodying it, its self-realization is as if it * played'
before J", and this play of self-expression was
most joyous in the moral economy of man (cf.
Jn I1"3, Eph 39, Col I1 6·1 7). Whether the * servant
of the LORD ' be a true being, or only a conception
personified into a being, he may be defined as the
word of God incarnated in the seed of Abraham.
And if even the loftiest Messianic conceptions of the
OT remain short of the idea that God * became'
man, yet in Is 91"7 J" is manifested in the fulness of
His being in the Messianic King (cf. chs. 7. 11).
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A. B. DAVIDSON.

GOD (IN NT).*—The main object of this art.
must be to draw in broad outline the doctrine of
God in the NT, so as to show more particularly
what new elements are added, and what old
elements are specially developed or emphasized.
The details of the subject may be left to the
special arts., but it is important to mark distinctly
those points in which NT presents an advance
upon OT.

With this object in view, our inquiry will
naturally follow some such lines as these—

I. TENDENCIES OF CONTEMPORARY JUDAISM.
1. Monism.
2. Transcendence.
3. Particularist Limitations.

II. TEACHING OF NT.
1. Attributes of God.

(i.) Fatherhood,
(ii.) Love,

(iii.) Righteousness.
2. Revelation of God.

(i.) Through the Son.
(ii.) Through the Holy Ghost.

3. Distinctions in the Godhead.
(i.) The Father and the Son.

(ii.) The Holy Ghost.
I. TENDENCIES OF CONTEMPORARY JUDAISM.—

It is impossible not to be impressed by the intense
and passionate loyalty of Jews to the idea of God
as they conceived that it had been handed down to
them. The repudiation of idolatry could not have
been more complete. It was this uncompromising
monotheism which formed at once the largest and
the purest element in the antipathy which the Jews
felt for the heathen world, and in their impatience
of its domination. The well-known instance of
Caligula's attempt to set up his statue in the
temple shows how the whole nation was stirred
to its depths by the threat of such a sacrilege
(Philo, Leg. ad Gaium, §§ 32-43; Jos. Ant. xviil.
viii. 2-9, BJ n. x. 1-3). And smaller incidents,
like the hewing down of the golden eagle from
the gate of the temple under Herod {Ant. xvn.
vi. 2, BJ I. xxxiii. 2-4), and that of Pilate and the
shields {Ant. xviil. iii. 1, BJ π. ix. 2, 3 ; Philo, ad
G. § 38), illustrate the jealousy with which the
slightest approach of heathen profanation was
resisted.

Christian apologists have often done scant justice
to the intensity of this faith, which was utterly
disinterested and capable of magnificent self-

* The writer of this portion of the art. very much regrets that
he has not had the advantage of seeing the previous portion
before writing.



sacrifice. Those who believe most firmly that
the Christian creed is an advance upon it are yet
bound to recognize that it formed the base, broad
and deep, on which that creed has been built.
Judaism with all its faults and with all its cor-
ruptions was yet the religion of the Chosen People.
However imperfectly it embodies the leading
principles of Psalmists and Prophets, it yet had
those principles behind it. It made great mistakes
in the estimate and in the interpretation of its own
past, but these very mistakes would seem to have
been honest, and in the first instance at least mis-
takes of the head rather than of the heart.

A Christian cannot afford to misjudge or under-
value the better elements in Judaism, even in that
branch of Judaism which rejected Christianity.
At the same time he cannot help seeing certain
weak points in it—points in which it demanded
improvement, and which it has been one of the
great results of the coming of Christ to improve.
This holds good even of one of its best features,
its doctrine of God. And that in three respects.

1. MONISM.—It was of the essence of the Jews'
belief that God is One. The Jew repeated solemnly
every day the words of Dt 64 * Hear, Ο Israel, J"
our God is one J".' A stress was laid on 'one' to
mark the contrast to the gods of the heathen.
And it is said that Rabbi Akiba died his martyr's
death with this word ' one' on his lips (Weber,
Jud. Theol.2 § 31, p. 151). Our Lord, as we know,
took the same text as a starting-point of His
own teaching (Mk 1229f·). And yet, after all, it
expresses, or was apt to express, in the mouth of
a Jew a rigid abstract idea of Oneness. The Jews
appealed to it at a later date against the Christian
doctrine of the Trinity. And it did for them
exclude the deeper truth contained in that doctrine
—the truth that God is not a mere Monad, self-
centred and self-absorbed, without scope for the
exercise of the highest affections within itself, but
a Monad so distributed as it were within itself as
to admit of a perfect interchange and reciprocity
of those affections which can exist only as between
persons. On this side the Jewish monotheism
could not help being bare and dry and inadequate
to the true richness and fulness of Deity.

The passages of OT in which the plural is used in reference
to the divine action led the Jews to make some small approach
towards the Christian conception by the idea of an ' upper or
celestial familia or tribunal' (Taylor on Pirke Aboth, ii. 2).
Taylor quotes Sanhed. 386 : ' The Holy One, blessed is He, does
nothing· without consulting the familia superna, for it is said
(Dn 417), " This matter is by the decree of the watchers, and the
demand by the word of the holy ones."'

2. TRANSCENDENCE.— At the time of which we
are speaking there was a marked and widespread
tendency in the higher minds to widen the chasm
between God and the world. Philosophy was
straining after a conception of the Supreme Good or
the Supreme Being as transcending the conditions
of finite existence (ούκ ουσίας δντος του ayadov, άλλ* £τι
έπεκεινα της ουσίας πρεσβεία καϊ δυνάμει υπερέχοντος,
Plato, Rep. 509 Β). This was especially charac-
teristic of Platonism, which contributed so much
to the thought of Philo. And a like effort might
be seen in the Oriental religions which were in
contact with Judaism on another side. It may
not be easy to say how far the movement in
Judaism itself was sympathetic to these influences
and how far it was internal and spontaneous; but
that there was such a movement is evident.

(a) Names of God.—One marked indication of it
is the treatment of the divine names. The great
covenant name Jehovah (Jahweh) was considered
too sacred to be pronounced aloud except in the
temple (Schiirer, GJV ii. 241, 381; Eng. tr.
II. i. 296, ii. 82). Besides the common substitution
of Adonai or Elohim in reading, a number of
paraphrases were in use, all prompted by the

instinct of reverence : * Heaven,'' Place,' or ' Space'
(ο τόπος in Philo), * the Name,' * the Holy One,
blessed is He' (Taylor on Pirke Aboth, iv. 7). In
Greek the usual substitute was Κύριος. This con-
veyed, of course, indirectly the full connotation of
J" ; directly, it gave prominence to the idea of
sovereignty. This idea meets us in a great
variety of forms : * God, King, Lord of the world';
' Lord of all,' * God, Lord of heaven,' * Lord of the
whole creation of the heaven,' * Lord of lords, of the
mighty, of the rulers,' dominator dominus (8 or 9

close connexion with the sovereignty of God is
His majesty : * the Great One,' * the Great Glory,'
' the Holy and Great One,' * the Honoured and
Glorious One,' ' the Mighty One,' fortis, fortissi-
mus (esp. in 2 Es and Apoc. Bar). Less frequent is
the idea of creation as an attribute of God (Enoch
815 9410, Assump. Mos. 1010), and that of eternity
(Enoch 253 753, Assump. Mos. 107; cf. Cheyne on
Is 4028). After the simple titles θεός and Κύριος,
probably the commonest in the literature of this
period is * Most High' (ύψιστος, altissimus, excelsus,
έν ύψ'ιστοις κατοίκων : on this title cf. Cheyne, Bamp.
Led. p. 83 f.). We may take this as the most
direct expression of the idea which we call
'transcendence.'

On the names of God the reader may consult the excellent
indexes in Charles, Book of Enoch and Assump. of Moses, and
Bensly-James, Fourth Bk. of Ezra. There is less material in
Pss of Sol and Test, of XII. Patriarchs. A list of the divine names
in the earlier part of the Talmud is given in an essay by Low,
Gesamm. Schr. i. 177-186 (Schurer, LThZ, 1891, col. 275).

(b) Removal of Anthropomorphisms.—The older
forms of Judaism are well represented in the
Targums. In these the growing conception of the
transcendence of God is clearly marked. The
simple anthropomorphisms which are so common
in OT are paraphrased away. The ground is cut
from under them at the outset, as the creation of
man in the likeness of God (Gn I26) is changed into
his creation in the likeness of the ministering
angels. God is represented as taking counsel with
the angels, and creating man in their image. In pur-
suance of this tendency, where God is represented
as 'coming down,' as seeing and hearing, etc., we
find substituted the vaguer expressions, ' God
revealed Himself,' ' i t was revealed before God.'
When we are told in Gn 188 that Abraham's
heavenly visitants ' ate' what was set before them,
the later (though in this case not the oldest)
Targum paraphrases ' it seemed to him as though
they ate' ; and in like manner in the case of Lot
(Gn 193). Even the ascription to God of mental
acts, such as 'knowledge' (Gn 35, Ex 319) or
' intending' (Gn 5020), is avoided, and that in the
older Targum of Onkelos. Other expressions
which attribute to God the conditions and even the
passions of man are removed (e.g. the ' man of
war' in Ex 153), anger (Ex 158, Ps 105), repentance
(Ex 3212). Along with these changes go a number
of others, the object of which is to spiritualize the
realistic descriptions of the intercourse between
God and man. In this way even Jacob's wrestling
and Moses' speaking with God ' face to face'
disappear; and in places where God and man are,
as it were, bracketed together a distinction is
introduced, e.g. Ex 1431 ' [the people] believed in
the LORD and in his servant Moses' becomes
' believed in the LORD and in the prophecy of
Moses ' ; Nu 215· 7 ' [the people] spake against God
and against Moses' becomes ' murmured before
J" and disputed with Moses' (Weber, Jud. Theol.2

pp. 154-157).
The Greek version of OT (Sept.) is several

centuries older than the wrritten Targums as they
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have come down to us. And there, too, a very
similar set of changes may be noted. There, too,
we find paraphrases for God's 'repenting,' for the
descriptions of God as seen, for ' the LORD is a
man of war' (Drummond, Philo Judceus, i. 158 f.).
The fragments quoted by Clem. Alex, and Euseb.
show that one of the earliest Judseo-Alexandrian
writers, Aristobulus, whose date is placed at about
B.C. 170-150, had already discussed and explained
at length the anthropomorphisms in OT (Schiirer,
GJV ii. 763 ; Eng. tr. Π. iii. 240). And Philo
deliberately rejects all real anthropomorphism or
anthropopathism, though he regards the use of
anthropomorphic expressions as a necessity,
especially for the unlearned (Drummond, op. cit. ii.
12-15).

We have thus abundant evidence as to the
general set of the current of thought in the
century immediately before and immediately after
the Christian era. And yet at a later date, and
it may be to a certain extent even at this date,
other causes were operating to bring back anthro-
pomorphisms of a particular kind. We shall see
this when we come to speak presently of the
limitations imposed upon Judaism by its excessive
self-consciousness of national privilege. However
much it might avoid the conceiving of God as
made in the likeness of man generally, it had not
the same hesitation to conceive of Him as made in
the likeness of the ideal Jew (see below, p. 208a).

(c) Intermediate Beings.—In proportion as God
was removed from direct contact with the world
of matter, it became necessary to fill up the gap
with intermediate agencies. So Philo: ' God
generated all things (out of matter), not touching
it Himself, for it was not right for the Wise and
Blessed to come in contact with indeterminate
and mixed matter; but He used the incorporeal
powers whose real name is ideas, that each genus
might receive its fitting form' {Be Sacrificant. 13 ;
ap. Drummond, Philo Judceus, ii. 113, with a slight
difference of translation). Philo thus explains the
action of God upon matter by the intervention
of certain 'powers,' to which he also gives the
Platonic name of ' ideas.' These, again, he some-
times calls 'Logoi,' which, in their turn, are
summed up under the comprehensive name of
'Logos,' a quasi-personification of the divine
reason. This is familiar ground (see art. LOGOS).

Palestinian theology did not go so far as Alex-
andrian in the use which it makes of intermediate
agencies; but it, too, has and uses them. The
most important of these for our purpose are the
'Memra' or Word of J", the Shechinah, and the
Holy Spirit.

The Memra is a personification, almost a hypo-
statizing, not of the Divine Reason, but of the
executive Divine Word, on the model of such
passages as Is 5510· l l ' As the rain cometh down,
and the snow from heaven, and returneth not
thither . . . so shall my word be that goeth forth
out of my mouth ; it shall not return to me void,
but it shall accomplish that which I please, and
it shall prosper in the thing whereto I sent it.'
This executive Word of God is constantly sub-
stituted in the Targum, in places where the OT
refers the action directly to God Himself. The
introduction of the Memra is the chief expedient
for the removal of anthropomorphisms of which
mention has just been made. All bodily appear-
ance or bodily action is ascribed, not to God, but
to His Memra. It is the medium through which
the presence of God among His people is realized.
The intervention of God in history is conducted
through the Memra. The Memra covers the whole
ground over which God is represented as acting,
as manifested, as revealed. It is remarkable that
this conception, though extremely frequent in the

Targums, is not found in the Talmud. But we
cannot doubt that it existed, though perhaps on
a more limited scale, in the period of the NT.

The place of the Memra is taken in the later
Talmudic literature by the Shechinah. In the
Targums the two conceptions stand side by side,
the Shechinah representing the manifested glory of
the divine presence. The Shechinah differs from
the Memra as being, at least at this earlier date,
impersonal. Prayer and trust are predicated of
the one, but not of the other. The Memra does,
and the Shechinah does not, take an active part
in the redemption of Israel. The Greek equi-
valent δόξα is of frequent occurrence in the NT
(Weber, §§ 38, 39).

In the OT there are a few allusions to the Holy
Spirit (see sep. art.). One of the principal is Ps 5111

'Take not thy Holy Spirit from me,' where its
function is clearly indicated as keeping alive re-
ligion in the soul, and as the special medium of
communication between God and the spirit of man.
The ' Spirit of God' is repeatedly spoken of as the
source of inspiration and revelation. It is, in par-
ticular, the moving cause of the utterances, and,
so far as they are divinely prompted, of the actions
of the prophets and other organs of the Deity. In
one OT writing there is a tendency to go further
than this, and to make of the Holy Spirit a dis-
tinct hypostasis. This is Deutero-Isaiah, where
we have such expressions as, ' The LORD God hath
sent me, and his Spirit' (4816), and * They rebelled
and grieved his Holy Spirit' (6310; cf. Cheyne,
ad loc). There is hardly any clear advance upon
this until we come to NT. The conception is not
one that is largely used : iv ιτνεύματι ά~γίω occurs
once in Ps.-Sol (1742) and 'immitte in me Spiritum
Sanctum' in 2 Es 1422. But in neither case is
there any attribution of personality. In Targ.
and Talm. there is a fluctuating use, the tendency
to personify being sometimes greater than it is at
others (nn is both masc. and fern., but more often
the latter, the sense of which is more impersonal,
Weber, p. 191). The conception cannot be said
to have assumed a fixed form at the time when
NT literature begins.

Besides these intermediate agencies there is the
Messiah ('Son of Man' in Similitudes of Bk. of
Enoch), whose function is esp. that of judgment
and of the restoration of the chosen people. And
there is also the whole celestial hierarchy of
angels, which, from the Persian domination on-
wards, had become more and more defined and
elaborated.

The Jew had a valuable corrective against the injurious
effects of an exaggerated doctrine of the transcendence of God
in the OT doctrine of His omnipresence, though this was not
one of the doctrines which took the strongest hold on the
Jewish mind. *In the development of the Jewish religion,
this conception of God's omnipresence was only reached at a
comparatively late period, and it was for long crossed and
obscured by other simpler and more childish notions. To the
moral attributes of Deity, to His supreme pity and justice,
there are endless references in the Psalter and the Prophets ;
to the divine omnipresence there are but few. And, indeed,
there is an element of philosophy and of mysticism in this
conception, to neither of which the native Hebrew mind was
pre-eminently prone.' Still, the doctrine finds magnificent and
classical expression in Ps 139 ; and it is natural that the modern
writer, who seeks for the germs of a belief in the immanence
of God as well as in His transcendence, should fall back upon
this (see Montefiore in Aspects of Judaism, London, 1895, pp.
107-124). On the relation of immanence and transcendence in
the theology of Philo, see Herriot, Philon le Juif, p. 211 ff.

3. PARTICULARIST LIMITATIONS. — Although
there was in Judaism this tendency to emphasize
the transcendence of God, and although the atti-
tude of mind corresponding to this tendency was
one of reverential awe, which is often finely ex-
pressed, there was at the same time another set of
tendencies which were apt to run counter to tins,
and to bring back in an unattractive form the
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very faults from which Judaism was trying to free
itself. These counter-tendencies had their root in
the overweening estimate of the Law and the
rabbinical study of the Law, and of the privileged
position of the Jewish people.

The fundamental mistake of Judaism, fraught
with disastrous consequences along the whole line
of religious belief and practice, was its neglect of
the Prophets in comparison with the Law, and its
failure to grasp the principle that the Law was
to be interpreted in the spirit of the Prophets and
not by the rules of a minute literalism. The Jew
believed that his Law came from God, and we must
do justice to the strength and tenacity of this
belief. It is easy to see how many of his errors of
interpretation flowed directly from it. But it must
be confessed that his zeal was not according to
knowledge (Ro 102). However well meant in the
first instance, it was often strangely devoid of in-
sight (though from time to time flashes of insight
may be discerned in it for which we are hardly
prepared by the general tenor of the surroundings).
But this lack of insight caused the Jew to fall a
too ready victim to the warping effect of interested
motive. His love of the Law as the gift of God
became pride in himself as the exponent of the
Law, pride in his race as the recipients of the Law,
security in the consciousness of formal obedience
as though it dispensed from the prolonged and more
difficult task of true spiritual conformity. Not
that the rabbinical teachers by any means always
lost sight of this, but that through this process of
self-deception a standard which, on the face of it,
seemed to be extremely high became in practice
miserably perverted and low. [We are compelled
to use such language, by an impartial study of
Judaism in the 1st cent, of the Christian era as
it appears not only in Christian writings but in
the pages of the Jewish historian. The Christian,
however, should remember that, though true, this
is not the whole • truth; there are exceptions arid
qualifications].

The Jew's horizon was almost limited by the
Law. It absorbed the energies of the strongest
minds, and the possession of it created a national
self-consciousness which was anything but well
adapted ' for reproof, for correction, for instruction in
righteousness.' This state of things reacted strongly
upon the conception of God. Judaism sought to
get rid of anthropomorphisms drawn from common
human nature only to substitute for them another
set of anthropomorphisms, in some ways less in-
nocent, drawn from rabbinical human nature. It
expelled idola tribus, only to fall a prey to idola
specus et theatri.

Thus God Himself was regarded as devoted to
the study of His own Law, and not only of the
Law, but even of the rabbinical developments of
the Law. By day He 'is engaged upon the 24
Books of the Torah, the Prophets, and the Hagio-
grapha, and by night He is engaged upon the 6
divisions of the Mishnah. God is even represented
as having companions in the study of the Torah.
At least we have, according to Baba Mezia, 85b,
even in heaven an assembly, like the high schools
on earth, devoted to the investigation of the Torah.
Here the great Rabbis sit in the order of their
merit and of their knowledge of the Law, studying
Halacha, and God studies with them. They dis-
pute with one another and lay down Halacha'
(Weber, p. 158).

We may make allowance for such extravagances
as this, and see in them only a play of fancy grow-
ing naturally out of the view that the Law embodied
the Wisdom of God. But we see how the idolatry
of the Law tended to contract the range of spiritual
vision. And still more mischievous results followed
when the Law and all the rest of the divine ordi-

nances were regarded as having for their final
cause the profit and glory of Israel.

LITERATURE. — Much material may be found in the larger
works on the Life of Christ and the history and condition of
the Jewish People (Edersheim, Schurer, etc.), or the works of
Siegfried and Drummond on Philo (to which may be now added
Herriot, Philon le Juif, Paris, 1898); in the editions of
Pseudepigrapha, to which reference has been made above ;
and in Taylor's Pirke Aboth. But the most convenient and
complete of all the collections bearing directly on Jewish
thought and theology is the posthumous work of Ferdinand
Weber, formerly called System d. altsynagogalen palastinischeii
Theologie (Leipzig, 1880), and in the new and improved edition
brought out under the superintendence of Schnedermann,
Jiidische Theologie auf Grund d. Talmud u. verwandter
Schrtften (1897). Weber, though of Jewish origin, wrote from
the Christian standpoint; and the reader who desires to see
what is to be said from the Jewish side will find it attractively
presented in Montefiore's Hibbert Lectures (London, 1892), and
in artt. in JQR.

II. THE TEACHING OF THE NT.—We thus have
as the starting-point for the teaching of NT an
idea of God very tenaciously held, up to a certain
point high and pure, and still bearing at times,
though fitfully and uncertainly, the marks of its
inspired origin; but as a rule contracted and
petrified, with far too much of the life and warmth
of the old belief of Psalmists and Prophets dried
out of it, and in many minds seriously infected
with a cancerous growth of self-love and self-
righteousness. How did Christianity vivify, re-
store, enlarge, and enrich this idea? It did so (1)
by asserting with greatly increased breadth and
emphasis certain of the attributes of Godhead;
(2) by presenting in the person of Jesus Christ a
special revelation, brought home in the most pal-
pable of forms, of the nature of God as expressed
in these attributes ; and (3) by opening the eyes of
men to the truth that God is not, as was supposed,
a simple Monad, but that within the Oneness of
His Being there were included certain distinctions
which made possible a constant flow and return of
the highest and purest affections, dimly shadowed
in the like affections of men, and putting a crown
to the divine perfections.

1. THE ATTRIBUTES OF GOD.— In respect to
the attributes of God the teaching of NT grows di-
rectly out of that of OT, but in each case greatly
strengthens, deepens, and extends that teaching.
The leading particulars in which it does this are
as follows:—

(i.) Fatherhood.—Perhaps there has been a ten-
dency to minimize too much the part which the
conception of God as Father plays in OT (Holtz-
mann, Neutestl. Theol. i. 48if.). Not only is the
relation of God both to Israel as a whole and to the
individual Israelite compared to that of a father
(Dt I3 1 85, Ps 10313), but God is frequently repre-
sented as the Father of Israel (Dt 326, Jer 34·19

319) and of Israelites (Is 6316 648, Wis 216 143, Sir
231·4, To 134). We have also the correlative ex-
pressions : Israel is ' God's son,' Ex 422f· (cf. Wis
1813, Sir 3712), Hos II 1, Jer 319 3120, Ps 8927, and
individuals in Israel His ' children' (Dt 141). Some
of these passages are enunciated with full prophetic
πληροφορία (Ex 422f·, Hos II 1, Is 6316), and must be
numbered among the axiomatic utterances of OT
religion. We note also, that while the relation of
son to father is predicated both of Israel as a
whole, and mediately through the nation of indi-
vidual Israelites, it is also predicated with especial
force of the theocratic king whom, with the sequel
of the history before us, we regard as a type of the
Messiah (Pss 2 and 89).

There was therefore no lack of points of contact
and connexion between the teaching of OT and of
NT. And yet the doctrine of NT assumes such
different proportions as almost to amount to a new
revelation. So far as the idea of the Divine
Fatherhood really entered into the popular con-
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sciousness, it was chiefly as an item in the general
sense of privilege. Even that had its good side,
and this good side was the saving virtue of Juda-
ism. But the virtue and its corruption lay too
near together. Over wide tracts of Judaism the
former was very largely swallowed up by the
latter. A new impulse was needed if the idea of
the Fatherhood of God was to retain its highest
qualities of warmth and intimacy, and was at the
same time not to be the privilege of a chosen few,
but was to be brought home to the common con-
sciousness of mankind.

No one doubts that Christianity has succeeded
in doing this. From the beginning of NT to the
end the lesson of God's Fatherhood is presented in
such mass and volume as to identify it \vith the
very essence of Christianity in a sense which does
not apply to any other religion. And this is a
clear case in which all subsequent teaching does
but reflect the teaching of the Founder. One of
the leading features in that teaching is the
(inherited) conception of God as King (the king-
dom of God as representing His penetrating and
pervasive sovereignty); but side by side with this,
and in full equality with it, is the conception of
God as Father. No name of God was more con-
stantly on the lips of Christ; and no other name
so dominated the whole thought of God, as He not
only cherished it for Himself, but bequeathed it to
His disciples. Fatherhood is no longer one attribute
among many, but it is a central attribute which
gives a colour to all the rest. It is characteristic
of Jesus that He repeatedly argues downwards
from this attribute as furnishing a safe basis for
deduction (Mt 626·32 79"11 1029'31 etc.).

The idea of the Fatherhood of God is presented
in the teaching of our Lord upon three planes.
(a) God is Father of all mankind. His fatherly
attributes are displayed even to 'the unthankful
and the evil' (Lk 635, cf. Mt 545). (b) He is in a
special sense the Father of believers, disciples of
Christ. In the uncertainty which attends the
exact circumstances of many of His discourses, it
may be often doubtful as to how far the phrase ό
πατήρ υμών extends beyond these. Probably, as a
rule its application starts from the inner circle.
But it is also probably not confined to this. It is
certainly impossible in view of such sayings as Mk
940 (' he that is not against us is for us') to regard
it as bounded by any hard-and-fast line. All those
to whom Jesus speaks are potential disciples.
The two classes run into each other. To both
God stands in the relation of Father; but the
fulness of His love is naturally felt by those who
have learnt to come to Him as His children, (c)
There is, however, yet a third sense in which the
Fatherhood of God is unique. Jesus does not
speak of * our Father' as embracing both Himself
and His disciples, but of ' My Father' and ' your
Father.' In this He takes up the special sense in
which (as we have seen) the terms 'Father'and
' Son' were applied to the theocratic King. The
ministry of Jesus begins with an announcement
from heaven : ' Thou art My beloved Son, in Thee
I am well pleased' (Mk I11). And this announce-
ment is repeated on another culminating occasion
(Mk 97). It is by virtue of this unique relationship
that the revelation of God which Jesus gives is also
unique (Mt II2 7). It contains further implications
as to the nature of the Godhead. To both these
points we shall return.

All the three planes of Fatherhood and Sonship
reappear in the teaching of the apostles. The first
is, as with our Lord Himself, the least prominent.
Still it is not absent (Ac 1728), and it must always
be remembered that if the Fatherhood of God is in
the first instance and in the fullest sense for Chris-
tians (Ro 815"17, Gal 46, 1 Ρ I17), they hold their
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privileges in trust for the rest of the world. The
fulness of the Gentiles, and after it the fulness of
Israel, is some day to be brought in (Ro ll25ff·).
The peculiar Sonship of Christ is very prominent
in the apostolic writings. It is clear that the
apostles too, and we may say the whole Church,
regarded the relation indicated by it as unique.
It is the full recognition of this by virtue of which
Christians are Christians (see below, p. 214b, and
art. CHRISTOLOGY).

(ii.) Love.—One of the points included under the
Fatherhood of God is the extension of a Father's
love to all who stand to Him in the relation of
children. There had been a school of Prophets
and Psalmists, of which Jeremiah seems to have
been a leader, who laid especial stress on the
' loving-kindness' of J", i.e. the feeling of kindness
and compassion which grows out of the covenant
relation, the love of God for Israel as the covenant
people. In the NT the horizon widens: God is a
Father, not to Israel alone, but to all who claim
their sonship. Towards them He turns, not
paternal severity, but paternal love. The writers
of NT generalize this love, so that one of them
says in set terms 'God is love' (1 Jn 48). Here is
another salient characteristic of Christianity. As
it insists far more than every other known religion
that God is Father, so also is it the one religion
which lays down in this emphatic way that ' God is
love.'

There are two distinguishing features in this
proposition that 'God is love.' (a) The argument
on which it is mainly based is that supplied by
the death of Christ. St. John lays down this in
his Gospel: ' God so loved the world, that he gave
his only-begotten Son, that whosoever believeth
on him should not perish, but have eternal life'
(Jn 316, an enlargement by the evangelist of the
discourse with Nicodemus). In the First Ep. when
he returns to the idea he draws the same inference
from the same premises a little more widely stated:
' Herein was the love of God manifested in us, that
God hath sent his Only-begotten into the world,
that we might live through him' (1 Jn 49). And
it is a noticeable fact that St. Paul, to whom this
attribute of the Godhead is no less prominent,
grounds it also upon the stupendous sacrifice of the
death of Christ: ' God commendeth his own love
towards us, in that, while we were yet sinners,
Christ died for us' (Ro 58, cf. vv.5'7 and 831"39).

(δ) The unwavering confidence of the biblical
writers in the love of God may indeed be set down
to revelation. The philosopher who sought to infer
the character of the Author of Nature inductively
from His works would not be able to adopt this
tone. The waste which attends the processes of
nature is accompanied by too much suffering. He
might on the whole, and upon a balance of * for '
and 'against,' decide that the evidence for a
benevolent purpose preponderates, and he might
also see reason to think that that purpose became
clearer in the progressive evolution of things ; but
further than this he could not go. He could not
speak of benevolence as absolute; he could not
say ' God is love.' The belief expressed in these
words is not the product of an induction. None
the less, when once it is entertained, and enter-
tained on such grounds as those which the NT
writers assign for it, the phenomena of the world
may then be found compatible with it. The
Christian may still cling to his belief, and trust
that what is at present dark to him will be made
clear in God's good time.

(iii.) Righteousness.—There can be no mistake as
to the meaning and implications of the Fatherhood
and Love of God. The case is different as to His
Righteousness. Righteousness is a word of such
varied signification that the exact sense in which
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it is used in any particular passage may really be
doubtful; and there are certain places in NT
where its meaning, as applied to God (δικαιοσύνη
Oeod), has been a subject of much discussion.

We may say that there are really four leading
senses which the phrase δικ. θεού will bear. It may
mean (a) ' rightness' oi * goodness' in general,
including all moral excellence ; or (b) in a narrower
sense ' judicial righteousness,' the strict application
of the standard of right by the judge; or (c) an
application of that standard which is not strict but
leans to the side of mercy towards the offender,
and takes especial care of the weak and defence-
less. Lastly, (d) there are a number of passages
in the writings of St. Paul where it has been
thought that δικ. θεοΰ ceases to be strictly an attri-
bute of God at all, and comes to mean rather a
state of man in the sight of God. This use we
must consider. But it will be best to make our
way upwards from the easier senses to the more
difficult.

(a) It may be doubted whether there are any
passages in NT where δικ. θ. is used precisely in
this wide sense (unless we regard the case dis-
cussed below as in effect an application of it). But
δικ. is frequently used of men in the sense of
general uprightness or virtue ; and this is brought
into relation to God almost as if it were δικ. ενώπιον
αύτοϋ, righteousness in his sight,' or ' of which he
approves.'

I n Lk I ? 5 we have λχτρίύαν οίυτω iv όοΊοτητί, χ. δικαιοσύνη Ινώπιον
α,ντον, where Ίνώτ. oiiiT. strictly defines λα,τριύίΐν, but in effect
gives the wider meaning to dix. In Mt 6a 3 it is a question
whether the reading of most critical texts (incl. WH) ττ,ν
βα,ιηλύα,ν χχι την δικ,οαοοΌνην οιΰτου (SC. του θεού) Can Stand, and
whether we ought not, with Lachmann, Weiss, and Holtzmann,
to prefer the reading of cod. Β, την dtx. χ. τ. βα,σ: α,ύτου. In
that case τ. Itx. would be absolute ; to * seek God's righteous-
ness ' would be an expression without parallel in the Gospels;
we should have to connect it with Is 5417 quoted below. Ja 12<>
comes under the next head, and in 2 Ρ 11, where righteousness
is referred to Christ, the sense is akin to (d).

(b) The simple judicial sense, though deeply
rooted in language and always present in the
background of thought, is not prominent in NT
except in Rev. It naturally has a place in St.
Paul's speech at Athens (Ac 1731). It occurs also
in 2 Ti 48 and in Rev 165·7 192· n . And the same
idea is conveyed by δικαιοκρισία in Ro 25.

(c) The more distinctive senses in which right-
eousness is predicated of God come under the last
two heads, and one of these, as has been said, is
still somewhat of a problem. Both these remain-
ing senses are certainly based upon the use of OT,
and to understand them we need to recall the
conditions of society in OT times. The OT covers
a period of transition from comparative barbarism
to comparative civilization. In all the earlier and
less settled portions of such a period the rallying-
point of society was the judge. It was a matter
of the greatest moment that he should be strong
enough to deal out even-handed justice without
fear or favour. He would be beset by turbulent
and powerful chieftains, who would make his task
an extremely difficult one. By degrees it would
be increasingly felt that the judge (or the king as
judge) was the one refuge for all the weak and
defenceless classes—the poor, the fatherless, the
widow, the stranger ; and his more characteristic
functions would seem to be, not so much the safe-
guarding of equal rights, as the special protection
of those who most needed protection. For king
or judge to discharge this function in the face of
all the dangers and uncertainties of his own posi-
tion must often have required no little force and
elevation of character. Hence we are not surprised
to find either the great importance attached to
righteousness as a name for this quality, or that
it came often to mean vindicating the rights of
the oppressed or dealing gently and leniently with

the weak. We are apt to put righteousness in
contrast to mercy, as Marcion opposed the * just
or righteous God' (δίκαιος) to the 'good God*
[dyad as) ; but to the Heb. * just ' or * righteous'
often meant ' merciful.'

These senses can be abundantly illustrated from
OT. One conspicuous passage may be given out
of many : Job 2914"17 · I put on righteousness, and it
clothed me : my justice was a robe and a diadem.
I was eyes to the blind, and feet was I to the
lame. I was a father to the needy ; and the cause
of him that I knew not I searched out. And I
brake the jaws of the unrighteous, and plucked
the prey out of his teeth ' (cf. vv.9*13).

It was an inevitable process that this use of the
word ' righteousness' as applied to men reacted
upon its application to God. More and more as
time went on, esp. in Deutero-Isaiah and certain
psalms, the righteousness of God comes to be, not
His strict justice, but His healing, rescuing justice.
He is not ' a just God and yet a Saviour,' but * a
just God and a Saviour' (Is 452 1; cf. δίκαιος καϊ
δίκαιων, Ro 326). The two conceptions of 'right-
eousness' and ' salvation' are very frequently placed
in juxtaposition : Ps 245 ' He shall receive a bless-
ing from the LORD, and righteousness from the
God of his salvation'; 311·2 (cf. 712)' Deliver me in
thy righteousness. . . . Be thou to me . . . an house
of defence to save me ' ; 7115 ' My mouth shall tell
of thy righteousness and of thy salvation all the
day ' ; 982 ' The Lord hath made known his salva-
tion : his righteousness hath he openly showed in
the sight of the nations' ; 14311 ' In thy righteous-
ness bring my soul out of trouble'; Is 4613 ' I bring
near my righteousness, it shall not be far off', and
my salvation shall not tarry ' ; 516 (cf. 8) 'My
salvation shall be for ever, and my righteousness
shall not be abolished'; 561 ' My salvation is near
to come, and my righteousness to be revealed';
5917 (cf. 6110) ' He put on righteousness as a breast-
plate, and an helmet of salvation upon his head ' ;
631 ' I that speak in righteousness, mighty to
save.'

In the Pseudepigrapha, speaking generally, the
' righteousness of God' is, as a rule, His judicial
righteousness, as seen in the rewarding of the
righteous and the punishment of the wicked. But
we do also occasionally find its merciful side put
forward, as in 4 Ezra (ed. Bensly-James) 836 : In
hoc eni?n adnuntiabitur iustida tua et bonitas tua,
domine, cum misertus fueris eis qui non habent
substantiam operum bonorum.

It is to be noticed also that in connexion with
the righteousness of God there arises the idea of a
righteousness in man derived from God. Thus in
Is 5417 · This is the heritage of the servants of the
Lord, and their righteousness which is of me, saith
the LORD.' And a like use is found in Bar 52·9

' Cast about thee the robe of the righteousness
which cometh from God (rrjs irapa του θεοΰ
δικαιοσύνης); set a diadem on thy head of the glory
of the Everlasting. . . . For God shall lead Israel
with joy in the light of his glory with the mercy
and righteousness that cometh from him' (δικ. ry
τταρ αύτοΰ).

There do not seem to be any instances in NT of
a use of the ' righteousness of God' quite on the
same footing with that in Deutero-Isaiah and the
Psalms. But when we consider the collection of
passages just quoted from these and from other
books, we seem to be upon the line of antecedents
of a very marked and characteristic doctrine,
which is associated specially with St. Paul.

(d) The Pauline doctrine. We have spoken of
this doctrine as still constituting a problem in the
exegesis and theology of NT. It is a problem
which has been sharply accentuated in recent
years, but, if not yet wholly solved, it would
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appear to have been at least placed on the road
to solution.

In Ro I1 7 St. Paul formulates the thesis of the
Epistle. It is an announcement to the world of
the righteousness of God revealed in the gospel
from faith to faith (δικαιοσύνη yap θεού έν αύτφ [sc.
τφ etiayyeKLip] αποκαλύπτεται έκ πίστεως els πίστιν).
Here the key-phrase is evidently δικ. θεοϋ; but
what exactly does it mean ?

A few years ago there seemed to be a strong
consensus of the best exegetes (Meyer, Weiss,
Lipsius, Godet, Oltramare, and in England,
Vaughan, Liddon, Beet, Moule, unequivocally,
and Gifford with rather more qualification) in
favour of taking δικ. θεοϋ as a righteousness, which
though in some sense or other God's (' a righteous-
ness of which God is the author/ most Comms.),
yet denotes more directly a state of man ('of
which man is the recipient'). And whatever may
be urged against this view, the arguments for it
are so strong that it seems impossible to regard it
as devoid of a substantial basis of truth. St. Paul
appears to make his own meaning more explicit in
Ph 39, where he substitutes the phrase την έκ θεού
δικαιοσύνην επί rrj πίστα. And if it is said that this
is the view of a later Epistle, and that it is differ-
entiated from Ro by the insertion of έκ, the same
antithesis of η του θεού δικ. and η ιδία δικ. occurs
in Ro ΙΟ3, where in spite of the absence of έκ the
former phrase can hardly be ambiguous. And
other arguments derived irom the transition from
δικ. θ. to ό δίκαιος in the quotation from Habakkuk
in Ro I17, and from the evident parallel in 321·22

(where δικ. θ. is defined by δικ. θ. δια πίστεως,
κ.τ.λ.), are hardly less cogent.

We must therefore include in the conception a
righteousness which, whatever its origin, at least
ends by denoting a state of man. But, on the
other hand, it is no less impossible to explain
δικ. θ. as in the first instance anything else than
the personal righteousness of God. This is the
sense of the phrase in the immense majority of
the cases in which the word is used in OT and
in other writings outside the Epp. of St. Paul.
A phrase so familiar and so deeply rooted in the
common language of men could not be violently
wrenched from its usual associations and trans-
ferred to others without more explicit warning
than any that is given.

At the same time those appear to be equally
wrong who (like Haring in the treatise mentioned
below) insist that the phrase can only have one
meaning in such a way as to compel a choice
between the two alternatives. When they speak
of * one meaning,' what they have in view is a
definite logical tying-down of that meaning which
is not necessitated by language. The array of
logical possibilities set out by Haring (pp. 14-17)
certainly was not present to the mind of St. Paul,
nor was he compelled to discriminate everything
that may be capable of discrimination. Language
has in its earlier stages an elasticity of use which
it may by degrees lose.

To understand the real drift of St. Paul, we
ought to bear in mind, not so much the distinc-
tions which we can draw, as those which had been
actually drawn when he wrote. He really sums up
a long previous development. He sums it up, and
the language which he uses bears traces through-
out of its several phases; but at the same time
he puts upon it a new stamp; he focuses, con-
centrates, and defines it in a new sense of his
own.

It may be worth while to note how the previous
phases of which we have been speaking enter into
his conception. They would do so in some such
order as this—

(a) The broad fundamental meaning of δικαιο-

σύνη is conformity to right. As applied to God
it is the sum of all moral excellence, of which
He is the standard to Himself. Even when the
word is used in narrower senses, this still remains
in the background of the apostle's mind, and from
time to time comes more to the front.

(β) In a primitive state of society, the decisions
of the chieftain or king acting as judge are the
standard of right. And the virtue most highly
valued in the judge is that of equal dealing be-
tween man and man. There was therefore a ten-
dency for the broad idea of righteousness in the
ruler to contract into the narrower idea of
justice.

(7) In such a state of society, however, some-
thing more than simple justice was needed. The
king or chief was the one efficient champion of
the \veak against the strong, of the poor against
the rich, of the friendless against the powerful.
Thus in the opinion of the common people, or of
the masses, the form of righteousness for which
they looked was even more than justice, care for
the weaker side.

(δ) In direct dealings with the poor and weak,
where the question was rather of what we should
call criminal than of civil law, the virtue of the
judge would be mildness and lenience, not exacting
the full penalties for misdoing; in other words,
treating an offender as innocent, or not so guilty
as he really was.

(e) Such acquittal or remission of punishment
would be the act of the judge, of his own free
grace pardoning the guilty. When the judge, for
whatever reason, dismisses the culprit, pronounc-
ing him * righteous,' or free from guilt in the eye
of the law, it is really the judge himself who,
by his verdict, is the author of that righteousness
or guiltlessness, and not the person acquitted.
And the motive which impels the judge to this
is his own personal righteousness of character,
manifested under the particular aspect of lenience
in judging.

(ζ) This is the process that really takes place
when the sinner is indicted before the judgment-
seat of God ; and that not merely at the final
judgment, but whenever his state in God's sight
is considered. The motive which prompts the
absolution is no righteousness of the sinner's own,
but the righteousness of God.

(η) When we attempt to analyze the nature of
that righteousness, we might, on a superficial view,
identify it with the narrower sort of judicial
righteousness which is seen in the mild treatment
or forgiveness of the guilty. But the righteous-
ness of God, as St. Paul regards it, is something
much more than this. The mildness of a judge
may have in it no higher ingredient than a certain
easy good nature because it is indifferent to guilt.
The forgiving righteousness of God is not of this
kind. It embraces nothing less than the whole
scheme of salvation, in which the central feature
is the atoning death of Christ. The absolution of
the sinner is no act of momentary indulgence, but
a deliberately contemplated incident in a vast and
far-reaching plan which has for its object the
restoration of the human race.

(0) The leading factor in it, then, is the supreme
energizing righteousness of God, which in the
course of its operation includes several minor
kinds of righteousness, and which ends by attri-
buting to the sinner a condition of righteousness
which he has very imperfectly realized for himself.
So that from his point of view it may well be
called a righteousness not his own, but 'of or 'from
God.' We have seen that as far back as Deutero-
Isaiah and Baruch there were traces of this
conception (η παρά του θεού δικαιοσύνη). St. Paul
therefore was not the first to introduce it. But it
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is a mistake to regard it as forming the whole or
even the main part of his conception.

LITERATURE.—On this part of the subject the reader may
consult the commentators on Romans, and in particular those
mentioned above; also Pfleiderer, Paulinismus; Holsten,
Evang. d. Paulus; Ritschl, Rechtfertigung u. Versohnung.
The stand which has recently been made for explaining hix. OtoZ of
the personal righteousness of God is associated in this country
esp. with the late Dr. James Barmby, Pulpit Comm. on Ro.,
and Expositor, 1896, ii. 124 ff., and Dr. A. Robertson in The
Thinker, Nov. 1893; cf. Exp. Times, Feb. 1898, p. 217. In
Germany an art. by Kolbing to somewhat similar effect appeared
in SK, 1895, p. 139 ff., followed by a monograph on the subject
by Prof. Haring of Tubingen (ΔΙΚΑΙΟ2ΤΝΗ ΘΕΟΤ bei Paulus,
Tubingen, 1896). Further literature is given on p. 5 of this
treatise. The German writers were quite independent of the
English, who preceded them in time. On the history of the OT
conception there is a valuable tract by Dalman, Die richterliche
Gerechtigkeit im AT, Berlin, 1897, which suggested much of the
line of treatment followed above.

2. THE REVELATION OF GOD.—The more theo-
logical writers of NT clearly lay it down that in
Christianity a new revelation is given of the nature
and character of God. They connect this new re-
velation, (i.) with the coming of Christ, and (ii.)
with the special outpouring of the Holy Ghost.

(i.) The Revelation through Christ. — The new
disclosure of truths about God differed from
all previous disclosures, inasmuch as it was no
longer confined to a divine prompting of the minds
of men, but was made through the incarnate
presence of the Son of God Himself. After having in
time past spoken to the fathers * in' the prophets,
God had at last spoken * in' One who was not only
prophet but Son (He I1·2). This distinction of the
New Covenant is emphasized most by St. John,
but it is also expressed unequivocally by St. Paul,
and Ep. to Hebrews, and the Synoptic Gospels refer
to it sufficiently to confirm the evidence of the
Fourth Gospel that the principle underlying it was
brought out by our Lord Himself.

We may take two passages of St. John as typical
of a great number of others: Jn I1 8 * No man hath
seen God at any time: God only-begotten [reading
novoyevrjs θεός with KBCL, etc., Tregelles, Weiss, WH,
RVm] who is in the bosom of the Father, he hath
declared him'; and 147"11 * If ye had known me, ye
would have known my Father also : from henceforth
ye know him, and have seen him. Philip saith
unto him, Lord, show us the Father, and it sufficeth
us. Jesus saith unto him, Have I been so long
time with you, and dost thou not know me, Philip ?
he that hath seen me hath seen the Father : how
sayest thou, Show us the Father ? Believest thou
not that I am in the Father, and the Father in me ?
the words that I say unto you, I speak not from
myself: but the Father, abiding in me, doeth his
works. Believe me that I am in the Father, and
the Father in me : or else believe me for the very
works' sake.'

These passages might be said to be a compendium of a
great part of the Gospel, and we may add the Epp. of Jn. This
will appear from observing the number of parallels which exist
for almost every clause. 'No man hath seen . . . he hath
declared,' * he that hath seen me hath seen' ; cf. 332 537 646

1320 1524 1726, 1 j n 11-3 223. «Who is in the bosom of the
Father,' ' I in the Father, and the Father in m e ' ; cf. 8*6 10̂ 8
1420 1632 1721-23. «Not from myself' ; cf. 519 716 &» 1249
* Doeth his works'; cf. 434 519-21. 36 94 174.

St. Paul does not enlarge upon this aspect of
the Incarnation of the Son to the same extent
as St. John. Still, he expresses it quite unam-
biguously when he describes Him as εΐκών του θεού
του αοράτου (Col I15), a term which he had used in
an earlier Epistle (2 Co 44) in such a way as to
show that the conception was even at that date
fully established. It is also implied in the 4v μορφή
θεού υπάρχων of Ph 26. The fulness of the revelation
made through Christ is the subject of 1 Co I3 0 6s
έ*γενήθη σοφία ημίν αϊτό θεού (cf. Ι 2 4 Χριστόν θεού δύναμιν
και θεού σοφίαν; a lso 2 6 · 7 ) , E p h I 8 " 1 0 , Col 2 3 έν ψ

είσϊν πάντες ol θησαυροί της σοφίας καΐ γνώσεως από-
κρυφοι.

In close agreement with the language of St.
Paul is He Ι 3 ών άτται/γασμα της δόξης και χαρακτηρ
της υποστάσεως αύτου. On the exact force of these
expressions (which are parallel to if not suggested
by Wis 725ί·) see Westcott, etc., ad loc. The pur-
port of them is that Christ, visible and active,
brought home to the sight and minds of men the
essential nature of God. This is an expansion in
a more ' ontological' or ' metaphysical' sense of
the opening words of the Epistle. This sense is
too deeply ingrained in the language of NT to be
eliminated.

Although, as has been said, it is the more
theological writers who lay the greatest stress
upon this aspect of the Son as revealing the
Father, there is one conspicuous passage of the
Synoptics in which it is clearly implied. The
verse Mt II 2 7, with its very close parallel in Lk
1022 (both passages should be taken with their full
context), is in form so like the characteristic say-
ings of Christ; it fits into and interprets such a
number of other passages (Mt 1616, Mk 210 441 97

etc.), and, while in remarkable agreement with the
general verdict of the primitive Church, stands so
apart from the particular tendencies of the Synoptic
Gospels that it would be wanton to doubt its
genuineness. To make the picture of Christ on
earth consistent, we need to see in it not merely
the beneficent Teacher, but the Son of God, as this
name is understood by the writers of deepest in-
sight.

(ii.) The Revelation through the Holy Ghost.
— If we look at the Fourth Gospel from another
point of view, we shall find it dominated by the
consciousness of a double revelation. That through
the Incarnate Son of which we have just been
speaking is one ; that through the Holy Ghost
is the other. Looking back over the space of time
that had elapsed since the Ascension, the writer
sees that a great force has been at work in the
Church, the effect of which he regards as a direct
fulfilment of prophecies by our Lord Himself
before His departure. A second 'Advocate'
(' Comforter' AV, RV) was to come after He was
gone. It was to be a dispensation like His own,
and was to be characterized by a like dissemina-
tion of truth, not so much wholly new truth as a
revival and reinvigorating in the minds of the
apostles and others who came within its range of
truth already taught by Himself: ' These things
have I spoken unto you, while yet abiding with
you. But the Comforter, even the Holy Spirit,
whom the Father hath sent in my name, he shall
teach you all things, and bring to your remem-
brance all that I said unto you.' . . . ' Howbeit
when he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he shall guide
you unto all the truth : for he shall not speak
from himself; but what things soever he shall
hear, these shall he speak : and he shall declare
unto you the things that are to come. He shall
glorify me : for he shall take of mine, and shall
declare it unto you. All things that the Father
hath are mine : therefore said I, that he taketh of
mine, and shall declare it unto you ' (Jn 1425· Μ

1613-15). There is an accent about all the passages
in which the writer refers to this subject which is
far more like the accent of real experience than
a product of pure reflection without concrete ex-
perience behind it. The writings of the Fourth
Evangelist contain no express reference to the
Day of Pentecost and the history recorded in the
Acts, but they contain a number of allusions which
are well explained by that history. St. Luke in
like manner has no express mention of the Para-
clete, but both his Gospel and the Acts bear fre-
quent testimony to the work of the Paraclete
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under His other name, the Holy Spirit. Here as
in the Fourth Gospel we have a historical retro-
spect of facts and impressions recalled after a
considerable lapse of time, but in the Epp. of St.
Paul we are in the midst of the events, and we are
allowed to see into the inner mind of one of the
leading actors in them. From the language of St.
Paul we may learn what is meant by being
' taught all things and having all things brought
to remembrance,' or rather as he had not been an
immediate disciple of Christ we are enabled to
understand the πληροφορία with which he spoke.
He certainly felt that the Gospel which he preached
had its source outside himself. Nowhere, perhaps,
does this come out more clearly than in the first of
all his Epistles. Writing to the Thessalonians he
says, * For this cause we also thank God without
ceasing, that when ye received from us the word
of the message, even the word of God, ye accepted
it not as the word of men, but, as it is in truth, the
word of God, which also worketh in you that
believe' (1 Th 213). This is the central principle of
the apostolic preaching. It is the * demonstration
of the Spirit and of power' of which he speaks else-
where (1 Co 24). And the substance of the preach-
ing is just the new revelation about God and
Christ and the Holy Spirit, and their united work
for the salvation of men. * Things which eye saw
not and ear heard not . . . unto us God revealed
them through the Spirit: for the Spirit searcheth
all things, yea, the deep things of God' (1 Co 29·10).

Thus the method of divine revelation in the NT
is very similar to that in OT. It is brought about
through the action of the Holy Spirit upon certain
selected instruments, with just the difference on
which stress is laid in Ep. to Hebrews, that whereas,
under the Old Covenant, God had spoken in and
through the prophets, under the New He spoke
' in ' and through the Son, and those expressly
chosen and trained by the Son.

LITERATURE. — On the training of the apostles to be the
vehicles of the new revelation, see Latham, Pastor Pastorum
(Cambridge, 1890). Reference may also be made to the
Bampton Lectures for 1893 on ' Inspiration,' and other works on
the same subject.

3. DISTINCTIONS IN THE GODHEAD.—In the
previous sections of this article we have had
gradually to discriminate between the operation
and functions of what we now call the different
* Persons' in the Godhead. At the time of which
we are speaking (the period covered by NT)
there was no such conception in the general mind
as that of personality.' The term 'person' was
just coming into use through the defining influence
of Roman Law acting upon popular language (the
distinction of persona and res appears to have
come in during the 1st cent. B.C., shortly before
the time of Cicero). But a long process had to be
gone through before the idea of personality ac-
quired an exact connotation ; and that process was
to a large extent involved in the theological con-
troversies on the subject of the Trinity, the result
of which was the formulated doctrine of Three
Persons in One God, as we have it in what is
commonly known as the Athanasian Creed.

It would be an anachronism to expect a defini-
tion of the doctrine in NT. And yet the doctrine
is really a working out of data contained in NT.
It is a rendering of these data intelligible to the
consciousness as part of a reasoned and formulated
whole. The Christian theologian is well aware
that the only expression possible to him is approxi-
mate : he applies to the whole construction the
dictum of St. Augustine; he says what he says, non
ut illud diceretur sed ne taceretur {De Trin. v. 9).
But he is almost compelled to say something, and
the deliberate judgment of the Church has been
that he is warranted in saying so much as he does.

In any critical study of that which we call by
anticipation the doctrine of the Trinity in the NT,
the starting-point must undoubtedly be the bene-
diction in 2 Co 1314 * The grace of the Lord Jesus
Christ, and the love of God, and the communion
of the Holy Ghost, be with you all.' In this
verse we have an utterance of the mind of the
apostle, which he knows will find an echo in the
minds of his readers at a fixed point in time and
place, probably about twenty-six and in any case
not more than twenty-eight years after the Ascen-
sion. We are left to draw our conclusions as to the
belief of the Church at this time. It is, of course,
true that the object of the passage is not dogmatic.
If it had been, its significance would have been
less. It is not the expounding of any new doctrine.
It is not even the expounding of doctrine at all.
It is only an invocation of blessing. But the
peculiar form which this invocation takes, points
to much previous preparation in thought and
teaching; it points to a settled, and we are obliged
to think, uncontested belief, common alike to the
writer and his readers.

The peculiarity of the belief consists in the re-
markable way in which a group of spiritual bless-
ings, such as man is accustomed to look for di-
rectly from God, is not referred to the Godhead
conceived singly as a Monad, but distributively as
Three, and yet Three so bracketed together as to
be at the same time One. No graduated interpre-
tation of the Three Names is possible. If it were,
we should have Beings who were not Man and yet
not wholly God. In the Arian Controversy an
attempt was made to establish this interpretation;
but it utterly and hopelessly failed.

The other alternative remains, that St. Paul and
the Church of his day thought of the Supreme
Source of spiritual blessing as not single but
threefold—threefold in essence, and not merely in
a manner of speech. How did he come to think
thus ? How was it that a Church so far from the
centre of things and at so early a date was pre-
pared to receive without question an assumption
which to us seems to make such large demands
upon the intellect ?

It was certainly not a matter of course. We
have seen that there was a certain tendency to
hypostatize the Word of God, the Wisdom of God,
the Spirit of God, even the Glory of God. The
Messiah was thought of as more than human if
less than in the full sense divine. But all these
conceptions were fluid and tentative. Jewish
theology had no fixed and settled belief in regard to
them. Even if we add to OT the other writings
current at this period, Apocrypha and Pseudepi-
grapha, the Jewish Apocalypses and the Sayings
traditionally handed down of the oldest Rabbis,
still we should not find anything to suggest a
combination of the three terms handled with the
precision with which St. Paul handled them.

One passage there is which would abundantly
account for St. Paul's language if we could accept
it as historical. That is the command to the
apostles at the end of the first Gospel to go and
baptize all nations * into the name of the Father
and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost' (Mt 2819).
This belongs to a comparatively late and suspected
part of the Gospel. But one tradition may be later
than another and more limited in circulation, and
yet not be any less authentic. Now, the Didacha
shows us that we no sooner cross the frontier of
the apostolic age than we find baptism into the
Threefold Name in full possession of the field {Did.
vii. 1, 3). The tradition is continuous. It is
taken up by Justin {Apol. i. 61), and Tertullian
expressly tells us that the person baptized was
dipped three times in recognition of the Threefold
Name (Prax. 26). The practice, then, is at least
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very old. And it is no slight confirmation of the
statement in the first Gospel that if it were true
it would supply just the explanation that we want
at once of the established rite and of St. Paul's
language. In any case we seem compelled to
assume that there was some foundation for both in
the teaching of our Lord Himself. If there was
not, at what point in the six-and-twenty years
can the usage (doctrinal or liturgical) have been
introduced in a manner so authoritative as to
impose it upon St. Paul and the Churches of his
founding? We may greatly doubt if any satis-
factory answer can be given to this question.

On the other hand, the moment we assume that
our Lord did really give this alleged command, and
that He really did prepare for it by some corre-
sponding teaching, a number of other facts are
accounted for. We find the very teaching of
which we are in search in many places of the Last
Discourse as recorded by St. John (Jn 1416· 26 1526

167·10# 13# 15). And with such teaching in the back-
ground a variety of phenomena in St. Paul's Epp.
fall into their place which would otherwise be
very intractable.

(i.) The Father and the Son.—The Epistle
(2 Co) ends with a triple benediction, and it begins
with a double benediction. ' Grace and peace'
are invoked upon the Corinthian Christians ' from
God our Father, and from the Lord Jesus Christ.'
We observe here the same sort of bracketing of
the two Divine Names as in the case of the Three.
Although there is a distinction of names, and
although there may be a certain distinction and
special distribution of function, the source of
spiritual blessing is in its essence One.

The fact that there is this alternation within
the same Epistle of the Two names and the Three,
shows that the one expression is in no way incon-
sistent with the other. A like alternation is
found side by side in several other of St. Paul's
Epistles. For instance, in 1 Co 124-n we have the
Triad : Lord, God, Spirit; in 1 Co I 3 and 86 we
have (in the latter passage very expressly) the
Duad : God [the (our) Father] and Lord [Jesus
Christ], In like manner, in Bo 814"17·26"30 we have
the Triad, though not formally drawn out, just as
clearly presupposed as in vv.31"39 (cf. I7 etc.) we
have the Duad ; and a like relation appears in
Eph 218 32"5·14'17 44"6 518"20 compared with I 2 · 3 · 1 7

24ff. 55 g6. 23#

Nor is this alternation confined to the Pauline
Epistles. It is seen again in 1 Ρ Ι2·3-12 413"19 by the
side of I1 7 '2 1 25 315"18·2ϋ'22 etc. ; and it is as con-
spicuous in 1 Jn 54*8 compared with the general
tenor of the Ep., which is constantly setting · the
Father' and * the (His) Son' over-against each
other. We may also compare Jude 2 0 · 2 1 with
1. 4. 24. 25 . R e y J4-6 2 2 6 " 2 9 35· 6· I2· 13· 21. 22 w j ^ 56-I3
79"17 etc. And we are further reminded that in the
Didacha baptism in the name of the Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit is spoken of almost in the same
breath with baptism in the name of Christ {Did.
vii. 1, 3 and ix. 5).

There is thus an easy transition from the one
way of speaking to the other. There is really a
threefold usage. The apostles and early Christians
generally speak of God, of God the Father, and
God the Son, of God the Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit, according to the context and the particular
purpose with which they are writing; but the
three modes of expression, so far from being
mutually exclusive, are, in fact, closely connected
and correlated. And it is noticeable, that while
there is this free and natural interchange of the
three terms, no fourth term is ever added to the
three as at all upon the same footing. The mental
bracketing of which we have spoken appears to
subsist throughout. The usage, although it is in

some respects wide and varied, is yet in others
strictly circumscribed, and is regulated by fixed
laws. When we look into it more closely we seem
to become aware of a gradual development and
expansion, if not in the original presentation of
the doctrine, yet in the order in which the different
parts of it—so to speak—become consciously and
definitely realized by the apostles and first dis-
ciples. If (as we have seen reason to think) they
had received fuller teaching on the subject directly
from the Lord Himself than is contained in our
extant Gospels, this did not prevent them from
grasping the truth only by degrees, and the very
gradualness with which it was grasped would
account for some of the first statements being lost
to us. It is the later teaching of events calling
the earlier teaching to remembrance (Jn 142(i)
which has preserved for us so much of this as we
have. It is a matter of common experience that
there are lessons latent in the mind which only
become vividly realized when something occurs to
bring them home, or when the logic of thought
naturally reaches them.

In the case of the apostles the logic of thought
started from Christ, the Incarnate Christ, whom
they had seen with their eyes, and their hands had
handled in the days of His flesh. If Christ was
God, then it was certain that there must be in
the Godhead some such distinction as that which
we call personal; the attributes of personality at-
tached to Him as unmistakably as to the apostles
themselves. And if beneath these there lay a
substratum of unity with the Power which ruled
the heavens, that unity must still be such as
admitted of personal distinction.

The language which the apostles use is thor-
oughly accounted for by the evidence of their own
senses, taken with the utterances of Jesus Himself.
The keyword which is constantly upon His lips is
the name 'Father ' with its correlative 'Son.'
These terms established themselves from the very
first in the Christian consciousness as the true
expression of the mutual relation. That they
must have done so appears from the fundamental
place which they had in the theology of St. Paul,
in spite of all the independence which he claims
for its origin. No better argument exists for the
view that at the time when he wrote his extant
Epistles he had already some form of evangelic
document before him. In any case he must have
been familiar with an extremely solid and unani-
mous tradition. To that tradition it is not too
much to say that all Christian speculation on the
wider relations of the Godhead goes back. The
central point in all subsequent argument is the
relation of ' Father' and ' Son.' And the difference
which in all ages has marked off a loyal from a
disloyal interpretation of the data of Christianity
has been this, that the one insisted upon a real
Fatherhood and a real Sonship, which the other
has attempted to explain away. This was the
principle at issue in the Arian Controversy. And
there has probably never been a controversy
argued out more thoroughly or with a more abund-
ant expenditure of both intellectual and moral
force. The outcome of it was the definite and
triumphant affirmation of the position that the
Father is essentially Father and the Son essentially
Son. The most abstruse clauses in the Athanasian
Creed are nothing but the emphatic assertion and
the systematic safeguarding of this.

(ii.) The Holy Spirit. — In framing their doc-
trine of the Holy Spirit, as in framing their doc-
trine of the Son, the apostles had before their
minds a definite series of facts. There was a
certain group of phenomena which they consist-
ently referred to the action of the Spirit. The
phenomena of what we call 'inspiration,' the
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divine influence of which they were conscious in
preaching and teaching; the special and remarkable
* gifts' {χαρίσματα) which distinguished in an emi-
nent degree the first generations of Christians;
and, generally speaking, the felt communion of the
human spirit with the divine, were regarded by
them as manifestations of the activity of the Holy
Ghost. If we read the three chs. 1 Co 12-14 we
see that St. Paul felt himself to be in the midst
of such activity; and there are many other allusions
to it. The Early Church appears to have dated
the energies at work wTithin it in a special sense
from the first Pentecost after the Ascension. They
called this an * outpouring' of the Holy Ghost,
seeing in it a fulfilment of prophecy (Ac 217·18> ω ,
Tit 36).

But how was it that they came to speak of the
work of the Holy Spirit as the work of a person ?
That they did so appears not only from such
incidental passages as Ko 826, 1 Co 1211, Eph 430, but
still more from the great Trinitarian texts 2 Co 1314

and Mt 2819, in which the Holy Ghost is placed
on precisely the same footing as the Son and the
Father. We have seen that this can have been no
momentary freak of language, but that it must
have had a broad foundation in the consciousness
of the apostolic Church. Between the fluid usage
of contemporary Judaism and the fixed usage of
the apostles and their successors there intervenes
the teaching of Jesus. And it seems impossible
not to refer to this the impulse which determined
the direction of Christian thought upon the sub-
ject. The fragments of that teaching which have
been preserved for us in the Fourth Gospel (Jn
14i6ff. 26 1526 167-w) g e e m t o i m p i y a y e t fuller con-
text which has been lost; but of themselves they
are sufficient to warrant the faith which the Church
has evidently held from the first, though as the
centuries went on it was compelled to define it
with increasing distinctness.

There are two classes of passages in NT relating
to the Holy Ghost. On the one hand, there are
those of which we have been speaking, where the
Third Person (of later theology) is clearly distin-
guished from the First and Second, and repre-
sented as confronting them. And, on the other
hand, there are passages in which the Third Person
is as closely associated with the First and Second.

The Spirit is repeatedly spoken of as the * Spirit
of God.' And the relationship indicated by this
phrase is explained in 1 Co 210ί· as analogous to
that of the spirit in man. 'For the Spirit
searcheth all things, yea, the deep things of God.
For who among men knoweth the things of a
man, save the spirit of the man which is in him ?
even so the things of God none knoweth, save the
Spirit of God.' But He who is thus described as
the * Spirit of God' is also described as the * Spirit
of Christ.' So notably in Ko 89f* 'But ye are not
in the flesh but in the Spirit, if so be that the
Spirit of God dwelleth in you. But if any man hath
not the Spirit of Christ, he is none of his. And if
Christ is in you,' etc. Here ' Christ' takes up the
'Spirit of Christ,' and that, again, takes up the
' Spirit of God' (defined a little later as the ' Spirit
of Him that raised up Jesus from the dead ) in
such a way as to show that, at least for the
purpose of the writer, the three terms are convert-
ible. Nor is this the only place in which we read
of the 'Spirit of Christ' (cf. 1 Ρ I11), or ' of Jesus'
(Ac 167RV), or 'of Jesus Christ' (Ph I19), or 'of
[the] Son' (Gal 46), or 'of the Lord' ( = Christ,
2 Co 317).

Again, we have to remember that the concep-
tion of the incarnate Christ is referred to the
direct operation of the Holy Ghost (Lk I35), and
that His endowment with the fulness of divine
power for His ministry is also dated from the

descent of the Holy Ghost at His baptism. This is
the ' anointing with the Holy Ghost' of Ac 1038 as
the sequel to which He is ' full of the Holy Spirit'
(Lk 41), and acts through the Holy Spirit (Mt 1228,
Ac I2, He 914); He also communicated the Holy
Spirit to the apostles (Jn 2022).

There is thus another side to the mystery of the
Triune God. Although in one sense Three, He is
in another no less One. There is such a mutual
interaction, such a fundamental unity, as prevents
distinction from amounting to separation. The
Three Persons are not three individuals. There
are not three Gods, but One God.

This is the evident drift of the data which NT
has handed down to us ; and it is to these data
that the later theology has sought to do justice.
They find their most complete and ripest inter-
pretation in the balanced clauses of the Quictimque.
Those clauses are, no doubt, relative to the line of
thought which leads up to them. Compared to
some aspects of the biblical teaching, they will
appear secondary where this is primary. It is
more important for the great mass of Christians to
have it brought home to them that God is love,
that the proof of His love is the incarnation and
death of His Son, and that He does impart of His
own righteousness to men, than that {e.g.) the Son
is ' not made nor created, but begotten.' But the
significance of this latter proposition is that Christ
is truly Son. And the question whether He is
truly or only figuratively Son is a vital question,
as vital now as it was in the days of Nicsea or
Chalcedon. The question was quite sure to be
raised, and, being raised, it has to be answered.
The phrasing of the answer may vary with the
philosophy of the time, but its substance cannot
be any other than that which has been so deliber-
ately adopted and ratified.

LITERATURE.—No considerable monograph on the doctrine of
God as Triune has appeared since Baur's Die christliche Lehre
von der Dreieinigkeit u. Menschwerdung Gottes, 3 vols.,
Tubingen, 1841-1843, and G. A. Meier, Die Lehre von der
Trinitdt in Hirer historischen Entwickelung, 2 vols., Hamburg
u. Gotha, 1844. A thorough discussion of the beginnings of
the doctrine in English is still a desideratum. There is an
instructive chapter on the Holy Spirit in Milligan, The Ascen-
sion of Our Lord (1892), pp. 166-226. [The literature on the
previous sections of this art. has been given under each section].

W. SANDAY.
GpD, CHILDREN (SONS, DAUGHTERS) pF, are

biblical phrases for near and blessed relations to
God, but used with various applications and mean-
ings. In NT the words ' children' (τέκνα) and ' sons'
[vloi) are distinguishable in meaning : the former,
in which the idea of origin is most prominent, is
the favourite expression of St. John; while the
latter, emphasizing rather the notion of relation and
privilege, is the one used by St. Paul. But even
in NT the distinction is not an absolute one; and
in OT, though both ideas are found, the words are
not definitely marked off.

It is therefore advisable to consider both phrases
together, while marking their various shades of
meaning: and their significance may best be under-
stood by examining the places where they occur, as
nearly as possible in their historical order.

A. IN THE OT.—In OT this cannot be done
with certainty, because of the doubts and differ-
ences of opinion among scholars as to the dates of
many of its books. But a pretty sure starting-
point can be found in the Bk. of Hosea, the date of
which, in the reign of Jeroboam II. of Israel, is
universally admitted. In this prophecy the relation
of Israel to God is depicted, first, as that of a wife
to her husband (chs. 1-3). This describes the nation
or land as a whole, and individual Israelites are
represented as her children, who as born to God
are children of God. The unfaithful wife is re-
pudiated (22); but when led to repentance, as
described in that parable (26"23), so wonderfully
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parallel to our Lord's of the Prodigal Son, she
again obtains mercy, and is once more the people
of God (21·23). In anticipation of that blessed
restoration, it had been declared (I10) that the
children of Israel would be called 'sons of the
living God.' They are so named as born of her
whose husband is J", i.e. who is in covenant with
God.

So, when the same figure of the conjugal relation
of God to Israel is used by Ezk, the actual children
of the nation are called God's children for the same
reason (Ezk 1620·21 ' thy sons and thy daughters
whom thou hast borne unto me . . . my children/
2337 ' their sons whom they bare unto me'). In
these and similar passages, the notion of birth or
origin is evidently the prominent one ; and in Ezk
1621, though the Heb. word is ' sons' as in the pre-
ceding verse, the LXX like the EV have rendered
it by τέκνα, ' children.' As thus conceived, to be
children of God is the same thing as to be born
members of the nation or community that is in
covenant with God. This notion of being God's
children may probably be traced in the words of
the Pharisees to Jesus, ' We were not born of
fornication; we have one Father, even God ' (Jn
841), i.e. we are members of a people in covenant
with God and true to him.

But Hosea also gives another conception of
Israel's relation to God in II 1 ' When Israel was a
child, then I loved him, and called my son out of
Egypt.' With this must be taken Ex 422·23, where
God says to Pharaoh, ' Isr. is my son, my firstborn :
and I have said unto thee, Let my son go that he
may serve me ; and thou hast refused to let him
go : behold, I will slay thy son, thy firstborn.'
Here 'my son'='my people' in God's previous
words to Moses ; and there is no emphasis on the
idea of birth or origin ; for ' firstborn' evidently
conveys the notion simply of most precious or
beloved, as in Zee 1210. It is the relation of Israel
to God, and the value God puts on him, that is
indicated : and so appropriately ' son,' not ' child,'
is the word employed. The context that follows
in Hos I I 3 · 4 shows that fatherly training and teach-
ing are included in the notion, and in 8 · 9 fatherly
pity and love. But throughout it is the people as
a whole that is here called God's son. The relation
that was before depicted as that of a wife to her
husband, is now spoken of as that of a son to his
father.

These two figures are still more closely connected
in the first great discourse of Jer (chs. 2. 3), where
the fundamental idea is that Israel has been J'"s
unfaithful wife, while yet on her repentance she is
invited to say, ' My father, thou art the guide (or
companion) of my youth' (Jer 34). The phrase,
' guide, companion, or friend of youth,' is used in
Pr 217 for a husband, and prob. that is its signifi-
cance also in Jer 3 4 ; and the employment of the
words ' my father,' as parallel, is not unnatural in
a state of society when the head of the house stood
almost in the same relation to his wife as to his
children. In Jer 314 * Return, Ο backsliding chil-
dren, saith the Lord, for I am a husband unto
you: and I will take you one of a city, and two
of a family, and I will bring you to Zion,' we
have the people as a whole viewed as J"'s wife, and
its members as his children ; and so also in vv.19·
20.22̂  j$u£ here the Israelites are called children of
God, not, as in Hos and Ezk, simply as born of the
people which is J"'s wife, but as taken by him one
by one, and returning to him with personal re-
pentance. The idea of physical origin has passed
away, and the notions connected with sonship seem
to be mainly divine pardon, protection, and in-
heritance.

This whole passage also shows how the figure of
God's marriage to Israel served an important pur-

pose, in elevating the notion of the relationship
from a merely physical to a moral and spiritual
one. The heathen peoples, esp. in the Semitic race,
conceived themselves as children of the deity in a
grossly physical sense, as appears even here (Jer 227

' which say to a stock, Thou art my father ; and
to a stone, Thou hast begotten me '). The conjugal
relation, as founded, not on nature, but on a covenant
of love, involving duties and responsibilities, gave
a foundation for the moral appeals of the prophets,
and made possible such a transition as we see in
Jeremiah's teaching, to a higher view of sonship to
God as an individual privilege.

A similar and perhaps more direct transition,
from the collective to the individual relation, is
made in Dt 141 ' Ye are the children of (lit. sons to)
the LORD your God . . .,' v.2 « For thou art an holy
people unto the LORD thy God, and the Lord hath
chosen thee to be a peculiar people (i.e. a people of
his own possession), above all peoples that are on
the face of the earth.' Here sonship is ascribed to
the Israelites individually on the ground that the
people as a whole is holy, i.e. separated to God
by his special choice of them to be his own
possession (see Ex 195·6). The notion of birth or
origin is here entirely absent, and that of privilege
and corresponding duty is the one conveyed by the
name ' sons of God.'

Dt also contains a passage remarkably rich in
ref. to the sonship of Isr. in the song ascribed to
Moses in ch. 32. Here God is called the people's
Father because he bought, made, and established it
(vv.6·15), begat, gave birth to (v.18), led and nourished
it (vv.1(M4). These expressions refer to the divine
action in forming Israel into a nation by delivering
it from Egypt and training it in the wilderness.
On the ground of this, the individual Israelites are
called 'his sons and his daughters' (v.19), 'children'
(v.20); and they are blamed for their provocation.
But it is indicated that they who deal corruptly
with God are not his children (v.5), and that God
will take others to be his people so as to provoke
them to jealousy (v.21), while the nations are called
to rejoice with (or as being) his people (v.43). Here
we see distinctly a moral significance attached to
the title 'sons' or 'children of God.' Though it
belongs properly to Israelites, it is forfeited by
them if they are not faithful to God, and it may
be given to men of other nations as well. Hence
it is sometimes given specially to the godly, as in
Ps 7315 ' the generation of thy children'; Pr 1426

' In the fear of the Lord is strong confidence ; and
his children shall have a place of refuge.' See also
the comparison in Ps 10313. On the other hand, the
privilege is ascribed to Gentiles, especially in the
prophecies of their calling in the later book of
Isaiah. God still calls Israelites ' my sons' (Is
4511), because they are sons of Zion (4917), who has
been married to J" though put away for a time
(501 and 54). But she is to receive children of whom
she shall say, ' Who hath borne me these ?' (4921),
i.e. God and his Church are to have people from
among the Gentiles sharing the blessings of Israel
and enhancing her glory. Or, if those unexpected
children are merely the exiled and forgotten
Israelites, their sonship is now entirely independent
of physical descent. ' For,' they say, ' thou art
our Father, though Abraham knoweth us not, and
Israel doth not acknowledge us : thou, Ο Lord, art
our Father ; our Redeemer from everlasting is thy
name' (Is 6316, cf. 648 651 6619"21). Even if sonship
is not here directly extended to the Gentiles, the
principle is laid down which implies that. But it
is not on the ground of nature or creation that this
is done, but expressly on that of redemption and
grace, only a redemption not merely external and
national, like that of Israel from Egypt, but spiritual
and therefore universal.
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In Mai I6, J", appealing specially to the priests,
calls himself a father and a master, as looking for
the honour and fear given to earthly fathers and
masters. In ch. 210 the prophet asks, * Have we not
all one Father ? hath not one God created us ?' as a
basis for a rebuke to the Jews for marrying heathen
wives, v.11 ' Judah hath profaned the holiness of
the Lord which he loveth, and hath married the
daughter of a strange god.' Here plainly the
fatherhood is not conceived as extending to all
men, and the creation spoken of is the formation
of Israel as a nation, as in Is 431442 and elsewhere.
In the time of Malachi it was necessary to insist
on the separation of the restored Jewish community
from the surrounding idolaters, and he makes no
mention of the calling of the Gentiles. But he
indicates (ch. 316·17) that the true children of God
are they that fear him, of whom the Lord says, * I
will spare them as a man spareth his own son that
serveth him.5

Thus the OT affords a rich variety of statements
about sonship to God as ascribed to men, which
seem to exhibit successive stages in a development
and elevation of the idea. (1) From the first it ap-
pears to be raised above the gross physical notion by
the conception of it as origin from the people that
is married to J". Then (2) it is conceived as being
members of the people that J" has created as his
son; (3) as being taught and trained by J" as a
father; and (4) as not constituted by mere natural
descent, but by the fear of the Lord, and so possible
for those who are not by birth members of the
people of Israel.

Before proceeding· to consider how this line of teaching is
completed by Christ and his apostles, it will be proper to refer
to a few passages in OT where the name ' sons of God' is given
apparently to superhuman beings. In Job 387, where J"
challenges Job for ignorance of his wonderful works, he describes
the creation of the world as being, ' When the morning stars
sang together, and all the sons of God shouted for joy.' The
parallel seems to be similar to the usage by which the hosts of
God denote sometimes the stars and sometimes the angels : and
since in Job 16 and 2* Satan, undoubtedly conceived as a super-
human spirit, is described as presenting himself among the
sons of God, it is probable that in all these places the name is
given to angels, and is used to indicate their nature, as the more
common name ' angels' still retained its original reference to
their office as messengers of God. It would indicate beings akin
to God as being spiritual and superhuman, though derived from
and inferior to the Creator. They are also called his ' holy ones'
(Dt 332, p s 895), and his ' hosts' (Ps 10321 etc.). In Ps 291 and 896
4 sons of the mighty' should prob. be rendered * sons of God' or
* of gods,' but it is not a usual form of the name when used of
the true God. The phrase is sometimes used in the way in
which in Heb.' son of man' is simply ' man,' ' son of oil' = fruitful,
' sons of flame' = sparks ; and as in early times the Israelites did
not doubt the existence of the deities of the nations around them,
they called them gods (e.g. Ex 15H), which was afterwards
softened into « sons of God,' or ' of gods' (Ps 896), and then into
«angels of God ' (as in LXX Ps 977· 9).

The passage in Gn 61-4 has been variously understood from
very early times, and no interpretation is free from difficulty,
but modern scholarship inclines to the view that by 'sons of
God' are meant angels.

In Ps 821·6 « sons of the Most High' is synonymous with
1 gods,' and is applied to rulers and judges in the congregation
of God as invested by him with power, and called to rule in his
name.

B. IN THE NT.—As the Bible contains no dis-
tinct doctrine about angels, it is impossible to form
any definite conception of the relation implied in the
name ' sons of God' given to them in OT, esp. as the
usage is not followed out in NT, where in the Ep. to
Hebrews it is denied that God ever gave the name
4my son' personally to any of the angels, that
being the more excellent name obtained by him
who is the effulgence of God's glory and the very
image of his substance (He I3"5).

1. THE TEACHING OF JESUS.--While keeping
silence as to the sonship of angels, Jesus and his
apostles have much to say as to the truth and
blessedness of men being sons or children of God.
In the teaching of our Lord himself the fatherhood
of God occupies a very large place, and is far more
fully exhibited than in OT. Jesus came to reveal

God, and the name in which he summed up his
disclosure of his character was * the Father.' He is
the Father by way of eminence as being full of love,
pity, and kindness, such as Jesus himself showed in
his own person. And this love extended to the
most unworthy and sinful, and to Gentiles who
were outside the commonwealth of Israel. Thus it
is assumed in Christ's teaching that the blessing of
being sons of God is not limited to the Jewish
nation, though that is nowhere expressly said, and
though Jesus declares that such prayers as the
Gentiles offer are not to be made by those who
know God as their Father in heaven (Mt 67·8). To
be called sons of God is one of the blessings of the
kingdom of God which he proclaimed, promised to
its members, esp. as peace-makers and as loving
their enemies (Mt 59·45-48). As that kingdom is to
be open to all nations (Mt 811), and to men simply
as sinners (Mt 912·13), it is free to all or any to be
sons of God, and in that aspect his Fatherhood
may be called universal; he has a fatherly heart
towards all men, loves and pities all, and freely
forgives the most sinful when they return to him.
This is the lesson of the Parable of the Prodigal
Son (Lk 15), and it is a most gracious and blessed
one. In order to be entitled to call God our Father
we need no other warrant than that we are
sinners, willing to confess our sin and ask his
forgiveness.

The blessings of being sons of God ace. to Jesus'
teaching are forgiveness and gracious reception
when we come to God as penitents ; the assurance
that God will hear our prayers, and give us good
things when we ask him (Mt 711); that he cares for
our welfare, and that we can trust him to provide
for all our earthly needs, so that without anxiety
about these we may make it our great aim to be
like him (Mt 631"34); the Spirit of our Father to
speak in and through us when we are called to
speak for Christ (Mt 1019· 20) ; and, finally, the full
enjoyment of the kingdom (Lk 1232, Mt 2531).

Jesus always uses the term 'sons,' not 'children,'
of God, thus directing our attention to the nature
of the relation rather than to the origination of
it. His main teaching is that we stand to God in
a relationship in which we can trust him as loving
us and caring for our soul's welfare, and can speak
to him with freedom and confidence. Plainly, too,
this is a personal and individual relation. We have
such privileges each for ourselves, and not merely
as members of any nation or community.

At the same time, Jesus teaches that this relation
of sonship to God is connected with his own person,
and to be enjoyed through him. He claimed for
himself a peculiar sonship, speaking of God as
4 my Father' in a way that, according to Jn 518,
exposed him to a charge of blasphemy for making
himself equal with God ; and he made our entering
the kingdom of God depend on our not only calling
him Lord, but doing the will of his Father in
heaven (Mt 721), and that is the same as doing his
words (ib. 24). He declared that no one knew the
Father but the Son, and he to whomsoever the Son
wills to reveal him (Mt II27); and he revealed the
Father, not only by his words, but by his whole
character and life. Hence he invited the weary
and heavy-laden to come to him and learn of him,
and this was his call in general to all who would
enter the kingdom of God. He desired men to see
in his own person and life what real sonship to
God was, what childlike trust, what loving
obedience, what zeal for his Father's honour and
patient submission to his will it involved, and what
rest and peace it brought with it. Into this
blessedness he desires to bring men, and he recog-
nizes those who will do the will of his Father in
heaven as his brethren (Mt 1250). They are sons
of God through him and with him. Their follow-
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ing him implies a renouncing of earthly goods and
even of life itself, such as is impossible to man and
possible only to God (Mk 1027). Hence to enter the
kingdom of God requires a conversion and becoming
as little children, which in Jn 33· δ Jesus calls being
begotten anew of the Spirit.

Thus our Lord's teaching about sonship to God,
though it is entirely of a practical religious char-
acter rather than scientific and theological, yet
involves as its basis two ideas that he pould not in
his earthly life fully develop. One is that true
sonship to God is a participation of his own unique
relation to the Father, which is the archetype of all
filial relationship to God, and the other is that it
becomes ours through the impartation of a new life
from God, in the strength of which we are enabled
to renounce our own self-centred life. The former
of these ideas is suggested by the fact that while
Jesus habitually calls God his own Father, he as
expressly calls those his brethren, whom he
teaches to address God as * our Father.' This
shows that though he (e.g. Jn 2017) makes the distinc-
tion between his own relation to God expressed in
'my Father,' and ours expressed by 'your Father,'
he does not mean that God is our Father in a quite
different sense from that in which he is his, for in
that case we would be only nominally and not
really his brethren ; but he would intimate that
while his Sonship is indeed unique as being original
and absolutely perfect, we partake of it through
him. But this could not be fully explained as
long as the truth about his own person could not
be clearly revealed.

The other idea is implied in Jesus' teaching that
God's sons are those who trust him and are like
him, and that for us this implies a great change
of mind and heart, a turning our back on our
worldly selves, such as can be effected only under
the influence of a power from God. But this, too,
could not be made plain till the coming of the
Spirit, whom Jesus promised to complete his
teaching.

The outcome of that teaching is to be seen in
the apostolic Epistles, and in these we find the
former idea developed more especially by St. Paul
and the latter by St. John.

2. THE TEACHING OF PAUL.—St. Paul views
Christianity chiefly in its bearing on the personal
relation between man and God. Apart from
the salvation of Christ, that relation is that of
a transgressor of the eternal moral law to the
righteous Lawgiver and Judge, hence it is a state
of condemnation and death. From that he is
redeemed by the propitiation which consists in
the obedience and sacrifice of Christ the Son of
God. The truth that our Redeemer is God's own
beloved Son is repeatedly emphasized in connexion
with his sacrifice as enhancing the love of God
and the self-emptying grace of our Lord; and St.
Paul undoubtedly regarded Christ's Sonship as not
merely an official or Messianic, but a pre-existent
and eternal relation to God. But in his view
Jesus' death is our redemption only in virtue of
our being one with him in it by faith, so that by
it we die to sin and to the law, and are freed from
its curse. Since, then, we are redeemed from our
natural state of condemnation as sinners by dying
in and with the Son of God, who loved us and
gave himself for us; since we live now only in
him, our relation to God is henceforth the same
as his, we are sons of God in Christ Jesus, because
by faith, sealed in baptism, we have put on Christ
(Gal 326> *?). It has been questioned whether here
and in Ro 68, where St. Paul uses the limiting (?) pro-
noun ' as many as' and the phrase ' baptized into
Christ/ instead of the usual one * baptized into the
name of Christ,' he refers to the outward rite of
water baptism at all, and not rather to the inward

washing from sins by real union to the Saviour.
Most commentators, however, consider that there
is no reasonable doubt that by baptism into Christ
he means the sacrament. But if this be so, the
apostle certainly assumes that it was received in
faith and sealed a real union to Christ, which is
the ground of our sonship.

The sonship of believers in Christ, St. Paul con-
nects with the OT view of the Israelites being
God's sons in virtue of the covenant and promise
to Abraham (Gal 329), and he proceeds to explain
the special privileges brought by Christ by com-
paring the position of Israel under the law to that
of children under age, who, though really sons
and heirs, have not practically more liberty than
servants, but are under guardians and stewards
by whom they are governed and their property is
managed. So God's children, before Christ came,
being immature, were in subjection to what St. Paul
calls 'the rudiments of the world,' i.e. elementary
teaching by precepts relating to outward things,
such as meats, times, and seasons. But it is
remarkable that the apostle speaks of the Gentiles
also as in their heathen state having been under
such rudiments (Gal 43·9), so that we may infer
that he recognized a certain divine training even
of them, as elsewhere he speaks of them being a
law to themselves (Ro 214"16). He views Christ's
coming and work both as giving sonship to those
who were only servants, and also as giving full
filial rights to those who were children under age.
But not as if it were the former only to Gentiles
and the latter to Jews as such; but that it was
a real gift of sonship to all, whether Jews or
Gentiles, who were without God; and to all who
were really seeking him, in whatever nation,
though they might be very immature in their
spiritual life, it was the bestowal of the full
privileges of sons of full age having free and direct
access to God as their Father. This view is in
accordance with the highest conception attained
in the OT, that in Deutero-Isaiah from which and
other prophetic Scriptures St. Paul quotes in his
discussion of the relations between Israel and the
Gentiles in Ro 9-11.

In order to bring out the privilege of being
made sons of God, St. Paul employs the notion of
adoption as recognized in the Roman law. See
ADOPTION.

Among the privileges flowing from sonship in
Christ he mentions the bestowal of the Spirit, aa
the Spirit of God's Son, or of adoption, who cries
in us, i.e. moves us to cry, * Abba, Father' (Gal 46,
Ro 815), and with this is connected the access we
have with boldness to God as our Father (Eph 218

312). Another benefit flowing from sonship is the
inheritance which we have in and with Christ
(Gal 326·29 47, Ro 817). This means that the glory
that is to be revealed is as sure to us as if we
had a right to it in strict law, and at the same
time is the free gift of the Father's love. In con-
nexion with this St. Paul develops the idea that
believers in Christ, though poor, afflicted, and per-
secuted in this world, yet really have the Messianic
blessings promised in the OT as those of the
kingdom of God, because they can rejoice in their
tribulations, since these are means of their per-
fection, and are inconsiderable in view of the
promised glory (Ro δ3"11 818-36, 2 Co 416-59). The
further notion that afflictions are chastisements
sent by God in love, and for our real and truest
good, is expressed in the Ep. to Hebrews (125'1*) as a
special blessing of God's children more distinctly
than in the Pauline Epistles. For St. Paul doe»
not conceive our relation to God as that of young
children needing discipline, but rather as that of
sons of full age in a relation of freedom and love
to our heavenly Father. Hence he is not fond of
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the expression children {τέκνα) unless when the
form of his argument from OT leads him to use
it, as in Ko 97·8. So, too, he does not use the
idea of our being begotten anew of the Spirit to
describe the beginning of Christian life; he con-
ceives it rather as a new creation or a raising from
death. In Tit 35 the word * regeneration' is not the
common expression for what is generally so called,
and it is not certain that it refers to the new birth
of individuals.

3. THE TEACHING IN HEBREWS. — Here again
the notion of children is more prominent than that
of sons, and the idea in ch. 12 is the position of
young children needing education and chastise-
ment. This writer also has in view the beginning
of the relation in a birth rather than in adoption,
for he calls God the Father of spirits in contrast
with the fathers of our flesh (129). It is unnatural
to suppose that he meant by these words to teach
the philosophical doctrine that men derive from
their earthly parents only their bodies, and their
spirits directly from God. Whether this be true
or not, the idea of the writer was manifestly the
religious one, that while our relation to our earthly
parents is physical, our relation as children to
God is spiritual. But that he does not conceive
this relation as a universal one, is plain from the
fact that he speaks of the possibility of being
without chastisement, and so being bastards and
not sons (v.8), here using the Pauline term for the
relation.

There is one utterance of St. Paul, in his speech
at Athens (Ac 1728·29), where he says of all men as
such that they are the offspring {yivos) of God,
because he has made us with the purpose that
we shall know him; he is not far from any one
of us, since in him we live and move and have
our being. This relation is clearly not the same
as that which the apostle in his Epistles ascribes
to Christians when he says they are sons of God
through faith in Jesus Christ. It does not include
the blessings of freedom, of the spirit of adoption,
or of being heirs of God. Hence, if this universal
relation is to be called sonship, it must be clearly
distinguished from that Christian sonship of which
lie speaks most frequently and most fully. But if
it be considered that St. iaul does not use the word
1 sons' {υιοί), but the more indefinite one ' offspring'
(yivos), that he borrows this from a Greek poet,
and that the only use that he makes of the state-
ment is to show that since we are so like God it
is foolish to think that the Deity can be repre-
sented by material images, it cannot but appear
very precarious to infer from this expression that
St. Paul would say that all men are sons of God, or
that the relation that is formed by our creation
in God's image deserves to be called sonship. He
does indeed teach that all things were created
through and in the Son of God, who appeared on
earth as Jesus Christ (Col I15-17); and he declares
in the warmest and most glowing language the
love and kindness, goodness and patience of God
towards all men, seeking to lead them to repent-
ance. If we think that these truths are fairly
expressed by saying that God is the Father of
all men, and they his sons, we may, on our own
responsibility, use these phrases; but we should
remember that St. Paul does not use them in
such a sense, but means by being sons of God
something far more blessed.

The Palestinian apostles do not use the Pauline
term * adoption'; but they describe in different
ways how men are made children' of God, employ-
ing that word rather than * sons,' because they em-
phasize the spiritual birth by which we are re-
newed.

4. THE TEACHING OF JAMES.—In the Ep. of
James (I17) God is called the Father of lights, from

whom cometh down every good giving and every
perfect boon, and to whom must not be attributed
any temptation to sin, because he is unchangeable
in goodness. Then it is added : ' Of his own will
he brought us forth by the word of truth, that
we should be a kind of first-fruits of his creatures'
(I18). The 'we' here are clearly those who, as
afterwards said, have ' the implanted word,' which
is able to save their souls (I21). This reminds us
of Jesus' Parable of the Sower and the Seed, where
the word of the kingdom is compared to seed
having a living power of germination and pro-
ducing new life, and the fruit of the good seed
is said to be the sons of the kingdom (Mt 1338),
in opposition to the sons of the evil one. In Ja I2 7

God is called the Father absolutely, to show that
he is truly and purely worshipped by visiting the
widows and fatherless in their affliction ; and in
39, where is exposed the inconsistency of blessing
God while we curse men, God is called the Lord
and Father; but, as if to leave no doubt that all
men are included, they are described, not as chil-
dren of God, but as made after the similitude of
God. It is maintained by many that since all
men are made in God's image, and cared for by
him with infinite goodness and love, they are all
his children; and if they think it best to use
the phrase in that sense, no one can object to
their doing so, and the thing meant is most cer-
tainly taught in Scripture ; but it does not appear
that the apostles called it by the name of sonship,
and it does appear that they described believers
as sons of God in a higher sense because born
again by his word and Spirit.

5. THE TEACHING OF PETER.—In I P I3 it is
said that * the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ, according to his great mercy, begat us
again to a living hope by the resurrection of Jesus
Christ from the dead, into an inheritance incor-
ruptible, undefiled, and unfading, reserved in the
heavens for us.' This by itself might be merely
a rhetorical way of saying that the historical fact
of Jesus being raised to life after his death and
burial awakened in the souls of his followers a
hope of immortal blessedness that made them
practically new men, animating them with new
life. But when we read further on in the same
chapter (1 Ρ I23), 'having been begotten again, not
of corruptible seed, but of incorruptible, through
the word of God which liveth and abideth for
ever,' we can hardly doubt that the apostle means
to describe a change that is wrought, not merely
by the impression made by an event even as great
and important as the resurrection of Christ, but
by an influence working directly on our souls,
and making us, as afterwards described (22), as
newborn babes in our religious life and relation
to God. This corresponds to what Jesus taught
of the need of being turned, so as to become as
little children (Mt 183), as well as of being begotten
of the Spirit (Jn 33"8). It seems, therefore, to
be in ref. to this new birth that St. Peter speaks
of Christians calling God, the impartial Judge,
Father (1 Ρ I17), not as in the AV, 'if ye call
on the Father,' but 'if ye call him Father who
without respect of persons judgeth according to
every man's work.' It is plainly not all men by
whom God is to be addressed as Father, but be-
lievers in virtue of their having been begotten
again. So, too, they are called to show them-
selves obedient children (I14), or children of
obedience. Throughout, the idea of birth is the
prominent one, rather than that of the relation
and privileges of sons. These are not developed
as they are by St. Paul and by the writer to the
Heb., the only one specially mentioned being the
inheritance (1 Ρ I4). It is in harmony with this
conception of believers being children of God be-
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cause born or begotten of him, that in 2 Ρ I4 they
are said to become partakers of the divine nature.
Also we may observe that in 1 Ρ God is distinct-
ively called the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ (I3), and the notion of our being in Christ
and dying with him to sin is also in the writer's
mind (224 41). The opening sentence is formed
after the pattern of that of the Ep. to the Eph.;
but while St. Paul blesses God because he has fore-
ordained us to adoption (Eph I4), St. Peter seems to
have expressed the same idea of sonship by divine
gift, in the more concrete form of a begetting.

6. THE TEACHING OF JOHN.—The teaching of St.
John on this subject combines the elements of the
Pauline and Petrine, though it is more akin to the
latter, and uses the term ' children' rather than
sons of God. The keynote to it may be found in
the Prologue to the Gospel (I12·13), 'to as many
as received him (the Logos) he gave the right to
become children of God, even to them that believe
on his name: which were begotten, not of blood
nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of
man, but of God.' Here we have the right to
become children of God bestowed by Christ, which
answers to St. Paul's statement, * God sent forth
his Son . . . that we might receive the adoption
of sons.' The word 'adoption' is not employed;
but the right to become children expresses the
same thing in less technical language. Further,
this is said to be given to those who receive Christ
by believing on his name. St. Paul had also
written, ' Ye are all sons of God by faith in Jesus
Christ; for as many of you as have been baptized
into Christ have put on Christ' (Gal 326f·). Thus
for St. John, as well as for St. Paul, our sonship
to God is through union to Christ the only-begotten
Son, and that union is effected by faith.

But St. John adds to this the conception found
in St. James and St. Peter of a birth or begetting of
God, which he emphatically distinguishes from the
natural birth in every aspect of it. Those who
believe in Christ's name are they who were be-
gotten of God; and that this is not done by the
process of natural generation is shown by a three-
fold contrast: not of blood, i.e. they did not be-
come sons of God through or in virtue of their
being of the one blood of which God has made all
mankind. Neither was it by any movement or
impulse of their own nature, whether the spon-
taneous tendencies of its animal faculties (* the
will of the flesh'), or even the voluntary acts of
personality ('the will of man'). The contrast is
more briefly and pointedly expressed in our Lord's
discourse with Nicodemus as between being be-
gotten of the flesh and of the Spirit (Jn 36). St. John
seems to conceive the Divine Spirit as a principle
or power of life and holiness proceeding from God,
given to Jesus Christ in all its fulness and by him
communicated to his disciples. It is not unworthy
of notice that Iren. and Tertull. apply Jn I1 3 to
Christ, apparently reading the verb in the singular
('who was born'); and though that reading is only
found in some Lat. MSS and cannot be received,
yet in 1 Jn 518 our Lord, according to the most
natural interpretation, is called 'he that was be-
gotten of God.'

St. John seems chiefly anxious to show that the
believer's being a child of God necessarily involves
likeness to God in character and life; and hence,
while he ascribes this privilege to the wonderful
love of the Father (1 Jn 31), and to our being
united to Christ by faith (Jn I12), he dwells most
fully on the truth that our sonship is due, not
merely to the gracious act of adoption by the
Father and our being made one with the Son
through faith, but also to our receiving a new
life from the Spirit of God, which communicates
to us that very principle of love which is the

essence of God. In 1 Jn 229 he says, 'every one
that doeth righteousness is begotten of him,' and the
uniform usage of the apostle seems to show that
he means of God, though it is of Christ that he
has been speaking just before. Wherever there
is real righteousness in any man it is derived from
him who is the archetype and source of all right-
eousness. Then, after expressing his joyful sense
of the greatness of the Father's love and the
reality of the sonship that it bestows, he returns
to the subject of the inconsistency of that sonship
with sin and its inseparable connexion with right-
eousness, and at 39 he says, ' Whosoever is be-
gotten of God doeth no sin, because his seed
abideth in him, and he cannot sin because he is
begotten of God.' The statement is evidently an
ideal one, describing the Christian life in its
ultimate perfection when we shall be like him,
for we shall see him as he is (v.2). But it is
put in the present, because that perfection is really
given in principle and germ to all who are begotten
of God even now. The impossibility of their sin-
ning is not to be achieved by any further or
additional gift or power, but by the life from God
that is given at the first, when it comes to its full
maturity. That principle of sinlessness is called
the seed of God which abides in his children.
This seems to denote a spiritual life derived from
God, whereby, as it is put in 2 Ρ I4, we become
' partakers of the divine nature'; it is what Jesus
indicates when he says, 'That which is born of
the Spirit is spirit' (Jn 36). The divine nature
ace. to St. John is love (1 Jn 48·16), and this love is
implanted in us when God gives us of his Spirit.
So in a spiritual sense our being begotten of God
is not a mere metaphor, but a proper statement
of what is a real communication of the most
essential life of God. But, while giving this high
transcendent view of the nature of believers' son-
ship to God, St. John is careful to insist that its
reality must be proved by the practical test of
conformity to the moral law in the common affairs
of daily life. He does not allow the mystical
union with Christ and God to obscure the distinct
personal relations between us and God. There is
to be a day of judgment, and one of the blessings
of the children of God is to have confidence in
that day, and not to be ashamed before Christ at
his coming. In the present life the relation of
the children of God to him as their Father, im-
plies confession of sin and prayer for others as
well as themselves, and requires perfect truth and
frankness. The blessings of sonship to God are
summed up by St. John in the one great idea of
eternal life.

The world outside of Christ is described as lying
in the evil one (1 Jn 519), of the evil one, children
of the devil (310); but Christ is the propitiation for
the whole world (22); and as the love of God is
manifested in sending his Son to be a propitiation
for our sins (410), it is implied that God's fatherly
love has a universal aspect, though all men are not
really, in St. John's view, God's children.

LITERATURE.—The subject of our sonship to God has not been
much discussed until recent times, though it came incidentally
into consideration in connexion with the Sonship of Christ, as
in Athanasius' Or at. agst. Avians (esp. Or. ii.), and in the
systems of theology, as in Calvin's Inst. (i. xiv. 18, n. xiii. 1,
ΐΐΐ. ii. 23), and practical treatises, as Thomas Goodwin's On
the Work of the Holy Ghost. In modern times such writers
as F. D. Maurice, F. W. Robertson, etc., have made great
use of the idea that all men are children of God, to exclude
the doctrine of God's judicial dealings. R. S. Candlish discussed
the subject in his Cunningham Lectures on the Fatherhood
of God, maintaining that sonship belongs to believers, and is
founded on that of Christ. T. J. Crawford in his Fatherhood
of God criticised these positions, and maintained a twofold son-
ship—one universal, founded on Creation, and another special,
bestowed on believers in Christ. Another work that appeared
at the same time is The Divine Fatherhood, by C. Η. Η. Wright,
taking mainly Dr. Candlish's view. The other side is strongly
maintained in A. M. Fairbairn's Christ in Modern Theology.
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In these discussions the subject was connected more or less
with far-reaching questions of systematic theology, and the
notion of sonship to God plays an important part in the Dog-
matik of R. A. Lipsius. Its exegetical discussion belongs pro-
perly to the Bib. Theol. of the NT, and reference may be made
to the works, on that subject, of Schmid, Weiss, Beyschlag,
also to Wendt's Teaching of Jesus, and to Bruce's The Kingdom
of God and St. Paul's Conception of Christianity. There is a
very interesting special study of St. Paul's conception of adoption
in relation to Rom. law by W. E. Ball in the Contemp. Rev.
Aug. 1891. J . S. CANDLISH.

GOD FORBID.—See FORBID.

GODHEAD.—This word occurs three times in AV.
Ac 1729 * We ought not to think that the Godhead
is like unto gold, or silver, or stone, graven by art
and man's device' (Gr. τό θείον); Ro I2 0 * For the
invisible things of him from the creation of the
world are clearly seen, being understood by the
things that are made, even his eternal power and
Godhead' (Gr. θεώτηή ; Col 2 9 ' For in him dwelleth
all the fulness of the Godhead bodily' (Gr. θεότης).
In each case the Gr. word is appropriately em-
ployed, and the one could not have been used for
the other, so that to give ' Godhead' as the trn of
them all is most unhappy.

In Ac 1729 τό θείον, ' the Divine,' is chosen by
St. Paul in his speech to the Athenians as a
familiar philosophical expression which enables him
to carry their thoughts easily with him. Even
they, with scarcely a personal conception of God,
ought not to debase their conception to the level
of men's handiwork. Hence RVm · that which is
divine' is better than text 'the Godhead,' though
' the Divine' would have been better. Wye. errs
on the other side when he offers ' godly thing' (after
Vulg. Divinum). Tindale gave ' godhed,' and was
followed by all the Versions except the Rhemish,
which has ' the Divinitie,' though 'Godhead' is
given as an alternative in the Annotation to
the verse. The Gr. expression occurs nowhere
else in biblical Greek, though the adj. θείος
is common in LXX and occurs in 2 Ρ I s · 4 (EV
' divine').

Lightfoot (on Col 29) expresses the difference
between θεώτης and θεότης thus: θεώτητ is the
quality, debris the essence of God. The distinction
is best seen by observing that θεότης comes from
6e6s 'God,'while θεώτης comes from θεΐος 'Divine.'
Therefore Sanday - Headlam (on Ro I20) more
happily : θεότης = Divine Personality, θεώτη$=
Divine nature and properties (cf. Bengel [on Col
29] : ' Non modo divinae virtutes, sed ipsa divina
natura,' and see Trench, NT Synonyms, p. 6 ff.).
It is at once seen how appropriately St. Paul uses
θειότης in Ro I2 0 where he speaks of such attributes
of God as can be read in the book of Nature ; and
how appropriately θεότης in Col 29 where he asserts
of the Son that in Him dwells the fulness of the
entire (revealed and unrevealed) Personality of
God. The Latin Versions were forced to use
divinitas for both words. But its insufficiency to
represent θεότψ was early felt, and Augustine says
{De Civ. Dei, vii. 1): ' Hanc divinitatem vel, ut
sic dixerim, deitatem : nam et hoc verbo uti jam
nostros non piget, ut de Grseco expressius trans-
ferant id quod illi θεότητα appellant.' The same
feeling is now finding expression in English, and
theologians prefer to speak of the Deity rather
than of the Divinity of Christ, since the former
word alone gives Him the full Personality of God.
The Eng. Versions from Wyclif to AV make no
distinction, but use ' Godhead' at both places, ex-
cept that the Rhem. NT has ' Divinitie' at Ro I20.
Yet Beza (on Col 29) had shown the distinction:
' Non dicit, την θειότητα, id est divinitatem, sed την
θεότητα, id est deitatem.' Luther also was content
with 'Gottheit' for both words; but De Wette
gives ' Gottlichkeit' for θειότης; while Weizsacker

RV has ' divinity,1 retaininggives 'Gottesgiite.'
' Godhead' for tfeor^s

Each word occurs once only in NT. Nor is θεότ^ί found in
LXX, a n d θειότνα only once, Wis 18 9 (x»t τον τ%ς θειότ^τος νόμον εν
c μονό ία, Ιάθίντο, AV 'and with one consent made a holy law,'
AVm 'or a covenant of God or league,* RV 'and with one
consent they took upon themselves the covenant of the divine
law,' RVm ' Gr. law of divineness'). On this Westcott {Lessons
of the RV of NT, p. I l l f.) draws attention to ' the care taken
by the Revisers to represent words of a single occurrence in the
original by words of single occurrence in the Eng. version.'
Besides ' divinity' in Ro I 2 0 for θειότ^ς and ' Godhead' (for which
he seems to prefer 'deity') in Col 29 for θεατής, he mentions
* apparition' for φάντασμα, Mt 1426, Mk 649; ' awe' for Ι'εος He
1228; 'billows' for σάλο? Lk 212 5 ; 'concealed' for πα,ρα,χοι·

θ Lk 945 ; « conduct' for ocyuyvi 2 Ti 3*0 ; * confute' for
θ A 1 8 2 8 ' d ' f ά Tit 23

; y y i ; r
γχ Ac 18 2 8; 'demeanour' for κατάστημα. Tit 23;

' discipline' for σωφρονισμοί 2 Ti 17 ; ' disrepute' for α,πελεγμός
Ac 1927 ; «effulgence' for ά,πα,υγα,σμα, He 13 ; ' goal ' for σκοπός
Ph 3 1 4 ; ' impostor' for γόης 2 Ti 3 1 3 ; ' to interpose' for μεσιτεύει
He 61?; ' justice' for ή Αίχη Ac 284; ' to moor' for αροσορμίζεσθχι
Mk 653; «sacred' for Ιερός 1 Co 913, 2 Ti 315 ; «to shudder' for
φρίσσε» Ja 21 9 ; ' stupor' for χα-τάνυξις Ro I I 8 ; ' to train' for
σωφρονίζιιν Tit 24 ; «tranquil' for ήρεμος 1 Ti 22 ; ' undressed ' for
όίγνα,φος Mt 916, Mk 2 2 1 ; and ' without self-control' for α,κρα,τΥ,ς
2 Ti 33.

In modern English the word ' Godhead' is mostly
confined to a neuter sense, as if it were the proper
trn of τό Θε7ον, and of that alone. In older English
it was a synonym for ' divinity,' which, as we have
seen, was not distinguished, as it is scarcely distin-
guished yet, from ' deity.' The Rhem. NT has the
marg. note to Jn 666 ' Heretikes beleeve not the
real presence because they see bread and wine, as
the Jewes believed not his Godhead because of the
shape of a poore man.' Tindale {Works, i. 200)
speaks ironically of 'the Pope's godhead.' And
Chaucer {Knightes Tale, 1523) uses the word as a
syn. for 'deity'—

« If so be that my youthe may deserve,
And that my might be worthy for to serve
Thy godhede, that I may been oon of thyne,
Than preye I thee to rewe upon my pyne.'

J. HASTINGS.

GODLESS.—This word is found but once in AV,
2 Mac 734 ' Ο godless man'; Gr. & ανόσιε ; RV ' Ο
unholy man,' as EV translate the same adj. in 1 Ti
I9, 2 Ti 32, its only occurrences in NT.

But RV has given * godless' as the trn of η;?π
haneph, in preference to AV ' hypocrite' in Job
gi3 13i6 1534 17a 205 278 3430 3613, Pr II 9, Is 331 4;
and the same translation might have been given
in the three remaining passages : Is 917 (AV ' hypo-
crite') ; 106, Ps 3516 (AV «hypocritical'), where,
however, RV gives * profane.' For there is no
doubt that * hypocrite,' though it is the trn of all
the versions since Wyclif, misses the meaning.
The verb is used in the Qal in the sense of ' be
polluted,' whether of land (Is 245, Jer 3 l, Ps 10638

so trd in EV, except Is 245 AV «defile,' but Mic
411 of Zion, EV ' defile') or of persons (Jer 2311,
EV ' be profane'); and in the Hiphil * to pollute '
of land (Nu 3533 bis AV ' pollute '—' defile,' Jer 32

AV ' pollute,' 39 AV * defile,' RV always ' pollute'),
and of persons (Dn II 3 2 AV «corrupt,' RV 'per-
vert,' RVm * make profane '). Hence the idea of
the adj. is separated from God so as to be openly
hostile ; not 'hypocritical,' but 'profane,' 'godless.'
There are two substantives, each of which occurs
once, ^n Is 326 (AV' hypocrisy,' RV 'profaneness'),
and ηριη Jer 2315 (AV ' profaneness,' AVm ' hypo-
crisy,'fiV 'profaneness'). J . HASTINGS.

GODLINESS is in NT the equivalent of the Gr.
term ευσέβεια (1 Ti 22316 47· 8 63· 5· 6· n , 2 Ti 35, Tit I1,
also Ac 312 [IIV], 2 Ρ Ι3· 6 · 7 311), except in one pas-
sage (1 Ti 210), where θεοσέβεια is used. ' It properly
denotes,' says Ellicott, 'only "well-directed
reverences " (Trench, Synon. § 48), but in the NT
is practically the same as θεοσέβεια, and is well
defined by Tittmann {Synon. i. p. 146) as "vis
pietatis in ipsa vita vel externa vel interna " (cf.
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Eusebius, Prcep. Evang. i. p. 3). Thus, then, ευσέ-
βεια conveys the idea, not of an "inward, inherent
holiness," but, as Alford (on Ac 312) correctly
observes, of an "operative cultive piety"' (Pastoral
Epistles, p. 27). The substantive is used by St.
Paul only in the Pastoral Epistles ; and Pfleiderer
(Paulinism, Eng. tr. ii. 210) maintains that in
these writings, the Pauline authorship of which he
denies, ευσέβεια takes the place of the Pauline
πίστις as 'the fundamental idea of the Christian
holy life.' Weiss, however, denies this, and holds
that * as ευσέβεια occurs along with πίστις (1 Ti 611), it
is clear that it must rather be the basis of life
from which true faith springs' (Bib, Theol. of NT,
Eng. tr. ii. 129). St. Paul's use of the term 'un-
godly' (ασεβής), in Ro 45 56, as descriptive of all
mankind apart from Christ, would suggest that
the more distinctively Christian sense of the term
' godly ' is to be preferred in St. Paul's letters, as
equivalent, not to reverence for God generally, but
to the Christian feeling towards God as the l· ather
of our Lord Jesus Christ. On the other hand, in
Ac 102·7 the adjective ευσεβής, translated 'devout,'
is used to describe a man who, though a worshipper
of God, was not even a Jewish proselyte. In the
Sept. ευσέβεια is used in some passages (Pr I7, Is
IP) as the equivalent of the phrase 'the fear of
the Lord,' but in others θεοσέβεια (Gn 2011, Job2828).
Thoughout the OT man's duty towards God is
denned as fearing God (Schultz, OT Theol. Eng.
tr. ii. p. 55); and in the ' Wisdom' literature the
fear of the Lord (nw nxy.) is assumed as the funda-
mental principle of piety and morality (Job 2828,
Ps 11110, Pr I7 813, Ec 1213. See Oehler's OT Theol.
Eng. tr. ii. p. 446). For the use of the- adjective
or adverb ' godly' in 2 Ti 312, Tit 212, 2 Ρ 29 see
the following article. Elsewhere in St. Paul's
letters the same word is used in AV to render
either the genitive θεού (2 Co I1 2 II 2, 1 Ti I4) or
the phrase κατά θεόν (2 Co 79·1 0*u); while in 3 Jn 6

'godly sort' = d£tas του θεού, a use of the adjective
which the meaning of the substantive does not
warrant; and it is to be regretted that the RV
retains this rendering in some passages. It must
be added that in some OT passages (Ps 43 121 326)
the adjective 'godly' is used to render the Heb.
word τρπ, which not only describes God's relation
to man, but also describes the mutual rela-
tions of men (see Cheyne, Hosea, 62 n.); and the
use of this word shows that the OT phrase ' the
fear of the Lord' does not mean any slavish dread
of God, but a reverence which does not exclude
love. The NT godliness also means a reverence
that includes all the emotions which the revelation
of God in Christ inspires. A. E. GARVIE.

GODLY is used both as an adj. and as an ad-
verb. The adj. occurs only four times in OT :
(1) thrice as trn of vpri, which is properly ' kind,'
but from the prominence of this quality in God,
and in them that are like Him, comes to mean
' i ' ' d l ' P 3 326 d as subst. 'the

as tr11 of o»rAg
, g y , , as AVm ' a

seed of God.' The proper equivalent of 'godly'
in Gr. is ευσεβής, which in Sirach is one of the
characteristics of the ' wise man ' (ό σοφός), as dis-
tinguished from the ' fool' (6 μωρός) who is ασεβής
' godless'; and in the plur. this practically becomes
a subst. equivalent to ' the Wise.' Thus Sir
3926·27 ' The principal things for the whole use of
man's life are water, fire, iron, and salt, flour of
wheat, honey, milk, and the blood of the grape,
and oil, and clothing. All these things are for
good to the godly (τοΐς εύσεβέσιν) ; so to the sinners
(τοις άμαρτώλοΐς) they are turned into evil.' This
word, which occurs thrice in NT, is only once trd

' godly,' 2 Ρ 29 ' The Lord knoweth how to deliver

the godly out of temptation' (ευσεβείς) ; in Ac ΙΟ2·7

it is trd ' devout' by both AV and RV, the word
being applied to Cornelius and to one of his
soldiers. The TR gives ευσεβής in Ac 2212 in re-
ference to Ananias, but edd. after the best MSS
prefer ευλαβής, which elsewhere (Lk 225, Ac 25 82)
is trd by EV 'devout,' as here. In He 1228 the
subst. ευλάβεια is trd ' godly fear,' for which RV gives
'reverence,' RVm 'godly fear.' But in 57 (the only
other occurrence of the Greek word) RV tr. άττο της
ευλάβειας, 'for his godly fear,' AV ' in that he feared.'
(See this passage discussed in Expos. Times, vi.
434, 522 ; vii. 4, 118, 502). In 2 Co I1 2 II2, 1 Ti I4

' godly' is the trn of θεός ' God' (cf. Mai 215 above);
thus 2 Co I1 2 ' in simplicity and godly sincerity' (4v
άπλότητι [edd. ά'γιότητι] καϊ ειλικρίνεια [Τ WH -ία] θεού
[edd. του 0eoO],RV'in holiness and sincerity of God');
II 2 Ί am jealous over you with godly jealousy' (θεού
ζήλφ, RV 'with a godly jealousy,' RVm 'Gr. a
jealousy of God'); 1 Ti I 4 ' Neither give heed to fables
and endless genealogies, which minister questions
rather than godly edifying (οίκοδομίαν) which is in
faith ' (RV ' a dispensation of God,' οίκονομίαν θεοΰ,
RVm ' a stewardship of God'). The AV of 1611
omits ' godly' from the last passage (evidently by an
oversight, for it is found in all the versions from
Tindale to the Bishops), and it was not inserted till
1638. Wjc. has ' edificacioun of god,' and Rhem.
' the edifying of God,' after Vulg. ' sedificationem
Dei.' * Elsewhere ' godly' as an adj. is the trn of
some attributive phrase in the original. In 2 Co 78

' after a godly manner,' 710 * godly,' and 7 1 1 ' after a
godly sort,' all represent κατά θεόν ' according to God'
as AVm (RV changes 79 into ' after a godly sort');
and in 3 Jn 6 ' after a godly sort' stands for άξίως
του θεοΰ, lit. ' worthily of God,' as RV.

As an adverb ' godly' was once in common use,
as Tindale, Pent. Ά prologe'(Mombert's ed. p. 12),
'Every man must worke godly and truly to the
uttermoste of the power that god hath geven him :
and yet not truste therein' ; and Preface to A V,
1611, p. 5, ' The godly-learned were not content to
have the Scriptures in the Language which them-
selves understood.' 'Ungodly' was used in the
same way, as Mt 226 Tind. 'The remnaunt toke
his servantes and intreated them ungodly and
slewe them'; and T. Lever, Sermons (Arber's ed.
p. 118), 'Do ye not se how that prebendes whiche
were godly founded as moste convenient and neces-
sarye lyvyngs for preachers to healp the byshoppes
and the persons too enstructe the people, be now
ungodly abused to corrupte the byshoppes ?' But
there was a feeling against using the same form
as adj. and adverb. Hence 'godlily' was sometimes
used, as Knox, Hist. 136, 'That by his grave
counsell, and godly exhortation, he would animate
her Majestie constantly to follow that which
godlily she had begun'; and sometimes the word
was avoided. In Pr. Bk., Collect for Good Friday,
'That every member . . . may truly and godly
serve thee' is found in all edd. from 1549 to 1662,
but in the Scotch Liturgy 'godly' was changed
into ' worthily.' ' Godly' is used as an adv. thrice
in AV, 2 Mac 1245 ' there was great favour laid up
for those that died godly' (μετ' εύσεβίας, RV 'in
godliness,' RVm 'on the side of godliness'); 2 Ti
312, Tit 212 (εύσεβως). J. HASTINGS.

GOD, SON OF.—See SON OF GOD.

GOD, SONS OF.—See GOD, CHILDREN OF.

GOEL (AVENGER OF BLOOD).—'Goel' (Heb. Sxi
go'el) is an important technical term of Hebrew
jurisprudence. The primary meaning of the root

* For examples of the way in which RV has endeavoured to
express this idiom (originally Hebrew) in English, see Westcott,
Lessons of EV of NT, p. 32 ff.
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bxz is ' to make a claim,' vindicare, in the sense
of claiming something that has been lost or for-
feited, ' to resume a claim or right which has
lapsed' (Driver); hence the goel is etymologically
' the claimant,' vindex, in practice ' the next of
kin.' We shall consider the rights and privileges
of the goel, (i.) in civil and (ii.) in criminal law.

i. In civil law the following were the chief rights
and responsibilities of the goel. (a) When, through
stress of circumstances, a Hebrew was compelled
to sell part of his patrimony, it was the duty of
'his kinsman that is next to him' (RV)—in or-
dinary language his next of kin—'to redeem {hxi)
that which his brother had sold' (Lv 2525). This
duty is in accordance with one of the fundamental
ideas at the basis of the Hebrew law of real estate,
by which land was the inalienable property of the
clan (πη$ψΏ). According to the priestly legislation,
indeed, the clan or tribe was in its turn the feu-
datory of J", from whom, as the real owner of the
soil, the land was held in fee (Lv 2523). In the
particular case under consideration, the various
degrees of kinship are not stated, but they were
no doubt identical with those laid down for the
analogous case next to be considered (under b);
that is, the right of redemption (nWn Bĝ p Jer 327)
appertained first to full brothers of the vendor;
whom failing or who renouncing, it passed to his
uncles on the father's side; whom failing, to their
sons, i.e. the vendor's cousins on the father's side ;
whom failing, to * any that is nigh of kin unto him
of his family' ( n ^ p L v 2549). From the historical
instance of the purchase by Jeremiah of his cousin
Hanamel's property in Anathoth (Jer 328"12), it
appears that the goel, or next of kin, had the
right of pre-emption, or the right to the refusal
of the property before it was exposed in the open
market, as well as the right of redemption after
it had been sold. In either case the prophet was
his cousin's goel. Under this head, as it seems to
us, must be placed the much-disputed case of Ruth
the Moabitess (which many authorities regard as
a case of levirate marriage), for the first and chief
part of the transaction before the elders of the
city (Ru 4lff·) is clearly the redemption of ' the
parcel of land which was our brother Elimelech's'
(43-6). To this, the primary duty of the goel, the
taking of Ruth in marriage is to be regarded as
subordinate. Nothing is said of the precise rela-
tionship subsisting between Naomi — who here,
contrary to the Pentateuchal laws, appears as her
husband's heir—and the true goel, nor between
him and Boaz, to whom, on the former renouncing,
the right of redemption fell. Throughout the
Bk. of Ruth our translators have rendered the
Hebrew go'el by ' kinsman.'

(b) A second duty of the goel in civil law was to
redeem, not the property, but the person, of his
kinsman, in the event of the latter being com-
pelled by poverty to sell himself as a slave to a
stranger or a sojourner (Lv 2547"49). The order in
which kinship was to be reckoned has already
been given. For the details of the transactions
under this and the foregoing head, see the art.
JUBILEE. From this function of the goel as a
'redeemer* there has proceeded an extensive use
of the verb ga'al in the sense of 'redeem,' with
God Himself for the subject. Thus God is said
to redeem Israel from the bondage of Egypt (Ex
66 1513, Ps 742 etc.) and from exile in Babylonia.
The idea of J" as His people's goel is a special
characteristic of Deutero-Isaiah (4114 4314 446·24 and
oft.), as is the correlated idea of His people as the
redeemed (D^KS) of J" (5110 6212 634, cf. 359).

(c) A third cluty of the goel is mentioned in-
cidentally in the course of an ordinance supple-
menting a previous law regarding certain cases
of restitution (Lv 61"7, MT 521"26). The new law

provides for a case where the injured person may
have died before payment of the conscience-money;
in which case the money, it is assumed, is to be
paid to the goel of the deceased (Nu 58), whom
failing, to the priest.

ii. In criminal law the next of kin had laid
upon him the duty of enforcing the claim for
satisfaction for the blood of a murdered kinsman ;
in this capacity he received the special name of
the go'el had-dam, ' the aYenger (AV also 're-
venger ') of blood.' The custom of blood-revenge,
as it is called, is almost world-wide in its range,
and is especially characteristic of society in a cer-
tain stage of its development (see esp. the work
of A. H. Post, Entwickelungsgeschichte des Fami-
lienrechts, §§ 15-18 'Die Blutrache,' with the
modern literature on p. 113). It rests ultimately
on the two fundamental principles of the sacred-
ness of human life (cf. Gn 95·^ 'whoso sheddeth
man's blood, by man shall his blood be shed'), and
the solidarity of the clan or tribe in primitive
societies. When, with the advance of civilization
and the gradual evolution of the state, the duty
of safeguarding the rights of the community passes
to the state, blood-revenge is obsolescent or ob-
solete. Hence blood-revenge as practised by im-
perfectly organized communities has often been
compared to war waged by modern states for the
vindication of their rights. The Semitic peoples
have practised this custom from prehistoric times,
and the earliest Hebrew legislation, that of the
Book of the Covenant (see below), found it in full
operation. Indeed it is not too much to say that
the aim of the Hebrew legislators, from first to
last, was so to regulate the practice that the
shedder of blood should be, as far as possible,
protected from the hasty and unconsidered ven-
geance of the next of kin, by providing for the
judicial investigation of each particular case, and
the safe-keeping of the accused until such investi-
gation was completed.

Among the Hebrews, then, in primitive times,
the murdered man's next of kin, i.e. his goel, was
bound by tribal custom to avenge his blood by
compassing the death, not merely of the murderer
himself, but of all his family; for the family was
in these early times the unit of society, and so
the murderer s guilt was shared by all his family
(cf. Jos 724, 2 Κ 926). Such, at least, is the Arab
custom, and the law of Dt 2416 seems first to have
limited the responsibility for a crime to the crimi-
nal alone (2 Κ 146). The Book of the Covenant
deals with crimes of violence by formulating, first
of all, the general principle of a life for a life
(Ex 21 1 2; cf. Gn 96); it then proceeds to impose
an all-important restriction on the exercise of in-
discriminate blood - revenge, by emphasizing the
distinction between accidental (v.13) and deliberate
manslaughter (v.14). In both cases the manslayer
is presumed to flee to the altar of the local sanc-
tuary from the vengeance of the goel (cf. 1 Κ I5 0

228); but when deliberate murder has been done,
the criminal must forthwith be handed to the
goel (so we must infer), as the representative, not
merely of the kin of the murdered man, but even
of God Himself, the Supreme Avenger (Ps 912,
MT 13). This natural distinction between wilful
murder and accidental homicide is elaborated in
both the later codes (for the legal distinction
see Homicide and Murder under CRIMES AND
PUNISHMENTS), which are chiefly distinguished
from the older and simpler code above referred
to by the provision of the cities of refuge (for
which see REFUGE, CITIES OF), where the man-
slayer was to find protection from the hasty ven-
geance of the goel ('lest the avenger of blood
pursue the manslayer while his heart is hot,' Dt
196), until it should be decided whether he was
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guilty of murder or of accidental homicide (Nu
359"34, Dt 191"13, Jos 20). Another important re-
striction consisted in the new proviso that two
witnesses, at least, should be required to establish
the crime of murder (cf. Nu 3530 with Dt 1915).
The right of pronouncing whether a particular
case was one of accidental or intentional homicide
seems to have been vested in the elders (Dt 1912),
as the official representatives of the community
(niy. Nu 35i2.24.25) ^ 0 w n i c h the accused belonged.
The elders of the city of refuge to which he had
fled must have formed, according to Jos 204,* a
court of first instance. On the accused being,
after trial, found guilty of wilful murder, he is
handed over to the goel, whose function, as
restricted by successive legislation, has now be-
come little more than that of a public executioner.
If the verdict, on the other hand, is that of
accidental homicide, the congregation (rng) was
authorized ' to deliver the manslayer out of the
hand of the avenger of blood,' and to * restore him
to his city of refuge/ where he was obliged to
remain till the death of the then high priest (Nil
3525). Until this event the accused was in so far
still at the mercy of the goel, that, if he were
found by the latter * beyond the border of his city
of refuge,' he might be put to death with impunity
(Nu3526·27).

A characteristic feature of blood - revenge, as
thus regulated by Hebrew legislation, is the very
limited extent to which compensation for blood
(even when accidentally shed) by a money pay-
ment was admitted. Among many widely differ-
ent peoples, money-compensation—the Greek ποινή,
the Saxon wergeld — was legally admitted, but
among the Hebrews such compensation or ransom
(Ί23) was expressly forbidden for the case of wilful
murder (Nu 3531), and was admitted only in the
case of a man or woman gored to death by an ox
(Ex 21s0).

It is impossible to say how long the custom of
blood-revenge by means of the goel remained in
force among the Hebrews. The case stated by
the woman of Tekoa in 2 S 146"11 reveals its pre-
valence in the reign of David, and, at the same
time, is instructive as showing how the growing
power of the central authority had already begun
to exercise a salutary control over this ancient
practice. According to the Chronicler, Jehosha-
phat required all cases of bloodshed to be brought
before the new high court of justice in the capital
(2 Ch 1910); but, unfortunately, we cannot be sure
how much of this narrative is historical and how
much a reflection of the practice prevailing in the
Chronicler's own time (cf. Kittel, Hist. ii. p. 284).

From the technical sense of one enforcing the
claims of justice in the special case of bloodshed,
as explained above, the term goel in later Hebrew
acquired the more general signification of Advo-
cate/ one who enforces the claim of the oppressed
(Ps 119154) and the orphans (Pr 2311). In this more
general sense the word is perhaps to be understood
in the difficult passage Job 1925 ' I know that my
goel liveth' (see Budde, in loc.).

LITERATURE.—For a modern systematic presentation of the
topic discussed under this art. see Nowack's Heb. ArchceoL i.
Kap. 2, ' Rechtsverhaltnisse,' esp. §§61 and 64 on Criminal Pro-
cedure and Law of Inheritance. For the latter see also Erbrecht
in Riehm, HBA^, and HEIR in this Dictionary. For inheritance
among the Arabs see W. R. Smith, Kinship and Marriage in
Early Arabia, Index «. 'Inheritance, Laws of.' On the general
subject of Blood-revenge see Kohler, Zur Lehre von der Blut-
rache, 1885 ; A. H. Post, Studien zur Entwickelungsgeschichte des
Familienrechts, 1890, 6th section, «Die Blutrache,' pp. 113-136 ;
among the Arabs in particular, Burckhardt, Notes on the
Bedouin, etc. i. p. 148 ff.; W. R. Smith, MS p. 33 f., cf. Index, s.
'Blood-revenge'; for the blood feuds of the modern Syrian

* On the composite character of this chapter see the Com-
mentaries of Dillmann and Oettli; and for the difficulties in
harmonizing the different provisions with regard to the CITIES
OP REFUGB see that article.

fellahin see Baldensperger's notes in PEFSt, 1897, p. 128 ff.
On blood-revenge among the Hebrews see the articles 'Blut-
rache ' in Riehm, HBA*, and in PREl· (in 3rd edition now
being issued the subject is to be treated under ' Gericht');
Bissell, The Law of Asylum in Israel, 1884, and the articles on
MURDER and REFUGE (CITIES OF) in this Dictionary, along with
the modern commentaries on the relative passages.

A. R. S. KENNEDY.

GOG (:ia).—1. The eponymous head of a Reubenite
family, 1 Ch 54. 2. See following article.

GOG (Jia, Yovy).— The 'prince of Rosh, Meshech,
and Tubal,' from ' the land of Magog,' and repre-
sentative of the northern hordes who were to invade
W. Asia in the day * when Israel dwelleth securely'
(Ezk 38. 39, cf. Rev 208). George Smith pro-
posed to see in him Gagi, the ruler of the land of
Sakhi, who is mentioned in the annals of the
Assyr. king Assurbanipal. But the situation oi
Sakhi is unknown, and the Heb. name corresponds
with that of the Lydian king who is called Gyges
by the Greeks, and Gugu in the cuneiform in-
scriptions. Gyges was the first king of W. Asia
Minor who became known to the Assyrians, and
consequently his name may perhaps have become
a title applied by them to the subsequent kings of
that part of the world. The Cimmerians (Gomer)
are included in the army of Gog; and as the
invasion of Asia Minor by them brought about a
great displacement of population, one result being
the retreat of the Mosclii and Tibareni (Meshech and
Tubal) from Cappadocia to the shores of the Black
Sea, it is possible that the irruption of the northern
barbarians into Syria was connected with that
event. (See MAGOG, and cf. Schrader, ΚΑΤ2, and
the Comm. of Davidson and Bertholet, ad loc.).

A. H. SAYCE.
GOIIM (ο:Ίϋ) is the Heb. word which in EV is

variously rendered ' Gentiles,' ' nations,' * heathen'
(see Preface to RV of OT). In the obscure ex-
pression in Gn 141, where AV has * king of nations,'
RV retains Goiim (possibly a corruption from Guti)
as a proper name, although RVm offers the alter-
native rendering Nations.' The same difference
in rendering between AV and RV is found also in
Jos 1223. See, further, GENTILES, and next article.

GOIIM (D â), ' Nations,' the name of the kingdom
of Tidal (Gn 141). The name of Tidal has been
found by Pinches in a mutilated cuneiform tablet,
where it is written Tudghula; and as in another
broken tablet of the same series it is said that
Kudur-Laghamar or Chedorlaoiner, ' the king of
Elam,' had 'collected the Umman Manda' or
* barbarian nations' in order to attack Babylon, it
seems probable that it was of these Umman
Manda that Tudghula was king. They represented
the Kurdish tribes on the northern frontier of
Elam. (See the paper of Mr. Pinches on Certain
Inscriptions and Records referring to Babylonia
and Mam, in the Transactions of the Victoria
Institute, xxix. 45-81). A. H. SAYCE.

GOLAN (jVia).—This appears to have been always
a prominent place, and many historical facts about
it are known, still its site has never been recovered.
It was in Bashan, and belonged to the territory of
Manasseh (Dt 443, cf. Driver, ad loc). It was a
Levitical city and likewise a city of refuge (Jos 208

2127). About the beginning of our era it is men-
tioned in connexion with certain battles or sieges,
and at that time, if not earlier, it had given its
name to a district of such size that the territory
was divided into Upper and Lower Gaulanitis,
which together formed the E. boundary of Galilee
(Jos. Wars, I. iv. 4, 8; III. iii. 1, 5; IV. i. 1 ;
Schurer, HJP I. i. 304 n). The terms < Upper' and
* Lower' no doubt divided the region from N. to
S.; still the upper region is not distinguished by
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highlands, as might be supposed; for the entire
country, while rolling, maintains a pretty uniform
level.

One division of the region E. of the Sea of
Galilee is known at present as Jaulan (see Schu-
macher, Survey of the Jaulan, 1888), and this
name represents the Gaulanitis of NT times and
the Golan of Heb. history. With these indications
it might be supposed that the task of recovering
the place itself would be an easy one; but this
is a case where modern research does not afford
us much help. Nor does any light come from the
meaning of the word, something surrounded, hence
a district. Possibly, the political disturbances
which visited that country from time to time,
and the introduction of other settlers in place of
the Jewish inhabitants, have obliterated all traces
of the exact locality.

We have an indication in the Talm. {Makkoth,
9b), to which prob. some weight should be given,
that Golan was due E. of Kedesh-naphtali, or rather
that the cities of refuge were situated in pairs over-
against each other, E. and W. of the Jordan. As
this indication is true in the case of Shechem and
Ramoth-gilead, there is no reason why it should
not be true also in the other two cases.

The present writer has searched the region pretty
thoroughly for the site of this ancient city, but
has been unable to decide the question beyond
dispute. Nawd has been suggested; and the ob-
jection raised to it, that ' i t is much too far to
the east,' has no weight, since it is about the
same distance to the E. as Ramoth-gilead. It
might be a valid objection to say that it is too
far south.

It must be remembered that the country just
E. of Ramoth-gilead was not thickly settled, and
hence was not very wide at that point, while E.
of the Sea of Galilee it broadened out to nearly
three times that width; and this would be an
imperative reason for appointing, as the N. city
of refuge, a place much farther to the E. than
either of the others on that side of the river.
This fact, together with the indication from the
Talmud, would point to es-Sanamein as a possible
site for Golan. The question of the actual site of
this city of refuge is one, however, that is yet to
be determined. S. MERRILL.

GOLD.—The essential word for gold in Heb. is j
zahdbh (in Aram, parts of Ezr and Dn dehabh,
Arab, dhahab). Four other words occurring in Job
are trd ' gold ' in AV, viz. bezer, Job 2224, RVm
'ore ' (the same word occurs in v.25 || Iceseph
'silver') ; segor, 2815; paz, 2817 ; and kethem, 2819

(the last two often used elsewhere ; cf. TSIK ur\3
Job 2816, Ps 4510, Is 1317; κ urn 1 Ch 294, and Υξήκ
alone, Job 2224b). Another word for gold is haruz,
the usual Phoen. word, but in Heb. confined to
poetry, Ps 6813, Pr 314 810·19 1616 (Driver, Text of
Samuel, p. xxviii). It probably comes from a
root meaning ' to be yellow.' By some the
Phoenician word is thought to be the source of the
Gr. χρυσός.

That Syrians early had command of sources of
gold is evident from the wealth of gold vessels and
ornaments taken by the Egyptians in their deple-
tion of Syria under the 18th dynasty. The gold
of Egypt came at first from Nubia, and later from
the eastern desert; but that of Syria probably
came from Midian. At the first Midianite war
the Israelites are said to have given as an offering
about half as many shekels of gold as the girls of
the captives taken (Nu 3152). This would imply
an offering of about three shekels from each family
destroyed, and therefore a much greater wealth as
a total. Again, Gideon personally gets 1700 shekels
of gold ear-rings from the slaughtered Midianites

VOL. π.—is

(Jg 826), besides the rich spoil of gold from the royal
trappings. That great wealth and ability should
have existed there, is very likely, considering the
civilization of the Amu on the Egypt, monuments,
who probably came thence; and the conquest of
Egypt by foreigners (Khyan, Yakub-el, and others)
most likely from the same land. The absence of
gold in the looting of Palestine under Joshua (the
only piece named being an ingot of fifty shekels at
Jericho, Jos 71'1) is probably due to the thorough
exhaustion of the country by repeated pillaging
under Ramses ill. The quantities of gold men-
tioned are not at all improbable, looking to the
wealth otherwise recorded. Putting amounts
roughly into monetary value, we see

Tahutmes in. First year, plunder of Syria . £20,000
Later years, perhaps 30,000
One year from Nubia 28,000
Other years, perhaps 22,000 ?

In one reign received . . . £100,000 ?
Ramses in. offered to Amen, mainly from

Syria, £120,000 ; probably total plunder 1,000,000?
Total amount stated for Tabernacle . . 90,000
Spoil of Midian, offered £16,000; total at

least 100,000?
Gideon (Jg 826) gets £2000 ; total at least . 10,000 ?
Hezekiah gives Sennacherib . . . . 90,000

These values will give a general idea of the amounts of gold
dealt with in OT accounts, and their relation to the plunder
which the Egyptians got in powerful reigns.

There does not appear to be any common word
for alloys of gold in Heb.; and probably, there-
fore, the electrum or gold-silver alloy, so usual in
Egypt, was not frequent in Palestine. See also
MINING. W. M. FLINDERS PETBIE.

GOLDSMITH is the tr. of rpjs in both AV and
RV of Neh 38·31·32, Is 4019 417 466, and of RV in Jer
IQ9.14 5ii7} where AV has founder.' From early
times elaborate gold work was made in Egypt ;
and the exquisite delicacy and finish of the
jewellery found at Dahshur, of about B.C. 2500,
shows that nothing has been gained in technical
ability since that date. The special feature of
this jewellery is the cloisonnee work of hundreds of
minute pieces of coloured stones, each cut to a pre-
cise shape, and each inserted in a perfectly fitting
socket, made by invisible delicate soldering of
thin strips of gold. The preparation of the base,
and the cutting of the inserted pieces, are alike
beyond anything done in later ages. The same
system was employed throughout Egyptian history
in varying degrees of delicacy; and such work
must have been the starting-point for Hebrew and
Phoenician gold work.

In the account of the tabernacle both cast and
beaten gold are mentioned. The hammering out of
the lampstand, lamps, and trimmers from one
talent of gold is specified particularly (Ex 2531ff·).
The talent was probably 135 lb. troy, about 160
cubic in. of gold; allowing 20 cubic in. for the
lamps and fittings, and as much for the foot, this
would imply (if the whole were about 3 ft. high)
that the stem and branches of the lampstand were
about | in. thick, including the ornaments. Such
a weight, therefore, is quite consistent with this
strength required, and the conditions of working
such a mass. The form of the lampstand is so
familiar from the Arch of Titus that we need not
refer to it here. The hammer-work of the two
cherubim (Ex 2518) does not involve any special
difficulties, as they were doubtless joined; and
Egyptians were long before this adepts at solder-
ing gold. But there is a question involved in the
gold plating of the tabernacle boards (Ex 2629).
The total gold used was 29 talents, of which 1 was
used for the lampstand, and we must allow at
least 2 for the cherubim and mercy-seat. This
leaves 26 talents for plating. The area of the
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boards and bars is about 1860 square cubits, that
of the furniture only 54 cubits. This implies that
the gold-plating was only ^ ^ t h of an in. thick.
Such would be quite impossibly tender for a skin
on heavy weights, such as the boards (which
weighed at least 4 cwt. each), unless it were very
firmly attached; otherwise, if a nailed sheathing,
it would be soon torn by moving. The gilding,
therefore, on such a scale as is stated, would need
to be by the usual Egyptian method of sticking
rather thick gold-foil firmly on to the wooden
basis. The ark and altars may have been more
thickly plated, as their area was but a small portion
of the whole.

The very practical nature of these statements of
quantities has an important bearing on the his-
torical character of the account, which we do not
enter on here.

The making of wire is expressly described as
done by cutting sheet gold into narrow threads
(Ex 393); and such wire for embroidery must have
drawn somewhat more from the amount of the
gold stated above.

One mention in Kings deserves notice. The
shields of gold which were carried by the royal
bodyguard (1 Κ 1426*27) weighed 3 manehs each
(1 Κ 1017). This is about 16 cubic in., and if the
shields were about 2 ft. in diameter they would
be but ^jth of an in. thick; they were therefore
not entirely of gold, but had a back of bronze or
wood. Such work is rather implied by the expres-
sion 'gold fitted upon the carved work' of the
temple doors (1 Κ 635). It appears to have been
repoussee work of gold, with a wooden backing
to support it and maintain the shape, helped by
an intermediate coat of stucco or plaster as in
Egyptian work. W. M. FLINDERS PETRIE.

GOLGOTHA (Γολγοθά, from Heb. n^a 'skull,'
Aram. N^aba).—The Hebrew name of the place
where the crucifixion took place, Kpaviov and
Calvaria being the Greek and Latin equivalents.
Calvary is mentioned only in AV of Lk 2333, being
replaced by ' the skull' in the KV.

Mt 2733 AV * A place called Golgotha, that is to say, a place
of a skull.'

,, RV «A place called Golgotha, that is to say, the place
of a skull.'

Mk 1522 AV, RV 'The place Golgotha, which is, being in-
terpreted, The place of a skull.'

Lk 2333 AV ' The place which is called Calvary.'
„ RV «The place which is called The skull.'

Jn 1917 AV ' A place called the place of a skull, which is
called in the Hebrew, Golgotha.'

„ RV ' The place called the place of a skull, which is
called in the Hebrew, Golgotha.'

Three evangelists agree in calling the spot the
place 'of a skull,' while St. Luke calls the place
' The skull.' This difference may appear to allow
of two explanations as to the name of the 'locality.

(1) It may have been the place of public execu-
tion, where bodies were allowed to be devoured by
birds and beasts, etc. (Gn 4019, 2 Κ 935, Herod, iii.
12), and thus have acquired this name. It was
probably distinct from the place of stoning, because
at this time the Jewish Sanhedrin, though it could
condemn, could not put to death {Ant. IX. i. 1),
without the intervention of the Roman governor
(Jn 1831 ' The Jews therefore said unto him, It is
not lawful for us to put any man to death'). Our
Lord was crucified under Pilate for sedition against
Caesar, owing to the clamour of the Jews, in order
to avoid a tumult (Mt 2723). This method of
punishment for this offence among the Jews was
common at this time {Ant. xvii. x. 10, BJ II. xiv.
9). On account of the Jewish law (Dt 2123), the
corpses of Jewish criminals executed by cruci-
fixion were allowed burial (Mt 2758, Jn 1938); and
this was omitted only under very exceptional
circumstances, as when the Idumaeans, called in

by the Zealots during the civil Avar at Jerusalem
previous to the destruction of the city by the
Romans, ' cast away their dead bodies without
burial, although the Jews used to take so much
care of the burial of men, that they took down
those that were condemned and crucified, and
buried them before the going down of the sun'
{BJ IV. v. 2).

(2) The name may have been derived from the
appearance of the place itself, from its round and
skull-like contour, the Hebrew word Golgotha being
applied to the skull from its rounded form. There
is no indication, however, in the Bible that Golgotha
was a knoll or hillock, and the expression * Mount
Calvary' appears to have come into use after the
5th cent. The Itiner. Hieros. speaks of it as
'Monticulus Golgatha.' Rufinus has the ex-
pression ' Golgothana rapes' {Hist. Ecc. ix. 6), and
Bernhard again has 'Mons Calvarise.' At that
time the usage appears to have become fixed, and
is found in works of all later pilgrims and writers
(Robinson, BEP2 i. p. 376).

The place of execution, both with the Romans
and the Jews, was without the city or camp
(Plaut. Mil. Glor. ii. 4. 6 ; Dt 175, 1 Κ 2113, Ac 758,
He 1312, Lv 2414, Nu 1536), and accordingly 'the
place where Jesus was crucified was nigh to the
city ' (Jn 1920). The use of the definite article ' the
place of a skull,' ' the place which is called The
skull,' indicates that it was a known spot, prob-
ably the ordinary place for crucifixion of male-
factors. Golgotha wras in a conspicuous position,
as it is related that multitudes ' came together to
this sight,' and it could be seen by those ' who
stood afar off' (Mk 1540, Lk 2349); and it was near
a highway leading from the country, where people
were passing to and fro (Mt 2739, Mk 1521·29,
Lk 2326). It was also near a garden and tombs (?):
' Now in the place where he was crucified there
was a garden ; and in the garden a new tomb,
wherein was never man yet laid' ; and the tomb
was ' nigh at hand' (Jn 1941); it was Joseph's
'own new tomb,' the tomb of a rich man of
Arimathaea (Mt 2760).

The traditions which relate to Golgotha are very
numerous, but there are none recorded earlier than
the 4th cent. There can be no doubt that the
present traditional site of Golgotha is that which
was recovered by Constantine, but beyond this
there can be no certainty. Eusebius alone of the
writers of the 4th cent, describes this circumstance
(Euseb. Life of Constantine, iii. 25) connected with
the finding of the Holy Sepulchre; he was living
in Palestine at the time, and was present at the
dedication of the Church of the Resurrection, A.D.
335. This is summarized by Besant and Palmer
{Jerusalem, p. 58) in the following words: ' In
the time of Constantine a report existed that the
spot then occupied by a temple of Venus was the
site of our Lord's burial-place. Constantine took
down the temple, meaning to build the church
upon i t ; but, in removing the earth, supposed to
be defiled by the idol-worship that had taken
place upon it, they found to their extreme aston-
ishment the cave or tomb which is shown to this
day. Then came the building of the Basilica.'
Most of the historians in the 5th cent, relate the
discovery of the Holy Sepulchre with that also of
Calvary, and attribute it to the aged empress
Helena, the mother of Constantine. ' There is a
tradition that Adam was buried under Mount
Calvary. This tradition is mentioned and con-
demned by Jerome {Comm. in Matth. lib. iv. c. 27)
and other early ecclesiastical writers. But the pil-
grims, Breydenbach, Zuallardo, and Cotovicus, not
only say that the head of Adam was found here,
but some (as Bernardino) would have us believe that
it is still to be seen in the fissure of the Apse'
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{The Holy City, pt. II. eh. iii.). The tradition further
went, that at the crucifixion drops of Christ's blood
fell on the skull of Adam and restored him to life
(Mt 2752·63, Eph 5 1 4; Epiphanius, Adv. Hcer. xlvi. 5 ;
Ssewulf, Early Travels in Palestine, pp. 39, 66 ; W.
Tyr. lib. 13, p. 851).

There are many arguments in favour of the
traditional site of Golgotha in addition to the
tradition already referred to, but, until it can be
ascertained whether it is within or without the city
wall of the time of Christ, the whole question must
still remain in doubt. The road from the tower of
Antonia leading into the old road from the city to
Jaffa would probably have passed close to the site,
and on this road, outside the Jaffa gate, public
executions have taken place in quite recent years,
up to 1868. There are rock-cut tombs in the im-
mediate neighbourhood, including that of the
Holy Sepulchre.

During recent years several sites to the north of
the city have been suggested as the site of Golgotha,
in order, apparently, to comply with the view that
the place of execution should be situated on the
north side of the city (Lv I 1 0 · u ) ; but, though this
may have been necessary for the Jewish place of
stoning, there is nothing to indicate that the place
of crucifixion during the Roman occupation was
located according to Jewish ritual, or that it was
identical with the place of stoning.

A knoll above 'Jeremiah's grotto* has been
suggested by Otto Thenius in 1849 (followed by
General Gordon, Colonel Conder, and others) as
the genuine Calvary, on the ground principally
that it is the place of stoning according to modern
Jewish tradition. C. WARREN.

GOLIATH. — The giant whom David slew at
Ephes-dammim (1 S 17). In the account of the
fight he is spoken of as a Phil, from Gath. He
was so politically, but it does not follow that he
was of the ordinary Phil, blood. Presumably, he
was of the rephaite or giant breed, elsewhere
spoken of as living at Gath (2 S 2115"22, 1 Ch 204"8),
and was descended from the ancient Avvim or
Anakim (see ANAKIM, AVVIM, GIANT, RAPHA,
REPHAIM). The Heb. text makes him 6 cubits
and a span in height. Josephus and some MSS
of the Sept. reduce this to 4 cubits and a span.
On general principles the Heb. reading is the more
authoritative, and it fits best the figures given for
the tremendous weight of his armour and weapons.
Counting the cubit at 21 in., this would make him
over 11 ft. high, and over 9 ft. high if we count the
cubit a handbreadth shorter. If he was measured
in his armour, from the ground to the top of his
helmet-crest, this is not incredible, though he is
probably the largest man of whom we have any
authentic record.

The details of the fight are familiar, and need
not be repeated here. It is often said that the
account is quite Homeric. It is especially so in
the boastful speeches the two champions make
before the combat begins. The proposed con-
dition of the fight was that the side whose
champion was overcome should submit to the
other. This was not done, for some reason. In-
stead, Israel fell upon the Philistines and defeated
them with great slaughter. The incident in 2 S
239-12, 1 Ch II1 2"1 4, belongs to this battle, for Pas-
dammim (1 Ch II13) is Ephes-dammim ; and it
shows that the Israelites had hard fighting, and not
merely an unresisted pursuit. It also shows that
David in later years remembered his first comrades
in battle.

The story of David and Goliath is a favourite
theme in the Rabbinical and the Arabian literature,
where it is illuminated with no end of grotesque
and extravagant additions.

The Goliath of 2 S 2119 is a different person ; but
see DAVID, vol. i. p. 562b, ELHANAN, LAHMI.

W. J. BEECHER.
GOMER (-]£J, Τάμερ, Τ6μ€ρ).—ί. Gomer, the son

of Japheth and father of Ashkenaz, Riphath, and
Togarmah (Gn 102·3), is the Gimirra of the Assyr.
inscriptions, the Cimmerians of the Greeks. The
Cimmerians were an Aryan people who inhabited
the Crimea and the adjoining districts of southern
Russia, and in the 7th cent. B.C. poured through
the Caucasus into W. Asia (Herod, iv. 12). They
attacked the northern frontier of the Assyr. empire
in concert with the Minni, the Medes, the people
of Sepliarad (Saparda), and other populations
whose territories they had already overrun; but
in B.C. 677 their leader, Teuspa (Teispes), was
defeated by Esarhaddon, and they were driven
partly eastward, where they overthrew the old
kingdom of Ellipi and built Ecbatana, partly
westwards into Asia Minor. Here they sacked
Sinop6 and Antandros, which they held for 100
years, and finally invaded Lydia. Gyges or Gugu,
the Lydian king, sent an embassy to Nineveh for
help; in the end, however, he was slain in battle,
and his capital, Sardis, captured by the invading
hordes. His successor, Ardys, succeeded in ex-
terminating or driving them out of the country.
Meanwhile Phrygia had been occupied by them,
and the temple of Artemis at Ephesus burned by
their leader, Lygdamis (who seems to be the
Tugdamme of the inscriptions of the Assyr. king
Assurbanipal). Lygdamis was subsequently slain in
Cilicia (Strabo, i. 3,16), but Cappadocia had been so
completely conquered by them as to bear hencefor-
ward among the Armenians the name of Gamir.
In Ezk 386 Gomer is included in the army of Gog.

2. The daughter of Diblaim and wife of Hosea
(I3). See HOSEA. A. H. SAYCE.

GOMORRAH {n-pz, LXX and NT Τομόρρα or
Υόμορρα; see Winer-Schmiedel, § 6, 8b; Arab.
ghamara, ' to overwhelm with water').—One of
' the cities of the Plain'; its position along with
that of Sodom and the other three is now pretty
generally admitted to have been in the Arabah,
or plain, which lies to the north of the Dead
Sea. Of the five original cities, all but Zoar (or
Bela) were destroyed by fire from heaven (Gn
1923"29). The situation has been verified by Tris-
tram, who, on placing himself in the required
positions, was able to recognize the view described
as it was regarded by Lot on selecting his future
residence (Gn 1310), and by Abraham during the
destruction of the doomed cities (1927).* According
to Josephus the vale became Lake Asphaltitis on
the destruction of Sodom {Ant. I. ix.), but in
another place he indicates that the country of
Sodom borders upon it (Wars, IV. viii. 4). It has
elsewhere been shown that the Dead Sea does not
owe its existence to miraculous interposition (see
DEAD SEA) ; and the view that the waters cover
the sites of the cities of the Plain is now generally
discarded. Certain ruins about a mile from the
shore of the Dead Sea north of Ras el-Feshkhah,
marked Khumran (or Gumran) on the Survey Map
of Palestine, have been supposed by de Saulcy
to mark the site of Gomorrah, and the position as
well as the name lend probability to the view.

Throughout Scripture the cities of the Plain are
used as examples of the judgments which fall on
nations and cities in consequence of crime, and -
as warnings to mankind. In the time of Abraham
and Lot the wickedness of these cities appears to
have reached its climax (Gn 1820), and in several

* Land of Israel2, pp. 363-366. The arguments of Tristram
on this subject appear quite conclusive, and should be studied
by those who have not had the opportunities of this writer of
personal inspection of the localities.
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passages is referred to as an example to be shunned
(Jer 2314, 2 Ρ 26, Jude7), and a warning for the
future (Dt 2923, Is I 9 1319, Jer 4918 5040, Am 411,
Ho θ29). But our Lord warns us that the rejection
of the gospel message carries with it a greater
degree of guilt than that of the cities of the Plain
(Mt 101δ). Ε. HULL.

GOOD, GOODS.—The word ' good' is chiefly the
rendering in OT of nio, which is a verb, an adj.,
and a subst. ; and in Apocr. and NT chiefly of
ayados and καλό?; and its meanings are determined
far more by the meanings of those terms than by
the native genius of the Eng. language. In other
words, we have to deal with biblical English, some
of whose peculiarities have been adopted into the
common speech, through the influence of AV
(though not always in their proper sense), and
some have not.

1. As an adj. 'good* is used to express the
following ideas:—

1. Agreeable, pleasant: Gn 36 'And when the
woman saw that the tree was good for food';
3124.29 'Take heed that thou speak not to Jacob
either good or bad'; 4915 * And he saw that rest
was good'; 1 S 258 ' We come in a good day ' ;
299 'And Achish answered and said to David, I
know that thou art good in my sight, as an angel
of God'; Job 139 ' Is it good that he should search
you out ?'; Ps 451 ' My heart is inditing a good
matter ' ; 1331' Behold, how good and how pleasant
it is for brethren to dwell together in unity ' ;
Pr 1523 Ά word spoken in due season, how good
is i t ! ' ; 2413 ' My son, eat thou honey, because it
is good'; Ro 1618 'By good words and fair speeches
[they] deceive the hearts of the simple' {χρηστο-
Xoyias καΐ evXoyias, RV 'smooth and fair speech,'
Sanday-Headlam ' fair and flattering speech ; it is
the only occurrence of χpηστo\oyίa in bibl. Greek).
In this sense we find ' good tidings' 2 S 1827, Lk 210,
1 Th 36; ' good news' Pr 1525; ' good report' Pr 1530,
Ph 48 (εύφημος, Lightfoot, 'winning,' 'attractive').

2. Of good quality (as compared with others of
its kind), highly esteemed: Gn I 4 'And God saw
the light that it was good'; 212 ' And the
gold of that land is good'; 4311 ' Take of the
best fruits in the land' (RV 'choice'); 1 Κ 232

'Who fell upon two men more righteous and
better than he, and slew them with the sword';
1018 ' Moreover the king made a great throne of
ivory, and overlaid it with the best gold' (RV
' finest'); Ps 11110 ' A good understanding have all
they that do his commandments'; Ec 71 Ά good
name is better than precious ointment' (Heb. ' a
name'); Sir 26-1 ' Having the confidence of their
good descent'; Mt 717 ' Every good tree bringeth
forth good fruit'; 1212 ' How much then is a man
better than a sheep?' (RV 'of more value,' Gr.
πόσφ διαφέρει); Lk 589 ' No man also having drunk
old wine straightway desire th new; for he saith,
The old is better' (TR χρηστότερος, most edd.
χρηστός whence RV ' good'); Ac 1022 ' of good
report' (Gr. μαρτυρούμενος, RV 'well reported o f ) ;
231 Ί have lived in all good conscience' {πάση
σννειδήσει ayadri); 1 Co 1231 ' Covet earnestly the besi
gifts' (TR κρείττονα; edd. μείζονα, RV'greater');
Ph 23 ' Let each esteem others better than them-
selves'; 1 Ti 37 'To have a good report' ; Ja 23

' Sit thou here in a good place' (κάθου ώδε καλώς).
3. Profitable, advantageous: Pr 3118 'She per-

ceiveth that her merchandise is good' (RV ' profit-
able ' ) ; Ec 94 Ά living dog is better than a dead
lion'; 1011 ' and a babbler is no better' (RV ' then
is there no advantage in the charmer'); Mt 186

' It were better for him that a millstone were
hanged about his neck' (RV ' i t is profitable');
Lk 1434 'Salt is good.' And the phrase 'g-ood for
nothing' Jer 1310, Wis 1310, Mt 513.

4. Befitting, appropriate: Gn 4016 'When the
chief baker saw that the interpretation was good : ;
Ru 222 ' It is good, my daughter, that thou go
out with his maidens'; 2 S 177 ' The counsel that
Ahithophel hath given is not good at this t ime ' ;
Pr 192 'That the soul be without knowledge, it
is not good'; Ec 711 'Wisdom is good with an
inheritance'; Mt 174 ' I t is good for us to be
here'; Mk 1421 ' Good were it for that man if
he had never been born'; 1 Co 56 'Your glorying
is not good.'

5. Happy, prosperous: Ps 1125 Ά good man
showeth favour' (μίπ isl'iote RV 'Well is it

ith th t h t d l t h

g
(μ , RV 'Well is it

with the man that dealeth graciously'; Perowne,
* Happy is the man ' ; but AV may have under-
stood the word in the moral sense). In OT nita
is an epithet of the heart, but EV tr. otherwise :
I K 12 7 | |2Ch 107 'g lad' ; Est 59 'glad'; Pr 515

AV 'merry,' RV 'cheerful'; Ec 97 'merry.' But
we find in Apocr., Sir 3025 Ά cheerful and good
heart will have a care of his meat and diet ' ; and
Bar 430 'Take a good heart, Ο Jerusalem.' Cf.
the phrase ' of good cheer' (= in old Eng. ' of
happy countenance,' since the 'cheer* was the
'face'), generally as an imperative, 'Be of good
cheer ! ' Est 159, Wis 186, Bar 45, Mt 92 1427, Mk 650,
Jn 1633, Ac 2311 2725; but also Ac 2722 ' I exhort
you to be of good cheer'; 2736 'Then were they
all of good cheer'; and, in a somewhat different
sense, Sir 1832 'Take not pleasure in much good
cheer.' So Herbert, Temple, 'Employment,' 16—

' Life is a businesse, not good-cheer.'

6. Kind, gracious: 1 S 2515 'But the men were
very good unto us, and we were not h u r t ' ; 2 Ch
3Qi8 < T n e g 0 0 ( i LORD pardon every one'; Ps 865

' For thou, Lord, art good, and ready to forgive';
Nah I7 'The LORD is good, a stronghold in the
day of trouble'; Sir 358 ' Give the Lord his honour
with a good eye' {iv άγα04> όφθαλμφ); 2 Mac I I 6

'They and all the people with lamentation and
tears besought the Lord that he would send a
good angel to deliver Israel'; Tit 25 ' Keepers at
home, good, obedient to their own husbands' (RV
' kind'). Cf. Milton, Lycidas, 184—

4 Henceforth thou art the genius of the shore,
In thy large recompense, and shalt be good
To all that wander in that perilous flood.'

And PL viii. 651—
4 Thou to Mankind

Be good and friendly still, and oft return 1 *

7. Upright, righteous, morally and religiously
good: 1 S 1223 ' I will teach you the good and the
right way'; Mic 68 ' He hath showed thee, Ο man,
what is good'; 72 ' The good man is perished out
of the earth' ; Mt 545 ' He maketh his sun to rise
on the evil and on the good.'

8. Of quantity, considerable: Ά good way oil','
Gn 2116, Mt 830; ' a good way from,' Jg 1822; 'for
a good space,' 2 Mac 7 5; ' a good while,' Gn 46J9,
Ac 1818. But ' good measure' (Lk 638) is ' abundant
measure'; and to ' give good ear' (Wis 812) is to
be very attentive. In 2 Es 1621 occurs the phrase
'good cheap,' 'Behold, victuals shall be so good
cheap upon earth, that they shall think them-
selves to be in good case' (so RV; Lat. erit
annonce vilitas). 'Cheap' is from the Anglo-
Saxon ciap, a market, a price ; and Abbott (Shaks.
Grammar, 132) thinks the phrase may arise from
the omission of the prep. : ' good chearj' = ' at a
good price' (for the buyer), ' a t a bargain,' as in
Shaks. /// Henry VI. V. iii. 14—

4 The queen is valued thirty thousand strong';

Merch. of Venice, III. i. 57—' He hath disgraced me
and hindered me half a million.' But the oldest
explanation is to refer the phrase to the French
bon marcho. So Palsgrave (1530), Introd. 49,
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' Marchi, a bargene or a marketstede or cheepe,
as good cheepe, bon marchie.' And this is the
explanation accepted by Murray (Oxf. Eng. Diet.
s.v, 'cheap'). That the prep, may go with it,
however, is shown by Caxton, Chron. Eng. cexvii.
205, 'They toke the kynges prises for hir peny
worthes at good chepe. The meaning is simply
'cheap' (that word being now an adj., which was
formerly a subst., a somewhat rare change in
English). Thus Sir D. Lindsay, ii. 197—

1 To sell richt deir, and by gude-chaip,

And mix ry-meill amang the saip,

And saiffrone with oyl-dolie.'

The phrase is not uncommon in early authors:
Lever, Sermons, 1550 (Arber's ed. p. 130), 'For
they that be true merchauntemen to by and sell
in dede, shoulde and doo provide great plentye
and good chepe by honest byenge and sellynge of
theyr wares'; Rutherford, Letters (cxvi.), ' Law
and justice are to be had by any, especially for
money and moyen; but Christ can get no law,
good cheap or dear'; and Herbert, Temple, ' Pro-
vidence,' 97—

' Hard things are glorious, easie things good cheap.'

'Better cheap' was also used, as Lever in the
same sermon as above (p. 130), 'Take awaye
leasmongers, regrators and all suche as by byinge
and sellynge make thyngs more dere, and when
they be gone, all thyngs wylbe more plentye and
better chepe.' So Rutherford, Letters (cexv.), Ί
trow that (if I were as I have been since I was
his prisoner) I would beg lodging for God's sake
in Hell's hottest furnace, that I might rub souls
with Christ. But God be thanked, I shall find
him in a better lodging. We get Christ better
cheap than so.'

In He II 1 2 occurs 'as good as dead,' another
phrase in which ' good' is used to express extent,
quantity rather than quality. The Gr. is simply
the perf. ptcp. of the verb (νενηκρωμένος), which in
Ro 419, in a precisely parallel passage and con-
struction, is trd in AV simply 'dead,' but RV
gives 'as good as dead' there also. The phrase
is from Tindale, whom most versions follow; but
Wye. has 'nygh deed,' Gen. 'dead,' Rhem. 'quite
dead.' It is good idiomatic Eng., though Moon
(Revisers' English, p. 126) speaks of 'the strange
contradiction in the use of the word good for bad';
but it probably expresses less emphasis now than
formerly. Cf. Tindale's use of ' a good' for 'in
good earnest,' 'thoroughly,' Dt 921 'And I toke
youre synne, the calfe which ye had made, and
burnt him with fire and stampe him and grounde
him a good, even unto smal dust.'

2. The uses of ' good' as a subst. may be given
under three heads—

1. Material Possessions, goods: Gn 4520 'The
good of all the land of Egypt is yours'; 1 Ch 293

' I have of mine own proper good, of gold and
silver' (RV ' I have a treasure of mine own of
gold and silver'); 1 Jn 317 'Whoso hath this
world's good' (τόν βίον του κόσμου, RV ' this world's
goods'). Cf. Chaucer, Parlement of Foules, 462—

• And but I bere me in hir servyse
As wel as that my wit can me suffyse,
Fro poynt to poynt, hir honour for to save,
Tak she my lyf, and all the good I have.'

So Ex 228 Tind. ' Yf the thefe be not founde, then
the goodman of the housse shalbe brought unto
the goddes and swere, whether he have put his
hande unto his neighbours good'; Dn II 1 3 Cov.
' For the kinge of the north shal . . . come forth
. . . with a mighty hoost and exceadinge greate
good' (eta"), AV 'riches,' RV 'substance'); and
Adams, Practical Works, i. 52, ' His heart is pro-
portionably enlarged with his house : his good and
nis blood riseth together.' But in this sense the

expression is more frequently 'goods' or 'good
things,' as Ec 511 ' When goods increase, they are
increased that eat them'; Gn 4523 'Ten asses laden
with the good things of Egypt.'

2. Material and moral blessing, benefit: Ps 119122

' Be surety for thy servant for good'; Ec 5 1 1 ' What
good is there to the owners thereof ?' Ad. Est 1510

' Who saved our life and continually procured our
good'; Wis 58 ' What good hath riches with our
vaunting brought us?' Sir 29 'Ye that fear the
Lord, hope for good'; 2 Mac I I 1 5 ' Then Maccabeus
consented to all that Lysias desired, being careful
of the common good' (του συμφέροντος φροντίδων);
Ro 152 'Let every one of us please his neighbour
for his good to edification' (RV 'for that which
is good'). Cf. Shaks. As You Like It, n. i. 17—

' And this our life, exempt from public haunt,
Finds tongues in trees, books in the running brooks,
Sermons in stones, and good in everything.'

In this sense we find 'good things' in Sir 39^
'For the good are good things created.' And the
phrase ' to come of good' occurs 2 Mac 1430 'Per-
ceiving that such sour behaviour came not of
good, he gathered together not a few of his men,
and withdrew himself from Nicanor' (από του βελ-
τίστου). Cf. Shaks. Henry V. IV. viii. 4—' Captain,
1 beseech you now, come apace to the king ; there
is more good toward you, peradventure, than is
in your knowledge to dream of.'

3. Moral or spiritual good, goodness: Gn 29 ' the
tree of [RV adds ' the'] knowledge of good and
evil'; Ps 141·3 ' There is none that doeth good';
Is 715*16' to refuse the evil, and choose the good';
2 Es 214 ' I have broken the evil in pieces, and
created the good'; Sir 3314 ' Good is set against
evil, and life against death' ; Ro 38 ' Let us do
evil, that good may come ' ; He 514 ' those who by
reason of use have their senses exercised to discern
good and evil.' In this sense ' the good' some-
times is phi., 'good persons,' as Pr 1419 'The evil
bow before the good' (D'S'IB); sometimes, however,
sing., as Sir 127 'Give unto the good (τφ ayaOf),
and help not the sinner.'

These different meanings of * good' are all illustrated in the

history of the interpretation of Ps 162. The Mass. Ileb. is Vjaio

?I\?J!f ?3 ; its translations may be ranged in three classes accord-

ing as 3*iiD ' good' is understood.
1. Goods: LXX on των αγαθών μου ου χρίίαν Ιχιιί [Β omits

whole clause]; Arab. ' And indeed thou needest not mjr

goods'; Vulg. * Quoniam bonorum meorum non eges'; Wye.
[1380] ' For of my goodis thou nedist n o t ' ; [1388] ' For
thou hast no need of my goodis'; Cov. ' My goodes are
nothinge unto the,' followed by Rog., Cran., Bish.; Dou.
1 Because thou needest not my goods,' with marg. note,
' Christ's passion was not needful nor profitable to God but to
man'; Burgess, ' My goods are at thy disposal' (reading "]n^3
* lorded over [owned] by thee' for T^JT^a ' not over thee').

2. Good: Syr. * My good is from thee'; Symm. αγαθόν μ,ου ουκ
io-riv civiv σου; Jerome, ' Bene mihi non est sine t e ' ; D. Kimchi,
'My good is not (obligatory) upon thee' ; Ewald, 'Thou art my
highest good! '; J. A. Alexander, ' My happiness is not inde-
pendent of thee'; Del. ' Besides thee there is for me no weal';
Perowne, *I have no good beyond thee,' who is followed by RV,
Jennings, and Kirkpatrick ; Kay, ' My prosperity has no claims
on thee'; Thrupp, ' My happiness! there is naught in com-
parison of thee'; Cheyne, * Without thee my welfare is naught';
or (Parchment ed.) ' Welfare have I none without thee ' ;
De Witt, ' I have naught that is good beside thee ' ; Segond,' Tu
es mon souverain bien ! ' Kautzsch, ' Es giebt fur mich kein
Gut ausser d i r ! ' Wildeboer (in Feestbundel aan Prof. M. J.
de Goeje, Leiden, 1891: see Cheyne in Expos. Times, iii. 164, and
in Expos. III. Ser. v. 78), 'Thou art the good of [the people
which thy prophet called] thy wedded one' (reading fjn^|l); but
later (in Theol. Tijdschrift, Nov. 1893: see Taylor in "'Expos.
Times, v. 384), «Thou art my Lord, the treasure of her whom
thou hast married' (reading ijri/lj/?); King, ' My good, beyond
which there is none.'

3. Goodness: Aq. αγαθωοτύνη μου »υ μη ϊτ) σί ; Gen. (after
Calvin), ' My welldoing extendeth not to thee' (with marg. note,
' Thogh we can not enriche God, yet we must bestowe God's
gifts to the use of his children') ; J. Kimchi, * The good which I
am doing does not extend so far as thee ' ; AV, ' My goodness
extendeth not to thee ' ; Ost. * Le bien que je fais ne vient point
jusqu' a to i ' ; Sharpe (p. 8), ' My goodness! nothing beside
thee' [is good], but (p. 151), ' Adonai art thou, Ο my goodness.
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there is nothing beside thee to the holy who are in the land'
(p. 387, * to the saints who are in the earth ')·

The word goods had formerly a wider applica-
tion than it has now. Thus Dt 2811 'And the
LORD shall make thee plenteous in goods' ; 2 Ch
2114 ' Behold with a great plague will the LORD
smite thy people, and thy children, and thy wives,
and all thy goods.' IIV changes 'goods' of AV
into some other word in the foil, places : Gn 2410

' all the goods of his master were in his hand'
(aio-1?!, RV 'all goodly things,' RVm as AV) ; 3118

' And he carried away all his cattle, and all his
goods which he had gotten' (ΒΟΊ Ύ&Χ ι^ρτ^Ι, RV
' all his substance which he had gathered'); Nu
353 ' the suburbs of them shall be for their cattle,
and for their goods' (D$r£, RV ' for their sub-
stance'); Dt 2811 'plenteous in goods' (nnhtŝ , RV
'for good'); 2 Ch 2114 'all thy goods' (η^η-ί?3,
RV 'all thy substance'); Neh 925 'houses full of
all goods' (zutr^-D^p, RV ' full of all good things');
Job 2010 ' his hands shall restore their goods' (tote,
RV ' his wealth'); 2021 ' therefore shall no man
look for his goods' ("ima 'rrrKV ji^y, RV ' Therefore
his prosperity shall not endure') ; Zeph I1 3 ' their
goods shall become a booty' (n^n, RV ' their
wealth'); Sir 145 'he shall not take pleasure in
his goods' {iv rots χρήμασιν αύτοΰ, RV 'in his
possessions'); Mt 2447 ' Verily I say unto you,
That he shall make him ruler over all his goods'
(έπϊ πασι rots ύπάρχονσιν αύτου, RV ' over all t h a t he
hath'); Lk 1512 ' the portion of goods that falleth
to m e ' {τό επιβάλλον μέρος της ουσίας, RV ' t h e
portion of thy [RYm ' the '] substance'); He 1034

' took joyfully the spoiling of your goods' {των
υπαρχόντων υμών, RV ' your possessions') ; Rev 317

f I am rich, and increased with goods' {πεπλούτηκα,
RV ' have gotten riches'). J. HASTINGS.

GOOD, CHIEF.—According to Scripture, the
chief good for man is of a moral and spiritual
nature. The fact that man was made in the image
of God (Gn I27) is determinative. God is the
highest and best of beings; and man, His image,
while recognizing the relative goodness which is
conveyed through material blessings, e.g., discerns
the chief good, that which answers to our deepest
needs, and leads us to the goal which our own
nature establishes for us, in the region of the
unseen, the spiritual and divine. God is revealed
in the OT as holy, and Israel is chosen to be a holy
people to Himself. The chief good is thus secured
to the nation as a nation, by faithfulness in
worshipping the God of Israel and in keeping His
law. It consists in God's favour and friendship,
and victorious aid against the nation's enemies ;
it appears in the acquisition of blessings which,
in the absence of a clearly conceived doctrine of
immortality, can only take the form of worldly
prosperity (Dt 28lff·)· The enigmas with which
faith is often confronted, if it remains at any such
low stage of development, are exemplified in the
Bk. of Job; but there too, as we see, the struggle
for light and peace goes on, not without success.

At all times the individual must have had his
personal religious needs, and God must have had
a regard for him, simultaneously with the favour
which He showed to Israel. Accordingly, in many
parts of OT a supreme good is represented as
brought near to the soul of the godly person. It
is obtained by worshipping the true God, and
turning from sin to the righteousness of the law ;
and so healthful and comforting is it in the ex-
perience of its possessor that it is described by a
special term, blessedness, a mode of designation
which is still preserved. Other good things pro-
cure for men a measure of happiness, but only the
chief good of religion confers blessedness (Ps 1. 23.
321·2, Pr 3, Is 55, etc.). The overthrow of the

Jewish nation at the period of the Captivity taught
the members that if a true blessing was thereafter
to be looked for at all, it must be sought by pious
individuals in the privacy of their own souls, and
in the pursuit of righteous purposes such as God
could approve (Jer 3131ff·, Ezk 18).

Christ came preaching the kingdom of God.
Men were invited to seek first the kingdom of God
and His righteousness. In that case they might
have nothing, but yet they would have all; they
should trust their Father in heaven, and suppress
anxiety (Mt 631ff·). But, again, the Infinite Spirit
is not sufficiently known even to the heart that
turns to Him as Father. Christ has declared Him.
Jesus was perfectly righteous in His human cir-
cumstances, and presented in Himself a copy of
the divine nature which is level to our apprehen-
sion. In seeking the perfect blessing, men have
thus to learn of Christ (Mt II29), to acknowledge
Him as the Light of the world (Jn 812), to receive
Him as the Bread that came down from heaven
(Jn 627ff·), etc. Further, the righteousness and love
of Christ were proved to be invincible and infinite
by His voluntary endurance of death. The fullest
revelation of divine goodness is seen in the cross of
Christ, and through it man obtains the chief good,
viz. full forgiveness, and power to live a life which
approaches the perfect standard (1 Co l18ff·, Gal 614,
Eph 213ff·, Col l19ff·, He 12lff·, 1 Ρ 219ff·).

It is implied in Scripture that material pos-
sessions and intellectual advancement are good,
and are legitimate objects of desire and pursuit.
It is even an imperative duty to seek them, the
obligation of the Christian being to do the most
good he can, and therefore to call into requisi-
tion the best means attainable. People should
use the world (1 Th 411), and if any will not work,
neither ought he to eat (2 Th 310). Men require to
be not slothful in business (Ro 1211). It follows
that the intellect, which enables us to subdue the
world, ought to be cultivated. But then all powers
and possessions have to be subordinate to the
paramount aims of Christian love and righteous-
ness. The chief end and privilege of man is to
glorify God (Col 317, 1 Ρ 41 0·n).

The chief good which is attainable by man in
this world is only relatively to be so described. A
Christian spirit is indeed better than all riches ; it
knows a peace which the world cannot give or take
away (Jn 1427); its faith overcomes the world (1 Jn
54); and through Christ, its Light, it derives in-
struction and blessing from everything that affects
it, and often, as it were, sees heaven opened (2 Co
318). Hence it finds all gloomy pessimistic views
of life unwarrantable. But sin and pain survive
till death, even in all believers. A good which is
absolute and unqualified is not to be tasted there-
fore on earth. The Christian, however, has the
comfort and stimulus of the highest hope. A good
which is perfect is anticipated as the reward of the
glorified saints. It consists in their everlasting
service of God (Rev 715ff· 213·4). G. FERRIES.

GOODLY, GOODLINESS.—Though 'goodly' was
at one time used adverbially also, it is employed in
AV as an adj. only. There it is found with two
different meanings (and the mod. meaning, con-
siderable, pretty large, ' a goodly number,' is not
one of them).

1. Fair to look upon, fine, handsome. In this
sense it is applied to persons, as Gn 396 ' Joseph
was a goodly person, and well favoured' ; * of

* Tindale's tr»; Heb. "lNh ngj, lit. c fair of form'; LXX *«λ«ί
TS itiu; Vulg. ' pulchra facie/ and Wye. * fayr in face,' which
limit the meaning, the same epithet being used of fruit (Jer 1116);
RV ' comely.' The Heb. epithet is often used of women, as of
Rachel (Gn 291?, where the whole phrase is exactly the same aa
is used here of Joseph, EV ' Rachel was beautiful and well
favoured'), of Abigail (1 S 253, where EV give ' of a beautiful
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garments, as Ex S928 'goodly
linen'; of trees, as Ps 8010 ' th

l k h dl d ' V

bonnets of fine
; , e boughs thereof

were like the goodly cedars' (VN-TIN, lit. as AVm
and RV «cedars of God'); of cities (Dt 610),
mountains (Dt 325), horses (Zee 103); and not only
of majestic things, but of vessels (2 Ch 3610·19),
precious stones (Mt 1345, Lk 215), and even ' heri-
tages ' (Ps 166, Jer 319). It is also used of a price
(Zee II13) paid for a slave, ' a handsome price!'
spoken ironically there. In illustration we have
Cov. using the word of Jerusalem, Ezk 1613 ' mar-
velous goodly wast thou and beutifull, yee even a
very Queene wast thou' ; and of Tyre, 274 * thy
builders have made the marvelous goodly.' The
Douay describes a cup so, Ps 23 5 ' Thou hast fatted
my head with oyle : and my chalice inebriating
how goodlie is i t ! ' and Bacon horse-trappings
(Essays, * Of Masques,' p. 158), ' For Justs and
Tourneys and Barriers, the glories of them are
chiefly . . . in the Goodly Furniture of their
Horses and Armour.' Fuller illustrates 2 S 2321

4 he slew an Egyptian, a goodly man' (lit., says
Kirkpatrick, ' a man of appearance,' a notable
man, which is explained in 1 Ch II 2 3 to mean ' a
man of great stature,' with the addition ' five
cubits high'), when he says {Holy Warre, II. vii.
p. 51), ' And though the Goths had a law, alwayes
to choose a short thick man for their King; yet
surely a goodly stature is most majesticall.'

2. Fair in speech, agreeable : Gn 4921 ' Naphtali
is a hind let loose: he giveth goodly words'
(Ί^-ηηκ, a difficult passage, see Spurrell : the
EV comes from Tindale, and is a good trn of the
MT).* Cf. T. Lever, Sermons (Arber's ed. p. 73),
' Iudas pretence was wondrous goodly, to sell the
oyntment for a great summe of money, to relieve
the poore with.'

The compar. and superl. of the adj. are also used
in AV, 1 S 92 ' And he had a son whose name was
Saul, a choice young man and a goodly : and there
was not among the children of Israel a goodlier
person than h e ' ; 1 S 816 ' your goodliest young
men'; I K 203 ' thy wives also and thy children,
even the goodliest, are mine'; 1 Mac 88 ' the
goodliest countries.' So Shaks. Tempest, I. ii. 483—

1 1 have no ambition
To see a goodlier man.'

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 880—
' Ma dame, y-wis, the goodlieste mayde
Of greet estat in al the toun of Troye.'

The subst. goodliness occurs but once, in a
beautiful passage where it is a most appropriate
translation, Is 406 ' All flesh is grass, and all the
goodliness thereof is as the flower of the field.'
The meaning of the Eng. word (which comes from
the Bishops' Bible) is evidently * that which makes
it fair to look upon,' beauty, charm, as in Hooker,
Eccles. Polity, v. 15, * What travail and cost was
bestowed that the goodliness of the temple might
be a spectacle of admiration to all the world ! '
The EV retains the word. But the Heb. is ion
hesed, which everywhere else (and it is very com-
mon) means kindness. Nearly all mod. commen-
tators (Ges., Hitzig, Del., Nagels., Cheyne, Dillm.,
Orelli, and Oxf. Heb. Lex.) accept this solitary
instance as sufficient, supporting it by saying, as
Cheyne, that its synonym hen has the double
sense of favour and gracefulness. So Cov. * bewtie';
Gen. ' grace'; and apparently Ja I 1 1 evirpeireLa. On
the other hand, LXX gives δόξα; Vulg. * gloria,'
after which Wye. and Dou. · glorie,' and so the
verse is quoted in 1 Ρ I 2 4 : hence Lowth emends
countenance,' Gen. simply ' beautiful,' LXX again α,γκθνι τω
ttiu rtpohpa), and of Esther (Est 27 ηκπο njSto) "ΐΝΠΤφ;, EV * fair
and beautiful,' AVm ' fair of form and good of countenance').

* The reading of most VSS and edd. is, ' Naphtali is a slender
terebinth giving forth goodly boughs'; but G. A. Smith, in
Expos. IV. Ser. vii. 166, prefers the MT, saying that it is ' beauti-
fully expressive of a people in the position of Naphtali.'

the Heb. to )i)n, and Ewald to m? (whom Briggs
follows), getting ' the glory thereof,' which does
not seriously alter the translation or the meaning.
Salmond (on 1 Ρ I24) happily illustrates the thought
from Landor: c There are no fields of amaranth on
this side the grave; there are no voices, Ο Rhodopk,
that are not soon mute, however tuneful; there is
no name, with whatever emphasis of passionate
love repeated, of which the echo is not faint at
last.' J. HASTINGS.

GOODMAN.—The ordinary word for a ' man ' in
Heb. (ty'x) is once trd 'goodman' in AV, Pr 719

' the goodman is not at home.' This has passed
from Cov. through the Bishops' to AV, and it is
accepted by RV. The Gen. and Dou. have * my
husband is not at home'; and so Wye. 1388, * myn
hosebonde is not in his hows' ; but 1382, ' Thir is
not a man in hir house,' after Vulg. ' Non est enim
vir in domo sua.' This is exactly how the word
' goodman' has been used in Scotland from the
beginning of written speech at least, and how it is
in constant use still. Jamieson quotes from
Douglas, Virgil, 255, 14—

' To Vulcanis hir husband and gudeman,
Within his goldin chalmer scho began
Thus for to speik.'

Once Shaks. uses the word in the same sense,
putting it into the mouth of the low-born Christo-
pher Sly, Taming of the Shreiu, Ind. ii. 107—

'Sly. Where is my wife ?
Page. Here, noble lord : what is thy will with her ?
Sly. Are you my wife, and will not call me husband ?

My men should call me lord : I am your goodman.'

The word is found also in NT as trn of οίκοδεσ-
πότης, ' master of the house.' This Gr. word
occurs 12 times in the Synoptics and nowhere else
(Mt 1025 1327·52 20 1 ·n 213* 2443, Mk 1414, Lk 1239 1325

1421 2211 : in the last passage τψ οικίας is added).
The Vulg. rendered by * paterfamilias' everywhere
except Mk 1414 * dominus domus,' and so Wye.
gave ' housbond man' everywhere except Mk 1414

* lord of the hous.' Tindale introduced the phrase
1 goodman of the house,' using it everywhere except
Mt 1025' lorde of the housse,' 1327·52 201 2133 < house-
holder.' Cov. preferred * good man of the house'
in Mt 1025, and ' householder' in 2011; otherwise
he followed Tind., whom the rest of the versions
before the Rhemish copied exactly. The Rhem.
gives ' householder' in Mt 1352 201 2133, Lk 123y;
< master of the house' in Mk 1414, Lk 1421; else-
where * goodman of the house.' AV follows Tind.
except in Mt 1025, Lk 1325 'master of the house.'
The result is sometimes curious. Thus, as Trench
points out, in the parable of the Labourers in the
Vineyard, the * householder' of Lk 201 becomes the
' goodman of the house ' in 2011. RV has redressed
this anomaly, but still presents three different
translations of the word, ' master of the house' in
Mt 1025 2443, Lk 1239 1325 1421; «householder' in
Mt 1327· 5 2 20 1 ·n 2133 ; and < goodman of the house '
in Mk 1414, Lk 2211.

The word is a combination of ' good' and ' man'
(not, says Skeat, a corruption of Anglo-Sax, gum-
man as suggested by Aldis Wright); and it is
probable that the meaning ' master' arose from
the meaning * husband,' in which, it must be
remembered, it is one of many similar combina-
tions, as good-father, good-sister, etc. ; in fact,
all relatives by marriage were once so designated
in England, and are still so designated in Scotland.
How completely the adj. portion was swallowed up
in the complete word * is illustrated by Trench

* Being now one word, ' goodman' should be accented, aa
Earle remarks (Philology, p. 616), on the first syllable, like
chapman, and so distinguished from the two separate worda
• good man.' In AVof 1611, however, it is given as 'goodman'
everywhere except Pr 719 and Lk 2211 where it is ' good-man.'
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{On the AV of the NT, p. 96) in the line from
Golding's Ovid, i.—

1 The goodman seeks the goodwife's death.'

But it often furnished a word-play : Thus Cotgrave,
Diet. s.v. ' Maistre'—* Also a title of honour (such
as it is) belonging to all artificers, and tradesmen ;
whence Maistre Pierre, Maistre Jehan, etc. ; which
we give not so generally but qualify the meaner
sort of them (especially in countrey townes) with
the title of goodman (too good for many).' So
Shaks. Twelfth Night, IV. ii. 141—

• Like a mad lad,
Pare thy nails, dad ;

Adieu, goodman devil.'

And Fuller, Holy State, ' as he is called goodman,
he desires to answer to the name, and to be so
indeed.' Tindale uses the word once in the Pent.,
Ex 228 * the goodman of the housse shal be brought,
unto the goddes' (]Τ3Π-̂ 3, EV ' the master of the
house'). Rutherford more than once describes
Christ as * the goodman of this house, His dear
Kirk.' J. HASTINGS.

GOODNESS.—See GOOD and RIGHTEOUSNESS.

GOPHER WOOD (isr*)tV:

 ldzS-g6pher, ξύλα τετρά-
γα^α, ligna Icevigata, Gn 614).—We have no clue from
the etymology of the cognate dialects as to the kind
of tree referred to. Celsius (Eierob. i. 328) argues
that it is the cypress, from the similarity of sound
between gopher and κυπάρισσο*. Vossius argues
that it was a resinous tree, from the similarity of
sound between *Ί·?3 and i|>3 'resin.' Dillmann opposes
Lagarde's view that n§a is a contraction or clerical
error for finsa gophrith=( pitch.' In any case it
was a wood suitable for shipbuilding, and the ark
was constructed of it. In ZATW, 1898, Heft i. p.
163, Cheyne suggests that the cuneiform phrase
which underlies Gn 614 was misunderstood, but that
some variety of cedar is intended. G. E. POST.

GORGET.—In 1 S 176 Goliath is described as
having ' a target of brass between his shoulders';
in the marg. it is a 'gorget.' The 'gorget' was a
piece of armour for protecting the gorge or throat.
Spenser has the word in FQ iv. iii. 12—

• His weasand-pipe is through his gorget cleft.1

And Jonson, Catiline, iv. 2 (Caesar pointing to
Cicero)—

• See how his gorget peers above his gown,
To tell the people in what danger he was.'

Sir Walter Scott has it in Woodstock (Ch. I.), and
in the Lay, v. 22—

' Undo the visor's barred band,
Unfix the gorget's iron clasp,
And give him room for life to gasp.'

J. HASTINGS.
GORGIAS {Yopyias).—A general of Antiochus

Epiphanes, who is described as ' a mighty man of
the king's Friends' (1 Mac 338), and a captain who
' had experience in matters of war' (2 Mac 89).
When Antiochus set out on his Parthian campaign
(B.C. 166 or 165), his chancellor, Lysias, who was
charged with the suppression of the revolt in Pal.,
despatched a large army to Judaea under the com-
mand of Ptolemy, Nicanor, and Gorgias. The
Syrians met the Jews under Judas Maccabaeus at
the entrance to the hill-country of Judaea, and
encamped at Emmaus. From this point G., with
a body of 6000 men, attempted to make a night
attack upon the Jews; but Judas, hearing of his
advance, hastily quitted his camp, and, falling
suddenly on the camp of the Syrians in the early
morning, defeated them with great loss. When
G. returned from a vain pursuit among the
mountains, he found the Syrian camp on fire, and

the Jews drawn up ready for battle ; and, without
risking an encounter, he fled to the Phil, country
(1 Mac 340-425; Jos. Ant. XII. vii. 4; 2 Mac 812"29).
From 2 Mac 1014ff· it appears that G., who is
described as commandant of the district (σ·τρατη*γός
των τόπων), remained in that country after his
defeat, and continually harassed the Jews by
means of his mercenary troops, assisted by the
Idumaeans. Two or three years later Judas led an
expedition against Gilead, and, in the absence of
his brothers, entrusted the command of the Jews
to two officers, Joseph the son of Zacharias, and
Azarias. Contrary to Judas' orders, they attacked
the Syrians in Jamnia, but were repulsed by G.
with heavy loss (1 Mac 5i6ff-«5-64. j o s > Ant. xn.
viii. 6). In 2 Mac 1232"37 this defeat is barely
mentioned, but we are told how Judas defeated
G., and how the accursed {τόν κατάρατον) G. him-
self was nearly taken prisoner by a Jewish horse-
man named Dositheus. The description of G. in
2 Mac 1232 as ' governor of Idumaea' is perhaps an
error for ' governor of Jamnia' (so Grotius, and cf.
Jos. Ant. xii. vi. 8). H. A. WHITE.

GORTYNA (<et's> Τδρτνναν Α, Τορτΰνα tfV, 1 Mac
1523).—The most important city in Crete, after
Gnossus, situated about midway between the two
ends of the island. After the successful embassy
sent by Simon Maccabaeus to Rome (B.C. 139), the
Roman Senate drew up a decree in favour of the
Jews, guaranteeing the independence of their terri-
tory. Among a number of small autonomous states
and communes to which copies of the decree were
sent, G. is mentioned. From this we may infer
that Jewish residents were then to be found in
Crete. For the evidence that G. was at that time
an independent community, see Marquardt, Bom.
Staatsver. i. 333 f. H. A. WHITE.

GOSHEN.—1. Named in connexion with the con-
quests of Joshua in the south of Judah (Jos 1041 II 1 6,
both D2). Its exact situation has not been dis-
covered. It was a district (Π£)> n ° t a C1ty· 2. A
town in the hill-country of Judah (Jos 15δ1, Ρ).
Its site is unknown. 3. See next article.

GOSHEN (#a city ?, Gn 4628·29, the point at which
Jacob aimed in going down into Egypt; and land
of G., Gn 4510 4628"34 471· 4· β · 2 7 508).—the country in
Egypt in which Joseph proposed that his father
and brethren should dwell during the famine, that
they might profit by the wealth of Egypt, and be
near to him (Gn 4510), which Pharaoh accordingly
granted to them (476), and in which the children
of Israel remained, with their flocks and herds,
through the oppression, until the Exodus (Ex 926,
cf. 1232). It was suitable for a pastoral tribe,
which would be, as such, an abomination to the
Egyptians (Gn 4634). It evidently lay on the Syr.
frontier (Gn 4628), and was considered appropriate
for the temporary settlement of foreigners. When
it is described as ' the best of the land' (Gn 476),
that was no doubt from a shepherd's point of view,
and it is generally considered that the Pharaoh
who welcomed Jacob to Egypt belonged to one of
the foreign dynasties, known as the Hyksos or
Shepherd dynasties, and who were themselves
hated by the Egyptians. The LXX, made, it must
be remembered, in Egypt, has important read-
ings. ' In the land of G.' (Gn 4510) is iv yrj Τέσεμ
'Αραβία^, so also 4634; in the later passages the
defining word 'Αραβίας is dropped. In the Apocr.
book of Judith (I9·10) yij Τέσβμ appears to be
roughly all the borderland of Egypt E. of a line
drawn from Tanis to Memphis, i.e. all the E.
borderland of the Delta, with perhaps a good slice
of the Delta itself, within the Pelusiac arm of the
Nile. Ace. to the LXX the city of G. should be
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Heroopolis; Gn 4628 'and he sent Judah before
him unto Joseph, to show the way before him
unto G.; and they came into the land of G.,' is
simply συναντησαι αντψ καθ' 'Ηρώων πόλιν, ds yr\v
'Ραμεσσή, ' to meet him (Joseph) at Heroopolis, into
the land of Ramesse'; and in the next verse
' (Joseph went up to meet his father) to G.' καθ'
*Ή.ρώων πόλιν, at Heroopolis. Hence we see that
the Jewish view and tradition in the last centuries
before Christ made the city of Heroopolis, near
what was then the head of the Red Sea, the point
at which Joseph met Jacob. Heroopolis is now
fixed by Rom. milestones at Tell el-Mashkuta in
the Wady Tumilat, and is probably identical
with Pithom. It was the first important station
in Egypt on the S. road from Syria, and therefore
a very likely place for such a meeting. But the
city of G. can hardly have been identical with
Heroopolis, even to the Jews; this mention of
Heroopolis must rather perhaps be considered as
the translators' improvement on the original.

The land of G. is to them the land of Gesem of
Arabia. Now, from Ptolemy we know that Arabia
was the name of a nome on the E. border of the
Delta, with the capital Phacussa; and ace. to
Strabo, Phacussa was the point at which the canal
to the Red Sea branched from the Nile. At the
spot which best answers to this description, viz. Saf t
el-Henneh, monuments have been found naming
Per-Sopd and l£es, or ]£esem. In the nome-lists of
Ptolemaic times the xxth nome has the capital
Per-Sopd, or ]£esem, and is itself called Sopd.
There can be no doubt that this is the nome of
Arabia, and that ]£esem is the equivalent of the
LXX Gesem. In some cases the name of the city
seems to be written Kes, which then can be at
once identified with the principal element in the
Gr. Phacussa. It would thus appear that Saft el-
Henneh is the ancient Per-Sopd, Phacussa, l£es,
and l£esem. There is, however, evidence of another
kind that partly contradicts this. Farther N.E.,
beyond the entrance of the Wady Tumilat, there
is an important village called Fa£us, once capital
of a large district corresponding to the Arab,
nome, and identified by the later Copts with
Phacussa. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion
that the Arab, nome had two capitals—one Per-
Sopd = Saft (el-Henneh), the other Kes or Kesem =
Fa^us. Strabo would then have confused the two
capitals in making Phacussa instead of Per-Sopd
the point at which the canal branched off. If
Jacob aimed at reaching Fa^us, he would prob-
ably have followed the N. route, close to the sea,
since the S. route, to Heroopolis, would have taken
him considerably out of his way. Why, then,
does the LXX introduce Heroopolis for G. ? It
will be seen that the subject is still surrounded
with almost incredible difficulties. When we know
what ancient site was occupied by the modern
Fakus, where considerable mounds still exist, it
will be possible to speak with greater certainty.

With regard to the extent of the land of G., if
Judith is to be taken as authoritative, it included
at least four Egyptian nomes outside the Delta, viz.
the Sethroite on the N.E. frontier, the A.rab. and
the Heliopolitan, and that of Heroopolis in the
Wady Tumilat. Possibly, however, it should be
restricted to the Arab, nome, perhaps from about
Belbeis to Fakus, although the Wady Tumilat
ought also to be included. By comparing Gn
474·6# with n we find that the land of Ramesse and
the land of G. are almost or quite identical.

It is, of course, possible that G. is an entirely
foreign name, unknown to the ancient Egyptians,
and that the LXX translators were only making
conjectures as to its identification. Of two things
we may be certain, that it lay on the E. border of
the Delta, and furnished excellent pasture ; and if

it did not produce luxuriant harvests of corn and
vegetables, like the ancient Arab, nome, we find
that the Israelites dwelling there were at least
plentifully supplied with ' leeks, onions, and garlic'
(Nu 11s). F. LL. GRIFFITH.

GOSPEL.—Anglo-Sax. Godspell = ' God story1

(not * good story'),—the tr., from Anglo-Sax, times,
of evayyaXiov in NT. In Homer, in the sing., and in
Attic Gr., in the pi., it signified a reward or a
thank - offering for good tidings. In later Gr.
(Plutarch, in the pi., Lucian, in the sing.) it sig-
nified also the good tidings itself. In LXX, 2 S 410,
the Attic meaning and the plural occur : in the
two remaining instances (sometimes quoted for
the sense good news), 2 Κ 1822·25, it is probable
that the non-classical fern. sing. evayyeXLa ought
to be read (cf. vv. 2 0 · 2 7 , where this form is certain).
In NT the neut. sing, alone is found (in Lk never;
in Ac twice ; in Rev once ; in Jn—Gosp. and Epp.
—never, whether subst. or vb.), and in the sense
of good news only; a sense, moreover, always
specialized, in accordance apparently with the
Deutero-Isaian evayyeXL^ai, as may be gathered
from the quotation and comment in Ro 101δ·16,
' How beautiful are the feet των cvayyeXitoptvtav
οηαθά.! But they did not all obey τφ βύαγγελίφ.'

The content of this NT gospel had two stages.
(1) In the mouth of Christ and of those whom,
while He was on earth, He sent forth to proclaim
it (Mt 107, Lk 92 109 [Mk 1615]), it was the good
tidings of the kingdom of God (Mk I 1 4 · 1 5, Mt 423

935) which He had come to establish ; and this is
called in Mk I1 4 ' the good tidings of God,' i.e.
coming from God (cf. 1 Ρ 417); in Ac 2024 ' the
good tidings of the free favour of God ' ; in 1 Ti I1 1

' the good tidings of {i.e. about) the glory {i.e.
the manifested perfection) of the blessed God.'
This good tidings about the kingdom Christ had
also associated inseparably with His own person:
Mk 8351029 ' For my sake and the gospel's': hence
it is likewise called in Mk I 1 ' the gospel of {i.e.
about) Jesus Christ'; and thus it enters upon the
second stage in its meaning.

(2) After Christ's death and resurrection it be-
came the good tidings (not so much brought by,
and proclaimed by, as) about Christ (cf. Ro I1 ' The
good tidings from God about [irepi] His Son'); see
1 Co 91 2; also ' the good tidings of (about) the
glory (the manifested perfection) of Christ,' 2 Co 44;
or, simply, ' the good tidings,' 1 Co 918. So the
apostolic (chiefly Pauline) use may be defined as
the good tidings, coming from God, of salvation
by llis free favour through Christ. See Eph I1 3

(Of our salvation'), Eph 615 (' of peace'). Probably,
though not so certainly as Weiss seems to think,
the word (like our word preaching) sometimes
expresses not so much the content itself as the
act of proclaiming i t : in this way we may perhaps
explain the genitives of those who preach and
those who hear in such passages as 2 Co 1014 ' We
came as far as unto you in the gospel of Christ,'
2 Co 43 'our gospel,' Ro 216 1625 'my gospel,' i.e.
our, my, exposition of the gospel; and Gal 27

I have been intrusted with the gospel (the
preaching of the gospel) to the uncircumcision,
even as Peter with the gospel to the circum-
cision ' ; not the content being different, but the
sphere and the emphasis (cf. 1 Co 1511 * Whether
it be I or they, so we preach, and so ye believed').
In each of the passages where * my gospel' or · my
preaching of the gospel' occurs, the writer appears,
according to the context, to be laying stress on
some particular point which it has been his way
to expound with special fulness as having been
emphatically borne in upon him at the time of
his preaching, or as closely affecting the case of
the people to whom he is writing. Thus Christ
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the Judge, the characteristic of the early mis-
sionary preaching (Ac IT01), is the element on
which he lays stress in the * our gospel 'of 1 Th I 5

(cf. vv.7-10 and 2Th I6"10). Again, in Ro 216

;| after
his theme has been the equal responsibility of Jew
and Gentile as doers of law, he recalls his proclama-
tion of the fact that God will judge by Jesus Christ
all men alike, not by their outward situations but
by their inward attitudes (τά κρυπτά). Once more,
in 2Ti 28, in order to encourage Timothy in the
midst of suffering, the writer shows how, in ' his
Gospel/ he lays stress upon the glorified state of
Jesus the man and Christ the king,—king by
royal descent and fulfilling prophetic anticipation.
(Cf. 2 Co 43 το evayy£\iov ημών, and ν. 5 Χριστ6ν
Ίησοΰν Κύρων, the Lordship of the raised Christ
being, in fact, the sum of the Pauline preaching,
Ph 210). In none of these passages is there a
single sign that he is hinting at a specific difference
in the content of the gospel preached by himself
and by the Twelve.

The later sense of evayyaXiov, a gospel in writing,
and then one of the Four Gospels, does not appear
in NT, though the way may be prepared for it by
the usage in Mk I 1 (see above). A second stage
may be noted in the Didacho, c. xv. : * Reprove one
another, not in anger, but in peace, as ye have it
in the gospel.' Here it seems to stand for a
written body of Christian truth. Immediately
afterwards we read: ' Your prayers and your
alms and all your deeds so do ye as ye have it in
the gospel of our Lord.' This might be a written
collection of the teachings of Christ. Harnack—
taking into account the text of the Lord's prayer
(viii. 2), also said to be ' as the Lord commanded in
his gospel,' and xi. 3, * Touching the apostles and
prophets, according to the ordinance (δόγμα) of the
gospel so do ye'—suggests the Gospel of the
Egyptians as the source (Texte ii. Proleg. 69 ff.
and 79). The plural evayyaXia, of the Four Gospels,
does not occur till Justin Martyr {Apol. i. 66).

J. MASSIE.
GOSPELS.—

Introduction.
I. TRADITION AS TO AUTHORSHIP.

II. INTERNAL PHENOMENA.
i. The Synoptic Problem.

(1) The Facts to be explained.
(2) The Theories that have been propounded : (a)

direct dependence ; (6) use of common docu-
ments ; (c) oral tradition.

(3) The Source or Sources of the matter and order
common to the three Synoptic Gospels.

(4) The Source or Sources common to Mt and Lk.
(5) Some subsidiary features of relationship.
(6) Features peculiar to the Synoptic Gospels sever-

ally, and summary with regard to the com-
position of (a) the Second Gospel, φ) the Third
Gospel, (c) the First Gospel.

ii. The Fourth Gospel, especially in its relation to
the Synoptics.

(1) The march of events, manner in which Christ's
Person and Office were manifested, and method
and effects of His ministry.

(2) Comparison in detail of some passages in which
the first Three and the Fourth Gospels are par-
allel or approximate to one another, or are in
conflict: (a) the work of the Baptist; (b) the
cleansing of the Temple; (c) the feeding of the
Five Thousand and crossing of the Lake; (d)
the closing scenes.

(3) The peculiar doctrinal character of Jn : (a) Jesus'
unique relation to the Father; (b) Jesus' atti-
tude to the Mosaic Law; (c) eschatology; (d)
maxims in regard to conduct.

(4) The style of Christ's teaching in Jn as compared
with the Synoptics.

ill. THE DATE OF OUR GOSPELS AND OF THE SOURCES EMBEDDED
IN THEM.

1. The Synoptic Gospels.
2. The Fourth Gospel.

IV. THE HARMONY OF THE GOSPELS.

Literature.

This article will he taken up mainly with the
subject of the Origin and Composition of the
Four Canonical Gospels and their credibility as

historical witnesses. These are points which can
best be discussed for the four together, owing to
the nature of the evidence, which is in part the
same, or of similar character for all, in part arises
directly from comparing them. Such an assignment
of the space at command will, nevertheless, be felt
to be disproportionate when the manifold interest
of the Gospels, their exquisite beauty, the richness
of the moral and spiritual instruction which they
convey, and their preciousness to the Church, are
considered. Yet it is rendered inevitable by the
recent course and present position of critical in-
quiry, and the intrinsic importance of the questions
as to the authorship of the Gospels, their relations
to one another, or the sources used in them. The
amount of controversy which there has been on
these subjects during the last 100 years has been
enormous, and the evidence bearing on them is
exceedingly complex. The attempt to discuss
them, even with that degree of fulness which seems
to be required in an article such as this, will render
it impossible here to treat the Gospels from other
points of view. At the same time, it ought to be
remembered that there is hardly any aspect under
which the Gospels may be regarded, which may not
contribute some element that ought to be taken
into account in a full appreciation of their character
even as historical documents. In particular, it is
necessary for this purpose that there should be a
sympathetic and discerning study of their doctrinal
teaching and of its relation to the faith of the
early Church generally, as it may be gathered
from other sources.

I. TRADITION AS TO AUTHORSHIP. — The first
three Gospels do not within their actual compass
{i.e. apart from the titles) give any precise indica-
tion of their authorship. As to the fourth, in a
concluding passage which appears to be an addition
to the original work, it is alleged to have been
written by the disciple ' whom Jesus loved, which
also leaned back on his breast at the supper' (cf.
Jn 2124 with v.20), and to whom other allusions of
the same kind in the course of the work doubtless
also refer.

It cannot be asserted that the titles κατά. Μα0-
θαΐον, etc., proceeded from the authors themselves.
The names rest, indeed, on as good MS evidence
as any part of the text. But, from the nature of
the case, they might have been prefixed at some
time subsequent to the issue of the first copies.
They unquestionably represent, however, the
belief of the most important Churches before the
time when Irenaeus wrote the first three books of
his great work on Heresies, which he composed
during the episcopate of Eleutherus (circ. A.D.
175-190). For a general consideration of the
evidence up to this time we must refer to the art.
NT CANON. It must suffice here to say, (1) that
although our four Gospels did not at once attain
that position of unique authority which they held
not long after the middle of the 2nd cent., yet it is
easiest to explain the history of their reception in
the Church on the supposition that they were
authentic records of the apostolic age concerning
the life and work of Jesus Christ, and that they
were this to a degree of fidelity and fulness, in
which no other documents even then existing
could compare with them ; and (2) that the testi-
mony of tradition raises a strong presumption in
favour of the belief that they had severally some
real connexion with the men whose names they
bear. The formulas themselves, κατά. Μαθθαΐον,
etc., or evayyiXiov κατά Μαθθαΐον, etc., need not as
first used have implied more than this. They
would be compatible with the belief that the work
in question contained virtually the teaching of the
man specified, though he had not himself written
it down.
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Further than this the external evidence by itself
will not take us ; nevertheless, it furnishes an im-
portant element for the solution of the problem.

There are two or three more circumstantial
traditions in regard to the composition of the
Gospels which need to be mentioned, because they
have, as we shall presently see, served to suggest
or been used to confirm some of the chief theories
designed to explain the internal phenomena of the
Gospels. The most important are contained in
two fragments, preserved in Eusebius' HE (iii. 39),
of a work of Papias which may probably have been
written about A.D. 140. Often as they have been
quoted, it may be well to give them here. The
first relates to a writing by Mark—

• This also the presbyter used to say: Mark having become
the interpreter (ερμηνευτής γενόμενος) of Peter, wrote down accur-
ately—not, however, in order (τάξε/)—as many as he remembered
of the things either spoken or done by Christ. For he neither
heard the Lord nor attended on Him, but afterwards, as I
said, (attended on) Peter, who used to give his instructions
according to what was required, but not as giving an orderly
exposition (σ-ύντκζιν) of the Lord's words. So that Mark made
no mistake in writing down some things as he recalled them.
For he paid heed to one point, namely, not to leave out any
of the things he had heard, or to say anything false in regard
to them.'

The second fragment is as follows—
' Matthew, however, wrote the Oracles in the Hebrew tongue,

and every man interpreted them as he was able.'

The presbyter, on whose authority the former of
these statements is made, was named John; and
though he is to be distinguished from the apostle
of that name, he was a companion of apostles and
a personal follower of the Lord. Papias himself
had conversed with this man, as we learn from
another fragment (ib.). And from what we are told
in that fragment as to the means by which Papias
gathered information, it is reasonable to suppose
that his statement as to Matthew's record was
derived from the same or a similar source.

The more extreme critics of the earlier part of
the present century used to argue that these
accounts could not refer to our second and first
Gospels. It is, however, coming to be admitted
very widely among students of early Christian
history that the statements in question would, at
least at the time when Papias was writing, be
connected with our Mt and Mk ; for it is hard
to imagine that these could in the interval be-
tween that time and the third quarter of the 2nd
cent, have been substituted for other works bearing
the same names, and could have completely ex-
pelled such predecessors. This, however, does not
preclude the possibility that there may have been
differences greater or less between the writings to
which Papias referred the traditions preserved by
him and the works concerning which the state-
ments under consideration had been originally
made. There was more particularly room for
difference between the Greek Gospel according to
Mt and the Hebrew work spoken of, which would
not be readily detected owing to the general
ignorance of Hebrew among Greek-speaking Chris-
tians. The description given of the work seems
to point to a record in which discourses and sayings
of Jesus decidedly predominated over mere narra-
tive. The word λόγια, indeed, means ' oracles' and
not * discourses.' But while the term * the oracles'
might well from the first have been applied to our
Lord's words, it is hardly likely that it should so
early have been applied to a writing of the NT as
such. Moreover, even when the inspiration of the
NT had come to be as clearly recognized as that of
the OT, the term ' the oracles' would not have
been a fitting one for a single work, simply on the
ground that it formed part of the collection.

Passing by Lk, concerning the composition of
which tradition has nothing very significant to tell
us, we subjoin an interesting statement regarding

Jn. Clement of Alexandria relates (ap. Euseb.
HE vi. 14), as a tradition handed down from the
elders of former times, * that John last of all, per-
ceiving that the outward facts had been set forth
in the Gospels, being urged on by his friends
and inspired by the Spirit, composed a spiritual
gospel.'

II. INTERNAL PHENOMENA.—Thus far we have
spoken of the evidence supplied by tradition. It
remains to be seen to what extent this confirms
or is confirmed by the characteristics of the Gospels
themselves. We proceed, therefore, in the first
place, to consider the signs of relationship between
the first three Gospels and the manner in which
these are to be accounted for, or in other words
the Synoptic Problem.

i. The Synoptic Problem.—(1) The facts to be ex-
plained. On comparing the first three Gospels, we
observe in them a remarkable amount of similarity,
both in the substance, the general arrangement
and the precise order of their narratives, and the
actual words and phrases employed. The general
view of the course of events given in these Gospels
is almost exactly the same, from the ministry of
the Baptist onwards, the subject with which Mk
opens. Not only so, but to a great extent they
omit the same and record the same deeds and
discourses and incidents. This common character
becomes specially noticeable when we compare
them with Jn, the contents of which are widely
different; and the suitability of the name Synoptic,
which has been given to the first three, comes home
to us with special force when that contrast with the
Fourth is borne in mind. Nevertheless, even had
we possessed the first three only, the amount of
agreement between them would have called for
explanation. For they are very brief accounts
of a very full though comparatively short life.
Moreover, they all make summary references to
journeyings, periods of preaching and teaching, the
working of many miracles of which they relate no
details. The fact that out of all this possible
material they preserve so largely the same selection,
and that they deliver it so nearly in the same form,
must be due to some cause or causes.

So far we have spoken in general terms of the re-
semblances between the first three Gospels. But,
in the closer study of the fact, resemblances between
pairs of them have also to be taken into account.
The two most important groups of phenomena are
in fact (a) the resemblances of Mk with Mt and
Lk, either together or separately, and (b) the
wholly additional matter common to Mt and Lk,
but not contained in Mk.

(a) With regard to the former, it is to be observed
that by far the larger number of the narratives
and pieces of discourse contained in Mk are given
also in both Mt and Lk, and nearly all in either
one or the other. Also that for the most part the
order of narrative is the same in all three ; so that
we may speak of a Synoptic outline. The exceptions
are somewhat more considerable in Lk than in Mt;
but it is noteworthy that they are almost entirely
different in the two. Further, the same mode
of relating incidents, conversations, and sayings
is frequently to be observed in all three, to the
extent even of the same sequence of clauses, the
same words and phrases being adopted ; but, even
where this is not the case, there is very frequently
similar close parallelism between Mk and one of
the others; and, as before, this holds most often
between Mt and Mk.

(5) The additional matter, referred to above,
which is common to Mt and Lk, consists for the
most part of discourses and sayings. In a consider-
able portion of it the resemblance even in language
is very great; in other parts of larger total extent
the similarity of form is noticeably less, though
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the substance is the same. In place, however, of
that similarity of order which we remarked upon
in the case of the relations of Mt and Lk with Mk,
we find in that of the matter now under considera-
tion a great diversity of arrangement. In Mt we
seem to see a disposition to mass it in discourses of
some length, while in Lk various portions of it are
given as belonging to various occasions. Again,
they combine it very differently with the Synoptic
outline.

Besides the features which have been mentioned,
there are some others that are less strongly marked,
of which it will be most convenient to defer the
notice till we have occasion to speak of the attempts
which have been made to explain them, and which
have served to fix attention on them. It is, indeed,
true of those broader characteristics also, which
have been described, that the clear and accurate
observation of them has progressed hand in hand
with the discussion of their causes. And it is one
of the most certain gains to be expected from the
study of the problem before us, that (whether we
succeed in solving it or not) we cannot fail, through
framing and testing our hypotheses, to become
better acquainted with the actual contents of the
Gospels, and to have both their common substance
and their individual traits imprinted more deeply
upon our minds.

We will proceed to take a rapid survey of the
theories that have been devised to account for the
phenomena.

(2) The theories that have been propounded.—
Explanations of three kinds may be employed,
while the principles involved in each may also
be in various ways combined. The three chief
kinds were all in one way or another tried within
the first 30 years, from the time when, rather more
than a century ago, active speculation on the
subject began.

(a) Direct dependence of one or of two of our
present Gospels on the third, or of one on both
the other two, might be assumed. This was the
simplest kind of explanation of resemblances
between them that could be given, and that which
therefore lay most ready to hand. It had been
employed by Augustine long before in one of the
earliest examples of an interest, which was but
momentary, in the literary criticism of the Gospels
(De Consensu Evangelistarum, i. 2). He speaks of
Mark as the * pedisequus et breviator' of Matthew.
When, however, towards the latter part of the 18th
cent, the critical study of the relations of the
Gospels to one another began in earnest, the theory
was also put forward that Mk's was the original
Gospel, which the others had expanded, while
some even claimed this position for Lk. But the
most celebrated theory of this period was Gries-
bach's, according to which Mk was regarded as
a compilation from both Mt and Lk (Commentatio
qua Marci evangelium totum e Matthcei et Lucce
commentariis description esse monstratur, A.D.
1789-90).

(b) Resemblances might be traced to the use of
common documents, and more room was left in
this way than by the last kind of explanation for
the differences between the Gospels to have arisen,
which are remarkably intermingled with their
resemblances. Eichhorn, whose twofold hypo-
thesis was for a long time the most notable one
of the type which we are now considering, made
special efforts to account for the differences. He
supposed that there was one chief document, an
Urevangelium, or primitive Gospel, to which
various additions, derived from oral teaching, were
made as time went on. The sections common only
to two Gospels were explained by two evangelists
having used the same copy. These were the
governing ideas of his theory, both in its earlier

and later form. At first (A.D. 1794) he attributed
the differences between the Synoptic Gospels to
the translation of the primitive Gospel by different
persons (the evangelists themselves and others),
and the verbal similarities to the use in part of
the same translations by the evangelists, along with
different ones and with the original. But the
process here imagined of translation and of the
cross use of other translations was felt to be too
complicated. It was difficult, also, in this way to
account for the large amount of the same or closely
similar language. This pointed to a common Greek
basis. Accordingly Eichhorn, in a revised form of
his theory, assumed a single translation of the
primitive Aramaic Gospel into Greek, and sup-
posed this Greek document to have received addi-
tions and modifications, extending in his imagina-
tion the operation of this cause of variations, to
make up for that of a multiplicity of translations
which he had abandoned.

(c) The common source was supposed to be an
oral tradition to which a high degree of fixity had
been given. Oral tradition could readily account
for differences. But could it account for the
strange resemblances ? A theory based on it
could claim to be scientific only in so far as it
could suggest and render probable the existence
of special historical conditions in the case in ques-
tion, which would make it natural that the tradi-
tion should be characterized by a fixity of form
approximating to that of a written document,
though still possessing somewhat greater pliability.
Such a theory seems to have been first conceived,
and was certainly first clearly set forth, by J. C. L.
Gieseler, the celebrated Church historian, in his
Historisch-kritischer Versuch uber die Entstehung
und die fruehesten Schicksale der schriftlichen
Evangelien (A.D. 1818). Most of those who have
found in oral tradition the key to explain the
characteristics of the Synoptic Gospels, have, if
they have shown any just appreciation of the
nature of the problem to be solved, reproduced in
the main very closely the features of Gieseler's con-
ception and his arguments. There was not room
in this case for the same diversity as in the forms
which could be given to the hypotheses of direct
dependence and of common documents. At the
same time, even the oral theory has been to some
extent elaborated since Gieseler's time to meet a
fuller analysis of the phenomena.

The name which must be mentioned next, in
order that the course which investigation into the
origin of the Gospels has actually followed may be
rightly apprehended, is that of the great Schleier-
macher. Instead of Eichhorn's single parent
document, he assumed a number of more or less
extensive compilations of narratives, the idea of
which, and his name for them (διη-γήσας), he took
from Lk I1. This theory, which has been called
Diegesentheorie, he put forth in his work on Lk
(1817). The view, however, of his which has
exercised a determining influence on subsequent
criticism is not this, but his interpretation of the
fragment of Papias concerning Mt, published in
SK (1832). It was to the effect that Matthew put
together only a collection of discourses and sayings
which was afterwards embodied in our Mt. Next
very naturally came the suggestion that this docu-
ment was the source also of the matter in the third
Grospel which it has in common with the first, and
which is not in the second. And we find this view
more or less clearly indicated by Credner (1836) in
his Einleitung (§§ 87-89 and 91, pp. 201-206). He
supposes also that the reminiscences of Peter's teach-
ing alluded to in the other fragments of Papias were
worked up by another writer into our Mk (ib. § 90).

The step most needed, however, in order that
any decided progress should be made in solving the
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Synoptic problem was, that a clearer and juster
view than had so far prevailed of the relations
between Mk and the other Wo Synoptics should be
attained. And the way to this had already been
opened by C. Lachmann in his article, * De Ordine
Narrationum in Evangeliis Synopticis,' in SK p.
570ff., 1835. He contended for the 'priority' of
Mk, though he left open the question whether it
was prior in the sense of representing an earlier
form of the oral Gospel than the two others, or as
having more simply and fully embodied a document
used by the other two. C. H. Weisse, in his Die
JEvangelische Geschichte (1838), adopted the latter
alternative, and combined with it the view that,
along with this document, Matthew's ' Logia' was
also used both in our first and our third Gospel.
Here for the first time was that 'two-document
hypothesis' which has since, and especially during
the last 40 years or so, found so much favour.
In the same year as that in which the above-named
epoch-making book of Weisse's appeared, C. G.
Wilke published a work on the theme, Matthaus
oder Marcus, in which he did good service on
behalf of Mk's priority, and of the documentary
as against the oral hypothesis.

Nevertheless, the Tubingen School, which was
just then rising into importance, and which for
a considerable period held the most prominent
place in the world of criticism, so far as Christian
Origines were concerned, had committed themselves
to the position that Mt was the first and Mk the
last of the Synoptics. Later members of the school
gave up the priority of Lk, but not of Mt. In the
method of this school, the examination of the
simple literary phenomena of the Gospels played
only a very subordinate part. So far as these
critics discussed the Gospels themselves and com-
pared them, their object was chiefly to show how
the several Gospels, by virtue of their individual
characteristics, fitted m with and illustrated their
own more general theories as to parties among the
early Christians, and their tendencies. They en-
deavoured to distinguish the bias of each writer
which had led him to mould the narrative in a
particular way; and on the ground thereof they
assigned to each document its age and the measure
of historical importance which they were willing to
accord it. They insisted in an exaggerated way on
the peculiarities of the several Gospels, and drew
unwarranted inferences therefrom; nevertheless,
their work may be of use in preventing us from
overlooking the individuality of the several Gospels,
which in some other speculations is too much
ignored.

The disposition of this school was to proceed to
broad generalizations which had neither been
reached nor verified by a careful and impartial
examination of all the facts. In spite of the
great ability of the chief men among them, and
the permanent mark which they have left upon
the study of early Christian history, their theories
have in the main been overthrown, and that
largely by men almost as ' free' as themselves from
orthodox prepossessions. And in no respect has
this been more signally the case than in regard to
their criticism of the Synoptic Gospels.

The chief critical work of the last 40 years or so
has been the lineal continuation and development
of that of Weisse and Wilke. That is, the general
tendency of it has been to establish more firmly
the position that either the three Synoptic Gospels
all made large use of a document which is to be
seen with fewest additions, omissions, or changes
of any kind in Mk ; or that Mk itself is virtually
that document; and further, that there existed
another very early 'source,' a collection mainly
of discourses and sayings, to which the matter
common to Mt and Lk is to be traced.

Among the large number of critics, however;
who would agree in these propositions when
stated thus in general terms, there are not un-
important diiferences. The most considerable,
perhaps, is that while (a) many, agreeing with
Weisse, suppose that both the first and third
evangelist nad and used this collection in the
same, or substantially the same form, and that
the diversity in the mode of the presentation of
the common matter in the Gospels is due to
the different treatment of the same document by
the two evangelists, (β) there are others who
suppose that the collection must have come into
the hands of the third in a markedly different
form from that in which the first had it. The
former view is that which has been most before
the world: it is held by H. J. Holtzmann (Die
Synoptischen Evangelien, 1863 ; Einleitung in NT,
1886), B. Weiss {Marcus-Evang. 1872; Matthaus-
Evang. 1876 ; Leben Jesu, 1882; Einleitung, 1886),
H. Wendt {Lehre Jesu, 1886), and others. But
some eminent names may be cited on the side
of the second view,— Reuss {Hist, of NT, p. 190 ff.),
Lipsius (his views on the Synoptic problem are
described by his pupil Feine, JB fur Protest.
Theol. 1885, pp. 1, 2). Weizsacker may be said
to hold an intermediate position {Untersuch. pp.
129-220).

Differences there are, also, among critics of
the former of these two groups. One of the chief
of these relates to the question whether the ' Logia'
is most faithfully reproduced, especially as to order
and arrangement, in Mt or Lk. Holtzmann and
Wendt are on the side of Lk, B. Weiss of Mt.
There are differences, again, as to the character
and contents of the ' Logia.' Thus Holtzmann
traces to it some portions of Lk which are peculiar
to that Gospel as well as those common to Lk and
Mt; while Weiss insists that historical circum-
stances must have been narrated in it as well as
discourses.

Another important subject of controversy relates
to the part of Mark, the disciple of Peter, in the
composition of our second Gospel. In B. Weiss'
view, Mark's Gospel, derived chiefly from his re-
miniscences of Peter's teaching, was itself the
document used (along with the 'Logia') by our
first and third evangelists. On the other hand,
the matter common to the three Synoptics may be
supposed to be derived from a document older than
any one of them. This only leaves room for Mark
to have introduced touches here and there. Again,
B. Weiss supposes that Mark himself (as well as the
first and third evangelists) made use of the 'Logia,'
though to a much more limited extent, and that thus
the first and third used the ' Logia' both directly
and also in a measure mediately through Mk.
But for this complicated theory he has found few
adherents. [Resell (Agrapha, p. 27 f.) and Titius
{Theol. Studien in honour of Weiss, Gottingen,
1897) may be mentioned as adopting it.]

Other critics, again, hold that the third evan-
gelist must have known and to some degree made
use of our Mt as well as his principal and older
sources. Such arguments as may be adduced for
this view have been most fully set forth by E.
Simons in his monograph, Hat der dritte Evan-
gelist den kanonischen Matthaus benutzt ? 1880.

The endeavour has also been made in recent
times to supplement the theories as to the relations
of the Synoptic Gospels by tracing back varieties
of form to different translations of the oldest
Hebrew document. This attempt has especially
been carried out by A. Resch in his laborious
investigations, in the course of which he examines
the citations of our Lord's teaching in the whole
range of early Christian literature, and compares
them with parallels in the Gospels. See his
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'Agrapha' in Texte u. Untersuch, v. Heft 4, 1889;
and Aussercanon. Paralleltexte, x. Heft 1 and 3,
1893-95.

In England the oral theory has been far more
widely accepted than it seems ever to have been
in Germany, though among ourselves also it has,
to a considerable degree, lost its hold in recent
years. English readers will, however, rightly
require that it should be kept in view in any dis-
cussion of the problem. The most recent advocate
of it is the Rev. A. Wright (see his Composition
of the Four Gospels, 1890 ; Synopsis of the Gospels,
1896; and Problems in NT, 1898). He has given
to the theory a new development by supposing
that the catechetical instruction of Christians in
the facts of the Gospel history was carried out in
a very systematic manner, and that there existed
different schools of catechists. To the present
writer it seems that no form of the oral hypothesis
can furnish an adequate explanation of the pheno-
mena of the Gospels; yet he believes that the
influence of the period of oral teaching needs to be
taken into account, in dealing with the whole
problem of the origin of the four Gospels, far more
than it commonly is by the adherents of the
various documentary hypotheses.

The decision of most of the questions included
in the subject before us must depend on the patient
examination of a mass of particulars which cannot
be set forth here. But it may be well to indicate
in general terms the nature and bearing of the
evidence on some of the chief points at issue. We
pass on, therefore, to consider—

(3) The Source or Sources of the matter and
order common to the three Synoptic Gospels.—It
will not be profitless, in the first place, briefly to
give the reasons for which Griesbach's theory has
been generally abandoned. That theory is at first
sight tempting. It seems to account readily for
the fact that not only do we find in Mk so much
that is common also to Mt and Lk, but that traits
and words and expressions which occur, some in
Mt, some in Lk, in narratives that are parallel,
are frequently found in combination in Mk; so
that this Gospel, while it is on the whole shorter,
is generally fuller in the narratives it does contain.
It is not impossible that in some, and even a
good many cases, words, etc., from Mt or Lk
may have been introduced, e.g. by the hand of an
editor, into the second Gospel as we have it. But
the theory of compilation cannot explain the
phenomena as a whole. For {a) to carry out the
process of analysis and combination to the extent
required by this hypothesis would be a very com-
plicated and difficult task, such as no one, especi-
ally in that age, would be likely to undertake.
The supposition that Mt and Lk reproduced Mk,
or the document embodied therein, with some
abbreviations and alterations which are largely
different because they acted independently, is a
far simpler one. Moreover, it accounts for a
large part of the similarity between Mt and Lk
themselves, which, on Griesbach's theory, is left
wholly unexplained, (b) The reasons that can be
alleged, on Griesbach's theory, for Mk's relinquish-
ing the order of narratives in Mt to follow Lk,
and vice versa, and for his omission of so much
which those Gospels contain, though he is supposed
in other cases to have combined them, appear to
be very arbitrary, (c) A mere compiler could
hardly have been able to give to his work the
force and freshness and vividness which peculiarly
characterize Mk.

We turn to the question whether the chief
source common to the three was a certain tradi-
tion of oral teaching or a document. In judging
of the adequacy of the former to account for the
facts, it seems important, first of all, to distin-

guish between the effect which oral teaching might
have, on the one hand, in determining the general
character of the selection and presentation of the
matter recorded, and, on the other hand, in securing
a fixed order of sequence in the relation of particular
incidents and pieces of discourse. Now, the con-
tents and general form of the Synoptic outline, as
we see it most simply in Mk, is such as might
naturally arise from the circumstances and needs
of the preaching of the gospel, as soon as its
message was delivered to those who had not them-
selves known Jesus. In the earliest days after
Pentecost, among the people of Jerusalem and the
crowds from Galilee to whom the great Prophet
of Nazareth had been a familiar figure, it was
enough for the apostles to testify that He had
risen from the dead. Even to a man like Cornelius,
whom the fame of His deeds could not but have
reached in a more or less distinct and accurate
form, it might be enough to say, ' The word which
he sent unto the children of Israel, preaching
good tidings of peace by Jesus Christ (he is Lord
of all)—that saying, ye yourselves know, which
was published throughout all Judsea, beginning
from Galilee, after the baptism which John
preached; even Jesus of Nazareth, how that God
anointed him with the Holy Ghost and with power;
who went about doing good, and healing a)l that
were oppressed with the devil; for God was with
him. And we are witnesses of all things which he
did, both in the country of the Jews and in Jeru-
salem; whom also they slew, hanging him on a
tree' (Ac 1036"39). But more and more, as years
passed, and as the gospel was carried to fresh
circles, men would wish to have particulars about
the life and work of Jesus ; and it would be neces-
sary that a right impression of Him and His
ministry should be imparted, in order that the
meaning of His cross and resurrection should be in
any measure understood. For this purpose an
expansion would be needed of that brief summary
which has just been quoted. The preachers would
seek to set before their hearers in a comprehensive
manner, and within such limits as oral teaching
imposed, a view of the person of Jesus in its
attractive grace and holiness and goodness, as He
had been known to themselves and to the multi-
tudes who followed Him, to enable them to realize
His supernatural character, as it was evidenced by
His wonder-working power, and the authority with
which He spake. A detailed chronicle was not
what was wanted ; they wished simply to impart a
clear conception of His mission and His credentials.
The desired end could be best attained by a sketch
which should give prominence to the salient
features of His work, and which, while it con-
tained some comprehensive descriptions of His
occupations at different periods, and of the im-
pression produced by His teaching and miracles,
and marked a few chief epochs in His ministry,
should be confined, for the rest, to an account of
some important incidents and sayings, selected as
examples out of a mass of others that might have
been told. When they passed to the last days of
His life, and His death, the mode of treatment
would naturally be different. Here it would be
no longer a question merely of illustrations. Be-
sides all other reasons for giving a fuller narrative,
such as the natural interest of the closing scenes,
and the deep impression which all their details
had made on the minds and hearts of the preachers
themselves, it was necessary to press home and to
justify the idea of a suffering Messiah. In addition
to these aims, which tended to impart a particular
form to the accounts orally delivered, the close
intercourse maintained among the original group
of Christian missionaries, even after they had
begun to move about, and the similarity of the
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conditions under which, this group at least was
doing its work, and the influence which a few of
the stronger characters would exert, together with
the simplicity of mind and want of general educa-
tion of the early disciples, would tend to establish
and confirm a habit of telling the story in a
particular way common to them all.

Now, the general mode of presenting the life
and work of Jesus Christ in the Synoptic Gospels
corresponds to that which has just been described.
In other words, it is such as we might have
expected, if the characteristics of the oral method
of communicating the facts most needful to be
known came to be imprinted on the written narra-
tive. The form of the common record is not that
which would have been naturally adopted by a
writer who approached his subject and made use
of his materials in the spirit and manner of a
chronicler or biographer.

The range of the parallelism between the
Synoptics must be considered in this connexion.
The fact that it begins with the ministry of the
Baptist may well be accounted for by all three
having used a document which began thus. But
even so, the cause of this being made the starting-
point in such a document seems worthy of con-
sideration, especially when we observe how that
of the apostolic preaching as described in Acts
was wont to be the same (cf. Ac I221324·25). We can
understand that it was a natural one for those
who had such an aim as has been above suggested.
The mystery of Christ's birth could not be freely
spoken of at first to the unconvinced. On the
other hand, the testimony of His great predecessor,
whose work had made such a wide impression,
afforded a fitting point of departure for commend-
ing Jesus to the faith of men. In this respect also,
then, the habits of the period of oral teaching seem
to have left their mark.

Considerations which are in part analogous may
help also to explain why the parallelism between
the Synoptics terminates where it does in the
midst of the evidences of the resurrection. All
three describe in a very similar manner the visit of
the women to the tomb, and the appearance of the
angel (Lk two angels) to them. After this point
they differ widely. The assumption that they
used a common document, which ended abruptly
here, will go far to account for this. Still it is
remarkable that it should have terminated in this
fashion, and also that the difference in the con-
cluding narratives should be so wide as it is. The
early history of the preaching of the gospel may
possibly again furnish a clue to the right explana-
tion. At first the apostles were mainly occupied
with bearing testimony to the resurrection of
Jesus. They were themselves profoundly convinced
of this great fact, and they called upon men to
believe it on their word. They did not care to
enter upon an elaborate tabulation of all His
appearances; such would not be demanded of
them. They would speak now of one, now of
another. Subsequently, as we have said, the need
for some account of the life and teaching and
death of Jesus arose. The two things were in a
measure distinct, and might for a time be kept so.
Moreover, a certain method of narration might,
under the conditions which we have indicated, have
been commonly observed in the latter case, such
as may never have existed in regard to the testi-
mony to His resurrection.

The correspondences between the Synoptics in
words and phrases show that they are connected
by derivation from common sources of information,
which were in Greek. This, however, does not
of itself put the oral theory out of court, though it
has sometimes been supposed to do so. For when
we remember that the Aramaic-speaking territory

in Palestine was surrounded by a belt of Greek-
speaking districts, and also that many Hellenists
yearly visited Jerusalem, we can see that from
very early days—from the moment, indeed, that
the Church began to expand—an oral tradition in
Greek must have arisen, corresponding to that in
Aramaic.

The resemblance, however, between the three
Synoptic Gospels extends far beyond those broad
features of which above we have so far been
speaking. If the additional matter in Mt and
Lk be omitted, there will be found remaining in
each of them, with, comparatively speaking, very
few exceptions, the contents of Mk given in ex-
actly the same order,—the same sequence being
maintained not merely in respect to events which
stood in close historical connexion, but also in
respect to sections which do not appear to have
been so united. This seems clearly to point to
the use of a common document. It is specially
difficult to understand how, after insertions, some-
times of considerable length, the common thread
could again and again have been taken up in the
first and third Gospels exactly where it had been
dropped, solely under the operation of tradition.
But it is exactly what would happen if the writers
had a document before them.

A comparison of the language, the words, the
succession of clauses, the structure of sentences
and paragraphs in the Synoptic Gospels, leads to
the same conclusion. The extent of the element
common to all three is remarkable. But, in order
that the evidence bearing on the question at issue
may be appreciated, it is necessary that attention
should be fixed, not so much on this, as on the
resemblance of Mt and Lk separately to Mk.
Between these pairs, and especially between Mt
and Mk, there will be found to be close similarity,
amounting frequently to identity, saving a few
words here and there, in sentence after sentence
and passage after passage. Moreover, the char-
acter of the resemblances should be noted. We
can understand that even in oral tradition striking
sayings should have been preserved in a fixed
form; and there would be special reason for fidelity
in repeating all the teaching of the Lord. But
there is also in the Synoptic Gospels an amount
of close agreement in ordinary narration which
is very difficult to explain by oral transmission,
because there could be no sufficient motive for
the care necessary to secure it.

Advocates of the oral theory allege the reten-
tiveness of Eastern memories, and the habit of
preserving orally the Rabbinic traditions, or the
instances, common among Mohammedans, of being
able to repeat the whole or large portions of the
Koran. But it should be remembered that what
has to be explained in the present case is, not the
preservation of a record after its very words had
come to be regarded as sacred, but the process
itself of forming the fixed tradition. Could it
have been fixed down to so many mere turns of
expression as the result of the work of the apostles'
teaching and preaching freely ? And would either
they or their immediate fellow-workers in instruct-
ing others have had any reason to insist on the
reproduction of what they taught with that sort
of uniformity ?

Again, it is said that the oral theory alone will
account for the differences between the Gospels.
But the force of this argument seems to depend
on adopting a point of view which is too much
that of our own time. The writers of our Gospels
would feel themselves to be far more nearly on
a level with those of the documents (assuming
that they had such before them) which they used,
than men of later generations could. And it is
the natural tendency of historians who embody
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matter from other writings in their own works to
abbreviate parts of it, to improve the style, or at
least to alter it in accordance with their own
habits of expression, and at times, after picturing
to themselves the scenes described, to represent
them in their own way. Many of the differences
between Mk and the two other Synoptic Gospels
are of this character. This is especially the case
in regard to Lk, the differences between which
and Mk are, as has been said, the greatest. More-
over, even in the case of intentional quotation,
there was in ancient times less desire for scrupu-
lous accuracy in regard to the exact words used
than there is at the present day.

(4) The Source or Sources of the matter common
to Mt and Lk.—The phenomena here are in various
respects different from those examined under the
last head, and other considerations have to be
applied to them. The material in question forms
such a distinct mass that even on the oral hypo-
thesis it must be supposed to have been collected
and shaped separately from that account of the life
and work of Christ upon which our attention has
so far been fixed, and to have been subsequently
in the first and third Gospels combined there-
with. And indeed we may, with at least as good
reason as before, attribute an important share to
the influences of the period of oral teaching in
forming the body of tradition now in question,
though the needs to be met were different from
those which called forth a general presentation
of our Lord's work. Disciples who were familiar
with the main facts of His life would be impelled
to recur again and again to His precepts, which
were to be the guide and support of their lives.
Those sayings especially would be called to mind
and repeated which set forth the character that
was to distinguish the true followers of Christ, or
which gave an authoritative decision in matters
of ordinary conduct, or which inculcated the spirit
that was to govern the members of the infant
Christian communities in their relations with one
another, or prescribed the rules that were to guide
the missionaries of the gospel, or which afforded a
solace and stay under persecution and sorrow, or,
lastly, which spoke of that great consummation,
that coming of the Lord and judgment upon an
evil world, for which their hearts yearned so
eagerly. In view of these wants, it would be
exceedingly probable that sayings, parables, and
discourses upon these themes should soon come to
be put together and handed on in the shape of
larger or smaller collections even before they were
written down (cf. Weizsacker, Apost. Zeitalter,
pp. 369-401). They would form, as it were, a
body of divine law, treasured in the communities
of Christians. The form and contents of the dis-
courses in Mt specially suggest this origin. Other
traits appear in Lk which would also be natural
after such a history of the preservation of the
material.

But can the resemblances between these two
Gospels be explained solely on the oral theory?
Those who think so have a stronger case here
than in regard to the resemblances between the
same Gospels and Mk. There the close parallelism
between the sequence of sections furnished a strong
argument against that theory; here the great dis-
similarity of arrangement is a serious difficulty in
the \vay of the hypothesis that the same document
was used by both evangelists. There, again, the
similarity is found in ordinary narrative; here
the matter in question consists almost entirely of
Christ's own teaching, which would be likely to
be preserved with special accuracy even in oral
repetition. Nevertheless, there is in a consider-
able portion of the passages under consideration
an amount of verbal agreement which it is hard

to account for without supposing some intervention
of writing.

By those who suppose that the use of a single
documentary source, which contained all this
matter, will explain the phenomena, efforts are
made to reconstruct that document through a
critical comparison of Mt and Lk. In each it
may certainly have been altered in different ways
and at different points; and it will be fair to
remember that the divergence between the two
Gospels, as they now lie before us, would in all
probability be greater than that between either of
them and the common source. Further, many
pieces of teaching in it may have been introduced
by formulas such as * Jesus said,' which specified
no particular occasion. The recently discovered
Oxyrhynchus fragment affords an illustration of
sayings so compiled. The very different positions
which the same sayings occupy in the first and
third Gospels may thus be less inconsistent with
their derivation from a common document than we
at first fancy. Possibly, it would not have been
necessary for either of the evangelists to do such
violence to the source as we may be inclined
at first to fancy, in pursuing different plans
in the arrangement of their material. That
the first was inclined to mass together similar
material, seems to be rendered probable by the
fact that there are one or two cases in which
pieces of teaching from Mk and from another
source seem to have been woven together in Mt,
which in Lk remain separate. Thus Lk has an
account of a charge to the Twelve (93"6) which is
closely parallel to Mk 68"13. He has also an address
to the Seventy in ch. 10. Now, the substance of
vv.3"12 of the latter is found woven with the
substance of Mk 68'13 in Mt 107"16. Something of
the same kind may perhaps be observed on com-
paring Mt 24. 25, Mk 131"37, Lk 215"36 1722"37 1239-46

1912"28. Yet, to show how cautious we must be
in drawing inferences, it may be worth while to
observe that in Lk 1012"15 compared with Mt 1015

and ll20"24, the usual parts, so to speak, of the
two evangelists are reversed.

In connexion with the question before us, the
greater or less clearness and naturalness of the
contexts in which the same sayings occur in Mt
and Lk respectively must also be taken into
account. But this is a subject on which there is
wide diversity of view. To the present writer it
seems that the connexions are far more often
obscure and difficult in Lk than in Mt. But
however this may be, and when every allowance
has been made which our ignorance of the actual
form of the common document may suggest, it
remains very difficult to believe either, on the one
hand, that any one in the circle in which the first
Gospel must have been composed should have
employed the amount of literary art and labour
necessary to construct the discourses found in that
Gospel out of fragments; or that, on the other
hand, the third evangelist, if he had those wholes
before him, should have felt it to be his duty to
break them up.

Moreover, the hypothesis that the two evan-
gelists derived all this matter from the same
document, is as incapable as the oral theory of
explaining the singular phenomenon referred to
above as to the degree of agreement in different
parts (see i. (1) {b)). For the character of the sub-
ject-matter in the two classes of parallel passages
affords no reason for either evangelist having pre-
served it with so much less fidelity in the one case
than in the other. It would seem to be more
possible to account for the facts by supposing
that two compilations which had in the main an
independent history, though copies of some of the
same written fragments have passed into each,
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have been embodied in the first and third Gospels
respectively.

(5) Some subsidiary features of relationship.—
There are no groups of facts indicative of con-
nexion between the Synoptic Gospels, or between
pairs of them, which are at all comparable in
extent and prominence with those discussed under
the two last headings. A few others, however,
which need investigation must be briefly noticed.

(a) In spite of the signs of * priority' in Mk on
the whole, there are cases in which Mt or Lk or
both of them have a stronger appearance of origin-
ality in particular words, or turns of expression,
and even in the character of a whole section. Mk
140-45 21-12 3i-6j compared with their parallels, may
be taken as examples. Similarly, there are in-
stances in which Mk has words or phrases not
like his usual style, and which occur more fre-
quently in one or both the others {e.g. 6 πατήρ 6 4v
rois ovpavoh in Mk H 2 5 = M t 614. It appears only
here in Mk, but is common in Mt).

(b) Again, although the records of Christ's teach-
ing are so much more limited in Mk than in Mt and
Lk, that Gospel has, in certain cases, accounts of
discourses which, so far as they extend, are closely
parallel with Mt and Lk; at the same time, the
accounts of these two are longer and, to a greater
or less degree, parallel with one another. Here,
plainly, Mk is not the source, and does not in all
respects most fully represent it {e.g. cf. Mk I 7 · 8

with Mt 37"12 and Lk 37-17; Mk 322'30 with Mt 1224"37

and Lk ll15"26 and 1210).
(c) In narratives in which Mt and Lk are on the

whole closely parallel with Mk, they yet have
little touches, phrases, etc., in common, which are
not in Mk {e.g. cf. Mk 23 with Mt 92 and Lk 51 8;
Mk 29 with Mt 95 and Lk 52 3; Mk 222 with Mt
917 and Lk 537).

Holtzmann's assumption, in his Synopt. Evang.,
that although the source common to the three
Synoptic Gospels is on the whole most nearly re-
produced in Mk, yet there are cases in which it
has been more exactly preserved in the other two,
seems capable of explaining many at least of these
phenomena in a simple manner. It should, further,
be remembered that some discourses or incidents of
which that document may have contained accounts,
may also have been elsewhere recorded in a fuller
or slightly different form, and that Mt and Lk
may have known of these other records, and have
adopted them, or at least been influenced by their
recollection of them, in particular instances.

These considerations render it unnecessary to
suppose, with B. "Weiss, that Matthew's * Logia'
(if we may for convenience so speak) was used in
the composition of Mk, as well as in Mt and Lk,
though in Mk only to a very much smaller extent.
They also go far to destroy the force of such
evidence as is alleged in support of the view that
our first Gospel was known and made use of by
our third evangelist. The wide differences between
the two render it very difficult to suppose this
to have been the case. Ways of accounting for
coincidences between them which do not assume
knowledge of one Gospel by the writer of the
other are therefore to be preferred. In addition
to those already suggested, it may be observed
that accidental agreement, revision by later hands,
and unintentional assimilation of the texts of the
two by copyists, may well in conjunction be respon-
sible for a considerable number of the instances.
Others explain the class of phenomena to which
we are referring, by the supposition (alluded to
above, p. 237) that the third evangelist knew the
first. Holtzmann himself has adopted this view,
thus rendering his earlier hypothesis, that the
original common document differed in certain
respects from Mk, and,is at times more exactly
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reproduced in the first and third Gospels, to a great
extent unnecessary, as he has explained in his
Einleitung, pp. 363, 364. It is only suggested, how-
ever, that the third evangelist was influenced by
'reminiscences3 of Mt, which is in itself a con-
fession that the evidences of dependence are some-
what vague and scanty. We believe that we shall
have the majority of critics on our side in asserting
that they are altogether too slight to withstand
the case that may be made out, on pure grounds
of general probability and apart from any theory
of inspiration, against any knowledge of the first
Gospel by the writer of the third, from the wide
divergences between them.

(6) Features peculiar to the Synoptic Gospels
severally, and summary with regard to the com-
position of each.

As the question of the composition of Mt is the
most complex and difficult, we will reserve it till
the last, and begin—

{a) With Mark. It will, I believe, be very gener-
ally allowed by critics at the present day that
the Mark who is referred to in NT had a part of
some kind in the composition of our second Gospel;
for the tradition to that effect is too strong to be
altogether set aside. But what was that part?
It is well known that this Gospel is distinguished
by many touches which it is specially natural to
attribute to recollection of St. Peter's teach-
ing. But did these form part of the work which
was used in the composition of Mt and Lk, and
were they eliminated by the writers of these
Gospels ? In other words, was our Mk itself, as
we have it, one of the original documents into
which the Synoptic Gospels are to be analyzed?
Or, on the other hand, did Mark himself take a
document—the same which was used in Mt and Lk
—and revise it, though much more slightly, only
adding to it traits here and there which he had
derived from his close intercourse with St. Peter ?
It cannot be said that criticism has as yet even
approximated to a decision on this point. If a
well-assured position in regard to it is ever reached,
it must be mainly through a careful examination
and weighing of all those individual points in
which Mk differs from the other two Synoptic
Gospels in parallel contexts, in order to ascertain
whether they can best be explained as the result
of alteration in Mk, or revision in the two others.
But, in regard to point after point, several con-
siderations have to be borne in mind; there is
also a possibility sometimes of other explanations
of the facts; and throughout, the bias of each
critic is apt to tell in favour of one theory or
another, so that it is an exceedingly difficult
matter to form a sound general impression.

{b) The question of the authorship and com-
position of the third Gospel cannot be separated
from that of the Acts of the Apostles. It is
generally admitted, on the ground of remarkably
plentiful indications of style and other character-
istics, that the composition of these two books
was the work of the same hand ; and further,
that the second of them includes accounts of some
of St. Paul's missionary journeys by one who was
himself a companion of his at the time. But the
question of the authorship is at first sight rendered
complex by evident signs that other sources have
been used as well in certain parts of both works.
It will, however, I believe, be found to be much
simpler than is generally supposed. For those
portions of the Acts, or certain of them, which are
allowed to be by a companion of St. Paul are, if I
mistake not, marked to an eminent degree by those
special words and expressions which are found
throughout the two works, though in many parts
they are scattered sparsely. That is to say, the
man who wrote those memorials of journeys in
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which he himself accompanied the apostle, was the
same who put together accounts, written and oral,
which he obtained from others, of the life and
teaching of Christ and the early history of the
Church, and in reproducing them left upon them
some marks of his own literary habits. (See
Expositor, 1893, pt. i. p. 336 f.) If, then, the
author of the Gospel and the Acts was a companion
of St. Paul, it will be readily allowed that he was
none other than Luke, who is singled out by
tradition.

St. Luke has placed a short introduction at the
beginning of his Gospel (I1"4) which is full of sig-
nificance both as to the method in which the
knowledge of the life and teaching of Christ
was preserved generally, and as to the purpose
of his own book. He distinguishes virtually two
periods in the history of the transmission of the
facts up to the time at which he was writing.
First they were delivered orally by those who
' from the beginning were eye - witnesses and
ministers of the word'; then after a time
attempts began to be made to write down what
had been thus learned, or portions of it,. Indi-
vidual members of the Church were also more or
less fully and carefully instructed in the facts.

Advocates of the oral theory have asserted
that St. Luke treats the written accounts to
which he refers as no longer possessing import-
ance. They find this meaning in the aorist iire-
χείρησαν. But the force of the aorist will be fully
recognized if we regard it as emphasizing the diffi-
culty of the task and the tentative character of
the efforts to perform it. Unquestionably, his aim
was to supply something more adequate. But
there is nothing in his language inconsistent with
the supposition that he was prepared to make use
of any suitable written material that came to his
hand, as well as of traditions orally delivered.
And it is in every way most natural to suppose
that he would do this.

If the arguments described above (i. (3)) be sound,
the record which is most nearly represented in Mk,
or that Gospel itself, was one of the chief docu-
ments that he used. He may besides this have
had another document, whence mainly he derived
that subject-matter which is common to him with
Mt—a document where it was arranged to a great
extent in a manner different from that in which
we find it in the first Gospel. Or, again, he may
have obtained it by an independent labour of
collection, by himself transcribing short pieces
which had been early committed to writing, or
by making extracts from longer accounts, such
as those to which he seems to refer in his preface,
and also by writing down some things immediately
from oral tradition. In one or other of these ways,
also, he acquired those additional parables, pieces
of teaching, and incidents, special to his Gospel
which he introduces into the Synoptic outline,
including them more particularly in the long
insertion between Christ's departure from Galilee
(951) and His final ascent to Jerusalem (1981), the
point at which Lk again begins to run parallel to the
other two Synoptic Gospels. His account of the
birth of John the Baptist, and the birth and early
years of our Lord, may very probably have been
taken from some special written narrative. It has
a peculiarly Aramaic colouring and other features
of its own. It would have been a very congenial
occupation to a man such as from his two works
we know the author of the third Gospel to have
been, to make notes of information that he received
concerning the life and work of Jesus, to copy
out and keep precious pieces of His teaching. He
may have begun to do this long before he set
forth the material he had amassed in his Gospel,
or even thought of doing so; and visits to Pales-

tine, as on the occasion when St. Paul was seized
at Jerusalem and imprisoned at Csesarea, would
give him very favourable opportunities for going
on with this work.

(c) The question as to the composition and
authorship of the first Gospel is rendered specially
complicated by the fact that there is a strong and
unwavering early tradition that the Apostle Mat-
thew wrote in Hebrew, while the relations of our
Mt with the other Synoptics, and especially with
Mk, which are evidently through the Greek, are
of a kind to preclude the idea that, as it stands,
it is a mere translation. The manner in which
these facts are recognized and dealt with by such
an eminent advocate of the oral theory as West-
cott is very instructive. 'The parts,' he writes,
i of the Aramaic oral Gospel which were adopted
by St. Matthew already existed in the Greek
counterpart. The change was not so much a
version as a substitution ; and frequent coincidence
with common parts of St. Mark and St. Luke,
which were derived from the same oral Greek
Gospel, was a necessary consequence* {Introd. p.
228 n.). It is, however, very difficult to conceive
how the process suggested could have been carried
out in such a way as to produce the actual
phenomena. It is much simpler to suppose that,
with the view of supplementing a Greek document
which existed already (viz. Mk or the document
most nearly represented by it), he translated from
a Hebrew (or Aramaic) Gospel, which may well
have been composed by, or may at least in some
way have been connected with the teaching of, the
Apostle Matthew. But we seem to have no means
of deciding whether such a work contained other
portions corresponding to the matter in Mk. It
may have done so, and the touches peculiar to Mt
and that Hebraic tone and disposition to empha-
size the connexion between the new dispensation
and the old, which are more or less noticeable in
it as a whole, may be thence derived. The manner
also in which the subject-matter taken from the
different sources has been combined in the Greek
Mt may have been influenced by the order in the
Hebrew work. For although Papias' description
of St. Matthew's work as ' The Oracles,' as well as
the nature of the matter which there is most
reason to suppose taken from it, make it highly
probable that it was specially characterized by
the records it gave of Christ's teaching, its con-
tents need not have been strictly confined to this.
Some light might be thrown on these points if
we knew more of the Gospel according to the
Hebrews; for it is not unnatural to surmise that
this heretical Gospel may have been based upon,
or have borne some similarity to, the Hebrew Mt.
Unfortunately, our knowledge of this work also
is so scanty that no conclusions can be safely
drawn from it. (All that is known respecting the
Gospel according to the Hebrews has been recently
put together and reviewed by Harnack, Chron. ι.
p. 625 If.).

Once more, however, it is difficult to conceive
in a simple manner how the Greek Mt could have
been translated from a Hebrew original, even in
those parts where it is not parallel with Mk ; for
its observed relations with Lk have also to be taken
into account. How does there come to be in these
two Gospels that singular combination of parallel
passages whose verbal similarity is such that they
could not have been obtained through independent
translation, with others sufficiently different to be
so accounted for ? We may, perhaps, get a hint
of the circumstances under which this resulted
from Papias' reference to a time when there was
no received representative of Matthew's Hebrew
work, but each translated it as he could. Such a
state of things may well have led to the trans-
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lation of different portions having been written
down at different times. Some of these translated
fragments may have become current before others,
and so have been embodied in both Mt and Lk.

Finally, it is to be observed that, in spite of the
difficulties which we have discussed in regard to
the connexion between our Greek Mt and a
Hebrew source, it is marked by features which
fully justify us in regarding it as that setting
forth of the Gospel history in Greek which kept
closest both in spirit and in form to the mode of
presenting the Gospel in the Aramaic-speaking
Church.

ii. The Fourth Gospel, especially in its rela-
tion to the Synoptic Gospels.—It is impossible
to review here the whole subject of the author-
ship and historical character of the Fourth Gospel,
and many points connected therewith may be
more naturally treated in the article specially
devoted to this Gospel. In a general article on
the Gospels, however, it will be suitable, and even
necessary, that we should compare the first three
Gospels as a class with the fourth, and consider
some of the questions raised by the contrast which
they present. Some of the chief difficulties felt in
regard to the genuineness and authenticity of Jn
are in point of fact due to, while others have been
mainly suggested and are emphasized by, its
differences from the Synoptics. It is also not less
true, though it has been less commonly noticed,
that there are features in the Synoptic Gospels
which are not easily understood when they are
viewed in the light of J n ; for the superior
credibility of the respective accounts is by no
means always on one side.

We will therefore touch on the main respects in
which the representations of the life and work
and person of Christ in Jn and the Synoptic
Gospels need to be examined in relation to one
another, and then discuss briefly the problem how
the subject as a whole should have come to be
presented in these two ways, and whether it is
consistent with the truth of each, and with the
traditional authorship of the Fourth Gospel.

(1) The march of events, manner in which Chris fs
person and office were manifested, and, method and
effects of His ministry\—That Synoptic outline, to
which allusion has already been made, is of a
simple character. Immediately after the baptism
of Jesus and His temptation in the wilderness
have been recorded, it proceeds to the opening of
His ministry in Galilee, and is entirely occupied
with His works and teaching in that district and
the neighbouring parts to the east and north, till
His final departure therefrom. It seems then to
conduct Him continuously to Jerusalem for that
Passover at which He suffered, though it does so
by more or less protracted and circuitous journey-
ings, in the course of which He is still seen
engaged in His work of teaching and healing.
For anything the Synoptic Gospels say, we might
suppose that Jesus paid no visit to Jerusalem
during His ministry till that time when He was
crucified. Further, we note that between the two
limits, the first proclamation of the gospel in
Galilee and His crucifixion, not one of them gives
chronological marks properly so called. They
scarcely even note the passing of the seasons.
(There is an indication of the occurrence of a spring-
time, Mt 12*=Mk 22 3=Lk 61, and there are one or
two allusions to observances which were connected
with particular times of year). It is true that the
more carefully we study the Synoptic Gospels, the
more clearly do we perceive in our Lord's work as
they represent it certain stages and turning-points
which follow one another according to a very
natural order of development. And we may con-
clude that their arrangement of His words and

deeds corresponds in the main to successive periods
in His life. But these periods can be ascertained
only by a study of the internal character of the
narrative.

In the Fourth Gospel, on the other hand, the
flight of time during Christ's ministry is marked,
not indeed by ordinary chronology or references
to events of external history, but by the mention
of several Jewish feasts. This Gospel is in fact
chiefly taken up with records of what happened
during the visits of Jesus to Jerusalem on the
occasion of these feasts. In a word, the centre of
interest in the Synoptic Gospels is Galilee, in the
Fourth it is Jerusalem and Judaea.

When the two plans of narration are compared,
it is found possible to fit them together, without
forcing, to an extent which is remarkable, con-
sidering the difference between their plans, and the
absence of any indication on the part of the fourth
evangelist as to how the contents of his Gospel
are to be combined with the Synoptic record. He
represents Jesus as in the neighbourhood of John
the Baptist subsequently to His baptism, and as
then returning to Galilee. The first visit to
Jerusalem which he describes is for a Passover
that happened soon after this, and before (as it
would seem) the commencement of His regular
ministry in Galilee (Jn 129-212). In the holy city
itself and in Judaea, at the time of this feast,
Christ's public work began, according to Jn
(213-43). He returns to Galilee by the most direct
route, through Samaria, and preaches there during
His brief stay (44'42). So we are brought to a
point (443"54) corresponding Λνίΐΐι the beginning and
early days of the ministry in Galilee described in
the Synoptic Gospels. The fourth evangelist
then proceeds to give an account of a visit to
Jerusalem for a Jewish feast. It is the only one
occurring during the period of the Galilaean
ministry, and curiously in this single instance he
does not specify what feast it was (ch. 5). In 6-79

we have narratives connected with Galilee, some of
the main incidents of which are given also in the
Synoptics, and which belong, according to all the
evangelists, to the latter part of His ministry
there. Jn gives notes of time ; this section in his
Gospel relates to the interval between the ap-
proach of a Passover (March), for which Jesus did
not go up to Jerusalem, and the following Feast of
Tabernacles (September), when He finally left
Galilee. In contrast with the impression given us
by the Synoptic Gospels, Jesus, according to Jn,
went straight to Jerusalem for this feast, and His
journey thither must have been swift (Jn 72'14).
There followed at the beginning of winter the
Feast of Dedication, for which Jesus was also
there. It is not easy to decide how much of Jn
714-1039 is connected with the former, how much
with the latter, of these feasts; how much, again,
belongs to the intervening weeks, or whether Jesus
spent the whole of this time in Jerusalem and its
immediate neighbourhood, or retired for any part
of it to a greater distance. The interval between
the Feast of Dedication and His last Passover He
spent in Persea, where He still taught and won
disciples (1040"42), and in the north-east corner of
Judaea (II54), saving His visit to the neighbourhood
of Jerusalem for the great miracle at Bethany
(II1"44). The Synoptic Gospels are so far in agree-
ment with Jn that they indicate a ministry in this
same region before the final going up to Jerusalem
(Mt 191· 2 = Mk 101, Lk less definitely). The Synoptic
and Johannine narratives begin to correspond more
closely at the approach to the city on this last
visit, though there are still many divergences in
detail.

As regards the main and most characteristic
difference thus far noticed between the first
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three Gospels and Jn, it is fair to say that all
considerations of historical probability are in
favour of Christ's having made frequent visits to
Jerusalem, such as are related by the latter. As
a religious Jew, and especially one who would not
be detained by any of the occupations of a secular
calling, He would naturally attend many of the
feasts. It is, moreover, inconceivable that, having
His great prophetic mission to discharge, He would
confine His teaching till the last few days of His
life to the north and east of Palestine, and never
seek to declare His message in the great centre of
the religious life of the chosen people, where the
effects of doing so would be so much farther-
reaching, and all the local associations would
add to the significance of His words and deeds.
Again, the catastrophe described by the Synoptic
Gospels themselves, and the manner in which it
was brought about,—the enmity of the ruling
priests, lawyers, and Pharisees in Jerusalem,—
must have been prepared for. The work of Jesus
in the country districts could hardly of itself have
threatened their authority in such a way as to
inspire their determination to destroy Him. The
two or three days of teaching in Jerusalem which
preceded their formal conspiracy against Him
would have been altogether insufficient to bring
their hostility to a head, if there had not been
already deep-seated hatred. Various slight indi-
cations in the Synoptic Gospels, such as instances
of His having disciples and friends in Judaea, may
be also more easily explained if He had actually
taught there during the earlier part of His
ministry.

We pass on to consider the representation of the
history, viewed not so much as a series of events
as in its moral and spiritual aspects. From the
Synoptic Gospels it appears that Jesus made the
formation of a little band of devoted disciples and
their instruction and training a primary aim of
His earthly ministry. (See esp. Mk 313·14, Mt
13io-i7.5i.52> M k 4 3 4 j M t 1 0 ) . l n J n this work is
more minutely and fully related. We see the first
gathering of a few around Him (I35*51), which
would naturally precede any formal call to definite
service, such as that which is referred to Mt 418"22

= Mk I16"20. From the beginning almost of His
public ministry He moves about surrounded by a
few who have attached themselves to Him (Jn 22·12

322 42. s. 2?)# x h e impression made on them by His
deeds and words is specially recorded (Jn 21 1·1 7 427).
The conditions necessary for the slow growth and
due probation of their faith were not interfered
with by the singularly full and exalted declarations
concerning His person and work made even by the
Baptist (I2 9·3 6), and throughout by Himseif to
disciples (I51 313"15), and also in the hearing of a
wider circle as early as the second recorded visit
to Jerusalem (517"47). For, distinct though these
claims might be, their nature and the language in
which they were expressed were so new, and His
course of conduct as a whole corresponded so little
with common expectation, that to apprehend His
meaning rightly was a matter of great difficulty,
and the faith even of those most favourably disposed
to receive Him, or who had already given Him their
allegiance, was put to a severe test thereby. The
reality of the trial appears alike in Jn and the other
three (comp. Jn 666"71 with Mt 1613"19=Mk δ 2 7 " 3 ^
Lk 918-20). In each account the faith of the Twelve
is recognized as a great victory, and they are con-
trasted with others. A class of persons who had
for a time taken up the position of disciples, but
who afterwards fell away through the perplexity
which He caused them,—through becoming dis-
appointed in Him,—is clearly portrayed in Jn
(660-65. a n ( l cf. 73 831ff. Π45.46 1 2 Π ) } t h o u g h i n

the Synoptic Gospels they hardly come before us.

Jesus Himself saw that some of those who pro-
fessed to be disciples were of this unreliable
character, before either they themselves or others
knew it (223"25). That there should have been this
class is in every way probable, under the con-
ditions of the case, and in view of facts like the
wide popularity for a time of the Prophet of
Nazareth, which the Synoptic Gospels, too, relate.
But it is almost inconceivable that any one writing
at the end of the 1st or beginning of the 2nd cent,
should have described them in a manner so true to
historical circumstances, except from actual recol-
lection of instances. There was no motive or
guidance for doing so in the trials of the Church
at that time. Those who fell away then did so
under the influence of the love of the world, or of
philosophy, or the fear of persecution. A moral
in regard to the last-named cause of defection
might be pointed from examples of secret believers
who were afraid to confess Christ, and such are
spoken of in Jn (1242 1938; cf. also 713), but they
are a distinct class from those mentioned above,
whose conduct was such as would have occurred
among those who were compelled to judge of
the claims of Jesus during His lifetime, but not
afterwards.

The chief points on which the conflicts of Jesus
with the Jews turn in the Synoptic Gospels, appear
also in Jn (cf. Mt 1238"45; Mt 16x-4=Mk 811"1*; Lk
II 1 6 · 2 9 ' 3 2 with Jn 218). They make charges of demon-
iacal possession (cf. Mt 934, Mt 1224ff· = Mk 3^· =Lk
ll15ff· with Jn 848·49· M 1019·20·21). They charge Him
with disregarding the Sabbath (cf. Mt 12lff- = Mk
22»ff. = Lk 6lff·, Mt 129f f=Mk 3 l f f =Lk 66ff·, Lk 1310ff·
14lff· with Jn 51 0·1 6·1 8 722·23 914·16). At the same time
the difference in the illustration which Christ uses
as an argumentum ad hominem in Mt 1211 and in
Jn 722 should be noticed, and the exquisite suita-
bility of each to the particular scene of contro-
versy. The one would come home to the country-
folk of Galilee, to whom such a case of conscience
may even have been already familiar ; the force of
the other would be felt by the Jews of Jerusalem,
with their high sense of the importance of such
points of ceremonial law.

As regards the character of the miracles in Jn,
it is curious that he does not relate any example
of the cure of one possessed with a devil—which,
according to the Synoptic Gospels, was one of the
commonest kinds of our Lord's miracles. This is
the more singular because teaching as to an im-
portant aspect of Christ's mission could be de-
duced from such miracles, and was so by Christ
Himself, according to the Synoptic narrative (Mt
1225"30 = Mk 323"27 = Lk II17"26). On the other hand,
the first miracle recorded in Jn (21"11) is of a differ-
ent type from any in the Synoptics. The other
miracles in Jn are either the same as, or similar
in kind to, those which they relate. The miracle
of raising Lazarus, however, seems to surpass in
wonder the raising of Jairus' daughter and of
the widow's son, though on consideration it may
well be questioned whether it does so to an ap-
preciable extent. But it is in any case remark-
able that so great a miracle, and one which,
according to Jn, served to precipitate the action
of the Jewish Sanhedrin, should be omitted in
the Synoptic account. While recognizing this, it
may be well to notice that the miracle of Christ
which must seem the most stupendous of all from
the point of view of naturalism,—* that of feeding
the multitude,'—is related by all four evangelists.

Speaking generally, although Jn gives us a pro-
founder view of the meaning of our Lord's work,
and unfolds the great drama of the belief and
unbelief which He provoked, with a more awful
sense of its import than the Synoptic Gospels do,
yet, in respect to the broad features of the history,
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they are either in essential agreement, or are not
necessarily inconsistent with one another.

(2) Comparison in detail of passages in which the
first three and the fourth Gospels are parallel or
approximate to one another, or are in conflict.—We
must be content with touching on a few points of
special interest.

(a) The work of the Baptist (cf. Jn I19"36 with
Mt 3 W 7 = M k l 2 8 = L k 31'17). Alike in the Synoptic
outline and in Jn, the work of the Baptist is the
starting-point of the history. But on comparing
their accounts it is to be noticed, that while we
have in the former a general description of the
Baptist's preaching before the baptism of Jesus
and of that event itself, the latter takes up the
history at a time a little (probably a few weeks)
later, when the Baptist had reflected on the signs
which accompanied the baptism of Jesus, and
when he could not only speak of ' the Coming
One/ but point Him out. It does not appear from
the Synoptic account who saw the signs and heard
the voice. The words spoken from heaven have
in Mk and Lk the form of an address to Jesus ;
nevertheless, it cannot be supposed that these
evangelists, any more than Mt, imagined them
to have been spoken simply for the assurance of
Jesus. All three, we cannot doubt, record them
as a proof of His Messiahship. From Jn it may
be inferred that the knowledge of these signs
rested on the evidence of the Baptist, who de-
clared what he had seen and heard. To him the
revelation was granted, as to one fitted by his
exceptional spiritual enlightenment to receive it,
not to all the bystanders, or, at all events, not to
them with the same clearness. And this assuredly
was in accord with the laws of God's spiritual
kingdom. The views of the person and work of
Christ taught or implied in the Baptist's language
will be referred to below.

(b) The cleansing of the temple (Jn 213"22 cf.
with Mt2112·I3· 2 3 =Mk II15"17· 2 8 =Lk 1945"48 202). It
is a well-known diilerence between the Synoptic
Gospels and Jn, that while he records a cleansing
of the temple at the very beginning of the public
work of Jesus, they place their corresponding
narrative among the events of the last week of
His life. There is nothing inherently difficult in
the supposition that such an act should have been
performed by Jesus at each of these epochs in His
ministry. If on an early visit to Jerusalem He
saw the traffic desecrating the temple courts, as
He must in all probability have done, it would
be natural that He should be moved to righteous
indignation against it. Nor need He have felt
restrained by the fear of too soon proclaiming His
Messiahship. By such an act He did not obviously
do this; it was one which any prophet might
have performed. The consciousness of a character
higher even than that of a prophet is revealed
only in words of mysterious import. It is likely
enough also that the abuse would again in a short
time appear, in spite of His rebuke. If, however,
we assume that the difference between Jn and the
other Gospels as to the time of the cleansing arose
through reminiscences, which were fundamentally
the same, having been combined and connected
in diverse ways, the account of the fourth evan-
gelist is certainly not the less reliable of the two.
For he must have known that given by the first
three, since, even if he were not acquainted with
their Gospels, the fact of their all recording this
tradition implies its being widely spread ; and he
would not have departed from it, whether in order
to correct or to supplement their narrative, except
on the ground of possessing good information. It
is to be added that in respect of vividness, and of
the appropriateness with which the scene and the
several parts of the action are represented, the

superiority is on the side of Jn. One or two
differences in the two accounts appear to accord
with the difference of time.

(c) The feeding of the five thousand and crossing
of the lake (Jn 61"14·15-21 cf. with Mt ΐ413-21·22-33 =
Mk 630-44-45-52=Lk 910-17). This is the narrative
in which Jn and the Synoptic Gospels are most
closely parallel. As is commonly the case in Jn,
the relation of the miracle is followed by teaching
concerning spiritual mysteries, which appear to be
suggested by the miracle, so that we are led almost
to regard it as an acted parable. But the fact that
the Synoptic Gospels record the miracle, without
giving any corresponding discourse, shows that the
fourth evangelist cannot be rightly accused of in-
venting the miracle as a basis for the discourse,
and if he did not in this case, there is the less
reason to suppose that he did so in others. Jn
agrees in many points of detail and in some phrases
with the Synoptic Gospels, esp. with Mk and Mt.
It is possible that these may be due in part to ac-
quaintance with these Gospels, or with the docu-
ment embodied in them. But a common tradition
would equally well account for such correspond-
ences as may be observed. Indeed, this is the
most probable explanation of the relation between
Jn 612·13, Mt 620, Lk 917. He would seem to give
here in a fuller form the incident of which they
have preserved a partial reminiscence.

Even in this narrative, where the resemblance
between the four evangelists is greatest, Jn is
still very independent. And many of the touches
peculiar to him are such as would be imparted by
an eye-witness. There is greater particularity in
his account, e.g. words which, according to the
Synoptic Gospels, were spoken to or by the dis-
ciples generally, were, according to Jn, addressed
to or spoken by individuals amongst them. The
more lifelike character of his account of the con-
clusion of the incident of the miracle should also
be noticed. There was a scene of excitement and
enthusiasm, and Jesus, after His wont, quietly
withdrew (Jn vv.14·15). This we can understand
far better than that the multitudes should have
been willing to disperse, simply on being bidden
to go, after witnessing such a work (Mt v.2 3=Mk
VV.45* 46^

(d) The closing scenes. It will be impossible
to do more than allude to a few of the divergences
from and additions to the Synoptic Gospels which
we find in Jn. As regards the much discussed
subject of the Day of the Crucifixion, it must
suffice to say that, whatever may be the difficulties
arising from the Synoptic language concerning
the Last Supper, the view that Jesus was crucified
on the 14th of Nisan, which is the natural infer-
ence from Jn's language, must be accepted as the
most probable. On this assumption, his state-
ments throughout are clear and self-consistent,
while they are supported also by some indications
in the other Gospels. To pass on, there are many
signs of accurate knowledge in Jn's whole account
of the last evening with the disciples, the arrest,
and condemnation of Jesus. For instance, the
preliminary investigation before Annas, and the
fact mentioned in Jn and nowhere else that he
was the father-in-law of Caiaphas, fit well with
all the statements contained in Josephus regarding
the succession of members of the family of Annas
to the office of high priest during Annas' own life-
time. Again, when Jesus is brought to Pilate, we
obtain from Jn a clear and thoroughly probable
view of the scene and of the successive acts of the
drama. The prisoner, as was natural, is conducted
at once within the governor's house, while the
Jewish rulers remain outside for a ceremonial
reason (1828). Pilate passes to and fro. In vv.29*Sji

he is outside parleying with the Jews ; in vv.33"37 he
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proceeds with the examination of the prisoner;
vv.38'40 Pilate again parleys with the Jews. 191"5

Jesus is mocked and led out to them ; vv.6"16 they
succeed by their clamour in securing His con-
demnation. In Mt2711"26 = Mk 151"15 the positions
and the parts of the several actors are not nearly
so distinctly indicated.

(3) The peculiar doctrinal character of Jn.—It
is necessary to inquire whether the representation
given us in the Fourth Gospel of the teaching of
Christ, or the belief of others, has been affected
by the special doctrinal point of view of the writer
in a way to destroy its substantial truth.

We may first notice some signs that he was, to
say the least, not wholly unconscious of the im-
portance of preserving faithfully the language and
thought of the time concerning which he was writ-
ing. The most striking is the fact that the term
'the Logos/ which, as he uses it in the Prologue,
gives the very keynote of the Gospel, is neverthe-
less nowhere put by him into the mouth either of
Jesus or any other speaker. But, again, he distin-
guishes more than once between the manner in
which the disciples viewed acts and words of
Christ at the time, and afterwards in looking back
upon them (222 1216, cf. also the Lord's words to
Peter, 137). He does not read the full belief of a
later time into the earliest days of discipleship.
It should be noticed also that the evangelist need
not be supposed to give 316"21 and 31~3S as parts of the
words spoken respectively by Christ and by the
Baptist. On the contrary, they seem rather to be
comments by the evangelist himself, which are not
intended by him to be viewed in any other light.

At the same time, the way in which the record
almost insensibly passes into exposition in these
cases, suggests that the two may sometimes be
even more closely conjoined. It is natural, and
often almost necessary, under the limits of space
to which all are subject, for any writer or speaker,
in giving the substance of what has been spoken
by others, so to report them as to bring out that
which he conceives to have been the signifi-
cance of their words. There might, no doubt, be
a special tendency to do this on the part of one
who, like the writer of the Fourth Gospel, had
the definite object of impressing truth in which he
profoundly believed. That which he had even
quite soundly inferred as the conclusion from all
that he had experienced and learned, might thus
have unduly influenced him in his account of what
was said on some particular occasions. Two in-
stances in which it seems specially likely that his
own perception of the meaning of Christ's work
may be affecting his record, are the words which
he assigns to the Baptist (I29), and to the Samari-
tans (442). It is difficult to suppose that even
the former, much less the latter, could already at
that time have attained to a belief in Jesus as the
Saviour ' of the world.' We will go on to com-
pare Jn I3 0 with the somewhat similar saying in
the Synoptic Gospels (Mt 3 n = Mk l 7 = L k 316). In
view of the stress laid in other passages in Jn on
the pre-existence of Christ, it seems most prob-
able that the evangelist himself would have held
that this truth was conveyed in the words δτι
τρωτό* μου 9jv. Yet this phrase is an enigmatical
one ; it does not strictly express any idea but that
of essential priority, which might be in point of
rank as well as of time. So regarded, it does not
differ widely from the phrase in the Synoptic
Gospels, Ισχυρότερο* μου, which also is enigmatical.
Each brings out a somewhat different view of
Christ's superiority. It would have been easy for
the fourth evangelist to have made the assertion
by the Baptist of the doctrine, of Christ's pre-
existence more distinct. Thus, although he may
have been in a measure influenced in the form

which he gives to the Baptist's words by the desire
to teach through them an important article of
faith, he has in doing so evidently been kept under
control by his sense of historical truth.

We proceed to consider briefly the contents of
Christ's own teaching as it is recorded in Jn.

{a) His unique relation to the Father—the un-
folding of all that was comprised in the words ' My
Father.' In the matter common to Mt and Lk
one passage is included (Mt ll 2 5" 3 0=Lk 1021·22) which
is characterized by the thoughts and many of the
expressions on this subject that we are accustomed
to regard as most distinctly ' Johannine.' Mt 2436

= Mk 1332 supplies another instance of the use of
ό υ'ώς and ό πατήρ as absolute terms. The preserva-
tion of this teaching, even though to such a limited
extent, in the Synoptic Gospels, goes far to estab-
lish the credibility of the fuller record in Jn. If
Christ dwelt on this theme at all, there is every
reason to think that He must have done so more
often and largely than they indicate. That He
did so is also rendered probable by a striking, even
though indirect, piece of evidence in St. Paul's
Epistles. St. Paul more than once uses the phrase
' the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ' (Ro 156,
2 Co I 3 11», Eph I3, Col I3). This remarkable ex-
pression may most naturally have had its origin
in the historical fact that Jesus was accustomed
to dwell upon the theme that God was, in an
altogether unique sense, His Father.

(b) Christ's attitude to the Mosaic Law. It is
certain that we derive in part a different im-
pression on this subject from the Synoptic Gospels
and Jn. There is nothing in the former corre-
sponding to the phrases ' your law' (Jn 817 1034)
and itheir law' (1525). In their record of our
Lord's condemnation of the legalism of the scribes
and Pharisees, the distinction between the law of
Moses itself and the additions made to it in tra-
dition appears more clearly (Mt 152'9 = Mk 71'13).
In one saying recorded in Mt (232·3), Christ even
maintains the authority of the scribes on the
ground that they are the representatives of Moses.
There seems, at first sight, to be nothing in the
Fourth Gospel equivalent to the assertion in Mt
517-19 ( = L k 1617) concerning the permanent validity
of every point of the law ; while in it the spiritual
meaning of the OT, and the superiority of Christ
to Moses {e.g. 719"23), are far more fully brought
out.

Nevertheless, on a close examination, there ap-
pears to be fundamental similarity between their
respective representations. The saying concern-
ing the permanent validity of the law in Mt is
immediately followed by the great passage which
shows what Christ meant by its true fulfilment;
while the words in Jn 1035 ' the scripture cannot
be broken'—where ' the scripture' referred to is one
occurring in what has just before been described
as ' your law'—appear to involve a principle equi-
valent to that laid down in the saying in Mt 517"19.
Further, the remarkable correspondence in the
thought of Mt 198=Mk 105"9 and of Jn 722 should
be noted. In both a distinction is drawn between
the law of Moses and a more primitive law.

(c) Eschatology. The Jewish form of eschato-
logical expectation is more marked in Christ's
teaching given in the Synoptic Gospels than in Jn.
In the latter we are especially taught that spiritual
and eternal laws and principles are great facts of
the present, and that judgment is ever being
executed through their continuous and mysterious
operation. So far as our thoughts are turned to
the future consummation, they are especially fixed
on the blessedness of completed union with Christ,
and the circumstances attendant upon His coming
drop out of sight. The Synoptic Gospels may be
taken as witnesses to the fact that Jesus did
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make use of the current imagery in speaking of
the things to come. But the view can hardly seem
improbable to any one, that, on this subject at all
events, the mind of the Master is more fully
reflected in Jn.

(d) The maxims in regard to conduct which the
Synoptic Gospels—more especially Mt and Lk—
contain, are among the most precious portions of
these Gospels. In the earlier part of Jn this
element is absent, but it receives a large amount
of recognition in the discourses at the Last
Supper. Here the law of Christian love, and the
duty of humbly ministering to others (131-15.84.35̂
1512·17), and generally of keeping Christ's com-
mandments (14151510), are insisted on. Here, also,
sayings on the conditions and privileges of disciple-
ship occur, identical with, or closely parallel to,
some of those which are found in other contexts in
the first three Gospels. (Cf. Jn 1225 with Mt 1625·26

= Mk 835-36=Lk 9-4·25, and cf. also Mt 1037·39=
Lk 1733 and Lk 1426. Again, cf. Jn 1313·14 with Mt
ΙΟ24*, Lk 640; and Jn 1316 and 1520 with Mt 1024b.
Again, cf. Jn 1320 with Mt 1040=Lk 1016). The en-
couragements to pray in these chapters of Jn
should also be compared with sayings on prayer
in the Synoptic Gospels.

(4) The style of Christ's teaching.—The difference
between Jn and the Synoptic Gospels in this
respect seems not to be so great in reality as is
often imagined. Justin Martyr's description of
our Lord's teaching as consisting in * short, pithy,
and abrupt sayings,' applies, no doubt, with special
truth to the Synoptic records of it. But in Jn,
too, its style is essentially proverbial or * gnomic.'
The sentences are short and oracular. The dis-
courses consist of a series of separate propositions,
and the development of the thought is effected,
not through a ratiocinative argument of an ordi-
nary kind, but by slightly altering the form of a
proposition, or by placing it in a different con-
nexion.

Again, the use of parables appears from the first
three evangelists to have been specially character-
istic of Christ. He employed them, however,
more particularly in addressing the multitudes ;
and this part of His teaching is hardly at all
recorded in Jn. Moreover, we have in Jn one
genuine parable (101"6), followed in vv.7"10 by its
interpretation. Jn 1011"18 appears to be the inter-
pretation of another parable, the parable itself
being omitted by the evangelist (see Weizsacker,
Untersuch. pp. 252, 253). Or perhaps it may be
truer to say that parable and interpretation are
here merged in one. Although He was wont to
teach His disciples by expounding to them the
parables which they heard Him address to the
people (Mt 1310ff- = Mk 410ff- = Lk 89ff·, Mk 434), it
would be natural that He should vary His method
in some such way as we have suggested, when His
instruction of the Twelve did not take the form of
a supplement to what He had spoken to others.

It has further to be remarked that Christ's own
office is the theme of the figures in Jn. The
parables related in the Synoptists are concerned
most frequently with other subjects, especially the
kingdom of God and its laws. Yet this one also
is not absent from His thoughts there (cf. the
physician, Mt 912=Mk 2 l 7 =Lk 531 and Lk 423; the
servant of J", Lk 1416ff·; the king's son, Mt 2137ff·,
Mk 126ff·, Mt 222ff·; the judge, Mt 2531ff·).

The different aspects under which the life and
work and person of Christ are presented in the
Synoptic Gospels and Jn may be reconcilable.
ΛΫβ have given some reasons for thinking that
they are so in great measure. But the question
remains, how the existence of such differences in
the records can be explained. And it may be

observed that it is one for which even those need
to seek an answer who admit only, as the majority
of modern critics do, that the Fourth Gospel
contains considerable historical elements.

Now, the Fourth Gospel has a clearly defined aim
(OQ3O. 3ΐ? a n ( j cf# ii-i4)j which goes far to explain the
selective method on which the writer has proceeded
in constructing his Gospel. When in addition to
this we take into account the fact that he must
almost certainly have been acquainted with the con-
tents of the Synoptic Gospels, and that he would at
least feel under no obligation to recount what was
already recorded, and that he may even have
avoided the repetition of it when it did not fall
in conveniently with the plan of his own work,
and that in point of fact he is in the habit of
assuming in his readers the knowledge of things
that he does not narrate, little difficulty can be
created by his omissions.

The difficulty is rather to understand how the
first three evangelists should omit so much that we
find in Jn. The same reasons did not exist in their
case for passing over facts as in that of Jn. To some
small extent, indeed, they were influenced in what
they relate by the bent of their own minds and
the special needs of those whom they addressed.
But the very fact that the matter and arrange-
ment of all three are so largely the same, shows
that their contents and form must have been in
the main determined by some other cause than
individual purpose or bias. Their fragmentariness
must be due to the limited character of the
material that had come to their hand. We have
seen that the historical circumstances under which
the documentary sources of the Synoptic narrative
were shaped, were of a kind to circumscribe their
range. But in order to explain the phenomenon
now before us—the contrast between the Synoptic
and Johannine accounts — it seems necessary to
suppose further that the knowledge embodied in
the latter had, at the time the first three Gospels
were composed, been delivered only within a com-
paratively limited circle. It is difficult to imagine
that even Mark and the editor of the Greek Mt
would have remained unaffected by it if it had
been widely spread through a considerable part
of the Church. And it is impossible to believe
that Luke would, seeing that he evidently had
sought for information in different directions, and
desired to give a certain completeness, so far as he
could, to his narrative. There appears to be
nothing unnatural in this supposition. The needs
of simple Christians, and of the mass of the uncon-
verted, which had led originally to the shaping
of the oral instruction in a certain way, and
which through it had influenced the character of
the earliest documents, would continue to be most
generally felt. The number of those able to
appreciate the deeper teaching would be small.

III. THE DATE OF OUR GOSPELS AND OF THE
SOURCES EMBODIED IN THEM.—In endeavouring
to arrive approximately at the date of the Gospels,
it is necessary to consider both the testimony of
tradition and internal indications.

1. The Synoptic Gospels.—If, as is probable, the
fragment of Papias about Mt is a report of what
he had heard many years before from John the
Presbyter, and preserves for us the recollections of
the latter concerning a period already past when
Papias met him, the composition of our Greek Mt
would seem to fall within the 1st cent. General
considerations respecting the history of the position
of this Gospel in the Church point to its belonging
at least to the 1st cent. It has often been argued,
on the ground of Mt 2429, that the Gospel was
composed before the destruction of Jerusalem in
A.D. 70; but the words in question may be explained
by the fidelity with which the original source has
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been preserved. Nor do there seem to be other
indications in the Gospel which enable us to assign
it with confidence to a time either before or after
that or any other date.

On the ground of the strongly supported tradition
which connects the Second Gospel with Mark, we
may somewhat more nearly determine the time of
the composition of this Gospel. It would seem,
according to the oldest form of the tradition, to
have been after St. Peter's death that Mark wrote
it, and consequently we cannot place its composition
much before A.D. 70. The lower limit will be that
of the period after this for which Mark, who must
have been in middle life at the date just named, is
likely to have lived. Internal indications do not
help us in this case any more than in the last.

The lower limit for the composition of the Third
Gospel is fixed by a consideration similar to that
in the last case. Its author was a companion of
St. Paul for some years, and there is in point of
fact no reason to doubt the tradition which identi-
fies him with Luke, named in St. Paul's Epistles.
This Gospel consequently cannot have been written
much later than A.D. 80. On the other hand, the
greater precision with which the siege of Jerusalem
is referred to than it is in Mt and Mk (see Lk 1943

2120), seems to show that in this Gospel the original
form of the prophecy has been somewhat lost,
owing to knowledge of the particular circumstances
of the event.

But we have seen that sources, documentary
and other, are embodied in the Synoptic Gospels.
In order, then, to judge how near we are in reality
brought to the events related, we have to inquire
into the historical character of the matter which
the evangelists used, and the faithfulness with
which they have reproduced it. This is a fruitful
field for study. It is only possible here to say
that the subject-matter of the Synoptic Gospels is
marked by traits which show that the information
proceeds direct from those who have lived amid
the surroundings described. The characteristics
of Jewish life and thought in Palestine in the first
half of the 1st cent, of our era are reflected in the
narrative with a truth which could not have been
otherwise imparted.

The fact that our Gospels were put forth far
from Palestine, in the midst of the Grseco-Roman
world, and subsequently to, or at the earliest only
a short while before, the destruction of Jerusalem,
—that great catastrophe which profoundly affected
the Jews everywhere, and above all in Palestine,
and the Christian Church itself,—becomes (strange
to say) a guarantee of their truth. Placed as the
evangelists were when they wrote, they could not
have accurately reproduced the features of an age
which had passed away, as they are found to have
done, except from immediate knowledge of their
own, the reports of those who possessed it, or the
use of documents based on it. Attention may be
directed to the following points: —(a) The dis-
tribution in Pal. of the Jewish population on the one
hand, and of the Grecized cities and regions on the
other. It will be found that our Lord's work is
confined, saving in a very few cases, which are of
the kind that may be truly said to be exceptions
that prove the rule, to the pre-eminently Jewish
districts. In Galilee itself the incidents of His
ministry are connected with Jewish villages
and village-towns, not with the places known in
the outside world. We may infer what Christ's
own plan was for the work of His brief ministry
on earth. Only the first evangelist lays stress on
i t ; the records of the second and third, and we
may add of the fourth, equally reveal it, but they
do so, to all appearance, unconsciously. And
although we can on reflection see clearly the reason
for such a course of action, it is not one which

would have naturally suggested itself to men who,
like the third and fourth evangelists at least, were
deeply impressed with the universality of the
gospel, (β) The political and social circumstances,
the strangely mingled Jewish and Roman insti-
tutions and remaining effects of the period of
Grecian rule, the relations of the jurisdictions of
Herod and the Roman governor and the Jewish
priests and elders, and the influence of the Phari-
sees and scribes, (γ) The popular Messianic ex-
pectation, and the temper of different classes in
respect to it, its various forms and the beliefs con-
nected therewith, (δ) The subtle correspondences
in form between the teaching of Jesus and that of
Jewish Rabbis, combined with the vital differences
in spirit.

The teaching, again, of our Lord is much of it
such as could have been given only by Himself
in His own lifetime, or is marked by the promi-
nence of terms and ideas which speedily ceased to
be much in vogue in the Church. This serves to
show that the character of the record generally
can have been comparatively little affected by the
thought and language of the Church in a subsequent
generation.

The following may be taken as illustrations :—
(a) The use of the term and idea * the kingdom of
God' in the Gospels (see The Jewish and the Chris-
tian Messiah, by the present writer, pp. 226, 227).
(β) The use in the Gospels of the title ' the Son of
Man' (see ib. pp. 243, 244). (7) The use of the term
μαθηταί (see Weizsacker, Apost. Zeitalter, p. 36).

In order that the Gospels may be tested in the
respects indicated with the greater precision, those
portions of them which appear to be derived from
common sources, or from a source peculiar to one
or other evangelist, or which are the setting or
the remarks furnished by the several evangelists
individually, should be separately examined.

2. The Fourth Gospel.—The history is contem-
plated in this Gospel from a point of view acquired
through long reflection and experience, and through
sharing in the ever-widening work and conflicts of
the Church. And yet familiarity with Palestine
and with the thought and feeling of its population
at the time to which the record refers, is manifested
in it not less markedly than in the others. If these
two characteristics—the immediate knowledge of
the facts, and a wide and large conception of their
significance—belong, as appears to be the case, to
one and the same person, we must suppose that he
was one of the immediate disciples of Jesus whose
mind underwent a remarkable growth during his
subsequent life. There is next to nothing in
the character of John the son of Zebedee, as we
see it in the Gospels and the early chapters of the
Acts, which marks him out as fitted to be the
writer. And the allusion to him in Gal 29, as one
of the apostles of the circumcision, may seem un-
favourable to the belief that he was so. But
tradition, which assigns to him the authorship,
also represents him as having lived to a great age,
and having passed his later years amid the influences
of Ephesus. This leaves room for a change in his
apprehension of the truth. And, strange as this
change from the mode of thought of the Twelve in
the early days of the Church at Jerusalem to that
of the writer of the Fourth Gospel may seem to
us, it is one well within the bounds of possibility,
and hardly to be reckoned greater than some of
those of which there have been instances among
religious thinkers in our own century. It is to be
added, that if the characteristics of this Gospel
have been correctly described above, the difficulty
as to the authorship would be in no way lightened
by supposing that the writer was not the son of
Zebedee. For there is no other of the earliest
Palestinian disciples who, so far as we know,
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could more easily have become prepared to write
the Fourth Gospel.

[The trustworthiness of the traditions as to the
old age of John the son of Zebedee has been called
in question, more especially of late by Harnack in
his Chron. d. Altchrist. Lit. i. pp. 320 tf. and 656 if.
For a discussion of this question see NT CANON.]

IV. THE HARMONY OF THE GOSPELS.—A com-
parison of the Gospels, very different for the most
part in its method and object from that which we
have been reviewing, has been associated with the
name of the Harmonists. Starting from the as-
sumption that the inspiration of Holy Scripture
involves its complete immunity from error even
in the most unimportant historical details, they
endeavoured to reconcile all inconsistencies in
parallel accounts in the Gospels, and, when this
was found to be impossible, they inferred that
different incidents or occasions were referred to.
For many years past, however, even those thought-
ful students of the Gospels who have believed in
the absolute infallibility of every part of Scripture,
as well as others who had no wish to deny this
thesis, have felt dissatisfied with the expedients
resorted to by the Harmonists; and have been
more inclined to say that our knowledge is not
full enough to admit of such a process being
soundly applied, and to suggest that if we were
acquainted with all the circumstances the apparent
discrepancies would vanish.

Recent criticism is seldom ready to admit that
variations in two narratives which have a general
resemblance, or in the form and setting of sayings
which in substance are the same, point to two
similar but distinct events, or to the repetition
at different times of the same teaching. It is in
the habit of attributing such variations to the
natural action of tradition, where they were not
due to one or other of the evangelists themselves.
It would even account thus for the recurrence of
similar sayings (or incidents) in the same Gospel.
A tradition, it says, came to be embodied with
greater or less differences of form in each of two
documents which have been used by the evange-
list; he has given the two reports of the same
fact as if they were reports of distinct facts. And
its chief interest in these 'doublets/ as they are
termed, is that they may be a means of discovering
more about the original documents. There are
cases in which such an explanation appears prob-
able. On the other hand, modern critics overlook
far too much the consideration that history does
sometimes repeat itself, and in particular that all
men who feel that they have a message for man-
kind necessarily insist often on the truths which
they are most anxious to inculcate, and in doing
so use again and again the same language. Thus
Christ must in all probability have spoken some of
His most striking sayings many times. And this
may wTell have been the cause of some at least of
the variations and repetitions in our records. We
are not, however, entitled to reject any of the
above explanations on the ground of an a priori
theory as to the nature of inspiration. The truth,
so far as it is possible for us to ascertain it, can
be reached only through the careful weighing of
probabilities.

[The following may be taken as instances in
connexion with which the various methods of
explanation described above may be considered :—
Mt 85-13 cf. with Lk 71"10 and with Jn 446"54; Mk
421.22 w i t l l Mt δ14"16 102(i and with Lk 816·17 II 3 3 122;
Mk 425 with Mt 1312 2529 and with Lk 818 1926.]

A truer kind of harmony may be sought for in
the Gospels than that which, in the supposed
interests of the Faith, men have too often mis-
takenly attempted to establish. We may inquire
whether there is, or is not, amid all differences an

essential inner agreement, or at least compatibility;
whether the several representations of our Lord's
Person and Life in them do not give in combina-
tion an image marked by unity and completeness.
If we can trace in the Gospels such a harmony,
we shall have herein the best guarantee that we
could desire of their historical truth, and shall
derive therefrom the noblest conception that could
be formed of the common inspiration of their
fourfold testimony.
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GOURD (fvĵ p kikdydn, κόλοκύνθη, hedera).—There
are three opinions in regard to the plant intended
in Jon 46"10.

(a) That of Jerome, expressed in the Vulg. ren-
dering hedera (ivy),—an opinion with no support,
etymological or botanical, and denounced by
Augustine as heresy.

(δ) That of Celsius {Hierob. ii. 273), that it was
the kharwa\ Micinus communis, L., the castor-oil
tree. The grounds for this opinion are philological.
Dioscorides (iv. 164) describes the κρότων, i.e. the
castor-oil tree, under the name of κίκι, and the Talm.
calls castor-oil p*p \τφ shemenkik. The plant which
God provided to overshadow Jonah, however, was
a vine, which seems from the context to have
trailed over his arbour, and not a small tree like
the castor-oil plant, which could not, by any
stretch of the imagination, be regarded as a vine.

(c) That of the LXX, κολόκννθα (see Wild Gourds
below), the bottle-gourd, Cucurbita lagenaria, L.,
the karah of the Arabs. This has the advantage
of answering the botanical conditions perfectly.
Jonah had constructed a booth, such as the * lodge
in a garden of cucumbers' (see CUCUMBER), of
poles and leaves. He sat in the shade of this
booth. But the leaves soon withered, and he was
exposed again to the blazing sun of Mesopotamia.
It is quite customary to plant the bottle-gourd by
such booths, or by the trellises near houses. It
grows very rapidly, and its broad leaves form an
excellent shade. Such a vine, growing over
Jonah's booth, suits well the narrative. The
rapidity with which the leaves of these gourd-
vines die and wither and curl up is also eminently
appropriate.

Wild Gourds (npjps pakkiCoth, τόλύπη, colocynth-
ides). These are the fruits of a vine growing in the
fields (2 Κ 439). The root of this word signifies to
burst open. This etym. would suit the squirting
cucumber, Ecballium Elaterium, L., in Arab, kith-
thd el-himdr. This plant is very common, and its
juice is a drastic cathartic, and "in large quantities
an irritant poison. But it could not, with any
propriety, be called a vine. It is a perennial erect
herb, with a brittle stiff stem and branches, and is
quite destitute of tendrils. This would make the
term jsa, gephen, wholly inappropriate to it.

Cucumis prophetarum, L., which grows in the
deserts around the Dead Sea, and southward to
Sinai, has been suggested. But the small size of
its ovoid fruit, only an inch long, does not corre-
spond to the colocynthides of the Vulgate.

The authority of the LXX and the Vulg. is in
favour of the colocynth, Citrullus Colocynthis, L.,
the hondol of the Arabs. This plant is a cucurbi-
taceous vine, growing prostrate on the ground, or
trailing by its spiral tendrils over shrubs and
herbs. It has a lobed leaf, and a melon 3 to 3J in.
in diameter, which dries when ripe, and when
opened discloses a fungous, intensely bitter pulp,
containing smooth shining seeds. This pulp is
also a drastic cathartic, and, in quantities, an
irritant poison. The colocynth corresponds well to
the requisites of the passage, that it should be a
vine, bearing gourds {colocynthides) of a noxious
quality. This plant, which is called in Greek
KoXoKvvdis, must not be confounded with κολοκύνθη,
which is the cultivated gourd. The knops (1 Κ 618

marg. gourds, 724 Q'yp? peMim) may have been
imitations of this fruit. G. E. POST.

GOVERNANCE.—This old form of «government'
occurs occasionally in the versions before AV, as
Jer 2310 Cov. 'Yee the waye that men take, is
wicked, and their governaunce is nothinge like the
holy worde of the Lorde'; and it has been retained
in AV and RV (from Cov.) in 2 Es II 3 2 < it had the
governance of the world' {potentatum habuit);

and 1 Mac 931 * Jonathan took the governance
upon him at that time' (έπβδέξατο την ήγησιν).
Tne word occurs also in the Pr. Bk., as in Morn.
Prayer, Third Collect, for Grace, 'That all our
doings may be ordered by thy governance,' re-
tained from 1549 in all editions. Sir T. Elyot in
The Governour, ii. 109, says, ' Finally the Atheni-
ensis, . . . toke to them a desperate corage, and
in conclusion expelled out of the citie all the said
tyrantes, and reduced it unto his pristinate gover-
nance.' And Chaucer, Hous of Fame, 958—

1 Lo, is it not a greet mischaunce,
To lete a fole han governaunce
Of thing that he can not demeine ?'

J. HASTINGS.
GOVERNMENT. — The forms of government

among the Hebrews, though they developed with
the course of their history, never became as strict
or constitutional as among Western nations. It
should therefore be kept in mind that the technical
terms used in this article must be allowed some elas-
ticity of meaning to suit Semitic institutions. These
forms may be treated in the following order:—1.
Those of the nomad period, extending from the
Exodus out of Egypt to the settlement in Palestine.
2. The new organization due to the change from a
nomad to a settled and agricultural life. 3. The
institution and nature of the monarchy. 4. The
semi-political independence of the Jewish com-
munities among foreign nations. 5. The religious
community of Judsea in post-exilic times.

1. When first the Hebrews appear in historical
records as an organized body, their government is
simple and in accordance with that of other
Semitic nomads. During their wanderings in the
peninsula of Sinai and East of the Jordan, there
are two units of organization—the family and the
tribe. A third factor is due to the temporary
needs of their circumstances ; it is the leadership
of Moses. This chieftainship, however, was only
for a special purpose, its power was personal
rather than constitutional, and was controlled
and modified by the claims of kinship in family
and tribe. The suspicion of any attempt to make
it more aroused rebellion at once (cf. the JE
account of the revolt of Pathan and Abiram in
Nu 16, especially v.16). The officials appointed
by Moses at the suggestion of his father-in-law
were doubtless selected with due regard to tribal
feelings (Ex 1821ff·). A thorough study of these
two units of society is necessary for the under-
standing both of this and the succeeding periods
of Hebrew history (cf. FAMILY, especially ii. c,
TRIBE, and the literature given at the end of this
article). The father as head (PHI) of the family
had full power of life and death over all its
members (cf. Gn 22, Jg ll34ff·). The ruler of the
tribe was probably, as among the Bedawin of to-
day, one of the heads of families who was dis-
tinguished for his courage or his hospitality. His
authority, both in legal and in military matters, was
personal, and his judgments were observed just in so
far as his influence was powerful. This position
of authority might continue in the same family
for generations, but might be lost at any time,
and pass to others owing to loss of prestige. The
laws observed were those of custom only, and did
not exist in a written form. Matters of strife
between different families were referred to the
tribal chief; and if his decisions were in accordance
with the customs of the tribe, or otherwise com-
mended themselves to the people, the person con-
demned submitted, or became an outcast from his
own people. If there were no custom to guide
the judge, or the case were very difficult, an appeal
might be made to the god by means of the sacred
lot or oracle. The leadership in time of war
naturally fell to the head of the tribe; and a special
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duty of hospitality was laid upon him, but other-
wise he lived like any other head of a family.
There is no mention of any revenue being assigned
to him as an official.

2. The second period extends from the entrance
into Palestine to the institution of the monarchy,
and includes the history related in the Books of
Joshua, Judges, and the first part of the Book of
Samuel. It was a time of unrest, change, and
adjustment. It is marked by the decay of the
tribal feeling as such, and the transference of its
traditions to local organizations and forms of
government. This was due to the fact that a
man's neighbours became of much more interest
to him than his fellow - tribesmen in his new
settled life. The most important person at this
time was the ' judge' (ttsfe>). The Hebrew word
denotes * deliverer' or ' ruler' (on the different
uses of the word Ώ*$ see Journal of Biblical Litera-
ture, viii. 130-136). The former meaning does not
concern us here. With the latter compare the
title sufetes used in Carthage (Livy, xxviii. 37,
xxx. 7) and other cities of North Africa (OIL viii.
Nos. 7, 765, 10,525). The ' judges' were thus men
who by their prowess became influential, and so
ruled over their tribes (cf. Moore, Judges, pp. xi-
xiii). An attempt to continue this office in the
same family failed (Gideon and Abimelech). With
this attempt we are introduced to a new word for
ruler, τφο ' king.' What the original sense of the
word was (cf. McCurdy, HPM i. § 36) does not
concern us, as it had probably lost its original
force when it was adopted by the Hebrews. The
chief difference between a local or tribal kin<* (η̂ £)
and a 'judge' (caDir) seems to have consisted in the
idea of hereditary transmission of office involved
in the former (Jg 822). This idea of continuity of
office may have been derived from an application
of the title ' king' to the god. This was a common
practice among the Semitic peoples (cf. for Phoeni-
cians and others, W. II. Smith, US, 1st ed. p. 67 ff.,
2nd ed. p. 66 ff. ; for the Hebrews, G. B. Gray,
Studies in Hebrew Proper Names, p. 115ff.).
Among the changes due to the new settled life,
it may be noticed that the ' elders' (Q'ipl), who in
the older tribal organization were the heads of
the families, now became an upper class, corre-
sponding to the * elders' (a^pj) or * princes' (•*"??) of
the Canaanitish communities (Jg 814 9, cf. Nowack,
Heb. Archceol. i. 304). It was also probably in
imitation of a Canaanitish custom that a city and
its 'towns' (literally 'daughters' ni:3, i.e. suburbs)
were sometimes united for purposes of common
protection and government (Nu 2125·32, Jos 1711, cf.
2 S 2019). Another prominent figure in the almost
formless government of this time was the 'seer'
(ΠΝΊ), whose intimate relation to the deity was
supposed to bestow on him a kind of second sight
(cf. Saul's first visit to Samuel in 1 S 96ff·), and led
men to appeal to him for decisions in matters of
dispute. Samuel may be looked upon as both
•seer' and 'judge.'

3. The institution of the monarchy is generally
regarded as marking a crisis in Hebrew history;
and in the historical writings of OT it is looked
at and judged from the standpoint of the later
religious beliefs. But it did not mean a breaking
from the earlier family and tribal customs—now
transferred to local organization—which persisted
to the end, and prevented the monarchy from ever
corresponding exactly to the familiar Western
type. As W. R. Smith says, * With us the king
or his government is armed with the fullest
authority to enforce law and justice, and the
limitations of his power lie in the independence
of the legislature and the judicial courts. The
old Semitic king, on the contrary, was supreme
judge, and his decrees were laws; but neither his

sentences nor his decrees could take effect unless
they were supported by forces over which he had
very imperfect control. He simply threw his
weight into the scale,—a weight which was partly
due to the moral effect of his sentence, and partly
to the material resources which he commanded,
not so much as king as in the character of a great
noble, and the head of a powerful circle of kinsfolk
and clients. An energetic sovereign, who had
gained wealth and prestige by successful wars, or
inherited the resources accumulated by a line of
kingly ancestors, might wield almost despotic
power; and in a stable dynasty the tendency was
towards the gradual establishment of absolute
monarchy, especially if the royal house was able
to maintain a standing army devoted to its in-
terests' {ES, 1st ed. p. 63, 2nd ed. p. 62). The
chief object in the introduction of the monarchy
among the Hebrews was ' to have a strong reliable
chieftain perpetually guaranteed' (McCurdy, HPM
i. p. 56).

(a) Mode of succession.—In the case of Saul the
circumstances were extraordinary, therefore the
form of his appointment was not regarded as
creating a precedent for later times. The grow-
ing tendency towards unity had led to the desire
among the people, and they turned naturally to the
most influential man among them for advice. It was
therefore on the nomination of Samuel, supported
by the personal valour of his nominee, that Saul
was chosen and confirmed in his office at some
kind of popular gathering. In the ordinary course
of events one of Saul's sons would have succeeded
his father. But the fittest among them had
perished on the battle-field. Ishbosheth did in-
deed succeed, thanks to the help of his friends, in
securing for a short time the throne of the house
of Joseph, but was soon eclipsed by the personal
prowess of the king of Judah. The religious
influence of the prophets was against him, and
treason came to the help of his rival. David
became king over all Israel. In the accession of
Solomon the principle of hereditary succession
takes its natural course, for the king had the
right as the father and head of his family to
appoint as his successor whichever son he pleased.
The heads of the religious and military parties in
the state assisted David in carrying his wishes into
effect. After this time the succession was regularly
observed in Judah, for the Southern kingdom con-
sisted practically of one tribe only, and so was
free from intertribal jealousies and feuds. In
the Northern kingdom it was very different.
Dynasty succeeded dynasty, and in the last twenty
years of their existence no fewer than seven kings
sat on the throne of Israel. In the rare times of
internal quiet, however, the principle of hereditary
succession seems to have been recognized as in
Judah.

{b) The power of the Icing and constitution of his
household.—The rule of Saul was characterized by
its simplicity. 'The son of Kish ruled in peace
at Gibea in the house of his father, leading the
very simple life of the last of the judges. On
leaving the harem in the morning he seated him-
self before the gate of the palace. There, sur-
rounded by some attendants, under the protection
of a small Benjaminite guard, he gave audience
to every comer, inquired as to the news, questioned
travellers, received the oral reports of his officers,
appeased quarrels, administered justice (2 S 152,
cf. 1 S 2217). Then, when the sun went down, he
withdrew into the apartments of the women. At
the beginning of each month he gave a feast at
which his officers had their assigned places, while
he himself presided, his back prudently placed to
the Avail for fear of assassins (1 S 2025). Finally,
when he went out, he was preceded by runners
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(1S 2217). Such alone were his privileges and his
duties in time of peace' (Marcel Dieulafoy, Le Roi
David, p. 72 f.). All this was changed with the
ever-increasing prosperity of David. The king
remained leader and father of his people only so
long as they had no friendly intercourse with
other nations. As soon as the Hebrew nation was
recognized, and its friendship sought by other
states, the Hebrew king began to imitate the
luxury of his peers. A court was formed of the
officials, whose common interests grouped them
round the king and made access to him ever more
and more difficult for the mass of the people. The
officials of David's court were—(1) military ; (2)
household ; (3) religious. The following are men-
tioned in his time—(1) The commander of ' the
host' (2 S 816); the commander of the king's
bodyguard of Cherethites and Pelethites (2 S 2023,
cf. 818). (2) The recorder or remembrancer (V?JD
2 S 816); the scribe or secretary (nab 817); the
counsellor (γχν 2 S 1512); the king's friend (nĵ i
2 S 1537 1616); the keeper of the king's audience
(2 S 2323, cf. 1 S 2214 LXX); the overseer of forced
labour (2 S 2024). (3) The priests (2 S 8"). Pro-
phets do not seem to have been attached to the
court, but had free access to the king (cf. 2 S
7. 12).

Under Solomon the pomp and luxury of the
court was greatly increased. New buildings and
fortified cities (1 Κ 6. 7. 9) proclaimed the growing
power of the monarch, and the separation of the
court from the people is indicated by the tolerance
of foreign religions and the personal nature of the
treaties with foreign powers. Two new officials
make their appearance — a chamberlain (n*3rr̂ 2
1 Κ 46) and a superintendent of taxes ( I K 45,
and see below under ' Revenue'). After Solomon
there was little change in the constitution of the
court (but cf. EUNUCH).

(c) Revenue.—Even in Saul's reign there seems to
have been a regular system of taxation of families
(1 S 1725, cf. 817, and Nowack, Heb. Archceol. p. 313).
In addition to this the king received gifts (1 S 1027

1620), and doubtless his share of the booty in war.
This last is specially mentioned in the time of
David (2 S 811 1230). Solomon's revenues were
derived (in addition to the above mentioned) from
the tribute of subject peoples (1 Κ 421); taxes on
merchants ( I K 1015); his sea-trade with Hiram
(1 Κ 1011); and a royal regulation of the horse-
trade with Egypt (v.*n). But the king taxed his
own subjects much more rigorously than his pre-
decessors. He divided the kingdom into twelve
parts, each being represented by an officer, who
was compelled to provide for the king's household
for one month in the year (1 Κ 4). Judah is not
mentioned in this division of the land, and was
probably exempted from this form of taxation by
favour of the king. Nowack, however, thinks
there were originally thirteen divisions, and that
the number was reduced to twelve by a later writer
to agree with the number of the tribes {Heb.
Archceol. i. 313 note). Later, it seems that the
goods of a condemned person might be forfeit to
the king (1 Κ 21). But this may be merely an act
of despotism. When reduced to great straits, the
king took possession of the treasures, not only of
his own treasury but also of the temple, in order to
keep off an invading power (2 Κ 1815).

(d) Administration of justice.—There seems to
have been little development here during this period.
The system mentioned above persisted, modified
only by the personal authority of the king and the
members of his court (see quotation from W. R.
Smith, above). Until B.C. 621 there was no written
law except the short religious code contained in
the ' Book of the Covenant' (Ex 20-23) ; nor were
there any special courts or officials for the ad-

ministration of justice. The method for settling
disputes was rather by arbitration than by law in
the Western sense. At the same time, the king
himself in his capital and its neighbourhood, and
his officials in the chief towns, being the most
important persons, were naturally appealed to for
decisions, though there was no law necessitating
appeal to them rather than to any other person.
Even such acts in later times as the imprisonments
of Jeremiah (Jer 37. 38) and the putting to death
of Uriah (Jer 26), were acts of personal violence on
the part of the king, and not due to the regular
sentence of a court (cf. also the account of the
charge against Naboth, and the way in which he
was put to death (1 Κ 2213if·))· After the destruction
of the Northern kingdom, an attempt was made in
Judah (in 621) to regulate the legal as well as the
religious procedure on the lines of the teaching of
the prophets by the proclamation of the Book of
Deuteronomy (cf. DEUTERONOMY). But the reali-
zation of this scheme was prevented by the un-
timely death of Josiah at the battle of Megiddo,
nor was it fully adopted in Judsea until nearly two
centuries later.

4. A remarkable feature in Jewish life is the
persistence of the religious and semi-political self-
government of their communities in the different
empires in which they were dispersed. Every-
where we find them submitting their disputes to
the judgment of their own officials rather than to
those of the state in which they live ; everywhere
they claim and are granted special exemption
from certain civil laws (as those regarding military
conscription) on the ground of religious scruple.
Many examples of their peculiar privileges in
Palestine are found in the NT (cf. Ac 92 1812"1β

2219 2611). But in Alexandria this is even more
striking. Thanks to the favour of Alexander the
Great, they early established themselves in the
position of a favoured people in the new city.
That favour was continued to them by the Ptol-
emies, and they had in addition equal rights with
others as citizens {Ισοτιμία). Their own governor
{εθνάρχης) is mentioned by Strabo (cf. Jos. Ant.
xiy. vii. 2). Some of the Roman decrees conferring
privileges upon them are preserved by Josephus
{Ant. XIV. x., XVI. vi.). Philo tells us that on
the death of a yevapxqs Augustus appointed a
yepovaia for the conduct of Jewish affairs (in
Flaccum, sec. 10). In Rome there was not the
same political organization as in Alexandria, but
the different synagogues were organized separately,
each with its own gerousia and officials. (See
further Schurer, HJP II. ii. 244 ff.).

5. After the fall of Jerusalem in B.C. 586, the
Jews became subject to foreign governments, and
have remained so since, except for the short
interval when the Maccabsean princes ruled, or
more exactly from B.C. 142 when Simon ceased to
pay tribute, or 139 when the right of coining
money proclaimed the independence of Judsea.
The civil government of this time is, however, no
longer distinctively Jewish, but a mere modifica-
tion of Western forms to suit the religions laws of
the people. These laws had come into force at the
time wThen Ezra had brought back from Babylon
many of the devoutest Jewish exiles. At a solemn
assembly a new community had been formed,
which was to realize the idea of the ' remnant' of
Isaiah and his successors, a spiritual Judah, subject
to the civil government of the suzerain power, but
in all matters pertaining to religion following as
far as possible the precepts of Deuteronomy and
the new law book (P) compiled and edited about
this time (cf. Neh 9. 10). Since then the Jews
have ever remained subject to this double form of
government. The conflict of the two led to their
perpetual strife with their civil rulers, and to the
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final fall of Jerusalem in A.D. 70. According to
Jewish authorities, the chief representative of the
religious governing power during this period was
the 'Great Synagogue5 (nVifn np}?), which existed
from Ezra to Simon the Just. Some such body
may have existed, but much of the literature con-
cerning it contains legendary material (cf. SYNA-
GOGUE, THE GREAT). At the time of Christ the
Sanhedrin had taken its place (cf. SANHEDRIN).
For the more strictly civil government of the
time of Christ, see art. ROMAN EMPIRE. See also
CHURCH GOVERNMENT and HELPS.

LITERATURE.—In addition to the articles in this Dictionary on
the separate judges, kings, and other officials mentioned above,
see McCurdy, HPM i. ch. iii. ; Nowack, Heb. Archceol. i.
300-387; W. R. Smith, RS 70 ff., Kinship and Marriage in
Early Arabia (passim); Nallino, · Sulla costituzione delle
tribu Arabe' in Nuova Antologia, terza serie, xlyii. 614 ff.;
Marcel Dieulafoy, Le Hoi David; Mommsen, Provinces of the
Roman Empire, chs. viii.-xi. ; the works on the times of
Christ by Scourer, Hausrath, and Holtzmann.

G. W. THATCHER.

GOYERNOR.—This word occurs as the rendering
of several Heb. and Gr. terms. In OT it is used
most frequently for the Pehah (nrt3), a district
ruler administering under a sovereign. The title
is employed both for Persian satraps and for their
subordinate magistrates. Thus it appears as a
designation of Tattenai (Ezr 53·6 66), who seems to
have been the satrap of a large province which
extended from Posideium on the frontiers of Cilicia
and Syria to Egypt, and which included Phoenicia,
Palestine, and Cyprus (Herod, vi. 91). It is also
applied to Zerubbabel, who was appointed under
this satrap to the district of Judah (Ezr 67). The
subordinate Pehah, as well as his superior, was
directly commissioned by the king (Ezr 514). The
other Heb. words rendered ' governor' are of a less
technical character, signifying leadership, φ̂ Ν,
*]VN Zee 97 125·6, and ri; 2 Ch I 2 ; judicial and
legislative functions, ρρίπ Jg 5 9; ruling authority,
hpn Gn 4526, B»W Gn 426, -iff 1 Κ 22 2 6; admini-
strative oversight, Tpa Jer 201; and social rank,
H^'i 2 Ch I2.

In NT the word 'governor' most frequently
occurs as a rendering of the Gr. yyefiav (Vulg.
praises, Luth. Landpfleger), a term which is used
in the plur. for rulers generally {e.g. Mk 139,
1 Ρ 214), but which more often has a definite appli-
cation to the Roman Procurators, referring in the
Gospels to Pontius Pilate {e.g. Mt 272, Lk 2020),
who is designated Procurator by Tacitus—* Chris-
tus Tiberio imperante per procuratorem Pontium
Pilatum supplicio adfectus erat' {Ann. xv. 44),
and in Ac to Felix (Ac 2326) and Festus (Ac 2630).
Judeea was not entirely incorporated in the pro-
vince of Syria, but the Procurator was to a certain
extent dependent on the Legate of Syria, the latter
having a right to interfere when difficulties arose
(Jos. Ant. xviil. i. 1, iv. 2; Bell. Jud. II. viii. 1).
Thus Judaea belonged to the third class of pro-
vinces in Strabo's classification {Geog. xvii. 3. 25),
one containing only a few provinces regarded
either as semi-barbarous or as exceptionally insub-
ordinate, e.g. Egypt. Augustus preferred the title
Prazfectus {έπαρχος) for the governors of such pro-
vinces, but by the time of Claudius Procurator
{επίτροπος) was the recognized name. Josephus
employs both επίτροπος and έπαρχος, and also the
word used in NT, η-γβμών, for the governor of
Judsea. That Procurator is the correct title of
this official is suggested by the passage from
Tacitus quoted above, and by the use of the word
επίτροπος in a decree of Claudius as rendered by
Josephus {Ant. XX. i. 2). Technically, the Pro-
curator was a financial officer attached either to a
proconsul or to a propraetor for the purpose of col-
lecting the Imperial revenues. But he was always
entrusted with magisterial powers for the decision

of questions touching the revenues. In the pro«
vinces of the third class he was the general admini*
strator and the supreme judge, with sole power
of life and death (Dion Cass. liii. 15), an appeal to
Caesar being allowed in the case of Roman citizens
(see CAESAR). Although it wras not necessary that
the Procurator should be a person of high station
where he was only appointed to financial duties,
he was required to be a knight where the charge
of government was committed to him. Therefore
the appointment of Felix, who was a freedman,
must have struck the Jews as an insulting in-
novation. The headquarters of the Procurator of
Judeea was Csesarea, which was made a garrison
town.

In 2 Co II 3 2 (AV and RV) the word governor
appears as tru of εθνάρχης for the ethnarch (RVm)
of Damascus. See ARETAS, ETHNARCH. The
word rendered 'governor' in Gal 42 AV {οικονόμος)
is trd. ' steward' in RV, as it is elsewhere in NT,
e.g. Lk 1242 1 Co 42. It indicates a superior
servant entrusted with the housekeeping of a
family, the direction of the other domestics, and
the care of children under age. The ' governor of
the feast' {άρχι,τρίκλινος, Jn 28 AV, RV ' ruler of
the feast') was a man appointed to see that the
couches and tables were in order, to arrange the
courses, to taste the food and wine, etc. (Helio-
dorus, Aeth. vii. 27). In early times, if not later,
he was a different person from the ' toast maker'
{συμποσίάρχης, Sir 321), who was one of the guests
chosen by lot to direct the drinking (Grimm-
Thayer). ' Governor' in Ja 34 AV (a participle of
εύθύνω, straighten) means ' steersman' (RV).

LITERATURE. — Schurer, HJP i. ii. 43-48; Marquardt, Rom.
Staatsverwalt. i. 412; Liebenam, Beitrdge zur Venoaltungs-
gesch. d. Rom. Kaiserreiches, i. 1-18, 23, 24, 30; Hausrath,
NT Times, Time of Jesus, ii. 83-93. "W. F. ADENEY.

GOZAN, \p, Τωζάν (Β Υωζάρ 2 Κ 176, Χω£άρ 1 Ch
526).—The country on the river(s ?) of which the
Israelites, deported from Samaria by the king of
Assyria, had to settle, was identified correctly by
Bochart {Phaleg, iii. 14) as the Gauzanitis of
Ptolemy, v. 18 (Γανζανΐτίς). This region is de-
scribed as situated between the Chaboras (see
HABOR) and Saocoras. The latter river, flowing
into the Euphrates from the Masius mountains,
cannot be identified; it must have changed its
course or have been dried up. At any rate, we
can identify Gauzanitis as the eastern part of
Osroene of the classic writers west of Nisibis and
the (later) country of Mygdonia (this name hardly
= Gozan, but it is probably connected with the
Mitanni of the Amarna tablets), almost in the
centre of Northern Mesopotamia. This agrees too
closely with the description in the Bible (2 Κ 176

1811 1912=Is 3712, 1 Ch 526) to admit of any doubt,
The modern name Kaushan seems to correspond,
but not Zauzan (which means the mountains near
the source of the Chaboras). Assyrian lists of pro-
vinces mentioning Guzana seem to show that the
name referred originally to a city, the capital of
the province of Guzan. Nisibis, being mentioned
parallel to G. as Nasibina, did not belong to this
province. See on the Assyrian passages Schrader,
ΚΑΤ2 275 ; Delitzsch, Paradies, 184. On the ques-
tion whether the biblical passages speak of several
'rivers of Gozan,' see HALAH. (The view of
some scholars, which makes G. a river, was re-
futed even before the cuneiform texts were found).
If the singular 'river' (Massoretic text) is to be
kept, this 'river of G.' is the Habor. The plural
(LXX) would point to the several brooks from the
Masius which form the Habor, possibly also the
Balih. 2 Κ 219 = Is 3712 seems to show that Gozan
became an Assyrian province only in the 8th
century. ΛΥ. MAX MULLER.
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GRACE.—The words most commonly rendered
' grace,5 * be gracious,' etc., in AV are jn (verb ]in)
in OT, and χάρις with its cognate forms in NT.
The former appears in such proper names as
Hannah, Hanan, Hanun, Hanani, Hananeel (Έ1
is gracious'), Hananiah (' J" hath been gracious').
Its force is * to be favourable or kindly,' or ' to act
in a favourable or kindly way.' Probably, however,
ion, LXX fkeos, corresponds more nearly with the
distinctive idea of grace in its NT and general
Christian use.* jn, for example, has no special
connexion with redemptive grace, and the LXX use
of χάρις, by which jn is usually rendered, must be
to this extent distinguished from the NT use of
the same word. On the other hand, OXeos in NT is
rather pity than favour, and denotes God's relation
to human misery rather than to human sin.

It is in the various applications of χάρις that the
roots of the idea of grace and its specially Chris-
tian significance may in the first place be most
usefully studied. Χάρις is that which bestows or
occasions pleasure. It is applied to beauty., grace-
fulness, whether of person, act, or speech, cf. in
LXX Ec 1012, Sir 2P6 3721, in NT Lk 422, Eph 429,
Col 46. It thus denotes the favourable, friendly
disposition or nature out of which the gracious act
proceeds, or that which it creates in the recipient;
it is the favour manifested, or the gratitude felt or
acknowledged. It is loving-kindness, goodwill, in
a wide acceptation, and is thus used of the kind-
ness of a master towards his servants, and, by
analogy, of the goodness of God to men ; cf. Lk I30,
Ac 746, 1 Ρ 2 1 9 · 2 0 . To be in favour with one is evpeiv
χάριν παρά τινι, ίχζιν χάριν προς τίνα, Lk I 3 0, Ac 247,
cf. Lk 252. An interesting instance of this general
sense is at the beginning and end of the Apostolical
Epistles, where the writers desire for their readers
the grace of God or of Christ, to which grace
or favour they recognize that all blessings are
to be ascribed — Ro I7 1620, 1 Co I 3 1623, 2 Co I2

1314, Gal I3 618, Eph I 2 62i, Ph I2 423, Col I2 418, 1 Th
I 1 528, 2 Th I 2 318, 1 Ti I 2 621, 2 Ti I 2 422, Tit I4 315,
Philem 3 · 2 5 , He 1325, 1 Ρ I2, 2 Ρ Ι 2 318, 2 Jn 3, also
Revl4222 1.

The special use, however, of χάρις in NT is in
reference to the mind of God as manifested towards
sinners, His redemptive mercy, whereby He grants
pardon to offences, and bids those who have gone
astray return and accept His gift of salvation
and everlasting life. It is χάρις τον θεού, Ro 515,
1 Co 1510, 2 Co 61 81, and other passages ; in Tit
211 the phrase is expanded into η χάρις τον Oeov η
σωτήριος ; in 2 Ti 21 into η χάρις η 4ν Χριστφ as
manifested in and through Christ, whence, by a
natural transference, it becomes ή χάρις τον κνρίον
ημών Χρίστου, as in the above-mentioned salutations,
and finally establishes itself as a well-understood
expression, able to stand alone without further
explanation, as in the η χάρις of Ro 517·20. It is in
this connexion that the full meaning of χάρις is
brought out as involving spontaneous favour. Its
fundamental thought is that the benefit conferred is
recognized by giver and receiver alike as not due ;
it is that to which the receiver has no right,, which
has not been earned, or perhaps deserved, but
which the giver freely, out of pure goodness,
bestows. This spontaneous character, along with
the more or less direct reference to the pleasure
or joy either designed or experienced,—which is
indeed suggested by the connexion of the word
with χαίρειν, ' to rejoice,'—is always implied, and,
singularly enough, comes out more clearly in the
scriptural than in the classical use of the term. It
has been justly remarked that * it depended upon
Christianity to realize its full import, and to elevate
it to its rightful sphere' (Cremer). Thus κατά

On the distinctive meaning of ΊΏΠ, cf. W. R. Smith, Prophets^,
160 f., 460 f.

χάριν is contrasted with κατά όφείλημα, Ro 44, while
χάρις is contrasted with ^pya, Ro II 6, and with
νόμος Jn I17, Ro 416 614·15, Gal 53· 4.

From signifying the disposition and design to
bring about the salvation of men, χάρις comes to
be used of the power or influence by which this
purpose is executed, Ac 1827, 2 Co 415 6\ 2 Th I12,
and then further of the results, general and specific,
of that action. Thus it stands for the spiritual
state of those who have come under the power of
divine grace, Ro 52, 2 Ti 21, 1 Ρ 512, 2 Ρ 3 1 8; and for
the evidences or tokens of such experience, as when
the alms contributed by the Christian Churches
are so designated, 1 Co 163, 2 Co 86·19, or the sum of
earthly blessings (τταυα χάρις, 2 Co 98), or the various
powers and gifts manifested by Christians (in the
striking phrase ποικίλη χάρις, 1Ρ 410), or the power
and equipment for the exercise of the apostolic office,
Ro I 5 12*·6 1515, 1 Co 310, Gal 29, Eph 32·7. At the
same time χάρις does not appear to be employed in
NT for the act or gift apart from that reference to
the pleasure or benefit conveyed by it, which we have
already noted. The word for gift in itself is δώρον
or δωρεά. Hence it has been pointed out that
* διδόναι χάριν in Scripture must not be confounded
with the same expression in profane Greek, where
it means to perform an act of kindness ; in Scrip-
ture it signifies " to give grace," " to cause grace to
be experienced " ; see Eph 47, 1 Ρ 55, Ja 48, Ro 126,
1 Co I4, 2 Co 61 81 (cf. Ac II23) '—Cremer. The gift
which enables the recipient to be in his turn a
source of pleasure or profit to others is more fre-
quently χάρισμα ; where χάρις and χάρισμα approxi-
mate in signification, it will usually be found that
the former is more general,—as, e.g., when χάρις
του θεού is used by St. Paul in reference to his
office, it applies to the whole of his ministry,
rather than to specific equipments for it. Finally,
the use of χάρις for * thanks,' the correlative of

favour,—the ' return favour,' as it were,—illus-
trates the process of growth and transference in the
use of the word which we have so far traced.

The teaching of the Bible as to grace cannot,
however, be exhausted by the analysis, however
minute, of any one word or expression. Its funda-
mental implication of a kind and merciful dis-
position, manifesting itself in acts of unmerited
goodness, especially towards the sinful and erring,
brings grace as one of the divine attributes into
close relation with others, and the revelation of it
may, it is obvious, be even more frequent in act
than in word, conveyed therefore rather by de-
scription than direct expression. Not in declara-
tions merely, but in the whole series of the divine
dealings with mankind, grace is exhibited. The
whole biblical history might be claimed as a record
of its manifestation. It thus takes different forms,
and includes a wide area of operation. It is allied
to the goodness which God shows to all His crea-
tures, and which the Psalms so frequently celebrate
—335 11964 145, etc.; to the compassion which has
as its objects the needy and unfortunate, Ps 25s

1038, Lk I72, 2 Co I 3 ; to the long-suffering which
bears with the unthankful and the evil, Ex 346,
Ro 92 2; to the patience which defers as long as
possible the punishment of sin, Ps 1458, Ro 24. It
belongs therefore to the circle of divine attributes,
the keynote of which is Love. In all the phases
of what we have already seen to be its highly
complex significance, — whether as mercy and
favour in general, or as the manifestations of
God's goodwill in the form of temporal or spiritual
advantages, or as His disposition to pardon the
sinner, or His redemptive scheme as a whole, or
the influences by which souls are turned to Christ,
kept, strengthened, and increased in faith and love,
and impelled to the exercise of Christian virtues,—
in all of these, grace implies that God overcomes,
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not by necessity or force, but by the freeness of His
]ove, Ro52 0·2 1. This is the reason whv grace is
not only one of the perfections of God, but one of
the distinctive features of the Christian revelation.
Revelation is marked by progress. The God who
is at first hidden from men, so that they seek Him,
if haply they may feel after Him and find Him, is at
length made known, but first as & jealous God {dpyr)
θεού), only afterwards as a gracious God. And the
revelation is completed when ' the LORD, the LORD,
a God full of compassion and gracious, slow to
anger and plenteous in mercy and truth ; keeping
mercy for thousands, forgiving iniquity and trans-
gression and sin, and that will by no means clear
the guilty' (Ex 346·7 KV), which is the loftiest
OT conception of God, becomes in the NT 'the
God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ.5 We
proceed, therefore, to consider somewhat more
minutely the elements which enter into the con-
ception of grace and the forms which it assumes
in OT and NT respectively.

i. OLD TESTAMENT.—' The law was given by
Moses,' says St. John (I 1 7); * grace and truth came
by Jesus Christ.' Yet the relation of OT to NT
is misconceived when it is apprehended as one of
antithesis rather than development. There is no
doubt that the religion of OT is ordinarily repre-
sented as founded upon law, and that the very
considerable element of grace which enters into it
is ignored. But OT piety recognizes that what
righteousness it has is founded in divine grace and
imparted through divine revelation. It is grace
which gives the law itself (cf. Gal 319'24), and faith,
which is that by which grace is received and made
effective, is not overlooked—Gn 156, Ex 1431, Nu
2012, Dt I 3 2 923, 2Ch 2020, Ps 10612·24, Is 79 2816, Hab
24. It is true that as grace gives the law, so
through the law it seems to give men a right or
claim in virtue of their compliance with the law,
which is inconsistent with the later revelation of
faith as the principle of the new life. The favour
(in the Psalmist and Prophets, the righteousness)
of God gives to the obedient (or the repentant, cf.
Ps 17 and 26, also Ps 7) a claim, as it were, against
God, Ps 119132 etc. At the same time OT fully
recognizes that it is the divine grace which
forgives sin (Ps 32. 51. 130. 143). Grace, as an
attribute of God, appears in OT in conjunction
with truth or faithfulness (Ps 8510 8914 983 etc.),
but also with righteousness and judgment (Hos
219). God is gracious as hearing prayer (Ex 2227),
as departing from His anger (Ex 3212), and as
exercising freely His choice of love (Ex 3319);
He lifts upon the pious the light of His counten-
ance (Nu 625). It is by the divine acts that this
attitude of forbearance and conciliation is more
particularly manifested. Even in the midst of the
ruin occasioned by the Fall, the purpose of mercy
is represented as being declared and its work
begun, words of promise mingle with words of
condemnation, the divine solicitude shines amidst
the clouds of divine anger (Gn 315·21). Through
the same tenderness Abel and Enoch find favour
in the sight of God, Noah is warned and escapes
the general doom (Gn 68), Abraham is selected to
be the bearer of the new revelation (Gn 12. 15), and
the promises made to him are repeated to his
descendants (Gn 26. 28). Through it Moses is
chosen and fitted for his work (Ex 3317). In all
that concerns Israel as a people the same free
choice is exhibited and exercised. The promises
freely made to the fathers are fulfilled when,
through Moses, Israel is chosen from among all
nations (Ex 195, cf. Dt 1014) to be the people of
God, and that from no merit of its own (Nu 11. 12.
14. 21, etc.; cf. Dt 97 etc.). This choice is evidenced
by the deliverance from Egypt (Ex 1513·16), and is
a pure act of grace (Dt 77 814'18 94"6). In the

Prophets we have a further development of this
point of view. Their whole religious attitude is
determined by it. That God had chosen Israel to
be His people is their most sincere conviction, and
the problems which perplexed them, and gave
birth to some of their most profound and spiritual
suggestions, arose out of the relation of the sins of
the people and the consequent divine chastisements,
to this firmly held conviction (cf. Is 556 639 651, Jon
411, Mic 718·19). It is true that as, on the one
hand, the unworthiness of the mass of the people
led them to distinguish from the nation at large
the true Israel, the faithful remnant; so, on the
other hand, they were led to conceive the possi-
bility of God's gracious purpose as embracing
those who were not of Israel, and of the heathen
being brought through Israel into the enjoyment
of some of Israel's privileges. At the same time,
all their wealth of metaphor is employed to
depict God's loving care and guidance, His de-
liverances and compassions as illustrated in the
history of the people, and to emphasize His
continued patience, His touching appeals and
generous oilers, and the glory of His declared pur-
poses. Even in His anger God remembers mercy
(La 331, Jl 213, Hab 32), and yet all that He does is
on behalf of those who are too often ungrateful and
rebellious (Is 4321"25 441"5 488"11, Jer 188'11, Ezk 16lff·,
cf. Ps 78). In the relation of the individual to
the nation we find an important modification of
the idea of grace. Grace is mediated to the indi-
vidual through the nation. His imperfections are
forgiven because he is a member of a chosen people;
as belonging to an elect nation he is himself elect.
The Pss express this assurance of the believer,
which finds utterance in his prayers when afflicted
and his thanksgivings after deliverance (Ps 34·7 48

7™ II 7 16. 177"9 18. 32. 51. 103, etc.). If thus in the
view of the Psalmists and Prophets there is no
limit to God's willingness to be reconciled, if even
His judgment has a core of mercy, and His love
always proves itself stronger than human sin, the
other side of OT religion is, in turn, not to be
minimized. If God has a special love to Israel,
it is through a covenant that this love finds
expression, and the covenant takes the form of
law. The people are bound to obedience, and the
blessings of the covenant can be enjoyed only on
this condition. So far from grace being ignored
in OT, it permeates it, as we have seen, throughout.
But grace is not yet fully revealed; it is still
dominated by the ideas of righteousness and re-
tribution. It speaks the language of law, and the
law is, as already noted, its own greatest gift.
Israel has reason to boast itself of its law; the
possession of it is an honour and a privilege dis-
tinguishing Israel from other nations (Ex 194· 5,
Dt 332"8). Thus, though by no means the sole
element, law remains the distinctive element in
OT. Obedience is pre-eminently the condition of
blessing. God in giving the law is emphatically
the God of Israel (Ex 202). In OT His anger
against sin is declared, His mercy and long-
suffering are proclaimed ; but these rest side by
side, an unsolved antinomy, waiting the fuller
revelation.

ii. NEW TESTAMENT.—The new 'covenant' is
the fulfilment of the old; the plan of grace which
lay at the root of the former dispensation comes
into full expression in the life and work of Christ
(Ti 211 34), and in the declarations of the apostles—
Ro 324· 2s RV, «Being justified freely by his grace
through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus,
whom God set forth to be a propitiation [ϊλαστήρων,
Heb. n-iss, the place of expiation, " the central seat
of the saving presence and gracious revelations of
God," seeCremer, s.v., and, for another view, San-
day-Headlam, ad. loc.)t through faith, by his blood,
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to show his righteousness, because of the passing
over of the sins done aforetime, in the forbearance
of God.' Thus the great work of grace is redemp-
tion, which has its origin in God (1 Jn 410· l9), in
His eternal good pleasure (ευδοκία), Eph I3 '6, and
is carried out by His will and power. Therefore,
as we have seen, the Christian revelation is called
* the grace of God/ * the grace of God our Saviour,'
' the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ,' or simply
* grace.' The love which it manifests is expressed,
not only by word, but by the most unchallengeable
of deeds, when God sends forth His Son and gives
Him up as a sacrifice for the sins of men (Jn 316,
Eph I7, Ro 56"8 etc.). This love is not called forth
by any merit or worthiness on the part of man
(2 Ti I9, Tit 35), but is the free spontaneous out-
flowing of divine compassion—'it is the gift of
God' (Eph 24"9, Ro 324 II 6, cf. 44 58). We may
compare the representations contained in the
parables of Jesus generally, especially those of
Lk 15, and note how He seeks the lost, would
shelter Jerusalem as a hen gathereth her chickens
together, and calls the weary and heavy laden to
Himself. But it is not only this great central act
of love, upon which the whole plan of redemption
is built up and without which it would be impossible,
which is ascribed to divine grace and is its outcome;
every step in the subsequent process, all that is
embraced in the work of the Holy Spirit, is re-
garded as due to grace. It is through it that the
call comes to men (Gal I15, 1 Th 213), and that men
are made willing to answer to it (Jn 644·45). It is
the grace of God which opens the heart (Ac 1614),
which gives repentance (Ac 531 II 1 8, 2Ti 225, He 66),
by which faith is imparted (Eph I19, Ph I29, cf. Lk
175), also assurance of God's love (Ro 55 815·16), hope
(2 Th 216, 1 Ρ I3"5), love towards God (2 Th 35) and
towards the brethren (lTh 49). By means of it
we become God's children, righteous and holy (Ac
1511, Ro 324 416, Tit 37), and receive strength to do
good and to avoid evil (2 Th 217 33). The position
of the redeemed is one of grace (Ro 52, 1 Ρ 2L0), and
by it sanctification is completed (1 Th 523·24). On
the one hand, grace may be received in vain (2 Co
61); on the other, men may grow in grace (2 Ρ 318).
This grace of the Holy Spirit was promised by
Christ Himself (Jn 739 1426 1526 167, Ac I5), is
exercised in His service (Jn 1426 1613"15), and becomes
the principle of the new life. The grace of God,
in fact, bestows joy and peace and every good
work (Ro 1513, 2 Co 98). It has been remarked
that as one cannot be the cause of one's own birth
or resurrection, as in such events man must be
purely passive, the employment of metaphors like
the 'new birth' (Jn 33"7), or the 'new creature'
(2 Co 517, Eph 210), or the new, the 'resurrection'
life (Eph 25, Col 213 31), emphasizes the fact that
renewal of heart and life is accomplished only by
the power, the grace of God. Thus the Christian
is what he is by divine grace (1 Co 47 1510); and as
he ought at all times to pray (1 Th 517, cf. 1 Ti 28,
Mt 77"11, Lk 181) to the Source of all good for that
of which he feels the need, so, for every benefit
which he receives, he ought to give thanks and
praise to God (Ro 617, 1 Co I4, 1 Th I 2 213 39).

This positive and direct statement of the teaching
of OT and NT with reference to the necessity and
value of grace and its range of action might be
supplemented and confirmed by a corresponding
statement of the corruption and powerlessness of
man due to sin as set forth in the same; sacred
pages. The more helpless man is seen to be, the
greater is the need for the intervention of a Power
above him and independent of him. This considera-
tion brings us within sight of a problem which has
much divided the Church in all ages, but which it
does not fall within the province of this article to
discuss in these its later developments. The prob-

lem is the relation of the divine to the human in
the work of redemption, how far the initiative
lies with God and man respectively, or how far
they co-operate, and what, indeed, is meant by
co-operation in such a case. It has driven Augus-
tine and Pelagius, Calvin and Arminius, into
opposite camps. All that can be done here is to
inquire how far the roots of the doctrinal views
identified with the names of these great teachers
can be traced in the Bible. The passages which
have been already cited tend on the whole to
illustrate one side of this great controversy—that,
namely, which grounds salvation on the free loving
will and purpose of God. But, no doubt, many
others may be, and have been, adduced which set
forth no less distinctly the human side of salvation
with its responsibilities and activities. This is
especially the case with those which contain ex-
hortations to repentance and faith. From the
time of the Prophets μετάνοια was a condition of
being saved. If men were commanded to repent,
the implication was that it is in their power to
do so. In some cases, it is true, we cannot argue
from an injunction to the possibility of fulfilling it,
but in this we cannot dispute that it is, in some
sense, possible for man to repent, without taking
away all meaning and reality from God's design of
saving them. Such references to repentance are
found in Ps 957f· (cf. He 47ff), Ac 238 822, Rev 25·1 6·2 1

33 etc., cf. Mt 2132. Similarly with faith : μετανοείτε
and πιστεύετε are usually conjoined, and belief must
be as personal as repentance. It is intended to be,
not the result of momentary impression, but a
spontaneous moral act. In Ro I5 faith is spoken
of as ' obedience,' a moral attitude which men are
expected to assume. Exhortations to faith are
found in Mk Ι1 5 δ36, Jn 629 1038 1236 141·n 2027, Ac
1631. Repentance and faith are the chief elements
in conversion. In Jer 3118 Ephraim cries, 'Turn
thou me, and I shall be turned,' where the latter
clause ought to be ' I shall return,' or * that I
may turn,' implying the element of personal
activity (see art. CONVERSION, vol. i. p. 478a,
footnote); and the image of the closed door in Rev
320 indicates that it must be opened from within to
Him that knocketh. Allusions to conversion are
found in Ac 319 1415 2620, cf. 2 Co 316. While, on
the one hand, the work of God begins with the
calling, κ\η<η.ς, RO 830, whence Christians are known
as κλητοί, Ro I7, the hearing must be a willing
hearing, not like that of Jerusalem (Mt 2337) or of
the Jews (Jn 540), but like that of the disciples
(Jn 176·8). The same element of human activity
is implied in exhortations to perseverance (Ac 1422,
1 Co 1613, 1 Th 32), to watchfulness (Mt 2442, Mk
1335, 1 Co 1613, 1 Ρ 58, Rev 33 1615), to struggle and
endeavour (1 Co θ24"27, 2 Ti 25 47), to labours on
behalf of the brethren (Ro 1419 152·14, Gal 61), and,
in general, to the exercise of all the virtues, as
well as to the performance of all the duties, of the
Christian life. In every case language is used
which, if it stood alone, would be taken as indicat-
ing that these things lie fully within the power of
men to observe and do. Repentance, faith, etc.,
are regarded as works of men as well as gifts of
God. Victory in that new life to which they are
summoned can be achieved only by the zealous
application of every energy of the soul. The
promises which are held out to the faithful, and
the threaten ings which are denounced against the
disobedient, all show the responsibility under which
we act, the momentous results of choice.

But though later analysis, and the theories which
figure in doctrinal history, have brought to light
and emphasized this duality in the scriptural re-
presentations of human experience in salvation,
though some thinkers and teachers have been
willing to sacrifice the one side to the other,
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abolishing human liberty in order to exalt divine
grace, or ignoring divine grace in order to safe-
guard human liberty,—it is noteworthy that the
biblical writers betray little consciousness of the
antagonism. St. Paul is clear and emphatic in
his declarations as to grace—it is absolute, gratui-
tous—' by grace ye are saved'; but he is no less
ready and willing to make his appeal to human
liberty (Ro 23'10, Ph 315;17): ' Work out your own
salvation,' he cries, 'with fear and trembling, for
it is God which worketh in you both to will and to
work for his good pleasure' (Ph 21 2·1 3 RV), where
both elements appear together as indefeasible
portions of the same Christian experience. If
OT closed with an antinomy of wrath and mercy,
law and grace, side by side, equally real, but so
far from being mutually destructive that in the
experience of the devout they were equally
necessary and illustrated one another, so NT
closes with its own unsolved antinomy,—human
individuality, free, responsible, but sinful and
degraded, owing its salvation to the love of Him
who is rich in mercy, who first loved us, who
despite human weakness and wickedness makes
that mercy effectual, and the evil that is over-
come redound to the praise of the glory of His
grace.

LITERATURE.—Among· sources of suggestion and material for
an exhibition of the biblical doctrine of grace, special mention
should be made, in regard to the word X<XJHS, of Cremer's Bib.
Theol. Lex. of NT*, and Grimm's Greek-English Lex. of NT,
J. H. Thayer's edition ; and in regard to the classification of
passages, of C. Bois's article ' Grace Divine' in Lichtenberger's
Encyclopedic des Sciences Religieuses; see also the Biblical
Theologies of Oehler, Schultz, Weiss, Schmid, and the Historical
Theology (Index, 8.v.) of Cunningham. A . STEWART.

GRACIOUS.—This adj. is found with three dis-
tinct meanings. 1. Favourable, merciful, the
most frequent use of the word, as Ex 3319 * And [I]
will be gracious to whom I will be gracious, and
will show mercy on whom I will show mercy' ('nan]
fftx I^NVIN, LXX καΧ ελεήσω bv hv ελεώ, quoted in
Ro 91*). 2. Favoured, accepted (for the word
* gracious' has the distinction of being used
actively of the person bestowing, and passively
of the person receiving favour). There are two
examples in AV, 1 Es 880 ' Yea, when we were in
bondage, we were not forsaken of our Lord; but
he made us gracious before {έποίησεν ημάς iv χάριτι
ενώπιον) the kings of Persia, so that they gave us
food'; Sir 1817 * Lo, is not a word better than a
gift ? But both are with a gracious man' ; Gr. παρά
avdpl κεχαριτωμενω; Vulg. ' cum homine iustificato,'
whence Wye. and Dou. * with a iustefied man ' ;
Cov. 'but a gracious man geveth them both,' so
Gen. and Bishops. The same form (perf. ptcp.
pass, of χαριτόω ' to bestow favour on,' ' bless') is
found in Lk Ι2 8 Χαΐρε, κεχαριτωμενη; EV 'Hail,
thou that art highly favoured,' AVm ' graciously
accepted' or * much graced' ; the previous VSS
follow the Vulg. ('Ave gratise plena') * Hail full of
grace,' except Gen. * Hayle thou that art freely
beloved,'and Bish. 'in high favour.' Shaks. has
this meaning of 'gracious' in As You Like It, I. ii.
200—' If I be foiled, there is but one shamed that
was never gracious'; and / / / Henry VI. III. iii.
117—

1 But is he gracious in the people's eye ?'
3. A ttractive, winning. — There are four exam-
ples : (1) Pr II 1 6 ' a gracious woman retaineth
honour' (jn n$N), lit. ' a woman of grace'; LXX ywrj
ευχάριστο*; Vulg. 'mulier gratiosa': ' a gracious
woman' is Wyclif's trn, and all the versions agree
with him. The meaning is ' a woman of grace of
appearance.' (2) Ec 1012 'The words of a wise
man's mouth are gracious' (}n, lit. ' are grace,' as
AVm; cf. Lk 42a below). (3) Jer 22* 'how
gracious shalt thou be when pangs come upon
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thee.' The Mass, text gives fijrrrnn (Kethibh
•rum), which can only be Niph. of ]in to be gracious.
Luther understood it in the sense of ' be beautiful,'
' winning,' and trd ' wie schon wirst du sehen';
after whom the Gen. gave 'how beautiful shalt
thou be,' and AV 'how gracious shalt thou be.5

The passive meaning ' favoured' or ' pitied' gives a
better sense, however, and hence RV * How greatly
to be pitied shalt thou be,' and the Bishops,' Ο howe
litle shalt thou be regarded.' But the versions
impl th di f [ f d l

g
ply another reading, m&i from [nan], found only
Niph. ' to groan.' Thus LXX καταστενάξεις;

Vulg. 'quomodo congemuisti.' This meaning is
clearly most suitable, and is adopted by nearly all
mod. editors. Wye. follows Vulg. ' Hou togidere
weiledist thou,' and so Dou. 'how hast thou
mourned together.' Similarly, Coy. ' Ο how greate
shall thy mourning be.' Rothstein (in Kautzsch)
'wie wirst du achzen.' (4) Lk 422 'And all bare
him witness and wondered at the gracious words
which proceeded out of his mouth' (έττΐ rots λόγου
T7js χάριτος, RV 'words of grace']. The mean-
ing here, says Plummer, is 'winning words.'
He adds, 'The very first meaning of χάρις
(χαίρω) is "comeliness," "winsomeness"'—Horn.
Od. viii. 175 ; Ec 1012, Ps 443, Sir 2116 3721, Col 46—
' and in all these passages it is the winsomeness of
language that is specially signified.' Vulg. trans-
lates ' mirabantur in verbis gratise,' whence Wye.
'wondriden in the wordis of grace,' and Rhem.
' they marveled in the wordes of grace.' All the
rest of the versions, beginning with Tindale, have
' wondered at the gracious words'; and it is
doubtful if RV should have returned to ' words of
grace'; to have changed the adj. to 'winning'
would have prevented misunderstanding and been
more in accordance with the Eng. idiom. In
illustration of this use of the word we find Bacon,
Essays {'Of Beauty,' p. 176), ' I n Beauty, that of
Favour is more then that of Colour, and that of
Decent and Gratious Motion, more then that of
Favour.' So Shaks. Twelfth Night, I. v. 281—

' And in dimension and the shape of nature
A gracious person : but yet I cannot love him.'

And Chapman, Homer's Iliads, xviii. 23—
* Himself he threw upon the shore,

Lay, as laid out for funeral, then tumbled round, and tore
His gracious curls.'

J. HASTINGS.

GRAFF.—From Ύράφειν, to write, was formed
Ύραφεΐον, a style or pencil for writing with : this
was adopted into Lat. graphium; and passed into
old Fr. graffe, which gave Eng. ' graff,' a slip of a
cultivated tree inserted into a wild one, so named
because it resembled a pencil in shape. From
this substantive was formed the verb ' to graff,'
which then yielded another substantive ' graft'
(like ' weight' from ' weigh'); and by and by this
subst. ' graft' attracted the verb to its own form.
So that, whereas both subst. and vb. were once
' graff,' now both are ' graft.' The change from
' graff' to ' graft' was in process in Shakespeare's
day. As subst. he uses only ' graff,' Pericles,
V. i. 60—

' The most just gods
For every graff would send a caterpillar.'

But as vb. he has both 'graff' (with past ptcp.
'graft') and 'graft' (with past ptcp. 'grafted').
Thus II Henry IV. V. iii. 3, ' Nay you shall see
mine orchard, where, in an arbour, we will eat a
last year's pippin of my own grafting'; Rich. II.
III. iv. 101—

1 Pray God the plants thou graft'st may never grow.'

In the Pr. Bk. of 1549 (Collect for 7th Sun. after
Trinity, Keiling, p. 129) is the prayer ' Graff in our
hearts the love of thy name': this runs through the
edd. of 1552 and 1559, but in ed. 1604 is changed
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into * graft.' Again in the Com. Service (fceiling,
p. 228), * Grant. . . that the words which we have
heard this day with our outward ears, may through
thy grace be so graffed inwardly in our hearts,'
eontinues through all the edd. till that of 1662,
when it becomes * grafted.' The word is rare in the
Eng. versions. It occurs as a var. reading in Wy-
clif's NT of 1380 at 1 Ti 610. Then in Ro II 1 7 Wye.
(1388) has ' art graffid among them' as trnof iveKev-
τρίσθης iv αύτοΐς (or rather of the Vulg. * inisertus es
inillis'), and at v.19 ' the braunchis ben brokun,
that y be graffid in.' Tindale, however, trd ένκεν-
τρίζω by 'graff'in all its occurrences (Ro ll17·1»·
2s&ie.24&ie.)j* a n ( j he was followed by all the ver-
sions except Coverdale. Tind. used ' grafte' and
' graffed' as the past tense or past ptcp., and in
this also be was strictly followed, except that
Rhem. (which trd independently from the Vulg.)
used * graffed' always, and was followed by AV.
Cov. has 'grafte' in v.17, which must be the ptcp.
of ' graff,' but in all·the remaining occurrences he
uses the form 'graft' for the pres. tense and
4 grafted' for the past. RV uses ' graft' and
* grafted' throughout.

The subject of grafting will be spoken of under OLIVE. We
may illustrate it and the word here by quoting Gosson, Schoole
of Abuse (Arber's ed. p. 63), * Though the Mariner have skill to
governe his vessel, it lieth not in his cunning to calme the seas :
though the countriman know how to graffe an ympe [ϊμφντοί,
shoot, scion], his toile will not alter the taste of the Crab.'
Holland, Plinie, xvii. 14, * The first is to set the graffe or sion
betweene the barke and the wood: for in old time truly, men
were afraid at first to cleave the stocke, but soon after they
ventured to bore a hole into the very heart of the wood : and
then they set fast into the pith just in the mids thereof, but one
sion or graffe, for by this kind of grafting, impossible it was
that the said pith should receive or bear any more.' Evelyn,
Pomona, iii.—* Make choice of your graffs from a constant and
well-bearing branch. As to the success of grafting, the main
skill is, to joyn the inward part of the cion to the sappy part
of the stock, closely, but not too forceably; that being the best
and most infallible way, by which most of the quick and juicy
parts are mutually united, especially toward the bottom.' Bp.
Hall (Works, ii. 1) uses the form * griffe': 'Elizabeth was just,
aa well as Zachary, that the fore-runner of a Saviour might be
holy on both sides : if the stock and the griffe be not both good,
there is much danger of the fruit.' J . HASTINGS.

GRANARY.—See GARNER.

GRAPES. — See VINE. Wild Grapes. — See
COCKLE.

GRASS.—Four words are tr* grass in OT :—1. p-v
yerek, χλωρό*. This word signifies green or green-
ness. Once it is trd * grass' (Nu 224); twice * green
thing' (Ex 1015, Is 15G); thrice it is followed by
other words, KBH (PS 372, Is 3727) and 3̂ « (Gn I30),
and in these cases it is used as an adj. signifying
' green.'

2. Ύ¥0 hazir.—This word is from a root (unused
in Heb.) signifying to be green (Arab, khadira),
from which is derived the noun khadrah, signify-
ing primarily greenness, secondarily purslain,
cucumbers, melons, and the like. It is now used for
vegetables or herbage in general. In OT hazir is
used once for leeks, LXX π ράσα (Nu II5). Twice it
is trd «hay' (Pr 2725 RVm «grass,' LXX χλωρός;
Is 156 RV ' grass,' LXX χόρτος). In all the remain-
ing passages in which it is used in both AV and
RV it is trd 'grass.' LXX, however, renders it
once (Is 357) by επαύλεις, AV and RVm ' a court';
twice (2 Κ 1926, Ps 905) by χλόη; twice (1 Κ 185,
Job 812) by βοτάνη; once (Is 37217) by χόρτος ξηρός;
and in the ten other places where it occurs (Job
4015, Ps 372 10315 10414 12961478, Is 406-7 444 5112) by
χόρτος.

3. κψι deshe9 (root uncertain; the vb. Ken, Jl 222,
Gn I11, is probably a denominative. Like hazir, it is
variously rendered in both EV and LXX. It is trd

* Besides this passage in Ro, the verb occurs in biblical Gr.
only Wis 16 n in the sense of ' prick' (so AVm and RVm, but
RV ' bite ')· It comes from xivrpov, a goad.

four times 'herb' (2 Κ 1926, Is 6614 LXX βοτάνη;
Ps 372 LXX χλόη, Is 3727 where it is dropped out
of the LXX); twice 'tender herb' (Dt 322 LXX
&Ύρωστίς, Job 38s7 RV ' tender grass,' marg. ' green-
sward,' LXX χλόη); once 'green* as an adj. to
pastures (Ps 232 LXX τόπου χλόης); twice ' tender
grass' (2 S 234 LXX χλόη, Pr 2725 LXX πόα) ; and
four times ' grass' (Gn I11, Jer 145 LXX βοτάνη,
Job 65 LXX σΐτα, Is 156 RV ' tender grass,' LXX
χόρτος).

4. 2'ψ% 'Ssebh. This word (of uncertain root)
is trd in'ten places ' herb' or «herbs' (Gn I 1 1 · 3 0 318,
Pr 2725, Is 4215 LXX χόρτος, Gn 25 LXX χλωρός,
Ex 922 1012·15 LXX βοτάνη, Ps 10414 LXX χλόη);
and in eleven 'grass' (Dt II 1 5 LXX χορτάσματα,
Dt 322 RV herb, 2 Κ 1926, Ps 7216 1024·11 10620,
Jer 146 RV herbage, Am 72 LXX χόρτος; Job δ25

LXX παμβότανον; Is 3727 left out by LXX alto-
gether).

It will appear from the above analysis—
{a) That all the above terms are indefinite,

applying to herbage in general.
(6) It is improbable that the Hebrews discrimi-

nated rigidly between the true grasses, i.e. the
modern botanical order Graminece (or even the
group of grass-like plants, including sedges and
rushes), and other herbage. If they did, it does
not appear from their nomenclature. The Arabic
does not contain any such distinction. With all
the general culture and knowledge of natural
history of our age, grasses, in popular language,
include some plants other than those of the order
Graminece, as pepper-grass, Lepidium sativum, L.;
orange-grass, Hypericum Sarothra, L., etc.

(c) It is quite plain that neither the LXX nor
our own translators have been at any pains to
render these words always by the same Gr. or Eng.
equivalent. Thus in Is 156 both T̂ ri and xwy are
rendered χόρτος, the first being trd AV hay* RV
grass, and the second AV grass, RV tender grass.
In Is 3727 T?ri is rendered χόρτος ξηρός, AV and RV
grass, while a'̂ y and «gh are left out in the LXX,
and rendered in AV and RV respectively grass and
herb. In Gn I1 1 a'̂ y K$H is rendered βοτάνην χόρτου.
The reader will detect numerous other illustrations
of this point. Much as it is to be regretted that
the translators, ancient and modern, have not
rendered these words uniformly, we must accept
the fact. The nearest we can approach to a
specialization of the term is to regard â j& as refer-
ring to herbage in general, including vegetables
suitable for human food; T?Q to grasses; κψτ to
forage plants; and ρ·ν to verdure. They might
be then rendered as follows: 'esebh = herhs, hazir
=grass, deshe' = pasture grass or tender grass, and
yerek = green thing.

Grasses are very numerous in Bible lands. In
Pal. and Syria they are represented by 90 genera
and 243 species. Few of them grow in masses.
Turf is almost unknown. With the exception of
the cereals, none of the grasses are cultivated in
this land. See HAY.

In NT grass is always the trn of χόρτος. But
χόρτος is also trd by blade (Mt 1326, Mk 428) and
hay (1 Co 312). In Mk, I.e., the χλωρός χόρτος is the
first evidence of early spring (cf. Jn 64*10).

G. E. POST.
GRASSHOPPER.—See LOCUST.

GRATE, GRATING (i3?p). — Half-way up the
altar of burnt-offering was attached a projecting
ledge—such, at least, is the now generally accepted
interpretation of the obscure word as-)? (Ex 275 384),
regarding which the author of the Priests' Code
gives us no further information—which appears to
have run right round the altar. Underneath this
projection was attached ' a grating (AV grate) of
network of brass' (Ex 274 RV, 3516 384·80 3939),
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which completely covered the lower half of the
altar. It was probably, as the etymology suggests
(see Oxf. Heb. Lex. sub -Π3), a strong netting
made of bronze (n^n;) wire, with meshes sufficiently
open to allow the sacrificial blood to be dashed
against the lower part of the altar. For other
conjectures regarding the nature and purpose of
the mikbar, see the art. TABERNACLE (section
dealing with the Altar of Burnt-offering).

A. R. S. KENNEDY.
GRATITUDE.—See THANKFULNESS.

GRAYE.—The usual OT word trd * grave' is -Πβ
keber (also fern, form nnnjp); and the usual NT word
is μνημύον (with the occasional μνήμα). See BURIAL,
SEPULCHRE. But in AV ^χψ she'ol is often so trd,
and #δη* once (1 Co 1555). See HADES and SHEOL.

GRAYE.—In Sir 393 (and in the 1st Prologue)
occurs the expression * grave sentences' as trn of
παροιμίαι, RV * proverbs.' The meaning of the adj.
is * weighty,' as in Knox, Hist. 406, 'Thus the
Queen's Majesty being informed of the truth by
her said Advocate, sent again and stayed the said
meeting, and sent to the Town a grave Letter ' ;
and Shaks. Macbeth, in. i. 21—

1 We should have else desired your good advice,
Which still hath been both grave and prosperous.'

In this use ' grave' is but one step removed from
the lit. sense of 'heavy' (as Lat. gravis), which
we find in Chapman, Homer's Odysseys, viii. 257—

* This said, with robe and all, he grasp'd a stone,
A little graver than was ever thrown
By these Phseacians in their wrastling rout.

One step farther removed is the use of the word
in NT as trn of o-e/̂ os, 1 Ti 38· n , Tit 22, applied to
deacons, their wives, and aged men, in the sense of
' serious.' Cf. T. Fuller, Holy and Profane State,
iii. 19 (p. 202), 'He is a good Time-server that
complyes his manners to the severall ages of this
life : pleasant in youth, without wantonnesse; grave
in old age, without frowardnesse. Frost is as pro-
per for winter, as flowers for spring. Gravity
becomes the ancient; and a green Christmas is
neither handsome nor healthfull.' J. HASTINGS.

GRAYE.—The verb to 'grave' is used in earlier
versions in the sense of ' dig,' as Is 37s5 Cov. ' Yf
there be no water, I wil grave and drynke' (EV ' I
have digged, and drunk water'). But the only
meaning in EV is 'carve,'modern 'engrave.' So
Tindale has the word in Gn 422 ' Tubalcain a
worker in metall and a father of all that grave
in brasse and yeron'; and in Ex 396 ' And they
wrought onix stones cloosed in ouches of golde and
graved as sygnettes are graven with the names of
the children of Israel.' He also has ' stonegraver'
Ex 2811 (EV ' engraver in stone '), and ' graver' as
the tool, 324 (EV 'graving tool'). For Graven
Image see IDOLATRY, IMAGE. J. HASTINGS.

GRAYE L.—Wyclif used ' gravel' as a synonym
for ' sand.' Thus Gn 2217 ' I shal multiply thi seed
as sterris of hevene, and as gravel that is in the
brenk of the see'; Mt 726 ' And every man that
herith these my wordis, and doth hem nat, is liche
to a man fool, that hath bildid his hous on gravel,
or soond'; Ac 2741 ' And whanne we felden into a
place of gravel gon al aboute with the see, thei
nurtliden the schipp.' *

In the last passage Rhem. has 'And when we were fallen
into a place betwene two seas, they graveled the ship.' This
use of * gravel' as a verb led to the fig. phrase ' to gravel one,'
that is, ' bring one to a standstill in argument,' a phrase used
by Thomas Fuller in Holy and Profane State, ii. 4 (p. 63),
* When Eunomius the Heretick vaunted that he knew God and

•Wye. even uses 'gravel' in the phi., Dt 33ΐ« (1380) 'hid
tresours of graveils' (after Vulg. * thesauros absconditos aren-
arum'), Dou. 'sandes.'

his divinity, S. Basil graveils him in 21 questions about the
body of an ant or pismire: so dark is man's understanding.'

In AV also there is practically no distinction
between 'gravel' and 'sand,' unless it is made by
the addition of 'stones.' The word occurs (1)
Is 4819 ' Thy seed also had been as the sand, and
the offspring of thy bowels like the gravel thereof'
(rptyip?, RV 'like the grains thereof,'after LXX,
J T E l d D l O l l i d th
(ptyp?, g , ,
Jerome, Targ., Ewald, Del., Orelli, and others;
but RVm ' like that of the bowels thereof' [refer-
ring to the fish], after Ges., Hitzig, Knobel, Keil,
Nagelsbach, and others [Cheyne, ' as the entrails
thereof']. The word, which occurs only here, is of
uncertain derivation and meaning); (2) Pr 2017

' Bread of deceit is sweet to a man ; but afterwards
his mouth shall be filled with gravel,' and (3) La
316 'He hath also broken my teeth with gravel
stones' (both fyn, from [psn] to divide, therefore
' broken small'); (4) Sir 1810 ' As a drop of water
unto the sea, and a gravelstone in comparison of the
sand' (\pi)<pos, RV 'a pebble'). J. HASTINGS.

GRAY.—The epithet ' gray' occurs only in refer-
ence to hair, and is the trn either of τ'φ sibh, to
be gray-headed (1 S 122, Job 1510), or of nyfr
sebhah, hoariness, old age (Gn 42s8 4429·31, Dt 3225,
Ps 7118, Pr 2029, Hos 79). RV prefers 'hoary' in
Pr 2029.

The word has been spelt both ' gray' and * grey' from earliest
times. Shaks. has in Hamlet (n. ii. 199), ' The satirical rogue
says here that old men have grey beards,' but in Lear (π. ii. 72),
• Spare my gray beard, you wagtail?' In AV 1611 the spelling
is uniformly ' gray,' but in Ps 7l1 8, Pr 2029 the word is usually
spelt' grey' in modern editions.

GREAT SEA (toiari D;H N U 346·7, Jos 1512· 4 7, Ezk
47 1 9 · 2 0 4828), called also jiiqNn o;n the hinder, i.e.
western sea, Dt I I 2 4 342, Zee 148, J l 2 2 0 ; n^$ D;
Sea of the Philistines, Ex 23 3 1 ; DVI The Sea, Gn 4913,
Nu 1329 345, Dt I 7 etc. Lat. Mare Internum*

The Mediterranean was essentially the ' Great
Sea' and ' Hinder Sea' to the writers of the Bible ;
being the western boundary of the Holy Land,
beyond which their geographical knowledge did
not far extend. Maritime adventure and com-
merce was not the direction in which Israelitish
ambition extended, except perhaps for a short
period during the reign of Solomon ; and although
the lands allotted to the tribes of Judah, Dan,
Ephraim, Manasseh, Zebulun, and Asher touched
the coast of the Mediterranean at various points,
the waters of the Great Sea were seldom traversed
by their ships. This was due to several causes:
first, the history of the Israelites previous to the
Exodus was essentially of an inland character;
secondly, during and after the invasion of Palestine
their efforts were too much directed towards dis-
possessing the inhabitants and retaining their hold
on the countries they had conquered, to give them
time and opportunity for extending their sway
beyond the coast; thirdly, the absence of natural
commodious harbours on the Mediterranean sea-
board ; and lastly, the presence of the Phoenicians
on the north, and of the Philistines on the south,
along the coast-line. These nations, especially
the former, had command of the sea, and rendered
adventure in that direction either useless or im-
practicable to the children of Israel. From a
period as far back as the Exodus the Phoenician
settlers had established themselves at various
points along the coast, and in course of time formed
a confederation, essentially maritime, extending
from beyond the Orontes on the north to Joppa
(Japho) on the south, a length of 300 English
miles, f To the south of Joppa the country of the
Philistines commenced and extended to ' the River

* It is intended to treat this subject only in so far as it ie
connected with biblical history.

t Kawlinson, History of Phoenicia, 3889, p. 84.
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of Egypt,'* thus effectually excluding the Israelites
from the command of the sea. The only port, in
tact, to which in the time of the monarchy this
nation had full access seems to have been Joppa,
which, from its position as the nearest to Jerusalem,
became the chief centre of the import and export
trade. Thither in the time of Solomon the timber
required for the construction of the temple and the
royal palace, which had been cut in the Lebanon,
was transported ; and thither, doubtless, were con-
veyed the wheat, the barley, the oil, and the wine,
which the Phoenicians received in exchange for
their firs and cedars (2 Ch 210·15). In the time of
the Maccabees, however, this port became the
property of the Jews (1 Mac 1076). Another port,
Acco,—now known as Acre,—situated on the
northern shore of the bay of that name, was
assigned to Zebulun (4a haven of ships,' Gn 4913),
but it is doubtful if it was ever occupied by that
tribe for any considerable time. It is the best
natural roadstead on the Syrian coast, and was
conquered and retained by the Assyrians in their
Avars with Palestine and Egypt. In later times it
played an important part in the wars of the
Crusades, and has become celebrated in recent
times for its successful resistance to Napoleon,
when held by a Turkish garrison and supported by
a British fleet under the command of Admiral Sir
Sidney Smith (1799). The port under the name of
Ptolemais is mentioned as having been visited by
St. Paul on hi? third missionary journey (Ac 217).

Mediterranean Coast.—From the Bay of Isken-
derun on the north to el-'Arish on the south, a
distance of 450 miles, the coast of the Levant (the
eastern part of the Mediterranean) is remarkably
straight, with few deep bays or prominent head-
lands. All along the Syrian coast as far as Beirut,
the land rises with a rocky and bold front from the
waters. At Acre the coast recedes and the land
gently slopes upwards along the banks of the
Kishon, forming the plain of Esdraelon. South of
this valley, the long ridge of Mount Carmel pro-
trudes into the waters and terminates in a bold
headland ; and from its southern slopes the Vale of
Sharon gradually expands in breadth and ulti-
mately merges into that of Philistia; and the
coast-line follows an almost unbroken semicircular
curve towards the Delta of the Nile.

Sandhills.—When the early settlers, coming from
the head of the Persian Gulf to the shores of the
Mediterranean (about B.C. 1500), first surveyed its
blue waters they beheld groves of palms lining the
coast, in consequence of which the Greeks called
the land * Phoenicia.' f These palms have long since
disappeared, and their place is generally occupied
by enormous banks of sand gradually moving
inwards from the coast as they are impelled by
the westerly winds. Most of the ancient coast
towns, both of Phoenicia and Philistia, are buried to
a greater or less extent beneath these sandhills,
which, when not prevented by artificial means, are
still moving inland, and have become a source of
danger and loss to the inhabitants. These sandhills,
according to Sir H. Kitchener, cover a large tract
of country between southern Philistia and Ismailia.

New Testament Notices.—Once in the history of
our Lord did He with His disciples visit the coast
of the Great Sea ; this was on the memorable occa-
sion when, endeavouring to obtain a brief period
of repose, He visited the borders of Tyre and
passed through (9}\θ€ΐ> διά Σιδώϊ/os) Sidon,J and per-
formed a miracle of healing on a Gentile, the
daughter of a Syro-phcenician woman. But in

* Wady el-'Arish ; for an account of this valley, see Hull,
Mount Seir, Sinai, and W. Palestine. Appendix by Kitchener,

t Phoenix dactylifera, the date palm.
t Mt 1521, Mk 72*. On this visit see Farrar, Life of Christ,

i. 473.

the missionary journeys of St. Paul, and especially
in the incidents connected with his final voyage to
Home (Ac 27. 28), we are brought into contact
with numerous seaports, headlands, islands, and
bays, commencing with Csesarea on the coast of
Phoenicia and terminating with the port of Puteoli
{Puzzuoli) on the western coast of Italy. In
following the narrative of this voyage we can
trace its course from point to point on the map,
and we gain some insight into the dangers of
navigation at a time when the mariner's compass
was unknown, when nautical charts were rude, or
were perhaps unused by the commanders of ships,
and when the heavenly bodies alone were guides to
the ship's course when out of sight of land. [For
the description of St. Paul's voyages in the Medi-
terranean, consult Smith, Voyage and Shipwreck of
St. Paul2, 1856; the works on St. Paul's Life, as
Conybeare and Howson, Lewin, Farrar, Stalker,
Iverach ; the Commentaries on the Acts ; Ramsay,
St. Paul the Traveller; and the various Bible
Appendixes, * Aids' (Queen's Printers), * Helps'
(Oxford), * Companion' (Cambridge), 'Manual'
(Collins)]. E. HULL.

GREAT SYNAGOGUE.—See SYNAGOGUE ( T H E
G R E A T ) .

GREAYES (1 S 176) in the phrase niyn; nn̂ p miz-
hath nehosheth, 'greave of bronze.' The singular
rendering is perhaps to be preferred (not so Wellh.
and Driver, in loco). The Roman legionary in later
times wore one greave, and that on his right leg.
Cf. passage quoted from Polybius (e) under ARMOUR.

W. E. BARNES.
GRECIANS, GREEKS—Both these terms are

used indifferently in AV of OT Apocr. to designate
persons of Gr. extraction (1 Mac I1 0 82 89, 2 Mac
436 etc.). In Jl 36 AV has Grecians,' RV and
AVm ' sons of the Grecians,' as the tr. of D\ivn ';?3.
This is the only passage in OT where either
Grecians or Greeks are named, although Greece
(under the name JAVAN, which see) is several times
mentioned (Dn 821 1020 II 2, Zee 9f). In NT the
linguistic usage of EV makes a distinction between
the terms Greeks and Grecians. Greeks uniformly
represents the word "EXX^es, which may denote
persons of Gr. descent in the narrowest sense (Ac
161 184, Ro I14), or may be a general designation
for all who are not of Jewish extraction (Jn 1220,
Ro I 1 6 1012, Gal 328. See GENTILES). It is remark-
able that in Is 912 even D"wi>9 (Philistines) is repro-
duced in LXX by "EXX ês. Grecians, on the other
hand (Ac 61 929), is AV tr. of 'Έίλληνισταί (see fol-
lowing art.), which means Gr.-speaking Jews (RV
Grecian Jews). An interesting question is that of
the correct reading of Ac II 2 0 . Were those to
whom the men of Cyprus and Cyrene preached,
Grecians or Greeks? in other words, were they
Jews or Gentiles? The weight of MS authority
is in favour of 'EXXî urrcis (the reading in TR, and
adopted in AV and RVm), which has ;the support
of Β and indirectly of &$* {evayyeXiaras) D2 L and
almost all cursives. It is retained in the text
of WH. Internal evidence, on the other hand
(see, however, WH's Introd. to Gr. NT, App. 93 f.),
is generally supposed to necessitate the reading
EXX which is found in tf3 A D, and is accepted

L h T i h T d t t f RVE ^ tf , p
by Scrivener, Lachm. Tisch. Treg. and text of RV
(see Scrivener's Introd. to Grit, of NT*, ii. 370 f.).

J. A. SELBIE.
GREECE, HELLENISM.—The names Greek and

Greece do not occur in the Gr. or Heb. Bible,
being designations under which the Italian races
came to know Hellas and its inhabitants. In Gn 102

Javan (Ίωύαν) is correctly used to denote the Gr.
stock in general. So in Msch. Pers. 178, 563 the
Persian interlocutors speak of Greeks as the laones.
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The old Armenians used the same word; and at a
very remote date the Yevana are mentioned in the
ancient Egyptian epic of Ramses II. among the
allies of the Hittites.

As early as the 7th cent. B.C. the names Hellas
and Hellenes were used by the Greeks to distinguish
themselves from the Barbari. And the same are
used in the LXX (Jl 36, Is 6619, Ezk 2713, Zee 913)
and in NT.

It has been lately conjectured on archaeological
grounds that the Philistines were the same race
with the Pelasgians, who built the pre-historic city
of Mycenae, and used the primitive alphabet dis-
covered recently by Mr. Arthur Evans in Crete
and the Peloponnese. If this be so, the Jews from
their first entry into Canaan were in conflict with
the forerunners of the historical Greeks. * That
among the various elements,' says Mr. Evans,' from
the iEgean coastlands, who took part in the Philis-
tine confederation, men of Greek stock may already
have found a place as early as the 12th or 11th
cent. B.C. can at least no longer be regarded as an
improbable hypothesis. It is, perhaps, not without
some actual warrant in fact that in the LXX of
Is 912 the Philistines themselves are translated by
Έλλτ/ϊ/β*.'* Renan (Hist, of People of Israel, Eng.
tr. ii. 15) adopts the same view.

However this may be, the hist, relations of Jews
with Greeks begin mainly about the age of Alex-
ander of Macedon, and as the result of his con-
quests. He, and the Diadochi kings who succeeded
him, deliberately set about the Hellenization of
Asia, Syria, and Egypt. If Alexander did not
found all the 70 new cities in Asia ascribed to
him by Plutarch, he was at least the founder of
Alexandria.

But the bloom of Gr. civilization could not be
transferred to Asia and Egypt, for it had passed
away. The old independent city life was crushed,
partly by the previous internecine conflicts of the
Greeks, partly by the all-engulfing conquests of
Philip and Alexander. Under the Diadochi, who
became despots of an Oriental type, there was
none of the old Gr. freedom. The new Gr.
settlers themselves, brought into close contact with
Asiatics, became half orientalized. Something of
the old subtlety in speculation remained, some-
thing of the plastic skill of the older art. But the
combined strength, simplicity, and lovely sym-
metry of Gr. genius was lost. Moral philosophy
alone, in the hands of the Stoics, remained a
vigorous activity; but now that the free state
was a thing of the past, it was rather the life and
duties of the individual than the collective life and
needs of the organized community that formed the
matter for criticism and theory.

Alexander and his successors invited the Jews
to join in this work of colonization, and they re-
sponded freely. In Egypt, indeed, there were
already Jews serving in the army of Psammiti-
chus I. as early as B.C. 650; and under Jeremiah
went many others. But of these was left a mere
remnant, when, on the occasion of the foundation
of Alexandria, a fresh mass of Jewish colonists
was introduced. Here they had an ethnarch of
their own, and privileges from the first; and they
increased so much that Philo {in Flac. ii. 523)
before A.D. 40 estimated their number at a million.
From Egypt they spread westward, and already, in
Sulla's time, were an important class in Cyrene.
In the East the bulk of the Jewish race still re-
mained, of course, in the old lands of the Captivity,
beyond the Euphrates, there contracting Persian
and Assyrian beliefs and culture rather than Greek.
But in the Gr. cities of Syria they were, from the

* See art. on · Primitive Pictographs and Script from Crete and
the Peloponnese' in Journ. of Hellenic Studies, vol. xiv. pt. 2,
1894, p. 369.

time of the Diadochi, very numerous. In Damascus
Jos. (BJ VII. viii. 7) says there were 18,000 slain
in the war of A.D. 66-70 alone. Antioch was full
of them, as were all the coast cities, from Sidon
southwards. In Asia Minor, as early as the
middle of the 4th cent. B.C., Aristotle met an
educated Jew who was Greek not only in speech,
but in spirit (Jos. c. Ap. i. 22). In Phrygia and
Lydia, Antiochus the Great planted 2000 families
of Mesopotamian Jews (Jos. Ant. XII. iii. 4)—a
proof that it was not from the small district of
Judaea alone and from the remnant restored by
Cyrus that the new Jewish colonists were drawn
by the Seleucid kings. However, since Ptol. Lagoe
transferred 100,000 from Judaea to Egypt (Aristea?
Epist.), there must have been a great surplus of
population in the Holy Land itself at the begin-
ning of the 3rd cent. B.C. Philo {de Leg at. ii. 587)
has preserved a letter of Herod Agrippa to Caligula,
testifying to the extent of the Greek diaspora in
the year A.D. 38. ' Jerusalem,' wrote Agrippa, * is
the capital city, not of a single country, but of
most, because of its colonies in Egypt, Phoenicia,
Syria in general, and Hollow Syria, as also in
Pamphylia, Cilicia, most districts of Asia (Minor),
as far as Bithynia and the extreme parts of
Pontus.' In the same way, he continues, Europe
was full of Jews : Thessaly, Bceotia, Macedonia,
iEtolia, Attica, Argos, Corinth, the best and
larger part of Peloponnese. And not the main-
land only. For Euboea, Cyprus, Crete, and the
islands generally, were full of Jews.

Many of these Jewish colonists adopted Gr.
speech, habits, and culture. They wrote and
thought in Greek. They read the Gr. poets and
orators; admired and were spectators of Gr. plays;
joined Gr. philosophic sects, Pythagorsean, Peri-
patetic, Stoic or Epicurean. On the other hand, dis-
tinctively Jewish sects, like that of the Alexandrian
Therapeutse, ramified, according to Philo (ii. 474),
in many parts of the inhabited world, esp. in
Greece. Of the interpenetration of the Jewish by
the Hellenic genius which resulted, we have left in
religious literature three great monuments, the
LXX, the NT, and the works of Philo ; not to
mention numerous extra-canonical apocrypha, some
originally written in Aram, or Heb., but mostly
surviving in a Gr. form alone. Foremost among
the latter in religious interest are the surviving
fragments of Enoch and the Jewish Sibylline poems.

The copious works of Philo have probably sur-
vived by mere accident; but that they are a mere
remnant of a larger Jewish-Gr. literature is evident
from the anonymous references to other writers
with which his pages abound. Christian writers,
especially Eusebius, have preserved the names of,
as well as extracts from, several Hellenistic writers
of early date: e.g. of a Philo who wrote an epic
on Jems., of a poet Theodotus, and of Ezekiel who
wrote a drama about Moses. Among the philoso-
phic writers Aristobulus is remarkable as the first
to use, so far as we know, the allegorical method
of expounding the Mosaic law, about B.C. 170-150.

These writers were Alexandrine, but there are
many more Gr. authors who were probably Pal.
Jews or even Samaritans. Among these, Alex.
Polyhistor (B.C. 80-40) has preserved to us in his
works, as cited by Eusebius, fragments of the
chronicler Demetrius (B.C. 222-205), of Eupolemus
(B.C. 158-157), and Artapanus, Aristeas, and Cleo-
demus, all four Jewish historians. Jason of
Cyrene (c. B.C. 160) wrote a history of the Macca-
baean wars, of which 2 Mac is an abridgment made
before Philo's age. The Wisdom of Sol. was prob-
ably written in Alexandria before Philo's day.
Numenius and Longinus, in the 2nd and 3rd cents,
A.D., wrote to some extent under Jewish influence,
but were not Jews.
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It is of peculiar interest to know how far Hellen-
ism had, in the 300 years preceding Jesus of
Nazareth, invaded Judsea itself. The circumstance
that the strictly Jewish territory of Judsea,
Galilee, and Peraea was wedged in between large
and affluent Gr. cities on the E. and W., would in
itself suggest considerable inroads of Hellenism.
Nor must it be forgotten that at least at every pass-
over thousands of Gr. -speaking Jews were present
in Jerus., and that many of them were domiciled
there, as is clear from their having synagogues.

In Ac 29 we read that on the day of Pentecost
there were present in Jerus. Jews not merely from
Parthia, Media, Elam, and Mesopotamia, but from
Cappadocia, Pontus, Asia, Phrygia, Pamphylia,
Egypt, Libya about Cyrene; also sojourners from
Rome, Cretans, and Arabians. Not all of these
would speak Gr., but many the vernaculars of their
districts. But the enumeration shows how poly-
glot a multitude was to be met with in Jerus,. on any
feast day. There is no reason to doubt the tradi-
tion that the bilingual Jewish doctors who, per-
haps, by order of Ptolemy Philadelphus, translated
the Law and the Prophets some time early in the
3rd cent. B.C., were sent from Jerus. itself by the
high priest Eleasar. For the Jews of Jerus. made,
as early as B.C. 300, alliance with Sparta, which
was renewed a century and a half later (1 Mac
127.8.i9-22) cf# i4i8ff.)# They also made treaties
with Gr. cities in Asia; and under the Seleucids,
prior to the Maccab. revolt, rapid strides had been
made towards their Hellenization. Nor was this
revolt directed against the Gr. language, philoso-
phy, and architecture; but was rather excited by
the despotic attempt of Antiochus to enforce idol-
atry. Still it is probable that the success of the
revolt was a check to Hellenizing influences, and
stimulated the use, not, indeed, of Hebrew, which
was already a dead language, and unintelligible to
the masses, but of the local Aramaic. If the re-
turned Jews of an earlier generation had not been
so gratuitously intolerant of their old Samaritan co-
religionists, there would have been a more compact
mass of Sem. -speaking people to oppose the inroads
of Gr. language and habits. As it was, the very
metropolis of Galilee was a Gr. city.

Whatever reaction against Hellenism the Maccab.
uprising may have called into being, it is yet cer-
tain that Judaea contained during the 1st cent.
B.C. a powerful minority of Gr. Jew». The rulers,
even of the patriotic Hasmonaean house, bore Gr.
names, and the entire influence of the Idumaean
usurpers, Herod and Archelaus, who succeeded,
was cast on the side of Hellenism. The temple of
Herod was a Gr. building; so were all the other
monuments and tombs of that epoch. There was
a Gr. circus and hippodrome in Jerus., and Herod
was surrounded by Gr. philosophers and writers.

The NT itself bears witness to the strength of
the Gr. element in the very cradle of the new
religion. Of the apostolic writings there is not a
single one—with the dubious exception of the Heb.
Matthew—which was not from the first written in
Gr.; and the Gr. style of Paul, of Peter, of Jude,
of James, and of the authors of the two Gospels
which claim apost. authorship, is not the style of
writers who were tyros or late learners, but of men
who had read and spoken Greek from childhood.
They were certainly bilingual Jews ; and if it is
probable that Jesus habitually taught in Aram.,
it is not less probable that He, like most of His
disciples, knew Greek. Philip, who certainly
spoke Gr. (Jn 1221, Ac 835), besides having a Gr.
name, came from Bethsaida Julias, a grecized
town; whence also came another apostle with a
Gr. name, Andrew, and Peter himself (Jn I44).
We hear of believing Greeks (not Gr. Jews) in the
entourage of Jesus (Jn 1221); and the cry of anguish,

Eli, Eli, lama sabachthani, could only have been
misunderstood by a Gr.-speaking crowd. How
strong was the Hellenistic party in the Church
from the first, is clear from the fact that it was
their grievances which led to the appointment of
the seven, all of whom bore Gr. names, while one,
at least, was a proselyte of Antioch (Ac 65). The
mention of the widows of the Hellenists proves
that this party in the earliest Church was com-
posed of settled residents in Jerus., and not of
mere birds of passage, like the Libyan, Cyrenian,
Alexandrine, Cilician, and Asiatic Jews mentioned
in the same context. Stephen, who argued with
all these, and was also one of the new deacons,
must have talked Greek to them ; and his speech,
which is full of LXX citations, was no doubt
delivered in Greek. Later on, in Ac 2140, St.
Paul, indeed, addresses the mob in Jerus. in the
Heb. dialect, that is, in Aramaic. But that is far
from warranting Schurer's inference {HJP II. i.
48), that this mob knew no Greek. For the context
(Ac 222) proves that St. Paul did so only to con-
ciliate them, and therefore as an exception. It
is clear that they did not expect it, and were
surprised to hear him whom they had just accused
of introducing a Gr. into the temple, address them
freely in Aramaic. They expected him to speak to
them in the same Gr. tongue in which he had been
conversing with the chief captain. And it is
noticeable that on this occasion, as at Stephen's
martyrdom, it was Gr.-speaking Jews (of Asia,
Ac 2127) who had stirred up ill-feeling against the
followers of the new Messiah.

Many other facts point to the diffusion of a
knowledge of Greek in Judaea. The coins of the
Hasmonsean epoch bore Greek as well as Aram,
legends ; those of the Herodean dynasty and of the
Romans, Greek alone. The Mishna, which repre-
sents the Judaea of that age, is full of Gr. loan-
words, even for the commonest objects of life.*
In the temple the notices warning Gentiles off from
the inner precincts were in Gr. and Latin. It is
probable even that the poor and despised in the cities
of Judsea were more familiar with Gr. than were
the rich Sadducees or the legalistic Pharisees.
Thus Jos. at the end of his work {Ant. xx. xi. 2)
writes as follows: ' With Gr. letters I was care-
ful to acquire an adequate grammatical acquaint-
ance ; though my country's custom was an obstacle
to my talking Gr. accurately. For with us they
do not approve of those who learn thoroughly the
language of many races, because they esteem this
accomplishment as one common, not only to the
inferior class of free men, but to such servants as
care to learn. They allow real wisdom to belong
only to those who clearly understand the law and
can interpret the meaning of the Holy Scripture.'
From the above it is clear that though the Jewish
aristocracy disdained to talk Gr., they did not
equally disdain to read and write i t ; and that a
command of the spoken idiom looked at askance
by Pharisees, scribes, and Sadducees, was yet
diffused among the humbler classes. It was just
of these humbler people, the %am-haarez, who
knew not the law (Jn 749), but who could often
talk Gr., that the teaching of Jesus took hold.
They composed the earliest Church, and were the
lost sheep of the House of Israel.

The crushing reverses which the Jews ex-
perienced at the hands of the Rom. power from
70 till 150 A.D., first in Judaea and later in Cyprus,
Alexandria, Cyrene, and elsewhere, drove the race
in upon itself and soon established a prejudice
against any Jewish books not written in Hebrew.
A little before A.D. 70, when the final agony was
at hand, it was forbidden by the Rabbis to Jewish
fathers to have their sons any more instructed in

* See Schiirer, HJP, as above, § 22.
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Greek,* which proves that till then it had been a com-
mon practice. The writing of divorcement might,
according to the Mishna, be in Greek {Gittin, ix. 8);
and the LXX was recognized by official Judaism
{Megilla, i. 8). In spite of the prejudice aroused
against Gr. by the events of A.D. 70, two or three
new Gr. translations of OT were made for the use
of Gr. Jews in the hundred years which ensued.
But the prejudice continued to grow, and the
cruelties perpetrated upon Jews by the Christians,
so soon as they got the upper hand, must have in-
tensified it. And the result is seen to-day in the
circumstance that of all the voluminous Jewish-
Greek literature which once existed, nothing sur-
vives except what the Christian Church has kept.
No doubt the vigilant censorship of the Cath.
Church is, in part, responsible for this deprivation,
which we of to-day feel so keenly. For the fanati-
cism which destroyed all heretical works so-called
was not likely to spare Jewish books. Still, the pre-
judices of the Jews themselves must be largely to
blame.

The tendencies and characteristics of Greek
Judaism will be further dealt with under the
articles ISRAEL and RELIGION.

It is enough here to point out that the Gr. Jews
were not alien, as is often supposed, from the
Messianic hope. The Jewish Sibylline poems know
of i t ; and Philo, in spite of all his Hel. training,
held it with intense fervour, as is clear to any one
who will read his two tracts de Prcemiis et Poenis
and de Exsecrationibus.

The relations of the Jews to their Gr. fellow-
townsmen were invariably hostile on both sides.
They were constantly ready to massacre each
other. This hatred was due to the fact that in
each city the Jews formed a community apart,
often under archons or ethnarchs, or an assembly
of their own. They could join in no heathen
festivals, nor eat any meats, nor even use oil for
anointing which they had not themselves prepared.
How much the Gentiles resented this Jewish ex-
clusiveness is clear from hints in Juvenal, Tacitus,
and other ancient writers. The Jews, in fact, held
the same position in a pagan community as do the
Mohammedans of India among the Hindoos who
surround them. Add to this that the Gr. Jews
lost no opportunity of making converts among
the pagans, and were especially successful in
winning over the women. These converts were, of
course, obliged to cut themselves adrift from their
old friends and families—a circumstance which
intensified the hatred of the Greeks for a religion
and race at once exclusive and usurping. The pro-
pagandism of the Christians had from the first the
same result. The new religion, like the old,
spread among Gentiles at the expense of family
ties and affections; and on their ruin ultimately
consecrated the principles and edifice of monasti-
cism. In the Jewish sects of Essenes and Thera-
peutse, esp. of the latter, we may trace similar
results arising out of similar conditions within Gr.
Judaism itself. The Rom. Government, however,
always recognized Judaism as the religion of a
race, and therefore as something respectable and
deserving of protection from Gentile assaults.
For Christianity, which was not a national cult,
and for that reason a more rapid solvent of family
and citizen ties, the Government had less solicitude ;
and was less anxious, as a rule, to protect it from
the storms of popular hatred which it everywhere
excited. For further information on such points,
see art. on PROSELYTE ; and on the whole subject of
Greek Judaism, see Schiirer, HJP (esp. II. i. 11-51,
and II. iii. 156-381), before each chapter of which is
given an array of the chief authorities on every
part of the subject. F. C. CONYBEARE.

* Talmud, Sola, ix. 14.

GREEK LANGUAGE.—See LANGUAGE.

GREEK YERSIONS. — See SEPTUAGINT and
VERSIONS.

GREEN.—See COLOURS (vol. i. p. 457a).

GREET, GREETING.—In OT «greet' occurs
only once, 1 S 255 * Go to Nabal, and greet him
in my name' (π^ψ1? ν?ψη iiran^^, lit., as AVm,
«and ask him in my name of peace'). The AV
is from Wye. 1388 (through Bish.); the 1382
ed. has * salute,' which is the word in Cov.
and Dou.; Gen. * aske him in my name how he
doeth.'

In Apocr. the usual Gr. formula of salutation,
χαίρειν, is trd 'greeting' in 1 Es 67, Ad. Est 161,
1 Mac 1220 152·16; and «sendeth' or «send greet-
ing' in 1 Es 89, 1 Mac 1018·25 II 3 2 1336 1420, 2 Mac
Ui6.22.27.84e R V omits <sendeth' or «send.5 In
2 Mac Ι1 0 χαίραν καί vyialvziv is trd « sent (RV send)
greeting, and health.' In Sir 65 we have «a fair-
speaking tongue will increase kind greetings'
(evwpoa-nyopa, RV «courtesies').

As a simple formula of salutation χαίρει occurs
but thrice in NT, Ac 1523 AV «The apostles and
elders and brethren send greeting unto the brethren
which are of the Gentiles,' RV omits «send'; 2326

AV ' Claudias Lysias unto the most excellent
governor Felix sendeth greeting,' RV omits
' sendeth'; Ja I1 AV ' James . . . to the twelve
tribes which are scattered abroad, greeting,' RVm
«wisheth joy.' And in 2 Jn 1 0 · n \eyeiv χαίρειν,
which in AV is trd «bid one God speed,' is in
RV rendered «give one greeting.' But the most
frequent use of 'greet' in AV is as a variation
for 'salute' in the rendering of ασπάζομαι. (Ro
163.5. 6. s. u9 χ Co 1620, 2 Co 1312, Ph 421, Col 414, 1 Th
526, 2 Ti 421, Tit 315, 1 Ρ 514, 2 Jn 13, 3 Jn 14).
Elsewhere, with two exceptions, this verb is trd

' salute'; and there is little doubt that the Re-
visers have done wisely in giving ' salute' also
in the passages where AV has 'greet.' For the
unwary reader is sure to imagine a difference
of Greek and of meaning when he finds, e.g. in
Ph 421 'Salute every saint in Christ Jesus. The
brethren which are with me greet you'; or in
3 Jn 14 ' Our friends salute thee. Greet the friends
by name.'

The two exceptions are (1) Ac 20* ec.<r?r<x.<ra[*tvos Ιξτ,λθε vopivU7v<m
[edd. ίτοοίύίίτθοα] ils TJJV Μοίχώονία,ν, AV ' embraced them and
departed for to go into Macedonia,' RV * took leave of them and
departed,^ Ramsay ' bade them farewell'; (2) He 1113 ά,λλχ,
πόρρωθιν α,υτα,ζ ihovTK, xoct truffQivriS [edd. omit x. jr.], xce.) cctrvroccra.·
μ,ίνοι; AV * but having seen them [the promises] afar off, and
were persuaded of them, and embraced them'; RV ' but having
seen them and greeted them from afar,' which Schaff {Com-
panion to Gr. Test, and Eng. Version, 1883, p. 454) quotes in
his ' Select List of Improved Readings.'

In like manner the subst. ασπασμός is trd «greet-
ing' in Mt 237, Lk 11432O46, and elsewhere (Mk 123*,
Lk I 2 9 · 4 1 · 4 4, 1 Co 1621, Col 418, 2 Th 317)' salutation.'
RV gives ' salutation' everywhere.

J. HASTINGS.
GREYHOUND (Ώ:Ι$Ώ τητ zarzir mothnayim, Pr

3031).—These Heb. words signify ' one girt in the
loins' (AV and RV «greyhound,' AVm «horse,'
RVm ' war-horse'). Some have supposed that the
intention is to describe a wrestler, owing to his
commanding figure. The LXX has « a cock walk-
ing proudly among the hens' (see Oxf. Heb.
Lex. s.v.). G. E. POST.

GRIEF.—Grief comes from Lat. gravis, heavy,
sad, through Fr. grief or gref. And although it
is now used to denote mental anguish only, it
formerly covered bodily pain as well. In its use
(as in some of the Heb. or Gr. words of which it is
the trn in AV) the distinction between bodily and
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mental pain is not very sharp. Still, its application
may be expressed as follows :—

1. Bodily pain or disease. (1) Heb. 3N;p ke'Sb,
Job 213 ' they saw that his grief was very great'
(RVm 'his pain'); so 165·6. (2) n t o mak'ob,

Ch 29 * h h l l k hi
( p); () ,
2 Ch 629 * when every one shall know his own sore
and his own grief (RV 'sorrow,' Oxf. Heb. Lex.
' pain'—clearly the meaning here); Ps 6926 ' they
talk to the grief of those whom thou hast wounded'
(RV 'they tell of the sorrow'; RVm 'pain'—so
Perowne, Del., Cheyne, de Witt, and others; LXX
τό dXyos). (3) nhn hdldh, to be sick, used in the
Niph. ptcp. as an adj. (qualifying nan 'wound'),
and trd in EV ' grievous,' Jer 10191417 3012, Nah 319,
but as a subst. in Is 1711 and trd 'grief.' The
Hiphil of the same vb. is trd in Is 5310 'Yet it
pleased the Lord to bruise him; he hath put him
to grief (RVm 'made him sick,' i.e. by bruising
him so sorely [see Dillm. in loc], LXX καθαρίσαι
αυτόν τή$ πληΎψ, Vulg. ' conterere eum in infirmi-
tate,' Orelli ' to crush him by heavy sickness').
(4) "bn holt, Is 533·4 (RVm 'sickness'); Jer 67 (RV
' sickness'; the parallel is nso ' wound'), 10:i9 (RVm
'sickness'). (5) οδύνη, Sus1 0 'And albeit they
were both wounded with her love, yet durst not
one show another his grief.' This meaning of
'grief is clearly seen in Shaks. I Henry IV. V. i.
134—' Can honour set to a leg ? No. Or a,n arm ?
No. Or take away the grief of a wound? No.
Honour hath no skill in surgery then ?' ; or in
Parkinson, Theatre of Plants (1640), p. 1489—'The
oyle which is made of the berries [of the bay] is
very comfortable in all cold griefes of the joynts.'

2. Mental affliction. (1) nr ydgdh, in Hiph. to
cause sorrow, La 332, and the subst. pr ydgon,
sorrow, Ps 3110, Jer 453 (RV 'sorrow' in both
places). (2) Dy? kaas, vexation, 1 S I16, Ps 67 319,
Pr 1725, Ec I1 8 223; and its dialectic variety by?
kaas, Job 62. (3) λυπεω, to cause grief, 2 Co 25 ' If
any have caused grief, he hath not grieved me'
(RV 'have caused sorrow'); and the subst. λύπη,
Wis 89 II 1 2, Sir 372, 1 Mac 68·9·1 3. (4) άκηδία, Sir
295 'But when he should repay, he will prolong
the time, and return words of grief' (Xoyovs άκηδίατ,
RV 'words of heaviness,' so the word is trd by EV
in its two remaining occurrences in LXX, Ps 11928,
Is 613). (5) Once the vb. στενάζω, to groan, He 1317

' they watch for your souls, as they that must give
account, that they may do it with joy, and not
with grief (/cat μη arevafovres, RVm 'and not with
groaning,' Vaughan ' with lamentations over lost
souls'). Shaks. uses the word in both the fore-
going senses in one line, // Henry IV. I. i. 144—

* Even so my limbs,
Weakened with grief, being now enrag'd with grief,
Are thrice themselves. Hence, therefore, thou nice crutch ! '

3. In one of the passages referred to above,
Pr 1723, the word has evidently an active mean-
ing, though the Hebrew is DJ?3 kaas, which ex-
presses usually the feeling of vexation: Ά foolish
son is a grief to his father.' This meaning is seen
also in Gn 2635 ' Which were a grief of mind unto
Isaac and to Rebekah' (nn nib, RVm ' bitterness of
spirit'); 1 S 2531 ' And it shall come to pass . . .
that this shall be no grief unto thee, nor offence of
heart unto my lord, . . . that thou hast shed blood
causeless' {n&sf?, RVm 'cause of staggering';
LXX βδελυγμό? [possibly, says Driver, a corruption
of the unusual λυγμοί, the word in Aq. and Symm.]
καΐ σκάνδαλον; Vulg. ' in singultum et scrupulum
cordis'; Dou. 'an occasion of sobbing to thee, and
a scruple of heart to my lord'); Jon 46 ' And the
Lord God prepared a gourd, and made it to come
up over Jonah, that it might be a shadow over his
head, to deliver him from his grief (irunp, RV
' from his evil case'); Sir 266 ' But a grief of heart
and sorrow is a woman that is jealous over another
woman' (d\yos); 1 Ρ 219 ' For this is thankworthy,

if a man for conscience toward God endure grief,
suffering wrongfully' (\ύπα$, RV ' griefs'; Vulg.
' tristitias,' hence Wye. ' sorews or hevynesses,' and
Rhem. ' sorowes.' But the meaning is clearly
'things that cause sorrow,' 'grievances,' and no
doubt this was Tindale's meaning in introducing
'grief,' followed by all the rest of the versions).
For 'grief was frequently used in the sense of
' grievance,' as Shaks. Pericles, I. ii. 66—

' Bear with patience
Such griefs as you yourself do lajr upon yourself.'

Grievance occurs but once, Hab I 3 'Why dost
thou show me iniquity, and cause me to behold
grievance ?' (VDJ;, RV ' perverseness' as the word is
tr(i by AV in Nu 2321). The Heb. is a common
word for ' toil,' but also has the double sense of
misery and mischief—see Davidson, in loc. Wyclif's
word is 'traveile' after Vulg. 'laborem,' Dou.
' labour'; other VSS ' sorrow.' ' Grievance' seems
to be original to AV, and it is used in the sense of
affliction, grief, as Shaks. Two Gent, of Verona, IV.
iii. 37—

' Madam, I pity much your grievances.'
GrieYe. The verb to grieve, now almost entirely

in trans., is so in AV only once, Jer 53 'thou hast
stricken them, but they have not grieved' (ί"?ΓΓκή,
either from S?n to writhe in pain, or [with most
edd.] from nbn to be sick [wrongly accented]; RV
'they were not grieved'). The trans, vb. occurs
often, and with the following meanings :—

1. To make sorry, Dt 1510 ' Thine heart shall not
be grieved when thou givest unto him;' (jrr, lit. ' be
evil,' that is ' sad,' the opposite of the ' good' [DID]
or 'cheerful heart' of Jg 196·9 etc. So 1 S I8, Neh
210 138); 1 S 233 'and to grieve thine heart' {ιπφ},
prob. a corrupt reading for π'ΐπ^, from an to pine
away—Driver); 1511 ' And it grieved Samuel'
(SiODf1? irj»i, which must mean 'was wroth,' as RV.
But LXX [ήθύμησβ, 'was despondent'] must have
read TD*.I. Weir suggests ix;i, which is accepted by
Driver. Vulg. gives 'conturbatus est,' Wye. 'was
sory,' Dou. 'was strooken sadde,' Gen. 'was
moved': but Cov. ' Therefore was Samuel angrye,'
which Rog. changed to 'was evell apayd' [ = was
ill content], and he was followed by the Bishops);
Job 3025 ' was not my soul grieved for the poor ?'
(nD3j;); Ps 7321 ' Thus my heart was grieved, and I
was pricked in my reins' (n?njr; RVm 'was in a
ferment,' a change for which, says Cheyne {Expos.
3rd ser. vi. 44], we may be thankful, adding,' Fancy
a sufferer, of the school of the author of Job, saying
that "his heart was grieved"'; he also refers to
Segond's bold and happy rendering, ' Lorsque mon
cceur s'aigrissait, et que je me sentais perce dans
les entrailles.' Oxf. Heb. Lex. tr. 'my heart was
soured or embittered'); Is 546 ' as a woman for-
saken and grieved in spirit' (nn na ĵn. nzmj; ; Cheyne,
' as an outcast and downcast woman3; La 3 3 3 ' For he
doth not afflict willingly nor grieve the children of
men' (nail); Dn 715 ' I Daniel was grieved in my spirit
in the midst of my body' OnnnrmiN); 2 Es 108' see-
ing we all mourn and are sad . . . art thou grieved
for one son ?' (' tu autem contristaris in uno filio');
Mk 35 'being grieved for the hardness of their
hearts' {συνλνπούμενοϊ, the prep., says Gould, prob-
ably denoting the sympathetic character of the
grief; He was grieved because they hurt them-
selves).

2. To be heavy on, weary, harass : Gn 4923 ' The
archers have sorely grieved him, and shot at him'
Ο-τη?:); Dillm. ' became bitter against him' [lit.
' treated him bitterly']; Spurrell, ' harassed him';
Job 42 'If we assay to commune with thee, wilt
thou be grieved ?' (nx̂ n, lit. ' wilt thou be wearied ?')
So Pr 2615 ' The slotnful man hideth his hand in his
bosom; it grieveth him to bring it again to his
mouth' (AVm ' he is weary'); Ps 7840 ' How oft did
they . . . grieve him in the desert' O.W¥£!); 1121·
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' The wicked shall see it and be grieved' (DJ$I, Oxf.
Lex. 'be vexed or indignant,' as in Neh 333, Ec
516); Ac 42 1618 (both διαπονέω). For this meaning
of * grieve' cf. 2 S 3s4 Wye. * Thin hondis ben not
boundun, and thi feet ben not greved with fettris';
Is 713 Cov. * Is it not ynough for you, that ye be
grevous unto men, but ye must greve my God
also ?'; and Child, Ballads, iv. 150—

' Yet in suche fere yf that ye were,
Amonge enemys day and nyght;

I wolde withstonde, with bowe in hande,
To greeve them as I myght.'

3. To cause loathing, to disgust: Ex I1 2 * They
were grieved because of the children of Israel'
(imp;, RVm ' abhorred'); Ps 9510 ' Forty years long
was I grieved with this generation' (tnp$; LXX
προσώχθισα; Vulg. * offensus fui,' Wye. offended
I was'; Del. * had I a loathing a t ' ; Kay ' loathed '
or Rejected with abhorrence'). The same vb. (in
Hithp.) is trd 'grieve3 in Ps 119158 13921, where
RVm gives < loathe'; He 310·17 (quotn of Ps 9510,
and the only occurrences in NT of προσοχθίζω,
which is the trn in LXX of ^a to loathe, Mp to
spue out, ρρ to be disgusted with, etc.: see Thayer,
s.v.). Cf. Ex 1718 Tind. 'And the fishe that is
in the river shall dye, and the river shall stinke ;
so that it shall greve the Egyptians to drinke of
the water of the ryver.'

4. To give pain, to hurt : Est 44 ' Then was the
queen exceedingly grieved' (̂ n̂ nrjjjn, Oxf. Heb. Lex.
' and she writhed [in anxiety]'); Is 5710, Am 66

(both nbn to be sick, one in Piel ' to become sick,'
other in Niph. ' to be made sick'); Ro 1415 ' If thy
brother be grieved with thy meat' (λυπβϊται). This
meaning, being always fig. in AV, is scarcely dis-
tinguishable from (2) above, but it was once quite
distinct, and is used literally by Spenser, FQ I.
viii. 17—

* Thereat he rored for exceeding paine,
That to have heard great horror would have bred;
And scourging th' emptie ayre with his long trayne,
Through great impatience of his grieved head.'

Grievous follows grieve pretty closely in mean-

ous unto him' ; Ph 31 ' To write the same things
unto you, to me, indeed, is not grievous'; 1 Jn 53

' His commandments are not grievous.' Cf. Ex
1818 Tind. ' The thinge is too grevous for the, and
thou art not able to do it thi selfe alone.' 2.
Distressing, irritating, Ex 824 'a grievous swarm
of flies'; Ps 105 ( His ways are always grievous ' ;
Pr 151 ' grievous words stir up anger ' ; 1510 ' Cor-
rection is grievous unto him that forsaketh the
way' ; Ac 2029 ' after my departing shall grievous
woives enter in among you.' So Is 194 Cov. * I
wil delyver Egipte also in to the hondes of griev-
ous rulers, and a cruel king shal have the rule of
them.' 3. Threatening, alarming: Ps 3118 ' Let
the lying lips be put to silence which speak griev-
ous things.' Cf. Elyot, The Governour, ii. 150,
• At these wordes all they that were present began
to murmure, and to cast a disdaynous and grevous
loke upon Gysippus'; and Bunyan, Ρ Ρ (Clar.
Press ed. p. 105), * So when he arose, he getteth
him a grievous Crab-tree Cudgel, and goes down
into the Dungeon to them.' 4. Heinous, severe:
Gn 18'20 * their sin is very grievous'; Jer 164 ' They
shall die of grievous deaths.' So Shaks. Jul. Cces.
III. ii. 84—

' If it were so, it was a grievous fault,
And grievously hath Caesar answered it.'

5. Sorrowful: Gn 5011 ' This is a grievous mourn-
ing to the Egyptians.' Cf. Hakluyt, Voyages,
i. 159, ' The grievous complaynts of our liege sub-
jects concerning traffique.'

Grievously is either severely, Is 91, Jer 2319, Wis

1916, 2 Mac 928, Mt 86 1522; heinously, La I8· »
Ezk 143; or painfully, 2 Mac 739 1428. Cf.
Taverner's Bible, 3 Mac 4 Heading < χ^ β people had
pyty to se them so grevouslye handled'; Udal,
Erasmus' Paraphrase on Mk 5 * The common sort
are wont to take the deathe of yong folkes much
grievouslyer then of old.'

Grieyousness occurs but twice, Is 101 * Woe unto
them that decree unrighteous decrees, and that
write grievousness which they have prescribed'
(̂ ?J>, i.e. burdensomeness, oppression; RV ' per-
verseness' as the same wTord is trd by EV in Nu
2321. In Hab I3 it is * grievance' in AV [as above]);
Is 2115 ' They fled . . . from the grievousness of
Avar' (ΠΕΓΟΟ ins \Ϊ$Ώ, lit. ' from the face of the weight
of war,' vulg. ' a facie gravis prcolii,' Wye. ' fro the
face of the grevous bataile'). Udal uses the word
in the sense of heinousness (Erasmus* Paraphrase
on Mk 5), ' Consider not the multitude and griev-
ousnes of thyne offences; onelye regarde that
Jesus is he that came to save all men, and is
able to doe all thinges with a beck.'

J. HASTINGS.
GRINDER.—The * grinders' of Ec 123 are the

grinding women at the mill (see MILL). But in
the margin of Job 2917 the * grinders' are the
molar teeth. Cf. Holland, Pliny, xi. 37, 'The
great grinders which stand beyond the eye-teeth,
in no creature whatsoever do fall out of them-
selves,' and Fuller, Worthies (Ches-shire), ' How
necessary these are for man's sustenance, is proved
by the painfull experience of such aged persons,
who wanting their molare teeth, must make use
of their gums for grinders.'

GRISLED (modern 'grizzled') is the tru of [τι?]
bdrod, ' spotted ' (perhaps as with TJ? * hail') in
Gn 3110·111 of rams, and in Zee 6 3 · 6 of horses.
Shaks. uses both spellings, Pericles, iii., Gower—

1 The grisled north
Disgorges such a tempest forth.'

Hamlet, I. ii. 240—
' Ham. His beard was grizzled ? No ?

HOT. It was, as I have seen it in his life,
A sable silvered.'

The word means ' grey,' and in middle Eng. a
' grisel' was a grey-haired man, as Gower, Conf
A mantis, iii. 356, ' That olde grisel is no fole.'
It has no connexion with grisly = hideous. See
COLOURS.

GROSS is used in AV of darkness (Is 602, Jer
1316), and of man's heart (Mt 1315, Ac 2827). In the
first case ' gross darkness' is trn of Van;/, which is
trd simply ' darkness' everywhere except in those
two places and in Job 2213 (AV * dark cloud,' RV
< thick darkness '), Dt 522 (EV ' thick darkness '),
Ezk 3412 ("y DV EV ' dark day,' RVm * day of thick
darkness'). The meaning of * gross ' is thus simply
' thick,' * impenetrable.' In the second case * make
gross' is trn of παχύνω, which means lit. * make
thick or fat,' and fig. t make stupid,' and occurs in
NT only in those two places, where it is an exact
quotation from LXX of Is 610 (EV * Make the
heart of this people fat'). Gross has thus the
metaphorical sense of dull, stupid, crass.

Gross means properly 'large,' 'bulky,' as Shaks. Lear. IT.
vi. 1 4 -

' The crows and choughs that wing the midway air
Show scarce so gross as beetles.'

Then it expresses that which is big and plain, as Tindale,
Works, i. 97, ' Scripture speaketh after the most gross manner *;
and Udal, Erasmus' Paraphrase on U n 1 (fol. 271), ' In dede
the unbelief of mans heart required, that the trueth should be
credited by grosse outward experimentes.' And, yet more
figuratively, it was used to express density of mind, as Knox,
Hist. 424, ' The Earle of Athole, who was thought to be a man
of grosse judgement' In NT it expresses more than mental
dulness, which involves moral culpability only as it is the
result of wilful rejection of light. J . HASTINGS.
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GROUND (πρίΝ, ρ,χ, yri) is used in AV indiffer-
ently with ' earth 'as the tr. of the Heb. andGr. words
enumerated under EARTH. In RV, on the con-
trary, there appears to be an attempt (although it
has not been carried out with uniformity) to retain
'ground' as the tr. of «97»?» and ' earth' as that of π χ ·
The following examples'df the word deserve notice—

1. In older English 'ground' was used where
we should now prefer either ' earth' or ' land,' as
Jer 275 ' I have made the earth, the man and the
beast that are upon the ground' (p«n \45"Vy, RV
'upon the face of the earth'); Ezk 1913 ' in a dry
and thirsty ground' (px, RV ' land'). Cf. Is 538

Cov. ' Whose generacion yet no man maye nombre,
when he shalbe cut of from the grounde of the
lyvinge.' 2. In Sir 186 ' ground' is used figur-
atively for the bottom of a thing, 'As for the
wondrous works of the Lord, there may nothing
be taken from them, neither may anything be put
to them, neither can the ground of them be found
out.' This is Coverdale's trn, and it has been
adopted by all the VSS after him, except the
Douay, though the Gr. is merely ούκ ϊστιν έξιχ-
νιάσαι. The Vulg. has simply 'nee est invenire,'
whence Wye. 'nethir it is to fynde,' and Dou.
' neither is it possible to finde.' RV gives ' Neither
is it possible to track them out.' Ground is used
in the Preface to AV 1611, with the same mean-
ing, ' Therefore let no mans eye be evill, because
his Maiesties is good . . . but let us rather blesse
God from the ground of our heart, for working
this religious care in him, to have the translations
of the Bible maturely considered of and examined.'
3. In 1 Ti 315 ' ground' means basis or ' founda-
tion,' ' the church of the living God, the pillar and
ground of the truth ' ; Gr. έδραίωμα, AVm and
RVm * stay.' This is the only occurrence of the
word in classical or biblical Greek. The Vulg.
renders by ' firmamentum,' whence Wye. ' sad-
nesse' [ = strength], all other VSS having ' ground.'
So in Preface to AV, 1611, 'The Edition of the
Seventy . . . was used by the Greek Fathers for
the ground and Foundation of their Commen-
taries.' Cf. T. Fuller, Holy Warre, iii. 2, p. 112,
'But well did one in the Council of Trent give
these titular Bishops the title of figmenta humana,
mans devices ; because they have as little ground
in Gods word and the ancient Canons for their
making, as ground in Palestine for their main-
tenance.' The same meaning is expressed by the
verb ' to ground,' which is found in AV as a ptcp.
only, Is 3032 ' And in every place where the
grounded staff shall pass, which the LORD shall
lay upon him, it shall be with tabrets and harps'
(ηιφΏ ntsa nsyD Va .rm, AVm ' every passing of the
rod founded *; RV ' every stroke of the appointed
staff,' RVm ' every passing of the staff of doom ' * ) ;
Eph 317 ' being rooted and grounded in love'; Col
ja (if y e continue in the faith grounded and
settled' (both τεθεμβλιωμένοή. Cf. Mt 725 II Lk 648,
Tind. ' the wyndes blewe and bet upon that same
housse, and it fell not, because it was grounded on
the rocke.' In Ex 918 Tind. uses the word in the
slightly different sense of established, ' Tomorow
this tyme I will send doune a mightie great hayle;
even soch one as was not in Egipte sence it was
grounded.' J. HASTINGS.

* The passage is difficult. Most of the Eng. VSS, like the
LXX, paraphrase rather than translate. The rendering of AV,
which is nearly that of Vulg. (' Et erit transitus virgse fun-
datus') is barely intelligible, even after it is improved by Kay,
' And every passing of the staff of sure foundation.' An easy
emendation of the Heb. is 1WD 1330 ' rod of correction,' of Pr
2215, but Skinner thinks it too easy to be worth much, besides
that it only replaces one singular expression by another.
Modern edd. as a rule prefer something like RVm. Thus Del.
* every stroke of the rod of destiny'; Plumptre, ' wherever
shall pass the destined r o d ' ; Cheyne, * whenever the destined
staff passeth over,' referring to Hab 1*2 · ο Jehovah, thou hast
appointed them [same verb] for judgment.'

GROYE.—1. .TJPIJ, ίττ̂ ίξ 'asMrah, &\<ros, lucus.
Wherever the word grove occurs as the trn of
* asherah it should be transliterated as in RV. See
ASHERAH.

2. hyx 'Sshel, &povpa. Abraham is said to have
planted a ' grove' (AV Gn 2133 marg.' tree'). Saul
abode ' under a tree' (AV 1 S 226 marg. ' grove in
a high place'). The bodies of Saul and his sons
were buried 'under a tree' (1 S 3113 AV). In all
these passages RV correctly renders }Sshel, which
is the same as the Arab. 'athl, by 'tamarisk tree.'
See TAMARISK. G. E. POST.

GRUDGE.—Skeat (Etymol. Diet.2 s.v.) derives
' grudge' originally from the imitative sound kru
or gru, seen in Gr. ypv, the grunt of a pig; ' grunt'
and 'growl* coming from the same root. Hence
its primary meaning is to express audible dis-
content, murmur, as Paston Letters, 138, Ί here
a gruggyng.' In this sense ' grudge' is of frequent
occurrence in the earlier versions. Thus Lk 152

Wye. (1380), ' And Farisees and Scribis grucchiden,
seyinge, For this man receyveth synful men, and
etith with hem' (Tind. and all others ' murmured');
197 Wye. (1380), ' And whanne alle men sayen, thei
grucchiden, seyinge, For he hadde turned to a
synful man* (Tind. 'And when they sawe that,
they all groudged'; Rhem. ' they murmured,' and
so AV); Ac 61 Wye. (1388), 'the Grekis grutchiden
[1380, ' grucchinge'] agens the Ebrews' (Tind.
' ther arose a grudge amonge the Grekes agaynste
the Ebrues,' Rhem. and AV ' a murmuring'); 1 Co
1010 Wye. (1380), ' Neither grucche [1388, 'grutche']
ye, as summe of hem grucchiden[1388, 'grutchiden'],
and thei perisheden of a wastour, or destrier' (Tind.
' Nether murmur ye as some of them murmured,
and were destroyed of the destroyer'); Mk 145

Tind. 'And they grudged agaynste hir' (Wye.
[both VSS] ' thei groyneded in to hir ' ; Rhem. and
AV ' they murmured against her'); Ps 21 Pr. Bk.
' Why do the heathen grudge together ?' (changed
in 1662 into ' so furiously rage together'). About
1611, says Trench (On AV of NT, p. 48), ' t o
grudge' was ceasing to have the sense of ' murmur
openly,' and was already signifying ' to repine
inwardly'; and a ' grudge' was no longer an open
utterance of discontent and displeasure at the
dealings of another, but a secret resentment there-
upon entertained. Accordingly ' grudge' of the
earlier VSS was sometimes displaced in AV by
' murmur' (a change, however, which had in every
such case except Nu 175 been made already by
Dou. -Rhem.); but it was retained in a few places,
—'by an oversight,' says Trench. These places
are : Ps 5915 ' Let them [' the pack of hounds with
which Saul is hunting David'—Del.] wander up
and down for meat, and grudge if they be not
satisfied' Orf?;i; AVm ' If they be not satisfied
then will they stay all night,' so RV * and tarry
all night if they be not satisfied') ;* Wis 1227 ' For
look for what things they grudged, when they
were punished' (^ανακτούν, Vulg. 'indignabantur,'
RV ' whereat they were indignant'); Sir 1025' And
he that hath knowledge will not grudge when he
is reformed' (ού yoyyvaei; Vulg. ' non murmurabit,'
RV ' will not murmur thereat'); Ja 59 ' Grudge
not one against another, brethren, lest ye be con-
demned ' (μή στενά^τε, Vulg. ' Nolite ingemiscere,'
RV ' murmur not ')·

* AVm and RV give the only possible trn of the Mass, text,
and they are in agreement with most mod. edd. (Del., Per.,
de Witt, Kirkp. etc.), as well as with the Gen. version 'and
surely they shal not be satisfied, thogh thei tarie all night.'
The AV is the rendering of W^l or uVl, and is after LXX
(γογγύσ-ovtriv), Aq., Vulg. (' murmurabunt'), Jer., Wye. 'thei
shal grucche' (1388, * grutche'), Luth., Cov. (' grudge/ so Rog.,
Cran., Bish.), Dou. ( 'murmur'); and it is preferred by Burgess
and Cheyne. Wellh. (PB) gives * They shall be sated, forsooth,
and be quieted.'
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This meaning of the word may be illustrated by Elyot, The
Governour, ii. 183, ' Semblably there be some that by dissimula-
tion can ostent or shewe a highe gravitie, mixte with a sturdy
entretaynement and facion, exilinge them selves from all
pleasure and recreation, frowninge and grutchinge at every
thinge wherein is any myrthe or solace, all though it be
honeste'; so Sir John Maundevile, Voiage, p. 69 (ed. 1727),
'Thanne passe men be the welle that Moyses made with his
honde in the Desertes, whan the people grucched, for thei
found no thinge to drynke.'

In the same sense the subst. ' grudging' has been
retained in AV in 1 P 4 9 ' Use hospitality one to
another without grudging' (TR &vev γογγυσ/χώ ,̂
edd. yoy'/νσμοΰ, R v ' without murmuring'). Cf. Ex
167 Wye. * I have herd forsothe youre grucchynge
agens the Lord; what forsoth ben we, that ye
grucchen agens us?' (Tind. * because he hath herde
youre grudgynges agaynst the Lorde : for what
are we that ye should murmure against us?');
Nu 17s Tind. ' So I wyll make cease from me the
grudgynges of the children of Israel which they
grudge agenst you.' So Sir T. Elyot, The Gover-
nour, ii. 150, ' Leave youre grudgynges and
menasinge countenaunce towarde Gysippus'; and
Chaucer, Persones Tale, 499, * After bakbyting
cometh grucching or murmuracion ; and somtyme
it springeth of impacience agayns God, and som-
tyme agayns man.

The modern meaning of the word is found twice
in AV, in the phrase 'bear a grudge against,' and
in the adv. * grudgingly': Lv 1918 ' Thou shalt not
avenge, nor bear any grudge against the children
of thy people'; 2 Co 97 * Every man according as he
purposeth in his heart, so let him give ; not grudg-
ingly, or of necessity: for God loveth a cheerful
giver' {έκ λύπης, lit. ' out of sorrow,' as RVm).

J. HASTINGS.
GUARD.—1. The guards of a foreign ruler (king

of Egypt, Gn 3736 al. ; king of Babylon, 2 Κ 258 al.,
Jer 3910 al., Dn 214) are called Ο>Π2ΒΠ hattabbdhim
(Aram. NTtaia tabbdhayyd), 'the slayers.' t h e
singular n^e tab'bdh (1 S 923·24) is translated 'cook,'
but the literal meaning is ' slayer [of animals],' for
in the East the cook has a double duty (' slay and
make ready,' Gn 4316). In RVm (Gn 3736 al.)
tabbdhim is translated ' executioners'; but though
the guards carried out executions, it may be
doubted if this work gave them their name. In
the Apocrypha the guards of a Persian king
(1 Es 34) and of Holofernes (Jth 127) are called oi
σωματοφύλακες.

2. An Israelite king had wxn rdzim, lit. ' runners'
(1 S 2217 RV [also in 217, if we adopt, with Driver,
Gratz's doubtful conjecture wi 'runners,' instead
of MT D'jp ' herdsmen'], 2 Κ II6) who ran before his
chariot (1 Κ I5), and kept watch at his door (1 Κ
1427.28=2 Ch 1210·n). In 1 S 316 they are called his
' men' (his ' house,' lCh 106). David had also foreign
guards, CHERETHITES AND PELETHITES (which
see). At a later time the Carites, n$r\ hakkdri
(2 Κ II 4 RV), were probably foreign guards. On
the other hand, nyp^p mishma'ath, ' guard' (2 S 2323

= 1 Ch II25) probably means 'council' (as 1 S 2214

RV), the body which heard (fr. VW shdma, ' to
hear') the king's affairs (but see Driver, ad loc).
The guard had an armoury or guardroom, D T # «9
td' hdrdzim (1 Κ 1428), perhaps in the house of the
forest of Lebanon (1 Κ 1017). In the fallen state of
Judah after the Return, Nehemiah's guards (if
regular guards they were) are called (not rdzim,
'runners,' for the word suggests 'pomp,' but)
ΊΏψκη *ψιχ 'anshi hammishmdr, ' men of the watch'
(Neh 423i).

3. The well-known Praetorian Guard is men-
tioned in two places of the NT, in Ac 2816 (a pas-
sage absent from WH and from RV text) τφ στρα-
τοΐΓ€δάρχτι (-χφ), ' the captain of the guard' ('of the
praetorian guard,' RVm), and in Ph Ι 1 3 έν Ό'λφ
τφ πραιτωρίφ, 'throughout the whole praetorian
guard,' RV.

5. There is mention in Mt 2765> M (£%ere κουστωδίας,
'ye have a guard,' RV) of the Temple Guard,
which, under a Roman officer, was stationed in
the Tower of Antonia, and had charge of the high-
priestly vestments (Jos. Ant. xv. xi. 4).

5. In Mk β27 σΐΓ€κου\άτωρ (Lat. speculator, ' a
soldier of his guard,' RV) properly means ' a look-
out officer.' Ten such officers were attached to
each legion. They were used for bearing de-
spatches (Suet. Calig. 44), and for executions
(Senec. Be Ira, i. 16). See Wordsworth on Mk 627,
and Benson, Cyprian, p. 505 note.

W. E. BARNES.
GUDGODAH (rn-nan).—A station in the journey-

ings of the Israelites, mentioned only Dt 107,
whence they proceeded to Jotbathah. There can
be little doubt that Hor-haggidgad in the itinerary
of Nu 3333 indicates the same place. The general
considerations which suggest a site for it in or near
the Arabah are given in § iv. of the art. EXODUS,
and the position of Wady Ghudaghid (which runs
into the Wady Jerafeh, see maps of Robinson and
Palmer) is suitable, but the identity of name is
exceedingly doubtful (see Driver on Dt 107). It
should be noted that Gudgodah has the def. art.
in Heb., and that the LXX translates Υαδ-γάδ, as it
does in the case of Horhaggidgad (wh. see).

A. T. CHAPMAN.
GUESS is used intrans. (followed by 'at ' ) in the

sense of ' divine,' ' find out,' Wis 916 ' Hardly do we
guess aright at things that are upon earth' (μόλις
είκάζομβν, Vulg. 'difficile sestimamus,' RV 'divine,'
RVm ' conjecture'); Sir 914 ' As near as thou canst,
guess at thy neighbour, and consult with the wise'
(στόχασαι τους πλησίον; Vulg. ' cave te a proximo
tuo ' ; RV ' guess at thy neighbours'; Edersheim,
' seek to make out,' or ' search out'). Shaks., who
uses the word chiefly transitively, has it in this
sense also, as Ant. and Cleop. in. iii. 29—

' Guess at her years, I pr'ythee';

and Lucrece, 1238—
'Their gentle sex to weep are often willing·;
Grieving themselves to guess at others' smarts/

GUEST occurs three times in EV of OT, and in
every instance it is the trn of a Heb. term (o'iOj?)
which means simply 'called.' A similar term is
used in Arabic. Thus we have the 'guests' at
Adonijah's feast, 1 Κ I 4 1 · 4 9 ; the 'guests' of the
'foolish woman,' Pr 918; the 'guests' whom J"
consecrates to partake of the sacrifice consisting
of Israel, Zeph I7 (see Davidson and Nowack, ad
loc). In NT we read of the 'guests' [άνακείμενοι,
lit. 'those reclining') at the wedding feast. In
Lk 197 RV more exactly substitutes 'gone in to
lodge' for AV 'gone to be guest.' The Gr. is
καταλΰσαί, which occurs in the same sense in Gn
1 9 2 2423-25 ( b o t h ptyf g i r 1425.27 3 6 31 [ E n g . 2 6 ] .

Guest-chamber {κατάλυμα) occurs in Mk 1414,
Lk 2211, and in RV is substituted for 'parlour'
of AV in 1 S 922. The Heb. is n ^ , which here
means 'sacrificial dining-room.' See INN.

The Heb. term (xnp) may suggest a wayfarer who
is hailed and urged to come in, and is suggestive at
once of the infrequency of travel and the simplicity
of the ancient life. It is still the universal custom
for those who are sitting at meat in the open air
to invite any passers-by to join them. Masons
sitting at their mid-day meal by the roadside
invite any passer - by who happens to look at
them. In the house, the master or mistress pass-
ing through the kitchen where the servants are
taking food, will be courteously invited to partake.
Usually such invitations are a mere expression of
courtesy, and it is not expected that they will be
acted upon ; but the custom, now largely arti-
ficial, explains what the reality must have been.
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Job mentions, as an item in his self-defence, that
he did not eat his morsel alone (Job 3117).

In the East, no figure is more invested with
chivalry than the guest. In his own right he
cannot cross the threshold, but, when once he is
invited within, all do him honour and unite in
rendering service (Gn 18. 19, Jg 19; cf. Trumbull,
Oriental Social Life, 73if.). For this relationship
of host and guest, see further under HOSPITALITY.

G. M. MACKIE.
GUILT. —See S I N . GUILT-OFFERING. —See

SACRIFICE.

GUILTY.—The adj. ϊνοχος (= ενεχόμενος, 'held in/
• in the grip of') is trd ' in danger of' in Mt 521·22 ter,
Mk 329 (RV 'guilty o f ) ; and in He 215 'subject
t o ' ; but in its remaining occurrences it is rendered
in AV ' guilty of,' Mt 2666 ' He is guilty of death,'
RV 'worthy of,' RVm 'liable t o ' ; Mk 146^;
1 Co II 2 7 'guilty of the body and blood of the
Lord,' so RV; Ja 210 ' For whosoever shall keep
the whole law, and yet offend in one point, he is
guilty of all,' RV 'is become guilty of all.' The
phrase is quite un-English, and, although it is
found elsewhere, as in the translation of the
First Article of the Judgement of the Synode of
Dort (1619), ' Forasmuchas all men have sinned
in Adam, and are become guiltie of the curse, and
eternall death,' it is used, no doubt, in imitation
of the Eng. versions.* The expression is intro-
duced by Wyclif after the Vulg. ' reus est mortis';
Tind. in Mt 2666, Mk 1464 used 'worthy of,' and
was followed by all the versions, except the Rhem.,
which again trd the Vulg. 'guilty of,' and the
Rhem. trn was accepted by AV; in 1 Co II 2 7, Ja
210 all the VSS have ' guilty of.' J. HASTINGS.

GULF.—Aldis Wright (in Shaks. Macbeth, on
IV. i. 23), following Wedgwood, says that ' gulf' in
the sense of arm of the sea is derived from Fr.
golfe, It. golfo, and connected with Gr. κόλπο*; but
in the sense of whirlpool or swallowing eddy it is
connected with Dutch gulpen, our 'gulp,' to
swallow, and with the old Dutch golpe, a whirl-
pool. There are certainly the two distinct mean-
ings, at any rate. Thus Hakluyt, Voyages, iii.
206, ' among which high and low lands there is a
gulfe or breach in some places about 55 fadome
deepe, and 15 leagues in bredth'; and Shaks.
Henry V. II. iv. 10—

• England his approaches makes as fierce
As waters to the sucking of a gulf.'

In the latter sense the word is used figuratively, as
* Is this T. Fuller's meaning in Profane State, v. 5—' Putting

her [Joan of Arc] to death would render all English men guilty
which should hereafter be taken prisoners by the French' ?

T. Fuller, Holy and Profane State, ii. 16—' Nor do
I honour the memory of Mulcaster for anything so
much, as for his Scholar, that gulf of learning,
Bishop Andrews.' But it is in the former sense
that the word is used in AV. It is found only in
Lk 1626 ' Between us and you there is a great gulf
fixed.' The Gr. is χάσμα, which occurs only here
in NT, and in LXX only 2 S 1817 where it translates
nns the great 'p i t ' (EV) in the forest into which
they cast the body of Absalom. The Gr. χάσμα
gives our word ' chasm,' but that word was scarcely
in use* before 1611, and is not found in any of the
versions. Wye. (after Vulg. ' chaos f magnum')
has ' a greet derke place,' and Rhem. more literally
'a great chaos'; Tind. chose ' a great space,' and
was followed by Cov., Rog., Cran. ; the Gen. intro-
duced ' a great gulfe' (with ' swallowing pi t ' in
the margin), and the Bishops, AV, RV have
accepted that rendering.

The Rabbinical conception of the separation
between the two parts of Hades was a thin wall,
a mere hand- or finger-breadth (Weber, Lehre des
Talmud, 326 f.). J. HASTINGS.

GUNI (»iw).—1. The eponym of a Naphtalite
family, Gn 4624 = 1 Ch 713 (cf. Nu 2648 where the
gentilic Gunites occurs). 2. A Gadite chief, 1 Ch
515. See GENEALOGY. According to Klostermann,
Driver, and Budde, we should also read 'the Gunite'
( ) for ' Jonathan' in 2 S 2332; and for ' the Gizon-

1 Ch 1134 L h i h fi
( ) ; e Gio
ite' in 1 Ch 1134. Luc. has in the first passage ό
Τοννύ and in the second ό Τουνί.

GUR ("na' dwelling,'' sojourning').—An ' ascent'
by Ibleam and Beth-haggan, 2 Κ 927. Possibly,
these two are the modern Yebla and Beit Jenn.
But see IBLEAM.

GUR-BAAL (W™, 'dwelling of Baal').—An
unknown locality named in 2 Ch 267. The LXX
has ol κατοικοΰντες έπΐ rrjs ΊΙέτρας, as though Petra
were intended, which is possible, as the inhabitants
were Arabs.

GUTTER (niay; RV ' watercourse').— The mean-
ing of this word, and indeed of the whole passage
(2 S 58), is very uncertain (cf. Driver, in loc), but
the rendering of the RV is supported by its use in
later Hebrew. The same word occurs in the plural
at Ps 427, where it is usually rendered 'cataracts.'

J. F. STENNING.
* The Oxf. Eng. Diet, has found only two occurrences before

1611, Fitz-geffray, Sir F. Drake (1596), 31, 'Earth-gaping
Chasma's, that mishap aboades'; and Holland, Pliny, i. 17,
' The firmament also is seene to chinke and open, and this
they name Chasma.'

t For the various readings of the Vulg. see Plummer, in loc.
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Η
HA.—The Heb. interjection nxn he'dh is once trd

' ha, ha,' Job 3925 ' He saith among the trumpets,
Ha, ha,' of the neighing of the war-horse. The
Revisers have changed this into ' Aha ! ' and have
been taken to task for giving the horse a human
cry. The older versions were still more ' human/
as Wye. (1382) * Fy !' or (1388) * Joie ! ' Cov. ' tush,'
Dou. * Vah.' ' Ha, ha ' comes from the Gen. Bible.
See AH, AHA.

HAAHASHTARI (ηη^πχπ, perhaps ' royal,' from
Pers. khshatra, ' lordship' or ' realm ' ; cf. the
similar adjective in Est 810·14).—A descendant of
Judah, 1 Ch 46. See GENEALOGY.

HABAIAH (n;nn < J" hath hidden').—The head of
a priestly family which returned with Zerubbabel.
On account of their being unable to trace their
genealogy they were not allowed to serve (Ezr 261).
In the parallel passage Neh 763 the name is written
Hobaiah (n;nn, cf. Baer on Ezr 261). In 1 Es 538 he
is called Obdia. See GENEALOGY.

H. A. WHITE.
HABAKKUK (ρψηη:, Άμβακούμ, Habacuc).*—T\iQ

eighth of the minor prophets. Of Habakkuk's
personal life nothing is known with certainty,
though it has been inferred, from the fact that
he is termed specifically (I1 31) 'the prophet,' that
he held a recognized position as prophet, and, from
the expression 'on my stringed instruments' in
319, that he was a member of the temple choir,
and belonged, consequently, to the tribe of Levi.
The first of these inferences is a possible one,t
though it does not add much to our knowledge
of Habakkuk. The second is doubtful, both on
account of the uncertainty attaching to the pron.
my, which is against the analogy of other similar
notices (Ps 4, etc.), and also on account of the
doubt (supposing the pron. to be correct) whether
at this time the ' singers' were necessarily Levites.

CONTENTS OF H.'s BOOK.—The book opens with
a dialogue between the prophet and his God. He
contemplates with dismay the reign of lawlessness
and violence in Judah,—'The wicked doth com-
pass about the righteous; therefore judgment
goeth forth perverted,' — and expostulates with
God for permitting it to continue unchecked (I2"4).
J5-H j " a n s W e r s that the instrument of punishment
is near at hand—the Chaldseans, that bitter and
hasty nation, which march through the breadth
of the earth to possess dwelling-places that are
not theirs, whose advance is swift and terrible,
whose sole law is their own imperious will (v.7b),
who mock at the strongest barriers set to oppose
their march, and who, as their victorious arms
subjugate one country after another, impiously
deify their own might—' this his power becometh

* The form of the name is peculiar. It is, in appearance, an
irregular reduplicated form for what would more normally be
p^i?3q (cf. hnbn*?, Q^PIS, ηρ^ρκ, n'na-pq), from pin to
embrace (Gn 29*3 etc. ;* of a child,'2 Κ 4̂ 6), whence Jerome,
in the Pref. to his Commentary on the prophet, explains it as
ίτί/5;λ*?·ψ<?, or amplexatio. Frd. Delitzsch (Proleg. 84 ; Assyr.
Handworterb. 281) derives it from the Assyr. tyambafyuku, the
name of some garden plant. The LXX form 'Αμβα.χούμ> pre-
supposes the pronunciation pipsn, or pip3rj, with the double
b resolved into mb (cf. Konig, Lehrgeb. ii. 473), and the final
h of the last syllable assimilated to the final m of the first
syllable (cf. ΒαλζφονΑ).

f The title, ' the prophet,' is applied in the superscriptions of
their books to none of the other canonical prophets except
Haggai and Zechariah. It is, however, very common in the
historical books when a prophet is mentioned (as 2 Κ 1425 192);
and it is also appended very often to Jeremiah's name in certain
sections of his book (202 28&-15 etc.).

his god.* But the answer raises only a fresh
difficulty in the prophet's mind; as he contem-
plates the Chaldseans, and thinks of their rapacity,
their inhumanity, their savage and contemptuous
treatment of the nations falling into their hands,
the thought forces itself upon him, Can this be
God's method of rectifying injustice ? if He has
' ordained' the power of the Chaldseans ' for judg-
ment,' can it be part of His pure and holy pur-
pose that they should to such a degree exceed the
terms of their commission, and trample recklessly
and indiscriminately upon all the nations of the
known world ? Is not this the prevalence of wrong
upon a larger scale ? In 21"4 Habakkuk places him-
self in imagination upon his prophetic watch-tower
(cf. Is 216), and 'looks out' to see what answer
the Almighty will vouchsafe to his 'complaint,'
or impeachment of the justice of God's government
of the world. J'"s answer, the significance of
which is betokened by the terms in which it is
introduced—it is to be written, namely, on tablets,
that all may read it easily—is this: The soul of
the Chaldcean is elated with pride: but the righteous
shall live by his faithfulness.* The answer ex-
presses a moral distinction; and the distinction
carries with it the different destinies of the Chal-
dsean and of the righteous, — destruction (it is
implied), sooner or later, for the one, and life for
the other. After dwelling for a moment more
particularly—in a verse (v.5), of which the first
words are desperately corrupt—upon the ambitious
aims of the Chaldseans, the prophet develops at
length the ruin destined in the end to overtake
him, in the form of a taunting poem (V?), which
he imagines, with dramatic vividness and pro-
priety, to be pronounced against him by the
nations whom he has outraged. The hyn consists
of five 'woes' (cf. Is 58ff#), denouncing in succession
the insatiable lust of conquest displayed by the
Chaldseans, the suicidal policy pursued by them
in establishing their dominion, the dishonesty and
cruelty by which the magnificence of their cities
was maintained, their wild and barbarous triumph
over the nations which fell under their sway, their
irrational idolatry (vv.6"19). At the close of the last
'woe,' the prophet passes by contrast from the
contemplation of the dumb and helpless idol to
the thought of the living God, enthroned in His
heavenly palace, before whom the earth must hold
reverential silence (v.20).

Ch. 3 is very different in character from chs. 1. 2.
Though called in the title a 'prayer,' the prayer,
strictly so called, is limited to v.2, the main part
of the chapter consisting of a lyric ode, of re-
markable sublimity and poetic force, in which the
prophet develops the thought of J" coming to judg-
ment, and executing vengeance on His people's
foes. The prayer is that J" would ' revive' His
' work in the midst of years,' i.e. renew or repeat,
in the midst of the centuries that have passed
since the exodus, the great 'work' (Ps 441) of
deliverance wrought by Him of old. The ode
which follows is the amplification of the thought
thus expressed. The prophet pictures a theophany
(vv.3"15) in which J" appears for the deliverance of
His people and the discomfiture of His foes. The
theophany is manifestly delineated in colours sug-
gested by the thought of the exodus, and in part
(as y.3) even borrowed from old poetic descriptions
of it. The tenses (as sometimes is the case in

* Not faith: but moral steadfastness and integrity; see the
use of ;ttiD« in 2 Κ 12ΐ6(ΐδ) 227, Jer 5* 93(2), p r 1222 2320.
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Hebrew poetry) are ambiguous; and it may be
doubtful whether in ννΛ15 the poet is describing,
in ideal colours, the past which he desires to see
renewed, or the renewed work itself, which his
imagination pictures as resembling the past. In
either case, he describes (vv.6"7) J" as approaching
from His ancient seat in Edom (Paran, cf. I)t 332 ;
Teman [in N.W. Edom], cf. Seir and Edom, Jg 54);
the light of His appearing illumines the heavens ;
the earth quakes, and nations flee in consterna-
tion. In vv.8"11 the poet asks, What is the purpose
of J'"s manifestation? Is He wroth with seas or
rivers that He thus comes forth, causing the moun-
tains to tremble, the sea to toss and roar, the sun
and moon to hide themselves in terror ? No; He
comes forth for the salvation of His people, to
annihilate those who sought to scatter it, and who
delighted in the prospect of being able to ruin the
people of God (vv.12"15). The description of the theo-
phany ended, the poet, speaking in the people's
name, reverts to the thought of v.2*. The prospect
of J"'s manifestation cannot be contemplated with-
out alarm, even by Israel; the poet's heart pal-
pitates with fear (v.16d·e is very obscure, and in
parts evidently corrupt); on the other hand, even
when scarcity and barrenness prevail in the land,
he still cherishes a calm and joyous confidence in
his God, who, he is persuaded, will yet ensure His
people's salvation, and equip them (v.19) with fresh
life and strength.

DATE OF THE BOOK.—It is clear from internal
evidence that H. prophesied towards the beginning
of the Chaldsean supremacy ; but the precise date
of his prophecy is difficult to fix. It depends in
fact, at least in part, upon the answer given to a
difficult question connected with ch. 1, which must
therefore be considered first. The explanation of
this chapter adopted above is the usual one; but
it must be admitted that there are difficulties con-
nected with it, and that it has failed to satisfy
many recent scholars. In the first place, whereas
the establishment of the power of the Chaldseans
appears, in I5 (where it is represented as incred-
ible to those who hear of it) and in I 6 (where the
phrase used is * Behold, / am raising up'), to lie in
the future; elsewhere, and especially in I13*16

28a. io. i7} the prophet describes their treatment of
conquered nations, and reflects upon the moral
problems to which this gave rise, in a manner
which seems to imply that he and his countrymen
were perfectly familiar with it. Secondly, if 12-4

be the prophet's complaint respecting the injustice
prevalent in Israel itself, which (l 5 - n) is to be
avenged by the Chaldseans, how can he consistently
complain of the Chaldeans' treatment of his
people, and pronounce judgment upon them on
account of it ? Thirdly, the subject of the com-
plaint in 21 is naturally, it is urged, the same as
that of I 2 " 4 ; whereas, in the explanation adopted
above, it is different. Fourthly, the ' wicked' and
the 'righteous' in lVo are naturally the same,
respectively, as the ' wicked' and the * righteous'
in I 4 ; whereas, upon the same explanation, they
are different (the wicked and the righteous in
Israel itself in I4, the Chaldseans and Israel in I13).
Upon these grounds it was argued by Giesebrecht
(Beitrage zur Jesaiakritik, 1890, p. 197 f.) that the
true sequel to I4 was I 1 2 ; that I5"11 (announcing
the advent of the Chaldseans) was a complete,
independent prophecy, written before the rest of
chs. 1-2, and not now in its original place, and that
I2"4 describes the tyranny of the Chaldceans (v.8b),
and its consequences as shown in the relaxation
of law and religion (vv.3c·**) in Judah. Wellhausen
and Nowack (in their Commentaries) agree. It is
true, I 5 ' 1 1 does seem to presuppose a different
historical situation from I12*17, and, with I2"4 (as
ordinarily understood), may well have been written

down by H. at an earlier date : the book as a
whole, as Kirkpatrick observes {Doctrine of the
Prophets1, 268), ' is the fruit of religious reflection ;
it exhibits the communing and questioning of the
prophet's soul with God,' which doubtless was
' spread over some considerable time,' and presents
conclusions which were no doubt reached only
after ' a prolonged mental struggle.' Hence there
is nothing unreasonable in the supposition that
I2"11 reflects the impression left upon the prophet's
mind when he first thought of the Chaldseans as
the instrument appointed for the punishment of
Judah's sin, and that l12ff* expresses the perplexity
which he became conscious of afterwards, when
the character of the Chaldceans had become more
fully known to him. For the other inferences
mentioned above there does not seem to be a
sufficient foundation. The explanation wThich
refers 12-4 to the tyranny of the Chaldseans, and its
effects in Judah, is unnatural and forced. Nor is
there any intrinsic reason why 'righteous' and
' wicked' should refer to the same persons, respec-
tively, in I4 and I 1 3 ; that would be necessary only
if it were the case that the prophet had the same
individuals in view in the two passages—which is
just what here has to be shown, even if the terms
of I2"4 are not opposed to it.

A very original view of chs. 1-2 has been propounded by
Budde {Stud. u. Krit. 1893, p. 383ff.; Expositor, May 1895, p.
372 ff.). According to this scholar 12-4.1217 refers not to the
Chaldseans but to the Assyrians; 16-11 stood originally after 24
as a description of the power (the Chaldaeans) which would
shortly bring the rule of the Assyrians to an end, and 26-20 gives
expression to the joy with which the nations would greet their
fall. In the original prophecy the Chaldseans thus appeared as
the liberators of Israel from the yoke of Assyria; but events so
cruelly belied the role thus given to them, that it was believed
incredible that a prophet could ever have ascribed it to them;
accordingly a later editor transferred 16-n to its present place,
adding 15 as an introductory verse, and by the transposition so
altering the original sense of the prophecy that 112-17 2*ff· could
now be read only as referring to the Chaldceans, who thus, from
being the power destroying the Assyrians, became the power to
be destroyed. The explanation is ingenious ; but of a kind that
could be deemed probable only if it rested upon exceptionally
strong grounds, which, however, in the present instance, cannot
be said to be the case ; cf. more fully Davidson, pp. 50-55.

The most probable date for the prophecy of H.
is shortly before B.C. 600—I2"11, if the view adopted
above be correct, being written somewhat earlier
than the rest of the prophecy. Nabopolassar
had made Babylon the seat of an independent
monarchy in 625 ; in 607, with the help (as recently
discovered inscriptions inform us *) of the Umman-
manda, Nineveh had been destroyed; in 604,
Nabopolassar's son, Nebuchadrezzar, had inflicted
a defeat upon Pharaoh - necho at Carchemish
(Jer 462), the natural result of which, as Jeremiah
at once saw (ch. 25, etc.), could only be that the
whole of Western Asia would fall into the hands
of the Chaldseans. The Chaldseans invaded Judah
for the first time in 601 or 600 (2 Κ 241). Our
knowledge of the progress of the Chaldsean arms,
and of the effects which the news of it produced in
Judah, is not minute enough to enable us to fix
dates with precision; but while I2"11 may belong to the
earlier or middle part of the period which has been
here referred to, when (v.6) the power of the Chaldse-
ans was being consolidated, but (v.5) the formidable
character which it would ere long (· in your days')
attain was still not realized in Judah, the famili-
arity shown in such passages as I14"17 25b· 8 · 1 7 etc.
with their treatment of subject nations, and the
reflections which their threatened interference in
Judah arouses in the prophet's mind, point to the
close of the same period as that to which the main
part of the prophecy belongs.

CRITICAL QUESTIONS CONNECTED WITH THE
BOOK.— Those connected with ch. 1 have been
sufficiently discussed above ; it remains to consider

* See Davidson, p. 137 f., with the references.
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those arising in connexion with ch. 2 and ch. 3.
As regards ch. 2, Stade {ZATW, 1884, p. 154 ff.)
and Kuenen {Einl. § 76. 4-7 ; 77. 9) argue that the
'Woes' in vv.9"20 are partly unsuitable if supposed
to be addressed to the Chaldaean king, and partly,
especially in vv.12"14, that they consist largely of
citations and reminiscences of other passages, in-
cluding some late ones {e.g. v.12 from Mic 3 1 0; v.13

from Jer 515 8; v.14 from Is I I 9 ; cf. also v.36b with
Jer 2515f·, and vy.18"20 with Is 449ff· 466f·, Jer 101"16),
and hence they infer that the original close of H.'s
prophecy, 26b'8, was expanded in the post-exilic age
by the addition of a series of Woes, directed against
' some heathen or heathenly-disposed enemy of the
congregation/ or (vv.13f·18"20 Kuenen) the heathen
generally. It is difficult to think that the grounds
for this conclusion are sufficient. Though some of
the passages referred to may not suit the Chal-
daean king, there is no adequate reason for holding
them inapplicable to the personified Chaldaean
nation ; while as regards yv.12"14, H. may naturally
himself have quoted Isaiah and Micah: v.13 may
well be the original of Jer 5158 (especially when the
very dependent character of the prophecy in Jer
502-5158 is borne in mind), and there is nothing to
prevent 218"20 being a satire on the vanities of
idolatry, quite independent of II Is or Jer 10.
Budde {I.e. p. 391 f.) sees no ground for questioning
w.P2]. e-ii. 15-Π. Wellhausen (p. 164) considers it
indubitable that the whole of vv.9"20 is directed
against the Chaldaean (though he thinks that
vv#8b. i7b} w n e r e they stand, are unsuitable, and that
v v 12-14.15-17 contain indications of belonging to a
later age than that of H.); Nowack questions only
v v 8b. 12-14. i7b-ao# g e e > further, Davidson, pp. 56-58.

Whether the ode in ch. 3 is really the work of
H. may be more doubtful. The title and the
musical notes (vv.3·9·13·19), both resembling closely
those in the Psalter, suggest the inference that it
was excerpted from a liturgical collection, and
placed here by a compiler (Kuenen, § 76. 8; Cheyne,
Origin of the Psalter, p. 157; Wellh. ; Nowack;
and others). The same scholars (following Stade,
I.e. p. 157 f.) argue further that the ode was origin-
ally an independent poem, unconnected with the
prophecy of H. : to the circumstances of H.'s age,
so clearly reflected in chs. 1-2, there are here
no allusions; the community is the speaker
(vv.14·18·19, and no doubt also in vv.2·16); it trusts
that J" will interfere in its behalf; but the descrip-
tion of the foe (vv.13·14) is quite general, there are
no features pointing specifically to the Chaldaeans;
and the comparison to a murderer delighting * to
devour the afflicted in a secret place' (cf. Ps 108·9)
suggests attacks made insidiously against the
theocracy, rather than the open warfare of the
Chaldaeans ; while, at least in v.17, the calamities
referred to (failure of crops and flocks) are alto-
gether different from those which were the burden
of Hab 1-2. Conversely, the promise in 24, which
is the prophet's consolation, does not at all suggest
a theophany as its complement; and whereas in
27ff· the Chaldseans are overthrown by the natural
retribution which overtakes a despot, when his
power has become effete, the foe, in ch. 3, is over-
thrown by the direct interposition of J". It is
true the calamities mentioned in 317 might, in
the abstract, be regarded as results of the Chaldaean
invasion of Judah ; but, as Davidson remarks, 'the
verse does not suggest a condition of scarcity and
barrenness arising from' such a cause, ' but rather
one due to the incidence of severe natural calami-
ties ' ; and had the poet been writing under the
pressure of a hostile invasion, the invasion itself
would naturally have been expected to form the
prominent feature in this picture, rather than the
misfortunes following in its train. So, again, it is
no doubt true that the downfall of the Chaldsean,

though brought about (ch. 2) by natural causes,
might in ch. 3 be represented as the result of J"'s
interposition (cf. Is 13); but even after making
every allowance for the fact that chs. 1-2 are only
elevated prose, while ch. 3 is written in a lyric
strain, it remains that the thoughts most char-
acteristic of chs. 1-2 are not developed further in
ch. 3, but replaced by different ones. Kirkpatrick
(Smith's DB2 s.v., Doctrine of the Prophets, p.
276-283) seeks to show that the ode in ch. 3 forms
an integral element in the prophet's book; but
his arguments show, not so much that it is
natural or necessary, as that it is possible so to
explain i t ; the destined fall of the Chaldaean
tyrant is sufficiently declared in 25"20, and ch. 3 is
not needed to render the announcement more ex-
plicit. Nor again, though 220 would lead on
naturally to the theophany in ch. 3, can it be said,
in view of the contrast to vv.18·19 which the verse
expresses, to require it, or to be incomplete without
it. Wellh. (p. 166) insists strongly that vv.17"19 is
not the original close of the poem, and that it
cannot be used for determining the real aim of vv.2"16.
If vv.17"19 might be regarded as an appendix
attached to vv.2'16 by a later hand, one ground
for doubting H.'s authorship of the latter would
be certainly removed. There would remain the
other differences between 32"16 and chs. 1-2, alluded
to above; it is also felt by many to be doubtful
whether the nation—which seems to be what is
intended by the term—would, in the age of H., be
described as J"'s 'anointed' (313), and whether this
usage does not presuppose a period in which the
attributes and position belonging originally to
David and his descendants were transferred to the
people (cf. Davidson's note). On the whole, while
reluctant to conclude that the ode of ch. 3 is not
the work of H., and while readily allowing that
the reasons adduced do not demonstrate that it is
not his, the present writer must own that it con-
tains features which seem to him to make it
difficult to affirm his authorship confidently.

TEACHING OF THE BOOK. — Theologically, the
different rjoint of view of H. as compared with
Jeremiah is observable. Jeremiah is so deeply
impressed by the spectacle of his people's sin,
that he regards the Chaldaeans almost exclusively
as the instruments of judgment; their destruction
is seen by him only in the distant future, and is
viewed rather as involved in God's purpose to
restore His people, than as a retribution for their
own tyranny and excesses. H., on the other hand,
though not unmindful of Judah's faults (I2*4), is
engrossed chiefly by the thought of the cruelties and
inhumanities of the oppressor; it is these which,
in his eyes, call for judgment, and the outraged
nations of the earth execute it upon their tyrant.
Further, H. is conscious of a problem, a moral
difficulty, which is not the case with Jeremiah.*
The wrong-doing of the Chaldaeans is more un-
bearable than the evil it was meant to punish ;
hence their continued successes seem to the prophet
to be inconsistent with J"'s righteousness, and it
is the existence of this inconsistency which forms
the motive of his book. Thus while Jeremiah
bewailed the sins and coming misfortunes of his
people, for their own sake, H. brooded over the
moral problems which the contemplation of them
raised in his mind. The age, we may be sure, was
to all the faithful servants of God one of trial
and perplexity; but, in virtue of their different
temperaments and mental habits, the two contem-
porary prophets were impressed by different aspects
of it.

The central and distinctive teaching of the book

* Jeremiah, it is true, is vexed by the problem of the pros-
perity of the wicked (121-6), but only in so far as it is exemplified
by his own personal opponents.
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lies in the declaration of 24; and, as indicated
above, the true sense of this is, that while the
wild excesses of the tyrant carry in them the germ
of certain ruin, the * faithfulness' of the righteous
(not his faith) will be to him a principle of life. It
is evident that this declaration is no solution of
the moral anomaly which the prophet discerns.
The Chaldsean might indeed, in virtue of his very
nature, be doomed ultimately to perish, but his
empire survived for 70 years; and meanwhile H.'s
compatriots, so far from abiding in peace and
security, experienced the indescribable hardships
of siege and exile. But ' live' is here used in
the full and pregnant sense which it sometimes has
in the OT {e.g. Ezk 18), of living in the light and
consciousness of the divine favour; and what H.
thus promises is not mere material prosperity, but
the moral security—of course often not unaccom-
panied by material benefits—which righteousness
brings with it even in the midst of external cala-
mities (cf. Is 3314"16), and the sense of divine
approval which even then does not desert it. It is
enough for the prophet if he can mitigate the
difficulty which pressed upon him, as it pressed no
doubt upon many of his contemporaries, by recalling
to them these two truths of God's providence, the
doom which, at least ultimately, overtakes the
tyrant, and the moral security enjoyed by the
righteous.

With regard to the use made of 24 in the NT,
* another man,' writes Wellhausen quaintly, * has
made the antithesis in this verse famous, by breath-
ing into it another spirit.' Its second clause is
quoted, namely, twice by St. Paul (Ho I17, Gal 31 1;
cf. also He 1(F), in the sense, ' The just shall live
by faitΛ,' in support of his doctrine of justification
by faith. This sense, whether it was intended or
not by the LXX translators, whose version the
apostle used, was at any rate one which the Greek
word used by them permitted ;· and it was accord-
ingly adopted by St. Paul in his argument. But
it is not the sense belonging to the Heb. Π}*ΕΝ.*
The NT gives us here what is in reality a develop-
ment of the prophet's thought. The apostle,
familiar with the verse as it read in the LXX
version, amplifies and spiritualizes the words of
H., interpreting them in a sense which does not
properly belong to them, but which, as it was
suggested, or permitted, by the Greek, fitted them
in that form for use in his argument.!

LITERARY AND TEXTUAL CHARACTERISTICS.—
The literary power of H. is considerable. Though
his book is a brief one, it is full of force; his
descriptions are graphic and powerful; thought
and expression are alike poetic; he is still a
master of the old classical style, terse, parallel-
istic, and pregnant; there is no trace of the often
prosaic diffuseness which manifests itself in the
writings of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. And if ch. 3
be his, he is, moreover, a lyric poet of high order ;
the grand imagery and rhythmic flow of this ode
will bear comparison with some of the finest pro-
ductions of the Hebrew muse.

The text of H. is manifestly, in many places,
more or less corrupt,—in some places, unfortun-
ately, even beyond hope of restoration.

LEGENDS RELATING TO HABAKKUK.—Although,
as said above, the prophet's personal life is in the
OT a blank, Jewish haggdddh found much to tell
of him,—often, indeed, in defiance of chronology
and historical probability. Thus, according to

• A word expressing the idea of steadfastness or faithfulness,
might, no doubt, if limited to a relation towards a particular
person, pass readily into that of fidelity, or loyalty, towards
him; and this, again, might pass on into that of belief, or faith,
in him; but there is no evidence that this Heb. word passed
actually through these possible changes of meaning.

t Comp. similar instances of enlarged meanings in Ro θ25*1· 29
1018.20, Eph 48 etc.

one legend,—based, no doubt, upon a connexion
fancifully established between the command, ' Go,
set a watchman,' in Is 216 and the words of Hab 21

* I will stand upon my watch,'—H. was supposed
to have been the sentinel set by Isaiah to watch
for the fall of Babylon ! Some of the later Rabbis,
connecting his name with the words in 2 Κ 416

* Thou shalt embrace a son,' imagined him even
to be the son of the Shunammite woman, whom
Elisha restored to life. In the LXX text of Bel
and the Dragon, as given in the Cod. Chisianus
(Swete, vol. iii. pp. xii, 586), this story is prefaced
by the words έκ προφητεία* Άμβακούμ υΐοϋ Ίησου, 4κ
τής φυ\ψ Aevi, showing both that this story was
taken from an apocryphal work attributed to
Habakkuk, and also that the prophet was de-
scribed in it as the son of Jesus (Joshua, or
Jeshua), and of the tribe of Levi. What authority
there may have been for the statement that his
father was Ίησοϋς, we do not know: the descrip-
tion of him as belonging to the tribe of Levi may
be merely an inference from the expression in 319,
quoted above.* According to the 'Lives' of the
prophets, which, in two recensions, are attributed
respectively to Dorotheus (in the Chron. Pasch.,
under 01. 70, ed. Dind. 1832, i. 282) and Epiphanius
{Opp. 1622 or 1682, ii. 247 f.), he was of the tribe
of Simeon, έξ aypou Βψί του Χάρ (Epiph. έξ aypou
Βηθζοχήρ), which Delitzsch thinks may be the
Βαιθζαχαρία where Antiochus Eupator defeated
Judas Maccabseus (1 Mac β32*33),—though this was
not in Simeon, but in Judah, 70 stadia from Beth-
zur (Jos. Ant. XII. ix. 4), and the modern Beit-
Sakariyeh, about 10 miles S.W. of Jerusalem
(Rob. BBP iii. 284). The same writers relate
further, that when Nebuchadrezzar advanced
against Jerusalem H. fled to Ostrakine (now
Straki), a city on the Egyptian coast, 26 miles
from the Rhinocorura, but that, after the Chal-
dseans had withdrawn, he returned to his own
lands, where he died and was buried, two years
before the return of the Jews from Babylon (B.C.
538). Eusebius states in one place {Onom. 246, 68)
that his tomb was shown at Gabatha (Gibeah),
elsewhere (256, 3; 270, 35), that it was shown at
Echelah or Keeila (Keilah),—12 and 18 miles, re-
spectively, S.W. of Jerusalem; and, according to
Sozomen {HE vii. 29), the site of his grave, at or
near Keilah, was revealed in a dream to Zebennus,
bishop of Eleutheropolis. In the Middle Ages,
however, it was said by Jewish writers that H.
was buried at ljukkok (Jos 1934), in the tribe
of Naphtali, a little N.E. of Tabor. The most
widely diffused tradition about H. is that found
in Bel and the Dragon 3 3 f f · , according to which H.,
while carrying pottage to his reapers, was suddenly
directed by an angel to carry it to Daniel, who
had been cast a second time, by Cyrus, into the
lions' den in Babjdon : upon protesting that he
had never seen Babylon, and did not know where
the den was, he was lifted up miraculously by a
lock of his hair (cf. Ezk 83) and carried through
the air to Babylon; having there provided Daniel
with his repast, he was immediately taken back
by the angel to his own place. Later Jewish
writers, and many of the Fathers, allude to the
same legend, t

* Though, as Keil observes, it could, at least, not be derived
from the LXX ; for that does not express the pron. my.

f See further, on the legends referred to above, the references
and discussion in Delitzsch, Be Hab. Proph. vita atque cetate
(Grimae, 1844), pp. 12-52. The story of Bel and the Dragon
quoted (ιδ. ρ. 32 f.) by Raymundus Martini (c. 1250) in a form
agreeing substantially with that of the Syriac version, from a
Midrash called by him the Bereshith Rabbah (not the Midrash
generally known by that name), the authenticity of which has
been doubted (see ib. p. 34), has been found recently in nearly
the same form in a MS published by Neubauer, in which it is
stated to be excerpted from the Midrash Rabbah de Rabbah
(The Book of Tobit, 1878, pp. viii, xiv, xci-ii, 39-43; cf. the
Speaker's Comm. to the Apocr. ii. 344 f.).
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LITERATURE. — Delitzsch, Der Proph. Hab. ausgelegt, 1843
(very full); Ewald, Propheten (Hi. 27ff. in the tr .) ; Hitzig,
Keil, Pusey, Orelli, Wellhausen, Nowack, and G. A. Smith in
their Comm. on the Minor Prophets; A. B. Davidson (in the
Camb. Bible /or Schools); F. W. Farrar in the Minor Prophets
('Men of the Bible'); A. F. Kirkpatrick, Doctrine of the Pro-
phets ; and the arts, quoted above. S. R. DRIVER.

HABAZZINIAH (,τ^Π). — The grandfather of
Jaazaniah, one of the Rechabites who were put to
the proof by the prophet Jeremiah (Jer 353).

HABERGEON (πψ shiryah), Job 4126.—Obsolete
expression (dim. of 'hauberk/ which is formed
from Old Norse hals neck, and bergan to cover) for
' coat of mail' (shirt/an). In Ex 2832 3923 the high
priest's robe is compared to a habergeon (Heb.
Hinn tahrdC) in that it was strengthened round the
collar, ' that it should not rend.'

W. E. BARNES.
HABOR (nun; Α'Αβώρ,Β'Αβώρ&ηά'Αβι.ώρ, Habor),

still called Khabour. Strabo (xvii. § 27) and Pro-
copius {Bell. Pers. ii. 5) call it Aborrhas fA/3o/5/>as),
Isidore of Charax (p. 248) Aburas ('A/3oi5/>as),Zosimus
(iii. 12) Aboras (Άβώρα*), Pliny Chaboras, Ptolemy
(v. 18) Chaboras {Χαβώρας). According to the Bible
(2 Κ 1761811, 1 Ch 526), it flows through Gozan. The
Habor is an important tributary of the Euphrates,
rising in Mons Masius (now called Karej Dagh), to
the N. of the celebrated city Mas el-Ain (Resaina),
and flowing S.S.W., through a circuitous channel
with fertile banks, into the Euphrates at Karkeseea
=Abou-psera (Layard), after a course, to a great
extent navigable, of nearly 200 miles. Sir H.
Layard, standing on the conical hill of Koukab
(about lat. 36° 20' long. 41°), saw the main stream
running from the N.W. and receiving (on the N.)
the waters of the Mygdonius (Jerujer), which
entered it after passing Nisibis and other cities.
Both banks are covered with mounds, doubtless
remains of Assyrian cities. The name of the
Habor is found in the Assyrian inscriptions.

Tiglath-pileser I. (about B.C. 1120) boasts of
having killed ten mighty elephants in the land of
Haran and ' on the banks of the Habor.' Assur-
nazir-apli (B.C. 885-860) crossed the Tigris, con-
quered the district of the Harmis (or Har-rit or
HarMt), then marched to the Euphrates after
subjugating the district around the mouth of the
Habor {pidte Μ ndr Habur, ' the mouths of the
river Habor,' from which it would seem that the
river flowed into the Euphrates through several
outlets). According to 2 Κ 1761811 and 1 Ch 526 it
was to the banks of this river that Shalmaneser
and Sargon transported the exiled Israelites. It
is now well known that this river has nothing to
do with the w Chebar' of Ezekiel (I3 etc.). The
name Habor is perhaps of non-Semitic origin, and
may mean ' fish-river' (g'a ' fish ' -f bur ' river,'
Frd. Delitzsch). I. A. PINCHES.

HAC A LI AH (n;^q, XeX/c(e)ia, XeX/ftas (Luc.),'Αχαλίά
AK, Άχβλιά (101), Neh I1 101, AV Hachaliah).—The
father of Nehemiah. The meaning of the name is
doubtful; Wellhausen would read it as Hakkelejah
(π^3π), i.e. 'wait for J " ' ; cf. Is 817 643.

H. A. WHITE.
HACHILAH (n̂ Dq 'dark') .—A hiding-place of

David which was discovered to Saul by the
Ziphites, 1 S 2319 261"3. It was a hill (nya?) in S.
Judah, on the edge of the wilderness of Ziph;
lying on the ' right' {i.e. to the south) of the desert
{yeshimon)) according to the first of the above
passages, or, according to the second, ' before'
(\irVy) the desert. It may be the hill Dahr el-kold,
N. of Wady el-War {PEF Mem. ii." 313; Buhl,
GAP 97). Glaser {Skizze, ii. 326) would read
Hachilah also in 1 S 157 instead of Havilah (n^iq).

C. R. CONDER.
VOL. π.—18

HACHMONI, HACHMONITE. — Both represent
one and the same Heb. word ':io?n, but in 1 Ch
2732 the latter is translated as a pr. name, ' Jehiel
the son of Hachmoni,' whereas in 1 Ch II 1 1 Jasho-
beam is called ' a Hachmonite.' We should prob-
ably render it in both cases as a gentilic name.
In 2 S 238, which is parallel to 1 Ch II 1 1, we have
'the Tahchemonite' *JiD?rm, which is probably a
textual error for Tiorjnn.' (Cf. Klosterm., Driver,
Wellhausen, Budde, Kittel, ad II. cit., and see
ADINO, JASHOBEAM). J. A. SELBIE.

HADAD (ιιπ, iirt, Άδα'δ, Άδάρ).—1. Hadad was
the supreme Baal or god of Syria (Macrob. Saturn,
i. 23. 18). The Assyr. inscriptions, however,
identify him with the air-god Ramman or Rimmon,
and accordingly in Zee 1211 we find Hadad-Rimmon,
'Hadad is Rimmon.' But it is probable that
Rimmon in certain parts of Syria represented the
sun-god, and not, as in Assyria, the god of the
atmosphere. Besides Adad or Hadad, the cuneiform
texts give the abbreviated Dadu and Dadda as in
use among the Syrians, and from certain Bab.
contract-tablets it would appear that Ben-Hadad,
'the son of Hadad,' was another Syrian deity,
who, with his father Hadad and mother Atargatis
(Athtar-'Athi), made up the usual Semitic trinity.
In the religions of Asia Minor the place of Ben-
Hadad is taken by Attys, a name which may
perhaps be the same as Hadad.

2. (τιπ) A son of Ishmael (Gn 2515=1 Ch I30, AV
Hadar).' The MT is supported by the LXX {Χοδδάν,
Χαλδά, Χοδδάδ, Χονδάν). The Samar. Pent, has
Tin, some MSS and the Pesh. have vin, Targ. Onk.
has Tin.

3. A king of Edom, son of Bedad (perhaps for
Ben-Dadi; Bu-Dadi is the name of the Can.
governor of Yurza [now Yerzeh], S.W. of Taanach
in the Tel el-Amarna tablets). He came from the
city of Avith, and ' smote Midian in the field of
Moab' (Gn 3635=1 Ch I46). See further, Hommel,
AHT, 221 f.

4. Another king of Edom (1 Ch I50), whose name
is miswritten Hadar in Gn 3639. His capital city
was Pau. See AHT 264.

5. A member of the royal house of Edom (1 Κ
ll14ff·) who escaped while 'yet a little child'
from the massacre of his family by Joab after
David's conquest of Edom. He was carried first
to Paran and then to Egypt, where the Pharaoh
received him hospitably, and assigned him lands
and food. He married the Pharaoh's sister-in-law,
and his son Genubath was brought up as an
Egyptian prince. After the death of David and
Joab, Hadad returned to Edom, and there worked
' mischief' to Solomon. Edom, however, continued
to be dependent on Judah, as we learn from 1 Κ
926, 2 Κ 39 820. A. H. SAYCE.

HADADEZER Cny-prr), 'Hadad is a help' (2 S
83·12, 1 Κ II23), wrongly written Hadarezer in 2 S
1016·19, 1 Ch 183·5·7·8 1916·19. The name is the Heb.
equivalent of the Aram. Hadadidri, which is given
in the Assyr. inscriptions as the name of the king
of Damascus, who is called Ben-Hadad II. in the
OT. Bricks have been found in Babylonia stamped
with the name of Hadad-nadinakh[6s] (Hadad-
nadin-akhi) in Gr. and Aram, letters, which makes
the reading of the divine name quite certain.

Hadadezer was son of Rehob and king of Zobah
(Assyr. Zubite), on the eastern frontier of Hamath.
His dominions included Damascus in the south,
and extended to the Euphrates in the north. He
was defeated by David ' as he went to recover his
border (or rather the pillar which marked the
limits of conquest) at the river Euphrates.' The
Syrians of Damascus who thereupon came to his
assistance were also defeated, and Damascus itself
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was occupied by the Israelites. The gilded shields
of H. were sent to Jerusalem, and large quantities
of bronze were obtained by David in the cities of
Berothai and Tibhath (the Tubikhi of the Tel el-
Amarna tablets and the Egyp. geographical lists).
Toi king of Hamath, who had been at war with
H., now sent an embassy to congratulate the Isr.
monarch on his victories. At a later date,, when
Avar had broken out between David and the
Ammonites, H. despatched 20,000 footmen from
Zobah and Beth-rehob to the help of the Ammon-
ites, other troops being also furnished by the
Syrian princes of Maacah and Tob. The combined
host, however, was annihilated by Joab, who pro-
ceeded to overrun Ammon. H. now obtained the
help of the Aramaeans on the eastern side of the
Euphrates ; but the Syrian army, under the com-
mand of Shobach (called Shophach 1 Ch 1916), was
utterly defeated by David at Helam, which is
probably the Khalman of the Assyr. inscriptions,
usually identified with Aleppo. Josephus {Ant.
VII. vi. 3) transforms Helam into a Syrian general,
Khalaman, and tells us that Hadadezer, under the
name of Hadad, was mentioned by Nicolaus Damas-
cenus in his history of Damascus. The battle of
Helam completely broke the power of Zobah.

A. H. SAYCE.
HADADRIMMON (flsrng), mentioned in Zee 1211

along with the valley of Megiddon. It is commonly
supposed to have been the place of national lamen-
tation over the slaughter, by Necoh of Egypt (2 Κ
2329,2 Ch 3522-24), of Josiah, the last promising king
of Judah. Hitzig suggested (Commentar uber den
Jesaja, 1833, on 178) that the mourning was for
Adonis, as in Phoenicia; and he was followed by
Movers, Kneucker, Leyrer, W. R. Smith, and
Merx. Baudissin (in Studien zur Sem. Belig.-
geschichte), however, concludes to stand by the
former position. LXX reads κοπετέ po&vos, and
the Vulg. Adadremmon. The usual identification
is with Rummaneh, a small village S. of Megiddo,
and N.W. of Jenin (cf. G. A. Smith, Hist. Geog.
389, n. 2).

LITERATURE.—Baudissin, Studien, etc. 295 ff.; Baethgen,
Beitrage z. sem. Relig.-geschichte, 75, 84, 255 (both these authors
discuss fully the component elements of the word); Wellhausen,
Klein. Proph. 192 ; W. R. Smith, RS 392 n.; Schrader, COT on
Zee 12H; Bredenkamp, Steiner, Orelli, and Nowack in their
Comm. on Zee, ad loc. See also the separate articles, HADAD
and RIMMON. I R A M . PRICE.

HADAR, Gn 3639.—See HADAD 3.

HADAREZER.—See HADADEZER.

HADASHAH (n$hq).— A town in the Shephelah
of Judah, Jos 1537. Its site is unknown.

HADASSAH (nsiri ' myrtle').— The Jewish name
of Esther (i.e. Pers. stdra, 'star'). It occurs only
in Est 27.

HADES ("Αιδης, p^s).— The term used in the
LXX and NT for the abode of the departed, the
unseen world into which men pass at death. It is
a word of very frequent occurrence in the OT, of
very rare occurrence in the NT. In the AV of the
OT it is unhappily rendered by * hell' (Dt 3222,
2 S 226, Ps 1610 185 1163 1398, and often), ' the pit'
(Nu 1630· 33), and ' the grave' (Gn 3735, 1 S 26, Job 79

1413, Ps 303 4914·15 etc.). The original sense of the
English word ' hell' appears to have been simply
that of the hidden, unseen place, and in the general
sense of the ' realm of the dead' it occurs in the
statements of the Creeds on the article of Christ's
Descent to Hell, as well as in old English ('The
Harrowing of Hell' in the Exeter Book; Chaucer,
The Milleres Tale, v. 3572; Spenser, Son. 68). Its
use in the AV, therefore, has been defended, e.g.

by Bp. Horsley, on the ground t h a t ' in its primary
and natural sense it signifies nothing more than
the unseen and covered place' (Sermons, ii. 20).
But the English Revisers, recognizing the difficulty
of disconnecting the word from its usual associa-
tions, have displaced ' hell' by ' Hades' in the NT.
In the OT they have adopted a less uniform practice.
In the historical books they have left the rendering
' the grave' or ' the pit' in the text, and have
placed on the margin the note · Heb. Sheol,1 to
'indicate that it does not signify the place of
burial/ as they explain in their Preface. In the
poetical books they usually give Sheol in the text,
and put ' the grave' in the margin. In Is 14 they
retain ' hell' in the text and give ' Sheol' in the
margin, on the ground that in that paragraph the
word ' hell' has ' more of its usual sense, and is less
liable to be misunderstood,' while ' any change in
so familiar a passage which was not distinctly an
improvement would be a decided loss.' The Ameri-
can Revisers, however, have followed the more con-
sistent course of giving ' Sheol' in the text of the
OT, and dispensing with the variant renderings
'the grave,' ' the pit,' 'hel l ' ; as ' Hades' is given
by both English and American Revisers in the text
of the NT. (See also the article on HELL.)

The word Hades is a familiar term in classical
Greek. It is usually supposed to be derived from
α privative and Ιδ€Ϊν, videre, ' see,' and hence it is
rendered Nelucus by Hermann. This etymology
is thought to be rendered extremely doubtful by
the presence of the aspiration, and so Voss (Hymn
Dem. 348) would derive the word from &δω, χάδω, in
the sense of πόλυδέκτης, der Umfasser, the ' all-
receiving,' 'all-devouring.' Though the Attic
form, however, was "Αίδης, #δης, the more ancient
form, as generally in Homer, was Ά'ΐδης, -αο and -βω,
which form, except in the Epic genitive Άΐδβω,
occurs also in the Tragic poets. So in Milton (PL
ii. 963, 964)—

' and by them stood
Orcus and Ades, and the dreaded name
Of Demogorgon.'

In Homer, the word (also in the form 'Αϊδωνεύ*
there, in Hesiod, and, though rarely, in the
Tragedians) occurs only as a proper name, the
name of the god of the nether world, Pluto; in
Hesiod (Th. 455), the son of Kronos and Rheia, and
older brother of Zeus. Hence, in Homer, the
forms els Άΐδαο, elv Άίδαο with or without δόμου?,
δό/Aots, in the sense of ' into' or ' in the lower world';
in Attic the forms 4v and els "Αιδου; and in the NT
the έν ξδου of the TR, and the later MSS in Ac 22 7·3 1

displaced by the els %δην of the RV and the older
MSS. Later the word became an appellative, de-
noting the underworld itself, the habitation of the
dead, corresponding to the Latin Orcust Inferi,
Infernum, Inferna.

In the LXX and the OT Apocr. the word repre-
sents the Heb. hSxp, and sometimes other Heb.
terms, as lia (Is 14i9 3818), πςηη (Ps 93 [94]17 1131δ

[11517]), n\D (Pr 1412 1625, Is 2815), n?D (Job 3322), n&ft
(Job 3817). These latter, however, are only occa-
sional occurrences. In the vast majority of cases
(some 59 in the canonical books alone, and often in
the Apocr.) ' Hades' is the equivalent of VIN;?, and
it carries with it the sense which that term has as
a designation of the world beyond the grave.

The conceptions formed of that world by different
peoples have been very various. They have been
largely affected by racial, geographical, and climatic
circumstances, and have not been altogether con-
stant in the history of the beliefs of the progressive
peoples. By far the more prevalent, however, has
been the idea that would most naturally occur to
men as they looked down into the grave which hid
their departed kinsfolk from their gaze—that of
an underworld, the opposite in all respects of the
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open, visible, sunlit world of activity. In various
forms this general conception has held the mind of
races as different as the lusty Teutonic tribes, the
Zulus of Africa, the savages of North and South
America, the Samoan islanders, the Asiatic Karens,
the Italmen of Kamschatka, the Egyptians, the
Babylonians and Assyrians, the Greeks and Ro-
mans. It was also the popular conception of the
ancient Hebrews, and the Hebrew form of the idea
had special affinity with that of the Babylonians
and Greeks. In the OT, therefore, Hades ex-
presses the general view of the world of the
departed as a dark, deep underworld, in which the
deceased continue to exist, but in a state of being
devoid of the joy, the activity, the fulness, and the
substantiality of real life. For the most part, too,
in the OT it is an abode from which there is no
return, and in which there are no moral dis-
tinctions ; a condition involving separation at once
from living men and from the living God; one in
which rich and poor, king and slave, good and
evil, subsist together in the same inane, shadowy,
cheerless condition, without positive reward for
the righteous or penalty for the wicked. Though
not without occasional hints and suggestions of
better things, the OT, reflecting the popular
Hebrew modes of thought on the subject, presents
Hades neither as a distinct stadium between death
and a larger future, nor as a scene of moral issues,
but as the common gathering-place for the de-
parted, into which all alike go down, beyond which
there is nothing to be clearly seen or certainly
looked for, and from which there is no open way of
restoration to the old strength of life, far less any
elevation to a new and higher life, near or afar.

The idea of Hades and the existence after death,
however, did not continue to stand at this level.
In course of time, by the experience of faith, the
teaching of the prophets, and the operation of
other influences which we less clearly understand,
it changed in more than one direction. The pro-
cess is seen in the OT itself, especially in the
poetical books and in the writings of the prophets,
yet in different ways. In the former, faith is seen
overleaping the dark domain of Hades, negativing
the thought of a perpetual existence in its dreary
and futile depths, having visions and forecasts
of a more satisfying future {e.g. Ps 16. 17. 49. 73,
Job 1413-17 1618-1791923'27 etc.). In the latter we find
not merely surmises and anticipations, but definite
teaching, which grows from less to more till it
declares the hope of a resurrection of Israel's dead,
and an awakening from the sleep of death to ever-
lasting life or to everlasting contempt (Is 2619, Dn
122·8). But that is the most that the OT books give.

The process of change, however, went farther.
It is reflected in the apocryphal, the rabbinical,
and especially the apocalyptic literature. New
ideas became connected with Hades and the future,
yet without settling into a uniform faith or
obtaining general acceptance in any one mode.
In some of the books the old conception of
Hades is continued with little or no change
(Sir 1727·M 414, Bar 217, To 36·1 0 132, 1 Mac 269

1430). In these there is little or nothing beyond a
simple acquiescence in the fact of man's mortality
(Sir 411'4). In others there is the hope of an
immortality for the soul, but no certain hope of a
resurrection of the body (Wis 223 31"4 41 3·1 4 153). In
others there is the definite statement of the com-
pleter belief in a future life with moral issues, the
doctrine of the bodily resurrection being in some
cases less prominent and less distinct than that of
a general continuance of life or return to life
(Enoch 2212·13 511"5 615 9110 923, Ps-Sol 316 139 etc.),
in others more so (2 Mac 79· u' w 1243·44; cf. Sibyll.
2440 2274. 275 4228. 229> A p ( ) C < B a r 391-5 5Q1 5 ^ 2 E s 7f 2 ) .

In others the idea that Hades is a place of relative

moral awards appears, though in no very definite
or pronounced form (Wis 31"10 51'14 618'20 1714etc· as
compared with 317·18 etc., 2 Mac 79· u · 1 4 · 2 9 1243"45

1446 etc.); while in the apocalyptic books the pre-
vailing conception has come to be that of an
intermediate state, with relative rewards for the
good and penalties for the evil (Enoch 1012 22. 1005

1037 etc., Book of Jub. 5243 7248 2221 2427 36 ; cf. 2 Es
731-35.36*-38.« 6i.· 76*-ιοι· e t c . ( J a m e s , T. and S. iii. 2 ) ;
Apoc. Bar 521"3 etc.). In the rabbinical literature
further developments of opinion are seen, especially
in the direction of regarding Hades as an inter-
mediate state with purgatorial processes for those
of Israel and (at a later stage) with two distinct
compartments or divisions within it—one of pre-
liminary blessedness, and another of preliminary
woe. Our Lord and His apostles spoke to the
ideas which the Jews of their time had on these
subjects as on others. Regard must be had to this
in interpreting the occurrences of the word Hades
in NT. The question is, how far these modifica-
tions of the prevalent OT idea of Hades are
reflected in the NT; what precise sense is to be
attached to the term there; and to what extent it
has a doctrinal significance or suggests doctrinal
conclusions.

The small place which is given to the term
itself, or to any equivalent for it, in the NT is the
first thing that calls for attention. The word
occurs only ten times in all, including parallels,
according to the best text. It is found nowhere in
John's Gospel, the Epistles of Paul, the Epistle to
the Hebrews, or the Catholic Epistles. Three of
its occurrences are on Christ's lips, viz. Mt II 2 3

(with its parallel Lk 1015) 1618, Lk 1623. In two of
these the word is obviously used in a figurative
sense: in the one to express, in the case ^ of
Capernaum, an absolute overthrow, a humiliation
as deep as the former loftiness and pride had been
great; in the other, to express, in the case of the
Church, a security which shall be proof against
death and destruction. The third occurrence, in
the parable of the rich man and Lazarus, is of a
different kind, and has even been taken to put
our Lord's imprimatur on the Jewish idea of two
compartments in Hades, distinct from, yet near,
one another. The point of the parable, however,
is the broad moral lesson of the penalty of a selfish
life. Everything else is secondary and ancillary
to this. That being so, the use of the word here is
ethical rather than doctrinal. It does not take us
beyond the broad fact that there is a state of being
into which men pass at death, and that the divine
righteousness follows them thither with moral
decisions affecting their conditions there and re-
versing antecedent estimates and circumstances.
In the second chapter of Acts the word occurs in a
quotation from the 16th Psalm, and with an appli-
cation of that utterance of OT faith to the case of
Christ, His death and His resurrection; in which,
therefore, it has again the broad sense of the world
of the departed into which Christ passed like other
men, though only to be raised from it. Neither
do the passages in the Apocalypse of St. John carry
us beyond this. In the first (I18), where Christ
claims to have 'the keys of death and Hades,' we
have simply the declaration of His power over
death and the habitation that receives the dead,
His ability to deliver or bring up from these. In
the second (68) we have a personification of Hades
as a demon following Death, the rider on the pale
horse, to devour those slain by him. In the third
and fourth (2013·14) Death and Hades appear again
as demon figures, striking down and swallowing
men, but compelled at last to render up their
victims, and doomed themselves to be destroyed
by Christ. In the passage in 1 Co (1555) the reading
ξ.δη in the second clause must give place to ddvare.
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We gather, in the second place, that in all the
NT passages (except Mt II 2 3, Lk 1015) Hades is
associated with death ; that it expresses the general
conception of the invisible world or abode into
which death ushers men ; and that it presents this
habitation of the future, not as a final state, but as
an intermediate scene of existence with relative
moral distinctions. It appears, further, that the
prevalent ideas connected with it, in its association
with death, are those of privation, detention, and
righteous recompense, the thought of the relative
reward of good being subordinate, if expressed
at all, to that of the retribution of evil and to
that of the penal character pertaining to Hades as
the minister of death. Otherwise the NT Hades
shows little or nothing of the change which had
come upon the old conception of Sheol, or the
world of the dead, in the course of the history of
Jewish thought and belief. In none of the passages
in which the word itself occurs have we any dis-
closures or even hints of purgatorial fires, puri-
fying processes, or extended operations of grace.
In none of them have we anything approaching
the Virgilian picture of the underworld, with its
schooling in punishment, its washing out or burning
out of guilt, its boon of forgetfulness {Mn. vi.
723-731, Mackail's trans. ; cf. Conington's Virgil,
ii. 418, 419). They are silent as regards all such
things as the Limbus Patrum, the Limbus In-
fantum, etc., of the Roman Catholic theology, the
division of Hades into distinct sections for different
classes of the dead, the topographical definitions
of the underworld in which both poetry and
theology have indulged. Nor is there anything in
them like the precise and developed doctrine of
later times on the condition of men in the space
between death and resurrection, or like those
theories of a sleep of the soul, a ministry of Christ
in Hades, a continuance of disciplinary processes,
an extension of converting and restoring agencies,
and other similar ideas, which have been connected
with the general idea of a Status Medius in the
theologies of various Churches and in the systems of
divines of different schools, Roman Catholic, Greek
Catholic, and Protestant. In its ideas and in its
definite teaching the NT turns for the most part on
the present life, with its moral choices and spiritual
responsibilities, and on the state of being that
follows the judgment, with its final decisions. It
makes little of the mysterious space that comes
between the two.

LITERATURE.—The books given under the article ESCHATOLOGY,
especially Bottcher, Be Inferis; Guder, Die Lehre der
Erscheinung Jesu Christi unter den Todten; Weber, Jiidische
Theologie; Hamburger, Real - Encyclopddie fur Bibel und
Talmud; also Greswell, Exposition of the Parables, vol. v.
pt. ii.; Rinck, Zustand nach dem Tode; Oertel, Hades; Craven,
Excursus in Lange's Com. on Revelation; Schenkel, Bibellexicon;
Riehm, Handworterbuch des biblischen Altertums; Cremer, Bib-
lisch-theologisches Worterbuch. g. D, J1, SALMOND.

HADID (T-jn).— Named along with Lod and Ono,
Ezr 233=Neh 737, peopled by Benjamites after the
Captivity, Ν eh II3 4, probably to be identified also
with Adida of 1 Mac 1238 1313. It is the modern
Haditheh in the low hills, about 3 | miles N.E. of
Lydda. See SWP vol. ii. sh. xiv.; Robinson, BBP
iii. 143; Guerin, Judte, i. 320; Buhl, GAP 197.

C. R. CONDER.
HADLAI Π]π).— An Ephraimite, 2 Ch 2812. See

GENEALOGY.

HADORAM (DThq).— 1. The fifth son of Joktan
(Gn ΙΟ27 Β Όδορρά, 1 Ch I2 1 A Kedovpav), and so pre-
sumably the name of a Yemenite district or tribe
not otherwise known. It has been conjectured
that the Άδραμΐται (Ptol. vi. 7. 10) or the Atramitse
(Plin. vi. 32, xii. 30) are here referred to, but the
latter are probably to be identified with the people

of Hadramaut (see Dillm. ad loc, and art. HAZAR-
MAVETH).

2. The son of Tou king of Hamath, who waa
sent by his father on an embassy to David after
the latter's victory over Hadadezer king of Zobah
(1 Ch 1810). In the parallel passage 2 S 89f· Tou is lesa
correctly given as Toi (^n for tyn), while Hadoram
wrongly appears as Joram (DTP) : the LXX, how-
ever, gives Ίβδδονράν, and in 1 Ch 1810 Ίδουραάμ.

3. In 2 Ch 1018 Hadoram (Dyiq) is given as the
name of the superintendent of the levies in the
reign of Rehoboam. The parallel passage 1 Κ 1218

has preserved the more correct form Adoram (D"]VIJ*),
while the LXX (to 1 Ch) has the fuller form
Adoniram [Άδων€ΐράμ). See ADONIRAM, and cf.
Driver, Text of Sam. 267. J. F. STENNING.

HADRACH (ητιπ, Assyr. Hatarikka). — The
capital of a region in Syria, and a place of import-
ance in the times of Uzziah and his successors.
The name occurs but once in the Bible, namely,
in Zee 91; but in that one place it is made
emphatic. The 'land of Hadrach' is there men-
tioned as having the same interest with Damascus,
and as in relations with ' all the tribes of Israel,' and
with Hamath, Tyre, Zidon, the several Philistine
peoples, the sons of Javan, Egypt, and especially
Assyria.

The Assyr. records for a certain period promi-
nently mention Hadrach in connexion with
Damascus, Arpad, Hamath, Samaria, Judah,
though they give no details. Assur-dan ill. made
an expedition thither in his first year, B.C. 772,
another in his eighth, and another in his eighteenth
year. Hadrach is mentioned in inscriptions that
bear the name of Tiglath-pileser (B.C. 745-727), and
in others which Assyriologists attribute to Tiglath-
pileser, though the fragments of them now known
do not bear his name. The period is that in which
the ' shepherds' of Israel were Zechariah, Shallum,
Menahem, Pekahiah, Pekah, and Hoshea; when
the realm of Jeroboam II., including the peoples
from the Mediter. to the Euphrates, was falling
to pieces before the Assyrian. The Assyr. kings
speak of themselves as overthrowing a confederacy,
headed by Uzziah of Judah, and extending as far
as Hamath. At different times in this period they
deported Israelites from the northern tribes, and
from east of Jordan (1 Ch 56· 26, 2 Κ 1529).

Apparently, the identification of Hadrach with
^atarikka is beyond doubt, and the writer of this
prophecy had this period in mind, whatever bearing
these facts may have on the various critical and
historical questions that arise (see Schrader, Κ Α Τ2

453, and Del. Paradies, 279).
W. J. BEECHER.

HAFT.—' The haft of a knife, that whereby you
have or hold it,' says Trench {Study of Words t 303);
and the two words are no doubt etymol. connected,
but the connexion is not quite so immediate.
Haft occurs once in AV, Jg 3-2 ' And the haft also
went in after the blade' (n^D, the hilt of a sword,
or handle of a knife). Wye. (who has * pommel'
here, [1388, ether hilte]) uses ' haft' in Dt 195 ' the
yren, slipt of fro the haft, smytith his freend, and
sleeth' (1388, 'helve'). Cf. also Gower, Confessio
Amantis, iv.—

4 But yet ne fond I nought the haft,
Which might unto the blade accorde.'

J. HASTINGS.
HAGAB (run, Άγά/3), Ezr 246.—His descendants

were among the Nethinim who returned from
Babylon with Zerubbabel. The name, with that
preceding it in Ezr, is absent from the parallel list
in Ν eh 7, the loss being apparently due to the
similarity between the names Hagabah and
Hagab. It appears in 1 Es 530 as Accaba.

H. ST. J. THACKERAY.
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HAGABA (N^JD, Άγα/3ά Β, f AyyajSd A), Neh 748.—
The head of another family of Nethinim who re-
turned from Babylon with Zerubbabel.

HAGABAH (ηρη, \A7ajSa).— The slightly different
form in which the last-mentioned name appears in
the parallel list in Ezr 245. In 1 Es 529 it becomes
Aggaba (AV Graba, B* om., Α Ά β ά )

HAGAR (·υπ 'flight,' 'emigration').—!. THE
NARRATIVES.— Hagar was the name of an Egyptian
woman (Gn 161 219) in the service of Sarai. The
fact that she is expressly called an Egyptian has
given rise to the conjecture that she was one of
the * maidservants' who were presented by Pharaoh
at the time when the Egyptian king * entreated
Abraham well' for Sarai's sake (1216). It would
appear that Hagar stood in that intimate relation
with Sarai which we find occupied by the maid-
servants of Rebekah (2459) and of Leah and Rachel
(2924"29). She was the property of her mistress, not
of her master; and Sarai finding that in the course
of nature she could herself have no hope of having
children, proposed that Abraham should take
Hagar as his concubine. Hagar being Sarai's
property, Sarai would claim Hagar's children as
her own (cf. Rachel and Leah in 303·9). Accord-
ingly, Hagar became Abraham's concubine; and,
finding herself with child, appears to have suffered
herself to indulge in expressions of exultation, as
if of triumph over a defeated rival. The true wife
and the servant concubine, in their jealousy and
hatred, present a picture of Bedawin tent-life, true
enough to facts, however repugnant to Western
ideas. Sarai bitterly resented the insult, and com-
plained to Abraham. The patriarch resigned all
claim over his concubine; he refused to interfere
himself, and handed Hagar over to the tender
mercies of Sarai. Sarai's harshness enraged Hagar;
and the latter, goaded to desperation, fled from her
mistress into the wilderness. The wilderness of
Shur ' before (i.e. E. of) Egypt' represents probably
the desert region of Jifar between Philistia and
the E. borders of Egypt proper (cf. Ex 1522). Pre-
sumably, Hagar bethought herself of fleeing to her
native country ; for through this desert passed the
usual caravan route to Egypt. While she was
resting by a spring in the desert the Angel of J"
appeared to her (v.7); bade her return to her
mistress and be submissive to her; he also en-
couraged her by telling her of the son that should
be born to her; his name was to be Ishmael; he
would be as untameable as a wild ass; he would
be at war with all men ; ' in the sight of all his
brethren' should he live (not merely, * to the E. of
them,' \$"^a) his wild, independent, defiant life.
Hagar, according to the Hebrew tradition, gave
the name Beer-lahai-roH to the spring, because as
the angel departed she realized who he was; and
she looked after him who had seen her in her
affliction and had comforted her. * The well of the
living one who sees me ' ; this was the popular
interpretation of the name of the well in after-
times associated with the vision granted to Hagar
[see BEER-LAHAI-ROI]. 'The Bedawin even yet
associate with Hagar's name a well a considerable
distance south of Beersheba in Muweilih, one of
the principal stations on the caravan road, and also
a rock dwelling, Bait Hagar, in the neighbour-
hood' (Dillmann, in loc). Hagar was obedient to
the vision, and returned to her mistress. The
birth of Ishmael is recorded in the brief extract
from Ρ (1615), which also mentions that Abram was
then eighty-six years old. Eleven years had passed
since the call of Abram.

Nothing more is related of Hagar until the 21st
chapter, where we are told of the birth of Isaac
(ντΛ"7). On the occasion of the festival which was

held perhaps two or three years later (see Delitzsch
and Dillmann, in loc.)t Sarah saw Hagar's son 'play-
ing'(pn^D, not 'mocking' or 'persecuting,' as no
object is expressed); and her maternal jealousy
took fire. She was seized probably with a dread
lest the inheritance should pass to the son of the
concubine. She demanded from Abraham the
expulsion of Hagar and her boy. The demand, to
Abraham's credit, displeased him sorely. But
God spake to him, apparently at night; bade him
sacrifice his fatherly feelings, and obey Sarah's
word. Abraham the next morning took bread and
a skin of water, and gave them over, with the lad,
to Hagar, who was thus sent forth a homeless
wanderer into the wilderness of Beersheba, in the
neighbourhood of which Abraham presumably was
encamped (2114·32 2219). According to this tradition
Ishmael was still a child, and was soon worn out.
The water-skin was quickly emptied; Hagar laid
the child down under a bush (v.15); she saw there
was no hope for his life unless she could find water ;
in despair, and so that she might not witness his
dying agonies, she retired a bowshot's distance.
It was then that God heard the voice of the lad
(not of his mother); and the angel of God called to
Hagar, and encouraged her. The boy was not to
die, but to live. ' Arise, lift up the boy, take fast
hold of him by thy hand ; for I will make of him
a great nation.' Then God opened her eyes; she
saw, what before she had not perceived, a well of
water close at hand; she filled the empty skin
with water, and gave her boy to drink. He re-
vived, and grew to be a strong man, a famous
archer. He dwelt in the desert of Paran ; and his
mother, herself an Egyptian, took for him an
Egyptian wife (v.21).

The purpose which was served by the preser-
vation of these two narratives was probably a
different one in each case. In ch. 16 we have a
tradition the preservation of which in the Book of
Genesis seems to be due to the fact that (1) it
illustrated the varied trials to which Abraham's
faith and patience were subjected before the fulfil-
ment of the divine promise was granted; (2) it
proclaimed the futility of the human endeavours
to compass by human means that which could only
be accomplished in accordance with the divine
purpose. To every Israelite it also emphasized the
fact that the chosen family had been providentially
watched over from its very beginnings; the
humblest members of the household received the
blessing of the divine Vision. In ch. 21 we have
a similar thought; but here the separation of
Hagar from the tent of Abraham is due, not to a
voluntary flight, but to an express divine oracle.
Undoubtedly, too, this story reflects the pride of
the people in the purity of their descent. The
nations around Palestine were, according to the
popular Hebrew belief, all of them offshoots from
the family of Abraham; but the stock of typical
patriarchal Israel had no contamination from
Canaan or from Egypt.

There was, however, another side to the narra-
tives. It cannot but have struck the Israelite
reader that the first mention of ' the Angel of J" "
(167) is in connexion with the manifestation to
Hagar, this despised Egyptian concubine. The
light 'ad revelationem gentium9 had begun to
shine; and the story of Hagar is the first of a
remarkable series in which appear Tamar, Rahab,
Ruth, and Naaman. Thus the story of Hagar is a
striking instance, on the very threshold of the
history of the Covenant People, of that wider and
more generous view of divine mercy which was
ordinarily ignored by popular Hebrew particu-
larism.

The name Hagar in Arabic denotes a ' fugitive.'
The word is familiar to us in Hegira, the ' epoch-
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making' flight of Mohammed. Some have thought
that the biblical narratives of Hagar ('flight') and
Ishmael ('God heareth') have been expanded out
of a mere play upon the words; others have
thought that the original names may have been
adapted so as to correspond with the distinctive
incidents of well-known primitive narratives, and
that thus the tradition of actual facts has been
made to serve the additional purpose of accounting
for the origin of neighbouring tribes. It cannot
be doubted that the narratives represent an early
Israelite belief that the mountain tribes and clans
on the south and south-east frontier of Palestine
were descended from the same Hebrew stock, from
the same Semitic group, as Israel. The Ishmaelite
Bedawin were regarded as sons of Abraham, but
as of inferior caste; and Hagar supplied the recol-
lection of a tradition that they were also connected
with Egypt. Kenan {Hist, of Isr. i. 81 n., Eng. tr.)
would derive the name Hagar from the Arabic
hagar (=a rock), 'by the primitive equivalence of
π and π ' ; he regards Hagar as the personification
of the tribes of Arabia Petrcea, and apparently
derives the story of Hagar from the resemblance
of the two words meaning 'rock' and ' fugitive.'

ii. SOURCES OF THE NARRATIVES.—The story of
Hagar is to be found in two passages in Genesis,
the one ch. 16, the other ch. 218"21. The former
passage is almost entirely derived from J (the
Jahwist narrative), the only exceptions being
yyia. 3. i5. i6? which a r e from Ρ (the Priestly Narra-
tive, so also 2512), and vv.9·10, which are probably
from the Kedactor. The latter passage is entirely
from Ε (the Elohist narrative). The two passages
furnish material for instructive comparison. In
both cases we have a tradition respecting Hagar,
a concubine of Abraham. In the earlier chapter
she flies from her mistress ; in the later she is
expelled by Abraham at Sarah's demand. In both
traditions a divine manifestation is granted to her
in the wilderness. In ch. 16 (J) it is ' the Angel of
JHVH' who appears to her ' in the wilderness, by
the fountain (j:a) in the way to Shur' (166). In
ch. 21 (E) it is God (Elohim) who hears her child
weeping, and 'the Angel of God' {Elohim) who
speaks to her, and she sees ' a well of water'
(D\? -IN?). In ch. 16 (J) Hagar is the ' handmaid'
(nn£?>) of Sarai; in ch. 21 (E) she is the 'bond-
woman' (ηφΝ). In ch. 1611 (J) Hagar's son is to be
called Ishmael because J" had heard her 'afflic-
tion'; in ch. 2117 (E) 'God heard the voice of the
lad.'

It is possible, if 169·10 be an addition by 11, that
the J tradition regarded Ishmael' as born and bred
in the desert,' and did not record the return of
Hagar to the tent of Abraham (Kittel). It was,
however, necessary to introduce the mention of her
return in order to account for the Ε tradition of
ch. 21.

It will be observed that, according to P, Ishmael
was fourteen years old when Isaac was born (Gn
16i. 3. is. i6 op. 2-5). ^ u t in Ε the language used of
Hagar (219"21) would imply that Ishmael was still
a child.

iii. REFERENCES TO HAGAR BY ST. PAUL AND
PHILO.—St. Paul, in his Epistle to the Galatians
(425), makes an allegorical use of the story of
Hagar. 'Hagar, the bondwoman,' is set over-
against ' Sarah, the freewoman'; ' Ishmael, the
child after the flesh,' against ' Isaac, the child of
the promise.' St. Paul is presenting the antithesis
of 'the old covenant' and 'the new,' ' the earthly
Jerusalem' and 'the heavenly.' Sinai, the moun-
tain of the law, which was in Arabia, the dwelling-
place of ' the son of Hagar' (Bar 32·3), is set oyer-
against Mount Sion, the mountain of gracious
promise, the home of the true Israel (see Lightfoot
on Gal 425).

This allegorical treatment of the story of Hagar
corresponded to the rabbinic method of teaching in
the apostle's time. St. Paul's expansion of the
story {έδίωκεν rbv κατά πνεύμα) reproduced the tradi-
tional Jewish feeling (cf. Bereshith Rabba, 53. 15)
of hostility towards the Arab tribes, whose constant
inroads upon the southern frontier of Judaea
seemed to repeat the conduct of Ishmael towards
Isaac. The Hagarenes mentioned in Ps 836, 1 Ch
510.19.20̂  Were regarded as typical members of this
group of hostile clans. (These tribes were possibly
the same as the 'Aypcuoi, who are mentioned by
Eratosthenes in Strabo, xvi. iv. 2, p. 767, as
dwelling in the northern part of Arabia). St.
Paul, in his reference to the Hagar narrative,
frankly uses it as an allegory (Gal 424); and, as in
at least one other instance (1 Co 104), he does
not shrink from employing for his purpose the
' Haggadic' expansion of the original version.

Philo allegorizes the narrative in various passages,
notably in De Cherubim, I. i. 139; De Congr. Erud.
grat. II. i. 500. Abraham represents the human
soul searching after true wisdom and divine know-
ledge. He is united first to Sarai, the sovereign
virtue {ή άρχουσα αρετή), but from her he has no
offspring; he has not progressed sufficiently to win
spiritual advantage. At her bidding he next
unites himself to Hagar the Egyptian—who repre-
sents secular learning, the necessary training of
the intellect (τά, επώνυμα TTJS "Ayap προπαιδεύματα).
This union is at once fruitful; and its issue is
Ishmael, who represents sophistry—Hagar {ή μ4σο$
καϊ 4y κύκλιο* τταιδεία) and Ishmael (ό σοφιστής) must
both be driven forth to make way for the reunion
with the true virtue which abides forever in the
home of the human soul. The name Hagar he
interprets by παροίκησα ( = 'sojourning'), as if it
were connected with gSr {De Congr. Erud. grat. i.
520), ' a sojourner'; cf. παροικεί σοφία ού κατοικεί {De
sacrific. Abelis et Caini, § 10. i. 170).

iv.' LATER TRADITIONS.—Jewish tradition ex-
panded and embellished the story in a variety of
ways. In ch. 16 'the desert of Shur' appears as
' the desert of 3agra' in the Targum of Onkelos
and Jerusalem. In ch. 21 the Targum of Jerusalem
adds that Abraham dismissed Hagar ' with a letter
of divorce.' The Targums of Jonathan and Jerus.
in 251 identify Keturah with Hagar, 'who had
been bound (rt. Mr, rrvifcp) to him from the begin-
ning ' ; so also Itashi. itashi, in his commentary
on 61, records the belief that Hagar was a daughter
of Pharaoh, who, after seeing the wonders that
had been done for Sarah, declared that it was
better for his daughter to be a bondservant in the
house of Abraham than a mistress in the palace of
another. Commenting on 219, he records the
Jewish interpretation mentioned by Jerome in his
Qucest. ad Cfenesim, according to which Ishmael's
'playing' was a form of 'idolatry' (cf. Ex 326).
Again, on v.14, he says, ' Abraham put Ishmael on
Hagar's shoulder; for Sarah had overlooked him
with an evil eye, and he had been seized with fever
so that he could not walk.'

One of the Jewish derivations of Hagar's name
is based upon a play on the words TUK ΚΠ ' here is
thy wage.'

'The Moslems naturally modify the biblical
account in favour of their own nation; they con-
tend that Hagar was Abraham's lawful wife, and
that Ishmael obtained, therefore, as his eldest son,
the extensive tracts of Arabia, whilst the younger
son, Isaac, received only the limited territory of
Canaan; that Hagar was born at Farma, then the
capital of Egypt and the residence of the Pharaohs,
but that she died at Mecca, and was buried in the
precincts of the temple of the Caaba' (Kalisch on
Gn 161"3, quoting D'Herbelot, Bibl. Orient, p. 420).

Buxtorf (in his Lexicon Chald. Talmud, et
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Rabbin., Basle, 1639, s.v. ^n) says, 'Judsei hodie
Ungaros sic vocant, quasi Hagrios vel Hagarios
Turcas autem Ismoelitas vocant. Hinc Psal. 83
pro DHan in Targum est 'N-iapn Ungari.'

Η. Ε. KYLE.
HAGARENES.—See HAGKITES.

HAGGADA.—See TALMUD.

HAGGAI ('30 ' festal,' LXX 'Ayycuos, cf. rran 2 S
3 4 ; Phcen. »jn, run, CIS lxvii. 1 ; Palmyr. mn,
Vogiio, 61a).—The prophet whose prophecies are
contained in the book which bears his name. His
first prophecy is dated the 2nd year of Darius,
i.e. B.C. 520 ; his main purpose was to rouse the
community of the returned exiles to rebuild the
temple at Jerusalem.

A. HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION.—The high hopes
with which the Jewish exiles started home from
Babylon in 536 were not destined to be fulfilled in
the early years of the Return. Instead of pro-
ceeding at once to restore the ruined temple to its
former glory, the Bene hag-Golah ('sons of the
Captivity') were obliged to content themselves
with setting up the altar of burnt-offering (Ezr
32f·, confirmed by Hag 214). It is possible that the
foundations of the temple were formally laid ; *
but the great work of restoration remained un-
accomplished for the next sixteen years. Various
causes contributed to this state of inaction. During
the fifty years of the Captivity the Judsean exiles
had lived without temple and altar, and no doubt
many felt that delay in restoring them need nob
involve serious damage to religion. The more
enthusiastic party would probably have made
some effort but for the series of disasters which
fell upon the Jewish community. There was,
first of all, the active hostility of the neighbouring
Samaritans; the firm refusal of whose plausible
offer to assist in the building turned them into
the implacable foes of Jerusalem (Ezr 41"5). Then
the invasion of Egypt by Cambyses in 527 must
have brought with it great suffering for the Jewish
colonists ; no peace or security was possible while
Palestine was being overrun by the vast hordes of
the Persian army on their way to Egypt (see Zee
810, Hag I6). A succession of bad seasons fol-
lowed ; the land suffered from prolonged drought;
harvest and vintage failed; the fortunes of the
colony sank to their lowest ebb (Hag I6· 9 " n 216·17).
In Jerusalem itself some of the old social abuses
made their appearance; luxury and self-seeking
among the wealthier classes took the place of zeal
for the cause of religion (Hag I4· 9). The leaders
of the community did nothing, the first enthusiasm
had cooled down, and the great object of the
Return remained unaccomplished. Meanwhile
important events were taking place in the Persian
empire. During the early years of his reign (521-
515) Darius wTas engaged in a desperate struggle to
secure the kingdom he had won. Province after
province revolted; rebellions broke out every-
where, now in the very heart of the empire, now
in its farthest extremities. While Darius was
suppressing the Babylonian usurper Nidintubel,
Elam and the neighbouring countries attempted
to throw off the Persian yoke. At the beginning
of 520 Darius subdued Babylon, and then marched
against the Median pretender Phraortes; but
before this campaign was over, Babylon revolted

* All contemporary authorities give the 2nd year of Darius,
the 16th of the Return, 520, as the date of the foundation
of the temple, Hag 2^. 18, Zee 89, Ezr 52· 16. The account of
the laying of the foundations in the 2nd year of the Return,
535, contained in Ezr 38-13, belongs to a later document, written
about 200 years after the events narrated. It is possible that
this later account may have some historical basis; there may
have been a purely formal foundation, such as Haggai and
Zechariah could entirely disregard. See Driver, LOT* 547.

a second time.* It seemed like a vast upheaval of
the heathen world, a shaking of the heavens and
earth. There were still prophets in Jerusalem
who could read the signs of the times, and they
were not slow to grasp the bearing of these vast
movements upon the interests which they had at
heart. The central authority was weakened, the
original permit of Cyrus had not been repealed :
now was the opportunity for a religious and
patriotic enterprise. Haggai came forward in 520
—and Zechariah was soon by his side—with the
divine command to start at once upon the re-
building of the temple. The neglect of this first
duty, so the prophet insists, has been the cause of
all the recent misfortunes ; but when once it has
been discharged the divine blessing will descend,
and the glorious promises of the great prophet of
the Restoration (e.g. Is 60) wTill be fulfilled at
last. There will be a shaking of heaven and
earth ; the powers of the heathen kingdoms will
be overthrown; and Zerubbabel, the treasured
and chosen of J", will be preserved for the great
hereafter. The prophet's appeal was addressed
primarily to Zerubbabel and Joshua, the civil and
religious leaders of the community, and it pro-
duced the desired effect. The work of rebuilding
was taken vigorously in hand ; and four years later
(516) the temple was solemnly dedicated (Hag 114£·
23·18, Zee 46"10 612-15 89, Ezr 5lf· 614"18, 1 Es 61 73).

B. THE PROPHECIES. — The prophecies of
Haggai are arranged in four groups, each one
headed by the date on which it was delivered.
They cover a period of four months, from September
to December of the year 520. f

i. First prophecy: September; I1"15, Haggai
comes forward on the 1st of the month, perhaps
because there would then be a gathering of the
people to celebrate the festival of the new moon.
He addresses Zerubbabel by his Babylonian title
of Pehah (' governor'), and Joshua by his new title
of High Priest (lit. ' great priest'; before the
Exile it was 'chief,' lit. 'head priest,' or ' the
priest'), because as official leaders of the com-
munity they were principally to blame for the
neglect of religious and patriotic duty. He
denounces the popular excuse that the time had
not yet come % for the temple to be built. ' The
fact is, you have thought more of your own com-
fort than of God's glory, and built your own
houses in a fashion which recalls the luxury of
your forefathers ( 1 K 6 9 73, Jer 2214), while you
have allowed the temple to lie in ruins. Consider
your ways! look back at the experiences of the
past sixteen years, and learn the lesson of the
disappointment, misery, and insecurity you have
suffered. Consider your ways ! think of your
present state of inaction. If you would regain
the favour of God,§ go up to the mountains and
fetch timber, and begin at once to build the
House. The drought, the bad harvests, the dis-

* See the great Behistun inscription of Darius, Records of the
Past, i. 107-130.

t In the pre - exilic period the year was reckoned from
autumn to autumn ; but during the Exile a change of reckon-
ing occurred, prob. due to Babylonian influence, and the year
ran from spring to spring (see Ex 122), i.e. April-April. The
old Heb. names of the months were dropped, and at first the
months were known by numbers, as in Hag, Zee; then the
Bab. names of the months were gradually introduced as in
Zee, Ezr, Neh. See Wellh. ProleqJ 110 ; Benzinger, Hebr. Arch.
201; Nowack, Lehrb. Hebr. Arch. i. 218 f.; and art. TIME.

X In 12 the text must be corrected to make sense ; see VSS
and RVm. The first ny * time,' is not given by VSS ; it must
either be struck out, or pointed Jjiy 'now,' or corrected to
iy 'yet.'

§ In commenting on the form of the word ' and I will be
glorified,' ν.β (Ί33Χ for ΓΠ33Ν), the Talm. says, 'There are five
points in which the first temple differed from the second; they
are the ark and the mercy-seat and the cherubim, the fire, and
the Shechinah, and the Holy Spirit, and the Urim and Tummim.·
Talm. B. Yoma 216.
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eases of the past seasons, are nothing but a punish-
ment * for the selfish neglect of your foremost
duty.' The prophet's earnest and direct appeal
stirred the slumbering energies of both leaders
and people, and they proceeded to do work in the
House of J".f This was on the 24th day of the
sixth month, i.e. little more than three weeks
after Haggai first came forward.

ii. Second prophecy: October ; 21"9. In spite of
the enthusiasm aroused by the prophet's first
address, and before the work could have ad-
vanced much beyond the repairing of the founda-
tions, a feeling of despair began to damp the
ardour of the workers, both leaders and people.
Those who were old enough to recollect the former
temple circulated depressing comparisons : ' This
new temple will never be like the old one.' ΐ To
arrest the spread of this despondent spirit Haggai
promptly brought a message, this time of strong
encouragement. It was useless to spend vain
regrets upon the past, when all their energies
were needed for the present. J " was still present
with His people ; § and the time was fast approach-
ing for Israel to enter upon its glorious career.
The completion of the temple was to be the signal
for a convulsion of the universe and a revolution
in the Gentile world. Then this very temple,
which now appeared too great for their resources
and too mean for their desire, would be filled with
the treasures of the Gentiles. || That day would
see the long - delayed fulfilment of the great
promises ; 1Γ and then there would be no comparison
between the first temple and the second, for the
glory of the latter House would far excel the glory
of the former.

iii. Third prophecy: December; 210"19. On this
occasion Haggai came before the people with a
parable, a warning, and a promise. There was
much still to depress the spirit of the builders

• In v.io the second word nyb]l' for your sake,' is prob. an
erroneous repetition of the first J?"^· In v.*2 the second
D.Tn^g 'their God,' is rendered by LXX, Syr. Vulg. 'unto
them,' DiT^K, which is to be preferred.

+ V.13 is suspicious; it interrupts the connexion between
v.12 and v.1 4; and it is not in Haggai's style, e.g. for '* T\i<bD

H. writes Ν*?$Π, for'1 rW3g^53 he writes \rh$ 1B>t*3 v.12. See
Bohme, ZATW vii. 215; Stade, GVI u. lUn.; Wellh. Skiz. u.
Vorarb. v. 169 ; Nowack, Kl. Proph. 305. The last part of the
verse may have been taken from 24. On this verse was based
the curious tradition that Haggai, like John the Baptist and
Malachi, was really an angel in human form. See Jerome,
Opera, ed. Bened. 1704, torn. iii. p. 1691, and Oyril Alex. Opera,
ed. 1638, torn. iii. p. 637, commenting on this verse.

X The parallel account in Ezr 3i2 refers to the second year of
the Return. But as Ezr 38-13 was written long after the events
recorded (see above), it is not impossible that the * weeping of
the old men' really belongs to this occasion (so the contem-
porary authorities, Hag 23, Zee 410), and has been transferred
to the earlier date under a misapprehension.

§ The first part of v.5 down to ' Egypt' scarcely makes
grammar (RVm has to insert 'Remember')» and interrupts
the context. LXX omits. Prob. a marginal gloss, which has
crept into the text. 'My spirit abideth in the midst of you'
(Zee 46) will thus follow * I am with you.'

II In vj translate 'and the desirable things of all the nations
shall come.* The word ΓΠΟΠ is sing., but collective in mean-
ing, and so construed with a plur. vb.; cf. Is 6O5. The con-
struction is rightly understood by LXX xott tjgu roc ίχλεχτά,
Pesh. Targ. Ital. Old interpreters referred the verse directly
to the Messiah, e.g. Vulg. et veniet desideratus cunctis genti-
bus, and Jerome, Comment, in loe. This tr« is not correct, but
the verse is Messianic, in the same sense as Is 60.

1" Such as Mic 41· 2, Is 22- 3 605-7-11.13.17 616, j e r 317 ; cf. Zee 2"·
822, To 145. Apparently, Haggai's idea is that the Messianic
era will begin immediately after the great upheaval which is
to follow the completion of the temple. In v.9 LXX begins a
new sentence with ' And in this place . . .,' adding KOL) είρ-κνην
ψνχΐ}! εις περιποίηση πα,ντ) τω χτίζοντι του oivottrTf)trxi τον vatbv τούτον,
which Wellh. (Sk. u. Vorarb. v. 169) ingeniously reproduces by
mn bynn DDip1? ιΐο»π bi nvn^ S?SJ ni^eh (cf. 1 Ch 118, Ex 91a,
Ps 1227), «and rest of soul, to repair all tne foundation, to raise
up this temple.' The sentence is so peculiar that it is difficult
to regard it as a mere addition of LXX ; at the same time it is
not easy to see why it should have dropped out of the MT. It
is not required to complete the sense of the passage.

besides the discouraging comparisons of those who
could not look beyond the glories of the past.
Nothing as yet had taken place to correspond
with the inspiring hopes of the prophet. The
general state was one of misery, not far from
famine. The drought lasted so long that it seemed
hopeless to expect any produce from the land.
The seed lay useless in the barns; it was im-
possible to sow it in the sun-parched earth; the
vines and fig-trees had borne no fruit (v.19). And
yet, said the people, is not the land holy, the
favoured soil of J"? Has He not pledged His
promise to it ? Is not His altar here ?

To show the falseness of this reasoning, which
argued that because the land was holy therefore it
must be fruitful, Haggai asks the priests for in-
struction {torah) on a ceremonial point; their
reply suggests the true principle. The contagion
of holiness is transmitted only slightly, if at all
(Lv 627), while uncleanness has a far-reaching
effect (Lv 721, Nu 1922). Altar* and sacrifices
avail nothing while the people neglect their first
duty. To allow the temple to lie in ruins is the
guilt which taints everything; the blight which
rests upon the land is a proof and punishment of
their uncleanness.t But now that they have set
to work in earnest, and laid the foundation of the
temple (v.18),^ better days will follow. The seed
is in the barns—it shall yield a harvest; the vines
and the fig-trees, as yet unfruitful, shall yield
their wine and oil; and God's blessing shall descend
upon His land (v.19).

iv. Fourth prophecy: same date as iii. The
prophet turns from the people to the prince, and
addresses Zerubbabel alone. In the vast upheaval
which is to accompany the approaching judgement^
Zerubbabel will remain unshaken. As the repre-
sentative of the Davidic dynasty, and therefore
the object of patriotic hopes, || he receives an
assurance of the divine protection and the per-
petuity of his race.IT Under Persian domination
the prophet dare not promise more.

There can be little doubt that the prophecies of
Haggai have come down to us in a very abbrevi-
ated form. It is the main heads of his discourses,
rather than the discourses themselves, that have
been preserved. Compared with Amos and Hosea,
the style of Haggai is monotonous and prosaic.
He is fond of repetitions, e.g. the reiterated * Con-

* In v.14 ' there' points to the altar erected immediately after
the Return (Ezr 33). LXX adds at the end of the verse ϊνεχεν των
λημμάτων Λυτών των ορθρινών, οΰυνηθησοντοιι α,πο προσώπου πόνων
οίΐτων, χκ) \μ.ισΰτί \ν πύλκιί ελέγχοντας. So Ital. But first clause
is a corrupt reading of ins? Οξίζΐρ̂  ]V as 1ΠΒ> Dnhj?̂  jJT, and
does not belong to this place ; the second clause is a gloss adapted
to the context; the third is taken from Am 510 (Wellh. in loc.).

t V.15 * From this day and upwards'; the latter word points
to the future (cf. 1 S 16^ etc.); but before giving a promise for
the future (v.19) the prophet recalls, in a parenthesis, the
sufferings of the past 16 years (vv.K>· 17) as a warning. In v.1 7

the words *̂ N D3fiN N̂* are untranslatable and corrupt. Read
*̂ X Drat? ub) * and ye did not turn unto me' (Am 49, from
which other expressions in this verse are taken).

X V.18 the meaning is, * Consider, from this day and onwards,
nay, start from the day when the foundations were laid four
months ago; J"'s blessing will date from the time when the
work began.' The date in v.1 8 is awkward and unnecessary;
perhaps inserted by a reader from v.io.

§ Some verb seems to have fallen out at the end of v. 2 2;
Wellh. suggests )b$] * shall fall.'

II What Haggai hints, Zechariah makes more explicit; Zerub-
babel is to be the Messianic king of the future (Zee 38 69*·)·

1Ϊ' For the signet,' cf. Jer 2229, Ca 86, Sir 49U. The authen-
ticity of vv.20-23 has been questioned by Bohme (ZATW vii.
216 ff.) on the ground of («) certain differences of style, e.g. v.2^
' the word of J " came unto H.' instead of the usual · the word of
J" came by the hand of H. the prophet,' and (/3) the repetition
of the prophecy in 2 6 b ?». With regard to(a)cf. v.io and Jer
4613, MT and LXX ; no great weight can be laid upon the form
in which such sentences have been handed down. With regard
to (β), the prophecy does not go beyond prophetic thought in
Haggai's time; and as it is addressed to Zerub. alone (hence
ΓΓ;Β> v.20) the repetition is natural, and forms a fitting conclusion
to the book.
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sider your ways,' * saith J" of hosts' (27"9·23), and
the repeated address to Zerubbabel and Joshua by
their full titles. At the same time he is capable
of finer writing, e.g. I 6 · 1 1 26·7·2 1·2 2. Compared
with his colleague Zechariah, Haggai shows less
freedom and variety in his description of the
Messianic age. Both prophets belong to the period
of the decline of prophecy. They seem to be
conscious that their prophetic gift does not possess
the direct and copious inspiration of the earlier
prophets ; for they are careful to assert repeatedly
that their word is the word of J". In one respect
they belong to the pre-exilic type, inasmuch as,
like Jeremiah and Ezekiel, their names and
personalities, and the historical circumstances of
their ministry, are well known. Otherwise, they
belong to the new school of religious thought
which was the product of the Exile. Before the
Exile, prophecy was mainly concerned with de-
nunciation of national sins and threats of impending
judgment, with summons to repentance and moral
reformation ; the prophets had to resist the semi-
idolatrous worship of a corrupt society. But after
the Exile the conditions were altered ; tendencies
towards apostasy and idolatry had disappeared;
and we find that the main interest of Haggai is
centred in the temple, and his prophetic gift is
exercised in urging the restoration of a material
fabric. This change in the subject-matter of
prophecy 'is not to be attributed to the inferior
religious capacity of the post-exilic period.'*
Different circumstances called for a different form
of religious expression. New problems had arisen ;
it was the work of Haggai, and of the religious
teachers who followed him, to meet these problems,
and to interpret the religion of Israel in accordance
with the needs of a new age.

According to Jewish tradition, Haggai (with
Zechariah, Malachi, etc.) was a member of the
Great Synagogue : see Talm. Baba Bathra, fol. 15a,
with Rashi's comment. In Aboth B. Nathan,
fol. 236, Haggai, Zech., and Mai. are said to have
received the tradition from the prophets who were
before them, and to have handed it on to the men
of the Great Synagogue.

The versions mention Haggai (and Zechariah) in
the headings of the following psalms:—LXX Ps 137.
(Tischend.) 145. 146. 147. 148. Vulg. Ps 111 'Alle-
luia, reversionis, Aggcei et Zacharice,' 145. Itala
(Jerome) Ps 6 'canticum Hieremice et Aggcei de verbo
peregrinationis, quando indpiebant proficisci,' 111
(Nestle). Pesh. Ps 125. 126. 145. 146. 147. 148
(Lee). With these cf. Epiphanius (De vitis pro-
phetarum, ed. 1682, torn. ii. p. 248), who says of
Haggai, καΐ avrbs έψαλλε έκβί (έν Ιερουσαλήμ) πρώτος
αλληλούια. Epiphan. also tells us that Haggai the
prophet, while still young, went up from Babylon,
and prophesied openly about the return (έπίστροφψ)
of the people, and saw the building of the temple
of Jerusalem, where he died and was buried
honourably near the priests. This tradition of
Epiphan. is copied by Dorotheus (Synopsis de vita
et morte prophetarum, Max. biblioth. vet. patr.,
Lugd., torn. iii. p. 422), and by Hesychius of Jerus.
(ed. Migne, 1865, p. 1362), wno says that Haggai
was born in Babylon and was of the tribe of Levi,
and was buried near the priests because he was of
priestly race.

LITERATURE.—A. Kohler, Die nachexilischen Propheten
erklart i. Haggai, 1860 ; Τ. Τ. Perowne, Haggai and Zechariah
in the Camb. Bible, 1886 ; J. Wellhausen, Skizzen u. Vorarbeiten,
v. 1892; Andre, Le Prophete Aggie, 1895 ; Nowack, Kl. Proph.
1897; G. A. Smith, Twelve Proph. ii. 1898; Bohme, ZATW, 1887,
p. 215ff.; Stade, GVI ii. 2, 1888; Hunter, After the Exile, i.
ch. vii. 1890; Ed. Meyer, Entstehung des Judenthums, 1896,
etc. See also the literature at end of art. EZRA-NEHEMIAH.

G. A . COOKE.

HAGGI O$o 'born on a festival').—Son of Gad,
* See Montefiore, Hibb. Lectures, 1892, p. 297 f.

Gn 4616, Nu 2615 P. Patronymic, Haggites, Nu
2615.

HAGGIAH (.ran 'feast of J"').—A Levite, de-
scended from Merari, 1 Ch 630. See GENEALOGY.

HAGGITES.—See HAGGI.

HAGGITH (rran ' festal').—One of David's wives,
known to us only as the mother of Adonijah,
David's fourth son, whom she bare to him at
Hebron, i.e. before he became king over all Israel
(2 S 34, 1 Ch 32). Adonijah is usually introduced
as «the son of Haggith' (1 Κ Ι 5 · η 213).

HAGIOGRAPHA.—See BIBLE, OLD TESTAMENT.

HAGRI (njn, AV Haggeri).—Father of Mibhar,
one of David's heroes, 1 Ch II 3 8. Instead of
η̂ π-ja "irap, the parallel passage 2 S 2336 reads
nan <:$ rgin? 'of Zobah, Bani the Gadite,' which
is probably the correct text. (Cf. Driver, Heb.
Text of Sam. ad loc., and Kittel on 1 Ch II3 8).

HAGRITE (-]#i). — Jaziz the Hagrite (AV
Hagerite) was 'over the flocks' of king David,
1 Ch 2731. See next article.

HAGRITES (1 Ch 510·19·20, AV Hagarites).-
Hagarenes (AV and RV Ps 836, but RVm has
Hagrites), D'N-ijnn, owiJnn, onjn (LXX %A.yapyvoL,
'Ayyapyvol, 'Ayapaioi, 'AyepaToL). "Whether the tribe
was of Aramaean or Arabian origin is uncertain.
The name first appears in history in 1 Ch 510 in
the story of the campaign of the Reubenites in the
days of Saul, in which the H. are described as
driven out of the district lying to the east of
Gilead. They are also named along with the two
Ishmaelitish tribes, Jetur and Naphish (1 Ch I31,
Gn 2515), and an otherwise unknown tribe, Nodab,
as the chief object of attack on the part of the
three Israelitish tribes east of the Jordan, on which
occasion, according to our present text, the H. and
their allies lost 100,000 men (1 Ch 519"22). That their
wealth consisted in cattle is indicated in the same
passage by the statement that no less than 50,000
camels, 250,000 sheep, and 2000 asses fell into the
hands of the conquerors. The question has been
often raised as to whether the name H. designates
a particular tribe. Bertheau on 1 Ch 510 assumes
that the name is a late designation of the Bedawin
tribes of Arabia generally current in the times of
the Chronicler. It does indeed so happen that the
name occurs only in very late writings, only in Ch
and in Ps 83. Yet even there, at least in the
psalm just referred to, it occurs alongside of the
names of other Arabian and even Ishmaelitish
tribes, which would have been included under it
had it been used in this general sense. Many of
the Jewish writers assumed that the H. were simply
the descendants of Hagar. Dillmann and others
think it extremely doubtful whether the name has
any connexion with that of Ishmael's mother. It
is not even quite certain that they were Ishmaelites.
It is, however, quite evidently tlie intention of the
Chronicler to represent the H. as including several
other Ishmaelite tribes, without perhaps regarding
them as coextensive with the Ishmaelites. That
he associated their name with that of Hagar is also
highly probable. Their name occurs in the midst
of a group of Aramaean tribes (Schrader, COT, ii.
32) in the list of Tiglath-pileser in. (c. B.C. 727).
In all probability they are the same as the 'Aypouoi
of the Greek geographers, described as neighbours
of the Nabataeans in Northern Arabia (Strabo, XVI.
iv. 2 ; Pliny, vi. 32 ; Ptolem. v. xix. 2). They are
certainly not to be identified with the Gerr·
hseans, a rich commercial people on the Persian
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Gulf, of peaceable habits, quite unlike the restless
combative Hagrites. Whether or not the ot viol
"Ayap of Bar 323 are to be identified with the H. is
a matter of little consequence. Perhaps this late
writer, belonging to the later years of the apostolic
age, intended only a vague reference to children
of the East famous for their wisdom. The strange
fancy that reads a reference to this people in St.
Paul's allegory of Hagar and Sinai (Gal 4s4) need only
be mentioned as a curiosity in exegesis. On the use
and probable meaning of the word Hagar in that
passage, see an admirable and extremely interesting
note in Lightfoot's Galatians10 (1890), pp. 192-200.
If, as some believe, we have a reminiscence of the
H. in the name Hedjaz, applied to the northern
part of the strip of land to the east of the Red Sea,
we must suppose them to have been driven gradu-
ally southward from their earlier home. Indi-
vidual Hagrites appear in the history of David—
one, named Jaziz, as the king's chief shepherd
(1 Ch 2731), another, named Mibhar, as one of the
heroes about the king (1 Ch II3 8). But see preceding
two articles.

LITERATURE.—Ewald, History of Israel, i. p. 315 ; Steiner in
Schenkel, Bibellexikon, ii. 572 f. ; Kautzsch in Riehm, Hand-
worterbuch, 551 f. See also Cheyne, Book of Psalms, London,
1888, p. 233, and Origin o/ the Psalter, 1891, p. 97; Glaser,
Skizze, ii. 407. J . MACPHEESON.

HAHIROTH.—See PIHAHIROTH.

HAIL.—The interjection Hail! was originally an
adj. meaning ' healthy,' * in good health,' and came
from the Scand. heill, 'hale,' 'whole.' It appears
as a salutation in the oldest English, but always
joined to the verb ' to be' in the imperat. and
retaining its adj. force. Thus in Anglo-Sax.
Gospels, Lk I2 8 'Hal wes thu' = 'Hale be thou ! '
Mt 289 'Hale wese ge '='Hale be ye.' So 'All
hail' meant originally 'altogether whole,' hail
being still an adj. But the verb being omitted,
' hail' and ' all hail' came to be used purely as an
interjection. And so Shaks. is able to use 'all
hai l ! ' apart from the construction of the sentence,
Eich. II. IV. i. 169—

4Did they not sometime cry "all hail" to me?
So Judas did to Christ.'

And in Macbeth, I. v. 6, he turns ' all hail' into a
verb, ' Whiles I stood rapt in the wonder of it,
came missives from the king, who all-hailed me,
"Thane of Cawdor."'

Hail! is found in the Gospels only, and always
as tr. of Xalpe (the imperat. of χαίρει, to rejoice), a
common salutation in Greek writers, and repre-
sented in Lat. by Ave ! or Salve ! The Vulg. uses
' Ave ! ' in all the passages, Mt 2649 2729, Mk 1518,
Lk I28, Jn 193. The Eng. ' hail' is as old as Wye.;
it was introduced again by Tind. and accepted by
all the VSS except Gen. in Mt 2649 2729 ' God save
thee.' In Mt 289 the plu. χαίρετε occurs, where
Wye. gave ' Heil ye ' ; but Tind. ' All hayle,' whom
the rest of the VSS followed, except Gen. 'God
save you.' J. HASTINGS.

HAIL ("Π3 bdrdd, ή χάλασα) is mentioned in
Scripture 31 times, and always as an instrument of
divine judgment. A grievous hail was the seventh
plague in Egypt (Ex 918ff·); and as in that country
hail, like rain, falls rarely, and when it occurs is
generally slight (the annual rainfall in Cairo being
under an inch), the catastrophe was the more
remarkable, and was the first of the plagues which
were directly fatal to men (vv.19· **). Hail is, how-
ever, not unknown in Egypt. On Aug. 13, 1832,
a brief and local but severe hailshower fell, and
some of the stones are said to have weighed several
ounces.

The ancient Egyptian word for hail, dr, is also

applied to a driving shower of sand and stones : in
the contest between Horus and Set, Isis is described
as sending upon the latter dr n έα, ' a hail of sand.'
In Coptic hail is named &λ ΝΤΕ τφε, ' stones from
heaven.'

Lightning being also comparatively infrequent,
this feature of the plague is emphasized in the
narrative, 'flashing continually amidst the hail'
(RVm v.24; see also Wis 1616ff·, Sir 466, Ps 1812·13

7 848 20583),
Hail accompanies electrical disturbances, and is

commonest at the earlier part of the day, before
the ascending current from the heated land is
established, and when there is the greatest varia-
tion of temperature and amount of vapour in suc-
cessive strata of the atmosphere. The vapour,
carried aloft by whirling currents, condenses as it
ascends through colder strata into waterdrops
which at higher levels become frozen, and, when
carried laterally out of the ascending current, fall
as hail. Often in their descent they are again
caught by the ascending vortices and become nuclei
of additional condensation, becoming coated with
fresh lamellae of ice. (For forms of hailstones see
Buchan's Meteorology, 2nd ed. p. 106). In the act of
falling, hailstones often cohere, forming by the pro-
cess of regelation solid masses, which do immense
damage to vegetation, and notably to vines (Ps
7848). Prof. Joannis of Bordeaux records the fall
of stones of 200 grammes weight.

The localization of the plague (Ex 926) is in
accord with common experience. The great hail-
storm of 13th July 1788, which destroyed property
valued at £1,000,000, crossed Europe in two belts
about 12 miles apart, each belt being from 7 to
10 miles wide and about 400 miles long. The hail-
shower of 18th April 1850, which destroyed £27,000
worth of property in Dublin, left a whole district
of the city untouched.

The season of the plague was probably the end
of Jan., when the flax was in bloom and the barley
(which ripens 6 months after sowing, and is harvested
about the end of Feb.) was in the ear (v.31). Wheat,
which does not come into ear until about a month
later, escaped (v.32), to become afterwards the prey
of the locusts (1015). At this season hailstorms are
most frequent in Levantine lands. The storm in
the Hauran, recorded by Mohammed el-Chateb
el-Bosrawi, which destroyed many men and an
immense number of cattle, occurred in Feb. 1860.

Hail falls most commonly by day, at the time
when men are at their work (Ex 919·20). Out of
440 consecutive hailstorms registered, only 18
occurred at night. This was noticed long ago by
Venerable Bede, 'interdiu ssepius quam noctu
decidunt' {Be Nat. Ber. xxxiv.).

In Ps 7848 hum is used as a parallel with bdrdd.
This is a hapax legomenon, and is tr. ' frost' (AV
and RV), but Kimchi and Ibn Ezra regard it aa
meaning ' hail.' It is rendered in AVm and RVm
'great hailstones,' which is probably correct.
Rashi and the Targumists suppose that the word
refers to locusts (see also Lee's Lexicon, p. 211).
LXX has πάχνη, hoar frost. Michaelis and Ges.
conjecture ' ants,' but these guesses are groundless.

By hailstones the Amorites were smitten at
Bethhoron, Jos 10u, and the size of the stones is
here emphasized, as in Sir 466. There are many
authentic records of large stones formed by regela-
tion. In a storm &t Kazorla in Spain, 15th June
1829, stones fell which weighed 2 kilos., and in the
great storm of 24th July 1818 in Orkney the stones
were as large as goose eggs, and in 9 minutes
9 inches of ice had fallen. In a similar shower on
7th May 1865 at Catalet the hailstorms are said in
the official report to have made heaps 16 feet
high. One great concreted mass of stones which
fell in Hungary, 8th May 1832, was 3 feet in



diameter, and another was measured in Ross-shire
in Aug. 1849 which was 20 feet in circumference.
Such stones do immense damage. In the Indian
and Colonial Exhibition there was a corrugated
iron roof exhibited which was pierced in several
places by hailstones, and a similar occurrence is
reported by an eye-witness in Notes and Queries,
Nov. 19, 1887. (For other examples of destructive
hailstorms see Thomson's Meteorology, 1849). Hail-
storms of great severity are recorded from Bible
lands by Kitto and Thomson {Land and Book, i. 86).
The discomfiture of armies by hail is not confined
to this instance. Sennacherib's advance in his
7th campaign, as recorded on the Taylor Cylinder,
was stopped by hail, and Esarhaddon's army en-
countered such another storm in the land of Khani
Rabbi (WAI iii. 15). In 1339 the army of Edward
in. was stopped in its march to Chartres by hail
(Holinshed); and, later, a violent hailshower com-
pleted the defeat of the Austrian army at Solferino
(1859).

In Job 3822 God speaks of the treasuries of hail
reserved against the day of battle and war, and in
Rev 87 II1 9162 1 hail is the type of God's judgment
on sin. In the latter passage stones of the weight
of a talent, i.e. about 2 cubic feet in bulk, are
mentioned. In Is 282'17 the Assyrian invasion is
figuratively described as TJ? D-IT zerem bdrdd, a
flowing of hail, called in v.15 the overflowing
scourge, which is to sweep away the Egyptian
alliance, called in the passage 'the refuge of lies.'
In Is 3030 it is the power which, in turn, is to over-
throw the Assyrian. The ' hail in the downfall of
the forest' of Is 3219 may be an interjected allusion
to the Assyrian invasion, but the passage with its
shifting figures and assonances is peculiarly obscure.
Kimchi conjectures that it may mean that it will
only hail in the forest, not on the cultivated land.
In Hag 217 hail also means divine chastisement.

In Ezk 13U"13 hail represents the judgment of
God defeating the hypocrisy which would conceal
corruption; ' commmatio Dei qua contumaces
verberat' (Rabanus, de Universo, xxii. 18). The
word used here and in Ezk 3822 wn&x 'elgdbish is
peculiar, and possibly connected with the gdbish of
Job 2818, rendered ' pearls' in AV, ' crystal' in RV.
In the rabbinical comment on Berachoth (540) the
stones of 'elgabish are, by a false etymology, ex-
plained as hail which was sent at the prayer of a
man (Jos 1011), and stopped by the prayer of a man
(Ex 929). St. Agobard, Bp. of Lyons, wrote a
treatise, de Grandine, etc., to disprove the notion
of human instrumentality in the procuring of hail
(A.D. 835).

LITERATURE.—Besides the literature above referred to, see
Hengstenberg, die Bucher Hose's u. Agypten, 1841.

A. MACALISTER.
HAIR (ny£, once "l^ Is 72 0; ηη£φ ; θρίξ, κόμη).—

A luxuriant growth of hair on head and chin was
regarded by the Hebrews and other Semitic peoples
as an important constituent of manly grace.
Absalom's long hair is noted as an element in his
much prized beauty (2 S 1426). Solomon's youthful
horsemen, ' in the most delightful flower of their
age . . . had long heads of hair' (Jos. Ant. viil.
vii. 3). It was an admired distinction to have
bushy (RVm * curled') locks, ' black as a raven'
(Ca 511). The phrase JJK nb& 'he uncovereth the
ear' (1 S 202·12 228), may possibly refer to long
locks, covering the ear, pushed aside to whisper a
secret. Among women, long dark tresses were
held most captivating (Ca 75), and they have
always worn the hair long (Jn II2, 1 Co II5· 6 ) ;
but in NT times long hair was a dishonour to a
man (1 Co II14). Men dreaded baldness, as sug-
gesting a suspicion of leprosy (Lv 1340), and this
possibly explains the youths' disrespectful conduct
to Elisha (2 Κ 223).

Other Asiatics, and the Greeks, observed similar
customs. The Babylonians wore their hair long,
' binding their heads with turbans' (Herod, i. 195).
The Greeks loved rich waving hair; the youthful
gods, Bacchus and Apollo, were figured with
plenteous locks. The Egyptians, on the other
hand, shaved both head and face. To be un-
shaven marked the sloven; if, however, this was
due to hardships of war, it was honourable (Wil-
kinson, Ancient Egyptians, ii. 330). Enslaved
foreigners were forced, to shave (Gn 4114). The
long-haired Asiatics and Greeks excited among
the Egyptians both ridicule and disgust (Herod,
ii. 37, 49, 91). Boys'heads were shaven very early.
Herodotus accounts for the strength of Egyptian
skulls by their exposure, clean-shaven, to the full
glare oi the sun (Herod, iii. 12). The locks in
front of the ears were preserved, as the sign of
immaturity, and removed when manhood was
reached. These locks are represented on the
statues of Harpocrates and other younger deities
(Wilk. iii. 130). Adult princes wore a badge at
the side of the head, which perhaps contained the
youthful lock in earlier days, and continued to
indicate that while the father lived they had not
attained the dignity of kinghood {ib. iii. 326).
Large use was made of false hair, in wigs {ib. ii.
229) and in beards, to the forms of which special
significance attached (see BEARD). Women wore
their own hair, plentiful growth being highly
esteemed. A woman's head was never shaved;
but the locks, when long and beautiful, were
sometimes cut off and preserved, to be laid in her
tomb after death {ib. ii. 21 n.). The slave-
woman's hair was differently dressed from that
of her mistress {ib. ii. 338, 339). Moslem influence
has modified Egyptian customs. In shaving the
heads of men and boys a tuft is left on the crown ;
the cheek above the under jaw is shaven, and the
part under the chin. The moustache is left un-
shaven. Female infants are never shaved; and
women wear their hair long, usually in plaits and
ringlets.

Of the terms used for dressing the hair, and the
fashions of wearing it among the Hebrews, we
may note the following:—nisVno, LXX σεφαί {Jg
Igis. l»^ of Samson's * seven locks,' which probably
resembled the long 'plaits' affected now by the
young Arab warriors. Jezebel Hired her head,'
2ψη\ (2 Κ 930), which means simply that she set
her hair in order, ney 'locks' (Ca 4 1 · 3 67, Is 472

AV, following Kimchi; RV, following LXX [in
Ca σιώπησπ, in Is κατά κάλυμμα], tr. ' veil'). pay. (Ca
49), literally ' collar' or ' necklace,' may have teen
a lock falling round the neck—Vulg. in uno crine
colli tui. crWî n (Ca 511), LXX ίλάται, Vulg. elathce
palmarum, tresses hanging gracefully like the
pendulous palm branches. nVn (Ca 75; compare Is
3812), is a figure supplied by the thrum, or slender
threads binding the web to the weaver's beam.
D'tprn (Ca 75; compare Gn 3038·41), probably
' gutters,' or channels conveying water to the
flocks, their orderly arrangement suggesting flow-
ing tresses, n̂ jpp n&yp (Is 324), literally ' turned
work,' applied to curlsj or artificially twisted hair.
n?*y ' a lock,' probably the forelock, from the
curve resembling that of a flower or wing. Judith
'braided,' διέταζε, ' the hairs of her head' (103).
For other references to modes of wearing the hair,
see 1 Ti 29, 1 Ρ 33, Jos. Ant. xiv. ix. 4, and BJ
IV. ix. 10.

That the barber's trade was practised we know
from Ezk 51. The hairdresser and the instru-
ments of his art figure in the Mishna {Shabbath,
§ 6). The Egyptians used wooden combs, with
large teeth on one side and small on the other,
ornamented as if for wearing in the hair (Wilk.
ii. 349). Ointment was commonly used by the
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Hebrews in dressing the hair (Ru 33, 2 S 142,
Ps 9210 1332, Ec 98, Mt 617, Jos. Ant. XIX.
iv. 1). Anointing the hair was a sign of festivity
(Ps 457) and a mark of hospitality (Ps 235, Lk I46).
Solomon's young horsemen produced striking
effects by sprinkling their heads with gold dust
every day (Jos. Ant. vill. vii. 3). Herod the Great
dyed his hair to conceal his great age {Ant. XVI.
viii. 1); but the practice was unusual (Mt δ36).
Wigs were not unknown (Jos. Vita, 11). Orientals
have from of old worn ornaments in the hair. It
is doubtful if D*p»3# (IS 318), LXX έμπλόκια, were
* networks' (RVm) or sun-shaped ornaments, dis-
tinguished from the crescent or moon-shaped,
mentioned in the same verse (Schrceder, De Vest.
Mul. Heb. cap. 2). To-day coins are most used by
women : the long plaits often worn have frequently
one or more gold pieces dangling at the end. A
blue bead knotted into the hair of children is a
potent charm against the evil eye.

The Hebrews were forbidden to cut off the
corners of their hair (Lv 1927). They may have
adopted the Egyptian practice of wearing the
front locks in youth, removing them on the
threshold of manhood. But neighbouring peoples
attached a religious significance to this act. The
Arabians cut their hair in imitation of Orotal—
the Arabian Bacchus—' in a circular form, shaving
it round the temples' (Herod, iii. 8). This usage
is referred to in Jer 926 2523 4932. The young man
wore his front locks untouched; their removal
marked his entrance into man's estate, and his
initiation into the worship of Orotal. Among
the Bedawin to-day the front locks are found only
on growing lads. The Greek ephebi offered the
long hair of their childhood at Delphi; the cut
adopted was called ΘησηΙτ, as the god was said to
have cut only his front locks here. The Hebrews
were thus distinguished from the idolatrous peoples
around them. A curious evidence of this ancient
prohibition is seen among the Palestinian Jews,
who closely crop the whole head, leaving only the
two locks in front of the ears, which hang down
in long ringlets by either cheek.

The first hair has often been held sacred. In
Arabia, in Mohammed's time, when a child was
born its head was shaved, and the scalp daubed
with the blood of a slaughtered sheep. Lane noted
that at the first shaving of a boy's head the
Egyptian peasants slew a goat, and all who cared
partook of the feast provided. These were 'the
more recent settlers, whose pagan Arabian ancestors
. . . gave as alms to the poor the weight of the
hair in silver or gold' (Lane, Mod. Egyp. 573).
Burckhardt observes that * among the Maazy
Arabs . . . it is a festival in the family when
the son's head is shaved for the first time.'
Lucian says the Syrian boys and girls of his
time, on growing up, cut off and dedicated their
first hair at some sanctuary. Phoenician maidens,
as a preliminary to marriage, had to sacrifice
either their hair or their chastity at the feast of
Byblus. Lv 1927 is rendered in the Syriac 'ye
shall not let your hair grow long,' and it is ex-
plained that the custom of the heathen was ' to
let the hair grow for a certain time, and on a fixed
date to shave the head in a temple or beside a
fountain.'

Herodotus mentions the Egyptian custom of
dedicating the weight in silver of the hair taken
from a child's head (ii. 65). A similar custom
among the Arabs is traced to the example of
Fatima. Absalom's abundant tresses, cut, col-
lected, and weighed ' at every year's end,' the
sacred season of pilgrimage, may suggest some
similar religious observance. The one clear bibli-
cal instance of hair in an offering is in connexion
with the Nazirite vow. The hair must grow and

be kept from all pollution during the period of
consecration : the bushy locks were the visible
sign of the Nazirite's condition. Contact with
impurity necessitated the shaving and sanctifying
of the head, and the period of consecration began
afresh. When the vow was accomplished, the
head was shaved at the door of the Tent of Meet-
ing, and the hair burned in the fire under the
sacrifice of peace-offerings (Nu 61"21). In Moham-
medan law, the resolve to visit a distant shrine is
reckoned a vow; and the hair must be neither
cut nor even washed, until the purpose is accom-
plished. Then by cutting the hair the pilgrim
passes back from the consecrated to the common
condition (Wellhausen, Skizzen, iii. 117). Ex-
amples are found in St. Paul's vow (Ac 1818), and
that of Bernice (Jos. BJ π. xv. 1). A parallel
may be traced between this latter and the Greek
custom of vowing to offer the hair to the gods in
return for help or protection. Achilles dedicated
his hair to the river-god Spercheus, on condition
of his safe return from Troy. At the great feasts
of Byblus and Bambyce offerings of hair were
made (Dea Syria, VI. lv.). The painted inscrip-
tion at Citium {CIS 86) mentions vihi 'barbers'
among the regular ministers of the sanctuary.
The idea more or less consciously underlying these
practices probably was, that by means of his hair,
part of himself, instinct with his life, the devotee
formed a stable link of connexion with the sanc-
tuary and the deity there worshipped.

If an important part of life was conceived as
residing in the hair, we can see why that of conse-
crated persons was so cared for. From Ezk 4420

we gather that certain priesthoods, like those of
Egypt, shaved their heads ; others, like Samuel,
let the hair grow long. Profanation was avoided
on the one hand by preventing its growth, on the
other by keeping it untouched. Princes were also
consecrated persons, in ' a crown' (Jer 729 RVm)
is in origin simply the fillet binding the prince's
long hair.

Among the Hebrews, Arabs, and other peoples,
cutting the flesh was often associated with shaving
the head in mourning, or taking part of the hair
to lay in the tomb, or on the funeral pyre. Both
practices are prohibited in Lv 1927·28 (see also Dt
141, Lv 215·10, Am 810 etc.). See CUTTINGS IN
THE FLESH, and W. R. Smith, RS 305 ff. Arab
women, in accordance with immemorial customs,
sometimes shave their heads and wrap the hair
in cloths stained with their own blood. The habit
of tearing the hair in mourning, which still per-
sists among the Jews and other Oriental peoples,
may probably be traced to this ancient custom.
It was also a sign of mourning to let the hair fall
untended and dishevelled (Ezk 2417, Jth 103). The
Egyptians in mourning let all their hair grow
(Herod, ii. 36). The hair of an attached relative
was sometimes buried with the mummy (Wilk. ii.
339). Cutting or tearing the hair was common as
an expression of violent emotion, as of fear and
distress (Est 142), of sorrow for national sin (Ezr
9s, 1 Es 871, 2 Es I8), and of grief over national
calamities (Is 3s4 152, Jer 729 4837, Ezk 718 etc.).

The hair and nails of the dead have often been
regarded as charms, making it possible to main-
tain connexion with the departed. Possession of
a man's hair in primitive magic was esteemed a
potent means of getting and retaining a hold upon
him. Mohammed's hair was preserved, and worn
on their persons by his followers. The Arab was
accustomed to cut off the hair of his prisoner before
setting him free. Perhaps more than insult was
intended by shaving David's messengers (2 S 104).

The almond blossom turning white before it
falls is the symbol of the hoary hair (Ec 125).
The sprinkling of grey hairs unknown to a man
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indicates the stealthy approach of life's winter
(Hos 79). Grey hairs have always been revered
in the East. Irreverence to grey hairs marks the
ungodly (Wis 210). Evil was accentuated if it
brought harm on grey hairs (Gn 4238). Wisdom
was reckoned as the grey hair to a man (Wis 410),
and the hoary head as a crown of glory, the
reward of a life of righteousness (Pr 1631 2029).
For grey hairs to come down to the grave in peace
was a token of God's favour (1 Κ 26· 9). Grey
hairs laid on men obligations of honourable and
chivalrous conduct (2 Mac 623). White hair was
an element in a glorious appearance (2 Mac 1513),
especially that of divine majesty (Dt 78, Rev I14).

The hair of Samson was regarded as the seat of
his strength (Jg 1622). The hairs of the head are
taken as representing the extremely numerous
(Ps 4012 694), and the exceedingly minute (1 S 1445,
2 S 1411, 1 Κ I52, Mt 1030, Lk 2118, Ac 2734). Fine-
ness of aim is described as slinging stones at an
hairbreadth (Jg 2016). The Jews swore by the
hair (Mt 536). One of the most binding oaths in
the East now is by the beard. The colour of the
hair assisted the priest to discriminate leprosy
from other ailments (Lv 13). Pollution clung
strongly to hair (Lv 148·9). On the meaning of
the regulation in Dt 2112, see Driver's note.

Goats* hair (ΏΊ%) is named among acceptable
offerings for the sanctuary (Ex 254 356); it was not
used for the interior work, but only for the outer
covering of the tabernacle (Ex 267 3614). The
preparation of the cloth required special skill and
dexterity (Ex 3526). Work of goats' hair is directed
to be puriiied after ceremonial pollution (Nu 3120).
From the connexion here, it seems to have been
employed then, as now, for articles of clothing.
The large overall, or Kaba\ commonly worn, is
almost invariably of goats' hair. It serves, among
other purposes, as waterproof in rain, as great-
coat in cold, and as blanket at night: it possibly
corresponds to the 'garment' of Ex 2227 (RV).
Pillows or cushions are sometimes stulfed with
goats' hair (1 S 1913). Goats' hair formed the
material with which St. Paul was occupied as a
tent-maker (Ac 183), the haircloth for which his
native province of Cilicia was noted being known
to commerce as cilicium. Of this dark-brown
stuff the tents of the nomads have been made from
of old (Ca I5), and employment is still found for
great numbers in preparing materials for the
* hair houses' of the Bedawin.

Camels' hair (0/H£ καμήλου) is mentioned only
as forming the raiment of John the Baptist (Mt 34,
Mk I6). This was possibly the softer wool of the
camel, the Arab, wabr, of which a more closely
fitting garment is made, with sleeves, worn under
the 'aba' described above (but cf. Jerome, ' non de
lana cameli, sed de asperioribus setis').

W. EwiNG.
HAJEHUDIJAH occurs in RVm of 1 Ch 418 in an

obscure genealogical list. It is the transliteration
of the Heb. ΠΗΠ;Π, which, however, probably is not
a proper name, but means 'the Jewess' (so RV
and RVm). AV reads Jehudijah. LXX has αϋτη
Ά δ ά See GENEALOGY.

HAKKATAN (}9i3D 'the smallest').—The head of
a family of returning exiles (Ezr 812), called in
1 Es 8s8 Akatan. See GENEALOGY.

HAKKOZ (ppn).—1. A Judahite, 1 Ch 4 8; AV
Coz. 2. The eponym of a priestly family, 1 Ch
2410, Ezr 261 7% Neh 34·21. In Ezr and Neh the
first part of the word is taken to be the definite
art. by AV, which reads Koz. In 1 Es δ38 the name
appears as Akkos. See GENEALOGY.

HAKUPHA .—Eponym of a family of

Nethinim (Ezr 2W, Neh 753), called in 1 Es 5 y

Achipha. See GENEALOGY.

HALACHA.—See TALMUD.

HALAH (nbn) is mentioned 2 Κ 176 1811, 1 Ch 52e

as one of the places whither the king of Assyria
deported the captives from Samaria. LXX 'Αλάε
Β (once Άλλάε A), in Ch Χαάχ (! for Χαλά), Α Χαλά,
Vulg. Hala, in Ch Lahela (!). The description
indicates plainly that it is to be sought in Northern
Mesopotamia, not far from Nineveh; but the loca-
tion of the name has always been disputed. The
various views are: 1. That Halah is a large city
of Assyria, the Calah (rr?a) of Gn 1011, Kalkhu of
the cuneiform texts, modern Nimrud between the
Tigris and the Upper Zab, S. of Nineveh (see
CALAH). This identification is quite inadmissible
on phonetic grounds, as is likewise 2., Halevy's
comparison with Cilicia, "jWi Khilakku. The latter
has also the context against it. 3. The region
Chalkitis (Χαλ/cms) in Mesopotamia (Ptol. v. 18. 4),
bordering upon Gauzanitis (Gozan) and the country
Anthemusia, near the rivers Chaboras (Habor) and
Saokoras (or Mygdonius), would suit (so Schrader
in Riehm, Handworterbuch), if we were sure that
the Greek form represents the same consonants as
Halah. Of course, the modern village Gla, on the
Upper Chaboras (Smith, Bible Diet.), cannot repre-
sent the name nor the modern IJolwan (see below).
4. Bochart (Phaleg iii. 4) compared the Calachene
(Καλαχτ^) of Strabo (736, comp. Καλακινή, Ptol.
vi. 1), a plain of Northern Assyria at the side of
Adiabene and Armenia, E. of the Tigris. 5.
This name is not to be confounded with the
Chalonitis S.E. of Assyria on the Zagrus moun-
tain (Strabo, 529, 736; Plin. vi. 30, i. 27, 31, etc.;
Dion. Perieg. 1015; Polyb. v. 54). Isidorus of
Charax describes the Parthian province of Χαλωνί-
TIS, called thus from 'the Greek city Χάλα.' This
is evidently the same as Κελώ^αι, Diod. xvii.
110, Albania, Tab. Pent., the modern IJolwan

^] A>-. It is claimed that this city appears in

Syriac literature as IJalah ( = nhn, Assem. Bibl.
Or. iii. 418), and the Καλχά*, Chron. Pasc. i. 730,
would confirm this. But there are various diffi-
culties attached to this complicated identification,
and the Assyrians seem to call Holwan Halwan;
see Delitzsch, Paradies, 205. 6. More probability is
attached to the view of Winckler (A Ittestamenthche
Untersuchungen, 108). The LXX understood
Halah as a river, έν Άλάε καΐ έν'Αβώρ, ποταμοϊ$(\)
Υωζάν, so that the original text may have had the
plural 'rivers of Gozan.' Consequently, Winckler
proposed the easy emendation nVa for nhn, i.e. the
modern Balikh river (already called Balikhi in
Assyrian times, Βάλίχα, Βήλίχο?, ΈίΧηχα, Belias of
the classical writers), flowing into the Euphrates
not far from Rakka. This view has been accepted
by most modern scholars. 7. Lately, however,
Winckler himself has retracted it (Altorientalische
Forschungen, 292). Two cuneiform documents
mention a country Khalakhkha, Halahha, i.e. nhn
near Haran, in the very same region" where the
biblical description would place Halah. The
exact position cannot yet be determined, owing
to the fragmentary state of those documents ; but
it seems that this last explanation is the best
solution of the problem. Possibly, also, the 6th
explanation still deserves some attention.

W. MAX MULLER.
HALAK (p^rr inn, Άλά/c Α, Άχί\ Β), or 'the

smooth mountain,' Jos II 1 7 127 (only). — This
eminence has not been identified, but its approxi-
mate locality is indicated by the words 'that
goeth up to Seir': and it formed the southern
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limit of Joshua's conquests. We may infer, there-
fore, that it was the summit of a smooth ascent in
the valley of the Arabah to the south of the Ghor,
or Dead Sea basin; and some have supposed that
it was the line of cliff's which form the margin of
the Ghor itself, about 6 miles S. of the shore of
that lake. This view is, however, probably
erroneous, as the expression * smooth mountain'
would not apply to an abrupt range of cliffs formed
of alluvial materials, which we have elsewhere (see
DEAD SEA, vol. i. p. 575a) identified as * the ascent of
Akrabbim ' (Nu 344). But from the margin of the
Ghor the Arabah Valley gradually rises towards
the summit level, which it reaches immediately
in front of Mount Hor on the borders of Seir;
and to this line of elevation the term 'smooth'
would not be inapplicable, while at the same time it
would be on the line of communication between
southern Palestine and Petra, the capital of Seir.

E. HULL.
HALE.—The verbs * hale' and ' haul,' meaning

to drag, are, says Skeat, dialectical varieties of
the same word. They are found in all the Teut.
languages (as Dutch halen, Dan. hale), and are
etymol. connected with Gr. καλεΐν and Lat. calare,
to summon. Hale is the older form, and it alone
occurs in AV and in Shaks.,* though 'haul ' was
already in use. The passages are Ac 83 ' As for
Saul, he made havoc of the church, entering into
every house, and haling men and women committed
them to prison' {σύρων, Amer. RV ' dragging');
Lk 1258 ' lest he hale thee to the judge' (μήποτε
κατασύρχι, Amer. RV 'drag'). In both places
' hale' is original to AV, the earlier VSS having
'draw.' For the word cf. T. Lever, Sermons
(Arber's ed. p. 23), ' This Realme is devyded in it
selfe . . . by covetouse ambicion, euerye manne
pullynge and halynge towardes them selves, one
from another'; T. Fuller, Holy State, ii. 7, ' I t
[the Greek language] is full and stately in sound :
onely it pities our Artist to see the vowels therein
rackt in pronouncing them, hanging oftentimes
one way by their native force, and haled another
by their accents which countermand them'; and
Milton, PL ii. 596—

1 Thither by harpy-footed furies hal'd,
At certain revolutions all the damn'd
Are brought.'

J. HASTINGS.
HALHUL (^npn).—A city of Judah mentioned

(Jos 1558) in the list of the inheritance of the tribe
of Judah along with five others, all of which have
been identified except Eltekon. Jerome places it
near to Hebron (Onomast. s. 'Elul'). It is the
modern Halipul, a large village 4 miles north of
Hebron, which lies in the mountains of Judah,
on a hill about a mile to the east of the road to
Jerusalem. On the opposite side of the road is
Beit-sur (Beth-zur), a rocky fastness built by
Rehoboam for the defence of his kingdom (2 Ch II7),
and used in the wars of the Maccabees as a defence
against Idumsea (1 Mac 461). Between these two
places, lower down, is the fountain Dhirweh, the
traditional site of the baptism of the eunuch by
Philip. Not far to the north is the head of Pilate's
great aqueduct leading to Jerusalem, 41^ miles by
the aqueduct (13 miles as the crow flies)., the fall
being 365 ft. in that distance {Tent Work in Pales-
tine, ' Halhul'). A mile to the east of Halhul is
Beit'Ainun, identified by Robinson as Beth-anoth,
where are extensive ruins and large drafted stones.
Farther to the north is Jedur (Gedor), a small ruin.
About the site of Halhul are ruins and rock-cut
tombs, including a Byzantine ruin and an ancient
church (ruined). The mosque Neby Yunds (Jonah)

* Pope gives ' hauld' in his Shaks. at / / Henry IV. v. v. 37,
and it is approved by some editors. In Ac 83 AV of 1611 spells
the word ' hail.1

is a modern building on a platform of rock, which
appears to have been artificially levelled {BBP
i. 216, iii. 282; SWP iii. 329). Ishak Chelo in
1334 (Carmoly, p. 242) speaks of flalhul as con-
taining the sepulchre of Gad, David's seer (1 S 225,
2S 2411; Benj. of Tud. by Asher, ii. 437). See,
further, Dillm. on Jos 15δ8, and Guerin, Judae,
iii. 284 ff. C. WARREN.

HALI (^n).—A city belonging to the tribe of
Asher, Jos Ϊ925. The site is doubtful. It may be
the ruin 'Alia on the hills N.E. of Achzib, about
13 miles N.E. of Acre. See SWP vol. i. sh. iii.,
and Guorin, GaliUe, ii. 62, Buhl {GAP 231) doubts
this identification. C. R. CONDER.

HALICARNASSUS (Αλικαρνασσός) was one of
the six Dorian colonies on the coast of Caria
(see Cos). Trcezen was its mother city. Though
excluded from the Dorian confederacy (Hexapolis)
on account of some ancient dispute (Herod, i. 144),
it was a very important city in respect of politics,
commerce, literature, and art. During the Persian
domination it prospered greatly under a dynasty
of tyrannoi established by Lygdamis. His widow,
Artemisia, dynast in 480, possessed great influence
with Xerxes. Maussollos (377-353) made the city
supreme over most of Caria and part of Lycia,
under the suzerainty of the Persian king. The
monument built in his honour by Artemisia, his
sister-wife, who survived him, was reckoned one of
the seven wonders of the world : scanty remains of
it are now in the British Museum. Halicarnassus,
having faithfully adhered to the Persian cause,
endured a long siege by Alexander the Great,
B.C. 334, and was burned by the conqueror. A
number of the inhabitants were safe in the acro-
polis (called Salmakis), which Alexander did not
succeed in capturing. They rebuilt the city ; but
it never again became a great city, though always*
an important one till it was ruined by the Turks.
Its prosperity benefited much from the measures
of Q. Cicero when he was governor of Asia in
B.C. 61. Its silver coinage ceased after B.C. 168;
but it continued to coin in bronze as late as the
3rd cent, after Christ, and appears in all the lists
of bishoprics. In literature its greatness is shown
by Herodotus, Dionysius the historian, Dionysius
the writer on music, Pigres, Panyasis, etc.

Halicarnassus was one of the states to which
the Roman Senate sent letters in favour of the
Jews in B.C. 139, 1 Mac 1523 (see CARIA). It must
therefore have been a free and self-governing city
at that time. The decree of the city passed in the
1st cent. B.C., granting to the Jews religious
liberty and the right to build their Proseuchai
beside the sea (Jos. Ant. XIV. x. 23), attests the
existence of an early Jewish colony in the city;
and this was natural, as H. was a considerable
centre of trade, owing to its favourable position
on a bay opposite Cos, on the north-west side of
the Ceramic Gulf. The city extended round the
bay from promontory to promontory, and con-
tained, among other buildings, a famous temple of
Aphrodite.

The site of Halicarnassus is now called Bod-
rum (i.e. 'fortress'), from the Castle of St. Peter
which was built by the Knights of St. John (whose
headquarters were in Rhodes) under their Grand
Master de Naillac, A.D. 1404. The castle stands
on the point of a lofty rocky promontory, which
projects southwards, and divides the bay of Hali-
carnassus into two harbours; in ancient times it
was probably an island (Zephyria). A Turkish
village occupies part of the site of the city. In

* The language of Cicero, ad Quint. Fr. i. i, 25 (pcene desertam
urbem), must not be pressed ; he is exaggerating his brother's
services.
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the castle were found many remains of the Mau-
soleum, which were sent to London in 1846 by
Lord Stratford de Redcliffe. A very full account
of the city, with plans, etc., is to be found in the
works of Sir C. Newton, who excavated there in
1857. {History of Discoveries at Halicarnassus,
CniduSf and Branchidce, and Travels and Dis-
coveries in the Levant. See also Ross, Beisen
durch d. Inseln Griech. ; Hamilton's Researches in
Asia Minor). W. M. RAMSAY.

HALL.—In Mk 1516 AV renders &τω τής αυλή* δ
έστιν πραπώρων, ' into the hall called Praetorium ' ;
and in Lk 2255 έν μέσφ τψ αυλής, ' in the midst of
the hall.' Elsewhere AV renders αυλή either
•palace' (Mt 263·58·69, Mk 14δ4·66, Lk II 2 1, Jn
1815), when the reference is to the place where a
governor dispensed justice; or ' fold' (Jn 101·16),
referring to the place where the flocks were kept
all night; or * court' (Rev II2), in reference to
the court of the temple. RV* gives 'court'
everywhere except in Jn ΙΟ1·16 (ΙΟ1 ή αύλη των
προβάτων, AV «the sheepfold,' RV «the fold of
the sheep,' 1016 y αυλή, AV and RV «the fold').
See PALACE.

The word ττραιτώρων is once in AV trd ' Prae-
torium' (Mk 1516 as above), and once 'palace'
(Ph Ι 1 3 έν δ\φ τφ πραιτωρίφ, AV ' in all the palace,'
AVm ' Caesar's court,' RV ' throughout the whole
Prgetorian guard,' RVm 'in the whole Prae-
torium '). Elsewhere it is rendered either ' common
hall' (Mt 2727, AVm «governor's house'), or ' hall
of judgment' (Jn 1828a, AVm ' Pilate's house'), or
'judgment hall' (Jn 1828b· 83 199, Ac 233δ). RV
gives ' palace' in the text of all those places, with
'Praetorium' in the marg., which Amer. RV pre-
fers in the text. See P

The RV word ' palace · for prcetorium comes from the Rhem.
NT, which has 'Palace' everywhere, except Ph I 1 3 'court.'
Wyclif's word is always 'moot (or mote) halle.' Tind. intro-
duced ' judgement hall.' J . HASTINGS.

HALLEL (^n).— A name given to the group of
psalms 113-118 inclusive, which the Jews from an
early date have been in the habit of reciting at the
three great feasts, at the feast of Dedication and
at the new moons. The name ' great Hallel' is
sometimes given to this group as a whole, but it
is usually applied to Ps 136 (or Pss 120-136) with
its twenty-six times repeated refrain of praise.
Pss 113-118, or 115-118, are called the 'Egyptian'
or the ' common' Hallel. During the continuance
of the temple the Hallel was recited on eighteen
days in the year, but on one night alone, that of
the passover. On that occasion it was taken in
parts, Pss 113 and 114 being sung before the meal,

i'ust before the drinking of the second cup, and
5ss 115-118 after the filling of the fourth cup.

It is to this sacred song that reference is made in
the phrase ύμνήσαντβς, 'when they had sung an
hymn,' used of our Saviour and His disciples in
Mt 2630 and Mk 1426. See Delitzsch on Ps 113;
Talmud, Sopherim 18, § 2; and compare Edersheim,
The Temple and its Services. W. T. DAVISON.

HALLELUJAH (nn^n' praise ye J",' 'Αλληλούια).
—The word occurs as a short doxology in the
Psalms, usually at the beginning, as Ps 111. 112,
or the end, as 104. 105, or both, as 135. 146-150;
in 1353 use is different. Except 135, the H.
psalms occur in three groups, 104-106; 111-113,
115, 117; 146-150; the 2nd being interrupted by
Ps 114. 116. The consecutive occurrence of these
psalms may be explained in two ways, (i.) H.
was usually added to psalms only of a joyful char-
acter, and these might naturally be put together
by the compiler, just as hymns of thanksgiving
are often put together in our modern hymn-

books. But we see very little evidence in the
Psalter of arrangement according to subject.
It seems, therefore, more probable that they
were taken as they stand from some previous
collection or collections in which all the psalms were
so marked; just as in a modern hymnary all the
hymns taken from Hymns Ancient and Modern
might be distinguished by Amen at the end. We
have an even more complete example of taking
the psalms en bloc from some other source without
rearrangement in ' Songs of Ascents' (Ps 120-134).
The occurrence of H. in Ps 106, after the doxology
which closes Book iv., may be the insertion of a
reviser, to make it agree with Ps 104. 105, which
have the H. at the end, when the doxology had
come to be regarded as part of the psalm. The
H. psalms vary considerably in character. We find
such different themes as the praises of the God of
Nature (104), the God of Israel (105. 106), God who
hears the prayer of the poor (113) and of the
sufferer (116), the superiority of God to idols (115).
That these psalms are late may be proved from (1)
the fact that Jah is a contracted and later * form
of Jahut which occurs in the early forms Jesayahu,
Jirmeyahu, as contrasted with the later forms
which we know as Isaiah and Jeremiah; (2) the
use of (generally) late grammatical forms as * for
constr. state, as in 1135· 7· 9, ν for n£% as a prefix in
1352 146s·5; (3) the didactic character of 11110 112,
in the spirit of Ps 1, the Book of Job, and later
parts of Proverbs; (4) the subject-matter of such
a psalm as 147, which points back to the Restora-
tion (1472); (5) the fact that the historical psalms,
105. 106, presuppose PJE, and were therefore com-
posed after the first compilation of the Hex. (see
HEXATEUCH). Notice in 10531 the lice of P, as
well as, in 10584, the locusts of JE ; in 10617Dathan
and Abiram of JE, as well as, in 10630· 81, Phinehas,
God's avenger of P.

The word passed from OT to NT. In Rev 191"7

it is the keynote of the song sung by the great
multitude in heaven, and from the Jewish it
found its way into the Christian Church.

F. H. WOODS.
HALLOHESH (BTOWI ' the speaker of charms').—

An individual or a family mentioned in connexion
with the repairing of the wall (Neh 312, AV Halo-
hesh) and the sealing of the covenant (Neh 1024).
See GENEALOGY.

HALLOW.—'Who,' says Trench, 'would now
affirm of the verb " t o hallow" that it is even
obsolescent? yet Wallis two hundred years ago
observed—"it has almost gone out of use" (fere
desuevit).' He is condemning (in English Past
and Present, p. 139 f.) the American Bible Union
for dismissing from their new version words that
have a suspicion of age upon them. And it is
still quite true that ' hallow' as a biblical word is
in active use, so that the Revisers felt no necessity
for excluding it from either the NT of 1881 or the
OT of 1885. In AV and RV it is used as a syno-
nym for ' sanctify,' translating in OT some part of
BHJ3 kadash, and in NT twice rendering the verb
αγιάσω (Mt 69, Lk II 2, both in the Lord's Prayer).
In the Apocr. the same Gr. verb is rendered
' hallow' in 1 Es I3, Jth 913, Sir 339, 1 Mac 448; and
the Lat. verb sanctificare in 2 Es 241 525.

In the older versions it is more common. It is
Wyclif's only word; thus Jn 1719 ' And I halwe
my silf for hem, that and [1388 also] thei be halwid
in treuthe ' ; He 211 ' Sothely he that halo with, and
thei that ben halowid, of oon alle.' So Tind. in

* See Gray, Heb. Prop. Names, 149 ft, and Jastrow in Journal
of Soc. of Bib. Lit. xiii. (1894), 101-127, and in Ζ A W, 1896,
pp. 1-16. In these papers Jastrow further contends that the
final η» in many Heb. proper names is not a form of the Divine
name at all, but simply an emphatic afformative.



J 27 1 6 ' If a man halowe a pece of his enhereted
londe unto the Lorde, it shalbe set accordynge to
that it beareth'; and in a marg. note on Dt 205

(where his text is, ' Yf any man have bylt a new
housse and have not dedicate i t } ) , he says, ' Dedi-
cat: the levites, I suppose, halowed them as we
doo oure shippes.' In a note to Lv 82 he spells the
word ' holow — ' Hence the pope fett holowenge of
chirches, alters, font, belles, and so forth.' Cov.
has 'unhallow' in Ezk 4419 ' they shal put of
the clothes, wherein they have ministred . . . lest
they onhalowe the people with their clothes.' In
his Expositions (Parker Soc. p. 180) on 1 Jn 218'21

Tind. uses * sanctify' and ' hallow' together as
quite synonymous : ' Christ in the Scripture is
called The Holy, because He only sanctiheth and
halloweth us.' This quotation shows the origin
of the word also: from A.S. hdlig, holy, came
halgian, to make holy, middle-Eng. halyien, later
halwe.

The words of Mt 69, Lk II 2 are as old as Wye.
1 halowid be thi name,' and are found in all the
versions except the Rhemish (1582), which has
' sanctified be thy name ' ; but the mod. editions of
Rhem. (as 1898) have changed to * hallowed be thy
name.' J . HASTINGS.

HALT·—1. To be lame, to limp: Gn 3231 ' He
halted upon his thigh' (iai^y a!?x, Amer. RV
'went halting'). The same vb. is tr d ' h a l t ' in
Mic 46·7, Zeph 319 (Amer. RV always 'is lame').
T. Fuller {Holy State, iii. 15) says, ' Wounds in
warre are most honourable: Halting is the state-
liest march of a Souldier ; and 'tis a brave sight to
see the flesh of an Ancient as torn as his Colours.'
And Rutherford, with a reference to Mic 46·7,
speaks of ' God's kirk' {Letters, No. xli.): ' He will
have her going through a thousand deaths, and
through hell, as a cripple woman, halting, and
wanting the power of her one side, that God may
be her staff.' The adj. ' halt ' is given as the tr. of
χωλοί in Mt 188, Mk 945, Lk 1421, Jn 53, though
everywhere else (except Ac 148 ' a cripple' in AV
and RV) the same adj. is rendered ' lame' (Mt I I 5

15»·31 2114, Lk 7221413, Ac 32 87, He 1213). In Lk
1421 RV gives ' lame,' but keeps ' halt ' in the other
three places. Tind. has ' h a l t ' i n Mt I I 5 'The
blynd se, the halt goo, the lepers are clensed.'

2. To stumble, to fail, Ps 3817 ' For I am ready
to halt,* and my sorrow is continually before me '
(foi yb-*b, AVm ' ready for halting,' Del. [so Amer.
RV] ' ready to fall,' with note, ' if God does not
graciously interpose, he will certainly fall head-
long'; \Vellh.-Furness [in PB] 'on the verge of
falling'); Jer 2010 'All my familiars watched for
my halting' (^2 >mV^$ Streane, ' those who watch
my side,' implying a reading yVs,' ribs,' ' side'; RV
' they that watch for my halting'; Cheyne, ' either
laid traps for me, or waited for me to commit
some error for them to take advantage of,' who
points out that the phrase ' my halting' is taken [?]
from Ps 3515 3817). To those two passages in AV
the Eng. (not Amer.) RV adds Job 1812 ' Calamity
shall be ready for his halting' (iy^|?, AV and RVm
' at his side'), and Ps 35 1 5 ' But when I halted they
rejoiced' Oj/jw, AV 'But in mine adversity').
Tindal in his exposition of Mt 517'19 {Expositions,
Parker Soc. p. 38) shows us this meaning of ' hal t '
arising from the meaning already illustrated, ' I
come not to destroy the law, but to repair it only,
and to make it go upright where it halteth.' Then
cf. Glanvill {Ser. 5), ' We have many observers,
whose malice makes them critical and curious;
they lay in wait for our haltings, and are glad at
heart when they have caught an opportunity to
revile us.' In Preface to AV 1611 the translators

* In this passage in AV Bunyan found the name of Mr. Ready-
to-halt.

say of Roman Catholic scholars that they ' doe
either make new Translations themselves, or follow
new ones of other mens making, or note the
vulgar Interpretor for halting.'

3. To waver, 1 Κ 182 1 ' How long halt ye between
two opinions ?' (o'npb DPIN ; Amer. RV ' go ye halt-
ing '). The figure is the uncertain gait of one who
is divided in mind between J" and Baal. The same
verb is used in v.26 of the irregular dance round the
altar of Baal. Cf. Purchas, Pilgrimage, 343, ' Their
religion halteth betwixt divers religions of the
Turkes, Persians, and Christians of the Iacobite
and Nestorian Sects.'

4. The mod. sense of come to a standstill, stop,
does not occur in AV, but is introduced by RV
into Is 1032 'This very day shall he halt at Nob'
( b ^ , AV ' remain'). J . HASTINGS.

HAM (on, Χάμ).— The name of one of Noah's
three sons (Gn 101 etc.), and founder of one of the
three great families into which the biblical ethno-
logists divide the world. There seems little doubt
that this word is the Egyptian name of Egypt
(Hier. Kem, sometimes ρ f o-n-Kem, 'land of
E t ' D K i Thb K B h KEgypt,'
Memph

, ρ ,
gyp, ' Demot. Kemi, Theb. Kerne, Bashm. Kerne,
emph. Kheme), and indeed in the poetical language

of the Psalms the ' land of Ham' is a synonym for
Mi?raim (10523·27 10622, cf. 785 1; Brugsch, Geogr.
Inschr. 73). The meaning of the word is ' black,'
which appears in the Arab, ahamm, fem. hammd,
as well as in many Coptic derivatives (Peyron,
Lex. Copt. 66). The origin of the appellation is to
be found in the blackness of the soil of the Delta
(Plutarch, de Is. et Osir. 33), since the Egyptians
do not call themselves by this name, which corre-
sponds with an epithet applied to rich soils gener-
ally (Ebers, JEgypten u. die Bucher Mose's, 55).

2. The narrative of Gn 921'24 has been analyzed
with great ingenuity by Budde {Urgeschichte,
290 ff.), partly after the suggestions of Well-
hausen, whose results are in the main as follows.
The narrative is based on a document in which the
place of Ham was occupied by Canaan; this is
rendered practically certain by vv.24·25, in which
Noah, perceiving what his youngest son had done
unto him, proceeds to curse Canaan, who is men-
tioned no less than three times in Noah's speech
(vv.26-27). I t is therefore probable that in v.22

' Ham, the father of Canaan,' is a correction for
' Canaan' (cf. for the method 1 Ch 205), and indeed
these words show very clear signs of alteration.
The family of Noah, then, according to the earlier
account, consisted of Shem, Japheth, Canaan ; and
the legend accounts for the subjugation of the
third to the two others, implying a state of things
in which the word ' Canaanite' was synonymous
with 'slave.' The act imputed to Canaan is that
of a little boy, and hence chronological difficulties
arise if the Noah of the story be identified with
the Noah of the Flood. The three sons, moreover,
represent nations occupying the same country
(probably Canaan), whose mutual relation is ac-
counted for by the story, but who do not appear
to have been intended to represent the progenitors
of the nations of the earth. While the name
' Shem' lends itself readily to interpretation, if a
caste be signified (' men ot name' or ' note,' whence
' name' or ' note' became personified), only vague
conjectures can be made about the original import
of ' Japheth ' ; but 1. 16 of the Marseilles inscrip-
tion shows us that we possess only an imperfect
tradition of the caste-system in Semitic peoples.

3. The same ethnologist who made Noah the
second founder of the human race had to divide the
nations of the earth among his sons; the names
Shem and Japheth being unknown except in
this tradition, could be employed without diffi-
culty ; but the name ' Canaan' had very distinct
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import, and yet was too insignificant to count as
one of the three world-races. For this name,
therefore, in the ethnological table another known
name was substituted, and the native name of
Egypt lent itself well to this purpose. That Cush
and Mizraim should be included under the name
of Kemi need occasion no surprise, as these two
nations were known conjointly; that Cush is
made the eldest son (Gn 106) is perhaps due to
Ethiopia being farthest from Palestine, but it may
have political significance. That Canaan should
be reckoned as Hamite has been thought strange,
some accounting for it on the ground of national
antipathy on the part of the Israelites, while
others {e.g. Dillmann, ad loc.) thought it due to
a tradition current in antiquity which made
the Canaanites immigrants from the South.
The above account of the introduction of the
name Ham really gets rid of the difficulty; for
Canaan's place having been taken by Ham, a
place had to be found for Canaan, and this could
only be in Ham's family. Ham's name was not
substituted for Canaan's in the speech of Noah,
partly perhaps owing to its repeated recurrence,
partly perhaps because the curse of slavery could
not be made to fall on the powerful nations repre-
sented by Ham's elder children. The recension of
Gn which we have, where the father is made to
sin, and one of the sons to receive the curse, shows
us the difficulty solved as far as it was capable of
solution.

4. The classification of Canaan under Ham led
to a serious result for the ethnological table:
whereas Canaan in the older scheme represented
a subject caste, the name now had to include all
the non-Israelitic inhabitants of Palestine, among
whom were many races decidedly * Semitic' in
character, such as the Phoenicians. Some further
difficulty was introduced by confusion between
the Cush and the Cossaei, but the ground for
making all the tribes mentioned in v.7 etc.
Cushites will probably remain hidden long. The
Put (which see) are probably included with the
Egyptians and Nubians as being in any case a
southern race. The Egyptian classification of
mankind compared by M. Lefebure {PSBA, 1887,
p. 167 if.), while it offers some slight analogy to
that with which we are dealing, does not seem to
explain the name ' Ham,' or throw any real light
on the problems.

5. The name ' Ham' occurs in 1 Ch 440, where
certain settlers at Gerar found the land quiet and
well cultivated, because the previous inhabitants
were 'from Ham.' Some of the Rabbis compared
the statement in Jg 187·27, where very similar
language is used about people who lived ' after the
fashion of the Sidonians' (also, according to the
tables, Hamites, through Canaan), and indeed the
passage of Ch would seem to be modelled on that
of Jg. It is not, however, easy to render the
words in Ch satisfactorily, since 'from Ham'
should mean from the country called Ham, which
is not here very intelligible, and ' of the children
of Ham,' or · from the days of Ham,' would not
naturally be thus abbreviated. There is there-
fore ground for supposing the text corrupt, and
indeed the Pesh. substituted DHD ' of them' for the
nri |p of the text. An easier alteration is omD,
supposing that word to have the sense of the
analogous Syriac form ρ mo ' peaceful, easy-going,'
of which examples are given in Thes. Syr. col. 2314.

Ό. S. MARGOLIOUTH.
HAM.—According to Gn 145 Chedorlaomer and

his allies smote the Zuzim (who may be the same
as the Zamzummim of Dt 220) am. This last is
vocalized in MT on?, which is represented by AV,
RV 'in Ham.' Jerome {Qucest. in libr. Gen.) reads
Dh3. Most of the VSS vocalize cna, hence LXX αμα
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αύτοΐς, 'with them.' Olshausen conjectures nsq3
'in Hamath.' It is most probable that a proper
name is intended. If ' Ham' be the correct read-
ing, it is the name of a place that is otherwise
unknown. Dillmann, following Tuch, suggests
that it may have been the ancient name of the
Ammonite capital Rabbath Ammon. The strange
argument of Sayce {HCM 160 f.), that the form on
points to a direct transcription of Gn 14 from a
cuneiform document, is dealt with by Ball (SBOT,
ad loc). J. A. SELBIE.

HAM (DO), Land of.—A poetical designation of
Egypt, used in the Psalms in reference to the so-
journ there of the children of Isr. (Ps 10523·27 10622);
so also ' the tabernacles (RV ' tents') of H.' (Ps 7851)
stands for ' the dwellings of the Egyptians.' Prob-
ably in Heb. thought H. was here used as the
name of the son of Noah rather than as a name
for Egypt. Two derivations have been proposed
for i t : (1) The native name for Egypt itself was
Kmty in Coptic times pronounced Kemi (hardly
Khe"mi), and strictly signifying the ' black land' or
alluvial soil of the cultivable part, as opposed to
the Deshert or 'red land,' i.e. the sandy deserts
which enclosed Ke~mi on all sides except the N.
(2) The chief Priapic god of the Egyptians was
sometimes called Menu (in Greek Min), but at
other times probably Khem. If the latter reading
is correct, it is almost identical with the name of
the progenitor of the Hamitic peoples, and it is
very remarkable that the most primitive sculptures
hitherto found in Egypt represent this god (see
Petrie's Koptos). Menu was especially worshipped
on the important route from the coast of the Red
Sea to Koptos, and this would impress the fact of
his worship on the E. neighbours of Egypt. The
characteristics of Menu are in accord with the
shamelessness recorded of H. in Gn 920ff\ The
derivation from Kmt is improbable, for phonetic
reasons. F. LL. GRIFFITH.

HAMAN (yon, Αμάν), the son of Hammedatha,
appears in the Bk of Est as the enemy of the
Jews, and the chief minister of Ahasuerus. He is
described as the Agagite (Est 31·10 etc.), but in the
LXX as a Bugean {Bovya?os, 31126), or a Macedonian
(924 1610). The Heb. term we should probably
understand of a descent from the Amalekite king
Agag (so Jos. Ant. XI. vi. 5, and Targ.), in which
case the author of the book perhaps meant to con-
trast -the descendant of Israel's ancient enemy with
Mordecai, the descendant of Kish, the Benjamite.
Provoked by Mordecai's refusal to bow before him,
H. procured from the king a decree authorizing
the massacre of all the Jews in the Persian
dominions on the 13th Adar. He also prepared a
gallows 50 cubits high for Mordecai. But queen
Esther, having heard of the plot, invited H. and
the king to a banquet, and there denounced H.,
who was forthwith hanged on his own gallows.
The queen also obtained permission for her
countrymen to defend themselves, and among
other victims of the Jews' vengeance the ten sons
of H. were slain and their bodies gibbeted.

In later times, at the Feast of Purim, it seems to
have been customary to hang an effigy of H.; but
as the gibbet was sometimes made in the form of
a cross, riots between Jews and Christians were
the result, and a warning against insults to the
Christian faith was issued by the emperor Theo-
dosius II. {Cod. Theod. XVI. viii. 18; cf. 21). The
origin of the name H. is uncertain; Jensen con-
nects it with the name of an Elamite divinity,
Humman or Humban (cf. Oxf. Heb. Lex. s.v.).

H. A. WHITE.
HAMATH (nerj 'fortress,' 'citadel,' or perhaps

'sacred enclosure,' see W. R. Smith, BS1 140 [ed.2
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p. 150]; Ήμά0, *Εμάθ, ΑΙμάθ, Emath).— At the time
of Amos, this was the chief city of a kingdom of
the same name which surrounded the capital,
extending to the S. of Riblah and even including
that place (2 Κ 2333 etc.). Situated on the banks
of the Orontes (now called d-Asi), in a narrow
valley with Jebel al-ΛΊα on its north and south-
east, and the Nusairiyeh mountains (the Mons
Bargylus of the ancients) to the west, it lay on a
very frequented and convenient trade-route. The
opening between the Nusairiyeh mountains above
Tripoli and the north point of the Lebanon chains
is called in the OT ' the entrance of Hamath'
(Nu 348, Jos 135, Ezk 4713"21). N. of Horns the
Orontes pass leads to Hamath, S. toward Baal-
gad in Ccele-Syria, E. to the great plain of the
Syrian desert, and W. to the KaVat al-Hosn and
the Mediterranean.

* The entrance' or * the approach' to Hamath is
often mentioned as a territorial limit (Nu 348, Jg
33 etc.), and usually denotes the accepted northern
boundary of Israelitish dominion (Jos 135). The
province is called 'Great Hamath' (Am 62), and
is mentioned with Damascus, Tyre, and Zidon
(Zee 92), as well as with Arpad (Jer 4923), in the
prophecies against Hadrach.

Originally a Hamite colony (Gn 1018), it flourished
at the time of David (2 S 8io) under a king named
Toi (or Tou), who had friendly intercourse with
the Israelitish ruler. Hamath (possibly identical
with Hamath - Zobah [which see] of 2 Ch 83)
came, however, afterwards under the dominion of
Solomon (compare 1 Κ 921·24 with 2 Ch 84), and
its king was no doubt among the many princes
who 'brought presents and served Solomon all
the days of his life.3 Hamath was regarded as
the granary of N. Syria, and there Solomon built
store-cities (2 Ch 84). But, on the death of that
king, Hamath seems to have regained her inde-
pendence, as is shown by the inscriptions of Shal-
maneser Π. (B.C. 860), where we see that her king,
Irhuleni, made an alliance with the Hittites,
Damascus (under A ddu - idri=Ben -Hadad = Ben-
Hadad-hidri), Ahab of Israel, and several other
states. Jeroboam II. of Israel, about the year
B.C. 810, 'recovered Hamath' (2 Κ 1428) from
Judah, and partly destroyed it, as well as Gath,
which, in the prophecies of Amos, is spoken of along
with it (Am 62). In the Assyrian inscriptions
Εηί-ilu (Eniel), king of Hamath, brings tribute to
Tiglath-pileser ill. (730), who had parcelled out
the land of Hamath among his generals, annexing
19 districts to Assyria, and transported 1223 people
of Hamath to the sources of the Tigris. Sargon
boasts of having rooted out the land of Hamath
and dyed the skin of the foolish (?) Ilu-bVdi
(variant Yau-bidi) like wool, colonizing Hamath
with 4300 Assyrians. One of those exiled thither
by this king was the Mede Deioces. After what
seems to have been the capture of the place by
Sennacherib's Kabshakeh, or 'chief of the captains,'
Hamath lost much of its importance. It is spoken
of in Is II 1 1 as one of the places containing
Israelitish exiles, and is mentioned in 1 Mac 1225

in connexion with the movements of Jonathan
and Demetrius.

The Greeks and Romans knew it under the name
of Epiphaneia, which had been given to it by
Antiochus Epiphanes (Jos. Ant. I. vi. 2), though
the inhabitants still called it Hamath, and its
present name, Hamdh, is but slightly changed
from its old form. In 1310 Abulfeda, the
eminent Arabian scholar, a descendant of the
family of Saladin, was appointed governor of the
district, which had been under the Moslem power
since A.D. 639, and with his death (1331) Hamath's
prosperity declined.

In 1812 Burckhardt visited Hamath, saw the

' Hamath-stones' (so-called Hittite inscriptions in
relief on black close-grained basalt); and the
enormous water - wheels, used for bringing the
waters of the Orontes to the houses and gardens
situated on the hill above the river. He does not,
however, mention the catacombs, said to have ex-
isted high up on the right bank. The town, which
is divided into four quarters, Hadher, el-Jisr, el-
Aleyat, and el-Medine (the quarter of the Chris-
tians), contained at Burckhardt's visit about 4446
houses and nearly 11,000 male inhabitants.

LITERATURE.—-Pococke, Description of the East, n. i. 143 ff.;
Burckhardt, Travels in Syria and the Holy Land (1822), pp.
145ff. ; Robinson, BRP* iii. 551; Baedeker-Socin, Pal* 398 f.;
Delitzsch, Paradies, 275 ff. ; Sayce, HCM (Index); Hommel,
Semit. Volker, i. 189; Driver on Am 62; E. Meyer, Geschichte,
§ 197. I. A. P I N C H E S .

HAMATHITE (τιοππ).—The gentilic name from
HAMATH (which see), Gn 1018=l Ch I16.

HAMATH-ZOBAH (nyurneq, Β Β^σωβά, Α Αίμάθ
Σωβά, Luc. Ήμαθσουβά).—The identity of this city
is still doubtful. By some scholars it is even re-
garded as the same as Hamath, but the Greek
form Βα*σω/3ά would seem to indicate that it was
distinct from that place. It is mentioned only
once in the Scriptures (2 Ch 83), when Solomon is
said to have ' prevailed against it,' and, being
spoken of in connexion with Tadmor and Hamath,
we may conclude that it was in the same neighbour-
hood. That it was another Hamath to which
Zobah was added to distinguish it from the better-
known city of Hamath is possible, but at present
unprovable. It has not yet been found in the
cuneiform inscriptions, consequently no light is
thrown on it from that source. I. A. PINCHES.

HAMMATH (ηεπ 'hot spring').—' Father of the
house of Kechab,' 1 Ch 255. See GENEALOGY.

HAMMATH (nen 'hot spring').—One of the
* fenced' cities of Naphtali, Jos 1935, probably the
same as Hammon of 1 Ch 676 [Heb.61] and Ham-
moth-dor of Jos 2132. It is doubtless the Hamata
of the Talmud {Erubin, v. 5; Megillah, 2b), the
Emmaus or Ammathus of Jos. {Ant. xviii. ii. 3)
and the modern Hammam, 35 minutes' walk S. of
Tiberias, so famous for its hot baths. There are
four springs, the water of which reaches a tempera-
ture of 144° Fahr. The taste is described by
Robinson as excessively salt and bitter, like that of
heated sea-water; there is also a strong smell of
sulphur, but no taste of it. The neighbourhood is
crowded, especially in the month of July, with
patients from all parts of Syria. The baths are
considered to be very efficacious in rheumatic com-
plaints.

LITERATURE. — Neubauer, Gaog. du Talm. 207 ; Robinson,
BRP* ii. 383 ff. ; G. A. Smith, HGHL 450 f. ; Guorin, Galilee,
i. 270 ff. ; Buhl, GAP 115, 226 ; Guthe, ZDPV xiii. (1891) 284;
Wilson, Recovery ofJerus. 362. J . A. SELBIE.

HAMMEAH, THE TOWER OF, AV The tower
of Meah (nsssan Vine, irupyos των εκατόν, turris centum
cubitorum, turris Emath), Neh 3 1 1239.—A tower
on the walls of Jerus. which stood near the tower
of Hananel (which see), between the Sheep gate
on the east and the Fish gate on the west. These
two towers, which apparently had not been pulled
down when the walls were dismantled in the time
of Ezra, were probably situated near the north-
eastern corner of the city (cf. Jer 3138, Zee 14i0).
Perhaps they were both defences of the fortress
(birah) which commanded the temple area. The
origin of the name ' tower of Hammeah,' or ' tower
of the hundred' (RVm), is obscure. It has been
suggested in explanation that the tower was 100
cubits high, or that it was approached by 100 steps,
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or that it required a garrison of 100 men (see
Ryssel, ad loc, pp. 153, 201 f.). H. A. AVHITE.

HAMMEDATHA (ιφτ?*, Άμάδαθο* [?,- ŝ]), Est 31·10

85 910·24).—The father of Hainan. The name is
probably Persian; for the termination compare
Aridatha; possibly the etymology is mtih = moon +
data — given {Oxf. Heb. Lex.).

HAMMELECH (̂ Wi) occurs as a proper name in
AV and RVm of Jer 3626 386, but there is little
doubt that the rendering ought to be ' the king,'
as in RV and AVm (LXX του βασιλέως).

HAMMER.—The Heb. word n̂ jpo makkttbah (in
Jg 421 ri3,p) is tr. in Arab, by two words, mitadat,
a wooden mallet, and matrakat, the ordinary
Arabic word for a hammer. It was a niitadat,
a mallet used by the Bedawin and others for
driving tent pegs into the ground, which Jael
used to kill Sisera, Jg 421. By many, makkabah is
considered to be the source of the name Maccabceus,
which would thus mean 'the hammerer.' B>*85
pattish (Is 417, used fig. in Jer 2329 of the word of
the LORD, and in 5023 of Babylon, ' the hammer of
the whole earth') is evidently the same as the
Ar&b. fatis, a large heavy hammer.

The hammer is probably the most ancient of all
tools. In its original form, a stone held in the hand,
it is often used at the present day. The form soon
changed; a stick fastened to the stone gave the blow
more precision and greater force. Metals super-
seded stones, and great variety was given to the

shape of the hammer head, so
as to produce a more exact
effect. The hammer is a most
important and valuable tool;
the permanent effect produced
by a blow of the lightest
hammer is greater than that
obtained by the steady pressure
of a mass of iron many hundred
times its weight.

Different handicrafts require
hammers of different shapes and
weights, and, in Syria, each
kind has a distinctive name.
The hammers used in carpentry
and smith work are much the
same as those used in the same
occupations in Europe. But in
masonry the variety of hammers
is great. In the quarry the
rock is split by a large hammer,
weighing from 18 to 22 lb.,

MAHADDI. called t h e mahaddi. T h e head
of t h i s h a m m e r is round a t one

end, being used for dr iving wedges in to t h e rock.
The other end is flattened from side to side, so as to

confine the impact to a
narrow line. This end
of the hammer is used
to strike the rock be-
tween the wedges, and
the constant beating-
causes a vibration in
the rock, which in-
creases till i t splits
in the line of the
wedges.

When the stone
comes from the quarry,
i t is roughly shaped by
the mahaddi, and the

SIIAKUF. mason takes another
kind of hammer to

square it and
ing.

give it a shape to fit it for build-

This hammer is called the shakuf. Both ends
of the head of this hammer are square, but the
one is 1 in. square and flat, the other is nearly
2 in. square, but sunk in the centre to the
depth of half an inch, so that the edges are sharp.
The flat end is used for striking off projections,
while the end with sharpened edges is used for
squaring and trimming the stone. The stone is
often used for building after being trimmed by the
shakufy but sometimes a border is made round
the'face of the stone, leaving the middle rough.

lUK. HEAD OF SIIAIIUTAH OR MIXIIAT.

This is done by the bik, which is a hammer with
one end pointed, and the other flat and chisel-
shaped.

When the stone is to be made smooth it is iirst
made quite flat with the pointed end of the bik,
and is then worked over with a hammer called the
shahutah or oninhat.

The shahutah has two very broad chisel-shaped
ends, about 4 in. broad, cut into a number of
teeth like a saw. The teeth at one end are coarse
and about 12 in number, and at the other end
smaller and about 24 in number.

When the stone has been carefully gone over
with the shalyutah it is sometimes polished. This
is done by rubbing it with another stone, sand
and water being put between.

All these tools are of very ancient date. In the
oldest part of the temple of Baalbek marks of all
of these tools are found. Even the three immense
stones in the west Avail have their upper and under
surfaces smoothed with the shahutah, only the tool
seems to have been much smaller than the one
used in Lebanon at the present
time, being only about 2 or 2\
in. broad.

The hammer and chisel are
used for very fine work, such as
carving, or when a very sharp
fine edge is to be given to a
stone, seldom for any other
purpose. The chisel is made
of file steel. The hammer, called
a matrakat, is so shaped that
lines drawn along the faces of MASON'S MATRAKAT.
the hammer would meet nearly at the end of the
handle. Wooden mallets are never used.

The stone of Lebanon is very hard limestone,
which explains why hammers are preferred to
chisels in hewing it. W. CARSLAW.

HAMMOLECHETH (naterr 'the queen'?).—Ace.
to the genealogy in 1 Ch7 1 7 ' 3 8 H. was the daughter
of Machir and sister of Gilead. The correctness
of the text is not beyond suspicion. LXX reads
Ma\e%e0. See GENEALOGY.

HAMMON (fien 'hot spring').—1. A town in
Naphtali, 1 Ch 676 [Heb.(!1], prob. identical with
HAMMATH (which see). 2. A town in Asher, Jos
1928. Its site is uncertain. Schultz suggested%Aw,
Hamul, some 10 miles south of Tyre, but Robinson



{BMP2 iii. 66 note) lays no great stress upon this
identification. Renan {Mission de Phanicie, 708 ff.)
found at Khurbet Umm el-Amud, near the coast im-
mediately N. of the Ladder of Tyre, two Phoenician
inscriptions (CIS vol. i. pt. i.) in honour of Baal
Hammon. In the valley to the E. is xAin Hamul.
Umm el-Amud^' mother of the pillar,' includes the
ruins of a building which is probably a temple of
Baal. On the hill side lies a great sarcophagus
with a rudely carved eagle. The texts belong to
the Ptolemaic period (3rd cent. B.C.). The name
may be that of the Egyptian God Amanu or Amen.
See SWP vol. i. sh. iii., and vol. iii. Appendix.
The identification of Hammon with Umm el-Amud
is also considered by Guerin {Galitte, ii. 141) and
Buhl {GAP 229) to be the most probable.

C. R. CONDER.
HAMMOTH-DOR (ΙΝΊ ΠΏΠ).—A Levitical city in

Naphtali, Jos 2132, probably identical with HAM-
MATH (which see).

HAMMUEL (!?Nisn, AV Hamuel).—A Simeonite
of the family of Shaul, 1 Ch 426. See GENE-
ALOGY.

HAMONAH (nfinn ' multitude,' LXX ΤίόΚυάνδριον).
—The name of a city to be built in commemora-
tion of the defeat (?)' of Gog (Ezk 3916). The pas-
sage is obscure, and the originality as well as the
precise reading of the MT doubtful. Instead of
rntoq Ύΐ}~Ώψ D3i, Cornill would read njioq TD:I * and it
is all over with this multitude.' If the words are
an interpolation, the allusion may be to the city
of Bethshean, which may have derived its name
Scythopolis from the Scythian invasion in the 7th
cent. B.C. (See Bertholet, Das Buck Hesekiel,
193). J. A. SELBIE.

HAMON-GOG (ria fin? 'Gog's multitude,' LXX rb
πόΚνάνδριον του Γωγ).—The name to be given to the
valley (outside the Holy Land) where Gog and all
his multitude are to be buried (Ezk 3911·15). This
valley, according to the MT, was the 'Valley of
the Travellers' (onnyn), a designation which is not
found elsewhere. Hence J. D. Michaelis, followed
by Bertholet and many others, reads Dnny. (Abarim,
Nu 2712 3347). From the mountain of this name a
valley may well have been called Abarim, and
the locality suits the context. See further the
Comm. of Hitzig, Smend, Cornill, Davidson, and
Bertholet. J. A. SELBIE.

HAMOR (lion 'he-ass') appears in Gn 3319 34,
Jos 2432, Jg 928 as ' the father of Shechem,' a
Hivite by race, and ' the prince («^j) of the land'
(Gn 342). Jacob bought 'the parcel of ground,
where he had spread his tent,' from the Hamorites,
the Bene Hamor (Gn 3319 (J), cf. Jos 2432). A differ-
ent tradition is preserved in Gn 4822 (E), where
Jacob gives Shechem to Joseph, and speaks of
having won it by force of arms from the Amorite.

Dinah, Jacob's daughter, having been wronged
by Shechem, Shechem makes an offer to take her
as his wife; and is supported in his claim by his
father, Hamor, who proposes also that there should
be freedom of marriage between the families of
Jacob and Hamor (3414*17). To this the sons of
Jacob give their consent on condition that the
Shechemites accept the rite of circumcision. The
Shechemites agree to the terms, and are circum-
cised (v.24). On the third day, when the Shechemites
were unable through illness to defend themselves,
Simeon and Levi and their followers fell upon them,
murdered Hamor and Shechem, and carried away
Dinah to their own home.

In this narrative the narrator has combined two
variant traditions. ' In the one, Hamor conducts
the negotiations with Jacob regarding Dinah for

his son (w.4· 6 · 8" 1 0); he receives a reply (vv.15'17),
and in due course lays it before the assembled
citizens of the town for their approval (νν.2(μ24).
In the other, Shechem himself asks Dinah from
her father and brothers, and after their reply
(v.llf·) immediately submits to the conditions they
require (v.19).' The former is probably the narra-
tive of P, the latter that of J.

That, under the imagery of events occurring in
the history of a single family, the story preserves
the recollection of important episodes in an early
phase of the Israelite community, is a view which
has been maintained, in recent years, by many
scholars, and most ably, perhaps, by Wellhausen
in his Composition des Hexateuchs (see especially
pp. 312-319, 353-355). According to this view,
Hamor and Shechem personify Canaanite clans in
central Palestine; and Dinah a branch of the
Israelite race, which settling in that region became
rapidly merged with the native population. The
attack by Simeon and Levi would then represent
the recollection of some treacherous violation by
these tribes of the terms upon which the new
settlers had been welcomed and acknowledged.

The fact that Hamor means' an ass,' and Shechem
'a shoulder' or ' a mountain-ridge,3 makes it prob-
able that we have in these names the appellatives
of clans and families rather than of individuals.
Mr. G. Buchanan Gray {Studies in Hebrew Proper
Names, pp. 90, 99-115) has shown, as the result of
investigating animal names, tha t ' before the amal-
gamation of the Hebrew tribes into a nation, totem
worship and totem organization existed among
some of the peoples of Canaan' (p. 115); and it is
not unreasonable to connect such names as ' ass '
{Hamor), 'wild ass' {Piram Jos 103, Anah Gn 362,
Arad Jg I16), 'mouse' {Aehbor Gn 3638), with the
'totem-clans' among the early inhabitants of
Canaan (cf. Jacobs, Biblical Archceology, pp. 64-
103, on ' Totem-Clans in the Bible').

Η. Ε. RYLE.
HAMRAN (IIDD), 1 Ch I4 1 (AV Amram). — An

Edomite. In Gn 3626 the name is more correctly
given as Hemdan (cf. Kittel in Haupt's SBOT on
1 C h I4 1).

HAMUL (̂ Dn ' spared'; on the form see Wellh.
Sam. 19).—A son of Perez and grandson of Judah,
Gn 4612 = 1 Ch 25, Nu 261. The gentilic Hamulites
(^ΏΠΠ) occurs in Nu 2611.

HAMUTAL (^DQ 2 Κ 2331 and 2418, Jer 521 ac-
cording to MT vocalization. In these last two
occurrences the consonants give the form Hamital
VoOn, and this is supported by LXX in all three
cases : Ά/χειταέ, Μιτάτ, Άμ,είταάλ Β, Άμιτάλ, Άμιτάθ,
Άμίταάλ Α, Άμιτάλ Luc., meaning possibly ' kin
to the dew' or ' my kinsman (lit. husband's father)
is the dew').—Mother of the kings Jehoahaz and
Zedekiah, sons of Josiah. (See on the meaning of
the name, Gray, Heb. Proper Names, 63 ; Hommel,
Anc. Heb. Trad. 322). C. F. BURNEY.

HANAMEL {hxnin, perhaps for W^q Έ 1 is
gracious'; but see Cray, Heb. Prop. Names, 307,
n. 2).—Jeremiah's cousin, the son of his uncle
Shallum. It was from H. that Jeremiah, having
the right of redemption, bought a field at Ana-
thoth. Although Jerus. was besieged at the time,
the purchase was readily made by the prophet
because of his assurance that the time would come
when property would once more be secure (Jer
3 2 7 . s. 9. i2.44) J # A SELBIE.

HAN AN {]in, Άνάν).—1. One of the Levites who
assisted Ezra in reading and explaining the Law to
the people (Neh 87). He is probably the same as
the Levite Hanan who signed the covenant (Neh
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1010[Heb.n]), as several of the Levit. names in this
passage are found also in 87. The name is wanting
in the LXX of 87 and of 1010 (B«*); but in
1 Es 948 we find Ananias {'Avavias A, "Avvas B).
2. The son of Zaccur the son of Mattaniah, one of
the four treasurers appointed by Neh. over the
storehouses in which the tithes were kept (Neh
1313). He was probably a Levite, and perhaps
represented the singers and porters; for in II 1 7

128·25# 35 Mattaniah is named as a Levit. house
representing the sons of Asaph. Others, however,
regard H. as a layman. 3. A Benjamite chief
(1 Ch 823). 4. The youngest son of Azel, a descend-
ant of Saul (1 Ch 838 = 944). 5. One of David's mighty
men (1 Ch II43). 6. The son of Igdaliah. The
sons of H. had a chamber in the temple (Jer 354).
7. The head of a family of Nethinim who returned
with Zerubbabel (Ezr 246, Neh 749). Called Anan
in 1 Es 530. 8. 9. Two of ' the chiefs of the people'
who sealed the covenant bore this name (Neh
1022·26). See GENEALOGY. H. A. WHITE.

HANANEL (̂ Ν«Π 'El is gracious'). —The name
of a tower on the wall of Jerusalem. It is four
times mentioned in OT : in Neh 31 in connexion
with the repairing, and in 1239 in connexion with
the dedication of the walls; in Jer 3138 and
Zee 1410 as a boundary of the restored and glorified
Jerusalem. In both the passages in Neh it is
coupled with the tower of Hammeah (which see),
and some have supposed it to be identical with the
latter. From Neh 1239 we gather that these two (?)
towers lay between the Sheep gate and the Fish
gate, and from Jer and Zee that the tower of
Hananel was at the N.E. corner of the city.
Conder thinks that Hananel and Hammeah be-
longed to the * castle ' or * fortress' (Mrah Neh
28, in Gr. βάρις, Jos. Ant. XVIII. iv. 3; BJ I. iii.
3, v. 4) of the temple. See JERUSALEM. Ryle
(Ezr. and Neh. 173) also suggests that Hananel
may have been ' an outwork of the great fortress
at; the point where the city wall ran into it.' A
similar opinion is expressed by Buhl (GAP 141).

J. A. SELBIE.
HANANI Oijq, 'Avavl, 'AvapLas Neh 72).—1. A

brother, or more prob. near kinsman, of Neh., who
brought tidings to Susa of the distressed condition
of the Jews in Pal. (Neh I2). Under Neh. he was
made one of the governors of Jerus. (72). The name
is perhaps a shortened form of Hananiah. 2. A son
of Heman (1 Ch 254). 3. The father of Jehu the
seer (1 Κ 161). It was H. who, according to the
Chronicler, reproved Asa for entering into alliance
with Syria, and whom the angry king cast into
prison (2 Ch 167). i . A priest of the sons of Immer
who had married a foreign wife (Ezr 10'-°). Called
Ananias in 1 Es 921. 5. A chief musician men-
tioned in connexion with the dedication of the
walls of Jerus. (Neh 1236). H. A. WHITE.

HANANIAH On;«q n;«n · J" hath been gracious').
— 1 . One of the prophets of the anti-Chaldaean
party (LXX calls him ψευδοπροφήτης) in the reign of
Zedekiah. His encounter with Jeremiah is related
in Jer 28. A native of Gibeon, he was probably
a priest (Jos 2117), like Jeremiah himself, whose
characteristic style he seems to imitate in his
attack. He, too, stands in the temple (cf. 262),
and, using Jeremiah's constant title for God, he
prophesies the return from Babylon within two
years (contrast Jeremiah's seventy, 2512) of the
temple vessels, Jeconiah, and the captives (con-
trast 2227 2722), and then, pointing to the yoke on
Jeremiah's neck (272), he concludes as he had
begun: * I will break the yoke of the king of
Babylon.' With sad irony Jeremiah replied:
'Amen; the Lord do so,' and then pointed out
that, as the general tone of former true prophecy

had been minatory, a prophecy of peace would
need an accurate fulfilment to vindicate its divine
origin. H. then repeated his oracle in symbolic
form (cf. 1910), breaking Jeremiah's yoke. Jeremiah
retired in silence, but soon returned to tell H. that
his breaking the wooden bar merely signified that
Nebuchadnezzar's yoke would be of iron, and to
announce H.'s death—the punishment of a lying
prophet (Dt 1820), who had spoken also rebellion
against the Lord (Dt 136). Within two months
H. died (Jer 2817).

2. The first of Daniel's three companions (Dn I6).
He received the name of Shadrach (whose mean-
ing is much disputed ; see Bevan, Comm. on Dan.,
p. 61). They joined Daniel in his ascetic resolve,
and shared his triumph (I19) and subsequent peril
(213). Through their prayers (217"19) the king's
dream was revealed to Daniel, and at his request
(249) they were appointed * over the affairs of the
province of Babylon,' and still further promoted
(330) after their miraculous deliverance from the
fiery furnace. In the Gr. interpolation after Dn
323 Azariah is most prominent (Song of the three
Childrenvv.2·26, contrast66). Their deliverance is
alluded to 1 Mac 259, He Ip3.34 3 # g e e ^ 0 2 in
next article, i . 1 Ch 319·21 a son of Zerub., identified
by Lord A. Her vey with Joanan (Lk 327), Rhesa being
a title of Zerub. which has crept into the text
(Smith, DB s. GENEALOGY OF CHRIST). Bertheau
conjectures that the six names in 1 Ch 321 are all
sons of H. 5. 1 Ch 824 a Benjamite. 6. 1 Ch 254·23

a 'son' of Heman, leader of the 16th course of
temple musicians. 7. 2 Ch 2611 one of Uzziah's
captains who superintended the organization of the
army. 8. Ezr 1028, 1 Es 929 Ananias, one of those
' that had married strange women.' 9. See No. 1 in
next article. 10. Neh 330 son of Shelemiah ; one of
those who repaired the wall, possibly = No. 9, and
descendant of No. 13. 11. Neh 1212 a priest, chief
of the course of Jeremiah, when Joiakim was high
priest, possibly mentioned 1241 as present at the
dedication of the walls. 12. Jer 3612 father of
Zedekiah, who was one of the princes of Judah in
the reign of Jehoiakim. 13. Jer 3713 grandfather
of Irijah, ' a captain of the ward,' who appre-
hended Jeremiah on the charge of desertion to the
Chaldseans. N. J. D. WHITE.

HANANIAH (π;«Π, Άνανιά, 'Avapias, i J" has been
gracious').—1. One of the guild of perfumers (AV
apothecaries) who in the days of Neh. repaired a
portion of the Avail of Jerus., near the ' broad wall'
(Neh 38). He is perhaps the same as H. the son
of Shelemiah, who is mentioned as repairing
another portion of the wall, near the E. gate (330).
2. The governor of the castle, i.e. of the birah, or
fortress on the N. side of the temple. Neh., who
describes him as' a faithful man, and one that feared
God above many,' appointed him one of the two
officers in command of Jerus. (Neh 72).

H. A. WHITE.
HAND.—The word ' hand' is used in the Eng.

versions of the Bible with a variety of meaning
which can be but partially illustrated from other
literature. This is due to the remarkable freedom
with which the Heb. word τ yad is employed—a
freedom which does not belong to χειρ to the same
extent (though even in NT, chiefly through the
influence of LXX, χειρ is found in some specially
biblical meanings), so that the variety of usage is
chiefly characteristic of OT.

It will conduce to clearness if, first of all, a resume is given
of the use of yad in Heb., following Oxf. Heb. Lex.

1. The hand of man (Gn 3 2 2 etc.)» or anthropopathically of
God (Ezk 83) ; including the wrist (Gn 2422. 30. 47 3823 Me. 29.30,
Jg 151 4); standing for the finger alone (Gn 4142, Est 310).

2. The hand as in, use, as Gn 49-4 'arms of his hands,' i.e.
arms which make his hands serviceable ; 2 Κ 92 4 ' he filled hie
hand with the bow,' i.e. seized i t ; and' fill the hand' of the priest
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= consecrate, install (perhaps from the idea of giving him the
selected portions of the sacrifice : see FILL) ; a ' hand weapon '
(lit. ' weapon of the hand') Nu 3518 ; and idols the work of
man's hand (ts 28), as man is the work of God's hand (Job 1415).
Special ways in which the hand is used are (1) to kiss the mouth
(Job 3127) ; (2) to be laid on the mouth to express silence (Job
404, Mic 7!6); (3) the debt is ' the lending of the hand ' (Neh
1031), and the creditor ' the master of the lending of the hand'
(Dt 152) ; (4) the lifting of the hand (to heaven) is the taking of
an oath (Dt 3240) or the sign of prayer (Ps 282); (5) to shake
(lit. ' brandish ') the hand is to defy (Is 1032) ; (6) to give the
hand is to pledge (Ezr 1019) or to submit (1 Ch 2924).

3. The hand as strong, helpful, (a) of man : Israel went out of
Egypt ' with an high hand' (Ex 148), i.e. boldly, defiantly; and
to a c t ' with an high hand' against J", is to act presumptuously
(Nu 1530); go, to be ' short of hand ' (2 Κ 1926) is to be of small
power ; to strengthen one's hands is to help (Jg 92*) ; and the
dropping down of the hands is the failure of strength (2 S 41).
(b) Of God : His hands are stretched forth to smite (Ex 91 5);
or to deliver (Ex 133·4·ΐ6, Dt 424), the opposite being the
' shortened' hand (Is 502 591) ; it is a ' good' hand when it
blesses (Ezr 79 81», Neh 2»· 18), as protection is in the shadow of
the hand of J " (Is 492); and under inspiration the prophet is in
the grasp of God's hand (2 Κ i p , Is 8", Ezk 13 314.22 371 401).

4. The hand is used figuratively to express strength or power
(cf. Assyr. tdu ' strength'): Jos 820 ' there was not in them
strength (lit. * hands') to flee' ; Ps 765 «None of the men of
might have found their hands,' i.e. their powers are paralyzed
in death. Of him who cannot bring a lamb or two turtle doves
for sacrifice it is said, ' his hand cannot reach to them' (Lv 57-n
1421). A display of power is * a mighty hand ' (Dt 3412 ; cf. j o b
2711, Ps 7842); and a grand achievement ' a great hand'
(Ex 1431).

5. (1) The ' hand ' is used for the side, 1 S 413 ' the wayside,'
lit. ' the hand of the way' (but see Driver, ad loc.) ; Dt 237 ' all
the side of the river Jabbok ' (RV), lit. ' all the hand' ; Gn 3421
'theland is wide of both hands,' i.e. in both directions ; Jer G3

• every one in his place,' lit. ' in his hand.' (2) Other technical
senses are : a sign (1 S 1512, 2 S 18i8); a part or share (Gn 4724,
2 S 1943, 2 Κ 117, Neh 111); time, repetition (Gn 43**, Dn 12O).
And in the plu. supports (1 Κ 735. 36 ioi9 Ms \\ 2 Ch 918 bis)t
tenons (Ex 2617-19 bis 3622. 24 Ms). ̂

6. There are also many peculiar prepositional phrases, but
these will be best understood in their Eng. equivalents.

1. The hand is a figure for the action, influence,
or power of God or man ; Jg I3 5 ' the hand of the
house of Joseph prevailed'; 1 S 2217 * Turn, and
slay the priests of the Lord; because their hand
also is with David ' ; 2 Κ 315 ' And it came to pass,
as the minstrel played, that the hand of the LORD
came upon him ' ; Ezr 76 ' according to the hand of
the LORD his God upon him' (so 79 818, Neh 28·18,
sometimes with 'good' as epithet of 'hand,' the
meaning being always the favour of God actively
bestowed and proved by its results); Job 69 ' E\ren
that it would please God to destroy me; that he
would let loose his hand, and cut me off!' Ps 7842

* They remembered not his hand, nor the day when
he delivered them from the enemy'; 8948' Shall he
deliver his soul from the hand of the grave ? ' (RV
' power of Sheol'); 10927 ' That they may know
that this is thy hand, that thou, LORD, hast done
i t ' ; Pr 211 * The king's heart is in the hand of the
LORD, as the rivers of water; he turneth it
whithersoever he will' ; Ec 910 * Whatsoever thy
hand lindeth to do, do it with thy might'; Jer 1517

* I sat alone because of thy hand' (' The Hand of
J" is a fig. expression for the self-revealing and
irresistible power of J" ; it is therefore equivalent
to the Arm of J" [Is 531], but is used in preference
with regard to the divinely-ordained actions and
words of the prophets'—Cheyne).

In this connexion the foil, passages deserve attention : 1. Dt
338 ' Let his hands be sufficient for him'; Heb. \h 2Ί VT ; RV
' With his hands he contended for himself,' RVm ' Lethis'hands
be sufficient for him,' or 'for them.' Driver mentions Stade's
• plausible conjecture' iV Τ"} ^ τ (addressed to God) * with thy
hands contend for i t ' ; but his own tr. is ' with his hands he
hath contended for it.' The verse contains Moses' blessing on
Judah ; and as Judah's desire for the reunion of the people is
given in the previous clause, these words are understood by
Driver as expressing Judah's services for the common weal;
LXX xa) cci xtiipes κυτου ht/zxpivoZ/nv ocbru, ; Vulg. ' m a n u s ejus
pugnabunt pro e o ' ; Wye. 1382 * his hoondis shulen fight for it,'
1388 ' hise hondis schulen fighte forhym ' ; Tind. ' let his handes
fyght for him ' ; Cov. ' Let his handes multiplye him' (taking
a*i from 33")' to increase,' not from 3'") ' to strive'); similarly
Calvin (Sermons upon Deut.), Golding's trans. * Let his handes
suffise him, because thou wilt bee hishelpe against his enemies ' ;
whence Gen. ' His hands shalbe sufficient for him, if thou help
him against his enemies' ; Bish. * His hands shalbe good ynough

for him,' whence AV ; but Dou. (after Vulg.)c his handes shal
fight for him.'

2. Ps 1714 * Deliver my soul from the wicked, which is thy
sword: from men which are thy hand, Ο LORD ' (mrp TJT'O^DO) ;
RV «From men, by thy hand,' RVm as AV. Nearly all mod.
expositors * take the ' sword ' and the ' hand' as the instru-
ments by which J " is to rescue the soul of His servant, as RV.

God's

however, suspected,' and its opening words rejected as a°gloss
by Cheyne, Kautzsch, Wellhausen, et al. See Expos. Times,
v. 431.

3. Ps 8017 'Let thy hand be upon the man of thy right hand'
(Hini W'x-hll ^ΠΓ"1??)» *·β· ' P u t f o r t h t h v P o w e r t o protect the
people which thy right hand made into a nation and delivered
from Egypt'—Kirkpatrick. Wellh. -Furness tr. ϊ]Τ •thine arm.'

4. Ps 8925 · I will set his hand also in the sea, and his right hand
in the rivers,' RV * on the sea . . . on the rivers.' The ref. is to
the extent of the King's dominion—from the Mediterranean to
the Euphrates.

2. It follows that the hand is often a figure for
the person, especially the person acting :f Lv 1432

' This is the law of him in whom is the plague of
leprosy, whose hand is not able to get that which
pertaineth to his cleansing' (RV 'who is not
able') ; so Nu 621; 1 S 2316 'And Jonathan, Saul's
son, arose, and went to David into the wood, and
strengthened his hand in God' (cf. Is 353 'strengthen
ye the weak hands, and confirm the feeble knees').
Shaks. occasionally uses ' hand' in the same way,
as Meas.for Meas. v. i. 491—

' Friar, advise him :
I leave him to your hand.'

3. The above and other idioms are found in the
foil, phrases:—

1. At hand. To be at hand is to be near, whether
of time or of place. When the ref. is to an event,
as ' the day of the LORD ' (Is 136, Jl I15, Zeph I7),
there is no ambiguity ; but when a person is re-
ferred to, it is sometimes a question whether place
or time is spoken of. In OT * at hand' is the tr.
of nip to be near (Gn 2741, Dt 159, Ezk 12'23, and [in
Piel] Ezk 368 ' for they are at hand to come' (»?
RH^ «IP), or the adj. an,·? 'near' (Dt 3235, Is 136,
Jer 2323, Jl I15, Zeph I7), of which the most lumin-
ous passage is Jer 2323 ' Am I a God at hand, saith
the LORD, and not a God afar off?' In NT ' a t
hand' is mostly the tr. of the vb. tyylfa, to come
near (Mt 32 417 107 2645·46, Mk I1 5 1442, Ro 1312

1 Ρ 47), or of the adj. 4yyύs, 'near' (Mt 2618, Jn 213

72, Ph 45, Rev I3 2210), both of which are used of
place and of time; once also of ένίστημι (2 Th 2a

' Be not . . . troubled . . . by letter as from us,
as that the day of Christ is at hand,' ws 6τι ένέστηκεν
η ημέρα του Χρίστου, edd. Κυρίου for Χρίστου, RV ' as
that the day of the Lord is now present'; J Elli-
cott, ' to the effect that the day of the Lord is now
come'); and once of έφίσταμαι. (2 Ti 46 ' the time of
my departure is at hand,' έψέστηκε, RV 'is come').

The only doubtful passage is Ph 45 «The Lord is at hand,1

ο Κύριος Ιγγύς. Most ancient and nearly all mod. expositors
understand the reference to be to the Second Advent, the words
being a translation of the Aram. M»p»v &.Θ& of 1 Co 1622, which
some think may have been a set form of warning in the apos-
tolic Church. But a few take the Ίγγύς to be local, ' The Lord
is near us,1 either referring to the perpetual presence of Christ
(cf. Mt 2820), or (taking Κύριος as God) to God's helpful pro-
vidence in time of need. See Vincent, ad loc (who accepts the
ref. to the Second Coming); Manning, Sermons, iii. 241; Harden,
Ch f E El R A 30 1890 ; Mole Thoughts on

Moule compares Ps 1 1 9 T h o u art n [γγ], ) ;
and Expos. Times, ii. 2 f. The chief argument for the Second
Coming is the apostle's use of Κύριος, on which see Winer, Gram.
p. 154.

2. At no hand. This phrase occurs only in
Preface to AV 1611. Its meaning is ' by no means.'

* Including Davidson, Syntax, § 109. 3, p. 154.
+ This does not spoil Trench's contrast between the mod. cus-

tom of describing working men as so many ' hands' and the
biblical idiom ' souls' (Ac 241). See Study of Words, 95 f.

t The AV tr. of this passage brings it into conflict with Ro 1312
'The night is far spent, the day is at hand,' making the apostle
deny here what he there affirms. RV removes the discrepancy.
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Cf. T. Fuller, Holy Warre, ii. 36 (p. 92), ' The
Caliph demurred hereat, as counting such a gesture
a diminution to his State ; and at no hand would
give him his hand bare, but gave it in his glove.'
Cf. Sir John Harington's version of Ps 1373—

' Come, sing· us now a song, say they,
As once you song at anie hand.'

3. At the hand o/*=from : Gn 95 'And surely
your blood of your lives will I require; at the
hand of every beast will I require it, and at the
hand of man ; at the hand of every man's brother
will I require the life of man' (τρ, lit. ' from the
hand of ; LXX έκ χαράς,* Vulg. 'de manu,' Wye.
' of the hoond ' ) ; 3310 ' Receive my present at my
hand'; 2 S 135· 6 · 1 0 , 2 Κ 9 7 ' And thou shalt smite
the house of Ahab thy master, that I may avenge
the blood of my servants the prophets, and the
blood of all the servants of the Lord, at the hand
of Jezebel'; Is I1 2 * When ye come to appear
before me, who hath required this at your hand, to
tread my courts?'; Rev 192 ' He hath judged the
great whore . . . and hath avenged the blood of
his servants at her hand' {έκ τψ [edd. omit rrjs]
X€Lpbs αντψ, Vulg. 'de manibus ejus': the mean-
ing, which is 'from her' or 'upon her,' as 'upon
Jezebel' in 2 Κ 97, is missed by Gen. NT, ' and
hath advenged the blood of his servants shed by
her hand.' The phrase is frequently used by
Shaks., as Merry Wives, II. ii. 218, ' Have you re-
ceived no promise of satisfaction at her hands?'
In Neh II2* occurs the phrase 'a t the king's hand,'
—' And Pethahiah . . . was at the king's hand in
all matters concerning the people' (\ian TJ). The
meaning of the phrase is clear, but the scope of
Pethahiah's office is not so clear. See Ryle {Ezra
and Neh. in Camb. Bible), and art. PETHAHIAH.

4. By the hand of ='by,' or 'by means of : Ex
413 ' And he said, Ο my Lord, send, I pray thee, by
the hand of him whom thou wilt send' (T3); Lv 8S(i

' So Aaron and his sons did all things which the
LORD commanded by the hand of Moses.'

5. By strength of hand: Ex 134·14·16, as 1314 'By
strength of hand the LORD brought us out from
Egypt.' See * With a strong hand' below.

6. To come to one's hand: Gn 321 3 ' And he lodged
there that same night; and took of that which
came to his hand a present for Esau his brother'
(iT5 K|n-Jp nj3»i, L X X καΐ Ζλαββν &ν 'έφερεν δώρα,
Vulg. ' separavit de his quse habebat,' RV ' took
of that which he had with him'); Jg 2048 ' And
the men of Israel turned again upon the children
of Benjamin, and smote them with the edge of the
sword, as well the men of every city, as the beast,
and all that came to hand' (Kypjrr̂ ? "iJZ, AVm 'all
that was found,' RV ' all that they found'); 1 S
258 ' Give, I pray thee, whatsoever cometh to thine
hand unto thy servants' (?JT xynn -\y# rm, LXX δ έαν
evpV V Χ€Ψ σον)-

7. Fall in hand with: Only in Preface to AV,
'For not long after Christ, Aquila fell in hand
with a new Translation, and after him Theodotion,
and after him Symrnachus'; and ' Neither, to be
short, were we the first that fell in hand with
translating the Scripture into English.' The
meaning is 'set about,' 'undertake,' mod. 'take
in hand to.'

8. From one's hand= from oneself : Gn 411 ' And
now art thou cursed from the earth, which hath
opened her mouth to receive thy brother's blood
from thy hand'; 3820, cf. Ps 7l4 Wye. ' My God,
tac me awey fro the hond of the synnere; and fro
the hond of the doere agen the lawe.'

9. In hand. This phrase has different mean-
ings: (1) ' In progress,' 1 S 2019 'when the busi-
ness was in hand' {η'ψχιζη πνψ, AVm ' in the day of
the business,' LXX έν rrj ημέρα rrj έργασίμ-η, Vulg.

* On the LXX text of this passage see Conybeare in JQR,
v. 273.

' in die quando operari licet'). Cf. Shaks. Venus.
912—

' Full of respects, yet nought at all respecting·,
In hand with all things, nought at all effecting.'

(2) In one's hand ='with one,'or 'in one's pos-
session,' Gn 354 'And they gave unto Jacob all the
strange gods that were in their hand'; 393 'And
his master saw . . . that the LORD made all that
he did to prosper in his hand'; Dt 241 ' let him
write a bill of divorcement and give in her
hand'; 1 S 1722 'And David left his carriage [RV
' baggage'] in the hand (ir^a) of the keeper of the
carriage'; Is 4420 ' Is there not a lie in my right
hand ?'; 1 Ch 2912 ' In thine hand is power and
might; and in thine hand it is to make great, and
to give strength unto all.' Sometimes, as in the
last passage, the meaning is rather 'in one's
power,'or 'under one's control.' So Gn 2410 'all
the goods of his master were in his hand'; Job 1210

' In whose hand is the soul of every living thing';
Jer 2614 ' As for me, behold I am in your hand : do
with me as seemeth good and meet unto you';
Sir 1514 'He himself made man from the begin-
ning, and left him in the hand of his counsel' {έν
XeLpi διαβουλίου αύτοΰ, RV ' in the hand of his own
counsel').

(3) To ' put one's life in one's hand ' is to expose
it, risk it, in making a venture. The phrase
occurs in Jg 123, 1 S 195 2821, Job 1314; and in a
slightly different form in Ps 119109 'My soul is
continually in my hand'; cf. also Ad. Est 144

'For my danger is in mine hand' {6η, κίνδυνος μου
iv χειρί μου).

(4) In Gal 319 occurs the expression ' in the hand
of,' meaning 'by means o f : 'the law . . . was
ordained by angels in the hand of a mediator,' Gr.
4v χειρί, a frequent trn in LXX of Heb. τ?. Both
the Gr. and the Eng. have accepted the Heb.
phrase, regardless of their own proper idiom, and
that not only in the use of 'hand,' but also by
using ' in'. RV prefers ' by the hand of.'

10. Lay hand on. See LAY.
11. Of one's hand=' from one,' as Gn 2130 ' these

seven ewe lambs shalt thou take of my hand' ;
391 ' And Joseph was brought down to Egypt; and
Potiphar . . . bought him of the hands [ed. 1611
'hand,' so RV] of the Ishmaelites'; or=simply
'my,' as Gn 3129 ' I t is in the power of my hand
[ = it is in my power] to do you hurt.'

12. On this, that hand. The phrase 'on this
(that, etc.) hand' for 'on this side' is now biblical
and archaic. Wright {Bible Word-BooJc2, 303)
quotes Holland, Pliny, xxxvi. 5 (ed. 1637), 'The
fierie goddesse Vesta, sitting in a chaire, accom-
panied with two hand-maidens set upon the ground
of each hand of her.' Shaks., however, uses the
expression quite freely, as Merry Wives, II. ii. 24—
' I, I, I myself sometimes, leaving the fear of
Heaven on the left hand, and hiding mine honour
in my necessity, am fain to shuffle, to hedge, and
to lurch.' In AV we find Gn 1415 ' Hobah, which
is on the left hand of Damascus'; Ex 3815 ' and for
the other side (̂ ris) of the court gate, on this hand
and that hand (mpi rop) were hangings'; 2 Κ 2313

' And the high places that were before Jerusalem,
which were on the right hand of the mount of
corruption' {h pp'p).

13. Out of hand. The phrase 'out of the hand
of' for ' out of the power of,' especially after the
verb to deliver, occurs frequently. But twice we
find 'out of hand,' meaning ' a t once,' Nu II 1 5

'Kill me, I pray thee, out of hand' (rirr χι *ιρτ\,
LXX άπόκτεινόν με αναιρέσει); To 41 4 ' Give him it
out of hand ' (παραυτίκα). So North, Plutarch
(Demosthenes, p. 853), ' Thereupon he went with
a chearefull countenance into the assembly of the
councell, and told them there, that he had a
certaine dreame that promised great good hap,
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and that out of hand, unto the Athenians'; Gold-
ing, Calvin's Sermons upon Deuteronomie (No. 192,
on Dt 333'7), ' Wee see then that things shall not
[alwayes] come to passe out of hande, immedi-
atly after that God hath promised them'; Gold-
ing, Calvin's Sermons upon Job (No. 119, on Job
321"3), ' We knowe that the world did out of hand
fall away from God'; and (in same sermon) ' Why
doth he not kill me out of hande ?'

14. Put one's hand. Ex 231 'Put not thine
hand with the wicked to be an unrighteous wit-
ness'—a lit. tr. of the Heb., which means to 'go
hand in hand with.'

15. Under the hand of: Gn 4135 ' And let them
. . . lay up corn under the hand of Pharaoh'
(njns-T nnn); Ex 2120 'And if a man smite his
servant . . . and he die under his hand';; Nu 428

' their charge shall be under the hand of Ithamar';
Jg 929 ' And would to God this people were under
my hand ! ' ; 1 S 213 ' Now therefore what is under
thine hand ? Give me five loaves of bread in mine
hand.'

16. With a strong {high, etc.) hand is a phrase
which is very often used of God's deliverances,
Ex 61 139 148 3211, Dt 515 719 etc.

For the theological significance of the word see
next article. J. HASTINGS.

HAND.—The appearance of this word in the
Bible is in some cases due to Eng. idiom. Thus
the expressions ' at hand' (though Heb. had a corre-
sponding idiom, Job 1523), and 'handful' are used
where the original idea was simply that of * near-
ness ' or ' fulness.' So, too, in the term of measure-
ment, ' a palm' or 'handbreadth' nsa, the root
idea seems to be that of extension only.

For the hand proper two words are employed—
one of them τ yadh, denoting it open or flat, the
other *p kaph, closed or curved. A third word,
Ο::ΓΠ hophnaim, was sometimes used of the two
hands clenched or grasping an object. To these
must be added pp; yamin, and ^ύϋψ semffl, right
and left, which, as in other languages, came to
stand by themselves for right and left hand.

It is only idiomatic phrases derived from the
various functions of the hand that call for notice
here. These functions are to mark position, exert
power, and express emotion, and the idioms may
be conveniently arranged in three corresponding
classes.

1. So usual was it to employ the hand to de-
scribe situation, that τ from its sense of side,
which is 11 times used to tr. it, came to carry
that of place, and is so rendered 8 times. Cf.
coast 6 times, border twice.

In three of these instances (1 S 1512, 2 S 1818,
Is 565) place evidently stands for a monument of
some kind, possibly a pillar with a hand sculp-
tured on it as an emblem of power or success.
Such monuments appear to have been common
in Phoenicia, and the hand has in many countries
served as an emblem of good fortune.

' On the right hand,' ' on the left hand,' are, of
course, common phrases, while the custom of facing
the E. when denoting geographical position made
these phrases in Pal. equivalent to S. and N. re-
spectively.

The right hand was the place of an accuser in a
court of justice (Ps 1096, Zee 31), but, from the sense
of security given by the presence of a comrade in
battle on the unshielded side, the right came to be
the place of a protector (Ps 168 10931, Ac 225).

Religion had also its use for these phrases. To
turn from the law of God neither to the right
hand nor the left is a frequent scriptural expres-
sion for loyalty to the divine King. To sit down
at His right hand was the glory reserved for the
exalted Son (Ps HO1, Mk 1462).

2. As used to work with or to fight with, the
hand became a synonym for strength (Jos 820),
and supplied innumerable metaphorical expres-
sions, many of which, from their religious use,
have become as universal as they are sacred.
When he wished to denote God's power, the Is-
raelite spoke of God's hand. See ARM. He saw
it outstretched to perform wonders of mercy for
himself, or wonders of judgment for his enemies.
It was a good hand and a mighty hand, and it
was watched 'as the eyes of servants look unto
the hand of their masters, and as the eyes of a
maiden unto the hand of her mistress' (Ps 1232).
It became, indeed, an emblem not only of might,
exerted to defend or destroy, not only of help and
guidance, but of Providence (Ps 7710). Prophetic
inspiration, too, was often indicated by the phrase
'the hand of the Lord was upon' (1 Κ 1846), while
God was said to speak ' by the hand of,' i.e. by
means of, a prophet.

It is not always easy to determine whether the
mention of the hand has passed out of the region
of anthropomorphic representation into that of
pure metaphor. At all events the imagery is
fearlessly bold in expressions like those of Ps 7411,
Is 4916.

3. The use of the hands to express emotion gave
rise to many familiar biblical expressions. They
were lifted in prayer (Ps 1342), extended in ex-
postulation (Is 652), clasped in a bargain (Pr 61),
folded in sleep (Pr 610). By their movement a
blessing was conveyed (Lv 92A), an oath was regis-
tered (Dt 3240), or a defiance offered (2 S 2(F).
As a religious symbol, the imposition of hands in
ordination to a sacred office grew out of the
natural gesture that accompanied the patriarchal
blessing. See LAYING ON OF HANDS.

The act of cleansing the hands was fruitful in
phrases. To wash one's own hands was a pro-
testation of innocence (Dt 216·7, Mt 2724); to
pour water on the hands of another, of dependence
or discipleship (2 Κ 311). The idea of ceremonial
purity or impurity enters into the expressions
' clean hands' of the Psalms and ' unwashen hands'
of the Gospels.

There is one phrase which, from the obscurity
of its origin, causes a little difficulty. 'To fill
the hand' (AVm where the text has 'consecrate,'
Ex 2841 etc.) was a regular term for the investi-
ture of a priest. Some explain by the supposition
that part of the sacrifice was placed in the neo-
phyte's hand as a symbol of his office. Others
think of the presentation of the priestly tithe.
Another, and perhaps better explanation, makes
the expression entirely metaphorical for the be-
stowal of office, as we might say ' the priesthood
was put into his hands' (cf. Moore's Judges, p. 380,
and see art. FILL). A. S. AGLEN.

HANDBREADTH.—See WEIGHTS AND MEA-
SUKES.

HANDKERCHIEF.—See N A P K I N .

HANDLE.—The 'handles of the lock' (properly,
as RV, 'the handles of the bolt') of the door are
referred to in Ca 55, the word being »p, kaph,
usually the palm of the hand or sole of the foot.
See KEY, and Lock under art. HOUSE.

The verb to 'handle' occurs frequently. Its
primary meaning, to seize or use with the hand, is
seen in Ps 1157 ' They have hands, but they handle
not ' ; and Wis 1515 ' gods, which neither have the
use of eyes to see . . . nor fingers of hands to
handle' {eh ψηλάφηση). So we handle the sword
(Ezk 384), the oar (2729), the pen (Jg 514), the harp
(Gn 421), etc. In NT the meaning is touch,
οτ feel with the hand. There are two Gr. verbs:
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(1) θιγγάνω, Col221 'Touch not; taste not; handle
n o t ' (Mr? αψΎΐ μηδέ yeuay μηδέ eiyys). RV, after
Lightf oot, renders * Handle not, nor taste, nor
touch,' for άπτεσθαι. is stronger than θί^εϊν, and is
best trd by handle if that word is to be used at all,
which is somewhat strong for both. (2) ψηλαφάω,
Lk 2439 * Behold my hands and my feet, that it is I
myself : handle me, and see'; 1 Jn I 1 ' That which
was from the beginning, which we have heard . . .
and our hands have handled, of the Word of life.'
If 'handle5 was too strong for diyyavw, it is
scarcely strong enough for ψηλαφάω, which ex-
presses the movement of the hands over a surface,
so as to feel it and fix it, or mentally the groping
after something, as the Athenians ' felt after' God
(Ac 1727, same verb). In He 1218 (only remaining
occurrence in NT) it is used of the 'mount that
might be touched,' i.e. as Davidson 'palpable and
materially sensible.'

But the verb to ' handle' is found in other senses
that are less familiar, as: Be conversant with,
have to do with, Jer 28 'The priests said not,
Where is the Lord ? and they that handle the law
(.Titan *i?Bh) knew me not'. Almost in the sense
intended by Jeremiah, but somewhat more nar-
rowly, this word 'handle' was used about 1611 of
the expounding of Scripture, as in James Melvill's
Diary (Wodrow, p. 182) in reference to the order
of worship at Newcastle under Melvill's ministry :
' Ther salbe daylie Comoun Prayers twyse everie
day, befor noone at ten houres, and efter at foure,
at quhilk tyme a Psalme salbe read and handlit,
sa that the soum thairof be schortlie gathered, the
partes sett doun in ordour, and some schort notes
of doctrine, with exhortation ; bot in sic schortnes
that the haill tyme occupied exceid nocht the
space of ane halff houre.' And so Wodrow, Select
Biog. i. 312, ' I have heard him [Mr. John Dykes
of Kilrinnie] goe through a long chapter in less
than an hour, and pertinently handle every pur-
pose thereof.' This is the very meaning, however,
of 2 Mac 228 ' Leaving to the author the exact
handling of every particular' (τό μέν διακριβοΰν).
In 2 Co 42 we find the expression, ' handling the
word of God deceitfully,' where the meaning is
different. The Gr., trd ' handle deceitfully,' is the
simple verb δολόω, to ensnare, corrupt; Vulg.
' adulterantes,' which Wye. translates 'avoutr-
ynge the word of God,' (1388) 'doynge avoutrye
bi ' ; Rhem. ' adulterating': Tind. has ' corrupte';
Cran. introduced 'handle deceitfully,' which was
adopted by Gen., Bish., AV, RV. Tindale's
' corrupt' is probably as near the meaning as one
can go. But in the AV trn ' handle' means to
deal with, treat. So Pr 1620 ' He that handleth a
matter wisely shall find good' ("QrVy ^ϊψΌ, AVm
'he that understandeth a matter/' RV 'he that
giveth heed unto the word,' RVm as AV). In this
sense the word is used also in 2 Mac 739 ' Then the
king, being in a rage, handled him worse than all
the rest' [απήντησεν); 817 ' the cruel handling of
the city' (αΐκισμδ*, RV 'shameful handling'); and
Mk 124 'sent him away shamefully handled'
(απέστειλαν ήτιμωμένον, WH ητίμησαν, RV ' him they
. . . handled shamefully,' Gould ' insulted'; the
verb is lit. 'dishonoured'). Cf. Ezk 188 Cov. 'he
handleth faithfully betwixte man and man'; Gold-
ing, Calvin's Job (Ser. cxix. on 321"3), ' The opinion
and imaginacion of Jobs three freends, was that
Job was a castaway before God, by cause he was
handled so roughly.' J. HASTINGS.

HANDSOMELY.—In Wis 1311 the adv. εύττρεττω*
is translated in AV ' handsomely,' which seems a
very appropriate translation. The Bishops' Bible
has ' comely' (as adv.), and RV ' in comely form.'
But it is very doubtful if that can be the meaning
of ' handsomely ' in AV. Coming from ' hand' it

is equivalent in all early examples to 'handy,'
i.e. dexterously, cleverly. Bishop Keith says of
Hamilton's Catechism, ' I t is a judicious comment-
ary upon the Commands, the Belief, Lord's Prayer,
Magnificat, Ave Maria; and the author shows
both his wisdom and moderation in handsomely
eviting to enter upon the controverted topics,' and
the latest edition of the Catechism (Mitchell, ed.
1882) is right in saying that * handsomely eviting
must mean artfully eluding.' Bp. Davenant in
1640 writes regarding his Animadversions to Dr.
Ward, and says, 'For this uce I would have a
doozen at the least sent bound : some fairly for
the Bishops, all handsomely' (Fuller's Life of Bp.
Davenant, 1897, p. 447), where ' fairly' means
what we now express by 'handsomely,' while
'handsomely' refers to the workmanship, deftly.
This is no doubt the meaning of ' handsomely' in
AV. The Vulg. gives 'diligenter,' after which
Wye. and Dou. ' diligently,' and it is to be observed
that the reading in Κ is not εύπρεπως, but εντρεττώε.
Rutherford [Letters, No. lxv.) says, 'Christ hath
so handsomely [i.e. dexterously] fitted for my
shoulders this rough tree of the cross, as that it
hurteth me noways.' The adj. 'handsome5 is in
constant use in the same sense, as Tind. Pent.
(Prol. to Lv), ' Fynallye beware of allegoryes, for
there is not a moare handsome or apte a thinge to
be gile withall then an allegorye, nor a more sotle
and pestilent thinge in the world to persuade a
false matter then an allegorye.' J. HASTINGS.

HANDSTAYES (makkel yad ->; ̂ D Ezk 399).—A
kind of club carried by shepherds chiefly for de-

SHEPHERD'S CLUB AND CROOK.

fence against wild beasts. Goliath (1 S 1743) asks
David, ' Am I a dog that thou comest to me with
staves?' (rf6i?3 makloth). Cf. shebhet under DART.

W. Έ. BARNES.
HANDWEAPON.—See HAND.

HANDWRITING.—See WRITING.

HANES (Din).—Is 304in a difficult context: ' Woe
to the rebellious children . . . that walk to go
down into Egypt and have not asked at my mouth,
to strengthen themselves in the strength of
Pharaoh, and to trust in the shadow of Egypt!
Therefore shall the strength of Pharaoh be your
shame, and the trust in the shadow of Egypt
your confusion. For his princes are at Zoan, and
his ambassadors are come to Hanes.' There seems
to be no antecedent to ' his' but Pharaoh, so some
have thought that the last sentence refers to the
movements of Pharaoh's advanced guard towards
the frontier ; but it is usually considered that the
princes and ambassadors were those of the king of
Judah. Zoan is well known to be Tanis. Hanes
might well represent the ancient Hunenseten in its
passage to the much abbreviated Coptic form
Hne"s. This was the name of the great city of
Heracleopolis Magna in Middle Egypt. About
this time, corresponding to that of the 23rd to
25th dynasty in Egypt, that country was in a
feeble state, there being seldom if ever a central
authority of sufficient power to keep local princes
in check. Two invaders, the Eth. Piankhi and the
Assyr. Esarhaddon, have given us lists of numerous
independent princelings in different cities of Egypt.
In the inscription of Piankhi one of these petty
rulers is named as of Heracleopolis Magna, but
there is no mention of one at Tanis. In Esar-
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haddon's list of petty states Tanis appears to be
one, and another is called Hininshi; but the latter
is grouped with the cities of Lower Egypt, and
was apparently situated in the central part of the
Delta, so that it is difficult to identify it with
Hunenseten-Hn6s, although there are excellent
etymol. and hist, reasons for so doing. There is
indeed no sign of divisions in the country in the
passage quoted from Is ; Pharaoh is named in the
sing, as at other times. But the two cities are
evidently mentioned as leading ones, and it would
be satisfactory to find them in the lists above
referred to. If, as Esarhaddon's list would seem
to indicate, Hininshi is not Hn6s, it may still,
perhaps, represent the biblical H., otherwise the
latter is prob. Heracleopolis Magna in Middle
Egypt. Naville has compared H. with Anysis, a
city of Lower Egypt mentioned by Herodotus;
again, Khens seems to be the Egyp. name of a
district in the N.E. delta. The LAX had lost the
clue to the meaning of v.4, and substituted, 'For
there are in Tanis princes, wicked messengers' (on
eialv 4v Tavei apxqyol ayyeXoi πονηροί). An Aram,
version gives for Hanes, Tahpanhes, on the N.E.
frontier of Egypt. There is at least some simi-
larity in the names. F. LL. GRIFFITH.

HANGING is frequently mentioned in the OT,
but it is very doubtful Avhether the word, in con-
nexion with capital punishment, has ever the sense
which it suggests to modern ears. As the analysis
below will show, in most instances where the
hanging (or hanging up) of a criminal is referred
to, the meaning is that, after execution in some
other form, his dead body was hung up. Again,
even if ' hanging' sometimes designates a mode of
execution, the probability is that it is impaling
that is really meant. The scriptural terms and
references are as follows :—

1. nbn (in 2 S 2112 (Kere), Dt 2866, Hos l l 7 (?) κ^),
' to hang up' anything, e.g. the earth Job 267, the
shields on the tower of David Ca 44, the harps of
the exiles in Babylon Ps 1372; especially of the
hanging up of a dead body, in Gn 4019·22 4113 of the
chief baker, who was probably first beheaded and
then had his body impaled as an aggravation of the
punishment, see Dillm. ad loc. ; in 2 S 412 of the
murderers of Ishbosheth, whose bodies, after their
hands and feet had been cut off, were hung up by
David beside the pool in Hebron ; in 2 S 2112 of
the bodies of Saul and Jonathan, which were hung
up by the Philistines at Beth-shan. The fuller
expression '(hang) upon a tree' (ΠΓ^) occurs in
Gn 4019, Dt 2122, Jos 829 lO26Ws, Est"223 (in which
last passage it is possible that impaling of the
dead bodies is meant; cf. Herod, iii. 125, ix. 78 ;
Plutarch, Artax. 17, Timol. 22; Justin, xxi. 4).
The Deuteronomic code regulated the Jewish
practice (cf. Philo, de Spec. Leg. § 28) as follows :—
* If a man have committed a sin worthy of death
and he be put to death, and [after his death] thou
hang him on a tree, his body shall not remain all
night upon the tree, but thou shalt surely bury
him the same day, for he that is hanged is accursed
of God (D'nbx nŜ p, LXX κβκατηραμένο* υπό deov, Aq.
Theod. κατάρα 6eov, not ' a curse, i.e. reproach, in-
sult to God,' as one school of Jewish interpreters
understood it), that thou defile not thy land which
the LORD thy God giveth thee for an inheritance'
(Dt 2122f·, where see Driver's note). This prescrip-
tion is noted as having been carried out in the
case even of the kings executed by Joshua
(Jos 829 1027). The requisite publicity has been
attained by sunset and the land has been cleansed
from the defilement affecting it. (On ' exposure'
of this kind and its religious meaning see W. K.
Smith, BS1 351 n.). The exposure of the bodies of
Saul's sons (2 S 219ff·) day after day was either ex-

ceptional, or reflects the practice of an age that
was a stranger to the mildness of the Deuteronomic
code (cf Benzinger, Heb. Arch. 333).

The LXX equivalent of rhn is κρεμάννυμι, which
appears also in the NT in Lk 23s9, Ac 530 1039,
Gal 313, the only difference from OT usage being
that it is used in all these passages of the hanging
of a living body upon a cross. The language of
Dt 2123, although it had of course no direct refer-
ence to crucifixion, could readily be transferred to
it, and evidently was so transferred by the Jews,
as we can gather from Gal 313. It was the hanging
up, not the death, that brought disgrace upon the
sufferer, and the epithet Tdlui (^ςι 'the hung'),
derived from Dt 2123, is frequently applied in con-
tempt to Jesus by the later Jews. See the very
instructive note of Lightfoot, Galatians6, 152ff\

The word nhn is almost certainly used of 'hanging'
as a mode of execution in Est 514 64 79ί· 87 9 1 3 · 1 4 · 2 5

(possibly also in 223). The EV evidently under-
stands it in the modern sense, for both AV and
RV give for γ% gallows (in the text, although they
have ' tree ' in the margin). The ' gallows' which
was destined by Haman for Mordecai, but was
used for his own execution and that of his sons,
is said to have been fifty cubits high. It seems
most probable that impaling was the form of exe-
cution adopted, and that the ' tree' was a stake
for the purpose (cf. Haley, Esther, 122 ff.). It could
be lowered to receive its victim, who would then be
raised upon it to that lofty height, that his doom
and sufferings might arrest the public gaze.

The same word (^n) is used in 2 S 1810 of Absa-
lom, who was 'hanged in an oak,' i.e. caught by
the neck in the fork of a branch. In La 512 we
read of princes being ' hanged up by their hand !

(^m DT?). Lohr would refer their to the enemy,
that is to say, the princes were hanged up by the
hand of the Chaldeans. Others, taking their as
= their own, suggest that there may be a reference
to crucifixion.

2. In Ezr. 611 the Aram, κπρςι? appears to refer to
being fastened on the impaling stake, although the
LXX understands it more mildly, ττλτ/γ̂ σετα̂ , ' he
shall be beaten.'

3. The only clear instances in the Bible of death
by hanging, i.e. strangulation, are those of Ahitho-
phel and Judas (2 S 1723, Mt 275), and both these
were cases not of execution but of suicide. As a
mode of execution it seems to have been only by
the later Jews that strangling was adopted (see
W. R. Smith, BS2 419, and art. CRIMES AND
PUNISHMENTS, p. 527a). In 2 S 1723 the Heb. term
employed is pin;, (imperf. Niph. of [pm], the only
other occurrences of this root being the Piel ptcp.
P3O9 used in Nah 212 of the lion strangling prey for
his lionesses, and the noun pirp in Job 715 'My
soul chooseth strangling'). The LXX has in 2 S
άπέπν&ν, in Nah άττήγ̂ ατο, which is the word used
also in Mt 275.

$. rpin, Hiph. of yp; which in Qal means ' to be
dislocated' (Gn 3225 of Jacob's thigh) or fig. ' to be
alienated' (joined with v$i and followed by |p or
hv_D Jer 68, Ezk 2317·18), is' used in 2 S 216·9 of the
' hanging up' of Saul's sons by the Gibeonites (cf.
v.13 Hoph. ptcp. D^pisn). Its only other occurrence
is Nu 254 'Take all the chiefs of the people and
hang (ypin) them up unto the LORD.' The Oxf.
Heb. Lex. remarks, 'some solemn form of execu-
tion, but meaning uncertain.' Dillmann, Kautzsch,
and Kittel tr. simply ' aussetzen' = expose. This
follows the LXX, which has in 2 S έξ-ηλιάζ^ν and in
Nu irapadeiyματιών. By others it is taken to
mean impale (Ges., following Aq., αναττη^νΰναι) or
crucify (Targ. η1?*, Vulg. crucifigere, affigere).
Symm. has κρεμάζαν— hang·, Vulg. in Nu suspen-
dere, but it is probable that the word expressed
something more than the ordinary rny (Driver,
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Text of Sam. p. 269). In all probability we should
read the same word (wph for wpn of MT) in 1 S 3110,
of the fastening up of Saul's body by the Philistines
(so Lagarde, followed by Wellhausen, Driver, Budde,
Gratz, Klostermann).

W. R. Smith (BS2 419) suggests that in the above
passages in Nu and 2 S precipitation from a rock
may be intended. ' They fell all seven together'
(2 S 219), and for this form of execution reference
may be made to 2 Κ 812, 2 Ch 2512, Hos 1014. This
explanation, however, seems to lack probability,
particularly if we adopt the above textual emenda-
tion of Lagarde in 1 S 3110. J. A. SELBIE.

HANGING, HANGINGS.—1. The former is the
AV rendering of the Heb. term η DID, the name given
in the Priests' Code (1) to the curtain or portiere
closing the entrance to the Tabernacle from the
surrounding court (Ex 2636·37 3515 ' the h. for the
door at the entering in of the tabernacle,' 3938 405

etc.); (2) to a similar portiere closing the entrance
to the court itself (Ex 3517 ' the h. for the door of
the court,' 3818 etc.); and (3) once, Nu 33\ for the
'veil' screening off the Holy of Holies from the
rest of the Tabernacle, the usual name for which
is Π313 (Ex 2631 and oft.), or more fully η^η nrs
(Ex'3512 3934 4021, Nu 45). In all three cases, as we
have said, the AV renders by * hanging,' with the
single exception of Nu 326, where we find ' curtain'
(see CURTAIN, 2). The Revisers, however, have
consistently rendered "D£ by ' screen' throughout.

2. The plur. form * hangings,' on the other hand,
is the equivalent of another technical term of the
Priests' Code, D î? (LXX Ιστία), the hangings
which, suspended from pillars, fenced off the court
of the Tabernacle from the outer world (Ex 279· n

etc.), hence the fuller designation njfnn ^bp_ ' the
hangings of the court' (Ex 3517 389 etc.).

For the material, workmanship, and other details
of these screens and hangings, see the general
article TABERNACLE in this Dictionary.

3. In 2 Κ 237 we read of * hangings for the
Asherah' (RV), which the women wove even 'in
the house of the LORD' itself. The original, as
the margin informs us, has * houses (ov-ia),' by which
Jewish tradition understands ' tents' (so RVm) to
shelter the image of the goddess. It is extremely
doubtful, however, if bdtvm (or bottim) is correct
in this connexion. The LXX has here a trans-
literation of some different reading (Α χβττιείμ,
Β xerTLeiv). Klostermann supposes that the Greek
translators read C"ns, a copyist's error for D̂nD =
nû is (cf. Luc. στόλάς). See further Oxf. Heb. Lex.
i. 109α, s.v. n:3. A. R. S. KENNEDY.

HANNAH {ηιη,'Άννα, that is, grace).—One of the
wives of an Ephraimite named Elkanah, who
lived at Ramathaim-zophim (1 S l2ff·). To her
great distress H. had no children, and on the
occasion of one of the yearly visits which she made
with her husband to sacrifice to J" at Shiloh, where
the ark then was, she vowed that, if the Lord
would give her a son, she would devote him to Him
under the vow of a Nazirite. Her prayer was
heard, and a child was born, whom she named
Samuel. As soon as he was weaned, which accord-
ing to Jewish custom might not be until he was
about three years old, she took him up to Eli, the
priest of the Lord, at Shiloh. On the same occasion
she is reported to have given vent to her feelings
in the beautiful song of 1 S 21"10. It is necessary
to note, however, that this song is pronounced by
modern criticism to be wholly unsuited to H.'s
position and circumstances, and is thought to have
been composed later in celebration of some national
success. If so, v.5b may have led to its association
with H. (see Driver, LOT6 174). Of H.'s sub-
sequent history we are told only that she was in

the habit of bringing Samuel a little robe (me'U)
from year to year when she came up to the yearly
sacrifice ; and that she became the mother of other
three sons and two daughters (1 S 221).

G. MlLLIGAN.
HANNATHON ftinjrj).—A place on the N. border

of Zebulun, Jos 1914. The site is uncertain, but
the name is probably to be identified with the
Talmudic Caphar Hananiah, which according to
the Mishnah (see Neubauer, Guog. du Τ aim. 179,
226) marked the limit of Upper Galilee. This is
now Kefr Άηάη, at the foot of the mountains of
Upper Galilee and N.E. of Rimmon. See SWP i.
205, 207. C. R. CONDER.

HANNIEL (^'jrj 'grace of God').—1. Son of
Ephod, and Manasseh's representative for dividing
the land, Nu 3423 P. 2. A hero of the tribe of
Asher (AV Haniel), 1 Ch 739.

HANOCH (TO ' dedication'(?)).—1. A grandson of
Abraham by Keturah, and third of the sons of
Midian (Gn 254). In the parallel list of 1 Ch I s 3

AV gives the form Henoch. 2. The eldest son of
Reuben, and head of the family of the Hanochites
(Gn 469, Ex 614, Nu 265, 1 Ch 53).

HANUN {pin ' favoured,' cf. Assyr. Hanunu,
king of Gaza).—1. The son of Nahash, king of the
Ammonites. Upon the death of the latter, David
sent a message of condolence to Hanun, who, how-
ever, resented this action, and grossly insulted the
messengers. The consequence was a war, which
proved most disastrous to the Ammonites, 2 S
10lff·, 1 Ch 19lff·. 2. 3. H. occurs in the list of
those who repaired the Avail and the gates of
Jems., Νβ1ΐ31Λ·3ν.

HAP, HAPLY.—Hap, a Saxon word meaning
'luck,' 'chance,' is used once in AV, Ru 23 'And
her hap was to light on a part of the field belong-
ing unto Boaz,' where the Heb. is rnjpp -IJD»], LXX
και irepLeireaev ττβρίτττώματί; AVm ' her hap hap-
pened'; Cox, 'her lot met her.' T. Fuller {Holy
State, iii. 12, p. 181) says, 'Many have been the
wise speeches of fools, though not so many as the
foolish speeches of wise men . . . because talking
much, and shooting often, they must needs hit the
mark sometimes, though not by aim, by hap' ;
and imitates the passage in Ru when he says
{Holy Warre, p. 200), ' his hap was to fall in just
among the three captains.'

Haply is ' by hap.' ' Happily' is the same word
under a different spelling, and had formerly the
same meaning, though it has now come to mean
' by good hap.' Happily meaning simply ' by hap,5

'perchance,' is common in Shaks., though mod.
edd. usually spell ' haply.' Thus Hamlet, π. ii.
402—

* Ham. That great baby you see there io not yet out of his
swaddling-clouts.

Ros. Happily he's the second time come to them.'

In AV 1611 the spelling is 'haply' in 1 S 1430,
Mk II1 3, Lk 142y, Ac 539 17 i7; but in 2 Co 94 'hap-
pily,' which mod. edd. have changed to 'haply'
also. Sometimes the word is spelt 'happly,' as in
Daye's ed. of Tindale's Pent. (1573), ' Enacke, a
kinde of Giauntes so called happly, because they
ware chaynes about their neckes.' The word
occurs in AV only in the phrases ' if haply' and
'lest haply.'

RV has tr<* μ-ντοπ by 'lest haply' in all its occurrences,
except Mt 259 *peradventure—not,' Jn 72 6 'Can it be that,' and
2 Ti 225 «if perad venture.' Also μν του (TR μ,%πω() is so tr<* in
Ac 2729. j . HASTINGS.

HAPHRAIM (on?n).—A town of Issachar, noticed
with Shunem and Anaharath, Jos 1919. These were
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to the east of the tribal territory. In the Ono-
masticon, however (s. ' Aphraim'), it is stated to
be ' now Affarea, six miles from Legio (Lejjuri) to
the north.' The site in question is now called el-
Ferriyeh, on the low hills south of Carmel. It is
the site of an ancient town with remarkable tombs.
See SWP vol. i. sh. viii. In Baedeker-Socin's
Pal.2 238, Haphraim is identified with el-Afuleh,
2 miles W. of Solam (Shunem).

C. R. CONDER.
HAPPEN.—1. Ro II 2 5 ' Blindness in part is hap-

pened to Israel,' i.e. is fallen upon, has come to
{yayovev), without the idea of * hap' or chance ; RV
' hath befallen.' Cf. Jer 438 Cov. < And in Taphnis
the worde oft' the LORDE happened unto Ieremy.'
2. 2 S I6 ' As I happened by chance upon Mount
Gilboa' ('tnj?J N"ij?J, LXX Ιίεριπτώματι περιέπεσαν),
i.e. Ί chanced to light upon.' Bunyan begins his
Holy War thus: * In my Travels, as I walked
through many Regions and Countries, it was my
chance to happen into that famous Continent of
Universe.' Cf. Gn 4429 Tind. 'Yf ye shall take
this also awaye from me and some mysfortune
happen apon him, then shall ye brynge my gray
heed with sorow unto the grave'; and esp. Ruther-
ford, Letters (No. xli.), Ί happened upon a con-
venient trusty bearer by God's wonderful provi-
dence.' 3. 2 Mac 137 'Such a death it happened
that wicked man to die,' the usual prep, being
omitted. So Pr. Bk., ' Ordering of Priests,' 'And
if it shall happen the same Church, or any member
thereof, to take any hurt or hindrance by reason
of your negligence, ye know the greatness of
the fault, and also the horrible punishment that
will ensue' : in 1549 and 1552 the word is 'chance.'
5. The auxiliary to be (as well as to have) was
formerly used with the verb to ' happen': so Jer
4423 'this evil is happened unto you'; Ro II 2 5 (as
above); and 2 Ρ 222 ' But it is happened unto them
according to the true proverb' (RV ' I t has hap-
pened'). Cf. Mt 2811 Tind. 'When they were
gone, beholde, some of the kepers came in to the
cyte, and shewed unto the hie prestes all the thinges
that were happened.' J. HASTINGS.

HAPPINESS.—This word, in its subst. shape,
does not appear in the Eng. Bible, either in AV or
in RV, and its synonym blessedness (occurring
thrice in AV of NT) has now (see BLESSEDNESS)
been changed by the Revisers (in accordance with
the form μακαρισμότ) into ' blessing' (Ro 46·d) and
' gratulation' (Gal 41δ). The adj. μακάριος (almost
invariably in OT representing Heb. n^N 'ashrS, lit.
happinesses of) is common enough in'both Testa-
ments. But while, in NT, the Revisers have re-
duced (cf. Jn 1317) the renderings by 'happy' to
three (Ac 262, Ro 1422, 1 Co 740), and might consist-
ently have reduced them to one (Ac 262—the ex-
ternal happiness of St. Paul in pleading before
Agrippa), the OT Revisers have left happy and
blessed just where they were, except Jer 121, where
the Heb. word (here alone in AV of OT rendered
happy) is changed to at rest, its proper meaning.
Even in Ps 1281·2 happy and blessed are left side by
side to represent the same word; cf. also Pr 1620

with Ps 348. If Carlyle's dictum (Sartor Resartus)
has any force, 'There is something higher than
happiness, and that is blessedness,' blessed is the
word for the spiritual region; and the retention
of happy so often in RV of OT tends to merge this
distinction in a way defensible only on the ground
that outward prosperity entered largely into the
OT conception of bliss.

The more usual word for happy in profane Greek,
ευδαίμων, does not occur in LXX or NT. Probably,
the δαίμων component was a stumbling-block to
Greek-speaking Jew and Christian ; but the prefer-
ence for μακάριος is altogether suitable to the

atmosphere, since μακάριος, and not ευδαίμων,
represented to the Greeks the happiness of the
divine life.

In the course of the gradual elevation of the
word μακάριο*, and the idea of happiness from the
pagan to the Christian level, from Greek tragedy
to the Sermon on the Mount, more than one point
is worthy of note. While the ordinary pagan
notion was purely external, and the tragedians,
among the exponents of Gr. thought, will call no
man happy till a happy death has set its seal upon
a hapf>y life (Soph. Trach. 1 if., cf. Hdt. i. 32); yet,
in their view, continued prosperity was conditioned
by natural piety and reverence (Soph. (Ed. R.
passim, and Hdt. iii. 40); and hence their preference
for ευδαίμων, 'with a good genius attending.' The
Gr. philosophical schools, on the other hand, look-
ing for a happiness secure from 'the slings and
arrows of outrageous fortune,' discerned its possi-
bility, some mainly in the moral, as Socrates, who
defined happiness as εύπραξία, well-doing, rather
than ευτυχία, good luck (Xen. Mem. iii. 9. 14); others,
more strictly in the intellectual, as Plato, whose
notion of happiness reached its climax in the
wisdom consisting in the cognition of the Ideal
Good [Rep. 519), this cognition being the crowning
point of the 'resemblance to God as far as pos-
sible' (Thecet. 1760); others, as Aristotle, in the
intellectually practical, 'the life in obedience to
the intellect,' ' the rational virtuous activity of the
soul in a life fully provided,' 'the performance by
man of the peculiar work which belongs to him as
man' [Eth. Nic. i. 6, ii. 5, x. 4); while the Stoics
looked for happiness in a life ' conformed to nature,'
and combined with αταραξία, absence of all emotion.

The difference between such philosophical notions
of happiness and the biblical, lies not so much in
inwardness, as in the fundamental conditions of
that inwardness, its relations, its developments, its
possibilities. The blessedness even of some of the
noblest conceptions of the Ο Τ is linked to the
external (Ps 348·12·13·14), though sometimes the ex-
ternal seems to be transcended (Ps 845·7 47 1191·m),
and, even when the external is foremost, it always
connotes righteousness and the consequent favour
of God towards individual, family, or race, in the
present or in the Messianic age (see BLESSEDNESS).
But the element in biblical happiness which had
been lacking to all previous thought was the per-
sonal relation, and that not only as faith in God,
personal and ever-present (Ps3312·20·21), but as love
for Him, this being the highest requisite (Dt 64·6,
Jg 53, Ps 46·7); and the most satisfying blessedness
is to be in His presence and to behold His face
(Pss 16. 17. 49). In NT we reach the ' roof and
crown.' The happiness is now clearly inward,
spiritual and present (Mt 52ff·); and now the way to
the personal relation is opened up through Jesus
Christ, personal, loving (Jn 159), ever-living (Jn
146, He 1020). Whatever the outward may be (Ro
838f·), He is God with us (Mt I2 3182 0); nay, verit-
able evils endured for Him and with Him actually
make us blessed now (Mt 5l0f·, 1 Ρ 414). More than
this, He is Christ in us, the hope of glory (Col I 2 7 );
for the time shall come when, all hindrances being
taken away, and the internal embodying itself in
external realization,* ' we shall be like him' (1 Jn
31·2, cf. Plato above cited) in the full enjoyment of
the eternal life (1 Jn 511, Mt 2546, Mk 1030, Jn 1722'24).
(See articles by the present writer, Expositor, 1st
series, vols. ix. χ. Ά Word Study in the NT,
μακάριος ' ) . J. MASSIE.

HAPPIZZEZ (γ^η, AVAphses).—The head of the
18th course of priests, 1 Ch 2415. See GENEALOGY.

* Compare t h e μ.«.χα.ρισ-τοτά.7Υΐ ιίΐοίΐμ,ονίκ., the most blessed
happiness, offered by Virtue to Hercules, as the sure reward ol
following her (Xen. Mem. ii. 1. 21).
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HARA (K"vr, Vulg. Ara) occurs 1 Ch 526 as one
of the cities or regions to which the Israelitish
captives from Samaria were deported by the
Assyrians. Modern scholars have often tried the
hazardous etymology from in * mountain' (pre-
supposing a bad orthography instead of mn !).
From this etymology and the corresponding words
of Kings, they concluded that the Western part of
Media was meant, called Media Magna by classic
writers, 'Irak al-ajami ' the Persian I.,5 by the
Arabs, or al-Jibdl, i.e. ' the mountainous region,'
Kohistan by the Persians. But the name is want-
ing in the LXX (only Lucian's recension, ed. de
Lagarde, has 'Appav, which looks like an emendation
to the name pn Haran). The corresponding pas-
sages 2 Κ 176 18n have the expression HI? ny ' the
Median cities,' but LXX 6ρη Μήδων ' the Median
mountains.' This latter reading (which seems to
be the more original text) furnishes the key to
the name Hara. It is evidently due to a mis-
reading of that original text HD m, and represented
originally hdrS 'mountains of.' This misunder-
standing is usually attributed to the Chronicler;
but after the LXX, it would be rather an awkward
addition by a later reader who missed the expres-
sion added in Kings. Of earlier comparisons hardly
any deserve to be mentioned. Bochart (Phaleg)
thought of Aria in Persia (Herod, iii. 93, vii. 62,
66). The name begins with an h according to the
Persian inscriptions, but the country is too remote.
No Assyrian king ever possessed Aria (Herod, vii.
62 is mistaken, and contradicts himself, identify-
ing Arians and Medians). W. MAX MULLER.

HARADAH {π~ηη, Χαραδάθ).— A station in the

i'ourneyings of tne Israelites, mentioned only
iu 3324·25. It has not been identified.

HARAN {pn, 'mountaineer' (?)).—1. Son of Terah,
younger brother of Abram, and father of Lot, Gn
II 2 6 (P), also father of Milcah and Iscah, v.29 (J).
Dillmann rejects the view of Wellh. (ProL 330) and
Budde (Urgesch. 443) that pn is a mere variation of
pn. 2. A Gershonite Levite, 1 Ch 239.

HARAN {pn, Χαρρά, Xappav; Haran) is situ-
ated in the N.W. of Mesopotamia on the Belias,
a tributary of the Euphrates, S.E. of Edessa
(Oorfa), in a country rendered very fertile by water-
courses from the Belias, which rises, at a distance
of several miles, from the hills S. of the Euphrates.
The origin of Haran is lost in antiquity, but it
must have been early inhabited by Semites, perhaps
Babylonians, the name of the city being expressed
in cuneiform by an ideograph (Harranu, ' road'),
which was probably given it on account of its
being a crossing point of the Syrian, Assyrian,
and Babylonian trade-routes. The merchants of
this city are mentioned in Ezk 2723.

Nothing remains of the ancient city but a long
range of mounds on both sides of the river and the
ruins of a castle or fortress of a very ancient date,
built of large blocks of basaltic rock ; it has square
columns 8 ft. thick supporting an arched roof 30 ft.
high. The town is now represented only by a village
on the slope of the hill. The small houses or huts
are built (perhaps for want of timber) in the
peculiar fashion depicted on the Assyrian bas-
reliefs, i.e. with domed roofs. According to tradi-
tion, the well where Rebekah was met by Abra-
ham's messenger (Gn 2415) is near the city.

Haran is first mentioned when Abram and his
family dwelt there after leaving Ur of the Chaldees
on his way to Canaan (Gn II31), and there the
descendants of his brother settled, hence the name
of ' the city of Nahor,' which it also bears (cf.
Gn 2410 with 2Ί®). Haran is frequently mentioned
in the cuneiform writings. Tiglath-pileser I. (B.C.

1120) in his great cylinder-inscription says that
he killed ten elephants in ' the land of Haran,' and
four he captured alive and took to his capital
Asshur. Sargon says that he 'spread out his
shadow over the city Haran, and as a soldier of
Anu and Dagon wrote its laws ' ; and Sennacherib
speaks of Gozan, Haran, and Rezeph as having
been destroyed by one or more of his predecessors
(2 Κ 1912). The name of the eponymy for the years
B.C. 742 and 728, Bel-Harrani-beli-usur, 'Lord of
Haran, protect (my) lorid,' would seem to indicate
that Haran was then a very important city.

The great tutelary deity of Haran was the moon-
god, Sin in Assyrian, known among the Semitic
nations as Baal-Kharran or Lord of Haran, though
other deities must have been worshipped there.
An inscribed seal in the British Museum repre-
sents a priest in adoration before an altar, a small
figure in the distance, and above the altar a star
with the words ' The God of Haran.' Assur-bani-
apli speaks of the god Sin as dwelling in Haran.
The tablet Κ. 2701α, which is a letter apparently
sent to Assur-bani-apli, seems to refer to the
crowning of his father Esarhaddon when on his
way to Egypt. Reference is made therein to the
' bethel' or temple at Haran, where the ceremony
took place, and on this occasion the god Sin is said
to have appeared to those present: ' When the
father of the king my lord went to Egypt, he was
crowned (?) in the kanni of Harran, the temple * oi
cedar. The god Sin stood over the standard (?),
two crowns upon his head, [and] the god Nusku
stood before him. The father of the king my lord
entered—[the crown] was placed upon his head,'
etc. Later on, Nabonidus relates that Sin was
angry with Haran and with his temple E-hul-hul
(the house of joy) within it, and therefore allowed
the Umman-manda (wandering hordes of Medes)
to come and destroy it. Nabonidus then received
from the gods Merodach and Sin, in a dream, in
structions to rebuild the temple at Haran, and,
when he pointed out that the Medes still sur-
rounded the city, he was told by those gods that
they would be destroyed, which destruction took
place three years later under Cyrus. The city
being relieved of the presence of the enemy,
Nabonidus was able to finish the work of Shal-
maneser and Assur-bani-apli, and, at the same
time, to embellish the city. In the 5th cent. A.D.
the Sabaeans of Haran seem to have worshipped
the sun as ' Bel-shamin,' the lord of heaven, later
on using the Greek name of 'HXios. Gula (under
the name of ' Gadlat') and Tar'ata (Atargatis or
Derceto) are given by St. James of Seruj as the
favourite goddesses of Haran. There was also a
chapel dedicated to Abraham. The Roman gene-
ral Crassus was defeated near Haran, but subse-
quently the province of Edessa fell into the power
of the Romans, and Haran appears as a Roman
city in the wars of Caracalla and Julian. It is
worthy of notice that Haran retained until a late
date the Chaldsean language and the worship of
Chaldsean deities.

LITERATURE.—Del. Paradies, 185 ; Schrader, COT, Keilin·
schriften und Geschichtsforschung, 355-536 ; Ainsworth, Euph-
rates Expedition, i. 203 ; Sachau, Berlin Acad., Feb. 14, 1895 ;
Rawlinson, Herod, i. 503 n.; Hommel, ART (Index, s. 'Haran');
Sayce, RC3I and ERR (both Index). J. A . PINCHES.

HARARITE, THE OTjnn), according to Ges.
(Thes. 392) = ' a mountain-dweller/ but more prob-
ably it should be taken as a gentilic adjective = ' a
native of Harar.' No such place is mentioned in
the OT, but we may infer from 2 S 23llf· that it
was situated somewhere near the Philistine fron-
tier, probably in the Shephelah. Two (not three)
of David's heroes are distinguished by this title.

* Lit. bethel (bet-tli).
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1. Shammali the son of Agee, * one of the
thirty' (2 S 2333 ό 'Αρωδείτης). In the parallel
1 Ch II 3 4 Shammah is probably to be read for
Shagee (see Driver, Sam. I.e.). Further, in 2 S
2311 (where we must read ' the Hararite' [*Tiqn for
'"HCl) it is probably Shammah and not Agee (wh.
see) who is thus designated. The LXX to 2 S
2311 (ό Άρουχαω?) points to a reading ' the Archite'
0?"]ΝζΟ> which is partly supported by its render-
ing of 1 Ch II 3 4 (Β ό Άραχβί and ό WpapeL; A
ό Άραρί). See AGEE, SHAMMAH.

2. Ahiam the son of Sharar (2 S 2333; read nnnn
for η>^Π ; Β Σαραουρείτης, Α Άραρείτψ). In the
parallel 1 Ch II 3 5 Sharar appears as Sacar (DNTU*
'TjqD W I I ; Β ό 'Apapei, Α ό Άραρί). See Am AM,
SHARAR. J. F. STENNING.

HARBONA (ap-]n Est I10) or HARBONAH
(rtfa-io 79). LXX has Oappain Ι1 0 (Β), Βοιτγαθάν in 79.
—Tne third of the seven eunuchs or chamberlains
who waited upon king Ahasuerus. It was he who
suggested that Haman should be hanged upon the
gallows which he had prepared for Mordecai.
The name seems to be Persian : harban = donkey'·
driver. H. A. WHITE.

HARBOUR.—See HAVEN.

HARD.—The various meanings of ' hard,' whether
as adj. or adv., may be given as follows : 1. Liter-
ally, not soft, only Job 4124, Ezk 39, Wis II4, Sir
40154817. 2. Unfeeling, cruel: Ps 944'How long
shall they utter and speak hard things?' (RV
' They prate, they speak arrogantly'); Wis 1913

' they used a more hard and hateful behaviour to-
ward strangers' (RV 'grievous indeed was the
hatred which they practised toward guests'). Cf.
Wyclif, Works, iii. 115, 'The vi tyme we schul
trowe, that aftyr xxxij yer he suffrid hard pas-
sioun, undir Pounce Pilate.' 3. Trying, exacting:
Ex I1 4 ' hard bondage' (RV ' hard service'); 2 S 339

' The sons of Zeruiah be too hard for me ' ; Ps 887

' Thy wrath lieth hard upon me ' ; Pr 1315 ' The
way of transgressors is hard' (RV ' The way of the
treacherous is rugged'); Mt 2524 'Lord, I knew
thee that thou art an hard man' ; Jn 660 ' This is
an hard saying; who can hear it ?'; Ac 95 ' I t is
hard for thee to kick against the pricks'). 4. Ob-
durate : Jer 53 ' They have made their faces harder
than a rock'; Ezk 39 ' As an adamant harder than
flint have I made thy forehead.' Cf. Shaks. Ant.
and Cleop. πι. xi. I l l —

* But when we in our viciousness grow hard,
(O misery on't) the wise gods seel our eyes.'

5. Strenuous: only Jon I1 3 ' the men rowed hard.'
6. Difficult: as Gn 18U ' Is anything too hard for
the Lord ?' (RVm ' wonderful'); 1 Κ101 ' She came
to prove him with hard questions'; Mk 1024 ' How
hard is it for them that trust in riches to enter
into the kingdom of God ! ' Cf. Rhem. NT, Preface,
'Moreover, we presume not in hard places to
mollify the speaches or phrases, but religiously
keepe them word for word, and point for point.'
7. Close, as Jg 952 'And Abimelech . . . went hard
unto the door of the tower to burn it with fire';
Ps 638 ' My soul followeth hard after thee'; Ac 187

' Justus . . . whose house joined hard to the syna-
gogue.' This meaning of the word is common in
early writers: cf. Lk 29 Tind. ' And loo, the
angell of the lorde stode harde by them'; Job 171

Cov. Ί am harde at deathes dore.' It is some-
times used of time, as in Rhem. NT, note to Jn
2Q2i < Though he gave them his peace hard before,
yet now entering to a new divine action, to pre-
pare their hartes to grace and attention, he blesseth
them againe.'

For Harden, Hardening, see next article.
Hardiness.—This subst. occurs only in Jth 1610

'The Persians quaked at her boldness, and the
Medes were daunted at her hardiness' (θράσος, RV
'boldness'). Cf. Sir T. Elyot, Governour, ii. 47,
' What avayled fortune incomparable to the great
kynge Alexander, his wonderfull puissance and
hardynes, or his singular doctrine in philosophy,
taught hym by Aristotle, in deliverynge hym from
the deth in his yonge and flourisshing age ?' So
Cov. uses 'hardy' for 'bold' in Dn II 1 6 'no man
shalbe so hardy as to stonde agaynst him'; and
Barlowe, 'hardily' for 'boldly' {Dialoge, p. 68),
' Use they such crafty conveyaunce in promotyng
theyr Gospell ? Ye hardely, and that without any
shame when they be detected of it.'

Hardly does not occur in AV in the mod.
sense of 'scarcely.' Its meanings there are two:
1. Harshly, grievously, Gn 166 ' And when Sarai
dealt hardly with her, she fled from her face'
(CPgafil, AVm ' afflicted her'); and Is 8 2 1 ' hardly be-
stead and hungry' (Amer. RV 'sore'; see BE-
STEAD). RV introduces ' hardly' in this sense into
Job 193. 2. With difficulty, Ex 1315 'And it came
to pass, when Pharaoh would hardly let us go, that
the LORD slew all the firstborn in the land of
E gypt J ( « π ^ τ\τρ n ĵprrs, 11 Vm 'hardened him-
self against letting us go'); Mt 1923 ' Verily I say
unto you, That a rich man shall hardly enter into
the kingdom of heaven' (δνσκόλως; RV ' It is hard
for a rich man to enter,' a change that is com-
mended by Beckett [Should RV be Authorised ?
p. 100] as much better, though less literal than
AV, since the latter suggests, according to our
mod. idiom, that a rich man can scarcely enter the
kingdom of heaven. The same Gr. adv. occurs in
Mk 1023, Lk 1824, and is trd in the same way in AV,
a trn which RV accepts in these places) ; Lk 939

'and bruising him hardly departeth from him*
(μ,όγυ, WH μόλ<.$); Ac 278 ' And, hardly passing it,
came unto a place which is called The fair havens'
(μόλις, RV 'with difficulty'). This meaning of
' hardly' may be seen in North's Plutarch, p. 889,
' Demetrius was so scared, that he had no further
leysure, but to cast an ill-favoured cloke about
him, the first that came to hand, and disguising
himselfe to flie for life, and scaped very hardly,
that he was not shamefully taken of his enemies
for his incontinencie'; and T. Adams, // Peter
(on I4), ' He that hath done evil once, shall more
hardly resist it at the next assault.'

Hardness.—2 Ti 23 ' Thou therefore endure hard-
ness, as a good soldier of Jesus Christ' (σύ οϋν κακό-
πάθησον, edd. συνκακοπάθησον, RV ' Suffer hardship
with me,' RVm 'Take thy part in suffering hard-
ship '). Hardness for mod. ' hardship ' is found in
Shaks., as Cymb. in. vi. 21—

• Plenty, and peace, breeds cowards ; hardness ever
Of hardiness is mother.'

Elsewhere ' hardness' is either lit. of the clods (Job
3S38), or fig. of the heart (Mt 198, Mk 351051614,Ro25).

J. HASTINGS.
HARDENING.—The moral difficulty of this sub-

ject is the ascription in OT of the hardening of
men's hearts to God. Pharaoh's is the typical
case; and his story is so vivid in its dramatic
unity and details that we cannot wonder that
practically his case is regarded as if it were
unique. But it is not so; it is only a striking
example of a class. Pharaoh's history sets before
us the picture of a conflict between the proud
head of a great empire and the Almighty, a
conflict in ten onsets, or a drama in ten acts, in
the last of which the human tyrant comes to the
ground. As his case is a typical one, it is import-
ant to note the salient features. First of all, the
result is twice foretold. The Lord says, Ί will
harden his heart' (Ex 421 7ό). In the case of the
first five plagues and the seventh (river turned into
blood, frogs, lice, flies, murrain, and hail) the
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phrase is ' Pharaoh hardened his heart' or * his
heart was hardened' (Ex 714·22 815·19·32 97·w·S5). In
the sixth, eighth, and ninth (boils, locusts, dark-
ness) the phrase is ' the Lord hardened his heart'
(912 1020·27). Thus the result is not ascribed to God
only; both the divine and the human agencies
are recognized. Whatever God had to do with
the result, Pharaoh's freedom of action was not
interfered with. Again, it is significant that
4 the Lord hardened his heart' follows i Pharaoh
hardened.' It is the phrase used, with one ex-
ception, in the second severer series of divine
judgments. When the lighter ones failed, heavier
ones were sent. And even in the second series
the result in one case is ascribed solely to Pharaoh
(hail, θ34·35). Is it not evident that the divine
action described in ' the Lord hardened' was a
punishment for the previous disobedience of the
king? Is it not equally certain that each judg-
ment, up to the last one, while a punishment,
was also a merciful warning and call to repent-
ance ? At each stage Pharaoh might have yielded
instead of refusing. It should be noted that
the phrase * the Lord hardened' is peculiar to the
OT ; in the NT it occurs only in quotations from
the Old.

The two modes of speech, however, are not con-
fined to Pharaoh's case, but are common in OT.
We find ' the Lord hardened' in Jos II 2 0, Dt 230,
Is 6317, etc., the other phrase in passages like
1 S 66, 2 Ch 3613, Ps 958. The language in such
passages as Jg 923, 2 S 241 may seem even more
startling. But if we look into the context we shall
find that, as in Pharaoh's case, the divine action
is a punishment of sin. This language, which
before reilection seems to shock our moral sense,
is partly to be explained by the OT habit of recog-
nizing the divine action everywhere in nature and
history. The thunder is God's voice; storm and
tempest do His will; heathen monarchs and
empires are His instruments. Men at that early
stage of revelation did not discriminate as we do
between the different causes at work in events. If
they did reflect, they would no doubt see that the
two forms of language applied to the same events
under different aspects. Very little observation
would show them, as it shows us, that divine appeals
and commands never leave men as they find them.
If not yielded to, they increase insensibility, benumb
and gradually deaden moral feeling. This effect
is contrary to the divine purpose, and is entirely
man's fault; but it is natural and inevitable.
The more powerful the appeals, the more rapid the
hardening process, until God's Spirit withdraws,
and leaves man to his own ways (K.o I28). Looked
at from the human side, Pharaoh, like every
smaller transgressor, is seen acting with perfect
freedom, consciously pitting his own will against
God's, despising louder and louder warnings of
ruin, self-punished and self-destroyed. Looked at
from the divine side, God is seen commanding,
forewarning, repeating rejected opportunities, do-
ing everything to ensure submission and safety
but coerce,—and at last leaving to destruction. It
is evident that we have here again the old problem
of reconciling the divine foreknowledge and govern-
ment with human freedom and responsibility.
Each element is attested by its own evidence.
Both are necessary to a complete explanation.
The two regions meet at some point invisible to
human eye and undefinable in human speech and
thought. 'To the Hebrew mind what we call
secondary causes scarcely exist, at least in the
sphere of religion. That which, in given circum-
stances, is the inevitable result of God's provi-
dential dispensations is viewed absolutely, aj3art
from its conditions, as a distinct divine purpose'
(Skinner on Is 610). J. S. BANKS.

HARE (rnrix 'arnebheth, δασύπονς, lepus).—Four
species of hare are found in Bible lands. They are
all called by the Arabs 'arnabeh, which is the same
as the Heb. 1. Lepus Syriacus, Hempr. et Ehr.
It is a little smaller than the Eng. hare, and of a
dark grey colour. It is common along the coast,
and in the wooded and hilly districts of Pal. and
Syria. 2. L. Sinaitieus, Hempr. et Ehr. This
species is much smaller, with a longer and narrower
head, and longer ears, and is of a lighter grey.
It is found in the valleys about the Dead Sea, and
southward to Sinai. 3. L. Mgyptius, Geoffr. This
animal is not more than 18 in. long from the tip
of the nose to the root of the tail. The ears are
long, and fringed inside with white hairs. It is of
a light sand colour above, and nearly white be-
neath. It is abundant in the Jordan Valley, and
in S. Judsea and the N. part of et-Tih. 4. L. Isa-
bellinus, Riipp. The Nubian hare. This species
is even smaller than the last, and is of a rich fawn
colour. It is found only in the S.E. deserts of
Palestine.

The hare is a rodent, and not a ruminant. The
statement (Lv II6, Dt 147) that it 'cheweth the
cud' is to be taken phenomenally, not scientifi-
cally. The Arab of the present day regards it as a
ruminant, and for that reason eats its flesh. As
Tristram well says, 'Moses speaks of animals
according to appearances, and not with the pre-
cision of a comparative anatomist, and his object
was to show why the hare should be interdicted,
though to all appearance it chewed the cud, viz.
because it did not divide the hoof. To have spoken
otherwise would have been as unreasonable as to
have spoken of the earth's motion, instead of sun-
set and sunrise.' G. E. POST.

HAREPH (mo)·—A Judahite chief, 1 Ch 251.
See GENEALOGY.

HARHAIAH (nvrin, ΆραχΙας, but ABtf omit
the clause, Neh 38)!—Some Heb. texts read rrrnn,
or even n;!T]D· Uzziah the son of H., a goldsmith,
repaired a portion of the wall of Jerus. in the days
of Nehemiah.

HARHAS (οπηπ, 'Apaas B, Άρδάς Bb, 'Apas A,
'Αδρά Luc).—Ancestor of Shallum, the husband of
Huldah the prophetess (2 Κ 2214). Called Hasrah
rnpn 2 Ch 3422.

HARHUR (ΤΙΓΗΠ 'fever' ? or ' freeborn').—Eponym
of a family of Nethinim (Ezr 251, Neh 753), called
in 1 Es 531 Asur. See GENEALOGY.

HARIM (o'10> D*10 'consecrated,' cf. Sabsean pr.
name Din).—1. A lay family which appears in the
list of the returning exiles, Ezr 232 = Neh 735; of
those who had married foreign wives, Ezr 1031;
and of those who signed the covenant, Neh 1027

[Heb.28].
2. A priestly family which appears in the same

lists, Ezr 239 = Neh 742, Ezr 10al, Neh 105 [Heb.6].
The name is found also among ' the priests and
Levites that went up with Zerubbabel,' Neh 123,
where it is miswritten Rehum (οίπι); among the
heads of priestly families in the days of Joiakim,
Neh 1215; and as the third of the 24 courses,
1 Ch 248. To which family Malcliijah the son of
Harim, one of the builders of the wall (Neh 311),
belonged cannot be determined. See GENEALOGY.

H. A. WHITE.
HARIPH (qnn, *pn, cf. *pn, 'autumn '). A family

which returned from exile with Zerubbabe]
(Neh 724), and signed the covenant, Neh 1019

[Heb.20]. In Ezr 218 the name appears as JORAH ;
so Lucian in Neh Ί2*Ίωρήε. Hareph (η-?π) is named
as a Calebite in 1 Ch 251, and one of David's com-
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panions in 1 Ch 125 is termed a Haruphite ('snn,
Kethibh), or Hariphite 0?ηπ KerS). The latter
reading, if correct, perhaps points to a connexion
with Hariph. See GENEALOGY.

H. A. WHITE.
HARLOT (Γφτ, ηη# Π^Ν, πψι$, LXX and NT

πόρνη) is the name used in our English versions to
describe different classes of women who come
under the ban of morality. It is sometimes
applied generally to women, including married
women, of profligate life (Pr), but specially it
denotes those who systematically gave themselves
up to such a course of life, either for gain, or as a
form of religious service. The existence of a class
roughly corresponding to that which the name
suggests to us may be traced throughout the
history of Israel, originating as it did out of
universally working conditions, and after the
Solomonic period developing to the full its shame-
lessness, its seductive arts, and its blighting
influence (Is 23]6, Jer 33 57, Ezk 1625, Pr 710 293).
But in OT times the harlot represented more than
a moral problem and a moral danger of the utmost
gravity. It is not too much to say that she was
the concrete embodiment of the most powerful and
insidious force menacing the purity and perman-
ence of Mosaism. Like their kindred who took
possession of the valley of the Euphrates, like the
Greeks who were invaded by Phoenician commerce
and culture, the Hebrews in Canaan found them-
selves in contact with a type of religion which
deified the reproductive forces of nature, and paid
them homage in the form of licentious rites and
orgies. The harlot was thus invested with sanctity
as a member of the religious caste, and the ques-
tion was whether a licentious cult was to establish
itself in the soil of Jahwism even as it naturalized
itself in Babylon (cf. Herod, i. 199), and in Cythera
and Corinth (Strabo, viii. 6). And undoubtedly
the Canaanitish leaven deeply infected the popular
Hebrew religion. In the story of Tamar's intrigue
to secure her rights from the house of her deceased
husband (Gn 38), she is spoken of as a n^hj?—one of
the consecrated class—when she sits at the entrance
of a village in the guise of a harlot. Especially
does Hosea (414) give us a vivid picture of the ex-
tent to which the local sanctuaries, where the
worship of Baal and Astarte had been syncretized
with that of J", were coloured by the legitimated
prostitution of servants of the divinities. In some
sanctuaries a still lower depth was reached, and
emasculated enthusiasts (π'κπρ) earned for the shrine
* the wages of a dog' by giving themselves up to
that 'which is against nature.' These practices
the prophets of the 8th cent, denounced as the
height of impiety and the sure provocation of
national judgments (Am 27, Hos 413ff·). By Asa
and Jehoshaphat steps were taken to purge the
land of the viler abomination (1 Κ 1512 22"16, cf.
1424) ; and the Deuteronomic code explicitly
banished both classes of * paramours' from Israel,
and prohibited the acceptance of their unholy gains
as temple-revenue (Dt 2317·18, where see driver's
note in loc. with reff.). With idolatry prostitution
was made an end of by the Exile. The Levitical
legislation recalls the abominations of the Canaan -
ites as the special ground of their rejection and
destruction (Lv 2023), and appears to have the class
of harlots solely in view as created and sustained
by moral depravity. The more important of its
enactments are that which forbids a priest to take
a harlot to wife (Lv 217), and the injunction that
the daughter of a priest playing the harlot shall be
burnt with fire (v.9).

Upon the OT treatment of the subject it may be
remarked as startling that there is no express con-
demnation of sexual immorality which does not
involve violation of the marriage-bond. At the

most, fornication seems to be condemned in Pr as
health- and wealth-destroying folly, while the
general tenor of the OT morality is content to
proscribe adultery and religious prostitution. In
explanation of this, it may be observed that the
true ethical attitude towards prostitution was im-
possible so long as marriage was in the transi-
tional stage mirrored in OT, and that the OT at
least unfolded a conception of the divine holiness
and its relation to sexual purity which was destined
to mature into the higher sexual morality.

In NT the harlot, again, is associated with an
important element of teaching. While it was part
of the mission of the prophets to refute the horrible
idea of the sacredness of her calling, it was a
characteristic part of the work of Jesus to rescue
her from the Pharisaic tribunal, and bring her
within the pale of mercy and redemption (Mt
2i3i. 32̂  g n e illustrates at once the compassion of
Jesus, His insight into the unexpressed longings
and possibilities of degraded human nature, and
the regenerative power of sympathy. In the
apostolic writings we see some repetition of the
conflict between the genius of revealed religion and
the lax and antagonistic sexual morality of hea-
thenism. In the Epistles to the Corinthians
especially, St. Paul was addressing a community
whose licentiousness had become a byword even in
the putrefying cities of the classical world ; and it
is necessary for him to enlighten the Christian
conscience as to the incompatibility of union with
Christ with its hideous contrast in filthy * conversa-
tion' (1 Co 615·16). And in various apostolic
passages the prohibition of the Decalogue is ex-
plicated or extended so as expressly to exclude the
sin in question (Gal 619ff·).

From the prophetic period the harlot was not
only involved in, but was the symbol of, idolatry.
The experience of Hosea seems to have suggested
her faithlessness and fickleness as a fit emblem of
the dealings of Israel with her true Lord and with
other gods (see IDOLATRY).

LITERATURE.—On Prostitution as a religious institution in the
ancient world, see Lucian, ' De Dea Syria'; Pausanias, ' De-
scriptio Grsecise'; Movers, Die Phonizier. On the special sub-
ject Selden, 'De uxore Hebraica'; Hamburger's Lexicon;
Benzinger, Hebraische Archceologie.

W. P. PATERSON.

HAR-MAGEDON.—Rev 1616 < And he (AV ; who ?
the sixth angel or the Almighty ? RV ' they,' the
three unclean spirits of v.17) gathered them (the
kings of the whole world, not ' the spirits of the
Demons,' as Hommel explains in the passage to
be quoted below) together into the place, which is
called in Hebrew Armageddon' (AV, * Har-
Magedon' RV). The reading, as well as the
meaning and even the context, of this hapax-
legomenon is very uncertain.

(1) The TR spells 'Appayeddibv ; Lachmann, Tre-
gelles, Tischendorf, Alford, ^Αρμα-γεδώρ ; WH *Ap
Μαγεδώρ (the second word spaced out and in
quotation type, referring to Zee 1211 [Heb.]).
Several Greek MSS have but Μαγεδώ? or Μαγεδδώ?
(thus Q). The shorter reading is supported by
Tyconius and, now, by the (older) Syriac trans-
lation discovered and edited by Gwynn (Dublin,
1897): v O r ^ L D . The later Syriac translation (com-
monly printed with the Peshitta) has

(not quoted in the Thesaurus Syriacus, col. 390).
The shorter form must have arisen at a time when
the whole word was considered to be a compound.

(2) The oldest explanation put forward in the
Church seems to be that of Hippolytus, unhappily
preserved only in Arabic (P. Lagardii, ad Analecta
sua Syriaca Appendix, Lipsise, 1858, p. 27 n. 18) :
* the meaning of this expression is the smooth (soft,
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trodden) place Is this = πεδίον
έκκοπτομένου, the Septuagint rendering of jn:o np
in Zee 1211? (For the Arabic expression comp.

* j J 1^Λ = βημα 7ro5os, Ac 76). It is added that

Hippolytus understood it of the valley of Jehosha-
phat, Jl 42 [Eng. 31 1]1 2 (Hippolytus ed. [Bon-
wetsch-] Achelis, I. ii. 236).

Origen-Eusebius excluded the Apocalypse from
their Bible Dictionary, but in the Onomastica
Vaticana Άρμσ,Ύεδδών is explained : els τα έμπροσθεν
i&yepjis (Onomastica sacra, ed. de Lagarde, p. 187,
1. 45), i.e. D"ij?p ")#, a n ( i Jerome, who saw in it Mt.
Tabor, explained likewise (ib. 80, 11): 'Arma-
geddon (cod. Η -gedon): consurrectio tecti (? jap iy)
sive consurrectio in priora, sed melius mons a
latrunculis (cod. Η om. mons; map nn) vel mons
globosus3 (nap 'n ; "U = coriandrum).

(3) For a long time the explanation (O âp "in
' the mount (of) Megiddo,' was considered pretty
certain ; see West cot t-Hort, ii. p. 313, who compare
"A/> Ταριζείν, ΛΑρ Σαφάρ, to which may be added, from
the Hexapla, ΛΑ/> Σιώ?, Ps 47 (48)3. Older scholars
had also compared Άρσαμόσατα of the Classics,
while Westcott-Hort prefer to see in the latter
name another example of Ap=~\y (ry) ' town,' as in
3X"ID ~\])r (Nu 2128, Is 151; transliterated in the latter
place *A/> Μωάβ by Theodotion). The latter expla-
nation was put forward long ago by Hiller and
adopted by Hitzig, Hilgenfeld, Volter, and others.

A third explanation started from the root mn
(comp. nmn Nu 21 2 8; fuin); thus Luther in his
marginal gloss 'verdammte Krieger, verfluchte
Riistung . . . ab Her em et gad.* Older explana-
tions need not be quoted here ; see Poole, Synopsis
Criticorum, ed. Franc. (1712) vol. v. 1829. Mak-
kedah (nijiia, LXX Μακηδά), where ' the five kings'
were slain (Jos 1016· 2 6 j, lies too far away to be
thought of.

(4) Upon the whole, to find an allusion here to
MEGIDDO (see article) is still the most probable
explanation. Megiddo was famous for the defeat
and death of Josiah (2 Κ 2329, 2 Ch 3522; alluded
to Zee 1211); but it is not on account of this
unhappy event that the place seems to be men-
tioned, but because of the victory over ' the kings
of Canaan* (Jg 519). It has been objected that
Megiddo lies in the plain (έν τφ πεδίφ Μ., 2 Ch 3522;
επί ϋδατι Μ., Jg 51 9; too Ό hu), and that a mountain
was not a fit battleplace (Bousset, ad loc). But in
the very context of Jg 5 * Mt. Tabor' and ' the high
places of the field' are mentioned (Jg 46· 8 · 1 2 518).

(5) Hommel (' Inschriftliche Glossen u. Exkurse
zur Genesis u. zu den Propheten,' Neue Kirchliche
Zeitschrift, 1890, vi. pp. 407, 408) seems to have
been the first who saw in Har-Magedon the ly'in nn
of Is 1413 (the mount in the north where the gods
meet), supposing that a redactor corrected an
original μανέδ or μωέδ into μαΎεδών. He might
have recalled the fact that in certain cases y is
transliterated by y. This view was carried out by
Gunkel (Schopfung und Chaos, 1894), who finds
here the remnant of an ancient tradition about the
battle of the gods on a mountain, and reminds us
of the gathering of the fallen angels on Mt.
Hermon, Enoch 66. (To the literature quoted by
Bousset add : The Booh of the Secrets of Enoch,
edited by R. H. Charles, Oxf. 1896, ch. xviii. p. 22).
Siegfried (Theol. Lit.-zeitung, 1895, col. 304) also
thinks that in Harmagedon the πχήο in of Is 1413

and Μβγιδδώ seem to have coalesced. Ewald
(Die Johanneischen Schriften, ii. 1862, 294) found
by calculation that ρυοηκ and n^win nun ' the great
Rome,' have the same numerical value—304. The
question whether there is in the passage an
allusion to Nero and the Parthians must be left
to the commentators on the Apocalypse. The
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solution of the riddle is to be sought for in the
apocalyptic literature of the Jews.

HARNEPHER (nsnn).—An Asherite, 1 Ch 736.
See GENEALOGY.

HARNESS.—In AV harness always means ar-
mour, and to harness means to put on armour,
RV gives Armour' in I K 2011, 2 Ch 924, and
' armed' in Ex 1318; while Amer. RV prefers
' armour' also in 1 Κ 2234, 2 Ch 1833; both have
left Jer 464 untouched: ' Harness the horses.'
The meaning is not (as Cheyne and most edd.)
yoke the horses to the chariots, but put on their
accoutrements. These being chiefly of armour,
' harness' was once a good trn, but now it is mis-
leading. Cf. 1 Mac 643 ' One of the beasts, armed
with royal harness, was higher than all the rest'
(RV'breastplates'). In Apocr. ' harness' occurs
also, IMac 33 (RV retains), 641 (RV 'arms'),
2 Mac 325 53 1528 (RV all < armour') ; and the verb
in 1 Mac 47 (RV ' fortified'), 638 (RV ' protected ').
Examples of the word are, Nu 3220 Tind. ' And
Moses sayed unto them, Yf ye will do this thinge,
that ye will go all harnessed before the Lorde to
warre, and will go all of you in harnesse over
Iordane before the Lorde . . . then ye shall re-
turne and be without sinne agenst the Lorde and
agenst Israel'; Is 226 Cov. ' I sawe the Elamites
take the quyvers to carte and to horse, and that
the walles were bare from harnesse'; Knox on
Ps 6 (Works, iii. 141) represents David as saying,
' Didest not thow anis inflame my heart with the
zeale of thy halie name, that when all Israeli wer
so effrayit that none durst encounter with that
monster Goliath, yit thy Majesties spreit maid me
so bold and valiaunt, that without harnes or
weaponis (except my sling, staf, and stonis) I durst
interpryes singular battell aganis him?' And
Tindale on 1 Jn 518 says, ' And as men of war they
ever keep watch and prepare themselves unto war,
and put on the armour of God, the which is God's
word, the shield of faith, the helmet of hope, and
harness themselves with the meditation of those
things which Christ suffered for us.'

J. HASTINGS.
HARNESS.—(1) For shiryan (\nv 1 Κ 22341| 2 Ch

shirt of mail.' RV (Amer. j Armour.' See
BREASTPLATE. (2) For neshek (pm 2 Ch 924),' arms'
(defensive or offensive), RV 'armour.' (3) For
πανοπλία (2Mac 1528), 'the complete offensive and de-
fensive equipment of a soldier'; RV ' full armour.'

Harnessed for hamushim (wpen Ex 1318), RV
'armed.' See ARMS, ARMOUR.

W. E. BARNES.
HAROD (Tin).— A spring (j:a, not 'well5 AV)

beside which Gideon and his army encamped prior
to their attack upon the Midianites (Jg 71). It
was here that the famous test by the mode of
drinking took place. In v.3 there is probably a
characteristic play upon the word *nn, * whosoever
is fearful and trembling' (τιςτ). The site of Harod
is not quite certain, although it is extremely
probable that it should be identified with *Ain
Jalud [Gilead (?); see GILEAD (MOUNT)], about If
miles E.S.E. of Zerin (Jezreel). Robinson describes
this as a spring of excellent water, spreading out
into a fine limpid pool of 40 to 50 ft. in diameter,
which abounds in fish. A stream sufficient to turn
a mill issues from it. XAin Jalud was probably
also the spring beside which Saul encamped before
the battle of Gilboa (1 S 291). It ' flows out from
under a sort of cavern in the wall of conglomerate
rock, which here forms the base of Mt. Gilboa'
(Robinson). %Ain Jalud is mentioned in the days
of the Crusades as Tubania (Will. Tyr. xxii. 26).
Bohaeddin (Vit. Salad, p. 53) gives the name as
'Ain el-Jalut ('spring of Goliath'). This is no
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doubt a reminiscence of a Jewish legend (Asher,
Benj. of Tudela, ii. 429 f.) that it was here that
David slew Goliath.

LITERATURE.—Robinson, BRP* ii. 323 f.; Buhl, GAP 106;
G. A. Smith, HOHL 397 f.; Guorin, Samariie, i. 308 f.

J. A. SELBIE.
HARODITE 0"ήππ).—A designation applied in

2 S 2325 to two of David's heroes, Shammah and
Elika. The second is wanting in LXX and in the
parallel list in 1 Ch II 2 7. In the latter passage, by
a common scribal error (i for ι and π for n) the
Harodite (n'nqn) has been transformed into the
Harorite (nhqn). So Oxf. Heb. Lex., Siegfried-
Stade, Driver", Kittel; cf. GENEALOGY, vol. ii.
p. 132. ' The Harodite' was probably a native
of 'Ain-harod, Jg 71. See preceding article.

HAROEH {nxin «the seer').—A Judahite, 1 Ch
252. Perhaps the name should be corrected to
Reaiah (.ΤΝΊ). Cf. 1 Ch 42, and see GENEALOGY.

HARORITE.—See HARODITE.

HAROSHETH of the Gentiles (Dyian nahq) was the
dwelling place of Sisera (Jg 42), from which he
advanced against Barak (v.13) and to which he fled
after his defeat (v.16). The descriptive epithet 'of
the Gentiles' is obscure ; it may have been given to
distinguish this place from a neighbouring Israelite
Harosheth. H. is generally identified (by Moore
rather doubtfully) with el-Harathiyeh, on the right
bank of the lower Kishon, at a point which com-
mands the entrance to the Great Plain from the
Plain of Acre and the commercial roads that led
through it. Buhl objects that Harosheth cannot
have been near the Kishon, and that a long distance
must have separated it from the battlefield (cf. Jg
413·16). This objection would have much more
force if we could be sure that the story is a unity,
but, upon the theory of a Jabin and a Sisera narra-
tive having been combined, the situation of el-
Harathiyeh suits the Harosheth, which is uniformly
connected with Sisera as Hazor is with Jabin. See
further, JABIN, JAEL, SISERA.

LITERATURE.—Thomson (the first to identify with el-Hara-
thiyeh), Land and Book*, ii. 215 ff. ; G. A. Smith, HGHL
393 f.; Baedeker-Socin, Pal* 241; Buhl, GAP 214 ; SWP vol.
i. sh. v.; Conder, Tent-Work, i. 132; Moore, Judges, 107 f., 119,
122. J. A. SELBIE.

HARP.—See Music.

HARROW.—1. In modern agriculture the harrow
is used both for breaking stiff soil and preparing it
for the seed, and for covering in the seed when
sown. For the latter purpose the harrow was
certainly not used either in Bible times or later by
the Jews, who ploughed in the seed (the technical
word for which was nsn, see Vogelstein, Die Land-
wirthschaft in Palastina zur Zeit der Mishnah,
1 Theil, 'Der Getreidebau,' 1894, p. 36) as their
successors the Syrian fellahin do to this day
(PEFSt, 1891, p. Ϊ16, ZDPV xii. p. 29).* As to
the use of the narrow in preparing the ground for
seed, the case is not so clear. On the one hand,
we find in three passages of the OT unmistakable
reference to some method, in addition to ordinary
ploughing, for breaking up the soil preparatory to
sowing. * Doth the ploughman plough continually ?'
it is asked, ' doth he continually open and break
the clods of his ground ?' (Is 2824 RV). The last of
these operations (Heb. -n'B̂ ) is usually understood
as, and often rendered t>y, harrowing {e.g. by
Cheyne, Delitzsch, etc.). The same word is found
in two other passages (Hos 1011, Job 3910), where it
certainly denotes some agricultural operation by

* Roman writers regard harrowing after sowing as bad hus-
bandry (see 'Agriculture' in Smith's Diet, of Antiquities).

means of an implement to which an ox or other
animal might be harnessed, as in the question,
* Canst thou bind the wild ox with his band in the
furrow, or will he harrow (τύ?;) the valleys after
thee ?' (Job 3910 RV—the only passage where the
verb is so rendered in our EV). On the strength
of these passages it has been the custom to regard
harrowing as the operation intended, and the harrow
as in ordinary use among the Hebrews for the pur-
pose stated. (See AGRICULTURE, vol. i. p. 49a).

On the other hand, we must reckon with the
following facts:—{a) the harrow is an implement
unknown to the ancient Egyptians (Wilkinson,
Manners and Customs, etc., ed. Birch, ii. 395) and
the early Greeks (Biichsenschiitz, Besitz. und
Erwerb, etc. 304); (b) the harrow itself is not
named either in the Ο Τ—see 2 below—or in the
Mishna, which is so rich in the technical vocabu-
lary of agriculture (see esp. Vogelstein's exhaustive
study above cited, p. 42, n. 33); (c) it is not in
ordinary use among the Syrian peasantry to-day
{ZDPV xii. 31, and cf. list of modern agricultural
implements by Post, PEFSt, 1891, p. 110). In
the face of these facts, the use of the harrow by
the Hebrews must at least be left an open question.
It is not improbable that *π> may be a technical
term for one of the various ploughings which were
customary, in later times at least, before the soil
was ready to receive the seed (cf. Vogelstein, op.
cit. p. 36, n. 68), and may possibly correspond to our
cross-ploughing. The Greek translators of Job, it
may be noted, understood it of ploughing {ελκύσει
σου αί/λα/cas έν πεδίφ, 391ϋ), and we know that the
Roman authorities much preferred ploughing to
harrowing as a means of breaking up the stiff
surface (Pliny, Nat. Hist. XVIII. ch. xlix. ; Colu-
mella, π. iv. 2).

2. Throughout this discussion we have avoided
any reference to the two passages in our EV where
harrows are expressly mentioned. The captive
population of Rabbah 'of the children of Ammon,'
David, we read, * put under saws, and under harrows
of iron (*?n2D ΎΊΠ), and under axes of iron,' etc.
(2 S 1231, and with slight variations 1 Ch 203). By
* harrows of iron' it has been usual to under-
stand — following the LXX iv rots τριβόλοί* rots
σώηροΐτ—the threshing-board or drag (pin Am I3,
Job 4122 [Eng.30]) of the husbandman, with its under
side set with nails and sharp flints (see AGRICUL-
TURE, vol. i. p. 50b). It is extremely doubtful,
however, if this cruelty can be laid to David's
charge. Almost all modern scholars are in favour
of a rendering resembling that suggested in the
margin of our RV. In this case the word rendered
* harrows,' which etymologically denotes a sharp
instrument, may be the 'pick,' and the whole would
read : ' he put them (to forced labour) with saws,
and with picks, and axes of iron, and made them
labour (reading τ:ι#π for Tiiyn) at the brick-mould.'
(See Driver, Text of Sam. 226 ff. ; Condamin, Rev.
Bibl., April 1898, p. 253 ff.).

A. R. S. KENNEDY.
HARSHA (N^"jn).—Eponym of a family of Nethi-

nim (Ezr 252, Neh 754), called in 1 Es 532 Charea.
See GENEALOGY.

HARSITH (rrpin Keri, nto-in KetMbh).—-The name
of a gate in Jerusalem (Jer 192 RV). RVm has
'the gate of potsherds/ i.e. where they were
thrown out {Oxf. Heb. Lex.). AV deriving the
word from onn 'sun,' has 'the east gate,' AVm
'the sun gate!' LXX has Β θα/xre/s, Nc-a Χαρσίθ,
AQ Xapaetf. This gate led into the Valley of
Hinnom. See JERUSALEM.

HART &$ 'ayydl, 2Xa0os, cervus).— The Arab.
'iyyal undoubtedly refers to the same animal. It
is probably Cervus Dama, L., the true fallow deer.
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but not that of AV Dt 145, 1 Κ 4&, which is a mistr11

of yahmur, and should read roebuck. The fallow
deer is found in Amanus, and is said by Tristram
to exist also in the wooded region N.W. of Tabor,
and by the Litany River. The present writer has
not, however, been able to verify this statement.
Hasselquist met with it on Mt. Tabor. It may
have become extinct there only in recent times.
It seems clear from the fact that it appeared daily
upon Solomon's table (1 Κ 423), and from the freq.
allusions to it in OT, that it was once abundant
in Pal. and Syria. It is expressly mentioned as
allowed for food (Dt 1215·22 1522 145). Its power
of leaping is noted (Is 356), esp. that of its fawn
(Ca 29·1 7 814). Its weakness when hungry is spoken
of (La I6), as also its longing for water (Ps 421).
The former passage certainly, and the latter prob.,
alludes to the chase.

The Hind (π?;κ 'ayyalah) is also freq. mentioned.
Naphtali is compared to a 'hind let loose' (Gn
4921, where, however, the text appears to be cor-
rupt, see Ball's note in Haupt's OT). Her calving
is alluded to (Job 391, Ps 299), and she is spoken of
as deserting her young for lack of pasture (Jer 145).
She is sure-footed (2 S 22s4, Ps 1833, Hab 319). The
tune Hind of the Morning (marg. title Ps 22 for
Aijeleth hash-Shahar) may illustrate the early
habits of the deer tribe in search of water and food.
The writer has often seen gazelles, at break of day,
feeding in the desert. G. E. POST.

HARUM (cn<7, but the vocalization is doubtful).
—A Judahite*/1 Ch 48. See GENEALOGY.

HARUMAPH (^πη/Κρωμάφ, 'Έρωμάθ Β, Neh 310).
—Jedaiah, the son of H., assisted in repairing the
walls of Jerus. under Nehemiah.

HARUPHITE 1 Ch 12s. See HARIPH.

HARUZ (pin, perhaps 'keen' or 'diligent';
Άρούς ΒΑ Luc.)—Father of Meshullemeth, mother
of Amon king of Judah (2 Κ 2119).

HARYEST.—See AGRICULTURE and VINTAGE.

HASADIAH (,ΤΊΒΠ (J" is kind').—A son of
Zerubbabel, 1 Cli 320. The Gr. form Asadias
occurs in Bar I1. See GENEALOGY.

HASHABIAH (n;^n).— 1. 2. Two Levites of the
sons of Merari, 1 Ch"645 914, Neh II 1 5. 3. One of
the sons of Jeduthun, 1 Ch 253. 4. A Hebronite,
1 Ch 2630. 5. The 'ruler' of the Levites, 1 Ch
2717. 6. A chief of the Levites in the time of
Josiah, 2 Ch 359, called in 1 Es I9 Sabias. 7. One
of the Levites who were induced to return under
Ezra, Ezr 819, called in 1 Es δ48 Asebias. 8. One
of the twelve priests entrusted with the holy
vessels, Ezr 824, called in 1 Es 854 Assamias. 9.
The 'ruler of half the district of Keilah,' who
helped to repair the wall, Neh 317, and sealed
the covenant, Neh ΙΟ11 1224· 26. 10. A Levite,
Neh II 2 2. 11. A priest, Neh 1221. In all pro-
bability these eleven are not all distinct, but
we have not sufficient data to enable us to
effect the necessary reduction of the list. See
GENEALOGY.

HASHABNAH (njntfn for ,τζ^π?).— One of those
who sealed the covenant (Neh l825 [Heb.26]).

HASHABNEIAH (n^n for njatfq?).—1. Father
of a builder of the wall (Neh 310).' 2. A Levite,
Neh 95=Hashabiah of Ezr 819·24, Neh ΙΟ11 Π221224.
See GENEALOGY.

HASHBADDANAH . — One of the men,

probably Levites, who stood on the left hand of
Ezra at the reading of the law (Neh 84). In 1 Es
944 Nabarias.

HASHEM.—See GIZONITE, JASIIEN.

HASHMANNIM.—See PSALMS.

HASHMONAH (ηρψη).— A station in the journey-
ings of the Israelites, mentioned only Nu 3329·30.
The LXX reading {Σβλμωνά, Άσελμωνά, AF) appears
to confuse this station with the Zalmonah of v.41.

HASHUBAH (nnipq 'consideration').—A son of
Zerubbabel, 1 Ch 320'. See GENEALOGY.

HASHUM (D^n).—1. The eponym of a family of
returning exiles (Ezr 219 103*, Neh 722 1018), called
in 1 Es 933 Asom. 2. One of those who stood on
Ezra's left hand at the reading of the law (Neh
84). In 1 Es 944 Lothasubus. See GENEALOGY.

HASIDiEANS (D'Tpqfrom vpn ' pious,' in the sense
of active love to God [Cheyne, Ps. 378], or because
piety is supposed to be implied by kindness [Oxf.
Heb. Lex. s.v.~\; grecized into ΆσιδαΖοι) occurs in
three passages in the Apocr. 1 Mac 242 (A) speaks
of a company Άσιδαίων (some important MSS
read Ιουδαίων), and describes them as devoted
to the law. 1 Mac 712-15J associates them with
' a company of scribes,' who were satisfied that
Alcimus should be high priest because of his
Aaronic descent. 2 Mac 146 confounds them with
the Hasmonseans (which see), whom, however, they
did not always support (see 1 Mac 710-14). But,
though not mentioned elsewhere by name, their
beliefs and practice are shown in such passages as
1 Mac I6 3 2s4, 2 Mac 618ff· 710"12, Jth 122; Jos. Ant.
XIV. iv. 3. They were not a political but a religious

i)arty, composing the inner circle of the strictest
egalists, and indisposed to interfere in civil govern-

ment except in defence of Mosaism. They were
not the progenitors of the Essenes, from whom
they differed on the crucial question of sacrifice,
but of the Pharisees, with whose rise their name
as that of a party disappears (Wellhausen, Phar.
und Sadd. 76 ff. ; less correctly, Hamburger,
BE ii. 132-137, 1038-1059). The name occurs in
OT frequently, but it is not yet proved that it is
used in a technical sense, even in Ps 11615 1495·9.
In later Jewish literature the word denotes a rigid
observer of the law {Berachoth v. 1; Chagigah
ii. 7; Sotah iii. 4; Aboth ii. 10; Niddah 17a);
but it was not until more recent times that its use
strictly as the name of a special sect, rather than
as descriptive of the habits of the extreme members
of a larger party, was revived. R. W. Moss.

HASM0NU3AN, the family name of the Macca-
bees. It occurs in Jos. [who claimed {Ant. XVI.
vii. 1) alliance with the family], under the forms of
Άσαμωνάΐοι and Άσσαμωναΐοι., and is derived from the
name of an ancestor 'Α.σαμωναΐο<>, who is represented
as the great-grandfather of Mattathias (ib. xn.
vi. 1). In the Talm. the family appears as \p
N̂iiD̂ n (Middoth, i. 6), and as 'n rra (Sabb. 21b ; also

Targ. Jonathan to 1 S 24). The original ancestor
]%ψη is not otherwise known ; but his name is con-
nected with pDpn ' fruitfulness' by Fiierst, with
Dpn in the sense of ' to temper steel' by Herzfeld,
and with o ^ n 'opulent' (Ps 6832 [Eng. 31]) by
Ewald and others. The last suggestion is most
probable, but is not unlikely to give \vay before
Wellhausen's conjecture (Pharisaer etc. 94) that
του Σνμβών of 1 Mac 21 is a misrendering of JDpn j?.
That would explain the apparent absence of allusion
to IJashmon in 1 Mac, and make him the grand-
father of Mattathias. The exploits of Judas caused
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the family to be afterwards generally known as
the Maccabees; but this designation does not once
occur in old Heb. literature. Hasmonsean or
Hasmunsean is found in its stead, and can hardly
have been entirely excluded from the Heb. or
Aram, original of 1 Mac. R. W. Moss.

HASRAH.—See HARHAS.

HASSENAAH (nx^n).—The sons of H. built the
fish-gate (Neh 33). Their name, which is prob. the
same as HASSENUAH (wh. see), seems to be derived
from some place Senaah (cf. Ezr 235, Neh 738, and
Berth.-Ryssel, adloc).

HASSENUAH (nxupn).— A family name found in
two different connexions in the two lists of Ben-
jamite inhabitants of Jerus., 1 Ch 97, Neh II 9 .

HASSHUB (ywn 'considerate').—1. 2. Two
builders of the wall, Neh 311·23. 3. One of those
who signed the covenant, Neh 1023 [Heb.24]. 4.
A Levite of the sons of Merari, 1 Ch 914, Neh II 1 5.

HASTE.—The verb ' to haste' is used transitively
in Ex 513 ' And the taskmasters hasted them, say-
ing, Fulfil your works' (RV ' were urgent'); Is 165

* And in mercy shall the throne be established;
and he shall sit upon it in truth in the tabernacle
of David, judging, and seeking judgment, and
hasting righteousness' (RV * swift to do righteous-
ness ' ) ; 1 Es I2 7 * the Lord is with me hasting me
forward'; and 2 Mac 97 ' commanding to haste the
journey.' So in Wye, as Pr 1312 'Substaunce
hastid shal be lassid [=lessened]'; and in Shaks.,
as / Henry IV. ill. i. 143, ' I'll haste the writer';
and Borneo, IV. i. 11—

• Now, sir, her father counts it dangerous,
That she doth give her sorrow so much sway,
And in his wisdom hastes our marriage,
To stop the inundation of her tears.1

The in trans, sense is more common, as 1S 2038 'And
Jonathan cried after the lad, Make speed, haste,
stay not.' Cf. Is 269 Cov. ' My soule lusteth after
the all the night longe, and my mynde haisteth
frely to the.' And the reflexive use is not infre-
quent, as Gn 1922 * Haste thee, escape thither.'

J. HASTINGS.
HASUPHA (Kflifrq Ezr 243, K^q Neh 746, where

AV inaccurately gives Hashupha).—The head of a
family of Nethinim who returned with Zerub.,
called in 1 Es 529 Asipha. See GENEALOGY.

HAT.—Hats are mentioned once in AV, but it is
quite certain that this is a mistranslation. When
Shadrach, Meshech, and Abed-nego were about to
be cast into the fiery furnace, they were * bound in
their coats, their hosen, and their hats' (RV ' their
hosen, their tunics, and their mantles'). The Aram,
is pnj^ins, from which comes the denom. vb. ^yi?
(Pual ptcp. ?̂~j3O), which coupled with h^D is used
of David in 1 Ch 1527 as ' clothed with a robe of
fine linen.' The RV «mantle' in Dn 321 is prob-
ably as nearly accurate a trn of N^-p as one could
suggest, although Marti favours the meaning 'cap'
= Assyr. karballattu, a word which, however,
Zehnpfund {Beitrage z. Assyriologie, ii. 535) con-
tends itself means ' Kriegs[?]-mantel,' * war-cloak.'
See Oxf. Heb. Lex. s. [kna], J. A. SELBIE.

HATHACH (itfin, Άχραθαΐο*, Est 45·6·9·10, AV
Hatach).—A eunuch appointed by the king to
attend on queen Esther. By his means Esther
learnt from Mordecai the details of Haman's plot
against the Jews.

HATHATH (nnq «terror ').~A son of Othniel,
1 Ch 413. See GENEALOGY.

HATIPHA (Ns^n). — Eponym of a family of
Nethinim (Ezr 254,' Neh 756), called in 1 Es 532

Atipha. See GENEALOGY.

HATITA (awn, cf. Aram, ΒΒΠ 'to dig').—
Eponym of a guild of porters (Ezr 242, Neh 745),
called in 1 Es 528 Ateta.

HATRED.—The actual word «hatred' is seldom
found in the Bible. In the OT it represents three
different words, two of which (n^x and ηφζψη
occurring four times) mean more precisely 'enmity'
(as of one nation towards another), and are so
rendered by RV (Ezk 2515 355, Hos 97·8), while the
other (nxtfp which occurs thirteen times) denotes
the opposite of love (with which it is explicitly
contrasted, Ps 1095, Pr 1012157, cf. Ps 9710). In all
the cases in which they occur, the words have a
personal significance, and express human feelings—
the absence of sympathy and love and kindly senti-
ments, or the state of active ill-will, on the part
of men towards men. In NT the word is found
once only (Ζχθραι, lit. * enmities,' so RV) in one of
the lists of vices given by St. Paul (Gal 520).

The verbs, however, which have the meaning
* hate' are frequent both in OT and NT in various
connexions. In OT |o^ ' oppose,' corresponding to
* enmity,' occurs five times (in three of wh. instances
RV renders ' persecute,' Gn 4923, Job 169, Ps 553),
always of personal animosity against a person.
Far more frequent is N:^, of which the Eng. ' hate'
is the closest equivalent. It may be said to be
used both in a good sense and in a bad sense, when
the feeling denoted is praiseworthy and when it is
not. It occurs about 125 times, and in three cases
out of four it is used in a bad sense. In about half
the full number of instances the objects of hatred
are persons, men or women ; twelve times it is God
himself who is 'hated' {e.g. Ex 205 | |Dt 59); only
some ten times when the word is used in a bad
sense is the object not a person but a principle
{e.g. Job 3417, Ps 5017, Pr I22· 29). Of the com-
paratively few cases in which the word is used in
a good sense the allusion is in half the number to
the divine hatred of evil and sin, God being repre-
sented as personally hating evil persons or things,
either directly or through his chosen spokesman
(Dt 1231 1622, Ps 55 II 5, Pr 616, Is I1 4 618, Jer 128 444,
Am 521 68, Hos 918, Zee 817, Mai I3 216). In the
remaining cases it is used of men's dislike of and
aversion from things {e.g. Ex 1821, Ps457 119104) or
persons (Ps 265 316) which have an evil character.
In a few passages in the later books of the OT
there is a special usage similar to that which is
found in some cases in the NT {e.g. Lk 1426, Mt
624) to express as forcibly as possible aversion
from or disregard of the interests or claims of one
thin^ relatively to those of another (Pr 1324 2924,
Ec 217·18).

In NT the reference (the Gr. is μισέω) is in a
large majority of instances (two-thirds of the
whole) to malicious and unjustifiable feelings on
the part of the wicked towards persons who have
not deserved evil. In half the remaining instances
the word is used of a right feeling of aversion from
that which is evil (Ro 715, He I9, Jude 23, Rev 26·15,
1716); in the others the expression is somewhat
hyperbolical, the context denoting relative pre-
ference of one thing over another (Mt 6241| Lk 1613,
Lk 1426, Jn 320 1225, Eph 529).

These passages taken together reveal a clear
difference in ethical standpoint between OT and
NT, such indeed as is suggested by the saying of
Jesus, ' Ye have heard that it hath been said, Thou
shalt love thy neighbour, and hate thine enemy.
But I say unto you, Love your enemies . . .'
(Mt 543f·). The ' imprecatory' psalms show plainly
that there was under the old covenant no sense
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of incongruity in appealing to God for aid in
carrying out the fiercest hatred, in executing
vengeance on an enemy. There are cases, no
doubt, where the psalmist rises above mere per-
sonal animosity, and has in view the enemies of
Israel and therefore of Israel's God; but the
standard is not always at the height it reaches
in the cry, ' Do not I hate them, Ο Lord, that hate
thee ?' (Ps 13921), and * There is no peace, saith my
God, to the wicked' (Is 5721). See PSALMS.

The teaching of Christ leaves hatred of evil
alone admissible. St. John's strong assertion,
'Whosoever hateth his brother is a murderer'
(1 Jn 315), is a true comment on the spirit of
Christian ethics. The dominant principle of
brotherly love, the brotherhood of mankind, is
to control all the relations of life. Every thought
of self, every personal consideration, all sense of
personal injury, must be eliminated. * Love your
enemies . . . and pray for them which despite-
fully use you,' excludes the possibility of personal
hatred; sin must never be resented as a personal
wrong, with a personal feeling against the offender.
To bear malice, to wish for evil towards a fellow-
creature, to close our sympathies against him,—
this in the teaching of Christ (and the interpreta-
tion of St. John) is to be guilty of spiritual murder.
The real sin is the inward disposition, the wish,
the purpose of evil; the act is only the outward
show of it (cf. Mt 1511·17-20 1028). On the other
hand, hatred of sin and evil in all its forms—evil,
because it is evil and opposed to the purpose of
God — is a necessary corollary of all the great
principles of the Gospel of Love.

J. F. BETHUNE-BAKER.
HATTIL ('rrsn, cf. Arab, hatila ' to be quivering').

—Eponym of a family of ' the children of Solomon's
servants' (Ezr 257, Neh 759), called in 1 Es 534

Agia. See GENEALOGY.

HATTUSH (Btaso).— 1. A priestly family, which
appears among those ' that went up with Zerub-
babel,' Neh 122; and at the signing of the covenant,
Neh 104 [Heb.5]. 2. A descendant of David, who
returned with Ezra from Babylon, Ezr 82 (read with
1 Es 829 ' of the sons of David, Hattush the son of
Shecaniah'); see also 1 Ch 322 (but if we accept the
LXX reading here, a younger Hattush must be
meant). 3. A builder at the wall of Jerus., Neh
310. See GENEALOGY. H. A. WHITE.

HAUNT.—To haunt is in older English simply
to frequent, to make one's stay, be familiar with,
and conveys no reproach. Thus Jn 322 Tind.
* After these thinges cam Jesus and his disciples
into the Jewes londe, and ther he haunted with
them and baptised' {διέτρφε, AV 'tarried'); II 5 4

Tind. 'Jesus therfore . . . went his waye . . .
into a cite called Ephraim, and there haunted with
his disciples' (διέτριβε, AV ' continued'); Ruther-
ford, Letters (No. 1), ' I trust you will acquaint her
with good company, and be diligent to know with
whom she loveth to haunt.' So in AV, 1 S 3031 ' to
all the places where David himself and his men
were wont to haunt' {Ώψ'^η^η-ιψ^); Ezk 2617 ' the
renowned city, which wast strong in the sea, she
and her inhabitants, which cause their terror to
be on all that haunt it ! ' ( n w p - ^ , RVm ' on all
that inhabited her '); and the subst. in 1 S 2322

' Go, I pray you, prepare yet, and know and see
his place where his haunt is' (i^f], lit. ' his foot' as
AVm and RVm). ' J. HASTINGS.

HAURAN (Αύράνος, 2 Mac 440), described as a
man ' far gone in years and no less also in mad-
ness.' At the head of a large body of armed
men he endeavoured to suppress a tumult in
Jerusalem provoked by the continued sacrileges

of Lysimachus, brother of the apostate high priest
Menelaus. Some MSS and the Vulg. support the
reading Tyrannus, but the more familiar name is
less likely to have been altered by copyists.

H. A. WHITE.
HAURAN (pin ; for various conjectures as to

meaning, see Oxf. Heb. Lex. ; Αύρανϊτπ; Arab.

^lf*5-, or in common speech el-Hauran.—This
was the name given, with varying definition of
boundaries, to a tract of land E. of the Jordan, N.
of Gilead, extending E. to the desert. In Ezk
4716. is t n e Jordan is made the border-line between
Hauran, Damascus, and Gilead on the one hand,
and the Land of Israel on the other. Hauran is
there the whole district between Damascus and
Gilead, from the lip of the Jordan Valley east-
ward. This practically corresponds with the
province under the Turkish governor of Hauran
to-day, whose seat is in el-Merkez, and whose
jurisdiction includes Jedur, Jaulan, and part of
the hill-country south of the Jarmuk, as well as
the region now specially called Hauran.

A series of beautiful cone-like hills, extinct vol-
canoes all, runs southward from the roots of Gt.
Hermon, through Jedur and Jaulan. Almost
parallel with these, along the edge of the desert
eastward, stands the great basaltic dyke, known
at different times as Mons Asaldamus, Jebel
Hauran, and Jebel ed-Druze. Between these two
ranges lies a vast hollow, about 45 miles in breadth.
In length, from Jebel el-Aswad in the N. to the
bank of the Jarmuk in the S., it is nearly 50 miles ;
while away to the S.E. it runs out into the open
desert. If we derive the name from hawr, a
' hollow,' with the place-ending an, it may very
well have applied to this gigantic vale.

The natives now say that Hauran consists of three
parts, viz. en-Nukrah, el-Leja, and el-Jebel. These
are clearly defined districts. (1) En-Nukrah, ' the
cavity,' lies between the range of ez-Zumleh on
the S.W., the slopes of Jaulan to westward, the
volcanic fields of el-Leja on the N., and Jebel ed-
Druze on the E. The wide reaches forming the
floor of the hollow are rich, and fairly cultivated.
This is the great grain-growing tract E. of Jordan.
The elevation of the plain is from 1500 to 2000 ft.
above sea-level. (2) El-Leja may be roughly de-
scribed as a triangle, about 24 miles in length,
with a base line of about 20 miles in the S., the
apex being at Burak in the N. It is composed
entirely of cooled lava, which is thrown about in
the most grotesque and fantastic forms. The
general aspect is dark, stern, forbidding. Soil is
scanty, and but indifferently tilled. There are a
few springs, but for the most part the inhabitants
depend upon rain water, collected in cisterns or
natural cavities in the rock. Great tracts to the
N.E., owing to lack of water, are left absolutely
tenantless during the summer months. The
borders, where the lava waves drop to meet the
emerald of the surrounding plain, are so distinctly
marked that many have supposed this must be the
hebel 'Argob—' the measured lot of Argob' of Dt
34.13. u9 ι κ 4ΐ3 ^ u t see ARGOB). The handful of
peasants in the western parts are completely at the
mercy of the Arabs of el-Leja', of whom a local
proverb asserts that ' greater rascals do not exist.'
The Druzes hold the district to the S.E. The name
el-Leja\ ' the asylum,' or ' refuge,' signifies the use
to which the place is often put. The present writer
has met, in the heart of el-Leja, men who had
been charged with various offences in Mt. Lebanon
and elsewhere, who, as soon as they passed the
rocky ramparts round the borders, felt perfectly
safe from the officers of the law. (3) El-Jebel is,
of course, the great range which bounds the east-
ward view, of which el-Kuleib, 5730 ft. high, and
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Salchad, with its mighty fortress crowning the
southern heights, are the most outstanding features.
The range effectually guards the fertile reaches to
westward against the encroachment of the desert
sands. The mountain is referred to in the Mishna
as * Mount Hauran,' one of the stations whence
flashed the fire-signals announcing the advent of
the new year (Bosh hash-Shanah, ii. 4). The name
Jebel Hauran is now interchangeable with Jebel
ed-Druze. After the terrible massacres of 1860,
many Druze families moved eastward, occupied
the S.E. district of el-Leja', and became masters
of the greater part of the mountain. The in-
accessible nature of the country gives them a great
advantage over any attacking force. Until recent
years their submission to the Turkish Government
has been hardly more than nominal. With the
exception of the clumps of trees around Sheikh
Sa'ad, the reputed home of Job, and el-Merkez,
the plain is treeless. In el-Leja, here and there,
are a few stunted shrubs. The mountain is well
wooded, and fruitful vineyards cling to many of
the slopes.

Materials for the history of Hauran are very
scanty, and do not go beyond the 1st cent. B.C.
Towards the end of his reign Alexander Jannseus
brought the western part of Hauran under his
dominion ; but eastward, Aretas the Arabian, or
rather Nabatsean, held sway. The Nabatseans
were driven southward by the Romans B.C. 64, but
continued to hold Bozrah and Salchad. Herod the
Great, succeeding to the government, did much to
hold in check the lawless bands who infested the
province, and indulged his taste for temple build-
ing. The oldest Greek inscription in these parts
was found in a ruined temple at Si a, near Kana-
wat, on the pedestal of a statue erected to him
during his lifetime. Under his son Philip a period
of great prosperity seems to have been enjoyed.
On Philip's death, after an interval of 3 years,
Herod Agrippa received the province from Caligula.
In an inscription found at Kanaw&t, he speaks of
the inhabitants ' dwelling in caves like wild beasts'
(Waddington, 2329a). Agrippa died in A.D. 44,
and for 9 years the province was administered by
the Romans. Then Claudius gave it to Agrippa
II., who died A.D. 100, when the region was finally
associated with the Roman province of Syria. In
A.D. 106 the Nabateeans were at last reduced, and
the province of Arabia constituted. The capital
of the new province was Bozrah, which city is so
closely identified with Hauran that an ancient
proverb says, ' the prosperity of Bozrah is the
prosperity of Haur&n.'

Under the Romans civilization advanced, and,
as evidenced by the remains of churches and in-
scriptions, Christianity made rapid progress. In
A.D. 632 the Moslem hordes from Arabia burst
over the province like a tornado, and the blight
swiftly fell, which lies heavy on the land to-day.
The latest notice of a Christian building is an
inscription found by the present writer at el-Kufr,
which records the foundation of a church in A.D.
720 (see PEFSt, July 1895, Inscrip. No. 150). Of
the cities whose dark ruins are so numerous
throughout the region, none can be said with
certainty to date beyond the Roman period;
although several, such as Kanawat and Bozrah,
evidently occupy ancient sites. Many houses,
built entirely—both Avails and roof—of basalt, the
heavy doors and window shutters of the same
durable material, still easily swinging on their
stone hinges, stand to-day almost as complete as
when, centuries ago, their last tenants departed.
The underground dwellings for which the district
is noted doubtless belong to a much more remote
antiquity. The crumbling villages that dot the
plain ana stud the mountain slopes are nearly all

built of materials taken from neighbouring ruins.
They have yielded a fine harvest of inscriptions,
relating chiefly to the earlier centuries of our era.
The rude builders, ignorant of the value attaching
to these remains, have destroyed much. Thus it
comes that ' written stones,' carved capitals, and
bits of sculpture, memorials of a great and splendid
past, may now so often be found amid surround-
ings of squalor and decay.

LITERATURE. — Wetzstein, Reisebericht iiber den Hauran
(1860); Delitzsch, HioV* 597 ff.; Baedeker-Socin, Pal. 195 ff. ;
Schumacher, Across the Jordan; G. A. Smith, HGHL 552f.,
609ff.; Buhl, GAP (Index) ; Schurer, HJP (Index, s. ' Auran-
itis')- W . Ε WING.

HAVE.—Although * have,' both as auxiliary and
as finite verb, is used in many archaic expressions
in AV, its meaning is nearly always obvious, and
its obsolete uses are few. The foil, examples may
be given:—

1. To have, as a finite verb, is to possess, as
Lk 827 ' there met him out of the city a certain
man, which had devils long time' (6s είχβ, edd.
Ιχω?); 2 Co I 9 * But we had the sentence of death
in ourselves' {έσχήκαμεν, RV 'yea, we ourselves
have had the answer of death within ourselves').

2. Have, followed by some subst., has the force of
the verb corresponding to the subst., as 'have
indignation,' Mt 268, Mk 144 (cf. Lk 1528 Rhem.
'But he had indignation and would not go
in ' ) ; ' have compassion,' Lk 1520, He 1034 ; * have
understanding,' Lk I 3 ; ' have regard,' Ac 811 ;
' have knowledge,' Ac 1713; * have rejoicing,' Gal
64 ; ' have trial,' He II 3 6. Cf. Ac 203 Rhem. · he
had councel to returne through Macedonia.'

3. Have is sometimes equivalent to 'hold,' as
Ja 21 ' My brethren, have not the faith of our
Lord Jesus Christ, the Lord of glory, with respect
of persons' (μή έχετε, RV ' hold not') ; Ac 2526

' Wherefore I have brought him forth before you
. . . that, after examination had, I might have
somewhat to write ' {τψ ανακρίσεων "γενομένης). So
'have in abomination,' Lv II1 1, 1 S 134; 'have in
derision,' Ps 11951, Ezk 2332, 1 Es I51, Wis53; ' have
in honour,' 2 S 622; ' have in remembrance,' Ac
1031; ' have in reputation,' Ac 534 ; ' have in rever-
ence,' Ps 897. Cf. He 134 Tind. ' Let wedlocke be
had in pryce in all poyntes'; North's Plutarch, p.
876, ' [Cicero] scorned and disdained all Pompeys
preparations and counsels, the which indeed made
him to be had in iealousie and suspition'; Ridley,
Brefe Declaration (Moule's ed. p. 163), ' For all
the churche of Christ bothe hathe and ever hathe
hadde hym [Augustine] for a man of most singular
learnyng, witte, and diligence.'

4. Have has sometimes the meaning of ' carry'
or ' take,' as 2 Ch 35s3 ' And the king said to his
servants, Have me away ; for I am sore wounded'
0jn»3j/n); 2 Κ II 1 5, 2 Ch 2314 ' Have her forth with-
out the ranges' (npx w^in); 2 S 139 ' Have out all
men from me' (wtfn). Cf. Is 538 ' He shal be had
awaye, his cause not herde, and without eny judg-
ment ' ; Jn 216 Tind. ' Have these thinges hence,
and make not my fathers housse an housse of
marchaundyse.' So Knox, Hist. 151, 'who being
slain, was had to the Queen's presence'; Adams,
Works, i. 65, ' Heref ore they bequeath so great sums
for masses and dirges and trentals to be sung or
said for them after they are dead, that their souls
may at the last be had to heaven, though first for
a while they be reezed in purgatory.'

5. Such phrases may be noticed as, ' Have in
one's heart to,' 1 Ch 28a (cf. Ph Ι 7 Ί have you
in my heart '); ' I would have you without careful-
ness,' 1 Co 73 2; Ί would not have you ignorant,'
2 Co I 8 ; ' Who will have all men to be saved,'
1 Ti 24 (5s θέλει, RV ' Who willeth that all men
should be saved'). Cf. Jn 2122 Tind. ' Yf I will
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have him to tary tyll I come, what is that to
the?'

6. As a grammatical point observe 'had* not
only for 'would have' (as Gn 4310, Lk 2421), but
for ' would' alone, Ps 8410 ' I had rather be a door-
keeper in the house of my God, than to dwell in
the tents of wickedness.' The Revisers have been
taken to task (Moon, Revisers' English, p. 135;
Eccles. English, p. 190) for accepting this con-
struction from AV. No doubt * I would rather'
is more grammatical, but ' I had rather' has the
best authority and is still in use. Cf. T. Fuller,
Holy State, ii. 16, p. 109, * Some men had as lieve
be schoolboyes as Schoolmasters, to be tyed to
the school as Cooper's Dictionary and Scapula's
Lexicon are chained to the desk therein.' Again,
such a form as we find in He II 1 6 'They might
have had opportunity to have returned' is now
reckoned ungrammatical. It is common in Shaks.,
as Hamlet, V. i. 268—

* I hoped thou shouldst have been my Hamlet's wife;
I thought thy bride-bed to have deck'd, sweet maid.'

So Merry Wives, IV. v. 41—
4 1 had other things to have spoken with her.'

See Abbott, Shaks. Gram. § 360. RV has the
modern form, ' they would have had opportunity
to return.' J. HASTINGS.

HAYEN.—1. *]Ίπ, properly ' coast,' ' strand,' from
[*]5>fl] * enclose,' * surround.5 This word is rendered
' haven' by AV and R V in Gn 4913 Ms, and by RV in
Jg 517 (AV * shore'). Its only other occurrences
are Dt I 7 [AV < (sea)side,' RV < (sea)shore'], Jos 91

[AV ' coasts (of the sea'), RV ' shore (of the sea')],
Jer 477, Ezk 2516 [AV and RV * (sea)shore']. 2. to
Ps 10730 (only). 3. λψήι>, Ac 278·12.

Havens are seldom mentioned in the Bible, prob-
ably for the reason that Palestine proper scarcely
possesses any harbours, and the Israelites were
not a maritime nation. The harbours in OT
times on the Mediterranean coast were in posses- ·
sion of the Phoenicians and the Philistines (see
GKEAT SEA) ; and as regards that of Ezion-geber,
at the head of the Gulf of 'Akabah (or ^Elanitic
Gulf), it was only for a short period in possession
of the kings of Israel, notably in the reign of
Solomon (1 Κ 926). The earliest mention of the
word * haven' (Gn 4913) is in connexion with the
blessings pronounced by Jacob on the future
tribes, where it is said of Zebulun that he ' should
dwell at the haven of the sea, and that he should
be for an haven of ships, and his border (should
reach) unto Zidon.' It is doubtful if, in the dis-
tribution of the Promised Land, the tribe of
Zebulun actually touched the coast, though it
reached as far west as Mount Carmel. From the
port of Accho (Acre) the tribe was debarred by
the predominating power of the Phoenician Sidon-
ians, who in the time of the Judges * oppressed
Israel' (Jg 1012); but it is a fair supposition that
the terms of Jacob's Blessing point to the im-
portance of the Bay of Acre as the future * Key
of Syria,'* and express the desire that it should
come into the possession of Zebulun.

Next in importance and sequence of time to
Sidon was the seaport of Tyre, situated about 20
miles S. of Sidon, and, like it, having a double
harbour to the N. and S. of the promontory, which
jutted out from the coast and terminated in a
ridge of coralline rock. It was one of several islets
lying at some distance from the shore. Only the
events connected with the biblical history of Tyre
and Sidon can here be referred to.f In the time

«Eawlinson, Hist. Phcen. 83, 407; Conder, Tent-Work in
Pal. 95.

t For charts of Tyre and Sidon, see Rawlinson, Phoenicia,
pp. 66, 71.

of Solomon, Tyre had reached a high state of
eminence under Hiram, who rendered assistance
to Solomon in the building of the temple (1K5)
and in supplying sailors for the fleet built at Ezion-
geber, which traded to Ophir for gold (1 Κ 926).
(See RED SEA). In NT history these cities are
memorable for the visit of our Lord to their neigh-
bourhood (Mt 1521), and the miracle of healing in
the case of the daughter of the Syrophcenician
woman (Mk 725). But the glories of Tyre and
Sidon have long since departed. In the height
of their prosperity these Phoenician cities were
centres of cruelty, licentiousness, and idolatry,
which sealed their doom. When Alexander cap-
tured Tyre, the population of the city appears to
have been about 40,000 souls; it is now a miser-
able fishing village with about a tenth of that
number of inhabitants. The prophecies of Ezekiel
have been literally fulfilled in the present state of
these once flourishing cities (Ezk 2612 2732).

The Fair Havens (wh. see) are of interest in
connexion with the voyage of St. Paul to Italy
(Ac 2712), and their position has been clearly deter-
mined; the name being preserved in the present
Kaloi Limenes.* They consist of two contiguous
roadsteads on the S. side of the island of Crete
(Kandia), about 5 m. E. of Cape Matala (Theodia),
and not far from the city of Lasea, of which they
were the ports. In this position ships were secure
against winds from the N.E., such as · Euraquilo,'
which burst upon the ship carrying the apostle at a
later period of his voyage after leaving the island, f

E. HULL.
HAYILAH (n^iq, Εδαλα'τ, Εύειλα, Hevila).— A son

of Cush according to Gn 107, 1 Ch I9, of Joktan
according to Gn 1029, 1 Ch I23. In Gn 21 1·1 2 the
Pison is said to compass the land of H., where
there was gold, bdellium, and ' the shdham-stone/
while in Gn 2518 the Ishmaelite tribes are described
as extending ' from Havilah unto Shur,' the eastern
frontier of Egypt, and in 1S157 Saul is stated to have
smitten the Amalekites or Bedawin from Havilah
(but here Glaser, Skizze, ii. 326, would read Hachilah)
to Shur. H. will thus be the 'sandy' desert of N.
Arabia extending from the Joktanite district of
Ophir on the Persian Gulf to the neighbourhood
of Edom. Glaser identifies it with Jemaraa in
N.E. Arabia, but its western boundary will have
been nearer the Shur or 'Fortified Lines' of
Egypt. The shoham-stone which came from it
was perhaps the Assyrian samtu, which seems to
have been the malachite or turquoise. At an
early period the Arabian tribes made their way
across the Red Sea to the opposite coast of Africa ;
hence H. is included among the descendants of
Cush. The name of the Cushite Havilah is
possibly preserved in the classical Aualis, now
Zeila' in Somali-land. A district of Khaulan
(IJaulan) is mentioned in the inscriptions of S.
Arabia; this is either Khaulan in Tihamah, be-
tween Mecca and San'a, or another Khaulan S.E.
of Sana. Niebuhr further found a ljuwailah
on the Persian Gulf. The name, in fact, was
widely spread in Arabia, and Yakut states that
IJawil was the name of a dialect spoken by the
people of Mehri in the east of Hadramaut. The
Mehri is the modern representative of the language
of the Sabsean inscriptions.

LITERATURE. —Dillmann, Genesis, Eng. tr. i. 129 f.; Glaser,
Skizze, ii. 323 ff.; E. Meyer, Gesch. d, Alterthums, i. 224 ; Sayce,
HCM 98 if.; papers in the Expos. Times, viii. (1897), 378, 431 £.,
473, 625, by Hommel, Cheyne, and Nestle.

A. H. SAYCE.

* Smith of Jordanhill, Voyage and Shipwreck ctf St. Pauft,
1856 ; Ramsay, St. Paul the Traveller, ch. xiv.

t The storm was probably an anticyclone, which at first drove
the ship in the direction of the Syrtes, but afterwards carried
it, by its rotatory motion, northwards into that part of the
Mediterranean called ' Adria,' now known as the Ionian Sea,
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HAYYOTH-JAIR (τκ;ηίσ, i.e. «the tent-villages*
of Jair').—A group of towns in Gilead, in the
territory that was reckoned to the half-tribe of
Manasseh. In Dt 314 and Jos 1330 (both D2) the
Havvoth-Jair are improperly located in Bashan,
and in the latter passage they appear also to be
confounded with the sixty fortresses of the Argob
from which they are expressly distinguished in 1 Κ
413. Unsuccessful attempts have been made by
Keil and others to harmonize the statements of D2

with the testimony of JE (Nu 3239*41, corroborated
by Jg 104, 1 Κ 413, 1 Ch 222) that the Havvoth-
Jair were situated in Gilead. Varying explana-
tions of the origin of the name are offered in OT.
While in Nu 3241 and Dt 314 Jair is a contemporary
of Moses, in Jg 104 he is one of the judges. This
variety of statement corresponds to the different
OT traditions as to the settlement of the territory
E. of the Jordan, The oldest narratives of the
Hex. know of only two trans - Jordanic tribes,
Reuben and Gad. (Compare Nu 321'32 with vv.33·
39-42). E v e n i n t ] i e g o n g of Deborah (Jg 514)
Machir is still one of the W. tribes, and only at a
much later date became the designation of the
Manassites in Gilead. This latter district, there is
reason to believe, was really conquered from the
west, after the occupation of Canaan proper.
Hence in Jg 104 (which, however, is ethnographical
rather than historical) there may be preserved the
memory of an expedition led across the Jordan by
Jair after the territory originally occupied by Man-
asseh had proved too small for that tribe. See
further, JAIR.

LITERATURE.—Budde, Rieht. u. Sam. 34,38fM 87, 97; Kuenen,
Ilex. (Macmillan), 47, 101, 254; Wellhausen, Comp. 117, 218 n.,
Hist, of Isr. and Jud. 33 n. ; Driver, Deut. 55 f. ; Graf, Der
Stamm Simeon, 4 f.; Moore, Judges, 274 f. ; W. R. Smith, US,
256 n. J . A . SELBIE.

HAWK (γι ηέζ, ϋραξ, accipiter).—A generic word
for birds of the hawk tribe. It probably includes
all the species of the genera Accipiter, Falco,
Circus, and Pernis, and perhaps Buteo, and ex-
cludes those of Milvus and Elanus, which have
special names in Hebrew, da'ah, dayyah, and 'ayydh
(see GLEDE, KITE). The following is a list of the
hawks found in Palestine and Syria :—

1. Accipiter nisus, L., the Sparrow Hawk
(Arabic bdshik). It is common over the whole
country. 2. A. brevipes, Sev., the Levant Sparrow
Hawk. It is much rarer than the last. It is
recognized by its short thick tarsi. 3. Pernis
apivorus, L., the Honey Buzzard. It is one of the
resident species, but is rather rare. 4. Falco
peregrinus, Tunst., the Peregrine Falcon (Arabic
Tair-el-hurr). It is confined to the coast and
western watershed of the mountains. 5. F.
lanarius, Schl., the Lanner (Arabic shdhin and
sokr). This is the most common of the large
falcons, and is a permanent resident. It resorts
more esp. to the deserts. It is trained by the
natives ior falconry. 6. F. Sacer, Gmel., the Saker
Falcon (Arabic sokr). It is confined to the upland
forests E. of the Jordan. It is esteemed by the
Arabs the finest of all the falcons, and the name
of Beni-Sokr, one of the tribes E. of the Dead Sea,
is derived from this species. 7. F. subbuteo, L.,
the Hobby, is a summer visitor to Pal. 8. F.
eleonorce, Gene., the Eleonora Falcon, is also a
summer visitor only. Tristram found it only in
the Buka' (Ccelesyr'ia). 9. F. cesalon, Tunst., the
Merlin, is a winter visitor to Palestine. 10. F. vesper-
tinus, L., the Red-legged Hobby, is a rare summer

* Hayvoth is probably connected with the Arab, hiwa, * a
collection of tents.' * It may have originally denoted a group of
Bedawin tents, but with the transition to pastoral life it would
naturally be applied to more permanent settlements' (Moore,
Judges, p. 274).

visitor. 11. F. tinnunculus, L., the Kestrel (Arabic
bdshik), is the commonest of all the hawks, and is
universal throughout Pal. and Syria. 12. F.
cenchris, Cuv., the Lesser Kestrel, is a spring and
summer visitor, but, on its arrival, consorts with
the last. 13. Circus mrugineus, L., the Marsh
Harrier (Arab, dart*ah), is common over the
marshes and plains. 14. C. cineraceus, Mont., the
Ash-coloured Harrier, is rare, but resident. 15.
C. cyaneus, L., the Hen Harrier, is also common.
16. C. Swainsonii, Smith, the Pallid Harrier, is
especially found along the coast. The plumage is
almost white. 17. Buteo vxdgaris, Leach, the
Common Buzzard (Arabic 'akdb), may be the Glede.
18. B. ferox, Gmel., the Long-legged Buzzard
(Arab, shahin), is the largest of the hawk tribe,
equalling in size some of the smaller eagles.

The above list amply justifies the expression
• after his kind' (Lv II1 6, Dt 141δ). It also justifies
the expression in Job 3926, where it is asked, * Doth
the hawk fly by thy wisdom, and stretch her wings
toward the south ?' if by this, as is generally
thought, an allusion is intended to the migratory
habits of some of the species. Some think, how-
ever, that the allusion is simply to the power of
flight of all the hawks. No allusion to hunting
with falcons is found in the Scriptures. All the
birds of this tribe were unclean to the Hebrews.

G. E. POST.
HAY.—The word occurs three times in AV (Pr

2725 RV «hay,» m. 'grass,' Is 156 RV 'grass,' 1 Co
312). In both the OT passages the Heb. is τχπ
hazir, which is rendered by the LXX in the first
passage χλωρός, and in the second χό/jros. In 1 Co
the orig. is χόρτος. There does not seem to be any
good reason for the trn hay in any of the above
passages. The meaning is equally clear if the
word be rendered grass (see GRASS). B>#q hdshash
has been thought by some to refer to hay. It
corresponds to the Arabic hashish, which signifies
weeds, or green fodder. In Is 3311 it is rendered AV,
RV < chafi',' and in Is 524 AV ' chaff',5 but RV < dry
grass.' It is customary in Bible lands to cut or pull
grass and other fodder plants, and give them to live
stock. Women, with large back loads or donkey
loads of such fodder, may be seen any morning at
the gates, or in the market places of the cities,
where they offer it for sale. Large areas are sown
in barley, vetch, clover, medick, and other forage
plants, to be cut and given to domestic animals in
the spring and early summer. It is clear that it was
also the custom in Bible days to cut grass for this
purpose (Ps 372 726 1296·7, Am 71). But it is not cus-
tomary to dry such cut-grass as we do in making
hay, to be stored up as winter fodder, and there is no
evidence that the Hebrews had such a custom. In
fact it would be out of place, as the winter is the
season of green grass here, and the flocks continue
to crop the stubble to the end of the harvest season
in midsummer, and after that find a scanty but
sufficient pasturage until the early rains cause
the * tender grass' to sprout up with marvellous
rapidity. Stall-fed animals have cut-straw mixed
with their barley, and this seems to contain a con-
siderable amount of nourishment, and to answer
the purpose of hay. Stall-fed milch cows are fed
mainly on this fodder, and continue fat, and give
milk on it. It would therefore be better to render
hdshash by cut-grass rather than by dry grass or
hay. G. E. POST.

HAZAEL (hxm, Vamq 'whom God beholds.'
'Afâ X ΒΑ LucV ! Assyr! J£aza?ilu).—K powerful
king of Syria who reigned contemporaneously
with Jehoram (last 3 or 4 years), Jehu, and
Jehoahaz kings of Israel, and Jehoram, Ahaziah,
Athaliah, and Joash of Judah. Hazael is first
mentioned 1 Κ 1915· n , where Elijah at Horeb re-
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ceives commission to anoint him king over Syria,
that he may execute J"'s vengeance against the
Baal worshippers of Israel. At this time he must
have been an official at the court of the Syrian
king Ben-hadad II., for some time later he was sent
to Elisha at Damascus to inquire the issue of his
master's sickness. The prophet marked him out
as the future king of Syria and oppressor of Israel,
and accordingly Hazael seized the earliest oppor-
tunity to murder Ben-hadad and usurp the throne
(2 Κ 87"15). He seems to have been soon engaged
in hostilities with the neighbouring kingdom of
Israel, meeting the allied forces of Jehoram and
Ahaziah of Judah at Ramoth-gilead (2 Κ 828·29

914.15̂  Hazael gained a series of successes against
Jehu, devastating all his country E. of Jordan,
from the Arnon in the S. to the land of Bashan
in the N. (2 Κ ΙΟ3 2·ω); and throughout the reign
of Jehoahaz, Jehu's successor, he made constant
encroachment upon the territory of Israel (2 K1322).
It was not till after Hazael's death that Joash son
of Jehoahaz was able successfully to repel the
aggressions of Syria under Ben-hadad III. son of
Hazael (2 Κ 1324·25). A century later the remem-
brance of Hazael was still fresh in the minds of
the men of Israel, and Amos uses the expression
* the house of Hazael' as a parallel to * the palaces
of Ben-hadad' (Am I4). Hazael further directed
his arms against the S. of Palestine, besieging
and taking Gath, and then marching against
Jerusalem, from which he was only bought off
by tribute sent by Joash king of Judah out of
the temple treasures (2 Κ 1217·18). According to
2 Ch 2423·24 a battle took place, in which the
Syrians with a small army defeated the larger
forces of the king of Judah.

Hazael figures more than once in the cuneiform
inscriptions. Shalmaneser 11., who in the early
part of his reign had defeated an alliance formed
by Dadidri (Ben-hadad II.), Ahab of Israel, and
other kings, and again in the 14th year of his
reign had a second time worsted Dadidri {COT i.
191 ff.), states that in his 18th year (B.C. 842) he
joined battle with Hazael of Damascus, who had
assembled a large army and entrenched himself
upon the mountain of Sanir in the Anti-Lebanon.
The Syrian king was defeated, and lost 16,000
warriors, 1121 chariots, and 470 horsemen, to-
gether with his stores. Barely escaping with his
life, he shut himself up in Damascus, which was
besieged by the enemy, but, apparently, not
captured, since Shalmaneser merely states 'his
plantations I destroyed.' The same inscription
speaks of Jehu as paying tribute to Shalmaneser
* at that t ime'; and it may thus be plausibly in-
ferred that the aid of Assyria against the Syrians
had been solicited by Jehu, as was done by Ahaz
of Judah in later times (2 Κ 167ff·). Three years
later, in the 21st year of his reign, Shalmaneser
again marched against Hazael and took possession
of his cities (COT i. 1971, 200f.).

C. Γ. BURNEY.
HAZAIAH (.ττπ *J" hath seen').—A descendant

of Judah (Neh 1Ϊ5). See GENEALOGY.

HAZAR-ADDAR (TfiHsD, &rau\ts Άράδ).— A place
on the southern border of Canaan, west of Kadesh-
barnea, Nu 344. It appears to be the same as
Hezron (which see) of Jos 153, which in the latter
passage is connected with but separated from Addar
(which see).

HAZAR-ENAN (|Π m once Ezk 4717 Hazar-
enon jiry).—A place mentioned in Nu 349·10 as the
northern boundary of Israel, and in Ezk 4717 481 as
one of the ideal boundaries. It was perhaps at the
sources of the Orontes. Buhl (GAP 67, 111, 240)
and Bertholet (ffesekiel, 244) suggest that it is

identical with the well-known Banias, while v.
Kasteren would locate it at el-Ifadr farther to the
east, on the way from Banias to Damascus, but
these sites appear to be too far south.

C. R. CONDER.
HAZAR-GADDAH (rna-")so).— An unknown town

in the extreme south of*Judah (Jos 1527).

HAZARMAYETH (nicnsD). — The eponym of a
Joktanite clan, Gn 1026=i Ch 1*\ described as a
'son' of Joktan, fifth in order from Shem. The
name occurs in Sabaean inscriptions as nimun and
no-ran (ZDMG xix. (1865) 239 if., xxxi. 74 if.). Its
identity with the modern Hadramaut is certain,
and Hazarmaveth is probably also the same as the
land of the Χατραμωτϊταί, one of the four chief tribes
of S. Arabia as described by Strabo (xyi. iv. 2).
They were celebrated for their traffic in frank-
incense. For their history see ARABIA, p. 133b.
The modern Hadramaut is not so extensive as the
ancient.

LITERATURE.—Dillmann and Spurrell on Gn lO2^; in addition
to above references to ZDMG see also xxii. 658, xxx. 323, xliv.
186; Glaser, Skizze, ii. 20, 423 ff.; especially for account of
inscriptions, Hommel, AHT 77 ff., 270, 274, 318 f., 321 n., and
Sayce, HCM 39 f. J . A . SELBIE.

HAZAR-SHUAL (Vjw T»D).—A place in S. Judah
(Jos 152 8=lCh42 8) or Simeon (Jos 193), repeopled
by Jews after the Captivity, Neh II 2 7. It may
be the ruin S'aivi on a hill E. of Beersheba. See
SWP vol. iii. sh. xxiv.

HAZAR-SUSAH (πρ -̂ηκπ, in 1 Ch 431 Hazar-susim
D'piD-isn).—A city in Simeon, Jos 195 = 1 Ch 431. The
name means * horse-village,' and is noticed along with
Beth-marcaboth, 'place of chariots.' These places
were apparently in the southern plain, and were no
doubt stations of a cavalry force, probably Egyptian.
The sites are unknown. There is a ruin Susin, W.
of Beersheba. See SWP vol. iii. sh. xxiv.

C. R. CONDER.
HAZAR-SUSIM.—See HAZAR-SUSAH.

HAZAZpN TAMAR (IDPI |^.Π. «Hazazon of the
palm-tree') is mentioned in Gn 147 as inhabited by
Amorites, and as destroyed, along with En-mishpat
(Kadesh) and the Amalekite country, by Chedor-
laomer. In 2 Ch 202 it is identified with En-gedi as
the basis for an invading army from Edom (so read
instead of Syria). Josephus (Ant. IX. i. 2), speaking
of this campaign, says the invaders pitched at
En-gedi, where grow the best kind of palm-tree
and the opobalsamum.

Most probably the words preserve the older
name of En-gedi (which see), and may still survive
in the Wady Husaseh, N.W. from %Ain Jidy
(Engedi). See Rob. i. 506; G. A. Smith, Hist.
Geogr. 271. Jerome (Quaist. in Gen.) translates
the name urbs palmarum, which (ef. Jos. supra)
suggests a comparison with that ' city of palm-
trees' out of which (Jg I16) the Kenite clan went
up with Judah. In that case it may have been
this Kenite settlement on the rocky nest of En-gedi
which Balaam saw from the heights of Moab, and
to which he referred (Nu 2421). G. A. Smith
suggests (Hist. Geogr. p. 269 ff.) that here we
must look for the Tamar of 1 Κ 918 (Kethibh) and
Ezk 4719 4828.

It is, however, possible that Hazazon-tamar may
be, not En-gedi, but the Tamar of Ezekiel, and that
the latter lay S.W. of the Dead Sea. In that case
Jg I1 6 may mean that the Kenites, entering Pales-
tine by the south, joined the invading Judahites
on the south of Arad. A. C. WELCH.

HAZEL (nh Mz, καρύον, amygdalus).—This word,
trd in AV hazel (Gn 3037), is better rendered RV
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almond, for (1) the word 'vh is the same in form as
the Arab, latiz, which signifies almond; (2) the
hazel does not grow in Mesopotamia, where Laban
lived, while the almond is universal. The objection
that there is another name ιρ,ψ shakSd for almond
is not decisive, as many plants and animals have
two or more names. G. E. POST.

HAZER-HATTICON (fiv^i ^n «the middle
Hazer').—A place named amongst the boundaries
of (ideal) Israel, Ezk 4716. It is described as ' by
the border of Hauran.' If the MT be correct,
Hazer-hatticon is quite unknown; but there can
be no reasonable doubt that we ought, with Smend,
Cornill, Bertholet, etc., to emend to Hazar-enon
as in vv.17·18 and 481. Wetzstein, indeed, proposes
\ZKW (1884) v. 114] to identify Hazer-hatticon
with Hadar to the north of Jebel Druze, (at the
foot of the eastern corner of Hermon.' See further,
Davidson, Ezekiel, p. 352.

HAZE RIM (onxq; Ασηδωθ, AF Ασψώθ).— Men-
tioned in AV of Dt 223 as the locality in which the
AVVIM (wh. see) dwelt * as far as Gaza.' There is
no doubt that the word is not really a proper
name, but that it should be rendered (as it is in
RV) by villages. The clause describes how the
Avvim dwelt, until they were expelled by the
immigrant Caphtorim (or Philistines); they did
not dwell in fortified cities, but in villages, or
unwalled settlements (Lv 2531), consisting, prob-
ably, of rudely-built huts of mud or stone, roofed
with leaves or grass. Villages are usually men-
tioned as the dependencies of towns {e.g. Jos 1323);
but sometimes a particular tribe is characterized
as inhabiting them, as Gn 2516 (Ishmaelites), Is 4211

(Kedar); and according to this archaeological notice,
the Avvim, or original occupants of a part of S. W.
Palestine, dwelt in them similarly.

S. R. DRIVER.
HAZEROTH (ηΊ-isq ; Ασηρώθ).—Α station of the

Israelites in the wilderness, mentioned both in
Nu II 3 5 1216 (JE) and in the itinerary 3317 (P),—in
the latter as the second station after leaving Sinai
(the first being l£ibroth-hatta'avah). Burckhardt
(Syria, 1822, p. 495) suggested tentatively ('per-
haps') that it might be 'Ain el-ljuderah, about 40
miles N.E. of Jebel Milsa, and not quite half-way
between Jebel Musa and 'Akabah ; and this iden-
tification has been accepted by many subsequent
writers, as Robinson, BB2 i. 151; Ewald, Hist.
ii. 191; Stanley, Sin. and Pal. 81 f. (though not very
confidently); Palmer, Desert of the Wanderings,
260-262 (cf. 313 f.), etc. ; Dillm., however (on Nu
II35), hesitates. All things considered, the identi-
fication seems fairly probable. The site is most
fully described by Palmer (with an illustration).*
It lies a little to the left of the main route from
Jebel Musa to 'Akabah, which here, after leaving
the Wady Sa'al, passes through a sandy plain (in
the midst of which is a conspicuous eminence,
called Hudeibat el-IJajjaj, or the Pilgrims' Hill),
prior to entering the Wady Ghuzaleh. Ascending
for about 10 minutes from the camel track in this

i)lain, the traveller reaches a cleft or gorge in the
imestone rock, through which he looks down

(towards the N. W.) upon the Wady ljuderah, wind-
ing along between fantastic, brilliantly-coloured
sandstone cliffs, with a ' forest of mountain peaks
and chains' beyond, and ' on their left a broad
white wady leading up towards the distant moun-
tains of the Tih.' In the middle of the Wady
ljuderah, beneath a lofty cliff, lies the dark green
palm-grove of 'Ain ljuderah, with the fountain
rising in the rock behind. The water from the

* A clearer view of the topography of the district may, how-
ever, be obtained from the Ordnance Survey of Sinai (1869),
L 122 f., with the accompanying map of the peninsula.

fountain, which is still used as a watering-place
for camels, * is conducted by an aqueduct, cut in
the solid granite, into a reservoir or pool, from
which it is let out by a rude sluice to irrigate the
gardens which the Arabs still cultivate here. The
remains of several well-constructed walls point to
a former and perhaps Christian occupation of the
place.' A few miles to the N. of 'Ain IJucJerah
there circles round the Wady el-'Ain, containing a
stream of clear, fresh water, which joins ultimately
the Wady Ghuzaleh, to the N.E.

Keil objects that el-Huderah, being only *18 hours' from
Jebel Musa, is too near for Hazeroth, as the Israelites were
3 days (Nu 1133) in reaching I^ibroth-hatta'avah, the station
before Hazeroth ( I I 3 5 ) ; and thinks that Hazeroth must have
been some place on the more direct route to Kadesh (1326), such
as the station Bir eth-Themed, on the Tih-plateau (cf. Trumbull,
Kadesh-barnea, 78, 314 f.). I t would no doubt be a mistake to
regard the identification as certain ; still it may be questioned
whether, under the circumstances, Keil s objections are cogent;
and although the more usual route from Sinai to Kadesh may be
through the Wady Zulaka, on to el-'Ain and Bir eth-Themed
(Robinson, i. 148, 198, with the map), yet a route past 'Ain
el-Huderah, through the Wady Ghuzaleh, and up the Wady
Wetir (ib. 153, with the map,—apparently the E. half of the
Wady el-'Ain of the Ordnance Survey map), does not seem to be
so greatly more circuitous as to be pronounced out of the
question. Dillm. thinks the evidence insufficient to show
where Hazeroth was.

Whether the Hazeroth of Dt I2 (LXX Αύλων) be
the same place depends upon the answer given to
the difficult question, what the topographical notes
contained in that verse are intended to mark (see
DIZAHAB). If this verse defines a locality in the
Steppes of Moab, Hazeroth will be some place
there, otherwise unknown ; if it describes—or in
its original form described—places passed by the
Israelites previously, it may be the Hazeroth of
Nu II 3 5 etc. Sayce's location of Hazeroth {Early
Hist, of Hebrews, 214) as * near Paran on the
borders of Moab' has nothing to recommend it,
being inconsistent with the situation presupposed
in either Nu or Dt. S. R. DRIVER.

HAZIEL (ViD ' vision of ΕΓ).—A Gershonite
Levite in time of Solomon, 1 Ch 239. See GENE-
ALOGY.

HAZO (ΊΤΓΤ, Ά^αΟ).—The eponym of a Nahorite
clan, Gn 2222. It is no doubt identical with ffazu,
which along with Bazu (Buz of v.21) is mentioned
in an inscription of Esarhaddon (see Delitzsch,
Paradies, 306 f., also in Zeitsch. f. Keilschriftforsch.
(1885) 93ff. ; Schrader, ΚΑΤ2 141, 221 [COT2 i.
127, 212], and Keilinschriften u. Geschichtsforsch.
399; Tiele, Geschichte, 337; Dillmann on Gn
2221f·).

HAZOR ("nsrr, n^n).—1. A Canaanite city of Galilee,
the chief place of that region, ruled by a dynasty
which seems to have had the dynastic name of
Jabin, Jos II 1 1219, Jg 42·17. The great battle with
the king of Hazor took place at the Waters of
MEROM, JOS ll5ff· (see art. JABIN). Hazor was
fortified by Solomon (1 Κ 915), and captured by
Tiglath-pileser (2 Κ 1529) in B.C. 734. Jonathan
the Hasmonsean, after encamping * at the water of
Gennesareth, early in the morning gat him to the
plain of Hazor/ 1 Mac II 6 7. Josephus {Ant. V. v. 1)
places Hazor near Kedesh, on the plateau looking
down on the Huleh lake, which he regards as being
the Waters of Merom. This leads to the supposi-
tion that Tell el-Hurrawtyeh, a large ruined site in
the required position, is intended. The mountain
to the west still bears the name Jebel Hadhireh.
This is the only known indication, and, as far aa
the biblical notices are concerned, it would be
squally possible to place Hazor farther south,
vhere, at the foot of the chain of Upper Galilee,

is found an important ruined site called Hazzur,
in a position more appropriate to the use of the
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chariots which belonged to the king of Hazor.
This latter would also suit well the Hazor of
1 Mac II 6 7 and Jos. Ant. xm. v. 7. From Hazor
two letters of the Tel el-Amarna collection were
written in the 15th cent. B.C. to the king of
Egypt. They are much damaged, but they speak
of an attack on the place, and ask for aid. In one
of them the king's name is given ; and though the
first syllable is damaged, it may be read I-eba-enu,
i.e. * Jabin.' Hazor is also noticed, with places in
Upper and Lower Galilee, by the Mohar (an Egyp-
tian traveller of the 14th cent. B.C.) on his way
from the seacoast to the Lake of Tiberias. See
SWP vol. i. sh. iv.

LITERATURE.—SWP vol. i. sh. iv.; Robinson, BRP* iii. 63,
81, 365, 401 f. ; Buhl, GAP 113, 182, 236; Guerin, GaliUe, iii.
363 ff.; Baedeker-Socin, Pal& 264; Schiirer, HJP I. i. 249;
Dillmann on Jos 111; Sayce, HCM 309, 336.

2. A town of Benjamin, Neh II 3 3, now the ruin
Ifazzur close to Gibeon on the south. See S WP vol.
iii. sh. xvii.; Oxf. Heb. Lex., Siegfried-Stade, and
Buhl (GAP 177) suggest that it may be identical
with Baal-hazor of 2 S 1323; but see BAAL-HAZOR.

3. In Jos 1523 a Hazor in the Negeb of Judah is
noticed. 4. In Jos 1525 another Hazor appears to
be mentioned, which is identical with Kerioth-
hezron (wh. see). 5. An unknown Arabian locality
(Jer 4928) mentioned along with Kedar as smitten
by Nebuchadrezzar. C. R. CONDER.

HAZOR-HADATTAH (nnirr -mo).-The text (Jos
152δ) is not beyond suspicion. If it is correct, the
name may mean * new Hazor,' with Aram, η in πςπρ
(Oxf. Heb. Lex.). LXX omits. The place was in
the Negeb of Judah, but the site is unknown. It
appears to be connected with ' Kerioth-hezron,
which is Hazor.' See HEZRON.

C. R. CONDER.
HAZZELELPONI (tfaftyD, AV Hazelelponi).—A

female name in the genealogy of Judah, 1 Ch 43.
See GENEALOGY.

HE (Π).— The fifth letter of the Hebrew alphabet,
and as such used in the 119th Psalm to designate
the 5th part, each verse of which begins with this
letter. It is transliterated in this Dictionary by h.

HE.—After the Heb. idiom (see Davidson, Syn-
tax, § 106) a personal pronoun is sometimes in-
serted superfluously as the subject of the verb.
Gn 44 ' And Abel, he also brought of the firstlings
of his flock' (M.TDa κ»?π h^rx\); Dt I3 0 'The LORD
your God which goeth before you, he shall fight
for you' ; Jos 2222 ' The LORD God of gods, the
LORD God of gods, he knoweth'; Is 915 ' The
ancient and honourable, he is the head; and the
prophet that teacheth lies, he is the tail.' In such
cases there is a certain emphasis placed upon the
subject, but, as Davidson points out, it is slight,
and to translate 'as for the ancient and honour-
able ' is to exaggerate it, though that construction
may be permitted in a long sentence like 2 Ch 3426,
' And as for the king of Judah, who sent you to
enquire of the LORD, SO shall ye say unto him'
(vhx nDNh n'3 . . . ηΐί.η ^»"VNI ; RV ' But unto the
king of Judah . . . thus shall ye say to him').
The same idiom is found in Apocr. and NT, as
2 Mac 4 4 · 5 ' Onias seeing the danger of this con-
tention . . . he went to the king' (RV omits
* he'); Jn I 1 8 ' No man hath seen God at any time ;
the only-begotten Son which is in the bosom of
the Father, he hath declared him' (6 &v els . . .
iicewos). There are many examples of this con-
struction in Heb. that are not transferred into
English. On the other hand, the example quoted
from 2 Mac * is peculiar to the Eng. version, for
this method of emphasizing a subject, or of catch -

* So also He 9U· 12.

ing it up again after a long parenthesis, belongs to
all composition. An example of each kind may be
quoted from Shaks. Com. of Errors, V. i. 229—

' There did this perjured goldsmith swear me down,
That I this day of him received the chain,
Which, God he knows, I saw n o t ' ;

Hamlet, I. ii. 22—

' Now follows, that you know, young Fortinbras,
Holding a weak supposal of our worth,
Or thinking by our late dear brother's death
Our state to be disjoint and out of frame,
Colleagued with the dream of his advantage,
He hath not failed to pester us.'

See also under IT, WHICH.
In Bel 3 · 4 there is an interchange between him

and it, ' Now the Babylonians had an idol, called
Bel, and there were spent upon him every day
twelve great measures of fine flour. . . . And the
king worshipped it, and went daily to adore i t '
(Gr. €Ϊδώ\ορ . . . αυτόν . . . αυτόν . . . αύτφ). Cf.
Tindale, Expositions, p. 96 (on Mt 616"18), ' If thou
wouldest kill thy body, or when it is tame enough,
pain him.' Similar occurrences of a masc. pro-
noun for a neut., or a neut. for a masc, are found
in the earlier versions, and are due usually to a
literal regard for the gender of the Greek word.
Thus Jn I3 Tind. ' All thinges were made by it,
and with out it was made nothinge that was made'
(so all the VSS before AV except Wye. and Rhem.);
but 1518 ' Yf the worlde hate you ye knowe that he
hated me before he hated you' (so Cran., but Gen.
changed to ' i t ' and was followed by the rest).
Cf. Mt 189 Rhem. ' And if thine eye scandalize
thee, plucke him out, and cast him from thee';
and Wye. Works, iii. 150, ' Ffor loued thing drawes
men to hit, as tho stoon of a damaunt drawes irne
unto hym.' In 2 S 1215· 2 1 ' i t ' is applied to Bath-
sheba's child, but ' he ' and ' him ' in vv.19·Ά, RV
retains this as well as the more glaring discrepancy
in Bel 3 · 4, and adds at least one instance of its
own, Mt 1412 'And his disciples came and took
up the corpse and buried him' (reading αυτόν
for αυτά, AV ' i t ' ) , Mk 629 'And when his
disciples heard thereof, they came and took up
his corpse, and laid it in a tomb' (retaining αυτό
here).

A clear example of the ancient dative him
( = 'for him') remains in 1 Κ 1313 'And he said
unto his sons, Saddle me the ass. So they saddled
him the ass.' Other instances are 2 Κ 107 'they
. . . sent him them to Jezreel' ; Sir 812 ' Lend not
unto him that is mightier than thyself ; for if thou
lendest him, count it but lost' ; and with me,
1 Κ 136 ' pray for me, that my hand may be re-
stored me again.' But these instances are scarcely
obsolete. In Ps 713 we read, ' He hath prepared
for him the instruments of death.' Coverdale's
tru was ' He hath prepared him the weapens of
death.' This became in Psalter of 1539 ' He hath
prepared hym the instruments of death,' and it re-
mained in 1640, but in 1662 it was changed to ' for
him,' because (as Earle shows) 'prepared him'
must be 'prepared for himself' (sibi), which is
clearly wrong.

Him is occasionally used reflexively : 2 Κ 131δ

' And Elisha said unto him, Take bow and arrows.
And he took unto him bow and arrows'; Mt 922

' But Jesus turned him about, and when he saw
her, he said, Daughter, be of good comfort'
(επιστραφεί?, edd. στραφείς, RV ' turning'): so with
you, Hag I 6 'Ye clothe you, but there is none
warm'; and with ' them/ 2 Κ 1^·10 ' they built
them high places in all their cities.' Examples
are frequent in Shaks., as Macbeth, V. iv. 4—

' Let every soldier hew him down a bough.'

And himself for he himself, which occurs in Mt 817

4 Himself took our infirmities and bare our sick-
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nesses,' may be illustrated by Two Gent, of Verona,
III. i. 1 4 3 —

* Himself would lodge where senseless they are lying.'

On his as the sign of the poss. case see His; and
on his for its see ITS. J. HASTINGS.

HEAD is the translation in OT of vih (in 1 Ch
1010 n j ^ «skull'; in 1 S 1916 267· « · J 6 , 1 Κ 196

ΓΙΓΚΊΟ the place where or the object on which the
head is laid; in Aram, portions of Dn ναη) and in
NT of κεφαλή. The word is used very frequently
both in a literal and a metaphorical sense.

(a) Of men (Gn 4016, Lv 812, Ca 83, Mt 5s6, Mk 624,
Lk 738 etc. etc.); opposed to * foot' or used along
with it in such expressions as ' from head to foot'
(Lv 1312, cf. Is P) ; the son of the Shunammite
cries, from the effects of sun-stroke, * My head, my
head'(2 Κ 419).

(b) Of animals (Gn 315), the serpent's head to be
bruised [? see Dillm. ad loc] by the seed of the
woman, Ex 129 the head of the paschal lamb, Job
4031 [Eng. 417] of the crocodile. A 'dog's head' is
an expression of contumely, 2 S 3 .̂

(c) In a transferred sense, of inanimate objects,
e.g. the tower of Babel whose top (ffih) was to reach
to heaven Gn II 4, Jacob's ladder 2812, and frequently
of mountains Ex 179ί· 1920 etc. We read of the head
of Jacob's bed Gn 4731 (cf. He II 2 2 where 4πϊ το άκρον
T7js ράβδου αύτοϋ is borrowed from the LXX, which
must have read ΠΒΟ ' staff' instead of nap 'bed.'

Similar to this is the usage of * head' to denote
the beginning or source of something, e.g. in Gn 210

the river which issued from the Garden of Eden
was parted into four ' heads,' i.e. stream-beginnings
(Dillm.), each of which became a river with a
separate course (cf. the use of vtii in Is 5120, Ezk
lQi5 2l21, where it means the beginning of roads and
streets).

(d) Another very common metaphorical sense of
* head' or * heads' is to denote the principal person
or persons in a community {e.g. Ex 614·2δ 1825, Nu
I 4 · 1 6 72 104 133 173 254·15 301, Dt I 1 5 523 2813·44, Jos
2221, 1 Ch 524, Is 914·15 (where ' head' and ' tail ' are
opposed). Allied to this is the NT reference to the
man as head of the woman Eph 523, and to Christ
as head of the Church Eph 415 523, Col I 1 8 219 (where
also the idea of the head as a vital part is prob-
ably included), and as head over all principalities
and powers Col 210.

'Heads' are used in apocalyptic literature to
denote kings or empires (cf. the golden head of the
image seen in Nebuchadrezzar's dream, Dn 232,
which represented that king and his dynasty; the
four-headed beast of 7 6 ; the beast with seven
heads and ten horns of Rev 131, with one of the
heads wounded to death, v.8, on all of which see
DANIEL, REVELATION, and Bruston, Etudes sur
Daniel et VApocalypse).

The circumstance that the head is a principal
seat of life explains the words of Achish to David,
' I will make thee keeper of mine head ' ( I S 282),
i.e. body-guardsman; cf. Ps 1407 ' Thou hast
covered (npiap) my head in the day of batt le ' ; Dn
I 1 0 'endanger my head.' The head of an enemy
might be cut oft' and exhibited as a trophy, or as a
proof of death, Jg 725, 1 S 1764·67 319, 2 S 47 2021f·,
2 Κ 106ίΓ·. Swearing by the head is mentioned as a
Jewish practice in Mt δ36. The character of the
head as a vital part accounts also for certain super-
stitions connected with the head of a sacrificial
victim. While in Ex 129 it is expressly enjoined
that the head and viscera of the paschal lamb are
to be eaten, a different practice was widely followed
amongst Orientals. The same taboo attached to
the head as to the blood. Among the Egyptians
the head * of the victim was thrown into the Nile,

* Which was regarded as a special seat of the soul.

while by the Iranians it was dedicated to Haoma,
that the immortal part of the animal might return
to him. A dried human head or the head of an
animal was frequently used by the Semites as a
charm (W. R. Smith, BS 359, 362, 449, 456).

Jacob placed his hands upon the heads of
Ephraim and Manasseh as a symbol of conveying
the blessing to them (Gn 4814ff·; cf. Gn 4926, Pr 106

II2 6). In like manner, evil is spoken of as being
requited or returning on one's head (Jg 997, 2 Ch
623 etc.). The laying of one's hands on the head
of ά sacrificial victim (Ex 2915, Lv I 4 42 9·8 3 etc.) is
very frequently interpreted as a symbolical trans-
ference of sin to the animal; but while this is
distinctly recognized in the case of the scape-goat
(Lv 1621), it is not so certainly implied for the
ordinary burn t-oflering (see W. R. Smith, BS401 f.).

The hoary head is a symbol of old age (Lv 1932,
1 Κ 26·9, Pr 1631, Is 464, cf. Job 4132); it is to be
honoured, Lv 1932; it is pronounced a crown of
glory, the reward of uprightness, Pr 1631.

While the general sense of the expression, ' heap
coals of fire upon the head' (Pr 2522, Ro 1220) is clear
enough (St. Paul paraphrases, ' Overcome evil with
good'), its origin is somewhat uncertain (see Wilde-
boer, Reuss, etc., on Pr; and Meyer, Godet, Sanday-
Headlam, etc., on Ro, ad loc). A good illustration
of the working of the principle is supplied by the
words of Saul to David, 1 S 2417 2621.

To lift up the head, when spoken of oneself, may
mean to recover from disaster (Jg 828, Zee I21), or,
generally, to succeed or to carry oneself proudly
Ps 833 HO7 (cf. its use in 247 of gates and see
Wellh. ad loc. in Haupt's PB). To 'lift up the
head' of another is used of raising to honour (Gn
4013 of Pharaoh's chief butler, 2 Κ 2527 of the cap-
tive king Jehoiachin, who was taken out of prison
by Evil-Merodach). In Gn 4019, with a designed
contrast to the treatment of the butler, it is said
that Pharaoh will ' lift up the head of the chief
baker from oft' (tep) him,' the reference being to
beheading.

When Elisha was told that ' the LORD will take
away thy master from thy head' (2 Κ 23·6), the
reference is probably to the custom of pupils sitting
at the feet of their teacher (so Siegfried-Stade; cf.
Ac 223).

To wag or shake the head was a sign of contempt
or of malicious enjoyment, Ps 648 (RV), Jer 181β

(both in), La 215 (yu); cf. Ps 4414, Jer 4827 (both -nap
tfih ' a shaking of the head'); Mt 2739, Mk 152*
[KLVOVVTCS τάς κεφάλας, of the men who derided the
suffering Saviour).

The head of one under a vow was not shaven till
its completion (Nu 618ff·, Ac 1818 2124). See further
under NAZIRITE. The Israelites were forbidden
to ' round the corners of their heads' (Lv 1927) in
token of mourning (cf. Dt 141, where ' making
baldness between the eyes' refers to the custom of
shaving the front part of the head ; see Driver, ad
loc, and on Am 810, and W. R. Smith, RS 306 f.).

Anointing the head was a common practice
amongst the Jews (Ps 235, Mt 617 267, Mk 143, Lk
746). See further under ANOINTING.

To cover (nsp) the head was a token of mourning
[2 S 1530 David and his men when fleeing from
Absalom, Jer 143, Est 612 (|| ^ακ)]. The same was
expressed by putting the hand upon the head (2 S1319

Tamar after Amnon's outrage) or putting ashes (ISN)
or earth (ποηκ) upon it (Jos 76, 1 S 412, 2 S I2131 9, La
210). It is possible that this custom is alluded to in
Am 2 7 ' that pant after the dust of the earth on the
head of the poor,' i.e. who are so avaricious that they
are eager to secure even the dust strewn upon their
heads by the poor in token of their distress (see
full discussion in Driver, ad loc).

To have the head covered (κατακαλύπτεσθαι) in the
Christian assemblies is enjoined upon women by St.
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Paul (1 Co II6). The contrary rule applies to men
(v.4). Much obscurity attaches to v.10 'For this cause
ought the woman to have power (έζονσίαν, RV * [a sign
of] authority,' AVm i.e. 'a covering, in sign that she
is under the power of her husband,' RVm 'authority
over') on her head because of the angels' (δια rods
ayyiXovs). This passage will be fully discussed in
art. POWER (see also WH's remarks on the text).
It may be noted, meanwhile, that what is empha-
sized is the presence of angels in the sanctuary, and
not the ordinary Jewish notion (Taylor, Sayings of
the Fathers2, p. 156) about guardian angels, two
of whom were supposed to be always in attendance
on every human being.

It is generally supposed that in Est 78 there is an
allusion to a Persian custom of covering the head
or face in token of sentence of death (so Oxf Heb.
Lex., V. Ryssel in Kautzsch's AT, etc.). In
support of this interpretation appeal is made to a
similar custom among the Romans ('Caput obnu-
bito, infelici arbori suspendito,' Cicero Robirio, iv.
13) and the Macedonians (' Capite velato in regiam
adducunt,' Quint. Curt. vi. 8. 22). But in the
Rev. Biblique Internat. (April 1898, p. 258 if.) A.
Condamin gives reasons for doubting whether
either of these passages is relevant. Some evidence
from such a quarter as Herodotus would be much
more to the point. Moreover, the LXX have
evidently followed a different text, or at least have
interpreted differently from the MT Osn }ρπ ^ψ) and
the Vulg. (operuerunt faciem eius). They give Άμα?
δ£ άκουσας διετράπη τφ προσώπφ (cf. Jos. Ant. XI. vi.
11, Άμάνου δέ irpbs τοΰτο KarairXayivros καϊ μηδέν $τι
φθ^ξασθάι δυνηθέντος). Condamin maintains that
the order of the words in MT and the absence of TIN
with yi$ plead in favour of this trn, ' the face of
Hainan became troubled' (so Siegfried - Stade,
Hamans Gesicht verschleierte=verdusterte sich). The
context also he uses in support of his interpretation.
If the MT ian (either Qal or Pual) is considered
insufficient to support the LXX rendering, it would
be easy, he points out, to emend to nan. It may be
added that nan is never used elsewhere of covering
the face but always the head (cf. Est 612, 2 S 15:ίϋ,
Jer 143). When the face is spoken of, the verbs
employed are np? (Job 924 2317 2415 etc.) or T̂ ipn (Ex
36, Job 132 4etc).

With the Hebrews not the head but the heart
was the seat of intellect. See HEART.

J. A. SELBIE.
HEADBAND.—See BAND and DRESS.

HEADSTONE is erroneously printed in mod.
edd. of AV as one word; in 1611 it is 'head
stone' (as RV), and means simply the topmost
stone of the building.

HEADTIRE.—See DRESS and TIRE.

HEADY.—This is the trn in 2 Ti 34 AV of irpo-
πετής, which in Ac 1936, its only remaining occur-
rence in NT, is trd ' rashly' (RV ' rash'). Heady
is from Tindale; and has been adopted by all the
VSS thereafter, except Rhem. ' stubburne,' and
RV which uses its mod. equivalent in this sense,
'headstrong.'* In enumerating 'the heap of in-
conveniences that spring by intemperate and
superfluous eating and drinking,' Tindale says
(Expositions, p. 93, on Mt 616'18), O u r fashions
of eating make us slothful, and unlusty to labour
and study; unstable, inconstant, and light-man-
nered ; full of wits, after-witted (as we call it),
incircumspect, inconsiderate, heady, rash, and
hasty to begin unadvisedly, and without casting
of perils.' Calvin (in Golding's trn) uses the word
of Job's passions (on Job 321'3), ' Seeing then that

* Headstrong occurs in AV, Sir 308, of a horse, as tr» of

Job had so heady passions, no doubt but in so
dooing hee made himselfe more rightuous than
God.' High-mind and Heady are the names of
the guns which the inhabitants of Mansoul placed
at Ear-gate to keep the King's forces out (Bunyan,
Holy War, p. 50). Bp. Hall uses the word as
equivalent to hasty (Works, ii. 109, on ' Zacheus'),
' There must be no more hast than good speed in
our performances; we may offend as well in our
heddye acceleration, as in our delay; Moses ran
so fast downe the hill that he stumbled spiritually,
and brake the Tables of God.' J. HASTINGS.

HEALTH.—This word has become greatly nar-
rowed in meaning since 1611. Now restricted to
the state of the body, it then expressed also the
condition of the soul, the relation to God of the
whole person. Hence in 'Morning Prayer,3 'We
have left undone those things which we ought
to have done, and we have done those things
which we ought not to have done, and there is
no health in us,' which has retained its place since
the Pr. Bk. of 1552. But in the Communion Ser-
vice, 'health' of 1604, 'And as the Son of God
did vouchsafe to yield up his soul by death upon
the cross for your health,' is found as ' salvation'
in 1662. So we find in Wye, Ac 2828 ' Therfore
be it knowen to you, for to hethen men this helthe
of God is sent'; and in Tind. (as well as in \Vyc),
Lk 199 ' This day is heal the come unto this housse.'
Cf. also Erasmus, On the Creed, p. 40, ' The first
degre [ = step] than unto helthe is Credere deum
esse (id est) to believe that there is God.' This is
the meaning of 'health' in Ps 4211 435 'Who is
the health of my countenance' (Wye. ' the helthe
of my chere'). The Heb. is nyv:, which is trd

'salvation' in Ps 621, Is 561 (Wye. as usual
'helthe,' Cov. ' savynge health'), and elsewhere.
In Ps 622 the word is used of the person, ' He only
is my rock and my salvation' ( = 'saviour,' which
is Cheyne's trn in Ps 4211 435; RVm gives 'help,'
which is Coverdale's word). Again in Ps 672

'That thy way may be known upon earth, thy
saving health among all nations'; ' saving health'
stands for the same Heb. word (Wye. * helthe';
' savynge health' being from Coverdale, who uses
the phrase in other places, as Is 518 'But my
rightuousness shal endure for ever, and my savynge
health from generacion to generacion').

But 'health' was often used in a still wider
sense, denoting the prosperity or safety of a person
or a place. As expressing ' safety' it occurs in
Ac 2734 'Wherefore I pray you to take some
meat: for this is for your health' (σωτηρία, RV
'safety'). Cf. Ac 2720 Wye. ' Sothely nether
sunne nether stems apperinge bi mo dayes, and
tempest not litil schewinge nygh, now al the hope
of oure heel the was don awey.' See MEDICINE.

J. HASTINGS.
HEART, ih or η}1?, καρδία.—In the AV of the OT

other Hebrew expressions for the inward parts of
the body are also rendered by 'heart ' : e.g. znp. in
Ps 393, 'IH? Ps 408. ' Heart' has thus the general
sense of the midst, the innermost or hidden part
of anything, in such instances as the ' heart of the
sea,' Ex 158; of heaven, Dt 411 (RV and AVm); of a
tree, 2 S 1814ff· ; of the earth, Mt 1240.

But its ruling use is (1) for the bodily organ, of
the centrality of which as the seat of life the
ancients had on the whole a correct view, -̂ ince
in Bible phrase ' the life is in the blood' (Lv 1714),
that organ which forms the centre of its distribu-
tion must have the most important place in the
whole system. So by an easy transition ' heart'
came (2) to signify the seat of man's collective
energies, the focus of the personal life.

This secondary or psychical meaning it holds
unchanged and undisputed through the whole of
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the biblical writings. Its prominence as a psycho-
logical term in the Scriptures and in other ancient
books is no doubt due partly to the fact that the
physical heart bulked so much more largely in the
view of those times than the head or brain. How
rarely are any functions of thought attributed to
the latter in the OT (see only Dn 228 4 2 · 7 · 1 0 71·1 5

as exceptions). This fact introduces the only
difference in the Bible use of * heart' metaphorically
from that of everyday modern speech. As from
the fleshly heart goes forth the blood in which is
the animal life, so from the heart of the human
soul goes forth the entire mental and moral
activity. To it also all the actions of the
human soul return. 'In corde actiones animce
humance ad ipsum redeunV (Roos). There the
soul is at home with itself, becomes conscious of
doing and suffering as its own. ' The heart
knoweth the bitterness of the soul,' or * of itself'
(Pr 1410).

Heart is therefore the organ of conscience, of self-
knowledge, and indeed of all knowledge. For
though the reflective function is prominent, we
must note that all inner human movements are
denoted by this word in Scripture; the rational
and intellectual as well as other. This is the main
distinction between the biblical and the modern
usage of the word. In the OT it by no means
signifies mainly or only the emotional or volitional
elements in human nature, but pre-eminently the
intellectual (hence 2b px = 'without understanding').
It is only in the later Scriptures that the Greek
habit of distinguishing the rational from the
emotional finds place.

The following analysis of the OT uses of 22b and lh is abridged
from that of Oxf. Heb. Lexicon :—

1. Of the inner man in contrast with the outer; opposed to
flesh Ps 7326, garments Jl 213, hands Ps 7S13, La 34* (?), eyes Nu
1539, 1 S 167, ears Ezk 310, mouth Dt 3014, speech Ps 283 7818.

2. The inner man, comprehending mind, affections, will; note
e.g. the frequent 'with all the heart and with all the soul'
(Uferbm 22b-hl2) Dt 429 e& and oft.; cf. 'what is in the
heart' (bnVn "\φχ) Dt 82, 'with the heart' (22b Dy) Dt 85.

3. With specific reference to mind, e.g. 2^7 »g?jNt 'men of
mind' Job 3410· 34, knowledge Dt 85, 1 Κ 244, thinking, reflection,
Is 107, memory 1 S 2112.

4. With specific reference to inclinations, resolutions, deter-
minations of the will, e.g. 'set the mind to ' ("^N) 1 S 7s, 1 Ch
2918, ' Pharaoh's mind was changed' ('D '*? Τ[2φ) Ex 145.

5. With specific reference to conscience, 'my heart (i.e. con-
science) shall not reproach me' Job 276.

6. With specific reference to moral character: God tries the
heart 1 Ch 2917; 'uprightness of heart' Dt 95, heart perfect
with (DV) 1 Κ 861; heart as seat of naughtiness 1S 1728 (?), pride
Ps 1015 · heart circumcised or uncircumcised Dt 1016, Lv 2641,
hardened Dt 230.

7. Heart= the man himself, Dt 717 817 94, Is 1413.
8. As seat of the appetites, Ps 10415.
9. As seat of emotions and passions, e.g. joy Is 3029, trouble

1 Κ 838, anger Dt 196, hate Lv 19".
10. As seat of courage (for which usually 13}")) Dn 1125.

Because it is the focus of the personal life, the
workplace for the appropriation and assimilation
of every influence, in ' heart/ according to Scrip-
ture, lies the moral and religious condition of the
man. Only what enters the heart forms a
possession of moral worth, only what comes from
the heart is a moral production. The Bible places
human depravity in the * heart' because sin is a
principle which has its seat in the centre of man's
inward life, and thence ' defiles' the whole circuit
of his action (Mt 1519·20). On the other hand, it
regards the * heart' as the sphere of divine
influence, the starting-point of all moral reno-
vation : * The work of the law written in their
hearts' (Ro 216); ' A new heart will I give you'
(Ezk3626); «Purifying their hearts by faith' (Ac
159). Once more, the * heart' as lying deep within
contains ' the hidden man ' ( I P 34), the real man.
It represents the true character, but conceals i t ;
hence it is contrasted with the ' outward appear-

ance,' and is declared to be the index of character
only for Him who ' searches the heart and tries
the reins of the children of men' (1 S 167; Jer 1710

2012).
This scriptural usage—making the heart the

source of the moral life—lends firmness and sim-
plicity to its teachings about sin and grace. That
man's moral corruption is seated in his heart means
that not the substance of human nature or the
personality of man is perverted, but his principles
of action. That the saving process begins with ' a
new heart' means that not another self or person-
ality is substituted, but that new principles of
action are introduced. Hence the whole doctrine
of sin and grace is biblically grounded in a way to
free it from mistake or exaggeration.

On the relation of the term Heart to Soul, Spirit,
Reins, Conscience, see under these words.

LITERATURE.— Oxf. Heb. Lex. s. 2^7 and 2b ; Cremer, Bib.-
Theol. Lex., and Thayer - Grimm, s. κα,ρΥκχ.; Oehler, Theol. of
OT, i. 221 ff.,ii. 449; Schultz, OT Theol. ii. 248; Weiss, Bib.
Theol. of NT (' Heart' in Index). J . LAIDLAW.

HEARTH.—The word ' hearth ' is found in seven
passages of our A V, in all of which, with one ex-
ception (Is 3014), it has been discarded by the
Revisers. On the other hand, it has been intro-
duced three times into their text (Lv 69 [Heb.2],
Ezk 4315·16), and once besides in an explanatory
note in the margin (Is 291; for all of these see
No. 3 below).

1. The primitive domestic hearth was a mere
depression in the earthen floor of the living-room,
where the family meal was cooked, and around
which, in the cold season, the family gathered for
warmth. The Hebrew name for the hearth was
perhaps npto moked (Ps 1023 [Heb.4] ' my bones are
burned as an hearth' AV; but RV has ' as a fire-
brand,' cf. LXX φρύ^ων, with the former render-
ing in the margin). This word would thus be
identical in meaning as well as in form with the
Arabic maukid* The nearly allied "\ψτ (Is 3014),
by AV and RV rendered ' hearth,' is more strictly
the burning mass, a meaning which many would
give to moked (see both words in Oxf. Heb. Lex.).
The same uncertainty attaches to the form rnpiD
mokedah (Lv 69 [Heb.2] 'the burnt-offering shall
be on the hearth' RV; 'on its firewood' RVm),
which is probably not an independent word, but
the masc. form (moked) with suffix (so Dillm.,
Strack, etc.). A detailed description of the modern
Syrian hearth (maukdi) is given by Landberg
(Proverbes et Dictons', pp. 73, 74), with illustration
(p. 455). The smoke from the hearth, on which
various kinds of fuel, wood, charcoal, dung, etc.
(see COAL, FUEL) were burned, escaped as best it
might through door or latticed window (π|ΠΝ,
Hos 133 AV, RV ' chimney'), since chimneys were
unknown (see CHIMNEY).

2. In the houses of the wealthier classes, at least,
braziers or chafing dishes were in common use.
Thus Jehoiakim on a memorable occasion had
Jeremiah's roll 'consumed in the fire that was in
the brazier' (nan Jer 3622·23 RV ; AV in each case
' on the hearth'; LXX eVi TTJS έσχάρας, which is
ambiguous) in his 'winter house.' A similar
firepan is referred to in Zee 126 (' like a pan of fire'
tfx iV?; so RV, but AV 'like a hearth of fire').
Cf. for NT times Jn 1818 219.

3. In Gn 186 Sarah is requested to ' make cakes
upon the hearth' (AV), for which RV has, more
literally, 'make cakes.' The cakes in question,
termed 'ugoth (nuj;), were really baked ' upon the
hearth' by being covered with the hot ashes, and
are therefore accurately rendered by the Vulgate

* So Del. in loc, and Siegfried-Stade's Lex. For other possible
significations of ΊβΊο see Baethgen's note in his Handkommentary

in loc.
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subcinericios panes (LXX ^κρυφία^). See BREAD,
vol. i. p. 318.

i. We have seen (under No. 1 above) that,
according to a possible interpretation, the top of
the altar of burnt-offering was known as its
' hearth' (Lv 69 [Heb.2] in RV). This is confirmed
by the description in Sirach of Simon the high
priest standing ' by the hearth of the altar' (έστώς
παρ' εσχάρς. βωμού, Sir 5012). The upper portion of
the altar also receives a special name from Ezekiel,
viz. * Art el (^nxn, so Ker£ 4315·16), the origin and
precise significance of which are uncertain. Most
recent scholars are in favour of the meaning
adopted by the Revisers, 'altar hearth' (AV
wrongly 'altar.'*).

The enigmatical term Ariel (^"w), by which
Isaiah (29lff#) designates Jerusalem, is also, by
various modern writers, understood in this sense
of «altar hearth' (cf. RVm 'hearth of God.' See
comm. of Duhm and Skinner, in loc.; also ARIEL
in vol. i. with reff. there, to which add Cheyne,
Isaiah, in Haupt's ' Polychrome Bible').

A. R. S. KENNEDY.
HEATH (nsr$ 'arar, nyVijT; 'aro'Sr, ά*γρι.ομνρίκη, oVos

aypios, myrica). — This is AV translation of the
Hebrew name of a plant growing in the desert,
doubtless identical with the 'arar of the Arabs,
Juniperus Phcenicea, L., which grows on the W.
face of the range of the mountains of Edom, over-
looking the 'Arabah. Its branches, clothed with
minute scale-like leaves, may well entitle it to the
name 'naked tree' (AVm Jer 486). In this and
the only other passage where the word occurs (Jer
176), RVm has ' a tamarisk tree.' There is another
species of Juniper, called by the Arabs War. It
is J. oxycedrtis, L. This species is not, however,
a desert j)lant. It grows in the middle and sub-
alpine regions of Syria. It is unlikely that this is
the plant referred to. One species of heath, Erica
verticillata, Forsk., grows on sandstone and chalky
rocks, at an altitude of from 300 to 3500 ft., on the
W. face of Lebanon and the chains to the north-
ward. This cannot be the plant intended. There
are no heaths in the desert. G. E. POST.

HEATHEN.—The title 'Nations' in Scripture
(Heb. Goiim, Gr. Ethne), originally covering the
nations of the world as a whole, soon comes to
designate exclusively the non-Jews, the uncircum-
cised. Scripture casts its view, and it is a sym-
pathetic view, over the whole human race, before
it treats of the forefathers of the Israelites in
particular. Though many of the Jews of later
times became proudly exclusive in their treatment
of those who did not belong to the privileged
people, the religion of Scripture gives no warrant
for such an attitude on their part; it is funda-
mentally characterized by the spirit of humanity.
The synopsis of the peoples of the earth given in
Gn 10, by connecting them all with Noah, pre-
sents them as related to each other like kinsmen.
Dillmann [Genesis, p. 176) points out how other
races too, Egyptians and Phoenicians, Assyrians
and Babylonians, even Indians and Persians, had
a certain knowledge of the earth and its inhabit-
ants, but usually paid little attention to foreigners,
except when influenced by political or commercial
reasons, and often despised them as mere bar-
barians. ' Here in Genesis, on the other hand, all
the peoples that were known by repute, most of
whom could not have stood in any intimate rela-
tion to the countrymen of the writer, are included
in his survey. All the divisions of mankind are
collected in a genealogical tree, and Israel is held
to be only an ordinary branch on the stock of

* For hvwnn har'el, Ezk 4 3 ^ (RV 'upper altar')» we should
read as above ^κηκπ, or perhaps throughout ^ϊΠΚίΐ, as on the
iioabite Stone (Smend and Socin, lines 12,17).

universal humanity.' The same breadth of out-
look is indicated in the announcements that Gcd
created τηαη in His own image (Gn I27), that He
blessed Noah and his sons, and assigned a penalty
for the shedding of man's blood (Gn 91·6). Even
in giving the promise of special favour to Abraham
and his seed, God showed Himself gracious to the
other inhabitants of the world as well. One race
was chosen and disciplined for the ultimate good
of the whole. In Abraham all the families of the
earth were to be blessed (Gn 123).

At the same time, we see the severest treatment
of the heathen approved of in the OT. Efforts
were made to extirpate the Canaanites after the
land of Pal. was entered, and the Ο Τ represents
that it was a great sin to spare them (Ex 2327ff·,
Nu 3352ff·, Dt 2016ff·). The disaster that befell the
Canaanites is viewed, however, as the consequence
of their utter moral corruption, their grievous sin
against the light of nature; the reflection stirred
by their ruin is comparable to that which is now
occasioned by the action of inexorable laws of
Providence on demoralized nations of modern
times. Israel was commanded to make no mar-
riages with the inhabitants of the land that re-
mained (Jos 2312), and to make no league with
them (Jg 22). The prophets had an arduous
struggle to keep Israel's worship of J" separate
from that which was contaminated by the idola-
trous heathen rites as practised on the high places.
Heathenism, with its distinguishing feature of
idolatry, remained a congenital faith, even to the
people of God, and spiritual monotheism was a
new thing which was, for obvious reasons, repug-
nant to them. The centralization of Jewish wor-
ship at the temple, as enjoined in Dt, was mainly
due to the purpose of the prophets to isolate
the chosen people from all their heathen neigh-
bours. The natural, racial, inherited proclivities
of the Israelites could not be extinguished, and
the nation could not advance in the knowledge
and service of the true God otherwise than by
the method of seclusion from the surrounding
tribes.

The prophets, however, far from cherishing a
spirit of blind hostility towards the heathen, fore-
see the day when the nations will be gathered
into the one family of God's people, having rest
and comfort, and enjoying the blessings of the
law that goes forth from Jerusalem. The golden
age of the world, according to the OT, is in the
future, and the heathen will participate in its
glory (Is 40-66). The Bk. of Jonah sets forth
God's tender regard for the heathen.

Jewish exclusiveness as towards the heathen
culminates in the post-exilic age. The Jews being
shorn of political influence, became the more con-
firmed in their devotion to their faith, and hedged
it round with an elaborate system of ritual (the
Levitical law). The barrier between them and
the heathen thus became more impassable than
ever.

As the Greeks spread along the shores of the
Mediter., and their speech and customs became
more prevalent (2 Mac 41Off·), they, as the principal
representatives, stood for the heathen generally
(Ro 1012, 1 Co ΙΟ32 1213, Gal 3 2 8; cf. Jn 735).

The Jewish view of the heathen is marked by
conflicting elements, and needs to be superseded.
The heathen are at once held in repugnance, and
called to the highest honour.

Christianity was, in the first instance, a develop-
ment and modification of Judaism. As the world
had needed preparation for the coming of Christ,
so He took up the work which was begun among
the Jews and completed it. But the principle of
universalism is involved in His doctrine of the
kingdom of God as a kingdom of righteousness
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and love; in His doctrine of God as the Father
of individual spirits, who welcomes the returning
prodigal on the sole condition that he repents and
has faith (Lk 15); or, again, in His announcement
that God is a spirit, who must be worshipped in
spirit and in truth (Jn 423). God is the Father
of all, and the conditions of acceptance with God
are such as all men can and ought to fulfil.

What was implicit in the doctrine of Christ on
this matter was made explicit, after a period of
conflict with the other apostles, by St. Paul. To
the latter there is no distinction between Jews and
Gentiles, except that the Jews, as being the better
prepared, through the oracles of God entrusted to
them, have the privilege of hearing the gospel
first (Ro 32). But the Gentiles, too, have had a
measure of training by the law, that which is
known through nature and conscience; and if
they turn to God and keep the law, their uncir-
cumcision will be counted to them for circumcision
(Ro 214·26). In all this a continuous plan is seen
to be worked out by God, for those who sincerely
believe are the true descendants of Abraham,
having his faith; and they are the truly circum-
cised, for true circumcision is of the heart (Ro
2ff.).

According to the gospel, heathenism proves to
be, not a matter of nationality, but of spirit and
character. So in the OT the moral aspect of it
is frequently emphasized, especially in the Psalms,
where heathenism is often synonymous with wick-
edness. Its essence is set forth by Christ in
Mt 631·32. To the heathen mind God is a power
that needs to be appeased or conciliated for worldly
purposes. The world only is sought with desire—
protection from disease or misfortune, material
prosperity, enjoyment bodily or mental. By the
faithful spirit, on the other hand, religion is made
the first choice, and the God who is worshipped
is seen in His true character, is recognized as the
true God; He is reverenced as a righteous Spirit,
and loved more than aught else for His fatherly
goodness. In this way distinctions of race, name,
or profession pass over into such as are moral and
spiritual. See FOREIGNER, GENTILE, GER.

G. FERRIES.
HEAYEN.—The word ' heaven' is used in a

variety of senses in the OT and NT, but especially
in that of the dwelling-place of God, the abode
from which Christ came and to which He has
returned, and the destination of the perfected
saints. The etymological associations of the term
are extensive. It is of uncertain root, though it
may be connected with the Lat. caper-e, and the
Eng. have and heave. It appears in different forms
in many European languages, Sw. hefva, Da.
haeve, Go. hafjan, Ic. hefja, hiftnn, Ger. heben,
OHG heffan, AS hebban, ME heuen ; Chaucer, CT,
552; in Robert of Gloucester, however, hebben.
(SeeSkeat, Etymol. Diet.2).

In the OT it usually represents Ώ]Ώψ, Aram.
]ΊΏψ, which expresses ' heaven' in respect of its
height; and in the NT ουρανός, ουρανοί, which may
be connected with ορννμι — lift, heave (cf. Ger. Luft,
Scot. ' the lift'), and the Vedic varuna, from var =
tegere (see M. Miiller, Oxford Essays, p. 41). In
the LXX ovpavos stands not only for Ώ]Ώψ, K;D#, but
also for SK, mV̂ , ons, pnp, nisin, ^n, Dinj-i, y'p-i. In
our AV the word ' heaven ' represents in addition
to •:£$ mainlj7 three words of different significa-
tions, jrp-j, αϊΊ,ρ, Ώ'ρπψ. But there are also certain
words of which it is erroneously made the equiva-
lent. One of these is the term V^3, which expresses
the idea of roundness, and is rendered ' heaven ' in
Ps 7718 (A V), as if it meant the' round orb of the sky,'
but which conveys rather the notion of a 'whirl,' and
may be best rendered * whirlwind' (so RV). Another
is nim^, in Ps 684, in the description of J" riding

' on the heavens.' But while the term might be
taken, as it is by some, in the sense of the large
expanse of the sky, it is more accordant with its
usual meaning to take it in the sense of * deserts.'
Another is the term D'?nj£, which is rendered
' darkness' by the Syr. and the Vulg., and
* heavens' in the AV in Is 5 3 0; but it means
properly * droppings,' ' clouds,' and expresses prob-
ably the idea of the clouds ready to discharge their
rains. In Ps 896·37, too, the word pnv is rendered
' heaven,' which properly denotes ' dust,' and may
best be rendered the ' clouds' or the · skies.'

The chief ideas attached to the word ' heaven'
in the OT, therefore, are the following. It is
used (1) in the largest sense, to signify the one
half of the whole system of things, the upper
division of the created world, the phrase * the
heavens and the earth' expressing the universe as
a whole (Gn I1). More specifically it is used (2)
to denote the firmament {στερέωμα), the sky, the
expanse which God made on the second day of His
creative work, after the formation of the * earth'
and the institution of ' day' and e night' (Gn I6·8).
This ' expanse' is represented as dividing the
waters above from the waters beneath. In speak-
ing of it in its different aspects, the OT writers
employ a great variety of terms, both literal and
boldly metaphorical, which naturally move within
the limits of the popular conceptions that pre-
vailed among the Semitic and other ancient
peoples on the subject of the system of things, and
the place which the earth held in it as its centre
and the proper object of God's creative action. The
simple ideas which meet us in ancient Greek poetry
(cf. Homer, II. xvii. 425, Od. iii. 2 ; Pindar, 01. Od.
10, Ν em. vi. 3) and in the oldest literature of the
East {e.g. the Vedic hymns, the Babylonian tablets,
etc.), are also expressed in the OT. The * firma-
ment,' or vault of heaven, is described in terms of
a strong cover, curtain, or roof provided for the
earth (Is 4022, Ps 1042), resting on pillars, on the
mountains and the waters of the earth (2 S 228, Job
26U, Pr 827-29). Its beauty is described as that of
crystal or sapphire (Ex 2410, Job 3718, Ezk I26"28). It
is represented as the region of the fowls, the winds,
the clouds (Dn 412 72·13). In it the ancient Heb-
rews, like the Greeks and Romans (cf. Plutarch,
De plac. phil. 214, Pliny, 239), conceived God to
have placed the fixed stars and the planets (Gn I17,
Is 1412 344).

It is used also (3) to denote the peculiar abode
of Deity, with which the ideas of elevation,
majesty, glory, power, holiness, unchangeableness
are associated. It is the place to which prayer
ascends (2 Ch 3027), which makes J"'s throne (Is Gl

661), which is His peculiar possession in contrast
with the earth which He has given to the sons of
men (Ps 11516). It is the * height' or ' heights' (Job
2212, Ps 1481), supramundane, above the firmament
and all created things (Ps 293·10 1042· 3). As the
dwelling-place of God it is described in terms of a
temple, a sanctuary, a palace, a throne (Ps 114, Mic I2,
Hab 220 etc.). The ideas of the supramundane
abode are taken so naturally from the visible
things of the mundane holy place, which was the
centre of the Jewish worship of God and the place
where He was specially to be found, that it is
sometimes difficult to say which of the two was
immediately in the writer's thought {e.g. in Is 6 ;
see Riehm, IIW, under the word Himmel). It is
the place, too, in which God has His court of angels
(Job I6 21, implicitly). But while it is often thus
spoken of as the peculiar habitation of God, it is
also described as incapable of containing Him, and
the prophets declare His greatness to be such as to
surpass all the bounds of space and all idea of
residence within the limits even of the heaven of
heavens (Is 4012 661; cf. 1 Κ 827).
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But it is also used, (4), in the eschatological sense,
to express the new constitution of things which
shall in the end take the place of the present im-
perfect order. In many passages the quality of the
changeless and enduring is ascribed to ' heaven,'
especially in contrast with the mutable earth and
the perishable life of man (Jos 11», Ps 725· 7 · "
8929, Jer 3135·36 3325· 2 6). But it is also exhibited
as an aspect of the changeful and transitory, as
contrasted with the changeless being and eternal
years of God Himself (Ps 10225-27, Is 516). And the
OT looks forward to a day of divine judgment,
the issue of which shall be the dissolution of the
present order, the renewal of the system of things,
and the creation of a glorious condition of which
a restored heaven shall form part (Is 6517 6622).

The NT takes over the general OT idea of
'heaven,' but with certain differences and enlarge-
ments. It has the same general conception of
'heaven' as a region above earth. As the OT speaks
of a ladder reaching to heaven (Gn 2812), of Elijah
as going ' up ' in a whirlwind to heaven (2 Κ 211), of
the 'heights' of heaven (Job II8), etc., so the NT
speaks of the angels of God ascending and descend-
ing in relation to heaven (Jn I51), of St. Paul as
' caught up ' to the third heaven (2 Co 122), of St.
John as seeing a door opened in heaven and hearing
a voice saying, ' Come up hither' (Rev 41), of the
holy city as descending from God out of heaven
(Rev 212), etc. In the NT it is also the name
given to the peculiar dwelling-place of God, and
Christ's doctrine of God as our ' Father in heaven'
adds to the OT conception of its majesty and
remoteness and holiness the new ideas of security,
grace, and love. The whole conception of heaven
as the habitation of Deity is made more definite
by its being presented as the scene of the present
life and activity of Christ. It is the place from
which He came to earth and to which He re-
ascended (Mk 1619, Lk 2451, Ac 1»); the habitation
which * must receive' Him ' until the times of the
restitution of all things' (Ac 321); the scene of His
present reign and His present work. In heaven He
is in ' the presence of God' (He 924), and there His
glory can be seen (Jn 1724). The scene of Christ's
risen life and the work of intercession which He
carries on in it are described with special fulness
in the Ep. to the Heb., and in terms of the ancient
Jewish sanctuary, its conditions, its sanctities, and
its services (He 81 etc· 924). Heaven is also the abode
of the angels (Mt 1810 2230, Rev 35), and the place
from which the Holy Ghost is sent down (1 Ρ I12).

It is chiefly in its eschatological applications
that the word ' heaven ' is used in the NT. The
idea of a renewal of heaven as well as earth that
is associated in the OT with the judgment of the
end, is given more distinctly in the NT. In certain
large and significant passages the NT speaks of
a redemption of the whole creation from the
bondage of corruption (Ro 821), of a gathering
together and a reconciliation of things in heaven
as well as things on earth (Eph I10, Col I20), of a
time of the restitution of all things (Ac 321), of a
day when all things shall be made new (Rev 215),
of the formation of a ' new heaven' as well as ' a
new earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness' (2 Ρ
312·13, Rev 211). The NT associates this renewal
of the heavens with Christ's Second Coming and
the Final Judgment, and connects the hope of a
new scene and order for man's life with that of the
final perfection of his life. Further, in the NT
' heaven' is in particular the final home of the
righteous. It is the place which Christ has gone
to prepare for them (Jn 142), the place from which
He is to come with His holy angels (Mt 2430, Mk
1326, Lk 2127, Rev I7) for the final arbitrament of
things, and into which His own shall be received
that they may be with Him and see His glory

(Mt 512, Lk 623, 2 Cor 51, Eph 69, He 1034 etc.).
So it is the sum of all good, and the goal of man's
hope (Mt 619, Lk 623 1020, Ph 320, 1 Ρ I4, He 1223).

There are other questions regarding the ' heaven'
of the Bible which are of interest and require
consideration. Some relate to the use of the term,
others to the ideas of heaven which find expression
in the Scriptures. Among these is the question
whether the word* heaven'or 'heavens Occurs either
in the OT or in the NT as a metonymy for God.
The Jew of later times had so exaggerated a sense
of the sanctity of the divine name, that he did not
allow himself to utter the most proper designation
of God, but had recourse to equivalents. There is
abundant evidence to show that by our Lord's time
the word ' heaven ' or ' heavens' was in frequent use
in this way; and it is held by not a few competent
scholars that the Jewish formula Ώ]£ψ nizta is an
instance of this, and that St. Matthew's phrase,
' the kingdom of heaven,' is literally the same as
' the kingdom of God,' which is the expression of the
other evangelists and of St. Paul (see Cremer, Bib.-
theol. Lex., sub voce βασιλεία ; Thayer's Lex., sub
voce ovpavos; Edersheim's Life and Times of Jesus
the Messiah, i. 265 ; Jhrb. f. prot. Theol. 1876,
p. 166, etc. ; Schiirer, HJP, Eng. tr. div. II.
vol. ii. p. 171). The instances of this use furnished
by the Bible are at the best very scanty, and even
the most probable cases are negatived by many.
There seems, however, to be at least one sufficiently
clear instance in the OT (Dn 426), and another,
though more disputable, in the NT (Lk 1518), where,
however, it may be (as it is taken, e.g., by Meyer
and others) a personification of the heavenly world
4 as injured and offended.'

Another question is whether the conception
of a series of heavens is found in the Scriptures.
This has been answered in the negative, and the
terms which seem to imply the influence of such a
conception have been taken for plurals of majesty,
or large,rhetorical expressions of the idea of infinity.
But the evidence is all in favour of the affirma-
tive answer. The plural form of the Hebrew word
points in that direction. Much more decidedly
is this the case with such forms as ' the heaven of
heavens' (Dt 1014, 1 Κ 827, Ps 1484), ' all the
heavens'(Eph 410 RV), ' the third heaven' (2 Co
122). The same may be said of the peculiar phrase
w in the heavenly places,' or ' in the heavenlies'
(iv TOLS έπουρανίοις), which occurs five times in the
Ep. to the Eph. (I 3 · 2 0 26 310 612), and has in each a
local sense. To which must be added the idea of
Christ as the great High Priest who has ' passed
through the heavens' (He 414), and is 'made
higher than the heavens' (He 726). The affirma-
tive reply is also in harmony with the fact that
the idea of a plurality of heavens prevailed among
other ancient peoples, and in particular among
those that were in contact with the Jewish nation
at different periods of its history, such as the
Babylonians and the Persians. This conclusion is
further confirmed by the large place which is given
to this idea in the Rabbinical literature, and in
the apocalyptic and other pseudepigraphic books,
both Jewish and Christian,—especially the Slavonic
Enoch, the apocalyptic parts of the Testaments of
the Twelve Patriarchs, 4 Ezra, the Ascension of
Isaiah, the Apocalypses of Moses, Ezra, John,
Isaac, Jacob.

With this is connected the further question
whether the plurality that is recognized is one of
three heavens or of seven. It has been thought
by some that only the idea of a series of three
heavens is found in Scripture. It has been pro-
nounced by some (Estius, Le Clerc, Bengel) to be
the doctrine of the Bible that there are only three
heavens. Origen (Con. Cels. vi. p. 289) denied
that St. Paul had the idea of seven heavens, and the
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idea of a threefold heaven obtained a considerable
place in the Church (Suicer, Thes. ii. p. 520, etc.).
But the evidence which bears out the existence
of the idea of a plurality of heavens also favours
the idea of a sevenfold series of heavens. Among
the Babylonians a sevenfold division of heavens
seems to have prevailed. They had the conception
of seven world-zones ; they surrounded their cities,
Erech and Ecbatana, with seven walls; they
thought of hell as divided into seven parts by
seven walls. And though no explicit reference to
it appears to have been discovered as yet among
the inscriptions, it is reasonable to suppose that
their heaven was also divided into seven sections
(Jensen, Kosm. der Babyl. pp. 232-252; Sayce,
Hib. Lect. pp. 221-227). In the Zoroastrian books,
but not in the earliest, we find the idea of a suc-
cession of seven heavens, which were traversed
by Sosioch in seven days, Zarathrustra himself
occupying a golden throne in the seventh. The
Jews were familiar, too, with the planets, of
which four are mentioned by name in the OT
(2 Κ 1730, Am 526, Is 1412 461 6511). The same con-
ception of seven heavens appears to have been
almost universal among the Rabbis, only R. Juda
being mentioned as diverging from the general
doctrine, and teaching the existence of but two
heavens. The pseudepigraphic writings, and very
definitely the Slavonic Enoch and the Testa-
ments of the Twelve Patriarchs, give the same
enumeration of the heavens, and describe them at
length. It is hazardous to infer, as Meyer does,
from the notice of Paradise in 2 Co 124 that St. Paul
thought of it as higher than the third heaven and
belonging to a fourth heaven; for in the pseud-
epigraphic literature Paradise is repeatedly repre-
sented as being in the third heaven. But, in view
of the evidence, the most reasonable conclusion is
that the conception of the heavens which pervades
the OT and the NT (not excepting the Pauline
writings, though St. Paul mentions only the third
heaven and Paradise) is that of a series of seven
heavens.

This idea of a plurality of heavens as it appears
in the Biblical writings, however, is free from the
extravagances and puerilities which we find associ-
ated with it in the extra-canonical literature. In
the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, e.g.,
curious details are given of each of the several
heavens. The first is full of darkness and gloom ;
the second, of fire, ice, and snow. The third con-
tains the hosts that are to execute judgment on
the spirits of deceit and of Beliar. In the fourth
are thrones and authorities; in the fifth and the
sixth are angels with different offices. In the
seventh dwells the Great Glory. In the Slavonic
Enoch there is a still more elaborate description.
In the first heaven, it is there said, are ' a very
great sea,' and * the elders and the rulers of the
stars,' and treasuries of snow, ice, clouds, and
dew. In the second are the prisoners reserved for
eternal judgment. In the third are found the
Garden of Eden, and the tree of life and an olive
tree ever distilling oil. In the fourth are seen the
course of the sun and moon, the angels, and the
phoenixes and the chalkidri that wait upon the
sun. In the fifth are the watchers, troubled and
silent, on account of their fallen brethren. In the
sixth are seven bands of angels, very bright and
glorious, students of the courses of sun, moon, and
stars, also the angels over the souls of men, with
seven phoenixes, seven cherubim, and seven six-
winged creatures. In the seventh are the heavenly
hosts, the ten great orders of angels, and the Lord
Himself on His lofty throne. In the Rabbinical
books we find similar trivialities. In the Beresh.
rabba, c. 6, the Bammidbar rabba, c. 17, and the
Chagiga, xii. 6, e.g., the differences between the

several heavens are given in extreme and fanciful
detail. The first or lowest heaven is called Vilon
(pV'i, Lat. velum), and is empty. The second is
called Rakta, and contains the sun, moon, and
stars. The third is called Shechakim, and contains
the mills that grind the manna for the righteous.
The fourth is called Zebul, and in it are the
heavenly Jerusalem, the temple, the altar, and
Michael. The fifth is named Maon, in which are
the ' hosts of angels, praising God by night, but
keeping silent by day that God may hear the
praises of Israel.' The sixth is named Machon,
and it holds the treasuries of the snow, hail, rain,
and dew. The seventh is known as Aravoth, the
seat of judgment and righteousness, with the
treasuries of life, peace, and blessing. In it, too,
are the souls of the righteous dead, the spirits and
souls of men yet to be born, and the dew with
which the dead shall be awaked. And in it are
the Seraphim, Ophannim, Chayyoth, and other
orders of angels (cf. Dante, Par. c. 27), and God
Himself on His eternal throne. The Ascension of
Isaiah gives another incongruous description of the
series of heavens.

Similar speculations, and, if possible, even more
tasteless and absurd, appear to have been indulged
in by certain heretical leaders and their sects.
Irenseus {Cont. Hcer. bk. i. c. v. 2) and Tertullian
{Adv. Valent. 20) speak of the fancies of the
Valentinians on the subject. From Irenseus {Adv.
Hcer. bk. i. c. xxx. 4, 5), Origen {Con. Cels. vi. 31),
and Epiph. {Hcer. xxvi. 10), we learn also that the
Ophites held the doctrine of a Hebdomad of heavens
ruled by seven potentates. Others, e.g. the Gnostic
Marcus (Iren. Adv. Hair. bk. i. c. xvii. 1), reckoned
eight heavens, and Basilides (August. De Hcer. i. 4)
held there were 365. Nor are the Christian apoca-
lypses, such as the Apoc. Mosis, the Apoc. Esdrge,
the Apoc. Johannis, less given to such specula-
tions. The belief in a series of seven heavens,
with some of the curious theories which prevailed
so extensively on the subject, penetrated indeed
into the Christian Church, and was more or less
favoured by some of the leading Fathers. Clement
of Alexandria, e.g., mentions it in terms which
suggest that he did not question its validity
{Strom, iv. 25). Origen refers to it in much the
same way, explaining, however, that there was no
authoritative doctrine on the subject {De princ.
ii. 11). Augustine has an uncertain theory of his
own, implying three heavens {De Gen. ad lit. xii.
5, 27). Even near the end of the 4th cent, these
notions held such a place in Christian thought,
that Philastrius pronounced it a heresy to deny
the plurality of the heavens, though the question
of the particular number, whether two, three, or
seven, was left open {De Hcer. bk. 94). At last,
however, the reaction came, and Chrysostom de-
clared the whole conception of a series of heavens
to be a human fancy, and contrary to Scripture.
Repudiated by the Church, it was adopted by
Mohammedanism. It is affirmed in the Koran
{e.g. c. 22, 41), and in later Mohammedan writings
it appears in the crudest possible forms.

The ideas of ' heaven' and the * heavens' which
are expressed in Scripture are of a different order.
Neither in the OT nor in the NT have we any-
thing like those far-fetched ineptitudes. It is the
more remarkable that it should be so, in view of
the fact that these things prevailed so long and
so widely, and had so great a hold, not only of
ethnic faith, but also of Jewish and Christian
thought. Later Christian theology has relapsed
from time to time into such theorizings, distin-
guishing between the heaven of clouds, the heaven
of stars, and the empyrean; between the visible
heaven or firmament, the spiritual heaven, the
abode of saints and angels, and the intellectual
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heaven, which is the scene of the immediate vision of
God (Elucidar. c. 3); between the ccelum sidereum,
the ccelum crystallinum, and the ccelum empyreum
(John of Dam., Thomas Aquin., etc.); or between
the regio nubifera, the regio astrifera, and the
regio angelifera (Grotius). But such strained re-
finements have no place in the Hebrew and Chris-
tian Scriptures. In all their statements the Biblical
books have the notes of simplicity and restraint.
In many things they practise a reverent reserve.

There is at the same time a progress in the ideas
of heaven which appear in them. These become
more definite, more spiritual, and more sharply
contrasted both in purity and in elevation with
the conceptions found elsewhere. It was not alien
to the common Jewish understanding, as it is seen
in the curious literature of Judaism, to associate
the presence of evil and trouble with one or other
of the divisions of heaven. In the Testaments of
the Twelve Patriarchs the second heaven is the
habitation of the spirits of the lawless who are
in confinement and punishment. In the Slavonic
Enoch the second heaven contains the apostate
angels who had transgressed with their prince,
and were in reserve there against the judgment.
In the third heaven, according to the same book,
Enoch saw not only the Garden of Eden, but in
its northern region a place of punishment, which
had 'fire on all sides and on all cold and ice,3

prepared for those who dishonoured God on earth
and committed deeds of evil. And in the fifth
heaven he saw the many hosts of the Watchers
{iyp-fiyopoi), with their countenances withered and
melancholy and their lips always silent, by reason
of their sadness for their brethren, who rebelled in
lust of empire and were imprisoned in the dark-
ness of the second heaven. Such ideas were not
altogether strange to the dramatic imagination of
the OT, as is seen in the representation of the
lying spirit that stood before the Lord (1 Κ 2221),
and in the appearance of Satan along with the
angels in the presence of God (Job I 6 · 7 21·2·7). In
the NT the nearest approach to such conceptions
is the Pauline designation of the ' heavenly places,'
the superterrestrial regions, as the sphere in which
* the spiritual hosts of wickedness' dwell and work
(Eph 612). But in all its positive elements the
Bible view of heaven is far removed from these
things; and the vision which the NT Apocalypse
gives of war in heaven between Michael with his
angels and the dragon with his, ends in the over-
throw of the latter, and the casting of the con-
quered ones * out into the earth.'

Moreover, the ideas of heaven as the dwelling-
place of God and the final abode and recompense
of the righteous, move on in the course of the
revelation of truth which is made in the Scriptures
to larger and loftier things. In the OT heaven as the
dwelling-place of God is presented chiefly in relation
to the divine majesty and remoteness. In the NT
it appears in the new and higher aspect of the
Father's house, the place that has received the
risen Christ, the scene of the activity of the great
High Priest and the Advocate with the Father
(He 414, 1 Jn 21). In the OT it is scarcely known
as the future inheritance of the righteous. The
eye of the OT looked mainly on the present, and
the consummation which it expected was one that
was to take place on earth. It had glimpses of
things beyond, and at last rose to a clearer and
more definite vision of an after life. But the
completion of life which it looked to was some-
thing to be realized in this world, and the heaven
which made its hope was a heaven to be found
mainly in the joy of a near fellowship with God
here and now. In the NT the heaven which is
to be our final home and the goal of our hope is
a heaven that is above this world and beyond

time, not only superterrestrial, but supramundane,
the transcendent heaven which is brought to light
in the gospel.

The nature of this heaven, its conditions, and
the things in which its blessedness consists, are
nowhere given in definite or dogmatic state-
ment. They are presented to faith and to the
spiritual imagination by many suggestive ex-
pressions and by a great variety of figurative
phrases. Heaven itself is described as a king-
dom, one 'prepared from the foundation of the
world,' the * Father's kingdom,' the * kingdom
of God,' an ' eternal' or * everlasting kingdom '
(Mt 2534 2629, Lk 2216, 2 Ρ I11, Jude21) ; an inherit-
ance, one of which we have the ' earnest' here,
the * inheritance of the saints in light,' an * eternal
inheritance,' an inheritance incorruptible, and
undefiled, and that fadeth not away' (Eph I14,
Col I12, He 915, 1 Ρ I 4 ); a ' house of many man-
sions ' (Jn 141) ; a place prepared by Christ (Jn
142·3); a ' better country,' a ' city prepared'
(He II16). Once at least it is described as Paradise
(Lk 2343)—a term probably of Median origin,
selected by the LXX as the rendering for the
Garden of Eden, and used in Jewish literature to
express the idea of a home of innocence and peace,
with reference sometimes to the Eden of the past,
sometimes to an Eden of the future, sometimes to an
earthly Eden, sometimes to a heavenly (see article
on PARADISE). Its life is set forth as an existence
like that of the angels (Mk 1225, Lk 2036), an
4 eternal life' (Jude21), a 'life that is life indeed'
(1 Ti 619), a 'rest ' (He 41 etc., Rev 1413), a life of
worship, praise, service (Rev59 etc., 224). Its happi-
ness is expressed by a rich and varied imagery, as
reward, a 'great reward,' a 'full reward,' royalty, an
everlasting reign, an everlasting existence, a partak-
ing of the tree of life and the hidden manna, a new
name, the dignity of a pillar in the temple of God,
a place on the throne, praise, honour, glory, that
which is within the veil, the presence of God's
glory, a prize, a crown, the ' crown of life,' a ' crown
of righteousness,' the promise, a manifestation, a
salvation from wrath, the adoption, the vision of
God, the being like Christ, the seeing of Him as
He is, joy, ' exceeding joy,' ' the joy of the Lord '
(Mt 512, 1 Co 38·14, Col 324, 2 Jn 8 , Rev 2212, 2 Ti 212,
Rev 225, He 1034, Rev 27·1 7 312·21, 1 Ρ I7, He 619,
Jude2 4, Ph 314, 2 Ti 47,1 Co 925, 2 Ti 418, Ja I12, 1 Ρ 54,
Rev 2™, He 915, Ro 819 59, 2 Ti 210, Ro 823, Rev 224,
1 Jn3 2 , Jude2 4, Mt 2521).

Theology has sought to answer many questions re-
lating to heaven which Scripture suggests, but which
it does not itself follow to their conclusions. It has
occupied itself with the question as to how the
spirituality and omnipresence of the Divine Being
can be reconciled with the predication of heaven as
His peculiar dwelling-place. It has also discussed
the question whether heaven is to be regarded as a
place or only as a condition, These are questions
which are beyond the range of our present faculties
and experience. Scripture freely speaks, on the
one hand, of God as everywhere present and as
manifesting Himself in different ways in all parts
of His creation, and, on the other hand, as specially
present in heaven and manifesting His glory in a
peculiar sense there. And we can only say that it
is with Him, though in a higher sense, as it is
with the sun ' which shines everywhere, yet
especially displays its full splendour in the firma-
ment ' (Oosterzee, Chr. Dog. p. 258). Neither can
we disconnect the idea of locality absolutely from
our conception of heaven. It belongs to the con-
dition of our present mental life and experience to
think of heaven more or less in terms of locality,
even when we think of God who is spirit, much
more when we think of the future home of beings
like ourselves.
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Theology also has engaged itself greatly (in
some eras, however, much more than in others)
with the question of the nature of the existence in
heaven, the heavenly activities, the felicities of
heaven. Sometimes it has committed itself to
rude, material, sensuous conceptions; sometimes
it has defined heaven as essentially a condition of
passivity, contemplation, or quiescence. But for the
most part, and in the case of its greatest names, it
has avoided these extremes. Even Justin Martyr
{Adv. Hcer. 57), Irenseus (Apol. i. 8), and the Fathers
who accepted the millenarian doctrine, thought of
the immediate communion with God as the essence
of the blessedness of heaven. Origen affirmed
the progress of life in heaven, and dwelt largely
on the intellectual conditions of heaven, regarding
its chief joy as found in the satisfaction of the
desire of knowledge (De prin. π. xi. 2). Greg. Naz.
(Orat. xvi. 9), Greg. Nyss. (Orat. Cat. c. 40) and
others, placed its felicity chiefly in the increase of
knowledge and in intercourse with all the saints.
Augustine (De Civ. Dei, xxi. 29,30), agreeing with all
others that the enjoyment of God is the substance
of the bliss of heaven, added specially to that the
recovery of man's true liberty. While the mystics
of all ages have inclined to reduce the various
Scriptural representations of heaven to metaphors
of subjective states, the schoolmen generally con-
strued them as implying locality, and speculated
on the region, its divisions, and its employments.
Extreme realistic views of heaven have been advo-
cated by theosophic theologians in all times. And
in the system of Emmanuel Swedenborg, with its
principle of correspondence, in virtue of which the
spiritual world is the outbirth of the invisible
mental world and the natural world that of the
spiritual world, we have a curious doctrine of the
constitution of heaven as the subject of a reve-
lation, and find the existence of three distinct
heavens, consisting of three orders of angels,
affirmed.

The Scriptures themselves are silent on many
things on which theology has dilated. They give
us a large, general view of heaven as the final
home of God's servants ; of its rewards as having
degrees corresponding to the character and the
service ; of its blessedness as found in freedom from
all sin, pain, sorrow, in the manifestation of the
eternal love and glory, in the realization of hope,
the possession of all good, the presence of Christ, the
immediate vision and fellowship of God. It leaves
much to the sanctified imagination, and makes
its final teaching this—* Eye hath not seen, nor
ear heard, neither have entered into the heart of
man, the things which God hath prepared for them
that love him' (1 Co 29).
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S. D. F. SALMOND.
HEAYE-OFFERING.—See SACRIFICE.

HEAYINESS.—Besides the literal sense of pon-
derous, heayy is used in two fig. meanings: 1.
Burdensome, as Nu II 1 4 ' 1 am not able to bear all
this people alone, because it is too heavy for me ' ;
1 Es 572 ' But the heathen of the land lying heavy
upon the inhabitants of Judea, . . . hindered their
building' (̂ 7rtfcoiJuc6;uei'a[Fritzsche conjee, επικείμενα]
rots iv rrj Ιουδαία); Wis 1721 * Over them only was

spread an heavy night' (βαρεία); 2 Mac 523 * Mene-
laus, who worse than all the rest bare an heavy hand
over the citizens' (ύπερχιρετο rots TroXircus, Rv 'ex-
alted himself against his fellow-citizens'). Cf. T.
Lever, Sermons (Arber, p. 64), * And their landlords
which shuld defend them, be most heavye maisters
unto them.' 2. Sorrowful, as 1 Κ 2043 'And the
king of Israel went to his house heavy and
displeased' (no); 1 Es 871 ' And as soon as I had
heard these things, I rent my clothes, and the
holy garment, and pulled off the hair from off
my head and beard, and sat me down sad and very
heavy' (σύννου* /cat περίλυπος, RV ' sad and full of
heaviness'); 2 Es 1248 'Be of good comfort, Ο
Israel; and be not heavy, thou house of Jacob'
(noli tristari ; RV ' be not sorrowful'); Mk 1433

'And he taketh with him Peter and James and
John, and began to be sore amazed, and to be very
heavy' (άδημονεϊν, RV ' sore troubled '). So Lk 18!j3

Tind. ' When he heard that, he was hevy; for he
was very ryche'; Is I5 Cov. ' The whole heade is
sick, and the herte is very hevy'; Hall, Works, ii.
144 (on ' Jairus and his daughter'), ' What a con-
fusion there is in worldly sorrow? The mother
shreekes, the servants cry out; the people make
lamentation, the minstrelles howle, and strike dole-
fully ; so as the eare might question whether the
ditty or the instrument were more heavie'; Eras-
mus, The Commune Crede, Eng. tr., fol. 736, 'And
that Christ suffered in soule also, even his owne
self e doth witnesse, sayenge, My soule is hevy even
unto the deathe.'

The adv. heavily means 'with difficulty' in
Ex 1425 ' And took off their chariot w heels that
they drave them heavily' (nnn??, lit. ' with heavi-
ness,' the only example of the Heb. word). The
meaning is rare in Eng. ; cf. Mt 1315 Rhem. ' For
the hart of this people is waxed grosse, and with
their eares they have heavily heard, and their eies
they have shut.' Heavily occurs also once in the
sense of grievously, oppressively, Is 476 ' upon the
ancient hast thou very heavily laid thy yoke' ;
and once as sorrowfully, Ps 3514 ' I bowed down
heavily, as one that mourneth for his mother' (RV
' I bowed down mourning'; see Abbott, Original
Texts, 1891, p. 214).

Heaviness occurs often, but always with the
meaning of grief. Thus Pr 101 ' A wise son maketh
a glad father : but a foolish son is the heaviness
of his mother'; 1225 ' Heaviness in the heart of
man maketh it stoop : but a good word maketh it
glad'; Is 613 ' To appoint unto them that mourn
in Zion, to give unto them beauty for ashes, the
oil of joy for mourning, the garment of praise for
the spirit of heaviness'; 1 Es 871 Ί sat still full of
heaviness until the evening sacrifice' (περίλυπος);
2 Es 108 ' And now, seeing we all mourn and are
sad, for we are all in heaviness, art thou grieved
for one son?' ('quoniam omnes contristati sumus,'
RV ' seeing we are all in sorrow'); Sir 224 * She
that liveth dishonestly is her father's heaviness' (els
λύπην -γενν-ησαντος, R V ' the grief of him that begat
her'); 3818 'of heaviness cometh death, and the
heaviness of the heart breaketh strength' (both
λύπη, RV both ' sorrow'); Ro 92 and 2 Co 21 (both
λύπη, RV both ' sorrow ); 1 Ρ I6 'Ye are in heavi-
ness ' (λυπηθέντες, RV ' Ye have been put to grief');
Ph 226 ' For he longed after you all, and was full of
heaviness' (άδημονών, RV ' was sore troubled'). In
their Preface the AV translators say of the Scrip-
tures, * If we be ignorant, they will instruct us; if
out of the way, they will bring us home ; if out of
order, they will reforme us; if in heaviness, com-
fort us; if dull, quicken us ; if colde, inflame us.'
The older versions have the word very often, as
Jn 166 Wye. 'sorwe, or heuynesse, hath fulfillid
youre herte'; Ps 305 Cov. ' hevynesse maye well
endure for a night, but joye commeth in the
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mornynge' (Cran. * hevynesse maye endure for a
night/ and so Pr. Bk.)· Cf. Erasmus, The Com-
mune Crede, fol. 31 δ, ' Agayn of the defaulte and
wante of fayth springeth superstition, sorcerie,
idolatry, and covetousness cosen to it, ambition,
blasphemy, hevynes, desperation, pride, fear of
death, desyre of vengeaunce, fynally what so ever
vices or synnes do raygne in the whole worlde.'

J. HASTINGS.
HEBER (™ 'association' or 'spell,' from

12π to ' unite/ especially by spells: possibly
connected with Habiri, Journal of Bibl. Lit. xi.
118, xii. 61).—1. A man of Asher and son of
Beriah (Gn 4617, Nu 2645, 1 Ch 731·32). He founded
what appears from the last passage to have been
the principal clan in his tribe. The gentilic name
Heberites occurs in Nu 2645. 2. The Kenite,
according to Jg 417 524, husband of Jael. He
separated himself (Jg 4U) from his Bedawin caste
of Kenites or nomad smiths, whose wanderings
were confined chiefly to the south of Judah, and
settled for a time near Kedesh, on the plain to the
west of the Sea of Galilee (Conder, Tent-Work,
ii. 132; G. A. Smith, Hist. Geog. 369, note 1).
According to the narrative of Jg, Sisera in his
flight after defeat by Barak was invited by Jael to
take refuge in her husband's encampment, and was
there killed by her in his sleep. But Jg 524b is
shown by the metre to be probably a gloss from
417, which again appears to relate to a different
locality from that of 411. On the whole it is not
unlikely that two traditions are blended, and that
in the original stories the unnamed wife of Heber
dealt with Jabin in a similar way to that of Jael
with Sisera. 3. A man of Judah, son (1 Ch 418)
of Mered by his Jewish, as distinguished from his
Egyp., wife. Beyond his genealogy, nothing is
recorded of him except that he was the ' father' or
founder of Soco. $. A Benjamite and member of
the family of Elpaal (1 Ch 817), which appears to
have been of pure Heb. blood on both sides, as
contrasted with its kindred of partially Moabite
descent (1 Ch 88·u). R. \Ϋ. Moss.

HEBREW/iM (nay, onny, trnay).— Ebrew(Shaks.
I Hen. IV. II. iv. 198; AV 16U Dt 15 heading):
Ebreus (Wycl. 2 Co II 2 2 ) : through Norm. Hebreu,
Hebrceus, Έβραΐοι, Aram. Hbrai, det. forms,
*ibra'aht*ibrdyah ('isy, πχ-jny, ·Ή?ν, Dalm. Jud.-Pal.
Aram. Gramm. p. 155). The Greeks were thus
evidently first acquainted with the word through
Aramaic-speaking peoples. If, as may be pre-
sumed, this was by way of N. Syria and Asia
Minor, it throws no light on the date at which they
came personally in touch with the Hebrews. As,
however, Εβραίος occurs only in later Greek (LXX,
Pausanias; v. infra), it is possible that it was
formed at a time when Aramaic was becoming the
prevailing language of the Hebrews themselves,
i.e. c. 300 B.C.

I. USAGE OF THE WORD.—(A) Old Test—Not in
Ρ nor, save in Jer 349·14 (quot. from Dt 1512), in
documents certainly later than 7th cent. B.C., pre-
sumably because it has no theological or theocratic
connotation but is purely secular, and ' Jew' (wh.
see) took its place from the 7th cent, onwards. It
is apparently the oldest designation of the chosen
people (whether in its primitive use confined to
them or not, see II. ii.) in contrast to those of
another race. We thus find it used : i. by others—
~ ~~ • ". s

By Jews in addressing others—Gn 4015 [E],
Egyptians; Ex 318 716 91 [all J], words that Moses
was commanded by God to use to Pharaoh ; 53 [J],
words so used by him; Jon I9, by Jonah to the

* Unless we adopt Hitzig's emendation 'mice' βη*ι?ϊξτ.

sailors who were presumably Phoenicians, iii.
With a contrast to others expressed or clearly
implied—Gn 1413 [' Exilic Midrash' ? ?], Canaanites
and Chedorlaomer's army; 4332 [J2], Ex I 1 5 · 1 6 · 1 9

[E] 27· « · 1 3 [E], Egyptians; 1 S 133·7 * [ J 1], Philis-
tines ; 1421 [J1], Philistines and, apparently, the
bulk of Israel that were already with Saul; Ex 213

[£Bk. of the Covenant'], Dt 1512, Jer 349·14 ' a
Hebrew slave' is contrasted with one of any other
nationality.

(B) Apocrypha.—The word does not occur often,
but the usage is similar, as far as it goes. i. Used
by others, Jth 1211 (Holofernes, an * Assyrian'), 1418

(Sagoas, an 'Assyrian').! ii. By Jews in address-
ing others, Jth 1012 ('Assyrians'), 2 Mac 731

(Syrians), iii. With a contrast to others expressed
or clearly implied, 2 Mac II 1 3 (Syrians) $ 1537

(Syrians), iv. The Prologue of Sir is slightly
different, for it is there used distinctly of the
Hebrew language in contrast to Greek, the dis-
covery of the original of Sir showing that Hebrew,
not Aramaic, was intended.

(C) New Testament.—The phenomena here are
more difficult. ' Hebrews' are contrasted with
4Hellenists' (Ac 6*),§ i.e. those Jews who favoured
Hellenism and practised Greek customs, and
therefore, either by preference or by residence
abroad, usually spoke the Greek language.
Hebrews would therefore be those who more truly
answered to the old idea of the people, the more
conservative members who prided themselves on
maintaining the old customs, and rejected as far
as possible the insidious influence of Hellenism
(2 Co II2 2, Ph 35, though St. Paul was a Jew of
the Dispersion). In this way it is intelligible how
4 Hebrew,' when used of language, may mean
either Aramaic (Jn 52 1913·17·™ 201B ΈβραΧστί, and
probably Ac 2140 222 2614 rrj Έβραΐδι διαλέκτφ) or
Hebrew proper (Rev 911 1616 ΈβραϊστΙ).\\ In other
words, the evidence now available tends to show
that the use of 'Hebrew' does not refer funda-
mentally to the language,Ii but rather to the
historic position and worth of the nation. It is
not a linguistic but a national word. Hence
Josephus** can remark that the Heb. say for ' red'
άδωμα {Ant. II. i. 1) and for Pentecost άσαρθά
{Ant. III. x. 6), i.e. pure Aram, (K»vig, Νζφ£).*Η*

II. ORIGINAL MEANING OF THE WORD!—Quot
homines tot sententice, for a word that goes back to
such primitive times readily lends itself to guesses
on the part of those unacquainted with Hebrew,
or acquainted with it only in its biblical form.

i. The derivation from. Abram (D"jas) %% is of course
impossible, for κ and y do not readily inter change, §§
and the loss of the final D would be inexplicable.
At most, the similarity of sound between the

* Klostermann and Budde read ' a great multitude' (21 Dy.).
t Contrast the use of 'Israel' in Jth, when God's mercies are

spoken of, or when there is no thought of members of another
nation, e.g. 158ff·. • Jews' is apparently not found in Jth.

% Notice the allusion to victories of the Hebrews of old.
§ Cf. the σ-νναγούγν Αίβρίων at Rome mentioned on one, and

apparently a second, inscription (see Schurer, HJP n. ii. 248,
and Berliner, Gesch. d. Juden in Rom i. 64. Berliner, referring
to Derenbourg, thinks Αίβρίων here means Samaritans, but
surely wrongly).

|| Cf. Prologue to Sirach, supra.
ΪΓ As Trench, NT Synonyms, § xxxix.
** Cf. A. Meyer, Jesu Muttersprache, 1896, p. 40.
ft In the time of Eusebius, when the distinction between

'Hebrew' and 'Hellenist' was hardly regarded by a Gentile
Christian, even Philo can be called a Hebrew by birth (το γίνος
«.vixotQiv ΈβρχΤος h, HE n. iv. 3). For other examples of
Εβραίος, Hebrceus, being used in the widest national sense, see
Plut. Sympos. iv. qu. 6. 1 ; Pausanias, i. 5, § 5, v. 5, § 2, and 7,
§ 4, vi. 24, § 8, x. 12, § 9 ; Appian, civ. 2.71; Porphyry, vit. Pyth.,
Leipzig, 1816, p. 22 (if the reading is genuine); Tac. Hist. v. 2.

XX Quid ergo probabilius sit Hebraos tanquam Heberseos dictos,
an tanquam Abrahasos, merito quseritur, Aag.Qucest. in Gen.% 24;
cf. Euseb. Prcep. Evang. x. 14.

§§ nay is represented by Ί2Χ in recent Assyrian lexicons,
but this is because there is no differential sign for either Κ or y
at the beginning of a syllable.
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* Hebrews' and their most famous ancestor
may have assisted in limiting the term to them.

if. Eber (nay. Gn 1021·24·25 II 1 4" 1 7, 1 Ch l ie.».»)·
is a much more plausible explanation. Assuming
him to be a real person, it would be a patronymic,
used in Wo forms, {a) Hebrew (nay), {b) bene 'Eber
(Gn 10ai) ;t cf. bene Lot (Ps 839), and bene Israeli

iii. From "ny as verb or preposition, designating
the Hebrews as those who have come across, or who
belong properly to the land across, some well-
known boundary. Euseb. {Prcep. Evang. vii. 8, xi. 6)
prefers to any other a spiritual interpretation,
that the Hebrews were those who had passed over
from the worship of false gods and the pleasures
of the flesh to the service of the God of all and
the life of true wisdom and piety. But this is
homiletical, not scientific. Three natural bound-
aries have been suggested.

(a) The Red Sea. ' Why was Moses to say to
Pharaoh, The LORD God of the Hebrews hath met
with us ? Because they had crossed over the Red
Sea ' (Exod. B. § 3 middle, by a Rabbin, conceit).

(b) The Jordan. So Wellhausen {Isr. u. Jud.
Gesch. p. 7, 1894), who thinks it was given to them
by their neighbours in Western Palestine after
they had crossed over. He thinks, however, that
in old usage the term was so extended as to in-
clude the Edomites, with whom the Hebrews were
originally united. Thus 'Hebrews' would mean
those who dwelt jT.TD Ί5Κ, cf. Gn 5010 and often (so
Stade, Lehrb. § Ib; Kautzsch [doubtfully], Heb.
Gram. § 2b).

(c) Euphrates. (1) In the sense that the Hebrews
came from the east of Euphrates to the west, i.e.
when Abraham crossed it from Haran on the way
to Canaan. So Origen (in Field's Hex. on Gn.
xiv. 13) περάτης (LXX) καλείται ό 'Αβραάμ, επειδή από
της Χάλδαίων χώρας διαπεράσας την Μεσοποταμίαν, η^λθεν
els τα μέρη τών Χαναναίων. This was also the refer-
ence of Augustine's word, transfluvialis (Qucest.
Gen. § 29), and presumably of Aquila's περαΐτης,
which Field thinks was formed by him from
πέραν rather than περάω (περάτης) [to definitely
correspond to the Hebrew (nnyn not '1?yn)]-§
' Hebrew' will thus, according to this derivation,
be from "ny in the same meaning that it has in
me eber lanndhdr (1 Κ 1415), and perhaps in the
phrase 'ebre ndhdr (Is 720)|| (so Dillm. on Gn II1 2).

(2) In the sense that the Hebrews went from west
to east, the standpoint of the speaker being, that
is to say, east of Euphrates. So Hommel in the
Appendix to his Ancient Hebrew Tradition: illus-
trated by the Monuments·, 1897 (contrast his earlier
opinion, p. 258), after comparing Glaser's investiga-
tions of Minsean inscriptions with cuneiform docu-
ments. He supposes that Ebir nari (= Eber han-
nd-hdr of the Bible, 'Ibr nahardn Minsean) was
originally the region between Borsippa and Ur,
i.e. on the west of the lower Euphrates, including
the adjoining Country of the Sea to the southward.
This is the region, therefore, indicated in Jos 242

as the home of Abraham and the Western Semitic
tribes who trace their origin to him. It was

* Augustine (see note XX p. 325) prefers it in Retract, ii. § 16,
De Civ. xvi. § 3 ; cf. Euseb. Prcep. Evang. vii. 6.

f Sh i h l l d ^ J2» unless with Ballf Shem is here called I i y ^
(Haupt's OT) "ll'^S is to be considered as an interpolation
by P.

X Sayce (Expos. Times, Mar. 1897, p. 258) suggests that '^6er=
Bab. Ebar, l a priest.' If so, and if ' Hebrews' be derived from
it, the paronomasia in 1 S 137 (common text) is due to a faulty
philology.

§ Furst (Lex. s.v. nay) thinks that 'Hebrew' was limited to
the Israelites by 'eber hannahar gradually changing into 'eber
hayyarden (Jordan). So to Jews ή atp«.iu, was naturally Eastern
Palestine (Jos. often, e.g. Ant. xm. ii. 3, cf. *ίρ»ν του Ίορΰάνου,
Mk 101) and ηρα,ΐττ,ς an inhabitant of that province (Jos. BJ
II. xx. 4).

II Nisibis in Mesopotamia is described as being iv rti trtpai»
ry rpof τ ψ Ύίγρ^τι χοτχμω (Steph. Byz. S.V. N/<r;/3;i).

'across the River' to the Babylonians among
whom Abraham or his forefathers came, and he
was called 'Ibri, as belonging to that land 'Eber,
the term travelling with him and his descendants.
In this way we can understand that (α) Ε Mr nari
is used of the country west of Euphrates (and even
of Palestine in an inscription of c. 1100 B.C.); (β)
the biblical Eber han-ndhdr in, perhaps, all other
places than 1 Κ 1415 means the same: (7) 'Eber in
Nu 2424 need not mean either the Hebrews (so most
commentators) or those non-Assyrian peoples who
lived east of Euphrates (Dillm.), but a district in
the north-west of Arabia. *

Upon the evidence before us this explanation
appears to some the most satisfactory, f [See, how-
ever, Margoliouth's criticism of Hommel in Expos.
Times, Aug. 1897, p. 500ό. Even Sayce [EHΗ
p. 8), after mentioning Hommel's theory, says, * The
origin and first use of the name (Hebrew) are still
a matter of doubt']. But we should like further
evidence of the use of such a word as 'Ibri in the
inscriptions. Have we this ?

III. EVIDENCE OF THE MONUMENTS AND IN-
SCRIPTIONS.—Have we any mention in these of
the Hebrews by name ? Two identifications have
been proposed.

i. *Apri or 'Epri of the Egyptian monuments has
been said to be merely an Egyptian transliteration
of 'Ibri. This identification has been almost given
up, but Hommel [loc. cit. p. 259) is disposed to
regard it not unfavourably, comparing for the
change of labial the Egyptian hurp taken from
the Canaanite hereb, ' sword,' and pointing out
that, although 800 'Epriu (Egypt, plur. of Έρή)
drawn from the foreign residents of 'An in the
east of Goshen were employed under Ramses IV.
long after the Exodus, yet it is possible that
some of the Israelites remained behind and mingled
with other foreigners. But the identification is,
to say the least, very precarious.

ii. The Khabiri, or Abiri (for Assyriologists
transliterate the word in both ways) of the Tel
el-Amarna tablets. They are described in the
letters of the king of Jerusalem to his suzerain,
the Pharaoh, c. 1400 B.C. (Hommel), as attacking
districts and towns in what we now know as the
Negeb, the Maritime Plain, and Judah, and, perhaps,
as even laying siege to Jerusalem itself. The king
urgently applies for reinforcements, saying, ' If
troops can be sent before the end of the year, then
the territory of my lord the king may yet be
retained; but if no troops arrive it will assuredly
be lost.' The difference in the form of the word
{Khabiri or Abiri and 'Ibri) matters little, for * the

* So also the Asshur of this verse may represent the Minsean
A'shur, which seems to be a district to the S.E. of Gaza. It
would then appear to be an earlier form of Shur (Gn 201). It
should also be noticed that this wide use of 'Eber explains how
among the b&ne 'Eber are found both a western branch in
S. Arabia of Joktan and other tribes (Gn IO^-SO) (j), a s well as
an eastern branch round the lower Euphrates in Peleg, the
direct ancestor of Nahor and Abraham, with subdivisions arising
in Isaac and Ishmael. * Hebrews' is not, apparently, so used.
We may suppose that, even if present in the original documents,
the Hebrew editors and copyists preferred some less ambiguous
term.

t Akin to this explanation is that which derives ' Hebrews'
from the Arabic 'eber in the sense of a 4 tract along the banks of
a river (as the place for passing over), and χατ' εξοχήν, that of
the Euphrates, the whole tract of land stretching from the east
bank of the Euphrates to the Tigris, and from the west bank to
the Arabian Desert (berrtjet el-arab), from which, according to
the Turkish Kamus and Lex. Geographicum, ii. 232, 233, ia
derived 'Ibri or 'Ibrani, the name of the Jewish people, aa
having come from the land stretching from the bank of the
Euphrates to the Tigris' (Delitzsch on Is 720). W. R. Smith
(Enc. Brit® s.v. 'Hebrews') mentions this conjecture, which
makes Hebrews to be ' dwellers in a land of rivers,' adding,
' this goes well with Peleg (watercourse), as in Arabia we have
the district Falag, so named because it is furrowed by waters *
(Sprenger, Geogr. Arab. p. 234). In Doughty (Arabia Deserta,
ii. 38) Falaj is rendered' the splitting of the mountain'; but the
two derivations are not contradictory if, as it seems, Falaj is a
mountainous district with many torrents.
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Canaanite 'Ayin, with which guttural the word Ibri
commences, is elsewhere in the texts represented
by the cuneiform Kh, and there are analogous
instances of the abbreviation of an earlier form
like'Abiri into a later form such as'Ibri.'* But
the identification is at present quite uncertain :
(a) the king appears to be describing an attack
from the west side of Jordan, whereas the Hebrews
came from the east side; (b) the names of persons
do not agree with those mentioned in Joshua;
(c) the date is much earlier than that which is now
usually given to the Exodus, 1322 (Lepsius), or
even 1200 (Petrie). But (a) the first difficulty may
be fairly met by saying that the letters do not
necessitate an attack from the west only, that the
OT account is very brief, the conquest of even
southern Palestine possibly extending over many
years, and that much of the south-west country
may have been taken before the king of Jerusalem
felt in much danger. + (b) The second difficulty is
not conclusive, as persons appear to have been
known under different names. (c) The third
depends wholly on the accuracy of the date given
to the Exodus. If this is accepted, the Khabiri
can be identical with the Hebrews only by some of
the Hebrews having returned to Palestine before the
Exodus; but though this may be consistent with
raids having been made, or small detachments
having separated themselves, the letters imply the
approach of a large body. Hence, either Khabiri
has a purely accidental resemblance to 'Ibri,i or
the date of the Exodus must be placed much
earlier. § We cannot as yet say which is right.

Hebrewess, Hebrew Woman (nn^), Jer 349,
Dt 1512, in contrast to slaves of other nationalities.
Ex I 1 5 · 1 6 · 1 9 27 [E], in contrast to Egyptians.

A. LUKYN WILLIAMS.
HEBREW LANGUAGE.—See LANGUAGE.

HEBREWESS.—See H E B K E W .

HEBREWS, EPISTLE TO.—

i. Aim and Central Idea.
ii. Method.

(1) Christ and Prophets.
(2) Christ and Angels.
(3) Christ and Moses.
(4) Christ and Aaron.
(5) Christ and Melchizedek.

Theological Import.
(1) Christology—(a) Incarnation ; (6) Earthly

Life of Jesus ; (c) State of Humiliation ; (d)
Christ's Priesthood, (a) the Melchizedek
Type, (β) the Aaronic Type; (e) Theory of
Redemption; (/) Christ's Priesthood in
Heaven ; (g) Salvation.

ill.

v.
vi.

vii.
viii.

ix.
x.

(2) Fatherhood of God.
Relation to Philo.
Relation to St. Paul.
Was the Author Jew or Gentile ?
Jew or Gentile Readers ?
Location of First Readers.
Date.
Author.
Literature.

i. AIM AND CENTRAL IDEA.—This Epistle is
one of the most important writings in the NT.
It contains a distinct type of Christian thought,
and in that respect may be classed with the
Synoptic Gospels, the Pauline Epistles, and the
Gospel of John, which also contain, each, a dis-
tinctive conception of the good that came to
the world through Jesus Christ. It is in aim

* Hommel, loc. cit. pp. 156, 231.
t Or may there have been a temporary and partial attack

from the south early in the wanderings, such as Nu 211-3 perhaps
indicates ? Jg H6-21 may possibly refer to the same time.

X So Hommel, who identifies the Khabiri with those after
whom Hebron was called (Jg 110). He thinks it is properly
identical with Kheber in Gn 4617, and represents part of the
tribe of Asher who came into Palestine before the other
Hebrews (loc. cit. p. 236).

§ Professor Orr (Expository March 1897) argues strenuously
for the first years of Amenhotep π., Β.Ο. 144&-1423.

and method an apologetic writing, intended to
help certain Christians, who had no true insight
into the nature and worth of the Christian re-
ligion, to reach a better understanding of its
excellence, and so to fortify them against tempta-
tions to apostasy. But the apologetic argument
rests on a very definite theological position.
The author has a very clear idea of the nature,
and a very high estimate of the value, of Chris-
tianity. He attaches to it the value of the perfect
and therefore the final religion, and he assigns to
it this value because he regards it as the religion
of free, unrestricted access to God. This is the
central dogmatic thought of the Epistle, as in-
dicated in 719, where Christianity is by implica-
tion set forth as the religion of the better hope
through which we draw nigh unto God. No re-
ligion, in the writer's judgment, can be satis-
factory which does not establish intimate relations
between God and man. Herein, for him, lies the
great inferiority of Leviticalism in comparison with
Christianity. He conceives of Leviticalism as a
religion which kept men at an awful distance,
and the veil between the holy and the most holy
place is in his view the symbol of that radical
defect. It is self-evident to him that a religious
system which shuts God up in a dark inaccessible
shrine cannot be the perfect form of religion. It
must eventually give way to a better. Christianity
is that better religion. It knows of no veil, and
no inaccessible holy place. Christ is not only a
High Priest, but a forerunner, πρόδρομος: where
He goes, though it be into the very presence of
God, all believers in Him may follow.

ii. METHOD.—This is the radical contrast between
Christianity and Leviticalism. This central con-
trast, however, is suggestive of many others, and
the method adopted by the writer in the prose-
cution of his apologetic aim is to exhibit in detail
the points in which the religion of the NT is
superior to that described in the books of Moses.
His idea of Christianity is that it is the best
possible religion ; but what he sets himself to prove
is that it is better tban the Levitical religion. It
is not difficult, however, to read between the lines,
and to see behind the apologetic better the dog-
matic best.

The comparison of the two religions runs through
the whole theoretic part of the Epistle from I 1 to
1018. It begins at the circumference and ends at
the centre. The central truth is the priestly
performance of Christ by which we are brought
into filial relations with God. But the compari-
son begins with the agents of revelation, and pro-
ceeds from that starting-point to compare the
agents of redemption. Under each of these two
categories two sets of agents are ascribed to the
old religion: prophets and angels under the head
of revelation, and Moses and Aaron under the
head of redemption. Thus there are four separate
comparisons to be made—(1) between Christ and
prophets, (2) between Christ and angels, (3) be-
tween Christ and Moses, (4) between Christ and
Aaron. The first is made in I1"3, the second in
I4 '1 4, the third in 31"6, and the fourth in δ1-^28.

(1) Christ and Prophets.—The contrast is least
emphatic in reference to the prophets, as they might
be looked on as belonging in spirit to the new
dispensation rather than to the old Levitical one.
But there is a latent antithesis here also, traceable
in the words carefully selected to describe pro-
phetic revelation,—πολνμερώς, ττολυτρόττω*. These
adverbs convey the idea that the ancient revelation
was fragmentary (in many parts) and tropical (in
many modes); and it is implied, though not ex-
pressly stated, that the revelation made by Christ
was free from both defects — complete and real,
and therefore final. All this is in effect said by
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the phrase έν νίφ, used to describe the agent of the
Christian revelation. In the end of the days God
spake to men by one having the standing of a son.
A son knows all that is in a Father's mind ; when
He has spoken there is nothing more to be said.

(2) Christ and Angels.—We are apt to think that
the second comparison, that between Christ and
angels, might have been dispensed with. But the
author was writing for the benefit of Jews (this,
in the meantime, may be assumed ; it is the im-
pression one naturally first takes from the book),
and angels held a prominent place in contemporary
Jewish religious thought. To them was assigned
the function of executors of God's will in the
natural world, and also that of intermediaries
between J" and Israel in the lawgiving. The
law was a word spoken by angels (22, cf. Ac 753,
Gal 319). Therefore, whatever the writer's own
thoughts might be as to the position of angels in
the universe and in the history of revelation, he
was under the necessity of deferring to current
opinion and speaking of them as rivals to Christ.
Therefore his second thesis is : Christ better than
angels, his proof consisting of a mosaic of OT
texts which bring out a threefold contrast: Christ
to angels as son to servants, as king to subjects,
as creator to creatures. The conclusion is that
the essential function of angels is to serve. They
are ministering spirits — all of them, even the
highest archangel — to God, to Christ, even to
Christians—'sent forth for service to those who
are about to inherit salvation' (I14).

(3) Christ and Moses.—For Moses the writer had
a much deeper respect than for angels, whose role
he probably conceived to be greatly inflated in
Jewish theology. Moses was a great historic
reality, whose functions in behalf of Israel at the
creative epoch of her history he was not tempted
to disparage. But even Moses occupied a place
of subordination compared to Jesus, and he does
not hesitate to point the fact out, contriving, how-
ever, to do so in a manner that could not wound
Jewish susceptibilities. He knows how to praise
Moses while yet giving him the second place.
Faithful in all God's house, on God's own testi-
mony, yet faithful only as a servant. But Christ
was faithful as a son.

(4) Christ and Aaron.—While the comparison be-
tween Christ and Moses is despatched in a few
sentences, that between Christ and Aaron runs
through two chapters. This is not due to the
writer having a higher esteem for Aaron than
for Moses. The reverse was the fact. While for
his mind Moses was probably one of the world's
greatest men, and the Exodus one of the great
heroic achievements of human history, the char-
acter and functions of the first high priest of Israel
seem to have inspired him with only moderate
respect. All that elaborate ritual on the great
Day of Atonement, in which the high priest played
the principal part, seemed to him much ado about
nothing. For the blood of bulls and of goats could
not take away sin. How poor that Levitical sacri-
ficial system compared with the one sacrifice of
Christ, who by an eternal spirit offered Himself
to God! But why, then, make the comparison,
and at such length? Because he is writing for
people who think Aaron a very august figure, and
his sacerdotal service one of very great import-
ance ; and because his apologetic method requires
him to use Aaron as a type whereby to convey
to ill-instructed Hebrew Christians some rudi-
mentary ideas as to the nature of Christ's sacer-
dotal functions.

(5) Christ and Melchizedek.—One other OT per-
sonage is brought upon the stage in the course of
the argument—Melchizedek. He is introduced,
however, not for the purpose of contrast, but to aid

in the embodiment of the writer's lofty conception
of Christ's priestly function. His thesis here is
not, Christ greater than Melchizedek, but, Christ
like Melchizedek. His use of this historic figure
also serves an apologetic purpose, but in a different
way. He had a difficulty to meet in connexion
with the doctrine that Christ was a priest. Jesus
did not belong to the tribe of Levi. That was
an insurmountable obstacle to the recognition of
Him as a priest for law-ridden minds. How, then,
does the writer deal with it ? In effect thus: ' I
know quite well that Jesus could not be a priest
on earth, i.e. one of the only class of priests you
Jews are acquainted with, because He did not
belong to the tribe whence the priests are taken.
But the Heb. oracles know of another priesthood
besides the Levitical, whereof they make honourable
mention—that of Melchizedek, priest of the Most
High God. It was a more ancient priesthood
than that of Aaron. Do you reply: yes, ancient
enough, but rude, suitable only for primitive times,
and, of course, superseded by a regularly estab-
lished sacerdotal class, like that of Aaron and his
family ? I say, not so, for in a psalm later than
the institution of the Levitical priesthood, and
recognized by you all as Messianic, the Melchize-
dek priesthood is referred to as if it were the
ideally perfect type. " A priest for ever after the
order of Melehisedek." The Christ is to be a priest
after this ideal type. And He is appointed by an
oath of God which implies that it is an appoint-
ment of unique importance. And God declares
that He will not repent of the appointment, which
teaches by implication that God has repented of
another kind of priesthood, and that it will pas'i
away, and that the new priesthood will be of such
excellence that it will never need to pass away.'
We have here an apologetic use of the ancient
priesthood of the king of Salem, analogous to that
made by the Apostle Paul of the promise given to
Abraham long before the era of the lawgiving.

iii. THEOLOGICAL IMPORT.—This rapid sketch
may suffice to give some idea of the drift of this
Epistle on its apologetic side. But our main
concern is with its positive theological significance,
to which we now turn.

It is important for a true appreciation of the
theological ideas of the Epistle to keep steadily
before us its central conception of Christianity as
the perfect and final religion, both perfect and final
because it brings men really nigh to God. All re-
ligions aim at this, Leviticalism included. Never-
theless, it had a veil dividing the tabernacle into
two compartments, and a most holy place into
which no man might go save the high priest, and
he only once a year, and then only with due pre-
cautions. Christianity is the one religion that has
really solved the problem. In the language of the
Epistle it perfects the worshipper as pertaining
to the conscience (99), or purges his conscience
from dead works to serve the living God. It
really takes away sin (104), so that believers in
Jesus can draw near with true heart and full assur-
ance of faith to the very presence of God (1022).
There can never be any reason for superseding
such a religion. Therefore Christianity is eternal.
The epithet 'eternal' is applied many times to
the Christian religion and all that belongs to it.
We read of an ' eternal salvation' (59), an ' eternal
redemption' (912), an 'eternal spirit' (914), an 'eter-
nal inheritance' (915), and an 'eternal covenant'
(1320). It is clear from such iteration that the
thought of the perennial, because perfect, absolute
character of Christianity is not incidental and sub-
ordinate, but fundamental in the author's system.
It dominates his mind and affects his manner of
viewing everything belonging to the Christian
faith. As it is absolute, perfect, the ideal realized,
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so are all the personalities and functions connected
with it. The Christian revelation is the ideal
realized in that department. It is God's final,
because full, complete word to men, to which
nothing needs to be added. The Person by whom
God spoke that last word is perfect in Himself,
and in His functions as Revealer and Redeemer.
His sacrifice is perfect, and possesses eternal validity
and value.

(1) CHRISTOLOGY.— This general statement pre-
pares us to find in the Epistle a very exalted con-
ception of Christ. The first thought about Him to
which we are introduced, in the very first sentence,
is that He stands to God in the relation of Son (iv
νιφ). It is observable that, in all the four com-
parisons already referred to, the superiority of
Jesus Christ is made to rest on the foundation
of His Sonship. That is why He is greater than
the prophets as the agent of revelation. The Son-
ship of itself guarantees a perfect, therefore final,
revelation. The reason is that Sonship involves
likeness and intimacy. To know the Son is to
know the Father, and the Son knows all that is
in the Father's mind. In like manner the superi-
ority of Christ to angels is made to rest on His
Sonship. The Son is begotten; angels, with all
other creatures, are made; the Son as the heir of
His Father is destined to sit on a throne and be
an object of homage to the universe, angels not
excepted. Therefore His word, as the Revealer,
claims more attention than that spoken by angels,
with whatever solemn accompaniments, on Sinai.
So also Sonship raises Christ above Moses, however
great his character, and however epoch-making his
function as the Leader of the Exodus and the
organizer of a horde of slaves into a nation. Moses
was the greatest in God's house, yet only greatest
among servants; Christ is not only greater, but
belongs to another category, that of Son. Finally,
Sonship is the ground of Christ's incomparable
superiority to Aaron. Aaron, though an import-
ant personage within the Levitical system, was
after all but a sacerdotal drudge, ever performing
ceremonies which had no real value: ' daily minis-
tering and offering oftentime the same sacrifices
which can never take away sin5 (1011). But our
great High Priest is Jesus the Son of God (414),
who, as a Son, learned obedience through suffering
(58), and who after His Passion, voluntarily en-
dured, was, as the Son, * consecrated for evermore'

These contrasts compel a lofty conception of
Christ's Person as the Son of God. Sonship taken
in a diluted sense will not bear the argumentative
stress laid on it. Sonship must be taken in a
unique sense, not in a sense common to Christ
with men and angels, or even in a sense applicable
only to the great epoch-making characters of his-
tory, the heroes of the human race. Why should
Sonship make Christ greater than the prophets
as agents of revelation, unless it be of such a
character as to involve absolute likeness of nature
and perfectly intimate fellowship? We know
what the author of the Fourth Gospel means
when he says, · No man hath seen God at any
time: the only-begotten Son who is in the bosom
of the Father, he hath declared him.' The author
of our Epistle must mean something similar when
he makes Sonship the ground of Christ's ability
to speak the final satisfying word of God to men.
And he shows that he does, and that he desires
his readers to put the greatest fulness of meaning
into the expression iv νίφ by the comment he
immediately goes on to make, wherein he gives,
at the outset, a statement of his Christological
position. In this statement he represents the Son
as made by God the heir of all things, an attribute
arising naturally out of the relation of Sonship,

especially as the Son is the first-begotten {πρωτό-
τοκος, I6). Further, the Heir of all is represented
as the Maker of all—by Him God made the ages
(τού* αίωνα$) or worlds. This implies pre-existence,
or rather, seeing no reference has yet been made
to an earthly state, ancient existence. It takes
us back to the 'beginning' spoken of in Gn I 1

and in Jn I1, to the primitive era of world-making.
It gives to the Son the position assigned to the
Logos in the system of Pnilo, that of God's agent
in the universe, the statement being supplemented
and completed by the added clause in I 3 : ' bearing
all things by the word of his power.' The Son
thus appears acting for God in the creation and
preservation of the world. To all intents and
purposes this means that the Son is a Divine
Being, the active Deity of the universe. The
presumption is that He is an Eternal Being, a
parte ante as He is apartepost, a Son from eternity
as well as for evermore (728), though the function
of world-making implies strictly only antecedence
to the things made.*

The eternal being of the Son is more clearly
implied in the phrase following, wherein the Son
is called the radiance of the glory and the exact
image of the essence of God (άτται/γασ-μα της δόξης
καϊ χαράκτη ρ της υποστάσεως αύτοΰ). There might
be a time when God was without a world, but
there never was a time when God was without
glory. It is the nature of that glory to manifest
itself ; like the sun it must shine, and the shining
is eternal as the glory. The Son of God is the
shining of His glory, and therefore eternal as the
glory. Probably, however, the aim of the writer
in using these remarkable expressions is not so
much to declare the eternal being of the Son,
as to indicate His supreme qualification for the
function of fully revealing God. Who so fit to
make God known as one who is related to Him
as the sun's rays to the sun, and who resembles
Him as the image impressed on wax resembles the
seal ? His word will be as the bright light of day,
than which nothing can be brighter, and He may
say of Himself, ' He that hath seen me hath seen
the Father.' The precise theological significance
of these phrases cannot easily be determined; or
rather, one should say, it is doubtful if they
possess any such significance. They do not ab-
solutely exclude Sabellianism or Arianism. The
Sabellians laid stress on the term άτταιίγασμα, as
suggesting the idea of a model manifestation
rather than of a distinct personality. The Arians,
on the other hand, emphasized the term χαρακτήρ,
as implying a position of subordination and de-
pendence for the Son in relation to the Father.
The orthodox, on their side, maintained that, by
the combination of the two, both errors were
excluded — the former phrase implying identity
of nature, so excluding Arianism; the latter im-
plying independent personality, so excluding
Sabellianism.

The final clause of the Christological statement
represents the Son as taking His seat On the
right hand of the Majesty on high.' It is the
place which befits one whose position and functions
in the universe are such as previously described.
The dignity answers to His nature as the Son, and
to His vocation as the maker and sustainer of
worlds. The language is grand and solemn, and
is intended to convey the impression that the
Son's place is the highest possible beside that of
God. It may indeed be said that to place the Son
beside God is not to make Him God.f Formally
the distinction may be valid, but it cannot prevent
the inference to Deity being drawn. He who

* Monegoz, La Th4ologie de L'fipitre aux Hobreux, finds in
the Epistle only an Arian Christology, vide cb. i. on Le Christ.

t So, in effect, Menegoz, p. 87.
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sitteth at the right hand of God is God for all who
believe in His exaltation. This exaltation, though
only what corresponds to the nature of the
exalted One, is a new event in His history. It
takes place after He has performed a signal
service for men, referred to in the words * when he
had purged our sins.' It is from this phrase
only, so far as the person is concerned, that we
learn that the ' Son' ever had a place in the
history of this earth. He might have done all
that is ascribed to Him, even spoken the final
word of God, without being man. His word, like
the law, might be that of an angel, spoken from
heaven. But purging sin is a sacerdotal act, a
function nowhere ascribed to angels, but only to
men. That the purification was performed by one
in the likeness of men would be very evident if
the words ' by himself (δι* έαυτοϋ) were part of the
text. But that great thought, unfamiliar to the
first readers though commonplace to us, would
not be introduced by so skilful a writer till it had
been carefully prepared for. The 'Son,' then,
was man when He performed for us men a priest's

Εart, how, remains to be seen, and it was after He
ad done this that He took His place at the right

hand of Divine Majesty.
{a) Incarnation.—The ' Son ' became man. This

momentous event is alluded to in various places
and in diverse forms of language; now in terms
borrowed from the Psalter as being made a little
lower than the angels (29), now as becoming par-
taker of blood and flesh (214), and at another time
by the very general expression ' in the days of
his flesh' (57). Under what precise conditions the
Son entered humanity, whether, e.g., by ordi-
nary generation or otherwise, is nowhere in-
dicated. The term ' children' applied to men in
214, and the expression ' likewise' {παραπλησίως)
applied to the Son's becoming a participant in
human nature, may justify the inference that the
author conceives of Him as being born, and pass-
ing from childhood to manhood. This would
scarcely be worth remarking, were it not that in
the prologue of the Fourth Gospel these details are
left doubtful. There the Logos simply becomes
flesh, and dwells for a season among men.

{b) Earthly Life of Jesus.—What knowledge our
author had of the earthly history of the Son,
whether, e.g., he was acquainted with the evan-
gelic tradition as embodied, say, in the Gospel of
St. Mark, does not clearly appear. He certainly
knew more than, after a cursory perusal of the
Epistle, we might think. He knew of the tempta-
tions of Jesus (218 415), of the scope that His
earthly experience afforded for the exercise of
faith (122), of His agony in the garden (57), of the
opposition He endured at the hands of evil,
or ignorant, prejudiced men (123), of His gentle
bearing towards the erring (52), of His work as a
preacher of the good tidings (23), of His being
surrounded by a band of companions who after-
wards became a source of valuable and trustworthy
information concerning the words of the Master
(23). Of course, one who knew so much had the
means of knowing more. In his description of the
agony he seems to indicate knowledge of par-
ticulars not reported in the Gospels, when he repre-
sents Jesus as offering up prayers 'with strong
crying and tears,' though it has been suggested
that he borrowed this part of the picture from
Ps221 4·2 4.*

(c) The State of Humiliation.—Be this as it may,
one thing is certain, the writer has a magnifi-
cent conception of the moral significance of the
earthly life of the Son as a whole ; of the historic
career of Him whose human name ' Jesus' he for

• So von Soden in Theologische Abhandlungen, Carl von
Webrsacker gewidmet, p. 119.

the first time introduces in 29. He perceives
clearly the pathos of that life, the humiliation and
the glory in the humiliation. It may be, as has
been said, that it is the exalted Jesus lie has con-
stantly in his eye, but he never forgets that the
exalted One passed heroically through a severe
curriculum of temptation and suffering, which
awakens in his mind, as he contemplates it,
admiration and love. There is no trace in his
pages of the tendency, very perceptible in the
Gospel of St. Luke, to tone down those elements in
Christ's experience which might be thought out
of keeping with the image of the exalted Lord as
it presented itself to the eye of faith. [Compare
St. Luke's report of the agony in the garden
(leaving out the unauthentic verses, 2243· **) with
the brief but strong statement on the same subject
in this Epistle]. He was not without temptation
to follow this policy, arising out of the state of
feeling prevailing in the community of believers
for whose benefit he wrote. Their conceptions of
the Christian religion seem to have been crude,
ignorant, and superficial all along the line. They
did not yet understand even the first principles of
Christian belief (512). The best clue to the nature
of their deficiencies in Christian knowledge is to
note the things emphasized and reiterated by their
instructor. One of these things is the humiliation
of Christ. That, therefore, was one of their
stumbling-blocks. If the Son was so great as you
say, how could He be tempted, and suffer death,
and death in such an ignominious form ? Such
was one of their perplexities. One writing to a
community in this state of mind was tempted to
throw a veil over the indignities of the Saviour's
life; to pass over in silence this, to understate
that. But there is neither silence nor under-
statement. ' In all points tempted like as we are'
(415); ' prayers and supplications, with strong crying
and tears' (57); ' though he were a Son, yet learned
he obedience by the things which he suffered'
(58); ' endured the cross, despising the shame' (122);
i endured such contradiction of sinners against
himself' (123). This depicting in dark colours of
the tragic humiliating side of Christ's earthly
experience means much. It means, for one thing,
that the writer sees in that aspect nothing to hide
or be ashamed of; rather something to rejoice in
and to be thankful for. He beholds glory in the
humiliation, honour in the shame, contemporary
honour, not merely honour following and com-
pensating, in a state of exaltation. It means,
further, that he does not despair of getting his
readers to see this also. At least he is determined
to try, because he knows that, until they see it,
their faith is unintelligent, and their Christian
standing very insecure.

Its Rationale.—The main contribution towards
this object is to be found in ch. 25"18. The leading
purpose of this very important section, crammed
full with deep weighty thoughts, is to set forth
the rationale of the earthly humiliation of Christ.
And the drift of it is : a glory in the humiliation.
On this theme three possible positions may be
taken up —(1) the glory of the Son and the
humiliation of Jesus incompatible, the position of
unbelief ; (2) the humiliation a temporary veiling
of the glory compensated for by subsequent re-
sumption of glory, the common position of average
Christian belief; (3) the humiliation itself glorious
when seen in the light of its aim and result, the
position of enlightened faith. The writer of our
Epistle occupies this highest position, his readers
not being far from the lowest. He holds the
humiliation itself to be glorious, and worthy of
God the first cause and last end of all, profitable to
Christ Himself, and full of benefit to us. It be-
came God, he teaches, to subject His Son Jesus to
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suffering (210). It profited Jesus by perfecting
Him for His office as Captain of Salvation, de-
veloping in His character the virtues of patience
and sympathy, which are necessary to efficient
captaincy (210·17·18). It is beneficial to us, for we
have in Jesus one of whose interest we can be
assured, and to whom we can always come with
confidence that He will grant us seasonable
succour (416). Such, in brief, is our author's
splendid theodicy, his demonstration of the moral
fitness of Christ's tragic experience. In the light
of it we can have no doubt as to what he means
when in ch. 29 he speaks of Jesus as ' crowned
with glory and honour, that he, by the grace of
God, should taste death for every man.' He means
just what he plainly says, that God showed His
favour to His Son in appointing Him to an office
in connexion with which He should have to taste
death for men, and that, in the very act of tasting
death as Captain of Salvation, the Son was
crowned with glory and honour. These things
are trice; they are also relevant to the situation.
No one has really mastered the problem presented
in the antinomy between glory and humiliation
till he has got insight into their truth, and
thorough mastery was what the writer possessed
and aimed at for his readers. There is no diffi-
culty in understanding his words. The difficulty
felt by most interpreters arises from their un-
willingness to credit him with clear insight into
the moral order of the world. Such insight they
appear to think beyond the reach of any writer in
the first Christian century, even though inspired.

(d) Christ's Priesthood.—Passing from the subject
of Christ's person to His priestly function, the
subject may be introduced with the remark that
the writer takes advantage of any means that
offers itself of making intelligible to his readers
the suffering experience of Christ. He is glad to
be able to show them, from any point of view that
it behoved Jesus to die. Sometimes his lines of
thought are remote enough from any recognized
theories of atonement, as when he bases the thesis
that Jesus had to die once only on the analogy of
general human experience (927·28). The reason
which he assigns in the same context for Christ's
dying once, viz. that a testator must die before his
will can come into effect, is also peculiar, inasmuch,
as it is enough that a testator die anyhow, it is
nowise necessary that his death should be of a
sacrificial character. One wonders at the intro-
duction of so elementary and inferior a view close'
upon the grand conception contained in 914; and
all the more when it is observed that in order to
get a chance of introducing it he has to take
advantage of the double meaning of διαθήκη, as
signifying at once an alliance or covenant and a
testament. In the case of a covenant there is no
necessity for the death of either party, therefore
after the word has been used in the sense of a
covenant in 915 it is employed in the other sense
without any apology. The reason for this must
be found in the ignorance of the first readers.
They had, it must be supposed, no understanding
of the rationale of Christ's death from any point
of view, and therefore their instructor felt that it
was a point gained if he could assign any reason
for that death level to their understanding. It is
essential to our understanding of the Epistle that
this state of ignorance in the first readers be con-
stantly borne in mind. If we come to it, as some
interpreters do, with the assumption that the
whole doctrine of the atonement was familiar to
the persons addressed, and that in all that the writer
says on the subject of Christ's priestly work he is
simply repeating commonplaces, we incapacitate
ourselves for attaining any true insight into its
meaning. The truth is, he is writing to persons

who do not know the alphabet of the subject, and
the problem for him is to get into their dull minds
by any means the idea : Jesus, though the Christ,
the Son of God, must die. For this purpose several
lines of thought are pressed into the service : Jesus
must die, as all men die, once; He must die, as
a testator dies before his heirs enter into posses-
sion of his inheritance; He must die for His own
advantage as the Captain of Salvation, because He
could not be a good fit captain unless He were
perfected by suffering; He must die as a priest,
not indeed as a priest after the type of Aaron,
who offered animals as sacrificial victims, but as a
priest of a higher order, that of Melchizedek.

(a) The Melchizedek Type.—The excursus about
Melchizedek in ch. 7 is of essential importance
to the author's doctrine of Christ's priesthood. It
were an entire mistake to regard it as a discussion
on a curious topic in theology on which the writer
happened to have some pet ideas. In that case
the complaint he makes of the dulness of those to
whom he writes is altogether unjustifiable. A
man may be a good Christian, and yet remain
ignorant, or even incapable of understanding an
abstruse theologoumenon on the Melchizedek
priesthood. The question at issue is really the
fundamental one : was Christ in any sense a priest ?
The writer's conviction is that the priesthood of
Christ is not understood in its reality and worth,
unless it be seen to be of the Melchizedek type.

In ch. 510 the author indicates the programme of
his discussion on the priesthood of Christ in these
words : an High Priest, after the order of Mel-
chizedek. His plan is to employ two types of
priesthood to indicate its nature—the order of
Aaron, and the order of Melchizedek. His pur-
pose is not, as some have imagined, to teach that
Christ occupied in succession two priestly offices,
one like that of Aaron, another like that of Mel-
chizedek, the former on earth, the latter in heaven.
His intention is rather to utilize the Aaronic
priesthood to set forth the nature of Christ's
priestly functions, and the Melchizedek priest-
hood to set forth their ideal worth and eternal
validity. The two aspects are taken up in the
inverse order to that in which they are named in
the programme: first, a priest after the order of
Melchizedek (ch. 7); second, a high priest after the
order of Aaron (chs. 8. 9).

Every order or species has its characteristic
notes or marks; therefore the first thing to be
done is to determine the marks of the Melchizedek
* order.' To this task the writer addresses him-
self in ch. 71'3, which contains a summary of the
facts about Melchizedek as stated in Gn 1418-20,
with a commentary pointing out their religious
significance, and extracting from the facts the
desired marks of the type. To make the facts
serve his purpose the writer finds it necessary to
attach importance, not merely to what is said of
Melchizedek, but to what is not said,—to the
silences as well as to the utterances of history ; also
to give ideal meaning to the names occurring in
the storjr. This method of interpretation may
seem vicious. We may call it allegorical, or
allege that it is borrowed from Philo ; the im-
portant thing to note is that it is his method. By
this way he reaches what he is in quest of—the
notes of the type. These are, in all, five. Taking
them in the order in which they are referred to in
the commentary, they are these : the Melchizedek
type of priesthood is, first, a royal priesthood {king
of righteousness); second, a righteous priesthood
(king of righteousness); third, a priesthood pro-
motive of peace, or exercised in the country of
peace (king of Salem=king of peace); fourth, a
personal, not an inherited dignity (without father,
without mother, i.e. so far as the record is con-
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cerned); fifth, it is an eternal priesthood (without
beginning of days or end of life—so far as the
record is concerned). The first four may be con-
ceived as standing to the fifth in the relation of
cause to effect. Because the priesthood in question
possesses these characteristics, it is eternal.

Observe, now, what the writer is really doing in
making this ingenious commentary on the brief
narrative in Genesis. He is trying to fix the
characters of an ideal priesthood. He is solving
the problem, What is the highest conceivable type
or kind of priesthood ? He might have adopted the
method of philosophic speculation for the purpose,
instead of the method of interpreting an Ο Τ text.
The question may be asked, Does the latter method
fully serve the purpose—give us all the essential
features of the ideal ? To answer it, one must have
in one's mind a conception of the ideal. Now, with-
out hesitation one would say that these things at
least must enter into the idea of a priesthood of
the highest order. The priest must be really, not
ritually, holy; he must not be a mere sacerdotal
drudge, but one whose priestly ministry is a course
of gracious condescension—a royal priest; he must
be one who, by his personal worth and official
acts, can establish a reign of righteousness, peace,
and perfect fellowship between man and God;
finally, he must be one who ever liveth, whose
priesthood does not pass from him to another, as a
guarantee for the maintenance of peace.

But what about sacrifice, the most essential
feature, one would say, in the vocation of a priest ?
We observe that in the close of the Melchizedek
excursus, in a description of the ideal priest,
which seems intended to supplement and complete
the definition of the Melchizedek type, it is said
that the ideal priest does not need to repeat
sacrifice (7s7). But there is a previous question:
does he offer sacrifice at all, and what is his sacri-
fice? By the method of laying stress on the
silences, one would say that in the Melchizedek
type there is no sacrifice at all, no mention being
made of such in the history. If this were so, then
it would seem to follow that precisely the most
vital feature in the priestly office of Christ—the
sacrificial offering of Himself—lay outside the
type, as something sui generis, having nothing
analogous to it either in the priesthood of Mel-
chizedek or in that of Aaron. That would be a
serious flaw in the writer's apologetic argument,
too serious for him to have overlooked it. We
must look more closely to see whether self-sacrifice
be not immanent in the other characteristics of
the ideal priest. We start from the statement that
the ideal priest needs not to repeat sacrifice, like
the high priests of Israel (727). Why so ? Because
of the other characteristics, especially that pointed
at by the epithets holy, harmless, undefiled,
which unfold the contents of the idea of righteous-
ness. Because the ideal priest is holy (oVtos) in
relation to God, benevolent (άκακος) towards men,
and free from any fault that might disqualify for
priestly functions (αμίαντος), therefore he needs
not to repeat sacrifice. But for the same reason
he must offer one sacrifice, himself. One who
answers to the description king of righteousness,
one who realizes in his character the ethical ideal,
cannot escape the sacrifice of himself in this
world. That is not said, but surely it must
have been in the writer's mind. It was self-
evident to him that one who had all the other
characteristics of the Melchizedek type must have
this one also, that he was ready to lay down his
life for righteousness, equally so that he would be
called on to do this, living as a holy one in an unholy
world.

The self-sacrifice of the ideal priest, the priest
after the Melchizedek type, can be reached by

another line of deduction, viz. from the royal
character of the type. The ideal priest is not
a legal drudge, but a king who graciously con-
descends. Carry out the idea of condescension
to its utmost limit and it will yield the result
of a life laid down for others: this is the ne plus
ultra of condescension and voluntary sacerdotal
service, and the requirements of the ideal cannot
be satisfied with anything short of it. * The Son
of Man came not to be ministered unto, but to
minister, and to give his life a ransom for the
many.' * Who loved me, and gave himself for me.'

It is obvious that in these thoughts we pass out
of the region of the ritual into the ethical, and
are dealing with a kind of sacrifice of entirely
different character and of incomparably greater
value than those pertaining to sacrifices of Leviti-
cal victims. But to this there wTill be occasion
to refer at a later stage. Meantime it remains
to indicate the use made of the Aaronic priest-
hood in the exposition of the priestly office of
Christ.

(β) The Aaronic Type.—The chief use is that of
a foil. The burden of the section, chs. δΜ)28, is :
the priestly ministry of Christ immeasurably
superior to that of Aaron. The rubric of the
whole passage is: the more excellent ministry.
But as comparison can be made only between
things having a certain resemblance, eulogy runs
along the line of parallelism. Superiority is estab-
lished on a basis of similitude. The points of
resemblance are very general. Common to both
is sacrifice, a sanctuary where sacrifice is offered,
and a grand representative ceremonial in which
the two systems culminate. The first point is
briefly noticed in 83. Every high priest is ap-
pointed to offer sacrifice, therefore this man (Jesus)
must also have something to offer. The vague
statement is meant to provoke thought in dull
Heb. readers. ' This man, if He be a priest, must
have something to offer. What can it be? He
has indicated what it is already—HIMSELF ' [7*),
but he knows they have not grasped it, and he
provokes them to reflection: * What can it be ?
Not bulls and goats, of course ; what then ?' The
second topic, the two sanctuaries, is handled at
greater length (91"5·n). The construction and fur-
niture of the Levitical tabernacle are minutely
described, not, however, in an antiquarian spirit,
but with a definite apologetic aim. The salient
points in the description are the division of the
sanctuary into two compartments separated by
a veil, and the peculiar manner in which the
location of the altar of incense (θυμιατ-ήρων) is
indicated. Of course it is the altar of incense
that is meant; there should never have been any
doubt about that. And it is represented as be-
longing to (not physically within) the Holy of
Holies. The phrase is : the Holy of Holies having
the golden altar of incense. The meaning is:
that altar, though standing without the veil,
being required for daily service, belonged of right,
in spirit and function, to the inner shrine. And
this antinomy—without in fact, within by right
—is meant to startle into thought the sluggish
minds of Hebrew Christians. * Whence this puzzle
as to the whereabouts and relations of the altar
of incense ? See ye not, it is all due to the exist-
ence of that veil, the emblem of a rude, imperfect,
transient religion?' In comparison with the
earthly tabernacle, the one in which Christ offici-
ates is described as * the greater and more perfect
tabernacle, not made with hands' (911), and not
belonging to the visible creation, not constructed
out of material things, like the precious cloths,
woods, and metals of the old tabernacle, which,
however precious, were, like all material things,
destined to wax old and vanish away.
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The ceremonial selected for comparison is that
of the great Day of Atonement. In that stately
ceremonial the Levitical ritual culminated and
was seen at its best. In it also, and in it alone,
the Holy of Holies came into use. It was the one
service in the year in which Israel's representative
man came into the immediate presence of God.
It also lent itself to comparison at this vital point,
the high priest's entrance into the inner shrine
being comparable to the entrance of Jesus into
heaven. The latter event is therefore naturally
expressed in terms of the former, giving rise at
points in the description to obscurities, such as
the representation of Christ entering through His
own blood into the holy place (912).

All through, the unexpressed refrain ' more ex-
cellent ' is audible, but it arrests the ear specially
in connexion with the closing comparison between
the effects of the two priestly functions—that of
Aaron on the great Day of Atonement, and that
of Christ when after His death on the Cross He
entered into heaven. The effect of the one was
to cancel the errors, or ignorances (^νοημάτων, 97),
of the people throughout the bygone year, to wipe
out all the offences against Levitical law com-
mitted in a twelvemonth, so that they might make
a fresh start. The effect of the other was to
obtain an 'eternal redemption' [αΐωνίαν λύτρωσιν).
Comparison here becomes futile: it is a compari-
son of the finite to the infinite.

(e) Theory of Redemption.—For modern readers
the great thoughts of the Epistle to the Hebrews
are obscured by being expressed so largely in terms
of Levitical ritual. The apologetic, which was
meant to elucidate, now serves to some extent as
a veil to hide the true meaning. It is therefore
desirable to make the most of those passages in
which the writer, so to speak, shakes himself clear
of his apologetic trammels, and expresses his ideas
in terms of universal validity. There are two
sentences in which he does this in reference to
the significance of Christ's death. These are 211

914, the former containing the great axiom: the
sanctifier and the sanctified are all of one ; the
latter, the sublime thesis that Jesus offered Him-
self a sacrifice through an eternal spirit. The
earlier text enunciates the principle of redemption,
the later explains the infinite efficacy of redemp-
tion achieved. The principle is: solidarity be-
tween sanctifier and sanctified; the two one in
all possible respects, the more respects the better,
the one radical difference of holy and unholy
always excepted; the more points of contact the
greater the sanctifying power. The rationale of
infinite value is * through an eternal spirit.' In
the interpretation of this profoundly suggestive ex-
pression, theologians are unhappily not at one. To
the present writer it has ever been associated with
certain broad thoughts that help him to understand
the value of Christ's self-offering as compared with
Levitical victims. In the first place it suggests
that Christ's offering was an affair of spirit, not
merely of blood-shedding. It expressed a mind
on the part of the victim. Of course that mind
had certain ethical characteristics. Jesus offered
Himself. So the mind embodied in His sacrifice
was free, loving, holy; a mind of supreme moral
value in the sight both of God and of enlightened
men. None of these epithets, however, is used
to qualify the spirit in which Jesus offered Him-
self to God. The epithet chosen is * eternal.' It
is selected because it serves to raise the sacrifice
of Christ above the limits of time. Spirit is in
its nature eternal, and the sacrifice of Christ as
a spiritual transaction has an efficacy and value
for all time, for the time that went before the
Christian era, as well as for the time coming after.
It is not a mere historical event which had no

influence before it took place, and whose influence;
after it happened, was destined to wane with th6
lapse of ages. It is an eternal fact having absolute
value with God from everlasting to everlasting.
But the ethical and the eternal aspects go to-
gether, the one conditioning the other. It is
because the spirit in which Christ offered Himself
was ethically perfect—free, loving, holy—that it
has eternal value. In this remarkable phrase,
combining these two aspects, the spiritual insight
of the writer reaches its highest water-mark.
Nothing better, more penetrating, more felicitous,
on the subject of our Lord's death and its signifi-
cance is to be found in Scripture.

(/) Christ's Priesthood in Heaven.—Before leaving
the theme of the priesthood, we may notice briefly
a question that has troubled interpreters. The
priestly ministry of Christ is located in heaven,
yet the sacrifice the Priest presents there appears
to be none other than that offering of Himself
which He made once for all; an event, so far
at least as the initial stage of it, the blood-
shedding, is concerned, happening on earth and
within this visible world. The key to the solution
lies in this, that for the writer heaven is the locus
of realities, while earth is the locus of shadows.
In heaven is the true tabernacle, the tabernacle
which realizes the ideal of a sanctuary (82 rrjs
σκψη* τψ αληθινής); there are the * patterns' or
types of which the vulgar realities of earth are
but imperfect copies. For our author the ' t rue '
and the 'heavenly' are synonyms. Whatever is
true is heavenly, belongs to the upper world of
realities, and whatever belongs to this upper world
is true and real. If, therefore, Christ's self-sacri-
fice be a true sacrifice, it belongs to the heavenly
world, no matter where or when it takes place.
And Christ's sacrifice is, for the author, a true
sacrifice, because it is an affair of spirit. Flesh
and blood, whether of man or beast, are of the
earth earthy, and belong to the realm of shadows.
Even the blood of Christ viewed materially can
find no place in heaven. Hence it is vain to
attempt solving the above-stated problem by dis-
tinguishing between the first stage of the sacrifice
—the death, or blood-shedding—and the second,
the sprinkling of the shed blood on the mercy-seat
within the sanctuary, relegating the former to
earth as something lying outside the sphere of
Christ's proper priestly activity, and to locate the
latter in heaven as the point at which the priestly
ministry begins. Christ's sacrifice finds entrance
into heaven when blood is transmuted into spirit.
In other words, the shedding of Christ's blood is
a true sacrifice, as distinct from the shedding of
the blood of bulls and goats, which was only a
shadow of sacrifice, because it is the manifestation
of a mind or spirit. And because it is that it
belongs to heaven, though it takes place on earth.
The magic phrase ' through an eternal spirit'
lifts us above distinctions of time and place, and
makes it possible for us to regard Christ's offer-
ing of Himself, in all its stages, as a transaction
within the celestial sanctuary.

This conception of heaven as the place of reali-
ties, as distinct from earth as the place of
shadows, is the philosophic presupposition of the
system of positive Christian thought contained in
our Epistle. It reminds us of Plato and of Philo.
Whether our author was acquainted with the writ-
ings of either the Gentile or the Jewish philosopher
is a question on which opinion differs, and on
which a few remarks will be offered at a later
stage. The important matter is, not to ascertain
where he got this speculative conception, but to
note carefully the fact that it was in his mind,
and to keep it before our own minds in inter-
preting his words. At no point in the Epistle
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is it more necessary to do so than at that remark-
able sentence in which the writer expresses his
final deepest thought concerning the nature and
worth of Christ's sacrifice.

(g) Salvation.—From the doctrine of Christ's
priestly office to the conception of salvation con-
tained in our Epistle, the transition is easy. The
author describes the ' great salvation' variously,
but always in terms suggested by the primitive
history of man as contained in the early chapters
of Genesis. He first represents it as consisting in
lordship in the world to come, founding on a
quotation from the 8th Psalm, which is a poetic
echo of the statement regarding man's place in
the world in Gn I2 6 (ch. 25"8). Next he conceives
it as deliverance from the power of death exercised
by the devil, with obvious allusion to the history of
the Fall in Gn 3, wherein death is set forth as the
penalty of sin (ch. 214·15). Finally, he exhibits it
as the full final realization of the divine idea and
promise of rest, to which he applies the felicitous
thought-suggesting name Sabbatism (σαββατίσμός),
so making the final bliss of redeemed man consist
in entering into the rest which God Himself en-
joyed when He had finished the work of creation
(ch. 49, cf. Gn 22). Taken together, the three con-
ceptions suggest the thought of Paradise restored,
the divine ideal of man and the world and their
mutual relations realized in perpetuity, man made
veritably the lord of creation, delivered from the
fear of death, no longer subject to servile tasks,
but occupied only in work compatible with perfect
repose. From all the three points of view, salva-
tion is a thing in the future. It is an apocalyptic
vision. Fruition lies in the Beyond. Dominion,
deathlessness, and Sabbatism belong to the world
to come, and are objects of hope for those who
bear the Christian name.

But salvation is not altogether in the future;
it is a present good as well. Christians, as such,
are conceived of as Sanctified' (άγια^όμ^οι) and even
perfected.' These words, however, do not bear
quite the same meaning as that which we, familiar
with the Pauline theology, are apt to attach to
them. In the Epistles of St. Paul sanctification
is ethical, and means making the Christian holy
in heart and life. In the Epistle to the Hebrews
this ethical sense appears (though the point has
been disputed) occasionally to be traced, as in
ch. 1210·14, but more commonly the term is used
in a theocratic sense, to express the idea of being
put in right covenant relations with God, as in
the text: * By one offering he hath perfected for
ever them that are sanctified' (1014). The sancti-
fied in this theocratic sense are equivalent to St.
Paul's 'justified.' In ch. 211 the word ayia^evoL
should probably be taken in both senses. The
statement the verse contains is of the nature of
an axiom, to the effect that whatever parties stand
to each other in the relation of sanctifier to sancti-
fied are ipso facto Of one,' have one interest, form
a brotherhood bound together by community of
nature, experience, and privilege. The principle
holds good, whether we understand the sanctifying
function theocratically or ethically. If the func-
tion of the sanctifier be to place the sanctified, i.e.
those to be sanctified, in right relations with God,
then the more points of contact the better. There
must be unity in God's sight, so that what He
does is done in the name of those He seeks to
sanctify, and avails for their benefit. He must
be one with them in death, as it is by His death
that He makes propitiation for their sins. He
must possess, in common with them, humanity,
for otherwise He could not die. Finally, He must
be one with them in experience of trial and temp-
tation, because thereby is evinced the sympathy
that wins trust, and unless the priest is trusted

it is in vain that He transacts. On the other
hand, if the sanctifier's function be to make his
clients ethically holy, then, again, the more points
of contact between Him and them the better. In
that case, the sanctifying power lies in the example
of the sanctifier: in His character, His history as
a man. He makes men holy by reproducing in
His own life the ideal of human character, and
bringing that ideal to bear on their minds by
living a truly godly life under conditions similar
to those under which they are placed. In short,
His power to sanctify ethically depends on like-
ness in nature, position, and experience.

The word τβλεώω is sometimes also used in
our Epistle to denote the establishment of right
relations between man and God, that is to say,
as equivalent to 'justify' in the Pauline vocabu-
lary. So in the text: ' By one offering he hath
perfected for ever them that are sanctified.' Per-
fecting here means giving the worshipper a satis-
factory assurance that his sins are forgiven. What
the word means in any given case depends entirely
on the connexion of thought. In general, it signi-
fies to reach the end, and the specific sense depends
on the nature of the end in view. Thus perfecting
as applied to Christ in 210 signifies to make Him
a fully-equipped Captain of salvation. Applied to
the fathers, who died in faith, not having received
the promises in II 4 0, it means getting at length
what they had lived and longed for when the
company of the saved is complete.

Condition of Salvation.—What is the condition
of salvation in our Epistle? We know what it
is in St. Paul's theology. We are justified by
faith. Faith is a great word in the Epistle to
the Hebrews also, but its use there is not quite
the same as in the Pauline letters. In the apostle's
system faith has two functions. It accepts as a
gift the 'righteousness of God,' and it works
through love as a sanctifying power. Of the
former function there is no clear trace in Hebrews.
Instead of faith we find obedience in the text:
' He became the author of eternal salvation to all
them that obey him' (59). We come nearer to
the Pauline conception of justifying faith in 1022,
where the writer exhorts his readers to draw near
with a true heart in full assurance of faith, where
faith means confident expectation of welcome for
Christ's sake. The function of faith as a force
making for personal righteousness or noble con-
duct is very prominently set forth in ch. 11,
where, in a series of well-chosen instances, it is
exhibited as a power helping men to make their
lives sublime. But the secret of its power is
peculiarly conceived in Hebrews. In St. Paul's
system faith derives its power from its personal
object, the Lord Jesus Christ. It unites us to
Him, and from Him flows a transforming influ-
ence. In Hebrews the secret of faith's power is
its psychological character as a faculty of the
human mind, whereby it can make the future as
if it were present, and the unseen as if it were
visible. So viewed, faith as a principle making
for heroism is not confined to the Christian world.
It is as wide as humanity, and can turn out heroes
and heroines in every land. Hence even a Rahab
finds a place in the roll of those who obtained a
good report through faith.

(2) FATHERHOOD OF GOD.—The doctrine of the
Fatherhood of God and the sonship of men, cen-
tral in our Lord's teaching, and prominent also
in the Pauline letters, is not very conspicuously
taught in our Epistle. It makes a formal appear-
ance chiefly in the hortatory section. There God
is called 'the Father of spirits' (129), and it is
taught that His supreme aim in all His dealings
with His children is to make them partakers of
His holiness (1210). The phrase ' Father of spirits'
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seems to imply a paternal relation of God to men
as such, coextensive with the human family, or,
rather, inclusive of the human family, embracing
it in a larger category, the world of spirits, in-
cluding men living in the flesh but having a spirit,
the spirits of just men made perfect, and angels.
In the theoretical part of the Epistle the Father-
hood of God is referred to, or implied, mainly in
reference to the Sonship of Christ. But while
this is so, it must be ascribed to the exigencies
of the apologetic argument controlling the train
of thought rather than to the peculiarity of the
writer's theological system, that the doctrine of
the Fatherhood is so comparatively in the back-
ground. No man could be insensible to the im-
portance of that doctrine who had such a vivid
sense of the distinction and glory of Christianity
as the religion of free access to and intimate
fellowship with God. This central conception
covers the whole ground. A religion of unre-
stricted access is a religion of sonship. Its spirit
is filial, not legal; its watchword trust, not fear.
It brings its votaries to Mount Zion, not to Mount
Sinai. At another point the doctrine of sonship
is immanent in the Epistle, though not formally
named. This is where faithful Christians are
called the comrades of Christ. ' We have become
fellows of Christ if we hold fast the beginning of
our confidence stedfast unto the end' (314). So we
render the passage, taking μέτοχοι in the sense it
bears in I9. The faithful the fellows of Christ,
God's Son—such is the writer's idea, implying also,
of course, that they are sons in the same house
and family of God. This is just what was to be
looked for from one who grasped the significance
of the great principle, Sanctifier and sanctified all
of one. It is but the other side of that great
truth. The one side is Christ's oneness with those
He undertakes to sanctify, and His readiness to
accept all the conditions necessary to His complete
identification with them. The other side is the
unity of the sanctified with Christ, complete
equality with Him in privilege. They are sons,
therefore, as indeed they are called in 210, and
therefore Christ's brethren. He was not ashamed
to call them brethren even when they were in
an unsanctified state (211); how much less will
He be ashamed to call them brethren when they
have experienced His sanctifying power ! There-
fore we need have no hesitation in taking μέτοχοι
in the fullest sense of comradeship. In doing so
we only assume that the author understands his
own system of thought, and it may be added that
he is in sympathy with the teaching of our Lord
and with the conception of the relation between
Christ and His people that pervades the entire
NT. For the religion of the NT is throughout
filial, and God, whether often or seldom so named,
is always Father. The dialects for the purposes
of theological reflection are various, but the cen-
tral religious intuition is one.

iv. RELATION TO PHILO.—Such in brief outline
is the theological import of the Epistle. We have
avoided preliminary discussion of the questions
belonging to the head of Introduction, because we
did not wish to give any countenance to the idea
that a right understanding of the Epistle depends
on the previous settlement of doubtful questions
respecting its author, its first readers, its date, its
theological affinities, etc. We do not believe any-
thing of the kind. It has been said, e.g., that no
one can understand the Epistle who does not regard
it as the writing of one belonging to the School
of Philo and thoroughly conversant with his phil-
osophy. We are inclined to think, on the contrary,
that to be too sure of this, and to lay great stress
on the supposed fact, is the direct way to mis-
understanding. It is possible to understand the

main drift of the Epistle while remaining in sus·
pense as to the connexion with Philo. It is best
to commence the study of the work tolerably
uncommitted on the point. It is quite proper,
as we go along, to keep our eyes open to all
traces of affinity with Philo, so that on arriving
at the end of the book we may have, not only a
distinct idea of its theological drift, but also a
more or less probable opinion on the subordinate
question as to the connexion of its author with
the Alexandrine school of religious philosophy.
But that question, however interesting, is not
vital.

That there are affinities of thought and style is
not to be questioned, and, indeed, has already
been indicated in a passing way. The author's
mode of conceiving heaven as the place of realities
and the earth as the place of shadows is an in-
stance in point. That peculiarity is a fact patent
to any attentive reader altogether apart from the
question to what source it is to be traced. We
might notice it though we had never heard of
Plato or Philo. The only effect of the hypothesis
that the writer was a disciple of the Jewish phil-
osopher is somewhat to sharpen our attention and
lead us to attach more importance to it than we
otherwise would, perhaps more than it deserves.
But there need be no jealousy as to having our
attention directed to phenomena of this kind. No
question of religious importance is involved, and
the multiplication of instances of affinity in word
and thought between Hebrews and the writings
of Philo serves the purpose, at least, of increasing
our acquaintance with the literary characteristics
of our Epistle.

Among the verbal affinities with Philo the following may be
specified. Philo, like our author, uses the prophets for the
OT. Ά*α.ύγ<χ.ο·μ><χ, and χα,ρκχτηρ find a place in his vocabulary,
θυμιχτύριον is used by him (not in LXX) for the altar of incense.
Among the functions he ascribes to the Logos is that of cutter
(rofjuuf), even as our author describes the word of God as more
cutting (τομώτίρος) than any two-edged sword. The unusual
words τρχχηλίζαι (4*3) a n d μιτριονα,ΰίω (52) both occur in Philo.
Less remarkable is the coincident use by the two writers of
the epithets τίχνίτ^ς and δημιουργός in reference to God (II 1 0).
Among the thought affinities may be reckoned the distinction
between τα φχινομνα, (ll3)=Philo's Ό όρκτος κόσμος, the visible
world, and the non-visible things (μ*ι t» φαινομένων, ll3)=Philo's
κό<τμ»ς νοητός, the world of ideas; the conception of heaven as
the country or home (πατρίς, II 1 4 ) of the soul; the application
to Christ of attributes ascribed in Philo to the Logos, such as

ό (16) answering to πρισβΰτιρος vlos or πρωτόγονος in
(19) ή T th i t t h h i

ρόοοί ( ) g ρ β ρ ρ γ ς
Philo; βίος (19), «.ρχιιρής. To these instances thoroughgoing
advocates of dependence on Philo would add the whole Mel-
chizedek excursus, but without good reason. At this point
our author drew his inspiration, not from Philo, but from the
Heb. prophet who wrote the 110th Psalm. Philo does not quote
or refer to the text about Melchizedek in that psalm, and there
is nothing in all his writings to show that he followed the
psalmist, or set the example to our author, in ascribing to the
priest of Salem an ideal significance. Bleek states, with strict
truth, that in Philo the significance of Melchizedek is always
treated in an incidental manner.* As to the attribute of cut-
ting, ascribed to the word of God in Hebrews, and to the Logos
in Philo, the resemblance is in word rather than in thought.
Our author is not thinking of the personal Logos in the passage
in question, and the function he ascribes to the Word is ethical,
exercised in the spirit of man, whereas the function Philo had
in view was that of dividing the material of which the world
is made into genera and species. On the whole, if, as is not
improbable, the writer was more or less familiar with the ideas
and philosophic dialect to which the Alexandrian school of
Jewish philosophy gave wide currency in the first Christian
century, there is no evidence in his work of abject discipleship,
but at most of a very free independent use of words and ideas
hailing from that quarter, just so far as they would serve his
purpose.

v. RELATION TO ST. PAUL.—A similar relation
of independence towards the Apostle Paul must
be claimed for the Epistle. That the apostle was
not the author of it is now so generally admitted
that it is hardly worth while discussing the ques-
tion. The diversity in the use of important theo-
logical terms such as άγίά^ω and ττ/στί?, the broad
contrast in style, the marked individuality of the

* Hebraerbrief, ii. p. 323, note a.
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two authors in respect of religious temperament,
all shut one up to this conclusion. As to the
difference of style, it is a matter of detail, with
reference to which a decided impression can be
made only by a large accumulation of instances,
but the following statement gives a sufficient idea
of it. * St. Paul was not free from Hebraism, and
derives force from the simplicity of his language ;
the author (of Hebrews) expresses himself in
idiomatic and polished Greek, and delights in
the pomp of stately phrases and full-sounding
derivatives. They differ in the elementary frame-
work of their sentences by employment of differ-
ent constructions and different connecting par-
ticles. Dialectical subtlety, impetuous bursts of
natural eloquence, mighty thoughts struggling for
expression in disjointed sentences, are the char-
acteristic features of St. Paul's style. Rhetorical
skill, studied antithesis, even flow of faultless
grammar, and measured march of rhythmical
periods, combine to stamp upon the Epistle a
distinct and unique character of its own.'* Be-
hind this difference of style lies an even more
marked difference in religious temperament and
experience. St. Paul is a man of great moral
intensity ; the author of Hebrews has about him
an air of philosophic repose. We feel in every
page of the Pauline Epistles that the man who
wrote them has passed through a great religious
crisis In reading Hebrews we have no such feel-
ing Instead of a tragic experience there has
been a smooth quiet studious life, whose passage
into Christian faith has resembled the dawn of
day rather than the sudden flash of light from
heaven which smote Saul of Tarsus to the earth
on the way to Damascus. A significant index of
this equable flow is the entire absence from our
Epistle of the well - known Pauline antitheses:
law and grace, faith and works, flesh and spirit.
There are antitheses here also, but they are less
pronounced, — shadow and substance, type and
antitype,—pointing at, not radical contrariety, but
different stages in the religious development of
mankind.

The writer of Hebrews was not only not St.
Paul, but not even a disciple of St. Paul. To a
great extent the proof of the one thesis is at the
same time the proof of the other. That he was
acquainted with the Pauline literature has been
confidently asserted, but cannot be clearly shown, f
There are doubtless things that remind us of
Pauline texts, e.g. the description of the law as
ς the word spoken by angels' (22), which recalls
a similar thought in Gal 319, and the idea of the
heavenly Jerusalem (1222 1314) found in the same
Epistle (425). But these may be mere coincidences
in the use of conceptions belonging to the common
stock of contemporary religious thought. Ac-
quaintance with Philo's writings can be alleged
with much greater show of reason.

But while not a follower of St. Paul, our author
is in thorough sympathy with all the leading posi-
tions of Paulinism. Without doubt he stands on
the ground of universalism. No express text,
indeed, can be cited in support of this assertion.
.From beginning to end there is not a single
allusion to Gentile Christians, or the slightest
indication that the writer is aware of the exist-
ence of such people. He seems to have in view
throughout, God's ancient people, and to have for
his sole aim to enable Hebrew Christians to re-
main steadfast in the faith amid circumstances of
trial. He takes no advantage of opportunities
for indicating the universal destination of the
gospel; not even in 216, where it would have

* The Epistle to the Hebrews, by F. Rendall, vide the Appen-
•'- "op. 26, 27.

ride von Soden in Handkommentar, Einleitung, p. 2.
dix. pp. 26, 27.

t Vide v. "

been so natural to have said, He (Jesus) took
not hold of (in order to save) angels, but He took
hold of mankind; instead of which he says, He
took hold of the seed of Abraham. Nevertheless,
the Epistle breathes throughout the spirit of uni-
versalism. The whole scheme of thought, though
excogitated for the benefit of Hebrews, is capable
of universal application, and implies that Chris-
tianity is the concern of all mankind. The remark
holds true especially of the Christology. The cos-
mic relations in which the Son is set in the proem
indicate that the word spoken by God through
Him is a revelation for the whole world. It is
only in universalist writings, such as the Epistles
of St. Paul and the Gospel of St. John, that a cosmic
Christology is to be looked for. Not less uni-
versalist in tendency is the view of the sacrifice
of Christ presented in ch. 914. The doctrine takes
its colour from Levitical institutions, but in its
core it is not Jewish but human. The phrase by
an eternal spirit lifts the whole subject above the
distinctions, not only of time and space, as already
pointed out, but also of race and nationality. It
has the same ring as the great epoch-making text
in St. John's Gospel: * The hour cometh, when ye
shall neither in this mountain, nor yet at Jeru-
salem, worship the Father. . . . The hour cometh,
and now is, when the true worshippers shall wor-
ship the Father in spirit and in truth' (421· ̂ J.

Our author is in thorough sympathy with St.
Paul's conception of Christianity as a spiritual
religion. He sees not less clearly than the apostle
the utter worthlessness of rites and ceremonies,
except as a shadow of good things to come. He
makes no allusion to circumcision, but doubtless
he would have been in full sympathy with the
Pauline polemic against those who attached re-
ligious value to that rite. His own controversy
is with those who attach overweening importance
to Levitical ceremonial; but it is not less thorough-
going than the apostle's, and it rests upon the
same principles and postulates.

Once more, our author is at one with St. Paul
in his conception of Christianity as a religion of
free grace. His own conception of it as the
religion of unrestricted access to God is an exact
equivalent. It is the same truth set in a different
antithesis. St. Paul opposed grace to legal works,
our author opposes the privilege of free access
to the distance at which Levitical regulations
kept worshippers from God. The counsel ' Draw
near* presupposes a gracious Father to be ap-
proached, from whom all spiritual good may be
confidently expected: pardon of sin, seasonable
succour in all times of temptation. In Hebrews
as in Rom. and Gal. salvation is a free gift.

vi. WAS THE AUTHOR JEW OR GENTILE?—
Whether the author of our Epistle was a born Jew
or a Gentile cannot be decided. The style and the
rhetorical structure of the writing make for the
latter alternative, the familiarity with Jewish in-
stitutions for the former. Both might be com-
bined in a Jew of Alexandrian Hellenistic culture
like Apollos, with whom, since Luther threw out
the suggestion, there has been a disposition to
identify the author, though the hypothesis has
no support in ancient tradition. The question of
nationality is of subordinate importance. The
only question of vital interest in connexion with
the theological import of the Epistle is whether the
author represented the standpoint of Jewish Chris-
tianity with its limited sympathies and its con-
tracted religious ideas. A tendency to take this
view of his position has been more or less apparent
in some recent contributions to the exegetical
literature of the subject. In so far as it is adopted,
it makes the understanding of the book homeless.
We cannot too firmly grasp the fact that in his
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essential ideas the writer soars high above all
Jewish-Christian narrowness. In his method of
interpreting Scripture, in his modes of argument,
and even in some of his subordinate conceptions,
he may be a man of his time and people; but in
his great central thought of Christianity as the
religion of free access and of spiritual reality, he
belongs to all time and to all peoples. Whether
he came before St. Paul or after him in point
of time, he is of the same spiritual brotherhood.
He has seen with open face the true nature and
the grandeur of the Christian faith.

vii. JEW OR GENTILE READERS?—In asserting
the universal outlook of our author, we were obliged
to admit that on the face of his work he seems to
concern himself only with Jewish readers. Till
recent times no doubt has been entertained that
the inscription To the Hebrews, though not original,
correctly indicated its destination. But of late
there has been a tendency, supported by weighty
names, to set this tradition aside, and to hold that
the first readers must have been Gentiles, not Jews.
Among those who share this opinion are Schiirer,
Weizsacker, Pfleiderer, and, above all, von Soden.
Among the grounds on which this hypothesis is
made to rest are such as these : the fundamentals
enumerated in 61·2 are such as were suitable for
catechumens of pagan antecedents; the expres-
sion 'the living God' (914) suggests an antithesis
between the true God and pagan idols, and the
moral exhortations, addressed to the readers, pos-
sess special appropriateness only when conceived
as meant for Gentile Christians. The numerous
phrases which seem to imply readers of Heb. ex-
traction are explained so as to harmonize with the
hypothesis, by the assumption that, at the time
when the Epistle was written, the Gentile Church
had served itself heir to the title and privileges of
the elect people. To the question, what need for so
elaborate a plea for Christianity versus Levitical-
ism in an Epistle written for Gentile Christians ?
the answer given is: The type of Gentile Chris-
tianity the author had to deal with was an eclectic
syncretistic system, into which an amateur attach-
ment to Levitical institutions entered as an ele-
ment, and became so strong as to endanger the
Christian faith with which it was associated,
especially in a time of persecution.*

That an amount of ingenuity has been expended in support
of this hypothesis, sufficient to make it appear plausible, is
frankly admitted. But that the case has been proved we are
far from thinking. We sympathize with Monogoz when he says :
' What strikes us, in this Epistle throughout, is a Jewish " flavour
of the soil," and an absence of all allusion to pagan worship so
complete that we have difficulty in comprehending how any-
one can discover in t the least indication of its being meant
for readers of pagan antecedents. We do not say there were
no pagan Christians in the community, there may have been
for aught we know, but in the texts we see no trace of them.' f
Ostensibly the first readers are Hebrews, and Hebrews alone;
that is generally acknowledged. The onus probandi lies on
those who affirm that they were not really such, and it requires
a very elaborate display of exegetical ingenuity to explain away
the apparent Jewish costume and physiognomy. If the readers
were indeed Gentiles, they were Gentiles so completely dis-
guised in Jewish dress, and wearing a mask with so pronounced
Jewish features, that the true nationality has been successfully
hidden for nineteen centuries, and even now, after learned
critics have done their best to show us the Gentile behind the
Jew, we shake our heads in honest insurmountable doubt, and
feel constrained to agree with Westcott when he pronounces
the argument of von Soden ' an ingenious paradox.' t

viii. LOCATION OF FIRST READERS.—Where the
Heb. community, to which the Epistle was addressed,
was located, is a much debated question of inferior
moment to that just disposed of. Palestine,
Alexandria, Rome are the rival hypotheses, and
weighty authorities can be cited for each of them.§

* So in effect Pfleiderer in Urchristenthum, p. 620.
t La Thaologie de VUpltre aux Hobreux, pp. 26, 27.
t The Epistle to the Hebrews, Introduction, p. xxxv.
§ One of the most recent and able contributions in support

of the Rome hypothesis may be found in Reville'e Origines de
Vtpiscopat, 1894.

VOL. II.—22

It is not necessary here to go into details on the
subject, as the topic has no vital bearing on the
theology of the Epistle. If we attach weight to
the inscription To the Hebrews as indicating, not
merely Jewish nationality, but a section of the
Jewish people distinguished by the epithet
* Hebrew,' it points to Palestine or Syria as the
locality of the first readers. 'Hebrews' means
Jews speaking Hebrew. But as the Epistle was
written in Greek, these 'Hebrews' must have
been bilinguals acquainted with Greek as well
as their mother-tongue. Such bilingual Jews would
be found more readily in a Syrian city like Antioch
than in Jerusalem. Other things point in the
same direction, e.g. the statement in 23 that the
persons addressed had heard the gospel, not from
the lips of the apostles, but at second hand. This
would apply to the Syrian Churches, which were
founded by the scattered members of the Jerusalem
Church after the death of Stephen. *

ix. DATE.—The date of the Epistle has more than
curious interest. The solemn earnest tone of the
hortatory parts speaks to a great crisis, such as
that of the destruction of Jerus. and of the Jewish
state, impending. All seems to say : a judgment-
day is approaching (1025). The Epistle is a supreme
effort to avert apostasy at a time of extreme peril.
A general overturn is at hand, when all things
that can be shaken—cities, walls, temples, hoary
religions—will be shaken to make room for the
kingdom that cannot be shaken (1226·27). There
is therefore a high degree of probability in the
suggestion that the Epistle was written when the
Avar, which issued so disastrously for the Jewish
people, was raging and drawing near to its awful
crisis. 'The fatal year A.D. 70 had arrived, and
the Roman armies had gathered round Jerus.; if
the daily sacrifice had not already ceased, the
siege had at all events begun; for until Jerus.
was "compassed with armies" no Hebrew Chris-
tian would have ventured to address to his Heb.
brethren so unsparing a condemnation of the
national religion.'f The last statement in this
quotation may be doubtful, for the prophetic men
of Scripture always had the courage to utter their
convictions at the proper time, but the selection
of the period most suitable to the message de-
livered is otherwise appropriate. And the date
called for by the solemnity of the message is borne
out by minute hints occasionally dropped, e.g. by
the allusion to the 40 years during which the
people of Israel saw God's works (39). The mere
circumstance that the writer connects the 40
years with the seeing of God's works, rather than
with the trying of God's patience, as in the psalm
quoted from, is significant. He does it intention-
ally, and as one aware of the original connexion,
as is evident from 317, where he returns to the
original connexion. \Vhat is his intention? To
suggest a parallel between the case of Israel in
the wilderness and the Heb. Church to this effect:
' Your fathers saw God's wonderful works, which
ought to have kept them true to Him, for 40
years, yet they perished through unbelief. You
nave seen the wonders of God's grace in the Chris-
tian Church for the same period of time ; see that
ye perish not likewise on Israel's judgment-day.'
Reckoning the 40 years from the beginning of
the Church, corresponding to the Exodus, the
period would take us down to the fateful year
70 or thereby.

That the Epistle was not written at a later date
has been argued from the fact that throughout
the writer seems to speak of the Levitical ritual
as if it were still in force. This, however, it is

*See on this Kendall, Epistle to the Hebrews, Appendix,
p. 65.

t Kendall, Appendix, p. 74.
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now generally admitted, is not conclusive, as the
author appears to write of that ritual from an
ideal point of view. It may have been a thing
of the past as an actual fact, yet present for his
mind as an object of thought. The possibility of
this must be admitted in view of the fact that it
is not the temple but the old tabernacle the writer
has in view as the scene of Levitical worship
(see92·6·7).

x. AUTHOR.—The Epistle is anonymous, and the
author has remained unknown. Apollos, as de-
scribed in Ac 1824"28, is the kind of man wanted
—a Hellenistic Jew of Alexandrian culture, ac-
quainted both with the OT Scriptures (in the Gr.
version) and with contemporary philosophy. With
this we must be content. Other conjectures thrown
out from time to time have comparatively little
to commend them. The most interesting, and one
of the most ancient, is that which ascribed to
Luke the Evangelist a share in the production of
the work, at least to the extent of translating
into good Greek a supposed Heb. original from the
hand of the Apostle Paul. Clement of Alexandria
entertained this opinion, and through Eusebius
{HE iii. 38) it became the prevailing view that
the Epistle was, in thought, the work of St. Paul,
and in a Gr. version the literary work of St. Luke
or Clement of Rome. A number of resemblances
between the style of St. Luke in the Gospel and in
Ac and that of our Epistle have been pointed out,
so as to lend at least plausibility to the hypothesis
that the evangelist is responsible for the Epistle
in its Gr. dress. But if Luke might have been
the translator (on the improbable hypothesis of
a Heb. original), he certainly could not have been
the author. The striking contrast between his
account of the agony in the garden and that given
in the Epistle is sufficient to settle that question.

We must be content to remain in ignorance
as to the writer of this remarkable work. Nor
should we find this difficult. Some of the greatest
books of the Bible, such as Job and the second
part of Isaiah, are anonymous writings. It is
meet that thia one should belong to the number,
for it bears witness in its opening sentence to
One who speaks God's final word to men. In
presence of the Son, what does it matter who
points the way to Him ? The witness-bearer does
not desire to be known. He bids us listen to
Jesus and then retires into the background. We
need have no anxiety about finding for his work
an apostolic author who shall guarantee its inspira-
tion and canonicity. The book speaks for itself.
It is worthy to be in the NT. It rendered an indis-
pensable service as an aid to faith in a transition
time when an old world was passing away and a
new world was coming into being.
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A. B. BRUCE.

HEBRON (frtnn ' association').—1. The third son
of Kohath, known to us only from Ρ (Ex 618, Nu 319)
and the Chronicler (1 Ch 62· f s 159 2312·19). Nothing
further is known of him personally, but there are
a few scattered notices of his descendants. The
Hebronites are mentioned with the three other
Kohathite families at the census taken in the
wilderness of Sinai (Nu 327), and appear again at the
later census in the plains of Moab (2658). In 1 Ch
159 it is said that ' of the sons of H., Eliel the chief,
and his brethren fourscore,' were amongst the
Levites assembled by David when he brought the

ark from the house of Obed-edom into Jerus., and
in 1 Ch 2319 that when David numbered the Levites
there were reckoned four sons of H., Jeriah, Ama-
riah, Jahaziel, and Jekameam (cf. 2423), while
1 Ch 26 mentions some members of the Hebronite
family as holding certain offices under David
(2623. So. si), 2. A son of Mareshah and father of
Korah, and Tappuah, and Rekem, and Shema
(1 Ch 242"3). It is possible that in these vv. the
names are those of localities rather than in-
dividuals. W. C. ALLEN.

HEBRON (pinn * association,' Χεβρών, Arab, el-
Khalil).—A very ancient city in the southern part
of Canaan, built 'seven years before Zoan in Egypt,'
Nu 1322 (JE). Josephus {Ant. I. viii. 3) also states
that it was seven years older than Tanis (Zoan) in
Egypt, and also {BJIV. ix. 7) that it was the oldest
city in Palestine, older even than Memphis in
Egypt, and that its age in his time was 2300 years ;
thus making it a rival of Damascus, which he
states {Ant. I. vi. 4) was founded by Uz, the grand-
son of Shem.

Hebron included Mamre, Gn 1318 (J). Abram,
when he moved his tents after separating from
Lot, * came and dwelt by the terebinths of Mamre,
which are in Hebron': these trees were in possession
of Mamre the Amorite, brother of Eshcol and
Aner, with whom Abraham was confederate (Gn
1413). When Sarah 'died in Kiriath-arba' ('the
same is Hebron,' Gn 232), Abraham entreated the
children of Heth for a burying-place for her, and
bought the field of Ephron containing the cave
' which was in Machpelah which was before Mamre'
('the same is Hebron in the land of Canaan'),
Gn 2317. ' Now the name of Hebron beforetime was
Kiriath-arba ('the city of Arba'), the greatest
man among the Anakim,' 'the father of Anak'
(Jos 14151513, Jg I10). As Machpelah was before or
over-against Hebron (Mamre), it would appear that
though close together they were distinct places.

The first mention of the giants who occupied
Hebron is made in the account of the spies (Nu 1322)
sent by Moses into the land of Canaan, when the
sons (Ahiman, Sheshai, and Talmai) of Anak were
at Hebron. It would thus appear that at the time
of Abraham there were both Amorites and chil-
dren of Heth at Hebron, and also that the children
of Anak were connected with the place, as they
were there in the time of Moses, and the city itself
was originally called after Arba the father of Anak
(but see Moore, Judges, p. 23; and Hommel, A nc.
Heb. Trad. p. 234, who make Kiriath-arba =
Tetrapolis). There is no record as to whether the
Anakim were Canaanites in common with the
Amorites and children of Heth; but it would
appear that they were not Rephaim, Zuzim, or
Emim who dwelt east of the Jordan, and who are
mentioned as being as tall and powerful as the
Anakim, and not as the same tribe (Gn 145 1520,
Dt 211·21). It has been pointed out [cf. Well-
hausen, Comp. d. Hexat. p. 341 (1889)] that Amorite
is the general name of the primitive population of
Canaan, and that these names are descriptive
titles, and not the names of distinct tribes (Gn 1413

235, Jg I10), but they were probably originally
distinct (see Driver, Deut. 11 f.).

The Jewish writers take Kiriath-arba to mean
the city oifour, which they refer to four saints,—
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and Adam,—in which
Jerome also concurs. Sir John Maundeville (in A. D.
1322) states that at the time of his visit the
Saracens called Hebron Karicarba, while the Jews
called it Arbothe; and he also refers to Adam
being buried there.

Hebron became after the entry into the Promised
Land a city of Judah, situated (Jos 1554) in the hill-
country (Jos 207 2111), and is stated by Eusebius
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{Onom. s.v. Αρκώ) to be 22 miles south of Jerusalem
and 20 miles north of Beersheba. It is now called
el-Khalil (« The Friend') by the Mohammedans.

Hebron played an important part in the early
history of the Hebrews until Jerusalem became
the capital of Palestine. Abraham, after waxing
rich and separating from Lot, came and dwelt by
the terebinths of Mamre, which are in Hebron, and
built an altar there unto the Lord (Gn 1318). From
here he went to the rescue of Lot, and brought
him back after defeating Chedorlaomer and the
kings that were with him; here his name was
changed from Abram to Abraham, and it was here
that he entertained the angels unawares (Gn 1413ff·
175 182). Here Isaac was born, and Sarah died
and was buried in the cave of the field of Mach-
pelah, bought by Abraham as a burial-place. Here
also Isaac and Jacob lived part of their lives
(Gn 35^ 3714); from here Jacob sent Joseph to
seek his brethren, when he was taken into Egypt,
and from here Jacob and his sons followed after
(Gn 3514 461). Here the three patriarchs and their
wives, except Rachel, were buried (Gn 4930·31

5013). Here the spies sent by Moses saw the
Nephilim or giants, the sons of Anak (Nu 1322).

Hebron was taken by Joshua and given as an
inheritance to Caleb, who drove out the three sons
of Anak (Jos 1412 1514). It was made one of the six
cities of refuge (Jos 207, Jos. Ant. y. i. 24, ii. 3), and
given with its suburbs to Kohathite Levites; but
the fields of the city and the villages thereof were
given to Caleb (Jos 2111). One of the exploits of
Samson was to bring the gates of the city of Gaza
and place them on the top of the mountain that is
before Hebron (Jg 163). Hebron was one of the
cities to which David sent a portion of the spoils
after smiting the Amalekites; here he was anointed
king over the house of Judah; and here he remained
king of Judah seven and a half years, and six sons
were born to him (2 S 2. 3).

Here Abner was treacherously slain by Joab at
the gate, and was buried; and here the sons of
Rimmon the Beerothite, after their hands and
their feet had been cut off, were hanged * beside
the pool' (2 S 3s7 412). Here came all the elders
of Israel, and anointed David king over Israel
(2 S 53). Here it was that Absalom came to be
declared king (2S 157tf·). At this time there was
a spot here for worshipping the Lord, probably the
altar said to have been erected by Abraham to
the Lord by the terebinths of Mamre (Gn 13181517).
(But see Jerome, Qucest. Hebr. on 2 S 1517).

According to Josephus {Ant. VIII. ii. 1), king Solo-
mon went to Hebron to sacrifice to the Lord
* upon the brazen altar that was built by Moses';
and here the Lord appeared to Solomon, who
prayed for a sound mind and good judgment; but
it is stated in the Bible ( I K 34) that this took
place at the great high place at Gibeon.

Rehoboam fortified Hebron (2 Ch II10), and it
was occupied after the Captivity, when it was
called by its old name Kiriath-arba (Neh II2 5).
Judas Maccabseus captured it from the Edomites,
and * pulled down the strongholds thereof, and
burned the towers thereof.' It had thus at that
time ceased to be a city of Judah (1 Mac δ 6 5 ; Ant.
XII. viii. 6).

At the time that Vespasian was making pre-
parations for the final siege of Jerusalem, Simeon
bar-Gioras made a sudden raid into Edom and took
Hebron without bloodshed; but it was shortly
afterwards recaptured by Cerealis, one of the com-
manders of Vespasian's army, and was burnt down
{BJ iv. ix. 7, 9). Josephus states that at this
time the monuments of the posterity of Abraham
were to be seen at Hebron, * the fabric of which
monuments is of the most excellent marble, and
wrought after the most elegant manner. There

is also shown at a distance of six furlongs from
the city a very large turpentine tree, which has
continued since the creation of the world.'

In the 4th cent, the sepulchres of the patri-
archs were still shown at Hebron, built of marble
and of elegant workmanship. The church de-
scribed by Eusebius at the terebinths appears
to have been the Great Basilica of Constantine,
remains of which are still to be seen {Onomast.
art. * Arboch') to the north of Hebron. The Bor-
deaux Pilgrim (A.D. 333) describes the monu-
ment of Abraham as a quadrangle built of
stones of admirable beauty. Antoninus Martyr
(Itin. 30) describes a quadrangle with an interior
court, open to the sky, into which Jews and
Christians entered from different sides, burning
incense as they advanced. In the 6th cent. Arculf
visited Hebron when it was occupied by the Sara-
cens, and he describes the sepulchre as small and
mean, situated about a stadium from Mamre on
the east, and surrounded by a low wall. Willibald
in the 8th cent, passed here, and mentions the
sepulchres in the castle Aframia; and Ssewulf,
1103, speaks of the monuments to the patriarchs
being surrounded by a very strong castle. In 1167
Hebron was erected into a bishopric under the
Latins. William of Tyre says that there never was
a Greek bishop before this, but only a prior.
Benjamin of Tudela, who visited Hebron in 1163,
states that the ancient city was standing on a hill
in ruins; while the modern city stood in the valley
in the field of Machpelah. He also describes the
iron door leading to the caves.

Hebron {el-Khalil, ' the friend') is one of the four
sacred cities of the Moslems, and the shrines of the
patriarchs are very jealously guarded by them.
The town is built without walls, and contains
about 18,000 Moslems and 1200 to 1500 Jews. It
is situated in a shallow valley surrounded by
rocky hills, from which spring no fewer than 25
sources of water. Luxuriant vineyards still clothe
the hills and vales, and produce some of the best
grapes in Palestine, and groves of olive and fruit
trees abound. The town is divided into four
quarters; the houses are built of stone, with
partially flat and partially domed roofs, on account
of the scarcity of large timber for rafters. The
valley in which the town is built runs from north
to south; the main quarter lies on the eastern
slope, with the Hardm or sacred area conspicuously
rising above it. Two other quarters are to be
seen in the north and west slopes, and one to the
south. The streets opening on to the main roads
have gates. At the northern end of the main
quarter is a pool of ancient construction, 85 ft.
by 55 ft., and low down in the valley southward is
a larger one, also of high antiquity, over 130 ft.
square and 28 ft. deep, the traditional spot where
the murderers of Ishbosheth were hanged.

There are a large number of traditional sites
about Hebron. In 'Ain Keshkaleh may be found
the name Eshcol, although this identification is
philologically difficult. At *Ain Judeideh, west of
the Hardm, is a vault where Adam and Eve are
said to have mourned for Abel; and above are the
Deir el-Arabin, said to be the tombs of Jesse and
Ruth ; and the Kabr Hebrun, said by the Hebron
Jews to be the tomb of Abner. At the foot of this
hill is the Ager Damascenus, from which was ob-
tained the red earth of which Adam was made.

About two miles to the west of the Hardm is a
venerable oak (Sindian), one of the finest in Pales-
tine. It measures 22^ ft. around the lower part.
It is probably the tree described as a terebintli
by Sir John Maundeville, Belon, and others. Since
the 12th cent, it has been pointed out to Chris-
tians as 'Abraham's Oak,' under which Abraham
pitched his tent. About two miles to the north,
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near the road to Jerusalem, is the Bdmat el-Khalil,
called by the Jews of Hebron the house of Abra-
ham. Here are the foundations of an immense
building—200 ft. by 185 ft.—of large squared stones,
of which two courses only remain, regarded by the
Jews as the place of Abraham's tent and the
terebinth at Mamre. Guerin (Judoe, iii. 214)
suggests that this enclosure was built round the
tree under which the patriarch was supposed to
have pitched his tent. Jerome speaks of a fair
having been held annually on this spot. It seems
probable that from 1st to 12th cent, this was the
traditional site of Mamre. It is suggested (SWP
iii. 323) that this building may have been the
market mentioned by Sozomen (Hist. ii. 4) as
the place where Hadrian sold Jewish captives for
slaves (A.D. 165), close to which Constantine after-
wards built his basilica at the terebinth of Mamre,
the foundations of which are still to be distin-
guished (Conder, Palestine, 85).

It is quite clear that, if the present traditional
sepulchres of the patriarchs are genuine, the
present site of the city which stands around the
Hardm cannot coincide with the site of the ancient
city of Abraham's time, which was over-against
the sepulchre ; and this idea appears to have been
present to the minds of the early Christian writers,
who mention a site on the north-west of the modern
city as the original Hebron.

The Hardni or ' sacred area' is a quadrangle
197 ft. by 110 ft. externally. The masonry of the
Avail is identical with that of the Wailing Place at
Jerusalem, and is therefore probably not later
than Herodian. The height of the ancient
wall still standing is about 40 ft., and above this
rise walls of modern construction, with lofty
minarets at N.W. and S.E. corners. Within the
enclosure is a mosque, probably the remains of the
church built in the 11th cent, when the bishopric
was established, and the monuments to the patri-
archs are within. The tombs themselves are,
however, below in the rocky cavern, and the iron
door which is said to lead to them was shown to
the present writer at the bottom of the flight of
steps on the outside wall in 1867 (see account by
Benjamin of Tudela, Early Travels in Palestine, p.
86; PEF Mem. iii. 333; Cte. Kiant, Archives de
VOrient Latin, ii. 411, and art. MACHPELAH;
Onomast. arts. ' Arboch' and * Drys'; Antonini
Mart. Itin. 30, Early Travels). C. WARREN.

HEDGE is used in AV to translate words of two
different Heb. stems. One of these (gddar, *na)
refers to stone walls, though, perhaps, in some
instances, to a stone wall crowned with thorns.
In AV its derivatives are often tr. by the word
4 wall.' In RV they are prevailingly, though not
always, tr. by the word * fence.' The other stem
(suk or sdkak, ?fi& or τρ'̂ ) refers to a thorn hedge.
The Gr. 0/>α7μό*, tr. ' hedge'in Mt 2133, Mk 121, Lk
1423, denotes a fence of any kind, whether hedge, or
Avail, or palings. The purpose of the hedge, as the
term is used in the Bible, is either to protect that
which is enclosed in it (e.g. Job I10), or to restrain
and hinder (e.g. Job 323, Hos 26). See FENCE.

W. J. BEECHER.
HEED.—Heed is either ' carefulness,1 as Is 217

'And he hearkened diligently with much heed'
(3 ,̂7:11 2ψ% 3Tjp.ni; LXX άκρόασαι άκρβασιν πολλήν ;
Vulg. 'et contemplatus est diligenter multo intuitu,'
whence AV through Gen. ' And he hearkened and
toke diligent hede'; Orelli, ' And has listened with
most eager listening'); or simply attention, as
Ac 35 ' And he gave heed unto them, expecting to
receive something of them' (έπεΐχεν αύτοΐς). The
phrase is always (except Is 217 above) ' take heed'
or (less often) ' give heed,' and the only noticeable
occurrence is Sir 613 ' Separate thyself from thine

enemies, and take heed of thy friends' (πρόσεχε)
This tru is from Wye. and Dou. after Vulg. * ab
amicis tuis attende,'the other VSS having ' beware
of,' which RV adopts. The meaning of AV is prob-
ably ' pay attention to ' suspiciously, as in North's
Plutarch (Cicero, p. 879), ' After that time, Cicero
and he were alwaies at iarre, but yet coldly enough,
one of them taking heed of another.' But Shaks.
uses the phrase in the sense of ' pay attention t o '
without suspicion, as Jul. Cces. I. ii. 276, ' Three or
four wenches, where I stood, cried "Alas, good
soul!"—and forgave him with all their hearts ;
but there's no heed to be taken of them : if Csesar
had stabbed their mothers they would have done
no less'; and Coverdale uses it in the sense of
' take care of,' Hos 135 Ί toke diligent hede of
the in the wildernesse that drye londe.'

J. HASTINGS.
HEGAI or HEGE (̂ π Est 28·15, κ:π 23, Vai).~A

eunuch of Ahasuerus, and keeper of the women, to
whom the maidens were entrusted before they were
brought in to the king. The name is probably
Persian; cf. Ήγία*, who is named in Ctesias (Pers.
c. 24) as a courtier of Xerxes (so Roediger, Thes.
Add.). H. A. WHITE.

HEGEMONIDES (^εμονίδης, 2 Mac 1324).— An
officer left in command (arparyybs) of the district
from Ptolemais to the Gerrenians (which see), by
Lysias, when he was forced to return to Syria to
oppose the chancellor Philip (B.C. 162). AV trans-
lates 'made him (Maceabseus) principal governor,'
but no parallel for such a use of ^εμονίδ-ης is to be
found. Syr. recognizes the proper name, but Vulg.
reads Ducem et principem. H. A. WHITE.

HEIFER (in all the passages cited below, the
Heb. term, is nbiy except Nu 192ff·, Am 41, Hos 416,
where it is rns. In the only NT occurrence, He
913, the Greek is δάμαλυ).—Trie heifer is repeatedly
mentioned in the Bible, in connexion both with
agriculture and with ritual services.

That it was customary to use heifers for plough-
ing is evident from the saying of Samson, 'If ye
had not plowed with my heifer, ye had not found
out my riddle,' Jg 1418. Ploughing and harrowing
are both specified in Hos 10u, and from this passage
as well as from Jer 5011 we gather that heifers were
employed to tread out the corn.

A heifer of three years old was one of the
animals divided by Abraham upon the occasion
of his solemn covenant with J", Gn 159 (J). A
heifer was the animal offered by Samuel at
Bethlehem, 1 S 162. When a murder had been
committed, the author of which could not be
traced, a special atoning ceremony was prescribed,
Dt 213ff\ The elders of the nearest city had
to take a heifer which had never been used for
work away to a barren spot where there was a
wady with running water, and there break its
neck. Thereafter they washed their hands over
the carcase, solemnly testified their innocence of
the murder, and prayed that J" wo-uld forgive His
people for the crime that had been committed in
their midst (see notes of Driver and Dillm. ad loc,
also W. R. Smith, MS1 351). For the ritual pre-
scribed in Nu 192ff· and referred to in He 913, see
RED HEIFER. In Nu 1917 AV reads, ' They shall
take of the ashes of the burnt heifer of purification
for sin,' which gives the sense (if not the exact trn)
of ΠΚΒΠΠ ηςηψ nsj/D better than RV, 'They shall
take of the ashes of the burning of the sin-offer-
ing ' (cf. Oxf. Heb. Lex. s. ΠΚΒΠ). The reference is
to v.9.

The word 'heifer' is several times used in
similes. Egypt is compared to a heifer in Jer 4620,
so is Chaldsea in 5011, the points of resemblance
being probably beauty, strength, and wantonness
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(cf. Am 41 ' kine of Bashan' applied to the ladies
of Samaria). Israel is compared in Hos 416 to a
stubborn heifer that will not accustom itself to
the yoke (Nowack), and in Hos 1011 to a heifer
which has hitherto had the easy task of treading
out corn, but is now to have the harder work of
ploughing and harrowing.

For *heifer of three years old' of Is 155, Jer 4834

(AV and RVm) see EGLATH-SHELISHIYAH.
J. A. SELBIE.

HEIR.—i. TERMS, en; ydrash, and Sm ndhal,
LXX κληρονομάω, κατακληρονομέω, etc., Vulg. heres
sum, etc., 'inherit'; ptcp. ehi» yoresh, LXX κληρο-
νόμος, etc., Vulg. heres, etc., ' heir'; ηφ-ν yerushshdh,
ηψΎ, yereshdh, nenio mordshdh, rhnj nahaldh, LXX
κληρονομιά, κλήρος,etc., Vulg. herediias, etc., 'inherit-
ance ' ; eh;, r̂u, and their derivatives are also com-
monly used in the more general sense of ' possess,'
' acquire'; and figuratively of the relation between
God and His people, e.g. 0" is the nahaldh of Levi,
Dt 109, and Jacob is the nahaldh of J", Dt 329;
ΊΪ33 bekhor, LXX πρωτότοκος, Vulg. primogenitus,
' firstborn'; n-iiâ i bekhorah, LXX τά πρωτοτόκια,
πρωτοτοκεΐα, Vulg. primogenita (neut. pi.), 'birth-
right/ 'right of the firstborn'; *?NU go'el, LXX
ά~γχίστ€ύς, ά"γχίστ€ύων, λυτρωτής, σ^υyy€vής, Vulg.
cognatus, propinquus, ultor, ' next-of-kin'; N̂3,
gd'al, LXX ά^/χιστεύω, λυτρόω, etc., Vulg. propin-
quitatis jure retinere, eruere, redimere, etc., ' act as
next-of-kin ' ; nW ,̂ ge'ullah, LXX αγχιστεία, λύτρον,
λύτρωσις, etc., Vulg. propinquitas, etc. On bekhor,
go1 el, and derivatives, see further below.

ii. INHERITANCE. The fact that the terms for
heir, etc., for the most part meant originally, and
continued to mean, possess, etc., indicates a certain
lack of emphasis on the difference between inherit-
ance and other ways of acquiring and holding
property. Land, the most important kind of
property, belonged to the family and the clan
rather than to individuals, as is shown by the
Jubilee and other land laws. All land was, as it
were, entailed. Other property too—cattle, slaves,
and, in some instances, wives—was inherited. The
heir succeeded to the headship of the family,
which included the control of the family property.
Moreover, the heir succeeded as a right, according
to law and custom; he took possession of what
had become his. ΛΫΐΙΙβ were unknown in ancient
Israel, though sometimes (cf. below) a father would
interfere with the natural course of things to benefit
a favourite son. The phrase 'set thy house in
order/ *ΐφφ ΐ¥, shows that a dying man would
sometimes arrange the disposition of his property,
and the future status of the members of his family;
but probably in accordance with recognized custom,
if not with binding law. The blessing of the
dying father would usually confirm the firstborn
in his right, but might also, as in the blessings of
Isaac and Jacob, transfer it to someone else.

iii. RIGHT OF THE FIRSTBORN, BIRTHRIGHT.
The prevailing custom, which is everywhere taken
for granted, was that the eldest son succeeded his
father as head of the family, and took the largest
share of the property. Thus we have the special
terms bekhor, bekhorah, for 'firstborn/ 'right of
the firstborn.' The genealogies, Gn 5, etc., mention
the firstborn, and him only. 1 Ch δ1 speaks of
Reuben having an original right of pre-eminence,
which he lost by misconduct. In 2 Ch 213 Jehoram
succeeds Jehoshaphat, 'because he was the bekhor.'
Probably the eldest son, if an adult, succeeded to
the high priesthood; but the exceptions were
numerous, both in the royal and sacerdotal dyn-
asties. According to Ex 132, JE, the firstborn of
every mother was sacred to J". InDt 21 u the
bekhorah is a ' double portion/ Ώ]ΐψ '3. The differ-
ence of status between the mothers of a man's
children, often only loosely defined, was a fruitful

source of discord as to the bekhorah, Reuben,
the son of an inferior wife, is reckoned as Jacob's
bekhor; he is deposed for misconduct, not on ac-
count of his mother's status. On the other hand,
Sarah claims that, because Ishmael is the son of
a concubine, he shall not even share the inheritance
with Isaac, Gn 2110. Evidently, the prior right of
the son of the wife over that of the concubine
depended upon the feeling of the father towards
mother and son, and probably also on the influence
of the mother's family.

iv. CASES WHERE THE FIRSTBORN WAS PASSED
OVER FOR OTHERS—JUNIOR RIGHT. The excep-
tions to the rule of the succession of the eldest
son are numerous and striking. The line of
divine election among the patriarchs usually
passes through younger sons, Abraham apparently,
Isaac, Jacob. According to 1 Ch 51·2, the bekhorah
was transferred from Reuben to Joseph. In Gn
49 Jacob puts Ephraim before his elder brother
Manasseh. According to Ex 77 (P), Moses was
the junior of Aaron. David was the youngest
son of Jesse; and Solomon, one of the youngest,
at any rate, among the many sons of David. We
may take the circumstances of the succession of
Solomon as typical. The father would often secure
the succession for a favourite son by appointing
him his successor, or even by associating him with
himself in his lifetime. Such arrangements have
always been common, especially in the East. The
favourite wife would often be the one last married,
and the favourite son the youngest. Apart from
2 Ch 213, it is never stated that the eldest son
succeeded his father as a right. Great men with
large harems and numerous families would follow
the example of the kings. The transference of
the bekhorah from Reuben to Joseph, and from
Esau to Jacob, shows that such a change might be
made for sufficient cause, and therefore, of course,
on any plausible pretext: a case is mentioned in
1 Ch 2610. A further proof of the occasional trans-
ference of the bekhorah at the will of the father
is the prohibition of the practice in Dt 2115'17.

The frequent succession of youngest sons suggests
that the very widespread custom of 'Junior Right'
or succession by the youngest existed in pre-mon-
archical Israel, and survived in some measure in
later times. J. Jacobs (Studies in Biblical Archae-
ology, p. 47), partly following Sir H. Maine, says:
' The custom would naturally arise during the
later stages of the pastoral period, when the
elder sons would in the ordinary course of events
have set up for themselves by the time of the
father's death. The youngest would in these
circumstances naturally step into the father's
shoes, and acquire the patria potestas, and with
it the right of sacrificing to the family gods by
the paternal hearth.' On the other hand, when
the heir was a minor, the inheritance was probably
often seized by adult kinsmen. Witness the con-
stant complaints of the wrongs done to orphans.

v. WHO INHERITED WHEN THERE WERE NO SONS.
In Nu 275'10 (P),in connexion with the daughters of
Zelophehad, the following provision is made for this
and similar cases: 'If a man die and have no son, ye
shall cause his inheritance to pass unto his daughter.
If he have no daughter, ye shall give his inheritance
unto his brethren. If he have no brethren, ye shall
give his inheritance unto his father's brethren. If
his father have no brethren, ye shall give his in-
heritance unto his kinsman, ixy, who is next to
him in his clan, nns^p.' In Nu 366 it is further
provided that heiresses must marry in their own
clan. Though the law itself is late, the provisions
are obvious and probably ancient, except perhaps
the preference given to daughters. A member of
another clan marrying an heiress joined her clan,
Ezr 261, Neh 763, cf. BERIAH. Jeremiah's acquisi·
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tion of his uncle's field, Jer 327, is an example of
the rights of a kinsman in the family property.

Jacob's action in reckoning Ephraim and Man-
asseh as his sons is doubtless typical of cases of
adoption. Similarly, women would sometimes, as
in the case of Sarah, Rachel, and Leah, reckon
children born to their husbands by their slaves as
their own; but, as we have seen, the rights of such
children were uncertain. In 1 Ch 234·35 a genealogy
is traced through the issue of a Jewess and an
Egyptian. Abraham, Gn 153, expects that his
slave will be his heir, cf. Pr 3023, where, however,
the translation is not certain. The last two cases
would also be typical.

The succession is as a rule confined to the father's
kin on account of the family sacra. W. R. Smith
{Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia, p. 95)
points out that women could not inherit in early
Arabia (cf. Benzinger, p. 355), and that there could
be no question of a widow inheriting because she
was a part of a man's property, and went with the
rest of the estate to the heir. This principle is
illustrated in Israel by the law of the levirate
marriage, the case of Ruth, the incident in 2 S
1615"23, and the incident of Adonijah and Abishag
—to succeed to the king's widow implied succeeding
to the throne. By the law of the levirate marriage
(Dt 255-10; cf. Gn 38, Ru 4) the firstborn son of a
man's widow by his brother, or go'el, became his
heir; (cf. GOEL, MARRIAGE, and see Driver on Dt
255ff·).

vi. PROVISION FOR CHILDREN OTHER THAN THE
CHIEF HEIR. The principle that the land belongs
to the family, involves the providing for the rest of
the family by the head who controls the family
property. Probably, in early times the maintenance
of younger children was provided for according to
this principle by customs no longer traceable.
Abraham, however, sends his younger children
away with gifts (Gn 256 [JE]); according to
2 Ch II 2 3 Rehoboam dispersed his sons among the
walled towns of Judah and Benjamin, made ample
provision for them, and gave them wives, in order
to secure the throne for a favourite son, Abijah.
Sons would often be got rid of in this fashion to
secure an undisputed succession for a favourite.
Other typical cases are those of Ishmael and
Jephthah, who were sent away without any share
of the inheritance. Daughters would almost
always be married ; unmarried daughters would be
kept and have husbands found for them by their
brothers, and where there were sons there would
be no question of their sharing the inheritance.
Job 4215 specially mentions that Job's daughters
shared with their brothers, doubtless because this
was exceptional.

Dt 2116 speaks of the father 'causing the son to
inherit that which he hath,' which seems to imply
some power on the part of the father to determine
the inheritance of his property (Dillm., Driver, i.l.;
cf. ii.). But this is strictly limited by the context,
and it must have been similarly limited by ancient
custom. The law, probably, is partly a protest
against the violation of such, and partly a pro-
vision for new conditions. There is nothing in the
history to suggest the subdivision of the family
land at each successive generation. Benzinger
(p. 354) is doubtful whether any such subdivision
took place. It seems very unlikely. Unless,
therefore, the above Deut. laws are confined to
personal property they are probably late, perhaps
were never effective.

The New Testament. No question of the laws or
customs of inheritance arises in connexion with
the NT. Christ is the (firstborn) son and heir
in the parable of the Wicked Husbandmen (Mk
127 etc., and in He I2) ; Christians are heirs of
God's promises, etc. (Ro 817, Gal 329 41·7, He 617,

Ja 25 etc.). The figure of inheritance is also used in
reference to Abraham, and to the Israelites, etc.
Αιαθήκη is often translated ' testament' by AV,
especially in reference to the institution of the
Lord's Supper (Lk 2220 etc., 1 Co II25), but it
should be * covenant,' except perhaps in He 916·17,
where the rendering * testament' is defended by
many scholars (see commentaries, i.l.). RV has
* covenant' throughout, often with ' testament' in
the margin, except that in He 9 1 6 · 1 7 ' testament' ia
placed in the text, and the margin states that the
Greek word means either ' covenant' or ' testament.1

In Lk 1213 we read t h a t ' one said unto him, Master,
bid my brother divide the inheritance with me.'
See also INHERITANCE.

LITERATURE.—Benzinger, Heb. Arch. p. 354 ff.; Nowack,
Lehrbuch der Heb. Arch. p. 348 ff.; Jacobs, Studies in Biblical
Archaeology, p. 48 ff. See also Sanday-Headlam on Ro 812-17 ;
Beyschlag, NT Theol. i. 385 f., ii. 346 ; Weiss, Bibl. Theol. of NT,
Index; Westcott, Hebrews, 167-169. W . H . BENNETT.

HELAH (ΓΓΝ̂ Π 'rust'?).—One of the wives of
Ashhur the < father' of Tekoa, 1 Ch 45·7. See
GENEALOGY.

HELAM [nb'n, in 2 S 1017 with π locale nn&bn and
the Massoretic note Ν τη*. Budde, however, main-
tains that DiArj is the correct form).—The Aram-
?eans from beyond the river,* whom Hadarezer
summoned to his aid, came to Helam (2 S 1016)
and were there met and defeated by David (ν.17ί·).
As far as the form of the word is concerned, D̂ n
in v.16 might mean 'their army' (so Aq. έν δυνάμει
αυτών, followed by Thenius). There can, however,
be little doubt that the LXX {ΑΪΚάμ), Pesh. and
Targ. are right in taking it as a proper name (so
Ewald, Hist. iii. 155 n. 2; Bertheau, Wellh., Driver,
Budde, Kittel). Cornill, upon the ground of the
LXX Ήλιάμ, introduces Helam also in Ezk 4716

(cf. also Bertholet, ad loc). In this case it must
have lain on the border between Damascus and
Hamath. J. A. SELBIE.

HELBAH (n^n).—A town of Asher, Jg I31. Its
identity is quite uncertain. (For various attempts
to fix its site, see Moore, ad loc).

HELBON (fiŝ n).—A place from which wine was
brought to Tyre, Ezk 2718. It is the modern
Halbun on the east slope of Antilebanon, about
13 miles N. of Damascus. The region around, on
Hermon and the Antilebanon, is remarkable for
its vineyards to the present day. The wine of
Helbon is mentioned also in the cuneiform texts,
and the Persian kings are said to have preferred it
to any other. It has sometimes been wrongly
supposed that Helbon is to be identified with
Aleppo.

LITERATURE.—Robinson, BRP* iii. 471 f.; Del. Paradies,
281; Wetzstein, ZDMG xi. (1857) 490 ff. ; Baedeker-Socin, Pal.
341; Schrader, COT* ii. 121 ; Bertholet on Ezk27i8.

C. R. CONDER.
HELDAI (^π ; Β Χολδαά, Α Χολδαί).—1. The

captain of the military guard appointed for the
twelfth monthly course of the temple service
(1 Ch 2715). He is probably to be identified with
4 Heleb the son of Baanah the Netophathite,' one
of David's thirty heroes (2 S 232 9; Α Άλά0, Β
omits). In the parallel list (1 Ch I I 3 0 ; Β Χθάοδ,
Α Χοάδδ and Έλάδ) the name is more correctly
given as Heled. The form Heldai is supported
by Zee 610 (see below), and should probably be
restored in the other two passages.

2. According to Zee 610, one of a small band
who brought gifts of gold and silver from Babylon
to those of the exiles who had returned under

* The Euphrates, not the Orontes as Hitzig maintains. See
Wellh. Saw. 179 f.
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Zerubbabel. From these gifts Zechariah was
bidden to make a crown for Joshua the high
priest, which was to be placed in the temple as
a memorial of Heldai and his companions. In
v.14 Helem (nbn) is clearly an error for Heldai;
the Peshitta in both places reads Holdai or Huldai

X J. F. STENNING.

HELEB (aj>n 2 S 2329).—See HELDAI 1.

HELED (-on 1 Ch II30).—See HELDAI 1.

HELEK (,·̂ π < portion'). — Son of Gilead the
Manassite, Nu 263υ, Jos 172 P. Patronymic, Hele-
kites, Nu 26ao.

HELEM.—1. [uhn) A man of Asher, 1 Ch 735.
* The name must be altered to nnin (v.32) to fit the
context; otherwise we should have abn in v.32 in-
stead of ornn' (Kittel in SBOT). 2. (D̂ n) An exile
who was sent from Babylon with gifts of gold and
silver for the sanctuary at Jerusalem, Zee 614. He
is called in v.10 Heldai (^n). LXX has rots ύπομέ-
νονσιν, not treating this and other nouns in the
same passage as proper names.

HELEPH (η^π). — A town on the border of
Naphtali, Jos 1933. Although mentioned in the
Talmud {Megillah i. 1, see Neubauer, Geog. d.
Talm. 224), Heleph has not been identified.

HELEZ {γ)η 'vigour'; Β Σέλλης, A "EXX̂ s,
Luc. Χάλλης)'.—1. One of David's thirty heroes
(2S 2326). He is described as 'the Paltite,' i.e.
a native of Beth-pelet in the Negeb of Judah
(cf. Jos 1527, Neh II2 6). But in the two parallel
lists (1 Ch II 2 7 and 2710) both the Hebrew text and
the LXX (ό Φέλωνεί; ό έκ Φαλλοί) read 'the Pelon-
ite,' a variant which is supported by cod. A at
2 S 2326 (ό ΦελλωνεΙ; Β reads ό Κελωθεί); the former
reading is further inconsistent with 1 Ch 2710,
where Helez is expressly designated as 'of the
children of Ephraim.' From the latter passage
we learn that he was in command of the military
guard appointed for the seventh monthly course
of the temple service. See PELONITE.

2. A Judahite, 1 Ch 239. J. F. STENNING.

HELI ('HXei = Heb. ^ ) . — 1. The father of
Joseph, in the genealogy of Jesus, Lk 323. 2. An
ancestor of Ezra, 2 Es I2. Omitted in parallel
passages, 1 Es 82, Ezr 72·3. See GENEALOGY.

HELIODORUS (Ηλιόδωρο?).—The chancellor (ό
έττΐ των πραγμάτων) of Seleucus IV. Philopator. At
the instigation of APOLLONIUS (which see), he was
sent by the king to plunder the private treasures
kept in the temple at Jems.; but he was prevented
from carrying out his design by a great apparition
(έτηφανία),—a horse with a terrible rider struck him
to the ground, while two young men scourged
him severely. H. was carried out of the temple
by his guards speechless and prostrate, but was
restored at the intercession of the high priest
Onias (2 Mac 37ff·). Some have supposed that the
discomfiture of H. was due to a device of Onias
(cf. v.32, so Rawlinson in Speaker's Comm.). Jos.,
who seems to have been unacquainted with 2 Mac,
makes no mention of the mission of H. ; but in
4 Mac 4 a similar story is related of Apollonius. In
B.C. 175 H. murdered Seleucus, and attempted to
seize the Syrian crown; but he was driven out by
Eumenes of Pergamus and his brother Attalus,
and Antiochus Epiphanes, brother of Seleucus,
ascended the throne (App. Syr. 45 ; Liv. xli. 24).
There is commonly supposed to be a reference to
H. in Dn II 2 0, but the interpretation of the passage

is doubtful (cf. Bevan in loc). Further, H. is
frequently reckoned as one of the ten or the three
kings of Dn 77f·. H. A. WHITE.

HELKAI Op̂ n, perh. shortened for n;pfo).—A
priest (Neh 12lb). See GENEALOGY.

HELKATH {τφη and n$bn 'portion,' 'posses-
sion').—A Levitical city belonging to the tribe of
Asher, Jos 1925 2131. The site is uncertain. The
same place, owing perhaps to a textual error,
appears in 1 Ch 675 [Heb.60] as Hukok.

' HELKATH-HAZZURIM.—The name given to
the spot at Gibeon where the fatal combat took
place between the twelve champions chosen on
either side from the men of Abner and Joab, 2 S
216. The name Dnran np̂ n means * the field of sword
edges.' This is accepted by Driver (Text of Sam.
ad loc), who compares Ps 8944 [Eng.43] iann nte 'the
edge of his sword.' Others prefer to follow the
LXX μβ/HS των επίβουλων and read οπ'χπ 'n 'the
field of the liers in wait' (so Ewald, Hist. iii. 114;
Wellh. Sam. ad loc. ; Budde, SBOT, ad loc).
Thenius reads αηχπ 'π ' the field of the adversaries.'

J. A. SELBIE.
HELKIAS {XeXdas, Gr. form of Heb. n$bnt

Hilkiah ; in AV of Apocr. reproduced as Chelcias,
Helkias, and Helchiah ; RV uniformly Helkias).
— 1 . The high priest Hilkiah in Josiah's reign.
He is mentioned in 1 Es I8 = 2 Ch 358 as a
governor of the temple, subscribing handsomely
to Josiah's great Passover ; in 1 Es 81 (cf. Ezr 71)
as the great-grandfather of Ezra; and in Bar I7

as father of Joakim, who was governor of the
temple in the reign of Zedekiah. 2. A distant
ancestor of Baruch (Bar I1). 3. The father of
Susanna (Sus vv.2"29). J. T. MARSHALL.

HELL.—The term used in Old English to desig-
nate the world of the dead generally, with all the
sad and painful associations of the dark region
into which the living disappear. In modern Eng-
lish it has the specific sense of the place and con-
dition of penalty destined for the finally impenitent
among the dead. With this it expresses also the
abode of evil spirits. It is cognate or connected
with the German hehlen — hide, hullen = cover,
A.S. helan, Lat. celare, etc. It appears in much
the same form in many of the European lan-
guages : Ger. holle, Sw. helvete, Go. halja, Da. hel-
vede, Du. hel, Ice. hel, O.H.G. hella, A.S. hel,
helle, M.E. helle (cf. Chaucer, CT 1202). The
Teutonic base, hal — hide, akin to kal, kar (in the
older form), is supposed by Skeat to be a * develop-
ment from a root skar, of which the meaning was
to cover.' Etymologically, therefore, the term de-
notes the covered, hidden, unseen place.

In our AV the word ' hell' is unfortunately used
as the rendering of three distinct words with
different ideas. It represents (1) the b\xy of the
Heb. OT, and the #δη* of the LXX and the NT,
which have the general sense of the ' realm of the
dead.' In this employment of the word the AV
translators were justified so far by the sense which
it had in their day, and by the fact that it was
applied to the world of the departed generally in
the Creeds, in Spenser, in Chaucer, in mediseval
miracle and mystery plays, and in Old English
religious poetry. It is not the only word which the
translators of 1611 used as an equivalent for b>Sxy
and #δης. At times they used ' the pit' (Nu 1630· **),
and in a number of cases ' the grave' (Gn 37s5,
1 S 26, Job 791413, Ps 303 4914·15 etc.). But 'hell'
is their most usual rendering in the OT (Dt 3222,
2 S 226, Ps 1610 185 1163 1398, Pr 55 Τ27 918 etc.), and
the rendering to which they adhered in all the NT
passages, however different in their shades oi



meaning, in which they found some form of g.5r)s
(Mt II 2 3 1618, Lk 1251623, Ac 227·31, 1 Co 1555, Rev
I1 8 68 2013·14). It is now an entirely misleading
rendering, especially in the NT passages. The
English Revisers, therefore, have substituted
«Hades' for 'hell' in the NT. In the OT they
allow the word * hell' to remain in the text of Is 14,
and give Sheol in the margin. In the poetical
books they usually give Sheol in the text; while
in the historical books they place Sheol in the
margin, and allow the renderings ' the grave' and
' the pit' to stand in the text. In the American
Revision the word ' hell' is entirely discarded in
this connexion (as are also the terms ' the grave,'
'the pit'), and with a wise consistency Sheol is
substituted all through the text of the OT, as
Hades is in the text of the NT. (See also article
on HADES).

The word * hell' is used (2) as equivalent to
rdpTdpos in the verbal form ταρταρώσα* in 2 Ρ 24 (cf.
Jude6). In that passage it is retained by the RV,
though it might be better rendered 'cast them
down to Tartarus? The particular case in view
there is that of the punishment of fallen angels,
and the word is applied to the intermediate scene
and condition of penalty in which those offenders
are detained, held in chains of darkness, in reserve
for the final judgment. In this one instance the
NT adopts the heathen term for 'hell'—the word
which in Plato {Phced. 113 E) designates the place
into which the incurably corrupt are hurled with
a view to their endless imprisonment; and which
in Homer {Iliad, viii. 13, etc.) is the name given to
the murky abyss, lying as deep beneath Hades as
earth is beneath the sun, in which the sins of
insurgent and defeated immortals, Kronos, Iapetos,
and the Titans, are punished.

In this the paragraph in question, together with
the corresponding passage in the Ep. of Jude (v.6),
attaches itself to ideas on the subject of the punish-
ment of angels, which have a considerable place in
the literature of Judaism, especially the apocalyp-
tic writings. These ideas assumed strange and
amorphous forms, unlike anything in the NT, as
regards both the place and the nature of the
penalty. The Book of Jubilees and the Apocalypse
of Baruch, e.g., both speak of the fallen angels as
* tormented in chains,' and the former represents
them as bound in the depths of the earth until the
day of the great judgment (Bk. of Jub 5243 7248

2221 2427 etc., Apoc. of Bar 5610"13). The Book of
Enoch dilates at greatest length on these things.
Enoch is described as receiving a commission to
announce the impending judgment of the fallen
angels. Their leader, Azazel, is doomed to be
covered with darkness until the great day of judg-
ment. The prison in which they are confined until
the day of decision consigns them to the final
retribution, is seen by Enoch. It is described as
different from the abyss of fire, in the extremest
depth of earth, into which they are in the end to
be cast, and in certain parts of the book this pre-
liminary place of punishment is represented, as
was the case also with the Tartaros of the Greeks,
as in the void at the end of heaven and earth
(Bk. of Enoch 1061321 1811 217 546 90'24).

The word * hell' is used (3), and more properly,
as the equivalent of yeawa, the designation of
the place and state of the just retribution
reserved for the finally impenitent after the
judgment. This word yeawa (less correctly, in
view of its derivation from the Aramaic, ykewa),
Gehenna, occurs twelve times in the NT, and for
the most part only in the Synoptists. It is not
found in the Johannine writings, nor in the Bk. of
Acts, nor in any of the Epistles except once in one
of the Catholic Epp. (Ja 36). But in the Synoptical
Gospels it is found eleven times, and in a variety

of phrases—'in danger of the Gehenna of fire'
(Mt522), ' to be cast into Gehenna' (Mt 529·30 189,
Mk 945·47), to ' destroy . . . in Gehenna' (Mt 1028),
' the child of Gehenna' (Mt 2315), the ' damnation'
or 'judgment of Gehenna' (Mt 2333), to 'go into
Gehenna' (Mk 943), to ' cast into Gehenna' (Lk 125).
It is found, therefore, in each of the three Synop-
tists. In all the instances of its use in the Gospels
it is given as a word from Christ's own lips, and in
one case we have the parallel narrative of Mt and
Mk (Mt 189, Mk 945). It belongs to the tradition
common to the first two evangelists, and there is
every reason to believe that it forms part of the
primitive report of Christ's words. Hence the
importance of defining with all due care its precise
sense, point, and connotation.

This term Gehenna, yehva, which is the solemn
NT designation of hell, represents the Aram. nm*i
and the Heb. Dan t«»a ' the valley of Hinnom' (Neh
II30), more fully oiurjn 'ϊ? ' the valley of the son of
Hinnom' (Jos 158 181'6, 2 Ch 283, Jer 732), and Ή 'a
ΏΪΠ < the valley of the children of Hinnom' (2 Κ
2310, ace. to the Kethib). It is taken by some to
mean the ' valley of howling' or ' the valley of
lamentation,' uirra being supposed to come from an
obsolete pn (Arab, hanna,' cry' or' wail'). But far
more probably the Hinnom is a personal name. The
place so named after one unknown was a deep
narrow gorge in the vicinity of Jerusalem, under-
stood to be on the south side, forming a continua-
tion of the valley of Gihon and separating the hill
of Zion from the 'hill of Evil Counsel.' It is
usually identified with the modern Wady er-Bebdbi,
though this is contested by some (see Conder in
Encyc. Brit. xiii. 640). It is repeatedly mentioned
in the OT. The border of Judah is described as
going up ' by the valley of the son of Hinnom unto
the south side of the Jebusite . . . and to the top
of the mountain that lieth before the valley of
Hinnom westward'; while the border of Benjamin
is said to have ' come down to the end of the
mountain that lieth before the valley of the son
of Hinnom ' and to have ' descended to the valley
of Hinnom to the side of Jebusi on the south'
(Jos 158 1816; cf. Neh II30). It is described as ' by
the entry of the East gate' (Jer 192), and as having
the valley of Tophet or Topheth in it (2 Κ 231υ,
Jer 731 19'6). Jerome speaks of it as having been
of old a pleasant place, and as having again in his
own time the attraction of gardens. But under
Ahaz, Manasseh, and Araon it was made the
scene of the gross and cruel rites of heathen
worship, idolatrous Jews passing their children
through the fire there to Molech (2 Ch 283 336,
Jer 761). Hence king Josiah, when he put down
the idolatrous priests who had burned incense
to Baal under the apostate kings of Judah, also
'defiled Topheth, which is in the valley of the
children of Hinnom, that no man might make his
son or his daughter to pass through the fire to
Molech' (2 Κ 235·10). It was also declared by
Jeremiah that the place should be ' no more called
Tophet, nor The valley of the son of Hinnom, but
The valley of Slaughter' (Jer 196). After its
pollution by the pious son of Anion it became an
object of horror to the Jews, and is said to have
been made a receptacle for bones, the bodies of
beasts and criminals, refuse and all unclean things
(so Kimchi). The terrible associations of the
place, the recollections of the horrors perpetrated
in it and the defilement inflicted on it, the fires
said to have been kept burning in it in order to
consume the foul and corrupt objects that were
thrown into it, made it a natural and unmistak-
able symbol of dire evil, torment, wasting penalty,
absolute rujn. So it came to designate the
place of future punishment, and the Talmudic
theology spoke of the door of hell as being in



the valley of Hinnom (Barclay, City of the Great
King, p. 90).

It has not this sense in the OT. The nearest
approach to it is in such a passage as that in which
the prophet makes the demand, 'Who among us
shall dwell with the devouring fire ? Who among
us shall dwell with everlasting hurnings ?' (Is 3314).
But the place is not mentioned there, and the fires
in question are not those of a retribution after
death, but those of the divine wrath and righteous-
ness which now and on earth search all sinners,
those in Sion no less than those in Assyria. The
terrible description of judgment with which the
Second Isaiah closes his great prophecy of grace
might seem even more in point (Is 6624). It is
possible that the horrors of the valley of Hinnom
suggested the awful figures in which the prophet
there declares of the returning Israelites, that they
shall ' look upon the carcases of the men that have
transgressed' against Jehovah, 'for their worm
shall not die, neither shall their fire be quenched ;
and they shall be an abhorring unto all flesh' (RV).
But apart from the fact that here again the place
is not named, and from the question whether the
passage may not be of too early a date (as Dillmann
supposes) for such a colouring, the vengeance
which is intimated is not one that is to be looked
for in the other world, but one which overtakes
the transgressors in this world in the form of
miserable overthrow and uttermost dishonour. It
assumed this sense, however, in the period between
the close of OT prophecy and the Christian era.
By the time when Christ taught and the apostles
preached, the word Gehenna had a well-understood
meaning. We can follow the history of the term,
and see how it came to have that sense. The
history shows us also the variations in the appli-
cation of the word, and the different ideas which
were connected with it.

The OT itself offered the point of issue for the
process of development. As its view of the future
became enlarged, and the old notion of a Sheol
which was without moral distinctions, and dealt
out to all the dead the same joyless inane exist-
ence, began to give place to the loftier and more
definite conception of a future embracing a resur-
rection, the foundations of the doctrine of a heaven
and a hell were laid. The idea of a final judgment,
which went with that of a resurrection (Dn 122), led
naturally to the twofold expectation of a special
place of reward for the righteous, and a special
place of punishment for the unrighteous in a world
beyond the grave. The Jewish literature shows
us how this belief shaped itself. It makes it plain,
too, that Gehenna, as the definite place of future
retribution, was originally understood to be some-
thing distinct from Sheol or Hades, though other
ideas were attached to it now and again or in particu-
lar schools. The apocalyptic writings are of special
importance in this matter, and the Bk. of Enoch
above all others. It is perhaps in it that we have
the first definite occurrence of the word as the
designation of the place of just retribution destined
for the wicked after the final judgment. In Enoch,
however, as in the apocalyptic writings in general,
there is much that is fantastic, and the statements
which meet us in different parts of the book are by
no means uniform. In certain sections, which are
probably more deeply affected by Hellenic ways of
thinking, Hades appears as a preliminary scene
of reward and punishment, and is represented as
lying in the remotest tract beyond the ocean. In
it the souls of dead men wait the final condition,
and have a foretaste of that condition. This
moralised Hades is described as having in it inter-
mediate abodes of four distinct kinds for four
different orders of men : one for the righteous who
died of oppression, and another for the rest of the

righteous dead; one for sinners who were not
judged by injustice or persecution on earth, and
another for those who paid part of the penalty of
their offences in their lifetime here (Bk. of Enoch
5. 22. 1037 etc.). More usually these preliminary
scenes of weal and woe were spoken of as only two
—one for the good, called also Paradise and the
Garden of Eden; and one for the evil, separated
from the other by a wall or gulf, and called, at
least in the later Jewish books, by the name
Gehinnom, Gehenna. In the Slavonic Enoch, again,
or The Book of the Secrets of Enoch, the second of
the seven heavens is the prison-house of the
apostate angels who wait the eternal judgment,
and the northern region of the third heaven is the
place of punishment prepared for those who did
not honour God (chs. 7 and 10). In the Testaments
of the Twelve Patriarchs the place in which the
spirits of the lawless are confined with a view to
their punishment is the second heaven {Test, of
Levi, ch. 3). In the literature of Alexandrian
Judaism, on the other hand, in which we have the
doctrine of an incorporeal immortality, and the
idea that the souls of the pious dead are received
at once by God into heaven, Hades is the place of
punishment for the wicked dead, and is again
practically identified with Gehenna (Wis 310"14 410*19

51 etc.; cf. Joseph. De Bell. Jud. II. viii. 11, 14).
There is evidence enough, therefore, that opinion
varied at different periods and in different sections
of Judaism. In the theology of the Talmud and
Midrash, Gehinnom, Gehenna meant the scene of
penalty, while in certain phases of Jewish belief
it appears to have been regarded at once as a
place of punishment for the heathen and as a place
of purgatorial detention for imperfect Israelites.
But with all this there is reason to say that its
original sense was that of the final place of retri-
bution, that it was distinguished from Hades and
from every form of an intermediate state, and that
it had this meaning with the Jewish people gener-
ally (however it might be with the speculations of
the schools) in Christ's time. The apocalyptic
writings, which speak of a separation of the just
from the unjust between death and the resur-
rection, also speak of a final punishment after the
judgment, and describe the place of that retri-
bution in terms which point to Gehenna. Enoch
seems to identify it with the local Ge-Hinnom.
He comes to the middle of earth, and sees a happy
region of hills and valleys. But between the holy
hills he sees an accursed valley where 'shall be
gathered together all those who speak with their
mouths unseemly words against God, and speak
impudently of his majesty' (Bk. of Enoch 272·3).
Elsewhere in the same apocalypse this place of
final retribution is described as ' in the midst of
the earth' and 'full of fire' (90-4'26). And in
express terms the Fourth Book of Ezra speaks
of the ' gulf of torments' and the ' furnace of
Gehenna' that shall be revealed (61"14 736, Churton).
' Hell,' therefore, as expressed by yeiwa in the NT,
is not the penal side of Hades (so, e.g., Grimm's
Wilkii Clavis, etc.), but the final retributive scene
and condition (see Meyer on Mt 5-2),.

It has further to be asked whether the term
hell,' Gehenna, in the NT expresses the idea of a

penal condition that is permanent. What the
common belief of the Jews was on the subject of
the nature and the duration of the final retribution
at the time to which the NT writings belong, is a
disputed question, and one by no means easy to
answer. The literature, however, that is most
pertinent to the question does not favour the idea
that the doctrine of an ultimate restoration of all
souls was the prevalent doctrine among the Jews
of that period. It leaves us a choice between two
views, annihilation and everlasting punishment,



and the conclusion to which it points is that the
latter was the belief of the great mass of the
people. The apocryphal books speak in the most
unambiguous terms of the lot of the wicked dead
as final and enduring. In the Bk. of Judith, for
example, the vengeance of the day of judgment is
described as ' fire and worms' in the flesh of those
who rise up against Israel, which * they shall feel
and weep for ever' (1617). In one of the Bks. of
Maccabees the lot of the tyrant is declared to be
' eternal torture by fire,' and * interminable tor-
ments ' (4 Mac 98·9 1010). Another of these books
speaks of the ' furnace of hell,' and of the despisers
of the Most High as doomed to be ' henceforth in
torments, always in pain and anguish of seven
kinds' (4 Ezr 736t 7 9·8 0). As a general rule, the
pseudepigraphic writings are equally explicit.
They speak of the penalty of the wicked as an
* everlasting curse' ; of the last day as a * day of
judgment and punishment and affliction upon the
revilers to eternity'; of the * abyss of fire' in
which the impious shall be 'locked up for all
eternity'; of a 'just judgment, in eternity for
ever' (Bk. of Enoch 55·6 224"11 ΙΟ11"14 272·3; cf. Apoc.
Bar 4415 etc.). The testimony of Josephus, too,
with all necessary abatements, is to the effect that
both Pharisees and Essenes believed in everlast-
ing punishment (BJu. viii. 11,14; Ant. XVIII. i. 3).
On the other hand, the final retribution of the
impenitent is in not a few cases expressed in terms
of a destruction, & perdition, and the like (Ps. Sol
313 99 1 2 s 1310 1 5 i3 } B k > E n 9911 e t < g . f r o m w h i c h i t

is inferred that the penalty in question was re-
garded as an ultimate extinction of being. Such
expressions have to be read, however, in the light
of the general Jewish conception of Sheol. So
read they may convey the idea that there is no
deliverance for the wicked from Sheol, but do not
necessarily mean that the doom in question was
absolute extinction of existence. They are also
to be measured by other statements of a more
definite and unmistakable kind, with which they
are accompanied, and by the contrasts in which
they are placed with descriptions of the lot of the
righteous as an enduring one. In the Rabbinical
books there is a wider variety of opinion. Gehenna
appears there at times as a purgatory, and state-
ments are found which indicate that at least at
certain periods there were those who favoured the
doctrine of annihilation, and those who inclined
to the hope of a final universal restoration. But
these were rather the dogmas or speculations of
the schools than the belief of the people, and they
belong to a later period. Even in the case of the
great Rabbis who spoke of a limited punishment,
exception was made of certain classes of sinners.
The school of Hillel, e.g., taught that sinners of
the heathen and others were punished in Gehinnom
for a space of twelve months, and afterwards were
consumed. But the Minim (the Christians), the
Epicureans, those who deny the divine origin of the
Torah and the truth of the resurrection, and those
who sin like Jeroboam, the son of Nebat, were said
to 'go down to Gehinnom,' and to be * punished
there to ages of ages.' The same is the statement
made, but at greater length and in still more ex-
plicit terms, in the Rosh Hashshanah, in a passage
which is described as the ' classical passage of the
Talmud' on the subject (Plumptre, The Spirits in
Prison, p. 52). The most probable conclusion
appears to be this—that, while there were varia-
tions in belief from time to time, especially in the
direction of annihilation, and divergent specu-
lations in the Rabbinical schools, the idea gener-
ally connected with the term Gehenna, ' hell,' in
our Lord's time was that of an irreversible doom
for the wholly wicked, and that in His teaching
as well as in that of His apostles the word was used

in its popular and prevalent sense (see Schiirer,
HJP II. ii. 183 ; Edersheim's Jesus the Messiah, ii.
pp. 440, 791; Meyer, Comm. on Mt 52 2; Holtzmann,
Hand-Corn, on Mt 522, Mk 329 948).

Other terms are also used in the NT to express
the penalty and the condition indicated by the
word Gehenna, 'hell.' In the evangelical records
of Christ's own discourses such terms are found
employed as ' eternal fire' ; ' unquenchable fire';
the place where ' their worm dieth not, and their
fire is not quenched'; the ' prison' from which
there is no coming out until ' the last farthing' is
paid ; ' eternal punishment' as contrasted with
' eternal life'; exclusion from the kingdom;
banishment from Christ; * weeping and wailing,
and gnashing of teeth'; the ' outer darkness,' etc.
(Mt 188·9, Mk 943"49, Mt 525· 26

5 Lk 1258·59, Mt 2546

721-23 1342 2530). Elsewhere the final destiny of the
unrighteous is described as ' the mist of darkness
for ever' (2 Ρ 217); the ' blackness of darkness for
ever' (Jude 13) ; the * fierceness of fire' and ' per-
dition ' (He 1027·39); ' great tribulation,' * burning
with fire,' being 'without,' the 'second death,'
being cast into the 'lake of fire,' the 'lake that
burneth with brimstone and fire' (Rev 222·23 188·9

2215 211 206·14 218 2010 1920); the ' wrath to come,'
' wrath and indignation, tribulation and anguish,'
'death,' ' punishment,' 'destruction,' 'eternal de-
struction from the face of the Lord' (Ro 25, 2 Th
I9, Ro 28 621, Ph 319, 2Th I9). Beyond these
terms of large suggestion, which are as remarkable
for their variety as for their figurative force, the
NT does not carry us. Theologians have gone
further, and have ventured on many definitions of
things left undefined in the Scriptures. They
have distinguished between two forms of the
future penalty, the pama sensus and the posna
damni. They have spoken sometimes of the ' fire'
of Gehenna as a material fire (cf. Petavius, De
Angel, iii. 5), and sometimes as a figurative (Origen,
De Prin. ii. 4). They have indulged in fruitless
questions regarding the locality of hell, the Limbus
or ' fringe' of hell, and much else. The NT is silent
on many things on which imagination and specu-
lation have both spent themselves largely and to
little profit. It speaks much less of the retri-
bution of the impenitent than of the reward of the
righteous. In what it does say of the former it
gives no satisfaction to curious inquiry. It limits
itself to intimations which address themselves to
character and conduct, and which convey the im-
pression of the untold moral issues that depend
upon the present life.
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S. D. F. SALMOND.

HELLENISM.—See GREECE.

HELM.—The helm is now the handle which
moves the rudder, but it was formerly used loosely
for the whole steering apparatus. Hence in Ja 34

it is given as trn of πηδαΚων, a rudder. It was Tind.
who introduced ' helm' here, and he was followed
by all the VSS except Gen., which has 'rudder,'
and Rhem., which has 'sterne.' RV follows Gen-
eva. The only other occurrence of ττ. in NT is
Ac 2740, where Tind. and all after him give
'rudder.' Wyclifs word in both passages is
' governayle.' See SHIP.



HELMET HELPS 34;

HELMET (ys'ip kobha or y^a kdbha—Greek περι-
κ€φαλαία) was probably made of skin as a rule, since
helmets of bronze (Goliath's 1 S 175, and Saul's ib.
v.38) are mentioned as something special. The form
of an ancient helmet is shown in the illustration
of Assyrian soldiers given under BATTERING-RAM.
The helmets worn by the Romans were made
either of leather (the galea) or of metal (the
cassis). The helmet included plates to protect the
cheeks, a band for the forehead, and a collar-like
projection to protect the back of the neck. Such
a helmet, when closed, showed little besides the
eyes, nose, and mouth. (See illustrations in Lin·
denschmit, Tables ix. x. and xxii.).

Isaiah (5917) describes the Lord as arming Him-
self for His people with righteousness as a coat of
mail, and with salvation as a helmet. It is clear
from the parallelism existing between the two
halves of the verse (righteousness = vengeance,
salvation = zeal) that the passage means that God
arises with punishment for the enemy and with
deliverance for His people. The * helmet of
salvation' is the helmet of the Lord's deliverance.
St. Paul applies the phrase (Eph 617) differently ;
on the Christian's head rests (1 Th 58) a helmet of
the hope of salvation. W. E. BARNES.

HELON {}% 'valorous').—Father of Eliab, the
prince of Zebulun at the first census, Nu I9 27

7 24. 29 1 0 1 6 ( p ) #

HELP.—As a verb * help' is used in AV in some
archaic phrases : (1) Help forward, Zee I1 5 ' I was
but a little displeased and they helped forward the
affliction,' i.e. aggravated. Golding uses the phrase
in a good sense in Calvin's Isaiah (on 40s), ' what
an excellent consolation is this, to heare that God
useth the service of Infidels, yea and when his
Church hath need, to make all creatures put to
their hands for the helping forward of our salva-
tion.' Milton uses the verb without ' forward' in
the same sense as in Zee, PL vi. 656—

€ Their armour helped their harm, crush'd in and bruised
Into their substance pent.'

(2) Help to = furnish with, 1 Mac 813 < Whom they
would help to a kingdom, those reign' {ots δ' αν
βούλωνται βοηθεΐν καϊ βασίλευαν, βασιλεύσουσιν [α
βασιλεύουσιν], RV * Whomsoever they will to succour
and to make kings, these do they make kings').
Cf. Piers Plowman, p. 27—

' Trĵ we charite
That most helpe the men to hevene.'

(3) Help up, Ec 410 ' Woe to him that is alone
when he falleth : for he hath not another to help
him up ' (RV < lift him up'). So Is 498 Cov. ' I
wil make the a pledge for the people, so that thou
shalt helpe up the earth agayne'; and Shaks.
Timon, I. i. 107—

1 'Tis not enough to help the feeble up,
But to support him after.'

Help, both as vb. and subst., has often a fuller
meaning than ' assistance,' it often means ' deliver-
ance,' almost as much as · salvation.' See esp.
Ps 60n = 10812 ' Give us help from trouble : for vain
is the help of man' (πφνψ . . . rnjj;, where the
second word is usually trd * salvation,' as AVm,
RVm ; LXX βοήθεια . . . σωτηρία ; Vulg. ' auxilium
. . . salus'). Cf. Jer 820 Tav. 'The harvest is
gone, the sommer hath an ende, and we are not
healped'; Ps 225 Cov. ' They called upon the, and
were helped : they put their trust in tne, and were
not confounded' (so Pr. Bk. * They called upon
thee, and were holpen ').

In Gn 218.20 Eve is described as 'an help meet for' Adam.
The Heb. is the usual word for ' help' (").$), but the meaning is
not, as vulgarly supposed · a help to Adam,' one that will give
herself to serve Adam. This mistake has caused the word
• helpmate' to be used of the wife (sometimes evidently under

the impression that that is the term in Gn), as even Abp.
Sharp, Works, iv. Ser. xii. ' God made man first, and out of him
created woman ; and declared withal, that he therefore created
her that she might be a help-mate for the man.' The meaning
is a helper (the word is of course concrete as in Ps 705) that
will assist him in the work given him to do, carrying it on in
the same spirit, as Vulg. ' adjutorium similem si hi.' The
meaning is well illustrated by Southey, Wesley, ii. 188, ' It had
therefore been much impressed upon his [Whitefield's] heart
that he should marry, in order to have a help meet for him in
the work whereunto he waa called.' Tindale's tr n is (218) Ί
will make hym an helper to beare him company.' Cf. To 8e

' Let us make unto him an aid like unto himself' (βοφν Όποιον
α.υτω, exactly as LXX of Gn 2̂ 0, RV 'a helper like unto him').
Pennant, however (Brit. Zool. ' The Hog'), uses the word
1 helpmate' in this sense : ' In Minorca the ass and the hog are
common helpmates, and are yoked together in order to turn up
the land.1

The plu. form 'helps' occurs thrice : (1) 2 Mac
319 « Moreover he recounted unto them what helps
their forefathers had found ' [άντιλήμψεις, RV ' the
help given from time to time in the days of their
ancestors'). (2) Ac 2717 ' they used helps, under-
girding the ship' (βοηθείας έχρώντο). Page and Wal-
pole's note is good : ' Cables passed round the hull
and tightly secured on deck to prevent the timbers
from starting, especially amidships, where in
ancient ships with one large mast the strain
was very great. The technical English word is
frapping, but the process is rarely employed now.'
See Smith, Voyage and Shipwreck of St. Paul2,
105, and art. SHIP. (3) 1 Co 1228 < And God hath
set some in the church, first apostles . . . helps,
governments, diversities of tongues' (TR αντι-
λήψεις, edd. άντιλήμψεις, AV 1611, ' helpes in
governments'). See next article.

In AV 1611 and in most edd. still, the past ptcp. is ' holpen '
in Ps 833 8 6i7, Is 31=*, Dn 1134, Lk 154 ; RV retains the form, but
Amer. RV prefers 'helped' in all but the last. The past tense
is always ' helped'; and * helped' occurs as past ptcp. in 1 Oh
520 2 Ch 2615 P 28 I 498 J Hy p ;
520, 2 Ch 2615, Ps 28s Is 498.

p pp
J . HASTINGS.

HELPS {άντιλήμψεις, opitulationes).—In LXX (in
Pss [for several Heb. words], 1 Es, Sir, 2, 3 Mac)
άντίλημψις implies Succour,' as of stronger to
weaker, not the ' help ! of an assistant to superior,
e.g. Sir I I 1 2 ττροσδεόμενος a., 3 M a c ά. έξ ουρανού, cf.
Jos. BJIV. v. 1. Similarly in papyri of the age of
the Ptolemies ά. = βοήθεια, as in the phrase τυχεΐν
άντιλήμψεως (cf. 2 Mac 157, 3 Mac 233); while
άντίλήμτττωρ is a style of the king with whom is
asylum (καταφυΎή, cf. 2 S 223). In NT it occurs
only in 1 Co 1228, along with κυβερνήσεις, to which
LXX usage attaches the meaning ' wise counsels'
(rftapB Pr I5 II 1 4 246 [Job 3712 Synim., Pr 2018

Theod.]: so κυβερνάν, Pr 125, Wis ΙΟ4 146, Sus I 6 ;
Hesycll. paraphrases by ττρονοητικαι έπι,στημαι καΐ
φρονήσεις. Gloss. onPr l 5 επιστήμη των πραττομένων).
The list of God-given gifts to the Church enumer-
ates * first apostles, second prophets, third teachers,
next powers, next charisms of healings, succours,
counsels, kinds of tongues'; while in the inter-
rogative recapitulation, which follows in vv.29·30,
'succours' and 'counsels' fall out, probably as
being less charismatic than the rest and more
widely diffused among the brethren. This is con-
firmed by the analogous list of charismata in Ro
126'8, where the moral also is the same, viz. the
duty of the many members to use their functional
gifts for the common organic well-being. It is
indeed hard to find in the latter list any single
synonyms for ' succours' and * counsels' : rather
they may well cover several things — the one,
personal service {διακονία, cf. Phoebe as διάκονος,
161), charity (ό μεταδιδούς) or acts of mercy (ό ελεών);
the other, instruction (διδασκαλία) and exhortation *

* ό προϊστά,μινοζ is ambiguous, as (1) Phoebe is called προο-τάηί
*ολλων, i.e. patroness (a patrona in relation to clientes, as it
were), which probably has reference to beneficence rather than
rule; (2) προστοίσΊοα (χα,τ<χ,πονουμ.ίνων) is a recognized equivalent
f ( S i e r sv) This must be remembered even in
rule; (2) προστοίσΊοα (χα,τ<χ,πονουμ.ίνων) is a recognized equivalent
for a,, (see Suicer, s.v.). This must be remembered even in
1 Th 512.
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( ρ η ) . But in any case the various activities
are so intermingled as to exclude special reference to
any officials. We are still at the stage when func-
tions in the ecclesia, not functionaries, are every-
thing (cf. I P 410·11). In a somewhat later list (Eph4n)
it is otherwise; and we get ' shepherds and teachers'
in place of * succours and counsels.' But meantime
these gifts explain and are explained by Gal 61·2,
where 'the spiritual' help their weaker brethren
to recover their footing, 'bearing one another's
burdens'; and by 1 Th 514, where the brethren in
general are to ' put in mind the unruly, comfort
the faint-hearted, uphold the weak ' [άντέχεσθαι των
ασθενών, the very words by which Theophyl. defines
άντίλημψις). From this passage we further learn
that it is unsafe to refer ά. and κυβ. to distinct
offices, even when more or less regular officials are
in question. In 1 Co itself we find only one class
of regular workers (1615"18), members of the house-
hold of Stephanas, who have ' devoted themselves
unto ministry to the saints,' and to whose wise
counsels the brethren are exhorted to yield sub-
ordination. In them, we can hardly doubt, the
gifts of ' succour' and ' counsel' dwelt in eminent
degree; and we may infer the like of those named
in 1 Th 512, where κοπών, προϊστάναι, νουθετεΐν may
be coextensive with ά. and κυβ. Finally, Ac 2035

comes in to clinch these conclusions. Speaking to
Ephesian elders, whom he describes as guardians
of the flock (28), St. Paul bids them toil {κοπιών) to
succour the weak [άντίλαμβάνεσθαι,, cf. Lk I54, also
συναντ. Ro 826), being mindful of their Lord's golden
word. Just above he has spoken of the need of
wise counsel on their part. So that, once again,
we get ά. and κυβ. combined in an unditferentiated
official class, here called 'elders.' The 'succour'
in question, in keeping with linguistic usage, is
that later on rendered by 'bishops' rather than
' deacons.' But so far there is no evidence of any
such formal distinction, which meets us first in
Ph I1—where indeed there is as yet no trace of
subordination of the one class to the other (cf. their
parallel position in 1 Ti 31-13, Teaching 151). In
1 Co 1228, on the other hand, the 'succours' and
' counsels' not only occur on the same level, as it
were, but what was later thought the humbler
function actually comes first (there is nothing to
suggest Meyer's 'climactic juxtaposition'). This
makes the two terms most significant for primitive
Christianity and its ministerial conceptions. 'APT. ,
then, means ' anything that could be done for poor
or weak or outcast brethren, either by rich or
powerful or influential brethren or by the devotion
of those who stood on no such eminence'; while
κυβ. denotes guidance by 'men who by wise counsels
did for the community what the steersman or pilot
does for the ship' (Hort).

LITERATURE.—For the word, Schleusner, Lex. NT; Deiss-
mann, Bibelstudien (1895), p. 87 (for the papyri); for the sense,
Weizsacker, Ap. Age, ii. 318 ff., Hort, Chr. Eecl. p. 157 ff.,
commentaries on 1 Co. J. V. BARTLET.

HELYE.—Dt 195 ' As when a man goeth into
the wood with his neighbour to hew wood, and his
hand fetcheth a stroke with the axe to cut down
the tree, and the head slippeth from the helve,
and lighteth upon his neighbour, that he die ; he
shall flee unto one of those cities, and live.' This
idiomatic trn is almost word for word from Tin-
dale, including the word ' helve' for the handle of
the axe. But that word is as old as the Wyclifite
version of 1388, ' and the yrun slidith fro the
helve' (the 1382 ed. has 'haft'). The word,
though still in use locally, does not seem to occur
in the Eng. VSS except in this place (where Dou.
has ' handle,' translating directly the Vulg. manu-
brium), nor is it found in Shaks. or Milton. It is
preserved in the proverb ' to throw the helve after

the hatchet,' i.e. give up everything, as Ho well,
Forreine Travell, § 9, 'If shee should reduce the
Spaniard to that desperate passe in the Nether-
lands, as to make him throw the helve after the
hatchet, it would much alter the case.'

The Heb. is y% ' wood' or ' tree,' the same word as has been
trd * wood' and * tree' already in the same verse ; hence RVni
suggests that the axe is supposed to glance off the tree it is
working on, which is probably correct. The LXX is ro ζύλον,
' the t ree ' ; and the words trd 'haft' (Jg 322) and 'handle'
(Ca 55) differ from this word. J . HASTINGS.

HEM.—See DRESS, FRINGES.

HEMAM (DD'n).— The eponym of a Horite clan,
Gn 3622, called in 1 Ch l3y Homam (αςήη). LXX
has in both passages Αίμάν. Kittel (in SBOT,
1 Ch I39) declares in favour of the reading Hemam,
which answers to the Lucianic Ήμάν. Dillmann
(on Gn 3622) points out that Knobel's comparison
of Hemam with Humaimeh, a town south of Petra,
is against the phonology.

HEMAN (JDVJ ' faithful'). This name occurs in
three connexions. One man is probably referred
to. 1. 1 Κ 431 one of the four sages whom Solomon
excelled in wisdom. Ethan, being specially termed
the Ezrahite, appears to be by that distinguished
from the other three, sons of Mahol. 2. How-
ever, one of the titles of Ps 88 ascribes its author-
ship to Heman the Ezrahite. If this be reliable,
he might be Ethan's brother, and Mahol father
only of Calcol and Darda (Keil). It can scarcely
be doubted that the Chronicler (1 Ch 26) interprets
Ezrahite as Zerahite, when he makes all four
sages sons of Zerah, son of Judah (so Grotius).
Delitzsch maintains the identity of the Heman of
1 Κ 431 with the author of Ps 88. He also con-
jectures that this Heman has dramatized his own
experiences in the Book of Job, ' a Chokma-work
of the Solomonic age.' 3. 1 Ch 633 1517·ls) 1641· 42

251"6, 2 Ch 512 3515 (1 Es I1 5 Zacharias). A Kohathite
Levite, one of the three precentors of David's temple
choir. There are two suspicious features in the
Chronicler's account of his family: (a) He is made
the grandson of the prophet Samuel (1 Ch 633).
But Samuel was an Ephraimite (1 S I1). Is not
this the Chronicler's characteristic explanation of
Samuel's constant offering of sacrifice? (b) In
1 Ch 254 Ewald and Wellhausen (W. R. Smith,
OTJC2 p. 143, n.1) have shown that the last six
names of Heman's ' sons' are merely the words of
an anthem : ' (1) I have given great (2) and lofty
help (3) to him that sat in distress; (4) I have spoken
(5) a superabundance of (6) prophecies.' W. R.
Smith (OTJC2 p. 204) maintains, moreover, that
the three guilds of singers did not exist until the
time of Alexander the Great (Neh II 1 7 1224). If
this be true, the notices of Heman in Chronicles
are unhistorical. Ewald (HI iii. p. 278 n.2) con-
jectures that the Levitical schools of music adopted
the Judahites Ethan and Heman into their family.
Keil, on the other hand, says that the Levites
Ethan and Heman are called Ezrahites because in-
corporated into the Judcean family of Zerah (cf.
Jg 177, 1 S I1). The title ' seer' (hozeh), applied to
Heman (1 Ch 255), as also to Asaph and Jeduthun,
may refer merely to musical skill. Cf. the use of
' prophecy,' 1 Ch 251"3. N. J. D. WHITE.

HEMDAN.—See HAMRAN.

HEMLOCK.—A word occurring in AV in two
places (Hos 104, Am 612). In the former RVra has
rush (see GALL (2) vu~\). The Heb. equivalent of
the latter is n:yb la&ndh, which is everywhere else
rendered by AV wormwood. RV so renders it in
this passage. Neither word refers to the poison
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hemlock, Conium maculatum, L., much less to the
hemlock tree, Abies. G. E. POST.

HEN.—See COCK.

HEN (|D).—In Zee 614 ' Hen the son of Zephaniah'
is mentioned amongst those whose memory was to
be perpetuated by the crowns laid up in the temple
(so AV, RV). Wellhausen (Kl. Proph., ad loc.)
substitutes for Hen the name Joshua [Josiah]
found in v.10, and in like manner corrects Helem of
v.14 into Heldai of v.10. The LXX does not treat
the word as a proper name, reading els χάριτα υΐοΰ
Σοφονίου. This is followed by Ewald, Hitzig,
Keil, Orelli, Marti (in Kautzsch's AT), who gives
* Freundlichkeit,' and RVm * for the kindness of
the son of Zephaniah.' J. A. SELBIE.

HENA (y:n 2 Κ 1834 [wanting in the parallel
passage, Is 3619], 1913=Is 3713).—According to some
a city in Syria, but probably to be taken rather as
a divine name. In that case it should be identified
with the Arabic star name al-hana; and KIwwd
(better *Awwd)t coupled with it, will be identical
with the star name al-awwa'u (cf. Hommel,
' Hena' and 'Awwa' in Expos. Times, April 1898).

F. HOMMEL.
HENADAD (ΎΙ:Π ' favour of Hadad').—A Levite

chief (Ezr 39, Neh 318·24109). See GENEALOGY.

HENNA.—See CAMPHIRE.

HEPHER (nan, * digging').—1. Son of Gilead the
Manassite, and father of Zelophehad, Nu 2632 271,
Jos 172ί· Ρ. Patronymic, Hepherites, Nu 2632.
2. One of the tribe of Judah, 1 Ch 46. 3. A
Mecherathite, one of David's heroes, 1 Ch II 3 6 .

HEPHER (ΐ5π).— A Canaanite royal city, named
immediately before Aphek, Jos 1217. The site is
uncertain. The land of Hepher ('n px) is men-
tioned in 1 Κ 410 along with Socoh.

HEPHZI-BAH (n^'^sn 'she in whom is my
delight.' So in Phoenician Vjnssn 'the delight of
B a a l ' ) . — 1. The mother of Manasseh, king of
Judah (2 Κ 211). 2. Symbolic name of the Zion
of Messianic times (Is 624).

HERALD (Aram. rh3, emphat. xnis; see Kautzsch,
Gram. § 64, 4).—The word so translated occurs only
once, in Dn 34. If=Gr. κήρυξ (but see Bevan, 107 n.) it
will be one of those words in the Bk. of Daniel that
prove its author to have lived ' after the dissemina-
tion of Greek influences in Asia' (Driver, LOT6 502);
such words are Diirp (κίθαρι$), and the names of
other musical instruments, mentioned in connexion
with the herald's proclamation on this occasion.
No distinct mention is made in the annals of
Hebrew warfare of the herald in his function of
summoning conflicting parties to conference, or of
demanding the submission of beleaguered places.
Goliath utters his own challenge (1 S 178i·)· When
Sennacherib invaded Judah, his demands were
made known by the Tartan, the Rab-saris, and
the Rab-shakeh, apparently prominent military
and civil personages (2 Κ 18lff·). The official
referred to in Daniel may, however, have per-
formed such duties in Babylonian military opera-
tions, as on this occasion he is employed to make
known the monarch's will at a high religious
observance. Κήρυξ is applied by St. Paul to him-
self (1 Ti 27, 2 Ti I11) as a preacher of the divine
revelation in Jesus Christ, on both occasions in
conjunction with απόστολο?. Noah is called (2 Ρ 25)
' a herald of righteousness.' See PREACHING.

G. WALKER.
HERB.—See GRASS.

HERCULES (Ηρακλής) is mentioned by this name
only in 2 Mac 419·20, where Jason, the brother of
the high priest Onias III., who had secured by
bribery his own appointment in the latter's place,
and the head of the Hellenizing party in Jerus.
(B.C. 174), sent 300 silver drachmas (about £12,10s.)
to Tyre as an offering in honour of H , the tutelary
deity of that city. We know from the precedent
of Alexander the Great (Quint. Curt. iv. 7) that it
was customary for kings to send offerings to H. at
Tyre (' quern praecipue Tyrii colerent'). The same
deity is mentioned by Silius Italicus (iii. 14 if.) as
being worshipped at Gades, an old Phoen. colony.
He was otherwise known as Mel-Carthus or Melek-
]£artha ='Lord of the city.' In a Phoen. inscrip-
tion (CIS I. i. 122) he is called Adonenu Melkarth
Baal Tzure= tOur Lord Melkarth, Baal of Tyre.'
Jos. (Ant. VIII. v. 3; c. Ap. I. i. 18) also mentions
H. and Astarte together, as Baal and Ashtoreth
are often joined. The worship of the Tyrian Baal
became widely prevalent in Israel on the marriage
of Ahab with the Phcen. princess Jezebel (1 Κ
1631·ω), and in Judah during the reign of Ahaziah
and the usurpation of his mother Athaliah, the
daughter of Ahab (2 Κ 827 II1 8).

H. was worshipped at Tyre from very early
times, and his temple in that place was, accord-
ing to Herod, ii. 44, as old as the city itself, 230C
years before his own time. As a personification of
the sun he afforded an example of nature-worship
so common among the Phcen., Egyp., and other
nations of antiquity. The Greeks may have bor-
rowed their deities from strangers, and, substituting
individuals for abstract qualities or for the forces
of nature, claimed for them an indigenous origin.
Hercules ('HpaAcX ŝ=<renown of Hera') was with
them the heroic embodiment of strength, a demi-
god powerful enough to restore even the dead to
life (Eur. Alcestis, 1136). The connexion between
the sun and strength can be easily traced.

C. H. PRICHARD.
HERD.—Three words in Heb. are trd 'herd.'

1. 1(53 bakar, βού$. This word is generic for oxen.
It is not like zon, applicable to two or more species.
Wherever it is used, therefore, it might without
loss, and with sensible advantage, be translated
oxen. 2. "ny 'edher, βουκόλια. This word occurs
once (Jl I18) in the construct state with bakar, and
the expression is trd 'herds of cattle.' It would
have been better to translate herds of oxen. In
the same verse 'edher zon is trd 'flocks of sheep,'
being prob. intended to include goats as well. See
FLOCK, SHEEP. 3. nij?D mikneh. This word is
usually rendered 'cattle.' See CATTLE. In con-
struction with bakar (Gn 4717) it is trd * cattle of
the herds,' AV, RVm ; while RV text renders the
two words by one, 'herds.' The construct ex-
pression Π£Π2Π mpp (v.18) is rendered ' herds of cattle,'
AV, RV. ""

The NT word for herd is άyeλη, but it is used
only for swine (Mt 830 etc.). G. E. POST.

HEREDITY.—The law that like begets like,
and that therefore children inherit the qualities
and the responsibilities of their ancestors, is not
scientifically stated in the Bible, but, in so far as
it is matter of common experience, it is implied.

The simplest form in which it presents itself to
observation is in the case of similarity of physical
and moral features. Thus it is remarked by
Raguel (To 72) ' how like' Tobias is to his father
Tobit. And, again, it is said of a good son, * His
father dieth, and is as though he had not died ; for
he hath left one behind him like himself' (Sir 304).
That the father's character is often repeated in his
son is too common a phenomenon to escape notice.
It is said, e.g., of Abijam (1 Κ 153), of Nadab
(1 K1526), and of Ahaziah (1 Κ 2252), that they
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walked in the evil ways of their fathers; and of
Jehoshaphat (1 Κ 2243) and Amaziah (2 Κ 143), that
they followed their fathers' good example. This
does not, indeed, constitute a universal rule. Good
fathers often have bad sons, as we see in the case
of Eli, and bad fathers have good sons; and even
where the evil taint is reproduced, it is apparent
in different individuals in different degrees. But
with a people so quick to discern the ties of
kindred, so imbued with a sense of national soli-
darity as were the Hebrews, the law of heredity
was expected to fulfil itself. ' Who can bring a
clean thing out of an unclean?' (Job 144) was a
question with the answer, 'Not one.' They were
accustomed to trace the characteristics of a tribe
or a family in the person and career of its founder.
Thus Esau is the true ancestor of the wild Edomite
peoples, as Jacob is of the chosen race; and the
enmity between the brothers Esau and Jacob re-
produces itself in the thought of Obadiah in the
jealous hate of Edom for Israel.

But not only do children inherit qualities of
body and mind from their fathers; they inherit,
as well, responsibility. This is the perpetual
burden of the Pentateuch. The sins of the fathers
are visited upon the children unto the third and
fourth generation (Ex 205, cf. Is 1421); the divine
punishments follow the family of the sinner (Lv
205). And as with sin, so with righteousness ; its
consequences are equally inherited, and the in-
heritance is more permanent than that of evil, for
the LORD shows mercy unto them that fear Him
' unto a thousand generations.' Israel is beloved
4 for the fathers' sake'; and the tenure of the in-
heritance of blessing is more lasting than the
curse which follows sin.

The sense of responsibility seems, indeed, in the
OT to attach itself to the family and the nation
quite as much as to the individual. The sense of
individuality was less felt in early ages than it is in
modern life, where it has been strongly emphasized.
But at the same time the ultimate responsibility
of the individual to God is not overlooked in the
OT. The Hebrews of the Captivity put forward
as excuse for their miserable condition the sad
proverb, * The fathers have eaten sour grapes,
and the children's teeth are set on edge'; but
Ezekiel (ch. 18) warns them against its misinter-
pretation. Men do, indeed, suffer through their
fathers' sins, but the soul is ultimately responsible
to God for its own sin alone. * The soul that
sinneth, it shall die' (Ezk 1820). See FALL.

We here come upon the great moral difficulty,
felt by the Hebrews as by us, though not so keenly,
as to the reconciliation of the two principles of the
transmission of qualities from father to son, and
of personal responsibility. On the one hand, it
may be said that ' the dead rule the living'; each
man is not only an individual, but a member of a
series, or rather of an organism, in which each part
is dependent on and affects every other. This, if
pressed without qualification, results in the doctrine
of traducianism, according to which a man's soul
is the product of that of his parents—a doctrine
which it is difficult to state so as to save the
freedom of the will. On the other hand, we must
conceive of each individual as in direct personal
relations of responsibility with God ; he is there-
fore not merely the product of the past history of
his race, and a factor in the evolution of its future,
but a fresh beginning with a soul which is, in part,
a new creation (creationism). J. H. BERNARD.

HEREAFTER.—Where the witches (in Shaks.
Macbeth, I. iii. 50) cry

' All hail, Macbeth, that shall be king hereafter,'

they clearly mean 'a t some time to come.' This

is the present meaning of the word, and it is found
a few times in AV, esp. Jn 137, Rev I1 9 41 912,
where the Gr. is μβτα ταΰτα, 'after these things.'
But where (in the same play, I. iv. 38) Duncan
says,

1 We will establish our estate upon
Our eldest, Malcolm; whom we name hereafter
The prince of Cumberland,'

he as clearly means 'from this time forward,'
'henceforth. This is the most frequent mean-
ing of the word in AV, and it demands attention
because the mod. meaning of the word is apt to
make one miss the sense of the passage. In Mk
II 1 4 ' No man eat fruit of thee hereafter for ever '
(μηκέτι, RV 'henceforth') there is no danger of
mistake ; but in Mk 2664 ' Hereafter shall ye see
the Son of man sitting on the right hand of power,
and coming in the clouds of heaven,' it is not
evident from the English version that the meaning
is ' from now,' ' henceforth' (άττ' άρτι, RV ' Hence-
forth '). But that is the meaning also in Jn I5 1

' Hereafter ye shall see the heaven open, and the
angels of God ascending and descending on the
Son of man' (where, however, edd. omit άπ' άρτι
of Til, whence IIV 'Ye shall see,' etc.); and in
Lk 2269 ' Hereafter shall the Son of man sit on the
right hand of the power of God' (από του νυν, RV
'henceforth'), and even in Jn 1430 'Hereafter I
will not talk much with you' (ουκ 'έτι, edd. ούκέη,
RV 'no more'). In 1 Ti I1 6 'for a pattern to
them which should hereafter believe on him to
life everlasting' (προς ύποτύπωσιν των μβΧλόντων
πίστεύαν), and in the OT passages (Is 4123, Ezk
2039, Dn 229·45), the meaning is more indefinite, ' at
any time after this' (observe that the "Ι'ΊΠΧ̂  of la
4123 is in 4223 trd ' for the time to come '). In
Gal 617 the Wyclifite version of 1388 is 'And her-
aftir no man be hevy to me,' while the version of
1380 gives 'Fro hennis forth no man be hevy to
me.'

Hereafter is one of a number of so - called
pronoun-adverbs, of which ' here' is the first part,
always with the meaning of 'this.' The others
found in AV are—

Hereby. In the Eng. language even of the
beginning of the 17th cent, 'hereby' had some-
times a local meaning, as in Shaks. As You Like
It, iv. i. 9—

* Where is the bush
That we must stand and play the murderer in ?
Hereby, upon the edge of yonder coppice.'

But in AV it is always instrumental, ' by this
means,' as 1 Jn 23 ' And hereby do we know that
we do know him, if we keep his commandments'
(έν τούτφ, a very common expression in this Epistle,
and generally trd ' hereby').

Herein, lit. ' in this' ; in NT always instru-
mental and always the trn of έν τούτφ ; in OT it
occurs Gn 3422 ' Only herein will the men consent
unto us for to dwell with us . . . if every male
among us be circumcised' (ηχτ?, RV ' on this con-
dition'); and 2Ch 169 'Herein thou hast done
foolishly' (ruir^).

Hereof. Observe 1 Mac 1622 ' Hereof when he
heard, he was sore astonished' (καϊ άκουσας, RV
' And when he heard'); Mt 926 ' And the fame
hereof went abroad into all that land' (ή φήμη αϋτη,
AVm and RVm 'this fame'); He 53 'And by
reason hereof he ought, as for the people, so also
for himself, to offer for sins' (TR δ ία ταύτην, edd.
δι* αυτήν, RV ' by reason thereof'). Cf. T. Fuller,
Holy Warre, iii. 5, p. 117, * But hereof hereafter.'

Heretofore = hitherto, as trn of ti&ty 9iDp (EX
410 57.8. u} J o s 3^ p t U 2 π), o r D b ^ yup .̂ ·(! g 47 ) j ii t#

'yesterday three days,' a primitive method of
referring to past time. See TIME. In NT, 2 Co
132 Ί write to them which heretofore have sinned'
(TOLS προημαρτηκδοΊ,ν).
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Hereunto: Ec 2 2 5 ' For who else can eat, or who
else can hasten hereunto, more than I ?' (iwn;, RV
* have enjoyment,' RVm ' hasten thereto ' ; LXX
πίεται; Vulg. ' deliciis affluet'; Gen. ' colde haste to
outward things' (taking γιη so), with marg. note to
* outward things,' meaning to pleasures); 1 Ρ 221

' For even hereunto were ye called ' (els τούτο).
Herewith, only Ezk 1629, Mai 310, both as trn of

nm 'with this.' RV adds Lv 163 (same Heb., AV
' thus'). J. HASTINGS.

HERES (D-ΙΓΠΠ).—1. A mountain named along
with Aijalon and Shaalbim as one of the localities
from which the Danites failed to expel the Amorites,
Jg i34f.# A S the word heres=shemesh, ' the sun,' it
is very probable * that the Heres here referred to
may be Beth - shemesh (1 Κ 49, 2 Ch 2818) or Ir-
shemesh (Jos 1941), on the boundary between
Judah and Dan. This is the modern %Ain Shems
to the S. of Wady Zurar, opposite Zurah (Zoar).
The LXX (A) has iu τφ 6ρει του Μυρσίνώνος, which
implies a reading, Din""in=' mountain of the myrtle
grove.'

LITERATURE.—Robinson, BRP ii. 224 f.; Guerin, Judoe, ii.
18-22; Moore on Jg 135; o%f. Heb. Lex. and Siegfried-Stade, s.

2. In Jg 813 (RV) 'the ascent of Heres' (Dinn n^p)
is mentioned as the spot from which Gideon returned
after the defeat of Zebah and Zalmunna. Both the
topography and the text of the narrative are doubt-
ful. RV has the support of LXX Α, από αναβάσεως
"Apes. Β reads αϊτό έπάνωθεν [TTJS παρατάξεως] t "Apes.
Aq. and Symm. read onrrn 'the mountains,' and
this is adopted by Siegfried-Stade. AV takes
heres as an appellative and tr. * before the sun was
u p ' ; Targ. Rashi 'before the sun set.' Both
these last renderings are pronounced by Moore to
be impossible (see his note).

The same word heres appears in the proper name
Timnath-heres (wh. see), Jg 29; but by an inten-
tional metathesis, to avoid anything that savoured
of idolatry, Timnath-heres—1 portion of the sun,'
appears to have been changed into Timnath-serah,
Jos 1950 2430.

For D-ΠΠΠ Ty of Is 1918 see IR-HA-HERES.
J. A. SELBIE.

HERESH (Bhg).—A Levite, 1 Ch 915. See GENE-
ALOGY.

HERESY (αϊρεσις, hceresis, secta; in LXX only
for 'free choice,' cf. βούληση, Hesych.).—Aip. in
the common sense of ' heresyJ never occurs in NT.
Here its dominant meaning is 'sect' or 'party'
(το αιρεΐσθαι το 'ίδιον καϊ τούτω έζακολουθεΐν, Ath.
Qucest. 38 de Parab.). In later classical usage it
is the usual word for a philosophic school or sect,
as selected by its adherents (see Diog. Laert. i.
19f., etc., e.g. αϊρ. Xtyopev την λόγω τινι ακολουθού-
σαν); in Philo it often stands for προαίρεσις — re-
ligio ; and in NT its use is of a religions party (as
in Jos.), with a more or less deprecatory suggestion,
as of the self-willed or sectarian spirit. So always
in Ac, whether of the Sad. (517), the Phar. (155 265

κατά την άκριβεστάτην αΐρ. της ημετέρας θρησκείας 'έζησα
Φ.), or the Christians, as seen from outside (245

πρωτοστάτην TTJS των Ναζωραίων aip.; 24 1 4 κατά την
όδόν f)v λέγονσιν αϊρ.—an excellent instance; 2822,
the Christian sect πανταχού άντιλέ^εται). In the
Pauline Epistles the like clearly prevails. In
Gal 520 it occurs in a list of Zpya της σαρκός, as a
manifestation of the unchastened self-assertive or
egoistic principle (cf. 1 Co 33*4); its immediate
neighbours bring 'caballings' (έριθεΐαι) and divi-
sions (διχοστασίαι), while itself denotes partisan-
ship (cf. Ro 1617). This was a special vice of the

* So Studer, Bertheau, Keil, Budde, and others.
t The words in brackets are evidently an accidental repetition

from the previous clause (see Moore's note).

Greek temper; so that we are not surprised to
find St. Paul saying in 1 Co II 1 9 that aip. are

i>art of God's providential discipline whereby ster-
ing characters may be brought to light. This

principle is given as the ground of his own attitude
to the news that dissensions or ' schisms' (σχί-
σματα) exist in the Christian body at Corinth. It
is probable, then, that aip. are here practically
synonymous with σχ., the latter term being fixed
by the context to practical negations of sympathy
and fellowship, especially as between rich and
poor (taking outward effect at the Feast of Love
itself). Coteries were formed, and the corporate
unity vanished (aip. ενταύθα ού ταύτας λέγει τάς
δoyμάτωv άλλα τας των σχ., Chrys. Horn, ad loc. ;
so Theodoret, Theophyl. etc., ap. Suicer. To a
later mode of thought belongs Aug.'s definition,
hceresis autem schisma inveteratum). So far we
have no reason to connect αϊρ. (or even σχίσματα,
pace 1 Co I10, where alienation in sentiment,
arising out of intellectual contentions (έριδες) of
secondary import, is in question, cf. 1225, Jn 743

gi6 jo19) with serious doctrinal divergences in the
Church, but rather with breaches in the harmony
of love. It means a factious division, or the spirit
that underlies it. And this is probably the shade
of meaning attaching to the adjective αιρετικός,
'factious,' or self-willed, in Tit 310 (cf. Ro 1617).
A twofold development, however, is found in the
use in 2 Ρ 21, where aip. άπωλβίας are spoken of as
being illicitly introduced. Here the qualifying
gen. ( = 'leading to ruin,' cf. Ph 319) and the verb
alike suggest the new sense of falsely chosen or
erroneous tenets. Already the emphasis is moving
from persons and their temper to mental products,
—from the sphere of sympathetic love to that of
objective truth. But one change more remains
to be made ere the biblical use passes wholly into
the patristic and ecclesiastical. For the nature
of the erroneous doctrine is here directly immoral
(cf. Jude 4 ) ; and so αϊρ. preserves part of the
ethical connotation which is essential to its NT
usage. The earliest case of its meaning pure
theological error is also its earliest occurrence
outside the NT, viz. Ign. ad Trail. 6, αλλότριας δε
βοτάνης ( = Docetism) άπέχεσθε, ήτις έστιν αϊρεσις, cf.
ad JEph. 6. And in proportion as the conception
of 'faith,' and the standard for testing it, became
intellectual, the original sense of αϊρ., as a light and
irresponsible exercise of native egoism in defiance
of the claims of love, receded into the background
(cf. Tert. De prcesc. hcer. 6, ' Quarum opera sunt
adulterse doctrinse, hsereses dictas Grseca voce ex
interpretatione electionis, qua quis sive ad institu-
endas sive ad suscipiendas eas utitur'). Finally,
neither σχ. nor αϊρ. in the NT ever denotes a
party that has withdrawn from the religious com-
munion amid which it arose. In Judaism the co-
existence of the Pharisees, Sadducees, and Essenes
was not deprecated. In the more intimate unity
of each Christian ecclesia ' rents' or ' factions5

were felt to impair directly the vital functions
of the local body in its κοινωνία of love, and so
assumed a moral significance. Separate Christian
communions, and the applicability to them of the
terms σχ. and aip., were problems of the future.

LITERATURE.—Schleusner, Lex. NT] Suicer, Thes. Eccl,
Comm. ad loc. ; Burton, Bamp. Lect. 1829, and esp. Campbell,
The Four Gospels, vol. i. Diss. ix. § iv.

J . V . BARTLET.
HERETH (nnn).—A forest (IT) which was one of

the hiding-places of David, 1 S 225. The LXX,
reading vy instead of -IJJ:, has έν πόλει Σαρείκ (Β) . . .
"Αριαθ (A). The reference may be to the wooded
mountain E. of Adullam, where the village oi
Khards now stands. See SWP vol. iii. sh. xxi.

C. R. CONDEE.
HERITAGE is used in AV (and retained in RV
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except in 1 Ρ 53 ' the charge allotted to you' for
AV ' God's heritage,'* Gr. ol κλήροι) as a synonym
for * inheritance,5 which has now displaced it ex
cept in biblical language and Scots law. See
HEIR, INHERITANCE.

HERMAS ('EpAtas), one of those saluted by St.
Paul in Ro 1614. The name is common amongst
slaves (although not quite so much as Hermes).
It was in its origin an abbreviated form of various
names such as Hermagoras, Hermodorus, Hermo-
genes. He is commemorated in the Roman
Calendar on May 9. According to the Menologmm
Basilianum, Nov. 4, he became Bishop of Philip-
popolis in Thrace.

The name Hermas is also well known as that of
the author, or at any rate the professed author, of
the Pastor or Shepherd, a well-known allegorical
work, belonging to an early period of Christian
literature, which for a time made some claims to
be inserted in the NEW TESTAMENT CANON (which
see). This book need only be referred to here,
because from time to time its author has been
identified with the Hermes mentioned in Ro 1614.
Origen, in his commentary on this passage,
writes: * I think that this Hermas is the author
of the book called the Pastor, which appears to
me a very useful writing (scriptum is not techni-
cal), and, I think, divinely inspired.' Origen's
statement is a pure conjecture, based apparently
only on the identity of name. His opinion was
followed by others, but was never widespread,
as the book became less and less popular; in
later times it has been held by Cotelier, Cave,
Pearson, and others. There is little to be said
for it. The name was about as common as John
is with us, and gives no clue at all; the date
of the book may be doubtful, but its tone is
certainly not that of the 1st cent.; the author
never claims in any way to be a contemporary
of the apostles, and very definite historical evidence
places him a little before the middle of the 2nd
cent. This is not the place to pursue the sub-
ject further, but for the benefit of those un-
acquainted with the book it may be stated that it
consists of a series of Visions, Parables or Simili-
tudes, and Mandates or Commands, conveying for
the most part moral teaching, and has been called
—not perhaps very happily—the Pilgrim's Progress
of the Early Church. A further account may be
found in Diet. Chr. Biog., and a text and transla-
tion in Lightfoot's Apostolic Fathers.

A. C. HEADLAM.
HERMES ('E/VMJS).—The name of a Christian,

quoted with some others in Ko 1614. It is one of
the commonest of all slave names. The Greek
Menaea and Menologium make him Bishop of
Salona in Dalmatia, and one of the Seventy dis-
ciples. He was commemorated April 8.

A. C. HEADLAM.
HERMOGENES (Ερμογένης) is mentioned by St.

Paul (2 Ti I15) as having, along with Phygelus and
others in Asia, and in contrast to Onesiphorus,
been ashamed of his chain. It is impossible now
to say what form the denial took, or what led to
it. Most likely it was caused by fear lest friend-
ship with the imprisoned apostle might involve
him in the same fate. Early traditions, of no
historical value, however, associated him with
magicians. Nothing is known of H. except what
is stated by St. Paul, that he was of those in Asia
who turned away. It is not easy to decide what
is meant by those ' in Asia.' It has been variously
held to mean, all Asiatics then in Rome, the
Ephesians who had accompanied St. Paul to Rome,

* In Job 312, on the other hand, * heritage' of RV takes the
place of 'inheritance' in AV; the Heb. is the usual word

public opinion in Asia Minor, and the Asiatic
sentiment in Rome. See PHYGELUS.

W. MuiR.
HERMON (Ι'̂ ηπ, ' sacred [mountain]'; cf. Sab.

DiriD 'temple/ Arab, haram, 'sacred enclosure,'
and hormah, ' asylum').—The great outlier of Anti-
lebanon, at the springs of Jordan. See PALES-
TINE. It was called Sirion by the Zidonians, and
Senir by the Amorites (Dt 39). The first of these
names is used poetically in Ps 296. Senir occurs
also in Ezk 275, Ca 48, 1 Ch 523. Perhaps it may
be inferred from the latter two passages (where it
is used along with Hermon) that Senir originally
denoted a particular part of the mountain-range
(so Driver, Buhl, etc.). The name appears in
the cuneiform texts as Saniru (Schrader, ΚΑΤ2

159 [COT* 146]), and the Anti-lebanon N. of
Damascus between Baalbek and Emesa is still
called Sanir by the Arabs. Sayce (BP2 vi. 41,
HCM 341) traces a knowledge of the name Senir
also to the Egyptians. In Dt 448 another name,
Sion {\*ν'ψ), is given to Hermon. It is held by some
that Sion is here a textual error for Sirion (|*"iijp,
the reading of Syr.), but this is doubtful (see
Driver, ad loc). 'Mount Hermon' (ροιπ ΊΠ) is
used in Dt 38, Jos II 1 7 121·5135·11, 1 Ch 5* ' Her-
mon' alone in Jos II 3, Ps 8912 1333, Ca 48. The
circumstance that the mountain has three peaks
accounts for the plur. form ατιοηπ 'the Hermons'
(RV ; not ' the Hermonites,' AV) in Ps 426.

Hermon was held by Hivites (Jos II 3 ) ; it was
the northern limit of conquest (121·5 135·11). Its
sacred character appears from Ps 8912 (where it is
coupled with Tabor), and from the name Mount
Baal-hermon (Jg 33), ' the mountain of the Baal
of Hermon.' Cf. 1 Ch 5;3. The dew of Hermon
is noted as falling on Zion (Ps 1333), and its wild
character is noticed in Ca 48. The fir trees of
Senir are mentioned in Ezk 275.

Mount Hermon is the most conspicuous feature
in the scenery of Palestine, rising 9200 ft. above
the Mediterranean in a dome-like summit, usually
covered with snow till late in summer. There
are three low peaks on the top, with a con-
necting plateau. Lower down, the sides are
covered with vineyards round the Druze villages.
On the sandstones to the west there are still
pines and firs, but the upper part is quite barren,
and covered with snow-worn gravel between
the cliffs. This mountain is the only place
where the Syrian bear is known to exist. The
view from the top is magnificent, including the
Lebanon and the plain round Damascus. Towards
the west Tyre and Carmel are seen, on the south
the mountains of Upper Galilee and the plains of
Lower Galilee. The Huleh lake and the Sea of
Galilee lie beneath as on a map. This view is,
however, obscured in summer by the sudden forma-
tion of clouds on the summit.

Hermon was perhaps the ' high mountain' of
Mt 171, Mk 92 (' the mountain' of Lk 928) near
Caesarea Philippi, which was the scene of the
Transfiguration and of the cloud which covered
the disciples. In the Roman period it was a sacred
centre, and small temples were built on the slopes
on every side, while the highest point was encircled
with a masonry wall, and seems to have supported
an altar. Close by is a rock-cut chamber on the
plateau. In the 4th cent. A.D. (see Onomast. s.
' Aermon') there was still a temple at which the
people of Paneas and Lebanon worshipped, on the
summit of Hermon. In the 10th cent, it became
the centre of the Druze religion, and to it Sheikh
ed-Derazi, the founder of the latter creed, retired
from Egypt. At Hasbeya, on its western slopes,
the sacred books of the sect were found by the
French in 1860. Hermon is called Jebel esh-
Sheikh, or ' mountain of the chief,' for this reason,
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being the residence of the religious Sheikh of the
Druzes. The translation sometimes suggested,
' chief of mountains,' is grammatically impossible.
Hermon was visited by the present writer in 1873
(when the height and geographical position were
determined) and in 1882.

LITERATURE.—SWP(Jerusalem volume, Appendix, and Volume
of Special Papers); Robinson, BMP iii. 357; Baedeker-Socin,
PaV* 301; Oonder, Tent - Work, ch. viii.; Buhl, GAP 110;
Neubauer, Giog. du Talm. 10, 39; Delitzsch, Parodies, 104;
Wetzstein, ZKW v. (1884) 115; W. R. Smith, R& 93, 145;
Merrill, East of Jordan, 431: Halevy, MEJ xx. 206; ZDPV iv.
87, vi. 6; ZDMG xix. 176, 252; Driver on Dc 39 and 4 « ;
Moore on Jg 33. C. R. CONDER.

HERMONITES (Ps 426, AV).—See H E R M O N .

HEROD (DYNASTY O F ) . —
i. Index to Names of Family.

ii. Genealogical Table,
iii. Chronological Table.
iv. Origin of Dynasty.
v. Herod the Great.

vi. Successors of Herod.
(1) Archelaus.
(2) Herod Antipas.
(3) Philip.
(4) Herod, called Philip.
(5) Agrippa i.
(6) Ai
( ) g p p
(6) Agrippa π.

vii. Women of the Family.
(1) Herodias.
(2) S l
(3)
( ) Salome.
(3) Bernice.
(4) Drusilla.

viii. Character of Dynasty.
Literature.

i. INDEX OF HEROD FAMILY. — In this index
every member of the family mentioned in Josephus
is recorded. The numbers refer to the genealogical
table. The names that occur in NT are printed in
clarendon capitals.
AGRIPPA I. (49), son of Aristobulus, grandson of Herod, king

of Judaea; m. Cypros, dtr. of Phasael. Ant. xvm. v. 4, xix.
ix. 1; BJ π. xi. 6; Ac 12.

AGRIPPA II. (66), son of Agrippa I. Ant. xvm. v. 4, xix. ix.
1; BJu. xi. 6; Ac 25. 26.

Agrippa (64), son of Aristobulus and Salome. Ant. xvm. v. 4.
Agrippa (73), son of Felix and Drusilla. Ant. xx. vii. 2.
Agrippinos (78), dtr. of Mariamne, dtr. of Agrippa i. and

Demetrius. Ant. xx. vii. 3.
Alexander (23), son of Herod by Mariamne I.; m. Glaphyra,

dtr. of Archelaus, king of Cappadocia; put to death by his
father in B.C. 7. Ant. xvm. v. 4, xvi. i. 2, xvi. xi. 6.

Alexander (42), son of Phasael and Salampsio. Ant. xvm. v. 4.
Alexander (51), son of Alexander, grandson of Herod. Ant.

xvm. v. 4.
Alexander (80), son of Tigranes (61). Ant. xvm. v. 4.
Alexandra (43), dtr. of Phasael and Salampsio. Ant. xvm. v. 4.
Alexas (19), 3rd husband of Salome, Herod's sister. Ant. xvn. i. 1.
Alexis Selcias (54), son of Alexas (19); it is not stated whether

by Salome or not. Ant. xvm. v. 4.
Antipas or Antipater (1), governor of Idumaea, grandfather of

Herod. Ant. xiv. i. 3.
ANTIPAS (27), son of Herod and Malthace ; tetrarch of Galilee,

m. (1) dtr. of Aretas, (2) Herodias. BJ i. xxviii. 4 ; Ant. xvn. i.
3, xvm. v. 4 ; Mt 141-6, Mk &* 1331 23?-i5, Lk3i· 19 8?· 9.

Antipater (2), minister of Hyrcanus, father of Herod. Ant.
xiv. i. 3, xiv. vii. 3.

Antipater (21), eldest son of Herod by Doris; m. a daughter of
Antigonus, the last of the Hasmonaeans; put to death by his
father B.C. 4. BJ i. xxviii. 4 ; Ant. xiv. xii. 1, xvn. v. 2.

Antipater (36), son of Salome, Herod's sister ; m. CjTpros, dtr. of
Herod and Mariamne. His father's name is not mentioned.
Ant. xvn. ix. 5, xvm. v. 4.

Antipater (40), son of Phasael and Salampsio. There seems to
be some confusion between this Antipater and the son of
Salome (36). Ant. xvm. v. 4.

ARCHELAUS (28), son of Herod by Malthace, ethnarch of Judsea;
m. (1) Mariamne, (2) Glaphyra, his brother Alexander's widow.
Ant. XVII. i. 3 ; Mt 222.

Archelaus (76), son of Chelcias, 1st husband of Mariamne, dtr. of
Agrippa. Ant. xix. ix. 1.

Aristobulus (22), son of Herod by Mariamne i .; m. Bernice, dtr.
of Salome and Costobar; put to death by Herod B.C. 7. Ant.
xvi. i. 2, xvn. i. 2, xvm. v. 4.

ARISTOBULUS (47), son of Aristobulus (22), grandson of
Herod; m. Jotape, dtr. of Sampsigeramus, king of Emesa.
Ant. xvm. v. 4. See under ARISTOBULUS for the supposed
ref. to him Ro 161°.

Aristobulus (57), son of Herod of Chalcis, great-grandson of
Herod, king of Armenia Minor; m. Salome, dtr. of Herodias.
Ant. xvm. v. 4.

Aristobulus (65), son of Aristobulus (57) and Salome. Ant.
xvm. v. 4.
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Azizus (71), king of Emesa, husband of Drusilla. Ant. xx. vii. 1.

Bernice (37), dtr. of Salome and Costobar; m. Aristobulus, son
of Mariamne 1., mother of Agrippa 1. Ant. xvm. v. 4.

BERNICE (68), dtr. of Agrippa 1. ; m. (1) Herod of Chalcis, (2)
Polemon of Cilicia; favourite of Titus. Ant. xvm. v. 4, xix.
ix. 1; BJ 11. xi. 6 ; Ant. xx. vii. 3 ; Ac 2513.23 2G30.

Bernice (79), dtr. of Mariamne (69) and Archelaus (76). Ant. xx.
vii. 1.

Bernicianus (58),son of Herod of Chalcis and Bernice. Ant. xx. v.2.

Cleopatra (14), a woman of Jerusalem, wife of Herod, mother of
Philip the tetrarch. BJ 1. xxviii. 4 ; Ant. XVII. i. 3.

Costobar (18), governor of Idumsea, 2nd husband of Salome,
Herod's sister, whom she divorced. Ant. xv. vii. 9.

Cypros (3), an Arabian of noble family, wife of Antipater, mother
of Herod. Ant. xiv. vii. 3.

Cypros (25), dtr. of Herod by Mariamne 1. ; m. Antipater (36),
son of Salome. Ant. xvm. v. 4.

Cypros (45), dtr. of Phasael, wife of Agrippa 1., mother of
Agrippa 11. Ant. xvm. v. 4.

Cypros (53), dtr. of Cypros (25) and Antipater (36), granddaughter
of Herod ; m. Alexas Selcias. Ant. xvm. v. 4.

Cypros (62), dtr. of Cypros (53) and Alexas. Ant. xvm. v. 4.

Demetrius (77), Alabarch of Alexandria,2nd husband of Mariamne,
dtr. of Agrippa. Ant. xx. vii. 3.

Doris (10), 1st wife of Herod, a woman of the people, mother of
Antipater. BJ 1. xxviii. 4; Ant. xiv. xii. 1.

DRUSILLA (70), dtr. of Agrippa 1.; m. (1) Azizus, king of Emesa,
(2) Felix, the Roman procurator. Ant. xvm. v. 4, xix. ix. 1,
xx. vii. 1, 2; BJ 11. xi. 6; Ac 2424.

Drusus (67), second son of Agrippa 1. and Cypros, died in youth.
Ant. xvm. v. 4.

Elpis (17), 8th wife of Herod. BJ 1. xxviii. 4; Ant. xvn. i. 3.

FELIX (72), Roman procurator, husband of Drusilla. Ant. xx.
vii. 1-2 ; Ac 23, 25.'

Glaphyra (38), dtr. of Archelaus of Cappadocia; m. (1) Alex-
ander, son of Mariamne 1., by whom she had children; (2)
Juba, king of Mauritania; (3) Archelaus. Ant. xvi. i. 2, XVII.
xiii. 1, 4.

HEROD (6), called THE GREAT, son of Antipater; 8 wives of
his are enumerated, and he had 2 others; he had 8 sons
and 6 daughters. He died B.C. 4. Ant. xiv. vii. 3, xvn. i. 3 ;
BJ 1. viii. 9, 1. xxviii. 4 ; Mt 2* 22, Lk 15.

HEROD (26), perhaps called PHILIP, son of Herod and Mari-
amne 11.; m. Herodias; father of Salome. BJ 1. xxviii. 5 ;
Ant. xv. ix. 3 XVII. i. 2, xvm. v. 4 ; Mt 143, Mk 617, Lk 3*9.

HEROD ANTIPAS. See ANTIPAS (27).
Herod (30), son of Herod and Cleopatra (14). Ant. xvn. i. 3.
Herod (41), son of Phasael and Salampsio. Ant. xvm. v. 4.
Herod (46), son of Aristobulus, grandson of Herod, king of

Chalcis ; m. (1) Mariamne, dtr. of Olympias ; (2) Bernice. Ant.
xvm. v. 4, xx. v. 2; BJ 11. xi. 6

Herod (63), son of Aristobulus (57) and Salome. Ant. xvm.
v. 4.

HERODIAS (50), dtr. of Aristobulus, granddaughter of Herod;
m. (1) her uncle Herod, called Philip; (2) Herod Antipas.
Ant. xvm. v. 4 ; Mt 143, Mk 6*7, Lk 31».

Hyrcanus (59), son of Herod of Chalcis and Bernice. A nt. xx. v. 2.

Joseph (4), uncle of Herod, and also, by marriage with Salome,
brother-in-law. Appointed ruler during his visit to Antony,
and put to death B.C. 34. Ant. xv. iii. 5-9.

Joseph (7), brother of Herod, slain in battle by Antigonus.
Ant. xiv. vii. 3, xv. 10.

Joseph (35), nephew of Herod, son of Joseph (7) ; m. Olympias,
dtr. of Herod and Malthace. Ant. xvii. i. 3, xvi 11. v. 4.

Jotape (48), dtr. of Sampsigeramus, king· of Emesa, wife of
Aristobulus, Herod's grandson. Ant. xvm. v. 4.

Jotape (60), dtr. of Aristobulus and Jotape. BJ. 11. xi. 6 ; Ant.
xvm. v. 4.

Jotape (74), dtr. of Aristobulus, king of Commagene ; m. Alex-
ander (71), son of Tigranes. Ant. xvm. v. 4.

Malthace (13), a Samaritan woman, wife of Herod, mother of
Archelaus. BJ 1. xxviii. 4 ; Ant. XVII. i. 3.

Mariamne 1. (11), granddaughter of Hyrcanus, wife of Herod ;
put to death by him B.C. 29. Ant. xvm. v. 4 ; BJ 1. xii. 3.

Mariamne n. (12), dtr. of Simon the high priest, mother of Herod
called perhaps Philip. BJ 1. xxviii. 4 ; Ant. xv. ix. 3.

Mariamne (39), 1st wife of Archelaus; divorced by him. Ant.
XVII. xiii. 4.

Mariamne (56), dtr. of Joseph and Olympias; m. Herod, king of
Chalcis. Ant. xvm. v. 4.

Mariamne (69), dtr. of Agrippa 1. and Cypros ; m. (1) Archelaus,
(2) Demetrius. Ant. xvm. v. 4.

Olympias (29), dtr. of Herod and Malthace ; m. Joseph, Herod's
nephew. Ant. xvn. i. 3.

Pallas (15), 6th wife of Herod. BJ 1. xviii. 4; Ant. XVII. i. 3.
Phaedra (16), 7th wife of Herod. BJ 1. xxviii. 4 ; Ant. xvn. i. 3.
Phasael (5), eldest brother of Herod. Ant. xiv. vii. 3, XIII.

10.
Phasael (20), son of Phasael (5), nephew of Herod ; m. Salampsio,

dtr. of Herod and Mariamne. Ant. xvm. v. 4.
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Phasael(5),
t 40 B.C.

kntipas (1)
or Anti-
]>ater —

Antipater
(2), t 43
B.C. —
Cypros (3)

HER0D(6),
t 4 B.C.

Joseph (4),
t 34 B.C.
: Salome (9)

/=i. Doris (10)

_Phasael(20)
= Salampsio(24)

—Antipater(21), f 4B.C. =dtr. of Antigonus

Antipater (40)
Herod (41)

-Alexander (42)
Alexandra (43)
Cypros (45)

t=Timius(44)
-AGRUTA I. (49)

—Aristobulus(22), 17 B. c. = Bernice (37) —

=ii. Mariamne i. (11), -
t 29 B.C.

= iii. Mariamne IL (12)

=iv. Malthace (13) "

= v. Cleopatra (14)

= vi. Pallas (15)
= vii. Phaedra (1C)
= viii. Elpis(l7)
= ix. & x. Unknown

Herod, t 43 A.D. (46) (= i. Mariamne (56) —Aristobulus (57) «SALOME (55) —

—Alexander (23), 17 B.C.
= Glaphyra(38) ·

—Salampsio (24)
—Cypros (25)
—HEROD (PHILIP ?) (26) =
—Antipas (27)

:Phasael(20)
= Antipater (36) -
:Herodias(50)

—Archelaus (28)

—Olympias (29)
—Herod (30)
—PHILIP (31), t 34 A.D.
—Phasael (32)
—Roxana (33)
—Salome (34)

Joseph (7),
t 38 B.C.

Pheroras (8)

Salome (9)

i. Joseph (4)

ii. Costobar (18) (?) Bernice (37)
iii. Alexas (19)

—Joseph (35) = Olympias (29)

—(?) Antipater (36) = Cypros (25)

V = ii. BERNICE (ι

ARISTOBULUS (47) =Jotape (48)

AGRIPPA I., f 44 A.D. (49) = Cypros (45)

i. Dtr. of Aretas
\ ii. HERODIAS (50)

= C i. Mariamne (39)

\ i i . Glaphyra (38)
=Joseph (35)

= Salome (55)

HERODIAS (50)

-.—Alexander (51)

I—Tigranes (52)

Cypros (53)
-SALOME (55)

-Mariamne (56)

( i. Herod (26)
ί ϋ . Antipas (27)

= Alexis (54)
/ i. Philip (31)

" t i i . Aristobulus (57)

=Herod (46)

Herod (63)
Agrippa (64)
Aristobulus (65)

Bernicianus (58)

Hyrcanus (59)
Jotape (60)
AGRIPPA II. (66
Drusus (67)
BERNICE (68)

Mariamne (69)

DRUSILLA (70)

Tigranes (61)

Cypros (62)

ί i. Herod (46)
(ii. Polemon (75)

J i. Archelaus (76)—Bernice (79)
(ii. Demetrius (77)—Agrippinos (78)

S i. Azizus (71)
; (π· Felix (72) Agrippa (73)

-Alexander (80)
β Jotape (74

w

g
ο

ο

NOTE.—1. Each generation is confined to a single column.
2. The numbers as far as possible go consecutively down the columns.
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Phasael (32), son of Herod and Pallas. Ant. xvn. i. 3.
Pheroras (8), brother of Herod. Ant. xvn. i. 3.
PHILIP. See HEROD (26).
PHILIP (31), son of Herod by Cleopatra; tetrarch of Trachoni-

tis, etc.; m Salome, dtr. of Herodias. Ant. xvn. i. 3, xvm.
v. 4 ; Lk 31.

Polemon (75), king of Cilicia, 2nd husband of Bernice. Ant. xx.
vii. 3.

Roxana (33), dtr. of Herod by Phaedra. Ant. xvn. i. 3.

Salampsio (24), dtr. of Herod by Mariamne i. ; m. Phasael,
Herod's nephew. Ant. xvm. v. 4.

Salome (9), sister of Herod. Ant. xiv. vii. 3 ; BJ i. viii. 9.
Salome (34), dtr. of Herod by Elpis. Ant. xvn. i. 3.
SALOME (55), dtr. of Herodias by her first husband Herod

(Philip); m. (1) Philip the tetrarch, (2) Aristobulus, son of
Herod of Chalcis. Ant. xvm. v. 4; Mt 146, Mk 622.

Tigranes (52), son of Alexander and Glaphyra, grandson of
Herod; sent as king to Armenia. Ant. xvm. v. 4; Tac.
Ann. vi. 10.

Tigranes (61), son of Alexander (51), great-grandson of Herod ;
sent as king to Armenia. Ant. xvm. v. 4; Tac. Ann. xiv.
26, xv. 1.

Timius (44) of Oypros ; m. Alexandra (43), dtr. of Phasael, and
had no children. Ant. xvm. v. 4.

iii. CHRONOLOGY OF THE HEROD DYNASTY.—

B.C.
69. Death of Alexandra. Accession of Aristobulus π. ANTI-

PATER, father of Herod, first becomes of importance.
63. Capture of Jerusalem by Pompey. Aristobulus deposed.

Hyrcanus n., high priest, without the title of king.
54. Orassus robs the temple.
47. Osesar arranges Syria.

Hyrcanus receives the title of ethnarch.
HEROD governor of Galilee.
PHASAEL governor of Jerusalem.

44-42. Cassius in Syria.
43. Death of ANTIPATER.
41. Antony in Syria. HEROD and PHASAEL named tetrarchs.
40. Parthian invasion. Death of PHASAEL. Mutilation of Hyr-

canus. Flight of HEROD. Antigonus assumes the title of
king and high priest.

HEROD given the title of king of Judaea by Antony and
Octavius.

37. Marriage of HEROD and Mariamne.
Capture of Jerusalem. Death of Antigonue.

35. Death of Aristobulus in.
34. Death of Joseph, Salome's husband.

Visit of Cleopatra.
31. Battle of Actium. Herod joins the party of Augustus.
30. Death of Hyrcanus n. Augustus in Syria. Extension of

Herod's power.
29. Death of Mariamne.
28. Death of Alexandra.
25. Death of Costobar. Also of the sons of Babas.

Institution of games. Building of a theatre and amphi-
theatre in Jerusalem.

20. The building of the temple begun.
15. Visit of Agrippa to Jerusalem.
14. Beginning of dissensions at court concerning Alexander and

Aristobulus.
12. Visit of Herod to Rome with his two sons.
7. Death of Alexander and Aristobulus.
6. Antipater goes to Rome. Herod's first will.
5. Imprisonment of Antipater. Herod's second will.
4. Outbreak under the Rabbis Judas and Matthias.

Antipater executed.
Herod's third will.
DEATH OF HEROD THE GREAT.
ARCHELAUS becomes ethnarch of Judaea,
ANTIPAS tetrarch of Galilee, and
PHILIP of Trachonitis.

A.D.
6. ARCHELAUS deposed. Judaea under Roman procurators.

34. Death of PHILIP.
37. AGRIPPA becomes tetrarch of Trachonitis.
39. Banishment of ANTIPAS.

AGRIPPA receives his tetrarchy.
41. AGRIPPA becomes king of Judaea.
44. DEATH OF AGRIPPA I. Judasa again under Roman pro-

curators.
50. AGRIPPA II. becomes tetrarch of Chalcis.
53. He receives in addition the tetrarchies of Philip and

Lysander (Abila), and, a little later, part of Galilee.
70. Destruction of Jerusalem.
100. Death of AGRIPPA II.

iv. ORIGIN OF THE DYNASTY OF THE HERODS.
—The dynasty of the Herods rose into prominence
during the confusion which resulted from the decay
of the Hasmonsean dynasty, the transference of
Syria and Palestine to the sway of the Romans,
and the civil wars which marked the decay of
the Republic. Their ancestor was Antipater or
Antipas, a man of wealth and capacity whom

Alexander Jannseus had made governor of Idumjea.
So much is clear, but of the origin of the family
there are very contradictory accounts. Nicolaus
of Damascus said, according to Josephus (Ant.
XIV. i. 3), that he was of the stock of the Jews who
first came back from Babylon. This appears to have
been a fiction invented for the benefit of Herod.
Josephus evidently looked upon him as an Idu·
maean; as such he was considered half a Jew. But
Pharisaic and perhaps Christian hatred was not
satisfied with this. He is stated by Justin to
have been a native of Ashkelon {Dial. c. 52), and
therefore of the hated Philistine race ; while Julius
Africanus {ap. Eus. HE I. vii. 11) improves the
story by telling us that some Idumoean robbers
had attacked Ashkelon and carried away the father
of Antipater, who was the son of one of the temple
slaves; the priest of the temple was not able to
ransom him, and so he was brought up as an
Idumaean ; this story Africanus had from the kins-
men of the Saviour. Whatever was the origin of
the family, its ability is undoubted. Antipater's
son, who' bore the same name as himself, first
appears in history on the death of Alexandra,
the Maccabsean queen, in 69. Her eldest son,
Hyrcanus II., a man of a peaceful and quiet dis-
position, allowed himself to be set aside by his
younger brother, Aristobulus II., a man of very
different character. Antipater, who had been
building up for himself a strong position in Idu-
msea by allying himself with the Arabs at Petra
and the Philistine cities, saw his opportunity;
under Aristobulus he would be nobody, under
Hyrcanus he would rule the country. He attached
himself to Hyrcanus, persuaded him not to submit
to his younger brother, and, so far as we know,
remained absolutely faithful to him the whole
of his life, quite content to have the reality
of power, and too wise or too loyal to endanger
his position by arousing dynastic hatred. At
first he attempted to restore Hyrcanus with the
assistance of Aretas, king of the Nabatsean Arabs,
—(his wife Cypros belonged to one of the noblest
families of that country),—but before the war was
concluded a new power appeared on the scene. In
66 Pompey had defeated Mithridates, and was now
pursuing his first march through Asia. On his
approach all the rival parties of every state and
country attempted to gain him to their side. Aris-
tobulus, Antipater on behalf of Hyrcanus, and the
Pharisaic party who wished to restore the theo-
cracy, rivalled one another in bribes, complaints,
and promises. Pompey was, as always, deliberate,
and it soon became apparent that Aristobulus was
too proud to submit, too faithless to be an ally,
and too powerless to restrain the people from
rebellion. When the Romans approached Jeru-
salem, the party of Hyrcanus delivered the city
over without a blow; the war party with Aris-
tobulus retired to the temple fortress. A siege
followed, in which the defenders exhibited the
fanatical courage which the Jews always have
shown when their cause is hopeless, and observed
the law so strictly that they refused to destroy
their enemies' works on the Sabbath day. The
city was taken by assault in the autumn of 63,
about the fast of the Atonement, and the priests
continued to offer the sacrifices in the midst of the
battle and were cut down at the altar. Pompey
violated the Holy of Holies, but did not plunder the
wealth of the temple. Aristobulus and his family
were carried captive, and the priest-king of the
Jews had to adorn a Roman triumph. The king-
dom was reduced in size, the Greek towns were
freed, but the hierarchy was untouched. Hyrcanus
was made high priest without the title of king,
and Antipater became the most important person
in the country. This was the first instance in
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which Antipater showed the marvellous power his
family possessed of securing the support of every
successive Roman of distinction. Historians
generally ascribe it to their capacity for bribing,
and this they undoubtedly possessed. Moreover,
they had the wisdom to know that bribes must be
large. But that was not enough. They were dis-
tinguished by being always faithful to the Romans,
always competent, and always agreeable. To attach
themselves to each successive Roman who became
powerful, to spare nothing in his support, and to
add to the services they had rendered an agreeable
private friendship, was the secret of their success.

The next twenty years gave many proofs of this.
Antipater helped Scaurus in an expedition against
Aretas, and persuaded Aretas to submit. He made
the acquaintance and even the friendship of Mark
Antony. He assisted Gabinius in a war with
Archelaus with corn and weapons and money, and
Gabinius settled the affairs of Jerusalem as Anti-
pater wished (Ant. xiv. vi. 4). When Caesar was
in Egypt after the battle of Pharsalia, Antipater
saved him when he was in great danger. Caesar, in
return for this and many other services, confirmed
Hyrcanus in the high priesthood, and made Antipater
a Roman citizen. Afterwards he made Hyrcanus
ethnarch, Antipater procurator, and allowed the
walls of Jerusalem to be rebuilt, while he conferred
privileges on the Jewish race everywhere. When
Cassius, after the death of Caesar, came to Syria
to collect money and show how hateful the cause of
the Republic could be, Antipater and his sons had
the wisdom to provide him with all he required,
thus saving their cities from slavery. Antipater
was murdered in the jrear B.C. 43 by a certain
Malichos. * He was distinguished,' says Josephus,
'for piety and justice and love of his country.'
His eldest son Phasael had been made governor
of Jerusalem, his second son Herod governor
of Galilee. The latter had already shown the
energy and the brilliant military capacity for
which he was afterwards distinguished. When
Antony came to Syria after the battle of Philippi,
Herod exhibited all the address of his father
by securing his friendship ; he and his brother
were made tetrarchs, and many members of the
Pharisaic party, who persisted in bringing accusa-
tions against them, were put to death.

During all these twenty years of Antipater's rule,
the younger branch of the Hasmonaean family,
Aristobulus and his sons, had persisted in disturb-
ing the country. They had clearly a considerable
body of supporters, and it seems almost as if the
Romans had allowed them to exist in order to
prevent the country from becoming too strong.
In the year 40 a Parthian invasion gave Antigonus,
the last survivor of the family, his opportunity.
He succeeded in getting possession of the persons
of Hyrcanus and Phasael; the former he mutilated,
the latter put himself to death; Herod only just
escaped with his female relations to the fortress of
Masada, and Antigonus had a troubled reign of
three years. But Herod was not to be daunted; he
fled to Rome, explained how Antigonus had allied
himself with the Parthians, and much to his own
surprise—for he had only hoped that the younger
Aristobulus, his own brother-in-law, might become
ruler—was made king of Judaea by Antony,
Octavius, and the senate. It took him, however,
three years to win the kingdom that had been
given him, and it was only in the autumn of 37
that he succeeded in taking Jerusalem, and
brought the Hasmonaean dynasty to an end.

v. REIGN OF HEROD THE GREAT, B.C. 37-4.—
* C'etait, en somme, une fort belle b§te, un lion a
qui on ne tient compte que de sa large encolure,
et de son epaisse criniere, sans lui demander le
sens moral.' So writes Renan ; yet the character

of Herod is not so easy to sum up, for to be a
successful tyrant a certain minimum of morality is
required, and that Herod, at any rate until the
end of his life, possessed. Nor can we be certain of
our information. His reign was a deliberate viola-
tion of all the religious instincts of the people, and
the friends of the Hasmonaeans and the Pharisees
were equally interested in putting the worst con-
struction on his acts. Josephus himself prided
himself on his priestly family and connexions, yet
he is not altogether unfair; much of his information
came from Nicolaus of Damascus, who had written
an apologetic account of his royal patron, and he
suggests that many of the crimes of Herod were
the necessity of his position. Physically, Herod
was magnificent in his beauty and strength, and
these qualities were not more conspicuous than his
skill in war. He was clever, able, but unscrupulous
and ambitious. He was munificent to his friends,
capable of being magnanimous even to his enemies,
e.g. to Shemaia, but absolutely unscrupulous when
necessity seemed to demand it. How far he
attempted to gain the kingdom we cannot say :
when he received it he accepted the position
without hesitation, and allowed nothing to check
his ambition. Yet he was a good ruler up to a
certain point, and knew well how to manage the
Jews. He suppressed insurrection with absolute
severity, yet he never indulged in religious perse-
cution. He was munificent to the people: when
famine came, he stripped his palace of gold and
silver to buy corn. Whatever his feelings towards
the Jews, he was always a good friend to them,
and used his influence with Augustus to obtain
privileges for them in various parts of the world.
Although he was probably absolutely irreligious, he
respected the Jewish religion so far as to demand
that Syllaus, the Arabian, who wished to marry
Herod's sister, Salome, should adopt the Jewish
customs (Ant. XVI. vii. 6), refrain from any
images or statues in the buildings he put up
within Jewish territory, and put no effigy on his
coins. He had the strong lusts and passions of an
Oriental; the position of a tyrant and usurper
surrounded him with plots, suspicions, and in-
trigues. As he grew older his cruelty and sus-
piciousness increased, and the misery of his old age
seemed to be a judgment on the crimes of his
life. There has been some discussion whether
he deserved the title of Great. The fact that
his life and works left no permanent results, that
his house was built on the sand, may make
us hesitate to give it him. But, taken in his
person and in his career, he was one of the most
conspicuous and interesting figures of his time.
If he was not great, he had almost all the qualities
which might have made him so.

The reign of Herod is divided by most historians
into three periods. The first from 37-25, the period
during which he consolidated, his power. The second
from 25-13, the period of his greatest prosperity.
The third from 13 to his death B.C. 4, the period of
family feuds.

(1) Consolidation of Herod1 spower, 37-25.—When
Herod and the Romans captured the city, he did
his best to restrain the butchery of the people and
the plunder of the temple, and his vengeance on
his enemies was possibly not greater than the
necessities of the position demanded. He obtained
from Antony the death of Antigonus, put to
death forty-five of the principal men of his party,
and replenished his coffers from their property;
but Pollio and Sameas (Abtalion and Shemaia),
the two leading Pharisees, he treated with great
respect, and seems to have succeeded in making
all but the most extreme section of the party
acquiesce in his rule, as a judgment of God which
had to be borne.
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Shortly before the siege of Jerusalem, Herod had
married Mariamne, granddaughter of Hyrcanus,
to whom he was violently attached. He had
hoped by this alliance with the old dynasty to
strengthen his position, but he only succeeded in
introducing dissension into his own family.
Mariamne and her mother, Alexandra, who seems
to have been a violent and unscrupulous woman,
treated Herod's sister, Salome, and his mother,
Cypros, with the most absolute contempt as low-
born foreigners. Salome retaliated by raising
Herod's jealousy, and accusing Alexandra and her
family of disloyalty and conspiracy. As far as
Alexandra is concerned the accusations were un-
doubtedly true, in other cases they were more doubt-
ful. At any rate, first Aristobulus, the younger
brother of Mariamne, who had been made high
priest, and whose only crime was that he was too
popular, was put to death; then the aged Hyrcanus,
who had returned from Babylon at Herod's invita-
tion, and had always been absolutely subservient to
his Idumsean subjects; then Mariamne, his wife, of
whom he was passionately fond, and whose death
caused him infinite misery; last of all, Alexandra
herself, the cause of all the misery, who during
Herod's illness began secretly to rebel against him,
and during all this time had been engaged in con-
stant intrigues. The last victims to Herod's sus-
picions and severity were Costobar, governor of
Idumjea, for a time Salome's husband, and some
other mysterious persons, the sons of Babas, who
seem to have been adherents of the Hasmonsean
party. By the year 25 every possible rival had
been removed; Salome's spite had been gratified ;
and Herod's position had been secured by the
sacrifice of his passion or affection.

During the same time he was employed in
consolidating his position with the Romans. He
retained the friendship of Antony in spite of the
opposition of Cleopatra, who wished to be cjueen
of Jerusalem. Like Augustus, he had the wisdom
to resist the temptation of her charms, and he also
refrained from putting her to death. He fitted
up a force in order to assist Antony at Actium,
but had the good fortune to be employed at the
time in an expedition against the Arabs. As soon
as the victory of Augustus was certain, he went
at once to him in accordance with the traditions
of his family; he said frankly that he had been
a good friend to Antony, and had done every-
thing to help him, and he promised to be an
equally good friend to him. Augustus accepted
his friendship, and confirmed him in his kingdom.
Herod on every opportunity was as good as his
word. He rendered Augustus very material assist-
ance, received various extensions to his kingdom,
and the friendship of Augustus, Agrippa, and
Herod became proverbial. From this time Herod's
position was assured.

(2) Period of Herod's prosperity, B.C. 25-13.—
Herod was now able to govern as he wished. He was
rich, prosperous, and secure, and he devoted him-
self to the Hellenizing of his countrymen and the
gratification of his taste for magnificence in build-
ing. In B.C. 25 he celebrated at Jerusalem the quin-
quennial games in honour of Augustus, and built
there a theatre, amphitheatre, and a hippodrome.
Throughout Palestine a number of new cities were
founded, the most important of which was Csesarea
on the seacoast. Here and in other Greek cities
he built temples to Augustus. He turned Samaria,
which he renamed Sebaste, into a magnificent
city; nor did he confine his buildings to his own
dominions, his benefits reached as far as Rhodes
and Athens. But his greatest work was the
reconstruction of the temple. This he began in
the year B.C. 20. The more sacred portions were
completed in eight years; the building was not

finished until the year A.D. 63, a few years before
its final destruction. It was only a partially
completed building in the time of our Lord, and
existed only eight years after it was finally fin-
ished. To the other works must be added palaces,
fortresses, parks, and pleasure grounds; and to
the other signs of Hellenizing tendency, the Greek
writers and teachers whom Herod attracted to
his court, the principal of whom was Nicolaus of
Damascus, his secretary and biographer.

(3) Period of domestic troubles, B.C. 13-4.—It is
probable that we are inclined to exaggerate the
troubles of Herod's last years, or rather to look
at them from the point of view of the last three
or four years of his life. Herod was considered
a second Solomon, as the great Jewish king, and
the rebuilder of the temple; he was, like him, also
as a polygamist. The Jews were allowed more
than one wife, but it was hardly the fashion at
this time to take advantage of the licence to any
great extent. Herod had ten altogether—nine at
one time. He had eight sons and six daughters.
The family troubles arose through the dissensions
between the sons of Mariamne, the Hasmonsean, on
the one side, Salome his sister and Antipater his
eldest son on the other. Alexander and Aristo-
bulus had been brought up at Rome; when they
returned, their beauty, their popular qualities,
and their legitimate descent attracted the atten-
tion of the people, and they became the centre
for numerous intrigues and an object which fanati-
cism could put before itself. We need not follow
the course of the intrigues. They nearly involved
Herod in difficulties with the Roman government.
They led Augustus to say that it was better to
be Herod's pig than his son. Eventually, the two
sons of Mariamne were strangled at Samaria
(B.C. 7), and Antipater, after being imprisoned
for some time, was executed, as the iast act of his
father's life, for a too premature act of self-asser-
tion. Meanwhile, Herod was afflicted with a
painful and loathsome disease. Fanaticism began
to break out. The pupils of the Rabbis, Judas
son of Sariphseus and Matthias son of Margaloth,
were incited to destroy the symbol of idolatry,
the golden eagle which adorned the gable of the
temple, and the leaders were burnt alive. Herod's
cruelty increased with his sufferings. He is said
to have assembled all the leading people of Jeru-
salem in the hippodrome, that on his death they
might be put to death, and there might be real
grief at his funeral. He died five days after he
had caused Antipater to be put to death, after
great sufferings.

(4) Herod and the murder of the Innocents.—
Herod comes into connexion with the gospel narra-
tive, in two ways. Both St. Matthew (21) and St.
Luke (21) agree in stating that it was during his
reign our Lord was born. There is no reason to
doubt that statement, only it has become quite
clear that it could not also be during a taxing
under Quirinius (see CHRONOLOGY OF NT, i. 404 f.).
St. Matthew also gives us an account of the visit
of the wise men, of their interview with Herod,
and of the subsequent murder of the infants under
two years old at Bethlehem. We have no other
account of the event, which could not have been
conspicuous in Herod's life; and all that it is
necessary to say is that it was exactly consistent
with his character, especially during the later
years of his life. Reference is especially made to
Ant. XVI. xi. 7, Χλτΐΐ. ii. 4—events which can have
nothing to do with the massacre at Bethlehem,
but show conclusively the temper of the king.
Macrobius (5th cent.) says, Augustus, cum audisset
inter pueros quos in Syria Herodes, rex Judceorum,
intra bimatum jussit interfici filium quoque eius
occisum, ait: Melius est Herodis porcum esxe quam
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filium (Macrob. Saturn, ii. 4), a statement which is
so confused as to be quite valueless.

vi. The SUCCESSORS OF HEROD.—Herod had
made three wills. By the first he nominated
Antipater his successor; if he died before his
father, Herod, son of the second Mariamne (see
HEROD, below), was to succeed; by the second,
Antipas was declared his successor ; by the third,
Archelaus was to be king, and Antipas and Philip
were to have tetrarchies. After suppressing some
disturbances on his father's death, Archelaus went
to Rome to claim his inheritance, to the same
place went Antipas to attempt to obtain what
had been left him under the second will, and a
little later came Philip, not for his own sake,
but to support the claims of Archelaus. Other
deputations came asking to be freed from the
rule of the Herods altogether. While Augustus
delayed to give his decision, disturbances broke
out throughout all Palestine, which were with
difficulty suppressed. Ultimately, Augustus prac-
tically confirmed Herod's will. Archelaus was to
govern Judaea, Samaria, and Idumsea, but only
with the title of ethnarch, not of king; Antipas,
Galilee and Peraea; Philip, Trachonitis and Itursea.
When Archelaus came home he removed the high
priest Joazar, son of Boethius, who had taken
part in the rebellion. There can be little doubt
that this expedition of Archelaus to obtain the
kingdom suggested the parable in Lk 1911 etc.
of the nobleman who went to a far country to
receive a kingdom.

(1) ARCHELAUS (Αρχέλαο?) was the elder of the
two sons of Herod by Malthace, a Samaritan
woman {Ant. xvii. i. 3). He was brought up at
Rome with his own brother Antipas, at a private
house. He had been accused by Antipater of
disloyalty, and so had been at first kept out of
any inheritance. His visit to Rome has been
narrated above. After he had acquired the king-
dom, there is little related of him. He outraged
Jewish sentiment by marrying Glaphyra, widow
of his brother Alexander, although she had had
children by him, and had another husband (Juba
of Mauritania) living, and his own wife was alive.
He built a palace at Jericho, and a village in his
own honour of the name of Archelais. He was
the worst of all Herod's sons that survived, and,
after nine years of his rule, the people of Judaea
and Samaria could no longer endure his cruelty
and tyranny. They complained to Augustus, who
summoned Archelaus to Rome, and, after hearing
the case, banished him to Vienne. From this time
to the year A.D. 41 Palestine was under Roman
procurators.

Archelaus is mentioned once in the NT, in
Mt 222.

(2) ANTIPAS or HEROD ANTIPAS {Άντίπα*), called
in NT * Herod the tetrarch.' He was the son of
Herod by Malthace, and in the second of his
father's wills had been designated sole heir. Ulti-
mately, he received only Galilee and Peraea, a
district which brought him in a yearly revenue of
200 talents. The two portions were divided from
one another by the confederation of Greek cities
called Decapolis. He seems to have had the
ability to govern his country, a decidedly difficult
one, and, like his father, he was distinguished for
his love of building. He built as his capital
Tiberias on the Sea of Galilee.

His first wife was a daughter of Aretas, king of
the Nabatseans, but once on a visit to Rome he
visited the house of his brother Herod (Philip), son
of the younger Mariamne. This Herod had married
Herodias, his niece, daughter of Aristobulus, and
had by her a daughter, Salome. With Herodias
Antipas fell violently in love, and determined to
divorce his wife and marry her. This the daughter

of Aretas became aware of, and fled to her father
for protection.

AJbout this time the territory of Antipas was
the scene of the preaching of John the Baptist and
of our Lord. I t is needless to repeat the story
which is told us in the Gospels of John the Baptist,
of Herodias, of John's rebuke, imprisonment, and
ultimate death (Mt 14lff·, Mk 614ff·, Lk 319). Accord-
ing to Josephus, the reason Herod gave for im
prisoning him was the fear that he might create
a revolt or disturbance among the people. The
execution took place at the fortress of Machserus,
beyond the Jordan (Ant. xvin. v. 2).

We have more than one reference to Antipas
during our Lord's ministry, apart from his rela-
tions to John the Baptist. When he heard of the
fame of Jesus, his conscience smote him, and he
was frightened, thinking that John the Baptist
had risen from the dead (Mt 141, Mk 614, Lk 97).
Jesus therefore went to Bethsaida Julias in the
territory of Philip. Later, apparently when going
through Persea (Lk 1331), a rumour is spread that
Antipas desires to kill Him, and Jesus speaks of
him as ' that fox,' alluding to his well-known
character for craft. He wanted to drive out of
his country a teacher who might cause some dis-
turbance, and yet to be free from the guilt of con-
demning a second prophet (Lk 1331). At that time,
according to St. Mark (815), He had condemned
the leaven of Herod. St. Luke (237"15) relates also
an examination of our Lord before Antipas (who
had wished to see Him for some time); the result
of this was the reconciliation of Pilate and Herod.
This was presumably only an informal examina-
tion, and not part of the regular trial. I t is
referred to again in Ac 427, and is prominent in the
Gospel of Peter. I t may be noticed that St. Luke
appears to have had special means of information
about the Herod dynasty, and that his information
is apparently accurate. He does not, like St.
Mark, incorrectly call Antipas king (Lk 83, Ac 131).

The marriage with Herodias was the cause of
Antipas' fall. First a war broke out between him
and Aretas (A.D. 36), although nine years later
apparently than the flight of Herod's first wife.
Antipas suffered a severe defeat, which some con-
sidered, according to Josephus, to be a punishment
for what he had done to John the Baptist (Ant.
XVIII. v. 2). Again later, Herodias persuaded her
husband to go to Jerusalem and demand the title
of king from Caius, being jealous of what the
latter had done for Agrippa. The result of the
application was that Agrippa brought charges
against him which caused his banishment (Ant.
VIII. vii. 2). His place of banishment was Lug-
dunum in Gaul (Ant. XVIII. vii. 2), but Spain,
according to BJ π. ix. 6, was the place where
Antipas died. I t has been suggested that this
was Lugdunum Convenarum at the foot of the
Pyrenees, and not the better-known place of that
name. (See Smith's DB21. ii. 1347).

(3) PHILIP (Φίλιππος) was the son of Herod the
Great by Cleopatra, a woman of Jerusalem (Ant.
XVII. i. 3). He had been educated at Rome, like
the remainder of Herod's sons. The territory
to which he succeeded on the death of his father
and by the decision of Augustus (see above),
consisted, according to Josephus, of Batanea,
Trachonitis, Auranitis, Gaulanitis, and Paneas
(Ant. xvii. viii. 1, xi. 4, xvin. iv. 6; BJ π. vi. 3),
according to St. Luke (31) the country of Itursea
and Trachonitis, Φίλιππου δέ . . . τετραρχουντο* τψ
Ίτονραίας καϊ Ίραχωνίτιδο* χώρα*. (On the meaning
of this passage see ITUR^A). Speaking generally,
it implied the district to the N. and E. of the
Sea of Galilee. Its revenues were computed at
100 talents, and his title was that of tetrarch.
He ruled for 38 years from his accession in B.C. 4
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until his death in A.D. 34, without any startling
event and without reproach. He was distinguished
from the other sons of Herod by the absence of
ambition, of cruelty, and of lust. He was only
once married, to Salome the daughter of Herodias,
and had no children. His character is summed up
by Jos. Ant. XVIII. iv. 6. ' He was moderate and
peaceful in his rule, and spent his whole life in his
country. He went out with only a small retinue,
always taking with him the throne on which he
might sit and judge. Whenever he met any one
who had need of him, he made no delay, but set
down the throne wherever he might be and heard
the case.'

His name is chiefly remembered by the city of
CiESAREA PHILIPPI, which he founded on the site of
Paneas at the head waters of the Jordan. It was
called Csesarea in honour of the emperor, and
received the name of Philippi to distinguish it from
the more important city on the seacoast. He
also rebuilt BETHSAIDA, situated on the left bank
of the Jordan where it flows into the Lake of
Gennesareth, and called it Julias. It was to
this city, in all probability, that our Lord retired
to escape the attention of Herod Antipas (Lk 910).
He also showed his loyalty to the emperors by
placing the busts of Augustus and Tiberius on his
coins, a course which was possible mainly owing
to the non-Jewish character of the population.

On his death his territory was joined to the
province of Syria, but its taxes were collected
separately. Caligula immediately on his accession
gave it to Agrippa.

(4) HEROD, called PHILIP, was the son of Herod
by Mariamne, daughter of Simon the high priest.
Her father was a priest, of too low class to be
allied with him, but too important to be despised.
Herod was wise enough not to use his authority
to her detriment, but did not scruple to make
her father high priest {Ant. XV. ix. 3). Herod had
been named in his father's first will, but, owing to
the treachery of his mother, was left out in sub-
sequent wills {BJl. xxx. 7), and lived and died
a private person, apparently in Rome (Ant. xviil.
v. 1). His claim to distinction is that he was the
first husband of Herodias. Apparently, he also bore
the name of Philip (Mt 143, Mk 617).

In Mk 61? all MSS read τγ,ν yvvaZxot, Φιλίττου του οώίλφου α,ΰτου.
In l i t 143 Φ,λ/Woy is omitted by D, the Vulgate, and some Old
Latin MSS. In Lk 319 it is omitted by Ν Β D, the Vulg., Old
Latin, and was probably not part of the original text.

The discrepancy may be explained either (1) by assuming that
Philip was the other name of Herod. This is all the more prob-
able, as in the passage of Josephus (Ant. XVIII. v. 4) Herod
Antipas is also called simply Herod. Against this is the fact
that St. Luke, who generally has by far the most accurate in-
formation concerning the Herods, does not give the name; (2)
by supposing that there is a confusion between the first husband
and the son-in-law of Herodias, for her daughter Salome married
Philip the tetrarch.

(5) AGRIPPA I. was born about the year 10 B.C.,
being 54 years old at the time of his death
in A.D. 44 {Ant. XIX. viii. 2). He was the son of
Aristobulus, son of Herod the Great by Mariamne,
granddaughter of Hyrcanus. His mother was
Bernice, daughter of Salome, Herod's sister, and of
Costobar {Ant. XVIII. v. 4). Not long after his birth
his father was put to death by Herod, and he him-
self with his mother sent to Rome, where he was
brought up. His mother was a friend of Antonia,
widow of the elder Drusus, and he himself enjoyed
the friendship of the younger Drusus. This im-
perial friendship appears to have been of doubtful
advantage. He was magnanimous, reckless, and
extravagant, spent large sums in bribing the im-
perial freedmen, got hopelessly into debt, and, on
the death of Drusus, lost the imperial favour.
He had to leave Rome, and during the next four-
teen years of his life was subject to many strange
vicissitudes. At one time he had even meditated

suicide. When Tiberius died (March 16, A.D. 37) he
was in prison, but the accession of Caligula, which
he had looked forward to so indiscreetly as to lose
his liberty, at length brought the change of his
fortunes. The new emperor immediately gave
him the tetrarchies of Philip and Lysanias, the
title of king, and a golden chain equal in weight
to the iron chain with which he had been bound
(Ant. xviii. vi. 10), while the senate added the
honorary title of prefect. In 38 he visited his
new possessions, but in 39 he was back in Rome.
He was responsible for the banishment of Herod
Antipas in 39, and received his tetrarchy in addition
to the other two. More creditable to him was the
wisdom and boldness with which he persuaded
Caius not to erect a statue of himself in the
temple at Jerusalem. The death of Caligula (41)
and the accession of Claudius gave him an oppor-
tunity of winning the goodwill of the latter; and
he received Judaea and Samaria in addition to his
other possessions, and ruled therefore over all the
territory of his grandfather.

It is from this date that his three years of
actual rule began. Its leading feature, and one
which harmonizes with the narrative in the Acts,
was his friendliness to the Jews and his regard for
Jewish customs. He began his reign by offering
all the fitting sacrifices in the temple, omitting
nothing that the law enjoined ; by paying the cost
of many who wished to fulfil their Nazirite vows ;
and by dedicating in the temple the golden chain
which he had received from Caius. His determi-
nation to uphold the privileges of his people was
speedily shown. Some young men in the town of
Dora had erected a statue of the emperor in the
Jewish synagogue in that place. This angered
Agrippa, for it meant the overthrow of the laws
of the country, and he used his influence to per-
suade Petronius the governor of Syria to interfere,
which he did, not only ordering the removal of the
statue, but punishing those who had erected it.
For his loyalty to Judaism both Josephus (Ant.
XIX. vii. 3) and the Pharisees (Schiirer, I. i. p. 444)
are loud in his praise. His conduct is contrasted
with that of Herod the Great, who showed all his
benevolence towards the Gentile cities. He con-
stantly lived in Jerusalem, and preferred it. He
kept the laws of his country in purity. He lived a
life of the strictest holiness, and allowed no day to
pass without offering the sacrifice. So the Mishna
tells us how he in person used to offer the first-
fruits ; and a story is told that at the Feast of
Tabernacles, as he read the words, Dt 1715 ' Thou
mayest not set a stranger over thee which is not
thy brother,' he burst into tears. And the people
cried out, 'Be not disturbed — thou. art our
brother ! thou art our brother ! ' He also used his
political influence—which was considerable—to
spread Judaism. When he betrothed his daughter
Drusilla to Epiphanes, son of Antiochus, king of
Commagene, he made him undertake to be circum-
cised.

Quite in accordance with this character is the
narrative in Ac 12. He began a persecution of
the Church. He slew James the brother of John
with the sword, and, finding that this was pleasing
to the Jews, proceeded to take Peter also. These
events happened during the Passover. Another
side of his Judaizing policy is shown by the
attempts which he made—both frustrated by the
interference of the governor of Syria, Marsus—to
strengthen his kingdom. He enlarged the Avails of
Jerusalem, and while at Tiberias received no less
than five vassal princes — Antiochus of Com-
magene, Sampsigeramus of Emesa, Cotys of Armenia
Minor, Polemon of Pontus, and Herod of Chalcis,
his own brother. That he was foolish enough to
meditate any treason is improbable; he was too
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fond of peace, and knew too well what was the
power of Rome; if he had any object beyond that
of increasing his own magnificence, it was probably
the extension of Jewish influence among them.

Of his death, which happened in A.D. 44, after
the beginning of the month Nisan (see CHRON-
OLOGY, vol. i. p. 416), we have two independent
accounts. According to Josephus (Ant. xix. viii. 2),
during the third year of his reign over all Judaea
he came to Ciesarea. There he presided at games
in honour of Csesar, surrounded by all the leading
men of the province. On the second day he put
on a robe of silver of wonderful make. When the
first rays of the sun struck it, it produced a
wonderful effect. Immediately there were cries
addressing him as a god, · Be propitious ; if up to
now we feared thee as a man, henceforth we con-
fess that thou art more than mortal.' The king
did not rebuke them. Shortly afterwards, looking
up, he saw an owl sitting over his head on a
cord. He knew that the bird, which had formerly
been a messenger of good, was now a messenger of
evil, ayye\ov re τούτον εύθύϊ ένόησεν κακών etvcu, rbv
και ποτέ των οτγαθων yevb^evov. He was immediately
seized with severe pains, and died after five days.
The allusion to the owl is to an omen which had
portended his good fortune when he was a prisoner
in Rome (Ant. xvm. vi. 7).

According to the Acts, Herod, after the release
of Peter, i.e. after the Passover, went down to
Ciesarea. He was angry with the people of Tyre
and Sidon, and a deputation from them came before
him asking for peace. Herod, on a day arranged,
put on his royal robe, and sitting on his throne
made an address to them. The people cried, It is
the voice of a god, and not of a man. And immedi-
ately an angel of the Lord struck him, because he
gave not God the glory ; and he was eaten of worms,
and died.

It is quite clear that there is a substantial
agreement between these passages as to the main
incident, but a difference which is quite incompat-
ible with any literary obligation on the part of the
author of the Acts.

Agrippa had married Cypros, daughter of
Phasael, who was son of Phasael, Herod's brother.
Her mother was Salampsio, daughter of Herod by
Mariamne, granddaughter of Hyrcanus. He had
two sons, AGRIPPA (see below) and Drusus, who
died young, and three daughters, BERNICE,
Mariamne, and DRUSILLA.

(6) AGRIPPA IL, or, as he describes himself on
coins, Marcus Julius Agrippa, was the son of
Agrippa I. and Cypros. He was only 17 years
old at the death of his father in 44, and Claudius
was persuaded not to give him his father's kingdom
owing to his youth. Agrippa then arrived at
Rome, and used his influence on behalf of the Jews
(Ant. xx. vi. 3). On the death of his uncle,
Herod of Chalcis, he received the tetrarchy of the
latter and the oversight of the temple {Ant.
XX. v. 2; BJ II. xii.). In the year 53 he gave
up Chalcis and received the tetrarchies of Philip
and Lysanias. Later, Nero added various cities
in Galilee and Peraea (Ant. xx. vii. 1, viii. 4). Of
his relations to his sister Bernice the worst re-
ports were current. Like all the Herods, he tried
to combine Judaism and Hellenism. He improved
his capital city, Ciesarea Philippi, and called
it Neronias; he adorned Berytus with many
statues and buildings; his coins bore effigies of the
emperors. But Rabbinical tradition records his
interest in Jewish questions; he attempted to
extend Judaism among the surrounding kings, and
under him the temple was finished (Ant. xx. ix. 6).

In Ac 25. 26 we have an account of the speech
of St. Paul before Agrippa, Bernice, and Festus.
St. Paul's compliment, that Agrippa was ' expert.in

all customs and questions which are among the
Jews,' was well deserved, and the somewhat
enigmatic 'Almost thou persuadest me to be a
Christian* may be interpreted according to our
conception of Agrippa's character.

Agrippa did what he could to check the growing
storm (BJ Π. xv. 1), and during all the war was
on the side of the Romans. He took part in the
festivities which succeeded the victory (BJVII. ii. 1),
and received a considerable increase of territory.
Of his later life we only know that Josephus corre-
sponded with him and received from him informa-
tion for his history (Jos. Vita, 65). He died about
the year 100 A.D., the last of the Herods.

vii. WOMEN OF THE FAMILY.—(1) HERODTAS
('Hpu&ds, WH Ή/οφδίά?) was daughter of Aris-
tobulus, son of Herod by Mariamne, daughter of
Hyrcanus. Her mother was Bernice, daughter of
Salome, Herod's sister. She was thus sister of
Herod of Chalcis, of Agrippa I., and of the younger
Aristobulus (Ant. xvin. v. 4). According to
Josephus, she married first of all Herod, son of
Herod the Great by Mariamne, daughter of Simon
the high priest, and by him had a daughter of the
name of SALOME. According to Ac 617, and prob-
ably Mt 143, her first husband's name was PHILIP
(wh. see). Prompted apparently by ambition, she
left him and married his brother Antipas. It was
this marriage that drew upon them the rebuke of
John the Baptist, and caused the tragedy that
followed (Mt 148'11, Mk 614"18); and it was Herodias'
ambition which caused Antipas his final ruin.
' She said life was unbearable for them if Agrippa,
who came to her husband in such extreme poverty,
now returned a king, while he himself, the son of
a king, was contented with a private life' (Ant.
xvm. vii. 1). Her pride made her faithful to her
husband in misfortune. Josephus represents her as
saying to Caius, when he told her that it was only
her brother who prevented her from sharing the
calamity of her husband, * You indeed, Ο em-
peror ! say this in a magnificent manner, and
as becomes you ; but the love which I have for my
husband hinders me from partaking of the favour
of your gift; for it is not right that I, who have
been a Dartner in his prosperity, should forsake
him in his misfortunes.'

(2) SALOME was the name of the daughter of
Herod (Philip) and Herodias who danced before
Herod Antipas as mentioned Mt 143"6 and Mk 617"22

(but cf. reading of WH in v.22). She married (1)
Herod Philip, tetrarch of Trachonitis, by whom she
had no children, and (2) Aristobulus, son of Herod of
Chalcis, by whom she had three children—Herod,
Agrippa, and Aristobulus (Ant. xvm. v. 4).

(3) BERNICE or BERENICE (Β€ρνΙκη) was the eldest
daughter of Agrippa I. She was born about
the year 28, being 16 years old at the time of
her father's death in 44 (Ant. xix. ix. 1). She
was betrothed first to Marcus, son of Alexander
the alabarch, but seems never to have been
married to him (Ant. xix. v. 1, but there is some
doubt as to the reading); then about the year
41, being then 13 years old, she was married by
her father to her uncle Herod, for whom he
obtained from Claudius the kingdom of Chalcis.
By him she had two sons, Bernicianus and Hyr-
canus (BJ II. xi. 6). Herod of Chalcis died in
48. Bernice then lived at her brother's house,
and the worst rumours were afloat concerning
their relationship—rumours which reached as far
as Rome (cf. Juv. Sat yi. 156-160: ' . . . adamas
notissimus et Beronices in digito factus pretiosior ;
hunc dedit olim Barbarus incestae, dedit hunc
Agrippa sorori, observant ubi festa mero pede
sabbata reges, et vetus indulget senibus dementia
porcis. . . .'). In order to allay these suspicions
she induced Polemon, king of Cilicia, who was
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attracted by her wealth, to be circumcised and
to marry her. But she soon left him, fo' ακολασία?
Josephus tells us, and returned to her brother
(Ant. XX. vii. 3). About the year 58 we find
her with Agrippa visiting Festus to greet him
on his appointment, and so, like her younger and
equally notorious sister, Drusilla, listening to St.
Paul. It may be noticed that great emphasis is
laid on her presence. She was one who could
always attract attention to herself (Ac 2513·23 2630).
The next that we hear of her is in the spring of
66. She was in Jerusalem performing a Nazirite
vow. Horrified by the massacre which Florus had
ordered, she attempted to stop it, first sending her
attendants to Florus, ultimately appearing herself
(so it was said) barefooted before him. The only
result seems to have been that the soldiers mur-
dered their victims before her face and attempted
to kill her. But, after her palace was burnt by
the Jewish populace, she became an ardent sup-
porter of the Roman cause and the Flavian dynasty
(BJ II. xv. 1, xvii. 6). Already in 68 there seem
to have been intimate relations between her and
Titus (Tac. Hist. ii. 2); in 75 she came to Rome with
her brother, and the intimacy was renewed. She
lived in the Palatine with him, behaved as his
wife (πάντα 'ήδη ώ$ καΐ γυνή αύτοϋ οΰσα έποίει, Dio
Cass. lxvi. 15), and was said to have been promised
marriage (insignem regince Bernices amorem cui
etiam nuptias pollicitus ferebatur, Suet. Tit. 7).
But the unpopularity of the connexion persuaded
Titus that he must give her up, and when she
returned to Rome after the death of Vespasian
he took no notice of her ('Berenicen statim ab
urbe dimisit invitus invitam,' Suet. loc. cit.; Dio
Cass. lxvi. 18 ; and Au. Viet. Epit. 10); but even her
fidelity to her royal lover was not free from sus-
picion, and a reputed paramour was murdered by
the orders of Titus. After this period she vanishes
from history. The only other memorial of her is
an inscription found at Athens (CIG 361; C. I.
Att. in. i. 556)—

Ή βουλή η 4ξ 'Αρείου πάγου καϊ ή βουλή των χ καΐ δ
δήμο? Ίουλίαν Βερενείκην βασίλισσαν μεγάλην, Ιουλίου
Άγρίππα βασιλέως θυγατέρα καϊ μεyάλωv βασιλέων ευερ-
γετών τψ 7ro\ecos 'έκγονον. . . .

A simple narrative of Bernice's life is really
more eloquent than any comment. She was the
last member of the family who played any pro-
minent part in history.

(4) DKUSILLA (Αρουσίλλα) was the youngest of
the three daughters of Agrippa I. She was born
about the year 38, being 6 years old at the
time of her father's death, in 44 (Ant. XIX. ix. 1);
but she had already been betrothed by her father
to Epiphanes, son of Antiochus, king of Comma-
gene. He, however, refused to fulfil his promise
to be circumcised, and the marriage never took
place. Her brother at the completion of the 12th
year of Claudius (53) received from the emperor
the northern part of Palestine, and then gave
Drusilla, now about 14 years old, in marriage
to Azizus, king of Emesa, who was willing to be
circumcised. The marriage was neither happy
nor of long continuance. Felix, procurator of
Palestine, a freed man who had the distinction of
being the husband of three queens (Suet. Claudius,
28), was so overcome by her beauty that he at-
tempted to gain her for his wife. He sent, to
effect this purpose, a man of the name of Simon,
a Cyprian by birth, who had the reputation of
being a * magician.' She, unhappy in her mar-
riage and wishing to escape her sister Bernice's
jealousy, deserted her husband and transgressed
the Jewish law so far as to consent to marry a
Gentile. This marriage cannot have taken place
earlier than 53 or later than 54, for in the first
year of Nero (54-55) Azizus died, and we are par-

ticularly told that she left her husband. Drusilla
had one son by Felix, called Agrippa, who perished
in an eruption of Mt. Vesuvius in the reign of
Titus, it is added συν T?J γυναι,κί, which is inter-
preted by some to refer to his mother, by others
to a wife of his own.

In Ac 2424 we are told how Felix with D^silla
his own wife (ry ίδια γυναικί, RV), a Jewess, heard
St. Paul speak of faith in Christ, and how, when
he spake of righteousness, and self-restraint, and
judgment to come, Felix trembled.

viii. CHARACTER OF THE HEROD DYNASTY.—
In conclusion, it will be convenient to sum up
some characteristics of the dynasty of the Herods.

(1) In the first place, we may take them as
typical representatives of the lieges Socii under
the empire. Of no other of the provinces have
we the same detailed information as of the
Jews in Josephus, and we are able to see the
system of what we should call * Protected states'
at work. The kings and other rulers were abso-
lutely dependent on the imperial power ; they had
no right of making war, their wills were only
valid when confirmed by the emperor; they were
expected to provide auxiliary troops when neces-
sary. How clearly the Herods realized the limita-
tions of their power is shown by the skilful manner
in which they conciliated the Romans. Within
their own territory they were supreme, but even
here they were liable to accusations from their
subjects. The value of the system in governing
Orientals, whose character was so difficult for
Romans to understand, may be realized by the
contrast afforded to the government of the pro-
curators. If Agrippa had lived there would per-
haps have been no Jewish war.

(2) In relation to Judaism the first and most
obvious characteristic of their rule is the Hellen-
izing influence that it represented. However dis-
tasteful to a large number of the people, however
alien to their religious spirit, there is no doubt
that the influence was considerable. It produced
the inevitable reaction which was one of the causes
of the final war, but it modified the ideas of those
even who resented it. For Judaism to play its
part in the world, it was necessary for it to have
some contact with the spirit of Hellenism; and
that the Herods gave it.

(3) The peculiar character and influence of Anti-
pater and his descendants undoubtedly made
Judaism a much more conspicuous factor in the
Graeco-Roman world than it would have been
otherwise. We know how Caesar recognized the
Jews as one of the three divisions of people; we
know how from him they obtained recognition of
their privileges in a marked way, and this was to
a considerable extent due to the Herods. More-
over, the social influence of the Herods seems to
have been a considerable factor in extending
Judaism among the other kings of the East.

(4) And how far were the Herodian monarchy
and aspirations a natural product of Judaism?
They were not absolutely inconsistent with its
history, they were in keeping with its higher
aspirations. From the days of Solomon temporal
sovereignty had always been a dream of many of
the people. It achieved its most prominent success
in Herod, and the very success made the religious
conscience of the people reject it. Ultimately,
Christianity and Rabbinism became the two real
products of Jewish history. ' The leaven of Herod'
was felt to be unsound.

LITERATURE.—Our authorities may practically be reduced to
two. Josephus has narrated to us the history of the whole
Herod family with great fulness, and to supplement him we
have only isolated references in other writings. A history from
Rabbinical sources is given by Derenbourg, Essai sur I'histoire
et la goographie de la Palestine. Modern authorities may
practically be confined to Schurer, Geschichte des Jiidischen
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Volkes im Zeitalter Jesu Christ (there is an English transla-
tion), who gives full references to all authorities ancient and
modern. The best monographs are by Keim, in SchenkeVs
Bibel-lexicon. Accounts of the Herods are given by Stanley
and Milman, and there is a popular work by Farrar. The
articles in Smith's DB by Westcott are good.

A. C. HEADLAM.

HERODIANS (Έρωδιανοί, WH -ρψδ-).— The Hero-
dians are mentioned twice in the Gospels (Mk 36 in
Galilee; Mt 2216=Mk 1213 in Jems.), along with the
Pharisees, as adversaries of Jesus. Some of the
later Church Fathers (e.^.Tertullian) regarded them
as a religious party, who held Herod to be the
Messiah ; but this is altogether improbable. They
were apparently a political party, most probably
the adherents of the dynasty of Herod. At the
death of Herod (B.C. 4), his ldngdom was divided
among his sons, Idumsea, Judaea, and Samaritis
being allotted to Archelaus. When Archelaus was
deposed (A.D. 6 or 7), a Roman procurator was put
in his place, and thenceforward Judaea continued
under procurators, with the exception of a brief
interval, during which Herod Agrippa I. united
under his sway all the dominions of his grand-
father. It was doubtless the constant desire of
the family of Herod to restore the kingdom of
their father; and the Herodians would seem to
have been the party of those who favoured their
pretensions. They were neither the adherents,
in particular, of Herod Antipas, tetrarch of
Galilee, nor exactly the friends of Rome; but
those among the Jews who, in more or less veiled
opposition to the Roman procuratorship, as well as
to the idea of a pure theocracy, desired the restora-
tion of the national kingdom under one or other
of the sons of Herod. Their alliance with the
Pharisees in opposition to our Lord was not due to
religious or political sympathy, but to the recogni-
tion by both parties that Jesus was their greatest
common foe. The question regarding the tribute
paid to Coasar (Mt 2217, Mk 1214) was skilfully
calculated to draw from Him an answer that
would either lead to His being accused of sedition
against Rome (Lk 2020), or discredit Him among
the people. In order to get rid of Jesus, the
Pharisees, who combined even with the Sadducees,
would not scruple to enter into a temporary alli-
ance with the Herodians, however much they were
opposed to their religious and political sentiments.
(See Keim, Jesus of Nazara, iii. 157 If., and in
Schenkel's Bibellex. iii. 65 ίί.) D. EATON.

HERODIAS.—See HEROD, pp. 353, 360b.

HERODION (Ήρωδίων, WH -ρφδ-).— A Christian
mentioned Ro 1611, apparently a Jew (συγγενής), and
perhaps a freedman of the Herods. See ARIS-
TOBULUS, vol. i. p. 148a.

HERON (ηζ2τχ 'anaphah, χαραδριός, charadrion).—
This word designates an unclean bird (Lv II 1 9, Dt
1418), not otherwise mentioned in the Bible, but suf-
ficiently well known to be taken as a type of a class.
The LXX rendering simply means a swamp bird.
The fact of the occurrence of this name immediately
after πτρπ stork, and followed by the expression
' after her kind,' gives the only clue we have to the
bird intended. Of the birds suggested by various
authorities, as the eagle, parrot, and swallow, none
would go in a group with the stork. The heron,
on the other hand, belongs to the same group, and,
unlike the stork, of which only one species is found
in the Holy Land, has no fewer than six species
of the genus Ardea alone. The most common of
these is A. cinerea, L., the Grey Heron (Arab.
dUnkeleh and ghurnuk). Less common is A. pur-
purea, L., the Purple Heron; A. alba, L., the
White Egret; A. garzetta, L., the Lesser Egret;
A. bubulcus, Audouin, the Buff-backed Heron or

White Ibis (Arab. Abu-Bekr); A. ralloides, Scop.,
the Squacco Heron. There are also three other
genera * after their kind,' Ardetta minuta, L., the
Little Bittern; Nycticorax griseus, L., the Night
Heron; and Botaurus stellaris, L., the Bittern. In
the absence of a better we may retain the rendering
of EV * heron.' RVm (Lv II19) gives ' ibis.'

G. E. POST.
HESHBON (pyn, LXX Έσεβών, Ήσβών, Jos 2139 Β)

('device' or 'reckoning'; note play on the word
in Jer 482 ' in H. they have devised . . .').—The
chief city of Sihon king of the Amorites, captured
by the Israelites on their way to the Jordan. The
defeat of Sihon is related Nu 2121-26 (E), Dt 224"37,
referred to briefly Dt I4 36 446 297, Jos 910 122·5

1321.27f Neh 922, more fully in Jephthah's message
to the king of the Ammonites, Jg ll19-22. In these
passages Sihon is spoken of as ' king of' or ' dwell-
ing in' Heshbon. In the distribution of the land
H. is assigned to Reuben by Moses, Nu 323·27 (E),
and Joshua, Jos 1310·17·21. The inheritance of Gad
extended from H. to Ramath-mizpeh, Jos 1326 (P);
and in the list of Levitical cities (Jos 2139 (P), 1 Ch
681) H. is reckoned as belonging to Gad.

In the prophecies of Isaiah and Jeremiah (Is 154

168·9, Jer 482·34·45 493) H. and cities in its neigh-
bourhood are mentioned as cities of Moab. For
these passages, and the reference to H. in the
song quoted Nu 2127f·, see MOAB and SIHON. The
Jews are again in possession of H. in the time of
Alexander Jannaeus (Jos. Ant. XIII. xv. 4, where
H. is described as in the country of Moab), and
the surrounding district is called in Herod's time
Essebonitis (Ant. xv. viii. 5) and Sebonitis (BJII.
xviii. 1). Whether in the account of places taken
by Judas Maccabceus (1 Mac 526·36, Jos. Ant. xn.
viii. 3) H. is mentioned, is doubtful [see notes
on passage in 1 Mac (Camb. Bible for Schools) and
the various readings in Niese's Josephus].

In the Onomasticon H. (Έσβοΰς) is described as
'urbs insignis' in the mountains, 20 miles (Roman)
from the Jordan. The name occurs as the seat of
a bishopric in the acts of the Council of Chalcedon.
St. Sylvia of Aquitania describes Esebon as visible
from Mt. Nebo, which is confirmed by modern
travellers, and adds that it is now called Exebon
—an interesting piece of evidence as to the pro-
nunciation of the name in her time (Palestine
Pilgrims Text Society, vol. i. 28). In the life of
Saladin in the same series (vol. xiii. p. 97) occurs
the modern name Hesbdn, and Abulfeda mentions
i i h b i d G h A b i t d i t d b,
it as inhabited (Geography, Arabic text, edited by
Schiers, p. 129, and translated by Lestrange, Pal.
under the Moslems, p. 456). The site is now
covered with extensive ruins, chiefly Roman, and
by the side of the plateau on which these are
situated runs a stream issuing from a cave, at
which the tribes in the neighbourhood obtain
water for themselves and their cattle. From the
stream a steep winding mountain-path leads up-
wards to the city, and at the top of the ascent
passes through a sort of passage cut through the
rocks, about 3 or 4 yards wide. Buhl (Palastina,
p. 123) remarks that in a branch of Wady Hesban,
N.W. of the city, are traces of ancient pools and
conduits. It requires some imagination on the
part of travellers to identify the one large ruined
reservoir noted by them with ' the pools of
Heshbon by the gate of Bath-rabbim' (Ca 74); but
the position of the stream outside the present
ruins, and the descriptions given above, fully illus-
trate the passage. Further information may be
obtained from Reland's Palestina, containing reft',
to Talmud, Ptolemy, Pliny, etc.; Conder, Heth
and Moab, p. 125 if.; PEFSt, 1882, 1888.

A. T. CHAPMAN.
HESHMON (fwn).—An unknown town in the

extreme south of Jiidah, Jos 1527.
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HETH (letter).—See CHETH.

HETH (nn, etym. and meaning unknown).—
According to J (Gn 1015=1 Ch I13), a son of Canaan.
Ρ (mistakenly, as Budde, Stade, Ed. Meyer, etc.,
think) locates BSnd-Heth at Mamre in the time
of Abraham, who purchased from Ephron the
Hittite the cave of Machpelah, Gn 233tf· 2510 4932.
The wives of Esau are described in Gn 2746 as
'daughters of Heth,' a designation which is
identified in the same verse with * daughters of the
land' and in 281·8 with 'daughters of Canaan.'
' I t appears that (π)'ίΐππ had their proper seat in
the north (where also they were encountered by
Assyrians from time of Tiglath-pileser I. and by
Egyptians from time of Tahutmes ill., cf. also
Jg 33, Jos II3), but that individual Hittites were
known in Israel (cf. besides 1 S 266, 2 S II 3 etc., 1 Κ
920); that the Hittites were regarded (by J E D ) a s
one of the peoples of Canaan, and that the name
even came to be used in a more general sense for
Canaanites. Only in Ρ do they appear as having
a definite settlement in the south' {Uxf. Heb. Lex.).
Sayce's argument for the presence of Hittites in
Hebron is disproved by Gray (see Expositor, May
1898, p. 340 f.). J. A. SELBIE.

HETHLON (p^n).—An otherwise unknown city,
named in Ezk 4713 481 as situated on the ideal
northern boundary of Israel, in the neighbourhood
of Hamath and Zedad (cf. Nu 348). Provided the
text is not corrupt, Hethlon is probably (so Furrer,
ZDPV viii. 27) the modern Heitela N.E. of Tripoli.
The LXX has in Ezk 4715 περίσχιξούσψ and in 481

π€ρι.σχίξοντο$. It may be mentioned that v. Kasteren
proposes to identify Hethlon with the modern
Adlun N. of the mouth of the ]£asimiyeh, which
he takes to have been the ideal northern boundary
of Israel. Bertholet {Hesekiel, ad loc.) and Buhl
{GAP 66 f.) are inclined to favour v. Kasteren's
identification. Γ. HOMMEL.

HEWER OF WOOD.—The Gibeonites, for their
fraud practised upon Joshua, were condemned to
become ' hewers of wood (D ŷ ^ph) and drawers of
water' for the congregation (Jos 921·27) and for the
house of God (923) or altar of J" (927). The phrase
occurs also in Dt 2911, where it is applied to
strangers serving individual Israelites. Perhaps a
more accurate translation, and one that better
brings out the menial nature of the occupation, is
' gatherers of firewood' (see Driver on Dt 2911);
though the word for 'hewers' is used alone in
2 Ch 210 of those that hew timber for building.
See DRAWER OF WATER.

HEXATEUCH.*—The name Hexateuch is now
generally given by critics to the first 6 books of
OT on the analogy of the Pentateuch, the name
long given to the first 5. The object of the change
of name is to show that the 6 rather than the 5 form
a complete literary whole, and may be looked upon
as one book in 6 parts. It is not intended by the
title either to exclude the possibility that the
Hexateuch, like the rest of OT, was subject to con-
stant revision, or to imply that the sources out of
which it was compiled are necessarily to be found
only in these books. A century ago it was a
matter of common belief that the Pentateuch was
written by Moses ; but this belief never rested on
anything but tradition, and will not bear examina-
tion. It will be shown that, in fact, these books are
the result of complicated literary processes ex-

* In this article the following abbreviations are used :—J=
Jahwistic document, E=Elohistic document, J E = J and Ε
combined, D=Deuteronomic Code, JED=JE and D combined,
Ρ=Priestly document, P h = t h e Code of Holiness, Pg=the main
work of P, Ja, E», etc. = the schools of J, E, etc., R=Reviser, at
whatever period.

tending over a long period. As the Mosaic author-
ship will be thus disproved at the very outset, it
requires no separate discussion.

i. THE COMPOSITE CHARACTER OF THE HEXA-
TEUCH.—This is proved by (a) the many unnecessary
repetitions. Thus the creation of beasts and birds
is related in Gn I21"25 and again in 219, of man in
I2 7 and in 27. The corruption of man and his
threatened punishment are described in 61"7, and
repeated almost immediately afterwards in 611"13

[see FLOOD]. Abraham's departure from his native
land is told in II 3 1 and in 121"4*. The latter cannot
have originally referred to his departure from
Haran, which was not his native land (see 121).
The statement of the destruction of the ' cities of
the Plain' and Lot's escape in 1929 is clearly un-
necessary after the detailed account of the events
just given. The charge given to Jacob to flee to
his uncle Laban is twice related, in 2742"45 and in
281'7. So in Joseph's early history is the passing
of the trading caravans, and his being taken down
into Egypt, cf. 3725"27 39* with 3728a· 36. The
giving of names to certain sacred spots is in
many cases twice recorded, e.g. Beersheba 2122-34

2626-33, Bethel 2810"22 359"15. We have even three
accounts of the laughter which occasioned the
naming of Isaac 1717 1812 216·7. In the other books
we find similar, though less frequent, repetitions.
The name J" is twice revealed to Moses Ex 313"15

62"9. The naming of Meribah and the events which
gave rise to it are twice related Ex 171"7, Nu 201"13.
Of the incidents of the manna and the quails, each
occurs twice Ex 16, Nu 11. The frequent repetition
of similar laws throughout the legislative portion
of Hex. is obvious to the most casual reader. We
have striking examples in the laws for the burnt-
offering Lv 1. 2217"33, the thank-offerings Lv 3. 711"21.
In Joshua we find in 121"6 138"12 two descriptions of
the territory given to the trans-Jordanic tribes,
quite distinct from the more detailed account of
the portions assigned to the separate tribes in
1315"31. The way in which Caleb obtained his
portion is fully narrated in 146'15, and stated again
as though a fresh fact in 1513, and enlarged upon
in 1514"19. The lot for the children of Joseph is
shortly described in 161"3, and then given again in
rather greater detail, but with some repetitions, in
vv.4"9. It should be also borne in mind that the
number of repetitions, of which in any case this is
by no means a complete list, is largely increased if
we regard as such what in their present form
appear as similar incidents occurring on different
occasions. Thus there can be little doubt that the
three deceptions on the part of a patriarch's wife
narrated in Gn 1210'20 201"18 261"11 are mere variants
of the same story. The same is true of the ex-
pulsions of Hagar in Gn 16. 219"21.

(b) Frequent discrepancies and inconsistencies.—
The Creation story beginning with Gn 24b differs
from that of IMS4*1 in almost every particular, but
most notably in the order of creation, the manner
in which man is created, and in the creation of one
single woman after that of a single man. The
Flood according to 712·17 86·1 0·1 2 lasted 54 days,
according to 724 83 at least 150. [For other discrep-
ancies see FLOOD]. Abraham's incredulity with
reference to the possibility of Isaac's birth is men-
tioned in 1717 without comment, as though quite a
natural thing. Precisely the same incredulity on
Sarah's part is severely reprimanded in 1812"15, and
a different occasion and explanation of Sarah's
laughter is given in 216·7. The youth of Sarah
implied in Γ210'20 201"8 is inconsistent with Sarah's
age as stated in 1717; and it is strange that
Abraham, so old that his begetting of Isaac is
regarded as an unheard of miracle in 1717 1811,
should after Sarah's death have married a second
wife, and had several children 251*6. The caravan
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which bought Joseph consisted according to S725"27

391 of Ishmaelites, according to 3728·86 of Midian-
ites. Often totally different explanations are given
of the same name, as of Issachar, which in 3015·16 is
connected with the hire for the love-apples given
by Leah to Rachel, in 3018 with the hire given
by God to Leah for giving her handmaid to her
husband. In 3020a Zebulun is so named because
God had given Leah a good dowry (-πτ), in v.20b to
express the hope that Jacob would dwell (bii) with
her. Joseph is so called in 3023 because God had
taken away (ησκ) Rachel's reproach, in ver.24 in the
hope that J" would add (ψ*) another son. In 322

Mahanaim is so called because of the companies of
angels which Jacob met there, in 327*10 there is a
significant mention of the two companies of people,
flocks, etc., that were with Jacob. In the early
history of Exodus we find a certain number of
incidents which imply that the Israelites were
living among the Egyptians, as the story of the
mid wives I15*22, and especially the events of the
Passover night, when the houses of the Israelites
had to be marked 127·13, and the Israel itish women
were able to ask for jewels of their Egyptian
neighbours 1235· Μ. In many other passages the
Israelites are described as living in Goshen, a
country quite separate from the rest of Egypt, and
distinguished by immunity from plagues (see esp.
Gn 4Θ34, Ex 822 926). The law requiring that altars
should be made of earth or unhewn stones, Ex 2024,
is inconsistent with the directions given so soon
after for the altar of acacia wood overlaid with
brass in 271"8; and the permission to erect such
altars as the first in every place where J" should
record His name, implying a large number of
sanctuaries, does not accord with the frequent
directions in Dt that offerings should be made
only in the place which J" should choose, Dt 124"11

etc. Many other inconsistencies of the same kind
will be noticed in the course of this article. [See
EXODUS, LEVITICUS].

(c) Want of continuity and order in the narra-
tive.—A history of Noah should have begun, not at
Gn 69, but certainly before 68, and most probably
before 529. A history of Noah's sons Gn 101

should have included 918"27. In Gn 201 'Abraham
journeyed from thence,' should naturally have
followed some statement mentioning the place
where he was, instead of a chapter dealing with
the history of Lot. Ch. 359 implies that Jacob had
just returned from Paddan-aram, and precludes
the events of ch. 34. At any rate, it is out of place
after the revelation in 351. In 372b * Joseph being
seventeen years,' etc., in the present text follows
what is evidently the beginning of a history, or
more probably a genealogy, of Jacob. Ex 78-13

fol lows awkwardly after 71"7. It would be naturally
at the first interview that Pharaoh would demand a
wonder. Ch. 114, in which Moses speaks as a matter
of course to Pharaoh, comes strangely after 1029, in
which he agrees never to see Pharaoh's face again.
In the Sinaitic narrative as it now stands, it is
almost impossible to get any intelligent idea of
the order of events. In Ex 19 alone, Moses, the
old man of 80, ascends and descends the mount
no fewer than 4 times 193· 7 · 8 b · 9 b · 1 4 · 2 0 · 2 S . Ch. 20
follows very abruptly upon 1925. Moses ascends
again apparently in 2021, and no fewer than 3 times
in ch. 24, without any descent being mentioned
between 249·13·18. In ch. 33 there is obviously no
connexion between vv.12 and11, and it is difficult to
see the connexion between ννΛ11 and the rest of
the chapter, and throughout there is a want of any
definite order in the various pleadings of Moses
with God. Lv 2646 marks the conclusion of the
Sinaitic legislation, and yet other cases follow in
ch. 27, and a second similar conclusion is given at the
close, 27s4. Nu 71"9 seems to imply that prepara-

tions for the journey from Sinai were made directly
after the completion and consecration of the
tabernacle, and it is difficult to see what room is
left for the legislation contained in the whole of
Leviticus. The account of the spies in ch. 13 and
the rebellion of Korah, Dathan, and Abiram in ch.
16 involve numerous petty difficulties if read as con-
tinuous narratives (see below, iii. 2. C). The
writing of Moses' song in Dt 3122 and of the law in
3124 are clearly out of place, the former referring
to the following chapter, the latter to the laws
given in previous chapters. The breaks in Joshua
are not so obvious at first sight, but a careful
reader will see that the book represents two
different conceptions of the conquest of Canaan—
one a rapid and complete conquest of almost the
whole land under Joshua, and a subsequent allot-
ment of the conquered portions; the other a
gradual settlement carried out by the independent
action of several tribes, an allotment having taken
place before the conquest. The latter conception
is more in agreement with Jg 1. But the accounts
in Joshua which embody these two ideas have
been so carefully interwoven that if that book
stood alone it would be difficult to found an argu-
ment upon them.

(d) Differences of style and conception.—These,
especially so far as they are connected with special
phraseology, will be treated more fully at a later
stage of the inquiry. It will be sufficient for the
present, in addition to what has been already said
of the Bk. of Joshua, to point out two very striking
examples. (1) Notice the very remarkable differ-
ence in the whole tone and character of the two
Creation stories, Gn l-24a and 24b etc. The first
describes creation as taking place in a systematic
order, reaching its climax in man created male and
female, everything being made out of nothing by a
separate fiat of almighty God. In the second, all
other things belonging to the earth (the heavenly
bodies are not mentioned) are made, after the
existence of the first man, in the order best suited
for his wants, ending in the creation of woman.
Men at least are moulded out of another material,
the first man out of the dust of the ground, the
first woman out of a rib taken from her husband.
J" walks and talks almost as a man with men.
The first account is in form artificial and rhythmical,
the second graphic and picturesque. (2) We may
observe the same kind of difference in the concep-
tion of Moses. According to Ex 1522 4 l t M 7 he is
indeed an able and practical leader, but a weak
and timid speaker, who is allowed to engage Aaron
as his spokesman. In Dt he appears as the most
fluent and eloquent speaker of the Bible.

It can hardly be denied that these facts taken
together form an irresistible argument for the
belief that the Hex. was compiled from a variety
of sources. It has been sometimes suggested that
Moses compiled Genesis, but actually wrote the
last four books of the Pentateuch. This does not
meet the facts of the case, because, as already
seen, the same phenomena which prove Genesis to
be a compilation and not an original work appear
abundantly in Exodus, and evidently enough in
the other books of the Hexateuch. The com-
pilation must therefore have taken place consider-
ably after the time of Moses.

h. METHOD OF COMPOSITION.— A. Three views
at least are possible, which we may call (1) con-
glomeration or crystallization, (2) expansion, (3)
stratification.

(1) The first would imply that a number of
fragments, handed down either in writing or by
oral tradition, were collected together so as to
form a literary whole. If the fragments were
collected at one single time the process might
aptly be called conglomeration. Crystallization
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becomes the more appropriate term if we suppose
that the fragments were gathered by degrees
round some earlier nucleus. In fact it approaches
more or less closely to (2).

(2) The second hypothesis is that a small original
document, or a very definite oral tradition, was
expanded by frequent revision at subsequent
periods.

(3) Stratification is intended to imply that
certain more or less independent documents, dealing
largely with the same series of events, were com-
posed at different periods, or, at any rate, under
different auspices, and were afterwards combined,
so that our present Hex. contains these several
different literary strata.

There is probably some degree of truth in all
these hypotheses, but there are strong reasons for
believing that the last most nearly expresses the
truth, and with some modifications it is the
accepted theory of the great body of modern critics.
The necessary modifications are : {a) that each
stratum, before its incorporation into the united
work, was subject to more or less revision, and in
some cases considerable expansion from time to
time ; (6) that the combination of the several strata
was itself a gradual process, some being already
combined before others had been produced; (c) that
the whole when combined was subject to editorial
revision ; (d) that certain fragments remain which
probably did not originally belong to any of these
larger strata, but have been connected with them
either by the original writers or by later revisers.

B. The main grounds for accepting this third
hypothesis (stratification) are : (1) that the various
literary pieces, with very few exceptions, will be
found on examination to arrange themselves by
common characteristics into comparatively few
groups; (2) that an original consecution of narra-
tive may be frequently traced between what in
their present form are isolated fragments. This
will be better understood by the following illus-
tration. Let us suppose a problem of this kind:
Given a patchwork quilt, explain the character of
the original pieces out of which the bits of stuff com-
posing the quilt were cut. First, we notice that,
however well the colours may blend, however nice
and complete the whole may look, many of the
adjoining pieces do not actually agree in material,
texture, pattern, colour, or the like. Ergo, they
have been made up out of very different pieces of
stuff. So far, we have only proved what may turn
out to be the first hypothesis of those given above, a
conglomeration of fragments. But suppose that
we further discover that many of the bits, though
now separated, are like one another in material,
texture, etc., we may conjecture that these may
have been cut out of one piece. But we shall
prove this beyond reasonable doubt if we find that
several bits when unpicked fit together, so that
the pattern of one is continued in the other ; and,
moreover, that if all of like character are sorted
out they form, say, four groups, each of which
was evidently once a single piece of stuff, though
parts of each are found missing because, no doubt,
they have not been required to make the whole.
But we make the analogy with the Hexateuch even
closer, if we further suppose that in certain parts
of the quilt the bits belonging to, say, two of these
groups are so combined as to form a subsidiary
pattern within the larger pattern of the whole
quilt, and had evidently been sewn together
before being connected with other parts of the
quilt; and we may make it even closer still, if we
suppose that, besides the more important bits of
stuff, smaller embellishments, borderings, and the
like, had been added so as to improve the general
effect of the whole.

C. It will now be shown that this view of the

composition of the Hexateuch is borne out by an
examination of the books. To do so we will first
call attention to a few isolated facts, the bearing
of which on the general question will afterwards
appear. (1) It is obvious to the most casual reader
that the Bk. of Dt, speaking generally, differs
strikingly in style and character from the other
books of the Hexateuch. It produces when read
a different impression, just as St. John produces a
different impression from the other Gospels. On
examination we discover that this difference of
impression is chiefly due to its highly spiritual
tone and its constant appeal to the emotions. (2)
In Ex 2022-23. 243'8 we find a definite body of laws,
religious and civil, both marked by their singularly
primitive character, described as written in a book,
and marking the basis of a special covenant between
God and man. (3) Throughout a large part of
Exodus, the whole of Leviticus, and the greater
part of Numbers, we meet with a large number of
laws, mainly ritual, but partly civil, marked, how-
ever, throughout by a sameness of tone and spirit,
the stress being always laid on ceremonial obser-
vances. Thus we find three distinct codes—the
Covenant code (C), the Deuteronomic (D), the
Levitical or Priestly (P). These will be found on
comparison to differ, not only in general tone and
spirit, but also in several definite details, both in
their religious and civil portions. For instance,
compare C's altar of earth or rough stone (Ex
2024'26) with P's elaborate altar of acacia wood
overlaid with brass (271"8), the offerer apparently
himself the priest in C (Ex 2024) with the Levites
all priests in D (Dt 181 etc.), and the elaboration of
High Priest, Priests and Levites of P, as frequently
throughout Leviticus, etc. Notice the differences
in the feasts both in number and character: in C
three, entirely agricultural, depending in time on
the season, namely, Unleavened Bread, Harvest,
Ingathering, Ex 2314"16 (15b appears to be a later
interpolation, cf. 3422); in D also three : Passover
and Unleavened Bread, Weeks, Booths, Dt 16,
mainly agricultural, but the first in part historical
as a memorial of the departure from Egypt in
haste, the last two still dependent on the seasons,
vv.9·13, or the second only relatively fixed if the
Passover is to be identified with the beginning of
harvest; in Ρ six holy seasons, besides the Sabbath,
mentioned in the same category : Passover, Wave-
sheaf, Weeks, Trumpets, Day of Atonement,
Booths, Lv 23. Two of these only, Wave-sheaf
and Weeks, are solely agricultural, the last partly
agricultural and partly historical. The meaning of
Trumpets isnot explained; the Passover is historical,
the Day of Atonement purely religious. The law
of the manumission of slaves' presents similar con-
trasts. In C (Ex 212"6) the Hebrew slave, bought
as a matter of course, after six years' servitude is
allowed to go free, but without the wife procured
for him by his master and the children born in
servitude. If from love of these or his master he
elects to stay, his ear is bored, and he becomes his
master's slave for ever. In D (Dt 1512'18) the Hebrew
slave who, in spite of his slavery, is, being a Hebrew,
his master's brother, after six years' servitude (or
possibly such of them as remained till the Sab-
batical year, cf. 151'11) is to be manumitted with
liberal presents in gratitude for his great service.
Nothing is said of his wife and children, but it
seems probable that they were to be manumitted
too. If from love for his master and his master's
family he elects to stay, he is treated as in C. In
Ρ (Lv 2539"55) if a Hebrew, here called a brother, is
sold into slavery through poverty (it is not con-
ceived possible under any other circumstances), he
is not to be treated as a slave at all, but as a
hired servant. He is to be manumitted with his
wife and children in the year of jubile, when he
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returns to his family and family possessions, which
are then restored to him. But, even before this,
any relative had the power to redeem him, or he
might redeem himself. Slaves proper were to be
only from the heathen around, or from the stranger
that sojourned with them, and these were an
absolute possession and heirloom.

That these three laws here contrasted belong to
different dates is obvious. The similarity of form
makes it equally clear that they are different
versions, by revision, of the same law. The order
of dates, both with respect to these and the re-
ligious laws before compared, is easily determined.
The natural order is from the simpler to the more
elaborate ritual, from the more barbarous to the
kindlier treatment of fellow-countrymen. We
should expect that in course of time feasts would
be added, and for the sake of general convenience
their dates more definitely fixed, and the priesthood
become more ordered and defined. We know, too,
that, as the danger of foreign invasion increased,
the idea of a nation and of a religion both abso-
lutely different from all others became more and
more prominent, and hence a marked distinction
between the treatment of the foreigner and the
Israelite is a characteristic of late date (cf. Neh
1323"31). We gather, then, that C, D, Ρ is the
historical order of these codes. It will be seen
on examination how, in almost every particular,
D marks a transition between C and Ρ in the
law of manumission. In C the treatment of slaves
is harsh. They are regarded as little better than
the absolute property of their masters. They
have only the one chance of freedom, which, if
they have married in slavery, can only be accepted
at the cost of breaking the sapred ties of family.
In D this harshness almost, if not entirely, dis-
appears. It is suggested that the master might
treat his slave so kindly that the latter would,
apart from all other considerations, prefer his
service to liberty, and if he did not the master was
to reward him liberally. But if the slave elected
to remain he had no second chance of liberty. In
Ρ the kindness hinted at in D becomes a legal re-
quirement. The Hebrew slave had always through
redemption a chance of liberty, and could not
legally remain, even nominally, a slave after the
year of jubile. The perpetual servitude of a
Hebrew was in no case permissible.

D. How are these three codes related to the narra-
tive portions of the Hexateuch ? We may begin by
examining Genesis. We find that the greater part
of the book is divided into groups of longer or
shorter pieces, generally paragraphs or chapters,
distinguished respectively by the almost exclusive
use of ^Elohim or J" as the name of God. As the
latter is the ordinary word throughout the other
books of the Bible, it suggests at once that Elohim
is purposely used in those sections where it occurs,
because, according to Ex 313"15 62"8, the name J" was
first revealed to Moses in Midian, and it seemed
improper to anticipate the name, even in the
narrative portions of an earlier period. Further, it
shows that this scruple was felt by one or more
writers, but not by all. The theory advocated by
some opponents of biblical criticism, that the names
are used by the same writer with special reference
to the subject in hand, Elohim representing the
God of power, J" the God of love, or other such dis-
tinctions, does not tally with the facts. Why in two
narratives both dealing with Creation, and in two
narratives both dealing with Abraham and Sarah's
deceit, should Elohim be used in one of them and
J" in the other ? But in other sections the name
of God either seldom occurs, or Elohim is used by
or to strangers, in which case J" is on other
grounds inappropriate; or again, in certain sections
the two names seem to be used indifferently.

Again, beyond Ex 6, the name of God is of less
use as a criterion, because Elohim occurs seldom.
We will provisionally designate the group of
passages in which J" is used as J, those in which
Elohim is used as E. On further examination we
discover that while J is, generally speaking, con-
sistent in style and character, E, on the other hand,
falls into two very distinct groups. One of them,
which we will call provisionally E1, is very much
like J in general character and in the subjects
with which it deals, and, moreover, has in many
parts been combined presumably with J. The
other, E2, is entirely unlike either of these in
style, but will be found on further examination to
bear in point of language and character a close
affinity to the Ρ code. This is shown partly by the
love for ceremonial law, as the Sabbath (Gn 22·3),
the provision against eating blood (Gn 94), the rite
of circumcision (17, etc.); but even more remark-
ably by the use of the characteristic vocabulary
and style of P. For example, in Gn l-23a * after his
(her or their) kind' occurs very frequently as well
as in 620 714. It also occurs in Lv II1 4"2 9 (9 times),
and far less frequently in the parallel passage of
D (Dt 1411-18); ' be fruitful and multiply occurs in
Gn I 2 2 · 2 8 817 97 3511, Lv 269. ' Everything thatcreepeth
upon the earth (or ground),' Gn 125.26.30(52078.14.21
[contrast 723 of J], Lv ll41"46. We see, then, that
the most characteristic phrases of Gn l-23a occur not
only in similarly characterized {i.e. Ey) passages of
Genesis, but also in the code of P. We are thus
justified in regarding Ρ and E2 as parts of a single
source, and in future we shall understand Ρ as in-
cluding both. If we examine the narrative por-
tions of Exodus and Numbers, we find the same
phenomena, except that as here J" is most fre-
quently used as the name of God after Ex 3, it
becomes more difficult to distinguish J and Ε. Ρ
can usually be separated with little difficulty
because of its very marked character. Now, if we
compare C with J and E, we find that it bears close
affinities in point of language to both, so that we
may call it JE, meaning thereby that in its final
form it is probably a combination of both, and we
shall further find it convenient to use this expres-
sion for the present for the J and Ε elements
generally, without at this stage making any
attempt to distinguish them. We shall find that
by far the larger part of the narratives, as distinct
from the laws, of Exodus and Numbers belong to
JE, whereas, with special exceptions, the legal
portions belong to P. In the last chapters of Dt
and in the whole of Joshua we find elements of
JE. In the latter book we also find elements
which connect it with Ό (see below iii. 1. C). It
should be observed that not only do we find here
and there different separate pieces in the Hexa-
teuch, shown by their characters to belong to these
three sources, P, D, JE, but the pieces will often
be found connected together by an obvious contin-
uity of subject when pieced together, like the bits
of patchwork in the illustration with which we
started. For example, if we read continuously
Gn 112?-32124b·5 13 6 a · l l b · 1 2 a 16 la·3·15"16 17. 1929 21 l a·2 b"5

23. 257" l la, passages mainly, on other grounds,
attributed to P, we get an almost continuous and
complete, though very concise, account of Abra-
ham's life. When we consider the number of
revisions which the books of OT must have passed
through, this is remarkable, and shows what a
strong inclination the composers and editors must
have had to preserve everything which they found,

iii. C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S OF THE DIFFERENT
SOURCES,—What has hitherto been said is little
more than a statement of what has been proved by
the critical investigation of some three-quarters of
a century. A really satisfactory proof can only be
obtained by one who has the patience to work out
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the problem step by step for himself. But to do
this adequately a fuller account of these sources
is necessary. For the convenience of the critical
student these will now be taken in their order of
difficulty, the first being that which can be most
easily distinguished, and so with the rest.

1. D.—A. Characteristics of D.—As already ob-
served, (a) the larger traits ofD are very easily recog-
nized. A serious student cannot fail to notice the
hortatory character of Dt,its tone of gentle pleading,
its spirituality as regards both God and man. God
has no outward and visible form (Dt 412); God is
near man, and His law is within man's heart (3011"14);
man's relation to God is by nothing more truly
expressed than by love (65 1012). The heart needs
circumcision (ΙΟ16 306). Dt may be called the Gospel
of the Hexateuch. Comparatively little import-
ance is attached to religious ceremony. Though
opposed to anthropomorphism, the writer expresses,
in a very marked way, the personality of God in
language which implies anthropopathic views;
notice esp. 59 615. (b) The aims and contents of Dt
are equally characteristic. It seeks emphatically
to establish the worship of one God (64), and
enjoins the absolute destruction of all visible re-
presentations of J" as well as of heathen gods, the
lirst by implication (415), the second by reiterated
statement (725 etc. 122·8 etc.), the abolition of all
places of worship except the one sanctuary chosen
by God (125"7·n·1 4·1 8·2 1 162·6 etc.). Here, and here
alone, they were to offer their sacrifices and keep
their feasts, (c) Among the institutions contem-
plated, or perhaps we should rather say described,
by Dt are a monarchy (1714"20), a prophetic order
(1815-22), a priesthood of Levites; that is to say,
every Levite is a priest without distinction; the
phrase * the priests the Levites' occurs frequently
(179 181 etc.). {d) The style of Dt is smooth and
flowing, tending to redundancy, generally pleasing
to the ear, but at times perhaps a little tedious.
Notice especially the accumulation of synonyms,
or of words of the same class. Such phrases as
* with all thy heart, with all thy soul,9 etc.; ' the
ordinances, the statutes, and the judgments'; * the
stranger, the widow, and the fatherless,3 are fre-
quent. There is, too, a constant repetition of
favourite phrases (see below, Β (2)).

Β. Language of D.—We shall find it convenient
to distinguish (1) favourite words, especially where
one synonym is used in preference to another; (2)
characteristic phrases and expressions. Under (1)
notice especially Horeb (for Sinai), HDX 'a maid-
servant' (ntffltf only in 2868); κρπ, the unusual word
for ' sin' (the common form ΠΝΕΠ occurs thrice only);
ΠΕΠΚ 'earth' or ' ground,' very frequently in former
sense (for common f"iN); 22b ' heart,' very frequent
(a*? only 4 times) ; 112b ' to teach,' very frequent,
marking the didactic character of the book ; nhb%
' a curse,' frequent (nbx occurs 6 times, 5 of them in
Dt 29); 3"ij2 with a or' |*p ' in' or ' from the midst of'
(for Tpn); ΊΩψ ' to keep, observe,' very frequent, esp.
of keeping God's laws, etc. ; also in Niphal in such
phrases as * take heed to thyself.' Under (2) the
phrases ' J" thy (your, etc.) God,' 'hear, Ο Israel,'
' prolong thy (your) days,' ' cleave to J" thy God,'
'serve other gods, which neither you nor your
fathers have known,' ' that it may be well with
thee,' ' that thou mayest possess the land,' ' a t
that time,' are sufficiently familiar. Under both
(1) and (2) we have given only a few of the most
striking examples out of many. To show the full
force of the argument we should have to point out
the relative frequency of a very much larger
number of words and phrases. But those given
are so thoroughly characteristic that they will be
at once recognized as specially belonging to Deut.
by any one at all familiar with that book. Turn
for example to Dt 61*3. In these 3 verses, taken

almost at random, at least 8 examples occur of the
words and phrases mentioned above; indeed there
is hardly a single phrase in them, excepting ' a
land flowing with milk and honey,' which does not
illustrate the peculiar style of the book. It should
be realized, too, that such differences of style as we
can feel and appreciate go far beyond what can be
expressed categorically, just as we may recognize
a friend's face, or even his step or his handwriting,
from a thousand, although we could but very im-
perfectly describe the manifold peculiarities which
make up its individuality of character. These re-
marks are also true, more or less, of the character-
istics of the other sources of the Hexateuch.

C. Extent of D.—Hitherto we have spoken of D
as though it coincided exactly with D t ; but, as a
fact, we find on examination (a) that the peculiar
characteristics which mark D are not found in
some few sections of Dt at all. (b) In other
parts of Dt they are found less constantly, and
these have also some peculiarities of their own.
(c) The characteristics of D, or some of them, are
found also in some other parts of the Hexateuch.
In other words, D may be used in a narrower and
a wider sense. In the narrower sense it includes
only Dt 5-34 (or perhaps 12-34), except at least
31i4-23 3248-52 347-9 ( s e e below, in. 2 C). The por-
tions of Hex. outside of Dt belonging to D in the
wider sense are not so easily determined, though
the fact that some do so belong may be regarded
as certain. The reason is that in other parts of
the Hex. we find very few passages which appear
to have been originally written by D, but several
which seem to have been revised by one or more
writers in the spirit and style of D, because we
find in them traces also of the characters which
distinguish the earlier documents. Such revisions
give rise to some of the greatest difficulties of
biblical criticism, and it requires very nice handling
to disentangle the various literary elements, but
their extent is not large enough to throw the least
serious doubt on the larger results of criticism, nor
can there be any serious doubt of the fact of such
revisions having taken place. As far as D is con-
cerned, the revision seems to have varied very much
in different cases. Sometimes a mere characteristic
touch is added. Sometimes D must have rewritten
passages altogether. Sometimes again D appears to
have expanded the narratives, etc., by considerable
insertions. This being the case, we can hardly be
surprised at a considerable difference of opinion
among critics. Thus Dillmann finds in Genesis a
large number of passages belonging to D, whereas
several critics find none at all. The most charac-
teristic D passage of Genesis is 1819. The sugges-
tion that Abraham would or should command his
children reminds us of Dt 410 67 II 1 9 etc. 'Keeping'
(of God's commandments) and 'doing judgment,'
etc., are characteristically Deuteronomic; for the
latter cf. Dt 61. Notice also the use of the synonyms
'justice' and 'judgment.' Ex 133'16 is believed by
many critics to have been revised by D. The solemn
injunction to remember a great event in v.3, the
emphatic use of ' this day' in vv.3·4, the direction
to instruct the children in v.14, the striking meta-
phors of vv.9 and16, are all familiar characters of
D (see Dt 163 620 68 II18), though it is, of course,
possible, on the other hand, that Dt 68·20"28 are in
reality expansions of this very passage. There
are also characteristic D touches in Ex ΐδ25*»- ,̂
1 a statute and an ordinance,' ' diligently hearken,'
* J" thy God,' 'commandments and statutes.'
When several touches of this sort occur together,
it is extremely improbable that they are the result
of a mere coincidence. Perhaps the most instruc-
tive example of a D revision is in the Decalogue
in Ex 20. The expansion of the Decalogue, as dis-
tinct from the short commandments, which probably
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were the original ' ten words/ is full of D phrases :
for example, ' J" thy God' (vv.2· 7· I 0·1 2), « jealous
God' (v.5), ' love me and keep my commandments'
(v.6), and especially ' that thy days may be long'
(v.12). There appear to be traces of a similar revision
in Ex 3410b-15; and Nu 2133"35 is by several critics
regarded as interpolated from Dt 31"3. When we
come to Joshua we find that passages so charac-
terized, instead of being as it were sporadic, become
frequent; but except in 23, which is throughout
Deuteronomic in style, they are mostly confined to
the first 13 chapters. This seems to show that
previous accounts of the conquest of Canaan
were rewritten by D, who also added supple-
mentary passages, such as 187 2143-228 23 and
parts of 24, while in the earlier books, as in some
of the Exodus passages already cited, the D
elements are so fused as to make an exact analysis
very difficult and uncertain.

D. Date and Origin of D.—D, or part of D, has
long been recognized as the book found in the temple
in Josiah's reign, the account of which is given in
2 Κ 22, chiefly on the following grounds. (1) The
whole of the Pentateuch, or even of the legal
portions of it, could not have been read twice in
one day, as was apparently the case with this book
(2 Κ 2211 232). (2) Josiah's reforms, confessedly
based upon this discovered book, were, in fact,
carried out in the spirit of Dt [a) by the destruction
of the high places, not only idolatrous, but those
in which J" had been worshipped (2 Κ 238· 9), so
that the one single sanctuary, so emphatically
ordered in Dt, then first became an established
fact (it is clear that the attempt of Hezekiah,
2 Κ 184, to put down the high places was only
partial or tentative); and (6) in connexion with
this by the keeping of the passover at Jerusalem,
cf. 2 Κ 2321"23 with Dt 165· 6 ; (c) by the abolition
of the Asherim and of all idolatrous images and
symbols of worship. (3) The stress laid upon
the prophetic order is specially suitable to this
period, when the prophets exercised so great and
wide an influence. That Jeremiah should have
been permitted to utter such prophecies as those
contained in chs. 7 and 22 with reference to the
temple* worship and the royal house without
molestation, shows the awe which the prophet's
office inspired. (4) The peculiar ideas and thoughts,
and to a certain extent the phraseology, of D pene-
trate Jeremiah's prophecies, and in a less degree
those of Ezekiel, as we should expect from a newly-
written, epoch-making book. Take, for example,
such remarkable thoughts as the spiritual cir-
cumcision, cf. Dt 1016 306 with Jer 610 925·26, Ezk
447, and the law written in the heart, cf. Dt 3011"14

with Jer 3131"34 and Ezk 3627. But in both cases,
the latter especially, the peculiarities in the style,
etc., of these prophetic writers forbid our ascrib-
ing Dt to either prophet. And yet some of the
ideas of Dt are to be found in a less complete
form in Isaiah, and in this connexion we may
bear in mind the first attempts by Hezekiah to
put down the worship of the high places. From
these facts we may conclude that Dt, or the
essential part of it, was written either in the reign
of Manasseh, or very early in that of Josiah. (1) If
the former, it may have been the work of some
priest or priests, who employed the time spent in
forced seclusion in committing to writing their view
of the law, derived partly from earlier documents,
partly from the traditional teaching of the priests,
and coloured largely, no doubt, by the religious
ideas and feelings of their own time. In this way
round an earlier nucleus a new body of laws might
have gathered, which would naturally have de-
veloped all the more rapidly, as the priests, unable
during the long reign of Manasseh to perform their
ordinary functions, had more leisure for spiritual

meditation, just as afterwards the Mishna resulted
from the expulsion of the Jews under Hadrian.
If so, this law-book was probably hidden by some
priest for safety in the temple, in the hope that it
might survive those troublous times as the written
record of God's law, and the discovery of it may
have been perfectly genuine. Even supposing that
its existence and whereabouts were secrets known
to the priests, this would not present a very serious
moral difficulty. Just as the writer or writers of
Dt in describing the customs and laws of their own
times genuinely believed that they were giving the
laws dictated by Moses by express revelation, their
successors would have held the same belief, even
though they may have known that they had been
secretly written down, just as late Jews firmly
believed that besides the Pentateuch a very large
number of laws had been handed down from Moses
by oral tradition. To understand the views of
such an age we must first realize the entire absence
of anything approaching to literary criticism. (2)
Although not a necessary result of accepting the
later date, the majority of critics believe this
book of the law to have been the result of a pious
fraud promulgated by Hilkiah and Shaphan with the
intention of deceiving Josiah into the belief that the
reforms which they desired were the express com-
mand of God revealed to Moses. We must reserve
for a later stage some remarks about the various
extensions and modifications of D. It will be
enough at present to say that according to either
view the book discovered can hardly be the whole
of Dt, but rather the law which it contains, i.e.
in the main, 12-291 or 12-3113, with possibly the
addition of 5-11.

2. P. The Priestly Book.—A. The most striking
general characteristics of Ρ are: (1) first and fore-
most, the love of ceremonial law, most obvious, of
course, in the legal sections, as in Leviticus arid
the Priestly laws of Exodus and Numbers, but very
noticeable also in the narrative sections, as shown,
for example, in the institution and reference to
the Sabbath in Gn 22· 3, Ex 1621"30; the prohibition
against eating blood, Gn 94; the rite of circum-
cision, Gn 17. 213"5; the Passover, Ex 121"20, Jos
510-i2. (2) Fondness for statistical details, esp.
those connected with persons and dates. The exact
lengths of the lives of the patriarchs are always
given, Gn 5. 929 II1 0*3 2 etc. By the age of a patri-
arch are marked the exact dates of important
events, such as the beginning and end of the Flood,
Gn 711 813, in which last the very day of the month
is given ; the institution of circumcision, 1724; the
age of the father at the birth oi the firstborn (or
covenant ?) son, Gn 5. ll10-26. The exact details and
dimensions of the ark are given, 614"17, as well as of
every part of the tabernacle and its contents, Ex
25-3117 35-40. Notice also the frequent insertion
of genealogies, for the most part little more than
lists of names, Gn 5. 11 ™-262512"18 36. (3) A ten-
dency to symmetry and similarity of phraseology in
describing similar events. Notice, for example,
in Gn 1 the regular repetition of such phrases as
' and God said' and * God saw that it was good,'
* and the evening and the morning were the first
(second, etc.) day.' The genealogies of Gn 5 and
11 are like recurring patterns, the verses scarcely
varying except in the name and the number
of years. In the five wonders of Ρ in Ex 7-9 (see
below iii. 2. C) there is a similar framework of
phraseology into which the varying details are in-
serted. * j " spake unto Aaron (or unto Moses and
Aaron)'—direction how to perform the wonders,
beginning in the first four with * take thy rod,' or an
equivalent phrase—statement that the plague was
done accordingly—that the magicians could (or could
not in the last two) do so with their enchantments—
and that Pharaoh's heart was hardened (with some
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variation of phrase), ' and he hearkened not unto
them as J" had spoken.' (4) We see also the same
tendency to symmetry in the insertion of the same
or similar headings in introducing subjects of a
like kind, as ' these are the generations of,' Gn 24

(transposed probably from before Gn I1) 51 69 101

n io . 27 2512·19 361 372a, * and Moses gave unto the
tribe of,' Jos 131 5·2 4·2 9; and of similar conclusions
at the end of a subject or part of a subject, as, for
example, in Gn 105·20·32, Ex 259·40 2630, Jos 13'23·28.
(5) Inform Ρ is in its narrative portions little more
than a collection of dry annals. Stories are seldom
inserted, and when they are it is for the sake of
some ceremonial provision, as the Creation story of
Gn 1 for the Sabbath, the Flood story as an intro-
duction to the prohibition against eating blood.
Both lack the picturesqueness of the corresponding
J stories, and all that Ρ has to say of the destruc-
tion of Sodom and Gomorrah is the bare statement
of 1929. There is nothing thought worth preserv-
ing of P's history of Joseph except the short statis-
tics of Gn 371"2a 4146a 466·7, and possibly 476a· 7-1127b·
28. (6) P's style is stiff' and formal, and seldom
marked by delicate poetic feeling or grace of treat-
ment, though occasionally stately and dignified,
as in the Creation narrative, where the symmetry
is certainly melodious, and adds grandeur to the
conception. The repetitions help us to realize the
almighty power of God. So, too, in the descrip-
tion of the five wonders in Egypt, Ex 7-9, the re-
petitions serve to intensify the stubborn obstinacy
of Pharaoh in resisting the divine power. Again,
Gn 23, though introduced by Ρ with the obvious
purpose of accounting for the burying-place of the
patriarchs, is distinctly interesting because of its
archaeological quaintness, and is probably based
upon some ancient document. The same is true of
Gn 14, if, as some critics maintain, in its present
form it belongs to P.

B. Vocabulary and Language of P.—In Genesis
and Ex 1-5, prior that is to the revelation of the
name J", Ρ always uses as the name of God
' Elohim' or +y& *?x ' God Almighty,' the latter
esp. of His revelation of Himself to the patriarchs,
cf. Ex 62 with Gn 171 3511 483; Ρ uses hvr%\ \??
' the sons of Israel,' not ' Israel,' so also ' the chil-
dren of Heth' ( 'Hittite' only in sing.); ^ (130
times) for the more archaic *?J$ (once only in P);
*]DNJ in the phrase * gathered to his people,' of
burial; 'according to'their generations'; n̂ pi? -i?j
'male and female,' Gn I2 7 619 (in 72 J has iprfx] wx
' man and his wife'), Lv 31·6 etc.; ' thou (you, etc.)
and thy seed after thee,' Gn 99, Ex 2843; τ? ' by the
hand of,' with words of command; ' that soul shall
be cut off from his people,' and similar phrases, Gn
1714 (contrast 'shall surely be put to death' in the
Book of the Covenant, Ex 21 (E)); ]6 ' to murmur'
(only in P); yo 'kind,' Gn 1 (throughout), Lv I I 1 4 · 1 5 ;
ίΙ^επ ' the dwelling,' of the tabernacle (about 100
times); rny ' testimony,' as in the phrase ' the ark
of the testimony' (only thrice in JE, and that in
disputed passages); mn nVn D^3 ' in the bone of this
day,' i.e. ' in this very day,' 14 times ; ' be fruit-
ful and multiply,' very frequent; ' Paddan-aram,'
never ' Naharaim' (the abode of Laban is called
'Haran' in JE, cf. Gn 2810 294 with 282 3318 359,
' the children of the East' in 291); ' Sinai' (never
' Horeb'). There is also an avoidance of several
otherwise common words and phrases, such as NJ
with imperatives, eha * drive out,' iDn riyy ' do
mercy,' ηρνι * and he added' to do something, i.e. did
it again, Tin *B) ' by the mouth, i.e. the edge, of the
sword,' thougli these last two are so common as in
a literal Greek translation to have found their way
into the language of NT (Lk 2011·12 2124, He II24),
' a land flowing with milk and honey' (except in Lv
2024). In this list, which is only a small selection
out of many, all sacrificial terms and words of a like
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nature, which might be accounted for simply by
the peculiar subject-matter of P, have been studi-
ously avoided. In Ρ the argument from language
is quite as strong as that derived from the general
character of that document. In most passages
either taken alone would form conclusive evidence.

C. Extent of P.—In Genesis Ρ can be at once
distinguished from J by the use of Elohim, from Ε
by its general characteristics, style, and vocabulary.
All the Elohistic passages of 1-11 belong to P, and
create little or no difficulty. In the rest of Genesis
we find belonging to Ρ : (1) Short historical notices
dealing with {a) leading events, such as the rescue
of Lot from the cities of the Plain, 1921; Jacob's
return from Paddan-aram, 3118 3318; his descent
into Egypt with a characteristic statement of date,
466; the settlement of Esau in Seir, 366'8; (b)
statistics of births, deaths, and marriages, 163·15

213 2526b etc. ; (c) chronological details, 124b 4146.
(2) Genealogies, 2512"18 3523"29 (ch. 36 as a whole is
probably a still later insertion). (3) The blessings of
Abram, Sarai, and Ishmael, connected with the rite
of circumcision, and in the case of the first two the
change of name, ch. 17 ; of Jacob by his father in
connexion with his dismissal and projected marriage
with one of his own family in contrast to the
heathen marriage of Esau, 2746-289; and again
directly by God, with change of name, 359"15. (4)
The purchase of Machpelah, explaining the origin
of the burial-place of the patriarchs, ch. 23, who,
according to P, were all buried there, as well as
their wives, 2319 259 4931 5013.

In the Sinaitic portion of Exodus the Ρ sections
are obvious. We may, without hesitation, ascribe
to Ρ 2415b"18 (or 18a) 251-3117 (or possibly 18) 35-40.
In the earlier parts of Ex, Ρ is more fragmentary,
but it will be readily recognized that the following
passages contain several of its characteristics and
are evidently connected together. In I1"7 we have
a genealogical notice, with the statement in v.7 that
the Israelites were ' fruitful and multiplied.' 223b"25

is a passage with Elohim as the name of God, and
refers back to the patriarchal covenant of Gn 17,
etc., and therefore must also be assigned to P. We
find the connexion between these two sections in I1 4

a concise doublet of vv.8"13, which latter has not the
characters of P, and belongs therefore to another
source (JE). In 62'9 we have P's version of the re-
velation of the sacred name J" (contrast 3) marked
as P's by *& Vx (see above, iii. 2. Β). 11'1 is clearly
P's introduction to its five wonders (vv.6 and 7 are
very characteristic of P). P's five wonders follow
in 78"13 rod into serpent, 7 1 9 ' 2 0 a · 2 1 b" 2 2 water into
blood, 85"7-15b· [Heb. Sl^'uh] frogs, 816"19 [Heb.
812"15] lice, 98"12 boils, and I I 9 · 1 0 (by some ascribed
to R) appears to mark the conclusion. In 121"20·28

we have the ordinances of the passover, marked as
P's both by its language and ceremonial character.
Ch. 16, in its present form, appears largely to be-
long to Ρ (special points of interest for Ρ being the
stringency of the Sabbath requirements, vv.26'30,
and the preservation of the pot of manna), though
parts of the chapter are regarded by many critics
as later. The rest of Ρ in this part of Exodus con-
sists merely of short statements giving an itinerary
of the journey from Egypt to Sinai.

The whole of Leviticus evidently belongs to Ρ in
the wider sense of the word, and almost the whole
of Numbers. The exceptions are : {a) Nu 1029-12 ;
{b) 13.14; (c) 16; (d) 20-21; (β) 222-255; (/) 32. Of
these (a) and (e) belong entirely to JE (see BALAAM).
In {d) and (/), if we except perhaps 201"13, only un-
important fragments of Ρ have been introduced. In
(b) (the account of the spies) and (c) (the rebellion
of Korah, Dathan and Abiram), P's narrative has
been combined with JE, but in both it can gener-
ally be separated without much difficulty. In 131"17

we have the list of the spies, their fathers and their
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tribes, symmetrically arranged with a character-
istic heading and conclusion, * these are the (their)
names,' etc., vv.4 and 16, a descriptive summary of
the geographical range of their search (omitting the
picturesque details of JE, such as the huge bunch
of grapes, and the terrific giants), and the date of
their return, vv.25·2Ga. In their report no mixture of
character is displayed, but there is a sharp contrast
between the bad report of the ten spies, v.82a, and
the good report of Joshua and Caleb, 146· 7, of
whom the latter only appears in JE. The effects
on the congregation, as told in the Ρ narrative, are
probably to be found in 141·2 (in part) 5 and 10.
Ihis last verse has P's characteristic * tent of meet-
ing.' P's narrative seems to be continued in v.26,
but in this section the analysis is far more difficult
and uncertain. In ch. 16 we can separate with little
trouble P's rebellion of the Levitical Korah from
JE's popular rebellion of Dathan and Abiram, the
one against the high priesthood of Aaron, the
other against the secular authority of Moses.
Quite apart from the critical characters which
mark the various sections of the chapter, it is
evident that we have not here a single consistent
account of a double rebellion, against Church and
State, so to speak. For example, in v.22 there is
an allusion to the sin of 'one man,' evidently
Korah, the 250 of v.35 being merely his satellites ;
but almost immediately after, in v.24, Dathan and
Abiram are connected with Korah, as though acting
in concert. In v.25 the first two appear alone, and
in v.26 the warning to depart out of their tents,
which as given by God in v.24 refers to all three,
is given by Moses only with reference to Dathan
and Abiram. The test by which the claim of these
two is to be tried, vv.29·30, is different from that
threatened to Korah and his men in v.7. The
latter, which is to take place while they are engaged
in offering incense, is evidently connected with the
punishment of v.85. There can be little doubt that
in P's original account Korah was consumed by
fire with the 250. It is probable that when the
accounts were welded together his name was added
in v.32, and those of Dathan and Abiram in vv.24

and2 7 a. Except for some such modifications we can
recognize P's narrative in vv.1"11·16"24·27a· a5"50. The
portions of Dt commonly assigned to Ρ are 441"43,
the appointment of the cities of refuge, a necessity
which arose in course of time out of the abolition
of the high places where sanctuary was originally
permitted, 3248"δ2 34la·7-9. P's account of the last
days of Moses contains, among other character-
istics of P, Moses' exact age, 347, and the state-
ment that * the children . . . did as J" commanded
Moses,' 349.

In Joshua the Ρ portions are somewhat curiously
distributed. Ρ must certainly have contained
some account of the conquest of the country, but
it is probable that this was told in a dry and
summary manner, and that the compilers pre-
ferred the more detailed and interesting account
of the older sources. Certain it is that in chs. 1-12,
containing the account of the conquest of the
country, the only fragments which can be definitely
recognized as derived from Ρ are the accounts of
the passover and other events in Gilgal told in
419 5io-i2} a n ( j Q£ £j i e covenant made with the Gibeon-
ites by the princes of the congregation, 915b*17"21·27a.
There are also suspicions of Ρ in such details as
those given in 34a 413 718b, but we certainly cannot
prove from them what the range of P's narrative
really was. Beyond ch. 12 there is some difficulty,
as there is evidence of mixture with other sources,
but the following passages in their present form
with little doubt belong to P, 1315"33 141"5 151"12·
20-62 164-9 ^la. s-6 (notice, among other things, the
characteristic headings). With ch. 18 we get on
clearer ground. With the exception of 182"10 and

194ob-47.49-5ο? 18-2142 and 229"34 belong almost entirely
to P. It should be observed, however, that in this
general analysis of Ρ we have not, as a rule,
attempted to distinguish between the work of Ρ
proper and later revisers.

D. Date and Origin of P.—(1) The date cannot be
earlier than Solomon's Temple. The condition of
religious worship evidenced by the Books of
Judges and Samuel, for example the social char-
acter of the sacrificial feasts, Jg 2119, 1 S 912"24

2018"24 etc.; the performance of sacrificial rites by
other than Levites, as by Samuel, 1 S 79 108 etc.
(though an Ephraimite, 1 S I1), David, 2 S 617, and
David's sons, 2 S 818; the illegality of the priestly
portions, 1 S 212'17, which though enjoined by the
Levitical law are here regarded as so sinful as to
warrant the downfall of the house of Eli (222b· is a
very late gloss, not found even in the best MSS
of the LXX),—all show that the laws of Ρ were
either unknown, or absolutely ignored during this
early period. (2) Even after Solomon's reign,
even if we could suppose that 1 and 2 Κ always
give us an accurate account of the matter, and
were not themselves influenced by Ρ or kindred
elements, the Levitical law would appear to have
been only very partially observed. There are few
references to it beyond the elaborate descriptions
of the temple in 1 Κ 5-7. It is still disregarded
by such great lights as Elijah and Elisha, who as
prophets themselves sacrificed just as Samuel
had done, and that without any regard for the
one sanctuary which Ρ throughout supposes, for
example Lv 17s*4. (3) This argument from silence
is strengthened by the remarkable fact that in
Chronicles we have in many respects a Levitical
version of the same facts as those differently
related in Samuel and Kings; as, for example,
of the bringing up of the ark from Kiriath-jearim
(contrast 2 S 6 with 1 Ch 15-166), and the con-
spiracy against Athaliah (contrast 2 Κ 11 with
2 Ch 2210-23), making it almost certain that the
Books of Samuel and Kings were in the main
written before, those of Chronicles after, the
institutions of Ρ were formulated. (4) A further
ter?ninus a quo is furnished by a comparison
between the codes of D and P. We have already
shown at some length reasons for believing that
the code of Ρ was subsequent to that of D (see
above, ii. C), showing in every respect signs of
greater elaboration and development. (5) The
style of Ρ shows, by its stiffness, artificiality,
and conciseness of treatment, that it is dealing
with a dead past—a mere summary composed out
of old written records, not the perpetuation in
literary form of a still living tradition. All
these facts point in the same direction, that Ρ
was far later than JE, and probably considerably
later than D. Indeed, a considerable distance of
time is required to account for the difference of
vocabulary. (6) There is no historical event likely
to account for Ρ previous to the Exile. Such a docu-
ment as compared with D marks a reformation,
one might almost say a revolution, in religious
worship. But it may easily be accounted for by
the Exile itself. Outside of Ρ there was no com-
plete system of ritual laws. In all probability,
they were largely traditional and of gradual
growth. Some of them were codified in Dt, but
a great many points are not mentioned, for pre-
cisely the same reason that many points of ritual
are left untouched in the rubrics of the English
Prayer-Book, because they are matters of common
knowledge settled by prevailing custom. If a
stranger could be supposed to have to conduct a
service in an English Church, he would not know
what he was expected to say, or whether he was
expected to say anything, before and after the
sermon, in what part of the Church he was to
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read the lessons, the Litany, or preach the sermon,
and many other things of the kind. How many
more serious questions must naturally have arisen
concerning the ritual of sacrifice, involving, as it
did, so much manual work ! These things were
originally decided, it is probable, by local custom.
When religious worship had become centralized at
Jerusalem they would probably be settled authori-
tatively by the body of priests, who are likely to
have followed in the main the traditions of the
old sanctuary of Jerusalem. (7) But when the line
of tradition was broken by the Exile the need
would have arisen for more elaborate directions,
and we do actually find the prophet Ezekiel fram-
ing a sort of manual of ritual, though in some
respects ideal and visionary (chs. 40-48). (8) But
the troubles and disturbances which followed upon
the Restoration must have made it difficult to
establish any complete system of worship, and we
do not hear of any complete religious organization
till the time of Ezra. It would probably then be
near the truth to say that Ρ is the result of the
religious movement which began with Ezekiel in
Babylon, and found its completion toith Ezra.
Just as the book of the Law found in the house of
J" in Josiah's reign was D, or the nucleus of D,
so it is likely that the law-book read by Ezra,
Neh 8, was P, or the essential part of P. It is
important to observe that the legal ordinances
referred to in Neh are to be found in Ρ rather than
in D ; for example, the custom of dwelling in
booths, 813"18.

3. JE. The Jahwistic and Elohistic Sources.—
A. When we have taken away from the Hexateuch
all the passages which can with a fair degree of
probability be assigned to D or P, we find that
the remainder forms a fairly complete and homo-
geneous whole, giving us, by a succession of
narratives more or less connected, an outline of
Jewish history from the Creation to the Settle-
ment in Palestine, in fact covering, speaking
generally, the same ground as P. This remainder
we might have regarded as one literary source, were
it not that a difference of authorship is discovered
by the use of Elohim and J" in Gn-Ex 3 (see
above, ii. D), which enables us to distinguish at
once a certain number of sections as belonging to J
and Ε respectively. Thus to J belong 24b-426 529

β1'4 7-8 (ptly.) 920'27 108"19·21 II1-9 121"4*·6-20 131"5·
«b-iia. i2b-is 1 5 ( W i t n some mixture perhaps of E),
16ib-2.4-i4 1 8 # 19i-28 222o-24 ( u n i e s s the insertion of a
reviser) 24. 2813"16 38. 30. To Ε we may with equal
certainty assign 201"17 216"3 2 221"13 281°- i2·17"22 31 t l 7 a ·
19-44 3IBI_322 351-5 40-42. 45 (almost entirely) 461'5

48i. 2.8-225Oi5-26e B u t j n o t n e r s e c t i o n s either the
name of God seldom occurs, or the names at first
sight seem used indifferently, the sections being in
the latter case generally compounded, as a close
examination shows, of both sources. After Exodus,
though we can readily see that both sources
still continue, the distinction becomes more diffi-
cult, because though E, unlike P, still uses the
name Elohim sometimes, J" is more generally
used ; but even here this occasional use of Elohim
is often helpful in discovering Ε sections. The
mixture of divine names in Gn-Ex 3 sometimes
arises from the fact that Ε purposely uses the name
J" and vice versa. Thus Ε of necessity used the
name J" in Ex 314 itself, but also in Gn 2822, where
the name has a peculiar emphasis, the point being
that Jacob promises to worship his country's God
even in a strange land ; the name is, however,
sometimes assigned to a reviser. This is probably
the case also with Gn 2214, unless it be actually a
Jahwistic passage inserted in the Ε story. On the
other hand, Elohim is sometimes used by J : (1)
When God is spoken of by those not in covenant
with J", as by Adam and Eve before the time of

Seth, when men began to call on the name of J"
(Gn 426), and by the Serpent (Gn 31'5 425 etc.). (2)
When emphasis is laid on God's abstract nature,
especially in contrast to man, Gn 1613 3230 (see
below, in. 3. B). (3) In the construct state, when
with a following word it is used descriptively of
God, as 'God of Abraham,' Of heaven and earth,'
etc., Gn 243·7·2 7 2624 etc.

B. The separation of J and Ε in mixed passages,
and those especially in which the name of God is
for any of the reasons given not a sufficient
criterion, as in the later books of the Hexa-
teuch, is a matter of considerable difficulty, there
being no characters of J or Ε so marked as to
enable us (as we could with D and P) at once to
assign the sections in which they occur to either
source; but it can in most cases be decided with a
fair degree of certainty. Moreover, the more the
passages which can be definitely assigned to one
source or the other, the easier the task becomes,
because we obtain a larger number of criteria by
which to recognize either source. But in spite
of the labours of critics there still remains a con-
siderable number of passages in which the division
of sources is very uncertain. There is, too, always
a certain danger of using as criteria compara-
tively rare words or phrases, which possibly by
accident happen to occur once or twice in one
source or the other. The reasonings by which the
critical results are obtained are very complicated.
They are chiefly those suggested by breaks in the
narrative, points of contact, whether by continuity
of language or connexion of subject, with known Ε
or J fragments, and the like. Such arguments
are often more trustworthy than those derived
from vocabulary. We can make this clearer by
analyzing Gn 32 as an example. Here there is no
Ρ passage, and the whole certainly belongs to
JE. Vv.1 and 2 (Heb.2·s, and so on with the other
verses) are obviously the conclusion of an Ε
section (3151-322), the name Elohim being used
throughout and constantly, though the section
has no Ρ characteristics. It will be seen on exami-
nation that vv.3"13a belong to J. For (1) there is
no apparent continuity between vv.2 and 3. (2) On
the other hand, w.3'13a form a narrative continu-
ous in itself without any obvious breaks, and the
same is true of vv.13b"21. (3) Vv.3-13a contain paral-
lels, differing in detail, both with the preceding and
the following paragraphs, and therefore belong
to a different source from either. Thus v.1Oc gives a
different explanation of Mahanaim from that given
in v.2, and in vv.13b"21 Jacob is {a) again described
as dividing his property in view of the coming of
Esau, but (b) differently, each drove by itself,
vv.16·17, instead of the whole into two, v.7, and
(c) with a different purpose, in order to propitiate
his brother by degrees with an accumulation of
peace-offerings, vv.17"20, not that one might escape
if Esau attacked the other, as in v.8; (d) the pro-
perty is differently described, goats being added,
slaves—male and female—omitted, or rather male
slaves mentioned, not as part of the proposed
present, but as having charge of it, cf. vv.14"16

with 5 · 7 . Again, v.21b is a repetition of v.13a.
(4) Again, both vv.3"13a and 13b"21 have points of
contact with other known J and Ε sections re-
spectively. Thus the possessions of 325·7 correspond
very closely with 3043, which belongs to J's account
of the manner in which Jacob obtained his wealth
by trickery, 3035'43, and stands in contrast to E's
account, which describes it as a miracle revealed by
God in a dream, 314"17, or, at any rate, as so ex-
plained by Jacob. The latter passage is marked
as E's by the constant use of Elohim. Again,
329 refers to 313, an evidently J passage. So far
all is clear, but in vv.22"32, which has the appearance
of a complete and unmixed passage, there is some
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difficulty. At first sight we should naturally
think that it belongs to E, because of Elohim in
vv.28 and 30, and it is so referred by Dillmann ; but
the word, which is after all only one out of many
criteria, may have been used purposely to express
the abstract idea of God. The divine nature was
such that even to see God, far more to wrestle
with Him, meant death. And there are, in fact,
many reasons for ascribing the passage to J.
(1) The crude anthropomorphism is more in accord-
ance with J's conception of God, see Gn 38 821 I I 5

181·2, Ex 424 etc. E, indeed, is fond of dreams
described as dreams (Gn 203 2810-12 40. 41), but
with J even these are described realistically (see
Gn 1517, and cf. 2813-16 (J) with 2812-17etc- (E)).
(2) Stories explanatory of place-names are far more
characteristic of J than of E. (3) V.23b is a doublet
of v.21, which speaks of the present as having
already gone over. We may confidently then
assign to Ε 321· 2 · 1 3 b " 2 1 , to J 323-13a·22"32. The ex-
amination of this chapter will give some idea of
the methods by which J and Ε may be often
separated, but it must be admitted that in many
cases, as in Gn 271"45, the analysis is much more
difficult and uncertain.

C. For a complete analysis of JE throughout
the Hexateuch the reader is referred to the critical
works enumerated at the end of this article,
especially the Tables prefixed to Holzinger's work,
and artt. EXODUS, NUMBERS, etc. Sometimes the
subject-matter forms indirectly a sufficient criterion
for Ε or J. In the last chapters of Genesis and
the early chapters of Exodus we find, as already
noticed, two distinct traditions with regard to the
locality occupied by the Israelites—one representing
them as being in Goshen, apart from Egypt; the
other as being among the Egyptians, employing the
same midwives, able in the hurried departure of
the night-journey to borrow jewels of their Egyptian
neighbours, their houses so close together that the
difference put by J" between the Egyptians and
Israel in the plague of the firstborn was a miracle of
Divine Providence. The second view is certainly
that of Ρ (see Gn 47fe· 7 " u ), but we find it also
running through several JE sections. Now there
are several reasons for ascribing Gn 4628-478 to J,
among them being the prominence given to Judah,
as in what we have reason to believe to be the J
fractions of 37. 38. and 43, and the use of the word
Israel ' for 'Jacob,' the latter being generally
found in E. It will therefore follow that in the
JE portions all the sections in which Goshen is
spoken of as the home of the Israelites belong to
J, the rest to E.

D. The general characteristics of JE stand in
marked contrast to P. The narratives are full
of life and movement, and have a genuine local
colour. The characters are men and women with
flesh and blood, engaged in all the real and varied
occupations of a simple and natural life. The
stories are never so subordinated to a religious or
historical purpose as to lose their individual
interest. They give the impression that, from
whatever sources the writers may have derived
the thread of their stories, the colouring is that of
a life with which they were familiar in all its
aspects. But beyond this it will be found that J
and Ε have each sufficiently marked characters of
their own. The God of Ε is a God separate from
man, who reveals Himself usually by a voice from
heaven, often that of an angel, as in Gn 2117 2211

(where Elohim seems to have been altered into J"
to agree with 2214); so in Gn 2812 the angels need
a ladder to ascend and descend to and from God
(contrast J's account in ver.13 ' and behold J" stood
beside him'). Or God reveals Himself by a dream,
as in Gn 203 3111. Even when anthropomorphic
expressions are used, as 'God came,' Nu 2220,

' the finger of God,' Ex 3118b, ' spake unto Moses
face to face,' Ex 3311 (cf. Nu 128), they do not
seem, as in J, to convey any definite anthropo-
morphic idea. But the J" of J is much more
human. Though recognized as ' the God of
heaven' and the 'God of earth,' Gn 243 etc.,
He was yet believed on occasions to have in His
own person walked and talked with men, Gn 38

18ietc. 2313̂  E x 424} s o t h a t Abraham actually
mistook Him for a man, and Jacob wrestled with
Him by night, Gn 3224. He needed to go down in
order to see the city and the tower, which the
children of men builded, and again to see whether
the Sodomites had done altogether according to the
cry which had reached Him in heaven, Gn II 5 1821.
Ε has a good deal more to say of religious worship,
especially in connexion with different localities,
such as Bethel and Shechem, so much so that God
is once actually called ' the God of Bethel,' Gn 357.
To Ε belong the earliest sacrificial laws, Ex 2022"26.
Ε mentions the construction of the holy Tent of
Meeting, 337"11, and the ark, which is spoken of
almost as though it were itself an object of
religious worship, Nu ΙΟ33"36. Ε also speaks of
other primitive symbols of worship, as, notably,
pillars, Gn 2818·22 3145 3514 (probably taken from
Ε though in a P section), Ex 244; teraphim, Gn
31i9. so. t h e brazen serpent, Nu 21 4 9 (cf. 2 Κ 184).
But such symbols do not always meet with approval.
Jacob as an act of exceptional piety makes his
family put away their strange gods {teraphim) and
ear-rings (a religious charm ?), Gn 352'4; the calf-
worship is condemned, Ex 32. Ε also has a reference
to tithe in Gn 2822. In J the feasts of the sacrificial
laws, in their earliest form at any rate, have less
of a ritual element, Ex 3410-28a, cf. 2310"33. As
compared with E, J's narratives are, on the whole,
more graphic and picturesque, and appeal more
powerfully to the imagination, as especially Gn
24b-3. 24, Ex 2 ; but this is partly due to the subjects
treated of. J's style is remarkably easy and simple,
that of Ε is somewhat more stiff and formal, and
the treatment more dignified, as in Gn 22. We have
a good illustration of their difference of character
in their treatment of the marvellous. In J the
most wonderful phenomena appear quite natural.
The writer feels himself in an ideal fairy land
in which no wonders are surprising. When we are
told that J" brings the animals to the man to see
what he would call them, we do not think of
asking how this was possible, or even how it was
done. But in other cases what in Ε are insisted
upon as miracles, are in J ascribed to natural
means. In J Jacob obtains his flocks and herds
by a cunning trick thoroughly in keeping with his
character, Gn 3035-43. In Ε it is by a special act
of God's providence, 314"13. In J the wonders of
Egypt are performed by natural agency. It is an
east wind that brings the locusts, Ex 1013, that
drives back the waters of the Red Sea, 1421. In
Ε these are performed by the, so to speak, magic
power of Moses' rod. Similarly, Amalek is defeated
by the virtue of Moses' uplifted hand. The story of
Jacob and Laban illustrates also another tendency
of E, to soften moral difficulties. The deception of
his old father had been largely the fault of his
mother, and also took place before the covenant
with God at Bethel, and therefore might be passed
over, but Jacob's dishonesty in dealing with
Laban seemed inconsistent with the character of
a patriarch. Notice again how Ε justifies the
expulsion of Hagar, which in J is merely the result
of jealousy (Gn 164'6), bv representing it as the
express command of God (2112). There are also
some important differences in the subject-matter
of these two. In J Moses acts by and for himself.
In Ε much importance is attached to subordinates.
Aaron assists him in his miracles, and Jethro gives
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him practical advice, and leads him in the wilder-
ness, Ex 18. Joshua acts as his minister, 2413. In
J the patriarchs are connected with Hebron, Gn
1318 181, in Ε with Beersheba, 2219 2810 465, and
Shechem, 3319 4822. In J Judah takes the leading
part among Joseph's brethren, Gn 3726 431"14

4414.16. is 4 6 2 8 j i n E Reuben, 3721· 2 2 · 2 9 4222· S7. In
Ε the prophetic element is more prominent than in
J. Abraham, Gn 207·17, and Moses, Ex 3311 (E?),
Nu 128, Jos 146 (cf. also Ex 2018"21, Nu II 2 217), are
described as prophets, Miriam as a prophetess,
Ex 1520. Joshua is the prophetic successor of
Moses, both in wonder-working, Jos 8, and in his
final exhortation and the promulgation of his law-
book, 24.

E. Besides the use of Elohim and J" respectively,
we find the following words and phrases charac-
teristic of these two documents :—

E.—'Amorites' (used as name of aborigines of
Palestine) for * Canaanites.' * Horeb' for ' Sinai.'
* Jacob' for * Israel' (yet latter occurs in several Ε
passages, esp. Gn 48-50, perhaps introduced by R).
* Jethro' for ' Raguel' of J. 'The man Moses,'
three times, TON * handmaid,' for ηηζφ (J) invari-
ably, as in Ex* 21. Tya 'beast' (only in E).
Vyn ' lord' in its several uses as ' husband' (J and
Γ have t̂ N in this sense, Ε never). 2b pw ' harden
heart,' Ex 1-12, for ib nsa, T3?n (J). na of place
(J applies it to time). an*? for a? (J). npj 'try,'
' prove,' esp. of God, as in Gn 22\ Ex 1525 2020

(?Ex 164 172·7). nbyn «bring up,' of bringing
up the Israelites out of Egypt. 3 yj| ' to light
upon,' as in Gn 2811. D 3̂"!> lit. 'feet,' in sense
of ' times,' Ex 2314. κρτ ' ' heal,' with God as
subject, Gn 2017, Nu 1213 (so a ground for ascribing
Ex 1526 in its original form [see above, iii. 1. C] to
Ε). »Ί:̂  D'fr, lit. ' put for a nation,' for Λ̂ ηψ%,
lit. 'make for a nation' (J). Dfê p 0̂51 'the day
before yesterday,' with 3 or }o, certainly character-
istic of E, though in some of the Ex passages all
critics do not agree, nns ' interpret' of dreams.

J.—onqj nix 'Aram Naharaim' for * Paddan-
aram' (£). 'Israel' for 'Jacob.' 'Sinai,' as
in P, for ' Horeb' (D, E). ' Canaanites,' but
' Perizzite,' Gn 137 3430, Jg I 4 · 5 (according to
Meyer an interpolation). 'To find grace in the
eyes of,' very frequent in J, also in some JE
passages. ' To call on the name of J" ' frequent.
'To run to meet'frequent. Israelites called 'Is-
rael,' not 'sons of Israel' (P), so 'Egypt' for
'Egyptian,' 'Reuben,' 'Gad,' etc., of the separate
tribes. ' His brother,' in genealogies, HDIK 'land,'
where p $ would be used by Ε and P. 'Dix for
'JX, usually, n x̂ *\b np̂> ' took him a wife,' regular
formula in J, but once in E. nswa 'as thou
goest.' Tig *3 ' I pray thee, my lord,' frequent
but not exclusively in J. jn? rrn ' to preserve
seed alive.' :nn «to be dry,' as of the Flood, for
Kb; (P). on» for onaa (E, only once in J). ib; Qal,
' to beget.' a"3j33 a#; 'dwell in the midst.' 122 in
sense of ' to be great, important.' 2b for 'self,'
as Gn 6Γ) 821. aispp 'fodder,' Gn 2425· 32 (E has
Ϊ'ΊΤΏ, Gn 4533). xi with imperatives, etc. (in Gn 40
times in J, 6 i n E ) . D"jj ηνψι 'breath of life,' Gn
27 722 (nn inserted), for D«n Ίτη (P), D̂ BH, nwn ny?n,
etc., frequent, Tj/y, πνχχ of younger brothers and
sisters (E π$&ί?). K-IJJ ]^m{7H frequently, but once in
E, Gn 2131. η'πΒψ with P, etc., for HDX (E). Notice
also a preference for the verbal suffix nx.

F. Date and Origin ofJE.—The fact that most
of the contents of JE are referred to by Amos and
Hosea makes it probable that JE was prior to
these prophets, but not absolutely certain, because,
when these books were written, the stories may
still have been current only in the form of oral
tradition, and the absence of any mention of the
story of Joseph, so full of religious and moral sug-
gestions, is remarkable, though in such short

books it is far from conclusive. But the priority
to these prophets is made still more likely by
the attitude of Ε towards religious symbols
(see above, iii. 3. D). Hosea and Amos, while they
show that such symbols still existed as a matter of
course, evidently regarded them with disfavour.
It is significant also that E, though disapproving
of human sacrifice, exhibits no horror at the
thought of it. To accept the blood of victims
instead was a gracious act of God, who was will-
ing in mercy to waive His just rights (Gn 22).
Again, the fact that Ε speaks of Abraham, Moses,
etc., as prophets (see iii. 3. D), points to a time
when the prophet occupied an influential position.
Add to this that the highest teaching of JE re-
sembles that of the prophets. We can hardly then
be far wrong in regarding the times of Hosea and
Amos as the terminus ad quern for JE. But the
differences of character between J and E, especi-
ally in their theological conceptions, tend to show
that J is the older of the two documents. More-
over, the differences that we find within each of
these documents, but most especially in J (see below,
iii. 4. A), make it likely that both J and Ε were
originally collections of stories varying in date,
and probably handed down for the most part, if
not entirely, by oral tradition, some of them, it
may be, centuries before they were committed to
writing. Probably, as among other nations, the
oldest which acquired a fixed form were popular
songs describing some great national events, such
as the Song of Miriam (Ex 15) and those preserved
in Nu 21 (cf. also the Song of Deborah, Jg 5).
In Gn 42 3·2 4 we have evidently a fragment of
a song far older than the text with which it is
incorporated. The chief allusion in the poem
was apparently not understood, or at any rate
is left unexplained by J. The attempt to fix
the date of JE by comparing the patriarchal
stories with the relations between the Israelites
and the surrounding tribes is not very satisfactory.
It may be true that the origin attributed to the
Moabites and Ammonites is due to the animosity
felt against these related peoples, but the animosity
was so constant, at least from the time of the
Judges, that we get little help in fixing the date
of the story. Again, to refer the whole story of
Joseph to the ascendency of the Northern kingdom
in the time of Jeroboam II., and date its origin at
this period, is to suppose it a deliberate invention,
not, as the analogy of other such stories renders
far more probable, a legend which had gradually
grown up by oral tradition. From the importance
attached to the local sanctuaries of Bethel, Shechem,
and Beersheba (which last belonged to Simeon, one
of the ten tribes), and the great prominence of
Joseph, the father of Ephraim and Manasseh, it
has generally been supposed that Ε at any rate
was the product of the kingdom of Israel. Add to
this that the North, the mission field of Elijah
and Elisha, was in early times the chief scene of
literary and prophetic activity. These arguments
apply also, but with less force, to J, where Hebron
takes the place of Beersheba as the abode of
Abraham and Jacob; and Judah, instead of
Reuben, holds a prominent place in the history
of Joseph. From these facts it has been argued
that J, though its material was originally derived
from the same source as E, either in oral or written
form, is in its present form the work of a Jewish
composer or editor.

G. It is probable that J and Ε were blended into
one whole before D's law-book was composed, as
Dt 5-11 suppose it. Even if these chapters are not
the work of D proper, they must have been added
very shortly after.

4. Distinctions within the various sources.—
We have hitherto regarded the different sources
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of the Hexateuch, for the most part, as though
they were each homogeneous in character. In a cer-
tain sense they are, in that they possess individual
characters which distinguish each from the rest;
but within these are found considerable variations,
just as we find among plants or animals several
distinctly characterized species under one genus,
or, to use a still better simile, varieties under one
species. It is, in fact, probable that each of these
larger sources represents in itself the result of a
literary process extending in some cases over
centuries.

A. For example, in the J sections of Gn the
Flood story, with the beginnings of civilization and
the dispersion of races following upon it (II1"9),
seems nardly consistent with the growth of
civilization described in 416"24. It has also been
suggested that Noah the inventor of wine (920"27)
belongs to a distinct cycle of legends from Noah
the hero of the Flood, and that 61"4 gives a different
explanation of the origin of sin from 3. Finally,
it seems probable that the story of Nimrod, etc.
(108"15), came from the same cycle of stories as the
Flood story, and is also of Accadian origin. Hence
some critics have drawn a definite distinction be-
tween two series of stories, which they have de-
noted as J 1 and J 2 respectively. To the latter
Wellhausen ascribes J's Flood, together with
108-i5. isb. 19.21.25-bo n i - 9 i g o m e critics, however,
have ascribed 61"4 as well as 1016"18 to revisers of
JE (JE8). Attention has been called to the fact
that whereas in J 2 the three sons of Noah are
Japheth, Ham, Shem (Gn 10), the sons of Noah in
j i (920-27) w e r e originally, as vv.26·27 apparently show,
Shem, Canaan, Japheth. In Gn 12 and later chap-
ters J 2 has been found by some critics a convenient
peg on which to hang unknown fragments, inter-
polations, etc., such as 1210"20 Ιδ17'19· 22"83a, and even
2018, passages usually referred to JES or R.

B. Distinctions in Ε are not so frequently in-
sisted on, but some critics have referred to an
earlier source, E1, such passages as show traces
of archaic ideas or expressions, such as the an-
thropomorphic expressions of Gn 203"7 (cf. Nu 2220,
etc.), the ancient custom referred to in Gn 2016, the
word ηρφ$ in Gn 3319, Jos 2432.

C. In D we can trace several different stages. It
is now generally admitted that the Deuteronomic
Code begins either with Dt 5 or with Dt 12. Dt 1-4,
and perhaps also 5-11, were afterwards written as an
introduction, and still later the history was con-
tinued with the Deuteronomic recension of Joshua.
It seems likely that these were the gradual work of
the Deuteronomic school, extending well on into the
period of the Jewish captivity. The D elements of
the earlier books of the Hexateuch are sometimes
ascribed, not to this school, but to the compilers of
JE. At any rate, they probably belong to a com-
paratively early period.

D. In Ρ the fact of constant revision and
gradual compilation is easy to prove, but it is
not so easy to say how many distinct stages there
were in its history, still less to assign the exact
dates to which they belong. The following facts
are, however, capable of easy demonstration.

(1) The nucleus of Ρ lies in what is known as the
Code of Holiness (Ph) contained in Lv 17-26, though
these chapters now contain many interpolations
(esp. 2217"2f-29·so 231'8·23"38 241'14). This section is
marked off' from the rest of the Ρ legislation (a) by
its highly spiritual character and intense feeling of
reverence for the holiness of God and everything
connected with His service. P h is the centre and
kernel of the new religious movement; (b) by its
intimate relation to the ideal of ritual, etc., sketched
out by Ezekiel, chs. 40-48 ; (c) by its use of a special
terminology, words and phrases being found which
occur nowhere else. It will be sufficient here to

call attention to such phrases as * I am J'V ' I J" am
your God,' * I your God am holy,' and the like;
'walk in my (etc.) ordinances,' 'do and keep my
statutes and my judgments,' 'j$ jnx, * I will set
my face,' * that man shall be cut off from his
people,' 'my (J'"s, etc.) Sabbaths.' For a more
complete list see Driver, LOT6, 49. (d) By dis-
crepancies between P h and the general body of
Levitical law. Thus in P h the later distinction
between the high priest and the ordinary priests is
still in the making. The chief priest is but primus
inter pares (the priest who is greater than his
brethren, Lv 2110). Notice that the injunction
which in Lv 2110 is laid upon the chief priest only,
not to let the hair of his head go loose, or rend
his clothes, is in Lv ΙΟ6·7 laid upon all the priests.
The Feast of Booths lasted, according to the original
text of Lv 233iM4, 7 days instead of 8, and is still
determined by the season, 'when ye have gathered
in the fruits of the land'; the addition of the 8th
day and the words ' on the 15th day of the 7th
month' in v.39, evidently are interpolations (incon-
sistent with vv.40"42) added when the laws were
incorporated into the lamer code. On the other
hand, it is possible that P* included passages now
outside Lv. 17-26, as esp. Ex 66·7, Lv II 1" 2 3 · 4 1" 4 7

in their original form. With reference to the
relation of P h to Ezekiel, it should be noticed
that the resemblance extends not only to the
general tenor of the subject, a thing in itself
striking enough, but even to the style and phrase-
ology; and in this respect it is not confined to these
chapters of Ezekiel, but several expressions of P1'
are found scattered in various parts of the prophet
[see Kuenen, § 15, note 10]. That P h, therefore,
was written either by Ezekiel himself or by one
imbued with his spirit, and in all probability a
contemporary, does not admit of reasonable doubt,
and we cannot be far wrong in assigning it to the
latter half of the Exile.

(2) The next in order of time, and the most
important of the Priestly documents, is the
historical and legislative work known frequently
as Pg, which contains all of Ρ excepting P h on the
one hand, and certain later accretions in the legis-
lative portions on the other. The central feature
of P g is the promulgation of the laws, which are all
represented as revealed to Moses on Mt. Sinai.
P g was probably, as already suggested, the law
promulgated by Ezra, Neh 8. 93. Notice that the
Feast of Booths is kept eight days according to P g,
see Nu 2935.

(3) A third stage is reached in the union of P*
and P h, but whether it took place before or after the
promulgation of Ρ by Ezra cannot be determined.
All that can be said with certainty is that Ezra
was the head, perhaps the founder, of a school of
scribes specially suited for carrying out a work of
this kind.

(4) Lastly, there is evidence of various additions
and revisions of the Priestly Code made from time
to time (P8). The most important of the former in
Ex-Nu are Ex 30. 311"17 3429"35 35-40, Lv 1-7. 8.
1124-40 i2_i5. 16 (in part), most of Nu 1-1028 15. 19,
the whole of 28-31. To these we should add the
additions to Ph, esp. in Lv 23, to make it agree
with P g. The necessity of supposing such additions
to P g cannot be here proved at length. It is
enough to say generally that the proof lies in
certain repetitions, inconsistencies, and want of
sequence. For example, Ex 35-40 Lv 8 taken
together are a repetition of Ex 25-29. Ex 301"10

describes a special altar of incense of which there
is no mention in the list of holy things in 2631'37.
Cf. Lv 1612, which seems to imply that the one
altar was used both for incense and sacrifice. Ex
30 (or at any rate 35) -Lv 8 breaks the sequence
between Ex 29 and Lv 9, and Lv 1-7 is itself a
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collection of laws with several slight inconsist-
encies. Finally, Lv 11-15 breaks the connexion
between 10 and 16.

(5) To these we should also add the incorporation
of the already united JED into P; but to what
date either this or the various supplements
spoken of under (4) belong, cannot be deter-
mined. Probably, the latter represent a long
and very gradual process. Kuenen argues from
the difference of arrangement found in the LXX
translation of Ex 35-40, belonging to 3rd cent. B.C.,
that the final redaction of these chapters was even
then hardly completed.

5. Editorial Revisers.—It has not been found
practicable within the limits of this article to give
a complete estimate of the work of the various
editorial revisers. That several alterations were
made as the different sources were welded together
is practically certain. A few examples of editorial
emendations must suffice. In Gn 22a ' the land of
Moriah' is very suspicious (esp. if, according to Gn
14, Jerusalem was already in existence), inasmuch
as (1) the name Moriah does not appear again until
the very late Book of Chronicles, (2) Ε otherwise
shows no partiality towards Judah, (3) it could
not have taken 3 days to get from Beersheba to
Jerusalem, see v.4. It is probable, therefore, that an
original * Amorite' or name of some Ephraimitish
mountain, which had perhaps become illegible, was
altered by a reviser with Southern propensities,
possibly JE, but more probably Ρ3. 2214"19 is
certainly not part of the Ε narrative, but is
possibly some fragment of J worked in to suit the
story. It is, however, to be observed that in v.18

' be blessed' is w ^ n , not o-iiij] as elsewhere in J ;
so some have regarded it as the work of a reviser.
In 3514·15 we have probably the working in of an Ε
fragment in a section of Ρ (see above, iii. 3. D).
Ex 3411'26 has been revised by JE or I) to agree
with other passages, and in w.29"35 it is followed
by a story embodying perhaps an old tradition,
but written in the spirit and style of P.

iv. SUMMARY.—We may now summarize in this
way the probable history of the Hexateuch. For
many centuries probably the only records of the past
were those contained in song and saga. It is very
possible that, as with the ancient Icelanders, these
were recited at religious festivals (Ex 151· 2 0 · 2 1 , cf.
Jg II40). The first attempts to collect these, so as
to form a connected written history, probably date
from the 8th or 9th cent. B.C., and originated pre-
sumably in the schools of the prophets. There are
sufficient evidences of two distinct versions of this
ancient history, J and Ε ; but though they deal for
the most part with the same cycle of subjects, and
Ε is probably the later of the two, there is no proof
that there is any literary connexion between them.
Later on, towards the close of the 7th cent., these
two documents were combined together, but so
skilfully that it is often very difficult to separate
them (JE). About the same time in Jerusalem a
code of ritual regulations and customs, commonly
believed to have been revealed by God to Moses,
was set forth in writing and afterwards published
in the reign of Josiah (D). This code was shortly
afterwards provided with a historic setting and
combined with the earlier history, and the whole,
especially the conquest of Canaan, revised by the
same school (JED). It has been conjectured by
Kuenen, who has been followed by several other
critics, that E's Book of the Covenant, Ex 2022-23,
was originally represented as drawn up on the
plains of Moat), and that, when the code of Ό was
substituted for it, the former was put back so as to
form part of the Sinaitic legislation. This will
account both for the present difficulty in connecting
Ex 2022-24u with its context, and also for the fact
that, while in the historical summary of Dt 1-4

there is no reference to the Bk of the Covenant,
several of its provisions in a revised form appear
in the main body of D. During the Exile, pos-
sibly before the work of D s was complete, a new
body of ritual law, more priestly in its character,
was drawn up, probably by some disciple of Ezekiel,
and very possibly under his direction (Ph). This
was followed by a new version of the whole history,
and especially the legislation, conceived in a still
more sacerdotal spirit, which was probably com-
pleted about a century later, and promulgated by
Ezra and Nehemiah (Neh 8. 9) (P«). Finally, by the
union of this with Ph, and the additions of new
laws and regulations from time to time, and various
editorial revisions extending down to it may be
the 3rd cent. (Ps), we get our present Hexateuch.

v. THE HISTORICAL VALUE OF THE HEXATEUCH.
—It is, of course, obvious that the Hexateuch as
it stands is not strictly a historical work. It did
not need criticism to discover this, but criticism
makes it absolutely certain. It shows that the
most definite and statistical details, those given
namely in P, are the least to be depended upon,
being unknown to the earliest writers, and ap-
parently the calculations of a writer very far re-
moved "from the events described. There is also
observable throughout a tendency in the various
writers to throw back into their composition the
customs, etc., of their own times. Thus the whole
body of laws, originating in local custom, or
handed down as common law and promulgated
from time to time, would come to be fathered on
Moses; just in the same way as the Chronicler
read into the old documents the ritual of his own
day. Similarly, it is probable that the contemporary
religious and social customs of Northern Israel are
in JE described as those of their ancestors who
lived in a distant past. Regarded as a history of
the ancient migrations of the Israelites, their
establishment as a religious and political com-
munity, and their settlement in Canaan, the
Hexateuch contains little more than a general
outline on which to depend. We may gather that
the Israelites were one among a number of Semitic
peoples, who after long migration settled in or
near Egypt, from which after a period of serfdom
they finally escaped, and after further migrations
gradually gained a footing in the trans-Jordanic
territory, and afterwards made various incursions
across tne Jordan ; until, finally, the larger part of
the territory, especially on the hills where the
Canaanitish chariots were useless, fell into their
hands. That so many traditions and stories should
have attached themselves to Abraham and Moses,
even though many of them may be inapplicable
or exaggerated, shows what a deep impression
their personality and work made upon their
generation, and it is hardly too much to say that
probably all that was noblest and best in the
nation must be attributed to such men as these
who first sowed the seed, of which the prophetic
teaching was the fruit. But if the Hex. has little
to tell us of the early history of Israel, it has much
to tell us of the times in which the authors lived.
The habits and customs, the ideas, above all those
connected with morality and religion, are faithfully
represented. And thus we are enabled to trace
something more than an outline of that history of
religion which was the needful preparation for the
teaching of Christ.
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HEZEKIAH (on forms and meaning of the Heb.
name see next article).—1. A king of Judah (see
next art.). 2. An ancestor of the prophet Zeph-
aniah (Zeph I1), possibly to be identified with the
king of the same name. 3. Head of a family of
exiles who returned, Ezr 216=Neh 721 (cf. 1017).

HEZEKIAH (iiTpjn or *·τρ?π*, also πτ»ρ|π or π;ρτπ?
' J" hath strengthened' or · J" strengthened,' LXX!
'Efe/aas, Assyr. Haza7ci{i)att).—A king of Judah,
son and successor of the feeble and superstitious
Ahaz, with whom he contrasts as favourably as
with his own son and successor Manasseh. He is
conspicuous in Jewish history as the first king
who is said to have attempted a reformation of
religion on the principles which we find formally
laid down in the Bk. of Deuteronomy (2 Κ 18,
2 Ch 29 ff.; see HIGH PLACE, ii. p. 382b) Special in-
terest also attaches to his reign on account of his
close personal connexion with the prophet Isaiah,
who occasionally exerted a great influence over
him (especially in the memorable crisis which
issued in the deliverance of Jerusalem from
Sennacherib), and also because of the strong light
thrown upon his times by the cuneiform inscrip-
tions as well as by extant prophecies. H.'s history
is recorded in 2 Κ 1813-2019, Is 36-39, and 2 Ch 29-
32. The two former are very much alike, Κ being
on the whole more full and exact, and Is having
been borrowed from it by the compiler, who added
the Song of H. (Is 389'20), but omitted the annal-
istic fragment in 2 Κ 1814"16 as not suiting his
purpose, which was to trace the fulfilment of the
prophecies of Isaiah in connexion with the siege of
Jerusalem. Kings is evidently based not only on
State annals, but also on prophetic narrative
(derived partly from authentic documents, partly
from tradition), which bears traces of the style of
D in 374·34·35 381· 3 · 5 391, and cannot be assigned to
Isaiah (as suggested by 2 Ch 2622 3232) nor yet to a
contemporary, in view of {a) the nature of the
statements in 377· <38>·36 385, [b) such late words as
JV-UT (3611·13), (c) the apparent anachronisms in
3619 3738, and (d) the want of order and coherence
in the narrative when carefully examined and
compared with the Assyr. records.

The chronology of Hezekiah's reign is beset with
special difficulty. According to 2 Κ 1810 the Fall
of Samaria (722 as determined by Assyriologists)
took place in the 6th year of H., which would give
728-7 as the date of his accession (Ewald, Breden-
kamp, Delitzsch, Orelli, Strack, Driver, Kirk-
patrick, Duhm, Skinner. Ussher, Winer, W. K.
Smith make it 725). In 2 Κ 1813, on the other hand,
the invasion of Jerus. by Sennacherib (701) is said to
have taken place in the 14th year of H., who must
thus have commenced to reign in 715-4 (Kamp-
hausen, Wellhausen, Ed. Meyer, Kittel, Guthe,
Stade, Cornill, Hommel, Cheyne).

An attempt has been made to reconcile the
earlier date with 2 Κ 1813 by supposing 14th to be
a mistake for 24th (Bredenkamp), 27th (Rawlin-

son), 29th (Oppert), also by taking vv.13"16 to refer
to a campaign of Sargon in 711 (the name 'Sen-
nacherib' being considered a late and erroneous
insertion), a theory first advanced by E. Hincka
(who confined the reference to Sargon to v.13); but
for reasons stated by Kuenen, W. R. Smith, and
others, the theory of such an invasion by Sargon
is now generally abandoned, and the best solution
is probably to be found in a rearrangement of the
narrative. We have a clue to such rearrange-
ment in 2 Κ 20 (Is 38), which records a sickness of
H. that must have taken place in the 14th year
of his reign if the latter extended to 29 years, and
if H. lived 15 years after his recovery (2 Κ 182 206,
Is 385). This sickness the compiler seems to have
connected with the invasion by Sennacherib (2 Κ
206b, Is 386), applying to the invasion the note of
time (14th year), which properly belonged to the
sickness, and introducing the latter with the words
'In those days,' which may have originally be-
longed to the invasion. This view is supported by
the fact that the account of Merodach-baladan's
embassy, which took place after the sickness (2 Κ
2012, Is 391), ought certainly to have come before
the invasion, as after that event Merodach-baladan
was not in a position to send ambassadors, his
downfall having taken place the year before (702);
nor was H., after being impoverished by the war
(2 Κ 1813"16), possessed of such treasures as would
be likely to excite the admiration of his visitors
(2 Κ 201'3, Is 392). A middle date is suggested by
Winckler (followed by McCurdy), who takes 2 Κ
162 as his guide, setting aside both 1810 and 1813,
and fixes H.'s accession at 720-19. The earlier
date, however, besides having 1810 to rest on, fits
in with the subsequent chronology of the kings of
Judah, and agrees with Jer 2618f·, which represents
H. as under the influence of the prophet Micah,
who is known to have prophesied before the Fall of
Samaria (Mic I6). On the other hand, it aggra-
vates the discrepancy between the age of Ahaz at
his death (by reducing his reign from 16 to 8 years,
while the 715 date gives him 20 years of a reign)
and the age of H. at his accession, which is stated
in 2 Κ 182 to be 25 years (but in LXX 20),—a
difficulty which Whitehouse meets by supposing
that H. was co-regent with his father from 727 to
715, and that his 14th year is to be reckoned from
the latter date, when he was in a position to
initiate a new policy following the counsels of
Isaiah.

This uncertainty as to the chronology is of less
importance, as the interest of H.'s reign, in the
light both of prophecy and the Assyr. records,
practically closes with the invasion in 701. Even
if we suppose him to have lived till 686 (as the
later date for his accession would imply), we gain
little or no additional information regarding the
events of his reign. Assuming that H. came to
the throne in 727, it was as a young and inex-
perienced prince in the midst of faithless and time-
serving politicians, who scorned the teaching of
the prophets, and a like-minded priesthood. The
deplorable state of morality and religion is evident
from Mic 1 ff. (cf. Is 28) delivered on the eve of the
siege of Samaria, i.e. about 725. These testimonies,
as well as the fact that the anti-prophetic party
continued in the ascendant till 701, oblige us to
receive with caution the circumstantial account
given by the Chronicler (2 Ch 293ff·) of the reforms
effected by H. in the very first year of his reign.
He is said to have purified and refurnished the
temple, which had been shut up by Ahaz after
being despoiled of its treasures, to have renewed
the ancient sacrifices with great magnificence and
pomp, to have ordained a joyful celebration of the
long-neglected Passover, after purging Jerus. of
its idolatrous altars and sending out invitations
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to the Israelites in the north, * the remnant that
had escaped out of the hands of the king of
Assyria.' So great was the enthusiasm said to
have been evoked that it led to a general crusade
against the images and altars and high places in
the cities of Judah and Benjamin, Ephraim and
Manasseh, both king and people at the same time
giving evidence of their devotion by their munificent
provision of tithes and offerings for the support of
the priests and Levites, who were now carefully
registered and organized. The only part of these
reforms that is recognized in Κ is the removal of
'high places' and destruction of 'pillars' and
' Asherah' (2 Κ 184·22), but a remarkable instance
of H.'s zeal for purity of worship is also given (v.4)
in his destruction of 'the brazen serpent that
Moses had made' which had become an object of
worship in Jerusalem (see NEHUSTAN).

While it is generally admitted that H. paved
the way for the reformation carried out by Josiah
in the next century, not only prohibiting idolatry,
but seeking to centralize the national worship by
destroying the local sanctuaries in the provincial
cities of Judah, around which heathen practices
were apt to gather (cf. Mic I 5 512'11, Is 3029 319 I2 9

220), it is held by Wellhausen, W. R. Smith,
Nowack, Stade, and others, that the reforms could
only have taken place after the Assyrian invasion,
which brought dishonour on the provinces, but was
the means of exalting Jerus. and glorifying its
protecting deity, thus counteracting the idolatrous
tendencies inherited from the previous reign. In
proof that the reformation could not have been
earlier, they cite the allusions to prevalent idolatry
in such late prophecies of Isaiah as 3022 317 (c. 702).
These indeed show that the reformation had been
far from perfect (cf. 2 Κ 2313 and revulsion under
Manasseh), being largely due to royal command;
but the whole traditional account of H.'s reign
points to an earlier date for his turning to J''. Cf.
Jer 2618f· already referred to, the eulogistic summary
in 2 Κ 183"7, H.'s plea for divine favour in 203, and
the demolition of nigh places, etc., ascribed to him
by the Rabshakeh in 1822, which, even if an inter-
polation (Cheyne), was not likely to be introduced
unless it had some basis of tradition to rest on.

In addition to his work as a religious reformer,
II. revived in some measure the glories of his great-
grandfather Uzziah by successful inroads upon
the Philistines, over one of whose cities (Ekron)
we find him in 701 holding a position of suzerainty;
by his care for the interests of national defence,
repairing the Avails and fortifications of Jerus.,
fitting up arsenals, constructing aqueducts and
reservoir? for securing to Jerus., and cutting off
from besiegers, a permanent supply of water; by
building cities, and encouraging trade and agri-
culture through the erection of shelters for sheep
and cattle and of store - houses for produce.
Whether the underground tunnel leading from
Gihon (the modern 'Fountain of the Virgin') to
the upper pool of Siloam (1708 ft. long, and a work
of great engineering skill) is to be identified with
' the conduit' mentioned in 2 Κ 2020 as the work of
H., and apparently referred to in 2 Ch 3230 (cf. 324

229"11 and Sir 4817), is still a moot point, different
opinions being held by experts as to the age of the
inscription (discovered in 1880) at the mouth of the
tunnel, which is in round characters and in old
Hebrew but bears no date,* the question being
also complicated by the mention of an already-
existing Shiloah in Is 86, on which see Dillmann s
note, and Stade, G VI593 f.

Among the merits which tradition assigned to
H. was a taste for music and literature. In his

* See PSBA, May, July, 1897, Feb. 1898 (papers by Pilcher,
Conder, Davis), and Expos. Times, Apr. 1898, p. 292 f., and May
1898, p. 384 (the latter by A. B. Davidson).

restoration of the temple service, music, both vocal
and instrumental, has a prominent place (2 Ch
2925-30). In Pr 251 we read of ' the men of Heze-
kiah' who copied out the proverbs of Solomon, and
in the Talm. {Baba bathra, f. 15α) Ή . and his
associates' are credited with the 'writing' of
certain books of the OT. Is 389"20 even contains a
song which bears in its superscription to have been
written by H. at the time of his sickness and
recovery. But it is absent from 2 K, and its late
insertion in Is appears to have disturbed the text,
displacing v.21f\ Moreover, it has no distinct
marks of its alleged royal authorship, and bears a
strong resemblance to Job and the later Psalms.
For these reasons it is considered post-exilic by most
recent critics, and is even supposed by Cheyne to
refer (like Ps 88 and La 3) to the experience, not of
an individual, but of the church-nation. In all
probability, it was introduced into Is from a collec-
tion of liturgical songs (v.20). The sickness referred
to appears to have been of the nature of a boil or
an abscess, being described by the same name (pnp)
as is applied to one of the plagues of Egypt (Ex 99)
and to the disease of Job (27). Its connexion with
leprosy (Lv 1318) explains the promise given to H.
that on the third day he would 'go up unto the
house of J".' The effect produced on H. by the
prophetic announcement that his illness was to
prove fatal, illustrates his tender and emotional
nature, and enables us to understand the influence
exerted over him by the wise and fearless coun-
sellor who on this as on other occasions interpreted
to him the will of J". With regard to the sign
given to H. by the prophet in token of his recovery,
if the fuller text in Κ be accepted as the original,
the narrative must be held to imply a claim on the
part of Isaiah to a miraculous control of the forces
of nature (209); but if Κ be regarded as an expan-
sion and Is be held to be the original (Stade,
Duhm, Dillmann), it is possible to explain the
deflection of the shadow as the result of a partial
eclipse of the sun or of refraction of light by the
atmosphere, the mode of expression in Is 388b

being similar to that in Jos 1013, and capable of
similar interpretation (see DIAL).

Probably, it was shortly after this sickness (c.
714) that the messengers arrived from Babylon
(2 Κ 2012"19, Is 39). Even if we must regard the
promise of deliverance from the king of Assyria
in 2 Κ 206b Is 386 as an interpolation, it is certain
that about this time H. had reason to apprehend
danger from that quarter. Almost from the com-
mencement of his reign (cf. Is 28) there had been
a growing feeling at Jerus. in favour of an alliance
with Egypt. The feeling was shared by most of
the Phoen. and Philistine powers, and in 720 a bold
attempt wras made by Gaza, with the support of
Egypt, to throw off the supremacy. The defeat of
the allied forces at Raphia crushed the movement
before it broke into a general revolt; but Judah
was no doubt more or less implicated, and it may
have been to what took place at this time that
Sargon refers in his Nimrod inscription (c. 717)
when he speaks of himself as the 'conqueror of the
remote land of Judah'—unless wre suppose (with
Winckler and Delitzsch) that Judah is here used
by mistake for Israel. For the next seven or eight
years Sargon was fully occupied in the consolida-
tion of his empire in the east, and during that time
the impression made on Judah and its neighbours
by the fate of Samaria and Damascus had almost
worn off, and a widespread conspiracy was forming
against the domination of ' the great king.' With
this we may connect the embassy from Merodach-
baladan, Sargon's chief rival, who held the throne
of Babylon from 721 till 710 when he was over-
thrown, only to regain his independence after
Sargon's death, when he again wore the crown for
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about nine months, in 704-3; and to the latter
period a few critics would assign his embassy to
Jerus. (Wellhausen, W. R. Smith, Cheyne,
McCurdy). The ostensible object of the visit was
to congratulate H. on his recovery (cf. 2 Ch 3231),
but the real purpose (of which the accompanying
gifts were a well-understood sign) was to court an
alliance against the Assyr. power. The welcome
which H. gave to the messengers, and the pride
with which he showed them his sacred treasures
and military stores, brought upon him, as might
have been expected, the severest censure of the
prophet; but the prediction of a Babylonian cap-
tivity for his family and possessions wears the
appearance of a ' vaticinium ex eventu,' having
nothing in common with the general tone of
Isaiah's teaching at this time, which represents
everything as culminating in the great struggle
with Assyria. Notwithstanding the prophet's
inflexible opposition to any alliance either with
Babylon or Egypt, the danger of Judah's being
involved in hostilities only became more threaten-
ing during the next few years (713-10), as we may
judge from the intense earnestness of the prophet's
utterances in connexion with the siege of Ashdod
(Is 20), when he felt called of God to go about for
three years * naked and barefoot' in token of the
fate which would overtake the Egyptians and their
allies, as well as from Sargon's Ashdod inscription,
which mentions the king of Judah among other
tributaries who were at this time * plotters of sedi-
tion,' stirring up rebellion against him and bring-
ing gifts of friendship to Pharaoh, king of Egypt.

The death of Sargon in 705, and the accession of
a new and untried king, was the signal for a fresh
attempt on the part of many vassals to regain
their independence. In the first instance Sen-
nacherib directed his attention to his rebellious
subjects in the east, and it was not till 701 that he
turned his arms against Palestine in his third
campaign, of which we have several monumental
records, the fullest being that on the Taylor
cylinder. But the rebels were slow in arriving at
concerted action, owing to their dependence on
Egypt; and in several of Isaiah's discourses about
this time (chs. 29-32, cf. 18) we can trace the
secret negotiations with Egypt, against which the
prophet inveighs vehemently, predicting the utter
failure of the hopes his countrymen were setting
on 'Rahab that sitteth still' (307 RV), and the
shame and ruin they would bring upon themselves
by their faithless and short-sighted policy—which
was destined, however, to issue in a marvellous
deliverance which would prove the regeneration of
the national life. By this time H. had openly
thrown off his allegiance under the influence of his
premier, Shebna, apparently of foreign extraction,
whose downfall is predicted by Isaiah a little later
in2215ff>, and who afterwards appears in an inferior
office in 363. That H. took a leading part in the
revolt is evident from the fact recorded by Sen-
nacherib in the cylinder referred to (col. ii. 11. 70 if.),
that H. had imprisoned at Jerus. Padi, king of
Ekron, whose subjects had dethroned him on
account of his loyalty to Assyria.

After reducing or receiving the submission of
a number of powers on the east and north of
Palestine, Sennacherib proceeded southward along
the Maritime Plain, to punish the ringleaders in
the revolt. In doing so, it is possible that he may
have despatched a portion of his army to invade
Judah from the north, and of this some writers
find evidence in the description of the Assyr.
advance in Is 1028"32. But probably this is only
an ideal picture, and the great prophecy of which
it forms part (105-ll16), proclaiming both the
mission and the doom of Assyria, admits of other
dates, e.g. 711 (Cheyne [who, however, connects

yv#27b-32 with the siege of Samaria in 722], Guthe,
Dillmann, Giesebrecht) and even earlier (W. R.
Smith, G. A. Smith). The Assyr. record goes on
to tell that Sennacherib took Ashkelon, and that his
approach had struck terror into the hearts of the
men of Ekron when he was confronted by a great
army of Egyptians and Sinaitic Arabians under
several of their kings, who had come to the relief
of Ekron. These he defeated at Eltekeh {Altaku),
and afterwards took Ekron. It was only then
apparently that he sent his troops into Judah,
where (he says) they took 46 fenced cities and
small towns without number, carrying off 200,150
captives (probably an exaggeration) and obliging
H. to sue for peace, which was granted him on
payment of heavy exactions, including 30 talents
of gold and 800 talents of silver, a narrative
which is in substantial agreement with 2 Κ 1813'16,
even the discrepancy between the 300 and the 800
talents of silver being perhaps accounted for by
the different standards of the two countries
(Brandis, Μύηζ-system, p. 98).

Such crushing calamities (Is l5ff·) could not fail
to be regarded as a vindication of the prophet's
counsel, and a condemnation of the policy to which
he had been so strongly opposed. H.'s eyes were
now opened to see where the true interests of his
kingdom lay; and from this time we find Isaiah
enjoying his fullest confidence, and guiding the
national policy. But there were some on whom
the lesson was lost, painful though it had been—
citizens who gave themselves up to shameless mirth
and revelry as soon as they saw the beleaguering
force preparing to withdraw (Is 22). They thought
the crisis was over, but it was not so. For Sen-
nacherib soon realized the danger to which his
army would be exposed if he advanced into Egypt,
leaving such a strong fortress as Jerus. in the hands
of a doubtful vassal like H.; and even at the ex-
pense of a breach of faith with H. (Is 331· 8, Jos.
Ant. X. i. 1) he resolved to make a fresh demand
for its surrender. Recent critics (Stade and his
followers) have detected in the long narrative
(2 Κ 1817-1937) a somewhat confused combination of
two different accounts, which, if referring to two
different occasions, ought to be transposed; and
Tiele would even place last of all the events related
in 2 Κ 1814-16. The problem is too intricate to be
dealt with here. But there is no reason to doubt
that Sennacherib made a renewed attempt from
Lachish (with which his military achievements are
associated in recently - discovered monuments,
although he himself does not mention it even by
name), and perhaps also from Libnah, to which he
may have retreated on hearing that Tirhaka was
coming out to meet him (2 Κ 198). That he failed
to take Jerus. is almost implied in his own vague
statement that he shut up H. like a bird in a cage;
and his concluding boast about the tribute and
other gifts being sent to him at Nineveh (instead
of to Lachish, as related in Scripture) is evidently
introduced to save any necessity for recording his
subsequent disasters. These disasters are involved
in mystery. But the biblical account finds an
echo in the story told by Herod, (ii. 141), the de-
struction of his army being probably due to a
plague (2 Κ 1935, Is 37^, cf. 2 S 2415f·, 1 Ch 2112ff·
and Is 64f·) in the pestiferous region on the
borders of Egypt where the Crusaders and others
have had a similar experience (cf. 2 Κ 1924 RV).
The impression made on Sennacherib was such
that though he lived for twenty years longer he
never again entered Pal. or besieged Jerusalem.
On the other hand, the dramatic account of the
conference between his three emissaries (all whose
names have now been identified with the titles of
Assyr. officers) and the three Jewish deputies, on a
famous spot under the walls of Jerus. (cf. Is 73),
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bears the stamp of historical reality, as does also
the letter which H. is said to have afterwards re-
ceived from him. In the prophetic words which
are embodied in the narrative we have for the
most part the genuine utterances of Isaiah, har-
monizing with that 'most beautiful of all his
discourses' (ch. 33) which marks the peaceful and
triumphant close of his ministry, and which finds
an echo in the 46th, perhaps also in the 48th, 75th,
and 76th Psalms.

The event which was thus commemorated was
one of the most impressive and glorious in Heb.
history, and has taken rank in the estimation of
the Jews with the Exodus from Egypt and the
Return from Babylon. It was a most fateful
moment, not only for Israel but for its religion;
and while the victory of faith was mainly due to
the influence of the one inspired man who held fast
the conviction that in the Lord J" was everlasting
strength, and that amid all wreck and ruin He
would preserve Mt. Zion inviolate as His holy
habitation, the glory of the time falls also on the
sovereign who shared his lofty spirit and fulfilled
in some degree his Messianic hopes, when he made
such a heroic stand against the dreaded invader
before whom all the other kings of Palestine and
Philistia had succumbed. Not unfitly, therefore,
it stands written that 'after him was none like
him among all the kings of Judah, nor any that
were before him' (2 Κ 185).
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J. A. M'CLYMONT.
HEZION (frm «vision'; 'Afrlv Β, 'AftijX A, Luc).

—Father of Tabrimmon and grandfather of Ben-
hadad, the Syrian king whose alliance was sought
by Asa, king of Judah, against Baasha, king of
Israel (1 Κ 1518). It has been plausibly suggested
(Ewald, Thenius, Klostermann, etc.) that Hezion
is identical with Rezon of 1 Κ II2 3, the founder of
the kingdom of Damascus, and an adversary to
Solomon. The three generations of Syrian kings
may very well correspond with the four genera-
tions of the kings of Judah, since Abijam, Asa's
predecessor, reigned for three years only. In place
of Rezon in 1 Κ II 1 4 [Heb.23] Β reads Έσρώμ, Luc.

0 i\

Έσρών, Pesh. ^O$5C71; and Klostermann regards
\\"\m Hezron as the original form of the name in
both passages Π 2 3 1518. C. F. BURNEY.

HEZIR (Tm, either for ντπ 'boar,' or cf. New
Heb. Ί\νη 'apple').—1. The 17th of the priestly
courses (1 Ch 2415). 2. A lay family, which signed
the covenant (Neh 1020 [Heb.21]). For the name
cf. the inscription on the grave of the 'sons of
Hezir,' dating from the 1st cent. B.C. (see Driver,
Text of Sam. p. xxiii). See GENEALOGY, III. 15.

H. A. WHITE.
HEZRO,HEZRAI(£e*&tfAVw, KerS ^η;'Ασαραί).

—One of David's thirty heroes (2 S 2335). He was
a Carmelite, i.e. a native of Carmel, the modern
Kurmul, in the hill-country of Judah (see CARMEL-
ITE). In the parallel list (1 Ch II37) the reading of
the Kethibh (Hezro) is retained, but the LXX
supports the form Hezrai (B 'Hcre/xf; tf Ήσεραί; A
Άσαραί). J. F. STENNING.

HEZRON (p?0 and fn?n).—1. A son of Reuben,
i.e. the eponymous head of a Reubenite family,
Gn 469, Ex 61* Nu 266= 1 Ch 53. 2. A son of Perez
and grandson of Judah, i.e. the eponymous head of

a Judahite family, Gn 4612, Nu 2621=Ru 418·19,1 Ch
25.9. is. 2i. 24.25 4i, T h i s Hezron appears also in the
NT in the genealogy of our Lord, Mt I3, Lk θ33 (in
both of which passages AV following TR Έσρώμ
has Esrom. WH has in Mt Έσρώμ, in Lk Έσρών).
The gentilic name Hezronites (*jhyryn) occurs in Nu
266 referring to the descendants of No. 1 above, and
in v.21 referring to those of No. 2.

J. A. SELBIE.
HEZRON (p>-n).—1. A town in the south of

Judah (Jos 153) = Hazar-addar of Nu 344. It ap-
pears to be different from 2. Kerioth-hezron (ninj?
j'nyn), Jos 1525, which is prob. identical with Hazor,
No. i. The name Hezron probably survives at
Jebel Hadhireh, a mountain in the Tih desert
N.W. of Petra. C. R. CONDER.

HIDDAI Ow; Β ΆδαοΙ and 'Αδροί;* Α Άθθαί).—
One of David's thirty heroes (2 S 2330). He is
described as ' of the brooks [D^IJ}, ' torrent-valleys']
of Gaash,' and probably lived in the neighbourhood
of Mt. Gaash (cf. Jos 1950 2430, Jg 29) in the hill-
country of Ephraim. Thenius and Wellh. prefer
the alternative form Hurai (n?n ; Β Ovpei; Α Ουρί),
which is given in the parallel list 1 Ch 1132.

J. F. STENNING.
HIDDEKEL (^n) .— The name given to the Tigris

in Gn 214, Dn 104/ In the Sumerian or pre-Semitic
language of Babylonia, the river was called Idikla
and Idikna, which the Semitic Babylonians modi-
fied into Diklat by dropping the initial vowel and
affixing the Semitic feminine suffix. Diklat is the
Diglit of Pliny {HN vi. 27) and the Dijlah of
to-day. The Jrersians assimilated the name to
their own word tigra * an arrow' (see Strabo, xi.
p. 529; Q. Curt. iv. 9. 16 ; Eust. ad Dionys. Perieg.
v. 984), from which was derived the Gr. Tigris.
It is possible that in the first syllable of Idikla we
have the Sumerian id, 'river. See further Del.,
Paradies, 110 f., 170 ff. A. H. SAYCE.

HIEL (·?>οπ 'brother of God' or 'he whose
brother is God.' The name is a contraction of
^ π κ Ahiel, and this form appears in LXX [Άχείήλ
Β, Άχίήλ A]. Cf. ατπ for DynN, and Phcen. naten for
η^οπκ).—A Bethelite, famed as the rebuilder of
Jericho, in the reign of Ahab (1 Κ1634). He is said
to have laid the foundations of the city at the cost
of the life of Abiram his firstborn son, and to have
set up the gates with the loss of his youngest son
Segub; in fulfilment of Joshua's curse pronounced
against the rebuilder of Jericho (Jos 626). The
meaning of this statement possibly is that the
builder sacrificed his sons, perhaps by enclosing
them alive in the foundation and wall, in order to
secure the prosperity of the city by this costly
blood-offering. See FOUNDATION. Or, the tradi-
tion may have been that, through failure to perform
such a rite, his eldest and youngest born sons were
claimed by the offended deity at the initiatory and
final stages of the building operations. For in-
stances, from various sources, of the widespread
primitive custom of human sacrifice 'in order to
furnish blood at the foundations of a house or of a
public structure,' cf. H. C. Trumbull, The Thres·
hold Covenant, p. 46 ff. It may be urged, however,
that the language of 1 Κ 1634 implies not a usual
practice, but the occurrence of something involun-
tary on the part of Hiel; e.g. that the death of
his sons was the result of accidents during the
building operations. C. F. BURNEY.

HIERAPOLIS (Ίεράπολι?, in more classical form
*IepcL IloXts, and in ruder native Greek Ίβρόττολί*),
a city on the north edge of the Lycus valley,

* The rendering of Β is not found at v.so but after v.39, where
it is out of place. Its omission in the first instance would
appear to be accidental.
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probably originally Lydian, but in the Roman
period always reckoned to Phrygia, played a highly
important part in the early history of Christianity.
In the Bible it is mentioned only in Col 413 in
association with Laodicea. Standing on the site
on the north edge of the Lycus valley, one looks
due south across the hollow valley about 6 miles
to Laodicea on a slight rising ground, while
Colossse, about 12 miles distant to the south-east,
is concealed by the low hills that separate the
upper or Colossian glen from the lower or Laodicean
glen of the Lycus. Hierapolis, probably, was
originally the * Holy City' of the tribe Hydrelitai,
which possessed the north bank of the Lycus; and
Kydrara (i.e. Kydrela, Hydrela) in Herod, vii. 31
is probably another name for it. It was marked
out to the inhabitants by its marvellous medicinal
hot springs as the place where divine power was
plainly present. The water of these springs is
strongly impregnated with alum (being on that
account very useful for dyeing purposes), as
Hamilton mentions, and it forms a calcareous
deposit with extraordinary rapidity, so that the
site is almost entirely covered with encrustation
formed since the city was ruined, while the pre-
cipitous rocks on the south side of the city, over
which the water tumbles in many rivulets, have
been transformed into the appearance of 'an
immense frozen cascade' (Chandler).* Even more
remarkable was the Ploutonion or Charonion, a
hole just large enough to admit a man, reaching
deep into the earth, from which issued a poisonous

•vapour, the breath of the realm of death. Strabo
had with his own eyes seen sparrows stifled by this
vapour. The city, though devoid of political
importance, derived high social consequence and
prosperity in the peaceful Roman period from its
religious character; and here, as the special strong-
hold of Satan, Christianity fixed itself from the
first. The filling up of the Charonion, the dwell-
ing place of the hostile power, may be plausibly
attributed to Christian action in the 4th cent.

From the NT narrative (Ac 1910 and Col) it is
clear that the Church in Hierapolis was founded
through the influence diffused over Asia from St.
Paul's residence in Ephesus (perhaps by Timothy,
Col I1). But later legends f describe the Apostle
Philip as the evangelist both of Tripolis (about 10
miles to the north-west, and also in view) and of
Hierapolis, in which the Apostle John also preached;
and the Hierapolitan Echidna {i.e. the serpent-
form in which the Phrygian god Sabazios was
there and everywhere represented) is described as
their special eriemy. It appears well attested that
Philip preached and resided in Hierapolis, and
that he was buried there with his two daughters,
who were virgins, while a third daughter of his
was married and buried in Ephesus (Eusebius, HE
iii. 31, quoting Polycrates, bishop of Ephesus about
A.D. 190). Owing to mere confusion of name, Philip
the deacon (who had four prophetic daughters,
Ac 218) is connected by some authorities with
Hierapolis; but legend and an inscription ί found in
the city agree with the earliest historical autho-
rity, Polycrates. The city, apparently, assumed
for a time the name Philippopolis, for Tatianus,
bishop of Philippopolis in Phrygia, at the Council
of Chalcedon, A.D. 451, was in all probability bishop
of Hierapolis,§ and so also Andreas of Philip-
popolis in Phrygia in A.D. 692. Ten Christian in-
scriptions of Hierapolis are published; || two of them
may perhaps be Jewish, if not Jewish-Christian.

Probably, nowhere in Asia Minor was the oppo-
sition between the native superstition and the

* Whence the modern name Pambuk-Kalessi, ' Cotton Castle.'
t See Bonnet, Narratio de miraculo Chonis patrato.
X See Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics, i. pt. ii. p. 552.
§ Ib. i. pt. i. p. 344 f. || Ib. i. pt. ii. pp. 543-553.

Christian religion so strongly accentuated as in
Hierapolis. In greater cities, like Ephesus, political
considerations came in to complicate the antagon-
ism. But Hierapolis was important only as the
home of religion; the native superstition is there
revealed to us in its sharpest and most aggressive
form, as the worship of the mother goddess Leto (see
DIANA) and her son Lairbenos (a form of Sabazios).

The early coins of the city, until about the time
of Christ, bear the ruder native name Hieropolis,
while those of Augustus' later period and all
subsequent emperors have the more correct form
Hierapolis ; the change of spelling shows that a step
in the Hellenization of the city was made about
that time (though private persons seem to have
occasionally used the form Hieropolis much later).*
The Christians preferred the form Hierapolis. f

In the apostolic period H. was a flourishing
city, to whose medicinal springs numerous visitors
flocked ; its prosperity lasted through the Roman
period (as is shown by its rich coinage); and it
easily recovered from such losses as that of the
earthquake which probably injured it in A.D. 60
(Tacitus, Ann. xiv. 27). Epictetus is the only
important figure in literature connected with
Hierapolis. It was made by Justinian, if not
earlier, a metropolis; and the north-west part of
the great province of Phrygia Pacatiana was
placed under it.J The fact that several Christian
martyrs were executed at Hierapolis § shows that
it was a leading city under the Empire, where the
proconsul held trials. The Neokorate in the
Imperial religion was conferred on it by Caracalla
about A.D. 215 (Athen. Mittheil. xix. p. 118).

LITERATURE.—On the topography and history, see Hamilton
and older travellers : a plan of the city is given by Tremaux,
Voyage Archaol. en Asie Mineure; fullest discussion in Ramsay,
Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, vol. i. pt. i. pp. 84-120,124 f.,
and 172-175 ; on the Christian Antiquities, pt. ii. pp. 500 f., 545 ff.;
and on the pagan religion in Hierapolis, pt. i. pp. 86-105, 133-
140. See also J. G. C. Anderson in Journal of Hellenic Studies,
pp. 17, 411. The elaborate work on Hierapolis by Judeich, etc.,
announced for some years as in the press, has not yet appeared.

W. M. RAMSAY.
HIEREEL ('IepeiM, 1 Es 921.—The corresponding

name in Ezr 1021 is JEHIEL.

HIEREMOTH (Ίβρ^μώθ).—!. 1 Es 927. In Ezr 1026

JEREMOTH. 2. 1 Es 930. In Ezr 1029 JEREMOTH
(R Vm ' and Ramoth').

, 1 Es 926.—In EzrHIERMAS (A leva's, Β l
1025 RAMIAH.

HIERONYMUS [Ιερώνυμο*).—A Syrian officer in
command of a district of Pal. under Antiochus v.
Eupator, who harassed the Jews after the with-
drawal of Lysias in B.C. 165 (2 Mac 122).

HIGGAION.—See PSALMS (Titles).

HIGH, HIGHMINDED. — High is occasionally
used in the sense of 'tall,' as 1 S 92 'From his
shoulders and upward he was higher than any of
the people' (aia); Jth 167 ' For the mighty one did
not fall by the young men, neither did the sons of
the Titans smite him, nor high giants set upon
him' (υψηλοί yiyavres). So occasionally in Shaks.,
as Merch. of Venice, V. i. 163—

• A kind of boy, a little scrubbed boy,
No higher than thyself.'

From the literal sense, ' high' passes readily into
certain figurative applications, but that which we

* Corpus Inscr. Attic, iii. 129,1. 29, and perhaps Ada Concil.
Constantinop. A.D. 347, refer to this city, not Hieropolis near
Sandykli. See Cities and Bishoprics, i. pt. i. pp. 87 f., 107, pt.
ii. p. 681.

t Cities and Bishoprics, i. pt. ii. p. 682.
lib. pt. i. pp. 108 f., 121.
§ Ib. pt. ii. p. 494.
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take as fig. would often to the religious conscious-
ness of Israel be quite literal. See GOD, RELIGION,
and compare the following passages : Ps 7119 * Thy
righteousness also, Ο God, is very high'; 928

* But thou, LORD, art most high (RV ' art on
high') for evermore'; Is 61 Ί saw also the LORD
sitting upon a throne, high and lifted u p ' ; 5715

' For thus saith the high and lofty One that in-
habiteth eternity'; 2 Co 105 * Casting down imagina-
tions and every high thing that exalteth itself
against the knowledge of God' (παν ϋψωμα); with
many more. But in the foil, the fig. sense is com-
plete, Dt 2619 * And the LORD hath avouched thee
this day to be his peculiar people . . . and to
make thee high above all nations which he hath
made, in praise, and in name, and in honour';
3227 O u r hand is high (RV «exalted'), and the
LORD hath not done all th is ' ; * a man of high
degree' 1 Ch 1717 (rbv$O ο™π, text certainly cor-
rupt), or * men of high" degree' Ps 629 (trx-\:?). Cf.
Lk 1615 Wye. ' that that is high to men, is abhom-
ynacioun bifor god.' So frequently in Shaks., as
Two Gent, of Verona, II. iv. 106—

' Too low a mistress for so high a servant.'

In this way * high' takes on an offensive mean-
ing, haughty, as Ps 1015 * Him that hath an high
look and a proud heart will not I suffer'; Pr 214

' An high look, and a proud heart, and the plowing
of the wicked is sin' (D:J'# on, lit. as AVm,' haughti-
ness of eyes'); which can also be illustrated from
Shaks., as I Henry VI. IV. vii. 39—

1 Once I encountered him, and thus I said :
" Thou maiden youth, be vanquished by a maid" ;
But with a proud majestical high scorn,
He answered thus : " Young Talbot was not born
To be the pillage of a giglot wench.'"

Notice in this connexion the phrase ' high call-
ing,' Ph 314, lit. * calling upward' (άνω κλήσα) as
RV, which is better than the ' heavenly calling'
of Lightfoot and others, though that is the ulti-
mate destination.

In the phrase * high day' we find two different
meanings—(1) 'great,' practically equivalent to
«holy' in Ad. Est 1622, Sir 339, ΐ η 1931; and (2)
the same as modern ' broad,' referring to the full
light of day, in Gn 297.

For Most High see GOD ; for High Place see the
following art.; for High Priest see PRIESTS AND
LEVITES ; and for Highest Room (Lk 148 ττρωτο-
κλισία) see HOSPITALITY, HOUSE, ROOM.

In Ro II 2 0 [WH μή ύψηλα φρονεΐν] and in 1 Ti 617

the verb ύψηλοφρονεΐν is tr*1 * to be highminded';
and in 2 Ti 34 the ptcp. τετνφωμένο* is trd * high-
minded ' (RV · puffed up'). Thus in all its occur-
rences in AV highminded has the bad sense of
* haughty,' * overweening,' its almost invariable
meaning at the time. As Davies points out (Bible
English, p. 207), Andrewes uses the word in a good
(though not in the modern) sense when he says
(Sermons, v. 50), * Ο that you would mind once
these high things, that you would be in this sense
high-minded,' but it is plain that he is accom-
modating the word to his purpose; elsewhere he
uses it in the same sense as AY. Cf. Babees Book
(E.E.T.S.), p. 93, Ά hye mynded man thinketh
no wight worthy to match with him.'

Highness, which, except in reference to persons
of rank, is now displaced by 'height,' is found
twice in AV, Job 3123 ' For destruction from God
was a terror to me, and by reason of his highness
I could not endure' (ηκΐρ; RV * excellency' ; Amer.
RV 'majesty,' which is Davidson's word); and
Is 133 ' I have commanded my sanctified ones, I
have also called my mighty ones for mine anger,
even them that rejoice in my highness' ('rn«a v^a;
RV ' my proudly exulting ones,' RVm ' them that
exult in my majesty'). Cf. 2 Co 105 Wye. (1388)

'And we distrien counsels, and alle highnesse
that higheth it silf aghens the science of God.;

Fisher (on Ps 143) shows the word passing to its
mod. sense : ' Bles&i d Lorde vouchsafe give us leve
to speake unto thy hyghnes in this matter.'

Highway.—See WAY. J. HASTINGS.

H I G H P L A C E , Π02 pi. JVID3. LXX το ύψν,λόν, about 56 t ;
&βαμ&, άββαμμά (ίβχνά Β, ΰίββα,νά A), Ezk 2029 ; τα. ά,γκθά, Is 5814;
άλσος, Jer 2618, MlC 3!2; ά^«/)τ/* = ηΝ!2Π, MlC Ι 5 ; βα,ιμων, Jos
1 3 " ; Β*μά, 1 S 912.13. u. 19.25 ιο5, ι Ch 16*9 (2129 Laff.), 2 Ch 113,
A. Lag.; Βχμύθ, Jos 1317 Lag., 1 Ch 2129; β6υνος. ι s 1013,
Pa 7858 (jer 26*8, Symm., Mic 312, Theod.); β*>μ-ός, Is 152 1612,
Jer 731 3235 4335, Am 79, Hos 108 ; Ιϊαφος, Job 9«; «"We», Ezk
1616 ; ίρν,μος, Ezk 362 ; θυα-κχ.(ΤτγιΡίον, 2 Ch 143 ; \σχυς, D t 3213 ; λίθος,
2 Κ 2315; μετίωροί, 2 Κ 123 Ιό*, Lag.; οΓχας=τν.3, 2 Κ 238.13·
ίττ-ίλ»,, Lv 2630, Nu 2128 22« 3352; υψηλός, Ps 1834; {ψηλότατος,
1 Κ 3 4 ; ίψο?, 2 S 119-25 2234, Am 413, Mic 13 [TiDa-1?^, Is 1414 =
ϊπάνω]. In some other passages the LXX renderings prob. rest
on a different text from MT.

I. The original signification of the word cannot
now be exactly determined, but that it denoted
' high, rising ground' is probable for the following
reasons:—(a) The corresponding word in Assyr.
(bamdtu, pi. bamdti) is said to mean * height.'
Del. (Assyr. Hwb.) renders 'Hohe (opp. Thai),
si-i-ru ba-ma-a-ti Feld und Hohen.' (b) We read
of people 'going up' to ( IS 913·19, Is 152) and
* coming down' from (IS 105 925) a high place,
(e) π,ρι is used to explain π,ρτ nyna 'high hill'
(Ezk 2029).

II. In poetical language the word is used quite
generally to denote the mountain fastnesses of
the land, which ensure dominion to their holder
(Ezk 362). In this sense it is used of Israel (Dt
3213 3329, Is 5814; cf. 2S 2234=Ps 1833, Hab 319);
of God (Am 413, Mic I 3 ; cf. Job 98 ' the waves,'
marg. 4heights,' RVm 'high places,' 'of the sea';
cf. also Is 1414 'heights,' lit. 'high places,' 'of the
clouds,5 of the king of Babylon). But much more
frequently it signifies * high places' as places of
religious worship. That these were the customary
and legitimate places of worship for the Isr. until
the 7th cent, there is abundant evidence. Samuel
was accustomed to sanction such worship by his
presence and blessing (1 S 912.13.14.19̂  They were
situated on the outskirts of the city (1 S 925 105·13).
In the days of Solomon 'the people sacrificed
in the high places' (1 Κ 32). Solomon himself, we
are told, ' sacrificed and burnt incense in the high
places' ( I K 33), and, in particular, at Gibeon
' the great high place' (1 Κ 34). The same is true
of the reigns of Rehoboam (1 Κ 1423), Jeroboam
(1 Κ 1231·32 132·32·33), Asa (1 Κ 1514), Jehoshaphat
(1 Κ 2243), Jehoash (2 Κ 123), Amaziah (2 Κ 144),
Azariah (2 Κ 154), Jotham (2 Κ 1535), Ahaz (2 Κ
164), and Elijah laments bitterly that the local
sanctuaries of J" had been destroyed (1 Κ 1910·14).
True, the compiler of the Bks. of Kings looks upon
the worship at high places as a stain upon the
government of these rulers, and sees in it addi-
tional ground for condemnation of the apostate
kings (e.g. Manasseh, 2 Κ 213), and one cause of
the captivity of the northern tribes (2 Κ 179·11);
but this is due to his inability to recognize that
a custom which in his own day was under the ban
of the ceremonial law, had ever been legitimate
in monarchical times. It may seem strange per-
haps that in the Bks. of Kings this worship should
meet with such condemnation, whilst in Samuel
the many allusions to it are passed over unnoticed ;
but this is explained by the fact that the editors
of these books were influenced by the theory that
such worship at high places was lawful before the
erection of Solomon's Temple, but was inexcusable
afterwards ; cf. 1 Κ 32 ' Only the people sacrificed
in the high places, because there was no house
built for the name of the Lord until those days.1

In the passages already cited, high places are
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expressly mentioned, but in very many other cases
the existence of sanctuaries of J" all oyer the
country in the period before the establishment
of the monarchy is presupposed, e.g. at Bochim
(Bethel?) (Jg 25), Ophrah (624 827), Zorah (1316-19),
Shiloh (1831), Bethel (2018·23·26 212·4), Mizpah (Jg
201, 1 S 79), Ramah (717 912), Gibeah (105 1435),
Gilgal (108 II 1 5 139 1521), Bethlehem (162 206·29),
Nob (211), Hebron (2 S 157), Giloh (1512), and the
threshing-floor of Araunah (2 S 2425). For a sanc-
tuary that was purely Israelite in origin, cf. that
at Dan (Jg 1830).

But, widespread as was the worship at the local
high places, there were gradually developed ten-
dencies towards a centralization of the worship of
J". It was verjr natural, for instance, that the
sanctuary at which the ark was stationed should
enjoy a certain pre-eminence over the surrounding
high places. Thus Shiloh (IS I3) and, at a later
period, Jerus. no doubt overshadowed the neigh-
bouring sanctuaries and attracted worshippers from
a wide area. Again, the establishment of the
monarchy indirectly favoured religious, as directly
it brought about political, unity. And, lastly, in
the worship at high places itself there lurked a
danger which eventually brought about their over-
throw. This danger was twofold. Many of the
more important of the high places had been the
sites of Can. shrines (Dt 122·30, Nu 3352). With
the place of worship the Isr. had taken over also
the symbols of worship, the Mazz6baJis (see PILLAR)
and the Ashirahs (wh. see). What was more likely
than that the lascivious tendencies which had
characterized the older forms of worship should
lie hidden beneath these external symbols, and,
defying expulsion, should burst forth from time
to time into fresh vigour? Or, again, what was
more probable than that J" should seem to be
brought down to the level of the Can. gods, of
whose shrines He had taken possession, and
whose name He sometimes assumed, and so be-
come confounded with them alike in outward
worship and in moral characteristics? [For such
confusion of J" with the Can. Baalim, cf. Hos 216·17,
and the proper names Jerubbaal (Jg 632), Merib-
baal (1 Ch 834), Beeliada (1 Ch 147); and see Moore
on Jg 632, with the references there given].

How real these dangers were may be learned from the vigor-
ous way in which the prophets of the 8th cent, denounce the
worship at high places as it existed in their own day. Cf., for
the northern kingdom, Hos 108 'The high places of Aven, the
sin of Israel shall be destroyed ; the thorn and the thistle shall
come up upon their altars' (2. 4*3.15.17 51 85· 11 ΙΟ*· 2. δ ΐ2ΐΐ 132);
Am 79 ' The high places of Isaac shall be desolate, and the
sanctuaries of Israel shall be laid waste' (44 55 7J3 8*4); and
for Judah see Mic I 5 ' What are the high places of Judah ? are
they not Jerusalem?' (where, however, we should probably
read, with the LXX, 'sin' for «high places') (5*3 6?). Micah,
writing probably after the fall of the northern kingdom, de-
clares that the sanctuary at Jerus. is destined to the same fate
that has fallen upon the high places of the sister kingdom.
'Jerus. shall become heaps, and the mountain of the house
as the high places of a forest,' i.e. as the high places that
have been converted into waste forest-land by the invading
army (312=Jer 2618; cf. Ezk 362).

It should be noticed that what these writers
denounce is, not the worship at high places in
itself, but the corruption that has contaminated
the worship of J" at the local high places, and
that they regard the approaching destruction of
the high places, which they foretell, as part of a
temporary loss of a national existence. Cf. Hos 34

* Without king, and without prince, and without
sacrifice, and without ephod or teraphim.' The
growing feeling against the corrupted local sanc-
tuary worship was no doubt fostered by the intro-
duction of foreign cults by some of the kings.
Thus Solomon, we read, built high places for
Chemosh and for Molech (1 Κ II7), for Ashtoreth
(2 Κ 2313); Ahab built an altar for Baal (1 Κ 1631·32);
Manasseh did the same (2 Κ 213; cf. Jer 731 195).

For this corrupt state of things there were two
possible solutions. There might be reformation,
or there might be abolition combined with the
centralization of the worship of J" at Jerusalem.
The latter was the course actually taken when
the unifying tendencies of which we have spoken
ripened into maturity. The compiler of the Bks.
of Kings ascribes it to Hezekiah (2 Κ 184·22 213),
but there are reasons for doubting the accuracy
of his statement. 2 Κ 184* seems to be a later
addition to the original passage; v.22 occurs in a
section that is certainly of a late date ; 213 is due
to the compiler; Hezekiah's reform, if historical,
must have been singularly ineffective, for in the
accounts of Josiah's reformation we have no hint
of earlier steps in the same direction; lastly,
Isaiah betrays no hostility to the high places as
such (cf. Wellh. Proleg. p. 46; Nowack, Heb.
Arch. ii. 14; Montefiore, Rib. Lects. p. 164; and,
for a conservative view, Kittel, Hist, of the Heb.
ii. 356). But, whatever may have been the action
of Hezekiah with regard to the high places, the
legislation of Josiah (B.C. 639-608) against them
was carried through systematically and with thor-
oughness. Inspired by the then lately promulgated
(B.C. 621) law of Deuteronomy (ch. 123·5 and freq.),
the young king caused the destruction of the high
places throughout his dominions (2 Κ 235·8# 13·19).
The idolatrous priests were apparently put to
death (2 Κ 235), trie priests of J" were to be allowed
to come to Jerus., but not as sacrificing priests
(2 Κ 239); the worship of J" was henceforth to
have its sole sanctuary at Jerusalem.

A reformation so radical as that just sketched
had of course its losses as well as its gains. The
latter were seen in the sweeping away of a system
that was polluting the very life-blood of the nation,
and in the quickening impulse which it must have
given to political unification, and to the spread of
a more spiritual conception of the national God.
But the loss was very great. It was an age when
the social and the religious instincts found expres-
sion through the same channels, and the abolition
of the local shrines must have affected everyday
life in the rural districts in a hundred ways. For
instance, from time immemorial all shedding of
blood had been looked upon as sacrifice; now
sacrifice was to be lawful only at Jerusalem.
Again, many of the older local festivals would lose
their importance now that there was no sanctuary
round which they could revolve (cf. 1 S I3 206 25 ,
2 S 1323). And, lastly, the abolition of the country
priesthood, whilst it deprived a large class of the
means of livelihood (Jg 175), removed from their
position the recognized educational authorities
(Mic 311, Dt 3310), and made no provision for any
substitute. Still, the spontaneous religious feeling
of the country districts needed outlets for their
expression, and the loss of those 'who handled
torah' had to be supplied. If the body ecclesiastic
was to have its heart in Jerus., it needed also its
main arteries throughout the country, and in time
such were found for it. In the post-ex, community
the synagogue (wh. see) with its worship of prayer
supplied to some extent the place of the high place
with its cycle of sacrifices, and the recognized
teachers of the Levitical law took the place of the
older provincial priests.

III. The fortunes of the local high places thus
briefly sketched from the historical books may be
traced through the same stages in the legal codes.
In the earliest legislation high places are not
actually mentioned, but they are presupposed.
Cf. Ex 2024 'An altar of earth shalt thou make
unto me, and shalt sacrifice thereon thy burnt-
offerings, and thy peace-offerings, thy sheep and
thine oxen : in every place where I record my
name I will come unto thee and I will bless thee.'
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Cf. also Ex 2229, which presupposes the existence of
local sanctuaries. In entire agreement with this
the writers of the narrative portions of JE repre-
sent the Patriarchs as erecting altars wherever
occasion demanded. Thus, e.g., Abraham builds
altars at Shechem (Gn 127), at Bethel (128134), at
Mamre (1318), and on Mount Moriah (229); Jacob
sacrifices on the mountain of Gilead (3154), and
builds altars at Shechem (3320) and at Bethel
(351·8*7); Isaac does the same at Beer-sheba (461);
and Moses builds an altar at Rephidim (Ex 1715),
and prescribes the erection of one on Mount Ebal
(Dt 275; cf. Jos 830).

When we reach the Great Code of the 7th cent.
[D = Deuteronomy] all this is altered. True, the
compiler nowhere mentions by name the high
places of J", but his zeal for their removal betrays
itself in every page of his work. All the sanctu-
aries of Can. origin are to be destroyed (Dt 122·8),
and for the Israelites there is to be but one place
of sacrifice. ' Ye shall not do so unto the Lord
your God. But unto the place which the Lord
your God shall choose . . . thither thou shalt
come, and thither ye shall bring your burnt-offer-
ings . . .' (124"7). ' Take heed to thyself that thou
offer not thy burnt-offerings in every place that
thou seest' (1213; cf. 1221·26 U23"25 1520 162· δ· 6· 1 δ · 1 6

178 186).
Lastly, in the latest of the Pentateuchal Codes

(P=Priestly Code) the one sanctuary is not so
much inculcated as tacitly assumed (cf. Wellh.
Proleg. p. 34).

IV. I t has been said above that nD| originally
signified ' high, rising ground,' and it is probable
therefore that the simplest form of high place was
an altar on any slight elevation. They were
situated generally, it may be supposed, near a
city; cf. 1 S 925 105. Close to the altar would be
placed the Mazzobah and the Ashorah. Sometimes
we find the high place distinguished from the altar
(2 Κ 2315, Is 367, 2 Ch 148). Again, the high place
is distinguished from the hill upon which it stood
(Ezk 63, 1 Κ I I 7 1423). In these passages the name
seems to be transferred from the actual site to the
apparatus for worship which stood upon it. In
the vicinity of the altar were erected buildings for
various purposes, the so-called 'houses of high
places' (1 Κ 1231 1332, 2 Κ 2319). In the case of
idolatrous high places, these sometimes contained
an image of the god worshipped (2 Κ 1729). With
' high place' in this secondary sense of ' shrine' or
1 sanctuary' we may compare those passages which
speak of ' high places' in valleys (Jer 731 195 3235,
Ezk 63), or in cities (1 Κ 1332, 2 Κ 179·29 235), or ' a t
the entering in of the gate' (2 Κ 23 8; cf. Ezk 1624).
Cf. also Am 79, where it is synonymous with
'sanctuary' (ehj?p). In some of these cases it is
probable that an artificial high place, with of
course the necessary adjuncts, is intended. With
this would agree the terms which are used of the
destruction of 'high places.' So, e.g., 'destroy'
(Ezk 63, 2 Κ 21 3 ; cf. Lv 2680, Nu 3352, where a
synonymous term is used), 'break down' (2 Κ 238·16),
'burn ' (2K23 1 5 ) .

In connexion with these local sanctuaries we
find, in addition to the Mazzobahs and Ashorahs,
also Ephods and Teraphim (wh. see). So in Jg 175,
1 S 21 9 ; cf. Jg 827, Hos 34. That the former
were images used in consultation of J" is probable
from 1 S 1418m»· 239 307. (See Moore on Jg 827).
And in connexion with the Ephod we have the
Urim and Thummim, or sacred lots for giving
oracles, 1 S 1441 (on the reading see Driver, adloc).
For the priests of these high places see CHEMARIM,
PRIEST.

V. In four passages of OT the plur. of the word
is used as a proper name. These are Nu 2119·20,
Nu 2128 RVm < Bamoth of Arnon,' Jos 1317 Bamoth-

baal. In this connexion it is noteworthy that the
word occurs twice upon the Moabite Stone.

1. 3 ' and I made this high place for Chemosh in
QRIIH.'

1. 27 ' I built Beth Bamoth, for it was destroyed.'
LITERATURE.—Wellh. Proleg. pp. 17-51 (Eng. tr .) ; Driver on

Deut. 121 and pp. xliii-li; Baudissin, Studien, ii. 256 ff.; W. R.
Smith, OTJC* 236ff., 275, 360. For a theory as to the reason
for the choice of high ground as a place of worship see W. R.
Smith, R& p. 470. W . C. ALLEN.

HILEN (|!rn), 1 Ch 658.—See HOLON, NO. 1.

HILKIAH (πφη, njpfci ' J" is my portion/or 'he
whose portion is J"').—1. The father of Eliakim,
who was ' over the household' under Hezekiah
(2 Κ 1818·26· 8 7 =Is 363·2 2; cf. Is 2220).

2. The high priest in the reign of Josiah. He it
was who found the book of the law in the temple,
whilst the building was undergoing repair in the
18th year of Josiah (B.C. 621). That this book was
substantially the Bk. of Deuteronomy is generally
acknowledged (see DEUTERONOMY). Hilkiah com-
municated the news of his discovery to Shaphan
the scribe, and this latter, having first made him-
self acquainted with the contents of the book,
then read it before the king. Josiah was greatly
moved upon hearing the threats and warnings of
Deuteronomy against the introduction of idolatrous
cults and the unrestricted worship of J" elsewhere
than at the central sanctuary—'the place which
the LORD God shall choose to put his name there'
(Dt 125). Immediately a deputation was formed
by order of the king, consisting of Hilkiah and
others, who proceeded to Huldah, the prophetess,
to learn at her mouth the will of the Lord. Huldah
predicted the certain fall of the kingdom of Judah,
on account of the religious abuses which had been
introduced under king Manasseh, but added that
for Josiah's sake a respite was to be granted, that
he might not see the evil which J" would bring
upon Jerusalem.* After receiving the message of
the prophetess, the young king at once commenced
active measures, and carried out the great religious
reformation which is associated with his name (2 Κ
22f.=2Ch348ff·).

The narrative contains no suggestion by which a
charge of fraud can be fastened upon Hilkiah, as
though he had deposited the book in the temple
and had then professed to make discovery of it,
while all the time he was acquainted with the
author of it, even if he were not himself the author.
On the contrary, the simple and straightforward
account of the repairs which were being carried out
in the temple, and which led to the discovery,
makes the inference obvious that the high priest
was previously unacquainted with the book, and
that it must have been placed in the temple for
safety some time previously, either during the
troublous reign of Manasseh, or during the earlier
years of Josiah.

3. The father of Jeremiah, and member of a
priestly family at Anathoth (Jer I1). 4. The
father of Gemariah, who acted as ambassador from
king Zedekiah to Nebuchadrezzar (Jer 293). 5. 6.
Levites of the clan of Merari, 1 Ch 645 [Heb.30] 2611.
7. A contemporary of Ezra, who stood at his right
hand when he read the book of the law publicly
(Neh 84). Probably, the same Hilkiah is mentioned
as one of the chiefs of the priests who went up to
Judaea with Zerubbabel and Jeshua (Neh 127·21).

C. F. BURNEY.
HILL, HILL-COUNTRY.— «Hill' is in AV the

rendering of (1) njna (always), (2) in (sometimes),
(3) in Mt 514, Lk 4s*(«the brow of the hill') 937 of

* Probably, Huldah's speech has been to some extent
amplified by a redactor of Κ in exilic times. See KINGS,
BOOKS OF.
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6pos (RV in 937 ' mountain'), and (4) in Lk 35 2330 of
βουνό* (LXX usu. for nyaa); it occurs also in 1 S 911

for n^o (RV ' ascent'), in Is 51 in «a very fruit-
ful hill' (the paraphr. rend, of the Heb. ' a horn,
the son of fatness'—' horn ' being, as in Arab., fig.
for a small isolated eminence), and in Ac 1722 for
irayos (RV ' Areopagus'). Hill stands also in RV
for hzy, a swelling or bulging place, in 2 Κ 524,
Is 32", Mic 48.

« Hill' is thus the most characteristic rendering
of nyaa, a word which, coming from a root signify-
ing to be convex (cf. iraa « bowl,' Aram, jra * hump-
backed '), no doubt denotes properly (Stanley, Sin.
and Pal. 138, 497) the large rounded hills, mostly
bare or nearly so, so conspicuous in parts of Pales-
tine, especially in Judah. Several places situated
on such hills derived their names from the circum-
stance, as * Gibeah of Saul,' « Gibeah of Phinehas,'
« Gibeah of the Foreskins,' etc. (see under GIBEAH) ;
cf. the hill of Moreh (or of the Teacher) Jg 71, the
hill of God (Gibeah) 1 S 105, the hill of §akilah
1 S 2319 261·3, the hill of Ammah 2 S 224, the hill of
Gareb Jer 3139, also 1 S 61, 2 S 63·4 * the hill' (near
Kiriath-jearim)—all localities so called from the
same marked topographical feature. Zion, it may
be noticed, though sometimes termed a * hill' in
AV, RV (as Ps 26 34151), is in the Heb. regularly
a * mountain' (in); it is spoken of as a nĵ aa only
Is ΙΟ32 314 (in both || « mountain'), Ezk 3426; cf.
Zeph I10. Hills of the same kind were also a
favourite spot for the idolatrous rites of the
Canaanites, which the Israelites were sometimes
only too ready to take part in : the standing phrase
is * on every high hill, and under every spreading
tree' (1 Κ 1423, 2 Κ 1710, Jer 220 al. ; cf. Dt 122,
Hos 413, Is 657, Jer 1327, Ezk 2028 etc.). Notice that
nyaa is also the term used in Ex 179·10. A recollec-
tion of what a nyaa was adds force to Isaiah's pic-
ture of every high hill being fertilized by * streams
and water-courses' in the ideal future (3025). nyaa is
never used for a range of mountains (like in); but
it often stands in poet, parallelism with * moun-
tain.' See e.g. Gn 492«, Is 22, 3017 404·12 4115.

The passages in which * hill' stands for in may
next be considered, in is a much more general
term than njjaa: it may be applied to what we
should call a mountain-range, to a simple * moun-
tain,' and also to a block of elevated country (as
the central part of Palestine). It thus no doubt in
particular cases may correspond to what we should
term a * hil l ' ; but it lacks the definite and distinct
characteristics of the nyaa. Its being represented
by « hill' in AV is sometimes a source of confusion.
Thus the 'hil l ' of Ex 244 is the * mount' of
W.ia. 13. 15 e t c < . t h e < h i U > Q f N u 1 444. 45j D t ^ 1 . 43 fe
the «mountain' of Nu 1440, Dt I 4 4 ; 1 Κ II 7 the
* hill' in front of Jerusalem is the * mount' of
Olives ; the « hill' of Zion in Ps 26, and the * holy
hill' of 34 151 433 999 (cf. 243 6816b), is the «mount'
Zion of other passages. Other passages in which
4 mount' or * mountain' would have been better
than ' hill' are Gn 719 (see v.20), Dt 87 II 1 1, Jos 159

1813·14, Jg 29 163, 1 S 2520 2613, 2 S 1334 1613 219,
1 Κ 1624·24·24 (of Samaria, see Am 41 61 AV), 2023·28

2217, 2 Κ I 9 427 (see v.25), Ps 187 6815·16a (of the great
range of Jebel ^auran) 8010 954 975 98810410·13·18·32

1211, Lk 937 (see v.28). In the great majority of
these passages the correction has been made in
RV.

*?5y, which is represented by ' hill' in RV of
2 Κ 524, Is 3214, Mic 48, was also (with the art.) the
name of the bulging side of Zion on the S. of the
Royal Palace (see OPHEL) : this is probably alluded
to in Is 3214, Mic 48; in 2 Κ 524 the name is applied
to some similarly shaped spot in Samaria (cf.
Mesha's Inscr. 1. 22).—« Hill' is never, it may be
added, to be understood in RV in the common
English sense of an ascent, and only twice in AV

(1 S 911, 2 S 161): the Heb. for this is n^o (' going
up,' or ' ascent').

Hill-country occurs in AV 4 times, Jos 13β 2111

(for nn), and Lk I 3 9 · 6 5 (for η ορεινή [often in LXX
for -inn]); also Jth I 6 222 47 51 67·11. In RV the
term has been employed much more frequently.
As was remarked above, the Heb. "in is used not only
of a single mountain, and of a range of mountains,
but also often of a mountainous tract of country,
esp. the elevated mountain tract, which forms, as
it were, the backbone of Palestine, gradually rising
from the plain of Jezreel on the N., sloping down
on the E. and W. to the Jordan Valley and the
Mediterranean Sea, respectively, and terminating
(approximately) in the S. in the neighbourhood of
Beersheba. In AV, "in, in this application, is
usually rendered ' mountain(s)' or « mount,'—in
neither case very suitably, « mount' especially (as
in ' Mount Ephraim,' I S P and frequently) suggest-
ing a single eminence (as Mount Ararat, Mount
Etna, Mount Zion, etc.), and not a tract of moun-
tainous country. Accordingly, ' hill-country,' the
phrase already used in the A V of Jos 136 2111, has
in RV been generally substituted in all these cases.
Thus Dt I 7 · 1 9 · 2 0 «the hill-country of the Amorites,'
and I 7 * the hill-country ' (both of the high central
ground of Canaan): so Jos 91106·40 I I 3 · 1 6 128. Two
parts of this * hill-country,' which are frequently
particularized, are the ' hill-country' of Ephraim
(Jos 1715·16·18 1950 207 2121 2430·33, Jg 327 45 Ί24 101

171·8 182·13, 1 S I 1 94 1422, 2S 2021, I K 48 1225,
2 Κ 522 191·16·18, 2 Ch 134 158 194 : in Jer 415 316 5019

«the hills of Ephraim'); and the «hill-country' of
Judah (Jos I P 1 207 2111, 2 Ch 274, Lk I 6 5 ; cf. v.39,
Jos 1812, Jg I 9 · 1 9 , 1 S 2314), the latter forming a
clearly defined part of the territory of Judah (opp. to
the «lowland,' the « Negeb,' and the «wilderness'),
the cities of which are enumerated in Jos 1548"60 (cf.
Jer 32U 3313 * the cities of the hill-country'; and
see JUDAH). We also have the «hill-country' of
Naphtali (Jos 207), as well as of the Ammonite
territory (Dt 237), and of Gilead (312), on the E. of
Jordan. G. A. Smith {HGHL 53) objects to the
rendering «hill-country,' on the ground that the
Central Range of Palestine was recognized by the
Hebrews as forming a single block, which they
called accordingly not by a collective name but
by a singular name, the mountain. The observa-
tion is, no doubt, correct; but ' the mountain'
would in English have been so strongly suggestive
of a single eminence that it could hardly be
considered a preferable rendering.

S. R. DRIVER.
HILLEL (VWT ' he hath praised' ; cf. the name

in New Heb. of the well-known Rabbi Hillel).—
The father of the judge Abdon, of Pirathon in
Ephraim (Jg 1213·15).

HIN.—See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

HIND.—See HART.

HINGE (τ* zir, Arab. sdHr, a pivot).—There
seems to have been anciently only one kind of
hinge in Syria, the pivot and socket. Doors of
houses in Lebanon are made of wood, and gener-
ally the pivots on which the doors turn are
projections of a piece of wood which runs the
whole length of the door, and is called the siyar.
The pivots themselves are called by the carpenters
sus, and are always of wood; they turn generally
in sockets of iron, but sometimes a hole is made
in a stone for the lower socket, and one is bored
in the lintel for the upper.

On the east of the Jordan, in the Hauran,
ancient buildings have been found in which the
doors are made of one slab of stone, the projecting
pivots being of stone also. The sockets are holes
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bored in the stone lintel and threshold. In 1 Κ 750

nb is the socket. (For a good illustration of an
ancient door socket [of Sargon I.] see Hilprecht,
Recent Researches in Bible Lands, p. 93).

DOORS OP LEBANON HOUSES, SHOWING PIVOTS AND LOCK.

The ancient Egyp. hinge consisted of a socket
of metal with a projecting pivot, into which the
corner of the door was inserted. This kind is not
common in Syria. W. CARSLAW.

HINNOM, YALLEY OF, also called Yalley of
the Son of H., Yalley of the Children of H. (olirr *3
Jos 158 1816, Neh I I 3 0 ; elsewhere [except in 2 Κ
2310, where Kethibh has 'n »:n »a] always '.τη *a
Jos 158 1816, 2 Ch 283 336, Jer 7 3 1 · 3 2 192· 6 3235).—
Hinnom is mentioned in the OT invariably in con-
nexion with the term gai [construct ge] (ravine),
the Kidron being called nahal, and the vale of
Rephaim 'emek. I t seems probable that gai de-
notes the channel or course through which water
may make its way in the hills, and thus in Pales-
tine becomes a ravine in the mountains ; but the
word cannot by itself be taken to mean any par-
ticular nature of ravine. I t is used, in contradis-
tinction to mountains, to denote valleys or depres-
sions (Is 404).

Nahal is the exact equivalent of the modern
wady. See BROOK. It is used of the deep gorges
of the rivers Arnon and Jabbok, and of the shallow
sandy stream of the * river of Egypt' {Wady el-
*Artsh).

* Emek is a broad vale fit for flowers (Ca 21), for
corn land (Ps 6513), for battlefields (Job 3921), and
chariots (Is 227).

VOL. ii.—25

It has been suggested by Birch {PEFSt, 1878,
p. 179) that these three names represent the three
valleys which encompass Jerusalem, east, centre,
and west, in the order they are given in the OT,
viz.:—nahal, Kidron ; gai, Tyropceon or Hinnom ;
'emek, Kephaim; but, unfortunately, this easy
solution of a very difficult question does not
satisfy the conditions.

Although the same appellative is used in the Ο Τ
for a particular portion of a valley, there seems no
reason against the various lengths of a valley being
called nahal, gai, and 'emek in succession accord-
ing to the requirements of the case; and it is
obvious that when the branches of a valley have
these different names, the portion below the junc-
tion must differ in name from one or other of
them. Stanley (SP, Appendix, p. 482) points out
that in 1 S Π2*emek and gai seem to be used con-
vertibly, and suggests that the 'emek 'of the
terebinth3 contracted into a gai in its descent
towards the plain of Philistia. It is suggested
that in this case the 'emek ' of the terebinth'
(Valley of Elah) was the designation of the valley
generally, while the separate portions were termed
gai, etc., according to their character. At the
present day the Arabs are in the habit of giving
descriptive names to each reach of a valley, in
addition to the general name for the whole valley.

Whatever view is taken of the position of the
valley of Hinnom, all writers concur in its extend-
ing to the junction of the three valleys of Jeru-
salem below Siloam, i.e. there must be one spot
below Siloam which all agree in making a portion
of the valley of Hinnom. It is suggested that the
valley of Hinnom does not end here, but is the
name of the whole valley (Wady en-Nar), extend-
ing from the north of Jerusalem to the Dead Sea.
The point, then, which requires to be cleared up is
whether it is the east valley or Kidron, the centre
valley or Tyropceon, or the west valley or Wady
er-Rubabeh.

It is stated (Neh II30) that on the return of the
children of Judah after the Captivity, they 'en-
camped from Beersheba unto the valley of Hinnom'
—where the gai of Hinnom may be the Wady en-
Nar, extending from Jerusalem to the Dead Sea.
The valley of H. was near the gate Harsith of
Jerusalem (Jer 192), which in AV is tr d 'east
gate' (AVm 'sun gate'), and in RVm 'gate of
potsherds.' It is stated (1 Ch 423) that the potters
' dwelt with the king for his work,' possibly near
the king's palace at the southern side of the
temple near the water gate, above the Kidron.

The word gai is also used for the ' valley gate'
(2 Ch 269, Neh 2 1 3 · 1 5 313), which appears to have
been on the west side of Jerusalem above the
Tyropceon valley near the present Jaffa gate.

The valley of Hinnom is mentioned in connexion
with the boundary-line between Judah and Ben-
jamin (Jos 158 1816), but otherwise principally with
reference to the abominable rites and ceremonies
of the Ammonites. The high places of Tophet
and Baal, where children were passed through the
fire to Molech (Jer 73i 3235), were built in this
valley. Ahaz and Manasseh burnt incense and
passed their children through the fire to Molech
(2 Ch 283 336). This practice was perhaps toler-
ated in Jerusalem by Solomon (1 Κ II 7). Josiah
defiled Tophet in order to prevent these horrible
rites from being carried out there; and from the
allusion to the graves of the children of the people
(2 Κ 236·10), i t would appear that it was near the
common burial-place. It was to receive the name
of the 'Valley of Slaughter' in time to come (Jer
732 1911))

According to Buxtorf, Lightfoot, and others
(following Kimchi), there were perpetual fires kept
up in this valley for consuming dead bodies of
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criminals and carcases of animals, and the refuse
of the city; and this may be accepted (but see
Robinson, BRP i. 274) as the most probable
method of disposing of the immense masses of
refuse which required to be destroyed for the sake
of the health of the city (Rosenmiiller, Biblische
Geogr. II. i. pp. 156, 164).

The Talmudists place the mouth of hell in the
valley of H. 'There are two palm trees in the
valley of Hinnom between which a smoke ariseth
—and this is the door of Gehenna' (see Barclay,
City of the Great King, p. 90, and art. GEHENNA).
In this sense it was used by our Lord (Mt 529 1028,
etc.). Jerome (Comm. in Jer. 731, and on Mt 1028)
describes Tophet as a pleasant spot in the valley of
Hinnom, with trees and gardens watered from
Siloam, lying at the foot of Moriah (i.e. in the
gardens below Siloam at the junction of the east
and west valleys).

Stanley (Sin. and Pal. p. 172) suggests that the
ravine (gai) was named Ge Ben Hinnom, or Ge-
Hinnom, after some ancient hero who had encamped
there, and that from this was formed the word
Gehenna. In the Mohammedan traditions the
name Gehenna is applied to the valley of the
Kidron (Ibn Batuteh, 124 ; Le Strange, Pal. under
the Moslems, p. 218). Stanley further points out
(Becov. of Jerus. xiv.) that the valley of H. in-
cludes, if it is not identical with, the glen of the
Kidron east of the city. ' This appears to follow
beyond question from Jer 19n ; and it agrees, not
only with the Mussulman nomenclature, but with
almost all the biblical indications on the subject,
and especially with the word Ge-hinnom.'

The point which now requires clearing up is the
identification of one of the three valleys which
encompass Jerusalem as the valley of Hinnom.
From En-rogel, * the border wTent up by the valley
of the son of H. unto the side of the Jebusite
southward (the same is Jerusalem); and the
border went up to the top of the mountain that
lieth before the valley of H. westward, which is at
the uttermost part of the vale of Rephaim north-
ward ' (Jos 158). * And the border went down to
the uttermost part of the mountain that lieth
before the valley of the son of H., which is in the
vale of Rephaim northward, and it went down to
the valley of H., to the side of the Jebusite south-
ward, and went down to En-rogel' (Jos 1816). In
considering the direction of the valley of Hinnom
south of the city of Jebus, it must be recollected
that though we know the limits of ancient Jeru-
salem, on east, west, and south, by the deep valleys
that begirt it, we do not know for certain what
portions of it comprised the city of Jebus, and
there is considerable difference of opinion on the
subject owing to the many very difficult points
which are not yet cleared up; in fact, the only
solution appears to be derived from considering the
dual condition of the ancient city to which refer-
ences appear constantly in OT and early writings.

The following points seem to be concurred in
generally:—

(1) That the temple mount (Moriah) is the
eastern hill on which the Dome of the Rock now
stands.

(2) That the city of David as mentioned in the
Book of Nehemiah is on the spur of Ophel south
of the temple area and extending to Siloam.

(3) That the Akra of the Maccabees and Jose-
phus is either north or north-wTest of the temple
area.

(4) That the upper part of the city, the modern
Zion, is the φρουρών or upper market-place of
Josephus, taken into the city by king David, and
not necessarily a part of the ancient city Jebus.

A very brief summary of the information con-
cerning Jerusalem is necessary to clear up this

question as to Hinnom. It appears to be con-
clusively proved by the Tel el-Amarna tablets, that
as far back as the year B.C. 1400, or prior to the
time of the Judges, Jerusalem or Jebus was known
as Urusalim (the element Uru being indicated
by the Sumerian ideogram uru=( city* (Hommel,
AHTj). 201). * Jebus, which is Jerusalem,'is first
spoken of in OT in the account of the spies (Nu 1329,
Jos II3) as ' the Jebusite in the mountains,' and
in the Book of Joshua (1563) is allotted to Judah,
and (1828) also to Benjamin. It is stated that
neither the children of Judah nor the children of
Benjamin could drive out the Jebusites, and that
they dwelt with them there. It would appear,
therefore, either that Jerusalem was common to
both tribes, or that a portion was allotted to each,
or that different writers reckoned it differently.
Lightfoot, quoting from the Talmud, states (Pro-
spect of Jerusalem), ' For most part of the courts
were in the portion of Judah; but the altar, porch,
temple, and most holy place were in Benjamin.'
It was reserved for king David to capture the
stronghold of Zion, and the Millo or citadel. It
is stated (2 S 5 7=1 Ch II5), 'Nevertheless, David
took the stronghold of Zion : the same is the city
of David.' The going up of Joab by the 'gutter '
or watercourse, related subsequently, may have
been a separate assault on another part of the
city. Josephus evidently favours this view, for he
says that David began the siege, and that he
took the lower city (την κάτω 7τόλΐϊ>) by force, but the
citadel (άκρα) held out, and that it was taken by
Joab (Ant. v. ii. 2, VII. iii. 1). If the stronghold
of Zion may be accepted as the lower city of
Josephus, and Millo as the Akra or citadel which
Joab took, all difficulties concerning the passages
appear to vanish.

The difference between the stronghold of Zion
and the citadel of Millo seems to be accentuated
in the following passages :—

' And David dwelt in the stronghold (mezudah),
and called it, The city of David. And David
built round about Millo and inward' (2 S 59).
' And he built the city round about, from Millo
even round about; and Joab repaired the rest
of the city' (1 Ch II8). Millo is mentioned as
separate from the walls of the city also in the
following passages, 1 Κ 91 5·2 4 II 2 7 , 2 Ch 325. The
meaning of Millo is given in QPB as rampart, and
by Gesenius (Lex.) as a ra?npart or mound, built
up and filled with stones or earth. Lightfoot
says, ' Millo, which was an outward place and the
suburb of Zion, distinguished and parted from
Zion by a wall, yet a member of it and belonging
to it.' Williams (Holy City, part ii. p. 43) says,
* It must never be forgotten that Jerusalem wag
originally two distinct cities united together by
David.' Stanley has pointed out that the strong-
hold, fort or castle, of Zion, in all the passages
(2 S 57·9· 17, 1 Ch II5· 7 · 1 6 ), represents the Hebrew
words mezudah (<TmD) or mezad (iyp), the root
meaning a lair whence hunters seek their prey,
and to which they can flee as unto a safe retreat
(Gesen.); the word itself denoting the top or
summit of a mountain, or mountain castle. This
word in the LXX is tr d in all these instances as
η πβριοχή. Grove has also pointed out that Millo
is rendered in every case (except 2 Ch 325) by the
LXX as η άκρα (the citadel), which they employ
nowhere else in the OT. This word ή άκρα is also
used both by Josephus and the Book of Maccabees
for the fort or citadel overlooking the temple to the
north-west, during the struggle with the Mace-
donian adherents of Antiochus, which was at last
razed and the rocky hill levelled by Simon Mac-
cabseus (Jos. Ant. XIII. vi. 7 ; BJ v. iv. 1; but cf.
1 Mac l30f· 1436f·). Sayce (PEFSt, 1883, p. 214) also
points to a ' stronghold of Zion' on the lower hill
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taken by David before he stormed the Jebusite
citadel on the upper hill; * and states further, * The
dual form Jerushalaim, which apparently goes
back to the time of the Maccabees, probably
refers to the old division of Jerusalem into the
lower city and the temple-hill.' The whole testi-
mony appears, therefore, to be in favour of a
Jerusalem separated into two portions—one called
the lair or stronghold, which is the city of David,
the other called the Millo or citadel. Now, the
Book of Nehemiah clearly seems to place the city
of David on the spur of Ophel south of the temple,
above Siloam (Neh 316 1237). Again, Josephus,
while placing ή άκρα (the citadel) to the north-
west of the temple, also speaks of the lower part
of the city being taken by David, and places it
near Ophel. The Books of Maccabees speak of the
same citadel (ή άκρα) as Josephus does, and call
the temple mount Sion (1 Mac 437 δ54). It there-
fore appears, that to accept the Ophel spur as the
city of David or Zion, and the high ground east of
the holy sepulchre as the Millo or citadel of the
ancient Jerusalem, will satisfy the various data in
the OT, the Books of Maccabees, and Josephus.
We thus arrive at the conclusion that the boundary-
line between Judah and Benjamin, which went up
the valley of Hinnom, was drawn south of either
the spur of Ophel or of the citadel (ή άκρα), or of
both.

The next point to ascertain is the position of
En-rogel; and this seems comparatively easy, as
there appears to be a consensus of opinion at the
present day that it corresponds to the copious
Virgin's Fountain. It is the only known fountain
in the vicinity of Jerusalem. The Bir Eyub is a
well and not a spring, the water being 70 to 80 ft.
below the surface of the ground in summer. In
a land where there are so few springs, this alone
ought to identify it. The Virgin's Fountain is
close to the stone Zehweileh, which Ganneau has
identified as the stone Zoheleth, which is close to
En-rogel (1 Κ I9). This position of En-rogel
satisfies the requirements of the two passages
(2 S 1717, 1 Κ I9). Josephus describes it in two
passages (Ant. VII. xiv. 4, ix. x. 4) as close to
the royal gardens, and the Book of Nehemiah
places the king's garden near Siloam (Neh 315).
The Virgin's Fountain also appears to be Gihon-
in-the-valley (Siloam being Gihon). Thus Heze-
kiah stopped the upper outlet at the Virgin's
Fountain (Gihon) and brought it through the
rock to Siloam (2 Ch 3230) to the west side of the
city of David, the city of David being on Ophel.

The third point to ascertain is the general position
of the ' mountain that lieth before the valley of H.
westward.' Assuming that the fountain of Nephtoah
is identified with *Ain Lifta, about 2J miles to the
north-west of Jerusalem, the mountain which lieth
before the valley of Hinnom westward appears to
be the high ground immediately north of Jerusalem,
which, though not exactly a mountain, is the
highest ground in the neighbourhood, from which
valleys start in all directions to the Mediterranean
and Dead Sea. The site of the Russian hospice
may be said to occupy the position of this moun-
tain. The line of boundary between Judah and
Benjamin may now be traced from En-shemesh
(east of Jerusalem) to En-rogel, thence up the
valley of Kidron to a point opposite to the southern
side of the temple, thence across the temple courts
south of the temple, and up the valley on the
south side of Akra to the Jaffa gate, and thence
north by the Russian hospice to Lifta. Under
this disposition the valley of Kidron becomes the

* On the other hand, it may be maintained that 2 S 58 simply
describes the manner of the conquest of v.7, and that 'Zion'
was the Jebusite stronghold. The passage is certainly ambigu-
ous.

valley of Hinnom ; but it is suggested, that while
the Kidron is only the name for the small narrow
portion of the valley east of the temple, the valley
of Hinnom is the name of the whole valley reach-
ing from near the Russian hospice to the Dead Sea,
which is now called Wddy en-Ndr or the Valley
of Fire. ' The head of this valley of Hinnom or
Kidron commences near the Jaffa road, a mile and a
half north-west of Jerusalem, and runs along the
northern side of the Tombs of the Kings' {Recovery
of Jerus. p. 291). Thus the boundary-line, after
leaving the valley of H. on the east of the temple,,
again approaches it north-west of Jerusalem at
the highest point of the land, i.e. to the * top of the
mountain that lieth before the valley of Hinnom
westward' (Jos 158).

As all writers appear to concur in considering
that the position of Tophet in the valley of
Hinnom was in the vicinity of Siloam, near the
junction of the three valleys which are about
Jerusalem, on the level ground there, it seems
quite immaterial, so far as Tophet is concerned,
which of those valleys was Hinnom, and the
interest in this matter lies in the question, already
answered, connected with the topography of Jeru-
salem as to the position of the city of David.

A brief description is here given of these three
valleys—

(1) The Kidron Valley will alone suit the require-
ments of Jos 1581816, if En-rogel is to be accepted
as identical with the Virgin's Fountain in the
Kidron, as from thence the line * went tip by the
valley of the son of Hinnom.' This identification
allows of the partition of Jerusalem between
Judah and Benjamin, and suits the requirements
of OT, Books of Maccabees, Josephus, Talmud-
ists, Jerome, and Jewish and Arab tradition. It
also meets the requirement of Jos 158 and 1816,
under which the boundary-line twice approaches,
the valley of H.,—first at En-rogel, and secondly
at the top of the mountain before the valley of
H. eastward. Against this identification is the
use of the word gai in connexion with the valley
gate; but this objection is involved in the identifica-
tion itself of the nahal Kidron and the gai Hinnom
as one and the same.

(2) The centre valley (or Tyropceon of Josephus),
reaching from near the Jaffa gate or the Damascus
gate to Siloam, has been identified by ΛΥ. R.
Smith [Encyc. Brit.9 'Jerusalem'), Sayce {PEFSt,
1883, p. 213), Birch (PEFSt, p. 179), and Schwartz
(Das JET. L. p. 190), as the valley of Hinnom. This
appears to necessitate the Bir Eyub being identified
as En-rogel, although Birch expressly states that
the Virgin's Fountain is En-rogel. The line pass-
ing up the Tyropceon Valley separates the eastern
mount from the western, and thus places part of
the city, but none of the temple courts, in Judah.
The difficulty about adopting this valley as the
valley of H. is that it exists only in Jerusalem.
It begins at the Damascus gate or at the Jaffa
gate, and ends at the pool of Siloam. It is an
important division in the city of Jerusalem, but
it is very insignificant compared with the valleys
to east and west of the city. It cannot fulfil either
of the conditions of extending as far as the moun-
tain that lieth before the valley of Η., or as far as
the 'emek where Tophet was : a glance at the map
or model will show that it is a geographical impossi-
bility to consider the gardens below Siloam as part
of the central valley. These gardens clearly be-
long to the junction of the east and west valleys.
There is thus no part of the central valley where
the high places of Tophet and Baal could have been
built.

(3) The identification of the Wacly er-Eubdbeh
as the valley of H. has hitherto been generally
accepted among Western writers, though Jewish
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Arab tradition is against it. This valley com-
mences as an 'emek to the north-west of Jerusalem,
and fulfils the condition of reaching ' the mountain
which lieth over against the valley of H. to the
westward'; it passes W.S.W. towards the Jaffa
gate, then to south, and again trends round to the
west and joins the Kidron near Siloam, thus com-
passing Jerusalem to the west and south. Two
large reservoirs are built in it—the Birket Mamilla
above, and the Birket es-Sultdn below the Jaffa
gate; its description in detail is given in the
article JERUSALEM. At the junction of this valley
with the Kidron it again forms an 'emek or fields
(Jer 3140). But to identify the Wddy er-Rubdbeh
with the valley of H. appears to require En-rogel
to be located at the Bir Eyub, and the whole of
Jerusalem to be in Benjamin.

The junction of the east and west valleys can-
not be considered to belong to one valley more
than the other, and, so far as localizing Topnet, all
will allow that the valley of H. extended to this
junction. It is stated by Jeremiah (732) that the
valley of H. in the vicinity of Tophet shall be
called the 'valley of slaughter,' 'for they shall
bury in Tophet till there be no more place ; later
on he prophesies (3140), 'and the whole valley
i'emek) of the dead bodies, and of the ashes, and
all the fields unto the brook Kidron, unto the
corner of the horse gate to the east, shall be holy
unto the Lord.' This seems clearly to point to
the ground stretching from above the Virgin's
Fountain to the Btr Eyub, including the mouth
of Wady er-Rubabeh. Now, this land is here
described as 'emek, although Kidron is termed a
nahal, and the valley of H. (wherever located) is
termed a gai. This ground is also called fields
{shedemoth, Jer 3140 [ijCero]), and the 'king's garden'
by Siloam (Neh 315), probably the same as the
king's dale {'emek), where Absalom raised a pillar
(2 S 1818), stated by Josephus {Ant. VII. x. 3) to
be 2 furlongs from Jerusalem. Josephus also
relates that the ' king's paradise' or ' garden' was
in the vicinity of En-rogel, where Adonijah con-
spired against king David (1 Κ I 9 ; Ant. yii. xiv. 4,
IX. x. 4). Perhaps this may be the ' king's dale'
or 'vale' {'emek) of Shaveh (Gn 1417), where Mel-
chizedek met Abraham. The garden of Uzza is
not located (2 Κ 2118). This junction of the valleys
may be the valley {'emek) of Jehoshaphat or of
decision (Jl 32·12·*4), where all nations shall be
judged in 'the day of the LORD,' thus agreeing
with the tradition of Christians, Moslems, and Jews
for many centuries. See JEHOSHAPHAT (VALLEY
OF). The ' king's gardens' were in the immediate
vicinity of the remarkable waterworks constructed
by the kings of Judah. The Virgin's Fountain is
identified as Gihon in the valley (2 Ch 3314), the
upper outlet of which was stopped by king Heze-
kiah, who ' brought it straight down by an under-
ground way on the west side of the city of David'
(2 Κ 2020, 2 Ch 3230). This account exactly describes
the rock-cut passage which runs through the Ophel
spur to Siloam. There is, however, a still more
ancient watercourse by which the Virgin's Fountain
supplied the city of David with water (discovered
by the present writer in 1868), and this water-
duct has been identified by some as the * gutter'
by which Joab got up into the city of the Jebusites.
On the outside of the Virgin's Fountain can still be
seen the old conduit which led the overflow waters
down the Kidron, and which may be identified as
the conduit of the upper pool in the highway of
the fuller's field (2 Κ 1817, Is 73 362). It may
possibly also be the 'king's pool' (Neh 214). The
pool between the two walls at Siloam is also
mentioned (Is 229·11, Neh 315). But perhaps the
greatest instance yet known of the magnitude
of the waterworks of the past in the valley of

Hinnom is the remarkable aqueduct cut in the
rock running down the Wady en-Ndr below the
Bir Eyub, discovered and cleared out in 1868 for
several hundred yards, and serving for no apparent
purpose. This seems probably the aqueduct to
carry off ' the brook that overflowed through the
midst of the land,' for ' Why should the kings of
Assyria come, and find much water ?' (2 Ch 324).

LITERATURE.—Rosenmiiller, Biblisch. Geogr. ii. 156, 164;
Robinson, BRP; Stanley, SP; Barclay, City of the Great
King\ Riehm, HWB; Tobler, Topog.; Baedeker-Socin, Pal.;
Recov. of Jems.; Williams, Holy City; SWP.

C. WARREN.
HIP.—The only occurrence of this word in AV

is in the proverbial expression Jg 158 'And he
smote them hip and thigh (TJT̂ fi pw) with a great
slaughter.' The Heb. is lit. ' leg upon thigh,' but
the origin of the phrase is quite unknown. The
phrase ' hip and thigh' comes from the Gen. Bible,
which offers in the marg. ' horsemen and footmen,'
the suggestion of Targ.; but that does not explain
the expression. Nor is Kimchi's 'heels over
head,' in reference to their flight, more likely or
more lucid. Others suppose the meaning to be that
they were cut in pieces, and limb piled on limb in
bloody confusion. We may compare ' catch one or
have one on the hip,' supposed to belong to the
language of wrestling, and found in Shaks. and
elsewhere, as Merch. of Venice, I. iii. 47—

4 If I can catch him once upon the hip,
I will feed fat the ancient grudge I bear him.'

RV introduces ' h i p ' into Gn 3232&is ' the sinew
of the hip,' for AV ' the sinew which shrank.'
See SINEW. J. HASTINGS.

HIPPOPOTAMUS.—See BEHEMOTH.

HIRAH (πτπ).—The Adullamite with whom
Judah, according to the story of Gn 38 (J), appears
to have entered into a kind of partnership in the
matter of flocks (see Dillm. ad loc). In vv.12·^ he
is called the 'friend' (sn) of Judah. Instead of
*njn, the LXX must have read \τφ ' his shepherd,'
for in both these verses it has ποψήν. This reading
is followed also by Vulg. {pastor, opilio) and Luther
{Hirte), but there can be little doubt that it is
wrong. From v.1 it is evident that Hirah's relation
to Judah was an independent one, even if Judah
was the more important man of the two. After
Tamar had successfully carried out her stratagem,
it was by the hand of his 'friend' Hirah that
Judah sent the promised kid to the supposed
kedeshah, Gn 3820ff· J . A. SELBIE.

HIRAM (Dyn; Χαράμ).—Some confusion exists as
to the actual form of the name. In the books of
Samuel and Kings the form given above is that
which is usually adopted ; but in 1 Κ 51 0·1 8 [Heb.
24. 32-j 740 Hirom (οΐτπ) occurs, while the Chronicler
adheres to the form Huram (οηιπ; in 1 Ch 141

Kethibh urn). The LXX invariably gives Χεφάμ ;
Josephus Ειρωμο$ {c. Apion. i. 17, 18) and Ειρα/xos
{Ant. VIII. ii. 6, etc.). The name further appears as
ΣΙρωμο* (Herodotus, vii. 98; Syncellus, p. 343 ft.)
and Σούρων (Eupolemon cited by Eusebius, Prcep.
Evang. ix. 33, 34). The name is undoubtedly
Phoenician, and is equivalent to Ahiram {nym Nu
2638) = ' brother of the exalted one' ;* cf. Baethgen,
Beitrage zur Semit. Eeligionsgeschichte, p. 156 (but
see Gray, Heb. Prop. Names, 75 ff., upon whose
theory the meaning is ' brother is exalted'). Ac-
cording to Movers {Die Phonizier, i. p. 505 f.), Hiram
or Huram is the name of a deity = ' the coiled or

* Names of this type are especially common in Phoenician;
cf. Abibaal, Abiram. Similar instances of the dropping of the
initial κ occur in Hebrew (Hiel, 1 Κ 1634 S^n, for "?Ν'Πϊ<), and
in Phoenician (m^Dil, "\bun = 'brother of Milk,' 'of Milkath';

sister of Milkath').
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twisted one*; but this derivation is very improb-
able.

1. King of Tyre, and contemporary with David
and Solomon. According to 2 S 511, 1 Ch 141, H.
sent an embassy to David after the conquest of
Jerusalem, and provided him with artisans and
materials for the building of his palace. On the
accession of Solomon messengers were again sent
to the Israelite court, doubtless to offer congratula-
tions to the new king (1 Κ 5lf·). A treaty was
concluded between the two kingdoms, in accord-
ance with which H. supplied cedar trees and fir trees
from Lebanon, together with skilled workmen for
the building of the temple. In return, Solomon
paid a yearly tribute of 20,000 cors of wheat
and 20,000 baths of pure oil (after the reading of
LXX, 2 Ch and Josephus; the Hebrew gives '20
cors of oil,' 1 Κ 56'11). At the end of the twenty
years ' wherein Solomon had built the two houses,
the house of the LORD and the king's house,' he
presented Hiram with twenty cities in the land of
Galilee. The gift, however, failed to please the
Phoenician king,* though in return he made Solo-
mon a present of 120 talents of gold (1 Κ 910"14).
The friendly relations between the two monarchs
were further strengthened by their combined trad-
ing operations: for ' the king (Solomon) had at
sea a navy of Tarshish with the navy of Hiram :
once every three years came the navy of Tarshish,
bringing gold and silver, ivory, and apes, and pea-
cocks ' ( I K 1022, 2 Ch 921). In addition to this, we
are expressly told that the sailors of Solomon's
merchant vessels trading between Ezion-geber (at
the top of the Gulf of Akabah) and Ophir were
accompanied by Hiram's servants, * shipmen that
had knowledge of the sea' (1 Κ 926"28, 2 Ch 817·18),
and were well acquainted with the route to Ophir
(1 Κ 1011).

In the Chronicler's account of Solomon's dealings
with Hiram (2 Ch 23f·) the yearly tribute paid by the
former is increased to '20,000 measures of beaten
wheat, and 20,000 measures of barley, and 20,000
baths of wine, and 20,000 baths of oil,' and is
applied to the maintenance of the Tyrian work-
people.

This statement seems due to some confusion on
the part of the Chronicler: probably a certain
quantity of wheat and pure oil was supplied to
the Phoenician court, and a similar contribution of
barley, wine, and oil handed over to ' the hewers
that cut timber.' The Book of Kings only men-
tions the former payment, which the Chronicler
incorrectly combines with a second statement
(apparently obtained from another source) relating
to the workpeople only. A more striking dis-
crepancy between the two accounts occurs at
2 Ch 81·2, where the Chronicler, who ignores the
present of gold made by Hiram to Solomon (1 Κ
914), refers to the cities of Galilee as if they had
been presented to Solomon by Hiram. The omis-
sion, as well as the contradiction of the statement
of 1 Κ 9Uf·, is probably due to the desire of the
Chronicler to bring the history more into con-
formity with the views of his own age. According
to the later conception it would be as improbable
that Solomon, with his fabulous riches, should
receive gold from Hiram, as that he should pre-
sent Israelite cities to a foreign monarch.

A more serious difficulty, however, confronts us
when we compare the biblical narrative with the

* 1 Κ 913 * and he called them the land of Cabul.' Cabul is
usually taken as ='worth nothing.' It is more probable that
the LXX lipw represents the truer reading, viz. «land of Galilee'

fiN, supposing him to have connected the word with b
ung.' See Klostermann in loc). Buhl (GAP p. 221), however,

considers that the territory lay somewhere near the town of
that name (Jos 1927) in N. Galilee: in this case the LXX optov is
treated as a mistranslation of h)22, as if b

information supplied by Josephus from the Tyrian
historians, Menander and Dius {Ant. vm. ii. 6-9,
v. 3 ; c. Apion. i. 17, 18). According to the latter,
Hiram was the son of Abibaal, and died at the age
of 53 after a glorious reign of 34 years. Now, we
have already seen that the building of David's
palace followed immediately after the capture of
Jerusalem (2 S 511), i.e. in the seventh year of
David's reign. It is further stated (1 Κ 910f·) that
Hiram was still alive in the twentieth year of
Solomon's reign, so that, according to the biblical
narrative, the total length of his reign must have
exceeded 50 years. The disagreement between the
two accounts is made even clearer by the state-
ment of Josephus {Ant. VIII. iii. l),that the building
of the temple began in the 11th year of Hiram.
For the temple was begun in the 4th year of
Solomon (1 Κ 61), so that Hiram and David could
have reigned only 8 years contemporaneously. It
has been conjectured by Ewald {Gesch. iii. p. 307)
and Bertheau (on 2 Ch 22) that the Hiram of
David's reign was the grandfather of Solomon's
contemporary. Thenius, on the other hand (on
2 S 511, 1 Κ 51), supposes that Abibaal was merely
an honorary title, and that both father and son
were called Hiram. The most probable solution of
the difficulty is that the Books of Samuel are not
chronologically arranged, and that David's palace
was not actually built until the end of his reign
(Movers, Die Phonizier, ii. 1, p. 148 f.; see SAMUEL,
BOOKS OF).

Josephus further recounts [Ant. vni. v. 3 ; c.
Apion. i. 17, 18), on the authority of Menander
and Dius, that Solomon and Hiram engaged in
a contest with riddles, in which the former was
finally overcome by a young Tyrian named Abde-
mon. In another"passage {Ant. vm. ii. 6-7) he
sets forth the letters which passed between the
two kings on the subject of the building of the
temple, and asserts that copies were preserved,
not only in Jewish books, but in the Tyrian state-
records (cf. 2 Ch 211). In all probability, these
letters are to be ascribed to Josephus himself ;
they are given at greater length by Eupolemon
(Eusebius, Prcep. Evang. ix. 33, 34), and are men-
tioned by Alexander Polyhistor (Clem. Alex. Strom.
i. 21). According to Clem. Alex. {loc. cit.) and
Tatian {Or. c. Grcecos, § 37), Solomon married the
daughter of Hiram (cf. 1 Κ II 2 · 5 , where Zidonians
are mentioned among Solomon's wives).

Among the more important events of the glori-
ous reign of Hiram may be mentioned (1) the
campaign against the inhabitants of Cyprus, who
had refused to pay the customary tribute; (2) the
fortification of the island of Tyre ; (3) the erection
of new temples to Hercules and Astarte. H.
further restored many old sanctuaries and enriched
one of the chief temples (that of Zeus-Baalsamin)
with numerous golden ornaments, in particular
with a golden pillar (mentioned by Herodotus, ii.
44). See Movers, Die Phonizier, II. i. 141 f.

2. The artificer procured by king Solomon from
Tyre for the purpose of casting the various vessels
and ornaments of brass for the temple (1 Κ 718£·):
ace. to 2 Ch 213, he was also ' skilful to work in gold
and in silver . . . in iron, in stone, and in timber,
in purple, in blue, and in fine linen, and in crim-
son.' The more important of his works were the
two pillars of brass, the molten sea and the twelve
oxen, the ten bases and the ten lavers, all of brass,
besides the vessels of brass required for the temple
service. According to 1 Κ 7 his mother was a
widow woman of the tribe of Naphtali, and his
father a Tyrian brassworker. The Chronicler,
however, describes him as · Huram Abi * {^x ΏΊ)Γ\ ;

* The word ' Abi' 03N ' my father') is usually taken (Ber-
theau on 2 Oh 2̂ 3) in the sense of * master,* a title of respect
and distinction ; cf. Gn 42°-22 458 etc.
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416 V?N onin), the son of a woman of the daughters of
Dan' (2Ch 213f·). As Giesebrecht has shown
{ZATW, 1881, p. 239f., but see Cheyne in Exposi-
tory Times, June 1898, p. 47la), it is probable that
the Chronicler has here preserved the truer account;
the latter portion of thy name was omitted as
unintelligible by the author of Kings (cf. LXX to
2 Ch 21 3 rbv πατέρα μου, παΐδα μου). He further
suggests that the dislike felt by the editor of Kings
to the idea of the temple being built by a half-
Phcenician, caused him to insert the words ' a
widow of the tribe of Naphtali' (^nsj niaaD. . . π:οί>Ν),
the alteration of ft rru?p (' of the daughters of Dan')
into ^PIEJ ntssp (Of the tribe of Naphtali') being
the more permissible, since Dan lay in the terri-
tory of Naphtali. Josephus {Ant. VIII. iii. 4)
describes him as of the tribe of Naphtali on his
mother's side, his father being Ur of the stock of
Israel (cf. on this later tradition Ed. Konig in
Expos. Times, May 1898, p. 346a).

J. F. STENNING.
HIRE, HIRELING.—Hire in AV is equivalent

always to mod. wages. Thus Gn 318 * The ring-
straked shall be thy hire '; Is 2318 * And her mer-
chandise and her hire shall be holiness to the
LORD ' (Del. ' her gain and her wages become
holy unto J ' " ) ; Mic 311 * The heads thereof iudge
for reward, and the priests thereof teach for
hire'; Lk 107 ' the labourer is worthy of his hire.'
Tindale has the word very much as in the mod.
use in Mk 121 ' And let yt out to hyre unto hus-
bandmen.' The plu. ' hires,' now obsolete, occurs
once in AV, Mic I7 * All the hires thereof shall be
burned with fire.' So Wye. (1388) in Lv 2553, Ezk
1633, and (1380) Ro 623 'Treuli the hyris of synne,
deeth' (1388, ' For the wagis of synne is deth').

A hireling is a hired servant (for which see
FAMILY, vol. i. p. 849a), and properly carries
no suggestion of unfaithfulness. Thus Tindale,
Works, i. 146, 'Hereby mayest thou not under-
stand that we obtain the favour of God, and the
inheritance of life, through the merits of good
works, as hirelings do their wages.' So Rhem. has
«hireling' in Lk 1517·19, where all the other VSS
have * hired servant.' And cf. Sir 720 * Whereas
thy servant worketh truly, entreat him not evil,
nor the hireling that bestoweth himself wholly for
thee.' But through Christ's use of the word in
Jn 1012·13 it has come to express not only one who
has no interest in his work, but even one who is
unfaithful in the doing of it. Gosson (Schoole of
Abuse, Arber's ed. p. 25) says, * Poetrie and pyping
have allwaies bene so united togither, that til the
time of Melanippides, Pipers were Poets hyer-
lings; but marke I pray you, how they are nowe
both abused.' The word 'hireling' is now as
greatly abused as either being carried quite be-
yond our Lord's meaning and intention. Shaks.
does not use the word; but Milton {PL iv. 193)
gives us—

• So clomb this first grand Thief into God's fold;
So since into his church lewd hirelings climb.'

Then South, Sermons, iv. No. 5—'If we consider
even Judas himself, it was not his carrying the
bag, while he followed his master, but his follow-
ing his master only that he might carry the bag,
which made him a thief and an hireling. Finally,
Cowper, Truth—

' But with averted eyes th' omniscient Judge
Scorns the base hireling, and the slavish drudge.'

J. HASTINGS.
HIS.—Under an impression, probably, that the

'$ of the poss. case was a shortened form of his
(though it is really the remains of the Anglo-
Saxon genitive ending -es), this adj. was employed
throughout a long period to indicate possession.
It probably arose from a desire to avoid adding s
to a word which already had that sound, perhaps

more than once. Hence it is generally found after
words ending in s, and especially after proper
names. Thus Ridley, Brefe Declaration (Moule's
ed.), p. 119,' Innocentius his fantastical invention';
and p. 140, ' Duns his fantastical imagination';
Knox, Hist. p. 101, ' Secondarily, said he, I
greatly doubt whether James his commandment
or Pauls obedience, proceeded of the holy Ghost';
Fuller, Holy Warre, I. 3 (p. 4), ' But his Holinesse
his converting faculbie worketh the strongest at
the greatest distance.' It is freely employed, how-
ever, where there is no need to avoid repeating s.
Thus Cranmer, Works (Parker Soc), i. 2, 'And
where he had reasons for the King his party, that
he wras moved of God his law, which doth straitly
forbid and that with many great threats, that no
man shall marry his brother his wife.' And, on
the other hand, old writers had not so nice an ear
as we ourselves in the matter of multiplying
sibilants. We find in Cranmer, Works, i. 18, ' the
King's Grace's most honourable Council,' and p.
151, ' the King's Highness's realm'; * and in Hall
{Works, ii. 190) even 'We are Moseses disciples.'
The idiom indeed was left after a time to the
caprice or taste of the writer. Tindale gives us in
Mt 2232 ' I am Abrahams God, and Ysaacks God,
and the God of Jacob.'

In AV 1611 his was used for the poss. case in
1 Κ 15 1 4 ' Asa his heart was perfect with the LORD
all his dayes,' and in Est 34 ' to see whether Mor-
decai his matters would stand.' In 1762 these
were changed into the usual form with 's. But in
the heading of Dt 10 * Moses his suit' remains,
and even * Sarai her name' in Gn 17 headins, and the
foil, examples of his are still found in the Apocr.,
1 Es 1 headin« 230 37·8, To 1headin*, Jth 1216 139 1511.
T h r e e heading 2 Mac I33111 4^ 1222; and in the Trans-
lators' Preface we find, * Doth not their Paris
edition differ from the Lovaine, and Hortensius
his from them both,' and ' We might be taxed
peradventure with S. James his words.'

For his=its, see ITS. J . H A S T I N G S .

HITHERTO was formerly an adv. of space as
well as of time, as in Shaks. I Henry IV. in.
i. 7 4 -

1 England, from Trent and Severn hitherto,
By south and east, is to my part assigned.'

So in AV, Job 3811 ' Hitherto shalt thou come, but
no further' (ns"ij?) ; 2 S 7 1 8 = 1 Ch 1716 * Who am I,
Ο LORD God, and what is my house, that thou
hast brought me hitherto?' {rihu~iy_, RV 'thus
far'). Even when the ref. is to time,' hitherto' was
used in a sense that is now unfamiliar, expressing
not only what has been up till now, but what is
still going on. In Jn 1624 ' Hitherto have ye
asked nothing in my name,' the meaning is that
that which is true up till now is no longer to be so.
But in Jn 517 * My Father worketh hitherto, and
I work,' though the Gr. (2ω$ dprt) is the same, the
meaning is that the work still goes on (RV ' even
until now'). Cf. Hamilton's Catechism, fol. 14b

' Quhat is the trew sence of the same bukis is ye
consent and authorite of our mother the haly
kirk, fra the Apostils tyme hitherto'; and Udal,
Erasmus Paraphrase, ii. fol. 279a ' He is as yet
hitherto alyve, that the hater wisheth evill unto,
and yet he him selfe is al ready dead. That mans
life is safe : and this hath lost everlasting lyfe,
being his owne murtherour.' J. HASTINGS.

HITTITES (Έΐπ Hitti, pi. Hittim,\ ΧβτταΓοι). —
In Jos I4 the country between the Lebanon and
the Euphrates is described as ' the land of the

* Cf. Lk 43 8 * Simon's wife's mother.1

t The proper name ΠΠ Heth (Gn 10is 233) may be an assimi-
lation to the Bab. name Khatti which we find in contract-tablets
of the age of Abraham.
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Hittites,' which is more closely defined in Jg I2 6 as
to the north of Palestine. In 2 S 246 the unin-
telligible and corrupt * Tahtim-hodshi' must be
corrected into ' the Hittites of Kadesh,' according
to a corrected reading of the LXX (Luc. els yijν
Χ€ττΐ€Ϊμ Ka^s), so that the power of David ex-
tended northward as far as Kadesh on the Orontes
close to the lake of Horns. Solomon imported
horses from * the kings of the Hittites,' as well as
from the kings of Aram, from Egypt, or perhaps
a northern Mizir, and (according to a suggestion
of Fr. Lenormant) from ]£ue on the Gulf of
Antioch, the price of a horse being 150 shekels of
silver (about £25, 1 Κ 1028·29). These northern
* kings of the Hittites' were supposed by the
Syrians of Damascus, when they were besieging
Samaria at a later date, to have been 'hired'
against them by the king of Israel (2 Κ 76).

Besides the northern Hittites, other Hittites, or
'sons of Heth,' are mentioned in the OT as in-
habiting the south of Palestine. Abraham found
them at Hebron (Gn 233 2510); in Nu 1329 the
Hittites are named along with the Jebusites and
Amorites as dwelling in the mountains of Canaan ;
and Ezk (163) declares that the father of Jerus.
was an Amorite, and its mother a Hittite. These
southern Hittites are probably alone meant in Gn
1015, though, as the Hamathites are also included
among the children of Canaan, it is possible that
the northern Hittites may be referred to as well.
' Uriah the Hittite' (2 S 12) may have belonged to
the Hittites of the south, like the two Hittite
wives of Esau (Gn 2634 362; cf. 2746).

On the Egyp. monuments the Khata or Hittites
are first mentioned in the Annals of Thothmes III.
of the 18th dynasty (B.C. 1503-1449). In B.C. 1470
the Pharaoh marched to the banks of the Euphrates
and received the tribute of the land of the Hittites,
' the Greater,' consisting of 8 rings of silver 400 lb.
in weight, and ' a great piece of crystal.' In B.C.
1463 tribute was again sent from *the king of the
Greater Hittite land.' Thothmes IV., the grand-
son of Thothmes in., repulsed an attack made by
the Hittites upon Tunip (now Tennib) in N. Syria,
and his two successors, Amenophis (Amen-hotep)
ill. and iv., as we learn from the Tel el-Amarna
tablets, were constantly called on to oppose the
Hittite 'king,' who led his forces through the
passes of the Taurus into the Egyp. province of N.
Syria, or intrigued with disaffected Canaanites in
Palestine. We hear, finally, of Eta-gama, the
native governor of Kadesh on the Orontes, joining
with the king of the Hittites and the king of
Mitanni or Aram-naharaim against the Egyptians.

The decay of the Egyp. power in Syria enabled
the Hittites to establish themselves, not only at
Carchemish on the Euphrates, but also in the
Amorite city of Kadesh on the Orontes, near the
lake of Horns. Seti I., the second king of the
19th dynasty, claims to have overthrown them.
They were ruled at the time by Mutal, the son of
Mul-sar, who had been murdered, and who was
the son of Saplil. Ramses II., the successor of
Seti, continued the war. In the 5th year of the
Pharaoh's reign (B.C. 1343), Ramses, while besieging
Kadesh, saved himself from a Hittite ambuscade
only by performing prodigies of valour, which
formed the subject of a sort of epic on the part of
the court-poet Pentaiir. In the 21st year of
Ramses (B.C. 1327) a treaty, offensive and defensive,
was made between him and ' the great king of the
Hittites,' Khata-sar, who had succeeded his brother
Mutal, which put an end to the war. Among other
stipulations it was agreed that all political refugees
on either side should be pardoned. The observance
of the treaty was placed under the protection of
the Hittite and Egyptian deities, and the Hittite
text of it was engraved on a silver plate, on which

was an image of the god Sutekh embracing the
Hittite king. The plate was brought to Egypt by
the Hittite ambassador Tar-Tiseb. The treaty
was faithfully kept, being cemented by the
marriage of the daughter of the Hittite king to
Ramses, and Kadesh continued to mark the
southern limit of Hittite rule.

In the Aramaean districts south of the Taurus
the Hittites do not seem to have been more than
a conquering caste, and their power was broken
by the invasion of the hordes from the islands and
coasts of the Greek seas, who poured through Syria
and the land of the Amorites into Egypt in the
reign of Ramses III. of the 20th dynasty. When
the Assyr. monuments, in the time of Tiglath-
pileser I. (B.C. 1100), first begin to refer to the
Khatta (also written Khate), in place of a single
Hittite king who is able to summon allies from
the distant regions of Asia Minor, we find a
number of separate Hittite states. Of these
Carchemish seems to have been the wealthiest and
most important. The Assyrians penetrated into
Kummukh (Commage*n§), and compelled Sadi-
Tesub (or Sadi-Anteru), son of Khattu-sar, the
Hittite king, to become tributary. The name of
Khattu-sar is plainly the same as that of the
opponent of Ramses II.

In B.C. 880 Assur-nazir-pal, the Assyr. king,
received tribute from Sangara of Carchemish, and
forced his way over the fords of the Euphrates to
the west. His successor, Shalmaneser II. (B.C. 854),
defeated a league of Hittites and Aramaeans from
Kummukh and the adjoining countries, of which
Sangara was the head. The Assyrians had already
extended the name of ' Hittite' from the Hittites
proper to all the inhabitants of Syria and Palestine,
and we find Shalmaneser II. including even the
kings of (Israel, of Ammon, and of the Arabs, among
the 'Hitt ite ' princes. Just as the Babylonians
had given the name of ' Amorites' to all the
inhabitants of Syria and Palestine, the ' Amorites'
having been the dominant people of the west when
the Babylonians first became acquainted with it,
so the fact that the Hittites were the first and
most powerful of the antagonists whom the
Assyrians encountered in their Syrian campaigns,
caused the name of ' Hittite' in the Assyr. period
to be applied to all the nations west of the
Euphrates. The capture of Carchemish by Sargon
in B.C. 717, and the death of its last king, Pisiris,
broke up the Hittite power in northern Syria,
and threw the trade of W. Asia into Assyr. hands.

The Hittites under the name of Khate* are
mentioned in the cuneiform inscriptions of
Armenia or Ararat. In the 9th cent. B.C.
Menuas, king of Biainas or Van, defeated the
Hittite king Sada-halis, and sacked the towns of
Surisilis and Tarkhi-gamas. His son and succes-
sor, Argistis I., continued the war and conquered
the Hittite city of Milid (the modern Malatiyeh).
The ' land of the Hittites' of the Vannic inscrip-
tions extended along the banks of the Euphrates
from Palu in the east to Malatiyeh in the west.

A study of the Hittite proper names preserved
in the Egyp. and cuneiform texts goes to show
that they all belonged to the same family of
speech, and that they can be traced far to the
westward in Asia Minor. Thus the names of the
Hittite princes, Saplil, Mutal, and Khata-sar,
mentioned by the Egyptians, reappear in those of
Sapalulvi, Mutallu, and Khattu-sar, who, accord-
ing to the Assyr. monuments, were kings of
Gurgum (in the neighbourhood of Zinjerli, N. of
the Gulf of Antioch) and of Kummukh or Com-
mag£n§, while Mutallu is the Motalos cf certain Gr.
inscriptions of Asia Minor. It is further clear from
the Tel el-Amarna tablets that the Hittites were
of Cappadocian origin, that they had poured down
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from the fastnesses of the Taurus and had occupied
the Aramaean cities and fertile fields of northern
Syria. We may further gather from the Egyp.
records that in the 14th and 13th cent. B.C. they
had not only established themselves so far to the
south as Kadesh on the Orontes, but had founded
a military empire, which enabled the king of
Kadesh to summon allies and vassals from Asia
Minor.

The Hittites, as represented on the Egyp.
monuments, were an ugly race, with yellow
skins, black hair and eyes, receding foreheads,
and protrusive upper jaws. The type is still pre-
served among some of the Cappadocian peasantry,
especially S.W. of Nigdeh in the neighbourhood
of the ancient Tvana. They wore boots with
upturned ends, originally intended for use among
the snows of the Taurus mountains; but they be-
came so characteristic a national dress that at the
Ramesseum in Thebes even the Hittites of Kadesh,
on the warm plains of Syria, are depicted as
wearing them. Over a tunic they also wore a long
robe, which was allowed to fall open on one side
in walking, and they seem to have gathered the
hair at the back of the head into a sort of pigtail.

A curious class of monuments has been discovered
of late years in Asia Minor and northern Syria, on
which all these characteristics are reproduced. The
monuments consist of bas-reliefs in a peculiar style
of art, and of inscriptions in an equally peculiar
hieroglyphic system of writing. Both the sculp-
tures and the inscriptions exhibit heads and figures
with exactly the same features, the same pigtails,
costume, and snow-shoes as those which the Egyp.
artists assigned to the Hittites. As we learn from
the Egyp. records that the Hittites had a script of
their own, as, moreover, the monuments referred
to are found in the region over which the Hittite
power extended according to the Egyp. and Assyr.
texts, while there is no other known power to
which they can be ascribed, the conclusion is
obvious that they must be the monuments of the
people called Hittites by the Hebrews, Egyptians,
Assyrians, and Armenians. A reminiscence of
their empire is probably preserved in a passage of
Solinus (ch. xli. p. 195, ed. Mommsen).

Hittite art was based on that of early Babylonia,
though some of the later monuments of it are
modelled on the Assyr. art of the 9th and 8th
cent. B.c. But, though based on Babylonian art,
the elements which had been borrowed were pro-
foundly modified, and a new and remarkable style
of art was thus developed. The Hittites seem to
have had a special fancy for combining parts of
different animals into strangely composite and
sometimes grotesque forms. It was through the
Hittites that the winged horse made its way into
Europe, like the two-headed eagle,, originally
derived, it would seem, from the heraldic symbol
of the ancient Bab. city of Lagas (Telloh), but in
later days adopted by the Seljukian sultans, and
borrowed from them by the Crusaders.

Hittite sculptures and inscriptions can be traced
as far south in Syria as Hamah (Hamath), and as
far westward in Asia Minor as Lydia. In the
pass of Kara-bel, near the site of Sardis, are the
figures of two Hittite warriors, one of them
accompanied by Hittite hieroglyphs, and supposed
by Herodotus (II. 106) to be memorials of Egyp.
conquest, while other Hittite hieroglyphs have
been found at the side of the so-called * Weeping
NiobS' on Mount Sipylus. From the fact that
the figures in the pass are those of warriors, and
that in such of the inscriptions as are legible,
including one discovered by Ramsay in Phrygia,
the characters which denote the grammatical
affixes are always the same, we may infer that
the Hittite monuments, both of Syria and of Asia

Minor, all belong to one people, and that the more
distant of them imply conquest on the part of a
great military power rather than artistic influence.
The influence of Hittite art, which can be traced
into prehistoric Greece, is of a different character.

There is a bilingual inscription, in cuneiform
and Hittite characters, on the silver 'boss' of
Tarkonddmos, but it has proved insufficient to
furnish a key to the interpretation of the inscrip-
tions. A brilliant attempt has been made, indeed,
by Jensen {ZDMG, 1894, pp. 235if., 429ft7.), of which
Hilprecht speaks very highly {Bee. Res. in Bible
Lands, p. 178,' correct in its principal results'; cf.
Bab. Exped. of Pennsyl. i. 13, ' Jensen has forced
the Hittite sphinx to surrender her long guarded
secret'). The present writer cannot assent to
Hilprecht's verdict. All we can gather with
certainty is that the hieroglyphs are partly ideo-
graphic, partly phonetic; that some of them are
determinatives; that the lines read alternately
from right to left, and from left to right; and
that the grammatical relations are marked by
affixes. Most of the inscriptions are in relief. The
proper names of genuine Hittite origin found in
the Egyp. and Assyr. texts are non-Semitic, and
a comparison of them goes to show that the nom.
sing, of the noun was characterized by the suffix -s.
As the Hittites ruled over an Aramaic population
in N. Syria, we naturally find Aramaean by the side
of Hittite names. The Hittite hieroglyphs were
of native origin, and may have been selected from
an older pictorial system of writing, once used in
Asia Minor, of which certain characters on two
seals discovered at Yuzghat, on the one side, and
the Cretan pictographs recently brought to light
by Evans, on the other side, may be further relics.

The primitive home of the Hittite race was
probably Cappadocia. Here, at any rate, in the
ruins of Boghaz Keui and Eyuk, to the east of the
Halys, are the remains of two of their most im-
portant cities. Boghaz Keui seems to have been
a centre of religious worship, and the figures of
numerous deities are carved in relief upon its rocks.
The mural crown worn by some of the goddesses
passed westward into Greek art. Ramsay {Cities
and Bishoprics of Phrygia, I. pp. xiii-xv, 1895)
has pointed out that the ancient high-roads which
intersected Asia Minor and led to northern Syria
met at Boghaz Keui, indicating that here was
the centre of an empire which once extended from
Kadesh on the Orontes to the shores of the iEgean.

The relation between the Hittites of N. Syria
and the Hittites of Genesis and Ezekiel who lived
in S. Palestine is uncertain. We may infer, how-
ever, from the identity of name, that in the view
of the biblical writers the two populations were
connected in race. This is supported by the fact
that, according to the Egyp. monuments, the
Hittites and Amorites were interlocked in the
north, just as they were, according to the OT, in
the south. It is further verified by the expression,
'the land of the Hittites, the Greater/ used by
Thothmes III., which implies that there was
another lesser Hittite-land, as well as by a bas-
relief at Karnak in which the people of Ashkelon
are represented with characteristically Hittite
features. This shows that a fragment of the
Hittite race must have been settled in the south of
Palestine (but see Gray, Expos. May, 1898, p. 340f.).

LITERATURE.— Sayce, The Monuments of the Hittites in
TSBA, 1881, The Hittites, 1888, The Races of the OT, 1891; W.
Wright, The Empire of the Hittites, 1884 ; Perrot and Ohipiez,
Histoire de Γ Art dans VAntiquiti, vol. iv. (1887); L. de Lant-
sheere, De la Race et de la Langue des Hittites, 1892; Del.,
Parodies, 269 ff.; Schrader, ΚΑΤ* 107 ff.; Meyer, Gesch. I
213 f., Ζ AWT i. 125 ff.; Stade, Gesch. i. 143; Budde, Vrgesch.
346ff.; Jensen, Hittit. u. Armen., 1898; Conder, Hittites, 1898.

A. H. SAYCE.
HIYITES (ηπ, always with the art. collectively,
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•WO; Έύαΐοι).— The name of one of the petty tribes
inhabiting Canaan, who were dispossessed by the
Israelites. To judge from the passages which
localize them most definitely, their home was in
Central Palestine ; in Jos 97 (JE) and II 1 9 (D2) the
inhabitants of Gibeon, about 6 miles N.N.W. of
Jerusalem, and (it seems to be implied in 917) of
certain neighbouring cities, are called Hivites; in
Gn 342 (P; or [Corn.] E) the term is applied to
Hamor, father of Shechem (who is here represented
as an individual),* likewise a city in Central Pales-
tine (Gn 3318, Jg 9 etc.), 30 miles N. of Jerusalem ;
2 S 247 is ambiguous; but the statement that Joab
passed from Zidon, through 'all the cities of the
Hivites' to Beersheba, in the S. of Judah, is evi-
dently quite consistent with the same locality.
The expression, 'all the cities of the Hivites,' in
this passage is, however, peculiar, and would seem
to point to a somewhat considerable group of
cities, still inhabited by Hivites, and possibly even
further to the N. than Shechem. But if such
existed, we do not know more about them ; and it
is remarkable that in the accounts in Jos 1610

l7i2-i3.14"18, Jg 1 of the districts which the Israelites
failed to conquer, there is no mention of Hivites.
The other notices of the Hivites are (1) in the
rhetorical lists of nations expelled by the Israelites
(JE, D, D2), Ex 38·17135 2323·28 332 3411, Dt 71 2017,
Jos 310 9111 s 128 2411, Jg 35,1 Κ 920 (=2 Ch 87), from
which nothing definite can be inferred respecting
the place of their abode (unless their being men-
tioned usually before the Jebusites [of Jerusalem]
may be taken as an indication that they were
pictured as having lived near them); and (2) in
Gn 1017 (= 1 Ch I15), where, in accordance with the
custom of Hebrew genealogists of representing the
peoples inhabiting a country as the ' sons' of its
eponymous ancestor, they are included among
other tribes 'begotten' by Canaan.f

We do not possess the necessary data for deter-
mining with any confidence the character or racial
affinities of the Hivites (see speculations in Ewald,
Hist. i. 237 ; Sayce, Races of the OT, 119f.). They
were the actors in the ruse by which the Gibeon-
ites secured themselves against the Israelite in-
vaders ; and if the isolated notice in Gn 342 is to
be depended upon, the people of Shechem, who
take part against the Israelites in the graphic
narrative of Jg 9, may have been Hivite (though
they are not so termed in the narrative itself).
Shechem and Gibeon are elsewhere (Gn 4822 E ;
2 S 212) spoken of as ' Amorite'; but, in view of the
manner in which the term ' Amorite' is employed
(above, vol. i. p. 84; Driver, Deut. pp. 10-12), it is
doubtful whether this fact authorizes the definite
conclusion that the Hivites were racially 'Amorite.'

In Gn 362 ' Zibeon the Hivite' is almost certainly
an error for 'Zibeon the Horite3 (see vv.20·24): in
Jos II 3 read with LXX, and in agreement with the
known home of the Hittites in the N., ' the Hittite
under Hermon' in v.b, with 'the Hivite1 for 'the
Hittite' in y.ft; and similarly in Jg 33 ' the Hittites
(for 'the Hivites') that dwelt in Mount Lebanon.'
It has been conjectured that *in is connected with
Arab. hiwa\ ' a circle of tents' (cf. HAVVOTH-JAIR),
and means properly ' tent-dweller,' ' villager' (Ges.
• paganus'); but it is extremely uncertain if this
is really the case (cf. Moore on Jg 35).

S. R. DRIVER.
HIZKI (*pm, possibly shortened from i.Tpjn, ' J"

strengthened').—A Benjamite, 1 Ch 81*, AV
Hezeki. See GENEALOGY.

* In 3319 «the children of Hamor, the father of Shechem,'
Shechem is clearly the place (father=founder, as 1 Ch 250.51
etc.); cf. Jg 923 «the men of Hamor, the father of Shechem.'

t ' Hivite' is read also by LXX, followed by Lagarde, Cheyne,
Orelli, Duhm, and others, in Is 179 (' like the deserted places of
the Hivites and the Amorites, which they deserted before the
children of Israel').

HIZKIAH (AV Hezekiah).-—A son of Neariah, a
descendant of David, 1 Ch 323.

HO.—The oft-occurring interjection *\nt which is
more sympathetic—has more of grace in it—than
<ΊΝ Woe !, is trd 4 Ho \' in Is 551 and Zee 2 6 δ* ; to
which RV adds Is 291. Ho ! does little more than
arrest attention, unless its occurrence in Is 551 has
given it something of an evangelical tone. Shaks.
uses it very often, expressing by its means (1)
mockery or rebuke, (2) exultation, (3) pain, and
(4) simply calling attention. See AH, HA.

HOBAB (3jn 'beloved,' Ges.; 'serpent,'Wellh.).
—The name occurs twice (Nu 1029, Jg 411. In Jg 11β

Β inserts Ίοθόρ [so Jos. Ant. V. ii. 3]; Α, Ίωάβ).
It is uncertain whether he was (1) the father-in-
law (AV, RVm) or (2) brother-in-law (RV) of
Moses.

The conflicting views may be tabulated thus—
(1) Reuel

Hobab (Jethro)

Zipporah=Moses.

(2) Reuel (Jethro)

Hobab Zipporah=Moses.

Nu 1029 is ambiguous, as ]Φ ' father-in-law' may
refer either to Hobab or Reuel. In support of (1)
it may be stated that (a) ]nh is always rendered
father-in-law except in RV text of Jg I1 6 411.
(b) Mohammedan tradition, almost without excep-
tion (Lane's Kuran, p. 47 n.), identifies Shoaib or
Sho'eib [a corruption (?) of Hobab], a prophet sent
to the Midianites {Koran, Sur. 7. 11. 26. 29) with
Moses' father-in-law Jethro. (c) The narrative in
Ex 2 seems to preclude the idea that the priest
of Midian had sons. On the other hand, (a) jnn
possibly means any relation on the wife's side,
and {b) Reuel (Hobab's father) and Jethro seem to
be identified (Ex 21831, so Jos. Ant. v. ii. 3). How-
ever, Ewald (HI ii. p. 25 n.7) conjectures that in
Ex 218 we should read ' Jethro the son of Reuel'
(LXX ins. Ίοθόρ in v.16Ms, and A substitutes Ίοθόρ
for Reuel in v.18). ' Hobab was the man's real per-
sonal name, and Jethro, which signifies prefect,
his title.' (c) In Ex 1827 (E) Jethro, unopposed by
Moses, ' went his way into his own land'; whereas
in Nu 1029ff· (JE) it is implied that Hobab yielded
to Moses' importunity, and remained with Israel.
A parallel difficulty occurs in Nu 2425 (JE) com-
pared with Nu 31 s (P). In each case we must
remember that we have not all the facts before us :
we are dealing, not with one consecutive narrative,
but with a compilation of fragments. A difficulty,
which equally affects both views, is the fact that
Hobab is called a Kenite (Jg I1 6 411), whereas
Exodus speaks of Moses'father-in-law as a Midian-
ite. See, further, Dillm. -Ryssel, Ex-Lv, 1897, 25 ff.

Whoever Hobab was, he was the human agent
by whom God led His people through the wilder-
ness. This service to Israel was long kept in
grateful remembrance (1 S 156).

N. J. D. WHITE.
HOBAH (rgin).—The place to which, ace. to Gn

1415, Abraham pursued the defeated army of
Chedorlaomer. It is described as 'on the left
hand {ht&DtyD, i.e. ' to the north') of Damascus.'
It is identified by Wetzstein (see Del. Genesis,4

p. 561 if.) with the modern Hoba, 20 hours N. of
Damascus. This certainly appears to be 'etwas
weit,' as Siegfried-Stade remark; but the identifica-
tion is accepted by Dillmann as more probable than
one with a Jloba mentioned by von Troilo about a
mile N. of Damascus. J. A. SELBIE.

HOBAIAH.—See HABAIAH.

HOD (ϊιπ 'majesty').—An Asherite, 1 Ch 7s7.
See GENEALOGY.
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HODAYIAH (n;yr\n or ϊ.τπΐπ ; Kittel prefers to
vocalize n;nin, cf. LXX Α Ώδονία).—1. A Manassite
clan, 1 Ch 524. 2. The name of a Benjamite
family, 1 Ch 97. 3. A Levitical family name, Ezr
240, called in Ν eh 743 Hodeyah (which see), 4. A
descendant of David, 1 Ch 324 (*n;nin; AV, following
Kethibh ί'Τ;τιπ, Hodaiah).

HODESH (ΒΠΠ 'new moon').—One of the wives
of Shaharaim, a Benjamite, 1 Ch 89. See GENE-
ALOGY.

HODEYAH {Kethibh nm-τ, J^erS, followed by
RVm, nnin Hodeiah).—A Levitical family name,
Neh I43, called in Ezr 240 HodaYiah (which see).

HODIAH (nnin 'my "majesty" is J '"). — 1. A
man of Judah, 1 Ch 419. AV wrongly takes it
as a woman's name (see GENEALOGY, iV. 55). 2.
A Levite, Neh 87 95 1010. 3. Another Levite, Neh
1013. 4. One of those who sealed the covenant,
Neh 1018.

HOGLAH (nbm 'partridge'). — Daughter of
Zelophehad, Nu 2633 271 3611, Jos 173 P.

HOHAM (onin), king of Hebron, formed an alliance
with other four kings against Gibeon, but was
defeated by Joshua at Beth-horon, and put to
death along with his allies at Makkedah (Jos 103ff·).
According to Hommel [AHT 223 n.), Hoham is
identical with the Minsean name Hauhum (begin-
ning with the guttural aspirate); but this combina-
tion is extremely precarious.

HOISE.—This is the older and more correct
form of hoist, to which the t has probably been
added from its presence in the past ptcp. It
occurs Ac 2740 * they . . . hoised up the mainsail
to the wind.' Cf. Hall, Works, ii. 37, «Who can
pitty the shipwracke of those marriners, which
will needes put forth, and hoise sailes in a tem-
pest?' RV gives 'hoisting up the foresail,' and
introduces ' hoist' also in 2717 for the simple vb.
(αϊρω) of which the compound (έπαίρω) is here used.
Both ' hoist' and ' hoised' are found as par-
ticiples. Thus Hall, Works, ii. 40, ' Mee thinkes,
I see Christ hoysed upon the highest battlements
of the Temple'; and Shaks. Hamlet, ill. iv. 27—
' Hoist with his own petard.' J. HASTINGS.

HOLD.—As a subst. ' hold' occurs frequently in
AV for a protected place, mod. 'stronghold,' for
which the Heb. is generally rnisp or ni\xD. In Jg
946·49 the word so trd is nn^, which occurs elsewhere
only in 1 S 136, and of which the meaning is so
doubtful that Moore declines to give it any
rendering. Some commentators reckon it a secret
chamber. RV retains ' holds' in Jg and gives that
tr n in 1 S, with 'holes' in marg. See Moore on
Jg 946. The 'hold' of Ac 43 is a general word,
lit. ' keeping' (τήρησπ). The same word with the
adj. δημόσιο* is trd in 518 ' public prison.' RV gives
'ward' and 'public ward.' In Rev 182 is found
another general word (φυλακή), also originally an
abstract term, 'guarding,' then a 'guard-room.'
It occurs twice in this verse, being rendered in AV
first ' hold' and then ' cage' (RV ' hold'). Perhaps
' dungeon' would be the best word here. For the
Eng. word it will be enough to quote Bunyan,
Holy War, p. 18, 'Wherefore into the castle he
goes: it was that which Shaddai built in Mansoul
for his own delight and pleasure; this now was
become a Den and Hold for the Giant Diabolus.'

The verb ' to hold' is used in some obsolete or
archaic senses: 1. To reckon, account, in ' hold
guiltless' Ex 207, Dt 511, I K 29, or 'not guilty'
Zee I I 5 ; 'hold innocent* Job9 2 8 ; and 'hold con-

tented ' Sir 293. 2. To grip, Job 4126 ' The sword of
him that layeth at him [leviathan] cannot hold'
(RV ' avail'; Davidson, ' The sword does not hold
or bite, but glances off his adamantine armour'); or
restrain, keep under restraint, Lk 2416 ' But their
eyes were holden that they should not know him'
(έκρατοΰντο); Ro 76 ' But now we are delivered from
the law, that being dead wherein we were held' *
(καταχόμβθα, RV ' we were holden'); or retain,
keep hold of, Job 2311 ' My foot hath held his steps'
(RV 'held fast to his steps'); Col 219 'And not
holding the Head' (κρατών, RV ' holding fast'); or
arrest (fig.) Ca 7 5 ' The king is held in the galleries'
(RV 'held captive'). Cf. Mk 32i Tind. 'They
went out to holde him. For they thought he had
bene beside himselfe' (κρατησαι, Cran. ' to laye
handes upon him,' AV ' to lay hold on him'). 3.
To support, maintain, Ps 13910 ' thy right hand
shall hold m e ' ; 1 Mac 652 ' Whereupon they also
made engines against their engines, and held
them battle a long season* (έπόλέμησαν ημέρας
πολλάς, RV ' fought for many days'). Cf. Defoe,
Crusoe, p. 366, ' The battle, they said, held two
Hours, before they could guess which Party would
be beaten.' 5. Some phrases deserve attention:
(1) Hold forth, Ph 216 'Holding forth the word of
life' (eV^oj/res, Tind. 'holdinge fast,' Gen. [1557]
'putting forth,' Lightfoot 'holding out'). (2)
Hold in, Jer 611 Ί am weary with holding in.'
(3) Hold of, Wis 224 ' Nevertheless through envy
of the devil came death into the world : and they
that do hold of his side do find i t ' (oi τής έκβίνου
μ€ρίδος fores, RV ' they that are of his portion').
Cf. Tindale, Pent., Prologue to Numbers, ' He will
hold of them and be sworne unto them to be their
servaunte.' (4) Hold to, Sir 3013 'Chastise thy
son and hold him to labour' (εργασαι ev αύτψ, RV
'take pains with him'); Mt 624 ( = Lk 1613) 'either
he will hate the one, and love the other ; or else he
will hold to the one, and despise the other' (άνθεξ-
erai). Cf. Dt 1716 Tind. < But in ani wyse let him
not holde to many horsses, that he bringe not the
people agayne to Egipte thorow the multitude of
horsses' (quoted also by Latimer, Sermons, Arber's
ed. p. 25). (5) Hold up = support, Ps 119117 ' Hold
thou me up, and I shall be safe'; 175 ' Hold up my
goings in thy paths, that my footsteps slip not (Tjbn
T-rriî yi?? '1t?x, RV ' My steps have held fast to thy
paths''; W ellhausen - Furness, ' My steps — they
have followed close in thy footprints'); and the
phrase ' hold up my face to,' 2 S 222 ' Wherefore
should I smite thee to the ground? how then
should I hold up my face to Joab thy brother ?'
(6) Hold with, Dn 1021 ' And there is none that
holdeth with me in these things but Michael your
prince' ; 1 Mac 32 ' And all his brethren helped
him, and so did all they that held with his father'
(RV ' that clave unto'); Ac 144' But the multitude
of the city was divided : and part held with the
Jews, and part with the apostles.' So Hos II 1 2 Cov.
' But Ephraim goeth aboute me with lies, and
the house of Israel dyssembleth. Only Juda
holdeth him with God, and with the true holy
thinges.' J. HASTINGS.

HOLINESS.—IN THE OLD TESTAMENT.—The
notion of holiness is expressed in Heb., as in the
Semitic languages generally, by the two roots vhp
and Din. Of these the latter was most widely
diffused amongst the Semitic peoples, but in Heb.
usage it was restricted to certain extreme kinds of
consecration, usually involving the total destruc-
tion of the devoted thing (see CURSE). The dis-
tinctively OT developments of the idea are
connected with ehp, which is the root commonly
employed by the Northern Semites; and in this

* Cf. Lk 438 Rhem. · And Simons wives mother was holden
with a great fever.'
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article the various applications of this root will
alone be considered.*

The original idea conveyed by the words is
altogether uncertain, neither etymology nor the
analogy of the cognate dialects having as yet
thrown much light on the subject.f The truth is,
that the words are nowhere found save in a religious
sense, and the attempt to ascertain the physical
conception on which this use is based is generally
abandoned by modern scholars as hopeless. There is,
however, a certain probability that the primary idea
is that of 'separation' or 'cuttingoff.'J Although
this view is not capable of demonstration, it may
be adopted provisionally as one that fits in remark-
ably well with Ο Τ usage. Thus the technical
antithesis to vy is hn, a word which means simply
'open to common use,' 'profane' (see 1 S 215,
Ezk 2226 etc.). At all events, it is correct to say
that a holy object is one ' separated' from common
use and contact by supernatural sanctions; and if
we start from this negative definition of what the
OT means by holiness, we shall probably not be far
from the fundamental meaning of the root. It
only needs to be remarked that in hardly any case
does the 'separation' denoted by vip amount to
absolute removal from human use or contact (as is
the case with Din). All that is usually involved is
that the use of the 'holy' is restricted by cere-
monial rules, or confined to privileged persons or
to particular times—a principle of which abundant
illustration will be found in what follows. The
holiness of places, things, seasons, even of persons,
is thus safeguarded by a set of recognized religious
usages, which sometimes, as in the Levitical
ritual of OT, attain a high degree of complexity.

It is obvious from what has been said, that
holiness, as a religious term, did not originate
within the sphere of the revealed religion of Israel.
It is one of those primitive concepts which have
been taken up and purified by revelation, but
which may retain some traces of their origin in a
lower stage of belief. It is not surprising, there-
fore, if some survivals of ancient Semitic heathen-
ism should appear amongst OT applications of
the idea of holiness. One such survival is probably
to be found in the conception of holiness as a
quality transmissible by contact, and constituting
in certain circumstances a danger to be scrupulously
avoided (see Ezk 4419 4620, Ex 2937 3029, Lv 627 etc.;
cf. Hag 212ί·).§ Another peculiar case is that of the
vineyard (or field) sown with different kinds of
seed, which is said thereby to 'become holy'

* The two primary words in which the root appears are the
abstract noun Bhjj (holiness) and the adj. trnp (holy); the
verbal forms in use appear to be all denominatives derived
from these. The simple form of the verb (Bhj?) occurs only
10 times, always with the sense of * become holy,' or * contract
holiness'; Ex 2021- 37 3029, Lv 6U· 20, Nu 172· 3, Dt 229, ι g 216,
Hag 212 (in Is 655, and possibly 1 S 216, the text is wrongly
pointed). The secondary sense is, of course, still more obvious
in the two causatives (enp and B^jjn) and the two reflexives

} and Bhpflrr). The other derivatives are BHj?p (sanctuary),
j3 [f. n^lp] (Upo^ovXos), and the proper names tshp and B ĵ?.

"t Dillmann (AT Theol. p. 254) refers to the Assyr. kuddtOu
(said to be a synonym for * bright ')> and is disposed to connect
the root, as others have done before him, with ΒΗΠ (new).
Delitzsch, on the other hand (PRE*t art. * Heiligkeit Gottes'),
reasoning from the Sumerian equivalent of kadvstu (sacred
prostitute), found a confirmation of the old theological defini-
tion of holiness as freedom from defect (omnis labis expers).
But these are highly speculative constructions, which command
no confidence, and, moreover, give no assurance that they reach
the original sense of the word.

% See Baudissin, pp. 19-40; Noldeke, LCBl, 1879, col. 361 f.
§ An Arabian parallel to the communication of holiness by

clothing is given by W. R. Smith in Mel. Sent* p. 451. * At
Mecca, in the times of heathenism, the sacred circuit of the
Caaba was made by the Bedouins, either naked, or in clothes
borrowed from one of the Horns, or religious community of the
sacred city. . . . It appears that sometimes a man did make the
circuit in his own clothes, but in that case he could neither
wear them again nor sell them, but had to leave them at the
gate of the sanctuary.'

(Dt 229; cf. Lv 1919). Again, in the pagan ritea
described in Is 655, the bystanders are warned not
to come near lest they should be ' sanctified' (the
verb to be pointed as Piel). These phenomena,
which appear to our minds to introduce an irrational
element into the idea of holiness, irresistibly sug-
gest an affinity with a custom universal amongst
primitive peoples, according to which man's free
use of natural objects, etc., was restrained by fear
of supernatural penalties. This institution has
come to be denoted by the name taboo, and the
instances just cited seem to indicate a close analogy
between taboo and the primitive associations of
the word 'holiness' in Semitic religion. This
would account for the remarkable points of con-
tact between the laws of holiness and those of
uncleanness; the two notions being in their origin
practically identical. The first great step towards
the spiritualizing of the idea of holiness was taken
by Ο Τ religion when it established a distinction
between things whose use is prohibited because
they are appropriated to J", and things that may
not be touched because they are hateful to Him.
The latter belong to the category of the UNCLEAN
(see the art.), while the term ' holy' is, as a rule,
reserved for the former.*

In considering OT uses of the terms for holiness,
it will be convenient to arrange them in the
following order: I. Holiness of places, things,
and seasons; II. Holiness of God and angels;
III. Holiness of man.

I. HOLINESS OF PLACES, THINGS, AND SEASONS.
—The material objects classed as holy are far too
numerous to be separately mentioned here. The
general principle of OT religion undoubtedly is
that things are holy in virtue of their connexion
with the worship of J". The sanctuary itself in all
its parts, the utensils employed in the ritual, the
clothing of the attendants, the sacrifices and
everything dedicated to J", are sacred in various
degrees through having been brought within the
sphere of J"'s worship, and so ' separated' from
their natural and common relations. It is true
that the cases mentioned above (Dt 229, Ex 2937,
Lv 627 etc.) can only with some difficulty be brought
completely under this principle. An attempt is
made to sustain the rule by the theory that such
things or persons were forfeited for the use of the
priests or the service of the sanctuary, as was the
case with the censers of Koran's company, which
having become holy through being presented to
God were unfit for use, and were directed to be
made into plates for the altar (Νιιΐβ36"40 [Heb. 171"5]).
This is possible, although there is no clear evidence
of it, and, in the case of the field (Dt 229), a more
likely supposition would be that the crop was
simply not to be used. Even if it was confiscated,
that was only a consequence of the holiness it had
already contracted for a different reason; and it
is probable that in such cases we have a survival
of a conception of holiness in which a relation to J"
was not the exclusive regulating principle. But,
with these unimportant exceptions, the rule holds
good that holiness is an attribute of the things
pertaining to the worship of J", and is acquired by
them through nearness to Him who is the source
of all holiness. Holiness, in short, expresses a
relation, which consists negatively in separation
from common use, and positively in dedication to
the service of J".

An important corollary from this principle is
that there is no such thing as natural or inherent
holiness in any class of created objects (Baud. p. 45).

* On the analogies between taboo and the Heb. laws of
uncleanness and holiness, see J. G. Frazer, Encyc. Brit.Q art.
'Taboo'; and W. R. Smith, Rel. SemJ pp. 151 fi\, 446-454. A
good account of Taboo will be found in Jevons' Introd. to the
History of Rel. chs. vi.-viii.
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Things are clean or unclean according to their
natural condition,* and all that man can do is to
recognize the fact and regulate his attitude to
them accordingly. But things become, holy by
being dedicated to J", and for nearly every kind
of holy object the law prescribes specific cere-
monies of consecration. Naturally, only things
inherently clean could be so dedicated ; hence, to
some extent, holiness and cleanness are practically
identical, and in OT the terms are liable to be
interchanged. Nevertheless, the ideas are radically
distinct, the category of cleanness is much more
comprehensive than that of holiness, and nothing
but confusion of thought can result from over-
looking the distinction. +

Of all material embodiments of the idea of
holiness, the most instructive and the most funda-
mental is the 'holy place' or sanctuary.% With-
out a particular place set apart for religious
purposes, there could be no such thing as sacred
objects or times or even persons in the OT sense
(W. E. Smith, Bel. Sem.2 p. 141). A holy place is
in the first instance a space marked off, * separated,'
from common ground (see Ezk 4220), and only to be
entered by those who comply with the conditions
of sanctity prescribed by usage or law. These
conditions may in some cases be very simple (Ex 35,
Jos 515), in others, as in the central sanctuary of
Israel, they are extremely complicated; but they
always exist, and compliance with them consti-
tutes the holiness of the persons concerned. What
in Israel makes the holiness of a place is the
presence of J", whose nature as the Holy One is
expressed in the rules which regulate admission to
His dwelling-place. Every spot where J" appears
to men is holy ground (Ex 35, Jos 515); even the
temporary camp in time of war is consecrated by
the presence of the God of the armies of Israel
(Dt 2315). The sanctuaries frequented by Israelites
in pre-exilic times were the stated places where at
set seasons the worshippers appeared before J'7,
and probably were all regarded as having been
consecrated by a Theophany, in accordance with
Ex 2024. When the sacredness of these places was
abolished by the law of the one sanctuary, the
temple of Jerusalem became the sole earthly
dwelling-place of J" (Ezk 437, Ps 13214, Zee 210 etc.),
and the centre from which the whole life of the
people was sanctified. The symbolism of the
second temple in particular, with its graduated
series of sacred spaces culminating in the inmost
shrine or most holy place, its different classes of
ministers, and its minutely regulated ceremonial,
was so designed as to form an impressive exhibition
to the Israelites of the ruling idea of holiness. The
quality of holiness pertains also to Mount Zion and
Jerusalem (Is IF 2713, Zeph 311 etc. ; Is 482 521, Dn
924 etc.), and in a less degree to the whole land
(Zee 210 etc.). There is but one passage dating from
before the Exile (Ex 1513) in which holiness is
directly predicated of the land of Canaan ; but the
idea is implied in Hos 93·4 and elsewhere, and must
be ancient.

Holy seasons, in like manner, are portions of
time set apart from ordinary employments and
dedicated to J" by acts of worship (Neh 89"11 1031).
The chief of such seasons was the Sabbath (Gn 23,
Ex 208· n , Is 5813 etc.). The relation to the cultus

* i.e. from the standpoint of the law and the religion generally.
There is much to be said for the view that originally unclean-
ness itself denoted a relation, viz. a relation to faliie deities.

t The antithesis of wip, as has been said, is %;; the opposite
of line (clean) is KDE5 (unclean). See Baud. p. 22II.

J The proper designation of a sanctuary is EHpp (used even of
the sacred places of the heathen Is 1612, Ezk 2818); but in
the Law the central sanctuary (tabernacle) is more frequently
described simply as Wlpt sometimes also as WMQ DipD = 'holy
place' (but only in such expressions as * eat [wash] in a holy
place ')· BHp is also used of the temple in Ezk, Ps} Dn, Ch.

is less apparent in the case of the year of Jubilee
(Lv 2512), but the separation from common time is
equally obvious.

Amongst the various objects belonging to the
temple ritual the term holy is applied to the
sacrifices (Ex 2838 etc.), the shewbread (1 S 215),
the incense (Ex 3035· 37), the anointing oil (which
the people were expressly forbidden to compound
for common use, Ex 3025·33 etc.), the priestly
clothing (Ezk 4214, Ex 282· 4 etc.), etc. etc. (For a
complete enumeration, see Baud. p. 44 f.).

II. HOLINESS OF GOD (AND ANGELS).—From a
very early time the word 'holiness* appears to
have been used by the Northern Semites to ex-
press the general idea of Godhead. In this vague
sense it occurs in the Phoenician inscription of
Eshmunazar in the title * holy gods/ and the same
phrase is found in the mouth of heathen speakers
in Dn 48· 9 · 1 8 5U. In that expression ' holy' is not
intended to convey any information as to the
character of the gods ; it is a mere ' otiose epithet,
"the holy gods" meaning nothing more than
" the gods."' * It will be found that no sense less
comprehensive than this suffices to explain the
Hebrew usage of the term. There are, no doubt,
passages where one special attribute is more im-
mediately suggested to the mind by the context,
but there are others where it is clear that no
particular divine quality is meant to be predicated,
and indeed there is no single attribute which will
cover all the applications of the word ' holiness' to
God. The plural D n̂j? (a so-called pi. of majesty
formed after the analogy of D\î x) is used of J"
almost as a proper name in Pr 9lb 303 (? Hos 121),
and similarly the sing, VMQ in Is 4025, Job 610, Hab 33.
A predicate which is thus capable of being ele-
vated to a proper name may be presumed to be
that which includes all specific attributes, viz.
divinity. Again, when J" is said to swear by His
holiness (Am 42, Ps 8935, cf. 606 1087), it might be
supposed that the expression signifies to swear by
that special attribute which is to be exercised in
the act promised, just as when He swears by His
strength (Is 628). But the more natural interpre-
tation is, that to swear by His holiness is to swear
by His divinity, or, as it is elsewhere expressed, by
Himself (Am 68, Gn 2216 etc.). It is probably in
the same vague sense that the adj. is used of the
divine arm (Is 5210, Ps 981), or the divine toord
(Jer 239, Ps 10542). So also in the numerous
passages where holiness is predicated of the name
of God (Am 27, Ezk 2039, Lv 203 etc.), the name of
J" being the expression of His whole being as
revealed in Israel. Nor is the case different in
such expressions as ' there is none holy as J"'
(1 S 22). The meaning there is not that among
divine beings J" alone possesses the specific attri-
bute of holiness, but that He alone is worthy to be
regarded as truly divine; in other words, what is
asserted is not anything about His character, but
simply His supreme Godhead. +

It is plausible, though possibly misleading, to
connect this most general sense of holiness with
the assumed root-idea of the word, and to say that
the aspect of divinity denoted by holiness is the

* Davidson, Ezekiel (Camb. Bible), p. xxxix.
t The facts adduced in this paragraph are adverse to the

view held by some writers, that holiness, even when predicated
of J", is a merely relative idea, denoting His fidelity to His
covenant with Israel. There are, no doubt, passages which,
taken by themselves, might seem to countenance that explana-
tion. But when we take account of all the uses of the word,
and especially of the fact that it was a common epithet of
heathen deities, it is abundantly clear that holiness is an essen-
tial attribute of J", apart altogether from His special relation to
Israel. All the applications of the term can be explained in
harmony with this position. Thus, to take a salient instance,
the phrase ' Holy One of Israel' (see below) need not be para-
phrased : * the God who is Holy in virtue of His relation to
Israel.' It may equally mean, and in point of fact does mean,
1 the (essentially) Holy Being, who is God of Israel.'
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' separation' of God from the world, or His trans-
cendence. There is no doubt that the term does
express the sense of an awful contrast between
the divine and the human (Hos II9), although
hardly, perhaps, between God and the universe.
The opposition which is implied in its application
to J" is rather to the presumption and pride of
man on the one hand, and the pretended deity of
false gods on the other, than to the whole of
created existence.* But whether this idea lies in
the word itself, or whether it was reached through
the impression caused by the multitude of inviol-
able things belonging to the sphere of deity, is a
Eoint which cannot be certainly determined. It

as to be remembered that, in early times at
least, the holiness of the gods had no definite
meaning apart from the holiness of their physical
surroundings, f An illustration of this mode of
thinking is furnished by the exclamation of the
men of Beth-shemesh after they had looked into
the ark : ' Who is able to stand before J" this holy
God?' ( IS 620). There it is evident that the
holiness of J" and the holiness of the ark are
practically identical, J"'s holiness being the quality
manifested in His vindication of the inviolability
of the sacred symbol. And so it must have been
to a large extent in ancient religion : the divine
holiness was not so much an object of intellectual
contemplation as a fact borne in upon the mind by
the constant presence of things and persons that
might not be touched, places that might not be
entered, and times in which ordinary employments
were suspended, because of their appropriation to
the service or worship of God.

The question as to the contents of the idea of
divine holiness thus resolves itself into the larger
question of the conception of Godhead by which
religious practice and devotion were ruled; and
the development of the idea in OT may be ex-
pected to proceed step by step with the progressive
revelation of the character and nature of J".
Certain features of divinity, no doubt, retain a
prominence due to the ancient associations of the
word. The term never ceases to emphasize the
awful side of the divine manifestation, and even in
later writings this may sometimes be the only
thought conveyed by its use. But that, after all,
only means that J" was always regarded as a
Being of awful and unapproachable majesty, to be
feared just because He was divine. And while the
history of the idea certainly does not show any
abatement of the sentiment of awe due to J" as the
Holy One, it does exhibit an advance towards the
conception of Him as one to be feared, not simply
because He is all-powerful, but because of His
opposition to all that is impure and sinful.

There are three main aspects of deity specially
associated with the term * holiness' in different
parts of the OT; and all of these might without
difficulty be derived from the fundamental sense of
unapproachableness, which is never absent from
the notion of J'"s holiness.

(1) The negative idea of unapproachableness
readily passes over into the positive conceptions of
greatness, power, majesty, and the like. Of all
uses of the word this is the most widely prevalent;
and in nearly every part of the literature we find
expressions where holiness conveys no other thought
than the might and majesty of the God of Israel,
or the awe and fear which His presence inspires in
man. This appears, e.g., in the words of the men
of Beth-shemesh already cited (1 S 620). So in
Is 813 to ' sanctify J"' is to regard Him as an object
of fear and dread. In Ex 15U J" is extolled as

* The opinion that holiness was predicated of the gods as
having their dwelling-place in heaven does not appear to be
well founded.

t W. R. Smith, Mel. Sem.^ p. 141.

'glorious in holiness, fearful in praises, doing
wonders.' In the Psalms He is addressed aa
' terrible out of his holy places' (6835); His name
is ' holy and terrible' (1119); ' J" is great in Zion,
and exalted above all the peoples,' therefore they
are exhorted to praise His Vgreat and terrible
name; holy is i t ' (992·3). This conception is
specially prominent in the Bk. of Ezekiel, where
the divine holiness appears to denote no other
attribute than that of majesty, exhibited in the
exercise of irresistible power. J"'s ' holy name' is
synonymous with His * great name' (3621, cf. v.23);
and when He is said to 'sanctify himself {i.e.
show Himself to be holy), or to ' sanctify his
name,' which is profaned when He is forced to
conceal any of His divine attributes, the meaning
always is that by a display of might He produces
the recognition of His true majesty (3620"24 3816·w

2041 etc.). These illustrations, which might easily
be multiplied, will serve to show how largely the
usage of the words for holiness is influenced by
the majestic and awe-inspiring side of the divine
nature.

(2) The priestly Torah, being largely occupied
with questions of cleanness and uncleanness, was
naturally led to present divinity as opposition to
all that is impure; and hence in the legal books
the idea of holiness approximates to that of physical
purity (cf. Lv ll44ff· 2025· 26, Ezk 437·9 etc.). It is an
undue exaggeration of this fact that has led some
theologians to suppose that the primary significance
of holiness is purity in a physical sense, or freedom
from defect, or ' normality of life' (Diestel). In
reality this is but one manifestation of divinity
(readily intelligible as a modification of the funda-
mental conception of unapproachableness); and
although it is necessarily emphasized by priestly
writers, it is altogether inadequate to explain the
whole range of meaning covered by the term
'holy.' What it expresses is J'"s jealous care for
the purity of His own worship, and that, again, is
probably rooted in antagonism to the worship of
heathen deities and other forms of superstition,
especially the worship of dead ancestors (see Lv
1928, Dt l ^e t c ) . The most characteristic expres-
sion of the idea is perhaps in the striking but
somewhat difficult sentence, ' Be ye holy : for I am
holy' (Lv II44192 2026, cf. 207 216'8). Evidently, the
holiness of Israel is there conceived as in some
sense a reflexion of the holiness of J", for it is
hardly reasonable to take the word ' holy' in two
diverse acceptations in the two members of the
sentence. While there are many ways in which
holiness might be predicated of J", and many also
in which it might be predicated of Israel, there are
very few in which the word could be applied to
both. At all events, in such a connexion the
holiness of God cannot be His deity in general, nor
His power or majesty, but must mean that separa-
tion from impurity which belongs to His nature,
and is to be reproduced and exhibited in the life of
His people. Holiness in this sense is the ruling
principle of the Levitical legislation, just as
ethical righteousness is the supreme idea of pro-
phecy. Although the expression of the idea occurs
chiefly in later writings (esp. Ezk and the Priestly
Code), the thought itself is undoubtedly ancient,
and must have exercised an influence on the de-
velopment of the notion of holiness.

(3) The ethical sense of the divine holiness is
most clearly to be discerned in some parts of the
prophetical writings, particularly in those of
Isaiah. To the prophets J" was essentially a moral
Being, ' of too pure eyes to behold evil' (Hab I13),
and swift to resent and punish the iniquity of
His people. And since holiness embraced every
distinctive attribute of Godhead, it was to be ex-
pected that, in the light of this ethical concep-
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tion of God, the word should take on the sense of
moral perfectness, at least on its negative side of
opposition to human sin. Accordingly, in Am 27

we find the holiness of J"'s name set in contrast to
the immoral practices of Canaanitish heathenism
which had been introduced into the religion of
Israel. It may be objected that in this instance
the opposition to J"'s holiness lies not so much in
the immorality of the custom as in its association
with the worship of strange gods. But, even if
that be true, the significance of the allusion is
hardly diminished. The fact remains that a rite
consistent with the godhead of other deities was
inconsistent with the holiness of J", and the only
reason that can be assigned for the difference is
that J"'s godhead or holiness included a moral
element which placed a wide gulf between Him
and the deities of the Semitic pantheon. In the
teaching of Isaiah the thought of the divine holiness
has a central importance which it possesses in that
of no other prophet; and it is there also that the
ethical aspect of the idea receives the fullest ex-
pression. In his inaugural vision the great fact
impressed on his mind is the holiness of the God of
Israel (Is 63), and this perception awakes in him the
consciousness, not merely of creaturely infirmity,
but of uncleanness in a moral sense, as adhering
both to himself and his nation (v.5). The con-
nexion of holiness and morality is again expressed
in a striking manner in the words of 516, where we
read that ' the holy God shall sanctify himself in
righteousness,' i.e. He shall show Himself to be
holy by the exercise of punitive righteousness.
But indeed Isaiah's whole conception of national
sin as rebellion against J" and ignorance of His
character, and his demand that J" should be ' held
holy' by compliance with His revealed will (I4 38

gi3 2923 etc.), imply a view of holiness which is
profoundly ethical; and all this is embraced in the
divine title which is continually on his lips, ' the
Holy One of Israel.' There is, however, no pas-
sage of the OT where it can be supposed that
moral purity exhausts the idea of holiness. It never
appears detached from the underlying thought of
majesty and power ; it is, in short, an element of
holiness as conceived by the prophets, but neither
in their writings nor in any other part of the
literature does it supersede the vaguer original
meaning of the word. So in a later prophet the
words, * Thou that art of too pure eyes to behold
evil,'etc. (Hab I13), are no doubt connected with the
name ' my Holy One' in the previous verse, but at
the same time they cannot be regarded as the
complete equivalent of that phrase.

There are some other applications of the wrord
which fall to be mentioned here, although they can
scarcely be said to throw any additional light on
its meaning. (1) The expression Holy Spirit (wh.
see), so frequent in NT, occurs in OT only 3 times
(Ps 5111, Is 6310·n). In such a connexion * holy '
may mean much or little ; it may be equivalent to
' divine Spirit' in any of the senses in which holi-
ness is predicated of J", or it may describe the
Spirit as the source of moral purity in the life of
the consecrated nation. It is, at all events, of
some importance to observe that ' the divine Spirit
is not called the holy Spirit in so far as it is the
principle of cosmical life, but only in so far as it
works in the Theocracy' (Oehler). (2) Angels are
called 'holy ones' in Job 51 1515, Ps 896· 8, Dn 813

etc., not on account of their superior purity (see
Job 418 1515), but as partaking of the divine nature
('sons of God'). (3) Lastly, heaven, as the dwell-
ing-place of God, is frequently spoken of as a holy
place (Hab 220, Jer 2530, Is 6315, Zee 213, Ps II 4

206 etc.).
III. HOLINESS OF MEN.—The OT applications

of the word ' holy' to human persons are of two

kinds. There is first an external holiness, which con-
sists merely in consecration to religious functions,
and does not differ materially from the holiness of
things. In this sense the term is applied to
several classes of persons in Israel. The degraded
beings devoted to shameful practices in the Canaan-
itish sanctuaries were known as DHpnj? and niBhf?
(' holy men' and ' holy women'), in token of their
dedication to the service of the god or goddess
(Dt 2318 etc.). This, of course, is a heathen usage,
which has nothing to do with the specifically OT
idea of sanctity. Again, soldiers on a campaign
are consecrated persons (1S215·6), war being a
religious act initiated by sacred rites (Is 133, Jer 64

227, Mic 35 etc.). The Nazirites are holy during
the period covered by their vow (Nu 65ff·). An
official holiness belongs to the priests and Levites,
who are consecrated to J" by special ceremonies
(Ex 29lff·, Lv 812·30 etc.), and whom Israel is en-
joined to 'sanctify,' i.e. treat as sacrosanct persons
(Lv 218). In a similar sense we are probably to
understand the sanctity ascribed to the prophets
(2 Κ 49, Jer I 5 ) : when the great lady of Shunem
speaks of Elisha as a ' holy man of God,' she is not
thinking of the saintliness of his character; he is
holy, simply as one who stands in a near relation
to God. Finally, the attribute of holiness pertains
to the whole people of Israel as a nation severed
from the rest of mankind, and consecrated to J"
(Ex 196, Nu 163·5·7, Dt 76142 etc.), and hence in-
violable (Jer 23). In this sense J" speaks of Him-
self frequently as the 'sanctifier' ( ^ 9 ) of Israel
(Ezk 2012 3 7 m , Ex 3113, Lv 207f· etc.).

But this outward holiness implies, in the case of
persons, the observance of certain rules, compli-
ance with wliich constitutes sanctification in an
active and sometimes an ethical sense. No doubt,
each of the classes enumerated above was subject
to prescribed rules of this kind, as was notably the
case with the priests and Nazirites. But the most
important developments of the idea are those con-
nected with the application of the term ' holiness'
to the religious community as a whole. J" sancti-
fies Israel by choosing it from other peoples to be
His familiar people, and by taking up His abode
in its midst; but Israel is thus bound to sanctify
itselfy by conforming to the requirements that
express J"'s holy will and nature. These require-
ments, as we have already seen, were mainly ex-
ternal and ceremonial, consisting in avoidance of
occasions of physical defilement. But moral pre-
cepts are also included (Lv 19, etc.), and are
expressly embraced in the formula, ' Be ye holy :
for I am holy.' The holiness of Israel, in fact,
had to be maintained by obedience to the entire
Law of God (Nu 1540); and, in so far as the Law
contains a summary of moral duty, the conception
of holiness has an ethical significance. It is true
that the Law recognizes no distinction between
the moral and the ceremonial, and to that extent
its teaching is not truly ethical in our sense of the
word. Still, where holiness is presented as an
ideal to be realized in conduct, and where this
ideal is connected with the essential holiness of
God (as in the phrase just quoted), the notion is
already charged with ethical meaning; and so in
the spiritual religion of the Psalms the external
element disappears, the conditions of entrance into
J//Js 'holy place' being described in terms which
are exclusively ethical (Ps 15. 243ff·).

From a theological point of view, the chief
interest of the OT doctrine of holiness lies in this
progressive spiritualizing of the idea under the
influence of an expanding revelation of God.
Although the various steps of the process are
obscure, the fact is certain that holiness did come
to be conceived more and more as a moral quality.
It is probable that the ethical aspect was first
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introduced in the application of the term to God,
and thence transferred to the holiness He re-
quires in His worshippers. In OT the develop-
ment is arrested at a certain stage, because of
the material associations with which the use of the
word was invested. One step remained to be taken
in order to reach the full Christian sense of holi-
ness, and that was the abrogation of the cere-
monial as a term of fellowship with God. When
our Lord enunciated the principle that a man
is defiled, not by what enters into him, but by
what comes out of him, He raised religion to a new
level, and made it possible to liberate the moral
essence of holiness from the imperfections which
clung to it throughout the older dispensation.

LITERATURE.—The modern discussion of holiness appears to
start from a passage in Menken's Anleitung zum eigenenen
Unterricht in den Wahrheiten der heil. Schr. (1805, Schriften,
Bd. vi. pp. 46-53). His observations have little scientific value,
but seem to have aroused interest by the paradoxical position,
laid down with hardly an attempt at proof, that holiness means
'self-humbling love and grace' on the part of God.—Diestel's
paper (in JDTh, 1859, pp. 3-63), though in some respects
arbitrary and one-sided, is a far more adequate treatment of
the subject. His chief results are these two : (1) that, inform,
holiness is always a relative idea, Israel being holy as belong-
ing to J", and conversely J" being holy as belonging to Israel,
in the covenant relation; and (2) that the content of the notion
has to be determined from the conditions of the covenant as laid
down by the Law, the ruling principle of which Diestel finds
to be * normality of life.' — Baudissin's elaborate monograph
(Studien zur semitischen Religionsgeschichte, 1878, ii. pp.
3-142) devotes considerable space to the criticism of these
and other views of earlier writers. It contains an invaluable
and apparently exhaustive collection of the OT material, and
for thoroughness of treatment leaves nothing to be desired.
The most important result, in the judgment of Noldeke (LCBl,
1879, No. 12, col. 361 f.), is the conclusive demonstration that
throughout the OT the ideas of holiness and purity remain dis-
tinct. See further the OT Theologies of Oehler, Schultz, Dill-
mann, Marti, and Bennett; Kuenen, Religion of Israel (i. 43 ff.
[Eng. tr.]); Duhm, Theol. der Propheten, 168 ff.; Smend, Alttesl.
Religionsgeschichte, 333ff.; W. R. Smith, OTJC1 228, 364, 377,
Prophets of Israel*, 224ff., 424, RS* 140ff., 151ff.,446ff. ; the
arts, in Schenkel, Bibellex., and Herzog, PRE1* (by Delitzsch);
Cheyne's Note in Oi'igin of the Psalter, 331 f., and Davidson's in
Ezekiel (Camb. Bible), xxxix f. J . SKINNER.

HOLINESS IN NT.—The study of the NT con-
ception of holiness must proceed mainly from a
consideration of the following terms : ayios, αγιασ-
μοί, ά-γίότης, ά~/ιωσύνη. Besides this group of words
denoting holy or holiness, we have in NT iepos,
b'aios, σβμϊ/os, ayvbs, and their cognates. It is the
word &yios and its kindred terms which express
the characteristic NT idea of holiness. In order
to define and illustrate this idea it is necessary to
examine the meaning and use of terms synonym-
ous with dytos, so that the significance of the latter
may be set in the clearer light.

Etymologically, Ηρός is believed to signify vigorous or strong.
The word thus naturally denotes, in classic usage, that which is
associated with the gods, that which belongs to them, or that
which is divine. It thus approaches θίίος in meaning. The word
is commonly applied, not to persons, but to things, which are
Upa because they originate with the gods, belong to them, or
are bestowed by them. The term is applied to men when it is
desired to designate them as having special relation to the gods,
or as being under their protection. Kings and persons who are
initiated into the mysteries are sometimes called hpoi in this
sense. The term Upo? thus denoted an external rather than an
internal and moral relation to the gods. It did not imply excel-
lence. It meant sacred in the sense of inviolable, entitled to
reverence, but did not bear the meaning which we attach to the
terms morally pure and holy. While in NT the word has higher
associations because of the circle of religious ideas with which it
is there connected, it retains clear traces of its history. It
emphasizes an outer rather than an inner and spiritual relation
with God. The word occurs as an adjective but twice. In
1 Co 91 3 ol roc hpot, ίργα,ζόμ,ίνοι is a periphrasis for the priests.
T<* hp&t res sacrce, are the rites of the Leyit. cultus. These
rites are sacred because their performance is an act of divine
worship. In 2 Ti 315 (as also in Philo and Jos.) Upa. γράμματα, is
the OT. These writings are regarded as Upa. because divinely

denotes something which has been offered in sacrifice; and
npezptirfit (Tit 23) means befitting sacred things or places,
' reverent in demeanour' (RV). It will be seen that this whole

group of words designates ideas and relations which are more
distinctively characteristic of OT than of NT, itpos in this sense
having been taken over from the LXX, where it abounds in 1 Ea
and the Books of Maccabees.

The word linos means pious, godly. It is the nearest Gr.
equivalent of the Lat. sanctus and of the Heb. Tpri. In its
classic use it commonly denoted what was consecrated by law
or custom, whether of the gods or of men. In NT, however, it
has a distinctively religious significance, and means consecrated
to God, pure, holy, pious. The NT use of Όσιος, όο-ιότ^ς may be
seen in such passages as He 726, where Christ, as High Priest, is
described as Ό'βΊος, ϋχ,αχος, αμίαντος, χίχωρι<τμ.ίνοζ oc.ro των ύ,μχρ-
τωλων; Lk I1*5, where the people of God are spoken of as serv-
ing Him ev Όσιότητι xou Stxouotruvv); and Eph 42*1, where the new
man is said to be created according to God iv δικαιοσύνη χα)
οο-ιότητι της ο\λ·ηθύοι.ς. In both classic and NT usage this group
of words is commonly associated with δίκαιος and its cognates.
In the LXX ol Όσιοι του θ&ου is a frequent designation of God's
true worshippers. It will thus be seen that holiness, in the
sense of οσιοτης, includes especially what is designated by the
words reverence, piety, Frommigkeit.

Ί,ίμ,νός properly means deserving of reverence or awe, and in
classic usage is applied both to the gods and to men. It is even
used of things, in the sense of grand, magnificent, impressive.
In NT απμ,νός denotes deserving of reverence, honourable. It is
once applied to deeds, Ph 48 (RV «honourable'), and three times
to persons, 1 Ti 38· n, Tit 22, in all of which cases RV renders
grave. In like manner RV renders σιμνότ^ς gravity in all three
passages in which it occurs, 1 Ti 2̂  34, Tit 27. The word signifies
something more than gravity ; it suggests dignity or worth. It
is obvious, however, that σεμνότης designates but a secondary
aspect of the NT idea of holiness.

Αγνός, άγνότης mean pure, purity. In LXX these words refer
to ceremonial purity. In NT they refer to freedom from moral
faults in general, and esp. to freedom from carnal sins. In one
passage αγνός is applied to God (1 Jn 33). The characteristic
use of the word is seen in passages like 2 Co I I 2 , Tit 25. 'Αγνός
represents an aspect of holiness, but only in a limited and
negative way. Even the idea of moral parity is inadequate to
represent the full content of the Christian conception of holiness.

The characteristic NT word for holy is, as we
have seen, ayios. It is the nearest Gr. equivalent
of the Heb. tfnp, and is the common rendering of
that word in the LXX. It is probably from the
same root as ayvos (Lat. sacer), and the fundamental
meaning of the two words is nearly the same.
"Ayios, however, which is a rare word in classic
Greek, appears to have diverged from 07̂ 0? in the
direction of a moral and religious conception of
holiness. It is generally believed that the funda-
mental idea which underlies the word is that of
separation, and that its moral signification there-
fore is : separation from sin, and so, consecration to
God. The Christian use of the word lifted it into
accord with the highest ethical conceptions, and
gave it the idea of separateness from the sinful
world, harmony wTith God, the absolutely good
Being, moral perfection. Thus &yios is, above all
things, a qualitative and ethical term. It refers
chiefly to character, and lays emphasis upon the
demands which that which is sacred (tepoV) in the
highest sense makes upon conduct.

It is necessary briefly to refer to the LXX use
of this word, and to the circle of OT ideas which
it represents. We find that ayios is predicated of
God as the absolutely perfect One, and of men
and things so far as they are devoted to Him, and,
as we may say, in some way identified with Him.
Israel, e.g., was an idpos ayiov because God's
peculiar possession. Men are called upon to
sanctify themselves, that is, to cleanse themselves
from all defilement, to forsake sin, and to come
into harmony of life with God. So men may
sanctify things by regarding, treating, or using
them as sacred, that is, by associating them with
God's perfection. The basis of this demand upon
men that they be holy is the obligation to be like
God : * Ye shall be holy : for I the Lord your God
am holy' (Lv 192). Now this holiness, as seen in
OT, seems to wear a twofold aspect. It compre-
hends both 'the goodness and the severity of God.'
It issues both in redemption and in judgment.
These two aspects of the divine holiness appear
continually in inseparable connexion and inter-
play. * Holiness (in the OT) is the perfect purity of
God, which in and for itself excludes all fellowship
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with the world, and can only establish a relation*
ship of free, electing love, whereby it asserts itself
in the sanctification of God's people, their cleans-
ing and redemption ; therefore " the purity of God
manifesting itself in atonement and redemption,
and correspondingly in judgment"' (Cremer, Bib.-
Theol. Lex. s.v.).

It is evident that frytos and its kindred words
are best adapted to represent the NT idea. They
express something more and higher than lepos,
sacred, outwardly associated with God; something
more than &rios, reverent, pious; something more
than σεμνός, worthy, honourable; something more
than ayvos, pure, free from defilement, "kyios is
more positive, more comprehensive, more elevated,
more purely ethical and spiritual. It is character-
istically Godlikeness, and in the Christian system
Godlikeness signifies completeness of life.

The words SLytog and άγιαζαν occur very frequently in NT.
The three nouns (ίγιασμόί, ίγιότης, ίγίΛΗτύννί), which are kindred
to them, are not of frequent occurrence. The most common
among these three nouns, uyiatruas, is found ten times (1 Th
43.4.7, 2 Th 213, Ro 619· 22, 1 Co 130, 1 Ti 215, He 121*, χ ρ 12). in
five instances it is rendered in AV holiness, and in five sanctifi-
cation. In RV it is uniformly rendered sanctification. Άγιότης
occurs twice (2 Co 112, He 1210), and is rendered holiness in both
AV and RV. 'Aytaxruw) occurs three times (1 Th 313, R 0 14,
2 Co 71), and is tr. in both VSS holiness. 'AyiorV{ (sanctitas),
α,γιωσ-ύννι (sanctitudo), ά,γικσ-μ,όί (sanctificatio), denote the quality,
the state, the process, respectively (Lightfoot, Notes, p. 49).
Όα-ύτηζ occurs twice (Lk I?5, Eph 4s4), and is rendered holiness
in both. AV renders %ΙσΊβιΐΛ (piety) in Ac 3 1 2 holiness, RV
godliness.

Let us next illustrate the use of the group of
words under review, directing special attention to
the fifteen passages in which the nouns denoting
holiness are used. There does not appear to be
anything distinctive in the use of the words by the
different NT writers. We shall therefore have no
occasion to treat the NT books separately. We
find &yios applied to God in Jn 1711 : * Holy Father,
keep them in thy name which thou hast given
me,' etc., where God, as the One who is absolutely
good—wholly separate from all that is sinful and
wrong—is besought to guard from evil those whom
He has given to His Son. The idea closely
resembles that which is found in 1725: ' Ο righteous
(δίκαιος) Father, the world knew thee not, but I
knew thee,' etc. The idea of God's righteousness
here appears to be the quality which prevents Him
from passing the same judgment upon Christ's dis-
ciples as He passes upon the sinful world. It is
the equitableness of God. In both cases the attri-
bute of God which is referred to is not the forensic
or retributive element in the divine nature, but
God's moral self-consistency, His justice to His own
equity. In Rev 48 God is addressed as 'Holy,
Holy, Holy,' because He is worthy of all praise and
honour. His holiness is His supreme and absolute
excellence.

The term holy is constantly applied throughout
NT to the divine Spirit. As proceeding from God,
as the bearer of revelation, and as the mediator of
spiritual life, the Spirit is pre-eminently holy. It
is the special function of the Holy Spirit to make
holy the souls of those in whom He dwells. This
conception of the Spirit's nature and function is
not prominent in OT, where the Spirit is scarcely
more than a name for the power or presence of
God. There He bestows strength upon heroes,
skill upon artificers, and the knowledge of the
divine will upon prophets. The designation of
the Spirit as Holy accords entirely with the NT
idea of the sanctifying function of the Spirit, and
the hallowing of the people of God by inward
consecration to Him. The Holy Spirit is con-
ceived of as revealing the inner nature and essen-
tial goodness of God, and as accomplishing the
transformation of men into His moral likeness.
Hence the sin against the Holy Spirit represents

the acme of wickedness. It is hatred of supreme
and absolute goodness. It despises the perfect
purity and unselfish love which dwelt in Him to
whom God gave the Spirit without measure, and
thus treats perfect goodness as if it were evil.
Such a state of mind involves complete moral
obduracy. In this, and not in the limitation of
the divine mercy, lies the impossibility of its for-
giveness. See further HOLY SPIRIT.

With special appropriateness is Christ, as the
Son and Revealer of God and the Redeemer of
mankind from sin, designated as holy. He is the
fulfilment of the OT picture of the true and faith-
ful servant of J". He is accordingly spoken of
as God's 'holy servant' (0 &yios TTCUS, AC 430), by
whom He accomplishes His gracious, saving pur-
poses. So evil spirits are represented as recog-
nizing in Jesus ' the Holy One of God,' the long-
promised Messiah, the Messenger of the divine
mercy, and the Conqueror of Satan.

Christians are frequently designated as &yioi,
holy ones, saints. They are such as the elect or
beloved of God, who by faith and love have
entered into fellowship with Him, and who by
obedience to His will and by purity of life have
become conformed to the image of His Son. St.
Paul speaks of believers as κλητοί &yioi (1 Co I2),
saints by a divine call, in the same sense as he
speaks of himself as a κλητός απόστολο* (Ro I1), an
apostle who became such by having presented to
him, and by accepting, a divine commission. Esp.
are men represented as holy when they have been
made the special instruments of the divine will
and have been taken into close fellowship with
God in the work of revelation and redemption.
In this sense the prophets are designated (ace. to
the common reading) as ' holy men of God,' ol &yioi
θεού άνθρωποι (2 Ρ I21). In like manner, the ' holy
prophets' declared the divine purpose to restore

apostles and prophets in the Spirit' (Eph 35).
In a secondary sense impersonal objects are

spoken of as holy. The ways and means whereby
God reveals and accomplishes His will are holy,
because they are associated with Him who is pre-
eminently holy and are instrumental in the sancti-
fication of men. Thus the gracious call which
God in the gospel addresses to men—inviting them
to receive a wholly unmerited salvation—is a holy
calling, κλησ-is ά7*α (2 Ti I9). The Messianic pro-
mise given in OT times was a holy covenant, δια-
θήκη αγία (Lk I72). The OT Scriptures are, by
reason of the sacredness of their contents and
their disclosure of the divine will and purpose,
holy writings, ypacfrai &yiai (Ro I2).

We turn now to the group of nouns denoting
holiness. 'Αγιασμό? would properly denote the act
of sanctifying, τό ayia^eiv, and something of this
active meaning is preserved in 2 Th 21 3: ' God
chose you from the beginning unto salvation in
sanctification of the Spirit' (4v ayiao-μφ πνεύματος),
that is, in sanctification wrought by the Spirit;
cf. 1 Ρ I 2 : ' in sanctification of the Spirit,' etc.
The active force of the word may also be observed,
although in a somewhat different form, in 1 Th 43:
' For this is the will of God, even your sanctifica-
tion,' etc. The will of God is this: that He may
accomplish your sanctification. In 1 Co I3 0 Christ
is called our ' sanctification,' in the sense that He
is the cause or ground of our sanctification.

In most cases in NT, however, α7ΐασμό* denotes
the effect or result of ayidfriv. (See, however,
Sanday-Headlam's note on Ro 619). In 1 Th 44·7 it
denotes the sphere of holy action in opposition to
the sphere of lustful desire. In Ro 619 άγίασμό*
stands opposed to ανομία. These terms denote the
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ends to which the members are devoted in the
sinful and in the Christian life respectively. In
the latter the members are presented as servants
to righteousness unto the end of sanctification (els
ayiaapbv). Similarly, in v.22 Christians are said to
have their fruit unto sanctification (ds ay.), that
is, to attain it as the result and reward of their
life. In these passages from 1 Th and Ro, sancti-
fication is particularly set in contrast to carnal
lust, although its nature is not limited by that
contrast. In 1 Ti 215 sanctification is contemplated
as a virtue, or as the Christian's normal state,
and is correlated with faith and love. In He 1214

' the sanctincation' (the definite article used only
here and in 1 Th 43) is the Christian character, the
goal of Christian effort, the preparation for the
presence of God : ' Pursue after the sanctification
without which no man shall see the Lord,' that is,
enter into blessed fellowship with Christ.

VA/yior̂ s is used (ace. to the most probable read-
ing) in 2 Co I 1 2 in ref. to St. Paul's manner of life at
Corinth, to the uprightness of which his conscience
bears witness. It is here correlated with the sin-
cerity or purity {ειλικρίνεια) which God effects by
the Holy Spirit. Here holiness designates the life
and character which the grace of God produces.
In the one other passage where the word is used
(He 1210) it is applied to God. Earthly parents,
says the author, chasten their children with wrong
or imperfect motives, or to secure some temporary-
good, but God chastens His children for their
highest final good, that they may be 'partakers
of his holiness' (eis τό μεταλαβεΐν της ά*γι6τητος
αύτοΰ), that is, that they may be transformed into
moral likeness to Himself, and become partakers
in His own eternal nature (cf. 2 Ρ I4). This passage
carries us to a higher point than do those pre-
viously examined, in that it represents the holy
nature of God as the type and goal of all perfection
in man.

Άγιωσύνη is twice used of the moral purity, the
God-like character, which the gospel requires and
imparts: 1 Th 313 ' To the end he may stablish
your hearts in holiness before our God,' etc., that
is, in the possession of that holy life which will
be acceptable to Christ at His coming; and 2 Co 71

' Perfecting holiness in the fear of God,' that is, per-
fectly illustrating in character the holy life which
comports with reverence for God. In Ro I 4 the
word occurs in a description which St. Paul is
giving of the Son of God, 'who,' he says, 'was
born of the seed of David according to the flesh,
who was declared to be the Son of God with power,
according to the spirit of holiness, by the resur-
rection of the dead.' Here the phrase κατά. πνεύμα
αγιοσύνη* stands in evident contrast to the phrase
κατά σάρκα. The phrase probably means: the
spirit of Christ, that is, His inner, essential life,
which is characterized by holiness. If this is the
meaning, then άγιωσύνης expresses the quality of
Christ's spiritual nature. He is par ominence holy.
He is in absolute accord with God.

We may sum up our results thus: In the abso-
lute sense God alone is holy, and His holiness is
the ground of the requirement of holiness in His
creatures (1 Ρ I16). Holiness is the attribute of
God, according to which He wills and does only
that which is morally good. In other words, it
is the perfect harmony of His will with His perfect
ethical nature. But the divine holiness is not to
be thought of as a mere passive, quiescent state.
It is an active impulse, a forthgoing energy. In
God's holiness, that is, in the expression of His
perfect ethical nature, His self - revelation is
grounded. Nay, creation itself, as well as re-
demption, would be inconceivable apart from the
divine holiness, the energizing of God's absolutely
good will.
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By some theologians holiness and love are identi-
fied. More commonly they are sharply distin-
guished—holiness being regarded as the self-pre-
servative or retributive attribute of God, and love
as His beneficent, self-imparting attribute. To
discuss this subject here would carry us too far.
It seems clear, at least, from our investigation,
that holiness and love represent closely kindred
conceptions, and that there is an inner harmony
between them. They are the two words which
best express God's moral perfection, and the differ-
ence between them seems rather formal than real.
At any rate, in their application to men, they
seem to express, better than any other words, the
highest aims of human life and the most compre-
hensive obligation of God's perfect law. See,
further, the preceding art., and art. HOLY SPIRIT.

LITERATURE.—Studies of the words in Cremer's Bib. Theol.
Lex. and Trench NT Syn.; art. * Heiligkeit' in Schenkel's Bib.
Lex. and in Herzog's RE\ Issel, Der Begriff d. Heiligkeit im
NT; Sanday-Headlam, Romans on 13- 7 and the literature there
cited. G. B. STEVENS.

HOLM TREE.—The name of this tree occurs in
Is 4414 liV as the equivalent of nriFi. The holm is
prob. not the tree there intended (see CYPRESS).

It occurs also in Sus v.58. Two evergreen oaks,
both growing in Pal. and Syria, Quercus Ilex, L.,
and Q. cocci/era, L., are prob. included under the
LXX πρίνος, which is the orig. for holm tree. The
former is a low tree, growing along the coast and
the foot hills of the maritime ranges. The latter
is one of the stateliest trees of the East. Its comus
is often quite spherical, and sometimes 40 to 50 ft.
in diameter. The trunk not infrequently attains
a diameter of 6 ft. The leaf of both species is
smaller than that of the holly, but resembles it in
the fact that it is evergreen, of a rich glossy green,
and. usually with spiny teeth, though some of the
varieties have nearly entire leaves. It is from the

THE HOLM OAK, QUERCUS COCCIFERA, L.

resemblance of its leaf to the holly (Old English
hollen) that it obtained its name of holm. For the
play on the words πρίνος and πρίσαι see SUSANNA.

The holm oak is the tree, par excellence, around
which are grouped the superstitions of the Orientals.
One or more grand specimens are sure to be planted
over the welys or tombs of the Moslem saints.
Abraham's Oak is of this species. The dense mass
of dark foliage gives to these fine old trees an
aspect of solidity possessed by no others in the
East. The Druses and other sects often hang
bits of rag on their lower branches as a votive
offering. A tree so decorated is called umm-esh*
sheratit, i.e. mother of rags. Such trees have prob-
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ably existed from time immemorial on the 'high
places.' See OAK. G. E. POST.

HOLOFERNES (Όλοφέρρης).— The arch-enemy of
the Jews, assassinated before Bethulia {i.e. Jeru-
salem) by Judith, who thus saved her nation. In
Jth 24 H. is called * the chief captain of the army
of Nebuchadnezzar.' In the Midrash he is called
* king of Javan,' * and takes the place of Nebuchad-
nezzar. It is obvious that no one in the days of
the historical Nebuch. could have borne the name
and played the part of H. as described in Judith.
There was an Orophernes king of the Cappadocians
in B.C. 158 ff., who was a friend of Demetrius
Soter, and supported the latter in his unjustifiable
claims as against Ariarathes V., king of the
Cappadocians (Polyb. iii. 5. 2, ed. Schweighauser).
Hence the Jews might know about Orophernes as
the friend of their great enemy, and might repre-
sent him as he is represented in Judith. This
would make the date of the book about B.C. 150.
See Hicks, Journ. Hellen. Studies, vi. 1885, pp.
261-274. The form Όροφέρρη* is found on coins
discovered at Pirene, and in two inscriptions found
on amphora-handles (Knidos); seeDumont, Inscrip-
tions cer antiques, Paris, 1872, p. 329, No. 9, and p.
388, No. 7. The same form is given by late
classical authors, e.g. Polyb. xxxii. 20. 4, xxxiii.
12. § 2, 3, 9 ; Aelian, Var. Hist. ii. 41, ed. Hercher ;
Diod. Sic.̂  xxxi. cc. 32 and 34; fluctuating with
Όλο- and Όλο-, e.g. Appian, Bell. Syr. p. 118, ed.
Stephan. 1592; Diod. Sic. xxxi. 19. § 2, 7, ed.
Muller. If Όλοφέρρης is the original form, όλο-
will be Greek = ' destroying' (cf. oXoepyrfs), and
-φερρψ, Persian = · brilliance, majesty,'cf. Pheren-
dates, Pharnacos, Artaphernes; the root fra =
'shine.' The form Όροφ. will then represent the
Persian pronunciation of the Greek 'ΟΧοφ. The
aspirated ΌΧοφ is due to confusion with compounds
in όλο-. The Vulg. form Holofernes is aspirated
as in Hiob, Hesther, Hierusalem, etc.

Dante introduces Holofernes in Purgatorio xii.
59 as one of the instances of defeated pride in the
Circle of the Proud. The following famous repre-
sentations of Judith and Holofernes in art may be
quoted: Botticelli, in the Uffizi, Florence (see
Ruskin, Mornings in Florence, ch. 3); Michael
Angelo, in the Sistine Chapel; Cristoforo Allori,
in the Pitti ; Paris Bordone ; Guido, in the Spada
Gallery, Rome; Donatello, statue in the Loggia
dei Lanzi, Florence.

LITERATURE.—Scholz, Das Buck Judith, Wiirzburg, 1896.
G. A. COOKE.

HOLON (p?n).— 1. A city of Judah in the Hebron
hills, given to the Levites, Jos 1551 2115. In the
parallel passage 1 Ch 658 [Heb.43] it is called Hilen.
It is noticed with Debir, and probably lay W. or
S.W. of Hebron. The ruin Beit A'ula, in the
lower hills west of Hebron, would be a suitable
site. See SWP vol. iii. sh. xxi. 2, A city of
Moab near Heshbon, Jer 4821. Its site has not
been recovered. C. R. CONDER.

HOLYDAY.—* That kept holyday' is the trn in
Ps 424 of aa'in, ptcp. of ::n 'to make a pilgrimage,'
RV * keeping holyday.' ' Holyday' also occurs in
Col 216 as the trn of εορτή, feast, RV ' feast day.'
See FEASTS.

In both places AV of 1611 has two words, 'holy day' in
Ps 424, «Holy day' in Col 216; and it would be well, owing to the
mod. associations of the word ' holiday,' to keep that form still.

HOLY OF H0LIES,H0LY PL ACE.—See TEMPLE.

HOLY ONE.—See GOD, vol. ii. p. 204b, and
HOLINESS, vol. ii. p. 398a.

* See Jer 46*6 5016 njVn 3ΊΠ, LXX μάχαιρ» Έ ν. Scholz.

HOLY SPIRIT. — I n Christian theology the
Holy Spirit is the third Person or eternal distinc-
tion within the Unity of God. The following
article is an attempt to trace in the progressive
revelation vouchsafed to Israel and to the Church
the steps which have led to this conception. Our
sources are the Old and New Testaments, and the
intermediate Jewish writings which illustrate the
effect of the OT revelation upon the Jewish people,
and prepare us to understand the fuller teaching of
the Gospel of Christ.

A. Old Testament.
i. Use of the terms · Spirit,'' Spirit of God,'' Holy Spirit. •

ii. Work of the Spirit of God in—
(a) Creation.
(6) Intellectual life.
(c) Prophetic inspiration.
(d) Anointing the Messiah.
(e) Moral and religious life of men.

iii. Relation of the Holy Spirit to the Life of God.
iv. Signs of progress in the teaching of the OT.

B. Apocrypha and other pre-Christian Jewish writings.
i. Palestinian thought,

ii. Alexandrian thought.

C. New Testament.
i. Names and titles of the Holy Spirit,

ii. Historical events revealing the relation of the Spirit
to Christ and to the Church.

(a) Revival of prophecy at the time of the Incarna-
tion.

(&) Work of the Spirit in reference to the Incarnate
life—

(«) Conception.
(β) Baptism.
(γ) Ministry.

(c) Work of the Spirit in reference to the life of
the Church—

(at) Gift to the Apostles.
(β) Effusion on the Church.
(γ) Results, temporary and permanent,

iii. Direct teaching on the Person and Work of the Spirit.
(a) Teaching of Christ—

(a) In the Synoptic narrative.
(β) In the Fourth Gospel.
(γ) In the form of baptism.

(b) Teaching of the Apostles and first Disciples—
(a.) In the Acts and Catholic Epistles.
(/3) In the Pauline Epistles.
(γ) In the Apocalypse.

Summary.
Literature.

A. THE OLD TESTAMENT.—i. The word on, in
LXX ιτρ€ϋμα, but also αρβμος (about 50 times),
θυμό* (5 times), προή (4 times), ψυχή (twice), etc.,
belongs to a root nn flavit, spiravit, used only in
the Hiph. (πηπ olfecit, e.g. Gn 821). In OT nn signifies
(1) the breath of the atmosphere, wind : Gn 38 (nn)
D*vn = L X X τό δείλι,νόρ, A q . 4P τφ άρέμφ της ημέρας t

Symm. διά, ττρεύματος ημ.), Nu II 3 1, Job 415 4116, Jer
224 146 . (2) the breath of man. Since the human
breath is at once an indication of animal life, and
a vehicle of thought and passion, the word is also
used to represent (3) the principle of vitality, in
the phrase oMo '"i (Gn 617 715·22), or absolutely, as in
Gn 4527, 1 Κ 105, Job 1210 3414, Ps 10429, Ec 319

127; (4) the life of passion (Gn 418, Nu 514, 2 S 215,
Pr 2528), or of thought and will (Dt 349, Job 152 328,
Jer 5111); (5) the spiritual element in human nature
(Nu 2716, Ps315, Ec 127); lastly, from the sphere of
human nature the word (6) passes into that of the
divine. In anthropomorphic descriptions of the life
of God it retains its primary sense ; God's displea-
sure is the iSN 'n (Ex 158, Job 49, Ps 1815), His power
in operation is the VB'I (Ps 336, Is I I 4 ; cf. 2 Th 28).
But the writers of the OT conceive also of a

repeatedly mentioned in every part of the OT. In
a few cases, it is true, this phrase may be inter-
preted of the wind which God sends on the earth
(Ex 1510, 1 Κ 1812, 2 Κ 216, Is 407 5919, Hos 1315), or
of the human breath or spirit as deriving its origin
from God (Job 27*; cf. Gn 27). But these are ex-
ceptions; in the great majority of passages the
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* Spirit of God' is the vital energy of the divine
nature, corresponding to the higher vitality of
man. * This energy is usually presented in one of
its relations to man or to the world, e.g. as a
creative or vitalizing force (Gn I2, Job 2613, Is 3215),
or as propagating or sustaining created life (Job
3414, cf. 1012, Ps 10430); as the source of reason and
intellect in man (Job 328), and in particular of
special gifts and endowments (Gn 4138, Ex 283 313·6

3531), such as the artistic skill of Bezalel (Ex 36"·),
the military tact of Joshua (Dt 349), the heroism
of the Judges {Jg 1325 146 etc.), the wisdom of
Solomon ( 1 K 3 2 8 ) ; as the well-spring of inspira-
tion in the Hebrew lawgivers, poets, and prophets
(Nu II 1 7·2 5 f· 29, 2 S 232, 1 Κ 2224, Ezk II 5, Dn 48·9 511),
and of moral purity and strength and penitence
(Neh 920, Ps 51 n , Is 6310f·, Ezk 3626f·, Zee 1210).
Especially is the energy of the Divine Spirit con-
nected with the mission and work of the Messiah
(Is l l l f · 61lf·), on whom, as the prophets foresaw, it
was to rest in the fulness of strength and goodness, f

ii. These aspects of the working of the Divine
Spirit must be separately examined.

(a) Creative and conservative Operations in
Nature.—In the cosmogony of Gn 1 the Spirit of
God broods — nsniD — over the formless cosmic
matter, before the cosmos begins to emerge out
of chaos. The Greek versions render the verb
by έπεφέρετο or έπιφερόμενον (Vulg. ferebatur),
understanding by nsrnn Ί a wind sweeping over
the abyss (cf. Ac 22).' But the verb suggests
another image, that of the bird brooding over her
nest: see Delitzsch, ad loc.t and cf. Dt 32 n ;
Chagigah, ed. Streane, p. 84 ; Basil. M. Horn, in
Hexaem. 2, τό έπεφέρετο (φησίν [Σύρος TIS]) it-yyodvraL
αντί του Συνέθαλπε καΐ ifaoyovei την των υδάτων φύσιν
κατά. την εΙκόνα της έπφαξούση* Ορνιθος καί ζωτικήν τίνα
δύναμιν ένιείσης τοις ύποθαλπομένοις. This metaphor
suits the secondary rather than the primary mean-
ing of nn; it is not the wind, but the divine energy
that is regarded as vitalizing the germs which the
Divine Word is about to call forth. This concep-
tion of the co-operation of the Spirit and the
Word is * specially characteristic of the OT'
(Cheyne, Origin of the Psalter, p. 322; cf. Ps 336).
It rests on the relation of the breath to the voice,
but its significance is not limited by that analogy.
The Breath of God vitalizes what the Word creates.
Moreover, its vitalizing energy is continuous; it
conserves, renews, or withdraws life, in the cease-
less processes of nature (Job 334, Ps 336 10430).
Thus the OT already justifies the epithet τό ζωο-
ποών, applied to the Divine Spirit by the Church
in the * Nicene' Creed.

(b) Bestowal of intellectual gifts.—'The LORD
God . . . breathed into [man's] nostrils the
breath of life' (η»η-ηΏψι, πνοην ζωής), by virtue of
which he 'became a living soul' (rrn c^, Gn 27).
This έμφύσησι* (cf. Jn 2022) represents the Breath
of God as originating the personal life of man,
together with the intellectual and spiritual powers
which distinguish it from the life of the mere
animal (nonsci 'n Ec 321). As the sacred Books
proceed, they reveal the same Force lying behind
the special endowments which mark off man from
man. The Divine Spirit is said to be ' i n ' (Gn
4138, Nu 2718) or 'upon' (Nu 1117ί· 242) the man
who possesses exceptional powers of any kind ; he
is what he is, because he is filled with the spirit of
wisdom and understanding {πνεύμα θείον σοφίας,
Ex 313 ; πν. αισθήσεων συνέσεως, Ex 283 3531, Dt 349).

(c) Inspiration of the Prophets.—One gift stands
out as pre-eminently due to the presence in man of

* ' It is, in fact, the divine working rather than the divine
nature that the Hebrew Scriptures regard as spiritual' (W. R.
Smith, Prophets of Israel, p. 61).

t ' The Holy Spirit' is not an OT expression, and · His' or
1 Thy Holy Spirit' occurs only in Is 63N>· n, P 5 1 "

the Spirit of God. The ' prophet' (K^J, LXX mostly
προφήτη*; on the etymology of the Heb. word see
W. R. Smith, Prophets of Israel, p. 390 f.), or
' seer' (ΠΝΊ), as he was called till after the age of
Samuel (1 S 99), was in an especial sense the
man of the Spirit (nnn K>'N, άνθρωπος ό πνενματοφόρος,
Hos 97), Vulg. vir spiritualis. It has been said
that ' the ideal of the OT is a dispensation in
which all are prophets' (W. R. Smith, OTJC2

p. 291, citing Nu II 2 9 ) ; and the title of prophet is
given to Abraham (Gn 207) and Moses (Dt 1815),
while it is withheld from Balaam, in whom,
though ' the Spirit of God came upon' him
(Nu 242), the sacred writers recognize a diviner (τον
μάντιν, Jos 1322) rather than a true seer. The true
prophet is one who is lifted up by the Spirit of
God into communion with Him, so that he is
enabled to interpret the divine will, and to act
as a medium of communication between God
and men. The prophetic gift belonged to the
nation, as the elect people; but it was realized
in its highest degree only by those whose charac-
ters and lives fitted them for personal intercourse
with God. The professional prophet seems some-
times scarcely to have risen above the level of
μαντική (1 S 105ί· 1920ί·); the change of 'heart '
promised to Saul (106·9) is clearly not of a moral
or spiritual kind. On the other hand, the prophets
who taught Israel and Judah from the 8th cent,
onwards have left us the clearest evidence of a
genuine inspiration in the elevation and pene-
tration of their teaching, and the revelation of
a spiritual religion which their writings contain.
No other national literature presents such a phe-
nomenon. It is attributed by the prophets them-
selves to the Spirit of God ; cf. e.g. 2 S 232 (where
see Driver's note), Ezk 22 312·14 etc., Mic 38, and
the frequent appeals to a divine source, such as
the repeated πι,τ ID χ na of Is, and mn^iji \-ri in Jer.

(d) Anointing the Messiah.—The Davidic King,
in whom the elect nation was to find its crown
and consummation, must, as the first Isaiah fore-
saw (Is II2), receive all the gifts of the Divine
Spirit in their fulness : ' the spirit of wisdom and
understanding (intellectual gifts), of counsel and
power (practical powers), of the knowledge and
fear of J" ' (religious endowments). In the strength
of this abiding presence (άναπαύσεται έπ} αυτόν πνεύμα
θεού) the Second David will show Himself to be the
perfect King. It is remarkable that Deutero-Isaiah
foretells a similar equipment of the ' Servant of
the LORD,' the ideal Israel. ' I have put my Spirit
upon him' is J"'s assurance (421), and the Servant
answers, 'The LORD God hath sent me, and his
Spirit' (4816, cf., however, Delitzsch, ad loc.) ; ' the
Spirit of the LORD God is upon me, because the
Lord hath anointed me to preach good tidings unto
the meek' (61lf<). The ideal Prophet no less than
the ideal King needs the fulness of the Spirit, and,
when He comes, shall receive it. If, as some
think (Kirkpatrick, Doctrine of the Prophets, p.
400), the prophet himself and not the Servant of
J" is the speaker in the last passage, the ultimate
reference is still to the highest fulfilment of the
prophetic office (Lk 421). The Spirit is the χρίσμα
which makes the Christ ('nu rfirr n^D).

(e) Moral and religious Elevation.—The ethi-
cal side of the Spirit's work comes into view in the
teaching of the psalmists and prophets. In Ps 5111

the Spirit is described as ?ĵ T|5-nn, LXX τό πνεύμα
σου τό ayiov, i.e. the energizing principle of the
divine holiness (Cheyne, Origin of the Psalter, p.
322 ; on the idea of * holiness,' see Kirkpatrick,
Doctrine, etc. p. 173 f.),—a title found again in
Is 6310· n . In the Psalm this Divine Spirit of holi-
ness is apparently regarded as imparting to the in-
dividual Israelite dispositions which may bring him
nearer to the character of God, the ' clean heart'
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and * steadfast spirit'; in the prophetic passage it is
represented as having dwelt in the elect nation from
the days of the Exodus (cf. Neh 920, Hag 25), and
as grieved by their rebellions against its guidance.
Nor was the moral guidance of the Spirit limited
to Israel, if we may adopt the common interpreta-
tion of Gn 63, which represents the Spirit of J" as
judging, ruling, and working in men before the
Flood ; but the sense of ρτ is uncertain (Oxf Heb.
Lex. p. 192), and the ethical application is at
least doubtful (Delitzsch, ad loc). It is certain,
however, that the prophets foresee a large exten-
sion of the moral operations of the Divine Spirit
in the days of the Messianic kingdom (Jer 3131ff·,
Ezk 3626f·), and the prophecy of Joel (2i!8) speaks of
an outpouring of the Spirit 'upon all flesh,' which,
although it is conceived under the image of a
general bestowment of the gift of prophecy,
pointed, in St. Peter's judgment (Ac 216*·), to the
Pentecostal effusion, which brought with it the
setting up of the kingdom of God in the hearts of
men oi all nations.

A difficulty arises from the mention in the his-
torical books of an ' evil spirit sent by or pro-
ceeding from J'/J (Jg923, 1 S 1614 [>"' mo] 1810, 1 Κ
2221f· [πηπ κ*;!, ij# Ί '"' jm], 2 Ch 1820ff·), and even
of an ' evil spirit of God' (1 S 199 LXX πνεύμα θεον
πονηρόν). Schultz (OT TheoL ii. 205, 270) contends
that the Spirit is in all cases the same, the Spirit
of God working good or evil according to the
character of the man on whom it operates. But
it is incredible that the sacred writers intend to
identify the 'good Spirit' of God (Ps 14310) with
the power which inspired Saul with jealousy and
the prophets of Ahab with lying words. The evil
spirit is from God and is God's, inasmuch as it is
His creature and under His control; but it is not
His personal energy. As Wellhausen (on 1 S 1614)
points out, the expression m.v Ί is apparently
limited to the good Spirit, which is the operative
presence of J" Himself.

iii. ' The Spirit of God' as revealed in the OT is
' God exerting power' (A. B. Davidson on Ezk 3627).
On this account it is invested with personal quali-
ties, and personal acts are ascribed to it. If the
truth, mercy, and light of God are partly hyposta-
tized by the Psalmist (Ps 433 573 etc. ; see Cheyne,
Origin, etc. p. 322), the Spirit of God, the prin-
ciple of life which resides in the depth of the
Divine Nature, and represents the Divine presence
in the world and in man, is necessarily regarded as
quasi-personal; it broods, rules, speaks, guides,
quickens, because it is the living energy of a
personal God. The Spirit of J" is personal, inas-
much as the Spirit is God (Ps 1397, Is 639·10).
There is, besides, a quasi-independence ascribed to
the Spirit, which approaches to a recognition of
distinct personality (cf. e.g. Is 4816), especially in
passages where the Spirit and the Word are con-
trasted (Schultz, ii. p. 184). But the distinction
applies only to the external activities of these two
divine forces; the concept of a distinction of
Persons within the Being of God belongs to a later
revelation.

iv. It may be asked whether a prop-ess can be
observed in the OT doctrine of the Spirit. On the
one hand, certain points are clear from the first:
the Pentateuch in its oldest parts reveals the
Spirit of God as the source and support of the
higher life in man, and as endowing him with
intellectual gifts, and in particular with the gift
of prophecy. All this belongs to the teaching of
JE, while Ρ adds that the Spirit at the first
vitalized the cosmos. Even in pre-exilic times the
Spirit is revealed as the quasi-personal energy of
God in man and the world. The greatest prophet
of the 8th cent, already recognizes the office of the
Spirit as the Anointer of the Messiah (Is 1 l2ff·). But

as the revelation proceeds, the ethical character
of the Spirit's influence on man comes more dis-
tinctly into view. The higher view of prophecy,
as contrasted with mere soothsaying, appears first
in Deuteronomy (see Driver on Dt 189"22); and it
is to the period of the Exile and the days that
followed it that we must probably attribute the
thought of the Spirit as the regenerating and
directing force in human nature, and of its opera-
tions as about to be extended to men who lay
beyond the circle of kings and prophets, and
beyond the fold of Israel (for the date of Ps 51, cf.
W. R. Smith, OTJC2, p. 440 ; Kirkpatrick, Psalms,
ii. p. 284; and for the date of Joel, see Driver,
Camb. Bible, Joel and Amos, p. 11 if.).

B. THE APOCRYPHA OF OT AND OTHER JEWISH
LITERATURE.—i. In the non-canonical literature of
Palestine, references to the Divine Spirit are rare,
and when they occur are little else than echoes—
sometimes broken and imperfect echoes—of the
canonical teaching. The religious man is filled
with the spirit of understanding (Sir 396; cf.
Is II 2 ) ; on the ungodly God sends the spirit of
error (Ps-Sol 815; cf. Is 1914). The youth Daniel,
seized by righteous indignation at the miscarriage
of justice in the case of Susanna, is represented as
having his holy spirit (τό πνεύμα τό ftytov παώαρίου)
stirred within him by the act of God, or as suddenly
endowed with the spirit of wisdom by the angel of
the Lord (Sus45, Theod., LXX). The son of David
is to be mighty in the Holy Spirit (δυνατόν έν
πνβύματι. άγίφ, Ps-Sol 1742); but, as the Cambridge
editors of the Psalms of Solomon point out, there
is in this no approach to a belief in a personal
Spirit of God, although the use of τό πνεύμα τό &yiov
and πν. dyiov (first in Ps 50 [51]13, Is 6311, LXX) is
interesting as an anticipation of NT phraseology.
The above list nearly exhausts the references to
the Holy Spirit in the Palestinian books. The
growing angelology of the Pharisees (see Edersheim,
Life and Times, ii. p. 748) may possibly have
obscured the biblical conception of the Divine
Spirit as the operative force in nature and in man :
thus in the Book of Enoch (6012f·, ed. Charles,
p. 156) the powers of nature are represented as
wielded by created spirits, amongst whom they
have been distributed; God is the ' Lord of Spirits,'
but of a ruling Spirit of God no mention is made.
To the later Jews the Holy Spirit was chiefly the
spirit of prophecy (Cheyne, Origin, p. 333); they
recognized that David spake by the Holy Spirit (Mk
1236), while they attributed the works of Christ to
the operation of a πνεύμα άκάθαρτον (Mk 380). Of
the inspiration of Scripture they entertained the
strongest belief; although the Torah possessed
unique authority, all the books of the Canon were
sacred (at ίεραϊ βίβλοι., τα ίερα βιβλία, Josephus, Philo ;
see the reff. in Kyle, Canon of the OT, p. 291); it
was realized that the prophets were taught by a
divine afflatus (Jos. c. Ap. i. 8, των προφητών τα μεν
ανώτατα καί παλαιότατα κατά TTJV έπίπνοιαν την από
του θεού μαθόντων; cf. Ant. IV. vi. 5, VI. viii. 2).
But when prophecy ceased, it seemed as if the
presence of the Divine Spirit had been suspended
or withdrawn.

ii. At Alexandria, on the other hand, the old con-
sciousness of the perpetual activity of the Spirit of
God survived, associating itself with the philo-
sophical thought of Hellenism and growing under
its influence into new forms of belief. The
Book of Wisdom recalls the teaching of the OT as
to the omnipresence of the Spirit (Ι7, πνεύμα Κυρίου
πεπλήρωκεν τόν κδσμον, 121 τό yap άφθαρτόν σου πνεϋμά
έστιν iv πασιν), its conservating and sustaining
power in nature (Ι7 τό συνέχον τα πάντα), its special
relation to man, as the author of his spiritual
nature (1511), and of his intellectual endowments
and religious knowledge (77 ^εκάλεσάμψ /cat ·ήλθέν
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μοι πνεύμα σοφίας, 917 βουλην δέ σου τις fyvu, el μη
συ £δωκας σοφίαν καΐ 'έπεμψας τό dyiov σου πνεύμα
από υψίστων;). This connexion of Wisdom with
the Spirit appears in the canonical books, but
in Alexandrian Jewish thought it is carried
further. The Spirit is sometimes identified with
Wisdom (lbim ayLOV yap πνεύμα παιδείας . . . φιλάνθρωπον
yap πνεύμα σοφία . . . 6τι πνεύμα Κυρίου, where the
linking of the clauses seems to leave no doubt as to
the author's meaning ; cf. 917), sometimes regarded
as its indwelling power (722f· 'έστιν yap έν αύτη πνεύμα
νοερόν, dyiov, μovoyεvές . . . παντοδύναμον, παντεπίσκο-
πον). The Alexandrian doctrine of the Spirit finds
its completion in Philo. The Spirit of God, he
says, is η ακήρατος σοφία ής πας 6 σοφός είκότως
μετέχει (Gig. 5f.). Indivisible in itself, it can be
distributed and communicated like fire from torch
to torch. In a sense the Spirit comes to all men,
since even the worst of men have their moments of
inspiration, their glimpses of better and higher
things; with a few, the wisest and the best, the
divine afflatus abides, and they become the ' hiero-
phants' and instructors of their kind {Gig. 12).
Philo's conception of the prophet reverts largely to
the Platonic ενθουσιασμός {Tim. 71 D). The prophet
is simply the interpreter of the divine voice, and
so long as he is under divine influence he cannot
exercise his reason, for he has made over the
citadel of his soul to the Divine Spirit, which is in
full possession of it (Be spec. legg. 8, καθ' δν χρόνον
ένθουσιφ . . . μεταν'ισταμένου μεν του λoyισμoΰ και
παρακεχωρηκότος την μεν ψυχής άκροπόλιν, έπιπεφοι-
τηκότος δέ και ένφκηκότος του θείου πνεύματος: cf.
Quis rer. div. her. 53, and other passages quoted
by Sanday, Inspiration, p. 74 f.). This mechanical
inspiration was shared, according to Philo, even
by the Alexandrian translators of the OT {Vit.
Mos. ii. 7, καθάπερ ένθουσιωντες προεφήτευον). Of the
ethical aspect of the Spirit's work in man, Philo has
little to say, except that its function is to promote
clearness of mental vision and capacity for the
intellectual knowledge of God, and that it fulfils this
mission either by purifying and elevating, or, as in
the case of the prophet, by superseding the natural
faculties. Of the Spirit as restoring the moral
nature of man we hear nothing; the writings of
Philo contain no reference to Ps 5110f· or Ezk 3626

(cf. Ryle, Philo and Holy Scripture, p. 291 ff.).
The omission may be partly due to the circum-
stance that he employs himself chiefly about the
Pentateuch, but it is more probably to be traced
to the predominance of the intellectual interest in
Alexandrian thought.

C. THE NEW TESTAMENT.—i. The NT adopts the
phrases used in reference to the Divine Spirit by
the Greek translators of the OT. Thus we find in
the NT as in the OT the terms τό πνεύμα το dyiov
{πνεύμα dyiov), τό πνεύμα του θεού, or πνεύμα θεού, πν.
Κυρίου, or simply τό πνεύμα, or in certain contexts
the anarthrous πνεύμα. But they are used in quite
different proportions: thus τό πνεύμα τό dyiov (πν.
&y.), found in the Greek OT only in Ps 51 and
Is 63, occurs in the NT between 80 and 90 times,
while τό πνεύμα του θεού (πν. θεού, Κυρίου), the normal
expression in the LXX, is comparatively rare in
NT. Moreover, the writers of the NT employ
phrases which are unknown to the LXX ; the Spirit
of God is further defined as the 'Spirit of the
Father ' (Mt 1020), * the Spirit of his Son' (Gal 46),
the ' Spirit of Jesus 'or ' of Christ' (Ac 167, Ro 89,
Ph I19, 1 Ρ 111). In a few instances the plural is
used to denote the various gifts or μερισμοί (He 24)
of the one Spirit; e.g. 1 Co 1432, Rev I4 45 56 226. New
attributes are assigned to the Spirit, corresponding
to new gifts bestowed upon men ; we read not only
of the spirit of wisdom (Ac 63·10), but of the spirit
of truth (Jn 1417 1526 1613), of life (Ro 82), of grace
(He 1029), of sonship (της υιοθεσίας, Ro 81δ). Above

all, the Spirit receives a personal name, which it
shares with the Son of God in His historical mani-
festation (Jn 1416 άλλον παράκλητον ; 142ΰ 1526 167

ό παράκλητος). These facts warn us that in passing
from OT to NT we may expect a fuller theology
of the Spirit.

ii. The new light which is thrown upon the sub-
ject by the Christian revelation is largely historical.
(a) The gospel history opens with an outburst of
prophecy. As the moment of the Incarnation
drew near, men and women in Israel found them-
selves lifted up by the Spirit into new regions of
thought and endowed with new powers of expression.
The movement began in the family of a priest. A
child was born of whom it was foretold that he
should * be filled with the Holy Spirit from his
mother's womb' (Lk I 1 5 · 8 0); and the inspiration
was shared by his parents (Lk I41·67). Others were
touched by the same current of divine energy—
Simeon, to whom there came an oracular warning
from the Holy Spirit of the presence of the infant
Christ (Lk 2251· πνεύμα η*ν dyiov έπ' αυτόν, και ijv αύτψ
κεχρηματισμένον υπό του πνεύματος, κ.τ.λ.) ; Hannah,
the daughter of Phanuel, who was accounted a
prophetess (προφητις, Lk 236). Such a revival of
prophetic gifts had not occurred since the days of
Ezra and Nehemiah ; even the Maccabsean age
had looked for it in vain (1 Mac 446 1441).

(b) The new prophecy proclaimed the advent of
the Messiah, partly preparing His way, partly wel-
coming and announcing Him when He came. But
the chief outpouring of the Spirit was on the
Messiah Himself. It fulfilled itself in two mir-
aculous events—the Conception and the Baptism ;
the first introductory to the human life of the
Christ, the second to His ministry and Messianic
work.

(a) Two Gospels relate in independent yet not
inconsistent narratives the miracle of the Concep-
tion and Virgin Birth (see Gore, Dissertations,
p. 36 f.). In both it is ascribed to the Holy Spirit
(Lk I35, Mt I18·20). Both contexts are conceived in
the spirit of the OT and belong to the earliest age
of Christianity, when the fullest teaching of the
gospel had not yet been assimilated. We shall there-
fore probably be right in interpreting πνεύμα dyiov
here in its OT sense, as the power of God in active
exercise, although we may believe that the Church
has rightly identified this power with the personal
Holy Ghost revealed by Christ. It is not without
significance that in both Gospels the power which
wrought the Conception is described as πνεύμα dyiov
rather than as πνεύμα θεού or Κυρίου. The Holy
Spirit sanctified the Flesh which it united with the
Word (Lk Ι 3 5 διό καϊ τό yεvvώμεvov dyiov κληθήσεται).
Not only was 'the new departure in human life,'
which began with the birth of the Second Adam
(Gore, Diss. p. 65), fitly preceded by a directly
creative act, but the new humanity was conse-
crated at the moment of its conception by the
overshadowing of the Divine Spirit. The Concep-
tion was therefore truly ' immaculate'; that which
was conceived, although true flesh, was free from
the taint of human corruption. It is worth while
to notice, in passing, that the Gospels do not hint
at an immaculate conception of the mother of the
Lord ; the special illapse of the Spirit is limited,
so far as we can learn, to the conception of her
Son. (On the miraculous conception as an article
of the Christian faith the reader may consult
Pearson, On the Creed, art. Hi., and, on the early
history of the doctrine, the present writer's Apostles'
Creed, iv.).

(β) The Holy Spirit did not leave the sacred
humanity which it had sanctified in the moment
of conception; the childhood of Jesus was filled
with a strength and wisdom which were the marks
of a special grace (Lk 240 τό δέ παιδίον . . έκραταωΰτο
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πληρούμενον σοφία, καϊ χάρις θεού ty 4w' αυτό ; cf. V.5 2).
But in or about His thirtieth year (Ijv . . ώσει
έτων τριάκοντα) a stage was reached when a new
illapse of the Spirit on the Second Adam became
necessary. The first had sanctified His humanity,
the second was to consecrate His official life. It
came in connexion with the baptism of John.
With the majority of the religious Israelites of His
generation, Jesus went to be baptized. As He
rose from the Jordan, the sign was given by which
the Baptist knew Him to be the Messiah (Jn I 3 3);
John saw the Spirit descend in the form of a dove
and rest upon Him. Mr. F. C. Conybeare {Expositor,
IV. ix. p. 455) cites Philo to show that the dove
was the accepted symbol in Alexandrian thought
of the divine reason or wisdom, and concludes
that the evangelists have converted a metaphor
into a fact. But the evangelists—the Synoptists
in any case—were strangers to Alexandrian sym-
bolism, and they limit themselves to what they
believed to be matters of fact. In this case the
fact depends on the eye-witness of the Baptist,
attested by his disciple, St. John. The evangelists,
however, guard against the impression that the
Spirit assumed a material form (Mt ώσ<ύ περιστεράν,
Mk, Lk, Jn ώς π.); even St. Luke's σωματικφ εϊδει
does not involve this inference. The appearance,
wThether real or subjective, was doubtless symboli-
cal, but the symbol rests on the OT. It carries our
thoughts back to the birdlike motion attributed
to the Spirit in Gn I2. At the baptism of Jesus
the Spirit of God brooded a second time over the
waters, to vivify a new creation by resting on the
new Head of mankind. If the symbolism of the
dove is to be pressed, it may be taken to indicate
the character of the Lord's ministry and of the
kingdom of heaven (Mt 1016).

The illapse at the baptism was regarded by the
first generation as the anointing of the Christ (Ac
ΙΟ38 'έχρισαν αυτόν 6 θεός πνεύματι άγίφ και δυνάμει). In
the historical books of the OT n^sn, LXX δ χριστά,
is the title of the priest (Lv 43· β · 1 6 615), and the king
(1 S 123 etc.), who were admitted to their respective
offices by the ceremony of unction. In the Psalms
and Prophets the title is specially given to the
Davidic king (Ps 221754196 etc.), or to a king raised
up by God for a certain work (Is 451 τφ χριστψ
μου Κύρφ), or to Israel regarded as the servant of
the Lord, or to a prophet who speaks in His
name (Is 611). But when the form of the Second
David took shape in the inspired thought of the
Prophet and the expectations of the Jewish people,
it was to the future king of Israel that the name
was usually applied. The Psalms of Solomon
already speak of 'the Lord Christ' (17s6 18™·, see
Ryle and James, note on 1736), and the Gospels
show that at the time of the advent the Christ
was expected both by Jews {e.g. Jn I20) and
Samaritans (Jn 425). The Jewish Messiah, how-
ever, was chiefly the anointed king ; the conception
of Messiah as the Prophet was less distinct, and that
of a Christ-Priest {Ιερεύς 6 χριστός, Lv 4 5 · 1 0 622)
entirely wanting, until it presented itself to the
writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews (Stanton,
Jewish and Christian Messiah, p. 293 ff.). Yet the
Church has rightly seen that the work to which the
Messiah was anointed was sacerdotal and prophetic
as well as regal. The baptism, with the descent
of the Spirit, was the consecration of Jesus to the
Messianic office in all the fulness of its functions
and powers. Some of the Fathers find the moment
of the Messianic unction in the miraculous Concep-
tion (so Gregory of Nazianzus expounds Ps 457, and
see Aug. De Tnn. xv. 46, cited by Mason, Baptism
and Confirmation, p. 94), but the earlier inter-
pretation fixes upon the Baptism : see Iren. III.
ix. 3, * Verbum Dei . . qui est Jesus . . qui et
assumpsit carnem et unctus est a Patre Spiritu,

Jesus Christus factus est '; cf. Jerome on Is 61.*
The Gnostic schools exaggerated the importance
of the Baptism, confusing the descending Spirit
with the pre-existent Christ and ignoring the mir-
aculous Conception. But if the Incarnate life
began with the overshadowing of Mary, the official
Messianic life dates from the Baptism (cf. Pearson,
art. ii.). (7) From that moment Jesus began His
Christ-work (Lk 3^ ήν Ί . αρχόμενος), and in the oldest
record of the ministry it is regarded as the άρχη
ευαγγελίου (Mk I1·9). Henceforth His life is full of
the manifested workings of the Spirit, in whose
energy the evangelists find the source of the
teaching, miracles, and entire ministry of the
Christ (Mk I12, Lk 41·14, Mt 1228, Ac I2). Some of
these revealed relations between the Holy Spirit
and the ministry of Christ are of special interest.
Immediately after the baptism the Spirit impelled
Him to meet the Tempter in the wilderness (Mt,
άνήχθη υπό του πνεύματος; Mk, τό πνεύμα αυτόν
έκβάλλει). The conquest of evil being at once the
first responsibility of the Second Adam, and the
first step in the redemption of the race, it was
the first work of the Spirit in the Christ. The
Spirit of God in man was shown to be the power by
which the spirit of evil is to be overcome : * every
victory won is 'His alone.' To the Holy Spirit
also our Lord attributes His power to cast out
unclean spirits from the possessed (Mt 1228). We
may extend the saying to His other miracles (cf.
J n 1410 ό δε πατήρ έν έμοϊ μένων [i.e. by the Spirit]
ποιεί τα tyya αύτοΰ). When in the 5th cent,
Nestorius unduly pressed this point, Cyril of Alex-
andria guarded the doctrine of the Incarnation by
insisting that the Spirit by which Christ wrought
was His own, and not an imparted power, foreign
to His personal life {Anath. 9). Nevertheless, the
truth remains that the Spirit, who is one with the
Son in the Divine Unity, was imparted to His
humanity, and strengthened it with supernatural
power. The same is true of Christ's teaching ; the
Lord Himself ascribes it to the anointing Spirit
(Lk 418f·). As the supreme prophet He spoke in
the power of the Spirit, not at intervals as other
prophets, but whenever He opened His lips ^ to
teach. Yet behind the human faculties which
were guided by the Spirit, was the eternal Word in
personal fellowship with the Father ; His formula
is not that of the old prophets, ' Thus saith the
Lord,' but one which expressed personal authority,
* Verily I say unto you.'

(c) The Spirit descended on the Second Adam to
abide (Jn I 3 2 · 3 3 ; contrast Gn 63 LXX). The illapse
was not a momentary act, but a new departure in
human life, the beginning of a permanent in-
dwelling of the Spirit in man. The 'Gospel of
the Hebrews ' has rightly seized upon this point:
* descendit fons omnis spiritus sancti et requievit
super eum et dixit illi: Fili mi, in omnibus
prophetis expectabam te ut venires et requies-
cerem in t e ; tu es enim requies mea.' But the
Baptist's testimony reaches further. The Spirit
became immanent in the Sacred Humanity, that it
might be communicated through the Christ to
mankind. Jesus was baptized with the Spirit, that
He might baptize the world therewith (Jn I 3 3 ; cf.
Mt 311, Mk I8, Lk 316). The experience of the first
generation of believers showed that this hope
was realized; Christians shared Christ's unction
(1 Jn 220), and the unction abode in them, as it
abode in Christ (v.27). This conviction was expressed
in the early use of unction in connexion with
Christian baptism (Tert. De bapt. 7 ; Cypr. Ep.
70; Cyr. Hier. Cat. myst. ii.).

Two historical events mark the extension
* Pearson points out that the two views are not necessarily

inconsistent, referring to the double unction received by David
(1 S 1613, 2 S 2-*, 53).
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of the Messianic unction to the Church, (a) On
the night that followed the Kesurrection Christ
communicated the Spirit to the apostles (Jn 2022

ένεφύσησεν και λέyε^, αυτοί* Λάβετε πνεύμα dyiov).
The act which accompanied the gift clearly looks
back to Gn 2 7; a new spirit was breathed into
humanity by the risen Lord. He began with
the apostles, quickening them by communicating
His own Spirit, that they might be prepared to carry
on His work (/catfcos άπέσταλκέν με ό πατήρ, κάγώ
πέμπω νμα$). The gift ' answers to the power of
the Resurrection' (Westcott, citing Godet): it is
primarily the quickening of the spiritual life of
the apostles, but it is conferred witn special refer-
ence to the work which lies before them. There is
therefore no necessity to interpret λάβετε as if it were
λήμψεσθε (Theodore of Mopsuestia), and to refer it
to the Pentecostal effusion. The apostles received
on Easter night the first-fruits of the new life of
the Spirit secured to the Church by the Lord's
Resurrection, and were thus consecrated and en-
dowed for their great ministry. Their successors
were, potentially at least, included in the gift, and
the Western Church of the Middle Ages rightly saw
in the words A ccipite Spiritum sanctum the promise
of all ministerial power (Hooker, Eccles. Pol. V.
lxxvii. 5).

(β) If the Resurrection brought the quickening
power of the Spirit to the Eleven and to those who
should succeed them in the ministry of the word,
the Ascension was followed by the outpouring of
the fulness of the Spirit on the Church (Ac I 5 · 8

2lff·). As at the baptism of the Christ and the con-
secration of the apostles, the descent of the Spirit
was accompanied by external signs. The dove did
not reappear, nor was the breath of Christ felt,
but the sound of a great gale {ήχος ώσπερ φερομένη*
πνοής βιαία?) fell upon the ear, and tongues of flame,
darting hither and thither and finally resting on
the heads of all, appealed to the eye. The sym-
bolism of the wind had been explained by our Lord
(Jn 37·8); the fire would remind the apostles of the
prediction of the Baptist (Mt 311 etc.). Every
detail had its significance. The sound of the
rushing wind seemed to fill the house, for the new
life was to permeate the whole world. The tongues
of fire were self-distributing, and none was left
without his portion, for the Spirit divideth to every
man as He wills (1 Co 1211), and all believers are
made to drink of the same Fountain (ib. 13). The
gift was at once collective and individual; it was
for the whole body, and for each member.

Both from the promise of Christ and from the
event, it is clear that the Pentecostal gift marked
the beginning of a new era in the history of the
Spirit's relations to mankind. The ' dispensation
of the Spirit,' which began at the Pentecost after
the Crucifixion, was so great an advance on all
earlier manifestations that St. John does not
hesitate to deny that there had been any gift of
the Spirit before it (Jn 739 οϋπω yap fy πνεύμα :
see Westcott ad loc, and cf. Ac 192). The new
manifestation differed from the old, not in degree
only, but in kind; before the Incarnation the
Spirit had no abiding place in man ; since Pente-
cost the presence of the Spirit is immanent in the
Church (Jn 1416; cf. Cyril. Alex, on Jn 739 την
ολοσχερή καϊ όλδκληρον κατοίκησα έν άνθρωποι.* του
iyLov πνεύματος σημαίνειν αυτόν ϋποτοπήσωμεν). The
coming of the Spirit corresponds to the coming of
the Son, mutatis mutandis. The Son came to
unite Himself to human nature, the Spirit came to
inhabit it. The Son came to tabernacle amongst
men, the Spirit to dwell in them. But with each
coming a divine mission began which marks a new
departure in God's dealings with mankind.

(7) The coming of the Spirit, like the coming of
the Son, manifested itself at first by supernatural

signs. To regard the gifts of tongues as unhis-
torical (Zeller, Weizsacker), is permissible only to
those who deny the possibility of the miraculous.
That the fact is recorded by so careful a historian
as Luke, writing within half a century of the event,
and with opportunities of investigating the truth of
the story which reached back at least twenty years
further, may lead us to hesitate before we assent
to these views. The yλωσσoλaλίa of Ac 2 may have
been, like the wind and the fire, rather a sign of
the Spirit's coming and a symbol of His work, than
a gift intended to supersede the acquirement of
foreign tongues, or even an actual assistance to the
apostles in their subsequent preaching. But if we
may trust the primitive fragment appended to St.
Mark's Gospel, the Lord Himself had promised
His disciples some manifestation of this kind ('Mk'
1617); and one of St. Paul's undoubted Epistles
leaves no doubt that some form of the manifestation
existed in the Church of Corinth (1 Co 1228131·3142ff·).
Further, we have the witness of Irenseus (ap. Eus.
HE v. 7) that he had himself heard the gift
exercised in its Pentecostal form (πολλών άκούομεν
αδελφών . . 7ταζ/τοδα7Γαί$ λαλούντων δίά του πνεύματος
yλώσσaLs). The gift was, however, singularly open
to abuse, and St. Paul seems to have felt that it
had nearly fulfilled its purpose, and might soon
disappear (1 Co 138). Prophecy, another Pente-
costal gift, if less novel and impressive, fills a
larger place in the early history of the Church.
On the day of Pentecost, St. Peter claimed that the
words in which Joel foretold a great revival and
extension of prophecy in the latter days had been
fulfilled by the coming of the Spirit (Ac 216f·).
Prophets accordingly arose in the Apostolic Church
(Ac II 2 7 131 1532 196 219), and took rank next after
apostles (1 Co 1228, Eph 220 35 411), in some localities
surviving as an order into the second or third genera-
tion [Didache, 10-13). The new prophecy surpassed
in St. Paul's esteem all other spiritual gifts, because
of its ethical value (1 Co 141·3·4). The NT prophet
was the inspired teacher of the first age : if he left
no literary remains which can be compared with
the writings of the Hebrew prophets, it is difficult
to exaggerate his importance in the infancy of the
Church, when the local bishops or presbyters were
as yet but little qualified to instruct their congre-
gations in the mystery of the gospel, and the
apostles' writings were as yet incomplete or im-
perfectly circulated. But the institution, as St.
Paul saw (1 Co 138), lacked permanence, and it was
gradually superseded, notwithstanding the Mon-
tanist reaction, by the local ministry, strengthened
by the growth of the Episcopate.

One invaluable monument of the spiritual gifts
of the first generation has survived to our own
time. It was promised that the Holy Spirit should
bring to the remembrance of the apostles the
words and acts of Christ, and that He should lead
them into the whole cycle of Christian truth.
The Gospels witness to the fulfilment of the first
of these promises; the Acts, Epistles, and Apoc-
alypse correspond to the second. The literature of
the first generation, preserved in the Canon of the
NT, bears the impress of an inspiration which we
miss when we pass to the Epistles of Clement and
4 Barnabas.' It is a standing proof of the reality of
the miracle of Pentecost that the first age of the
Church should have produced a series of writings
which, in the elevation of their spiritual tone and
the fruitfulness of their teaching, remain absolutely
alone. Side by side with this monument of the
Spirit's work must be placed another—the Christian
Society, or Catholic Church. As the idea of the
Church rose before the mind of St. Paul, he saw
in its external form a body which the Spirit of
God animated and made one (1 Co 1213, Eph 44).
History has proved his words true. The vitality
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of the greatest and oldest community in the world
witnesses to the divine power which brought it
into being. The Church on her part has marked her
sense of her dependence on the Spirit by the order
of her creed: she believes in her own permanence
and life, because she believes in the Holy Ghost.
Credo . . in Spiritum sanctum, sanctam Ecclesiam.

iii. We turn now from the historical facts
connected with the coming of the Spirit to the
teaching of Christ and the apostles in reference to
the nature and work of the Holy Spirit.

(a) (a) With one conspicuous exception, here-
after to be stated, the teaching of Christ upon this
subject, so far as it is reported by the Synoptists,
goes but a little way beyond that of the OT. He
recognizes the inspiration of the OT Scriptures
(Mt 2243, Mk 12», Lk 2425f·44) and His own
Messianic unction (Lk 418, Mt 1228); to ascribe His
works to Beelzebul is to blaspheme the Spirit, and
therefore to commit an * eternal sin' (Mk 329).
This saying, viewed in the light of its context
(Mt 1232), attributes Deity to the Holy Spirit, but
does not on that account exceed the limits of the
OT revelation (see above, p. 404). Occasionally,
the Synoptic Gospels represent our Lord as look-
ing forward to a fuller coming of the Spirit.
The apostles will be inspired to defend themselves
before the world (Mt 1020); nay, the Holy Spirit
will be given by the Father in heaven to all who
ask Him for the gift (Lk II13). A remarkable
reading in St. Luke's recension of the Lord's Prayer
gives the petition, έλθέτω τό ayiov πνεΰμά σου έφ' ημάς
καϊ καθαρισάτω ημάς (Chase, The Lord's Prayer, etc.,
24 f. ; Resch, Agrapha, p. 398); but it is valuable
only as showing the interpretation which the
Church put upon the opening clauses of the Prayer.

(β) The Fourth Gospel, however, relates a series
of conversations running through the course of our
Lord's ministry, which reveal entirely new views
of the Spirit's relation to the individual life, to the
Church, and to God. The conversation with
Nicodemus (Jn 35"8) asserts the principle of the
new birth, tracing the beginnings of the spiritual
life in men to the Spirit of God, and apparently
connecting the birth of the Spirit with the future
sacrament of Christian baptism. Similarly, the
discourse of Jn 6 speaks of the spiritual food of
the new life, which was to be imparted in the
mystery of Christ's body and blood. In the con-
versation with the woman of Samaria (Jn 410),
and the proclamation at the Feast of Tabernacles
(Jn 737f·), the Lord directs attention to Himself
as the Fountain of the Spirit, from which believers
should continually receive, and in turn communi-
cate, fresh supplies of the water of life. The
language is mystical, but the evangelist was able
after the event to find its fulfilment in the dispensa-
tion of the Spirit (Jn 739, Rev 2217). But the fullest
and clearest revelation was reserved for the last
discourse on the night before the Passion (Jn
14i6.i7.26 1526 i&. is) ifc opens with the promise,
* I will pray the Father, and He shall give you
another Paraclete, to be with you for ever, the
Spirit of truth' (cf. ν.26 ό δε παράκλητος, τό πνεύμα
τό ayiov, where the identification is complete). The
Holy Spirit, then, was to be Christ's substitute and
representative on earth, a vicaria vis (Tertullian,
Prcescr. 13); and the work assigned to Him is that
of an advocate (on παράκλητος see Westcott's
detached note, and Lightfoot's early work, On a
Fresh Revision of the NT2, p. 50 f.). No function
more characteristic of personal life could have been
attributed, and Christ speaks accordingly of the
Spirit as ό παράκλητος, not as τό παράκΚητον,—a choice
of gender which is emphasized by the repeated use
of the masculine pronoun {εκείνος μαρτυρήσει . . εκείνος
tXey&i . . . έκεΐνος 4με δοξάσει.) But the personality
of the Deputy is in fact essential to the Lord's

reasoning; no impersonal influence could supply
the lack of personal guidance and probation which
the apostles would feel when the Lord was taken from
them.* It is therefore futile to compare His mode
of speaking in this passage with the prosopopoeia
by which in the OT and Apocrypha the wisdom
of God is described as a personal (female) agent.
Further, it cannot be maintained that Christ is
speaking in Jn 14-16 merely of a new operation of
divine power in man (cf. Ps 1397), or of His own
Spirit as perpetuating itself in the lives of His
disciples. For He proceeds to distinguish the
coming Paraclete both from the Father and from
Himself: ' the Father will give you another Para-
clete . . . the Father will send [him] in my name . . .
I will send him from the Father . . . the Spirit
of truth which proceedeth from the Father.' The
differentiation is perfect; the Spirit is not the
Father, nor is He the Son ; as a Person, He is dis-
tinct from both. Again, we are permitted to learn
something as to His relation to both. He is sent
by both, but He is sent by the Son from the
Father; He proceeds from the Father {παρά του
πατρός). Although this is scarcely equivalent to
the ecclesiastical phrase έκ του πατρός (see Westcott,
ad loc, and on the origin of the later phrase, cf.
Hort, Two Dissertations, p. 86 f.), the words used
by Christ teach implicitly that the Spirit possesses
an eternal relation with the Father upon which
His temporal mission rests (cf. Jn 1627·28 with I14,
and Westcott's notes).

The Lord proceeds in the same great discourse
to shadow forth the work to which the new
Paraclete was about to be sent. His mission
would be primarily to the disciples and the Church
(Jn 1416·17), in the way of fellowship {μεθ1 υμών),
presence {παρ' ύμΐν), and indwelling {4v ύμΐν); and
this threefold relation was to be permanent {εις τότ
αίωνα), not, as Christ's historical manifestation,
transient (Westcott). His functions would be
(1) to carry on the teaching work of Christ, partly
by quickening the memories of Christ's immediate
followers (Jn 1426), partly by guiding them into
new truth, till all had been learnt (Jn 14261613), and
revealing the new order (Jn 1613 τα ερχόμενα avay-
yεXεΐ ύμΐν); (2) to glorify the Son, as the Son
glorifies the Father, by revealing the Son to the
Church in the fulness of the divine life (Jn 1614·15).
But the Spirit would also have a mission to the
world, although it could not discern or recognize
Him (1417 ου θεωρεί αυτό ουδέ yLvώσκει). He would
co-operate with the Church in bearing witness
to Christ (Jn 1526·27), and His witness would
carry the force of an irresistible conviction (Jn 168

aXayfri Thy κόσμον) concerning the great facts of
human sin, divine righteousness, and the process
of judgment by which, from the Advent onwards,
the victory of righteousness is being determined.

(7) The crowning revelation followed the Resur-
rection, and is recorded by St. Matthew alone (2819).
The disciples had been taught that the Divine
Spirit is a living Person, and that He is not to
be identified with either the Father or the Son.
From the formula of baptism they now learnt that
the three Persons are comprehended under One
Name; the Spirit is one with the Father and the
Son in the Unity of the Divine Life. The words
justify the place which has been assigned to the
Holy Ghost in the creeds and the worship of the
universal Church (Basil, Ep. ii. 125, δεΐ yap ή

When Beyschlag (NT Theology, Eng. tr. ii. p. 279) writes,
•The notion of the Holy Spirit as a third Divine person-
ality . . . is one of the most disastrous importations into
the Holy Scriptures,' he assumes that this idea has been
imported, and that his own construction of the Lord's words
('just a pictorial personification') is convincing and even
necessary. Against these assumptions must be set (1) the
plain and natural interpretation of Christ's words, and (2) the
judgment of the Christian Society, in which, according to
Christ's promise, the Spirit dwells.
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βαπτίζεσθαι μ£ρ <bs παρελάβομεν, πιστεύειν δ£ ώ? βαπτιζό
μ€6α, δοξάζειν δέ cos πεπίστεύκαμεν). But they also
foretell the new relation which under the gospel
was to subsist between the human spirit and the
Spirit of God. To be baptized ' into the Name . . .
of the Holy Ghost' is to be placed in a position of
lifelong dependence upon the Divine Spirit, and
consecration to the service which He inspires.

(b) From the moment of the Pentecostal descent
the presence of the Paraclete entered as a fact into
the daily life of the Christian society, (a) The
apostles realized at once that the promise of Christ
had been fulfilled, and that a new dispensation had
begun (Ac 233·381·). As the years went on, they
were able to interpret from their own experience
the details of Christ's teaching (cf. Ac 532, 1 Jn 56

with Jn 1526; Ac 931 with Jn 1416; 1 Ρ 414, Ja 45

with Jn 1416·17). They realized that as apostles
they were specially endowed with the Spirit of
God; to practise a deception upon them in their
apostolic character was to attempt to deceive the
Holy Spirit, and therefore to lie to God (Ac 53·4·9);
when they and other officers of the Church took
counsel on matters of discipline, the Holy Spirit
shared their deliberations and their judgment
(Ac 1525); to them, as apostles, belonged the
power of imparting the Holy Spirit to the baptized
by the laying on of their hands (Ac 815f· 196, cf. He
62); individually, they were conscious of receiving
direct communications from the Holy Spirit (Ac
II1 2132166·7). But they recognized also that the
gift belonged to the whole Church and to every
member of it (Ac 228 1044"47 I I 1 5 · 1 6 1352 158·9). This
fact was evidenced, not merely by miraculous
manifestations (Ac ΙΟ46 196), but by the new life
of the Christian brotherhood. Miracles might
have chiefly attracted attention in the first days,
but even then the practical wisdom and joyful
spirit of the common Christian life were seen to be
fruits of the Spirit of Christ (Ac 63 1352); and the
maturer experience of the Apostolic Church realized
that the Holy Spirit is the source of Christian
holiness (1 Ρ I2), the inspirer of prayer (Jude 20),
the means of an abiding union between Christ and
Christians (1 Jn 324 412), the pledge of future glory
in the presence of God (1 Ρ 414).

(β) It is, however, to the Epistles of St. Paul
that we must turn for the fullest treatment which
the doctrine of the Spirit receives within the limits
of the NT. Not that St. Paul sets himself to con-
struct a philosophy of religion in which the relation
of the Holy Spirit to God, to the Church, and to
the human soul receives scientific treatment. He
treats the whole subject incidentally and in con-
nexion with his argument, or with the practical
interests of the communities he is addressing.
But he treats it with an insight, a freshness, and
a precision due partly to his unique experience,
partly to the intensity of his interest in the gospel
and its workings upon human nature. There is a
manifest progress in the apostle's handling of this
subject which corresponds to the progress in his own
life and work. In the earliest group of Epistles
(1 and 2 Th) he scarcely exceeds the usual teaching
of the first generation. He connects the gift of
the Holy Spirit with spiritual power (1 Th I5) and
joy (v.6), with moral purity (1 Th 48) and religious
consecration (2 Th 213); he offers practical guidance
in reference to the miraculous χαρίσματα, warning
believers against indiscriminately accepting all
prophetic utterances on the one hand, and despis-
ing them all upon the other, and thus quenching
the heavenly fire (1 Th 519f·, cf. 2 Th 22). One
interesting verse shows that he recognized in
human nature an element corresponding to the
Divine Spirit, and fitted to be the sphere of His
operations (1 Th 523 υμών τό irvevaa). The next
group of letters (Ko, 1, 2 Co, Gal) carries us into

the heart of his teaching on this subject, and we
find ourselves in the midst of what is largely a new
revelation. In these Epistles, St. Paul, starting
with his conception of the human spirit (Ro F,
1 Co 211, Gal 618), sometimes places the Spirit of
God in sharp contrast with the spirit of man,
whilst in other places he exhibits the two in close
correspondence and co-operation. Instances of the
former point of view will be found in Ko 816· 26,
1 Co I.e., Gal 46. In such passages the distinct
personality of the Divine Spirit comes strongly
into view; the Spirit of God bears witness with
the spirits of men (Ro 826), helps our infirmity,
and makes entreaty for us with sighs too deep for
words (ύπερεντνγχάνει. στεναγμό?? άλαλήτοις, Ro 826),
calling from the depth of our hearts upon the
Father (Gal 46, cf. Ro 815); while at the same time
He abides within the life of God, searching the
depths of the Divine Nature and counsels, even as
the human spirit is privy to the inmost thoughts
of man (1 Co 211). The Spirit of God is, from St.
Paul's point of view, uncreated and divine, for it
is internal to the Essence of God. Where the
Spirit dwells and works, God dwells and works
(1 Co 316 619, 2 Co 316); it is by the Spirit that God
is immanent in men. Yet the identification is
not so complete as to exclude a true distinction
between the Spirit and other Persons in God. The
Holy Ghost is the Spirit of Him that raised up
Christ from the dead (Ro 811), i.e. the Father ;
He is also the Spirit of Christ (Ro 87), not merely
because He anointed the Messiah, but on account of
His personal relation to the Son of God (Gal 46); He
is the Spirit of the Son. Lastly, the three Persons
are named in the same sentence as distinct hypo-
stases (2 Co 1314). In a few passages the Spirit of
Christ in St. Paul appears to mean either our
Lord's human spirit (Ro Ι4 κατά πνεύμα ά'γιωσύνης:
see Sanday-Headlam, adloc.t and Westcott on He
914), or His pre-existent nature (2 Co 317 ό δέ κύρω*
τό πνεΰμά έστιν), or His risen life (1 Co 154δ ό 'έσχατος
Άδαμ [iyeveTo] els πνεύμα ζωοποιουν) ; in other con-
texts the Holy Spirit is identified with Christ,
because it is through the Spirit that the ascended
Lord dwells in the Church and operates in believers
(Ro 89·10). But the ambiguity rarely occurs; in
the great majority of cases the distinctness of the
Persons is clearly seen, and the reader can dis-
criminate between the spiritual nature of Christ,
and the Spirit who anointed Him and is one with
Him in the unity of God.

But by far the larger number of St. Paul's
references to the Spirit in these Epistles are con-
cerned with His operations on the spirit of man.
Living in an age of physical manifestations, the
apostle does not ignore the miraculous gifts (Ro
126 1518·19, 1 Co 12. 14, Gal 35), and in one place
(1 Co I.e.) he treats of these at length; they, too,
are χαρίσματα (Ro I1 1 126, 1 Co I7, cf. Lightfoot,
Notes, etc. p. 148 f.), but not the chiefest or best
(1 Co 1231 131), or the most abiding. The per-
manent results of the Spirit's coming are faith,
hope, and love (1 Co 1313); its normal fruits are
the virtues which make up the fulness of the
Christian life (Gal 522·23). The Holy Spirit con-
secrates even the human body which has received
the sacramental pledges of His presence, and has
thus become the temple of God (1 Co 316 619); and
He will hereafter raise it up in the likeness of
Christ's resurrection (Ro 811), a spiritual body (1 Co
1542"44), not liable to corruption or death. But His
special sphere is the human spirit. Here His in-
dwelling already works a new life, answering to
the life of the Risen Christ (Ro 82 1013). This life
of the Spirit in man is pre-eminently a life of son-
ship towards God; those who follow it possess
the privileges of sons in the divine family (Ro
814); they are joint heirs of the Heir of all things
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(Ro 817, cf. Mt 2138, He I2), brethren of the First-
born of God (Ro 829). If the sonship is secured by
the Incarnation and the Resurrection, it is mani-
fested and sealed by the gift of the Spirit, who is
the πνεύμα υίοθεσία$ (Ro 815·16, Gal 44'6). He creates
in the adopted sons a character corresponding to
their new relation to God and to Christ (Ro 829·30),
by a renewal of the mind which works a trans-
formation in their lives (Ro 122 μεταμορφουσθε rrj
άνακαινώσει του νοός), and has the effect of engrav-
ing the divine will, once written on tables of
stone, upon hearts of flesh which will retain the
impression and translate it into human life (2 Co
33). Yet all these operations of the Spirit are but
the foretaste of greater things to come. The gift
of the Spirit already received by the Church is
the απαρχή (Ro 823)—the first-fruits of the harvest
yet to be reaped; the present indwelling of the
Spirit in the heart is the άρραβών (2 Co I22 O5)—-the
first instalment of the fuller life, and the earnest
that it is to follow (on the word app. see Lightfoot,
Notes, p. 323). Of the Spirit's future work the
resurrection of the body will form a true part, for
the reanimation of man's physical nature is at once
a proper function of the * Giver of life' (Ro 812),
and the manifestation of our adoption into the
divine family (Ro 83). But the resurrection itself
is but a fresh departure in the history of the race ;
beyond it there lies an immeasurable life of progress
unfettered by sin and death, * the liberty of the glory
of the sons of God' (Ro 821); and of this also St.
Paul regards the Holy Spirit as the motive power.

In some of these contexts it is not easy to deter-
mine whether by πνεύμα the apostle mearfs the
Spirit of God in man, or the spirit of man under
the influence of the Spirit of God. The question
arises especially in passages which contrast the
Spirit with the flesh (Ro 84f·, Gal 516). The σαρξ is
human nature on its weak and mortal side; is then
the πνεύμα, which is opposed to it, the same nature
in its victory over death and sin ? Lightfoot (on
Gal 517) is disposed to reject this view : ' Through-
out this passage,' he writes, 'the πνεύμα is evi-
dently the Divine Spirit, for the human spirit in
itself and unaided does not stand in direct an-
tagonism to the flesh.3 This is, of course, true;
but the objection does not apply to the inter-
pretation which regards πνεύμα as the human
spirit influenced by and so far identified with the
Spirit of God. On the whole this interpretation
seems preferable, although it is clear that in both
places the apostle's thought passes at times from
one meaning of the word to another, refusing to be
bound by an absolute rule (cf. Sanday-Headlam,
Romans, p. 196). A somewhat similar antithesis
of πνευματικός and ψυχικός (1 Co 214, cf. 1544) pre-
sents the same difficulty. The ψυχικός is under
the control of the ψυχή, or lower rational nature ;
in the πνευματικός the πνεύμα, the higher nature,
the understanding and the will guided by the
Spirit of God, has the ascendant. Here, again,
we cannot exclude the thought either of the Divine
Spirit or the spirit of the man; the two are re-
garded as in their operation one, and the one term
covers both, although the human spirit is in the
foreground of the thought. Similarly, in the anti-
thesis of πνεύμα and ypάμμa (Ro 229 7G, 2 Co 36), the
heart of the contrast lies in the opposition of the
external to the spiritual; and while πνεύμα points
to the action of the personal Spirit, who is the
Giver of spiritual life, its precise meaning must
be determined by the context. In the two former
passages the reference seems to be to the spirit of
man under divine influence; in the latter, to the
new life of the Spirit which characterizes the
gospel as compared with a dispensation of external
law. Even the law has its spiritual element, for
it was written by the finger of God (Ro 714 ό νόμος

πνευματικός έστιν), and its righteous judgments find
an echo in the life of the spiritual man (Ro 84);
but, considered as a mere edict, it stands in direct
opposition to the Spirit (Gal 518), whose sphere
is in the heart of the inner man; and he who
is guided by the Spirit is emancipated from the
external control which he no longer needs.

When we pass from the Epistles of the third
missionary journey to those of the Roman im-
prisonment and the later 'pastoral' Epistles, we
find the apostle's point of view somewhat modified.
The intensity of his interest in the individual life
has now been supplemented by a new interest in
the unity and catholicity of the Church (cf. Hort,
Romans and Epkesians, p. 128 ft'.; Ecclesia, p. 135 ff.).
He touches on the relations of the Spirit to the indi-
vidual with a freshness of conception which shows
that he is as keenly impressed as ever with their
primary importance (Eph I 1 3 · 1 4 430 617·18, Ph I19,
Col I7, 2 Ti I 1 4); yet it is as the Spirit of the
universal Church that he now specially delights
to contemplate the Holy Ghost. To some extent
this position had been occupied in 1 Co, but there
'he is dealing with the Ecclesia of a single city,
. . . in the Epistle to the Ephesians he is dealing
with the universal Ecclesia' (Hort, p. 141). The
Spirit is in these later Epistles the bond of Catholic
unity (Eph 43·4, cf. 218, Ph 21), the source of minis-
terial gifts (Eph 47"12, 2Ti I6·7) and sacramental
grace (Tit 35). Thus the teaching of the earlier
Epistles finds its complement in that of the later,
where it appears that the same divine gift which
sanctifies and perfects the individual member of
Christ, is the bond of corporate unity and the
source and support of the common life which
animates the whole body of the Church.

(7) One book of the NT remains. The Apoca-
lypse returns to the standpoint of the OT when
it represents the Holy Spirit in the light of the
Spirit of prophecy (Rev I1 0 27 etc., 42 1413 1910 226).
Yet incidentally it takes up St. Paul's later view.
What the Spirit says, He says to the Churches
(Rev 2 7 · n · 1 7 · 2 9 31·6·13·22). For each of the Churches
He has a separate message (Rev I 4 31 45 56); the
sevenfold gift of God (Rev I4 31 45 56) fulfils its
work in each Christian brotherhood as in each
Christian soul under different conditions, and with
partial and fragmentary results varying according
to the measure in which it is bestowed, and the
manner in which it is received. To the universal
Church the Spirit bears another relation: He co-
operates with it in its witness to Christ; His voice
is joined with that of the bride in calling for the
bridegroom's return (Rev 2217a). Yet in this book of
world-wide and time-long interests the need of the
individual is not overlooked, and the last mention of
the Spirit in the Apocalypse refers to it (Rev 2217b

ό δίψων έρχέσθω' ό θέλων Χαβέτω ϋδωρ ζωής δωρεάν).
Summary.—It may be well briefly to summarize

the results of this examination of the teaching of
the Old and New Testaments upon the subject of
the Holy Spirit.

The first chapter of Genesis represents the Divine
Spirit as co-operating with the Divine Word in the
ordering of the cosmos-, the last chapter of the
Apocalypse represents Him as speaking in the
Universal Church. There are few of the inter-
mediate books which contribute nothing to the
doctrine of the Spirit. In every section of the
Canon He fills a prominent and important place.

If it be asked what the Bible teaches with
regard to the essential nature of the Holy Spirit,
the answer is on one point explicit and unanimous.
The Holy Spirit is, in the strict sense of the word,
divine. No biblical writer yields any support to
the Arian conception of a created Intelligence
above the angels but inferior to the Son, to whom
the name ' Spirit of God' is improperly applied.
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But to the further inquiry, whether this Divine
Spirit is a person, the reply, if on the whole
decisive, does not come with equal clearness from
the earlier and the later books. The Old Testa-
ment attributes personality to the Spirit only in so
far as it identifies the Spirit of God with God Him-
self, present and operative in the world or in men.
But the teaching of Christ and of the apostles, whilst
accentuating the personal attributes of the Spirit,
distinguishes the Spirit from the Father and the
Son. The baptismal formula comprehends the
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit in the Unity
of the Name which consecrates and claims for
itself the whole life of man.

On the office and work of the Holy Spirit the
Canon throws fuller light, for here a more pre-
cise knowledge is necessary to the well-being of
the Church. But here again the revelation is
progressive, corresponding in its growth to the
growing needs of men. The Spirit appears first in
connexion with the cosmogony of Genesis, and the
writers of the Old Testament frequently refer to
His work in sustaining and renewing physical life.
But the Hebrew Canon attributes to Him also the
endowment of human nature with intellectual and
spiritual gifts, and especially regards Him as the
source of the great gift of prophecy. It speaks of
Him as the author of moral purity and religious
consecration. Lastly, it foretells the coming of an
ideal King, a perfect Servant of God, in whom the
Spirit should rest in His fulness, and an exten-
sion of the Spirit's gifts in the last days to the
whole nation and to the world. At this point the
New Testament takes up the thread of the revela-
tion. The Synoptic Gospels show how the ideals
of the Old Testament were fulfilled in the life and
ministry of Jesus Christ. The Fourth Gospel
predicts the mission of the Spirit to the Church;
the Acts and Epistles relate the fulfilment of His
mission in the experience of the Apostolic Church.
We are permitted to see how it has changed the
whole spiritual order, raising a new Israel out
of the old, transforming an elect nation into a
Catholic Church, pouring new life into the body
of the disciples, sanctifying individual wills, carry-
ing conviction to the world, and guiding believers
into the fulness of the truth. In St. Paul's
writings the biblical doctrine of the operations
of the Holy Spirit reaches its completion. The
apostle sees in the Spirit of Christ the source
of the vital unity which inspires the Church, the
quickening and compacting power of the new
creation. But he teaches with equal clearness
that the Spirit has come to regenerate and restore
the personal life of each of the baptized, dwelling
in the body as His temple, identifying Himself
with the human spirit in its struggle with the
flesh and its striving after God, until He has
perfected the nature which the Son of God re-
deemed and has raised it to the measure of the
stature of the fulness of Christ.

LITERATURE.—The following works, amongst others, may be
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PATRISTIC AND MEDLEVAL.— Tertullian, adv. Prax. ; Origen, de
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Sanct. (ed. Johnston); Gregory of Nazianzus, Orat. Theol. v. ;
Ambrose, de Sp. Sanct. ; Augustine, de Trin. iv. v. xv., in
Joann. tr. xxix. ; John of Damascus, defide orth. i.; Anselm, de
process. Sp. Sanct.; Thomas Aquinas, Summa, p. i. q. 36-33.

MODERN.—Petayius, de Trin. ii. iii. vii.; Pearson, Bp., Exp. of
the Creed, artt. iii. vii. ; Owen, J., Pneumatologia; Heber, Bp.,
Personality and Oflices of the Comforter; Hare, J. 0., Mission
of the Comforter; Kahnis, C. F. Α., Lehrevom h. Geiste, Bd. i. ;
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Benson, Archbp., The Seven Gifts; Wirgman, Α., The Sevenfold
Gifts; Koellmg, W., Pneumatologie; Candlish, J. S., Work of
the Holy Spirit. H. B. SWETE.

HOMAM.—See HEMAM.

HOMER.—See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

HOMICIDE.—See CRIMES AND PUNISHMENTS,
vol. i. p. 521b.

HONEST, HONESTY.—These words have greatly
deteriorated in the three centuries that lie be-
tween us and the issue of AV. What they mean
now we know ; then they meant something nearly
approaching the meaning of the Latin words from
which they come, Honestus (from honos, ' honour')
had two meanings in Latin: (1) 'Regarded with
honour,' 'honourable'; (2) 'Bringing honour,'
' becoming,'—and those are just the meanings of
'honest' as it is used in Av. The word had at
the time a special, one might almost say technical,
meaning when used of women : it meant 'chaste.3

Thus in his chapter in The Profane State (v. 1.
p. 359) on 'The Harlot,' T. Fuller speaks of her
crisping and curling and the like, and then adds,
* I must conf esse some honest women may go thus,
but no whit the honester for going thus.' And
this is of course his meaning in The Holy War re
(ii. 46, p. 106), ' Thus Jerusalem, after it had four-
score and eight yeares been enjoyed by the Chris-
tians, by Gods just judgement was taken again by
the Turks. What else could be expected ? Sinn e
reigned in every corner; there was scarce one
honest woman in the whole citie of Jerusalem.'
And this meaning occurs once in AV, 2 Es 1649

'Like as a whore envieth a right honest and
virtuous woman,' though the adj. so trd is so
general a one as idoneus, 'proper.' With that
exception 'honest' means either (1) honourable,
or (2) becoming.

Neither adj., adv., nor subst. occurs in OT, a
fact not without significance in comparing the Ο Τ
ethics with that of Apocr. and NT. The commonest
word trd ' honest' is καλό?, which means ' seemly '
or 'becoming,' but with an ethical content en-
abling it to describe such character or conduct as
deserves respect or esteem. So To 513 77, Wis 412,
2 Mac 623, Lk 815, Ro 1217, 2 Co 821 137, 1 Ρ 212. RV
retains ' honest' in To 513 77, Lk 815; gives ' honour-
able' in Wis 412, Ro 1217, 2 Co 821 137; 'his excel-
lent education' for ' his most honest education' in
2 Mac 623; and ' seemly behaviour' for ' honest
conversation' (αναστροφή καλή) in 1 Ρ 212. In Sir
2914 the adj. ευσχήμων, 'decorous,' is trd 'honest'
(omitted in RV) ; and in 2914 ayados, 'good' (as
RV); while, lastly, in Ph 48 the word is σεμ̂ ό?, for
which we scarcely have an equivalent adj. (RV
'honourable,' RVm 'reverend').*

These two meanings of 'honest' may be illus-
trated thus: (1) Honourable, Ac 1712 Wye. 'And
sotheli manye of hem bilevyden, and of hethen
wymmen honeste (some MSS 'honest heithen
wymmen'), and men not fewe'; llu I2 2 Cov.
'There was a kinsman also of the kynred of Eli
Melech Naemis huszbande, whose name was Boos,
which was an honest man'; North, Plutarch, p.
894, 'Now as the Rhodians were desirous to be
ridde of this warre, and that Demetrius also was
willing to take an honest occasion to do it, the
Ambassadours of the Athenians came happily to
serve both their desires.' T. Fuller (Holy Warre,
v. 7, p. 239) speaks of * terms honest and honour-
able ' ; and Rutherford (Letters, No. 56) says,
'There is no quarrel more honest or honourable

* The best rendering, says Vincent (Intern. Grit. Com.), is
c venerable' (as AVm), if divested of its conventional implica-

whom all the VSS follow; Wye. has * chaste,' Ellicott chooses
'seemly.' See also J. A. Clapperton in Preacher's Maaazine,
viii. 457.
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than to suffer for truth.' (2) Becoming: Tindale,
Pent., Prologe, 'And beholde how righteous,
howe honest and howe due a thinge it is by nature
that every man love his brother unfaynedly even
as him selfe, for his fathers sake.' So Is 521 Cov.
' Put on thine honest rayment ο Ierusalem, thou
citie of the holy one'; and Golding, Calvin's Job,
p. 571 (on 3211'22), «There is a certaine honest
comelinesse to be kept.'

The adv. honestly is the trn in Sir 229 of 4v ayadrj
('If children live honestly,' iv ayadrj ζωή); in2Mac
1243and He 1318 (Amer. RV 'honourably') of καλώ*;
and in Ro 1313, 1 Th 412 of εύσχημύνωτ, ' decorously
(Amer. RV 'becomingly').

The subst. honesty occurs only in 1 Ti 22 ' that
we may lead a quiet and peaceable life in all godli-
ness and honesty' {kv πάστ} βύσββείακαϊσεμνότηπ, RV
' in all godliness and gravity'). For the Eng.
word cf. Joy, An Apology to W. Tindale (Arber's
ed. p. 19), 'Tindale shulde have goten hym more
honesty and lesse shame yf he had writen once
lesse to the reader'; and North, Plutarch, p. 852,
' The great force of Demosthenes eloquence . . .
did so inflame the Thebans courage with desire of
honour, that it trode under their feete all maner
of considerations, and ctid so ravish them with the
love and desire of honesty, that they cast at their
heeles all feare of danger.' j . HASTINGS.

HONEY.—See FOOD, vol. ii. p. 37b.

HOODS is AV trn in Is 323 of an article of female
attire, designated by the Heb. term iris1:?. RV
has turbans, and there can be little doubt that
this is the correct rendering, and that it might
have been introduced into the text of RV in Job
2914 and Is 623 (AV, RV 'diadem'), as well as in
Zee 35 (AV, RV 'mitre'). The derivation from
zdnaph gives the meaning of something wrapped
round, as the similar Arab, liffeh, 'turban-band,'
is taken from laff, ' to wrap round.' In the East
the head-covering is usually a protection against
heat rather than against cold. The habit of keep-
ing the head always covered makes it sensitive
to cold, and during a time of severe weather
Orientals cover their heads with shawls, after the
manner of hoods, but it is not a permanent article
of dress. See DRESS, vol. i. p. 626b.

G..M. MACKIE.
HOOK represents various words in both Heb. and

Arab., and sometimes the meaning is very different
from what is usually understood by the Eng. word
hook. 1. The hooks (D-II) used in the tabernacle
(Ex 2632 etc.) are, in the Arab. VS, tr. by a word
(ruzaz) which means a hook or ring with a spike
for being driven into wood. 2. In 2 Κ 1928, Is 3729,
Job 412, Ezk 294, the Arab. VS has ring (Jchazd-
met) as tr. of nn or nin. The ring meant in
these passages is one which is put in the nose
of a wild animal to bring it under control. In
Syria gipsies frequently lead bears about among
the villages by means of ropes fastened to rings
inserted in the cartilage of the nose. In Ezk
384 π π is tr. in Arab, shakimat, the bit of the
bridle of a horse. 3. In Ezk 4043 wwv (gutters?)
is tr. in Arab, madzib. 4. Priming-hooks (n-jcp,
Arab, mandjil), Is 24 ,185, Mic 43, Jl 310. In Syria
pruning-hooks are somewhat like the reaping-
hooks or sickles used in England, only very much
smaller. The handle is of steel, and of the same
piece as the blade. It is hollow, and, when the
pruning-hook is used to cut down thorns, a long
sticl is thrust into the hollow handle. 5. Fish-
hooks (njs, YD Am 42, n;n Job 411, Is 198, Hab I 1 5 ;
ayKLarpov, Mt 1727). 6. Flesh-hooks (ib\D or [n^jp]
Ex 273, Nu 414, 1 S 21 3·1 4; Arab, minshal), with two
or three prongs for lifting meat out of a pot.

W. CARSLAW.

HOOPOE (nsw dukhiphath, £ποψ, upupa, AV
lapwing).—This bird is mentioned only in the list
of unclean birds (Lv II 1 9, Dt 1418). It is generally
admitted that the hoopoe, Upupa epops, L., is the
bird intended. It migrates to Egypt and the
Sahara in the winter, but returns to Pal. and Syria
at the beginning of March, and spreads suddenly
over the whole country. The Arabs call it hudhud
from its cry. Its Gr. and Lat. names are derived
from its habit of inspecting the ground. The head
of the hoopoe is depicted on the Egyptian monu-
ments. It was supposed by the ancients, as also
the modern Arabs, to search the ground for hidden
wells and springs. This opinion is based on its
habit of bending its head downwards, and alternately
erecting and depressing its crest. The Arabs say
that it reveals these secrets. In reality it is seek-
ing its food, which consists of small insects and
worms. It resorts to dunghills, finding it easy to
dig out the insects from the dung. But this is by
no means its exclusive source of supply. Perhaps
it was this habit which caused it to be regarded as
unclean in the Mosaic law. It is not now con-
sidered unfit for food. It is often shot, or caught
on bird-lime, and sold with other game birds.
Tristram says that the Arabs call it the 'doctor
bird.' Its general colour is russet, but the wings
and tail are black, with white bars. The feathers
of the crest are 2 in. long, and black-tipped. It
is as large as a thrush. G. E. POST.

HOPE.—AV trn of the following Heb. and Gr.
words:—

1. n\Q2 (vb.), ΠΒ2 (noun), Job 620, Ps 169 (ΠΒΠ̂> correctly tr* by
RV 'in safety'); cf. ΠΰΖΐΏ Jer 17?, ρπ'ώ2 Ec 94 (elsewhere only
2 Κ 181 9=Is 364). The vb. ΠΏ2 (root perh. = · repose oneself on')
is very common in OT. AV generally tr. by 'trust.' 2. *?p|
(from root=' thick,' 'fat') Job 8I4 3124, p s 737. It is best trd
* confidence' (so AV, RV in Pr 326, its only other occurrence in
this sense). The form n?P3 occurs Job 46. 3. nDflip Jer 1717, Jl
316 (better RV 'refuge'; so frequently in Pss). L nij?.p, mr j?fl
Ezr 102, Job 46, etc. (the root mp is the frequent' wait for (on)
J " ' of OT). 3. 6. Practically synonymous with this are Vrr
(vb., Niph.t PL, Hiph.), n^niri (noun), Job 6U, Ezk 136, Ps 3124
and oft., Pr 1312, and Ί3Β> (vb.), Ί2& (noun), Ps 119H6.166 1465,
Est 91, Is 381» (root meaning 'look closely at,' Neh 213-15). 7.
^Π (root ='writhe'), «wait anxiously/La 326 (cf. Gn8iO[?], Jg
325, Mic 112, job 3514, Ps 377, Est 44).

In NT the noun is Ιλπίς and the vb. ελπίζω, always of favour-
able expectation (contrast lx*k παννιρύ. of LXX, Is 28!9). In He
102:i ' the profession of our faith' should be ( the confession of
Our h o p e ' (τν,ν όμ,ολογίοίν rris ίλπίΰΰί).

The second in St. Paul's triumvirate of graces
(1 Co 1313) has attracted less attention than its
companions. With respect to the nature of hope
in general, faith is its inseparable condition ; in
He II 1 'foundation' might almost be substituted
for 'assurance.' But its distinctive feature is
desire of future good. Hope may accordingly be
denned as desire of future good, accompanied by
faith in its realization. The object both of faith
and of hope is something unseen. Faith has
regard equally to past, present, or future, while no
doubt in Scripture referring mainly to the future
(see, however, He II3). Hope is directed only to
the future. Expectation differs from hope in
referring either to good or evil things, and there-
fore lacks the element of desire.

In the nature of things the grace of hope is
peculiarly prominent in OT. That was the time
of promise and prophecy, ours is the time of fulfil-
ment (Mt 1317). Everything then had a forward
look. The Heb. golden age lay in the future.
The pious Hebrew was a minor (Gal 43). It is
quite in keeping with the old economy that the
element of faith or confidence which is latent in
hope was especially active. In OT Luther often
renders 'hope3 by 'trust.' It is often hard to say
whether faith or desire is most prominent (Ps 38*5
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787 etc.). ' These all died in faith' is almost equi-
valent to * These all died in hope' (He II1 3). They
* endured as seeing him who is invisible' (v.27). It
is often said that the hope of OT believers was
directed less to spiritual than to temporal good,
such as health, riches, victory; but this is only
partially true. Spiritual aspiration cannot well
be purer or stronger than in passages like Ps 631

1715; and temporal good is not forbidden to Chris-
tian hope (Mt 633). Heb. hope, no less than Chris-
tian, was set on God (Ps 3318·22 4211 etc.). Jeremiah
beautifully addresses J" as 'the hope of Israel'
(148 1713). If in NT St. Peter is the apostle of
hope,—not so much because of frequent express
references (1 Ρ Ι 3 · 1 3 · 2 1 315) as from the general
strain of his teaching,—in OT Jeremiah may be
called the prophet of hope for the same reason
(177*507); his hope was deeply spiritual in nature
(3133f·, He 1016).

In NT hope is wider in range, more definitely
spiritual in contents, and is attended with greater
certainty. It is a ' better hope,' because grounded
on * a better covenant which hath been enacted on
better promises' (He 719 S6). The blessings it seeks
are not limited to the future life, but include all
that is promised to faith in the present life. Or,
to speak more correctly, distinctions of present
and future are often ignored in Scripture. The
divine promises and Christian aspiration refer to
both (1 Co 29, Ph 312'14). Still, the perfect blessings
of the future life are often definitely referred to,
giving peculiar magnificence to Christian hope (Ro
52 82i. 2s> Tit 213 etc.). If St. Peter is the apostle,
St. Paul is the theologian of this grace. Very
significantly, as the prophets make J" the ground
of human hope, St. Paul makes Christ the ground
(1 Co 1519, 1 Ti I1, Col I27). More specifically,
Christ's resurrection is the irrefragable seal of hope
(1 Co 15, I P I 3 ); hence it is a * living hope.'
Christian hope accompanies a state of peace with
God, is attested by experience, and certain of
glorious fulfilment because arising out of a sense
of God's fatherly love to us (Ro 51'5). It is equally
with faith a factor in the process of salvation (Ro
824f·). It is a spring of ceaseless joy (Ro 531212). Its
object is salvation or eternal life, or the glory of
God (Tit I 2 37, 1 Th 58, Ro 52). Its expression is
patient doing and suffering (1 Th I3, He 6 l l f· 121).
Hope is aptly called ' an anchor of the soul,' stay-
ing it amid the buffetings of earthly change
(He 619). St. Paul puts the final honour on this
grace by placing it above faith, and only below
love (1 Cor 1313). Like its sister graces, it con-
tinues in the future life, because the bliss of that
life is capable of endless increase. When God is
called ' the God of hope,' it must be as the author,
not the subject of hope (Ro 1513). St. John has only
one reference to hope, describing it as a motive to
personal sanctification (1 Jn 33). ' Fulness of hope'
(He 611) accompanies 'fulness of faith' (1022) and
* fulness of understanding' (Col 22). Hope stands
sometimes for its object (Eph I18, Col I5, Tit 213).

J. S. BANKS.
HOPHNI ("&n, Β Όφνεί, Α Όφνί; the meaning

* fighter' suggested by Gesenius [Thes. p. 506] is
very doubtful), and Phinehas, ' the two sons of
Eli, priests unto the LORD at Shiloh' (1 S I3).*
They are described as 'men of Belial (i.e. worth-
less, unprincipled men) who knew not the LORD,
nor the due of the priests from the people' (1 S 212f·
RVm, following the reading of the Versions and
most moderns). The particular sin of which the
sons of Eli were guilty lay in their abuse of their

* Possibly, the account here given is incomplete. Wellhausen
{Buck. Sam. 35) points out that the sons of Eli are mentioned
before he himself has been introduced. Thenius and Kloster-
mann insert' Eli and' with the LXX ; more probably we should
read simply * and Eli, priest unto the LORD, was there' (Budde,
Richter u. Samuel, p. 196).

privileges as priests, in that they claimed more
than the customary share of the sacrifices, and
further insisted on having it when, and as, they
pleased, so that 'men abhorred the offering of the
LORD' (see Driver, Dent. p. 216; Wellhausen,
Proleg. pp. 68, 153 f.). The further charge of
licentiousness which is brought against them (1 S
222b) is most probably due to a later editor; the
clause is wanting in the LXX, and is omitted by
Wellh., Budde, Driver, and Klostermann. The
mild rebuke of their father had no effect on their
evil practices, and, in consequence, a curse is
pronounced against the house of Eli, first by an
unknown prophet (1 S 227-36), and afterwards by
the youthful Samuel (1 S 311"14·18). In accordance
with the sign given in the former prophecy, Hophni
and Phinehas both perished in the battle with the
Philistines at Aphek, whither they had accom-
panied the ark of God ( I S 411; in 44 read 'and
the two sons of Eli, H. and P., were with the
ark of the covenant of God').

The history of the house of Eli which is given
in 1 S 1-4 clearly belongs to the later (E) of the
two documents from which the books of Samuel
(see SAMUEL, BOOKS OF) are mainly compiled ; but
it is probable that the narrative has in parts been
expanded (esp. in 1 S 227"36*) by a later Deutero-
nomistic editor. J. F. STENNING.

HOPHRA (Heb. jnjin; LXX Ούαφρη; Herod.
Άπρίης; Manetho Οϋαφρί,ς).—The Egyptian origi-
nal, whence the other forms were derived, is
Wh4b-r (see p. 656a note, vol. i. of this DB).
The name of this king—the fourth of the 26th
or Saite Dynasty—occurs but once in the Bible
(Jer 4430); yet his influence upon Jewish history
was considerable. He was the son and successor
of Psammetichus II, and reigned from 588 to 569.
Although Hophra-Apries is mentioned on numer-
ous Egyptian monuments, there is an almost com-
plete dearth of native documents from which to
reconstruct his history. Material, however, for
the two chief episodes of his reign is supplied, on
the one hand by the contemporary prophecies
of Jeremiah and Ezekiel, and on the other by
Herodotus, who visited Egypt not much more than
a century later.

The constant ambition of the Saite Pharaohs
was the recovery for Egypt of her ancient position
of suzerainty in Asia. In this none of them had
hitherto been more than temporarily successful; the
Syrian conquests of Necho had been cancelled by
the revival of Babylonian power under Nebuchad-
rezzar, while in the next reign—that of Psamme-
tichus 11 — we hear of no campaigns except in
Nubia. But, on the accession of Apries, an Asiatic
policy became again the king's main interest. A
favourable opportunity seemed to be offered by a
return to power of the patriotic faction in Judah,
and the consequent revolt of Zedekiah. The
Babylonian force sent to punish this display of
independence was compelled, by the appearance
in the south of an Egyptian army, to desist from
the siege of Jerusalem (586). The check, however,
was but momentary. Apries does not appear to
have ventured a battle, and the Jews once more
learned the value of Egypt's friendship. While
their Egyptian allies withdrew, Jerusalem fell,
and the Babylonians wreaked their vengeance on

* The text of this section is in considerable confusion, and
the meaning can be extracted only with difficulty. The two
events which are foretold are : (1) the almost entire destruction
of Eli's house (v.3i, referring to the massacre of the priests at
Nob, 1 S 2217-20); (2) the raising up of a faithful priest (v.35,
referring to the appointment of Zadok in the place of Abiathar,
the great-great-grandson of Eli, by Solomon, 1 Κ 2->7). The
sign given in attestation of the prophecy (v.34) is the death of
Hophni and Phinehas in one day. See Wellhausen, Der Text
der Biicher Sam. p. 48 f.; Driver, Heb. Text of Sam. p. 32 f.;
Budde, op. dt. p. 199 f.
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the nation. Nevertheless, the succeeding years of
anarchy and bloodshed in Judah induced many of
the remaining inhabitants to quit their homes and
fly to Egypt for protection. Apries received them
and settled them in the frontier fortress of Daphnae
(Tahpanhes, Tell Defeneh), in the eastern Delta,
the station of one of the mercenary corps of Ionians
and Carians who formed at the time the strength
of the Egyptian armies. Certain remains of build-
ings on this site have been identified with the pave-
ment, etc., referred to by Jeremiah (439),, who him-
self shared the Egyptian exile of his countrymen.

The much discussed inscription, in which some
have recognized a reference to Nebuchadrezzar's
punitive expedition to Egypt and to the reign of
Apries, more probably relates merely the repres-
sion of some internal revolt (see JEg. Zeitschr.
1884, 87, 93); while the cuneiform fragment,
claimed as corroborative evidence for the same
event, can be so regarded only on the hypothesis
— otherwise unsupported — of a temporary co-
regency of Apries and Amasis, since the war it
relates appears to have been directed against the
latter king. It is curious, though scarcely im-
portant, that a tradition of Nebuchadrezzar's in-
vasion should have survived even into Moham-
medan times.*

The event of the reign, of which we hear most
from Herodotus, is a campaign, undertaken later
than those in Syria, in response to an appeal by
the Libyans for help against the encroaching
Greeks of Cyrene. The expedition was unsuccess-
ful, and the consequent national resentment led to
the deposition of Apries in favour of I'hins-Amasis,
one of his generals, by whom he and the Greek
mercenaries were defeated at Momemphis. Apries,
detained for a time in captivity, was eventually
given over to popular vengeance and strangled.

W. E. CRUM.
HOR (MOUNT) {inn in, Arab. Jebel Haroun,

'Aaron's Mount').—1. A mountain named as a
stage in Israel's journey to Canaan (Nu 2022 214

3337, Dt 3250), and as the place of Aaron's death
(Nu 2023·25·27 3338·39·41, Dt 3250) (all P). The
modern Jebel Haroun is identified with the
closing scene of Aaron's life both by situation
and by tradition. Mount Hor is stated to be
situated 'by the border of the land of Edom' (Nu
2023); Eusebius states that * Mons Hor, in quo
mortuus est Aaron, erat juxta urbem Petram'
{Onomasticon), which is the case with J. Haroun,
as Petra lies at its eastern base ; and Joseph us
affirms that Aaron's death occurred on a high moun-
tain enclosing Petra {Ant. IV. iv. 7). Tradition
concurs, and amongst the Arab inhabitants J.
Haroun is held sacred as the sepulchre of Aaron,
and a small mosque marks the site. It is fair to
add that the identity of Hor with Jebel Haroun is
disputed by Ewald, Knobel, Dillm. (on Nu 2022),
Sayce {HCM 265), Buhl {Gesch. d. Edomiter, llf.,
Lex., ' Ganz falsch die spiitere Tradition'),and esp.
Trumbull {Kadesh-barnea, 128 ff.).

DESCRIPTION.—On approaching the saddle, or
watershed, of the Wady el-Arabah from the south,
the almost unbroken range of the Edomite moun-
tains opens out to the eastward at Wady Abu
Kuseibeh, disclosing a wide valley, at the head of
which is J. Haroun, standing out conspicuously
amidst an assemblage of broken ridges tumultu-
ously thrown together, and constituting the frontiers
of Mount Seir. The mount rises with a bold and
precipitous front facing the west, flanked by two
lofty bastions of sandstone standing erect on the
granitic pedestal, and from its base stretches a wide
and gently sloping plain, also enclosed by lesser
heights, upon which we can well picture to our-
selves the Israelitish host encamped during the

* See Abu Salih, ed. Evetts (Oxf. 1895), p. 83, note.

solemn period of Aaron's ascent, and in full view
of the summit of the mount which was to be his
tomb; or (as it is in the narrative) ' in the eyes of
all the congregation' (Nu 2027K Here also we may
suppose they camped while Moses sent an ambas-
sage to the king of Edom across the intervening pass
to ask permission to march through his territory
(Nu 20f4ff·)· The summit of the mount is marked
by a little white mosque supposed to cover the
tomb of the high priest, and from this point the
ridge descends gradually eastwards until it breaks
off m the line of cliffs which enclose the quadrangle
of Petra, and the channel for the Wady Musa
which flows through the city (see PETRA). The
mount is quite inaccessible directly from the west,
owing to its precipitous face in this direction ; but
the summit is gained by ascending from the pass
leading into Petra, called the Wady Haroun,
which runs along the southern flank of the mount.
The elevation of the summit is about 4780 feet
above the Gulf of Akabah, or 6072 feet above the
surface of the Dead Sea,* and from this point an
extensive and remarkable view is obtained when
the atmosphere is clear—towards the south, west,
and north. In the first direction, the eye follows
the range of lofty and rugged heights down along
the side of the Arabah towards the Red Sea; in the
second, it looks across the wide plain of the Arabah
to the white cliffs which bound the Badiet et-Tih
(Wilderness of Paran), and across this arid table-
land itself for many miles towards the horizon; and
towards the north, the deep hollow of the Ghor
may be faintly discerned, with the broken slopes
of the hills of Southern Palestine bounding the
view in that direction. Turning to the east, the
observer marks the white crest of the Arabian
Desert plateau, sloping steeply downwards into
the deep hollow of the Wady Musa, in which lies,
almost hidden from view amongst its red-faced
cliffs and precipices, Petra, the ancient capital of
Edom. Such was the scene which met the eyes
of Aaron ere they closed for ever. His body is sup-
posed to have been laid in a sepulchre immediately
below the crest of the mount, and over it stands
the little white mosque, conspicuous from afar : a
token of the sacred character of the spot in the
eyes of the wild inhabitants.

GEOLOGY. — Mount Hor is formed of reddish
sandstone and conglomerate ('Nubian sandstone'
of Russegger) of Cretaceous age ; the beds rising in
a precipitous wall of natural masonry tier above
tier, and presenting a bold front towards the west.
These huge beds of sandstone compose the upper
part of the ridge to a depth of about a thousand
feet from the summit, where they rest on a solid
foundation of granite and porphyry of great geologi-
cal antiquity, associated with which, in some way
not very clear, are masses of agglomerate, beds of
ash and dykes of igneous rock, all of volcanic
origin, but of an age anterior to the Cretaceous
sandstone. This latter formation dips towards the
east, and gradually descends in the direction of the
Wady Musa, where it forms the cliffs which sur-
round the city of Petra. Along the flanks of the
escarpment of the Arabian Desert to the eastward
the sandstone formation passes below the white
marls and limestones of Upper Cretaceous age,
which form the surface of the plain at a level of
over 5000 feet above the sea. t

2. Another mountain called by the same name
(Nu 347·8) was to be the northern limit of the in-
heritance of the tribes of Israel, which was to
extend from the shore of the Great Sea (Mediter-
ranean) eastward along the border of Mount Hor

* As determined by the aneroid observations of Mr. Reginald
Laurence, Monday, 10th December 1893 (Mount Seir, p. 95).

t Hull's Memoir on the Geology of Arabia JPetrcea, with Maps
and Sections (1886).
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unto the entering in of Hamath (Syria and the
Lebanon). If Hor be an archaic form of har, Mt.
Hor signifies some conspicuous height among lesser
heights; and when we come to apply this meaning to
the region of the Lebanon, we cannot remain long in
doubt as to the special mount indicated. Among
all the mountains on the borders of Syria and Pales-
tine, Mount Hermon is pre-eminently the most
conspicuous and important, owing to its enormous
mass and great elevation, which reaches 10,000
feet above the level of the sea. On this ground
we may identify this second Mount Hor with
Hermon, although Porter {Five Years in Damas-
cus2, 333), followed by Neubauer {Goog. du Τ aim.
9), Furrer (ZDP V viii. 27), and Buhl, prefer Jebel
Akkar, a N.E. spur of Lebanon.

LITERATURE.—Mount Hor in Arabia Petrsea has been visited
by Burckhardt, Loon de Laborde, the Expedition sent out by the
Committee of the Palestine Exploration Fund in 1883-84, by
Lartet under the Expedition of the Due de Luynes in 1880, by
Professor Palmer and Dean Stanley. The principal references
to authorities are the same as those under the head of SELA or

E. HULL.

HORAM (DTin), king of Gezer, came to the relief
of Lachish when it was besieged by Joshua, but
was defeated and slain (Jos 1033).

HOREB See SINAI.

HOREM (D-ΙΠ).—A city of Naphtali in the moun-
tains, Jos 1938 (see Dillm. ad loc). The name
means 'consecrated' (cf. Sabiean prop, names Din,
hxuiv, HaleVy, Etud. Sab. 471, 504). It is prob.
to be identified with the modern Hurah west of
Kedesh-naphtali. See SWP vol. i. sh. iv.

C. R. CONDER.
HORESH.—In 1 S 2315 (cf. 16·18) David is found

' in the wilderness of Ziph in a (the) wood' {ηψΐηζ,
where ? and η locale are combined; LXX iv rrj
KaivJ, implying a reading n^iqa; see Driver, Text
of Sam. ad loc). The word hdresh means ' wooded
height' in Is 179, Ezk 313 (if the text in these Wo
passages is correct; see Oxf. Ηώ. Lex. s.v.), 2 Ch
274, and this is probably its meaning in 1 S, although
some would make Horesh a proper name, as in
RVm (see Stade, Gesch. i. 245). J. A. SELBIE.

HOR-HAGGIDGAD (la-un -in).—A station in the
journeyings of the Israelites, mentioned only Nu
3332.23. χ η β Heb., which means the hole or
cavern of Gidgad, indicates the character of the
locality, and suggests the land of the Horites,
or its neighbourhood. The LXX translates rb 6pos
Tadyad, reading in ' a mountain.' See BEEROTH-
BENE-JAAKAN, GUDGODAH, a n d EXODUS, § IV.

A. T. CHAPMAN.
HORI (nin).—1. A son of Seir, Gn 36^=1 Ch I39.

As Dillmann remarks, the national name appears
here as a clan name. 2. The father of Shaphat the
Simeonite spy, Nu 135.

HORITES (nh, AV sometimes Hori, Horims).—
The predecessors of the Edomites in the country
of Seir. They were there as early as the time of
Abraham (Gn 146). J" destroyed them before the
sons of Esau, and gave the latter their country
(Dt 212·22). There was, however, such a mingling
of the family of Esau and his Horite (in Gn 362 read
Horite for Hivite) connexions, that the Horite name
and descent was preserved (Gn 36, esp. vv.20·21·29"30).
They are not explicitly said to be rephaim, as are
the Emim and the Zamzummim, in Dt 210f· 2 0 ί · , but
from what is there said it is natural to infer that
they were. Except in Dt 212, they are spoken of
as 'the Horite,' using the gentilic noun in the
sing., a form of speech that is never used of the
other giant peoples; but this can be accounted for
by the fact just mentioned, that, in their mingling

with their conquerors, the H. name and descent
had been preserved, so that, in the time of Moses
and later, they were properly a people, and not
merely a race of subordinate men, as in the case of
the Anakim and others.

The name Horite is supposed to mean 'cave-
dweller ' (see Driver, Deut. p. 38). On the theory
that the Horites were rephaim, this fact is of
interest in its bearing on the character of the
rephaite civilization; but they did not always
remain cave-dwellers. See GIANTS, REPHAIM, and
cf. Hommel, AHT2SZL W. J. BEECHER.

HORMAH (ΠΟΊΠ, Έρμα, Ανάθεμα).—After the
return of the spies, an attempt to go up into the
S. of Judah was repulsed by the Canaanite and
Amalekite (the Amorite according to Dt), who
drove the Israelites to Hormah (Nu 1445, Dt I44).
In this passage of Nu, Hormah occurs with the def.
art., and the rendering of Dt I44, preferred by
critics (following LXX, Syr., Vulg.), is ''from Seir
to Hormah' (see Driver, ad loc).

The Canaanite king of Arad (Nu 211-3) fought
against Israel when in the neighbourhood of Mt.
Hor, and took some of them prisoners. Thereupon
Israel vowed that if the Lord would give them
victory, they would place the Canaanite cities
under the ban. The place was accordingly named
Hormah. According to Jg I17, Judah and Simeon
utterly destroyed Zephath and called it Hormah.
If the events of Nu 213 happened immediately
after the attack of the king of Arad, it would
seem that the Israelites conquered at that time
some portion of the S. of Judah, and in that case
a way would have been open for an advance north-
ward. The generally received view seems therefore
probable, that Nu 213 describes what took place at
a later period, and Jg I1 7 supplies further details.

Hormah is mentioned, Jos 1214, along with Arad
as one of the 31 royal cities taken by Joshua, in
1530 as 'one of the uttermost cities . . . toward
the border of Edom in the South,' and in 194,
1 Ch 430 as part of the inheritance of Simeon. In
1 S 3030 it occurs after the cities of the Kenites (cf.
the same connexion in Jg I16·17).

The position of Hormah depends upon that
assigned to Kadesh, and two identifications have
been proposed : that of Robinson, who identifies it
with es-Sufah, a pass through the mountains on
one of the roads from Petra to Hebron ; and that
of Rowlands and Palmer, who propose Sebaita as
its site, in the Wady el-Abyadh, about 25 miles in
N.N.E. direction from 'Ain Kadis. Both identifi-
cations are made with Zephath, which is mentioned
only Jg I17, and assume that the old Canaanite
name has survived—an assumption not without
difficulty, in face of the evidence of the OT that
the place was known as Hormah. Either site is
appropriate according to the theory adopted as to
the position of Kadesh. If the identifications of
Ziklag and Jerahmeel (1 S 3029) be accepted as
being in the neighbourhood of Sebaita, they would
increase the probability in favour of that site. Its
distance from Arad may be urged as an objection,
but we do not know the extent of the territory
belonging to the king of Arad, nor does it state in
Nu 212·8 that the cities were in his territory. See
Robinson, BMP2 ii. 181; Palmer, Desert of the
Exodus, 374 ff.; and art. KADESH.

A. T. CHAPMAN.
HORN (Πί?> Kapas) has, besides its usual meaning,

three other significations in the Bible. 1. A kind
of bugle or cornet (from L. cornu) for military
purposes (Jos 65), which see under TRUMPET.
2. An emblem of strength or power derived from
the offensive weapons of some animals. As the
word is always used in the sing., it is very likely
that the special animal from which this use of it
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came was the one-horned rhinoceros, or the fabu-
lous unicorn which still appears on the insignia of
British arms. This emblematical sense of power
is the principal use made of this word in both OT
and NT. Thus the horn is said to be 'exalted'
(Ps 8917) when the figure represents the show of
great power, or ' broken' (Jer 4825) when the idea
is that of its destruction. The same metaphor is
sometimes used in the sense of arrogance: ' Lift
not up the horn . . . speak not with a stiff neck'
(Ps 754·5 RV); compare the contrary expression
of humiliation : ' I have sewed sackcloth upon my
skin, and have laid my horn in the dust' (Job 1615

RV). Another form of the figurative sense is
when it represents kings (in the Books of Dn and
Rev), who wielded the power of a whole nation.
There is no real connexion between any of these
metaphoric uses and the Ashteroth - karnaim—
the two-horned Astarte (Gn 145)—who, in Phcen.
mythology, was the goddess of the Moon, and on
whose head the crescent is represented in some of
her statues. Alexander the Great is also called
in the Koran (18. 82), and by Arab, writers, ' the
two-horned,' most probably in reference to the
two rams' horns seen in some of his coins curling
backwards above his ears, which he adopted in
honour of Ammon the Egyptian god, to whom the
ram was sacred. An equally erroneous idea has
been long entertained about the silver horn worn
on the head by women of the Lebanon about fifty
years ago, which was simply an exaggerated piece
of head-dress for supporting the veil to cover the
head and face, and had no reference to symbolized
poiuer. See DRESS in vol. i. p. 627a, where the horn
is figured. 3* The horns of the altar were four
projecting points on its corners—sometimes seen
on heathen structures of this kind. They were
probably ornamental, but among the Jews they
were smeared with the blood of sacrificial victims
(Ex 2912), and may have been used for binding
the animal until the time came for its slaughter
(Ps 11827, where, however, the text is corrupt).
Criminals enjoyed immunity of danger to their
lives from an avenger so long as they took hold
of these horns (1 Κ I50), just as in the Middle
Ages Christian churches and altars were resorted
to for the same purpose. See ALTAR, vol. i. p. 77a.

J. WORT ABET.
HORNET (njfi? zir'dh, σφηκία, crabro).—The hornet

is mentioned thrice in the Hex. (Ex 2328, Dt 720,
Jos 2412). The first two passages contain the general
promise that God would send the hornet before
the Isr. to drive out their enemies. In the last
it is said that God did send the hornet before them
to drive out the two kings of the Amorites. (For
two here we should certainly read twelve. So LXX,
δώδεκα. See Dillm. ad. loc). We have no details
of a pest of hornets in Scripture. It is, however,
not impossible that such a pest may have aided
in the work. Other insects, as ants and locusts,
have, at times, vast desolating power. The author
of Wisdom (128"10) takes the passage literally.
Hornets multiply at times in large numbers, and
there are records in profane history of plagues of
them. There are four species in the Holy Land,
two of which construct nests of papier macho in
bushes and trees, and two underground or in cavities
of the rocks. Their sting is exceedingly painful,
and that of large numbers at once may be fatal (cf.
Driver on Dt 720). Many have thought that the
meaning of hornets in these passages is. figurative,
and equivalent to the 'terror' (Ex 2S27). They
argue from the Lat. cestrus, a gadfly, which, from
the terror and madness it inspired in cattle, gave
its name to those mental conditions. Whether we
adopt the literal or the metaphorical sense, the
object is to represent that the agency of appre-
hension and terror prepared the way for the un-

paralleled victories of the Israelites (Gn 355, Dt
3225, Jos 2n, Ps 443·6). G. E. POST.

HORONAIM(Dtfin, D^n, perh. 'the two hollows').
—A city of Moab, whose site has not been recovered
with certainty. It is mentioned in Is 155, Jer 483

(in both ' the way to Η.,' 'π τριη) 485 ('the descent
of Η.,' 'π nto) 4834. Also on the Moabite Stone (11.
31, 32) it occurs as |mn, i.e. prob. μ'ϊιπ Iloronon :
' Chemosh said unto me, Go down, fight against
ljoron£n ; and I went down.' The language here,
compared with that of Jer 485, has led some to
find its site to the south of the Arnon, at some
inconspicuous ruins mentioned by de Luynes in the
neighbourhood of the Wady ed-Dera 'a (see Buhl,
GAP212L).

In Jos ΙΟ 1 0 ·u the LXX 'Slpwvdv implies a reading
D'ain, which ought prob. to be read also in 2 S 1334

(see Well, and Driver, ad loc). In these pas-
sages, of course, the reference is to the two Beth-
horons. J. A. SELBIE.

HORONITE (^hn, 6 Άρωνεί, Neh 21 0·1 9 1328).—A
title given to Sanballat, the opponent of Nehemiah.
The name probably denotes an inhabitant of Beth-
horon, a town on the borders of Ephraim, about
18 miles N.W. of Jerus. (Jos ΙΟ10163·5 etc.). Some
scholars (so Gesen.) have derived the title from
Horonaim, a town in S. Moab (Is 155, Jer 483·5·34),
pointing to the close connexion of Sanballat with
Tobiah the Ammonite ; but see Neh 42.

H. A. WHITE.
HORROR has greatly strengthened its meaning

since it came into the Eng. language. The Lat.
word horror (from horrere, to stand on end) is
used primarily of the bristling of hair, etc., and
secondarily of the fear which causes the hair to
stand on end. Now the meaning is expressed
thus: ' Horror is that very strong and painful
emotion which is excited by the view or contempla-
tion of something peculiarly atrocious in the con-
duct of another; by some vice which exceeds the
usual extravagance of vice; enormities that sur-
pass the bounds of common depravity.' This
intensity of meaning has been gained gradually.
Even in AV of 1611 ' horror' means no more than
'dread.' It occurs in Gn 1512 'An horror of great
darkness fell upon him' (nVii "ί^Π Π??*Ν ' a terror, a
great darkness'); Ps 555 11953, Ezk 718, 2 Mac 317

4 For the man was so compassed with fear and
horror of the body' [φρικασμός, IIV ' a shuddering').
Cf. Melvill, Diary, p. 144 'Ther was na thing
behind bot bitter teares and heavie lamentation,
partlie for the present lose, bot mikle mair for the
esteat that was till ensew upon the Kirk, quhilk
everie an apprehendit in graitter and graitter
missour of horrour and feirfulness.' Bp. Hall,
speaking of the angel's visit to Zacharias (Works,
ii. 3), says, ' I t was the weaknesse of him that
served at the Altar without horror, to be daunted
with the face of his fellow servant.'

Horrible is that which causes great fear: Ps
II 6 ' Upon the wicked he shall rain snares, fire,
and brimstone, and an horrible tempest' (rnsĵ T wi,
RV 'burning wind'; King 'scorching blast'),
402 ' He brought me up also out of an horrible pit'
(\)χψ Top, AVm * a pit of noise,' RVm ' a pit of
tumult or destruction,' LXX έκ λά/c/cou ταλαιπωρίας,
so Vulg. ' de lacu miserise,' and Dou. ' the lake of
misery'); Jer 530 1813 2314, Hos 610 (all ' a horrible
thing' = ' a thing to be dreaded'); 2 Es II 4 5 1528

(both'horribilis'), 1534('horridus'); Wis319(xa\e7ro?,
Vulg. ' dims'), 815(0pt/cros, Vulg. 'horrendus'), II 1 8

' shooting horrible sparkles out of their eyes' (δανού*
σπινθήρα*, Vulg. 'horrendas scintillas'), 16s 'hor-
rible fierceness' (δεινός θυμός, Vulg. 'saeva ira'),
175 ' that horrible night' [την στυ^νην έκείνην νύκτα,
Vulg. ' illam noctem horrendam'), 1817 ' visions of
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horrible dreams' (φαντασία*, ονείρων δεινών, Vulg.
4 visus somniorum malorum3), 1917 * compassed
about with horrible great darkness' (άχανεΐ σκότει,
Vulg. 'subitaneis tenebris'). In every case the
word means * to be dreaded,' * dreadful'; the ele-
ment of loathing does not enter.

And so with horribly, Jer 212, Ezk 3210 'be
horribly afraid'; Wis 65 'Horribly and speedily
shall he come upon you' (φρίκτως, Vulg. ' horrende').
Cf. He 1031 Rhem. ' It is horrible to fal into the
handes of the living God'; and Defoe, Crusoe, p.
590, ' Never Tyrant, for such I acknowledged my-
self to be, was ever so universally beloved, and yet
so horribly feared by his subjects.'

J. HASTINGS.

HORSE.—Four Heb. words are used for horse,
and one, or perhaps two, for mare. 1. τ?* 'abbir.
This word means strong or valiant, and is applied
metaphorically to the h. (Jer 816 AV, RV * neighing
of his strong ones'), 473 ' the stamping of the hoofs
of his strong horses' (RV 'of his strong ones'),
5011 'bellow as bulls' (AVm 'neigh as steeds,' RV
' neigh as strong horses').

2. vnp pdrdsh. The orig. signification of this
word is horseman or cavalier (cf. Arab, fdris), as
distinguished from the rider of an ass or a camel.
It signifies, secondarily, a riding horse, such as is
used in war. In this sense it corresponds to the
Arab, faras, which, however, is generic for all
horses. The reason why the Hebrews designated
hy parash only cavalry mounts is that civilians did
not use horses for riding. Only two clear instances
are given in OT of any person, not of military rank,
riding a horse,—that of Mordecai (Est 69·10), who
rode the king's horse (DID, not vh£) as a special
honour; and that of the 'posts on horseback,
riding on swift steeds' (D'pw Est 810). In the
obscure passage (Is 2828), so differently trd in AV
and RV, it is not certain whether the horses (v̂ "js)
were harnessed to the cart, or ridden or driven.
When the peaceful mission of Christ is announced
(Zee 99), although he is heralded as a king, it is said
that ' he is just, and victorious (lit. saved); lowly,
and riding upon an ass,' i.e. is not like military
conquerors, who ride horses. Then to illustrate
the character of this reign it is said (ν.10), Ί will
cut off the chariot from Ephraim, and the horse (sils)
from Jerus.,' i.e. where all is peace the horse is not
needed any more than the chariot (see Ass). It is
easy in many cases to determine from the context
whether pdrdsh is to be tr 4 horse or horseman.
Thus 'twelve thousandpdrdshim' (1 Κ 426) plainly
refers to cavalry horses as distinguished from chariot
horses, and not to ' horsemen,' as in AV and RV. It
is clear that the people of the house of Togarmah
(Ezk 2714) traded, not in ' horsemen,' as in AV, but
in cavalry horses, ' war horses,' RV. It is the ' Avar
horses' that run (RVm Jl 24), not the 'horsemen'
(text AV, RV). In the pursuit of Saul ' the chariots
and the horsemen (Dnsha ̂ j;:3, owners of horses) fol-
lowed hard after him' (2 S I6). On the other hand,
pdrdsh (2 S 84, Jer 429) can refer only to the ' horse-
men.' The 'pdrdsh' (Nah 33) who 'lifteth up,' RV
'mounting,' marg. 'charging,'must be the horse-
man. Sometimes neither the horse nor his rider
seems specially designated, and in these cases
pdrdsh corresponds to cavalry (Ex 149·1 7·1 8·2 3·2 6·2 8,
Hab I8). In other cases pdrdsh will apply to either
the horse or his rider. Thus (1 S 811) νψΊ^ m a Y be
' for his war horses,' as has just before been said ' for
his chariots,' or ' to be his horsemen,' as in text
AV, RV ; and D'tihs TD^ (IS 217) may mean a ' couple
of horsemen,' or a pair of horses, or 'horsemen in
pairs,' or a 'pair of horsemen,' or horses in pairs
(cf. AV with RV text and marg.).

3. οίο sus. This word is often used for chariot
horses (Ex* 149 etc., Jos II 4, I K 426, Jer 5037, Ezk
2714). It is used even more freq. for riding horses,
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esp. war horses (Gn 4917, Est 69·10, Job 3919-25, Jer
623 816, Hab I8, Zee I 8 etc.). In not a few cases it
seems general for horses (Dt 1716, 1 Κ 185 etc.). In
one it seems to refer to a hunter (Job 3918).

4. νγ\ rekhesh. This word is used in three places,
in all of which RV renders it by 'swift steeds'
(Est 810·14, AV ' mules'; 1 Κ 428, AV ' dromedaries,'
marg. ' mules' or ' swift beasts'; Mic I13, AV
'swift beast'). In the last it clearly refers to a
chariot horse.

5. ?jsn rammdk. This word, rendered AV 'drome-
daries ' (Est 810, RV ' stud'), is Pers. ramah, ' flock'
or 'herd.' See DROMEDARY.

6. ηψο susdh, 77 ϊπποϊ, equitatus. AV (Ca I9),
following Vulg., renders this word ' a company of
horses,' RV 'a steed,' marg. 'the steeds.' These
renderings would make the point of similarity
between the bride and the horses their triumphant
march. Others would make *ngo=my mare. It is
difficult, if this rendering be adopted, to see what
is the connexion between this word and the ex-
pression 'in the chariots of Pharaoh,' which
immediately follows.

It may seem strange that the Isr., who certainly
knew the horse well in Egypt (Gn 4717), and who
came into a country, many of the tribes of which
had large numbers of war horses, should not have
adopted and used so noble an animal. The ex-
planation is to be sought in the pastoral habits of
the Isr., inherited from their patriarchal ancestors,
and continued through the period of their residence
in Egypt. These habits led them to seek first the
conquest of the hill-country of Canaan. This
country is not adapted for the movements either
of cavalry or chariots, and the aborigines of
these regions seem not to have had horses. But
when the Isr. came into the plains of N. Pal. they
at once encountered large numbers of chariots and
horsemen, but, acting under the command of God,
who delivered them into their hands, they houghed
the horses and burned the chariots (Jos II4"9). The
fact that the Phil, plains had chariots and horses
(Jg I19) prevented the early conquest of that region.
An encounter, 150 years later, in the plain of
Jezreel, resulted in another overthrow of the
chariots. The Isr., entrenched in their hills, were
slow in adopting cavalry and chariots. The Arabs
of that day do not seem to have used the horse.
In the account of the great raid of Zebah and
Zalmunna (Jg 7. 8) no mention is made of horses.
David began their use by reserving 100 of the
chariots of N. Syria, with their horses (2 S 84).
Solomon increased this force by importations from
Egypt, at a fixed price of 150 shekels for a cavalry
horse, and 600 for a chariot and its three horses
(1 Κ 1028·29). He had 12,000 of the former and 1400
chariots, which, at three horses to a chariot, would
make 4200 (cf. 1 Κ 1026 with 426, where 40,000
should read 4000). When the kingdom was divided,
the ten tribes, which held the plains of N. Pal,, had
many chariots. When nearly all their chariots
and horses were taken in the great overthrow by
the Syrians (2 Κ 137) they never recovered from the
blow. The small number of chariots possessed by
the Judiean kingdom led to a constant reliance on
Egypt for chariots and cavalry in the encounters
with Syria and Assyria. Against this the prophets
inveighed (Is 311, Ezk 1715 etc., cf. Dt 1716). The
cavalry and chariots of Assyria were esteemed the
most formidable in the world, and are often men-
tioned in the prophets (Hab I8, Nah 32 etc.). The
Jews brought back 736 horses from Babylon (Neh
768). Horses were regularly employed in war in Pal.
down to late Roman times. There was a chariot
road to Egypt in the days of the apostles (Ac 828),
and there are abundant evidences of the use of
these formidable engines of war in the cities E. of
the Jordan, in the pass by the Nahr el-Kelb near
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Beirut, and in many other places in the land. It
is probable that the present breed of Arabian horses
are descendants of the very fine stock for which
Assyria was famous. White horses (Rev 62 1911·14)
were ridden by conquerors. Horses and chariots
were dedicated to the sun by idolatrous kings
(2 Κ 2311). Horses had halters (Is 3028) and bridles
(Ps 329). The bridles were decorated with bells
(Zee 1420; Layard, Nin. ii. 29, 275). The horses
were often not shod, hence the hardness of their
hoofs (Is 528). Chariots and horses had rich trap-
pings (Ezk 2720). Saddles were rare (Layard, ii. 357).

G. E. POST.
HORSE GATE.—See JERUSALEM.

HORSELEECH (n^j/ 'dlukah, βδέΧΚα, sangui-
suga).—The obsolete Heb. root p̂ y corresponds to
the Arab, 'alika, which means to hang to. The
Arab, generic name for leeches is 'alak, and for an
individual 'alakah. If we regard the creature
intended as one of the annelids, 'alukah should be
rendered leech rather than horseleech. Of the
annelids found in Syria and Pal. the medicinal
leech, Hirudo medicinalis, Sav., and the horseleech,
Hcemopis sanguisorba, Sav., are the most common.
There are also species of Bdella, Trochetia, and
other genera of leeches, in the stagnant waters.
They cling to the feet and legs of those who wade
into such waters. They also infest the fountains
and pools, and the watering-troughs of cattle, and
attach themselves to the throat or nostrils of beasts
and men. The tenacity with which they adhere is
such that they must sometimes be pulled apart in
order to detach them. The pertinacity with which
they suck quite justifies the expression ' the
'dlukah hath two daughters, Give, Give' (Pr 3015).
It is, however, possible that the allusion may be
to the %dluk of the Arabs, the ghul or female
spectre, which they allege sucks blood like the
vampire, and feeds on the flesh of the dead (see
Wildeboer, ad loc). G. E. POST.

HORSELITTER Only 2 Mac 98 [<pbpiov [ = 0o-
peiov], which is trd f i t ter ' in 3s7), RV ' l itter '
(which see). The word is used in Malory's Morte
Darthur (Caxton's text) several times. Thus i. 3,
* So it was done as Merlin had devised, and they
carried the king forth in a horse-litter with a great
host towards his enemies'; and x. 37, * Then came
queen Morgan le Fay to Alisander, and bad him
arise, and put him in a horse-litter : and gave him
such a drink that in three days and three nights
he waked never but slept.'

HORTICULTURE.—See GAEDEN.

HOSAH (nipn * refuge'). — A Levitical door-
keeper of the temple, whose station was by the
' gate of Shallecheth,' 1 Ch 1638 2610· n · 1 6 . See
GENEALOGY, III. 39.

HOSAH (nDh).—A city of Asher, apparently south
of Tyre, Jos 1929. The site is doubtful.

HOSANNA.—An acclamation used by the people
on the occasion of our Lord's triumphal entry into
Jerusalem. It occurs six times in the Gospels:
twice (Mk II 9, Jn 1213) it stands absolutely, twice
(Mt 219·15) it is followed by the dative ('to the
Son of David'), and twice (Mt 219, Mk II10) by the
adjunct · in the highest'. The circumstance that
in all three Gospels the words ' Blessed is he that
cometh in the name of the LORD,' from Ps 11826,
follow it, has given rise to the assumption that it
is borrowed from the preceding verse of that psalm,
which begins with, 'dnndh J" hoshidh nd, i.e* ' save,
pray' (Sept. σωσον δή). This ν.25 of the psalm,
according to the ritual of the temple, is said to

have been repeated once on each of the first six
days of the joyous Feast of Tabernacles during
the solemn procession around the altar of burnt
sacrifice and seven times on the seventh day (John
Lightfoot, The Temple Service, etc., ch. xvi. § 2;
De Sola and Raphall, Eighteen Treatises from the
Mishna, 2nd ed., tr. Succah, ch. iv. § 5 ; M. Schwab,
Le Talmud de Jorus. traduit, vol. vi. 33). This
seventh day thus came to be called the * Great
Hosanna' (Buxtorf, Lex. 992) or 'Hosanna Day'
(Zunz, Gottesdienstliche Vortrage, u.s.w. 2te Aufl.
p. 395 n. ; Dalman, Grain, d. judisch-paldst.
Aramdisch, p. 198), and the name was transferred
not merely to the prayers of the occasion, but also
to the branches of palm trees and willows (Lv 2340)
which were carried and waved on that festivity.
Similarly, in Christian usage, Palm Sunday, to
which our Lord's entry has given name, has in
certain periods and regions been called * Hosanna
Sunday' or ' Day of Hosannas,' or simply' Osanna';
and the term has been applied to the ' Sanctus,'
' Tersanctus,' or ' Triumphal Hymn' (as it is
variously called) sung by the people at the con-
clusion of the ' Eucharistic Preface' in all liturgies
(C. E. Hammond, Liturgies Eastern and Western,
1878, p. 381; Bingham, Antiq. xiv. 2, 5); and
later the extended use of the word gave rise,
especially in the languages of Southern Europe, to
such verbs as hosannare, oisisannare, etc., to-
gether with corresponding adjectives (see Ducange,
Gloss, med. et. infim. Latin., ed. Favre, iii. 167 f.).

How the Hebrew term hos(h)idna—employed
by Luther not only in his translation of the NT,
but even in some editions of his translation of the
Psalms (see Bindseil and Niemeyer's ed.), and
adopted at first by Tindale in his NT of 1525 (ed.
E. Arber, 1871)—became changed into hosana
{-anna), those who hold this opinion are not quite
agreed. Jerome, in his reply to the inquiry of
Damasus about the meaning of the term (Opp.
i. 375 ff., Ep. xx. in Migne, Patrol. Lat. xxii.),
lets fall in one place the conjecture that the
shorter form is an ignorant corruption (cf. Origen
on Mt. I.e., ed. Lommatzsch, iv. 58). The more
common supposition regards it as having arisen by
syncope or contraction (Jerome as above ; Levita,
Tishbi, s.v.; and the commentators generally); or
as a supposed Aramaic form (there is no root jw* in
Aram.) of the verb with the pronominal suffix
(meaning'Save us.} See Kautzsch, Gram, des Bib.-
Aram. 1884, p. 173, and, against this, Dalm. I.e.).

But though the words 'Blessed is he that com-
eth,' etc., are indubitably borrowed from Ps 118,
and though vv.22f· of that psalm receive express
Messianic reference both from our Lord (Mt 2142,
Mk 1211, Lk 2017) and St. Peter (Ac 411, 1 Ρ 27), it
may be doubted whether the rejoicing multitudes
in the evangelic story were consciously indebted to
the psalm or its use at the Feast of Tabernacles
either for the cry * Hosanna' or the festive demon-
stration with palm and other branches. To find
the explanation of either word or act in the
psalm and its use, involves the NT interpreter in
grave embarrassments. The language of the
psalm is supplicatory, that of the Gospels is
jubilant. The psalmist's petition looks towards
himself and those whom he represents (the English
Pr. Bk. even follows the Vulg. in inserting the
object ' m e ' : Salvum mefac, 'Help me'); the
Hosanna of the Gospels finds its expressed object
in ' the Son of David.' This aspect of the case
makes equally against discovering the original of
our term in the Aramaic xiyv\x 'Save us.1 The
obvious incongruity between the supplicatory
sense and the tone of the narrative has driven
expositors to jejune and far-fetched explanations :
some, for example, by transposing the Greek, have
extorted the rendering ' (Saying) to the Son of
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David, Oh save'; or, by arbitrarily changing νίφ
to υΙέ, * Ο Son of David, save.' Others, resorting
to the secondary sense of Hosanna, have taken the
shout to mean * Triumphal palms to the Son of
David' (cf. Syr. Philox.). The phrase ' in the
highest' also has been made to signify * Ο thou
that dwellest in the heavens/ or * May our cry be
ratified in heaven,' or 'taken up by the angels,'
etc. The inappropriateness of finding an echo of
the psalmist's supplication in the Hosanna of the
Gospels is made only the more evident by adducing
the ceremonies of the Feast of Tabernacles. For
that feast occurred in the autumn ; the triumphal
entry in the spring. Consequently, some critics
{e.g. Wiinsche, Erlauterung der Evang. aus Tal-
mud u. Midrasch, p. 241 n.) have felt compelled to
assume that the Passover and the Feast of Taber-
nacles have been confounded in the Gospels, or that
a usage of the latter festival has been arbitrarily
transferred to the former.» Nor is the difficulty
relieved by the fact that shouts of joy and waving
of palms had become usual at the Feast of Dedica-
tion as well as at the Feast of Tabernacles (2 Mac
106·7). For as the Feast of Dedication occurred
only two months later than the Feast of Taber-
nacles (cf. Jn 1022), the chronological discord is
thereby only slightly abated.

This extension of the jubilant usages of the
Feast of Tabernacles, however, does seem to point
in the right direction, and to set us free to follow
the plain contextual indications of the evangelists'
narrative. According to those indications, it is
most natural to regard the word Hosanna, as
respects its form, as neither syncopated nor con-
tracted, but the shorter Hiphil imperative with
the appended enclitic (xry^in; cf. Ps 862, Jer 317).
For this form there is distinct Talmudic warrant
(Dalman, Grammatik des mdisch-palast. Ara-
mdisch, p. 198; Levy, Neuhor. u. chald. Worter-
buch, i. 461; Schindler, Lexicon Pentaglot. ed.
1653, col. 819). As respects its force, we must, for
the same contextual reasons, assume that it had
already lost its primary supplicatory sense and
become an ejaculation of joy or shout of welcome.
As a quaint writer somewhat plumply puts the
matter, ' It was a kind of holy hurrah'; and the
' Hosanna in the highest' corresponded roughly to
our 'three times three.' Cf. the analogous Greek
and Roman exclamations (Ίη τταιάν,3 ' Ιο triumphe,
terque quaterque.' The waving of palms, etc.,
and strewing of the way with garments and
branches find abundant precedents in ancient
usage, including the Jewish: 2 Mac 106·7 144,
1 Mac 1351, 2 Κ 91 3; Jos. Ant. XIII. xiii. 5; see
Wetstein, Nov. Test. Grcec. i. 460 f. ; Keim, Jesu
von Naz. iii. 89 n. 4 (Eng. trans, v. 107 n. 2) ;
Schoettgen, Horce Hebr. etc. on Mt 218. The
general use of the palm among the Jews on joyous
occasions is attested by extant coins: F. W.
Madden, Coins of the Jews, Lond. 1881, p. 73.

This ejaculatory interpretation of Hosanna finds
some confirmation in the post-biblical history of
the word. Not without significance is the circum-
stance that down to quite modern times it was
simply transliterated in versions of Scripture, not
translated. The Anglo-Saxon versions seem to be
the first to render it 'Hail ' (see S. C. Malan,
The Gosp. of St. John trans, from the eleven oldest
versions, etc., 1862; J. Bosworth, Gothic and
Anglo-Saxon Gospels, 1865). Yet Ciasca in his
Latin version of the Arabic text of Tatian's Har-
mony renders it Laus, Gloria, and the Armenian
Vulgate, Blessing (see Hill, S. EphraewbS Gospel
Commentary, 1896, p. 110). The Didache (10. 6)
and the Apostolic Constitutions (8. 12, al. 13,
p. 259, 17, ed. Lagarde; cf. 7. 26, p. 209, 26) attest
its early liturgical use in churches of heathen
origin; compare its doxological use, too, in the

account by Hegesippus (in Euseb. HE II. xxiii. 14)
of the martyrdom of James the brother of the
Lord. Although it is correctly interpreted (σωσον
δή) in the Gospel of Nicodemus, ch. i. (ed. Thilo,
p. 510 if. ; Gesta Pilati, A. c. i. 4, p. 210, ed. Tdf.),
yet even Clement of Alex. (Pcedag. I. v. 12) says
it is equivalent in Greek to ψω$ καϊ δόξα καϊ alvos,
and the diversity of opinion on this point in
intelligent Christian circles appears sufficiently in
the correspondence between Damasus and Jerome
referred to above. By the 10th cent, so thoroughly
has its etymological meaning become obscured
that Suidas or his annotator (see Gaisford's ed.
vol. ii. col. 2794 b) can define it ειρήνη καϊ δόξα, and
add, ' Some say it signifies σωσον δή ; incorrectly.'
Especially instructive are the comments of Augus-
tine (in his Doctrina Christiana, ii. 11, Migne, xxxiv.
col. 42, and Tract, in Johan. Ii. 2, Migne, xxxv.
col. 1764): he says explicitly that the word is
nothing more than an interjection of admiring joy,
a term expressing an emotional mood, not a con-
nected thought; and he contrasts it with ' Amen'
and ' Hallelujah,' the intrinsic meaning of which
evidently in his day still clung to them. The
contrast he draws finds illustration in pseudo-
Justin in the 5th cent, in his Besponsio ad Quozst.
50 (Otto, Corp. apol. christ. ed. 3, vol. v. p. 74),
where ' Hallelujah' is correctly interpreted ' Sing
praise to the Eternal,' but ' Hosanna' is said to
mean ' Transcendent majesty.' The practice of
employing the phrase ' Hosanna in the highest' as
a glad greeting—deprecated by Jerome on Mt 2115

(Opp. vii. col. 152, Migne, Patrol. Lat. xxvi.)—
appears as late as A.D. 570, in the Itinerary of
Antoninus (ed. Gildemeister, Berlin, 1889, § 40).

LITERATURE.—The discussions of the term are numerous, and
widely scattered in commentaries and exegetical works. Speci-
mens of the older may be seen in the Critici Sacri; in Poole's
Synopsis', in Lampe on Jn 1213 ; J. C. Wolf, Curce, etc., on
Mt 219, where numerous reff. are given. Worth consulting·,
also, are the 7th ch. of Gabriel Groddeck's essay on the Feast of
Tabernacles in Ugolini's Thesaurus, etc. vol. xviii. p. 534 ff., and
the note in F. B. Dach's ed. (1726) of the treatise Succah, ch. iv.
§ 5, p. 331 ff. Special essays on the word (or the triumphal entry)
by Bindrim (1671), Winzer (1703), Zopf (1703), Nothdurfft (1713),
Bucher (1728), Wernsdorf (1765), J. 0. Pfaff (1789), J. Μ. Η.
Harras, J. G. Rau, Sauerbrei, J. G. Walch, and others, are
catalogued; but they have not been accessible to the present
writer. J . H . THAYER.

HOSEA.—
i. Name and Life of the Prophet,

ii. The Prophet's Time,
iii. The Prophet's Book.

A. First division, chs. 1-3.
B. Second division, chs. 4-14.

(1) The cultus.
(2) The internal misrule.
(3) External politics.

iv. Some General Ideas.
(1) God and Religion.
(2) The People.

v. Integrity and Text

i. NAME AND LIFE OF THE PROPHET.— The
prophet Hosea (Heb. yann 'salvation,' Gr. 'O^e,
Lat. Osee, so AV Ro 925), whose name is identical
with the original name of Joshua (Nu 138), and
with that of the last king of Israel (AV Hoshea
2 Κ 1530), was certainly a native of the Northern
Kingdom, the condition and destiny of which he
has in view throughout his prophecy. The refer-
ences in the prophecy to Judah, though pretty
numerous, are more incidental, and Jerusalem is
nowhere mentioned.* Israel is 'the land' (I2),
its king is ' our king' (75), and it is * the house of
Jehu' on which the blood of Jezreel shall be
visited, and ' the kingdom of the house of Israel'
that shall be made to cease (I4). It is the localities
of the Northern Kingdom that are familiar to the

* References to Judah are : 1? · n 35 415 55.10.12-14 β4. ιι gi4 ion
1112 122. A number of these passages appear to disturb the con-
nexion, and have been thought later insertions or alterations
of the text.
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prophet, Gilead and Tabor (51 68 1211), Gibeah (58

99 109), Gilgal (415 915 1211), Jezreel (l 4 ·^ 1* 222),
Raman (58), Shechem (69), and particularly Bethel
(415 58 105·8·15 124) and Samaria (71 85·« ΙΟ5·7 1316).
In like manner it is the internal condition of Israel
and the state of parties there to which allusion is
made: the neglect and selfishness of the priests
(45ff# 51 811); the heathenish revelry of the people at
the feasts (213 91), and their immoralities at the
high places (413·14 610); and the conspiracies, blood-
shed, and anarchy that followed the death of
Jeroboam—* all their kings are fallen' (771311).*

Little is known of the prophet's history. His
father was named Beeri (I1), and he represents
himself as taking to wife a woman called Gomer,
who became the mother of several children, to
whom he gave symbolical names prophetical of the
destiny of his country (ch. 1). The rather obscure
passage 98 may imply that he and others were
exposed to persecution—'as for the prophet, the
snare of a fowler is on all his wrays, and enmity in
the house of his God.' Whether the words of the
previous verse, ' the prophet is a fool, the man of
the spirit is mad,' be contemptuous language used
by the people (2 Κ 911, Jer 2926), to which the
prophet replies : Yes, · because of the multitude of
thine iniquity, and the great enmity'; or whether
the words be those of the prophet himself, express-
ing the distraction to which he was driven by the
wickedness and hostility of the people (Jer 239ff·),
is rather uncertain.

There is nothing to indicate with any certainty to what rank
of life the prophet belonged. Duhm (Theol. d. Proph. 130 f.)
has argued that he was probably a member of the priestly class,
on account of his frequent references to the priests (46ff. 51 69),
to the Torah of God (46 8i2), to 'unclean things' (93, cf. 53 β1»),
to ' abominations' (910), and to persecution ' in the house of his
God' (97· 8). He was certainly a man sufficiently educated to
follow and estimate the politics of his country, whether at home
or abroad ( 7 1 1 1 5 1 3 f), and to pass judgment on the course the
national history had taken from the beginning. If any infer-
ence could be drawn from the figures and comparisons in which
the prophecy is so rich, it would be that the prophet, like Amos,
belonged to the country rather than the city. Such images
are : ία) those from wild beasts, the lion, panther, and bear (514

6111™ 137·8), and other creatures of the field, as the wild ass
(89), and birds (711 911 II 1 1 ), and from the snares and pits em-
ployed in trapping them (51· 2 712 98). (&) Those from agri-
cultural life, e.g. from stubborn cattle (4^ 915), the yoke and
ways of easing it (II4), harnessing, threshing, plowing1, and
harrowing (10 l l f f ); from the operations of the husbandman, as
sowing and reaping : ' sowing the wind' (8?), ' sowing righteous-
ness ' (10i2ff.); from the corn floor (91133), and the like. And in
general (c) the imagery reflects country life, e.g. references to
the vine and fig and the time when their fruit is choice (91» 101),
to the furrows of the field (104 1212), the poppy (104), thorns
and thistles (108), nettles (96), reeds (13i5, cf. the images in 22iff.
1451f·) ; to the rains of the various seasons, the winter, early and
latter rain (6=* 1012), to the morning cloud and the early dew (64

133), to the swollen country brooks—' like a splinter on the face
of the water' (107), and to the hot desert wind that smites the
vegetation and leaves the fountains dry (1&5). Hosea is· the
only writer before Deut. (1914 271?) who refers to the removal of
boundary stones in the fields (510). Whether this imagery
warrants any conclusion regarding the prophet's position in
life or not, it is evidence of a fine poetic sensibility, of profound
sympathy with nature and love of creature life. The prophet
lives in the things that are around him, sympathizing with the
life in everything and feeling its charm. It is characteristic of
his images that they are painted in a word and never developed.
Those of them that refer to human life have usually something
pathetic in them: Ephraim's decadence among the nations is
like grey hairs coming up on the head of one old before his
time (79); in his inability to grasp the crisis now come upon
him, and use it as the entrance upon a larger life, he is like the
child that dies on the threshold of birth (13W). In His guidance
of His people God has been like one that teaches a child to go
(113). Ephraim must bring out his children to the murderer ;
more merciful would it be if God would deny them children,
giving them a miscarrying womb and dry breasts (9 1 1 1 4 ). The
pleasant homes of Ephraim shall be overgrown with nettles, his
children shall be wanderers among the nations, and a foreign
land shall bury them (9t>· J7).

Jewish writers identify Beeri the father of Hosea with Beerah,
a Reubenite prince carried captive by Tiglath-pileser (1 Ch 5<>).
According to Christian tradition the prophet was of the tribe of
Issachar, and from a place called Belemoth or Belemon (Baalmoth,

* Whether such forms as V'JTD 113, QNp 1014, Tig where ? 1314

be examples of northern dialect may be doubtful.

Ephrem Syrus in Knobel, Prophetismus, ii. 154; the form Bele-
mon has been compared with a place Balamon [RV], neai
Dothan, mentioned in Jth 83). A Jewish legend (in Carpzov,
Introd.) states that the prophet died in Babylon, and was
carried to Galilee and buried in Safed (Neubauer, G4og. du
Talmud, 227). According to another tradition he was a native
of Gilead, and the grave of Nebi Osha (prophet Hosea) ia
shown near es-Salt (Baedeker, Palest. 337).

ii. THE PROPHET'S TIME.—Chs. 1-3 contain
references to events and prophecies of the time of
Jeroboam 11., though written later; while much in
chs. 4-14 reflects the period of disorder that fol-
lowed his death. The chronology of the period is
obscure. The annals of Tiglath-pileser state that
Menahem paid tribute to Assyria in 738 (2 Κ 1519);
this must have been towards the end of his reign
(said to have lasted about ten years, 2 Κ 1517);
and as his two predecessors reigned only 7 months
in all, Jeroboam's death must have occurred
c. 746-745. Hosea's ministry therefore began some
time previous to this date (I4). The prophet's
career probably closed before 735-734, the date of
the Syro-Ephraimitic invasion of Judah, as he
makes no allusion to this event, nor yet to the
deportation of northern Israel by Tiglath-pileser in
734. Gilead is still an integral part of Israel
(51 68 1211), and Assyria is not spoken of as an
enemy but as a delusive support (513 71189121· 2 143).
The title * king Jareb' (LXX Ίαρείμ) given to the
king of Assyria (513 106) remains obscure. (See
JAREB). Not less obscure is 1014 'as Shalman spoiled
Beth-arbel.' If Shalman were a shorter form of
Shalmaneser, reference might be to Shalman-
eser in. (783-773), though the period of his reign
is rather remote. Others consider that Shalman-
eser IV. (727-722) is referred to, and regard the
words as a later gloss. Nothing is known of any
operation of Shalmaneser IV. against a place Beth-
arbel, and it is by no means certain that Shalman
is a contraction for Shalmaneser.* Even if the
word ' Judah ' be genuine in 513 (which there may
be some reason to doubt, as it is not repeated in
the parallelism), the passage does not say that
Judah had recourse to Assyria for help as Ephraim
did, and contains no allusion to the appeal of Ahaz
to Tiglath-pileser. The reference to the kings of
Judah in the heading (I1) is no doubt from the
hand of a later editor (cf. Is I1, Mic I1). The first
part of the title, * The word of the LORD which
came to Hosea, the son of Beeri,' may be older;
at any rate the name Beeri is historical. The
name 'Jeroboam' may be an inference from I 4

' the house of Jehu,' and be due to the hand which
inserted the names of the kings of Judah. If this
is not the case, the title must be restricted to
chs. 1-3; but there is little probability that these
chapters were put out or ever existed separately.
Chs. 1-3 appear rather an introductory programme
to 4-14, expressing the principle or essential con-
ception of the prophet's teaching, and showing
how it was symbolized in his personal experience.
Though referring to events in the early part of
the prophet's career, chs. 1-3 contain the result of
reflection on his whole history and teaching, and
in date of composition may be the latest part of
the book. The only thing that might seem
opposed to this conclusion is the fact that in
chs. 1-3 there is no reference to the dynastic
revolutions often alluded to in chs. 4-14. But
chs. 1-3 are meant to present the prophet's funda-
mental conception, which is that of the conjugal
tie between J" and Israel, and Israel's unfaithful-
ness to this t ie; and this unfaithfulness, which is
a state of the mind, ' a spirit of whoredom,' is
most conspicuous in the cultus (though cf. 34

' without king,' etc.).
Hosea may have heard Amos, he must at least

have heard of him and of his teaching, but there ia
* Cf. Schrader, KAT^ 440 ff., and the Comm. in loc.
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hardly any trace in his book of the earlier pro-
phet's influence. Such parallels as have been cited
are entirely inconclusive, e.g. the following (the
passages from Amos are placed second): 43, 88; 55,
87; 57, 74; 93, 717; 104, 612; 108, 79; 128, 85; 1210ί·, 210ί·.
Ch. 415 is certainly an echo of Am 55, but the verse
is in disorder, and its originality doubtful. In
other places Bethaven for Bethel (58 105) may be
uncertain, as copyists sometimes made the change
(e.g. LXX has Bethaven in 124). Ch. 814 ends with
a favourite refrain of Amos, but the words are
suspicious.

iii. THE PROPHET'S BOOK.—The book has two
divisions, chs. 1-3 and chs. 4-14. Chs. 1-3 set
forth the history or parable of the prophet's
marriage to a woman who became unfaithful,
with the moral of the story, which is the love-
relation of J" to Israel, and Israel's unfaithfulness
to this relation. The story is told in chs. 1. 3, the
exposition of it is given in ch. 2. In chs. 1-3 the
prophet has abstracted from his prophetic speeches
and career the essential conception of his teaching
and set it as a kind of programme at the head of
his book. Chs. 4-14 are more a reflection of his
prophetic ministry as it was actually exercised,
though the chapters have also been written or
redacted under the influence of his fundamental
idea (cf. for evidence chs. 4-6).

A. FIRST DIVISION.—Chs. 1-3.—' In the begin-
ning when J" spake to Hosea, J" said to Hosea,
Go, take a wife of whoredoms, and children of
whoredoms. And he went and took Gomer, the
daughter of Diblaim.' A 'wife of whoredoms'
does not mean a woman already a sinner ; nor yet
a woman with a propensity to unchastity, a sense
which the words could not bear. A ' wife of
whoredoms' is explained by 'children of whore-
doms.' The children did not yet exist; they were
born in the prophet's house, for Hosea did not
marry a woman with a family ; and in like manner
the woman when taken was not yet that which
she afterwards became. If the events be real, the
words are written from a much later period in the
prophet's history. Looking back on his experiences
with Gomer, and all that he had suffered and
learned through them, Hosea felt that his impulse
to take this woman to wife was the beginning of
J"'s speaking to him (cf. Jer 328). Whether the
events were real or not, chs. 1-3 were probably
written at a late period of Hosea's life.

Gomer bare a son, and the LORD said, ' Call his
name Jezreel, for I will visit the blood of Jezreel
upon the house of Jehu' (I4). The blood of Jezreel
refers to the murder by Jehu of all the descendants
of Ahab and the whole house of Omri (2 Κ 10).
The name Jezreel is used merely to recall the
deed of blood. It is an ominous sound, a knell
rung in the ears of Jeroboam and the nation to
awaken the sense of guilt and the presentiment of
retribution. Again, Gomer bore a daughter, and
the LORD said, ' Call her name Lo-ruhamah ('un-
pitied'), for I will no more have pity on the house
of Israel' (I6). Finally, she bore a son who was
called Lo-ammi ('not-my-people'), 'for ye are not
my people, and I will not be your God ' (I9). The
three names suggest the three successive steps in
the destruction of the inhabitants of the land:
Jezreel calling to remembrance the blood that lies
on the land ; Lo-ruhamah pointing to a condition
of Israel, when, no more pitied by J", she shall be
delivered over to calamity and her enemies; and
Lo-ammi indicating that the people shall be driven
out of Canaan, the house of J", and go into exile.

Ch. 3 attaches itself to ch. I1"9. The last sym-
bolical word in ch. 1 was Lo-ammi, pointing to a
divorce by J" of His people, or at least a casting of
them out of His house. Ch. 3 continues the
history. ' And the LORD said unto me,—

Again, go love a woman, loved of a paramour
and an adulteress,

As J" loveth the children of Israel, though they
turn to other gods.'

The woman whom Hosea is bidden again go
love is of course the same woman Gomer of the
first chapter. She is a woman loved of a paramour
and an adulteress. The word Lo-ammi (I9) suggests
the unrecorded step in the history: the woman had
fled or been driven from the prophet's house and
become the slave-concubine of another. He is bidden
renew his love to her. So he acquired her again to
himself for a small price (that of a slave, Ex 2132),
returning to her in mind, but deferring for a long
time to return to her in union (33). The explana-
tion is added : ' The children of Israel shall remain
many days without king, and without sacrifice,'
etc. The LORD'S love continues with His people,
whom He shall keep in long restraint and discipline
in exile, till their mind change and they seek Him.
Ch. 22ff· is the exposition of this history : (1) Israel's
whoredoms with the baals (the calf images, which
are no God, 86), vv.2'5; (2) her perplexities when ' un-
pitied,' vv.6-13; (3) her exile and discipline in the
wilderness, vv.14"18; and (4) her change of mind and
new espousals and obtaining of mercy for ever,
vv.19"23. Though ch.3 be appended somewhat loosely,
it supplies an essential step in the story, and its
contents are drawn into the exposition ch. 214"23.

The Marriage of Hosea.—Various opinions have been held on
this subject. 1. It has been supposed that Hosea allied himself
with a woman already known as a sinner, with the view of re-
claiming her. It is very difficult to believe either that the
prophet should do such a thing, or that he should represent
himself as commanded by God to do it. It is a different thing
when he seeks to reclaim the woman afterwards (31), and repre-
sents his efforts to do so as the command of God, because she
was then his wife. Moreover, the representation that the
woman was already a sinner when taken to wife does not suit
the symbolism. It is the view of the prophet and all the early
prophets that Israel was pure in the first time of her union to
J", and only corrupted herself later. The LORD says, ' I found
Israel like grapes in the wilderness,' a figure suggesting His
delight in her (9™); and in Jer 22 He says, «I remember of thee
the kindness of thy youth, thy bridal love, how thou didst
follow me in the wilderness.' Though this view was formerly
advocated, and deserves mention because supported by Pusey,
it has probably few adherents now.

2. It has been maintained by many that the whole story is an
allegory. Neither the arguments for this view nor those
against it are of much force. (1) It is argued that prophets
often represent themselves as commanded to perform actions
which, from the nature of the case, could not really have been
performed (Ezk 42 f f). The actions were ideal; their meaning
was easily seen when they were described; and they had no
existence except in the idea and the description. All this is
true; but it is equally true that prophets, particularly in early
times, did sometimes perform real actions having a symbolical
meaning (1 Κ 22H, Jer 28*0). (2) The fact that the names of the
children, Jezreel, Lo-ruhamah, and Lo-ammi, are significant
makes neither for nor against the allegorical interpretation.
Real children might have been given symbolical names, as was
the case with Isaiah's sons (73 81). On the other hand, no sym-
bolical meaning has been discovered for the name of the
mother, Gomer. (3) The argument of Ewald, and others after
him, that the prophet would have made himself ridiculous if he
had published such a pitiful narrative about himself all the
while that his wife was virtuous and his domestic relations
happy, has little force. If his hearers understood that he spoke
a parable, they would not have given a thought either to him-
self or his wife, but have attended only to the moral of his tale.
(4) The statement so often repeated, that there is nothing to
suggest that the prophet is not narrating an actual history,
will not be acquiesced in by everyone. When it is said, * Go,
take a wife of whoredoms, for the land committeth whoredom
against the LORD ' (I 2 ) ; and then, ' Again go love a woman, an
adulteress, as J " loveth the children of Israel, while they turn
to other gods' (31), the first impression produced by the words
is that the actions commanded were not real, but meant merely
to clothe an idea. Cf. the exposition 22»"..

3. It is held by many that a certain substratum of fact under-
lies the prophet's narrative. The chief arguments for this view
are, first, that it is more in harmony with the realism of ancient
prophecy to suppose that Hosea alludes, however reservedly,
to a fact, than that he is putting forth a mere literary fable;
secondly, that no symbolical meaning can be discovered in
Gomer-bath-Diblaim, which must therefore be the name of an
actual person ; and thirdly, that we have thus an explanation of
the origin of the prophet's central conception of the love-relation
of J " to His people and their unfaithfulness. The conception was
suggested by the prophet's own experiences. Some such
miserable history as he narrates had befallen him. His wife
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had gone astray, sharing the common corruption of morals
about her. What had happened to him was not an individual
case. It was not individuals that were corrupt, the corruption
was general—Israel was corrupt. And meditating on his history
he saw in it a reflection of the history of J" and His people, of
His love and Israel's insensibility to it. And reflecting further
on it, the conviction forced itself upon him that it was not an
accident or a misfortune that had brought him through such
painful experiences, it was God's providential way of revealing
to him His own heart towards His people—his impulse to take
this woman to wife was the beginning' of J"'s speaking to him

The attempt to fit this theory into the prophet's life is not
without difficulty. (1) The prophet's taking Gomer to wife
was due to his own natural impulse ; it was not till much later
that he concluded that the impulse had been prompted by God.
The same must be said of his return in love to her after she had
left his house (ch. 3): it was due to his own unchanging affec-
tion ; and it was only later reflection that led him to interpret
his own act as the command of God. (2) But now, these events
must have covered a good part of the prophet's life. The birth
and weaning of three children, according to the habits of Heb.
mothers, would occupy 6 to 10 years; and when to this is added
the time during which the woman was away from the prophet's
home and under the protection of another, and the time
occupied in recovering her, it will appear that not much short
of the whole prophetic life of Hosea is covered. (3) It is of
some consequence to ask, When did his wife's infidelity become
known to the prophet? Wellhausen, who claims to have given
the cue to the interpretation both of Kuenen and W. R. Smith,
argues, and surely rightly, that it was not till after the birth of
his first child. But if so, it was not his misfortunes that gave
Hosea his prophetic word. Israel's apostasy was plain to him,
and he foreshadowed her doom in Jezreel, the name of his first
child, before any misfortunes overtook him. At most, his mis-
fortunes may at a later time have given a complexion to his
prophetic thoughts. (4) Wellh. (followed by Nowack) appears
to think that Gomer's unfaithfulness was discovered before the
birth of the other two children. There is really no evidence on
the point. There is certainly none in the names of the children,
for Lo-ruhamah and Lo-ammi are names having a purely ob-
jective reference to the impending fate of Israel; there is not
the slightest evidence that they express any feeling on the part
of the father toward the children, or any dislike of them as of
doubtful parentage. It is hard to believe that Hosea would
have continued to retain an adulteress in his house. It is said
tha t ' he concealed the shame of their mother and acknowledged
her children as his own, hiding his bitter sorrow in his own
heart' (W. R. Smith, Prophets, 179, cf. 183). If he concealed the
shame at the time, he certainly took effectual pains to proclaim
it to all the world soon afterwards. It would be more natural
to suppose that it was only after all the children were born
that the woman's character was revealed to the prophet, either
through her desertion or in some other way, and that then for
the first time he could use the bitter words, * a wife of whore-
dom and children of whoredom.' Even the passage 414 leaves
any other view improbable.

It is not of much consequence for the interpreta-
tion of the prophet's book whether we suppose his
marriage real or parabolical. In any case his con-
ception of the relation of J" to Israel is clear. If
the story is a parable, it evidently helped Hosea's
mind in conceiving the divine relation to imagine
a human analogy to it. And many scholars have
felt that it helped them to realize his idea and how
he reached it to suppose the story historical:—to
fancy a man of the prophet's depth and sensitive-
ness of nature united to a light woman, who could
not even understand a mind and love like his ; his
anguish and desolateness on discovering how things
were; and yet, amidst whatever inward struggles,
his patience and self-forgetfulness, and the un-
changing trueness of his affection, which could not
let his wife go, but sought her out in order to
recover her from her evil. Such a history of his
own, it is thought, helps to explain the colour
which he has thrown over the relation of J" to His
people—the human and moral and personal colour
which he gives to the relation.

One or two general considerations may be stated.
(1) Israel's unfaithfulness and declension must
have been patent to Hosea apart from any history
of his own, as it was to Amos and to Elijah a
century earlier. And J'"s constant goodness must
have been equally patent, as it was to Amos (29"11)
and to Isaiah (I2). And the fatal issues of the
people's ingratitude must have also been clear.
These general truths needed no particular history
of his own to impress them on Hosea. (2) It is not
therefore these ideas of the relation of J" to Israel

that are peculiar to Hosea, but the conception of
the marriage tie under which the relation has been
brought. Wellhausen considers the conclusion
' unavoidable * that something in the prophet's
experience must have suggested this new idea {Kl.
Proph. p. 105). But there was little in it new. It
was customary to regard the community or land as
mother of the inhabitants; to regard the god as
the * baal,' i.e. lord or husband of the land ; and
also to regard the inhabitants as his children
(Nu 2129). It therefore ' lay very near to think of
the god as the husband of the worshipping nation-
ality or mother land. It is not at all likely that
the conception was in form original to Hosea or
even peculiar to Israel' (W. R. Smith, Proph. 171;
cf. BS 92 ff.). The idea was so current that Hosea
makes Israel express it, ' I will return to my first
husband' (27), and again, ' Thou shalt no more call
me my baal' (216). It did not therefore need any
experiences of the prophet's own to suggest this
idea to him. (3) What is strange rather is that he
did not reject the idea, considering its associations.
He has retained it, and what is new in him lies in
this, that he lifts the conception of the marriage
relation of God and people out of the nature-
sphere, to which it originally belonged, into the
moral sphere, and gives it developments of sur-
prising depth and tenderness. No one will affirm
that domestic experiences of his own were necessary
to this, and no one need deny that they might
have been helpful. Even on the latter supposition,
it must have been some higher influence that
enabled him to make the transition from his own
history to that of God and the people, for it was
not just every good man with a bad wife in Israel
that perceived in his own experiences a reflection
of the history of God with His people, and forth-
with became a prophet. (4) The question is not
without wider connexions. There may be a risk of
attributing too much to circumstances and too
little to mental idiosyncrasy in the prophets, and
of forgetting that they had stable convictions
regarding God, and were not dependent on inci-
dents for their ideas of Him. Hosea's conception
of God is very unlike that of Amos, but every line
of his book proves that he was very unlike Amos
in type of mind. There may also be a risk of
allowing our general views of the stage of religious
development reached by Israel in this age to
modify our particular views of Hosea's teaching.
If we suppose that Hosea is the first to reach the
profound thoughts of the spirituality and love of
God which he sets forth, we shall welcome any
incident or occasion in his life which just at this
time suggested such thoughts. But his allusions
to the history of Israel do not suggest that he
came with an idea of God learned from some other
source which he read into the history. He does
not read the love of God into the history, he reads
it out of it. It is the history that has taught him
what J" is (910 lllff· 129ff· 134f·).

B. SECOND DIVISION.—Chs. 4-14.— Attempts
have been made to divide these chapters into sec-
tions illustrating particular ideas, but without
success. Ewald found three sections—first, the
arraignment, 41-6lla ; second, the punishment,
6llb-99; and third, retrospect of the earlier history,
exhortation, and comfort, 910-1410. Driver {LOT6

303) finds the thought of Israel's guilt to pre-
dominate in 4-8 ; her punishment in 91—II11; while
both ideas are combined in chs. 12. 13, with a
glance into the brighter future in ch. 14. But in
truth the passage is scarcely divisible; it consists
of a multitude of variations all executed on one
theme, Israel's apostasy or unfaithfulness to her
God. This unfaithfulness is a condition of the
mind, * a spirit of whoredoms,' and is revealed in
all the aspects of Israel's life, though particularly
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in three things: (1) The cultus, which, though
ostensibly service of J", is in truth worship of a
being altogether different from Him; (2) the
internal political disorders, the changes of dynasty,
all of which have been effected with no thought of
J" in the people's minds; and (3) the foreign politics,
the making of covenants with Egypt and Assyria,
in the hope that they might heal the internal hurt
of the people, instead of relying on J" their God.
The three things are not independent, the one
leads to the other. The fundamental evil is that
there is 'no knowledge of God in the land,' no
true conception of Deity. He is thought of as a
nature-god, and this conception exercises no
restraint on the passions or life of the people;
hence the social immoralities and the furious
struggles of rival factions; and these, again, lead
to the appeal for foreign intervention. The
prophet sometimes couples (1) and (2) together, as
in 84ff·, and sometimes (2) and (3), as in 513 121.
Chs. 4-13 are one long indictment of Israel and
threat of punishment; a few passages illustrating
the unchanging love of J" at the beginning (910

Π1), and all through the people's history (II 3 · 4, cf.
28), only throw their unfaithfulness into deeper
shadow.*

(1) The Cultus.—Chs. 4-6 are mainly devoted to
the cultus, though it is often alluded to all through
the chapters (8. 91 101·6·8 I I 2 132). The term
' whoredom' is specially applied to the cultus.
The idea may have been suggested by the gross
immoralities practised at the sanctuaries (413·14),
or it may be a corollary from the conception of the
marriage relation of J" to Israel. The cultus is
whoredom or unfaithfulness, because, whatever be
the name which the people give the god they
serve, he is another than J". There is ' no know-
ledge of God in the land'; under the name of J"
they are worshipping a baal. The feasts of J" are
' the days of the baals' (213), the local Jehovahs are
baals. They are not the true husband of Israel,
but ' her lovers' or paramours ; she goes after them
and forgets J" (25·13). Israel is a harlot, following
her i lovers' for the hire which they give her on all
the corn-floors (91 25). The judgment of Hosea is
that the genuine Israelitish spiritual conception of
J" has been changed, and another conception
substituted for it. He goes further, and asserts
that the people are not unconscious of the change :
' I will return to my first husband' (27, cf. 515 6lff·).
The conception of J" that has taken the place of
the true idea of Him is that of a local nature-god,
from whom nothing higher is expected than the
fruits of nature (25 91), and who seeks nothing in
return but such nature gifts (56). But this is not
J". He desires piety (or goodness, iDn), not sacri-
fices (66); He has no pleasure in the flesh which
they sacrifice and eat (813). His service is that of
the mind and life. Such has been their God from
the land of Egypt (129 134), who has continuously
spoken to them by His prophets, for by a prophet
J" brought up Israel from the land of Egypt, and
by a prophet was he preserved ; and He has multi-
plied visions (129f·1S). The ritual cultus, because
of the perverted notion that it is what J" desires,
is ' sin' (48): Ephraim multiplies altars to sin
(811 108). And it is the priests, whose office it was
to instruct the people in the true knowledge of
God, who are responsible for the people's ignorance.
They themselves have rejected knowledge (46).
For interested reasons they foster the people's
propensity to sensuous service : ' They feed upon
the sin of my people'—the sacrificial cultus (48).
And it is in vain that J" writes or might write
moral Torahs ever so many, revealing the ' know-

* How entirely threats pervade chs. 4-13 may be seen from
these passages : 4i6ff· 19 55.8. 9.10 712.16 s i . 3. 5. 6.13 91-6 97.11.15.17
101-8 109-15 115· 6. 7 122. 9.14 131-4 135-8 139-11 1312f..

ledge' of Him ; they are accounted a foreign thing
(812). A 'spirit of whoredom' possesses the
people. Their mind is wholly away from J" as He
truly is.

Hosea's judgment is that the religion of Israel
has become Canaanitized ; it is the old native gods
that are worshipped, though under the name of
J". The Dionysiac revelry at the feasts is not
Israelitish, it is that of 'the peoples,' the heathen
(91). He hardly ascribes real existence to the
baals, it is a distinction of conceptions of J" which
he draws. As for the * calves,' he will not allow
that they have any relation to J"—£a workman
made i t : it is no god' (86). Its wooden kernel
shall become splinters, and its gold hull shall be a
present to king Jareb (86 106). With mock sym-
pathy he describes the people and priests of
Samaria as 'mourning' over its fate (105), and
makes merry over the spectacle of human wor-
shippers kissing calves! (13'3). But though the
loss of ' knowledge of God' be the worst form of
Israel's declension and the source of all other
forms of it,—for religion ramifies into all the
channels of life, and the nature-god instead of
restraining human passions is rather served by
the indulgence of them (42·13·14),—Hosea some-
times suggests a broader ground for Israel's cor-
ruption. It was due to their entrance upon the
Canaanite civilization : ' according to the goodness
of his land they made goodly images' (ΙΟ1 411 II 2

132· 6). In their whole mind the people has become
Canaanitized: * He is Canaan ; the balances of
deceit are in his hand' (127f·). Not till all the
forms of Canaanitish life be swept away (23) and
Israel have again to go through the wilderness
will she learn to know J" as the chief good, and
respond to Him as in the days of her youth (214·15

129, cf. Jer 22). See iv.
(2) The Internal Misrule. — "Whether Hosea

directly calls the internal political condition
' whoredomJ is not quite certain. He does so
name the external politics: making alliances
abroad is * hiring loves' (89). And there was no
reason why he should not have given the same
name to the internal politics, for ' whoredom' is
less particular actions than a state of the mind,
indifference to J". In 84 * setting up kings' and
making images are coupled together, and perhaps
called * their two transgressions' (1010). The term
' to be unfaithful' {1:2) appears used both of
political and religious defection (57 67, possibly 109

for 'stood'). The term 'adulterers' (74) hardly
refers to political immorality, but J" complains of
the people that ' they have departed from him'
and ' speak lies against him' (713), that they
surround Him with lies and deceit (II12), and
multiply lies and violence (II7 121 1316). They are
untrue to J" ; they make and unmake kings, with
no regard to Him or the principles of His religion :
' They have set up kings but not by me, princes
and I knew it not' (84); * all their kings are fallen,
there is none among them that calleth upon me'
(77). The < pride' (fixa) of Israel, i.e. his self-confi-
dence and indifference to J", testifieth to his face
(55710). m

The picture which the prophet draws of the in-
ternal condition of the kingdom in his day is a
terrible one. Jeroboam, who is supposed to have
died c. 746-5, was succeeded by his son Zechariah,
who, after a reign of six months, was assassinated
by Shallum. The murderer was able to maintain
himself no more than a month, when he was
attacked and slain in Samaria by Menahem. In
all likelihood Menahem would have shared the
same fate at the hand of some other conspirator
but for the assistance of Pul, king of Assyria, to
whom he paid 1000 talents of silver that his hand
might be with him to confirm the kingdom in his
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hand (2 Κ 1519). As an Assyrian vassal (513 711 89

121) Menahem Λvas able to maintain himself for
some years against other factions, which probably
sought the help of Egypt (711 813 93·6 11s). Under
the long and successful reign of Jeroboam the
country had advanced greatly in material pro-
sperity. There were ample resources in the land to
nourish the various factions, and they struggled
with one another with a fury which the prophet
can compare to nothing but the raging heat of an
oven, though the figure contains the darker trait
of a long-sighted policy which suppressed the fire
till the time came to let it blaze out (74"7). Society
appears completely dissolved : there is nothing but
* false swearing, and murder, and stealing, and com-
mitting adultery,3 and one deed of blood follows on
the heels of another (42). The prophet alludes to
incidents which would be understood by his hearers,
though they are obscure to us. We cannot identify
that scene of revelry and possibly regicide which
signalized ' the day of our king' (75); nor tell why
Gilead (Gilgal ?) is said to be * tracked with blood'
(68 1211); nor why it is said that ' all their wicked-
ness is in Gilgal' (915); nor what is meant by
* transgressing the covenant,5 nor what there refers
to (67); nor explain the allusion, ' the company of
priests murder in the way to Shechem' (69); nor
what is meant when the rulers and priests are
charged with being ' a snare on Mizpah, and a net
spread on Tabor' (51). These and other allusions,
such as to ' the days of Gibeah' (99 109), are ob-
scure, but they indicate that internal convulsions
were breaking the nation to pieces (510 71·9 88).*

When Hosea assails ' king and princes,' he is
scarcely condemning monarchy in principle as a
form of government incompatible with the idea of
the theocracy. His judgment is practical and his-
torical, not theoretical. As a matter of history,
and particularly in the prophet's day, the mon-
archy has failed to secure the peace and well-being
of the people : * Where now is thy king that he
may save thee, and thy princes that they may
deliver thee ?' (1310). It has, on the contrary, been
the constant source of faction and anarchy. It is
the motives and methods of setting up and depos-
ing dynasties that Hosea condemns, of which the
revolution of Jehu is an example (I4). It is true
that in his picture of the final condition of Israel
(218-23 i4) t n e king fin(js n o piaCe ; but this is due to
his personification of the community, and his think-
ing not of its form but of its mind. Following the
Targum, some scholars interpret 'the days of
Gibeah ' (99109) of the election of Saul; but though
Saul belonged to Gibeah he was not made king
there, but at Mizpah according to one tradition
(1 S 1017ff·), or at Gilgal according to another
(1 S II15). Hosea speaks of the days of Gibeah as
signalized by some crime (109), though the story of
Jg 19 ft", scarcely corresponds to his allusions. At
any rate, his reprobation of 'king and princes'
must not be read as merely a condemnation of the
* schism ' of the North ; his idea is much wider and
more general. He is weary of Politics. His ideal
is already that of the Church of God.

(3) External Politics.—Keliance on foreign help
is also ' unfaithfulness' to J" (89). The love of J"
elevates the subject of it into a personality. Corre-
sponding to His mind there must be another mind,
with a sense of benefit and capacity for affection.
And when Israel leans on foreign powers, this re-
veals not only distrust of J", but alienation of
mind from Him, and dissatisfaction with the whole
range of affections and duties which the relation to
J" imposes.

To the prophet the issue of all this is certain:
J" will drive Israel out of His house (915). Hosea

* For walking ' after the commandment' (511) the VSS read
* after vanity'; but the reading is feeble and indefinite.

has no clear idea of the instrument or means of
Israel's destruction. It is · the sword' (716 II6),
the ' enemy' (83 58·9); or it is natural, internal de-
cay (78·9 916), the moth and rottenness (512). Israel
shall be made to go through the wilderness (214);
but they shall also eat unclean things in Assyria
(93 89); and again, Egypt shall gather them, Moph
shall bury them (96 711 813 93 I P ) ; and again, they
shall be wanderers among the nations (917 1010).
The question sometimes put, whether it was the
prospect of national overthrow that impressed
upon the prophets the national sin, or the sin that
led them to forecast the overthrow, receives a
read^ answer so far as Hosea is concerned. He
perceives that apostasy from J" contains destruc-
tion in it (713 139?), that moral law operates
as infallibly as natural law : ' they have sown the
wind and reap the whirlwind' (87), ' ye have plowed
wickedness, ye have reaped iniquity' (1013; cf. on
the other hand 1012); unchastity tends not to in-
crease but to childlessness (910tf· 410); Egypt and
Assyria whose help they seek shall swallow them up.

iv. SOME GENERAL IDEAS. — (1) God and Re-
ligion.—J" is God : ' there is no knowledge of God'
has for parallel ' they do not know J" ' (54, cf. 220).
His nature as revealed in Israel's history is Love.
It was in love that He redeemed them from Egypt:
' when Israel was a child I loved him' (II 1); and He
has an emotional delight in the object of His love
(910). His love has followed Israel all through their
history (II3·4 715); even His chastisements are not
without love—' I will speak to her heart' (214 3); and
their restoration and everlasting peace will be due
to His love (144 218ff· cf. ll8ff·). J" is spiritual, and
religion is piety (64·6): it is a state of the mind, not
external service. It is partly this feeling of the in-
wardness of religion that leads to the prophet's per-
sonification of the community. He thinks of the
community as a personal mind, an individual soul,
in its relation to God and in His relation to it, with
all the mutual, mystical interchange of thoughts
and affections towards each other of the two minds.
And it was in the wilderness at the Exodus that
this true religious relation was perfectly realized,
when Israel possessed nothing, through no medium,
but mind to mind. And it is in the wilderness
that it shall be perfectly realized again, when
Israel, destitute of all sacramental tokens of J'"s
favour, land, corn, and wine, shall feel that she
possesses Himself, and shall respond as in the days
of her youth (215). Such a surprisingly inward
conception of religion implies two things : first,
that the commonplaces of Israel's faith must have
been long familiar, such as J"'s redemption of His
people, His constant goodness, the freeness of His
choice of them, and the moral nature of His whole
relation to them (cf. reference to covenant 81 and
fatherhood II1), together perhaps with the con-
sciousness on Israel's part that it had declined to a
lower stage of religious life than it once occupied
(27). And secondly, that the prophet transcends
the stage of religion reached in Ο Τ times, and
anticipates a more perfect future. In his day the
religious unit or subject was the community, but
his personification of the community as an indi-
vidual soul implies that his conception of religion
requires a true personal subject—that only the
individual mind can be truly in religious com-
munion with God.

(2) The People.—-The history of the patriarchal
age and of the Exodus might almost be constructed
out of Hosea's allusions. This history is his Bible,
where he finds the texts of his homilies. Israel is
to him a moral person, and it is not so much her
actions as her mind towards J" that he has regard
to. He has, however, the idea that a course of
conduct leads to a state of mind in which amend-
ment is hopeless; as, on the other hand, the state
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of mind reveals itself in all manner of insensate
actions—'Ephraim is joined to idols: let him
alone* (417); 'my people ask counsel at their
stocks, for a spirit of whoredom causeth them to
err' (412 53· 4) They have better moments when
the thought of a return to J" fascinates them
(6lff·); but it is a passing emotion like the morning
cloud, a dramatic ideal which they have not depth
and earnestness to realize (714·16). J" is at His
wits' end with them (64). On account of his con-
ception of Israel as a moral person, Hosea draws
no distinction between classes among the people.
It is Israel His spouse whom J" drives out of His
house, and it is she whom He again betrothes to
Himself for ever (219 14). Hosea confines his
eschatology to the destiny of Israel; the nations
find no place in his picture of the end. It was
the Assyrian empire that brought the idea of the
world, the nations, before the prophets' minds, and
Hosea had probably passed away before Assyria
closely touched on Israel. His prophecy ends
with the prediction of the restoration, the holy
beauty and eternal endurance of God's people:
' they shall bloom like the lily, and cast forth their
roots like Lebanon' (145).

Comparisons of one prophet with another are
usually unjust to one of the two compared. Amos'
mind is filled with great general ethical principles,
valid eternally and enforcing themselves univers-
ally whether in heaven or on earth; Hosea starts
from a religious relation of J"and people, historically
formed, the mutual, mystical intimacies of which
engross his thoughts. It is less in ideas than in
apt terms to express them that the prophets ad-
vance on one another. Am. speaks of the good-
ness of J", Hos. first calls it * love'; Am. inculcates
compassion, * humanity,' Hos. first finds the right
word for this (ιρπ 41). ' On the other hand, while
Hos. laments the want of trust in J" revealed in
the foreign alliances of Israel, it is Isaiah that first
uses the positive word ' faith' (79). And again,
though Hos. expresses the idea of the ' new cove-
nant' when he speaks of J" betrothing Isr. again
to Himself (219), it is Jer. that coins the right
phrase.

v. INTEGRITY AND TEXT.—Jerome already de-
scribed Hosea's style as commaticus—consisting of
short clauses. His fondness for asyndetous con-
struction gives a monotonous, dirge-like music to
his verses—' the days of visitation are come; the
days of recompense are come' (97) ; ' Egypt shall
gather them, Moph shall bury them' (96). He
little addresses the people ; rather, turning his face
away from them, he speaks of them to himself
in shuddering disjointed monologue. A number
of passages have been regarded by recent scholars
as interpolations, particularly those referring to
Judah (see i. note*), and those describing the
material blessings of Israel restored (216ff· 14; for
list of passages athetized by various scholars see
Driver, LOT6 306). Reference to Judah in itself
need not excite suspicion any more than Isaiah's
references to N. Israel. The abruptness of some of
the references is strange (510), though the general
unconnectedness of Hosea's style must be con-
sidered. Ch l10-^1 is either a later amplification
of something briefer, or it is wholly late ; its
right place seems after 35. Nowack goes to an
extreme in his excision of passages: 26·7 are
supported by 56·15 6 l f f·; 214 by 129, and 220 by 41 54 ;
and in many other cases the reasons urged for
excision appear inadequate.

The Text of Hosea has been imperfectly handed
down. A multitude of passages are corrupt, some
incurably, e.g. 44·18 (in v.19 read the last word
altars), 52·7·1 1 («), 67 74 810b (LXX 'and they shall
cease a little from anointing king and princes'—
though the ironical ' a little' is unnatural), 813

( ) , 98 913 109 II 3 (read οπρκ and
and others.
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A. B. DAVIDSON.
HOSE Ν is AV translation in Dn 321 of pra§,*

which is probably better represented by KV
* tunics' (Siegfried-Stade and Strack [the latter
doubtfully], Rock; RVm has 'turbans'). RV
has * hosen' in the same verse and in v.27 as trn

of ρί>2-ιρ (AV both times * coats'; Siegfried-Stade,
Unterkleider; Strack says 'an article of dress,
probably trunk-hose' {Pluderhosen)). See, further,
art. DRESS in vol. i. p. 625b.

The Eng. word ' hosen' is the plu. of a Teut. word ' hose' (of
which the root is unknown) denoting a covering· for the leg,
' breeches,' ' trousers.' Hose is also used for the plu., but the
sing, occurs in Shaks, (Taming of the Shrew, v. i. 69, ' A silken
doublet! a velvet hose ! a scarlet cloak !') and elsewhere. The
' doublet' for the body, and the ' hose' or ' hosen' for the legs,
were the necessary articles of male attire in Shakespeare's day ;
the cloak being needful for full dress or for cold weather, as
Merry Wives, in. i. 47, ' In your doublet and hose, this raw
rheumatic day ! ' The hosen generally covered the feet as well
as the legs; and when the coverings of legs and feet were
afterwards separated, they were called respectively 'upper
stocks,' and 'nether stocks' or 'stockings.' By and by both
' hosen' and * stockings' were restricted to the covering of the
feet. Coverdale (from whom comes ' hosen' in Dn 321) intended
to denote the long Eastern trousers. J , HASTINGS.

HOSHAIAH (nTwirr ' Jah has saved').—1. A man
who led half the princes of Judah in the procession
at the dedication of the walls of Jerus., Neh 1232. 2.
The father of a certain Jezaniah (Jer 421), or Azariah
(432 and LXX), who was a man of importance among
the Jews after the fall of Jerus. (LXX Maacraiov).

Η. A. WHITE.
HOSHAMA (ystfin, abbrev11 or textual error for

pc î'T ' J "hath heard').—A descendant of David,
1 Ch 318. See GENEALOGY.

HOSHEA(tfgnn * deliverance,' represented by Ausi
on the Assyrian monuments, LXX *Ωσή€, Syr.

was the son of Elah. The accession of
this king of Israel took place in the twelfth year
of king Ahaz according to the biblical chronology,
2 Κ 171. But this scheme it is impossible to
maintain in its integrity [see art. CHRONOLOGY
OF OT], as it is inconsistent in some details with
itself (see Stade, GVI 88 if., 558 ff. ; Wellhausen,
Prolegg. zur Gesch. Isr.2 285 ff.). It is also incon-
sistent with the date of the Assyrian inscrip-
tions, mainly established by the Eponym Canon
(Schrader, COT ii. pp. 161-195, 320 ff.). According
to the annals of Tiglath-pileser in. (3 Rawl. 10,
No. 2, line 28), Pekah, king of Israel (bit Humri),
was slain, and Hoshea ascended the throne as the
nominee of the Assyrian conqueror in the same
year. The original passages may be found in
transcribed form in Schrader, COT i. p. 247, KIB
ii. p. 32. The biblical narrative describes Hoshea,
the son of Elah, as a conspirator against Pekah,
whom he slew. On the other hand, it seems fairly
clear, from the annals of Tiglath-pileser, though
the text is mutilated in many portions, that we
should render ' Pekah I slew, Hoshea I appointed
. . . over them.' But there is no real contradic-

* On the vocalization of this word, see note in Kamphausen'e
' Daniel' in SBOT, ad loe.
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tion between this statement and that of Scripture.
Hoshea was the head of an Assyrian party in
Samaria,* whereas Pekah represented a policy of
resistance to the encroachments of Assyria. This
policy underlies his attack on Ahaz in concert
with Rezin ; see Cheyne's remarks {Comment, on
Isaiah), introductory to Is 7. There are significant
passages in the oracles of the contemporary prophet
Hosea in which Ephraim is compared to a silly
dove hovering between homage to Egypt and
homage to Assyria (Hos 513 711). This theory of
Ephraim's shifting foreign policy affords a very
probable explanation of the course of events.
Accordingly, Hoshea made himself the facile
instrument of Assyrian power, which in 733 was
threatening the very gates of Samaria. It is also
probable that from the commencement of his reign
(B.C. 732), down to the death of Tiglath-pileser
(727), he paid tribute to Assyria like Jehu and
Menahem before him. This may be clearly
inferred from the mutilated conclusion of the
inscription already quoted, and it is in consonance
with the statement in 2 Κ 173. But we also learn
from this verse that soon after the accession of
Tiglath - pileser's successor, Shalmaneser {Shul-
mdnu-asharidu) IV., the payment of the annual
subsidy ceased. Probably, the Ephraimite king ex-
pected that the death of Assyria's energetic ruler,
Tiglath-pileser, the combatant king {Jareb [?])
of Hosea's oracles, would bring the Palestinian
states some respite. In our opinion, Isaiah's
beautiful poem, 97-104 525"30, belongs to this time t
(B.C. 726). The language of the opening verses
which describe * Ephraim and the inhabitants of
Samaria saying in pride and exaltation of heart
*' bricks have fallen, but with hewn stone will we
build ; sycomores have been hewn down, but with
cedars we will replace them,"' clearly suggests
that Ephraim at this period was beginning to
recover in a material sense from the disastrous
effects of the invasion of 734-732.

The new political developments that arose in
Samaria were doubtless anxiously watched from
the banks of the Nile. Palestine was of great
strategic importance to Egypt. For the posses-
sion of Samaria, Ashdod, Jerusalem, or Lachish
by the ever-encroaching Assyrian power would
be a menace to security on the Nile. During the
preceding decades Egypt had been weakened by
intestine divisions, but now it had passed under
the hands of an energetic Ethiopian ruler Sha-
bakai (Meyer, Gesch. des alten ^Egyptens, pp.

*Comp. Winckler, Gesch. Israel's (Theil i.), p. 180, and
Geschichte Babyloniens u. Assyr. p. 230 ff.

t Cheyne, Dillmann, and Duhm would place it some nine
years earlier, i.e. shortly before the Syro-Ephraimite war; but
it is not easy to see what substantial grounds exist for placing
it so early. If we take the Assyrian invasion of 734 as the
historic background, the refrain becomes doubly significant,
and the graphic description of the advancing Assyrian hosts in
Is 5 2 6 2 8 (forming, as Dillmann rightly considers, a natural
pendant or conclusion to the poem) seems to be based on a
vivid and not too remote historic experience. 911 remains
obscure, whether we accept the earlier or later date ; and even
when we regard the Hebrew text as sound (certainly doubtful
in the opening part of the verse), the phrase 'enemies of
Rezin' would be thoroughly intelligible under the historic
conditions which we have suggested.

X The ordinary identification of the KID (wrongly pronounced
S6 by the Massoretes) with this Ethiopian ruler can hardly be
maintained. LXX Ί,ηγωρ; Lucian, ed. Lagarde, reads, xpos
ΆδροκΛίλίχ AWioTTot τον χοίτοικουντα ίν Αϊγίπτω. Ill line 25 of t h e
Khorsabad inscr. of Sargon mention is made of Sibi, tartan or

, . _ _ . _ _ _ . * . , . . ™..__.χ_.._. . . , , , v i t h

lall

a\0 (as we should pronounce it) of the Hebrew text. But this
personage was not the supreme king of Egypt or Pharaoh.
This is clear from the same passage in Sargon's inscription, for
in line 27 this monarch is referred to under his usual title Pir'u
as quite a distinct personage from Sibi. It is this Pharaoh
whom we may identify with Shabaka or Sabaco. The Assyrians
were quite able to pronounce this name, as the great Rassam
cylinder (Rm), col. ii. 22, testifies, where it occurs in the form

343 f. 346). Henceforth Egypt sought to con-
front Assyria by supporting the Palestinian and
Hittite states. Hoshea of Israel and Hanno of
Gaza were sustained in this policy of resistance to
the Ninevite power by promises of aid by the
Egyptian monarch. After the death of Tiglath,
the Egyptian party and policy, which opposed
Assyrian domination, were in the ascendant at
Samaria, just as we find in later times took place
in Jerusalem (comp. Is 20. 301'5 311"3). But bitter
experience was destined in the coming years to
prove that the Egyptian power was a broken reed.
Within the next fifteen years Samaria, Gaza, and
Ashdod were in succession fated to discover that
Egypt's * strength was to sit still,' and a terrible
overthrow was to overtake them from the arms of
Assyria through the procrastinating impotence of
their South-western ally.

The cessation of tribute by the king of Israel,
which had hitherto been paid annually, was the
first serious indication to the Assyrian monarch
that Ephraim was preparing to throw off his yoke.
In the summer of the year B.C. 724 the armies
of Assyria were directed against the Israelite
capital. Hoshea at once endeavoured to avert
disaster by gifts to the Assyrian monarch, but
Shalmaneser had by this time discovered that
Hoshea was playing a double part. Perhaps the
Assyrian troops intercepted the emissaries which
the latter was despatching to the king of Egypt.
At this point it is by no means easy to discover
the precise order of events narrated in 2 Κ 173ff\
Fritz Hommel {Gesch, Babyl. u. Assyr. p. 675)
thinks that a decisive battle was fought before
the walls of Samaria, in which king Hoshea was
taken prisoner. The biblical statements (v.4)
would seem to warrant this view. It wTould some-
what simplify the chronological problem and allow
nine years for the reign of Hoshea (Tiele, Bab.-
Assyr. Gesch. i. p. 232 ad fin.).* But it is by no
means certain that the capture and imprisonment
of the Israelite king did not take place after the
final overthrow of Samaria.

Shortly before this time the prophet Hosea
uttered his last oracles. The final four chapters
evidently belong to the closing years of the
Northern kingdom. The shadows of the last
overwhelming calamity rest on the prophet's soul.
There is indescribable pathos in these closing
appeals. J" pleads with Ephraim (II 7 ) : 'My
people are bent to backsliding from me [ ? ] . . .
How shall I give thee up, Ephraim ? how shall I
abandon thee, Israel ? How shall I make thee as
Admah ? how shall I set thee as Zeboim ? Mine
heart is turned within me, my compassions are
kindled together.' But, alas ! Israel's doom is
irrevocable. «The iniquity of Ephraim is bound
up, his sin is laid up in store. . . . Samaria
shall bear her guilt, because she hath rebelled
against her God: they shall fall by the
sword, their infants shall be dashed in pieces'
(1312 141).

At nearly the same time Isaiah delivered his
oracle against Ephraim (28lff·): · Woe to the crown
of pride of the drunkards of Ephraim and to the
fading flower of his glorious beauty, which is on
the summit of the fertile valley of them that are
overcome with wine. Behold, the LORD hath a
mighty and strong one; as a tempest of hail, a
destroying storm, a tempest of mighty waters
overflowing, shall he cast down to the earth

Shabaku. See Winckler, Untersuch. zur altorient. Gesch. p. 92 ff.
On the complex text of 2 Κ 171-6 see AT-liche Unters. p. 15 ff.

* Fritz Hommel in his Gesch. Bab. u. Ass. pp. 964 ff. 669 ff.
places the overthrow of Pekah in 733, but in his art. ASSYRIA
(wh. see) places it two years later. This appears to be too late,
though exact chronological sequence in the events of Tiglath-
pileser's campaigns (734 ff.) is difficult to attain. See Winckler,
Gesch. Babyl. u. Assyr. p. 230.
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violently. The crown of pride of the drunkards
of Ephraim shall be trodden under foot.'

The fulfilment of these prophecies of doom fol-
lowed swiftly. We know that in the year 724
Samaria was invested by the Assyrian armies.
Towards the end of the siege (B.C. 722) Shal-
maneser died. Meanwhile, the beleaguered in-
habitants were anxiously expecting a relieving
force to arrive from the banks of the Nile, which
should divert the forces of Assyria and raise the
siege of the hard-pressed city. But a fatal par-
alysis seemed to hamper the movements of Egypt.
Time went on—more than two years elapsed—and
no relieving force appeared. The numbers of the
garrison were doubtless thinned by constant battles
with the besiegers, v and by the ravages of grim
famine. Sargon (Sarrukinu), in all probability
a usurper, and certainly an able Assyrian general,
succeeded to the throne of Assyria in B.C. 722.
The siege was pressed on with vigour under this
energetic commander. Egypt's procrastination
was now Israel's ruin, and the fatal end was at
hand. It is summarized in barely two ruthless
lines of the great Khorsabad inscription (lines 23
and 24): ' Samaria I besieged, I captured. 27,290
of her inhabitants I carried away. 50 chariots I
collected from their midst. The rest of their

Froperty I caused to be taken (?). My viceroy
placed over them, and imposed the tribute of the

previous king.'
From 2 Κ 176 we learn that the inhabitants

were deported to Eastern localities in or near
Babylonia (see Schrader, COT ii. p. 267 if.), while
Babylonian inhabitants were settled in the dis-
tricts of Canaan vacated by the exiled Israelites
(v.24). Illustrative passages confirming these facts
may be found in the annals of Sargon.

And so the curtain falls upon the remarkable
and chequered history of the kingdom of the Ten
Tribes. Respecting king Hoshea, we do not know
whether he survived the tragic close of the king-
dom which he ruled, or suffered the barbarous
tortures too frequently inflicted on Assyrian cap-
tives. About his personal character we know
little. We may infer that it lacked decisive
energy and lofty patriotism. Beginning his reign
as a mere puppet in Assyria's hands, he shaped
his career as an opportunist. He was too astute
to offend any national susceptibilities by abandon-
ing the worship of J", too cautious and politic to
play the role of a purist in religious practices.
Indeed an accurate historic treatment of Israel's
religious history may esteem it highly improb-
able that such a course, forestalling the reforma-
tion of the 7th cent., could ever have entered into
Hoshea's thoughts. Whether amid the syncretic
tendencies in the traditional religious practices
which then prevailed he was at all influenced by
the teachings of the contemporary Ephraimite pro-
phet Hosea towards higher ideals, is a question
suggested, but suggested only, by the clause (172),
that though he committed evil it was not ' as the
kings of Israel who were before him.' The im-
partial historian will not judge this last king of
Ephraim too severely, but will unhesitatingly
admit that he lived in times of direst difficulty
and peril, when nothing but miraculous divinely
guided statesmanship, like that of Isaiah, could
have saved the realm from overwhelming disaster.

OWEN C. WHITEHOUSE.
HOSPITALITY, HOST.—No customs have taken

a deeper and more permanent hold on the mind
and life of the Orient than those which gather
round the reception and entertainment of the
guest. Few legal enactments, by whatever sanc-
tions enforced, have met with such hearty and
universal obedience as the unwritten laws of
hospitality. The main practices evidently origin-

ated amid nomadic conditions. When applied to
the more settled order of village or town, they
were of necessity more or less modified. In modern
times the influence of the tourist, and the growing
usages of the West, have done much to corrupt
the old simplicities. Yet in :rmany towns and
villages, remote from the annual streams of sight-
seers and pilgrims, and the encroachments of
civilization, the traveller will find hospitable and
generous welcome, and an aversion to anything
like payment. Even in such centres as Safed and
Tiberias, one or two wealthy hien keep open house
for all-comers, where friend and foe are alike free
to enjoy food and shelter for the night. In the
villages, where poverty reigns supreme, a guest-
chamber, usually the best room in the place, is
often attached to the sheikh's dwelling; and there
the stranger is provided for at the cost of the com-
munity. The desert Arabs, however, have pre-
served almost unchanged through four millenniums
the customs presented in the scriptural pictures of
patriarchal life.

Among the nations of antiquity the virtue of
hospitality was highly esteemed. In the Egyptian
Book of the Dead, in the Hall of two Truths, the
god who tests the spirits thus speaks in com-
mendation of one who has passed the judgment:
' The god has welcomed him as he wished. He
has given food to the hungry, drink to the thirsty,
clothing to the naked.' The Greeks thought that
any stranger-guest might be a god in disguise ; and
the hospitable entertainment of helpless strangers,
not self - declared enemies or robbers, was well-
pleasing to Zei>s ξένιο*, under whose protection they
were. The ties established by hospitality were
hereditary on both sides. The Romans regarded
any violation of the rights of hospitality as a
crime and impiety; while the Sibylline books de-
clared that the age of the Messiah, when the
happiest conditions for humanity would be realized,
should witness the triumph of faith, love, and
hospitality.

Turning to the Arabs, among whom are best
reflected the immemorial usages of the East, we
find that among them a man's hospitality is largely
the measure of his reputation. ' A close fist and a
narrow heart,' they say; and the niggardly soul
shall not hold rule over them. To be described as
* a man of much ashes,' is a coveted distinction ;
the heap of ashes by his tent indicating the extent
of his cooking for the entertainment of guests.
Ά man whose dogs bark loudly' is one held in
esteem ; the dogs guiding the wanderer who might
not otherwise find his dwelling. The sheikh's tent
always stands in the camp nearest the travelled
way, to offer first welcome to the approaching
stranger. His superior position must be vindicated
by superior liberality. Ibn Rashid, in Hayil, who
exercises a somewhat uncertain sway over the
wandering tribes of central Arabia, entertains at
least 200 guests daily; and every stranger in
Hayil is invited to his table. The name of this
ruler is accordingly highly honoured. But the
poorest man will not turn the needy away. The
guest, indeed, is often regarded as a benefactor,
whose arrival affords his host the opportunity of
honourable service.

Baiti baitak, ' my house is yours,' is part of the
hospitable salutation with which the guest is
welcomed. The phrase survives in the towns
and cities most influenced by Western civilization ;
only, however, as an expression of courtesy. In
remote villages, and in the desert camps, it is a
simple statement of fact. As the proverb has
it, * The guest while in the house is its lord.' The
present writer has been frequently thus promoted
to the lordship of a house of hair, the owner wait-
ing without until the guest bade him enter, and
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standing up until invited to recline on his own
cushions. The stores, be they small or plentiful,
are equally at the guest's command. The best of

of the guest: many will not stop even at the
honour of wife and daughter (cf. Gn 198, Jg 1924).
No man is demeaned by any service to his guest,
even by pouring water on feet and hands, and
waiting on him at meat. As one said, * I am the
slave of my guest as long as he is with me, but
save in this there is no trace of the slave in my
nature' (IJamasa, p. 727, quoted by W. R. Smith,
ItS* p. 68).

There are certain well-understood provisions for
preserving the honour of the host, which all guests
are expected to observe. No pains should be
spared to reach the resting-place before sunset.
The proverb runs, * He who arrives after sundown
goes supperless to bed.' The reason being that
this leaves the host too little time to prepare such
a repast as his own credit requires. The law may
not be enforced; but, while shelter may be de-
manded, in such a case there is no obligation to give
food. This explains the seeming lack of hospitality
in the parable (Lk II5*9). Again, the guest is care-
ful not to eat all that is brought to him, especially
if his host be a poor man ; somewhat must be left
over, as evidence that he has had enough, and
more than enough. Usually, supplies are too liberal
to permit of complete consumption; but when a
large company settles on a man for the night
there is need for care, that he be not put to shame.
Clean dishes would ' blacken his face' in presence
of his guests. It is his pride to furnish over and
above necessities. Yet, again, it is permissible to
manifest great satisfaction with the fare whilst
partaking. In drinking coffee, e.g., pleasure is
fittingly expressed by drawing in the liquid with
considerable noise, smacking of the lips, etc. Such
visible tokens of appreciation greatly delight the
host. But the offer of anything in payment would
be taken as an insult. The Arab eats not in the
morning; the guest departs with a simple ' good-
bye.' He has had no more than his right; and
presently his host will enjoy like treatment at his
or some other brother's hands. The recognition of
this obligation to the needy stranger must often
have been the very condition of life to wanderers
in waste lands.

That the guest is inviolable is one of the first
principles of Arab hospitality. To be safe, the
stranger needs but enter the tent, or only touch a
tent rope; then, even if he be an enemy, no hand
will be raised against him. The homicide may
claim the rights of sanctuary from the slain man's
next-of-kin himself, the avenger of blood, on whom
lies the chief obligation of revenge. And as the
duty of vengeance belongs to all the family or
tribe of the murdered man, so protection granted
by one is binding upon all. To slay an enemy in
battle, or when meeting him in the open field, is
esteemed an act of true and valorous manhood ; to
fall upon one seeking shelter in his tent, would
stain an Arab's name with everlasting dishonour.
To injure the guest is the mark of deepest
depravity. The Arabs of el-Leja are held in re-
probation as the greatest of rascals; it is said of
them that 'they will even murder the guest.' An
Arab tradition points to the reputed site of Sodom
as the place where stones rained down from heaven
upon the people who abused ' some travellers seek-
ing hospitality there.' In Mai 35 the LORD is
announced as a swift witness against such as turn
aside the stranger in judgment.

But the ties of hospitality receive a more weighty
sanction when a meal is partaken of in common.

For an Arab to injure one who has eaten with
him from the same dish, would be equivalent
to lifting his hand against his own flesh and blood.
They are * brothers of the bread,' pledged by this
act to do each other no harm, and also actively to
promote each other's safety to the full extent of
their ability. This obligation, however, lasts no
longer than they may be supposed to retain the
food thus eaten in their bodies; and the limit
usually recognized is thirty-six hours. But con-
stant repetition of eating and drinking in common
may give permanence to the bonds. W. R. Smith
{MS2 p. 270 f.) quotes several illustrations of the
length to which these ideas are sometimes carried.
Zaid al-Khail, a famous warrior in the days of
Mohammed, refused to slay a vagabond who had
stolen his camels because the thief had sur-
reptitiously drunk from his father's milk-pail
before the theft. In A mthal of Mofaddal al-Dabbi,
a man claims and obtains help of Al-^Jarith in
recovering his stolen camels, because the water
which was still in their stomachs when they were
taken from him had been drawn with the help of
a rope borrowed from Al-Harith's herdsmen. On
the other hand, after the battle of Coshawa, a
captive refused to eat the food of his captor, who
had slain his son, and thus kept alive his right of
blood revenge.

The protection of the stranger may anticipate
his arrival at the tent of his host. It is not un-
common for one in danger to shelter himself under
the name of some powerful chief, whose dakhil he
claims to be. It is then the duty of all to assist
him in reaching his protector's dwelling: any
injury done to him is regarded as an outrage upon
the honour of the man who, his name thus invoked,
has become the stranger's patron and avenger.
Thus are deliverance and safety found in ' the
name of the LORD ' (Pr 1810, Jl 232, Ac 231, Ro 1013

etc.).
The guest may claim entertainment for three

days and three nights; and for so long the host
may require him to stay. This latter right,
although seldom exercised, is always acknow-
ledged. Should the stranger remain beyond this
period, he may be put to some useful work—a
provision, probably, against idlers and hangers-on.
Permanent abode in the dwelling of his host (Ps
236) the guest may secure only by becoming
identified with the family through marriage or
adoption. See GER.

The religious significance and origin of these
customs is suggested by the name universally given
to the stranger entertained. He is ' the guest of
God,' daif Ullah, that is, one for whom loyalty to
God demands hospitable treatment. The Arab is
himself a sojourner with God, under the blue
canopy of His mighty tent. All that comes to
him, whether by robber raid or natural increase
of his flocks, he takes as the gift of God, the
Generous and Bountiful; in the stranger whom
night-fall brings to his tent, he sees a fellow-guest,
to be treated according as God has dealt with him-
self. The spirit in which the obligation is accepted
is well expressed in the proverb, 'He who has
bread is debtor to him who has none'; which, in
turn, suggests comparison with Ro I14.

The rights of asylum, associated with temples
and holy places, are survivals from the times when,
by retreat to the sanctuary, direct appeal was
made for the protection of the deity there wor-
shipped; and in certain temples these refugees,
guests receiving the gods' hospitality, were
organized for service. Ezekiel (447) denounces this
practice, which had obtained a hold even in Jeru-
salem ; and the Phoenician inscription at Larnaca
affords evidence of its existence among surrounding
nations. With the movement of the peoples, there
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grew up the idea that in migrating to any country
it was wise to submit to the god of the land, and
to claim his protection, since only by his favour,
and as his guests, might they continue to dwell
there. This was the relation in which Israel stood
to God. All directions for the generous treatment
of the poor and the stranger are based upon
recognition of this fact (Ex 2221 239, Lv 1933·34 2523,
Dt 10191429 157, 2 Ch 720). To use the stranger ill
was to insult the god on whose hospitality he was
thrown. See GER.

The ties established between host and guest by
eating together carry us back to the days when
all worshippers of a god were believed to partake
with their deity in the sacrificial feast. Traces of
this idea are found in Lv 31"9 with 715 and Dt 277.
Admission to this meal signified acknowledgment
of the bond between the one so admitted and the
god, and therefore that of brotherhood in the
common faith. This involved sacred obligations
of mutual help and protection. And it is interest-
ing to note that the animal killed by the Arab for
the entertainment of his guest still bears the
ancient name dhabihah, ' sacrifice'; and to the
feast thus provided every member of the tribe may
come freely, uninvited, as a simple matter of right
(ES 236, 247, 266, 439).

These considerations cast over the customs of
hospitality the spell of antiquity and of religious
sanction, than which nothing could more power-
fully affect the mind of the Orient. This influence
is seen in the practice of sealing friendship in a
common meal, e.g. Gn 2630, and esp. 3154. Israel
was thus beguiled into a covenant with the
Gibeonites (Jos 914), which held good notwithstand-
ing discovery of their deceit. The bitterness of
the Psalmist's lot is accentuated by the fact that
one who had eaten of his bread lifted up the heel
against him (Ps 419). Old Testament illustrations
of ancient hospitality are found in Gn 181'8 191"3,
Ex 220, Jg 1315, Ps 235; Kahab received the reward
of hospitality in the safety of herself and her rela-
tions (Jos 2). The outrage on hospitality com-
mitted by the inhabitants of Gibeah was terribly
avenged (Jg 20).

There are two apparent violations of hospitality
mentioned with approval. One is the case of
Joab, who claimed asylum in the tent of the LORD,
and who was slain there by Solomon's order. But
Joab had put himself beyond the pale of this
benign law by his own breach of its most solemn
obligations (1 Κ 231-33). The other is that of Jael,
who drove the tent-peg through the head of her
sleeping guest. It may be taken as evidence of
the fearful degeneracy and lawlessness of these
times, that this dastardly action finds honourable
mention in a song of praise. But, while applauded
in the excitement of triumph by those whom it so
largely helped, the deed was one which, in calm
judgment, would be pronounced infamous.

In the NT the customs of hospitality are recog-
nized as binding (Lk 744"46). It is commended and
enjoined as a Christian virtue (Ro 1213·20, 1 Ti 32,
Tit I8, He 132, 1 Ρ 49) ; and, affording a curious
parallel to the passage quoted above from the
Egyptian Book of the Dead, the exercise of
hospitality is taken as affording the evidence on
which final judgment is based (Mt 2535 with 1040

and Jn 1320).
Host occurs but twice in our Eng. Bible, Lk 1035

and Ro 1623. In the former case it stands for
πανδοχεύς, the keeper of an inn or place of enter-
tainment, where all were received on an understand-
ing as to payment. The πανδοχέων or πανδοκεΐον
might be a simple khan, or a place affording
accommodation to travellers. From this we have
the modern Arabic funduk, used for ' i n n ' or
* hotel.' ξένο* in Ro 1623 is used in classic Greek

for the 'guest-friend,' i.e. any citizen of a foreign
State with whom one has a treaty of hospitality
for self and heirs, confirmed by mutual presents
and an appeal to Zei)s ξένιος. In this sense both
parties are ξένοι.3 (Liddell and Scott). While
mostly denoting the receiver of hospitality, it was
also used for the entertainer ; and in that sense it
is employed here. The generous hospitality of
Gaius, not limited to St. Paul, but extended to
'the whole Church,' marks him out for special
honour.

LITERATURE.—Robinson, BE? ii. 347, etc.; W. R. Smith, US
pp. 76, 269, etc., Kinship, 41, etc.; Doughty, Arabia Deserta;
Thomson, Land and Book; Burckhardt, Notes on the Bedouins
and Wahdbys; Lane, Modern Egyptians (Gardner, 1895), p. 296,
etc.; Trumbull, Oriental Social Life, pp. 73-142 ; Conder, Beth
and Moab, pp. 314-356 passim. W. EwiNG.

HOST.—Hostis, in classical Lat. ' an enemy,'
came to mean ' the enemy's army,' and then, in
mediaeval Lat., 'an army' simply. This was its
meaning when taken into Eng. from Old Fr. host;
and this is its meaning always in AV, where it
occurs as tr. of all the usual Heb. words for ' army.'
Tindale uses it specially for the army in camp,
Lv 911 ' the flesh and the hyde he burnt with tyre
without the hoste.' J .HASTINGS.

HOST OF HEAYEN, THE (nv&n an?).— An ex-
pression occurring several times in the OT, and
denoting most frequently the stars, but sometimes
angels. The word 'host' is the ordinary Heb.
word for army; and its use implies that those
whom it characterizes are conceived partly as
numerous, and partly as forming a regularly
organized body, obedient to the commands of its
lord or head.

A. As applied to the stars, it (1) denotes them
(often coupled with the sun and moon) as objects of
religious veneration, Dt 419 173, Zeph I5, Jer 82 1913,
2 Κ 1716 213·5 233·5 (2 Ch 333·5); so also Ac 742. It
appears from these passages that the idolatrous
worship of the heavenly bodies—though there are
traces of it previously *—first became prominent in
Israel in the 7th cent. B.C. : it was patronized by
Manasseh, who 'built altars for all the host of
heaven in the two courts' of the Temple (2 Κ 215);
it is mentioned in Dt as a form of idolatry which
might prove specially seductive to the Israelite;
according to Jer 1913, Zeph I5, it was carried on upon
the roofs of houses. Josiah, in his reformation,
destroyed the altars built by Manasseh in the
Temple, burnt the vessels used in the rites, and
put down the priests who took part in them (2 Κ
233. s. i2)# From the terms of 2 Κ 2312 ' the altars
which were on the roof of the upper chamber of
Ahaz,' taken in conjunction with what is stated in
Jer 1913, Zeph I5, it is difficult to avoid the infer-
ence that, though the 'host of heaven' itself is
not expressly mentioned, the worship had in fact
been introduced into Judah before Manasseh by
Ahaz. This systematic worship of the heavenly
bodies was in all probability imported from Assyria
and Babylonia, where there was a deeply rooted
popular belief in the power of the stars to rule
the destinies of individuals and nations, and where
from a remote antiquity the events which had
been observed to follow from given celestial pheno-
mena had been tabulated for future reference
(above, vol. i. p. 194; Sayce, Hibb. Led. 396-403).

* Proper names, as Beth-shemesh, En-shemesh, and (prob-
ably) Jericho imply an ancient worship of the sun and moon:
see also Am 52 6 (c. 750 B.C.); and (under Ahaz) Is 178 (' sun-
pillars,'—though some scholars think this and the preceding
word a later addition): 2 Κ 23U ' the horses which the kings of
Judah had given to the sun' and ' chariots of the sun' (though,
the kings not being specified, the date when these were intro-
duced is uncertain). 2 Κ 17*6, also, attributes the worship of
the ' host of heaven' to the people of the northern kingdom ;
but the statement (which occurs in a Deuteronomic passage)
may be only a rhetorical generalization.
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Ahaz and Manasseh were both addicted to
heathen observances, and both were also vassals of
Assyria ; * so that there is no difficulty in under-
standing their readiness to patronize Assyrian
superstitions, f

The expression (2) denotes the stars as witness-
ing , in virtue of their apparently countless numbers,
and the order and regularity of their appearance,
to J'ns creative and administrative power. So Jer
3322 (as innumerable), Is 344 (as dependent for their
existence upon J"'s will, and so as mouldering
away in the day of His wrath); and ' their host'
in Is 4026 (' that bringeth out their host by number;
he calleth them all by name . . . not one is lack-
ing'), 4512 ( Ί have stretched out the heavens, and
all their host I have commanded'), Ps 336, Gn 21

(where ' their host' is referred to ' earth' only
zeugmatically), Neh 96a ('thou hast made heaven,
the heaven of heavens, and all their host'). The
expression also denotes the stars in Dn 810 (as
audaciously assailed by the ' little horn' [Antiochus
Epiphanes]), God being (v.11) their * captain' or
'prince.'

B. ' Host of heaven' denotes celestial beings
in attendance upon J", in 1 Κ 2219=2 Ch 1818

(Micaiah's vision), and Neh 96 b; probably in Dn
435 (32) (where the Aram. b]n is the word which in
the Targ. regularly corresponds to any in this ex-
pression): and so also in Lk 213. * All ye his hosts'
m Ps 10321, and 'all his host' (Kere, 'hosts') in Ps
1482, are meant, probably, in the same sense. J"'s
celestial attendants are alluded to frequently else-
where, though not under this name, as Ps 29* 895"7,
Is 6, Job I 6 21 51 1515 2122b 387, Dn 710 (see further
ANGEL, vol. i. p. 95); and the term ' host' desig-
nates them, like the stars, as an organized body.
For passages in which they are spoken of in terms
suggestive of an army, see Gn 322 (a * camp'), Jos
514f· ('captain of J"'s host'), 2 Κ 617, Ps 10320, and
Jl 3(4)n ('mighty ones,' or warriors), Job 253

('troops' or 'bands').
An ambiguous position is taken by Is 2421, where

mention is made of the ' host of the height' {sc. of
heaven), whom J" will ' visit' (punish) in the day
of judgment on the world which the (post-exilic)
prophet depicts. This expression is understood by
Delitzsch to refer to angels (the allusion being
taken to be to a germinal form of the doctrine, which
was afterwards more fully developed, of patron-
angels, presiding over the different nations of the
earth) ;J but others (as Oehler, AT TheoL § 196;
Schultz, OT TheoL ii. 228; Baudissin, Sem. ReL-
gesch. i. 121-123; Dillm., Duhm, Cheyne;§ cf.
LXX) think the stars are intended.

The question arises, in what relation these two
senses of the expression ' host of heaven' stand to-
wards each other. Of course the connexion may
be a merely verbal one: angels and stars were
equally pictured by the Hebrews as forming a
' host'; both belonged to the heavens; and both
were accordingly called independently by the same
name. Nevertheless, it is the opinion of many
scholars that the connexion between the two
senses is closer than this. Ewald {Lehre von Gott,
ii. 294 f.) suggested that the stars were regarded as
the ' visible image,' or counterpart, of the host, or
army, of angels, by which J" was conceived to be
surrounded. Stade {Gesch. ii. 236-238) supposes
that the divinities, whom the heathen nations,
and the unspiritual Israelites, supposed to inhabit

* For Manasseh, see Schrader, ΚΑΤ* on 2 Κ 211.
t For other allusions to the worship of heavenly bodies (though

not of the * host of heaven,' as such) in the same age, see Jer 718

4419 (above, vol. i. p. 169& note), Ezk 8*6: cf. also (later) Job
3l26f·.

X Cf. Smend, Ζ AW, 1884, p. 200 (gods of the heathen).
§ In SBOT p. 205 ('astral spirits'); cf. Introd. to Is. 70, 151

(in his Comm. he explained, with Hitzig, of stars and angels
together).

the heavenly bodies, and whom they venerated
accordingly, were harmonized with monotheism by
being incorporated into the ranks of the angels,
as subjects of the supreme God: the ' host of
heaven,' originally denoting these divinities, be-
came thus the name for the countless ministers of
the heavenly King. Others remind us that the
stars, moving (as it seemed) in the heaven with
surprising order and regularity, were regarded by
the Greeks and other ancient nations as animate
beings; * and suppose that this facilitated their
being called by the same name as angels. Thus
Montefiore {Hibb. Led. 429) writes : ' The stars, to
the Jews, no less than to the Greeks, animate
beings, become a portion of the heavenly host
which attended Yahweh on high'; cf. Baudissin,
I.e. p. 120 (Hebrew popular belief regarded the
stars as animated beings, similar to angels). In
estimating this last view, it should, however, be
remembered that there is no passage in the OT
which actually speaks of the stars as animated, or
distinctly identifies them with angels; for the
poetical passage in Jg 520 (the stars from their
courses fighting against Sisera) is no evidence of
the former belief; and the fact that in Job 387

' morning stars' stand in poetical parallelism with
' sons of God' does not prove that the poet treated
them as identical. No doubt, in a later age, the
stars were treated as conscious beings, and even
sometimes identified with angels (as Enoch 1812"16

211"6, where seven stars are represented as bound
in a prison-house of fire, for disobedience in not
rising at their appointed time, just as angels them-
selves are in 2P"1 2; and Rev 9 1 · u , where the star
which falls from heaven and receives the key of
the abyss, is called the ' angel' of the abyss): but
it is a question how much such passages prove for
the beliefs of the 8th or 7th centuries B.C. Our
knowledge of the origin and history of the expres-
sion 'host of heaven' is too imperfect to enable
us to pronounce with any confidence upon these
theories; but, so far as we can judge (1 Κ 2219), it
seems to have been first applied to denote angelic
beings. Whether its application afterwards to the
stars was connected merely verbally with this
usage, or whether it was facilitated by one or
other of the considerations just alluded to, cannot
be definitely determined; at the same time, we
may at least agree (cf. above, vol. i. p. 95b) that
the movements and appearance of the stars may
well have suggested to the Hebrews, as they did
to other ancient nations, the idea that they were
animated, and that hence a tendency may have
arisen—though how far it was consistently carried
out we do not know—to place them in the same
class, or even to identify them, with angels, who
also formed an order of heavenly beings, regarded
by the Hebrews as in a special degree the ministers
and instruments of Divine Providence (cf. Dillm.
AT TheoL 320). S. R. DRIVER.

HOSTS, LORD OF.—See LORD OF HOSTS.

HOTHAM (otnn ' seal').—1. An Asherite, 1 Ch
732. 2. Father of two of David's heroes, 1 Ch II 4 4 .
In this latter instance AV has incorrectly Hothan.
See GENEALOGY.

HOTHIR (ΎΓΛΠ).—A son of Heman, 1 Ch 254.
See GENEALOGY, III. 23 n.

HOUGH.—The ' hough ' (mod. spelling hock) of a
* That the stars were divine beings was, says Aristotle, a

traditional belief among the Greeks; and he even accommo-
dated it to his own philosophy (Metaph. xn. (Λ) viii. 26-30,
10746, Iff. : cf. Phys. ii. 4, 196a, 33; de God. i. 2, 269a, 30ff. ;
Met.vi. (E) i. 18, 1026a, 18, where they are called τα. φα,ηρα, των
θίίων, with Schwegler's note; Eth. Nic. vi. 7, 11416 a, ά,νθρώττον
πολύ θίίοτίροί την φύιην).
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quadruped is the joint between the knee and the
fetlock in the hind leg; in man the back of the knee
joint, called the ham. To hough is to cut the tendon
of the hough, to hamstring. The subst. occurs in
2 Es 1536 ' unto the camel's hough' (usque ad suffra-
ginem cameli, AVm * pastern or litter'). The vb.
is found Jos II 6 · 9 , 2 S 84, 1 Ch 184 of houghing horses
(ipy in Piel). Tind. translates Gn 496 * In their
selfe-will they houghed an oxe,' which is retained
in AVm, and accepted by RV for AV text ' they
digged down a wall' (see Spurrell). In his Diary
(Wodrow, p. 123), Melvill says of ' Mr Jhone
Caldcleuche, a daft wousten man,' that he 'bosted
that he wald houche Mr Andro [Melvill], with
mikle mair daft talk,' where the word is shown in
its later and more general sense of doing one a
serious injury. J. HASTINGS.

HOUR.—See TIME.

HOUSE (ΓΡ3 [etym. uncertain; Ges. derives from
a root=* spend the night'], OTKOS, οικία, domus).—
This article deals with the fixed dwellings of man
in Syria and Egypt, exclusive of tents and tem-
porary dwellings, which are treated of under other
headings (CAVE, PALACE, TEMPLE, TENT) ; but,
in a hot climate, where life is spent in a great
measure in the open air under the shade of trees,
rocks, and in booths in connexion with permanent
habitations, it is not practicable entirely to divide
the several subjects. It will be found that the dif-
ference to be met with in the habits of the people
is not so much between those who live in perma-
nent and in temporary dwellings, as between those
who live in fixed abodes and in movable habitations.

The dwellers in towns and villages have fixed
abodes, though often of a very frail character ;
while the nomadic tribes, roving over the country
in quest of pasture for their herds and flocks,
require habitations which, though they can be
readily packed up and carried away, are often of a
very permanent texture.

Permanent fixed dwellings existed from the very
earliest times (Gn 417 10llf* [both, however, pre-
historical] 1215 [Hyksos period ?]), and in the days
of Abraham cities of considerable antiquity were
already in existence in Palestine and Egypt (' Now
Hebron was built seven years before Zoan in
Egypt,' Nu 1323, which, however, may refer only
to the rebuilding by Ramses II., cf. Sayce, HCM
190 f.). Evidence to the same effect is supplied by
the Babylonian (Nippur) and Egyptian discoveries
as well as by Bliss's excavations at Lachish.

Although the family of Lot, on separating from
Abraham, dwelt in the cities of the plain (Gn 1312),
yet the Hebrews throughout their sojourn in
Canaan, until going down into Egypt, were
dwellers in tents (Gn 1318 26s5 3133 3521): in
Egypt they lived in houses (Ex 127·27), and on
entering the Promised Land, after forty years'
camping in the wilderness, took possession of the
towns and cities built by the Canaanites (Dt 610f#):
they thus had no opportunity of establishing any
distinctive style of architecture, as did the Egyp-
tians, Assyrians, and Greeks, and there is no class
of buildings which can be described as character-
istically Hebrew, unless perhaps the synagogues,
which do not appear to have been numerous in
Palestine till after the time of John Hyrcanus
(B.C. 135). The houses of the Hebrews, therefore,
were the houses of the people of the land where
they dwelt, and we have thus to seek for them
in Syria and Egypt.

We have the following records for our use, viz. :
The pictures on the monuments of Egypt and
Assyria, the ruins remaining on the ground, the
descriptions given in the Bible and by early
writers, and the modern dwellings themselves.

In drawing inferences as to the arrangements
of houses in ancient times from the system
adopted in modern dwellings, we must make due
allowance for the more jealous seclusion of Moslem
women at the present day, and also for the present
method of sitting with the legs tucked up, which
necessitates taking off the out-door shoe. There
was far more social equality of the two sexes
among the Hebrews in ancient times than there
is now among the Moslems. This affected all
the household arrangements, and did not re-
quire the careful seclusion of the women's apart-
ments, which complicates the construction of
modern houses. Hebrew women, instead of being
immured in a harem, mingled freely with the
other sex in carrying out their social duties.
They attended the flocks (Gn 296), prepared the
meal (Gn 186), invited guests (Jg 418), and even on
occasion criticized the conduct of their husband
(1 S 2ο25). They conversed with strangers in a
public place with propriety (Gn 2424 299f·), and
took part in public affairs of any special kind (1 S
186, which would suggest that they sat in an agora).
This freedom of action naturally influenced the
arrangements of the apartments in the house, and
caused them to differ from those of the present day.
The custom of sitting on a divan with the legs tucked
up instead of sitting on a chair or stool also affects
greatly all household arrangements, even to cere-
monials and cleanliness, as may be seen at present
in the life of the Chinese, who use chairs, and the
Japanese, who sit on divans or couches. Another
matter not to be lost sight of in considering the
nature of the houses in early days, is the patri-
archal customs of the Hebrews, and the improba-
bility of their having many wants, accustomed as
they were to living so much in tents.

The houses of the poor in early days must always
have been of a very primitive character. Very
often they were built of clay (mud or sunburnt
brick), ' whose foundation is in the dust '; ' which
are ready to become heaps'; ' by slothfulness the
roof sinketh in, and through idleness of the hands
the house leaketh' (Job 419 1528, Ec 1018, Is 910).
These houses, as at the present day, were of a very
unstable description, and if not instantly attended
to were liable to be overthrown by heavy rainfall,
hailstorm, and strong winds (Ezk 1310f·). Another
inconvenience of mud houses is their liability to
be ' dug through' or broken into by thieves (Job
2416, Mt 619 2443).

In other instances houses might be built of
stone with plaster (Lv 1440ί·) and mortar (Ezk 1311),
and wood of sycomore, holm tree (but see HOLM)
and the oak (Is 910). These stone houses were
also very insecurely built; the mortar, frequently
made with mud and slime instead of burnt lime-
stone, becomes as slippery as soap during heavy
rains, and whole villages have been known to be
overthrown in one night during bad weather
{Land and the Book, ii. 57). In some parts of the
country, however, the houses are very carefully
built of squared stone throughout, owing to the
total absence of wood; and those houses do not
readily decay, Mt 724 (Buckingham, Arab Tribes,
180, 326).

In the fenced cities the houses forming the walls
are necessarily built solidly, {great, and fenced up
to heaven' (Dt I28), but those within the city do
not differ materially from those in villages, except
that for want of space the roofs are made more
use of, and there are two storeys and often a court
within the house. These houses, whether of mud
or stone, are also very insecurely built, and are
constantly falling down.

The people congregated, as they still do, for
safety in villages and towns, and did not build
isolated houses in the fields. The houses of the
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poor are quadrangular, usually of one storey in
villages, and containing but one apartment, in
which in cold weather the cattle also are housed ;
the portion for the use of the family being raised
on a dais some 2 ft. or more above that where
the cattle are herded. On this raised platform
are the beds, chests, cooking utensils (1 S 28s4 (?)).
The light comes through the door, and when there
are windows they are merely apertures raised some
height above the ground, sometimes with wooden
gratings. There is no chimney, and the smoke
from the fire finds its way out through the holes
in the building.

The roofs are usually flat, except where no wood
is to be obtained. They are formed of rough
rafters or boughs of trees with brushwood laid across,
and over all a plaster of mud, rolled flat in showery
weather with a stone roller. Upon the roofs are
often temporary erections of straw or boughs of
trees, for sleeping under, though in dry climates
the roof is generally used without any covering
except a quilt. It was prescribed by Dt 228 that a
parapet (EV * battlement') should be erected round
the roof, for the protection of those using it for
recreation or other purposes. A stairway outside
the house frequently gave access to the roof with-
out the necessity of passing through the house.
This arrangement is probably alluded to in our
Lord's words, * Let him that is on the housetop not
go down nor enter in to take anything out of his
house' (Mk 1315). Rahab hid the spies * with the
stalks of flax which she had laid in order upon the
roof' (Jos 26); Peter ' went up upon the housetop
to pray' (Ac 109). For similar uses of the roof cf.
Jg 1627 (where see Moore's note), 1 S 925f·, 2 S II 2

1622, Is 221, Jer 1913, Zeph I5, Neh 816.
A considerable amount of discussion has been occasioned by

the narrative of the healing of the paralytic (Mt 92ff·, Mk 23ff·,
Lk 518ff·)» a n ( i the means adopted by his four friends to bring
him into the presence of Jesus. Both Mark and Luke imply that
the sick man's bearers first made their way to the roof, which
would be readily accessible by an outside stairway or a ladder.
Their further proceedings are described thus in Mk 24 * they
uncovered the roof where he was, and when they had broken it
up, they let down the bed whereon the sick of the palsy lay'
(ά.πίσ·τίγκ(τα,ν τν,ν στίγνιν άπου ην, κα.) Ιξορίξαντα χα,λωσι τον
ζράββκ,τον, κ.τ.λ.); in Lk 51 9 'They let him down through the
tiles with his couch into the midst before Jesus' (&*« των κίρύμαν
χχθτ,κοίν αυτόν συν τω κλινώίν, κ.τ.λ.). It is not quite clear whether
Jesus was teaching in the 'upper room' of a house with more
than one storey, or on the ground floor of a one-storeyed house, or,
as some think, in a gallery outside the house. In any case there
would have been no difficulty either in getting rid of the cover-
ing of the roof or making an opening in the battlement that sur-
rounded it. For a full discussion of the meaning of the passage
the reader may refer to such works as Gould (on Mk 24) and
Plummer (on Lk 51̂ ), both in Internat. Grit. Comm,; Bruce (on
Mk 24) in Expositor's Gr. NT; Thomson, Land and the Book
(1880), p. 358 ; Tristram, Eastern Customs, 34 f.

In the villages there is usually a court attached
to the house, in which the cattle, sheep, and goats
are penned ; and in towns they are all brought
within the walls and penned in courts and cellars
belonging to the houses.

The monuments of Assyria and Egypt represent
the houses much as they appear at present (Layard,
Nineveh; Wilkinson, Ancient Egyptians).

In examining the ruins of ancient cities east of
the Jordan, one is much struck with the promin-
ence of the temples and the complete effacement
of the private dwellings, showing that the latter
were built of materials that have readily decayed.
This had been noticed elsewhere; and even at Athens
in the time of Pericles, foreigners were struck by the
contrast between the splendour of the public build-
ings and the mean dwellings of the common people
(Thuc. ii. 14, 65; Dicaearch, Stat. Grate, p. 8).

The most striking peculiarity in the aspect of
houses at the present day is their blank and
desolate appearance from the outside: streets 8
ft. or less in width, houses 40 to 60 ft. high, with
blank stone walls and little ornament of any kind,

except the door and the projecting window over it,
all peeping into which is jealously guarded against
by the wooden lattice which fills up the window
aperture ; it is pierced with holes, and often elabor-
ately carved. The doorways and the doors are often
highly ornamented (Is 54la, Rev 2121) and enriched
with arabesques, and have sentences from the
Koran inscribed on them (cf. Dt 69). The doors are
usually of hard wood, studded with iron nails or

CARVED HOUSE-DOOR OP PEASANT'S COTTAGE
(MT. LEBANON).

sheeted with iron, opening inwards, and furnished
with bars and bolts. They are fastened with
wooden locks, and wooden keys are required, often
of enormous size, large enough for a stout club (Is
2222; Land and the Book, i. 493). There is an
opening in the door to insert the hand and key
from the outside, the lock being on the inside (see
below, Lock and Key). On entering the gate there
is usually a porch or vestibule with a long stone
bench for the doorkeeper and servants, where
the master of the house receives visits and transacts
business (Gn 191 2310 3420, Job 297 may serve to
illustrate this custom, although in these passages
it is the gate of a city, not the door of a house,
that is referred to). This porch is separated
from the chambers within by a twisted passage,
so that a view inside cannot be obtained from
it. The house is built round one or more courts
according to the wealth of the family, each room
opening into the court, and seldom one into the
other; there is a verandah round the court. In the
larger houses at Damascus there are often several
courts, all fitted up with great magnificence, the
floors paved with marble, the walls lined with faience,
the ceilings have carved ornaments and tracery and
are painted in gay colours, and ornamented wooden
screens separate the several chambers.

In towns there are generally two or more storeys,
and on each floor the chambers open on to a common
balcony running round the inside of the court, with
a staircase open to the sky, usually in a corner of
the court.

The passage from the entrance doorway leads
into the court, which is usually paved with marble
or flagging, and may have in the centre a well
(2 S 1718) or a fountain, with citron and orange
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trees around, and overhead an awning may be
stretched to keep off the sun.

As it is customary for the married sons to remain
under their parents' roofs and bring up families, a
house may often have forty or fifty inmates ex-
clusive of the servants and slaves.

Opening into the first court on the ground floor,
in smaller houses, are the principal apartments,
the women's apartments being either in an inner
court or on the floor above; but in larger houses
where there are several courts, the first floor of the
first court is used for the reception rooms, one large
chamber being specially reserved for entertaining
guests, who are treated \vith great honour (Lk 2212,
Ac I1 3 937 208). In addition to the guest-chamber
of the house, in every village or encampment there
is a public guest-room for entertainment of strangers,
kept up at the expense of the inhabitants (cf. Gn 181,
Ex 220, Jg 1315 1917f·)· In wealthy houses the prin-
cipal reception chamber opening into the first court
is highly ornamented, paved with marble, with a
fountain, and at the farther end the floor is raised
and called the liwan, with a divan running round
the sides, formed of mattresses and cushions
covered with carpets. The ceilings and Avails are
elaborately ornamented and brilliantly painted
(Jer 2214 of a palace).

Moslems drop the slipper or shoe at the door
when they enter an inner room or step on to the
liwan. And this is necessary both for comfort
and cleanliness, as they sit with their feet tucked
under them; but it would not be safe to assume
that this custom prevailed among the Hebrews in
early days in private life, though it Avas their
custom so far as sacred ground was concerned (Ex
35, Jos 515, Lk 738). There is no clear indication of
the Hebrews before the Captivity having used a
divan on a raised liwan, and the words signifying
* seatsJ in the Hebrew do not throw much light on
the subject. The ancient Egyptians are shown
in one picture squatting on the ground at dinner
(Wilkinson, Anc. Eg. i. 58, 181). A bas-relief on
the Avails of Khorsabad represents the guests seated
on high chairs at a festival (Layard, Nineveh, ii.
411).

The inner courts are often planted with fine
trees, and the interior Avails, verandahs, and stair-
case clothed with vines and creepers.

Ewald {Geschichte1, iii. 451, 602) suggests that
the 'armon, ' keep,' of a palace was the harem or
Avomen's apartment, the most securely guarded
portion of Eastern houses; but Gesenius {Lex.) says,
4None of the ancients rendered the Avord "Avomen's
apartment," as very many of late have done, after
J. D. Michaelis,' and gives the meaning as * fortress,'
* palace' (so Oxf. Heb. Lex., and Siegfried-Stade).
The harem of the king of Persia is spoken of in
Est 23, and also the chamberlain, keeper of the
Avomen. It is also probable that king Solomon,
after his foreign marriages, kept a harem at Jeru-
salem ; but this Avas not part of the life of the
HebreAvs. And the customs of Moslems regarding
the seclusion of Avomen can throw little light upon
the customs of people among Avhom the sexes Avere
on almost equal terms.

The doors of the inner court are not usually
furnished Avith locks and bolts, and a curtain is
often all that separates it from the outer court, the
idea being that all is private within the outer gate
or outer court (Dt 2410, Ac ΙΟ17 1213).

The upper rooms of the house are called the
'dJtyah, which is also the HebreAv Avord (n^j;) for
upper chamber. Thomson {Land and the Book, i.
235) states that in northern Syria this is the
most desirable part of the establishment, is best
fitted up, and is still given to guests who are to
be treated Avith honour. The women and servants
live beloAV, and their apartment is called 'ardiyeh,
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or ground floor; in common parlance beit, or house.
Every respectable dwelling has both Avinter and
summer house, beit shatawy and beit seify. If
these are on the same floor, then the exterior and
airy apartment is the summer-house, and that for
AA'inter is the interior and more sheltered room
(2 Κ 410, Jer 3622, Am 31 5; see Driver's note). In
the Lebanon the upper rooms are used in summer
and the loAver rooms in winter. In some parts of
the country where the cold in Avinter is severe,
ATaults under ground are used during the cold
weather. With regard to the use of the roof of the
house, the * housetop,' see ROOF.

The only mention of cooking-places is in Ezk 4623

(the temple). The kitchens Avould probably, as with
the Romans and Greeks, have had a hearth, Avith
stone divisions for resting the pots on. There Avere
no other fireplaces (Jer 3622 RV). It is supposed that
there Avere no chimneys, but a smoke-hole is spoken
of (Hos 133; see Window), and it is difficult to under-
stand how the smoke could be got rid of in tAvo-
storeyed buildings AA'ithout chimneys of some kind.

Leprosy of houses (Lv 1434·55) is described by
Gesenius as probably a nitrous scab; Thomson
{Land and Book, ii. 518) alludes to leprosy in gar-
ments and in buildings as phenomena not only
unknown, but utterly unintelligible at this day.

In considering the household arrangements of
the HebreAvs, the gradual advance of civilization
and luxury must not be forgotten, and the proba-
bility that even the rich in early days lived Avith
a roughness of surroundings which Avould be con-
sidered as squalor in later days. The influence
of the Greeks and Romans on the customs of
Palestine and the East has also to be considered.
In the very earliest days of the entry of the
HebreAvs into the Promised Land, the Philistines
from Caphtor (which is generally identified Avith
Crete) Avere in possession of the loAvlands of Judah ;
from B.C. 332 to B.C. 63 Palestine was more or less
directly under Greek influence, and from the latter
date for many centuries it Avas directly under
Roman influence. The customs of the people have
therefore been influenced by Egypt, Assyria, Syria,
Persia, Greece, and Rome; and though the dAvellings
of the poor may have been little affected by these
influences, there can be no doubt that those of the
rich Avould have reflected the feelings of the masters
of the day. ' HOAV apt Ave all are to look at the
manners of ancient times through the false medium
of our everyday associations ! How difficult it is
to strip our thoughts of their modern garb, and to
escape from the thick atmosphere of prejudice in
which custom and habit have enveloped us ! and
yet, unless Ave take a comprehensive and extended
vieAv of the objects of archaeological speculation,
unless Ave can look upon ancient customs Avith the
eyes of the ancients, unless we can transport
ourselves in the spirit to other lands and other
times, and sun ourselves in the clear light of by-
gone days, all our conception of what Avas done
by the men Avho have long since ceased to be must
be dim, uncertain, and unsatisfactory, and all our
reproductions as soulless and uninstructive as the
scattered fragments of a broken statue' (Niebuhr,
Kleine Schriften, p. 92).

Chamber (bed-, guest-, inner, upper).—When a
particular apartment of a house is alluded to, the
Avord 'chamber,' 'parlour,' or 'closet' is generally
used in AV, the word ' room' being used in a
general sense, ' Is there room in thy father's
house for us ?' ' We have room to lodge in' (Gn
2423), except in three instances in the NT (Mk 1415,
Lk 2212, Ac I13).

The word 'closet' occurs only once in the OT
(Jl 216), Avhere it is used for the nuptial tent (see
Driver, adloc.), as is the Avord ' chamber' in Ps 19\
It is used tAvice in NT, Avhere it represents ταμεΐον,
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'store-house' or 'closet' (Mt 66, Lk 123). The
word 'parlour' is used only three times. In
Jg 320ί· the summer parlour ( n ^ ) of Eglon means
the roof-chamber, raised above the flat roof at one
corner or upon a tower-like annexe to the building
(Moore). In 1 Ch 2811 RV < the inner chambers'
(D'-nq) is trd 'inner parlour' in AV. In 1 S 922

' parlour' is used for ηιφ, which signifies a room in
which the sacrificial meals were held (see Driver,
ad loc). In RV it is trd ' guest-chamber.'

There are thus only three Hebrew words used in
connexion with chambers of houses. 1. iin a
chamber: Job 99 379 αποθήκη, cubiculum ; inner
chamber: Gn 4330, 1 Κ 2030 2225, 2 Κ 92, 1 Ch 2811,
2 Ch 1824; bed-chamber : 2 S 47 1310, 2 Κ 612, 2 Ch
2211, Ec 1020; women's apartment: Ca I4 3 4 ;
bridal-chamber: Jg 151 169, Jl 216 (chamber);
store-house: Pr 244.

2. n*by (ύπερφον, ccenaculum), an upper chamber
on the" roof of a house: Jg 320ff· (Eglon), 2 Κ I2

(Ahaziah), 411 (Elisha), 2312 (Ahaz).
3. ηζψ1? (κατάλυμα, triclinium), a sacrificial dining-

room : 1 S 92 2; used in later times for the chambers
in the Temple Court in which the priests lived :

. Jer 352·4, Ezk 4017 etc.
In the smaller houses there were probably no

bedrooms, and in houses generally all rooms could
be used for sleeping in, as is the case at the present
day ; but the inner chambers appear to have been
more particularly set apart for sleeping, or were
used as closets in which the bedding was kept
(2S 47, Ec 1020; Jos. Ant. XII. iv. 11; 2 Κ IP).
The furniture of a chamber for sleeping in is given
(2 Κ 410) as ' a bed, and a table, and a stool, and a
candlestick'; its position in a retired portion of
the house is indicated in Ex 83, 2 Κ 612, and other
passages. Joash and his nurse were hidden in a
chamber for the beds (2 Κ II2, 2 Ch 2211), probably
a closet for the bedding. In the poorer class of
houses the place set apart for laying down the
beds was often merely a portion of the common
room devoted to daily avocations, with the floor
somewhat raised, or else a room in which the
family all slept together (Lk II7). The constant
reference to chambers for withdrawing to and
inner chambers among all classes, shows that it
was usual to have more than one room in the
house, except with the very poor. Houses were
often two storeys in height, and the upper chamber
or'aliyah was used for withdrawing to or sleeping
in (Jg 320, 2 Κ 411). The chamber from which
Ahaziah fell through the lattice was of this
nature. Altars appear to have been erected in
these upper chambers on the roof (2 Κ 2312).

Doorway (nr© Opening,' · entrance'), Door
(n^)·—The doorway of the house differs from the
gate of the city ("W, πύλη, porta) in that the first
was for private and the latter for public purposes.
When njn is used of the gate of a city, it appears
to differ from iyy, which denotes the whole struc-
ture, including posts, open space, etc, in being
restricted to the actual door which swings on its
hinges {Oxf. Heb. Lex.).

The doorway consisted of three parts : — The
threshold or sill (ηρ, which is used in some cases
for door, 2 Κ 129 224, Jer 354), the two side posts
(n1mp), and the lintel (φρ?Ρ), Ex 127f\ The door
itself Was of wood, stone, or metal, according to
circumstances. Wooden and metal doors have
disappeared; but in Asia Minor, and east of the
Lake of Gennesaret, stone doors exist to the
present day in situ, the stone hinges resting in
the sockets (Burckhardt, Syria, p. 58).

These doors were often made with two leaves,
and had bolts and bars (Jg 323163, Neh 33 73, Ca 55).
See Bar, Bolt, Key.

The doorways were often highly ornamented
and enriched with tracery (Is 54i2, Rev 2121), and

inscribed with sentences of Scripture in accordance
with the Mosaic Law, w Thou shalt write them upon
the posts of thy house, and on thy gates' (Dt 69

II2 0). In Moslem countries the same practice
exists at the present day. The mezuzah, the
distinctive mark of a Hebrew habitation, is a kind
of amulet like the phylacteries, and consists of a
tube of vellum, inside of which are scrolls with
various scriptural texts. These at the present day
are hung up inside the doorway on the doorpost.
Inside the doorway was a bench for the doorkeeper
and servants, and there the master of the house
sat and transacted business.

The door could be broken in readily. * They
pressed, and came near to break the door' (Gn 199).
The willing bondman was received into the house-
hold by having his ear thrust through with an awl
into the door (Ex 216, Dt 1517). The inner chamber
in Amnon's house had a door with a bolt (2 S 1317).

Bar (rp"]3).—(1) A cross-beam, a bar which was
passed from one side to the other through the
rings of the several boards of the holy tabernacle,
which were thus held together (Ex 2626f· 3511 3631f·,
Nu 336 4S1). (2) A bolt or bar for shutting a door
of a gate or house.

The bar was used principally at night time
(Neh Is, Rev 2125), as it is at the present day, to
keep the door closed. It was made of wood or
iron (Is 452), and was inserted into sockets in the
gateposts or doorway of houses (Ovid, Amor. i. 6).
The door could not be opened until the bar was
removed. Chamber doors were sometimes barred
as well as bolted (2 S 1317; Eurip. Orest. 154 δ).
The first mention of the use of bars with gates is
in the account of the taking of the cities of Og
king of Bashan by Moses (Dt 35). Samson carried
away the gates of Gaza, posts, bars, and all (Jg
163). In the rebuilding of the Avails of Jerusalem
in the time of Artaxerxes, both bars and bolts of
the gates of the city are mentioned (Neh 33it).

In the Bible, bars are mentioned in connexion
with city gates only, and not with reference to
houses. In Jon 26 the term is used in a meta-
phorical sense.—' The bars of the earth ' (pictured
as a house out of which Jonah is shut—Oxf. Heb.
Lex.). The gates of Damascus, Jerusalem, and
other Availed cities in the East are closed at night
and barred.

Bolt or lock (Vtyf?, from the root ĵn, to fasten
with a bolt, or to bind sandals to the feet).—In
Dt 3325 this word (in the form tyjp) is given as
' bars' (RV) or · shoes' (AV; RVrn), KkeWpov, sera.
The idea of binding and loosing with a key appears
in Mt 1619 ' I will give unto thee the keys of the
kingdom of heaven, and whatsoever thou shalt
bind on earth shall be bound in heaven; and
whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall be
loosed in heaven.'

The bolt or lock is referred to in connexion with
the doors both of city gates and of houses; but in
the two instances in which the Heb. word is trd

«lock' in AV, it is given as 'bolt' in RV (Ca 55,
Neh 33ί·). It does not appear that city gates and
palaces which had both bars and bolts would require
the bolt to be opened with a key, both because
they were not opened from the outside, and because
guards were present to protect them from being
opened by unauthorized persons (Neh 33f· 73).

The bolt was shot into a socket made to receive
it in the threshold on the inside of a gate or door-
way. In the Pompeian doorways two holes in the
sill correspond to the two bolts of the leaves of the
doors (Gell, Pompeiana, 2 ser. vol. i. p. 167); in
doorways with a single leaf the bolt would shoot
into a socket in the doorpost. In the Odyssey
(i. 442, iv. 802, xxi. 6, 46-50) the door was drawn to
with a silver ring and the bolt fastened with a thong;
to open the door from the outside the thong of the
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ring was loosed, and the ' well bent key' (of brass
with an ivory handle) was put in, and by means of
it the bolt was struck back. By degrees improve-
ments were made in bolts until locks and keys
of very advanced design came into existence,
among the Greeks and Romans. In Jg 323f* an
account is given of a door which could be locked
by means of a key from inside or outside. Ehud
locked the doors of Eglon's summer parlour, and
Eglon's servants, after waiting for their master to
open the doors from the inside, took a key and
opened them from the outside. In Ca 5 4 · 5 refer-
ence is made to the hole in the door through which
the hand was put in with the key in withdrawing
the bolt; the handles of the lock (AV) or bolt (KV)
are also mentioned. £ My beloved put in his hand
by the hole in the door.' In Dt 3323 bars or bolts
are spoken of as of iron and brass. Reference to
the bolting of an inner chamber is made in the
account of Amnon and Tamar (2 S 1317f). Ancient
Egyptian doors, with two leaves, had central bolts
and bars (Wilkinson, Anc. Eg. i. 15).

Key (nn?£, from the root nris, Open,' /cXeis, clavis).
This instrument to open a lock or withdraw a bolt
is mentioned only once in its literal sense (Jg 325f·).
In other instances the term is used figuratively
(Is 2222, Lk II 5 2, Mt 1619) as a symbol to denote
power and authority delegated to a steward,
chamberlain, or minister, 'And the key of the
house of David will I lay upon his shoulder; and
he shall open and none shall shut: and he shall
shut and none shall open.' Merchants and others
at the present day in Palestine and Egypt are
accustomed to carry large keys of wood or iron
over their shoulders, if too long to hang at the
girdle. Thomson {Land and the Book, i. 493)
mentions the enormous wooden keys used in
Palestine ; in some cases almost a load to carry.

The lock or bolt for magazines, houses, and
garden gates is made of wood and hollowed out,
about 2 ft. long for a gate and 6 to 9 in.
long for a chamber door. It slides through a
groove in a piece of wood attached to the door, and
shoots into a socket in the doorpost or sill. When
the bolt is shot, some pins in the groove drop into
corresponding holes in the bolt, and it cannot be
withdrawn without an instrument to force up these
pins out of the holes and pull the bolt back. This
instrument is called the key, and consists of a piece
of wood furnished with a number of pins in exactly
the same position (reversed). It is introduced
into the hollow bolt, and, raising the groove pins,
it draws back the bolt. Unless these pins exactly
fit, the bolt cannot be released (Lane, Mod.
Eg. i. 42).

In some cases doors were sealed with clay.
Job 3814 * It is changed as clay under the seal.' At
Athens a jealous husband sometimes sealed the
door of the woman's apartment (Aristoph. Thesm.
422). The king sealed with his own signet the
stone brought to the den of lions into which Daniel
was cast (Dn 617). The sepulchre of our Lord was
made sure by sealing the stone at the door
(Mt 2766).

Hinge (τ?).—In early days doors were poised,
not hung, on hinges (Pr 2614); that is to say, hinges
were door-pivots let into sockets in the threshold
and lintel on which the door swung. Remains of
stone doors with the hinges or pivots attached are
found in various parts of Syria and Egypt and Asia
Minor.

The Greeks and Romans used hinges for doors
like those now in use in Europe; four hinges of
bronze are preserved in the British Museum.

Knock (PS?).—There is no mention of a knocker
having been affixed to doors, as with the Greeks
and Romans. In Jg 1922 the word (D'ps^?) is used
of beating violently (till they were tired) against

a door. In Ca 52 we hear of the beloved knocking
(pDi) at the door. At the present day one stands
on the outside of the house and knocks, and calls
loudly (Mt 77, Lk 123(51325, Ac 1213, Rev 320).

Window {]^Γ\, θυρίς).—The Hebrew word is de-
rived from the root hbn (pierce.' This word appears
to be used generally where the windows of houses
are referred to, which originally were but openings
pierced in the Avails, without shutters. The word
casement in Pr 76 (AV) appears as lattice in
RV, being the trn of 'eshnab. The windows in
Daniel's chamber, open towards Jerusalem (Dn 610

[Heb. n ] , represent an Aram, word (p.s) whose
derivation is quite uncertain (the root κι 3 means
to burn). The words (ΠΤΟΏ̂ Ν nigs) trd * light over
against light' (1 Κ 74·5) are derived from n?n * see.'
The meaning of D^J$ and r$v in same verses trd

' windows' in AV is uncertain. There are three
words signifying « lattice-' or ' net-work' filling up
the aperture of a window. 1. Π3ΐΝ. It is used to
denote the smoke-hole of a room (Hos 133); the
windows of a dove-cote (Is 608); and the aperture
of the window as being closed with lattice-work and
not with glass. It is also used for the ' windows
of heaven' (Gn 711 82, 2 Κ Τ2·19, Is 2418, Mai 310).
2. D'?iq (Aram.) lattice-work or net-work of a
window, Ca 29 (only), 'He glanceth through the
windows.' 3. rn x̂ (of doubtful etym. synonymous
with jî n), lattice through which the coid air
passes (?). Jg 528 * The mother of Sisera looked
down (see Moore) through the lattice *; Pr 76

4 In at the window of my house I looked forth
through my casement' ('lattice' RV) [all].

There is another word trd ' lattice,'—η&ψ, lattice-
or net-work, which is principally used with refer-
ence to the lattice- or net-work surrounding the
capitals of the columns (1 Κ 717f#), but it is also
used for the lattice or balustrade in the upper
chamber of Ahaziah in Samaria through which he
fell; this word has probably no connexion with
window.

At the present time in Eastern towns there is
usually a large window prominently projecting
over the doorway into the street, and fitted with
lattice-work, which is opened only upon the
occasion of high ceremonies. It is probable that
in early days also one or perhaps more windows of
the palaces and larger nouses opened into the
street, as there is constant reference to windows
opening into the street or into the city wall. In
the houses of the poorer classes, however, it is
doubtful whether any windows existed, and what
did exist were only apertures to admit light and let
out the smoke. At the present day in the houses
in the Lebanon the walls of the rooms are per-
forated with small openings (in addition to the
windows), which let in light and air. Where there
are courts, however, there are windows opening
inwards. Among the Greeks, windows were not
uncommon (Aristoph. Thesm. 797). The Romans
had few windows, the bedrooms being lighted
from the principal apartments, and the rooms on
the upper floor only being lighted from the street
(Juv. iii. 270). In Pompeii it can be seen how
very few houses have windows opening on to the
streets, and even in these cases the sills of the
windows are over 6 ft. above the footway, and
are very small, about 3 ft. by 2 ft.

The discoveries at Pompeii prove that glass was
used for windows under the early emperors, as
glass windows have been found in several of the
houses; glass may therefore have been in use in
Palestine in the houses of the wealthy at an earlier
date. Pliny {c. 70 A.D., UN xxxvi. 45) states that
windows were made of mica, from countries near
Palestine, viz. Cyprus and Cappadocia.

The references in the Bible to windows to look
out from are almost all in connexion with palaces.
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' Abimelech king of the Philistines looked out at a
window' (Gn 268). The mother of Sisera looked
forth through a window (Jg 528). 'Michal the
daughter of Saul looked out at the window'
(2 S 616). * Jezebel looked out at the window'
(2 Κ 930). In the following cases, however, there
are windows in houses of the less opulent classes—
Kahab the harlot let the spies down through a
window on the town wall of Jericho (Jos 215);
Elisha when sick in his own house directed king
Joash to ' open the window eastward' (2 Κ 1317);
St. Paul at Damascus was let down by the wall in
a basket through a window (2 Co II 3 8 ); Eutychus,
asleep on the window-seat of an upper chamber at
Troas, fell down from the third storey, άττό του
τριστέ^ον (Ac 209). Windows are spoken of (Jer
2214) in connexion with a wide house and spacious
chambers, ceiled with cedar and painted with
vermilion. It is threatened (Jl 29) that locusts
shall enter in at the windows like a thief. The
pelican and the porcupine singing in the windows
is a sign of desolation (Zeph 214).

LITERATURE.—The Eel·. Archaeologies of Keil, Benzinger, and
Nowack; Edersheim, Sketches of Jewish Social Life, 93-96;
Erman, Life in Ancient Egypt, 167-199; Tristram, Eastern
Customs in Bible Lands, C9-8S ; Trumbull, Threshold Covenant
(Index). C. WARREN.

HOW.—1. How is sometimes used for ' that,'
introducing a dependent sentence which states a
fact, without reference to the manner of it. Thus
1 S 222 (RV ' how that'), 1 Ch 189 ' Now when Tou
king of Hamath heard how David had smitten all
the host of Hadarezer king of Zobah ' (RV * that ' ) ;
especially in NT (Gr. 'άτι), Lk I5 8 215 (' And as some
spake of the temple, how it was adorned with
goodly stones and gifts'), Jn 41 1219 1428, Ac 1427

(' they rehearsed all that God had done with them,
and how he had opened the door of faith unto the
Gentiles,' RV ' how that'), 2035, Gal 413, Philem 19,
Ja 222 ('Seest thou how faith wrought with his
works,' RV ' Thou seest that'), Rev 2'2. Cf. Shaks.
Tit. Andron. II. iii. 207—

' Now will I fetch the king· to find them here,
That he thereby may give a likely guess
How these were they that made away his brother.'

2. Still more frequently we find ' how that '
where mod. usage would use * that ' alone. Ex 929

' that thou mayest know how that the earth is the
LORD'S' ('?, RV ' that'), 102, Dt I31, Jos 924, Ru I6,
1 S 2410·18, 2 S 1819, 1 Κ 53, 2 Κ 925 etc., and esp. in
NT (again for ό'τι). The older versions have this
form yet oftener, as in Tindale, Gn 2013 * This
kyndnesse shalt thou shewe unto me in all places
where we come, that thou saye of me, how that I
am thy brother'; Mt 618 ' that it appere not unto
men howe that thou fastest'; Jn 913 ' But the
Jewes dyd not beleue of the felowe, how that he
was blynde and receaved his syght.'

Howbeit ( = nevertheless, notwithstanding) is
common. In writers of the period ' howbeit'
sometimes stands for 'notwithstanding that,'
'although,' as Melvill, Diary, p. 371, ' the King
sattelit and dimitted us pleasandlie, with many
attestationes that he knew nocht of the Papist
Lords' hom-coming till they Avar in the countrey ;
and whowbeit the esteates had licenced them to
mak thair offers, they sould nocht be receaved till
they tham selves war furthe of the countrey again.'

Howsoever is once found with its parts separated,
2 S 243 ' how many soever they be.' Cf. Knox,
Hist. p. 30, ' how suspitious and infamous so ever
they were.' Howsoever means either ' in whatever
way,' Zeph 37 ' howsoever I punished them'; or
' come what may' (rather more than ' nevertheless')
Jg 1920, 2 S 1822·23. J. HASTINGS.

HOZAI ('ήπ) is given as a prop, name in RV of

2 Ch 3319, where AV and RVm give 'the seers.'
AVm has Hosai, LXX των δρώντων. The latter
may have read D'pnn, which appears to be supported
also by the Syriac. If we retain the MT, the tr. of
RV seems the only defensible one ; but perhaps the
original reading was rjin ' his seers' (so Kittel in
Haupt, adloc). J. A. SELBIE.

HUCKSTER. — Huckster is properly the fern,
of ' hawker,' but the distinction between the
Anglo-Sax, fern, termination -ster and the masc.
term, -er was early obliterated. The root of the
word is held by Skeat to be Du. hucken, to stoop
(under a load). The huckster has always been
distinguished from the merchant as a retailer of
small wares, a pedlar; and the word has from
very early times carried a certain opprobrium.
Thus Sir T. Moore, Workes, p. 1304, ' To shewe
him selfe a substanciall merchaunt and not an
hukster, he gently let them have it even at their
owne price'; and Glanvill, Vanity of Dogmatizing,
Pref., 'Therefore I seek no applause from the
disgrace of others, nor will I huckster-like dis-
credit any man's ware, to recommend mine own.'
The word occurs in Sir 2629 (and in the heading to
the chapter) ' A merchant shall hardly keep him-
self from doing wrong ; and an huckster shall not
be freed from sin' {κάπηλος, which occurs elsewhere
in LXX only Is I22, and not at all in NT, though
the vb. καπηλβύω is found in 2 Co 217, EV ' corrupt,'
RVm ' make merchandise of'). Here the κάπηλος
stands parallel to the Ζμπορος, and the charge of
not being without sin applies equally to both.
The sentiment is in accordance with Rabbinic
notions. See Edersheim's note. J. HASTINGS.

HUKKOK (ppn). — A place near Tabor on the
west of Naphtali, Jos 1934. It is the present
village YdJcuk (but see Dillm. Josua, ad loc), near
the edge of the plateau to the N.W. of the Sea of
Galilee, between Tabor and Hannathon, marking
the border of Zebulun and Naphtali, Jos 1914.

LITERATURE.— SWP vol. i. sh. vi. ; Guorin, GaliUe, i. 354 ff. ;
Robinson, BRP* iii. 81 f. ; Asher, Benj. of Tudela, ii. 421,
where R. Parchi locates the tomb of the prophet Habakkuk
at Ydkuk. C. R. CONDER.

HUKOK (ρρίπ) of 1 Ch 675 [Heb.60] is a textual
error for Helkath (which see) of Jos 2131.

HUL (h'n).—The eponym of an Aramaean tribe
(Gn 1023) whose location is quite uncertain. The
various attempts that have been made to establish
its identity will be found in Dillmann, who does
not consider that any of them has been successful.

HULDAH (n^ri 'weasel' (?); for bearing of this
name on Totem theory, see Gray, Heb. Prop. Names,
90, 101, 103).—A prophetess who lived during the
reign of Josiah. All we know concerning her is
recorded in 2 Κ 2214"20 (reproduced almost verbatim
in 2Ch 3422"28). She is described as the wife of
Shallum ' the keeper of the wardrobe,' who dwelt
in the second quarter (mishneh) of the city. See
COLLEGE. In spite of our scanty information, she
must have had a well-recognized standing as a
prophetess, for it was to H. that the messengers of
Josiah betook themselves when they were sent to
'inquire of the Lord.' The king's alarm at the
contents of the book found in the temple by
Hilkiah was only partially allayed by the answer
of H., which was in many points far from reassur-
ing, although Josiah on account of his personal
piety was to escape the worst of the coming evils.

J. A. SELBIE.
HUMILITY (πυ#, ταπεινοφροσύνη; on the special

Christian sense of the latter and on its relation to
, see Trench, NT Sipi.8 142ff.).— In one
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aspect the whole Bible may be viewed as a revela-
tion of the character of God, and the divine love of
humility is a feature of that character which is
traceable throughout. In Ps 1835 1136 the virtue
of humility is attributed to God Himself, who
humbleth Himself to behold the things that are in
heaven and earth ; and recent advances in our
knowledge, both of the infinitely great in heaven
and of the infinitely little on earth, have deepened
our wonder at God's providence, at the contrast of
His greatness and His minute care for the least of
His works (cf. Mt 1029·30). But, after all, our words
* great' and ' little' can have no direct significance
to Him who is absolute and eternal; and, while
in men different qualities often stand out sharply
distinct, in the transparent simplicity of the divine
character we at once see through the humility to
the love which underlies i t ; so that on both
grounds it seems unnatural to us to dwell upon
' the great God's great humbleness,' in distinction
from the love that moved Him to create, and to
deign to take notice of that which He created.

But when we turn to consider the Bible record
of God's dealings with the moral natures of men,
there is scarcely any divine characteristic so
marked as that which is expressed in the words,
'Surely he scorneth the scorners, but he giveth
grace to the lowly' (Pr 3 3 4=Ja 46), and 'Thus
saith the high and lofty One that inhabiteth eter-
nity, whose name is Holy: I dwell in the high
and holy place, with him also that is of a contrite
and humble spirit, to revive the spirit of the
humble, and to revive the heart of the contrite
ones' (Is 5715). From Babel (Gn II4) to Nebuchad-
nezzar (Dn 430· 87), from the song of Hannah (1 S
23) to the Magnificat (Lk I51), the lessons of history
and the insight of the prophet have taught that
'pride goeth before destruction, and an haughty
spirit before a fall' (Pr 1618), while ' blessed are the
meek : for they shall inherit the earth' (Ps 37U=
Mt 5s). Especially is the duty of humility enforced
in Ps and Pr and in some of the Prophets. For
though God is known to bless the humble, yet
the sense of His special favour is apt to beget
pride, and therefore the Deuteronomist and Ezekiel
are led to insist on the utter absence of merit in
Israel; and to explain that God's choice of His people
was not determined by any good qualities in them
on which they should pride themselves (Dt 77 817·18

94-7 265 3210, Ezk 16, where Jerus. is charged with
having used God's gifts to minister to her own
vanity, cf. Ro 1117-24); while Amos protests that
other races besides the children of Israel are
equally the objects of God's providence, 97'10.

So far, the Bible idea might not seem to be very
far removed from the familiar conception of Hero-
dotus and the Greek tragedians, that God looks
askance as with envy on human presumption, and
even on innocent success. Yet the Bible at least
dwells rather on God's love of the lowly than on
His hatred of the proud, and there is no sign of His
displeasure at mere prosperity. But our sense of
the contrast between the Greek idea and that of
the Bible will be deepened if we consider the
relations of humility to other virtues.

(1) Humility towards God is based on truth. It
is the simple recognition of facts as they really are
—see Ro 123. No man can dare to boast before
God (Ps 1432, 1 Co I29), and whatever of merit or
success he has he owes to God's bounty (1 Co
47). Hence walking humbly with God is put by
Micah (68) as a climax after doing justly and loving
mercy. Pride comes from forgetting God and form-
ing false judgments on oneself or others from the
world's standpoint, e.g. Dt 817·18, Is 1012"15, Lk 1710

1810"14, 2 Co 1012. (2) From man's dependence upon
God follows the principle that there can be no true
advance without readiness to receive grace, i.e.

humility. God demands of man that he should
humbly ask for help, that he should open his mouth
wide that God may fill it. St. Paul attributes the
Jews' failure to their not subjecting themselves to
this condition (Ro 103). Abraham is an example of
the humility whose prayer God hears (Gn 1827'32).
(3) As sons who owe all to their Father, men are
bound to obey, and humility is thus closely con-
nected with obedience. The command to perform
acts, even those which to the natural man seem
foolish, is the test of the humility and faith which
God will bless : thus Naaman (2 Κ 513). Similarly,
circumcision is, in metaphor, connected with humil-
ity (Lv 2641, Dt 1016 306). (4) In 2 Ch 3226 3312

3427 repentance and conversion are identified with
humbling oneself. God sends chastisements to
humble men and bring them to a better mind
(Ps 11975, La 333 n$, the same root as is commonly
used for humble); but man can refuse to learn the
lesson (Ex 103, 2 Ch 3612·13). Fasting as a self-
imposed chastisement is often connected with
humility (1 Κ 2127·29, Ezr 821 etc.).

Humility as regards one's fellow-men fills a much
smaller space, especially in OT, than humility to-
wards God. It was often inculcated by Christ
(Mt 181"4 2025-28); and St. Paul connects it directly
with love (1 Co 134), while jealousy and envy,
sins which have their root in pride, are reckoned
among the manifest works of the flesh (Gal 520·2l).
So in Ph 23"5 he condemns faction and vainglory,
and commends the 'lowliness of mind' in which
each counts ' other better than himself ; not looking
each of you to his own things, but each of you also
to the things of others.' Such a ' mind' conforms
to the pattern of the humility of the Son of God,
who emptied Himself and became incarnate.

We can only touch lightly on the humility of
Christ, which was shown in His earthly life from
beginning to end. He abhorred not the Virgin's
womb, and the lowly circumstances of His birth
have ever been the theme of Christian artists and
poets. The humility of the thirty years' subjec-
tion to His parents, and of the three years of un-
ceasing toil, privation, and opposition, was crowned
when He endured the cross, despising shame (He
122). We may notice specially His praying (Lk
918 etc.), His admitting weariness, distress, and
pain (Jn 46, Mk 1434, Jn 1928), and the solemn words
and acts by which He inculcated humility (Mt II 2 9

and Jn 1312-16). At the same time, He asserted His
authority (e.g. to forgive sins, to judge men, to
found an undying Church); He proclaimed Him-
self as the only way to God, etc. (Jn 146); He
claimed that He alone knew the Father of right
(Mt II2 7). And He felt and expressed burning
indignation at bigotry, hypocrisy, and blind self-
complacency. St. Paul followed His example, and
in him too we see that humility is compatible with
righteous indignation, and even with just and true
self-assertion.

It is worth observing also that St. Peter, who
was at first the type of self-reliant boldness (Mt
1622 2633-35), is afterwards particularly careful to
dwell on the need of humility (1 Ρ 21 3·1 7·2 0 34·8

53·5·6). W. O. BURROWS.

HUMTAH (nann).—A city of Judah, noticed next
to Hebron, Jos 1554. The site is doubtful.

HUNGER.—See FOOD.

HUNTING (itt, θηρεύειν, aypeoeiv, venor, capio,
capio venatione, capio prcedam, ' to hunt'; τν, ηγχ,
θήρα, θή ρεύμα, επισιτισμός, venandi, venatio, cibaria,
* hunting,' ' venison ' ; TS, θηρευτής, venator,
' hunter'; .τπ, θηρίον, especially in jnx in;n, n:n
jnxrr, ro θηρίον της 777s, τό θηρίον τό aypiov, bestia
terrce, agri, etc.).
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When the earliest extant documents originated,
the Israelites had not only passed out of, but had
entirely forgotten that Israel ever passed through,
that stage in the development of primitive tribes
at which men's chief business and resource is
hunting. Adam (Gn 317) and Cain (42) cultivate
the soil, and Abel is a shepherd {ib.). Israel,
in the persons of Isaac and Jacob, is contrasted
with the hunting tribes, Ishmael, the * archer'
(Gn 2120 E), and Esau, the * cunning hunter'
(Gn 2527 J ) ; it is Nimrod, the founder of Assyria,
who is ' a mighty hunter before J " ' (Gn 10* R).
Hebrew, however, preserves a trace of the hunting
stage of primitive society. ny$ zSdah, by ety-
mology 'hunting' or 'game,' and so used in
KetMbh of Gn 273, is regularly used for provision
(Gn 4225 etc.); thus suggesting a time when
game was the ordinary food.

Moreover, in historic times, hunting was neither
a common nor a favourite occupation in Israel.
The account of Jacob and Esau shows that the
Israelites were not addicted to hunting. Other
references to hunting are general and casual; no
actual hunt is ever mentioned. The references to
lions, leopards, bears, etc. etc., and the lists of
clean and unclean animals (Dt 14), show that both
big and small game were abundant. But the only
instances we meet with are where a shepherd or
wayfarer has to defend himself or his charge ; cf.
the supposed fate of Joseph (Gn 3733), Samson (Jg
146 154), David (1 S 1734"37), Benaiah (2 S 2320,
apparently something more than an act of self-
defence), the unnamed prophet of 1 Κ 1324; cf.
also Is 529 314, Am 312. On the other hand, the
allusions in Lv 1713, 1 S 2620 ' as when one doth
hunt a partridge in the mountains,' Job 1016 3839

4126, Pr 1227 etc. etc., show that the Israelites
were familiar with hunting ; and the gazelle (^)
and the hart (·?;*) are referred to as ordinary
articles of diet (Dt 1215·22), and are mentioned
with the roebuck (ΎΙΟΙΤ Ι Κ 423) as part of the pro-
vision made for Solomon's table. Bows and
arrows (Gn 273), slings (1 S 1740), nets (Job 196,
Ps 915, Is 5120 etc.), snares and traps (ns Am 35,
rpto Am 35), cf. the group of terms in Job IS8'10,
were used to catch game, especially wild birds.
Also pits (ΠΠ3 Is 2417, nnt? Ps 357) were dug as
traps for larger animals; and sometimes a net
was concealed (Ps 357) in such a pit. The few
references to hunting furnish us with names of
some of the animals hunted and instruments used,
but afford scarcely any data as to details in the
nature of the instruments or the methods of
hunting.

The comparative indifference of the Israelites to
hunting is the more striking when we remember
how devoted Egyptian and Assyrian kings and
nobles were to the pursuit; their monuments
depict many hunting scenes. It is true that our
Hebrew documents probably come from the central
districts at a time when they were too densely
populated for much sport. We might hear more
of hunting if we had earlier writings from the
frontier lands south of Judah and east of Jordan.

In the Apocrypha we read in Sirach of a decoy
partridge in a cage (II30), of a gazelle taken in a
snare (2720), and of the use of game for food (3619).

Jos. {Ant. iv. viii. 9) refers to hunting dogs,
which are never mentioned in OT, and tells us
that Herod the Great was a mighty hunter (Ant.
XV. vii. 7, XVI. x. 3; BJl. xxi. 13).

NT only uses a few metaphors borrowed from
hunting [e.g. Lk II 5 4 θηρεΖσαι; Lk 2135, Ro II 9,
1 Ti 37 69, 2 Ti 226, irayls; Mt 2215 παίδευαν). See,
further, NET, SNARE, and the articles on animals.

LITERATURE.—Benzinger, Heb. Arch. 1894, p. 204 f.; Nowack,
Lehrb. der Ileb. Arch. 1894, i. 221, 222.

W. H. BENNETT.

, LXX omits), Nu 2639. — SeeHUPHAM
HUPPIM.

HUPPAH (ΠΒΠ 'canopy,' 'chamber').— A priest
of the 13th course, 1 Ch 2413. See GENEALOGY.

HUPPIM (D'sn, perh. 'coverings').—The head of
a Benjamite family, his precise parentage being
obscure, Gn 4621 P, 1 Ch 712·15, Nu 2639 (Hupham) P.

HUR (Tin).—1. ("Ωρ) mentioned with Aaron as
the companion of Moses during the battle between
the Israelites under Joshua and the Amalekites
(Ex 1710·12). He was also with Aaron while Moses
ascended Mt. Sinai (Ex 2414; all E).

2. ("Ωρ) a Judahite, the grandfather of Bezalel
the chief artificer of the Tabernacle (Ex 312 =
3530 3322. a l l p ) # x l i e Chronicler traces back his
descent through Caleb and Hezron to Perez (1 Ch
2i9.2o.5o 41-^ 2Ch I5), while Josephus {Ant. ill.
ii. 4, vi. 1) makes this Hur the husband of Miriam
and identical with Hur No. 1 above.

3. (Οϋρ) one of the five kings of Midian, who,
with Balaam, were slain by the Israelites under
Phinehas after the 'matter of Peor' (Nu 318).
The incident is referred to in Jos 1321, where the
kings are described as ' chiefs' (α\χν ;̂) of Midian,
and 'princes' (n^p}) of Sihon, king of the Amor-
ites.

i. According to the Hebrew, an Ephraimite, the
father of one of the twelve officers of Solomon
who 'provided victuals for the king and his
household every month' (1 Κ 4s, where RV reads
BEN-HUR). Klostermann (in loc.) restores 'Aza-
riah, the son of Zadok the priest (from v.2), in
Beth-horon in the hill-country of Ephraim.' He
appeals to Β and Luc. Βαιώρ, which he regards as an
error for Βαι0ώ/> = Beth-horon (pirrra, corrupted in
the Hebrew to "nrrja ; A Bh vlbs "Ωρ). The further
reading of A (Βεέν) he takes as presupposing jna,
in itself a corruption of jn3n=the priest. K.'s con-
jectural emendation of the text is very ingenious,
but can hardly be considered as probable. No
doubt the text is corrupt, and it seems probable that
the name of the officer in question has been lost.

5. (LXX omits) The father of Rephaiah, who
ruled over half the district of Jerusalem and
assisted Nehemiah in repairing the walls (Neh 39).

J. F. STENNING.
HURAL—See HIDDAI.

HURAM (o-jin).— 1. A Benjamite (1 Ch 85). See
GENEALOGY. 2. 3. See HIRAM.

HURI (n?n).—A Gadite, 1 Ch 514. See GENE-
ALOGY.

HUSBANDRY.—The ' husband' is originally the
' master of the house' (Icel. hus, a ' house,' and
buandi, * inhabiting'), but the word is used in AV
only in the mod. sense of a married man. See
FAMILY, MARRIAGE.

So a husbandman is a householder, as Mt 201

Wye. ' The kyngdam of hevenes is lie to an husbond
man* (Tind. and all others 'householder'), but in
AV it always means a tiller of the ground, a far-
mer. Then ' husbandry' is first the occupation of
a husbandman, 2 Ch 26™ ' he had much cattle, both
in the low country and in the plains : husbandmen
also, and vinedressers in the mountains, and in
Carmel: for he loved husbandry' (™?"™, lit., as
AVm, 'ground'); 1 Es 46 'Those that are no
soldiers, and have not to do with wars, but use
husbandry' (yeuipyovaLv την yijv) ; Sir 715 ' Hate not
laborious work, neither husbandry' (yecopyiav).
But, secondly, in 1 Co 39 ' husbandry' is used
figuratively in the sense of ' that which is culti-
vated': 'ye are God's husbandry' (deed ye(hpyi,ovt
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lit., as RVm, * God's field'). The first meaning is
common. Thus Shaks. As You Like It, II. iii. 65—

1 But, poor old man, thou prun'st a rotten tree,
That cannot so much as a blossom yield,
In lieu of all thy pains and husbandry.'

Golding, Justine, fol. 181, * The women have all
the doyng in houskeping and misbandrie, and the
men geve themselfs to warre and robbyng.' The
second meaning is rare, being in 1 Co 39 an adapta-
tion of the word to suit the Gr., as Shaks. uses
4 husbandry' of the product of husbandry in
Henry V. v. ii. 39—

' Alas ! she hath from France too long been chased,
And all her husbandry doth lie on heaps,
Corrupting in its own fertility.'

J. HASTINGS.
HUSHAH (π·̂ π, Ώσάϊ/), the son of Ezer, the son

of Hur (see HUR 2), and therefore of the tribe of
Judah. Probably H. represents the name of a
place, otherwise unknown, in Judah (1 Ch 44).
See HUSHATHITE.

HUSHAI (Tin, Χονσεί, Chusai). — An Archite
(2 S 1532 175·14), i.e. a native of 'the border of the
Archites3 (Jos 162) to the W. of Bethel. See
ARBITE. He is further described as * the friend
of David' (in n«i 1537), while at 2 S 1616 the two
titles are united. It is probable, therefore, that
the LXX is right in reading 'the Archite, the
friend of David,' at 2 S 1532, though its rendering
ό άρχι-έταιρος represents a strange combination of the
gentilic name (in a Gneeized form) and εταίρος,
the whole = ' chief companion.' At the rebellion
of Absalom he was induced by David to act as
if he favoured the cause of the king's son. By
so doing he was enabled both to defeat the plans
of Ahithophel and to keep David informed (by
means of Ahimaaz and Jonathan, the sons of
Zadok and Abiathar the priests) of the progress
of events in Jerusalem (2 S 1616-1723). He is prob-
ably to be identified with the father of Baana,
one of Solomon's twelve commissariat officers (1 Κ
416). G. Buchanan Gray {Hebrew Proper Names,
p. 323) suggests that Wn may be a parallel forma-
tion to nrzK (Abishai), the Ν being dropped as in
ογπ, Vn. " J. F. STENNING.

HUSHAM.—A king of Edom, Gn
1 Ch I 4 5 · 4 6 (qpn).

4 · ^ (ϋψη) =

HUSHATHITE {'ϊψφ ; Β ό Άστατωθεί, ΆνωθεΙτης,
Αθεί, θωσαθεί, Ίσαθεί; Α Άονσαστωνθεί, *Ασωθείτη$,
Ίαθεί (Κ ό Άσωθή, Ούσαθι), probably = an inhabitant
of Husha. This description is applied to SIBBECAI
(wh. see), one of David's ' thirty' heroes (2 S 2118 =
1 Ch 204, 2 S 2327 = 1 Ch II 2 9 2711). In the latter
passage of 2 S the Hebrew reads ^np (Mebunnai),
but a comparison with the parallel lists makes it
clear that we must read Sibbecai as in 2118 ('5?P).
Β A read έκ των νΙων (= \4?£); but many MSS have
Σαβουχαί, Luc. Σαβενί. In 1 Ch II 2 9 2711 the gen-
tilic name appears as Hushshathite (*ηφππ).

J. F. STENNING.
HUSHIM (D^n). — 1. The eponym of a Danite

family, Gn 4623,* called in Nu 2642 Shuham. In
1 Ch 712 Hushim seems to be a Benjamite, but
it is possible that for ' sons of Aher' we should
read * sons of another' (ΊΠΝ, not a proper name), i.e.
Dan (so QPB, ad loc). See further GENEALOGY,
VIII. 6 note. 2. The wife of Shaharaim the Ben-
jamite, 1 Ch 88 [vfrn) 811 (οτπ). J. A. SELBIE.

HUSKS {κεράτια).— These are the pods of the
Carol) Tree, Ceratonia Siliqua, L., the kharnub or
kharrub of the Arabs. It is a fine tree with a
hemispherical comus, often 40 ft. in diameter.
The foliage is dark, glossy evergreen. The leaves
are pinnate, of three to four pairs of oblong,

obtuse to retuse, or obovate leaflets, 2 to 3 in.
long, and 1£ to 2 broad. The tree is dioecious.
The flowers are in short racemes, the staminate
reduced to five stamens on a top-shaped calyx. The
pods are from 5 to 10 in. long, 1 to Η broad, and
| to £ of an in. thick. They consist of a leathery

THE CAROB TREE, GKRΑΤΟΝΙΑ SILIQUA, L.

(On the left side is a hedge of Indian Fig, the plant on which
the Cochineal grows.)

case, enclosing a sweet pulpy substance, in which
the seeds are embedded. This pulp is edible and
nutritious, and often eaten by the poorer people.
The pods are ground and boiled, in order to extract
the saccharine substance, which has the colour and
consistence of treacle, and is used as food. The
name St. John's Bread, applied to these pods, is
from a tradition that they were the locusts which
that prophet ate in the wilderness (Mt 34, Mk I6).
But this tradition is contrary to the text of the
Gospels. There are also no carob trees in the
wilderness. There can be no doubt as to the possi-
bility of the prodigal son eating the pods (Lk 1516).

G. E. POST.
HUZZAB (3?n).—A word of uncertain meaning,

which occurs only in Nah 27. It may be taken
either as a verb or a noun. Gesenius adopts the
former of these alternatives, connects the word
with the preceding verse, and translates, ' the
palace is dissolved and made to flow down' {ινπ
being Hoph. of 33¥, unused in Qsi[=floiv). Others
make it Hoph. of :m and tr. ' it is decreed' (RVm).
Far better suited to the context is the interpreta-
tion followed in the text of both AV and RV,
which finds in H. a reference to the Assyr. queen.
It may be questioned, indeed, whether the Mas-
soretic vocalization of the word is correct. Both
Luther and Wellhausen content themselves with
the simple rendering ' die Konigin' ; Kautzsch
leaves the clause untranslated, holding that the
text is corrupt, and that 2xn represents a noun
with the article, which is intended to be a designa-
tion of the queen of Assyria. Wellhausen {Klein.
Prophet. 32, 158) suggests that Assyriology may
yet clear up the question. The LXX ή ύπόστασι?
gives us no help (cf. Nowack and A. B. Davidson,
ad loc., also the latter and Cheyne in Expos. Times,
vii. 568, viii. 48). J. A. SELBIE.

HYACINTH.—See JACINTH.

HYiENA (χηπ? [prob. textual error for yny zabh6a\
ϋαινα], Zdbhua* is almost identical with the Arab.
dab' [pi. dub\C\ which signifies a hycena).—This
animal is quite common in all Syria and Palestine.
Its den is often in a rock-hewn tomb or a cave. It
freq. exhumes the bodies of the dead, and devours
them. It breaks or gnaws the bones of its hideous
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meal to extract the marrow. It will, when pressed
by hunger, attack large animals, and even men.
The passage in which zabhua occurs (Jer 129) is a
part of a series of images illustrating the state of
God's heritage. If it be rendered ' mine heritage
is to me the ravenous hyaena (although π in tryn is
generally taken as interrogative); birds of prey
are against her round about; go ye, assemble all
the beasts of the field, bring them to devour,' the
picture is that of a collection of the hyaena, jackals,
foxes, vultures, ravens, and crows around a carcase.
The meaning then would be that the chosen people
have become ravenous beasts and birds, which are
assembled to devour the prey they have slain.
But even if π be taken as the article, it is difficult
to regard yny as other than predicate. Another
objection to translating jpny v\yn the ravenous
hycena, is that try is always in OT employed for
birds of prey (Gn 15", Job 287, Is 186 46", Ezk 394).
But it may mean a ravenous beast as well as bird,
the root signifying 'one that rushes' on its prey (cf.
Arab, sabaa, to ravin). If we tr. the first 'ayit beast
and the second bird, we have a play on language
conformable. to Oriental taste. The tr11 ' speckled
bird' (AV, RV and the majority of modern com-
mentators) is derived from the root jnx ' dye' (cf. Jg
530 wx ' dyed stuff3). Siegfried-Stade (s. \o:y_) suggest
the emendation jpy nsnt? · torn by the hysena.'

The expression 'Valley of Zeboim' ( IS 1318)
means Valley of Hywnas. G. E. POST.

HYDASPES ('ΤίάστΓτ??). — The name of a river
mentioned along with the Euphrates and the Tigris
(Jth I6), and in such a context as to imply that it
must be sought for on the Babylono - Median
frontier. Probably, however, there is a confusion
with the Hydaspes in N.W. India, a circumstance
which, considering the unhistorical character of
the Bk. of Judith, is not to be wondered at.
Hydaspes (for Vitasta) is an assimilation to the
Eranianpersonal name Hudhaspa, 'possessing well-
equipped horses' (Diod. II. vi. 1; Heliodor. 106,
17 ; Pseudo - Callisth. Π. x. 2; Horace, Sat. π.
viii. 14). Of course no river could possibly be called
by such a name, and it is simply a mistake of
Strabo or his authorities when the Vitasta (the
modern BShat or Jalam) appears in his pages as the
Hydaspes. F. HOMMEL.

HYMENiEUS (Τμέναιος).— A false teacher of the
time of St. Paul. His name occurs twice in the
Epp. to Timothy, but there only in the NT. On
the first occasion he is mentioned along with
Alexander (see ALEXANDER, NO. 4) as having
'made shipwreck concerning the faith,' and in
consequence both have been · delivered unto Satan,
that they might be taught not to blaspheme' (1 Ti
I1 9·2 0). On the second occasion he and Philetus
(which see) are characterized as * men who concern-
ing the truth have erred, saying that the resurrec-
tion is past already, and overthrow the faith of
some' (2 Ti 217·18). Mosheim, indeed, and others
have held that two different persons must be
referred to, on account of the milder terms of con-
demnation used in the second passage. But these
arise naturally from the fact that in the first case
it is the man's diseased moral state which is in
view, a state requiring for its amendment the
severest personal treatment; while in the second
the apostle is thinking rather of the doctrinal
error into which H. had fallen.

This error is described generally as ' saying that
the resurrection is past already,' and in the absence
of further particulars it is impossible to determine
the full extent of the heresy. But it seems most
probable that H. had yielded to what we know to
have been a very prevalent Gnostic tendency,
springing from an undue contempt for the body,

namely, denying the resurrection in its literal
sense, and attaching to the word only a spiritual
meaning. Everything in Scripture, according to
this view, that referred to a future state of being,
in so far as it involved a bodily resurrection, was
explained or allegorized away, and stress was laid
only on the resurrection of the soul from sin,
regarding which it could be said that it was * past
already.' The deadly danger of this error is shown
by the apostle's description of it as ' a gangrene,'
which, if not at once destroyed, would spread and
corrupt the whole community; and in support of
this prediction, and as helping further to define
the erroneous character of H.'s teaching, com-
mentators generally adduce from the Fathers such
passages as Irenseus, Hcer. π. xxxi. 2, where certain
heretics are described as holding ' that the resur-
rection from the dead is simply an acquaintance
with that truth which they proclaim,' and Ter-
tullian, de Mesurr. 19, where we read of some ' who
distort into some imaginary sense even the most
clearly described doctrine of the resurrection of the
dead, alleging that even death itself must be under-
stood in a spiritual sense. . . . Wherefore that also
must be held to be the resurrection, when a man is
reanimated by access to the truth, and having
dispersed the death of ignorance, and being
endowed with new life by God, has burst forth
from the sepulchre of the old man.'

With regard to the sentence of condemnation
passed upon H., considerable difference of opinion
has prevailed. By the 'delivering unto Satan/
or more literally ' the Satan' (τ<£ Σαταρα), ' the
Evil One in his most distinct personality} (Ellicott,
in loc), some have understood simply excommuni-
cation from the Church! But in the parallel passage
1 Co 55, ' delivering unto Satan' seems to be dis-
tinguished from excommunication in itself, which
is denoted by ' taking away' or ' putting away
from among you' (cf. v.5 with vv,2·13). Others in
consequence refer the words rather to the infliction
of some bodily loss or suffering, such as we find, for
example, in the case of Job. But this does not
meet the full and authoritative nature of the
apostle's language, ' Whom I delivered {παρέδωκα)
unto Satan.' It is best, therefore (with Meyer,
Ellicott, and others), to combine both interpreta-
tions, and to understand by the expression the
highest form of excommunication, by which the
condemned person was not only cut off from all
Christian privileges, but subjected besides to some
bodily disease or death. It was a sentence appar-
ently which on account of its awful nature was not
pronounced by the Church, but only by an apostle
(cf. the somewhat analogous cases of Ananias and
Sapphira Ac 5, and Elymas Ac 1311), though in
certain circumstances the apostle could empower
others to pass sentence for him (1 Co 53*4). It is
further of importance to observe that both here
and in 1 Co55 the remedial intention of the punish-
ment is emphasized. In the latter case the flesh is
destroyed, ' that the spirit may be saved in the
day of the Lord Jesus'; while H. and his com-
panion were delivered to Satan, not for their final
destruction, but that ' they might be taught (παιδεν-
θωσιν in NT sense of teaching by disciplining or
chastening) not to blaspheme.' [See further
CHURCH, vol. i. p. 432; CURSE, p. 534b; and in
addition to the commentators, cf. Suicer, Thesaur.
ii. p. 940, and Bingham, Antiq. XVI. ii. 15].

G. MlLLIGAN.
HYMN IN NT (for OT see POETRY and SONG).—

The use of hymns among Christians was common
from the first existence of the Church, both in
public worship and in private life (1 Co 1415·26,
Eph 519, Col 316, Ja 513, Ac 1625), such hymns being
treated not only as the natural expression of reli-
gious emotion, but also as a method of instruction
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(διδάσκοντες και νουθετουντες εαυτούς ψαλμοις, Col I.e.).
The fullest description of them is the triple division
into ψαλμοί, ύμνοι, φδαί πνευματικαί (Eph-Col). Of
these ψαλμός is properly ' a song with musical
accompaniment,' and doubtless includes the OT
Psalms: ϋμνος, a song in praise of God or of
' famous men' (cf. Sir 441 πατέρων ϋμνος), such as
that in Ac 42 4'3 0; φδη πνευματική, any song on a
spiritual theme, such perhaps as Eph 514. But
the distinction is not technical, and cannot be
pressed rigidly, for ϋμνος is used of the Psalms of
David (Ps 7120, Jos. Ant. VII. xii. 3), and both ϋμνος
and ω'δή occur frequently in the titles of those
Psalms [see Trench, NT Syn. s.v. ; Ltft. on Col 316].

Such Christian hymns would naturally be either
direct importations from the services of the Jewish
Temple and Synagogue, or the fresh utterances of
Christian inspiration influenced in form by these
Jewish models (cf. He 21 2; Philo, in Flacc. 14, de
Vit. Cont. §§ 3. 10. 11; Driver, LOT6 pp. 359-367;
Edersheim, The Temple, its ministry and services,
pp. 56, 143). A reference to a purely Jewish hymn
is found in Mt 2630, probably the latter half of the
Hallel, Pss 115-118, used in the paschal services;
but an entirely different hymn, professedly Chris-
tian, yet of a strong Gnostic tinge, and un-
doubtedly spurious, will be found attributed to
our Lord on this occasion in the Acta Johannis,
c. 11 (Texts and Studies, v. 1), and fragments of
it are discussed by Aug. Ep. iv. 237, §§ 4-8.

The fresh utterances of Christian inspiration
often fell into an exalted and poetic form of ex-
pression which make it difficult to draw the line
between prose and poetry. Thus the enthusiastic
acclamation of the crowd (Mt 219 = Mk II 9, Lk
1938), the thanksgiving of the Church on the
release of the apostles (Ac 424"30), the hymn of the
love of man (1 Co 13) and of the love of God (Ro
831"39), the praise of God's blessings in Eph I3"14

with the triple refrain els 'έπαινον της δόξης αύτοϋ
(5· η · 1 4 ) ; even the Lord's Prayer itself, in the more
elaborate form given by Mt 69"13 ' with its invoca-
tion, its iirst triplet of single clauses with one
common burden expressed after the third but
implied with all, and its second triplet of double
clauses variously antithetical in form and sense'
(see \VH, ii. pp. 319, 320),—all these have a quasi-
rhythmical structure which only just falls short of
the level of poetic hymn.

In other passages wre have probably fragments
from hymns already in use in the Church, e.g.
Eph 514 (perhaps a baptismal hymn addressed to
the new convert), 1 Ti 316, which should be arranged
in two strophes, each containing three lines ; per-
haps 1 Co 29, and the half-stereotyped doxologies
of 1 Ti I 1 7 616, 2 Ti 418, Rev 4 8 · n 5 9 · 1 2 · 1 3 71(M2 II15·
17. is 12io-i2153.4 1 9 i . 2.5-8# Finally, the most elabor-
ate structure is to be found in the Evangelical
Canticles given by St. Luke, viz.:—

(a) l46"55. The Magnificat, based very largely
upon the language of the OT, especially of the
Song of Hannah (1 S 21"10), and falling naturally
into four strophes (i.)46-48, (ii.)4 9·5 0, (iii.)51"53, (iv.)
64.55 ( p i u m m e r , ad loc).

(b) I68"7y. The Benedictus, modelled upon the
language of the OT prophets and upon the eighteen
Benedictions used in the Temple service. This
falls into two halves (68"75·76'79), the first half con-
taining three strophes (68-69.70-72.73-75̂  a n ( i t n e

second only two 7 6 " 7 7 · 7 8 " 7 9 (Piummer, ad loc.;
Edersheim, Jesus the Messiah, i. p. 158).

(c) 214. The Gloria in Excelsis. In this the
clauses are carefully balanced, whether arranged
in a double or triple form. It was early used in
the Church as a morning hymn (Apost. Const.
vii. 47), and is found in a collection of hymns at
the end of the Psalter in Codex Alex, of the LXX.
It was also incorporated in the Latin Liturgies;

but from very early times it existed in a double
form; for while the morning hymn seems always
to have read ευδοκία, the text of St. Luke and the
translation of the Latin Liturgies support ευδοκίας
(Piummer, ad loc; WH, ii. App. 52-56).

(d) 229"32. The Nunc Dimittis: falling into three
strophes 2 9 · 3 0" 3 1 · 3 2, and early (Apost. Const, vii. 48)
used as an evening hymn (Piummer, ad loc).

For the later development of Christian hymna
see Pliny, Ep. 97 ; Ignat. Eph. 4, Bom. 2 ; Martyr.
(Ant. Act.) 7; Justin Martyr, Apol. i. 13; Ter-
tullian, Apol. 39; Duchesne, Origines du Ctdte
Chratien, iv. § 3 ; Kayser, Beitrage zur altesten
Kirchen-hymnen; Christ und Paranikas, Ant ho·
logia Grozca Carminum Christianorum; Daniel,
Thesaurus Hymnologicus; Julian, Diet, of Hymn-
ology; art. HYMN in Encycl. Brit.; and art.
VERSE-WRITERS in Smith, Diet. Chr. Biog.

W. LOCK.
HYPOCRITE.—The υποκριτής is primarily * one

who answers,' υποκρίνεται; and hence (1) 'an inter-
preter,' and (2) 'an actor.' This is the commonest
meaning in classical Greek (Aristoph. Plat. Xen.
etc.). The use of the word for ' a pretender,'
'hypocrite/ is not classical. On the other hand,
the word is never found in biblical Gr. of an actor
on the stage. It means either 'one who acts a
false part in life,' i.e. one who pretends to be pious
when he is not, or (even worse than this) ' one
who is utterly bad,' whether he acts a part or not.
In Job it is twice used in the general sense of
* impious' ; βασιλεύων άνθρωπον ύποκριτήν από δυσκο-
λίας λαοΰ (3430); and ύποκριται καρδία τάξουσιν θυμόν
(3613). In Pr l l 9 and Is 3314 Aq. Sym. and Theod.
have νποκριταί, where in the LXX we have ασεβείς.
The same is true of Aq. and Theod. in Job 1534,
where in the LXX we have ασεβής; and Aq. has it
Job 205, where παράνομος is the tr. in LXX. In
AV of OT ' hypocrite' occurs in Job 8131316 1534178

205 278 3430 3613, Pr 119, Is 917 3314, and < hypocritical'
in Ps 3516, Is 106—in all these instances as a mis-
rendering of η:π * godless' or * profane,' the render-
ing of R V. So also * hypocrisy' in AV of Is 326 is
correctly rendered by liV * profaneness' (^n).

In NT, although the meaning of 'pretending
to be religious and devout' prevails (Mt 62· 5 · 1 β

T° 157 2313'29, Mk 76, Lk 642 1315), yet the more
general meaning sometimes occurs. In Mt 2451

'shall cut him asunder and appoint his portion
with the impious' makes better sense than ' with
the hypocrites' ; and here Lk has ' writh the un-
faithful,' μετά των άπιστων (1246), instead of μετά
των υποκριτών. In Lk 1256 this general meaning is
perhaps as suitable as the other. Comp. Mk
1215 with Mt 2218 and Lk 2(P; where Mk has
ύπόκρισιν, Mt πονηρίαν, and Lk πανουρ'γίαν, which
does not prove that the three terms are equivalent,
but is some evidence that ύπόκρισις may mean
'wickedness' (Hatch, Biblical Greek, p. 92). The
term includes dissimulatio (Gal 213) as well as
simulatio; and concealment of convictions was
common among opponents of the gospel.

Hypocrites are compared to ' whited sepulchres,
outwardly beautiful, but full of uncleanness' (Mt
2327) ; to ' the tombs which appear not,' and which
defile all who come in contact with them, without
their being aware of them (Lk l l 4 4 ) ; and to leaven
(Lk 121). And hypocrisy is condemned, not merely
as a gross form of deceit, but as folly, for it never
succeeds. Sooner or later the inevitable exposure
comes, and the hypocrite is unmasked (Lk 122·3).

A. PLUMMER.
HYRCANUS, AV HIRCANUS (Ύρκανός).— The

son of Tobias, ' a man in very high place,' who had
money deposited at Jerus., in the temple treasury,
at the time of the visit of Heliodorus (2 Mac 311).
Jos. speaks of ' the sons of Tobias' as supporters
of Menelaus (Ant. XII. v. 1); also of H. the son of
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a farmer of the revenue named Joseph, who was
the son of Tobias and nephew of Onias II. But it
is doubtful whether we should, with Rawlinson
(Speaker's Comm.), identify this H. with the person
mentioned in 2 Mac.

The name seems to be a local appellative. Its
use among the Jews is perhaps to be explained
from the fact that Artaxerxes Ochus transported
a number of Jews to Hyrcania (cf. Schiirer, HJP
i. i. 273 f.). H. A. WHITE.

HYSSOP.—The problem in regard to this plant
has been much complicated by attempting its
solution first in OT. The difficulties will greatly
lessen if we approach the question first from the NT
side. The word occurs twice in NT. Once in a
recital of the ordinances of the first covenant, the
author of the Ep. to the Heb. summarizes the
sprinklings of blood and water by means of a wisp
of scarlet wool and hyssop (He 919), as these had
been laid down in various places in the Pentateuch.
Here it is clear that he adopts the rendering of
the LXX ϋσσω-iros. The other passage (Jn 1929)
says that * they filled a sponge with vinegar, and
put it upon hyssop, and put it to his mouth.' Here
the evangelist alludes to a plant, known to his
readers by the name by which he called it. He is
not quoting a passage from the OT, but recording
a new fact. What was this plant ? Here again the
problem has been complicated by assuming that
κάλαμος, in the parallel passages (Mt 2748, Mk 1536),
is the same as ϋσσωπος. In these passages it is
said that, after filling the sponge with vinegar,
* they put it on a reed (καλάμψ), and gave him to
drink.' Now, the meaning of κάλαμος is indubitably
a reed or cane, not a rod or stick, as some would
have it. The word has in it no suggestion of
hyssop, and would not have been so understood by
the readers of Mt and Mk. It is therefore an un-
warrantable assumption that reed and hyssop are
the same (although it is fair to add that the
present writer has against him, on this point,
almost all modern commentators, who hold that Mt
and Mk's irepLUeU καλάμψ and Jn's ύσσώπψ περίθέντες
are identical in meaning). Admitting their diver-
sity, the passages are easily harmonized by noting
that St. John mentions both the articles used to
mitigate the thirst of our Saviour, but omits tell-
ing how they * put it to his mouth.' It is clear
that this could not have been done by the hand
alone. Mt and Mk omit the hyssop, but mention
the reed by which the sponge, vinegar, and hyssop
were * put to his mouth.'

The word ϋσσωπος appears to have been used by
the Greeks, with some latitude, for plants of the
Labiate Family, much as we use the words mar-
joram, thyme, mint, sage, and hyssop itself.
Several different genera were doubtless included.
The genus Hyssopus is of modern creation, and
none of the species grow wild in Sinai, Pal., or Syria.
There are, however, several species of marjoram
which grow wild, and are known under the Arab,
name sa'tar, which according to high rabbinical
authority was the hyssop. We are inclined to
think that it was from one of these, probably
Origanum Maru, L., that the hyssop of Jn was
taken. This plant, the leaves and heads of which
have a pungent, aromatic flavour, has been used
from remote antiquity as a condiment. Its powder,
sprinkled over bread, is eaten largely in Bible lands
at the present day. Like the peppermint, it tastes
at first hot, but this is followed by a cooling, re-
freshing feeling, and a flow of saliva which quenches
thirst. The addition of this substance to the vinegar
or sour wine on the sponge would be eminently
suited to the purpose of moistening and cooling
the mouth of the parched sufferer on the Cross.

We are now in a position to ask whether the

plants known to the Arabs as satar suit the re-
quirements of OT hyssop. Hyssop is mentioned
alone in connexion with the sprinkling of the
passover (Ex 1222), 'and ye shall take a bunch of
hyssop and dip it into the blood that is in the basin,
and strike the lintel,' etc.). This species of
Origanum is eminently adapted for this purpose.
It has straight, slender, leafy stalks, with small
heads. Several of these stalks grow from one root,
so that the hand could enclose and break off, at one
effort, a suitable bunch or wisp for sprinkling. In
certain of the sprinklings, as in leprosy (Lv 14),
there was added to the bunch some cedar wood (prob.
a twig of Juniperus Phoznicea, L., or one of its
congeners), scarlet, and a living bird. * Purge me
with hyssop' (Ps 517) no doubt refers to such cere-
monial purification, as the succeeding clause, ' wash
me, and I shall be whiter than snow,' refers to the
ceremonial washing which followed the cleansing
of the leper. It is a gratuitous assumption here to
attribute to the hyssop medicinal virtues of a deter-
gent sort. It was not used internally, but for
sprinkling. A similar bunch, with the exception
of the bird, was thrown into the fire which con-
sumed the red heifer (Nu 196).

This species suits well ' the hyssop that springeth
out of the wall' (1 Κ 43:j). It grows in clefts of
rocks, in chinks of old walls, and on the terrace
walls throughout the land. Thus it will be seen
that it suits perfectly all the requirements of Ο Τ
as well as of NT. Thymbra spicata, L., has been
suggested, but it is a plant not found in the
desert or the interior.

Royle proposed as the equivalent of ηίτχ 'Szobh,
the Heb. original of ϋσσωπος, the caper, Capparis
spinosa, L. His argument was based on the
supposed etymol. resemblance between y\ix and
Arabic 'asaf, one of the two Arab, names for the
caper. It is fatal to this theory, however, that
it does not explain the passage in Jn. It is im-
probable that St. John would have written ϋσσωπο*
if he had meant κάππαρις, the well-known Gr.
name of the caper. These words are never inter-
changeable. Nor could St. John have been biassed,
as the writer of He 919, by a LXX rendering, for,
as above pointed out, he was narrating, not
quoting. In order to strengthen his etymol.
theory, Royle assumes that ϋσσωπος and κάλαμος
were the same, and shows how a stick, 3 or 4 ft.
long, could be obtained from the caper, suitable
for the purpose for which the reed was used. But,
even if it were possible philologically to apply the
term κάλαμ,ος to a rod from the caper, any one
familiar with the mode of its growth would be
likely to reject this plant. The branches of the
caper are slender, straggling, and usually beset
with hooked prickles. They are eminently un-
suitable for the purpose described. On the other
hand, the reed, a general term for the straight, stiff,
hollow stems of the larger grasses, as Arundo
Donax, L., and Saccharum Mgyptiacum, L., would
precisely suit the narrative, and was doubtless then
as now used to tie things to, in order to hand them
up. A further objection to Royle's theory is, that
the caper would have been wholly unsuitable to
make a bunch. Its branches are straggling, prickly,
noli-me-tangere, with large, stiff leaves and flowers
3 in. broad. It is impossible for us to think
that such an intractable plant should have been
selected for sprinkling. Finally, the etymology is
weak, even for the OT 'Szobh, which is composed of
the radicals aleph, zayin, and beth, while 'asaf is
composed of alif, sod, and fS. For the passage in
John it has been shown above that the etymol.
argument not only fails to confirm the claims of
the caper, but is wholly fatal to them. The Arabic
zufa is etymol. much nearer to 'Szobh, and zvfa
is doubtless the same as satar. G. E. POST.
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I AM.—See under GOD, vol. ii. p. 199b.

IADINUS (A 'Udivos, Β -«-, AV Adinus), 1 Es 948.
—One of the Levites who taught the people the
law of the Lord after the return under Ezra. The
name corresponds to Jamin in Neh 87 (om. LXX),
who with the other persons there mentioned is dis-
tinguished from the Levites.

IBHAR (irn: < [God] chooses ' ; 2 S 515, Β Έββάρ,
A 'lefidp ; 1 Ch 36 145, Β Βαάρ, Α Ίβ/3αάρ ; Jebahar,
Jebaar), one of David's sons, born at Jerusalem :
his name occurs in all three lists immediately
after that of Solomon and before that of Elishua.
According to 1 Ch 36 he was the son of a wife and
not of a concubine ; otherwise he is unknown alike
to history and to tradition. It is noteworthy that
in the Peshitta to 2 S 515 his name is given as

9 0 *

{JQ2QL» (Juchabar), a form which occurs else-
where as the equivalent of Jochebed (Ex 620, Nu
2659 narV) and of Ichabod (1 S 421 τα? \s) : in 1 Ch

the form given (
MT.

) agrees with that of the
J. F. STENNING.

IBLEAM (Djjta).—A town belonging to West
Manasseh, Jos Ϊ711 (JE; wanting in the LXX, see
Budde, Richt. u. Sam. 13 f.), Jg I27. It is men-
tioned also in 2 Κ 927 in connexion with the death
of king Ahaziah, who fled by the way of Beth-
haggan (En-gannim [?]; ' the garden house' AV,
RV), and 'the ascent of Gur,which is by Ibleam.'
The biblical data seem to be well satisfied by the
modern ruin Bel'ame, some 13 miles E. of N. of
Samaria, more than half-way to Jezreel. Conder
(SWP ii. p. 98) prefers Yebla, N.W. of Beisan,
while Wilson and others favour Jelame, 3J miles
S. by W. from Zerin (Jezreel).

In 2 Κ 1510 Dy^i? (AV, RV «before the people')
should certainly be emended to *φγ$, (' in Ibleam';
so Siegfried-Stade, Oxf. Heb. Lex. etc., following
Luc. έν Ίεβλαάμ). Gath-rimmon (wh. see) of Jos
2125 is a scribal error for Ibleam. It is the same
place which is called in 1 Ch 655 [Eng.70] Bileam
(wh. see).

LITERATURE.—Dillm. on Jos 171 1; Moore on Jg 127; Baedeker-
Socin, Pal* 228 ; Schultz, ZDMQ iii. 49; SWP ii. 47 f., 51 f.;
Guorin, Samarie, i. 339 fl. J , A . SELBIE.

IBNEIAH (n;n:< J" buildeth up').— A Benjamite,
1 Ch 98. See GENEALOGY.

IBNIJAH (n;:?:).— A Benjamite, 1 Ch 98. See
GENEALOGY.

IBRI (η?ν).—A Merarite Levite, 1 Ch 2427. See
GENEALOGY.

IBSAM (0£q% AV Jibsam).—A descendant of
Issachar, 1 Ch 72. See GENEALOGY.

IBZAN (iV?̂ > meaning doubtful, cf. fox a towTn
in Issachar, Jos 1920, Άβεσσάν), one of the Minor
Judges, following Jephthah, Jg 128"10. He came
from Bethlehem, probably the Bethlehem in
Zebulun (Jos 191δ), 7 miles N.W. of Nazareth.
He had 30 sons and 30 daughters, an evidence
of his social importance, and arranged their mar-
riages. He judged Israel 7 years, and was buried
at Bethlehem. Nothing is said of Ibzan's ex-
ploits, and his name does not occur elsewhere;

but, on the analogy of other Minor Judges, Tola,
Jair, and Elon, we may suppose that he repre-
sents a clan, with numerous branches and alliances.
See Moore, Judges, p. 271 n. According to Jewish
tradition, Ibzan was the same as Boaz (Talm. B.
Baba Bathra, 91ot and comment.; Rashi, Com-
ment, on Jg 128f·). G. A. COOKE.

IGHABOD (ibp *N ; Β ούαΐ βαρχαβώθ; Α ούαϊ
χαβώθ ; Ichabod), son of Phinehas and grandson
of Eli. His mother died in giving him birth,
overwhelmed by grief at the news of the sudden
death of her husband and her father-in-law. The
name is usually explained as ' inglorious' (from
% the ordinary negative in Ethiopic and Phoe-
nician [cf. Job 223υ], and "ΪΌ3 'glory'), in accord-
ance with the meaning suggested by 1 S 421 (· The
glory is departed from Israel' ; Β omits). Possibly,
Ithamar ("icrrx) and the Zidonian Jezebel (^J'K
1 Κ 1631 etc.) are words of the same formation, cf.
Gray, Heb. Prop. Names, p. 246 n. The rendering
of the LXX points to a different interpretation
(\x being treated as=>!iN; in 1 S 143 LXX has
Ίωχαβήλ). J. F. STENNING.

ICONIUM (Ίκόνιον), an ancient city near the
borders of Lycaonia and Phrygia, still retains its
ancient name in the form Konia, and is at present
the terminus of a railway that extends from the
Bosphorus southwards. Its situation, amid lux-
uriant orchards at the western edge of the vast
plains of central Asia Minor, level and uncultivated,
watered by a stream which issues from the hilly
region on the west, and loses itself in the plain
after making this part of it a garden, is strikingly
like that of Damascus (though hardly equal to it
in beauty); and this has made the city always a
centre of life and the most important in the dis-
trict. It is commonly described by the ancient
writers as a city of Lycaonia, e.g. Cicero, Fam.
XV. iv. 2; cf. III. v. 4, vi. 6, XV. iii. 1 ; Att. V.
xx. 2; Strabo, p. 568; Pliny, NH v. 25 (95);
Stephanus Byzant. s.v., and many others. It is
not consistent with its Lycaonian character that
Ac 14e represents Paul and Barnabas as fleeing
from Iconium into Lycaonia ; but the discrepancy
is one of those unstudied touches which prove the
originality and accuracy of the narrative. The
author conceives that, in traversing the 18 miles
separating Iconium from Lystra, the apostles
crossed the frontier and entered Lycaonia. Now,
Xenophon (Anab. I. ii. 19) describes Iconium as
the easternmost city of Phrygia ; and immediately
on leaving it, he entered Lycaonia. The evidence
of other visitors or natives proves that the Iconians
always considered themselves to be by race Phry-
gians and not Lycaonians. Stephanus quotes a
legend about a king Annakos of Iconium, on whose
death followed the Deluge, which destroyed the
whole population; and his subjects are called
Phrygians in the legend. Pliny, NH v. 41 (145),
gives a list of famous Phrygian cities, and among
them is Conium: the list contains several which
had disappeared in Pliny's time, and is doubtless
taken from some older Greek writer. In A.D.
163, at the trial of Justin Martyr, one of his
associates named Hierax described himself as a
slave from Iconium of Phrygia. Firmilian, bishop
of Caesareia Capp., who attended the council of
Iconium, describes it as a city of Phrygia (Cyprian,
Epist. 75, 7). Iconium does not on its coin boast
itself as a member of the Koinon Lycaonice, which
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was formed soon after A.D. 137. Though claiming
Phrygian stock, Iconium (like most cities of Asia
Minor) loved to connect itself with Greek legend,
deriving its name from the image {άκων) of Medusa,
brought there by Perseus (Eustath. ad Dionys. Per.
856), or from the clay images of men made by
Prometheus there after the Flood to replace the
drowned people (Steph. Byz.).

Iconium, as a rule, shared the fate of Lycaonia
(wh. see). Ruled by the Seleucid kings of Syria
in the 3rd cent., it was assigned to the Perga-
menian kings in B.C. 190, but was never actually
made part of their kingdom, and probably passed
soon after under the power of the Galatae, forming
part of the Tetrarchy Proseilemmene, which was
transferred from Lycaonia to Galatia (Pliny, NH
25 (95); Ptolemy, V. iv. 10), probably about 164
(Studia Biblica, iv. p. 46 if.; see GALATIA, p. 87).
Then, along with Galatia,* it probably passed to
the Pontic kings not later than B.C. 129 ; but it
was set free during the Mithridatic wars. Its lot
is uncertain, until in B.C. 39 Antony gave it to
Polemon along with Cilicia Tracheia.f In 36
Antony transferred it to Amyntas, who was at the
same time made king of Galatia. At his death, in
B.C. 25, it was incorporated in the Roman empire
as part of the Province Galatia. Under Claudius
it was honoured with the name Claudiconium
(probably in compensation for the bestowal of the
name Claudioderbe en the frontier city Derbe).
Under Hadrian it was constituted a Roman colony
with the title Colonia AeliaHadrianaIconiensium.%
It seems to have remained during the 2nd and 3rd
cents, part of the Province Galatia (Ptol. v. 4. 12),§
whereas Lycaonia was made part of the triple
Province Cilicia-Isauria-Lycaonia, probably in 137.
About 295 Diocletian constituted southern Galatia
with parts of the surrounding country into a new
Province Pisidia, of wrhich the capital was Antioch,
and Iconium the second metropolis (μετά την μεγίστης
η πρώτη, Basil, Epist. 8 (137 Mi.)), while eastern
Lycaonia was perhaps still united with Isauria Pro-
vincia; hence Ammianus describes Iconium as a
city of Pisidia (xiv. 2). But about A.D. 372 it
became the metropolis of a new Provincia Lycaonia,
extending from the shores of Karalis and Trogitis
(Bey-Sheher and Seidi-Sheher Lakes) to the western
end of Ak-Gol near Cybistra. This arrangement
lasted till the end of the Byzantine Provincial
system, and is found in all Notitice Episcopatuum.

Iconium, like most of Asia Minor, was several
times overrun by the Saracens, but its fate is
hardly alluded to by historians. It shared in the
recovered prosperity of the reviving Byzantine
empire, till it was overrun by the Seljuk Turks in
1070, and passed by treaty into their hands, prob-
ably in 1072. Though John and Manuel Comnenus
approached Iconium more than once (Nicet. Chon.
pp. 42, 72; Cinnam. p. 42), and Frederick Bar-
barossa occupied it in 1190, it remained a Turkish
city permanently (the Christian population being
permitted to reside in the large village Tsille, 6
miles N.). Konia was the capital oi: the Seljuk
empire, and is still capital of a vilayet.

Being an important commercial city situated on
one of the great routes between Cilicia and the

* Van Gelder, de Gallis in Gr. p. 277.
t Appian, B.C. v. 75 ; Strab. p. 5G8. Being thus summed up

with Cilicia, it is occasionally mentioned as a Cilician city,
Pliny, Ν Η 22 (93), Jerome, Lib. Now,. Loc. ex Actis, vol. iii. p.
1302 ; there is no reason to infer that a distinct Cilician Iconium
ever existed.

X Some writers erroneously regard the bestowal of the title
Claudiconium as implying1 that it was made a colony by Claudius.

§ Ptolemy does not here mention Iconium (which, in v. vi. 16,
he puts in Cappadocia by a pure blunder); but he gives Lystra,
Antioch, and Apollonia in Galatia, and ά fortiori Iconium must
have been in that province. Firmilian, I.e., mentions Galatia and
(the triple Province) Cilicia as most closely connected with
Iconium.

west, Iconium was naturally a centre for Jewish
settlers, Ac 141; but the only memorials of the
colony are CIG 9270, and perhaps 39956, 3998,
40016 (Jewish-Christian ?). Lystra is only 18 miles
S.S.W. from Iconium, and hence the character of
an inhabitant of Lystra was naturally well known
among the Iconians (Ac 162), for Lystra, though in
the same district as Derbe (Ac 146 161), was actually
much closer to Iconium.

Christianity was introduced into Iconium by St.
Paul and St. Barnabas on their first missionary
journey (Ac 14lff·), and the city was visited on the
second journey (162ff·). St. Paul's sufferings and
difficulties there are mentioned 1 Ti 311. The
interesting legend of St. Thekia is connected with
these visits: the legend as we have it was composed
by a presbyter of Asia about the middle of the 2nd
cent., but contains some details that go back to
the 1st cent. ; and it probably rests on a historical
basis. It rightly traces St. Paul's journey from
Pisidian Antioch along the 'Royal Road' (i.e.
Imperial Highway) that connected Antioch the
military centre with the garrison city Lystra,
relating how on the way (probably not far from
Selki-Serai) he was induced by Onesiphorus to
diverge from that road and go across the hill-
country to Iconium. It tells that queen Try-
phaina (of Pontus) had estates somewhere in this
neighbourhood; and this may well be true, as
she was granddaughter of Polemon, who formerly
possessed Iconium : it rightly makes her a relative
of the Roman emperor (Claudius). On this legend
see Lipsius, Apokr. Apostelgesch. ii. p. 424 if.; Zahn,
GGA, 1877, p. 1307 rf.; Ramsay, Church in Rom.
Emp. pp. 31 f. 380 ff. (with many other authorities
there quoted).

According to the North-Galatian theory, nothing
else is recorded in NT about Iconium. On the
South-Galatian view, soon after St. Paul's second
journey, it was visited by Jewish emissaries
(coming doubtless from Jerusalem), who persuaded
the Iconians that St. Paul was not a real apostle
of God, but the mere messenger of the superior
apostles, and that the keeping of the whole Jewish
law was incumbent on all zealous Christians (urging
that St. Paul by circumcising Timothy had prac-
tically become a preacher of circumcision, Gal 511).
St. Paul, learning this defection, wrote the Epistle
to the Galatians, probably from Syrian Antioch
(Ac 1822; or, according to Zahn and Rendall, from
Corinth), and soon afterwards visited Iconium
again on his way to Ephesus. The Iconian church
was evidently thoroughly reconciled to the Pauline
teaching, remained in communication with St. Paul
during his stay at Ephesus (1 Co 161), and joined
in the contribution which he organized amon^ all
his churches for the benefit of the poor Christians
in Jerusalem. St. Peter's first Epistle was addressed
to it among others.

According to legend, Sosipater (Ro 1621; Sopater
of Bercea, Ac 204) was first bishop of Iconium;
Terentius or Tertius (Ro 162:2) succeeded him.
Cornutus or Coronatus, a martyr bishop (12 Sept.
sub Perennio prccside), is perhaps historical.
Celsus, bishop earlier than c. 260, is mentioned
by Eusebius (HE vi. 19) as permitting a qualified
layman Paulinus to do church work. Nikomas,
bishop about A.D. 264 and 269, is also mentioned
by Euseb. (vii. 28). A council was held in Iconium
about 232 (Cyprian, Epist. 75, 7). Numerous
Christian inscriptions are found in the country
round Iconium, some of which are probably of the
3rd cent., showing that Christianity spread com-
paratively early round the city as centre (see
GALATIA, p. 88). A monastery των Γαλατών in
the neighbourhood of Iconium is mentioned by
Gregorius Magn. (Dial. iv. 38, p. 441). St.
Chariton, a native of Iconium, is said to have been
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arrested under Aurelian and released, and afterwards
to have founded several monasteries in Palestine.

W. M. RAMSAY.
IDALAH (π^κτ).—A town of Zebulun, named

between Shimron and Bethlehem (Jos 1915). The
site is uncertain.

IDBASH (cbr).— One of the sons (ace. to LXX)
of Etam, 1 Ch 43. The MT is undoubtedly cor-
rupt. See GENEALOGY.

IDDO. — 1 . Ήχ (?τικ 'strength') Ezr 817 'The
chief, at the place Casiphia,' who provided Ezra
with Levites and Nethinim. The text implies that
I. was himself one of the Nethinim, but it is im-
possible that the head of a Levitical seminary
should have belonged to the lowest order of
ministers. Read, with Ryle, ' unto Iddo and his
brethren {i.e. Levites) and the Nethinim.' 1 Es
345.46 j i a s i Loddeus the captain who was in the
place of the treasury . . . Loddeus and to his
brethren and to the treasurers in that place,' con-
necting the name Casiphia with keseph ' silver' (so
LXX 4v άρΎνρίφ τον τόπον). It must have been near
Babylon, and can have no connexion with the
Caspian Mountains or Caspire Pylae. 2. (IT 'be-
loved') 1 Ch 2721 son of Zechariah, captain of the
half tribe of Manasseh in Gilead, perh. = No. 4.
3. Ezr 1043 (IT. Kethib RV, 'τ Kere, RVm Jaddai,
AV Jadau, 1 Es 935 Edos) one of those who had
taken strange wives, i . I K 414 (any ' timely,' Ges.)
father of Abinadab, who was Solomon's commis-
sariat officer in Mahanaim in Gilead (see No. 2). 5.
(ny) 1 Ch 621 a Gershonite Levite called Adaiah in
v.41. 6. A seer {hozeh) and prophet (nabi) cited by
the Chronicler as an authority for the reigns of
{a) Solomon, 2 Ch 929 (Kethib ^y; Jedai, Kerd ny;
Jedo, LXX'IwiJX)' the visions of Ϊ. the seer concern-
ing Jeroboam the son of Nebat'; (b) Rehoboam,
2 Ch 1215 (viy) ' the history of I. the seer after the
manner of (or, in reckoning the) genealogies';
and of (c) Abijah, 2 Ch 1322 (vny) 'the midrash
of the prophet Iddo.' The first passage cited is
probably the ground of the tradition adopted
by Jos. {Ant. viil. viii. 5) and Jerome {Qu. Heb.
in 2 Ch 929 1215 151) that the prophet who de-
nounces Jeroboam in 1 Κ 13 was named Jadon or
Jaddo. Jerome also identifies Iddo with Oded.
7. iiy Zee I 1 (NT=«; Zee I7, Ezr 51 614) 1 Es 61 Addo.
Grandfather (father ace. to Ezr) of the prophet
Zechariah; possibly of the same family as No. 2.
8. N̂ y Neh 124·16 (in v.16 Kethib has N ŷ) one of
the priestly clans that went up with Zerubbabel.

N. J. D. WHITE.
IDOLATRY.—The idolatry of Israel, in ordinary

usage, is held to include twTo forms of aberration
from true religion. The more heinous type was
the worship of alien or fictitious divinities, best
described as heathenism (Gotzendienst); the less
heinous was the worship of the God of Israel by
the mediation of images (Bilderdienst). The par-
ticular problems arising under these two heads
being dealt with in separate articles (see ASH-
TORETH, BAAL, CALF, EPHOD, etc.), the main
object here must be to indicate the general drift
and features of the protracted conflict between the
religious ideals and the popular religious tendencies
which are mirrored in the OT.

Idolatry {ίΙΙωλολαίτρύα), which occurs once in AV (1 S 1523) as
tr. of Π'ΣΠ£ΐ, has no exact Heb. equivalent. There are, how-
ever, nine or ten Heb. words which AV, and, in the main, RV
(following· LXX) render by 'idol,' and which give lively expres-
sion to the varied sentiments of contempt, loathing, and appre-
hension excited in the prophetical writers by idolatry. The
terms are: fix nothingness (Is 663), D'D'X objects of terror
(Jer 5038), ^χ neutral expression for any divinity (Is 575),
H $ a cypher (often, esp. in Is), D'̂ Va massy blocks (Lv 2630),
n ^ S p a terror (1 Κ 1513), huQ or ^ED a figure (2 Ch 337), &&%

carvings, with perhaps a play on sorrow (Hos 4i<), cf. nsy Ti
a figure (Is 4516). Image in AV is used as the equivalent of
about an equal number of terms, of which the following altera-
tions in RV may be noted: fsn a sun-image (Lv 2630), rt^D a
pillar, Ώ'ΒΊψ untranslated. ^pfi is the graven image (Ex 20*),
but is sometimes used comprehensively (Is 40^')· Π3ΕΏ (Ex 3417)
and "-IDJ (Is 4129) denote the molten image. In NT 'image'
translates είχαν and once χαραχτγ,ρ (He I 3 ' express [RV ' very 'J
image'). See more fully under IMAGE. The common idol was
an uncouth figure of clay or wood ; the more pretentious was of
gold or silver, or at least plated. The process of manufacture
is contemptuously described in Is 44Uff·.

I. HEATHENISM IN ISRAEL.—Not the least in-
teresting chapter in the history of this subject is
that upon which the narrative of Genesis throws
little if any light, viz. the religion of the stock
from which the Hebrews sprang. The teaching
of Genesis is to the effect that there was a primi-
tive knowledge of the true God, which was handed
down through Noah to the line of Shem, of which
Abraham became the custodian, and which he
transmitted to his posterity. It is, at the most,
implied in the story of the Call of Abraham (Gii
121), and first stated explicitly in Jos 242ff·, that
the patriarchal religion had a background of
idolatry. For the reconstruction of this primitive
Semitic heathenism there is some material avail-
able. It is reasonable to suppose, in the first
place, that vestiges of the older beliefs and customs
survived to the later period illuminated by the
OT. A second source, which has been closely
examined in the same interest, especially by
Wellhausen (Skizzen und Vorarbeiten, Heft 3)
and W. R. Smith {BS2), is the type of heathen-
ism which prevailed in Arabia before the rise of
Islam, and which, it is assumed, had not widely
diverged from that of the common ancestor of
the Semitic peoples. The examination of this
evidence has shaken the older view that Semitic
idolatry began in the worship of the heavenly
bodies (so, e.g., Maimonides, Be Idololatria^ who
explains star-worship by an intelligible desire to
honour what pod had honoured, but traces the
later phase of image-service to the designs of false
prophets, cap. i. § 4). The suggestion of Ewald
{Gesch. Isr.'6 i. p. 380), that a polytheistic system may
be detected in the genealogies of Gn 4 and 5, where
the gods and goddesses of an earlier age have
been degraded to patriarchal rank, has not met
with much favour. By other writers, esp. Stade,
it is held that an important, if not the most im-
portant, element in the early religious life of the
Semites was ancestor-worship—sacrifices having
been offered at Hebron and Shechem to Abraham
and Joseph ere they were offered to Jahweh ; and
for proof stress is laid on significant features of
burial and mourning (cf. Is 654), the long persist-
ence of the worship of a species of household gods
known as Teraphim, and the specific designation of
spirits as Elohim (1 S 2813). The special purpose of
W. R. Smith's work in this field, on the other hand,
was to draw attention to the vestiges of a primitive
totemism or animal-worship both among Arabs
and Hebrews; and these he found to linger, in the
case of the Hebrews, in the denomination of tribes
and families after animals, birds, and reptiles; in
a vigorous animal-cult, described by Ezekiel as
flourishing so recently as the eve of the Exile
(Ezk 810); and in the distinction of clean and unclean
beasts, where the totem of the earlier survived as
the unclean animal of the later period {Journ. of
Philology, ix. 75 ff.). There are, however, reasons
for regarding both ancestor-worship and animal-
worship as secondary in the development of the
religions of nature; and others are of opinion that
the evidence rather points to a polydsemonism as
the original type of Semitic heathenism. Of this
the fundamental conception is that men are in
contact with a realm of spirits which take to do
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with their concerns, and to which they can draw
near in some spot or object in which these are
housed—as the well, the tree, the sacred stone (so
Kayser, Theologie des AT, p. 21 ff.). From poly-
theism it is distinguished by the fact that the
spirits have not yet attained to a clear-cut indivi-
duality, or to the possession of a mythology, while
it tends to run down into fetishism through the
adoration of the tenement in place of the tenant.
In one of the most speculative regions of history a
certain conclusion is, of course, unattainable, but the
view in question at least harmonizes with what is
known of the primeval modes of Semitic thought,
while such an animistic religion formed some sort
of a preparation for the introduction of the higher
faith. In particular, it could offer no such opposi-
tion as a developed polytheism to the claim of one
God upon the undivided allegiance of a people.

When Israel emerges into the light of history, it
has broken, at least in principle, with heathenism.
In the national memory the momentous step was
connected with Abraham ; and although the date
of the patriarchal narratives makes them in large
measure the vehicle of prophetic ideals, there is no
reason to doubt that Mosaism reposed on and
appealed to a religious past, in which the light
of revelation had dawned. The work of Moses
was to widen and perpetuate the breach with
heathenism, and this he accomplished through the
coincidence of the divine deliverance of Israel with
the hour of his prophetic mission. Mosaism, what-
ever else it may have included, was at least a
revolt from heathenism, from which it sought to
project Israel by prohibiting the worship of any
divinity save J" its God (Ex 203), and by bringing
under His ban immoral acts and practices to
which the genius of heathenism is at the best in-
different. From this standpoint there are two
notable declensions related in the history of the
period. The story of the golden calf, though its
main significance belongs to the sphere of the
minor idolatry, is also conceived as an apostasy to
other gods than J" (Ex 328). The second reported
lapse is the idolatry with Moab at Peor, where
Israel succumbed to the fascinations of a Baal-cult
that consecrated sexual licentiousness (Nu 25).
These incidents, however, even if historical,—and
it may be noted that they belong in substance to
our oldest capital source,—were mere episodes of
temporary reaction natural to a period of intense
religious fervour. The Israel which hurled itself
upon Canaan was the people of J", and saw in the
gods of the nations real gods indeed, but His and
their enemies.

Upon the settlement in Canaan there followed a
heathen revival. The history of the Book of
Judges moves through a succession of cycles: the
people forsake J" and serve the Baalim and the
Ashtaroth; J" in anger delivers them into the
hands of the spoiler; then it repents Him, and He
raises up judges who save them ; then once more
they turn back, and deal more corruptly than
their fathers (Jg 2llff·). For this relapse various
causes are plausibly assigned—intermarriage with
the Canaanite population, association of the Baal-
cult with the agricultural year, a sense of the pos-
session of proprietary rights by the old divinities in
the land of Canaan (Smend, ATBeligionsgeschichte,
p. 50). But doubtless the strongest enticement lay
in the character of the Canaanitish worship, which,
in the main resting on a deification of the pro-
ductive forces of nature, gathered up into religion
all that is comprehended in laughter and licence.
And if it had also quite another side, which
revealed the divinity as cruel, and lusting for
agony and blood, there was an element in the
Hebrew nature to which this also appealed. The
divine remedy for the backsliding was war. When

Israel was attacked and spoiled, or when the hand
of the oppressor was heavy upon them, they re-
membered that of old time J" had been their
deliverer, the religious enthusiasm welled up
afresh, and under a leader whom it possessed they
marched to victory. Such a leader also, without
doubt, was Saul, although the history lays most
stress on his later defection from, and his desertion
by, J". But among those who delivered Israel in
the name of J" the noblest and the best character
was that of David, whose piety, even if allied with
the superstition of divination, and marred by
sensuality and cruelty, in some respects was the
model of Christian communion with God ; and the
final outcome of the experiences of the period of
the Judges, and esp. of the career of David which
established the monarchy, was to place the sove-
reignty of J" on as firm a basis as in the first flush
of the wars of conquest. But again with an era
of peace there came a heathen reaction, beginning
in the seduction of Solomon to Canaanitish and
cognate cults through the influence of his wives
(1 Κ II1"8), and extending throughout a great
portion of the history both of the Northern and
the Southern Kingdoms.

In the Northern Kingdom the religious life took
in the first instance an opposite direction. An-
tagonism to the heathenish innovations in Jerusa-
lem may have been a factor in the power behind
Jeroboam, as the setting up of the worship of the
golden calves in two ancient sanctuaries may have
been conceived in the interests of the ancestral
religion; at all events, there is no reason to charge
Jeroboam and his immediate successors with de-
liberate apostasy from J". The recrudescence of
heathenism in the Northern Kingdom is connected
with Ahab, who built a temple in Samaria to the
Zidonian Baal (1 Κ 1632), and supported a heathen-
ish priesthood. How far the hostile designs of
Ahab against the religion of J" extended is less
certain. Many modern writers are of opinion that
Ahab remained loyal to the national God — for
which the names of his sons, Ahaziah and Jehoram,
afford some evidence, and that the story of the
persecutions is at least exaggerated (see, e.g.,
Smend, op. cit. p. 154ff.). But, while it is
true that the OT annals give broad effects and
neglect fine distinctions, the Elijah traditions
make it impossible to doubt that we have to deal
in the case of Ahab with a dangerous assault on
the national religion; and this impression is con-
firmed by the observation that the house of Omri
was shortly afterwards destroyed with all its works
in the name of the God of Israel (2 Κ 10). At all
events, the intrusion of the alien cult received an
effectual check. The annalist grants that the
successors of Jehu stopped short in the sin of
Jeroboam the son of Nebat, however persistently
the heathen leaven may have continued to work in
the local sanctuaries.

The main sources for our knowledge of heathenism in this
period are the writings of the 8th cent, prophets. Their testi-
mony is, however, somewhat obscure, owing to the difficulty of
distinguishing between the degraded worship of J" and the rites
of heathenism proper. It appears that J" could be worshipped
in name while the conception formed of Him was no higher or
purer than that of the heathen. * God has so utterly abolished
the idols with whom Satan contested with Him the allegiance of
His people that we have no certain knowledge what they were'
(Pusey on Am 52f>). The final commentary on the history of the
Northern Kingdom mentions as the chief forms star-worship,
Baal-worship, accompanied by the most cruel rites, and magic
(2 Κ 17). By the Baal-cult we have doubtless to understand the
worship, not of a simple mighty rival of J", but of a multitude of
local divinities characterized by alternating moods of prodigality
and ferocity. According to Amos, the worship of the Baalim
(?, see Driver, ad loc.) was one of the four great sins of Israel,
aggravated by its association with inhumanity, fornication, and
drunkenness (27·8). As the places of worship, are mentioned hills
and mountains and groves (passim). The central object was the
altar, with which were associated the sacred pillar and post—
doubtless conceived as c houses of God.' The rites included the
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offering of incense (1 Κ 118) and of sacrifices, in times of crisis
Human sacrifices (2 Κ I?1?). In expostulating with his country-
men, Hosea pleads that J" was from of old the God of Israel who
conferred on them great benefits (ll1*4), and from whose hand
they receive their present blessings (28); while the Baalim are
mere creations of their own, who, as proved by experience,
are powerless to protect them (131).

In the Southern Kingdom we discover a more
vigorous and developed type of heathenism, but
also a more passionate and energetic resistance.
A significant note in the record of Rehoboam's
reign shows that the idolatry of Solomon left as a
legacy the vilest form of consecrated prostitution
(1 Κ 1424); and of this, as well as of the seducing
idols, Judah was purged by Asa (1 Κ 159ff·). A
similar tribute of praise is accorded to Jehoshaphat,
and especially to Hezekiah (2 Κ 184); and that the
latter had to deal with a true heathenism, as well
as with a debased worship of J", may be collected
from the contemporary witness of Isaiah.

* The land,' Isaiah declares, ' is become full of not-gods' (28).
As the chief abominations he mentions the Asherahs and the
sun-images (178), of which, however, the former is not necessarily
a clue to heathenism. He also mentions the popularity of
magicians, soothsayers, etc. (26 3 2 819). Specially noticeable is the
rise to a pure monotheism in the contemptuous dismissal of the
rival gods as mere human handiwork (28), things of naught (317),
and his extension of J'"s sovereignty to the ends of the earth.

From the reforms of Hezekiah there is a sudden
descent to the corruptions of the reign of Manasseh,
who introduced the worship both of the heavenly
bodies and of the Canaanitish divinities, and along
with the latter their cruel and licentious rites
(2 Κ 21). To understand such a lapse from the
general tradition of the Davidic house we have to
bear in mind two facts: the apparent political
expediency of showing reverence for the celestial
gods of the great empire in the North, and the
doubts which the course of events may have
aroused as to whether there was indeed in J"
power and will for effectual deliverance (cf. Smend,
AT Theologie, p. 270ff.). But in Josiah, another,
and the greatest of the reformers, was to follow.
In centralizing the worship at Jerusalem he dealt
at heathenism the most effective blow possible,
while he suppressed with a stern hand the innova-
tions of his father, and the abominations that had
crept in in their wake (2 Κ 235).

The programme of the reformation under Josiah contained in
Deut. is terrible in its thoroughness. Not only does it embody
the threat of destruction as the penalty of national apostasy
(615 819 etc.), but it prohibits the individual from practising
idolatry, under pain of death (I72 f f). Further, those who per-
suade others to idolatry are to be punished with death (136).
Nay, the subject was not even to be looked into (1230). The
destruction of the furniture of heathenism is a most sacred
duty (75· %> 122). How deeply and harmfully heathenism had
eaten into the life of the people may be inferred from the
fierceness of these enactments, which occur in a code otherwise
marked by exceptional mildness and humaneness.

How far short the reformation fell of fulfilling
the prophetic expectations is indicated by the
prophets of the Chaldsean period. It would seem
that the closing decades of the monarchy were
marked by yet wilder excesses, as if the nation
were making a last desperate cast in a losing
game with fate. 'Thy gods, Ο Judah/ cries
Jeremiah, 'are according to the number of thy
cities' (228). Specially instructive is the vision of
Ezekiel (ch. 8), in which he enumerates the three
main forms of heathenism by which Judah was
polluted — an animal - worship embracing loath-
some beasts and reptiles, the cult of Tammuz,
which drew the women after it, and the adoration
of the sun-god. And the last of th e kings succumbed
to the contagion of the times, and scouted the
counsel that was delivered to them by the prophets
in the name of J".

The purification came in the discipline of the
Exile. Surrounded by the emblems of foreign
idolatry, the exiles became deeply conscious of the
grandeur and truth of the spiritual religion taught

by their prophets; and although we know that a
large number remained in Babylon, of whom many
would become merged in the adjacent heathen
mass, the remnant which returned brought with
them the contempt of the great exilic prophet for
the manufactured gods of gold and silver and
wood, and the stubborn loyalty to J" which was to
become in Roman times the wonder and the
hatred of the world. That even after the Exile
heathen practices lingered in the community is
argued by Smend (loc. cit. p. 39) from Ps 16lff·, Zee
102 132, Job 3126, cf. Is 279; but in any case it was
a rapidly vanishing quantity. And the lessons of
past experience had been carefully gleaned. The
dissolution of mixed marriages by Ezra excluded
the most dangerous of the influences which made
for heathenism, while the Law sought to guarantee
the purity of religion by an uncompromising policy
of national isolation.

II. IDOLATROUS WORSHIP OF J".—In the age
of the Judges, as we have seen, and in the middle
period of the Northern Kingdom, the imminent
danger had been the submersion of Jahwism under
the refluent wave of heathenism. In the 8th and
7th cents, the object on which prophetism con-
centrates its fervent energy is the purification or
spiritualization of the worship which was rendered
to the national God. Of that worship an ancient
and increasingly marked feature was the use of
images, and with Hosea there begins an attack
upon image-service as inconsistent with the spirit
of Jahwism, and virtually substituting fetishes for
the living God (85·6 105).

That the practice was ancient, and sanctioned
by high authority, does not admit of dispute.
After his victory over Midian, one of the chosen
instruments of J", Gideon, made an ephod out of
the spoils—by which the context suggests that we
are to understand a gold-plated image (Jg 824ff·)·
Still more instructive is the story of Micah the
Ephraimite, who out of 200 shekels of silver framed
a graven image and a molten image, and hired
Jonathan, a descendant of Moses, to be his priest
{Jg 173). Even David has closely associated
with him emblems of idolatry ; for besides that he
tolerates the probably ancestral cult of the human
figures called Teraphim (1 S 1913), the interroga-
tion of the Ephod, here again most likely an image
of J", is a habit of his religious life (1 S 219 23°·9

307). It could not therefore, as above hinted, im-
press the national mind as an impious innovation
when Jeroboam associated the worship of J" with
the symbols of the golden bulls, and the absence of
any polemic against the image-worship in the
crusade of Elijah is generally regarded as proving
that it was acquiesced in even by the enlightened
conscience of the time. (On the other side Konig,
Hauptprobleme der altisraelitischen Eeligionsges-
chichte, p. 65). That the idolatrous worship of
J" had even reached back to the Mosaic age,
and was sanctioned by Moses, it is not necessary
to admit. Apart from the case for the originality
of the second commandment, there are independent
grounds for believing, on the analogy of other
faiths, that primitive Mosaism embodied the con-
ception of an imageless worship (Reichel, Vor-
hellenische Gotterculte). Sufficiently significant is
the obvious fact that from the Judges to the 8th
cent, the idols became more and more numerous
and costly, and that only in the Assyrian period
were they realized to be alien to the genius of the
national religion.

In the prophetic campaign against the historic-
ally legitimated idolatry we may distinguish three
important phases. "Were it made out that Ex 34
contains an older Decalogue, we might have to
recognize an earlier attempt at reformation, as it
is possible to hold that that code, in prohibiting
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' molten gods' (Ex 3417), tacitly sanctioned the
simpler type of the graven images (Smend, AT
Theol. p. 195). The great effort was put forth in
the Northern Kingdom, but the prophets were
unable even to weaken the idolatry which was
embedded in the political framework, and the
kings persisted to the last in the sin of Jeroboam,
the son of Nebat. In J udah the first notable con-
tribution to a more spiritual ritual was made by
Hezekiah, in whose reforming spirit may be de-
tected a reflection of the zeal of Isaiah. In the
report of some of his acts, especially of his suppres-
sion of the high places and their insignia, critics
have suspected the ante-dating of later reforms;
but there is at least unmistakable evidence of his
active aggression against the idolatrous elements
of the traditional religion (2 Κ 184). Specially
noteworthy is his removal of the brazen serpent, by
which he withdrew the most sacred of sanctions,
the Mosaic, from the approach to J" through
figured symbol. The Reformation under Josiah is
here memorable, not merely as consolidating the
worship in an imageless sanctuary, but as energetic-
ally acting on the Deuteronomic prohibition of the
posts and pillars (Dt 1621tf-)> which, before there
had been images to give expression to the char-
acter of a divinity, had been venerated as places of
a god's abode. * He brought out the Asherah from
the house of the Lord, and burned it at the brook
Kidron' (2 Κ 23Η). On the whole it may be said
that in Judah more energy was shown in, and more
success followed on, the purification of the Jahweh-
worship than was the case in Israel, but that in
Judah also the purer Jahwism had its reaction
in a grosser heathenism.

On two general features of the OT idolatry as
exhibited by the sacred writers a remark may be
made. The first feature is the astonishing strength
of its fascinations. The perverse obstinacy of the
chosen people in opposition to the logic of con-
science, history, and heaven, can only be explained
on the assumption that idolatry offered some deeply-
satisfying provision for human nature. Wherein
did this attraction lie ? As regards the form which
has been described as heathenism, the answer is
obvious: it was popular because it was not ethical.
There are many things which are felt to be attrac-
tive if only they were lawful, and the genius of
heathenism, especially of the Canaanitish type,
was to make it possible to overleap the boundaries
of right and wrong with an appeased conscience.
Were we confronted by a new religion which in a
solemn spirit, and with a reasoned claim, threw
its mantle over all which we assign to the world,
the flesh, and the devil, we should realize some-
thing of the strength of the opposition with which
the prophets of J" had to contend. As regards
idolatrous worship of God, again, the need which
it met is a universal one. The invisible God of
the infinite attributes is a being whom thought
with difficulty grasps, to whom the heart hardly
warms—and the necessity of a more vivid and
concrete manifestation of His essence is common
ground of all the great religions save one. As a
fact, we can approach God only through the aid of
symbols—mental pictures and words are no less
symbols than paintings and statues; and it is
not clear that there is any difference in principle
between the verbal representation of God as our
Father and the more graphic representation of
the same conception which can be given in His
special material by the artist. The prophet did not
scruple to use imagery which represented God as
flying and even as roaring and ravening like a
beast of the forest, and the image of the idolater
was more effective than the imagery. But the
justification of the prophetic attitude is that the
image was too effective. Where a certain spiritual

level has been reached, the visible symbol may be
a real aid to devotion; but on lower levels the
worshipper stops at the outward form, and sinks
back into a true heathenism. And so it worked
out, against the wise opposition of the prophets, in
Israel: the symbol became to the unspiritual people
a fetish, and the fetish poisoned the national life.

From what has been said, we are in a better
position to appreciate the scheme of retributive jus-
tice which the prophetical writers find exemplified
in the history of Israel and Judah, and of their
kings. Because of idolatry Israel was removed
from its place, and Judah after it went into
captivity. The religious reformation is followed
by a prosperous reign, the backsliding is avenged
by the Philistine, the Assyrian, or the Chaldsean.
That, says criticism, is not history. As a fact it
is, in the main outline, history, and it is besides
the vehicle of the grandest and most certain of
historical generalizations—viz. that the Ruler of
the world is on the side of purity and righteous-
ness. The idolatry of Israel was, as we have seen,
a description from the religious side of the evil
doings which God hates, and it is therefore rightly
written down as the cause of His vindictive and
chastening judgments upon Israel.

Idolatry in NT.—The references to idolatry in
NT are naturally of much more contracted scope.
With the Jews the opposition to idolatry had
become since the days of Antiochus Epiphanes α
fanaticism, and the subject scarcely finds a place
in the sayings of our Lord. From the circum-
stances of his mission it occupied a considerable
space in the thoughts of St. Paul. Of peculiar
importance is what we may call his philosophy of
heathenism expounded in Ro 1, where he traces it
to its origin in a sin against the light of nature,
shows that this was punished by the withdrawal
of the former light, and sets forth the hideous
moral corruption of the Roman world as the resul t
of the religious apostasy. A somewhat milder
judgment of the heathen world is passed in the
speech at Athens (Ac 18), where ignorance of
God is not insisted on as matter of guilt, and an
appeal is made to men on the ground of the
dignity of their origin to rise to the recognition
of the true God, and hearken to His latest ac-
credited word. A special problem arose for Chris-
tian casuistry in connexion with meats offered
to idols, which the apostle resolves by referring
it to the arbitrament of a conscience enlightened
by the twin principles of Christian liberty and
Christian sympathy (1 Co 8). To the view popu-
larized by Milton that the idols of the heathen
were in reality devils, some colour is lent by
1 Co 1014fft; but, against this is to be put the
emphatic protest, 'we know that no idol is any-
thing in the world' (1 Co 84). Idolatry appears in
the catalogue of the works of the flesh (Gal 520),
and of those which exclude from eternal salvation
(1 Co 69); but, as is characteristic of NT thought,
the apostle widens the old religious conception,
and makes it include all practices which are tanta-
mount to a dethronement of God in favour of a
creature. So gluttony and covetousness, where
• non objecto sed solo acto peccatur,' are species of
idolatry (Eph 55, Ph 319). The recollection of the
blessed deliverance from the darkness of heathen-
ism is appealed to as furnishing a motive to
sanctification (1 Th I9). Finally, St. John predicts
an idolatrous apostasy in the last days (Rev 920).

LITERATURE.—The OT idolatry is naturally one of the capital
topics in the histories of Israel and in the monographs on the
Biblical Theology of the OT. For the presentation of the
subject from the purely evolutionist point of view, see Well-
hausen, 1ST. U. jiid. Geschichte; Stade, Geschichte des Volkes
Israeli for a more conservative treatment, Kittel, Hist, of
Hebrews. In addition to the works on Biblical Theology above
mentioned, among which Smend's A T Religionsgeschichte is full
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and suggestive, may be mentioned Duhm, Theologie der
Propheten. See also art. 'Baal,' by Ed. Meyer, in Roscher's
Lexicon. For the Image Controversy in the Greek Church,
see in Mansi's Councils the decrees of the Seventh (Ecumenical
Council; and for a review of the arguments, Harnack's Dogmen-
geschichte/u. p. 460 ff. W. P. PATERSON.

IDUEL (Ίδούη\ο$), 1 Es δ43.—In Ezr 816 ARIEL.
The form is due to confusion of ι and n.

IDUMJEA, IDUMJEANS.—See EDOM.

IEDDIAS (Α Ίεδδία.!, Β Ίφ-ias, AV Eddias), 1 Es
926.—One of those who agreed to put away their
' strange' wives. Called IZZIAH (ηχ : Β 'Afeta,
A 'Af«£, Ν *λδ€ΐά) Ezr 1025.

IEZER, IEZERITES (nijrx Nu 2630 P), contracted
from ABIEZER, wh. see.

IGAL (^q: '[God] redeems').-l. (Β Ίλαάλ, A F
}lyd\ ; I gat) One of the twelve spies sent by Moses
from the wilderness of Paran : he is described as
the son of Joseph of the tribe of Issachar (Nu 137).

2. (Γαάλ; Luc. Ίωήλ) One of David's heroes, the
son of Nathan of Zobah (2 S 2336). In the parallel
list (1 Ch II38) the name is given as 'JOEL (*?N'r
Ίωή\), the brother (A ; ' the son' B) of Nathan.'

3. (Ίωήλ; Jegaal; AV Igeal) Son of Shemaiah
of the royal house of David (1 Ch 322).

J. F. STENNING.
IGDALIAH (ί,τ^:: «J· is great')·—A 'man of

God,' father of Hanan, whose name is mentioned
in connexion with Jeremiah's interview with the
Rechabites (Jer 354).

IGNORANCE is spoken of in Scripture mainly
in connexion with sin ; it modifies to some extent
the sinner's responsibility. Thus even of a sin in
which the chief actors knew well that they were
doing wrong—the crucifixion—St. Peter says, ' Ye
did it in ignorance' (κατά &yvo(.avy Ac 317); St. Paul,
' if they had known, they would not have crucified
the Lord of glory' (1 Co 28); and the Lord Him-
self, ' Father, forgive them: for they know not
what they do' (Lk 2334). They all knew some-
thing, but not everything; not, for instance, what
the apostles only grasped through the resurrection
and the teaching of the Risen One, that He was
the Son of God, and His death a propitiation for
the whole world ; hence, according to NT, though
their guilt was deep, in some cases awful, it was
not unpardonable. The choice of evil, by one
who knows clearly and fully what it is, removes
the possibility of pardon: such a choice would
be the αΐώνιον αμάρτημα of which Jesus speaks in
Mk 329—sin, final and irretrievable.

On a broad view, the pre-Christian ages of
human history, or the pre-Christian part of any
one's life, may be characterized as ' times of ignor-
ance' (Ac 1730, 1 Ρ I14). The meaning is not that
the heathen know nothing; there is a light which
lightens every man, a law written on the heart,
however blurred or even misleading the writing
may have become. But they do not know every-
thing, and therefore, according to NT teaching,
their sin is pardonable, and repentance and for-
giveness are to be preached to them. Ignorance,
such as it is, does not entirely exculpate; but it
precludes final condemnation out of hand. When
those who have lived in heathen ignorance are
converted, their past life will not appear guilt-
less; on the contrary, they will be ashamed and
confounded when they look back on i t ; when it
stands out before them in the light of God's
eternal law, and of the life of Jesus, they will
be unable to understand how they lived as they
did; they will condemn themselves, and humbly
acknowledge their guilt. They were ignorant,
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but not innocent; yet, because of their ignorance,
not without hope. Such guilt as theirs leaves the
possibility of feeling in the moral nature; they
m a Y yet be pricked in their hearts, and repent
ana be saved. It is thus St. Paul interprets his
own experience: ' I was a blasphemer, etc.; but
I obtained mercy, because I did it ayvo&v έν
απιστία' (lTi I13).

The gradual enlightenment of the Christian
conscience, its entrance under the teaching of
experience into fuller possession of the mind of
Christ, has to be considered, in applying the plea
of ignorance in extenuation of guilt. Thus to
keep slaves might once have been done ignorantly
—/car' dyvoiav, like the crucifixion—by a Christian;
now it would be a sin against the light. Each
generation is amazed at what its fathers per-
petrated or tolerated or did not see; to say they
knew no better is to utter at once their excuse
and their condemnation, for such is the connexion
between moral integrity and moral enlightenment
that we feel sure they might have, and ought to
have, known better. St. Paul not only mentions
'the times of ignorance,' which God 'winked a t '
(Ac 1730), but indicates the genesis of that ignor-
ance in a way which makes it itself an ominous
feature of non-Christian life (Ro I1 8'2 3, Eph 417"19).
In the last resort it is due to an immoral sup-
pression, and even extinction, of divine light. It
keeps pace with, as it is due to, a πώρωσι,ς of the
heart; though the two things, once initiated, are
mutually cause and effect. Men act in the hard-
ness of their hearts, and the light is dimmed;
they act in the darkening light, and the capacity
for feeling is deadened. If this process had its
perfect work in any one, so that he had lost
utterly the power of distinguishing good and
evil, the result would not be the ayvoia which
mitigates guilt; it would be that ignorance of
the 'moral universal' which is itself a final con-
demnation.

The verb ayvoeiv is used in He 52, and the subst.
ayvo-ηματα in He 97, to describe sin in the character
of 'sin of ignorance.' For the OT conception
see Nu 15, Lv 4. The main idea is that of un-
witting error or inadvertence. For such sins a
sacrifice was provided, more serious in proportion
to the culpability of the offender. Thus more was
expected—or ignorance was less of a plea—in the
case of a priest or a ruler than in that of a private
person. Sins of ignorance were sins, and therefore
had to be expiated; but they were not high-
handed sins, and therefore they could be expiated.
They were not renunciations of the covenant,
which could not be purged with sacrifice or offer-
ing for ever, but had to be punished by exter-
mination. What are commonly called 'infirmi-
ties ' in Christians may be said to answer now to
'sins of ignorance.' There is a disproportion, so
to speak, between our nature and our calling.
We are flesh and blood, with inherited vices per-
haps, and it is our calling to be holy as God is
holy. In spite of faith and vigilance the Christian
may be overtaken in a fault. The sudden fall,
from which the heart instantly revolts, which it
condemns, which it deeply mourns, is the sin of
ignorance under the new covenant. If we had
only known, if we had seen at the moment how
it grieved God, scandalized others, hurt ourselves,
we should never have done it. This leaves pardon
possible, and we have a High Priest, who was
Himself compassed with infirmity (though with
none that issued in sin), that He might be able
to bear gently with those who sin in ignor-
ance and go astray {TOLS ayvoodai. ml ιτ\ανωμένοι,$ί

He 52). J . DENNEY.

IGNORANCES.—This plural form is given as the
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tru of dyvoiaL in 1 Es 875, Sir 233, and of ayvo-ηματα
in To 33, Sir 232 5119. It is a literal rendering of the
Greek, and can scarcely be illustrated from Eng.
secular literature, though other abstract words
like 'impenitences' are found, and this plu. is quoted
with other meanings. RV retains the form, except
in 1 Es 875 * errors.3 For sins of ignorance see the
previous article and article SiN. J. HASTINGS.

IJON (fvy).—A town in the north part of the
mountains of Naphtali, noticed with Dan and
Abel-beth-maacah in 1 Κ 1520 (=2 Ch 164) as taken
by the captains of the armies of Benhadad. It
was captured also and depopulated by Tiglath-
pileser (2 Κ 1529). The name is thought to survive
in the Merj *Ayun or ' meadow of springs,' a
plateau N. W. of Dan. The most important site in
this plateau is Tell Dibbin, immediately south of
the Leontes ravine, which Robinson and others
have suggested may be the site of Ijon.

LITERATURE.—Robinson, BRP iii. 375; Baedeker-Socin, Pal.2

349 ; Porter, Handbook (Index); Guerin, GaliUe, ii. 280; Buhl,
GAP (Index, s. 'Ijon'). C. R. CONDER.

IKKESH (ppy).— The father of Ira, one of David's
heroes, 2 S 2326, 1 Ch II 2 8 279.

ILAI fy$ ; Β Ήλεί, Α Ήλ£; Ilai\ an Ahohite,
one of David's heroes (1 Ch II2 9). in the parallel
list (2 S 2328) the name appears as ZALMON (fiô s ;
Β 'Ελλώρ, Α Σελλώμ, Luc. Άλιμάν). It seems
probable that the Chronicler has preserved the
more correct text. Klostermann conjectures
ĵ S? or 'ffl'v̂ N as the original form ; Wellhausen yhy :
Thenius, however, adheres to the text of Samuel.

J. F. STENNING.
ILIADUN (Β Είλιαδούν, ΑΊλ-, AV Eliadun), 1 Es

558 (56 LXX). — Perhaps to be identified with
HENADAD, Ezr 39.

ILL.—Like c evil' (of which it is a contraction),
' i l l ' is used in AV as adv., adj., and mibst. The
only occurrence of the subst. is Ro 1310 'Love
worketh no ill to his neighbour* (κακόν). Cf.
Rhem. NT Note to Mt 310 ' It is not only dam-
nable to doe il, but also not to doe good,' The adj.
was formerly, with the meaning of ' bad,' applied
to persons as well as things. Thus in the Rhem.
NT, the Note on 'Thamar' (Mt I3) is, «Christ
abhorred not to take flesh of some that were il, as
he chose Judas among his Apostles: let us not
disdaine to receive our spiritual birth and sus-
tenance of such as be not alwayes good'; and in
the Note on the Penitent Thief (Lk 234S) occurs,
' Learne only not to despaire, though thou hast
been il [ = wicked] to the last moment of thy life.'
Again, T. Adams on 1 Ρ I4 says, · If thy words and
works be ill meal, thank the miller, thy heart, for
such corrupt thoughts'; and on I 6 * The husband
told his wife that he had one ill quality, he was
given to be angry without cause; she wittily re-
plied that she would keep him from that fault, for
she would give him cause enough.' The adj.
occurs in Dt 1521 «any ill blemish' ; Jl 220 ' his ill
savour'; Jth 88 'ill word'; Wis 523, Sir 297 'ill
dealing'; 918 'ill tongue,' 4111 'ill name.' The
adv. is found in Gn 436 ' Wherefore dealt ye so ill
with me ?' Job 2026, Ps 10632 ' go i l l ' ; Is 311 ' be
i l l ' ; Jer 404 ' seem ill '; Mic 34 ' they have behaved
themselves ill in their doings'; and Wis 1810 ' an
ill according cry' (άσύμφωνο* βοή); as well as in the
phrase ' ill-favoured,' Gn 418·4·19·20· »· : i7, for which
see FAVOUR, and cf. North, Plutarch, 889, 'He
had no further leysure, but to cast an ill-favoured
cloke about him, the first that came to hand, and
disguising himselfe to flie for life'; Fuller, Profane
State, v. 3, p. 365, ' The suspicion is increased if the
party accused be notoriously ill-favoured ; whereas

deformity alone is no more argument to make her
a Witch, then handsomenesse had been evidence
to prove her an Harlot.' J . HASTINGS.

ILLUMINATE, ILLUMINATION.—Milton uses
the verb to illuminate (' give light to,' * enlighten')
literally in PL vii. 350—

• And made the stars,
And set them in the firmament of heaven,
To illuminate the earth.'

He has it figuratively in Sam. Agon. 1689,' Though
blind of sight . . . with inward eyes illuminated';
so T. Fuller, Holy State, iii. 12, p. 184, ' Of Naturall
Fools'—l God may sometimes illuminate them, and
(especially towards their death) admit them to the
possession of some part of reason.' It is figuratively
that the vb. occurs in AV, Bar 42 ' Walk in the
presence of the light thereof, that thou mayest
be illuminated'; and He 1032 ' after ye were illu-
minated, ye endured a great fight of afflictions'
{φωτίσθέι>τ€*, RV ' enlightened').

AV has followed the Rhem. NT here, which (after Vulg.) has
4 illuminate' in the foil, passages in which the Gr. is φωτίζω,
Eph 118 39, 2 Ti I™, He 6* 1032, R e v i8i 2123 225, having * lighten'
in the remaining places, viz. Lk 1136, j n ]9, χ Co 45. No other
version uses the word; but in He 6* Wye. (1380) has * illumyned,'
1388' lightned.' It may be noted that Shaks. uses the three
forms of the vb. ' illume,'' illumine,' and * illuminate'; Milton
only ' illume' and * illuminate.'

Illumination occurs in AV but once, Sir 2511

'The love of the Lord passeth all things for
illumination' (eis φωτισμόν ; RV after edd. omits).
Cf. the Rhem trn of 2 Ti I1 0 ' But it is manifested
now by the illumination {επιφάνεια, Vulg. illumi-
natio) of our Saviour Jesus Christ, who hath de-
stroied death, and illuminated (φωτίζειν, Vulg.
illuminare) life and incorruption by the Gospel';
and the heading to Jn 9 ' Our Lord . . . fore-
telleth by this occasion the excecation of the Jewes
(because of their wilful obstinacie) and illumina-
tion of the Gentils who confesse their owne blind-
nes.' J. HASTINGS.

ILLYRICUM (Ίλλνρίκδν) was a term used in
various senses; but in the mouth of St. Paul
(Ro 1519) it must undoubtedly be interpreted in
its Roman sense, as denoting the Roman province
which extended along the Adriatic from Italy and
Pannonia on the north to the Macedonian province
on the south. That this Roman sense was in the
apostle's mind is shown, not merely by his con-
sistent practice of using geographical terms in
the Roman sense (Zahn, Einleitung, p. 130) and
by the fact that it was natural and almost neces-
sary in writing to a Roman church to follow the
Roman usage, but also by the very form of the
word. The Greek term was 'YKkvpls or 'Ιλλυρία;
and the strict and regular Greek noun, used to
translate the Latin Illyricum, was 'IWvpls (so in
Strabo, pp. 323, 327 ; while Ptolemy formally gives
'IWvpis in the Greek version of 2 Ch 16 corre-
sponding to Illyricum in the Latin version). But
St. Paul simply transliterates the Roman form
into Greek as 'Ιλλυρικό*/; Ro 1519 is probably the
only passage in Greek where a noun Ίλλυρικόν is
used (showing how Roman St. Paul was in his
expression of political or geographical ideas); else-
where 'Ιλλυρικό? is always an adjective.

The conquest of Illyricum had been a very
slow process; a province Illyria had been formed
as early as B.C. 167, and during the following two
centuries all new conquests east and north-east
of the Adriatic were incorporated in Illyricum,
until in A.D. 10 Augustus separated Pannonia
from it, and gave a final organization to Illyricum.
The province was important and warlike ; a large
force of troops was required to maintain order,
two legions, vii and xi, being stationed there
by Augustus; and the governor was a consular
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legatus Augusti pro prcetore. The northern half
of the province was called Liburnia, and the
southern, Dalmatia (wh. see). The name Dal-
matia, however, gradually came into use to denote
the province as a whole; and from the Flavian
period onwards it became the regular and usual
term. Pliny, writing before 77, uses both terms.
Suetonius uses Illyricum for the time of the earlier
emperors (distinguishing Dalmatia as a part of
the country under Augustus), while he uses both
names for the time of Otho and of Claudius. It
is therefore interesting to find that St. Paul in
a later epistle (2 Ti 410) uses the later term Dal-
matia, and not the older term Illyricum. This
alfords no argument for a post-Pauline date. The
name Dalmatia was coming into use during his
lifetime; and such changes first aftect the usage
of ordinary life before they affect the formal
official and literary usage. If Pliny, who was
so much affected by the expression of his authori-
ties (who, being early, would all use the name
Illyricum), could use the term Dalmatia before
77, St. Paul might use it ten years earlier. In
fact, we may from the usage of St. Paul date the
definite change in popular Roman usage from the
one term to the other about A.D. 57 to 67.

In Ro 1519 St. Paul says he has preached the
gospel 'even unto Illyricum.' He is here stating
the exterior limit up to which his work had ex-
tended; and there is no reason to understand
(contrary to Ac) that he had actually preached
in Illyricum. The doubt whether an exterior or
a contained limit is meant in geographical ex-
pressions is observable in many cases, and must
be determined by the context and by other evi-
dence (see, for example, Cities and Bishoprics of
Phrygia, i. p. 319 f.). W. M. RAMSAY.

IMAGE, IMAGERY.—Image is loosely used in
AV and RV as the trn of many different Heb.
words. A complete list of these words may be
given for reference from other articles and for the
proper interpretation of this important expression.

1. ubx zelem,, a copy or counterpart, is translated * image' by
AV and RV in all its occurrences (Gn 1.26.27 bis 53 96, Nu 3352
[nrODD <D>s «their molten images'], I S 6»&<β.ιι, 2 Κ 1118,
2 Ch 2317, p :

s 7320, Ezk 720 16Π 2314, Am 526), except Ps 396 «Vain
shew,' AVm ' image,' RVm (badly) ' shadow.' See next article.

2. VCD, §emel, a resemblance or likeness, is rendered 'image»
in Ezk'83- 5 (AV and RV); but ' figure' in Dt 416 and ' idol ' in
2 Ch 337· 15. See IDOLATRY.

3. η$Ώφ, t&nundh, similitude, is rendered * image' in Job 4ΐβ
only ; elsewhere ' likeness' (Ex 20*, Dt 423.25 58, Ps 1715), or
• similitude' (Nu 128, Dt 412.15.16). R V has ' form' everywhere
except Ps 1715 ' likeness,' m. ' form.' See FORM.

4. I V ^ D masktth, representation, picture, is translated
variously : Lv 261 (JV l̂pD }ΠΝ) AV ' image of stone,' RV *figured
s t o n e ' ; Nu S3 5 2 AV · pictures,' RV · figured s t o n e s ' ; Ps 737
(23b Τ\ν$ψϋ nrij;) AV · they have more than heart could wish,'
AVm ' they pass the thoughts of the heart,' RVm ' the imagina-
tions of their heart overflow'; Pr 18H AV · conceit,' RV
1 imagination'; 25H AV ' pictures,' RV * baskets,' RVm ' filigree
w o r k ' ; Ezk 812 AV and RV * imagery.' See PICTURE.

5. ΓΠϊΠι mazzSbhdh, pillar, is translated simply c pillar' by

AV and RV in Gn 2818.22 3113.45.51.52 bis 3514-20, Is 1919; in Dt 123

_ - - iys pi
'obelisk' in marg.°(Ex 2324 244 3413, Lv 26X [AV 'standing
image'], Dt 75 [AVm c statue or pillar'] 1622, 1 κ 1423, 2 Κ 32
1026. 27 1710 184 2314, 2 Ch 143 311, j e r 4313, Hos 34 101· 2, Mic 513
[AV ' standing image']). See PILLAR.

6. [|επ] only in plu. D^sn hammdnim, pillars for sun-wor-
ship. AV translates by ' images ' in Lv 2630; by · images' with
niarg. ' sun images' in 2 Ch 145 344, i s 178 279, Ezk 64· 6 ; and by
' idols' in 2 Ch 347: RV always 'sun-images.' See IDOLATRY
and SUN.

7. Ώ*Ώ~ΙΒ, only plu., tfrdphtm, is always simply transliterated
in RV ' teraphim.' AV has ' teraphim' in Jg 175 1814.17.18. 20,
Hos 34; but ' images'in Gn 3119 (m. 'teraphim') 3134.35, 2 Κ
2324 ( m . «teraphim'), Ezk 212i (m. * teraphim'), with the sing.
4 image' in 1 S 19χ3· 16 ; 'idolatry' in 1 S1523; and ' idols' with
marg.' teraphims' in Zee 102. See TERAPHIM.

8. [2?%] only in plu. W2%y 'azabbim, is translated ' i d o l s '
almost everywhere by both "AV and RV (1 S 319, ι c h 109,
2 Ch 2418, p s 10636.38 1154 13515, i s 1011 461, Hos 417 84 132 148,
Mic 17, Zee 132) ; but both give ' images' in 2 S 521, and RV
gives ' images' though AV has ' idols' in Jer 502. See IDOLATRY.

9. [ViVal only in plu. D^iVa or D^Va gillulim, a distinctive
word, properly ' idol blocks,' or such tWm of disparagement, in
Ezk thirty-nine t imes; elsewhere only nine times (Lv 2630, Dt 2917,
1 Κ 15i2 2126, 2 Κ1712 21H· 21 2324, Jer 502). I t is t r* ' idols' in AV
and RV everywhere except Jer 502 in AV ' images.' See IDOLATRY.

10. ^<(px '£ltl, worthlessness, is often applied in derision to
foreign gods. Its translation (when plu.) is usually ' idols' in
both AV and RV, Lv 194 (RVm ' things of nought ') 261, 1 Ch 162«
(RVm ' things of nought '), Ps 965 (RVm ' things of nought ' )
977, Is 28.18. So bis 1010. Γι 191.3 317 bist Ezk 3013, Hab 218. i n Jer
1414 both versions give ' a thing of n o u g h t ' ; in Job 134 roph'e
'Mil is in both ' physicians of no va lue ' ; while in Zee I I 1 7 hoi
ro't ha'iltl is translated in AV <Woe to the idol shepherd'
(where ' i d o l ' is apparently used as an adj.), in RV ' Woe to the
worthless shepherd.' See GOD, IDOLATRY.

11. Vp3 pesel (from VpB to carve) is translated ' graven image'

by RV everywhere (Ex 204, Lv 261, Dt 416· 23.25 58 2715, j g 173.4
1814.17.18.20.30.31, 2 Κ 21?, 2 Ch 337, p S 977, Is 4019.20 4217
449.10.15.17 4520 435, j e r 1014 5117, Nah 114, Hab 218). AV has
' carved image' in Jg 1818, 2 Ch 337; elsewhere it agrees with
RV.

12. [?'p$] from same root, only in plu. Ε>'τϋ$ pesilim, is also

translated by RV 'graven images' in all its occurrences (Dt
75.25 123, 2 Κ 1741, 2 Ch 3319-22 343. 4.7, p S 7858, Is 1010 21» 3022
428, Jer 819 5038 5147.52, Hos I I 2 , Mic 17 513), except Jg 319· 26
where both versions have ' quarries ' in text, with ' graven
images' in margin. AV gives 'carved images ' in 2 Ch 3322
343.4; elsewhere as RV.

13. fipDQ massikdhy lit. ' a pouring out,' is used of molten
metal, and (with the word for ' calf' added) of a «molten calf'
in Ex 324· 8, Dt 916, Neh 918; O r ' molten gods' Ex 3417, Lv 194
(with word for ' gods ' ) ; but generally it stands alone and is
translated 'molten image' (Nu 3352 [Heb. here adds zelem],
Dt 912 2715, Jg 173· 4 1814· 17· 18, 1 Κ 149, 2 K 17!6, 2 Ch 282 343- 4,
Ps 10619, Is 3022 4217, Hos 132, Nah 114, Hab 218). In Is 301 the
words U2DD ̂ jb^ are rendered in AV and RV ' that cover with a
covering''; in ItVm 'weave a web or pour out a drink-offering
or make a league.'

14. ηρΐ n£§ek, or ηρ^ nesek, from the same root as the last, is
the word fora ' drink-offering,' and is so translated by AV and
RV in all its occurrences, except Is 4129 485, j e r 1014 5117 where
both versions have ' molten image,' and Nu 47 where!]ρ jn mbj?
is rendered in AV * covers to cover withal,1 in RV ' cups to pour
out withal.'

In t h e Apocr. ' image* occurs in t h e following
places : 2 Es 58 7 8<* (both imago), Wis 2 2 3 72 6 13 1 3 · 1 6

1415 (all βίκων), 1417 {εμφανή βίκόνα, AV ' an express
image/ R V ' a visible image'), 154 (βΐδος, RV * form'),
155 (βίκων), 1513 (yXvirra, EV 'graven images'), 1721

(βίκων); 1 Mac Ζ48 (βϊδωλον, R V ' ido l ' ) , 5 6 8 (yXvirra,
EV «carved images'); 2 Mac 22 (αγάλματα, EV
* images').

In NT χαρακτήρ is translated ' express image' in
He Ι3 (χαρακτήρ της ύττοστάσεω* αύτοΟ, ' the express
image of his person,' RV 'the very image of his
substance/ RVm * the impress of his substance'; it
is the only occurrence in NT of χαρακτήρ, which
gives us our word 'character'). Elsewhere image
is always βίκων, and that Gr. word is always so
translated in both versions.

Imagery occurs twice: Ezk 812 ' Son of man,
hast thou seen what the ancients of the house of
Israel do in the dark, every man in the chambers
of his imagery ?' (*w?̂ p 'T]03, R Y * i n n i s chambers
of imagery'); and Sir 38^ ' give themselves to
counterfeit imagery' (ds όμοιώσαι faypacpiav, RV
'to preserve likeness in his portraiture'). In the
Prol. to Deut. Tindale uses the word in the sense
of images or idols,' And to beware ether of makynge
imagerye or of bowinge them selves unto images.'
Sir T. Elyot is very near the use in Sir when he
says (The Governour, ii. 403), ' It is written that the
great kynge Alexander on a tyme beinge (as it
hapned) unoccupyed, came to the shoppe of
Apelles, the excellent paynter, and standyng by
hym whyles he paynted, the kynge raisoned with
hym of lines, adumbrations, proportions, or other
like thinges pertainyng to imagery, whiche the
paynter a litle whyles sufferynge, at the last said
to the kynge with the countenance all smylyng,
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Seest thou, noble prince, howe the boye that
gryndeth my colours dothe laughe the to scorne ?'
Bp. Atterbury uses the word in the same sense as
Ezk, * It might be a mere dream which he saw;
the imagery of a melancholick fancy.'

J. HASTINGS.
IMAGE.—About a score of Heb. words are ren-

dered in AV ' idol' or ' image.' See preceding art.
and IDOLATRY. The terms reserved for the ex-
pression which in Christian doctrine (to which the
present art. is confined) represents 'image' or ' like-
ness,' are nbv and ηΐΏη, to which correspond είκών
and ομοίωσι,ϊ in the NT. For the latter Heb. word
the LXX once at least uses Ιδέα (Gn 53). nb"* some-
times (Dn 319) signifies an aspect or expression of
countenance. In biblical Greek κατ1 eUova is some-
times used adverbially ='after the manner of,'as
e.g. Hos 132 /car' εικόνα ειδώλων, ί after the fashion
of idols.' Wis 1313 είκόνί ανθρώπου, * in the manner
of a man.'

There are two main biblical doctrines which
find expression under these terms, viz. that of
(1) man as made in the image of God, and (2) that
of Christ the Son, as the image of the Father, or
of the invisible God.

I. The passages in which this view of man is
expressly stated «ire: Gn I 2 6 · 2 7 51·3 96, 1 Co II7,
Col 310, Ja 39. To these should be added Ps 8,
which, though not containing the phrase 'image
of God,' is a poetical replica of the creation-
narrative of Gn 1 as far as it refers to man. St.
Paul's address at Athens is another passage where
the idea of 'likeness' between man and his
Maker is fully implied, though the word is not
used. A quite factitious importance has been
attached to the difference between D$W and mai in
the primal passage. There is really no difference.
At the utmost, it is that between an original or
pattern and that which is framed according to
the pattern. The double expression in Gn I2 6 and
53 is simply intended to strengthen the idea. The
divine ima^e which man bears is one corresponding
to the Original.

This grand assertion is the distinctive feature of
the Bible doctrine concerning man. It distin-
guishes the revealed teaching about him from
all ethnic or naturalistic views, and is the real
foundation of all our ideas about the dignity of
man. Although thus definite and significant,
however, the phrase is not explicit. Large place
is left for discussion as to whether this definition
refers to something in man's own nature or mainly
to his relations : and among these whether to his
aspect towards the other creatures or his relation
to God. This is why the doctrine of the Divine
Image in man has been a topic so fruitful of dif-
ferences in theology. For long the theological
bent was to make the imago Dei distinctive of
man unfallen. In the loss of the image by sin lay
man's need of redemption. ' What we lost in
Adam,' says Irenseus, ' to wit, the divine image
and similitude, that we receive again in Christ
Jesus.' But later on, it was seen that this was too
sweeping. Then set in the tendency to expound
the idea in a double sense. The cruder form of
this was the Romish, as expressed by Bellarmin—
that by the Fall man lost the ' likeness' of God,
though he retained the ' image.' But Protestants
held a not dissimilar view, viz. that the image had
two meanings. In one sense it is essential to
man's nature, and in this sense consists of his
intellectual powers, his liberty of will, and his
superiority among the creatures,—features which
can never be wholly lost, but remain with man
though fallen. In the other sense it includes
those ornaments or complements of the idea—
immortality, grace, holiness, righteousness—which
were defaced or blotted out by man'is transgres-

sion. One point of unity and consistency with
Scripture holds fast amid these variations of view.
For it is certain that in the passages cited above
the divine image is recognized as existing in man
fallen as well as unfallen. Among recent evan-
gelical divines of a philosophical cast the tendency
has been to return to the position of the early
Eastern Church, and place the image mainly in
that which distinguishes man among created
beings, rather than in that which marks off the
unfallen from the fallen condition. The Greek
Christian Fathers did define it as something rather
metaphysical than ethical. But to place the image
mainly in the possession of ' Spirit' and ' Free
Will' is to overlook the moral and religious
elements essential to man's nature. Man in his
ideal is a ' spirit' and ' will' under the dominion
of conscience, developed freely no doubt, but in
subjection and obedience to God. That this
biblical notion of the divine image is a pro-
foundly simple and consistent one, is made clear
by the NT passages which speak of its renewal
in grace (Col 310, cf. Eph 424), where the moral
elements are prominent and supreme. But they
cannot be read as defining what the divine image
was in man at the first, for they treat expressly of
the ' new man.' The unity and simplicity of the
idea are conserved, if we note that this description
of the ' new man' presupposes corresponding out-
lines in the first man which were broken ofF by
sin, and are for the first time fully realized in man
redeemed and renewed.

Another suggestive point in the discussion comes
out of the question, long debated, whether the
divine image in man was a gift of grace added
to his nature, i.e. was in a sense something
• supernatural,' or was wholly natural and con-
created from the first, as Protestants have always
maintained. The real point in dispute is much
confused and hidden. The mediaeval view is really
one of dualism or divergence in man's nature. It
splits his life into two. It accentuates the dis-
tinction between nature and grace, between things
secular and sacred ; whereas the true view is that
of an original unity in the creature made after
God's image, and a harmonious development of the
human and divine elements in him. For there is
a truth in the mediaeval idea of a Supernatural
gift of righteousness' to man, though it was
crudely expressed. Human nature only attains
its ideal when cultivated by divine grace. The
nature of man is incomplete without its Godward
development, and this can take place successfully
only through grace. For it is essential to man's
highest to be not left to himself. Mere human
nature or ' unassisted reason,' as the phrase goes,
is a contradiction of the Bible idea of man. That
idea is that human nature rightly and fully
developed manifests the divine, and is a reflec-
tion of what it has received of God.

II. That Christ is ' the Image of the Father'
belongs to the doctrine of the Saviour's pre-
existent Godhead as taught in the NT. It is
one of the ways in which that truth is set forth.
The precisely relevant passages are 2 Co 44, Col
I15"17, He I2· 3. The idea is not restricted to the
term εΐκών which occurs in the first two citations,
but is also expressed by two kindred phrases in
He Ι 3 άττα γ̂ασμα TTJS δόξης, ' the effulgence of his
glory,' and χαράκτη ρ TTJS υποστάσεως αύτοΰ, ' the very
image of his substance.' It will be noted from the
context of all these passages that the terms are
used not so much of the incarnate Redeemer as of
the eternal Son. No doubt, according to the
teaching of Jesus and that of all His apostles,
the ' Christ come in the flesh' is for us the mirror
and reflection of God. ' He that hath seen me,'
says Jesus, ' hath seen the Father' (Jn 149). This
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is the prominent and prevailing sense of the
Christian doctrine that Christ is the Revelation
or Image of God. This is the central teaching of
the Incarnation. But in the few places where the
word * image' or its equivalents is used in this
connexion by the writers of the NT Epistles, it is
employed in support of a special doctrine of Christ's
essential divine personality. In this respect it
stands on the same plane as the title ό vlos, ' the
Son,' used so widely throughout the NT writings,
and ό \6yos in the Johannine passages.

Notice (1) that in the Hebrews passage, where
Christ as vlos is the subject of the assertion, the
other terms supplement and complete the idea of
His divine Sonship. To say that He who is the
Son is the * effulgence of God's glory' and * the
very image or impress of his substance,' is not
only to reassert the Sonship, but to add to it the
idea of * likeness.' It affirms community of nature
with the Father in the same way as when He is
called ' the Son of God.' It thus strengthens the
expression of Christ's place in the Godhead by
affirming at once His likeness to God and yet His
personal distinctness, for how can any one be
spoken of as * the image' of himself ?

Further, note (2) how this term ' image' as used
of the pre-existent Christ, echoes, like ό λόγο?, a
form of older or pre-Christian speech. ΕΙκών
and άτται̂ ασμα are both applied to the * Wisdom'
of Old Testament literature, e.g. in Wis 726

* For she is the "brightness" of the everlasting
light, the unspotted mirror of the power of God,
and the " image" of his goodness.' Χαρακτήρ is
applied by Philo to the Logos; so also άκων, as
where he says the Logos is είκών δι.1 οΰ δ κόσμος
έδημωυρΊέίτο. It is probable, therefore, that the
writer of the Fourth Gospel, the writer * to the
Hebrews,' and St. Paul were all drawing on
ancient terms, common to the Jewish Alexandrian
schools, which had been applied in pre-Christian
thought to a personified divine attribute. The
NT writers are in these passages rescuing these
terms to describe their Master's Person and glory.
Judaizing Gnosticism had employed some of these
expressions to uphold the doctrine of a graduated
hierarchy of divine manifestation, more especially
that of a secondary or representative divine being
alongside of the supreme and invisible God,—a
notion which, when applied to the Person of
Christ, became afterwards the Arian heresy.
The apostolic writers apply these terms ό λόγο?,
η βίκων, and the like, to their Lord in a way fitted
to bring out what is true in them and to repudiate
what is false ;—conspicuously, so as to repel the
notion of inferiority in the second member of the
divine Trinity.

Note (3) how this is clenched by the fact that in
the context of the three passages Jn I1"3, Col I1 5 '1 7,
and He I 2 · 3 the special function of creating and
upholding the universe is ascribed to Christ under
His titles of Word, Image, and Son respectively.
The kind of Creatorship so predicated of Him is
not that of a mere instrument or artificer in the
formation of the world, but that of One * by whom,
in whom, and for whom ' all things are made, and
through whom they subsist. This implies the
assertion of His true and absolute Godhead. It
was evidently meant so to do. For there is no
more direct and successful method of affirming
that Christ is God than to ascribe to Him the
making and governing of all things in the supreme
form which the ascription takes in these passages.

Something remains to be said of a possible con-
nexion between these two facts noted by biblical
theology, viz. that 'man is made in the divine
image,' and that ' Christ is,' in the supreme sense,
* the Image of God.' The older dogmatic was
wont to distinguish the two, by saying that the

divine image in man was accidentalis compared
with that Godlikeness which belonged to the
eternal Son as Imago substantialis. But what
Scripture teaches of their connexion can be briefly
stated. It has two distinct lines—one referring to
the original creation of man, the other to his
redemption.

Man is represented in Scripture as the crown or
goal of that earthly creation of which the Eternal
Word is the Author. He who is the ' Image of
the Invisible God' is also declared to be the
* Firstborn or First-begotten of all creation' (Col
I15), i.e. the absolute heir and sovereign Lord of
all things. There is thus a propriety in hold-
ing man to be a copy of the Logos. But there is
no express Scripture for the assertion that man
was created in the likeness of the eternal Son.
On the contrary, it is always the image or likeness
of God that is spoken of in this connexion. No
doubt, it is implied that the Logos or Image of
God is He ' in whom and for whom' man was
created. But it would be a misreading of these
passages to take them as affirming that man was
created after the likeness of the Son, and not of
the Father or of the Holy Spirit. Everywhere
Scripture represents man as created after the
image of the Elohim, or of the Godhead. Man
is said to be 'the image and glory of God,' not of
Christ alone.

On the other hand, when the new creation of
man is referred to, the NT is explicit in asserting
that Christ is the prototype of the redeemed or
renewed humanity. The 'divine image' is re-
stored in those who are predestinate to be 'con-
formed to the image of his Son.' We are
'renewed in the spirit of our mind' only as we
put on 'the new man—renewed in knowledge
after the image of him that created him' (Col 310),
—a new creation in which ' Christ is all in all '
(Col 311). Likeness to His Image is only to be
completed when the redeemed shall see their Re-
deemer as He is (1 Jn 32). The likeness shall
then extend even to the outward form. ' He shall
fashion anew the body of our humiliation, that it
may be conformed to the body of his glory ' (Ph 321

RV); ' As we have borne the image of the earthy,
we shall also bear the image of the heavenly'
(1 Co 1549).

All this is explicit and clear. There has long
been a desire and tendency among theological
thinkers to complete the connexion of the two
statements. It looks extremely probable to infer
that man must have been created from the first
in the image of Him who was afterwards to be
incarnate for man's redemption, and who in re-
deeming men conforms them to His own likeness.
It is a tempting and perhaps innocent specula-
tion, but not an ascertainment of biblical theology.

LITERATURE.— Seb. Schmidt, De Imagine Dei in Homine
ante Lapsum, 1659; Bp. George Bull, State of Man before the
Fall (Works, vol. ii., Oxford edition, 1846); Keerl, Der Mensch
das Ebenbild Gottes, 1863 ; Grinfield, The Image and Likeness
of God in Man (Lond. 1837); Laidlaw, The Bible Doctrine of
Man, 2nd ed. 1895; Cremer, art. ' Ebenbild Gottes' in PRE3;
Driver, Sermons on Old Test. 173 f. J . LAIDLAW.

IMAGINE, IMAGINATION.—The verb to ' ima-
gine ' has always in AV the obsolete meaning of pur-
pose, scheme, contrive. Thus Gn II 6 ' Nothing will
be restrained from them which they have imagined
to do' (ίοτ;, RV ' they purpose'); Zee 710 ' Let none
of you imagine evil against his brother in your
heart' (USW'JX, Amer. RV 'devise'). Cf. Elyot,
The Governour, ii. 74, ' I t was reported to the
noble emperour Octavius Augustus that Lucius
Cinna, which was susters sonne to the great
Pompei, had imagined his dethe'; and Tindale,
Notes to Deut., ' Zamzumims, a kinde of geauntes
and signifieth myschevous or that be all waye
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imagininge.' RV generally retains * imagine/ but
Amer. RV prefers ' think' in Job 626, * meditate '
in Ps 21 3812, and 'devise' in Ps ΙΟ2 2111 1402, Pr
1220, Hos 715, Nah I9· n , Zee 710 817.

Imagination has always the sense of evil purpose,
contrivance. This is so even in Ro I511 ' became
vain in their imaginations,' where the Gr. is δίάλο-
7i<r,uos, more consistently trd 'reasoning' in RV;
and in 2 Co 105' casting down imaginations,' where
the Gr. is λ<τγισμός, and AVm RVm give ' reason-
ings ' ; in the only other occurrence in NT of this
Gr. word (Ro 215) AV and RV have * thoughts,'
RVm ' reasonings.' B u t ' reasoning' is plainly too
colourless, the evil intent in the Gr. words here
being lost. For 'imagination' in the sense of
mischievous intention, cf. Is 557 Cov. ' Let the un-
godly man forsake his wayes, and the unrightuous
his ymaginacions, and turne agayne unto the
LORDE.' Tindale uses the word in the sense of a
visible representation of a thought, Nu 3352 ' Se
that ye dryve out all the inhabiters of the londe
before you, and destroy their Ymaginacions and
all their Ymages of Metall.' The Heb. subst.
sheriruth expresses firmness in a bad cause, and is
mistranslated by * imagination' in AV : RV gives
' stubbornness' in all its occurrences (Dt 2919, Ps
8112, Jer 317 724 914 II 8 13 1 0 16121812 2317).

J. HASTINGS.
IMALCUE, AV Simalcue {Σίνμαλκονή Α, Ίμαλκονέ

tfV, Έίμαλκοναί; Simalchue, Emalchuel, also Mai-
chus), 1 Mac II39.—An Arab prince to whom Alex-
ander Balas entrusted his youthful son Antiochus.
After the death of Alexander, in B.C. 145, Imalcue
reluctantly gave up the boy to Tryphon, who
placed him on the throne of Syria as Antiochus VI.
in opposition to Demetrius II. Nikator (1 Mac
I I 3 9 ' 5 4 ; Jos. Ant. XIII. v. 1; Diodorus in Muller's
Frag. Hist. Grcec. ii. p. xvii n. 21). Elsewhere Dio-
dorus {op. dt. n. 20) names Diocles, prince of Abae
in Arabia, as the guardian of the young (νήπιος)
Antiochus. Josephus and the Syriac give the
name as Malchus, Diodorus as Jamblichus, both
representing the Heb. ID^D», a name which appears
on Palmyrene inscriptions. Cf. Speaker's Comm.
and Zockler, ad loc.; also Schiirer, HJP I. i. 247.

H. A. WHITE.
IMLA (κ^ρ; 2 Ch 187-8=lMLAH [nfc:], 1 Κ 228·9;

perhaps ' he is full,' and so ' fulness,' the first form
of the name being etymologically the more cor-
rect).—The father of Micaiah, a prophet of J"
in the days of Ahab. C. F. BURNEY.

IMMANUEL (^«sy, 'Εμμανουήλ,' God is with us,'
or, as others, 'God with us').—The name of a child
whose birth was predicted by Isaiah, and who was
to be a sign from God to Ahaz during the Syro-
Ephraimitic war (Is 7). The name does not occur
again in Scripture ; and much difference of opinion
has prevailed on the question wherein the point of
the sign lay, whether in the person of Immanuel
himself, or in the meaning of his name, or in the
time of his birth, or in the conditions of his life,
or in several of these things together. Other
things in the prophecy are also obscure. The
mother of Immanuel is described as the 'almah
(LXX η παρθένο*), a term which means merely
' young woman' (cf. the masc. 1 S 1756 2022), though
in usage it appears said only of unmarried persons.
Even if the more technical word for 'virgin' (nWi?)
had been employed, the term might have described
the young woman merely at the moment when the
prophet spoke; the idea of a virgin conception and
birth could have been expressed without ambiguity
only by a circumlocution. The force of the art.
(np£yn) may also be variously understood. Some
take the art. as generic, referring to the class of
persons called 'almah (Ec 726), in which case the
meaning would be that any or many of this class

would exemplify the prediction, calling their chil·
dren Immanuel. But perhaps the 'almah becomea
definite to the prophet's mind just from the cir-
cumstances connected with her and the part she
performs (2S 1717). There is nothing in the pas-
sage to suggest that the 'almah is of mean birth
or estate; but the generality of the term is un-
favourable to the idea that the wife of the prophet
—called ' the prophetess' 8s—or the wife of king
Ahaz is meant. Neither is there anything in the
passage to suggest that the 'almah is a personifica-
tion of the house of David or the people of Judah.

The prophecy is to be explained partly from the
historical circumstances, partly from the circle of
thoughts which had filled the prophet's mind from
the beginning (chs. 1-6), and in the light of which
he interpreted the circumstances, and partly from
ideas regarding the house of David that had long
formed part of the national faith. It cannot be
altogether without significance that it is ' the
house of David' that is addressed and spoken of
throughout the chapter.

The historical circumstances were these: In the
days of Ahaz the kings of Syria and Ephraim
formed an alliance and made war on Judah. The
object of the allies was possibly to compel Judah
to enter into a confederacy against Assyria, and
not improbably Egypt had its hand in the game
(718). Ahaz being reluctant, the allies resolved to
dethrone the house of David and set a tool of
their own upon the throne of Judah. Amidst the
terror inspired by the alliance (72), the prophet
was bidden go to meet the king and say to him
in regard to the purpose of the allies, ' I t shall
not stand.' He added the solemn warning that
faith in J" was the condition of deliverance.
Shortly after, the prophet offered the corrobora-
tion of any sign which the king might ask. This
offer Ahaz rejected, putting it away under the
pretext that he would not put God to the proof.
Roused to passion by the king's unbelief or ob-
stinacy, the prophet exclaimed, 'Is it too small
a thing for you to weary men, that ye weary my
God also ? Therefore tLe Lord himself shall give
you a sign.'

The subject may be approached by asking: Of
what is Immanuel the sign or corroboration ?

1. Some answer, of the promise, ' I t shall not
stand'—of the failure of the northern coalition,
and of the deliverance of Judah from Ephraim
and Syria. In this case the sign lies partly in
the meaning of the name Immanuel, ' God is with
us,' and partly in the time of his birth. His
mother and he are no persons in particular—they
are any young woman and her son. By the time
young women conceive and bear sons they will be
calling their children 'God is with us,' in token
of Judah's deliverance from Syria and Ephraim :
'Before the child shall know to reject evil and
choose good, the land before whose two kings thou
fearest shall be depopulated,' v.16 (Duhm). This
interpretation is simple, but difficult to accept.
(1) It requires the excision of vv.15·17. For, who-
ever Immanuel and his mother be, they are
Judaeans, and when it is said that the child shall
eat thick milk and honey (v.15), it is implied that
Judah shall be reduced by war to a pasture land
no more cultivated (v.21ff·)—a thing in direct con-
tradiction to the supposed meaning of the sign.
(2) The sign becomes virtually a duplicate of that
of Mahershalal (81"4), for though Assyria is not
named as the destroyer of Syria and Ephraim in
716, it is admittedly in the prophet's mind. A
duplication of the same sign is highly improbable.
(3) Is it probable or possible that Isaiah should
conceive Judsean mothers expressing their thank-
fulness for deliverance from Ephraim and Syria
by using the name Immanuel? He has himself
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the utmost contempt for the northern alliance
(74). The danger does not seem to him to lie
there (812). Further, that which will make the
northern alliance abortive is the Assyrian invasion,
but everywhere in the passage he assumes that
the Assyrian will devastate Judah also (718*20 87·8).
The Assyrian invasion will extend over Israel and
Judah in common. Immanuel cannot be a sign
of deliverance from Ephraim and Syria, for the
deliverance will be effected only through a cala-
mity infinitely greater. (4) Though the sign first
offered to Ahaz was to be a token of deliverance
from the allies (711·12), the change of tone on the
prophet's part suggests that the sign now given
will be of a different sort. It is a mistake to
suppose that the sign must be something which
Ahaz could see, in corroboration of something else.
The sign may be just the coming fact, or some aspect
of it, as it was said to Moses, 'And this is the
sign to thee that I have sent thee : when thou hast
brought forth the people out of Egypt, ye shall
serve God upon this mountain' (Ex 3 1 2; cf. Is3730).

2. Some regard the sign as lying partly in the
meaning of the name Immanuel, and partly in
the circumstances of his birth and life; that is,
the sign is twofold, first, of deliverance from the
northern coalition (Immanuel), and second, of the
Assyrian devastation of Judah ('milk and honey
shall he eat,' vv.15·17). But, as before, against this
is the utter uselessness of giving Ahaz a sign of
deliverance from the allies when that deliverance
is effected only by the complete desolation of his
own country at the same time.

3. It is therefore probable that the sign is of
larger significance. Several things must be taken
into account. First, that which others would call
a national crisis, the prophets, and particularly
Isaiah, consider a religious crisis. His statement
to Ahaz, 'if ye do not believe ye shall not be
established' (v.9), is not the enunciation of a
commonplace. It is the central thought of his
prophetic life (69ff· and often). And this faith is
wanting both in prince and people (712·13 85ff·).
Secondly, throughout this interview the prophet's
mind is in a state of extreme exaltation, as his
offer to Ahaz of a sign anywhere in all the universe
of things shows. And this exaltation is intensified
by the king's rejection of the sign offered him—
'Will ye weary my God also'? (713). The sign
now given will not be a favourable one forced
upon Ahaz, but one of a wider kind. The prophet
casts his eye forward over the whole destiny of
the kingdom of J". He sees his conceptions of
this destiny about to take shape in history. The
conditions and the instruments of fulfilling what
he had from the beginning foreseen to be inevit-
able are now present. A great judgment shall
sweep over the land, ' the Lord will bring on thee
days that have not been since Ephraim departed
from Judah' (v.17); 'milk and honey shall every
one eat that is left in the land' (v.22). The
country shall be reduced to a pasture land, whose
scanty inhabitants shall live on milk and wild
honey. But this is not the end ; a remnant shall
turn: amidst the desolation and behind it there
will be those who say, 'God is with us.'* The
sign has no reference to Syria and Ephraim; it
refers to the destiny of the people, though, of

* Whether it can also be said through th,e desolation, i.e.
by its discipline, will depend on whether injH? (v.15) is to be
rendered ' that he may know' (AV) or * when he knows' (RV),
and on whether ' to reject evil and choose good' be a moral
act. To dispose of the sense ' that he may know' by saying
that eating milk and honey will hardly * promote the formation
of ethical character,' is to use a pleasantry which misses the
point. Eating milk and honey is a token and synonym of deso-
lation and hardship, and it is the teaching of all the prophets
from Hosea downward that it is just through the discipline
of such things that the people shall be brought to a right
ethical mind.

course, to the prophet's mind or his vision this
destiny had two steps—the Assyrian devastation,
and the repentance and salvation that would follow
it. This view is supported by the fact that where
Immanuel is mentioned again it is in connexion
with the Assyrian invasion (88·10). But does not
this interpretation require the omission of v.16

'Before the child know to reject evil and choose
good, the land shall be depopulated, before whose
two kings thou art in terror'? (so Budde). Even
if this should be the case, we must choose that
side on which there appears to lie the greater
probability. The chapter and the succeeding ones
have not escaped interpolation. V.16 might be
due to the same hand that inserted the words
'within sixty-five years Ephraim shall be broken
that it be not a people' (v.8, cf. 87). The verse
in its present form cannot be read along with v.17.
Perhaps, however, it might be sufficient to omit
the last words of the verse, 'before whose two
kings thou art in terror.' With this omission
'the land' would be Judah as in 611, and the
whole passage v.14ff· have reference to the desola-
tion of Judah. It is certainly very improbable
that Isaiah should have spoken of Syria and Israel
as a single ' land,' though a reader might have so
understood the word and helped out the sense by
the gloss 'before whose Wo kings,' etc.*

This view still leaves room for different inter-
pretations of Immanuel. The 'almah and her son
might be considered merely examples of something
general, in which case Immanuel would represent
the new generation rising up after the desolation
(v.15), the 'holy seed' of 613 (cf. the change of mind
described in 821ff·). The force of the sign to Ahaz
would lie in the threat of invasion and the de-
struction of the order of things now existing of
which he and his house was a great part, though
the prophet's own interest would be chiefly in that
which was to follow this, the new faith in J", ex-
pressed in the words ' God is with us.' He himself
and his children, not by their names, but by their
faith amidst the darkness already as good as fallen
on the nation, are a ' sign' of this future faith of
the people (816'18). There are some things, how-
ever, which rather suggest a more precise meaning
for Immanuel. (1) The whole passage relates to
the 'house of David.' It was the design of the
allies to dethrone this house, a purpose which could
not but awaken wider thoughts in the prophet's
mind. As represented in Ahaz this house had
pronounced judgment on itself (79·13), and with
his assured conviction of the imminent destruction
of the nation the prophet cannot have helped fore-
casting also the fate of the royal family. If, as is
likely, the prophecies, chs. 9. 11, belong to this
period, they show that he contemplated its down-
fall (II1). (2) The words 'thy land, Ο Immanuel'
(88) suggest that Immanuel, in the prophet's mind,
is an individual person, to whom the land in some
way belongs. (3) The general line of the prophet's
thoughts at this time may be fairly appealed to.
In 91"7 the ' child born' is certainly a member of
the house of David, and he is there introduced in
such a matter of course way as to suggest that he
had been already referred to and was known.
Such a reference could only be found in ch. 7. (4)
The names given to the child in ch. 9 may all be
summed up in the name Immanuel, of which they
are an analysis. These considerations may suggest
that Immanuel is identical with the child of ch. 9
and the ' shoot' of ch. 11. If so, the sign does not
lie in the meaning of the word Immanuel, but in
the person who was the embodiment of the mean-

* This reading of ν.ιβ was suggested in Expos. Times, 1894.
The same idea has occurred to others, e.g. Buhl, Jesaja oversat
ogfortolket, Kjob. 1894; Kittel, · Jesaja' (Exeg. Handbf), Leip.
1898).
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ing, and who was 'called' Immanuel because he
was Immanuel.

If Immanuel be an individual person of this
significance, the question of the 'almah perhaps
rises in importance. The art. ' the' 'almah would
be easiest explained if in some previous prophecy
she had been already mentioned. But the assump-
tion of such prophecies may not be held admissible.
The passage Mic 53 · until the time that she (or,
one) that travaileth hath brought forth' alludes
to the prophecy of Isaiah. The authenticity of the
passage has been doubted, though, of course, not
everything which has been doubted is doubtful. If
the passage belonged to Mic, it would show how the
prophecy of Is was read perhaps 20 or 30 years after
it was spoken. It was held to refer to the Messiah,
and to be still awaiting fulfilment; and, what is of
interest in regard to the way prophecy was inter-
preted in those days, Isaiah's apparent expecta-
tion of the nearness of the Messiah's birth (if 716 be
original) was not held of any importance so far as
the general meaning of the prophecy was concerned.
All these things hold good if the passage be younger
than Mic, though we should not in that case have
a contemporary, but a later interpretation of the
prophecy of Isaiah.

It is uncertain whether the LXX interpreters
found anything mysterious in the passage, for Gr.
παρθένος, like Lat. virgo, was used generally for 'girl'
or ' young woman' (Gn 2414·43). Possibly to evade the
technical sense put on the word by the Christians,
the three newer Gr. translators (Aq., Theod., and
Symm.) adopt the term veavis, a change of which
Irenseus takes notice and disapproves. There is
some evidence that the idea that the Messiah would
be born of a virgin was to some extent prevalent both
in Palestine and Alexandria. The idea may have
been suggested by the somewhat mysterious lan-
guage of Is, or by the LXX version, or by both.
In general, it was more the actual life of Christ
that suggested to NT writers the application to
Him of OT passages, than a prevalent method of
interpreting the passages. They saw in His life
the full religious meaning of the passages, and the
question of their original sense or application did not
occur to them. As Bleek long ago argued (Comm.
on Ep. to Heb.), historical interpreters may have
to distinguish between the things which NT
writers affirm and corroborate by Ο Τ passages, and
the proofs or corroborations which they adduce.
The things they assert we take on their authority,
but the kind of confirmations by which they
support them, however valid they may have seemed
to those to whom they were addressed, and how-
ever well they served as evidence then, may not
seem of such importance now. We believe in the
resurrection of Christ because it is testified to by
eye-witnesses; St. Peter's interpretation of Ps 16
is at best only a corroboration of it. And in like
manner we believe in the virgin birth because it is
affirmed by one ' who had traced the course of all
things accurately from the first' (Lk I 3 ); the in-
terpretation put on Is 7 (Mt l22f·) occupies but the
secondary place of a confirmation of it.

LITERATURE.—Besides the Comm. on Is (see particularly the
Additional Note of Skinner, i. 60 if.), the following essays among·
others may be named :—De Lagarde, Semitica, 1878; Studer,
' Zur Textkritik des Jes.,' Jhrb. f. Prot. TheoL, 1879; Breden-
kamp, Vaticinium quod de Imm. edidit Jes., 1880; Budde,
' Ueber das siebente Cap. d. Buches Jes.' (in Etudes dddUes ά Mr.
le Dr. Leemans), 1885 ; Giesebrecht, Die Immanudweissagung,
SK, 1888; F. C. Porter, «A suggestion regarding· Isaiah's Im-
manuel' in Jl. of Bib. Lit., 1895. A . B. DAVIDSON.

IMMER (ISN).—1. Eponym of a priestly family,
1 Ch 912 2414, Ezr 23? 1020, Neh 329 740 II 1 3. 2. A
priest contemp. with Jeremiah, Jer 201. 3. The
name of a place (?), Ezr 259=Neh 761. The text is
uncertain (cf. 1 Es 536, and see ADDAN).

IMMORTALITY.—See ESCHATOLOGY.

IMNA (wp:).—An Asherite chief, 1 Ch 735. See
GENEALOGY.

IMNAH (π#').—1. The eldest son of Asher, Nu
2644 (AV Jimna), 1 Ch 730. 2. A Levite in the
time of Hezekiah, 2 Ch 3114. See GENEALOGY.

IMNITES (njD*n). — Patronymic from Imnah
(No. 1), Nu 2644 (AV Jimnites). See GENEALOGY.

IMPLEAD.—Ac 1938 * The law is open, and there
are deputies: let them implead one another,' i.e.
'accuse' as RV; Gr. iyKakeiv, to summon one to
answer a charge, to bring a charge against; cf.
Cotgrave, Fr. Diet. s.v. Emplaider, ' to sue, to
bring an action against'; and Hakluyt, Voyages,
i. 117, "They shall not be bound to come before
the justices aforesaid, except any of the same
barons doe implead any man, or if any man be
impleaded.' J. HASTINGS.

IMPORTABLE, in the sense of ' unendurable/ is
used in Pr. Man, 'And thine angry threatening
toward sinners is importable.' The Khem. NT
uses the word in Mt 234 T o r they binde heavy
burdens and importable, and put them upon men's
shoulders.' Other examples are: Elyot, The
Governour, i. 14, * And all thoughe Hietro, Moses'
father in lawe, counsailed hym to departe his
importable labours, in continual jugementes, unto
the wise men that were in his company, he nat
withstandynge styll retayned the soveraintie by
goddis commandement'; Becon, Works, i. 53, ' He
alone shall tread down the wine-press, and take
upon his back the great and importable burden of
your sins all.' J. HASTINGS.

IMPORTUNITY occurs only in the Parable of
the Loaves, Lk II 8 ' because of his importunity he
will rise and give him as many as he needeth.'
The word means radically 'difficulty of access'
(from portus, a harbour); but the Lat. adj. means
'unsuitable,' 'troublesome,' ' rude'; and the subst.
importunitas, 'unfitness,' 'insolence,' as Cic. De Sen.
iii. 7, 'importunitas et inhumanitas omni setate
molesta est.' In the course of its history as an
Eng. word ' importunity' has lost some of its force.
Even when introduced by Tindale in 1526, it was
scarcely strong enough to translate the Gr. αναίδεια
[Τ, WH άναιδία] of Lk II 8, since that word is liter-
ally 'shamelessness.' Christ spoke by contrast, not
comparison; if shameless persistence can win a
boon from one who is not a friend, surely we may
offer prayer that is earnest enough to obtain our
Father's blessings. J. HASTINGS.

IMPOTENT.—Impotent is 'without strength/
' weak,' as the Geneva trD of Gal 4 9 ' how is it, that
ye are tourned backwarde unto impotent and
beggerly ceremonies?' (ασθενής, Wye. 'feble,' Tind.
and others ' weak'). The word is applied in AV
to persons who are infirm of body: Bar β28, Ac
148 (αδύνατο*); Jn 53· 7 (άσθενβΐν, RV 'sick') ; Ac 49

(ασθενή). So Fuller, Holy Warre,i. 18, p. 28, [ In
which compasse (i.e. in Palestine) in David's time
were maintained thirteen hundred thousand men,
besides women, children, and impotent persons';
and Holy State, ii. 19, p. 124, ' When Religion is at
the stake, there must be no lookers on (except im-
potent people, who also help by their prayers), and
every one is bound to lay his shoulders to the
work.' Adams contrasts it with 'potent' in his
Exposition of II Peter (on I3 p. 26), ' But is there
nothing that God cannot do ? Yes, he cannot lie,
he cannot die, he cannot deny himself. He is for
potent, not for impotent works.' J. HASTINGS.
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IMRAH (.T39:).—An Asherite chief, 1 Ch 736. See
GENEALOGY.

IMRI (npx).—1. A Judahite, 1 Ch 94. 2. Father
of Zaccur, who helped to build the wall, Neh 32.
See GENEALOGY.

IN.—1. ' In ' is sometimes used in AV where we
should now use at, as Mt II 2 4 * But I say unto you,
That it shall be more tolerable for the land of
Sodom in the day of judgment, than for thee';
but in II 2 2 ' But I say unto you, It shall be
more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon at the day
of judgment, than for you.' The Gr. is έν ημέρα
κρίσεως in both places, and RV has ' in the day of
judgement' in both. This apparent looseness is
due to two causes : (1) the wide range of meaning
of the Heb. prep. 3, much of which was taken up
in NT by έν ; and (2) the greater freedom about
1611 and earlier in the use of the smaller Eng.
prepositions. Shaks. has * at the day of judgment'
in Merry Wives, III. iii. 227, the only place in
which that phrase occurs; but he says in Othello, I.
ii. 93—

' How ! the Duke in council
In this time of the night;'

and Merch. of Venice, 11. iv. 1—
1 Nay, we will slink away in supper time.

So also To 21 ' there was a good dinner prepared
me, in the which I sat down to eat' (/ecu ά τ̂τεσα
του <payew, RV * and I sat down to eat').

2. The Heb. 3 being used for the agent and the
instrument, and. being often followed in this respect
by the Gr. έν, it is not surprising to find the instru-
mental έν represented in Eng. by * in ' instead of
'by ' or 'through.' So Gal 319 ' i t was ordained
by angels in the hand of a mediator' (δι αγγέλων h
χειρι μεσίτου, RV ' through angels by the hand of a
mediator'). It is difficult to decide in many places
whether the έν is instrumental or (spiritually)
local. RV often prefers ' in ' to AV ' by.' Thus
He I 1 · 2 ' God having of old time spoken unto the
fathers in (AV ' by') the prophets by divers por-
tions and in divers manners, hath at the end of
these days spoken unto us in (AV 'by') his Son.'
See the Heb. Grammars and Lexicons on 3, the Gr.
NT Grammars and Lexicons on έν, and the com-
mentaries on the various passages, as Sanday-
Headlam on Ro I19, Lightfoot on Gal I1 6 and Col
I 4 · 1 6, Abbott on Eph 417; also Westcott in Expos.
Times, iii. 396 ; and cf. 1Ρ 318 Wye. ' made dede in
fieisch, but made quyk in spirit' (so Tind. ' was
kylled as pertayninge to the flesshe; but was
quyckened in the sprete,' AV * by the Spirit,' RV
'in the spirit'). In 2 Ρ I 1 · 2 Wye, Tind., and
Rhem. have 'in the righteousness,' and ' in the
knowledge,' but Cran. and AV ' through,' Geneva
' by.' Aldis Wright refers to Gn 2118 where AV
and RV have ' Arise, lift up the lad, and hold him
in thine hand,' under the influence of Heb. 3,
though the meaning is ' take him by the hand,'
and he quotes Shaks. Rich. III. IV. i. 2—

* Who meets us here ? my niece Plantagenet,
Led in the hand of her kind aunt of Gloucester.'

3. The Gr. prep, els, which expresses movement
and corresponds with mod. Eng. ' into ' or ' unto,'
is often translated ' in' (Clapperton in Preacher's
Magazine, viii. 499, says ' one hundred and thirty-
one times'). In that way some significant shades
of meaning are lost, as in Ac 816 ' they were baptized
in the name of the Lord Jesus' (εΊ$ ro δνομα, RV
' into the name'; all other versions as AV); 1 Co
86 ' God, the Father, of whom are all things, and
we in him' (els αυτόν, AVm 'for him,' RV 'unto
him'); Eph 413 ' Till we all come in the unity of
the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of

God, unto a perfect man' (els την ενότητα . . . ets
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' i n ' of rest (though we still say 'fall in love,'
'come in question'). But in 1611 they were not
so sharply distinguished. Thus Shaks. has (Merch.
of Venice, V. i. 55)—

' How sweet the moonlight sleeps upon this bank 1
Here we will sit, and let the sounds of music
Creep in our ears ' ;

Rich. III. I. ii. 261—

' But first I'll turn yon fellow in his grave ' ;

and Sonnets 112—

* In so profound abysm I throw all care.'

And so at an earlier time Coverdale translates Is
521 ' For from this tyme forth, there shal no un-
circumcised ner uncleane person come in the.' On
the other hand, but more rarely, ' into' was used
for 'in,' as Lk 1321 Wye. ' I t is lijk to sourdough,
that a womman took, and hidde it in to thre
mesuris of mele, til al were sourid'; and Shaks.
Tempest, 1. ii. 361—

* Therefore wast thou
Deservedly confined into this rock.1

It is not surprising therefore that we should find
' in' for ' into' frequently in AV, as Gn 4322 ' We
cannot tell who put our money in our sacks' (so
RV); 5026 ' he was put in a coffin' (so RV); Dt 241

' Then let him write her a bill of divorcement, and
give it in her hand' (so RV); Neh 212 ' What my
God had put in my heart' (RV 'into'). Cf. Ps
735, Pr. Bk. ' They come in no misfortune like
other folk'; 13613 Pr. Bk. 'Who divided the Red
Sea in two parts.'

4. ' I n ' is occasionally found for 'on,' as in the
familiar example, Mt 610 'Thy will be done in
earth, as it is in heaven' (&s έν ούρανφ καΐ έπΐ Ύψ,
RV 'Thy will be done, as in heaven, so on earth';
' in earth ' is probably due to Vulg. ' in caelo, et in
terra ' ; it is found in all the Eng. versions). So
Gn I 2 2 ' let fowl multiply in the earth ' (so RV); 65

' in the earth ' (AV and RV), but 66 ' on the earth'
(AV and RV); Wis 104 ' For whose cause the earth
being drowned with the flood, wisdom again pre-
served it, and directed the course of the righteous
in a piece of wood of small value' (δι' ευτελούς
ξύλου, Vulg. per contemptibile lignum, RV ' by a
poor piece of wood,' Ball ' on a paltry plank': ' in'
was probably used because the translator had the
ark before his mind). Cf. Mt 5headin* ' The Sermon
in the Mount'; Ac 1314 Wye. (1388) 'and thei
entriden in to the synagoge in the dai of sabatis'
(Tind. ' on the saboth daye'); Shaks. Othello, I. iii.
74—

• What in your part can you say to this ?'

and Milton, Lycidas, 185—
* Henceforth thou art the genius of the shore,

In thy large recompense, and shalt be good
To all that wander in that perilous flood.'

5. ' In ' is used along with a verbal subst. to
signify 'in process of,' 'while,' as Gn 3518 'as her
soul was in departing'; 2 Mac 430 ' while those
things were in doing'; Jn 2 2 0 ' Forty and six years
was this temple in building.' Cf. Joy, Apology to
Tindale (Arber's ed. p. ix), ' he knew yat I was in
correctynge it myselfe'; Knox, Hist. 107, 'While
these things were in doing in Scotland.'

6. ' In that ' = because, has now gone out of use.
It occurs Gn 3120 ' And Jacob stole away unawares
to Laban the Syrian, in that he told him not,' and
other places. Cf. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, *Some
things they do in that they are men . . . some
things in that they are men misled and blinded
with error.' J. HASTINGS.
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INCARNATION, THE.—
Introduction.

i. Witness of OT.
(a) The ' Son of David.'
(6) The self-manifesting J".
(c) The ' Servant of J"," etc.

ii. NT account of Jesus Christ.
Α. (α) Supernatural birth.

{bS Sinlessness.
B. (1) Christ's lordship.

(2) His ' Sonship.'
(3) God revealed in Christ.
(4) Unique significance attached to work and death of

Christ.
(5) Tradition as to historic events of Christ's life, and

acceptance of His Messianic claim presupposed
by the apostolic writers.

iii. Scriptural doctrine of the purpose and results of the In-
carnation.

1. Cosmic significance of the Incarnation..
2. A crowning disclosure of God.
3. For the restoration of man.

Or, otherwise, Christ's functions are distinguished
as those of—

(1) Prophet.
(2) Priest.
(3) King.

Literature.

This term shortly expresses the fundamental
fact of Christianity, as St. John describes it in
his Gospel (Ι14), ό Aoyos σάρ£ iyavero. It signifies
the act of condescension whereby the iSon of God,
Himself very God and of one substance with the
Father, took to Himself human nature in order
to accomplish its redemption and restoration.
The NT insists upon the I. as a physical, historic
fact (1 Jn I3), but points for its true explanation
to the grace, or love, of God (Jn 316, 1 Jn 49·10).
The expression of St. Paul, 'mystery of godli-
ness' (1 Ti 316), implies, on the other hand, that
the redemptive action of God is beyond our
power completely to analyze or comprehend.
Such being the general aspect of the fact, we
find the most comprehensive statement of it in
the prologue to St. John's Gospel (I1"18). St. John
begins by intimating a plurality of persons within
the Godhead; he describes the functions of
the Logos, the objective utterance or self-ex-
pression of Deity, in His relation to the created
universe of which He is the author and sustainer,
and to man, whose conscience and reason owe
whatever illumination they possess to His presence
and operation. St. John also teaches, as a further
presupposition of his doctrine of the I., the occur-
rence of a fall, or process of aversion from God,
whereby man became subject to the power of
' darkness' or moral evil. It was to recover man
from his state of alienation, and to raise him into
the life of divine sonship, that the Word was
finally manifested in a human form. After being
heralded by the witness of creation, and by the
voice of Heb. prophecy which culminated in the
testimony of the Baptist, the Word finally made
His appearance within the pale of an elect people
of God; His manifestation, however, had a two-
fold issue: the incarnate Word was rejected by the
chosen nation to which, as touching His manhood
(Ro I3), He belonged; on the other hajid, to those
individuals who welcomed Him and recognized His
true nature and claim, He communicated a due
measure of the fulness of ' gmce and truth' which
resided in Himself, imparting to them 'power to
become children of God,' and unveiling to them
the glory, i.e. the essential character and life, of
the Most High. St. John in this passage strikes
the keynote of many varied representations of the
Incarnation. It was before all else a unique exhibi-
tion of divine grace; a supreme manifestation of
divine truth. The NT writers dwell now on one,
now on the other, of these two aspects of the fact.
Thus the Son is spoken of as 'given' (Jn 316), or
' sent' (317·34, 1 Jn 49, Gal 44), by the Father ; but it
was not less true that He gave Himself (Eph 525,

1 Ti 2e, Gal 220). That which displayed the grace
of God the Father (Tit 211), ' the kindness and love
of God our Saviour' towards man {ib. 34), is also
to be regarded as exhibiting the grace of the Son
(2 Co 89 1314). The motive of the I. is, in short, the
redemptive love of God. On the other hand, the
I. was a signal manifestation of truth : a revelation
of the divine character, supplementing and quali-
fying that which was revealed of God in nature,
conscience, and history. St. John says expressly
that ' No man hath seen God at any time; God
only-begotten, which is in the bosom of the Father,
he hath declared him' (I18, cf. 149).

Such, then, is the dominant point of view from
which NT writers regard the I.: it is an act of
unmerited grace—a movement of divine love to-
wards fallen man for his restoration and re-crea-
tion ; it is also a culminating moment in a pro-
gressive and continuous self-revelation of God
(He I 1 · 2 ); nor is there any hesitation in identi-
fying this divine movement with the historic
career of Jesus Christ. Historically, however,
the recognition of His higher nature started from
the acknowledgment of His Messiahship. He
was first recognized as one whose advent had
been foretold, and awaited with eager expectation,
for a period of many centuries; as the promised
seed of Abraham in whom all families of the earth
were to be blessed (Gn 123). Jesus Christ did, in
fact, claim to fulfil and satisfy the hopes and
anticipations to which successive prophets had
given utterance. In ' the fulness of time' (Gal 44)
He appeared, to crown the hopes of the elect people
from whom, as touching the flesh, He sprang. It
is accordingly necessary to briefly summarize the
testimony of OT to the fact of the Incarnation.

i. Witness of OT.—There are elements in the
theological conceptions of OT which prepare the
mind for the mystery of a divine I., e.g. the
doctrine that man is made in God's image (Gn I27),
and is capable of intercourse and union with God.
Thus Εζκ I2 6 implies that man's bodily structure
was essentially adapted to represent the form of
Deity; and the revelation of God in nature (Ps
191 etc.) would suggest the possibility of His self-
manifestation under the form of human nature,
Further, the so-called 'Theophanies' of OT —
the manifestations of J'"s presence in a created
'angel' — point in the same direction. Again,
the ascription by OT of various titles, func-
tions, and relationships to the Godhead, served
to prepare the Jewish mind for the Christian
doctrine of a triune Deity, which is necessarily
connected with that of the Incarnation. Further,
the striking personification of the divine Wisdom
which meets us in such passages as Pr 822f· (cf.
Wis 722f· 8lf· 1815f·) seems to anticipate St. John's
doctrine of the creative Logos, or St. Paul's teach-
ing in passages like Col I15"19. Of special import-
ance, however, is the witness of prophecy, the
' Messianic hope' being at its root an anticipation
of the union of divine and human attributes in
a single personality. The main points of Messianic
doctrine may be summarized as follows: In its
earliest stages prophecy is vague and indetermin-
ate. Starting with the promise recorded in Gn 315,
it points to a victory of the woman's seed over
the evil principle represented by the serpent, the
'seed' being afterwards more precisely described
as ' the seed of Abraham,' in whom all the nations
of the earth are to be blessed (Gn 123 1818 2218 etc.).
The tribe of Judah is indicated in Gn 4910 as the
future depositary of sovereignty over the nations
(cf. Nu 2417). The passage Dt 1815 contributes a
further element to the Messianic idea, viz. the
notion of a prophetic mediator between God and
His people, probably in a comparatively late liter-
ary form giving expression to the hopes and ideas
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which the career and work of Moses had suggested.
For it is noticeable, in regard to the Messianic
hope in its earlier stages, that the actual history
of Isr. itself gives birth to Messianic conceptions,
e.g. the Exodus from Egypt helped to give form
and colour to the national expectations of future
deliverance from foes and oppressors; the rise of
prophecy and of the kingdom suggested the image
of an ideal prophet and a righteous king. At any
rate, it is in the early period of the kingdom that
the Messianic hope takes a clear and definite shape.

(a) The oracle, 2 S 75'16 (cf. Pss 2. 89. 132), points
to a future descendant of David whose throne is
to be everlasting, and who is to stand in a unique
relation to God as His 'Son.' This title, solemnly
transferred from the nation (Ex 422) to the king,
implies that the * Son of David' is to be henceforth
regarded as the representative of the chosen nation.
This oracle is specially important as determining the
scope and future direction of Heb. prophecy. In the
prophets and psalmists we find successive pictures
of a monarch who is extolled either as a warrior
victorious over Judah's foes (Ps 2), or as a royal
bridegroom taking to himself the daughter of an
alien people (Ps 45), or as a monarch reigning in
righteousness and peace (Ps 72), and blessed with
signal marks of divine favour, length of days and
perpetual communion with God (Pss 21. 61). These
predictions of an ideal ruler culminate during the
crisis of the struggle with Assyria. Thus Am
911-15 pOints to the revival of David's house as
Judah's last remaining hope; Hos I1 1 35 goes
further, and foretells the appearance of a second
David. Mic 51'5 directs the thoughts of the faith-
ful to Bethlehem, the original home of the Davidic
family, and predicts its future greatness as the
birthplace of the Messianic deliverer. Isaiah de-
scribes the Messiah's righteous rule, directed and
inspired by the Spirit of J" (11), and dwells on the
glory and peace of the city which Messiah chooses
as his metropolis (4. 32, cf. Zee 99f<). Indeed it may
be said that at this period {c. 750-700) the Davidic
monarch becomes the central figure of prophecy;
and Ro I3 shows that the Davidic descent of
Christ was ever regarded as an essential element
in the Messianic claim (cf. Ac 230, 2 Ti 28), and
our Lord Himself bears witness to the current
belief that Christ was 'the son of David3 in
Mk 1235.

(δ) Closely connected, however, with this con-
ception is another, viz. that of a personal advent
of J" to set up His throne in Zion, as the Judge
and Saviour of His people. This thought indeed
(Am 412 etc., Is 2. 32, etc.) is not actually com-
bined with the picture of a Davidic king; the figure
of the son of David is nowhere identified with the
self-manifesting J". Both elements enter into the
general current of Messianic thought, but they
find fulfilment and mutual adjustment only in
the person of Jesus Christ. In Ezk 3411·24 we
find an instance of the juxtaposition of the two
ideas. In this and in other instances it is evident
that there were parallel streams of prediction
which, owing to necessary limitations in the pro-
phetic faculty, were not brought into combination.

(c) New elements were added to the Messianic
picture by the prophets of the pre-Chald. and
exilic period (700-538). The most impressive of
these is the wonderful conception of the ' servant
of J'V the representative of the faithful remnant
of God's chosen people, who by his vicarious suffer-
ings makes atonement for their transgressions, and
by his loyal fulfilment of the divine mission en-
trusted to him becomes the ' light of the Gentiles'
and the missionary of the nations, so accomplish-
ing in his own person the ideal functions of the
chosen people (Is 40-66, passim). In the post-ex,
period of prophecy the priestly and mediatorial

work of the coming Messiah rises into prominence
(Ps 110) together with his relation to humanity at
large as ' the Branch' (Zee 38 612, cf. Jer 235 and
the phrase 'Son of Man,' Dn 713). At the same
time is indicated his close relation to J". He ia
called J"'s 'fellow' (Zee 137), His 'angel' (Mai 31),
one in whom J" Himself is pierced (Zee 1210).
Such expressions are to be compared with earlier
passages which they elucidate or develope: e.g.
the prophecy of Immanuel (Is 714), or of the king
whose name ' shall be called J" is our righteousness'
(Jer 235·6, cf. Is 96). The deepest and most per-
manent element pervading the varied imagery of
the prophets is the thought of the advent of J"
Himself to judge, redeem, and govern His people,
and to sanctify them by the bestowal of His Spirit
(Ezk 3625"27 3727). The Redeemer who should come
to Zion would be Himself divine (cf. Is 5916"-0).*
See MESSIAH.

ii. NT account of Jesus Christ. — A. It was
through experience of the Manhood and hitman
life of Christ that men gradually arrived at the
recognition of a higher nature, of which the lower
was only a veil. Thus the preaching of the I.
began with an appeal to facts and incidents open
to ordinary observation ; Jesus Christ was first
known as ' a man' (Ac 222), and NT lays special
stress on the verity and completeness of His man-
hood. The Gospels describe His birth (Mt l18ff·,
Lk 26ff·), His growth ' in wisdom and stature ' (Lk
252), His liability to the ordinary and innocent
infirmities of human nature, e.g. hunger (Lk 42,
Mk II1 2), weariness (Jn 46), thirst (Jn 47 1928), pain
and weakness (cf. He 52), death. His body was
subject to ordinary conditions of nurture and de-
velopment ; it was the apt instrument of creaturely
service and obedience to the will of God (He 105"7),
and of self-sacrifice on behalf of His fellow-men
(Mt 2628). The soul of Christ was subject to
human affections and emotions: compassion (Mt
936), love (Mk 1021, Jn II5), grief (Jn II3 5, Lk 1941),
fear and anguish (Lk 22^, cf. He 57), anger (Mk
35, Jn 215ff·). He had a true human will (Jn 638, Mt
2639), which, however, is described as ever sub-
jecting itself to the guidance of the divine will.
This subjection necessarily implied the possibility
of temptation, and of painful effort of will (Mt
26s8, Lk 2242), so that ' He learned obedience by the
things which he suffered' (He 58). Finally, Jesus
Christ possessed a human spirit (Lk 240 1021, Jn
II3 3, Mk 812), which was apparently the seat or
sphere of His divine personality (Ro I4), and which
in the hour of death He commended into the hands
of God (Lk 2346). After death this human spirit of
Christ, divinely 'quickened' (1 Ρ 318), is found to
have preached the gospel to certain of the departed
(ib. 46).

Thus the humanity of Jesus Christ was real and
complete. He was made like His brethren in all
things (cf. He 217); ' in all points tempted like as
we are, yet without sin' {ib. 41δ). On the other
hand, there is nothing in Scripture to support the
idea that Christ's humanity was docetic or unreal,
or that He failed to undergo a real human experi-
ence. In all the main conditions of human life He
was on a level with His fellow-men ; a partaker of
flesh and blood {ib. 214); submitting to a life of
hard toil, poverty, suffering, moral conflict with
keen and varied temptation, alternations of success
and failure, honour and dishonour, favour and dis-
repute. Specially noteworthy is the fact that
Christ's life was one of continual prayer (Mt 1423,
Mk I35, Lk 321 516 929 2241, Jn II 4 1 etc.). It is

* The Messianic beliefs of the period between 165 and our
Lord's birth do not come within the scope of this article. A
brief survey of them will be found in Loofs, Dogmengeschichte,
§ 7. See also Schiirer, HJP § 29; Drummond, The Jewish
Messiah; Stanton, The Jewish and the Christian Messiah.
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in virtue of a general similarity of conditions that
Christ is described as the ' captain of faith' (He
122), i.e. He exhibited those very virtues which are
appropriate to man's creaturely condition : trust,
reverence, submission, faith, obedience. For the
same reason He is pointed to as the true pattern
of manhood (Jn 1315, 1 Jn 26, 1 Ρ 221). He is the
great exemplar of humanity, because the circum-
stances of His life and probation were, speaking
broadly, similar to those of ordinary men. He
was found in outward guise or fashion as a man
(Ph 27); on a level with other men ' in all points'
that can fall under human observation, * yet with-
out sin' (He 415, 2 Co 521, 1 Jn 35).

This brings us to two points in which, according
to NT, Jesus Christ was different from other men :
{a) He was supernaturally born, (b) He was without
sin.

{a) The birth of Christ is described by Mt and
Lk. They tell us that He was conceived by the Holy
Spirit (see p. 405b), without the intervention of a
human father (Mt I20, Lk I32·33). By the operation
of the ' creator Spirit' the * Word was made flesh.' It
is to be observed that this account of the birth is not
contradicted, but rather suggested, by the teaching
of other NT writers. Thus St. John speaks of Christ
as ό άνωθεν έρχ6μενο$ (Jn 331), and St. Pa/ul calls Him
* the second man from heaven' (1 Co 1547), a phrase
which evidently describes the origin of the second
Adam in contrast to that of the first. Further, as
has been already observed, NT speaks of Christ as
sinless, holy, sanctified by God (Jn 1036); ' knowing
no sin' (2 Co 521); ' holy, harmless, undenled, and
separated from sinners ' (He 726) ; * a lamb without
spot and blemish' (1 Ρ I 1 9); * the righteous one'
(1 Jn 21, cf. Ac 314 2214). True, He appeared 'in the
likeness of the flesh of sin' (Ro 83, cf. Ph 27), i.e.
He took the very flesh which had been the instru-
ment of human sin, but in assuming it He purified
it from the sinful taint : * His flesh was, in fact,
* like' ours, inasmuch as it was flesh ; but it was
only 'like,' for it was also sinless. Christ, then, was
without sin, and NT suggests a close connexion
between His sinlessness and His miraculous birth
by constantly representing Christ as the Head or
First Principle of a new race {αρχή, Col I18), ' the
firstborn among many brethren' (Ro 829), the
' second Adam ' (Ro 514, 1 Co 1545), the ' new man '
(Eph 215). Thus the tradition of the Church which
first meets us in Mt and Lk is corroborated to
some extent by antecedent considerations. If NT
writers are correct in representing Jesus Christ as
a new moral creation, it might be asked whether
this new creation can have involved anything short
of a new mode of generation. ' Must not the physical
generation of the second Adam have been such as
to involve at once His community with our nature
and His exemption from it ?' t If, in fact, Jesus
Christ was what NT writers believed Him to
be, a pre-existent being, the narrative of the
virginal birth would have antecedent credibility.
' The chief ground,' says Prof. Stanton, ' on which
thoughtful Christian believers are ready to accept
it [the miraculous birth] is that, believing in the
personal indissoluble union between God and man
in Jesus Christ, the miraculous birth of Jesus
seems to them the only fitting accompaniment of
this union, and so to speak the natural expression
of it in the order of outward facts.' ΐ If it be re-
joined that the 'fact of its necessity from a
doctrinal point of view would tend to the forma-
tion of a legend,' it may with equal justice be
urged that the evangelists' account of the birth
testifies to the early prevalence of the belief in the
Divinity of Christ. The ultimate reason, in fact,

* Cf. Sanday-Headlam on Romans, ad loc.
t Gore, Dissertations, p. 66.
X Tlie Jewish and the Christian Messiah, p. 376 f.

for belief in this, as in all the other miraculous occur-
rences recorded in the Gospel, is faith in the higher
nature of Jesus Christ. What Augustine says of
the Gospel miracles strictly applies to the super-
natural birth of Christ: Mirum non esse debet a
Deo factum miraculum . . . Magis gaudere et
admirari debemus quia Dominus noster et salvator
Jesus Christus homo factus esty quam quod divina
inter homines fecit.* The accounts of miracles, it
must be remembered, were written for those who
were already Christians, i.e, who already believed
in Christ as a superhuman person. The Gospels
were not primarily intended to create such a belief;
they rather presuppose it.

(6) The sinlessness of Christ appears at first sight
to conflict with the possibility of His being
tempted. We have, however, already noticed that
NT describes Christ as liable to temptation (Mt 4,
Lk 4, esp. He 415, Lk 2228); but it never allows us
to suppose that He suffered from any disordered
affections, any inward propensity to sin. He had
no illicit desires, no discord between the flesh and
the spirit; t sin could have no enticing or illusive
power in His case (Ja I 1 4 ); He had no affinity for
sin, no experimental knowledge of it (1 Jn 35, 2 Co
521). On the other hand, He possessed in their
perfection and integrity all those human faculties
and senses to which moral temptation appeals,—all
necessary and innocent affections and instincts to
which some things appear naturally desirable,
others naturally repugnant. Accordingly, He was
capable of being tempted: for ' if the highest
virtue does not exclude that instinct inseparable
from humanity, to which pain is an object of
dread, and pleasure of desire, which prefers ease
and quiet to tumult and vexation, the regard and
esteem of others to their scorn and aversion ; to
which ill-requited toil or experienced unkindness
are sources of corroding anguish and depression :
then every conjuncture which presents but one of
these objects of dread as the concomitant of doing
God's will, or associates one of their desirable
opposites with neglect or disobedience,—every such
conjuncture must produce a conflict between duty
and these necessary instincts of humanity sufficient
to constitute temptation in the strictest sense, ' i
Christ, then, could be really tempted ; He felt the
pressure of moral evil; He experienced the pain of
resistance to it, and He endured, He remained
stedfast even under the full weight of manifold
difficulties. There is nothing in the Gospels to
warrant the idea suggested by John Damascene
that 'He repelled the assaults of the enemy like
smoke.' They rather suggest that the strength
conferred on His human nature by the Divine
Spirit was ' infallibly sufficient, but not more than
sufficient, to sustain Him in His conflict, and bear
Him through the fearful strife.'§ He verily
' suffered being tempted'; He was made morally
' perfect through sufferings' (He 210·18 59). In the
power of the Divine Spirit (Lk 41·14, Mk I12) He was
enabled to prevail over the tempter, but it was
by a process of moral struggle ending in victory;
indeed the writer of Rev seems to summarily
describe the human life of Christ as a continuous
victory over evil (Rev 55 621911, cf. Jn 1633).

With the above significant exception NT depicts
Jesus Christ as one who shared in all points the
nature of man. He was (to use a later theological
term)' consubstantial' with men. Accordingly, the
general conditions of His human life enable Him

* In Joh. Tract, xvii.
t Aug. Op. imperf. c. Jut. iv. c. 57: * Christus ergo nulla illicita

concupivit, quia discordiam carnis et spiritus quae in hominis
naturam ex prsevaricatione primi hominis vertit, prorsus ille
non habuit, qui de spiritu et virgine non per concupiscentiam
carnis est natus.'

X Mill, Five Sermons on the Temptation, p. 35.
§ Bruce, Humiliation of Christ, p. 269.
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to be the perfect pattern of human goodness (see
below, p. 466a). And indeed there are facts re-
corded in the Gospels which plainly indicate that
Christ underwent a real human development, moral
and mental, and that He was even subject to some
necessary human limitations in respect of know-
ledge. At this point it is necessary to touch on
these points only so far as they concern the per-
fection of Christ's humanity. Morally, then, Christ
is said to have developed; He grew in wisdom (Lk
252); He was ' made perfect'; * He learned obedience
by the things which he suffered' (He 210 58). There
were some qualifications necessary for the discharge
of His high-priestly functions which He acquired
through the moral discipline of actual human
experience, esp. the graces of sympathy (He 217 415

52), patience, faith (cf. Westcott on He 122). He
was perfected in the sense that He was pro-
gressively educated by His human experience ; He
became a consummate deader of salvation' (He
210), a perfect high priest (ib. vii. 28). Further,
Christ is represented as subject, at least in some
degree, to ordinary laws of mental growth and
development. * He advanced (προέκοπτεν) in wis-
dom ' as well as in stature (Lk 252). Occasions are
mentioned on which He expresses surprise (Mt 810,
Mk 66); and He also appears at times to desire
information as to matters of fact (Mk 921, Jn II3 4,
cf. Mt 2119, Mk II1 3). Finally, in regard to one
special point He professes ignorance (Mk 1332).
From these phenomena it may be inferred that
Christ's human faculties, supernaturally exalted
and illuminated though they were by the operation
of the Holy Spirit, were yet subject to limitation ;
and so far the impression produced by the records,
that Christ lived as very man among men, is
further strengthened. The Synop. Gospels especi-
ally portray a real human life and character ; they
present to faith as its immediate object the figure
of a true man, ' the man Christ Jesus ' (1 Ti 25, cf.
Jn 840).

B. Besides giving ample evidence of their belief
in the real manhood of the historical person Jesus
Christ, NT writers endeavour in different ways
to express their sense of something transcendent
and superhuman in His personality. There is no
question, it may be observed, in regard to the
actual belief of the apostles themselves, which may
be gathered from their Epistles. The importance
of the Gospels is that they describe the way in
which this belief was arrived at. Speaking
broadly, the apostles believed that in the histori-
cal Christ a pre-existent being had manifested
Himself,* a being to whom belonged the dignity of
a unique divine sonship. This common belief is
by no means equally prominent in all the apostolic
Epistles; but it is always latent, and even where
not expressed it is usually implied in the attributes
or functions ascribed to Christ. This belief, then,
was slowly and hesitatingly reached by successive
steps which can be traced with some clearness in
the Gospel narrative. The Gospels record those
utterances of Christ which suggested the idea of
His higher nature. He Himself proposed the
question to His disciples, * Whom say men that I,
the Son of Man, am?' (Mt 1613); He Himself ascribed
to His own person a particular significance {e.g.
Mt 1037); He pointed men to Himself, and the
Gospels record the effect on His hearers of Christ's
utterances. They describe the moral authority of
His teaching (Mt 729, Mk I27, Lk 432), the impression
produced by His personality, the claim He put
forward to forgive sins (Mt 92"6, Lk 520"24), to judge
men according to their personal relation to Him-
self (Mt 723), to revise, expand, interpret the
Mosaic Law (Mt 521ff· 128 194), to be the giver of

* Notice the use of the vb. φα,νΐρουσ-θα,ι in relation to the
Incarnation, e.g. 1 Ti 316, ι ρ 120, ι j n 35- 8.

rest to the burdened soul (Mt II28), to be an object
of devotion to the heart of man superseding all
other interests (Mt 1037, Lk 1426). There can be no
serious doubt, moreover, that Christ claimed to be
the Messiah. In calling Himself 'the Son of Man'
He adopted a title which indisputably involved
Messianic pretensions. Further, He claimed to
stand in a unique relation to God; although He
very rarely applies to Himself the title ' Son of
God,' He never disclaims i t ; on occasions of ex-
ceptional urgency He refuses to disown it (Mt 1G16

2663); indeed, He habitually speaks of God as ' my
Father' (Mt 23 times), and He attributes to Him-
self powers and prerogatives which imply coequality
with God. He exercises sovereign authority over
souls, claiming them as His own, and putting
forward that jealous, exclusive claim which can
rightfully belong only to the Creator Himself (Mb
1037·40, Lk 1016, Mt 24351341, Lk 2133). He promises
to bestow the Holy Spirit (Mt 1019, Lk 1212, cf. 2115) ;
He speaks of Himself as having given a commission
to the ancient prophets of Israel (Mt 2334, cf. Lk
II49). Finally, in one solemn passage common to
Mt and Lk, He claims an exclusive knowledge of
the Father (Mt II2 7, Lk 1022), and an exclusive
power of manifesting Him. On the other hand, the
negative consideration is important, that although
Christ is the preacher of humility, repentance,
conversion, and the vehement rebuker of Pharisaic
self-righteousness, He never betrays any conscious-
ness of guilt, such as OT prophets frequently
exhibit, nor any sense of a personal need of re-
conciliation with God.

But the Gospels do not merely preserve char-
acteristic utterances of Christ, they describe the
process of apostolic belief in Him. We can trace
more or less distinctly the successive stages
through which the faith of the apostles advanced
to the point of acknowledging the higher, or pre-
existent personality of Christ. The Fourth Gospel
seems, indeed, to serve, among other purposes, that
of depicting the development of faith. To sum up
briefly the gist of the evangelic testimony: it
would seem that the apostles discerned in Jesus
Christ first a Teacher or Rabbi sent from God,
then successively the expected Messiah, the Holy
One, the Lord of nature, the searcher of hearts,
the revealer of God, the supreme example of
suffering love, the conqueror of death, the Son of
God. Faith, finally, bows before Him as ' Lord and
God' (Jn 2028). This point is arrived at only after
a long and heart-searching discipline of suspense
and hesitation ; but it unquestionably represents
the final answer of the apostles to a question which
was morally inevitable, and which, as a matter of
fact, had been repeatedly and openly raised,—the
question · who is this ?' (Mt 2110, Lk 521 749 99 ; cf.
Mt 827, Mk 441, Lk 825). The ultimate answer
seems to have been based on a number of con-
vergent considerations: on the effect of Christ's
personality, and the ' self-evidencing' power of His
appeal to heart and conscience, on the superhuman
claims which His teaching disclosed, and on the
symbolic acts of power by which He at once illus-
trated and authenticated His teaching. For much
of the evidential importance of the Gospel miracles
depends on their moral character. They are in
keeping with all that Christ reveals of God's
nature and attributes. They are exactly such
phenomena as we should expect in a universe in
which physical forces are subordinated to righteous
law and a purpose of grace. They reveal power,
but the power is that of righteous will; and
they are symbolic of the redemptive action of God
which the doctrine of Christ proclaims. But what
finally crowned and justified the faith of the
apostles was the actual resurrection of Jesus Christ
from death. Their testimony is concentrated on
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this fact, the real occurrence of which alone ex-
plains their spiritual transformation and the sted-
fastness of their belief in face of hostile opinion.
The apostles seem to have recognized, some more
quickly than others, but all sooner or later, that
the resurrection was in fact inevitable, Christ being
what He claimed to be. It afforded a key to the
entire life ; it was the ground of a final assurance
that under the veil of mortal flesh the eternal Son
of God Himself had ' tabernacled' among men (Jn
I14). It was the supreme revelation to the apostles
of the glory of the Divine Word, who, as man, had
lived and conversed with them on earth. It was
the starting-point of a new and higher life, and of
a more exalted faith. The resurrection followed
by the ascension'declared,'determined, or proved
Jesus Christ (Ro I4) to be, not merely the promised
Messiah and * the Lord' to whom all power was
given in heaven and earth (Mt 2818), but a heavenly
being who had been manifested in a human form,
and had returned into the divine glory whence He
originally came. Thenceforth Jesus Christ became
an object of worship, and the gospel of redemption
preached by the apostles had His person for its
central theme (Ac 2831).

Such, then, seems to have been the conception of
Christ to which the apostles were led by their long
intercourse with Him. When, however, we turn to
the apostolic teaching in regard to Christ's higher
nature, we cannot fail to recognize a striking
diversity of treatment. All the writers are at one
in their general conception of the I. as a supreme
self-manifestation of God; but we seem to trace,
not only a certain advance in clearness of percep-
tion, corresponding to differences of phraseology
{e.g. contrast the OT Messianic title irals in Ac 4*7

with λόγο? in St. John's Gospel), but to a certain
extent distinct aspects of Christ's person. * These
must be recognized even though they form no
sufficient basis for the idea of radically different
and mutually exclusive types of NT Christology—
' adoptianist,' 'pneumatic,' etc. Thus (1) the simple
objective view of Christ as fulfilling in His person
and life the OT Messianic expectations is charac-
teristic of St. James and St. Peter; (2) the earlier
Epistles of St. Paul estimate Christ's person from
the side of anthropology: man's yearning for re-
conciliation and union with God finds its satisfac-
tion in Christ; (3) a more transcendental treatment
of Christ's person marks the later Pauline and
Johannine writings; they deal with cosmological
and mystical aspects of the Incarnation. And it
must be remembered that ' between the clear-sighted
apostle of the Gentiles and the straitest of [Jewish
or Ebionite] zealots there lay every conceivable
gradation of intermediate positions.'f But the
apostles themselves seem to have a fundamental
bond of union in their belief about Christ as one
who may be worshipped,ΐ and whose name may be
co-ordinated with that of God. It cannot be shown
that St. Paul taught anything about Christ that
was not implied in the belief of his fellow-apostles;
but we must remember that 'what to them was
the result of their belief in Christ, was to him the
starting-point from which logical conclusions were
seen to follow, practical applications made, in every
direction.'

What, then,was the earliest conception of Christ's
higher nature current in the Church ? We turn to
Ac, and find that the earliest preaching of Christ
is naturally conditioned by conceptions of God

* Loofs, Dogmengeschiehte, § 11. 3, rightly remarks, «Wesent-
liche Verschiedenheiten in der religiosen Schatzung Christi
. . . sint iiberhaupt nicht zu konstatieren . . . verschieden
aber hat man diese Einzigartigkeit Jesu zu erklaren versucht.'

t Robertson, Athanasius [Nicene and post-Nicene Fathers,
eer. ii.], Introd. p. xxii.

\ Loofs, I.e., * Anrufung Christi . . . ist . . . nicht andres als
*ias praktische Korrelat des Pradikats xupiot.'

already current among those to whom the gospel
message was proclaimed. St. Peter is a Jew
speaking to Jews, to whom any unqualified declara-
tion of Christ's Deity or pre-existence would have
appeared perplexing, and even blasphemous. We
notice in his preaching an avoidance of the phrase
vios θεοΰ (contrast Mt 1616); his starting-point is the
well-known historical figure, the facts of whose
life, ministry, and recent passion were notorious
in Jerus. (Ac 222 313 410 5301037f·). St. Peter dwells
repeatedly on the exaltation of One who had been
known as man. This man, ' approved of God' (222),
bearing all the marks of God's commissioned
'servant' (irais, 313, cf. Is 5213), manifesting clear
tokens of divine unction, was 'made' by God
* both Lord and Christ' (2s6). The main points in
St. Peter's preaching which would naturally strike
a Jewish audience would be (1) his references to
the fulfilment of Messianic prophecy in Christ
(223ί· 322 411), for we must remember that to Jewish
ears the very title ' Messiah' would imply a super-
human being; (2) his insistence on the resurrection
as at once the seal of Christ's divine unction and
mission (232 315 410 531, cf. 1330), and a decisive mani-
festation of the glory of His person. The resur-
rection had proclaimed Him c prince of life' (315),
source of spiritual blessing and power (326), ' prince
and saviour' (531), 'judge of quick and dead' (1042).
Speaking generally, the same point of view is
characteristic of St. Peter's 1st Epistle. He regards
Christ as the exalted man, enthroned at God's
right hand, and bestowing the gift of the regene-
rating Spirit (1 Ρ I23). Christ is One whose human
acts and sufferings have preternatural virtue ; who
is destined to judge mankind (45); who is the
author of Messianic salvation, ' both in its negative
aspect as a rescuing from the wrath under which
the whole world is lying, and in its positive aspect
as the imparting of eternal life.* On the other
hand, it is doubtful whether the two passages I1 1

and 20 necessarily imply the doctrine of Christ's
pre-existence. f With St. Peter we may couple St.
James and St. Jude, each of whom calls himself
' slave of Christ.' St. James even speaks of Christ
as ' Lord of glory' (21), and looks for His appear-
ance in judgment (58·9); he also uses language
(I18·21) implying that in Christ is revealed a prin-
ciple of supernatural power which the law was
unable to bestow (cf. Ro 83).

On the whole, it may be taken for granted that
St. Peter's sermons in Ac, together with his 1st
Ep. and the Epp. of St. James and St. Jude, present
us with the general conception of Christ current
in the earliest apostolic age. By the first Christians
Christ was regarded as the promised Messias,
whose mission had been sealed by His resurrection
and exaltation, and in whom the Jewish expecta-
tions concerning the 'kingdom of God,' and an-
ticipations of future 'salvation,' were spiritually
fulfilled. There can be little doubt that both these
ideas (' the kingdom' and 'salvation') were coloured
by Jewish preconceptions. There was, for instance,
a widespread expectation of the speedy second
coming of Christ—an idea which seems, indeed, to
have been shared by the apostles themselves. But,
at any rate, the conception of Christ just indicated
formed the starting-point, so to speak, for the
deeper conceptions of St. Paul, the writer of He,
and St. John. In proceeding to gather up the

* Sanday-Headlam on Ro I 1 6 .
f See Harnack, Dogmengeschiehte, vol. i. appendix i. Harnack

believes in regard to 1 Ρ l!8f· that the writer holds to the old
Jewish conception of 'pre-existence,'i.e. predestination in the
counsels of God. Christ' was manifested in these last days for
our sake, that is, He is now visibly what He already was before
God. What is meant here is not an incarnation, but a revelation'
[Eng. tr. vol. i. p. 322]. The passage l l l f · may refer to the
prophets either of the old or of the new dispensation, but
according to the usual interpretation the OT prophets are
meant.
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main christological theses of the apostolic teaching
regarded as a whole, we are for the most part, but
not exclusively, dependent on these last-mentioned
writers.

The following points appear to be of main
importance: (1) The conception of Christ's Lord-
ship. The name κύριο* meets us in St. Peter's
sermons, in Ja and Jude, in Jn and Rev, and
in St. Paul's Epistles, passim. The word does
not necessarily imply Divinity,* but in NT
it meets us in contexts and connexions which,
taken together, involve the ascription of Deity to
Christ. The 'Lordship' of Christ means His
' sovereignty' in the sphere of nature and in that
of grace. To Christ belongs a lordship which He
has merited by His life of creaturely service and
obedience (Ro 109, 1 Co 123, 2 Co 45). He is supreme
over the universe and over His Church (Col I16-18,
Ph 210f·). Christians belong to Him (Ro 148, 1 Co
S23); they are 'under law to Christ' (1 Co 921,
Gal 62). He is the fountainhead of all grace,
authority, disciplinary and ministerial power (1 Co
54, 2 Co ΙΟ8 1310). He is to be awaited as judge
(2 Co 510). St. Paul applies to Christ OT Jahweh
passages (e.g. Ro 1013=Jl 23 2; cf. Ro 1011"13,1 Co 216

1022); he ascribes to Him the absolute title ό κύριο*
(1 Co 1623, 2 Co I1 4 II 3 1 128, Ro 1414), and in one
passage, which is of the nature of a climax, he uses
an even stronger expression, ' God over all blessed
for evermore' (Ro 95).f

(2) Parallel to the idea of lordship is that of
Sonship. Christ is vlb* θεού—a recognized title of
Messiah, which, like κύριο*, is often illustrated by its
context; often by other characteristic NT phrases
with which it is closely associated. The 'Sonship'
of Christ is spoken of as unique (6 ϊδιο* υιό*, Ro 832;
ό έαυτοΰ υιό*, ib. 8 3 ; μονογενή*, J n I 1 8, 1 J n 49), i.e.
it is not ascribed to Christ merely as a Messianic
title, but as connoting a personal relationship to
God. The phrase is used in contexts which imply
a literal pre-existence; the Son of God is ' sent'
(Ro 83, Gal 44, 1 Jn 49·1 4); He 'comes' (1 Jn 42 56

520); He was originally an inhabitant of heaven
(1 Co 1547); the I. was a change of state in the life
of a pre-existent being, of the Word Himself
(Jn I18), of One who is essentially 'spirit' (2 Co
317).J The ' Sonship' of Christ is thus defined, and
acquires a new significance. It is not merely
'ethical,' i.e. such as any man may acquire by
moral affinity to God ; nor merely theocratic; it
denotes a special, unique, incommunicable relation-
ship (Jn 1036'38). Hence, especially in St. Paul's
earlier Epistles (Th, Ro, Co, Gal), a Dosition is
habitually assigned to Christ which inevitably
implies His real Deity. He is co-ordinated with
God in greetings and farewells (e.g. 2 Th I2, 2 Co
1314). He is the source of St. Paul's apostolate
(Gal I 1 ) ; the agent or mediator in creation (1 Co 86)
and in redemptive history (1 Co 104). The I. was,
in fact, an act of self-abnegation whereby a life of
creaturely limitations was accepted in exchange
for the glories of heaven (2 Co 89, Gal 44).

In two passages of later Epp. these christological
thoughts are more fully developed. In Ph 25'11 St.
Paul deals with the method of man's redemption.
Christ is set forth as the example of one who fore-
goes prerogatives that might be claimed, and
renounces for a season a state of divine glory,
bliss, and sovereignty which was His by natural
right. The passage exhibits specially the original
divine dignity, the unity, and the continuous action

* See Sanday-Headlam on Ro I 4 .
t See the careful note on this passage in Sanday-Headlam,

Romans, pp. 233-238. They adopt this rendering «with some
slight, but only slight, hesitation.'

X ' The Lord is the Spirit: . . . «It is with this most original
conception of the divine essence of Jesus Christ that we must
associate the fact of His pre-existence' (Sabatier, The Apostle
Paul [tr. by Hellier], p. 332).

of the person who passed voluntarily from a state
of heavenly bliss to a condition of creaturely
servitude and suffering. This process St. Paul
speaks of as one of self-emptying (εαυτόν έκένωσεν,
57); it was an action by which a being, possessing
the attributes of Deity itself, took upon Himself
conditions non-natural to Deity, while continuing
in a real sense to be what He was before. The
reward of His self-sacrificing 'obedience' (58; cf.
Ro 519) was exaltation according to an essential
law of divine action. In the human nature which
He vouchsafed to assume, He was raised to the
throne of divine lordship as the object of universal
worship. In Col I15"20 St. Paul deals with the
cosmic significance of the I. of the Son. As the
' image of the invisible God,' He occupies a position
of unique pre-eminence and sovereignty, both over
the physical universe and over the new or moral
creation, the Church of redeemed humanity. He
is the essential mediator in nature, the ' firstborn of
all creation,' i.e. prior to creation, and sovereign
over i t ; in relation to history He is the inheritoi
of the Messianic promises (Ps 89); in relation to
the Church He is the essential mediator in the
sphere of grace, the firstborn from the dead, the
fountainhead and principle of a new supernatural
life. In this majestic statement St. Paul seems to
unfold a conception essentially identical with that
of the prologue to St. John's Gospel.

(3) In Christ God reveals Himself; in Him man
is able to discern the character and nature of * the
invisible God' (Col I15). The word είκών in the
passage here quoted is found in an earlier Epistle
(2 Co 44). It may be compared both with the
Johannine phrase Λόγο?, and with the expression
in He Ι 3 χαρακτηρ τψ υποστάσεως. The ' Image ' of
God is at once the adequate expression and the
essential revealer of Deity (cf. Jn I 1 8 640 1245173, Gal
I16, He I2, and consider Mt H 2 7 =Lk 1022). In Him
the divine Fatherhood is manifested, not as a mere
creative relationship in which God stands to man-
kind, but as an internal and ultimate mystery of
the Godhead (Ro 815, Eph 46, Jn 146·9 1627); in
Christ the love of God (1 Jn 49) and His holiness
(Jn 1711, Rev 48 165) are alike revealed. But
beyond this, the inner mystery of the divine
nature is in part unfolded. An essential Father-
hood, an essential Sonship, eternal and intemporal,
subsists within the sphere of Deity: a necessary
relationship of communion and dependence be-
tween two divine Persons (Jn I1"4). St. Paul
seems to recognize the perfect equality of these
divine Persons, especially in such a phrase as that
of Ph 26 (έν μορφΰ θεού υπάρχων); while in 1 Co 1524-28

he teaches the fundamental relation of dependence
in which the Son stands to the Father. Thus the
revelation of God 'in a Son' (He I2) is the manifesta-
tion of the divine ' glory' in a twofold sense ; the
Son manifests at once the moral perfections of the
Godhead, and the internal distinctions of Person
subsisting within the divine essence. In Him the
whole fulness of Deity has its permanent abode
(Col I 1 9); to faith it can be manifested (2 Co 46) ;
by human souls it can be apprehended as a source
of life-giving grace (Jn I16).

(4) All the apostles agree in attributing a unique
significance to the work and death of Christ. In
Him the divine purpose of 'salvation' was real-
ized : deliverance from wrath, and the imparting
of eternal life (1 Th 59·10).* Jesus Christ stands in
relation to human sin not merely as judge, but as
'saviour' and deliverer (1 Th I10, Ph 320 etc.). He
gives Himself a ransom (λύτρον, 1 Ti 2 6; cf. Mt 2028,
Jn I I 8 1 · 5 2 etc.); He dies 'for our sins' (1 Co 153;
cf. Mt 2628, 1 Ρ 224 318); thus inaugurating a new
covenant, the distinctive features of which are
remission of sins (1 Co II2 5), a new right of access

* See Sanday-Headlam's note on σωτηρία, Romans, p. 23.
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to God (He 719 etc., Eph 213"18), life and immortality
(Ro 27, 1 Co 1542), the gift of the Holy Spirit (Gal
32, Eph I13, He 64; cf. Ac 2s8, 1 Jn 324). The effects
of the redemptive work are described under several
different aspects. In Ro and Gal St. Paul connects
his doctrine of justification with the Person of
Christ. He is the justifier of humanity ; through
faith in Him the merits of His death are appro-
priated by men (Ro 325ft), and they are brought into
a new relation to God, they are treated as
righteous {δικαιούμενοι., Ro 324), * accepted in the
Beloved' (Eph I6). The shedding of His blood was,
in fact, a sacrifice which had propitiatory value
(Ro 325ί·). It was parallel to, while it transcended,
the sacrifices of the Levitical law; they were
material in quality, often repeated, ineffective in
result; Christ's sacrifice was spiritual, and therefore
real; one only because perfect in moral quality,
effectual fer the entire removal of sin (He 101"18).
Under another aspect Christ is the High Priest of
humanity (He 414): its perfect representative and
adequate intercessor before God; quick to sym-
pathize and powerful to save {ib. 415 52 725). He
appears in the innermost sanctuary of the true
tabernacle, there to present Himself in the presence
of God on man's behalf (He 725 923f·). Once again,
Christ is the second Adam, the Head of a new race
(Ro 512f·, 1 Co 1545ff')· His influence on humanity is
parallel to that of the first Adam in the extensive-
ness of its range, but transcendent in the bene-
ficence and power of its effects (Ro 515"21). The
result of Adam's sin was death; the mediatorial
work of Christ has its issue in the triumphant
reign of grace in ' eternal life' (Ro 521 623; cf. Jn
3 15. 16. 36 524 040. 47 2 0 3 l ) .

In Eph, one very prominent thought is that of
the extension of the life of the incarnate Redeemer,
risen and glorified, in the Church. The Church is
His body, the complement or fulness of His being
(Eph I 2 3); Christ is her Head, infusing into her the
grace and virtue of His humanity (Eph I2 2 411 523);
present in the manifold operations of His Spirit;
uniting His people in fellowship with Himself.
St. Peter teaches characteristically that the Church
is the true people of God, inheriting by right of
spiritual descent the titles of ancient Isr. (1 Ρ 29;
cf. Gal 426, He 1222); while St. John dwells on the
mystery of fellowship with God attained in Christ
(1 Jn I3), and on the grace of sonship vouchsafed
to individual believers (Jn I12). In a word, the
work and passion of Christ are regarded by the
apostles as the source of all spiritual blessing; as
the means of bringing all Messianic promises to
accomplishment.

(5) It remains to notice that all the apostolic
writers seem to presuppose an authoritative tradi-
tion as to the historic events of Christ's career, and
a general acceptance in the Church of His Messianic
claim. In his sermons (Ac 2, etc.) St. Peter appeals,
as we have seen, to the known facts of the Passion
and Resurrection; while St. Paul, in spite of the
fact that his starting-point is that of one who had
not known Christ after the flesh, but was called to
believe in a glorified Saviour, alludes in various
passages to recognized incidents of Christ's human
life (see Ro I3 8*, Gal 44, 2 Co 89 521, 1 Co 153, Ph
25f·, and other passages). There was, in short, an
apostolic * tradition' {παράδοση) or traditions'
which formed the common groundwork of teaching
(cf. Ro 617, 1 Co II2, 2 Th 215 36). The Messianic
conception of Christ's person specially distinguishes
St. Peter's sermons in Ac, but it is by no means
absent from the earlier thought of St. Paul,* and
in St. John's teaching occupies a prominent place.
In Rev, for instance, the image of Christ is
Messianic. He is described in terms suggestive
of His human descent from the chosen people

* See Sabatier, The Apostle Paul, ch. 2.

(Rev 55 II 1 5 1210 2216); and His kingly dominion is
Messianically conceived as a victorious conflict
with enemies (62 125 1911'16), though His lordship
and royalty are the fruit of humiliation (see
especially 5 6; cf. Jn I29·36). There is also a strong
Messianic element in the Gospel of Jn, e.g. the
titles 'Lamb of God,' 'Son of God,' 'King of Israel,'
' He that should come' (614), ' sent' (97), etc.*

Such are the leading points of view under which
the apostles describe the higher nature of our
Lord. Taken together they combine the various
lines of Messianic prediction in a single concep-
tion, that of the God-man. Jesus the Messiah of
prophecy is the central object of their thought and
devotion. Nothing more significantly illustrates
this than the use by NT writers of the designation
δοΰλο* Ίησου Χρίστου; in this case the name of
Christ replaces that of J" in an already familiar
OT phrase {δούλο* θεοϋ or κυρίου). Further, we may
notice that prayer is addressed to Christ (Ac 759,
2 Co 128, Jn 938); and that He is the object of
universal adoration in heaven (Rev 5 8 f); that He
is, in a word, God.

It has been found convenient to survey NT
teaching in regard to the person of Jesus Christ as
a whole. But it is important to bear in mind the
fact that the Christian idea of the God-man was
one which would not be readily apprehended in all
its bearings by men who, like the twelve apostles,
had been educated in Jewish modes of thought,
and had perhaps imbibed to a great extent the
national spirit of their countrymen. It was not
till after the fall of Jerus., and the beginnings at
least of the movement by which the message of the
gospel was extended to the heathen world, that
Christians could become fully conscious of the
significance of the divine fact on which their
religion was based—the appearance of the God-man
on earth, f When we consider that our Lord con-
fined His own ministerial activity and that of the
Twelve to the 'house of Israel' (Mt 106), we shall
not be surprised that there appears in NT a lower,
as well as a higher, form of christological doctrine ;
a form which is, roughly speaking, represented by
the teaching of the Synoptists, and St. James, and
St. Peter, as contrasted with that of St. Paul and
St. John. But, as we have pointed out, the distinct
aspects under which different NT writers present
the figure of Christ cannot fairly be construed as
representing radically different types of belief in
regard to His person. See SON OF GOD.

iii. It may be next inquired what light Scripture
throws upon the purposes and results of the Incarna-
tion. The significance assigned to the event in
Scripture presupposes something much more than
the mere inspiration, 'adoption,' or exaltation of a
man. The I. was no mere presence of God in a man;
no mere mode of mystical indwelling; no mere moral
relationship such as might subsist between friends.
It was a real, permanent, indissoluble union of two
perfect natures, divine and human ; an assumption
of manhood into personal unity with a divine being,
so that the Godhead employs the manhood as an
organ, and wears it as a vesture; so that all the
acts and sufferings of the human nature properly
belong to the Godhead. This is the doctrine of the
NT ; it is implied in the express statement of Jn I14

(ό X07os σαρξ iytvero); in all references to the
personality of the Son of God as single and con-
tinuous {e.g. 1 Co 86, Eph 45·10, Ph 25f·, He I3 etc.);
in such ' theopaschite' language as that of Ac 2028;
in the ascription of life-giving properties to the
flesh of Christ (Jn 653f·), or of cleansing efficacy to
His blood (He 914); in the mention of His human
nature as an object of adoration (Ph 210). In fact,
speaking generally, the NT regards the I. not as

* Cf. Lightfoot, Biblical Essays, pp. 145-158.
t Cf. Dorner, Person of Christ, Div. 1. vol. i. p. 4.
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the birth of a unique man, but as a momentous
event in the eternal life of God: a manifestation,
a forthcoming, a mission, a redemptive movement,
a visitation, a great descent. In the I. the self-
same Person who had pre-existed in the form of
God, who had created and sustained in being the
universe of things visible and invisible, ' descended'
from heaven (Eph 410), and submitted Himself to
a fresh series of experiences in the sphere of human
life and history, without ceasing to be in essence
what He ever had been, the Son or Word of the
Father. He and none other lay in the cradle, grew
in wisdom and stature, was tempted and troubled,
suffered, died and lay in the grave, rose again, and
ascended to the right hand of God. He is 'the
same yesterday, to-day, and for ever' (He 138). It
follows that in virtue of this unity of Person, sub-
sisting in two different states, heavenly and earthly,
both human and divine attributes are ascribed to
Christ, and may be rightly interchanged. An
instance of this 'cross and circulatory' mode of
speech (technically called communicatio idiomatum)
may be found in 1 Co 28, and possibly also in
Jn 313.

The belief of the first Christians as to the real
nature of the I. may, in fact, be gathered rather
from the significance attached to Christ's work
than from express statements in Scripture about
His person. All the NT writers are at one in
ascribing to the appearance and work of Jesus
Christ an element of finality. St. Peter and St.
James reflect to some extent the current Messianic
belief in the nearness of Christ's return to judgment
(1 Ρ 47·17, Ja 58·9). The 'revelation' of Christ is
the goal of human hope and expectation (1 Ρ I13).
St. Paul teaches that Christ is the supreme object
of faith; religion consists ultimately in a right
relation of the soul to Him (Ro 326 etc.). Christ is
a Being in whom souls are mystically incorporated
by baptism. They share sacramentally the acts,
experiences, and sufferings of His earthly life
(Ro 63ff·, Gal 220, Col 212, Eph 25·6 530). They are ' in
Christ' (Ro 81 125, Gal I2 2 326·28, Eph I 1 210, Ph I 1

etc.) 'and Christ in them' (Ro 810, Gal 220 etc.);
their souls and bodies are His temple (2 Co 135).

The writer of Hebrews regards Christianity
mainly under one aspect—as the final religion.
Christ as 'Son' of God brings to man a final
authoritative message from God. The religion
which is based on His revelation and finished work
has the characteristic of 'perfection' (reXeiWis).
It establishes that unimpeded fellowship between
God and man which was impossible under the
Levitical system (711). Christianity is ' the better
hope whereby we draw near to God' (719). In this
verse we have the ' dogmatic centre' of the Epistle.
To St. John Christianity is the absolute religion—
the final disclosure of God, revealing the possibility
of perfect fellowship between God and man. It is
final because it rests on the fact of a real I. of God.
1 Jn 'is probably the final interpretation of the
whole series of divine revelations. . . . It declares
that in the presence of Christ there has been given
and there will be given that knowledge of God for
which man was made, issuing in fellowship which
is realized here in the Christian society, and which
reaches to the source of all life.'* The collective
testimony of the apostles, viewed as a whole,
irresistibly proves the power of the impression
which Christ's life and personality had made. No
doubt they varied in their power of analyzing that
impression. But the doctrine of the true Deity of
Christ is the necessary inference from all that
they ascribed to Him, and taught concerning Him.

ΐ h e august dignity and glory of the event corre-
sponds to the importance of the purpose it was
designed to serve: the consummation of the

* Westcott, The Epistles of St. John, p. viii.
VOL. I I . — 3 0

universe, the disclosure of God, the restoration of
humanity.

1. The cosmic significance of the I., and the view
that it was eternally purposed independently of
the fact of human sin, seems indeed to be implied
in such passages as Eph 14-1°, and possibly He 210—
passages which seem to suggest that the I. of the
Son was an event predestined before the foundation
of the world. The universe may well, so far as
human reason can judge, have been framed with a
view to the I. of its Creator. When, however, the
question is raised whether this event was pre-
destined in view of man's foreseen fall, scriptural
testimony fails us, and we are left to the considera-
tion whether it is a priori probable that God
would have made His highest gift to His creatures
contingent on human transgression. On the other
hand, the evolutionary movement, whether in
physical nature or in human history, which tends
towards a 'fulness of time' (Gal 44, cf. Eph I10),
seems unaccountably to fail unless crowned by the
appearance of One who is the flower of human land,
and whose coming marks a climax in revelation.
But here, again, we have to fall back on a priori
reasoning.

2. At least we know that the I. is a crowning
disclosure of God. He who had revealed something
of His nature, His 'power and Godhead,' in the
works of creation (Ro I 2 0); who had spoken to man
in divers ways, through the warnings of conscience,
through visions, dreams, and oracles; who had
manifested His purposes in judgment, type, and
inspired prophecy, finally spoke to man ' in a Son'
(He I2). In Christ the will, mind, and character
of God were finally revealed. ' If we searched all
space,' says Luthardt, ' we should discover only the
gospel of power; if we surveyed all time, only the
gospel of righteousness. Only in Jesus Christ do
we learn the gospel of grace.' Christ indeed
revealed the essence of God's being : fatherly love
and self-imparting holiness. In the character of
Christ, in His life of self-forgetful love, in His
compassion for sinners, in the severity of His
judgment on sin, is manifested the essential char-
acter of God: ' He that hath seen me,' He said,
'hath seen the Father' (Jn 149; cf. 1245, Col I15,
είκών του θεοϋ του αοράτου). Further, by His claim
to stand in a unique relation to God, He manifested
the distinctions of relationship existing within
the divine essence. He unfolded the name of God
as Triune (Mt 2819). The formula of baptism, in
fact, supplements those passages in which the Son
and the Spirit are represented as subordinate to
God, or ministering to His will. It implies that
these two blessed Persons are co-equal with the
Father in nature and state, and in their claim to
be, together with Him, worshipped and glorified.

3. The mystery of the I. was intended for the
restoration of man, for the removal of sin and its
effects (Lk 154 1910, Jn I2 9 314f·, Gal 44, Ro 52-6f-,
1 Co 1521"26, 1 Ti I15, 1 Jn 35). The coming of
Christ made all things new; it restored all things
to their original unity (Eph I10). The Redeemer
gathered up into Himself elements which the Fall
had disintegrated ; He represents manhood to God
in its initial truth and purity, corresponding to the
divine thought, fulfilling its true law, attaining its
ideal destiny, perfection through suffering (He 28f·).
In Him is exhibited the fact that sin is no true or
necessary element in human nature, but a vice or
corruption of it. The first step in the re-creation
of humanity must be the exhibition of a true
pattern of manhood in a life perfectly well-pleasing
to the Father (Jn 829; cf. Lk 322, Mt 175). It i?
needless to illustrate the way in which NT
writers constantly point to the example of Christ.
He Himself bids men 'learn of him' (Mt II29) and
follow His example (Jn 1315); and St. Paul tells
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the Thessalonians that they themselves * are taught
of God to love one another' (1 Th 4 9; cf. Jn 645).
But, further, Christ removes the barrier which sin
had raised between man and his Creator; He
• takes away the sin of the world' (Jn I 2 9 ); He
makes atonement for it (cf. He 217); He offers a
propitiatory sacrifice for it (cf. Ro 32β ίλαστήριον,
1 Jn 22 410 Ιλασμόι), the sacrifice of Himself (He 926).
He assumed human nature, in its outward aspect
such as the Fall had left it, with all its obligations
(cf. Mt 315), its accumulated heritage of weakness
and pain, its necessary subjection to vanity (Ro
8'M); He 'laid hold of i t ' {επιλαμβάνεται, He 216) in
its weakness indeed, but not in its perversion and
corruption, for He was without sin, though He
suffered for sin (Ro 83 etc.); and by a continuous
act of perfect obedience (Ro 519) He discharged the
debt of entire self-devotion by which alone man
could satisfy the jealous love and the righteous
claim of his Creator (cf. He 101"10). His death on
the cross was a representative and vicarious act of
submission to the just penalties of human sin (see
different modes of expression : in Gal 220 υπέρ έμοϋ,
1 Co 153 υπέρ τών αμαρτιών ημών, Ro 83 icepl αμαρτίας,
Mt 262S περί πολλών, 2028 λύτρον αντί πολλών, etc.);
and the effects of Christ's acceptance of death are
described under different metaphors: * redemption'
{i.e. according to OT associations, deliverance from
slavery at a mighty cost), 'propitiation' {i.e. an
act or process by which sin is neutralized), 're-
mission' of sins (Ro 3 2 5etc), 'reconciliation with
God,' * ' salvation,' etc.

But the work of redemption is followed by the
work of re-creation and sanctification. The resur-
rection, by which the seal is set on the mission and
work of the Son, and the ascension, by which as
High Priest He passes within the veil to appear in
the presence of God in our behalf (He 924), are
followed by the outpouring of the Comforter, in
whose coming the presence of Christ in His Church
is accomplished ; He comes as a ' quickening spirit'
(1 Co 1545) to inspire, enlighten, heal, strengthen,
and sanctify His members, to unite them to Him-
self and to God, to dwell permanently in their
hearts, to impart to them ' by habitual and real
infusion' His own righteousness, to make them
partakers of His life, to enable them for the life of
divine service and sonship, to conform them to
the likeness of Himself, and raise them into the
glory of the risen life (Ro 89% Gal 220 etc., Jn 654ί·).

These three aspects of the work accomplished by
the incarnate Son of God may be otherwise dis-
tinguished, according to Messianic conceptions, as
prophetic, priestly, and kingly functions. Thus (1)
as Prophet, Christ places Himself, so to speak, in
line with the ancient prophets of Israel (Mt 2329f·).
Like them, He teaches, He reveals the will of God,
He preaches the divine requirement; like many
among them, He is dishonoured, rejected, and slain
(cf. Lk 424f· 13^·). It is in the exercise of His pro-
phetic office that He preaches the kingdom of God,
and reveals its principles and mysteries (see Mt 1335).
He elucidates the moral law; He guides souls ; He
instructs His disciples ; He denounces the hypocrisy
of the Pharisees; He rebukes, threatens, predicts
the future (Mt 520 1513 2221·29, 2313f· etc.). As
prophet endued with power, ' the power of the
Spirit' (Lk4 1 4 ; cf. Mt 1228), He works miracles
which are themselves emblems or symbols of the
diverse operations of grace. And He exhibits the
divine will for man, not merely by authoritative
teaching and by deeds of power, but by a life of
unbroken zeal, devotion, and fidelity to God (cf.
He 32); His example, in short, is one element in
the exercise of His prophetic office,, In Him,
according to the prophecy of Isaiah, man is ' taught
of God' (Is 5413 ; cf. Jn 645).

* See a note in Sanday-Headlam on Romans, p. 129 f.

(2) As High Priest, Christ offers a propitiatory
sacrifice on behalf of man—the sacrifice of Himself.
The writer of Hebrews implies that, for the discharge
of His priestly function, Christ was prepared by the
discipline of earthly life : He vouchsafed to ' learn'
obedience, sympathy, compassion, fellow-feeling
with sinners; His participation in a common
nature fitted Him to be a faithful representative
of mankind. He fulfils in Himself two distinct
types of priesthood: He is a priest after the order
of Melchizedek (He 7), i.e. His priesthood belongs
to an order eternal and supra-national, connected
with a celestial service and a 'true tabernacle'
(82), based on divine promises, and combining
kingly with priestly functions (cf. Zee 38"10 69"15).
Further, He fulfilled all that had been prefigured by
the Levitic ordinances and priesthood, by offering
Himself as a spotless victim (He 727 83 914·26 1010"12),
and by entering within the veil of the true taber-
nacle, there to present Himself in the presence of
God on behalf of His brethren, and to dedicate
them in His own Person for the life of acceptable
service (414 620 725 8 1 · 2 · 6 912). As the true Mel-
chizedek, in whom the offices of king and priest are
united, He bestows blessing, and feeds His people
with eucharistic bread and wine (cf. Gn 1418ί·). As
the antitype of the Aaronic priest He cleanses the
whole sphere of worship with His own blood (923f·);
He purges the individual conscience from the
defilement of sin (913·14), and ' ever liveth to make
intercession for' mankind (725).

(3) Finally, as King, Christ is the personal
centre of the kingdom of God. The royalty of the
Messiah had been predicted by ancient prophecy,
and as ' King of the Jews' Christ was proclaimed
on the cross (Jn 1837 1919). As King, He assumes
an absolute authority over the consciences and
hearts of men as their rightful lord. In Him the
ancient theocratic idea, that God was the true King
of Isr., dwelling among His subjects, and residing
in His temple as in a palace, was fulfilled. In Rev
St. John to some extent reverts to the OT and
later Jewish conception of the Messianic King as a
warrior victorious over Israel's foes. The Son of God
is crowned with ' many crowns'; He rides forth
conquering and to conquer (Rev 62 125 1414 1911"16);
and the same thought of Messianic Kingship is a
leading idea of Mt. As King, Christ proclaims ' with
authority' the dawn of His kingdom in the Sermon
on the Mount (Mt 5-7). He explains its nature and
conditions in the parables of the kingdom (Mt
13), and after His resurrection He claims 'all
authority' in heaven and on earth (Mt 2818). As
King, He is the fountainhead of ministerial power,
the Master whom His servants honour and obey,
the omnipotent source of grace, power, life, and
mercy (He 416). He founds a mediatorial system
whereby men attain what they seek for, union
with Himself and with the Father. With authority
He institutes the sacrament of baptism or incor-
poration (Mt 2819, Jn 33f·), and the Eucharist or
sacrament of union (Mt 2626 etc., Jn 647ί·). He
bestows the Spirit; He gives ' gifts unto men ' ;
He appoints a ministerial order, which He com-
missions to act, and to proclaim forgiveness in His
name (Eph 4llf-, Jn 2022f·) in order that the central
purpose of His coming may be accomplished, ' that
repentance and remission of sins' should be preached
in His name among all nations, beginning at Jerus.
(Lk 2447). Finally, He rules the universe, bearing
all things onward in their appointed course (He I3),
extending His kingdom through gradual subdual
of all hostile elements : ' He must reign till he hath
put all enemies under his feet' (1 Co 1525). He
waits expectant 'till his enemies be made his
footstool' (He 1013; cf. I 1 3 ); and in the last day it
is He who will sit as King ' on the throne of his
glory' to judge the world (Mt 2531f·).
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Thus the I., properly understood, is a key to the
history of the universe. All history, it has been
said, is summed up in the three sentences, He is
coming, He has come, He will come again (cf. Rev
2213); and certainly this is the fundamental teach-
ing of Scripture. If the OT foresees (Gal 38) the I.,
the NT develops its significance as an actual event,
and persistently points to the return of the In-
carnate as the goal of history. There is no reason
for denying a certain advance in the intellectual
apprehension and statement of the doctrine of the
I. on the part of the apostles, so far as it can be
clearly demonstrated. Indeed it is what we should
a priori expect. But in this article we have been
concerned with positive and definite results, with
the ultimate position which the NT assigns to
Christ; and it is contended that the divergent and
varied testimonies of Holy Scripture can only be
satisfactorily adjusted and reconciled by the belief
that Jesus of Nazareth was not only the expected
Messiah of prophecy, but in a unique and absolute
sense divine: God of God, Light of Light, very
God of very God.

LITERATURE.—Ebrard in Herzog's RE, 'Jesus Christus der
Gottmensch'; Oehler, Theol. of OT; Weiss, Bib. Theol. of NT;
Dorner, Person of Christ; Hooker, Ecclesiastical Polity, bk. v.
§§ 50-57 ; Pearson, On the Creed; Browne, Exposition of the 39
Articles; Andrewes, Sermons on the Nativity ; Liddon, Bampton
Lectures; Wilberforce, Doctrine of the Incarnation ; Dale, The
A tonement; Fairbairn, Christ in Modern Theology; Bruce,
The Humiliation of Christ; Gore, Bampton Lectures; West-
cott, Christus Consummator; Kingdon, God Incarnate; Ottley,
Doct. of the Incarnation; Adamson, Studies of the Mind in
Christ. For the apostolic belief in regard to Christ's Person see
also Harnack, History of Dogma (introductory division).

R. L. OTTLEY.
INCENSE is AV trn of two Heb. words which at

first were quite distinct in meaning, although
latterly the second of them came to be practically
synonymous with the first. 1. ηήι1?, frankincense
(wh. see), is trd * incense' by AV in Is 4323 606 663,
Jer 620 1726 415, in all of which passages RV
accurately substitutes ' frankincense.' The Gr.
equivalent is λίβανος, which appears in NT in Mt 211

and Rev 1813. 2. ir̂ bj? (in Dt 3310 rrflBj? [cf. the
i J 4421 )

^? ( flj [
prop, name Keturah, iriiisj?], in Jer 4421 nap),
generally reproduced in LXX by θυμίαμα or 0u-
μιαματα (cf. for NT usage Lk I10, Rev 58 83f· 1813, in
the last along with λίβανο*). In Ex 3035·37 RV
substitutes 'incense ' (rqbj?) for ' perfume,' in 2 Ch
26 ' burn incense' (vipj?n) for ' burn sacrifice,' and in
Rev 58181 3 ' incense' (θυμιάματα) for ' odours' of AV
(cf. Rev 83).

Frankincense was an ingredient of the holy
incense, Ex 3024; it was used as incense, Jer 620; it
was put on the meal offering (Lv 21· 2 · 1 5 · 1 6 68, cf. 511,
Nu 515) ; also on the shewbread, Lv 247; one form of
luxury was to burn it as a perfume, Ca 36 4 6 · 1 4 ;
along with gold it is mentioned as part of the
tribute to be brought to Israel, Is 606 (cf. Mt 211 of
the gifts of the Magi to the infant Jesus). Both
frankincense (λίβανος) and incense {θυμίαμα) are
mentioned amongst the merchandise of the apoca-
lyptic Babylon, Rev 1813. On the Arabian traffic
in incense see ARABIA, vol. i. p. 134b.

The offering of incense, which bulks so largely
in the later ritual, appears to have been unknown
in the earlier stages of Israel's history. Well-
hausen (who is followed in his conclusions more or
less closely by Kuenen, Nowack, Benzinger, and
many others) will have it that the first mention of
offering incense is in Jer 620. In the older litera-
ture lisp,* according to him, always refers to the
burning of the fat or the meal and making these
go up in sweet smoke (cf. Lv 35 [P] etc.) to J",
while the substantive rribj? in like manner has the

* The Piel of this verb is used by the older writers, the
Hiphil by Ρ and the Chronicler, while in the transition period
represented by the compiler of Kings the two formations are
used promiscuously.

quite general sense of what is burnt upon the
altar.* The meaning 'incense' belongs to it for
the first time with certainty in Ezekiel (8U 16ia

2341); subsequently the word occurs frequently in
P, always in this sense; elsewhere only in Pr 279,
where it is used not with a sacred but a secular
application (EV ' perfume'). Even in such late
passages as 1 S 228, Ps 6615 1412 Wellhausen denies
that it means anything more than sweet smoke,
which is the sense he attributes to it in the only
two certainly pre-exilic passages where it occurs, Is
I1 3 and Dt 33*° (otherwise Dillm. and Steuernagel,
both of whom find the meaning ' incense' in Dt 3310,
although Steuernagel considers that this implies a

f>retty late date for the passage, which, however,
le would make prior to P, because all Levites have

according to it the prerogative of burning incense
to J", whereas in Ρ this duty and privilege is
assigned only to the seed of Aaron; cf. Nu 166·10

175 [Eng. 1640]). Again, in Am 44f· 521ff·, Is l l l f f ·,
Mic 66f·, where we have detailed lists of ritual acts,
there is no mention of incense, and JE as well as the
books of Judges, Samuel, and Kings are equally
silent, nro^, * frankincense,' appears first in Jer
62o 172β 4 15 5 elsewhere only in Ρ (Ex 3024, Lv 21·2·1 5·1 6

511 6s 247, Nu 515), Deutero-Isaiah (Is 4323 606 663),
the Chronicler (1 Ch 929), and Canticles (36 46·14).

From all this it may perhaps be inferred that
the use of incense was introduced not long before
the time of Jeremiah (in 620 it is referred to as rare,
costly, unnecessary). It may have been connected
with the gradual refinement of the cultus, the ex-
tension of commerce, and the contagion of the rites
of heathen religions (cf. Jer I I 1 2 · 1 7 4835, 2 Ch 3425).

In Ρ incense has a very extensive use, and is
regarded as extremely sacred. It was to be used
with every meal offering (Lv 21·2 etc.), as well as
to be offered alone, in which latter case it safe-
guarded the high priest on the Day of Atonement
when he entered the Holy of Holies (Lv 1612f);
and it made atonement for the people after the
rebellion of Korah (Nu 17llf· [Eng. 1646f·]). The
holy incense was to be prepared according to a
special recipe (Ex 3034f·) from stacte, onycha, and
galbanum (see sep. arts, on these words), along
with pure frankincense—an equal weight of each
(see Dillm. ad loc). Josephus states that there
were thirteen ingredients used in his day, and that
a great store of these was always kept in the
temple (BJ V. v. 5, VI. viii. 3). It was forbidden
(Ex 3037ί·) to imitate this preparation for private
use; to burn it was the prerogative of the high
priest; the presumption of the Korahites in taking
it upon them to burn incense was punished with
death (Nu 16; cf. the Chronicler's account of
Uzziah's leprosy, 2 Ch 2616fr·); Aaron's own sons
died for offering it improperly (Lv 10lf·).

Nothing shows more clearly the growing im-
portance attached by Ρ to incense than the cir-
cumstance that finally an altar of incense (n?ip
n"ib(|n) is introduced. Of this there is no trace in
Solomon's temple ( I K 748 being part of what is
otherwise known to be a late passage), and in the
account of the Tabernacle it is generally admitted
that the mention of the incense altar comes in
awkwardly at the end (Ex 30lff*). Hence the
majority of modern critics are disposed to assign
the mention of this altar to a late stratum of P.
It is pointed out, for instance, that even in the
ritual of the Day of Atonement (Lv 16 [P]) it is
not upon an altar but with censers (wh. see) that
incense is offered (v.12). Even Pseudo-Hecatseus
{ap. Jos. c. Ap. i. 22) mentions nothing as being in
the interior of the temple but the candlestick and
a golden βωμ6$, which probably refers to the table
of the shewbread (cf. Ezk 4122 4416, with Davidson's

* ' The root katara in Arabic signifies to exhale an odour in
roasting' (Driver on Am 55).
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and Bertholet's notes). Dillmann, who does not
share Wellhausen's scepticism as to the existence
of an altar of incense, admits that at least Ex 3010

is an addition to the original law, designed for the
purpose of supplementing Lv 1616b. On this ques-
tion, as well as on the position of the altar, and
the difficulty occasioned by He 94, see Incense Altar
under art. TABERNACLE.

According to Ex 307f· incense had to be offered
on the altar every morning and evening (cf. Joma
iii. 5). The Mishnic tract Tamid gives a full
account of the ritual of the morning service, which
may possibly be fairly correct for NT times,
although it is of little value for our knowledge of
the ritual some centuries earlier. We are told,
inter alia, that it was the custom to decide by lot
which of the priests were to perform the various
functions (cf. Joma ii. 4), amongst which the
offering of incense was counted specially solemn,
although it was no longer the exclusive prerogative
of the high priest. John Hyrcanus (Jos. Ant.
XIII. x. 3) and Zacharias (Lk I9·20) are both said to
have received a divine revelation while engaged in
this act. In offering the incense, fire was taken
from the altar of burnt-offering and carried into
the temple, where it was laid upon the incense
altar, and then the incense was emptied from a
golden vessel upon the fire. See a full account in
Schiirer, HJP Π. i. 295.

The use of incense in the temple may have been
partly for antiseptic fumigation, but it is largely
explained by the partiality of the Oriental to
sweet odours. He enjoys these himself, and he
offers them to those whom he desires to honour
(cf. Dn 246). In India it was customary to scent
the roads when the king went out (Curt. vin.
ix. 23); when Xerxes crossed the Hellespont,
incense was burnt on the bridge (Herod, vii. 54); as
Alexander the Great marched against Babylon,
there were altars erected to him and incense burnt
(Curt. V. i. 20). It is easy to see how such customs
could be transferred to the cultus, in honour of the
object of worship. If this cannot be proved for
some other Oriental nations, at least it is certain
in the case of such neighbours of Israel as the
Phoenicians (2 Κ 235, Jer 79 II 1 3 3229 441'ff·, Hos 215),
the Babylonians (Herod, i. 183, possibly Is 653),
and the Egyptians (Plutarch, Isid. 81; Dioscor.
i. 24). Cf., further, I K II8, 2 Κ 2217, Jer I1 6 1913,
Ezk 613 2341. In Israel incense was supposed to be
specially acceptable to J" (Dt 3310), and, as we
have seen, to have an atoning efficacy (Nu 17111·
[Eng. 1646i·]). See the very full and" interesting
note of Dillmann, Έχ-Lv3, p. 359 f., from which
the above illustrations are taken. We may add
the explanation of the religious value of frank-
incense suggested by W. R. Smith (ES1 406):
* frankincense was the gum of a very holy species
of tree, which was collected with religious pre-
cautions . . . it appears to have owed its virtue,
like the gum of the samora tree, to the idea that
it was the blood of an animate and divine plant.'

On the symbolical meaning of incense and its
ingredients much has been written both in ancient
and in modern times that is pure baseless phantasy.
In Rev 58 incense represents the prayers of the
saints (cf. Ps 1412). The reading αϊ (which is the
correct text) does not in the least necessitate a
reference to φίαλαι instead of θυμιάματα (see Bousset,
ad loc.). The point of comparison is probably the
ascending to heaven of the smoke of the incense
(cf. Dillm. on Lv I9). In Rev 83 there was given
to the angel much incense that he should add it (IW
δώσχι) to the prayers of the saints, and in v.4 the
smoke of the incense goes up (not * with ' RV, but)
* for (RVm ; Bousset ' zu Gunsten ') the prayers of
the saints/ i.e. giving them an extra claim to
acceptance.

LITERATURE.—Oxf. Heb. Lex. 8. njta^; Siegfried-Stade, 8.
ΎΑ$, rnb|?; Dillmann, Ex-LxP, 294, 350,' 359, also on Dt 33™ ;
Driver on Dt 33*0, also LOT* 37, and art. 'Exodus' in Smith's
2λΒ2 p. 1022 f.; Wellhausen, Proleg. (1895), 64 if., Comp.,
139fl.tJDTh, 1877, p. 410ff., Reste\ 114 ; Kuenen, Hexateuch
(Macmillan), 74 f.; Stade, ZATW iii. 143 ff., 168 ff.; Nowack,
Heb. Arch. ii. 246 f.; Benzinger, Heb. Arch. 401 f., 444 f.;
Schurer, HJP π. i. 268, 281, 289, 293, 295; Delitzsch, Studien,
113ff.; Hommel, AHT 270f., 279. See also art. CENSER and
literature there cited. J . A . SELBIE.

INCENSE ALTAR.—See TABERNACLE.

INCEST.—See CRIMES AND PUNISHMENTS, vol. i.
p. 521b.

INCONTINENCY, INCONTINENT. — Incontin-
ency is the trn of incontinentia in 2 Es 510, and of
άκρασία (Vulg. incontinentia) in 1 Co 75. In 2 Es
the word has probably the general sense of * ab-
sence of self-control,'' lawlessness,' for so both the
Lat. and the Eng. words have sometimes been
used. The usual sense, however, has always been
' unchastity,' and that is the meaning in 1 Co.

The Gr. word ακρησ-ικ, occurs also in Mt 2325, where it is tr<*
' excess' by both AV and RV (Vulg. immunditia). It describes
the character of the α,κ,ρα,τής (from κρκ,τϋν, to control), one who
wants self-restraint, its opposite being \y»paru<x,. This «.χροισίχ,
must be distinguished from a.y.pa.arioc, which comes from χίρά,ννυμ,ι,
to mix, is associated with ά^ατη?, ' untempered,' and is used by
Theophr. (C.P. m. ii. 5) of a bad (lit. * badly mixed') climate.

The adj. ' incontinent' occurs only in 2 Ti 33 as
trn of ακρατής, which has probably the general
meaning of * unrestrained,'' uncontrolled J(RV' with-
out self-control'). It is scarcely possible, however,
to find an instance of ' incontinent' in this general
sense; and it is probable that Wye. and Rhem.,
from whom AV accepted the word, understood the
Vulg. incontinentes in the sense of 'unchaste.'
Tind. (whom the other versions follow) has 'rya-
tours.' J. HASTINGS.

INCREDULITY.—In 2 Es 153 the Lat. increduli-
iates dicentiwn is rendered · the incredulity of
them that speak against thee.' The word means
no more than 'unbelief (as RV). The Rhem.
NT, which confesses itself a translation of ' the
old vulgar Latin text, not the common Greek text,'
makes frequent use of the word. Thus Mt 1358

'And he wrought not many miracles there be-
cause of their incredulity'; 1720 'Then came the
disciples to Jesus secretly, and said, Why could
not we cast him out ? Jesus said to them, Because
of your incredulity'; He 319 ' And we see that
they could not enter in, because of incredulitie.'
In the same version incredulous occurs no less
frequently, as Mk 919 ' Ο incredulous generation';
Lk I 1 7 ; Jn 336 ' he that is incredulous to the Sonne
shal not see life' ; 2027 ' be not incredulous but
faithful'; He II 3 1 'By faith, Rahab the harlot
perished not with the incredulous.'

Incredulity is used in the same way in Preface
to AV 1611, ' it is a fault of incredulitie to doubt
of those things that are evident.' J. HASTINGS.

INDIA (ron, η Ίνδικ-ή).—This name, which in the
OT is found only in Est I1 89 (cf. 1 Es 32, Ad. Est
131 161), represents the Old Persian Hind'u and
the Sansk. Sindhu (=sea or great river), and is
applied, not to the peninsula of Hindustan, but to
the country immediately adjoining the Indus, i.e.
the Punjab, and perhaps also Scinde. This is the
portion of I. which was first known to the Greeks,
and which is described by Herodotus (iii. {94, 98) as
forming the most easterly region of the empire of
Darius. Elsewhere (vii. 9) he names I. and Ethiopia
as being among the most distant parts of the
empire; and similarly in Est the dominions of
Ahasuerus (Xerxes) are said to extend from I. to
Ethiopia, comprising 127 provinces. At a later
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period we have evidence of intercourse between I.
and Syria, in the allusion to the Indian drivers in
cliarge of the war elephants of Antiochus V. (1 Mac
637). In 1 Mac 88, indeed, I. is said to have been a
part of the dominions of Antiochus the Great, taken
from him by the Romans and given to Eumenes,
king of Pergamum. But neither Antiochus nor
Eumenes can really have had possessions in India.
The statement must therefore be due to the in-
accuracy of the historian; unless, as has been
conjectured, we should correct the text and read
* Ionia and Mysia' instead of ' India and Media.'

But although the name I. occurs only in the
later Jewish literature, the products of the country
were known to the Hebrews at a much earlier date.
Many modern scholars have identified the Pison
and the gold-producing Havilah of Gn 211 with the
Indus and I. (so Ges. Thes.; but cf. Dillm. and Del.
ad loc.). This view is as old as the Targ. Jerushalmi,
which in Gn 211 107 renders Havilah by Hindeki,
while in Targ. Jon. of Is II 1 1, Jer 1323, Hindeki
represents Cush. We meet with Indian articles and
Indian words in the accounts of the foreign trade
of Solomon. The ships from Ophir brought almug
trees (1 Κ 1011 o*az$8, 2 Ch 28 [Heb.7] 910 D'S^N), per-
haps sandalwood; and the navy of Tarshish (1 Κ
1022) imported ivory (D*30#, ?cf. Sansk. ibhas,
elephant), apes (D'D'ip=Ind. kapi, cf. Halevy, Mel.
de crit. 81), and peacocks (D .̂?PI = Malabar togai,
cf. Ges. Thes.). See Cheyne and Hommel in
Expos. Times, July and August, 1898, pp. 470,
524. It is probable also that Indian wares
were included in the merchandise of Tyre, whose
extensive caravan trade is described in Ezk 27.
According to v.15 the men of Dedan brought
presents of ivory and ebony, products either of I.
or Ethiopia; cassia and calamus (v.19) are spoken of
by the ancients as coming from I., and perhaps the
* bright iron' was imported from the same country
(see Smend). Real knowledge of I. in more Western
countries dates from the time of Alexander's con-
quests, and of the travels of Megasthenes (c. B.C.
300), whose works were continually quoted by later
Gr. writers. But though it appears that a regular
trade with I. by way of the feed Sea was carried
on in the Graeco-Roman period (cf. Periplus Mar.
Eryth. 37. 44); and individual Indians, and even
Indian embassies, are mentioned as visiting the
Rom. Empire (cf. Mon. Anc. v. 50, 51; Suet. Aug.
21; Dio Cass. liv. 9); yet it is probable that at
the beginning of our era the knowledge of that
country was but slight, and it is a mistake to
suppose that Indian thought can have exerted
any appreciable influence upon the West by that
time (cf. Schiirer, HJP II. ii. 215 f. ; Lightfoot,
Colossians, 389if.). In particular, Zeller {Phil. d.
Griech. III. ii. 223) denies that any trace of Budd-
hists is to be found in Gr. literature before the
middle of the 2nd cent. A.D. H. A. WHITE.

INDIFFERENT.—«It is a striking testimony,'
says Trench {Select Glossary, p. Ill), 'of the low
general average which we have come to assume
common to most things, that a thing which does
not differ from others, is thereby qualified as poor ;
a sentence of depreciation is pronounced upon it
when it is declared to be indifferent.3 And he
points out that the same feeling embodies itself in
Greek ' a t the other end' when διαφέρειν means
prcestare and τα διαφέροντα prcestantiora. But this
is a modern fault. About 1611 and earlier, to be
called ' indifferent' was to be highly complimented,
for it meant to be impartial, not making a differ-
ence where none existed. In the Joint Attesta-
tion of Several Bishops and Learned Divines of the
Church of England, avowing that her Doctrine was
confirmed, and her Discipline was not impeached,
by the Synod of Dort, we read, ' As for ourselves,

in the ingenuity of our conscience, we herein do
not decline the judgment of any indifferent dis-
passionate man ; and such we hope this true and
plain narration will satisfy' (M. Fuller, Life of Bp.
Davenant, p. 107). Tindale, in The Obedience of a
Christian Man {Works, i. 236), says of God,
' Neither is there any respect of persons with him ;
that is, he is indifferent and not partial; as great
in his sight is a servant as a master.' The adj.
occurs in Sir 425, where ' merchants' indifferent
selling' is praised (B irepl αδιάφορου πράσεω* καΐ
εμπόρων, A ^ C διαφόρου and om. και, RV * Of in-
different selling of merchants,' so Cowley-Neu-
bauer after Heb. text). The meaning is clearly
' impartial.' But even Tindale, in a note to Ex 12δ,
says, · That I here cal a shepe, is in Ebrue a word
indifferent to a shepe and a gotte both.' Then in
his 'Godly Letter' {Works, iii. 177) Knox repre-
sents ' the haill Counsaile' as saying of Grindall,
Lever, and others of the Protestant preachers,
' Thay wald heir no mo of thair sermonis: they
wer but indifferent fellowis; (yea, and sum of
thame eschameit not to call thame pratting
knaves).' And at a later time Thomas Adams
(on 2 Ρ I4) speaks of ' idle indifferents, that do
neither good nor harm.'

The adv. indifferently occurs in the Communion
Service in the Prayer (1662) for the King and his
officers · that they may truly and indifferently
administer justice.' Joy, in his Apology to
Tindale (Arber's ed. p. 4), says, Ί desier every
indifferent reder to iuge indifferently.' So Tind.
in Prologe to Deut. ' god is lorde above all lordes
and loveth all his servauntes indifferently, as
well the poor and feble and the straunger, as
the rich and mightye'; which is a recollection of
his trn of Ja I5 4 Yf eny of you lacke wysdome,
let him axe of God which geveth to all men in-
differentlie, and casteth no man in the teth.'
And on the miracle of the Ten Lepers, Bp. Hall
says (Works, ii. 154), ' The miracle indifferently
wrought upon all, is differently taken.'

The subst. indifferency is also found in the Pr.
Bk. of 1604, in the King's Proclamation for the
Uniformity, etc., ' the indifferency and upright-
ness of our Judgment.' Cf. Knox, Works, iii. 271,
' I knowledge and confesse . . . the lacke of fer-
vencye in reproving synne, the lacke of indiffer-
ency in feedyng those that were hongrye, and the
lacke of diligence in the execution of mine office.1

But Hall uses the word nearly in the mod. sense
(Works, ii. 148), £ How many are there that thinke
there is no wisdome but in a dull indifferency ?'

J. HASTINGS.
INDITE.—To ' indite' a letter is now to write

it, and even so the expression is somewhat old-
fashioned ; but formerly it was to dictate or at
least compose, and the ' inditer' is distinguished
from the writer. Thus in Pref. to AV 1611, the
Translators, describing the Scriptures as ' a fount-
aine of most pure water springing up unto ever-
lasting life,' add, 'And what marvaile? The
originall thereof being from heaven, not from
earth; the authour being God, not man; the
enditer the holy spirit, not the wit of the Apostles
or Prophets ; the Pen-men such as were sancti-
fied from the wombe, and endewed with a prin-
cipall portion of God's spirit.' So in Ps 451 ' My
heart is inditing a good matter,' is naturally
followed by 'my tongue is the pen of a ready
writer.'

The verb in the Heb. (t^rn) means to bubble up (like a fountain)
or boil over (like a pot of water) : LXX Έξηρεύξατο ή xotplia. μου
λόγον αγαθόν; Vulg. * Eructavit cor meum verbum bonum';

forthe a good matter ' ; Dou. ' My hart hath uttered a good
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word (with note 4 1 have received by divine inspiration in my
hart and cogitation a most high Mysterie'); Bish. ' My heart
is inditing of a good matter.' Mod. expositors translate more
literally: Del. * My heart bubbles over with a goodly word';
Per. * My heart is overflowing with a goodly matter ' ; Cheyne,
* My heart bubbles with goodly words'; Kay, ' My heart is
teeming with a good word'; Kirkp. ' My heart bubbleth over
with goodly words'; Kautzsch, · Mein Herz wallt iiber von
lieblicher Rede'; Wellh.-Furness, ' My heart overflows with a
theme that is good'; RV, ' My heart overfloweth with a goodly
matter'; Driver, 'My heart is astir with a goodly matter.'

The Eng. word comes from Low Lat. indictare
(a frequentative of indicere, to proclaim), and it
entered the Eng. lang. at first in the French form
endicter, ' indite' being a later spelling in imita-
tion of the Latin, while * dite is a vernacular
shortening. Knox has the form * dite' (which he
spells 'dyte'), as Hist. 214, 'those Prayers were
dyted unto the people by the holy Ghost, before
they came to the uttermost of trouble, to assure
them, that God, by whose Spirit the Prayer was
dyted, would not contemne the same in the midst
01 their calamities.' Thomas Fuller uses ' endite,'
as in Holy State, iv. 5 (p. 261), ' More hold is then
to be taken of a few words casually uttered, then
of set solemn speeches, which rather shew men's
arts then their natures, as endited rather from
their brains then hearts.'

The same verb meant also to accuse (after the
Lat.); but now a distinction is made, the verb to
accuse, though pronounced the same, being spelt
' indict.' Golding, in Calvin1 s Job (on 321-3), has ' so
then, what remayneth, but too learne first and
formoste too condemne our selves, and too bring
our inditement alwayes readie made, when we
come before God, and too say, that we be wretched
sinners.' On the other hand, Elyot {The Governour,
ii. 343) has 'Plato (or rather Socrates, Plato in-
dictynge).' But Fuller, Holy Warre, iii. 16, p.
134, spells the word in the mod. way, 'indicted
by his conscience for his cruelty. RV has
used the subst. 'indictment' in Job 3135 Ό that
I had one to hear me ! . . . and that I had the
indictment which mine adversary hath written'
for AV 'and that mine adversary had written a
book.' J. HASTINGS.

INFIDEL, INFIDELITY.—An 'infidel' in our
modern speech is one who deliberately rejects the
Faith; but at one time a person might be called
an 'infidel' who had never heard it. Infidelis
in eccles. Latin simply meant 'unbelieving,' and
' infidel' carried the same purely negative meaning.
Thus Tindale, in his general Prologe to the Pent.,
says, ' Behold how soberly and how circumspectly
both Abraham and also Isaac behave them selves
amonge the infideles'; and in Rhem. NT the trn

of Ro 1531 is ' Helpe me in your praiers for me to
God, that I may be delivered from the infidels that
are in Jewrie'; while Hooker (Eccles. Polity, ill.
viii. 6) speaks of ' Festus, a mere natural man, an
infidel, a Roman, one whose ears were unacquainted
with such matters.' Hence RV changes 'infidel'
of 2 Co 615, 1 Ti 58 into ' unbeliever,' which is all
that the Gr. word (άπιστος) means.

So 'infidelity' was once no more than 'un-
belief,' as the marg. note to Lv 7δ in Matthew's
Bible, ' Trespace after the order of the scrypture
signifyeth somtyme all the lyffe past which we
have lyved in infidelyte, being ignora,unt of the
veritie, not only in doyng open synnes, but also
when we have walked in oure awne rightwesnes';
and still more clearly in Fuller, Holy State, iv. 18,
p. 335, ' After his [Gustavus Adolphus'] death, how
did men struggle to keep him alive in their reports !
partly out of good will, which made them kindle
new hopes of his life at every spark of probability,
partly out of infidelity that his death could be
true. This is all that * infidelity' means in 2 Es
1U ('incredulitas'). J .HASTINGS.

INGATHERING, FEAST OF.—See TABERNACLES
(FEAST OF).

INHABIT.—We do not now use 'inhabit' in-
transitively. Hence RV changes 1 Ch 59 'And
eastward he inhabited unto the entering in of the
wilderness' into 'he dwelt.' Cf. Pr. Bk. 1552,
Act of Uniformity (Keeling, p. vii), 'all and every
person, and persons, inhabiting within this realm ;
and Defoe, Crusoe, p. 510, 'There are many
Travellers, who have wrote the History of their
Voyages and Travels this way, that it would be
very little Diversion to any Body, to give a long
Account of the Places we went to, and the People
who inhabit there.' Nor do we now speak of a
single person inhabiting a place, as Jer 4818 ' Thou
daughter that dost inhabit Dibon,' though the
construction may be defended on the ground that
' daughter' stands for the whole people (RV ' Ο
thou daughter that dwellest in Dibon').

Figurative examples of the word are : (1) Ps 223 «ο thou that
inhabitest the praises of Israel' (ηΐ^Π? 2WV, RVm 'a r t en-
throned upon'), a bold adaptation, says Kirkpatrick, of the
phrase ' that sittest enthroned upon the cherubim' (2 S 62, 2 Κ
1915, p s 801 99i)f the praise-songs of Israel being regarded as
clouds of incense which form J"'s throne. Cheyne (in loc.) sees
in the phrase a poetic glorifying of the 'old mythic phrase.'
The cherubim were the forces of nature ; but J " is not merely a
God of force, He is a God of praise-producing loving-kindness.
See also Cheyne in Expos. 3rd ser. vii. 20 ff. (2) Is 57!5 «the
high and lofty One that inhabiteth eternity, whose name is
Holy' (1% pi?). This trn i s after LXX χκτοιχων τον «<£v« and
Vulg. habitans cetemitatem, and is first used in Geneva Bible
' that inhabiteth the eternitie' (Wye. ' wonende the everelast-
ingte,' 1388 ' that dwellith in everlastyngnesse'). Modern
expositors translate more directly, as Del. ' the eternally-dwell-
ing One'; Cheyne and Orelli, · who dwelleth for ever'; Skinner,
' that sitteth (enthroned) for ever.'

The old and rare form inhabitance is found in
Wis 127m· 'new inhabitance' for text ' a worthy
colony' (άί-ta αποικία). So Beaumont and Fletcher,
Sea voyage, iv. 1—

' Here's nothing, sir, but poverty and hunger;
No promise of inhabitance ; neither track of beast.'

Inhabiter is used for ' inhabitant' in Rev 813 1212.
It occurs in Coverdale, asls269 'For . . . theinhabi-
tours of the earth lerne rightuousnesse'; and 4022

' all the inhabitours of the worlde are in comparison
of him but as greshoppers'; cf. Pr. Bk. Ps 75 4 ' The
earth is weak and all the inhabiters thereof.' The
fern, form inhabitress occurs in Jer 1017m, an attempt
to show the gender of the Heb. word used in the
passage. Cf. Chapman, Hymne to Venus—

' An inhabitresse
On this thy wood-crowned hill.'

J. HASTINGS.
INHERITANCE. — The English word 'inherit-

ance' represents, in the OT, the terms pbn, n$>"v,
π̂ -riD, and nbnj. Of these, however, the first is
more frequently (and properly) rendered ' portion'
(LXX μβρίς), and the second and third are rare.
The last mentioned occurs nearly two hundred
times. Although the common term for the ex-
pression of the idea of 'inheritance' proper, or
estate which descends to the heir of the last holder,
n̂ DJ need not imply this, and, in ordinary biblical
usage, signifies possession generally. The same
remark applies to the NT (and LXX) term κληρο-
νομία (cf. the use of ' inherit' and derivatives, e.g.
in Shaks. . . . 'the great globe itself, yea, all
which it inherit'—Tempest, iv. 1, also Hamlet, i. 1,
etc.). At the same time this idea remains, though
latent, in both terms, and may in certain con-
nexions of thought become explicit.

i. Old Testament. — For the Hebrew law and
practice regulating succession see art. HEIR. From
these it is evident how true is the remark of Keil,
that Israel was ' essentially a land-holding people.'
In her case, however, social institutions and usages
appear as charged throughout with a religious
significance, arising in this instance from the fact
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that the possession of a national territory, on
which the theocracy should be maintained, was
among the most elementary and indispensable con-
ditions for the fulfilment of her destiny. The
'land of promise' (He II9), accordingly, holds a
prominent place among the blessings represented
as assured to her from the first. It is the burden
of the patriarchal covenants (Gn 1518"21 263 2813) ; a
renewed pledge of its acquisition lies behind the
exodus from Egypt (Ex 68); the entrance of the
people upon possession, although not effected
without fierce and protracted warfare, is due
rather to the interposition of their God on their
behalf (Jos 2143"45, Ps 441'3); and the subsequent
division of the land among the several tribes,
clans, and families is provided for by detailed
regulations bearing divine sanction (Nu 32. 34,
Jos 184'9), and is finally accomplished by lot
(Jos 142), the * whole disposing' whereof is ' of the
Lord.' Obtained thus by divine infeftment, the
land is regarded as held thereafter conditionally
upon fidelity on the part of the people to the
covenant under which it has accrued to them, and
as bound up in the closest way with their moral
history. It is 'defiled' by their crimes and im-
pieties (Lv 1825, Jer 1618); may even, by a quasi-
personification, be said to ' sin' with its sinful
inhabitants (Dt 244); and divine punishment
takes the form, now of blight and famine over-
taking the devoted land for the people's sake
(Dt ll8ff·), now of their forfeiture of it outright
(Dt 426ff·). On the other hand, reinstatement in
the divine favour is signified by restoration to the
land and to its peaceful enjoyment. Also, inas-
much as the election of God is 'without repent-
ance,' it appears as His purpose that His people
should hold it 'for ever' (Gn 1315 etc.). The
portion allotted to each several tribe even is to be
that tribe's inalienable possession (Nu 361"12)—an
idea which underlies the remarkable provisions
connected with the Jubilee Year, and which may
have dictated the severe condemnation pronounced
(Dt 1914, Hos 510) upon the removing of a neigh-
bour's landmark (cf. Driver, Deut. inloc, however,
and Knobel quoted there). Yet withal J" remains
ultimate owner or inheritor here. The land is ' the
inheritance of J" ' (Ex 1517, 1 S 2619). 'The inherit-
ance is mine, and ye are strangers and sojourners
with me' (Lv 2523).

Thus far the land as such, and as the scene of
God's fellowship with His people, constitutes the
' inheritance,' which may be regarded as pertaining
either, ultimately and absolutely, to Him, or,
derivatively and conditionally, to them. So con-
crete an idea, however, determined thus religiously,
could scarcely fail in course of time to be still
further spiritualized, as indeed appears in two
directions. This is not the place to inquire how
far the conception even as already defined may
represent the reflection of subsequent modes of
thought upon the conditions of an earlier time;
but in any case in certain later writings it under-
goes a further development. On the one hand,
OT faith learns to claim not the land but J" Him-
self, fellowship with whom within its borders
lends it its significance and value, as the true and
proper ' inheritance.' Probably we are to find the
immediate suggestion of this way of thinking in
the provision by which the priests (Nu 1820) and
the Levites generally (Dt 182) were to have no
territorial inheritance allotted to them: J" was
to be their inheritance. That is to say, their
portion was to consist of the altar-dues and first-
fruits (Dt 181"5) offered by the Israelites to J", ' the
service of the god of the land' being ' a burden on
the land' (W. R. Smith, BS p. 229). From this the
step was a short one to the employment of the term
to signify that enjoyment of God which is the ob-

ject of religious faith and hope always (cf. Ps 165).
In any case by the time of Jeremiah the concep-
tion of J" as the 'portion' of His people was a
common one (Jer 1(H6 5119), while in certain of the
Psalms even individual faith claims Him thus
(7326 11957 1425). From the other side, again, the
original signification of the term gives way
similarly. J//5s ' inheritance' ceases to be the
land His people occupy, and becomes rather the
people itself. Israel is, in a special sense, His
own, brought out of Egypt ' to be unto Him a
people of inheritance' (Dt 420), 'chosen to be a
peculiar people unto himself, above all peoples
that are upon the face of the earth' (Dt 76)—' J//3s
portion is His people; Jacob is the lot of His
inheritance' (Dt 329)—a conception which broadens
out under the influence of the later universalism
until it includes the Gentiles also (Is 1925 476 6317,
Ps 28). Here the idea has parted with its original
associations altogether. In place of attaching to
what is at most only a fundamental condition of
the realization of the covenant, it now expresses
that mutual appropriation and enjoyment of each
other on the part of God and His people which is
the essence of the covenant itself. Still, this by
no means represents the ordinary usage of the
term anywhere in the OT. Even when it becomes
most highly volatilized, so to say, OT thinking
remains charged with elements which belong to
the outward conditions amid which it has arisen.
The fellowship of God and His people, even in its
perfect form, is always represented as to be main-
tained in the territory originally assured to them ;
and to the last it is an essential feature in the
picture of the Messianic time that the people shall
then at length enter upon sure and peaceful
possession of their own land (Is 6021, Jer 238,
Ps 379 etc., To 412), where they shall enjoy the
immediate presence of their God and serve Him in
righteousness (Ezk 3721-28 etc.).

ii. New Testament.—In the NT use of the term
these limitations naturally disappear. Here also
hope grounded on divine promises retains the central
place in the religious life (Ro 824, cf. He 11), and
its content as a f ellowship with Himself into which
God graciously introduces men is the same always ;
but the external conditions amid which in the OT
this is realized remain in the NT merely as a
metaphorical colouring in the language expressive
of the final spiritual good made available through
Jesus Christ. Thus our Lord's saying, 'Blessed
are the meek: for they shall inherit the earth'
(Mt 55), may be regarded merely as a figurative
mode of signifying the fulness of life and blessed-
ness to which faith ultimately brings men (so
Meyer and others; for a more literal interpretation
see Expositor's Greek Testament, in loc). Else-
where Jesus speaks of the faithful inheriting ' the
kingdom' (Mt 25s4), which, in accordance with
His general teaching, is not merely already come,
but also, and even more, awaits realization in the
future. And again, He represents this as syn-
onymous with entering upon * life eternal' (Mt 2546,
cf. Mk 1017), but neither term does He define more
fully. In the earlier apostolic writings a similar
indeterminateness of usage prevails. In Ja, for
example, that which faith inherits is ' the king-
dom which God hath promised to them that love
Him' (25), or again, ' the crown of life' which has
been similarly promised (I12), both expressions
being employed to denote generally the ultimate
full possession of salvation. In 1 Ρ the connexion
of ideas is only slightly more elaborate. Here
singular stress is laid upon the hope which lies at
the heart of faith always. Possession of it is the
distinctive note of the Christian life (I3 315) ; it
looks towards the Parousia and the ' grace ' which
shall be * manifested' then (I 7 · 8 · 1 3 51·4); and just
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as it appears to the writer that the ' people of
God' has now first, through Christ's death and
resurrection, been truly constituted (24*10), so also
he represents their ' inheritance' as now at length
fully discovered and secured (I3"5). It has been
suggested (by Weiss, NT Theologie, § 50 (c) Anm. 4)
that the characterization of the inheritance' as
* incorruptible, undefiled, and that fadeth not away,'
contains a covert allusion to various OT phrases
applied to the land of Israel (Is 244, Jer 27, Is 406ff·);
and this is possible. But no closer definition of it
is given. As synonyms the expressions ' life ' (37,
cf. 46) and * glory ' or ' crown of glory' (51·4·Io) are
employed, but without being explained further

In the hands of two of the NT writers, however,
the idea in question receives much fuller treatment.
From his peculiar point of view, the author of the
Epistle to the Hebrews is naturally led to make
not a little of a conception which had played so
large a part in the world of OT faith (see note on
κληρονομιά in Westcott's Hebrews, p. 167 f.). That
which constitutes the * inheritance' of the believer
is described variously as 'the blessing,' i.e. of the
covenant (1217), c salvation' (negatively, from death
and every evil, 214·15 5 7; positively, as the securing
of man in his eternal destiny, 23 59 928), ' the pro-
mises ' (612), and otherwise. But, in order to appre-
hend the idea as it presents itself to this writer's
mind, it must be subsumed under and interpreted
in harmony with the general conceptions and argu-
ment of the Epistle. Religion with him is regarded
in the light of a covenant into which God has
graciously entered with men. Essentially this
has been one and the same from the beginning,
but historically it has embodied itself in two
forms, the Sinaitic and that made through Christ,
so diverse in various respects that they may be
distinguished as the ' first' and * second' covenants
(87), of which the earlier proved ineffective and only
the later has truly realized the purposes which
such an arrangement had in view. In one sense
the covenant may be considered as its own end.
As signifying a state of relatedness in which God
becomes to men their God and they become His
people, it stands for that which in itself makes
great part of their blessedness, and which is only
secured in the ' new covenant' (813), under the pro-
visions of which the conscience is cleansed from
dead works and the worshipper has boldness to
enter into the holiest (914·19 etc., compared with
7 n - 1 8 etc). But chiefly it is regarded as contem-
plating that which lies beyond itself. In its later
form especially, as sealed by a 'better sacrifice'
than before (923), it rests also upon * better pro-
mises ' (86·10-12), the fulfilment of which introduces
the people once for all into a sphere in which all
their hopes and needs are satisfied. Through this
'eternal covenant' (1320) administered by Jesus
(915, where the author, through playing on the
double sense of διαθήκη as meaning both * covenant'
and ' testament,' brings the idea of succession,
namely on the death of ' the testator,' into view
for the moment) believers receive the promise
of the eternal inheritance (915); a consummation
otherwise described as reaching the heavenly city
(II16) or the city that hath the foundations α I10),
or receiving the kingdom that cannot be shaken
(1228), or having the world to come subjected to
them (25 etc.), or entering upon the rest of God.
In such expressions the influence of OT modes of
thought is obvious, and the last especially forms
the subject of a remarkable passage (3. 4) in which
the writer betrays almost more fully than any-
where his sense alike of the continuity of salvation
under the old covenant and the new, and of the
final completeness with which the latter realizes it.
When Israel originally entered upon their inherit-
ance and 'possessed the land and dwelt therein,' J",

says the historian, ' gave them rest round about
according to all that He sware unto their fathers'
(Jos 2143·44). But, as the author of the Epistle
recognizes, it proved a delusive rest (48). Enemies
still infesting the land, war waged from without,
civil strife and manifold evils in every age disturbed
the condition of peace and blessedness assured to
them, and which is here (43"5) represented as a
participation in the deep tranquil satisfaction with
which God Himself rests in the enjoyment of the
works of His hands. Nevertheless, the divine
purpose cannot be defeated (46); it can only at
most be temporarily suspended, and that which
Israel through unbelief (310·16·17 411) came short of
' we who believe' {i.e. in the ' good tidings preached
unto us,' 42) attain to (43). To put it otherwise,
we 'inherit the promises' (612) in their full and
final expression. As has been said (Davidson,
Hebrews, p. 99), ' the mere land of Canaan was
never in itself all that was understood either by
those to whom it was promised or by God who
promised it, when it was named as Israel's heritage.
The patriarchs and people certainly looked to the
possession of the land, but the idea they attached
to it, or the light in which they regarded it, was
that of a settled place of abode with God, where
He would be fully present, and where they would
find repose in His fellowship. All those religious
ideas, dimly perhaps, yet in longing and imagina-
tion, clustered about it which we now attach to
the heavenly world.' And all this it is, hardly to
be defined more narrowly, which faith is heir to.

In the usage of St. Paul, again, the ' inheritance'
often signifies the object of believing hope generally
(Ac 2032 2618, Eph I 1 1 · 1 4, Col I1 2 324). Also, believers
are said to be heirs of 'eternal life' (Tit 37), or,
more frequently, of ' the kingdom' (1 Co 69·10155ϋ,
Eph 55), both expressions being employed in the
indeterminate manner common in the Gospels and
elsewhere. When he treats of the idea more at
large it is in connexion with one or other of two
lines of thought. The first of these concerns his
anti-Judaic polemic. Quite in the manner of the
author of the Ep. to the Hebrews he insists upon
the divine ' promises' as lying at the basis of all
true faith and hope toward God. The possession
of these differentiates the Jew from the Gentile
(Ro 32·3); the covenants are essentially ' covenants
of promise' (Eph 212); while the entrance of the
law itself in the course of their historical fulfilment
is to be regarded as a mere episode, by no means
designed to supersede the promises, but rather to
make more manifest the grace they contain and
which bestows the inheritance (Ro 4). The import
of the promise, however, is stated as being that
Abraham should be 'heir of the world' (v.13), an
interpretation of the original covenant expressing
in a remarkable way the universal purpose which
lay within it. But in this sense the covenant is
fulfilled only in Christ (Gal 316), with whom again,
in St. Paul's thinking, believers are indissolubly
bound up (Gal 39, Ro 416 817); and perhaps, although
it must be confessed he does not do this explicitly,
it is under this point of view that we ought to
bring his references to the inheriting of ' the
kingdom.' It is Christ who, as Abraham's seed,
has in the first instance assumed the rule of the
Messianic kingdom (Gal 316), and believers, as
reckoned within that seed (Gal 329) and called to
His fellowship (1 Co I9), may be said to share in
His rule (1 Co 48, Ro 517), in which, in accordance
with Eastern modes of thought, the prerogative of
judging is included (1 Co 6 2 · 3 ; cf. Mt 1928).

More distinctive of this apostle still, however, is
his attaching of the idea in question to that of the
sonship of believers. For his doctrine under this
head see art. ADOPTION. What is of importance
here to note is, that in his view sonship carries
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with it an indefeasible right to the inheritance—
* if sons, then heirs' (Gal 47). As Weiss expresses
it, ' as justification is the security for life, so its
result, adoption, is the security for participation in
the divine δόξα as the second chief part of Christian
hope in which the whole blessedness and glory of
the future eternal life is comprehended in one great
view' (Op. cit. § 97 (c)). As Son, Christ is destined
to glory, and first through His resurrection attains
to it (Ro I 4 ); and so also believers, who bear * the
image of the heavenly,' are in the resurrection
conformed to the ' likeness of the Son of God,' so
that he becomes 'the firstborn among many
brethren' (1 Co 1549, Ro 829). The transformation
of the * body of our humiliation,' accordingly,
holds an emphatic place in the inheritance which
St. Paul teaches (Pn 321); while along with this goes
a perfect inward assimilation to the mind of the
Lord, and beyond it lies that which the apostle
describes as * glory' (see art. under that title), a
spiritual condition to which God's children are
destined (Ro 830 923), in which the mystery of their
adoption is finally disclosed (Ro 819, Col 34), in the
freedom and blessedness of which creation generally
will share (Ro 819ff·), and which constitutes the
ultimate aim of the divine counsel (1 Co 27). Of
the inheritance thus conceived, the Spirit, who
attests our adoption (Ro 816), is meanwhile the seal
and earnest (Eph I1 4 430).

Finally, in the Apoc. the faithful are said to
' inherit all (or ' these') things' (217). What these
'things' consist of is to be gathered from the
book generally. Chiefly they appear to embrace
' life'—that life ' which is life indeed' (cf. the re-
curring representation of the idea in such figures
as the ' tree of life' 222, the ' water of life' 221, the
' crown of life' which the conquerors carry off 210

311, the ' book of life' in which their names are
written 2127 etc.); perfect holiness (217 34·5 44 611 79

198); immediate fellowship with God (715 213· 22223),
and the vision of His face (224). A royal dignity
(225) and glory (228) also pertain to that which
awaits the believer, along with deliverance from
all pain and want and death (716 214). It is a
blessedness (1413 199 2214) which is complete and
eternal. ALEX. MARTIN.

INIQUITY.—See S I N .

INJURIOUS.—Like the Fr. injurieux, 'injurious'
formerly had the meaning of 'insulting,' as well as
its mcd. meaning of 'hurtful.' Hence in Sir 811

and 1 Ti I1 3 the adj. υβριστής which means 'in-
solent' is trd in AV 'injurious.' The same adj.
occurs in Ro lso, where AV has ' despiteful,' RV
' insolent.' RV gives ' insolent' in Sir, but retains
'injurious' in 1 Ti. The meaning of the Eng.
word may be illustrated from Shaks. // Henry VI.
I. iv. 51—

' Injurious duke, that threatest where's no cause

and Pope, Iliad, ii. 274—
' Thus with injurious taunts attacked the throne.

The adv. was used in the same sense, as Hall,
Works, iii. 966, ' Humane reason is apt to be in-
juriously saucy, in ascribing those things to an
ordinary course of natural causes, which the God
of nature doth by supernatural Agents.' And the
subst. 'injury,' as Bacon, 'He fell to bitter in-
vectives against the French king, and spake all
the injuries he could devise of Charles.'

J. HASTINGS.
INK is mentioned once in OT (Jer 3618), where

Baruch says that he wrote Jeremiah's prophecies
'with ink (to, perhaps from a root signifying
slowly flowing) in the book.' W. R. Smith (OTJC2

71 n.) refers to Ex 3233 and Nu 523 for evidence that

the old Hebrew ink (derived from lamp-black [?])
could be washed off, and as the foundation of the
Rabbinical prejudice against the use of a mordant
in ink. From the bright colours that still survive
in some papyri, it is evident that the ink used by
the Egyptians must have been of a superior kind.
The NT term for ' ink,' occurring three times (2 Co
33, 2 Jn 1 2 , 3 Jn 13), is μέ\αν (lit. ' black,' Lat. atra-
mentum), which is also a classical term (Plato,
Phcedr. 276 C; Demos, de Coron. 313. 11; Plut.
Mor. 841). See, further, under WRITING.

J. A. SELBIE.
INKHORN.—In one of Ezekiel's visions (Ezk

92.3. ii) a m a n appears with a scribe's inkhorn
(isbn ηρβ) by his side (lit. 'upon his loins,' v#>£3).
The ' inkhorn' consisted of a case for the reed pens,
with a cup or bulb for holding the ink, near the
upper end of the case. It >vas carried in the
girdle (hence the above expression). See illustra-
tion under art. DRESS, vol. i. p. 626b; and cf.
Benzinger, Heb. Archdol. 290. J. A. SELBIE.

INN.—Owing to the prevalence of hospitality in
the East, down to our own times, the growth of
places of public entertainment has been slow ; and
to this day, save in parts frequented by tourists,
anything corresponding to our inn or hotel is
entirely unknown (see HOSPITALITY).

The word ' inn' first occurs in our English Bible
(AV) in Gn 4227 as the equivalent of p̂ D, and is
similarly employed in Gn 4321, Ex 424 (LXX κατά-
λυμα). In other passages (Jos 43·8, 2 Κ 1923, Is 1029,
Jer 92) ffoo is rendered ' lodging-place'; and the
Revisers have adopted this translation uniformly
throughout. This does not imply a building of
any kind, but only the place where travellers, or
carriers of merchandise, were wont, with their
caravans, to pass the night, p1? or p*? appears to
have been used in a sense equivalent to that of the
Arab bat, and the corresponding participial, mabit,
is a night-lodging. The Arabs also use the word
manzil in a similar sense. It is 'the place of
alighting,'and is now mainly employed for the house
where the traveller spends the night; but it still
retains its application to the spot where a company
of wayfarers may have spent the hours of darkness.
Occasionally one may encounter in the East a
scene which probably reproduces the chief features
of that mentioned in Gn 4227. Near by a well or
fountain, or on the bank of a stream, as the day
is closing, the caravan will halt. The bales of
goods are lifted from the beasts of burden, and
placed so as to shelter the men from the night air.
The animals, having been watered, are tethered
around, and supplied with fodder which they have
carried. The men draw close around a fire, where,
having partaken of simple fare from their provender
bags, they pass an hour in conversation or in
hearing or telling tales, and then lie down under
their wraps to sleep till daybreak. The place thus
occupied is called el-manzil; the Hebrew would
have called it maldn.

But the development of commerce would necessi-
tate at a very early time some better means of
protecting the goods and the lives of the merchants,
especially in the more remote and desolate parts,
where it might be needful to rest the caravan over
night. That buildings were soon erected for this
purpose, we have no direct proof; but it is possible
that the ' lodging-place of wayfaring men ' in the
wilderness, referred to in Jer 92, may have been
such an establishment. Chimham, the son of
Barzillai, who returned to Jerusalem with David
(2 S 1937"40), is supposed by some to have reared
some structure near to Bethlehem, which in Jere-
miah's time was known as onp? nna Geruth chimham.
AV renders this ' habitation of Chimham'; RV
'Geruth-chimham,' but in margin 'lodging-place.'



Stanley {S. and P. p. 329) and others translate ' inn'
or * hostel.' It may have been such a building as
offered shelter to belated merchants or travellers.*

Rahab, described in Jos 21 as nfn ηψκ, is said (but
see Dillm. ad loc.) by the Chaldee paraphrase to have
been an ' innkeeper.' (See also Jos. Ant. v. i. 2).
The instance given in Jebamoth xvi. 7, where the
innkeeper's word is not relied on without material
corroboration, cannot be quoted as showing that
she was regarded with special suspicion (Smith,
DB, art. INN), since her evidence is placed on the
same level as that of the daughter of a priestly
house; but it is significant that Jewish writers
seem to have used wpnvi or wvpiyis, formed from
the Greek πανδοκεύτρι,α, as the equivalent of either
' hostess' or ΠΪΪΪ (David Kimchi on Jos 21). The
idea of an ' inn' was therefore familiar to them.
From Aboda Zara ii. 1 we gather that the p"WD,
from the Gr. πανδοχεΐον, was a place where cattle
might be sheltered as well as men; it seems to
have corresponded in character with the modern
khan or caravanserai. Of this order certainly was
the ' inn' (πανδοχείον, Lk 1034) to which the Good
Samaritan carried the victim of outrage, and
which by tradition is located at Khan Hadrur, on
the way to Jericho. The modern "Building is
probably only the last of a succession erected on
the same spot, as in that wild district the need
of some such place of retreat would always be felt.
Along the great trade and pilgrimage routes in the
course of time these khans or caravanserais were
raised, to which the chains of mouldering ruins
that stud the sides of the main highways stand to
bear testimony. Many of these buildings stood
apart, and were of considerable strength, to guard
against marauders. Occasionally, as at Khan et-
Tujjar, under the brow of Tabor, a fortress over-
looked and defended the place of rest. From the
days when the sea was so infested with pirates as
to render navigation perilous, probably date the
ruinous buildings on the caravan routes from
Aleppo, Baghdad, Damascus, and Hauran, which
met on the southern border of Esdraelon, followed
the common path by Antipatris to Gaza, and
passed thence to Egypt. When these pests were
cleared away, and transport by ship became both
safe and cheap, the deserted roads were soon grass-
grown, and the khans were left to crumble (Thom-
son, Land and Book, i. 106). Those built of old by
the Persian magnates on the pilgrimage roads from
Baghdad (Layard, Nineveh and Babylon, p. 478)
probably resembled in some ways the * castles'
that mark the desert route of the Syrian haj. One
great object of the latter is to preserve for the use
of the pilgrims the water collected during the
rainy season. Provision for pilgrims has long been
made on a liberal scale by the Greek and Roman
Churches; hospices for their entertainment are
found near to most of the holy places the faithful
are accustomed to visit. In khan and hospice
alike the sojourner furnishes his own food; and
he is wise to have also, if possible, his own bedding.
The person in charge—the Khanjy (cf. τανδοχβύ* of
Lk 1035)—will supply water to man and horse :
nothing more is expected. For this and shelter
the natives pay a trifling sum, known as haifi el-
khan, i the price of the kh&n.'

In every town of any size in Syria more than
one khan will be found, commonly resorted to by
muleteers, in which the traveller's horses and
native attendants are accommodated at merely
nominal charges. These are often very miserable
places, quite unlike the imposing buildings that
once fringed the highways. There are, however,
several famous khans which represent them at

* Instead of nna, however, there are weighty reasons for
reading niTja ' pens or folds.1 So Josephus and Aquila, followed
by Hitzig and others. I

their best; e.g. that of Antun Beg in Beyrout,
and that of As ad Pasha in Damascus. The latter
is ' one of the finest specimens of Arabian archi-
tecture in the country . . . the stone carving
above the gateway and around the stalactite vaults
is of the most elaborate character.' The khan is
constructed of black basalt and white limestone in
alternate layers, and is about two hundred feet
square. The interior court is about half that size,
with a large round fountain in the centre, above
which is a lofty dome, resting upon four arches,
each supported by four clustered pillars. These
are connected with the walls by a series of similar
arches and domes — eight in all. Those domes
have each sixteen large windows through which
light, air, and sunshine penetrate to the rooms
and the court below. Around the sides are
vaulted magazines of various sizes, for the dis-
posal of merchandise of every description at
wholesale.

' On either side of the main entrance a staircase leads up to an
arched corridor, which extends quite around the building and
communicates with the small retail shops and offices of the
merchants. It forms a fine promenade, from where one can
look down on the strange and truly Oriental scene in the court
below, free from the noise and confusion which there charac-
terize each commercial transaction, large or small. To Khan
As'ad Pasha come caravans from Baghdad, Mosul, Aleppo,
Beyrout, and elsewhere. On entering, the muleteers and
camel-drivers, with mighty din and uproar, throw down their
loads of merchandise in this court, and here they must remain
until the owners settle with the custom-house officials' (Thom-
son, Land and Book, iii. 373, 374). With this corresponds Lane's
description of the Wakalehs in Cairo (Mod. Egyp. ed. 1895,
p. 325).

The ordinary khan was, however, a hollow
square, open above, with arches round one or more
of the sides within, and over these a series of
rooms, approached by a stone stair. The rooms
are for travellers ; muleteers, animals, and baggage
share the space and arches below. In the opinion
of the present writer, this must be distinguished
from the κατάλυμα or guest chamber,* in which the
parents of Jesus sought shelter when they reached
Bethlehem (Lk 27). The meaning of this word in
the NT may be gathered from a reference to
Mk 1414, Lk 2211, taken in the light of a prevailing
Jewish custom. These two passages concern a
room in a private house, which the owner readily
places at the disposal of Jesus and His disciples for
the celebration of the Passover. This was in
accordance with the ordinary practice. At the
festivals of Passover, Pentecost, and Tabernacles
the people were commanded to repair to Jerusalem ;
and it was a boast of the Rabbis, that, notwith-
standing the enormous crowds, no man could
truthfully say to his fellow, ' I have not found a
fire where to roast my paschal lamb in Jerusalem,'
or ' I have not found a bed in Jerusalem to lie in,'
or * My lodging is too strait in Jerusalem ' {Aboth
R. Nathan,) cap. 34, quoted by Lightfoot, Works,
ed. 1825, ix. p. 128). The vast numbers who came
for the Passover from all parts were made free of
the needed apartments, as far as the capacity of
the houses permitted; and for this no payment
was taken. It was, however, customary for the
guests on departing to leave the skins of the
paschal lambs, and the vessels which had been
employed in the ceremonies, in token of gratitude
for their hospitable entertainment (Talm. Bab.
Joma, fol. 12. 1, quoted by Lightfoot, Works, xi.
p. 325 ; compare also use of verb καταλύω in Lk 912

197). We may reasonably suppose that on such an
occasion as the great enrolment, when natives of
a town came from afar, the * guest chambers' of
their friends would be thrown open to receive
them. Joseph, arriving late, found that in which
he had purposed to stay already occupied ; and no
room elsewhere being available, he betook himself
with his charge to the khan. Even this apparently

* Κατάλυμα, is used, however, in Ex 424 to translate ρ^φ.
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was full; possibly some of the animals were moved
to afford them space; and here Jesus was born.

Well-organized and equipped hotels are now to
be found at the principal seaports of Egypt and
Syria, and also in the chief inland towns. Along
the more frequented roads the natives have learned
that something may be gained by accommodating
travellers; but remote from the main routes the
ancient conditions prevail.

LITERATURE.—Thomson, Land and Book; Lane, Modern
Egyptians; Stanley, Sinai and Palestine, ed. 1877, pp. 163,529;
Farrar, Life of Christ; Baedeker, Palestine and Syria, ed. 1894,
pp. 163, 318, etc.; Layard, Nineveh and Babylon, p. 478;
Doughty, Arabia Deserta Lightfoot, Works, ed. 1825, ix.
p. 128, etc., xi. p. 325, etc. W . Ε WING.

INNER MAN or INWARD MAN.—An expression,
the exact force of which depends on the contrast
intended where it occurs. In 2 Co 416 the contrast
is between the * outward man' (ό 'έζω ημών άνθρωπος)
as mortal and perishable, and the ' inward' as
spiritual and immortal; where note, that the
Revisers' Greek, with WH and others, reads ό ϊσω
ημών (instead of ό έσωθεν, TR), which exactly
corresponds with the former member of the anti-
thesis. Not very remote from this is the contrast
in 1 Ρ 33·4 between the * outward adorning' (ό
'έξωθεν κόσμος) and * the hidden man of the heart.'

But the two peculiarly Pauline passages are
Ro 722 and Eph 316, where Kara rbv 'έσω άνθρωπον
and els rbv %σω άνθρωπον are used of something very
closely akin to the ' new nature' or the ' renewed
man.' The contrast in Ro 722 is of the 'inward
man' or of the * mind' (vovs, v.23), with ' the flesh'
or 'the law of sin in the members.' In Eph 316

there is no direct antithesis, but a single and
positive reference to the new nature, or, at least,
to the seat of the Spirit's indwelling and working,
to which the corresponding expression in v.17 is
' that Christ may dwell in your hearts by faith.'
It is possible in both passages to distinguish
between the ' inward man' and the new or re-
generate nature, but only in the sense that the
former is the inner or higher self in man as acted
on by divine grace, enlightened by God's law, and
under preparation and discipline for salvation.
Cremer holds that what is really meant by these
expressions is not the mere contrast between the
inward and the outward in man, between the
invisible and the visible, the reality and the
appearance, but the inner, spiritual, divine nature
in antagonism to the flesh. ' Inward man,' upon
this construction, would answer very nearly to
πνεύμα when that word is used in the special sense
of (e.g.) Ro 810, for the 'new nature,' i.e. the spirit
of man renewed and sustained by the Spirit of
God. Thus the phrase must be reckoned as
belonging to an entirely NT cycle of ideas—
indeed to one almost exclusively Pauline.

J. LAIDLAW.
INORDINATE.—' Inordinate love' is the clumsy

trn in Ezk 2311 of n$j£, a word which occurs only
there, and means 'lust' (RV 'doting'); and 'in-
ordinate affection' in Col 35 of πάθος (RV ' passion').
The former trn comes from Cov. (Wye. 'lecherie')
and the latter from the Bishops' Bible (Wye.
'leccherie,' Tind. 'unnatural lust,' Gen. 'wan-
tounes,' Rhem. 'lust'). Inordinate is ill-regulated,
ungoverned, as Bacon, Essays, 'Of Love' (Gold.
Treas. ed. p. 36),' the former was indeed a voluptu-
ous Man and Inordinate, but the latter was an
Austere and wise man'; and Shaks. Othello, II.
iii. 311—'Every inordinate cup is unblessed, and
the ingredient is a devil.' Wye. uses the adv. in
2Th 3*' withdrawe you fro ech brother wandrynge
unordynatly'; and Latimer, Sermons (Arber's ed.
p. 99), ' I heare save ye walke inordinatelye, ye
talke unsemelye other wayes then it becommeth
Christian subjectes.' J. HASTINGS.

INQUISITION.—To make inquisition is to make
investigation, to search, Dt 1918, Est 223, Ps 912,
2 Es Φ, Wis I9 63 (RV), Sir 2324. In Sir 414 the
phrase is ' There is no inquisition in the grave' {ουκ
'έστιν 4ν αδον έλεγμδς ζωής, RV ' There is no inquisi-
tion of life in the grave,' RVm 'in Hades'), that
is, no inquiry is made there how long or short a
man's life has been. Coverdale uses the word in
Job 106 ' Are thy dayes as the dayes of man, and
thy yeares as mans yeares ? that thou makest soch
inquisicion for my wickednesse, and searchest out
my synne ?' and 3515 ' Then useth he no violence
in his wrath nether hath he pleasure in curious
and depe inquisicions.' And Fuller (Holy Warre,
iii. 23, p. 150), in memory of Ps 912, says, ' But no
doubt God, when he maketh inquisition for bloud,
will one day remember this bloudy Inquisition.'

J. HASTINGS.
INSECTS.—See NATURAL HISTORY.

INSPIRE, INSPIRATION. — T o ' inspi re ' is
literally to ' breathe into,' * and that is the
meaning of the word in its single occurrence in
AV, Wis 1511 'Forasmuch as he knew not his
Maker, and him that inspired into him an active
soul, and breathed in a living spirit' {rbv έμπνεύ-
σαντα αύτφ ψνχην ένερΎοΰσαν, καΐ έμφνσήσαντα πνεύμα
ζωτικόν); Vulg. ' qui inspiravit illi animam quse
operatur, et qui insufflavit ei spiritum vitalem.'
Wye. has 'enspirede' here, but in other places
he uses the simple ' spire' = breathe, as Gn 27

' The Lord God thanne fourmede man of the
slyme of, the erthe, and spiride in to the face of
hym an entre [ = entrance] of breth of lijf' (1388
'brethide'). All the other versions have in the
passage just quoted from Wye. 'breathed the
breath,' and it is probably in memory of the Vulg.
'inspiravit in faciem ejus spiraculum vitse' that
Bacon (Essays, ' Of Truth,' p. 3) has ' First he
breathed Light upon the Face of the Matter or
Chaos; then he breathed Light into the Face of
Man; and still he breatheth and inspireth Light
into the Face of his Chosen'; and Milton, PL
x. 785—

c Yet one doubt
Pursues me still, lest all I cannot die ;
Lest that pure breath of life, the spirit of Man
Which God inspired, cannot together perish
With this corporeal clod.'

Cf. also Judgement of the Synode at Dort, p. 40,
' So then faith is the gift of God ; not in that it is
profered by God unto man's free-will, but because
it is really bestowed, inspired, and infused into
man.' Then the word passes into the meaning of
' fill with the spirit,' which we see in Knox, Works,
iii. 99, ' Happie is the man whome thow sail in-
spyre, Ο Lord'; and in Tindale's trn of Mk 1236

' for David him selfe inspyred with the holy goost,
sayde.'

Inspiration occurs twice in AV: (1) Job 328

' But there is a spirit in man : and the inspiration
of the Almighty giveth them understanding';
Heb. **& not?:; Vulg. ' Inspiratio Omnipotentis';
Wye. 1382 ' the inbrething of the Almyghti,'
1388 ' the enspiryng ether revelacioun of Almyghti
God'; so Cov. has ' inspiration,' and is followed
by all the versions except RV ' the breath of the
Almighty,' which agrees with LXX πνοή, and with
AV in 334 for the same Heb. ' The Spirit of God
hath made me, and the breath of the Almighty
hath given me life.' The reference is to Gn 2\
(2) 2 Ti 316 ' All scripture is given by inspiration

*The literal meaning is well seen in Spenser, FQ i t
iii. 30—

• Her yellowe lockes, crisped like golden wyre,
About her shoulders weren loosely shed,
And, when the winde emongst them did inspyre,
They waved like a penon wyde dispred,
And low behinde her backe were scattered.'
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of God, and is profitable for doctrine'; Gr. πασά
Ύραψτ] θεόπνευστο* και ωφέλιμος; RV * Every Scrip-
ture inspired of God is also profitable.' For the
doctrine of the Inspiration of the Bible see under
art. BIBLE, vol. i. p. 296. For this passage,
reference may be made (besides the commentaries)
to Perowne in Expos. Times, ii. 54; Warfield in
Pres. Quarterly, July, 1889, pp. 389-406 (with Old
and New Test. Student, Oct. 1889, ix. 245) ; Row,
BL 454 ; Drummond, Hib. Led. 77 f.; and Cremer,
s.v. θεόπνενστος. The construction of the sentence
in RV is the oldest Eng. construction : thus Wye.
' al scripture onspired of god, is profitable,5 Tind.
* al scripture geven by inspiracion of god, is pro-
fittable,3 so Coverdale and the Great Bible. The
Gen. Bible is the first to offer * the whole Scripture
is geven by spiration of God, and is profitable.'
Tindale elsewhere uses the word in the same sense
of a person, as Lk 227 * And he [Simeon] came by
inspiracion in to the temple.' J. HASTINGS.

INSTANT.—Instant {in-stare, stand upon, press
upon) is used in AV in the sense of the present
immediate time, as Is 295 ' it shall be at an instant
suddenly'; and as an adj. in the sense of 'press-
ing,' ' urgent': so Lk 2323 * And they were instant
with loud voices, requiring that he might be
crucified' (έπέκειντο ; Vulg. instabant, which gave
Rhem.' were instant,' whence AV; Amer. RV' were
urgent'); Ro 1212 'continuing instant in prayer'
(again from Rhem., Vulg. instantes, Gr. προσ-
καρτεροΰντες, RV ' continuing stedfastly'); and
2 Ti 42 ' be instant in season, out of, season'
(έπίστηθι, Vulg. insta, Bishops ' be instant,' Rhem.
'urge'). Cf. Knox, Hist. 36, 'At their instant
suit, more than of his own motion, was Thomas
Gwilliame, a black Frier, called to bee Preacher';
and Ac 64 Rhem. ' But we wil be instant in praier
and the ministerie of the word.'

Instantly in AV means ' urgently,' Lk 74 ' they
besought him instantly' {σπουδαίος; Vulg, sol-
licite ; ' instantly' is Tindale's word here ; RV
' earnestly') ; and Ac 267 ' Unto which promise
our twelve tribes, instantly serving God day and
night, hope to come' (έν έκτενεία, AV again from
Tind., RV 'earnestly'). Cf. Tind. Prol. to Pent.
' It is not ynough therfore to read and talke of it
only, but we must also desyre god daye and night
instantly to open oure eyes, and to make us
understond and feale wherfore the scripture was
geven' ; and his trn of Mk 510 ' And he prayd him
instantly, that he wolde not sende them awaye
out of the countre,' where AV follows Rhem.
'he besought him much.' So Cranmer has 'very
instantly' in Works, i. 77, 'which prior and his
brethren . . . have desired me very Instantly to
be a mediator for them to your Most Noble
Majesty'; and Melvill, Diary, 171, ' In the mean
tyme, the Erles of Angus and Mar, lyand at New-
castell, wryttes for me ans, and the second tyme
verie instantlie, to com and pretche the A^ord
unto tham for ther comfort.' The Rhem. NT
uses ' instance' in the same sense in Eph 618

' watching in al instance and supplication.'
Shakespeare has both adj. and adv. frequently,
but always with reference to time.

J. HASTINGS.
INSTRUMENT.—In the current sense of the

means of accomplishing anything 'instrument'
frequently occurs in OT, chiefly as tr. of keli. In
NT it is found but twice, both in Ro 613 and in the
same sense, ' Neither yield ye your members as
instruments of unrighteousness unto sin: but
yield yourselves unto God, as those that are
alive from the dead, and your members as in-
struments of righteousness unto God.' The Gr.
is δπλα, the ordinary word for ' weapons' (as AVm
and RVm), and it is very doubtful if in NT it

ever means 'instruments.' Besides, the military
metaphor was more natural to St. Paul, and it
reappears in v.23 ' the wages ('your pay as soldiers'
-—Sanday) of sin is death.' Then the meaning is
as Lightfoot expresses it {Notes on Epistles of St.
Paul), 'Sin is regarded as a sovereign who de-
mands the military service of subjects, levies their
quota of arms, and gives them their soldiers' pay
of death.' Moule hits happily on 'implements,'
which is capable of either interpretation, but he
also regards the metaphor as a military one.

In To 714 and 1 Mac 1342 ' instrument' has the
legal sense of a 'deed.' The Gr. is general,
συ77/)α0?7, a document.

For Instruments of Music see Music.
J. HASTINGS.

INTELLIGENCE.—Dn II 3 0 ' H e shall even re-
turn, and have intelligence with them that forsake
the holy covenant.' The meaning is more than
mutual understanding, it is ' communication,'
' intercourse.' So Knox, Hist. 186, ' The Queene
did grievously complaine, that we had intelligence
with England ' ; and Dray ton, Pierce Gaveston—

• From whence I found a secret means, to have
Intelligence with my kind lord the king.'

The Heb., however (by p;i), means simply 'give
heed t o ' ; RV 'have regard unto.' The Eng.
word occurs also in 2 Mac 39 in the ordinary sense
of 'information,' which is the word preferred
by RV. J. HASTINGS.

INTEMPERANCE.—See DRUNKENNESS.

INTEND, INTENT. —To intend is used by
Spenser in the lit. sense of the Lat. intendere,
to stretch out: FQ I. xi. 38—

1 The same advancing high above his head,
With sharpe intended sting so rude him smot,
That to the earth him drove, as stricken dead.'

But in AV it is used only in the sense of directing
the will to an object. This is sometimes no more
than the formation of a design, as in modern use.
So Ac 535 2013 (μέλλω). But sometimes it is the
determination of the will, a fixed resolve, as Ac
528 124 (βούλομαι), Lk 1428 (θέλω). Cf. Gal I 7 Tind.
'ther be some which trouble you, and intende
to pervert the gospell of Christ' (θέλοντες μετα-
στρέψαι). The word is even used in the sense of
pursuing a resolution (as distinguished from merely
forming it). Thus in Jos 2233 it is said that after
an explanation from the eastern tribes 'the
children of Israel blessed God, and did not in-
tend to go up against them in battle,' where the
meaning of AV is no doubt as explained by Davies
(Bible English, 194), that they had intended in our
sense of the word but no longer prosecuted the
design. Cf. Latimer, Sermons, i. 342, ' The devil
sleepeth not; he ever intendeth to withdraw us
from prayer'; Knox, Works, iii. 297, ' Howe these
my wordes at that tyme pleased men, the crymes
and action intended agavnste me dyd declare';
and Chapman, Homer's Iliads, viii. 80—

' Stay, let us both intend
To drive this cruel enemy from our dear aged friend.'

This verb is now rarely used with a direct
object. In AV we find Ps 2111 'For they in-
tended evil against thee' («33 ' they stretched';
Perowne, either 'they have spread against thee
evil,' like a net, Lat. tendere insidias; or ' they
have bent against thee,' etc., like a bow, Lat.
tendere arcum; Del. ' cause evil to impend over
thee,' so Cheyne; Wellh.-Furness, 'When they
revolve evil against thee ' ; King, ' Though they
plotted evil against thee'); Ad. Est 134 (/carev-
θύνω); 2 Mac 145 ' being . . . asked how the Jews
stood affected and what they intended' (iv rivi
διαθέσει καϊ βουλτ} καθέστηκαν, RV ' what they pur-
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posed'); and 148 ' even for that I intend the good
of mine own countrymen' (καί τών Ιδίων πολιτών
στοχασάμενος, RV ' I have regard also to mine own
fellow-citizens'). So Knox, Hist. 25, ' And thus
did those cruell beasts intend nothing but murther
in all the quarters of this Realme.'

Intent is always purpose, intention, as in Tin-
dale, Expositions, p. 96 (on Mt 614"18), * But and if
thou think that God delighteth in the work for
the work itself, the true intent away, and in thy
pain for thy pain itself, thou art as far out of the
way as from heaven to the earth' ; and p. 147 (on
1 Jn I3), * To bring unto the fellowship of God and
Christ, is the final intent of all the scripture.'
So Jer 4425 Cov. ' Purposely have ye set up youre
owne good meanynges, and hastely have ye ful-
filled youre owne intente'; and Knox, Hist. 149,
' They were minded to keep no point of the pro-
mise longer than they had obtained their intent.'
The phrase in AV is usually ' to the intent that,'
but the plural occurs Jer 3024 * until he have
performed the intents of his heart' (fth nisio);
He 412 * a discerner of the thoughts and intents of
the heart' (κριτικός . . . εννοιών καρδίας). Fuller
says of the Crusaders (Holy Warre, I. xii. p. 18),
* We must in charitie allow that many of them
were truly zealous, and went with pious intents ' ;
and on p. 243 (v. 9), * Farre be it from us to con-
demn all their works to be drosse, because debased
and alloyed with superstitious intents.'

J. HASTINGS.
INTERCESSION.—See PEAYER.

INTERMEDDLE (from Old Fr. entre among and
medler to mix) meant formerly either literally to
mix, as Malory, Morte Darthur, xvii. 15, * Right
so entered he into the chamber, and came toward
the table of silver; and when he came nigh he
felt a breath that him thought it was inter-
meddled with fire'; and Hakluyt, Voyages, i. 572,
* He hath intermedled in his historie certaine
things contrary to the trueth' ; or else figura-
tively to have to do with, take an interest in, which
is the meaning in AV. It occurs twice, Pr 1410

* The heart knoweth his own bitterness ; and a
stranger doth not intermeddle with his joy'
(31S#!, takes part in, shares, not necessarily
interferes in ; LXX Ιπιμί^ννται ; Vulg. ' mis-
cebitur'); and 181 ' Through desire a man, having
separated himself, seeketh and intermeddleth with
all wisdom' (yVa?: ."vpin-V??, RV ' rageth against
all sound wisdom,' RVm ' quarrelleth with' ;
Del. * Against all that is beneficial he showeth
his teeth' ; Oxf. Heb. Lex. ' bursts out in strife
against.' AV misunderstands the meaning, and
takes the verb in a good sense, * have to do with,'
' take an interest in,' after the tr. of the Gen.
Bible, * For the desire thereof he wil separate
him self to seke it, and occupie him self in all
wisdome,' with its margin, ' He that loveth wis-
dome, wil separate him self from all impediments,
and give him self wholly to seke it ').

J. HASTINGS.
INTERMEDIATE STATE.—See ESCHATOLOGY.

INTERPRETATION This subst. and its verb
are used in Scripture in a variety of senses.

1. Of dreams (inp 'interpret,' fn$$ 'interpreta-
tion ' ) ; the dreams of the chief butler and the
chief baker, Gn 405· 8 · 1 2 · 1 6 · 1 8 · 2 2 41"· 1 2 · 1 3; Pharaoh's
dream, 418·1 5; Gideon's dream, Jg 715 (where the
word for * interpretation' is the air. \ey. "Q§>, lit.
'breaking up,'i.e. 'solution'). In Dn occur the
Aramaic forms ιψ$ (verb) 'interpret' (Qal in Dn
516, Paelptcp. -)B>s>p 512), and n#5 (noun) 'interpreta-
tion ' ; used of the dreams of Nebuchadnezzar
(Dn 24ff· 46), of Daniel himself (716); cf. the use of
the same word for the interpretation to Belshazzar

of the writing on the wall (57ff·), and the similar
use of i£§ in Ec 81 (only).

Dreams being regarded as vehicles of divine
communication and frequently as portending
future events, it became a matter of great import-
ance to discover their interpretation. This function
was discharged at the court of Egypt by the D'atrirj
' sacred scribes' (Gn 418 ; cf. the complaint of Uie
butler and the baker, while in prison, ' We have
dreamed a dream, and there is none that can
interpret it,' 408). With the reply of Joseph (ib.),
' Do not interpretations belong to God ?' compare
the statement of Herodotus (ii. 83) regarding the
Egyptian opinion, 'Ανθρώπων μεν ονδενΐ προσκέεται η
τέχνη, τών δε θεών μετεξετέροισι. The ' wise men'
and ' Chaldseans ' (the latter by a late conception)
have similar functions attributed to them, in the
Book of Daniel, at the court of Babylon.

2. Of interpreting a foreign language. Egyp-
tian being, of course, the language of the court, the
conversation between Joseph and his brethren was
carried on by the medium of an interpreter, who
was probably always expected to be in attendance
at court (Gn 4223 ybpn with art. ' the interpreter3).
The interpreter being between (oni's ib.) the two
parties, pSp can be used as = ' ambassador' (2 Ch 3231)
or ' mediator' (Is 4327, of prophets standing between
J" and Israel; Job 3323, of an angel as interpreting
to man God's providential treatment of him and
what is right for him to do [Davidson], probably
also as interceding for man to God [Dillmann,
Siegfried-Stade]). p^n and its derivatives (cf.
rtybt? in Hab 26, 'taunt-song') have always the
sense of deriding or taunting except in the four
above-cited passages, Gn 42**, 2 Ch 3231, Is 4327,
Job 3323 (contrast 1620), and in Pr I 6 where ny^p
(LXX σκοτεινός \6yos) probably means ' a dark
saying' (RV 'a figure') rather than 'interpreta-
tion ' (AV, RVm).

In Ezr 47 the passive ptcp. nr\nQ is used of a
translation from Persian into Aramaic. From
this root comes the well-known word Targum
('paraphrase') as well as the designation metur-
geman applied to the official in the synagogue,
who was required to translate the Hebrew (which
was read to, but no longer understood by, the
people) into the Aramaic vernacular. Latterly, in
addition to translating the sacred text, the metur-
geman was wont to add all manner of Haggada to
it (W. R. Smith, OTJC2 36, 64n., 154).

In NT we have the familiar phrase ' which is,
being interpreted,' etc. (μεθερμηνενόμενος, δ ερμη-
νεύεται^ διερμηνευόμενος, 6 μεθερμηνεύεται), where a Heb.
or Aram, expression is rendered into Greek (Mt I23,
Mk 5411522·34, Jn I 3 8 · 4 1 etc. Ac 936 138), a symbolical
force being also sometimes discovered in it (Jn I 4 2

97, Ac 436, He 72).
Although it scarcely falls within the scope of

the present article, the reference of Papias (ap.
Eusebius, HE iii. 39) to St. Mark as the 'inter-
preter ' (ερμηνευτής) of St. Peter may be mentioned
(see MARK). Link (SK, 1896, Heft iii. p. 405 ff. ;
cf. Expos. Times, Aug. 1896, p. 496) contends
strongly that ' interpreter' here is to be under-
stood in its strictly literal sense, implying that
the Apostle Peter, in his missionary journeys
among the Jews of the Diaspora, availed himself
of St. Mark's services to render Aramaic into
Greek.

3. Of interpreting the utterances of those who
spoke with tongues. This was a 'gift' (χάρισμα)
which might or might not belong to the speaker
with tongues himself (1 Co 1210· *> 145·13· 2δ·27·28).
See CHURCH, vol. i. p. 428b, and TONGUES (GIFT
OF).

4. Considerable uncertainty attaches to the
meaning of the word ' interpretation' in 2 Ρ I20

(^ινώσκοντες ο'τι ττασα προφητεία γραφής ίδιας έττι-
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ού yiverai, ' knowing that no prophecy of
Scripture is of private interpretation'; cf. the
use of iv&uetv in Mk 4s4 and Ac 1939). All the
varieties of explanation may be grouped under
two heads, according as the * interpretation' is
(a) ours or (b) theprophet's own. Both the context
and the very similar language of Philo (Quis rer.
div. hcer. p. 52) plead in favour of the second
explanation. Grimm, indeed {Clavis, s. yiyvo^aC),
supports the first, taking the meaning to be that
no one can by his own mental powers explain the
prophecies of the OT, but that he requires the aid
of the same spirit which originally called forth
their utterance. But this true conception seems
hardly in place here. See further Alford, ad loc,
and Farrar {Early Days of Christianity, 119 n.),
who takes the meaning to be that * the prophets did
not speak by spontaneous knowledge and spoke
more than they could themselves interpret . . .
If this utterance is not his own, his interpretation
may also well be inadequate (cf. 1 Ρ 110'12).'

For interpretation of prophecy see PROPHECY.
The history of the various schemes, Jewish and

Christian, for interpreting Scripture, the supposed
double sense, the allegorizing method once so
much in vogue, etc., lie outside the scope of this
article. For details, the reader must refer to works
on Rabbinical Theology and on Hermeneutics.

J. A. SELBIE.
INTREAT, ENTREAT.—In the edd. of AV since

1760 'entreat' has the meaning of 'deal with/
* handle' (mod. ' treat'), and ' intreat' of ' beg,'
'pray.' But they are different spellings of the
same verb (fr. Lat. in-tractare, through Fr. en-
traiter), and in 1611 the spelling was indifferently
'entreat' or 'intreat.'

In the sense of treat, 'entreat* occurs in AV 1611 eleven
times, ' intreat' twelve times; in the sense of pray, ' entreat'
occurs eleven times, ' intreat ' twenty-eight times. In Job 1916>
we find * I intreated him with my mouth,' but in the next verse
• I entreated for the children's sake.' Again in Jer 1511 we read,
1 1 will cause the enemie to intreat thee well in the time of evill,'
while the marg. has ' Or, I will entreat the enemie for thee.'
The subst. is found once ' intreaty' (Pr 1823), once * entreaty'
(2 Co 84), both meaning ' petition.'

1. To entreat is simply to 'deal with,' 'handle,'
any person or thing, as Hos 64 Cov., ' Ο Ephraim,
what shal I do unto the? Ο Iuda, how shall I
intreate the ?' More, Utopia (Lumby's ed. p. 69),
' Ther com yearly to Amaurote out of every cytie
iii. old men wyse and well experienced, there to
entreate and debate, of the common matters of the
land.' But in AV the word is used in this sense only
with an adv., 'well,' 'evil,' 'spitefully, "shamefully,'
and once in a good sense, ' courteously,' Ac 27s.

2. To intreat is to ' beseech' ; but in older Eng.
the word had also the meaning of ' beseech success-
fully,' 'persuade.' Thus Shake. As You Like It,
I. ii. 135, 'since the youth will not be entreated,
his own peril on his forwardness.' In this sense
' intreat' is evidently used in AV, as Gn 2521 'And
Isaac intreated the LORD for his wife . . . and the
LORD was intreated of him.' So 2 S 2114 2425, 1 Ch
520, 2 Ch 3313·19, Ezr 823, Is 1922. The Heb. is al-
ways the reflex. (Niph.) of nny, %&thar (as Gn 2521

'i1? TOVul), which in Arabic is ' to slaughter or sacri-
fice' (Lane, see also Buhl s.v., and esp. We.), but
in Heb. is used with the more general sense of
'supplicate' in the reflex, ' to let oneself be
supplicated,'' be persuaded,' so that ' be intreated'
was an exceedingly happy rendering. In Ja 317,
' easy to be intreated' ((-ύπειθήϊ, not elsewhere in
NT), the meaning is the same. The tr. is Tin-
dale's ; Wye. has ' able to be counceilid,' Khem.
' suasible.' J. HASTINGS.

INWARD, INWARDS.—Inward means: 1. To-
wards the inside, as 2 S 59 ' And David built
round about from Millo and inward ' (njv?); 2 Ch

313 t »pne w i n g S of these cherubims spread them-
selves forth twenty cubits: and they stood on
their feet, and their faces were inward' (n^V;
RV [as AVm] ' toward the house,' RVm ' in-
ward'); Ezk 409 ' the porch of the gate was
inward' (ΓΓ.ΞΠΏ, RV ' toward the house'). 2. As
an adj. inward has two meanings: (1) Interior,
as in Bacon, Essays, 'Of Building,' p. 184, 'Be-
yond this Court let there be an Inward Court,
of the same Square and Height'; Bunyan, Holy
War, p. 133, ' The Gaoler, therefore, having re-
ceived such a charge, put them all in the inward
prison ' ; and Shaks. Cymb. III. iv. 6—

' Wherefore breaks that sigh
From the inward of thee ?'

The Heb. Jcerebh, a subst. of frequent occurrence
and variously translated (but of which the general
meaning is well seen in Ps 1031 *3*7j?"̂  ' all that
is within me'), is rendered by 'inward part ' or
' parts' in Ps 59, Is 1611, Jer 3133 (see also Gn 4121

AVm); and by ' inward thought' in Ps 4911 646,
where the meaning is almost (secret,' as in Bacon,
Advancement of Learn. 11. xxiii. 48, 'The govern-
ment of the soul in moving the body is inward
and profound.' ' Inward parts' is the trn also of
tuhoth (parts covered) in Job 3836 (but see David-
son and RVm), Ps 516; and of hddarim (chambers)
in Pr202 7·3 0, RV 'innermost parts.' Inward has
the same meaning of ' interior' in 2 Mac 316 ' the
changing of his colour declared the inward agony
of his mind' (Gr. simply ά-γωνία, RV 'distress').
And in NT there occurs ' the inward man,' Ro 722,
2 Co 416 (ό &τω άνθρωπο*), i.e. the conscience or
reason, as opposed to the body (ό Ζξω άνθρωπος,
2 Co 416; see INNER MAN), a phrase used also by
Shaks. in Hamlet, 11. ii. 6—

' Something· have you heard
Of Hamlet's transformation ; so I call it,
Since not the exterior nor the inward man
Resembles that it was.'

And Pericles, II. ii. 57—
1 Opinion's but a fool, that makes us scan
The outward habit by the inward man.'

We also find in 2 Co 715 the phrase ' inward affec-
tion' as the trn of σπλάγχνα, a trn which comes
from Tindale, and is accepted by all the Eng. VSS
except Rhem. ' bowels.' Wye. 1380 has ' en-
tray lis,' 1388 ' inwardnesse.' (2) But the adj.
' inward' means intimate in Job 1919 ' All my
inward friends abhorred me' (HID D̂D'1?!», lit. as
RVm ' all the men of my council'). Davidson
calls the AV tr u ' a fine expression,' and adds,
' the reference is to such as his three friends, men
whose high converse and fellowship seemed to Job,
as a thoughtful godly man, something almost
better than relationship, Ps 5514.' Fuller uses
the word in the same sense in Holy Warre, ii. 37
(p. 92), ' the Caliph himself . . . having few of his
most inward eunuchs about him'; and Evelyn,
Diary, July 22, 1674, ' He was . . . so inward
with my Lord Obrien that, after a few moneths
of that gentleman's death, he married his widow';
and Shaks. has it not only as an adj. Rich. III.
III. iv. 8, 'Who is most inward with the noble
duke?' but also as a subst., Meas. for Meas. in.
ii. 138, ' I was an inward of his.'

Inwards never occurs in AV or RV as an adv.,
but always as a subst., and the trn of kerebh,
bowels. See next article and SACRIFICE. In
Shaks. II Henry IV. IV. iii. 115, it is used
generally of the inner parts of the body, ' The
second property of your excellent sherris is, the
warming of the blood ; which, before cold and
settled, left the liver white and pale, which is the
badge of pusillanimity and cowardice ; but the
sherris warms it, and makes it course from the
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inwards to the parts extreme'; but more par-
ticularly of the bowels, in Othello, II. i. 306—

' The thought whereof
Doth like a poisonous mineral gnaw my inwards.'

J . HASTINGS.

INWARDS, INWARD PARTS 'Inwards,' re-
presenting ang, is repeatedly used in AV of
Ex and Lv as equivalent to 'entrails/ 'In-
ward parts' is used in a much wider application
throughout the OT, and represents not only ang
of the original, but several other words, as D*yp,
nina, jEa-n-rn, and a!?. The phrase is used in two
broadly distinct applications—(1) in the literal or
corporeal, (2) in the tropical or psychical.

1. Examples of the literal sense are Gn 41ai,
where ' eaten them up' is rendered in AVm ' come
to the inward parts' (π^-ιρ-^κ); 1 Κ 1721, where
' let the child's soul come to him again' is on the
margin ' into his inward parts' (Ί3ηρ-7ΰ).

2. Examples of the tropical application for the
' inward ' or ' hidden' in character contrasted with
the ' outward' or ' manifest' are Ps 59 624 (Heb.5),
mouth or outward expression (ns) contrasted with
thoughts (anj3); Ps 646 (Heb.7), where ang and ib are
put for the concealed elements of character. In
Is 1611 both D'VP and aip, are used metaphorically of
the divine compassions. In Jer 3183 a-jp and ih are
used of the inward nature of man as the seat of a
divine renewal.

Several familiar examples of the phrase for the
* secrets of the human soul' threaten to disappear
from our Bibles under the effect of modern
alterations in reading and rendering, e.g. Ps 4911

'Their inward thought is that their houses,' etc.,
by the transposition of two letters (αηζιρ for D|np),
becomes ' Their graves are their houses^' a reading
supported by Sept. Pesh. Targ. and adopted by
most modern scholars (RVm); Job 3836, where nine
'inward parts' can be rendered 'dark clouds,' and
the parallel word for ' mind,' ' meteors ' (see RVm);
Ps 516 (Heb.8), where Wellhausen (following Hitzig)
holds that the consonants mntsa represent, not the
noun nine and preposition 3, but a derivative of the
verb n»a, and accordingly renders ' Faith and trust,
it is these Thou lovest ('Psalms' in Polychrome
Bible, Lond. 1898). See, further, Cheyne in Ex-
positor, Aug. 1898, p. 83 if.

In the NT the phrase, represented by rb ϊσωθεν,
is used only in Mt 715 and Lk II 3 9 in the unfavour-
able sense for inward wickedness. The other use
of inner or inward man in relation to the renewed
nature is almost wholly Pauline. See INNER MAN.

J. LAIDLAW.
IOB (z\\ AV Job).—The third son of Issachar,

Gn 4613. Job (nv) appears to be a textual error for
Jashub (nwi) of the parallel passages Nu 2624, 1 Ch
71, which is read by Sam. Pent, and Pesh. even
in Gn, and is supported by LXX Ίασούφ, Luc.
Ίασούβ. So Dillmann, Oxf. Heb. Lex., etc.

J. A. SELBIE.
IPHDEIAH (τ\τ$\ ' J " redeems').—A Benjamite

chief, 1 Ch 825. See GENEALOGY.

IPHTAH (πζίΒϊ, AV Jiphtah).—A town in the
Shephelah of Judah, Jos 1543. The name has not
been recovered.

IPHTAH-EL (̂ K-neo:, AV Jiphtah-el).—A ravine
(N;a) N.W. of Hannaihon, on the north border of
Zebulun, Jos 1914·27. The situation of DABBESHETH
(v.11) seems to show that the great ravine, called
Wady el-Kurn, 'valley of the horn,' west of Kefr
Άηάη, is intended. The word has nothing to do
with the name Jefat (i.e. Jotapata of Jos. Wars,
iii. 7), with which it has been wrongly compared
(e.g. by Kobinson, BBP iii. p. 107).

C. R. CONDEE.

IR (Ύ#, Α Ήρά, Β 'Ραώμ), 1 Ch 712.— Shuppim and
Huppim are mentioned as the sons of Ir (called in
v.7 Iri) in a list of the sons of Benjamin.

IRA («TV, EZpas, Ira).—1. A Jairite, i.e. of Jair,
a family of Gilead (Nu 3241 etc.). He is described
as ' priest unto David' (cf. 2 S 818, where David's
sons are also called ' priests'; Driver, Sam. pp. 219
and 293 f.), and associated with Zadok and Abia-
thar (2 S 2026). It may be noted in this connexion
(a) that in the list of court officials given in 2 S 815ff·
(from which this notice [2 S 2026] appears to be
repeated, cf. Budde, Bichter u. Samuel, p. 254) no
mention is made of Ira, (b) that his name is also
absent from the list in 1 Ch 1814'17 (which, however,
is simply transcribed from 2 S 8); in both these
passages a statement as to the office of David's
sons is substituted (?), and (c) that the difficulty
attaching to the word 'priest' in this passage,
whether it be applied to Ira or to the sons of
David (in 1 Ch 18 ' priests' is changed to ' chiefs
about the king,' ι̂ επ χ) DWion), admits of solu-
tion if the passage is assigned to a late date
(although, of course, it mav be plausibly urged
on the other hand that the freer use of the
word ' priests' is an evidence of antiquity). Ad-
ditional confirmation is thus given to Budde's
theory that 2 S 2023"26 were repeated (with varia-
tions) from 2 S 815f· by a later redactor, who
wished to include the genuinely old section 2 S
91-2022 and took this means of connecting the
chapters added with what preceded (see SAMUEL,
BOOKS OF). Nothing further is known of this
Ira, unless, following the reading of the Peshitta

( ^ ^ =' of Jattir,' i.e. n#n for ΠΝ;Π the
Jairites, Luc. ό }le6ip), we adopt the somewhat
hazardous conjecture (Then. Klost.) that he is
identical with 2. Ira the Ithrite (Hî n), one of
David's heroes (2 S 2338 = 1 Ch 1140). Most probably
Then, and Klost. are right in pointing the text
differently (nn:n for »"iri»n, see ITHRITE, THE), and
treating Ira as a native of Jattir in the hill-country
of Judah (cf. 1 S 3027). 3. (2 S 2326, Β Etpas, A "Ipas;
1 Ch II 2 8 Ήραί; 1 Ch 279, Β Όδου/as, Α Είρά, Hira)
Another of David's heroes, son of Ikkesh the Teko-
ite. According to 1 Ch 279 he was captain of the
temple guard for the sixth monthly course.

J. F. STENNING.
IRAD (TJ'J?, LXX Γαιδάδ).—Son of Enoch and

grandson of Cain (Gn 418). The name perhaps
means 'fugitive' (Budde, 'strong,' 'increasing,'
following the Arabic 'arada, which, used of plants,
=* come forth and become tall ' or * come forth hard
and erect' [Lane, 1997 f.j), and may be a transforma-
tion of IT (Gn 515f· = 1 Ch I2). See Dillmann and
Spurrell on Gn 418, and Budde, Urgeschichte, 123 if.

IRAM(DTV).—A 'duke'(*]£*) of Edom, Gn 3643=
1 Ch I54. The precise connotation of the name in
this * geographico-statistical list' (Dillm.) is un-
known. The LXX has in Gn Α ΖαφωεΙ, DE Ζαφωείν,
ill 1 Ch Β Ζαφωείν, Α 'Κράμ.

IR-HA-HERES (οηππ τ*).—In Is 1918 the name
to be given to one of the ' five cities in the land of
Egypt that speak the language of Canaan, and
swear to Jehovah of hosts'; in AV, RV,' one shall
be called The city of destruction.' The passage is
difficult; and many different views have been held
about it, especially in modern times.

(1) The Massoretic reading of the passage (which
is supported by Aq. Theod. Pesh.) is that given
above : and of this the usually accepted interpreta-
tion is that expressed in AV, RV, and adopted by
Delitzsch ; the name ' city of destroying' — or,
more exactly, ' of tearing down,' the verb Din
being used properly of tearing or pulling down
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buildings, cities, altars, etc. (Ex 232i, 1 Κ 1830,
1 S 1417, Ezk 1314 etc.)—is supposed to be chosen
for the sake of a punning allusion to heres (οηη
Job 97*) 'sun,' the 'city of the sun' being a
designation which might have been given in Heb-
rew to On, the Heliopolis of the Greeks, a city a
few miles to the N.E. of the modern Cairo, in
ancient times the chief centre of the sun-worship
in Egypt, and full of obelisks dedicated to the
sun-god, Ra. The meaning of the passage, then, is
that the place which has hitherto been a ' city of
the sun' will in the future be called the * city of
destroying,' i.e. a city which has devoted itself to
destroying the temples and emblems of the sun ; cf.
the prophecy of Jeremiah (4313), where it is said of
Nebuchadnezzar t h a t ' he will break in pieces the
pillars {i.e. obelisks) of Beth-shemesh (the 'house,
or temple, of the sun'), that is in the land of
Egypt.' The objections which have been urged
against this view, that it requires too much to be
supplied, that D~jn does not occur elsewhere, and
that the expression ought rather to mean ' the
destroyed city,' are not cogent: the name is, of
course, meant allusively, not as a complete defini-
tion ; there are many other words which occur but
once in the Hebrew Bible ; f and the sense in which
the ' destroying' was meant would be determined
by the context.

(2) Symm. (πολι* ηλίου), Vulg. {civitas Solis), the
Talm. {Menalwth, 110a), and Saadyah (10th cent.),
read Dnn ('sun') for o*in ('destruction'), a reading
found also in 16 Heb. MSS.J This reading, in
spite of the preference expressed for it by Ges.
{Thes.) and Riehm {Einl. ii. 552f.), cannot be
deemed probable,—at least, if the words be ac-
cepted as Isaiah's : if it be adopted, be it observed,
the expression used by the prophet would be, not
' one shall be the city of the sun' (in which case, no
doubt, his words could be understood as a promise
of the conversion of Heliopolis to the worship of
Jehovah), but ' one shall be called the city of the
sun,' an idiom which, according to usage (cf. I2 6

43 95 613*>.662̂  j e r 196, Hos I10), always implies that
the words following denote the character of the
place or person mentioned; and it would be very
pointless to say that one of the converted cities
would bear the character of a sun-city,.

Ges. (Comm.), Ew., Knob., who adopt the same reading, ex-
plain it from the Arab, harasa, 'the guarded or protected city';
but this is to introduce a very questionable Arabism into the
text of the OT.

(3) The LXX has TTOXIS ασεδεκ, i.e. pivn TJ; 'city
of righteousness' (cf. I2 6 613b). This would yield a
fair, though not a specially pertinent sense: it is
open to the suspicion of being an alteration based
on I2 6 (where the ' righteousness' is in pointed con-
trast to the unrighteousness denounced in vv.21"23

etc.). On the other hand, that in Egypt the text
of Is 19 was treated freely, and accommodated to
the circumstances of a later age, is evident from
the LXX rendering of v.25, where, for ' Blessed be
Egypt my people,' they substitute 'Blessed be my
people that is in Egypt,' with manifest reference to
the Jews settled there in the time of the Ptolemies.
See further (5).

A decision on the passage is complicated by his-
torical considerations. The high priest Onias III.,

* And in t h e pr. names D~>n 1Π J g 135, cnn m e n 29, D^nn iAy ID
•ascent of H e r e s ' 813; 1418'is dub., see Moore. ! ' " " ' ~'~

t The form of the word is perfectly regular and normal : cf.
3"iN a lying-in-wait (Job 3840), 2y% an attending (Is 217), ^Ββ
a slaying (Ob 9), "\2ψ a breaking, yrn a killing, h^n a destruction
(Mic 210), η^ a catch (Pr 326), etc.

t The present text of the Targ. expresses a combination of
both readings, (1) and (2): mnD1? NTnjn &DZf ΓΓ3 xr\~\p 'the
city Beth-Shemesh [see Jer 4313, cited above], which is destined
to be destroyed' (cited in the Talm. I.e. without the last clause:
see Levy, NIIWB ii. 112\

after his deposition by Antiochus Epiphanes,—or,
according to other statements, his son, Onias IV., *
— despairing of better times in Judah, sought
refuge in Egypt (c. B.C. 170-160) with Ptolemy
Philometor; and conceived the idea of building
there a temple, dedicated to Jehovah, in which
the ancient rites of his people might be carried on
without molestation, and which might form a re-
ligious centre at least for the Jews settled in
Egypt. Upon his application to Ptolemy, the
king granted the disused site of a sanctuary of
Bubastis at Leontopolis, in the ' nome,' or district,
of Heliopolis, and there Onias erected his temple, t
In support of his plan he had pointed to Is 1919 and
its contexts as a prediction that a temple to
Jehovah was to be built in Egypt.§ These facts
have been supposed to have a bearing upon both
the reading and the exegesis of the passage under
consideration. Certainly, if the passage be Isaiah's,
they will not affect either; in that case, the first
view given above is the only one which can be
regarded as probable. But there are scholars whom
that view fails to satisfy; and, without going so
far as to deny Isaiah's authorship of the whole of
19i6(i8)-25j ^ must b e g r a n ted that the clause in
v.18 ' one shall be called,' etc., might well be a later
addition to the original text of the prophecy : the
verse would not read incompletely without it, nor
does it add anything material to the main thought
of the verse. Those who hold, then, that this clause
(with or without the context) is not Isaiah's, adopt
the following views about it.

(4) Duhm boldly translates ' shall be called
Leontopolis,' explaining heres from the Arab.
haris, properly the bruiser, crusher, a poet, name
for a lion. But that a very special and fig.
application of an Arab, root, not occurring in Heb.
even in its usual Arabic sense, should be found in
Heb., is most improbable.

Dillmann's suggestions are better worthy of
consideration. First (5), adhering to Isaiah's
authorship, but deeming (1) and (2) above both
unsuitable, he thinks it possible (agreeing in this
with Bredenkamp) that 'city of righteousness' was
the original reading,|| supposing that heres, 'sun,'
and heres, 'destruction,' were alterations made
intentionally after B.C. 170, for the purpose of
introducing a more definite allusion to the temple
of Leontopolis (which was situated, as said above,
in the nome of Heliopolis), the former by those
who viewed this temple with approval, the latter
by those who judged it schismatic. But he goes
on (6) to throw out the suggestion that, after all,
the whole clause may have been added at this later
date, heres, i sun,' being the original reading, which
was altered afterwards by the Jews of Palestine
into heres, ' destruction,' in order to obtain a con-
demnation of the Egyptian temple, 1Γ and by the
Jews of Egypt into zede/c, ' righteousness,' in order
to make the prophecy more distinctly favourable
to it.

(7) Cheyne {Introd. to Is. pp. 102-110), followed
by Skinner, rejecting the view that the passage
was written in the interests of the temple of Leon-

* See on this question Baethgen, ZATW, 1886, p. 278ff.
+ Probably at Tell el-Yahudiyeh (about 10 miles N. of Heli-

opolis), near which there are the remains of a Jewish necropolis
(Naville, as cited below, pp. 13-15,19 f.). The place was after-
ward scalled Onion.

% See Jos. Ant. xui. iii. 1 end.
§ Jos. BJ1. i. 1; vii. x. 2-3; Ant. xn. v. 1, ix. 7; xm. iii. 1-3,

x. 4; xx. 10; Ewald, Hist. v. 355 f.; Schurer, ii. 544-546. See
also Naville, The Mound of the Jew and the City of Onias
(7th Memoir of the Egyp. Expl. Fund), 1890, pp. 18-20.

II So Geiger, Urschrift (1857), p. 79 f. (treating the verse, how-
ever,—and indeed the whole passage, 1918-25, _ a s a late addition
to Isaiah's prophecy, written for the express purpose of glorify-
ing the temple of Leontopolis).

1 Dillm. is thus far following Hitzig, Jesaja (1833), pp. 219,
233 (who indeed assigns the whole of 1916-25 to the same age,
and even suggests Onias himself as its author).
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topolis, and interpreting the words in v.18 ('five
cities speaking the language of Canaan' [Hebrew],
etc.), not as a symbolical expression for the con-
version of Egyptian cities to the worship of J",
but as referring to Jewish colonies in Egypt main-
taining their national language and religion, sup-
poses vv.16'25 to have been written in the latter years
of Ptolemy Lagi (c. B.C. 290), when there were un-
questionably many Jewish settlements in Egypt:
the original reading was 'city of the sun,5 the
meaning being that one of these Jewish colonies,
preserving loyally the faith of their fathers, should
flourish even in Heliopolis, the city of the sun-god,
the Heb. name of which should be Ir-ha-heres; the
reading was altered afterwards, when the Jews of
Pal. began to show hostility towards the Egyptian
temple, by the Jews of Egypt into * city of right-
eousness/ and then further by the Jews of Pales-
tine, as a counter-blow, into ' city of destruction/

(8) Konig (Einl. p. 86) treats the clause as a late
Palestinian gloss, written originally on the margin,
in condemnation of the temple at Leontopolis (' city
of destruction,' with allusion to heres ' of the sun').

It is evident that most of these views are merely
hypotheses. At the same time, the diversity of
reading makes it clear that arbitrary alterations,
upon one side or the other, were introduced into
the text; and as positive information upon the
matter· fails us, it becomes necessary to resort to
hypotheses in order to explain the facts. The
only question is, what hypothesis explains them
best? If the words are Isaiah's, the objections to
' city of the sun' being the original reading have
been already stated: if the words were written
after the foundation of the temple at Leontopolis,
the objections to the same being the original read-
ing are, 1. that the temple was not at Heliopolis,
and 2. (as remarked by Cheyne) that a passage
interpolated by an Egyptian Jew in the interests
of that temple should have made its way into the
Palestinian text of Isaiah. If 'city of the sun'
were the original reading, the most reasonable
explanation of it is Cheyne's (7), though that im-
plies that the passage is not Isaiah's, and also
involves an interpretation of vv.18"20, which is, at
least, not the obvious one. The present writer
must own that the view which seems to him to be
the least open to objection is (1): the difficulties
which have been found in this do not (as indicated
above) seem to him as serious as has been some-
times maintained ; and heres, ' sun,'—whether an
intentional or accidental alteration of heres, 'de-
struction,'—though unsuitable, if used in the first
instance with reference to Leontopolis, could readily
enough be applied to it, if found, as upon this view
of the case it would be found, in the text of an
ancient prophecy.* S. K. DRIVER.

IRL—See IR.

IRIJAH (.Y;N"J: ' J" seeth').—A captain who, during
the siege of Jerus., arrested Jeremiah on the charge
of intending to desert to the Chaldseans (Jer 3713# 14).

IR-NAHASH (m τ»).—A city of Judah, 1 Ch
412. The site is uncertain.

* In connexion with the views which see in the passage an
allusion to the temple at Leontopolis, it is at least remarkable
that, as M. Naville observes (pp. 12, 20, 21), in the Great Harris
Papyrus, which describes at length the buildings of Ramses in.
(c. 1200 B.C.), mention is made of ' the abode of Ramses in., in
the house of Ra (the sun-god) on the north of On,'—a, name
which would fairly correspond to ' city of the sun,' and which
M. Naville is strongly disposed to consider was the sacred name
of the city buried now under Tell el-Yahudiyeh : the close con-
nexion of this place with On is also implied by the further state-
ment in the Papyrus t h a t ' all that belonged to the abode of
Ramses in the house of Ra, north of On, the buildings as well
as the cattle, was under the authority of the priests of On for
their yearly tribute.'
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IRON (fitq*., Yir'ori).—A city of Naphtali, in the
mountains, Jos 1938. It is probably the modern
Ydrun. See SWP vol. i. sheet iv., and Baedeker-
Socin, Pal.3 p. 261.

IRON in the English Bible almost always stands
for Sns (in Dn Aram. hriB) in OT, and for σίδηρος or
the adj. σίδηρους in Apocr. and NT [Exceptions:—In
Job 417 ' barbed irons' is the rendering of niafr, and
in 1 Ti 42 'seared (as) with a hot iron' is a para-
phrase of κ€καυστηρίασμένοί\. Conversely, *?ns and
its Gr. equivalents are usually translated by ' iron'
[Exceptions:—In Dt 195, 2 Κ 65 hrp is rendered
' (ax-) head/ and in Is 4412 >̂Π3 Ίήπ is simply
* smith'; σίδηρος is trd * sword' in Jth 66 98, 4 Mac
1419].

LXX is less consistent. It has <ri$vipoi for 3ΊΠ (sword), Job 5 2 0

1522 3922, for jna (Ε Χ Θ), Dt 2019, for rrriD (razor), Jg 135 ιβ7,
1 Κ i n , a n d τί%ταΐν σιΙίιρου for Win (smith), 1 S 131». On the
other hand, it renders Vn? by μοίχοαρχ, Is 1034, by <n$'/ipiov, Dt 195,
2 Κ 65·6, Ec 1010, and elsewhere by σΐΐ^ρος or σώγφου?. Evidently
both in Heb. and Gr. 'iron' was a term used somewhat generally
to describe both the metal and instruments of various kinds
made from it.

This well-known metal is one of the so-called
elementary substances. From its abundance, the
ease with which it can be separated from its ores,
and its many useful properties, it is the most im-
portant of all the metals. Ordinary iron is not a
pure element, but always contains a small amount
of carbon, the proportion of which greatly affects
its qualities. When the quantity of carbon is
small (from 0*15 to 0*5 per cent.) we have wrought
iron, which is extremely difficult to melt, but is
tough, and can be welded at white heat. When the
percentage of carbon is from 3 to 6 we have cast
iron, which is .brittle, and cannot be welded, but
which can be melted and cast in mould. The
intermediate variety, containing from 0*6 to 2 per
cent, of carbon, is steel, which can be both cast
and welded, and can also be tempered to various
degrees of elasticity and hardness. In modern
processes iron is separated from its ores in the
form of cast iron, from which the other forms
are obtained by removing some of the carbon.
The high temperature required to melt cast iron
has been urged as a difficulty in the way of under-
standing the use of the metal in early times. But
iron can be separated from its ores without being
melted. In many countries primitive processes of
iron manufacture survive, and are carried on at
the present day. These doubtless represent the
ancient methods, and their crude product is not
cast iron, but a * bloom' or spongy mass of wrought
iron or steel.

Native iron is almost unknown .except in meteorites. Meteoric
iron, however, contains impurities which make it brittle and
exceedingly difficult to forge. For primitive methods of iron
manufacture see Napier, Ancient Wo?-kers and Artificers in
Metal; Day, The Prehistoric Use of Iron and Steel; Swank,
Iron in all Ages (OT references in the last-named are uncritical).

In the Scripture records iron appears side by side
with brass (which see) or bronze from the very
earliest times, and the two metals are often men-
tioned together. Tubal-cain is described as an
artificer in both (Gn 422), and similar workers are
referred to in the reigns of David (2 Ch 27·14) and
Joash (2 Ch 2412). In Dt 89 both are named among
the minerals of Palestine, and in Jos 228 they are
among the spoils carried home by the tribe of
Manasseh after the conquest of Canaan. They
are mentioned in Nu 3122 in a list of incombustible
materials, and in Jer 628, Ezk 2218, among the im-
purities of silver.

Iron is classed among the necessaries of life
(Sir 3926); and the Scripture allusions testify to its
extensive and varied applications. Is 6017 shows
that its relative value in ancient times was much
the same as at present, being less than that of
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Ε
•old and silver, and greater than that of stone,
ron was used for weapons of offence (Nu 3516,

Job 2024, Jth 66 98, 4 Mac 1419), for war chariots
(Jos 1716·18, Jg I1 9 43·13), and for defensive armour
(2 S 237, Rev 99). Saws, harrows, and axes of iron
were used by David in dealing (?; see Driver, Sam.
p. 288, and cf. art. HARROW) with his Ammonite
prisoners (2 S 1231, 1 Ch 203). Hands of iron are
mentioned as instruments of torture in 4 Mac 812

926. 2βφ There are allusions to iron gates (Ac 1210),
fetters (Ps 10518 1498, 3 Mac 325, 4 Mac II1 0), prison
bars (Ps 10710·16, Is 452), yokes (Dt 2848, Jer 2813·14, Sir
2820), and horns (as prophetic symbols, 1 Κ 2211, 2 Ch
1810). Axes for felling trees were made of iron
(Dt 195, 1 Κ 65·6, Is 1034), and also tools for stone-
quarrying (Sir 4817) and stone-hewing (Dt 275,
Jos 831, 1 Κ 67). There were iron* threshing
instruments (Am I3), images (Dn 523), vessels (Jos
619·24), pans (Ezk 43), nails or bolts (1 Ch 223, Wis
1315), pens or graving tools (Jer 171, Job 1924).
Iron was among the materials gathered by David
for the building of the temple (1 Ch 2214·16 292·7),
among the merchandise of Tyre (Ezk 2712·19), and
of the apocalyptic Babylon (Rev 1812). The
whetting of iron tools is referred to in Pr 2717,
Ec 1010. The heaviness of iron is noted in Sir 2215.
Its weight was reckoned by shekels (1 S 177), or
by talents (1 Ch 297).

' As to the manufacture of iron, the ore is alluded
to in Job 282. The references to the ' iron furnace'
(Dt 420, 1 Κ 851, Jer II4) may be either to the
smelting furnace, in which the iron was separated
from its ore, or to the blacksmith's forge, which is
vividly described in Is 4412, Sir 3828.

In many of the above passages, and in a number
of others, ' iron' is used metaphorically. The
description of the heavens and the earth as brass
and iron (Lv 2619, Dt 2823) is a picture of drought.
The iron furnace is a striking figure for the
severest suffering. Iron is a symbol of strength,
and as such is employed of Asher (Dt 3325), of
Israel (Mic 413), of the fourth kingdom in Nebuchad-
nezzar's vision (Dn 2™-*5Passim), and of behemoth
(Job 4018 4127). Prophetic boldness is typified in
Jer I1 8 by an iron pillar. On the other hand, iron
is an emblem of Israel's obstinacy (Is 484) and
corruption (Jer 628, Ezk 2218, iron being an im-
purity in silver). The rod of iron (Ps 29, Rev 227

125 1915) symbolizes a rule of irresistible might.
One or two passages referring to iron have been

reserved for special comment.
The 'bedstead of iron,' belonging to king Og of

Bashan (Dt 311), was probably a sarcophagus of
basalt, the black iron-like stone of the region.
This stone, and not literal iron, may possibly be
intended also in Dt 89. See Pliny, Nat. Hist.
xxxvi. 11; and Driver, Deuteronomy, in loc.

In Jer 1512 occurs the phrase pa?1? 'Π3 * northern
iron' (AV), 'iron from the north' (RV), of which
there are two different interpretations. On the
one hand, it has been supposed to refer to the iron
manufactured by the Chalybians, which was re-
puted to be of special excellence; while, on the
other hand, it has been understood simply as a
figurative description of the northern invasion
which Jeremiah elsewhere predicts as impending
(I14 46 61 1320).

In Ezk 2719 we have riwy Sjna, which is rendered
' bright iron' in AV and RV, but ' wrought iron'
in RVm. LXX connects the phrase with the
preceding clause, and translates έξ Άσήλ σίδηρος
eipyav μένος. The meaning is generally understood
to be ' iron wares of rare workmanship ' (kunstreich
verarbeitetes Eisen—Siegfried in Kautzsch's AT).
The Habbis took the locality described to be in
South Arabia, like Dedan, and the iron articles to

* Possibly the word in Am 13 means hard black basalt, as in Dt
3U. See Driver, Joel and Amos, pp. 130, 227.

be Indian swords, which were famous in that region.
See Cornill and Smend, in loc.

The word ' iron' in Scripture is applied to articles
which may have been made of wrought iron, and
to others which probably were made of steel.
The apparent special allusions to steel in AV are
misleading (see STEEL). See also following article.

JAMES PATRICK.
IRON (barzel).—The use of iron was compara-

tively late. In the whole of the plunder of Syria
about B.C. 1480 iron is never mentioned ; nor is it
in the cuneiform letters from Syria about B.C. 1360.
No clearly dated example of it is known in Egypt
before about B.C. 700. Probably it began to come
into use in Syria about B.C. 900 or 1000. Beyond
the generalities of iron being named among metals
(Gn 422, Nu 3122 3516), and the phrases 'chariots of
iron' (Jos 1716·18, Jg I1 9 43·13) and ' bed of iron ' (Dt
3U[?]), the 'tool of iron' is definitely named under
Solomon (1Κ 67), and as an axe about B.C. 850 (2K65).
Iron is mentioned under Tiglath-pileser I. (c. 1100).
See KIB i. 39. Well-developed tools of iron (chisels,
rasps, files, centre-bits, etc.) were made by Assyrians
in B.C. 670, implying that such had probably been in
progress for a century or two at least. It appears,
then, that iron began to spread about B.C. 1000,
most likely from the Chalybes in the Assyr. high-
lands, who still work it, and were celebrated for it
anciently. This is probably quite as early as, or
earlier than, it appears for any purpose in Europe.
See MINES, MINING. W. M. FLINDERS PETRIE.

IRPEEL {hxsy.' El heals').—A city of Benjamin,
noticed with Chephirah, Mozah, and others, Jos
1827. The most probable site is the ruin Bafat, N.
of el-Jib (Gibeon). See SWP vol. i. sheet xvii.

IRRIGATION.—In Babylonia and Egypt, on
account of the lack of rain, water was supplied to
the fields and gardens by an elaborate system of
irrigation. The waters of the Nile, Euphrates,
and Tigris were conveyed to a distance by a net-
work of larger and smaller canals. The water
from these, or from reservoirs supplied by them, is
raised by various machines, the most common of
which is the shadoof, the essential part of which is
a lever, with a weight at one end, serving to raise
the full bucket at the other. Other machines are
somewhat like a turbine. The water thus raised
is distributed along narrow gutters. The Nile
Valley is naturally fertilized by the inundations
caused by the rise of the Nile; and the control and
distribution of these floods was an important
feature in the irrigation of Egypt. To this pur-
pose Lake Mceris was adapted by the great engineer-
ing works of Amenemhat III. (see Herodot. i. 193;
Maspero, Dawn of Civilization, 67 ff., 445 ff., 763 ff.;
Lane, Modern Egyptians5, ii. 26 f.; Petrie, History
of Egypt, i. 193; arts. ASSYRIA, 178a; EGYPT, ii.).

Palestine, however, is by no means a waterless
country; the eastern table-lands especially are
well provided with springs. In parts, however, e.g.
on the Judsean plateau, springs are rare, moreover
the rain drains away quickly; nevertheless, the
earlier and the later rains suffice for the crops
generally. As to need for irrigation, Palestine is
expressly contrasted with Egypt in Dt I I 1 0 · u ' For
the land, whither thou goest in to possess it, is not
as the land of Egypt, from whence ye came out,
where thou sowedst thy seed and wateredst it with
thy foot, as a garden of herbs; but the land,
whither ye go over to possess it, is a land of hills
and valleys, and drinketh water of the rain of
heaven.' This passage does not imply that irriga-
tion was unknown in Palestine, but that it was
only used on a small scale, for gardens, etc. Thus
we read in Is 5811 of a 'watered garden,' gan
rdweh; in Ec 25·6 Solomon is made to say, ' I made
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me gardens and parks, and I planted trees in them
of all kinds of fruit: I made me pools of water, to
water therefrom the forest where trees were
reared.' Cf. also Sir 2430·31 Ί also came out as a
brook from a river, and as a conduit into a garden.
I said I will water my best garden, and will abun-
dantly water my garden bed.' So G. A. Smith,
HGHL 83, 'Vegetables thrive where summer
irrigation is used.' Driver on Dt II 1 0 (cf. 2nd ed.
p. xxi) quotes Conder, Tent-Work, p. 328, as stat-
ing that he had seen gardens irrigated ' by means
of small ditches trodden by the foot.' Steuernagel,
however, explains * watered with the foot' in the
same passage as referring to a wheel worked with
the foot.

There are numerous references to peleg or palgt
mayim (Ps I3etc.), i.e. the trenches used for irriga-
tion ; but we cannot therefore deduce a wide use
of irrigation in Palestine; some of the passages
may have been written in Babylonia, or by authors
familiar with the irrigation trenches of Egypt or
Chaldaea; nor is it certain that peleg may not
sometimes mean a natural tributary.

LITERATURE.—Benzinger, Heb. Arch. 1894, pp. 97,227 ff.; Driver
on Dt l l io; Nowack, Lehrb. der Heb. Arch. 1894, i. 253 ff.; G. A.
Smith, HGHL pp. 63ff., 78ff., 521. W . H . BENNETT.

IR-SHEMESH (ete# ry 'city of the sun,' Jos
1941).—See BETHSHEMESH 1, and HERES 1.

IRU (vry).— The eldest son of Caleb, 1 Ch 415.
The correct name is probably IR, the -u being
simply the conjunction 'and' (ϊ) coupling it with
the following name Elah. (See Kittel, ad loc).

ISAAC (PQV; in Am 79·16 [where it is a poet,
synonym for Israel], Jer 3326, Ps 1059 ρπψ]; LXX
and NT Ισαάκ).

1. The story of Isaac is that of the least con-
spicuous of the three Hebrew patriarchs. The
following brief description gives all that is pre-
served in the Book of Genesis respecting him.

Isaac was the long promised son of Abraham
and Sarah. He was born when Abraham was 100
and Sarah 91 years old (cf. Gn 1717·24 215). He
was circumcised on the eighth day (Gn 214). He
was called Isaac ('laughter') by divine command
(Gn 1719), because Abraham had laughed at the
thought of a child being ' born unto him that is an
hundred years old' (Gn 1717). The j ealousy of Sarah
being aroused at the sight of Ishmael, Hagar's son,
playing (ρηχΏ) with Isaac, led to the expulsion of
Hagar and Ishmael from the tent of Abraham
(Gn 218-21). See HAGAR. It would appear from
this narrative (Gn 2114) that Isaac's earliest days
were spent in the neighbourhood of Beersheba.

The next recorded event in the life of Isaac was
the sacrifice 'in the land of Moriah,' when Abra-
ham was bidden of God to offer his ' only son . . .
Isaac' for a burnt - offering upon one of the
mountains (Gn 222). For remarks upon this trial
of Abraham's faith see the article ABRAHAM.
The beauty of the story is enhanced by the simple
colloquy between Abraham and his son, as they
went 'both of them together' to the appointed
place, Isaac bearing ' the wood of the burnt-offer-
ing ' (Gn 226"8). The submission and obedience of
Isaac are virtues as evidently intended to be
emphasized in the narrative as the faith of Abra-
ham. The life of Isaac was spared through the
interposition of ' the angel of the Lord'; and ' a
ram caught in the thicket by the horns' was
offered up by Abraham ' for a burnt-offering in the
stead of his son' (Gn 2213). Abraham and Isaac
returned to Beersheba (Gn 2219).

The death of Sarah occurred at Hebron when
Isaac was 36 years old (Gn 231); but Isaac is not
mentioned in connexion with the purchase of the

field of Machpelah and the burial of Sarah (Gn 23).
Abraham is not stated to have consulted Isaac
when he despatched ' his servant, the elder of his
house' (Gn 242), to take a wife for his son from his
country and kindred in Mesopotamia. Rebekah,
the daughter of ' Bethuel, the son of Milcah, the
wife of Nahor, Abraham's brother' (Gn 2415), is
brought from Mesopotamia by Abraham's servant.
Isaac, we are told (Gn 2462), dwelt at that time ' in
the land of the South,' near Beer-lahai-roi. Re-
bekah became his wife; and Isaac ' was comforted
after his mother's (or ' his father's,' reading V3$ for
iax, as his mother's name has not been mentioned
in the section) death.' Isaac joined with Ishmael
in committing the body of Abraham to burial in
the cave of Machpelah (Gn 259).

The remaining records of Isaac's life (' the genera-
tions of Isaac,' Gn 2512) are very meagre. Twin
children are born to Rebekah after Isaac's entreaty
of J" (Gn 2521). In Gn 261"6 we are told that, in
consequence of a famine, Isaac journeyed to Gerar,
but was warned by God not to go down into
Egypt. On the occasion of this theophany, Isaac
is told of the blessing upon himself and his seed
because of the obedience of his father Abraham
(Gn 266). In Gn 267"11 Isaac is guilty of the same
cowardice and deceit in the land of the Philistines,
as Abraham among the Egyptians. In order, as
he thought, to save his own life, he gave out that
Rebekah was his sister. Abimelech, the Philis-
tine king, saw from a window ' Isaac . . . sporting
(prî D) with Rebekah' (Gn 268), and perceived at
once that she was his wife and not his sister.
Abimelech justly rebuked Isaac; and gave his
people charge not to molest either him or his wife.
Isaac during his sojourn in Gerar became so
prosperous as a wheat-grower and herdsman as to
incur the envy of the Philistines. They com-
menced a petty persecution of Isaac, stopping up
the wells which his father Abraham had dug,
and which Isaac's servants had opened again.
Abimelech even counselled Isaac to withdraw
from the country in the interests of peace (Gn 2616).
We are then told of two wells dug by Isaac's men,
and violently claimed by the Philistines ; these he
calledKEsek ('strife') and Sitnah (' enmity'). Mov-
ing his encampment still farther away, he dug
another well, which the Philistines did not dispute,
and which Isaac therefore called Behoboth (' broad
places'), generally identified with the modern
Buhaibe, a well some 25 miles S. of Beersheba.

Isaac subsequently journeyed to Beersheba (Gn
2623), where J" appeared to him by night and
blessed him. He built an altar there to J", and
his servants digged a well. And while encamped
in this spot, he received overtures for an alliance
with the Philistines. Abimelech the king, Ahuz-
zath 'his friend,' and Phicol the captain of the
host, came over from Gerar; and Isaac made a
covenant with them, and gave them a banquet.
They plighted their faith to him by an oath
(nyny); and on the day of their departure Isaac
heard that his servants had come upon water in
the well they were digging. Accordingly he gave
the well the name of Shibah, as if equivalent to
Shebuah ; and thus the name Beersheba, according
to one tradition (cf. for another Gn2131), took its rise.

In the remaining passages in which Isaac is
referred to, he is an old and feeble man. In Gn 27
he appears as a man upon his deathbed, practically
blind, and desirous to bestow his last blessing
upon his elder son, Esau, whom 'he loved . . .
because he did eat of his venison' (Gn 2528).
Through Rebekah's cunning, Jacob the younger
son supplants his brother. Isaac, too blind to
distinguish between them by sight, is suspicious of
the voice, but is reassured by Jacob's hairy gar-
ments, by their feel and smell. He pronounces
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upon Jacob the blessing of the birthright,, in words
of a high poetical strain (Gn 2727'29). Shortly after
wards Esau returns ; and Isaac is greatly agitated
when he realizes the deception practised by his
younger son. But he cannot go back. He pro-
nounces a blessing—or rather a prediction of a
wild and independent destiny—upon his elder son.

Isaac's days were nearly numbered (Gn 2741).
A.nd Rebekah, to save Jacob from Esau's fury and
revenge, induces Isaac to send Jacob away to
Mesopotamia, there to obtain a wife from his own
kindred, and not to imitate Esau by marriage
with Canaanite women. Isaac invokes another
blessing upon the head of Jacob, and sends him
away to Paddan-aram unto Laban, Rebekah's
brother (Gn 2746-285).

Once more only do we hear of Isaac ; and that is
when we read of his death, after the return of
Jacob from his 21 years' sojourn in Mesopotamia.
The mention of it occurs just after the enumera-
tion of Jacob's twelve sons; and we then read
that * Jacob came unto Isaac his father to Mamre
to Kiriath-arba (the same is Hebron), where
Abraham and Isaac sojourned.' Here Isaac died,
being 180 years old, and his two sons Esau and
Jacob buried him (Gn 3527'29).

2. These somewhat disjointed notices of Isaac's
life were drawn from the three main sources of
tradition preserved in the Book of Genesis.

J records the promise of a son to Abraham and
Sarah (Gn 189"15), and the fulfilment of the promise,
in Gn 211"7. From the same source (Gn 2133) we
gather that Isaac's early years were spent at
Beersheba. J records the narrative of the servant's
journey to Mesopotamia; and the marriage of
Isaac and Rebekah (Gn 24). It mentions Isaac's
inheritance from Abraham and the sojourn at
Beer-lahai-roi (Gn 251'6· n ) . J had also the account
of Isaac's dealings with the Philistines (Gn 26),
and of the deception practised by Jacob upon his
father (Gn 27).

Ε recorded the birth of Isaac and the expulsion
of Hagar and Ishmael (Gn 216a·8"21); and from Ε
we have the narrative of the sacrifice of Isaac
(Gn 221-13). Portions also of Gn 27 are ascribed to
E, showing that this source contained the narra-
tive of Isaac's commission to Esau to bring him
the venison that he loved, and of Jacob's deception.

The Isaac narrative in Ρ was evidently very
brief. It mentions that Isaac at 40 years of age
married Rebekah, the daughter of Bethuel the
Syrian (Aramsean), in Paddan-aram ; that his two
sons were born when he was 60 years of age (Gn
25 l y·20·26); that Esau grieved his father and mother
40 years later by marrying two Hittite wives
(Gn 2634·S5); that Isaac, to prevent Jacob marry-
ing a Canaanite wife, sent him to Laban in
Paddan-aram to obtain a wife from his kindred,
and blessed him as he set forth (Gn 2746-289); and
that, after Jacob's return, Isaac died at Hebron 180
years old, and was buried by his sons (Gn 3528·29).

3. The recognition of these different strata of
tradition will enable the student to understand
the cause of certain apparently contradictory state-
ments in the narrative. Thus attention has often
been called to the fact that in Gn 27 Isaac is repre-
sented as old, blind, and on his deathbed, while
his death is recorded as occurring possibly 80
years later (cf. Gn 2634 with Gn 271"41 and Gn 3527).
But the narrative in Gn 27 is from the Prophetic,
that in Gn 2634 3527 is from the Priestly tradition.
Similarly, whereas in Gn 2741'45 Jacob is sent away
to escape Esau's vengeance, which will take a
murderous form as soon as Isaac dies,, we find in
Gn 2746-28x"6 that Isaac sends Jacob away to take
a wife from Paddan-aram, and blesses him, with-
out any reference being made to the blessing
obtained by guile, which has been described in the

previous chapter. But the difficulty disappears
when we find that Gn 271'45 is from the Prophetic,
and Gn 2746-286 is from the Priestly source, and
that the two traditions are combined, though not
harmonized.

The great similarity between the story—though
not harmonized—of the repudiation of Rebekah by
Isaac at the court of Abimelech at Gerar, and the
story of the repudiation of Sarah by Abraham,
likewise at the court of Abimelech king of Gerar,
will have occurred to all readers. The Abraham
narrative (Gn 20) is from Ε; the Isaac narrative
(Gn 268*11) is from J. It can hardly be doubted
that the two traditions are different versions of the
same event.

According to the figures given in Gn 2526, where
it is stated that Isaac was 60 years old when
Jacob and Esau were born, and those given in Gn
3528, where it is stated that Isaac died at the age
of 180, we should infer that Isaac's death occurred
only 10 years before Jacob's descent into Egypt
(Gn 4710). Moreover, by a comparison of the data
of Joseph's age (Gn 4146 456) with those of Jacob's
age (Gn 479), it would appear that Isaac was 137
years old when Jacob went to Haran.

4. The position of Isaac in the narrative is not
so conspicuous or so attractive as that of Abraham
or of Jacob. He impersonates, as it were, the
peaceful, obedient, and submissive qualities of an
equable trust in God, distinct alike from the
transcendent faith of Abraham, and from that
lower type which in Jacob was learned through
discipline and purged from self-will. There are
but a few items upon the strength of which a
picture of Isaac's character can be constructed.
But the submission shown at the crisis of sacrifice
(Gn 22), the lonely meditation at eventide (Gn
2463), the intercession on his wife's behalf (Gn 2521),
Jacob's allusion to the object of his father's fear
(Gn 3142), are details which supply features of
greater dignity and grace than are suggested by
the mention of his fondness for good food in Gn
2528 274. He is, however, a subordinate figure as
compared with Abraham and Jacob; and the lower
level at which he seems to stand is implied in Gn
265, where the covenant of blessing is granted to
Isaac and his seed, not for their own sake, but
for their father Abraham's sake.

It was not without significance for the Israelites
that the prehistoric founders of their race were
not all of heroic mould. The ordinary materials
of Hebrew life, as represented in Isaac and Jacob,
were selected to be the channels of special revela-
tion no less than the more splendid and striking
personality of their father Abraham. Isaac was
similar to the majority in every community, yield-
ing, easy-going, stationary, content to receive the
promise without realizing the extent or nature of
the privilege. The events of his life are associated
with a few localities, all (except Mamre, Gn 3527"29)
within a restricted area in S. Palestine. His
encampments at Beer-lahai-roi, Gerar, and Beer-
sheba form a sharp contrast to the varied scenes
in the lives of Abraham and Jacob. The typical
service of one of the patriarchs was rendered in
quietness and sitting still.

5. References in the New Testament. — The
sacrifice of Isaac is twice referred to in the NT.
(1) He II 1 7 · 1 8 , where the writer brings out the
triumph of Abraham's faith in the conflict between
the affection of a father and the duty of obedience ;
(2) Ja 221, where the apostle appeals to the great
deed of sacrifice as against the perversion of the
doctrine of justification by faith. In each case the
submission of Isaac plays its part, but only a
secondary part, in the argument of the writer.

6. The great importance attached by the Jews
of the Middle Ages to the sacrifice of Isaac is
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worthy of attention. 'The Jews implore the
mercy of God hy the sacrifice of Isaac, as Christians
by the sacrifice of Christ' (Mayor, Ep. James, p.
97). In the submission of Isaac was seen the sub-
mission of the whole race. Cf. Targ. on Mic 720

' Remember for us the binding of Isaac.' Pesikta
B. Kahana, 'For the merit of Isaac who offered
himself upon the altar, the Holy One, blessed be
He, will hereafter raise the dead' (Buber).

Amongst many strange Jewish traditions respect-
ing Isaac may be mentioned that of Targ. Jerus.
on Gn 271, where Isaac's blindness is accounted for
' because when his father was binding him, he had
seen the throne of glory, and from that time his
eyes had begun to darken.' Even more strange is
the altercation between Isaac and Ishmael, which,
according to the Targum of Palestine, led to the
sacrifice of Isaac : ' And it was after these things
that Isaac and Ishmael contended; and Ishmael
said, It is right that I should inherit what is the
father's, because I am his firstborn son. And
Isaac said, It is right that I should inherit what is
the father's, because I am the son of Sarah his
wife, and thou art the son of Hagar the handmaid
of my mother. Ishmael answered and said, I am
more righteous than thou, because I was circum-
cised at thirteen years ; and if it had been my will
to hinder, they should not have delivered me to be
circumcised; but thou wast circumcised a child of
eight days ; if thou hadst had knowledge, perhaps
they could not have delivered thee to be circum-
cised. Isaac answered and said, Behold now,
to-day I am thirty and six years old; and if the
Holy One, blessed be He, were to require all my
members, I would not hesitate. These words were
heard before the Lord of the World, and the Word
(Memra) of the Lord at once tried Abraham'
(Etheridge's translation).

7. Though not employed for that purpose in the
writings of the NT (yet cf. Ro 832), the sacrifice of
Isaac was largely made use of by the Fathers as
typical of the sacrifice on the cross. The earliest
use of it in this connexion appears to be Ep. Barn.
ch. 7, ' Because He was in His own person about
to offer the vessel of His Spirit a sacrifice for our
sins, that the type also which was given in Isaac,
who was offered upon the altar, should be ful-
filled5 (Lightfoot's Apostolic Fathers, p. 251).
Irenseus speaks of Abraham having yielded up his
son as a sacrifice in order that God might also be
pleased to give His only Son as a sacrifice for our
redemption {προθυμία? τον ϊδιον ̂ ovoyevrj καϊ ά"γαπητόν
παραχώρησα? θυσίαν τφ θεφ, ϊνα καϊ 6 debs €ύδοκήστ)
υπέρ του σπέρματος αύτου πάντωι τόν ϊδων μονογενή καϊ
ά"γαπητόν vibu θυσίαν παρασχέΐν els Χύτρωσιρ ήμ€τέραν,
ed. Stieren, i. 572). Cf. August. De Civ. Dei, xvi. 32.

8. The name ' Isaac' It would appear that the
name Isaac, derived from the root ρπ*, and mean-
ing 'laugh,' was connected in popular Israelite
tradition with incidents preceding or attending the
birth of the patriarch. It is impossible to resist
the conclusion that the form of these traditions
was occasioned by the stories based upon, or
suggested by, the popular etymology of the name.
At least three different explanations seem to have
been given, in order to account for the name ; the
compiler of Genesis has faithfully reproduced them
all. (1) In Gn 1717 (P) 'Abram laughed' at the
idea of a son being born to him in his old age;
(2) in Gn 1812 we are told that 'Sarah laughed
within herself at the prediction that she should
bear a son ; (3) in Gn 216 Sarah, after the birth of
the child, is represented as saying, ' God hath pre-
pared laughter (<pn?) for me.' The continuation of
the same verse, however, suggests that there was
yet another version of the same tradition, accord-
ing to which the laughter was neither that of in-
credulity on the part of Abraham and Sarah, nor

ii.
iii.

iv.

V l l .
viii.
ix.

that of joy on the part of Sarah, but that of
derision on the part of those who heard the news,
and who would laugh at one so old becoming a
mother: 'every one will laugh at me.' It should
also be noticed that the same root occurs in the
sense of 'playing' in the story of Ishmael and
Isaac (Gn 219), and also in that of Isaac and
Rebekah (Gn 268).

A fanciful Rabbinic derivation for the name ex-
plained it to be a compound of two words ρίΓτκχ*
' the out-going of statute,' as if in Isaac was to be
discerned a development of the religious faith of
Abraham (Hamburger, RE, s.v.).

It has been suggested that ' Isaac' may possibly
be a truncated form for 'Isaac-el,' on the analogy
of 'Isra-el,' 'Ishma-el,' and possibly 'Joseph-el'
and ' Jacob-el' (cf. Gray's Studies in Hebrew Proper
Names, p. 214).

See further, for several questions connected with
the story of Isaac, and on the whole question of the
character of the patriarchal narratives, art. JACOB.

Η. Ε. RYLE.
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Structure and Contents of the Book of Isaiah.

(4) Chs. 1-35 ; (B) 36-39 ; (C) 40-66.
Authenticity of the Book.
Messianic Prophecies in chs. 1-39.
The Theology of Isaiah.
Religious Reforms in Isaiah's time.
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Prophecies certainly not Isaiah's in 1-39.

x. Structure and date of chs. 40-66.
xi. Theology of chs. 40-66.

(a) Chs. 40-55.
(6) Chs. 56-66.

Literature.

Although anticipated by Amos and Hosea in
many of his leading doctrines, and excelled
both by Jeremiah and the great Prophet of the
Exile in depth of personal experience and width
of religious outlook, Isaiah was nevertheless
the greatest of the Hebrew prophets — by the
strength of his personality, tne wisdom of his
statesmanship, the length and unbroken assurance
of his ministry, the almost unaided service which
he rendered to Judah at the greatest crisis of her
history, the purity and grandeur of his style, and
the influence he exerted on subsequent prophecy.

I. NAME. — The English name Isaiah is an
approximate transliteration of the abbreviated
form Yeshaydh n$#;, which appears as the title of
the prophet*s book in the Hebrew Canon, and occurs
besides as the name of several individuals in post-
exilic writings (Ezr 87·19, Neh II7, 1 Ch 321). The
full and older form is Yeshdyahu in;ys>; (Gr. Ήσ-afas,
Lat. Esaias and Isaias), by which tne prophet him-
self is always called in the text of his book (cf. I1

etc.) and in the historical writings of the OT (2 Κ
192ίΓ·, 2 Ch 2622 3220· 3 2 ) ; also of other Jews, 1 Ch
053.15 2625. It means ' J " is salvation,' and is
therefore synonymous with the frequent Joshua
or Jeshua (Jesus) ymr or %w:, and Hosea sgfin, cf.
the Heb. Elisha ytf^s 'ood is, or God of, Salvation';
Elishua uw"h$, Ishiyp*., etc., the Sabaean or Him-
yaritic forms Wn* and yiv̂ K, and the Phcen. yv\

II. PERSONAL HISTORY.—The exact limits which
we are led to assign to Isaiah's career depend on
the conclusions we have still to reach with regard to
several disputed portions of his book. Generally
speaking, however, we may say that he prophesied
from the year in which king Uzziah died (B.C. 740
or 736) to the year of the sudden deliverance of
Jerusalem from Sennacherib, 701, and possibly
some years after this. Isaiah was therefore born
about 760 (seven years before the reputed founda-
tion of Rome), was a child when Amos appeared
at Bethel (c. 755 or 750), and a youth when Hosea
began to prophesy in N. Israel. Micah was his
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younger contemporary. Isaiah prophesied under
Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah, kings of
Judah. The chief political events of his life were
the ascent of the great soldier Tiglath-pileser in.
to the throne of Assyria in 745, with a new policy
of conquest; the league of Aram and N. Israel in
735, and their invasion of Judah, which moved
Ahaz to call Assyria to his help ; Tiglath-pileser's
capture of Damascus, and the captivity of Gilead
and Galilee in 734 ; the invasion of N. Palestine by
Salmanassar IV. in 725, with the long siege of
Samaria which fell to his successor Sargon in or
about 721 ; Sargon's defeat of Egypt on her border
at Kaphia in 719 ; Sargon's invasion of Palestine in
711 with the reduction of Ashdod, and his defeat
of Merodach-baladan and capture of Babylon in 709;
Sennacherib's succession in 705, and invasion of
Palestine in 701; his encounter with Egypt at
Eltekeh on the borders of Philistia and Judah ; his
capture of Ekron and siege of Jerusalem, with the
pestilence that overtook him between Palestine
and Egypt; and his retreat from Palestine, with
the consequent relief of Jerusalem—all in 701.
About 695 (some say about 690 or even 685)
Hezekiah was succeeded by Manasseh. Whether
Isaiah lived into the reign of the latter is very
doubtful. ΛΥβ have no prophecies from him later
than Hezekiah's reign, perhaps none after 701.*
The Mishna (Jebamoth 490; cf. Sa?ihedr. 1036)
says that he was slain by Manasseh. The apocry-
phal work, The Ascension of Isaiah, which was
written in the beginning of the 2nd Christian
cent, (only an Ethiopic version is extant; see
Dillmann's ed. with a Latin translation, Leipzig,
1877), affirms that Isaiah's martyrdom consisted in
being sawn asunder, which Justin Martyr repeats
(Dial. c. Try ph. ch. 120, c. A.D. 150).. Whether
this be true, and whether it is alluded to in He
II3 7, we cannot tell. See next article.

Isaiah is called the son of Amoz (po$ I 1 21 etc.),
who must not be confounded, as he has been by
various Christian Fathers, with the prophet Amos
(oiDV). A Jewish tradition {Megilla 10ά) makes
Isaiah nephew of king Amaziah; and his royal
descent has been inferred from his familiarity with
successive monarchs of Judah, and his general politi-
cal influence. A stronger reason than these might
be drawn from the presence in his name of J", which
appears to have been confined at the earlier periods
of Israel's history to proper names of the royal
houses. But even this is not conclusive, and one
really knows nothing of either Isaiah's forefathers
or his upbringing. He was married, his wife is
called ' the prophetess' (83), and he had two sons
to whom he gave names symbolic of those aspects
of the nation's history which he enforced in his
prophecies : She'ar-yashub, (a remnant shall re-
turn,' who was old enough in 736-735 to be taken
by his father when he went to face king Ahaz
(73), and Maker - shalal - hash - baz ' spoil - speeds-
booty-hastes,' who was born about a year later (81"4).
The legend that Isaiah was twice married has been
deduced from the false inference that the * young
woman of marriageable age,5 π,ρ^π of 714, ivas his
wife. By this expression the prophet probably
did not mean a definite individual.

The most certain and significant fact about
Isaiah is that he was a citizen, if not a native, of
Jerusalem,! and had constant access to the court
and presence of the king. Jerusalem is Isaiah's
'immediate and ultimate regard, the centre and
return of all his thoughts, the hinge of the history
of his time, the summit of those brilliant hopes

* Eichhorn and Moller, quoted by Vatke, Einl. 620, assigned
chs. 40-66 to reign of Manasseh. None of the titles in the Bk.
of Isaiah affirm that he prophesied under Manasseh.

1 Some deduce from 2 Κ 20^ that he lived in 'the middle'or
1 lower city' (Cheyne, Encyl. Brit.v xiii. 378).

with which he fills the future. He has traced for us
the main features of her position and some of the
lines of her construction, many of the great figures
of her streets, the fashions of her women, the
arrival of embassies, the effect of rumours. He
has painted her aspect in triumph, in siege, in
famine, and in earthquake : war filling her valleys
with chariots, and again nature rolling tides of
fruitfulness up to her very gates; her moods of
worship, panic, and profligacy. If he takes wider
observation of mankind, Jerusalem is his watch-
tower. It is for her defence he battles through
fifty years of statesmanship, and all his prophecy
may be said to travail in anguish for her new birth.'

III. STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS OF THE BOOK
OF ISAIAH.—The book which bears Isaiah's name
consists of 66 chapters, which fall into two very
distinct collections of prophetic discourses : chs.
1-35 and chs. 40-66, which are separated by a
stretch of narrative or history, chs. 36-39.

A. Chs. 1-35 are further divisible into at least
five sections—(1) 1-12 a series of orations upon the
religious and political state both of Judah in face
of invasions by Assyria and by the confederates
Syria and N. Israel, and of N. Israel in face of
an invasion by Assyria; as well as upon the
Messianic future of Israel. There is also a series
of narratives recounting Isaiah's call (6), his inter-
view with king Ahaz (7), and other measures that
he took (8); as well as a song of praise (12). This
section seems composed of independent groups of
oracles. Ch. 1 appears to stand by itself, and
carries a title which more than covers the contents of
the whole section, ' the reigns which it enumerates
exhaust the range of Isaiah's career.' At the head
of ch. 2 there is another title which appears to cover
2-4, which form a unity by themselves. Ch. 5
stands apart from them, and is itself composed of
independent pieces. Then we have the pieces of
narrative: 6 by itself on the prophet's vision
in the year Uzziah died, and 7-84 containing more
oracles and running out into others 85-97, all of
them apparently from the reign of Ahaz. 98-104,
along with 525"30, which obviously belongs to them,
from an oracle against N. Israel. 105"34 is an
oracle against Assyria, and ch. 11 consists of two
prophecies, one of the Messiah (vv.1"9), the other of
the restoration of all Israel (vv.10"16). Ch. 12 is the
lyric already alluded to. (2) Chs. 13-23 contain a
series of oracles upon heathen nations, with a few
upon Judah, but none upon N. Israel. 13-1423

treats of the fall of Babylon ; 1424"27 is on Assyria,
and vv.28-32 against the Philistines, assigned by
its title to the year of Ahaz' death; 15. 16 on
Moab; 171"11 on the fall of Damascus and N.
Israel; vv.12-14, the repulse of Assyria; 18, the
same in the form of an address to Ethiopia ; 19 on
Egypt—vv.16'25 appear to be separate from yv.1"15;
20 on Egypt, with a bit of narrative that points to
Sargon's march against her about 711; 211"10 on
Babylon, Oracle of the wilderness of the sea,'
vv."·12 on Edom, vv.13"17 on Arabia; 221"14 against
Jerusalem during a siege, and vv.15"25 against
Shebna, a statesman of Judah; 231"14 on Tyre,
with an appendix vv.15'18. (3) 24-27, an apoca-
lyptic prophecy, describing the judgment of the
whole world by supernatural convulsions, the
blessedness of Israel who shall be rescued, and
the resurrection of their dead. (4) 28-33, a series
of oracles reflecting, apparently, the historical cir-
cumstances of Isaiah's day; 281'6 predictive of the
fall of Samaria, vv.7"22 a controversy with the dis-
solute politicians of Jerusalem; 291"8 the abasement
and subsequent deliverance of Jerusalem, vv.9"14 the
spiritual stupidity of Jerusalem, vv.15"24 exposure of
a conspiracy of the court with Egypt, suddenly
changing to a prediction of the future deliverance ;
301"17 a return to the Egyptian alliance with denun-
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ciations, vv.18"26 a picture of the Messianic age,
vv#27-33 apocalyptic judgment on Assyria; 31 the
Egyptian alliance, with a promise for Israel and
doom on Assyria; 321"8 a picture of the Messianic
age, vv.9*14 against the women of Jerusalem, vv.15'20

another picture of the future; 33 denunciation of
an invader of Judah, and affirmation of her
deliverance. (5) Chs. 34. 35, Israel's triumph over
Edom, return from exile, and blessedness.

B. Then follows the historical section 36-39, of
which 36 f. narrates Sennacherib's demand for the
surrender of Jerusalem; 38, Hezekiah's sickness
and cure, with his hymn; and 39, Merodach-bal-
adan's embassy to Hezekiah.

C. Chs. 40-66, the real or assumed standpoint of
the bulk of which is the end of the Babylonian
exile, though there are some chapters which appear
to have been written in Palestine. (See below.)

IV. CKITICISM OF THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE
BOOK.—The preceding analysis reveals not only
that the Bk. of Isaiah is the combination of several
earlier collections of oracles (ch. 1 a general preface,
(a) 2-12 consisting of minor collections, (6) 13-27,
(c) 28-35, (d) 36-̂ 39 (?), (e) 40-66), but also that,
while many of these have obviously risen from the
circumstances of Isaiah's own day, others reflect
other periods, especially the Babylonian exile, and
some, e.g. the apocalyptic passages, betray a style
and temper very different from the oracles that be-
long to Isaiah's lifetime. Moreover, while some
of the collections are entitled Isaiah's, others make
no claim to be from his hand. Nevertheless,
though Ibn Ezra hinted a few doubts and Calvin
wrote as if he felt that ch. 55 at least was ' uttered
during the captivity in Babylon' (on 553), up to
the end of last century the book was universally
understood to be covered by the title in its first
verse, and therefore as Isaiah's throughout. About
1780, J. B. Koppe in the Germ. ed. of Lowth's
Commentary was the first to undermine this posi-
tion. He was followed by Eichhorn {Introd. iii.
76), and by Doderlein {Esaias, 1789, Prsef. xii),
who takes it as obvious that 40 ff. are by an
anonymous prophet about the end of the Exile.
(Vatke refers to a more detailed proof of this by
J. E. Justi). Not without opposition from the
conservative school {e.g. J. V. Moller, De authentia
oracc. Es. cc. 40-66), this view was developed by
the great critics of the beginning of this century;
and it was further perceived that if 40-66 be exilic,
parts of 1-39 must also fall to the same date. In
131-1423 211'10 34. 35 Assyria is no longer as in
Isaiah's day the dominant world power, nor do
these oracles emphasize Jerusalem as the inviolate
fortress of God. Babylon takes Assyria's place, her
fall is imminent, Israel is in exile but about to be
restored. To these non-Isaian chapters the critics
added 24-27, which, although they appear to have
some reflections of the age before the Exile, and do
not allude to Babylon, yet contain phrases descrip-
tive of the Exile as actual, with promises of Israel's
deliverance therefrom, and hopes of the establish-
ment of Zion, and the repopulation of the Holy
Land. To this list of exilic and post-exilic oracles
some added ch. 12, and it was agreed that 15-1612

was an oracle older than Isaiah's time, to which
Isaiah himself added 1613·14. All the rest of the
discourses in 1-39, save for some glosses, were still
regarded as Isaiah's own.

Such was virtually the position of criticism down
to 1890. It had been established by Gesenius,
Ewald, Knobel, and Reuss, and was supported by
Kuenen (in 1863), Cheyne {Is. chronol. arranged,
1870, Prophecies of Is. 1880-81, though there is
little introduction in this vol., and Enc. Brit. art.
«Isaiah,* 1881; see below on 40-66), Delitzsch (who
had previously argued for the unity of the book,
but in 1879-80 interpreted 40-66 as from the close

of the Exile ; see more fully his Comm.41889, Eng.
ed. 1890), W. R. Smith {Proph. of Isr. 1882),
Driver {Isaiah, Life and Times, 1888), G. A. Smith
{The Expositor's Bible, 1888), Dillmann (1890).
Some of these carried their doubts further than
the passages described above. To the non-Isaian
oracles some added 2315'18, some the whole of 23,
some 19 in whole or part, and some even 33.
Others (see below) denied the unity of 40-66.
Even conservative critics like Oehler, von Orelli,
and Bredenkamp accepted 40-66 as from another
than Isaiah, but the latter two argued for the
authenticity of several of the disputed passages in
1-39, Bredenkamp and Klostermann for some in
40-66.

During the last ten years the Bk. of Isaiah, in
common with all the prophetic writings, has been
subjected to a still more rigorous analysis and
criticism, with the result that while Kirkpatrick
{Doct. of the Prophets, 1892), Driver {Introd.6), and
Skinner {Cambridge Bible for Schools, 1896) adhere
in the main to the position of the majority of
critics before 1890, Duhm (in Nowack's Hand-
kommentar, 1892), Hackmann {Die Zukunftserwar-
tung des Jes. 1893), Cheyne {Introd. to the Bk. of
Is. 1895, cf. his edition of the text and translation
in Haupt's SBOT, 1898), have cast doubt upon the
authenticity of many more portions of 1-39. There
can be no question that the thorough analysis to
which those critics have subjected the text of 1-39
has been successful in discovering a number of late
glosses and other insertions in the genuine pro-
phecies of Isaiah. In all the prophetic books the
presence of such is now generally recognized. But
Duhm, Hackmann, and Cheyne have cut more
deeply than this, and subtracted from Isaiah long
passages which were previously regarded as
genuine. Their reasons are sometimes mainly
subjective; they base their conclusions upon the
precarious distinction between the real Isaian style
and what they consider to be imitations of it, or
infer them from a change of rhythm. The feature
of Duhm's able essay is the relegation of a con-
siderable number of passages to the 2nd and even
to the 1st cent, before Christ. He founds this
upon their apocalyptic character, but he reserves
for Isaiah not a few oracles and phrases quite
as apocalyptic as those he transfers to the late
date. In the latter, too, there are historical allu-
sions which are suitable to the Assyrian period;
Duhm either alters the reading of these, or strains
their meaning to suit the Greek period. And,
finally, there is the almost indubitable fact which
he fails to discredit, that the prophetic Canon was
so fixed by B.C. 200 as to render impossible
the inclusion within it of the prophetic Book of
Daniel. Duhm, indeed, argues that the latter was
excluded because of its apocalyptic character ; but
if he is right, the same reason should have excluded
from the Bk. of Isaiah the passages which, because
of their apocalyptic character, Duhm assigns to
the 2nd cent. This argument therefore, for the
presence in Isaiah of features of so late a date,
may be said to have failed (for details see Ex-
positor, July to Dec. 1892, and Crit. Review,
1893). Hackmann {op, cit. p. 143ff.) denies to
Isaiah the two pictures of the Messiah 91"6 and
II1"9—the former on the grounds that it starts
from the ruin of the Jewish state which was not
actual in Isaiah's time, and implies a rejection of
the reigning king, Ahaz or Hezekiah, and a con-
fidence in an unborn One, which it is inconceiv-
able to associate with Isaiah. It suits better a
time when there was no king in Israel and the
people had not independent existence. The de-
struction of David's dynasty is also implied, he
thinks, by II1"9, the picture of universal peace in
which and the * supernatural' elements are further
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symptoms of a late date. These reasons are any-
thing but conclusive. Few will doubt that the
delinquencies of Ahaz furnished sufficient occasion
to Isaiah for his hope of the appearance of a real
champion and righteous ruler of Israel. It is
equally hard to believe the great prophet incap-
able, at that age in Israel, of a dream of universal
peace ; one might as well argue that such a dream
was impossible in the post-exilic period (to which
Hackmann relegates it) because many of the writ-
ings of the latter, like Jl 4 and ' Zee' 10,, exhibit a
rude delight in war. The truth is that among all
nations and in all periods of their history the hope
of peace has existed along with a belief in the
necessity of Avar, and even with a delight in it.
Hackmann finds a more plausible reason (147 f.)
for a late date for these passages in their language,
which bears a few post-exilic features. He also
denies to Isaiah the well-known passage 22"5, re-
peated in Mic 41"5, on the ground that its ideals of
the sovereignty of J" over foreign nations, their
adoption of His law, the supremacy of the temple,
and universal peace, agree better with a post-exilic
than with a pre-exilic date (so, too, Mitchell,
Isaiah, a Study of Chaps, i.-xii., New York, 1897,
108 ff.). On the last point an answer has been
given above; nor on any of the others is there
anything incompatible with a date in the 8th
century. (So even Duhm: on the details see the
present writer's Twelve Proph. i. 365 f.). Cheyne,
who had previously (see above) agreed with the
majority of critics as to what were Isaiah's
authentic prophecies, stated modifications of his
views in the JQB, for 1891 f., and in 1895 published
his very able and thorough Introd. to the Bk. of
Isaiah, in which, while accepting some of Duhm's
and Hackmann's results, he went still further and
withdrew nearly a third of 1-12 from Isaiah, and
from the oracles hitherto regarded as genuine in
13-35 nearly a half. It is impossible to examine
his argument in details. His general principle
must be regarded as sound by all who have worked
at the text of the prophets, viz. that to the oracles
of even the greatest of the prophets later genera-
tions of Israel added supplements, in order to
mitigate unqualified messages of doom, or for
other purposes of edification. This is a principle,
however, in the application of which there must
naturally be very great difference of opinion. The
conclusions do largely depend on the subjectivity
of the critic ; and, speaking generally (which is all
that the space of this article permits), it must
be said that Cheyne's reasons for withdrawing
passages from Isaiah are sometimes very hypo-
thetical, and that, to say the least, there often
exist in the periods to which he assigns these
passages as many difficulties as in the age of
Isaiah. There is not a little arbitrariness, as, for
instance, when he says that the post-exilic origin
of 22'5 is * beyond reasonable doubt'; or in refer-
ence to 15. 16 (which he takes to be not pre- but
post-Isaian) 'was Isaiah the man to use another
prophet's material ?' There is sometimes an un-
due depreciation of the literary (cf. p. 88) and
spiritual abilities of the pre-exilic period in Israel,
especially if one keeps in mind the wonderful com-
position of the constituents of JE. And one may
reasonably ask whether hope and comfort were not
as much required by Israel, and not as likely to be
contributed by her greatest prophet, in the 8th
cent, as after the Exile. These considerations
detract from the conclusiveness of Cheyne's power-
ful and candid arguments. Some further de-
tails may be noticed. In ch. 1, vv.2"* and 2 7 · Μ are
taken from Isaiah, hardly with sufficient reason;
42"6 is placed after the Exile, probably correctly;
on 91'6 ' Hackmann is probably right, and better
though still not conclusive reasons are offered for

a date later than Isaiah ; so with II1"8. In 13-23,
19 is all post-exilic (Skinner agrees that vv.16"2*
are probably so). 2315"18 is (in agreement with
previous critics) a later addition. It is in 29-33
that Cheyne withdraws most from Isaiah: he
gives strong reasons for the post-exilic date of
2916*24, less strong for that of 3018"26; 32 is also
assigned to after the Exile, but hardly with
sufficient reason, though strong objections to
Isaiah's authorship are not unduly stated. 33 has
been suspected as not authentic since Ewald's
time. Kuenen placed it under Josiah or later,
Stade after the Exile, and to the latter Cheyne
inclines. There are indeed several difficulties both
of style and substance in assigning the eh. to
Isaiah (cf. Skinner ; Driver leaves it with Isaiah).

V. THE PROPHECIES OF THE MESSIAH IN
ISAIAH 1-39. — In addition to the examination
of the different passages given above, the Messi-
anic element in Is 1-39 requires a more general
discussion, not only because of its intrinsic im-
portance, but on account of the tendency of recent
criticism to deny that the Messiah appeared at all
in the prophecy of Israel before the Exile. This
thesis, stated by Marti {Gesch. der Isr. Bel. 190),
has been elaborated by Paul Volz {Die vorexil.
Jahweprophetie u. der Messias, Gottingen, 1897, cf.
Bruckner, Komp. des B. Jes.). Besides the evidence
stated above from the language and historical allu-
sions of the separate Messianic passages, the follow-
ing are the chief reasons offered. The functions
assigned to the Messiah by the disputed passages
are not religious but political: to rescue Israel
from her heathen tyrants and to govern her in
righteousness, but neither to teach the people of
God, whether as prophet or as priest, nor to con-
vert the heathen. The role is national, not uni-
versal. How, it is asked, can these features be
harmonized either with this fact that before the
Exile the temper of prophecy is mainly threatening
and judicial, or with that other, that when the pre-
exilic prophets do open up the future they lay
down the lines of a universal ethic? Besides,
where is there room for so glorious a representa-
tive of J" in a future which is to be filled with the
manifest and all-sufficient presence of J" Himself ?

To the present writer these arguments not only
appear inconclusive for a late date of the Messianic
passages, but in some respects appear to support
the tradition of an early date. For, that the
functions of the Messiah are described in the
passages as national surely suits an early, rather
than the later, stages of Israel's religious develop-
ment ; no detailed picture of the Messiah which
was later than the second Isaiah could have
omitted the duties and hopes on which the latter
so brilliantly insists, of converting the heathen to
the knowledge and discipline of J". Nor is the
temper of pre-exilic prophecy so exclusively judi-
cial as is now frequently alleged. The prophets
insist that a remnant of Israel shall survive the
judgment. Isaiah himself not only predicted, but,
during the most influential period of his career,
strenuously laboured for, the continuation of the
Jewish State. It is not a different dispensation
which, like the later apocalyptic prophecy, he
anticipates, but a continuance of the present poli-
tical conditions, purified and exalted. Now among
these political conditions in Jiidah, was the
dynasty of David. In contrast with the frequent
usurpations of the throne of N. Israel, David's
house persisted in Judah practically unchallenged.
Since David's own day the religion of J" was closely
wedded with the dynasty, and, besides, David had
been successful in achieving the ideal of the unity
of all Israel. By Isaiah's time, therefore, the
political presuppositions of the Messianic oracles
in Is 1-39 were all present. We may even affirm
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that it would have been passing strange if his
anticipations of the religious and political future
of Judah had been dissociated from the Davidic
monarchy. Moreover, it ought not to be forgotten
that none of these disputed passages attribute to
the Messiah any of the measures for achieving the
establishment of Israel which were required by the
exilic or immediately post-exilic ages of the nation's
history. There is no word in them of bringing
back the exiles or portions of God's people scattered
over the world; and no word of the post-exilic
dream of a world-empire. On the contrary, in the
tasks which these passages assign to the Messiah,
we see exactly the two main ends upon which
Isaiah's prophetic activity was bent: the deliver-
ance of Judah from the Assyrian invasion which
overthrew the kingdom of N. Israel, and the
establishment of justice and a pure civic life among
the people of J".

Such considerations amply disprove Volz's con-
tention that the conception of the Messiah was
one foreign to the spirit of prophecy, and only
dragged into the service of their doctrine by the
later prophets, out of the popular religion of
Israel. It is true that the hope of the Messiah
may have been an article of the popular creed,
just as, according to Amos, was the hope of the
victorious day of J". But if the prophets, and, in
particular, Isaiah, did not actually create the ideal
of a victorious and righteous monarch for Israel,
Isaiah certainly re-created i t : gave it those moral
elements with which we may be sure the popular
religion was incapable of investing it.

VI. THE THEOLOGY OF ISAIAH.—We are now in
a position to discern the authentic doctrine of
Isaiah upon God, religion, Israel, and the world.
Like all the earlier prophets, Isaiah reveals his
doctrine in no abstract or systematic form, but
point by point in connexion with some event of
contemporary history or some emergent phase of
the character of his generation. Now two great
facts were before him, and may be said to have
formed from first to last the starting-point, if not
the full premise, of his teaching. One was the
moral badness of Israel's life, taken along with
their stupid misunderstanding of what their God
required of them. Isaiah's generation were not as
a whole consciously apostate from J"; they were
assiduous in His worship, lavish of sacrifice to
Him, and careful to observe at all points the ritual
which they believed to be His will. But they were
shamelessly immoral. Luxury and the vices which
spring from it sapped the national life. The ad-
ministration of justice was corrupt. The rich
oppressed the poor, civic duties were neglected.
All this evil state of the people was contrary to the
will of J", and due to their misunderstanding of
the character and demands of their God. He was
a God of righteousness, and He had already made
known to Israel His torah, as a demand for the very
virtues they neglected. He loathed the assiduous
worship which they combined with a life so im-
moral. He regarded the evil features of the latter
as sin and rebellion, which required a very thorough
punishment, one severe enougli to destroy the bulk
of the nation.*

Coincident with this state of sinfulness, in which
the people were plunged, was the second fact from
which Isaiah's prophecies started. The power of
Assyria rose on the political horizon, threatening
the destruction of all the principalities of Pales-
tine. There had been Assyrian campaigns in N.
Syria since 870. Damascus had fallen before one
of them in 803, and her forces had suffered another

* That Judah was equally sinful with N. Israel, in Isaiah's
regard, appears not only from ch. 1, from whatever date this
proceeds, but in the inaugural vision ' people of unclean lips'
(65), and 2^-17 where in v.*6 at least Judah is meant.

defeat in 773. Then came a pause of nearly thirty
years. But in 745, or at least five years before
Isaiah's call to prophesy, Tiglath-pileser ill., a
soldier of great energy, usurped the Assyrian
throne, and set in motion a more vigorous policy
towards Palestine. The siege of Arpad and the
subjugation of Babylon detained him for nine
years, but in 734-733 he overthrew Damascus and
swept into captivity, besides its people, the Is-
raelite populations of Gilead and Galilee. Isaiah
had perhaps at first been uncertain whether the
required punishment of Israel would proceed from
Assyria or from Egypt, the only other power at
that time which was capable of contesting with
Syria the lordship of Palestine (cf. 718). But those
proofs of Assyrian power, and the novel Assyrian
policy of sweeping into distant captivity the bulk
of the subjugated peoples,—those proofs which
came with the years 734, 733,—settled the question
once for all. Assyria was the destined rod of J"'s
anger, and this should accomplish itself not only in
the overthrow of N. Israel, to which Isaiah holds
out no hope, but in the thorough invasion of
Judah. It is an interesting problem, in what pro-
portion the moral conviction of Israel's guilt need-
ing punishment on the one hand, and the political
certainty of Assyria's advance on the other, con-
tributed to the assurance of Isaiah's predictions.
Of this we may be sure, however, that without
their native convictions of J//5s righteousness and
power of judgment upon Israel, the prophets could
only have viewed the Assyrian advance as a per-
plexing, if not a paralyzing, problem. But instead
of so feeling it, Isaiah is ready for Assyria, predicts
the certainty of invasion while the bulk of his
people still doubt the latter, and is very clear as to
its meaning. That which enabled him and other
prophets to see in the advance of Assyria a moral
intention, which was to exhaust itself in the de-
struction of all the Syrian States, but stop short of
the utter overthrow of Judah, was the character of
Judah's God, His might above all the gods of the
heathen, and His purpose of grace not to let His
people be abolished. The advance of Assyria was,
therefore, a secondary and subordinate factor in the
inspiration of Isaiah. At the same time the appear-
ance of the greatest empire of the age, as obviously
the instrument of Israel's God, must have lent to
the prophets' ideas of His government a largeness
to which the religious imagination of Israel had
not previously attained (see Ch. IV. of Bk. of the
Twelve Proph. in the Expositor's Bible'). And
so we find in Isaiah a conception of the divine
providence of the world more wide and majestic
than anything that had yet appeared in Israel,
although several of its features had already been
expressed by Amos and are implied in parts of
the JE documents of the Pentateuch. All the
forces of the world are subject to J". The great
empires unconsciously fulfil His will upon Israel:
the heathen peoples, however they rage, break
upon the limits He sets to their advance, as the
sea breaks upon its shore. These limits are drawn
at the utter destruction of His people. An Israel,
however shortened and cut down, must survive.
To this end Isaiah (though he sometimes appears
to abandon the impenitent people to the destruc-
tion they court by their foolishness) insists for the
most part on the inviolableness of Jerusalem.
Judah may be overrun by the invader : Jerusalem
cannot fall. Her security is an essential part of
the providence of God.

The constant emphasis which Isaiah lays upon
the inviolableness of this one spot of earth, this
obscure highland fortress, not only as a settled fact
of the future (1024'34) but as an essential article of
religious faith (2816 etc.), has been criticized as
derogating from the spirituality of the religion he
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taught. But it must be kept in mind that Jeru-
salem was the one spot on earth where J" was
worshipped. His shrine was there. There lived
the only community which preserved for mankind
the true knowledge of Him and His purposes—
the little band of disciples to whom Isaiah com-
mitted His testimony and revelation. The con-
tinued existence in the world of this spiritual
Israel (it is the first conception in history of the
Church within the Church) is what Isaiah believes
in and proclaims with such unwearied assurance
against both the fears of their rulers and the
arrogance of the heathen who sought their over-
throw. But for their continuance the inviolable-
ness of at least Jerusalem was necessary; other-
wise they had been blotted out of history like N.
Israel itself. The Assyrian policy, to judge from
the case of N. Israel, did not leave room for the
survival of a people of J" among its captives, as
the Babylonian did more than a century later. To
interpret, therefore, Isaiah's insistence on the in-
violableness of Zion as if it were derogatory to the
ethical and spiritual character of his teaching, is
as unjust as it would be to bring the charge of
unspirituality against any of the great leaders of
Christianity who have insisted in a time of per-
secution that the Church shall not perish, but in
spite of its present tyrants survive in freedom and
peace. There was no other way for a spiritual
community to exist in Isaiah's day except through
the security of Jerusalem. And, as we have seen
above, it is also in connexion with the survival of
a people of J" that the promise of a victorious and
righteous ruler comes so naturally, if not inevit-
ably, into Isaiah's predictions.

The charge of unspirituality which is brought
against the emphasis on Zion's security as a for-
tress might have had some justice in it if Isaiah
had anywhere attempted to provide for that security
by merely political means. But, on the contrary,
his conviction of God's purpose to preserve Jeru-
salem is so profoundly spiritual that it leads him
to condemn Israel's own restless attempts to save
their State; and he does so with as much fierceness
as he has condemned their immorality. They will
not trust their God any more than they will obey
His law ,· but, on the contrary, distrustful of His
purpose and His power, they seek to effect Zion's
safety by intrigues and alliances with the heathen.
These, says Isaiah, will only draw them into the
confusion of the world's politics, from which trust
in J" would assuredly keep them free. So, first,
we find him seeking to restrain Ahaz from appeal-
ing for help to Assyria when Judah is threatened
by Pekah of N. Israel and Rezin of Damascus (7):
let them do their worst, they cannot harm Judah ;
but if Ahaz persists in calling on Assyria, J" will
punish his unbelief by summoning the heathen,
either Egypt or Assyria (v.18), to overrun his land.
Yet in spite of this, when Ahaz has thrown himself
upon Assyria, and Judah settled down in quiet-
ness for thirty years as an Assyrian vassal, thus
escaping the fate which destroyed N. Israel, Isaiah
accepts the fact; and when, in 704, on the accession
of Sennacherib, the nations of Palestine throw off
their allegiance to the northern empire, he seeks
to prevent Judah from joining them, and uses all
his powers of counsel, scorn, and threatening to
circumvent the political party at Jerusalem that
intrigues for an alliance with Egypt (28-31).
This apparent change of Isaiah's attitude to
Assyria was not due to political opportunism, or
only to the political experience of these thirty
years, that Judah was as safe in allegiance to
Assyria as in 734 he had believed she would be
by abstaining from all intercourse with that
heathen empire, but to the unchanging conviction
that whatever Judah's political relations might be

in the providence of God, He was able to preserve
her by Himself, and that her rulers' forgetfulness
of this, and their anxiety to take measures of
their own, would only, because of the unbelief
which was their motive, end in disgrace and ruin.
Besides, the intrigue with Egypt was a breach of
faith with Assyria, an unhallowed and immoral
thing, and this was a second proof to Isaiah that
it could not succeed. He found a third in the
blindness of the Jewish statesmen to the weakness
of Egypt, which promised much, but never did, or
could do, aught to help those who trusted in her.
This gives him occasion to say that, clever as the
politicians deem themselves to be, J" is more wise.
J"'s measures for the security of Jerusalem are not
mere arbitrary or supernatural exhibitions of
power against her foes, but rational counsel to her
statesmen, advice to keep clear of Egypt and to
continue faithful to the Assyrian alliance.

The Jewish statesmen did not listen to Isaiah ;
and when Sennacherib invaded Palestine in 701,
he found Hezekiah, like all his neighbour princes,
in a state of revolt. Even then, however, Isaiah
did not abate his confidence in the deliverance of
Jerusalem. Once, indeed, his people seemed so
corrupt, so abandoned to distrust of J", and so
incapable of the repentance to which he called
them, that he announced the impossibility of their
forgiveness, and condemned them to death (221"14).
This, however, was momentary. Something hap-
pened to change their disposition. What it was
exactly we cannot say. The most probable sup-
position is that Hezekiah submitted to Senna-
cherib, and bought the security of his city by a
large tribute; but that having accepted this the
Assyrian returned with heavier and more insolent
demands (36. 37). Hezekiah and his statesmen
were in despair (371), and the population, it would
appear, ready to yield (3611). Isaiah alone stood
firm. Judah was sufficiently punished, the Assyrian
in his arrogance made it clear that he expected
the city to fall, because its God was no better than
the gods of the States he had already overthrown.
Isaiah affirmed such arrogance must be punished
by J", who would deliver His now penitent people.
And the deliverance came. The hosts of Senna-
cherib appear to have been visited by the plague
during their approach to the Egyptian border,—
always in antiquity a region liable to such a
visitation,—and the Assyrian corps that invested
Jerusalem was suddenly withdrawn (cf. Isaiah
1-39 in * Expositor's Bible'; Driver's Isaiah in * Men
of the Bible'; McCurdy, HPM, 1896, §§ 675-710).
But however this may have been, Jerusalem was
relieved, and Isaiah's predictions of her siege and
ultimate deliverance literally fulfilled, and ful-
filled, too, mainly by his own unbroken confidence
and energy. It was, indeed, a victory of that faith
by which the world is overcome. The people of
J", though sorely punished, were saved, the con-
tinuity of Israel's history preserved, and all the
subsequent development of their religion made
possible.

The above outline of Isaiah's doctrine and
statesmanship makes it clear that while his long
experience of the world's history, during one of its
most critical periods, expanded and illustrated his
belief in God, it was the latter which was the
origin and root of all his convictions and his
efforts on behalf of Israel. This is what Isaiah
himself tells us (6). His ministry started from a
vision of J"; and as his record of this vision is not
placed at the beginning of his book, but after the
first collection of his prophecies, and as the im-
pressions he received from it appear (especially
from vv.9·10) to be stated as if articulated and de-
veloped by his subsequent experience, we may see
in the chapter not only the origins, but a full
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record, of his belief about God. J" is the Lord or
King, immeasurably exalted above everything
human. His sublimity is the ruling impression
on the prophet's mind, and throughout the dis-
courses it appears again and again, in contrast both
to the puny pride and ambition, * everything high,'
in Israel themselves (2), and to the overweening
arrogance of the Assyrian (10, etc.). This infinite,
awful sublimity is in the main what Isaiah ex-
presses by J"'s holiness—a term whose root-mean-
ing is probably that of separateness. But by the
prophet himself this holiness is personally felt
most keenly in its contrast to his own and his
people's sin. The first conscience excited in Isaiah
by the vision of the thrice-holy God is that he is a
man of unclean lips, and dwells among a people of
unclean lips (65). Before he can be of use to such a
Deity, his uncleanness must be purged away (66ί·).
And so, before a people can be the people of God,
their iniquity must be punished and driven out of
them. The awful severity of this judgment (69"12

and in many other passages) is a consequence of
J'"s holiness. Isaiah lived through terrible times;
he predicted a fearfully rigorous judgment of
God's own people by God Himself. Everywhere
he betrays a burning sense of the awful earnest-
ness of life, and the pitilessness of the divine
providence in dealing with sin, with folly, and
with pride. All these are consequences of the
holiness of God, and another consequence is the
irresistibleness of the power by which His judg-
ments are carried through.

But though the majestic transcendence of God,
and His sovereign independence of everything
human and earthly, his exaltation above every
entanglement and compromise of the world's life
is thus the ruling article of Isaiah's creed; the
prophet almost equally emphasizes the divine
immanence in the world and the history of man.
The correlative of J"'s holiness is His glory, of
which the earth is full (63). J" is not only the
infinitely High, but the infinitely Near. His
moral interest in man's conduct extends to the
minutest details. He sees and is touched by every
mood and change of His people's character. He
marks each fault they have, loathes each sin, feels
each wound, and is swift to respond to each turn
of their hearts in penitence. His passion for them,
His 'zeal' or * jealousy,' is quick and powerful.
Nor is J'"s interest confined to Israel. The oracles
of Isaiah on the foreign nations, and especially
those on Egypt and Tyre, not only reveal that
J'"s standards of righteousness are for them also,
and that their sins are punished by Him as trans-
gressions against Himself, but that He has pity
for their teeming multitudes, and rejoices in their
particular civilizations and destinies.

Parallel to this doctrine of the immanence and
practical interest of J" in men's life runs Isaiah's
constant teaching as to His reasonableness. He is
no arbitrary Deity whom Isaiah reveals, but the
father and teacher of His people, who reasons and
argues with them, who commends His ways to
them, in opposition to their own measures, by
pointing out the greater wisdom and effectiveness
of the former. J" is wonderful in counsel, and
excellent in that kind of wTisdom which carries
things through (2829). He asks their trust in
His guidance, because of its reasonableness, and
not simply because it is His will (29s4). In the
most harrowing and apparently destructive pro-
cesses of history He proceeds by method (2S2*-29).
The politicians think themselves clever: He also
is wise, and has His own righteous purposes,
which He will effect in time : the destruction of
evil-doers, and in the end the rescue of His people,
however much He needs first to beat and break
them down (31). In short, He is a God who works

in history as in nature by law—El mishpat is His
name (30?18); the simplest of His moral principles
effect, if violated, their own revenge (28); leave
the tendencies of history, too, to Him, and they
will issue right. With all this insistence on law
moral and natural, is to be noted the absence of
miracle and ' supernatural signs'; only once does
Isaiah even seem to appeal to the latter (710ff·)· The
divine government of the world is manifested in
natural and historical processes. The unity of
these processes, which all over the visible world
was conspicuously illustrated by the Assyrian em-
pire, is for Isaiah himself a corollary from his
belief in the transcendent sovereignty of J".
Smend says truly {AT Religionsgeschichte, 206)
that ' the idea of the Weltgeschichte dates from
Isaiah: its oldest meaning is the glorification of
the One God.'

Isaiah has received from the Christian Church
the title of the Evangelical Prophet. This was
given mainly in the belief that chs. 40-66 were
also by him. But, even in the prophecies which
criticism has left to him, we find the elements
of the doctrines of Grace. God forgives sin, the
most heinous and defiling (I18). Though He has
passed sentence of death upon His people (2214),
their penitence procures for them His pardon and
deliverance (36. 37). Necessarily severe as His
judgment is, cruelly as His providence bears upon
sin and folly, His love and pity towards His own
never fail (1432). He is their well-beloved, and has
constantly cared for them (5lff>). It is His passion
for them that works their deliverance (97). He
longs to be gracious, and to have mercy even when
His people are most given to their own destructive
courses ; and He waits eagerly for their prayers to
Him (3018f·).

Of the future which shall follow Judah's judg-
ment and deliverance Isaiah makes several pre-
dictions (cf. ESCHATOLOGY OF OT, vol. i. 736 ff.)·
First, as was to be expected, he emphasizes its
ethical features. The sinners having been de-
stroyed (I28), and Jerusalem purified, the city shall
be a city of righteousness (l25ff·), under a righteous
ruler (97 ll4ff·). But above all J'"s own presence
and government shall be very manifest, with ex-
ceeding joy and glory. As a result, men shall
abandon all their idols (220 etc.), the worship of
which (as we ought to have noted above) had not
wholly disappeared from Israel, in spite of the
fact that the national religion was that of J".
With righteousness shall come peace (24, if this
be Isaiah's, 97 II3), and with peace the renewed
fertility, and the free enjoyment of the fruits of
the soil (I19 42 3023-26). In the last of these passages
the promise is given in terms of great beauty, and
suited to the needs of a people whose fields had
been overrun by war for more years than one, and
who have been cooped up by siege. Over all a
wonderful light shall be shed: it is the symbol
of the dispersion of the people's present gloom.
Moreover, the nations shall willingly come to
Jerusalem to be taught of Israel's God and His
torah (22f·; but see above, § IV., where it is pointed
out that there are some objections to the authen-
ticity of this passage). On the Messiah see above,
§§ IV. V. Isaiah's Messiah is a human king, of
the stock of David, and with functions that are
political, both military and judicial. He is not the
mediator of religious gifts to His people : forgive-
ness, knowledge of God, and the like. It is only
in this, that he saves the people of God from
destruction and reigns over them, that he can be
regarded as a type of Jesus Christ.

VII. RELIGIOUS REFORMS IN ISAIAH'S TIME.—
It would have been strange if a prophet so practical
and statesmanlike, and so influential with the
rulers of Judah, had not left his mark on legisla-
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tion and ritual. We cannot believe the author
of the oracles against images, the spirit that
organized the city's deliverance from Assyria, to
have been idle in the long opportunity of reforms
afforded by the accession of Hezekiab, and by the
years of peace which followed till the death of
Sargon, or again during the few years, uncertain
in number, of Hezekiah's lifetime after the relief
of Jerusalem in 701. It is to the former of these
periods that 2 Κ 18 assigns certain drastic reforms
of worship, of which it gives the credit to Heze-
kiah. The list of them given in v.4 contains the
removal of the high places, the mazzebdth or
pillars, the 'asherim (see ASHERAH)," and the
brazen serpent called Nehushtan, to which the
people burned incense ; and in v.22 the Rabshakeh
is reported to have said to the Jews in 701 that
Hezekiah had already removed the high places.
The integrity of v.4 has been justly doubted : the
grammar is of late Hebrew. It has also been
maintained (Wellhausen, Isr. u. Jud. Gesch., and
Stade, GVI1607 f.) that the only reform which we
have any just ground for leaving with Hezekiah
is the destruction of the brazen serpent and other
images, which, because in 705 ff. Isaiah represents
it as still future (3022), can only have taken place
after 701.

In ascribing to Hezekiah the destruction of the
high places, mazzeboth and 'asherim,, it is alleged
that the hand intruded into v.4 and the editor of
v.22 have wrongly anticipated reforms which
were not effected till a century later by Josiah.
But while this conclusion is undoubtedly favoured
by the language of v.4, it ignores the probabilities
on the other side. It is quite true that Isaiah,
while condemning images, says nothing against
the high places, the mazzeboth and the 'asherim.
But to condemn images, and to do away with
them, was to destroy the significance of the high
places, which depended on their worship, and to
concentrate the people's faith on the sanctuary in
Zion, where J" was not worshipped under any
form. Besides, the Assyrian invasion, devastating
as it did the whole country and yet incapable of
violating Zion, worked mightily to the discredit
of the high places, and the proof of Zion's unique
holiness. We may also say that though Isaiah is
not reported to have condemned the high places,*
yet his fundamental principle of the oneness and
spirituality of J" must, according to the religious
notions then prevalent, have logically involved the
abolition of the high places, at which there was
not only a half-pagan ritual, but the tendency
also to think of the deity worshipped as a local
deity different from J" of Jerusalem. We are
justified, then, in believing in the probability of
some measures during Hezekiah's reign for the
removal of the high places. But, even if we
hesitate to affirm this, we may at least state
with certainty that Isaiah, both by his doctrine
of J" as the one true God, who could not be
worshipped under the form of an image made by
man, and in his insistence upon the solitary
inviolateness of Zion and in the unaided faith and
energy by which he secured this, laid the indis-
pensable foundation for the legislation of Deuter-
onomy and the reforms of Josiah. We may also
assert that the measures in this direction which
Hezekiah inaugurated under Isaiah's inspiration
must have been pretty severe; otherwise they
could scarcely have provoked the terrible reaction
which followed under Manasseh. In this state of
probability, somewhat short of certainty, we must
be content, with our present data, to leave the
question.

VIII. THE HISTORICAL CHAPTERS 36-39.—These
* Neither with any certainty is Micah, for the reading of

Mic I 8 is uncertain.

chapters are found also in 2 Κ 1S13-2O19, where
their text has been somewhat more fully and
accurately preserved (for details see Driver,
LOT* 226 f.; Cheyne, Introd. 215) than here (cf.
especially 38). The passage 2 Κ 1814'16 is want-
ing in the Book of Isaiah, and the latter's Psalm of
Hezekiah is wanting in Kings. The whole section
is very composite. For details we must refer to
Dillmann, Duhm, Cheyne, Skinner, and to Stade's
analysis in ZATW for 1886. Here it is only
possible to give a bare outline. In 36-37 we
have two narratives of Sennacherib's endeavour
or endeavours to capture Jerusalem : one of them
36-378, the other 379"38.* Many have read these
as the respective accounts of those successive
attempts on Jerusalem which we saw above to
be the probable course of the Assyrian campaign.
But Stade and others have taken them to be
variant records of one and the same assault of
Sennacherib on Jerusalem, and have divided
them as follows: ^SV* + 37-38, and 379b"37a.f
Further, Cheyne believes that in these narratives
the following are later insertions, 361·7*18"20 374,
' to reproach the living God,' 6 '\Vherewith . . .
have reviled me,' 8 b c 2 2 * 3 2 · 3 4 . On the question of
the chronology in 361 and 2 Κ 1810·13 see Driver,
Isaiah2, 13; Cheyne, Introd. 216 ff.; Skinner, Is.
1-39, lxxvif., 262 f. The reported message of
Isaiah to Hezekiah 3722b-35 consists of—(a) a taunt-
song in the ICinah measure, vv.221j-29, and (b) the
giving of a sign to Hezekiah in another rhythm,
vv.30'32, and (c) a prediction of the relief of Jeru-
salem, vv.33"35. The taunt-song * appears to be
inserted in the narrative from some independent
source . . . probably a genuine work of Isaiah';
8S"85 'the actual message of the prophet on this
occasion' (Skinner); but see Cheyne, Introd. 219.
Chs. 38. 39 are probably from the same source as
36. 37 : Duhm and Cheyne assign them to the
author of the second of the two narratives in
36. 37. The 'writing of Hezekiah,' 389-20, was
assumed even by Kuenen in the 1st ed. of his
Onderzoek, ii. 93, and by Dillmann, to be genuine.
The present writer expounded it as genuine in the
' Expositor's Bible,' Isai. 1-39, ch. xxv. But he
now feels the force of the objections to this, drawn
from the language, which has many late features
(so Kuenen's later opinion, Duhm, and Cheyne).

IX. PROPHECIES CERTAINLY NOT ISAIAH'S IN
CHS. 1-39.—The detailed discussion of these is
hardly relevant to an article on Isaiah himself;
but a few data may be given concerning the chief
of them.

]jio-i6—Dillmann argues for Isaian authorship,
but most think the passage implies that the Exile
has taken place; the Messiah is not, as in Isaiah's
own prophecies, the political ruler of Israel, but the
restorer of the exiles and the resort of all nations
(cf. Giesebrecht, Beitrage, 25 ff.; Driver, Isaiah2,
214 f.). 12 is without doubt from a date after the
Exile (besides the Commentaries see Francis Brown,
Jour, of Bibl. Literature, 1890, 128 ff.). ^ - M 2 3

implies that the Jews are in exile, and in servitude
to Babylon, the fall of whose king, however, is
imminent; the Medes (1317) are already invading
Babylonia. The ideas and language do not suit
Isaiah's time, but do suit the exilic age. For details
see Cheyne, Introd. 69 ff.: Driver dates it a little
before B.C. 549. Ιδ^ΐβ 1 2 has usually been attri-

* Another division of the chapters would assign S61 (only
with the addition 2 Κ 1814-!6) to the first invasion of Senna-
cherib, 362-37 to the second.

t Winckler (Jfntersuch. 34-36) has attempted to prove that
while the first narrative refers to Sennacherib's campaign of
701, the second describes what happened on an alleged return
of Sennacherib to Palestine to meet Tirhakah towards the end
of his reign between 690 and 681. (Winckler makes the
division between the narratives not at 379» but at 378a). But
for this there is no conclusive evidence: cf. Cheyne, Introd.
234 f.
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buted, on grounds of difference of style from
Isaiah's, and of the suitability of its historical
allusions to the time of Jeroboam Π., to a prophet
of that date (so among others Hitzig, Wellhausen,
W. K. Smith, Dillmann, and more doubtfully Driver.
Ewald, Kuenen, Baudissin, assign to at least a
prophet earlier than Isaiah), Isaiah himself adding
1613·14. In 1888 Schwally {ZATW 207 ff.) argued
for the post-exilic origin of the whole section; and
it forms one of those passages which Duhm would
bring down to the Hasmonsean period. Cheyne
thinks the most conservative theory which is pos-
sible is that a post-exilic author combined a genuine
oracle on Moab, 1614, with an anonymous pre-
exilic prophecy also on Moab, and filled up illegible
passages in an antique style. 211"10 was assigned
by some early critics (Ewald and others) to the
close of the Exile, on the ground that no siege of
Babylon such as the passage describes could have
interested Judah before then. Then Kleinert
(SK, 1877, 174 if.; so also George Smith the
Assyriologist) argued that the passage referred
to the first of these sieges of Babylon by the
Assyrians in Isaiah's time : 710, 703, 696. To this
view Cheyne and Driver at first adhered; but
they have recently returned to Ewald's view
(Cheyne, Introd. 121 ff. ; Driver, LOT6 216).
Skinner agrees. There can be little doubt that
they are right. 24-27, one of the most remarkable
sections of prophecy in the OT, cannot be Isaiah's,
and must be post-exilic, for the general reasons
already given (to be found in greater detail in
Driver, LOT6 219 ff. ; Kirkpatrick, Doct. of the
Prophets, 475 ff.; Cheyne, Introd. 145 ff.; and
Skinner, Is. 1-39, 204 f.). The exact date is very
uncertain. Ewald and Delitzsch both placed it in
the late 6th or early 5th cent.; so, too, Dillmann,
Kirkpatrick, and Driver * most plausibly.' Prob-
ably the question will ultimately lie between this
date and the campaigns of Artaxerxes Ochus,
c. 350 (see below on 637-64), for which Cheyne has
ably argued in detail. For an exposition of this
very important prophecy see the Comm. and ' Ex-
positor's Bible,' Is. 1-39. 34. 35 are two visions
from the same hand, 34 of a general judgment on
the Gentiles i1"4) and a special doom upon Edom
(5"17), 35 of the restoration of Israel from exile.
Obviously, they must be later than the beginning
of the Exile, and the great crime of Edom when
the latter took place. With this their language
agrees. We are quite unable to fix an exact date.
Dillmann (cf. Driver, is.2 131, LOT6 226) suggests
the end of the Exile. Arguing that the writer
quotes late exilic and post-exilic writings, lives in
Palestine, feels nothing of the Babylonian oppres-
sion, and sees imminent on Edom the same calamity
as Mai I1"5 refers to, Cheyne suggests the end of
the 5th cent, or even a later period.

X. STRUCTURE AND DATE OF CHAPTERS 40-66.
—The earliest critics who assigned these chapters
to the Exile believed them to be a unity. But in
the first place it became obvious that after 5212 the
style changes as decisively and almost as often as
in chs. 1-39, and in the second place critics who
continued to support Isaiah's authorship alleged
that the references are not all exilic or Baby-
lonian, but that in the later chapters there are
reflections of Palestine, and some allusions to the
Exile as still to come. These facts gradually led
to the perception of the composite character of
40-66. Bleek and Ewald were the first to dis-
tinguish this, the latter assigning 401·2 5213-5412

and 569-57n to the reign of Manasseh. In 1881
Cheyne (Enc. Brit.9) adhered to the pre-exilic
origin of some of these passages, but claimed also
that there were others equally separable from the
earlier chapters, and these he assigned partly to
the early Exile and partly to after the Exile.

In 1886 Briggs {Mess. Proph.) sought to prove that
the sections on the Servant of the Lord were in a
different metre and by a different hand from the
rest. In 1889 Kuenen assigned 40-49. 521"12 and
perhaps 5213-5312 to one author, in the end of the
Exile, the rest he considered added by this author
himself, or by others, after the Keturn. In 1890
the present writer argued for the composite
character of 40-66. In 1892 Duhm distinguished
three authors : the so-called ' second Isaiah' in the
Exile,* a post-exilic author of the passages on the
Servant, and a ' third Isaiah' the author of the
bulk of 56-66. Various articles and monographs
appeared, working in the same direction. Then in
1895 Cheyne produced the most finished presenta-
tion of the theory: 40-55 from one author who
combined in it a cycle of poems on the Servant of
Jahweh, and the great prophecy of the restoration; f
but 56-66, a collection of ten compositions, all of
them from the age of Nehemiah, except 637-64n,
which is probably to be assigned to the reign of
Artaxerxes Ochus, or about 360. Meanwhile Dill-
mann (1890) and Driver [both in the first and sixth
(1897) editions of his LOT] adhered to the author-
ship of the great bulk of the prophecy by one
prophet, mostly before but partly also after the
Keturn. Dillmann (p. 363 ff. of his commentary)
assigns 40-48 to about 545, 49-62 between 545
and the Return, and 63-66 to the very eve of the
Return ; only in 66 he sees insertions from a later
hand. Driver, upon the resemblance of 569-57lla

and 593"15 to passages in Jeremiah and Ezekiel, takes
these to be pre-exilic prophecies incorporated by
the author of 49-66 (Isaiah2, 187 ff.). Cornill
{Einleitung in AT) and Wildeboer (Litteratur des
AT) admit in 49-62 many signs of composition in
Palestine, which, however, do not force us to deny
them to the author of 40-48. In 63-66, on the
other hand, they find the marks of another and
a later writer.

Chs. 40-66 have no title and make no claim to
be by Isaiah. 40-48 plainly set forth the ruin of
Jerusalem, and the Exile as having already taken
place. Israel is addressed as if the time of their
penalty in servitude to Babylon were exhausted,
and their deliverance is proclaimed as immediate.
Cyrus is named as their saviour, and is pointed out
as already uDon his career, and blessed with success
by J". Nor is it possible to argue, as some have
tried to do, that the prophet is predicting these
things as if they had already happened. For, as
part of an argument for the unique divinity of the
God of Israel, Cyrus, * alive and irresistible, and
already accredited with success, is pointed out as
the unmistakable proof that former prophecies of
a deliverance for Israel are already coming to pass.
Cyrus, in short, is not presented as a prediction,
but as a proof that a prediction is being fulfilled.
Unless he had already appeared, and was on the
point of striking at Babylon, with all the prestige
of unbroken victory, a great part of 40-48 would
be unintelligible' (Isai. 40-66, 'Expositor's Bible,'
9 ff. ; see the argument there in detail). There is
thus a very clear date for these chapters; they
must have been written between 555, Cyrus'
advent, and 538, Babylon's fall. If 4125 implies
the union of Cyrus with the Medes in 549, the
possible years are reduced to eleven. Perhaps they
should be confined between 545, when Cyrus took

* To this author Duhm assigns 40, except vv.5·3 1 b, 41, both of
which chaOters he rearranges, 425-14 (except v. 12)25, 431-20». 22-28,
441-8.2i-28a} 451-25 except vv.10.13b, 461-5.9-13, 471-15 except vv.3a.
14b 48ia. (to «Jacob')3-5a-6-7a-8a-11-16a· (to 'there am Γ)20.2ΐ,
497-26, 501-3, 51 except vv.n. 15.16.18, 521.2.7-12, 54 except vv.is»·
Wbf 55 except vv>. 7.

t In 40-55 Cheyne finds a number of insertions, for which the
reader must be referred to his translation in the Polychrome
Bible. The more important are 449-20, 466-8, two passages on the
artificial idols ; 481»· 2.4.5b. 7b. 8b-io. 17-19.22; 4913-503, 511-14 except
4b. 5b. is. 16 521.2.7-12 54 except v.15, 55.
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Sardis, and 538. With this agree the thoughts, the
local colour, and the language of the chapters (on
the last see Cheyne, Comm. ii., and Driver, Isaiah2,
192 if.). Nor is there any need to limit this proof
to 40-48, though Babylon and Cyrus are confined
to them. From 49 to 55 the circumstances are still
of exile ; as A. B. Davidson remarks, 49 is parallel
to 42, and takes for granted the picture of Israel's
restoration in 48. The first real break occurs at
5213, where the prophecy of the sin-bearing Servant
is introduced, riot only is this written with con-
siderable difference of style, but, if it be left out,
541 follows naturally upon 5212. Yet 5213-53 is an
evident development from the previous sections on
the Servant scattered throughout 40-52. And the
whole question is raised whether these sections
formed originally a poem by themselves, and if so,
whether they are by a different author from the
rest of 40-55. Cheyne thinks there is much which
makes it impossible for any of these passages to have
originally sprung, each at the place which it now
occupies, from the progress of the prophet's
thoughts. This is doubtful (for reasons the present
writer has expressed on p. 313 ff. of Is. 40-66),
and it would be difficult to understand why, if
originally an independent poem, these sections
were broken up and placed just where they are now.
In any case there is nothing in them incompatible
with their being from the same hand as the rest of
40-55; and indeed Cheyne assigns them to that
hand. (For other opinions see above). 561"8 is
assigned by Cheyne and others to Nehemiah's
time; but an earlier date is not impossible ; v.8,
however, appears to imply that some Jews have
already returned (see the linguistic analysis in
Cheyne, 312 f.). 569-57 is the passage which most
clearly reflects the scenery of Palestine, and
charges the Jews both with political sins they
could commit only in their own land, and with
superstitions also most natural there. Critics
have been divided between a pre-exilic date, such
as Manasseh's reign, when idolatry and persecution
were in force (so since Ewald), and a post-exilic
date (so latterly Cheyne, who, after a literary
analysis of the passage, places 569-5713a shortly
before Ezra's arrival and the rest later; the
former position is by no means certain, especially
after a study of Zee 1-8 and ' Malachi' ; but prob-
ably the whole prophecy is post-exilic). 58 by
most critics (including the present writer) has been
assigned to the Exile; this is possible, but Cheyne
gives strong reasons for a post-exilic date. 59 is
very difficult to analyze and assign ; probably it is
the fusion of two prophecies, one of which speaks
as if Israel, in their own land, were responsible for
civic justice, the other as if the great deliverance
from exile were just at hand. Some argue, not
very successfully, for a pre-exilic date of at least
portions of this chapter, but Cheyne for a date
after Ezra. 60 was previously taken by Cheyne in
his JQB article to be by the same hand as 40 ff.,
but in his Introd. he argues for its authorship by
a post-exilic imitator of that writer, on the grounds
of the ideas of the chapter, its poor style, and that
the author speaks as if he were a resident of
Jerusalem at a time when the city had again a
population, though small, and when the temple
had been rebuilt, but needed expansion and orna-
ment. These latter reflections of a historical
situation are by no means certain; there is no
clear implication that the temple has been rebuilt;
on the contrary, the city itself appears to have been
uninhabited for a time. It is not possible to fix a
date. There is the same indefiniteness of circum-
stance in the poem 61-62. Cheyne affirms that it
implies the land of Judah to be in part repeopled
and the temple rebuilt (629), but this is not evident;
one might as well argue from 626 that the walls

have already been rebuilt. 611 proclaims liberty
to the captives ; if, as Cheyne holds, this refers to
the mass of Israel, the prophecy can hardly be
referred, as he suggests, to a date after Cyrus, be-
cause, though numbers of Jews remained in exile
in spite of that great Liberator's edict, they would
not be described as in captivity. Probably, how-
ever, the reference is too general for so particular
an inference from it. Besides, even after Cyrus,
there must have been in various parts of the
world enslaved or captive Jews. 613 speaks of
those who mourn in Zion, a phrase which appears
to imply that Jerusalem is inhabited, unless we
are to take it metaphorically. The language, in
spite of resemblances to that of 40-55, affords a
little more evidence of a later date. Nothing can
be inferred from the person of the speaker of the
first verses of 61 till we can conclude whether he is
meant to be the Servant of the Lord, in which
case we might take the passage as one of the series
of oracles on that great figure, and (as some argue)
from the same date as the others, or whether he is
merely a representative of prophecy. But this is
a question which has divided critics, and is very
difficult, if not impossible, to answer (see Isaiah
40-66, 'Expositor's Bible,' 435f.). On the whole,
then, it is impossible to fix the date of 61. 62;
most opinions vary between a date before the
liberation under Cyrus and authorship by the writer
of 40-55, and a later authorship by an imitator
of that prophet.

The brilliant passage 631"6 stands by itself. Its
description of the loneliness of J" in achieving the
overthrow of Edom (the attempts to eliminate the
name of Edom from the passage cannot be said to
be justified) forbids a reference to some historical
defeat of that bitter people by Israel. The vision
is of a purely ideal conquesb of Israel's chief enemy.
In 4213 we have a similar picture of J" travailing
for the deliverance of His people; this, however,
is not enough on which to argue for identity of
authorship, while the ferocity of the passage is
somewhat against it. None of the other dates
suggested are sufficiently probable.

The next section is 637-64, a prayer of inter-
cession for Israel. Here, again, there is great
possibility for diversity of opinion as to the date.
The passage cannot well be by the author of 40-45 ;
as to that, Cheyne's analysis of the ideas and
language (Introd. 352 ff.) is very convincing. Nor
is it so clear as the present writer once thought
it was, that because the author appeals (6311"15) only
to the delivery from Egypt, and not to that from
Babylon, the latter is still future as he writes. For
Haggai and Zechariah make no mention of Cyrus'
decree, or the return from Babylon, though they
wrote very soon after these events. (On the
objections to Kosters' theory that their silence is
a proof that no return had taken place, see the
present writer's Twelve Prophets, vol. ii. ch. 16.).
What is clear is that Jerusalem has suffered desola-
tion, that the temple has been defiled and burned
by Israel's adversaries (6318 6410f· Eng.). To what
event does this refer ? Some say Nebuchadrezzar's
destruction of the temple in 586, and date the
passage from the early Babylonian exile. But if
that were so it would be difficult to understand the
Massoretic reading of 6318 'Thy holy people pos-
sessed it but a little while'; though this reading
is uncertain. The only other similar calamities
are that alleged to have taken place in the in-
vasions of Palestine by Artaxerxes Ochus (B.C.
360ff.) to which Cheyne refers the passage, and
that by Antiochus Epiphanes in 169 to which
Grotius referred it. The latter may be ruled out
of consideration. Of the invasion by Artaxerxes
Ochus we know extremely little (for details see
W. R. Smith, OTJC, note D ; and Cheyne, Introd.
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358 ff.); and that he destroyed the temple is only
inferred from his cruel character, from his desecra-
tion of other shrines on that campaign, and from
an ambiguous tradition in Josephus about the
reign of the other Artaxerxes. Nevertheless, W. R.
Smith and Cheyne have assigned to the reign of
Artaxerxes Ochus Pss 74 and 79, with their refer-
ences to the destruction of the temple, which others
assign to Maccabaean times. And arguing from
the parallels between these Pss and Is 637-64
Cheyne also assigns the latter to the same date.
The reasoning is strong, but not conclusive, and
hampered by the uncertainty of a burning of the
temple about 350. Besides, Ps 74 distinctly points
to the conviction that prophecy has ceased in
Israel. Not only does Is 637-64 betray no such
conviction, which, if it had existed, could hardly
have been omitted by a writer of the mood of
Is 637-64, but the whole prophecy is itself an
answer to the idea that the prophetic spirit had
faded from the nation. Moreover, if Is 637-64 has
some parallels with Ps 74. 79 it has also some very
striking resemblances, both of thought and phrase-
ology, to the prophecies of Haggai and Zechariah,
and its whole tone suits the years of disillusion
and despair which elapsed between the return
from exile in 537 and the beginning of the rebuild-
ing of the temple in 520. The unique phrases,
4Thy holy cities' (6410), and 'J'"s spirit in the
midst of Israel' (63n), find parallels in Zee 216

[Heb.] and Hag 25 respectively. There is the
same sense of the people's uncleanness as in Hag 2
and Zee 3 ; the same sense of J"'s excessive anger
as in Zechariah's first vision; the same emphasis
on the Spirit of J", and the same idea of J"'s angel,
interchangeable with J" Himself. The despair
of Is 637-64 is exactly that which Haggai and
Zechariah appear to combat in the people, and the
circumstances of the time fully explain, as already
remarked, the silence of the whole prayer about
the liberation from Babylon. On the whole, then,
it must be regarded as more reasonable to date
637-64 from about 525 than about 350.

Ch. 65, taken by the majority of critics as the
divine answer to the prayer of 637-64, has been
assigned both to Babylonia and Palestine, both to
the years before the end of the Exile and to those
after the Return. Some (Dillmann, in loco) argue
for the former, on the ground that the idolatrous
practices mentioned are all suitable to Babylonia,
that Israel's occupation of the Holy Land is repre-
sented as future in v.9, and that the phrase * forget
my holy mountain' (without reference to the re-
built temple) recalls the exilic Ps 1374. To this
view the present writer adhered in 1891, but he
does not now feel the conclusiveness of it. For
the promise of v.9 may be naturally interpreted,
not of the first return to Zion and occupation of
the surrounding district, but to the full possession
of Palestine as a whole, which was still unrealized
long after the first return. Besides, the idolatrous
customs charged may just as easily have been pre-
valent in Palestine as in any other country of
Western Asia, and Gad and Meni (v.11) were un-
doubtedly Syrian deities, and worshipped in Pales-
tine from time immemorial. In the doubt in which
these allusions of the prophecy leave us as to its
exact date, we are not assisted either by the ideas
or by the language of the passage (for details see
Cheyne, Introd. 320 ff'.): these cannot determine
between two periods so close to each other as the
years just before or the century after the Return.
Cheyne, who accepts the Palestinian origin, argues
that the Samaritans are the people against whom
the chapter is addressed, and fixes the date as that
of the troubles of the Jews with the Samaritans,
which Nehemiah describes. But that the charge
is against superstitious and semi-pagan Jews may

also plausibly be argued, and there are really no
sufficient data to fix a date. On the whole, a
Palestinian * and post-exilic origin is the most
probable.

Equally obscure is the question of ch. 66. The
chapter is probably not a unity, and the text is un-
usually corrupt. There are echoes of chs. 40-55,
but it is quite impossible to assign the chapter to
the great evangelist of the Exile. The temple
either has been rebuilt or is being rebuilt
(vv.1"4· 6·20); the restored community has already
been formed, but is not complete (v.9). The lan-
guage points to a post-exilic date. The attacks
upon the idolatrous customs reveal a close con-
nexion between the chapter and 65. On the whole,
therefore, a date soon after the Return appears
probable for the bulk of the chapter; but there
are probably later insertions. On this see Dill-
mann, Duhm, and especially Cheyne.

XI. THE THEOLOGY OF ISAIAH 40 - 66. — {a)
Chapters 40-55, as we have seen, are addressed to
Israel in circumstances ver^ different from those of
the generation to which Isaiah of Jerusalem spoke.
Isaiah had before him a nation on their own soil:
responsible for justice and social reform, for the
defence of a fatherland and the conduct of a
foreign policy. He appealed to kings, statesmen,
and definite classes of society. But chs. 40-55
are addressed to a people in exile, without native
leaders or the opportunity of developing great
personalities: with no civic life and few social
responsibilities; a people in the passive state,
with occasion for the exercise of almost no quali-
ties save those of penitence and faith, of memory
and hope. Moreover, with Isaiah, and indeed
with all prophets up to the Exile, the burden of
prophesying is the people's guilt and their doom
of exile. But this doom has now been fulfilled.
Jeremiah limited it to 70 years. These are almost
exhausted, and there are signs that the Babylonian
Empire, the instrument of the doom, is approaching
its fall. Cyrus, king of Anshan and Persia, hav-
ing conquered the Medes (B.C. 545), and perhaps
also the Lydians (542), is descending on Babylon.
What is of immediate interest to Israel, therefore,
is not, as formerly, the immoral state of the people
and the imminence of certain events of chastise-
ment, but the dawn of that redemption and restora-
tion which was promised to appear after the fulfil-
ment of God's sentence. In a word, what is now
needed is not so much new predictions of the future
as proofs that the fulfilment of former predictions
is at hand. Consequently, while the problem
before the spirit of Israel is still substantially what
it was with Isaiah, viz. the survival of a people of
J", both the factors of the problem and the method
of its solution are very different. Some recent
critics hardly exaggerate when they say that
prophecy proper ceased with the Exile. For in-
stead of the characteristic prophet, denouncing
his people upon moral grounds and predicting their
doom, we have in Is 40 a commission granted to
a number f of voices (whose hearers, indeed, so
little feel themselves to be official prophets that
they remain anonymous) to comfort Israel and
proclaim that the ancient promises to her are about
to be fulfilled. But the proof of this requires
something more than an appeal to present facts,
whether in Israel's own conduct or the general
history of the world about her : the whole history
and destiny of Israel are brought in, with a full
and reasoned revelation of her God.

In such a scheme, it is plain, there is no need

* On this ground the chapter has been argued to be by
Isaiah himself, or his disciples ; and one scholar (Bredenkamp)
dates it from the reign of Manasseh.

t Note the plural in the opening verse 401, ' comfort ye my
people.'
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for that almost exclusive insistence upon the moral
attributes of J", His demands for justice and
purity, which we found in Isaiah's own teaching;
but the need is rather for emphasis upon God's in-
tention to fulfil His word, and upon His power to
bend to this end the forces of history. The change
is best illustrated in the altered meaning which
chs. 40-55 give to the term 'righteousness.' In
the authentic prophecies of Isaiah, delivered to
an unjust and immoral generation, righteousness
almost exclusively means the purity and justice
which God demands from His people. But in chs.
40-55, in face of a generation who are not charged
with the immoralities of Isaiah's, but who are in
doubt or despair about their God's power and
will to fulfil His word and redeem them, righteous-
ness signifies mainly His consistency and faithful-
ness. In 4126 the adjective zaddik is applied to one
whose prediction turns out to be correct.* In 412

the noun zedek appears to be the virtue of carrying
out what one has promised ; it is associated with
J"'s call to Cyrus, who has been called not in vain,
but in good faith, and for a purpose which will
certainly succeed. So in 4110, taken with its con-
text, J"'s zedek is His trueness, the harmony of His
present purpose with His ancient promise to re-
deem Israel—His good faith to the people He has
called ; but it includes also His power to fulfil His
word : ' the right hand of my righteousness' is the
phrase He uses. The whole chapter and other
parallel passages (especially 439·10·18ί· 447·8 4519"25)
imply that zedek or zeddkah (the forms are used
indifferently) is j '"s fidelity to His calling of Israel
—the quality by which He can neither forsake
His own, nor for want of power fail in His promise
to justify them to the world ; and so, besides being
synonymous with strength, righteousness is applied
to its own results, and becomes parallel to salva-
tion—El zaddiky the Righteous God, is equivalent
to Moshid\ the Saviour (4521).

The chief claim, therefore, which 40 ff. make for
the God of Israel is His power to direct the history
of the world in conformity to a long predicted and
faithfully followed purpose. This claim starts
from the proof that J" has long before predicted
events now happening or about to happen, with
Cyrus as their centre. But this is much more
than a proof of isolated predictions, though these
imply omniscience. It is a declaration of the unity
of history sweeping to the high ends which have
been already revealed to Israel—an exposition, in
short, of the Omnipotence, Consistence, and Faith-
fulness of the Providence of the one true God. But
with almost equal force the chapters insist upon
the Creative Power of the same sovereign Deity.
Alone, without counsellor or helper, He created
and sustains the world, calls all things into being,
and bends them to His will.f He has made and
measured earth and ocean, mountains and hills
(4012ff·). All the magnitudes and processes of nature
are His : heaven, the stars, the clouds, the sea, earth,
drought and floods, light and darkness, peace
and calamity. Before His omnipotence, His own
works and men and their works are as nothing.
He is infinitely above them all, sublime and incom-
parable—in short, the Holy One. For holiness in
these chapters is attributed to God always either
in connexion with His creative power and the
incomparableness to which it exalts Him (4025 4120

431δ 4511), or more especially in connexion with the
manifestation of that incomparable power for the
redemption and glorification of His people (4114

433.14 474 48i7 497 545 555). He is Jehovah, and
there is none else ; God, and there is none beside
Him (455f· etc.).

* As the Arabic ξ,άάίΐρ means one who speaks truly.
t To describe this creative power the author of chs. 40 ff. is the

first to use the term N"]?=create.

From this absolute monotheism everything else
follows in chs. 40 if. What invariably kindles the
reason and style of the writer is the thought of
God. The breadth and force of imagination,
the assurance of hope, the daring treatment of
the history of the world as a whole, may be traced
to the writer's sense of God's sovereignty, and are
the signs of how absolutely he was possessed by
this as his principal and governing truth. But
that he held it not by faith alone or a partial ex-
perience, but with the whole force of his reason, is
shown, not only in the exposition of J"'s articulate,
clear, reasonable and consistent revelation of Him-
self and His purpose (1510ff·), but also in the power-
ful scorn with which the author's mind sweeps
down upon idolatry. If it is impossible to liken
God to anything (4125), then the low thoughts
which Israel has of J", the images in which the
heathen figure the Godhead (417 449ff·), their en-
chantments and divinations (479· 12ff<), and even
the chief gods of the conquering empires (46lff·),
are all equally absurd. The ridicule which the
writer pours upon these, the delight he has in
exposing their futility, and the weary trouble for
no end which their religions levy upon the heathen,
brilliantly exhibit the intellectual assurance of
this most perfect apostle of Israel's monotheism.

But though God is thus sublime He is near to
men in sympathy, and full of grace and zeal for His
own (401·u·27ff· 432 4914ff· 513·12). Israel's maker is
Israel's husband (545). No prophet is more daring
in his ascription of passion to the Deity. With all
this writer's overpowering sense of the tran-
scendence of J", he does not hesitate to picture
Him as an excited and furious warrior, and as a
travailing woman (4213f·)

But as J" is unique, so is Israel unique. Israel
is His special creation, His elect, and His own.
The nations are given for Israel's ransom, and the
world - powers are employed as contributory to
Israel's career (418 433?·14 4514 etc.). Cyrus him-
self, in whom the power of the world is gathered up,
is J"'s servant for Israel's redemption (412ff· 4428 451·4

etc.). Yet the creation and election of Israel are
not for their own sake. * This people I have formed
for myself; they shall show forth my praiseJ

(4321). They are to be God's revealers and wit-
nesses to the ends of the earth (418ff·). They are
to carry His mishpat and torah to the farthest
coasts (424·6). Their election is an election to
service—the service of mankind in the highest
matters of religion and morality. In a far higher
sense than Cyrus they are the servant of J".
The picture of J'"s servant fills a large part
of the prophecy. Sometimes this servant is equiva-
lent to all Israel, the seed of Abraham (418 etc.).
But as a whole the nation is unworthy of the high
office—deaf, blind, and spoiled (4218ff·)—in need of
forgiveness (4325) and illumination. And so the
conversion of Israel becomes part of the servant's
work (493"6). He appears to be the personification
of the pious remnant of the people : the true,
effective Israel; and he is therefore obviously
distinct from the nation, who are not conscious of
the destiny God has for His people, or ready to
carry it out. Though Israel as a whole be un-
ready, this lojsl Israel is glorious in J"'s eyes,
and God is their strength (495). Speaking in the
first person, this Servant describes his experience
as the prophet of J", and carries it to its con-
sequence in martyrdom (504"9). Many have thought
that in this passage the ideal is still more narrowly
concentrated, and that we ought to see in the
speaker an individual servant of J". Many more
agree that we have an individual presented to us
at last in the classical passage 5213~53. The latter
opinion the present writer feels to be correct.
The nation's functions of service for God are
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frequently concentrated by other prophets upon
an individual. The experience of the individual
Jeremiah, who had, in opposition to his whole
people, remained faithful to J", and in his solitary
experience suffered for the people's sins, and re-
presented them before J", surely afforded prece-
dent enough for the vision of a personal sufferer
and sin-bearer. Yet, whether we take this view,
or with many eminent critics continue to see in
5213-53 as in 49 the personification of the righteous
remnant of Israel, the religious results remain the
same. The spiritual salvation of Israel is accom-
plished by the vicarious conscience and sufferings
of the Servant. He is not merely the prophet of
492ff· and 504·5, nor only the martyr of 506ff·, who
shall be ultimately vindicated by J". His sufferings,
so misunderstood by the world, have a very practi-
cal end (5213-15). Disregarded or misunderstood
by his own people, he naturally, as they come to
see, bears their transgressions and iniquity ; by
his stripes they are healed (53lff·). He is sinless,
and therefore unjustly treated by his tyrants;
but he submits in order to offer his life as a guilt-
offering ; and so wins righteousness for his people,
and exerts immense influence on men (537"12).
Whether this figure be of the pious portion of
Israel or of one holy sufferer, the Christian Church
has been right in finding its fulfilment in Jesus
Christ; in His sinless suffering, in His conscious-
ness of His solitary distinction from His people;
in His knowledge that His suffering was of God's
will, and would effect the forgiveness of His
people's sin, their redemption from guilt, and so
His own exaltation from misunderstanding and
abuse to manifest power and glory.

The equipment of Israel, then, for the religious
service of mankind is the end towards which the
argument and vision of chs. 40-55 are directed.
But indispensable to this is the nation's redemp-
tion from Babylonian servitude, their return to the
Holy Land, and the rebuilding of Jerusalem and
the temple. The deliverance is to be effected
by Cyrus, through his conquest of Babylonia and
the humiliation of her gods (46 f.)· This being
certain, J " calls upon His people to come forth
from Babylon (4820 52llf·), a call that was neces-
sary in face of the fact that numbers of Jews
were unwilling to leave a home into whose
life they had deeply settled, for the hard begin-
nings of life again upon the desolate and com-
paratively barren soil of Palestine. J" promises
to make easy their way across the desert (403ff·
41i8i. 431W. 482i)# Cyrus himself shall expedite
their progress and arrange for the rebuilding of
Jerusalem and the temple (4428 4513). The pros-
trate and desolate city shall rise from her ruins
(402 5117ff· 52lf· 9) with a full population (4426

4917-19 546). t h e cities of Judah shall again be
inhabited (409 4426). But even beyond these limits
shall Israel break, and inherit the Gentiles (543).
A glory shall rest upon city and land, conscious of
the presence of their God in His wonderful deeds
(409ί· 4918 521 5410ff·). The Gentiles, too, shall
acknowledge this, coming to Israel with the words :
Surely God is in thee (4514 497-22f·).

So lofty and spiritual is the prospect in chs.
40-55; and still so general when it descends to the
details of the restoration. There is nothing
priestly in the prospect, nothing warlike except in
metaphor ; no directions are given for the building
of the temple, nor for the institution of sacrifice;
no emphasis is laid upon the resumption of the
latter, and it is not once mentioned as indispens-
able for the return of J" to His people, and the
renewal of His intercourse with them. To Zion
J" returns along with His people ; they are His
Temple, He is manifest in them (4514). His gifts
to them are spiritual: pity, grace, forgiveness,
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illumination, peace; their political restoration is
but the pledge of all these. His demands upon
them, too, are purely ethical and in the spirit of
the older prophecy—fulfilment of His torah and
mishpat (514). And the long argument and exhor-
tation concludes in 55 upon the keynote of its
opening chaptei (40) that J"'s word is omnipotent
and creative. It shall bring all these things to pass.
We shall see how different this atmosphere is from
that of the chapters which follow (56-66).

(b) CHS. 56-66.—In passing from chs. 40-55 into
56-66 we feel, as we have already shown (see § X.),
a great difference of style. Instead of one long
argument and reasoned' revelation, visible in the
prophecy as a whole and in the series of passages
on the Servant which are scattered through it, we
enter a series of detached and broken oracles,
which have sometimes no relation to each other,
and all of which further differ from 40-55 in their
style, temper, and the religious interests that
they emphasize. It is true that some of the pre-
dominant notes of 40-55 are repeated, and others
are developed. The argument of the sovereignty
and holiness of J" is taken for granted, and these
are asserted almost in the same phrases (5715

609·14·16). ' Righteousness ' is occasionally used
in the same sense of the exhibition of J"'s faith-
fulness and burning fervour in the salvation of
His people (6110f· 62lff·). The vision of the zeal
and passion of J " is repeated and elaborated; as
before, He is the strenuous and furious warrior
(5916ff· 631"6). There is one more picture of the
Servant (611·3) with his mission of comfort and
restoration to the people; and about this there is
the same ambiguity as to whether it be the picture
of the prophetic portion of Israel or of some indi-
vidual endowed with the Spirit. The rebuilding
of Jerusalem is described as more imminent, and
the vision of her glory is developed in greater
detail but with the same essential features of joy,
beauty, fertility, an overflowing population of her
returned sons and daughters, enrichment by the
gifts of the Gentiles, and their acknowledgment of
the God who resides in her (567 60. 613ff· 62. 6518ff·
666ff·). But several new features are introduced,
some of which contrast unfavourably with the
lofty and spiritual tone of chs. 40-55, and some
reveal the circumstances and duties of a people
already re-established in civic responsibility upon
their own soil. From 56 onwards the temple and
its building bulk more largely (565ff· 6013 6318 6411

661); the sacrificial system becomes a little more
prominent (567 629 6620), so do others of the insti-
tutions and ceremonies of religion ; the Sabbath
(562·6 5813f· 6623), the priesthood of the people (616),
and the orders of priests and Levites (6621), the
perpetual worship (582 626 6623); and we find, too,
directions on those matters on which the returned
community, effecting its reorganization, had to
legislate: e.g. the place of eunuchs in the congre-
gation (562ff·) and the question of fasts (582·3).
And there is an insistence upon civic duties and
the social virtues (586ff· 594); the sins of perverting
justice and equity, uttering falsehood, and com-
mitting robbery are charged upon the people in
the fashion that prophecy assumed when Israel
was a State (5912ff· 618); and righteousness is again
used in its older meaning side by side with its
newer meaning (655). These data confirm the
conclusion reached above of a difference of author-
ship between 40-55 and 56-66.

LiTERATmtE.— Besides the general Histories of Israel and
Israel's Religion, Introductions to the OT, works on OT Theology,
on Prophecy, and on Messianic Prophecy, the more important
special works on Isaiah are as follows :—

A. COMMENTARIES, TRANSLATIONS, ETC., OF THE BOOK OR
PARTS.—Origen, Jerome (ed. Vallarsii, vol. iv.),Chrysostom, Cyril
of Alexandria ; Gaon Sa'adya (f 942), Arabic Version (with com-
mentary, of which latter only a few fragments survive), latest
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edition by J. Derenbourg in ZATW, 1889,1-64,1890,1-84 ; Aben
Ezra, 1155, Eng. by Friedlander, London, 1877; David Kimchi
(1235), Lat. ed. Florence, 1774; Ulrich Zwingli, Complanatio
Jesaice Latina, Zurich, 1529, Works, vol. v. of ed. Schuler and
Schultess; John Calvin, Cornm., Geneva, 1551, Eng. Edin. 1850;
D. Isaaci Abrabanieli, Comm. in Es. Proph. SO, etc., Leyden,
Elzev. 1631; Louis de Dieu, Animadversiones in VT Libros
omnes, Leyden, 1648; Lat. trans, of Rashi's Comm. by
Breithaupt, 1713 (not seen); Camp. Vitringa, Comm., Leeu-
warden, 2 vols. 1714-20, ed. Bas. 1732; Lat. trans, of Kimchi,
1774 (not seen); Robert Lowth, Is., a New Translation with
prelim, dissert, and notes, 2 vols. London, 1778, Germ, by J. B.
Koppe, 4 pts. Leipzig, 1779-81; Hensler, Jes. fibers. mit'Anm.,
Hamb. 1783 (not seen); J. C. Doderlein, Esaias, a Latin trans,
with notes, Num. 1789, 3rd ed. Altorf, 1789; W. Gesenius,
Comm. with trans., Leipzig, 1820-21; Ferd. Hitaig, Der Proph.
Jes., Heidelberg, 1833; Maurer, In Jes. Comm. 1836; Hende·
werk, Des Jes. Weiss, chronolog.geordnet, 2 pts. Konigsb. 1838,
1843 (not seen); H. Ewald, Die Proph. des Alten Bundes, Tub.
1840-41, 2nd ed. 1867-68, Eng. by Fred. Smith, ii. iv. v., London,
1876-81; E. Henderson, Bk. of Proph. is.2, London, 1840; F.
W. C. Umbreit, Prakt. Comm., Hamburg, 1846 ; Ad. Knobel, Jes.
erkliirt, Leipz. 1843, 3rd ed. 1861; E. Meier, Proph. Jes. erkl.
Pforzh. 1850(not seen, only to ch. 23); Drechsler, Der Proph. Jes.,
2 vols. 1851-54 ; G. D. Luzzatto, II Prof eta Isaia, etc., Padua,
1855 ; J. A. Alexander, Comm., Edin. 1865 ; Fr. Delitzsch, Comm.
1866,4th ed. 1889,Eng. 1892 ; E. Reuss, Les ProphUes, 1876, cf. Das
AT, ii., Brunswick, 1892-94; Nagelsbach in Lange's Bibelwerk,
1877, Eng. 1878 ; Birks, Comm. on Bk. of Is., Lond. 1878; Τ. Κ.
Cheyne, Proph. of Is. trans, with Comm. and Appendices, 1880,
5th ed. 1889; C. J. Bredenkamp, Der Proph. Jes., Erlangen,
1887; v. Orelli, Propheten Jes. u. Jeremia, Nordlingen, 1887,
Eng. by Banks, 1889 ; G. A. Smith, Is. 1-39, 1888, Is. W-66,
1890, 'Expositor's Bible'; Aug. Dillmann, Der Proph. Jes.,
Leipz. 1890, being 5th ed. of Knobel's work in the ' Kurz-
gefasstes Exeget. Handbuch z. AT' (Diestel had edited 4th ed.
in 1872); Bernh. Duhm, Das Buch Jesaia in Kowack's Hand-
kommentar z. AT, Gottingen, 1892 ; W. Reich, Jes., vol. i. of
Das Proph. Schriftthum, Wien, 1892; J. Skinner, Is. 1-89, in
the Cambr. Bible, 1896, UO-66,1898 ; Guthe u. Byssel in Kautzsch,
Die heil. Schrift, 1896; H. G. Mitchell, Is.: a Study of Chs.
1-12, New York, 1897 ; T. K. Che}me, Is. in PB, 1898; R. Kittel,
6th ed. of Dillmann's Der Proph. Jes., Leipz. 1898.

B. BOOKS AND ARTICLES OF GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO
THE BK. OF ISAIAH.— Among the Introductions to the OT in
general, Kuenen's and Driver's deal with Isaiah in most detail;
Special works of Introduction to Isaiah are the following: —
Τ. Κ. Cheyne, Bk. of Is. chronologically arranged, etc., London,
1870, art. ' Isaiah' in Encyc. Brit.® 1880, Introduction to the
Bk. of Is., London, 1895; Klostermann, art 'Jesaia' in

and his Bk. One, London, 1895 (cf. also on same side as the last,
R. P. Smith, Authenticity and Mess. Interpr. of the Proph. of
Is., sermons before Univ. of Oxford, 1862); Bruckner, Komposi-
tion des Buches Jes. 28-33, Halle, 1898; Kennedy. Argt. *or
Unity of Is., 1891.

C. BOOKS AND ARTICLES UPON THE TEXT OF THE BK. OF
ISAIAH—D. Kocher, Vindicice text. hebr. adv. R. Lowth
criticam, Bern. 1786; Τ. Κ. Cheyne, Notes and Criticisms on
Heb. Text of Is., 1868, the Hebrew Text of Is. in Haupt's SBOT,
1899; P. de Lagarde, Prophetce prior, et poster,, chaldaice efide
cod. Reuchlin. editi, 1872 ; Semitica, i. 1-32 ; Ztschrift fur Luth.
Theol. 1876, 1 ff. on Is. 40-66 by Klostermann;; 1877, 17 ff. Zur
Text-critik Jes. by H. Strack; Jahrb. fur Prot. Theol. 1877,
706ff., 1879, 63 ff., 1881, 160 ff. by Studer; ZATW, 1881-84, K.
Budde; K. Kohler in Hebraica II., Chicago, 1885; Journ. of
Bib. Lit. June 1889, · On the metres of Is. 1,' by Francis Brown ;
Oort in Theol. Tijdschr. 1891, 461 ff. (not seen); Kk^termann,
Deuterojesaja (not seen); Bachmann, AT Untersuch., 1894,
49 ff.; Perles, Analekten zur Text-Kritik d. AT, 1895 (not seen);
Ruben, Crit. Remarks on OT, Lond. 1896. Also these more
general works, including other matters than the text:—B.
Stade, De Is. Vatt. Aethiopicis diatribe, Leipzig, 1873 (not seen);
J. Barth, Beitrage z. Erkldrung des Jes., Leipzig, 1885; Giese-
brecht, Beitr. z. Jes. Kritik, Gott. 1890,. See also Geiger's
Urschrift, Breslau, 1857.

D. BOOKS AND ARTICLES ON THE HISTORICAL AND THEO-
LOGICAL CRITICISM OF IS. l-89.—{\) On Chronology, Assyrian
history, etc. :—Hincks in Jour, of Sacr. Lit. Oct. 1858; J. Well-
hausen, Jahrb. fur deutsche Theol. 1875 ; A. Kamphausen, Die
Chronologic der Heb. Konige, Bonn, 1883; Schrader, ΚΑΤ*,
Giessen, 1883, Eng. by Whitehouse, C0T2, 2 vols. London, 1885,
1888; RP, both series; Duncker's and Meyer's Histories of
Antiquity, also W. R. Smith, Proph. of Isr. 145 f., 402, 413 f.;
Winckler, Untersuch. zur Altorient. Gesch., Leipz. 1889, AT
Untersuch. 1897, Altorient. Forsch. 1893 ; McCurdy, HPM,
vols. i., ii., London, 1894,1896 ; Tiele, Babylon.-Assyr. Geschichte'.

(2) On the history of Isaiah's times in connexion with his
teaching: —Strachey, Jewish History and Politics*, 1874;
Kostlin, Jes. u. Jeremya, Berlin, 1879 ; Sayce, Life, etc. of
Is., 1883; W. R. Smith, Proph. of Israel\ London, 1896;
Guthe, Das Zukunftsbild des Jes. (see below); J. J. P. Valeton,
jun., Viertal Voorlezingen over de Profeten des O. V., Utrecht,
1886; Meinhold, Jes. u. seine Zeit, Freiburg, 1898; Sinker
Hezekiah and his Age, 1898.

(3) On the theology of Isaiah in general:—Duhm, Theol. der
Proph. Bonn, 1875; Riehm, Messianic Prophecy, Eng. Edin-

burgh, 1891; Kirkpatrick, Doctrine of the Prophets, 1892;
Cornill, Der Israelit. Prophetismus, 1895, Eng. by Corkran,
Chicago, 1896; A. B. Davidson, Expository Times, v. (1894)
296, 369, 391, 438, 488. Other manuals on the Theology of the
OT and History of the religion of Israel.

(4) On the Messianic prophecies and Isaiah's view of the
future :—Bredenkamp, Vaticinium quod de Immanuele edidit
Jes. (71-96) (not seen); Giesebrecht, ' Die Immanuelweissagung'
in SK, 1888, 217 ff.; Guthe, Das Zukunftsbild des Jes.% Leipz.
1885 ; Hackmann, Die Zukunftserwartung des Jes., 1893;
Porter,' Isaiah's Immanuel' in Journ. of Bibl. Liter. 1895 ; on
22-4 see comm. on Micah; G. A. Smith, Twelve Prophets (' Expos.
Bible'), i. 365f.; on 7, K. Budde in Etudes etc. dedites a M. le
Dr. Leemans, Leyden, 1885, 121 ff.

(5) On other special subjects and chapters in Is 1-39, e.g. the
league of Syria and N. Isr. against Judah in 734 :—Caspari,
Ueber den syrisch.-ephraim. Krieg unter Jotham u. Ahaz,
Christiania, 1889; on eh. 12, F. Brown, JBL, 1890, 128-131; on
chs. 13. 14, Havernick, Symbolce ad defend, authent. Jes.
xii. xiv. 1842 (not seen); W. H. Cobb, An Exam, of Is 13
(reprint from 'Bibl. Sacra'), 1892, cf. Cheyne in JBL for 1898 ;
on 1424ff., Stade, ZATW, 1883 ; on chs. 15. 16, Hitz. Des Proph.
Jonas Orakel uber Moab (1831, not seen); L. de Geer, De orac.
in Moabitas Jes. xv. xvi., T. ad Rhen. 1855 (not seen); Oort in
Theol. Tijd. xxi. 51-64 (not seen); Baudissin in SK, 1888, 509ff.;
on 211-10 and siege of Babylon, Kleinert, SK, 1879 ; on the ques-
tion of Sargon's invasion of Palestine in 711, Hincks in Journ.
of Sacred Lit. Oct. 1858; on Sennacherib's invasion and the
relations to it of chs. 22. 23. 28-33. 36. 37, besides the relevant
paragraphs in Kuenen and Cheyne, see Nowack, SK, 1881,
4 Bemerkungen lib. das 14 Jahr des Hiskias,'and the historical
works mentioned above ; Juda u. die Assyr. Weltmacht (in the
* Programm der Technischen Staatslehranstalten zu Chemnitz,'
Easter, 1885), by Asmus Sorensen ; Friedr. Delitzsch, art. ' San-
herib' in Herzog-Plitt's Real-Encyc; Stade, ZATW, 1886;
Meinhold, SK, 1893, on c. 28; on 24-27, E. B5hl, Vat. Jes. c.
xxiv.-xxvii., Lips. 1861 (not seen); Hilgenfeld, Ztsch. fur
Wissenschaftl. Theol. 1866, 432 ff. ; Smend, ZATW, 1884; Oort,
Theol. Tijd. 1886 (not seen); on chs. 34. 35, Gratz, JQR, Oct.
1891; Budde, Jahrb. fur deutsche Theol. xxiii. 428ff., 529 ff.; on
ch. 38, Dillvo, Das Wunder an den Stufen des Ahas, Amst. 1885 ;
on chs. 36-39, J. Meinhold, Die Jesajaerzahlungen, 1898.

E. VOLUMES, ARTICLES, ETC., UPON IS. W-66.—(l) On general
questions of Introduction:—Bunsen, Gott in der Gesch. i. 383 ff.;
Ruckert, Heb. Propheten iibers. u. erlautert, i.; R. Stier, Jes.
nichtpseudo-Jes., Barmen, 1850; A. Rutgers, De echtheid van
het tweede gedeelte van Jez. aangetoond, Leiden, 1866 (not seen);
Lohr, Zur Frage uber die echtheit von Jes. UO-66, 1876-80 (not
seen); Klostermann in Ztschr. fur Luth. Theol. 1876; The Old
Is., Moody Stuart, Edin. 1880; Cobb in Biblioth. Sacra, 1882;
A. B. D[avidson], review of Del.'s Isaiah in Theol. Review, iv.;
T. K. Cheyne, review of Is. UO-66 (' Expos. Bible') in Expositor,
1891, i., also art. in JQR, 1892; Lucien Gautier in Revue
Chrotienne, March 1893, 176 ff.; Geiger, Judische Ztschr. vi.
xi. (according to Cheyne), asserts plurality of authors; on text
and rhythm of several sections, K. Budde, ZATW, 1891; J. Ley,
Hist. Erkldrung des %ten Teils d. Jes. 1893, also in SK, 1899,
163 ff. See also Cheyne, Jewish Religious Life after the Exile,
1898; and Ed. Konig, The Exiles' Book of Consolation (Edinburgh,
T. & T. Clark, 1899). Both these were published too late to be
taken account of in the present article.

(2) On the contemporary history (besides some of the historical
works cited on Is 1-39, and general histories of Israel, Babylon,
and Persia):—J. Halevy, ' Cyrus et le Retour de l'Exil' in REJ
i. 1880; Feilchenfeld, Die jiidischen Gegner der Heimkehr etc.
unter Cyrus (reprint from ' Jubelschrift fur Dr. Hildesheimer,'
Frankfort, n. d.); Sayce, Fresh Light from the Ancient Monu-
ments ; on the stele of Nabonidus, Scheil in Recueil de Travaux,
etc., ed. by Maspero, xviii. 1896 (not seen); C. H. W. Johns
in Expository Times, 1896; Messerschmidt, Mittheilungen der
Vorderasiat. Gesellschaft, pt. i. 1896 (not seen).

(3) On the general theology of Is 40-66:—Duhm, Theol. der
Propheten, 1875; F. Hermann Kriiger, Essai sur la thiologie
d'Esaie xl.-lxvi., Paris, 1881; A. B. Davidson, artt. in Expositor,
1883-84 ; Kirkpatrick, Doctrine of the Prophets, 1892.

(4) On the Servant of J" :—Schenkel, * Krit. Versuch uber den
Knecht Gottes' in SK, 1836 (not seen); G. F. Oehler, DerKnecht
J" im Deuterojes., Stuttgart, 1865 (not seen); A. Wunsche,
Leiden des Messias; A. B. Davidson, ' The Servant of the Lord
in Isaiah,' in Brit, and For. Evang. Rev. 1872; Tayler Lewis,
'The Purifying Messiah: Interpr. of Is. 5213' in Bibl. Sacra,
1873,166ff. (not seen); Westminster Rev. Oct. 1875; Urwick,
The Servant of J", 1877 ; C. Taylor, ' Interpr. of Wil TiV' in
Journ. of Phil. 1879, 62 ff. ; Ο. Η. Η. Wright, 'Pre-Chr. Jewish
Interpretations of Is. 53,' Expositor, May 1888 ; Briggs, Mes-
sianic Prophecy ; John Forbes (of Aberdeen), On the Servant
of the Lord, 1890; G. F. Dalman, Is. 53, 1890; Driver and
Neubauer, with introduction by Pusey, The 53rd Ch. of Is. ace.
to Jewish Interpreters, 2 vols. Oxford, 1876,1877 ; M. Schian, Die
Ebed-Jahwe Lieder, Halle, 1895 ; Sellin, Serubbabel, 1898 ; Laue,
Die Ebed-Jahwe Lieder, 1898; Bertholet, Zu Jesaja 53 : ein
Erkldrungsversuch, 1899. The last three appeared too late to be
taken account of in the present article.

F. Besides the above there have been a number of purely
practical and homiletic volumes on Isaiah. A. Marloratus,
Esai Proph. cum catholica expositione ecclesiastica, Paris,
Stephan 1564; Bullinger, Is. Expositus Homiliis exc, 1567;
Sibbes' Bruised Reed, etc., vol. i. of his works, ed. Aberdeen,
1809 ; J. Smith (of Campbelton), Summary View and Explana-
tion of Prophets (not seen), 1787; Macculloch (minister of
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Dairsie), Lectures on the Proph. of Is., 4 vols., Edin. 1791-1804 ;
J. Stock, Bk. of Proph. Is., Bath, 1803 ; Fraser (minister of Kirk-
hill), Comm. on Proph. of Is., being a paraphr. with notes,
1800; F. D. Maurice, Prophets and Kings of OT, xiii.-
xviii. 1852; Perowne, Sermons, 1874,' Exp. of Is 816-97'; W. G.
Elmslie's Memoir and Sermons, 'The Making of a Prophet,'
Is 61-8, 1890; Driver, Sermons on OT, II. 'Isaiah's Vision,' III.
1 Ideals of the Prophets/ 1892; R. Kittel, Aus dem Leben des
Proph. Jes. (sermons), Gotha, 1894 (not seen); E. King,
Pract. Reflections on every Verse of Is., 1894 ; W. Kelly, Exp. of
Bk. of Is., 1897 (not seen). G. A . SMITH.

ISAIAH, ASCENSION OF.—i. CONTENTS OF THE
ETHIOPIC BOOK.—The book falls into two parts :
(A) The Martyrdom of Isaiah, {B) The Ascension
of Isaiah into the Seventh Heaven. The bracketed
sections are generally regarded as interpolations.

A. Hezekiah summons Manasseh, his son, to
deliver to him revelations which he had received in
his sickness, and writings of the prophet Isaiah.
The prophet, who is present, declares that Manasseh
will not regard instruction, but will cause him to
be sawn asunder. After the death of Hezekiah
(ch. 2), Manasseh turns to evil ways, and Isaiah
retires with other prophets, first to Bethlehem, and
then to the mountains beyond it. The false prophet
Belkira (ch. 3) discovers his retreat, and accuses him
before Manasseh on three grounds: first, that he
has prophesied the destruction of Jerusalem;
secondly, that whereas Moses had said, No man
can see God and live, Isaiah had said, I have seen
God, and, behold, I live ; thirdly, that he had called
Jerusalem and the princes and people of Judah by
the names of Sodom and Gomorrah.

[313-5τ gives as a further reason for Isaiah's
martyrdom the anger of Berial (or Beliar) at the
visions which he had seen of the coming of the
Beloved, etc. This forms an apocalyptic section in
which there are many points of contact with the
later part of the book, and esp. with II2*2 2. After
the return of the Beloved to the seventh heaven
the twelve apostles will preach throughout the
world; but among their converts evil will multiply:
and at length Berial will descend in the form of an
impious king, the murderer of his mother, and will
work miracles, and cause himself to be worshipped
as the only God. The Lord will return and destroy
him : the resurrection and judgment will follow].

While Isaiah is being martyred (ch. 5) Berial
offers to release him, if he will confess that he
has prophesied falsely. The prophet defies him,
and is sawn asunder with a wooden saw, conversing
the while with the Holy Spirit.

B. This begins with a new title: ' The vision
which Isaiah the son of Amoz saw in the 20th
year of the reign of Hezekiah king of Judah.'
Isaiah comes from Gilgal (ch. 6), and is met by
many prophets. In the presence of these, and of
the King and his princes, he sits on the king's
couch and prophesies. While he is speaking he
falls into a trance with his eyes open. Afterwards
he relates his vision to Hezekiah and the prophets,
but not to the people. It is as follows :—

He is taken (ch. 7) by an angel, whose name he
may not know, because he is to return to his
mortal body, first up into the firmament, where he
finds perpetual warfare between Satanic powers.
Next he ascends into the first heaven, where he
sees a throne with angels on either side; they
chant a hymn of praise, which he learns is addressed
to the Glory of the seventh heaven and to His
Beloved. In the second heaven he finds also a
throne with angels, but more glorious; he would
fain fall down and worship, but is not permitted.
In the third heaven he finds the like; there is
there no mention of the deeds of the vain world
from which he has come, but he is assured that
nothing escapes observation. In the fourth
heaven he again sees angels on either side of a
throne, the glory of those on the right being, as

before, greater than of those on the left; and all
are more glorious than those below. The same in
yet greater degree is true of the fifth heaven.
But in the sixth heaven (ch. 8) there is no throne,
and no left hand, but all are alike in splendour : it
is in close connexion with the seventh heaven, and
its glory makes the glory of the five heavens below
seem but darkness. At length he comes (ch. 9) to
the seventh heaven, where his entry is challenged,
but permitted. Here he sees the just clothed in
their heavenly robes, but not yet having received
their thrones and crowns. These they cannot have
until the descent and return of the Beloved has
been accomplished. He is shown also the books
which contain the transactions of the world below,
and learns that all is known in the seventh heaven.
He beholds the Lord of Glory, and is bidden to
worship Him. He then beholds a second most
glorious one, like unto Him, and again is bidden
to worship; and then again a third, who is the
angel of the Holy Spirit, the inspirer of the pro-
phets. These two latter worship the ineffable
Glory; and the chant of praise (ch. 10) sounds up
from the sixth heaven. Then the voice of the
Most High is heard speaking to the Lord the Son,
bidding Him descend through the heavens to the
firmament, and to the world, and even to the angel
of the infernal regions ; He is to assimilate Him-
self to those who dwell in each region in turn, so
that He may not be recognized as He passes down.
He will ascend at length with glory and worship
from all. The prophet now beholds the descent of
the Beloved. In the sixth heaven there is no
change of His appearance, and the angels glorify
Him. But in the fifth He is changed, and not
recognized, and so in each of the lower heavens,
down to the firmament, where He passes through
the strife that rages there, still unrecognized. At
this point the angel calls the prophet's special
attention to what follows (ch. 11).

[Here follows a description of the Birth from a
Virgin, and a notice of the life, death, and resur-
rection of the Lord, and the sending forth of the
Twelve (II2-22).]

Then the prophet beholds the ascent through the
firmament and the six heavens : the Lord is recog-
nized and glorified as He ascends : at length He
reaches the seventh heaven, and takes His seat on
the right hand of the great Glory; and the angel
of the Holy Spirit sits on the left hand. The
prophet is then sent back to his mortal clothing.
On his return he warns Hezekiah that these things
will come to pass, but that they may not be com-
municated to the people of Israel.

ii. DOCUMENTS AND EDITIONS.—(a) Ethiopic.—
This, the fullest recension, was first published in
1819 by Laurence, Regius Professor of Hebrew at
Oxford, afterwards Archbishop of Cashel, from a
MS which he had bought in London, and which
also contained an Ethiopic version of 4 Ezra. He
accompanied his edition with translations into
Latin and English, and with notes and a disserta-
tion. In 1877 this edition was superseded by
Dillmann's, which was based on Laurence's MS (now
in the Bodleian) and two others in the British
Museum. Dillmann gave a literal translation into
Latin, which remains the most satisfactory form
in which those who are not Ethiopic scholars can
read the book. In 1894 a French translation was
issued by M. Reno Basset, as No. 3 of his series Les
Apocryphes iZthiopiens; but this, though convenient,
is not to be relied on for the purposes of criticism.

(b) Latin.—(1) A Latin version of the second part
(B), the Ascension of Isaiah proper, was printed at
Venice in 1522 from a MS not now known. It was
published by Antonius de Fantis in a small volume
containing the visions of the Virgin Mechtild and
some other pieces. It was reprinted by Gieseler in
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a Gottingen programme in 1832 ; and by Dillmann,
together with the two fragments next to be men-
tioned, in his edition of 1877. (2) Two Latin
fragments were printed by Mai (1828) in his
Scriptt. Vett. Nova Collectio, iii. p. 238 f., from a
Vatican palimpsest. He found them in company
with certain Arian writings, recognized them as
belonging to some apocryphon of the OT, but did not
identify them. They are reprinted by Dillmann,
and comprise chs. 214-313 and ch. 71'19. They contain
enough to show that they represent a form of the
book in which the bracketed section of A was
present, and in which A and Β were combined.

(c) Greek.—In 1878, the year after the appearance
of Dillmann's edition, Osc. von Gebhardt published,
in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschrift f. wiss. Theol. (p. 330 ff.),
a late recension of the book in Greek from a 12th
cent. MS in Paris {Bill. Nat. 1534), a volume of
legenda (Mar.-May). Under May 9 he found: προ-
φητεία, αποκάλυψα καϊ μαρτύριον του ayiov καΧ ενδόξου
κολ μ€"γίστον των προφητών Ήσαίου του προφήτου. This
is not alluded to by Dr. Salmon in his excellent
article in Diet. Chr. Biogr., and it has also escaped
the notice of M. Basset. Its importance lies in the
fact that, in spite of its entire recasting of the work,
it still gives us considerable portions of the original
Greek. But there is little to be gained from it
for the history of the tradition of the book. The
object of the reviser has been to produce a lection
for Church purposes; and he has accordingly re-
duced the vision of the Ascension to small compass,
and has rearranged the materials so as to put the
martyrdom at the end. He appends an account of
the prophet's burial, and introduces some traditions
about the Pool of Siloam, which find parallels in
Pseudo - Dorotheus, the Paschal Chronicle, and
Pseudo-Epiphanius (see the references and citations
given by v. Gebhardt)%

(d) Slavonic.—Three versions in Old Slavonic
have been published, but they have not as yet
been critically investigated. For notices of them
see Bonwetsch in Harnack's Altchristliche Littera-
ttir, i. 916, and Basset, p. 7 n.

iii. PATRISTIC REFERENCES. — The most im-
portant of these may be noted here, grouped
according to the portion of the book to which
they belong.

(a) Justin Martyr (Trypho, 120) accuses the Jews
of having obliterated from the OT the story of the
death of Isaiah, δν πριόνι ξυλίνω έπρίσατβ. Ter-
tullian (de Patient. 14) says : ' His patientise uiribus
secatur Esaias, et de domino non tacet.' The
phraseology in each case suggests, though it can-
not be held to prove, an acquaintance with A.
Origen {Comm. in Matth. 23 3 4; Ep. ad Afric. 9)
refers to the story of the martyrdom as contained
in an άτόκρυφορ *Ή.σαίου; moreover, he cites (Horn,
in Ies. 5) the charge of contradicting Moses
(' Moses, aiunt, non uidit; et tu uidisti ?'). Jerome
{Comm. in Ies. I10) gives this charge and the further
one, 'quod principes Sodomorum et populum Go-
morrhae eos appellauerit,' as the two causes of
the prophet's death. Ambrose (in Ps. 118) gives
the story of the devil's offer to release Isaiah, if he
would declare his prophecies to be false. The
anonymous commentary printed with Chrysostom's
works (Montf. t. vi.), and known as the Opus
imperfectum in Matthmum, refers to Isaiah's pro-
phecy of the disobedience of Manasseh and of his
own death, and to Hezekiah's consequent wish to
slay his son (Horn. i. p. xx f.).

These references do not of necessity imply more
than a knowledge of a Jewish book of the Martyr-
dom ; some of them might be merely allusions to
isolated Jewish legends (cf. Fabricius, Cod. pseud-
epigr. FT, p. 1088 ff.). But Cedrenus (Bonn ed. i.
120 f.) cites the calculation of the reign of Anti-
christ, with slightly changed figures; and it is

noticeable that he speaks of the book as The
Testament of Hezekiah.

(b) Jerome, in commenting on Is 644, expressly
mentions the 'Ascensio Esaise,' and says that it
contained the quotation cited by St. Paul in
1 Co 29 ' Eye hath not seen,' etc. This passage is
found in Asc. II 3 4, but only in the Latin version.
It is probable, therefore, that Jerome knew the
book in a form which contained both A and B.
In the context of this last passage he implies that
it was used by heretics in Spain ; and this accords
with a reference in the recently recovered works
of Priscillian (Tract. 3, p. 47, Schepss). Epiphanius
twice refers to the 'Αναβατικόν Ήσαίου, and says
that it was used by Hieracas, an Egyptian teacher
of the beginning of the 4th cent, (ffcer. 67, 3), and
by the Archontici, a sect of about the same date
(Hair. 40, 2). The former of these references
relates to the appearance of the Beloved (6
α^απητ6$) on the right hand of God, and of the
Holy Spirit on the left hand: the latter refers
to the seven heavens.

There are two references in apocryphal writings
which deserve special mention. In the Last Words
of Baruch (ch. 9) allusion is made to the martyrdom
of Isaiah in such a way as to suggest that the
Ascensio in its Christian form was known to the
writer (see Kendel Harris's edition, p. 20 ff.). In
the Actus Petri Vercellenses (ed. Lipsius, p. 72) we
have a quotation f rom Asc. 1114. As both these books
may have been written before the middle of the
2nd cent., their evidence is of special importance.

Two later writings of very small intrinsic
worth seem to have used the Ascensio. One is a
sermon of Potamius, printed among St. Zeno's
works (Verona, 1739, p. 300): it describes the
martyrdom, and mentions Belial. The other is the
apocryphal Liber Johannis, an Albigensian book,
printed at the end of Thilo's Codex Apocryphus NT.

For further references the student may consult Dr.
Salmon's art. in Diet. Chr. Biogr., Harnack's Altchr,
Litt. p. 854 ff., and Basset's Introduction : in this
last he will also find a fairly complete bibliography.

iv. CRITICAL REMARKS.—In the outline given
above of the Ethiopic book, Dillmann's critical
dissection of it has been in the main accepted.
But it may be questioned whether his theory of
two separate books, A and B, as we have called
them, combined and interpolated at a subsequent
period, is not somewhat too rigid. It may be
nearer to the truth to suppose that A does indeed
reproduce a Jewish book on the Death of Isaiah,
but that the whole of the remainder is due to a
single Christian hand, which modified the opening
section, inserted the apocalyptic vision, and added
the vision of the Ascension.

There appears to be no sufficient ground for dis-
tinguishing the writer of the apocalyptic section
from the author of the Ascension. The fact that
the Antichrist assumes the form of a matricidal
king does not of necessity take the apocalyptic
section back into the 1st cent.: the reappearance of
Nero as the Antichrist long haunted the imagina-
tion of the Christian apocalyptists. The calcula-
tion of the duration of his reign appears to be
simply borrowed from the Book of Daniel, and
gives us no guidance.

If there was a separately existing Jewish book,
this may be the source of the references of Justin
Martyr, of Tertullian, and even of Origen. In this
case Jerome and Epiphanius (or Hieracas as quoted
by the latter) would be our earliest authorities
(other than anonymous) for the Christian book.
Yet on internal evidence we should place it not much
later than the middle of the 2nd cent. * Elders
and pastors' are the only titles applied to Christian
ministers; prophecy seems spoken of as still in
exercise, though failing in influence; and the
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description of Isaiah's ecstasy suggests that the
writer had witnessed Christian trances.

The closest literary parallel may perhaps be
found in the Testaments of the XII. Patriarchs,
m which the narrative portions at the commence-
ment of each Testament are directly taken from
Jewish books, esp. from the Book of Jubilees, and
the remainder, homiletical and apocalyptical, is
the work of a Christian hand.

v. INTEREST FOR BIBLICAL STUDENTS.—The
chief points of interest are two—(1) the concep-
tion of the firmament (as the abode of evil spirits),
and of the seven heavens ; (2) the use of the
name ' the Beloved' as a Messianic title. If these
features could be regarded as directly derived
from Jewish sources, without the intervention of
the NT writings, they would be important illustra-
tions of the language of St. Paul (Eph I 2 612,
2 Co 122"4, also Eph I6). But on the whole it is
probable that the apostle's language was familiar
to the writer, and was regarded by him as giving
a kind of sanction to his conceptions, if it did not
actually form their starting-point.

1. For the conception of the seven heavens the
student may refer to Mr. Charles' introduction to
The Book of the Secrets of Enoch, p. xxx ff. Our
author's idea of the seven heavens differs from
other descriptions in that he introduces no physical
phenomena (as, e.g., ice and snow, sun and moon,
paradise, etc.) by way of differentiating them.
Tradition has supplied him with nothing but the
bare number of seven, and he distinguishes one
from another only by a constantly increasing
glory. On the other hand, he is unwilling to place
any element of evil in any of the heavens, and
hence he introduces the firmament as between
the earth and the first heaven, so as to find a
dwelling-place for the Satanic powers of the air.
Perhaps his own main interest lay in the exposi-
tion of the idea that the descent of the Beloved
escaped the notice of the dwellers in the lower
heavens, in the firmament, and on the earth.
This idea was found in St. Paul's language in
1 Co 28 ' the hidden wisdom . . . which none of
the rulers of this age knew ,· for, if they had known
it, they would not have crucified the Lord of
Glory.' ' The rulers of this age' are the powers of
the firmament in our book; and the title * the
Lord of Glory' also occurs in it. The same thought
is found in the well-known words of Ignatius (ad
Eph. 19) : καϊ ε'λαθε τόν άρχοντα του αιώνος τούτου η
παρθενία Μαρίας καϊ δ τοκετό* αυτής, ομοίως κάΐ ό
θάνατος του Κυρίου.

2. The name of the Messiah in every part of
this book is ' the Beloved.' There is some ground
for thinking that this was a pre-Christian Messianic
title. For (1) it is used in the OT (ό ήγαπημένος,
LXX) as a title of Israel; e.g. Dt 3215 335·26, where
it renders 'Jeshurun,' as it does also in Is 442;
again in Is 5, ό ήγάπημένος and ό αγαπητός render
τ τ and *rn respectively. It was natural, therefore,
that, like the titles Servant ' and 'Elect,' it
should be transferred from the people to the
Messiah. (2) At the period when the Gospels
were written ' the Beloved' and ' the Elect' were
practically interchangeable terms, for Mt writes
ό αγαπητός μου (1218) in citing Is 421, where the Heb.
is TO? (LXX ό εκλεκτός μου); and Lk (9s5) substi-
tutes ό έκλελεγμένος for ό άyaπητ6ς in the words
spoken at the Transfiguration. (3) These two
substitutions suggest that, whatever may have
been the original meaning of the phrase ό νΐός
μου 6 αγαπητός (Mk I1197), both Mt and Lk regarded
ό αγαπητός as a separate title, and not as an
epithet of νΙός; and it is interesting to note that
the Old Syriac version emphasized this distinction
by rendering 'My Son and My Beloved.' (4) In
Eph I6 St. Paul uses 4v τφ ήγαπημένφ as equivalent

to έν τζ Χριστφ in a context in which he is de-
signedly using terms derived from Jewish sources.
(δ) Certain passages of the LXX where ό αγαπητός
occurs were explained by Christian interpreters aa
Messianic (Ps 44 (45) tit., Zee 1210). (6) Lastly,
we have several passages in early Christian writ-
ings in which ό ήγάπημένος is used as a title of
Christ, e.g. Barn. 3643· 8 ; cf. Clem. Rom. 592·3; Ign.
Smyrn. inscr.; Herm.^'m. IX. xii. 5; Acts of Thecla,
c. 1; ό αγαπητός is also used, but usually with υΙός
or παις (Herm. Sim. V. ii. 6; Mart. Polyc. 14; Ep.
adDiogn. 8 ; Acts of Thecla, c. 24; in the last three
cases in a liturgical formula). It is difficult to sup-
pose that in all these instances from Christian
writings the title (esp. in the form ό ήγάπημένος)
has for its only source the NT. And in particular
the persistent use of ό αγαπητός in the present book
suggests that the writer must have thought its
introduction consistent with verisimilitude in a
work which sought to be regarded as an ancient
Jewish prophecy of Christ.

J. ARMITAGE ROBINSON.
ISCAH(n|!p%'Ietfxa,etym. uncertain).—A daughter

of Haran and sister of Milcah, Gn II 2 9 (J). This
is the only passage in OT where she is mentioned.
There is no probability (see Dillm. ad loc.) in the
identification of Iscah with Sarai (Jos. Ant. I. vi. 5,
Targ. Jon., Talm., Ephraem, Jerome, Rashi, etc.),
and little warrant for the conjecture of Ewald
(HI i. 313) that she was the wife of Lot.

ISCARIOT.—See JUDAS ISCARIOT.

ISDAEL (Ίσδαήλ), 1ES533.—In Ezr 256, Neh 758,
GIDDEL. The form is probably due to corruption
of the Greek, ΓΕΔΔΗΑ being read as Ι0ΔΑΗΑ.

ISHBAH (Π35?:).— A Judahite, the 'father' of
Eshtemoa, 1 Ch 417. See GENEALOGY.

ISHBAK (p3"f':).—A son of Abraham by Keturah,
Gn 252=1 Ch I32. In Gn the LXX has, Α Ίεαβόκ
(so Luc), ΌΊεσβούκ, Ε Ίεσόκ, in 1 Ch Β Σοβάκ, Α
Ίεσβόκ. The tribe of which he is the eponym
is somewhat uncertain, although Frd. Delitzsch
(ZSKF ii. 92) identifies it with IasbuTp of the
cuneiform inscriptions, where it is mentioned as a
land (mat) whose king was allied with Sangara
(Shamgar ?) of Gargamis (Carchemish) and others
against Assur-nazir-pal and Shalmaneser II. (c.
859 B.C.). Dillmann and Delitzsch point out that
the name has nothing to do with Shanbak in the
Jebel esh-Shera, which is not heard of till the time
of the Crusades.

ISHBI-BENOB.—One of the four Philistines of
the giant stock who were slain by the mighty men
of David (2 S 2115"17). See, however, GOB.

ISHBOSHETH (nvz-wx), who disputed the throne
of Israel with David for about seven years, was
the fourth son of Saul (1 Ch 834 939). His real name
as preserved by the Chronicler was Eshbaal or
Ishbaal (hyz-wx 'man of Baal'), but he is better
known to us by the name Ishbosheth (n̂ 3*ty'N ' man
of the shameful thing'), which he bears in 2 S 28 and
elsewhere. This double nomenclature is easily
explained. Baal is most familiar to us as the
name of a Tyrian or Phoen. divinity, but in its
primary meaning of ' lord' it was the designation
applied by the N. Shemites each to their own
particular deity, and we know that at one time
it was a frequent appellation even of the God of
Israel (Hos 21*·17). It is in this way that we must
explain its use by Saul in naming his sons, for,
whatever faults may be chargeable against the
first king of Israel, he was certainly no idolater.
In later times, when Baal had come to be regarded
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as a heathenish name, the words of Ex 2313 * Make
no mention of the name of other gods,' were inter-
preted so literally that in reading, and finally in
writing, Bosheth (c the shameful thing') was
frequently substituted for Baal. (The text of
Samuel must, according to Wildeboer, Litt. d.
AT 82, have escaped this alteration till after
B.C. 250, the date at which the Chronicler still
found the original name Ishbaal written there).
As Hosea apparently means to express his con-
tempt for the impure worship of the N. kingdom
by substituting (Hos 415 58 105) Bethaven 'house
of idolatry' for Bethel 'house of God,' for a
similar reason the Jerubbaal of Jg 632 is replaced
in 2 S II 2 1 by Jerubbesheth. In like manner the
name of Jonathan's son was not Mephibosheth but
Meribbaal. In this case also it is the Chronicler
that has preserved the true name (cf. 2 S 44 with
1 Ch 834 940). The offensive component Baal was
occasionally got rid of in a different way. In
1 S 1449 the name of one of Saul's sons appears as
Ishvi (*!#?), in which Wellhausen, followed by
Budde {Eicht u. Sam. 207), sees a corruption of
Ishjo (Vty'x) or Ishjahu. This is supported by the
LXX (Luc.) Ίεσσιοιλ In this instance the w ord Baal,
instead of being degraded to Bosheth, is trans-
figured into one of the forms of the name J", and
the ' man of Baal' (Ishbaal) becomes the ' man of
J" ' (Ishjahu). On the same principle, David's son
ifceflada (1 Ch 147) appears in 2 S 516 as Eli&aa
(Benzinger, Heb. Archaol. 152).

According to 1 S 312, Saul's three eldest sons,
Jonathan, Abinadab, and Malchi-shua fell with
their father upon Mt. Gilboa. David's sovereignty
was thereupon acknowledged by the men of Judah ;
but Abner,who had been Saul's general, remained
faithful to the cause of his master and kinsman,
and under his directions Ishbosheth was proclaimed
king at Mahanaim on the E. side of the Jordan.
This locality was probably selected by Abner as
his headquarters, because the land of Israel proper
was completely overrun by the Philistines. Pre-
sently the men of David, under the command of
Joab, encountered those of I., commanded by
Abner, at Gibeon (2 S 212f·). It was agreed to abide
the issue of a combat between twelve champions
selected on either side, but this proved indecisive,
as all the twenty-four fell mortally wounded. A
general engagement now ensued in which Abner's
forces were completely routed. Some time there-
after I. had the misfortune to give deadly offence
to Abner. Having detected his general in an
intrigue with Rizpah, Saul's concubine, he re-
proached him with what, according to the usages
of the time, amounted to an act of treason
(2 S 36"11). Abner hotly resented such treatment,
and declared his intention of transferring his
allegiance to David. The full accomplishment of
his purpose was, indeed, prevented by Joab,who, in
order to avenge the death of his brother Asahel,
treacherously murdered Abner on the occa îou of
his visit to David in Hebron. The cause of I.,
weak before, was hopelessly ruined by the defec-
tion and death of its chief supporter, and the
unfortunate claimant of his father's throne was
not long afterwards murdered by two of his officers
(2 S 45"7). The details of the crime are obscured by
the rendering of AV and text of KV, although they
are correctly given in the margin of the latter,
which follows the Sept. That the latter is here to
be preferred to the MT needs no proof (see W. R.
Smith, OTJC2 82). Instead of the unintelligible
language and meaningless repetitions of vv.6·7, we
read, ' And lo, the woman that kept the door was
cleaning wheat, and she slumbered and sleut, and
the brothers Bechab and Baanah passed in un-
observed and came into the house as Ishbosheth
lay upon his bed, and they smote him and slew

him,' etc. The assassins came to David with the
head of their victim ; but, instead of receiving the
reward they expected, they were overwhelmed
with reproaches and condemned to instant death
(2 S 49"i2). This was the turning-point in the
fortunes of David, who, although he had no com-
plicity in the assassination, could not help pro-
fiting from the death of his rival. Seeing that he
was the only possible leader against the Philistines,
the whole nation of Israel now offered him their
allegiance, and shortly thereafter he was able
vastly to strengthen his position by wresting from
the Jebusites the stronghold of Jerusalem, which
city was henceforward the capital of the kingdom.

2. Ishbosheth (i.e. Ishbaal) should also prob. be
read in 2 S 238 for Josheb-basshebeth (wh. see).

J. A. SELBIE.
ISHHOD (ιΊ-Tf'N 'man of majesty').—A Manass-

ite, 1 Ch 718 (AV Ishod). See GENEALOGY.

ISHI [yy] ' salutary '). — 1. A Jerahmeelite,
1 Ch 231. 2. A Judahite chief, 1 Ch 420. 3. A
chief of East Manasseh, 1 Ch 524. 4. One of the
captains of the 500 men of the tribe of Simeon
(which see) who smote the Amalekites at Mt. Seir,
1 Ch 442. See GENEALOGY, II. 5, IV. 11, 57, VII.a 8.

ISHI (V* 'my husband,' LXX ό άνήρ μου).—The
name which Hosea (216) recommends Israel to apply
to J" instead of Baali, 'my lord' (see HOSEA, and
cf. W. R. Smith, Proph. of Isr. 171, 4081.).

ISHMA (ND^:).—One of the sons (ace. to LXX)
of Etam, 1 Ch 43. The MT is undoubtedly cor-
rupt. See GENEALOGY.

ISHMAEL frxynt 'God heareth,' or better,
'May God hear'*).—The son of Abraham, by his
concubine Hagar. The history of Ishmael is con-
tained in parts of Gn 16. 17. 218-21 25—chapters of
which 16 l a · s · 1 5 · 1 6 17. 257" l la·12"17 belong to P, the
rest (so far as it relates to Ishmael) belonging to
J (ch. 16) or Ε (ch. 21). Sarah was barren (Gn
161); so, in accordance with the manners of the age
(cf. 303· 9, also 2224, Ex 217"8), she gives Abraham
her handmaid Hagar, an Egyptian, as his concu-
bine, in the hope that she may be * builded up
from her' (162), i.e. obtain a family by herf—viz.
by adopting Hagar's offspring as her own. When
Ha^ar saw that she had conceived, a womanly
feeling of superiority took possession of her, and
she 'despised' Sarah (cf. 1 S l6f·), who forthwith
complains reproachfully to her husband, uttering
the passionate wish that the indignity done to her
may be visited upon him, and appealing to Jehovah
to judge whether he is not to blame for permitting
it. Abraham replies that Hagar is Sarah's slave,
and she can do to her as she pleases. She accord-
ingly ' deals hardly' with her, lit. ' humbles' her,£
viz. by imposing upon her hard or degrading work,
from which Hagar seeks refuge by flight (164"6).
Hagar was an Egyptian: so she naturally fled in
the direction of Egypt; and there, in the wilder-
ness, by ' the spring on the way to Shur' — the
spring known afterwards (v.14) as the well Beer-
lahai-roi, and identified by many § with Muweili^i,
a watering-place about 25 miles W.N.W. of 'Ain
]£adis, on the caravan route between Hebron and

* The name occurs also in early Bab. as that of a slave from
the land of · Martu' or the Amorites (Thureau Dangin, Rev.
d'Assyr., 1897, p. 78) and in Minaean (Hommel, Sud.-Arab.
Chrestomathie, 117,135).

t The expression, as 303. For the family being represented
under the figure of a house, cf. Ru 4", Dt 259, Ex I » .

t See especially, on the word here used, Rahlfs, *!% und )!%
in den Psahnen (1892), p. 67 ff. (with numerous illustrations
from Arabic); more briefly, Driver, Deut. p. 246. Of. Gn 31 w
('afflict')·

§ See Trumbull, Kadesh-barnea, p. 64, and cf. Dillm.
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Egypt—the angel of J" ' found' her. He addresses
to her three words (169-11): firstly, bidding her
return to her mistress, and * humble herself' *
under her hands; secondly, encouraging her to
take this step by the promise of a numerous seed ;
and thirdly, fixing in anticipation the name and char-
acter of her future son : * thou shalt call his name
Ishmael, because Jehovah hath heard thy affliction.
And he shall be a wild-ass of a man, his hand being
against all, and the hand of all being against him :
and in front of all his brethren he shall dwell.'
The wild-ass is a wayward, intractable creature,
whose home is the prairie (see the description in
Job 395"8; and cf. Hos 89 * going alone wilfully').
Ishmael, like many of the other characters in Gn,
is an impersonation of his descendants; and the nar-
rator draws here a true and picturesque description
of the Bedawis,f and of the life led by them to the
present day: now, as ever, they are the free and
independent sons of the desert, owning no authority
save that of their own chief, reckless of life, if
occasion demands it, ever ready to plunder the
hapless traveller who ventures without permission
within their domain. The tribes whom the He-
brews thus regarded as descended from Ishmael,
dwelt partly, it seems, on the S. of Canaan; but
in the main, as the words * in the front of all his
brethren' (so 2o18b, cf. v.6) imply,X their home was
on the east of Israel and Edom (see below).

The next allusion to Ishmael is in ch. 17 (P),
where, after the promise of a son to Sarah, Abra-
ham, incredulous, and still resting his hopes upon
Ishmael, utters the entreaty on his behalf (1718),
* Oh that Ishmael might live before thee !' § In
reply, God reaffirms His promise to Sarah, but adds
(with a play on his name), * And as for Ishmael, /
have heard thee: behold, I have blessed him, and
will make him fruitful, and will multiply him
exceedingly; twelve princes shall he beget, and I
will make him into a great nation' (1720; see 2512"16).
And at the end of the chapter, it is stated that
Ishmael, being 13 years old (cf. 1724 with 1616,
both P), was circumcised, together with the other
male members of Abraham's household.

We again hear of Ishmael some three years
afterwards, when Isaac was weaned || (218*21 E).
Sarah ' saw the son of Hagar, the Egyptian, whom
she had borne unto Abraham, playing,' or sporting,
jesting (1914 268, Ex 326, Jg 1625);1ί her maternal
jealousy is excited; she a second time appeals to her
husband, and bids him, with some peremptoriness,
' cast out' both Ishmael and his slave-mother. Abra-
ham, though resenting this demand,—for Ishmael
was his firstborn, and had obviously also (note · on
account of his son') won his affection,—is neverthe-
less encouraged by God—as may be inferred from
v.14, in a nocturnal vision or dream—to yield to i t :
Abraham's genuine 'seed,' the inheritors of the
promises, are to be in Isaac's line; and national
greatness elsewhere is in store for Ishmael also.
Resigned by these thoughts to the loss of his son,
he sends him away with his mother, giving them
a modicum of provision to support them on their
journey. They wander to and fro over the dry and
stony soil of the desert about Beersheba until their
water is exhausted; Hagar then, faint and

• The same word (in the reflexive conj.) as in v.9.
t Arab, bedawi (also bedawi), a dweller in the badw or open

plain, opp. to the 'ahl ul-hadari, or dwellers in fixed localities
(rrnsq): see Lane Arab. Lex. pp. 171,172, 589.

X In accordance with the general sense of the expression : see
e.g. 1 Κ 117, Zee 14*.

§ i.e. under thy eye and care ; cf. Hos 62, Jer 3020, is 532.
II Which may not have been till he was two, or even three

years old (2 Mac 727).
% LXX αξίζοντα, (adding μίτ» 'Itretotx του νιου α,ΰτης), Vulg.

ludentem, Onk. ΤΚΠ? (so 269, Jg lG2^). The rend. * mocking*
is uncertain, though pny has certainly this sense when followed
by the prep, ψ (at or against), 3914. n.

desperate, flings the child down under the shade
of one of the bushes, and seats herself sadly some
little way off, not wishing to look upon the death
of her son. But God * heard' the voice of the
crying child—the word is evidently chosen with
allusion to the name Ishmael, even if it be not
intended as an explanation of its origin (cf. 1611

[J], 1720 [P]) *,—called out to his mother, reassured
her with a fresh promise (see 1610) of Ishmael's future
greatness, and showed her a well of water, which
enabled her to revive the dying lad. Ishmael grew
up, made his home in the wilderness on the S. of
Canaan, and became famous as an archer. His
wife, it is added, like his mother, was an
Egyptian.

The only other incidents of Ishmael's life which
are mentioned, are that he and Isaac buried their
father after his death (259 P), and that he himself
died at the age of 137 (2517 P).

Two expressions in ch. 21 deserve to be briefly commented
upon.

(1) ρη$Ώ in v.9 was a word which lent itself readily to Hag-
gadistic expositions. R. Akiba (on account of its use in Gn
3914.17) supposed it to refer to Ishmael's unchastity, R.
Ishmael (on account of its use in Ex 326) to his devotion to
idolatry ; other Rabbis (on account of the use of ρηψ in 2 S 21*,
Pr 2619) to attempts made by him to shoot his brother (Bereshith
Rbb d l 2 5 4 f i W i i h ' t l t i t h d

) p y t r (
Rabba, ad loc, p. 254 f. in Wiinsche's translation ; the second
explanation also in Jer. Qiicest. ad Gen., and in Targ. Pseud-Jon.
ad loc). There were also other stories current among the later
J ti I h l ' i l t d hi b t h hi

lc) g
Jews respecting Ishmael's insolence towards his brother, his
disputes with him concerning the birthright, etc: see Beer,
Leben Abraham's nach Auffassungderjiid. Sage, pp. 49 ff. (where
other Haggadistic expansions of the narrative of Ishmael's ex-
pulsion are also given), 57, 61. St. Paul, in Gal 429 (idiaixtv),
follows some of these later traditions.

(2) 'Flung' ΟΓ^Π) in v.15 clearly implies that hitherto
Ishmael had been carried by his mother,although according to 1616
215· 8 he must have been 15 years old, if not more (see preced. col.
and note ||). Attempts have been made to remove the inconsis-
tency : but it is in reality similar to the one in 12Hff· (as well as
others occurring in other parts of Gn); 16!<> 215, the passages
which fix the age of Ishmael, belong to P, whereas the present
narrative belongs to a different writer, E, who took a different
view of the chronology, and pictured Ishmael as still an infant
(cf. v.20 «and he grew up').

The twelve princes' begotten by Ishmael (1720),
or, in other words, the twelve eponymous ancestors
of the tribes who were reputed to be descended
from him, are enumerated in 2512"16 (P): Nebaioth,
Kedar, Adbeel, Mibsam, Mishma', Dumah, Massa,
IJadad, T6ma, Jetur, Naphish, and l£edemah. The
first two of these are mentioned several times be-
sides in the OT, chiefly as wealthy pastoral or
trading tribes (Jer 4928-3a, Is 607, Ezk 2721; cf. Is 4211,
Jer 210, Ca I5, Ps 1205), £edar also (Is 2117) as
famous for its archers (cf. Gn 2120); Tema (about
250 miles S.E. of Edom) is mentioned Is 2114, Jer
2523, Job 619 : Jetur and Naphish appear from 1 Ch
519 to have been neighbours of Reuben on the E.
of Jordan ; the former in later days moved north-
wards, and are known in the Roman age as the
wild and predatory mountain-tribe of Ituraeans,
skilled likewise in the use of the bow; for further
particulars see the separate names in this Diction-
ary, f The home of Ishmael himself is in Gn 2121

the wilderness of Paran, on the S. of Canaan, and
no doubt there were Ishmaelites in that neighbour-
hood ;X but the general situation of the tribes
descended from him was unquestionably on the
east of Palestine, Edom, and the Gulf of 'Akabah,
in agreement with the expression in 1612 and 2518b

(cf. v.6) * in the front of all his brethren': some of
these tribes (2516) dwelt in fixed villages (rvraq, cf.

* Cf. the threefold allusion to the meaning of ' Isaac,' 171?
(P), 1812.13 (J), 216 (E); see p. 485, No. 8.

t Cf. also Ed. Glaser, Skizze der Gesch. u. Geogr. Arabiens
(1890), ii. 438 ff.

X The terms of 2518a «And they dwelt from Havilah (prob-
ably north-east Arabia) unto Shur that is in front of Egypt,1

would include the wilderness of Paran. The well (and sanctu-
ary ?) of Beer-lahai-roi may have been a common meeting-place
for Ishmaelites and Israelites, at which the old traditions about
Ishmael were recounted and kept alive (cf. Stade, Ζ A W, 1881,
p. 348 f.).
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the * villages' of Kedar, Is 4211), others in rnvt?, a
peculiar word, denoting, as it seems, the temporary-
circular encampments of nomad tribes (cf. Nu 3110,
Ezk 254).* A daughter of Ishmael is also men-
tioned, as married by Esau, in Gn 289 (where she
is called Mahalath) and 363 (where her name is
given as Basemath); no doubt this statement
points to the fact that certain Edomite clans (see
3613, compared with v.4) had in them an admixture
of Ishmaelite blood.

Ishmaelites are mentioned by J in Gn 3725·27# 28

391 (a caravan of Ishmaelites carrying gums from
Gilead to Egypt, to whom Joseph is sold by his
brethren : the parallel narrative of Ε speaks of
Midianites, 3728'36), Jg 824 (where, as the term is
applied to Midianites, who belonged to a different
branch of the Abrahamidse, Gn 254, it seems to be
used in a generalized sense, 'not of race, but of
mode of life,' to denote itinerant caravan-traders
in general), Ps 836; and individual Ishmaelites
are named in 1 Ch 217 (Jether, 'Amasa's father:
read accordingly in 2 S 1725), 2730 (Obil, superin-
tendent of David's camels).

The Hebrews classified their neighbours genea-
logically according to the nearer or more distant
relationship in which they were regarded as stand-
ing towards themselves. The Edomites were most
closely related to them : they were accordingly
the descendants of Esau, the twin-brother of their
own immediate ancestor, Jacob. Moab and Am-
mon were descended from Lot, Abraham's nephew.
To Nahor, Abraham's brother, are traced twelve
Aramsean tribes,—eight to a wife, Milcah, and
four to a concubine, Re'umah (2220·24). Six tribes
(one being Midian), and several sub-tribes, are the
descendants of Abraham, though not by Sarah,
the mother of Isaac, or by Hagar, but by a concu-
bine, ]£eturah (251"4). And here twelve tribes,
spread over different parts of N. Arabia and the
country E. of Israel, are traced to Abraham,
through a ' handmaid,' Hagar, holding an inter-
mediate position between Sarah and Ijfeturah.f
Historical recollections, similarities of language or
civilization,% or other characteristics, the exact
nature of which we cannot in every case deter-
mine, must have guided the Hebrew genealogists
in thus forming ethnic groups, and denning the
precise position occupied by each in relation to
Israel. The Ishmaelites, being referred to Abra-
ham himself, must have been regarded as belong-
ing to an ancient stock, and evidently (cf. 1720 21 1 8 ' a
great nation') enjoyed a reputation among the
Hebrews, though at the same time some inferiority
was implied in the fact that their ancestor was
Abraham's son, not by his legitimate wife, but by
a * handmaid': the fact that Ishmael's mother and
wife were both Egyptian shows, further, that his
descendants were considered to have Egyptian
blood in their veins.§ At a much later date,
Ishmael was connected vaguely with Arabia in
general: || Mohammed was supposed to have been

* The word for ' nations' in Gn 2516 is also a peculiar one
(Π1ΕΝ), more Arabic ('ummeh) or Aramaic (Ezr 4}{\ and often in
Dn ; cf. in late Heb. Ps 1171) than Hebrew (Nu 2515, also P, ' a
head of the peoples, or clans, of a father's house [i.e. of a family]
in Midian'), and no doubt adopted here as the technical term
used properly of the Ishmaelite tribes.

t The recurrence of the numbers 6 and 12 in these tribal
systems is an indication that they were to some extent formed
artificially.

ί In the case of Moab, we know, for instance}, that its lan-
guage differed only dialectically from Hebrew.

§ Burton (El-Medinah and Mecca, 1855, i,. 213 f., cf. iii. 31 f.)
remarks on the palpably Egyptian physiognomy of some of the
Bedawi clans of Sinai, and quotes Gn 2121. Whether this was the
case in ancient times, we do not know; but it is perhaps worth
remembering that the Sinaitic peninsula was for long owned and
garrisoned by the Egyptians, who worked in it mines of tur-
quoise and copper (Maspero, Dawn of Civil. 349-358).

|| Josephus (Ant. I. xii. 2) even calls him the *r/<mj? r#y Ιθνους
των 'Αράβων.

descended from him through Kedar; * he is men-
tioned several times in the Kor'an, and is said to
have assisted his father in the construction of the
Ka'bah at Mecca.f In the OT, however, it is
important to observe, Ishmael is hardly at all
associated with what we term ' Arabia': J the
* Arabian' peninsula (including parts in the ex-
treme South, as IJadramaut and Sheba) is peopled
by the Joktanidte (descendants of Joktan, son of
Abraham's sixth ancestor, ''Eber,' and conse-
quently much less closely connected with Israel),
Gn 1026"31; the Ishmaelites are entirely distinct
from these, and are limited to certain specified
tribes, living almost entirely on the N. and N.W.
of the Joktanidse.§ The circumcision of Ishmael
at the age of 13 (Gn 1725) is in all probability in-
tended as an explanation of the corresponding
custom among the Ishmaelite tribes. Circum-
cision has for long been practised by the * Arabs';
but it is commonly performed among them at a
much later age than was customary with the
Jews: || according to Eus. Prcep. Ev. VI. xi. 49 it
was performed in the 13th year by ol Ίσμαηλΐται.
ol κατά την Άραβίαν, and so according to Jos. Ant.
I. xii. 2 by thevApa/3es.

The personality of Ishmael must be estimated
similarly to that of the other patriarchs (cf. vol. i.
p. 15 f. ; vol. ii. p. 533 ff. ).1T It is most reasonable to
regard him as a historical character, but a character
who at the same time was idealized, and whose
biography, as told in the Book of Genesis, was
coloured in some of its features by the character-
istics, or historical relations, of the tribes who
were considered to be his descendants. The racial
affinity of these tribes to Israel is clearly indicated
in the Biblical narratives; it is possible that the
picture of Sarah's jealous opposition to Hagar
and her son reflects to some extent old racial
rivalries and conflicts, which ended in these tribes
being obliged to separate from the ancestors of
the Israelites, though they secured a successful
independence elsewhere. The human passions and
interests of Sarah and Abraham, of Hagar and
Ishmael, the promptings, partly of natural affection,
partly of religious feeling, under which they act,
and the manner in which the hand of Providence
guides and moulds the destinies of men, are all
portrayed with the vividness and psychological
truth which is generally characteristic of the Book
of Genesis.

In Gal ̂ - δ 1 the narrative of Ishmael and Isaac
is expounded allegorically. Hagar and Sarah repre-
sent the two covenants, the old and the new:
Ishmael is the child after the flesh, born in
bondage; Isaac is the child of promise, born in
freedom: in the rivalries which arose between
them, and ended in the triumph of the latter,

* And so, in the mediaeval Jewish writers, ψ fi
and l i p }it̂ > both mean 'Arabic'

t See T. P!. Hughes, Diet, of Islam, s.v. Ishmael's tomb ia
shown at Mecca.

t In the OT ' Arab' is the name simply of a single com-
paratively small tribe (above, vol. i. p. 135).

§ The principal Bedawi tribes are spread also over the N. and
N.W. of the Arabian Peninsula (see the Encyel. Brit* ii. 246-9);
but it should be added, to preclude misunderstanding, that we
cannot identify any of them specifically with the tribes con-
nected in the OT with Ishmael: all that can be predicated is a
general resemblance in their character and mode of life to the
description in Gn 1612.

|| Among the Bedawis of the Sinaitic Peninsula, for instance,
at the age of 8 (Palmer, in the Ordnance Survey of the
Pen. of Sinai, p. 59); among those of Arabia at the age of 5-6,
but sometimes ten years later (Burton, I.e. iii. 81). Ibn Athir
says that among the ancient Arabians the age was from 10 to
15 years (Pococke, Spec. Hist. Arab. 319).

f Kuenen (ThT, May 1871, p. 296 f.) and others regard Hagar
and Ishmael as simply the eponymous ancestors of the tribes
known as * HAGARENES,' and ' sons of Ishmael' or * Ishmaelites,'
the narratives of Hagar's flight and expulsion being suggested
by the meaning of the names (cf. Arab, hajara, to flee; hejrah.
flight). Cf. p. 534, notes.
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St. Paul sees foreshadowed the conflict in the history
of the nascent Church, the defeat of the spirit
which clung to carnal ordinances, and the triumph
of the spirit of freedom, which had the faith and
the insight to see that such ordinances must pass
away. The practical conclusion follows: let the
Galatian converts 'stand fast' in the freedom
in which Christ had set them, and not 'be en-
tangled again in a yoke' of Jewish ordinances.

S. R. DRIVER.
ISHMAEL.—1. See preceding article. 2. One of

the six sons of Azel, a descendant of Saul through
Merib-baal (Mephibosheth), 1 Ch 838 944. 3. The
father or ancestor of the Zebadiah who was ruler
(VJ:) of the house of Judah in the reign of Jeho-
shaphat, 2 Ch 1911. 4. The son of Jehohanan, one
of the ' captains of hundreds,' who assisted Jehoiada
in restoring Jehoash to the throne of Judah, 2 Ch
231. 5. A priest of the family of Pashhur, who
was forced by Ezra to put away his foreign wife,
Ezr 1022. In 1 Es 922 Ismael.

6. Ishmael, the son of Nethaniah, the son of
Elishama, a member of the royal house of David.
See Jer 40-42, and the brief summary in 2 K2523-25.
After the fall of Jerusalem, Ishmael was a com-
mander of one of the bodies of Jewish troops
which maintained their independence in the country
districts. Nebuchadnezzar had appointed Gedaliah
(wh. see), the son of Ahikam the protector of
Jeremiah (Jer 2624), as governor of the remnants of
the Jewish state, with his residence at Mizpah;
and one of his first cares was to attempt to restore
confidence among the scattered inhabitants of the
land, and to induce the remains of Zedekiah's
army to submit to the Babylonian conquerors. At
first Gedaliah's efforts met with a certain success.
The captains of the Jewish forces, and Ishmael
among the number, came to Mizpah, and made
their submission to the new governor. Gedaliah,
promising to use his influence with the Babylonians
on their behalf, exhorted them to settle quietly in
the cities they had occupied, and to gather in the
harvest, which was then standing neglected in the
fields (Jer 407"12). But the restoration of peace and
good order in the desolated country of Judah was
not in accordance with the wishes of Baalis, the
king of Ammon, who doubtless saw an opportunity
of extending his territory at the expense of his
neighbours on the west. He found a willing tool
in Ishmael, whom he commissioned to assassinate
Gedaliah. Ishmael may have been actuated by a
fanatical hatred against a fellow-countryman who
had consented to acknowledge the Chaldsean
supremacy, or by jealousy of the preference given
to Gedaliah over a member of the royal house.
His designs, however, were not unknown; and
Johanan the son of Kareah, and the other officers
who had formerly acted with Ishmael but now
supported Gedaliah, warned the latter of his
danger. Gedaliah, unfortunately, would not listen
to their warnings; and when Johanan, seeing how
disastrous the death of Gedaliah would be for all
the Jews, offered to kill Ishmael privately, the
governor refused to consent to the proposal, and
declared that the charges made against Ishmael
were only calumnies (ib.12'16).

In the seventh month, that is, about three
months after the fall of Jerus. and two months
after the destruction of the city, Ishmael with ten
confederates came to Gedaliah at Mizpah.* Here
they were hospitably entertained; but during the
meal rose up against their hosts, and murdered
Gedaliah and all the Jewish and Chaldaean soldiers
in his retinue. Ishmael must after this have
gained possession of the town, for he succeeded in
preventing any news of what had taken place from

* In 411 the words tji>sri '2Ί} should be omitted; so LXX.

being published abroad. Two days later a party
of eignty pilgrims from Sheehem, Shiloh, and
Samaria passed by Mizpah, with offerings which
they intended to present at the ruined temple in
Jerusalem. On account of the destruction of the
sanctuary they were attired as mourners, with
beards shaven, and clothes rent, and gashes on
their face and hands. With feigned grief * Ishmael
went out to meet them, and invited them to visit
Gedaliah at Mizpah. Once inside the city, they
were put to death by Ishmael and his men. Ten
of them, however, were able to ransom their lives
by promising to deliver up the stores of wheat,
barley, oil, and honey which they had hidden in
the fields. The corpses of the seventy murdered
men were thrown into a great pit or cistern,
which had been made by Asa at the time of his
war with Baasha (cf. 1 Κ 1516"22). The people of
Mizpah, together with the royal princesses, who
had been left by Nebuchadnezzar in charge of
Gedaliah, Ishmael now treated as his prisoners,
and attempted to carry them off to the country of
the Ammonites (Jer 411"10). But tidings of the
events at Mizpah had reached Johanan ben-
Kareah and his companions. They collected their
troops and pursued after the fugitives, whom they
overtook by the great pool of Gibeon, the scene of
the fight between the men of Joab and of Abner
(2 S 212"16). The captives, among whom were the
prophet Jeremiah and his scribe Baruch (cf. Jer 406

42lff· 433), gladly went over to the pursuing forces ;
but Ishmael with eight of his men escaped to the
Ammonites. The Jewish leaders, having failed to
capture Ishmael, were now afraid of suffering the
vengeance of the king of Babylon for the murder
of his vassal Gedaliah. Accordingly they did not
venture to return to Mizpah, but moved to the
neighbourhood of Bethlehem, whence they sub-
sequently fled to Egypt, in spite of the advice and
warnings of Jeremiah (Jer 41n-4313). A reference
in Jer 5230 to 745 persons who were carried captive
to Babylon in the twenty-third year of Nebuchad-
nezzar, i.e. four years after the fall of Jerus., is
perhaps to be connected with fresh measures taken
against the Jews in consequence of the outrage of
Ishmael. The murder of Gedaliah was kept in
memory by a fast instituted in the seventh month
(Zee 75 819), which is celebrated on the 3rd day of
Tisri (Sept.-Oct.) H. A. WHITE.

ISHMAIAH O-rya^'J^ hears').—The 'ruler' of
the tribe of Zebulun, 1 Ch 2719.

ISHMERAI (na·^, perh. for ,TTOB>» < J" keeps').—A
Benjamite chief,' i Ch 818. See GENEALOGY.

ISHPAH (Π3̂ :). — The eponym of a Benjamite
family, 1 Ch 816. See GENEALOGY, VIII. 11.

ISHPAN (ir?:)·—A Benjamite chief, 1 Ch S22.

ISHSECHEL, Ezr 818 RVm.-It is uncertain
whether *?ϊψ î x is to be regarded as a proper name
(cf. LXX dvTjp σαχών Α, αν. σαχώχ Β), or should be trd

' a man of discretion,' so Luc. (άνηρ σνν€τ6$) and RV;
AV ' a man of understanding,' cf. 1 Es 847 &vdpa{s)
έπιστήμονα(ς). For the word 7ϊψ = discretion, intel-
ligence, cf. 1 S 253, 1 Ch 2212, Pr 1315 1622, Ps 11110

etc. The context leads us to expect the proper
name of the representative of the sons of Mahli,
and the order of the words is decidedly against
the supposition that Sherebiah is meant, the con-
junction having been inserted by mistake. With
the name Ish-sechel we might compare Eshbaal,
1 Ch δ33, Ishhod, ib. 718. But such forms are rare,

* In 416 LXX reads «,υτοι Ιτοριΰοντο χκϊ ϊχλκιον, ' they wept as
they went,' which Cornill adopts; but the change does not
seem to be necessary.
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and it is probable that there is some corruption in
the text; the proper name may have fallen out
before the complimentary designation, or may
have been wrongly corrected into the present form
Ish-sechel. Cf. Ryssel and Kyle, ad loc.

H. A. WHITE.
ISHYAH (n#: «resembling (his father)').—

Second son of Asher, Gn 4617 P, 1 Ch 780.

ISHYI (ηΒ>: «resembling (his father)').—1. Third
son of Asher, Gn 4617, Nu 2644 P, 1 Ch 73 0: patron.
Ishvites, Nu 2644. 2. Second son of Saul by
Abinoam, 1 S 1449. The orig. name may have been
\'tfx = bxTV'i<, = ny2"u}'x (Wellh. and Driver, ad loc).

ISLAND, ISLE (% D»$, νήσο*, νψίον) is the tr. of
a Heb. word which has a much wider significance.
Its root-meaning is supposed to be habitable land,
and in one passage (Is 4215) it means undoubtedly
dry land, as opposed to water : * I will make the
rivers islands, and I will dry up the pools' (RV).
Accordingly, some translators (Cheyne uniformly in
Psalms, and in Deutero.-Isaiah frequently) render
it lands or countries, with the maritime connota-
tion entirely left out. In by far the greater
number of passages, however, it signifies coastland
—land either washed or surrounded by the sea,
whether belonging to continents or islands. The
idea of distance is usually contained in the word,
either implicitly (Ps 971, Is Π 1 1 4212) or expressly
(Is 6619, Jer 3110), although in Is 206 this isle
plainly means the coastland of Canaan. The isles
that are in the sea (Ezk 2618) are the coastlands, or
island-like countries on the seaboard, which profited
by the traffic of Tyre; and in one instance, judg-
ing by the ivory and ebony which they had to
exchange, many isles (Ezk 2715) may be East
Africa or India. Usually, however, they are the
islands and maritime countries to the West. The
isles of the sea on which Ahasuerus laid tribute
(Est 101) are the Islands and Coastlands of the
JEgean, in contrast to the inland countries of Asia,
as apparently also are the isles (Dn II18) of which
«the Iking of the North' (II15), Antiochus the
Great, should * take many.' The isles of the sea are
elsewhere the islands of the Mediterranean and the
countries on the western seaboard, with which the
people of Palestine traded in later times, as when
Simon Maccabseus (1 Mac 145 RV) ' took Joppa for
a haven, and made it an entrance for the isles of the
sea.1 The isles of Elishah—one of the sons of
Javan (Gn 104)—which furnish blue and purple to
the people of Tyre (Ezk 277), may point to Elis
and the Peloponnesus generally which produced
those dyes. The isles of the Gentiles (Gn 105, Zeph
211) are the distant coastlands of the Western
Mediterranean. The isles are sometimes used in
Ps, in Is, and in Jer to designate the West, some-
times the distant West, in contrast to the East.
Tarshish and the isles (Ps 7210), and Sheba and Seba,
represent respectively the western and eastern
boundaries of Messiah's kingdom. The isles and
the inhabitants thereof {1$ 4210), and the isles ofKittim
(Jer 210) are joined with Kedar to signify all lands
from west to east. There are references to in-
dividual islands both in OT and in NT. The isles
ofKittim (Jer 210, Ezk 276) are the coasts of Cyprus,
but the name was used later for any Western mari-
time people, as far even as Italy (Dn II3 0, 1 Mac I 1

85); the isle ofCaphtor (Jer 474 margin; comp. Am 97,
Dt 223, Gn 1014) is held to be Crete, although some
authorities identify it with the coastland of the
Delta; «the men of Dedan' (Ezk 2715) are in the
LXX (Β "Ροδίων, Α Άρα,δίων) called Rhodians (initial
R being read instead of D), where the reference
would be to the islanders of Rhodes, who were
famous mariners; Tyre appears as an island
(Is 232), although the inhabitants of the isle may be

the dwellers on the neighbouring seacoast of
Phoenicia. Cyprus (Ac 437 134), Crete (Ac 27, Tit
1), Cauda (Ac 2716, AV Clauda), Melita (Ac 281),
Patmos (Rev I9), are islands mentioned in the NT.
One reference, the island of the innocent (Job 2230),
which for long puzzled translators and comment-
ators, has disappeared in RV, where the rendering
is him that is not innocent, the mistranslation having
arisen from confusing yi, the particle not (found in
Ichabod, Jezebel), with 'i, an island. The wild
beasts of the island (Is 1322 2414, Jer I39) have also
disappeared and been replaced by wolves, AV
having mistaken the derivation of the word.

See, further, G. A. Smith's HGHL, pp. 135, 136,
and the same author's Isaiah, vol. ii. pp. 109, 110.

T. NICOL.
ISMACHIAH (*n;w ' J " supports').—A Levite in

the time of Hezekiah, 2 Ch 3113.

ISMAEL (Ίσ^λο$), 1 Es θ22. — In Ezr 1023

ISHMAEL.

ISMAERUS (Α Ίσμάηρο*, Β Μάηρο*, AV Omaerus),
—1 Es 934=AMRAM (Mapei), Ezr 1034.

ISRAEL, HISTORY OF.—
i. The Name of the People,

ii. The National Characteristics of Israel,
iii. The Land of Israel.
iv. The Sources of the History.
v. The History.

1. The Origins.
2. Israel under the Egyptians.
3. The Exodus and the Wilderness.
4. The Conquest of Canaan.
5. The Transformation of Israel.
6. The Undivided Kingdom.
7. The Hundred Years' War with Aram.
8. The Tyranny of Asshur.
9. The Fall and Exile of Judah.

10. The Exile and the Return.
11. The Greek Period.

The object of this article is to give an outline of the political
history of Israel, leaving the religious history (as far as possible)
to be dealt with in the article on the Theology of the OT, to
appear in a later volume of this Dictionary. A further object
has been to call attention to the most important reconstruc-
tions of parts of the history, which have been offered by recent
critics.

i. THE NAME.—(a) The people themselves called
themselves in OT times hx-p] Yisrael * (so also they
are called by Mesha, Moabite Stone, lines 5, 7),
or hycfy*. \i3 Bene Yisrael. The latter form de-
scribes the people as the descendants of an ancestor
Israel (Jacob), Gn 43 6 · 8 ·n (J) etc. See JACOB. In
an inscription of Shalmaneser II. (c. 854 B.C.) the
name Sir'lai occurs coupled with the mention of
Ahab. For the form Y-si-ri'l read on the stele of
Merenptali, see below, p. 509a.

(b) Poreigners, and Israelites speaking of them-
selves to foreigners, used the term *")3j; 'Ibhri, Gn
3914·17 (J), Ex I1 6 26 (E), I S 46·9 13i9 1411. The
name is found in Tacitus (Hist. v. 2, * Hebraeasque
terras'; cf. Gn 4015a ' the land of the Hebrews')
and in Jos. in referring to the language {Ant. I.
i. 1, 2, Bekker) and to the people {Ant. VI. v. 3,
VII. iv. 1, Bekker). No satisfactory explanation
of %Ibhri can be given. It may be connected with
the Eber of Gn ΙΟ2 1·2 δ; it will then be the desig-
nation of several other peoples besides Israel.
Again, it may be the adjective corresponding to
the substantive -oy *Ebher «other side,' 'beyond';
Is 720 'beyond the river,' 91 [823 Heb.] 'beyond
Jordan/ Jer 2522 ' beyond the sea.' It would seem
from these examples that 'Ibhri (Hebrew) desig-
nated the Israelites as not autochthonous, but as
intruders in Canaan from some land ' beyond';
cf. Gn 1418 where Abram the Hebrew (the new

* The name Israel appears to mean ' God persists or perse-
veres' (see JACOB, p. 53Ο) rather than 'God strives' in the
sense of contends (' es streitet Gott,' Nestle, Eigennamen, 60),
or 'El's warrior' (Ges., Ewald, Kautzsch).
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comer, τφ πβράττ), LXX) is distinguished from
Mamre the Amorite (the old inhabitant). See
HEBREW.

(c) 'lovdahs or 'Judseus' ('Jew') was the term
used by classical writers, and in part by Jos.
(e.g. Ant. VII. iv. 1, * David ό των Ιουδαίων βασι-
Xetfs') in referring even to ancient times. This
use is due, of course, to the great part played by
the tribe of Judah and the city of Jerusalem in
the post-exilic history of the people. See JEW.

ii. THE NATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ISRAEL.
—The character of the ancient Israelites as a
nation may be gathered partly from their history,
partly from a study of the facts of their history
in the light of the characteristics of the modern
Bedawin. The Israelites entered Canaan as
nomads, and displayed, at least in the earlier
period, most of the virtues and vices of tent-
dwellers. They seem to have been content with
the simple conditions of life under which the
Bedawin live ; and to have been but little attracted
by the civilization (as distinguished from the flesh-
pots) of Egypt, or by the culture (as distinguished
from the idolatry) of Canaan. Their ideal was
that of the shepherd (Gn 46s2-34 J), which does
not in practice exclude such simple agriculture
as the care of a few date palms (as among the
modern Arabs), or the raising of a few scattered
crops of cereals (as among the Zulus before 1878).
The Israelites, as revealed in their earliest litera-
ture, appear as brave, adventurous, crafty, treach-
erous, and vengeful in war and enmity (the careers
of Gideon, David, and Joab illustrate these char-
acteristics) ; pure in point of sexual morality
within the limits of the polygamy allowed to
all Eastern peoples (cf. Gn 399, 2 S 121"14; cf. also
the laws Ex 2017, and note especially the wide
scope of the language used, 217"11); strong in
loyalty to the clan and correspondingly weak in
national cohesion (see Judges and 1 and 2 Samuel,
passim). The mercantile aptitude shown by Israel
so much in modern times is alluded to even by
Hosea (127·8*8·9 Heb·) and Amos (84·5), with further
allusion to cheating and fraud. Possibly Israel
first learned successful trading from the Canaan-
ites (cf. Hos 127 RVm), but it is more probable
that they had already practised it in their nomad
period, for the nomads too were merchants, Gn
3725 'Ishmaelites' J, and 28 ' Midianites' E, Ezk
2721.

In matters of thought the Israelites were not
speculative, nor systematic. They realized, in a
way the Greeks never realized, that some things
were too high for them. God's government of
the world (assumed as existing by all but perhaps
the latest thinkers) offered the chief problems of
their philosophy. * Why do the wicked prosper ?'
was perhaps the chief question of the Hebrew
'philosophers.' Hebrew thought was occupied
with the practical problems of religion.

And here it must be said that the Israelite
(unlike the nomad) was profoundly religious. The
modern Bedawy, as described, e.g., by Doughty
(Arabia Desert a, passim), has little sense of the
moral claims of religion, though the name of
Allah is constantly on his lips. The Hebrews,
on the contrary, endured (sometimes well, some-
times, indeed, ill) the yoke of a faith which made
strict demands upon them for a morality higher
than that of their neighbours (cf. Nowack, Heb.
Archaologie, i. 101, 103).

iii. THE LAND OF ISRAEL.—Although Israel was
to be ' a peculiar treasure,' nWp segulldh, Ex 195 E,
' a special people' (nV:p oy 'am segullah, RV ' a
peculiar people ) Dt 76, the nation as a whole could
not be isolated from other nations. Its home,
Palestine, held an important place among the
lands of the ancient Eastern world. The route

connecting Northern Syria and (through Northern
Syria) the valleys of the Euphrates and Tigris
with Egypt ran along the coast of Palestine; and
though this road passed for the most part through
Philistine territory, its traffic must have had a
great material and moral influence on Israel,
whose borders lay so near it. East of Jordan ran
the great road which connected Damascus with
the head of the gulf of Akabah, and with the West
Coast of Arabia. This road, again (if it corre-
sponded at all with the modern Derb el-Hajj, i.e.
the Pilgrim Koad to Mecca), lay for the most part
outside Israelite territory, but its nearness to
Gilead for some 60 miles of its length must have
exercised an important influence on the two and a
half tribes east of Jordan. Towards the North
the fertile plain of Esdraelon, now crossed by a
railway, was traversed by a road which connected
Damascus with the cities of the coast, ultimately
with Tyre itself and with the Western lands
beyond the Mediterranean.

With a land thus placed, Israel could not remain
untouched by the movements of the great powers
of Western Asia. If the Aramaeans of Damascus
wished to develop their trade on the Tyrian
coast, or to find a new outlet for merchandise on
the Red Sea, they were bound to make treaties—
or war—with Israel. If the Empire of the
Euphrates Valley (Assyrian, Babylonian, Persian
in succession) wished to crown its conquests with
the possession of the Nile, the passage of its
armies must mean for Israel terror and spoiling,
even if a formal submission and a seasonable pay-
ment of tribute should avert for a time worse
mischief. Lastly, when Egypt desired to keep
war off her own frontiers, it was Palestine which
had to supply a confederacy of ' buffer states' to
bear the reproach of Pharaoh's faithlessness and
the main burden of his defeat.

On the other hand, two facts must be borne in
mind which qualify the foregoing account of
Israel's position among the nations. (1) Israel was
cut off from the sea. It was Phoenicia which
represented Palestine to the West. The name of
Baal, not that of Jehovah, crossed the Mediter-
ranean in early times. The civilization and re-
ligious thought which influenced the coast-lands
of the West came from the Zidonians (cf. G. A.
Smith, HGHL pp. 26-28). (2) Though Israel as
a whole was brought into close contact with the
powers of Western Asia, yet the position of the
Southern kingdom was comparatively isolated. It
was the Northern kingdom which sustained the
perpetual conflict with the Aramceans, which main-
tained a close intercourse with Tyre, which finally
felt first the weight of the arm of Assyria, and fell
first before its armies. Judah was comparatively
sheltered from the world until Samaria fell before
Sargon (B.C. 722).

Indeed, the territory which fell at the disruption
to the Southern kingdom was fitted not only by its
geographical position, but also by its physical
features, to be a nursery of free men. The Land
east of Jordan, the Plain of Esdraelon, and the
Maritime Plain, were open to the march of conquer-
ing armies, but the Hills of Benjamin and the Hill
Country of Judah together formed a Montenegro
which a resolute peasantry might defend against
the forces of an empire. The rug^edness of the
approaches to this district can hardly be exagger-
ated ; the sight of its ravines recalls at once the
exploits of Jonathan (1 S 144), David (2314), and
Judas Maccabseus (1 Mac 324 429"34), and lends pro-
bability to the accounts of the victories of Asa
(2 Ch 149ff·) and of Jehoshaphat (2022ff·). One
circumstance only made against the isolation of
Judah, viz. the mixed origin of the tribe of Judah
itself, which seems to have contained a large
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Edomite element, the Calebites. (See CALEB,
vol. i. p. 340).

The bearing of the physical configuration of
Palestine as a whole on the history oi: Israel has
been pointed out with great force by G. A. Smith
(HGHL, ch. ii.). Palestine,' he writes, 'is almost
as much divided into petty provinces as Greece,
and far more than those of Greece are her divisions
intensified by those of soil and climate.' She has
been, and always will be, a land where fragments
of many races live side by side. Israel at the
conquest found 'seven nations' (Dt 71 ['four,'
Jg 33]) occupying Canaan, and was content (after
some slaughter) to settle down among them (Jg
33·5). These nations represented racial and not
merely political divisions; see the illustrations in
Sayce, Races of the OT, or in Nowack, Archaologie,
i. pp. 122, 126, 365. The influence of foreigners in
Israel is apparent at several periods ; above all, the
incorporation of a mass of the old inhabitants into
Israel during the time of the Judges (see JUDGES,
PERIOD OF THE) had far-reaching results. The
nation always had the foreigner in its midst. We
hear of a 'mixed multitude' {i~\ 3"$ 'erebh rabh,—
read perhaps a'"iT];/ 'arabhrdbh, ' a mixed people'
without reference to numbers,—Ex 1238 Ε ; *]DEPN

h, Nu II 4 J or E) in the wilderness with!
Israel, of foreign wives (Jg 36, 1 Κ II 1 , Ezr 91·2,
Ru I4), guards (2 S 1518, 2 Κ II 4 RV ; see GUARD),
officers and mighty men (1 S 217, 2 S 2336ff·, Is 2215f·),
task-workers (1 Κ 920f·), artificers (1 Κ 713f·), Recha-
bites (Jer 352ff·), and Gibeonites (2 S 21lff·, cf. Jos 93ff·).
The presence of the stranger {ger) was recognized
by law (Ex 2010 239), and his conversion to Israel's
faith was contemplated (1 Κ 841ff·, Is 563ff·). In fact,
in a land like Canaan, broken up into small
districts, each of which was the home of a tribe,
Israel could not be kept from intermixture with
foreigners. See, further, FOREIGNER, GER.

In judging of the climate and fertility of the
land, the true meaning of the phrase ' a land flowing
with milk and honey' (Nu 1327 JE) must be re-
membered. It is the nomad's praise of a pastoral
country, and if we add to this description the
additional advantages mentioned in Dt 611 ('vine-
yards and olive trees'), we shall arrive at a just
appreciation of the nature of that part of Palestine
which was permanently held by Israel. It was not
(with one important exception) agricultural terri-
tory. Its rocky slopes were suited for vines and
olives, its hills and uplands for pasture, but only
the plain of Esdraelon deserves the description of
' a land of wheat and barley' (Dt 88). The Mari-
time Plain testifies even now, under the hands of
the German colonists, to its former fertility, but
the plain was in the hands of the Philistines.
Under these circumstances the Israelites never had
a stock of corn, and famine is a frequent feature
in their history (2 S 211, 1 Κ 17lff·, 2 Κ 438ff· 81, Hag
l6ff·, Neh 53). We must remember, therefore,
another description of Palestine as ' a land that
eateth up the inhabitants thereof,' Nu 1332 Ρ (so
LOT6-p. 62, in spite of a misprint). The phrase
(cf. Ezk 715) describes a land subject not only to
famine, but also to pestilence. The latter also
played a part in the history of Israel (1 S 56 619,
2 S 2415, 2 Κ 1935 207). The epigram quoted by
Abu'1-Fida on Syria as a whole applies to Palestine,
at least in part—

' I t s atmosphere is—pestilence,
Its dwellings are—straitness,
Its soil is—stone,
Its epidemics are—everlastingness.'

iv. SOURCES OF THE HISTORY.—(a) For the
earliest period :—the narratives of J and Ε in the
Hexateuch. (Unsupported statements in Ρ are
generally doubtful).

(b) For the period of the Judges:—Jg 26-1829,

apart from the editorial framework in which it is
set.

(c) The undivided kingdom :—1 S 9-2 S 2026. A
large part of 2 S consists of a court history of
David of great historical value. 2 S 211-2425 is an
appendix of less value. 1 Κ I1—II43 (apart from
additions by the Deuteronomic editor).

(d) The divided kingdom,(a) 1 Κ 13-2 Κ 17 (mainly
concerned with the Northern kingdom); the
parallel passages of Chronicles add little to our
information, but much illustrative matter can be
obtained from Amos and Hosea. {β) 2 Ch 11-28
(mainly concerned with the Southern kingdom,
and mostly treated as a romance by modern critics).
(7) 2 Κ 18-25 (the fall of Judah); this part of the
history receives much illustration from Isaiah (first
half), Micah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel. Monuments
(Moabite, Egyptian, and especially Assyrian and
Babylonian) give some additional light, but the
statements of classical writers, e.g. Herodotus,
are confused for the most part and untrust-
worthy.

(e) The Persian Period. Ezra and Nehemiah are
valuable in that they contain the memoirs of those
two great men, but the books as a whole are ill
compiled and incomplete, and it is difficult to ex-
tract a coherent story from them. Haggai and
Zechariah (1-8) furnish valuable information.

(/) The Greek Period. Josephus {Ant. XI. viii.-
XIII. vii.) gives some information, but his romantic
stories are doubtful. For the age of the Macca<
bees we have a generally trustworthy guide in
1 Mac, and some hints may be gathered from
2 Mac. The Book of Daniel (written c. 167 B.C. ?)
is generally appealed to in illustration of this age.

v. T H E HISTORY.
1. The Origins of Israel.—The relationships of

the Israelite people according to the earliest source
preserved in Genesis are shown in the following
table:—

Terah.

Haran.

Lot.

Abraham.

Isaac.

I
MOAB AMMON EDOM ISRAEL

(Gn 1930-38 J). (Gn2530J).

Ishmael.

Nahor.

Kemuel.

SINAITIC NOMADS ARAM
(Gn 2518 J). (Gn 22^ J).

That Moab, Ammon, Edom, and Israel formed
together a group of tribes of kindred origin, is
generally acknowledged and need not be doubted.
It has, however, been questioned whether Israel
was really related to Aram (the Aramaeans or
'Syrians'), and Wellhausen has suggested that
Israel's claim to such relationship was founded not
on fact, but on an ambitious desire to be reckoned
to belong to ' the mighty Aramaeans' (IJG •
p. 8). Yet against this we may set the fact
asserted by Kittel (Geschichte, i. 155), that it is
an unchanging trait of Israelite tradition that the
origins of the Hebrew people lay beyond the Eu-
phrates, i.e. in Aram-naharaim, ' Aram of the two
rivers,' the country between the Euphrates and the
]Jabor. To the passages in Genesis we may add
two interesting references outside it. In Dt 265 (D)
the Israelite is told to call his ancestor ' a wander-
ing (or ' lost') Aramaean' (cf. RVm), and in Hos 1212

(1213 Heb.)—an interpolation ace. to Nowack (in
loco), but even so, probably independent of the
present form of Genesis — we have mention of
Jacob's flight into ' t h e field of Aram' (RV), an
event which surely implies some previous connexion
with the people of Aram.

On the other hand, the nearness of kinship
between Israel and the population of the Sinai
peninsula is pronounced by Wellhausen 'very
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probable,' and he points out that ' the real home
of the Patriarchs lay between Edom and Egypt,*
where the South of Palestine merges itself in the
Desert* (Geschichte, p. 9). On the whole, however,
it seems best to accept both relationships of Israel,
for the two are equally well attested in the earliest
records. Israel was no more homogeneous than
any other tribe which migrates and conquers.
Abraham's grand-nephew Laban was of IJaran
(Gn 2743 294, both J), and Isaac's wife came from
Aram-naharaim (so RVm Gn 2410 J), whence Abra-
ham himself also derived his origin (v.4 J). (See
art. ABRAHAM, vol. i. p. 15a). On the other hand, the
genealogical table given above shows a relationship
between Israel and the nomads of Sinai, and the
Calebite origin of a large part of the tribe of Judah
has already been alluded to. The general presenta-
tion in the earliest sources of the history of the
patriarchs, viz. that Israel was a tribe from the
north drawn southward, falling under the spell of
Egyptian influence, and leaving behind it in the
Sinaitic peninsula nomads akin to it in blood, has
the strongest claims to be received as true. The
historical character of the lives of the patriarchs
themselves is discussed elsewhere; see especially
ABRAHAM, vol. i. p. 15, and JACOB, below, p. 533 ff.

2. Israel under the Egyptians. — It has been
denied that Israel was ever * in Egypt'; it is
therefore necessary to ascertain exactly what is
asserted in the biblical accounts. The people dwelt
in Goshen apart from the Egyptians (Gn 4628-474

J), as indeed the narrative of the plagues presup-
poses (cf. Ex 822 926, both J). Such passages as Ex
322 ιχ2£. (both E) do not essentially disagree with
this representation: Goshen (ifVithom and Rameses,
Ex I1 1 J, were in Goshen, and if the first of these
cities has been correctly identified by Naville with
ancient remains near the Sweet Water Canal)
bordered on Egypt proper, so that the Israelites
would have Egyptian ' neighbours' north and west
of them. Now the fact that we find no certain
mention of the Hebrews (Israelites) on the Egyptian
monuments (at present known) belonging (presum-
ably) to the period of the Oppression and of the
Exodus, does not discredit this story of Israel's
sojourn and servitude in Goshen. Israel was not
the only people which was impressed to work on
Pharaoh's buildings; the story of Israel might very
well be lost to the Egyptians amid a dozen similar
memories. As a matter of fact, however, one name
does meet us in the Egyptian records which recalls
the name of the Chosen People. Certain foreigners
called 'prw (? 'Aperu) were employed on task-work
under Ramses 11., and as late as the time of
Ramses IV. This name has been compared with
'Ibhri ('Hebrew'). The fact that the Exodus is
always supposed to have taken place before the
reign of the latter monarch is of small account.
The name may have been passed on from the sons
of Israel to their successors in the task-work. (See,
however, art. EGYPT, vol. i. p. 665). If the Ilabiri,
so often mentioned on the Tel el-Amarna tablets
as the foes of Egypt in Syria, be the Hebrews, then
the Exodus must have taken place as early as the
time of the Eighteenth Dynasty, and the same
conclusion must be drawn if the Y-si-r-'l of the
recently discovered stele of Merenptah (Meneptah)
be Israel, for Y-si-r-'l appears as a Syrian people
upon whom the chastisement of Pharaoh has fallen
(cf. G. Steindorff, ZATWxvi. 330 ff.). Of the true
date of the Exodus we still know nothing for cer-
tain (see CHRONOLOGY OF OLD TEST., vol. i. pp. 398,
399 ; and articles by Sayce, Hommel, etc., in Expos.
Timest vols. viii. and ix.).

3. The Exodus and the Wilderness.—The Exodus
was the natural revolt of a pastoral people against
compulsory brick-making and building, against a

• Of. Gn 1318 j (Abraham), 2623 J (Isaac), 37" J (Jacob).

leader is Moses, in the later (P) his leadership is
somewhat obscured by the fact that Aaron is con-
stantly co-ordinated with him. The plagues,
eight in number in JE (the lice D^3 kinnim or 033
kinndm, Ex 816 [812 Heb.], and the boils γηψ shehln,
99, being due to P), are the means of forcing
Pharaoh's consent. It is noteworthy that Foreign
War is not reckoned among the plagues. The
theory, therefore, that the Libyan invasion in the
reign of Merenptah facilitated the Exodus, receives
no support from the biblical accounts.

With the passage of the ' Red Sea' (see EXODUS
AND JOURNEY TO CANAAN, vol. i. p. 802) we arrive
at contemporary history. In Ex Ιδ1^"3 (Moses' Song)
* we seem,' ace. to Dillm. and Driver {LOT6 30),' to
hear Moses himself speaking'; and the latter, while
pointing out certain redactional additions, writes,
' Probably the greater part of the song is Mosaic'
The Passage of the Sea must retain its place
among the best attested facts of history; no
argument drawn from the silence of later docu-
ments can weigh against this contemporary
attestation. Moreover, as Kittel well points out
(Geschichte, i. 206), this event lends support on the
one side to the story of a sojourn in Egypt, on the
other to the story of Wilderness wandering.

Early accounts (Nu 1433 JE, cf. Am 525) reckon
the period of the Wandering at forty years. Of
the events which marked it very little is known.
One thing, however, is clear. Israel was not
ready at the Exodus for the immediate conquest
of Canaan (Ex 1317 E, Nu 143·4Off· JE, Dt I27).

The Mosaic Religion.—During these forty years
some organization based on religion, and mainly
of a religious character, was given to Israel (Ex
1825f. 193.2414 Ε and J). A 'covenant' was made
between J" and the people, and the foundation
stone of Israel's nationality was thereby laid (Ex
3410-27 Ε or J). Israel professed Islam (resignation
to God) and prepared for a Jihad (a war of con-
quest undertaken in the name of God). Moses
was a pre - Christian Mohammed with a more
fruitful revelation in his hand.

So far all is clear, what, however, were the
exact contents of the revelation given by Moses ?
The two passages of Exodus referred to above
(193-2414 and 3410"27) contain very ancient (probably
Mosaic) material, but the relation between the
two passages is uncertain (cf. Driver, LOT6 pp.
39, 40), and the limits of what is ancient are
subject to much dispute. Critics are not even
agreed as to the identity of the Ten ' Command-
ments ' (D"];n debharlm, ' words') which seem to
be the foundation of the written Law, and Well-
hausen has discovered in Ex 34 ' Ten Words' of
mainly ceremonial contents to dispute the title of
< The Ten Words' with Ex 202*17.

Two ' Words,' however, are found in both the
rival Decalogues : (1) Jehovah alone is Israel's
God ; (2) molten images may not be made. It
seems most reasonable to say that the principles
of the Mosaic religion were Monotheism (a per-
sonal relation of one God to Israel), and a
Repudiation of image - worship as likely to en-
tangle the people in polytheism like that of Egypt.
(See, further, Kittel, Geschichte, i. 246 ff.).

4. The Conquest of Canaan.—That Israel ob-
tained a firm footing east of Jordan before enter-
ing Western Palestine is generally acknowledged.
The war against Sihon, however (Nu 2121"30 JE,
according to some E, cf. Dt 226ff·), has been ques-
tioned, and the ancient song (Nu 2Γ27"30) has been
referred to a war of Israel against Moab in the
9th cent. It is more natural, however, to find in
the song early testimony to a victorious war of
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the Amorite against the Moabite, followed by a
war of retribution waged by Israel, Moab's kins-
man, against the victor. Such a war as the latter
could have taken place only in very early times
such as those of Moses. (See G. A. Smith, HGHL,
Appendix III.). The war against Og, the king of
Bashan (Nu 21Mff·, Dt 31"4), is not equally well
attested. See also JAIR, HAVVOTH-JAIR.

Of the conquest of Western Palestine we possess
two early accounts. The first of these is con-
tained in Jos 2 1 -! ! 9 ; it is the narrative of JE
(J and Ε cannot be accurately separated) broken
and expanded by additions from a Deuteronomic
Redactor (D2) and from P. This narrative of JE
contains all the well-known features, such as the
reception of the spies by Rahab, the drying up of
the waters of Jordan, the capture of Jericho, the
trespass of Achan, the two attacks on Ai, the
treaty with the Gibeonites, and the battles of
Beth-horon and of the waters of Merom. Joshua
appears as the successor of Moses and as the
leader of the whole people. The conquest is re-
presented as the work of united Israel, and its
course, save for the repulse at Ai, is uniformly
successful. On the other hand, generalizing
passages, e.g. 1028'43 ('all these kings and their
land did Joshua take at one time,' v.42) and
nio-23 ( < S o j o s h u a took the whole land And
the land rested from war,' v.23) are assigned to D2.

The second early account of the conquest of
Western Palestine is found in scattered notices in
the later chapters of Joshua and in ch. 1 of Judges.
These notices show a similarity of style, and it is
possible to make a tentative reconstruction of the
narrative from which they have been taken (see
Driver, LOT6 pp. 162, 163). This reconstructed
document gives us three glimpses of the conquest,
according to which the tribes fight in groups, and
not as a united Israel under one leader (Joshua).
(1) We first see Judah and Simeon together with
nomad tribes of the Sinaitic peninsula, such as the
Kenites (Jg I16), Calebites (Jos 1513), and Keniz-
zites (Jos 1517), conquering the hill-country of
Judah, the < south' of Arad (Jg I1 6 MT,' Descent of
Arad' LXX; cf. G. A. Smith, HGHL pp. 277, 278),
Hebron, and Debir (Kiriath-sepher),. (2) We next
see the house of Joseph establishing itself on the
central ridge at Bethel (Jg I22), but failing to drive
out the inhabitants of Gezer(v.29), and complaining
to Joshua that progress northward was stayed by
the chariots of iron which the Canaanites had in
the Valley of Jezreel (Jos 1714ff·). Joshua advises
them to make room for themselves by clearing the
jungle on the central ridge. (3) The third glimpse
which the reconstructed document gives is of the
limitations set to the conquests of the three
northern tribes, Zebulun, Asher, and Naphtali,
and of the tribe of Dan, by the stiff resistance of
the Canaanite and Amorite (Jg I30"34). Dan seeks
by conquest a new home in the north at Leshem=
Laish (Jos 1947; cf. Jg 1827ff·).

In comparing these two accounts we must re-
member that the second is put together from
fragments, and is quite incomplete. It is defec-
tive as regards Joseph and all the northern tribes,
nor does it make clear to us the position of Joshua
(Jos 1714ff·); does it treat him (as some think) as
simply the leader of the House of Joseph ? There
is little in it, however, which clearly contradicts
the account of JE in Jos 21-119, and by piecing
together the two accounts we can construct a
narrative of the conquest of Western Palestine
which has strong claims to be accepted.

Israel, bereaved of Moses (as Islam of Mo-
hammed) at the beginning of a career of conquest,
accepted Joshua as Moses' Khalifa (successor), and
persevered on the path of conquest (JE). The
Jordan was crossed (JE). Jericho, 'the city of

palm trees,' was won (JE and F *). Gibeon in a
panic made terms with Israel (JE). Israel, united
under Joshua, won a great victory over a southern
confederacy at Beth-horon (JE). Elated by these
repeated successes, Judah (perhaps a small tribe at
this time) broke loose from the main body, and
turned southward to join the Calebites in a division
of the southern end of the central ridge (cf. F).
Joshua, at the head of the strong tribe of Joseph,
and followed by the tribes which afterwards settled
in the north, burst in the full tide of victory across
the plain of Esdraelon and defeated a northern
confederacy at the Waters of Merom (JE). The
Canaanites, however, after bending before the
storm, recovered courage, and by their chariots
and fortified cities retained control of the plain of
Esdraelon and compelled the Israelites to Keep to
the hills ( F ; cf. Jg 4. 5). (On the historical
probabilities considered in the light of geography,
see HGHL, Appendix II.).

5. The Transformation of Israel. — This took
place under the Judges (see JUDGES, PERIOD OF
THE). It is clear from the earliest records of the
conquest that the Canaanites were not exter-
minated, as the later record (D2) seems sometimes
to assert (Jos 1040 II1 4). The conquerors settled
down in the midst of the half-conquered majority,
and the question arose which stock, which civiliza-
tion, which religion, Canaanite or Israelite, would
survive ? The result was a compromise : a mixed
stock arose, over which it was possible to set up
one kingdom, the kingdom of Saul and David.
The Canaanite-Israelite was not a nomad, but an
agriculturalist, a city-dweller, a merchant, with a
wide outlook on the world, such as became the
member of an empire which touched the highway
of the world of Western Asia, the Euphrates. In
religion also the Canaanite-Israelite was a new
production. He held his monotheism somewhat
loosely, and was ready to worship at Canaanite
shrines. Lastly, the new nation was much more
numerous than the old invading tribes. David's
armies, composed of these Canaanite-Israelites,
were not inconsiderable; they enabled him to
found an empire. The fusion of races which made
a nation capable of winning victories like those of
David took place in the period of the Judges.

6· The Undivided Kingdom.—We have an express
statement (Gn 3631, apparently from an early docu-
ment) that Edom was governed by kings before
any king reigned over Israel. It is probable that
the same is true of Ammon (cf. 1 S l l 1 ' 3 ; Jg ll12*88,
however, seems to be late) and of Amalek (1 S
158ff·, though the passage is not early). The first
movement towards the establishment of a kingdom
over Israel came from the half-Canaanite A Dime-
lech {Jg 9lff·), and affected only the central tribes.
In fact it was only hard experience which made
the Israelites (still children of the desert in nature)
willing to submit to the restraint of an organized
kingdom. No doubt the Canaanite leaven in the
population hastened this submission.

Of the occasion of the establishment of the
kingdom we have two accounts in 1 Samuel
(Driver, LOT6 p. 175if.). According to the earlier
account ( I S ^-lO16 II1"1 1·1 5), J" chooses a king
(Saul) who is to save His people from the Philis-
tines, and commands Samuel to anoint him (916ί·).
The language used reminds us of Ex 37 (God
charges Moses to lead Israel out of Egypt).
Samuel promises Saul 'all that is desirable' in
Israel (920 RV), and encourages him to act as king,
as occasion offers, in the assurance of divine sup-
port (107). The occasion for action comes in the
invasion of Nahash the Ammonite, and on Saul's
success the people make him king with rejoicings.

According to the later account (1 S 8. ΙΟ17'27 12)
* F = Fragmentary reconstructed accounts.
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the Israelites, disgusted with the corrupt admini-
stration of justice by Samuel's sons, ask Samuel to
make them ' a king to judge [them] like all the
nations' (85). Samuel (as divinely instructed)
treats this demand as a rejection of J" as king,
and, while granting the request, tells the people
that they will have reason to repent of it, for their
king will take from them all that is desirable in
his eyes (811"17). Samuel describes Saul to the
people after his election (1213) as 'the king whom
ye have chosen,' and tells them (v.17) that their
wickedness was great in asking for a king. (There
may be a trace of a third account in 1212, where,
somewhat inconsistently with 81"5, the invasion of
the Ammonites is given as the immediate occasion
of the demand for a king).

The first and earliest account accords best with
the known facts. Saul established his throne in
the midst of a great Philistine Oppression (1 S
136·19), when the Phil, had a garrison (? yv;) in the
heart of Benjamite territory {ib. 14lff·), and some
of the 'Hebrews' were serving by constraint in
the Philistine ranks (ib. v.21). Saul's reign (the
duration of which is quite uncertain) was an almost
continuous struggle against his western neighbours
(1 S 133 14521711825 231· 27 281 311); he taught Israel
to face the Philistines.

The Rise of Dayid.—Saul was the fighting chief
of an infant nation, David the founder and organ-
izer of a powerful state. Saul was the Lascaris,*
but David the Vataces of Israel. The government
gained vastly in intellectual power by the acces-
sion of David. Saul perhaps could not write (1 S
117); David wrote the first letter mentioned in the
Bible (2 S II 1 4 ! ) , was 'prudent in speech' (1 S 1618

RV), a poet of considerable power (2 S l17ff·), if not
also a Psalmist (2 S 22lff·, a passage belonging to
the Appendix to 2 Samuel), and a man who re-
flected (231'7). The whole history of the suppres-
sion of Absalom's rebellion stamps David as a man
of the highest mental power. The king who could
command and apply in the moment of his greatest
need the wrathful family faithfulness of Joab and
Abishai, the salt-truth of Ittai the Philistine, the
friendliness of the priests Zadok and Abiathar, the
allegiance of the aged counsellor Hushai, and the
helpfulness of Shobi the Ammonite and Barzillai
the Gileadite (2 S Π27*·), must have been a man of
intellectual power far above the ordinary.

David's reign was marked by three events—(a)
the choice of Jerusalem as capital; (b) the rise of
the tribe of Judah; and (c) the foundation of an
Israelite empire.

(a) Jerusalem before David's day probably con-
sisted of a half-Israelite town grouped round the
Jebusite citadel, which stood on a hill S.E. of
the present IJaram hill, but probably separated
from it by a depression now filled up. Such a
town was unsuitable for the Israelite capital so
long as it was dominated by the Jebusite fort.
David's capture of this fort gave him a site from
which he could build towards the North and West,
taking in other hills ; he thus formed a capital of
ample size and of great natural strength.

(5) The rise of the tribe of Judah under David is
a remarkable fact. In Judges this tribe plays
hardly any part save at the Conquest (ch. 1), in
which it is almost overshadowed by Calebites,
Kenizzites, and Kenites. It is not mentioned in
the present text of the Song of Deborah (Jg 5).
The earlier leaders of Israel, Moses, Aaron, Joshua,
Samuel, and Saul, all belonged to other tribes, and
no j udge was a Judaean. Under these circumstances

* Cf. Gibbon, Decline and Fall, cb. lxii. beginning: «In his
first efforts the fugitive Lascaris commanded only 3 cities and
2000 soldiers; his reign was the season of generous and active
despair: in every military operation he staked his life and
crown ; and his enemies . . . were surprised by his celerity and
subdued by his boldness.'

it has been supposed (Stade, GVI i. 132) that
Judah entered Canaan from the south before the
rest of the tribes entered from the east, and that
in ancient times Judah stood in no union with the
rest of Israel. Be this as it may, from the time of
David Judah played a great part in Israel's history.

(c) It may be surprising that so small a people
as Israel was able to found an empire which
stretched from the borders of Egypt to the
Euphrates. In the south Egypt claimed a hege-
mony over Syria; in the north the Hittites (1 Κ
1029, 2 Κ 76) and the Aramaeans (Syrians) were
strong, and, lastly, in the east lay the great
Assyrian power. But after the reign of Tiglath-
pileser I. (c. 1120-1100 B.C.) Assyria was in a state
of temporary decline until about the end of the
10th cent. B.C. (McCurdy, HPMi. § 181); and the
Hittites had ceased to exercise an imperial sway
{ib. § 179); lastly, from c. 1240 to 930 B.C., under
the 20th and 21st dynasties, Egypt was weak and
divided (see art. EGYPT, vol. i. 662 b). Thus room
is left for an Israelite empire, c. 1017-937 B.C., the
period assigned to the reigns of David and Solomon
(see CHRONOLOGY OF OLD TEST. vol. i. p. 401).

The empire of David and Solomon was greater
in appearance than in reality, and it was, more-
over, unstable. Garrisons (or * governors ' D';r?j)
were placed in Damascus and in Edom (2 S 86·14), but
other provinces simply paid a tribute (cf. ib. v. l lf·),
the amount of which depended, no doubt, on the
strength of their fears.

The reign of Solomon was magnificent and
oppressive, the very opposite, in fact, of the ideal
given in Dt 1715"17. He put 30,000 Israelites to
task-work (1 Κ 513f·; 1 Κ 922 is a later gloss), and
alienated the northern tribes (124), already dis-
satisfied with the House of Jesse (2 S 20^); he
filled his harem with foreign wives for the sake of
prestige and policy, and patronized foreign worship
(1 Κ II5·7) in order to conciliate allied or subject
nations. Of twenty years given to building, he
devoted seven to the erection of a temple, on
which he employed foreign builders (1 Κ 518), and
in which he admitted foreign devices, such as
the Second Commandment condemns ( I K 623).
Whether Solomon had any strong religious feeling
(such as his father had) we cannot tell; the Prayer
of Dedication in 1 Κ 823"61 is the work of the com-
piler of Kings (so Driver, LOT6 p. 191). On the
whole, he reminds us of the typical Pharaoh, who
built, oppressed, and boasted of Divine favour.
The importance of the Temple must not be ex-
aggerated ; David had already made Jerusalem a
Holy City by transferring thither the ark (2 S 612).

7. The Hundred Years' War with Aram.—The
disruption of Solomon's kingdom relegated the
southern half (' Judah') to a comparatively safe
obscurity, and imposed upon the northern half
(*Israel') the task of preventing the Aramaeans
(Syrians) of Damascus from advancing to the
shores of the Mediterranean. From a nation like
the Aramaeans, eager for mercantile and material
advantages, Israel invited attack in three directions.
(1) The short route to Tyre by Dan and Abel-
beth-maacah was worth seizing (1 Κ 1520). (2)
The fertile plain of Esdraelon was valuable in
itself, and also because it led to the sea; hence
the fortress of Aphek in the Philistine plain
became a point for Aramaean armies to march on
(1 Κ 2026, 2 Κ 1322, LXX, Lucian's text; W. R.
Smith, OTJC2 p. 435; Expositor, Dec. 1895.
See also APHEK). (3) Ramotn-gilead (precise site
uncertain) was surrounded by good pasture-land,
and commanded one of the trade routes which ran
east of Jordan leading to Arabia (1 Κ 223).

The kings of the house of Omri (1 Κ 1616-2 Κ
926) met the Aramaean danger with courage and
skill. Alliances with Tyre (1 Κ 1631) and with
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Judah (1 Κ 222"4, 2 Κ 37) secured the left flank and
rear of Israel, a new capital well situated for
defence was built and fortified on the hill of
Samaria (1 Κ 1624), Ahab routed Ben-hadad at
Aphek (1 Κ 2026), and Joram, it seems, recovered
Ramoth-gilead from Hazael (2 Κ 828, cf. 91).

The fortune of war changed at first under the
new dynasty, that of Jehu and his sons. The
Aramaeans under Hazael and his successor Ben-
hadad began to prevail perhaps in the days of
Jehu himself; they almost annihilated the armies
of his successor Jehoahaz, and became masters of
all the land east of Jordan (2 Κ 1032ί· 133"7). On
one occasion Hazael traversed the northern king-
dom, reached Philistine territory, captured Gath,
and threatened Jerusalem (1217). The affliction of
Israel in those days was ' very bitter, for there was
not. . . any helper for Israel' (14261). A change
came again under Joash, the third king of Jehu's
line. He thrice defeated Ben-hadad, and recovered
the cities taken by Hazael, presumably the cities
east of Jordan (1325, cf. vv.14"19). He even found
leisure for a civil war with Amaziah of Judah,
which ended in the capture of Jerusalem (148"14).
But if Joash was the deliverer, Jeroboam II., the
son of Joash, was the avenger of Israel. Under him
Israel recovered according to 2 Κ 1428 'Damascus
and Hamath,' according to v.25 ' from the entering
in of Hamath unto the sea of the Arabah.'

The religious policy of Ahab (the true repre-
sentative of the house of Omri in this) was to
patronize the Baal-worship of his Tyrian allies and
of his half-Canaanite subjects without actually
rejecting the religion of J" (1 Κ 1821). If he
allowed Jezebel to slay the prophets of the Lord
(1813), it was doubtless because these prophets
were bold enough to protest against such tolera-
tion, and not merely because they were prophets
of J". The work of the great prophet Elijah and
of the house of Jehu which embraced his cause
(1917), was to inflict such blows on the worshippers
of Baal that they never again hoped for any
support for their religion from the heads of the
Israelite state.

The Religion of the Prophets.—The reign of
Jeroboam n. marked the highest point of material
prosperity which Israel reached after the dis-
ruption, and perhaps the lowest point of Israel's
moral degradation. Amos and Hosea, who pro-
phesied under Jeroboam and his immediate suc-
cessors, met this degradation with a revelation
of God which differs in breadth and depth from
the Mosaic revelation as sketched above. God,
they taught, was not only Israel's God, but also
the God of all the world; He would not favour
Israel regardless of its moral condition, rather
He would punish the sinful nation, whether that
nation were Israel or another. If it be uncertain
whether the Ten Commandments be Mosaic, it is
at least certain that they were the code of the
prophets of the 8th cent. Amos and Hosea taught
Israel to worship One God, a God of Righteous-
ness and Purity. But the manner as well as the
matter of the teaching of these prophets challenges
attention. Unlike Elijah and Elisha, they were
'writing prophets.' A prophet was no longer a
voice only; he left a body of teaching behind
him, to serve in the religious education of his
people.

8. The Tyranny of Asshur {Assyria).—The con-
test between Israel and the Aramseans was ended
by the interference of the Assyrians, who crushed
both. We may pass over the victory of Shal-
maneser II. over a confederate Aramaean-Israelite
army in the days of Ahab (B.C. 854), and Jehu's
payment of tribute to Shalmaneser (B.C. 842), as
well as the boast of Ramman-nirari ill. (B.C. 811—
783) that he exacted tribute from the 'land of

Omri.' Assyria declined while Israel flourished
under Jeroboam II. (B.C. 782-741). Unfortunately
Assyria revived under Tiglath-pileser in. (B.C.
745-727). We need not believe that he had any-
thing to do with Uzziah (Azariah) of Judah *
(2 Κ 151), but we have monumental references to
his defeat of the allied kings Pekah of Israel and
Rezin of Damascus (165"9), and the monuments
tell us what the Bible does not, viz. that Ausi'i'
(Hoshea) was confirmed as king of Israel by
Tiglath - pileser. But Hoshea succeeded to a
diminished and depopulated kingdom (2 Κ 1529);
the extreme north and the land east of Jordan,
after being ravaged, passed perhaps into the hands
of some faithful client of Asshur. It would have
been well for the kingdom of Samaria, if it had
had only the open foe (Assyria) to reckon with;
unfortunately, however, the false friend (Egypt)
played a decisive part. From the days of Thut-
mosis (Thothmes) in. (B.C. 1500?) of the eighteenth
dynasty and Ramses II. of the nineteenth, Egypt
had looked on Canaan as within the sphere of
her ' influence'; and, even when lower Egypt was
divided among petty princes, one of these ' So' f
(2 Κ 174) could not resist the temptation to claim
a footing in Palestine by intriguing with Hoshea
of Samaria against the Assyrians (see EGYPT, vol.
i. p. 663a). Shalmaneser IV. (B.C. 727-722), the
successor of Tiglath-pileser, 'found conspiracy in
Hoshea,' marched against Israel, and laid siege
to Samaria (2 Κ 174f·), which was taken by Sargon
(Is 201), a usurper (B.C. 722-705) who succeeded
Shalmaneser {KIB ii. 54, 55). Sargon tells us, ' I
led forth {αέΐιιία) 27,290 of those who dwelt in
the midst of i t ' ; according to 2 Κ 176 Israel was
transported to Mesopotamia and Media. In any
case the land was grievously depopulated; for even
after colonists had been brought in from Baby-
lonia and northern Syria (2 Κ 1724), so much of
the land still lay waste that lions increased and
committed great ravages.

Israel having been crushed, Sargon marched
against So (Sib'u) of Egypt and Hanun of Gaza,
the confederates of Hoshea, and defeated them at
Raphia (Rapihi) on the border of Egypt. The
Pharaoh (Pir'u), plainly a different person from
So, thereupon prudently paid ' tribute,' and Sargon
retired.

Of the subsequent history of what had been the
northern kingdom we know (until the time of the
Return) only two facts. (1) Samaria was involved
with Hamath, Arpad, and Damascus in a futile
rising against Sargon {KIB ii. 56, 57). (2) In the
decline of the Assyrian power Josiah was able
to carry out his reforming measures in Bethel
(2 Κ 2315), the 'chapel' of the northern kings
(Am 713), and in the cities of Samaria generally
(2 Κ 2319).

The capture of Samaria and the march of Sargon
to the Egyptian frontier revealed the danger in
which Judah stood from the Assyrians.

Three policies now presented themselves to
Hezekiah. (1) He might ally himself (not as
Hoshea with a kinglet of lower Egypt, but) with
the growing power of Ethiopia (Is 18lf· 205), under
Sabakon (B.C. 707-695), who is perhaps meant,
though his successor, Tirhakah (B.C. 690-664), is
named in 2 Κ 199. Thus supported, Judah might
perhaps defy Assyria. (2) He might (like his
father Ahaz) throw himself without any serious
invitation into the arms of the king of Assyria,
and accept his protection, his yoke, and his god,
or at least his altar (2 Κ 167"'12). (3) He might
accept the assurance of J" given through Isaiah of
the safety of Jerusalem and of those who took
refuge in it (Is 2816 297 3019 314ί·). According to this

* Asriya'u of Ja'udi was a king in northern Syria.
t Read perhaps * Seve' {Sib'u on the Assyr. monuments).
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last policy, Hezekiah would not attempt to defend
cities like Lachish and Libnah, which lay more or
less in the great king's path to Egypt, but would
withdraw his people as much as possible into the hill
country and into Jerusalem itself. Judah would
thus bow before the storm, and neither resist the
Assyrian king nor attempt to make friends with him.

Of course in a case in which three policies were
possible, no one was consistently followed. In
701 Sennacherib, the son and successor of Sar^on,
marched into the west, having Egypt for his final
objective (Herod, ii. 141). Hezekiah sent tribute
(2 Κ 1814), but Libnah and Lachish, fortresses which
might assist the march of the Egyptians and retard
that of the Assyrians, were not surrendered to
Sennacherib. The Assyrian king, in accordance
with his general plan, set himself with his main
army to reduce these fortresses; but he sent ' a
great host,' under the Turtan (Tartan), i.e. the
Commander-in-chief who commanded in the ab-
sence of the king, to reduce Jerusalem (2 Κ 1817).
Hezekiah was blockaded, and derided in his help-
lessness by the Assyrian leaders.

Thus far the Bible and the monuments agree,
but the sequel is differently told. According to
2 Κ 1935 the Angel of the Lord (no doubt the pestil-
ence) slew 185,000 of the Assyrian army, and
Sennacherib departed to his own land. According
to Sennacherib's own account, fear fell on Hezekiah,
and he acknowledged the majesty of Sennacherib
by sending presents of every kind. It is hard to
resist the impression that the Assyrian is escaping
from the acknowledgment of failure in the long
and wordy list of presents, and that the Hebrew
account is based on a trustworthy tradition. In
any case, Sennacherib does not claim to have taken
Jerusalem, nor to have inflicted any personal chas-
tisement on Hezekiah. The strange tradition with
which Herodotus explains the retreat of 'San-
acharibus, king of the Arabians and of the As-
syrians ' from the frontiers of Egypt, supports as
far as it goes the biblical account (ii. 141).

The retreat of Sennacherib, however,—be it re-
membered,—meant the escape of Jerusalem from
the horrors of a sack by the Assyrians, and not
the permanent deliverance of Judah from Assyrian
vassalage. Esar-haddon (B.C. 681-669), continuing
the work of his predecessor, conquered Egypt
(B.C. 671), and we may believe him when he tells
us that he demanded building materials for his
palace from twenty-two kings of the west, includ-
ing Manasseh, king of Judah, if Mi-na-si-i sar
{mahazu) Ja-u-di be he {KIB ii. 148, 149). The
next king, Assur-bani-pal (the Osnappar of Ezr 410),
also made successful expeditions against Egypt,
and it is not improbable that on one of these
occasions Manasseh was carried off, as the chronicler
says (2 Ch 33U), bound in fetters to Babylon.

Religion in Judah during the Assyrian Period.
—The religious conflict was hardly less severe than
the political. Under Ahaz (2 Κ 163ί· 10ί·) and Man-
asseh {ib. 213ff) foreign worships and foreign super-
stitions were practised (cf. Is 2B 819 etc.), and against
these Isaiah and Micah prophesied with fearless
invective and threatening. Supported by the
prophets, Hezekiah (according to 2 Κ 184·22) made
some sweeping reforms, including the destruction
of the brazen serpent, the removal of the high-
places, and the centralization of the cultus in
Jerusalem.

Wellhausen (IJG3 p. 90 f.) doubts whether the
last two measures were carried out, supporting
his doubt by a reference to 2 Κ 2313, where, how-
ever, the defilement (not the destruction) of Solo-
mon's high-places is ascribed to Josiah. Practical
religion must have been at a very low ebb during
this whole period, if we may judge from the
denunciations uttered by Isaiah and Micah (esp.
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Mic310ff·), and from Isaiah's favourite thought that
only a remnant can survive God's judgment on
Juuah and Jerusalem.

9. The Fall of Judah.— Under Josiah (B.C. 639-
608), Judah had a brief breathing space. Assur-
bani-pal, the last great sovereign of Assyria, died
in 626, and the Assyrian power rapidly declined.
Josiah took courage to repair the temple (2 Κ
223ff·), to destroy the high-places, removing the
priests attached to them, and even to extend his
activity northwards to Bethel and to ' the cities of
Samaria' (ib. 2319). Under him also was published
* the book of the law' (i.e. the Book of Deuter-
onomy), and the people entered into a covenant to
obey its morality, and to worship J" only in the
one place which He had chosen for his sanctuary
(cf. Dt 125f·). Josiah himself set an example of
kingly virtue (Jer 2215f·) as well as of Deuteronomic
orthodoxy (cf. 2 Κ 2321), and the removal of the
yoke of Asshur seemed to promise an era of com-
parative prosperity for Judah.

Unfortunately the fall of Assyria involved a con-
test for the spoils between Egypt under Neco(h)
(AV Necho(h)) and Babylon under Nabopolassar.
Necoh ' went up against the king of Assyria to
the river Euphrates' (2 Κ 2329), passing through
Megiddo (somewhere near Mount Carmel) on his
march, and at Megiddo Josiah met his death at the
hands of the Egyptian king. Of the circumstances
of his death we have two accounts. According to
2 Kings (cited above), Josiah went to meet (Heb.
not EV) Necoh, doubtless in order to come to some
understanding with him, perhaps to do homage to
him. Necoh, however, judging perhaps that Josiah
was too strong a man to be a good vassal, had him
slain at the audience (* when he saw him '). Accord-
ing to 2 Ch 3520ff· ( = 1 Es l25ff·), on the contrary,
Josiah's fate is precisely that of Ahab. He fights
against Necoh in spite of a Divine warning, and
is mortally wounded by an archer. (An obscure
passage in Herodotus, ii. 159, gives no help). The
sequel, however, is clear: Judah became a vassal
to Egypt, and Necoh appointed the infamous
Jehoiakim (2 Κ 2334, Jer 2213ff·) to be king.

Egypt's triumph was short. Nebuchadrezzar,
the son of Nabopolassar, swept Necoh out of Syria,
and made Judah transfer its allegiance to Babylon.
Twice Judah proved faithless to its new lord. The
first revolt was punished heavily enough. Jeru-
salem was taken, the golden vessels of the temple
were made a spoil, and Jehoiakim's son and suc-
cessor Jehoiachin was carried into captivity to
Babylon with his officers, his mighty men, and all
the skilled artificers—10,000 captives in all (cf.
Jer 241"7). Nebuchadrezzar appointed as king in
Judah Zedekiah (a son of Josiah), and bound him
with an oath of fealty (cf. Ezk 1712ff·)· But Zede-
kiah was too unstable to keep an oath, and too
weak to resist the temptation of an alliance with
Egypt. After a disordered reign of eleven years,
during which the princes ruled rather than the
king (Jer 385·25), the Babylonians took Jerusalem
by blockade, blinded Zedekiah, slew his officers,
burned the temple, broke down the city walls, and
carried away a number of captives (Jer 5228"30,
Heb. not LXX B). A poor remnant of the people
was left to prevent the land from relapsing into
desert, and Gedaliah, son of Ahikam (the patron
of Jeremiah), was appointed 'overseer' ('governor'
would have been too grand a title) over them
(Jer 405ff·).

This—the catastrophe of Jerusalem—took place
c. 587 B.C., but it must be remembered that Judah
had been falling ever since the days of Ahaz. In
fact the Southern kingdom slowly bled to death
from the moment when its isolation was broken
down by the dying struggles of the Northern king-
dom under Pekah (2 Κ 1529 165, cf. Is 7lff·)· In
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particular, Judah never recovered from the brutal
devastation wrought by Sennacherib, when 46
fortified towns were taken and 200,150 persons led
captive (KIB p. 94 f. ; cf. 2 Κ 1813·23). We cannot
form any satisfactory estimate of the numbers
carried off at various times by the Chaldseans, for
the passage (Jer 5228*30) which contains the most
precise statements on this point is absent from
LXX BtfA, and is in conflict with 2 Κ 2414; but it
seems probable that the Chaldsean ravages were
less extensive than the Assyrian, because the popu-
lation had dwindled, and prosperity had diminished
in the meantime. (See, further, Kosters, ThT
xxxi. (1897) 518if.).

10. The Exile and the Beturn.—The captivity of
Judah, reckoned from the fall of Jehoiachin (B.C.
597), lasted 59 years, or from the fall of Zedekiah
(B.C. 587), 49 years, reckoning B.C. 538 as the prob-
able terminus ad quern. The ' seventy' years of Jer
2512 is a round number. Of the condition of the Jews
in exile we have contradictory indications, from
which we may conclude that the circumstances
varied in different places and at different times.
The first band of exiles were allowed to 'build
houses and plant gardens' (Jer 295f·), and to live in
communities of their own (Ezr 817, Ezk I1) under
their own elders (Ezk 81 141 201). Jehoiachin,
after thirty-six years of captivity, received special
marks of favour from Evil - Merodach (Amil-
Marduk), the successor of Nebuchadrezzar (2 Κ
2527ff·)· On the other hand, seditious prophets
from time to time provoked the Chaldaeans to cruel
acts of repression (Jer 2921f·), and it is probable
that some at least of the Jews were put to task-
work, for the 'hard service' (Is 148f·) wherein Israel
was made to serve, looks like an allusion to Nebu-
chadrezzar's canal-works or temple-restoration, or
to like undertakings of his successors, especially
Nabuna'id (Nabonidus) (KIB iii. 2, p. 60 ff., p.
96 ff'.). Yet that the lot of many Jewish families
(after the first bitterness of expatriation was past)
was at least tolerable in Babylonia, is clear from
the fact that a considerable number of Jews (the
vast majority, according to some critics) did not
take part in the First Return under Sheshbazzar.

With regard to the Return a good deal has been
written of late years (particularly since 1889) tend-
ing towards a reconstruction of the whole narra-
tive. It will, however, be most convenient in this
article to reproduce the account given in Ezra-
Nehemiah, while pointing out from time to time
how critics propose to correct and supplement it.
In the first year, then, of Cyrus (Ezr I1), i.e. c. 538
B.C., the ' Persian' (see CYRUS, vol. L p. 541 f.) king
issued an edict for the rebuilding of the temple at
Jerusalem, and invited the Jews to undertake the
work. [We may compare with this the mutilated
inscription in which Cyrus speaks of his restoration
to the cities of Babylonia of gods which Nabonidus
had carried off to Babylon {KIB iii. 2, p. 126 f.)].
The heads of Judah and Benjamin, together with
the Levites, responded to the invitation, and Cyrus
gave up the golden vessels of the temple, which
had been carried away by Nebuchadrezzar, to
Sheshbazzar (τφ Σαβανασάρ LXX Β, τφ Σασαβασσάρφ
A, Ezr I8 ; Σαναμασσάρφ, 1 Es 211 LXX B, but Σα^α-
βασσάρψ, LXX Aa), · prince (α'ψι nasi) of Judah,' who
brought them back to Jerusalem, together with a
band of returning exiles. This—the First Return
—resulted, we learn indirectly, in the laying of the
foundation of the temple (Ezr 516, but cf. 3af·), but
we do not know the number of those who accom-
panied Sheshbazzar, nor any other particulars. It
is, however, negatively clear that the movement
was not a success. In Babylonia the edict (in
spite of the prophecies of Deutero-Isaiah) probably
took the Jews by surprise, while in Judah (cf. Ezr
44f·, a misplaced passage) there were ' many ad-

versaries.' The time, as the Jews said even six-
teen years later (Hag I2), was not yet come for so
important an undertaking as the rebuilding of the
temple. Some critics, indeed, smile altogether at
the story of this ' First Return,' and reduce it to a
conciliatory appointment by Cyrus of a prince of
the house of David (Sanabassar) to be governor in
Judsea (cf. Cheyne, Jewish Religious Life, pp. 5-7).

At the beginning of the reign of Darius Hystaspis
(c. 522 B.C.), however, the Jewish exiles were pre-
pared for a great movement, and there was, it
seems, a Second Return under Zerubbabel the son
of Shealtiel, a descendant of David, and Jeshua
the son of Jozadak the priest (Ezr 22). The whole
' congregation' numbered 42,360, exclusive of ser-
vants and handmaids {ib. 264f·). Of this great immi-
gration, and of Zerubbabel and Jeshua who led it,
much was expected, imprimis the rebuilding of the
temple (Zee 615), but the realization of the hope
was delayed. The people went up ' unto Jerusalem
and Judah, every one to his own city' (Ezr 21), and,
after the heads had relieved their consciences by
making a money-offering for the work of rebuild-
ing, all the exiles 'dwelt in their cities' {ib. v.70),
or, as Haggai complained, they ran ' every man to
his own house,1 and allowed God's House to lie
waste (Hag I9). In the autumn (Ezr 3lff·) they did
indeed gather themselves as one man to Jerusalem
for the erection of an altar of burnt-offering, ' but
the foundation of the temple of the Lord was not
yet laid' (ib. v.6).

How did the work of the temple begin at last in
earnest? We have two answers, one in a 'pro-
phetical' passage of Ezra (424 5 l f), written in the
Aramaic tongue, and another in a ' priestly' pas-
sage, written in Hebrew by the compiler of the
same book (38*13). The former treats the foundation
as already laid (cf. 516), and reckons the date by
the year of Darius characteristically, for the pro-
phet's eye always noted political changes; the
second, on the contrary, describes in touching
detail the laying of the foundation, and mentions
as the date 'the second year of their coming to
the House of God,' again characteristically, for the
priest's eye was all for the holy place. The dis-
crepancy between the two passages is one of words
only—(1) as regards date, if the Return of Zerub-
babel and Jeshua took place, as suggested above,
at the beginning of the reign of Darius; and (2) as
regards the nature of the work, if we assume that
after sixteen years of malice, neglect, and weather,
the foundations needed some attention, which
might be popularly described as relaying.

Ezr 38"13, however, has a great omission, it says
nothing of the activity of Haggai and Zechariah.
Yet there can be no doubt that the voice of these
two prophets was the deciding factor in the work ;
words such as Hag I4 29, Zee 46'10 were not uttered
in vain. In the second year of Darius, the second
year of their return to Palestine, the exiles began
to build, and in spite of an interruption by
Tattenai, governor of Syria (Ezr 53ff·), the house
was finished in the 6th year of Darius (615).

This account is traversed and disputed by some
modern critics. It is urged that Haggai and
Zechariah never mention the Great Return of
42,000 persons, and consequently it is maintained
that no considerable body of exiles (the Gola) did
return till the mission of Ezra, c. 432 B.C. (so Cheyne,
Introd. to Is. p. xxxix). From this it follows that
the temple which was completed c. 516 B.C. was
built, not by the returned exiles, but by 'the
people of the land,' the descendants of those left by
Nebuzar-adan. But what if Haggai and Zechariah
do not dwell upon the Return because they took part
in it, and spoke to those who took part in it ? What
if they do speak, at least once (Zee 615), as the fore-
runners of a mighty host advancing from Babylon ?
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One subject remains to be noticed, viz. the
attitude of the builders of the temple towards the
Samaritans. According to Ezr 42ί· (a passage due
to the compiler of the book) Zerubbabel and Jeshua
peremptorily rejected the offer of the ' adversaries
(any zarim, ' rivals') of Judah and Benjamin' to
co-operate in the rebuilding. Cheyne, on the
contrary, characterizes the story of rejection as
' pure imagination,' and asserts that the Samari-
tans maintained their connexion with the holy
place ' till Nehemiah, armed with a Persian fir-
man, interposed' (JRL p. 26).

After the completion of the temple a break of
nearly sixty years occurs in our records, and when
they speak again the Davidic line which Zerub-
babel had represented has disappeared. Some
critics {e.g. Cheyne and Sellin) partly fill the gap
with a reconstruction which represents Zerubbabel
as the accepted Messiah of the Jews, a rebel
against Persian authority, and a martyr whose
martyrdom ruined all the political prospects of the
house of David. Cheyne refers Zee 611"13 (in a
revised text) to the coronation and reign of Zerub-
babel (JBL p. 14 f.), and Sellin thinks that he is
meant by the Suffering Servant of Is 5213-5312.
The ruin of the walls of Jerusalem, which Nehe-
miah deplored (Neh I3), may have been part of the
vengeance taken by the Persians (or their deputies)
on the Messianic kingdom of Zerubbabel.

The biblical records begin again in * the seventh
year of Artaxerxes' (Ezr 78), i.e., if Artaxerxes
Longimanus be meant, in B.C. 458. In that year
Ezra the scribe, a man of high-priestly family,
went up to Jerusalem armed with a decree (given
in Aramaic, ib. vv.12-26) entrusting him with large
powers, and ordering a large offering to be made in
the king's name for the support of the worship of
the temple. Strangely enough all that we know
of the exercise of these powers is that Ezra called
an assembly of the whole people in order to deal
with the question of mixed marriages, that the
people acknowledged the duty of putting away
foreign wives, but pleaded for delay, and that a
formidable list was drawn up (including the names
of men of high-priestly family) of those who had
taken foreign wives. Out of this list four persons
(priests) actually ' gave their hands' to put away
their foreign wives (Ezr 106"44).

In the twentieth year of Artaxerxes (Neh 21·9),
i.e. in B.C. 445, came the mission of Nehemiah.
He, unlike Ezra, was a layman and an officer at
the Persian Court, and, unlike Ezra (Ezr 822),
enjoyed the prestige of arriving with an escort of
Persian officers and horsemen (Neh 29). In spirit,
however, Ezra and Nehemiah were one. Both
aimed at reforming the religion of their people on
lines stricter than any which had hitherto been
laid down. To Ezra (or to the school of which he
is the most conspicuous member) is probably due
that rewriting with increased stringency and
particularity of the earlier codes of the Hexateuch,
which resulted in the formation of that which is
commonly called the Priestly Code. The object
which Ezra and his adherents set before themselves
was the holiness of Israel (i.e. its separation from
other peoples, and its greater strictness in the
service of God).

Nehemiah worked on practical lines. He first
made the separation of Israel possible by rebuilding
the walls of Jerusalem 'in fifty and two days'
(Neh 615). He next removed the causes of disaffec-
tion among the poorer Jews by compelling the
richer sort to restore lands and houses taken in
pledge, and to forbear the exaction of usury (ib.
51"13). Ezra's edition of the book of the Law was
recited and explained before an assembly of the
whole people (ib. 81"8). At a great Day of Humi-
liation the people, headed by Nehemiah, vowed to

separate themselves from the ' people of the land,*
and to forbear from mixed marriages and from
buying and selling on the Sabbath ; they also
undertook to observe the seventh year as a year of
release, and to pay a third part of a shekel * for
the maintenance of the sanctuary and its services
(Neh 9lff· 10lff<). Lastly, Nehemiah took measures
for increasing the population of Jerusalem (Neh
ll l f f ))

Nehemiah's second mission to Jerusalem, ' in the
two and thirtieth year of Artaxerxes' (ib. 136),
i.e. c. 433 B.C., apparently lasted only a short time.
He found some of the old abuses still existing, and
acted with his accustomed vigour against them.
Some critics believe that Ezra's caravan of exiles
(Ezr 8lff·) returned not in B.C. 458 (see above), but in
connexion with this second mission of Nehemiah.

Of the fortunes of the Jews in the later days of
the Persian empire we know next to nothing for
certain, but it is probable that they took part in
the rising against Artaxerxes in. ' Ochus' (B.C. 361-
338), and were punished for it by a partial cap-
tivity to Hyrcania. The miseries of the times of
Ochus are, it is sometimes supposed, alluded to in
Is 24-27 and in several of the Psalms. On the
other side, Wellhausen (IJG* p. 160) believes that
the Jews increased greatly in numbers under
Persian rule, and that they assimilated to them-
selves a large element from ' the people of the
land' whom Ezra and Nehemiah had tried to
exclude.

11. The Greek Period.—The victory of Alexander
the Great over Darius at Issus (B.C. 333) put an end
to Persian rule in Syria. Greek influence was now
brought to bear upon Palestine from two great
centres, viz. Alexandria and Antioch. Moreover,
the Jewish people was forced by the stress of out-
ward events to leaven itself with foreign thoughts
and foreign customs. A great dispersion took
place. When at the beginning of the 3rd cent.
B.C. Syria was under the rule of Egypt, Ptolemy
the son of Lagus transported thousands of Jews to
Egypt, to serve as colonists and as a support to his
dynasty. Moreover, the Jews had learned to trade,
and the openings for world-wide traffic which
Alexander's conquests had made for the Greeks,
attracted the Jews also. Yet the Jews who spread
themselves abroad, left their hearts at home ; from
time to time they returned on visits to Jerusalem,
themselves Hellenized, and exerting a subtle
Hellenizing influence in the Holy City itself.

More than a hundred years, however, elapsed after
Alexander's conquests before Greek influence drew
the inhabitants of Judaea into serious political
trouble. For a long time the small province,
though hemmed in by Greek cities, Gaza, Joppa,
Straton's Tower (i.e. Csesarea), and Samaria, held
out against Hellenization. But at last, at the
beginning of the reign of Antiochus IV. Epiphanes
(B.C. 175-164), the Greek party in Jerusalem, to
which most of the ruling class belonged, felt them-
selves strong enough to take a decided step. A
certain Jason got himself appointed high priest by
Antiochus for a sum of money, with permission to
set up a gymnasium in Jerusalem, and to enrol its
inhabitants as citizens of Antioch, i.e. to confer on
them the title and privileges of these citizens. A
certain Menelaus in turn intrigued against Jason,
and succeeded in supplanting him as high priest.
The disorders consequent upon Greek innovations
and scandals in the high-priesthood led to the direct
interference of Antiochus, who in B.C. 168 had
undertaken an expedition against Egypt. Foiled
in this expedition by the veto of the Romans, Anti-
ochus wrathfully determined to reduce the affairs
of Judiea to order. The external means used were

* Probably equivalent to the half-shekel of Ex 3013 (cf. R y i e ,
Ezra-Neh. p. 274 note).
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a massacre, an enslavement, and a Syrian occupa-
tion of the citadel {ή άκρα) of Jerusalem. On these
followed an attempted conversion by force of the
Jewish people to heathenism. The observance of
the Sabbath and of circumcision was forbidden,
copies of the Law were burnt, an altar was erected
to Zeus in Jerusalem, and the Jews were compelled
under penalty to participate in heathen sacrifices
and to eat swine's flesh (1 Mac 215ff·, 2 Mac 618ff·).
A large party among the Jews were willing to fall
in (at least outwardly) with the king's plans, a
large party again (the O'Tpq h&sldlm, Gr. Άσιδαωι)
preferred to offer only passive resistance (1 Mac
229-38 7io-i7)} fcut t n e r e w a s fortunately a third
party—perhaps not large in numbers at first—led
by a priestly family afterwards called ' Maccabees.'
Judas * the Maccabee' was a hero of the stamp of
David. Personally brave, he was also no con-
temptible leader, and though he died early, he
had first taught the Jewish forces to face their
enemies in battle with success.

The campaigns of Judas fall into three divisions.
(1) Defensive, against the Syrians. By victories
at Beth-horon and at Beth-zur he repulsed the
enemy advancing from the West and from the South,
and was not overcome until, in B.C. 162, Lysias,
accompanied by the young king Antiochus v.,
led an army of 120,000 men and thirty-two
elephants (1 Mac 630) into Judaea. (2) Offensive-
defensive in Gilead and (with his brother Simon in
immediate command) in Galilee. From both these
districts the Jewish * garrisons,' with their wives
and children, were withdrawn and brought into
Judaea. (3) Offensive, against the Edomites and
Philistines, to enlarge the borders of his tiny
state.

Against the immense resources of the Syrian
kingdom the courage and skilful generalship of
Judas would perhaps have failed had they not
been seconded by the rivalries of various claimants
to the Syrian throne. In the hour of victory
(B.C. 162) Lysias was forced to grant to the Jews
that religious freedom, the denial of which had
occasioned the five years' war. In spite of further
conflicts, in the course of which Judas fell, the
cause of Jewish autonomy never went back, and
at last, in B.C. 153, Jonathan the brother of Judas
was able to put on the sacred vestments as high
priest of the Jews, acknowledged by Alexander
Balas, king of Syria (1 Mac io15ff-59ff·)· In B.C. 142
Simon, the brother and successor of Jonathan,
forced the Syrian garrison to evacuate the citadel
of Jerusalem, and in the following year the whole
nation of the Jews acknowledged the great services
of the Maccabaean family by declaring Simon to be
* high priest, captain, and governor' for ever (1 Mac
1427"47). See, further, art. MACCABEES.

[The later history belongs rather to the Intro-
duction to the NT. See NEW TESTAMENT TIMES,
HISTORY OF].
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Kuenen, Die Chronol. d. pers. Zeitalters, and Das Werk Esra'8
('Gesam. Abhandl.,' 212 ff., 370 ff.); W. H. Kosters, Wiederher-
stellung Israels, Deutsch von A. Basedow; various works by
y. Hoonacker, esp. Nouvclles Etudes sur la Restauration
juive, 1896; E. Meyer, Entstehung d. Judenthums; Τ. Κ.
Cheyne, Jewish Religious Life after the Exile (' JRL'), 1898
(cf. Introduction to the Book of Isaiah, p. xxxiii ff.); P. H.
Hunter, After the Exile: a Hundred Years of Jewish History
and Literature, 1890: see also E. Sellin, Serubbabel (an
attempted reconstruction of the career of Zerubbabel), 1898.

On the Maccabsean Period:—E. Schurer, Jewish People in
the Time of Christ, Div. i. vol. i., Eng. tr. by J. Macpherson,
1890 ; A. W. Streane, Age of the Maccabees, 1898.

(C) Works illustrating the History of Israel from the Monu-
ments :—E. Schrader (and other Assyriologists), Keilinschift-
liche Bibliothek (' KIB* most important historical inscriptions
occur in vol. ii. and vol. iii. 2, 1890, v. 1896 [Tel el-Amarna
tablets]: Assyr. text transliterated and accompanied by a Germ,
trn.), Keilinschriften u. AT, ed. 2, 1883, Cuneiform Inscrip-
tions and the OT, Eng. tr. by Owen O. Whitehouse; H.
Winckler, Keilinschriftliches Textbuch zum AT (a selection
from the inscriptions of those passages which illustrate pas-
sages of the OT), 1892, ATliche Wntersuchungen (discussions
of OT passages mainly in the light of Inscriptions), 1892 ; A. H.
Sayce (editor), RP,' 2nd ser. 1894 (translations of Assyrian
and Babylonian Inscriptions and of early Egyptian documents),
Higher Criticism and the Verdict of the Monuments (1894);
J. F. McCurdy, History, Prophecy, and the Monuments, 1894-96 ;
W. St. C. Boscawen, The Bible and the Monuments, 1895; Hogarth,
Archceology and Authority, 1899 (OT part by S. R. Driver).

(D) Historical Geography:—G. A. Smith, HGHL; Townsend
MacCoun, The Holy Land in Geography and History, New York,
1898 (excellent view-like maps).

(E) Archaeology:—W. Nowack, Heb. Archdologie, 1894; J.
Benzinger, Heb. Archaologie, 1894 ; the Publications of the
PEF, particularly F. J. Bliss, Excavations at Jerusalem, 1898 ;
Flinders Petrie, Tell-el-Hesy (Lachish); F. Buhl, Geschichte der
Edomiter, 1893.

(F) Literary Histories:—Valuable hints are scattered through-
out Driver, LOT; Robertson Smith, OTJC and Prophets of
Israel; E. Kautzsch, Outline of the History of the Literature
of the OT, Eng. tr. by J. Taylor, 1898.

(G) Histories of Religion :—A. Kuenen, Religion of Israel to
the Fall of the Jewish State, Eng. tr. by A. H. May, 1874,1875 ;
A. Duff, OT Theology, 1891; J. Robertson, Early Religion of
Israel, 1892; H. Schultz, ATliche Theologie, Aufl. 5, 1895,
do. Eng. tr. of ed. 4, 1894 ; R. Smend, ATliche Religions-
geschichte, 1893 ; A. Dillmann, Handbuch der A Tlichen Theol.,
Hrsg. v. R. Kittel, 1895. A work on this subject is expected
from Prof. A. B. Davidson.

(H) Chronology. Add to the list given under CHRONOLOGY
OP OLD TEST. vol. i. p. 403:—C. Niebuhr, Chronologie der
Geschichte Israels, JEgyptens, Babyloniens, und Assyriens
von B.c. 2000-700. "W. EMERY BARNES.

ISRAEL, KINGDOM OF.—The tribes that had
settled in the south of Pal. were from the first cut
off from the northern tribes by a line of Canaanitish
cities, Har-heres, Gezer, Aijalon, and Shaalbim
(Jg l29·35) ; and during the period of the judges,
while there was a growing tendency among the
northern tribes to coalesce under pressure of
invasion, the southern tribes remained distinct.
Saul never seems to have gained a paramount
influence over these mountaineers of the S., who in
large numbers espoused the cause of David.
Though the latter, by choosing as his capital
Jerus., which lay on the border-land between
Benjamin and Judah, and other acts of diplomacy,
succeeded in uniting for a time the northern and
southern tribes, the union seems never to have
been very complete, and once at least the jealousy
between them nearly broke out into civil war
(2 S 1941-202). Solomon's policy was specially cal-
culated to exasperate the northern tribes. While
they were heavily taxed, and had forced labour
imposed upon them, his own tribe seems to have
been entirely exempt (1 Κ 47'19 513"18). The re-
bellion led by Jeroboam, which was suppressed by
Solomon, broke out in more formidable propor-
tions under Rehoboam, who continued with even
greater severity the oppressive policy of his father.

The separation, encouraged by the prophet Ahij ah,
who objected to Solomon's idolatrous practices
(1 Κ II29"39), took place without serious opposition,
and Jeroboam became the first king of Israel (1220).
His aim was to counteract the centralizing effect
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of the great temple at Jerus. by setting up a
more popular ritual at two of the many already
existing local shrines, Bethel and Dan (1229), where
from this time J" was worshipped under the
symbol of a golden calf, probably as the God of
agriculture. This cult may be regarded as a
reaction from that more spiritual mode of worship
which, under prophetic influence, had been estab-
lished at Jerusalem. The view of the editor of the
Book of Kings, that Jeroboam's act was a schismatic
separation from the worship of the only legal
sanctuary, is the reflexion of a post-Deut. age.

The hostility between North and South continued
intermittently until the political and commercial
alliance between Ahab and Jehoshaphat. While
the invasions of Shishak (1 Κ 1425) and Zerah
(2 Ch 149) weakened the power of Judah, Israel
was already being hampered by the growing power
of the Syrians of Damascus (1 Κ 2034). Ahab,
whose father Omri was the founder of the dynasty,
married Jezebel, daughter of Ethbaal, king of the
Zidonians (1 Κ 1631ff·), and she introduced the
worship of the Tyrian Baal and Ashtaroth, with
its cruel and immoral rites. In this she was
opposed with varying success by the prophets
Elijah and Elisha (1 Κ 18 ff.), through whose influ-
ence the dynasty was eventually overthrown by
Jehu, and the cult exterminated by him (2 Κ 9.10).

During this period the Syrians of Damascus began
to take a prominent part in the history of Israel.
Were the scanty records of OT our only source of
information, we should have supposed the relation
between Israel and Syria to have been that of
practically unbroken hostility, the treaty of Ben-
hadad II. in 1 Κ 2034 appearing as merely a compact
wrung from him in a moment of danger, and broken
at the first opportunity (221·2). In fact, the pro-
phetic historian had little interest in events which
lay outside the horizon of Israel, and even within it
he had little in those which did not directly serve
his religious purpose. We find, for example, no
explanation how it was that Ramoth-gilead, after
the events of 1 Κ 22, passed into the hands of the
Israelites, as we find it in 2 Κ 828 91. Again, from
the variety of sources from which the history is
drawn without the needful sifting and arrange-
ment, there are some serious inconsistencies. It
is difficult, for example, to reconcile 2 Κ 623 with
624. From the Assyr. inscriptions, however, we
learn that in 854 Israel was a member of a very
important alliance of small kingdoms centring in
Damascus, which was summoned to his assistance
by Irkhulini, king of Hamath, against the Assyr.
king, Shalmaneser n. (see BABYLONIA, vol. i.
p. 184b). Ahab is said to have furnished no fewer
than 2000 (!) chariots and 10,000 footmen, Benhadad
1200 chariots and 10,000 footmen. Altogether
80,000 to 90,000 men were brought into the field.
A great battle was fought at Rarkar (Aroer).
After a desperate encounter the Assyrians claim
to have won the day, killing 14,000 (or according
to another account 20,500), but Shalmaneser seems
to have been too crippled to make any further
advance. The alliance now appears to have
broken up. At any rate, in the next two Assyr.
campaigns against Benhadad, in 849 and 846, Ahab
takes no part. Syria, from its position, was more
exposed to attack than Israel·, which was en-
couraged by this circumstance to attempt the
recovery of Ramoth-gilead (1 Κ 221). During
Benhadad's reign hostilities between the two
kingdoms usually took the form of guerilla war-
fare, bands of the Syrians continually breaking
into the country and carrying off spoil. Hazael,
the murderer and successor of Benhadad II., proved
a far more serious enemy. At first, however, he
was kept in check by Assyria. In 842 Shalmaneser
invaded Syria, defeated Hazael, who was now

deserted by his allies, with the loss of 1600 men,
but was not successful in his attempt to take
Damascus. The other small states, and J ehu among
them, did not venture to resist, but sent tribute to
Shalmaneser. The account of this campaign is
inscribed on what is known as the Black Obelisk
in the British Museum (No. 98). One of the
sculptures represents Jehu paying tribute to Shal-
maneser, and underneath is the following inscrip-
tion :—* The tribute of Yahuah (Jehu), son of
Khumri (Omri!), silver, gold, bowls of gold, vessels
of gold, goblets of gold, pitchers of gold, lead,
sceptres for the king's hand, (and) staves I received'
(see BP v. 41). But towards the end of Jehu's
reign Hazael, left unmolested by Assyria, invaded
the territory of the Transjordanic tribes with such
effect as to reduce them to complete submission
(2 Κ 1032· 33). He afterwards invaded the South,
taking Gath, and forcing even Jerus. to capitulate.
In Israel itself, during the reign of Jehoahaz, the
son and successor of Jehu, Hazael's successes were
so great that the fighting men were reduced to the
merest minimum (2 Κ 137). The tide of fortune
began to turn in the reign of his son Jehoash, who
is said to have recovered from Benhadad ill. all the
cities taken from his father by Hazael. He also
defeated an expedition sent out by Amaziah, king
of Judah, and proceeded to invest Jerus., where he
broke down a large part of the wall and reduced
it to submission (2 Κ 1413). It was during his
reign that Ramman-nirari, the warlike grandson
of Shalmaneser π., defeated the feeble Mari'a, the
successor of Benhadad ill., and even took Damascus;
but it is not certain whether the Israelites were
affected by this campaign. The Syrians being thus
temporarily crushed, and the Assyrians being at first
too much engaged with Eastern affairs, and after-
wards too much weakened by internal discords and
the feebleness of their rulers to interfere, the king-
dom of Isr. continued to gain strength, and reached
the height of its power under Jeroboam IL, who
even * recovered Damascus and Hamath' (2 Κ 1428).

With Jeroboam's death the kingdom rapidly
declined. Divided by political factions, enervated
by its moral corruption and social selfishness
(Hos 411'14, Am 28 41 85·6 etc.), it easily fell a
prey to the Assyrians, who gained an accession
of strength under the warlike Tiglath-pileser ill.
(Pul, 2 Κ 1519). With the exception of Pekah,
none of the petty kings, who ruled for very
short periods, have the least historical importance,
except so far as by their folly or sel fishness they
advanced the ruin of their country. Twice Tiglath-
pileser successfully invaded the North, and on
both occasions probably Menahem paid tribute,
thereby reducing his country to vassalage for the
sake of securing his own rule, and in order to
obtain money had to impose heavy taxes (2 Κ 1519ί·).
A spirited effort to resist Assyria was made by
Pekah, who, like so many of the kings of Israel,
gained his kingdom by the sword. In alliance
with Rezin, king of Damascus, he invaded Judah
(in 735), in order to depose Ahaz and set up the
Syrian Tabeel, with a view to forming an alliance
against Assyria (Is 71"9). But Ahaz had already
submitted, and sent tribute, to Tiglath-pileser, and
in the next year the latter invaded the North and
utterly defeated Rezin and other Syrian members
of the alliance, capturing and spoiling no fewer
than 591 Syrian cities. At the same time the
Israelitish cities east of Jordan fell into his hands
(2 Κ 1529), and the population was taken captive ;
some of the Western cities were also taken. Pekah
himself was forced to take refuge in Samaria, while
the rest of the country was reduced to a desert.
The final effort to throw off the Assyr. yoke made
by Hoshea, who adopted the fatal policy of allying
himself with So (Shabaka), king of Egypt (2 Κ
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174), brought about the invasion of Israel by Shal-
maneser, and the final captivity of Israel (in 721).

The most striking feature in the history of the
kingdom of Israel is its want of stability. There
was no one central bond, either religious or political,
to unite the people and infuse a national spirit.
The seat of royalty was constantly being changed
—Shechem, Tirzah, Samaria. Dynasty followed
dynasty; one succeeding the other by violence.
The longest, that of Jehu, lasted only live genera-
tions. The king generally held his life in his
hands, and often had to maintain his authority by
acts of terrorism and cruelty. There was no
central religious shrine to inspire a common feeling
of reverence. Religious worship, if not always
absolutely revolting, as in the days of Ahab and
Ahaziah, was to a large extent heathenish in its
methods and conceptions (Hos 413 714 Am 45 814),
and in the declining days of the nation's history
exercised no influence on its social life. At the
same time the history has its elements of interest.
While the Judseans, in their isolated position on
the S. hills, were developing that marked national
character which has distinguished them from other
nations, the Isr. were constantly coming in contact
with the Can. and other foreign tribes. From
these they derived not merely the evils of a bad
religious influence, but also many of the advantages
of a higher civilization and culture. Humanly
speaking there were greater possibilities in the N.
than in the S. Until almost the last page of their
history, from Elijah downwards, all the great
prophets came from the North, or, like Amos,
carried on their work there. If in the more refined
worship of Solomon's temple was the germ of the
stately ritual of post-exilic Judaism, we must con-
fess that it was in the teaching of Northern pro-
phets, such as Elijah and Hosea, that we can trace
the main growth of those spiritual truths which
became the precious heritage of the Jews, and
through them of the Christian world.,

LITERATURE.—Apart from the historical books of OT and the
works of the prophets Amos and Hosea, the most important
sources of information are the monumental remains, esp. those of
Assyria. Collections of these are contained in R.P, Schrader,COT
The history has been thoroughly treated in Ewald's HI (Tr.
1883-1885), and those of Wellhausen, Kittel, and Reuss. On
archaeological questions, Nowack's Heb. Arch. 1894, is by far
the best. The * Books of Kings' in the Speakers Commentary,
though from a critical point of view behind the time, still con-
tains much useful information. A History of the Hebrew
People by Professor Kent is an excellent book,' and quite up to
date. The second volume appeared after this article was

written. F H WOODS.

ISRAELITE (Jn I47).—See NATHANAEL.

ISSACHAR (WB», pointed by the Massoretes
ψ] * Yissakar, the second ν being ignored, but

the true pointing should probably be ιϊψ ν:; LXX
Swete Ίσσαχάρ (but Tisch. Ίσσάχαρ), and so NT,Treg.
WH ; Ίσαχάρ TR).—1. The ninth son of Jacob and
the fifth of Leah, Gn 3018 3523 etc. The meaning of
the name is uncertain. Probably it means ' there
is a reward' (cf. Jer 3116, 2 Ch 157); if Well-
hausen's suggestion {Text der Biich. Sam. 95), that
the name should be interpreted as i?"p B>% is
correct, it will probably mean ' hired' labourer,'
though it might also be translated 'man of re-
ward,' whatever the precise sense of that might
be. In favour of the view that it means 'hired
labourer' is the character given to the tribe in the
Blessing of Jacob (Gn 4914·15). Kuenen {ThT v.
292 f.) has inferred from this passage that it is to its
subiect condition that the tribe owes its name
Ball {SBOT Genesis, on Gn 3018) thinks it may mean
' Sokar's man,' Sokar or Seker being an Egyptian
god, but perhaps is a designation of the tribal
totem, meaning 'The Red' and referring to the ass

• Ben-Naphtali (Baer, Gen. p. 84) poin

(cf. Gn 4914). In Genesis a double explanation of the
name is given. J accounts for it by the fact that
Leah hired Jacob from Rachel with the mandrakes
found by Reuben (Gn 3016). Ε interprets it as a
reward conferred by God on Leah, because she
had given Zilpah to Jacob (v.18).

Our knowledge of the tribe is very meagre. Its
territory in Palestine is of uncertain extent, for
the delimitation of its boundaries in Jos 1917"23 is
from Ρ (cf. Dillm. ad loc, and Moore on Jg 515).
It lay S. of Zebulun and Naphtali, and N. of
Manasseh. On the E. it was bounded by the
Jordan. Whether it ever reached the sea is un-
certain (see Dt 3318·19). Probably it remained an
inland tribe. Its lot included nominally the very
fertile plain of Esdraelon, but this was for the
most part in the possession of the Canaanites.
Robinson says : ' We were greatly struck with the
richness and productiveness of the splendid plains,
especially of Lower Galilee, including that of
Esdraelon. . . . Zebulun and Issachar had the
cream of Palestine' {BEP2 iii. 160). Since the
tribe is not mentioned in Jg 1, we do not know
anything of the circumstances of its settlement in
Palestine. Apparently both Deborah and Barak
belonged to it, and in Deborah's Song (Jg 515) it is
mentioned as having taken part in the battle
against Sisera. One of the judges, Tola, is said
to have belonged to it (Jg 101·2, on the text of
which see Moore's note). Baasha, who conspired
against, slew, and succeeded Nadab the son of
Jeroboam I., also sprang from this tribe (1 Κ 1527).
In the Blessing of Jacob (Gn 4914·15) the tribe is
taunted with its indolent preference of undisturbed
enjoyment of its fruitful land to independence.
The reference would be to a later period than the
conflict with Sisera, in which it had taken a dis-
tinguished part. No reproach is uttered in the
Blessing of Moses (Dt 33i8·19). The latter passage
is obscure (see Driver's note), but it apparently re-
fers to the possession by Zebulun and Issachar of
sanctuaries to which non-Israelites ('the peoples')
resorted, and to material advantages which these
tribes thus secured. 'The peoples' (v.19) would
probably be Phoenicians, on account of the refer-
ence to 'the abundance of the seas.'

According to Ρ the numbers of this tribe at the
first census amounted to 54,400 (Nu I29), at the
second to 64,300 (2625); while the Chronicler gives
the number in the time of David as 145,600. Un-
fortunately we can attach no w eight to any of
these figures.

2. Mentioned in the Chronicler's list of Korahite
doorkeepers as the seventh son of Obed - edom
(1 Ch 265). A. S. PEAKE.

ISSHIAH (.Ttr).-—1. One of the heads of the tribe
of Issachar, 1 Ch 73 (AV Ishiah). 2. A Korahite
who joined David at Ziklag, 1 Ch 126 (AV Jesiah).
3. The son of Uzziel, 1 Ch 2320 (AV Jesiah), 2425.
i. A Levite, 1 Ch 2421. See GENEALOGY.

ISSHIJAH (n#:).— One of those who had married
a foreign wife, Ezr 1031 (AV Ishijah), called in 1 Es
932 Aseas.

ISSUE.—See MEDICINE.

ISTALCURUS (A Ίστάλ/covpos, Β Ίστάκαλκοή
1 Es 840.—' Uthi the son of Istalcurus' here stands
for ' Uthai and Zabbud' in Ezr 814 (Α καΧ Ζαβοιίδ, Β
om.). The name is apparently a corruption of the
form in the £er£ usi) ('and Zaccur'). See
ZABBUD.

ITALA YERSION,—See VERSIONS.

ITALIAN BAND.—See AUGUSTUS' BAND.
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ITALY (Ιταλία), the geog. term for the country
containing the headquarters of the Rom. empire,
was originally applied only to the S. part of the
peninsula round the Gulf of Tarentum. It was
afterwards extended to include all the country to
the foot of the Alps. J ews first attained prominence
in Italy after the triumph of Pompey, B.C. 62, and,
under the protection of Julius Caesar, they rapidly
increased in numbers. They seem to have char-
acteristically appropriated a quarter of the capital,
and spread to other cities. Horace {Sat. I. ix. 69,
* vin' tu curtis Judseis oppedere') and Juvenal {Sat.
iii. 296 and xiv. 96, ' Judaicum ediscunt jus') speak
of them as a constant element in the population.
In A.D. 50 an imperial edict of Claudius banished
the Jews from Rome, possibly owing to riots be-
tween the latter and the Christians (Suet. Claud.
xxv.) as to the claims of Christ to be the Messiah.
Aquila and Priscilla are mentioned among the exiles
(Ac 182) from L, which is apparently used as almost
synonymous with Rome. See, further, Schiirer,
HJP π. ii. 232 ff., and the Literature cited there.

Cornelius, the first Gentile convert to Christi-
anity, is described as a member of the Italian band
or cohort (Ac 101), i.e. the regiment recruited in I.,
and consisting of native Italians, as distinguished
from troops levied in the provinces. See AUGUSTUS'
BAND.

I. is again mentioned as the destination of St.
Paul (Ac 271) when he appealed to Caesar. The
ship on which the prisoners \yere embarked was
on its way back to Adramyttium in Mysia, and
would call at several ports on the coast of Asia, at
one of which the centurion intended to transfer
his charges to a vessel bound for Rome. This
shows the existence of a considerable trade be-
tween that city and the Mediter. ports. The ex-
pression in He 1324 * they of I. {ol άττό rijs Ίταλ/as)
salute you,' is of too uncertain meaning to decide
anything as to either the destination or the place
of composition of this Epistle.

Christianity was introduced into I. in early
times, probably on the return of the Roman Jews
who are called (strangers from Rome' (Ac 210) to
their native country after the Feast of Pentecost.
The Ep. to the Romans, written about A.D. 58,
points to the existence of a numerous body of
Christians in that city who were partly Jews and
partly Gentiles (Ro I1"3). C. H. PRICHARD.

ITERATE.—Sir 4123 ' Of iterating and speaking
again, that which thou hast heard' (άπό devrep-
ώσβω*, RV ' Of repeating'). Cf. Knox, Works,
iii. 56, ' I knaw ye will say, it [the Mass] is none
uther sacrifice, but the self same, save that it is
iteratit and renewit'; Boyle, Works, iv. 552,
' Having wiped and cleansed away the spot, I
iterated the experiment.' The mod. ' reiterate'
is scarcely equivalent. J. HASTINGS.

ITHAI OON).—A Benjamite, one of David's
heroes, 1 Ch II 3 1. In the parallel passage 2 S 2329,
the name is V?N ITTAI (wh. see).

ITHAMAR (TD^X «island of palms' (?)*) is known
to us only from Ρ and the Chronicler. According
to these writers I. was the youngest son of Aaron
by Elisheba (Ex β23, Nu 32 2660, 1 Ch 63 241). To-
gether with his three brothers, and Aaron their
father, he was consecrated to the priesthood
(Ex 281), but the two elder brothers Nadab and
Abihu were slain for offering strange fire (Lv 10;
cf. Nu 34 2661, 1 Ch 242).

During the wilderness wanderings the taber-
nacle and its equipment, together with the Ger-

and Merarites, ̂shonites were under the supreme
* See Hommel, Ane. Heb. Trad. 116; Gray, Reb. Proper

Names, 246 n.

direction of Ithamar (Ex 3821, Nu 428· », 78). In the
reign of David the families of Eleazar and I. are
said to have been divided into courses in the pro-
portion of two to one (cf. 1 Ch 243·4). The compiler
of the books of Chronicles represents the high
priesthood as descending in unbroken succession
until the captivity in the family of Eleazar (1 Ch
63"14). But in the earlier historical books we find
the ark under the charge of Eli and his descend-
ants, and a comparison of 1 Ch 243, 1 S 229, 143

would suggest that Eli belonged to the house of I.
Josephus expressly states that this was the case
{Ant. vin. i. 3). See High Priest under PEIESTS
AND LEVITES. W. C. ALLEN.

ITHIEL (^Ji% prob. 'with me is God').— 1. A
Benjamite (Neh II7). See GENEALOGY. 2. One
of two persons to whom Agur addressed his
oracular sayings, the other being Ucal (Pr 301).
Neither LXX nor Vulg. recognizes a proper name
here, and most modern commentators point differ-
ently, ^NI hx *η\νφ *?κ ντίό instead of WJVN^ Wn\x̂
*?px], and tr. *I have wearied myself, Ο God, I
have wearied myself, 0 God, and am consumed.'
So RVm. H. A. WHITE.

ITHLAH (nfr:, Β Σειλα0ά, Α Ίβθλά, AV Jethlah).
—A town of Dan, near Aijalon, Jos 1942. The site
is unknown.

ITHMAH (non?).— A Moabite, one of David's
heroes, 1 Ch II 4 6.

ITHNAN ($r).— A city in the Negeb of Judah
(Jos 1523) whose site is uncertain. It is preceded
by Hazor and followed by Ziph. In the Β text of
the LXX it is combined with the former of these
names, *Ασ ορίων άιν, and in A with the latter Ίθναζίφ,
although Luc. has Ίθνάν, Ζείψ.

ITHRA (ίοιν < abundance' (?), 'Ιοθόρ). — The
father of Amasa, and husband of Abigail, David's
sister. He is described as an Israelite (2 S 1725), but
the Chronicler undoubtedly has the better reading,
'Jether the Ishmaelite' (1 Ch 217 ^ a ^ n in;; Β Ίοθόρ,
Α Ίεθέρ), which is also given by A at 2 S 17. See
JETHER.

ITHRAN (pTjr).—1. Eponym of a Horite clan,
Gn 3626, 1 Ch I41. 2. An Asherite chief, 1 Ch 737,
possibly identical with Jether of the following
verse. See GENEALOGY.

ITHRE AM (DJH?: 2 S 35 ; Β Ίεθεραάμ, Α Είεθεραάμ ;
1 Ch 33 Ίθαράμ, ΑΊεθράμ, Jethraam), the sixth son of
David by EGLAH (wh. see), born to him at Hebron.

ITHRITE, THE Oijvn ; Β ό Αίθαραΐος, 6 Έθθεναΐος,
6 Ήθηρεί [Χ ό Ίθηρεί], Ίοθηρεί; Α Έθραΐος, Ίεθρ'ιτψ,
Ίεθβρί), a gentilic adjective applied to the descend-
ants of a family of Kiriath-jearim (1 Ch 253),
amongst whom were two of David's guard (2 S
2338, 1 Ch II 4 0 IRA and GAREB). Possibly, however,
the text of 2 S 23 and 1 Ch 11 should be pointed
nj?!n=* the Jattirite' (so Thenius, Klostermann,
Budde), i.e. an inhabitant of Jattir (mentioned in
1 S 3027 as one of David's haunts) in the hill-country
of Judah (Jos 1548 2114). The Peshitta (2 S 2388a,

reads

rendering 2 S 2026.

( = of Jattir), cf. its

J. Γ. STENNING.

ITS.—'Its' does not occur in AV of 1611. But
in Lv 255 ' i t ' was used where we should now use
*its' (4That which groweth of it owne accord of
thy harvest, thou shalt not reape'), and in 1660
this was changed into ' its,' and is so printed in all
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modern editions. That is the only place in which
even in modern edd. the word is found.

There is no doubt that about 1611 ' i t s ' had
begun to struggle for recognition. But it is not
once used by Spenser ; and although it is found
nine times in Shakespeare's First Folio (five of
these in Winter's Tale), it is suspected that they
were all introduced after his death. Bacon has it
very rarely ; Milton three times in his poetry
{PL i. 254, iv. 813; Ode on Nativity, 106) and
twice in his prose. By the time of Milton's death
the word was established in the language.

The third pers. pron. in Anglo-Saxon was—
Mas. Fern. Neut.

Nom. he heo hit
Gen. his hire his

The mas. forms are still in use; the fern, were
both changed early ; the nom. of the neut. lost its
h, but retained his as the regular form for the
gen. {i.e. possessive) up to the time we have spoken
of. Consequently in AV his is the usual poss.
case of ' i t ' as well as of 'he.' Thus Gn 315 ' i t
shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his
heel' (Tind. ' And that seed shall tread the on
the heed, and thou shalt tread hit on the hele');
Lv 2337 ' everything upon his day ' ; Nu 208 ' speak
ye unto the rock, and it shall give forth his
water ' ; Pr 2331 ' Look not thou upon the wine
when it is red, when it giveth his colour in the
cup, when it moveth itself (1611 it selfe) aright';
2 Es 419 ' the sea also hath his place to bear his
floods'; Wis 1920 'The fire had power in the
water, forgetting his own virtue; and the water
forgat his own quenching nature.'

But when the poss. of both genders was the
same there was always the risk of some confusion.
Examples that need attention are, Lv I 1 5 ' And
the priest shall bring it unto the altar, and wring
off his (RV ' its') head, and burn it on the al tar ' ;
1 S 69 ' if it goeth up by the way of his own coast
to Bethshemesh' (RV ' its own border'); 2 S 617

' And they brought in the ark of the LORD, and
set it in his place' (RV ' i ts ' ) ; Dn 79 ' I beheld
till the thrones were cast down, and the Ancient
of days did sit, whose garment was white as
snow, and the hair of his head like the pure wool:
his (mas.) throne was like the fiery flame, and his
(neut.) wheels (RV ' the wheels thereof) as burn-
ing fire'); Mt 633 ' But seek ye first the kingdom
of God, and his righteousness' {i.e. ' God's right-
eousness ; but Tind. has ' the kyngdome of heven
and the rightwisnes therof,' and he is followed
by Cov., Cran., and Gen. ; Rhem. ' the justice of
him' ; Bish. as AV, which is practically the trn

of Wye. 'seke ye first the kyngdom of god and
his rightfulnesse'; RV ' But seek ye first his
kingdom, and his righteousness,' omitting του
θ€οϋ with edd.); 1 Co 1538 'But God giveth it a
body as it hath pleased him, and to every seed his
own body' (RV ' a body of its own').

Various methods were adopted to avoid con-
fusion between 'his ' mas. and neut. (1) The use
of ' i t ' for the poss. is regarded as a dialectic
peculiarity, belonging to the North - Western
counties. Its single occurrence in AV (Lv 255)
comes from the Geneva version.* Its presence
in Shaks. is sometimes due to imitation of the
language of childhood ; thus King John II. i. 160—

' Go to it grandam, child :
Give grandam kingdom, and it grandam will
Give it a plum, a cherry, and a fig.,'

But this is not always the case; and examples
* The LXX is r» βώτόμητα. ά,να,βα,ίνοντοί. In Ac 12H) the same

Gr. Word (*)τ/? κυτομάτη ηνοίχθν) [edd. fjvoiyv)] «,υτόϊς) is t r d in AV
' the iron gate . . . which opened to them of his own accord.'
In Luther's Bible Lv 255 is von ihm selber; Ac 1210 von ihr
selbst. The Gen. NT has in Ac 12W ' which opened to them by
it owne accorde.'

may be quoted from other authors, as Judgement
of Synode of Dort (1619), p. 9, 'Election . . . is
to bee propounded with the spirit of discretion,
religiously, and holily, in it place and time."
Indeed the often occurring ' i t self in AV 1611,
is an example just as good as ' i t own': cf. Bp.
Hall, Works, ii. 79 ('Contemplations,' bk. iii.),
' Why may wee not distinguish of fire, as it is it
selfe, a bodily creature, and as it is an instrument
of God's justice, so working, not by any materiall
vertue, or power of it owne, but by a certain
height of supernaturall efficacie, to which it is
exalted by the omnipotence of that supreme and
righteous Judge ?' (2) Occasionally the was used
for 'his,' as in Robynson's trn of More's Utopia
(Lumby's ed. p. 101), 'They marveile also that
golde, whych of the owne nature is a thing so un-
profytable, is nowe amonge all people in so hyghe
estimation.' (3) Sometimes the noun was per-
sonified and the fern, her then used. This is
Milton's favourite device, as in Hymn on Nativity,
140—

* And Hell it self will pass away,
And leave her dolorous mansions to the peering day.1

Cf. Tindale's trn of Nu 49·1 0 ' And they shall take
a cloth of Iacyncte and cover the candelsticke of
light and hir lampes and hir snoffers and fyre
pannes and all hir oyle vessels which they occupye
aboute it, and shall put apon her and on all hir
instrumentes, a coverynge of taxus skynnes, and
put it apon staves.' So in AV, Jon I1 5 ' the sea
ceased from her raging' ; Rev 222 ' the tree of
life, which . . . yielded her fruit every month.'
(4) Occasionally 'of i t ' was adopted, as Dn 75

' it had three ribs in the mouth of it, between the
teeth of it.' (5) Very often the phrase was slightly
turned, and 'thereof used, as by Fuller, Pisgah
Sight, p. 40, 'Twice was it [Solomon's Temple]
pillaged by foreign foes, and four times by her
own friends before the final destruction thereof.'
But ' the most curious thing of all in the history
of the word " i t s " is the extent to which, before
its recognition as a word admissible in serious
composition, even the occasion for its employment
was avoided or eluded. This is very remarkable
in Shakespeare. The very conception which we
express by " its " probably does not occur once in
his works for ten times that it is to be found in
any modern writer. So that we may say the
invention, or adoption, of this form has changed
not only our English style, but even our manner
of thinking.'—Craik, Eng. of Shaks. p. 103.

J. HASTINGS.
ITTAI (v?x, perh. 'companionable').—1. A native

of Gath, whence he was banished (?) (2 S 1519) with
600 followers, who with their families (v.22) joined
David not long (v.20) before the revolt of Absalom.
('After him,' etc., in v.18 refers to Ittai, whose
name has probably dropped out. So Wellhausen in
Driver, Heb. Text of Sam. ad loc). Ewald, follow-
ing Jos. {Ant. VII. ix. 2), identifies this band with
the 600 whom David commanded when an outlaw
(1 S 2313 2513 272 309), and these, again, with the
gibborim (mighty men), reading, after Thenius, in
v.18 gibborim for Gittim. The LXX and Vulg.
are cited as supporting this emendation ; but the
LXX here is at once conflated and defective. The
genuine LXX (ace. to Wellhausen) and the Vulg.
interpolation are merely explanatory of 'Cherethites
—Gittites.' The gibborim of 2 S Ϊ66 included the
Cherethites, etc.; see also 2 S 238. David's original
followers were Hebrews (1 S 222), but Ittai's 600
were Philistines (2 S 1518 'from Gath,' 20 ' thy
brethren'); on the other hand they were different
from the Cherethites, etc., whose captain was
Benaiah. It may be added that the phrase ' the
Gittith' (titles of Ps 8. 81. 84) is rendered by Hit-
zig and Delitzsch ' a march of the Gittite guard.'
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The scene in which we first meet Ittai (2 S 1519"22)
almost surpasses the parting of Naomi and her
daughters-in-law as a portrayal of noble unselfish-
ness, and of intense personal devotion. David,
never so kingly as when in affliction, urges Ittai,
as a stranger 0"!?}), to retire from a desperate
cause, bids him either engage in the service of the
new king, or return home to Gath, and dismisses
him with a gracious benediction. Ittai in reply,
swearing by the God of Israel, affirms an undying
loyalty. In the battle with Absalom, Ittai was
one of David's three generals (2 S 182·5·12). It is
possible that he fell in the engagement, as we hear
of him no more. Jerome (Qu. Heb. on 1 Ch 202)
cites a tradition that it was not David but Ittai
that took the crown off the head of the Ammonite
idol Milcom, it being forbidden to a Hebrew to
take, with his own hands, gold or silver from an
idol. 2. 2 S 2329 (1 Ch II31 Ithai 'nx) one of David's
heroes. N. J. D. WHITE.

ITURiEA is the EV translation of the first term
in St. Luke's description of Philip's tetrarchy (τψ
Ίτονραίας καΐ Ύραχωνίτιδος χώρα*, Lk 31, AV ' Itursea
and the region of Trachonitis'). But Ramsay has
shown (Expositor, 1894, ix. pp. 51 if., 143 ff., 288 ff.)
that the word is not used as a noun by any writer
before Eusebius in the 4th cent, after Christ, and
doubtfully even by him (so not even in Jos. Ant.
XIII. xi. 3, where Niese reads Ίτουραίους; nor in
Appian, Civ. v. 7: read την Ίτουραίων). Strabo
calls it την Ίτουραίων όρςινήν (XVI. Η. 16), and τα
Αράβων μέρη καϊ των Ίτουραίων (XVI. Π. 20), and
Dio Cassius, την των Ίτουραίων των Αράβων (lix. 12).
Epiphanius [adv. Hceres. xix. 1) uses the adjective
άττό της Να/3ατι/θ7$ χώρας καϊ Ίτουραίας, and Ramsay
(op. cit. 289 n. 2) argues for the adjectival mean-
ing of Ίτουραΐοι even in Euseb. (Onom. ed. Lag.
268, 298), and more doubtfully in Jerome's trans-
lation. Elsewhere, in Greek and Latin authors,
it is the name of the people which is given,
Ίτουραΐοι, Iturcei, Ityrei, etc. 'There remains,
then, no single passage in ancient literature to
justify the noun which has been forced on Luke'
(Ramsay, 289), which noun, further, would render
the sentence 'degenerate Greek,' ' in utter dis-
regard of the rules of Greek expression as observed
by the older classical authors' (ib. 144).

The Ituraeans were well known to the Romans
as a race of hardy archers, and they frequently
appear in the pages of Latin writers. They
fought with Caesar in the African war (Bell.
Afric. 20), and formed a bodyguard for Mark
Antony when he was triumvir, rattling with their
arms through the forum to the indignation of
Cicero (Philipp. ii. 19, 112, xiii. 18). Virgil sings
them, 'Ituraeos taxi torquentur in arcus' (Georg.
ii. 448), and Lucan, 'Ituraeis cursus fuit inde
sagittis' (Pharsal. vii. 230), ' tune et Ituraei Med-
ique Arabesque soluto arcu turba minax' (ib. vii.
514). In A.D. 110 there was a 'cohors I Augusta
Iturseorum sagittariorum' (GIL t. iii. 868). About
A.D. 255 we have the statement 'habes sagittarios
Ityraeos trecentos' (Vopiscus, Vita Aureliani, c. 11),
and in his Gazetteer of the geographical terms of
the Latin poets, Vibius Sequester (c. A.D. 500)
names them as 'Ithyrei, vel Itharei, Syrii usu
sagittae periti' (ed. Hesselii, 155).

The quotations given above from Strabo, Appian,
and Lucan* call them or associate them with
both Arabs and Syrians; and, as Schiirer points
out (HJP I. ii. App. I. 'History of Chalcis,
Iturasa, and Abilene,' 326), the proper names of
Itursean soldiers, mentioned in Latin inscriptions,
are Syrian (cf. Munter, de Rebus Iturceorum, 1824,
8-10, 40ff.; GIL t. iii. n. 4371; C. I. Rhenan,

*Cf. Arrian, Al. An. 1 8 : «* αίζο) τοζότα,ι «i των
Κνρηνα,ίων, xoci Boctropctvων τ« χα.) Ίτουρχίων.

ed. Brambach, 1233 f.). This agrees with the
position assigned to them on and about the skirts
of the Lebanons; and considering the incessant
drift upon these parts of nomad Arabs from the
neighbouring deserts, we ought probably to see
in the Iturseans the descendants of Jetur ("πα;)
mentioned in Gn 2515 and 1 Ch I3 1 as among the
sons of Ishmael, i.e. as Arabian desert tribes.
Eupolemus (c. B.C. 150), quoted by Eusebius (Prcep.
Evang. ix. 30), mentions Ituraeans along with
Ammonites, Moabites, Nabataeans, etc., as among
the objects of David's campaigns E. of the
Jordan.

Because of this semi-nomadic state and this
gradual drift from the desert to the fertile parts
of Syria, the exact territory of the Iturgeans is
difficult, if not impossible, to define. Josephus
places the Ituraean kingdom in or upon the N.
of Galilee in B.C. 105 (Ant. XIII. xi. 3), when
Aristobulus having defeated them added a large
part of their territory to Judaea. Upon an in-
scription of about A.D. 6 (Ephemeris Epigraphica,
1881, 537-542) Q. ^Emilius Secundus relates that
being sent by Quirinius ' adversus Ituraeos in
Libano monte castellum eorum cepi.' Dio Cassius
(xlix. 32) calls Lysanias, who ruled Lebanon from
Damascus to the sea with his capital at Chalcis,
king of the Ituraeans; and the same writer (lix.
12) and Tacitus (Ann. xii. 23) call Soemus, who
was tetrarch in Lebanon (Jos. Vita, 11), their
governor; while Strabo places them in Anti-
Lebanon with their centre at Chalcis in the Beka.
This evidence appears to prove Schiirer's conclusion,
that Anti-Lebanon and the valley to the east was
the centre of the Ituraeans just before and at the
beginning of the Christian era; and Ramsay's con-
tention, that ' the true home of such a race is not
the long-settled and well-governed land between
Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon,' conflicts not only
with the data of classical writers, but with the
constant proof of how rich lands in Syria were
being overrun and occupied by nomadic tribes
from the desert. It is probable, however, that
the Ituraeans extended their influence eastwards
and south-eastwards from Anti-Lebanon. About
B.C. 25 Zenodorus leased the domains of Lysanias,
whom Dio Cassius (xlix. 32) calls king of the
Ituraeans, and Zenodorus' territory included Ulatha,
Paneas, and the country round about. The
question remains, whether the ' Itupean region'
extended so far as to include or overlap Trachon-
itis, the country around the Trachons, one of
which is the modern Leja. Ramsay maintains
that, both according to St. Luke's statement and
as a matter of fact, it did. But of the latter
there is absolutely no evidence before Eusebius
in the 4th cent., and in face of such silence his
testimony about the east of the Jordan in the
beginning of the 1st cent, cannot be allowed to
prevail. In the absence of evidence, the following
facts are all we have to go by. Names have been
constantly in drift in that part of Syria, and as
Philo extended over all Philip's tetrarchy the name
of its eastern portion Trachonitis (Legat. ad Gaium,
41) it is possible that the adjective ' Ituraean' may
likewise have been sometimes extended eastward
so as to cover Trachonitis, especially as the Itur-
aeans themselves were probably driven in that
direction after the Romans took their Lebanon
territory from them. At the same time, Strabo,
writing after this was accomplished, still treats
of Ituraea and Trachonitis as distinct. Whether,
therefore, St. Luke meant by his phrase τψ Ίτου-
paias καϊ Ίραχωνίτιδο* χώρα? ' two distinct portions
of Philip's tetrarchy or two equivalent or over-
lapping names for i t ; and whether on either of
these interpretations of his words he was correct
—are questions to which the geographical data of
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the 1st cent, supply us with no certain answer.5*
Besides the literature quoted above, see the present
writer's HGHL 544if., and Expositor, 1894, viii.
406, ix. 51 if., 143if., 231 if., 331 f.

G. A. SMITH.
IYORY (]p shen, έλεφάνηνοή.—Ύϊιβ word sUn

signifies a toothy and is freq. employed in its orig.
sense in OT (Ex 2124, Lv 2420 etc.). It is also freq.
used in the sense of ivory, as being the elephant's
tooth (AVm 1 Κ 1022; see D^n^ under ELEPHANT).
Once ivory is spoken of as * horns of teeth,' ηυηρ
]v (Ezk 2715). The word horns alludes to the shape
of the tusk, but its construction with teeth shows
that the Hebrews understood what ivory really
was. The context always makes it clear when shen
should be rendered ivory.

In Ps 458 \ψ "by η prob. refers to palaces or chambers
in them, inlaid with ivory (cf. \&n Ή3 Am 315, and rra
]wn 1 Κ 2239). Chambers with elaborate panellings
of ivory and ebony exist in Damascus and other
cities of the East to-day. Tables, stands, screens,

Eicture-frames, pipes, and many other articles, in-
dd with ivory, mother-of-pearl, silver and gold, are

found in the houses of well-to-do people in the
East. Solomon imported large quantities of ivory
(1 Κ 1022). His throne was made of it (1 Κ 1018'20).
It was also used for making or inlaying couches
(Am 64), and the benches of galleys (Ezk 276).

The Egyp. and Assyr. monuments allude to the
trade in ivory, and porters bearing tusks are figured
on them. Among the merchandise of Babylon (Rev
1812) were vessels of ivory. It was probably brought
to Pal. by the caravans ('travelling companies')
of Dedanirn (Is 2113), as well as the ships of
Tarshish (1 Κ 1022). The ' tower of ivory' (Ca 74)
may have been a tower richly ornamented with
this substance, or a figure to illustrate the white-
ness of the bride's neck, as we say ' a snowy neck/
or 'an alabaster arm.' G. E. POST.

IYYAH (njy; LXX variants are numerous, see
Swete).—According to 2 Κ 1834 (wanting in Β
of LXX), 1913 ( = Is 3713; the name is wanting in
both MT and LXX of Is 3619) a city conquered by
the Assyrians, named along with Sepharvaim and
Hena. It is frequently identified with AYYa (a;a),
whence, according to 2 Κ 1724, Sargon (but see
Winckler, Alttest. Untersuchungen, 100 if.) brought
colonists to Samaria. Regarding Avva no infor-
mation is to be gathered from the inscriptions
(Schrader, ΚΑΤ2 281, 384 [COT2 i. 273, ii. 8]).
Hommel {Expos. Times, April, 1898, p. 330 f.)
supports the view that Hena and Ivvah (or, as he
prefers, Avvah) are not places at all, but the
names of the two chief gods of the three Syrian
cities, Hamath, Arpad, and Sepharvaim. (For
the grounds of this conclusion and the various
stages through which he holds the MT to have
passed before reaching its present form in 2 Κ
1730ί·, see the article just cited). Winckler {op.
cit.), on the other hand, considers that the
parallelism, not to speak of other reasons, requires
in 2 Κ 1834 1913 ( = Is 3713) one place name, which,
judging from the variety of LXX readings, has

* The identification of the name Jetur or Ituraean with the
modern Jedur (i.e. Gedur) to the S. of Damascus, is philologically
impossible.

been ill preserved, but may have been Avvah or
Ivvah, and must have designated a city coming
within the sphere of vision of the Jews—probably
situated, like Sepharvaim, in Syria.

J. A. SELBIE.
IYY {κίσσοτ, hedera).—This plant was sacred to

Bacchus. The Jews were compelled, at the time of
the feast of this god, to carry ivy in procession in
his honour (2 Mac 67). The ' corruptible crown'
(1 Co 925) of the Isthmian games was sometimes
made of its leaves, at other times it was a garland
of pine. The ivy, Hedera Helix, L., grows wild in
Pal. and Syria, and climbs up the faces of the cliffs
along the coast and to the middle zone of the
mountain ranges. G. E. POST.

IYE-ABARIM (Dn^n \»y 'Iyim of the regions
beyond,' distinguishing this place from the Iim of
Jos 1529).—The station following Oboth mentioned
in Nu 2111 3344 and described (2111) as 'in the
wilderness which is before Moab toward the sun-
rising,' and more briefly {S344) as 'in the border of
Moab.' Nothing is known as to its position
beyond these indications. The versions, though
affording no geographical information, are interest-
ing in their renderings of the first word ; the LXX
of 2111 has Χαλγλεί Β, with a variant Άχβλ7αί in A,
and (perhaps) F, and in S344-45 Γαί. The Syriac
takes the word as pa 'fountain,' Targ. Onk. has
nun as its equivalent in 2111 and S344, and in 3345.
This word is used for a ford or passage in Targ.
of 1 S 1323144, and in Targ. Jon. of Gn 3222. See,
further, Dillm. on Nu 2110. A. T. CHAPMAN.

IYIM (D»y 'heaps' or 'ruins').—1. Short form of
Iye-abarim in Nu 3345. See Iye-abarim for render-
ings of the VSS. 2. Jos 1529 (AV and RV incor-
rectly Iim), a town in Judah, one of the ' uttermost
cities toward the border of Edom.' The LXX
has Βακώκ Β; Αύείμ. A, reading D*W; and Syr.
reads p*?y.

IYYAR (τχ, Ίαρ).—See TIME.

IZHAR ("W 'fresh oil' or 'shining').—Son of
Kohath the son of Levi, Ex 618·21, Nu 319 161 P,
1 Ch 62·18·38 23 1 2· 1 8; patron. Izharites, Nu 3s7, 1 Ch
2422 26 2 3· 2 9 .

IZLIAH (n^n, AV Jezliah).—A Benjamite, head
of a 'father's'house,' 1 Ch 818. See GENEALOGY.

IZRAHIAH {*$!}: 'J" will arise or shine').—A
chief of the tribe of Issachar, 1 Ch 73. See GENE-
ALOGY.

IZRAHITES (n-j]»n).—Gentilic name in 1 Ch 278,
but should probably be read 'rn j!D, which is possibly
another form of 'π-ΐίπ Zerahites vv.11·13. See
GENEALOGY.

IZRI 0"!?!).—Chief of one of the Levitical choirs,
1 Ch 2511, called in v.3 Zeri. See GENEALOGY.

IZZIAH (n;?: ' J " will sprinkle'?) AV Jeziah.—
One of those who had married a foreign wife (Ezr
1025), called in 1 Es 9s6 Ieddias. See GENEALOGY.
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J
J.—The symbol used by critics for the Jahwistic

document. See HEXATEUCH.

JAAKAN.—See BEEROTH-BENE-JAAKAN.

JAAKOBAH (nrfpj;:).—A Simeonite prince, 1 Ch
436. See GENEALOGY.

JAALA ( K ^ : Neh 758) or JAALAH ( n ^ Ezr 256).
—The name of a family of the * sons of Solomon's
servants' who returned to Palestine with Zerub-
babel. In 1 Es 533 Jeeli. See GENEALOGY.

JAAR (iy:).—Usually in OT a common noun,
meaning forest or wooded height, e.g. Jos 1715,
Hos 214. Once only as proper name, RVm of
Ps 1326 'We found it in the field of Jaar.' Here,
according to some of the best authorities, it is a
poetical name for Kiriath-jearim, * forest town,'
cf. Ps 7812 ' field of Zoan.' The name of this place
appears in several forms, see Jos 159·60, 2 S 62, and
in 1 Ch 135 an account is given of the bringing up of
the ark from Kiriath-jearim, where it had lain for
twenty years after its restoration by the Philis-
tines. The rendering of this obscure verse,—con-
jectured to be a fragment of antique song,—which
was first suggested by Kiihnol, and has been adopted
by Delitzsch, Perowne, and most moderns, would
make it run thus: ' We heard of it (the ark) as
being at Ephrathah, we found it in the field of
Jaar {i.e. Kiriath-jearim).' Baethgen, however,
understands the word as an appellative, 'auf
waldigem Gefilde' (cf. LXX iv rats δασέσι. του δρυμού,
and Jerome * in regione saltus'; so RV (text) * in
the field of the wood'), referring * i t ' to the oath of
David quoted in vv.3'5, reading * published' (ΓΤΗΚΧΊΠ)
for * found' (.TIJNKD), and supposing the 'wooded
field' to be a poetical designation of the country at
large. Similarly Ew. (so Targ.), though he ex-
plains the ' field of the wood' of Lebanon as repre-
senting N. Palestine. However, the general drift
of the reference to the ark can hardly be mistaken.

W. T. DAVISON.
JAARE-OREGIM (D*rix ym.:; ΒΑ Άρίωρ-γβίμ, other

MSS Άρωρί; saltus polymitarius), according to 2 S
2119, a Beth-lehemite, the father of Elhanan, who
slew Goliath the Gittite. It is, however, highly
probable that the text is corrupt, the former part
of the name being a mistake for JAIR (•"?;/: for Yy;),
while the latter half (DTI** oregim=weavers) has
been accidentally repeated from the following line.
This view, which is supported by the parallel
passage 1 Ch 205 (IJero *ry; | | = son of Jair; Kethibh
">w; ϊ?)> has been adopted by Thenius, Wellh.,
Driver, and Budde. Klostermann, following the
reading of Lucian ('ΈλΧαναν vlbs Ίαδδεϊν νιου του
Έλεμί), prefers to restore ' t h e son of Dodai the
Beth-lehemite' OpnVn n»3 n n ]2, cf. 2 S 2324). The

yy y

rendering of the Peshitta p
probably points to the same text as the Hebrew
(omitting Jaare), though the Arabic, which is
based upon it, takes the second word
doctus) as a proper name (Malaph). Similarly the
Targum of Jonathan hardly presupposes a different
text, since its rendering 'and David the son of
Jesse, the weaver of the veils of the house of the
sanctuary, who was of Bethlehem, slew Goliath
the Gittite' (pnV jvnDi KBHpD ira jvans «no w n in tapi
nwvji JT!?J n>), is an obvious attempt at harmonizing
the present text with 1 S 17. Jerome seems to

have read ~\m=saltus, instead of *τΰ.! (Jaare), and
so far confirms the reading of 1 Ch 205. For a
further discussion of the relation of 1 Ch 205 to
1 S 17 and to 2 S 2119, see SAMUEL (BOOKS OF), and
ELHANAN. J. F. STENNING.

JAARESHIAH (nv'lJT, perhaps = ' J" fattens,'
AV Jaresiah).—A Benjamite chief, 1 Ch 827.

JAASIEL (Vftr).—The 'ruler' of Benjamin, 1 Ch
2721, prob. = ' J. the Mezobaite' (which see) of II 4 7.

JAASU Ote Ezr 1037 Kethibh) or JAASAI (Vv::
KerS, so RVm), AV Jaasau.—One of those who
nad married foreign wives in the time of Ezra.
LXX, regardless of the meaning, rendered καϊ
εποίησαν ('and they did '), i.e. ifcĵ i for i ^ i .

JAAZANIAH (wm: 2 Κ 2523, Ezk 811; n:m Jer
353, Ezk II 1, ' J" hears.' See also JEZANIAH." LXX
4 K2523, Β 'Ofrvlas, A. Luc. 'Ie fry las, Ezk 811 II 1, Jer
423 [Heb. 353], Β Ίεχονίαή.— 1. A Jud^an, styled
' son of the Maacathite,' one of the military com-
manders who came to Mizpah to give in their
allegiance to Gedaliah, the governor of Judah
appointed by Nebuchadrezzar (2 Κ 2523=Jer 408

Jezaniah). After Ishmael, son of Nethaniah,
had murdered Gedaliah, and carried captive the
Judaeans who were left at Mizpah, Jaazaniah,
though not mentioned by name, appears to have
joined with the other captains of the forces in
giving battle to Ishmael and recovering the captives
(Jer 41llff·). Probably also he was one of those who
determined, against the advice of the prophet Jere-
miah, to abandon the land of Judah, and to lead the
remnant of the people down into Egypt (Jer 42).

2. A chieftain of the clan of the Rechabites,
whose fidelity to the commands of his ancestor
Jonadab was tested by the prophet Jeremiah as an
example to the people of Judah (Jer 353).

3. Son of Shaphan, who appeared in Ezekiel's
vision as ringleader of seventy of the elders of
Israel in the practice of secret idolatry at Jerusa-
lem (Ezk 811).

4. Son of Azzur, one of the princes of the people
at Jerusalem, against whose counsels Ezekiel was
commanded by J" to prophesy (Ezk ll l t f·).

C. F. BURNEY.
JAAZIAH Onvj;;).— A son of Merari, 1 Ch 2426·27.

The text is hopelessly corrupt. (Cf. Berth, and
Oettli, ad loc. ; Kittel's proposed restoration of the
text and note in Haupt's Sacred Books of OT;
and Kautzsch's AT, ad loc). See GENEALOGY.

JAAZIEL (Vu>:).— A Levite skilled in the use of
the psaltery, 1 Ch 1518, called in v.20 Aziel. Kittel
(see note, ad loc, in Haupt's SBOT) would correct
the text in both instances to WIJ; Uzziel.

JABAL (!?£, LXX Α Ίωβέλ, Ε Ίωβήδ, Luc.
Ίωβήλ).—Son of Lamech by Adah, and originator of
the nomadic form of life, Gn 420 (J). See Konig in
Expos. Times, May, 1898, p. 347a. The meaning of
the name is quite uncertain; for conjectures see
Dillm. ad loc. and Ball in SBOT.

JABBOK (pa:, Ίαβδκ).—One of the principal rivers
of E. Palestine, now called Wady Zerka from the
bluish colour of its water. Its course may be
indicated thus : take on a map a point 18 miles E.
of the Jordan on the latitude of Nablus, and from
it draw a line 18 miles long due south. On this
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line as diameter, and to the E. of it, draw a semi-
circle ; and from the N. end of its diameter (the
point originally taken) draw a line inclining
slightly to the S. as far as the edge of the Jordan
valley (here about 5 miles from the river); and
from that edge draw a line in a S.W. direction to
the Jordan. The figure will give approximately
the course of Wady Zerka, though in its numerous
windings it continually deviates from the outline
figure above indicated. In its upper semicircular
portion it forms a boundary between east and west;
while in its lower portion it forms a boundary
between north and south. These two portions
are referred to in Nu 2124, where the territory
of Sihon is described as extending 'from Arnon
unto Jabbok, even unto the children of Ammon';
i.e. the lower portion of the Jabbok formed the N.
boundary, while the upper portion formed the E.
boundary of Sihon's kingdom ; and the verse may
be made clear by inserting 'northwards' after
Jabbok and ' eastwards' after Ammon. The upper
portion is referred to in Dt 237, where the border
of the children of Ammon is described as ' all the
side of the river Jabbok.' The river Jabbok is also
mentioned as a boundary Dt 316, Jos 122, Jg II 1 3 · 2 2 .

One remarkable incident in the patriarchal
narratives is connected with this river. Jacob,
after sending all that he had over the stream, was
left alone to wrestle with the mysterious visitor,
and to prevail (Gn 3224f· referred to in Hos 124). The
Heb. word for wrestling (from the root pm), which
is used only here, is similar in sound to Jabbok,
and it is intended that the name of the river
should call to mind this instance of favour shown
to the ancestor of the chosen race. A probable
derivation of the word is from the root ppi 'pour
out.' The river Jabbok is mentioned only in
connexion with Jacob, and as a boundary existing
at the time of Israel's appearance E. of Jordan, in
the passages already noted. A. T. CHAPMAN.

JABESH (Bb;).— Father of Shallum, who usurped
the kingdom of Israel by the assassination of king
Zechariah(2K1510·13·14).

JABESH-GILEAD (*ijAa eh;, also eb; or ê a; alone
in I S 111.3.5.9.10 3112/î  χ ch 1012).— While the
history of this East Jordan city as furnished in the
Bible is meagre, it gives us vivid pictures of both
tragic and tender scenes in ancient Hebrew life.
In the early period of Jewish history it seems to
have been prominent, and later to have fallen into
insignificance. Its first appearance is when the
Israelites are said to have made a raid upon it with
a powerful force, put all the males and married
women to death, destroyed the city, and carried
off 400 virgins, who became wives to the Ben-
jamites (Jg 21). Afterwards, when it had regained
its position of importance, it was attacked by the
Ammonites under Nahash, when Saul, to whom
the inhabitants appealed for succour, came quickly
with his army and utterly routed the enemy
( I S 11). Later, when Saul and his sons were
slain in the disaster at Mount Gilboa, and their
bodies were being ill-treated by the Philistine
conquerors, the men of Jabesh-gilead rushed into
the face of death, recovered the bodies, and saw
that they were cared for in the kindest manner
and buried with proper honours (1 S 31). David,
when he was made king at Hebron, remembered
this act, and sent special messengers with com-
mendatory blessings to the men of Jabesh-gilead
for their heroic devotion to Saul (2 S 25). Sub-
sequently the bones of Saul and his sons were
brought thence by David and buried in the terri-
tory of Benjamin (2 S 2112"14).

No doubt the name Jabesh is preserved in the
modern Yabis, and when on the line of this stream

in the Gilead hills one is near the site of this
ancient city. Robinson {BEP2 iii. 319 f.) suggested
a place, ed-Deir, lying south of Wady Yabis ; but
this has no ancient ruins, and, besides, it is some
distance off the main road. From researches made
in this region by the present writer, a more appro-
priate place would seem to be Miryamin, a point
north of Wady Yabis on the ancient road leading
over the mountain, where there are massive ancient
remains. This is about 7 miles from Pella, and
corresponds to the statement of Eusebius in his
Onomasticon (268. 81), our best authority in the
absence of any special biblical indications as to its
site (Merrill, East of the Jordan, p. 439).

S. MERRILL.
JABEZ (fiy:).—A descendant of Judah, who was

'more honourable than his brethren.' His name
is traced to the fact that his mother bare him with
sorrow {ysy xozeb), 1 Ch 49. The same play upon
words recurs in his prayer or vow in the expression
\3?j; 'i-bn1? ' that it be not to my sorrow,1 v.10. (On
the correctness of MT see Kittel's note, ad loc, in
Haupt's SBOT, and on the possibility of a clause
having dropped out, Kautzsch, ad loc, in his AT).

J. A. SELBIE.
JABEZ {yw.).—A place inhabited by scribes,

apparently in Judah, 1 Ch 255. The site is un-
known.

JABIN ( p ; * discerning,' *Ιαβ€ΐν,Ίαβ€ΐ*).— 1. King
of Hazor in N. Palestine, defeated by Joshua at
the Waters of Merom [Jos II1"9 (JE)10-'15 (D2)].

2. Jabin, ' king of Canaan, that reigned in
Hazor,' occurs again in Jg 4. He takes no part in
the battle of the Kishon, nor is he mentioned in
the ancient song (Jg 5). The introduction of Jabin
and of Hazor into this narrative creates many
difficulties, and the title * king of Canaan' arouses
suspicion. The probability is that two traditions
relating to Jabin and Sisera have been united, and
harmonized by making Sisera the captain of Jabin's
host (cf. Ps 839·10, which implies the union of the
two traditions). The Jabin tradition probably pre-
served an account of the early struggles of Naphtali
and Zebulun for their territory in the north. The
two clans had made Kedesh their headquarters, and
successfully defeated Jabin king of Hazor, who
had combined with the neighbouring Canaanites
to resist the intruders. This tradition forms the
basis of the battle of Merom in Jos 11, which has
been generalized by the Deut. redactor, and treated
as the conquest of N. Palestine by Joshua and all
Israel. G. A. COOKE.

JABNEEL {*?*#: 'El causeth to build,' Β Αεμνά,
Α Ίαβνήλ, for other forms see below; in Apocr.
Ίαμνεία or -ία or -w-, Jebneel, Jabnia, Jamnia).—1.
A town on the northern border of Judah, near the
sea, mentioned after Ekron, Shikkeron, and Mount
Baalah (Jos 1511). It is not mentioned in the lists
of cities of Judah, Dan, or Simeon in the Bk. of
Joshua, but in Jos 1546 LXX substitutes Γεμνά (Β)
or Ίεμναί (A), Jabneh, for MT nan * even unto the
sea.' It does not appear again in the OT until 2 Ch
266, where under the name of Jabneh (nja:, LXX Β
Άβεννήρ, A 'Ia/3ets) it is captured along with Gath
and Ashdod from the Philistines by king Uzziah,
and its wall broken down. Josephus {Ant. v. i.
22) describes it as belonging to the tribe of Dan,
in company with Gath and Ekron, and mentions
it with the inland towns Marissa and Ashdod in
contradistinction to the maritime towns Gaza,
Joppa, and Dora [Ant. xiv. iv. 4 ; BJ I. vii. 7). It
is spoken of (Jth 228) under the name of Jemnaan
as in fear and dread of Holofernes. Under the
name Jamnia (1 Mac 415 δ58 ΙΟ69 1540) it is referred
to as a garrison, with plains near it, Gorgias in
command {Ant. XII. viii. 6). In 2 Mac 128·9· *°
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Judas Maccabaeus set fire to the haven and navy of
Jamnia, so that the light of the fire was seen at
Jerusalem, 240 furlongs off. Pliny (HN v. 13)
speaks of the two Jamnias 'Jamnes duse, altera
intus,' and places them between Azotus and Joppa.
See Reland, Pal. p. 823. Ptolemy (v. 16) speaks of
the port of the Jamnites between Azotus and
Joppa, and subsequently mentions Jamnia among
the cities of Judsea.

In common with Ashkelon, Azotus, and Gaza, the
harbour or naval arsenal of Jamnia bore the name
of Majumas (Reland, p. 590 f.; Raumer, Kenrick,
Phoenicia ; Le Quien, Oriens Christ.). Jamnia was
taken from the Syrians (c. B.C. 142) by Simon
Maccabaeus (Ant. xm. vi. 7 ; BJ I. ii. 2), and it
was restored (B.C. 63) to its inhabitants by Pompey
{Ant. XIV. iv. 4); it was repaired or rebuilt (c. B.C.
57) by Gabinius (BJ I. viii. 4), and was given to the
Jews by Augustus (B.C. 30). Herod bequeathed
(B.C. 4) Jamnia {Ant. xvil. viii. 1) to Salome his
sister, and she left it with all its toparchy to Julia
the wife of Augustus Caesar (Ant. xviil. ii. 2 ; BJ
II. ix. 1). Philo Judaeus (de Legat. ad Gaium, Opp.
vol. ii. p. 575) states that in this town, the most
populous of Judsea, a Roman officer named Capito
raised an altar of mud for the deification of the
emperor Caligula ; the Jews demolished the altar,
and the incensed emperor forthwith ordered an
equestrian statue of himself to be erected in the
Holy of Holies at Jerusalem (c. A.D. 37). Strabo
(Bk. 16, * SyriaJ) states that Iamneia and the settle-
ments around were so populous that they could
furnish 40,000 soldiers. The Talmud abounds with
references to the learned Rabbins who frequented
the school at Jamnia. Milman (Hist, of Jews)
states that it contained a school of Jewish learning
which obtained great authority, and whether from
the rank and character of its head, or from the
assemblage of many of the members of the ancient
Sanhedrin, who formed a sort of community in
that place, it was looked upon with great respect
and veneration by the Jews who remained in
Palestine. This school was subsequently suppressed
by the Romans, owing to the imprudent speeches of
the fiery Simon ben-Jochai. Before the destruction
of Jerusalem by Titus, according to Jewish tradi-
tion the Sanhedrin escaped the general wreck.
Before the formation of the siege, it had followed
Gamaliel, its Nasi, or Prince, to Jabneh (Jamnia ;
Milman, Hist, of Jews). According to tradition
also, the great Gamaliel was buried in Jamnia,
and his tomb was visited by Parchi in the 14th cent.
In the time of Eusebius, Jamnia was but a small
place of little importance. It gave a bishop to the
Council of Nicsea, and had still a bishop in the time
of the emperor Justinian (Epiph. adv. Hcer. ii. 730).

The Crusaders found the ruins called Ibelin (A.D.
1144,William of Tyre), where they built the fortress
Ibelin (corrupted from Jabneel), mistaking it for
Gath, and it gave its name to the French family of
d'lbelin, one of whom, Jean, count of Jaffa and
Ashkelon, restored (c. 1255) the famous code of the
' Assises of Jerusalem,' originally composed by
Godfrey de Bouillon (Gibbon, ch. 58 ; Samut. 1. iii.
p. xii, c. 58). Benjamin of Tudela (c. A.D. 1163)
identified Ibelin, three parasangs south of Jaffa, as
the ancient Jabneh, and states that the site of the
schools might still be traced there (Early Travels,
p. 87). The Itin. Ant. places Jamnia 12 MP. from
Diospolis (Lydda) and Joppa, 20 MP. from Ashkelon,
and 36 MP. from Gaza. It was on the old road
from Joppa to Ashkelon, through Jamnia and
Azotus (Peutinger Tables); another road led to it
from Diospolis.

The modern village of Yebnah stands on the ruins
of the town of Jamnia. It occupies a strong site,
170 ft. above the sea, on an isolated rounded hill,
south of the Wady Rubin, in the position assigned to

it by the Itin. Ant., and the old road from Jaffa to
Ashkelon passes by it. The houses are of mud, but
there are interesting ruins of a church and also of a
mosque erected by Crusaders and Saracens. The
ancient Majumas or harbour of Jamnia is situated
immediately south of the mouth of the Wady Rubin.
The port seems to have been double, and entered by
narrow passages as at Tyre and Jaffa. The northern
bay is some 400 paces across (north and south),
flanked with a rocky promontory on each side.
The southern bay is larger, and on the promontory
south of it are the ruins of ed-Dubbeh. A large
reef is visible outside, beneath the water (SWP
vol. ii. p. 269). The port would seem to be natur-
ally better than any along the coast of Palestine
south of Caesarea. A very little trouble in clearing
a passage through the reefs would probably render
the Minet Rubin a better port than Jaffa, as the
reefs are farther from the beach (Conder, PEFSt,
1875, p. 168). The harvests about Yebnah are very
abundant, and the ground is of surprising fertility
(Land and Book). The present writer (PEFSt,
1875, p. 181) suggests that Yebnah or Ibnah may
be the modern equivalent of Libnah as well as
Jabneel. Libnah was given over to the priests,
the sons of Aaron (Jos 2113, 1 Ch 657), within the
boundary of the tribe of Judah, and has not
been identified, though supposed to be near Beer-
sheba. Both Jabneh (Jos 1511 B) and Libnah appear
as Αεμνά in the LXX.

LITERATURE.—Le Quien, Oriens Christ, vol. iii. ; Itin. Ant.\
Onom. s.v. Ία/λ»ί/« ; Irby and Mangles, Travels ; Lightfoot,
Opp. ; Milman, Hist, of Jews ; Sepp, Jer. u. das HL ; Strabo ;
Pliny; Philo, de Legat. ad Gaium,; Epiphanius, adv. Hcer. lib.
ii. 730; Gratz, Gesch. der Juden; Neubauer, Goog. du Talm.
73 ff. ; Schurer, HJP π. i. 78 f,; Guerin, Judie, ii. 55 ff,

2. (Β Ίεφθαμαί, Α ΊαβνηΚ, Jabnccel). It appears
in Jos 1933 in connexion with Adami-nekeb and
Lakkum as part of the northern boundary of
Naphtali, Lakkum being near the Jordan. There
is no clue to identifying its position. Conder
(Handbook to the Bible, p. 269) gives the following
identifications to the places in Jos 1933:—

Heleph is probably Beit Lif, at the edge of the
higher mountains towards the west. Adami is the
ruin Adain; Nekeb (the Talmudic Tziidetha,
Talm. Jerus. Megillah i. 1) is the ruin Seiyadeh ;
Jabneel (the Caphar Yama of the Talmud) is
Yemma, 7 miles south of Tiberias in Naphtali
(SWP i. p. 365). The Variorum Bible, however,
gives *Adami-hannekeb,' i.e. 'Adami in the pass.'
Schwarz (p. 144) places Kefr Yamah (' the village
by the sea') on the southern shore of the Sea of
Galilee ; and Neubauer (Geog. du Talmud, p. 225)
places it between Tabor and the Sea of Galilee, thus
apparently agreeing with Conder in the identification
of Yemma as Jabneel. Josephus speaks of Ία μνεία.
(Vita, 37) or Ίαμνίθ (BJll. xx. 6) as a rocky fastness
in Upper Galilee which he fortified, together with
Meroth, Achabari, and Seph (cf. BJ π. vi. 3).

C. WARREN.

JABNEH.—See JABNEEL.

JACAN (I|y:).—A Gadite chief, 1 Ch 513, AV
Jachan. See GENEALOGY.

JACHIN (p;).—1. Fourth son of Simeon, Gn 4610,
Ex 615. In 1 Ch 424 he is called Jarib (an;), but
Kittel corrects this to Jachin. In Nu 2612 the
patronymic Jachinites occurs. 2. Eponym of a
priestly family,l Ch 910, Neh II 1 0 . See GENEALOGY.

JACHIN.—One of the brazen pillars erected in
front of Solomon's temple, that on the right (look-
ing eastward) or south of the porch, see 1 Κ 721,
2 Ch 317, Jer 5221. See for particulars BOAZ and
TEMPLE.
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JACINTH (υάκινθος, hyacinthus), one of the
foundation stones of the New Jerusalem (Rev
2120), RVm 'sapphire.' The uncertainty which
surrounds the real meaning of many of the
precious stones named in the Bible applies also
to the jacinth; this was inevitable in an age when
the principles of chemistry and crystallography
were unknown. According to C. W. King (Nat.
Hist, of Gems, p. 167), the jacinth comes to us
from the Italian giacinto, and this from the Latin
hyacinthus. In mediaeval times the jacinth seems
to have been a gem of a yellow colour, but some-
times tinged blue or purple :—characteristics which
belong to varieties of quartz, such as the cairn-
gorm and amethyst: and it was frequently em-
ployed by the Greeks for intagli in early times,
and by the Romans for cameos. According to
Pliny (HN xxi. 26), * Hyacinthus in Gallia eximifc
provenit. Hoc ibi pro cocco hysginum tingitur.'
The dye hysginum is usually translated ' blue.'

The modern hyacinth includes the bright-red
varieties of zircon; a silicate of zirconia with a
little oxide of iron. It crystallizes in the form of
a square prism or octahedron, and is found at
Assouan on the Nile, Auvergne, Bohemia, and
other volcanic countries. Large crystals have
been obtained from Siberia and Ceylon.

E. HULL.
JACKAL.—This word is not found in the text of

AV. It occurs in text of RV as the equivalent of
tanntm (Is 3413, Jer 911 1022 4933 51W, Mic I8), which
is tr. AV 'dragon.' We prefer in these passages
the tr. wolves (see DRAGON 1). In one passage (Jer
146) RV text tr. tannim, 'jackals,' marg. ' the
crocodile,' AV text 'dragons.' In two places (Is
1322 3414) D"x Hyyim is wrongly trd in AV 'wild
beasts of the islands,' RV 'wolves.' The word
Hyyim, however, is etymologically equivalent to
the Arab, benat-awa, which means jackals. We
think, therefore, that it should be so trd here. If
our views are accepted, the first passage would read
' and the jackals (Hyyim) shall cry in their castles,
and the wolves (tannim) in their pleasant palaces,'
and the second (including latter clause of v.13) ' an
habitation for wolves (tannim), a court for ostriches,
and the wild beasts of the desert shall meet with
the jackals (Hyyim).9

Jackal also occurs in RVm as the equivalent of
shual (Jg 154, Neli 43, Ps 6310, La 518), text AV and
RV 'fox.' See Moore on Jg 154, and art. Fox,
p. 64a, where the meaning of shual is more fully
discussed. G. E. POST.

JACOB (zpn: ' supplanter' [see below] ,· Ιακώβ).—
1. Son of Isaac ana Rebekah, also called Israel,
the father of the twelve patriarchs, who were the
reputed ancestors of the twelve tribes of Israel.
The history of Jacob is contained in parts of
Gn 2521-5013,—the narrative being chiefly JE, the
passages (so far as they relate to Jacob) which
belong to Ρ being 2526b 2634·35 2746-289 2924·29 3118b

(from 'and all'), 3318a 34 (partly: see below),
359-13.15.22b-29*36 ( i n t i i e m a i n . Vtt;-7 i n particular

belong here), SI1''2* (to 'Jacob'), 466"27 475-fe (to
'dwell'), 7'11-27b (from 'and they'), 28 483"6·7 49la

(to 'sons'), »b (from 'and blessed them'), 29'33

5012·13. As in most other places in Gn, Ρ gives
little more than a skeleton of the facts, the
picturesque, lifelike narratives are almost en-
tirely the work of J and E. J and Ε are here
closely interwoven : the distinction between them
will be noted where necessary ; but in general these
two narratives appear to have covered largely, when
intact, the same ground, and, though exhibiting
sometimes divergent traditions, to have been sub-
stantially similar in their contents.

The birth of Jacob is recounted in Gn 2521"26.
* Perhaps also fragments in 30la· 4a. 9b. 22a 356.

Isaac must be pictured as still dwelling by the
well Beer-lahai-roi, near Beersheba (25 l lb); Re-
bekah, like Sarah before her, was barren; but in
consequence of Isaac's prayer to J", she became
fruitful. The Hebrews loved to picture the char-
acters and fortunes of the peoples with whom they
were themselves acquainted, as foreshadowed in
their ancestors (cf. Gn 9^5"27 1612): and in the case
of the ancestors of Israel and Edom the rivalry
which became such a marked feature in later
generations, began even before their birth. The
twin fathers of the two nations struggled together
in the womb: their mother, concerned at such an
ill-omened occurrence, went to inquire of J",—we
may suppose, at the sanctuary of Beersheba (2133

2623"25), — and received in answer the oracular
declaration, couched in poetical form :—
Two nations are in thy womb,
And two peoples even from thy bowels shall be parted asunder; *
And one people shall be stronger than the other people,
And the elder shall serve the younger.

When the time came for Rebekah to be delivered,
the elder of the twins, we read, was born with the
hand of the younger holding his heel,—i.e. en-
deavouring to hold him back, and to secure the
first place for himself : so early did Jacob's charac-
teristic nature display itself. From this circum-
stance, it is said, he was called Jacob (npy.:), i.e.
' one who takes by the heel,' ' endeavours to trip
up or supplant,' from apv ' a heel.'

This, at least, is the idea which the name Jacob suggested to
the Hebrew ear. 2pv is ' to take by the heel,' Hos 123(4). ( w i th
allusion to the same occurrence), ' to trip up,' 'supplant,' fig.
' to defraud,'' deceive,' Jer 93(4),' trust ye not in any brother, for
every brother will utterly supplant, and every neighbour will go
about with slanders'; 3Ίρ^ Jer 179 is 'deceitful,' and n$i?%
2 Κ 1019 is ' subtilty.' It is another question whether this
explanation expresses the actual meaning of the name. It has
been supposed, for instance, that Jacob is really an elliptical
form of Jakob'el: in this case El, ' God,' would be the subject
of the verb (like Ishmd'el, ' God heareth,' Isrd'el, ' God per-
sisteth,' Yerahine'el, 'God is compassionate'),f and the word
might be explained from the Arab. ' God follows,' or (from conj.
IV.)'God rewards.Ί In fact there is now evidence that the
name is much older than the date at which, according to the
Biblical narrative, Jacob must have lived: Mr. Pinches has
found on contract tablets of the age of Khammurabi (c. 2300 B.C.)
the personal name Ya'kub-ilu (analogous to Yashup-ilu, Yarbi-
ilu, Yamlik-ilu, Yakbar-ilu, etc., of the same age);§ and
according to Hommel (AHT 203), the contracted form
Yakubu occurs likewise. Further, in the lists of 118 places in
Palestine conquered by Thothmes in. (B.C. 1503-1449, Sayce and
Petrie), which are inscribed on the pylons of the temple at
Karnak, there occur (Nos. 78 and 102) the names Y-Sa-p-'a-ra
and Y-'-k-b-'d-ra. These names (the Egyp. r standing, as is well
known, also for}) can be only VNSD* Joseph-'el &nd bn2py Jakob-
'el ; and we learn consequently that places bearing these names

part, in the 15th cent. B.C.H What connexion, if any, exists
between these names and those of the patriarchs, may never
perhaps be ascertained; but their existence at such a date in
Palestine is remarkable. These facts, however, make it not
improbable that (as had indeed been supposed even before their
discovery il) names of the type Jacob, Joseph, Jephthah, etc.,
are elliptical forms of a more original Jakob'el, Joseph'el, etc.
But, however that may be, to the Hebrews, as we know them,
the idea which Jacob suggested, and in which it was supposed
to have originated, was that of supplanter.

The boys grew up: Esau was a clever hunter,
living in the open field; Jacob was a ' plain man,
living in tents,' i.e. a quiet, home-loving man,
pursuing the life of a shepherd among his tents

ethgen, Beitrage, 158, who compares the Palmyrene name
Dpj/ny, ' 'Ate has rewarded' (or, as this sense does not appear to
be found in Aramaic, ''Ate follows,' or 'searches out'). The
same root occurs also in the pr. names ' Akkub (Ezr 24 2 etc.), and
the post-Bibl. 'Akabiah(Abhoth, iii. 1). ' May God supplant (our
foes !)' would also be a possible explanation (Skipwith, JQR x.
(1898), p. 667).

§ Hommel, AHT 61, 96, 112.
|| See, further, Meyer, ZATW, 1886, p. Iff.; W. M. Miiller

Asien u. Europa, 162 ff. ; Gray, 214 f.; Sayce, Ε CM 337 ff.
TI Olshausen, Lehrbuch (1861), p. 617.
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(cf. Gn 420). An incident soon occurred, which
displayed the contrasted characters of the two
brothers. Esau returned one day exhausted from
the chase : his brother was cooking pottage, and
half fainting he asked to be allowed to swallow
(Kj~*iB*jî p) a little. But Jacob saw his opportunity ;
and did not scruple to make the most of it. ' Sell
me first thy birthright,' he said. Esau, feeling in
his exhaustion that his life depended upon it, too
readily consented. Jacob, however, is still not
fully satisfied; and to make the compact more
sure, obliges Esau to seal his promise with an oath.
Thereupon he gives Esau the bread and pottage
which he desired. The birthright, it need hardly
be remarked, was a highly valued possession: it
implied both a better position in the family, and
also, ultimately, a larger inheritance, than fell to
any of the other brothers (cf. 4333 4818"20, Dt 2117).
The narrator comments on the heedlessness with
which Esau, thinking only of the moment, sur-
rendered what would otherwise have been an
inalienable right: the modern reader is more
impressed by the avarice and selfishness shown by
Jacob in taking such a mean advantage of his
brother's need.

Gn 271"45 relates another characteristic incident
in Jacob's life, and tells the story of the artifice
by which, instigated by a designing mother, he
deceives his aged father, and wrests from his
brother his father's blessing. The narrative, which
belongs chiefly, if not entirely, to J, is told with
the picturesque detail and the psychological truth
which that gifted narrator habitually displays.
There is no need to repeat the details here: the
vivid description of Rebekah's treacherous scheme
for defeating her husband's purpose, of Jacob's too
willing compliance when, with his usual caution,
he has once satisfied himself that he can yield it
safely, of the ready falsehood with which he allays
his father's suspicions, of Isaac's dismay, and
Esau's bitter cry of disappointment, when the
truth is discovered, will be fresh in the memory of
every reader. Only two or three points may be
selected for comment. The contrasted blessings
of Jacob and Esau express clearly the different
geographical and political conditions of the coun-
tries owned afterwards by their respective descend-
ants. Of Jacob, his father says :

27b See, the smell of my son
Is as t h e smell of a field which Jehovah h a t h blessed :

28 And God give thee of the dew of heaven,
And of t h e fatness of t h e ear th,
And plenty of corn and m u s t :

29 Let peoples serve thee,
And nations bow down to thee :
Be lord over thy brethren,
And let thy mother ' s sons bow down t o t h e e :
Cursed be every one t h a t curseth thee,
And blessed be every one t h a t blesseth thee.

In vv.2™·28 the poet thinks of the fruitful fields
and vineyards of Canaan, watered by copious dews
(Dt 33^) t and yielding in abundance * corn and
must,'—two of the three staple productions of
Palestine, often mentioned together as a triad of
blessings (Dt 713 ll14al.; cf. 3328c): in v.29 he
thinks further of the peoples of Canaan, subjugated
under the Israelites, and of the neighbouring
nations, Edomites, Moabites, and Ammonites,—
all 'brothers,' or other near relations of Israel
(Gn 1937f·),—made tributary by David (2 S 8).

The ' blessing ' of Esau (vv.39·40) is a very quali-
fied one. Playing on the ambiguous sense of a
Hebrew preposition,—which would more naturally
mean from or of in a partitive sense (as v.28), but
might also mean away from, if such a sense were
favoured by the context,—the poet puts into the
patriarch's mouth these words—

89b Behold, (away) from the fatness of the earth shall be thy
dwelling·,

And (away) from the dew of heaven above;

4 0 And by thy sword shalt thou live, and thou shalt serve thy
brother;

And it shall come to pass, as thou roamest about at large,*
That thou shalt break his yoke from off thy neck.

The contrast to v.28 is manifest. The reference is
to the relatively rocky and arid territory of the
Edomites, which obliged its inhabitants to find
their livelihood elsewhere, by means of war and
plunder. In v.40 the doom of subjection to Jacob
is not revoked ; but it is limited in duration : the
time will come when, after repeated efforts, f
Edom will regain its freedom. Edom revolted
from Judah in the reign of Jehoram (2 Κ 820"22):
no doubt, circumstances with which we are un-
acquainted,—perhaps a series of abortive efforts
preceding the final success,—suggested the terms
of v.40b.

Jacob's treatment of his brother was followed by
its natural consequences. Esau ' hated Jacob
because of the blessing wherewith his father
blessed him,' and only waited for his father's
death in order to take vengeance on him. But his
mother, Rebekah, ever watchful of the interests of
her favourite son, urged him to flee forthwith to
her brother Laban, in IJaran (across the Euphrates,
on the Belikh, N.N.E. of Palestine), and to remain
with him until Esau's resentment should have been
dulled by time (2742"45).

At this point the compiler of the Book of Genesis
has inserted a passage (2746-289) from P, suggesting
an entirely different motive for Jacob's visit—it is
not here spoken of as a flight—to Laban. Esau,
the same narrator had stated previously (2634f·),
had, to his parents' great vexation, taken two
' Hittite' wives; and now Rebekah, fearful lest
Jacob should do the same, mentions her appre-
hensions to Isaac, who thereupon charges Jacob to
journey to Paddan-aram, and find there a wife
among the daughters of his uncle Laban. Jacob
obeys; and departs accordingly with his father's
blessing. % It is of course true that, in itself this
representation is not inconsistent with that in
2742-45. m e n notoriously act often under the influ-
ence of more motives than one ; and Rebekah may
not have mentioned to Isaac her principal motive for
wishing Jacob to leave his home. But presenting,
as this paragraph does, all the literary marks of a
hand different from the author of 271"45, there can
be no doubt that it forms part of a different repre-
sentation of the current of events.

2810"22§ forms the true sequel of 271"45. Jacob
starts from Beersheba, on his journey to Haran.
Travelling northwards through Canaan, he lights
upon a spot where he passes the night. Even now
the soil at Bethel is ' covered, as with grave-
stones, by large sheets of bare rocks, some few
standing up here and there like cromlechs'
(Stanley, S. and P. 219), and the hill a little
to the S.E. rises to its top in terraces of stone. ||
He dreams ; and in his dream the natural features
of the locality shape themselves into a * ladder,' or
flight of stone steps, rising up to heaven ; angels
are ascending and descending upon i t ; and by his
side IT (v.13 RVm) stands J", addressing him in
words of encouragement and hope, promising him
a countless posterity, who will possess the land on

* This, as Arabic shows, is t h e meaning of rud, which occurs
elsewhere in the OT only J e r 2^lb, Ps 553b (Eng. 2b; R V ' am
restless '), Hos 1112 (?); cf. DHiip La 17 319 (RVm), Is 58?.

t Such seems to be t h e force of T"in l%i<3: see Delitzsch.
X Notice, in the phrasing of 283- 4 the ' points of contact with

previous promises or blessings in P : 'God Almighty, ' as \7ll
' k f i t f l d l t i l ' 1720 48* ( f 12228 917
p p g gy, 7.;
'make fruitful and multiply,' as 1720 48* (cf. 122-28 91.7 3511);
' company of peoples,' as 35U 484; ' land of thy sojournings,' as
178 (cf. 367 371). * Paddan-aram,' also (for Aram-naharaim), as
regularly in Ρ (2520 3118 3318 359· 26 4615).

§ 2810· 13-16 seem to be from J ; 28"· i 2 · 17-22 from E.
|j In the PEF Mem. ii. 305, there is a view of a large ' gilgal,

or circle of stones, near Bethel.
•ff Properly, '(bending) over him.1
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which he lies, and assuring him that He will be
with him on his journey ings, and will bring him
back in safety to the land he is leaving. The
dream represents under a striking symbolism the
thought that heaven and earth are connected,
that an ever-present providence watches over the
destinies of men, and also, in particular, that this
was a place in which above others God was mani-
fest upon earth, and which deserved pre-eminently
to be termed His * house.' As a mark of the
sacredness of the spot, Jacob consecrates the
boulder on which his head had rested, setting it
up as a * pillar,' and pouring oil upon the top of
i t : he also promises solemnly, if he returns home
in safety, to make it a ' house of God,' and to pay
J" tithes of all his gains. Bethel became after-
wards a famous and much-frequented sanctuary
(Am 713 etc.); and no doubt it was the 'pillar,'
that would naturally stand beside its altar (Am
3 1 4 : cf. Hos 101), and the custom of paying tithes
there (Am 44), the origin of both of which was
thus attributed by tradition to Jacob. The Phoe-
nicians believed in λίθοι, έμψυχοι (Eus. Prcep. Ev.
i. 10. 18); and there are many traces in antiquity
of stones, esteemed as sacred, being anointed with
oil {λίθοι, λιπαροί), and venerated as divine (Arnob.
adv. Gent. i. 39, vi. 11; Is 576 : cf. vol. i. p. 278a;
also W. R. Smith, BS1 109, 184-188, 214 f. [2 116,
201-205, 232 f.]);* and the sacred 'pillar,' or
monolith, of Bethel, it is difficult not to think,
must in its actual origin have been regarded simi-
larly as a shrine or abode of the deity ; but in the
existing narrative the idea may possibly be that
Jacob venerated it as the channel through which
he received his dream, t

291"14 Jacob proceeds on his journey, reaches
IJaran, and quickly meets with his relations. In
his uncle, La ban, Jacob finds, at least for a time,
his match in the art of overreaching; and the
narrative recounts first the engagement concluded
by him with Laban, and then the ruse by which
the latter succeeded in marrying first his elder
daughter Leah, and so in securing Jacob's services
as a shepherd, for 7 years more, in return for his
younger daughter Rachel^ The section 2931-3024

narrates the birth of 11 of Jacob's 12 sons, and of
a daughter Dinah, alluding at the same time
incidentally to the family jealousies which arose
in consequence between his two wives. It is un-
necessary to dwell here upon details: it will be
sufficient to state that first Leah bears, in succes-
sion, Reuben, Simeon, Levi, and Judah : then
Rachel's handmaid, Bilhah, bears two sons, Dan
and Naphtali, in her mistress' name ; next Zilpah,
Leah's handmaid, bears Gad and Asher ; after
this, Issachar and Zebulun, as also a daughter
Dinah, are born to Leah ; lastly, Rachel bears
Joseph. A collateral aim of the narrative, to
which evidently no small importance is attached,
is to explain the names borne afterwards by the
corresponding tribes : the explanations (as is con-
stantly the case in similar cases in the OT), though
apparently etymological, are, however, in reality
based, not upon etymologies (in our sense of the
word), but upon assonances, and must not, there-
fore, be understood as necessarily expressing the
real meaning of the names. In the case of several
of the names, a double explanation is given (or
alluded to), — an indication of the composite

* See, further, Tylor, Primitive Culture*, ii. 160-167.
t It is observable that in v.22 the title, ' house of God,' is

applied to the monolith itself, not to the place marked by it.
Some have seen in the passage (esp. v.H) an allusion to the
custom of 'incubation' : cf. Smend, AT Theol. 39 ; Holzinger,
ad loc.

X V.27 'fulfil the week of this one,' i.e. the week of festivities
usually accompanying a marriage (Jg 1412, To 1119): do not
break off the usual round of wedding fesstivities. When they
were ended, Jacob received Rachel on the understanding that
he was to serve Laban for 7 years more.

character of the narrative (v.16 and v.18; v.20a and
v.20b ; v.23 and v.24).*

Jacob, having been in Laban's service for 14
years, was now anxious to return home to his
father. He accordingly begs his uncle to let him
go, together with his wives and children. Laban,
however, is reluctant to part with a servant who,
he is obliged to own (3027b), has served him well;
and with feigned magnanimity invites him to
name the terms on which he will remain with
him. Jacob, in reply, professing to be very
generous, declares his willingness to serve him
for nothing, if he will agree to the following
arrangement: Jacob will remove from the flocks
all the parti-coloured animals, and having done
this will take nothing but the animals so marked,
which are born afterwards, as his wages. Laban,
supposing that these would be few or none, closes
eagerly with the offer; and in order to make the
arrangement doubly secure, removes the spotted
animals from the nock himself, gives them into
the hands of his sons, and places three days' journey
between himself and the flocks left with Jacob
(3031"36). Jacob, however, is equal to the occasion ;
and by means of various ingenious devices, suc-
ceeds in outwitting his not too generous uncle.
(1) Jacob placed parti-coloured rods in front of the
ewes at the time when they conceived, so that the
latter in consequence bore parti-coloured young
(vv.37"39).f (2) He arranged that the spotted lambs
and kids thus produced should be in view of the
rest of the flock, so that, when the ewes conceived,
there should be a further tendency to bear spotted
young (v.40).J (3) Jacob further put up the peeled
rods only when the stronger sheep were about to
conceive : he thus secured all the strongest animals
for himself (v.42). The result was (v.43) that Jacob's
possessions increased immensely.

Jacob's increasing prosperity soon arouses the
envy of Laban ; and he no longer views him with
the same friendliness as before. Encouraged by
J" (313), Jacob resolves accordingly, without again
consulting his father-in-law, to return home : he
explains his position to his wives, pointing out to
them Laban's arbitrary and ungrateful treatment
of him ; and they agree to accompany him (314"16).
Here it is to be observed that the description of
Laban's arrangement with Jacob, and of the
manner in which its consequences were evaded
by Jacob, differs from that given in ch. 30: in
317"12 Jacob says that Laban had been in the habit
of arbitrarily changing his wages (so 3141), as seemed
most likely to benefit himself, of which there is
nothing in ch. 30; and further, that the effect
of the change had each time§ been frustrated,
not by his own ingenious contrivance (as in 3037"42),
but by the intervention of Providence (318"9) : ||

* See, further, the articles on the several names. 2934 * be
joined'; the name ' Levi' is played on similarly in Nu 18 2 · 4

(lawah, to join). 303 «be builded up from h e r ' : so 162 of
Hagar, the fig. being that of a house (cf. Ru 4Π, Dt 259).
3014-16 «mandrakes,' or better love-apples, were supposed to
possess aphrodisiac properties, and to ensure conception:
hence the reason why Rachel asks for them. In v.16 Leah
' hires' Jacob with the love-apples she had given to Rachel;
in v.18 Leah says that Iseachar is the ' hire,' or payment, which
she has received for having given Zilpah to Jacob,—manifestly
two explanations of the name Issachar (sdchdr, 'hire' or 'wages').

t The physiological principle involved is well established.
According to an authority quoted by Delitzsch, cattle-breeders
now, in order to secure white lambs, surround the drinking-
troughs with white objects.

X This seems to be the meaning of v.40 as it stands. But many
modern scholars think that the words * and set . . . of Laban'
are a gloss ; in which case the verse will merely state that the
parti-coloured young, produced as described in v.39, were kept
by themselves, and not mixed with those of uniform colour
(which would be Laban's).

§ Notice the imperfect tenses in 318.
|| The dream (3110-12) is mentioned as a notification to Jacob

that the birth, by natural means (and not through Jacob's
artifice), of the parti-coloured young was by God's appoint-
ment, in compensation for Laban's treatment of him (v. 12 end).
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ch. 30 gives J's representation of the transactions,
ch. 31 gives that of E.* Jacob takes flight while
Laban is engaged in sheepshearing (cf. 1S 252·7· n ,
2 S 1323); he crosses the Euphrates, and directs his
steps towards Gilead (3117"22). Rachel, at the same
time, steals her father's teraphim, or household gods
(cf. 1 S 1913·16), as though (Ewald) to appropriate
and carry with her into Canaan the good fortune
of her paternal home.

Laban, upon hearing of Jacob's departure, starts
in pursuit, and overtakes him in the hill-country
of Gilead. The account of the meeting is told in
3126"85. Laban begins by expostulating with Jacob
on the manner in which he has left him, and
especially on the theft of his household gods, with
which he charges him. Rachel, who was alone
the guilty person, by a piece of woman's wit
conceals the theft, and, in her turn, outwits her
father : this gives Jacob the opportunity of retort-
ing upon Laban, of reminding him of the 20 years
which he had spent ungrudgingly in his service,
and of reproaching him with the many attempts
he had made to deprive him of his lawful earn-
ings (vv.26"42). Laban, smitten by his conscience
(vv.24·29), and unable to reply, seeks to close the
dispute by proposing a treaty of friendship. Up
to this point the narrative has been clear; but
from v.46 it becomes somewhat confused, two
different accounts (J and E) having, it seems, been
combined together, and at the same time enlarged
with additions by a redactor. The analysis is
difficult, and some of the details are uncertain ;
but it is clear that both a ' pillar' and a heap of
stones are described as erected as a witness ; that
two distinct agreements are entered into — one
(v.50) that Jacob will in no way ill-treat Laban's
daughters, the other (v.52) that neither Jacob nor
Laban will pass the boundary marked by the heap
of stones with hostile intent toward the other;
that the heap of stones is the witness of the former
agreement (vv.48"50), and the pillar, therefore, pre-
sumably (v.52) of the latter; and further, that
each agreement is sealed by a common meal (v.46;
v.54).f The narrative explains in addition the
name ' Gilead,' which is derived, by a popular
etymology, from Gal-ed, ' Heap of witness.':}:
There must, it seems, have been somewhere on
the N.E. frontier of Gilead, a cairn of stones, with
a single boulder, standing up prominently beside
it, the origin of which was popularly attributed
to this compact between Laban and Jacob. § The
narrative, as it stands, explains also (v.49) the
name Mizpah, the ' Watch-tower,' a place of un-
certain situation, but no doubt some eminence in
the same neighbourhood, which overlooked the
broad plain of IJauran, and guarded the approach
from the direction of Damascus. |j It seems that

* Notice the frequency with which God (ΩΉ'̂ Ν), not Jahweh,
occurs in this narrative (νν.9· ιΐ· 16· 24. 42).

t The mark of amity and reconciliation, as is still the case
among the Arabs. V.54 speaks of a sacrifice as well.

X Wellh. and Dillm. assign vv.46-50 to J, and vv.45. 51-54 to E,
treating 'Behold, this heap, and' in v.si, 'This heap be wit-
ness, and,' and ' and this pillar' in v.52, as glosses due to the
redactor. However, rrv (v.si) is not the word that we should
expect to be used of a πηχρ : perhaps (cf. LXX here and v.*5)
we should restore, with Ball, 'nanrj. Kautzsch and Socin
assign vv.si. 52 to J, treating the three references to the ' pillar'
in these verses as glosses. The precise determination of the ana-
lysis is not important; for, in any case, the passage describes
two distinct transactions (as explained above in the text).

§ Cf. Ewald, Hist. i. 347 f., 356, who thinks even that the real
meaning of the tradition is that the mountain-range of Gilead
itself is the ' heap,' piled up by Laban and Jacob as a boundary
between the two nationalities. So also Wellh. Hist. 325 f.

|| It may be doubted whether the present Και at er-Eabad, a
height just on the N. of the Wady 'Ajlun, with a commanding
prospect (Merrill, Buhl, Geogr. 262), is sufficiently far to the
north. It is also uncertain whether this ' Mi?pah' is identical
with the Π|2©n npn of Jos 1326 (on the N. frontier of Gad).
The abrupt way in which Mizpah is here introduced leadg most
critic» to regard the notice respecting it as a gloss.
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the ancestors of the Israelites and the Syrians are
here conceived as fixing the border between the
territories occupied afterwards by their respective
descendants, which was often, especially during
the period of the Syrian wars, matter of bloody
dispute between them.

The * long game of well-matched wits' is thus
ended ; and Laban returns to Haran (3155), while
Jacob travels on towards Canaan. As he journeys,
the 'angels of God' meet him, as if to welcome
and congratulate him on his auspicious return;
and from this circumstance the name Mahanaim is
explained (* the double camp '). * Mahanaim be-
came afterwards an important place (2 S 28·1 2·2 9

the capital of Ishbosheth's kingdom; see also
1724·27, 1 Κ 414); but its situation is not known :
from the sequel of the present narrative, it must,
however, have been N. of the Jabbok (now the
Zcrka), though not much N., and within sight of
the Jordan (v.10) : in Jos 1326·30 it is mentioned
as a place on the border between Gad and
Manasseh.f

A fresh danger now threatens Jacob, the prospect
of meeting again his brother Esau, who might be
supposed to have still not forgotten old grudges.
Jacob sends (323"5) a conciliatory message to him,
but learns in reply that he is coming to meet him
with 400 men. He is greatly alarmed; but his
powers of resource do not desert him. He divides
his party into two ' camps,' in the hope that if one
should be smitten by Esau, the other at least
might escape ; and besides this worldly precaution,
he invokes in prayer the aid of God, reminding
Him that it was He who had bidden him (313) re-
turn to his native land, and pleading before Him
the blessings which He had already bestowed upon
him (v.10), and the promises which He had given
him (ν.12).ΐ (In vv.7·8, it is to be observed, there is
clearly a second explanation, parallel to the one in
v.2, of the name Mahanaim%). If vv.13b"21 be the
original sequel to vv.s"13a, the passage will describe
a further precaution taken by Jacob, viz. a present
of cattle, consisting of 580 head, and divided into
separate droves for the purpose of making a
favourable impression upon Esau, who, as drove
upon drove came up, would be at once gratified
and surprised to learn that each was intended for
himself. But the passage from v.13b to v.21 appears
to proceed from the other narrator Ε; || so that
the account of the present may be a parallel, and
not a sequel, to the division into two * camps' in
vv.7·8.

There follows the account of Jacob's wrestling
with the angel. His party had crossed the Jabbok
(the Wady Zerkd); and he himself was left behind
' alone,'—it is difficult to say, on which side of the
stream. IT It was the eve of the greatest crisis of
his life. His future welfare hung in the balance.
Long ago he had taken cruel advantage of his
brother : he had had to flee before his threatened
vengeance; now Esau was on his way to meet him
with a large retinue of attendants; and what would
the issue be? In the solitude and darkness a
' strange and nameless dread' came over him : the
terrible thought that God was his antagonist took
possession of him ; and so vividly did he realize it,
that he seemed to himself to be engaged in an

* The word rendered c host' in 322, and ' company' in
327.8. ίο. 21 3381 properly means camp, and is usually so
rendered. It is a pity that a different rendering has been
adopted here.

t Comp. G. A. Smith, HGHL 586.
t With v.12 compare 2814.15 (the phrasing, as 2217 1610).
s Vv.i· 2 belong to Ε ; vv>i3a to J.
jj Notice that at v.2ib the narrative is at exactly the same point

that it had reached at v.i3a.
ΤΓ V.22 implies that Jacob had crossed it, v.23 that he had not.

The two verses clearly belong to different sources. If, as most
critics agree, w.22.24-32 belong to J, the scene of the wrestling
will have been S. of the Jabbolc.
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actual struggle with a living man.* The struggle
continued till the approach of daybreak, f
But Jacob wrestled bravely : his mysterious an-
tagonist saw that he could not prevail against him
by the means which a wrestler would naturally
employ; so, in order to escape before daylight,
and at the same time to show that he was superior
to Jacob, he sprained Jacob's thigh. But Jacob,
though he can no longer wrestle with his an-
tagonist, can still hold him : he perceives that he
is more than an ordinary mortal; so he seizes the
opportunity to win a blessing for himself, ' I will
not let thee go, except thou bless me.' The bless-
ing takes the form of a change of name. 'Thy
name shall be called no more Jacob, but Israel;
for thou hast persevered with God and with men,
and hast prevailed.' The name 'Israel,' meaning
(on the analogy of other names similarly formed)
* God persists {or perseveres),'J is interpreted as
suggesting the meaning * Perseverer with God.'§
Jacob's persevering struggle with God is just
ended : of men, he has persevered against both
Laban and Esau; his struggle with Laban was
concluded previously ; that with Esau is not yet
concluded, but * hast prevailed' is a word full of
hope for the future. At the same time, as the
name was to the Hebrews the symbol or expression
of the nature, the change of name is significant of
a moral change in the patriarch himself : he is to
be no longer the Supplanter, the Crafty one, the
Overreacher, but the Perseverer with God, who is
worthy also to prevail. || The incident serves to
explain further the name Penuel, ( Face of God';
* for,' said Jacob, ' I have seen God face to face,
and yet my life is preserved.'IT The narrator
deduces also from this incident the custom of not
eating in animals the muscle corresponding to the
one which had been strained in Jacob's thigh: it
was treated as sacred through the touch of God.
The site of Penuel is uncertain ; but it must have
been near both the Jabbok and the Jordan. As
Jacob journeys from Penuel to Succoth, so Gideon,
pursuing the Midianites in the contrary direction,
comes first to Succoth, and afterwards 'goes up'
to Penuel (Jg 85·8) ; it may therefore be conjectured
that it was some elevated or projecting spot, near
where the Jabbok descends from the uplands into
the Jordan Valley: Merrill suggests Tulul ed-
Dahab, conical hills, with ruins at their top,
which rise from the Jabbol^ Valley, with the
stream flowing between them, to a height of
250 ft.**

The dreaded meeting with Esau passes off
happily (331'17). Jacob prepares for the worst
(νν.1"3). t)Ut Esau shows a generous and magnani-
mous spirit: he receives his brother with all
friendliness, and inquires with interest after his
children (vv.4"7). He at first refuses Jacob's
present; but Jacob by pressure induces him to

* In the sense of the tradition, the contest, as Dillm. remarks,
is plainly an external and physical one.

t In the rare word ρ^κΐ for wrestle, vv.24. 25, there is a play on
the name Jabbok (pT), if not an explanation of its origin, as
though it meant Wrestling (-stream).

X Sayce's derivation (EHH 73, and elsewhere) from ydshar,
•to be upright,' ' to direct' (!), has nothing to recommend it.

§ Cf. Arab, shariya, to persist, or persevere; conj. iii. (ex-
pressing the idea of rivalry) to persist or persevere against
another (viz. in contention or wrangling). The same root is
contained in Seraiah, *Jah persists.' (The root means ' to
strive' (RVm) only in the sense of to exert oneself, not in that of
to contend. It has no connexion with sar,' prince,' from sarar).

1 J from this point prefers, though not (in our existing texts)
quite uniformly, Israel to Jacob as the designation of the
patriarch.

% With allusion to the often expressed belief that no one could
* see God and live' (Ex 1921 3320, jg Q22t 1322). Notice the
adversative force of the Waw consecutive (Gres. § llle).

**See Moore, Judges, 220 f., 223; G. A. Smith, HGHL 585 f.
There was a Phoenician headland called θεού πρόσωπον, and
' Penuel' may really, like this headland, have derived its name
from some physical feature presented by it.

accept it, no doubt hoping thereby to purchase
the continuance of his good-will in the future
(vv.8"11).* Esau afterwards offers Jacob his pro-
tection for the rest of the journey, or at least
some of his people as an escort; but Jacob declines
both these offers; he will lay himself under no
obligation to his brother, nor will he incur any
risk of a rupture in the cordial relations now
established between them (vv.12-16). Esau accord-
ingly returns to Edom; while Jacob moves on to
Succoth (the name of which is explained from the
booths [rimD] built by him there for his cattle).
The site 01 Succoth is not more certainly known
than that of Penuel: it was on the E. of Jordan
(Jg 84·5), in the valley, perhaps (Dillm.) near the
ford of ed-Damiyeh (on the road from es-Salt to
Nablus), a little S. of the point where the Jabbok;
enters the Jordan.f After crossing the Jordan,
Jacob advanced into the heart of the country, to
Shechem. There he encamped in front of the
city, and bought the plot of ground on which his
tent rested, of the native Shechemites for 100
kesitahs.% The purchase of this land is mentioned
on account of the sequel: it was the place in
which the bones of Joseph ultimately reposed
(Jos 2432); and it had the same interest and
significance for the N. kingdom which the cave
of Machpelah at Hebron (ch. 23) had for the king-
dom of Judah.§

We come (ch. 34) to the somewhat remarkable
narrative of the dealings of Jacob with Shechem.
The chapter is plainly composite ; but the criteria
are in some cases ambiguous, so that critics are not
fully agreed in their results. The main character-
istics of the two narratives of which it is composed
are, however, sufficiently clear. According to J,||
Shechem, son of Hamor, having seduced Jacob's
daughter, Dinah, desires to obtain her from her
father and brothers in marriage : they agree, only
imposing a condition the nature of which in the
existing text of J is not specified, but which
Hamor at once accedes to (vv.11·12·1S>); afterwards,
however, Simeon and Levi, resenting keenly Hamor's
treatment of their sister, fall upon him, without
their brothers' knowledge, slay him and his father,
and rescue Dinah; their father blames them severely
for making him and his family unpopular among
the native Canaanites, and endangering their lives;
they reply that the honour of their tribe is above
all such considerations : * Should he deal with our
sister as with an harlot?' Here the transaction
has a personal character: only Shechem is involved;
and his aim is the personal one of securing Dinah
as his wife. According to the rest of the narrative, 1Γ
Shechem equally desires to obtain Dinah as his
wife, but much wider interests are involved : the
transaction assumes a national significance : Hamor

* V.10 ' forasmuch as I have seen thy face, as when one seeth
the face of God' (i.e. I have found it as favourable), is mani-
festly, as Wellh. remarks, another explanation of the name
Penuel. 'To see the face' is the phrase used of one admitted
to the presence-chamber of a monarch, or other ruler (Gn 43·*· 5
2 s 1424.2S, 2 Κ 2519; of God, Ps 117, Job 3326), and, it is im-
plied, viewed by his superior favourably. Jacob, by using this
expression, pays Esau a high compliment. ' Beiden Wendungen
der Sage liegt zu Grund, dass man in Peniel den unf reundlichen
Gott als freundlichen erfahrt' (Dillm.).

t Comp. Moore, I.e. p. 218 (who mentions another proposed
site, at Deir'AUa, N. of the Zerka; cf. G. A. Smith, I.e. p. 585).

X A piece of money (or metal) of uncertain value. It is
mentioned besides only in Jos 2432, Job 42U.

§ As Dinah, who (3141 comp. with 3021) must have been quite
an infant when Jacob left Haran, appears of marriageable age
in ch. 34, Jacob (if the narrative is to be treated as consistent)
must be supposed to have passed some years at Succoth (or at
Shechem, before the events mentioned in ch. 34 occurred); cf.
Dillm. on 3025f. 3317 341.

|| Vv.2b. 3.5.7.11.12.19.25 (< twoof the sons of Jacob, Simeon and
Levi, Dinah's brethren, took each man his sword') 26· 30.31. This
narrative is naturally not quite complete, parts having been
omitted when it was combined with the other narrative.

Τί Ρ ; or (Wellh., Cornill, Holzinger) E, amplified in parts by a
writer of the school of P.
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proposes what is virtually an amalgamation of the
two communities, -with full reciprocal rights of trade
and inter-marriage (vv.8"10·21"23): the sons of Jacob
generally (not merely Simeon and Levi) speak on
their sister's behalf: they impose the condition
(which is here circumcision) not on Shechem only,
but on the whole people (vv.13"18); and the entire
city experiences their vengeance (vv.25emZ·27'29).
On the possible significance of this narrative, see
p. 535.

From Shechem Jacob proceeds on his way to
Bethel (about 20 miles S. of Shechem), a panic
terror (355) restraining the natives of the neighbour-
hood from pursuing him. Bethel was the spot,
which, when he was starting for IJaran some 20
years (3141) previously, had been consecrated for
him by his great dream (2811"22); and now, in
anticipation of visiting it again, he bade his
household and retainers put away all * foreign
gods' from among them : the ' God of Bethel'
(3113) had proved Himself true to His promise
(2815); He had led His servant safely through
many trials and anxieties; and at feethel, in
fulfilment of his vow (2822), he would now build
an altar to Him. Later generations pointed to the
terebinth at Shechem (cf. Jos 2426) as marking the
spot at which the idols brought from IJaran (cf. Gn
3119, Jos 242·14·23), and the amulets,* were buried
by Jacob. The erection of the altar is narrated
in 357 (E, as also vv.1-5·8). Ρ (359"1»·15) describes
at this point a theophany, with a renewed promise
to Jacob of a numerous and royal posterity, and of
the gift of the land (vv.11·12); t to the same occasion
he also assigns (v.10) the change of name from Jacob
to Israel, which J has narrated already at Penuel
(3228), and the origin of the name of Bethel, which
J had connected with Jacob's former visit to the
place (2819). The relation of the 'pillar,' which,
according to v.14 (probably J), Jacob set up, and
upon which he is said also to have poured a drink-
offering and oil, to the one mentioned previously
in 2818 (E), is not clear; the verse may relate to a
different ' pillar,' it may give a different version of
the origin of the same * pillar.' %

Leaving Bethel, Jacob continued his journey to
the South. Shortly before reaching Ephrath,
Kachel died in childbirth : she herself, so tradition
told, called her son Ben-oni 'son of my sorrow,'
but his father preferred a name of better omen,
and called him Ben-jawin, 'son of the right
hand.'§ On the site of her grave, Jacob erected
a 'pillar,' which still bore her name in the
narrator's day (3520). In 1 S 102 Rachel's grave
is distinctly stated to have been on the (Northern)
border of Benjamin, not far from Bethel (cf. v.8;
and see also Jer 3115) : unless therefore there
were different traditions respecting its site, the
gloss ' the same is Beth-lehem' (in spite of its
repetition in 487, and in spite also of its being
in agreement with other statements, as Ru 411,
Mic 52) is incorrect, and there were more loca-
lities than one called Ephrath. Still pursuing
his way, Jacob next rested beyond the ' tower of
Eder' (or 'of the flock'),—a place, of which (in
spite of Mic 48) the situation is quite uncertain.
Ρ (3522b-29) brings Jacob on to Hebron (v.27; cf.
3714 JE). There Isaac (who was last mentioned as

* This is the meaning of the ' rings' of 354.
t With v . n of. the passages cited p. 527 note %; and add 176

(«kings').
X Cornill conjectures that this verse originally (without ' in

the place where he spake with him' ) stood in close connexion
with v.8: in this case the 'pillar' would be a sepulchral stele
(cf. v.20), and the libations would be poured out as offerings to
the dead (ZATW, 1891, p. 15 ff.; cf. Holzinger, Comm. p. 217).

§ Whether this is the true explanation of the name, must
remain an open question. Sayce (EHH 79) agrees here with
Stade (Gesch. i. 161)in thinking that the name (the 'Southerner')
has really reference to the position of the territory of Benjamin
on the S. of Ephraim.

being at Beersheba *) dies ; and (according to the
same source, P) Jacob and Esau meet once more
for the purpose of burying him (v.29; cf. 259).

The active period of Jacob's life is now over: the
rest of his days is passed in quietude ; and Joseph
becomes the moving spirit in the patriarchal
family. Joseph was his father's favourite son ;
his brethren envied him; his dreams of future
exaltation increased their jealousy; but his father
fondly wondered what these dreams might signify
(3712). Jacob is still at Hebron, but his flocks are
at Shechem,t tended by his other sons, and he
sends Joseph thither to inquire after his brethren's
welfare (3712"14). Deceived in his old age by his
sons, as he had in his youth deceived his own aged
father, he receives with inconsolable grief the
evidence, as it seems to him, of Joseph's cruel
death (3731"35). As the famine grows severe in
Canaan, he sends his sons, but without Benjamin,
who now naturally takes Joseph's place as his
father's favourite, to buy corn in Egypt (421"4):
upon their inauspicious return, his distress and
grief find bitter expression in the reproachful
words (4236), 'Me have ye bereaved of my
children: Joseph is not, and Simeon is not, and
ye will take Benjamin away; upon me are all
these things come.' In the end, he is obliged to
let Benjamin go back with his brethren into Egypt,
but with characteristic prudence he sends with
them a present calculated to win the favour of the
great man of the land (4311-13). The dfnoument
soon follows; and ch. 45 recounts the delight with
which he hears that his son is still alive, and
receives the message to come and join him in
Egypt (vv.25"28). He sets forth from Hebron,
journeys to Beersheba, the home of Isaac and of
his own former days (27. 2810), and there, when on
the point of leaving for a second time the land of
promise, and taking up his abode in the land of
Egypt, receives a word of encouragement and
promise suitable to the occasion (46a·4; cf. pre-
viously, at Bethel, 2813"15). Israel thus 'went
down into Egypt'; and a new and momentous
epoch in the history of the nation was inaugurated.
The list of Jacob's sons and grandchildren who
accompanied him into Egypt is given by Ρ (466"27).£
Jacob meets his son Joseph in Goshen, and the wish
of his heart is accomplished (4629f·)· Afterwards he
is honourably received by the Pharaoh, and as-
signed, with his sons, a residence in the pastoral
district of Goshen (471"4·6b [from ' in the land '] J ;
475.6a.7-lip).§

As the time drew near for Jacob to die, he made
Joseph promise not to bury him in Egypt, but to
lay him in the tomb of his fathers in Canaan

* 2810 compared with 27*2-45 : according to Ρ (3528 compared
with 2526 26§4) eighty years previously, Jacob being now 120
years old ! (According to JE, Jacob was but 20 years in Mesopo-
tamia, 3141; Cf. p. 532b).

t The author of this passage must have pictured Jacob's flocks
as roaming pretty freely over the country (cf. v.17, Dothan
being about 15 miles N. of Shechem), if he himself was at
Hebron. In view of ch. 34, the mention of their being at
Shechem is remarkable; but the writer, it is possible, pictured
the inhabitants of the neighbourhood as deterred by fear
(cf. 355) from interfering with Jacob's possessions.

X On difficulties connected with the enumeration, esp. in
W.26.27} gee the Commentaries.—An interesting illustration of
Jacob's descent into Egypt is afforded by the representation, on
a tomb at Beni-Hassan, of 37 Asiatics (Amu), bringing a present
of eye-paint, and two live ibexes, to Usertesen n., of the 12th
dynasty, in his 6th year (c. Β.σ. 2600, Petrie). The procession
is a remarkable one: it comprises men, women, and children,
and two asses : the men wear long richly-coloured tunics, or in
some cases coloured loin-cloths, and one is playing with a
plectrum on a lyre of six strings. See Wilkinson-Birch, Anc.
Egyp. 1878, i. 480; Maspero, Dawn of Civilization, 468-470; or
Petrie, Hist, of Egypt, i. 172-174; also Hommel, AHT 52f.

§ The sequence in vv.5· 6 is better in the LXX; see the
Comms., or LOT pp. 10, 16(6 11, 17) n. The situation of
Goshen, fixed approximately by tradition, has been determined
definitely by the researches of M. Naville; it was the district
lying between the three modern villages of Saft, Belbeis, and
Tel el-Kebir, about 40 miles N.E. of Cairo.
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(4729-31). Ch. 48 narrates (1) how he adopted
Joseph's two sons, Manasseh and Ephraim, placing
them on the same level with his own children
(vv.3"7 P ) ; and (2) how he blessed them, giving at
the same time the first place to the younger,
Ephraim, in view of the future pre-eminence of the
tribe descended from him (vv.1"2·8"20JE). There
follows a special promise and gift, made to Joseph
(vv.21·22 E). The terms of v.22 are remarkable,
'And I give thee one shoulder* (shekhem) above
thy brethren, which I took out of the hand of the
Amorite with my sword and with my bow.' There
is manifestly here an allusion to Shechem, after-
wards an important and central place in the terri-
tory of Ephraim (cf. G. A. Smith, HGHL 332-334),
where also Joseph was buried (Jos 2432); but noth-
ing is said elsewhere of a conquest of Shechem by
Jacob : it is evident that there is preserved here a
version of Jacob's dealings with Shechem different
from any which we find elsewhere, t

492-27 contains the more elaborate poetical Bless-
ing, which Jacob is said to have addressed to all
his sons before his death. Throughout this Bless-
ing what the poet really has in view are the tribes;
as so often elsewhere in Genesis, the tribe is con-
ceived as impersonated in its ancestor, and the
ancestor foreshadows the character of the tribe.
The poet passes the tribes in review: he singles
out in each some striking feature of moral char-
acter, political state, or geographical position, for
poetical amplification ; and on each he pronounces
some word of praise or blame, according to its
deserts. The moral instability of Reuben, the dis-
organized social condition of Simeon and Levi, the
ideal sovereignty and vine-clad territory of Judah,
the maritime advantages enjoyed by Zebulun, the
ignoble indifference which led Issachar to prefer
ease to independence, the quick and effective
attack of Dan, the warlike bravery of Gad, the
richness of Asher's soil,J the blessings of populous-
ness, military efficiency, climate, and soil, which,
in spite of envious assailants, are showered upon
Joseph, the martial skill and success of Benjamin,
—these, briefly, are the features which the poet
selects, and develops one after another, in varied
and effective imagery. The historical and geo-
graphical conditions reflected in the poem are those
of the period of the Judges, Samuel, and David ;
and this is the age in which the ancient tradition
of the patriarch's Blessing must have received its
present poetical form.

After this, we read, Jacob charged his sons to
bury him in the family grave at Machpelah (4929"32

Ρ : 4729-31 is parallel in JE), and then died (ν.33 Ρ).
His body was embalmed, according to the Egyp-
tian custom (501"3): a great funeral procession was
organized, such as was usual in Egypt (501"9); §
and he was buried in the land of Canaan, in the
cave at Hebron (5012·13).||

* i.e. 'mountain-slope' or '-side'; cf. the use of the syn. nna
Jos 158.10 1812.13.16.18 (RV poorly, ' side ')·

t In the parts of ch. 34 which belong to J, two of Jacob's sons
wreak their vengeance on individual Shechemites; but Jacob
himself repudiates their deed. The present passage shows that
a version must have been current according to which Jacob {i.e.
Israel as a whole) conquered and took possession of Shechem.
This version is allied to, and perhaps underlies, the other narra-
tive in ch. 34, according to which the sons of Jacob (and not
Simeon and Leyi alone) massacred the inhabitants of Shechem;
but it is not said, or even implied, in this narrative that they
retained the city as their own possession. (The statement in
3319 that Jacob purchased a piece of land outside the city, is of
course not inconsistent with his forcible conquest of the city
itself afterwards). See further, Dillm., Holzinger, and Wellh.
Comp. 316 ff.

t The blessing on Naphtali is too uncertain in its terms to be
summarized with any confidence.

§ Erman, Life in Ancient Egypt, p. 320 f.
I 50411 ( J E ) is the sequel to 4729-31 (in both Joseph alone is

the prominent person); 5012-13 (P) is the sequel to 4929-33 (i n both
Jacob's sons in general are the actors), the datour by Atad
(w.iO· ii), on the East of Jordan, is manifestly made merely by
the narrator, for the purpose of explaining the name *Abel-

The chronology of Jacob's life presents serious difficulties : it
is evident that the traditions (or theories) about it are incon-
sistent. (1) P's chronology, as often elsewhere in Gn, is entirely
irreconcilable with that of JE. In ch. 27 (JE) Isaac is to all
appearance upon his deathbed (cf. v.2); yet according to Ρ
(252ΰ 26** 3528) he survived for eighty years, dying at the age of
180. Ussher, Keil, and others, arguing back from the dates
given in 47» 456 4146 3141, infer that Jacob's flight to Haran took
place in his 77th year: this reduces the 80 years to 43 years,
though that is almost equally incredible; but it involves the
fresh incongruity of supposing that thirty-seven years elapsed
between Esau's marrying his Hittite wives (2634), and Rebekah'a
expressing her fear (2746) that Jacob, then aged seventy-seven,
should follow his brother's example! Nor is it natural to
picture Jacob seeking a wife in Haran, and tending Laban's
sheep, as a man 77 years old. (2) It may be doubted whether
even the chronology of JE is perfectly consistent, (a) The
supposition made p. 530 note § is required, as there explained, for
consistency; but an unspecified sojourn of some years at either
Succoth or Shechem is hardly consonant with the general tenor
of the narrative of Jacob's return (313) from Haran. It is true,
in 372 Joseph is said to be 17 years of age; but the years of
Joseph's boyhood would be placed more naturally between 3522

and 372 than at 3317 or 3319. (6) Joseph is called (373) a son of
Jacob's · old age,' as though he were appreciably younger than
his brethren : yet Zebulun and Dinah could not have been more
than a year or two older (3020-24); for all Jacob's children
(except Benjamin) must have been born, at least according to
Ε (see 3141), between the 7th and the 1G-I7th years of his service
with Laban (leaving, say, 4-3 years for the events narrated in
3025-43), However, 373 belongs very probably to the other
source, J, which may have represented Joseph as born later. In
Ρ he is born when Jacob is about 90 (Gn 4146 [47 456 E] 479).

Allusions to Jacob in subsequent parts of Scrip-
ture.—The most important are in Hosea, who
already applies his history didactically:—

(1) Hos 122-4 (3*5):—
8 In the womb he supplanted his brother ;

And in his strength he persisted with God :
4 Yea, he persisted [Ίψ*,)} with the angel, and prevailed;

He wept, and made supplication unto him;
At Bethel he found him, and there he spake with him.*

The allusions to the incidents recorded in Gn
2526 3228 2813"16 are palpable. Ephraim is lax, in-
different, and frivolous : the ambition shown by its
ancestor Jacob to secure pre-eminence even in the
womb, the persistence with which afterwards he
exerted himself to win the blessing, and the tears
with which he sought it,f are held up as examples
for its imitation.

(2) Hos 1212f· (13f·) :—
12 And Jacob fled into the field of Aram,

And Israel served for a wife,
And for a wife he kept (sheep):

18 But by a prophet did Jehovah bring Israel up out of Egypt,
And by a prophet was he kept (preserved).

For the allusions in v.12, see Gn 2743 (cf. 3ο1·7);
2918. 20.30 314i. T h e flight) t h e penury, the hard-
ships (cf. Gn 3138"41) undergone by Jacob are con-
trasted with the deliverance of his descendants
under the honourable guidance of a prophet.

In Dt 265 'An Aramaean ready to perish % was
my father, and he went down into Egypt, and
sojourned there, few in number; and he became
there a nation, great, mighty, and populous,'
the allusion is to Jacob's Aramaean connexions,
and to his hard and perilous life as a shepherd in
Aram-naharaim. Jacob is also most probably
meant by ' thy first father' in Is 4327. In Mai I 2 · 3

(cited Ro 913) the reference is really national: see
Gore in Studia Biblica, iii. 37 ff.; Sanday-Headlam,
Romans, 245 ff.

The Character of Jacob.—Of all the characters
which are sketched in any fulness in the OT, that
of Jacob is the most mixed. On the one hand, he
is by nature the * supplanter': * is he not,' exclaims
Esau, * rightly named Jacob, for he hath sup-
planted me these two times' ? Twice he takes a
mean advantage of his brother; he deceives his
Mizraim,' which, meaning properly Meadow of Egypt,—perhaps
(cf. the so-called * Job's Stone' [above, i. 166bn.] as commemorat-
ing in some way the Egyptian occupation of Canaan,—is here
derived, by an assonance, from 'ebel, ' mourning.1

* So Pesh., Aq., Symm., Theod. The Heb. text has with us,
which must mean * with us in the person of our ancestor.'

t A trait (v.4b) not mentioned in Gn 3226-29.
χ Or, lost; the word is often used of a lost sheep, as Ezk 34*· i«
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aged father; even where he does not directly
overreach, prudence and expediency are the deter-
mining motives of his life; his thoughts centre in
himself; he is ever striving to turn circumstances
to his own profit, to make the most out of every
opportunity. He is a striking contrast to his
brother: Esau is frank, straightforward, and
generous; Jacob is scheming, ambitious, and self-
seeking ; by fair means or foul, he sets himself to
compass his ends. On the other hand, Jacob is
not destitute of good qualities. He has a deeper
and more stable character than Esau: Esau is
governed by the impulses of the moment, is heed-
less of the future, has no thought for any but
present and material goods: Jacob, if he is the
* Overreacher,' is also the * Per severer' (' Israel');
he possesses steadiness and consistency of purpose ;
he does not flinch from toil and exertion,—even
Laban admits that he has served him well (3027) ;
he can labour and deny himself in order to attain
a far-distant goal; he has cleverness, versatility,
and diplomatic ability: he thus possesses qualities
which, though they may be misdirected, are
nevertheless adapted to form the foundation of a
sound and genuine character. And one aim of the
history of Jacob, as written in the Book of Genesis,
is to show how, through the discipline and spiritual
experiences of life, the better elements of a char-
acter may in the end prevail, and become its
determining and predominant principles.

It may be asked how a character exhibiting so
many doubtful qualities should have been selected
by Providence as its chosen agent, and be repre-
sented as receiving so constantly the marks of
God's care and approval (2813-15 3112b·13·24 321 etc.).
The answer, no doubt, is to be found in the fact
that Providence does not judge by present appear-
ances ; and that Jacob possessed qualities which,
in spite of the faults, and even the grave faults,
by which they were accompanied, were qualities
which, when purified, and elevated, and freed
from purely personal aims, could be consecrated
to the service of God, and made subservient to
carrying out His purposes. The turning-point in
his life is the struggle at Penuel. In all his
dealings hitherto, whether with Esau or Laban,
he has been true to his name, he has been the
Supplanter or Overreacher. His treatment of
Esau was without excuse: in his dealings with
Laban, craft was matched against craft; though,
in judging Jacob here, it is only right to re-
member that Laban not only takes the first dis-
honest step, but is throughout the chief offender.
Had Laban treated Jacob honestly and generously,
there is no reason to suppose that he would have
sought to overreach him. But since Laban seeks,
not once only, to profit at his expense, Jacob
retaliates,*—and, so far as material gains are
concerned, wins. But, as has just been pointed
out, Jacob's character includes inconsistent ele-
ments; and the struggle at Penuel marks the
triumph of the higher over the lower elements in
his character. It is the critical moment of his
life. He is at the point of re-entering the land
which he left twenty (3141) years before; he is
about to meet his brother whom he had wronged
and deceived; memories of the past return upon
him ; his conscience smites him, and he is ' greatly
afraid.' But God is his real antagonist, not Esau;
it is God whom his sins have offended, and who
here comes to contest His right. These thoughts
and fears are, as it were, materialized in his

* At least according to J (3031-43). According to Ε (314-16.26-43),
Laban arbitrarily and unfairly changes Jacob's wages; but
Jacob's gains are not due to his own artifices, but to the dis-
positions of Providence (318-12). As the two narratives are thus
derived from different sources, it follows that 3l5t>. 7-9.12.24.29
do not express, or imply, divine approval of the artifices
described in 3031-42.

dream. He struggles with his mysterious antag.
onist, and, as in his struggles with Esau and
Laban, strives to win: he struggles bravely: nor
can his antagonist overcome him, until by a
divine touch He paralyzes his natural strength.
Even then Jacob's tenacity of purpose remains un-
impaired ; he is conscious that he has a heavenly
visitant in his embrace; and he will not let Him
go until he has received from Him a blessing.
The moment marks a spiritual change in Jacob's
character. His carnal weapons are lamed and
useless,—they fail him in his contest with God;
as the result of his struggle his natural self is left
behind, he rises from it an altered man. A new
truth is vividly brought home to him,—the value-
lessness before God of the weapons in which he
has hitherto trusted. The lameness which he
carries away with him is, as it were, a palpable
memento of the fact. And his new name sym-
bolizes his new nature. It is true, even before
this, he has not been represented as destitute of
religious feeling; his prayer in 3210 evinces
humility, thankfulness, and a sense of dependence
upon God. Indeed this prayer may be said to
prepare psychologically for the spiritual struggle
which follows. But it is the result of this struggle
that henceforth the better and higher elements in
his character assert themselves more strongly than
they had done before. In his dealings with Esau
in ch. 33 he is politic, and makes the best of the
situation; but he cannot be said to treat his
brother dishonourably. His rebuke of Simeon and
Levi in 3430, however, shows timidity and weak-
ness, and is not prompted by any motive higher
than expediency. In his old age domestic trials
overtake him: he loses Rachel; for many years
he is bereaved of his favourite son; the dread of
losing another son weighs heavily upon him (4238

4314): his character is mellowed and softened; and
the picture of his closing days is that of a just
and God-fearing typical Israelite, strong in faith
(4821), and grateful for the Providence which had
' shepherded' * him through his long course of
anxieties and vicissitudes, and 'redeemed him
from all evil'(4815f·).

There remains the question, how far, and in
what sense, the narratives relating to Jacob are
historical. In approaching this question there are
some important things to be borne in mind.
(1) Upon any view of the Book of Genesis, it was
not committed to writing for many centuries after
the events described in it occurred: we thus
possess no guarantee whatever that it contains a
literally exact record of the acts and sayings of
the patriarchs ; for it does not satisfy the primary
canon of sound historical criticism, that only
narratives contemporary, or nearly so, with the
events narrated, and, moreover, consistent with
themselves, can claim such a character. (2) It is
remarkable how, in Gn, individuals and tribes
seem to be placed on the same level, and to be
spoken of in the same terms, and how, further,
individuals seem frequently to be the impersonation
of homonvmous tribes. Thus Bethuel is mentioned
as an individual (2223 2415 at.), but his brothers Uz
and Buz are tribes (2221f·). £eturah, again, is
described as an individual (251); but her sons and
grandsons are tribes (252'4). In Gn 10 nations are
quite manifestly represented as individuals; and
one of them, Cush, has, conversely, an individual
for his son (108). So elsewhere: Machir, in Gn
5023 an individual, in Nu 2629 'begets' (the
country) Gilead; in Jg II 1 Gilead 'begets' Jeph-
thah.f Again, Canaan, Japheth, and Shem, in
Noah's blessing (Gn 925"27), clearly represent three

* AV, RV, entirely losing the metaphor, 'fed.'
t Comp. the curious notice of * Ephraim * in 1 Ch 720"24 (see

art. BERIAH).
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groups of nations: Ishmael (1612) is in character
the personification of the desert tribes whose
descent is traced to him (2o13"15): Esau ' is Edom'
(2530 361·8·1 9; cf. Jer 4910)), and Edom is the name
of a people. More than this, ' Jacob' and ' Israel'
are themselves national names, the latter a stand-
ing one, the former a poetical synonym (Gn 497,
even in Jacob's own mouth ; Nu 2321- ™, Dt 329 3328,
Hos ΙΟ11122, Am 72·5, and frequently). Heredity is
undoubtedly a true principle : children inherit the
qualities of their parents; they also often experi-
ence, for good or for ill, as the case may be, the
consequences of their parents' acts:; but it would
be extending the principle altogether unduly to
suppose that the character and political condition
of an entire group of peoples were really deter-
mined by a father's curse upon their ancestor (Gn
925), or to imagine that the whole subsequent
history of two of the Israelitish tribes was fixed in
reality (495"7) by an act of their ancestors, in which,
after all, they were merely maintaining, by means
consistent with the manners of the age, the honour
of a sister. In cases such as these, we can surely
have only the explanations devised either by
popular imagination, or by a poet interpreting the
mind of his people, for the purpose of accounting
for national character, and national conditions, as
they existed at a later age.

Admitting, however, that these principles are
true, how far may they be adopted in explanation
of the patriarchal narratives ? Are Jacob and his
twelve sons, Esau, and Laban simply the personi-
fications of corresponding peoples, Israel and the
12 tribes, Edom, and Syria (like Hellen, with his
sons, Dorus and iEolus, and his grandsons, Achseus
and Ion, among the Greeks), the characteristic
features of each being reflections of the circum-
stances and relations of the age which gave them
birth (cf. Wellh. Hist. 318-325)?* An unsub-
stantial figure, like Canaan, might be an example
of such personification; but the abundance of
personal incident and detail makes such a view
improbable in the case, at least, of the principal
patriarchal characters. May they then represent
tribes and sub-tribes? in other words, may the
movements, and mutual relations, of tribes and
sub-tribes have been expressed in a personal and
individual form? This is Ewald's view. Abra-
ham, Isaac, and Jacob represent the successive
migratory movements of Hebrew tribes from the
original common home of the Hebrew and Ara-
maean nationalities in Aram-naharaim across the
Euphrates. Jacob's father was a Hebrew already
settled in Canaan : his mother was an Aramrean
(Gn 2520); he marries two Aramaean wives: after
a long contest with his uncle (and father-in-law)
Laban, ' the Aramaean' (2520 285 3120·24), he
ultimately comes to terms with him, returns to
Canaan with great wealth, and finally gives his
name to the people settled there : this means that
a new and energetic branch of the Hebrew race
migrated from its original home in Aram-naharaim,
pushed forward into Canaan, amalgamated there
with the Hebrews (*Isaac') already on the spot
(becoming thereby Isaac's ' son'), and, in virtue of
the superior practical abilities displayed by it,
acquired ultimately supremacy over all its kin :
the contest with Laban 'represents the struggle
which continued, probably for centuries, between
the crafty Hebrews on the opposite banks of the
Euphrates, showing how in the end the southern
Hebrews gained the upper hand and the northern
were driven off in derision': Edom was a branch
(* son') of the tribe represented by ' Isaac'; * Jacob,'
becoming fused with this tribe, is Esau's * brother,'

* See the full discussion of this view in Kuenen, ThT, May
1871, p. 228 ff.; and cf. Smend, AT Theol. 12, 96f.; Meinhold,
Wider den Kleinglauben (1895), 19, 23.

but at the same time his younger brother, as
arriving later in Canaan,—though, as he became
afterwards the more powerful nation, he is de-
scribed as having wrested from him his birthright:
similarly, Jacob's wives and sons represent the
existence of different elements in the original com-
munity, and the growth of tribal distinctions
within it.* Ewald, however, holds at the same
time that Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and Joseph
are historical characters, prominent leaders of the
nation at successive stages of its history (pp. 301,
305 f., 340, 342, 345, 382). f Again, the amount of
personal incident and detail in the patriarchal
narratives seems to constitute an objection to this
explanation of their meaning: would the move-
ments of tribes be represented in this veiled manner
on such a large scale as would be the case if this
explanation were the true one? No doubt, there
are elements of truth in both these explanations :
each will account reasonably for some traits in the
patriarchal narratives: the question is, whether
they will account for all.

The view which on the whole may be said best
to satisfy the circumstances of the case is the view
that Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob are historical
persons, and that the accounts which we have of
them are in outline historically true, but that their
characters are idealized, and their biographies in
many respects coloured by the feelings and asso-
ciations of a later age. * J,' says Mr. Ottley,i and
his remarks are equally true of E, ' describes the
age of the patriarchs as in some essential respects
so closely similar to later periods, that it can only
be regarded as a picture of primitive life and
religion drawn in the light of a subsequent age.
We have here to do with the earliest form of
history—traditional folk-lore about primitive per-
sonages and events, worked up according to some
preconceived design by a devout literary artist.'
The basis of the narratives in Genesis is in fact
popular oral tradition; and that being so, we
may expect them to display the characteristics
which popular oral tradition does in other cases.
They may well include a substantial historical
nucleus : but details may be due to the involuntary
action of popular invention or imagination, oper-
ating during a long period of time; characteristic
anecdotes, reflecting the feelings, and explaining
the relations, of a later age may thus have become
attached to the patriarchs; phraseology and ex-
pression will nearly always be ascribed rightly to
the narrators who cast these traditions into their
present literary shape. One very conspicuous
interest in these narratives is the explanation of
existing facts and institutions — the fact, for
instance, that Edom, though an older nation than
Israel (3631), was nevertheless politically its in-
ferior, the sanctity of Bethel and its famous
monolith, the names borne both by Israel itself
and by its twelve tribes, the origin of the great
border-cairn on Gilead, the names of places, as
Bethel, Mahanaim, Penuel, Succoth, Allon-ba-

• Ewald, Hist. i. 310ff., 338, 341-344, 346, 348-350, 363, 371-374
375 ff. Cf. Stade, Gesch. i. 124-128 (who, however, does not allow
that anything pre-Mosaic is reflected in the patriarchal narratives).

t Dillmann's view is substantially that of Ewald : recollections
of tribal movements are preserved in the family histories of
Genesis; Isaac and Jacob, like Lot, Ishmael, Esau, and their
sons, being· 'ideal personal names,' derived either from sub-
divisions of the nation as it existed at a later time, or from
historical stages of its growth, Jacob representing a new Hebrew
immigration from Mesopotamia ; Abraham, however, being the
personal leader of the first band of immigrants, who, according
to all the Pentateuchal narrators, was the spiritual father of the
entire nation (Gen.6 218, 219, 316 [Eng. tr. vol. ii. pp. 1-5, 190];
AT Theol. 77 f., 79-81). (Dillmann's remarks on these narratives
of Genesis contain much that is suggestive and excellent, and
deserve to be read in their entirety). The view of Kittel (Gesch.
i. 153 [Eng. tr. i. 168ff.]) is similar, except that he treats the
patriarchs more distinctly as personal tribal chiefs, who after-
wards gave their names to the tribes led by them.

% Bampton Lectures, p. 109.
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chuth, Abel-mizraim, the custom of not eating of a
particular muscle (3232), the ethnological relations
subsisting between Israel and its neighbours (Ish-
maelite tribes, 2512'17; Edom, and the racial affinities
of its inhabitants, ch. 36), the characteristics of the
different tribes (4819; ch. 49). It may be doubted
whether in all these cases we have the real his-
torical explanations of the facts in question, and
not rather explanations due to popular imagina-
tion, or suggested by current etymologies : in some
cases, it will be remembered, we find duplicate and
inconsistent traditions respecting the same occur-
rences. Wellhausen may be wrong in not allowing
a more substantial historical substratum for the
patriarchal narratives; but his general character-
ization of them is just.*

It must further be allowed that the characters
of the patriarchs are coloured religiously by the
feelings and beliefs of a later age. In the days of
the patriarchs, religion must have been in a rudi-
mentary stage : there are traces of this in the idea,
for instance, of the revelations of deity being con-
fined to particular spots, and in the reverence paid
to sacred trees or pillars; but at the same time the
patriarchs often express themselves in terms sug-
gesting much riper spiritual capacities and experi-
ences. Here we cannot but trace the hands of the
narrators, who were men penetrated by definite
moral and religious ideas, and who, writing with a
didactic aim, idealized to a certain extent the
characters of the patriarchs, and, while not strip-
ping them of the distinctive features with which
they were traditionally invested, so filled in the
outlines supplied by tradition as to present the
great figures of Hebrew antiquity as spiritual
types, examples, for imitation or warning, as the
case might be, for successive generations.

The patriarchs are, thirdly, idealized in another
direction, in common with many of the other
patriarchal figures in Genesis, by being invested
with the characteristics which afterwards marked
the tribes descended, or reputed to be descended,
from them : f indeed it is possible that sometimes
even episodes of tribal life are referred back to
them in the form of incidents occurring within the
limits of their own families. Ishmael, for instance,
in 1612 may be the personal son of Abraham; but
if he is this, he is also something more : he imper-
sonates the Bedawin of the desert. So Jacob and
Esau, in their contest for supremacy, are more
than the twin sons of a man named Isaac: they
impersonate two nations; and the later relations
subsisting between these two nations plainly colour
parts of the narrator's representation (esp. the
terms of the Blessings). Jacob, keeping Laban's
sheep, may be an individual; but when he and
Laban are fixing the boundary which neither is to
pass, they plainly represent two peoples. The
story of Shechem and Dinah is one in which
especially it may be suspected that this explanation
is the correct one. Jg 9 shows how, after the con-
quest, Israelites and Canaanites lived in Shechem
side by side; the almost complete identity of
expression between Gn 3319 * the sons of IJamor, the
father of Shechem,' and Jg 928 ' the men of IJamor,
the father of Shechem' (where Shechem is clearly
the place),% raises a legitimate doubt whether in
the former passage * Shechem' does not mean the
place as well, and whether therefore in ch. 34 the
same name is not a personification of the inhabit-
ants of the place : if this view be correct, ch. 34
will mean that an Israelite clan (Dinah) had

* Hist. 318-327 (cf. 464 n.). The contemptuous criticisms of
Robertson (Rel. of Isr. 120-135) show little insight, and are
anything but conclusive.

t Cf. Baethgen, ap. Ottley, p. 111.
t 'Father '= founder, settler, as 1 Ch 221.23 (Machir, the

• father' of Gilead), 42-45.49-52 (the · fathers' of Ziph, Hebron, and
other towns), 4 3 5 · 1 L 1 2 · 1 4 · w-21

gained a footing in Shechem, and was in danger of
being absorbed by the native Canaanites (the Bend
glamor): Simeon and Levi interposed to prevent
this ; * but their action was not supported by the
Israelites at large (' Jacob,' 3430); cf. 495·6. Gn 497,
it has even been conjectured, contains an allusion
to the result: the Canaanites retaliated with such
effect that these two tribes were broken up, and
never afterwards recovered from the blow.f See
art. SIMEON (TRIBE).

But, however that may be, it is impossible not
to be impressed by the remarkable manner in
which Jacob, both in the brighter and in the
darker aspects of his character, is the prototype of
his descendants. His doubtful qualities exactly
recall that remarkable faculty of acquiring wealth
and influence which the Jew possesses in such an
extraordinary degree, and which, as must be
admitted by his best friends, he is unfortunately
apt to exercise with an exaggerated regard to self-
interest. * By Jacob's peculiar discipline of exile
and suffering, a true counterpart is produced of the
special faults and special gifts, known to us chiefly
through his persecuted descendants in the Middle
Ages. Professor Blunt has, with much ingenuity,
pointed out how Jacob seems to have "learned,
like maltreated animals, to have the fear of man
habitually before his eyes." Ζ In Jacob we see the
same timid, cautious watchfulness that we know
so well, though under darker colours, through our
great masters of fiction, in Shylock of Venice, and
Isaac of York. But no less, in the nobler side of
his career, do we have the germs of the unbroken
endurance, the undying resolution, which keeps
the nation alive still even in its present outcast
condition, and which was the basis, in its brighter
days, of the heroic zeal, long-suffering, and hope of
Moses, of David, of Jeremiah, of the Maccabees, of
the twelve Jewish apostles, and the first martyr,
Stephen.'§

LITERATURE.— Comms. on Gen.; Ewald, Hist. i. 341-362 (who
brings out well the dramatic aspects of parts of Jacob's career);
Stanley, Jewish Church, vol. i. Lect. III. ; F. W. Robertson,
Notes on Genesis, and Sermons, i. 40 ff. (on the wrestling at
Penuel). For post-Biblical Jewish views about Jacob, it must
suffice to refer to the Targums on Gn, the Midrash Bereshith
Rabba (tr. Wiinsche, 1880), the Book of Jubilees (Dillm. in
Ewald's Jahrb. Hi.; Ronsch, 1874; Charles, 1895), the Mid-
rashim t r d in Ronsch, 390 ff., and art. JACOB in Hamburger's
Real-Encyclopddie f. Bibel u. Talmud.

2. (Ιακώβ) The father of Joseph the husband of
Mary (Mt l15f·). S. R. DRIVER.

JACOB'S WELL·.—The ancient records contain
no account of Jacob having dug a well. The
earliest mention of it occurs in Jn 46 {πη~/η του
Ιακώβ). There, however, it is taken as matter of
common belief that the well by which our Saviour
conversed with the woman of Samaria was made
by the patriarch. The traditions of Jew, Moslem,
and Christian concur in identifying this well with
that now universally known by the name Bir
Yakub, or · Jacob's well.' The Samaritans, who
have dwelt in the locality for about 2300 years,
have never wavered in their conviction that this
was the work of Jacob. The circumstances con-
nected with the founding of their community
would lead them to make the most of all tradi-
tional associations which their neighbourhood
afforded, with the fathers of Israel. That they
were tempted in some cases to invent such associa-
tions, seems all too likely; but there are ele-

* Ewald, Hist. i. 359, 378 f.; cf. Dillm. pp. 369, 460.
t Wellh. Comp. 353-355, more briefly Hist. 324 ; Stade, Gesch. i.

147,154 ; Kittel, ii. 63 (Eng. tr. ii. 70); Moore, Judges, p. 240 f.;
who suppose that the incident referred to took place when the
Israelites, after the conquest, first began to establish them-
selves on the W. of Jordan.

X Undesigned Coincidences, 1. viii.
§ Stanley, Jewish Church?, i. 56 f.
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ments which go to confirm this tradition. It is
in itself a strong presumption in favour of this
site, that the Jewish belief coincides with that of
the Samaritans. Considering the strenuous opposi-
tion offered to other identifications supported by
the Samaritans, we may be sure this would not
have escaped had there been any ground on which
to attack it. The agreement indicated in the
narrative between the Jews and Samaritans in the
1st cent, may be taken to prove the existence of a
tradition inherited by both from a time anterior to
the great quarrel. But the tradition also afforded
a reasonable explanation of the presence of the
well in this particular spot, in such close proximity
to plentiful streams from perennial sources. These
were naturally in the hands of the people of
Shechem. When Jacob pitched his camp in the
plain near by, being a man of peace, he would
desire to avoid all occasion for the strifes so often
arising from the contentions of rival herdsmen at
the springs. By digging this well, he could secure
the necessary supplies, make good his own inde-
pendence, and enjoy an added assurance of peace.
Jacob's residence here in such conditions is the one
circumstance recorded in history which satisfac-
torily accounts for the existence of this well.

That it was here Jesus held His memorable
interview with the woman of Samaria, seems
beyond dispute. Going through Samaria to Galilee,
Jesus must needs pass close by this place. As one
journeys northward along the base of Mt. Gerizim,
skirting the fertile plain of Mukhneh, almost
opposite the entrance to the pass between Ebal
and Gerizim, the road bifurcates, one branch bend-
ing to westward, through the vale to Shechem, and
thence by way of Sebastiyeh (Samaria) and Jenin
to Galilee. The other goes northward, across the
bay of the plain where it narrows between the
mountains, and again divides; one limb passing
downwards to Beisan and the Sea of Galilee, the
other leading straight to Jenin. Either of these
roads may still be taken. While that past Se-
bastiyeh is naturally the more frequented to-day,
the other is more direct; and it is impossible to
say which was the more popular in Christ's time.
But as the well in question lies in the fork between
the two, it was equally easily accessible to the
traveller from either.

The well is described as being close by Sychar,
' near to the parcel of ground that Jacob gave to
his son Joseph' (Gn 4822). If, as seems certain,
this was the plot spoken of in Gn 3319, it lay before,
i.e. to the east of, the city of Shechem, where, in
the plain, the patriarch had chosen his residence.
It became, according to St. Stephen (Ac 716), the
burying-place of those that went down to Egypt;
and here the bones of Joseph were laid to rest
(Jos 2432). The modern town of Nablus, repre-
senting the old Shechem, lies in the hollow between
Ebal and Gerizim, less than 2 miles to the west,
and is apparently farther distant than was the
ancient city. The traditional tomb of Joseph is
seen in the vale close by to the north-east; and
just beyond this, to the lower slopes of Mount Ebal
clings the village of 'Askar, which probably repre-
sents the town of Sychar mentioned in the narra-
tive (see ' The Question of Sychar' in G. A. Smith's
HGHL pp. 367-375). Eastward and southward
stretches the rich plain which attracted Jacob and
his flocks, whose whitening fields arrested the
Saviour's eye, and where valuable crops are grown
to-day.

Mount Gerizim throws its rugged crags steeply
against the sky, immediately to the south, and,
crowning the heights, just behind the Moslem
Wely seen from the well's mouth, are the ruins of
Justinian's fortress and the Samaritan place of
sacrifice, enshrined in the sacred memories of

millenniums. The dark cliffs seem almost to im-
pend over the spot, so that it would be most
natural, standing at the brink of the well, to
speak of it as * this mountain.' In these respects
the situation of Bir Ydkub exactly meets the
requirements of the history.

The mouth of the well is some feet below the
present surface, in the midst of a vaulted cham-
ber, about 15 ft. square, the roof of which has
fallen in. Major Anderson made a descent into
the well in 1866, an account of which he gives in
the Recovery of Jerusalem, p. 465. ' The mouth of
the well,' he says, 'has a narrow opening, just
wide enough to allow the body of a man to pass
through with arms uplifted, and this narrow neck,
which is about 4 ft. long, opens into the well
itself, which is cylindrically shaped, and about
7 ft. 6 in. in diameter. The mouth and upper part
of the well is built of masonry, and the well
appears to have been sunk through a mixture of
alluvial soil and limestone fragments, till a com-
pact bed of mountain limestone was reached,
having horizontal strata which could easily be
worked; and the interior of the well presents the
appearance of having been lined throughout with
rough masonry.' The estimates of depth have
varied widely, from Arculfus (A.D. 670), who gives
it as about 240 ft., to Maundrell (1697), who puts
it at 105 ft. ; and Major Anderson, who found it
to be 75 ft. No doubt it was originally much
deeper than it is now. In the decay of the several
buildings that have stood over it, much rubbish
must have fallen into it, and the habit travellers
have of dropping a stone into a pit and watching
how long it takes to reach the bottom, that so
they may judge of the depth, contributed to the
same result. This now, however, is carefully
guarded against. Some years ago the well, and
ground around it, were acquired by the authorities
of the Greek Church in Nablus. A dry-stone wall
surrounds the plot, which has been planted out as
an orchard, the keeper being accommodated in a
small hovel by the gate. Over the well itself a
hut has been built, the key of which is in charge
of a neighbouring priest, in whose company the
well may be visited.

A succession of churches stood on this spot, as
we gather from the narratives of pilgrims. The
last appears to have been destroyed after the
crushing defeat of the Crusaders in 1187. An
excellent account of the ruins of these buildings
will be found in the PEF Mem. ii. p. 174, etc. A
stone was found in 1881 (see PEFSt, p. 212), which
may have been the original cover of the well.

The water now usually lasts until the month of
May, and sometimes later. Then it disappears
until the return of the rainy season. If the well
were cleaned out, doubtless it would last much
longer. Maundrell found 15 ft. of water in May
1697. The supply is therefore probably derived from
percolation and rainfall; and apparently it has
never risen near to the surface—the woman says
'the well is deep.' This possibly suggested to
Jesus the phrase * living water' as descriptive of
His truth. For ' living water' is, in the language
of the East, that of the fountain or stream as con-
trasted with that collected in cistern or well. In
Jn 45 the name used is indeed ir^y^ του Ιακώβ, the
well or fountain of Jacob; but in vv.11·12 the
woman uses the strictly accurate term το φρέαρ,
the water-tank or cistern. For most purposes,
living water is preferred; but where this is very
* hard' or ' heavy,' like that ' gushing from the
very bowels of rocky (limestone) Mount Ebal/ the
* light' water that descends from heaven is greatly
valued. Thus the water of Jacob's well is highly
esteemed by the modern inhabitants of Nablus and
district (see letter from Dr. Bailey, a former mis-
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sionary in Nablus, PEFSt, 1897, p. 67; cf. also
pp. 149,196).* If the same were true in our Lord's
time, apart altogether from the sacred associations
which would lend it special attractions, it would be
sufficient to account for the presence of the woman
there, even if her home were on the lip of the
rushing stream at 'Askar.

LITERATURE.—Robinson, BRP2 ii. 285 f.; Thomson, Land and
Book, ii. 146-151; G. A. Smith, HGHL pp. 367-375; PEF
Mem.ii.; Conder, Tent-Work in Palestine, pp. 15, 38; Baedeker,
Palestine and Syria, ed. 1894, pp. 215, 216; Narrative of a
Mission of Inquiry to the Jews, p. 212; Stanley, Sinai and
Palestine, p. 241; Expos. Times, March 1894, p. 97 f.

W . EWING.
JACUBUS (Α Ίάκουβοτ, Β Ίαρσούβοοτ), 1 Es 94 8.—

In Neh 87 AKKUB.

JADA (jrr, perhaps 'the knowing one').—A
Jerahmeelite, 1 Ch 228·32. See GENEALOGY.

JADDUA (an:).—1. One of those who sealed the
covenant, Neh 1021 [Heb.22]. 2. A high priest,
the third in descent from Eliashib, the contem-
porary of Nehemiah, Neh 1211·22. The latter verse
seems to make him contemporary with Darius the
Persian, i.e. Darius III. Codomannus, and he is
doubtless the Jaddua who is named by Josephus
in connexion with Alexander the Great (Jos. Ant.
xi. viii. 5, cf. vii. 2, viii. 7). See GENEALOGY.

H. A. WHITE.
JADDUS (Β Ίαδδούϊ, Α Ίοδδούι, AV Addus), 1 Es

538—A priest whose descendants were unable to
trace their genealogy at the time of the return
under Zerub., and were removed from the priest-
hood. He is there said to have married Augia, a
daughter of Zorzelleus or Barzillai, and to have
been called after his name. In Ezr 261, Neh 763 he
is called by his adopted name Barzillai; his
original name Jaddus, and the name of his wife
Augia, appear only in 1 Es. See BARZILLAI, NO. 1.

H. ST. J. THACKERAY.
JADON (|Vi;, Έναράων, 'Iaepeii>, Ίαρ/, Ίαρίμ, Ααρών ;

ABtf omit; Neh 37).—A Meronothite, who in com-
pany with the men of Gibeon and of Mizpah took
part in rebuilding the wall of Jerusalem. The title
Meronothite occurs again 1 Ch 2730, but a place
Meronoth is nowhere named. According to Jos.
Ant. VIII. viii. 5, ix. 1, J. was the name of the man
of God sent from Judah to Jeroboam (1 Κ13). This
tradition probably rests upon the identification of
this prophet with IDDO the seer (which see).

H. A. WHITE.
JAEL {h^ii ' mountain -goat'; see on the name,

Gray, Heb. Prop. Names, 90) is remembered on
account of one famous episode in her life, of which
we have two not altogether consistent accounts—
one in prose (Jg 44"22), the other in poetry (Jg 52"31).
We shall first examine the latter, as undoubtedly
the earlier version, and then consider the addi-
tional information supplied by the prose narrative.

From the Song of Deborah we learn that
Deborah, a prophetess, and Barak, determined
to free their countrymen from the tyranny of the
kings of Canaan (56·19), which seems to have been
especially felt by the tribe of Issachar (v.15). The
leader of these kings was Sisera, and against his
army the tribes of Ephraim, Benjamin, Manasseh
(v.14), Issachar (v.15), Zebulun, and Naphtali sent
troops, the latter frvyo tribes being especially
active (v.18). The decisive battle was fought 'in
Taanach by the waters of Megiddo' (v.19), where a
great storm came on and ' the stars in their courses
fought against Sisera' (v.20). The defeated leader
escaped, and is described (v.25) as asking for hospi-
tality from Jael, * the wife of Heber the Kenite'
(v.24). She gave the thirsty man to drink of the
milk which would naturally be found in the tent
of a nomad chieftain, and then ' she put her hand

• The letter is quoted in HGHLS p. 676.

to the peg (in;), and her right hand to the work»
men's hammer; and with the hammer she smote
Sisera, she smote through his head, yea, she
pierced and struck through his temples. At her
feet he bowed, he fell, he lay; where he bowed,
there he fell down dead' (vv.26·27). For this exploit
she is described in Deborah's triumphal ode as
' blessed above women.'

The first question to determine is, by what
instrument and in what fashion is Jael here repre-
sented as having slain Sisera? Most modern critics
(Cooke, Moore, Budde, etc.) hold that the words
of vv.26·27 indicate that Sisera was struck down as
he was in the act of drinking, Jael dealing him a
sudden blow, much as Saladin slew the treacherous
knight in Scott's Talisman. And some identify the
' peg' with the handle of the ' workmen's hammer'
mentioned in the parallel clause of v.26. Thus
VV. R. Smith held that Jael's act was * not the
murder of a sleeping man, but the use of a daring
stratagem. But the word "peg" suggested a tent-
peg, and so the later prose story took it, and
thereby misunderstood the whole thing' {OTJC2

132). But it is extremely doubtful whether nn;
can mean anything but a 'tent-pin' (Ex 2719) or
4 peg' (Is 2225, Ezk 153); and, further, the meaning
of the verbs ρπο (άπ. \ey.) and r\h$ (see Job 2024) is
too uncertain to entitle us to assert that there is
here no hint of piercing, as contrasted with crushing,
Sisera's skull. The truth is that vv.26·27 of ch. 5
are too obscure to admit of dogmatism as to their
meaning; and it is by no means clear that they
were misunderstood by the writer of the later
prose narrative (422), whose account is : ' Jael took
a tent-pin (irr), and took an hammer in her hand,
and went softly unto him, and smote the pin into
his temples, and it pierced through into the ground;
for he was in a deep sleep: so he swooned and
died.'

The prose narrative, then, is not necessarily in
contradiction with the Ode as to the manner of
Sisera's death, though undoubtedly, if we had only
the Ode to guide us, we should not be able to
reproduce the scene described in 421. The prose
narrator seems to have had independent informa-
tion, oral or otherwise.

There are other points of difference between chs. 4 and 5
which make it probable that the later writer has made free use
of sources other than the Song, (a) As we have seen, 5 1 4 · 1 5 · 1 8

describes the uprising of many tribes ; but in 41 0 Barak collects
10,000 men from Zebulun and Naphtali only. It cannot, how-
ever, be denied that these are the tribes whose prowess is most
prominent in the Song (518). (δ) In the poem, kirigs of Canaan
are mentioned, of whom Sisera is the leader; in 42 Sisera is the
general of Jabin, king of Canaan (or [41?] of Hazor), under
whose tyranny the people of Israel had been * mightily oppressed'
for twenty years (43). (c) The connexion of Jabin with the
Jael-Sisera story is not clear. Jabin takes no part in the action;
and it is possible that he has been introduced here through a
reminiscence of Jabin, king of Hazor, the head of a Canaanite
confederacy, whose army Joshua defeated at the Waters of
Merom (Jos lH-U). (d) Jabin's city, Hazor, was in Galilee, far
distant from the Kishon Valley ; and Kedesh is north of Hazor.
Here (411) were Heber's tents,* to which Sisera fled after his
defeat, having first (415) abandoned his chariot with the view of
escaping his pursuing enemy. But (<χ) it is curious that Sisera
should have passed by Jabin's stronghold when seeking shelter; t
and (β) it is difficult to reconcile the geographical data of the
prose version with the implication that Jael's tent was not far
from the battlefield.

To return to the episode of Sisera's death at the
hands of Jael. The prose version makes the case
against Jael blacker than the song does; for (a)

* In Jg l1^ it is recorded that ' the children of the Kenite,
oses' brother-in-law,' accompanied the tribe of Judah to the

north of Palestine after the conquest of the country. After
some unspecified time, Heber, seemingly an important person
among them, moved northward to the territory of Naphtali,
and ' pitched his tent as far as the oak in Zaanannim, which is
by Kedesh' (41*). While living there, he seems, according to
417, to have formed an alliance with Jabin.

t It might be urged that Sisera may have thought the tent of
the women a more secure haven than Jabin's city; a defeated
and discredited general might well fear to return to his master.
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in 418 she invites Sisera to her tent, {b) in 420 his
trustful reliance on her loyalty is shown by his
charge to her to stand at the tent door and deny,
if asked, that any one lay concealed within ; and
(c) in 421 she kills him when asleep. But, on either
story, her act seems one of black and inexcusable
treachery; and difficulty has been felt in reconciling
the words of approval in 524 with the verdict of
conscience. Various expedients have been devised
to evade the difficulty. It has been supposed that
Jael was granted a revelation from God (cf. Jg 49)
bidding her slay Sisera, and that her action is to
be compared to Joshua's alleged pitiless extermina-
tion of the aboriginal inhabitants of Canaan, in
accordance with the command recorded in Dt 71·2.
But this is to read something into the narrative
for which there is no scriptural warrant; Jael
seems to have acted entirely on her own initiative.
Mozley * gave a more plausible explanation. When
Sisera was in Jael's power, he urges, she was in a
dilemma; she must be treacherous to him or dis-
loyal to Israel, for, if he got away safely, no one
could tell how soon he might raise another army.
Now she looked on him as an outlaw, as one who
had no right to life or fair dealing, for the divine
command had gone forth for the destruction of
him and his host; and the idea of human person-
ality, of the individual's private rights, was little
developed in that primitive age. And thus she
was justified, relatively to the morality of her time,
in killing Sisera; and the commendation of 524 is
to be interpreted in like manner as expressing the
natural feelings of a semi-barbarous people. This
explanation, though valuable as laying stress on
the rude condition of the Hebrew conscience in the
early stages of Hebrew history, is not altogether
satisfactory. For Jael's act was not in accordance
with contemporary morality, f It was a violation
of the duty of hospitality, conspicuously sacred
among her countrymen and in her age. To such
a degree did Lot regard it that he was willing to
purchase the safety of his guests by the honour of
his daughters (Gn 198). And, according to the prose
narrative, Sisera was not Jael's enemy : * There
was peace between Jabin, king of Hazor, and the
house of Heber the Kenite' (Jg 417). Thus she
must have been in danger from the advance of
Barak's army, flushed with victory, in whose
track her tent lay, unless she could devise some
plan for propitiating the conqueror. Self-preserva-
tion suggested the way of escape, and she adopted
it. * Come and / will show thee the man whom
thou seekest,' she said to Barak (422).

But whether her motive was patriotic or selfish,
the * moral difficulty' of the narrative is serious
only to those who do not recognize the gradual
education of mankind. Jael's act was not moral
according even to her own standard, and thus to
compare her with Judith or with Charlotte Corday
is not quite apt. The approval of Deborah's Song
must be ranked with those passages in the impre-
catory Psalms which breathe at times the cruel
and vengeful spirit of man, rather than the Spirit
of God. See DEBORAH, HEBER, JABIN, SISERA.

J. H. BERNARD.
JAGUR (mr).—A town in the extreme south of

Judah, Jos 1521. The site is unknown.

JAH (n;).—An abbreviated form of Jahweh (nirr),
found chiefly in proper names, but occasionally also
besides. The form of the abbreviation is in accord-
ance with analogy : the apocopation of the last
syllable gave rise to yahw, and this, by the princi-
ples of the Massoretic vocalization, became ydhu
(cf. tohu from tohw, and, what is even a closer
parallel, yishtah&weh, shortened after the wdw

• Ruling Ideas in Early Ages, p. 12(5 ff.
* See Jellett, Moral Difficulties of the OT, p. β f.

consecutive into yishtahu, in pause yishtahu,
through an intermediate form, not recognized by
the Massoretes, yishtahw); and ydhu (?n;) waa
afterwards shortened to yah (n;—with mappiq), and
ultimately (in proper names) to ydh (.τ).

(1) Proper names, of which the second element
is yah, are very numerous in Hebrew: Mr. Gray
{Studies in Heb. Proper Namesy p. 284 ff.) enumer-
ates 127 {e.g. Abijah, Uriah, Isaiah, etc.). The
reader who is not conversant with Hebrew ought,
however, to know that in the original the form in
very many of these proper names is yahu : on^the
whole, it may be said that the earlier form is yahu,
and the later form ydh (the h ' quiescing'); but
there are exceptions to this rule, and sometimes
both forms occur side by side in the same context.

Thus, to take a few examples (the names, in their earlier parts
are written generally in their English form), we have in 1 Κ 1-2
Adoniydhu, except in I5· 7. is 2'<& where we have Adoniydh;
Ahazydhu occurs regularly in both Κ and Ch, except in 2 Κ 13
9i6.23.27.29 ii2, 2 Ch 2035 Ahazydh; the same is the case
with Eliydhu (Eliydh 2 Κ 13.4.8.12, Mai 323, and, not of the
prophet, 1 Ch 827, Ezr 1021-26), Amazydhu (Amazydh 2 Κ 1222
1312 148 151, Am 710· 12.14, ι c h 434 630), Benaydhu (Benaydh
2 S 2023, l Ch 436 1122. 31 2714, 2 Ch 2014, Ezk 1113 [v.l Ben-
aydhii], Ezr 1025- 30.35.43), Yirmeydhu (the prophet), except
271 285· 6· ίο· 11· 12.12.15 291, Dn 92, Ezr 11; Yesha'ydhu (the
prophet Isaiah) uniformly (including 2 Ch 2622 3220.32); Uzzi-
ydhu (the king), except 2 Κ 1513.30, Hos \\ Am 11, Zee 14^;
Gedalydhu (in 2 Κ 25, Jer 39-43) uniformly, except Jer 405-6.»
4116; Hizkiydhu (the king Hezekiah) uniformly, except 2 Κ
181.10.13.14.15.16, Hos 11, Mic 11, Pr251; 'Athalydhu (the queen),
both Κ and Ch, except 2 Κ ill-3.13.14, 2 Ch 2212; etc.: on the
other hand, Uriydh occurs everywhere, except Jer 2620.21.23
{Uriydhu)\ Ahiydh is more common than Ahiydhu (only
1 Κ 144-5.6.18, 2 Ch 929), occurring already in 1 S 143-18, Mai-
chiydh than Malchiydhu (Jer 386), Micah in Jg 17-18 than
Micdyhu (I7i·4), Neriydh (Baruch's father) in Jer than Neri-
ydhu (3614-32 436), Nethanydh in Jer 40-41 than Nethanydhu
(408 419). In Ezr-Neh proper names compounded with -yah are
very numerous; but the form -ydhu occurs but once (Ezr 1041
Shelemydhu): on the other hand, in the parts of Ch added by
the compiler many of the names of Levites and others are
written with -ydhu (see, e.g., 1 Ch 15 ·̂21.22.24 2421-26 25i2ff.
262.11.14 27i6ff-, 2 Ch 173 29i2f-).*

(2) Outside proper names, Jah occurs only in
poetry (mostly in late liturgical poetry), viz. Ex 152

' My strength and a song is Jah ' (cited Is 122,
Ps 11814), Ex 1716 (if the text be sound) in a
poetically-worded passage of Ε (see RVm), Is 264

' In Jah Jahweh is a rock of ages,' 381 1·u (Heze-
kiah's song), Ps 684·18 7711 898 947·12 10218 11517·18

1185a. 17. is. 19 χ22* 13031353· 4 1506a; in three passages
in which the Massoretes treat it (questionably) as
part of a compound word, Jer 231 (text dub.), Ca
86, Ps 1185b (read prob. as RV); and in ' Hallelujah'
(written in MT as one word, n ^ o ) 23 times
(see HALLELUJAH) between Ps 10435 and 1506b

(always as a liturgical formula at the beginning or
end of a Psalm).f It would be natural to think
of the abbreviated form as first arising in con-
nexion with proper names; but it is difficult to
reconcile this view with Ex 152 1716, supposing the
text of these passages to be sound, and the
passages really early. The great majority of the
occurrences of the word are indisputably late.

It was argued by Friedr. Delitzsch in 1881
{Paradies, pp. 158-166), in opposition to the
generally accepted view, that Yah or Yahu was
the original name of the God of Israel, and con-
tinued always to be the popular name; Yahweh
was a later modification of Yahu, designed for the
purpose of establishing a connexion with hdwdh,
to be (or come to be)t and so of making the name
the expression of a theological truth (above, p.
199b). The principal grounds alleged for this
opinion were the occurrence of the shorter form in

* When yahw forms the first element of a proper name, it
becomes—through an intermediate yShaw (cf. "O3 from "]?5>—
yeho, yd (as Jehoram, Joram) ; see Gray, p. 281 ff., who enumer-
ates 29 names of this type ; cf. p. 300 (El-t/eAo-'enai, 'Unto Yah
are my eyes').

t For Rabb. theories of the orthography in some of these
cases cf. Geiger, UrschHfU 274-278.
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all proper names, and the supposed traces of the
name among Semitic nations (other than the
Hebrews), who did not use the verb hdwdh, and
could not consequently have formed a name from
it. The same opinion has been adopted by Hom-
mel (AHT 113f., 115f., 144, 145, 226), who follows
Mr. Pinches * in thinking, in particular, that Yah
is identical with Αϊ or Ya, found in an Arabian
name Αϊ-kalabu on a contract-tablet of c. B.C.
2300, and in various Assyrian names (as Abu-Αϊ,
Ashur-Αϊ, Samas-Αϊ) of 9-8 cent. B.C., and who, in-
ferring from these indications the antiquity of the
form, concludes that Yahiveh is a later Mosaic
modification of Yah, introduced for the purpose of
imparting to it a new significance. Delitzsch's
theory was criticized at the time by Philippi : t in
view of the fact that Jahweh is the standing form
of the name in the OT, and is attested independ-
ently for c. B.C. 850 by Mesha, while Jah, as
shown above, is exceptional and mostly late, it is
exceedingly difficult to think that the latter can
be really the more original form; while its
occurrence in proper names is sufficiently accounted
for by the tendency to abbreviation which would
there be natural. The opinions of Pinches and
Hommel have not hitherto (so far as the writer is
aware) been endorsed by other Assyriologists.i

Among the Jewish names occurring on the
cuneiform tablets of the Persian period, found
recently by the Pennsylvanian Expedition at
Nippur, are many of the form Gadalydma (or
-ydwa), Igdalydma (or -ydiva), Mattanydma (or
-ydwa), i.e. Gedaliah, Igdaliah, Mattaniah, etc.§
Mr. Pinches had noted before, from the same age
{PSBA, I.e. p. 14f.), Gamarydma (or -wa), i.e.
Gemariah ; Natanaydma (οτ-wa), i.e. Nethaniah;
Shubunuydma (or -wa), i.e. Shebaniah ; and others.
These forms would seem to show that in the
Persian age the divine element in such names
was pronounced as a dissyllable; it is strange,
therefore, to find them in the books Ezr-Neh (as
remarked above) all but uniformly written with
-yah. Perhaps further investigation may explain
the discrepancy. S. R. DRIVER.

JAHATH (nrr, perh. for r\m\' he [God] will snatch
up'). — 1. A grandson of Judah, 1 Ch 42. 2. A
great-grandson of Levi, 1 Ch 620·43. 3. A son of
Shimei, 1 Ch 2310. 4. One of the * sons' of Shelo-
moth, 1 Ch 2422. 5. A Merarite Levite in the time
of Josiah, 2 Ch 3412. See GENEALOGY.

JAHAZ (ρτ Is 154, Jer 4834; paus. and π locale ny.T
Nu 2123, Dt 232 [cf. n?n;? Jg II2 0] ; in Jos 1318 called
n?n:; in 1 Ch 678, Jer 4821 nyrr, RV Jahzah. The
LXX renderings are:—ΕΓσσα Β Nu 21 2 3; Ίάσσα
BaAF Nu 212_3_1 Β Dt 232, A Jos 1318, Ίάσα Jg II 2 0

where A has Ι^λ, Βάσαν Β Jos 1318. The variations
and omissions in Jos 2136, 1 Ch 678, Is 154, Jer
4321.34 a r e £ o o complicated for reproduction).—A
town at which Sihon was defeated by Israel (Nu
2123, Dt 232, Jg II2 0). According to Tristram and
Palmer, it was south of the Arnon on a site marked
in maps as Muhatel el-Haj. But as Jahaz is
counted among the cities of Reuben, whose
southern boundary was the Arnon, a situation to
the north of that river seems required. After the

• See PSBA xv. (1892) pp. 13-15; Trans. Viet. Inst. xxviii.
(1895) pp. 11-13.

t See Studia Biblica, i. pp. 1-6; and comp. Gray, pp. 149-151.
t Comp. Jastrow in JBLit. xii. (1894), p. 105 f., and Zeitseh.

f. Assyr. x. (1895), p. 222 ff.; and Clay in the Lutheran Church
Review (U.S.A.), 1895, p. 197. Jastrow's arguments against
Pinches are forcible, though his own theory that the ya in the
Assyr. names (as well as in many Heb. names) is an ' afforma-
tive' rests upon insufficient grounds. Delitzsch and others
explain the Assyr. ia simply as the suffix of the first person
(Clay, I.e. pp. 197-199).

§ Hilprecht in the PEFSt, Jan. 1898, p. 55 (and Bab. Exped.
ix. 27); Pinches, ib., Apr. 1898, p. 137f.

crossing of the Arnon, messengers were sent to
Sihon from the 'wilderness of Kedemoth,' Dt 226,
and he ' went out against Israel into the wilderness
and came to Jahaz,3 Nu 2123. Jahaz is mentioned
in connexion with Kedemoth, Jos 1318 2136. These
passages indicate a position for Jahaz in the S.E.
portion of Sihon's territory. Eusebius in the
Onomasticon (264. 94, Lagarde, p. 267) describes
Jahaz as existing in his time between Medeba
and Dibon (Δηβους). This assigns a more central
position to Jahaz, and implies that Israel, before
encountering the forces of Sihon, disregarding his
refusal, had advanced some distance into his land.
If for Αηβοΰς we read 'Έίσβοΰς, as Reland (Pal. torn.
2, p. 825) suggests, the position of Jahaz will be
farther north. Jahaz was one of the Levite cities
of Reuben belonging to the children of Merari,
Jos 1318 2136 (see note in RVm), 1 Ch 678. Accord-
ing to the Moabite Stone (11. 18-20), the king of
Israel dwelt at Jahaz while at war with king
Mesha, but was driven out, and the town was
taken and added to Moabite territory. Isaiah
(154) and Jeremiah (4821·34) refer to it as in the
possession of Moab. The site has not yet been
identified. See SEP Mem. p. 279 note, and G. A.
Smith, HGHL, p. 559 and note.

A. T. CHAPMAN.
JAHAZIEL ("?̂ m:, Έ 1 sees').—1. A Benjamite

who joined David at Ziklag, 1 Ch 124. 2. One of
the two priests who, according to 1 Ch 166, blew
trumpets before the ark when it was brought by
David to Jerusalem. 3. A Kohathite Levite, 1 Ch
2319 2423. L· An Asaphite Levite who is said to
have encouraged Jehoshaphat and his army against
an invading host, 2 Ch 2014. 5. The ancestor of a
family of exiles who returned, Ezr 85, called in
1 Es 832 Jezalus. On the emendation which should
probably be made on the MT, see Ryle, Ezr-Neh,
ad loc, and art. SHECANIAH.

JAHDAI (the vocalization and meaning are both
doubtful; Baer points ^n:, others ^n;; cf. Kittel
in SBOT. Gesenius [Thes.) makes the name = ππ.τ
' J" leads ').—This name occurs in an obscure con-
nexion (see GENEALOGY, IV. 33) in the genealogy
of Caleb, 1 Ch 247, where Jahdai appears as the
father of six sons.

JAHDIEL (V™:' El giveth joy').— A Manassite
chief, 1 Ch 524. See GENEALOGY, VII\ 8.

JAHDO (tap in common edd. of MT, *JIT in Baer;
LXX Β Ίονραί, Α Ίεδδαί, Luc. Ίεδδώ).—A Gadite,
1 Ch 514. See GENEALOGY, XI. 3.

JAHLEEL (b&jy. < wait for God ').—Third son of
Zebulun, Gn 4614, Nu 2625 Ρ : patron. Jahleelites,
Nu 2626.

JAHMAI (*oi£, perh. = rra?: * may J" protect,'
cf. Sab. *?xsrr).— A man of Issachar, 1 Ch 72.

JAHWEH.—See GOD, p. 199% and JAH.

JAHZAH.—The form of Jahaz in 1 Ch 678 AV,
RV, and Jer 4821 RV. See JAHAZ.

JAHZEEL {bKw: £God divides').—Naphtali's
firstborn, Gn 4624,Nu 2648 Ρ ; in 1 Ch 713 Jahziel
^NT??:) : patron. Jahzeelites, Nu 2648.

JAHZEIAH (πιψ=<3" sees,' 'Ia#as A, Aafaa B,
Ezr 1015; 'EfrKeias A, 'Efe/as B, 1 Es 914, AV
Jahaziah).—The son of Tikvah, one of four men
who are mentioned as opposing Ezra in the
matter of the foreign wives (so RV, Gesen.,
Bertheau, Stade, etc.). The AV regarded J. and
his companions as supporters of Ezra, rendering
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' were employed about this matter'; and this view
is supported by LXX, 1 Es, RVm; but for the
Heb. phrase here found (^ iDy), cf. 1 Ch 211, 2 Ch
2023, Dn II 1 4, in which passages opposition is
evidently expressed. H. A. WHITE.

JAHZERAH (mTm:).—A priest, 1 Ch 912, called in
Neh II 1 3 Ahzai. See GENEALOGY, III. 17. Sieg-
fried-Stade propose to emend mm» to ΓΠΓΤ^ΪΠΝ
{Ahzai). See further, Smend, Listen, and Ryle,
Ezr-Nehy ad loc.

JAHZIEL.—See JAHZEEL.

JAIR (TN; ' he enlightens' or ' one giving
light').—1. A son of Manasseh and contemporary
of Moses, Nu 3241, Dt 314, Jos 1330, 1 Κ 413, 1 Ch 222f·.
2. One of the judges, Jg 103ff\ According to another
tradition he was the same as 1. A very ancient,
probably the original, account of the conquest of
Gilead is contained in Nu 3239· 41f\ There can be
little doubt that it describes a conquest made after
the main body of Israelites were settled west of
the Jordan. It has, however, got mixed up with
the story of the Mosaic conquest of the lands east
of Jordan. Even if there was a Jair contemporary
with Moses, he could not have been literally the
'son' of Manasseh (see Driver on Dt 314), hence
'son' must in any case be interpreted in the sense of
descendant. Attempts have been made unsuccess-
fully by Keil and others to distinguish the Jair of
the Hexateuch from the Jair of Jg, as well as to
harmonize the somewhat conflicting notices about
the ' tent-villages' {havvoth-Jair). In Jg 103f· Jair
is said to have had 30 sons that rode on 30 ass
colts, and to have ' judged' Israel 22 years. The
' tent-villages' are there given as 30, whereas in
1 Ch 223, which possibly reflects post-exilic re-
lations (Moore), they are 23 in number. See,
further, the Comm. of Dillm., Driver, and Moore
on the above-cited passages, and the article
HAVVOTH-JAIR. 3. The father of Mordecai, Est
25. i. (TV; ger$* my; Kethibh) Father of Elhanan,
1 Ch 205. By a scribal error this Jair is called in
2 S 2119 Jaare-oregim (wh. see, and cf. Driver,
Text of Sam., and Budde, SBOT, ad loc).

J. A. SELBIE.
JAIRITE, THE (nxr»n ; Β ό Ίαρείν, Α ό laeipe/;

Jairites), i.e. of the family of Jair, the son of
Manasseh, whose descendants lived, in Gilead (Nu
3241 etc.). The gentilic adjective occurs only in
connexion with IRA (wh. see), who is further de-
scribed as « priest unto David' (2 S 2026). Many
scholars, however, consider that ' Jattirite' Oiito)
should be read for 'Jairite' in this passage. If

this reading be adopted (cf. Pesh. μ^Δ-

Ira might possibly be of the tribe of Levi, since
Jattir was a priestly city in the hill-country of
Judah (Jos 1548 2114, cf. 1 S 3027).

J. F. STENNING.
JAIRUS flaetpos, the Gr. form of OT JAIR).—

1. The father of Mordecai (Ad. Est II2), called in
Est 25 Jair. 2. Eponym of a family of 'temple
servants' (1 Es 531) (AV Aims, RVm Reaiah).
3. The ruler of the synagogue whose daughter was
restored to life by Jesus (Mk 522, Lk 841). See next
article.

JAIRUS (RV Jai'rus, Ίάεφο?, probably a tran-
scription of OT name TN;), a ruler of the synagogue,
who dwelt at or near Capernaum. After Jesus
had returned from Gergesa (Gadara) he was ap-
proached by Jairus, a suppliant on behalf of his
daughter, aged twelve, who was lying at home at

• 'So LXX, Pesh. (Jerome *filius saltus,' i.e. iy\ without the
plena ecripiio).'—Driver, Text of Sam. 272 η l.

the point of death, Mk 521f- = Lk 840f- = Mt 9181·.
Jesus at once set out for the house of Jairus,
followed by a crowd; on the way another message
came, announcing the death of the child. Having
arrived, Jesus entered, taking with him Peter,
James, and John, and tried to quell the noisy
mourning with the words 'She is not dead, but
sleepeth.' This assurance being misunderstood
and ridiculed, Jesus expelled the mourners ; with
the parents and the three disciples went into the
chamber of death ; took the child's hand, and re-
stored her with the words Talitha cumi (τάλιθά κούμ

•λ . Ρ - ι

- » VOQ r> IA-fcJ^ ='maiden, arise'). So sub-
stantially the Synoptists. According, however, to
Mt, Jairus comes while Jesus is at Matthew's
feast, pleading for his daughter already dead; Mt
does not give the name * Jairus,' and calls him
simply άρχων (of course = apx<.avvaywyos). All three
insert into the above narrative the incident of the
woman with the Issue of Blood, which took place
on the way to the house of Jairus.

A. GRIEVE.
JAKEH πβ; (or np:v; so the Vulg. Vomentis).~As a

proper name, father of Agur, the author of the
proverbs contained in Pr 30. For modes of inter-
preting the verse Pr 301, see AGUR.

JAKIM (D'p:).— 1. A Benjamite, 1 Ch 819. See
GENEALOGY, VIII. 12. 2. A priest, head of the
12th course, 1 Ch 2412. See GENEALOGY, III. 15.

JALAM (nty:).— A f son' of Esau, Gn 365·14·18,
1 Ch I35.

JALON φι).— A Calebite, the son of Ezrah,
1 Ch 417. See GENEALOGY, IV. 53.

JAMBRES.—See JANNES AND JAMBRES.

JAMBRI.—Soon after the death of Judas Mac-
cabseus (B.C. 161), Jonathan and his adherents sent
their personal property, which was no longer safe
in the wilderness of Judaea, to the friendly country
of the Nabatseans. The convoy, which was under
the charge of John, a brother of Jonathan, was
attacked and captured by a robber tribe, the sons
of Jambri, near Medaba, on the E. of Jordan, and
John himself slain. To avenge his death, Jonathan
and Simon crossed the Jordan and waylaid a large
wedding party belonging to this tribe. Many were
slain, and the survivors fled to the mountains
(1 Mac 935*42, Jos. Ant. XIII. i. 2-4).

There is some uncertainty as to the true reading
of the proper name, which does not occur else-
where. Ίαμβρείν Α, Ίαμβρί κ*, ΆμβρΙ Kc cursives;
Syr. has - •.«̂ Vnj ^Ambri), Josephus ol Άμαραίου

παΐδε*. 'Ambri is probably the orig. form: some
have conjectured that this represents Amorites (so
Grimm, Michaelis). H. A. WHITE.

JAMES.—This name is our Eng. equivalent for
the Ιάκωβο* of the Gr. Test., from which it is
derived through the Italian Giacomo. It is used
in NT of three different persons.

(1) James the son of Zebedee, sometimes called
the Great.

(2) James the son of Alphceus.
(3) James the brother of the Lord.
1. JAMES THE SON OF ZEBEDEE.— In Mk I18

(Mt 421) he and his brother John are represented
as mending their nets in their boat on the Sea of
Galilee, and at the call of Christ leaving the boat
to their father and the hired servants. They were
partners with Simon and Andrew (Lk 510), who
were fishing near them and were called at the
same time in the words, ' Follow me, and I will
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make you fishers of men.' This was after John
the Baptist had been cast into prison by Herod.
We learn from Jn l35ff· that Andrew and his
brother, and probably John also, were disciples of
the Baptist, and had already been taught by him
to see in Jesus ' the Lamb of God.' The call
recorded by St. Luke (51'11) is regarded by many
commentators as merely another account of the
call narrated by St. Mark, but there is a great
difference in the circumstances. Even the words
addressed to Simon, which form the chief point
of contact in the two, από τον νυν ανθρώπους 'έση
ζω-γρων, seem to be not so much another version of
the words used by St. Mark, ποιήσω ύμας γενέσθαι
aXiets ανθρώπων, as a more urgent command based
upon them ; and there is a corresponding difference
between the αφέντες τα δίκτυα, αφέντες τον πατέρα of
St. Mark and the αφέντες τα πάντα of St. Luke.

The last call was that to the apostleship (Mt 102,
Mk 314, Lk 613, Ac I13). In all four lists of the
apostles, Peter, Andrew, James, and John form
the first group; in Mk and Ac, James and John
follow Peter ; and throughout the history, especi-
ally at the Transfiguration and the Agony, we
find these three preferred before the others. The
fact that James always precedes John (except in
Lk 928), and that John is sometimes described as
the brother of James (Mk 537, Mt 171), suggests
that James was the elder of the two. In Ac 122

James is described as brother of John, to dis-
tinguish him from his greater namesake, the
brother of the Lord. It is remarkable that he is
never mentioned in the Fourth Gospel.

St. Mark tells us (3i7) that Jesus surnamed
the two brothers Boanerges (Sons of Thunder),
alluding, perhaps, to the vehemence shown in their
demand that their Master should call down fire
from heaven to consume the Samaritans, who
refused to receive him because he was going up
to Jerusalem (Lk 953); and again in their request
that they might sit on his right hand and on his
left hand in his kingdom (Mk 1037), to which our
Lord replied by the prophecy that they should
drink of his cup and be baptized with his baptism.

The wife of Zebedee was Salome, as we learn from
a comparison of Mt 2756 and Mk 1540, who appears to
have been a sister of the Lord's mother (see Jn 1925

and the article on BRETHREN OF THE LORD).
James and John would thus be first cousins of
Jesus, which may have been one reason why their
mother urged their claim to the highest position
in his kingdom. We learn from Mk 1541 (cf. Lk
83) that Salome was one of the women who followed
Jesus in Galilee, and ministered to him of their
substance. Combined with the mention of hired
servants, and with St. John's intimacy with
Caiaphas the high priest, this fact makes it
probable that the family of Zebedee were com-
paratively well off*.

We hear nothing of James, as distinguished from
the other apostles, for some 14 years after the
Crucifixion. The fact, however, that he was the
first of the Twelve to suffer martyrdom, shows that
he must have attracted the attention of the Jews
and of Herod Agrippa by his bold uncompromising
character. This Herod was son of Aristobulus,
and grandson of Herod the Great and Mariamne.
Herodias, who was the cause of the murder of
John the Baptist, was his sister. After reigning in
splendour for three years over a kingdom larger than
that of his grandfather, Agrippa sought to increase
his popularity still further by putting down the
new Christian heresy. Shortly before the Passover
of 44, he killed James with the sword, and threw
Peter into prison (Ac 12lf·). The sacred writer
records in the same chapter the punishment which
followed (v.21ff·, cf. Jos. Ant. xix. viii. 2).

Eusebius (HE ii. 9) gives a quotation from the

7th book of the lost Hypotyposes of Clemens
Alexandrinus, in which the latter mentions a
tradition that the accuser of St. James was so
much moved by his confession, that he declared
himself to be a Christian, and was carried off with
him to execution. On the way thither he asked
forgiveness of the apostle, who, after a moment's
hesitation, kissed him, saying, * Peace be unto
thee.' The same story is given in the Apostolica
Historia of pseudo-Abdias (ap. Fabr. Cod. Apoc.
NT), who also narrates the conversion of the
magicians Hermogenes and Philetus by St. James.

The legend of Saint Iago, the patron saint of Spain, is given
in Mrs. Jameson's Sacred and Legendary Art, vol. i. pp. 230-
241. According to this, the gospel was first preached in Spain
by St. James the Great, who afterwards returned to Judaea, and,
after performing many miracles there, was finally put to death
by Herod. His body was placed on board ship at Joppa and
transported to Iria in the north-west of Spain under angelic
guidance. The surrounding heathen were converted by the
prodigies which witnessed to the power of the saint, and a
church was built over his tomb. During the barbarian invasions
all memory of the hallowed spot was lost till it was revealed by
vision in the year 800. The body was then moved by order of
Alphonso n. to the place now called Compostella (abbreviated
from Jacomo Postolo), which became famous as a place of
pilgrimage throughout Europe. The saint was believed to have
appeared on many occasions mounted on a white horse, leading
the Spanish armies to victory against their infidel foes.

The impossibilities of the story have been pointed out by
Roman Catholic scholars. (1) It was a tradition of the early
Church that the apostles, in accordance with a command of our
Lord, did not leave Jerus. for twelve years after the Ascension (cf.
the Κήρυγμα, Πίτρου in Clem. Al. Strom, vi. p. 762 ; Apollonius in
Euseb. HE v. IS ad fin.). This is supported by what we read
in Ac 81, that the apostles were still at Jerus. during the per-
secution in which Stephen was martyred. (2) St. Paul mentions
his desire to visit Spain (Ro 1524) just after he had spoken of his
rule not to preach the gospel on another man's foundation. The
probable date of Ro is 58 [Turner,55-56], long after the martyrdom
of St. James. (3) There is no certain mention of St. James in
connexion with Spain till the 9th cent., when Notker, a monk of
St. Gall, wrote : ' hujus Apostoli sacratissima ossa ad Hispanias
translata in ultimis earum finibus condita celeberrima illarum
gentium veneratione coluntur. Nee immerito, quia ejus corporali
prsesentia et doctrina atque signorum eflicacia eidem populi ad
Christi fidem conversi referuntur' (Martyrol. ad diem 25 Jul.).
On the other hand, Innocent I. (d. 417) states that the Churches
of Italy, Gaul, and Spain had all been founded by those who
owed their authority to St. Peter (Ep. 25 ad Decantium); and
Vincentius Fortunatus (fl. A.D. 600), speaking of the saints of
different countries, makes Vincentius the chief glory of Spain
(' Vincenti Hispana surgit ab area decus,' Carm. vii. 3), as Alban
of Britain, Hilary and Martin of Gaul, while the Jacobi are
assigned to the Holy Land. (See the art. on JAMES by F.
Meyrick in Smith, DBV, and by R. Sinker in the Diet, of Chr.
Antiq.; the Ada Sanctorum for July 25; Natalis Alexander,
Hist. Eccl. ssecl. i. § 15; Forbes, Handbook of Spain, ch. on
Santiago).

2. JAMES THE SON OF ALPH^US.—In the four
lists of the apostles we find James, son of Alphaeus,
standing at the head of the 3rd group, of which
the other members are Thaddseus (Mk 318), also
called Lebbseus (Mt 103 cod. D and AV) or 'Ιούδας
Ιακώβου (Lk 616, Ac I 1 3); Simon Zelotes (Lk 616,
Ac I13), also called Σ. Καναναΐος (Mt 104, Mk 318),
and Judas Iscariot. By St. Luke he is coupled
with Simon, by St. Matthew and St. Mark with
Thaddseus. Nothing else is told us about this
James in the NT, but it is probable that he was a
brother of Levi or Matthew, who is also called son
of Alphseus (Mk 214). The phrase 'Ιούδας 'Ιακώβου
means almost certainly * the son,' not the ' brother
of James.' He is usually identified with James
the Little (AV ' the Less'), the brother of Joses
and son of Mary, who is mentioned in Mk 1540,
Mt 2756. This Mary is apparently called η του
Κλωπά in Jn 1925, words which some have inter-
preted 'the wife of Clopas,' and have in con-
sequence identified Clopas with Alphseus. They
have also understood the clause which precedes
(η αδελφή της μητρός αύτοΰ) of this Mary, instead of
understanding it of Salome, and thus have identi-
fied James, son of Alphseus, with James the brother
of the Lord. The extreme improbability of this
hypothesis is pointed out in the art. on the
BRETHREN OF THE LORD. Hegesippus (ap. Euseb.
HE iii. 11) speaks of a Clopas who was brother of
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Joseph; if Mary was his wife, she would be aunt
of the sons of Joseph, the brethren of the Lord.
(The evidence as to the festival of James, son of
Alphseus, being distinct from that of the brother of
the Lord, is given in Sinker's article under this
head in the Diet, of Chr. Antiq.).

3. JAMES THE BROTHER OF THE LORD.—See the
article on the BRETHREN OF THE LORD for the
proof that this James was the son of Joseph and
Mary, not one of the Twelve, nor even a believer
until after the Resurrection. His conversion
seems to have been connected with a special
appearance of the Risen Lord (1 Co 157). Of his
subsequent history we gather from the Acts and
the Epistles of St. Paul, that, after the Ascension,
he with his brothers remained at Jerusalem in the
company of the eleven apostles and Mary and the
other women, waiting for the descent of the Spirit
(Ac I14), and that within ten years from this time
he became the head of the Church at Jerusalem.
Thus in Gal I 1 8 · 1 9 St. Paul says that three years
after his conversion, probably about A.D. 38, he
went up to Jerus. and stayed with Peter fifteen
days, seeing no other apostle, but only James the
Lord's brother,—a statement which is quite in
accordance with Ac 1217, where Peter on his
escape from prison (A.D. 44) is said to have gone
to the house of Mary the mother of Mark, and
desired that news of his escape might be sent to
James and the brethren. In Gal 21"10 St. Paul
describes a later visit to Jerus. after an interval of
fourteen years, i.e. about A.D. 51. In this visit
the leaders of the Church, James, Peter, and
John (Gal 29), after hearing his report of his first
missionary journey, signified their approval of his
work, and * gave right hands of fellowship/ agree-
ing that Paul and Barnabas should, preach to the
Gentiles and they themselves to the circumcision.
In vv.11-14 Peter's inconsistency in regard to
eating with the Gentiles at Antioch is explained
by the arrival of * certain from James.' St. Paul's
second visit to Jerus. is more fully described in
Ac 154"29, where James appears as president of the
Council held to consider how far the Gentile
Christians should be required to conform to the
customs of the Jews. It is James who sums up
the discussion and proposes the resolution which
is carried, in the words έ"γώ κρίνω μη παρενοχΧεΐν rocs
άπό των εθνών επιστρέφουσα έπϊ rhv θβδν, κ.τ.\. James
is seen in the same position of authority in Ac 2l18,
when St. Paul presents himself before him on his
return from his third missionary journey (A.D. 58).
After joining in praise to God for the success
which had attended his labours, James and the
elders who are with him warn St. Paul of the
strong feeling against him, which had been excited
among the ' myriads of Jewish believers who were
all zealous for the law,' by the report that he had
taught the Jews of the Dispersion to abandon
circumcision and their other customs. To counter-
act this impression, they recommended him to join
in a Nazirite vow, which had been undertaken by
four members of their community, as a proof that
the report was unfounded, and that he himself
Avalked according to the law. From 1 Co 95 μη ουκ
'έχομζν έξουσίαν άδβλφην yvvaiKa irepLayeiv ώ* καΧ ol
λοιποί απόστολοι καϊ ol άδβλφοί του Κυρίου, it has been
inferred that St. James was a married man. On
his authorship of the Epistle which goes by his
name, see next article.

Further particulars are supplied by Josephus,
Hegesippus, the Gospel according to the Hebrews,
and other apocryphal books, including in these the
Clementine Homilies and Recognitions.

The Gospel according to the Hebrews, which Lightfoot speaks
of as one of the earliest and most respectable of the apocryphal
narratives {Gal. p. 274), is quoted by Jerome (de Vir. ill. 2) to
the following effect: ' The Lord after his resurrection appeared

to James, who had sworn that he would not eat bread from the
hour in which he had drunk the cup of the Lord till he saw him
risen from the dead. Jesus, therefore, took bread and blessed
and brake it, and gave it to James the Just, and said to him,
My brother, eat thy bread, for the Son of Man has risen from
the dead.' There are other versions of the same story, in
which the vow is dated, not from the Last Supper, but from the
Crucifixion (see Nicholson's ed. of the Gospel, p. 62 f., and the
Introduction to Mayor's St. James, p. xxxviin.). Possibljr,
the reference to the Last Supper may have arisen from the fact
that St. James shaped his vow after the Lord's words spoken at
the Supper, * I will not drink henceforth of the fruit of the vine
till the kingdom of God shall come.'

Hegesippus (c. A.D. 160) is quoted by Eusebius (HE ii. 23) to
the following effect: ' The charge of the Church after the Ascen-
sion devolved on James the brother of the Lord in concert with
the apostles. He is distinguished from others of the same name
by the title " Just," which has been applied to him from the
first. He was holy from his mother's womb, drank no wine or
strong drink, nor ate animal food : no razor came on his head,
nor did he anoint himself with oil nor use the bath. To him
only was it permitted to enter the Holy of Holies. . . . His
knees became hard like a camel's, because he was always kneeling
in the temple, asking forgiveness for the people. Through his
exceeding righteousness he was called " Oblias," which, being in-
terpreted, is " the defence of the people," and "Righteousness,"
as the prophet declared of him. Some of the seven sects of the
Jews inquired of him, " What is the door of Jesus?" And he
said that he was the Saviour; whereupon some believed that
Jesus is the Christ. . . . Hence arose a disturbance among
the Jews, fearing that all the people would look to Jesus as the
Christ. They came, therefore, and . . . set James on the
pinnacle of the temple and cried to him, " Ο thou just one to
whom we all are bound to listen, tell us what is the door of
Jesus." And he answered with a loud voice, " Why do ye ask me
concerning Jesus the Son of Man ? He is both seated in heaven
on the right hand of Power, and he will come again on the
clouds of heaven." And when many were convinced and gave
glory at the witness of James, the same scribes and Pharisees
said to each other, " We have done ill in bringing forward such a
testimony to Jesus ; let us go up and cast him down, that they
may fear to believe him." And they cried out saying, "Alas !
even the just has gone astray." And they fulfilled that which
is written in Isaiah, " Let us take away the just, for he is not for
our purpose." So they cast down James the Just, and they
began to stone him, since he was not killed by the fall; but he
kneeled down, saying, " Ο Lord God, my Father, I beseech thee
forgive them, for they know not what they do." While they
were thus stoning him, one of the priests of the sons of Rechab,
of whom Jeremiah the prophet testifies, cried out, " Stop ! what
do ye ? The just is praying for you." But one of them, who
was a fuller, smote the head of the just one with his club. And
so he bore his witness. And they buried him on the spot, and
his monument still stands by the side of the temple with the
inscription, " H e hath been a true witness both to Jews and
Greeks that Jesus is the Christ." And immediately Vespasian
commenced the siege.'

Lightfoot has pointed out the many impro-
babilities in this narrative, and conjectures that
it may have been taken by Hegesippus from the
Ebionite 'Αναβαθμοί 'Ιακώβου, of which we find
traces in the Clementine Recognitions. In the
Recognitions, as in Hegesippus, we read that
James refuted the Jewish sects, and that he was
hurled down from the temple by his persecutors.
Lightfoot thinks that there may be truth in the
statement that James was an ascetic and a Nazir-
ite, and, we may add, in the respect entertained
for him even by his unbelieving countrymen. The
account of the death, however, which is given by
Jos. {Ant. xx. ix. 1) is far more likely to be
historical. * During the interval between the
death of Festus (prob. in the year 62) and the
arrival of his successor Albinus, the high priest
Ananus the younger, being of a rash and daring
spirit, and inclined like the Sadducees in general
to severity in punishing, brought to trial James
the brother of Jesus, who is called the Christ,
and some others before the court of the Sanhedrin,
and, having charged them with breaking the laws,
delivered them over to be stoned. The better
class of citizens and those who were versed in the
laws were indignant at this, and made complaints
both to king Agrippa and to Albinus, on the
ground that Ananus had no right to summon the
Sanhedrin without the consent of the procurator ;
and Agrippa in consequence removed him from
the high priesthood.' Origen {Cels. i. c. 47) and
Euseb. {HE ii. 23) also cite Josephus as ascribing
the miseries of the siege to the divine vengeance
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for the murder of James ; but this does not occur
in his extant writings.

Clement of Alexandria (ap. Euseb. HE ii. 1)
says that Peter and James and John, who were
most honoured by the Lord, chose James the Just
to be bishop of Jerus. after the Ascension, and
that the Lord imparted his esoteric teaching (την
yvdjaiv) to James the Just and Peter and John
after his resurrection, and again that this was
imparted by them to the other apostles, and by the
latter to the Seventy.

In the Clementine Homilies (written early in the
3rd cent.) James is represented, in the letter ad-
dressed to him by Clement, as the chief ruler of
the Church at large, Κλήμη* Ίακώβφ τφ κυρίφ και
επισκόπων επισκοπώ, διέποντι δέ την <4ν> 'Ιερουσαλήμ
ayiav 'Εβραίων έκκΚησίαν και rets πανταχη θεού πρόνοια
ιδρυθείσας, κ.τ.λ.

Eusebius (HE vii. 19) reports that his episcopal
chair was still shown at Jerus. at the time when
he wrote.

Besides the canonical Epistle of St. James, his
name is attached to the apocr. Protevangelium
Jacobi and the so-called Liturgy of St. James.
See Diet. Chr. Antiq. p. 1019f., art. 'Liturgy,'
and Diet, of Chr. Biog. under * Gospels, Apocry-
phal,' p. 701 f. J. B. MAYOK.

JAMES, THE GENERAL EPISTLE OF.—
i. AUTHORSHIP.—The writer describes himself (I1)
as * James, a servant of God and of the Lord Jesus
Christ.' As the name was very common, and the
description one which is applicable to all Chris-
tians, it is evident that he must have been dis-
tinguished from others who bore the same name
by position or otherwise, so as to justify him in
addressing the Twelve Tribes of the Dispersion
with the tone of authority which is so marked a
feature of the Epistle. This inference receives
support from the Ep. of Jude, the writer of which
styles himself ' brother of James,' evidently assum-
ing that his brother's name would carry weight
with those to whom he writes.

The Epistle itself is strongly contrasted, not
only with Ro and Gal, against which some have
supposed it to be directed, but also with 1 P,
which, in some points, it closely resembles. In
style it reminds one now of Pr, now of the stern
denunciations of the prophets, now of the parables
in the Gospels. It has scarcely any direct reference
to Christ, who is indeed named only twice. In
commending the duty of patience (57"11) the
writer refers to the example of the husbandman,
and to Job and the prophets of the OT : if he
alludes to our Lord at all, he does so only ob-
scurely in the words ' ye killed the just; he doth
not resist you'; while St. Peter, on the contrary,
dwells exclusively on the example of Christ
(1 Ρ 219"24 412"14). In urging the duty of prayer,
reference is made, not (as in He 57) to the pro-
mises or prayers of Christ, but to the prayer of
Elijah; the exhortation to kindness, and the
warning against evil-speaking in ch. 3, are based,
not on the example of Christ and the thought of
our common brotherhood in him (as in 1 Ρ 223,
Ro 125, Eph 425), but on the parables of nature, on
the fact that man was created in the image of
God, and on general reasoning ; and again (in 411)
speaking evil of a brother is condemned as putting
a slight on the law, not as causing pain to Christ.
No mention is made of the crucifixion or resurrec-
tion, or of the doctrines of the incarnation and
atonement. To a careless reader the tone seems
scarcely to rise above that of the OT; Christian
ideas are still clothed in Jewish forms. Thus the
law, called for the sake of distinction * the law of
liberty' or 'the royal law,' seems to stand in place
of the gospel, or even of Christ himself (28"13 41 1);

the love of the world is condemned in the language
of the OT as adultery against God. This contrast
rises to its highest pitch in treating of the relation
between faith and works (214-26). While St. Paul
writes (Ro 328) ' We reckon, therefore, that a man
is justified by faith without the works of the law,'
the language of St. James is (224) ' Ye see then
that by works a man is justified, and not by faith
only.' And while the case of Abraham is cited in
Ro 43·1 3·1 6 in proof of the doctrine of justification
by faith, and the case of Rahab is cited for the
same purpose in He II 8 1, St. James makes use of
both to prove that man is justified by works (225).
Speaking generally, we may say that this Epistle
has a more Jewish cast than any other writing of
the NT, and that the author must have been one
who would be more in sympathy with the Judaiz-
ing party, and more likely to exercise an influence
over them, than any of the three great leaders,
Peter, Paul, or John.

Comparing what is said of James the brother
of the Lord in the preceding article, we find in
him one who exactly fulfils the conditions required
in the writer of the Epistle; and if we examine
the speech attributed to him in Ac 15 and the
circular letter there given, which was probably
drawn up by him, we find in these a remarkable
similarity to the language of the Epistle. That
St. Luke has recorded the actual words of the
speaker, either in the original language or in a
translation, seems probable from his use of the
form ' Symeon' (v.14), which is not found elsewhere
in Ac, as well as from the resemblances, noticed by
Alford (vol. iv. Prologomena), between 1 Ρ and the
speeches ascribed to him in the Ac. It is surely a
remarkable coincidence that, out of 230 words con-
tained in the speech and circular, so many should
reappear in our Epistle, written on a totally
different subject.

They are as follows : (1) the epistolary salutation χ,χίρειν (Ja H,
Ac 1523) found in only one other passage of the NT, the letter
of Lysias to Felix (Ac 2326); (2) the curious phrase, borrowed
from the LXX, which occurs in NT only in Ac 15!7 ίφ' ους
επιχεχληται ro όνομα, μου ear* κύτους, a n d J a 2? ro κοίλον όνομα,
ro ιχιχλνβϊν εφ' υμάς \ (3) etxoCoOtrt αδελφοί μου found in J a 2 5

alone in t h e Epistles, compared with άνδρες αδελφοί αχούσατε
μου in Ac 15 1 3 ; (4) επισχίατεσθαι J a 127, Ac 15l 4 ; (5) επισ-τρίφείν
j a 519. 20, Ac 1519 ; (6) τν,ρεΤν and^ haryptTv, J a 127 ασπιλον εαυτόν
rr,pttv ocrro του κόσμου, Ac 15^9 εζ ων διατηρουντες εαυτούς εΐ πράξετι ;
(7) αγαπητός occurs in Ac Only in 15 2 5 συν τοις αγαπητοϊς Βαρνάβα
χα) Ώαύλω, while άδιλφοί μου αγαπητοί is found three times in
our Epistle; (8) the pregnant use of the word όνομα, jn^ Ja 510
ελάλησαν iv τω ονόματι Κυρίου, V.14 ά,λύψαντίς ελχίω iv τω ονόματι,
27 το χαλον Ονομα, and in Ac 1 5 1 4 λαβείν 'εζ ίθνων Ααον τω ονόματι
«,υτου, V.26 υ<χ\ρ του ονόματος του Κυρίου %μων Ί . Χ. ; (9) perhaps
we may compare also the use of δαπανάω in Ac 212 4, probably
spoken by St. James (δαπάνησον ετ' αυτοίς), with our Epistle
43 'ίνα εν ταΊς νδοναΤς υμών δαπαν^σ^τι, and t h e occurrence of
α,γνίζω in the same verse with its occurrence in Ja 48.

An objection may be raised to the identification
of the writer of the Epistle with the brother of our
Lord on the ground that no claim is made to this
title in either of the Epistles which go by the
name of the brothers James and Jude. If they
were really brothers of the Lord, would they not
have laid stress on the authority derived from this
relationship, just as St. Paul lays stress on his
apostleship ? But what was Christ's own teaching
on the matter? When his mother and brothers
sought on one occasion to use the authority which
they assumed that their kinship gave them, they
were met by the words, ' Who is my mother or my
brethren ?' And he stretched out his hands to
his disciples and said, * Behold my mother and my
brethren.' St. Paul expresses the same idea of
the disappearance of the earthly relationship in
the higher spiritual union by which all the mem-
bers of the body are joined to the Head, in the
words 'though we have known Christ after the
flesh, yet now know we him so no more' (2 Co 516).
Surely it is only what was to be expected that
James and Jude would shrink from claiming another
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name than that of ' servant' to express the relation
in which they stood to their risen Lord, after hav-
ing failed to acknowledge him as their Master in
the days of his humiliation.

So far the evidence seems to show that the writer
of the Epistle was James the Just, the brother of
the Lord. Let us see what further light this fact,
if it be one, will throw upon the Epistle. The
word ' just,' which is also used of his father Joseph,
implies one who not only observes but loves the
law ; and we may be sure that the reverence for
the law, which is so marked a feature of the Epistle,
was learnt in the well-ordered home of Nazareth.
There, too, he may have acquired, with the full
sanction of his parents (who would gladly devote
the eldest-born of Joseph in such marked way to
the future service of the Messiah), those strict
ascetic habits which tradition ascribes to him.
But the constant intercourse with him who was
full of grace and truth in childhood as in manhood,
must have prepared James to find in the Ten Com-
mandments no mere outward regulations, but an
inner law of liberty and love written in the heart.
That deep interest in the mysteries of the king-
dom, that earnest search after truth which led the
child Jesus to remain behind in the temple, must
surely have had its effect upon his brother.
Whatever means of instruction were within reach
of the home at Nazareth would, we may feel sure,
have been eagerly taken advantage of by all its
inmates. While, therefore, accepting the view
which seems to be best supported, that Jesus and
his brothers usually spoke Aramaic, we are not
bound to suppose that, with towns like Sepphoris
and Tiberias in their immediate vicinity, with
Ptolemais, Scythopolis, and Gadara at no great
distance, they remained ignorant of Greek. In
the eyes of the scribes they might 'never have
learnt letters,' since they had not attended the
rabbinical schools of Jerusalem ; but the ordinary
education of Jewish children, and the Sabbath
readings in the synagogue, would give a sufficient
start to enable any intelligent boy to carry on his
studies for himself ; while the example of Solomon
and the teaching of the ' sapiential' books, with
which the writer of the Epistle was intimately
acquainted, held up the pursuit of knowledge and
wisdom as the highest duty of man.

There are other characteristics of our Epistle
which find their best explanation in the supposition
that the writer was the son of Joseph and Mary.
The use of parables was common among Jewish
teachers, and especially common in Galilee (cf.
Neubauer in Studio, Biblica, i. p. 52); but it was
carried to an unusual length by our Lord, both in
his preaching to the multitude, of which it is said
* without a parable spake he not unto them,' and
in his ordinary conversation, which constantly ran
into a parabolic or figurative form to the great
bewilderment of his disciples, as when he bid
them ' Beware of the leaven of the Pharisees.' One
distinctive feature of our Lord's use of parables is
that there is nothing forced either in the figure or
in the application : natural phenomena and the
varied circumstances of human life are watched
with an observant eye and a sympathetic and
loving heart, and the spiritual analogies which
they suggest are seen to now naturally from them.
Such a habit of mind could not have been acquired
after manhood. The love of nature, the sympathy
in all human interests, the readiness to find * ser-
mons in stones and good in everything,' must have
characterized the child Jesus, and coloured all his
intercourse with his fellows from his earliest
years. It is interesting therefore to find the same
fondness for figurative speech in the Epistles of his
two brothers, St. James and St. Jude.

Another marked feature of our Epistle is the

close connexion between it and the Sermon on the
Mount, in which our Lord laid down the principles
of the kingdom which he came to establish upon
earth. It must suffice to refer here to the general
harmony between the two as to the spiritual view
of the law (Ja I2 5 28·1 2·1 3, Mt 517"44), the blessings
of adversity (Ja I 2 · 3 25 57·8· n , Mt δ3'12), the dangers
and the uncertainty of wealth (Ja I10· u 26·7 44· 6·
18-ie 51-^ M t gi9-2i. 24-34̂  t h e futility of a mere pro-
fession of religion (Ja I 2 6 · 2 7, Mt 61'7), the contrast
between saying and doing (Ja I22"25 214'26 313·18, Mt
715*27), the true nature of prayer (Ja I5"8 4s 513·18,
Mt 66"13), the incompatibility between the love of
the world and the love of God (Ja 25 36 44"8, Mt 624),
the need to forgive others if we would be forgiven
ourselves (Ja 212·13, Mt 614·15), the tree known by
its fruits (Ja 311·12, Mt 716"20), the interdiction of
oaths (Ja 512, Mt 534"37) and of censoriousness (Ja
411.12̂  Μ£ tji-δ^ the praise of singleness of aim (Ja
I 8 48, Mt 622· 2 3). Nor are these reminiscences con-
fined to the Sermon on the Mount, or to our Lord's
words as reported by St. Matthew ; there is much
to remind us both of St. Luke and St. John. It
is worthy of note that, close as is the connexion
of sentiment and even of language in many of
these passages, it never amounts to actual quota-
tion, but is rather the reminiscence of thoughts
often uttered by the original speaker and sinking
into the heart of the hearer, who reproduces them
in his own manner.

It may be asked, if St. James was thus deeply
influenced by his Brother's teaching, how are we
to explain the fact that at one period of his life
* he did not believe on him' ? Perhaps we may
gather from the Epistle that the writer would have
found a difficulty in some of the sayings of Christ.
' Before Abraham was, I am'; * Except ye eat the
flesh of the Son of Man and drink his blood, ye
have no life in you,'—these must have been * hard
sayings' to the brother of Jesus even more than
to strangers. This state of mind was doubtless
combined with an intense love and reverence for
the elder Brother, and was perhaps not incom-
patible with the belief in Christ's mission as a
preacher of righteousness, and a willingness to
accept him as the anointed King of the Jewish
people; but it might easily lead to an anxious
solicitude as to his sanity and the prudence of
the measures which he took for extending the
number of his adherents. (See the subject more
fully treated in Mayor's Introduction to St. James,
ch. i. on the Author, ch. iv. on its relation to other
Books of NT).

ii. CANONICITY. — Eusebius in a well-known
passage {HE iii. 25) distinguishes between the dis-
puted and the undisputed books which made up the
NT, and were publicly read in the church at the
time when he wrote {I.e. iii. 31), i.e. in A.D. 314
(see Lightfoot in Diet. ofChr. Biog. ii. p. 323). To-
gether they contain all the books included in our
present Canon and no others; those which were
disputed, though generally known, being the
Epistle which goes under the name of James and
that of Jude, as well as the 2nd of Peter and the
so-called 2nd and 3rd of John. The Apoc. he had
before doubtfully classed among the undisputed,
but questions \vhether it should not rather be
classed with the spurious, like the Revelation of
Peter. Elsewhere he says (ii. 23), ' The first of the
Epistles styled Catholic is said to be by James
the Lord's brother, which is held by some to be
spurious. Certainly not many old writers have
mentioned it, as neither have they the Epistle of
Jude.' His own practice, however, betrays no
suspicion of its genuineness, as in one passage he
quotes James as Scripture {Comm. in Psalm, p.
648, Montf.), and in another quotes Ja 513 as
spoken by the holy apostle (ϊδ. ρ. 247).
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The same doubt as to the canonicity of the
Epistle is shown by its omission from some of
the early versions and catalogues of sacred books,
e.g. the Muratorian Fragment (of which Westcott
says that it may be regarded as ' a summary of
the opinion of the Western Church on the Canon
shortly after the middle of the 2nd cent.'), and
the Cheltenham list, which is supposed to have
been written in Africa about the year 359. On
the other hand, it was generally recognized in the
East, being included in the Peshitta, which omits
2 P, 2 and 3 Jn, Jude, and Kev. The Pesh. used to be
ascribed to the 2nd cent., and is probably not later
than the 3rd, but the date is still in dispute. Ja
is also found in the lists given by Origen {Horn,
in Jos. vii. 1), Cyril of Jerusalem, Athanasius,
Gregory of Nazianzus, and others, and was finally
ratified by the Third Council of Carthage in 397.
Its late reception in the West may probably be
explained by the fact that it was addressed to
Jews of the Eastern (?) Dispersion, that it did not
profess to be written by an apostle, and that it
appeared to contradict the teaching of the great
Apostle to the Gentiles.

Origen (d. 253) is apparently the first who cites
the Epistle as Scripture, and as written by St.
James ; see Comm. in Joh. xix. 6 ; in Bom. iv. 1,8,
ix. 24; Horn. in. Ex. iii. 3, viii. 4 ; in Lv. ii. 4,
xiii. 3; Sel. in Ps. 31. 5, 37. 24, 118. 153; Comm.
in Prov. (Mai, Nov. Bibl. vii. 51); but Clement of
Alexandria (d. 220) is said by Eusebius {HE
vi. 14) to have included in his Outlines {iv rah
'Ύποτνπώσεσι) short explanations of all the sacred
books, μηδέ ras αντιλεγόμενα* παρελθών, την 'Ιούδα
\έ*γω καί τά$ XOLTTCLS καθολικά? έπιστολάς την re Βαρνάβα
καϊ την ΙΙέτρου λε*γομένην άποκάλυψιν. Cassiodorus
{Inst. div. lit. 8) limits this by saying that
Clement commented on the canonical Epistles,
i.e. on 1 P, 1 and 2 Jn, and Ja. The notes on the
first three, and on Jude, but not on Ja, are still
extant in a Latin translation, and some have
doubted whether the reading in Cassiodorus should
not be altered accordingly; see, however, Zahn,
Neutest. Kan. i. 322, Forschungen, iii. 153; Sanday
in Stud. Bibl. iii. 248.

iii. DATE.—If we are right in our view of
the authorship of the Epistle, it must have been
written not later than A.D. 62. This view, how-
ever, although approved by the great majority
of scholars and divines up to the end of last
century, is regarded with suspicion by some
modern scholars. We will give briefly their con-
clusions, and then state the reasons for believing
that it was written between A.D. 40 and 50. Von
Soden, in the Introduction to his Handkom-
mentar (1890), allows that in thought and expres-
sion there is considerable resemblance between
our Epistle and the writings of Clement of Rome,
and especially of Hermas, but considers that there
is no reason to suppose any literary connexion.
They resemble one another simply because they
were produced under the same conditions. No
trace of our Epistle is to be found in the 2nd cent.
Nothing in the letter suggests Jewish readers.
The title may be genuine because Christians had
learnt to regard themselves as strangers and
pilgrims. It was probably written for Christians
generally, in the reign of Domitian. W. Bruckner,
in his Chronolog. Reihenfolge d. N.T. Briefe
(Haarlem, 1890), considers that it cannot be
assigned to an earlier date than A.D. 150, as it
borrows from 1 P, which was written during the
persecution of Trajan. The Judaizing tone implies
a late stage of doctrinal development, inasmuch
as it attacks Paulinism as the seed of an existing
Gnosticism. The true address reveals itself in the
phrase * your synagogue' (22), by which we are to
understand a little conventicle of Essene Chris-
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tians at Rome. The phrase * Diaspora' denotes
similar scattered conventicles, in which alone the
true Israel, the poor, are to be found. By 'the
rich' is meant Christians outside the conventicle.
Pfleiderer, in his Urchristenthum (1887), regards
the Epistle as representing the catholicized Paul-
inism of the latter half of the 2nd cent. He
thinks it is an abbreviation of the Shepherd of
Hermas. The polemic is not directed against St.
Paul, but against the later Gnostics who appealed
to his authority. There is nothing Judaistic in the
writer's tone; he simply enforces the truths of
practical Christianity as understood by the Cath-
olic Church. The latest writer on the subject is
F. Spitta {Zur Geschichte u. Litteratur des Ur-
christenthums, vol. ii. 1896), who, while allowing
the references to our Epistle in St. Paul's Epistle
to the Romans, avoids the reproach of coming to
a commonplace conclusion by starting the theory
that it is a Christian adaptation of a Jewish book,
written before the Christian era.* He draws this
conclusion from the considerations stated in the
earlier part of this article, and explains away the
resemblance to the Sermon on the Mount by quoting
parallels from the Apocrypha and other Jewish
writings.

There is certainly much more to be said for
this theory than for those which have been just
described. Postponing its examination for the pre-
sent, we proceed to state the grounds (independently
of what has been already said under the head of
authorship and canonicity) for believing that the
Epistle was written before A.D. 50. In the present
writer's Introduction to St. James, ch. ii., will be
found proof that it was known to Irenseus, Theo-
philus, Justin Martyr, the writer of the Ep. to
Diognetus, Ignatius, Polycarp, and, above all,
Hermas, in the 2nd cent. ; that it was known to
Clement of Rome, to Barnabas, to the authors of
the Didacho and the Testaments of the Twelve
Patriarchs during the 1st cent. We can, however,
afford to dispense with these witnesses, if it can be
proved that it was known to more than one of the
writers of the NT ; and if we are not mistaken, it
has been shown in the above Introduction (ch. iv.)
that traces of its influence may be seen in the
Epistles of St. John, in the Ep. to the Hebrews,
in those to Timothy, above all in the 1st Epistle
of St. Peter, and in St. Paul's Epistles to the
Romans and Galatians.

Our space will not allow us to deal with more
than the last two, merely premising (1) that if the
Epistle of James was written by the Lord's
brother, it must probably have been written before
the year 51 [Turner, 49], the date of the Apos-
tolic Council, as otherwise it must have contained
some reference to the question, which was then
agitating the Diaspora, as to the admission of
Gentiles into the Church ; (2) that if such an
Epistle were in existence, containing phrases
which could be turned against the doctrine of
justification by faith, it was likely to be eagerly
made use of by Judaizers, and would thus be
brought under St. Paul's notice. It has been re-
marked that the words ' whosoever shall keep the
law and yet offend in one point, he is guilty of all'
(Ja 210), might easily be twisted so as to represent
St. James as insisting on the observance of the
whole Mosaic code, and that this may possibly be
alluded to in the words (Ac 1524), * We have heard
that certain which went out from us troubled you,
saying, Ye must be circumcised and keep the law,
to whom we gave no such commandment.' On
the other hand, there is less likelihood of St. Paul's

* The same view is taken by L. Massebieau in an article
entitled ' L'Epitre de Jacques, est-elle l'oeuvre d'un Chrotien ?'
which appeared in the Remit de Vhistoire des religions, Paris,
1895.
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Epistles, addressed to distant Churches, and deal-
ing so much with personal questions, having been
brought under the notice of St. James.

The main points of connexion between the
Epist les are Ro 2 1 3 ού yap oi άκροαταΐ νόμου δίκαιοι
παρά τφ θεφ, άλλ' ol ποιηταί νόμου δικαιωθήσονται,
compared with J a I 2 2 ylveade ποιηταί λόyoυ καΐ μη
άκροαταϊ μόνον, and J a 411 ποιητής νόμου (the only
other place in NT where this phrase occurs); the
phrase παραβάτης νόμου, occurring only in Ro 2 2 5 · 2 7

and J a 211 ; Ro 723 βλέπω έτερον νόμον έν rots μέλεσίν
μου άντιστρατευόμενον τφ νόμφ του νοός μου, compared
with J a 41 πόθεν πόλεμοι ; ουκ εντεύθεν έκ των ηδονών
νμων των στρατευομένων έν τοις μέλεσιν υμών ; Ro 144

συ τις εΐ 6 κρίνων άλλότρων οίκέτην ; τφ ίδίφ κυρίφ
στήκει ή πίπτει, compared with J a 41 1 εΐς ίστιν νομο-
θέτης και κριτής, σύ δε τις εΧ 6 κρίνων τόν πλησίον;
Ro 53"5 καύχωμεθα έν ταΐς θλίψεσιν, είδότες 6τι η θλίψις
ύπομονην κατεpyάζεται, η δε υπομονή δοκιμήν, η δ£
δοκιμή ελπίδα, η δε έλπίς ού καταισχύνει, Οτι η άγάτττ/
του θεού έκκέχυται, compared with J a I 2" 4 πασαν
χαράν Ίγγησασθε ο'ταν πειρασμοΐς περιπέσητε ποικίλοις,
yιvώσκovτεs δτι τό δοκίμων υμών της πίστεως κaτεpyά-
ζεται ύπομονην, η δε υπομονή ipyov τέλειον έχέτω 'ίνα ήτε
τέλειοι ; ν. 9 καυχάσθω δέ δ αδελφός 6 ταπεινός, κ.τ.λ.
In these and other cases of resemblance it is easier
to suppose that St. Paul works up a hint received
from St. James, than that St. James omits points
of interest and value which he found ready to his
hand.

The crucial test, however, of the relation be-
tween the two is to be found in the controversy as
to faith and works. St. James had said over and
over again that 'faith without works is dead'
(217 etc.), Ids intention being (as is plain from v.14,
and the illustration in vv.15·16 of a philanthropy
which is limited to words, as well as from the
wThole tone and argument of the Epistle), not to
depreciate faith, which is with him, not less than
with St. Paul, the very foundation of the Christian
life (see I 3 · 6 21 518), but to insist that faith, like
love, is valueless if it has no effect on the life.
St. Paul himself does the same in 1 Th I3, Gal 56,
1 Co 132, Ro 26"20 and elsewhere; but in arguing
against his Judaizing antagonists, who denied sal-
vation to the Gentiles unless they were circum-
cised, and in all other respects ' performed the
works of the law,' he had maintained that it was
impossible for men to be justified by these works,
and that it was by faith alone that even the Jews
and Abraham himself must be justified. He is
therefore compelled to challenge the phrase of
St. James, η πίστις χωρίς των ε'pyωv apy-ή έστιν, νεκρά
έστιν, by a direct contradiction, λoyιξ^όμεθa yap
δικαιουσθαι πίστει &νθρωπον χωρίς ^ων νόμου, in sup-
port of which he appeals to the confession of the
Psalmist (Ps 14. 1432; see Ro 310'20, Gal 310) that
' by the works of the law shall no flesh be justified.'
If St. James wrote after St. Paul, must he not,
with these passages before him, have either
attempted to meet the arguments, if he dissented ;
or if he agreed with them (as he certainly does
in 210·11 32), would he not have avoided the
use of phrases such as χωρίς των e'pyωv, which
were liable to be misunderstood alike by the
followers and the opponents of the Apostle to the
Gentiles ?

St. Paul goes on to argue that the blessings
promised to Abraham and all the families of the
earth in him, and the covenant made with Abra-
ham and his seed, are anterior to, and irrespective
of, the law ; that the Scripture expressly attributes
to Abraham a righteousness, not of works, but of
faith, and states generally that ' the just shall live
by faith.' To these arguments no reference is
made by St. James, except to the familiar quota-
tion, έπίστευσεν *Α.βραάμ τφ θεφ καί έλoyίσθη αύτφ εις
δικαιοσύνην (221·22), which was probably in common

use among the Jews, to prove that orthodoxy of
doctrine sufficed for salvation. His answer to the
text so used is that Abraham's faith proved itself
by action when he offered Isaac on the altar: if
he had not acted thus, he would not have been
accounted righteous, or called the friend of God.
It is interesting to observe how St. Paul deals
with this statement, to which he distinctly refers
in Ro 42. St. James had said, Αβραάμ 6 πατήρ ημών
ουκ έξ ε'ρyωv έδικαιώθη ; St. Paul replies, el yap έξ ε'ρyωv
έδικαιώθη, ϊχει καύχημα; but this, as he proceeds to
show, is inconsistent with the phrase * reckoned
for righteousness,' which implies an act of free
grace on the part of God, not a strict legal obliga-
tion of wages earned for work done. His second
answer is to replace the quotation in its original
context (Ro 416"22) as spoken of the birth, not the
sacrifice of Isaac. Abraham's faith in the prom-
ised birth was a settled trust in God, a long-
continued hoping against hope ; it was this posture
of mind, not any immediate action consequent
upon it, which was reckoned to him for righteous-
ness. All this is most apposite in reference to the
argument of St. James, and the use which might
be made of it by Judaizers. But put the case the
other way: suppose St. James to have written
after St. Paul; and how inconceivable is it that
he should have made no attempt to guard his
position against such an extremely formidable
attack! Again, if St. James was really opposed
to St. Paul, and desired to maintain that man was
saved, not by grace, but by obedience to the law of
Moses, which was incumbent alike on Gentile
and on Jew, why has he never uttered a syllable
on the subject, but confined himself to the task of
proving that a faith which bears no fruit is a dead
faith? See this more fully developed by Spitta,
I.e. 202-225.

We have seen, then, (1) that the resemblance
between the two Epistles is such that it can only
be explained by supposing one of them to have
been written with a knowledge of the other ; (2)
that a close comparison shows that, where there is a
resemblance, the statement in St. James is in general
more elementary, less exact and developed, than
that in St. Paul; (3) that, in the controversy on
faith and works in particular, St. Paul is evi-
dently anxious to guard against misunderstanding
by carefully defining terms which are used by St.
James in a vague general sense : thus, while the
latter uses πίστις indefinitely, at one time of genuine
Christian trust (I 3 · 6 2 1 · 5 etc.), at another of an
empty profession (214-26), St. Paul begins his dis-
cussion by twice defining it as ' faith in Christ'
(Ro 322·26); while St. James had used the ambigu-
ous word kpyov with similar vagueness, St. Paul
distinguishes between the fpya νόμου (Ro 320·28 932)
and the Zpyov πίστεως (1 Th I3, 2 Th I11), 'faith
working through love' (Gal 56). There is a still
more careful limitation in Gal 216, where St. James'
declaration, ̂ έργωρ δικαιούται άνθρωπος καΐούκ έκ πίσ-
τεως μόνον, is qualified, not merely as to the principal
terms tpyov and πίστις, but also as to the extent
of opposition, by the use of the hypothetical έάν
μή, and as to the kind of causation attributed to
faith, διά being substituted for έκ in the words ού
δικαιούται Άνθρωπος έξ ε'pyωv νόμου, έάν μη διά πίστεως
Ί η σ ο ΰ Χρίστου ; (4) that, whereas the argument of
St. James has no reference to St. Paul or to the
arguments used by him, St. Paul turns aside, in
the most skilful and delicate way, whatever in
the argument of St. James might be made use of
by Judaizers, while at the same time he reaffirms
in more guarded language the truths which both
apostles held in common. Nothing could be more
courteous and nothing more effective. On the
other hand, if we imagine St. James to be answering
St. Paul, we should have to charge him with dis-
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courtesy in addition to an entire misapprehension
of the situation.

It remains now to show, in opposition to Spitta,
that our Epistle was written after A.D. 40. If it
was written by the brother of the Lord, this is
about the earliest date which would allow time
for his authority to establish itself, as it evidently
had done when the letter was written, and also for
the growth of a Church of the Diaspora with the
experiences described. The hypothesis, however,
which we have to meet is that it is a Jewish writing
of the 1st cent. B.C., interpolated and adopted by a
Christian, in the same way as the Didachi, the
Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, the Sibylline
Books, and the Fourth Book of Ezra were inter-
polated. All that is required to restore it to its
original form is, to omit the words του Κυρίου Ίησοΰ
Χρίστου in I1, and ημών Ίησοϋ Χρίστου in 21, a change
which greatly simplifies the construction of της
δόξης in the latter passages, leaving the familiar
phrase την πίστιν του Κυρίου της δόξης, examples of
which are quoted from the Bk. of Enoch (Spitta,
p. iv).

The first thing which strikes us is that a Chris-
tian editor would not have been satisfied with such
a slight revision. We may possibly explain the
absence of any reference to Christ among the ex-
amples of patience given in 510· u , on the ground
that, before the existence of our Gospels, the Jews
of the Dispersion would be less familiar with the
story of our Lord, than they were with the OT
Scriptures which were 'read in the synagogues
every Sabbath day.' But this consideration was
hardly likely to occur to a Christian (of the 1st
cent. ? No date is suggested by Spitta) who was
desirous to adapt a Jewish book for the service of
the Church. (2) We must remember that the
general Judaic tone is explained and indeed re-
quired by the hypothesis that the author is the
brother of the Lord, which is commended to us on
so many other grounds. It is his office to interpret
Christianity to the Jews. He represents and he
addresses the many thousands who believe and
are zealous for the law. He is the authority whom
St. Paul's opponents profess to follow. Tradition
even goes so far as to describe the unbelieving
Jews as still doubting at the end of his life,
whether they might not look to him for a declara-
tion against Christianity (see quotation from
Hegesippus in the art. on JAMES). (3) There is
the fact of the resemblance of the language of the
Epistle to that used by St. James in tne Acts.
(4) There is the fact of the extraordinary resem-
blance between the Epistle and our Lord's dis-
courses, especially the Sermon on the Mount. Spitta
labours to show that both borrow from older Jewish
writings. Even if this were so, it would be far
more probable that one of the two borrowed in-
directly, taking these sayings straight from the
other, than that they should both have collected
them independently from a variety of obscure
sources. But it is mere perversity to put forward
such vague parallels as are adduced from rabbinical
writings on the subject of oaths, for instance, or
the perishable treasures of earth, by way of
accounting for the exact resemblance existing
between Ja 512 and Mt 534'37, Ja 52· 3 and Mt 619.
Indeed this is true of almost all the resemblances
which have been pointed out by the commentators.
(5) The Epistle contains many phrases which bear
a recognized Christian stamp, even though it may
be possible to find some approach to them in pre-
Christian documents. Such are αδελφοί μου αγαπητοί
( I 1 6 · 1 9 25), η παρουσία του κυρίου (57· 8 ), τους πρεσβυ-
τέρους της εκκλησίας (514), προσευξάσθωσαν έπ' αυτόν
άλείψαντες έλαίω έν τφ ονόματι (514), κληρονόμους της
βασιλείας ής έπηγγείλατο (25), βουληθεϊς άπεκύησεν
ημάς λ&γφ αληθείας, €ίς το εΐναι ημάς άπαρχήν τίνα

των αυτού κτισμάτων (Ι18), νόμον τέλειον τόν της ελευ-
θερίας (I25), suggesting a contrasted law of bondage,
of the letter as opposed to the spirit. (6) But the
characteristic quality, after all, is to be found, not
in particular phrases or occasional reminiscences
of our Lord's teaching, but in the identity of spirit
between our Epistle and the Sermon on the Mount,
which is so striking as to warrant the assertion
that, if the former is not Christian, then neither is
the latter. (7) Spitta does not suggest that the
name * James' is an addition by the supposed
Christian editor. We have seen how exactly the
Epistle agrees with all that we know of James
the brother of the Lord; but if this is to be
considered a part of the original pre-Christian
document, where is the author to be found who
combines in himself so many remarkable character-
istics ? We arrive at the same result by comparing
it with the Jewish Apoc. writings, such as Ps-Sol.
Where do we find an approach in any of these to
the teaching of our Epistle as summed up in the
section on its contents which follows ?

iv. CONTENTS.—The design of the Epistle is on
the one hand to encourage the believing Jews of the
Dispersion, to whom it is addressed, to bear their
trials patiently, and on the other hand to warn
them against certain errors of doctrine and prac-
tice.

i. Of Trial (1>18).— (α) Trial is sent to perfect the Christian
character. That it may have this effect wisdom is needed ; and
this wisdom is given in answer to believing prayer (I 2 6 ) . A
warning against doublemindedness. The believer should recog-
nize the greatness of his calling, and not allow himself to be
either elated or depressed by outward circumstances ( I 7 1 1 ) .
(b) Patient endurance of trial leads to the crown of life promised
to all that love God (112). (c) Though outward trial is appointed
by God for our good, we must not imagine that the inner weak-
ness which is brought to light by trial is from God. God is
perfect goodness, and only sends what is good. The disposition to
misuse God's appointments comes from man's own lusts, which,
if yielded to, lead to death as their natural consequence (H3-15).
(d) So far from God's tempting man to evil, it is only by his
will, through the regenerating power of his word, that we are
raised to that new and higher life which shall eventually
penetrate and renew the whole creation ( I 1 6 1 8 ) .

ii. How we should receive the Word (119-27). —(a) As humble
listeners, not as excited speakers ( I 1 9 2 1 ) , (b) Nor is it enough
to listen to the word; we must carry it out in action (I2 2-2 4).
(c) Blessing comes to him alone who patiently studies the word,
and frames his life in accordance with the law of liberty
embodied therein (I2 5), id) Ritual observance is of no avail
unless it helps us to rule the tongue, and practise brotherly
kindness and unworldliness (126-27).

iii. Warning against Respect of Persons (21-13).—(a) Courtesy
to the rich, if combined with discourtesy to the poor, is a sign
of weakness of faith, and proves that we are not whole-hearted
in the service of him who is the sole glory of believers (2 1 4).
(b) The poor have more title to our respect than the rich, since
they are more often rich in faith and heirs of the kingdom;
while it is the rich who maltreat the brethren, and blaspheme
the name of Christ (25-7). (c) If it is from obedience to the royal
law of love that we show courtesy to the rich, it is well; but if
we do this only from respect of persons, it is a breach of the
law, and a defiance of the Lawgiver, no less than murder and
adultery (28-Π). (d) Remember that we shall all be tried by
the law of liberty, which looks to the heart, and not to the out-
ward action only. It is the merciful who obtain mercy (212·13).

iv. Belief and Practice (2i4-26).—·(a) A mere profession of
faith without corresponding action is of no avail (214). As majr

be seen in the parallel case of benevolence, when it does not go
beyond words (21δ 1 7 ) . Without action we have no evidence of
the existence of faith (218). The orthodox belief of the Jew is
shared by the demons, and only increases their misery (219).
(b) True faith, such as that of Abraham and Rahab, necessarily
embodies itself in action (22°-26).

v. Warnings with respect to the use of the Tongue (31-*2).—
(a) Great responsibility of the office of teacher (31). (6) Diffi-
culty and importance of controlling the tongue (32 8). (c) Incon-
sistency of supposing that we can offer acceptable praise to
God as long as we speak evil of man, who is made in the image
of God (39-12).

vi. True and false Wisdom (313-18).—(a) The wisdom which
comes from God is simple and straightforward, full of kind-
ness and all good fruits (313-i7· 18). (6) If there is a wisdom
which does not conduce to peace, but is accompanied by bitter-
ness and jealousy, it is not from above, but is earthly, carnal,
devilish (314-16).

vii. Warning against Quarrelsomeness and Worldliness (41-17).
—(a) The cause of quarrels is that each man seeks to gratify his
own selfish impulses, and to snatch his neighbour's portion of
worldly good (41·2). (δ) No satisfaction can be thus obtained.
Even our prayers can give us no satisfaction if they are infected
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with this worldly spirit (43). (c) God demands the service of
the whole heart, and will reveal himself to none but those who
yield up their wills to his (41-6). (d) Therefore resist the devil,
who is the prince of this world, and turn to God in humble
repentance (47-10). (e) Cease to find fault with others. Those
who condemn their neighbours condemn the law itself, and
usurp the office of him, the Lord of life and death, who alone
has the power and right to judge (4H. 12). (/) Worldliness is
also shown in the confident laying-out of plans of life without
reference to God (413-Π).

viii. Denunciations and Encouragements (5111).—(a) Woe to
those who have been heaping up money and living in luxury on
the very eve of judgment. Woe especially to those who have
ground down the poor and murdered the innocent (51-6). (δ)
Let the brethren bear their sufferings patiently, knowing that
the Lord is at hand, and that he will make all things turn out
for their good. Let them imitate Job and the prophets, and so
inherit the blessings pronounced on those who endure (56-U).

ix. Miscellaneous Precepts (5™-™). —(a) Swear not(5i2). (b)
Let all your feelings of joy and sorrow be sanctified and
controlled by religion (513). (c) In sickness let the elders be
called in to pray and anoint the sick with a view to his recovery
(514.15). (d) Confess your sins to one another, and pray for one
another with all earnestness (516-i8). (e) The blessing on one
who wins back a sinner from the error of his ways (519· 20).

The doctrinal basis of St. James' practical teaching may per-
haps be stated as follows:—Man was created in the image of
God (39), the All-good (113.17); but he has fallen into sin by
yielding to his lower impulses against his sense of right ( I 1 4 · 1 5

4I-3.17), and the natural consequence of sin is death, bodily and
spiritual (l i g 53· 5· 20). Not only is man liable to sin, but as a
matter of fact we all sin, and that frequently (32). God of his
free bounty has provided a means by which we may conquer sin ;
he has begotten us anew through his word sown in our hearts
(118. 21). Our salvation depends on the way in which we receive
the word (I2 1). If we have a steadfast faith in God's goodness
(15.7.13 21); if we read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest the
word, so as to make it the guiding principle of our life, the law
of liberty by which all our words and actions are regulated (125
212), bearing its natural fruit in compassion and love towards our
fellow-men (127 2 8 · 1 5 · 1 6), then our souls are saved from death,we
are made inheritors of the kingdom promised to those who love
God (I1 2· 25 25). But the training by which we are prepared for
this crown of life is not pleasant to the natural man. It involves
trial and endurance (I2-4· i 2 ) ; it involves constant watchfulness
and self-control and prayer for heavenly wisdom, in order that
we may resist the temptations of the world, the flesh, and the
devil (126 32·8· 15). Thus faith is exercised ; we are enabled to
see things as God sees them (21-5), to rise above the tem-
poral to the eternal ( l> n ) , to be not simply patient, but
to rejoice in affliction (12 5?· 8.10. li) and exult in the hope set
before us (19·12), until at last we grow up to the full stature
of a Christian (I 4 32), wise with that wisdom which comes
from above, the wisdom which is steadfast, unpretending,
gentle, considerate, affectionate, full of mercy and good fruits,
the parent of righteousness and peace (317· 18). But there are
many who choose the friendship of the world instead of the
friendship of God, so vexing his Holy Spirit and yielding them-
selves to the power of the devil; yet even then he does not leave
them to themselves, but gives more grace, hedging in their ways
in the present and warning them of judgment to come (4 4 6 51-8).
If they humble themselves under his hand, and repent truly of
their sins, he will lift them up ; if they draw nigh to him, he will
draw nigh to them (47-10). Here, too, we may be helpful to one
another by mutual confession and by prayer for one another.
Great is the power of prayer prompted by the Spirit of God (515-20).

LITERATURE.—In addition to the works cited above, see the
Commentaries of Cornelius a Lapide (1648), Estius (1661), Gebser
(Berlin, 1828, contains extracts from the Fathers), Schnecken-
burger (Stuttgart, 1832), Theile (a condensed Variorum ed. 1833),
Kern (Tubingen, 1838), Schegg (Roman Catholic), 1883, Plumptre
(in Camb. Bible, 1878), Plummer (in Expositor's Bible, 1891),
especially Beyschlag (Gottingen, 1888). See further B. Weiss,
Die kathol. Briefe, Text-krit. Untersuchungen u. Textherstel-
lung, 1892; W. Schmidt, Lehrgehalt d. Jacobusbriefes, 1869 ; R.
W. Dale, Ep. of James, 1895 ; Review of Spitta's theory in Crit.
Rev. 1896, p. 277 ff.; van Manen in ThT, July, 1897.

J. B. MAYOR.
JAMIN (pp:). — 1. A son of Simeon, Gn 4610,

Ex 615, Nu 2612, 1 Ch 424. The gentilic name
Jaminites (TP;O) occurs in Nu 2612. See GENE-
ALOGY, II. 1. 2. A Judahite, 1 Ch227. See GENE-
ALOGY, IV. 7. 3. A priest (?, or Levite) who
took part in the promulgating of the law, Neh 87.

JAMLECH (i fc) .— A Simeonite chief, 1 Ch 434.

JAMNIA {ΊαμμΙα, ΊαμνεΙα, 'Iawefe), 1 Mac 415 55 8

1069 1540, 2 Mac 12 8 · 9 · 4 0 . — The later name of
J A B N E E L (wh. see).

Jamnites {ol Ίαμνΐται, Jamnitce), gentilic name,
2 Mac 129; cf. ol iv Ίαμνί^, 128.

JANAI (*^:, perhaps for n^a: *JW answers').—A
Gadite chief, 1 Ch 512, AV Jaanai .

JANGLING.—In 1 Ti Ι6 ματαιοΚνγία is trd in AV
* vain jangling,' after Tind. and most VSS; RV
' vain talking, which is near the Rhem. NT * vaine
talke.' This is the only occurrence of the word in
bibl. Greek, but ματαιολόγο* occurs in Tit I10, EV
'vain talker.' The Eng. word 'jangle' (of Low
Germ, origin; Skeat compares Lat. gannire, to yelp)
was occasionally used in 1611 in the sense (still
common) of 'quarrel,' but more frequently in
the sense of 'chatter,' and that is its meaning
here. Chaucer {Persones Tale) says, 'Jangling is
whan man speketh to moche before folk, and
clappeth as a mille, and taketh no kepe what he
seitn'; and in the same Tale, ' A philosophre seyde,
whan men axed him how that men sholde plese
the peple; and he answerde, "do many gode
werkes, and speke few jangles."' J. HASTINGS.

JANIM (D>r Kethibh; AV Janum, following
£erS uwr).—A town in the mountains of Hebron,

near Beth-tappuah, Jos 1553. The site is uncertain.

JANNAI (AV Janna, TR Ίαννά; Lach., Tisch.,
Treg., WH 5IcuW).—An ancestor of Jesus, Lk 3J4.

JANNES AND JAMBRES {Ίαννψ καλ Ίαμβρη*).—
The traditional names of the two Egyp. magi-
cians, who by their enchantments imitated the
signs which Moses showed before Pharaoh. In
Scripture the names occur only in 2 Ti 38 'As
Jannes and Jambres withstood Moses, so do these
also withstand the truth.' The allusions to them
elsewhere are numerous and widespread, though
full of anachronisms and contradictions. J. and
J. are said to have been the sons of Balaam (Sohar
90. 2) or his young men {Jerus. Targ. Nu 2222);
and yet they were in the court of Pharaoh, and so
interpreted a dream of the king as to forebode
the birth of Moses, and cause the oppression {ib.
Ex I15). They are mentioned by name as oppos-
ing Moses {ib. Ex 711), but were so awed by
Moses' later signs as to become proselytes, and
leave Egypt with ' the mixed multitude' (Yalkut
Beubeni 81. 2). They instigated Aaron to make
the golden calf {Tikkunim 106. 4), and yet came
with Balaam from Pethor when he visited the
camp of Balak {Jerus. Targ. Nu 2222). As to
their death, there are diverse accounts. They
were drowned in the Red Sea, or put to death
after the incident of the golden calf, or during
the slaughter of Phinehas. Their names occur
also in the Gospel of Nicodemus (ch. 5), where
Nicodemus warns Pilate by the example of J.
and J. not to condemn Jesus; in the Acts of
Paul and Peter, where Paul makes use of J.
and J., to warn Nero against Simon's deceptions
(Lipsius, Apocr. Apostelgesch. ii. 302), and in Con-
stitut. Apostol. viii. 1, where J. and J. are par-
alleled with Annas and Caiaphas ; while Palladius
(c. A.D. 420) narrates that Macarius visited their
tomb (Schiirer, HJP 11. iii. 150). In Gentile
circles we find the Roman writers Pliny {Hist.
Nat. xxx. 2) and Apuleius {Apolog. c. 90) mentioning
Moses and Jannes among the famous magicians
of antiquity; and a Gr. philosopher .Numenius
(2nd cent. A.D.), quoted by Eusebius {Prcup. Evang.
ix. 8), speaks of J. and j . as Egyp. Ίερογραμματεΐς.
The early date of the tradition and its wide spread
prove Levy in error in contending that J. and J.
are John the Baptist and Jesus {Chald. Wort. 337).

In 2 Ti 38 there is a various reading Μαμβ ρή$;
and it is interesting to find Mamre, npp or «προ,
in Jewish circles also. The spelling «ippi 'JITP is
found in Midrash Vayyosha* {i.e. from Ex 1430),
and also in Yalkut Shimeoni and the Talmudic
tractate Menachoth 85a (quoted in Aruch).

It is probable that Jannes, otherwise spelt Dbv
or *:nv, is a corruption of 'Ιωάννη* = |2rjv: with a side
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allusion, however, to Aram. \2V 'he who misleads';
and that Jambres is from np:, ptcp. nop ' he who
opposes.' The insertion of β into the Yamre and
Mamre recalls Μαμβρή (Gn 1318) and'A^/3/)a/i(Ex 618)
in LXX. Schottgen gives other spellings of the
names in Jewish writings.

LITERATURE.—Schottgen (Hor. Heb.) and Wetstein (Nov. Test.)
on 2 Ti 38; Schurer HJP 11. iii. 149 ff.; Buxtorf, Chald. Lex. s.
Κ3Π"ν, and the Bible Lexicons. J . T . MARSHALL.

JANNES AND JAMBRES, BOOK OF.—An apoc-
ryphon not yet discovered. It is twice mentioned
by Origen. On Mt 278 Origen says that St. Paul, in
2 Ti 38, does not quote ' from public writings, but
from a sacred book, which is entitled The Book of
Jannes and Mambres.' (The form Mambres is
found in Codd. F G and Itala of 2 Ti 38, and in
many Latin authors. The Jews also knew the
form •in?). On Mt 2337 Origen adduces 2 Ti 38

as an instance in which an apocr. writing is
quoted in Scripture. The same work is prob-
ably intended in the Decretum Gelasii, under the
title Pcenitentia Jamnis et Mambrce. Whether
St. Paul really read the work, or, as Theodoret
opines, gathered his information from the un-
written teaching of the Jews, we can but con-
jecture. There are two points slightly in favour
of Origen—(1) The fact that the Gentiles, Pliny,
Apuleius, and Numenius knew of J. and J., seems
to point to a written source; and since Pliny
died A.D. 79, the work was probably in existence
before 2 Ti was written. (2) The fact that Pal.
Targ. gives the Gr. form of the names D'-OD*) D\P,
seems to imply that here, as in the case of Eldad
and Modad (which see), the Targumist is quoting
from a written source. It is probable, then, that
we have here to do, not with an oral tradition, but
with a definite apocryphal work.

LITERATURE.—Schiirer, HJP IT. iii. 149ff. ; Zockler, Apokr. d.
AT, 424 ; Fabricius, Codexpseudepigr. VT, i. 813-825.

J. T. MARSHALL.
JANOAH.—1. (niy). A town in the northern

mountains of Naphtali, near Kedesh, 2 Κ 1529. It
is the modern Yanuh. See SWP vol. i. sheet ii.
2. (πρΊ:;, AV Janohah). A place on the border of
Ephraim, east of Taanath-shiloh, Jos 166·7. In the
4th cent. A.D. (Onomasticon, s.v. 'Jano') it was
known as tying in Akrabattine (the region of
'Akrabek in the hills east of Shechem), 12 Roman
miles east of Neapolis (Shechem), or where the
present Υάηύη now stands, with the supposed
tomb of Nun. See SWP vol. ii. sheet xii. (cf.
Robinson, BBP iii. 297; Guerin, Samarie, ii. 6;
Buhl, GAP 178). C. R. CONDER.

JAPHETH (ns.;, Ίάφεθ).— The name of one of the
sons of Noah, and the ancestor of a number of
tribes (esp. Gn 102"4).

1. In the article HAM we have seen reasons for
adopting the opinion according to which the three
sons of Noah originally represented a division of
the inhabitants of Palestine, but which part of the
population was represented by Japheth is not
clear: Wellhausen (JDTh xxi. 403) conjectured
the Philistines; Budde (Urgesch. 338ff.), the Phoe-
nicians ; but the words in the blessing of Noah
(Gn θ27), * God make room (so perhaps literally) for
Japheth to dwell in the tents of Shem,' would
seem to imply a closer relationship than that of
neighbouring nations, and one more resembling
that of castes of tribes forming a single state, like
the Ramnes and Tities in Rome, or the Brahmins
and Kshattriyas of ^Hindustan. Of the name
' Japheth/ however, with any such denotation there
is no trace. The text of Gn offers no etymology for
the name, but only an assonance with Aram, nna 'to
be wide'; and though a name derived from this root
would perhaps have a parallel in the Nabataean rnsN,

there are other Semitic roots from which the name
could with equal probability be derived; the
etymology which has found most favour is from
the Hebrew ns1 ' to be beautiful,' whence the
Arabic-speaking Jews make it the equivalent of
i Al-Hasan'; and this, though not free from gram-
matical difficulty, is accepted by some modern
authorities.

2. As the name of one of the founders of the
human race, it is natural to compare Japheth with
Iapetos, a personage who appears in Homer (II.
viii. 479) as a giant, and in Hesiod as the father
of Prometheus; while in a passage of Berosus,
quoted on the very questionable authority of
Moses of Chorene (ed. Florival, i. 30), a Chaldaean
cosmogony makes an Iapetos joint founder of the
human family with two others whom Moses not
unnaturally identifies with Ham and Shem. * The
only value of this notice is that we learn from it
who first compared the Greek and Hebrew legends.
The identification is etymologically possible (La-
garde, Gesammelte Abhandlungen, 256), but not
certainly correct, since the Greek language offers
a sufficiently good derivation for the name of the
giant Iapetos (Ebeling, Lexicon Homericmn, s.i\),
and the original import of the biblical Japheth is
not obviously connected with the giant: if the two
names are in reality traceable to the same source,
the latter is more probably Semitic than Greek,
but it may very well be neither.

3. Many attempts have been made, both in
ancient (Jos. Ant. I. vi. 1; Talm. Bab., Yoma,
f. 10a; Talm. Jer., Megillah, p. 19; for other
Rabbinic references see Neubauer, Geog. du Talm.
421 ff.) and in modern times (see Lagarde, I.e., and
esp. Lenormant, Orig. de VHist.2 1882) to identify
the tribes derived from Japheth, of which Madai
or Media, Javan or Ionia, and of Javan's sons
Citium and Tarshish are familiar, and perhaps
Meshech and Tubal may be said to be known ;
while the remaining names occur either in this
table only (Tiras, Riphath) or chiefly besides
in Ezk (esp. chs. 27. 38) and Jer (Ashkenaz).
The omission of the name of Persia, which
is known to Ezekiel (2710 385), seems to give us a
terminus ad quern for the composition of the list,
while the fact that Magog occupies the second
place shows that it can be little earlier than
Ezekiel's time. The names of the grandsons may
represent the results of more extended knowledge
than that expressed in the names of the sons ; but
it is unlikely that the table in any form was
derived from an official source ; the names which
it contains belong to distant nations, known to the
Israelites of Ezekiel's time chiefly by hearsay,
though several of them had by that date acquired
some political importance. The writer who made
them descendants of Japheth would seem to have
already adopted the interpretation of Gn 927 which
appears in the Targ. Onk., and Talm. Bab. I.e.,
according to which it is God, not Japheth, who
is to dwell in the tents of Shem. The first clause,
' God make room for Japheth,' when the room was
no longer confined to Palestine, would be a ground
for counting among Japheth's descendants the bar-
barians who peopled the unknown north and the
islands of the unexplored sea.

D. S. MARGOLIOUTH.
JAPHETH (Ίά0ε0).— A region whose identity is

uncertain, mentioned in Jth I2 5. Holof ernes ' came
unto the borders of Japheth, which were toward
the south, over against Arabia.'

JAPHIA (jr?;; Β Ίεφθά, A, Luc. Ίαφαίε;
* The modern Armenian poet Pakratuni (Haig, i. p. 17) rather

ingeniously thinks of · earthly' and * heavenly' names. The
Armenian form of the name in Moses is Japetosthe", whereon
Pictet (Origines IndO'Europoennes, i. 627) based some inference·,
accepted by Lenormant, I.e. n. i. 191.
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Japhia).—1. King of Lachish, who, together with
the kings of Hebron, Jarmuth, and Eglon, joined
Adoni-zedek, king of Jerusalem, in attacking the
Gibeonites after the latter had made a treaty with
the Israelites. The five ' kings of the Amorites'
were routed by Joshua at Beth-horon, and fled to
the cave at Makkedah, where they were slain at
Joshua's command (Jos 103ff·).

2* (B 'levies, 'lavove, Ίανουού ; A Άφίε, Ίαφίβ ;
Luc. Νάφεθ, Άχικάμ, Ίαβέγ) One of David's sons
born at Jerusalem ; the list is given three times
(2 S 514b"16, 1 Ch 35'8 144"7). J. F. STENNING.

JAPHIA {Wl).—A town on the south border of
Zebulun, Jos 1912. It is probably the modern
Yd/a, near the foot of the Nazareth hills. See
SWP vol. i. sheet v. (cf. Robinson, BBP2 ii.
343 f.).

JAPHLET (tAs:).— The eponym of an Asherite
family, 1 Ch 732f\ See GENEALOGY.

JAPHLETITES (^fe).— The name of an un-
identified tribe mentioned in stating the boundaries
of the children of Joseph, Jos 163 (see Dillmann's
note).

JARAH (rny:).— A descendant of Saul, 1 Ch 942.
In 836 he is called Jehoaddah, and Kittel (in SBOT)
would substitute rnjr for π-jy: (so Siegfried-Stade
and [doubtfully] Oxf. Heb. Lex,; and Gray, Heb.
Prop. Names, 283, n. 14).

JAREB (3-1;, Ίαρείμ, Ίαρείβ) is twice employed by
Hosea (513 106) as a designation of the king of
Assyria. Various opinions have been expressed as
to whether it is a proper name or a descriptive
epithet. AV, which, like RV, has * king J. ' in the
text, offers in the marg. the alternative renderings
' the king of J. ' or ' the king that should plead,'
while RVm gives ' a king that should contend.'
Sayce (HCM 417) conjectures that J . may have
been the natal name of the usurper who seized the
throne of Assyria after the death of Shalmaneser
IV. in Dec. B.C. 723, and who is known to history
as Sargon II. It was natural that he should
assume the name of one of the most illustrious of
the early Bab. monarchs (Sargon I.), just as his
two predecessors, who were also usurpers, ex-
changed their original names (Pul and Ulula) for
those of earlier Assyr. kings (Tiglath-pileser and
Shalmaneser). What appears to be a fatal objection
to Sayce's theory, is that we seem compelled by
internal evidence of the strongest character to
assign the whole of Hos 4-14 to a date prior even
to the deportation of the inhabitants of Gilead by
Tiglath-pileser (734), whereas, if J. is to be identi-
fied with Sargon, we should have to bring down
the date of some at least of these chaps, to about
B.C. 722, the year when Samaria fell. Others (like
AVm, RVm), connecting J. (τν) with in=strive,
render, e.g., ' the warlike king' (W. R. Smith), ' a
hostile king' (Gesenius), 'king Combat'(Farrar),
'Kampfhahn' (Guthe in Kautzsch's AT). Reuss,
deriving J. from the same root an, makes it = Lat.
patronus, a title which he holds to be fairly applic-
able to a king whose assistance had been invoked
by Ephraim and Judah (2 Κ 15191G7). Schrader's
identification of ' the combatant king' with
Assurdan (c. 755) lacks probability, as is pointed
out by Whitehouse, who agrees with Nowack that
J. is Tiglath-pileser III. (745-728). A very attractive
explanation of the name is offered by McCurdy,
who considers that J. is a participial adjective
from the root urn meaning ' t o be ^reat.' Jareb
would thus answer to the familiar title of Assyr.
monarchs, ' the great king' {Hist. Proph. and
Mon. i. 415). W. Max Miiller {ZATW, 1897, p.

334) obtains the same meaning by dividing the
words 2i 'Ώ^Ό instead of 3T η^ο. So also Cheyne
(Expositor, Nov. 1897, p. 364; cf. Expos. Times, ix.
[1898] pp. 364, 428). See further, Nowack, Kl.
Proph. ad loc.; Neubauer, Zeitschr.f. Assyr. iii. 103;
Hommel, Gesch. Bab.-Assyr. 680; Schrader, COT2

ii. 136. J. A. SELBIE.

JARED ( IT, pausal form I T , f ,
'Uper).— The father of Enoch, Gn 515· 16· 18· 19· 2 0,
1 Ch I2, Lk 337. See further, JEEED.

JARHA (yrt-i:).—An Egyptian slave who married
the daughter of his master Sheshan, 1 Ch 234£· See
GENEALOGY.

JARIB (an/).—1, The eponym of a Simeonite
family, 1 Ch 4M=Jachin of Gn 4610, Ex 615, Nu 2612.
2. One of the ' chief men' who were sent by Ezra to
Casiphia in search of Levites, Ezr 816. He is called
in 1 Es 844 Joribus. 3. A priest who had married
a foreign wife, Ezr 1018. He is called in 1 Es 919

Joribus.

JARIMOTH (Α Ίαριμώθ, Β -«-). 1 Es 928.—In Ezr
1027 JEREMOTH.

JARMUTH (niD-r).— 1. A town in the W. of Judah.
In Jos 10 (JE) its king, Piram, joined the Canaanite
league against the Gibeonites, and suffered death
along with his confederates at Makkedah—all of
which argues a place of considerable importance.
(Cf. Jos 1211 D2). According to Jos 1535 (P) it was
situated in the Shephelah, and belonged to the
tribe of Judah, which tribe on its return re-peopled
the town (Neh II2 9).

The site is upon the present Jebel Yarmuk, a
hill, the slopes of which still show the marks of old
retaining walls, and are covered with the ruins of
buildings. The summit is crowned by the founda-
tions of a wall, the early acropolis of the place.
Gu&rin [Judae, ii. 371 ff.) states that the ruins lie
' three good hours from Beit Djibrin, the ancient
Eleutheropolis, on the road to Jerusalem.' The
town will then be identical with the 'leprous or
Jermus of the Onomasticon, which Eusebius and
Jerome agree in placing 10 miles from Eleuthero-
polis on the way to Jerusalem. And the !a/3ets or
Jarimuth of the Onom. may be the same place,
repeated with an error in the text (see Guerm, ad
loc.). Though the site is not within the Shephelah,
it immediately commands it.

2. A city in Issachar, belonging to the Gershon-
ite Levites (Jos 2129). Probably we should read n?-j
Remeth : for (1) in the duplicate list (1 Ch 673) the
name is Ramoth, in the tribal list of cities (Jos 19-1)
Remeth appears; (2) in Jos 2129 the LXX reads
'Γεμμάθ Β, Ίερμώθ A; and in 1921 "Έέμμαζ Β,'Ραμάθ A.

The place has not been identified. Guorin
(GaliUe, i. 129 ff.) conjectures Kaukab el-Haoua, a
height between Scythopolis and Tiberias, which
the Crusaders named Belvoir. The only reason is
that Ramah or Remeth means height (!). Conder
{PEF Mem. 1881, p. 201) suggests Rameh N. of
Samaria, near which tradition places Issachar's
grave. A. C. WELCH.

JAROAH (ση:).—A Gadite chief, 1 Ch 514. The
text is doubtful (cf. Kittel in SBOT).

JASAELUS {'ΑσάηΧοί, AV Jasael), 1 Es 930.—In
Ezr 1029 SHEAL.

JASHAR, BOOK OF (AV Jasher, n^n nap; LXX

2 S Ι 1 8 βιβλίου τον evdods; Vulg. libro justorum ; Syr.

Jos 1013 'book of hymns or praises,' |A,KV^ %L,

2 S I 1 8 'book of Ashir,' : > ·] ; Targ. «riniio »q?P,
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' book of the law').—According to MT, this docu-
ment was the source of the lines,

• Sun, stand thou still upon Gibeon;
And thou, Moon, in the valley of Aijalon.
And the sun stood still, and the moon stayed,
Until the nation had avenged themselves of their enemies '

(Jos 1012.13);

and of David's Lament over Saul and Jonathan,
2 S I17"27. LXX of Jos omits the reference to the
Bk. of Jashar. But probably the original text of
1 Κ 812·13 stated that the lines,

• J" hath said that he would dwell in the thick darkness.
I have surely built thee an house of habitation,
A place for thee to dwell in for ever,'

were taken from this book. LXX makes our 1 Κ
gia. 13 t h e c i o s e of 853, apparently following a some-
what different text, and adds ουκ ιδού αύτη yeypawrat.
έν βιβλίψ TTJS ^9JS. The last three words represent
Ύΐ5>π nap, which is probably a corruption, by the
transposition of two letters, of n^n n-jp.

Nothing further is known of this document. Syr.
of Jos and S, and LXX of 1 Κ 853, suggest that -\&
in Jos and S may be a corruption of TB> * song';
but this view has met with little if any support.
The data are too scanty and obscure to determine
either the character of the book or the meaning of
its title. As the passages quoted are ancient poems
on great events, especially battles, probably the
book was a collection of such poems. Some other
OT poems may be from this collection. The Targ.
' book of the law' represents a rabbinical theory
that the Bk. of Jashar was the Pentateuch or part
of it. Donaldson, in his Jashar: fragmenta arche-
typa carminum Hebraicorum, published at London
in 1854, attempted a reconstruction of the book,
and assigned to it a large number of passages from
OT ; but his views met with no acceptance.

The date of the collection is obviously later than
the time of David, and probably older than B.C.
800—the references to Jashar are assigned to J 1

(Budde, Samuel, etc.).
MT points itf* as the ordinary Ί^; * upright,' and

it is so understood by LXX, Vulg. etc. If so, it
may be taken as * hero,' or collectively ' heroes,'
courage and warlike prowess being the virtues most
admired in primitive times ; Ilgen notices the title
Hamasa, 'warlike virtue,' * valour,' given to a
section of an Arabic anthology, containing poems
in praise of heroic deeds. Or * the hero' may be
Israel, whose name is based on a root similar to iv,
and who is sometimes called p"«̂ j Jeshurun (which
see), Dt 3215 335·26, Is 442. Or -nr may be the initial
word of the book, possibly to be read as yashir
' sang,' as in -ptf; m Ex 151, Nu 2117.

There are two rabbinical works with the title
* Book of Jashar,' a moral treatise by R. Shabbatai
Carmuz Levita, A.D. 1394, contained in a MS in the
Vatican ; and a treatise on the laws of the Jews by
R. Thorn, d. 1171, first printed in Italy A.D. 1544.
There is also an anonymous historical narrative,
with the same title, containing the Pent., Jg., and
Jos with additions ; accepted by some Jews as the
Bk. of Jashar; probably the work of a Spanish
Jew of the 13th cent. It is said to have first
appeared at Naples, and was first printed at Venice
in 1625. In 1674 a German version of this work,
with additions, was published at Frankfort-on-
Main by R. Jacob. In 1751 a Bristol type-founder
published a forgery professing to be an English
translation of the Bk. of Jashar, with a preface
by Alcuin. It was reprinted in 1827 with a forged
attestation by Wyclif.

LITERATURE.—Art. JASHAR in Smith's DJB1; Holzinger, Ein-
leitung in den Hezateuch, 228 ff.; Ryle, Canon of OT, 19 ff.;
Driver, LOT*, 108, 121, 192; Wildeboer, Lit. d. AT, 73 ff.;
Kautzsch's AT, Beilage, 136 f. ; W. R. Smith, OTJC* 433 ff.

\V. H. BENNETT.
JASHEN {]Pi, Άσάν, Jasen).—The sons of Jashen

(W'1 ^3) are mentioned in the list of David's heroes
given in 2 S 2332. In the parallel list (1 Ch II34)
they appear as the sons of Hashem (DB>n), who is
further described as the Gizonite (':iisn) (wh. see).
The name Gizon, however, does not occur else-
where, and it seems probable that the true form
of the gentilic adjective has been preserved by
Lucian (2 S ΊεσσαΙ ό Υοννύ; 1 Ch ΕίρασαΙ δ Υοννί),
viz. ' the Gunite' (*W), or member of the Naph-
talite family of Guni (Nu 2648); so Driver, Budde,
Klostermann. It is further generally admitted by
most scholars that the word \45 (' sons of5) has
crept into the text both of 2 S and 1 Ch by ditto-
graphy from the preceding 'ή)ν.Ψϋ ('the Shaal-
bonite') : Lucian omits it in both passages.
Hashem (1 Ch), though supported by the LXX (2 S
Άσάν; 1 Ch A viol Άσάμ 6 Τωννί), must, in view of
Lucian's text, be rejected in favour of Jashen. For
' the sons of Jashen ' (2 S 2332) we should therefore
read * Jashen the Gunite.' See further, Driver,
Notes on the Books of Sam. p. 283.

J. F. STENNING.
JASHOBEAM (πνιψ;).—One of David's mighty

men, 1 Ch II 1 1 126 272. There is reason to believe
that his real name was Ishbosheth, i.e. Eshbaal.
See JOSHEB-BASSHEBETH.

JASHUB (ans>;' he returns').— 1. Issachar's fourth
son, Nu 2624 P, 1 Ch 71, called in Gn 4613 lob (wh.
see) : patron. Jashubites, Nu 2624. 2. A returned
exile who married a foreigner, Ezr 1029.

JASHUBI-LEHEM (or& ̂ ) . — T h e eponym of a
Judahite family, 1 Ch 422. The text is manifestly
corrupt. LXX gives καϊ άπέστρεψεν αυτούς, Luc.
καΐ επέστρεψαν εαυτοί?. Kittel (in SBOT) reads
nnb ivn nt^i 'and they returned to Bethlehem,' re-
marking that the LXX and Vulg. (et qui r ever si
sunt in Lahem) rightly recognize the verb aw.
on1? must stand for>{? rra, and the last two letters of
MT ia»* may be a trace of the ira. Even so, the
meaning of the passage is obscure.

JASON (Ιάσων).—A common Gr. name, not un-
frequently used by Hel. Jews, or by Palestinians
who were favourable to Hellenizing influences. In
some cases it was adopted as the equivalent of
Joshua or Jesus (Ί?7σοΟ$); cf. Jos. Ant. XII. v. 1.

1. J. THE SON OF ELEAZAR, one of the envoys
sent by Judas Maccabseus to conclude a treaty
with Rome (B.C. 161). The Greek name suggests
that he belonged to the more liberal party among
the Jews (Stanley), 1 Mac 817, Jos. Ant. XII. x. 6.

2. J. THE FATHER OF ANTIPATER, who was sent
as an ambassador by Jonathan, in B.C. 144, to renew
the former treaty with the Romans (1 Mac 1216

1422, Jos. Ant. XIII. v. 8). This Jason is perhaps
the same as No. 1.

3. J. OF CYRENE, a Jewish writer, who com-
posed five books on the history of the Maccabees
and the wars of the Jews against Antiochus Epi-
phanes and his successor Eupator. Of this work
our Second Book of the Maccabees is an abridg-
ment {επιτομή), and from the epitomizer's preface
our whole knowledge of J. is derived. The date
at which he lived can be determined only by
internal evidence. Comparing the epitome with
1 Mac, which deals in the main with the same
period of history, we find numerous discrepancies
not only in important details, but sometimes even
in the order of events; and it cannot be doubted
that on the whole the simpler narrative of 1 Mac
is to be preferred. At the same time 2 Mac
supplies us with many additional particulars,
which there is no reason to doubt. The writer
seems to have been specially well informed upon
the earlier troubles wnich led to the Maccabaean
rising. J. clearly had at his disposal valuable
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contemporary information; but if this was not
written but oral, and frequently not received at
first hand, it is easy to account for the numerous
inaccuracies and legendary additions which are to
be found in his work. The narrative of 2 Mac
extends to B.C. 160; and J. probably wrote not
long after that date. His name and place of
residence imply that he was a Hellenist; the ornate
and rhetorical style of the work is characteristic
of the later Gr. writers; and from internal
evidence it seems clear that the orig. work of J.
was written in Greek. Cf. Schiirer, HJP II. iii.
211-215 ; Zockler on 2 Mac, Einl. 2.

4. J. THE HIGH PKIEST, the son of Simon π.,
and brother of Onias ill., was the leader of the
Hellenizing party among the Jews. His orig.
name was Jesus or Joshua (Jos. Ant. xn. v. 1).
On the accession of Antiochus Epiphanes, he
induced the king, by means of a large present of
money, to expel Onias from the high priesthood,
and to confer the office upon himself (2 Mac 47"17,
4 Mac 415"20. Josephus, I.e., seems to be mistaken
when he asserts that J. became high priest on the
death of his brother, and also when he states that
the next pretender, Menelaus, was a brother of J.).
J. further procured from Antiochus permission to
erect a gymnasium and 'ephebeion' in Jerus., and
obtained for the inhabitants the title and privileges
of * citizens of Antioch.' Through J.'s influence
Gr. customs were largely adopted among all classes
of the Jews; and to the sacred games, which were
celebrated at Tyre every four years in honour of
Hercules, he sent a Jewish deputation with a large
sum of money. This money, however, at the
request of the envoys themselves, was expended
on building galleys and not on sacrifices (2 Mac
418-20). For three years (B.C. 174-171) J. continued
in power, then he was supplanted by his own
envoy to Antiochus, Menelaus, who gained the
office of high priest by offering a still larger bribe
(ib. 423'26). J. took refuge among the Ammonites ;
but the next year, on the occasion of a false report
of the death of Antiochus in Egypt, he suddenly
attacked Jerus. with a large force, and, becoming
master of the city, drove his rival to take refuge in
the citadel. On the advance of Antiochus, J. fled
once more to the Ammonites, and subsequently to
Egypt. Afterwards, relying on the fabled con-
nexion between the Spartans and Jews (cf. 1 Mac
127), he retired to Sparta, and there died 'in a
strange land,' 'nor had he any funeral at all, or
place in the sepulchre of his fathers' (2 Mac 51"10).

H. A. WHITE.
JASON (Ιάσων).— During St. Paul's visit to

Thessalonica, he was the guest of one Jason.
When the Jews caused a disturbance, they attacked
Jason's house, and, failing to find the apostle,
they took Jason and the brethren before the
politarchs. The magistrates received security (ro
Ικανόν) from Jason and the others, and then dis-
missed them. The brethren immediately sent
Paul and Silas away to Bercea (Ac 175ff·). The
nature of the security is not mentioned. Accord-
ing to Ramsay (St. Paul the Traveller, p. 231), it
was a security to prevent the cause of the disturb-
ance, Paul, from coming to Thessalonica. This
put a chasm between the apostles and the Thes-
salonians, and hence he speaks (1 Th 218) of Satan
hindering him (διότι ήθελ-ήσαμεν έλθειν προς ύμας,
iyCo μεν Παύλος καί άπαξ καΐ δις, καί ένέκοψεν ημάς ό
Σατανας). This explanation is ingenious, but will
perhaps hardly explain the άπαξ καϊ δίς.

In Ro 1621 the apostle sends greetings from
Timothy, Lucius, Jason, and Sosipater, his kins-
men. This was very probably the same as the
Jason of Thessalonica,—an identification made
rather more probable by the possibility of Sosipater
being the Sopater of feeroea (Ac 204). He would

then be a Jew (ol συτγενεΐς μου). It was natural
that St. Paul should lodge with a fellow-country-
man, and Jason was a favourite name for Jews to
assume whose Hebrew name was Joshua (Jesus);
cf. Jos. Ant. XII. V. 1 : ό μεν οΰν 'Ιησούς Ιάσονα,
εαυτόν μετωνόμασεν' ό δε 7Ονίας εκλήθη Μενέλαος.
Jason did not apparently accompany St. Paul to
Jerusalem (Ac 204), and therefore presumably
remained at Thessalonica. A. C. HEADLAM.

JASPER.—See STONES (PRECIOUS).

JASUBUS (Ίάσουβος), 1 Es930.— InEsr 1029 JASHUB.

JATHAN (Ίαθάν, AV Jonathas). — Son of
Shemaiah ' the great,' and brother of Ananias the
pretended father of Raphael, To 513.

JATHNIEL (SN^:).~The eponym of a Levitical
family, 1 Ch 262. See GENEALOGY.

JATTIR (W and in:).— A town of Judah in the
southern mountains, noticed with Socoh and Debir,
a Levitical city, Jos 1548 2114, 1 Ch 642 [Eng.57]. I t
was one of the cities to whose elders David sent of
the spoil from Ziklag, 1 S 3027. It appears to have
been far south, since it is noticed in the latter
passage with Aroer. The most probable site is
the ruin 'Attir, N.E. of Beersheba, on a hill spur
close to the southern desert.

LITERATURE.—SWP vol. iii. sheet xxiv.; Robinson,BRP* i. 494;
Baedeker-Socin, Pal.2,3,153; Buhl, GAP 164; Dillm. on Jos 1548.

C. R. CONDER.
JAYAN (ρττ\ *Ιωυάν, Έλλα'ί, "Έλληνες, Javan,

Grcecia, Greed).—A son of Japheth and father of
Elishah, Tarshish, Kittim, and Dodanim (the last
a textual error for Rodanim, i.e. Rhodes) (Gn
102·4). In Is 6619 (cf. Jl 36) Javan is associated
with the Gr. islands, and in Ezk 2713 with the
traders of Tubal and Meshech, while in Dn 821

1020 I I 2 it denotes the Macedonian empire. J., in
fact, is the Greek Ίάων, Ionian,' and its position
in Gn 102 shows that it must there mean Cyprus
(in which Kition [Kittim] was situated), called
mat Yavnd, Ydnan, and Ydnana, ' the land of
the Ionians,' in the inscriptions of Sargon and
Sennacherib. In the Bab. transcripts of the in-
scriptions of Darius Hystaspis, Ydvanu represents
the Ionians of Asia Minor; and when, in B.C.
711, the people of Ashdod revolted from Assyria
and deposed their lawful king, they put on the
throne in his place a certain Yavanu or 'Greek.'
Gaza was also called Ιόηέ, and the sea between
Philistia and Egypt was known as 'Ionian'
(Steph. Byz. s.v. Ίόνιον). In the Egyp. hiero-
glyphs Ha-nibu or Ui-nivu is rendered by Uinin
or 'Ionians' in demotic, and the Mediterranean
is termed the 'circle of the Ha-nibu' as early
as the pyramid-texts of the 6th dynasty. One
of the Tel el-Amarna tablets (B.C. 1400) speaks
of a Yivana or ' Ionian' in the land of Tyre, and
W. Max Miiller (Asien und Europa, p. 370) has
pointed out that the name of one of the allies of the
Hittites in their struggle with Ramses II. must be
read Yevana, 'Ionians.' A. H. SAYCE.

JAYAN (pT;), mentioned by Ezekiel (2719) among
places that traded with Tyre, but distinct from
Javan = Ionia, which occurs in v.13. See preceding
article. The verse in which it is found commences
Wp \yT) ]i), and the third of these words is probably
to be interpreted 'from Uzal,' a place in Arabia
(Gn 1027); but it is not clear whether Uzal is to
be regarded as the factory whence ' Weddn and
Javan' exported goods to Tyre, or whether * from
Uzal' is an epithet of 'Javan' intended to dis-
tinguish this Javan from the other. Of the modern
authorities who regard the consonants of the text
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as correct, Smend thinks Javan may be the name
of an Arab tribe, or of a locality in the neighbour-
hood of Uzal φαηά); while Glaser {Skizze, ii.
428-436) is inclined to interpret ]v as greeks, '
supposing a Greek colony in Arabia to be signified,
but seems to prefer to identify it with Yayn, a
place mentioned by Hamdani (ed. Miiller, p. 171,
I. 10) as belonging together with Waddan to the
territory of Juhaynah, and indeed immediately
after Harrat an-Ndr in the neighbourhood of
Medinah (see Doughty's map). The situation of
this Yayn can be fixed with some accuracy from
the notice in Al-Bekri (ed. Wiistenfeld, p. 859,
etc.); but although the LXX rendering (dtvov)
would seem to favour the reading \\i in Ezk, and
the proximity of Waddan seems to support Glaser's
identification, the fact that there is no evidence of
this Yayn having ever been a place of importance,
or connected with the trade in iron and spices, or
connected with Uzal, renders it impossible to
attach any scientific value to the identification.

The majority of modern critics regard the
consonants as corrupt (Stade, Briggs, Cornill ; cf.
Oxf. Heb. Lex. s. ]i)); and in CornilPs edition
ρηκι is substituted for the consonants of the text,
on the authority of a wine-list of Nebuchadnezzar
(Delitzsch, Assyrische Lesestucke, 1875, p. 63), in
which a country of that name (A-ra-na-ba-nun) is
mentioned with two others which bear some re-
semblances to places named in v.18 as sending wine
to Tyre. Though striking parallels to Ezekiel are
found in the cuneiform inscriptions (D. H. Miiller,
Ezechiel-studien, 1895, pp. 56-62), the legitimacy
of such a correction seems questionable.

D. S. MARGOLIOUTH.
JAYELIN.—See SPEAR.

JAWBONE (Jg 1515ff·).—See LEHI, SAMSON.

JAZER(n.Ty:,TTy:,'Ia^/>; AVof Nu 21323235 Jaazer ;
meaning of name uncertain).—A town E. of the
Jordan, in Gilead, and belonging to the tribe of Gad
(Jos 1325, 1 Ch 2631).* The indications given in the
Onomasticon by Eusebius and Jerome, viz. 10 (or
8) miles W. of Philadelphia and 15 N. of Heshbon,
are approximately correct. It was a Levitical
city (Jos 2139), was evidently a place of more than
usual importance, and is mentioned in various
connexions. The * villages' or daughter towns of
J. are spoken of in Nu 2132, showing that the dis-
trict was thickly inhabited, and that neighbouring
places were grouped about it as their political
head. It was chosen as one of the stations of
David's census officers (2 S 245), and, seven cen-
turies after the conquest of the country under
Moses, it was famous for its vineyards and fruitful
fields (Is 168"10, Jer 4832).f Jazer is mentioned also
in connexion with the wars of the Maccabees, hav-
ing been, according to Josephus {Ant. XII. viii. 1),
captured and burnt by Judas Maccabseus, after the
latter had inflicted a crushing defeat upon the
Ammonites under Timotheus.

When the Hebrews reached Heshbon, they dis-
covered, lying not far to the north of it, an ex-
tensive and fertile region which they speak of as
'the land of Jazer' (Nu 321). Against this a
special expedition (Nu 2132) was fitted out by
Moses (1) because of its own importance, and (2)
because it lay in the line of march to the conquest
of Bashan. This region at once attracted the
attention of the Hebrews, and the contrast be-
tween its broad and fertile expanse and the desert
which they had left made them feel that they

* In Nu 2124 Dillm. and others read "»?• instead of MT W,
and tr. ' the border of the children of Ammon was Jazer.'

t In Jer 4832 «they reached even unto the sea of Jazer,' D;
'sea' is a textual error, due to an accidental repetition of the
D; of the preceding clause (so Graf, Gratz, Cheyne, Giesebrecht).

had reached a paradise. ' I t is not to be won-
dered at that the two and a half tribes were per-
fectly willing to stay on this side of the Jordan.
Judaea has no land to compare with it, neither has
Samaria, except in very limited portions. The
surface of the country is slightly rolling and com-
paratively free from stone. Here common Arab
trails broaden out into fine roads. Here are wide
pasture lands and luxuriant fields of wheat and
barley, and the ignorant Bedawin who own the
soil point with pride to the green acres that are
spread out beneath the sun.'

Jazer, now called Khurbet Sar, has extensive
remains of antiquity, but those above ground are
chiefly of the Roman period. It possesses a curi-
ous tower formed of massive blocks of unhewn
stone, which could have been put into position
only at the cost of immense labour. Sar is about
three thousand four hundred feet above the sea-
level, and in the wide view to the W. and S. the
Dead Sea is embraced. On the south, Wady esh-
Shita begins to descend rapidly towards the Jordan
Valley, and in the opposite direction not far from
the ruins are two large ponds, near to but entirely
distinct from each other, peculiar and attractive
objects in the landscape. The great plateau about
this ancient ruin has for generations been the
battle-ground of the Arab tribes in that region,
and quantities of skulls are piled under the fallen
arches of a once magnificent building (Merrill,
East of the Jordan, pp. 405, 485).

S. MERRILL.
JAZIZ (vyr).—A Hagrite who was 'over the

flocks' of king David, 1 Ch 2731. See GENEALOGY.

JE.—The symbol used by biblical critics for the
combination in one whole of the Jahwistic and
Elohistic documents. See HEXATEUCH.

JEALOUSY.—There is no more striking example
of the anthropomorphic way of speaking of God
characteristic of OT than the frequent ascrip-
tion to Him of jealousy, associated as that idea ia
in our minds with an evil meaning. ' I am a
jealous God' (κ$ρ "?x Ex 205 3414, Dt 4s4 59, Jos 2419,
Nah I2). Two things may help to remove the
feeling of strangeness. The phrase is probably
taken from the marriage relation which is so often
used in OT to describe the relation between J" and
the people of Israel (Is 545 625, Hos 219 etc.). Again,
although the word is now generally used in a bad
sense, it has a good side, as in the case of the
marriage relation in question ; and it is only in
this sense, of course, that it is used in the present
connexion. Just as jealousy in husband or wife
is the energetic assertion of an exclusive right, so
God asserts and vindicates His claim on those who
belong to Him alone. The use of the figure is
much bolder and more picturesque than the bare
assertion of right would be. If God is the husband
and Israel the wife, then idolatry and wickedness
of every kind are spiritual adultery. Israel is
often represented as thus provoking God to
jealousy (Dt 3216, 1 Κ 1422 etc.). The phraseology
occurs with special frequency in Ezk (51S 1638·42

2325355. β 38i9 3925). b u t i t i s f o u n d in other prophets
also (Is passim, Jl 218, Zeph I18, Zee I 1 4 82, Hos 22·16).

On the other hand, the term is used to denote
passionate concern in man for God's honour, as in
the case of Phinehas (Nu 2511·13), Elijah (1 Κ 1910),
Jehu (2 Κ 1016 ; cf. Ps 119139). So Jn 217 ' The zeal
(^\os) of thine house' (Ps 699); ' a zeal for God'
(Ro ΙΟ2); Ί am jealous . . . with a godly jealousy5

(2 Co II2). Cf. ό καναναΐος = ό ζηλωτής, Lk 615.
Th l f th j l f f i i f d i

) ζ η ή ,
The law of the jealousy offering is found in

Nu 511"81. The rite was in the nature of an
appeal to God, who was called upon to decide
the question of the innocence or guilt of the sue-
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pected person. The subsequent practice of ordeals
in the West was based on the OT institution.

The words ζήλουν and ζήλος are also used in a bad
sense, esp. in NT; ζήλος is coupled with φθόνος (1 Mac
816), e/ns (Ro 1313, 1 Co 33), and βριθία (2 Co 12-°, Gal
520, Ja 314·16); cf. Ac 79, 1 Co 134, Ja 42.

J. S. BANKS.
JEARIM, MOUNT (nnj/pn). —Mentioned only in Jos

1510, where it is identified with CHESALON (wh. see).

JEATHERAI {*Ί0ψ).— An ancestor of Asaph, 1 Ch
621 [Heb. 66], calledTin v.41 [Heb.26] Ethni.

JEBERECHIAH {wjii) ' J " blesseth,' generally
abbreviated η;?Ί2 or ?n;?"j3,' Berechiah, which see).—
The father of &echariah, a friend of Isaiah, Is 82.

JEBUS, JEBUSI, JEBUSITE (on;, Ie/3ous; 'pn;,
*pn% Ιςβουσαΐος -ot, Ιεβουσαί Jos 181 6, Ιεβουσειρ J g
19llb).— Jebus occurs only in Jg 1910 ('Jebus, the
same is Jerusalem'), v.11, and in 1 Ch I I 4 · 5 , a
passage which the Chronicler has so expanded
from 2 S 56 as to introduce the name into it twice
(in v.4 adding, * the same is Jebus,' and in v.5

* the inhabitants of Jebus'), each time, obviously,
as an intentional archaism. On the strength
of these passages, it used commonly to be said
that Jebus was the old name of Jerusalem;
but the Tel el-Amarna tablets have shown this
view to be erroneous; the city is there called
regularly Urusalim.* It seems that, the inhabit-
ants being known as * Jebusites,' it was inferred
incorrectly that 'Jebus' was the name of their
city; but more usually, even in early times, it is
spoken of as * Jerusalem' (Jg I7·21, Jos 1563, 2 S56).

Jebusite t was the name of the local tribe which,
in the first centuries of Israel's occupation of
Canaan, held Jerusalem, until its citadel, ' the
stronghold of Zion,' was captured under David,
being called afterwards, from this circumstance,
'the city of David' (2 S 56"9; cf. 1 Κ 210 II 4 3 etc.).
Allusions to the Israelites' inability to expel the
Jebusites from their stronghold are found in Jos
1563, Jg I 2 1 ; and in Jg 1910"12 it is described as a
city of ' foreigners.' Zion was the S. part of the
easternmost % of the two hills, on which Jerusalem
was situated ; and this accordingly was the site of
the old Jebusite fortress. From its position it
admitted of being strongly fortified : on the E. it
overhung the Kidron valley, the bottom of which
was some 700-800 ft. below; on the S. its sides
sloped down more gradually to even a greater
depth ; on the W. the Tyropceon valley—not, as
now, filled up with dabris—was some 300 ft. below
it; only on the N. was the approach easier,
though even here, according to Guthe's excavations,
there was a natural barrier, consisting of a de-
pression in the rock, some 30-50 yards wide, and
12 deep. The area thus indicated would include,
moreover, the one natural spring in Jerusalem,
Gihon.§ The situation of this stronghold thus
readily explains its long resistance to the Israel-
ites. In the end, however, in spite of the taunting
words in which its inhabitants defied their assail-

* Letters ISO, 181, 183, 185 in Winckler's edition (Nos. 254,
234, 256, 233, in Petrie's Syria and Egypt from the Tell el-
Amama Letters, 1898).

t Jebusi in Jos 1816· 28 (AV) is nothing but an anomalous
reproduction of the form of the Heb. gentilic adj.: it is altered
in RV to the usual Jebusite.

t Not, as many maps, following a tradition which does not
reach back beyond the 4th cent, A.D., incorrectly exhibit, the
western hill: see ZION ; and cf. W. E. Smith, Enc. Brit β s.v.
JERUSALEM, p. 639; Guthe, ZDPV, 1883, p. 271 ff.: Miihlau in
Riehm's HWBi i. 695, 698f., and s.v. ZION; Stade, Gesch. i.
267, 315f.; 0. W. Wilson in Smith, DB* p. 1650f.; Ryle on
Neh 31». On the top of the hill (N. of the ' city of David') was
built afterwards the Temple, with the royal Palace immedi-
ately contiguous to it on the S.: * Ophel' was the bulging
mountain side, S. of the ' city of David.'

§ Cf. the plan in Stade's Geschichte, i. p. 268.

ants to enter it, it was taken by David (2 S 56"9),
—if an addition found only in the text of 1 Ch II 6

is to be trusted, through the prowess of Joabj
and received the name which perpetuated to after-
ages the memory of the monarch's success. The
position of the Jebusite stronghold is further
alluded to in Jos 158 1816, where it is said that the
(North) border of Judah and the (South) border
of Benjamin passed along the valley of the son of
Hinnom (whether this be the valley on the S. or the
S.E. of Zion) to the south shoulder—i.e. the pro-
jecting mountain-side—of the Jebusite,—in exact
agreement with the situation as defined above ; it
lay thus, according to these passages (P), just
within the territory of Benjamin. This position
of Jerusalem, so close to the border-line separating
the two tribes, explains the variation observable
between Jos 1563 ('the Jebusites dwell with the
children of Judah in Jerusalem to this day') and
Jg I2 1 ('the Jebusites dwell with the children of
Benjamin in Jerusalem to this day'); see JERUSA-
LEM. Of the earlier history of Jerusalem, it will
be sufficient here to say that its king, Adoni-zedek,
is described as being defeated and slain by the
Israelites (Jos 1023·26; cf. 1210); but nothing is said
here about the city being taken : the statement in
Jg I8 that the children of Judah took it and burnt
it, can be reconciled with v.21 (Jos 1563) only by
very artificial suppositions ; and the verse is in
all probability a gloss, due to a misunderstanding
of v.7b (see Moore, ad loc).

The only Jebusite mentioned expressly by name
isARAUNAH, the owner of the threshing-floor on
the top of · Zion,' which was bought by David for
the purpose of building an altar to J" (2 S 241 6·1 8·2 5;
cf. 1 Ch 211 5·1 8·2 6·2 8 221, 2 Ch 31); but it is reason-
able to suppose that Adoni-zedek (Jos 101 etc.), if
not Adoni-bezek as well (Jg I 5 ; see v.7 e™2, and cf.
Moore), was Jebusite likewise. How, or when,
the Jebusites obtained possession of their strong-
hold, we do not know: in the Tel el-Amarna
letters (c. B.C. 1400), AbdichSba is ruler of ' the
land {or district) of the city of Jerusalem'; but,
though allusion is made to the political action
taken by the ' city' and ' country' governed by
Abdichdba, the name of the inhabitants is not
stated. Nor do our data enable us to determine
with certainty the racial affinities of the Jebusites ;
though their position, and the Semitic name Adoni-
zedek ('Zedek is my lord'), would lead naturally
to the inference that they were a sub-tribe of the
Canaanites. In Jos 105 (cf. vv.1·3·12) Adoni-zedek
is called a * king of the Amorites'; but, in view of
the manner in which ' Amorite' is used in Ε (like
' Canaanite' in J) as a general designation of the
pre-Israelitish inhabitants of Canaan, no con-
clusion can be drawn from the statement as to the
distinctive nationality of his subjects : there were
at least no Amorites S. of Phoenicia in the age of
the Tel el-Amarna letters. *

The Jebusites are frequently mentioned in the
rhetorical enumerations of the nations of Canaan,
whom the Israelites were to dispossess (or had
dispossessed), as Gn 1521, Ex 38·17 135, Jos II 3 (cf.
Nu 1329); in these lists, perhaps on account of
their being numerically the smallest, they hold
nearly always the last place. The buildings of
David on the ' Millo' (2 S 59), and still more the
temple and palaces constructed by Solomon, must
have greatly altered the appearance of Zion; and
few of its former Jebusite possessors can have
remained there. The narrative of 2 S 24 shows,
however, that David treated his conquered foes
with consideration. According to 1 Κ 920ί·, the
Jebusites, with other Canaanite races, were reduced
by Solomon to serfdom, and made liable to forced
service ("i?y οφ nhyn). In Zee 97, where the future

* Petrie, Syria and Egypt, p. 136 f.
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incorporation of the Philistines in the kingdom of
God is promised, either (Wellh., Now.) Jeousite is
an archaistic expression for Jerusalemite, or (Ew.)
the allusion is to the Jebusites of old, who were
incorporated into Judah by David,—* and he also
shall be a remnant for our God, and he shall be as
a clan-leader [or, a clan, r\b$] in Judah, and Ekron
as a Jebusite.' S. R. DRIVER.

JECHILIAH (n;V?: KetMbh, n;fr: geri as in 2 Κ
152, Jecoliah; LXX, Β Xaeud, Α' Ίβχβλιά; Vulg.
Iechelia).—The mother of king Uzziah, 2 Ch 263.

JECHONIAS {'lexovias).— 1. The Gr. form of the
name of king JECONIAH, employed by the English
translators in the books rendered from the Greek,
Ad. Est II4, Bar I 3 · 9 ; called in Mt l l l f · Jechoniah.
2. 1 Es 892 (LXX 89). In Ezr 102 SHECANIAH.

JECOLIAH.—See JECHILIAH.

JECONIAH.—See JEHOIACHIN.

JECONIAS {'lexovtas).—1. One of the captains over
thousands (χιλίαρχοή in the time of Josiah, 1 Es I 9 ;
in 2 Ch 359 called CONANIAH. 2. RVm of 1 Es I34.
See JEHOAHAZ 2.

JEDAIAH.—1. (n;yT) A priestly family* 1 Ch 910

247, Ezr 236, Neh 739 l i 1 0 12έ· 7 · 1 9 · 2 1 . 2. (same Heb.)
One of the exiles sent from Babylon with gifts of
gold and silver for the sanctuary at Jerusalem,
Zee 610·14. LXX does not treat J. here as a proper
name, reading των (τοΐς) έττ^νωκ6των (-κοσιν) αυτήν.
3. (.ττ) A Simeonite chief, I Ch 437. 4. (same Heb.)
One of those who repaired the wall of Jerusalem,
Neh 310. See GENEALOGY.

s, A * , 1 Es 524.—In Ezr 236
JEDDU

JEDAIAH.

JEDEUS flefaiof), 1 Es930.—In Ezr 1029 ADAIAH.

JEDIAEL (hw_:T).— 1. The eponym of a Benjamite
family, 1 Ch 7^·10·n. 2. One or David's heroes,
1 Ch II 4 5, probably identical with the Manassite of
1220. 3. The eponym of a family of Korahite
porters, 1 Ch 262. See GENEALOGY.

JEDIDAH (,τντ * darling'; Β Ίεδβι'α, Α Έδιδα).—
Daughter of Adaiah of Bozkath, and mother of
Josiah, king of Judah (2 Κ 221).

JEDIDIAH (n;yyt ' beloved of J ' " ; cf. Sab. ;
Β Ίδεδεί, Α Είεδιδιά).—The name given to Solomon
by the prophet Nathan, 2 S 1225 * for the LORD'S
sake' (.-nrr nnj;^). See SOLOMON.

JEDUTHUN (pnrr, pm; [in KetMbh of Ps 391 771,
Neh II1 7, 1 Ch 1638 pin;],1 LXXΊδιθούν, Ίδιθώμ, etc.).
—The eponym of one of the three guilds which,
ace. to the Chronicler, conducted the musical
service of the temple from the time of David
downwards. The name does not occur in the books
of Sam. or Kings or in any pre-exilic document.
Not only so, but the earliest of the post-exilic
writers know of only the Asaphites as singers
(Neh 744, Ezr 241). There is indeed mention in
Neh II 1 7 of descendants of J. who discharged
this function, but in this passage we have not the
original memoirs of Nehemiah, and the reference
is wanting in the LXX. The Chronicler makes J.
like Asaph, a contemporary of David, and gives
him the title of 'the king's seer' (2 Ch 351δ). While
in 1 Ch 1641ί· 25"· etc. the three guilds of temple
musicians are named after Heman, Asaph, and
Jeduthun, there are other passages where the
third name in the list is Ethan (1 Ch 6441517 etc.).

The two names are often assumed to be alternative
designations of one and the same singer. It may
be so, but there are circumstances which render
this explanation less satisfactory than it appears
at first sight. Reasonable doubts have even been
expressed whether J. was originally a proper name
at all. The word occurs in the title of three
psalms (39. 62. 77). In the first of these (unless )
be a scribal error for *?y) pnn^ may be in apposi-
tion with o w i (giving the sense of ' to the chief
musician, namely to J.'), but in Ps 62 and 77
the reading is pnnj-̂ a (LXX ύπϊρ Ίδιθούν) ' upon J. '
(which, after the analogy of similar expressions in
the headings of the Pss, most probably means 'upon
an instrument named J.'), or as in RV 'after the
manner of J.' (where the last word would be the
name of a tune or the opening word of a song).
The whole subject of Heb. musical terms is so
involved in obscurity that it is impossible to reach
any certain conclusion. Seeing that the Sept.
translators found many of these terms unintel-
ligible, there is nothing improbable in the sup-
position that the Chronicler writing about the
same date (c. B.C. 250) adopted an interpretation
which took J. for a proper name, and that he
transformed it, like the more familiar Heman and
Ethan (which see), into the eponym of a Levitical
choir. See Music.

LITERATURE.—Graf, Ges. B. d. AT 223, 239; W. R. Smith,
OTJCV 143 n.; Kautzsch, Heil. Sch. d. AT 715 n.; Cheyne,
Or. of Psalter, 101, 111; Ewald, Psalms, Eng. tr. i. 44 ; Kuenen,
Rel. of Isr. ii. 204; Wellhausen, Oesch. 152 n.; Schiirer, HJP
ii. i. 225; Koberle, Tempelsanger irn AT. J . A . SELBIE.

JEELI (Α Ί*η\1, Β ΊειηΜ), 1 Es δ33.—In Ezr 256

JAALAH, Neh 758 JAALA.

JEELUS (B 'I^Xos, Α Ίφ), 1 Es 892 (LXX 8 9 ) .—
In Ezr 102 JEHIEL.

JEGAR-SAHADUTHA (Nnnq^ 13?, Aram. = ' cairn
of witness,' LXX Βουνό? μάρτυς, ZXfe [TTJS] μαρτυρίας).
—The name said to have been given by Laban to
the cairn erected on the occasion of the compact
between him and Jacob, Gn 3147. See GALEED.
The same Aram, root occurs in Job 1619 (ηπ^ ' my
witness'). On the substitution of & for ο see Dill-
mann's note on this last passage.

JEHALLELEL (^ftff).— 1. A Judahite, 1 Ch 416.
2. A Levite, 2 Ch 2912. See GENEALOGY.

JEHDEIAH Ο,τηΐν «may J" give joy'!).—1. The
eponym of a Levitical family, 1 Ch 2420. 2. An
officer of David, 1 Ch 2730. See GENEALOGY.

JEHEZKEL (*?Kpm; ' God strengthened,' the
same name as Ezekiel).—A priest, the head of the
20th (in LXX, B, the 19th) course, 1 Ch 2416.

JEHIAH (rvir 'may J" live'!).—The name of a
Levitical family, 1 Ch 1524. See GENEALOGY.

JEHIEL (Wn;«may El live'!).—1. One of David's
chief musicians, 1 Ch 1518·20 165. 2. A chief of the
Levites, 1 Ch 238 298. 3. Jehiel the son of Hach-
moni was 'with ( = tutor of?) the king's sons,' 1 Ch
2732. 4. One of Jehoshaphat's sons, 2 Ch 212.
5. One of Hezekiah's ' overseers,' 2 Ch 3113. 6. A
ruler of the house of God in Josiah's reign, 2 Ch 358.
7. The father of Obadiah, a returned exile, Ezr 89,
called in 1 Es 835 Jezelus. 8. Father of Shecaniah,
Ezr 102, called in 1 Es 892 Jeelus, perhaps identical
with 9. One of those who had married foreign
wives, Ezr 1026, called in 1 Es 927 Jezrielus. 10. A
priest of the sons of Harim who had married a
foreign wife, Ezr 1021, called in 1 Es 921 Hiereel.
See GENEALOGY.
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JEHIELI (^ΝΉ). — A patronymic from JEHIEL
No. 2, 1 Ch 2621·22 (cf. 238 298).

JEHIZKIAH (ίπ^ϊπ: *J" strengtheneth'). — An
Ephraimite, in the time of Ahaz and Pekah, who
supported the prophet Oded in opposing the bring-
ing of Judsean captives to Samaria, 2 Ch 2812ff\

JEHOADDAH (rntfin;, possibly < J" hath deposed
or hath numbered').—A descendant of Saul, 1 Ch
δ36. See JARAH.

JEHOADDAN (fttfirr 2 Chr 251 and, as vocalized,
2 Κ 142. The consonants of the text in 2 Κ 142

give the form Jehoaddin [so RV] piyirr).—A lady of
Jerusalem, mother of Amaziah king of Judah.

JEHOAHAZ (ιπίό,τ, or Joahaz mxv 2 Κ 141, 2 Ch
348 362·4 ' J " hath grasped').—1. King of Israel,
son of Jehu. His reign of seventeen years necessi-
tates in 2 Κ 131 the reading ' one and twentieth'
(Jos. Ant. IX. viii. 5), or in v.10 * thirty-ninth'
(Aldine LXX, and Thenius). The inroads of
Hazael of Damascus, which Jehu could not resist
(2 Κ 1032), crushed Jehoahaz. The straits to which
he was reduced by the Syrians (2 Κ 137·22 1426·27)
led by the young prince Benhadad (133· u) imply
that the terrible anticipations of Elisha (2 Κ Su)
were being realized. These calamities were accom-
panied by a revival of the Asherah worship of
Ahab (136, cf. 1 Κ 1633). Nevertheless, at the
king's prayer, J" promised Israel ' a saviour' (cf.
Jg 39 etc.), a promise not fulfilled in this reign
(as Jos. Ant. IX. viii. 5, see v.22), but in the vic-
tories of Joash and Jeroboam II. (2 Κ 1325 1427),
unless we suppose an allusion to the Assyrian
king Ramman-nirari who captured and plundered
Damascus about this time (see Schrader, COT i.
207).

2. King of Judah (Joachaz or Jeconias, 1 Es I 3 4 ;
Zarakes, 1 Es I38, see QPB). The name Shallum,
found in Jer 2211, 1 Ch 315, may possibly be signifi-
cant, * to whom it is requited ' (Keil), or may con-
tain an allusion to the unfortunate king of Israel,
2 Κ 1513 (Bertheau), but more probably it was his
original name, exchanged on his accession for one
of better omen. He was the third son of Josiah
(2 Κ 2331· 36 2418), his position in 1 Ch 315 being due
to his insignificance. Although a bad man, άσεβης
καΐ μιαρός τον τρόπον, ' impious and impure' (Jos.
Ant. x. v. 2), he must have been a popular prince,
since the people made him king in preference to his
elder brother. He was anointed—a ceremony speci-
fied only in the case of a new dynasty or a disputed
succession. Even the prophets Jeremiah (2210~12)
and Ezekiel (192"4) speak of him with sympathy
and regret. After his victory at Megiddo it is
likely that Necho resumed nis march on the
Euphrates, and sent a detachment to Jerusalem
to bring J. to Riblah, whence he was carried
a prisoner to Egypt when Necho returned, after
having reduced Syria west of the Euphrates.
2 Ch 363 might imply that Necho visited Jerusalem
in person when deposing Jehoahaz. This is un-
likely ; but he probably did so on his return
journey (see Rawiinson's note on Herodotus, ii.
159).

3. = AHAZIAH of Judah, 2 Ch 2117 2523.
N. J. D. WHITE.

JEHOASH or JOASH (BWT, B*XV, PX' 2 Ch 241

*J"is strong,' or ' J" hath bestowed'*).—1. King
of Judah (2 Κ 11. 12, 2 Ch 2210-24). A year-old
infant when hidden by his aunt in a lumber-room
of the palace (RVm, Jos. Ant. IX. vii. 1) from his
unnatural grandmother, J. was but seven when
placed on the throne of his ancestors (see ATHALIAH

* See on this name and on * Josiah' a paper by Hommel in
Expos. Tivusf viii. (1897) p. 562.

and JEHOIADA). It is sufficient here to observe
that the significance of his coronation, as the
revival of David's line, was emphasized, not only
by the employment of David's dedicated armoury,
but by a ceremonial of which there is no previous
record, the investiture of the king with the royal
insignia, ' the crown and the bracelets' (so Wellh.
reading nnyxn instead of nnj/π testimony,' cf. 2 S
I 1 0 ; Jerome [Qu. Heb. on 2 Ch 2311] says phylac-
teries are meant, on which were written the ten com-
mandments '). The covenant was renewed, not only
between God and the nation, but between the people
and the king (Ch omits), and,moreover, Jehoiada took
steps to secure the continuance of the Davidic stock
(2 Ch 243). The death of Athaliah was followed by
a reaction against the Baal worship which she had
fostered; and the temple, which had been ' broken
up' during her reign (2 Ch 247), naturally became
the object of the young king's pious care. The
account in Kings of the raising of money for this
purpose seems to have presented great difficulties
to the Chronicler. At this period the commutation
of sacrifices by a money payment appears to have
been common (2 Κ1216), and the money was paid to
the priests directly, to each man by his patrons
('acquaintance'). The king directed that the
priests should see to the necessary repairs, and
should devote to this purpose (a) the money paid
for the redemption of personal vows (Lv 272), and
(β) all voluntary offerings in coin. [Ch substitutes
the half shekel tax of Ex 3013'16, while AV and
RVm of 2 Κ 124, supported by Targ., Rashi, etc.,
imply that this was a third source of revenue].
The priests [Ch * Levites'], however, with Jehoiada
at their head, ignored the king's order; possibly
from poverty, as the temple was then only one
of many sanctuaries (2 Κ 123). At last, in the
23rd year of the reign, the business was, with
their consent, taken out of their hands. Jehoiada
[Ch ' the king'] placed a money chest * beside the
altar' (so Josephus) [Ch 'without at the gate'],
into which the priests that kept the door (cf. 224

2518) [Ch ' all the princes and all the people'] cast
the proper monies. The money was counted by
the king's scribe and the high priest [Ch ' chief
priest's officer'], and according to Kings was de-
voted solely to the repair of the fabric, whereas Ch
asserts that ' of the rest were made vessels for the
house of the Lord,' thus directly contradicting
2 Κ 1213. The Chronicler now records the criminal
weakness of J. in yielding to the idolatrous ten-
dencies of the princes, and his base ingratitude
as shown in the murder of Zechariah, the son of
those to whom he owed his life and crown. There
is nothing of this in Kings. There is indeed in
2 Κ 122 a hint at a deterioration in J.'s character
after the death of Jehoiada (denied by Ewald, who
renders 'wherein' 'because,' HI iv. 137 n. 1);
but, on the other hand, he is ranked in 2 Κ with
Amaziah (143),Uzziah (153), and Jotham (1534) as one
who ' did right in the eyes of the Lord, yet not
like David'; the shortcoming in each case being
apparently t h a t ' the high places were not taken
away.' However, the reference to the murder of
Zechariah in Mt 2335, Lk II 5 1, seems to guarantee
that the story is not inserted merely to give a
moral reason for the calamities of Jehoash. The
Syrian invasion which followed [Ch immediately]
is naturally represented in Ch as a special judg-
ment on j . and the guilty princes, whereas in
Kings it is implied that Hazael (not mentioned in
Ch) did not actually take Jerusalem, but was
bought off by an immense bribe. In any case the
invasion was a severe national humiliation, which
must have caused much discontent, and this found
vent in the murder of J. by two of his servants in
the fortress on Mt. Zion. The Chronicler heightens
the infamy of his end by adding that he was ' in
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great diseases,' that they ' slew him on his bed,'
that he was not buried in the royal sepulchres, and
that the mothers of the assassins were of the
two accursed nations of Moab and Ammon (see
Dt 233). Jerome (Qu. Heb., ad loc.) notes that 'this
is said to emphasize the wickedness of the Israel-
ites who were unwilling to avenge God's priest.'

2. King of Israel, son of Jehoahaz. The brief
epitome of his reign (2 Κ 1310"13) merely adds to
the inevitable condemnation of his national wor-
ship an allusion to his defeat of Judah. But we
derive a much more favourable impression of him
from the close of the Acts of Elisha (2 Κ 1314"25),
and from the history of Amaziah of Judah, 2 Κ
148*16 (=2 Ch 2517'24), where the formula of con-
clusion is repeated from 1312·13. In J. was partially
fulfilled (1325) the promise (134·5) of a saviour from
Syria, a promise repeated in the double symbolical
prophecy of Elisha to the somewhat irresponsive
king (1318); and when we remember the abject
condition into which Israel had fallen in the
previous reign, it will be evident that J. must
have been one of the greatest rulers of the north-
ern kingdom. The hiring by Amaziah of Judah
of 100,000 soldiers of Israel, during this reign
(2 Ch 256), would indicate that all fear of Syria
had been taken away. 'His might' was shown
also in the thoroughness with which he followed
up his victory at Bethshemesh, by breaking down
the wall of Jerusalem on the weakest side. His
natural disposition seems to have been good (so
Jos. Ant. ix. viii. 6). There was a wholehearted-
ness in the burst of grief over the dying prophet;
there was a pious recognition of the true source
of Israel's strength in the words (1314) which re-
echoed Elisha's own apostrophe to the ascending
Elijah (212); and even the sarcastic fable in which
he replied to Amaziah's gratuitous challenge was
dictated not more by pride than by magnanimity.

N. J. D. WHITE.
JEHOHANAN (];n\n\ «J" hath been gracious').—

1. 1 Ch 263 a Korahite doorkeeper in David's time.
2. 2 Ch 1715 one of Jehoshaphat's five captains.
Possibly father of Ishmael, who held a similar post
at the accession of Jehoash, 2 Ch 231. 3. Ezr 106

(JONAS, 1 Es 91; JOHANAN, Neh 1222·23; JONATHAN,
Neh 1211) high priest. He is called son of Eliashib
Ezr 106, Neh 1223, but was probably his grandson,
Joiada being his father (Neh 1211·22). His high
priesthood is noted as an epoch until which the
heads of the Levitical families were registered in
'the book of the Chronicles' (Neh 1223); hence
presumably down to the close of the 5th cent. B.C.
(H. E. Ryle, in loc). L· Ezr 1028 (=JOANNES, 1 Es
929) an Israelite, one of those who 'had taken
strange wives.' 5. Neh 618, son of Tobiah the
Ammonite, Nehemiah's adversary. 6. Neh 1213 a
priest, representative of the course of Amariah, in
the days of Joiakim. 7. Neh 1242 a priest present
at the dedication of the walls.

N. J. D. WHITE.
JEHOIAGHIN (ρ;ί,τ 8 times, ρ;Ί.τ Jer 5231,

p?;v Ezk I 2 ; Jeconiah n;#? 5 times, 'n:te Jer 2720

[Kethibh], in;;?; Jer 241; Coniah *n;# Jer 2224·'28 371; ' J"
appointeth'; called Joakim, 1 Es I 4 3 ; Jechonias, Bar
I3·9; Jechoniah, Mt I11·12).—King of Judah, son of
Jehoiakim. Ewald conjectures that his original
name was Coniah, exchanged for Jehoiachin on his
accession ; Keil more probably ascribes the varia-
tion to ' popular twisting and contracting of the
longer name.' He reigned three months; the
additional 10 days given in 2 Ch 369 1 Es I4 4 being
probably due to the accidental shifting in the text
of ' ten' from his age at accession, which in Ch is
eight instead of eighteen. Both readings are found
in 1 Es I43. Upon J., as upon Louis xvi. of France,
descended the full force of the divine vengeance
incurred by previous generations. In another age

he might have been 'the signet upon J"'s right
hand' (Jer 2224). He was scarcely on the throne
when the Chaldsean forces, which had been ravag-
ing Judaea, were joined by Nebuchadnezzar himself,
and closed around Jerusalem, and J. surrendered
at discretion. Jos. (Ant. X. vii. 1) asserts that
Nebuchadnezzar had made J. king, after slaying
his father; and that almost immediately afterwards,
fearing that he might prove disloyal, he returned
to depose him. This is both intrinsically unlikely,
and is quite unsupported by the biblical narrative.
From the prominent position given to the queen-
mother Nehushta in 2 Κ 248, Jer 1318 2226 292, it is
reasonable to infer that she exercised more than
ordinary influence, and it was possibly at her
suggestion that J. capitulated. Jos. (Ant. x. vii. 1)
attributes it to ' his gentle and just disposition;
he did not desire to see the city endangered on
his account' (cf. Ant. x. xi. 2); and in BJ VI.
ii. 1 he describes how at the last siege he himself
appealed to John of Giscala to ' follow the example
01 J. who . . . did undergo a voluntary captivity
. . . that he might not deliver up this sanctuary
to the enemy, and see the house oi God in flames;
wherefore among all the Jews a sacred discourse
celebrates him, and memory for ever flowing fresh
hands him down immortal to posterity.' Among
moderns, Ewald also takes a favourable view of
his character, influenced by the theory that J. is
the royal exile of Ps 849, and therefore author of
that Ps, as well as of Pss 42. 43. But such a view
seems irreconcilable with the tone of Jer 2224"30,
as well as with the unqualified condemnation in
2 Κ 249,2 Ch 369,1 Es I44. The favourable language
of Jer 245"7 refers to the captives generally. On
the other hand, in Ezk 195"9 the life of Jehoiakim
and the fate of his son are fused into one ideal
picture ; and justly, for J. had no distinct political
existence. The arm of Babylon raised to strike
his father fell on him, and fulfilled the prophecy
against Jehoiakim (Jer 3630), ' He shall have none
to sit upon the throne of David.' Conversely in
Mt I1 1 the two reigns are included under'Jechoniah,'
the less important name being chosen as marking
more distinctly the epoch of the Captivity (cf. 1 Ch
316, 2 Ch 3610, where Zedekiah is brother of J.). It
is not merely a confusion arising from the identi-
fication of the names in LXX and Josephus.

With the fall of Jerusalem, B.C. 597, the Cap-
tivity began. Captives had been taken from the
country before this, Jer 1319, and possibly still
earlier (Dn I3, Berosus in Jos. c. Apion, i. 19), but
this marks an epoch, and from it Ezekiel dates his
prophecies ('our captivity,' Ezk 401). The flower
of the nation and the treasures of the temple were
carried off to Babylon. By a comparison of 2 Κ
24i4-i6 ^ ^ j e r 5228 (LXX om. Jer 5228'30) we may
infer that the captives included 7000 ' men of
might,' 3023 of the upper classes (Jos. Ant. x. vi.
3), and 1000 craftsmen. The king himself is styled
emphatically 'the captive' (1 Ch 317 RV), and
seems to have been kept in rigorous imprisonment
for 37 years. Evil-Merodach began his reign with
an act of gracious clemency by releasing J., now
about 55 years old. The historian (2 Κ 2527"30, Jer
5231"34) dwells with evident pleasure on the marks
of respect thenceforth shown to the captive prince,
in whose person the Jewish exiles felt their nation
honoured. The long imprisonment of J. proves,
if that were necessary, the unhistorical character
of the notices of him in Bar l3ff· and in the History
of Susanna, assuming that Hippolytus and others
are right in identifying him with Joakim, Susanna's
husband.

Needless difficulty has been raised over the
question of J.'s children (implied 1 Ch 317, Bar I4,
Mt I12). Whatever be the truth as to the parent-
age of Shealtiel, the very prophecy which is alleged
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to prove his childlessness (Jer 2228"30) mentions his
seed twice. Like Ezk 2126, it is a declaration of
the abrogation of the temporal power of David's
line. It explains in what sense he was to be
' childless' (LXX ϊκκΎίρνκτον^ ' proscribed'), * for no
man of his seed shall prosper,' words surely un-
meaning if he had no seed at all. According to
the Mishna {Middoth 2), one of the 13 gates of
the court of the priests, on the north side, was
called the gate of Jeconiah, because he went out
by it when going into captivity.

N. J. D. WHITE.
JEHOIADA (ypn; 'J" knoweth ')..— 1. Father of

the famous Benaiah, captain of David's bodyguard,
who is scarcely ever mentioned without the addi-
tion of his father's name. J. was a native of
Kabzeel (2 S 2320,1 Ch II 2 2),' a town of Judah in the
South' (Jos 1521). In 1 Ch275 AV we read: 'Benaiah
the son of J., a chief priest.' Stanley {Jewish
Ch. Lect. 36) deduces from this that in David's
time there were three rival high priests, namely,
Zadok, Abiathar, and J. However, in RV ('the
priest, chief) 'chief refers to Benaiah (so Targ.)
as in v.8, and 'the priest' may be referred directly
to Benaiah (so LXX,Vulg., Jos. Ant. VII. xii. 4, Β. ό
ίερβύ* τφ yauei) or to J. (so Targ.)., The latter is
supported by 1 Ch 1227, where, among those who
came to David to Hebron, is ' J. the leader of the
house of Aaron' (tribe of Levi, Jos. Ant. vii. ii. 2).
It is not a serious objection that Kabzeel is not
reckoned among the priestly cities in Jos 21. RVm
of 1 Ch 275 ' chief minister' is certainly wrong,
being based on the Chronicler's alterations of the
text in 2 S 818 2026, where the term jnb is applied
to persons who, in his estimation, were not quali-
fied to exercise priestly functions. In 1 Ch 2734

among David's counsellors is reckoned ' J. son of
Benaiah,' but we should probably read with
Bertheau and Graf, ' Benaiah son of J.' 2. High
priest (the first who is so styled 2 Κ 1210) in the
reigns of Ahaziah, Athaliah, and Jehoash. His
marriage with the princess Jehoslieba—the only
recorded instance of such a union—possibly con-
ferred on J. a status which enabled him the better
to carry out his designs. The careful way in which
the deposition of Athaliah was planned, and the
promptitude and thoroughness with which it was
carried out, coupled with the historical importance
of the revolution thus effected, mark J. as perhaps
the most eminent of Aaron's successors, not except-
ing Eli. Like Eli he was virtually king, for his
influence, which was necessarily paramount during
the minority of Jehoash, was naturally exercised
(2 Κ 122, 2 Ch 242) until his death, which must
have been quite late in the reign (2 Κ 126). In
the time of the Captivity (Jer 2926) he is alluded
to as the model of a zealous ecclesiastical ruler.
One circumstance there is which may seem to
modify this conception of him. He was not as
eager about the restoration of the temple fabric
as was the king; in fact he received a rebuke for
his slackness (2 Κ 127, 2 Ch 246). Josephus {Ant.
IX. viii. 2) attributes the high priest's supineness
to his consciousness of the unpopularity of the
proposed tax, but more probably it was due to the
impossibility of reforming a close corporation, such
as that of the temple priests, even by such a chief
as J . ; especially when the numerous local sanctu-
aries, still thought legal, diminished their revenues.
Ace. to 2 Ch 2415· 16 J. lived to the age of 130, and
received the unique distinction of burial in the royal
sepulchres, 'because he had done good in Israel,
both toward God and toward his house.' See
ATHALIAH, JEHOASH. N. J. D. WHITE.

JEHOIAKIM (Q'p;in<, vpv, D'pr ' J " raiseth up ' ;
Joakim, 1 Es I37·38·"39. See QPB, Bar I3). —
King of Judah, second son of Josiah (1 Ch 315).

The circumstances under which this prince
succeeded to the throne were the first and most
significant indication of the long period of igno-
minious subjection ushered in by the defeat of
Josiah by Necho at Megiddo, B.C. 609 or 610.
Necho emphasized the new condition of things by
deposing the popular Jehoahaz in favour of his
elder brother, at the same time imposing on the
latter a new name, Jehoiakim, in place of Eliakim.
The substitution of the sacred title Jah for the
ambiguous El was probably suggested by the
young prince himself ; yet the change of name
was, none the less, a token of vassalage (cf.
2 Κ 2417). The direct history of this reign is
briefly summed up in 2 Κ 2334-257, 2 Ch 364"8; but
considerable light is thrown upon it by the
writings of the contemporary prophets Jeremiah
and Habakkuk (see Jer 7-9. ΙΟ17'25 14-1718 18-20.
2213-1» 25. 26. 35. 36. 45-4612 47. 49).

At no previous epoch was Judah in a more
helpless condition of religious and moral decay.
The one visible result of Josiah's reformation was
that the temple and the Law were regarded as a
palladium, and that the Levitical worship was
accurately observed (Jer 74·2 1 881818). But with
the death of the good king all the old abominable
idolatries returned in full force, and under the
highest patronage, both of the king and the
princes, who from this time forward take a large
share of the government. Baal and Ashtoreth
were worshipped in the very precincts of the
temple ; the valley of Hinnom was again hideous
with the infant sacrifices to Molech ; and from the
city - roofs incense went up to all the host of
heaven. Cruelty, corruption, and oppression
flourished unchecked, for the people had ' in their
viciousness grown hard.' They felt and averred
' there is no hope.' Of such a nation Jehoiakim
was the representative man. In the terrible
denunciation (Jer 2213"19) he is charged with
covetousness, the shedding of innocent blood,
oppression, and violence. All that is recorded of
him bears this out. He erected by forced labour
(cf. Hab 29"11) a spacious palace ' cieled with cedar
and painted with vermilion,' thus (Jer 2215) vying
with Ahaz (Btf, cf. 2 Κ 1611) or Ahab (A, cf.
1 Κ 2239). He relentlessly pursued and murdered,
with marks of indignity, the prophet Uriah who
had denounced him (Jer 2620). A similar fate was
well-nigh shared by Jeremiah and Baruch (Jer
3626). He cut and burnt with his own hands a
roll of divine words, similar to that the recitation
of which caused Josiah to rend his garments
(Jer 3622); and, as an instance of his covetousness,
2 Κ 2335 specially notes that he satisfied the
demands of his suzerain (LXX, v.33, 100 talents of
gold, Syriac and Arabic 10 [so also certain Greek
cursives and the Complutensian]) by a general taxa-
tion of his subjects, not, as had been customary,from
the treasuries of the palace or the temple. Jos.
{Ant. x. v. 2) well sums up his character as 'un-
just and malignant; neither holy towards God
nor forbearing towards man.' Ezk 195'9, in which
the career of Jehoiakim and the fate of his son
seem combined in an ideal picture, has no reference
to his moral qualities, unless we adopt the RVm
of v.7, which implies a charge of lasciviousness,
irrelevant here, though probably true in fact.

Two matters in connexion with this reign require
special mention—{a) the invasion of Nebuchad-
nezzar, and {b) the end of Jehoiakim.

{a) The pretensions of Egypt to the empire of
Syria were finally crushed by Nebuchadnezzar at
the battle of Carchemish, B.C. 605 (2 Κ 247). This
battle took place in the fourth year of Jehoiakim
(Jer 251 462), and opened up Syria to the Chal-
deans. However, they had not yet attacked
Judsea in Jehoiakim's fifth year (Jer 369· *·
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•eighth' Btf, 'fifth' AQ). The fast then pro-
claimed by the whole nation in the 9th month
was possibly in view of their approach, which yet
was not so certain that one could safely predict
it. Carchemish is on the Euphrates, and there
were many important places, e.g. Tyre, to be re-
duced before the Chaldseans could reach Jerusalem.
This being so, it is evident that there was no
siege of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar in Je-
hoiakim's third year as stated in Dn I1. {Seder
Olam 25 understands this of the third year of his
rebellion.) The date assigned in Daniel is due to
a mistaken impression (Dn 92) that Jeremiah had
predicted a 70 years' duration for the captivity of
Judah (2Ch 3621-22=Ezr I 1 follows Daniel); but
the 70 years of Jer 2511 2910 RV refer to the dura-
tion of Babylonian supremacy, beginning from the
victory at Carchemish. Moreover, Ezekiel (I2 401)
reckons the captivity of Judah to begin with that
of Jehoiachin, B.C. 597. When Nebuchadnezzar
at last appeared before Jerusalem, it is likely
enough that he carried off some captives (Berosus
in Jos. Ant. X. xi. 1 ; Dn I3) and some of the
temple vessels (2 Ch 367, Dn I2). It is certain that
J. submitted to him, but rebelled after three
years, incited by the Egyptians (Josephus). Jer
471 possibly refers to this. Nebuchadnezzar, who
had returned to Babylon, did not at first think it
necessary to quell this revolt in person, but sent
(2 Κ 242, cf. Jer 491, Ezk 25s'6, Zeph 28) some of his
own troops, assisted by bands of the surrounding
nations, to harry Judaea, not arriving himself
until after the accession of Jehoiachin (2 Κ 2411).
To this interval Jer 35 probably belongs. Now
J. reigned eleven years, and at least a year must
be allowed to elapse between his revolt and his
death, so that the first Chaldaean invasion may be
dated in his 6th or 7th year. Jos. {Ant. X. vi. 1)
places it in the 8th year of J., thus making Judsea
independent of Egypt and Babylon alike for four
years; but this is at variance with his authority
Berosus, and leaves no time for the events of
2 Κ 242.

(b) The death of Jehoiakim is veiled in obscurity.
According to the prophecy (Jer 2218·19 3630), his
dead body lay unburied outside the walls of
Jerusalem; and this is confirmed by 2 Κ 246,
which is silent as to his burial. Jos. {Ant. X. vi. 3)
says that Nebuchadnezzar, when admitted without
resistance into Jerusalem by-J., slew him, and
Commanded him to be thrown before the walls
without any burial,' and took 3000 captives, in-
cluding Ezekiel (cf. Jer 5228); but Nebuchadnezzar
did not arrive until after J.'s death. We may
conjecture that J. was killed in a sally (Keil), or
more probably assassinated by his indignant sub-
jects. The LXX of 2 Ch 368, which is here very
strange, says that he was buried in the garden of
Uzza (cf. 2 Κ 2118·26). The idea that he was brought
captive to Babylon rests on 2 Ch 366, which is
either a false inference from Dn I2, or refers to an
unfulfilled intention of Nebuchadnezzar's on his
first invasion, or to Ezk 198· 9, which, as we have
seen, refers to Jehoiachin, although the preceding
details refer to his father. Jerome (Qu. Heb.
2 Ch 368) explains ' that which was found in him'
(1 Es I 4 2 'his uncleanness and impiety') to refer
to heathenish marks (forbidden Lv 1928) discovered
on his dead body. See CUTTINGS IN THE FLESH,
vol. i. p. 538b. The legend mentioned by Thenius
on 2 Κ 241 (Stanley, Jewish Ch. 40), that the name
of the demon Chodonazer was found on his skin, is
merely due to a MS confusion of this note with
that on 2 Ch 3610, where Jerome explains the
name Nabu-chodonosor. N. J. D. WHITE.

JEHOIARIB (a-tfn; 1 Ch 910 247, elsewhere
Joiarib, τχν * J" pleadeth'; called in 1 Mac 21

Joarib [which see]).—The name of one of the
twenty-four courses of priests; first in David's
time (1 Ch 247), but seventeenth in the time of
Zerubbabel (Neh 126) and of the high priest
Joiakim (Neh 1219). The name is omitted, prob-
ably by accident, in the list of the priests that
'sealed to the covenant'(Neh 10). The clan is
mentioned among those that dwelt in Jerusalem
in the time of Nehemiah (II10), where read
' Jedaiah and Joiarib' as in the corresponding list
1 Ch 910 (so Cappellus and Η. Ε. Kyle). The
Maccabees belonged to this clan (1 Mac 2 1; Jos.
Ant. xii. vi. 1), and also Josephus (Life 1). The
Babylonian Talmud substitutes * Joiarib' for
< Harim' in Ezr 239=Neh 742.

N. J. D. WHITE.
JEHONADAB (3i:'in; or Jonadab :niv * he whom

J" has impelled'; cf. Nedabiah and Nadab).—1.
Son of Shimeah, David's brother, and the friend of
Amnon the son of David. He is described as ' a
very subtil man' (IND ΏΏΠ IP'N), and he employed
his ingenuity in aiding Amnon to carry out his
intrigue against his half-sister Tamar (2 S 133ff·).
When, at the assassination of Amnon, an exagger-
ated report reached the ear of David to the effect
that Absalom had slain all the king's sons,
Jonadab was the first to grasp the true state of
affairs, and to allay the king's distress by his
prompt report of the safety of the royal princes
(2 S 1330ff·). Both AV and RV give his name
uniformly as Jonadab, although in ν.δ the MT has
inri.T Jehonadab. 2. Son of Rechab, of the clan of
the Kenites (1 Ch 255), and formulator of the rules
which bound his descendants, the Rechabites, to
retain a nomadic life, living in tents and abstain-
ing from the pursuit of agriculture, and especially
from the cultivation of the vine and the use of its
produce (Jer 35; see RECHABITES). Jehonadab
flourished at the time when Jehu, having seized
the throne of the Northern Kingdom, was under-
taking the extirpation from Israel of the foreign
worship of Baal-melkart. He appears to have
been thoroughly in sympathy with the measures
adopted by Jehu for the vindication of the religion
of J", and he exhibited his sympathy by giving his
hand to the new king, and accompanying him in his
chariot to witness the final destruction of the
family of Ahab at Samaria, and the ruse by which
the worshippers of Ba'al were entrapped and put
to death (2 Κ 1015·23). Both AV and RV have
Jonadab in all the passages of Jer, although that
is the reading of MT (2iiv) only in 356·10·19.

C. F. BURNEY.
JEHONATHAN (Κφ,τ < J" has given').—A more

exact rendering of the name usually represented
in English as Jonathan. In RV this form occurs
twice. 1. 2 Ch 178. One of the Levites sent out
by Jehoshaphat with the book of the law to
teach the people in the cities of Judah. 2. Neh
1218. The head of the priestly family of She-
maiah in the days of Joiakim the son of Jeshua.
Here the longer form serves to distinguish this
name from the shorter Jonathan = ]niv in vv.11·14.
In AV Jehonathan is found also in 1 Ch 2725 of
the son of Uzziah, who was over certain treasuries
or storehouses in the time of David (RV Jona-
than). H. A. WHITE.

JEHORAM or JORAM (Q-jirr, DTP ' J " is exalted').
RV retains Joram for Jehoram, 2 Κ 915'24.

1. King of Israel. He was second son of Ahab,
and succeeded his brother Ahaziah, 2 Κ 31 (on the
interpolated date in 2 Κ I1 7 see AHAZIAH, NO. 1).
The compiler of Kings evidently intended to refer
to him all the notices of the king of Israel which
occur in the Acts of Elisha; but as Elisha sur-
vived J. 43 years, it is possible that in some cases
at least other kings were originally intended (so
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Ewald, HI iv. 87). Terrified probably by his
brother's fate, he began his reign by putting away
the pillar of Baal that Ahab had made ; but it is
evident from 2 Κ 922 1018"27 that the foreign cult
was still continued in the country, through the
influence of Jezebel, and with the connivance of J.
himself, whose secret disloyalty is severely ex-
posed by Elisha (2 Κ 313·14). Consistently with
this, a tone of profane sarcasm, and of scarcely
veiled antagonism, may be detected in his use of
the sacred name J" (2 Κ 310·13 627·33, where read with
Ewald * king' -fro for ' messenger' "JK^D), a tone
re-echoed by his courtiers (72). Immediately on
his accession J. took steps to suppress the revolt
of Mesha, which was now a matter of two years'
standing. He obtained the aid of his father's
ally, the compliant Jehoshaphat, who may have
desired to chastise Moab for their invasion of
Judah (2 Ch 20). J. was entertained at Jerusalem
(Jos. Ant. IX. iii. 1). The route chosen at the
suggestion of the king of Judah, though not the
most direct from Samaria, had the triple advan-
tage of securing the co-operation and loyalty of
Edom, avoiding the hostile Syrian and Ammonite
territory, and attacking Moab from, an unexpected
quarter. The expedition was barren of result.
Before Moab was reached, the army would have
perished from thirst but for the miracle wrought
through Elisha in deference to Jehoshaphat. The
Moabites were routed, but were not subdued.
The desperate man who * gave his firstborn for his
transgression' on the wall of Kirhareseth succeeded
thereby in disheartening the besiegers, who, it is
obscurely hinted, felt that the wrath of God was
roused against themselves, the indirect authors of
so unnatural a deed, and the allies retired, having
failed to realize any lasting advantage. Assuming
that 2 Κ 4-815 belong to this reign, the following
matters of public importance may be gleaned from
them. Elisha claims to have interest with the
king and the captain of the host (413). He gives
information to the king of the secret plans of the
Syrians (69*12). A Syrian army penetrates to
Dothan, and is led by Elisha to Samaria. He
dissuades the king from an ungenerous impulse to
kill them, and so procures a temporary cessation
of the Syrian incursions (613'23). Benhadad in
person besieges Samaria; the inhabitants are re-
duced to the horrible straits foretold Lv 2629,
Dt 2853, and a second time the power of J" is vindi-
cated by Elisha and the siege raised (624"7). This in-
vasion may have occurred during the seven years'
famine foretold by Elisha 81 (alluded to 438). The
visit of Naaman (55"8) should probably be placed
after this (compare 527 84). Notwithstanding these
constant attacks from Syria, J. seems to have
been a vigorous monarch (δραστήριο?, Jos. Ant. IX.
ii. 2). On the death of Benhadad he deemed the
opportunity a favourable one to renew the attempt
to recover Ramoth-gilead at which Ahab had
fallen. Ahaziah of Judah helped him (828·29), and
the town was taken (914), but in the attack J.
received arrow wounds (Jos.) which necessitated
his return to Jezreel, the army remaining to
hold the town (91"14). No long time elapsed when
Jehu was seen approaching Jezreel. The mysteri-
ous non-return of his messengers excited the
curiosity of the sick man. With all his mother's
vigour he roused himself, and sallied forth eager
to hear what strange news the captain of the host
might be bringing. The brutal reply of Jehu to
his inquiry left no doubt as to his intentions, and
the king had barely time to warn his royal kins-
man of his danger when he fell, pierced by the
arrow of Jehu, on the fatal field of Naboth. The
curse of Elijah (1 Κ 2119) was beginning to find
fulfilment.

2. King of Judah, son of Jehoshaphat. The

history of his reign is contained in 2 Κ 816"24, 2 Ch 21.
It opens with a chronological difficulty. He is
said in 2 K 8 1 6 to have begun to reign in the fifth
year of Jehoram of Israel. A comparison of 1 Κ 224a

and 2 Κ 31 implies that this would be two years
before the death of Jehoshaphat. This accounts
for the insertion * Jehoshaphat being then king of
Judah,' the spuriousness of which is strongly
vouched (see QPB). The interpolation in 2 Κ I 1 7

is discussed under AHAZIAH i. Those who main-
tain the genuineness of these notes of time are
obliged to suppose that he was twice made viceroy
by Jehoshaphat, i.e. in the 17th and 23rd years of
that king's reign. The marriage of J. with the
daughter of Ahab and Jezebel had probably
seemed to Jehoshaphat a masterly stroke of con-
ciliatory policy. In the event, however, it had
the most disastrous effect on J udah. The strong
character of Athaliah easily influenced for evil
both her husband and son (2 Κ 818·27), and, as
before in the case of Abijam (1 Κ 154), nothing but
the divine promise to David saved the favoured
tribe from the ruin naturally consequent on
corruption and idolatry. The most important
event in this reign, and the only one recorded in
Kings, is the fulfilment of Gn 2740 in the final
revolt of Edom, which had been, more or less, a
dependency of Judah since David's time (2 S 814).
The narrative (821) of Jehoram's attempt to recover
Edom is obscure and probably corrupt. For ' to
Zair' Yys, which is otherwise unknown, Vulg. has
'to Seir,' Seira = yyw (Β Σειώρ, A om.). Gratz con-
jectured ' Zoar' nys, but Zoar is in Moab. 2 Ch 219

substitutes ' with his captains' visy-ay. The rest of
the verse seems to imply that J. was surrounded
by the Edomites by night, and cut his way
through, but with loss and discomfiture (see QPB).
At the same time, in a different quarter, the
South-West, Libnah revolted, possibly in con-
nexion with the Philistine invasion (2 Ch 2116·17).
The Chronicler, mindful of the fact that Libnah
was a priestly city (Jos 2113), assigns as the cause
* because he had forsaken the Lord, the God of his
fathers/ The town was not permanently lost (see
2 Κ 198). We learn from 2 Ch 212'4 that on his
accession J. put to death amongst others his six
brethren, to whom their father had given great
gifts and fenced cities (cf. 2 Ch II23). The defec-
tion to idolatry, which is implied in Kings, is
detailed in 2 Ch 2111, where he appears as a re-
ligious persecutor. This is followed by a denuncia-
tory letter from Elijah vv.12"15, a joint invasion by
the Philistines and Arabians, who, if they did not
actually capture Jerusalem (so Keil), sacked the
palace, and carried off all his sons but one, vv.16·17.
The narrative concludes with his miserable and
unregretted death, dishonourable burial, and ex-
clusion from the royal sepulchres (contrast 2 Κ 824).
A serious chronological difficulty is involved in the
mention of Elijah's letter to Jehoram. But for
this statement, one would naturally infer that
Elijah's translation had taken place in the reign of
Jehoshaphat. (a) It is narrated immediately after
the death of Ahaziah, and so Seder Olam, xvii. 45,
places it in the second year of Ahaziah of Israel,
(δ) Elisha began to exercise prophetical functions
under Jehoshaphat, 2 Κ 3. He does not seem to
have done so before his master's departure, 2 Κ 29·15.
(c) 2 Κ 311 obviously means that Elijah was no
longer on earth. In reply it may be urged that
there is no note of time in 2 Κ 2, and that it is
placed in its present position merely to complete
the history of Elijah. This seems more plausible
than the suggestion of Kimchi, adopted by Keil,
that the Lord had revealed to Elijah, before his
translation, J.'s wickedness, and that then Elijah
wrote this letter, which was to be sent to the king
at the proper time ; just as Elijah himself anointed
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Hazael and Jehu by Elisha's instrumentality (see
AVm). Kennicott cuts the knot by conjecturing
< Elisha' for < Elijah ' in 2 Ch 2112.

3. A priest, one of the commission appointed by
Jehoshaphat to teach the Law, 2 Ch 178.

N. J. D. WHITE.
JEHOSHABEATH.—See JEHOSHEBA.

JEHOSHAPHAT (o$yin; «J" hath judged'). 1.
King of Judah, son of Asa. This reign marks a
new departure in the mutual relations of Judah
and Israel. Hitherto there had been a standing
feud between the two kingdoms (1 Κ 1430 157·16),
but ' J . made peace with the king of Israel'
(1 Κ 2244). The immediate object of this policy
was doubtless to enable the whole Hebrew race,
hitherto weakened by internecine wars, to co-
operate against their common enemies. Possibly,
also, J. cherished a hope that the marriage of his
heir Jehoram with Athaliah the daughter of
Ahab, by which the political alliance was now
cemented, might, in the future, lead to a peaceful
re-establishment of the kingdom of David and
Solomon. The actual result, however, of this
alliance with the house of Omri brought to J.
little credit in his relations with foreign powers ;
while at home, in the following reigns, it led to a
recrudescence of Baal worship, and indirectly to
the almost total extinction of the royal family of
Judah (2 Κ II 1, cf. 2 Ch 214·17). There is little
told directly of J. in Kings (1 Κ 2241"50). He com-
pleted the extirpation of the Canaanitish abomina-
tions begun by Asa, 1 Κ 1512. Edom was so com-
pletely subject to him that although it had a king
(2 Κ 3 passim), yet he was merely a nominee
(' deputy' 2vi) of the king of Judah. Hence, when
Edom revolted in the next reign (2 Κ 820), it is
significantly said they ' made a king over them-
selves.* Edom being thus a vassal state, J.
had access to the seaport of Ezion-geber, and
attempted to revive Solomon's trade with Ophir
(cf. 1 Κ 926); but the fleet was wrecked when start-
ing on the first voyage, and J. was so disheartened
that he declined to enter into partnership with
Ahaziah of Israel in order to renew the attempt.
In 2 Ch 2035ff· the good king's misfortune is repre-
sented as a punishment for his having made a
commercial alliance with Ahaziah; and the
destination of the ships is not Ophir, but Tarshish.
Both here and in 2 Ch 921 the Chronicler mis-
understands the term ' ships of Tarshish.' What-
ever else we know from Kings about J. is found
in the history of Israel. To the strong-willed
monarehs of Omri's line J. serves as a foil.
They profited by the alliance with Judah.
When Ahab desires to recover Ramoth-gilead, or
Jehoram Moab, J. is ready with his set formula
of acquiescence (1 Κ 224, 2 Κ 37). He is extremely
scrupulous to inquire of a prophet of J", and is not
satisfied with an oracle which purports to come
from Adonai (1 Κ 225'7, 2 Κ 311) ; yet he seems
quite unaffected when his ally is denounced,
whether by Micaiah or Elisha. He is even per-
suaded to risk his own life to save that of Ahab
(1 Κ 2230). From the Chronicler (2 Ch 17-20) we
learn much more respecting J.'s internal adminis-
tration of Judah. J. begins his reign with de-
fensive measures against Israel (171*2). His early
piety is rewarded, like that of David (1 Ch 2928)
and Solomon (2 Ch I12), with ' riches and honour in
abundance' (175181). He then sends a commission,
consisting of princes, Levites, and priests, to teach
* the book of the law of the Lord' in the cities of
Judah. Godliness at home is followed by peace
abroad. The Philistines and Arabians, so trouble-
some to Jehoram (2116), bring tribute. J. raises a
standing army, twice as large as that of Asa
(2 Ch 148), of over 1,160,000 men (1714"18). Ewald
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thinks that this incredible number refers to the
entire male population, but see 1719. The Chronicler
then (ch. 18), contrary to the plan of his work,
gives a long extract from the history of Israel—
Ahab's expedition to Ramoth-gilead—because of
the share J . took in it. There are few variations
of any interest except the needless addition in
v.31 ' and the Lord helped,' etc. I t was surely by
J. 's accent, when he * cried out,' tha t the Syrian
captains * saw that he was not the king of Israel.'
On his return, J . is rebuked for ' helping the
wicked' by the prophet Jehu (cf. 2 Ch 152 167).
He then provides for the better administration of
justice by appointing local judges in every fenced
city (195), and two courts of appeal, ecclesiastical
and civil, in Jerusalem, v.8, consisting of Levites,
priests, and leading nobles, presided over respect-
ively by the high priest and ' t h e ruler of the
house of J u d a h ' (cf. D t I 1 7 1618 178). The
Chronicler does not relate J. 's campaign with
Jehoram of Israel against Moab (2 Κ 3, see
JEHORAM 1), but he gives in ch. 20 an account of a
more complete deliverance from Moab, Edom, and
Ammon. In this story there are two difficulties,
(a) The inhabitants of Mt. Seir, vv.1 0·2 2 (in v.1 read
with Targ. 'Edomites* for Ammonites , ' see
RVm), are here joined with Moab against Judah,
whereas in 2 Κ 3 they not only join their suzerain
J . in his attack on Moab, but are the bitterest
enemies of that people (2 Κ 326). (b) The abject
terror of J . at this crisis (see esp. vv.3·1 2) is quite
unaccountable, if he really possessed a tithe of the
army described in 1714tf\ On the other hand,
Ewald {HI iv. 56 n. 2) fairly argues that ' the
valley of Jehoshaphat ' (Jl 32·1 2), which he identifies
with the Wady Bereikut ( = Beracah), implies some
great victory of t h a t king. He dates this event
at the beginning of J. 's reign, and thereby
accounts for the complete subjugation of Edom,
implied in Kings. The prayer of J . on this
occasion has a remarkable reference to Solomon's
prayer 1 Κ 83 3·3 7, and to D t 2 4 · 9 · 1 9 , just as the
speech of Jahaziel has to Ex 1413· 14. 2. The
recorder or chronicler in the reigns of David
(2 S 816 2024, 1 Ch 1815) and Solomon (1 Κ 43). 3.
One of Solomon's twelve commissariat officers,
1 Κ 417. ί. Father of Jehu king of Israel, 2 Κ
9 2 · 1 4 . N. J . D. W H I T E .

JEHOSHAPHAT, YALLEY OF (α?$ητ peg, κοιλά*
Ίωσαφάτ, Vallis Josaphat).—This valley (emek)* is
mentioned under the name of ' Jehoshaphat' only
by the prophet Joel (3 [Heb. 4]2·12). The circum-
stances related by the prophet concerning the ' day
of the LORD ' are matters of theological contro-
versy which it would be outside the scope of this
article to enter into, but the imagery rests upon
a geographical basis whatever may be the symbolical
import.

Some commentators have supposed that the name
is only an imaginary one due to its significance,
' J " judgeth' (Orelli in Strack u. Zockler, Kgf.
Komrn. on Joel, I.e. ; Michaelis, Bibel fur Unge-
lehrten, Remarks on Joel). The name may have
been used with reference to the remarkable victory
of king Jehoshaphat over the united forces of the
heathen of several nations (2 Ch 2016f·), children of
Ammon, Moab, and Mount Seir, which resulted to
him in a bloodless victory over his enemies, and his
triumphant return from the valley of Blessing.

There is no record in the Bible or Josephus as
to the valley separating the temple mount from
Olivet being called the valley of Jehoshaphat; but
early in the 4th cent, it is called so, and the name
has continued among Christians, Jews, and sub-

* On the possibility that this term could be applied to the
valley of the Kidron (elsewhere always called nahal, ' torrent-
valley,' ' wady'), see Driver's note on Jl 32.
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sequently Moslems, up to the present day. The
unknown Pilgrim of Bordeaux (A.D. 333) says, * For
one going to the gate which is on the east, that
he may ascend the Mount of Olives, there is the
valley which is called Jehoshaphat' {Itin. Hieros.).
Eusebius and Jerome (A.D. 330-400) give the same
account {OS2 272. 89; 145. 13). Eucherius (427-
440) says, * Near the Avail of Jerusalem, or of the
temple, on the east, is Geennon or the valley of
Jehoshaphat' {Ant. Mart. xvii. ; see also Reland,
Pal. p. 356). Theodorus (c. 530), speaking of Jeru-
salem, says, * There is the valley of Josaphat.
There the Lord will judge the just and the sinful.'
Arculf (c. 680) speaks of the brook Cedron in
the valley of Jehoshaphat {Early Travels, p. 4).
Willibald (721), Bernard (867), Saewulf (1102),
Maundeville (1322), and Maundrell (1697) all men-
tion the valley of Jehoshaphat as lying between
Jerusalem and Olivet {Early Travels, p. 469). Theo-
doricus (1172) states that ' torrens Cedron et vallis
Josaphat' lies between Moriah and Olivet. John
of Wurzburg (c. 1213) says,' Prope juxta Jerusalem,
sub Salamonis regia in accubitu in valle Josaphat
natatoria Siloam.' The author of Citez de Jheru-
salem (1187) states that the valley of Josaphat is
to the east, between Olivet and Mount Zion. See
further, art. KIDRON (THE BROOK).

According to modern Jewish tradition, the valley
between the temple mount and Olivet is the
valley of Jehoshaphat, and the dearest wish of the
Jew is to find a grave there (Briggs, Heathen and
Holy Lands, p. 290). Benjamin of Tudela (A.D.
1170) calls this valley Jehosaphat. Some of the
Rabbins have taught that it is necessary to be
buried in the Holy Land to obtain a share in the
resurrection preceding the Messiah's reign on
earth, and that the bodies of the righteous, wher-
ever else buried, have to roll back again under
ground to Palestine (J. Nicholaus, de Sepult. Heb.).

The 'Aven Shetyeh appears to have been a
portion of rock projecting three fingers' breadth
above the floor of the Holy of Holies, covering a
cavity which was regarded as the mouth of the
* abyss,' reverenced as the centre and foundation
of the world, and having the ineffable name of
God inscribed upon it. Rabbi Schwartz {Das
Heilige Jjand)identifies this stone with the Sakhrah.
It is impossible not to suspect that these Jewish
traditions are the origin of the sacredness which
the Mohammedans have attached to the Sakhrah
{PEFSt, 1875-76).

In the tract Midddth, Rabbi Elieser ben-Jacob
said concerning the Water-gate, ' Through it the
water proceeded out, and in future it will issue
from under the threshold.' The Talmud teaches
that there was a canal which brought water to
the sanctuary from the fountain of Etam (Jerus.
Yoma, iii. fol. 41 at Maim Baith Hammukdash, v.
15). Rashi thinks Etam may have been the same
as Nephtoah (Jos 159). The Moslems have a de-
scription of * the day of the Lord' which was prob-
ably given by Mohammed as one of the first of his
revelations, from which the following verses are
extracted {Koran, 81):—

'In the name of the all-merciful God a day
shall come when the sun shall be shrouded and the
stars shall fall from the heavens.

'When the water of the ocean shall boil, and
the souls of the dead again be united to their
bodies.

' When the heavens will pass away like a scroll,
and hell will burn fiercely, and the joys of paradise
will be made manifest.

' On that day shall every soul make known that
which it hath performed.'

The day of resurrection will be preceded by
signs and portents in heaven and earth, wars and
tumults, a universal decay of faith, the advent of

Antichrist, the issuing forth of Gog and Magog to
desolate the world. Every human being will then
be put upon his trial as to the manner in which
he has employed his faculties, and the good and
evil actions of his life. The whole assembled
multitude will have to follow Mohammed across
the bridge al-Sirat, as fine as the edge of a
scimitar, which crosses the gulf of Jehennam or
hell. Jehennam is a region fraught with all kinds
of horrors (W. Irving, Life of Mahomet). The
bridge al-Sirat that will be extended on the day
of judgment between heaven and hell is to start
from Jerusalem, and the pilgrim is shown a
column, built horizontally into the wall [of the
ffaram esh-Sherif], which is to form its first pier.
The holy rock [of the H. esh-Sherif] is one of the
rocks of paradise; it stands on a palm tree,
beneath which flows one of the rivers of paradise.
The Sakhrah is the centre of the world, and on the
day of resurrection the angel Israfil will stand
upon it to blow the last trump ; beneath it is the
source of every drop of sweet water that flows on
the face of the earth (Besant and Palmer, Jeru-
salem). The column called et-Tarik (de Saulcy) or
al-Sirat (Ali Bey, Merj ed-Din, BFS part ii.) juts
out from the east wall of the Haram esh-Sherif,
overhanging the valley of the Kidron (Gehennam,
Jehoshaphat), and on it may be seen devout
Moslems in the early morning practising the first
step into paradise.

The Moslem names for the valley between the
Jtfaram esh-Sherif and Mount Olivet are Wady
Jahannum, W. Sitti Mar yam (from ' the tomb of
the Virgin'), W. Jushafat or Shafat (Seetzen), W.
Jehoshdfat (Robinson), W. el-Jos.

In addition to this valley parting Jerusalem
from Olivet being called Jehoshaphat, the name
also occurs in or adjacent to the valley. In the
time of Arculf (c. 680) the tower of Jehoshaphat was
shown in the valley near the church of St. Mary.
In the time of Maundrell (c. 1697) the present
so-called tomb of Jehoshaphat went by the same
name {Early Travels, p. 468). In Citez de Jheru-
salem (c. 1187) there is the street of Josafas, lead-
ing through the Josafas gate (present St. Stephen's
gate) into the valley of Jehoshaphat. John of
Wurzburg (c. 1213) also speaks of the gates of
Josafat leading into the valley of Jehoshaphat,
and of the monument of king Josaphat 'from
which the valley was named.'

LITERATURE.—In addition to the authorities cited in the
article, the reader may consult Baedeker-Socin, Pal.2 98 ; Neu-
bauer, G6og. du Talmud, 51 f. ; Robinson, BRP% i. 268if.;
Driver, Joel and Amos, 68 f.; Nowack, El. Proph. 108; Ben-
zinger, Heb. Arch. 41. C. WARREN.

JEHOSHEBA (y^T 2 Κ II2, Jehoshabeath,
nxzatfi-T, 2 Ch 2211 ' J" is an oath.' Stanley, Jewish
Ch., liect. 35, compares the variants Elisheba and
Ελισάβετ). — She was daughter of Jehoram of
Judah, but not of Athaliah, according to Jos.
{Ant. IX. vii. 1; Jerome, Qu. Heb. on 2 Ch 2117). On
the death of her half-brother Ahaziah, she was
instrumental in preserving the Davidic stock by
concealing the infant Jehoash in a lumber-room
of the palace (RVm). She seems to have had
apartments in 'the house of the Lord,' i.e. in the
temple precincts ; and, according to the Chronicler,
was wife of Jehoiada. This is the only recorded
instance of the intermarriage of a high priest with
a princess of the royal house, but probably it was
no very extraordinary distinction (cf. 1 Κ 411*15).
See ATHALIAH, JEHOASH, JEHOIADA.

N. J. D. WHITE.
JEHOSHUA, JEHOSHUAH.—The AV has fol-

lowed the Geneva Bible in spelling Joshua's name
once (Nu 1316) Jehoshua. In 1 Ch 727 the trans-
lators of AV have again followed the Gen. Bible,
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but have added an h by inadvertence, giving the
unique and wrong form Jehoshuah. RV has
restored Joshua in both places.

JEHOYAH.—See GOD, p. 199a.

JEHOYAH-JIREH {ηψ\\ mrr).— In Gn 2214 the
name given to the place at which Abraham sacri-
ficed the ram instead of his son. The name means
' J" seeth,' i.e. (cf. 1612 ' Thou art a God of seeing';
also Ex 37, Ps 3522 etc.) sees the needs of His
servants, and relieves them accordingly ; but there
is, no doubt, an allusion at the same time to the
sense which the same verb has in v.8 * God will see
for himself {i.e. look out, provide ; so 1 S 161·17)
the lamb for a burnt-offering.' A difficulty, how-
ever, arises in connexion with the following ex-
planatory clause, which is partly ambiguous, and
partly does not correspond, as it would be expected
to do, with the name to which it is attached : * so
that it is said to-day, πχ-ν ΠΊ.Τ ηπ? " in the mount of
J" ΠΝΤ."' The * mount of J " ' i s a designation of
the Temple-hill (Is 23 3029, Ps 243), and the tense of
* is said' shows that the reference is to something
that was said habitually (cf. Gn 109b), so that there is
little doubt that the clause preserves some proverb
in connexion with the Temple. If the clause
stood by itself, it would be most naturally ren-
dered * In the mount of J" one is seen (appears),'
i.e. men, people, appear,—the reference being to
the custom of visiting the Temple at pilgrimages
(' appear,' as Ex 2317, 1 S I22, Ps 847) ; but this ren-
dering could only be adopted upon the supposition
that the connexion with the preceding clause was
of a purely verbal nature. Other renderings are
' in the mount of J" it is seen' * (i.e. provided), or
' he [J'7] is seen (appears),' or (Ew., Del., Keil,
Dillm., Kautzsch-Socm) 'in the mount (where) J"
appears' (the sentence in this case being incom-
plete, as 109b).f It is objected to the first of these
renderings that the Niph. of rmi does not occur in
the sense of ' be provided'; but if ' see' can be used
absolutely (4133) in the sense of ' look out,' it does
not seem impossible that ' be seen ' might be used
similarly; still, it is true that, if the proverb had
once an independent existence, this would not be
a natural or obvious sense for the verb to have.
In the two other renderings, the connexion of the
proverb with the name ' Jehovah-jireh' depends
upon the double sense of the word ' see ' : J" ' sees'
the needs of those who come to worship before
Him on Zion, and then 'is seen,' i.e. reveals Him-
self to them by answering their prayers, and
supplying their wants : His ' seeing,' in other words,
takes practical effect in a ' being seen.'i On the
whole, unless the first suggestion made above be
adopted, this may be said to be the best explana-
tion of the passage.

With changes of the punctuation, other render-
ings become possible, though the general sense
remains the same: as ' I n the mountain ("1Π3) J"
appeareth' § (cf. LXX, έν τφ 6pei Κύριος ώφθη); * In
the mountain J" seeth or will see' (HN"V '• -)Π3: so
Pesh. and Vulg., assimilating the verb to that in
clause a). The two clauses might also be assimil-
ated by vocalizing the second element of the

*The tense (as in ' J " seeth') expressing what is habitual.
The futures of AV, RV are (as often) misleading·.

t This last rend., though of course possible formally (Ges.-K.
§ 1551; Dav. § 25), is not, perhaps, in view of the order m.V
ΠΚΎ, very probable (m.V ΠΚΥ 1Π3 is what would be expected):
see, however, though only after ny—which is often used without
a rel., and may thus have more readily expressed the sense of
* the time (when)'—Ps 48, Mic 52

t Cf. Delitzsch : ' Er sah drein, in dem er sich zu sehn gab d.i.
thatsachlich eingriff.'

§ So Stade, Gesch. i. 450, who supposes the proverb to have been
framed originally with reference to mountains in general, as the
places where J" was anciently worshipped, and which were often
marked by theophanies.

name yera'eh, 'is seen' (appeareth), in place of
yir'eh, ' seeth' (so Strack). S. R. DRIVER.

JEHOYAH-NISSI ('« m,T ' J " i s my banner').—
The name given by Moses to the altar he erected
after the defeat of Amalek, Ex 1715 (E). The
LXX {Κύριος καταφυγή μου) implies a derivation of
the name from the root DU 'flee,' the Vulg.
(Dominus exaltatio mea) from κ'^ 'lift up.' Onkelos
paraphrases, ' he prayed before God who had done
miracles (|Έπ) before him'; Rashi, ' God has done
us here a miracle' (DI). There can be little doubt,
however, that D: here='banner,' God being con-
sidered the centre or rallying-point of the army of
Israel, and the name of God as their battle-cry
(cf. Ps 207f·). The interpretation of v.16 (D?hv V ?
PI;) is somewhat doubtful. Many critics read DI for
D3 (= ND? ' throne'), but this appears neither to be
necessary nor to yield a suitable sense. The
meaning is probably either ' J" hath sworn' (EV),
or Ί (Moses) swear' (with hand uplifted to J"s
throne). See Dillmann and Kalisch, ad loc.

J. A. SELBIE.
JEHOYAH - SHALOM (πύψ πι,τ; LXX βΐμήνη

Κυρίου and Vulg. Domini pax imply Heb. reading
m,T Ώ^ψ).—The name given by Gideon to the altar
he erected in Ophrah, Jg 624. The name means
' J" is peace' (i.e. well-disposed), in allusion to J"s
words in v.23' Peace be unto thee.' There appears
to be no necessity to take the second noun as
genitive '(altar of) J" of peace,' as in ηΊκ:̂  πντ.
Rather is the name ' Jehovah-shalom' to be
compared with such names as 'Jehovah-jireh,'
' Jehovah-nissi,' ' Jehovah-shammah,' in all of
which J" is the subject. See Moore, Judges, ad
loc. J. A. SELBIE.

JEHOYAH-SHAMMAH (nw πι,τ <J" is there';
Κύριος 4κ€Ϊ).—The name to be given to the restored
and glorified Jerusalem, Ezk 4835 (cf. Is 6014"22 622,
Rev 212f·). * The prophet beheld the LORD forsake
His temple (ch. 11), and he beheld Him again
enter it (ch. 43); now He abides in it among His
people for ever. The covenant ran that He should
be their God and they His people; this is perfectly
fulfilled in His presence among them. The end
in view from the beginning has been reached'
(Davidson). J. A. SELBIE.

JEHOYAH-TSIDKENU (up-p m.v ' J " is our
righteousness/ or ' J " our righteousness,' Jer 236

3316).—In both passages (which are in fact the
same prophecy repeated, the latter being not found
in LXX, and perhaps the insertion of a reviser)
it is the title of the Branch, the perfectly Righteous
King, who is to rule over the people on their return
from the Captivity. If Jer 3314"26 is genuine, 3317

implies that the prophet has in his mind not one
single king, but a succession of kings, who would
fulfil the theocratic idea. If the first tr. of the
words given above is right, this will mean that
under the rule of the Branch men will fully realize
the righteousness of J" ; if the second, the title of
J" must be understood as applied to the king as
God's vicegerent upon earth (cf. Is 96). To suppose
that either passage definitely predicts the God
Incarnate is to credit the prophets with the kind
of foresight which our knowledge of their writings
otherwise does not justify (cf. Driver, Sermons on
OT, 204 ff.). Γ. Η. WOODS.

JEHOZABAD (-Qrtn? ' J"hath bestowed,' cf. ;pj
and ^X^3T).—1. One of the servants of king Joasti
who conspired against his master and joined in his
assassination, 2 Κ 1221 = 2 Ch 2426. 2. A Benjamite
chief, one of Jehoshaphat's ' men of war,' 2 Ch 1718.
3. The eponym of a Levitical family, 1 Ch 264.
See GENEALOGY.
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JEHOZADAK (piyirr < J"is righteous,' cf. Zedekiah
irvp-nt), the father of Joshua the high priest (1 Ch
Qu-i5 [Heb. 540·41], also in RV of Hag I 1 · 1 2 · 1 4 22·4,
Zee 611, where LXX has Ίωσεδέκ and AV Josedech).
The name is shortened to Jozadak (p"jyv) in Ezr 32·8

52 1018, Neh 1226. It appears as Josedek (AV
Josedec) in 1 Es 55·48·56 62 919, Sir 4912. See GENE-
ALOGY. H. A. WHITE.

JEHU (for form and meaning of the name see
next article). — 1. A prophet of the Northern
Kingdom who predicted the downfall and destruc-
tion of the dynasty of Baasha (1 Κ 161'7·12). The
Chronicler introduces him as denouncing Jehosha-
phat for his alliance with Ahab (2 Ch 192; cf. the
way in which Jehu's father Hanani reproves Asa,
2 Ch 167). ' The words of Jehu the son of Hanani,
which are taken up into the Book of the Kings of
Israel' is cited by the Chronicler (2 Ch 2034) as an
authority for the reign of Jehoshaphat. See art.
CHRONICLES, vol. i. p. 394a f. 2. The king of Israel
who destroyed the dynasty of Oniri. See next
article. 3. A Judahite, the son of Obed (1 Ch 238).
4. A Simeonite prince (1 Ch 435). While A of the
LXX and Luc. have Ίηού, Β must have [mis ?]
read wn instead of W.T, for it has oSros. 5. One of
David's heroes (1 Ch 123).

•χ

JEHU (Heb. wn:, Assyr. Ja-u-a, Syriac 0C7L»,
0

Arab. Jahu, LXX Β Eiotf, A often 'Î otf, Luc.
Ίού. The derivation is very uncertain. Some
would regard it as an abbreviation of wnirp ' Jah-
weh is he,' just as jn#: = a '̂in?. As a parallel,
comp. [Ν]5·Τ^).—Jehu was son of Jehoshaphat, son
of Nimshi, "but he is not infrequently designated
simply ben-Nimshi. From his own testimony
(2 Κ 925·26) we learn that he witnessed, in company
with Bidkar, the judicial murder of Naboth. He
evidently held, in conjunction with Bidkar, an
important position in Ahab's bodyguard,* and the
sentence of doom pronounced by Elijah on the
house of Ahab must on that memorable occasion
have been carefully treasured in his memory.
This raises an interesting question. Was Jehu
personally known to Elijah ? This seems to be
suggested by 1 Κ 1916. But it is quite evident
that the Elijah narrative in this chapter proceeds
from a different hand from that which recorded
the episodes in 2 Κ 8. 9, and the redactor has
omitted from the Elijah section the fulfilment of
the divine commands (1 Κ 1915"18), though the
injunctions themselves still remain. On this
subject see Thenius' remarks at the end of his
commentary on 1 Κ 19; Stade, Gesch. p. 540, foot-
note ; and Kittel, Gesch. der Heb. ii. 184 [Eng.
tr. ii. 214].

It is not, however, our purpose to enter into the
complex features of the narrative dealing with the
reign of Jehu (2 Κ 9. 10), since this department
belongs to the literary features of 1 Κ and 2 Κ
(see art. KINGS (BOOKS OF)). This subject has been
ably investigated by Stade in ZATW, 1885,
p. 275 ff. It is acknowledged by critics that the
section 2 Κ ΘΜΟ27 descriptive of Jehu's revolution
comes from the same hand as 1 Κ 20. 22, 2 Κ 3
(Cornill), to which may be added 624-720 (Driver,
LOT6 p. 195 ; Kittel, Gesch. ii. p. 186 [Eng. tr.
ii. 216]). Kittel also agrees with Stade in
attributing 1012"16 to a later source, a view which
appears to the present writer well founded.
Wellhausen further endeavours to disintegrate
1019"27 on the ground of inconsistencies {Isr. u. Jud.

* Bidkar and Jehu rode in a chariot along with others in
pairs. So the Hebrew (DHD^ Ο'3?'"0 should be interpreted.
There was something exceptional in this. Usually three rode in
a Hebrew chariot, as we find among the Hittites. See article
CHARIOT by the present writer in Black's Bible Encyclopedia.

Gesch2. p. 77, footnote), but his arguments are not
convincing.

Jehu ben-Nimshi rose to power on the crest of a
wave of insurrectionary feeling fomented in the
prophetic circles by the great personal influence of
Elisha. Indeed it may even be true that he had
already been designated as the earthly instrument
of divine vengeance on the house of Omri by Elijah,
and that Elisha had been commissioned by his
illustrious predecessor to carry out the divine
behest of 1 Κ 1916. The vivid and dramatic narra-
tive in chs. 9. 10 makes it clear that the causes
which led to the popular discontent against the
house of Omri were not so much connected with
the introduction of the Phoenician Baal and
Ashtoreth worship, but rather with the high-
handed judicial murder of Naboth (see AHAB,
JEZEBEL, and NABOTH). Towards Phoenicia Israel
had for centuries felt a traditional friendship. It
began with the days of David and Solomon. In
language the two were closely akin. They ex-
changed their commodities, and the bond which
linked them was called by the 8th cent, prophet
Amos ' a covenant of brethren' (Am I9, but see
Driver's note, ad loc.), a fact well illustrated by
the beautiful episode of Elijah and the widow of
the Phoenician town of Zarephath (1 Κ 179"24).

Jehu was the commanding officer in the army of
Jehoram, which was conducting operations against
the Syrian army under Hazael at the important
fortress of Ramoth-gilead, a bone of contention
since the days of Ahab, and now held by Israel.
The severe wounds sustained by king Jehoram
necessitated his retirement to Jezreel. This was
the opportunity of which Elisha and the party of
insurrection availed themselves. One of the * sons
of the prophets' was despatched by Elisha to
Ramoth-gilead with a flask of oil and a commission
to take Jehu from the group of officers which
surrounded him into an inner chamber, anoint him
there, and instantly withdraw in flight. These
instructions were faithfully carried out. On Jehu's
return to the officers' quarters, he was eagerly
interrogated as to the meaning of this mysterious
visit from the frenzied * prophetic messenger. On
learning the truth, his fellow-officers tore their
mantles from their shoulders and spread them as a
carpet for their commander on the bare steps, f and
proclaimed him as king with a loud flourish of
trumpets. The lightning rapidity of the following
movements of Jehu, and the murderous energy with
which he crushed every opposition, overwhelm the
reader. He immediately proceeded to Jezreel at
the head of a picked cavalcade, riding with Bidkar
in his chariot. The invalided king Jehoram was
at that time receiving a visit from his kinsman
Ahaziah king of Judah, at his royal residence.
The cavalcade is descried at a distance by the
watchman near the palace gates, who informs the
king (cf. 2 S 1824). At the command of Jehoram,
who feels uneasy at the news, a horseman is sent
to make the inquiry, ' Is it peace ?' The question
was purposely ambiguous, and might be regarded
as an inquiry respecting the progress of the cam-
paign at the seat of war. But Jehu, with brutal
frankness, at once makes his purpose clear, and
compels the king's emissary to join his retinue.
This strange proceeding is observed in Jezreel, and
arouses suspicion. Both the kings at once pro-
ceed in their chariots, accompanied by their

* The familiar ancient association of prophecy and madness is
indicated in the Heb. yntpp (cf. Jer 2926), but it would be an
error to regard it as a scornful epithet on the basis of Hos 97 (cf.
1 S 21i4ff.). In classical Arabic the verb is employed of speech
or writing in the special form of prophetic rhythmic prose.

t rnbsLQu Ι-Π3 probably means the bare steps (or, perhaps, the
midst of the flight of steps). The idiomatic phrase ΠΠ3 puzzled
the LXX, who simply transliterate it (Β γα,ρίμ,, Α γα,ρ' 'ίνα,. Luc.
Combines t h e two, ίφ' ϊν των γοίρίμ,, \τ) μ,ία,ν των ά,νοίβχθμβων)



military staff, to confront the bold insurgent.
The two cavalcades met at the ill-omened spot—
the field of Naboth, ever associated with Ahab's
high-handed injustice consummated by treachery
and murder. Jehu was quick to seize the advant-
age afforded him by these familiar recollections,
and, as Jehoram's heart failed him and he turned,
immediately discharged an arrow * with his full
strength, that laid the king of Israel low. As he
beheld the fallen son of Ahab, he recalled the
words uttered by Elijah on that memorable spot
many years before. With characteristic energy
Jehu did not allow the opportunity of striking
down a possible foe to escape him, and Ahaziah
of Judah, who had fled at the sight of his kins-
man's terrible fate, was immediately pursued on
the road which he took to Beth-haggan. At a
place called the Ascent of Gur,f near Ible'am, he
was overtaken and mortally wounded, and ulti-
mately escaped to die at Megiddo.

As Jehu entered Jezreel at the head of his
retinue, he was greeted by Jezebel as she sat with
her attendants at the window in the stately
queen's apartment in the upper storey of the royal
palace. The splendid courage of the queen-
dowager did not forsake her in that terrible hour
of doom. Surrounded by Phoenician luxury, with
elaborate head-dress and eyelids painted with
stibium, she hurled her angry defiance at the vic-
torious insurgent. To Jehu's previous reminiscence
of a well-known episode she retorts with another,
as she flings the taunt, ' Is it peace, Ο Zimri, his
master's murderer ?' meaning, ' Is there to be
peace between me and such a traitor as you with
your brief tenancy of power ?' The narrator who
portrays the lurid facts sheds no ray of chivalry
on Jehu's relentless ferocity. The queen at his
bidding is flung by the attendant eunuchs from the
lofty upper window into the courtyard below,
close to his chariot wheels, and suffers instant
death. Jehu feasts within the palace in cold-
blooded indifference until the thought of the yet
unburied queen prompts the command that the
'accursed' (.rjn^n) should receive the rights of
sepulture due tb her dignity and rank. This,
however, the carrion kites and scavenger dogs had
by this time rendered superfluous.

But the career of assassination was not yet
ended, and, without Macbeth's remorse, Jehu felt
himself 'young in deed,' and could say without
compunction—

' I am in blood
Stepped in so far that should I wade no more
Returning were as tedious as go o'er.'—Macbeth, in. iv. 137.

The seventy sons and grandsons of the royal harem
of Ahab still inhabited Samaria, and they undoubt-
edly constituted a possible source of danger and
disaffection. An artfully worded despatch to the
elders in Samaria [?],J challenging them to set up
one of these royal princes as a rival king, produced
the desired effect. The palace-commander, the com-
mander of the city, and the guardians of the sons
of Ahab trembled for their own lives, and complied
with Jehu's second request. They procured the
death of all the royal princes, and sent their heads
in baskets to Jezreel. This work of destruction
was supplemented according to the section (vv.12-16)

* Jehu possessed the archer's skill, which Assyrian monuments
almost universally attribute to their monarchs, an aptitude
perfected by the exercises of the chase. Comp. the frequent
hunting scenes of the Nimrud gallery of the British Museum.

t Beth-haggan is identified with Jenin, a large village in the
plain of Esdraelon, on the road between Nazareth and Nablus.
' Ascent of Gur' (prob. = * whelp's hill') was in the neighbourhood
of Ible'am, identified with a spot where there is now a ruined
tower called BeCame. See Stade, Gesch. p. 542, footnote, and
Baedeker, Palestine and Syria, 2nd ed. (1894) p. 226 ff.

t For httinv of the MT the LXX, Josephus, and Cod. Kenn.
174 read ρ τ ο * ; but the suggestion bxi'&< of Cleric, Mich., and
Ewald is far more probable.

by a still further holocaust of 42 princes of the line
of David, kinsmen of Ahaziah.* This pendant to
the narrative probably belongs to a later source.
Yet the following verse (v.17) clearly shows that
further deeds of blood were perpetrated.

The final scene of butchery was enacted in the
great temple of the Phoenician Baal, erected by
Ahab in Samaria, where, under pretext of zeal for
the worship of the god, a large crowd of his devotees
were gathered together and then slaughtered by
an armed band of eighty men who were posted at
the entrance to guard the exit. The Baal' pillars '
(mazzeboth) were brought forth and destroyed by
fire (2 Κ 1026).

It is not quite clear what was the religious
significance of this destruction of the Baal temple in
Samaria and of its devotees. Doubtless Wellhausen
is right in saying (Isr. u. Jild. Gesch.'2 p. 77) that Jehu
was essentially a soldier, and his aims were political
rather than religious. Yet he posed as a religious
zealot, and some meaning must have been ascribed
to his destruction of the Baal worshippers. It is
more difficult to ascertain the precise significance
of this act when we remember that Jehoram,
Ahab's son (note that the name of Jahweh is
expressed in this royal name), is distinctly stated
to have withdrawn the specific Tyrian Baal worship
from Samaria, which had been instituted by Ahab
under the influence of Jezebel (2 Κ 32). Yet it is
quite obvious that this act of Jehoram did not
touch the old local Canaanitish Baal worship
which still prevailed in the high places of Israel,
and too much stress should certainly not be placed
on this act of suppression, which appears to have
been only temporary or partial in character. This
is the view taken by Prof. Peake, the writer of
the article BAAL in the first volume of this
Dictionary. Accordingly, we may regard the
murderous policy of Jehu as simply directed to a
drastic suppression of the Phoenician form of Baal
worship. This view is supported by the following
considerations : (1) The annihilation of Baal wor-
ship by Jehu took place in Samaria, the capital
and residence of the Omri dynasty, where the
Phoenician Baal had his special shrine (1 Κ 1632).
We nowhere read of the suppression of Baal cults
generally in the high places. (2) The extinc-
tion of Canaanitish Baal worship, if it had ever
taken place, could not have been effectual or per-
manent, since in the 8 th cent, the writings of the
prophet Hosea reveal the wide prevalence of local
Baal cults in the Northern Kingdom. (3) The
worship of the golden calf of Jeroboam I. still
survived, as we infer from 2 Κ 1029. This verse
and the language of v.31 lead us to the conclusion
that the words, ' And Jehu destroyed the Baal
from Israel' (v.28), can refer only to the specific
cult introduced by Jezebel perhaps characterized
by gross licentiousness. (4) That Jehu wrought
no real religious reformation is shown by the
neutral tone of the writer of chs. 9. 10, while the
strong reprobation of Hos I4 faithfully reflects not
only the prophetic but the popular verdict on the
character and career of this monarch.

The policy pursued by Jehu towards the dynasty
of Omri, and the murder of the Phoenician queen as
well as the overthrow of the Phoenician worship, at
once shattered the close bonds of an alliance which
the dynasty of Omri had found of considerable
value to Israel, and which it had taken the utmost
pains to consolidate. Ahab, as we have already
seen (art. AHAB), had abandoned the friendship of

* D'jnn "!|"3# 1V2 rendered by Targ. ' assembling house of shep-
herds' (cf. npv 'bind' in Gn 229). LXX Βκ,Μχκθ, identified
with Beit Kad about 9 miles E. of Jenin (927) in the plain of
Jezreel. See Baedeker, Pal. and Syria, 2nd ed. p. 242. The
Βίίθοίχάθ of Eusebius is the same spot 15 Roman miles from
Legio or Lejjun.
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Syria after the disastrous battle of ]£arkar (854).
He had formed a pretty shrewd estimate of the
rising power of the Assyrian empire under Shal-
maneser n., and thought it wiser to have its ruler
as his friend rather than his foe. The further
attacks made by the Assyrians upon the Aramsean
kingdom of Benhadad (JDadidri) in the years 849,
846, and 842 only made this policy of friendship
with Assyria more necessary for Israel; and Jehu,
weakened by his break with Phoenicia and by the
hostility of Judah, was driven by the force of
events to adopt the same policy of subservience to
the Assyrian monarch. The black obelisk of
Shalmaneser, in a brief statement that runs in
clearly legible characters of cuneiform between
the graphic figures of its reliefs, records the im-
portant statement: ' Tribute of Jehu, son of Omri
—objects of silver and gold—bars of silver, bars of
gold, a golden bowl, a golden ladle, golden goblets,
golden pitchers, bars of lead—a staff for the hand
of a king, shafts of spears . . . these I received.'*

Another inscription (COT2 p. 200; III. Rawl. 5,
No. 6, 40-65) places this event in a clearer light.
We there learn that the Tyrians and Sidonians
followed the same policy as Jehu. Jehu was
forced to adopt this attitude at the commencement
of his reign (842 B.C.), because in that year Shal-
maneser π. made another invasion of Syria and
attacked Hazael of Damascus. It was terribly
disastrous for the young Syrian king. He lost
16,000 men and more than 1000 chariots. To save
his life he fled to Damascus, whither he was pur-
sued and then besieged. The Assyrians ravaged
and laid his territory waste as far as the Hauran
range and even the frontiers of Lebanon. This
terrible overthrow of the year 842 was followed by
another invasion three years later, in which Syria
made little resistance. This at any rate is the
inference which may be drawn from the long
annalistic inscription taken from the obelisk of
Nimrud,f lines 102-104: ' In the 21st year of my
reign (i.e. 839) I crossed the Euphrates for the 21st
time and marched against the towns [mahazdni)
of Hazael of Damascus. Four of his towns I
conquered, and received the tribute of the Tyrians,
Sidonians, and Byblians.'

While the humiliations inflicted by Assyria upon
the Aramsean kingdom continued,' the policy of
vassalage to Nineveh pursued by Jehu brought
him security, and Israel was safe from aggression
from his powerful northern foe, Syria. But the
tide was soon to turn. After 839 B.C. we read of
no more attacks upon the Syrian kingdom from
the shores of the Euphrates for more than 30 years.
Meanwhile Syria, with wonderful inherent energy
and recuperative power, began once more to show
itself able to take the offensive. We learn this
from the brief notice which closes the biblical
record of Jehu's reign (2 Κ 1032): ' During that
time J" began to cut off (the territories of)
Israel, and Hazael smote them in all the borders
of Israel,' and in the following verse this is ex-
plained as meaning that Israel suffered severe
losses of territory along the whole of his eastern
dominion on the other side of Jordan. Probably
Hazael annexed these territories to his own—the
harbinger of further humiliations in store for the
dynasty of Jehu, until the tide again turned in
favour of Israel under Jeroboam π.ΐ

OWEN C. WHITEHOUSE.

* Schrader, KIB i. p. 150, COT* i. p. 199. Respecting the
phrase Jehu, ' son of Omri,' see ib. i. p. 179 and footnote **.

t Schrader, KIB i. p. 128 ff.; see especially p. 142. For a
conspectus of the campaigns of Shalmaneser π., see Tiele, Bab.-
Assyr. Gesch. p. 197 ff.

t Here again the success of Israel was cheaply earned through
the intervention of the Assyrian arms. The terrible disaster
inflicted by Ramman-nirari in. in 803 on the Aramaean kingdom
was a blow from which it never recovered. Ramman-nirari in.

JEHUBBAH (n?n; Kethibh, but KerS n^m^' and
Hubbah' is to be preferred [LXX Β fO/3dft A
Ό/3ά, Vulg. Haba]).— An Asherite, 1 Ch 734. See
GENEALOGY, XII. 5.

JEHUCAL (̂ 3inj ' J. is able').—A courtier sent
by king Zedekiah, during the siege of Jerus., to
entreat for the prayers of Jeremiah (Jer 373f·). He
is called in Jer 381 Jucal.

JEHUD (in;, LXX Β Ά£ώ/>, Α Ίούθ, Luc. Ίοό*).—
A town of Dan, named between Baalath and
Bene-berak, Jos 1945. It is probably the modern
el-Yehudiyeh, 8 miles E. of Joppa. See Dillm.
Jos., ad loc; Robinson, BRP2, ii. 242; Guerin,
Judie, i. 322; Buhl, GAP 197; SWP vol. ii.
sheet iii.

JEHUDI Οτπ;).—A word which generally=a
Jew, but appears to be a proper name in Jer
3614*21·23. J. was an officer of Jehoiakim, at whose
summons Baruch read to the princes of Judah the
roll of Jeremiah's prophecies. J. was afterwards
himself employed to read the roll to the king, but
he had not proceeded far when Jehoiakim cut it in
pieces and cast it into the fire.

JEHUDIJAH (1 Ch 418 AV).—See HAJEHUDIJAH.

JEHUEL (bm: Kethibh, Vn; KerS).—A Heman-
ite in Hezekiati's reign, 2 Ch *2914. See GENE-
ALOGY.

JEIEL (V»:).— 1. A Reubenite, 1 Ch 57. 2. An
ancestor of Saul, 1 Ch 829 (supplied in RV from
935). 3. One of David's heroes, 1 Ch II 4 4 . 4. 5. The
name of two Levite families : (a) 1 Ch 1518·21 165·5,
2 Ch 2014; (b) 2 Ch 359. 6. A scribe in the reign
of Uzziah, 2 Ch 2611. 7. One of those who had
married foreign wives, Ezr 1043. In 2.3.6 Kethibh
has hwlt Jeuel. See GENEALOGY.

JEKABZEEL, Neh II25.—See KABZEEL.

JEKAMEAM (Djftp:).—1. A Levite, 1 Ch 2319 2423.
In the former of these passages LXX has Ίκεμιάς,
in the latter Ίοκόμ (Β) or Ίκ€μιά (A). Gray (Eeb.
Prop. Names, 46 n.) points out that these LXX
readings suggest an original ΠΌ,Τ, but that the
other versions on the whole support the MT.

JEKAMIAH (n;pp: 'may J" strengthen').—1. A
Judahite, the son of Shallum, 1 Ch 241. 2. A son
of king Jeconiah, 1 Ch 318.

JEKUTHIEL (V™p;, perh. 'preservation of God,'
possibly same as Ŝfli?;, see Oxf. Heb. Lex. s.v.,
and Gray, Heb. Prop. Names, 307 η 8).—A man
of Judah, 1 Ch 418. See GENEALOGY.

JEMIMAH (πφ'ρ;).— The eldest of Job's daughters
born to him after his restoration to prosperity
(Job 4214). The LXX and Vulg. render as if from
D"V day ; most moderns connect with Arab, jemdma
= dove (see, however, Gray, Heb. Prop. Names,
p. 108).

JEMNAAN, Jth 228.—See JABNEEL.

JEMUEL (VN^).— A son of Simeon, Gn 4610,
Ex 615=Nemuel of Nu 2612, 1 Ch 424. The LXX
also exhibits both forms, having in Gn Ίεμονήλ, in
Ex 'Ie/U7?\ (B), in Nu and 1 Ch Σαμουήλ.

JEOPARD, JEOPARDY.—The verb to 'jeopard,1

is the 'deliverer' referred to in 2 Κ 135, and this is a chrono-
logical datum of considerable value. See the present writer's
remarks in Schrader, COT* ii. p. 324.
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that is, hazard, is derived from the subst.
* jeopardy,' peril, hazard ; and that is a corruption
of the Old French jeu parti, lit. a divided game
(Low Lat. jocus partitus), i.e. a game in which the
chances are even. Chaucer {Troilus, ii. 465) has—

'For myn estat now lyth in jupartye,
And eek myn ernes [=uncle's] lyf lyth in balaunce';

and (ii. 772)—
' Sholde I now love and putte in jupartye
My sikernesse, and thrallen libertee V

Tindale in Prol. to Leviticus says, ' They that be
dead, yf they dyed in the faith which that sacra-
ment preacheth, they be saffe and are past all
jeopardye,' where the word has assumed its
modern spelling. The verb occurs often in Tindale
and other writers of that time, as Knox, Works,
iii. 213, 'Why will ye jeoparde to loise eternall
life ?'; Tind. Works, i. 173, * Whosoever casteth
not this aforehand, I must jeopard life, goods,
honour, worship (and all that there is, for Christ's
sake), deceiveth himself ; Elyot, Governour, ii.
263, ' I name that Audacitie whiche is an excessife
and inordinate truste to escape all daungers, and
causeth a man to do suche actes as are nat to be
jeoparded': and Dn 328 Cov. ' that have altered
the kynges commaundement and joperde their
bodies therupon.'

Jeopardy occurs in AV, 2 S 2317 'is not this the
blood of the men that went in jeopardy of their
lives?' (DJTUS>2:? Ω^ππ, lit., as RVm, ' that went
with their lives'; "but the 3 is [as Driver] the Beth
pretii, ' at the cost or risk of their lives'; W. R.
Smith [BS2 230], 'the blood of the men that
fetched it in jeopardy of their lives'); 1 Ch l l i y *is

' Shall I drink the blood of these men that have
put their lives in jeopardy ? for with the jeopardy
of their lives they brought i t ' (AVm and RVm
' with their lives'); 1219 ' He will fall to his master
Saul to the jeopardy of our heads' («η?κ"ΐ?, AVm
' on our heads,' but it is the Beth pretii, as before);
1 Mac 644 ' Eleazar also . . . put himself in jeop-
ardy, to the end he might deliver his people'
{'έδωκεν εαυτόν, RV * gave himself) ; Lk 823 'there
came down a storm of wind on the lake ; and they
were filled with water and were in jeopardy'
(έκινδύνευον); 1 Co 1530 ' And why stand we in
jeopardy every hour?' (κινδυνεύομεν); and in the
Preface to AV 1611, 'Yea, why did the Catholicks
(meaning Popish Romanists) alwayes go in jeop-
ardie for refusing to go to heare it [the English
translation of the Bible] ?'

The verb is rarer, Jg 518 ' Zebulun and Naphtali
were a people that jeoparded their lives unto the
death in the high places of the field' {ΤΆΏ) MBJ η-ιπ, lit.
4 that despised its life to death,' AVm ' exposed to
reproach,' Moore, ' that recklessly exposed itself
to death ' ) ; * 2 Mac II 7 ' Then Maccabeus himself
first of all took weapons, exhorting the other that
they would jeopard themselves together with him
to help their brethren' {διακινδυνεύονται) ; 1438 'he
[Razis] did boldly jeopard his body and life with
all vehemency for the religion of the Jews' {παρά-
βεβλημένοι). J. HASTINGS.

JEPHTHAH (nns: ' he,' i.e. prob. J", 'will open';
cf. .τοπ? Ezr 1023 etc., ^055! to\vn in Zebulun, Jos
1914; πςι?: also name of a town in Judah, Jos 1543;
Ίεφθά).— Judge, and conqueror of the Ammonites
(Jg 106-127; cf. I S 1211). The narrative has an
unusually long introduction 106"18 (cf. 2n-36·7-10

(j7-io [D2]); it is based, however, on what was
probably a shorter introduction in the manner of
Ε (vv.6^· 8· 1 δ·1 6). The particulars in 1017·18 are
derived from ch. 11 (cf. δ33"35 from ch. 9), and come
from D2. Apparently, this long introduction was

* See Moore in loc. for reff. to the use of the verb ; and G. A.
Smith in Expos. 4th Ser. vii. 168, and in HGHL 422, for illustra-
tion of the character described.

intended to include the Philistine as well as the
Ammonite oppression (107). The main interest of
the story of Jephthah clearly lies, not in his
personal history or defeat of the Ammonites, but
in his vow and its fulfilment, and the origin of an
Israelite custom.

Of the antecedents of Jephthah little is known
beyond the fact that he was a Gileadite warrior,
the son of a harlot. He was driven out of his
home by the 'elders of Gilead' (II7), and became
the captain of a band of freebooters in the land of
Tob in E. Syria (cf. I S 22lf·, 2S 106·8).* The
Ammonite invasion made it necessary for the
Israelites east of Jordan to find a leader; and there
was nothing for it but to appeal to the outlawed
Jephthah to come to the rescue. The elders of
Gilead begged him to be their leader; and, after
expressing surprise that such a request should be
made to him, Jephthah agreed, on the condition
that he should become their chief when the
Ammonites were defeated. A solemn compact
was made accordingly, and Jephthah was ap-
pointed leader by popular acclamation (H4" l l a).
At this moment, it would seem, when Jephthah
was at Mizpah of Gilead, he went to the holy place
or altar, and there, ' before J",' registered a vow to
sacrifice whomsoever should be the first to meet
him when he returned victorious (vv.31· l lb).f That
he had a human victim in his mind is clear from
the language which he used.J

The long account of the negotiations between
Jephthah and the king of the Ammonites (II12'28)
with regard to Israel's rights of possession in
Gilead, is regarded by most critics as a late inter-
polation, compiled from JE's narrative in Nu 20. 21,
in some places word for word; cf. VY.17"22· 26 with
Nu 2014·17 214·13·21"24·25. The remarkable thing
about this section is, that although Jephthah is
arguing with Ammonites, yet the language which
he is made to use refers entirely to Moabites. The
Ammonites complain that Israel had seized their
land between Arnon and Jabbok ; Jephthah replies
that the district was taken from Sihon king of the
Amorites, and not from Moab (!). Moab never
fought against Israel (but see Jos 249), why
should Ammon? Even Chemosh, god of the
Moabites, is referred to as having given the
Ammonites their territory. An extraordinary
misunderstanding thus runs through the whole
passage. §

A brief description of the defeat of the Ammon-
ites is all that is given (v.32f·). The course of the
battle cannot be determined exactly, but it prob-
ably went in a direction E. of Rabbah (see Jos 1325

Aroer), into the territory of the Ammonites. ||
Jephthah returns in triumph to his home at
Mizpah ; the first person who comes to meet him
is his only daughter, accompanied by a chorus of
women (cf. Ex 1520f·, 1 S 186f·). The overwhelming
grief of the father, the noble self-surrender of the
daughter, and her courageous resignation to her
fate, are told with admirable skill and reserve.
'He did to her what he had vowed to do.' It

* lllb.2 are not part of the original story. V.ib is modelled
on the genealogical forms of Ρ and Ch ; v.2 is best explained as
due to a misunderstanding of v.7.

t The sequel of v.31 i s l l b ; the text has been disordered by the
long interpolation, 12-28.

X 'Whosoever cometh forth,' 'from the doors of my house,'
' I will offer him u p ' : these expressions are inapplicable to an
animal.

§ Perhaps the interpolation was made at some moment when
the Israelites wanted to assert their title to Gilead. Moore
suggests such an occasion as the intrusion of the Ammonites at
the beginning of the 6th cent. (Jer 491-5).

|| V.29 mentions various movements, the reason for which is
not clear. Jephthah's object could not have been to raise the
tribes; for the people are all assembled in v.u». In lib Jephthah
is still at Mizpah ; he is still there in 30, and thence sets out in
due course in 32. y.29 is, in fact, an attempt to pick up the
thread of the narrative after the long interpolation, la-as
(Moore).
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became henceforth a custom in Israel to celebrate
the tragedy of Jephthah's daughter by four days'
mourning every year.*

That such sacrifices were possible in Israel may be gathered
from 1 S 1424f· 45 1533, 2 S 216·9; cf. Ezk 2026 with Ex 2228,
Mic 67. In times of desperation or religious degradation they
became more frequent (Jer 731, 2 Κ 16» 17" 216, Ps 106 f̂. etc.
SeeSchu\tz,OTTheol.Ll9l', Dillmann, Genesis^ 289 i. ; Nowack,
Heb. Arch. ii. 205 f. ; Ottley, BL, 1897, 176 f.).

The narrative goes on to describe a severe con-
flict between Jephthah and the tribe of Ephraim,
who, with characteristic arrogance (8lf·), complained
that they had not been invited to take part in the
war. After expostulating with them, Jephthah
collected his Gileadite forces, which had been
dispersed when the war was ended, and went to
battle. He held the Jordan fords against them ;
every fugitive who attempted to cross was required
to pronounce the test-word Shibboleth ('flood');
and if he betrayed his Ephraimite origin by pro-
nouncing it Sibboleth, he was put to death, f

The historical character of this narrative has
been questioned by Wellh. (Composition, 229), who
treats it as a mere replica of 81"3. His arguments,
however, are not conclusive; the episode at the
Jordan fords is too original to be imaginary ; and
the majority of modern critics support the genuine-
ness of these verses. It is probable that the num-
bers in v.6 are exaggerated ; but this does not con-
demn the whole story. J The narrative of Jephthah
is brought to a close with the formula which is
used of the minor judges (102'5 1210·12· 15).§

The account of Jephthah's home and settled life at Mizpah
(H34fr.) ( j o e s n o t seem to agree with his outlawry in H3ff·. The
confusion of the Ammonites and Moabites in 1112-28 i s also
remarkable. Accordingly, Budde (Commentary on Judges,
1897), following an unpublished treatise by Holzinger, attempts
to work out a double narrative, as in the case of Gideon. He
postulates a Moabite document, and assigns it to E, and an
Ammonite document, J. The suggestion is ingenious, but the
data are hardly distinctive enough. The contradictions in the
accounts of Jephthah's antecedents are not irreconcilable;
while, with regard to the interpolation (1112-28)} the explanation
above satisfies the case.

LITERATURE.—See, above all, Moore, Judges, 282 ff.; cf. also
Budde, Richter, ad loc, Richt. u. Sam. 125 ff.; Kittel, Hist, of
Hebrews, ii. 89 f.; Wellhausen, Comp. 228 f. ; Noldeke, Unter-
suchungen, 195 n. ; Kuenen, Hist. Buck. d. AT, 18 f. ; Goldziher,
Der Mythos bei den Hebraern, 113ff.; Stade, GVI i. 68
Baudissin, Stud. z. semit. Religionsgeschichte, i. 55 ff.; Smend
Alttest. Religionsgeschichte, 99ff. ; Baethgen, Beitrage, 13ff.
Driver, L0T§ 166 ; Cornill, Einleitungi, 96 f.

G. A. COOKE.
JEPHUNNEH (π|$:).—1. The father of Caleb

(Nu 136). 2. A son of Jether an Asherite (1 Ch 738).

JERAH (rrv), son of Joktan, Gn 1026 (1 Ch I20).
The Arabic geographers knew of places named
Yurakh and Yardh in Yemen and Ijjijaz respectively
(Yakut and Hamdani); and the geographer Yakut
quotes from Al-Sulaihi (a usurper who obtained
control of Yemen in the 11th cent., and was well
versed in S. Arabian geography), a verse in which
Warakh is mentioned as a place of importance :
* What excuse have I, now I am lord of Warakh,
for failing to meet the foe?' There are several

•See W._R. Smith, RS 395.
t Two historical parallels are quoted by the commentators:

the ' Sicilian Vespers,' Mar. 31, 1282, when the French were
made to^ betray themselves by their pronunciation of ceci e ciceri;
and again, during the revolt against the French in Flanders,
May 25,1302, when no one was allowed to pass out of the gates
who could not pronounce scilt ende friend ?

X In 122a a verb must be supplied after pajj "12b LXX (Α)ΙτΛίΓΐ/.
vow £«.£, i.e. siwy 'afflicted me.' In v.4 the sentence from
i")DX '3 'because they said ' to the end does not make sense.
The words, * because they said, Ye are fugitives of Ephraim,'
must come from v.5; the rest of the sentence is a gloss. The
entire half-verse is om. in some MSS of LXX; in Syro-Hex. it is
asterisked.

§ The closing words of 127 cannot be right. LXX (A) iv τί? νόλίΐ
«,ύτοΖ Γοιλαάδ, Vulg. in civitate sua Galaad. Studer conjectures
iy?l Π3ίίΰ3 1129, suggested by iv r% ντόλΐι χντου iv Ί,ίφί F , the
reading of some cursive MSS ; cf. Moore, ad loc.

references to Warakh in Hamdani's ' Description
of Arabia,' from which its site can be accurately
fixed. It is possible that the name may be ancient,
and that the Jerah of Gn may refer to it. Most
commentators, however, have preferred to regard
Jerah (Heb. 'moon' or 'month') as a translation
of some Arabic name; but the conjectures based
on this supposition by Bochart, J. D. Michaelis,
and more recently Glaser (Skizze, ii. 425), seem
devoid of probability. D. S. MARCOLIOUTH.

JERAHMEEL (VNDCH? 'may God have com-
passion ' ; Β Ίραμβήλ, 'Iepe/xê A, Ίβρβμαήλ, 'Ϋαμεήλ ;
Α }ΐ€ρ€β€ή\, Ίερβμίήλ ; Jerameel).—1. According to
1 Ch 29 the firstborn son of Hezron, the son of
Perez, the son of Judah. His descendants, of
whom a list is given (vv.25*33), lived on the extreme
S. border of Judah in what was technically called
'the Negeb of the Jerahmeelites' (1 S 2710 3029;
see Driver, in loc, and G. A. Smith, HGHL
pp. 278-286). They appear to have been an
Amalekite or Edomite clan, which was afterwards
absorbed by Judah.

2. The son of Kish, a Merarite Levite of the
house of Mahli. Jerahmeel appears as the only
representative of this branch of the house of
Merari at the time when David is said to have
organized the temple service (1 Ch 2321 2429).

3. The king's son (RV, AVm; ' the son of
Hammelech' AV, RVm) i.e. of the royal blood, who
together with two other officers was commanded
by king Jehoiakim ' to take Baruch the scribe and
Jeremiah the prophet' after the burning of the
roll (Jer 3626). J. F. STENNING.

JERECHU {'ItpeXos, Ba -«χ-, AV Jerechus), 1 Es
522.—In Ezr 234, Neh 736 JERICHO.

JERED (τν. It is the same name which is given
in Gn 51 5·1 6· i 8·2 0, 1 Ch I2 as Jared).—A Judahite,
the ' father' of Gedor, 1 Ch 418.

JEREMAI (ΌΊΤ).— A Jew of the family of Hashum
who had married a foreign wife (Ezr 1033).

JEREMIAH.—Seven or eight men of this name
besides the prophet (see next art.) are mentioned
in OT. The Heb. is always rrp-r or in;cr]% 1. A
warrior of the tribe of Gad, fifth in reputation
(1 Ch 1210) of those who joined David in 'the hold
in the wilderness' in the neighbourhood either of
Adullam or of En-gedi, most probably of the
latter. 2. The tenth in reputation (1 Ch 1213) of
the same Gadite band. 3. A bowman and slinger
of the tribe of Benjamin (1 Ch 124), who joined
David during his occupation of the frontier city of
Ziklag. 5. The head of a family in the eastern
section of the tribe of Manasseh (1 Ch 524). He
was probably one of the Jews carried into cap-
tivity by Tiglath-pileser, and settled by him on
the Armenian frontier (1 Ch 526, 2 Κ 1529). 5. A
Jew of Libnah, whose daughter, Hamutal or
Hamital, was one of the wives of Josiah, and
mother of Jehoahaz (2 Κ 2331) and Zedekiah (2 Κ
2418, Jer 521). In the last two passages the
mother's name is given as Hamital, V»*Dn ; but a
textual error is more probable than that Josiah
married two sisters, both daughters of Jeremiah.
The latter's place of residence (Jos 2113, 1 Ch 657),
and his relations with the king, as well as the
respectful way in which he is in each instance
referred to as a well-known man, make it likely
that he was a priest of great influence, and possibly
also one of the principal instigators or agents of
Josiah in the ritual restoration of his reign. 6.
The son of Habazziniah and father of Jaazaniah,
who appears to have been the head of the Rechab-
ites (Jer 353) in the time of the prophet Jeremiah.
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7. A priest who in B.C. 536 came back to Jerusalem
with Zerubbabel and Jeshua (Neh 121). His name
was given to one of the twenty-two courses or
* fathers'-houses,' into which were divided the four
families of priests (Ezr 236"39, Neh 739'42) that re-
turned on that occasion. It is not possible to say
with certainty to which of these families Jeremiah
belonged ; but if the lists are parallel, he may
have been a member of that of Jedaiah, with
which also the high priest Jeshua was connected.
The course is mentioned again (Neh 1213) in the
priesthood (B.C. 499-463) of Joiakim, Jeshua's son
and successor, when its head is said to have been
Hananiah. 8. A priest who in the name of his
course, with other princes and representatives of
the people, sealed in B.C. 444 Nehemiah's great
covenant (Neh 102). He (or his course) was also
appointed to join the right-hand procession at the
dedication of the wall of Jerusalem (Neh 1234). It
is possible that in both of these cases the name is
used to denote the official head of a priestly course
rather than an individual in his own person. In
the former, fifteen of the twenty-one names are
identical with those in the lists of Neh 122"7 and
Neh 1211"20; and hence there is ground for the
assumption that the name is used in this instance
as the official designation of a class. But in the
latter the forms of expression are slightly in favour
of the opposite conclusion, Neh 1235 referring
specifically to the priests' sons, whilst there is an
antecedent probability that the procession would
consist of selected representatives only. That,
moreover, the name of Jeremiah should recur in
different generations of the same family, is not
forbidden by known Jewish usage. In the days of
Joiakim, Hananiah was the head of the course of
Jeremiah (Neh 1212); but Joiakim died some
sixteen years before the dedication of the wall,
and in the interval it is not unlikely that the
headship of the course of Jeremiah had passed
into the hands of a man who bore the great
family name. And if this Jeremiah was a person
and not a class, lapse of time is fatal to his
assumed identification with the previous one
(No. 7). R. W. Moss.

JEREMIAH THE PROPHET.—
i. The Life of the Prophet,

ii. The Book of Jeremiah.
(1) Prophecies under Josiah ; (2) under Jehoiakim ; (3)

under Zedekiah.
iii. The Hebrew and Greek Texts.

(1) Relative value of the two texts. (2) Original place
of chs. 46 ff.

iv. Redaction of the Book,
v. Literary Style,

vi. Religious Ideas.
(X)Sin. (2) God. (3) The Future. (4) Jeremiah's Piety.

i. LIFE OF THE PROPHET.—Jeremiah O-vp-v,
shorter form rrp-r 'whom J" casts,' i.e. possibly,
as Ges. suggestsj ' appoints' Dn 79, 'lepe^Las, Jere-
mias) was born of a priestly family in Anathoth,
now 'Anata, a small town, an hour or an hour
and a quarter N.E. of Jerusalem (Is 1030), and
prophesied from the 13th year of Josiah till after
the Captivity, a period of more than 40 years
(B.C. 626-586). Though he had spoken as a
prophet for five years when Josiah promulgated
the Book of the Law and introduced his Keform,
Jeremiah appears to have had no hand in these
transactions ; but from the death of Josiah till
his own death in Egypt he was a prominent figure
in all the history of that tragic period. Almost
alone he had to expose the immoralities, the self-
deception founded on superficial reforms, and the
fanatical confidence in the protection of J" who
dwelt in His temple, by which all classes were
carried away. His conviction, constantly declared,
that the Lord had determined to destroy the temple
and nation, exposed him to cruel insults from the

temple priests (202, cf. 3713); and he was on many
occasions in danger of his life, from his townsmen
of Anathoth (II21), the priests and prophets of the
temple (268·9), the arbitrary and vindictive king
Jehoiakim (3619·26), and the military of the day (384).
The strife in which he was involved, so alien to his
nature, wearied him : he longed for a lodge in the
wilderness (92), mourned the perpetual conflicts in
which his life was passed (1510), cursed in despair
the day of his birth (2014), and vowed to have done
with the word of the Lord, which isolated him
from all that was human,—but in vain : His word
was in his heart like a fire shut up in his bones,
and he must declare it (209). Yet even in that
degenerate day his life extorted a certain homage :
the better conscience of men was on his side
(2617"19); the Ethiopian slave was moved with
pity for his distress (387); king Zedekiah heard
him gladly, and did what he could to mitigate
his sufferings (3720f· 3810); the Chaldeans treated
him with consideration (40lff>), and even the
wretched exiles insisted on dragging him with
them as a kind of fetish to Egypt (435tf·)·

Jeremiah appears to have been called to the pro-
phetic office young, though the word ' child' (I>?J I6),
which he employs of himself, may chiefly express his
sense of insufficiency for the task set before him.
There is no reason to suppose his father Hilkiah
identical with the chief priest of that name who
discovered the Book of the Law in the temple
(2 Κ 228). His father may rather have been a
descendant of Abiathar, whom Solomon banished
to Anathoth (1 Κ 226); and if so, traditions of the
days of David and the early monarchy, and the
great part their ancestor then played, would be
cherished in the family and give it a sense of
dignity even in its decline, and they would be the
food on which the mind of the child Jeremiah was
nourished. The family owned land in Anathoth
(328), and though, in later times at least, living
mainly in Jerusalem, the prophet continued to
frequent his native village (ll18tf· 37llff·, cf. 2927

where he is contemptuously called ' the Anatho-
thite'). His prophetic ministry was probably
begun here. As he was not consulted by Josiah
and the priests regarding the newly-found Book
of the Law (2 Κ 2212ff·), he may have been little
known in the capital, unless indeed we suppose
that owing to the violence of his denunciations
the authorities preferred to seek the advice of
some more moderate counsellors. There is no
ground for supposing the dialogue I4"10 coloured
by the prophet's subsequent experience. No man
became a prophet suddenly ; the decisive event,
named his ' call,' was but the climax of many prior
movements of mind leading up to it. Jeremiah
felt himself ' predestinated' to be a prophet (l4f·).
The idea may cover much belonging to the past,
the godly house out of which he came with its
traditions, many movements in his own mind little
attended to at the time but remembered now, and
the nation's whole history of which he was the
child. It is no denial of the reality of the divine
voice speaking to him when we look at the dialogue
as a conflict in his own mind, in which thought was
invalidated by opposite thought, and suggestion
and resolution met by counter suggestion and
irresolution. The conflict already reveals the
duality in his consciousness characteristic of his
whole life. God and man wrestle within him no
less than they do in St. Paul. The impulses to
stand forth as a prophet, awakened by the signs of
the times, he calls God; the reluctances and all the
considerations that support them are himself. And
when the impulses prove the stronger, it is a victory
of God and a defeat of himself—' Ο Lord, thou
didst induce me, and I was induced; thou art
stronger than I ' (207).
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The words,c See, I have set thee over the nations/
indicate a change of view from that of the earlier
prophets, though Jeremiah was perhaps not con-
scious of the change (287ff·). Israel is no more to be
a people that dwells alone (Nu 239), the stream of
its history is to flow into and colour that of the
history of the nations. If prophecy now begins to
concern itself with the nations, it is because J"
concerns Himself with them. The consciousness of
one God has created the consciousness of one world
and one mankind. Jeremiah's presentiments at
this time are expressed in the two symbols I11"19:
First, the symbol of the almond tree, meaning
that J" is 'wakeful' in regard to His word and
purposes, and -will speedily execute them; and
second, the seething caldron with its mouth to-
wards the south, indicating that the North is
about to pour its desolating forces over the land.
The substance of his prophetic speeches under
Josiah is given in chs. 2-6. These chs. reflect
chiefly his teaching before the Reform, but contain
allusions to the people's mind later, and his judg-
ment on it (235 34·5 43f). The two main thoughts
running through the chs. are, first, his verdict on
the people's history ; it has been one long course of
unfaithfulness to J" (21-44); and, secondly, his un-
changeable conviction that the issue of such a
history must be the destruction of the nation
(45-630). His thoughts run greatly on the same
lines with those of Hosea. Israel was true to J'7
in the wilderness,—and with a sorrowful remin-
iscence J" recalls the time, ' I remember the
kindness of thy youth, thy bridal love, how thou
didst follow me in the wilderness3 (22),—but
apostatized and became unfaithful on entering
Canaan ; and this unfaithfulness has continued
and become aggravated. Under the name of
* whoredom' Jeremiah includes not only the
service of deities nominally different from J", but
the debased service of J" at the high places, with
images and other Canaanite usages. This judg-
ment of Jeremiah has not only ideal, or absolute
truth, to the effect that the popular worship showed
no consciousness of the true being of J", it has
historical truth also ; for no doubt the Canaanites
absorbed into Israel carried over much of their
religious practice as well as their places of worship
into the nation. Even the Arabs were conscious
that images were a later innovation in their re-
ligion. How profound Jeremiah's conception of
the true religion of J" was, and how absolute he
felt the contrast between it and the popular religion
to be, appears from the figure in which he describes
the one and the other: ' They have forsaken the
fountain of living water, to hew out for themselves
broken cisterns that can hold no water.'

The circumstances of Jeremiah's ministry at this
time are not told, but some things give us a glimpse
into them. The people reclaim against his judg-
ment on their religion, saying that it is not true,
and that, if there was any truth in it, the evil had
been amended. That is, they claim that their
service is in their intention a service of J'7, * How
canst thou say, I have not gone after the baals ?'
(223); and that such evils as the ' high places' had
been done away (235 34·6). Their claim that they
meant to serve J" was no doubt just; it was their
conception of Him that was at fault, and the modes
of giving this conception expression. But both the
conception and the modes of expressing it had been
inherited by them, and they were unable to see
that the prophet's charges were just. As to the
other point, Josiah's removal of the ' high places'
must have seemed good to Jeremiah, and possibly
he hoped something from the Reform at first, but
even in Josiah's days he had ceased to cherish any
illusions in regard to it. The worship was altered,
the Being worshipped remained the same; men

had changed their customs, they were unchanged
in their mind. The work was superficial, a casting
of seed into the old field rank with thorns ; they
must plough deeper—' Circumcise the foreskins of
your heart' (43·4). Jeremiah is not mentioned in
connexion with Josiah's reform, nor indeed is he
once named in the Book of Kings, but some
scholars interpret Jer II1"8 as meaning that he
undertook an itinerant mission round ' the cities
of Judah' to recommend acceptance of the Book of
Deuteronomy. The idea is most improbable.
The prophet's ' amen' (v.5) expresses acquiescence
in the words of J",*Cursed be the man that heareth
not the words of this covenant,' not obedience to a
command (vv.2· 6 ; cf. 286). Jeremiah may have
sought to impress on men the general idea of Dt,
that of the covenant between J" and Israel, for
this was his own idea in another form, but a
formal championship of Dt would have been very
unlike him. The expression * cities of Judah and
streets of Jerusalem' is not to be pressed to imply
a circuit of the cities any more than of the streets.
When Jeremiah spoke anywhere, he spoke in the
cities of Judah and the streets of Jerusalem, for
his words went out to all the land (262), just as
when he spoke in Tahpanhes he addressed the
dwellers in Pathros, or Upper Egypt (4415 etc.).
The phrase ' cities of Judah and streets of Jer-
usalem ' means the country and the capital (734

II13; cf. 45). The other feeling prominent in the
prophet's mind at this time is the imminent de-
struction of the people by a foe from the north
(45-630). This 'foe' might be a creation of his
moral presentiment, and assigned to the * north'
as the cloudy region of mystery where storms
gather and descend upon the world of men, but
such descriptions as that in 515ff* seem to imply an
actual people known to the time. It is usually
thought that the Scythians are meant. The
pathos and depth of these chs. (2-6) are not sur-
passed by anything in Scripture. Two things in
them may be referred to—first, the prophet's pro-
found sense of the national sin, and his presenti-
ment of the desolations which moral evil must
work in the earth. In a strange passage (423ff#) he
fancies himself to have outlived the judgment,
and to be treading on the ashes of the extinct
world. He is the last man, alone amidst the
silence of death : * I beheld the earth, and, lo, it
was waste and void; and the heavens, and they
had no light. I beheld, and, lo, there was no man,
and all the birds of the heavens were fled.' And
second, his agitation at the thought of the doom
hanging over his people : * My bowels, my bowels !
I am pained at my heart; my heart is disquieted
in me; I cannot hold my peace, because my soul
hath heard the sound of the trumpet, the alarm of
war' (419ff·). Other passages reveal his compassion
for the people, as 431 622'26 1019ff\

Thirteen years after his reform Josiah ventured
to oppose Necho the king of Egypt, and fell at
Megiddo. His servants carried his body in a
chariot to Jerusalem, where he was buried, and
the people of the land raised his son Jehoahaz to
the throne. The prince, induced or compelled to
repair to Necho's headquarters at Riblah, was
thrown into fetters, and after a reign of three
months carried to Egypt, where he died. Jeremiah
makes a pathetic reference to his father Josiah
and him: * Weep ye not for the dead, neither
bemoan him; but weep sore for him that goeth
away : for he shall return no more, nor see his
native land' (2210). In another passage he con-
trasts Josiah with Jehoiakim (2213ff>), but he
makes no other reference to the pious king; the
statement of 2 Ch 3525 that Jeremiah * lamented
for Josiah' seems founded on the tradition that he
was the author of Lamentations. Jehoiakim,
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whom Necho raised to the throne, was the ideal of
a bad ruler. Frivolous and superficial in regard to
the highest things of life, despotic in temper, and
brutal in the measures he used to rid himself of
those who crossed his humours (Jer 2620"24), he
became the detestation of all serious-minded men.
Jeremiah probably reflects the common sentiment
regarding him when he says, 'They shall not
lament him, saying, Ah my brother! Ah lord!
or, Ah his glory! He shall be buried with the
burial of an ass, dragged and cast forth beyond
the gates of Jerusalem' (2218·19). It was easy to
be a prophet under Josiah, but in Jehoiakim
Manasseh had come to life again. The early
years of this reign were the period of the prophet's
conflicts. The conflict was twofold: external
persecution, from the priests and prophets because
of his threats against the temple, for to blaspheme
the temple was to blaspheme Him that dwelt
therein, and was worthy of death (chs. 7. 26); from
his townsmen of Anathoth (ll1 8 f f·); from the people
(1818); and from Pashhur the overseer of the temple,
who struck Jeremiah and put him in the stocks
(ch. 20). But these external trials reflected them-
selves in a tumult of contending emotions in his
own breast, forming one of the strangest episodes
in religious history (111-12β 14-20).

Meanwhile the hand of * God who hideth him-
self ' was operating in the north in unexpected
events, which seemed again to bring the prophet's
early anticipations near. These anticipations in-
deed seemed to have failed. The wind from the
desert which was to wither up the land, whose hot
breath he had already felt upon his face (411),
appeared to have been arrested. The storm-cloud
of Scythian invasion, like other storms, followed
the line of the sea, leaving Jerusalem unscathed,
and was dissipated on the borders of Egypt. But
in 607 Nineveh fell, and Babylon became heir of
all the countries washed by the Mediterranean,
the realm which had just been added by Necho to
his dominions. A conflict between the rivals could
not long be deferred. In 605-4 the two armies
met near Carchemish, where Nebuchadnezzar in-
flicted a decisive defeat on Necho, and Judah
exchanged the yoke of Egypt for that of Babylon.
Carchemish was an epoch in Jeremiah's life. It
was his justification in the eyes of others, for his
foe from the north was seen to be no spectre ; per-
haps it made him feel more deeply himself than ever
he had felt before how truly his prophetic presenti-
ments were of God. God had set His seal on his
past, and it was this reinvigorated assurance that
his prophecies were the word of God that made
him commit them to writing and lay them before
the people, as is told in ch. 36. Carchemish was
to Jeremiah what the appeal of Ahaz to Tiglath-
pileser was to Isaiah : like a flash of lightning in
the darkness, it lighted up to him the whole line
of God's purposes on to the end. He foresaw his
past anticipations passing into history. The con-
viction seized his mind that it was the will of J"
that all nations should serve the king of Babylon ;
to refuse his yoke, whether for Israel or another
people, was to resist the decree of God. But the
strangest and most unaccountable of all his pre-
sentiments or certainties was his reading before-
hand the line of God's government of the world
for two generations (ch. 25).

Jehoiakim observed his oath of allegiance to
Nebuchadnezzar for three years, when he refused
his yearly tribute, an act equivalent to a declara-
tion of independence. By and by the Babylonian
armies were put in motion, but, by the time they
sat before Jerusalem, Jehoiakim had been removed
by death, and his successor Jehoiachin, after a
reign of 100 days, was compelled to surrender.
He was carried to Babylon, where he lay in prison

seven and thirty years, till he was released by the
son of Nebuchadnezzar (2 Κ 2527ff·) His fate
awoke the liveliest sorrow in his people's minds
(Jer 284), and the prophet had to crush their hopes
of his return in the most peremptory manner
(2224tf· 1318). Zedekiah, who succeeded him on the
throne, was a prince of good intentions, but weak
and irresolute. He frequently consulted Jeremiah,
and would have listened to his counsels had not
terror of the stronger wills around him deterred
him. With the first captivity under Jehoiachin
and the accession of Zedekiah the period of Jere-
miah's conflicts was over. God had conquered him,
and he acquiesced in His will. He no more
intercedes for the people, but bends his whole
energies to induce them to yield to the decree of
God, and subject themselves to the king of Babylon.
This was his attitude both before the siege (chs.
27-29) and during it (211"10 37. 38). This attitude
exposed him to many hardships—he was arrested,
beaten, and flung into a dungeon and left to die ;
but the hardships no more, as in the days of
Jehoiakim, reflect themselves in a conflict in his
own heart. Like one whose vital energies have
exhausted themselves in a struggle with sickness,
he lies in quietness, calmly awaiting the end. He
awaits it with the more composure that he sees
beyond the end (chs. 30-33). After a siege of a
year and a half the city fell, and the Chaldoeans
appointed Gedaliah as their viceroy over the people
whom they left in the land. Jeremiah had been
found in the city and doomed along with the rest
of the inhabitants to deportation, and in company
of a band of exiles had been carried north to
Kamah. The part he had played in the siege,
however, became known to the Chaldaeans, and
orders came from the highest quarters to show him
consideration, and allow him his choice to go to Baby-
lon or remain at home. He chose to remain in the
land, and repaired to Gedaliah at Mizpah. When,
after a rule of no more than two months, the governor
was assassinated, the men of war, with Johanan,
son of Kareah, at their head, resolved to flee to
Egypt to escape the dreaded vengeance of the
Chaldseans. Jeremiah earnestly sought to dissuade
them from their purpose, but in vain, and he and
Baruch were carried down with them. It was the
last and the bitterest cup he had to drink. Failure
was written over his life. He had preached re-
pentance to his people, and they would not repent.
He counselled submission to Babylon, and they
refused to submit. He besought them to abide in
the land, and become the seed of a new nation
serving the Lord, and they answered by dragging
him with them to Egypt. Over the people and
their history, and over his hopes, the inscription
might be read, Ά full end.3 Nothing is known
of the manner of his death, though a tradition
says that he died at the hands of his own people.

Like many of the world's greatest children,
Jeremiah was little esteemed in his life, but when
dead his spirit breathed out upon men, and they
felt its beauty and greatness. The oppressed people
saw for ages in his sufferings a type of itself, and
drew from his constancy courage to endure and be
true. Imagery from the scenes of his life and
echoes of his words fill many of the psalms, the
authors of which were like him in his sorrows, and
strove to be like him in his faith. From being of
no account as a prophet he came to be considered
the greatest of them all, and was spoken of as
'the prophet' (cf. Mt 1614, Jn I2 1 614 740); and it
was told of him how in after-days he appeared in
visions to those contending for the faith like an
angel from heaven strengthening them (2 Mac
1513ff·).

ii. THE BOOK OF JEREMIAH.—In ch. 36 it is
stated that in the 4th year of Jehoiakim (605-4),
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no doubt after the battle of Carchemish in which
Egypt was defeated by Nebuchadnezzar, Jeremiah
was commanded to write all the words which J"
had spoken to him against Israel and Judah and
all the nations from the 13th year of Josiah till
that time. He dictated his prophecies to Baruch,
who read the roll next year in the temple in the
hearing of the people assembled from all parts of
the country at a fast. This roll was brought to
Jehoiakim, who cut it in pieces and threw it into
the grate. Jeremiah dictated the contents of the
roll anew to Baruch, and added many like words
(or, ' as many words more'). The added words
might consist in some measure of new oracles, but
in the main would be a fuller recapitulation of
former prophecies. Now (1) it is natural to sup-
pose that this second roll forms the earlier part
of our present book, though how far into the
book it extends is difficult to say. It was, how-
ever, only one of the elements out of which the
present book was compiled, and it is not certain
how far the compiler or redactor of the book
maintained the original order of the roll. Some
passages may have been transferred in order to
unite them with later passages of a similar nature,
e.g. 2210"12·13ff· with 22-4ff·. Some parts of ch. 25
certainly belonged to the first roll (259·10 with 3629)
and also to the second ; the passage, however, was
removed from its original place (possibly to form
an introduction to a series of prophecies against
the nations), and is now redactional and greatly
glossed. (2) Baruch's statement, that he wrote
from the prophet's mouth, need not absolutely
exclude the use of some written notes by Jeremiah,
though the command to 'write' his prophecies
seems to imply that nothing had hitherto been
published. Being dictated mainty from memory,
prophecies extending over three and twenty years
cannot have been reproduced exactly as they were
spoken. It was the purpose of the prophet to
preserve and lay before the people a compend of
his ideas and teaching, his judgment upon the past
history of the people and on their present condition,
and his convictions regarding the inevitable issues
in the future, without much regard to the circum-
stances in which the ideas had been originally
expressed. Hence these early chapters are frag-
mentary and without connexion ; passages in the
same chapter may belong to different situations.
The headings and dates are editorial, or at least
secondary, and were not contained in Baruch's
roll. This is evident from the indefiniteness of
some of them, e.g. 36 'in the days of Josiah,' and
from the similarity of those in the earlier to those
in the later part of the book (cf. the identical
forms, 71 341 351 401 441 and 141 with 461 471 4934).
Being dictated more than 20 years after they were
spoken, the earliest passages may to some extent be
coloured by later reflection. On the other hand,
as it was the prophet's purpose to give a compend
of the principles of his teaching, the fact that some
sententious passages stand isolated, e.g. 923·24 1619ff·
175ff" 1712ff>, is no evidence that they are not original.
(3) The parts of the book belonging to a date sub-
sequent to the 5th year of Jehoiakim are very
confused, and the order in which they stand is in
many cases inexplicable. There are passages, e.g.
chs. 24. 27, which seem to come from the prophet's
own hand, but most of his sayings after this time
are enclosed in historical settings. These historical
elements are not from the prophet's own hand,
though from whose hand they come is uncertain.
Naturally, there is no absolute guarantee that the
prophet's words enclosed in the historical frames
are exact reproductions of the language used by
him. Of course Jeremiah may have preserved
jottings, or some contemporary, such as Baruch,
may have done so, and these may have been at the

compiler's disposal; or, in some cases the prophet's
words may already have been set in the historical
frame when they came into the compiler's hand.;
and in other instances, as it was obviously his
intention to give as complete a biography of
Jeremiah as possible, he may have relied on those
who were contemporaries of the prophet and
preserved in their memories both the scenes and
the words spoken by him. There would be a
number of such persons alive in the second half of
the exile. At all events the histories are well
informed and trustworthy, though some obscurities
may suggest that they were not written till some
time after the events which they describe (268 with
2616), and that they are not all from the same hand
(3914ff· with 40lff·)· In some cases where the narra-
tive begins by speaking of 'Jeremiah the prophet,'
and then introduces him speaking directly, there
may be room for supposing that the narrator
dramatizes the information at his command. The
passage 427'22, both on account of its rather debased
style and its other peculiarities, is probably a free
construction from the hand of the historian; and in
some other passages the accumulation of phrases
characteristic of the prophet is in excess of what
would be natural from himself, and suggests the
work of a compiler very familiar with his peculiari-
ties. Though it is impossible to say when or by
whom the histories were composed, or do more than
hazard very precarious conjectures in explanation of
the place occupied by some of them in the book {e.g.
26. 36. 35), it is generally clear to what situations in
the prophet's life they refer and what oracles they
illustrate, and thus when they are disposed in
their proper places the book may be read with a
certain consecutiveness.

1. The reign of Josiah.—Ύο Josiah's reign belong· chs. 1-6,
mainly to the time before his Reform. The date 12 belongs to
ch. 1; 13 is a later insertion, meant probably to apply to the
whole book (2 Κ 25$). Chs. 2-6 are a compend of many oracles,
but may be considered as two discourses, 21-44 and 45-630, the
first giving the prophet's verdict on the people's history from
the beginning, and the second announcing the inevitable issue
of such a history. 36£f·, where Judah is contrasted with Israel,
is rightly assigned to the reign of Josiah, for the idea that such
a contrast could be of the date of chs. 30. 31 (Ew., Kuen.) is
altogether improbable. 314-18 appear to be later than 36-13;
certainly vv.A7.18 a r e so, for v.i» implies the exile of Judah.
But the reference to Zion while Judah was still there (v.i*) is
unnatural, and mention of the 'ark ' when Israel is spoken to is
without meaning, and suggests that ark and temple were no
more. The question whether 319̂ · be the secution of 31-5 or of
36-13 i s difficult. Formally, either connexion is suitable. 3 1 5

seems the continuation of ch. 2 and refers to ' Israel' as a whole,
though Judah may be alluded to in v.4f.; but Judah does not
seem spoken of under the name ' Israel,' except when the
general idea of the whole family is in the prophet's mind. If
§i9ff. follow 31-5, the passage continues as in ch. 2 to refer to the
whole family of Israel. Some things are in favour of this, e.g.
the gracious design of God, v.19, most naturally refers to the
whole family ; the designation ' the lovely land' more probably
describes Canaan as a whole than either half of i t ; and 4*· 2, if
original, recall the promises made to Israel in its unity. On the
other hand,' children of Israel' (v.2i) rather suggests Israel of the
north, and 43-4} which have no connexion with 45ff·, might be
the natural conclusion to 3l-5. At all events 3i9ff· are not
spoken of Judah alone, but refer either to Israel as a whole or
to Israel of the north, continuing 36"13. The words ' her sister,'
vv.7.8.10, a r e w a n t i n g in LXX, cf. Ezk 23H. 1719-27 on the
Sabbath, which might be after the Reform, are usually con-
sidered a later insertion.

2. The reign of Jehoiakim.—{1.) In ch. 7 Jeremiah threatens
the temple with the fate of Shiloh. The historical commentary
ch. 26, itself of later date, refers the discourse to the beginning
of Jehoiakim's reign. Indeed it might naturally be placed immedi-
ately after the death of Josiah. The people's trust in the temple,
which occasioned Jeremiah's threat, implies a feeling of danger,
but the danger was over when Jehoiakim was raised by Necho
to the throne. Neither is there any allusion to the king in ch.
26, it is the priests who arraign Jeremiah. The story of Uriah
(2620ff·) is an addition to illustrate the danger of Jeremiah ; the
incident itself may have been later, though early in the reign
of Jehoiakim, for only when Egypt and Israel were friendly
would extradition of the prophet have been granted- (2.) The
brief oracle on Jehoahaz (Shallum) and Josiah, 2210-12, is of the
same period. (3.) 729-83 is an oracle against Tophet. Ch. 19
probably supplies the historical situation. The incidents,
though before the 4th year of Jehoiakim, are later than 71-28.
(4.) Chs. 7-10 as a whole (apart from 101-16) appear to belong to
the same period, though there is much that is obscure in them.
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The presentiment of a foe from the north (8™ 1017-22), the
vision of an invasion and siege (814ff·), the agitation of the
prophet at the prospect of the approaching calamity (8i8ff·), and
his call to the mourning women to prepare a lamentation (917ir·),
are strange in the early years of Jehoiakim, and recall the
situation in chs. 5. 6. Hence some scholars have assigned
chs. 7-10 to Josiah's reign ; but parts, e.g. 7 l f f·, are certainly
later. The whole at any rate appears earlier than the 4th year of
Jehoiakim, for after this Jeremiah always names 'the king of
Babylon.' (5.) 111-126 also appear to be of this period. 111-8 are
very obscure. Vv.9-17} charging Judah with ' conspiracy,' that is,
defection from the Covenant, belong to the time of Jehoiakim,
and the commands in vv.6-8 are referred by Giesebrecht to the
same period, though they have usually been thought to refer to
Dt and Josiah's Reform. The plot of the people of Anathoth
against Jeremiah's life (1118-126) would hardly be occasioned by
his action in connexion with Josiah's Reform, but be owing to
his charge of ' conspiracy' at a later time. His complaints
121-6 also suggest this period of his history. (6.) Chs. 18-20.
Ch. 18 appears now connected with the historical passage 191-
206. Ch. 18 teaches that God's dealing with men is moral, that
He treats them as their moral conduct permits Him to do ; it
is only a secondary inference from this that prophecy is con-
ditional, threats and promises being alike revocable according
to men's actions. If ch. 19 gave the situation of 72y-83, ch. 18
might belong to about the same time. On account of the
speech in Tophet, repeated in the temple (1914ff), Pashhur put
Jeremiah for a night in the stocks. If Jeremiah's inability to
go to the temple (365) were due to Pashhur's action, the incidents
and oracles 181-2018 would belong to the eve of the 4th year of
Jehoiakim, though the narrative was not written till later. In
204ff·, however, Pashhur is threatened with deportation to Baby-
lon, and it would be necessary to assume (Kuen.) that the later
narrator had reported Jeremiah's words somewhat generally.
(7.) There is little in chs. 14-15, referring to a drought, or in
161-l718 to suggest a date, whether before or after the 4th year
of Jehoiakim. Such passages as 1510 might suggest that the
prophet was free to go about among the people, before he had
to go into hiding for fear of arrest (3626), and 16lff· might seem
to reflect an early rather than a late date in his life. The idea
that 1711 refers to Jehoiakim, and 175"10 to his premeditated
revolt (Kuen.), seems far-fetched. (1511-!4 appear to refer to
the people, and are misplaced; 16 1 4 · 1 5 though in LXX is an
obvious insertion). (8.) According to ch. 36, Baruch wrote a
second roll in the 5th year of Jehoiakim containing additions.
This roll would thus include chs. 1-6, 7-10 (except 101-16), I I 1 -
126, probably 14-15, 161-1718 (22i0ff·? 22i3ff·?), the genuine
portions of 25, and probably 45, the short promise to Baruch.
Whether 18 and 20"ff· also stood in the roll may be uncertain, as
the passages are now enclosed in a historical setting of a later
date. (9.) To a later time in the reign of Jehoiakim belong
127-17, which appear to reflect the situation after his revolt
(2 Κ 24iff·)· Ch. 35 also narrates an incident in connexion with
the Rechabites probably of the same time. (10.) Ch. 13, describ-
ing a symbolical action with Jeremiah's girdle, is usually assigned
to the short reign of Jehoiachin, on account of the allusion to
him and his mother in v.i8f·. There is nothing in the other
parts of the chapter to suggest this situation; but if Perath
(v.4) be the Euphrates, the date would in any case be later than
the 4th year of Jehoiakim and Carchemish.

3. Reign of Zedekiah (597-586). —(1.) To the beginning of the
reign of Zedekiah belongs ch. 24, the vision of the two baskets
of figs, the good representing the exiles of 597, the bad the
people left at home. (2.) Chs. 21-23 contain a collection of
fragments belonging to very different dates on the leading
classes in Judah, the kings 21H-238, and the prophets 239"40.
Whether some of these fragments stood in the original roll
may be uncertain; the present collection cannot have been
made before the time of Zedekiah (2224ff), probably not before
the Exile (233ff·). (3.) To the 4th year of Zedekiah (281) belong
chs. 27-29 (271 is a mistaken gloss, wanting in LXX), containing
the prophet's opposition to the projected confederacy against
Babylon (27), his conflict with Hananiah over the duration of
the Exile (28), and his letter to the exiles (29). These three
chapters have certain peculiarities in common: (1) The LXX
text is shorter, particularly in 27 ; (2) certain differences of
spelling appear, e.g. Yirmeyah for Yirmeyahu, and so in
similar names, and Nebuchadnezzar (for -rezzar). The peculiari-
ties (2) are lost in Gr. ; in LXX the name Nebuch. occurs only
once (276). In explanation of these peculiarities it has been sug-
gested that chs. 27-29 may have circulated separately and been
glossed; but as LXX shows that the glosses were introduced
after the redaction of the book, it must also be supposed that at
a late date the genuine text was collated with one of these
glossed rolls of 27-29, and supplemented from it,—an intricate
hypothesis. The rest of the book (except 46-51) belongs to the
time of the siege and later. (4.) 211-10 the prophet's reply to the
message of Zedekiah at the beginning of the siege. The passage
has been united to 2in f f·, the common subject being the kings
of Judah. (5.) Ch. 37, containing Jeremiah's reply to another
message from Zedekiah, is later, belonging to the time when the
siege was raised by the appearance of the Egyptians. Ch. 34,
relating to the manumission of bondservants and their reduction
to slavery again, is of the same date. When the siege was raised
Jeremiah attempted to go to Anathoth, but was arrested and flung
into a dungeon (37i5ff·)· Zedekiah released him, and placed
him in the court of the guard, where he remained till the city
fell (3828). In this place it appears he could speak to the people
(38lff·), and persons from the outside had access to him (ch. 32).
On account of his disheartening speeches to the people and
soldiery, the officers had him let down into a cistern, from

which he was liberated by Ebed-melech (ch. 38), who receives
the promise 3915tf·. To the time after his rescue by Ebed-melech
belongs his interview with Zedekiah 3814ff·* ; but whether the
incident of the purchase of the field at Anathoth (ch. 32) took
place before or after his rescue is uncertain. To the time of his
detention in the court of the guard belongs ch. 33, somewhat
later than 32 (' the second time' 331), and probably chs. 30. 31, re-
ferring to the Restoration of Judah and Israel. 33i4-26 are not
yet in LXX, and undoubtedly the chapters are otherwise
greatly glossed, though much in ch. 31 is original. Possibly
the chs. 30-33 formed a separate collection (302), and the sub-
ject was one that invited expansion. Usually Jeremiah employs
the terms ' Israel,' ' Ephraim' (twice house of Jacob 24 52 0); it is
only in these chapters that the simple name 'Jacob' occurs
(307.10.18 317.113326), for 1016 (5119) is not original, and 102& is
doubtful. The phrase * my servant Jacob' 3010- n (= 462?· 2«)
and much else reflects the language and ideas of Is 40 ff. (6.)
3828b (RV) 393· 14_44 narrate the events subsequent to the fall
of the city, and the history of Jeremiah in Egypt (391· 2 s e e m
out of place, and vv.4-i3 are wanting in LXX).

(7.) Chs. 46-51, prophecies against the nations. There are three
questions connected with these prophecies : (1) their genuineness
in whole (Driver, and in the main Kuen.), orinpart(Gies., Corn.),
or not at all (Stade, Wellh., Smend, Schwally); (2) the time in
the prophet's life to which they belong if genuine or partially so ;
and (3) their original position in the book. (1) Chs. 50. 51
(apart from 5159ff.) a r e almost universally recognized to be of a
later date than Jeremiah, and by another writer. With regard
to 46-49 it may be urged in favour of their genuineness, in
whole or in part, (a) that Jeremiah was conscious of being a
prophet to the nations (1*>· 10 is»ff· 272ff·) ; and (b) that he is com-
manded to write his prophecies ' against all the nations' (362).
It is doubtful, however, if such language as 362 implies the
existence of prophecies formally devoted to particular nations :
it might be satisfied by such passages as 1-6 924ί· 121Ί-17, and
particularly by 25'^·, and the enumeration (so far as original) of
nations in 2515-26. Jeremiah's own statement regarding former
prophets, that they prophesied against many countries and
against great kingdoms (288), forbids us to press the words of
362. If a genuine nucleus existed in 46-49 this would explain
the later amplification, and how though amplified the prophecies
continued to be ascribed to Jeremiah. On the other hand, the
figure of giving the nations to drink of the fury of J", and the
enumeration of peoples in 25i5ff·, might have suggested to some
writer or writers the composition of the prophecies to give
body to the idea of Jeremiah (cf. the relation of 5159ff· to chs.
50. 51). Such lengthy oracles against peoples which, with the
exception of Egypt, had no significance to Jeremiah or to the
time, are little probable from him. Ch. 461-!2 is later than
Carchemish, but such an exercise on a past event is scarcely to
be expected from Jeremiah. 46i3-28 might be a prophecy by
Jeremiah in Egypt, though, of course, also it might be an expan-
sion by another writer of some of his incidental threats against
that country (43i°ff); v.26b reminds of Ezk, and νν.27· 28 are a
repetition of 3010· n. It is wholly improbable that Jeremiah
should have excerpted Is 15. 16, as has been done in the pro-
phecj7 on Moab (4829-38)} and equally incredible that he should
have copied Obadiah, or, as the case may be, a prophecy which
is the basis of Obadiah, as has been done in the prophecy on
Edom (49?ff·). If Is 15. 16 were brought down in their present
form to the post-exilic time (Duhm), the problem in regard to
them would perhaps be the same as that in regard to Obadiah ;
but such a date has not been established. And it may be said
in general that the current impression that Jeremiah is
accustomed to cite or use his predecessors has little evidence
in its favour. A nucleus of genuine elements in 46-49 is
probably the most that can be assumed ; whether the expansions
be due to one hand or several may be difficult to say. Some
peculiarities are common to the chs., e.g. ηΐΏΓΐ intrans. or with
obj. unexpressed,465· 2i(parallel to D13), 473, 4839 (obj. expressed),
4924 (parallel to DIJ), cf. 498, but see particularly Nah 29; the
phrase Π j"vn 3ΊΠ 4616 5016, cf. 2538 ( s o read). The purpose of the
words, * Here endeth the judgment of Moab' 4847 is obscure, cf.
5l6 4 (both passages are wanting in LXX). It is curious that all
the promises to the nations of restitution (4626 4847 496· 39) are
wanting in LXX. (2) The date of the foreign prophecies, if
genuine, would be after Carchemish; whether any parts of
them stood in Baruch's roll cannot be ascertained. The pro-
phecy on Elam is assigned to the beginning of the reign of
Zedekiah (4934). (3) On the original place of chs. 46-49 in the
book see next section (iii.)· (8.) Finally, ch. 52 is a historical
extract, identical with 2 Κ 2418-25̂ 0, with the omission of 2 Κ
2522-26. Ch. 5228-30 a r e not yet in LXX. t

iii. HEBREW AND GREEK TEXTS.—The differ-
ences between the Heb. and Gr. texts are greater
in the Book of Jer than they are in any other
book, even Job. (1) The Gr. text is much shorter
than the Heb.—according to the calculation of

* Unless the reference to the ' house of Jonathan ' (3826) might
imply that the interview took place after his first deliverance
from the dungeon (3718-2i).

t On chs. 50. 51 cf. Budde, Jahrb. f. deutvhe Theol. 1878;
Driver, L0T§ p. 266ff. ; Kuen., OnderzoekP, § 57 ; Gies., Hand-
kom. 246 ff. ; Niigelsbach, Der Proph. Jer. u. Babylon, 1850.
On chs. 25. 46-49, Schwally, Ζ A W, 1888 ; Smend, Religionsges.
p. 238ff.; Bleeker, Jeremiah's Profetieen tegen de Volkeren.,
Groningen, 1894.
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Graf by about 2700 words, or one-eighth of the
book. (2) In Heb. the prophecies against the
nations stand at the end of the book (chs. 46-51),
in the Gr. they are inserted between 2513 and 2515

(v.14 being wanting), and they are given in a
different order from the Hebrew. Much in (1) was
due to the Heb. MS on which the translator
worked, which differed materially from our present
Massoretic text. The difference (2) must be spoken
of with less certainty: the place given to the
prophecies against the nations may have been
suggested by the translator's interpretation of
2513, and the order in which they stand may reflect
something of the political situation of the time.
But (3) a multitude of differences have arisen
through the defective work of the translator him-
self, who was anything but equal to his task.
The differences between the two texts were
formerly explained by the hypothesis of two
recensions—a shorter one, probably from the hand
of Jeremiah himself, which circulated in Egypt;
and a longer one, the work of Baruch or others,
which became the basis of the MT. But the
general identity of the two texts, and the fact that
some of the latest elements of the book are found
in LXX, show that such a hypothesis is both
unnecessary and false. Both texts reflect the
same archetype; but this archetype underwent a
gradual process of expansion, and the process is
reflected at an earlier stage (not necessarily an
earlier date) in the MS or MSS at the basis of
LXX, and at a more advanced stage in those at the
basis of the MT.

(1) Comparative value of the texts.—In estimating
the relative value of the Heb. and Gr. texts, one
must compare them, first, in those parts of the
book present in both texts ; secondly, in regard to
those parts present in Heb. but wanting in Gr.;
comparison in regard to a third class of passages,
those present in Gr. but wanting in Heb., though
it might be interesting, is of less importance.
That is, the comparative estimate must be in re-
gard both to quality and quantity. Speaking
generally, the MT is qualitatively greatly superior
to the Gr. ; but, on the other hand, quantitatively
the Gr. is nearer the original text. This judgment
is general, admitting many exceptions,—that is,
cases where the quality of the Gr. text is better,
and its readings more original than the Heb., e.g.
22o 428 n i 5 167 2333 419 46s2, and many more; and
also cases where, in regard to quantity, Heb. is to
be preferred, the omissions in LXX being due to
faults in the translator's MS, to his own oversight,
or to his tendency to scamp and abridge. Every
individual case of difference must be examined
before a judgment can be pronounced. In regard to
such large passages as 3314"26 394"13, and even many
minor ones, e.g. in chs. 25. 27-29, judgment will
readily be given in favour of LXX, in which they
are wanting; but there is a multitude of other
cases in which a decision is difficult. Of the four
synonyms for ' destroy' I10, LXX has only three;
and again in 187, where three of the synonyms
occur, LXX has only two. The exclamation,
' temple of the Lord' 74, stands in Heb. thrice, in
LXX twice ; so * Ο earth' 2229, only twice in LXX.
The words * of hosts' in the divine name are said
to be wanting 56 times (21968etc.), the parenthetical
* saith the Lord' 64 times, and in · Jeremiah the
prophet' the title prophet is usually absent. Now,
when it is considered that LXX shows an un-
doubted tendency to abridgment, while the ideal
of later Heb. style was fulness and roundness of
phraseology, the two considerations puzzle the
judgment and hold it in suspense. The title the
prophet is probably in many cases a Heb. addition,
the want of the synonym a Gr. abbreviation. It
would not be just to charge the LXX translator

with arbitrary omission on a large scale. There
are over 30 passages which are repeated in the
book (some twice), and LXX contains all the
repetitions with the exception of 7, and these 7,
it is safe to say, were not in the translator's MS.
(For list of repeated passages see Driver, p. 276 f. ;
Kuen. § 5811; and for those wanting in LXX,
Kuen. § 5812).

(2) Original place of chs. 46 ft. — It is quite
evident that prophecies of the compass of chs.
46-49 as they now exist could not have been con-
tained in Baruch's roll. If only a genuine nucleus
of them existed they might have followed ch. 25
in its original form and position, though the
amplification of them would be more intelligible
if they had existed in a separate form. If the
prophecies were extant in their present compass
when the book was redacted, we might suppose
that, according to the analogy of Is and Ezk, they
would be placed in the middle of the book after
ch. 25. And this would have been their natural
place, following the symbol in 2515ff* and the
enumeration of nations in 2518"26, the nations
named being in the main those to which the
prophecies refer. The supposition that this was
the original place of 46-49 is at least plausible, if
nothing more. When the extensive passage chs.
50. 51 was introduced into the book at a later
time, chs. 46 if. were connected with it and trans-
ferred to the end of the book. The place of chs.
46-51 in LXX between 2513 and 2515 is quite
unnatural, for the chapters should certainly have
followed and not preceded the enumeration of
nations in 2515"26 to which they refer. It is prob-
able that 46-51 occupied a place at the end of the
book, as in Heb., even in the MS used by the LXX
translator. Simultaneously with the reception of
chs. 50. 51 or in consequence of it, various glosses
were introduced, e.g. 25llb"14, or at least v.12ff·
(50 lb; cf. 5160b). In 2513 ' even all that is written
in this book, which Jeremiah prophesied against
all the nations,' LXX translator took the last
clause to be independent, rendering, That which
Jeremiah prophesied against the nations. The
words thus became a title, and chs. 46 fF. were
transferred from their former place and made to
follow it. Neither is the order of the prophecies
in LXX original; the order in Heb. corresponds
in the main to that of the nations enumerated in
2515"26, and has all the marks of originality.

The translator from Heb. had many difficulties to contend
with: the text had no vowels; the letters do not appear to
have been divided (in all cases at least) into words; the vowel
letters were sparsely written, and thus the plur. and sing, forms
of the verb were identical; MSS were badly written, similar
letters like d and r being often confused; there were
contractions liable to be misunderstood; Heb. was a dead
language, the living Shemitic tongue being Aramaic; and
much else. The translator of Jer shows the usual faults of the
Gr. version in an aggravated form, (a) He divides words
wrongly (56 818 95 209 2220 318 4615). φ) He vocalizes wrongly
(223.34 311020 3113). (c) When letters like d and r are confused
in his MS, he has not sufficient knowledge to perceive the error
(216 3151512 315 4922). (d) He renders proper names as appellatives
and vice versa, 87 2113 3121 46I6. 25 4913- 28.30 5127 (46I6 5016 yin
ηΐ?η, μάχαιρα, ιλλνριχνί). (β) His knowledge of the language is
very deficient: an archaic suffix puzzles him (n?3 is read
n^a 86 151° 207); much in the Heb. vocabulary is unfamiliar
to him (ZT2DP "l'lJD is rendered differently each time that it
occurs, and generally referred to the root gur, ' t o sojourn');
and in syntax he supposes an adj. may stand before its noun
(2230 46i&?). (/) He makes arbitrary changes in person and
number to a greater extent than usual in LXX (230 318.20 417 37
725 818 etc.). (g) He is loose and hasty and without a sense of
responsibility, often thinking it enough to give an average or
approximate rendering of the original (7iff·). If he has wrongly
put a sense on a word which will not harmonize with the rest
of the verse he modifies the other words, or, if they be wholly
intractable, omits them (216 411.12 526 8*8). In 2925-29 the sense
is entirely missed, (h) It is scarcely due to purpose, but rather
to his easy-going style of operation, that when a passage is
repeated verbatim, his rendering of it in the second instance
differs much from that in the first, (i) He shares the curious
fancy of LXX translators for rendering by a word similar in
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sound to the Heb. (95 ηΐη? ψι (sic) τόκος Ι*) τόχφ, 3121 πηηοη
rtfjwpmv (4831? δι2??). Whether in 4615 ^Π (ψφ) was rendered

**A5T/f is rather uncertain).
LITERATURE ON THE TEXT.—Spohn, Jeremias vates e vers.

Judceorum Alex, emendatus, 1824 ; Kueper, Jerem. librorum
ss. interpres atque vindex, 1837 ; Movers, De utriusque recens.
vatic. Jerem. mdole et origine, 1837; Wichelhaus, Be Jerem.
versione Alexandrina, 1847; Scholz, Der Mass. Text u. die
LXX Uebers. des Buches Jer. 1875; Kiihl, Das Verhaltniss der
Massora zur Sept. im Jeremia, 1882; Workman, The Text of
Jeremiah, 1889; Streane, The Double Text of Jeremiah, 1896;
also the Comm. of Graf, p. xlff., and Giesebrecht, p. xixff.;
Kuen., Onderz. § 58 ; cf. also Cornill's critical edition of the Heb.
text in Haupt's SBOT.

iv. REDACTION OF THE BOOK.—In the absence
of all direct information, anything better than a
more or less plausible hypothesis concerning the
redaction of the book is not attainable. Perhaps
three stages in its history can be traced. (1) The
second roll of Baruch, belonging to the 5th year
of Jehoiakim. There is every reason to suppose
that this roll has in the main been preserved in
the early part of the book. The contents of the
roll were chs. 1-6. 7-10 (except 101"16), l l 1 -^ 6 ,
probably 14. 15. Ιβ1-!?18, 25 in its original form,
possibly 45; whether 18. 207ff· belonged to the roll
may be uncertain; and the same must be said of
2210ff- and of any parts of 46-49 that may be sup-
posed genuine. The roll, however, was in some
cases broken up, and some parts certainly belong-
ing to it (ch. 25) are now found after elements of
a much later date, while elements of a later date
appear inserted before or among parts belonging to
it (127ff·). The roll was only one of the elements
used in the redaction of the book, and it was not
regarded as inviolable. We should hardly be
right if we regarded our present book as a growth,
the roll being the fundamental writing to which
other prophecies were added as they successively
came into existence, or if we supposed a series of
successive redactions (Kautzsch, Abriss, p. 75; cf.
Driver, p. 270). The present order of the contents
of the book forbids such suppositions, e.g. 21n-238

as a collection is later than the fall of the city,
while ch. 24 is of the beginning of the reign of
Zedekiah; chs. 30-33 as a collection also belongs
to the Exile, while ch. 35 is of the reign of
Jehoiakim. Such a shuffling of the contents,
supposing them to have had originally a historical
order, is quite improbable.

(2) The second stage was the actual redaction
of the book. At some time, possibly not a great
many years after the prophet's death, some person
or persons undertook the work of gathering
together all the fragments of his oracles and
furnishing as complete a biography of him as
possible. The biographical interest was perhaps
the predominant one. All the available materials,
the original roll and other existing sources, were
used, and probably the compiler himself, either
from his own knowledge or by inquiry, was able
also to make considerable contributions. But
how much belongs to sources ready to the com-
piler's hand, and how much is due to himself, it is
impossible to discover. As has been already said,
Jeremiah may have preserved jottings of his
speeches, or some contemporary such as Baruch
may have done so, and these may have lain before
the editor; or, in a number of cases the prophet's
words may already have been set in a historical
frame when they came into the compiler's hand.
There appears to be something like collections in
the book, e.g. chs. 18-20. 21-23. 27-29. 30-33, and
the like, and some of these may have arisen at the
hands of different persons during the Exile. There
is nothing more likely than that a number of the
historical passages, with the prophet's words
enclosed in them, may be from the hand of Baruch,
who continued with the prophet after the fall of
the city and accompanied him to Egypt. But

some of the narratives are probably due to other
persons and some to the compiler. The various
headings are from the hand of the compiler, but the
inference from the identity of the heading in chs.
34. 35. 40. 44, that these historical passages are also
the work of the compiler (Kuen.), is scarcely cogent,
for the same heading has been given to chs. 7 ft'.,
which the compiler certainly did not write. From
the promiscuous way in which such historical
narratives as chs. 26. 36. 35 have been placed in
the book, it may perhaps be inferred that these
passages came as distinct and complete composi-
tions into the redactor's hand. However much
in the book may be due to Baruch, everything
shows that he was not the editor. The date of the
redaction cannot be strictly fixed. The reverence
manifested for the prophet is no criterion of date,
for this reverence, beginning after his death, con-
tinued to increase. Kuenen has suggested the
second half of the Exile. The passage 2 Κ 2523"26

appears to be dependent on the fuller narrative,
Jer 407ff·, and this fact would imply that the Book
of Jer was in existence before the Book of Kings
was closed, about the end of the Exile (on the other
hand, 39 l b·2·4 '1 8 taken from 2 Κ 25 is a later inter-
polation). There is perhaps nothing in the Book
of Jer which necessitates a later date, such passages
as 101"16 and chs. 50. 51 having been introduced
into the book after its redaction. There is no
doubt much in chs. 46-49 that might be of the
post-exilic period. The complexion of chs. 30-33
might also imply a lower date than the Exile, but
the want of 3314"26 in LXX shows that the amplifi-
cation of these chs. went on after the book had been
compiled. The redaction took place in Babylon or
Palestine, not in Egypt.

(3) This Book of Jer thus edited is the archetype
both of the Heb. and Greek. But this book under-
went modifications, some passages being added
and some amplifications of the text being intro-
duced. This process of enlargement forms the
third stage in the history of the book, {a) Some
additions and insertions penetrated into all the
MSS, e.g. chs. 50. 51. 52, 101"16 (except νν.6"8· ly),
1614·15 1719'27, and much more, {b) From others
the MSS at the basis of LXX remained free, e.g.
3314-26 394-i3} a n £ m u c n else, particularly in chs.
25. 27-29. This latter fact does not imply with
certainty that all the additions in MT are later
than LXX translation, because contemporary MSS
may have had different histories even in the same
country (treatment of MSS being so free), and
particularly if circulating in different countries.
The differences between the Heb. and Gr. might
certainly be easier explained if we could suppose
the MS or MSS on which LXX is founded carried
early to Egypt. Egyptian Jews would probably
occupy themselves less with the original text than
those in Babylon or Palestine, and thus the MSS,
even if transcribed, would more retain their
primitive form. Amplifications of the text and
interpolations really reflect the moods of religious
life and hope, and this life was fuller in Palestine
than in Egypt.

v. LITERARY STYLE.— The literary style of
Jeremiah can scarcely be spoken of, because,
strictly speaking, we have no literature from him.
The narrative pieces in the book are not from his
own hand; and even when fragments of his
speeches are reported in these narratives, they
have in many cases passed through the narrator's
mind, and may have been somewhat modified.
The presence of some or many characteristic
phrases of Jeremiah in the reports is not proof of
their literal fidelity. And in any case such reports
are mere compends, in regard to which the question
of style can hardly be raised. The only parts of
the book on which a judgment in respect of style
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can be formed are the chapters dictated to Baruch,
chs. 1-17, and any other passages which appear to
come directly from Jeremiah's own hand. Even
the dictated passages are mere outlines and
skeletons; the prophet's object was to preserve
and present to others the matter, the religious
contents of his oracles,—he was little solicitous
about the form. No doubt something of Jeremiah's
literary manner will be reflected in these frag-
ments, but they represent very inadequately what
he was capable of as a writer. We have no litera-
ture from Jeremiah in the sense in which we have
literature from Isaiah. The flowers of Jeremiah's
diction and thought have reached us only after
being cut and pressed; the bloom and fragrance
yet remaining with them suggest faintly what they
were when fresh. The monotonousness and repeti-
tion, both of ideas and language, of which writers
complain, are owing in good degree to the fact
that, in dictating his outline, it was the prophet's
purpose to impress strongly certain great ideas,
and the same ideas naturally carry with them the
same language, though it will always remain a
question how many of the repetitions are due to
himself. The literary remains of Jeremiah differ
from the writings of Isaiah in being formally less
perfect: the poetical rhythm is not so regular,
losing itself often in elevated prose. Yet even
formally there is much true poetical parallelism,
and there are many examples of the Kinah or
Elegy, artistically beautiful and full of pathos, e.g.
920.2113isf. 20f. 18i4ff. 226ff·. T h e l a n g u a g e of J e r e m i a h
wants the condensed energy of that of the earlier
prophets. He belonged to a later literary age,
and the progress of language is always towards
analysis, gaining in lucidity, but losing in com-
pression. Much of the power of the earlier prophets
arises from the fact that their age was a creative
one, and they project their religious conceptions
with an energy and completeness that can never
again be imitated. Jeremiah is their heir, their
principles already run in his blood, and what in
them was intellectual power is transmuted in him
into spiritual life. So far as style can be spoken
of in Jeremiah, his style perfectly reflects all the
articulations of thought and all the hues of emotion
of his mind. He was a nature characterized by
simplicity, reality, pathos, tenderness, and a
strange piety, but subject to his emotions, which
were liable to rise into passions. His mind was set
on a minor key, and his temper elegiac. And to
all this his language is true. Could sadness be
expressed in sadder words than these, ' The harvest
is past, the summer is ended, and we are not
saved' ? His phrases haunt the ear : · Before your
feet stumble on the dark mountains.' ' Is there no
balm in Gilead ?' Ά voice was heard in Ramah.'
* If thou hast run with the footmen and they have
wearied thee.' ' Surely I have heard Ephraim
bemoaning himself.' ' Return, ye backsliding chil-
dren.' The quaint simplicity of his words to God
provokes a smile : ' Ο Lord, wherefore are all they
happy that deal very treacherously?' Usually
his address is lofty and touching : ' Ο the hope of
Israel, the saviour thereof in time of trouble, why
shouldst thou be as a stranger in the land?' (148ί·
16191712ff·)· Tn sombre realism he has no match
among the prophets; witness such terrible pas-
sages as 15lff· 423ff· (cf. the symbol 2515ff·, and such
descriptions as 515ff* 917"22). He was sent to be the
prophet of doom and death, and his soul revolted
against the task. He gloats over life, its human
activities (3243ff·), its sounds and mirth and all its
music (734 169); and he recoils from death, and
shudders as he sees the shadow enter in at the
windows, and feels the awful silence, when there
is no sound of a mill and no shimmer of a candle.
There is one peculiarity which gives a charm to

his style, a certain unconscious dramatizing, when,
after describing a situation, he makes those in-
volved in it speak directly, without the word ' say-
ing' e.a. 225 322 419·31 64·5·24 911"18 1019 II 1 9 124·5 U1?
15

e-9>
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Jeremiah's language has some marks of the later style : words
in -uth are not infrequent, and he begins to Aramaize ; cases
occur of vav cop. with perf., and the Μ of direction is otiose
(I1 3). Certain phrases and expressions are often repeated : e.g.
to break the yoke and burst the bands (220 55); to turn the back
and not the face (227 1817); ίο receive correction (230 53 728); to
come into mind (2b by rh]i 316 731195); the evil of your doings
(44 2112 232-22); great destruction (Ί2ψ 46 611417); the refrain,
shall I not visit for these things ? etc'. (59· 29 99); heal the hurt
slightly (61·4 8 1 1); the phrase, rising up early, and sending,
speaking, etc. (Ώ3ψη 713· 25 265 2919); to incline the ear (72*· 26118
1723); the voice of mirth and gladness, etc. (734 169 2510); at the
time that 1 visit them (615 812 1123 2312); terror round about
(625 203-10); over which my name has been called (7ΐθ· 11.14.30);

the sword, the famine, and the pestilence (with a variety of
order, 14*2 153 217) ; and others. See Driver's full list, p. 275.
It is doubtful if to make a full end (nby Π7|) ought to be
reckoned ; it seems extraneous in 427 510.18 (3011 = 4628). Neither
should the contorted syntax 141 46I 471 49̂ 4 be ascribed to
Jeremiah. Peculiar are Tpn used of God(3i2) ; EWJ hopeless ! in
the mouth of the people (225 1812); HND "jftej? shorn on the
iem^es (925 [Eng.26] 2523); Ο χ ; i D ^ (2331) ; '• % n slain of J"
(2533); the hiph. of rhn dream (298); the phrase Π3Π1·) 'τΒΠ
present supplication (3826 429, Qal 367 3720 422, cf. Dn 920).'

vi. SOME RELIGIOUS IDEAS.—The Book of Jer
does not so much teach religious truths as present
a religious personality. Prophecy had already
taught its truths, its last effort was to reveal itself
in a life. But though the truths in Jeremiah are
old, they all appear in him with an impress of
personality which gives them novelty. He is not
to be read for doctrines in their general form on
God and the people, but for the nuances which his
mind gives them. Though he might not be aware
of it, we can perceive that all his thoughts are
coloured by the religious relation to God of which
he was himself conscious.

(1) Sin.—In his earliest time it is the sin of the
people that occupies his mind, their unfaithfulness
to J". They followed Him in the wilderness, but
on entering Canaan they went far away from Him.
Every class became untrue to the idea of its
relation to Him. It is this change that seems
inexplicable to the prophet. He sets it in all
possible lights: ' What evil did your fathers find
in me?' (25). He contrasts the fidelity of the
nations to their gods, which yet are no gods (211).
At a later time he contrasts the fidelity of men
even to the injunctions of their ancestor, such as
the Rechabites (3514). The instinct which guides
the migrations of the stork is strangely unerring ;
the instinct of man's heart, which should direct it
to God, as strangely errs (87, cf. 232 1813ff·). We
understand Jeremiah's wonder at the change only
when we hear him say what to his mind God is:
' They have forsaken the fountain of living water.'
Isaiah crushed himself and crushed created man to
the ground with his awful Kadosh; his word was
true, but Jeremiah's ' the fountain of living water'
seems to come nearer the fulness of truth. The
words at any rate suggest the immediateness of
the relation of man to God in religion. And it is
this that Jeremiah insists upon, as Hosea and
Isaiah had done before him. His charge is the
unreality of men's religion; it is not with their
real selves that they serve J", and it is not J" in
His true being that they serve. Already in Josiah's
days Jeremiah perceived how illusory his Reform
was. Indeed it was doubtful if it had not made
the condition of things worse. Men thought that
when they worshipped at Jerusalem, and multi-
plied offerings there, they had done what J" desired.
It was a lie which was half a truth, and therefore
the harder to fight. It is not certain that Jeremiah
thought the lawbook altogether a good. People
prided themselves on it, it was wisdom to have i t ;
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they thought the possession of it put them right
with God (88·9). Pharisaism and Deuteronomy
came into the world the same day. The lawbook
little satisfied the prophetic idealism. Jeremiah
seeks to draw men's minds away from all that was
external—sacrifices, temple, ark, and lawbook—
to that which was inward and real. People spoke
much of reform ; he would have used another
word : * Break up the fallow ground, and sow not
among thorns'; ' Circumcise yourselves to the
Lord, and take away the foreskins of your heart3

(44); * Ο Jerusalem, wash thine heart from wicked-
ness' (414). Sin is ' the stubbornness of the evil
heart' (724 523). It is the heart that is good or ill.
Man is the heart of man. Jeremiah probably has
no general doctrine of human nature or its con-
dition, though he perhaps expresses what is
technically called habit when he says, * The heart
is deceitful above all things, and it is desperately
sick ; who can know it ?' (179). If not from nature,
by practice men become incapable of good : ' Can
the Ethiopian change his skin ? then may ye also
do good that are inured to do evil' (1323, cf. 728 84ff·).
Momentarily awoke by the prophet's appeals, the

steps' (1023). Sin is individually universal; a man
cannot be found in the streets of Jerusalem (51, cf.
86·10). No providences in God's hand can reform
them; the furnace will not purify them ; they
have been tried, and they are found reprobate
silver (627ff·). Only the creative hand of God can
change them; He will give them another heart,
and put His law in their inward parts (247 3131ff·).
Though Jeremiah, like Hosea, begins by consider-
ing the people as a moral personality, and never
loses hold of the idea of the nation (3116·28·31-34),
his thoughts just referred to are virtually indi-
vidualism.

(2) God.—In his doctrine of God Jeremiah agrees
with his predecessors, but with a significant nuance
of his own. J" is God alone, the gods of the nations
are no gods (211 1619if·), and the Gentiles shall yet
confess it. J" rules among the nations, giving
them all to drink of the wine of His cup, and
putting the world and all that dwell in it into the
hand of Nebuchadnezzar (2515ff· 2714ff·). Like all
later prophets, Jeremiah sees His power and God-
head manifested in nature : ' Are there any among
the vanities of the heathen that can cause rain ?
or can the heavens give showers?' (1422 524), par-
ticularly in that perpetual wonder the restraint of
the raging sea (522). These are external things.
It is in that which He is to His people and His
servants that J" is truly revealed, e.g. in His
gracious designs with Israel: * I thought how I
shall put thee among the children ! ye shall call
me my Father' (319), and in the joy which His ser-
vice brings : ' Thy words were found and I did eat
them, they were the joy and rejoicing of mine
heart' (1516). It is in the passages where Jeremiah
intercedes for himself or the people that he realizes
most fully what J" is, 147ff·19ff· 1712ff·, or when he
gives a definition of what religion is: ' Let him
that glorieth glory in this, that he knoweth me,
that I am the Lord which exercise loving-kindness,
judgment, and righteousness in the earth, for in
these things I delight' (924). But the conception
of God receives a new shade in Jeremiah. His
definition of man as the heart of man leads to a
corresponding definition of God: J" is He who
trieth the heart and the reins (II2 0171 0 2012). This
definition is just the reflexion of Jeremiah's own
experience. He does not infer that J" searches the
heart from any general doctrine he holds of the
divine omniscience; he reasons the other way:
Because J'' tries the heart, He is omniscient, * Can
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any hide himself in secret places that I shall not
see him ?' (2323· 2 4). Positively, Jeremiah expresses
his idea of religion when he says, ' Blessed is the
man that trusteth in the Lord, whose hope the
Lord is' (175tf·)· The principle of religion is faith.

(3) The Future.—Jeremiah's first and continued
conviction is that the nation is doomed to destruc-
tion. There is something inexplicable to us in this
certainty. It might seem mediated by his profound
sense of the national sin (414·22ff·), just as he was
assured that his fellow prophets were false because
of their ethical shallowness, and their healing the
hurt of the people slightly (2317 288). But then
this difference of ethical standard between him and
other prophets is equally inexplicable. His judg-
ment, both of the prophets and the people, seems
the unconscious reflection of his own religious
relation to God. But he does not analyze ; he
knows his consciousness, and it is given directly by
God. In his earliest days Judah seems to him a
mass of perdition ; a man could not be found in
the streets of Jerusalem (51); the furnace had
failed to separate silver from lead—there was no
silver (627ff·). Yet it was impossible that God
should make a full end of His people (ch. 32); and
his hopes seem for the time placed on Israel of the
North. Backsliding Israel was justified above
treacherous Judah. And in the name of J" he
proclaims to the north, ' Return, ye backsliding
children, and I will heal your backslidings' (314·22);
and his prophetic ear catches a voice from the bare
heights, the weeping and the supplications of the
children of Israel, ' Behold, we come unto thee,
thou art the Lord our God' (321). With the first
captivity of 597 the prophet's judgment on Judah
seems softened ,· there was hope for the nation in
the captives, and he predicts their restitution : J"
will give them an heart to know Him (246ff·)· And,
finally, during the last times of the siege, when the
destruction of the nation was at hand, he embraces
both Judah and Israel in his promise of restoration
(chs. 30-33). All antagonisms between him and the
people were now over; his human feeling had
ceased to struggle against the irrevocable decree of
God, and he looked forward with composure to the
city's fall. His composure and certainty of the
future were but the reflexion of his own experience,
as in the case of all OT saints (Job 1925ff·, Ps 7323ff·).
The relation to God of which he is conscious is
indissoluble; it outlives all forms of national
existence. Indeed, from Hosea downwards the
prophets become more and more indifferent to the
form of a state, their ideal is that of a community
with a right mind towards God. Jeremiah does
not place reliance on the purifying trials of the
Exile ; his hope is in the creative hand of God, who
will give the people a heart to know Him (247), and
write His law in their inward parts (3131). The
true shepherd whom He will raise up to lead them
shall be called Jehovah Zidkenu, ' the Lord is our
righteousness' (235ff·).

(4) Jeremiah's Piety. <— There were pious men
before Jeremiah, but the long drawn out struggle
of his life revealed piety more than ever before.
Very different judgments have been passed on his
natural character. The lachrymose nature tradi-
tionally ascribed to him is based partly on the idea
that he was the writer of the Lamentations, and
partly on his own references to his tears. A
different view is expressed by Darmesteter {Les
Prophotes, 67), who says : ' During his 40 years of
prophesying he preaches, he acts, he curses: he
weeps little.' The contrasts revealed in his life
have been epigrammatically expressed by calling
him a figure 'cast in brass, dissolving in tears.'
Probably his fundamental human characteristic
was weakness. In those passages where he speaks
of himself as a wall of brass against his opponents,
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and where J" promises him victory over them, we
see not a sense of strength but a feeling of weak-
ness. They reflect what he feels he must be, but
is conscious he is not, what J" will do for him,
though it is not done. Isaiah was strong in him-
self ; the divine strength came to him unconsciously
as he threw himself into action, and was not dis-
tinguishable from his own. But Jeremiah was
conscious, introspective, distinguishing between
himself and God. The strength he had was from
without, hence it was fluctuating and convulsive.
In moments of conflict he was strong. When
dragged before the princes it was given him what
to speak (2612ff·)· He could run with the footmen,
or even like Elijah with the chariots, and not be
wearied ; but when the conflict was passed and he
took his life and history with him into hours of
stillness and solitude, the tide of divine strength
receded, and he was weakness itself,.

On the one hand, he had let himself be induced
to be a prophet. J" had revealed His mind to
him, His verdict on the people, and His purpose,
and he had entered into His mind, and stood on
His side. But this looking at people and things,
as might be said, from the standpoint of J" isolated
him; he neither borrowed nor lent, married nor
was a father, rejoiced with the joyful nor sorrowed
with the sorrowing (16lff·). Besides isolating him,
it brought persecution upon him. He felt the
hardness of J'"s service. Gladly would he have
laid his office at His feet. He would have been
thankful had he never known the truth. He
cursed the day of his birth, because his fellow-
ship with J" isolated him from all other fellowship,
and crushed down all that was human in him. For,
on the other hand, he profoundly sympathized with
the people. He was an Israelite indeed. Israel
in him struggled against its doom. The dumb
mind of the people found a voice in him. He
interceded for it, and his intercession was just
the resistance of his human heart to the idea of
the nation's destruction. He palliated its offences,
saying it was misled by the prophets (1413). He
expressed its better self in the confessions which
he put into its mouth (147"9 1419ff· 1023·24). He
wept over it (91 1317 1417). He was told, it is
enough ! He was in the cruellest dilemma. If
he pleaded for the people it was to be false to
J", to be false to his own convictions of truth,
false to what he knew to be the irrevocable will
of God. On the other hand, to threaten, above all
to threaten with zeal for God, was treason against
his own heart and against his people. Thus both
God and men seemed to reject him. But his
repulse by men drove him to God, and his repulse
by God made him press closer to Him. And thus
his life became a fellowship with God, his thoughts
and feelings a dialogue between him and God.

LITERATURE.—On the life of the prophet: Valeton, Viertal
Voorlezingen; Cheyne, Jer., His Life and Times, 1888; Marti,
Der Proph. Jer. von Anatot, 1889 ; Wellhamsen, Isr. u. Jild.
Gesch.% p. 141 ff.; Smend, Religionsgesch. 234 ff.; Cornill, Der
Isr. Prophetismus; Davidson, The Exile and the Restoration.
Commentaries : Ewald, 1868 ; Hitzig, 1866 ; Graf, 1862; Nagels-
bach (in Lange), 1868; Keil, 1872; Streane ('Camb. Bible'),
1881; Cheyne ('Pulpit Comm.'), 1883; Ball and Bennett ('Ex-
positor's Bible'), 1890,1895 ; Giesebrecht (' Hand-Komm.'), 1894.

A. B. DAVIDSON.
JEREMIAS {'lepe^as), 1 Es Θ34.— One of the sons

of Baani who put away his 'strange' wife. The
name corresponds to Jeremai in Ezr 1033, who is
mentioned among the sons of Hashum; it has been
inserted out of its right place in 1 Es.

JEREMIEL.—The name of the archangel who is
introduced in 2 Es 436 as answering the questions
of the righteous dead. AV has Uriel, the same
name as that of the angel who was sent to instruct
Esdras, 2 Es 41 520 1028.

JEREMOTH (nton:, ηϊοτ).—1. 2. Two Benjamites,
1 Ch 78 814. 3. S. Two Levites, 1 Ch 2323 2522, the
latter called in 2430 Jerimoth. 5. A Naphtalite,
1 Ch 2719. 6. 7. 8. Three of those who had married
foreign wives, Ezr 1026·27·29. In the last instance
J£er$ has nioni ' and Kamoth' (so AV). See GENE-
ALOGY.

JEREMY.—The form in which the name of the
prophet Jeremiah appears in both AV and RV of
1 Es I 2 8 · 3 2 · 4 7 · 5 7 2\ 2 Es 218, as well as in AV of
2 Mac 21·5·7, Mt 217 279. In the last three passages
RV has Jeremiah. The form Jeremy is used also
in both AV and RV in the title of the Epistle
ascribed to the prophet in Bar 61.

JEREMY, EPISTLE OF.—A brief apocr. com-
position purporting to have been written by Jere-
miah to the Jews who were about to be led, or had
been led (so Syr. and 7 Gr. cursives), into Babylon
(cf. Jer 29 [36]3). The author forewarns them that
the captivity, which is a visitation for sin, will
continue for seven generations; and his serious
purpose is to secure that in exile they may not
be so impressed by gorgeous idolatrous ceremonial
as to fall into apostasy. To effect this, he gives,
in popular style, a detailed exposure of the stupidity
of idolatry, which is partly an amplification of Jer
101"16, Is 449"19, but which also manifests an intimate
acquaintance with many inane and vicious heathen
practices.

There is a decided lack of logical sequence in the thoughts,
but the vanity of idolatry is emphasized by a sort of refrain, ten
times repeated at irregular intervals, and though in every case
intentionally varied as to verbal expression, yet always con-
veying the one meaning. ' This shows that idols are not gods,
therefore fear them not.' The thoughts are decidedly forceful,
and will perhaps gain in cogency if we arrange them a little
more logically, thus :—I. Idols need to be manufactured. They
are made by a carpenter, ace. to his wish (45) [verses from RV
throughout], covered with gold and silver (8), and decked with
garments ( n ) . II. They are devoid of perception. They cannot
speak (8), see (19), hear howlings of priests (32), or hear prayer
(41). III. They have no powers of self-conservation. They can-
not wipe the dust from their face (13) or eyes (17), or the rust
from their ornaments (24), nor can they feel the smoke (21). They
cannot eat ζ27). They are powerless against theft from their
person (10· S3.57), against war (48.56), and fire (55). They cannot
rise when they have fallen, or straighten themselves when
awry (27). They cannot save their garments from moths (12),
or their wooden interior from decay (20). IV. They are
impotent for the discharge of their functions as gods. They
bear a sceptre, but cannot rule (14) · a sword and axe, but
cannot kill (15). They cannot give wealth (35), or rain ( 5 3 );
much less can they show signs (6?) and restore the blind (37) or
the dumb (41). They cannot set up one king and put down
another (34.53.56.66), O r deliver from injustice and death (36),
or even give long life to those who made them (46). V. They
are indifferent to ethical qualities. They requite neither good
nor evil (34). They punish not the perjurer (35), or even the
priest who robs his god to feed his lust ( n ) . They do not re-
dress wrong (54), or show mercy to the widow and the fatherless
( 3 8 ); nay, they sanction systematic prostitution (43). VI. They
are thus the least useful of all things. A cup, a door, a pillar
has its use (59), and so have the sun and moon (60), lightning
and wind (61), clouds (62) and fire (63); «yea, even the beasts are
better than they' (6s). Then, with rare irony, the author com-
pares an idol to a ' scarecrow' ( 7 0); impotent to protect, but
deluding the imagination; and, in conclusion, says, ' Better
is the man that is just and has no idols, but (adds Syr.)
waits on the Lord God,' than the most sumptuous idolater.

Authorship. — The evidence that it was not
written by Jeremiah is threefold. (1) It was
manifestly composed in Greek. There are a few
Hebraisms, as, e.g., the imitation of infin. absol.
in άφομοιωθέντες άφομοιωθήτε (ν.4), and the repeated
use of fut. for pres. freq., but they are such as are
inseparable from Hellenistic Greek. (2) The style is
quite below that of a prophet of Israel. The mind of
the writer is saturated with the Bk. of Jer (cf. Jer
524 with ν.6, 103 with ν.45, 108 with v.4, 2228 with v.17,
4837with v.51), but the style is inferior. As Ewald
says, ' He only succeeds in writing like a speaker
who proves and exhausts his subject from every
point of view; he shows not the remotest move-
ment towards prophetic flight.' {HI v. 479). (3)
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The statement that the captivity should continue
'seven generations,' points away from Jeremiah
towards one who deplored the long exile, and
wished to believe it of divine appointment.

We believe the Ep. to have been written before
2 Mac. We cannot think as do Fritzsche, Schiirer,
Gifford, and others, that when 2 Mac 22 says that
'Jeremiah charged the exiles not . . . to be led
astray in their minds when they saw images
of gold and silver and the adornment thereof,'
there is no allusion to our Epistle. The further
vagaries as to the altar and the ark (2 Mac 24*6)
are not said to be 'in the same writing,' as AV
(so Gifford), but iv τχι Ύραφχί, i.e. ' in ' what the
writer considered 'Scripture,' ' the records' of v.1.
The most probable supposition is, that the author
lived in Egypt in the 1st cent. B.C., and that,
deeply concerned lest his brethren should be led
astray by the imposing ritual of idolatry, and
feeling that additional force would be given to
his warnings if he put them into the mouth of
Jeremiah, he wrote his diatribe on the idolatry of
Egypt as if it were intended for Babylon. He
may have lived in Babylon in his youth, and
there gained his acquaintance with the deifica-
tion of prostitution (43), to which Herodotus also
testifies as occurring in the temple of Beltis (i. 199);
but v.19 as clearly corresponds with Hdt.'s descrip-
tion (ii. 62) of the ' feast of lights' at Sais. The
slightly inflated style of the Ep. is thoroughly
Alexandrian. The fondness for assonance and for
long compound words may be illustrated from
irepiapyvpoL, περίχρυσοι, περιεΧοΰνται, περικείμενοι (56ί·)
and έζαποσταΧέν, άνωθεν, έζαναΧωσαι (66).

Canonidty.—Our Ep. is included in the Gr.
canon, and is found in all Gr. codices of OT,
except the cursives 70, 96, 229. In Syr.-Hex. it
follows La, and this claims to have been trd from
Origen's Hexapla. Indeed, Origen (inadvertently,
as we think) places it in the list of the Heb. canon
(cf. Eusebius, HE vi. 25). The uncials ABQ,
exhibit the same order as Syr.-Hex., as do also
all the patristic lists that refer to it (see BARUCH).
In Lat., Syr., and some edd. of LXX, Ep. Jer is
found as Bar 6; and this is followed in Luther's
Bible and other 16th cent. edd. as well as in AV
and RV. Its canonicity was not called in question
in the Christian Church before Jerome, who called
it ψενδεπίΎραφος (Prol. in Jer.). Theodoret passed
it by; and also Hilary, though in his Prol. in Ps.
15 he has enumerated it in the Canon; but
Tertullian quotes, as from Jer, v.4, about the
carrying of gods on men's shoulders (Scorp. c. 8);
and Cyprian (On the Lord's Prayer, c. 5) quotes v.6

as the suggestion of the Holy Spirit to Jeremiah,
• In the heart, Ο God, ought we to worship thee.'

The Text and Versions.—The Ep. is found entire in the Gr.
uncials ABQ, while Γ contains 7δΓ24α. The differences between
these MSS are comparatively unimportant. (See Swete, OT in
Gr. 379-384; and, for description of MSS, vii.-xi.). There are about
20 Gr. cursives, some of whose various readings are given by
Ceriani. Speaking generally, these cursives divide themselves
into two classes. One half are thought by Field to represent
the Lucianic recension (Origen's Hex., Proleg. c. ix.), the other
half are often found in agreement with Q.

The Syriac is a very free rendering of Greek. An arrangement
and tr. of the VSS in β-τίχα, in parallel columns, discloses that in
little more than one-third of the lines does Syr. accurately repre-
sent Gr., though the last 12 verses are almost a verbatim tr«.
Some of the more important variations are: 'Seventy years' (3)
for · seven generations'; * An axe in his left' ( 1 5 ); * As a man
condei J " ^' Λ~— " — "—'- ~ —'"-
Walto] , . „
(20); ' ravens * for ' birds' (22); «eagerly , n , , ,
'stones of demons in the mountains' (88); 'before the gate,'
in place of τον Βίλβν (4*); ' They are not like crows which fly in
the air' (54). The only important omission is that of the ' door'
and the 'pillar* in v.59.

The Syro-Hexaplar, given in Ceriani's Mon. Sacr. et Prof.
i. 1, is in the main a slavishly literal tr* of the text of B, often
in defiance of Syr. idiom ; as in vv.3 1·4 5. Its variations are few.
We may mention, ' swallows and other birds' (22), so 8 8 ; ' weak-
ness ' for ' shame' (26), so 88; «in their temples the priests sit'
(31), as if χκθίζονη, with Q and its cursives; ' nor rescue the

wronged' ζ54), as if κδίχουμίνο*, with A and the Lucianic cursives ;
and ' to devastate the mountains' (&), as if 'φρημω*™, with Q and
its cursives.

The Vulg. also adheres closely to Gr. text. Its chief devia-
tions are in vv>n. 20. 41. 54j where it despairs of Gr. and makes
a sense of its own. It also reads ' exquiram' (?) for ίχζ^των;
' as a dead man carried to a grave' for as ir) θο&ν. <k*. (i?): ' decer-
pentes' for τα,ριχιυουσι (27), so Syr.:' olive stones' for ' bran' 0*3),
and ' gloriabatur' for χίχρ'όσ-ίτα,ι (59).

LITERATURE.—Gifford in Speaker's Apocr. vol. ii. ; Bissell in
Lange's series; Zockler, Apokr. in Kgf. Kom. 1891; Ewald, Die
jiingsten Propheten, 1868; Fritzsche, Handbuch z. d. Apokr.
1851; Reusch, Erkldr. d. Buchs Baruch, 1853; Reuss, AT,
vol. vii. 1894. J . T . MARSHALL.

JERIAH.—The chief of one of the Levitical
courses, 1 Ch 2319 2423 (both \πη*) 2631 {np^ AV, RV
Jerijah). See GENEALOGY.

JERIBAI (ΨΤ).—One of David's heroes, 1 Ch
11".

JERICHO [inn: and inn;, the latter uniformly (12
times) in Pent., 2 Κ 255, and in Ezr, Neli, Ch ; the
former elsewhere; * the form nnn; occurs once
(1 Κ 1634). The etym. and meaning are doubtful,
although Gesenius (Thes.) gives the latter as 'place
of fragrance,' from root nrj, while Sayce [EHΗ250)
makes i t= ' city of the moon-god' (ydreah). LXX
'Ιεριχώ, indeclinable, both with and without fern,
art.; NT Ίερβιχώ, once (Lk 191) with fern. art. ;
Vulg. Jericho, indecl.; Arab. er-Riha or Biha\.—An
important city in the Jordan Valley situated over
against Nebo (Dt 3249), and called the City of
Palm Trees (Dt 343). It was the first city to
oppose the progress of the children of Israel after
they had crossed the Jordan. It had its wall
(Jos 215), and its gate, which was closed at dusk
(25). Like all the Can. cities of the time, it was
ruled over by a king (23). The wealth of the
place is inferred from the description of the spoil
taken : vessels of brass and of iron are mentioned,
and from the silver and gold Achan was able to
sequester 200 shekels of silver and a wedge of gold
of 50 shekels weight, as well as a goodly Baby-
lonish garment (721). We find no such rich record
of spoil in the accounts of the capture of the other
cities in this campaign. While the children of
Israel were still encamped at Shittim on the other
side of Jordan, Joshua sent two spies to investigate
the state of the country as far as J. (2lff·). Arrived
at that place, they lodged at a house on the town
wall, belonging to one Rahab, a prostitute. Their
errand was suspected, and news was brought to
the king, who sent messengers to Rahab's house to
demand that she give up the spies. In the mean-
time she had hidden them under the stalks of flax
which were laid out on the roof to dry, and when
the messengers arrived she declared that the spies
had left the city at dusk, and she sent the men off
on a false chase as far as the fords of the Jordan.
Returning to the spies on the roof, she told them
of the terror Joshua's approach had inspired, and
begged that, in return for her kindness to them,
they would agree to save her and her family alive
in the coming troubles. This they swore to do, on
condition that she preserved secrecy. That her
house might be recognized she tied a scarlet thread
in her window, from which she let them down with
a rope, advising them to hide in the mountains.
There they escaped (probably hiding in the cavern-
pierced cliffs of Quarantania), and remained for
three days, till their pursuers had come back.
Then returning to Joshua, they gave a report
which greatly encouraged the leader.

After crossing the Jordan, the Isr. encamped in
the 'east border of J. ' at Gilgal (Jos 419), cele-
brating the passover in the 'plains of J.' This
solemn ceremony was doubtless held in full view

• See Driver, Deut. p. lxxxix f.
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of the city. While near J., Joshua saw the
Captain of the Lord's Host (518). From his speech
before his death we gather that a preliminary
skirmish preceded the siege, for he says, ' Ye came
unto J., and the men of J. fought against you'
(24n). The siege itself was extremely strict:
* none went out and none came in' (6lff·). Joshua
having received his commands from the Lord,
delivered them to the people. They were to
encompass the city once a day for six days, and
on the seventh day seven times., The order of
march was as follows : first came the armed men,
then seven priests with trumpets of rams' horns;
immediately behind the priests was borne the ark
of the Covenant; and then followed the rear.
The first day, having encompassed the city in
silence, they returned to lodge in the camp. This
was repeated for five days. On the seventh they
rose very early and marched around the city seven
times, but on the seventh time, when the priests
blew with their trumpets, Joshua said to the
people, ' Shout, for the Lord hath given you the
city.' As they shouted, the wall fell down flat
before them, and the people at once entered the
city on every side, * each man straight before him,
and they took the city.' By special command of
Joshua, Rahab and her family were saved from
the general slaughter of man and beast that
ensued, according to the promise she had received
from the spies. Her family continued to live on
in Israel, and the name Rahab occurs in the
genealogy of our Lord (Mt I5) as the mother of Boaz.
J. was burned and everything in it, except the
silver and gold, and the vessels of brass and iron,
which were reserved for the treasury of the Lord's
house. The disobedience of Achan to the Lord's
command, that the people should reserve nothing
for themselves, resulted in a terrible punishment.
The defeat of the Israelites at Ai was ascribed to
the fact that the accursed thing was touched. By
a process of elimination the crime was traced to
Achan, and he and all his family were stoned with
stones and burned with fire (Jos 7]lff')·

Some of the Mohammedans of the country give a distorted
account of the taking of J., confusing it with another scene in
Joshua's life. It is said that a great Imam tried to take the
city, but so difficult was the task of demolishing the walls that
the work was not completed when darkness compelled the
besiegers to stop. In the morning the walls had sprung up
again, and the siege had to be recommenced. This went on for
several days, when finally the Imam caused the sun to stand
still, and thus, the day being lengthened, the destruction
of the city was completed. This may not represent an early
local tradition, as the plains were covered with monasteries
when the Arabs took the land, and the Mohammedans very
probably confused the various Biblical accounts they heard from
the monks.

Not only was J. utterly destroyed, but Joshua
pronounced a solemn curse on the man who should
rebuild it, prophesying misfortune to his children :
* He shall lay the foundations thereof in his first-
born, and in his youngest shall he set up the gates
of i t ' (Jos 626). In 1 Κ 1634 we are told how this
curse fell upon Hiel the Bethelite, who in the days
of Ahab rebuilt the city. We infer that between
these Wo periods the site was unoccupied, but
that it continued to be known by its old name is
proved by the facts that in the partition of the
land J. was assigned to Benjamin (Jos 1821), and
that David's messengers, after being maltreated by
the Ammonites, were told to * tarry in J. till your
beards be grown' (2 S 105, 1 Ch 195). Notwith-
standing the fulfilment of the curse, the city
became again inhabited, for, on the complaint of
the ' men of the city' that the water was naught
and the ground barren, Elisha healed the waters
by casting salt in the spring (2 Κ 219). There was
also a settlement of the sons of the prophets at the
place, who had at their command fifty strong men,
whom they sent on a vain search for Elijah, when

he had been carried up into heaven from the other
side of Jordan (216). After this the place is men-
tioned several times. When Pekah, king of
Israel, made his raid on the southern kingdom,
taking many captives, these were released by order
of the prophet Oded, and taken to J., ' the city of
palm trees' (2 Ch 2815). Zedekiah, fleeing from
Jerus. before the forces of Nebuch., was taken in
the plains of J. (2 Κ 255, Jer 395). In the list of
returned captives (Ezr 234-Neh 736) the children of
J. are put down at 345. These restored exiles
evidently took up their abode on the old site, for
in Neh 32 we read that the ' men of Jericho' had
their share in rebuilding the walls of Jerus. Later
on it was fortified by the Syrian general Bacchides
(1 Mac950).

In the time of our Lord, J. had become an
important place, owing to the partiality shown by
the Herodian family to the city. Josephus de-
scribes the place with enthusiasm (Wars, IV. viii.
2-3). The city lay 150 stadia from Jerus. and 60
from the Jordan. It was situated in a plain,
divided in the middle by the river, and flanked
on either side by high mountains, of which the
western range overhung the town. Palm trees
abounded in the plain, those near the Jordan being
the richest. In summer the climate was so hot
that no one cared to come near it, but in winter
the air was so mild that the inhabitants went
about with linen clothing when snow covered the
rest of Judea. He speaks at length of a fountain
which was situated near the old city taken by
Joshua, and which was healed by Elisha. He
claims unusual powers of irrigation for these
waters, which had only to flow lightly over the
soil to make it fruitful, and which watered a plain
70 furlongs long by 20 broad, fertilizing gardens
thickly set with trees, which produced balsam and
myrobalanum. The palm trees were of many
kinds, one yielding an excellent honey. Such
was the luxuriance and rarity of the vegetation
that the author declares the place might well be
pronounced divine, and challenges a comparison
with any other climate in the whole earth. Strabo
(xvi. 2) likens the plain surrounded by mountains
to a theatre, and corroborates Josephus' account
of its fertility, declaring that the revenues from
the balsam (from which medicine was extracted
for the head and eyes) and from other plants was
great.

When Pompev visited Pal. and endeavoured to
clear the land oi robbers, he destroyed two of their
strongholds, Threx and Taurus, which commanded
the approach to J. (ib.). After Jerus. was taken
by Pompey, Gabinius, the Rom. general, divided
the country into five parts, making J. one of the
seats of Assembly (Jos. Wars, I. viii. 5). When
Herod was appointed at Rome to be king of
the Jews, and before he was installed in Jerus.,
his allies plundered J., finding the houses full of
all sorts of good things (Wars, I. xv. 6). Later he
farmed from Cleopatra the revenues of the regions
about the city, which had been granted her by
Antony {Ant. xv. iv. 2), and fortified above the
town a citadel, a building fine and strong, which
he called Cypros in honour of his mother, and
built a city to the north of J., which he named
Phasaelis after his brother {Wars, I. xxi. 9). J.
was important enough to have its amphitheatre,
for we read that from this place Salome announced
to the assembled soldiers the news of the death of
Herod, which had taken place in the city, though
he had given orders that he should be buried at
Herodium {Wars, I. xxxiii. 8). After his death,
his ex-slave Simon, aspiring to make himself king,
burned down the royal palace {Ant. XVII. x. 6),
but this was magnificently rebuilt by Archelaus,
who also accomplished important work in irrigating
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the plain {Ant. xvn. xiii. 1). In the time of
Josephus (Wars, III. iii. 5) Judsea was divided into
eleven parts, of which Jerus. was the chief, and one
of which was Jericho. When Vespasian approached
J. the citizens fled to the mountains {Wars, IV.
viii. 2). He erected a citadel in the place, and
set a garrison {ib. IV. ix. 1). Whether Josephus
refers to the destruction of J. or Gerasa in this
section is not clear, but we have the statement of
Jerome that, at the time when Jerusalem was
taken, J. was captured and destroyed on account
of the perfidy of its citizens {Onomasticon).

J., however, still preserved its magnificence
when our Lord visited it. His baptism in the
Jordan occurred not far off. The hill of Quar-
antania, to the immediate west of the city,
is pointed out as the traditional site of the
Temptation. At the end of His ministry, when
He was on His way from Galilee to Jerus., He
passed through J., and there healed a blind man
(Mk 1046 [name given Bartiniieus], Lk 1835), or ace.
to Mt 2029ff· two blind men. At this same time He
visited the house of Zacchseus the publican, whose
eagerness to see the Lord had led him to climb a
sycomore tree, as he was short of stature. The
account of his conversion is one of the most graphic
in the gospel history (Lk 19lff·). Travellers to-day
between Jerus. and J. have to be accompanied by
an escort, to prevent their falling among thieves,'
who have infested this route both before and ever
since the Good Samaritan came to the relief of the
man in the parable (Lk 1030).

We are told by Jerome (Onom.) that after its destruction by
the Romans, J. was rebuilt a third time, but he does not say
when. That the place was inhabited in the time of Origen we
infer from the fact of his discovery of some valuable biblical
MSS there (Eus. Eccl. Hist. vi. 16). This third city existed in
Jerome's day as well as the ruins of the other two. It became
an Episcopal See, and its bishops begin to be mentioned in A.D.
325 ; the last reference is to Gregorius, who was present at the
Synod of Jerus. A.D. 536. The sacred sites began to be pointed
out early in the 4th cent. The Bordeaux Pilgrim (A.D. 333) was
shown the sycomore tree of Zacchseus on the right of the road
leading to the town from the west. A mile and a half from the
town was pointed out the site of the old city taken by Joshua,
close to the fountain of Elisha, immediately above which was
the house of Rahab. Justinian restored a hospice in J., and a
church of the Mother of God (Procopius, de JEdif. 5. 9).
Theodosius (A.D. 530) visited the fountain of Elisha, which he
places 2 miles from the town, and in this latter was shown the
house of Rahab, the site evidently having been shifted since the
time of the Bordeaux Pilgrim. Antoninus Martyr (A.D. 570)
found the walls of the town overthrown by an earthquake.
The house of Rahab was still standing, and had been converted
into a hospice and oratory, probably the work of Justinian
referred to above. At the time of Arculf's visit (A.D. 670) the
town was in ruins; only the house of Rahab was standing, but
roofless. The Venerable Bede (A.D. 720) describes a similar state
of things. Hence the town was in a ruinous condition for at
least a century and a half, but by the end of the 6th cent, many
churches and monasteries had sprung up on the surrounding
plains. Besides the church at Gilgal, Arculf speaks of one on
the spot where Christ was supposed to have left His garments
at the time of His baptism, and of the monastery of St. John,
also near the Jordan. Establishments were dedicated to St.
Panteleemon, St. Calamon, St. Chrysostom, St. Eustochium,
and others. At the time of the Crusaders many of these were
repaired and others constructed. Under the Arabs the town
again rose to importance, as is proved by the many references of
the Mohammedan geographers beginning in the 9th cent, (see
Palestine under the Moslems, by Guy Le Strange). Ya'kubi
(A.D. 874) speaks of Riha as the capital of the Ghor, the cleft of
the Lower Jordan. Mukaddasi (A.D. 985) says that this city
possessed many villages in the plain, which produced much
indigo, and many palm and banana trees. Edrisi (A.D. 1154)
mentions Ariha, Beisan, and Amta as the finest of the cities of
the valley of the Ghdr. When the Crusaders conquered the
land, the plain of J. was granted to the Holy Sepulchre, but in
A.D. 1111 Arnulfus, the Patriarch of Jerusalem, was blamed for
assigning to his niece this district, with its annual revenues,
which amounted to 5000 pieces of gold (William of Tyre, xi. 15).
Later it again fell into ecclesiastical hands, as it was assigned in
A.D. 1138 to a convent at Bethany (ib. xv. 26). But by the
13th cent, the town itself had sunk to small dimensions. The
square tower which may be seen to-day near the modern village
of er-Riha was found by Willebrand (A.D. 1211) in a ruinous con-
dition. Brocardus (A.D. 1230) says that the wretched town had
scarcely eight houses, and that all the monuments of the sacred
places were destroyed. Ricaldus, writing about the same time,
calls the place 'quasi deserta.' However, the plains were at
this time richly cultivated. According to the Moslem Yakut

(A.D. 1225) the finest sugar of the Ghor was made at J . ; palm
trees and bananas abounded. Jaques de Vitry (cap. 53) also
refers to the fields of sugar-cane. The ruins to the west of 'Ain
es-Sultan, with the connecting aqueducts, appear to date from
the Crusading period.

The modern er-Riha is a miserable village, con-
taining about 300 swarthy inhabitants, possibly
the descendants of the puny race called by
Arculf Canaanites, who dwelt in his time on the
plain. The rich patches of barley and wheat, with
the gardens of the ecclesiastical establishments,
give a hint of the possibilities of fertility which
were so amply realized in former days. The level
of the village is 900 ft. below the Mediter., and
the flora and fauna of the plain differ largely from
those of the rest of Pal., some species not being
found nearer than the Asiatic and African tropics.
A dozen isolated palms represent the splendid
groves of the past. The Zakkum {Balanites
JEgyptiaica), identified by some with the Myro·
balanum of Josephus, still abounds; also the
acacia, and trees of the Zizyphus species, called in
Arabic Sidr or Dom. A handsome Russian hospice
now stands near the ruined tower mentioned by
Willebrand, and there is a small Greek church.
Two good hotels accommodate travellers, who may
now make the journey from Jerus. by carriage-
road, and continue their drive over the plain to
the Jordan and the Dead Sea. J. contains only a
few plots of freehold, as in recent times it has
become the private property of the Sultan, together
with many other parts of the Jordan Valley.

All authorities are agreed that the site of the
Can. city is at Tell es-Sultan, above cAin es-Sultan
(Elisha's fountain), one and a half miles from
modern Jericho. As we have seen, Josephus places
the old city near the fountain, and so does the
Bordeaux Pilgrim, who gives the distance from the
J. of his day as one and a half miles as above,
which distance would do equally well if we identify
the latter with the ruins near the pass to be men-
tioned later. Theodosius makes the distance 2
miles. This mound is 1200 ft. long from N. to S.,
and the larger part of its area is 50 ft. in height,
measured above the fountain at the K, but not so
high on the western side, as the original ground
slopes from W. to E. Rising from the top of the
mound along its edges are four superimposed
mounds, the highest being some 90 ft. above the
fountain. Near the base of the mound, above the
spring, a hollow has been recently scooped out,
revealing an ancient mud-brick wall in situ. The
pottery found strewn over the mound belongs, as a
rule, to pre-Roman times, and some pre-Israelitish
ware occurs. The superimposed mounds may
indicate later fortifications, but the accumulation
of 50 ft. of debris below them, by analogy with
the excavated mounds of Hissarlik and Tell el-Hesy
(see LACHISH), probably represents the alternate
growth and decay of the town for several centuries.
Hence systematic excavations through the base of
the mound would doubtless bring to light the
remains of the pre-Israelitish city. On natural
grounds, the place, with its abundant supply of
water, would have been chosen by the first builders.
From one and a half to two miles west of modern
J., on the south bank of the Wady el-l£elt, near
the mouth of the pass, there are abundant remains
of a city. An unobservant traveller might not
notice them, as the houses are ruined down to the
soil, but the ground-plans remain, and often the
four sides of a room are quite plain. A large pool,
called Birket Musa> is in the neighbourhood. The
character of the pottery with which these ruins
are strewn indicates the Roman site. This identi-
fication is favoured by the probable identification
of the site of Beit Jubr, a ruined fort on the south
side of the Jerus. road, commanding the ascent
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from the J. plain, with the fort Cypros, which
Herod built above J. ; as well as by the fact that
the aqueducts in the Wady el-l£elt, two of which
were constructed to bring water to this site,
appear to be Rom. work {PEF Mem. vol. iii.
p. 173). Similar ruins north of 'Ain es-Sultan
suggest that Roman Jericho may have been very
extensive, occupying both sites, with detached
villas between, as there are signs of building at
many points in the intervening fields. The settle-
ment of the Crusaders seems to have been at the
modern er-Riha, about 2 miles from the pass. In
the vicinity of J. the remains of five old monastic
establishments may be visited. In the precipices
of Kuruntul (Quarantania) there are hermits' caves,
with chapels adorned with frescoes. The monastery
of St. John, near the traditional place of baptism,
built by Justinian, and rebuilt by the Crusaders,
has again been restored, but traces of the old work
remain. The identification of ]£usr el-Hajlah is
not sure. Tell Mogheifir probably represents the
ancient St. Eustochium, mentioned by Willibald
in A.D. 721 as being in the middle of the plain.
At Khurbet el-Mifjir, north-east of 'Ain es-Sultan,
are the ruins of a splendid monastic establishment.
Most picturesque of all is the convent of Elijah,
clinging to the crags above the Wady el-I£elt.
This has been recently restored, but some of the
old frescoes remain. Further down in the valley
the cliffs immediately above the stream are pierced
with hermits' caves, which can be approached
only by ladders. They are still inhabited, but
their nicely painted wooden doors produce an
incongruous effect in the midst of the wild sur-
roundings. F. J. BLISS.

JERIEL (Vxn* for hwr\\ ' founded of El,' cf. <Ti;).—
A chief of Issachar, 1 Ch 72. See GENEALOGY.

JERIJAH, 1 Ch 2631.—See JERIAH.

JERIMOTH (niD'-r).—1. 2. Two Benjamites, 1 Ch
77 125. 3. 4. 5. Three Levites, 1 Ch 2430 (called in
2522 Jeremoth) 254, 2 Ch 3113. 6. A son of David
and father of Rehoboam's wife, 2 Ch II 1 8 . See
GENEALOGY.

JERIOTH (rfijr-r) occurs in a genealogy in 1 Ch
218, where the only thing that is certain is that
MT is corrupt (see Kittel's note in SBOT). It is
possible that we ought to read with Wellhausen
ΊΓΓ13 ' daughter of Jerioth' for '"v-nx. See, further,
GENEALOGY, IV. 35 <%, note.

JEROBOAM (DJJTV prob. 'may he plead the
people's cause,' Ίεροβοάμ).— 1. 1 Κ ll2 6 '4 0 121-1420,
2 Ch 102ff· II1 4-1 6 1215 13, son of Nebat and Zeruah,
an Ephraimite of Zeredah, first king of Israel after
the disruption, reigned 22 years, B.C. 937-915.
Jeroboam's career began early in Solomon's reign
(cf. 1 Κ 1Γ27 with 915 31); the king., recognizing the
young man's abilities, appointed him commissioner
for the house of Joseph. He used his position to
plot against his master ; and, when Solomon sought
to kill him, was forced to flee to Egypt.* In the
LXX there are two accounts of the way in which
Jeroboam became king. The first agrees sub-
stantially with the Hebrew, when the contra-
dictions of the text of 1 Κ 12 (cf. vv.2·3 with 20)
are removed, f As soon as Jeroboam heard of the

* The account of the rebellion, hinted at in 1 Κ 1126, is not
given as we should expect after v.28. It is noticeable that while
the compiler views this and other rebellions as punishments for
Solomon's unfaithfulness (w.9-13), yet they occurred early in the
reign, i.e. before the sins which occasioned them.

11 Κ 122 i s to be placed before v.i, so t h a t ' heard of i t ' refers
to Solomon's death, 1143 ; a slight change in the Heb. v.2b gives
the sense 'and J. returned from Egypt'; omit v. 3a and 'Jero-

the narrative is brought into agreboam and' in v.i2a.
ment with v.20.

g y p ;
Thus the narrative is brought into agree-

death of Solomon, he returned from Egypt; he
did not attend the conference between Rehoboam
and the people at Shechem, but he kept within
reach, and came when he was sent for. The other
account in LXX Β is inserted at 1224. It covers
the same ground as the first, but with con-
siderable additions and variations. On hear-
ing of Solomon's death, Jeroboam returned from
Egypt, where he had found a patron in Shishak
and an Egyptian princess for a wife, 1224e,*
mustered his tribe at Shechem, and so gave the
immediate occasion for the revolt. The most
important divergence, however, between the two
Greek accounts is found in the prophecies which
promise Jeroboam the leadership of the ten tribes.
In the first we have the prophecy of Ahijah de-
livered to Jeroboam at Jerusalem in the time of
Solomon; in the second a similar prophecy is put
into the mouth of Shemaiah at Shechem in the
time of Kehoboam. Both accounts are clearly
translated from Heb. originals, which must have
existed when the LXX translation was made. The
Heb. text was not fixed, and the tradition was
fluctuating ; we cannot feel certain as to what was
the actual course of events. With regard to
Ahijah a similar uncertainty exists. The prophecy
in 1 Κ II 2 9" 3 9 appears to be an interpolation, for it
interrupts the account of Jeroboam's rebellion,
which is expected after v.28 and implied by v.40.
It could not have been Ahijah's prophecy which
aroused Solomon's suspicions, for it was a private
communication, addressed to Jeroboam alone, as
is expressly stated; no third party was aware of
it.f We find, then, two different traditions of
Jeroboam's accession to the sovereignty; the
correct history of it must remain uncertain.

The revolt which led to the division of the
kingdom and the elevation of Jeroboam was a
revolt against the government of Solomon and the
heavy burdens which it laid upon the people.
Solomon's conception of the state was in fact alien
to the national feelings. The free, democratic
spirit of old Israel, which could welcome a king
chosen by the people, had not become reconciled to
a hereditary monarchy, especially when Solomon's
heir proved to be out of sympathy with the popular
demand for a less despotic government. And the
tribal instinct was still strong ; it had not yet
surrendered to the idea of a united nation.
Jealousy of the new preponderance of Judah must
have been felt in the powerful tribe of Ephraim ;
the real strength of Israel lay in the north ; neither
geographical nor social conditions were in favour
of Jerusalem being the centre of all Israel. Hence
the revolt came to a head at Shechem, and the
instigator of the democratic movement was an
Ephraimite who became chieftain of the ten tribes
by the free choice of the people- The historian
sees in this reverse for Judah a judgment on the
sins of Solomon.

But Jeroboam not merely adopted the line of
democratic leader appointed by popular choice, he
came forward as the patron of the popular religion
and the ancient sanctuaries. He quickly realized
that it was necessary for his position to establish a
strong counter-attraction to the new temple at
Jerusalem. Accordingly he made successful efforts
to revive the popularity of the venerable holy
places at Bethel and Dan, and provided them with
golden images of J" in the form of a steer or
bull, in addition to the altar, asherah, and sacred
stone (2 Κ 2315), which were there already. He
also instituted a new priesthood and a popular

* LXX, Swete's edition.
f Note also that, in the Hebrew, Ahijah of the second prophecy

141-16 is clearly connected with Ahijah of the first prophecy,
while the Greek introduces him as a new person. LXX Β places
this second prophecy in an impossible place, before the assembly
at Shechem, ΐΦ**-*. See, further, W. R. Smith, OTJCV 117 ff.
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festival on the model of the feasts at Jerusalem. *
The popular religion saw no offence in this form of
worship (cf. Ex 321"6); and the employment of non-
Levites as priests would not have appeared so
irregular then as it would have done in later times.
But there can be no doubt that Jeroboam's action
marked a serious retrogression when compared
with the higher religious level which had been
reached at Jerusalem. For the sake of political
security Jeroboam deliberately sacrificed the higher
religious interests of Israel; and there can be no
doubt that the sacred writer, who, whatever his
merits as a historian may be, possessed a keen
religious insight into the events of the past, was
fully justified in his unsparing verdict upon Jero-
boam as the man 'who made Israel to sin' (1 Κ
1 230 1334} 2 Κ 17 2 1 f-).t

The narrative 1 Κ 131"32, which contains a pro-
phetic denunciation of the altar at Bethel, belongs
to a much later time, when the names of ' the man
of God from Judah' and of * the old prophet' were
forgotten. Some critics think that it is founded
upon 2 Κ 231 5 '2 0; others, that the latter passage,
apparently foreign to the context where it stands,
was added by the same hand which inserted the
story here. The next narrative connected with
Jeroboam, the second prophecy of Ahijah, de-
livered to the queen 141"18, contains old material
which has been treated by the compiler in his
characteristic style. The language of Ahijah is
cast into much the same form as similar prophecies
delivered to Israelite kings. X

With regard to Jeroboam's external relations, the
only information we have is that there was constant
Avar between him and Kehoboam and his successor
(1 Κ 1430§ 157b, cf. 2 Ch 13). At first, no doubt,
Jeroboam would have had a considerable struggle
to maintain himself against his rival. But no
decisive victory or success on Jeroboam's side is
recorded; he seems even to have retired from
Shechem to Penuel beyond the Jordan (1225).
When the Pharaoh Shishak made a plundering
expedition into Judah he certainly did not spare
the territory of his former protege, as appears
from his triumphal inscription at Karnak ; || but
we are not told that Jeroboam made any attempt
at resistance. Perhaps he was more of a politician
than a warrior. He had successfully managed a
revolt, but he did not succeed in establishing a
dynasty. If the revolt was part of the divine plan
(1 Κ 1215), Jeroboam himself proved unequal to the
greatness of his opportunity; and, so far from
advancing the higher interests of his people, did not
rise above the popular standards, and bequeathed
to posterity the reputation of an apostate and a
succession of endless revolutions.

2. Jeroboam II., king of Israel for 41 years, 790-
749 B.C., son of Joash, and fourth ruler of the
dynasty of Jehu. Under him N. Israel reached its
highest point of prosperity and splendour. For
years Israel had been suffering at the hands of
Syria; but the tide turned at last, and Joash

* 1231 and 1333b s e e m to have formed one sentence, of which
1231 has preserved t h e more original end. This sentence was
broken u p by the insertion of 1233.32a. Note tautology in
1232.33; t h e la t ter verse forms an introduction t o the following
narrat ive. 1333 seems t o have been adapted o u t of older
materials t o suit t h e preceding account, which it clearly implies
See Lv 2333-86 ρ ; and Dillmann, Levitt p. 583.

t The phrase is constantly repeated, 1 Κ 1416 1526· 30.34 1^26
2252, 2 Κ 33 1029-31 132.6 1424 i 5 9 . 18.24. 28 2315. The compiler,
who regards past history from t h e point of view of Dt, looked
upon Jeroboam as t h e founder of a schism which violated t h e
first principle of t h e Dt. Code, t h e law of the one sanctuary.

t Cf. 1 Κ 161-4 2l20b-22 2124, 2 Κ 97-10. Note t h e anachronism,
149 «all t h a t were before t h e e ' ( Jeroboam); Tirzah, v.17, does
not seem to have become a royal residence till later, 1521.

§ This is contradicted by 1221-24, of doubtful author i ty . The
exaggeration of t h e numbers and t h e unhes i tat ing submission
t o a p r o p h e t point to later redaction.

I Represented in Stade, QVI i. 352.

recovered from Benhadad ten cities which his
father had lost (2 Κ 1325). Syria had also been
greatly reduced by the campaigns of the Assyrian
kings, Shalmaneser in. (782-772) and Assurdan III.
(772-750); so that Jeroboam was able to recover
the old limits of the Davidic kingdom 'from the
entering in of Hamath unto the sea of the Arabah.'
That he was able to establish his rule in the
S.E. implies that he must have reduced the
Moabites to submission. The meagre statement
of 2 Κ 1425 is the only definite piece of information
which the historical books give us. The com-
plete picture of the times of Jeroboam must
be drawn from the materials furnished by the
prophecies of Amos. The nation was enjoying
the fruits of Jeroboam's successes. Confident of
J'"s patronage, Israel was at last free to devote
itself to the ease and pleasures of a period of
unwonted peace. Wealth increased, and with it
went luxury and self-indulgence (Am 315 511 67·8·u).
Religious worship was celebrated with the greatest
splendour and popularity, both at the royal
sanctuary of Bethel (713) and at Gilgal and Beer-
sheba (44 55 814). But along with all this material
prosperity went a deep-seated moral corruption,
which it \vas the prophet's chief concern to de-
nounce. Oppression of the poorer classes by the
rich, justice sold and perverted, immorality openly
practised, rapacity and greed of gain, were the
sins which Amos marks as characteristic of the
time. He foretells the impending judgment. The
Assyrian was not far off; the only barrier between
him and Israel, Damascus, had been removed; J"
will summon this nation to afflict Israel, and they
will be carried captive beyond Damascus (614 527).

G. A. COOKE.
JEROHAM (απτ).— 1. The father of Elkanah and

grandfather of Samuel, 1 S I1. While LXX A has
Ίεροάμ, Β has Ίερεμεήλ, i.e. Jerahineel, and the
latter may be correct (Driver, Text of Sam. p. 3).
In the genealogy of Samuel as given by the
Chronicler, while MT has uniformly DIYV, the LXX
has in 1 Ch 627 Α Ίβροβοάμ, Β Ίδαφ, and in 634 A
Ίβρεάμ, Β Ήαάλ. 2. A Benjamite family name,
1 Ch 827 98. 3. A priestly family, 1 Ch 912, Neh
II 1 2. 4. 'Sons of Jeroham' were amongst David's
heroes, 1 Ch 127. 5. A Danite chief, 1 Ch 2722.
6. The father of Azariah, a captain who helped
Jehoiada in his measures for the overthrow of
Athaliah, 2 Ch 231.

JERUBBAAL ("?ΰ3Τ, Άρβάαλ, Ίαρβάλ, Ίεαροβάαλ,
Ί€Ροβάα\).—Α name given to Gideon, J g 632 7 1 8 2 9 · 3 5

91.2.5.16.19.24.23.57. i t is = ' Baal strives,' Baal being

a name for J", as in Ishbaal, Meribbaal; it cannot
= * one who strives with Baal,' as Jg 632 would
suggest (LXX δίκαστήριον του Β.). Perhaps Jerub-
baal should be written Jerubaal (̂ M*v from .τν
not nn) = 'Baal, i.e. J", founds/ cf. Jeruel,
Jeremiah: so Wellh., Budde, Moore. This name
was altered to Jerubbesheth (ηψ2"ν;—besheth=
'shame') when Baal could no longer be used of
J" without offence, 2S II 2 1 (LXX Ίεροβοάμ νίου Νήρ,
Luc. Ίεροβοάλ); cf. Ishbosheth, Mephibosheth. See
art. GIDEON. G. A. COOKE.

JERUBBESHETH.—See JERUBBAAL.

JERUEL (·?χη: 'founded of ΕΓ).— That part of
the wilderness of Judsea facing the W. shore of
the Dead Sea below En-gedi (see EN-GEDI). It was
here, according to the narrative of 2 Ch 2016, that
in the time of J ehoshaphat there assembled a great
host of the children of Moab, Ammon, and other
trans-Jordanic tribes, who had swept across the
plain at the S. of the Dead Sea, and were en-
camped at the foot of the lofty cliffs of Ziz (or
Haziz). This spot was near the mouth of one of
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the deep ravines which descend from the table-
land, along whose bed the stream, fed by perennial
springs, would be available for the use of the host.
The same locality was the scene of several memor-
able events in OT history (Gn 147, 1 S 241"4).

E. HULL.
JERUSALEM (usually D.^T, but D"V̂ v in Est 26,

Jer 2618, 1 Ch 35, 2 Ch 251 329; LX.X 'Ιερουσαλήμ,
which occurs also in NT side by side with Ιερο-
σόλυμα).

'. The Names.
Natural Site.

, History.
. Topography.
, Antiquities.
. The Temple Enclosure.L'emple J

rn JeruiModei
Literature.

Lsalem.

I. NAMES.—The name Jems, first occurs in Jos
(ΙΟ11563; when the inhabitants are called Jebusites,
cf. Jg 1910, 2 S 56). Various trs. of the name have
been proposed, some depending on the later and
longer form, and on its pointing as if a dual; but
these discussions are superseded by the discovery
of letters from an early ruler of Jerus. (Tel el-
Amarna collection), which show not only that the
name existed before the Heb. conquest of Pal.,
but also that its meaning (as spelt U-ru-sa-lim
and URU-sa-lim) is 'city of Salim,' or 'city of
peace,' which agrees with the rendering by Gese-
nius, 'abode of peace.' The suggestion of Sayce
{Academy, 7th Feb. 1891, HCM 177, EHH 28)
that Salim is the name of a deity is unsupported :
the sign for deity is not used as a prefix to the
name, and the word Sa-lim is elsewhere found in
the Tel el-Amarna letters with the meaning of
' peace.' * It is by no means improbable that the
Jewish tradition, which places the Salem (properly
Shalem) of Melchizedek at Jerus. (Gn 1418, see
Jos. Ant. I. x. 2; Wars, VI. x. 1), and the King's
Vale (Gn 1417, Jos. Ant. vn. xi. 3) two furlongs
distant, may be correct; and the monumental
spelling favours the view that the city may have
been first called Salem only; but it is not doubt-
ful that it was called Jerus. as early as the time
of Joshua. It may also have been called Jebus
(but see Moore on Jg 1910· n , cf. the Jebusite, Jos
1828). In Ps 762 we read, ' In Salem was his covert
(see Jer 2538), and his lair (fig. of lion) in Zion.' The
explanation in the Mishna (Zebahim xiv. 8), which
connects Salem with Shiloh, together with other
suggestions (see Midrash Bereshith Rabba, ch. 89),
are too fanciful to need notice. In the Talm. the
later and longer form of the name Jerusalem is
used, and the city is also called Beth 'Olamim
(DO!?W ΓΓ3)' the house of Ages' (Tosephta, Tohoroth,
ch. 1).

The Roman name, given by Hadrian after A.D.
135 to the restored city, was M\i& Capitolina, and
this appeared on coins of the early Khalifs of
Damascus in the Arab, form Ailia. Its survival
to the 10th cent, is noticed by Eutychius, and it
was known to Jerome, and appears in the lists
of Synods as late as A.D. 536. This name was
derived from that of JElins Hadrianus himself,
combined with that of Jupiter Capitolinus, whose
statue Hadrian erected on the ruined site of the
Temple. In the 10th to 13th cents, the city was
called Beit el-Mukaddas, ' The Holy House' (see
Sam. Chronicle, el-Mukaddasi, and el-Edrisi). The
modern name is el-Kuds esh-Sherif, 'The holy
(city), the noble (town),' and in common speech
el-Kuds only. On some of the Hasmonsean coins
the longer spelling of the name Jerusalem occurs.
The native Christians, as well as the Jews, still
use the old name in the Arab, form Yerusalim.

ii. NATURAL SITE.—Jerus. stood on the site
* Sayce's view is controverted by Zimmern (Zeitschr.f. Assyr.

1891, p. 263) and Jastrow (Journ. Bib. Lit. xi. [1892], p. 105).

occupied by the present town, though at its greatest
it extended farther to N. and S. The geogr. posi-
tion (taken at the Dome of the present Cathedral
of the Holy Sepulchre) is 31° 46' 45" N. lat., 35°
13' 25" long. E. of Greenwich. The town stood
on spurs extending S.E. from the main watershed
of Pal., and still presents almost the appearance
of sliding downhill towards the Kidron ravine
on the S.E. This ravine (now called Wady en-
Nar, 'Valley of Fire') is one of the main drains
of the country, and is formed by the junction of
three head valleys, the longest on the E. being
the Kidron proper, running due south, west of
Olivet; the second, which itself had two branches,
passed through the city S.E.; the third, running
S. and turning E., is the Valley of Hinnom. The
summit of Olivet is 2641 ft. above the Mediter.,
and the valleys at their junction have a level of
about 2000 ft. above the same. Thus Jerus. was
defended, on the E., S., and S.W., by natural
fosses 500 ft. deep, and was naturally weak only
on the N. and N.W., from which quarters it has
always been attacked in the various sieges re-
corded in history. In considering the natural
site it is, however, important to remember the
geological character of the region, and the changes
which have been due to artificial alterations—the
levelling of hills and the cutting of scarps, ditches,
reservoirs, and aqueducts, together with the filling
up of the valleys by ruins, or with a particular
purpose. The present features, though somewhat
obscured by these circumstances, are, however,
distinguishable in ancient accounts of the site,
and the careful measurement of rock levels, in
all parts of the city, now enables us to speak
with certainty as to the original conditions. The
strata dip down S.E. from the watershed, with an
average inclination of 10° or 12°. The highest
beds, called locally Ndri and Kakuli, are found
on the summit and slopes of Olivet. The Nari
is identified with the nummulitic beds found on
Gerizim and Carmel, which belong to the Middle
Eocene period. The Kakuli is a soft white lime-
stone with bands of flint or chert, and containing
marine shells as fossils, with ammonites and other
distinctive genera of the Upper Chalk. The E.
cliffs of the Kidron Valley, below this white chalk,
are formed by the Mezzeh—a hard silicious lime-
stone with bands of flint and fossils. This, with
the underlying beds, belongs to the period of the
Lower Chalk. The Mezzeh also appears in the
Sacred Rock (es-Sakhrah), on the summit of the
Temple Plateau, W. of the Kidron; in the cliff
of Antonia to the N.; and in the cliff of the
traditional Calvary, as well as in that N. of the
city at the so-called 'Jeremiah's Grotto.' Under
the Mezzeh is a deep bed of fine white limestone,
very suitable for building stone, and hardening by
exposure. It is locally known as Meleki, and in
it are excavated the great reservoirs of the Temple
Area, and the ancient quarries under the city N. W.
of the Temple. Beneath the Meleki again is a
hard dolomitic limestone, of white colour streaked
with pink, which appears on the watershed sur-
face W. of the city, and which is called the
' Santa Croce' marble, being found near the Con-
vent of the Cross. The alternation of these hard
and soft beds accounts for the existence of cliffs
and slopes, and for the water supply of the city,
which is deficient on the W., the water sinking
down through the Meleki bed, and only appearing
in the Kidron ravine to the E., where the dolom-
itic limestone is near the surface. The natural
drainage of the watershed is collected in this
ravine, and no springs occur near the city at
any higher level. The thickness of the various
beds differs in different parts, the Mezzeh ' tailing
off' to the N.W.
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The rock is visible on the present surface on
the N. and N.W., near the watershed, and in
the N.W. part of the Temple Area. In the valley
beds it is hidden by an accumulation of rubbish,
which within the city has a depth in some cases
of 40 or 50 feet. The level of the surface of the
rock has in these parts been traced in mines, in
wells and cisterns, and in sinking foundations for
houses. About 150 such measurements have been
carefully recorded, of which 40 are in the Temple
Area and the rest within the ancient city, being
fortunately most numerous in the most important
parts. On the ridge S. of the Temple 30 such
observations were made during the mining opera-
tions. * In some cases the rock is visible in great
cisterns for a considerable distance, in others its
absence is proved by the existence of masonry
walls. Thus, although it is probable that a cer-
tain amount of earth covered the valley beds from
the first, it is known that, in parts where a shingle
of stones covers the rock, the filling up of the
valleys has been caused by the frequent demoli-
tion of buildings during the various destructions
of the city.

By the light of such observations it is easy to
recover the original features now obscured by the
ruins. The eastern spur, on which the Temple
stood, was flanked by the Kidron on the Ε., and by
a narrow valley on the W., having its head near the
present Damascus Gate. This ridge was artificially
cut across, at an early period, N. of the Temple
Area, where its level was 2460 ft. above the sea;
and a second scarp, facing S. and about 25 ft.
high, was made, leaving a block of rock, on whicli
the present Turkish Barracks stand, and a small
flat plateau within, which rose gradually to a
natural knoll, now known as the Sakhrah or Sacred
' Rock.' From this point the plateau narrows into
a ridge, which falls gradually S. from a level of
2440 ft. to about 2130 ft. at the junction of the
W. valley with the Kidron at Siloam. West again
of the narrow western valley, now filled up to a
depth of some 40 ft., the main site of the city
itself was cut in two by a broad, deep recess, with
steep slopes to N. and S., having its head at a
narrow neck of land which rises to about 2500
ft. above the sea, and divides this central valley
or recess from the upper part of the Hinnom
Valley W. of the city. The great recess has its
bed under the modern 'Street of David' (which
runs down from the W. or Jaffa Gate towards the
Temple), opening out into the narrow valley already
noticed W. of the Temple hill. This broad, deep
recess is now also partially filled in, to a depth of
50 ft., with rubbish, and its great breadth and
the steepness of its slopes were hardly suspected
until proved by the examination of the rock in
various large cisterns in its bed, hidden under the
modern surface, and discovered about 1872 during
the German excavations in the precincts of the
old Hospital of the Knights of St. John.

The central recess or valley thus divides the
site of Jerus. into a S. and N. quarter. The S.,
which is generally allowed to be the * Upper City'
of Josephus, is a flat hill, measuring about 1000
yds. N. and S. by 600 yds. E. and W. On the
N. it had a very steep slope, with a precipice on
the N.E. ; on other sides the slopes were also
steep, and the plateau, which has an average
elevation of 2500 ft. above the sea, thus stands
500 ft. above the valley beds on the S.E. The
N. quarter was less extensive, and for the most
part lower than the S. It was formed by a spur
from the main watershed, and connected with the
S. by the narrow neck or isthmus already noticed,
towards the W. of the city. The N. spur appears
to have risen into an isolated knoll of small area,
* This proves that no depression divides Ophel from the temple.

which is now shown as the traditional site of
Calvary, the summit being about 2490 ft. above
the sea. In speaking of the topography of the
city it will, however, be shown that the outline
of the N. spur was changed in the 2nd cent. B.C.
by cutting down the E. part of the N. ridge,
near the narrow valley which divided it from the
Temple, and which was then filled up. The later
Herodian period witnessed an extension of Jerus.
beyond this N. quarter, and the hill N. of the
Temple (separated off by the artificial ditch as
noticed above) was then occupied, and protected
by another scarp 20 ft. high, running E. and
W., and now supporting the modern city wall in
the N.E. quarter. The part of the hill so included
in the city (and which Josephus calls Bezetha)
rose to about 2520 ft. above the sea close to the
N. scarp, and to 2470 ft. on the S., opposite the
rock of the Barracks from which the fosse separ-
ated it. The city also extended, on the N.W.,
over the flat ground beyond the knoll of the
traditional Calvary, rising gradually to the water-
shed of Judsea, 2580 ft. above the sea. It would
appear that from an early period the flat head of
the narrow central valley was flanked by cliffs,
the northern of which (at Jeremiah's Grotto out-
side the modern Damascus Gate) formed a remark-
able isolated knoll, 2570 ft. above the sea, which
is now regarded by many as the true site of
Calvary. The N. ditch was probably in part
natural, for in the cliff under the modern city
wall, E. of the Damascus Gate, is the entrance
to the great quarries under the city, where the
Meleki beds were cut out for the Temple masonry.
That these quarries existed early, and were not
merely hewn for the building of Herod's Temple,
has been shown by M. Clermont-Ganneau's dis-
covery of a rudely cut sketch of a cherub, or
man-bull, in the ancient Heb. or Phcen. style,
attributable to a period earlier than that of Herod,
and carved on the rock wall of the quarry.

The natural water supply of Jerus. is deficient,
and was very early supplemented by the cutting of
rain-water tanks and aqueducts. The only natural
spring was in a cave on the W. side of the Kidron,
S. of the Temple Area. It is remarkable for its
intermittent flow, due to a natural syphon leading
from a subterranean basin in the rock. The water
collected by the valleys from the rocky watershed,
and sinking, as above explained, down to the im-
pervious dolomite beds beneath the hill spurs, also
bursts out in winter at the junction of the three
valleys, and flows in a clear rapid stream towards
the Dead Sea. But this overflow is due to the
sinking of a deep shaft at the well now called Bir
Eyub (' Job's' or ' Joab's' [see below] well), which
reaches down 125 ft. The well is connected with
an ancient aqueduct, 70 to 90 ft. below the present
surface, on the W. side of the Kidron Valley, and
reached by stairways. Although unfinished, this
aqueduct must have assisted in collecting the
waters to the Bir Eyub.* The water of the upper
spring was also early diverted through an aque-
duct to the Pool of Siloam, as will be explained
later. In the earliest period of the history of
Jerus. it is possible that the bed of the Kidron,
then much deeper than it now is,—in consequence
of the accumulation of rubbish,—was occupied by a
stream flowing on the surface from the upper cave
spring, S. of the Temple. Water also found its
way down the narrow ravine W. of the Temple
hill, and is there still found in the subterranean
cave of the Hammdm esh-Shefa, or * healing-bath/
under the W. wall of the present IJaram enclosure.
The shaft of the modern well is 86 ft. deep, the
lower part having been apparently made in the

*This well was reopened in A.D. 1184 by the Franks, who
called i t ' Joab's well' {i.e. En-rogel).
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Rom. period. The rocky chamber and passage
at the bottom extend 128 ft., but no ancient
notice of this reservoir has been discovered with
any certainty. The water supply, both here and
at the Bir Eyub, failed in the winter of 1864-1865,
bein<* dependent on the rainfall of a comparatively
small area, near the watershed N. of the city.
The various artificial reservoirs which supplied the
city will be described later. We have no informa-
tion as to any works which may have been carried
out by the Jebusites before David fixed his capital
in Jerusalem. The spring in the Kidron Valley
existed then, and it is possible that the supply in
the Uammdm esh-Shefa was also available, and
much nearer to the surface. In Neh (as noticed
later) the * Dragon Spring' is mentioned W. of
Jerus.; but if a natural supply of water is to be
understood, it would seem to be now dried up,
as there is no known spring on this side of the
city. Jos. calls this place the * Serpents' Pool'
(BJ V. iii. 2).

ill. HISTORY.—In accordance with Jewish tra-
dition (Jos. Ant. I. x. 2, VII. xi. 3 ; Wars, VI. x. 1),
Jerus. may be supposed to have been a city
(SALEM?) in the time of Abraham (Gn 1418, where
see the cautious note of Dillmann), whose king,
Melchizedek, was priest of God Most High {El
'Elyon). The city is next noticed as the capital of
a Canaanite king at the time of the Heb. conquest
(Jos 105). The inhabitants were Jebusites; and
although its king was killed (Jos 1026), yet Jerus. was
not attacked until later {Jg I8 [?]), and remained a
Jebusite town, and ' city of the stranger' (Jg 1910"12),
in the time of the Judges. The discovery of letters
from the early governor of Jerus. to Amenophis
(c. B.C. 1480-1440), in the Tel el-Amarna collection,
gives us some additional light on the history of the
city. It is clear from various references that an
Egyptian resident, supported by an Egyptian
garrison, was there established at a time when
all the Philistine towns (including Gezer) were
also held by Egypt. But this garrison was with-
drawn in consequence of the general rebellion
of Pal. and Syria against Egypt, and the king
of Jerus. reported that, in consequence, all the
country had rebelled to the Khabiri (see HEBREWS),
who had occupied Aijalon, Lachish, Gezer, Ash-
kelon, and Zorah, his own position being perilous
in consequence. It is clear, therefore, that Jerus.
was already a royal Canaanite city before the Heb.
conquest under Joshua.

The boundary line of Judah was so drawn as
to leave Jerus. m the lot of Benjamin (Jos 157, cf.
1828, both P; in 1563 [JE] Jerus. belongs to Judah);
the border ran from En-rogel (in the Kidron) along
the Valley of Hinnom S. of Jerusalem. The city
was attacked by Judah (Jos 1563; in Jg I2 1 Ben-
jamin has possibly been substituted for Judah;
Jg I8 is a very doubtful passage, see Moore's note),
who, however, did not succeed in driving out the
original Jebusites. The choice of Jerus. as a
capital, in David's time, was probably due to its
being already an important town, in a position
more central than Hebron, and less exposed to
incursion from the plains than Shechem. David's
men scaled the * gutter,'* or * water - channel'
{zinnor, παραξίφίδή, and took the ' mountain fort of
Zion,' or * citadel' {"Ακρα), which Josephus identifies
with the Upper Agora of his own time {Wars, V.
iv. 1). The mockery of David by the Jebusites shows
that Jerus. was considered a strong fortress (2 S 56"9).
The occupation of the citadel did not lead to the
expulsion of the Jebusites, for at a later period
David appears to have been friendly with Araunah
the Jebusite. Jerus. at the time of this conquest
(about B.C. 1000) included not only the fort of the

* On the various explanations that have been offered of the
very obscure passage 2 S 58, see Driver, ad loc.

upper city, but also a quarter called Millo (2 S 59),
which the LXX renders "Ακρα. Josephus states
that David joined the lower city {την κάτω πάλιν)
to the citadel {την "Ακραν), surrounding both with
walls (see 1 Ch II4 '8), and established himself in
the citadel, calling it (or else Jerus. generally) the
city of David. The ark was soon after brought
to the city of David, and ' placed in the tent that
David had pitched for i t ' (2 S 612-17, 1 Ch 1313

1525-163). The site of the Temple was afterwards
chosen at the * threshing-floor of Araunah the
Jebusite' (2 S 2418, 1 Ch 2118-28), which site was
bought for fifty shekels of silver (about £9), or,
according to the later account (1 Ch 2125), for 600
shekels of gold. Preparations for the building
were made by David, and the Temple was begun
by Solomon in the month of Ziv (latter part of
April), in the 4th year of his reign (about B.C.
965), and finished in the month Bui (Oct.), seven
years later (1 Κ 61"38). The ark was finally re-
moved out of the city of David into the Temple
(1 Κ 81"8), at the feast of consecration in the seventh
month, Ethanim (September). The royal palace
of hewn stone and cedar was not finished till later
(1 Κ 71"12), and two bronze pillars were cast for
the Temple, with a ' sea' or large reservoir, and
other vessels (1 Κ 713"51). The Temple, which in
plan and adornment resembled those in Babylon,
described in a later age in the records of Nebuch.,
was provided with an altar court with walls and
cedar beams (1 Κ 636); but the dimensions of this
court are not noticed. It is stated that the * inner'
or altar court was separated from other outer
courts (2 Ch 235'8). The royal palace appears (as
will be shown in dealing with Topography) to
have stood near the Temple on the S., and it was
not in the city of David (1 Κ 924, cf. 78). Solomon
also built the wall of Jerus., and * shut in the ravine
[?; RV 'repaired the breach'; Heb. H9'nS n ^l °f
the city of David' (1 Κ 915 II27). Jerus. was en-
larged by the building of the Temple and Palace
beyond the bounds of the city of David.

After the revolt of Israel from Rehoboam, Jerus.
was attacked by Shishak, king of Egypt (about B.C.
935), when the gold shields made by Solomon fell
a prey, with all the treasures of the Temple and of
the Palace. We possess a monumental record in
which Shishak (Sheshonk) gives the names of 133
cities in Pal. subdued during this campaign, and
the last name lura . . ., though unfortunately
half-defaced, may perhaps represent Jerusalem.
Another attack on the city (about B.C. 850) is
recorded (2 Ch 2116) in the reign of Jehoram, when
the Phil, and Arabs near Egypt sacked the ' king's
house.' After the revolution of Jehu, and murder
of Ahaziah, king of Judah, at Jezreel, Athaliah,
who had usurped the throne of her grandson, was
slain at the entrance of the palace, probably about
B.C. 842 (2 Κ II 1 6, 2 Ch2315); and about B.C. 786
Jehoash of Israel marched on Jerus. from the W.
plain, and broke down 400 cubits of the wall on
the W., carrying off once more the treasures of the
Temple and of the Palace (2 Κ 1413·14, 2 Ch 2523).
The incursion of Ramman-nirari from Assyria
(about B.C. 803) into N. Israel and to Damascus,
no doubt accounts for the strengthening of Jerus.
by Uzziah (2 Ch 269·15), when towers were built on
the W., on that part of the Avail broken down
some twenty years before. The city was protected
by engines of war, similar to those shown in
Assyr. pictures. Jotham (about B.C. 742-736) also
strengthened J. by building the * higher gate' of
the Temple, and a Avail on Ophel, S. of the same
(2 Κ 1535, 2 Ch 273). The conquests of Tiglath-
pileser in Syria were then causing anxiety in
Judah. Ahaz, the next king, was tributary to
this Assyr. conqueror (about B.C. 734), and before
that date he was attacked by the enemies of
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Tiglath-pileser,—Rezin of Damascus and Pekah
of Samaria,—who, however, failed to take Jerus.
(2 Κ 165). The fall of Samaria to Sargon alarmed
Hezekiah, son of Ahaz, and the great improve-
ments— from a military point of view — which
were carried out in Jerus., in the water supply of
SILOAM (which see), may have been begun by
Ahaz at the time of the fall of Damascus in B.C.
732 (Is 86). The advance of Sennacherib rendered
it necessary to prepare for attack about B.C. 701
(Is 2211), and the aqueduct from Gihon to Siloam
was probably complete when the Assyr. came to
Jerus. (2 Κ 2020, 2 Ch 3230). The account which we
possess of this attack in the records of Senna-
cherib harmonizes with that found in the Bible
(2 Κ 1813-1937, 2 Ch 329"23, Is 36. 37). Sennacherib
records (see Schrader, ΚΑΤ2) that he invaded
Philistia in B.C. 701, and defeated the Egyptians
at Altaka ; that he set up new tributary rulers
in Ekron and Ashdod; and 'captured forty-six
cities' of Judah, shutting up Hezekiah in Jerus.,
like *a bird in a cage.' He speaks of the riches
sent to Nineveh from Jerus., but is silent regard-
ing the disaster that overtook his army on the
Egyptian frontier, drove back the Assyr. beyond
the Euphrates, and saved Jerus. for a century.
The alliance with Egypt (see Is 366) prevented any
danger from Egypt to Hezekiah's capital, but
that with Babylon (Is 39) was less useful, since
Merodach-baladan was defeated by Sennacherib
in B.C. 696. Manasseh (acceding probably about
B.C. 695) was tributary to Esarhaddon and Assur-
banipal, according to their inscriptions, and the
former attacked Egypt in 680, and finally took
Memphis (Nah 38) in B.C. 670. The carrying of
Manasseh to Babylon (2 Ch 3311) appears to have
occurred under Assurbanipal (see Jos. Ant. X. iii. 2)
after B.C. 668, and this king is known to have
restored Babylon as his southern capital. The
further fortification of Jerus. by a wall on Ophel,
outside the original city of David, and extending
to the Fish Gate on the N. of Jerus., was effected
apparently after his restoration. Amon, the suc-
cessor of Manasseh, reigned only two years, and
the rule of Josiah coincided with the last years of
Assyr. empire, witnessing the terrible Scythian
raid which swept down to the borders of Egypt.
The Law was discovered in the Temple, and a great
reformation effected in B.C. 621 (2 Κ 22, 2 Ch 34);
but in B.C. 609 Necho marched to the aid of the
Babylonians and Umman-manda (see Davidson,
Nahum, note at end), who combined against Nine-
veh, and Josiah, endeavouring to stop his advance,
was slain at Megiddo (2 Κ 2329). The allies soon
quarrelled over the spoils ; and the defeat of Necho
at Carchemish left Pal. an easy prey to Nebuch.
of Babylon, the new master of W. Asia. In B.C. 597
Jerus. was taken and despoiled (2 Κ 2411'15), and
Jehoiachin carried to Babylon. In B. c. 586 Nebuch.
again attacked Zedekiah, who fled ' by the way to
the Arabah' (2 Κ 254), or from the S.E. side of
the city. On the 7th of Ab the city was entered
by the Babylonians, and on the 9th (about 1st Aug.),
according to the Mishnic traditions {Taanith iv. 7),
the ancient Temple of Solomon was destroyed,
with the Palace and all the chief buildings of
Jerusalem. The walls were broken down. The
treasures of the city had already been taken in
the first raid ; the sacred vessels were now carried
away (2 Κ 2513, 2 Ch 3618), and the ark itself was
probably removed, since Nebuchadnezzar's prac-
tice in other cases was to carry off all objects of
veneration belonging to defeated peoples. Many
of the chief men of Judah had followed Jehoiachin
into captivity, and the rest now followed Zede-
kiah, leaving only the ' poor of the land as vine-
dressers and husbandmen' under a Babylonian ruler
of Palestine (2 Κ 2512).

The history of the ruined city remains a blank
until Cyrus arose and wrested the empire from
Nabonidus, the last Babylonian king. The Jews,
like the Phcen., were content to remain subject to
the tolerant Aryan race which ruled from India
to Egypt. The Temple was refounded at Jeru-
salem (Ezr 312), and was completed twenty years
later (Ezr 615). The return of Ezra to Jerus., and
the establishment of the Law, may be referred to
the reign of Artaxerxes I. (B.C. 458); see ZERUB-
BABEL. Ace. to Jos. {Ant. XI. vii. 1), Bagoses, a
general of Artaxerxes II., profaned the Temple,
and laid a tax on the sacrifices. The restoration
of Jerus. by Nehemiah (Neh 3) was merely a re-
building of the ancient wall found in ruins; but
this account is the most complete that we possess
of the ancient topography of the city.

The battle of Issus and taking of Tyre laid Pal.
at the feet of Alexander the Great, and about B.C.
332 he visited Jerus., according to Jos. {Ant. XL
viii. 4). The city suffered, after his death, from
the long struggle between the Ptolemies in Egypt
and the Seleucidse in Antioch. Ptol. Soter, son
of Lagus, entered Jerus. on the Sabbath in B.C.
305 {Ant. XII. i. 1), and Antiochus in. (called the
Great) took the city from the Egyp. in B.C. 219
{Ant. XII. iii. 3). The influence of Greek art and
customs began to spread over Pal. under the
Seleucidse, and when Antiochus IV. (Epiphanes)
visited Jerus. in B.C. 172, there appears to have
been a gymnasium (perhaps the Xystus, W. of the
Temple), built by the Hellenists in the Holy City
(1 Mac I14, 2 Mac 49'12, Jos. Ant. XII. v. 1). Two
years later, Antiochus, defeated in Egypt, entered
Jerus. unopposed, in a Sabbatic year (1 Mac I20,
Ant. XII. v. 3). The Jews, for more than three
centuries and a half, had been peaceful subjects
of Pers. and Gr. overlords, but the growth of
Gr. influence alarmed the pious, and the tyranny
of Epiphanes bred a desperate spirit of revolt.
In B.C. 168 Apollonius, the Gr. general, was sent
to Jerus. by Antiochus, with orders to suppress
the national religion. On the 15th of Chislev he
desecrated the Temple by sacrifice of swine,—
probably in honour of Ashtoreth and Tammuz,
to whom swine were sacrificed in this age in
Cyprus and Phoenicia,—and an image of a boar
is said to have been erected in Jerus. (1 Mac I47,
Ant. XII. v. 4). The Gr. garrison was placed in a
newly erected citadel on Akra, which—as will be
shown later—is identified by Jos. with the Lower
City. This citadel dominated the Temple, and
during the revolt of Judas Maccabseus its garrison
held out even after the defeat of three Gr. armies
sent against the patriotic leader. In B.C. 165, after
the second defeat of the Greeks, Judas and his
followers restored the half-ruinous and neglected
Temple, erecting a new altar in place of that dese-
crated by Apollonius. The * Feast of Lights,' on
the 25th of Chislev, still commemorates this restora-
tion (1 Mac 452, Ant. XII. vii. 7). Two years later,
however, Antiochus V. (Eupator) retook Jerus., and
overthrew the walls of the city and of the Temple
(1 Mac 662, Ant. XII. ix. 5). After the defeat and
death of Judas at Elasa, following soon after
his victory at Adasa over Bacchides the desecrator
of the Temple, a period of misfortune for the
Hasmonsean house followed; but under the skilful
management of Jonathan, the brother of Judas,
the national cause prospered. In B.C. 143 Jonathan
built a wall in the middle of Jerus. to separate the
Akra citadel from the Upper Market or Agora
(1 Mac 1236, Ant. xin. vi. 7). His successor Simon,
the wisest and most prosperous of these famous
brethren, finally took the Akra citadel on the 23rd
of Ziv in B.C. 139, and partly levelled the moun-
tain on which it had stood—a labour lasting three
years (1 Mac 1436, Ant. xin. vi. 7 ; on the historical
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reliability of this statement see Schiirer, HJP
I. i. 262, note 14). John Hyrcanus, his son, who,
being at Gazara, escaped the massacre at Dok,
was besieged in B.C. 134 in Jerus. by Antiochus
Sidetes, and is said by Jos. to have opened the
tombs of the kings, and taken treasure thence {Ant.
XIII. viii. 4). After his successful rule the quarrels
of the Hasmonreans brought further trouble on
the city, and the Romans, having under Pompey
conquered Armenia to the Caucasus and to the
borders of Persia, began to interfere in the affairs
of Palestine. An alliance with Rome was one of
the latest acts of Judas Maccabseus., and had been
renewed later. The country had been at peace
during the greater part of the reign of Alexander
Jannseus, and the Gr. influence (as witnessed by
his coins) had been steadily reasserting its power.
After the death of Alexandra-Salome, the able
widow of Alexander Jannseus, a war of succession
broke out between her sons. Hyrcanus II., aided
by Aretas (Harith) the Arab king of Petra, besieged
Aristobulus II. in Jerus. in B.C. 65; but Scaurus,
one of Pompey's generals, ordered him to raise the
siege {Ant. XIV. ii. 1). In B.C. 63 Pompey himself
besieged Jerus., to put an end to the increasing
anarchy. Aristobulus was removed, the walls were
demolished, and the bridge leading to the Temple
was thrown down. Pompey is said to have entered
the Holy of Holies itself. The city was made
tributary to Rome {Ant. XIV. iv. 4 ; Wars, I. vii. 1).
The subjection of Pal. was, however, not yet com-
plete. In B.C. 55 Crassus, before his defeat in
Parthia, again pillaged the Temple {Ant. xiv. vii. 1),
and in B. c. 47 the Hasmon. rule came to an end;
Antipater the Idumsean, in recognition of his ser-
vices on the borders of Egypt, was made ruler of
Pal. by Julius Ciiesar the year after the battle of
Pharsalia. Four years later his famous son, Herod
the Great, became joint ruler with Phasael, and in
B.C. 40 became Procurator of Judaea, by order of
the Senate. He was then driven from Jerus. by
the invasion of the Parthians, under their prince
Pacorus, who re-established the Hasmon. Antigonus
{Wa7*s, I. xiii. 13). In B.C. 37 Herod, assisted by
Sosius the Rom. governor of Syria, took the city
from Antigonus {Ant. XIV. xvi. 2), and a period of
strong rule and peace followed. In B.C. 24 Herod
built his palace in Jerus., on the W. side of the upper
city—the old Hasmonsean palace being on the E.,
near the Temple bridge. He also restored the
citadel Baris or Antonia, N. of the Temple, and
celebrated games in a new theatre in the city {Ant.
XV. viii. 1-5, ix. 1). Later in his reign, in B.C. 19,
Herod began to replace the ancient Temple en-
closure by a new and much larger structure, and
this work was finished in B.C. 11 {Ant. XV. xi. 3, 6).
The death of Herod, in the year of the Nativity
(B.C. 4), was signalized by the destruction of the
golden eagle erected over the Temple porch (Wars,
I. xxxiii. 3, 8). The history of Jerus. under Herod's
successors, and under the procurators, is almost a
blank. In A.D. 35 Pontius Pilate was recalled, in
consequence of the riots caused by appropriating
the Corban to the purpose of making an aqueduct
from near Bethlehem to the Temple {Ant. xvill.
iii. 2). Agrippa the tetrarch, grandson of Herod
the Great, began the building of a new wall on the
N. side of the city, about ten years after the
Crucifixion (A.D. 41-44), and Jerus. appears to have
grown much larger during the Rom. period {Ant.
XIX. vii. 2, viii. 2). King Agrippa, son of the last,
built a palace in the upper city {Ant. XX. viii. 11),
about A.D. 56, and the Temple courts were com-
pleted in A.D. 64 {Ant. XX. ix. 7). The Jewish
discontent, gradually increasing since the time of
Agrippa's death, led to revolt against the incom-
petent procurator Gessius Florus in A.D. 66,
and during the riots the palaces and Antonia

were burnt {Ant. XX. xi. 1 ; Wars, II. xvii. 6),
Cestius Gallus, president of Syria, besieged Jerus.
in consequence, and took the third wall on thfc
N., but retreated in panic {Wars, n. xix. 1-9), and
Vespasian was called to re-establish Rom. power
in Palestine. The campaign was slow and system-
atic, and not until all the country to the N. had
been subdued, and Jericho and the plains of
Joppa reconquered, did the Rom. army advance
to the attack of Jerus., a task left to Titus in
consequence of ^Vespasian's becoming emperor.
The great siege in A.D. 70 was perhaps the most
terrible ever undergone by the city, and the full
account by Jos. illustrates the topography of
Jerus. at the time of its greatest extension and
strength.

The great siege lasted 143 days, from the 14th
Abib, when the Romans encamped on Scopus
{Wars, v. xiii. 7) until the final conflagration on
the 8th of Elul {Wars, VI. viii. 5). The dates of
the principal events may be briefly given.

Day o!
Month

Abib 14
(Passover)

Abib 23

Ziv

»>

»

Sivan

»t

„

Tammuz

;;

Ab

It

Elul

7

12

16
21

29

1

3

7

10

1

3
5

17

22

24

27

28

8

0

20

7

8

Day of
Siege.

1

15

20

24
29

37

38

40

44

47

68

70
72

84

89

91

94

95

104

105

116

133

134

Chief Events.

Romans arrive, John seizes the Temple
(Wars, v. vii. 7-17).

First day of actual siege (Wars, v.
vii. 2).

Wall of Agrippa taken. Feast of Dedi-
cation of Temple (Wars, v. vii. 2).

Second wall taken. Romans repulsed
(Wars, v. viii. 1).

Second wall retaken (Wars, v. viii. 2).
Banks raised against Antonia, after

three days' rest and review of troops
(Wars, y. ix. 2).

Banks against Antonia, and others com-
menced 12th Ziv against Hippicus,
are completed (Wars, v. xi. 2).

Bank at Antonia mined by the Jewa
(Wars, y. xi. 3).

Banks against upper city destroyed by
Jews (Wars, v. xi. 5).

A wall of circumvallation begun and
built in three days (Wars, v. xii. 2).

New banks begun against Antonia
occupying 21 days (Wars, vi. i. 1).

Antonia attacked. Romans repulsed.
The wall falls during the night
(Wars, yi. i. 3).

Sabinus killed invading the Temple.
Antonia surprised by night (Wars,

vi. i. 6, 7).
The daily sacrifice fails (Taanith iv. 4).

Antonia demolished during the pre-
ceding week. Banks raised against
the inner Temple (Wars, vi. ii. 1, 7).

The Jews set fire to the N. and W.
cloisters (Wars, vi. i. 9).

The Romans fire part of cloisters (Wars,
vi. iii. 1).

The Jews destroy the W. cloister
(Wars, vi. iii. 1).

The Romans destroy the N. cloister
(Wars, vi. iii. 2).

Engines batter the inner Temple wall
for six days. Two banks being com-
pleted (Wars, vi. iv. 1).

The gate Moked is undermined (Taa-
nith iv. 9). The Rom. soldiers set
fire to the Temple by night (Wars,
vi. iv. 5). The city is plundered, the
lower city burnt, the family of Izates
submits (Wars, yi. vi. 3, 4).

Banks raised against the upper city
on N.W. and N.E. (Wars, vi. viii. 1).

Banks finished after 18 days (Wars, vi.
viii. 4).

Final conflagration and conquest of
the city (Wars, vi. viii. 5).

The first day of the siege (23rd Abib) corre-
sponded in A.D. 70 to the 9th April. That lunar
months must be supposed is shown by Jos. (Wars,
VI. viii. 1, 9). The final fall of Jerus. took place in
the hottest part of the year, on 4th September. The
terrible sufferings of the besieged from famine,
thirst, and disease were thus intensified by the
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season. It is unnecessary to enter into detail as
to these sufferings, or as to the various factions
whose conflicts added to the general misery. The
Idumteans, introduced by one faction to support
themselves, thought only of plunder; and con-
certed action against the Romans was rendered
difficult. The numbers of the besieged are stated
by Tacitus at 600,000 {Hist. v. 13); the estimate of
over a million by Jos. is incredible (Wars, II. xiv.
3, V. vi. 1, xiii. 7, VI. ix. 3). The ordinary popula-
tion cannot have exceeded 30,000 at most; but in
consequence of the Passover, and of the Idumseans
being admitted, the city must have been densely
crowded. The Jewish system perished in blood
and fire, and the few survivors were made victims
of the circus games at Caesarea, or led captive to
Rome, where, on the Arch of Titus, the golden
candlestick, the table of shewbread, and the silver
trumpets from the Temple (but not the ark, which
never stood in the Temple after the time of
Nebuch.), are shown as spoils of this great
victory.

In order to understand the topography of Jerus., and to dis-
tinguish its later remains, it is necessary briefly to follow the
history from A.p. 70 down to the present day. After the capture
of the upper city, the walls of the city and of the Temple were
thrown down, with the exception of the royal towers and part
of the W. wall (Wars, vn. i. 1), which remained as the fortress
of the legion left in charge. Jerus. has no history for sixty
years after its destruction, but an inscription of the time of
Trajan (A.D. 117) appears to record the worship there of Serapis
by a veteran who may even have been present with Titus. In
A.D. 130 Hadrian visited Jerus., and in A.D. 134 occurred the
desperate rebellion of the Jews under Bar Cochba and Rabbi
Akiba. They were expelled from Jerus. by Julius Severus (Dion
Cassius, lxix. 13), and according to later statements (Talm. Jer.
Taanith iv. and Jerome, Comm. on Zee 819) T. Annius Rufus
ploughed up the foundations of the Temple. In the following
year they were massacred at Bether (Bittir) close to Jerus. on
the W. In A.D. 136 Hadrian rebuilt the city, and called it iElia
Capitolina. He dedicated the Temple site to Jupiter Capitol-
inus, and decreed the exclusion of the Jews from Jerus.—a decree
which, though perhaps not always enforced, was still in exist-
ence in the time of Constantine (Dion Cassius, lxix. 12; Euse-
bius, Hist. Eccles. iv. 6). The city of Hadrian appears to have
been smaller than that of the time of Titus, since the S. part of
the upper city was outside the wall in the 4th cent. A.D. In
A.D. 130 Hadrian found only a few houses and seven synagogues
(see Biblia Sacra, pp. 393-455). Only one of these was standing
in the 4th cent. (Bordeaux Pilgrim). Hadrian appears to have
repaired the walls (Orosius, Hist. xv., written abouc A.D. 416),
and, according to the Paschal Chronicle (which is, however, a
late authority), the new buildings included * the two markets'
(ΰνμ,όσ-ια,), a theatre, a mint, a tricameron, a tetranymphon, and
a dodekapylon, formerly called anabathmoi (In Ann. 3 JEl.
Hadr.). Eusebius (Life of Constantine, iii. 36) speaks of a
temple of Venus erected in the city, at the site of the subse-
quent Church of the Holy Sepulchre. This was afterwards (see
Fetellus in A.D. 1151-1157) attributed to Hadrian. Jerome
(Epist. 49) speaks of a marble statue of Venus ' on the rock of
the Cross,' and Eusebius connects her worship with the dark
cave (μ-υχόν) under this rock. A coin of Antoninus Pius repre-
sents Venus in a tetrastyle temple with the legend C.A.C., and
later coins of Aurelius and Severus have the same reverse with
the legend Col. Ml. Cap. It seems clear that either Hadrian or
the Antonines erected this Venus temple in the N. quarter of
Jerus., when it was rebuilt as a pagan city. A coin of Hadrian,
struck in Jerus., shows a temple which may be the same.
Jerome also informs us (Comm. Is 28 and Mt 2415) that eques-
trian statues of Hadrian were placed on the site of the Holy of
Holies, together with an idol of Jove. These were still standing
in A.D. 333 (Bordeaux Pilgrim), and an inscription on a stone
now built upside down into the S. wall of the Temple en-
closure bears the name of Hadrian, and probably belonged to
one of these statues. The head of a small statue was picked up
by a peasant, in the road N. of the Damascus Gate, in 1873.
It is crowned with laurel, and the Rom. eagle appears on the
front of the crown. The features resemble those of known
statues of Hadrian, and the head may have belonged to one
of the above statues.

A cohort was stationed at Jerus. to prevent the Jews enter-
ing the city (Sulpic. Severus, Hist. Sac. ii. 25), and the decree
still held in A.D. 312 (Eusebius, Theophania). But in A.D. 333
(Bordeaux Pilgrim) we find the Jews allowed annually to visit
the 'pierced stone,' which was near Hadrian's statue in the
Temple. They anointed the stone, lamented over it, and tore
their garments. It apparently represented the site of the
Temple, over which no building is mentioned, and is usually
identified with the Sakhrah or sacred 'rock,' still remarkable
for the shaft which pierces down to the cave beneath from the
surface of the rock. Jerome also speaks (Comm. Ezk 115) of
the Jews entering Jerus. to wail, in his own time. He says
that for fifty years (or until A.D. 130) Jerus. remained laid even
with the ground, and lost its former name (Comm. Ezk 5*);

but under Hadrian it regained the position of an ordinary
provincial capital.

We hear no more of its history for nearly two centuries,
until the establishment of Christianity by Constantine; but,
in the tombs on Olivet, stone boxes have been found (ostbo-
phagi) belonging to the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th cents, A.D., which
held the bones of Jews and Jewish Christians there collected
close to the Valley of Judgment. The traditional tomb of St.
Pelagia (noticed from the 4th cent, down) contains also an
early Gr. text—' Courage Domitela, none is immortal'—which
may (as compared with others in Bashan) belong to the 2nd or
3rd cent. A.D. Pilgrimages began to be customary in the latter
cent., when Alexander, a bishop of Cappadocia, visited Jerus.;
and a female pilgrim is noticed by Cyprian. In A.D. 315 Eusebius
speaks of pilgrims coming from all parts of the world to witness
the fulfilment of prophecy, and to worship on the Mount of
Olives (where the footprints of Christ were shown), which
appears to have been the only sacred station then known.
Our first account of the city under its new conditions is that
of the Bordeaux Pilgrim, who arrived while the new cathedral
of the Holy Sepulchre (or · Church of the Anastasis') was being
built by Constantine's order in A.D. 333. As regards the recog-
nition of the site, we have no statement in earlier authors to
show that the true locality was preserved by tradition. The
legend of Helena's miraculous discovery of the Cross is un-
noticed by contemporary writers, though in A.D. 326 the mother
of Constantine visited Bethlehem and Olivet. The Cross itself
is only noticed by St. Cyril twenty years after the great Basilica
was built, and in A.D. 383 by Jerome (Epit. Paulce, 5). Euse-
bius gives what purports to be Constantine's letter to Macarius
(Chron. Ann. 339) ordering the erection of the new buildings
which he elsewhere fully describes (Life of Constantine, bk.
in. chs. 34-39). There is no doubt that the sites described
are the same still shown, but the letter to Macarius speaks of
them as ' long hidden under the earth'; and Eusebius says
that the Venus temple was first destroyed, and 'beyond all
hope' the sacred tomb was found under the mound then
cleared away. There is no doubt that an ancient Jewish tomb
(now called that of Nicodemus) was discovered, and that the
traditional Holy Sepulchre (a tomb of the Gr. and Rom. type)
is rock-cut; the surrounding rock is said to have been cut
away to leave the monument isolated in the flat surrounding
space.

What is lacking is any evidence that the sites are genuine.
The story of the finding of the Cross is first told by Rufinus in
A.D. 410, and by Theodoret about A.D. 440. The 4th cent,
was an uncritical age, and many of the sites shown to pilgrims
were impossible—such as that of Rephidim in Moab (St. Sylvia),
of Job's Stone in Bashan, and of the Transfiguration on Olivet
—a blunder of the Bordeaux Pilgrim, who also makes David to
have met Goliath near Jezreel. The situation of the sites which
Constantine honoured awakened apparently some suspicions
from an early age. Eusebius (Life of Constantine, iii. 33) speaks
of the new Jerus. rising round the Basilica opposite the old
Jerus. in ruins; and mediaeval writers all explain that the
extension of the city, which in the 4th cent. A.D. surrounded
the Venus temple, was due to Hadrian. A careful consideration
of the topography and military considerations tend, however,—
as will be seen later,—to show that these sites were equally
within the city at the time of the Crucifixion. The case for
the traditional sites, which have remained unchanged for fifteen
centuries, is thus very weak. The buildings erected by Con-
stantine have perished, but it is generally agreed by Willis,
de Vogue, and Prof. Hayter Lewis, that they consisted of a
hemispherical building, continued eastwards by a great basilica,
with a court or atrium on its E., and an entrance (propylcea)
with pillars. This was, in fact, a building similar to that
erected by Constantine at Bethlehem, where the original pillars
of the basilica are still standing. The great leaden roof was
gilded, the sacred cave was surrounded with columns, the
cloisters had galleries above; the walls were adorned with
sculpture (and possibly with mosaics), and, on the S. appar-
ently, was the great tank—still traceable—in which (Cyril,
Catech. Lect.) the neophytes were baptized at Easter, by total im-
mersion, according to the usual rite. The details of the descrip-
tion are not very clear, but it is certain that the building was
large and magnificent, and that it embraced not only the Holy
Sepulchre in its open court surrounded by the hemisphere, but
also the rock of the supposed Mount Calvary to the S.E. with
the cave beneath. A site which had once been a pagan temple
was thus (as in other cases at Tyre, Csesarea, Gerasa, etc.)
converted into a Christian shrine, but the strange festival of
the Holy Fire (first noticed in the 9th cent.) seems to have
perpetuated the pagan fire-feasts of earlier days—perhaps once
celebrated at the same spot. In like manner the cave at
Bethlehem had, according to Jerome, been sacred to Adonis
before the grove was cut down, and the church built by Con-
stantine over its site.

In A.D. 335 a synod was held at Jerus. and the Church of the
Anastasis was consecrated (Euseb. Life of Const, iv. 43-47).
On the temporary reversion of the state to paganism, Julian
is said to have attempted to rebuild the Temple (Socrates,
Hist. Eccles. iii. 20), but was deterred by what would seem to
have been an explosion of fire damp, in A.D. 362. About A.D. 450
the empress Eudoxia, widow of Theodosius u., retired to Jerus.,
where she died in A.D. 461. She built a Church of St. Stephen,
of which only a few fragments have been found N. of the city,
and restored the walls, enclosing the Pool of Siloam within
their circuit (Evagrius, Hist. Eccles. i. 22). During this period
the Council of Chalcedon (A.D. 451) made Jerus. a patriarchate
independent of Csesarea. Short descriptions of the city (by
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Eucherius and Theodosius) belong to the 5th and 6th cents.,
and the number of sacred sites shown to pilgrims steadily
increased; but the genuineness of these traditions is always
doubtful.

About A.D. 532 Justinian erected important works in Jems.,
including the Church of the Virgin—usually supposed to have
stood on the site of the present Aksa Mosque, the pillars of
which have Byzantine capitals which may belong to this age—
together with a hospital to the W. of the Temple enclosure,
and a Church of St. Sophia, which Antony of Piacenza (about
A.D. 600) places at the Prsetorium, distinguishing it from St.
Mary. It is also placed ' in' the Praetorium by Theodosius (or
Theodorus, A.D. 530), and the Prsetorium was always shown by
Christian tradition N. of the Temple at the site of Antonio,
and near the Twin Pools in the fosse to the N. The remains
of a small church in the modern barracks are believed by de
Vogue to represent St. Sophia. The Temple Area itself, as
described in the 4th, 5th, and 6th cents., was in ruins, and
no building stood on the site of the Holy House. The S.E.
corner of the enclosure stood up as a ruined 'pinnacle' to
which pilgrims refer. Even after the great Church of St. Mary
was built, Antony of Piacenza speaks of the ' ruins of Solomon's
Temple,' and these ruins are noticed by Eucherius (about A.D.
427-440) and by Arculf (A.D. 680). We have no account of any
buildings in this area before the time of Justinian, but the
description by Procopius (de Edificiis Justiniani, bk. v. ch. 6)
shows that his work was extensive. Unfortunately, the account
is not very clear : cloisters (α-τοού) are noticed, which may have
run on the outer walls of the enclosure—except, as he says,
on the E. The present Golden Gate, on the E. wall of the
enclosure, is architecturally Byzantine work, and may have
been built in the 6th cent, (as compared with buildings in
N. Syria); it is unnoticed by early writers, and apparently first
mentioned by Ssewulf early in the 12th cent. The hospital
attached to St. Mary is said (Antony of Piacenza) to have held
from 3000 to 5000 beds. Procopius speaks of two hospices
(ζενώης),—one for pilgrims and one for the sick,—but it is not
clear where they stood.

The buildings so erected by the two great emperors, Con-
stantine and Justinian, suffered from the attack of Chosroes π.
of Persia, who, aided by 24,000 Jews, is said (Paschal Chron.
A.D. 614) to have destroyed the Church of the Anastasis, taking
the patriarch Zacharias and the Holy Cross to Persia. Immedi-
ately after, Modestus, the vice-patriarch, is said to have begun the
restoration of the church (Life of St. John Eleemon in Ada
Sanct. ii. p. 500). In A.D. 629 Heraclius made peace with Siroes,
son of Chosroes, and entered Jerus. in triumph through the
Golden Gate (Paschal Chron.) on the 14th Sept. This victory
of Christendom was, however, shortly to be followed by the
triumph of Islam. It was in the same year that Mohammed
destroyed the idols of Mecca, and in A.D. 637 Khalif Omar
appeared before Jerusalem. The Christians resisted for some
time (four months according to Theoph., Chronograph, or two
years according to Arab writers). The earliest accounts (includ-
ing that of Eutychius, A.D. 870) are not contemporary, but all
writers seem to agree that Omar's conquest was unstained by
blood. He proclaimed security for life and property on payment
of tribute, and allowed the existing churches to stand, though
no new ones might be built. He erected a wooden mosque W.
of the Sakhrah (Arculf, A.D. 680, and Jelal ed-Din, A.D. 1470),
and purified the Rock itself. According to Eutychius (Annals,
written not later than A.D. 940), the Christians had built nothing
on the site of the Temple thus accepted by Islam.

The Ommiyah dynasty of Khalifs being established at
Damascus, 'Abd el-Melek, the 10th Khalif (according to all
Arab authorities, see Guy le Strange, Pal. under the Moslems),
erected a Kubbeh or 'Dome' over the Sacred JEtock in A.D. 688.
The small ' Dome of the Chain' to the E. is said to have been
the model of this building, which originally consisted of a drum
supported on arches, and on pillars torn from some earlier
Byzantine building, with an outer arcade—octagonal, and
adorned with glass mosaics. These still remain, and the Kufic
text above this outer arcade still preserves the date of building,
A.H. 72. Under these Khalifs, and under the great Abbaside
dynasty of Baghdad, the relationship of Islam and Christendom
was friendly, and Harun el-Rashid is said to have sent the keys
of Jerus., with other presents, to Charlemagne, who erected in
Jerus., E. of the Holy Sepulchre, chapels, and a hospice for Lat.
pilgrims (Bernard, I tin.), towards the close of the 8th cent.
A.D. The buildings on the site of Constantine's Church of the
Anastasis, which Modestus erected as already noticed, and of
which Arculf drew a rough plan on a wax tablet for the abbot of
Iona, appear to have been small separate chapels. The Holy
Sepulchre was enclosed in a round church. Calvary was covered
by a separate building, and a third to the E. replaced the
Basilica of Constantine. On the S. was a chapel of St. Mary,
and N. of Calvary a chapel of the 'Prison of Christ.' In the
early part of the 9th cent, the patriarch Thomas restored the
dome over the round church (Eutychius, Ann. A.D. 813-833),
and these buildings remained uninjured during the rule of
the Abbasides.

But in A.D. 969 Jerus. fell under the power of the Shia'h Khalif
of Egypt, Mue'z (see Gibbon, ch. lii.), and in A.D. 1010 Hakem,
the crazy and fanatical Egyp. Khalif, ordered the destruction of
the chapels by fire (Will. Tyre, i. 4). Through the influence of
the Byzantine emperor, Constantine Monomachus, they were
restored in A.D. 1048 by the patriarch Nicephorus, but the new
buildings, which existed when the Crusaders took Jerus., were
small and poor (Will. Tyre, i. 6, viii. 3). They were similar to
those of Modestus, but included a chapel of St. Mary N. of the
Sepulchre, and three chapels of St. John, Holy Trinity, and

St. James (which still remain), to the S. The cave under the
site of Constantine's Basilica, which is covered by a dome rest-
ing on clumsy Byzantine pillars, dating perhaps from the time
of Modestus, was shown as the * Chapel of St. Helena,' and as
the place where the Cross was miraculously discovered.

The history of the Temple enclosure is traced during this
earlier Moslem age by inscriptions, and by the later Arab
histories. In A.D. 728 a cupola was erected over the Aksa
Mosque (Justinian's Church of St. Mary), and this building was
injured by earthquake about A.D. 758-775, but restored soon
after by the Khalif el-Mahdi. In A.D. 831 the Khalif el-Mamftn
restored the Dome of the Rock, and apparently enclosed it in
the present octagonal outer wall. The beautiful bronze gates
of this wall bear the above date (A.H. 216). The beams on the
old roof resting on the wall also bear a date answering to
A.D. 913. In A.D. 1016 an earthquake partly destroyed the
dome, and the mosaics were repaired in A.D. 1027 as stated in
their inscriptions. The present wood-work of the dome was
erected in A.D. 1022. In A.D. 1060 the roof of the Aksa fell and
was repaired.

The decreasing power of the Arab race, and the rise of the
Seljuk Turks, led to the attack on Jerus. by Isar el-Atsis, a
Turcoman general, who drove out the Egyptians in A.D. 1077,
when 3000 of the inhabitants are said to have been slain (Will, of
Tyre, i. 6). The cruelty of the Turkish rulers was the immediate
cause of the first Crusade, when reported by Peter the Hermit
after his visit to Jerus. in A.D. 1094. The number of pilgrims had
been steadily increasing since about A.D. 1000, when the Amalfi
merchants founded the hospice of St. John Eleemon, on the site
apparently of that of Charlemagne. While the great contest
raged round Antioch, the Egyptians took advantage of the
absence of Turkish forces in the N., and seized Jerus. in 1098,
expelling the Turcomans after a siege of 40 days. They then
rebuilt the walls a few months before the army of Godfrey
appeared from the plains (Will. Tyre, vii. 19). The Crusaders
encamped on the N. and W., and subsequently extended on the
S.W. After forty days of desperate struggle, the city fell on
15th July 1099 (Will. Tyre, viii. 5), and a terrible massacre
followed. No sooner was the feudal system established in
Pal. than extensive building operations began. About A.D.
1103 a new cathedral to cover the chapels of Nicephorus—
already described—was commenced (Ssewulf, Itin.; Will. Tyre,
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viii. 3), and by A.D. 1140 the Church of St. Mary the Great was
built S. of the cathedral. In A.D. 1136 the new buildings in the
Temple Area, and the new decorations of the Dome of the Rock,
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then called Templum Domini, were finished after 20 years of
work, a chapter of canons having been established in A.D. 1112
(Will. Tyre, viii. 3). The city increased in prosperity for half a
cent., and was filled with churches and palaces, many of which
remain almost intact. For eighty years it was never besieged,
and its walls fell into decay, until the increasing dangers of the
Lat. kingdom led to their being renewed in A.D. 1177(Will. Tyre,
xxi. 25). But, after the fatal defeat at Hattin, the Franks in
Jerus. were besieged by Saladin, and surrendered, escaping
any massacre, in A.D. 1187. Saladin reconverted the Temple
enclosure into a Haram or ' sacred' Moslem sanctuary, and two
years later restored and regilt the Dome of the Rock, as shown
by an inscription in the dome itself. In A.D. 1192 he repaired
the city walls to oppose Richard Lion Heart, and from his time
downwards the Egyp. and Turkish rulers have added constantly
new buildings in the area, with minarets, stained-glass windows,
and other details, which it is impossible here to notice fully.

The main building periods of Jerus., after A.D. 70, have been
described at some length, in order to explain the present con-
ditions of Jerus. archaeology, and to distinguish the works of
later ages. In A.D. 1219 the city walls were dismantled by order
of the Sultan of Damascus, and ten years later Frederic π.,
emperor of Germany, received Jerus. by treaty from the Sultan
of Egypt. In spite of the conditions of this treaty, the Christians,
in A.D. 1239, began to rebuild the walls, when Daud Emir of
Kerak fell upon them, massacred many, and demolished the
walls and the citadel. Yet in 1243 Jerus. was again restored,
without conditions, to Christendom by the Sultan of Damascus,
and its walls repaired. In the following year the Kharezmian
Tartars—foes of Islam and Christendom alike—seized Jerus.,
massacred the population, and rifled the tombs of the Lat.
kings near the foot of Calvary. In 1247 they were driven N.
by the Sultan of Egypt, and Jerus. remained subject to Egypt
for 270 years, until the Ottoman Sultan Selim I. conquered
Syria in A.D. 1517. Inscriptions on the walls show that the
present ramparts are due to Suleiman the Magnificent in A.D.
1542. The line differs somewhat from that of the 12th cent, on
the N.W. and S.

Jerus. under the Turks remained without a history, and hardly
increased at all in size, until some 30 years ago. The Church of
the Holy Sepulchre was partly destroyed by fire in A.D. 1808,
but most of its present structures, including the bell tower, the
choir, and the chapels, remain as they were in the 12th cent.
In 1825 there was a revolt against Turkish rule in the city. In
1832 it was taken by Mohammed Ali from Egypt. In 1834 the
peasantry entered by the drains, and shut up the garrison in
the capital for a week. They were relieved by Ibrahim Pasha
on the 6th of June. In 1840 Jerus. was restored to the Turks by
Europe. The Anglican bishopric was founded two years later.
In 1850 the riots of Gr. and Lat. clergy preceded the Crimean War.
In recent years there has been a steady influx of Jewish in-
habitants, so that a population of about 20,000 souls in 1872 has
risen to about 50,000 at the present time. New quarters have
sprung up outside the walls, on W., N., and S., and a railway
from Jaffa has just recently been completed. The main cause
of this rapid development, which has led to much misery and
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poverty in the city, was the persecution of the Jews in Russia
finder the late Tzar.

IV. TOPOGRAPHY.—From the preceding account
of the history it will be seen that, in treating of
the topography of Jerus., we have to bear in mind
various changes due to human agency throughout
a period of nearly 4000 years ; and that in studying
the Antiquities we have to separate the work of
Romans, Byzantines, Arabs, Crusaders, Egyptians,
and Turks from the older remains of the semi-
Greek period, of the Hebrews, or of the Canaan-
ites. We have, in like manner, to distinguish later
traditions from the true topography of the earliest
writers, and monkish sites from those of the Bible.
Our only real authorities are the OT for the earlier
periods, and Josephus for the condition of the
city just before the great destruction, which he
witnessed in A.D. 70. In the Mishna we have,
however (Tract Middoth), a valuable account of
Herod's temple, written about A.D. 150 at Tiberias,
by men who were able to visit the ruins, and to
hear the remembrances of rabbis who had survived
the siege. The accounts given by Jos. were, on
the other hand, penned far away in Rome,—that
in the Wars about A.D. 72, and the Antiquities as
late as A.D. 93.

The long controversies which have raged as to
most of the features of the ancient city have been
silenced by the survey of Jerus. in 1864 by Sir C.
W. Wilson, by de Vogue's careful study of the
Temple site in 1860-1863, and by the celebrated
excavations of Sir C. Warren (1867-1870); and the
differences of opinion now existing are few and
comparatively unimportant. The principal dis-
crepancies which will be found on the most recent
maps concern three points only—(1) the position of
the 'City of David,' (2) the position of 'Akra,'
(3) the size and exact position of the Temple. The
first two may here be briefly considered. The
third will be noticed in treating of the Temple
Area.

As regards the extent of the city at the time of
David's siege, we read that ' David took the strong-
hold of Zion, the same is the city of David,' and
* dwelt in the fort, and called it the city of David ;
and David built round about from Millo (Akra in
LXX) and inwards' (2 S 57·9). Jos. (Ant. vn. Hi.
1) explains that, having crossed the ravine, David
seized the citadel ("Ακραν) 'and settled himself in
Jerus., which he called David's own city': he adds,
' But David having also surrounded the lower city
(την κάτω πό\ιν) and joined the citadel [την * Ακραν),
to it made them one body.' In another passage he
says that the upper city of his own time was
called by David the fort (φρουρών), ' but by us the
Upper Agora' (ή άνω ay ορά), and that the other hill,
called Akra ("Ακρα), supported the lower city (την
κάτω TTOXLV) (Wars, V. iv. 1). From these passages
it is clear that Jos. considered the city in David's
time to have coincided with the upper and lower
city of his own days ; and he describes the old
Avail surrounding the upper city (Wars, V. iv. 2) as
having been built by David and Solomon. He
agrees with the LXX in identifying Millo (that part
of the city which was not the fort) with the quarter
called Akra by the Greeks, though he also uses
the word (with the article, however) of the fort
itself. He regards the term 'city of David' as
equivalent to Jerus. as it existed in David's time.
He never uses the term Zion, which (see ZlON) is
in no part of the OT identified with any particular
quarter of the city, though in the 1st cent. B.C. the
author of 1 Mac appears to apply this name esp. to
the Temple hill. The site of the upper city, or
Upper Agora, is by general consent identified with
the principal S.W. hill of Jerus., which Christian
writers from the 4th cent. A.D. downwards call
Zion. It is also not disputed that the lower city

lay to the N. of this hill, which commanded the
whole town, and was indeed the only hill on which
a strong military situation could be found. The
meaning of the word Millo is doubtful (it is usually
rendered ' rampart' or ' filling'), and the site is not
clearly indicated in the OT, but there is no reason
to doubt that Jos. is right in identifying it with
the lower city of his own time. It appears clear,
then, that the Temple hill was not included in
Jerusalem. It was the site of a threshing-floor,
and such floors are always found outside towns
and villages in Palestine. When the Temple was
built, and the quarter of the Nethinim arose on
Ophel ('the swell'),—a name applied later to the
lower and narrower spur of the same hill S. of the
Temple,—walls were of necessity extended to in-
clude this new quarter. The * city of David' thus
became a term applying to the old main quarters
of Jerus., which alone existed in David's age, or
perhaps esp. to the stronghold of Zion or upper city.

It has, however, been supposed by some recent
writers (e.g. W. R. Smith, C. Wilson, Stade, Sayce,
Buhl) * that the term ' city of David' should be
applied to the spur S. of the Temple, the name Ophel
not applying to the whole spur. It is clear, however
(Neh 326·27, Wars, V. iv. 2), that Ophel was a place
with houses, and the spur in question presents an
area of only a few acres, the crest being lower than
the summits of the other hills, and unfitted for the
erection of a citadel. The theory rests partly on
a passage which, as rendered in AV, would make
the aqueduct from Gihon run ' to the W. side of
the city of David,' under Ophel (2 Ch 3230). The
true rendering (as given by Keil and others) may be,
however, ' westwards to the city of David,' which
agrees with the supposition that the latter term
applies to the upper city. It is sometimes also
urged that the tombs of the kings buried ' in the
city of David' were on Ophel—a question to be
considered later. The indications found in other
passages seem to show that no part of the Temple
ridge was within the city of David. In 1 Κ 81 we
find the ark described as brought up to the Temple
' out of the city of David' (so 2 Ch 52). In Neh
315 the 'stairs that go down from the city of
David' are noticed with Siloam. In 2 Ch 325 ' the
Millo' is placed 'in the city of David,' and it was
not on the Temple ridge. In 2 Ch 3314 we read
that Manasseh built ' an outer wall westwards to
the city of David, as far as Gihon in the ravine.'
It appears therefore that the topography shown
in most recent maps is correct, and that the city
of David included the fortress (rmD) of the upper
city, and the quarter called Millo, or the lower
city to the N. Solomon also fortified ' the Millo '
( I K 924), and 'shut in the ravine (?; RV 're-
paired the breach'; Heb. H£~n£ Ί39) °f the C^Y °f
David his father ' ( I K II 2 7 ); and after the building
of his own palace he brought his Egyp. queen to her
palace ' out of the city of David ' ( I K 924). Subse-
quent notices of Millo (2 Κ 1220, 2 Ch 32s) do not
throw much more light on the subject, though
Silla, noticed in the first of these, may be connected
with the ' causeway' of another passage (1 Ch 2616),
and with the stairs from the city of David, if
the word (see SILLA) means 'steps.' The cause-
way in question was W. of the Temple. As re-
gards the water supply of Jerus. at this time the
Gihon spring (now called the Virgin's Fountain)
was at some distance from the upper city ; but it
is possible that the great reservoir (now called
Hammamel-Batrak, ' the Patriarch's Pool,'and by
others Hezekiah's Pool), which stands immediately
N. of the upper city, was already in existence within
the walls. It is very probably the 'upper pool'

• On the question of the site of the ' city of David' and of
Zion, see further art. ZION, where a different view from the
above is contended for; and cf. art. JEBUS, p. 554 η %.
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(Is 362) which, in Hezekiah's time, had a conduit,
and was situated near a * highway.,' It was here
that the Assyr. appeared before Jerus. in B.C. 701,
and Jos. tells us (Wars, V. vii. 2) that the ' camp
of the Assyr.' was on the N.W. side of the old
city, which was the natural quarter whence they
would have approached from Philistia. The pool
in question is called by him Amygdalon, and a
conduit entering the city on this side is also
noticed by him. An aqueduct still leads from the
Birket Mamilla outside Jerus. on the W. to the
Patriarch's Pool. This upper pool may have
formed the chief supply of water within Jerus. as
early as David's time.

As regards the royal palace of Solomon and of
the later kings, we learn that it took thirteen years
to build (1 Κ 71"12). ' For he built the house of
the forest of Lebanon : the length thereof was 100
cubits, and the breadth thereof 50 cubits, and the
height thereof 30 cubits.' The pillars were of
cedar with rafters above. It had a porch 50 cubits
wide and 30 cubits long at one end, in which was
the ivory throne of judgment. A Harim or
women's house appears to have been attached;
courts existed Iboth within and outside, and the
'great court' (v.12) seems to have been connected
with the Temple itself. In later times we read of
the king's high house by the court of the guard
(Neh 3 , see 12s9), as being immediately south of
the Temple, and the King's Gate was in the same
vicinity (1 Ch 918), being probably the high gate
of the king's house (2 Ch 2320), and the gate of
the guard near the king's house, which adjoined
the Temple (2 Κ II1 9). Solomon's palace was
outside the city of David (1 Κ 924, 2 Ch 811), and
the Horse Gate was by the king's house outside
the Temple, being the way by which the horses
came to the king's house (2 Κ II1 6, 2 Ch 2315).
This gate was on Ophel S. of the Temple (Neh 328,
see Jer 3140, Jos. Ant. IX. vii. 2, 3). It is clear
that Ezk refers to the palace as being divided from
the Temple only by a wall (Ezk 438), and there is
a general agreement that the palace stood south of
the Temple. It seems to have still existed after
the Captivity,—probably in ruins,—but disappeared
when the royal cloister of Herod's enlarged
Temple enclosure was built, and it is not noticed
by Jos. in his account of the Jerus. cf his own time.

The fortification of the Ophel spur, south of
the Temple, was begun by Jotham (2 Ch 273), for
Uzziah is only said to have strengthened the W.
wall (2 Ch 269·15), and it was completed by Ma-
nasseh (3314). This wall existed no doubt, therefore,
in Hezekiah's time, but was rendered more formid-
able by his successor. It is described in the latter
passage as extending from the city of David to
Gihon in the ravine, and as stretching to the Fish
Gate on the N. side of the city. Ophel and the
Temple were thus included, about B.C. 800, in the
fortified circuit. As regards Gihon, it is to be
noted that it is described as * in the torrent-
valley ' (nahal), a term which appears to apply ex-
clusively to the Kidron Valley, the valley of Ben
Hinnom being always denoted by another word
{gai). Thus when Solomon was taken down to
uihon (1 Κ I33·38) he was in full view of the faction
supporting Adonijah on the cliff of Zoheleth (now
Zuhweileh) on the opposite side of the Kidron.
The term Gihon ('bursting forth') indicates a
natural spring, such as is found only at the so-
called Virgin's Pool or KAin Umm ed-Deraj (' spring
of the mother of steps') under the E. slope of
Ophel. In the Bk. of Jos (157 1816) this spring is
called En-rogel, usually rendered 'Fuller's Spring,'
and sometimes connected with the Fuller's Field
(Is 362),* but the true meaning is perhaps the

* I n the Mishna, Shekalim, viii. 1, it is stated that the
upper market-place was occupied by pagan fullers.

'spring of the water channel.' Hezekiah was
the first to connect this spring with the Pool of
Siloam by the aqueduct still existing (2 Κ 2020,
Is 2211, 2 Ch 324·30), although it would seem that
the ' ditch (or basin) between the two walls' had,
according to Is, been already made for the waters
of an older pool in the time of Ahaz. In the last-
quoted passage Hezekiah's great work is described
fully, and, as tr. more correctly than in the AV,
may read ' stopped the upper spring of Gihon and
brought it straight underground, westwards, to
the city of David.' In 2 Ch 324 we read that
when preparing for the Assyr. attack Hezekiah
' stopped the watercourse that ran (or overflowed)
through the midst of the land' (or ' earth' ; the
LXX read 7roXis, 'city'), in order to prevent the
Assyrians from getting water. It seems probable
that the sudden flow of the Gihon spring (which
occurs intermittently) had formerly made a stream,
flowing down the Kidron Valley (the bed of which
was then much deeper), and that by means of the
aqueduct the water was diverted to the Siloam
pool, close to the city walls. The Gihon spring
now rises in a cave reached by a descent of many
steps, but the earth in front of the cave may have
been first piled up by Hezekiah, and some natural
outlet must at first have existed. The actual line
of the old wall near Siloam is unknown, but in the
account of the flight of Zedekiah we read of the
' way of the gate between the two walls, which is
by the king's garden' (2 Κ 254, Jer 394), this gate
leading to the Arabah or Jordan Valley. Jos.
understands a ' fortified ditch' on the side nearest
to Jericho {Ant. X. viii. 2), and the king's garden
(belonging no doubt to the palace) was close to
Siloam (Neh 315). Hence the wall of Jotham and
Manasseh appears to have passed near Siloam.
Gihon is called by Jos. ' Solomon's Pool' (Wars,
V. iv. 1), and placed close to Ophel.

The general topography of Jerus., before its
destruction by Nebuch., thus appears to be clear ;
but the site of the tombs of the kings is still
controverted. Fifteen kings are said in the OT
to have been buried in the ' city of David,' though
Josephus only says 'in Jerusalem.' These were
David, Solomon, Rehoboam, Abijah, Asa, Jeho-
shaphat, Joram, Ahaziah, Joash, Amaziah, Aza-
riah, Jotham, Ahaz, Hezekiah, and Josiah. The
monument was known in the time of John Hyr-
canus (Ant. VII. xv. 3) and of Herod (XVI. vii. 1),
both of whom sought treasure in it. It appears
to have been known in the time of the apostles
(Ac 229), but Josephus unfortunately does not
describe its position. According to the Mishna
(Parah iii. 2, see Tosephta, Baba Bathra, ch. 1),
the only tombs in Jerus. were those of the family
of David and of the prophetess Huldah. Certain
unworthy kings were, however, buried elsewhere.
Manasseh was buried 'in the garden of his own
house in the garden of Uzza' (2 Κ 2118), and
Amon was buried in the same place (v.26). They
are not said to have been buried in the city of
David (see Ant. IX. x. 4, X. iii. 2), and, if the
garden of Uzza was the same as the king's garden,
it lay not far from the palace, and near Siloam,
as above explained. This may account for the
notice of the 'sepulchres of David' (Neh 316)
near Siloam, if the term ' city of David' is to be
strictly applied only to the older city. It is pos-
sible that all the kings were buried in this
' burying-place' (2 Ch 2623), but it is remarkable
that one ancient tomb is known in the lower
city — that now called the tomb of Nicodemus
immediately W. of the traditional Holy Sepulchre.
Jos. gives a remarkable account of the tombs of
the kings {Ant. VII. xv. 3) which might apply to
this existing tomb, with three Kukim or tunnel
graves at the far end, and three on each side, thus
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accommodating nine bodies. A hole in the floor
leads to other Kickim below, to the left of the
entrance. It might, therefore, have sufficed for
the kings buried in the city of David if—which can-
not now be determined on account of a wall founda-
tion—there were six Kukim in the lower tier. It
is not impossible that this monument may be the
real tomb of the kings, but it is also possible that
all were buried near Siloam within the city walls;
and future excavation may reveal the * sepulchres
of David' near Siloam.

The most complete account of the topography
of Jerus. in the Bible is found in the Bk. of Neh,
which relates his survey of the ruined walls, and
details his restoration of the ancient circuit.
In the first passage (Neh 213^15) he describes how
he went out by the gate of the valley (gai),
W. of Jerus., * E. of the Dragon Spring/ which
seems to be the Serpents' Pool of Jos. (των όφεων
κολνμβήθρα), W. of the city (Wars, V. iii. 2), the site
being, however, unknown; and passing S. by the
Dung Gate he reached the ' Gate of the Spring,'
and the King's Pool (probably Siloam). Then,
going up N. by the ' torrent-valley' (Kidron), and
finding the road blocked with ruins, he returned
to the Valley Gate. In the second passage (Neh
31"32) the whole course of the wall is described
from N. of the Temple, W., S., E., and N., to the
starting-point. The names of the gates, and other
details, agree with the scattered notices of earlier
passages, and must be considered in order. The
Sheep Gate, repaired by the priests (cf. Neh 1239),
is generally allowed to have been on the N. of the
Temple. The towers Hananel and Meah appear
to have belonged to the 'fortress' (birah, an
Aram, word, Assyr. biratu) of 'the house' or
Temple (Neh 28), which was apparently the later
Baris on the site of Antonia (see 1 Ch 2919, Jos.
Ant. XVIII. iv. 3, Wars, I. iii. 3, V. 4; Mishna,
Middoth i. 9, Tamid iv. 1, Zebafyim xii. 3). These
two towers are again noticed (Neh 1239) in the
same position, and Hananel (Jer 3138) marked the
opposite extreme (on the east) of the breadth of
the city measured from the Corner Gate. The
Fish Gate (2 Ch 3314, Neh 33 1239, Zeph I10) was
probably the entrance by which men of Tyre
brought fish to Jerus. (Neh 1316), and is generally
supposed to have been on the N. wall. The Old
Gate or gate of the old (city) was probably in the
city of David, the wall of Manasseh extending to
the Fish Gate (2 Ch 3314), in connexion with which
a place called the 'second' (city or quarter) is
noticed (rut^n, Zeph I 1 0); it is also noticed in the
time of Josiah (2 Κ 2214, AV wrongly ' college'). It
is not impossible that Jos. refers to this quarter,
in one passage, when speaking of the ' other city'
(άλλην πάλιν, Ant. XV. xi. 5). These indications
would seem to place the Fish Gate at the head of the
narrow valley which bounds the Temple on the W.
E. of this valley was the ' second quarter,' walled
in by Manasseh, and W. of it was the old city of
David. Next to the Old Gate is noticed (Neh 38

1238) the Broad Wall, probably in the weakest
part of the city on the N.W., and in this vicinity
a gate called the Gate of Ephraim (2 Κ 1413, 2 Ch
2523, Neh 8161239) is noticed, about 400 cubits from
the Corner Gate: inside this gate and the Water
Gate there was a 'broad place' (Neh 816 AV
'street'), where booths could be erected, and the
Gate of Ephraim was between the Broad Wall and
the Old Gate. The description applies to the flat
ground immediately N. of the N.W. corner of
the upper city. Beyond the Broad Wall was the
Tower of Furnaces (Neh 311) near the Gate of the
Valley which probably led out to the Valley of
Hinnom, to which this term (gai) seems to be
generally confined (see 2 Ch 269, Neh 213). The
Tower of Furnaces may be one of those built by
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Uzziah at the Valley Gate, and at the Corner
Gate, and his towers thus seem to have occupied
the site of the later ' Royal Towers' (Wars, 11.
xvii. 6) at the N.W. corner of the upper city.
The Corner Gate (2 Κ 1413, 2 Ch 2523 269, Jer 3P8,
Zee 1410) was apparently the same as the ' first'
(or ' principal') gate, and was clearly on the W. of
the city, where the principal road from the plains
reached Jerusalem. The Dung Gate was 1000
cubits from the Valley Gate (Neh 213 314 1231), and
is perhaps the same as the Harsith Gate near the
Valley of Hinnom (Jer 192), sometimes rendered
Gate of Potsherds. The dunghills of the city
must have been in this neighbourhood. The place
called Bethso by Jos. (Wars, v. iv. 2) is sometimes
explained to mean Beth zoah, 'house of dung,'
and would be in the same vicinity, on the W. side
of the upper city. The Gate of the Spring (Neh 214)
315 2237) may have led to Siloam, with which it is
noticed, and was apparently near the S.E. slope of
the upper city. It is probably the gate by which
Zedekiah fled (2 Κ 254, Jer 394), and is noticed in
connexion with the wall of the Pool of Siloah, and
with the king's garden, and the stairs from the
city of David. The next points on the wall were
' over against' the sepulchres of David, and at the
' Tower of Heroes' (gibborim), and the ' turning of
the wall' (Neh 316·'19). On Ophel was the 'Pro-
jecting Tower' near the Water Gate, and appar-
ently close to the ancient palace by the ' Court of
the Guard' (Neh 325·26). The Water Gate would
lead to the Gihon spring—probably by the rocky
shaft which runs up to the surface of the hill, at
the back of the cave in which the Gihon wells up.
Between this and the Temple the ruins of a great
projecting tower still exist on the old wall. The
Horse Gate leading to the palace was close to the
Temple, and from it the priests repaired the wall
(2 Κ II 1 6, 2 Ch 2315, Neh 328, Jer 3140). The palace
is again noticed as the 'House of David' (Neh
1237). On the E. wall of the Temple were two
gates called Gate of Benjamin (Jer 202, Zee 1410)
and Gate of the Guard (2 Κ η* 5 · 1 9 [ότι? ηπχ ij^n],
Neh 1239 [ίτίΒ^π V]). One of these may have been

(2
Neh 12 [ίτίΒ π̂ V]). One of these may have been
the Upper Gate (2 Κ 1535, 2 Ch 2320), noticed
with Ophel, and one the Gate of Ham-miphkad
(Neh 331). The description of the circuit closes at
the N.E. corner of the Temple, and at the Sheep
Gate whence it commences. There is, as shown,
nothing which indicates discrepancy between this
formal account and the earlier incidental notices
of the city before the Captivity, or any difficulty in
tracing the approximate line of the walls. The
city so described occupied about 200 acres, and it
is spoken of as extensive in Nehemiah's time
(Neh 74). The suggestion once made, that Jerus.
before the Captivity occupied only the E. Temple
hill, has found few supporters, and it would reduce
the city to the impossible area of some 10 acres, not
including the Temple. The upper city and lower
city are clearly supposed by Jos. to have existed
in the time of David and Solomon, and the measure-
ments of 400 and 1000 cubits, above noticed,
cannot be reconciled with a view which would
make Solomon's capital smaller than any of the
modern village hamlets of Palestine. Ancient
cities like Tyre and Csesarea occupied an area of
more than 100 acres, as did Rabbath Ammon;
and Jerus. was at least as important as any of
these.*

* Other places in Jerus. noticed in OT include the Temple Gate
Sur (2 Κ 116; in 2 Ch 235 * gate of the foundation' [TiD;n] should
prob. be ' gate Sur' ["WD]), the New Gate—apparently the higher
(or inner) Temple Gate (Jer 2610 3610), the graves of the common
people (Jer 26<23 31*0) apparently in the Kidron Valley, the
Prison or ' Guard' (Jer 37^· [""ΟΧΠ ΓΡ3] 21 336 [ΓΠΒΒΠ η*π']), the
Baker's Street (372i) ; the Third Entry (or Chief Entry) of the
Temple (3814), the King's wine-presses (probably near the king's
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We must next consider the topography of the
Greek age, when the Hasmonseans carried out im-
portant works at Jerus., and the position of the Gr.
citadel or Akra, which threatened the Temple.
The Greeks are said to have fortified the city of
David for themselves to lie in wait against the
Temple (1 Mac I33), to which the term Zion seems
to be applied by this writer (1 Mac 436·60 732): the
Gr. tower was by {παρά) the Temple (1 Mac 952 1352),
and they issued from the city of David to the
Temple (14s6). Since the Temple hill was not in
the city of David, it would seem that the tower in
question was not on the Temple hill. Josephus, in
relating the history of this period, calls the tower
'the Akra,'—a term which, as before noticed, he
applies to citadels both in the upper and in the
lower city. He, however, places the Gr. fortress
in the lower city, which was then high, over-
looking {υπερκείμενη) the Temple {Ant. XII. v. 4).
From this citadel Nicanor came down to (ds) the
Temple (xil. x. 5), and the citadel lay over (έπέκειτο)
the Temple (xil. ix. 3). In another place he says
that the Akra was no other than the lower city
{Wars, V. vi. 1), and this apparent contradiction is
explained in the passage which relates how Simon,
brother of Judas Maccabseus, took the Gr. citadel,
and levelled the hill on which it stood, so that
the Temple might be higher than it (ύψηλότβρον y
TO lepov), a work which occupied three years {Ant.
xiil. vi. 6). The tower (η "Ακρα) of 1 Mac is thus
identified by Jos. with Akra, afterwards the lower
city. He distinctly explains this in another
passage {Wars, V. iv. 1), where he says that the
Temple ridge (Xô os) was naturally lower than the
Akra, and separated from it by a broad valley
{(papayyi), which the Hasmonteans filled up in order
to join the city to the Temple, and demolished
the tower so that the Temple might be higher
than it. Before the destruction of the Gr. tower
Jonathan built a wall in the middle of the city
(1 Mac 1236, Ant. xm. v. 11), which divided the
Jews from the Greeks. It seems clear that such
a Avail—which may have run along the N. face of
the hill of the upper city—could not have affected
a citadel on the Temple hill. Some recent writers
have supposed this citadel to have stood N. of the
Temple, where Baris—the later Antonia—was
subsequently built by the Hasmomeans {Ant. XV.
xi. 4), this view being supported by the Eng. tr.
{Ant. XII. ix. 3), which makes the Akra 'adjoin'
the Temple,—an incorrect rendering. It is clear
that if the site of the Akra was levelled it cannot
have been the same high rock still existing, on
which—by general consent—Baris or Antonia is
held to have been built, apparently by John
Hyrcanus {Ant. xvin. iv. 3), though, as already
shown, towers there probably existed inNehemiah's
time and earlier. Most modern plans (including the
Ord. Surv. of Jerus., which shows Akra W. of the
Temple) agree in placing the lower city N. of the
upper and W. of the Temple. The valley W. of the
Temple may thus conveniently be termed in future
the Hasmonsean Valley, which they filled in with
the soil from the Akra hill when it was lowered.

From the Hasmonsean period we pass on to
consider Jerus. as it existed under Herod the
Great, and at the time of the great siege by
Titus ; and here the accounts given by Jos. are
easily understood, and accord with the earlier
topography of OT. Tacitus gives us a short de-
garden, Zee 1410),' the suburbs' (parbarim)* close to the Temple
(2 Κ 23H), and the middle city (2 Κ 204) or middle court (MSS
and all versions). The site of the Middle Gate (Jer 393) is
unknown. The gate Shallecheth (1 Ch 2616) was by a causeway
W. of the Temple.

* Perhaps 'colonnade.' The word ("13*19 in 1 Ch 2618, DT)]9
in 2 Κ 23ii) is apparently Persian, and means properly something
lighted, namely, by the sun.

scription (Hist. v. 11. 12), in which he states that
Jerus. occupied two hills, with great walls with
flanking portions, and crags with towers 60 ft.
above the crags, or 120 ft. high when on the flat
ground. There were other walls under the royal
palace, and the tower of Antonia was particularly
conspicuous. There was a fountain of water which
ran perpetually, and the mountains were hollowed
beneath, and pools and cisterns made for rain
water. This brief notice agrees with the more
detailed account by Josephus. He states (Wars, v.
iv. 1, 2) that Jerus. had three walls on the only side
(the N.) on which it was not defended by impass-
able valleys. It was founded on two hills facing
{αντιπρόσωπος) each other, and these were divided
by a valley in which the houses ended (κατέλη*γον)
on either side (επάλληλοι). The hill which sup-
ported (on the S.W.) the upper city (την άνω πόλιν
Ζχων) was by far the highest and largest. It was
the fortress (φρουρών) of David, and the Upper
Agora of the time of Josephus. The other hill
(to the N.W.) was called Akra (not the Akra), and
was gibbous (άμφίκυρτος) in shape. Over against
(αντικρύ) this was a third ridge (λόφο*), naturally
lower than Akra, and separated from it by the
broad valley filled in by the Hasmonseans. The
valley dividing the upper and lower city was
called Tyropceon (Of the cheesemakers'), and
reached to Siloam. This is clearly the deep, broad
valley, or recess, described under tne head ' Natural
Site,' which falls E., on the N. side of the upper
city, and joining the Hasmonsean Valley runs
down to meet the Kidron at Siloam. The original
city stood on the two hills, and the third to the
E. was the Temple ridge. In another passage
(Ant. XV. xi. 5) Jos. says that the city was placed
opposite the Temple like a theatre, girt with a
deep valley (that of Hinnom) on the S. Opposite
Antonia was a fourth hill called Bezetha (which
Jos. renders ' the new city'), separated from that
citadel by a deep fosse. It is not impossible that
this word is the Aram. Bezatha (κηκπ [?]),' division.1

(Schurer, HJP i. ii. 239 n., thinks it is ΜΠ*Ι rra ' place
of olives'). It was the N. part of the Temple ridge
divided off* by the still existing rock-cut fosse. Jos.
next describes the walls, of which the first was attri-
buted to David and Solomon, and later kings. The
First Wall ran E. from the tower Hippicus to the
Xystus, under the W. wall of the Temple, and this
N. face of the wall seems to be the same wall in
the middle of the city built by the Hasmonseans.
Hippicus stood at the N.W. angle, and was one of
three royal towers (Wars, II. xvii. 1), the other
two being Phasaelus and Mariamne. They stood
close to Herod's palace in the upper city (Wars, I.
xxi. 1, π. xvii. 6, V. iv. 4, vi. viii. 1), and varied in
height, though apparently, according to Tacitus
(Hist. v. 11), thetojjs of the towers were on a level.
This was due to the varying height of the rock
basis, and these towers possibly correspond with
the three main towers of the modern citadel, that
which is popularly known as Hippicus being the
largest, and corresponding to Phasaelus, the largest
royal tower. Phasaelus had an outer ' cloister,'
and the great 'Tower of David' is still distin-
guished by an outer walk round it, at the top of
the scarp of the main ditch. From Hippicus the
old wall, on the W. side of the upper city, ran S.
to Bethso (already noticed as perhaps meaning the
* House of Dung'), which lay where the dunghills
of the city are still placed. It passed a gate called
the Gate of the Essenes, and its S. face extended
to Siloam, where it bent, and evidently left the
pool outside, since the Romans drew water at
Siloam before the city was taken (Wars, v. ix. 4).
On the E. it passed by Solomon's Pool (prob.
Gihon), and reached to Ophel, where it joined the
E. cloister of the Temple. The Tyropceon Valley,
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as already explained, was divided from the upper
Hinnom Valley by a narrow neck of land, close to
the royal towers. It is remarkable that in this
valley of ' Cheesemakers' there is still a street
where fresh cheeses are sold, and the modern
features of the city generally — the fortress of
Antonia, the castle at the royal towers, the Temple
itself, the situation even of the dunghills outside
the wall — retain to the present day the same
character as in the time of Josephus. The main
market of Jerus. is placed just where the Upper
Agora of Herodian times, and of Nehemiah's age,
must have existed. The Second Wall is more briefly
described. It started from a gate called Gennath
(prob. the 'garden' gate of the palace), which was
in the first wall, and circling round {κυκλούμενον)
enclosed the N. part only (rb προσάρκτων κλίμα
μόνον) reaching to Antonia. It thus defended Akra
or the lower city. It is clearly probable that this
wall was built on high ground, and more likely to
have crossed the neck of high land already noticed
than to have dived down into the Tyropoeon, more
than 100 ft. below the ground outside it. But if
it went 'in a curve,' and started from this point
near Phasaelus, it must have also enclosed, or run
close to, the high knoll now shown as Calvary.
What is known of the rock in this part indicates
the existence of a broad trench, W. and N. of the
knoll in question, which may have been the fosse
of the second wall which, joining Antonia—the
modern barracks—at its N.W. angle, was also pro-
tected by the Bezetha fosse, which is traceable W.
of Antonia. The discovery of part of an ancient
wall N. of the royal towers will be noticed under
the heading ' Antiquities.

The Third Wall of Jerus. had no existence till
after the Crucifixion, being that of Agrippa {Ant.
XIX. vii. 2; Wars, V. iv. 2). It ran from Hippicus
to a great octagonal tower called Psephinus, at its
N.W. corner—a place whence a wide view was
obtained, and consequently on very high ground.
Thence it ran E. to the Women's Towers, opposite
the tomb of Helena, widow of the king of Adiabene,
which was 3 furlongs from Jerus. {Ant. XX. iv. 3),
and ace. to Pausanias had a rolling stone at its
entrance {Grecice Descript. viii. 16). Jerome states
that it lay E. of the great N. road {Epit. Paulce),
and these indications point to the conspicuous
monument in Gr.-Jewish style, with a rolling
stone at the door, which is now called the ' Tomb
of the Kings.' If the measurement is correct, the
third Avail must have run farther N. than the pre-
sent N. wall of Jerusalem. Some suppose it to
have followed the present line throughout, placing
Psephinus—in accordance with mediaeval tradition
—at the castle of the Pisans {KaVat Jalud), a ruined
12th cent, castle near the N.W. corner of modern
Jerusalem. Kobinson, however, found traces of
an ancient wall running N.W., in continuation of
the present wall, towards the high ground on the
watershed near the present Russian cathedral,
where probably Psephinus stood.

Jos. says that the third wall stretched a long
way {μηκυνόμενον) by the royal caverns, after
passing the point opposite Helena's monument,
and here it must have stood on the same scarp
occupied by the modern Avail, E. of the Damascus
Gate, in which scarp is the entrance to these
caverns or quarries under the city. It then bent
(prob. at the existing N.E. angle, which has a rock
scarp and fosse), and from the corner tower (still
extant), near the Monument of the Fuller (γρα^ω?),
it ran to meet the old wall (apparently of the
Temple) by the Kidron Valley. This general
description offers no great difficulties, and the only
points in dispute are the exact line of the second
wall, and of the third wall towards the W. As
regards the first point, it should be further noticed

3 question is thus mainly influenced by opinion
the site of Calvary.

that Jos. describes a great pool called Amygdalon,
where the 10th and 15th Legions encamped in
attacking the upper city on the N.W. {Wars, v.
xi. 4). The name seems to mean 'almond pool,
but perhaps stands for Ham-migdalon, ' Pool of
the Great Tower,' from its proximity to Phasaelus.
It is usually identified with the existing Hammam
el-Batrak, the ' upper pool' already noticed. This
pool is not mentioned till after the taking of the
second wall, and seems to have lain inside its
circuit, which agrees with the course of the wall
generally advocated. Those who regard the tra-
ditional Calvary as the true site seek to trace the
second wall on the lower ground, S. and E. of the
Calvary knoll, in which case it is almost impossible
so to draw its lines as to allow of its both running
'in a circle,' and also avoiding the deep broad
Tyropoeon, which has its head close to the E. side
of the pool Amygdalon. If the second wall ran
close to the knoll, the third wall cannot have coin-
cided, on the N.W., with the present city wall,
which is too close to the line so traced. The
whole (_
as to th

In concluding this account of the topography
about A.D. 70, various places noticed by Jos.
may be briefly mentioned. On the Ν., 7 furlongs
from the city, was Scopus (Wars, II. xix. 7, v. 3),
near the present village Shdfat, a high ridge com-
manding a view of Jerusalem. Close to Antonia
was the pool Struthius {Wars, V. xi. 4), prob. the
later Piscina Interior, recently discovered W. of the
Church of St. Anne. E. of the Kidron, on Olivet,
was a place called the Rock of the Dovecots {rrjs
TrepLarepeCbvos), and just N. of the village of Siloam
is a quarry with remains resembling a dovecot
(Wars, V. xii. 2; see Ord. Survey Notes, p. 64). On
the S. was the tomb of Ananus, which is possibly
the Gr.-Jewish tomb in the cliff S. of the Hinnom
Valley, close to its junction with the Kidron, now
known as the ' retreat of the apostles,' and used—as
is shown by remains of frescoes—as a chapel in the
Middle Ages. W. of Jerus. were ' Herod's monu-
ments,' near the Serpent Pool (Wars, V. iii. 2, vii.
2, xii. 2). The exact site is unknown, but a fine
Gr.-Jewish masonry tomb has recently been dis-
covered W. of the Upper Hinnom Valley, opposite
the upper city. These places are noted as points
on the wall of circumvallation, made by Titus
after the third wall was taken. It ran along the
E. slope of the Kidron, and outside the Hinnom
Valley. On the N. W. it passed the camp of the
Assyr., which was outside the second wall {Wars,
V. xii. 2). Within the city there was a theatre, in
an unknown position {Ant. XV. viii. 1), and the
palace of the Hasmonseans {Ant. xx. viii. 11; Wars,
II. xvi. 3) overlooked the W. cloister of the Temple,
near the great bridge, and stood apparently on the
cliff at the N.E. corner of the upper city. Other
palaces of Agrippa, of Bernice, and of Helena
are noticed (Wars, II. xvii. 6, IV. xix. 11, VI. vi. 1-3):
the first may have been Herod's palace, but that
of Helena (and of Monobasus her husband) was in
the lower city, as were apparently the Council
house and the archives {Wars, VI. vi. 3). The
Xystus, or gymnasium, built by the high priest
Jason (1 Mac I 1 4 ; Ant. XII. v. 1), was near the
great bridge, in the valley W. of the Temple
{Wars, II. xvi. 2, 3, V. iv. 1, VI. iii. 2, viii. 1). The
Hippodrome S. of the Temple may be the same as
Herod's theatre {Wars, I. xxxiii. 6, II. iii. 1). Jos.
also speaks of secret passages near the royal
towers and Herod's palace {Wars, VI. viii. 1), and
such a passage still exists leading from the site of
this palace underground towards the Temple hill.
The city and Temple were supplied with water
by Pilate's aqueduct, 200 furlongs long, from
Etham {'Ain *Atdn) S. of Bethlehem, and from 'Ain
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Kueiziba still farther S. It still brings water
along the S. slope of the upper city to the
Temple enclosure {Ant. XVIII. iii. 2; see Talm.
Bab. Joma 31a).

The places noticed in NT in or near Jerus.—
Bethesda, Gethsemane, and Calvary—have been
separately treated. Bethesda was very probably
the same as Gihon. Calvary cannot be located
with certainty, but is now regarded by many
as the knoll N. of the Damascus Gate, which was
outside the third wall, at the so-called ' Jeremiah's
Grotto.' See, further, art. GOLGOTHA. The Judg-
ment Hall of Pilate (Jn 1828) appears to have been
distinct from Herod's palace (Lk 237), and was
probably in Antonia. The Pavement {λιθόστρωτοι),
called Gabbatha (wh. see) in Aram., was in this hall
(Jn 1913), and Jos. uses this term in speaking of the
Temple pavement (Wars, vi. i. 8). The site of the
high priest's palace (Mt 2658, Mk 1454, Lk 2254, Jn
1815) was probably also near the Temple.

Talmudic notices of Jerus. (see Neubauer, Giog.
Talm. s.v.) are of little value, unless from the
Mishna. An ancient rose garden is said to have
existed (Talm. Bab. Baba Kamma 82a). All tombs
and tanneries were outside the town (Mishna, Baba
Bathra, ii. 9), but ancient tombs were suspected to
exist under the surface {Parah iii. 2), and founda-
tions were consequently not dug deep {Baba Kamma
vii. end). Only the royal tombs and that of Huldah
were allowed within the walls (Tosephta, Baba
Bathra, ch. i.). The upper and lower markets are
noticed (Tosephta, Sanhed. ch. 14), and there were
two places called Betzain (pysa), an upper and a
lower, in Jerusalem. The lower dated from Ezra's
age, the upper was included in Jerus. by a later
king, and lay on the * weak' (that is, the N.) side
(Talm. Jer. Sanhed. v.; Tosephta, Sanhed. ch. 3;
Talm. Bab. Shebuoth 16a; Megillath Taanith, ch. 6).
This word seems to mean a 'cutting* or ' fosse,'
and the upper Betza may be the Bezetha fosse. A
place called Beth Mamila is also noticed (Talm.
Bab. Erubin 51δ, Sanhed. 24a; Bereshith Babba,
ch. 51), the name of which may survive at the
Birket Mamilla, W. of the city. The ' market of
fatteners' and the 'wool market' were towards
the N. (Mishna, Erubin x. 9; see Jos., Wars, V.
viii. 1, where the wool, cloth, and braziers' markets
are placed just inside the second wall); and the
pagan fullers occupied the upper market (Mishna,
Shekalim viii. 1). The Stone of Proclamation
(Mishna, Taanith iii. 8), where lost property was
cried, seems to have been in the lower city. The
tomb of Kalba Shebuya—a rich man of the time of
the great siege (Talm. Bab. Gittin 56a)—is placed
by modern Jewish tradition at the tomb of Helena
or Adiabene. The tomb of the Sanhedrin (popu-
larly of the judges) and that of Simon the Just are
also shown by the Jews N. of the city. They are
Gr.-Jewish monuments.

Space will not allow of any account of the later
Roman, Byzantine, Arab, Norman, or recent topo-
graphy of Jerusalem. The important points have
been noticed in speaking of the history. The
obliteration of the older ruins in later times must
be carefully held in view in considering existing
remains, and the mediaeval traditions often con-
fuse a topography which is only to be studied in
the Bible and in Josephus.

v. ANTIQUITIES.—The existing antiquities dating
before A.D. 70 include the remains of the city walls,
towers, pools, aqueducts, and tombs, together with
the foundations of the temple walls, its bridges
and gates, and the site of Antonia with its outer
fosse. The extant inscriptions are few. Many of
these ruins have been brought to light by excava-
tion since 1867. They are mingled with later
remains, such as the Ecce Homo Arch,—probably
erected by Hadrian or his successors,—the work of

Constantine and Justinian, the wall of Eudoxia,
and the numerous churches and chapels of Byzant.
and 12th cent, origin; while the Temple Area is
covered with the buildings of the Khalifs succeed-
ing 'Abd el-Melek. The remains of Walls, as yet
known, belong chiefly to the first wall. Its N. face
followed the steep slopes and cliff's which are
shown, by observations of the rock in house
foundations, to have formed the N. side of the hill
of the upper city. The royal towers still present,
in their lower courses, the large drafted masonry
of Herod's age, which occurs also in the Temple
walls; but a later sloping scarp was added outside
the walks which surround the so-called Tower of
David (prob. Phasaelus), by the Crusaders. At
the Protestant cemetery, south of the present S.W.
angle of the Turkish wall, a rock scarp, with pro-
jecting rock bases for towers, was explored in
1874-5. It has recently (1894-6) been traced east-
wards, and it is generally allowed to represent the
S.W. angle of the ancient wall. Dr. Bliss has
traced a wall thence to Siloam—where it was
explored by Dr. Guthe in 1881—enclosing the pool.
The character of the masonry is that distinctive of
the Byzantine age, and the wall appears to be that
built by Eudoxia (about B.C. 450), which enclosed
Siloam. The pool, as shown above, was outside
the walls in A.D. 70. Under this wall, however, in
parts, on the S. slope of the upper city, Dr. Bliss
has found remains of an older wall generally of
rougher masonry. In one part the Byzantine wall
is not carried to the rock, but rests on rubbish under
which the old wall was hidden. A gate towards
the west of the south face of the upper city Avail
belongs to the older period, but was renewed in
the later times. This seems to answer to the gate
of the Essenes noticed by Jos., and it is possibly
the Dung Gate of Neh. in Bethso. The point where
the old Avail crossed the Tyropceon above Siloam is
still unknown, but on Opliel Sir C. Warren dis-
covered a fine rampart under the surface, running
S. from the S.E. corner of the IJaram enclosure for
70 ft., and then S.W. for 700 ft., with a great
tower near this end, 80 ft. face and 20 ft. pro-
jection. The upper part of the wall is of masonry
like that of the modern S. wall of Jerus., but this
appears to have been re-used. The first 20 ft. from
the foundations present a rough rubble of moderate
dimensions, not unlike the masonry of the old wall
found by Dr. Bliss. This is founded, not on rock,
but on red virgin soil. The rock was traced
farther S. on Ophel by Dr. Guthe in 1881, and the
masonry then found was of Byzantine character.
Although the older wall thus traced in parts, from
the gate of the Essenes to the E. cloister of the
Temple, does not usually present in situ the fine
masonry of the Herodian age, it is possible that
the rude foundations may belong to Nehemiah's
age, the wall erected on them having been used up
by later builders in the present city Avail and in
the upper part of the Temple ramparts. As regards
the second wall, it is impossible to trace it under
the houses of the modern city; but in 1883 a wall
of masonry like that of the royal towers was
found, running N. on the neck of high land W. of
the Amygdalon Pool. This is probably part of the
second Avail. The third wall Avas still traceable
outside the city when Dr. Robinson visited Jerus.
half a cent, ago {BBP2 i. 315), but the only remains
of its course noAV traceable are the scarp E. of the
Damascus Gate, and possibly the remains of a
toAver on a rocky knoll N. of the gate and W. of
the main N. road, Avhere the Women's Towers
appear to have marked an angle in the wall.
There are some fine stones in the side of a tank
farther N., which may have belonged to the third
Avail, but they are not apparently in situ. It will,
hoAvever, be seen that exploration has noAV shown
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us approximately the course of the first wall, and
the starting-point of the second on the W., while
remains of the third can also be laid down on the
map from measurements and angles taken by Dr.
Robinson. The points still requiring study on the
ground affect the farther course of the second wall,
and the point at which the first wall crossed the
Tyropceon Valley. A fine flight of broad steps
discovered close to Siloam on the north may mark
the position of the ' stairs from the city of David'
in the Tyropceon.

The various Pools of ancient Jerus. have been
described, and it is only necessary to add that the
great pool in the Hinnom Valley, now called
Birket es-Sultdn, did not exist till the 12th cent.,
though called in the 14th 'The lower pool of
Gihon.' The wall of its dam bears an inscription
of A.D. 1537. In the 12th cent, it was built by the
Germans, and is called 'the German Lake3 and
the * New Cistern' (Citez de Jherusalem after A.D.
1187, and Theodoric A.D. 1172; Cartulary of Holy
Sep. Nos. 169, 170). In addition to Pilate's Aque-
duct on the S. there was a conduit to the royal
towers (Jos. Wars, V. vii. 2), perhaps the older
conduit of the upper pool. Such a conduit still
enters the city from the Birket Mamilla on the
W. An aqueduct has also been found on the W.
slope of Bezetha leading to the fosse N. of Antonia.
It seems to have collected rain water from the
rocks N. of the city to fill the fosse. It is con-
tinued through the rock of Antonia, in a narrow
passage to which Jos. alludes, in connexion with
Strato's Tower and Antonia (Ant. xin. xi. 2;
Wars, I. iii. 4), and it is now closed at the end by
the ijaram wall, inside which, not far off, is a
large cistern to which the passage—if used as an
aqueduct—may have led. It would seem to have
been cut before the time of Herod, perhaps by the
Hasmonaeans, and to have existed — as did the
Antonia fosse—in the time of Pompey. It may,
however, have served as a secret exit from a
window in the IJaram wall, which has been found
above the passage. The oldest Jerus. aqueduct is,
however, probably that of Hezekiah, leading from
Gihon to Siloam. The inscription found near its
mouth in 1881 is cut on the rock wall of the tunnel,
and records in ancient Heb. letters the fact that
the tunnel was begun from both ends, the parties
meeting in the middle, and that it was 1200 cubits
long. The length as chained is 1658 ft. long,
giving a cubit of 16 in. The point of junction was
determined by the surveyors near the centre. The
course of this tunnel is very winding, and the
level appears to have been lowered near the mouth
to obtain a proper flow. The aqueduct branches
out of a passage at the back of the Gihon pool,
leading to a shaft with steps reaching up to the
surface of the Ophel hill at the probable site of the
Water Gate. (As to the questions that have been
raised regarding the date of this inscription see
the Literature cited in art. HEZEKIAH, p. 377a,
footnote).

The existing Tombs of the city include the
monument of Helena already noticed, in an under
chamber of which de Saulcy discovered a sarco-
phagus bearing an Aram, inscription, with the
name of 'queen Sarah,' and early Rom. coins.
Sarah may have been the native name of Helena.
The monuments of Herod have also been noticed,
and the tomb of Ananus (Wars, V. xii. 2). On the
E. side of the Kidron are four fine monuments in
Gr. -Jewish style, not unlike that of the Petra
tombs. The most northerly (now called Absalom's
Tomb) has a masonry cupola, and is possibly the
tomb of Alex. Jannaeus (Wars, V. xii. 2), which
lay in this direction. The so-called Tomb of St.
James is a true Jewish chamber, with an outer
Doric porch bearing, in early square Heb., the

names of priests of the Bene Hezir family, and
probably cut about A.D. 50. The other two monu-
ments to the S. are uninscribed, but of the same
period. The Tombs of the Judges (so called)
belong to the Rom. period, and near them is a
broken tomb with a fragment of Aram, inscription
of about the 1st pent. A.D. Immediately W. of the
knoll of Jeremiah's Grotto (the possible site of
Calvary) are remains of a Jewish tomb, with an
additional chamber in the Gr. style. There is a
large cemetery near, with Christian tombs of the
Byzantine and Crusaders' ages, interspersed with
some which bear mediseval Jewish texts. The
tombs S. of the Hinnom Valley are also Byzantine,
bearing texts which connect them with the Church
of St. Sion on the hill of the upper city hard by.
The so-called Tomb of Simon the Just, N. of
Jerus., is also a Greek tomb.

Before describing the remains of the Temple and
of Antonia, a word may be added as to Inscriptions
discovered at Jerusalem. The majority of these
are Byzantine Greek-Christian texts and tomb-
stones of Crusaders. An inscription of Hadrian is
built upside down into the S. wall of the Temple.
Another of the time of Trajan (dating A.D. 117),
found in the upper city, records the wrorship of
Serapis at Jerusalem. The osteophagi on Olivet
bear Gr. names, and in one case a Heb. text is
marked with a cross, as though belonging to a
Jewish Christian. They date probably from the
2nd to the 4th cent. A.D. Later Jews have also
cut their names on the Temple walls, but the
only Jewish texts previous to A.D. 70 are those
above mentioned on the tombs, the Siloam Text,
probably written about B.C. 702,* and the boundary
stone of the Temple enclosure, with Gr. inscrip-
tion excluding strangers.

The great IJaram enclosure at J. presents, at its
foundations, magnificent drafted masonry of Gr.
character, on the S., W., and E. The dressing of
the stones is found nowhere else except at Hebron,
and on the arch of the Tyropceon Bridge, but in
general character this masonry resembles that of
the royal towers, and of the palace of Hyrcanus,
built in A.D. 176 at Tyrus in Gilead. The stones
average 3^ ft. in height, but on the S. wall a
* master course' 7 ft. high runs W. for 600 ft. from
the S.E. angle. The longest stones measure 24
and 39 ft. The whole of this masonry is dressed
smooth on face and draft, excepting at the base of
the W. wall for 20 ft., under an ancient pavement
near the Tyropceon Bridge, and on the E. wall N.
of the Golden Gate, where the head of a cross
valley exists inside the wall. Probably, in these
cases, the rough-faced stones were never visible
above the surface. On the E. wall, at the base,
are masons' marks in red paint, and two or three
Phcen. letters which have forms of a late period.
The Tyropceon Bridge, crossing to the upper city
from the W. wall close to the S., consisted of two
spans. Beneath the old pavement under the
bridge an older voussoir has been found, lying in a
rock aqueduct, and evidently belonging to an older
bridge. The N. side of the IJaram is partly
bounded by the great block of rock on which the
citadel of Antonia stood, and east of this the N.
Avail presents none of the original masonry, but is
built in the later Rom. or Bjrzant. style. Nor is
there any angle in the old E. wall at this point.
The smooth masonry which occurs above the
drafted was built later than the time of Hadrian,—
probably by Justinian,—and the upper part of the
rampart is Arab work. The original drafted

* This Siloam inscription, now removed and preserved in
fragments in the Stamboul Museum, must not be confused with
an illegible text in Phoen. characters (now in the Brit. Mus.)
found in the village of Siloam. The words Beth Baal have been
read on the latter, and it may indicate the situation of one ol
Solomon's temples on Olivet.
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masonry is attributed by de Vogue to Herod the
Great—an opinion very generally accepted; and
no remains of earlier work in the Haram are
known. The enclosure is an oblong, with right
angles on the S.W. and N.E. The S.E. angle
measures 92 °̂. The S. wall is 922 ft. long, the
N. 1042 ft., the W. 1601 ft., and the E. 1042 ft.
The area included is about 35 acres. The Tyropceon
Bridge appears to be of the same age with the
ancient wall, and the older voussoir may have
belonged to the bridge broken down by Pompey
(Jos. Ant. XIV. iv. 2; Wars, I. vii. 2). In the S.
wall there are two ancient gates, which answer to
the two Huldah Gates of the Mishna {Middoth
i. 3): they appear to have been originally both
double, with two inner passages having a total
width of 40 ft. (30 cubits), the roofs supported by
great columns, and presenting flat domes. The
domes of the W. gate remain intact, presenting a
semi-classic design of coffer pattern, intertwined
with a vine in low relief. This work is attri-
buted by Ferguson the architect to the time of
Herod. The lintels of the entrances were formed
by huge blocks 18 ft. span. The E. gate (now
called the Triple Gate) was altered later,—probably
by Justinian,—and the passages leading N. from
these gates seem probably also to belong to this
later period. The vaults in the S.E. corner of the
IJaram are also later restorations, but remains of
a more ancient vaulting are found, by an ancient
window, on the E. wall in these vaults.

On the W. there were four entrances to the
enclosure, the S. being at the Tyropceon Bridge.
The next is a subterranean gate with a passage
leading up from the level of the valley. The third
was connected with a causeway which appears to
be ancient, but which is not noticed by Josephus.
The last, to the N., is now converted into a cistern,
but the original passage pierced the wall, and
belonged to a gate on or near the level of the
valley. These gates seem therefore to answer to
the Parbar or ' suburb' gates of the Mishna, and
to the four entrances noticed by Jos., on the "W.
side of the Temple (Ant. xv. xi. 5), of which the
first led to the royal S. cloister, the second to the
suburb {προάστ€ΐ.οΐ>), the third also to the suburb,
and the fourth to the 'other city,' by a descent of
steps into the valley.

Within the Haram there are no known remains
of the ancient Temple, except the great rock-cut
vaults and cisterns, of which the largest towards
the S.—called the Great Sea—is supported on rock
pillars, and capable of holding three million
gallons. On the N. the scarp of Antonia rises
30 ft. above the flat rock surface of the inner
court, and the block of rock measures 140 ft. N.
and S. by 350 ft. E. and W. The fosse to the N.
was converted later (before A.D. 333) into a 'twin
pool,' by walls and vaulted roofs, and this is
identified in the 4th cent. A.D. with Bethesda. In
A.D. 70, however, the twin pools had probably
no existence. On the W. Ijjaram wall the present
writer, in 1873, discovered, close to Antonia, the
existence of projecting piers of the ancient masonry
above the level of the inner court, resembling those
which adorn the wall of the Hebron IJaram, which
consists of masonry like that of the Jerus. en-
closure. In other parts the wall does not reach
this level, but it appears probable that the same
arrangement existed, at the same level, on the
other faces of the enclosure. These remains,
together with 40 observations of the level of the
rock surface, visible in tanks or vaults, or at the
foot of the wall, are the only antiquities known to
remain which enable us to understand the area
and position of the Temple enclosure, and of
Antonia as restored by Herod the Great.

vi. THE TEMPLE ENCLOSURE.—Solomon's Temple

(1 Κ 6, 2 Ch 3; Ant. VIII. iii.) was 60 cubits long
E. and W., 20 broad, and 30 high (the cubit, as
measured at Siloam, and on the masonry of the
Jerus. iJaram and Galilean synagogues, being
about 16 in.). Its porch to the E. was 20 cubits
broad and 10 cubits deep. The chambers, on N., S.,
and W., were built with a wall set back in steps, so
that the interiors in the third storey were 7 cubits
wide, in the second 6 cubits, in the first 5 cubits.
The thickness of the Avails is not stated. The
roofs were of cedar, and the interior gilded with
designs similar to the Bab. bas-reliefs of cherubs
guarding palm trees. The whole structure and
style, in short, seems to have resembled the art of
Phoenicia and Chaldaea rather than that of Egypt.
The Temple appears to have had an inner priests'
court, with bronze altar, and an outer court, but
no measurements of these are given.* In the later
account (2 Ch 34) the height is given as 120 cubits
(LXX 20 cubits), and Jos. believed that Solomon's
Temple was 60 cubits higher than the later restora-
tion by Zerub. (Ant. xv. xi. 3). It is possible that
the porch may have formed a lofty pylon higher
than the Holy House itself. It is not clear whether
the two bronze pillars, Jachin and Boaz, each
23 cubits high (1 Κ 715"21), supported the lintel of
the pylon gate, or whether they stood outside as
stelse (the word ' in ' may be rendered *for,' v.21).
Jos. gives the area of Solomon's enclosure at
4 furlongs (Ant. XV. xi. 3), and places the E.
cloister close to a deep valley (Ant. xx. ix. 7),
stating that Sol. built the E. wall, to which later
kings added others (Wars, v. v. 1). But it is not
clear how these details could be known when he
wrote, since he states that Herod ' took away the
ancient foundations' (Ant. XV. xi. 3), and built the
cloisters 'from the foundation,' and enclosed
'double the area' (Wars, I. xxi. 1). He under-
stands the Temple itself to have had an upper
storey, and gives the number of chambers as 30 in
all (Ant. VIII. iii. 2); but these accounts of a build-
ing destroyed nearly seven centuries before his
time are of less value than his description of
buildings which he had himself seen.

There is, however, little doubt that the Holy
House occupied the same site, and was of the
same length and breadth, in the time of Herod
and of Solomon. Jos. says that Zerub. placed the
altar 'in the same place where it had formerly
been built' (Ant. XI. iv. 1); and as to the situation
of this building, he says that ' at first the topmost
plateau (τό άνωτάτω χθαμαλόν) barely sufficed for
the Holy House and the altar' (Wars, v. v. 1,
see Ant. VIII. iii. 9), whence it appears that the
highest part of the ridge was the site selected.
Herod, though he altered the enclosure, did not
touch the Temple itself, which was restored by
the priests. In the Mishna it is stated that the
east door of the Holy House was directly opposite
the summit of Olivet (Midd. ii. 4; Parah iii. 9,
iv. 2; see Ezk 4312). As regards the general
description of the third Temple, the account given
by Jos. agrees with the careful details of the
Mishna (Middoth), but his measurements are
unreliable—as in other cases at Csesarea, Samaria,
Masada, etc.—and often contradictory. He makes
the altar 20 cubits square (c. Apion. i. 22), or else-
where 50 cubits (Wars, v. v. 6), and the valleys
300 to 400 cubits deep (Ant. VIII. iii. 9; Wars,
V. v. 1), the real depth not exceeding 160 ft.
He speaks of stones 40 cubits long and 6 cubits

* There appears to have been a ' causeway' or ascent by
steps to the Temple (1 Ch 2616), perhaps the same described by
Jos. (Ant. xv. xi. 5) towards the N. part of the W. wall; but as
regards the 'ascent' Cn)j;) in the time of Sol. (1 Κ 105, «irp'pj;
in 2 Ch 94), LXX, Vulg.,T Pesh. render in Κ (according to the
regular sense of nb'y) and read in Ch,' the burnt-offerings which
he offered,' and Jos. follows this reading (Ant. vm. vi. 5). See
ASCENT.
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high (Ant. XX. ix. 7; Wars, V. v. 1), a greatly
exaggerated estimate. When, therefore, he gives
the circumference of the third Temple as 4 fur-
longs* [Ant. XV. xi. 3), or, including Antonia,
6 furlongs [Wars, VI. v. 4), we must remember
that he was writing in Rome, and merely estimated
the lengths. Measured along the extant Avails,
the area, including Antonia, is about 8 furlongs
in all.

Following the description of Jos., some authori-
ties suppose that Herod's Temple occupied a square
of 600 ft. side, in the S.W. part of the IJaram.
The objections to this view are briefly: 1st, that
in this case the Temple cannot have stood on the
* topmost plateau'; 2nd, that the area noticed in
the Mishna (500 cubits square) is larger; 3rd,
that there are no remains of any walls, to E. and
N., at the required distances, and no break in the
S. wall 600 ft. from the S.W. angle; 4th, that
the Ophel wall joined the Έ . cloister,' and has
been discovered abutting on the E. wall of the
iJaram; 5th, that the existing outer gates agree
with the descriptions only if the Temple Area is
supposed to coincide with the present boundaries
of the IJaram; 6th, that unless placed on the top-
most plateau, the Temple—surrounded by courts at
various levels —must have required foundations 30
to 100 ft. deep to reach the known levels of the
rock. The masonry was too heavy to have been
simply founded on earth. These objections have
never been answered, and in our present state of
knowledge it seems safer to depend on the general
statements of Jos. than on his measurements, which
are hard to reconcile with his incidental remarks.

In order to study this question by the light of
recent exploration it is necessary to fix the position
of Antonia, that of each angle of the Temple en-
closure, and the position of the * topmost plateau'
opposite the summit of Olivet. Antonia is de-
scribed {Wars, v. v. 8) as standing at the corner
of the N. and W. cloisters, on a rock 50 cubits
high, scarped on all sides: it had four corner
towers, and a large inner space with courts, baths,
and places for camps. A ditch and valley pro-
tected the towers outside in the time of Pompey
{Ant. XIV. iv. 2). Strabo speaks of this ditch as
60 ft. deep and 250 ft. broad (see Wars, I. vii. 3,
V. iv. 2). Cloisters joined Antonia to the Temple
(Wars, II. xvi. 5, 6), and the rock hid the Temple
on the N. (Wars, V. v. 8), looking down on the
courts (Wars, V. ix. 2, VI. i. 5, ii. 5, 9): when it
was taken, immediate access was obtained to the
flat courts and to the inner Temple (Wars, VI.
iii. 7). The area of Antonia seems to have formed
a projection on the N.W., so that when it was
destroyed the Temple enclosure itself became a
quadrangle (τετρά-γωνον. Wars, VI. v. 4). There
is only one existing site which answers to such
a description—namely, the block of rock already
described at the N. W. angle of the present IJaram.
This rock overlooks all the interior, and rises 20
ft. higher than the Sakhrah or holy * rock,' which
is the highest point within the IJaram. The outer
fosse is also traceable, separating this site from
Bezetha. The rock thus supporting the modern
barracks is therefore identified, on all recent plans,
with Antonia—the older Baris or Birah of the time
of the Hasmonseans and of Nehemiah. It follows
that the W. wall throughout may be regarded as
belonging to the enclosure of Antonia and of the
Temple in the time of Herod. The S.W. angle is
generally agreed to be that of Herod's Temple;
and as regards the S.E., Jos. (Wars, V. iv. 2)
clearly states that the Ophel wall joined the ' E.
cloister' of the Temple, so that all the E. wall

* If Herod's Temple enclosure was double that of Sol., it is
manifestly impossible that both measured four furlongs in cir-
cumference (see references in text.)

appears also to belong to the time of Herod, since
the junction with the Ophel wall has been deter-
mined by excavation. The N.E. angle remains
in doubt; for, as above noticed, the N. Avail, east
of the Antonia rock, is not of the same masonry
with the others, while the cisterns inside this part
of the IJaram are not rock-cut, but are built of
masonry very late in character. It seems probable
that this part of the area is modern, and that the
old N. wall of the Temple ran E. and W. on the
line of the present N. wall of the platform, where
remains of ancient buttresses have been found.
The N.E. part of the IJaram is crossed by a valley,
running into the Kidron, \yhich has been filled
in with earth, but which, in A.D. 70, may have
bounded the Temple on the N., and the inner
court of Antonia on the E. A gate called Tadi
led, by an underground passage, out of the Temple
on this side.

As regards the ' topmost plateau,' the rock below
Antonia, on the S., is visible over a considerable
area at a level about 2430 ft. above the Mediter-
ranean. It has been artificially cut down to form
a flat surface. Farther S.E. it rises, in the Sakhrah
itself, to a height of 2440 ft., but under the
platform which surrounds the Sakhrah its height
nowhere exceeds 2432 ft. About twenty ob-
servations have been made, which concur in show-
ing a flat plateau at this level, occupying the
central part of the IJaram. The slope to the W.
is very steep, the rock falling to an average level
of 2350 ft. at the base of the W. outer wall. The
slope to the E. is also steep, though not equal to
that on the W. On the S. the plateau narrows
to a long spur, which sinks towards Siloam. It
is evident that a building surrounded by terraced
courts, at various lower levels, can well be fitted
to the ground only if its highest floor level is
placed on the highest part of the plateau now
ascertained to exist, as above described. If, more-
over, a line be drawn E., at right angles to the
W. wall of the IJaram, and through the Sakhrah
rock, it will be found to cut the summit of Olivet
immediately N. of the present Church of the
Ascension. If, on the other hand, the Temple
be placed farther to the S.W. (as proposed by
those who accept the measurements given by Jos.),
not only can no line be so drawn, but the Temple
is made to stand on the narrower and lower part
of the spur, and its foundations would rest on
the steep W. slopes, here falling 90 ft. below
the crest of the spur. These various considera-
tions seem, therefore, all to point to the vicinity
of the Sakhrah as marking the site of the Holy
House itself.

Placed in such a position, it will be found that
the levels of the courts, as described in the Mishna
and by Jos., agree throughout with the actual
levels. In no part does the rock rise or fall so
as to render it necessary to suppose foundations of
more than 2 or 3 ft. The Sakhrah itself may be
that * stone of foundation' (Eben hash-Shethiyah)
which supported the Holy of Holies, and was said
to be the foundation of the world (Mishna, Joma
v. 3, Τ amid i. 1) sealing the mouth of the abyss
—a legend which still attaches to the Sakhrah
and its cave. Under the altar there was no hollow
place (Talm. Bab. Zebahim 58a), and its position
would agree with a part of the JJaram where
there are no vaults. The gate Tadi or 'hiding'
(Middoth i. 3) was reached by an underground
passage from the N. side of the inner cloister,
and remains of such a passage exist N. of the
Sakhrah. On the S. side was the Chamber of
the Draw-well, and on this side there is an existing
tank in the required position. The Altar Court
was 6 cubits lower than the floor of the Temple
(or at a level of about 2432 ft. above the Mediter.),
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and the great Court of the Women, farther E.,
was again 7^ cubits lower (or about 2422 ft. above
the same datum), but on the S. and N. the Altar
Court was only 5 cubits above the outer level,
which would therefore be about 2426 ft. above
the datum—these levels depending on the number
of steps, each half a cubit high, noticed in the
Mishna {Middoth) and by Jos. (Wars, V. v.). On
applying the plan to the ground it is found that,
in each case, the levels so obtained agree exactly
with the actual levels, as shown by the present
author in 1879 (Conder's Handbook to the Bible,
last chapter).

The details given in the Mishna (Middoth)
suffice to enable us to draw a block plan of Herod's
Temple. The exact arrangements of the gateways
and cloisters can only be conjectured, but the
enclosure, which is said to have been 500 cubits
square, surrounded the inner courts, which no
Gentile might enter. The Priests' Court, which
surrounded the Holy House, and included the
great altar to its east, measured 135 cubits N.
and S. by 137 E. and W. On the E. was the
great gate Nicanor, leading to the ' Court of the
Women,' which was 135 cubits square. Between
this and the Court of the Priests a narrow plat-
form (11 cubits wide), having beneath it (Midd.
ii. 6) chambers opening into the ' Women's Court,'
was called the * Court of Isr.,' and reserved for men
only, who formed a representative congregation
of Israel. The women were confined to galleries
in the Women's Court, which was the general
meeting-place of the Jews. Immediately outside
these courts a fence (soreg) surrounded the Temple,
and inscriptions in Gr. (one of which has been
recovered) forbade any Gentile to enter on pain
of death. The Holy House itself (hekal) in-
cluded a porch (aula) and the Holy of Holies.
The latter was 20 cubits square, and the Holy
Place 40 cubits long by 20 broad (as in Solomon's
Temple). The porch was 100 cubits broad N. and
S., and the total length of the building was 100
cubits E. and W., the breadth of the main part
being 70 cubits, including the chambers to N., S.,
and E., and the outer gallery (impluvium) beyond
them on N. and S. The height of the porch was
100 cubits, and that of the main building 45 cubits
with a flat roof. A second storey appears to have
existed, above the Holy Place and Holy of Holies,
its roof 100 cubits from the ground. The great
gate of the porch was 20 cubits broad and 40
cubits high, and over it were five oak beams to
which apparently the golden vine was nailed.
There were apparently two veils—one to the outer
gate, one to the doorway of the Holy Place, and
these were annually renewed. The surrounding
chambers, in three storeys, numbered 38 in all.
A stairway in the impluvium, on the N., led to
the roofs. Twelve steps led down, on the E., to
the Priests' Court. In this stood the altar, of
rubble and mortar, 32 cubits square at the founda-
tion, which was 1 cubit high. The main part
above was 30 cubits square and 5 cubits high;
the hearth was 28 cubits square; the total height
of the altar was 10 cubits, with four 'horns' at
the angles. The sloping ascent on the S. was
16 cubits broad and 32 cubits long, leading to the
foot of the hearth. The Court of the Priests had
three gates to the N. and three to the S. The
E. gate on the N. was called Nitzotz, and had
an exhedra, the N.W. gate Moked had four cham-
bers at the sides, where the Temple guard of
priests kept watch. An underground passage led
N. to Tadi, the gate near Antonia, and also to
the latrines. On the S. the W. gate was named
Aptinas, or, otherwise, the Water Gate, the two
others being the Gate of the Offering and the
Gate of Flaming. On the E. 15 steps led down

from the great gate Nicanor to the Women's
Court. These gates were flanked by chambers,—
those for salt, for the high priest's bath and for
washing, being on the N.; those for wood, for the
drawwell and the 'Chamber of Hewn Stone'
where the Sanhedrin sat, being on the S. of the
Priests' Court. The four chambers of Moked were
for the lamb of the daily sacrifice (on S.W.), for
the shewbread (on S.E.), for the stones of the old
altar taken down by Judas Maccabseus (on N.E.),
and for washing, with a descent to the north
passage. In the corners of the Women's Court
were four chambers,—that of the Nazirites on S.E.,
that where the wood for the altar was kept on
N.E., that of the lepers on N.W., and that for
oil on the S.W. The two chambers flanking
Nicanor were for the vestment keeper and the
pancake maker. Musical instruments were kept
in the chambers under the narrow walk called the
' Court of Isr.,' which was divided from the Priests'
Court by a railing, near which was a pulpit whence
they addressed the people. The Court of Isr. was
apparently 2\ cubits lower than the level of the
Priests' Court. The soreg was reached by three
gates, on the N., S., and E. of the Women's
Court, and was a lattice-work fence. The limit
of 500 cubits square was marked by the khel
('rampart' or 'terrace'), which was 10 cubits wide,
and reached apparently by other steps (Wars, V.
v. 2). The gates of the outer walls (or ' Mountain
of the House'), namely, the two Huldah Gates on
the S., the Par bar Gates and Kipunos ('descent')
on the W., with Tadi on the N., have been already
noticed. On the E. was the gate Shushan, the
position of which is doubtful. The outer cloisters,
along the rampart walls, were double except on
the S., where the royal cloister is described by
Jos. as having three walks, with 162 pillars, each
about 6 ft. in diameter (Ant. XV. xi. 5). The
walks were 30 ft., 45 ft., and 30 ft. wide, and
this measurement (in Gr. ft.) agrees closely with
the width and position of the existing Tyropceon
Bridge, which has a breadth of 50 ft., and an arch
41 ft. 6 in. span. The pillars as described are of
about the size of those still standing in the vaulted
chamber of the Double (or W. Huldah) Gate, and
the epistylia would have been about 22 ft.—the
cloister stretching to the present S.E. angle of
the IJaram. This gives a very natural inter-
columniation of 2£ diameters. The pillars were
27 ft. high according to Josephus. These details,
taken—except when otherwise stated—from the
Tract Middoth of the Mishna, agree with the more
general description by Jos., except in some cases
as regards measurements, where the account of
the Rabbis—some of whom had seen the Temple
standing, and had been able to measure its ruins—
is to be preferred to one written in Italy. No
difficulty is found in understanding this account,
or in fitting plan and section to the ground, if the
Temple is placed opposite the summit of Olivet,
on the ' topmost plateau' of the hill.

vn. MODERN JERUSALEM. — Within the last
twenty years Jerus. has so largely increased in size
and population, on account of Jewish and European
settlers building houses outside the walls, that
the most recent plans give little idea of the city.
The Mount of Olives is covered with houses, and
a considerable suburb has sprung up N. of the
Damascus Gate. On the W. the Jewish cottages
stretch more than a mile from the Jaffa Gate
(in the W. wall), and many villas, standing in
gardens, reach from W. of the Russian hospice
to the vicinity of Birket Mamilla. On the S.
other houses, and a German settlement, stand on
the high ground S. of the Hinnom Valley. On
the S.W. is the railway station. The population
has increased from 20,000 souls (including Chris-
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tians, Moslems, and 8000 Jews) to between 40,000
and 50,000 souls, the Jews having increased to
about 30,000 in all. In 1838 there were only 3000
Jews in the city. It is beyond the present purpose
to describe the modern city (see Baedeker's Guide),
but the above-mentioned changes are too remark-
able to pass unnoticed.

LITERATURE.—The lit. of the subject would form a vol. by
itself, but the progress of scientific study has rendered obsolete
most of the works written before A.D. 1838. The generally
accepted views as to the topography, which have been given
above, are substantially in accord with the conclusions of Dr.
E. Robinson (BRP, 1838 and 1852, 2nd ed. 3 vols. 1856). The
work of Sir C. Warren, and of the present writer, down to 1883,
is detailed in the Jerus. vol. of SWP. The later explorations,
to 1898, are detailed in PEFSt, 1883-98, and in Bliss and Dickie's
Excavations at Jerusalem, 1898. The Ord. Surv. Notes by Sir
C. W. Wilson, 1865, give valuable accounts, of the antiquities
then known. The works of de Vogiio (Eglises de la Terre
Sainte, 1860, and Le Temple de Jerus. 1863) are standard
authorities for the later periods. The Byzant. and 12th cent,
topography is to be studied in the series issued by the Pal.
Pilgrims Texts Soc, esp. in the valuable tract, dating after
A.D. 1187, called La Citez de Jherusalem. It is also discussed
in SWP. The views advocated by Sir O. W. Wilson are de-
tailed in Smith's DBZ. The modern city is fully described by
Dr. A. Socin in Baedeker's Handbook to Pal. and Syria.

Without reference to these leading works the student will be
unable to obtain correct information as to the views of the
chief authorities, and the extant buildings; but familiarity
with these, and with Jos. and the Mishna, will be found
sufficient, without reference to obsolete theories or to popular
works. A valuable and exhaustive paper on the Talm. accounts
of the Temple has been published by the PEF in 1886, repre-
senting the labours of Dr. T. Chaplin for many years in Jerus.
itself. The architectural history of the Haram, by the present
author, is detailed in Tent Work in Pal., and the full details of
the Temple in Conder's Handbook to the Bible, 1879. Recent
discoveries have not, in any instance, upset the conclusions
therein urged, and in some cases they have afforded unexpected
support to those conclusions, as shown in this brief account of
the Holy City. C. R. CONDER.

JERUSHA (N^T 2 Κ 1533=JERUSHAH rtfn;
2 Ch 271, possession' or 'possessed').—Mother of
Jotham king of Judah. Her father's name is
given as Zadok.

JESHAIAH (.ryt?:, %η$& 'salvation of J" ') .— 1.
A grandson of Zerubbabel,' 1 Ch 321. 2. One of the
sons of Jeduthun, 1 Ch 253·15. 3. A Levite, the
ancestor of one of David's treasurers, 1 Ch 2625.
4. The chief of the Βδηέ-Elam who returned with
Ezra, Ezr 87. 5. Chief of the Merarites in time
of Ezra, Ezr 819. 6. A Benjamite, Neh II 7 . See
GENEALOGY.

JE SHAN AH (nj$;).—A town, named along with
Bethel, taken from Jeroboam by Abijah, 2Ch 1319.
It is probably the modern 'Ain Sinia, a village
with a spring, about 3£ miles north of Bethel.
See SWP vol. ii. sheet xiv. In 1 S 712 we ought
also (so Wellh., Driver, Klosterm., Kittel, Budde)
to read Jeshanah for MT Shen (}ΨΌ). See SHEN.
Probably the same place is meant by the Isanas
(η Ίσάνατ) of Josephus (Ant. XIV. xv. 12), where
Herod the Great defeated the troops of Antigonus.

C. R. CONDER.
JESHARELAH.—See ASHARELAH.

JESHEBEAB (3X3^).— A Levite, the head of the
14th course, 1 Ch 24i3. Β of the LXX strangely
enough omits the name, although thereby the
whole number of courses is reduced to twenty-
three. A has Ίσβάαλ, Vulg. Isbaab. Kittel (see
SBOT, ad loc.) thinks that aversion to a name
compounded with -baal accounts for its elimination
in B. See also Gray, Heb. Prop. Names, 24.

JESHER ("î :. 'uprightness').—A son of Caleb,
1 Ch 218. The LXX Ίωάσαρ would lead us to
expect an ο in the first syllable (cf. notes of Kittel
in SBOT, and Baer).

JE SHIMON.—This word occurs with def. art.

(ρτ;π) in Nu 2120 2328, 1 S 2319·24 261·3 ' Jeshimon'
AV, 'desert' RV in all. A similar variation is
found in the renderings of LXX and Vulgate.
The latter translates by desertum and solituda
except in 1 S 23-4, where it has Jeshimon. The
LXX renders it in Samuel by του Ίεσο-αιμού (Είεσσ-...
is a variant in A), but in Numbers by έρημος with
the def. article. The Targums have \iw nu in
Numbers (JYID'B» nu Nu 2328 Targ. Jon.), but in
Samuel pon^; Syr. has pD'trN throughout. The
word also occurs in 7 places in parallelism with
midhbar, which always in these passages has the
def. art. (except in Dt 3210), while jeshimon is
without it. In Dt 3210, Ps 687 7840 10614 the word
is used of the land through which the children of
Israel passed on their way to Canaan, and there
may be an indirect allusion to it in the other three
places, Ps 1074, Is 4319·20. RV deviates from its
uniform rendering of this word by ' desert' in Dt
3210, Ps 687, where with AV it has ' wilderness.'
Though in these passages no distinction be-
tween midhbar and jeshimon is drawn, yet there
is a difference in meaning ; midhbar * is strictly a
place where cattle are driven (comp. the German
' Trift' and ' treiben'), the uncultivated region
where pasturage (though scanty in parts) may be
found; jeshimon is the desolate waste without
water or vegetation.

Some particular region of this character seems
indicated both in Numbers and Samuel, and, as in
1 S 2324 262 Ziph and Maon (places identified as
being a few miles to the south of Hebron) are
mentioned as being in its vicinity, a tract of land
to the west of the Dead Sea seems here indicated.
The eastern slopes of Judah are called (Jos 1561)
the wilderness, and, though the cities there men-
tioned show that the land was not entirely unin-
habited, the fewness of them (compare the number
six with the numbers of cities in other parts of
Judah) is evidence of its barrenness. Though
containing some fertile spots (as En-gedi), the
region as a whole may well be called Jeshimon, for
to its character as a desolate waste many travellers
bear witness. (For the descriptions of Robinson
and other travellers, see Ritter, Comp. Geog. of Pal.
iii. 108 ff. ; and cf. G. A. Smith, HGHL p. 312).
The traveller descending these slopes from the
cities of the hill-country first passes through the
pasture ground (the midhbar) in the neighbourhood
of Ziph and Maon (the wilderness of Maon, 1 S 2324,
of Ziph, 262), and at length reaches the desolate
waste (Jeshimon) by the Dead Sea. This tract of
land may be referred to in Numbers, as it would
be visible from the highlands of Eastern Palestine,
but Dillmann takes Jeshimon to be that part of the
Arabah to the N. of the Dead Sea and E. of the
Jordan, in which Beth-jeshimoth (the only place
bearing a similar name) is situate. (See his Comm.
on Nu 21 2 0; and cf. art. BETH-JESHIMOTH).

From the words of 1 S 2324 ' the wilderness of
Maon, in the Arabah, on the south of the desert'
(Jeshimon), it seems that the term Arabah, which
' is applied to at least a portion of the great valley
which stretches from the Gulf of Akabah into the
Jordanic basin' (see art. ARABAH, vol. i. p. 130a),
here includes that portion of the valley in which
the Dead Sea is situated. A. T. CHAPMAN.

JESHISHAI (Tf; ' old,' ' venerable' ?). — The
eponym of a Gadite family, 1 Ch 514. See GENE-
ALOGY.

* AV renders this word generally by ' wilderness,' but in 12
places has 'desert.' RV has altered these into 'wilderness'
except in Dt 321°, Job 245. Ex 191· 2 i s a n instance of AV being
misleading in some words of frequent occurrence (see Revisers'
Preface). The reader of AV would suppose that the original of
' desert' in v.2 was different from that of * wilderness' in ννΛ 2;
but midhbar is the Heb. equivalent of both, which is indicated
by the change to 4 wilderness' in RV.
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JESHOHAIAH (rrms?:).—The eponym of a Simeon-
ite family, 1 Ch 436. See GENEALOGY.

JESHUA (sw:.' J" is salvation' or ' J" is opulence'
[see Oxf. Heb. Lex.], Ίησοϋς), another form of
Joshua, is used of—1. Joshua the son of Nun once
only (Neh 817). 2. The head of the ninth course of
priests (1 Ch 2411). AV has Jeshuah. 3. A Levite
in the time of Hezekiah, who had to do with the
distribution of the free-will offerings (2 Ch 3115).
4. A man of the house of Pahath-moab whose de-
scendants returned with Zerubbabel (Ezr 26 Ίησοΰε,
Neh 711). This J. is perhaps identical with No. 2
above. 5. A Levitical house or its successive heads
in the times of Zerub., Ezra, and Nehemiah. J. is
mentioned in connexion with the building of the
temple (Ezr 39), the explanation of the law to the
people (Neh 87, cf. 94f·), and the sealing of the cove-
nant (108). Cf. also Ezr 240 833, Neh 743 128·24 Ιησού.
6. The high priest who along with Zerub. headed
the first band of exiles that returned. In Ezr and
Neh he is called Jeshua (s^i), in Hag and Zee
Joshua (ytfi'T). His grandfather Seraiah, who was
high priest at the time of the capture of Jerus.,
was executed at Kiblah by Nebuch., and his father
Jehozadak carried captive to Babylon, where J.
was probably born (2 Κ 2518ff·, 1 Ch 615; see, how-
ever, Kosters, Het herstel v. Isr. 48 f.). On the
arrival of the caravan at Jerus., J. naturally took
a leading part in the erection of the altar of
burnt-offering and the laying of the foundations
of the temple (Ezr 32ff·), in Hag and Zee he is
frequently coupled with Zerub. after these pro-
phets had begun to stimulate the people to under-
take building operations in earnest (Hag I 1 · 1 2 · 1 4 ,
Zee 3lff· 610· n ) ; he supplies a figure to the imagery
of the latter prophet (Zee 3lffp), and even receives
a crown at his hands (610f#). He is eulogized in
Sir 4912. Eor further details see ZECHARIAH,
ZEKUBBABEL, and refer to the Literature at the
end of the latter article. J. A. SELBIE.

JESHUA ($w:.).— A town in the south of Judah,
Neh II 2 6 . The site is possibly at the ruin Sdwi
west of Tell KArad and south of *Attir9 as Beer-
sheba is mentioned with it. See PEF Mem. iii.
409 f. Jeshua of Neh II 2 6 appears to correspond
to Shema (wh. see) of Jos 1526 198(?). See Dillm.
ad loc. C. R. CONDER.

JESHURUN (p-f:) occurs four times in OT as
a designation for Israel (Dt 3215 335·26, Is 442).
Gesenius at one time held that jntĵ  was a shorter
form of j^N"!^ (Cod. Gr., Ven. Ίσραελίσκος), a dimin.
of ^N-] :̂ (Israel), while at the same time there might
be an allusion to the idea of rectitude or upright-
ness contained in the root *ψτ\ Latterly he adopted
a derivation simply from this last root, making J.
= the righteous little people. The same derivation
is accepted by Reuss and Cornill, the latter of
whom (with Cheyne) finds light thrown upon the
meaning of J. by the references in OT to the
'Book of Jashar,' wiiere Jashar ('the upright')
may be a name for Israel. (Cf. Nu 2310 ' Let me
die the death of the righteous,' in which Dn ;̂
' righteous' seems to allude to hyr^?) of the preceding
clause). The Sept. in all the four passages cited
above, renders J. by ^απημένος (* beloved'). Jerome
has dilectus in Dt 3215, but elsewhere rectissimus,
corresponding to evdus or ευθύτατος of Aq. Symm. and
Theod., who manifestly connect J. with the root
")#;. Delitzsch (Is.5 ii. 189) admits that pit?; is a
secondary form of n ;̂, but declines to regard it as
a diminutive, because a 'diminutive of affection
corresponds little to the language of divine love'
{sic). In spite of this dictum, Schultz' explana-
tion of J. as ' a pet name from τφι' seems a
peculiarly happy one (OT Theol. ii. 29n.). Driver

(Dt 3215) agrees with Dillmann that J. is a poetical
title of Israel, pointing allusively to ^"p] but
derived from i^;, and accordingly designating the
nation under its ideal character (cf. Ex 196, Dt 14a

etc.) as ' the upright one.' J. A. SELBIE.

JESIAS (B Έσ-ias, Α Ίεσσία*, AV Josias), 1 Es 8s3.
—In Ezr 87 JESHAIAH.

JESIMIEL (Vxp^:).—The eponym of a Simeonite
family, 1 Ch 486. See GENEALOGY.

JESSE "jff\ (etym. and meaning doubtful; perh.
' wealthy,' V».*., Ges., but see Oxf. Heb. Lex.; Ίεσσαί).
—Father of David. As grandson of the wealthy
Boaz (Ru 417·22,1 Ch 212, Mt I5, Lk 332), it is natural
to suppose that he was one of the elders of Bethle-
hem (1 S 164); but the biblical narrative is not clear
on this point. He is called ' the Bethlehemite,'
1 S 161·18 1758, and 'the Ephrathite of Bethlehem-
Judah,' 1 S 1712. We cannot draw any safe in-
ference as to his position from the fact that his
youngest son kept the sheep, or from the simple
present of farm produce which he sends, now to
the king (1 S 1620), now to the captain (1 S 1718).
The Targ. on 2 S 2119 calls him ' a weaver of the
veil of the house of the sanctuary,' but that is
merely an attempt to explain ' Jaare-oregim.'
When first introduced into the history (1 S 1712,
on the various explanations of which see Wellh. and
Driver) he is 'an old man,' ' stricken in years among
men,' and he probably did not live to witness the
royal dignity of the lad whom he had once thought
too insignificant to share in the sacrificial feast
(1 S 1611). In 1 S 2029 David mentions his brother
as superintending the family sacrifice. This may
be due to the great age of Jesse, but it is also
possible that we have here a survival of the custom
according to which the eldest son was the family
priest. We last hear of Jesse alive in 1 S 223· 4,
when David, mindful of his ancestress Ruth,
entrusts his parents to the care of the king of
Moab. A Jewish tradition states that the Moabites
killed them, but 1 S 224 implies that they rejoined
David when he left the cave of Adullam.

There are two slight difficulties connected with
Jesse's family, (a) According to 1 S 1610· π 1712 he
had eight sons; seven only are named in the
genealogy, 1 Ch 213"15. The Syriac and Arabic
versions here insert ' Elihu the seventh' from
1 Ch 2718, but there we should probably read
' Eliab,' with the LXX. Jerome (Qu. Heb. on 1 S
1712, 2 S 2121) says that the prophet Nathan, or
Jonathan son of Shammah, was reckoned as one
of his sons, (β) In 2 S 1725 Abigail is called the
daughter of Nahash; accordingly Jewish tradition
(Targ. on Ru 422, Is 1429, Jerome, Qu. Heb. in loc.)
identifies Jesse with Nahash ('serpent'), explaining
the double name on the ground that he had no
other sin than that original sin which the old serpent
introduced into the world. Stanley {Jewish Ch.,
Lect. 22) suggests that the same woman was first
wife of Nahash, king of Ammon, and mother by
him of Abigail and Zeruiah, and subsequently wife
of Jesse, and mother of his sons. This theory
derives some slight support from the friendliness of
Nahash and his sons to David (2 S ΙΟ2 1727), and
also from the genealogy (1 Ch 216), where Abigail
and Zeruiah are not called the daughters of Jesse,
but the sisters of his sons. It is possible, however,
that pnrna in 2 S 1725 is, as Wellh. thinks, a textual
error. See NAHASH.

It is interesting to note that while in his life-
time, and in the next generation, ' the son of
Jesse' was a contemptuous epithet for David (cf.
Jg 928, 1 S 2212, Is 74· 5· 6 · 9), and is so used by Saul
(1 S 2027·30·31 227·8), by Doeg (1 S 229), by Nabal
(2510), by Sheba (2 S 201), and by the ten tribes
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(1 Κ 1216), yet the prophet Isaiah (II1·10) associates
one of the most sublime Messianic predictions with
the stock (jna) of Jesse, ' the root (ahsr) of Jesse,'
and this honorific use of the phrase passed to later
writers, 1 Ch 1014 2926, Ps 7220, Ac 13*2.

N. J. D. WHITE.
JESUS, the Gr. form {Ίησοΰς) of the name

Joshua (Jjann;) or Jeshua (an?:), is employed as a
designation of—1. Joshua the son of Nun (AV
of 1 Mac 255, 2Es 737, Sir 461, Ac 745, He 48, in all
of which passages RV has JOSHUA). 2. Jeshua
(Joshua), the high priest contemporary with
Zerubbabel (1 Es 55·8·48·56· «· 7 0 62 919, Sir 4912, where
both AV and RV have in every instance JESUS).
3. The Levite (1 Es 526·58 863 948) who in Ezr 240

39 is called Jeshua. 4. An ancestor of our Lord
(Lk 329 RV, where AV has Jose). 5. Jesus, son of
Sirach. See SIRACH. 6.7. See the next two articles.

JESUS CHRIST.—
Method of this article.

I. SURVEY OF CONDITIONS.

A. EXTERNAL CONDITIONS: GOVERNMENT, SECTS, AND

PARTIES.

B. INTERNAL CONDITIONS: THE STATE OF RELIGIOUS

THOUGHT AND LIFE.

1. General conditions: (a) the darker and (/3) the
brighter side of contemporary Judaism.

2. The special seed-plot of Christianity.
3. The Messianic expectation. Literature.

II. THE PUBLIC MINISTRY.

A. PRELIMINARY PERIOD: FROM THE BAPTISM TO THE

CALL OF THE LEADING APOSTLES.

i. The Baptist and the Baptism: («) the Baptist's
hesitation, (β) the Voice from Heaven, (γ) Apocry-
phal details, (δ) Synoptic and Johannean versions.
Literature,

ii. The Temptation.
iii. The first disciples and the miracle at Cana.
iv. The first Passover,
v. Retirement to Galilee.—The Synoptic Chronology,

the Healing of the Nobleman's Son.
B. FIRST ACTIVE OR CONSTRUCTIVE PERIOD: THE

FOUNDING OF THE KINGDOM.

i. The Call, Training, and Mission of the Twelve (and
of the Seventy).

ii. Differentiation of the Ministry of Jesus from that
of John the Baptist,

iii. Preaching of the Kingdom,
iv. The Messianic Works,
v. Effect on the Populace,

vi. Effect upon the Pharisees,
vii. The Self-Revelation of Jesus.

THE TEACHING OF JESUS.

a. General Characteristics of the Teaching.
(1) Its relation to the teaching of the Baptist and to

that of the Scribes.
(2) Its universal range.
(3) Its method.
(4) The Parables.
(δ) Interpretation of the Parables.
(6) The Purpose of teaching by Parables.

b. Contents of the Teaching.
(1) The Fatherhood of God.
(2) The Kingdom of God : (i.) the name; (ii.) the

meaning; (iii.) associations; (iv.) the nature of
the Kingdom : how far supernatural? (y.) present
or future ? (vi.) inward or outward ? (vii.) national
or universal ?

(3) The Members or Subjects of the Kingdom: (i.)
conditions of entrance; (ii.) character of the
members; (iii.) paradoxes of Christianity.

(4) The Messiah : (i.) the Christ; (ii.) the Son of David;
(iii.) the Son of Man ; (iv.) the Son of God.

(δ) The Paraclete and the Tri-unity of God.
Literature.

THE MIRACLES OF JESUS.

(i.) Different classes of Miracles,
(ii.) Critical expedients for eliminating miracle,

(iii.) The evidence for the Gospel miracles in general,
(iv.) The quality of the evidence.
(v.) Historical necessity of miracles,

(vi.) Natural congruity of miracles,
(vii.) The unexplained element in miracles.

Literature.
C. MIDDLE OR CULMINATING PERIOD OF THE ACTIVE

MINISTRY,

i. The enthusiasm and falling-away of the Populace,
ii. Widening breach with the Pharisees,

iii. The climax of faith among the Twelve; St. Peter's
confession.

iv. The culminating point in the Missionary Labours
of Jesus.

v. The Transfiguration,
vi. The Prophecies of Death and Resurrection.

D. CLOSE OF THE ACTIVE PERIOD: THE MESSIANIC
CRISIS IN VIEW.

i. The so-called Persean Ministry,
ii. The Johannean narrative of this period,

iii. The general character of the teaching of this period,
iv. The prophecies of Death and Resurrection,
v. Significance of the Death of Jesus.

Literature.
E. THE MESSIANIC CRISIS: THE TRIUMPHAL ENTRY,

THE LAST TEACHING, PASSION, DEATH, RESUR-

RECTION, ASCENSION.

i. The action and the actors: (a) the Populace; (6)
the traitor ; (c) the Pharisees; (d) the Sadducees ;
(e) Pilate. Literature.

ii. The Chronology of the last week.
iii. The prophetic teaching of the last week.
iv. The Last Supper : (1) the text of Lk 22^-20; (2) re-

lation of the texts to each other; (3) other NT
evidence ; (4) significance of the Eucharist; (5)
critical theories. Literature.

v. The Resurrection: (1) the attestation; (2) the
sequence and scene of the events ; (3) attempted
explanations; (4) the permanent significance of
the Resurrection.

vi. The Ascension: (1) its leading import; (2) its
manner; (3) its implications. Literature.

III. SUPPLEMENTAL MATTER : THE NATIVITY AND INFANCY.

i. The sources of the narrative.
ii. The text of Mt 116.

iii. The genealogies. Literature,
iv. The census of Quirinius.
v. The meaning of the Virgin-birth.

IV. CONCLUDING SURVEY : THE VERDICT OF HISTORY.

A. CHRIST IN HISTORY.

i. The Christ of the Gospels. Literature.
ii. The Christ of the Apostles.

iii. The Christ of the Undivided Church. Literature,
iv. The Christ of Personal Experience.

B. THE PERSON OF CHRIST.

i. The Problem as it stands,
ii. A pressing portion of the Problem.

0. THE WORE OF ClIltlST.
i. The place in the Cosmical Order of the ethical

teaching of Christ,
ii. The significance of the personal example of Christ

in regard to His ethical teaching,
iii. The Work of Christ as redemptive.
iv. The Work of Christ as a revelation
v. The founding of the Church.

Lives of Christ.

Method.—What method is fittest for a Christian
writer to use in approaching the Life of Christ?
There is a tendency at the present moment, on the
Continent perhaps -rather than in England, to
approach it from the side of the consciousness of
Jesus as the Messiah. A conspicuous instance of
this would be Baldensperger's Das Selbstbewusst-
sein Jesu (Strassburg, 1888 ; 2nd ed. 1892), a work
which attracted considerable attention when it
first appeared. No doubt such a method has its
advantages. It places the inquirer at once at the
centre of the position, and enables him to look
down the various roads by which he will have to
travel. The advantage, however, is more ap-
parent than real. It would hold good only if we
could be sure of obtaining a far more adequate
grasp of the consciousness to be investigated than
on any hypothesis is likely to be obtained. On the
Christian hypothesis, frankly held, any such grasp
would seem to be excluded, and the attempt to
reach it could hardly be made without irreverence.

It is on all grounds a safer and sounder, as well
as a more promising method, to adopt a course
which is the opposite of this—not to work from
within outwards, but from without imvards ; to
begin with that aspect of the Life which is most
external, and only when we have realized this as
well as we may to seek to penetrate deeper, allow-
ing the facts to suggest their own inner meaning.
We may then take in certain sidelights which
our documents also afford us, which, because they
come, as it were, from the side, are not therefore
less valuable. And we may finally strengthen
our conclusions by following the history some little
way into its sequel. In other words, we shall
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begin by placing ourselves at the standpoint of
an observer, one of those who saw the public
ministry of Jesus in its early stages, in its de-
velopment, and to its close. When that has been
fully unrolled before us, we can draw upon other
data which are not of this public character;
and we may further seek to argue backwards from
effects to causes.

By pursuing this method we shall have the
advantage of taking the facts in no imaginary
order, but in the order of the history itself. We
shall have them disclosed to us in the same sort of
sequence in which they were disclosed to the first
generations of Christians—a method always ad-
visable where it can be had, and in this instance
peculiarly advisable, because both the origins and
the immediate sequel to the origins are of extreme
interest and importance.

We shall also have the incidental advantage of
following, not only the historical order, but the
critical order suggested by the documents. It
was natural that what was transacted in public
should have the fullest and the earliest attestation :
it lay in the nature of the case that some of the
details which were most significant, just because
of their private and intimate character, should
become known only by degrees. This state of
things is reflected in the Gospels as we have them.
The common matter of the Synoptic Gospels is
also the most public matter. It by no means
follows that what is peculiar to a single Gospel is
by that fact stamped as less historical: no one
would think (e.g.) of affirming this of some of the
parables peculiar to St. Luke ; but it is fair to
suppose that in the first instance it was less widely
diffused. To this class would belong the narra-
tives of the Nativity and of the Infancy. It will
be in some ways a gain not to begin with these,
but to let them enter into the story as they entered
into it with the first Christians. More than one
point which might otherwise perplex us will in
this way suggest its own explanation.

Limits of space do not allow us to go elaborately
into the question as to the trustworthiness of our
materials. It may suffice to point to one un-
doubted fact which furnishes at least a consider-
able presumption in their favour. The apostolic
age produced some strongly marked personalities,
with well defined types of thought and phrase-
ology. Now, broadly speaking, these types have
left but little trace upon the Gospels. The special
type characteristic of the Gospels themselves
stands out conspicuously over against them. We
need hardly do more than refer to such very
significant facts as that the Gospels alone con-
tain specimens of teaching by parables ; that the
idea of the ' kingdom of heaven' (or ' of God'),
which is quite central in the Gospels, recedes into
the background in the writings of the apostles;
that the same holds good of that most significant
title ' Son of Man ' ; that, on the other hand, such
a term as * justify' is rare and hardly technical,
while 'justification,' ' sanctification,' 'reconcilia-
tion' (or 'atonement'), and a number of others
are wholly absent. It may be said that the Fourth
Gospel is an exception, that there we have a sus-
picious resemblance to the style and diction of the
Epp. of St. John. Some resemblance there is,
and we would not entirely reject the inference
drawn from it. But even here the exception is
but partial. It has often been noticed that the
evangelist scrupulously confines his doctrine of
the Logos to the prologue.

The writer of this art. may be allowed once
more to express the conviction,* which he believes
that continued investigation will confirm, that the
great mass of the Synoptic Gospels had assumed

• See the Bampton Lectures for 1893, p. 286 ff.

its permanent shape not later than the decade
60-70 A.D., and that the changes which it under-
went after the great catastrophe of the fall of
Jerusalem were but small, and can without diffi-
culty be recognized.

But the task on which we are at present en-
gaged must in the main supply its own vindica-
tion. The picture which it is here attempted to
draw will commend itself so far as it is consistent
and coherent, and no further. No one, indeed,
expects in these days the formal and external
consistency aimed at in the older Harmonies ; but
the writer himself believes that in their inner
essence the Gospels are consistent and coherent,
and if he fails to convey the impression of this,
the failure will be his own. He is conscious of
something tentative in the way in which he has
sought to work in data derived from the Fourth
Gospel with those derived from the other three.
But here, again, he is giving expression to the
best opinion he can form, and the value of that
opinion must be judged by the result. Where he
is not satisfied with his own success, he has not
hesitated to say so.

To what has been said above it should be added,
that if we assume the standpoint of a spectator, a
brief preface will be needed to explain what that
standpoint is. In other words, we shall have at
the outset to take a rapid survey of the conditions
under which the Life of Christ was lived, so that
we may see to what His teaching had to attach
itself, and what served for it as a foil, by way of
contrast and antagonism.

The main divisions of our subject will thus be—
I. SURVEY OF CONDITIONS.

II. THE PUBLIC MINISTRY OF JESUS, preceded by that of the
Baptist.

III. SUPPLEMENTAL MATTER, not included in the Public
Ministry, and derived from special sources.

IV. THB VERDICT OF HISTORY.

I. SURVEY OF CONDITIONS.—The picture which
we form for ourselves of Palestine in the time of
our Lord is apt to be wanting in play and variety.
A few strong and simple colours are all that are
used ; we do not allow enough for their blending,
or for the finer and subtler tones which mingle
with them. We see the worldly ambition of the
Sadducees, the self-seeking and formalism of the
Pharisees ; over both, the rough stern rule of the
Roman ; and under both, the chafing tide of popular
passion, working itself up to its outburst of fury in
the Great War. Perhaps we throw in somewhere in
a corner the cloistered communities of the Essenes ;
but if so, it is rather as standing apart by them-
selves than as entering into the general life.

It is not so much that this picture is wrong as
that it needs to be supplemented, and it needs a
little toning down of the light and shade. This is
the case especially with the internal conditions,
the state of thought and of the religious life.

A. EXTERNAL CONDITIONS: GOVERNMENT,
SECTS, AND PARTIES.—The external conditions
are so comparatively simple and so well known
that a rapid glance at them will suffice.

At the time of our Lord's public ministry, Judaea
and Samaria were directly subject to the Romans,
and were governed by a procurator (Pontius Pilate,
A.D. 26-36), who was to some extent subordinate
to the legatus of Syria. Pilate had a character for
cruelty (cf. Lk 131). And the Roman rule was no
doubt as a whole harsh and unfeeling : we read of
wholesale executions, which took the horrible form
of crucifixion. But the people whom Rome had to
govern were turbulent in the extreme ; and so far
as the Roman authorities come before us in NT,
we cannot refuse them the credit of a desire to do
a sort of rough justice.
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The odious duty of collecting tolls and taxes for
the Romans led to the employment of a class of
underlings (τ€λώναι, publicani), who were regarded
almost as outcasts by their Jewish countrymen.

The north and east of Palestine were still in the
hands of sons of Herod. Antipas (4 B.C. to 39 A.D.)
held Galilee and Persea; and his brother Philip
(4 B.C. to 34 A.D.), Ituroea and Trachonitis. The
name given to the former, ' that fox' (Lk 1332), will
sufficiently describe him; he was living in open
sin with Herodias, the wife of another brother, but
was not wholly unvisited by remorse, and had at
least curiosity in matters of religion (Mk 6201|, Lk
238). His capital was at Tiberias, on the Sea of
Galilee, and he also held possession of the strong
fortress of Machserus * E. of the Dead Sea. Herod
Philip governed his dominions quietly, and was
the best and most popular of his father's sons.

The Sadducees (Zadokite priests) consisted
mainly of certain aristocratic priestly families
(Ac 4̂ ) who held almost a monopoly of the high
priesthood, and who played an influential and active
part in the Sanhedrin, which under the Romans
wielded considerable power. They were typical
opportunists, and were bent above all things on
keeping their own rights and privileges. Hence
they were sensitive on the subject of popular dis-
order, which was likely to serve as an excuse to
the Romans for displacing them (Jn II4 8). It was
a coalition of Pharisees and Sadducees which pro-
cured the death of our Lord, but in the period of
the Acts the Sadducees were the more active
persecutors. Religion with them was secondary,
but they differed somewhat both in doctrine and
in practice from the Pharisees (Ac 238; cf. Eder-
sheim, Life and Times, i. 314-321, etc.). They did
not encumber themselves with the Pharisaic tradi-
tions, but took their stand upon the Pentateuch.
They were notorious for strictness in judgment.

As contrasted with the Sadducees, the Pharisees
(lit. Separatists or Purists) were essentially the
religious party. They numbered more than 6000
{Ant. XVII. ii. 4), and were pledged to a high
standard of life and scrupulous performance of
religious duties (Mt 2323). Unfortunately, the
high standard was outward rather than inward.
The elaborate casuistry to which the Pharisees had
recourse was used as a means of evading moral
obligations (Mk 71"13 II 1238-40||, Mt 2313"33), and re-
sulted in a spirit hard, narrow, and self-righteous.

Not exactly coextensive with the Pharisees,
though largely to be identified with them (we
read of * scribes of the Pharisees,' Mk 216 RV;
i.e. ' scribes who belonged to the party of the
Pharisees'), were the Scribes Γραμματείς, νομικοί,
νομοδιδάσκάλοή, or professed students of the law,
who supplied the Pharisees with their principles.
They had to a large extent taken the place of the
priests as the preachers and teachers of Judaism.
Their chief fields of action were the synagogues
and the Rabbinical schools. The most highly
respected of the scribes were the great religious
authorities of the day. It was their successors who
built up the Talmud. There were differences of
opinion within the body (e.g. the rival schools of
Hillel and Shammai, contemporaries of Herod the
Great), but, without, their dicta were unquestioned.
This veneration was, as a rule, only requited with
contempt.

While the Pharisees at this date for the most
part (though not entirely) held aloof from politics,
on the ground that religion as they conceived it
could be practised indifferently under any domina-
tion, and their own experiences under the national

* In Ant. xvm. v. 2 Machserus is in the possession of Antipas,
in the previous § it belongs to Aretas ; but the reading of this
latter passage is questionable (cf. Schiirer, NTZG i. 362 n.. 365 n.
{HJP i. ii. 23, 25]).

line, represented by Alexander Janngeus, had been
the reverse of happy, the mass of the people were
burning to throw off the yoke of the stranger.
The party of action, which was prepared to go all
lengths, was known as the Zealots. One member
of this party was numbered among the apostles
(Mt 104, Mk 318, Lk 615, Ac I13). In the siege of
Jerus. they took the lead, and were distinguished
at once by heroic courage and by horrible crimes.

The dynasty of the Herods had from the first
claimed alliance with Hellenic culture. The
founder of the dynasty had mixed with advantage
to himself in the haute politique of his day; and
he had signalized his reign by buildings in the
Greek style, but on a scale of barbaric magnifi-
cence. The courts of the Herods must always
have had a tincture of Hellenism about them.
But the reaction against this was strong, and its
influence probably did not extend very far, though
it inspired the historians Nicolaus of Damascus,
Justus of Tiberias, and Josephus. More likely to
affect the lower and middle strata of the population
would be the ' Greek cities' founded by the Syrian
kings before the Maccabaean rising, such as the
cluster known as Decapolis, for the most part
east of the Jordan, with later foundations like the
flourishing port of Csesarea. But more important
still would be the influence of the Jews of the
Diaspora, constantly coming and going to the
great feasts at Jerusalem, and with synagogues
for their special use permanently established there
(Ac 69). The greatest of the centres with which the
Jews were thus brought in contact were Alexandria
and Antioch. And there is reason to think that
the amount of intellectual intercourse and inter-
change was by no means inconsiderable.

There must have been other foreign influences
at work, but rather by what mi^ht be called
underground channels. The connexion of Pales-
tine with Babylonia and the East, which goes
back to immemorial antiquity, had been revived
and deepened by the Captivity. It was kept up by
intercourse with the Jews who remained in those
regions. But whether or not they had come pre-
cisely in this way, there can be no doubt that
Oriental, and indeed specifically Persian influences
were present in the sect of the Essenes. The cere-
monial washings, and the reverence paid to the sun,
can hardly have had any other origin. The asceti-
cism and community of goods have a Pythagorean
cast, and may have come from Greece by way of
Egypt, while the rejection of sacrifice and what we
know of the speculative tendencies of the Essenes
may well be native to the soil of Palestine. The
Essene settlements were congregated near the
Dead Sea.

B. INTERNAL CONDITIONS : THE STATE OF
RELIGIOUS THOUGHT AND LIFE.

1. General Conditions.—To describe justly the
state of Judaism in the time of Christ is a difficult
and delicate thing. It is too apt to seem like an
indictment of the Judaism of nineteen centuries,
which not only on general grounds, but specially
in view of the attitude of some Jewish apologists
of the present day, a Christian theologian will be
loth to bring. He will desire to make all the
allowances that can rightly be made, and to state
all the evidence (so far as he knows it) for as well
as against. But at the same time he must not
gloss over real faults and defects, without a state-
ment of which Christianity itself can be but
imperfectly understood.

Truth does not, as a rule, lie in compromises.
And its interests will be perhaps best served if we
set down without reserve both the darker and the
brighter sides, only asking the reader to remember
while he has the one before him, that the other is
also there. That we attempt this difficult task at
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all is due to no wanton assumption of a right to
judge, but to the unavoidable necessity that what
is so intimately bound up with history should be
seen in the full light which history throws upon it.

(a) The Darker Side of the Contemporary Juda-
ism,—As we look broadly at the religious condition
of Palestine in the time of our Lord, there can be
little doubt that it was in need of a drastic
reformation. This is the impression inevitably
conveyed by the Gospels, and by the searching
criticisms of St. Paul. Nor is it belied by the
witness of Josephus, and in particular by the
outbreak of untamed passion, with the horrors to
which it gave rise, in the Jewish War. And
although it may be easy to make a selection from
the Talmud of sayings of a different character, it
can hardly be questioned that the same source
supplies proof enough that the denunciations of
the Gospels were not without foundation. There is
too evident a connexion between the inherent prin-
ciples of Judaism and the defects charged against
it to permit us to regard these as devoid of truth.

(i.) The idea of God was perhaps the strongest
side of Judaism, but it was too exclusively tran-
scendent. It had no adequate means of spanning
the gulf between God and man. The faults of
Judaism were those of Deism. It had one tender
place, the love of J" for Israel. But this fell some
way short of the Christian idea of the Father in
heaven, the God who not only loves a single

but whose essence is love. Judaism alsopeople
largeblargely wanted the mystical element which has
played such an important part in Christianity.
The Johannean allegory of the Vine and the
Branches, which agrees so closely with the teach-
ing of St. Paul, the whole conception of immanent
divine forces circulating through the organism, has
no true analogy in it. * (ii.) But the most disastrous
feature of Rabbinical Judaism was its identifica-
tion of morality with obedience to written law.
' Duty, goodness, piety,—all these are to the Jew
equivalent terms. They are mere synonyms for
the same conception—the fulfilment of the law.
A man therefore is good who knows the law and
obeys i t ; a man is wicked who is ignorant of it
and transgresses i t ' (Montefiore, Hibbert Lectures,
p. 479). This identification of morality with law
led to a number of serious evils, (iii.) Law can
deal only with overt action. Hence there was an
inevitable tendency to restrict the field of morals
to overt action. Motive was comparatively dis-
regarded. It is doubtless true that the Rabbis
frequently insist on Tightness of motive. A religion
which in its Sacred Books included the Prophets as
well as the Law could not do otherwise. But the
legal conception was too deeply ingrained not to
tell its tale. If it had not been so, there would
have been no need for the Sermon on the Mount;
and the address, 'Scribes and Pharisees, hypo-
crites,' would have had no point, (iv.) Another
consequence of the stress laid on overt acts was the
development of an elaborate doctrine of salvation
by works. We need not suppose that this doctrine
was universally held and always consciously acted
upon; but it cannot be denied that there was in
Judaism a widespread opinion that might be ex-
pressed in the terms,' so much keeping of the law,
so much merit'; and the idea of a ' treasure of
merit,' which each man stores up for himself, is
constantly met with. (v.) In one sense the keep-
ing of the law was very hard. The labours of the
scribes had added to the original and primary laws
an immense mass of inferential law, which was
placed on the same footing of authority. This
portentous accumulation of precepts was a burden

* The comparison of Israel to a vine is not unknown to
Judaism, but in a wholly different application (see Wunsche,
Erldut. d. Evang. on Jn 151).

'grievous to be borne.' (vi.) Not only so, but a
great part of this additional law was bad law. It
was law inferred by a faulty system of exegesis.
Even where the exegesis was bond fide, it was in a
large proportion of cases unreal and artificial.
But there was a great temptation to dishonesty,
for which the way was left open by the exaggerated
stress laid on acts, and the comparative ignoring
of motive. In the dead level of written law the
relative degrees of obligation were disregarded.
Hence there were a number of precepts which were
positively immoral (e.g. Corban, Mk 711·12 ||).
(vii.) A further defect in the legal conception of
religion was its intellectualism. The Talmud
bears witness to what is little less than an idolatry
of learning, and that, we must remember, Rab-
binical learning. With religion converted into
science, and the science in great part no science,
we may well say, 'If the light that is in thee
be darkness, how great is the darkness!' The
Scholasticism of the Middle Ages had no such un-
challenged supremacy; it was not the one all-
pervading ideal. (viii.) For the mass of the popula-
tion the double law, traditional as well as original,
could not but be a burden. The accumulation of
precepts not possessed of moral value is always a
thing to be deprecated. And however much we
may allow for the fact that the observance of all
these precepts was not expected of every one,
there still remained enough to be a real incubus.
And yet, on the other hand, the performance of
the full Pharisaic standard was not so very
difficult for persons of leisure, who deliberately
made up their minds to it. It did not mean, or at
least it might be understood as not meaning, more
than a life mechanically regulated. But then it is
easy to see that the existence of this class, con-
sciously setting itself above its neighbours, and
able, without any excessive strain, to make good
its pretensions, must have inevitably engendered
a feeling of self-righteousness or spiritual pride.
The parable of the Pharisee and the Publican (Lk
Igii-i3) m u s t n e e ( j s have been typical, (ix.) What
the Pharisee was to the ordinary Jew, that the
Jew was to the rest of mankind. However
politically inferior, the Jew never lost his pride of
race, and with him this pride of race was a pride
of religious privilege. The Zealot sought to
translate this into political domination, but the
Pharisee was content to retire into the fortress of
his inner consciousness, from which he could look
with equanimity at the rise and fall of secular
powers, (x.) This particular form of pride had a
tendency to aggravate itself as time went on. ' To
make a fence round the law' was a fundamental
principle of Judaism. And in a like spirit the
privileged people was tempted to make a fence
round itself, and to dwell apart among the nations.
Institutions which had had for their object to keep
the nation clear of idolatry, were extended when the
dangers of idolatry were past, until it required a
revolution to say with St. Paul, ' There is neither
Jew nor Greek/ (xi.) Worst and most disastrous
of all was the tendency to fall back upon national
privilege as a substitute for real reformation of
life. We can see alike from the Gospels and from
St. Paul how constantly the Jews had upon their
lips, 'We have Abraham to our father' (Lk 38, Jn
833·39, Ro 217-20). It is admitted that ' the Jews
were somewhat too confident of their assured
participation in the blessedness of eternal life ; all
Israelites, except very exceptional and determined
sinners, were believed to have their share in it*
(Montefiore, Hibb. Led. p. 482).

(β) The Brighter Side of the Contemporary Juda-
ism.—The above is a long and a serious catalogue
of charges, partly resting upon the logic of the
creed, but also too much borne out by positive
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testimony. It seems conclusively to prove that
not only reformation, but a thoroughgoing re-
formation, was needed.

And yet there is another side which the Christian
teacher ought to emphasize more fully than it has
been the custom to do.

(i.) In the first place, we have to remember that
Judaism is professedly the religion of the OT.
It is based upon a Book which includes the Prophets
and the Psalms (to use the familiar description a
potiori parte) as well as the Law. And however
much Judaism proper gave precedence to the Law,
it could not forget the other parts of the volume,
or run wholly counter to their spirit. It is not.too
much to say that even in the Talmud we can see
at every turn how the spirit of legalism was cor-
rected by an influence which is ultimately derived
from what are rightly called the evangelical portions
of OT. We shall see to what an extent Chris-
tianity itself is a direct development of these.

(ii). The evidence of NT, severe as it is upon the
whole, yet is not all of one tenor. Its pages are
sprinkled over with Jewish characters, who are
mentioned in terms of praise: Zacharias and
Elisabeth, Simeon and Anna, Nathanael, Nico-
demus, and Joseph of Arimathsea, the young ruler,
and the scribe who was pronounced to be ' not far
from the kingdom of God' (Mk 1234). We must
not forget that there are parts of NT itself which
in recent years have been claimed by Christian
scholars as thinly veneered products of Judaism
(Ep. of James, Apoc.). Whatever we may think
of these particular instances, there are others
(such as Didache and the Testaments of the Twelve
Patriarchs) in which it is highly probable that a
Jewish original has been adapted to Christian
purposes. And our present investigation will
bring before us many examples in which, while
Christianity corrects Jewish teaching, it neverthe-
less takes its start from it, and that not only from
the purer original, but in its contemporary form.

(iii.) The panegyrists of the Talmud have at least
right on their side to this extent, that single say-
ings can frequently be quoted from it in disproof
of the sweeping allegations brought against it by
its assailants. There are grains of fine wheat
among its chaff. Some of these are referred, on
what seems to be good authority, to a time anterior
to the coming of Christ. The 'golden rule' is
attributed to Hillel. The story is that when
Shammai drove away an inquirer who desired to
be taught the whole Torah while he stood on one
foot, the man went to Hillel, who said : * What is
hateful to thyself do not to thy fellow ; this is the
whole Torah, and the rest is commentary'(Taylor,
Pirqe Aboth, p. 37). Another great saying is
ascribed to Antigonus of Soko : 'Be not as slaves
that minister to the lord with a view to receive
recompense; but be as slaves that minister to the
lord without a view to receive recompense; and
let the fear of Heaven be upon you' (ib. p. 27).
There is a fair number of such sayings. If we
take the treatise from which the last is directly
quoted we shall see in it what is probably not an
unfair representation of the better Judaism in the
time of Christ, with its weaknesses sufficiently
indicated, but with something also of its strength.

(iv.) It is right also to bear in mind that the
Judaism of this date had no lack of enthusiasts
and martyrs. Akiba in particular, though a Jew
of the Jews, cannot but command our admiration
(see Taylor, ut sup. p. 67if.). And in a different
category his fortitude is matched by the mitis
sapientia of Hillel, of whom it was said that his
gentleness brought men ' nigh under the wings of
the Shekinah' {ib. p. 37).

(v.) A favourable impression on the whole is
given by the numerous pseudepigraphic works,

which belong in the main to the two centuries on
each side of the Christian era. The oldest parts
of the Book of Enoch may possibly be earlier, just
as some outlying members of the Baruch literature
are probably later. The most typical writings are
the Book of Enoch and the Psalms of Solomon
(which can be dated with tolerable certainty
B.C. 70-40), the Book of Jubilees and the Assump-
tion of Moses (which may be taken as roughly
contemporary with the founding of Christianity),
and the Fourth Book of Ezra (2 Es) and the Apoc.
of Baruch, both after the fall of Jerusalem in
A.D. 70. These writings show in varying degrees
most of the characteristic infirmities of Judaism,
but they also show its nobler features in a way
which sometimes, and especially in the two latest
works, throws the infirmities into the shade.*

It is a moot point how far the pseudepigrapha can be taken
as representative of the main currents of Judaism. Montefiore,
writing in 1892, says, ' I t must be remembered that the
apocalyptic writings lie for the most part outside the line of
the purest Jewish development, and often present but the
fringe or excrescence, and not the real substance of the domin-
ating religious thought' (Hibb. Lect. p. 467). On the other hand,
Charles has no difficulty in assigning the different portions to
recognized party divisions in Judaism. Schiirer in like manner
describes their standpoint as that of' correct Judaism,' adding,
however, that they are * not products of the school, but of free
religious individuality' (HJP in. ii. 49). Similarly, Baldensperger
speaks of 4 Ezra and Baruch as free from the spirit of casuistry,
and not ' absorbed in the Halachic rules' (p. 35, ed. 1). This
verdict would apply in some degree to this class of literature
generally. It is perhaps in the main of provincial origin, or at
least somewhat outside the beaten tracks of Jewish teaching.
The Pss. of Solomon and Bk. of Jubilees would be nearest to
these. It is very probable that 4 Ezr and Apoc. Bar were
directly affected by the ferment of thought caused by the birth
of Christianity.

When we endeavour to put together the im-
pressions which we derive from these various
sources, we may perhaps say that the outcome
of them is that Judaism at the Christian era had
all the outer framework of a sound religion if only
the filling in had been different. The Jew knew
better than any of his contemporaries in Greece or
Rome or in the East what religion was. He had a
truer conception of God, and of the duty of man
towards God; but on the first head he had much
still to learn, and on the second he had many faults
to be corrected in the working out of detail.

The Jew had at least a profound seriousness on
the subject of religion. Where this was wanting,
the man was no true Jew. And, even allowing for
all the external influences which told against this,
there was among the Jews probably less of pro-
fessed atheism, indifference, levity, than there has
ever been in any other society, ancient or modern.
The Jew had also an intense feeling of loyalty to
this society. His love of what we should call his
Church rose to a passion. It is this which makes
the apocalypses which followed the fall of Jerusalem
so pathetic. The faith of men has probably seldom
received a shock so severe. The authors of these
apocalypses feel the shock to the uttermost. They
grope about anxiously to find the meaning of God's
mysterious dealings; but their faith in Him is
unshaken. They are divided between passionate
grief and resignation: 'Two things vehemently
constrain me : for I cannot resist thee, and my
soul, moreover, cannot behold the evils of my
mother' (Apoc. Bar 33).

2. The Special Seed-plot of Christianity.—In
general terms it may be said that when we seek
for affinities to Christianity we find more of them
the farther we recede from the centre of official
Judaism. The one thing to which Christianity is
most opposed is the hard, dry, casuistic legalism

* For a closer and more exact but still tentative analysis and
dating, the reader may be referred to the editions by Ε. Η.
Charles of Enoch (1893), Secrets of Enoch and Apoc. of Baruch
(1896), Assumption of Moses (1897); or for a judicious presenta-
tion of average opinion, to Schiirer, HJP n. iii. 54 ff.
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of the Pharisee. If we are right in thinking of the
apocalyptic literature as in the main provincial, we
shall not be surprised to find the points of contact
with it become more numerous. Wherever there
are traces of a fresher and deeper study of the
Psalms and Prophets, there we have a natural
kinship for the Christian spirit.

Now there is one class among whom this con-
tinuity with Psalms and Prophets is specially
marked. It has been observed* that there is a
group of Psalms (of which perhaps 9. 10. 22. 25. 35.
40. 69. 109 are the most prominent) in which the
words translated in EV 'poor,' ' needy,5 ' humble,'
* meek' are of specially frequent occurrence. It
appears that these words have acquired a moral
meaning. From meaning originally those who are
' afflicted' or ' oppressed' (by men), they have come
to mean those who in their oppression have drawn
nearer to God and leave their cause in His hands.
They are the pious Israelites who suffer from the
tyranny of the heathen or of their worldly country-
men, and who refuse to assert themselves, but
accept in a humble spirit the chastening sent by
God. As there were many such in every period of
the history of Israel, they might be said to form a
class. Now there is other evidence that this class
still existed at the Christian era. They are the
mansueti et quiescentes of 4 Ezr (2 Es) II 4 2. They
are just the class indicated in Ps-Sol 513f· ' Who is
the hope of the needy and the poor beside thee, Ο
Lord ? And thou wilt hearken : for who is gracious
and gentle but thou ? Thou makest glad the heart
of the humble by opening thine hand in mercy.'
(Compare also the reff. in Byle and James, p. 48,
and Index, s.v. πτωχό?). The special NT designa-
tion is πτωχοί τφ πνεύματι (Mt 5s). And a better
expression of the spirit in question could not easily
be found than the Magnificat (Lk I46"55). It is
clear that the group which appears in Lk 1. 2, not
only Joseph and Mary, but Zacharias and Elisabeth,
Simeon and Anna, all answer to this description.
They are those who look for ' the consolation of
Israel,' 'the redemption of Israel* (Lk 225·38), and
who looked for it rather by fasting and prayer
than by any haste to grasp the sword. There was
no organized party, no concerted policy; but we
cannot doubt that there were many devout souls
scattered throughout the country, and in just the
kind of distribution which the chapters Lk 1. 2
would suggest, some for shorter or longer periods
making their way to Jerusalem, but the greater
number dispersed over such secluded districts as
the 'highlands' {ή ορεινή, Lk I39) of Judsea and
Galilee.

Here was the class which seemed, as it were,
specially prepared to receive a new spiritual im-
pulse and to take up a great movement of refor-
mation. And other tendencies were in the air
which were ready to contribute to the spread of
such a movement when it came. The labours of
the scribes had not been all wasted. There is a
good example in Mk 1232-34—the happy combination
of Dt 439 with Lv 1918—which shows that even
among the Rabbis there were some who were
feeling their way towards the more penetrating
teaching of Jesus.

One great transition had been made since Ezk
18. The value of the individual soul was by this
time fully realized. The old merging of the in-
dividual in the family and the clan had been fully
left behind. Another germ contained in the teach-
ing of the prophets had been developed. We can
see from the case of the Essenes that men's minds
were being prepared for the abolition of animal
sacrifices, and along with the abolition of sacrifice
for an end to the localized worship of the temple.

* See esp. Rahlfs, •$ und ljj; in d. Psalmen, Gottingen, 1892;
and Driver, Parallel Psalter, Oxf. 1898, Glossary, s.v. * poor.'

The great extension of the synagogue services
would contribute to the same result.

The proselytizing zeal which the later Judaism
had displayed (Mt 2315) operated in several ways.
It was a step in the direction of the ultimate
evangelizing of the Gentiles. It had created a
class in which the liberal influences of Grseco-
Roman education prevented the purer principles of
OT from lapsing into Judaic narrowness and for-
malism, and in which it was therefore natural that
Christianity should strike root. We meet with
specimens of this class in the Gospels (Lk 72"5||, Mk
1539||) as well as in the Acts. And not only was
there created a class of recipients for the gospel,
but in the effort to meet the demands of these
converts from paganism there was a tendency to
tone down and throw into the background the
more repellent features of Judaism. If it is true,
as it probably is, that the so-called Didache is a
Christian enlargement of what was originally a
Jewish manual for proselytes, it would be a good
illustration of this process.

3. The Messianic Expectation.—But by far the
most important of all the preparations for the gos-
pel, negative as well as positive, both as demanding
correction and as leading up to fulfilment, was the
growth of the Messianic expectation, with the
group of doctrines which went along with it.

The more the stress of the times was felt, and
the more hopeless it seemed that any ordinary
development of events could rescue the Jewish
people from its oppressors, the more were its hopes
thrown into the future and based upon the direct
intervention of God. The starting-point of these
hopes was the great prophecy in Dn 7. The world
empires, one succeeding another, and all tyranniz-
ing over the Chosen People, were to be judged, and
Israel at last was to enter on the dominion reserved
for it. The figure of the Son of Man who appears
before the Ancient of days (Dn 713ί·) was not in the
first instance a person: it was a collective ex-
pression, equivalent to the ' saints of the Most
High' in v.18. The form of a 'man' is taken in
contrast to the 'beasts,' which represent in the
context the dynasties of the oppressors. In conflict
with the last of these Israel is at first to be hard
pressed, but God Himself will interpose by an act
of divine judgment; the enemy will be crushed,
and there will be given to Israel a kingdom which
is universal and eternal.

This dominion is Israel's by right. It had not
only been repeatedly promised from Abraham
onwards, but it had been earned as a matter of
desert. It was the complement of Israel's posses-
sion of the law. By its observance of the law
Israel had acquired a right which no other nation
could acquire. In the compact or covenant between
Israel and Jehovah, Israel was doing its part, and
it remained for God to do His.

The grand catastrophe by which this was to be
brought about, the περιπέτεια in the tragedy of the
nations, was to culminate in an act of judgment.
The day of the Lord, conceived of by the prophets
at first as a decisive battle in which God intervenes,
gives place to a judicial act in which those who
have oppressed His people are called to account,
and the parts of oppressor and oppressed are re-
versed. To complete the justice of the case, those
of the saints who have died in the times of dis-
tress must not be left out. There must be a
resurrection. And the resurrection will usher in
for them a state of lasting joy and felicity. Nature
would share with man. There would be a ' new
heaven and a new earth.' The tendency was to
conceive of these somewhat literally and materi-
ally. Elaborate but at the same time prosaic
pictures are given of the inexhaustible plenty which
the saints {i.e. Israel as a people) are to enjoy,
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Their bliss is also sometimes compared to a great
feast (cf. Lk 1415).

In the Bk. of Daniel, and, as it would seem for
some time afterwards, the reign of the saints is
conceived impersonally. It is the dominion of
Israel, the Chosen People. But gradually there
arises a tendency to go back to a more primitive
stage of prophecy, and to see the kingdom as con-
centrated in the person of its King: there is a
personal Messiah. This is conspicuously the case
in the Psalms of Solomon (17. 18), the date of which
is fixed between B.C. 70-40. The righteous King
who is to rule over the nations is the Davidic King
of the elder prophets. A personal King is also im-
plied in Orac. Sibyll. iii. 49 f., 652-656. In the
middle section of the Bk. of Enoch (chs. 37-71),
which is also probably pre-Christian, the title
* Son of Man' is taken up from Dn and distinctly
identified with a person. Here, too, as in Orac.
Sibyll. iii. 286, and Apoc. Bar 722"6, the Messiah is
not only King but Judge (cf. Enoch 453 628"13 6927).
The execution of the judgment is handed over to
Him by God. There is not absolute unity of view.
Sometimes judgment is carried out by the Messiah,
sometimes by God Himself {e.g. Enoch 9018'27, Ass.
Mos. 103"10). There is also some diversity as to the
extent to which the resurrection is to be of the
righteous, of Israel, or of all mankind. One view
is that there are to be two resurrections, with a
millennial reign between them.

The Sadducees held aloof from the Messianic
expectation to which they were not clearly com-
pelled by the few allusions in the Pentateuch, and
which would have been only a disturbing element
in their policy of making the best—for themselves
—of things as they were. Some of the scribes
must have also done what they could to discour-
age the belief. It is well known that Hillel is
said to have asserted that the prophecies of the
Messiah were fulfilled in Hezekiah. But there is
abundant evidence that in spite of this the expecta-
tion was widely diffused. It must have been con-
stantly preached in the synagogues of Palestine,
and it certainly took a strong hold of the popular
mind. It was differently received and understood
by different hearers. With some quiet God-fearing
souls, * poor in spirit' like those who come before
us at the beginning of the evangelical narrative
in Lk 1. 2, it was cherished secretly with awed and
wistful longing (Lk 225· 38). With the mass of the
population, as well teachers as taught, it took its
place only too easily among the body of hard,
narrow, materialized beliefs which were so char-
acteristic of the time—a visible earthly kingdom
reserved for Israel as its right, and carrying with
it domination over other nations, with such un-
limited command of enjoyment as a sovereign
people might expect under conditions specially
created for its benefit: all this introduced by
supernatural means, wielded by One who is vari-
ously called * Messiah' or * Anointed,' 'the righteous
King,' ' the Elect' or 'Son of Man,' not (if the
question were pressed) in the strict sense God,
though endowed by God with plenary powers, a fit
Head for the Chosen People in its golden age,
which was at last about to begin. And scattered
among these masses there were many — some
banded together under the name of Zealots, and
thousands more who were ready to join them at
the first signal—men not of dreams but of action,
who were only waiting for the leader and the hour
to ])ut their hand to the sword and rise in revolt
against the hated foreigners who oppressed them,
prepared to take a fearful vengeance, and proud in
the thought that in doing so they would be * doing
God service' and establishing His kingdom.

LITERATURE.—Vast stores of ordered material are contained
in Schiirer's great work orig. called Neutest. Zeitgeschichte
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(NTZG), and now as in the Eng. tr. Hist, of the Jewish People
in the Time of Jesus Christ (HJP). The Eng. tr. from the 2nd
much enlarged ed. came out in 1885-90; a 3rd ed., still further
enlarged, has begun to appear (vols. ii. and iii., 1898). The late
Dr. Edersheim's Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah (revised
eds. from 188ti) is also full of illustrative matter. Other works
by the same author may also be consulted; esp. History of the
Jewish Nation after the Destruction of Jerus. under Titus (2nd
ed. carefully revised by H. A. White, 1896). Another very useful
work is Weber's System d. altsynagog. Paldst. Theol., now
called Judische Theologie (2nd ed., somewhat improved, 1897).
As there is always a danger of confusing Jewish teaching of very
different dates, this book should be checked as far as possible by
comparison with the Pseudepigrapha, Philo, NT, and the early
Talmudic work Pirqe Aboth (Sayings of the Jewish Fathers,
ed. Taylor, 1877, and enlarged in 1897). To these authorities
should now be added G. Dalman, Die Worte Jesu (Bd. i., 1898
fin.), the most critical and scientific examination of the leading
conceptions of the Gospels that has yet appeared.

Mention may be made among older works of Drummond's
Jewish Messiah (1877) and Stanton's Jewish and Christian
Messiah (1887). Hausrath's NT Times (Eng. tr. 1878-80) is
picturesquely written, but far less trustworthy than Schurer;
and Wunsche's Neue Beitrdge z. Erlduterung d. Ενν. (1878) is
much criticized. Montefiore's Hibbert Lectures (1892) and arts.
in JQR form an attractive apology for Judaism.

II. THE PUBLIC MINISTRY.—We shall now be
in a position to approach the study of the Public
Ministry of our Lord in the manner indicated at
the outset. We shall be able to place ourselves
at the standpoint of a sympathetic spectator. We
shall have some rough conception of the kind of
ideas which would be in his mind, and of the kind
of conditions which he would see around him.
We shall thus be able to follow the course of the
Public Ministry with a certain amount of intelli-
gence. We do not as yet attempt to penetrate
the whole of its secret. Broadly speaking, we
suppose ourselves to see what a privileged spec-
tator might be expected to see, and no more. We
reserve until a later stage the introduction of
those special details of illuminative knowledge
which, as a matter of history, were not accessible
to the iirst spectators, but were only disclosed
after a time. But we hold ourselves at liberty to
collect and group the facts which were not re-
moved from the cognizance of a spectator, in any
way that may be most convenient to secure clear-
ness of presentation.

It may be well to avail ourselves of this freedom
at once, before giving an outline of the ministry,
to state summarily certain conclusions which
seem to arise out of the study of it. We shall
hold the threads in our minds more firmly if we
see to what results they are tending.

The anticipated conclusions, then, are these :
(i.) From the very first {i.e. from the Baptism) our
Lord had the full consciousness of the Messiah,
and the full determination to found the Kingdom
of God upon earth, (ii.) From the very first He
had also the deliberate intention of transforming
the current idea of the Kingdom, (iii.) In order
to make this transformation effective, it was
necessary to begin with the idea of the Kingdom
and not of the King. In other words, the per-
sonal Messianic claim had to be kept in the back-
ground. But (iv.) the transformation of the idea
was only a preliminary to the permanent estab-
lishment of the Kingdom ; and this establishment
turned round the Person of the Messiah. So that
in the end the history of the Kingdom centres in
the personal history of the King.

With so much of preface we proceed to give an
outline of the Public Ministry according to the
periods into which it seems to fall.

A. PRELIMINARY PERIOD : FROM THE BAPTISM TO THE CALL
OF THE LEADING APOSTLES*

Scene.— Mainly in Judaea, but in part also Galilee.
Time. —Winter A.D. 26 to a few weeks after Passover

A 'Mt 31-4Π, Mk IMS, Lk 31-413, Jn 16-454.

* The choice of termini a quo and ad quern is sometimes
inclusive and sometimes not inclusive. The most salient
points are chosen. Here the term, ad quern is not inclusive.
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B. FIRST ACTIVE OR CONSTRUCTIVE PERIOD : THE FOUND-
ING OF THE KINGDOM.

Scene.—Mainly in Galilee, but also partly in Jerusalem.
Time.—From about Pentecost A.D. 27 to shortly before

Passover A.D. 28.
Mt 413-1353, Mk 114-613, Lk 414-96, Jn 15.

C. MIDDLE OR CULMINATING PERIOD OF THE ACTIVE
MINISTRY.

Scene.—Galilee.
Time.—Passover to shortly before Tabernacles A.D. 28.

Mt 141-1835, Mk 614-950, Lk 9?-50, J n 6,.
D. CLOSE OF THE ACTIVE PERIOD : THE MESSIANIC CRISIS

TN VIEW.

Scene.—Judaea (Jn 7io«-, H54) and Peraea (Mk 1011|, Jn 1040).
Time.—Tabernacles A.D. 28 to Passover A.D. 29.

Mt 191-2034, Mk 101-52, Lk 951-1928 (for the most part not
in chronological order), Jn 71-1157.

E. THE MESSIANIC CRISIS : THE TRIUMPHAL ENTRY, THE
LAST TEACHING, PASSION, DEATH, RESURRECTION, ASCEN-
SION.

Scene.—Mainly in Jerusalem.
Time.—Six days before Passover to ten days before Pente-

cost A.D. 29.
Mt 211-2820, Mk 111-168 [169-20], Lk 1929-2452, J n 121-2123.

The chronology adopted in this article, not as
certain, but as on the whole the best of current
systems, is in substantial agreement with that of
the art. CHRONOLOGY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.
It differs from that in the writer's first work, The
Authoiship and Historical Character of the Fourth
Gospel (London, 1872), by placing the Crucifixion in
the year A.D. 29 rather than A.D. 30.

A. PRELIMINARY PERIOD: FROM THE BAP-
TISM TO TIIE CALL OF TEE LEADING APOSTLES.

Scene.—Molvly Judaea, but in part also Galilee.
Time.—Winter A.D. 26 to a few weeks after

Passover A.D. 27.
Mt 3MU, Mk I1"13, LkSM13, Jn 16-454.
The Public Ministry of our Lord begins

with His Baptism, (i.) This will therefore
be the first point to attract our attention,
and some explanation will be needed as to
the Baptist and his mission. (ii.) Along
with the Baptism we must needs take the
Temptation, as a glimpse vouchsafed by Jesus
Himself, and early and widely published, of
the principles which were to determine the
nature of His Ministry, (iii.) After this will
come the first preliminary gathering of a few
loosely attached followers, and the first
miracle at Cana in Galilee, (iv.) Then the
visit to Jerusalem for the Passover of the year
27, with a short stay in the South, (v.) Then
we have a return to Galilee, followed by a
brief period of partial retirement, leading up
to the Call of the four chief apostles.

Allusions, more or less explicit, to the
Baptism and to the ministry of John, are
found in all four Gospels; the other events of
this period are recorded only in the fourth—
unless we are to identify the Healing of the
Nobleman's Son (Jn 446"54) with that of the
Centurion's Servant (Mt 85"13, Lk 71'10).

i. The Baptist and the Baptism.—Our survey of
contemporary Judaism has shown us that ' the
kingdom of God' was a phrase in almost every
man's mouth. It meant, in point of fact, to the
majority ' a kingdom for Israel' far more than a
* kingdom of God.' But though in a more or less
indefinite sense it was understood to be near, no
time had as yet been actually announced for it.
Men were on the watch, but rather for the signs
of the coming than for the actual coming itself.

We are not surprised, therefore, to find that the
news that a prophet had appeared who preached
the approaching coming of the Messiah caused a
widespread excitement.* The aspect of this

* Stress can hardly be laid on the form of announcement in
Mt 32, which would make the Baptist anticipate exactly the
announcement of Jesus. This would seem to be due to the
editor. The oldest version describes the Baptist as ' preaching
a baptism of repentance for remission of sins" (Mk 14).

coming, which he put in the forefront, was the
aspect of judgment. The axe was laid to the
root of the trees, and the fruitless tree would be
burned (Mt 310, Lk 39).

The prophet who made this announcement bore
the name of John. The scene of his preaching
was the wilderness of Judaea, near the lower
course of the Jordan where it fell into the Dead
Sea. In this wilderness he had lived in solitude
for some time before he began his prophetic
mission. His whole appearance was sternly
ascetic. He seems to have adopted deliberately
a garb and a manner of life resembling those of
Elijah, probably not so much in anticipation of the
verdict which was to be afterwards passed upon him
(Mt II14) as because he took Elijah for his model.

His character and his mission alike were severely
simple. His soul was possessed with a strong
conviction, wrought in him in precisely the same
manner in which such convictions were wrought
in the prophets of the OT, that a great crisis was
near at hand. What lay beyond was dim, and, so
far as the prophet had a definite picture before
him, it was probably not very different from that
which presented itself to his countrymen. But he
saw clearly that the crisis would take the form of
a judgment, and that there would be a judge, a
personal judge, with a mission vastly greater than
his own. At the same time, it is also borne in
upon him that the preparation required by this
coming judgment is a moral reformation. This
he sees intensely ; and again he goes back behind
the teaching ot his day to that of the ancient
prophets. That which is required is not merely
a stricter performance of the law, but a deep
inward change—a change spontaneously expressing
itself in right action.

Once more, and indeed very conspicuously, he
made good his resemblance to the older prophets
by clothing this leading idea of his in an expressive
symbolical act. The rumour of him brought the
people to him in crowds; and one by one, as they
confessed to him their sins and convinced him of
the reality of their repentance, he took them down
into the running waters of the Jordan; he made
them plunge in or let the waters close over their
heads, and then he led them out again with the con-
sciousness that they had left their sinful past behind
them, and that they were pledged to a new life.

The process was called * Baptism'; and John,
from the fact that it constituted the main outward
expression of his mission, was called 'the Baptist.'
The act bore a certain resemblance to those cere-
monial washings with which the Jews were familiar
enough, and which held a specially prominent place
in the ritual of the Essenes. But it differed from
all these in that it was an act performed once for
all, and not repeated from day to day. The lesson
of it was that of Jn 1310: he who was once bathed
in this thorough and searching fashion did not
need to have the act repeated; the effect was to
last for life.

The movement took hold especially of the lower
and what were thought to be the more abandoned
classes. John was kept fully employed in the
work of confessing and baptizing, but he did not
allow it to be forgotten that all this pointed
forward to another mission greater than his own.
The presentiment grew upon him that part of his
task as prophet was to name this mightier suc-
cessor. And again, after the manner of the older
prophets, he knew that it would be made manifest
to him whom he was to name.

Presently the sign was given. Among those
who came to be baptized was one who passed for
a relative of his own, with whom possibly, though
perhaps not probably, he may have had some
intercourse in boyhood (cf. Jn I31). As with
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others who before their baptism were called upon
to confess, so also with this kinsman, John had
some converse, and, if we may accept what is found
only in a single narrative,* at first refused to
baptize him. His scruples are set aside, but it is
not until the actual baptism that the full truth
bursts upon him. Still, the analogy of the older
prophecy is maintained. A sign is given such as
that which Isaiah offered to Ahaz (Is 711). From
the Fourth Gospel we should gather that it was
seen in prophetic vision by the Baptist (Jn I3 2"3 4);
from the Synoptics we should gather that it was
seen in like vision by the baptized (Mk I10, Mt 316

' he saw'). And to prophetic sight was joined also
the prophetic hearing of a voice from heaven, pro-
claiming in words that recalled at once Ps 27 and
Is 421 'Thou art my beloved Son, in thee I am
well pleased.'

(a) The Baptist's Hesitation.—The incident of Mt 31 ·̂ is open
to some suspicion of being a product (such as might well grow
up by insensible degrees in the passing of the narrative from
hand to hand) of the conviction which later became general
among Christians, that their Master was without sin, and of
the difficulty which thence arose of associating Him with a
baptism 'of repentance.' We cannot exclude this possibility.
But, on the other hand, the difficulty is for us, too, a real one,
and the solution given, while it has nothing under the circum-
stances inconsistent or improbable, is attractive by its very
reserve. 'To fulfil all righteousness'=to leave undone nothing
which God had shown to be His will. In a general movement
which embraced all the more earnest-minded in the nation, it
was right that He too should share. It would not follow that
the symbolical act of Baptism should have precisely the same
significance for every one who submitted to it. For the main
body it denoted a break with a sinful past and a new start upon
a reformed life. For the Messiah it denoted a break simply,
the entrance upon a new phase in the accomplishment of His
mission. It took the place with Him of the 'anointing,' which
marked the assumption of the active work to which they were
called by the kings and prophets of old. This ' anointing' was
the 'descent of the Spirit.' The Baptism of the Messiah was
Baptism ' with the Spirit,' wherewith He was to baptize. The
significance of Baptism in His case was positive rather than
negative.

(β) The Voice from Heaven.—It has been too readily assumed
by some distinguished writers (e.g. Usener) that the oldest
version of the voice from heaven was in exact agreement with
Ps 27 ' Thou art my [beloved] Son: this day have I begotten
thee.' In two of the three Synoptics the reading is undoubtedly
ίν σο) [ω] ενΖόχησ-κ [ηνδ-]. It is true, however, that in Lk 3 2 2 an
important group of authorities has ϊγω σ^μιρον γίγΐννηχά. σ-ε. This
is the reading of the larger branch of the Western text (D a b c
al. codd. nonnull. ap. Aug. Juvenc. al.). A similar reading is
found in Justin, c. Tryph. bis and in other writers, and both
readings are combined in the Ebionite Gosp. as quoted by
Epiphanius. [The evidence is collected in full by Resch, Agrapha,
p. 347 ff.]. On the other hand, it is by no means certain that in
some of these cases the Ps is not directly quoted, and in all
assimilation to the text of the Ps lay very near at hand. Even
the Western text of Lk is divided, a smaller but very ancient
branch (including e) agreeing with the mass of the Gr. MSS.
There can be little doubt that not only the Canonical Gospels,
but the ground document on which they are based, had the
common reading·. The competing reading was a natural applica-
tion of Ps 27, and it fell in so readily with views which in
different forms circulated rather widely in the 2nd cent, that
we cannot be surprised if it met with a certain amount of
adoption. See, further, below.

(γ) Apocryphal Details.—The story of the Baptism underwent
various apocryphal amplifications and adornments. One of the
«arliest of these is the appearance of a bright light (Codd.
Vercell. et Sangerm. ad Mt 3 1 5 ; Ev. Ebion. ap. Epiph.,
Ephraem Syr.) or of a fire upon the Jordan (Just. c. Tryph. 88,
Prcedicatio Pauli ap. Ps.-Cypr. de Rebapt. 17 al.). The most
elaborate working up of this kind of material is found in the
Syriac Baptismal Liturgy of Severus (Resch, Agrapha, p.
361 ff.).

(S) The Synoptic and Johannean Versions.—When a prophet
began his prophetic career he received clear proof of the reality
of his call most often through some powerful inner experience
or vision (e.g. Is 6), but also at times through Divine revelation
to another (e.g. 1 Κ 1916). We may regard the events of the
Baptism as a Divine authentication of this kind of the Mission
of Jesus. But if so, there would be nothing incongruous in
supposing that this authentication was vouchsafed, both to the
Messiah Himself and to the Forerunner, just as a similar authen-
tication was vouchsafed to St. Paul and to Ananias (Ac 9^· n f f ) .

* Resch (TU. x. ii. 57), in his later opinion, regards this narra-
tive as belonging to the oldest evangelical document; but the
passages which he has collected in support of this view might
quite well be explained as paraphrastic allusions to the canonical
Mt. The Gosp. ace. to Heb. as used by the Ebionites (Epiph.
Hcer. xxx. 13) had a similar scene after the Baptism of Jesus
(Resch, Agrapha, p. 345 f.).

We are therefore not in any way compelled to choose between
the Synoptic and Johannean versions as to the incidence of
the supernatural signs. The two versions may quite well be
thought of as supplementing rather than contradicting each
other.

The Baptism of Jesus undoubtedly marks the
beginning of His public ministry. How much more
was it than this ? The Judaizing Ebionites of the
2nd century, who never rose above the conception
of Christ as an inspired prophet, and some Gnostic
sects which separated the Man Jesus from the
JEon Christus, starting from the Synoptic narra-
tive, and combining it with Ps 27, dated from the
Baptism the union of the human and the Divine
in Christ in such a way that they are sometimes
described as making the Baptism a substitute for
the supernatural Birth. We can imagine how, to
those who had the story of the Baptism before
them, but who had not yet been reached by the
tidings of those earlier events round which the
veil of a sacred privacy had been drawn, and
which (as we shall see) only made their way to
general knowledge by slow degrees and after
some length of time had elapsed, should regard the
descent of the Holy Ghost as a first endowment
with Divinity. The fact that it was not till then
that Jesus began to perform His 'mighty works,'
would seem to give some colour to the belief.
And it would be likely enough that a passing
phase of Christian thought, based upon imperfect
knowledge, would survive in certain limited circles.
But the main body of the Church did not rest in
this contracted view, which was really inconsistent
with the Christology revealed to us in the earliest
group of St. Paul's Epistles. It accepted, and,
through such leaders as Ignatius of Antioch,
emphasized strongly the earlier chapters of the
canonical narrative; and the contents of those
chapters gave shape to the oldest form (which can
hardly be later than Ignatius) of the Apostles'
Creed. Already, before the 1st century was out,
St. John had presented what was to be the Catholic
interpretation of the relation of the Baptism to
the Godhead of Christ. Far back at the very
beginning of all beginnings the Divine Word had
already been face to face with God, and was Him-
self God; so that, when the same Word entered
into the conditions of humanity, this did not
denote any loss of Godhead which was inherent
and essential. Much less could the Godhead of
the incarnate Christ be supposed to date from the
signs which accompanied the Baptism. The object
of these signs was rather to inaugurate the public
ministry of the Messiah, that He might be ' mani-
fested to Israel' (iVa φανερωθώ τψ Ί<τρ., Jn I31).
Though the Greek is different the idea is the same
as that in Lk I80, where it is said of the Baptist
himself that he was in the desert ' till the day of
his showing unto Israel' (έ'ω$ ημέρας άναδβίξεως αύτοΰ
vpbs TOP Ίσρ.). Whether or not the signs were in
the first instance seen by more than the Messiah
Himself and the Baptist (and it is probable that
they were not), they were made public by the
Baptist's declaration (Jn I29-34), so that in any case
there was a real * manifestation to Israel.'

No doubt there was more than this. Besides
the outward manifestation, a new epoch opened for
the Son of Man Himself. But the nature of this
we can describe only by its effects. The evan-
gelists evidently have before their minds the
analogy of the prophetic call and prophetic endow-
ment. After the events of the Baptism Jesus is
4 full of the Holy Spirit' (Lk 41, cf. Mt 41, Mk I12).
And He applies to Himself the prophetic language
of Is 611 ' The Spirit of the Lord is upon me;
because the Lord hath anointed me to preach good
tidings unto the meek,' etc. (cf. Lk 418; it is prob-
ably this allusion to * anointing with the Spirit*
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which has led to the incident in Lk being placed
thus early). In the Gospel according to the
Hebrews this is expressed even more emphatically
than in the canonical Gospels : * Factum est autem
cum ascendisset Dominus de aqua, descendit fons
omnis Spiritus sancti et requievit super eum et dixit
illi: Fili mi in omnibus prophetis exspectabam te, ut
venires et requiescerem in te. In eo enim requies
mea, tu es films meus primogenitus qui regnas in
sempiternum' (Hieron. ad Jes. xi. 1).

We have only to add that from this time onwards
the role of the Messiah is distinctly assumed. The
' mighty works' very soon begin; disciples begin
to attach themselves, at first loosely, but with in-
creasing closeness ; and there is a tone of decisive
authority both in teaching and in act.

LITERATURE.—There is a strange mixture of fine scholarship
and learning, with bold, not to say wild, speculation on the
subject of this section in Usener's Religionsgeschichtliche
Untersuchungen, 1 Teil, Bonn, 1889. With this may be com-
pared Bornemann, Die Taufe Christi durch Johannes in d.
dogmatischen Beurteilung d. Christi. Theologen d. vier ersten
Jahrhunderte, Leipzig, 1896. John the Baptist, by the late Dr.
H. 11. Reynolds (3rd ed. 1888), represents the Congregational
Lecture of 1874, and deals more with the career of John than
with the questions which arise out of the Baptism of Jesus;
but it does not leave these untouched so far as they had at that
date come into view.

ii. The Temptation.—We decline to speculate
where the data fail us. But one remarkable
glimpse is afforded us into the state of the inner
consciousness of the Son of Man after His Baptism.
Strictly speaking, this would not as yet have been
available to the spectator. It was probably not at
this early date that it was disclosecl, even to those
nearest and dearest to Him. Still, the disclosure
must have been made by the Lord Himself during
His lifetime ; and the extent to which it has found
its way into all the Synoptics shows that it must
have had a somewhat wide diffusion among the
main body of the disciples. For this reason, as
well as for the advantage of introducing it at the
place which it occupies in the narratives, we shall
not hesitate to touch upon the Temptation here,
though it might perhaps more strictly come under
the head of ' Supplemental Matter.'

The narratives of the Temptation are upon the
face of them symbolical. Only in the form of
symbols was it possible to present to the men
of that day a struggle so fought out in the deepest
recesses of the soul. There are two instances of
such struggle in the life of the Redeemer—one at
the beginning and the other at the end of His
ministry (Lk 418 comp. with 2253). In both, the
assault comes from without, from the personal
Power of Evil. It is impossible for us to under-
stand it, in the sense of understanding how what
we call temptation could affect the Son of God.
It could not have touched Him at all unless He had
been also, and no less really, Son of Man. He
vouchsafed to be tempted in order that He might
be in all points like unto His brethren (He 415).

The Temptation clearly belongs to the begin-
ning of the Ministry. It would have had no point
before; and the issue on which it turned had
evidently been decided before the public life of
Jesus began, as that life throughout its whole
course followed the law which was then laid down.
The Temptation implies two things. It implies
that He to whom it was addressed both knew
Himself to be the Messiah whom the Jews
expected, and also knew Himself to be in posses-
sion of extraordinary powers. To say that He was
now for the first time conscious of these powers is
more than we have warrant for. But, in any case,
it was the first time that the problem arose how
they were to be exercised. Were they to be
exercised at the prompting of the simplest of all
instincts—the instinct of self-preservation ? Were
they to be exercised in furtherance of what must

have seemed to be the first condition on which
His mission as the Messiah could be accomplished
—to convince the world that He had the mission,
that it was for Him to lead and for them to follow ?
And, lastly, when He came forward as the Messiah,
was it to be as the Messiah of Jewish expecta-
tion ? Was His kingdom to be a kingdom of this
world? Was it to embrace all the secular king-
doms and the glory of them, to enfold them in a
system more powerful and more magnificent than
theirs, brought about by supernatural means, with
no local limitations like even the greatest of past
empires, but wide as the universe itself and in-
destructible ? Was it to be a real restoring of the
kingdom to Israel? Was Jerusalem to be its
centre, in a new sense the 'city of the Great
King' ?

All these questions Jesus answered for Himself
absolutely in the negative. There did not enter
into His mind even a passing shadow of the am-
bition which marked the best of earthly conquerors.
He was determined not to minister in the least to
the national pride of the Jews. Still less would He
work out a new pride of His own. He did not
desire in any sense volitare per ora. Even the
most natural cravings of the nature which He had
assumed He refused to satisfy so long as their
satisfaction ended with Himself.

These principles are involved in the narrative of
the Temptation. They are laid down once for all;
and the rest of the history shows no swerving from
them. At the same time it must be remembered
that although the decision had been reached by
Jesus Himself, it was not yet known, except so
far as He was pleased to reveal it. Partly, the
revelation was made by acts and the self-imposed
limits of action. The clearest revelation was the
story of the Temptation itself. But neither the
one nor the other was wholly understood.

iii. The First Disciples and the Miracle at Cana.
—At this point we leave for some time the Synoptic
narrative and follow rather that in the Fourth
Gospel, which it must be confessed comes to us with
very considerable verisimilitude. If we had only
the Synoptic Gospels we should have to suppose
that our Lord gathered about Him a band of
disciples abruptly and suddenly, capturing them as
it were by the tone of authority in His command.
In St. John we have the steps given which led
up to this, and which make it far more intelli-
gible.

From this Gospel it would appear that Jesus
remained for some time in the neighbourhood of
the Baptist; that the Baptist more than once in-
dicated Him in a marked and indeed mysterious
way (Jn I29 ' The Lamb of God, which taketh away
the sin of the world' ; cf. v.36 *); and that one by
one several of John's disciples began to attach
themselves, as yet more or less loosely, to His
person. The Baptist's testimony, strengthened by
first impressions, awoke in them the belief that
at last the * mightier than he' predicted by the
Baptist had come (Jn I41). Such a belief at this
time and under these circumstances would need no
elaborate demonstration. It would be accepted in
a tentative way, awaiting verification from events,
and, of course, only with those contents which
accorded with current Jewish opinion.

The home of Jesus was still, as it had been for some
thirty years of His life, at Nazareth; and at the
time when He began to collect followers round Him,
He was already on the point of returning thither

* The words are remarkable, especially as coming thus at the
very threshold. It is possible that the evangelist may have
been led to define somewhat in view of later events and later
doctrines (for the allusion seems to be to Is 53). But the
context, including the deputation from Jerusalem, is so Iifelik6
and so thoroughly in accordance with probabilities, that the
saying has a presumption in its favour.
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(Jn I43). He had not as yet separated Himself from
the domestic life of His family. It was as an inci-
dent in this life that He went to a marriage feast at
the village of Cana (prob. —Κάπα el-Jelil rather
than Kefr Kenna) in the company of His mother
and some at least of His newly-found disciples.
Here occurred the first of those f signs' which were
to be one conspicuous outcome of His mission. No
wonder that it impressed itself vividly on the
memory of one who was present, and that it con-
firmed his incipient faith (Jn 211). We shall speak
of these signs in their general bearing presently.

iv. The First Passover.—There would seem to
have been some connexion between the family at
Nazareth and Capernaum,* as the whole party now
spend some days there (Jn 212). But the Passover
was near, and Jesus, with at least some of His
disciples, went up to it. In connexion with this
Passover, St. John places, what has the appearance
of a somewhat high-handed act, the expulsion of
buyers and sellers from the outer court of the
temple (Jn 213'22). The Synoptics place a similar
act in the last week of the Ministry (Mk II15"181|).
It is possible that such an act may have happened
twice; but if we are to choose, and if we believe
the Gospel to be really by the son of Zebedee, we
shall give his dating the preference—the more so
as in these early chapters the dates are given with
great precision, and apparently with the intention
of correcting a current impression.

This act was the first definite assumption of a
public mission to Israel, and its scene was fitly
chosen at the centre of Israel's worship. It was
the act, not as yet necessarily of one who claimed to
be the Messiah, but of a religious reformer like one
of the ancient prophets. It was naturally followed
by a challenge as to the right of such an assump-
tion. To this the enigmatic reply was given,
4 Destroy this temple, and in three days {i.e. in a
short time, cf. Hos 62) I will raise it u p ' ; which
seems to be rightly glossed in Mk 1458—the Jewish
Church with its visible local centre should give
place to the Christian Church with its invisible
and spiritual centre (cf. Jn 421f·). The saying made
an impression at the time, and was brought up at
the trial of Jesus to support a charge of blasphemy;
the disciples at a later date referred it to the
Resurrection (Jn 221f·).

A striking feature in the Johannean version of
His visit to Judaea is the way in which the work
of Jesus in connexion with it takes up the work of
the Baptist and fills in conspicuous gaps in the
narrative of the Synoptics. The cleansing of the
temple is an act of reformation which follows up
the call to repentance. In Jn alone of the authori-
ties have we a distinct statement that Jesus
adopted the practice of baptism (322 41), though no
other account of the origin of the Christian Sacra-
ment is so natural. We find also that the neces-
sity for baptism and the · new birth ' which went
with it is made the subject of a discourse with the
Sanhedrist Nicodemus. The writer of the Gospel
had been himself a disciple of John the Baptist,
and still kept up his connexion with him, and
knew what went on in his circle (Jn 323ff·). At the
same time he seems to expand the discourses
which he records with matter of his own
(316ff. 31ff.)#

v. Retirement to Galilee.—Soon after this John
the Baptist was arrested by Herod Antipas, and
Jesus retired into Galilee. On the way He passed
through Samaria, and paused at Jacob's well near
the village of Sychar (now generally identified

* The site of Capernaum is still much debated. At one time
it seemed as if the suffrage would go for Tell Hum, but of late
there has been a reaction in favour of Khan Minyeh (see the
art. in this Dictionary, HGHL p. 456 f., and von Soden,
Reisebriefe (1898), p. 160 f., who quotes a resident, Pere Biever).
Buhl, however, GAP p. 224, still supports Tell Hum,

with 'Askar), where His teaching made a marked
impression (Jn 439*42). The Samaritans had a
Messianic expectation of their own (Jn 425); and
if the narrator has not defined what took place in
the light of subsequent events, Jesus claimed to
fulfil this expectation. This was contrary to His
policy for some time to come in dealing with
Israel (Mk I44), but He may possibly have used
greater freedom among η on- Israelites.

The events of Jn 213-445 may have occupied
three or four weeks, but hardly more. At the
time when our Lord arrives in Galilee the impres-
sion of His public acts at the Passover was still
fresh (Jn 445). This would lead us to explain the
latter half of Jn 435 as a description of the state of
things actually existing; the cornfields were at
the time 'white for the harvest,' and 'Say not
ye,' etc., will be a proverb. But that being so, a
difficulty would be caused if the incident of the
plucking of the ears of corn (Mk 223tf·) were in its
place chronologically, as the crops would still be in
much the same condition as during the journey
through Samaria, though the wheat harvest was
going on between Passover and Pentecost, and all
the events implied in Mk 114-222 would have inter-
vened. The time is really too short for these. It
is more probable that they were spread over some
months. We must conceive of our Lord as return-
ing to Galilee with the few disciples with Him
still in the state of loose attachment characteristic
of this period, and Himself remaining for a while
in comparative privacy. The disciples had re-
turned to their occupations when He takes the
new and decisive step involved in the call described
for us in the Synoptics.

The Synoptic Chronology. —It Mk 223 jj is to be takon as
strictly consecutive with the events that precede, it would
follow that the call of the leading apostles took place at least
a week or two before the cutting of the ripened wheat, i.e., as
we might infer, before rather than some time after the Pass-
over season. In that case the Johannean and Synoptic narra-
tives would not be easy to combine. But the sequence of
incidents in Mk (Eating with sinners, 213-17; Fasting, 218-22 ;
Two incidents relating to the Sabbath, 223-36) suggests that we
have here rather a typical group of points in the controversy
with the Pharisees than a chronicle of events as they happened
in order of time. In that case the call of the apostles might
fall in the autumn, and the plucking of the ears of corn might
belong to the end rather than the beginning of the period upon
which we are about to enter.

The Healing of the Nobleman's Son.— As the narratives have
come down to us, there are no doubt real differences between the
story of the healing of the Nobleman's Son (Jn 4 4 6 5 4 ) and that of
the Centurion's Servant (Mt 85-i3 II). We must, however, reckon
with the possibility—it cannot in any case be more—that they
are two versions of the same event, arising out of the ambiguity
of *χ7ί and ϊουλοί. Years ago (Fourth Gospel, p. 100 f.) the
writer had taken this view, which has since been adopted by
Weiss (Leben Jesu, i. 423 ff .)· A similar question may be raised in
connexion with the common features of the narratives Lk 51·11,
Jn 211-11. There, too, there may have been some confusion
(Fourth Gospel, p. 267; cf. Loofs, Die Auferstehungsberichte,
p. 32). Such instances mark the limits of a laxer or stricter
interpretation of the historicity of the documents, between
which we are not in a position to decide with absolute certainty.

B. FIRST ACTIVE OR CONSTRUCTIVE PERIOD:
THE FOUNDING OF THE KINGDOM.

Scene. — Mainly in Galilee, but also partly in
Jerusalem.

Time.—From about Pentecost A.D. 27 to shortly
before Passover A.D. 28.

Mt 412-1353, Mk 114-613, Lk 414-96, Jn 51'47.
In this period the points to notice are : (i.)

The Call, Training, and Mission of the Twelve,
followed perhaps by a larger number (the
Seventy of St. Luke); (ii.) the gradual differ-
entiation of the ministry of Jesus from that
of John Bapt. and its assumption of a much
larger scope; (iii.) a full course of teaching
on the true nature of the Kingdom of God
(or of Heaven); (iv.) the performance of a
number of Messianic works, chiefly of heal-
ing; (v.) the effect of these works on the
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common people as seen in a great amount of
superficial enthusiasm, but without as yet
much intelligent apprehension of the object
really in view; (vi.) the growing hostility
of the scribes and Pharisees caused by a more
and more declared divergence of principle;
(vii.) the very gentle indirect and gradual
putting forward by Jesus of His claim as the
Messiah.

Up to the point which we have now reached
there had been no definite ' founding' of a society ;
no steps had been taken towards the institution
even of a new sect, much less of a new religion.
The Baptism of Jesus had been attended by cir-
cumstances which marked Him out in a highly
significant manner; but the general knowledge of
these circumstances was vague, and even in those
who were not unacquainted with them they awoke
expectations rather than convictions, and these,
too, were vague and left for the future to define.
For the rest little as yet had occurred to define
them. A certain number of disciples had gathered
round Jesus in the most easy and natural manner,
just as disciples had gathered round many a Rabbi
before Him. These simply came and went as
inclination took them ; they were not as yet bound
by any closer ties to His person. He had gone
about quietly with some of them in His company,
but nothing very startling had happened. The
expulsion of the buyers and sellers from the
temple was a prophetic act, and two ' signs' had
occurred at a considerable interval; but this was
little to what the Jews expected in their Messiah.
So far Jesus had worked side by side with the
Baptist, and on very similar lines. If His dis-
ciples took a share in baptizing (Jn 42), it was in
the same kind of baptizing as that of John. It was
a baptism * of repentance,' and in no sense baptism
4 into the name of Christ.'

The period on which we are now entering marks
a great advance. The work which Jesus came to
perform now took its distinctive shape. What
nad gone before was of the nature of foretaste,
hints, foreshadowings; now the strokes follow
each other in quick succession by which the pur-
pose of Jesus is set clearly before those who have
eyes to see. We may take these one by one..

i. The Callt Training, and Mission of the
Twelve {and of the Seventy).—The first step is one
which evidently struck the imagination of the
followers of Jesus, because it is placed in the fore-
front of the Synoptic narrative. It is, in fact, the
real beginning of the Public Ministry. Among
those who had been the first to seek a nearer
acquaintance with the new Prophet were two
pairs of brothers, both from Capernaum, and both
fishermen by trade. When Jesus returned to
Galilee they all went back to their ordinary
occupations, and they were engaged in these when
suddenly they saw Him standing by the shore of
the lake and received a peremptory command to
follow Him (Mk I16"20II). This «following' meant
something more than anything they had done as
yet; they were to * be with him' (Mk 314), so that
they might receive His teaching continuously and
in a manner systematically. They were en-
couraged to ask questions, and their questions
were answered. Special and full explanations
were given to them which were not given to others
(Mt 1334). The teaching of Jesus was not esoteric,
but there was this inner circle to whom peculiar
advantages were given for entering into it.

The call which was issued in the first instance
to the four, Peter and Andrew, James and John,
was gradually extended. The one other instance
particularized in the Gospels is that of Levi, the
son of Alphseus, to whom was given—possibly by
Jesus Himself (Weiss, Leben Jesic, i. 503)—the name

of ' Matthew ' ( = ' given by God'). A like call pro-
ceeded to others, till the number was made up to
twelve (lists in Mk 316"19, Mt 102'4, Lk 614"16, Ac I13).
The persons chosen belonged to the middle and
lower classes. Some must have been fairly well-
to-do. Not only did the fishermen own the boats
they used, but the father of James and John had
' hired servants' (Mk I20), and John was acquainted
with the high priest* (i.e., perhaps, with members
of his household, Jn 1815). Matthew was of the
despised class of ' publicans.' The second Simon
belonged to the party of Zealots. One, the second
Judas (like his father, Simon, Jn 6711326 RV), was
a native of Kerioth in Judsea. They were chosen
evidently for a certain moral aptitude which they
showed for the mission to be entrusted to them.
Judas Iscariot possessed this like the rest, but
wrecked his fair chances. The choice and call of
Jesus did not preclude the use of common free-
will.

The course of teaching in which the Twelve
were initiated covered a considerable part of that
of which an outline will presently be sketched,
especially its first two heads. It is summarized
in the phrase 'the mystery of the Kingdom'
(Mk 4111|). Of course it is not to be thought that
the disciples at once understood all that was told
them. Very far from it. They had much to un-
learn as well as to learn, and they showed them-
selves slow of apprehension. But the form of
teaching adopted by Jesus was exactly fitted for
its object, which was to lodge in the mind prin-
ciples that would gradually become luminous as
they were interpreted by events and by prolonged
if slow reflection.

Jesus Himself knew full well how unripe even
the most intimate of His disciples were to carry
out His designs. After a time—we may suppose
early in the year 28—He sent out the Twelve on a
mission to villages and country districts which He
was not able to visit at once Himself (Mt 10lff*||).
But they were not to attempt to teach. Some of
the wonderful works which Jesus did Himself they
also were empowered to do ; but the announcement
which they were to make by word of mouth was
limited to the one formula with which both John
and Jesus had begun : * The kingdom of heaven is
at hand'(Mt 107).

In one Gospel mention is made of a mission which seems
to be supplemental to this. Lk speaks not only of the Twelve
being sent out, but also of Seventy sent out like the Twelve by
twos (Lk 10lff·). When we observe that the instructions given
to them are substantially a repetition of those already given to
the Twelve, the question lies near at hand whether we have not
in this incident a mere doublet of the preceding, the number
seventy (var. led. seventy-two) representing in currentlsymbolism
the nations of the known world (cf. Gn 10)—being' gradually
substituted in the oral tradition of Gentile Churches for the
number twelve, which seemed to point specially to Israel. We
note also that Lk omits the restrictions of Mt 105. But, on the
other hand, Lk connects with the return of the Seventy a little
group of sayings (Lk 1018-20) which have every appearance of
being genuine, and so increase the credibility of the narrative
which leads up to them. And there is reason to think that one
at least of the special sources to which Lk had access came from
just such a quarter as that indicated by the Seventy—not the
innermost, but the second circle of disciples. He may therefore
have had historical foundation for his statement. Nor need it
perhaps mean more than that Jesus did not draw any hard-and-
fast line at the Twelve, but made use of other disciples near His
person for the same purpose.

ii. Differentiation of the Ministry of Jesus from
that of John the Baptist.—We have just seen that
John, Jesus Himself, and the apostles all opened
their ministry with the same announcement. They
also made use of the same rite—baptism. But
there the resemblance ceased. These were only
the links which bound the stage of preparation to
the stage of fulfilment. Looking back upon the

* Hugo Delfl (Gesch. d. Rabbi Jesus v. Nazareth, p. 70 ff.), dis-
tinguishing between the Apostle John and the author of the
Fourth Gospel, makes the latter a Jew of priestly family.
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work of John, Jesus pronounced that the least of
His own disciples was greater than he (Mt ll u | | ) .
It was the difference between one who was within
the range of the Kingdom and one who was without
it. The work of John was perfectly good and
appropriate as far as it went. Its character was
indicated by the * preaching of repentance,' with
which it stopped short. In full keeping with this
was John's ascetic habit and mode of life. The
abandonment of this by Jesus was the first outward
sign of divergence which struck the eye of the
world (Mk 218"22||, Mt 1118ί·||). But the inward
divergence was far greater. John inherited the old
idea as to the nature of the Kingdom and of the
Messiah. While impressed with the necessity of a
moral reformation as leading up to it, there is
nothing to show that in other respects John's
conception of King and Kingdom differed from that
of his countrymen. But Jesus came to revolu-
tionize not only the conception but the mode of
carrying it out. Hence it was that towards the
end of his day, with the despondency of one whose
own work seemed wrecked, and who was himself
confined in a dungeon, and with the disappoint-
ment natural to one who saw or heard of but few
of the signs which he had expected as in process of
fulfilment, John sent to inquire if Jesus were the
Messiah indeed, or, in other words, if the great
hope and the great faith to which he had himself
given expression had proved delusive. As yet
Jesus had but in part, and that very covertly,
declared Himself; it was impossible all at once to
open the eyes of John to the full mysteries of the
Kingdom; and therefore Jesus contented Himself
with appealing from the current idea to one of the
fundamental passages of ancient prophecy the
higher authority of which John would recognize
(Mt 115||). At the same time He hinted that
patience and insight were necessary for a true
faith ; anything less than this might easily stumble
(Mtll6 | |)( | | )

iii. Preaching of the Kingdom. — In the mean-
time the crowds of Galilee, and especially the
Twelve, enjoyed the privilege which John did
not. They were having expounded to them in full
the new doctrine of the Kingdom of God (or of
heaven). This doctrine is of such far-reaching
importance, and is so intimately bound up with the
rest of our Lord's teaching, that it has seemed best
to reserve the fuller account of it for separate and
connected treatment at the end of this section. In
so doing we are following the example of the First
Evangelist, who has massed together a body of
teaching at an early place in his Gospel (Mt 5-7),
not that it was all spoken on the same occasion,
but as a specimen of the general tenor of the
teaching of which it formed part. We have a
similar example of grouped specimens of teaching
in Mt 13. It must suffice to add here (a) that the
main subject of the teaching at this period would
seem to have been the nature of the Kingdom and
the character required in its members: such say-
ings as Mt 722f* are more in keeping with the later
cycle of teaching, and were probably spoken later.
(b) It must be remembered that the vast majority
of those who listened to this teaching heard it only
by fragments. It was like the seed-corn scattered
in various kinds of ground (Mk 41"20!!): it was not
to be expected that even under the most favourable
circumstances it should germinate and bear fruit
all at once. Clearly, the Twelve themselves did
not take in its full significance. But it is much
that they should have remembered so much of it
as they aid, and that when their eyes were more
fully opened they should have been able to set it
down so coherently.

iv. The Messianic Works. — Another marked
characteristic of this period is the number of mir-

aculous works of healing, etc., which are attributed
to it and evidently belong to it. Once more we
may follow the example of the First Evangelist by
treating these works, which are so much the subject
of discussion in modern times, by themselves. We
assume here the result which we seem to reach in
the section devoted to them. We assume that the
miracles are historical; and we observe only that
they bear the general character indicated in the
reply of Jesus to John the Baptist. They are
predominantly works of mercy; and they are a
direct, and as we believe conscious, fulfilment of
the most authentic of ancient prophecies, as con-
trasted with the mere signs arid wonders for which
the contemporary Jews were looking. Here, as in
other things, we note at once {a) that Jesus conde-
scends to put Himself at the level of those to whom
He was sent. Miracles were to them the natural
credentials of any great prophet, and especially of
the Messiah. Jesus therefore did not refuse to
work miracles. That He should work them was
part of the conditions of the humanity which He
assumed. But (b) though He condescended to
work miracles, it was only miracles of a certain
kind. He steadily refused to perform the mere
wonders which the critics of His claims repeatedly
challenged Him to perform. In other words, He
made His miracles almost as much a vehicle of
instruction as His teaching. Those which He did
perform fell into their place as the natural accom-
paniment of one who as in character so novel and
unexpected a King was founding so novel a Kingdom.

v. Effect on the Populace.—It is a confirmation
of the view taken above and based on the Fourth
Gospel,—that the call of the Twelve was preceded
by a preliminary and more sporadic ministry—that
from the first day on which the regular ministry
began it attracted great attention and was at-
tended by great, if superficial, success among the
populace of Galilee (Mk 132*34||). Nor did the suc-
cess of this first day stand alone; it was frequently
repeated, and indeed gives the character to the
whole of this period (Mk 22· 12 | |37-10 | | 3\ 41!! 521||, Lk
716f·)· Both the miracles and the teaching of Jesus
made a strong impression. The people were struck
by the difference between the acts and words of
Jesus and those of the teachers to whom they were
accustomed. Acts and words alike implied a
claim to an authority different in kind from that
of the most respected of the Rabbis (Mk 127||, Mt
728f·)· The Rabbis interpreted the law as they
found i t ; Jesus laid down a new law (Mt 521·22

etc.), and when He spoke, it was with an air of
command. It must not, however, be supposed that
Jesus was at once recognized as the Messiah. The
testimony of the Baptist had reached but few, and
was by this time generally forgotten. The construc-
tion put upon the commanding attitude of Jesus
was that described in Lk 716 ' A great prophet is
arisen among us ; and God hath visited his people.'
Still less can it be supposed that there was any
adequate recognition of the change which Jesus came
to work in the current conceptions of religion.

vi. Effect upon the Pharisees. — The populace
came to Jesus with simple and credulous minds,
and they did not resist the impression made upon
them, though it lacked depth and permanence
(Mk 45f*||). Our documents are doubtless right in
representing the first signs of opposition and
hostility as coming from the religious leaders, the
scribes and Pharisees. They are also clearly
right in representing the growth of this opposition
as gradual. At first Pharisees joined freely in
social intercourse with Jesus and His disciples,
and even invited them to their own tables (Lk 736ff·
probably belongs to this early period). They
could not deny the possibility of a prophet arising,
and they repeatedly sought to test after theii
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manner whether Jesus were really a prophet sent
from God or no (Jn l19fl;, Mt 1238ff-|| 16lff· 193ff-||,
Jn 747ff·)· But their suspicions were soon aroused.
It was evident that the teaching and manner of
the life of Jesus conflicted greatly with their own.
There was a freedom and largeness of view about
it which was foreign to their whole habits of
thought, (a) In such matters as fasting, the prac-
tice of Jesus and His disciples was different (Mk
218ff·, Mt 616tf· etc.). Worse than this, Jesus ap-
pealed expressly to those classes which they
scrupulously avoided (Mk 215"17|| etc.). {b) Not
only did Jesus direct His ministry especially to
those whom they regarded as outcast and irre-
claimable, but He made some direct attacks upon
themselves. At first these attacks may have been
slightly disguised (as in Mt 6lff·, where the Pharisees
are not mentioned by name), but they constantly
increased in directness and severity, (c) One of
the first topics on which they came into collision
was in regard to the keeping of the Sabbath.
Mark has collected a little group of incidents
bearing upon this (Mk 223-36), the first of which,
from the mention of the ripe corn, appears, as we
have seen, to belong to the second year of the
ministry, but belongs to an early phase in the
conflict. To the same effect is the incident related
in Jn 5lff·, and Luke contributes another (Lk 1311"17).
(d) The Pharisees were also honestly shocked at
seeing Jesus adopt a tone and assume prerogatives
which seemed to them to encroach upon the honour
of God(Mk25-n | |).

It is interesting, and throws a favourable light on the docu-
ments, to note how carefully the distinction is marked between
(a) the local scribes and Pharisees such as were to be found
scattered throughout Galilee (Mk 2«.|| 16.|| 18. 24 361|, Lk 736); (&)
the scribes who came down from Jerusalem (Mk 322), apparently
emissaries from the hierarchy, like the deputation of Jn I 1 9 ; and
(c) the Herodians (Mk 36), the dynastic party of the Herods,
who with quite different motives acted in alliance with the
Pharisees. The Herodians are mentioned again in Mk 1213 ||. The
name is otherwise almost unknown to history, though the party
is known to have existed. Josephus has ol roe, Ήρώδου φρο-
νοΰντες, but not Ήραΰιχ,νοί. This is a pure reflexion of the facts
of the time—facts which soon passed away, and which fiction
would never have recovered. See, further, art. HERODIANS.

vii. The Self-Revelation of Jesus. — Although
Jesus assumed these high prerogatives, and al-
though, as we have seen, He both spoke and acted
with an authority which permitted no question,
He showed a singular reticence in putting forward
Messianic or Divine claims. It is remarkable that
from the first those possessed with demons publicly
confessed Him for what He was ; but it is no less
remarkable that He checked these confessions:
* He suffered not the demons to speak, because they
knew him' (Mk 134|| 312 [Mt 1216]). He imposed a
like injunction of silence on one healed of leprosy
(Mk I441|). The farthest point to which Jesus went
in the way of self-revelation at this early period
was by taking to Himself the special title ' Son of
Man.' There was probably some precedent for the
identification of this title with Messiah, but it was
at least not in common use, and therefore served
well to cover a claim which was made but in no
way obtruded. A fuller discussion of the title will
be found below (p. 622 f).

This marked reticence of Jesus in regard to His
own Person is clearly part of a deliberate plan.
One of its motives was to prevent the rash and
reckless violence which one who appealed to the
Messianic expectation was sure to excite (Jn 615).
But it was in full keeping with the whole of His
demeanour and with the special character which
He gave to His mission. The first evangelist
rightly sees in this a fulfilment (which we believe
here as elsewhere to have been conscious and de-
liberate) of the prophecy Is 421"3 ' My servant . . .
shall not strive, nor cry aloud ; neither shall any
one hear his voice in the streets,' etc.

It is impossible for us to think of the Jesus por-
trayed in the Gospels as forcing His claims upon
the attention of the world. He rather let them
sink gently into the minds of His disciples until
they won an assent which was not only free and
spontaneous, but also more intelligent than it could
have been if enforced simply by authority. But,
apart from this, it was essential to the development
of His mission that the teaching of the Kingdom
should precede, and precede by a sufficient interval,
the public self-manifestation and offer of the King,
The first thing to be done was to change the char ·
acter and revolutionize the moral conceptions of
men. This was to be the work of quiet teaching.
The hour for the Leader to come forward was the
hour when teaching was to give place to action.
Hence it was well that at first and for some time
to come the King should remain, as it were, in the
background, until the preparation for His assuming
His kingship was complete.

THE TEACHING OF JESUS.

a. General Characteristics of the Teaching.
(1) Its Relation to the Teaching of the Baptist

and to that of the Scribes.—"We have seen that Jesus
began by taking up not only the announcement
of the Baptist that the Kingdom of God was at
hand, but also his call to reformation of life and
the rite of baptism by which that call was im-
pressed upon the conscience. We are also expressly
told that the call to repentance was part of the
apostolic commission (Mk 612). And we find it no
less insisted upon after' the resurrection (Lk 2447,
Ac 238 319 531 I I 1 8 1730 20'21 2620).

This is clear proof of the continuity which bound
together the teaching of Jesus with that of the
Baptist. The starting-point of both was the same.
And yet this starting-point was very soon left
behind. The heads of the Baptist's teaching are
soon told; the teaching of Jesus expands and
ramifies in a thousand directions. It is like pass-
ing from the narrow cleft of the Jordan to a
Pisgah-view over the whole Land of Promise.

Although it was permitted to the Baptist to
prepare the way for the teaching of Jesus, so far
as even to enunciate its opening lesson, the place
of the Baptist is quietly assigned to him; and it
is a place outside the threshold of the Kingdom:
* He that is but little in the kingdom of heaven
is greater than he ' (Mt l l n | | ) .

If Christ thus drew a line between His own
teaching and that of John, still more marked was
the difference between it and other contemporary
teaching. John was at least a prophet, and spoke
with the full authority of a prophet (Mt II 9 · 1 3 ).
The scribes had no original authority at all; they
did but interpret a law which they had not made.
Jesus spoke with an authority not only above that
of the scribes (Mk I221|), but higher still than that
of John. He is the legislator of a new law (Mt
522 etc.), the founder of that Kingdom which John
did not enter.

(2) Its Universal Range.—With this commanding
character of the teaching of Jesus there goes a
corresponding width of outlook. We began with a
rapid survey of the state of parties and opinions
in Palestine at the time of Christ. But the object
of this survey was not to explain the teaching of
Jesus by affiliating it to any existing school. It
was remarked of Him that He had had no regular
training (Jn 715). He was not a Pharisee, not a
Sadducee, not an Essene, not an Apocalyptist.
The direct affinities of the teaching of Jesus were
with nothing so transitory and local, but rather
with that which was most central in OT. We
might call it the distilled essence of OT: that
essence first clarified and then greatly enlarged,
the drop became a crystal sphere.
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We are speaking, of course, of the substance, and
of the main part of the substance, of the teaching
of Jesus. The mere fact that it was conditioned
by time and space involved that it should be
addressed to a given generation in a language
which it understood. Nor was it wholly without
definite and particular applications — sidelights,
so to speak, upon that space in history within
which it falls. But history itself has shown that
in the main it transcends all these conditions, and
is as fresh at the end of eighteen centuries as when
first it was delivered.

(3) Its Method.—This wonderful adaptability in
the teaching of Jesus is accounted for in part by
its extreme simplicity. If it had been a doctrine
of the schools, something of the fashion of the
schools would have adhered to it. But, as it was,
it was addressed chiefly to the common people—
sometimes to congregations in synagogues, some-
times to the chance company collected in private
houses, more often still to casual gatherings in the
open air.

And the language in which the teaching was
couched was such as to appeal most directly to
audiences like these. As a rule it takes hold of
the simplest elements in our common humanity,
1 das allgemein Menschliche.' The trivial incidents
of everyday life are made to yield their lessons :
the sower scattering his seed, the housewife baking
her cakes or sweeping the house to find a lost piece
of money, the shepherd collecting his sheep, the
fishermen drawing in their net. Sometimes the
story which forms the vehicle for the teaching
takes a higher flight: it deals with landed pro-
prietors, and banquets, and kings with their sub-
jects. But even then there seems to be a certain
deliberate simplification. The kings, for instance,
are those of the popular tale rather than as the
courtier would paint them.

(4) The Parables. — We have been naturally
drawn into describing that which is most char-
acteristic in the outward form of the teaching of
Jesus—His parables. The Greek word παραβολή
is used in NT in a wider sense than that in which
we are in the habit of using it. In Lk 423 it =
proverb.' In Mt 1515 (comp. with vv.11·16"20) it—
* maxim,' a condensed moral truth, whether couched
in figurative language or not. It covers as well
brief aphoristic sayings {e.g. Mk 323 1328 [], Lk 53a

639) as longer discourses in which there is a real
* comparison.' But these latter are the ' parables'
in our modern acceptation of the term: they are
scenes or short stories taken from nature or from
common life, which present in a picturesque and
vivid way some leading thought or principle which
is capable of being transferred to the higher
spiritual life of man. The * parable ' in a some-
what similar sense to this had been employed in
OT and by the Rabbis, but it had never before
been employed with so high a purpose, on so large
a scale, or with such varied application and unfail-
ing perfection of form.

We may say that the parables of Jesus are of
two kinds. In some the element of ' comparison '
is more prominent. In these the parable moves
as it were in two planes—one that of the scene or
story which is made the vehicle for the lesson, and
the other that of the higher truth which it is
sought to convey; the essence of the parable lies
in the parallelism. In the other kind there is
no parallelism, but the scene or the story is just a
typical example of the broader principle which it
is intended to illustrate. The parables in Mt 13,
Mk 4 all belong to the one class, several of those
in the later chaps, of St. Luke (the Good Samari-
tan, the Rich Fool, the Rich Man and Lazarus,
the Pharisee and the Publican) belong rather to
the other.

There is a group of sayings in the Fourth Gospel
to which is given the name παροιμία rather than
παραβολή (Jn 106, cf. 1625·29), though the latter term
would not have been inappropriate, in which Jesus
uses the method of comparison to bring out leading
features in His own character and person. In this
way He speaks of Himself as the Good Shepherd,
the Door of the sheep, the Vine, the Light of the
World. These sayings form a class by themselves,
and from the peculiar way in which they are
worked out—the metaphor and the object explained
by the metaphor being not kept apart but blended
and fused together—are commonly classed under
the head of * allegory' rather than ' parable.' This
is another instance in which we draw distinctions
where the Greek of the NT would not have drawn
them.

(5) Interpretation of the Parables.—To this day
there is some difference of opinion as to the inter-
pretation of the parables. The Patristic writers
as a rule (though with some exceptions) allow
themselves great latitude of interpretation. Any
point of resemblance to any detail of the parable,
however subordinate, justifies in their eyes a direct
application of that detail. A familiar instance is
the identification of the ' two pence,' which the
Good Samaritan gives to the host, with the two
Sacraments. An opposite modern school would
restrict the application to the leading idea which
the parable expresses. It is, however, fair to
remember that the parables are meant to illustrate
the laws of God's dealings with men; and as the
same law is capable of many particular applications,
all such applications may be said with equal right
to be included in the parable. For instance, the
parable of the Two Sons may be as true for in-
dividuals or for classes as it is for nations or
groups of nations. The parable of the Great
Banquet to which the invited guests do not come,
and which is then thrown open to others who
were not invited, no doubt points directly to the
first reception of the gospel, but it is equally
«appropriate to every case where religious privilege
is found to give no advantage, and the absence of
religious privilege proves no insuperable hindrance.
Any such range of application is legitimate and
interesting; nor does the aptness of the lesson to
one set of incidents make it any less apt to others
where a like principle is at work. Every parable
has its central idea, and whatever can be related
to that idea may be fairly brought within its scope.
To press mere coincidences writh the picturesque
accessories of a parable may be permissible as
rhetoric, but can have no higher value.

(6) The Purpose of Teaching by Parables.—If we
had before us only the fact of parabolic teaching,
with the parables as they have come down to us
and the actual psychological effect which they are
seen to exercise, we should probably not hesitate
as to the reason which we assigned for them. The
parabolic form is, as it were, a barb to the arrow
which carries home truth to the mind. The ex-
treme beauty of this mode of teaching, handled as
it is, has been universally acknowledged. If
simplicity is an element in beauty, we have it
here to perfection. But when simplicity is united
to profundity, and to a profundity which comes
from the touching of elemental chords of human
feeling,—a touching so delicate, so sure, and so
self-restrained, which reminds us of the finest
Greek art with an added spiritual intensity which
in that art was the one thing wanting,—we have
indeed a product such as the world has never seen
and will not see again. We seem to be placed for
the moment at the very centre of things: on the
one hand there is laid bare before us the human
heart as it really is or ought to be, with all its
perversities and affectations stripped away ; and OD
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the other hand we seem to be admitted to the
secret council-chamber of the Most High, and to
have revealed to us the plan by which He governs
the world, the threads in all the tangled skein of
being. No wonder that the parables have exercised
such an attractive power, not over any one class or
race of men, but over humanity w her ever it is
found.

Then the nature of the parable, at once presenting
a picture to the mind and provoking to the search
for a hidden meaning or application beneath it,
would seem to be exactly suited to the psedagogic
method of Jesus, which always calls for some respon-
sive effort on the part of man, and which prefers to
produce its effects not all at once, but rather with
a certain suspense and delay, so that the good seed
may have time to germinate and strike its roots
more deeply into the soil.

This natural action of the method of teaching
by parables seems so obvious that we might well
be content not to seek any further. But when we
turn to the Gospels, we find there stated a motive
for the adoption of this method of teaching which
is wholly different, and it must be confessed at first
sight somewhat paradoxical. All three Synoptists
agree in applying to teaching by parables the
half-denunciatory passage Is 69"1"; they would
make its immediate object not so much to reveal
truth as to conceal it—at least to conceal it for
the moment from one class while it is revealed to
another, and its ulterior object to aggravate the
guilt of those from whom it is concealed. And,
what is still more remarkable, all three Synoptists
ascribe the use of this quotation to our Lord Him-
self, as though it really expressed, not merely the
result of His chosen method of teaching, but its
deliberate purpose. What are we to make of
this? One group of critics would roundly deny
that the words were ever used in this manner by
our Lord. Jiilicher {e.g.) takes his stand on Mk
433 t -with many such parables spake he the word
unto them, as they were able to hear it? which
would seem to make the method a tender con-
cession to slowness of apprehension rather than a
means of aggravating it. But, on the other hand,
we observe that the quotation is attributed to our
Lord in what must have been the common original
of all three Gospels, i.e. in one of our best and
oldest sources. And while such passages as Jn
1239"41 (where the same quotation is applied by the
evangelist) and Ac 2825"27 (where it is applied by
St. Paul) would show that it was part of the
common property of the apostolic age, the fact
that it was so would be still more intelligible if
the example had been set by our Lord Himself.
Nor would it be less but rather more appropriate
as coming from Him, if we regard it as summing
up in a broad way what He felt was and must be
for many of those among whom He moved the
final outcome of His mission. The lesson is very
similar to that of Jn 1246"48. The Son of Man
does not need to pass judgment on those who
reject Him. His word judges them by an auto-
matic process. That which is meant for their life
becomes to them an occasion of falling, when from
indolence or self-will it makes no impression upon
them. This was the actual course of things; it
was a course rendered inevitable by the laws which
God had laid down, and which in that sense might
be regarded as designed by Him. And inasmuch
as the Son associates Himself with the providential
action of the Father, it might be also spoken of as
part of His own design. It is so, however, rather
in the remoter degree in which, allowing for the
contrariant action of human wills, whatever is is
also ordained, than as directly purposed before the
appeal has been made and rejected. It belongs
to that department of providential action which

is not primary and due to immediate Divine
initiative, but secondary or contingent upon
human failure.

There is then perhaps sufficient reason to think
that the words may after all have been spoken,
much as we have them, by our Lord. But grant-
ing this, we should still not be forbidden to
surmise that they are somewhat out of place.
Standing where they do they come to us with a
shock of strange severity, which would be mitigated
if they could be put later in the ministry, where
they occur in St. John. The transference may have
been due to the position which the original passage
occupies in Isaiah, where it also serves as a sort of
programme of the prophet's mission. There, too,
the arrangement may conceivably represent the
actual historical order, but it may also represent
the result of later experience, which for didactic
effect is placed at the beginning of the career rather
than at the end.

b. Contents of the Teaching.—There are five
distinctive and characteristic topics in the teaching
of Jesus—

(1) The Fatherhood of God.
(2) The Kingdom of God.
(3) The Subjects or Members of the Kingdom.
(4) The Messiah.
(5) The Paraclete and the Tri-unity of God.
With that simplicity wThich we have seen to be

so marked a feature in His teaching, Jesus selects
two of the most familiar of all relations to be the
types round which He groups His teaching in
regard to God and man—the family and the or-
ganized state; God stands to man in the relation
at once of Father and of King. These two types
by no means exclude each other, but each helps to
complete the idea derived from the other without
which it might be one-sided. At the same time,
in different connexions, first one and then the
other becomes more prominent. Thus, when stress
is laid upon the Divine attributes, God appears
chiefly in the character of Father ; when attention
is turned to the complex relations of men to Him
and to one another, they are more commonly re-
garded under the figure of a Kingdom.

(1) The Fatherhood of God.—It has just been said
that the doctrine that God is Father by no means
excludes the doctrine that He is also King. This
idea, too, is repeatedly put forward (Mt 535 1823 222

etc.). The title * King' brings out what in modern
language we are accustomed to call the 'tran-
scendence' of God. But the recognition of this
was, as we saw (p. 606a sup.), a strong point in the
contemporary Judaism, and therefore it needed no
special emphasis. It was otherwise with the idea
of Fatherhood.

Not that this idea was unknown to the pagan
religions, and still less to the religion of Israel.
From Homer onwards Zeus had borne the name
' Father of gods and men.' But this was a super-
ficial idea : it meant little more than ' originator.'
This sense also appears in the older Jewish litera-
ture, but with further connotations added to it.
God is more particularly the Father of His people
Israel (cf. Dt 141 326, Jer 319 319·20), in a yet deeper
sense of the righteous in Israel (Is 6316), and, though
not with the same wealth of meaning, of the indi-
vidual (Mai 210, Sir 231·4).

It is the tenderest side of the teaching of OT
(Ps 10313) which is now taken up and developed.
It becomes indeed the corner-stone of the NT
teaching about God. The name ' Father' becomes
in NT what the name Jehovah (Jahveh) was in
OT, the fullest embodiment of revelation. If it
is prominent in the apostolic writings, this is
traceable ultimately to the teaching of Jesus
(cf. Ro 815 and comms.). The title belongs
primarily to Jesus Himself as * the Son' (0 I l f a
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μου, esp. Mt II2 7). Through Him it descends
to His followers (6 ΤΙατηρ υμών, ό Πατήρ σον, Mt
516. 45. 48 6 1 . 4. 6. 8. 9. 14. 15 e t c # ) . £ u t fl^ l o y e Qf Qo&
as Father extends beyond these limits even to
'the unthankful and evil' (Lk 635, Mt 545). The
presentation of God as Father culminates in
the parable of the Prodigal Son. Older concep-
tions of God find their counterpart in the Elder
Brother of this parable (Lk 1525tf· contrasted with
v.20). The application which is thus made of the
Fatherhood of God invests the teaching of Jesus
with wonderful tenderness and beauty (Mt 632 711

1029·80, Lkl2 3 2etc.).
(2) The Kingdom of God.—If the conception of

God as Father does not exclude His majesty as
King, no more does the conception of His King-
dom exclude that of children gathered together in
His family. Still, the leading term to denote those
active relations of God with man, with which the
mission of Jesus is specially connected, is η βασιλαα
του θεοΰ ΟΓ τών ουρανών.

The use of these terms suggests a number of
questions which are still much debated, (i.) Were
both names originally used? Or if one is to be
preferred, which? (ii.) What is the meaning of
the phrase ? Does βασίλεια=' kingdom' or ' reign' ?
(iii.) When we have determined this, with what
order of ideas is the phrase to be associated ? With
the later Judaism? or with the teaching of the
prophets? Or does it belong to the more novel
element in the teaching of our Lord ? (iv.) Is the
Kingdom merely conceived of from the side of
man or from the side of God? Is it something
which man works out or which is bestowed upon
him? (v.) Is it present or future? Was it in
course of realization during the lifetime of Jesus
Himself, or is it mainly eschatological ? (vi.) Is it
inward or outward ? A moral reformation or the
founding of a society ? (vii.) Was the conception
as at first framed national or universal ?

These questions are put as alternatives. And
they are usually so regarded. But it may be well
to say at once that in almost every case there
seems to be real evidence for both sides of the
proposition ; so that the inference is that the con-
ception to which they relate was in fact many-
sided, and included within itself a number of
different nuances, all more or less valid. And the
reason for this appears to be, that our Lord took
up a conception which He found already existing,
and, although He definitely discarded certain
aspects of it, left others as they were, some with
and some without a more express sanction, while
He added new ones. The centre or focus of the
idea is thus gradually shifted ; and while parts of it
belong to so much of the older current conception
as was not explicitly repealed, other parts of it are
a direct expression of the new spirit introduced
into it. The one element definitely expelled was
that which associated the inauguration of the
Kingdom with political violence and revolution.

(i.) The Name. — It is well known that the
phrase ή βασΐΚεία των ουρανών for η βασ. τ. θβοΰ
is a peculiarity of the First Gospel (where it occurs
thirty-two times), and that it receives no sanction
from the other Synoptics. Neither can Jn 35, where
the reading is distinctly Western, be quoted in
support of it. Hence some have thought that
it was a coinage of Mt. It occurs, however, also in
Ευ. sec. Heb. (Handmann, p. 89); and the fact
that βασ. τ. θ. is found in Mt 1228 2181·43 would go
to show that the evangelist had no real objection
to that form, while the corresponding phrase πάτψ
6 έν TOLS ούρανοΐς though it disappears from Lk II 2 is
verified by Mk II 2 5. Moreover, we know that
* heaven' was a common metonymy for * God' in
the language of the time (cf. also Mk 1021, Lk 1020

1233), and that the particular phrase * kingdom of

heaven' (though not exactly in the sense usually
assigned to i t ; see below under ii.) occurs re-
peatedly in the Talmud. It seems, therefore, on
the whole probable that both forms were used by
our Lord Himself. In any case they may be re-
garded as equivalents.

(ii.) Meaning.—The phrase in both its forms is
ambiguous: it may mean either * kingdom' or
' reign/ * sovereignty/ * rule' of heaven, or of
God. It appears that in the Talmud the latter
signification is the more common (Schiirer, NT
Zeitgesch* ii. 539 n. [Eng. tr. II. ii. 171]; Eder-
sheim, Life and Times, etc. i. 267 f.). And though
the former is that more usually adopted by com-
mentators, there seems to be no reason why
recourse should not be had to the latter where it is
more natural (as, e.g. in Lk 1720·21). The phrase
covers both senses, and the one will frequently be
found to shade off into the other. The best defini-
tion known to the writer is one given incidentally
by Dr. Hort {Life and Letters, ii. 273), ' the world
of invisible laws by which God is ruling and bless-
ing His creatures.' This is the most fundamental
meaning ; all others are secondary. The 'laws '
in question are ' a world/ inasmuch as they have a
connexion and coherence of their own ; they form a
system, a cosmos within the cosmos; they come
direct from ' heaven/ or from God ; and they are
4 invisible ' in their origin, though they may work
their way to visibility.

(iii.) Associations.—The sense just assigned was
that which was most fundamental in the thought of
Jesus. It was that which He saw ought to be the true
sense, however much it might be missed by His con-
temporaries. It was deeper and subtler than the
conception of Psalmist and Prophet, even than
the bright and exhilarating picture of Ps 14511'13,
because it was compatible with any kind of social
condition, and because it did not turn mainly on
the majestic exercise of power. And if this was
true of the later and more developed conception,
much more was it true of the earlier notion of the
theocracy, which was simply that of the Israelite
State with a Prophet or Judge at the head instead
of a King (1 S 127"12). The contemporaries of
Jesus when they spoke of the ' Kingdom of God'
thought chiefly of an empire contrasted with the
great world-empires, more particularly the Roman,
which galled them at the moment. And the two
features which caught their imagination most
were the throwing off of the hated yoke and the
transference of supremacy from the heathen to
Israel. This was to be brought about by a catas-
trophe which was to close the existing order of
things, and which therefore took a shape that was
eschatological.

This eschatological and catastrophic side Jesus
did not repudiate, though He gave a different turn
to it, but the essence of His conception was inde-
pendent of all convulsions. The simplest para-
phrase for ' the Kingdom of God' is the clause
which follows the petition for the coming of the
Kingdom in the Lord's Prayer : * Thy will be done
on earth, as it is in heaven. The only difference is
that the Prayer perhaps hints rather more at the
co-operation of human wills. This is not excluded
in the idea of the Kingdom, which is, however,
primarily the working out of the Will of God by
God Himself.

(iv.) The Nature of the Kingdom: how far Super-
natural?— The very name of the Kingdom 'of
heaven or of God' implies that it has its origin in
the world above. It 'comes' {Ζρχεσθαι, Mt 610,
Mk 91, Lk II 2 1720; iyylfriv, Mt 32 417 107 etc. ;
φθάναν, Mt 1228=Lk II 2 0 ) ; it is 'given' (Mt 2143)
and ' received' (Mk 1015 = Lk 1817); it is ' prepared'
by God (Mt 2534); it is 'inherited' {ib.), and men
' enter into' it (Mt 520 1923, Jn 35); it is an object
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of 'search' (Mt 633=Lk 1231, Mt 1345). All this
means that it is not built up by the labour of man,
it is not a product of development from below, but
' of the creative activity of God' (Lutgert, Beich
Gottes, p. 26). It is a gift bestowed, not some-
thing to be done, but something to be enjoyed
{'Nie eine Aufgabe, wohl aber eine Gabe,' Holtz-
mann, NT Th. p. 202, partly after Lutgert). It
is a prize, the highest of all prizes (Mt 1344'46),
corresponding to the summum, bonum of pagan
philosophy.

This part of the conception has a considerable
range, according as the context points to the
popular view of the Messianic Kingdom as im-
plying outward conditions of splendour, abund-
ance, and enjoyment, or as it points to what we
have called the inner thought of Jesus, the in-
visible laws of God's working, taken into and
welcomed by the individual soul, as in the parables
of the Pearl and the Treasure in the Field.

These parables show that there is a place,
though a subordinate place, left for human effort,
the co-operation of the human will with the Divine.
The process of 'seeking' implies both effort and
renunciation. There must be a concentrating of
the powers of the soul upon the Will of God, if
that Will is to be really done; but where it is done
it brings its own exceeding great reward (Lk 638).

From this point of view it may be said, with
Holtzmann {NT Th. i. 202-207), that the negative
side of the conception is the Forgiveness of Sins
as the first condition of entrance into the King-
dom, and that the positive side of it is the active
practice of Righteousness with the peace and con-
tentment which that practice brings.

(v.) Present or Future?—There can be no real
question that the Kingdom is presented in both
lights as present and as future. Strictly speaking,
the future is divided, and the notes of time are
threefold—present, near future, and more distant
future. Take, for instance, the following passages :
Mt 1228 ( = Lk II20) «If I by the Spirit of God cast
out demons, then is the Kingdom of God come
{Ζφθασεν) upon you ' ; Mk I1 5 ( = Mt 417) ' The time
is fulfilled, and the Kingdom of God is at hand'
{TjyyLKev) ; Mk 911| ' There be some here . . . which
shall in nowise taste of death till they see the
Kingdom of God come {έληλνθνΐαν) with power.'
The only one of these passages about which there
can be any doubt is the second (see above, p. 610),
and even that belongs to the common groundwork
of the Synoptic tradition, and it is supported by
Mt 1071|. If the latest of these dates still falls
within the lifetime of the then generation, there
is a group of parables (the Mustard Seed, the
Wheat and Tares, the Drag-net) which would seem
at once to bring the Kingdom into the present,
and to postpone its consummation.

These apparent inconsistencies are probably to
be explained in the same way as others which we
meet with. The future coming, the more or less
distant coming, of which the Son Himself does
not know the day or the hour, is the eschatological
coming of the current expectation, which, if we
follow our authorities, we must believe that Jesus
also shared. There was, however, a certain am-
biguity even in this expectation as popularly held :
it was not clear exactly in what relation of time
the coming of the Messiah and the establishment
of His Kingdom stood to the end of all things.
And this ambiguity was necessarily heightened
by the peculiar nature of the coming of Christ,
and the conviction which gradually forced itself
upon the minds of the disciples that there must
needs be a double Coming,—one in shame, the other
in triumph; one therefore which for them was
past, and another still in the future.

But, apart from all this, it will be apparent that

the more distinctive conception of the Kingdom as
the ' world of invisible laws' by which God works
is not subject to the same limitations of time. In
this sense it embraces the whole providential
scheme of things from the beginning ; though, as
we have said, it is really a cosmos within the
cosmos, and it has its culminating periods and
moments, such as was above all that which dates
from the Incarnation. The most characteristic
expression of this aspect of the Kingdom would be
the parables of the Leaven and of the Seed grow-
ing secretly.

(vi.) Inward or Outward?—A. like conclusion
holds good for the question which we have next to
ask ourselves : Are we to think of the Kingdom of
God as visible or as invisible ? Is it an influence,
a force or collection of forces, or is it an institu-
tion ? We are familiar with the very common and
often quite superficial identification of the King-
dom with the Church. Is this justified? Many
recent writers answer this question emphatically,
No (list with reff. in Holtzmann, NT Th. i. 208).
And it is true that there are certain passages by
which it seems to be excluded.

Conspicuous among these are the verses Lk 17 2 0 · 2 1 Ουχ ίρχιτα,ι
*1 β. τ . θ. μ.ίτα. π<χ.ρα,τγιρν,οπωί. ovh\ ipovtriv, Ίδου&ΐδί, tj ϊκ,ίΐ. lhab
γαρ i\ β. τ. θ. ivros ΰμ,ΰν itrriv. A majority of leading German
scholars including Schiirer (Die Predigt J C p 18) and Holtz-

( g , y ),
last words as meaning 'in your midst,' the main ground being
that they are addressed to the Pharisees. But Field seems to
have shown (Ot. Norv. ad. loc.) that this interpretation is
lexically untenable (' no sound example'), and that the better
rendering is in animis vestris.

But, on the other hand, parables like the Wheat
and the Tares and the Drag-net are most naturally
explained of a visible community; and there can
be no doubt that the popular expectation was of a
visible kingdom, such as that in which the sons of
Zebedee sought for a chief place.

If we keep to the clue which we have hitherto
followed, the facts will be sufficiently clear. The
Kingdom in its highest and most Christian sense
is the working of * invisible laws' which penetrate
below the surface and are gradually progressive
and expansive in their operation. But in this as
in other cases spiritual forces take to themselves
an outward form ; they are enshrined in a vessel
of clay, finer or coarser as the case may be, not
only in men as individuals but in men as a com-
munity or communities. The society then be-
comes at once a vehicle and instrument of the
forces by which it is animated, not a perfect
vehicle or a perfect instrument,—a field of wheat
mingled with tares, a net containing bad fish as
well as good,—but analogous to those other visible
institutions by which God accomplishes His
gracious purposes amongst men.

(vii.) National or Universal?—The same prin-
ciple holds good throughout the whole of this
analysis of the idea of the Kingdom. The aptest
figure to express it is that of growth. It is a
germ, secretly and silently insinuated, and secretly
and silently working until it puts forth first
the blade, then the ear, then the full corn in the
ear. It is a mistake to cut a section of that which
is thus ceaselessly expanding, and to label it with
a name which might be true at one particular
moment but would not be true at the next. The
Kingdom of God is not the theocracy of the OT,
nor the eschatological Kingdom of the Apocalypses,
nor the Christian Church of the present day, or of
the Middle Ages, or of the Fathers. These are
phases through which it passes; but it outgrows
one after the other. For this reason, because He
foresaw this inevitable and continuous growth, the
chief Founder and permanent Vicegerent of the
Kingdom showed Himself, as we might think, in-
different to the precise degree of extension which
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it was to receive during His life on earth ; He was
content to say that He ' was not sent but unto the
lost sheep of thehouse of Israel' (Mt 1524), though
within a generation His gospel was about to be
carried to the ends of the then known earth. It
was enough that the seed was planted—planted in
a soil suited to it, and under conditions that
ensured its full vitality, 'like a tree by the streams
of water, that bringeth forth its fruit in its season,
whose leaf also doth not wither.' It is character-
istic of God's processes that there is no hurry or
impatience about them; the Master was not so
anxious to reap immediate fruit as the disciple
(Ro I13), and therefore He calmly left it to His
followers to see * greater things' than He saw
Himself (Jn 1412); but these * greater things' are
none the less virtually His own.

(3) The Members of the Kingdom.—As the 'Reign
of God,' the βασιΚεία του θεοΰ denotes certain Divine
forces or laws which are at work in the world;
as the Kingdom of God it was at most stages a
society, but at all stages a definite sphere or area,
into which men might enter, and, by entering,
become partakers of the same Divine forces or
subject to the same Divine laws. It was therefore
a matter of much moment what were the condi-
tions of entrance into the Kingdom, and what
was the character impressed upon its members.
The two things run into each other, because it was
required of those who entered that they should
possess at least the germs of the character to be
developed in them.

(i.) Conditions of Entrance.—These are clearly
laid down : ' Except ye turn, and become as little
children, ye shall in no wise enter into the king-
dom of heaven' (Mt 183). There was to be a definite
change of mind, a break with the sinful past.
This was to be ratified by submission to the rite of
baptism, which, in the discourse with Nicodemus,
is described as a new birth of * water and Spirit' (Jn
35). The entrance into the Kingdom is something
more than a deliberate act of the man himself,
it is a self-surrender to Divine influences. The
response on the part of God is forgiveness, which
is the permanent concomitant of baptism, not only
that of John, but also that in the name of Christ
(Mk I 4 ||, comp. with Ac 238, Lk 2447 etc.).

(ii.) The Character of the Members.—The typical
character of the members of the Kingdom is that
of a ' little child,' in which the prominent features
are innocence, simplicity of aim, absence of self-
assertion, trustfulness, and openness to influences
from above. A sketch of such a character is given
in the Beatitudes (Mt 53'9 ; the || in Lk β20"26 refers
rather to conditions or circumstances suited to the
character). The Christian ideal here depicted
stands out in marked contrast to most other ideals
of what is admirable in man. The qualities com-
mended ('poor in spirit'—where the Matthsean
gloss is in any case right in sense,—' meek,'' merci-
ful,' ' pure in heart/ 'peacemakers') are all of the
gentle, submissive, retiring order. And this is
fully borne out by other sayings, the cheek turned
to the smiter, the litigant forestalled, the requisi-
tion of labour offered freely, and even doubled
(Mt 538"411|), enemies to be loved, persecutors to be
prayed for (ib. vv.43·44), the sword to be sheathed
(Mt 2652), the duties of charity strongly inculcated
(Lk 1025'37), the duty of forgiveness of injuries
(Mt Ιδ23^), service greater than authority (Lk
2225ff·). And it is noticeable that the same type of
character is praised by St. Paul (Ro 1221 ' Be not
overcome of evil, but overcome evil with good'; cf.
ch. 13). The whole duty of man is summed up in
love to God and love to one's neighbour (again cf.
Ro 138"10). We observe, too, that the ethical
teaching of Jesus is almost confined to that side of
ethics which touches upon religion. Allusions to

civic and industrial duties are very few, and those
negative rather than positive (Mt 18272221 = Ro 137).

(iii.) Paradoxes of Christianity.—It is only
natural that these features in the teaching of
Christ should be taken hold of and made a charge
against Christianity, as they have been from
Suetonius onwards (Domit. 15, ' contemptissimse
inertise,' of Flavius Clemens, probably as a Chris-
tian ; cf. Tertull. Apol. 42, ' infructuosi in negotiis
dicimur'). And it may be doubted whether even
yet the full intention of our Lord has been
fathomed, and the exact place of the specifically
Christian ideal in relation to civic and social duties
ascertained. The following suggestions may be
offered.

The precepts in question were probably addressed
in the first instance, not to promiscuous multi-
tudes, but to the disciples. If certain passages (as
Mt 51) may be quoted to the contrary, it should be
remembered that these introductory notes as to
the circumstances under which discourses were
spoken are among the least trustworthy parts of
the Gospel tradition, and are often nothing more
than vague conjectures of the evangelists. The
type of character described bears on its face the
marks of being intended for the little community
of Christians (cf. Latham, Pastor Pastorum, p. 253).

As such we can see that it had a very special
appropriateness. It was not an accident that
Christianity is the religion of the Crucified. The
Cross is but the culminating expression of a spirit
which was characteristic of it throughout. Its
peculiar note is Victory through Suffering. An
idea like that of Islam, making its way by the
sword, was abhorrent to it from the first. Jesus
came to be the Messiah of the Jews, but the narra-
tives of the Temptation teach us that, from the
very beginning of His career, He stripped off from
His conception of Messiahship all that was political,
all thought of propagating His claims by force.
A new mode of propagating religion was deliber-
ately chosen, and carried through with uncom-
promising thoroughness. The disciple was not
above his Master; and the example which Jesus
set in founding His faith by dying for it, was an
example which His disciples were called upon to
follow into all its logical consequences. Chris-
tianity, the true Christianity, carries no arms; it
wins its way by lowly service, by patience, by
self-sacrifice.

History shows that there are no instruments of
religious propaganda comparable to these. It also
shows that the type of character connected with
them is of the very highest attractiveness and
beauty. Is it a complete type, a type to which we
can apply the Kantian maxim, ' So act as if your
action was to be a law for all human beings'?
This would seem to be more than we ought to say.
It is not clear that the Christian type would be
what it is if it were not built upon, and if it did
not presuppose, a certain structure of society, to
which other motives had contributed. The ethical
ideal of Christianity is the ideal of a Church. It
does not follow that it is also the ideal of the
State. If we are to say the truth, we must admit
that parts of it would become impracticable if they
were transferred from the individual standing
alone to governments or individuals representing
society. It could not be intended that the officers
of the law should turn the cheek to the criminal.
The apostles were to bear no sword, but the judge
' beareth not the sword in vain.'

May we not say that the functions of Christian
morals—specifically Christian morals—are these?
(1) At their first institution to form a vehicle, the
only possible vehicle, for the Christian religion.
So far as Christianity has taken a real and genuine
hold upon society, it is through these means and
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no others. Other things may have commended it
for a time, but no trust can be placed in them.
(2) The Christian motive acting in the midst of
other motives gradually leavens and modifies
them, imparting to them something which they
had not before. If we look round us at the prin-
ciples which at this moment regulate the action of
States, in their external or international relations
as well as those which are internal, we shall see that
if these principles are not wholly Christian, they
are also not pagan. They have a certain coherence,
and they mark a very conspicuous advance as
compared with the principles of the ancient world.
Christianity has shown a power of modifying what
it does not altogether supplant. The world even
outside Christianity is still God's world. It is a
world of which the essential characteristic is that
it is progressive ; and it may conduce most to this
progress that it should be brought under the
influence of the Christian precept, not pure but in
dilution. And (3) may we not draw from this the
augury that in the end, at some time which we
cannot see, the social structure may be still more
fully recast, under the influence of Christianity :
'Nation shall not lift up sword against nation,
neither shall they learn war any more' ? We can
conceive a condition of things in which the Church
became coextensive with the State, and in which
religion penetrated the body politic in a sense in
which it has never done so yet. When that time
came, conduct which now would be only quixotic
might be rational, and required by the public
conscience.

When the verse Mt 542 ' Give to him that asketh
thee,' etc., is criticized from the point of view of
modern political economy, the mistake is in apply-
ing a standard which is out of place. In those
days the natural and, indeed, the only outlet of the
kind for benefiting the poor was almsgiving ; and
our Lord's main object was to strengthen the
motive, which was in itself a thoroughly right
one. It would have been in vain to anticipate
methods which God has evidently intended to be
the result of long experience. The argument from
analogy comes in here with great force. God
might have removed many forms of human ill with
a word; but as it is, He has been pleased to let
improved methods, and the wisdom to use them,
grow gradually and grow together. The advance
which mankind slowly makes is a solid advance,
and an advance not here and there, but all along
the line.

We have seen that our Lord was not careful to
guard against misunderstandings. It has been a
salutary exercise for His followers to find out
what was the true sense of His sayings for them-
selves.

(4) The Messiah. —We are not concerned here
with the very remarkable historical evolution of
the claim of our Lord to be the Messiah, which
will come before us in connexion with the narra-
tive of His life. At present we have to do only
with His teaching on the subject, and that mainly
with reference to the deeply significant names by
which His claim was conveyed.

(i.) The Christ.—We need not delay over the title
' Messiah,' * Christ,' 'Anointed,' which is simply that
of the current Jewish expectation. It is repeatedly
applied to our Lord by others, and on three occa-
sions, at least, expressly accepted by Himself (Jn
426, Mt 1617, Mk 1461-62||, cf. Jn II2 7); but only once
does our Lord use the term of Himself (Jn 173 Ίησοΰν
Χριστόν), and that in a passage where we cannot be
sure that the wording is not that of the evangelist.
In like manner the title 'Elect' (^XeXeyμένος, Lk
935; 4K\€KT6S, Lk 2335), which is also current (cf.
Enoch 405), is applied to our Lord, but not by
Himself.

(ii.) Son of David.—Much the same may be said
of another title which belongs to a prominent side
of the expectation. ' Son of David' occurs several
times (on the lips of the crowd at and before the
triumphal entry, of the Syrophoenician woman, of
Bartimseus, of the Pharisees), but Jesus Himself
does not use it, and rather propounds a difficulty
in regard to it (Mk 1235||).

(iii.) Son of Man.—The really characteristic title
which occurs some 80 times in the Gospels, and is
without doubt the one which Jesus chose to express
His own view of His office, is 'the Son of Man.'
Whereas the other titles are used by others of
Him, this is used only by Him and of Himself.
What He desired to convey by this is a question
at once of no little difficulty and of great im-
portance (' Die Frage gehort zu den verwickeltsten
ja verfahrensten der ganzen neutest. Theologie,'
Holtzmann).

The starting-point for this, as well as for the
idea of the kingdom, is, we may be sure, Dn 713.
The 'Son of Man' in that passage, as originally
written, stood for Israel. The four world-empires
are represented by beasts, the dominion that falls
to Israel is that of a man. But in this as in other
respects the passage was interpreted Messianically.
In the Similitudes of the Bk. of Enoch (chs. 37-70)
the Son of Man takes a prominent place. He is
a person, and a superhuman person. It is He who
holds the great judgment to which the Apocalyptic
writings look forward. The attributes ascribed to
Him are all more or less directly connected with
this judgment, which is at once to vindicate the
righteous, and finally to put down the wicked.
The date of this portion of the Bk. of Enoch has
been much debated, but opinion at the present
time is still more preponderantly in favour of the
view that it is pre-Christian (between B.C. 94-64,
Charles, Enoch, p. 29 f.). The language of the
Gospels requires that the title as applied to a person
and to the Messiah should be not entirely new. It
also requires that it should be not perfectly under-
stood and familiar (Mt 1613, Jn 1234). It is probable
that its use did not go beyond a small circle, the
particular circle to which the Similitudes of Enoch
belonged. This, however, would be enough to give
the phrase a certain currency, and to make it at
least suggest association with the Messiah.

It is% associated with Him, especially in His char-
acter as Judge, and as the chief actor in that
series of events which marks the end of the age,
and the reversal of the places of good and wicked.
This sense Jesus did not discard. It appears un-
mistakably in a number of passages (Mt 1341 1628

1928 2430ff. 253iff. 2664 etc.). But at the same time
there can be no doubt that He read into it a
number of other ideas, new and original, just as
He read them into the conception of the King-
dom.

What is most distinctive in this novel element
in the teaching of Jesus ? There is an increasing
tendency amongst scholars to lay stress on the
Aramaic original of the phrase. The Aramaic
equivalent is said to mean and to be the only
way which they had of expressing ' Man ' (generic-
ally, i.e. 'Mankind'). Hence the attempt has
been made to interpret the phrase impersonally,
and to get rid more or less of its Messianic appli-
cation (see Holtzmann, NT Th. i. 256 ii".). It is
true that an impersonal sense will suit such a
passage as Mk 228 'The Sabbath was made for
man . . . therefore the Son of Man is Lord even
of the Sabbath.' At the same time this is by no
means the necessary sense. And Wellhausen,
who is one of those who most emphatically main-
tain the equation ' Son of Man ' = ' Man,' yet sees
that the expression must have been used by oui
Lord to designate His own person {Israel, u. Jud.
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Gesch.2 p. 381). Nor can this conclusion really be
avoided by such an expedient as Holtzmann's, who
calls attention to the comparative rarity of the
title in the early chapters and early stages of the
history {e.g. in Mk only 210· *8), and would explain
it during this period impersonally, and only after
St. Peter's confession personally. Against this and
against more sweeping attempts (e.g. by Martineau,
Seat of Authority, p. 339) to get rid of the Messianic
signification altogether, it may be enough to point
out that if reasonable critics like Holtzmann allow,
and a narrative such as that of the Temptation
seems to prove, that Jesus from the first really
assumed the character of the Messiah, and if our
oldest authorities with one consent treat the title
Son of Man as in the later stages Messianic, it is
fair to presume that it is Messianic also in the
earlier. If the Similitudes of the Bk. of Enoch
are pre-Christian, this conclusion would amount
almost to certainty.

It is, however, fair to argue from the natural
sense of the phrase in Aramaic, that by His use
of it, Jesus did place Himself in some relation to
humanity as a whole. And we are led to form
the same inference by the conspicuous use of the
corresponding Heb. in Ps 84 'What is man that
thou art mindful of him? and the son of man
that thou visitest him ?' Here the parallelism
shows that ' son of man ' = 'man.' We also know
from He 26"10 that the psalm was at a very early
date applied to Jesus as the Messiah, and at a still
earlier date (the Baptism) we have the neighbouring
Ps 27 applied to Him. It seems to follow, or at
least to be a very natural presumption, that these
two psalms early became an object of close study
to Jesus, and helped to give outward shape to His
conceptions.

Ps 8 seems specially adapted to fall in with
these, as it brings out with equal strength the two
elements which we know to have entered into the
consciousness of Jesus—the combination of lowli-
ness with loftiness, the physical weakness of man as
contrasted with his sublime calling and destiny.
We can see here the appropriateness of the applica-
tion of one and the same title to Him who, on the
one hand, ' had not where to lay his head,' and
who must needs 'go as it was written of him,'
and who yet, on the other hand, looked to come
again ' with power' in His Kingdom.

We do not like to use such very modern phrase-
ology as the ' ideal of humanity,' ' the representa-
tive of the human race'; and yet it would seem
that Jesus did deliberately connect with His own
person such ideas as these : He fused them as it
were into the central idea of Messiahship, and we
can see how the Jewish conception of the Messiah
was enlarged and enriched by them. If the Mes-
siah comes out in the claim to forgive sins, it is the
Son of Man whose mission it was ' to seek and to
save that which was lost' (Lk 1910), ' not to be
ministered unto but to minister, and to give his
life a ransom for many' (Mk 10451|).

Here we have another connexion in which the
name is frequently used. The prophecies of the
Resurrection and of the Second Coming are closely
associated with the fatal end of the First: ' The
Son of Man must suffer many things, and be re-
jected by the elders, and the chief priests, and the
scribes, and be killed, and after three days rise
again' (Mk 831 etc.). If we ask for the OT
original of this 'Saviour through suffering,' no
doubt it is the Second Part of Isaiah, and especially
Is 53. Still, it would be rather too much to de-
scribe this idea as embodied in the title ' Son of
Man.' It is embodied in the character of the Son
of Man as conceived by Jesus, but not exactly in
the name. The name which expressed it was the
' Servant of Jehovah ' (παις κυρίου); and this name

was undoubtedly applied to Christ by the Church
as soon as it began to reflect upon His life and
mission (cf. Ac 313·26 427·30, Mt 1218), but we
have no evidence that Jesus used it of Himself.
One reason for the choice of the name ' Son of
Man' probably was that it admitted and favoured
these associations, even if it did not directly
suggest them.

This comprehensive and deeply significant title
touched at the one end the Messianic and eschato-
logical expectation through the turn which had
been given to it in one section of Judaism (the
Book of Enoch). At the other and opposite end it
touched the idea of the Suffering Servant. But at
the centre it is broadly based upon an infinite
sense of brotherhood with toiling and struggling
humanity, which He who most thoroughly accepted
its conditions was fittest also to save. As Son of
God, Jesus looked upwards to the Father ; as Son
of Man, He looked outwards upon His brethren,
the sheep who had no shepherd.

(iv.) Son of God.—Only once in Synopt. (Mt 2743)
and in a few places in the Fourth Gospel (Jn 1036,
cf. 525 9s5 var. lee. II4) is it hinted that Jesus directly
assumed this title. It is repeatedly given to Him
by others—by the Baptist (Jn I34), by Nathanael
(Jn I49), by Satan hypothetically (Mt 43), as also
by the crowd (Mt 2740), by the possessed (Mk 3111|),
by the disciples (Mt 143S), by the centurion (Mk
1539=Mt 2754), and by evangelists (Mk I 1 v.L
Jn 318 2031).

At the same time it is abundantly clear that the
title was really assumed from the indirect mode in
which Jesus constantly speaks of God as 'My
Father.' This is very frequent in Synoptics as
well as in St. John (Mt 721 1032 I I 2 7 1513 1617 etc.).
And although, as we have seen, the consciousness
which finds expression in this phrase becomes the
basis of an extended doctrine of the Divine Father-
hood ('the Father,' Our Father,' ' thy Father,'
' your Father'), there is nevertheless a distinct
interval between the sense in which God can be
claimed as Father by men, even the innermost
circle of the disciples, and that in which He is
Father to the Son. In this respect the passage
Mt H 2 7 =Lk 1022 is quite explicit (cf. also the
graduated scale of being in Mk 1332 = Mt 2436).
Although this passage stands out somewhat con-
spicuously in Synoptics, the context in which it
occurs is so original and so beyond the reach of
invention, while it supplies so marvellously the
key to that which distinguishes the history of
Jesus from other histories, that doubt cannot
reasonably be cast upon it. It is confirmed by the
sense in which the title ' Son of God ' is taken by
the Jews—not merely by the populace but by the
learned (Mt 2741"43, cf. Mk 1531·32, Jn 197). And, on
the other hand, it confirms sufficiently the sub-
stantial accuracy of like passages in the Fourth
Gospel {e.g. 1030·38). We are thus prepared for the
unanimity with which the Church at the earliest
date fixed upon this title to convey its sense of the
uniqueness of Christ's nature (Ac 920, Ro I4, Gal
220, Eph 413, He 414 etc., 1 Jn 415 etc., Rev 218).

This aspect of the question will come before us
more fully later. We content ourselves for the
present with observing that the teaching of Jesus,
reserved and reticent as it is, presupposes as its
background this wholly exceptional relation of
'the Son' to ' the Father.' From that as centre
radiate a number of other relationships to His
immediate disciples, to the Church of which they
formed the nucleus, and to mankind. The Sonship
of Jesus is intimately connected with His work as
Messiah (Titius, p. 116). It is in this character
that ' all things are delivered' to Him (Mt II 2 7 II),
in this character that He is enabled to give to the
world a revelation of the Father (ib.), in this
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character that He carries out His work of redemp-
tion even to the death (Mk 14361|).

(5) The Paraclete and the Tri-unity of God.—
In the earliest Epp. of St. Paul we find that the
Son of God is placed side by side with the Father,
and is associated with Him as the ground of the
Church's being, the source of spiritual grace, and
as co-operating with Him in the providential
ordering of events (1 Th I1, 2 Th I1, 1 Th 3llf·).
It is difficult to describe the effect of the language
used in any other terms than as attributing to
the Son a coequal Godhead with the Father. And
it is remarkable that St. Paul does this, within
some twenty-two years of the Ascension, not as
though he were laying down anything new, but as
something which might be assumed as part of the
common body of Christian doctrine.

We observe also that throughout the earliest
group of Epp. there are frequent references to the
work of the Holy Spirit as the one great force
which lies behind at once the missionary activity
and the common life of the Church of the apos-
tolic age (esp. 1 Co 12-14, but cf. 1 Th l5f· 48 519

etc.). This, too, it is assumed that all Christians
would understand.

How are we to account for the prevalence of
such teaching at so early a date, and in a region
so far removed from the centre of Christianity?
It would be natural if the Lord Jesus Christ Him-
self in His intercourse with His disciples had pre-
pared them to expect a great activity of the Holy
Spirit, and if He had hinted at relations in the
Godhead which made it threefold rather than a
simple monad. Apart from such hints, the common
belief of the Church respecting Christ Himself
and the Holy Spirit seems very difficult to under-
stand. Certain previous tendencies in Jewish
thought might lead up some way towards it, but
they would leave a wide gap unspanned.

When, therefore, we find that one Gospel ascribes
to our Lord rather full and detailed teaching re-
specting the Paraclete, which is explained to be
another name for the Holy Spirit (Jn 1416·26 1526),
when there is held out a clear hope and promise
of a new Divine influence to take the place of that
which is being withdrawn, and when in another
Gospel we are also told of the institution * of a rite
associated with a new revelation of God under a
threefold Name, that of Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit (Mt 2819), these phenomena are just what we
are prepared for, and just such as we should have
had to assume even if we had had no definite
record of them. We may, then, regard them as
having received—whatever the antecedent claims
of the documents in which they are found—a very
considerable degree of critical verification. The
single verse 2 Cor 1314 seems to require something
very like what we find in Mt and Jn.
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THE MIRACLES OF JESUS.—There has been a
certain tendency of late to recede from the ex-
treme position in the denial of Miracles. Har-
nack, for instance, writes in reference to the
Gospel history as follows : ' Much that was for-
merly rejected has been re-established on a close
investigation, and in the light of comprehensive
experience. Who in these days, for example,
could make such short work of the miraculous
cures in the Gospels as was the custom of scholars
formerly?' (Christianity and History, p. 63,
Eng. tr.).

(i.) Different Classes of Miracles.—Partly this
change of attitude is due to the higher estimate
which would now be put on the value of the
evangelical sources generally, as to which some-
thing will be said below. Partly it would be
due to a change of view in regard to the super-
natural, which is no longer placed in direct
antagonism to the natural, but which is more
reasonably explained as resulting from the opera-
tion of a higher cause in nature. And partly also
it would be due to the recognition of wider possi-
bilities in nature, 'more things in heaven and
earth' than were dreamt of in the narrow philo-
sophy of the Aufklarung.

(a) In particular, it may be said that medical
science would have no difficulty in admitting a
large class of miracles of healing. All those
which have to do with what would now be called
' nervous disorders/ all those in which there was a
direct action of the mind upon the body, would
fall into place readily enough. Given a personality
like that of Jesus, the effect which it would have
upon disorders of this character would be strictly
analogous to that which modern medicine would
seek to produce. The peculiar combination of com-
manding authority with extreme gentleness and
sympathy would be a healing force of which the
value could not easily be exaggerated.

A question would indeed still be left as to the
treatment of the cases of what was called * de-
moniacal possession.' There can be no doubt that
Jesus Himself shared, broadly speaking, the views
of His contemporaries in regard to these cases:
His methods of healing went upon the assumption
that they were fundamentally what every one,
including the patients themselves, supposed them
to be. We can well believe that this was a neces-
sary assumption in order to allow the healing
influences to operate. We must remember that
all the ideas of the patient would be adjusted to
the current belief, and it would be only through
them that the words and acts of Christ could take
effect. In the accounts of such miracles we see
that there was a mutual intelligence between
Healer and patient from the first (Mk 124ί·||34||
561|). It was by means of this mutual intelligence
that the word of command struck home.

We should be prepared, then, to say that this
class of miracles implied accommodation to the
ideas of the time. But when we speak of ' accom-
modation J on the part of our Lord, we do not mean
a merely politic assumption of a particular belief
for a particular purpose. We mean that the
assumption was part of the outfit of His incar-
nate Manhood. There was a certain circle of
ideas which Jesus accepted in becoming Man in
the same way in which He accepted a particular
language with its grammar and vocabulary.

It would have been wholly out of keeping with
the general character of His Ministry if Jesus had
attacked this form of disease in any other way than
through the belief in regard to it which at that
time was universal. The scientific description of
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it has doubtless greatly changed. But it is still a
question which is probably by no means so clear,
whether, allowing for its temporary and local
character, the language then used aid not con-
tain an important element of truth. The physical
and moral spheres are perhaps more intimately
connected than we suppose. And the unbridled
wickedness rife in those days may have had
physical effects, which were not unfitly described
as the work of 'demons.' The subject is one
which it is probable has not yet been fully ex-
plored.

(β) There is, as we have seen, one large class of
diseases in regard to which the healing force
exerted by the presence and the word of Jesus
has a certain amount of analogy in the facts
recognized by modern medicine. We must not,
however, treat that analogy as going farther than
it does. It does not hold good equally for all the
forms of disease which are described as having
been healed. Wherever the body is subject to
the action of the mind, there we can give an
account of the miracle which is to some extent—
to a large extent—rational and intelligible. But
in cases in which the miracle involves a purely
physical process it will not be possible to explain
it in the same way.

This other class of miracles will fall rather
under the same head as those which were wrought,
not upon man, but upon nature. In regard to
these miracles, the world is probably not much
nearer to a reasoned account than it was. It
must always be remembered that the narratives
which have come down to us are the work of those
who expected that Divine action would (as we
should say) run counter to natural laws and not
be in harmony with them, and that the more
Divine it was the more directly it would run
counter to them. We may be sure that if the
miracles of the first century had been wrought
before trained spectators of the nineteenth, the
version of them would be quite different. But to
suppose this is to suppose what is impossible, be-
cause all God's dealings with men are adapted to
the age to which they belong, and cannot be
transferred to another age. If God intended to
manifest Himself specially to the nineteenth
century, we should expect Him to do so by other
means. We are then compelled to take the
accounts as they have come down to us. And we
are aware beforehand that any attempt to trans-
late them into our own habits of thought must
be one of extreme difficulty, if not doomed to
failure.

(ii.) Critical Expedients for eliminating Miracle.
—In view of the difficulty of giving a rational {i.e.
a nineteenth century) version of miracle, it is not
surprising that recourse should be had to critical
expedients for explaining away Miracle altogether ;
in other words, to account for the narratives of
miracles without assuming that objective facts
corresponding to them really occurred. The ex-
pedients most in favour are: (a) imitation of
similar stories in OT ; (β) exaggeration of natural
occurrences; (7) translation of what was originally
parable into external fact. These are causes which
have about them nothing violent or incredible, and
we may believe that they were to some extent
really at wrork. The question to what extent, will
depend mainly upon the nature of the evidence for
miracles and the length of time interposed between
the evidence and the events. This will be the next
subject to come before us. We may, however,
anticipate so far as to say that whatever degree of
verisimilitude belongs to the causes suggested in
themselves, they do not appear to be adequate,
either separately or in combination, to account for
the whole or any large part of the narratives as we
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have them. And there is the further consideration,
on which more will also be said presently, that
something of the nature of miracle, something
which was understood as miracle, and that on no
insignificant scale, must be assumed to account for
the estimate certainly formed by the whole first
generation of Christians of the Person of Christ.

(iii.) The Evidence for the Gospel Miracles in
general.—Coming to the question as to the evidence
for the Miracles recorded in the Gospels, there are
three main observations to be made: (a) that the
evidence for all these miracles, generally speaking,
is strong; (β) that the evidence for all the different
classes of miracles is equally strong; (7) that
although for the best attested miracles in each
class the evidence is equal, there is a difference
between particular miracles in each class; some
are better attested than others.

(a) It is unnecessary to repeat what has been
already said (p. 604 sup.) about the general charac-
ter of the Gospel History. The critical student
must constantly have in mind the question to
what state of things the different phases of that
history as it has come down to us correspond.
Does it reflect conditions as they existed after
A.D. 70 or before? And if before, how far does it
reflect the later half of that period, and how far
the earlier? How far does it coincide with a
section of Christian thought and Christian life
{e.g.) taken at the height of the activity of St. Paul;
and how far does it certainly point to an earlier
stage than this? In other words, how much of
the description contained in the Gospels belongs to
the period of consequences, and how much to the
period of causes ?

Every attempt to treat of the life of our Lord
should contribute its quota to the answer to these
questions. And it is becoming more and more
possible to do this, not merely in a spirit of super-
ficial apologetics, but with a deep sense of responsi-
bility to the truth of history. And the writer of
this article strongly believes that the tendency of
the researches of recent years has been to enhance
and not to diminish the estimate of the historical
value of the Gospels.

{β) This applies to the Gospel records as a whole, in
which miracles are included. It is natural next to
ask, What is the nature of the particular evidence
for Miracles? How is it distributed? Does the
distribution correspond to the distinction which
we have drawn between the easier and the more
difficult Miracles ? If it did, we might suppose that
the former class had better claims to credence than
the latter.

But an examination of the documents shows that
this is not the case. Without committing ourselves
to all the niceties of the Synoptic problem, there
are at any rate broad grounds for distinguishing
between the matter that is found in all the three
Synoptics, in the First and Third, and in one only
of the Three. Whether the ultimate groundwork
is written or oral, the threefold matter represents
that groundwork, and is therefore, if not neces-
sarily the oldest, at least the most broadly based
and authoritative. There is reason to think that
the double matter is also very ancient. It consists
largely of discourse, but some few narratives seem
to belong to it. The peculiar sections of the
different Gospels vary considerably in their char-
acter, and it is natural to suppose that they would
have the least antecedent presumption in their
favour. Some confirmatory evidence would be
needed for facts which rested upon their testimony
alone.

Now, if it had happened that the Nature-Miracles
had been confined to sections of this last kind,
while the Miracles of Healing—and especially the
Healing of Nervous Diseases—had entered largely
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into the Double and Triple Synopsis; or—inasmuch
as discourse more often bears the stamp of unmis-
takable originality than narrative—if tne miracles
of one class had appeared only in the form of
narrative, while the allusions in discourse were
wholly to miracles of the other, then the inference
would have lain near at hand that there was a
graduated scale in the evidence corresponding to a
like graduated scale in the antecedent probability
of the miracle.

But this is not the case. Miracles of all the
different kinds occur in all the documents or
sources. The Triple Synopsis contains not only
the healing of demoniacs and paralytics, but
the healing of the issue of blood (Mk δ25!)), the
raising of Jairus' daughter (ίδ.38||), the stilling of
the storm (ib. 437||), the feeding of the live thousand
{ib. 635||). This last miracle is found not only in
all three Synoptists, but also in Jn 65ff\ And there
is this further point about it, that if we regard the
miracles generally as a gradual accretion of myth
and not based upon fact, we should undoubtedly
assume that the feeding of the four thousand
(Mk 8\ Mt 1532) was a mere duplicate of it. But
it is probable that this story also belonged to the
fundamental source, in spite of its omission by
Luke. In that case both the feedings of a multi-
tude would have had a place in the oldest of all our
authorities, and the first growth in the tradition
would have to be pushed back a step farther still.
We should thus have a nature-miracle not only
embodied in our oldest source, but at its first
appearance in that source already pointing back
some way behind it.

(7) It thus appears that the evidence, externally
considered, is equally good for all classes of
miracles. It is not, as we might expect, that
the evidence for the easier miracles is better than
that for the more difficult, leaving us free to
accept the one and reject the others. We cannot
do this, because the best testimony we have
embraces alike those miracles which imply a
greater deviation from the ordinary course of
nature and those in which the deviation is less.

It does not, however, follow that within the
different classes of miracles the evidence for par-
ticular miracles is equal. When Prof. Gold win Smith
insists that all the miracles recorded in the Gospels
stand or fall together, he is going in the teeth,
not so much of anything peculiar to the study of
the Gospels, but of the historical method generally.
And the examples which he gives are unfortunate.
c We cannot pick and choose. The evidence upon
which the miraculous darkness and the apparition
of the dead rest is the same as that upon which
all the other miracles rest, and must be accepted
or rejected in all the cases alike' {Guesses at the
Riddle of Existence, p. 160). No critical student
needs to be told that the evidence for the appari-
tions of the dead (Mt 2752fi) belongs just to that
stratum which carries with it the least weight.
The authority for the darkness is much higher,
but its miraculous character need not be magnified.
Any unusual darkening of the sky would naturally
strike the imagination of the disciples; and it
might be not contrary to nature and yet also
not accidental.

(iv.) The Quality of the Evidence.—So far we
have spoken of the external character of the
evidence. It is speaking within the mark to say
that a large part of the evidence for the Gospel
miracles, including some of those that are most
miraculous, is separated from the facts by an
interval of not more than thirty years. We may
be pretty sure that before that date, and even
much before it, stories of miracles like those re-
corded in the Gospels circulated freely among
Christians, and were a common subject 01 teaching

by catechists and others. We now proceed to
ask, What is the quality of the narratives in
which these stories occur? What features are
there in the stories themselves which throw light
upon their historical value ?

(a) We are met at the outset by the Temptation.
If there is anything certain in history, it is that
the story of the Temptation has a real foundation
in fact, for the simple reason that without such a
foundation it would have occurred to no one to
invent it. It suits exactly and wonderfully the
character of Jesus as we can now see it, but not as
it was seen at the time. Men were trying to
apprehend that character; they had a glimpse
here and a glimpse there; but they cannot have
had more than dim and vague surmises as to what it
was as a whole. But whoever first told the story
of the Temptation saw it as a whole. We have
therefore already drawn the inference that it was
first told by none other than Jesus Himself. And
by that inference we stand. There is nothing in
the Gospels that is more authentic.

But the story of the Temptation presupposes
the possession of supernatural powers. It all
turns on the question how those powers are to be
exercised. It not only implies the possession of
power to work such miracles as were actually
worked, but others even more remarkable from the
point of view of crude interference with the order
of nature. The story of the Temptation implies
that Jesus could have worked such miracles if He
had willed to do so; and the reason why He did
not work them was only because He did not will.

The keynote which is struck by the Tempta-
tion is sustained all through the sequel of the
history. We can see that the Life of Jesus was
what it was by an act of deliberate renunciation.
When He says, as the end draws near, * Thinkest
thou that I cannot beseech my Father, and he
shall even now send me more than twelve legions
of angels?' (Mt2653), the lesson holds good, not for
that moment alone, but for all that has preceded
it. The Public Ministry of Jesus wears the aspect
it does, not because of limitations imposed from
without, but of limitations imposed from within.

Here lies the paradox of the Miracles of Christ.
He seems at once to do them, and so to guard
against a possible misuse that it is as if He had
not done them. The common idea of miracles was
as a manifestation of Divine power. Jesus gave
the manifestation, and yet He seemed so to check
it from producing its natural effect that it is as
though it did not serve its purpose. β It really
serves His purpose, but not the purpose "which the
world both then and since has ascribed to Him.

(β) We have seen that the principles laid down
at the Temptation governed the whole public life
of Jesus. He steadily refused to work miracles
for any purely self-regarding end. If the fact that
He works miracles at all is a sympathetic adapta-
tion to the beliefs and expectations of the time,
those beliefs are schooled and criticized while they
are adopted (Mt 1239|| 16lf-, Jn 448), the element of
mere display, the element of self-assertion, even of
self-preservation, is eliminated from them. They
are studiously restricted to the purposes of the
mission.

Now this carefully restricted character in the
miracles of Jesus is unique in history. Among all
the multitude of wonders with which the faith, some-
times superstitious, but more often simply naive,
of the later Church adorned the lives of the saints,
there is nothing quite like it. We may say with
confidence that if the miracles of Jesus had been
no more than an invention, they would not have
been what they are. We can see in the evangel-
ists a certain dim half-conscious feeling of the
self-imposed limitations in the use of the super-
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natural by Christ. But we may be very sure that
they have this feeling, because the limitations
were inherent in the facts, not because they formed
part from the first of a picture which they were
constructing a priori,

(7) There are three kinds of restriction in the
miracles of our Lord. The limitation in the sub-
ject-matter of the miracles is one; the limitation in
the conditions under which they are wrought is
another (Mt 1358 || 1524·26); and the limitation in
the manner in which they are set before the world
is a third. In a number of cases, after a miracle
has been performed, the recipient is strictly
cautioned to maintain silence about it (Mk 184 | |
demoniacs, I44!! leper, 312 demoniacs, cf. Mt 1216,
Mk 736 deaf and dumb, δ26 blind). This hangs to-
gether with the manifest intention of Jesus to
correct not only the current idea of miracles, but
the current idea of the Messiah as one endowed
with supernatural power. If He was so endowed,
it was not that He might gather about Him
crowds and establish a carnal kingdom such as the
Jews expected.

This, too, is a very original feature. It is
certainly not one that the popular imagination
would create, because the motive to create it was
wanting. It is not to be supposed that the
popular imagination would first correct itself and
then embody the correction in a fictitious narra-
tive. Here again we are driven to the conclusion
that the narrative truly reflects the facts.

(δ) In yet another way do the accounts of the
miracles work in with the total picture of the Life
of Christ. They have a didactic value, which
makes them round off the cycle of the teaching.
This fact perhaps leaves some opening for the
possibility that here and there what was origin-
ally parable may in course of transmission have
hardened into miracle. An example of such a
possibility would be the withering of the Fig-tree
(Mk ll12"*4 20"25|| compared with Lk 136"9). But, on
the other hand, it is just as possible that parable
and miracle may stand side by side as a double
enforcement of the same lesson. The story of the
Temptation is proof that Jesus would not hesitate
to clothe His teaching in a form at once natural
and impressive to that generation, though it is less
so to ours. In this He only takes up a marked
characteristic of the OT Prophets.

(v.) Historical Necessity of Miracles.—The truth
is that the historian who tries to construct a
reasoned picture of the Life of Christ finds that
he cannot dispense with miracles. He is con-
fronted with the fact that no sooner had the Life
of Jesus ended in apparent failure and shame than
the great body of Christians—not an individual
here and there, but the mass of the Church—passed
over at once to the fixed belief that He was God.
By what conceivable process could the men of that
day have arrived at such a conclusion, if there had
been really nothing in His life to distinguish it
from that of ordinary men? We have seen that
He did not work the kind of miracles which they
expected. The miracles in themselves in any case
came short of their expectations. But this makes
it all the more necessary that there must have been
something about the Life, a broad and substantial
element in it, which they could recognize as super-
natural and divine—not that we can recognize, but
which they could recognize with the ideas of the
time. Eliminate miracles from the career of Jesus,
and the belief of Christians, from the first moment
that we have undoubted contemporary evidence of
it (say A.D. 50), becomes an insoluble enigma.

(vi.) Natural Congruity of Miracles.—And now,
if from the belief of the Early Church we turn to
the belief of the Church in our day, there a
different kind of congruity appears, but a con-

gruity that is no less stringent. If we still believe
that Christ was God, not merely on the testimony
of the Early Church, but on the proof afforded by
nineteen centuries of Christianity, there will be
nothing to surprise us in the phenomena of miracles.
* If the Incarnation was a fact, and Jesus Christ
was what He claimed to be, His miracles, so far
from being improbable, will appear the most
natural thing in the world. . . . They are so
essentially a part of the character depicted in the
Gospels, that without them that character would
entirely disappear. They flow naturally from a
Person who, despite His obvious humanity, im-
presses us throughout as being at home in two
worlds. . . . We cannot separate the wonderful
life, or the wonderful teaching, from the wonder-
ful works. They involve and interpenetrate and
presuppose each other, and form in their indis-
soluble combination one harmonious picture'
(Illingworth, Divine Immanence, pp. 88-90).

If we seek to express the rationale or inner
congruity of miracles in Biblical language, we
shall find this abundantly done for us in the
Gospel of St. John. Miracles arise from the in-
timate association of the Son with the Father in
the ordering of the universe, especially in all
that relates to the redemption of man. When
challenged by the Jews for healing a sick man
upon the Sabbath, Jesus replied, 'My Father
worketh even until now (i.e. since, and in spite of
the institution of the Sabbatical Rest), I am working
also' (Jn 517); the same law holds for the actions of
the Son as for the conservation of the universe.
And He goes on, * Verily, verily, I say unto you,
the Son can do nothing of himself, but what he
seeth the Father doing : for what things soever
he doeth, these the Son also doeth in like manner.
For the Father loveth the Son, and showeth him
all things that himself doeth: and greater works
than these wiJl he show him, that ye may marvel'
(ib. vv.19·20). Many other passages at once suggest
themselves to the same effect (Jn 335 828ί· 1410). The
Son is ' sent' by the Father, and He is invested
with full powers for the accomplishment of that
mission ; or rather with reference to it and for the
purpose of it, He and the Father are one (Jn 1030).

The sayings of this character are all from the
Fourth Gospel. But there is a near approach to
them in the well-known passage Mt II271| ('All
things have been delivered unto me of my Father');
and this does but form a natural climax to others,
which, without it, would seem to leave something
wanting and incomplete.

(vii.) The Unexplained Element in Miracles.—
When all the above considerations are borne in
mind, some may still think that there is a residuum
which is not wholly explained—not so much as to
the fact of miracles, or as to their congruity with
the Person of Jesus, but rather as to the method
of particular miracles in the form in which they
have come down to us. It is quite inevitable that
there should be such a residuum, which is only
another name for the irreducible interval which
must, when all is done, separate the reflective
science-trained intellect of the nineteenth century
from the naive chroniclers of the first. Jesus Him-
self would seem to have been not without a pre-
science that this would be the case. At any rate
there is a permanent significance, unexhausted by
the occasion which gave rise to it, in His reply to
the disciples of the Baptist, while appealing to
works which, however beneficent, would, He knew,
fail to realize all the Baptist's expectations:' Blessed
is he that shall find no scandal—or stumbling-
block—in me' (Mt II61|). There was doubtless
something left in the mind of John which he could
not perfectly piece together with the rest of such
mental outfit as he had. And so we may be sure
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that it will be in every age, though age after age
has only helped to strengthen the conviction that
the modes of thought of the Zeitgeist may and do
continually change, but that the worth for man of
the Person of Jesus does not change but is eternal.

LITERATURE.—Probably the best work in English at the present
moment on the presuppositions of the Gospel Miracles would be
Illingworth's Divine Immanence (1898), a sequel to his Bampton
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Jesus. He would like, however, to mention with gratitude,
Grounds of Theistic and Christian Belief, by Dr. G. P. Fisher
of Yale (New York, 1883; also pub. in London), a very clear
and temperate statement of the evidence for the Gospel
Miracles on older lines ; the chap, on Miracles in Dr. A. B.
Bruce, Chief End of Revelation (3rd ed. 1890); and three
short lectures, entitled The Supernatural in Christianity (by
Drs. Rainy, Orr, and Marcus Dods, in reply to Pfleiderer,
Edinb. 1894).

The most considerable attempt in English to construct
Christianity without Miracles is Dr. Edwin A. Abbott's The
Kernel and the Husk (1886), and The Spirit on the Waters
(1897). With this may be compared Dr. Salmon's Non-mir-
aculous Christianity (and other Sermons).

There are well - known systematic works on the Gospel
Miracles by the late Abp. Trench and Dr. A. B. Bruce.

C. MIDDLE OR CULMINATING PERIOD OF THE
ACTIVE MINISTRY.

Scene.—Galilee, with an excursion across the
northern border.

Time.—Passover to shortly before Tabernacles
A.D. 28.

Mt ΗΜδ3 5, Mk 614-950, Lk 9™, Jn 6.
This is a period of culminations, in which

the prophecy of Simeon begins to be conspicu-
ously fulfilled : * Behold, this child is set for
the falling and rising up of many in Israel,
and for a sign which is spoken against' (Lk
234). The main culminations are (i.) of the zeal
of the populace, followed by their disappoint-
ment and falling away ; (h.) the still greater
embitterment of the scribes and Pharisees;
(iii.) the awakening at last of a more intelli-
gent faith in the disciples, reaching its highest
point in St. Peter's confession; (iv.) the
Divine testimony to Jesus in the Transfigura-
tion ; (v.) the consciousness of victory virtually
won in Jesus Himself (Mt ll215'30, Lk 1017"24);
(vi.) at the same time He sees clearly, and
begins to announce the seeming but transient
catastrophe, the final humiliation and exalta-
tion, in which His work is to end.

The time of this period is clearly marked by
the occurrence of the Passover of the year A.D. 28
at its beginning, and the Feast of Tabernacles (in
October of the same year) at the end. It is prob-
able that within these six months all the salient
events referred to below may be included. The
place is, broadly speaking, Galilee, beginning with
the shores of tne lake (Jn 6); but in the course of
the period there falls a wider circuit than any
that had been hitherto taken. In this circuit Jesus
touched on, and probably crossed, the borders of
the heathen districts of Tyre and Sidon (Mk 724||);
He then turned eastwards through the neighbour-
hood of Ceesarea Philippi (Mk 827]|);; and He finally
returned to Capernaum, not directly, but after
taking a round to the east of the lake and through
Decapolis (Mk 781). The motive was probably not
so much on this occasion extended preaching as
to avoid the ferment excited among the population
of Central Galilee. Observe Mk 7M and the strict
injunctions of secrecy in Mk 7s6 S30 II 99||. If we
may follow our authorities (Mk 732ff* 8lff·llff·) there
was a certain amount of active work at the end of

the circuit; but Mt ll20ff· appears to maik the
practical close of the Galilaean ministry.

The greater part of this circuit lay within the
dominions, not of Herod Antipas, where Jesus had
hitherto mainly worked, but of his brother Philip.
Now we know that the hostility to Him was shared
by the Pharisees with the partisans of Herod (Mk
3° and p. 616a above; cf. also Mk 815). We have
also, but probably at a still later date, threats,
which if not actually made by Herod Antipas were
at least plausibly attributed to him (Lk 1331). In
any case, it is likely enough that intrigues were on
foot between the two allied parties of the Pharisees
and Herodians; and some writers, of whom Keim
may be taken as an example, have attributed to
these what they describe as a ' flight' on the part
of Jesus. They may have had something to do
with His retirement.

This division of our Lord's Life includes several
narratives (the Feedings of the Five and Four
Thousand, the Walking on the Water, the Trans-
figuration) which sound especially strange to
modern ears. We must repeat the warning, that
if a nineteenth cent, observer had been present he
would have given a different account of the occur-
rences from that which has come down to us. But
the mission of Jesus was to the first cent, and not
to the nineteenth. His miracles as well as His
teaching were adapted to the mental habits of those
to whom they were addressed. It is wasted in-
genuity to try, by rationalizing the narratives, to
translate them into a language more like our own.
Essential features in them are sure to escape in the
process. It should be enough to notice that the
narratives in question all rest on the very best
historical authority. Thev belong to the oldest
stratum of the evangelical tradition. And more
than this : if we suppose, as it is not unreasonable
to suppose, that the Feedings of the Five and of the
Four Thousand are different versions of the same
event, this would throw us back some way behind
even that oldest stratum ; because we should have
to allow an additional period of time for the two
versions to arise out of their common original (see
p. 626 sup.). This would carry us back to a time
when numbers must have been living by whom the
truth of that which is reported might be controlled.
In the case of the Feeding of the Five Thousand,
we have the confirmatory evidence of the Fourth
Gospel, which for those who believe the author to
have been an eye-witness must be little less than
decisive.

i. The Enthusiasm and Falling-away of the
Populace.—It was just before the Passover of the
year 28 that the impression which Jesus had made
on the people of Galilee seemed to reach its climax.
This was the result of what is commonly known
to us as the Feeding of the Five Thousand. The
fact that the Passover was so near at hand accounts
for a special gathering of pilgrims, or those pre-
paring for the journey, from the GaHlsean towns.
In such a mixed multitude there would doubtless
be many Zealots and enthusiastic expectants of the
deliverance of Israel.' The miracle convinces
these that they have at last found the leader of
whom they are in search. They are aware that
hitherto He had shown no signs of encouraging
the active measures which they desired: and there-
fore they hasten to seize the person of Jesus in
order to compel Him to put Himself at their head,
with or against His will. He, however, retires
from them; and their disappointment is complete
when on the next day the more determined among
them, after following Him at no little trouble into
the synagogue at Capernaum, find themselves put
off with what they would regard as a mystical and
unintelligible discourse. This is a turning-point in
what had been for some time a gathering move-
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ment on the part of many who were willing to see
in Jesus a Messiah such as they expected, but who
were baffled and drew back when they found the
ideal presented to them so different from their own.
And the crisis once past, every possible precaution
was taken to ensure that it should not recur (Mk
724· δβ 8301| 991|, as above).

Are the two Feedings of Mk 6»ο-4β || and Mk 81-9 |j to be re-
garded as two events or one ? Besides the general resemblance
between the two narratives, a weighty argument in favour of
the latter hypothesis is, that in the second narrative the dis-
ciples' question appears to imply that the emergency was some-
thing new. They could hardly have put this question as they
did if a similar event had happened only a few weeks before.
The different numbers are just what would be found in two
independent traditions. The decision will, however, depend
here (as in the instances noted above) on the degree of strict-
ness with which we interpret the narrative generally.

The discourse in the synagogue at Capernaum, Jn 62 6 '5 1,
works up to one of those profound truths which fixed them-
selves especially in the memory of the author of the Fourth
Gospel. It is not a direct reference to the Sacrament of the
Lord's Supper, but it is a preparatory statement of the deep
principle of which that Sacrament is the expression. We shall
have more to say on this head below (see p. 637).

ii. Widening Breach with the Pharisees. —
More than one incident occurs in this period
which points to the increasing tension of the re-
lations between Jesus and the Pharisees (Mk 811·15).
But the decisive passage is Mk 71"13!!, the severity
of which anticipates the denunciations of the last
Passover. In this Jesus cuts away root and branch
of the Pharisaic traditions and exposes their
essential immorality. From this time onwards the
antagonism is open and declared.

iii. The Climax of Faith apiong the Twelve; St.
Peter's Confession.—We have seen how the en-
thusiasm of the multitudes reached its climax
after the Feeding of the Five Thousand, but did
not recover from the rebuff which it then received,
and from that time more or less collapsed, until
it flamed up for a moment at the triumphal entry.
The Twelve were in a better position to enter into
the mind of their Master, and it was but natural
that they should be more steadfastly attached to
Η is person. Hence their faith survived the shocks
which it was continually receiving, and St. Peter
gave the highest expression which it had jet re-
ceived, when, in reply to a direct question, he
exclaimed, 'Thou art the Christ [the Son of the
Living God]' (Mt 1613-20||). Jesus marked His
sense of the significance of the confession by words
of warm commendation. He attributes it, indeed,
to a direct inspiration from Heaven. The value of
the confession stands out all the more clearly when
it is compared with the doubts of the Baptist (see
above, p. 615). We are not to suppose that St.
Peter had by any means as yet a full conception
of all that was implied in his own words. He
still did not understand what manner of Messiah
he was confessing; but his merit was, that in spite
of the rude shocks which his faith had been re-
ceiving, and in spite of all that was paradoxical
and enigmatical in the teaching and actions of
his Master, he saw through his perplexities the
gleams of a nature which transcended his experi-
ence, and he was willing to take upon trust what
he could not comprehend.

It would be out of place to attempt here to discuss the con-
flicting interpretations of the blessing pronounced upon St.
Peter. We can only say that although it is not adequate to
explain the blessing as pronounced upon the confession and
not upon St. Peter himself, it is nevertheless distinctly pro-
nounced upon St. Peter as confessing. It is in the fact that
there is at last one who, in the face of all difficulties, recog-
nizes from his heart that Jesus is what He is, that the first
stone, as it were, of the Church is laid: other stones will be
built upon and around it, and the edifice will rise day by day,
but the beginning occurs but once, and the beginning of the
Christian Church occurred then. It is not to detract from the
merit of St. Peter — which so far as the building up of the
Church is concerned was as high as human merit could be—if
we interpret the blessing upon him in the light of 1 Co 3H.

The Church has but one foundation, in the strict sense, Jesue
Christ. It was precisely to this that St. Peter's confession
pointed. But that confession was the first of all like confessions ;
and in that respect might well be described as the first block of
stone built into the edifice.

iv. The Culminating Point in the Missionary
Labours of Jesus.—God seeth not as man seeth.
To the average observer, even to one who was
acquainted with St. Peter's confession, it would
seem to be the solitary point of light in the midst
of disappointment and failure. A retrospect of
the Gafilsean ministry seemed to show little but
hard-heartedness, ingratitude, and unbelief (Jn
1237-40) Q u r Lo r ( j HimSeif c a n o n iy denounce woe
upon the cities which enjoyed most of His presence
(Mt 112°-24||). And yet about the same time two
sayings are recorded which mark a deep inward
consciousness of success. The ministry which
might seem to be in vain was not really in vain,
but potential and in promise; to the eye which
saw into the future as well as into the present, and
which looked into the inmost counsels of the
Father, the crisis might even be regarded as past.
One of these sayings is Lk 1018. The success of
the disciples in casting out demons draws from
Jesus the remark that the power of the prince of
darkness is broken. And about the same time, as
if ingratitude and opposition counted for nothing,
He pours out His thanks to the Father : ' I thank
thee, Ο Father, Lord of heaven and earth, that
thou didst hide these things from the wise and
understanding, and didst reveal them unto babes :
yea, Father, for so it was well-pleasing in thy
sight' (Mt H25f-||). The next verse in both Gospels
contains the clearest expression in the Synoptics
of that sense of oneness with the Father which is
brought out so pointedly in Jn. And the verses
which follow in Mt are that wonderful invitation :
4 Come unto me,' etc. He who understands this
group of sayings has found his way to the heart of
Christianity.

v. The Transfiguration.—To the confession of
the apostle and to the words of thanksgiving,
which are also words of serene contentment and
inward assurance, there was not wanting an out-
ward Divine sanction. This was given in the
scene which is known to us as the Transfiguration
(Mk 92"8||). The narrative of the Transfiguration
reminds us, in more ways than one, of those of the
Baptism and Temptation. Once again the apostles
hear words which seem to come from Heaven con-
firming the mission of their Master. At the same
time they see a vision which brings out the signifi-
cance of that mission in a way for which as yet
they can hardly have been prepared. The appear-
ance of Moses and Elijah by the side of, and as it
were ministering to, Jesus, symbolized the Law and
the Prophets as leading up to and receiving their
fulfilment in the Gospel.

It is impossible not to see the appropriateness of this Divine
testimony to the mission of Jesus occurring just where it does.
That unique relationship of the Son to the Father, which forma
the constant background of the narrative of the Fourth Gospel,
and is not less the background—real, if not so apparent—of
the Synoptics, could not but assert itself from time to time. And
what time could be fitter for a clear pronouncement of it than
this, when outward circumstances were for the most part so
discouraging, and when the prospect was becoming every day
nearer and more certain of the fatal and terrible end ? If the
Son must needs go down into the valley of the shadow of death,
the Father's face will shine upon Him for a moment before He
enters it with a brightness which will not be obscured.

As bearing upon the essentially historical character of the
narrative, however difficult and even impossible it may be for ue
to reconstruct its details in such a way that we could be said to
understand them, note (1) the significance of the appearance of
Moses and Elijah at a time when that significance can have been
but very imperfectly apprehended by the disciples, and when
there was absolutely nothing to suggest such an idea to them;
and (2) the Transfiguration comes within the cycle of events in
regard to which a strict silence was to be observed. This
striking and peculiar stamp of genuineness was not wanting to
it. We may note also (3) the random speech of St. Peter (Mk 95||)
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as a little graphic and authentic touch which had not been
forgotten.

It might be supposed that the enlargements in Lk 93lf· were
merely editorial, but, like not a few added details in this Gospel,
they become more impressive upon reflexion. The other evan-
gelists throw no light upon the subject of the converse between
the glorified figures; Luke alone says that they ' spake of his
decease which he was about to accomplish at Jerusalem.' This
was, we may be sure, the subject which deeply occupied the
mind of Jesus at this time ; and it is hardly less certain that the
particular aspect of it which would be most present to Him
would be its relation to the prophetic Scriptures of OT (and the
Law also had its prophetic side). We might expect an appear-
ance of Isaiah rather than Elijah; but Elijah was the typical
prophet, and the Jews expected his appearing (cf. Wetstein on
Mt 173). The other peculiar detail in Lk, t h a t ' Peter and they
that were with him were heavy with sleep,' may well seem
confirmatory of the view (e.g.) of Weiss and Beyschlag, that the
scene was presented to the three apostles in divinely caused
vision.

vi. The Prophecies of Death and Resurrection.—
The period we are describing is a kind of water-
shed, which marks not only the summit of the
ascent but the beginning of the descent. We have
seen how this was the case with the enthusiasm of
the multitude: it was also the case with Christ
Himself. The confession of St. Peter was imme-
diately followed, and the Transfiguration both
preceded and followed, by distinct prophecies of the
fatal end which was to close His ministry — an
end fatal in the eyes of men, but soon to be can-
celled by His resurrection. As these prophecies will
meet us again in the next period, to which they
give its dominant character, we will reserve the
discussion of them till then.

D. CLOSE OF THE ACTIVE PERIOD·, THE
MESSIANIC CRISIS IN VIEW.

Scene.— Judaea (Jn 710ff· II54) and Penea (Mk ΙΟ1!!,
Jn 1040).

Time.—Tabernacles A.D. 28 to Passover A.D. 29.
Mt ΙΘ^Ο34, Mk 10, Lk 951-1928 (for the

most part not in chronological order), Jn

In this period we may note more particu-
larly (i.) the peculiar section of St. Luke's
Gospel which might on a superficial view
seem to be placed in this period; (ii.) that
portion of the Johannean narrative which
really belongs to i t ; (iii.) the general char-
acter of our Lord's Teaching at this time;
(iv.) in particular, the prophecies of Death
and Resurrection; and (v.) the hints which
are given of a special significance attaching
to these events.

The time of this period extends from the Feast
of Tabernacles in A.D. 28 to the Passover of A.D. 29.
There is more difficulty in mapping out the distri-
bution of its parts topographically. We have
some clear landmarks if we follow the guidance of
the Fourth Gospel. The events of the section
Jn TMO21 partly belong to the Fea,st of Taber-
nacles and in part follow at no great interval after
it. We have again in Jn 1022 a clear indication
of time and place, the Feast of Dedication at
Jerusalem. This would be towards the end of
December. After that, Jesus withdrew beyond
Jordan to the place where * John was at the first
baptizing' (Jn 1040). Here He made a lengthened
stay, and it was from hence that He paid His visit
to JBethany for the raising of Lazarus. Then He
again retired to a city called Ephraim on the edge
of the wilderness north-east of Jerusalem, where
He remained until the Jews began to gather
together to attend the Passover (Jn II85). We
have thus a fairly connected narrative extend-
ing from the beginning of the year to the Passover
of A.D. 29, the scene of which is in part Judaea and
in part Peraea. We have also a fixed point cover-
ing, perhaps, about a fortnight in the latter half
of October and localized at Jerusalem. But what
of the seven or eight weeks which separate this

from the Feast of Dedication ? Is it probable that
Jesus returned to Galilee and continued His
ministry there ? It does not seem so. The solemn
and deliberate leave-taking from Galilee is not
likely to have been so broken. The principal
objection to this view would be that the secret
and unexpected visit to Jerusalem at the Feast of
Tabernacles does not seem consistent with the
solemnity of this leave-taking. We may, how-
ever, suppose that the Galilsean ministry was
practically complete before this date, and that
strong expressions like those of Lk 951, if they are
to be taken as they stand, refer to one of the later
journeys.

i. The so-called Percean Ministry. — There is a
long section of St. Luke's Gospel, Lk 951-1834,
which has been often treated as a single whole and
as containing the record of a special ministry,
identified with the last journey towards Jerusalem,
and having for its scene the lands beyond the
Jordan. This is based upon the fact that the
beginning of the section coincides with Mk 101,
Mt 191, and that the end of it brings us to the
approach to Jericho (Lk 1835). It is true that
some part of the time preceding the last Passover
was spent in Peraea. We know this on the joint
testimony of the other Synoptists and St. John
(Mk 101, Mt 191, Jn 1040). But to suppose that
the whole section must be localized there is to
misunderstand the structure and character of St.
Luke's Gospel. It is far more probable that he
has massed together a quantity of material derived
from some special source to which he had access,
and which could not be easily fitted into the
framework supplied to him by St. Mark.

When we come to examine these materials in detail, it would
seem probable that they belong to very different periods in our
Lord's ministry. Some incidents, for instance, appear to assume
those easier relations to the Pharisees which we have seen to be
characteristic of the earlier period (Lk 1137 [but not vv.42-54]
14 l f f). It would be natural also to refer to this or the middle
period the three parables of ch. 15 (Weiss, Leben Jessuy i. 507).
On the other hand, some of the incidents are practically dated
by their coincidence with the other Gospels; while others, like
the severer denunciations of the Pharisees and eschatological
sections such as Lk 1322-301720-188, are referred to the later period
by their subject-matter. It would be wrong to lay too much
stress on mere symmetry; but when a natural sequence sug-
gests itself, it may be accepted as having such probability as can
be attained. The document which St. Luke is using in this
part has preserved for us discourses of the utmost value, and it
is largely to them that the Gospel owes its marked individuality.

ii. The Johannean Narrative of this Period.—
The historical value of the Fourth Gospel comes
out strongly in this period. Rarely has any
situation been described with the extraordinary
vividness and truth to nature of ch. 7 (see esp.
V V i 11-15.25-27.31.32.40-52). N o t less g r a p h i c a r e t h e
details of ch. 9; and there is marked precision
in the statements of Jn l022f-40f· ll54'57. We note
a special intimacy with what passes in the inner
counsels of the Sanhedrin (Jn 747"52 II47-83). This
intimate knowledge might have been derived
through Nicodemus or through the connexion
hinted at in Jn 1815.* But, apart from the peculiar
verisimilitude of these details, some such activity
as that described in these chs. is required to
explain the great catastrophe which followed. It
is impossible that Jesus should have been so much
a stranger to Judsea and Jerusalem as the Synoptic
narrative would at first sight seem to make Him.
For the steps which lead up to the end we must go
to St. John.

iii. The general Character of the Teaching of
this Period.—There are no doubt portions of the
teaching of this period preserved in the Synoptics.
But except those contained in Mk 101"481| they are
difficult to identify with certainty. For the greater

* The theory of Delff has been mentioned above (p. 614 sup.) ;
but it turns too much upon a single set of data, and leads to an
arbitrary dissection of the Gospel.
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part of our knowledge of it we are indebted to St.
John, and we may observe that the teaching now
begins to take a new character. Hitherto it has
been mainly concerned with the nature of the
Kingdom; henceforward greater stress is laid on
the person of the King. We have already noted
the remarkable verse Mt II271| 'All things have
been delivered unto me of my Father: and no one
knoweth the Son save the Father; neither doth
any know the Father save the Son, and he to
whomsoever the Son willeth to reveal him.' This
verse may be said to represent the text which the
discourses in St. John set in various lights. We
have now the self-revelation of the Son as the
central life - giving and light - giving force of
humanity. As He is the living Bread (Jn 6), so
is He the living Water (Jn 737ί·); He is the Light
of the world (Jn 812 95); He is the Good Shepherd
(Jn 1011), the Resurrection and the Life (Jn II2 5).
If we suppose that these discourses were really
held, we shall understand better than we could do
otherwise the state of Christian thought which
meets us when we open the first surviving Epistles
of St. Paul.

iv. The Prophecies of Death and Resurrection.—
From the time of St. Peter's confession Jesus began
in set terms to foretell that His mission would end
in His death, soon, however, to be followed by His
resurrection (Mk 8311|). At the moment of His
highest triumph, marked by the Transfiguration,
the same solemn prediction is repeated (Mk 931),
and again yet a third time towards the end of
the period with which we are now dealing (Mk
1032"34!!).

(a) Even an ordinary observer might have seen
that the signs of the times were ominous. St.
Peter's confession showed no more than one ad-
herent whose fervid faith might be supposed
capable of resisting a pressure of life or death.
Herod Antipas and his faction were hostile. The
Pharisees were yet more hostile, and their bitter-
ness was growing every day. Within the period
before us two deliberate attempts were made on
the life of Jesus (Jn 859 1039). And with the
certainty t h a t the course on which He was bent
would include nothing to conciliate these antagon-
isms, it was clear where they would end.

(b) But the foresight of Jesus took a wider
range than this. He had laid i t down as a
principle that i t was the fate of prophets to be
persecuted (Mt 51 2 23 s 4·3 7). In particular, He had
before Him the example of the Baptist, whose fate
He associated with His own (Mk 912f-||).

(c) But there was a deeper necessity even than
this. At the Betrayal, to him who drew sword
in His defence Jesus replied calmly, * How then
should the Scriptures be fulfilled, that thus it
must b e ? ' And this is His consistent language
(comp. Lk 24 2 5 f · 4 4 · 4 6 etc.). The mind of Jesus
was steeped in the ancient prophecies. He had
Himself, as we have seen, deliberately fused the
conception of the conquering Messiah with that of
the Suffering Servant of Jehovah, and He as
deliberately went the way to fulfil these prophe-
cies in His own person. There was nothing acci-
dental about His Death. He ' set his face stead-
fastly ' on the road which led to it.

{d) When we look into its lessons we are carried
even behind the fulfilment of prophecy. We shall
have to speak presently of the extraordinary
novelty of the turn which Christ gave to His
mission. Others had conquered by the exercise
of force; He was the first to set Himself to con-
quer by weakness, patience, non-resistance. And
the natural and inevitable consummation of this
new method of conquest was Death.

(e) In all this He was carrying out, and knew
that He was carrying out, the Will of the Father.

It was conceivable that that Will might have yet
ulterior objects even beyond those, deep enough
as we might think, whicn we have been consider-
ing. That Jesus ascribed to His Death such an
ulterior object we are led to believe by the way in
which He speaks of it. The two places in which
He does so must next engage our attention.

v. Significance of the Death of Jesus.—The first
of the passages to which allusion has just been
made is Mk 1045|| 'For verily the Son of Man
came not to be ministered unto, but to minister,
and to give his life a ransom for many.' We
observe here that Jesus brings His Death under
the category of service, and regards it as the
climax of a life of service. This is one way of
stating the great paradox to which we have just
alluded. The kings of the Gentiles exercise lord-
ship over their subjects; but such was not to be
the ambition of the disciples of Christ; rather the
very opposite ; and it was Christ Himself who set
them the example. At the end of the avenue
stood a cross, and the Saviour of men walked up
to it as if it had been a crown. It is a question of
pressing interest how much farther we may go
than this: is the λύτρον αντί πολλών to be in-
terpreted by the απολύτρωσα and ίλαστήρων of
Ro 324f#, and by the language of other similar
passages? By itself we could not say that it
compelled such an interpretation; but there is
nothing forced in supposing that the early Church
knew and followed the mind of its Founder. In
that case we should have reason to think that
Jesus Himself had hinted at the sacrificial char-
acter of His Death, and that He too regarded it as
propitiatory.

If this passage suggests a sacrificial aspect of
one kind, the other is more explicit in bringing
out sacrificial associations of another. All the
extant accounts of the institution of the Eucharist
connect the Blood shed upon the Cross with the
founding of a ' [new] Covenant.' This is certainly
an allusion to the inauguration of the first Covenant
with sacrifice (cf. Ex 244"8, He 918"23), and the
Death of Christ is clearly regarded as the Sacrifice
inaugurating the second (see below, p. 638).

In other words, the momentous question came
before the mind of Jesus whether the New Dis-
pensation which He was founding was or was not
like the Old in including the idea of Sacrifice.
He deliberately answered that it was. And He
deliberately foresaw, and as deliberately accepted
the consequence, that the Sacrifice of this New
Dispensation could be none other than the Sacri-
fice of Himself.

That which gives this particular Death a value
which no other death could have had is (a) the fact
that it is the Death of the Messiah, of One whose
function it is to be the Saviour of His people, and
whose Death like His Life must in some way enter
into the purpose of the whole scheme of salvation ;
and (β) the further fact that although the Death
is a necessity in the sense that it was required for
the full development of God's gracious purpose, it
was nevertheless a purely voluntary act on the part
of the Son, an expression of that truly filial spirit in
which He made the whole of the Father's purpose
His own. 'The good Shepherd layeth down his
life for the sheep. . . . Therefore doth the Father
love me, because I lay down my life, that I may
take it again. No one taketh it away from me,
but I lay it down of myself. I have power to lay
it down, and I have power to take it again. This
commandment received I from my Father' (Jn
ΙΟ11· 17ί·). It follows (7) that however much it may
be right to conceive of the Death of Christ as a
Sacrifice, and a sacrifice which has for its object
the'remission of sins' (Mt 26<28), we must not in
connexion with it set the justice of God against
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His mercy, or think of Him as really turning away
His face from the Son of His love.

LITERATURE.—The subject of these last two sections not only
comes into the field of New Testament Theology in general
and treatises (like Wendt's and others named above) on the
Teaching of Christ, but it necessarily occupies a prominent
place in discussions of the Doctrine of the Atonement. Among
these may be mentioned especially Hitachi's Recht/ertigung
u. Versohnung, vol. ii. of which goes elaborately into the exegesis
of the leading passages (ed. 2, 1882), and a recent treatise by
Kahler, Zur Lehre von der Versohnung (Leipzig, 1898), which
gives prominence to the relation of the doctrine to the Life of
Christ. A lengthy monograph by Schwartzkopff deals directly
with our Lord's predictions of His Passion (Die Weissagungen
Jesu Christi von seinem Tode, u.s.w., Gottingen, 1895); and
• Christ's Attitude to His Death' is the title of some striking
articles by Dr. A. M. Fairbairn in Expos. 1896, ii., and 1897, i.

E. THE MESSIANIC CRISIS : THE TRIUMPHAL
ENTRY, THE LAST TEACHING, PASSION, DEATH,
RESURRECTION, ASCENSION.

Scene.—Mainly in Jerusalem.
Time.—Six days before Passover to ten days

before Pentecost A.D. 29.
Mt 211-2820, Mk ΙΡ-Ιβ 8 [vv.9"20 an early

addition], Lk 1929-2452, Jn 121-21as.
This series of momentous events has natu-

rally furnished much matter for discussion
and controversy, some of it verv recent.
(i.) Our first duty will be to sketch rapidly
the course of the events with special reference
to the motives of the human actors in them,
(ii.) We must consider the debated points in
the chronology of the last week, (iii.) We
shall have to discuss the eschatological
teaching which the Synoptists place in this
period, (iv.) A number of points, critical
and doctrinal, will meet us in connexion
with the Last Supper, (v.) We shall have
in like manner to consider both the attesta-
tion and the significance of the crowning event
of all, the Resurrection. This will include
some discussion of the Appearances which
followed. Lastly (vi.), as our subject is the
Life of Christ and not the Gospels, we must,
even though in so doing we cross the threshold
of St. Luke's * second treatise,' follow the
steps of the Master to His Ascension,

i. The Action and the Actors. — Our four
Gospels, taken together, in part convey and in
part suggest a view at once clear and probable of
the course of events which led to the Crucifixion,
and of the motives which impelled the several
actors in them. We have seen that the Fourth
Gospel is needed to explain the heightened enmity
which had so tragic an issue. A residence in
Jerusalem and Bethany of four days would not
be enough to account for the overtures to Judas.
The events of the Feast of Tabernacles, the Feast
of Dedication, and the Raising of Lazarus, with
the knowledge that Jesus had been teaching and
making disciples at no great distance from Jeru-
salem, supply what is wanted. And in the case of
the Last Week the touches which the Fourth
Gospel adds to its predecessors supplement them
effectively.

[a) The Populace.—In the Triumphal Entry we
seem to see a gleam once more of the enthusiasm
which had followed the Feeding of the Five
Thousand. It was probably quite as superficial.
We may imagine the crowd made up in part of
those who had been impressed by recent teaching
beyond the Jordan or in Jerusalem itself, or by
the news of the still more striking miracle
wrought upon Lazarus: besides these, there
would doubtless be a contingent of pilgrims
from more distant Galilee, the remnant of the
crowds who had at one time or another followed
Jesus there. But it would be too much to expect
that all, or even many of these, had acquired, an
intelligent insight into the character of Him whom

they were cheering. They were still in the
twilight of their old Jewish expectations. They
supposed that the moment had at last come when
the hopes which they cherished would be realized,
and when before the crowds assembled for the
Passover Jesus would at last put Himself forward
as the Leader for whom they were waiting.
Nothing, however, came of this seeming appeal
to their enthusiasm. A few discourses in the
temple, partly levelled against the religious
authorities they were most accustomed to rever-
ence, but containing not a word of incitement
against the Romans, and that was all. What
wonder if their enthusiasm died away, and if in
some of the fiercer among them it changed to
bitter and angry disappointment! Doubtless some
of these Zealots mingled with those who cried
* Crucify him, crucify him' ; it was natural that
they should prefer one of their own trade, like
Barabbas; but the crowds in Jerusalem at Pass-
over time were so great that many of these
fanatics may have had no personal acquaintance
with Jesus at all. The choice between Jesus and
Barabbas would seem to them a choice between a
mock leader, a dreamer of dreams, who offered
them nothing but words, and a true son of the
people who had shown himself ready to grip the
sword in the good cause.

(b) The Traitor. — It is possible that Judas
Iscariot may have shared something of these
feelings. In the lists of the apostles he is usually
named next to a Zealot. The long course of train-
ing which he had undergone may have failed to
purge his mind of the carnal expectations of his
countrymen. It may have been a sudden access
of disappointment, greater than ever before, be-
cause the hopes by which it had been preceded
had been greater, which impelled him to seek his
interview with the members of the Sanhedrin.
It has even been suggested that he did what he
did in order to compel his Master to declare Him-
self, and with the belief that He would at last
exert for the deliverance of the nation the super-
natural powers with which He was endowed. For
this we have no sufficient warrant; and we are
told expressly (Jn 126 RV text and most Comms.)
that Judas was guilty of petty pilfering from the
common fund, and therefore may infer that he
was accessible to the temptations of avarice.
Still, few men act from motives that they cannot
at least make plausible to themselves : so that a
mixture of obstinate and misguided patriotism is
more probable than pure malignity. If Judas had
not been at least capable of better things, it is not
likely that he would have been chosen to be one of
the Twelve.

(c) The Pharisees.—By this time between Jesus
and the Pharisees there is open war. Insidious
questions are still put to Him, but only in order
to * ensnare him in his talk ' (Mt 2215||). And on
His side Jesus replied to their treachery by the
sternest denunciations. It need not be supposed
that all * scribes and Pharisees' were equally
the object of these. We know that Nicodemus
and Joseph of Arimathsea were members of the
Sanhedrin; we do not know that they belonged
to the party of the Pharisees, but we cannot
doubt that there were some Pharisees like-minded
with them ; just as we learn from the Acts that
after the Resurrection a number of the ' priests'
(Ac 67) and at least some Pharisees {ib. 155) became
Christians.

{d) The Sadducees. —With the last week of our
Lord's life, or rather, if we may trust St. John, as
far back as the Feast of Tabernacles (Jn Ι46), Ά
new party comes into prominence. The Sanhedrin
begins to take official action against Jesus; and,
although the Pharisees had some footing in that
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body, its policy was more determined by the Sad-
ducees, to whom belonged most of the * chief
priests,' and in particular Caiaphas, the acting
nigh priest, and his yet more influential father-
in-law and predecessor Annas. As against Jesus
the two parties of Pharisees and Sadducees acted
together, but their motives were different. The
Pharisees were jealous for their authority and
traditions, which were openly assailed. The Sad-
ducees themselves rejected these traditions,—they
were selfish politicians, who played their own
game. Their motto was quieta non movere. They
dreaded any kind of disturbance which might give
the Romans an excuse to take the power out of
their hands (cf. Jn II4 8). It is curious to note
how from this time onwards the bitterest opposi-
tion comes from the Sadducees, while leading
Pharisees are neutral or even favourable (Ac 5S4"S^
239).

(e) Pilate.—The position of things is this. The
Jews (i.e. primarily the Sanhedrin) were bent upon
bringing about the death of Jesus. Now they
themselves had not the power of life and death
(Jn 1831). According to the Talmud, they lost it
forty years before the destruction of Jerusalem,
which would be about this very time. It is prob-
able, however, that they did not long continue to
possess it after the annexation of Judaea by the
Komans. This being the case, they could only
act through the instrumentality of the Roman
governor. This necessitated the putting forward
of different reasons from those that really weighed
with themselves. Rather we should say that
there were really three sets of reasons: (1.) The
real motive of the Sanhedrin was jealousy of its
own authority,—on the part of the Sadducees fear
of disturbance, on the part of the Pharisees re-
sentment of the attacks upon themselves and
their traditions, and with some of the most
patriotic among them perhaps disgust at a Mes-
siah who was not a Messiah in any sense which
they could comprehend. (ii.) The ostensible
reason, which with some may have been sincere
enough, was the charge of blasphemy against God.
This charge they tried to bring home, but for a
time could not (Mk 1459||), until at last they caught
at the confession of Jesus Himself. On the
strength of this He was condemned (Mk 1462*64).
(iii.) This charge, however, was not one which
they could bring before the governor, and there-
fore they changed their ground. St. Luke, who
in all these scenes draws upon special and good
information, states the accusation with more pre-
cision than the other Synoptists. * We found this
man perverting our nation, and forbidding to give
tribute to Csesar, and saying that he himself is
Christ a king' (or ' an anointed king,' RVm ; Lk
232).

With this charge it is that the leaders of the
Sanhedrin come before Pilate. Pilate has the
rough Roman sense of justice, and he feels that
the charge is not proved. He sees no evidence
that Jesus is really a formidable conspirator, or
even a conspirator at all against the State. He
therefore desires to release Him; but the Jews
insist, the leaders being backed by the clamour of
the crowd. The Sanhedrists know the weak point
in Pilate's armour, and they fasten upon i t : 'If
thou release this man, thou art not Caesar's friend :
every one that maketh himself a king speaketh
against Caesar' (Jn 1912, a most lifelike touch).
For themselves they protest their loyalty, 'We
have no king but Caesar' (Jn 1916). For many of
the Sanhedrin, Pharisees as well as Sadducees,
this would be true, and those for whom it was not
would discreetly hold their peace. To this pressure
Pilate in the end gives way, washing his hands of
the responsibility. He might have taken a nobler

— A
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course, but he felt insecure of his position ; he
knew that the Jews had matter of just complaint
against him ; and sooner than face their malice,
with the inconveniences which it might cause, he
let them have their will.

LITERATURE.— With this section may be compared two works
of imagination : Dr. Edwin A. Abbott, Philochristus, London,
1878 ; and As Others Saw Him, London, 1895 (written from a
Jewish point of view, but sympathetic and instructive). Also
Chwolson, Das letzte Passamahl Christi, etc., St. Petersburg,
1892, Anhang : ' Das Verhaltniss d. Pharisaer, Sadducaer u.
der Juden uberhaupt zu Jesus Christus1 (minimizing the
opposition of the Pharisees, and laying the blame upon the
Sadducees [Jewish, but written with much special know-
ledge]).

ii. The Chronology of the Last Week. — ι
number of chronological difficulties meet us i
the narrative of this Last Week. (1) The prima
facie view would certainly be that the Anointing
at Bethany was placed by Mark two days (Mk 141)
and by John six days (Jn 121) before the Passover.
(2) The common opinion is that the Crucifixion
took place on a Friday, and the Last Supper on
the evening of Thursday; but it has also been
argued that the two events took place on Thurs-
day and Wednesday. (3) There is a much larger
division of opinion as to the date of the Crucifixion
in the Jewish calendar, and the relation of the
Last Supper to the Paschal Meal. The Synoptists
seem to identify the two, whereas St. John ex-
pressly places the Last Supper before the Passover,
and would make the Crucifixion fall on Nisan 14.
(4) The authorities also appear to differ as to the
time of day occupied by the Crucifixion. Accord-
ing to Mk 1525 the time of the Crucifixion itself
was the 'third hour' ( = 9 a.m.); according to Jn
1914 the trial was not quite over by the ' sixth
hour' (=noon), and therefore the Crucifixion was
still later.

Of these discrepancies No. 2 need not detain us.
The view that the Crucifixion took place upon a
Thursday is almost peculiar to Dr. Westcott
{Introd. to the Study of the Gospels, p. 322, ed. 3).
It turns upon a pressing of the phrase ' three days
and three nights' in Mt 1240, along with the proba-
bility of confusion between ' preparation for the
Passover' and the more ordinary use of the word
in the sense of ' preparation for the Sabbath' (i.e.
Friday). The phrasing of Mt 2762 is somewhat
peculiar, but not really less so on this way of
reckoning than the other, because the day de-
scribed as the 'morrow after the Preparation'
would be itself the weekly παρασκευή. And Mt 1240

is due only to the evangelist, and is not supported
by the other authorities. [On the length of the
interval between the Crucifixion and the Kesurrec-
tion see esp. art. CHRONOLOGY OF NT in this
Diet. i. 410*· (with Field, Ot. Norv. iii. p. 7, there
referred to), and Wright, NT Problems, p. 159 if.].

No. 1 is commonly removed by treating the note
of time in Mk 141!! as referring to the events of
vv. 1·2· 1 0·u and not to the intervening narrative of
vv.3"9. In support of this, Meyer-Weiss (ed. 8, ad
loc.) points to analogous cases of intrusive matter
in Mk 322"30 410"25 614'29 725"30. On the other hand,
M'Clellan (Gospels, p. 472 f.) restricts the applica-
tion of Jn 121 to the arrival at Bethany, which,
according to him, was on the afternoon of Friday,
Nisan 8. The Anointing he would place on the
evening of Tuesday, Nisan 12. Either view is pos-
sible, and neither can be verified. If we think
that the fourth evangelist deliberately corrects
his predecessors, we shall probably give the prefer-
ence to him. On such a point Mark is not a first-
hand authority, and the connexion between his
placing of the .Betrayal and of the Anointing may
well be loose.

As to (4) the difference in regard to the hour of
the Crucifixion, attempts have been made with
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some persistence to prove that St. John used a
different mode of reckoning time from that in
common use. The writer of this was at one time
inclined to look with favour on these attempts. If
the premiss could be proved, the data would work
out satisfactorily. But, in view of the arts, by Mr.
J. A. Cross in Class. Rev. 1891, p. 245 ff., and by
Prof. Ramsay in Expositor, 1893, ι. 216 ff., it must
definitely be said that the major premiss cannot
be proved, and that the attempt to reconcile the
two statements on this basis breaks down (cf. also
Wright, Problems, p. 149ff.)·

The ancient solution of the difficulty was to suppose a corrup-
tion (F for Γ, or vice versa) of the text, more often in Jn than
in Mk ; and rightly, because in Mk there are three several notes
of time (Mk 151Η 25.33||) which hang together. So Eus. ad
Marinum, with a group of MSS scholia (vid. Tisch. on Jn 1914),
etc. This solution is accepted by Mr. Wright (op. cit. p. 156 ff.),
and it may conceivably hold good.

Prof. Ramsay lays stress rather on the rough and approximate
way in which the ancients used the reckoning by hours. It
must be remembered that an ' hour' with them was a twelfth
part of daylight, and not a fixed space of 60 measured minutes,
as with us. If the two statements had been inverted—if Mk
1525 had described the end of the trial and Jn 1914 the raising of
the cross—this elasticity might have amply covered both. As
the two passages stand, it hardly does so.

We may ask ourselves whether, supposing that the slaughter
of the Paschal lambs began at 3 p.m. (the time of slaughter is
given as 3-5 p.m. by Jos. BJ vi. ix. 3), there would not be a
rather strong temptation on typological grounds to fix the
moment of the death of the Messiah at that hour. The other
notes of time would naturally be conformed to this. But, on
the other hand, St. John's * sixth hour' seems inconveniently
late for the events which have to be compressed between it and
the evening. The whole question must be left open. There is
a choice of possibilities, but nothing more.

Can we get beyond a similar choice on the last
and most important point (3), the discrepancy as
to the day of the month of the Crucifixion and of
the Last Supper ? Perhaps not.

It is the Last Supper which the Synoptists
appear to fix by identifying it with the Passover.
They say expressly that on the morning of the
'first day of unleavened bread, when they sacri-
ficed the Passover' (Mk 14121|), the disciples asked
where the Passover was to be eaten. This would
be on the morning of Nisan 14. In the evening,
which from twilight onwards would belong to
Nisan 15, would follow the Last Supper, and on
the next afternoon (still, on the Jewish reckoning,
Nisan 15) the Crucifixion. St. John, on the other
hand, by a number of clear indications (Jn 131 1828

1914· 31) implies that the Last Supper was eaten
before the time of the regular Passover, and that
the Lord suffered on the afternoon of Nisan 14,
about the time of the slaying of the Paschal
lambs.

We are thus left with a conflict of testimony;
and the question is, on which side the evidence is
strongest. Now, if we are to believe a very com-
petent Jewish archaeologist, Dr. Chwolson, the
Synoptists begin with an error. · From the Mosaic
writings down to the Book of Jubilees (cap. 49),
Philo, Josephus, the Palestinian Targum ascribed
to Jonathan ben Uziel, the Mishnah, the Talmud,
the Rabbinical writings of the Middle Ages, in-
deed down to the present day, the Jews have
always understood by the phrase riix$n inb |ί#ίπ D'V
" the first day of the feast of unleavenei bread,"
only the 15th, and not the 14th' {Das letzte Passa-
mahl Christi u. der Tag seines Todes, p. 3 f.); so
that it would be a contradiction in terms to say
with Mk 14121| 'on the first day of unleavened
bread, when they sacrificed the Passover.' It is,
however, only right to add that Chwolson's
assertion is denied by another very good authority,
Dr. Schurer, ThL, 1893, col. 182. [Schurer does
not directly meet the statement that where the
feast of Unleavened Bread is represented as extend-
ing over eight days, the days intended are Nisan
l#-£2, not 14-21.*].

• It is worth noting that the Gospel of Peter agrees with the

Waiving this point, however, for the present,
we observe (after Chwolson, but cf. Authorship o)
the Fourth Gospel, 1872, p. 206 f. etc.) that the
Synoptists make the Sanhedrin say beforehand
that they will not arrest Jesus ' on the feast day,'
and then actually arrest Him on that day ; that
not only the guards, but one of the disciples (Mk
14471|) carries arms, which on the feast day was
not allowed; that the trial was also held on the
feast day, which would be unlawful (on these
points see Chwolson, op. cit. p. 6 if.); that the
feast day would not be called simply * Prepara-
tion ' ; that the phrase ' coming from the field'
(Mk 15211|) means properly ' coming from work';
that Joseph of Arimathaea is represented as buying
a linen cloth (Mk 1546), and the women as prepar-
ing spices and ointments (Lk 2356), all of which
would be contrary to law and custom.

It follows that the Synoptists are really incon-
sistent with themselves, and bear unwilling wit-
ness to the chronology of St. John. We may be
still reluctant to think that the contradiction is
final. The Synoptists, so far as they identify the
Last Supper with the Passover, look as if they
were telling the truth. It is possible that there
may be some way of reconciling the two accounts,
which we do not know enough of the circumstances
to specify.

One hypothesis, which the writer was at one
time tempted to entertain,—very tentatively,—
that the * Passover' which lay before the disciples
and the Sanhedrin was not the Passover proper,
but the eating of the Chagigdh (so Edersheim,
M'Clellan, Nosgen), he now believes to be unten-
able (see Expos. 1892, i. 17 ft'., 182 f., and Wright,
Problems, p. 17311'.). It is more likely that, for
some reason or other, the regular Passover was
anticipated.

Dr. Chwolson, writing as a Jew, whose interest
in the question is purely archaeological, would
account for such anticipation by the fact that in
the year of the Passion, Nisan 15 (not 14) fell upon
a Sabbath. But it must be confessed that his
argument seems strained (cf. also Schurer in ThL,
ut sup.).

Mr. Wright thinks that the Synoptists have
combined the narrative of the Last Supper with
that of some previous Paschal meal partaken of
by our Lord (Problems, p. 179if.). But even if
this hypothesis held good, it would hardly meet
the case; because it is just the details of the Last
Supper, belonging to it qua Last Supper (e.g.
the ' cup of blessing'), which remind us of the
Passover. And, in any case, the hypothesis deserts
the documents too far to be at all capable of proof.

As the question at present stands we can only
acknowledge our ignorance. [The literature will
have been sufficiently given in the course of this
section ; cf. esp. Mr. A. Wright's Some New Testa-
ment Problems, London, 1898, p. 147 if.].

iii. The Prophetic Teaching of the Last Week.
—This, too, has raised difficulties which are not
only apparent but real. It is important to bear
in mind that no less than six distinct kinds of pre-
diction are ascribed to our Lord during this week
or in the period preceding. There is (1) the pre-
diction of His own death and resurrection. There
is (2) the prediction of the siege and destruction of
Jerusalem. With this in the great passage (Mk
13 ||) is directly connected (3) the prediction of the
end of the world and the last judgment. (4) The
discourses in Jn clearly predict the coming of the
Paraclete as the substitute for Christ Himself.
(5) In another leading passage (Mk 91) a phrase is
used which may be explained, though it is not
Johannean rather than the Synoptic tradition, placing the Cruci-
fixion not on, but before, the first day of unleavened bread (rpi
μΛ,ς των αζύμ**, Εν. Pet. Ζ).
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usually explained, of the remarkable spread of the
Christian Church from the Day of Pentecost on-
wards. Lastly (6), there is the explanation which
is frequently given of the * Coming of the Son of
Man' as a so-called ' historical coming,' a coming
not exhausted by a single occasion, but repeated
in the great events of history.

The first three of these classes of predictions are,
in any case, authentic and certain. To the be-
liever in the genuineness of the Fourth Gospel the
prophecy of the Paraclete is equally certain, and
there is much which goes to confirm it in the Acts
and Epp. independently of its direct attestation.
The other two forms of prediction are more hy-
pothetical. They have been introduced more or
less in order to meet the difficulties, although they
may have substantial grounds of their own. We
will not as yet beg the question either way.

The great difficulty is that as our documents
stand the second and third predictions are in-
timately connected with each other, and in at least
one other passage it would seem as if it were
expressly stated that the coming of the Son of
Man (i.e. the final Coming, the Coming to Judg-
ment) would take place within the lifetime of that
generation. We know that it has not so taken
place, and the great question is what we are to say
to this. Is it an error in One who has never been
convicted of error in anything else? We must
not endeavour to explain away facts ; but we may
interrogate them, and interrogate them somewhat
strictly, to see whether they are facts or no.

We cannot disguise from ourselves, that, what-
ever the precise language used by our Lord, the
disciples would be exceedingly prone to attribute
to Him the prediction of His own return as near
at hand. The connexion of the Messiah with a
world-wide judgment was no new doctrine, but
was a common feature in the Jewish apocalypses.
But this return would seem to them, as applied to
our Lord, the necessary complement of the life of
humiliation which He had led upon earth. For it
was reserved the full triumph over His enemies
which so far must have seemed very imperfect.
Resurrection and Ascension would seem to be only
foretastes of the great coming in glory on the
clouds of heaven. They were steps, but only
steps, towards the goal.

We might have been sure, even if we had not
been told, that the disciples would naturally fix
their thoughts on this Second Coming, and that it
would be a natural inference for them to suppose
that it was near at hand. Instances like the com-
parison of Mt 2429=Mk 1324=Lk 2125 show that
the expectation as to time was not fixed but vari-
able.

On the other side, no doubt, must be set the fact
that in the apostolic circle the belief in the near-
ness of the Second Coming was almost universal
(1 Th 414ff·, 1 Co 729ff· 1623, 2 Co 53, Ro 1311·12, Ph
45, 1 Ρ 47, 1 Jn 218, Rev I 3 2210 etc.). The obvious
conclusion to draw from this would be that the
belief had a common root in the teaching of Christ
Himself.

And in favour of that conclusion might be
quoted the language of 1 Th 415, though it may be
questioned how much of this is a * word of the
Lord,' and how much the construction put upon
it by St. Paul. The ease with which the apostles
postponed their expectation under the teaching of
events would tell against the supposition that the
words of Christ had been precise on the subject;
and when we come to look into the Gospels there
are many hints that the time of the Second Coming
could not be fixed precisely and might be distant
(Mt 2437"511| 2510-13· " ) . These passages are indeed
so clear that they may be fairly said to neutralize
those which are quoted on the other side, and to

heighten the probability that the apparent de-
finiteness of these other passages is due to the
disciples rather than to the Master.

But another hypothesis has been put forward to
remove the difficulty. It has been supposed that
the Coming of the Son of Man in the places where
it is spoken of as near at hand refers, not to the
final coming, but to another kind of coming in the
great events of history. The prologue of St.
John's Gospel appears to point to such repeated
comings (Jn I 9 ) ; and if any event deserves the
name, it might well be given to the Destruction of
Jerusalem, which was certainly one of the turning-
points of history, and had a momentous influence
upon the fortunes of Christianity. There is no
doubt that our Lord directly predicted this cata-
strophe ; and it might well seem that the pas-
sages which apparently speak of the final coming
as near were due to a confusion in the minds of
the disciples between the two events regarded as
' Comings.'

It is, however, a question whether this idea of
repeated coming can be made good. Most recent
writers are inclined to set it down as a modernism
(Schwartzkopff, Weissagungen Jesu Christi, etc.
p. 155; Holtzmann, Neutest. Theol. i. 315). It is
also very doubtful whether it has any real support
in OT. What the prophets looked forward to was
4 the day of the Lord'—a single great intervention
of God—not a day or succession of days.

On this point the writer is glad to be able to refer to a note
which he has received from Dr. Driver: ' The usual expression is
" the day of J" " : in Is 212, however, it is indef. (" for there is a
day for," etc., or " J " hath a day"); Zee 14* has also " a day " ;
Ezk 303 i s lit. " For near is a day, and near is a day for J " " ;
Is 348 " For there is a day of vengeance for J " (or " J" hath "),
a year of recompense for," etc.; also " his days " in apparently
the same sense, Job 241. But these hardly differ except form-
ally from the usual " day of J"." I do not think that a succes-
sion of judgments is represented under this figure—except, of
course, in so far as what the prophet pictured as taking place in
a single day was in reality effected gradually.'

Another hypothesis, however, also appears de-
serving of consideration. The strongest of all the
passages which would make our Lord expressly
predict His own Second Coming within the apos-
tolic age itself is Mt 1628 ' Verily I say unto you,
There be some of them that stand here which
shall in no wise taste of death, till they see the
Son of Man coming in his kingdom.' But when
we compare this with the parallels, Mk 9x=Lk Θ27

it is clear that the words Son of Man are intrusive,
and that the clause really runs, * till they see the
kingdom of God come with power' (om. * with
power,' Lk). It is not the ' Son of Man coming in
his kingdom,' but the 'kingdom' itself which
comes.

What is meant by the kingdom here ? Is it not
a very natural interpretation to explain it of that
great intervention of the Spirit of God in the
world, that great influx of Divine powers and
energies which dates from Pentecost? In other
words, is it not natural to equate it with the
promise of the Paraclete in the Fourth Gospel,
where it is implied that the coming of the Para-
clete is equivalent to the coming of Christ Him-
s e l f ? ^ 1416"18).

The teaching of the Fourth Gospel respecting
the Paraclete is already strongly confirmed by the
part assigned to the Holy Spirit by St. Paul; and
if the explanation just suggested * holds good, it
would be also confirmed from another and unex-
pected quarter.

There has been a considerable tendency in the advanced
liberal camp to get rid entirely of the apocalyptic and eschato-
logical element in the teaching of our Lord. The chief meana
through which this is done has been the supposed discovery

•A similar view is taken by Haupt, p. 133f., and Bruston
(Holtzmann, Neutest. Theol. i. 315 n.), but commended itself to
the writer of this independently. Cf. also Swete, ad loo.
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that in the discourse of Mk 13 || there is incorporated a 'Little
Apocalypse' of Jewish (Weizsacker) or Jewish-Christian (Oolani,
Pfleiderer, Weiffenbach) origin, usually regarded as a ' fly-
sheet · composed in A.D. 67-68 during the troubles which imme-
diately preceded the siege of Jerusalem, and identified with the
4 oracle' which led to the flight of the Christians to Pella (Eus.
HE πι. v. 3). The first to hit upon this idea was Colani (Jisus
Christ et les Croyances Messianiques de son Temps, ed. 2,1864,
p. 201 ff.), who was followed by Weizsacker, Pfleiderer, and on
an elaborate scale by Weiffenbach, Der Wiederkunftsgedanke
Jesu, Leipzig, 1873. This last-named work is usually referred
to as having established the position. In the final form of the
theory the 'fly-sheet' in question is supposed to consist of
Mk 137-9a || 14-20 || 24-271| 30-311|. And it is true that these verses
are fairly detachable from the rest and make a fairly compact
whole.

By thus eliminating the central passage on which the eschato-
logical teaching of Jesus seemed to rest, it became not very
difficult to explain away that teaching altogether. Weiffenbach
did so by the hypothesis that the critically verified allusions to
the Second Coming of the Messiah all originally referred to His
Resurrection, the predictions of which formed the genuine
nucleus out of which the rest had grown through misunder-
standing of the words of Jesus and the blending with them of
current apocalyptic doctrines. By this expedient, Weiffenbach,
whose object was less radical than that of most of those who
went with him, escaped some real difficulties ; but just in this
it may be doubted whether he has found any follower. It will
be seen that the critical analysis of Mk 13 || is the starting-point
of the whole construction ; and that has not perhaps as yet been
brought to any final solution.

iv. The Last Supper.— The part of the Last
Supper of which it is most incumbent upon us to
speak here is its culmination in the solemn acts
and words which institute the second of the two
great Sacraments. Besides the debates of centuries
which have gathered round this subject, a number
of questions have been raised in recent years which
require discussion. In particular, new light has
been thrown upon the text of one of our leading
authorities. And our first step must be to deter-
mine as nearly as we can its exact bearing.

(1) The Text of Lk 2214"20.—The importance of
this section is such, and it is so desirable that the
evidence should be given with completeness and
precision, that we may be forgiven if in this
instance we print the full text of the original
(after Greek RV), and then proceed to give the
more crucial variants in technical fashion.

The evidence of the leading Latin MSS is given in full; that
of the two oldest forms of the Syriac Version in a retranslation,
based for the Sinai MS on Mrs. Lewis and Merx, and for the
Curetonian on Baethgen. For the Coptic Version the new
critical edition is used (Oxford, 1898).

Lk 2214-20, 14 Ket/ 'ότι iyivtro r, 'ώρα, ανίπισί, xa) oi απόστολοι trhv
αυτω. 18 χα) ϊϊπί προς αυτούς, Επιθυμία, ίπεθύμχο~α τούτο το τάο"%α
φαγ'ίΐν μι%' ΰμων ̂ προ του μι jraOtlv_ ί$ λίγω γαρ υμϊν, 'ότι ου μη
φάγω α.ύτό, ϊως Ότου πληρωθη ΐν^ τγ βααλιία του θίου. 17

λαβών αρτον ώχαρισ'τ'ίιο'αζ \χλα.σΐ, χα.) ΐδωκ,ίν αυτοίς λίγων, Ύουτό
ίο~τι το σωμά μου το υπ\ρ υμών ΰώόμίνον τούτο ποιίίτι its την \μην
ανάμνησΊν. 20 x o c ) το ποτηριον ωσαύτως μίτα τό ΰίίπνησαι λίγων,
Τούτο το ΟΌΤΥ,ριον η χαινη htaOvixv! iv τω α'ίματί μου, το drip ύμων
\χχυνόμίνον.

Locum integrum habent Codd. Grcec. et Verss. omn., Us
tantum testibus exceptis qui infra nominantur ; itemLatt.
c f q Vulg.; agnoscunt, Tert. adv. Marc. iv. 40 ; Eus. Can.;
Bas. quce feruntur Ethica; Cyril. Alex. Comm in Luc.

Om. vv.16· 17. is Cod. Copt. Κ (Catena Curzoniana, excerpto ut

videtur Tito [Bostrensi]).

Om. vv.n.iSLect. 32, Pesh. codd.
Om. VV. 1 9 b* 2 0 τβ ύπϊρ ύμων Ιώόμ.—Ιχχυνόμινον, Daff2 il.
Iisdem omissis transp. vv.i7.i8 ita ut partem v.19 pri-

orem sequantur b e. [16 Dico enim vobis, quia ex hoc non
manducabo illud, donee . . . in regno dei. 1 9 Et, accepto
pane, gratias egit, et fregit, et dedit illis, I7dicens: Hoc est
corpus meum. Et accepto calice, gratias egit; et dixit:
Accipite hoc et dividite inter vos. 1 8 dico enim vobis,
quod non bibam de generatione hae vitis hujus, donee
regnum dei veniat. 2lVerumtamen ecce manus, etc. b
16 Dico enim vobis quia. jam non manducabo illud doneque
adimplear in regno di. i 9 et accepit panem et gratias
egit et fregit et dedit eis π dicens hoc est corpus meu. Et
accepit calice et gratias egit et dixit accipite vivite inter
vos. dico enim vobis amodo non vivam (sic) amodo de
potione vitis quoadusque regnum di veniat verum ecce
manus, etc. e].

Item transp. vv.!7. 18 omisso (Cur.) vel partirn interjecto
(Sin.)v.20Syrr.(Sin.-Our.). [ 1 6 . . . '/** eV«y πληρωθγ. iv rvj £*#·.
του θίου. Ι 9 χα) λαβών αρτον ώ^αριστησας Ιχλασίν χα) ΊίωχΜ
αυτοΊς λίγων τούτο ί<ττι το σώμα, μου το ύπϊρ υμών δώόμινον
(flin. Cur.)· τούτο -ronlrt tig τηνιμην ά,νάμννιο-tv. 17 xeu(ωσαύτως
/U.IT» τβ httirvijo-ai ins. ex V.20Sin.) όίζάμινοί voTYiptov (vel
το JTOT.) $i%apio~Tvio~aS ίϊπν λάβίτί τούτο διαμίρίίταη ύς [αυτούς
(τουτό itTTt το αίμα μου [η] καινή διαβηχη add. Sin.), λίγω
(ins. γαρ Sin.) υμίν ότι απ ο του νυν ου μη πιω απο του γιννη-
ματοζ τούτου riji αμπίλου (vel 0771. ?) 'ίως 'ότου ή βαβ". του
βίου ίλθ*].

To the textual critic these phenomena are fairly
clear. The omission of vv.196'20 (Daff2il) belongs
to the oldest form of the Western text. The next
step (be) was to transpose the order of vv.17·18 and
19a, so as to make the sequence of the Bread and
the Cup correspond to that in the other authorities.
The next (Cur.) was to supplement the words re-
lating to the Bread from 1 Co II 2 4. The next
(Sin.T was to supplement in like manner the part
relating to the Cup by somewhat free interpola-
tions partly suggested by Mt, Mk, but mainly from
1 Co II 2 5. In this instance Syr.-Sin. represents a
later stage than Syr.-Cur., though it is more often
earlier. The omissions of vv. [1(i]17·18 are prob-
ably not important.

We have then confronting each other the primi-
tive form of the Western text, which is shorter,
makes Lk transpose the order of the Bread and
the Cup, and omits all mention of a second Cup,
and the great mass of Gk. MSS and other authori-
ties, which introduce a second Cup, or second men-
tion of the Cup, and fill out the whole mainly from
St. Paul. We cannot doubt that both these types
of text existed early in the 2nd cent. Either may
be original. And this is just one of those cases
where internal evidence is strongly in favour of
the text which we call Western. The temptation
to expand was much stronger than to contract;
and the double mention of the Cup raises real
difficulties of the kind which suggest interpolation.

(2) Relation of the Texts to each other.—The adop-
tion of the Western text of Lk greatly diminishes
the coincidences between St. Luke and St. Paul.
Indeed it reduces them to the practically equivalent
ευχαρίστησα* for evXoyfoas (in reference to the Bread;
Mt, Mk use it of the Cup). The greatest loss is
that of the apparent confirmation by St. Luke
of the command to repeat the rite in memory
of its Founder. It may be doubted, however,
whether the introduction of this into the text of
Lk, which—to obtain the circulation it had—must
have taken place exceedingly early, and must have
been carried out at the headquarters of the
Church, is not even stronger testimony to the
current practice of the Church than that of a
single writer could be, even though that writer
was an evangelist.

As to the main lines of the rite all the authorities
are agreed. All note the taking of the Bread, the
blessing (or 'giving thanks'), the breaking, the
words, * This is my Body.' All note the Cup,
which both in the Synoptic (Mt, -Mk) and Pauline
tradition is related to the [new] Covenant in-
augurated by the shedding of the Blood of the
Messiah. In the Synoptics (Mt, Mk, Lk) there is
an express mention of the giving of the Bread to
the disciples, with the further command, *Take'
(Mt, Mk), 'eat ' (Mt), and alike communication oi
the Cup (Synoptics, though with some difference
of phrase). And whereas St. Paul emphasizes the
redemptive value of the sacrificed Body (τό ύπϊμ
υμών lectio vera), Mt, Mk do the same for the
shedding of the Blood (τό irepl [ύτέρ] πολλών έκχνν-
νδμενον Mt, Mk, and els Αφεσι,ν άμαρ>ηών Mt). St.
Paul not only doubles the command for repetition,
but also adas, ' For as often as ye eat this bread
and drink this cup, ye proclaim the Lord's death
till he come.'
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(3) Other NT Evidence.—We thus have the institu-
tion of the Sacrament fully set before us. But if
we look at one of the documents upon which we
have been drawing, the first in order of writing,
though it is only incidentally historical, 1 Co 11,
we find there that the Sacrament proper is asso-
ciated with something else—the common meal or
agape (Jude12, 2 Ρ 213var. led.). We ask ourselves
what can be the origin of this association ? It
can hardly go back to the original institution.
It is more probable that the association arose out
of the state of κοινωνία described in Ac 242·44"46 432"35

61·2.
Perhaps it goes back further still, at least to the

very beginning of the period. For one of the
characteristic expressions is ή κλάσις του άρτου, κλαν
άρτον (Ac 242·46), of which Blass says, * est autem
κλ$ν τον άρτον sollemnis designatio cense dominicse.'
It must, however, be somewhat wider than that,
for in the immediate context we have κλώντε* re
κατ* οίκον &ρτον μετεΚάμβανον τροφής, κ.τ.Χ., w h e r e
τροφή would seem to embrace the common meal as
well as the Eucharist.

We are reminded further that the same phrase
κ\$ν {κατακλξ,ν) &ρτον is repeatedly used of a solemn
act of our Lord independently of the Eucharist
(Mk 6411| 861|19, Lk 2430). And we gather from the
context of the last passage that there was some-
thing distinctive in this particular act by which
our Lord was recognized (Lk 2435). We are re-
minded also of the many instances in which atten-
tion is specially called to the * blessing' {wXoyeiv or
εύχαριστεϊν) of food by our Lord. They are the
same words which are used in connexion with the
sacramental Bread and the sacramental Cup.

There is something in these facts which is not
quite fully explained. There are lacunae in our
knowledge which we would fain fill up if we could.
The institution of the Eucharist appears to have
connexions both backwards and forwards—back-
wards with other meals which our Lord ate together
with His disciples, forwards with those common
meals which very early came into existence in the
Apostolic Church. But the exact nature and
method of these connexions our materials are not
sufficient to make clear to us.

(4) Significance of the Eucharist.—We feel these
gaps in our knowledge when we pass on to con-
sider the significance of the Sacrament. Certainly
llarnack was not wholly wrong, however far we
may think him from being wholly right, when he
held that the primary object of Christ's blessing
was the meal as such, in its simplest elements, not
specifically bread and wine (cf. TU VII. ii. 137).

The prominence given to the meal and to the natural pro-
ducts of the earth which contribute to it, finds some support in
the eucharistic prayers of the Didachi. ' First, as regards the
cup: We give thee thanks, Ο our Father, for the holy vine of
thy son David which thou madest known unto us through thy
Son Jesus; thine is the glory for ever and ever. Then as re-
gards the broken bread: We give thee thanks, Ο our Father,
for the life and knowledge which thou didst make known to us
through thy Son Jesus; thine is the glory for ever and ever.
As this broken bread was scattered upon the mountains, and
being gathered together became one, so may thy Church be
gathered together from the ends of the earth into thy kingdom ;
for thine is the glory and the power through Jesus Christ, for
ever and ever. . . . Thou, Almighty Master, didst create all
things for thy name's sake, and didst give food and drink unto
men for enjoyment, that they might render thanks to thee;
but didst bestow upon us spiritual food and drink and eternal
life through thy Son' (Did. ix. 2-4, x. 3).

It would, however, be doing an injustice both to
the ancient and to the modern writer if we sup-
posed that they had in view only the gifts of God
in nature. Harnack writes : * The Lord instituted
a meal in commemoration of His death, or rather
He described the food of the body as His Flesh
and Blood, i.e. as the food of the soul (through
the forgiveness of sins), when it was partaken of
with thanksgiving, in memory of His death' (op.

cit. p. 139). And the Didacho looks beyond the
physical eating and drinking to the ' spiritual food
and drink,' and to the eternal life5 bestowed
through the Son ; and when it speaks of the * holy
vine of David,' there is at least an allusion to the
Jewish doctrine of the Messiah, if not directly to
the Johannean allegory of the Vine.

We thus come round to an aspect of the Supper
which has been emphasized and illustrated, especi-
ally by Spitta. There are allusions not only in the
immediate context of the words of institution
(Mk 1425||), but also elsewhere (Lk 1415 'Blessed is
he that shall eat bread in the kingdom of God';
cf. Mt 811 222ff· 2510) to the language in use among
the Jews respecting the great Messianic banquet.
This took its start from the teaching of the
Prophets {e.g. Is 256), and has points of contact
with prominent passages in the Wisdom literature.
Thus in Pr 98 Wisdom issues her invitation, ' Come,
eat ye of my bread, and drink of the wine which
I have mingled'; which is taken up in Sir 2419"21

4 They that eat me shall yet be hungry, and they
that drink me shall yet be thirsty.' And in a like
connexion the idea of the manna is applied in
Wis 1620f·' Thou gavest thy people angels' food to
eat, and bread ready for their use didst thou pro-
vide from heaven without their toil. . . . For thy
nature (ή ύπόστασί* σου) manifested thy sweetness
toward thy children.'

We are clearly upon the line of thought which
links on to the discourse in the synagogue at
Capernaum. Indeed we meet here with the same
phenomenon that has already come before us on
other sides of our Lord's teaching. The current
ideas are not discarded, but taken up on to a higher
plane and filled with a new content. We have
seen that Wisdom was regarded as giving her-
self to be 'eaten' (i.e. spiritually appropriated
and assimilated). Philo repeatedly identifies the
manna with the Logos (Spitta refers to ed. Man-
gey, i. 120, 214, 484, 564). Hence we are not sur-
prised to find that St. Paul speaks of the πνευματι-
κόν βρώμα and πνευματικόν πόμα, the rniraculously-
given meat and drink which nourished the Israelites
in the wilderness being treated as typical of the
Christian Sacrament. In 1 Co 104 it is not the
water, but the stricken rock as the source of the
water, which St. Paul identifies with Christ Him-
self. But a little further he says plainly, ' The cup
of blessing which we bless, is it not a communion
of the blood of Christ ? The bread which we break,
is it not a communion of the body of Christ?'
(ib. v.16). And in Jn 648'51 our Lord is made to
describe Himself as the ' living bread which came
down out of heaven,' and it is explained that the
bread which He will give is His flesh, for the life
of the world.

We take the view that the discourse in question
does not relate directly to the Eucharist. But it
does not do so only because it expresses the larger
idea of which the Eucharist is a particular con-
crete embodiment, the one leading embodiment
which Christ has bequeathed to His Church. As
there is a communion with Him which is wider
than—though it culminates in—that which we call
/car* εξοχήν, the Holy Communion, so is there a
sense in which He is the Bread from heaven, which
is wider than that in which He is given through
the sacramental Bread, but it is that bread of which
He said, ' This is my Body, which is for you.'

The parallelism between Jn 651 and 1 Co II 2 4 (cf.
Mk 14241|) is so close that we are certainly justified
in interpreting the words of institution in the
manner in which the Sacrament itself is interpreted
by both St. Paul and St. John.

No writer has brought out this aspect of the
Supper as signifying primarily the spiritual assimi-
lation of Christ more forcibly than Spitta. But
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when he goes on to maintain that the Eucharist
has no relation to His death, it is sheer paradox,
which can be maintained only by the most arbi-
trary methods.

The assimilation of Christ does not exhaust the
meaning of the Sacrament. If we take the words
of institution as they stand, another idea is even
more prominent. We have seen that there is con-
siderable doubt as to how far the Last Supper is
to be identified with the Paschal meal. St. Paul
describes the Death of Christ as the Christian
Passover (1 Co 57), and not only he but other NT
writers apply to that Death the language of Sac-
rifice. But the particular sacrifice with which our
Lord's own words most directly connect it is the
sacrifice, or group of sacrifices, which inaugurated
the Covenant (Ex 244'8). As the sprinkling of the
blood upon the altar of God and upon the people
ratified the covenant between Israel and Israel's
God, so (it was implied) by partaking of the conse-
crated symbol of the Blood of Christ the Christian
had brought home to him his share in the new
Covenant—a covenant which had at once its ines-
timable privileges and its obligations. It was the
means of admission to the state of Divine favour,
and it bound over those who were admitted to that
favour to a life of loyal service. Here, too, if we
want a comment on the words of institution, we
may seek it rightly in the later NT writings. For
words could not well be more strongly attested
than those which accompany the giving of the
bread and of the cup, and together they converge
upon a root-idea which is expanded most directly
in He 918'28, but is also illustrated by Ro 324ί· δ Α

8lff·, Eph I7, 1 Ρ I19, 1 Jn I7 22, Rev I8.
If we start from the idea of the Death of Christ

as a Sacrifice, then it lies near at hand to conceive
of the Sacrament as the sacred meal which follows
the sacrifice. In this there would be combined the
universal and immemorial significance of such
meals as an act of communion at once with the
Deity worshipped and of the worshippers with
each other. This double communion, under this
aspect of the sacrificial meal, seems clearly indi-
cated in 1 Co 1016f·21, but it is also suggested by
the words of institution, taken with the distribu-
tion of the elements of bread and wine, and the
stress which is laid upon the general participation
(' Drink ve all* ' they all drank').

(5) Critical Theories. — A common feature in
recent critical theories respecting the Last Supper
is the denial that the command, 'This do in re-
membrance of me/ formed part of the original
institution ; or, in other words, that the particular
circumstances which marked this solemn parting
meal were meant to be repeated in the form of a
permanent Sacrament. This view was put forward
about the same time, and, it is probable, independ-
ently, in England by Dr. P. Gardner {The Origin
of the Lord's Supper, London, 1893), and in Ger-
many by Julicher in the vol. of essays in honour
of Weizsacker (Theol. Abhandl. etc., Freiburg
i. B. 1892), and by Spitta {Zur Gesch. u. Lit. d.
Urchristentums, Gottingen, 1893). The English
writer is the most thoroughgoing. Assuming the
correctness of the WH text of Lk 2219·20, St. Paul
is left as the sole authority for the express command
of repetition. It is then argued from the phrasing
of 1 Co II 2 3 ' I received of the Lord,' that the
whole account belongs to one of St. Paul's ecstatic
revelations, and has not a solid historical founda-
tion. In default of this it is thought that the
apostle had been influenced during his stay at
Corinth by the near proximity of the Eleusinian
mysteries, the central point in which * appears to
have been a sacred repast of which the initiated
partook, and by means of which they had com-
munion with the gods' (p. 18).

How St. Paul could confuse such subtle external
influences with a revelation * from the Lord,' and
how he came to deliver as authoritative instruc-
tions to the Corinthians what he had (upon the
theory) only himself acquired during his stay at
Corinth, are only incidental questions. We cannot
tell precisely how St. Paul received his knowledge
in such a sense that he could refer it to the Lord.
But the solemn simplicity of phrase reads like
history, and, so far as other authorities exist, it is
completely verified. In any case, it is incredible
that a usage which is thus treated as practically
the invention of St. Paul could have spread from
an outlying Gentile Church over the whole of
Christendom. We cannot doubt that not only the
Synoptic version of the Supper, but its repetition
as a Sacrament, had their origin in the Mother
Church. The κλάσπ του άρτου of Ac 242· * is an
indication of this, which is confirmed by the evi-
dence of Ignatius, Justin, and the Didachi. Spitta'a
theory, that the repeated Sacrament was due, not
to a command of Christ Himself, but to the spon-
taneous instinct of affectionate recollection among
His disciples, is more possible, but still gratuitous
and hypercritical. We may not allege the witness
of St. Luke himself in confirmation of St. Paul,
but, as we have already seen (p. 636 sup.), the
familiar text of his Gospel is no less valid evidence
of the common belief and practice.

Of the critical theories respecting the origin of
the Eucharist, that which we have just mentioned
is the most important. Harnack's contention, that
it was sometimes administered with water instead
of wine, not only here and there among the sects
but in the main body of the Church, belongs rather
to the history of the Early Church than to the Life
of our Lord. It turns, however, upon a somewhat
cavalier treatment of the text of Justin, and has
met with strong opposition and (it is believed)
practically no acceptance.

LITERATURE.—A summary may be given of the more recent
special literature to most of which reference has been made.
Lobstein, La Doctrine de la Cene, Lausanne, 1889; a lucid ex-
position dating from the time before the rise of the newer
theories. A reasonable criticism may go back to it with advant-
age. Harnack, TUvn. ii., 1891 (replies by Zahn, Brot u. Wein,
Leipzig, 1892; Julicher, as below; Headlam, Class. Rev. 1893,
p. 63); Julicher in Theol. Abhandlungen C. von Weizsacker
gewidmet, Freiburg i. B. 1892; Spitta, Zur Gesch. u. Lit. d.
Urchristentums, Gottingen; P. Gardner, The Origin of the
Lord's Supper, London, 1893 (comp. also a criticism by Mr.
Wright, NT Problems, p. 134 ff.); Grafe in Z. f. Theol. u.
Kirche, 1895 (said to be an excellent summary of the contro-
versy) ; Schultzen, Das Abendmahl im NT, Gottingen, 1859
(also a full review and examination); Schaefer, Das Herrenmahl,
Giitersloh, 1897. Bp. Wordsworth's Visitation Addresses on
The Holy Communion (2nd ed. 1892), though written before the
controversy and dealing largely with the liturgical aspect of
the question, may be specially commended to English readers.

v. The Resurrection. — For our present pur-
pose the discussion of the Resurrection of our
Lord will resolve itself into a consideration of
(1) the evidence attesting the fact; (2) the sequence
of the events, or the appearances which followed
the Resurrection ; (3) the explanations which have
been put forward to account for the Resurrection
without miracle; (4) its doctrinal significance.

(1) The Attestation.—A fact so stupendous as
the Resurrection needs to be supported by strong
evidence, and very strong evidence both as regards
quantity and quality is forthcoming ; but all parts
of it are not of equal value, and it is well that the
authorities should be compared with each other
and critically estimated.

When this is done one piece of evidence drops
almost entirely to the rear—the concluding verses
of St. Mark. This is not invalidated merely by
the fact that the verses were probably not part of
the original Gospel. Since Mr. Conybeare's dis-
covery of the Armenian MS, which appears to
refer them to the * presbyter Ariston ' or ' Aristion,'
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it is fair to attach that name to them, because,
although the authority is but slender, there is
nothing at all to compete with i t ; and the Aristion
mentioned by Eusebius {HE iii. 39) as one of the
* elders' consulted by Papias, would suit the con-
ditions as well as any one else belonging to the
same generation (say A.D. 100-125). Such an
authority cannot be wholly without weight; if it
represented a distinct line of tradition, its weight
would be considerable. But when the verses Mk
169"20 are examined, it seems pretty clear that the
earlier portion of them is really a summary of the
narratives in the extant Gospels of St. Luke and
St. John, and therefore adds nothing to these
Gospels beyond such further sanction as the name
of Aristion may give to them. It is proof that
the statements in those Gospels were accepted as
satisfactory by a prominent Church teacher, him-
self a depositary of tradition, in the region where
St. John had been active. So much the verses
contribute, but not more.

There is still some mystery hanging over the
close of the Second Gospel. The most probable
view appears to be that its original conclusion has
been lost—it is more likely than not—by some
purely mechanical accident. The fragment that
remains, Mk 161'8, is insufficient to enable us to
trace it to its source. If we could be sure that it
was complete, we should have to say that St.
Mark was not here drawing upon the Petrine tra-
dition, because that tradition could not have failed
to speak of the appearance to Peter himself. It is,
however, possible that that was contained in the
missing portion.

This may detract somewhat from the weight of
the common Synopt. narrative, which is here disap-
pointingly meagre. And yet, if we are to throw
the absence of any mark or Petrine origin into the
one scale, there is a little bit of confirmatory evi-
dence which it is fair to throw into the other. All
through the history of the Passion St. Luke has
access to a special source, which we may well
believe to have been oral, but which gave him
some items of good information. This information
relates especially to the court of Herod Antipas
(Lk 237'12), and it is natural to connect it with the
particular mention of ' Joanna the wife of Chuza,
Herod's steward' in Lk 83. Now this very same
Joanna appears again in St. Luke's account of the
visit of the women to the sepulchre (Lk 2410). The
rest of the paragraph appears to be based as usual
upon St. Mark. But the renewed mention of
Joanna is an indication of the special source, which
at least goes to show that there was nothing in that
source which conflicted with the Marcan document.
In other words, it confirms that document by a
distinct line of testimony (cf. Lk 2321"24).

Is it not possible that the story of the Walk to
Emmaus has a like origin? The name Cleopas
(= Cleopatros) is just such as we should expect to
find in the same Herodian circle. In any case, the
source bears other marks of being a good one. It
gives a graphic picture of the dejection through
which the disciples passed; and the phrase ' we
hoped that it was he which should redeem Israel'
points back to a time before the dreams of national
triumph had been purified of the grosser element
in them. But most striking of all is the direct
confirmation by St. Paul (1 Co 155) of another very-
incidental reference, the appearance to Peter (Lk
2334). Not only does St. Paul confirm the fact,
but he puts it practically in the same place in the
series.

We have, then, every reason to think both that
the special source used by St. Luke was excellent
in itself, and also that it agreed in substance with
the fragmentary record of St. Mark.

If St. Luke thus reaches a hand in one direction

towards St. Mark, he does so in another direction
towards St. John. For the appearance of Lk 243(iff·
corresponds to that of Jn 2019ff·; and both alike
receive the seal of authentication from St. Paul
(1 Cor 155). We may not, for the reason given
above, use Mk 169 in ratification of Jn 20llff\ We
note, however, that the incident of St. Thomas is
a striking concrete illustration of the disbelief on
which so many of our authorities lay stress.* For
the rest, the narrative in the Fourth Gospel must
go with the problem as to that Gospel generally.
It has found a vigorous recent defender in Dr.
Loofs {Die Auferstehungsberichte und ihr IVert,
Leipzig, 1898).

The peculiar element in Mt might have seemed
to possess the lowest claim to acceptance, were
it not for the singular convergence of proof that
something like the injunction of Mt 2819 must
have been given, or most probably was given, by
our Lord Himself (see p. 624 sup. ; also p. 213 if.).
We believe that for this paragraph, too, there is
solid foundation.

And yet the Resurrection is a part of the
evangelical narrative for which the leading wit-
ness is, after all, not the Gospels, but St. Paul—
the double witness of what St. Paul says and what
he implies. It is hardly possible for testimony to
be stronger than this is. In the same precise and
deliberate manner in which he had rehearsed the
particulars of the Last Supper, St. Paul enumerates
one by one the leading appearances of the Lord
after the Resurrection: (1) to Peter, (2) to the
Twelve (as a body), (3) to an assembly of more
than five hundred, (4) to James, (5) to all the
apostles (1 Co 155"7).

We have spoken of these as the 'leading'
appearances, because St. Paul doubtless has in
view, not all who under any circumstances 'saw
the Lord,' but those who were specially chosen
and commissioned to be witnesses of the Resur-
rection (Ac I2 2 4s3, cf. 1 Co 1515), i.e. as we should
say, to assert and preach it publicly. For this
reason there would be nothing in St. Paul's list
to exclude such an appearance as that to Mary
Magdalene (Jn 2011'18). It may have been on this
ground—because the two disciples involved were
not otherwise conspicuous as active preachers or
prominent leaders—that St. Paul does not mention
the scene on the road to Emmaus. But it is
equally possible that the story of this had not
reached him.

We have seen by what a striking coincidence
this story confirms, from a wholly independent
quarter, the first appearance to Peter. The next
in order, that to the Twelve, may well be identical
with that which is more exactly described in Lk
2433ff·, Jn 2019"24. The appearance to James is
attested by another line of tradition embodied in
the Gospel according to the Hebrews. Beyond
this identifications are uncertain.

St. Paul contents himself with a bare enumera-
tion, not from lack of knowledge, but because he
assumes knowledge in his readers. He reminds
the Corinthians of what he had delivered unto
them first of all {έν ττ/οώτοι?, i.e. at the very begin-
ning of his ministry among them). This throws
back the date of the evidence some four years—
we may say from the year 55 to 51, possibly
earlier, but at the latest from 57 to 53.

We are thus brought to much the same date as
that of another piece of evidence, not so detailed

* This trait is not less authentic because it passed over from
primary documents into secondary (such as the Coptic work
discovered by Carl Schmidt and commented upon by Harnack
in Theol. Studien B. Weiss dargebracht). It really does throw
into relief, and the early disciples saw that it threw into relief,
the revulsion of feeling on the part of the witnesses to the
Resurrection and the strength of their conviction. Otherwise
Harnack, p. 8, and Loofs, p. 21.
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as that in 1 Co, but quite as explicit, so far as
the fact of the Resurrection is concerned, the evi-
dence of the first extant NT writing, 1 Th I1 0 414.
The assured tone of these passages shows, not
only that the apostle is speaking from the very
strongest personal conviction, but that he is con-
fident of carrying his readers with him; we may
go further and say that the belief to which he
gives this expression was unquestioned, the uni-
versal belief of Christians. We might infer this
from the attitude of St. Paul in regard to it.
Unfortunately, we have no evidence equally early
from the Church of Palestine; but as soon as
evidence begins to appear it is all to the same
effect. The early chapters of Ac no doubt repre-
sent a Palestinian tradition, perhaps a written
tradition; and they take the same line as St.
Paul in making it the chief function of the
apostles to bear witness to the Resurrection
(Ac I 8 · 2 2 etc.). We need not pursue this evidence
further.

It is noticeable that although there were doubts
in the Apostolic Age on the subject of resurrection
(1 Co 1512, 2 Ti 217ί·), it is not as to the resurrection
of Christ, but as to that of Christians. St. Paul
argues on the assumption that Christ was really
raised as from a premiss common to himself and
his opponents.

And it is no less noticeable that even the most
rationalistic of Christian sects, those {e.g.) which
denied the Virgin-Birth, nevertheless shared the
belief in the Resurrection (Irenseus, adv. Hcer. I.
xxvi. 1, 2 [where non before similiter should be
expunged]; Hippolytus, Ref. Hcer. vii. 35).

(2) The Sequence and Scene of the Events.—It is
not an exaggeration—it is only putting in words
the impression left by the facts—to say that the
conviction among Christians that Christ was really
raised, dates from the very morrow of the Resur-
rection itself. It was not a growth spread over a
long period and receiving gradual accretions of
strength; but it sprang suddenly into existence,
and it swept irresistibly over the whole body of
disciples. Of the force and universality of the
belief there can be no doubt; but when we come to
details it would seem that from the first there was
a certain amount of confusion, which was never
wholly cleared up. We have records of a number
of appearances, not all contained in a single
authority, but scattered over several distinct
authorities; and it is probable enough that even
when all the recorded appearances are put together
they would not exhaust all those that were ex-
perienced. Different traditions must have cir-
culated in different quarters, and specimens of
these traditions have come down to us without
being digested into accordance with a single type.
The list which approaches most nearly to this
character, that which is given by St. Paul in 1 Co,
is, as we have seen, not so much a digest as a
selection. It is a selection made for purposes of
preaching, and consisting of items which had
already been used for this purpose. Compared
with this, a story like the Walk to Emmaus is
such as might have come out of private memoirs.
The brief record in St. Mark is more central, but
in its present condition it is too mutilated to
satisfy curiosity. The narrative of St. John is no
less authoritative than that of St. Paul, but it is
authority of a rather different kind. St. Paul
writes as the active practical missionary, who
seeks to communicate the fire of his own convic-
tion to others. St. John also wishes to spread
conviction (Jn 2081), but he does so by bringing
forth the stores of long and intense recollections
from his own breast. He too selects what had
taken the most personal hold upon him, and does
not try to cover the whole ground,

It is as a consequence of these conditions that
when we come to look into the narratives of the
Resurrection we find them unassimilated and un-
harmonized. It is not exactly easy to fit them
into each other. The most important difference
is as to the chief scene of the appearances. Was
it Jerusalem and the neighbourhood, or was it
Galilee ? The authorities are divided. St. Paul
and the Gospel according to the Hebrews make no
mention of locality. Mt and Mk throw the stress
upon Galilee. The latter Gospel does not indeed
(in the genuine portion) record a Galilsean appear-
ance, but the women are bidden to say that the
risen Lord would meet the disciples in Galilee
(Mk 167). This is in fulfilment of a promise to
the same effect given in the course of the Last
Supper, and recorded in the same two Gospels
(Mk 1428, Mt 2632). The express mention of pre-
diction and fulfilment in both Gospels not only
proves their presence in the common original, but
also shows that they were no accidental feature
in that original, but an essential part of the whole
conception. We have besides a Galilaean appear-
ance described in Jn 21, and clearly implied at the
point where the fragment of the Gospel of Peter
breaks off {Ev. Pet. § 12 [60]).

On the other hand, all the scenes of Jn 20 are
laid in Jerusalem; and Jerus. or the neighbour-
hood is the only locality recognized in Lk 24,
which ends with a command to the disciples to
wait in the city for the outpouring of the Holy
Spirit (Lk 2449).

It is not unnatural that the critical school should
regard these two versions as alternatives, one of
which only can be taken. The more usual course
has been to follow that of Mk and Mt, with or
without the supposition that the grave was really
found empty (Loofs, p. 18 ff.). According as this
assumption was made or not, several constructions
were possible, but all equally speculative.

Dr. Loofs has, however, recently argued in
favour of the other tradition represented by
Lk-Jn 20. And he has certainly succeeded in
showing that there is as much intrinsic proba-
bility on this side as on the other. But, in order to
carry out this theory, he is obliged to treat Jn 21
as having a different origin from the rest of the
Gospel, and as falling into two parts, one of which
(the fishing scene = Lk 51"11) has got misplaced, not
having originally belonged to the period after the
Resurrection, wnile the other (the dialogue of
Jn 2115"23) had originally nothing to connect it with
Galilee. These are strong measures, which, how-
ever high our estimate of the tradition, Lk-Jn,
are obviously not open to one who thinks that the
identity of style between Jn 21 and the rest of the
Gospel is too great to permit of their separation,
(the argument in Expos. 1892, i. 380 ff., may easily
be extended to ch. 21).

The only remaining course is to combine the
traditions, much as they seem to be combined in
the Fourth Gospel and the Gospel of Peter. ΛΥβ
must not disguise from ourselves the difficulties
which this solution leaves. The most serious of
these are caused by the command of Lk 244S), and
the contracted space within which we shall have
to compress the events in Galilee. We have only
40 days to dispose of, in all, if we accept the
traditional date of the Ascension,—and even if we
regarded this as a round number, the nearness of
the Day of Pentecost would allow us very little
more margin. From these Forty Days we should
have to take off a week at the beginning on
account of Jn 2026. And if, as we reasonably may,
we suppose that there has been some foreshortening
in Lk 2436"δ3, and that two or three distinct occasions
are treated as if they were continuous, we should
still, to find a place for the injunction to wait in
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Jems., have to cut off another like period at the
end. That would leave not much more than three
weeks for the retirement to Galilee and return to
Jerus.—a length of time which cannot be pro-
nounced wholly insufficient, but which does not lit in
quite naturally with the way in which the apostles
are described in Jn 213 as returning to their ordi-
nary occupations. These difficulties would be
avoided if we could regard the Day of Pentecost as
that of the following year; but' any such hypo-
thesis would conflict directly with Ac I3, and the
interval implied in Jn 2114 * is also a short one.

Whichever way we turn difficulties meet us, which
the documents to which we have access do not
enable us to remove. We have said enough as to
the nature of these documents, and of the lines of
tradition to which they give expression. It is not
what we could wish, but what we have. And no
difficulty of weaving the separate incidents into an
orderly well-compacted narrative can impugn the
unanimous belief of the Church which lies behind
them, that the Lord Jesus Christ rose from the
dead on the third day and appeared to the disciples.

(3) Attempted Explanations. — This universal
belief is the root fact which has to be accounted
for. It would be the natural product of a real
event such as the Epistles assume and the Gospels
describe. But what if the event were not real?
In that case the widely held and deeply planted
belief in it must needs constitute a very serious
problem.

In the present century a succession of efforts
have been made to account for the belief in the
Resurrection without accepting it as a fact. Many
of the hypotheses put forward with this object may
be regarded as practically obsolete and abandoned.
No one now believes that the supposed death was
really only a swoon, and that the body laid in the
tomb afterwards revived, and was seen more than
once by the disciples (on this see a trenchant
sentence by Strauss, Leben Jesuy 1863, p. 298, end
of paragraph). Equally inadmissible is the hypo-
thesis of fraud—that the body was really taken
away by Joseph of Arimathaea or Nicodemus, and
that the rumour was allowed to grow that Jesus
wras risen. The lingering trace of this which sur-
vives in Renan, Les Aphtres, ed. 13, p. 16 ('ceux
qui savaient le secret de la disposition du corps')
is thrown in quite by the way as a subordinate
detail.

More persistent is the theory of ' visions.' This
has been presented in different forms, assigning
the leading part now to one and now to another of
the disciples. Renan, who goes his own way
among critics, sees in this part of the narrative a
marked superiority of the Fourth Gospel {Les
Apotres, p. 9). In accordance with it he refers the
beginning of the series to Mary Magdalene (cf.
Strauss, Leben Jesu, 1863, p. 309). A woman out of
whom had been cast ' seven devils' might well, he
thinks, have been thrown into a state of nervous
tension and excitement which would give form and
substance to the creations of fancy. And when
once the report had got abroad that the Lord had
been seen, it would be natural for others to suppose
that they saw Him. Strauss and Pfleiderer (Giff.
Led. pp. 112, 149) start rather from the case of St.
Paul. Both lay stress upon the fact that he
places the appearance to himself on a level with
those to the older disciples. His own vision they
would agree in explaining as due to a species of
epileptic seizure, and the others they would regard

* The numbering of this Galilsean appearance as the ' third'
might seem to be at variance with St. Paul's list in 1 Co 15 ; but
it is clear that the appearances which St. John enumerates were
those to the body of ' the disciples' (i.e. primarily, to a group
including the apostles). He himself does not count that to
Mary Magdalene ; nor would he have counted those to St. Peter
or the Emmaus travellers.
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as equally subjective, though led up to by different
trains of psychological preparation.

It is at this point that some of the best attested
details of the Resurrection interpose difficulties.
To carry through a consistent theory of visions,
two conditions are necessary, {a) If they arose,
as Strauss supposes, from affectionate dwelling
upon the personality of Jesus, combined with re-
flexion upon certain passages of OT (Ps 1610, Is
5310"12), it follows, almost of necessity, that we
must also with Strauss throw over the tradition of
the ' third day,' and regard the belief as the out-
come of a somewhat prolonged process—a process
spread over weeks and months rather than days.
(6) On the other hand, if we must discard the
tradition as to the beginning of the appearances,
we must equally discard that as to their end. The
wave of feverish enthusiasm to which on this
hypothesis they owed their origin, certainly would
not have subsided in the interval between Passoyer
and Pentecost. We note, as it is, an ascending
scale in the appearances—they occur first to indi-
viduals (Mary Magdalene, Peter, the Emmaus
disciples), then to the Ten and the Eleven, then to
the Five Hundred. We can see how one appear-
ance prepares the way for another. St. Peter
{e.g.) must have been present at three or four.
With this increasing weight of testimony, and
increasing predisposition in the minds of the
disciples, we should naturally expect that the
appearance to the Five Hundred would contain
within itself the germs of an indefinite series.
We should not have been surprised if the whole
body alike of Christians and of half Christians had
caught the contagion. But that is not the case.
There is just the single appearance to James ; and
then—the vision of St. Paul standing rather by
itself—with one more appearance to the assembled
apostles, the list comes to what seems an abrupt
end.

This description of the facts rests on excellent
evidence. The * third day' is hardly less firmly
rooted in the tradition of the Church than the
Resurrection itself. We have it not only in
the speech ascribed to St. Peter (Ac 1040), but in
the central testimony of St. Paul, and then in the
oldest form of the Apostles' Creed. It is strange
that so slight a detail should have been preserved
at all, and still stranger that it should hold the
place it does in the standard of the Church's faith.
We must needs regard it as original. And for the
circumscribed area of the appearances, we have at
once the positive evidence of the canonical docu-
ments, and a remarkable silence on the part of the
extra-canonical.

These phenomena are difficult to reconcile with
a theory of purely subjective visions. An honest
inquirer like Keim felt the difficulty so strongly
that, while regarding the appearances as essentially
of the nature of visions, lie held them to be not
merely subjective, but divinely caused, for the
express purpose of creating the belief in which they
issued.

This is the least that must be asserted. A belief
that has had such incalculably momentous results
must have had an adequate cause. No apparition,
no mere hallucination of the senses ever yet moved
the world. But we may doubt whether the theory,
even as Keim presents it, is adequate or really
called for. It belongs to the process of so trimming
down the elements that we call supernatural in
the Gospel narratives as to bring them within the
limits of everyday experience. But that process,
we must needs think, has failed. The facts are too
obstinate, the evidence for them is too strong; and
the measures which we apply are too narrow and
bounded. It is better to keep substantially the
form which a sound tradition has handed down to
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us, even though its contents in some degree pass
our comprehension.

(4) The Permanent Significance of the Resurrec-
tion.—The innermost nature of the Resurrection
is hidden from us. And if we ask why the supreme
proof that God had visited His people took this
particular form, the answer we can give is but
partial. Some things, however, seem to stand out
clearly.

{a) In the first place it is obvious that the idea
of a resurrection was present to men's minds.
Herod thought that the works of Jesus were works
of the Baptist restored to life (Mk 614· 1 6 | |).
Men were quite prepared to see Elijah or some
other of the ancient prophets reappear upon the
scene (Mk 911"13 ||, Jn I21). In Palestine and among
the circles in which Christianity arose, no mark of
special divine indwelling seemed at the time so
natural. The belief had not been allowed to grow
up without a reason.

For (δ) from the very first the ideas of bodily
and spiritual resurrection were closely intertwined
together. Perhaps the oldest passage in which
there is a hint of such an idea is the vision of
Ezekiel (ch. 37); and there the revivification of
the body is the symbol of a spiritual revival.
This intimate connexion of bodily and spiritual is
never lost sight of in Christianity.

(c) ' Die to live' is one of the most fundamental
of Christian principles, and this principle is em-
bodied once for all in the Resurrection. If the
one side was * placarded' before the eyes of the
world (Gal 31) in the Crucifixion, the Resurrection
was a no less signal manifestation of the other.
There is a double strain of inference and applica-
tion.

{d) On the one hand, the Resurrection of Christ
was the pledge and earnest of physical resurrec-
tion and the life beyond the grave. St. Paul
founds upon it the hope of immortality (1 Th 414,
Ro 834, 1 Co 614 1512ff·, 2 Co 414 etc.).

(e) But he equally founds upon it the most
earnest exhortations to holiness of life. It is not
only that this follows for the Christian as a duty:
if his relation to Christ is a right relation, it is
included in it as a necessity (Ro 63"6). St. Paul
can hardly think of the physical Resurrection
apart from the spiritual. And there is a very
similar vein in the teaching of St. John (Jn 524,
1 Jn 314). The Resurrection is the corner-stone of
Christian mysticism.

(/) In another aspect, as a divine act, the
crowning mark of divine approval, it is a necessary
complement of the Crucifixion. It supplies the
proof, which the world might desiderate, that the
Sacrifice of the Cross was accepted. If the death
of the Cross was a dying for human sin, the rising
again from the tomb was the seal of forgiveness
and justification (Ro 425, cf. 67). St. Paul saw in
it an assurance that the doors of the divine mercy
were thrown open wide; and to St. Peter in like
manner it was through it that mankind was be-
gotten again to a ' lively hope ' ( I P I3).

All this mass of biblical teaching hangs together.
If the Resurrection was a reality it has a solid
nucleus, which would be wanting even to the
theory of objective visions. The economy which
begins with a physical Incarnation, naturally and
appropriately ends with a physical Resurrection.
Thus much we can see, though we may feel that
this is not all.

LITERATURE.—Besides the recent literature mentioned above
(among which the paper by Dr. Loofs deserves rather special
attention), and besides the treatment of the subject in numer-
ous works on the Gospel History and on Apologetics, it is
well to remember two monographs in English—Dr. Westcott's
Gospel of the Resurrection (first pub. in 1866), and the late Dr.
JVlilligan's The Resurrection of our Lord (first pub. in 1881).

vi. The Ascension.—The Resurrection in itself

was incomplete. It was not the goal, but the way
to the goal. The goal was the return of the Son
to the Father, with His mission accomplished, His
work done.

(1) The apostolic writers unanimously represent
this return as a triumph. The keynote is struck
in the speech which is put into the mouth of St.
Peter on the day of Pentecost* (Ac 233-36). It
would seem that the form of expression which the
conception assumed was influenced largely by Ps
HO1, a passage to which attention had been drawn
by our Lord Himself shortly before His departure,
and which spontaneously recurred to the mind as
soon as the nature of His return to the Father had
declared itself. Along with this would be recalled
the saying with which our Lord had answered the
challenge of the high priest (Mk 1462||). Psalm
and saying alike represented the Messiah as seated
* at the right hand' of the Most High. This phrase
appears to have at once (in the forms e^ δβί-ίών and
ev 5e£i£) established itself in the language of the
primitive Church: it occurs repeatedly, not only in
the Acts (7δ5ί·) and in the Pauline Ε pp., but in He,
1 P, and Rev; and, like the detail of the * third
day,' it occupies a fixed place in the Apostles'
Creed.

The speech of St. Peter culminates in the de-
claration, * Let all the house of Israel know
assuredly, that God hath made him, whom ye
crucified, both Lord and Christ' (Ac 236); and it
is substantially a paraphrase of this when in a
famous passage St. Paul, after speaking of the
humiliation of the Christ, adds, ' Wherefore also
God highly exalted him, and gave unto him the
name which is above every name, that in the name
of Jesus every knee should bow,' etc. (Ph 29f·). The
return of the Son to the Father was not merely
the resumption of a previous state of glory (Jn 662

175 etc.), it was the resumption of it with the added
approval and recognition which Hie obedience unto
death had called forth. We speak of these things
/caret άνθρωπον ; or rather, we are content to echo in
regard to them the language of the apostles and
of the first Christians, who themselves spoke κατά
άνθρωπον. The reality lies behind the veil.

(2) How did our Lord Jesus Christ enter upon
this state of exaltation ? Now that we have before
us corrected texts of the Gospels, it would seem to
be probable that they did not give an answer to
this question. The answer was reserved for the
second volume which St. Luke addressed to Theo-
philus; it forms the opening section of the Acts
of the Apostles.

Mk 16*9 belongs to the Appendix to the Gospel, which we
have seen (p. 638 f. sup.) to have been probably composed, not
by St. Mark himself, but by the presbyter Aristion in the early
years of the 2nd cent. The reading of Lk 24S1 stands thus—

Κ«ί ίνιφίριτο tls τον ουρκνόν, K° ABCLXAAII, etc., c f q Vulg.
Syrr. (Pesh.-Harcl.-Hier.) rell., Cyr-Alex. Aug. 1/2.

Om. N*D, a b e ffjj Syr.-Sin., Aug. 1/2.

This means that the omission of the words is a primitive
Western reading, which in this case is probably right: it was
a natural gloss to explain the parting of the Lord from the
disciples of the Ascension; there was no similar temptation to
omit the words if genuine.

In Ac I1"11 the final separation is described as an
' ascent unto heaven.' When the last instructions
had been given, the disciples saw their Lord * taken
up {βπήρθη), and a cloud received him out of their
sight.' The over-arching sky is a standing symbol
for the abode of God ; and the return of the Son to
the Father was naturally represented as a retreat

* When we ask how these early discourses were transmitted
to the writer of the Acts, there is a natural reluctance to use
them too strictly as representing the exact words spoken. And
yet, taken as a whole, they fit in singularly well to the order
of development and the thought of the primitive community,
which has an antecedent verisimilitude and accords well with
indications in the Pauline Epistles.
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within its blue recesses, the ethereal home of light
and glory. It is sometimes necessary that a
symbol should be acted as well as written or
spoken. The disciples were aware of a vanishing,
and they knew that their Lord must be where His
Father was.

That the narrative in the Acts is not a myth
seems proved by an authentic little touch which it
contains, a veritable reminiscence of what we may
be sure was their real attitude at the moment,
though it soon ceased to be. When they asked,
' Lord, dost thou at this time restore the kingdom
to Israel ?' their thoughts were still running in the
groove of the old Jewish expectation. It is the
last trace of them that we have in this naive
form.

(3) From the point of view of Christian doctrine,
for those who not only accept the facts of the life
of Christ but the construction put on those facts
by the writers of NT, the main stress of the
Ascension lies upon the state to which it forms the
entrance, (a) It is the guarantee for the con-
tinued existence of Him who became incarnate for
our sakes. (b) It not only guarantees His con-
tinued existence, but the continued effect of His
work. It puts the seal of the divine approval
upon all that the Incarnation accomplished. It is
the final confirmation of the lessons of the Baptism
and of the Transfiguration, 'This is my beloved
Son, in whom I am well pleased.' (c) The primitive
phrase ' a t the right hand of God* describes as
nearly and as simply as human language can
describe the double truth that Christ still is and
that His work still is, that the Incarnation was no
transient episode, but a permanent and decisive
factor in the dealing of God with man. (d) This
truth is stated in other words in the doctrine of
the High Priesthood of Christ, a doctrine implicitly
contained in many places in the writings of St.
Paul, and worked out with great clearness and
fulness in Ep. to Hebrews. There is something in
the relation of the exalted Son to the Father and
to His Church corresponding to and that may be
expressed in terms of the functions of the earthly
high priest in relation to God and to Israel. The
great High Priest presents the prayers of His
people; He intercedes for them ; He 'pleads' or
* presents' His own sacrifice. Only, when we use
this language it should be remembered that we are
not speaking of ' specific acts done or words spoken
by Christ in His glory. His glorified presence is
an eternal presentation ; He pleads by what He is'
(Moberly, Ministerial Priesthood, p. 246 n.).

LITERATURE.—Dr. Milligan left a volume on the Ascension as a
pendant to that on the Resurrection (Baird Lectures for 1891),
which is the most comprehensive treatment of the subject in
English.

III. SUPPLEMENTAL MATTER: THE NATIVITY
AND INFANCY.—Throughout His public ministry
Jesus passed for the son of Joseph and Mary, two
peasants of Nazareth. Some of those who were
present at the long discourse in the synagogue at
Capernaum expressed their astonishment at the
high pretensions which it seemed to contain, by
asking, * Is not this Jesus, the son of Joseph, whose
father and mother we know?' (Jn 64; cf. I45).
The inhabitants of Nazareth appear to have put a
similar question when He came and preached
there. The exact words are somewhat differently
transmitted. Mk 63 has (in the better attested
text), * Is not this the carpenter ?' Mt 1355 * Is not
this the carpenter's son ?' Lk 423 a passage which,
although divergent, contains reminiscences of the
same original, has still more directly, ' Is not this
Joseph's son ?' In the preliminary chapters the
same evangelist speaks repeatedly of * his parents'
(yoveh, Lk 227·41·43). And not only does he himself
resolve this into ' his father and his mother' (233),

but he makes the mother of Jesus say, ' Thy father
and I sought thee sorrowing' (248).

It is in keeping with this language that both
the First and the Third Gospels place in their fore-
front genealogies of Jesus, which, in spite of many
attempts to prove the contrary, must be admitted
to trace His descent through Joseph and not
through Mary.

Yet, on the other hand, the same two Gospels,
though differing widely in the details of the narra-
tive, assert unequivocally that Joseph had no
share in the parentage of Jesus, and that the place
of a human father was taken by the direct action of
the Spirit of God. The differences show that the
two traditions are independent of each other; and
yet both converge upon this one point. They
agree not only in representing Jesus as born of a
virgin, but also in representing this fact as super-
naturally announced beforehand,—in the one case
to Joseph, in the other case to Mary.

What account is to be given of these seeming
inconsistencies? We cannot get rid of them by
assigning the opposed statements to different
sources. In St. Matthew the genealogy which
ends in Joseph is followed immediately by the
narrative of the Annunciation and Virgin-Birth.
In St. Luke the successive sections of ch. 2, which
begins with the Nativity and ends with the scene
of the boy Jesus in the Temple, where we have
seen that such expressions as ' his parents,' * his
father and mother' occur so freely, are linked
together by the recurrent note, 'Mary kept all
these sayings, pondering them in her heart,' 'his
mother kept all these sayings in her heart' (Lk
2 1 9 · 6 1; cf. also the argument which Prof. Ramsay
skilfully draws from I8 0 240·62*). And when we
turn to St. John we cannot but remember that the
Gospel which records so frankly the Jews' ques-
tion, ' Is not this Jesus, the son of Joseph, whose
father and mother we know ?' if it nowhere refers
directly to the Virgin-Birth, yet goes further than
any other Gospel in asserting the pre-existence of
the Son as God with God.

What we regard as inconsistent will clear itself
up best if we consider the order of events and
the way in which these preliminary stages of the
history were gradually brought to the conscious-
ness of the Church.

The sources from which the knowledge of them
was derived were, without doubt, private, t We
shall consider presently the character of these
sources. We Know more about that of which
use was made by St. Luke than of that used by
St. Matthew, and we can rely upon it as a his-
torical authority with greater confidence. We
shall see that it is ultimately traceable to the
Virgin herself, in all probability through the little
circle of women who were for some time in her
company.

We are told expressly that the Virgin Mary
'kept all these sayings (or things) in her heart.'
She, if any one, might well say, μυστήριον έμόν
€μοί. It was only by slow degrees in the intimacy
of confidential intercourse that she allowed her
secret to pass beyond herself, and to become
known. Even if committed to writing before it
came into the hands of St. Luke, it probably did
not reach any wide public until it was embodied
in his Gospel. The place which the Virgin-Birth
occupies in Ignatius and in the Creed seems to

* Was Christ born at Bethlehem? p. 87.
t 'Luke gives, from knowledge gained within the family,

an account of facts known only to the family, and in part to
the Mother alone' (Ramsay, op. cit. p. 79). Prof. Ramsay,
however, seems to go too far in contrasting Mt with Lk when
he says, * Matthew gives the public account, that which was
generally known during the Saviour's life and after His death.'
We do not think that any account was known during the
Saviour's life, and we prefer to think of the Matthsean version
as parallel to rather than contrasted with the Lucan.
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show that it cannot have been much later than
the middle of the century before the knowledge
of it made its way to the headquarters of Chris-
tianity. But before some such date as that there
is no reason to think that it was generally known.
It was no part of our Lord's own teaching. The
neighbours among whom His early life was passed,
the changing crowds who witnessed His miracles
or gathered round Him to hear Him, had never
had it proclaimed to them. * Jesus son of Joseph,
the prophet of Nazareth,' was the common name
by which He was known. And it is a great
presumption of the historical truth of the Gospels
that they so simply and naturally reflect this
language. We may well believe that the language
was shared, as the ignorance which caused it was
shared, even by the Twelve themselves. It would
be very fitting' if the channel through which these
sacred things first came to the ears of the Church
was a little group of women.*

i. The Sources of the Narrative.—It has often
been observed that whereas the first two chapters
of St. Matthew appear to be written from the
point of view of Joseph, the first two chapters
of St. Luke are written from the point of view
of Mary. In Mt the Annunciation is made to
Joseph; it is Joseph who is bidden in a dream
not to fear to take to him his wife; Joseph
who is told what the Son whom she is to
bear is to be called. It is Joseph, again, who is
warned to take the young Child and His mother
into Egypt, and who, when the danger is past,
receives the command to return ; and it is Joseph
also whose anxious care is the cause that the
family settle in Galilee and not in Judaea. On
the other hand, when we turn to St. Luke the
prominent figures at first are the two kinswomen,
Elisabeth the mother of John the Baptist, and
Mary. Mary herself receives the announcement
of the holy thing that is to be born of her. The
Magnificat is her song of thanksgiving. She
treasures in her heart the sayings of the shepherds
and of her Divine Son. The aged Simeon points
his prophecy to her, and foretells that a sword
should pierce through her soul.

In regard to the Mattluean document we are in
the dark. The curious gravitation of statement
towards Joseph has a reason ; but beyond this
there is not much that we can say. It would not
follow that the immediate source of the narrative
was very near his person. In the case of Lk we
can see farther down the vista. We have already-
had grounds for connecting the source from which
he draws ultimately with the Mother of Jesus.
Through what channel did it reach the evan-
gelist? Probably through one of the women

* 'If we are right in this view as to Luke's authority, and as
to the way in which that authority reached him, viz. by oral
communication, it appears that either the Virgin was still
living when Luke was in Palestine during the years 57 and
58 . . . or Luke had conversed with some one very intimate
with her, who knew her heart and could give him what was
almost as good as first-hand information. Beyond that we
cannot safely go; but yet one may venture to state the
impression—though it may be generally considered fanciful—
that the intermediary, if one existed, is more likely to have
been a woman than a man. There is a womanly spirit in the
whole narrative, which seems inconsistent with the transmission
from man to man, and which, moreover, is an indication of
Luke's character; he had a marked sympathy with women'
(Ramsay, op. cit. p. 88). In view of the close resemblance
between much thai appears in the text and Prof. Ramsay's
admirable chapter, it is perhaps right to explain that this had
not been read at the time when the text was written, and that
it represents an opinion formed long ago. The question as to
whether the source was written or oral is left open, because
there is reason to think that St. Luke used a special (written)
source which may have been connected with the women men-
tioned below, and through them with the Virgin Mary. The
writer could not speak quite so confidently as Prof. Ramsay
as to the nearness of this source to the Virgin, but he does
not think that it could be more than two or three degrees
removed from her. It must have been near enough to retain
the fine touches which Prof. Ramsay so well brings out.

mentioned in Lk 83 2410; and as Joanna is the least
known of the group, and therefore the most
likely to drop out for any one not personally
acquainted with her, perhaps we may say, by pre-
ference, through her (cf. p. 639 sup.). We learn
from Jn 1925 (cf. Ac I14) that the Mother of Jesus
was thrown into contact with this group,—perhaps
not for any great length of time, but yet for a
time that may well have been sufficiently long for
the purpose. And we believe that thus the secret
of what had passed came to be disclosed to a sym-
pathetic ear.

Such an inference, if sound, would invest the
contents of these chapters with high authority.
Without enlarging more on this, we may perhaps
be allowed to refer in confirmation to what has
been already said as to the appropriateness of the
picture given of the kind of circle in which Christ
was born, and in which His birth was most spon-
taneously greeted (see p. 608 above). It was just
the Symeons and Annas, the Elisabeths and
Zachariahs, who were the natural adherents of such
a Messiah as Jesus. And the phrases used to
describe them are beautifully appropriate to the
time and circumstances, ' looking for the consola-
tion of Israel,' 'looking for the redemption of
Jerusalem' (Lk225·38).

The elaborate and courageous attempt of Resch (TU iv.
Heft 3, 1897) to reconstruct, even to the point of restoring
the Hebrew original, a Kindheits-evangelium, which shall
embrace the whole of the first two chapters of Lk and Mt with
some extra-canonical parallels, is on the face of it a paradox,
and, although no doubt containing useful matter, has not made
converts.

ii. The Text of Mt I16.—Within recent years
certain phenomena have come to light in the text
of the first chapter of St. Matthew which demand
consideration in their bearing upon this part of our
subject.

The peculiarities of the Curetonian Syriac, the (so-called)
Ferrar group, and some MSS of the Old Latin, had been known
for some time, but in themselves they did not seem of very
great importance. A new and somewhat startling element was
introduced by the publication of the Sinai-Syriac in 1894.
More recently still a further authority has appeared, which
contains the eccentric reading. This is the curious dialogue
published by Mr. F. 0. Conybeare under the names of Timothy
and Aquila (Oxford, 1898). It professes to be a public debate
between a Christian and a Jew held in the time of Cyril of
Alexandria (A.D. 412-444), and it is in the main a string of
testimonia commonly adduced in the Jewish controversy. It
is a question how far some of this material comes from a work
older than the date assigned. The criticism of the dialogue has
been acutely treated by Mr. Conybeare, but the subject needs
further examination. We will set forth the evidence at length,
and then make some remarks upon it.

Mt Ι 1 6 Ίαχαιβ ίί iyivvvio-tv τον Ιωσήφ τον xvdpoe. Metpiotf, ί| ϊ?
Ιγιννήβν Ίνιο-ουί Ό λίγόμίνος Kpto-τοί, Codd. Grceo. unc. qui
exstant omn. minusc. quamplur. Verss. (incl. f ff2, def. 1),
cf. Dial. Tim. et Aq. fol. 113 jr".

Ία,χωβ it iyivvviffi τον Ίωα-Υιφ, ω μνησ-τίνθίΤ/τα νταιρΒίνος MecpieifA
iytvvvursv 'Utrovv τον λίγίμ,ΐνος Χρισ-τόν, 346-826-828 (auctore
Κ. Lake, def. 13-69); cui desponsata virgo (ora. q) Maria
genuit Jesum qui dicitur (vocatur g, q), Christus a g, q, cf.
Dial. Tim. et Aq. fol. 93 v\

Similiter, cui desponsata virgo Maria genuit (peperitd) Jesum
Christum (om. τον Xeyop., Christum Jesum d) d k Syr.-Cur.

Jacob autem genuit Joseph, cui desponsata erat virgo Maria :
virgo autem Maria genuit Jesum b (cf. c). t

Ίοιχα/β iyivvvitrtv τον 'lua-rrf rev civtipoe, Motpiocf, \\ %ς Ιγεννκβνι
Ίν,οΌυί ο Xtyof/,tvoi Χριστοί' xet) Ίαιτηφ \ytvvrttr\v τον ΊηοΌυν τον
Xsyo/xivov Χριο-τόν, Dial. Tim. et^Aq. fol. 93 r°.

Ία,χωβ iytvv. τον '\ωσ%$' 'leuo-rtf, u Ίμνηο-τίνθη πκρβίκς Μαρίάμ,,
iyivvvicrtv ΊηοΌυν τον Xtyopivov XptffTOV, Syr.-Sin.

The eccentric readings all occur within the range of the so-
called Western text, and there is no doubt that they belong
to a very early stage in the history of that text. Two opposite
tendencies appear to have been at work, which are most con-
spicuously represented in ancient forms of the Syriac Version,
though the original in each case was probably Greek.

On the one hand there was a tendency to emphasize the
virginity of Mary, and to remove expressions which seemed in
any way to conflict with this. For the blunt phrase, ' Joseph
her husband,' the Curetonian Syriac with the oldest Latin
authorities substitutes, 'Joseph to whom was espoused'—not
only ' Mary,' b u t ' the Virgin Mary.' A little lower down (with
Tatian's Diatessaron), f « J h her husband being a just
m a n ' (β kv%p α,ΰτ^ζ Ιίχ )
man' (kv^p lix. iiv). In v.20 for ' thy
espoused.' In v.24, again with Tatian, it has some such softened

e Virgin Mary.' A little lower down (with
) , for «Joseph her husband being a just
Ιίχαιος eiv) it reads ' Joseph being a just

In v.20 for ' thy wife' it has 'thine
i h h f t d
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phrase as ' he dwelt chastely with her,' and for * took his wife'
it has 'took Mary'; and in v.2^ (but here in agreement with
KBZ al.) it has simply ' brought forth a son,'—not ' her first-
born son.'

In some of these readings, or parts of them, the Sinai-Syriac
agrees, but along with them it has others which seem to be of a
directly opposite tendency. The most prominent is, of course,
' Joseph begat Jesus,' in v.*6. We might have thought that this
was an accident due to the influence on the mind of the scribe
of the repeated Ιγίννησίν of the previous yerses ; but in v.21 the
same MS has * bear thee a son,' and in v.25 ' she bore him
a son'; and in Lk 2*> there is a counter change to that of
the Curetonian in v.20 ('with Mary his wife' for 'Mary his
espoused') ; all which readings hang together, and appear to be
distinctly anti-ascetic. And now the singular reading in v.16

has found a coincidence in the conflate text of one of the
quotations in the Dialogue of Timothy and Aquila.

It is of course true that both these authorities—the Sinai-
Syriac and the Dialogue—are very far from thoroughgoing.
The Syriac text has not tampered in any way with the explicit
language of w . 1 8 · 2 0 ; and—what is especially strange—in the
very act of combining Ίωσ-ύφ with Ιγίνν·ησιν it inserts a larg
fragment of the Curetonian reading (ω Ιμννισ-τίύθνι παρθένο
Μαριάμ,) substituted for τον Stvdpu. MatpiKS. ' On the other hand,
the peculiar reading occurs in one only out of three quotations
in the dialogue, and there in the form Of a conflation with the
common text. But is it the case that these authorities point to
some form of reading older than any of those now extant, which
made Joseph the father of Jesus? There would be a further
question, whether, supposing that such a reading existed, it
formed any part of the text of our present Gospel ?

There would seem to be three main possibilities.
(a) The genealogy may in the first instance have
had an existence independently of the Gospel, and
it may have been incorporated with it by the editor
of the whole. In that case it is quite conceivable
that the genealogy may have ended Ίωσηφ δε
4~γέννησεν rbv Ίησοΰν. Unless it were composed by
someone very intimate indeed with the Holy
Family, it might well reflect the current state of
popular opinion in the first half of the apostolic
age. {b) The reading might be the result of text-
ual corruption. There would always be a natural
tendency in the minds of scribes to assimilate
mechanically the last links in the genealogy to pre-
ceding links. A further confusion might easily
arise from the ambiguous sense of the word yewdv,
which was used of the mother as well as of the
father (cf. Gal 424). If we suppose that the
original text ran, 'Ιωσήφ rbv άνδρα MapLas ή iyiv-
νησεν Ίησονν rbv Χε'γόμβνον Χριστό^, that would per-
haps account for the two divergent lines of
variants better than any other. A reading like
this appears to lie behind the Coptic (Bohairic)
Version, (c) It is conceivable that the reading (or
group of readings) in Syr.-Sin. may be of definitely
Ebionite origin. That which we call * heresy'
existed in so many shades, and was often so little
consistent with itself, that it would be no decisive
argument against this hypothesis that the sense
of the readings is contradicted by the immediate
context. It would be enough for the scribe to
have had Ebionite leanings, and he may have
thought of natural and supernatural generation
as not mutually exclusive. We can only note
these possibilities; the data do not allow us to
decide absolutely between them.

LITERATURE.—The fullest discussion of this subject took place
in a lengthy correspondence in The Academy, towards the end
of 1894 and beginning of 1895.

iii. The Genealogies.—At the time when it was
thought necessary at all costs to bring one biblical
statement into visible harmony with another, two
hypotheses were in favour for reconciling the
genealogy of our Lord preserved in Mt I1 '1 7 with
that in Lk S23"38. These were (a) the hypothesis of
adoption or levirate marriage, according to which
the actual descent might differ at several points
from the legal descent, so that there might be two
equally valid genealogies running side by side ;
and (b) the hypothesis that the one genealogy
might be that of Joseph, as the reputed father of
Jesus, and the other genealogy (preferably St.
Luke's) that of Mary. A certain Handle seemed

to be given for this latter supposition by the tradi-
tion which was said to be found in the Talmud (tr.
Chagig. 77, col. 4, Meyer-Weiss), that Mary was
the daughter of Eli. [This statement appears to
be founded on a mistake, and should be given up ;
see G. A. Cooke in Gore, Dissertations, p. 39 f.].
It was felt, however, that this view could only be
maintained by straining the text of the Gospel;
and it is now generally (though not quite univers-
ally) agreed that both genealogies belong to Joseph.
On the other hand, the theory of levirate marriage
or adoption, though no doubt a possible explanation,
left too much the impression of being coined to
meet the difficulty. The criticism of to-day prefers
to leave the two genealogies side by side as inde-
pendent attempts to supply the desiderated proof
of Davidic descent. Were they the work of our
present evangelists, or do they go back beyond
them ? Both genealogies appear to have in com-
mon a characteristic which may point to opposite
conclusions as to their origin. That in the First
Gospel bears upon its face its artificial structure.
The evangelist himself points out (Mt I17) that it is
arranged on three groups of fourteen generations,
though these groups are obtained by certain de-
liberate omissions. That would be, in his case,
consistent with other peculiarities of his Gospel:
he evidently shared the Jewish fondness for arti-
ficial arrangements of numbers (Sir John Hawkins,
Horce Synopticce, p. 13Iff'.). From this fact we
might infer that the stem of descent had been
drawn up by himself from the OT and perhaps
some local tradition. If such tradition came to
him in writing, the list might still conceivably
have ended in some such way as that which is
found in the Sinai-Syriac, though if the list
was first committed to writing in the Gospel the
probability that it did so would be considerably
diminished.

It would seem that a like artificial arrangement
(77 generations = 7x l l ) underlies the genealogy in
Lk. But as this is not in the manner of the Third
Evangelist, and as he does not appear to be con-
scious of this feature in his list, it would be more
probable that he found it ready to his hand. In
that case it would be natural that it should come
from the same source as chs. 1. 2, which would
invest the genealogy with the high authority of
those chapters. We cannot speak too confidently,
but the conclusion is at least spontaneously sug-
gested by the facts.

iv. The Census of Quirinius.—Until a very short
time ago the best review of the whole question of
the Census of Quirinius (Lk 21'5) was that by
Schurer in NTZG § 17, Anhang 1 (HJP I. ii. 105 if.).
This was based upon a survey of the whole previous
literature of the subject, and was really judicial, if
somewhat severely critical, in its tone. As distinct
from the school of Baur, which was always ready
to sacrifice the Christian tradition to its own
reconstruction of the history, Dr. Schurer is an
excellent representative of that more cautious
method of inquiry which carefully collects the
data and draws its conclusions with no pre-
possession in favour of the biblical writers if
also without prejudice against them. In the
present instance he summed up rather adversely to
the statements in St. Luke; and in the state of
historical knowledge at the time when he wrote
(1890), that he should do so was upon his principles
not surprising.

According to St. Luke, our Lord was born at Beth-
lehem on the occasion of a general 'enrolment' (άττο-
Ύραφή) ordered by the emperor Augustus and carried
out in Palestine under Quirinius as governor of
Syria. The date was fixed as being before the
death of Herod, which took place in B.C. 4 ; and it
was explained that Joseph and Mary, as belonging
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to the lineage of David, had gone up to enter their
names at Bethlehem, David's city.

There were several points in this statement
which seemed to invite criticism, (i.) In the first
place, there was no other evidence that Augustus
ever ordered a general census of the empire,
although there was good reason to think that he
took pains to collect statistics in regard to it. (ii.)
Even if he had ordered such a census, it seemed
doubtful whether it would be carried out in a
kingdom which possessed such a degree of inde-
pendence as Judaea. And (iii.) if it had been con-
ducted in the Roman manner, there would have
been no necessity for Joseph and Mary to leave
their usual place of residence. Further, (iv.) while
it was allowed, on the strength of a well-known
inscription, that Quirinius probably twice held
office in Syria, yet, as it was known that Sentius
Saturninus was governor B.C. 9-7, and Quinctilius
Varus at least B.C. 7-4, it was argued that Quirinius'
first term of office could not be before B.C. 3-1, i.e.
after the death of Herod, (v.) As there was, in
any case, a census of Judaea conducted by Quir-
inius after its annexation by the Romans in A.D. 6,
it was thought that St. Luke had a confused
recollection of this, and antedated it (in the
Gospel, though not in Ac 537) to the lifetime of
Herod.

The chief authority for the census of A.D. 6 is Josephus; and
an eminent German scholar, Dr. Th. Zahn, put forward in
1893 the view that it was Josephus who was at fault in dating
from this year an event which really fell in B.C. 4-3 (Neiie Kirch-
liche Zeitschrift, pp. 633-654). This brought the data more
nearly, though still not entirely, into agreement with St. Luke.
The theory need not, however, be more fully considered as it has
not met with acceptance, and there can be little doubt that it
seeks a solution of the difficulties in the wrong direction.

There was one little expression which might
have given pause to the critics of St. Luke, viz.
his careful insertion of the word * first' (' the first
enrolment made when Q. was governor of Syria').
It might have shown that he was in possession of
special knowledge which would not permit him to
confuse the earlier census with that of A.D. 6.
And yet the existence of the earlier census re-
mained without confirmation, until it suddenly
received it from a quarter which might have
been described as unexpected if experience did not
show that there is hardly anything that may not
be found there—the rubbish heaps of papyrus
fragments in Egypt.

Almost at the same time, in the year when Dr.
Zahn made his ingenious but unsuccessful attempt
(1893), three scholars, one English and two German,
made the discovery that periodical enrolments
{άπο'γραψαί) were held in Egypt under the Roman
empire, and that they came round in a fourteen-
year cycle. The proof of this was at first produced
for the enrolments of A.D. 90, 104, 118, 132, and
onwards; but in rapid succession the list was
carried back to A.D. 76, 62, and 20.

This gave the clue, which was almost at once
seized, and the whole problem worked out afresh
in masterly fashion by Prof. W. M. Ramsay, first
in two articles in Exp. 1897, and then in his
volume, Was Christ born at Bethlehem? A Study
in the Credibility of St. Luke (London, 1898). It
would be too much to say that every detail is
absolutely verified. The age of Augustus as com-
pared with that which precedes and with that
which follows is strangely obscure, and the authori-
ties for it defective. But considering this, the
sequence of argument which Prof. Ramsay unfolds
is remarkably clear and attractive, (i.) He shows
it to be very probable that there was a series
of periodical enrolments initiated by Augustus at
the time when he first received the tribunician
power, and his reign formally began in B.C. 23
(this is the official date usual in inscriptions,

p. 140). (ii.) He also makes it probable that
this was part of a deliberate and general policy—
that the census - takings were not confined to
Egypt, but extended to other parts of the empire,
and more particularly to Syria. Here, too, there
was a tendency to periodic recurrence, though
the evidence is not, and is not likely to be, so
complete as in the case of Egypt, (iii.) He has
shown that Palestine was regarded as part of
the 'Roman world,3 i.e. of the empire. Though
Herod had the liberty of a rex socius, the Roman
power and the emperor's will were always in the
background; he had to see that the whole Jewish
people took an oath of allegiance to the emperor ;
he could not make war without being called to
account; he could not determine his own successor
or put to death his own son without an appeal to
Rome ; in a moment of anger Augustus threatened
that whereas he had hitherto treated him (Herod)
as a friend, he would henceforth treat him as a
subject (Jos. Ant. XVI. ix. 3). It was therefore
likely enough that Herod would wish, if he was
not positively ordered, to fall in with the imperial
policy by taking a census of his people, as another
subject king did in Cilicia in A.D. 35. (iv.) But
although Herod held a census at the instance of
Augustus, it would be in keeping with his whole
character and conduct to temper it to Jewish
tastes as much as possible; and he would do this
by following the national custom of numbering
the people by their tribes and families. This was
the broad distinction between this enrolment of
Herod's and the subsequent census of A.D. 6 or 7.
The latter was carried out by Roman officials and
in the Roman manner, which was the real cause of
the offence which it gave, and of the armed resist-
ance which it excited, (v.) Some uncertainty still
hangs over the mention of Quirinius. Mommsen
thought that he was the acting legatus of Syria in
B.C. 3-1. Prof. Ramsay inclines to the view that
he held an extraordinary command by the side of
Varus some years earlier, as Corbulo did by the
side of Ummidius Quadratus, and Vespasian by the
side of Mucianus. Such a command might carry
with it the control of foreign relations, and be in-
cluded under the title η^μών.

ν. The Meaning of the Virgin-Birth.—-It is but a
very few years since there arose in Germany (the
date was 1892) a rather sharp controversy in which
many leading theologians took part over the clause
of the Apostles' Creed, ' Conceived by the Holy
Ghost, born of the Virgin Mary.' The echoes of
that controversy reached this country, and, although
not much was said in public, it is probable that
some impression was made upon public opinion.
This impression was strengthened by the publica-
tion soon afterwards of the Sinai-Syriac with its
peculiar reading, which was not unnaturally caught
at as representing a more ancient and truer text
than that to which we are accustomed. But if
what has been written in the preceding sections
has been followed, it will have been seen that
between that time and the present (end of 1898)
there has been a steady reaction. The eccentric
reading has found its level. As it stands, it cannot
possibly be original; and however it arose, it
cannot really affect the belief of the Church, as it
introduces no factor which had not been already
allowed for. And at the same time the historical
value of the documents, especially Lk 1. 2, has
been gradually rising in the estimation of scholars,
until the climax has been reached in the recent
treatise of Prof. Ramsay. Even those who desire
to see things severely as they are must feel that
the opening chapters of St. Luke are full of small
indications of authenticity, that they are really
not behind the rest of the Gospel, and that they
form no exception to the claim made at the outset
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that the facts recorded have been derived from
* eye-witnesses and ministers of the word.'

Along with this process there has been growing
up a better and fuller philosophy of the Incarna-
tion. This has been due especially to some of the
contributors to Lux Mundi, and may be seen in
Canon Gore's Bampton Lectures (1891) and Disser-
tations (1895), in Dr. Moberly's Lux Mundi essay,
and in Mr. Illingworth's Bampton Lectures (1894)
and Divine Immanence (1898).

To those who regard primitive ideas as com-
pounded of nothing but idle imagination, ignor-
ance, and superstition, the evidence in folk-lore of
stories of supernatural birth (such as are collected
in Mr. Sidney Hartland's Legend of Perseus, vol. i.,
1894) seems to discredit all accounts of such birth,
even the Christian. They do not sufficiently con-
sider the entire difference of the conditions under
which the Christian tradition was promulgated
from those which surrounded the creations of
mythopoeic fancy. The Christian tradition be-
longs to the sphere, not of myth but of history.
It is enshrined in documents near in date to the
facts, and in which the line of connexion between
the record and the fact is still traceable.

But, apart from this, if we believe that the
course of human ideas, however mixed in their
character—as all human things are mixed—is yet
part of a single development, and that development
presided over by a Providence which at once im-
parts to it unity and prescribes its goal,—those who
believe this may well see in the fantastic out-
growth of myth and legend something not wholly
undesigned or wholly unconnected with the Great
Event which was to be, but rather a dim uncon-
scious preparation for that Event, a groping
towards it of the human spirit, a prophetic in-
stinct gradually moulding the forms of thought
in which it was to find expression.

And if we ask further what it all means,—why
the Son of Man was destined to have this excep-
tional kind of birth, the answer is, because His
appearance upon earth—His Incarnation, as we call
it—was to be in its innermost nature exceptional;
He was to live and move amongst men, and was
to be made in all points like His brethren, with the
one difference that He was to be—unlike them—
without sin. But how was a sinless human nature
possible ? To speak of a sinless human nature is
to speak of something essentially outside the con-
tinuity of the species. The growth of self-conscious
experience, expressed at its finest and best in the
formulae of advancing science, has emphasized the
strength of heredity. Each generation is bound
to the last by indissoluble ties. To sever the bond,
in any one of its colligated strands, involves a
break in descent. It involves the introduction of
a new factor, to which the taint of sin does not
attach. If like produces like, the element of
unlikeness must come from that to which it has
itself affinity. Our names for the process do but
largely cover our ignorance, but we may be sure
that there is essential truth contained in the
scriptural phrase, ' The Holy Ghost shall come
upon thee, and the power of the Most High shall
overshadow thee ; wherefore also that which is to
be born shall be called holy, the Son of God.'

[The most important literature has been men-
tioned in the course of this section].

IV. CONCLUDING SURVEY: THE VERDICT OF
HISTORY.

A. CHRIST IN HISTORY.—SO far we have been
involved in the study of the details of the Life of
Christ, mainly on the basis of the Gospels. But
the Gospels alone, though the fragments which
they have preserved for us of that Life are beyond
all price, would yet convey an incomplete idea of
the total impression left by it even upon contem-

poraries, still less of all that it has been in the
history of the world. Especially would this be
the case if, as some would have us do, we were to
follow the first three Gospels only, to the exclusion
of the fourth. To that point we shall return for a
moment presently. But the time has now come to
enlarge our view, to look back upon our subject
from the vantage-ground which we occupy at the
end of the 19th cent., and to endeavour to see it no
longer as an episode affecting a small portion of an
* unimportant branch of the Semitic peoples,' but
as it enters into the course of the great world-
movement of the centuries.

If we would appreciate this, we must once more
go back to the Origins, not now so much in search
of details, as in order, if possible, to catch rather
more of the total impression. We cannot, of course,
attempt to interrogate the whole of history. For
our present purpose it may be enough to consider
(i.) the net result, if we may so speak, of the
portraiture of Christ in the Gospels; (ii.) the im-
pression left by a similar reading of other parts of
the New Testament, especially the Epistles; (iii.)
the testimony borne by the Early Church, both
formulated and informal; (iv.) the appeal that
may be made to the religious experience of
Christians.

The last of these heads is not really so disparate
as it may seem from the rest. The ultimate object
that we have in view is to bring home—or to
suggest lines on which it may be possible to bring
home —what Christ really was and is to the
individual believer. In order to do this we en-
deavour to collect (i.) what He was to those among
whom He moved during His life on earth; (ii.) what
He was to His disciples, and primarily to the
apostles after His departure; (iii.) what the still
undivided Church apprehended Him as being. It
will thus be seen that there is no real antithesis,
as though the appeal were in the one case to
history and in the other to experience. For our
present purpose history may be regarded as the
collective experience of the past, which we are
seeking to put into line with the individual or
collective experience of the present. Our historical
survey, so far as it goes, simply embodies so many
superimposed strata of experience.

i. The Christ of the Gospels.—We should thus
be inclined to deprecate the attempts which are
from time to time made to set in contrast some one
or other branch of the appeal that we are making
as against the rest. In this country we are accus-
tomed to the opposition between the Christ of the
(Synoptic) Gospels and the Christ of * Dogma' or
of the Church. And in Germany of late there has
been a tendency to oppose the Christ conceived
and preached by the apostles to the biographical
Christ of the Gospels, and the experience of faith
to any external and objective standards. (See
especially the works of Kahler and Herrmann
mentioned below).

The disparagement of the Gospels as biographies
seems to us, so far as it goes,—and neither writer
is really very clear on the subject,—to rest upon a
somewhat undue degree of scepticism as to the
critical use that can be made of the Gospels. It
does not follow that all that is doubted is really
doubtful. For a more detailed testing of the his-
torical character of the Gospels we must content
ourselves with referring to the previous part of
this article, only adding to it the two points which
will be more appropriately introduced at the end
of the next section,—the peculiar kind of confirma-
tion which the two pictures (the evangelic and the
apostolic) supply to each other, the difference
between them showing that the teaching of the
Epistles has not encroached upon the historical
truth of the Gospels, while the less obvious like-
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ness shows that they are in strict continuity. We
shall also have to state once more in that context
our reasons for believing the Fourth Gospel to be
really the work of an eye-witness.

But the point that concerns us most at the
present moment is that, even if we make to nega-
tive criticism larger concessions than we have
any right to make, there will still remain in the
Gospel picture ineffaceable features which presup-
pose ana demand that estimate of the Person of
Christ which we can alone call in the strict sense
Christian.

Take, for instance, that central passage Mt II2 8"3 8

' Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy
laden, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke
upon you, and learn of me; for I am meek and
lowly in heart: and ye shall find rest unto your
souls. For my yoke is easy, and my burden is
light.' Could we conceive such words put into any
other lips, even the loftiest that the history of
mankind has produced ? They are full of delicate
self-portraiture. They present to us a character
which we may say certainly was, because it has
been so described. No mere artist in words ever
painted such a canvas without a living model
before him. The portrait is of One who is ' meek
and lowly in heart,' whose yoke is easy and His
burden light; and yet He speaks of both yoke and
burden as * His' in the sense of being imposed by
Him; He invites men to · come' to Him, evidently
with a deep significance read into the phrase; He
addresses His invitation to weary souls wherever
such are to be found; and (climax of all!) He
promises what no Alexander or Napoleon ever
dreamt of promising to his followers, that He
would give them the truly supernatural gift of
rest—the tranquillity and serenity of inward peace
in spite of the friction of the world; that all this
should be theirs by * coming' to Him.

And then how easy is it to group round such a
passage a multitude of others ! * I say unto you,
Ilesist not him that is evil: but whosoever smiteth
thee on thy right cheek, turn to him. the other also'
(Mt 589). * The Son of Man came not to be minis-
tered unto, but to minister' (Mk 1045||). * Suffer the
little children to come unto me ; forbid them not:
for of such is the kingdom of God' {ib. v.14||).
* Whosoever would save his life shall lose i t : and
whosoever shall lose his life for my sake and the
gospel's shall save i t ' (Mk 835). ' The Son of Man
came to seek and to save that which was lost' (Lk
1910, comp. the three parables of Lk 15). ' Inasmuch
as ye did it unto one of these my brethren, even
these least, ye did it unto me' (Mt 2540).

Sayings like these, it is needless to add, could be
multiplied almost indefinitely. Through all of
them there runs, indirectly, if not directly, the
same self-portraitures. And it is a self-portraiture
that has the same toy ο sides. On the one hand
there is the human side, the note of meekness or
lowliness, condescension that is not (though it
really is!) condescension but infinite sympathy,
patience, tenderness; and, on the other hand, no
less firmly drawn, for all the lightness and restraint
of touch, an absolute range of command and
authority; all things delivered to the Son in
heaven and on earth (cf. Mt II 2 7 2818).

That which we have called the * human side' fills
most of the foreground in the Gospels ; the other,
the transcendental side, is somewhat shaded by i t ;
and we can see that it was deliberately shaded,
that the proportions were such as mainly (though,
as we shall see, not entirely) corresponded to the
facts, or, in other words, to the divine method and
order of presentation. But when we turn from the
Gospels to the rest of the NT we shall find these
proportions inverted.

We only pause upon this Gospel picture a mo-

ment more to say that, apart from any question of
criticism of documents or of details in the narrative,
it seems to us to be utterly beyond the reach of
invention. The evangelists themselves were too
near to the events to see them in all their signifi-
cance. They set down, like honest men, the details
one after another as they were told them. But it
was not their doing that these details work in
together to a singular and unsought harmony.

LITERATURE.—The fullest account of recent discussions as to
the adequacy and trustworthiness of the presentation of Christ
in the Gospels will be found in the second enlarged edition of
Kahler's Der sogenannte historische Jesus und der geschichtliche,
biblische Christus, Leipzig, 1896. Another work, which lays the
stress rather on personal experience of the life of Christ, and is
written with great earnestness from that point of view, but
seems to us too restricted in its historical basis, is Herrmann's
Der Verkehr des Christen mit Gott, ed. 2, Stuttgart, 1892 (Eng.
tr. 1895).

ii. The Christ of the Apostles.—In passing over
from the Gospels to the rest of the NT we find
ourselves hampered by critical questions. What
we should most wish to ascertain is the conception
of Christ held by the mass of the first disciples.
And to some extent we can get at this ; but, so far
as we can do so, it is nearly always indirectly. The
writings that have come down to us are those of
the leaders, not of the followers; and many even
of these are encumbered with questions as to date
and origin. Some of these do not so much matter,
because in any case they belong to the end rather
than the beginning of the apostolic age. The one
book which we should most like to use more freely
than we can is the Acts, the earlier chapters of
which we quite agree with the author of the article
in this Dictionary in estimating highly.

We will, however, cut the knot by not attempt-
ing to summarize the teaching of all the undisputed
books, but by taking a single typical example of
manageable compass, the first extant NT writing,
1 Thessalonians, written probably about A.D. 51—
in any case not later than 53, or within the first
quarter of a century after the Ascension.

Let us suppose for a moment, with the more extreme critics,
that a thick curtain falls over the Church after this event. The
curtain is lifted, and what do we find? We turn to the opening
verse of the Ep. (emended reading). St. Paul and his companions
give solemn greeting to the ' Church of the Thess. (which is) in
God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.' An elaborate pro-
cess of reflexion, almost a system of theology, lies behind those
familiar terms. First we note that the human name ' Jesus' is
closely associated with the title ' Christ' or * Messiah,' which in
the Gospels had been claimed with such quiet reticence and
unobtrusiveness. From this time onwards the two names are
almost inseparable, or the second supersedes the first: in other
words, Jesus is hardly ever thought of apart from His high
Messianic dignity. This effect is pressed home by the further
title * Lord' (Κύριοί). The disciples had been in the habit of
addressing their Master as f Lord' during His lifetime, in a
sense not very different from that in which any Rabbi might
be addressed by his pupils (Jn 13i3f.). But that sense is no
longer adequate; the word has been filled with a deeper
meaning. That ' Jesus is Lord' has become the distinctive
confession of Christians (1 Co 123, Ro 109), where «Lord' cer-
tainly = 'the exalted Lord' of the Resurrection and Ascension
(cf. Ac 236).

What is still more remarkable, the glorified Jesus is, as it
were, bracketed with ' God the Father.' Let us think what this
would mean to a strict Jewish monotheist; yet St. Paul
evidently holds the juxtaposition, not as something to which
he is tentatively feeling his way, but as a fundamental axiom
of faith. In the appellation ' Father' we have already the first
beginning — may we not say the first decisive step, which
potentially contains the rest?—of the Christian doctrine of the
Trinity. And we observe, further, that the Thessalonian Church
is said to have its being ' i n Christ' as well as Hn God.' This
is a characteristic touch of Pauline mysticism. The striking
thing about it is that in this, too, the Son already holds a place
beside the Father (cf. 2 " 416).

There is another passage in the Ep. (1 Th 3U) in which there
is the same intimate combination of ' our God and Father' and
' our Lord Jesus.' Here the context is not exactly mystical, but
the two names are mentioned in connexion with the divine pre-
rogative of ordering events. The apostle prays that God and
Christ will together 'direct' (χ»τίνθύν*ι, 'make straight and
unimpeded') his way to them (the Thessalonians).

It is not by accident that the Holy Spirit is in a similar manner
implicated in divine action (15· 6 48 δ™), though it would be too
much to say that the Spirit is spoken of distinctly as a Person.
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The historical events of the life of Christ are hardly alluded
to, except His death and resurrection (I™ 414 δ™). In the last
of these verses Christ is said to have died * for u s ' ; and in the
preceding verse ' salvation,' which is contrasted with * death,' is
said to come * through' Him. In 1*0 He is also spoken of as
delivering Christians ' from the wrath to come.' It is assumed
that Christ is in heaven, from whence He is expected to come
again with impressive manifestations of power (lio 4i5f.; cf. also
the frequent allusions to ή κκ,ρουσία, του Κυρίου).

The Second Coming is the only point on which the Ep. can be
said to contain direct and formal teaching. The other points
mentioned are all assumed as something already known, not as
imparted for the first time.

Not only may we say that they are known, but it is also fair
to infer that they are undisputed. There is a hint of contro-
versy with the unbelieving Jews, but no hint of controversy
with the Judsean Churches, which stand in the same relation to
Christ (214-16). This is important; and it is fully borne out by
the other Epistles, which show just how far the disputed ground
between St. Paul and the other apostles extended. There was
a good deal of sharp debate about the terms on which Gentiles
should be admitted. There is no trace of any debate as to the
estimate of the Person of Christ.

We have referred to the Pauline mysticism
and to the hints, slight but significant, of what is
known as the doctrine of the Atonement. It is
clear that St. Paul ascribed to Christ not only
divine attributes but divine activities—activities
in the supersensual sphere, what he elsewhere calls
* heavenly places' (τα επουράνια). We know how
these activities are enlarged upon in Epp. to Co,
Gal, and Ro. It would, of course, be wrong to
suppose that all Christians, or indeed any great
number, had an intelligent grasp of these 'mys-
teries ' ; but we can see from the Ep. to He, 1 P,
Epp. Jn, and Rev, that conceptions quite as
transcendental had a wide diffusion. And a verse
like 2 Co 1314 shows that there must have been
large tracts of important teaching which are im-
perfectly represented in our extant documents.
When we consider how occasional these documents
are in their origin, the wonder is not that they
have conveyed to us so little of the apostolic
teaching, but that they have conveyed so much.

The summary impression that we receive is
indeed that the revolution foreshadowed at the
end of the last section has been accomplished.
The historical facts of the Lord's life were not
neglected; for Gospels were being written, of
which those which we now possess are only sur-
viving specimens. But in the whole epistolary
literature of Ν Τ they have receded very much into
the background, as compared with those transcen-
dental conceptions of the Person and Work of
Christ, to which the Gospels pointed forward, but
which (with one exception) they did not directly
expound.

No doubt this was in the main only what was
to be expected. The narrative of the Gospels
goes back to the period before the Resurrection;
the epistolary literature dates altogether after
it. Still it is remarkable how we seem to be
plunged all at once into the midst of a developed
theology. Nor is the wonder lessened, it is rather
increased, when we remark that this theology is
only in part set before us deliberately as teaching.
The fact that it is more often presupposed shows
how deep a hold it must have taken alike of the
writer and of his readers.

Impressive contrasts are sometimes drawn {e.g.
at the beginning of Dr. Hatch's Hibbert Lecture)
between the Sermon on the Mount and the Nicene
Creed; and the contrast certainly is there. But
it goes back far beyond the period of the Arian
controversy. It is hardly less marked between the
Sermon on the Mount and the writings which have
come down to us under the names of St. Peter and
St. Paul. And yet these writings are practically
contemporary with the composition of the Gospels.
The two streams, of historical narrative on the
one hand and theological inference on the other,
really run side by side. They do not exclude but
rather supplement, and indeed critically confirm,

each other. For if the Gospels had been really
not genuine histories of the words and acts of
Christ, but coloured products of the age succeeding
His death, we may be sure that they would have
reflected the characteristic attitude of that age far
more than they do. They do not reflect it, but
they do account for it by those delicate hints and
subtly inwoven intimations that He who called
Himself so persistently Son of Man was also Son
of God.

The one Gospel which bridges the gap more
unmistakably than the others is the Fourth.
And the reason is obvious, if St. John was its
author. He had a foot in both worlds. As the
disciple whom Jesus loved, he vividly remembered
His incomings and outgoings. And in the same
capacity, as a disciple who was also an apostle, it
fell to him to build up that theology which was
the deliberate expression of what Jesus was to
His Church, not in a section only of His being,
the short three years which He had spent among
His followers, but in His being as He had revealed
it to them as a whole. It is difficult to think of
either function as merely assumed by the writer at
second-hand. On the contrary, we acquire a fresh
understanding of the weight and solemnity of his
words when we think of these as springing from
direct personal contact with Christ, and intense
personal conviction of what Christ really was, not
to himself only, but to the world. In this respect
the Fourth Gospel is unique; and the very ex-
pansion which it gives of the divine claims of
Christ prepares us more completely than the other
Gospels alone might have done for the transition
from them to the Epistles.

It is an especial satisfaction to be able to quote, in support of
this view of the first-hand character of the Fourth Gospel, Dr.
Loofs in PRW iv. 29.

iii. The Christ of the Undivided Church.—For
the purpose which we have before us we must
examine the evidence of the Undivided Church on
three distinct points, (a) What was the estimate
of the Person of Christ in the age immediately
succeeding that of the Apostles? (b) Are there
any traces of a tradition different from this?
(c) What is the bearing upon the subject of the
creeds and conciliar decisions ?

(a) On the first head we may say broadly that
the mass of Christian opinion was in strict con-
tinuity with the NT, rarely (as we might expect)
rising to an apprehension of its heights and depths,
and keeping rather at the average level, but
steadily loyal in intention, and showing no signs of
recalcitrance.

Ignatius of Antioch has the strongest grip of distinctive
features of NT teaching (Virgin-Birth, pre-existence, incarna-
tion, Logos, Trinitarian language). Clemens Romanus, though
much less theological, also has pre-existence and a clearly
implied Trinity (lviii. 2). In the former point Barnabas and
Hermas agree, though the latter shows some confusion, not
uncommon at this date, between Son and Spirit. And then we
have the opening words of 2 Clement which exactly describe
the general temper, * Brethren, we ought so to think of Jesus
Christ as of God, as of the Judge of quick and dead.'

These, with Polycarp and Aristides, who adopt a similar tone,
are the writers. And then, when we look for evidence as to
popular feeling and practice, we have the wide prevalence of
baptism in the Threefold Name (Didacha and Justin), and the
hymns sung * to Christ as God' (Pliny, Ep. ad Trajan, xcvi. ;
cf. Eus. HE v. xxviii. 5). It is clear that prayer was generally
offered to Christ. Origen's objection to this was a theological
refinement, as he held that the proper formula was tvvotpHrrnv τω
QtZ hk Χ. Ί . (de Orat. 15).

The group of Apologists which stands out so clearly in the
middle of the 2nd century is characterized chiefly by the use
that is made of the Logos doctrine which was identified with
the Logos of philosophy. With them begins a more active
spirit of reflexion and speculation. The relation of the Son to
the Father, and indeed the whole problem of unity and distinc-
tions in the Godhead (Justin and Athenagoras), is beginning to
be keenly canvassed. And at the same time it is clear that the
question of what were afterwards called the ' Two Natures' was
causing much perplexity. It was this difficulty which really
lies behind the experiments of Gnosticism. When we come U
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the latter half and last quarter of the century, with the theo-
logians of Asia Minor, Irenaeus, and Clement of Alexandria, the
foundations have been laid of a Christian theology, which
already bears the stamp that marks it throughout succeeding
centuries, viz. that it is not free speculation, but reflexion upon
data given by the Bible.

(δ) It was natural, and could not well have been
otherwise, that there was in this reflexion at
first a considerable tentative element. There was
no break, and no conscious divergence between it
and the canonical writings. But are there no
signs of such divergence ? Are there no signs of a
tradition differing from that embodied in these
writings? Perhaps we ought to say that there
are.

The Gnostics began by inventing traditions of their own, but
they soon fell into the groove, and professed to base their views
like the rest on the canonical Scriptures, A conspicuous
example of this is Heracleon's commentary on St. John. But
in these circles there was what we might call recalcitrance, as
when Cerinthus and Carpocrates rejected the Virgin-Birth as
impossible (Iren. adv. Hcer. i. xxvi. 1, xxv. 1). The Gnostics,
however, are outside the true development of Christianity, and
their systems had a different origin.

In closer contact with Christianity proper are the heretical
Ebionites. For them a better claim might be made out to
represent a real divergence of tradition. It is possible that
their denial of the Virgin-Birth was derived from the state of
things when the canonical narratives had not yet obtained any
wide circulation. And yet we should have to pass upon these
Ebionites a verdict similar to that already passed upon the
Gnostics. They were really Jews imperfectly Christianized. If
they regarded Christ as -ψιλβί Ζνθρωνοξ, it was doubtless because
the Jews did not expect their Messiah to have any other origin.
This is a different thing from, though it may have some subordi-
nate connexion with, the views (e.g.) of Paul of Samosata, whose
difficulty was caused by the union of the two natures. The
human nature he regarded as having an ordinarjr human birth
though it came to be united to the Divine Logos.

A like account would hold good of Theodotus of B3rzantium
and the Rationalists described in Eus. HE v. xxviii. At last
the reader may think that he is upon the track of a genuine
Rationalism ; but this did not go very deep. It was consistent
with belief in the Virgin-Birth and in the Resurrection
(Hippolytus, Ref. Ecer. vii. 35); in fact it probably amounted
to little more than a dry literal exegesis.

The Clementine Homilies point out that Christ did not call
Himself 'God,' but the 'Son of God,' and they emphasize this
distinction somewhat after the manner of the later Arians
(xvi. 15, 16). When we have said this, we shall have touched (it
is believed) on all the main types of what might be thought to
be a denial of Christ's full Godhead.

The more pressing danger of primitive Christianity lay in an
opposite direction. Loyalty to Christ was so strong that the
simpler sort of Christians were apt to look upon the humanity
as swallowed up in the divinity. This is the true account of the
early prevalence of Docetism (which made the deity of Christ
real, the humanity phantasmal or unreal), and of the later
prevalence of what is known to students as Modalistic Monarch-
ianism, and to the general reader as Sabellianism (the doctrine
that the Son and the Spirit were not distinct Persons in the
Godhoad, but modes or aspects of the One God). The answer of
Noetus was typical of the frame of mind that gave rise to this,
1 What harm do I do in glorifying Christ ?' (Hippol. c. Noet. 1):
it seemed meritorious to identify Christ with God. Both these
tendencies were far stronger and more widely spread than
anything that savoured of Rationalism. Docetism entered
largely into the Apocryphal Gospels and Acts, which were very
popular; and both Tertullian (Prax. 1, 3) and Hippolytus (Ref.
Hcer. ix. 6, μ,ίγισ-τος α,γών) imply that the struggle against
Monarchianism was severe.

It is evident from this to which side the scales
inclined. The traces of anything like Rationalism
in the modern sense are extremely few and slight.
For the most part, what looks like it is not pure
Rationalism (or Humanitarianism) at all. More
formidable was the excess of zeal which exalted
the divine in Christ at the expense of the human.
But the main body of the Church held an even way
between both extremes,—held it at least in inten-
tion, though there were no doubt a certain number
of unsuccessful experiments in the construction of
reasoned theory.

(c) It was inevitable that in the early centuries
there should be a great amount of tentative think-
ing. But little by little this was sifted out; and
by the middle of the 5th cent, the ancient Church
had practically made up its mind. It formulated
its belief in the Chalcedonian definition {6pos τή$ 4ν
Χάλκηδόνι τετάρτης συνόδου) of the year 451 (which
counts as Ecumenical, though the only Westerns

present were the two legates of Pope Leo and two
fugitive bishops from Africa), and in the Quicumque
vult, a liturgical creed composed, according to a
tradition which may be sound, by Dionysius [of
Milan] and Eusebius [of Vercelli], (cf. the remark-
able preface in the Irish Liber Hymnorum, i. 203,
ii. 92, ed. Bernard and Atkinson, Lond. 1898).

This creed and the definitions of Chalcedon represent the end
of the process; the beginning is marked by the creed known as
the Apostles'. Criticism has of late been active upon this creed
as well as upon the so-called Nicene and Athanasian, with a
result which tends, it may be generally said, to heighten the
value of all three. The date of the Apostles' Creed (in its oldest
ana shortest form) has been reduced within the limits A.D. 100-
150; Kattenbusch, the author of the most elaborate monograph
on the subject, leans to the beginning of that period, Harnack to
the end. It is agreed that it was in the first instance the local
baptismal creed of the Church of Rome, and that it was the
parent of all the leading provincial creeds of the West. The
principal open question at the present moment (1899 in.) is as to
its relation to the Eastern creeds. Kattenbusch and Harnack
both think that it was carried to the East in the time of
Aurelian (circa 270), and that it became the parent of a number
of Eastern creeds, including that which we know as the Nicene ;
but this is conjecture. Harnack thinks that the Roman creed
coalesced with floating formulae, to which he gives the name of
Kerygmata, already circulating in the East. But these also are
more or less hypothetical. And the question is whether the
Eastern creeds, which resemble the Roman, were not rather
offshoots, parallel to it, of a single primitive creed, perhaps
originating in Asia Minor. This is substantially the view of
Dr. Loofs. The main argument in favour of it is that character-
istic features of the Eastern type of creed already appear in
IrensBus and in a less degree in Justin. Harnack would explain
these features as due to his Kerygmata ; and from the point of
view of the history of doctrine the difference is not very great,
because the Kerygmata were in any case in harmony with the
creed.

It would be difficult to overestimate the value of the existence
of this fixed traditional standard of teaching at so early a date.
It was the rallying and steadying centre of Catholic Christianity,
which kept it straight in the midst of Gnostic extravagances and
among the perils of philosophical speculation. Our so-called
Nicene Creed is only the Apostles' Creed in one of its more florid
Oriental forms, with clauses engrafted into it to meet the rising
heresies of Arius and Macedonius; while the Chalcedonian for-
mula and the Quicumque take further account of the contro-
versies connected with the names of Apollinaris, Nestorius, and
Eutyches.

The decisions in question were thus the outcome
of a long evolution, every step in which was keenly
debated by minds of great acumen and power,
really far better equipped for such discussions than
the average Anglo-American mind of to-day. If
we can see that their premises were often erroneous
(especially in such matters as the exegesis of the
OT), we can also see that they possessed extra-
ordinary fertility and subtlety in the handling of
metaphysical problems. The disparaging estimates
of the Fathers, which are often heard and seen in
print, are very largely based upon the most super-
ficial acquaintance with their writings. There are
many things in these which may provoke a smile,
but as a whole they certainly will not do so in any
really open mind. There exists at the present time
in Germany a movement, which bears the name of
its author Albrecht Kitschl (1822-1889), directed
against metaphysics in theology generally. No
doubt Ritschl also was a thinker and writer of
great ability; and the stress that he lays upon
religious experience is by no means without justi-
fication. But it has not yet been proved that the
negative side of his argument is equally valid, or
that metaphysics can be wholly dispensed with.
And so long as this is the case we certainly
cannot afford to ignore these ancient decisions.
Every word in them represents a battle, or suc-
cession of battles, in which the combatants were,
many of them, giants.

LITERATURE.—The subject of this section brings up the whole
history of 'Christology,'which may be studied in well-known
works of Baur, Dorner, and Thomasius, or in Harnack's History
of Dogma. There is an excellent survey by Loofs in Ρ RE* iv.
16 ff., art. ' Christologie, Kirchenlehre,' marked by much inde-
pendent judgment and research. In English may be mentioned
Gore, Bampton Lectures (1891); Fairbairn, Christ in Modern
Theology (1893); R. L. Ottley, Doctrine of the Incarnation
(1896).
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The later phases of the critical discussions on the creeds are
set forth in Kattenbusch, Das Apost. Symbol (Leipzig, 1894,
1898, unfinished); Harnack's art. ' Apost. Symb.' in Ρ RE* i.
741 ff. (this is the author's most complete and latest utterance;
the Eng. reader may consult Hist, of Dogma, i. 157 ff.), and
an important art. by Loofs in Gott. gel. Anzeigen, 1895.

For Ritschl's attitude it may be enough to refer to his tract,
Theologie u. Metaphysik, Bonn, 1881. We had an English
version of the opposition to metaphysics in the writings of
Matthew Arnold.

iv. The Christ of Personal Experience.—In the
case of Ritschl the religious experience of the
individual or of communities is directly pitted
against metaphysics as the criterion of theological
truth. But apart from philosophical theory it
is the criterion which is practically applied by
hundreds of thousands of plain men—we will not say
in search of a creed, but in support of the creed
which they have found or inherited. And there
is an immense volume of evidence derived from
this source in corroboration of the truth of Chris-
tianity, or of what amounts to the same thing,
the Christian estimate of the Person of Christ.
The singular attraction of this Person, the sense
of what Christ has done, not only for mankind at
large but for the individual believer, the sense of
the love of God manifested in Him, have been
so overpowering as to sweep away all need for
other kinds of evidence. They create a passionate
conviction that the religion which has nad these
effects cannot be wrong in its fundamental doctrine,
the pivot of the whole.

This personal experience operates in two ways.
It makes the individual believer cling to his belief
in spite of all the objections that can be brought
against it. But it also possesses a formative power
which so fashions men in the likeness of Christ,
that they in turn become a standing witness to
those who have not come under the same influence.
St. Paul expresses this by a forcible metaphor when
he speaks of himself as in travail for his Galatian
converts * until Christ be formed' in them, as the
embryo is formed in the womb (Gal 419). The
image thus formed shines through the man, like a
light through glass, and so He who came to be the
Light of the world has His radiance transmitted
downwards through the centuries and outwards
to the remotest corners of the earth.

This that we speak of is, of course, matter of
common knowledge and of everyday experience.
The note of the true Christian cannot help being
seen wherever there is genuine Christianity. It is,
however, an inestimable advantage that the process
should have found expression in such classics of
literature as the Confessions of St. Augustine and
the De Imitatione. In these it can not only be
seen but studied.

B. THE PERSON OF CHRIST.—It is necessary
that this article should be brought to a close,
and the close may seem rather abrupt. And yet
the design which the writer set before himself is
very nearly accomplished. It will be his duty at
a later date to return to his subject on a somewhat
larger scale; and for the present he would con-
clude, not so much by stating results as by stating
problems.

i. The Problem as it stands.—We have seen
that there are four different ways of attempting
to grasp what we can of the significance of the
Person of Christ. Towards these four ways the
attitude of different minds will be different. For
some the decisions of the Undivided Church will
be absolutely authoritative and final. They will
not seek to go either behind them or beyond them.
Others will set the comparative simplicity of the
Gospel picture against the more transcendental
and metaphysical conceptions of the age that
followed. To others, again, the picture traced in
the Gospels will seem meagre and uncertain by
the side of the exalted Christ preached by the

Yet others will take refuge in the
appeal to individual experience, which will seem
to give a more immediate hold on Christ and to
avoid the necessity and perplexities of criticism.
Others, still more radical in their procedure, will
begin with the assumption that Christ was only
man, and will treat all the subsequent development
as reflecting the growth of the delusion by which
He came to be regarded as God.

This last is a drastic method of levelling down
the indications of the divine in history, against
which human nature protests and will continue to
protest. But, short of this, the other milder alter-
natives seem to us to put asunder what ought
rather to be combined. They seem to us to pro-
pound antitheses, where they ought rather to find
harmony. As the phases in question, distinctly
as they stand out from each other, are so many
phases in the history of Christianity, they ought
to contribute to the elucidation of the Christianity
which they have in common.

They ought to contribute to it, and we believe
that they do contribute to it. There is, however,
room still left for closer study, especially of the
transitions. We have been so much in the habit
of studying the Gospels by themselves and the
Epistles by themselves that we have not paid
sufficient attention to the transition from the one
to the other. If we follow this clue, it will, we
believe, show that the first three Gospels in par-
ticular need supplementing, that features which in
them appear subordinate will bear greater empha-
sis, and that the resulting whole is more like that
portrayed in the Fourth Gospel than is often
supposed.

For instance, we are of opinion that much of
the teaching of Jn 14-16 is required by the verse
2 Co 1314 and other allusive passages in the early
Epp. of St. Paul; that the command of Mt 2819

(or something like it) is required by Didacho
vii. 1, 3; Just. Apol. i. 61; that the teaching
respecting the Paraclete is required by the whole
Pauline doctrine of the Spirit; that the allegory
of the Vine is required by the Pauline doctrines of
the Head and the Members, and of the Mystical
Union ; that the full sense of Mk 10451| is required
by such passages as Ro 324·25 425 56-8 etc., and
the full sense of Mk 1424|| by He 918'22. And
observations of this kind may be very largely
extended.

In like manner, while it is certainly right that
the conceptions current in the early Church as to
the Person and Work of Christ should be rigor-
ously analyzed and traced to their origin, full
weight should be given to the analogues for them
that are to be found in NT ; and where they have
their roots outside the Bible, even there the efforts
of the human mind to express its deepest ideas
may deserve a more sympathetic judgment than
they sometimes receive.

And throughout, it is highly important that the
doctrinal conceptions, whether of the apostolic
age or of subsequent ages, should be brought to
the test of living experience, and as far as possible
expressed in the language of such experience.
The mind and heart of to-day demands before
all things reality. It is a right and a healthy
demand; and the Churches should try with all
their power to satisfy it. If they fail, the fault
will not lie in their subject-matter, but in them-
selves.

ii. A pressing Portion of the Problem. —
There is one portion of the problem as to the

* *We know, literally speaking, with much greater certainty
what Paul wrote than what Jesus spoke.' 'The centre of
gravity for the understanding of the Person (of Christ) and of
its significance falls upon what we are in the habit of calling
His Work.1 Kahler, Jesus u. das AT, pp. 37, 60.
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Person of our Lord Jesus Christ which both in
this country and in Germany has excited special
interest in recent years. In its most concrete
form this is the question as to our Lord's Human
Knowledge, which, however, runs up directly into
what is generally known as the question of the
Kenosis. And that, again, when thoroughly ex-
amined, will be found to raise the whole question
of the Two Natures. In regard to this series of
connected questions there is still abroad an active
spirit of inquiry.

It was started in the first instance by the argument from our
Lord's use of the OT in its bearing upon the question of OT
criticism. This led to a closer examination of the text, Mk lS^2

|| var. lee. That, again, expanded into a discussion of the technical
doctrine of the Kenosis (see the art. s.v.), an episode in which
was a renewed study of the exegesis of Ph 25·1 1. And that in
turn, in its later phase (H. 0. Powell's Principle of the Incar-
nation, 189G), has opened up the whole question of the Two
Natures, which in Germany for some time past has been far
more freely handled than in Great Britain.

These discussions have produced one little work of classical
value, Dr. Ε. Η. Gifford's study of Ph 25-n, entitled The Incar-
nation, a model of careful and scientific exegesis, which
appears to leave hardly anything more to be said on that
head. It is also right to note the special activity on this sub-
ject of the diocese of Salisbury, largely due to the initiative
and encouragement of its bishop (Mr. W. S. Swayne's Our
Lord's Knowledge as Man, with a preface by the Bp. of
Salisbury, 1891, and Mr. Powell's elaborate work, mentioned
above). Weighty contributions have been made to the subject
by Dr. Bright in Waymarks of Church History (1894), Canon
Gore (Dissertations, 1898), and in arts, in the Ch. Quarterly,
Oct. 1891, and July 1897.

On the Continent special views of the Kenosis are connected
with the names of Dorner, Thomasius, Ο ess, Godet, and others
rather more incidentally. Tracts upon the smaller questions
have recently appeared by Schwartzkopff (Konnte Jesus irren 1
1896), and Kahler (Jesus u. das AT, 189G).

In spite of all this varied activity, it may be
doubted whether the last word has yet quite been
said (Dr. Gifford's treatment of the exegetical
question seems to us to come nearest to this).
The first concern of the historian is that the facts
shall be taken candidly as they are. It is more
probable that our inferences will be wrong than
the data from which they are drawn. And for the
rest, we should not be surprised if a yet further
examination of the subject should result rather in
a list of tacenda than of prcedicanda.

C. THE WORK OF CHRIST.—In regard to the
Work of Christ also it is best for us to state
problems. Of these the most important are the
two that meet us first; they have not been much
discussed; and complete agreement upon them
has not yet been attained.

i. The Place in the Cosmical Order of the
Ethical Teaching of Christ.—It is almost a ques-
tion of names when it is asked whether Christ
brought into the world a new ethical ideal. The
question would be what constituted a new ideal.
The Christian ideal, properly so called, is a direct
development of what is found in OT, esp. in Pss.
and the Second Part of Isaiah. But it receives a
finish and an enrichment beyond what it ever
possessed before, and it is placed on deeper
foundations.

The chief outstanding question in regard to it
would be the relation in which it stood to the
older ideals of the best pagan life and philosophy
in regard to the civic virtues, and to the newer
ideals put forward in modern times in the name of
science, art, and industry. The Christian ideal,
it must be confessed, rather leaves these on one
side. That it should do so would be quite as
explicable if we adopt the Christian estimate of
the Person of Christ as if we do not. If we do
not adopt it, then the omission (so far as there is
an omission) would be one of the limitations for
which we were prepared. But if we take St.
John's view of the relation of the Son to the
Father, and see in His action the action willed by
the Father, we shall see it as part of the great

world-movement, presupposing so much of that
movement as had proved itself to be of permanent
value in the past, and leaving room for further
developments, corresponding to altered states of
society, in the future. The teaching of Christ
was not intended to make a tabula rasa of all that
had gone before in Greece or Rome any more than
in Judsea; nor was it intended to absorb into
itself absolutely all the threads of subsequent
evolution, where those threads work back to ante-
cedents other than its own. It was intended so
to work into the course of the world-movement as
ultimately to recast and reform it. Its action has
about it nothing violent or revolutionary, but it is
none the less searching and effective. It is a force
' gentle yet prevailing.'

Some remarks have been made above (p. 621 f.)
on the way in which the Christian ethical ideal
operates and has operated. It is not thought that
they are really sufficient; but they represent such
degree of insight as the writer has attained to at
present, and he would welcome warmly any new
light on the subject.

ii. The Significance of the Personal Example of
Christ in regard to His Ethical Teaching.—When
once it is realized that the root principle of the
ethics of Jesus is Life through Death, the death of
the lower self with a view to the more assured
triumph of the higher, it must needs break in
upon us that the Life of Christ bears to His
teaching a wholly different relation from that
which the lives of ordinary teachers bear to
theirs. An honest man will no doubt try to
practise what he preaches, but that will be just a
matter of maxims of conduct. The Life of Christ,
we can see, was something very much more than
this. It was a systematic working out of the
Christian principle on a conspicuous and tran-
scendent scale. The Death and Resurrection of
Jesus were the visible embodiment of the law of
all spiritual being that death is the true road to
the higher life.

When we reflect further who it was that was
thus exhibiting in His own Person the working
out of this law to the utmost extremity, we
become aware that Christians have it indeed
placarded' before their eyes (Gal 31) in a
sense in which no moral law ever was set forth
before.

Add that Christ had Himself predicted and that
His followers generally believed that after His
Ascension He was again visiting His people
through His Spirit; that Divine forces were at
work in the world, all radiating from Himself—
Himself at once crucified and risen; add this to
the previous beliefs of which we have just spoken,
—remember that Christians supposed themselves
to be actually conscious of these forces impressing
and moulding their own hearts and lives, and we
may come gradually to understand what St. Paul
meant when he spoke of ' dying' or * being cruci-
fied' with Chr i s t ' and * rising again with Him.'
It seems to be a similar idea to that which St.
John expresses when he puts into the mouth of
Christ the claim, Ί am the Way.' Rather, per-
haps, we should not narrow down this phrase to
anything less than the whole content of the Life of
Christ on earth. 'He supplied in Himself the
fixed plan, according to which all right human
action must be framed: the Spirit working with
their spirit supplied the ever-varying shapes in
which the one plan had to be embodied' (Hort,
Huls. Led. p. 30).

iii. The Work of Christ as Redemptive.—Here
we come on to more settled ground. At a very
early date Christian tradition gave to Christ the
title ' Saviour' (Lk 211, Ac 531 1323 etc. ; cf. Mt I21,
Lk 1910), * Saviour of the world' (Jn 442; cf. 31T
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12*7). What does this title 'Saviour' include?
It doubtless includes every sense in which Christ
rescued and rescues men from the power and the
guilt of sin. He does this, as we have seen, both by
teaching and by example—by inimitable teaching
and by a consummate example. But if we follow
the method indicated above (p. 651), if we take the
hints in the Gospels, Ayith the fuller light thrown
upon them by the Epistles, we shall be led to the
conclusion that there was something yet more in
the Life and Death and Resurrection of our Lord
Jesus Christ than this, that there was something
in these connected acts of His which had its
counterpart in the sacrifices of OT ; and that the
deepest meaning and purpose of sacrifice was
fulfilled in Him. This is a belief which Christians
have held from the first days onwards ; and it is a
belief which does not and will not lack careful
restatement at the present time.

iv. The Work of Christ as Revelation.—On a
similar footing is the belief that Christ came not
only to give, but to be a revelation of the inmost
mind and character of the Father. Such a revela-
tion was needed. It is not contained in the
' cosmic process.' If we had that process alone
before us, we could not infer that God was a Being
absolutely righteous and absolutely loving. The
idea that He might be so could not rise above a
hypothesis. But at this point the Incarnation
intervenes. And here again the Synopt. Gospels
present us with one central passage (Mt 1127||) with
other scattered hints which are taken up and made
more explicit in the Fourth Gospel, while that
again does but give the fuller ground for a belief
which was certainly held in the apostolic circle
(comp. e.g. the central passage Jn 147"10 with 1014ί·
316, 1 Jn 48·16, Ro 58 etc.). So we get the broad
doctrine led up to by St. Paul and Ep. to the
He (2 Co 44·6, Col I15, He I3), and finally formu-
lated by St. John, that the Son was the Logos
or Word (which might be paraphrased 'mouth-
piece,' or · vehicle of utterance of the mind') of
the Father.

v. The Founding of the Church.—Conventional
language is too often heard as though the im-
mediate object of the Incarnation was the founding
of the full hierarchical system as it existed in the
Middle Ages. This language is based on the com-
plete identification of the Church with the ' king-
dom of heaven' (see p. 620^sup.). On the other
hand, there is a school of critics, both in Germany
and in England, who deny that ' Jesus ever created,
or thought of creating, an organized society.'
The main ground for this latter view is the doubt
that rests over the two instances—one of them
ambiguous—of the use of the word' Church' which
are confined to the peculiar element of the First
Gospel (Mt 1618 1817), and the certainty that there
are some senses in which the ' kingdom' and the
Church cannot be identified. In some (though not
in all) of those who adopt this line of reasoning
there is the further tendency to minimize or
restrict all that would imply an extended outlook
of Jesus over the ages.

It seems to us, however, to be going too far to
say that the ' kingdom of heaven' is ' without
organization and incapable of being organized.'
The two parables of the Tares and the Draw-net
distinctly imply the existence of a society; and that
the divine laws and influences which constitute the
kingdom should express themselves in a society
as the vehicle for their realization is antecedently
probable. But when Jesus gathered round Him
the Twelve, He was practically forming the nucleus
of a society; and that society has had a continuous
existence ever since, so that it is difficult to think
that it was not contemplated. Moreover, when we
turn to the writings of St. Paul, we find that even

in his earlier Epp. he seems to think of Christians
as forming a single body with differentiation of
function (Ro 124"8, 1 Co 124"30), and in his later Epp.
(Eph, Col, Past. Epp.) the unity of the Church
with its regular forms of ministry is brought out
still more emphatically.

We also find that the Day of Pentecost is
described in Ac as inaugurating a state of things
which agrees well with the indications in Epp.
Paul, while it confirms the promise of Lk 2449,
Jnl41 6-2 t\

On the assumptions made in this art. it would
be extremely improbable that this series of phen-
omena was not fully foreseen and deliberately
designed by Christ. It would seem, however,
that, after the manner of the divine operations
in nature, He was rather content to plant a germ
with indefinite capacities of growth, than thought
it necessary Himself to fix in advance the details
of organization.

The exact nature of the powers conferred upon
the apostles is still a subject of much discussion as
these concluding lines are written.

LIVES OP CHRIST.—TO write the Life of Christ ideally is
impossible. And even to write such a Life as should justify
itself either for popular use or for study, is a task of extreme
difficulty. After all the learning, abilit}', and even genius
devoted to the subject, it is a relief to turn back from the very
best of modern Lives to the Gospels. And great as are the
merits of many of these modern works, there is none (at least
none known to the writer—and there are several that he ought
to know but does not) which possesses such a balance and
combination of qualities as to rise quite to the level of a classic.
What is wanted is a Newman, with science and adequate know-
ledge. No one has ever touched the Gospels with so much
innate kinship of spirit as he. It should be needless to say that
the Life of Christ can be written only by a believer. Renan had
all the literary gifts—a curiosa felicitas of style, an esthetic
appreciation of his subject, and a saving common-sense which
tempered his criticism ; but even as literature his work is spoilt
by self-consciousness and condescension, and his science was
not of the best.

It will be well here only to name a select list of books which
may be used more or less systematically. The minor works are
legion.

Among the older works that would still most repay study
would probably be those of Neander (ed. 7, 1873), Hase (Leben
Jesu, ed. 6, 1865; Geschicfde Jesu, 1876), Ewald (vol. yi. in
Eng. tr. of Gesch. d. Volkes Israel, 1883), Andrews (American;
revised ed. Edin. 1892).

In this country the books most generally current are Farrar's
Life of Christ (since 1874); Edersheim's Life and Times of Jesus
the Messiah (since 1883, revised editions from 1886, abridged
ed. 1890); to which should perhaps be added Cunningham
Geikie, Life and Words of Christ (1877). Of these the best is
probably Dr. Edersheim's (with very ample illustrations from
Jewish sources); but none of the three can quite be said to
grapple with the deeper underlying problems, critical or other.
A. striking attempt was made by the late Prof. J. R. Seeley to
realize in modern forms the ethical and social aspect of the Life
of Christ in Ecce Homo (ed. 6, 1866). And the imaginative
works, Dr. Edwin A. Abbott's Philochristus (ed. 3, 1878), and
the anonymous As Others Saw Ηim (1895, see p. 633& sup.), may
be consulted with advantage. [Dr. Abbott's later works have
been mentioned above (p. 628a)].

In French, besides Renan, E. de Pressense" (1866, Eng. tr.
same date and later; Protestant) may still be read. P6re
Didon (1891, also translated ; Roman Catholic) represents with
dignity the older orthodoxy, and A. Roville (1897) the newer
criticism.

The most thoughtful and searching, as well as (if we except
Dr. Edersheim) the most learned work, has been done in
Germany. The two writers who have tried most earnestly to
combine the old with the new are Bernhard Weiss, and
Beyschlag. Of these we prefer Weiss. His Leben Jesu (1882,
Eng. tr. 1883, 1884) is a conscientious and thorough piece of
work, which, however, has to be studied rather than read.
Beyschlag's (1885 and later) is more flowingly written, but also
exhibits rather more markedly the weaker side of a mediating
theology. Keim's Jesus von Nazara (1867-1882, abridged ed.
1873-1883) is impressive from the evident sincerity of its author,
his intellectual force and command of his materials, but the
critical premises are unfortunate. A concise Life which has
just appeared by Dr. P. W. Schmidt of Basel (Gesch. Jesu,
1899) seems, if a glance may be trusted, to come under the head
of minor works. It gains its conciseness by omitting debatable
matter.

The student may be advised to take Weiss for his principal
commentary, referring to Schlirer (p. 609 sup.) or Edersheim for
surroundings, and using along with it Tischendorf's Synopsis
Evangelica, or a Harmony like Stevens and Burton's. He should
read Ecce Homo. W . SANDAY.
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J E S U S CALLED JUSTUS {'Ιησ γ μ )
—A Jewish Christian resident in Rome during St.
Paul's first imprisonment. The apostle sends a
greeting from him to the Colossians (411), speaking
at the same time of the comfort that he had
received from him as a fellow-worker unto the king-
dom of God. Nothing further is known of him.

J. O. F. MURRAY.
JETHER (in; 'abundance,' Ίέθερ).— 1. Father-in-

law of Moses (RVm of Ex 418 E), prob. a mistake
for Jethro, Ή?:. 2. Eldest son of Gideon, Jg 820.
When called'upon by his father to avenge his
uncle's death by executing the two Midianite
chiefs, Zebah and Zalmunna, the lad shrank from
the deed * because he was yet a youth.' It seems
surprising at first to find such a youth among
Gideon's 300 tested warriors ; but 84ff· belongs to a
much older source than 74"8, and may be connected
with 634, where Gideon's men are drawn from his
own clan of Abiezer; thus the boy would be in-
cluded in his father's following. 3. An Ishmaelite,
father of Amasa, 1 Κ 25·32, 1 Ch 217 = K-Jtf 2 S 1725

Ίόθ€ρ, Luc. Ίέθερ. ί. 5. Two men of Judah, 1 Ch
232 417. 6. A man of Asher, 1 Ch 738=pTJ?: v.37,
Ίέθερ A. Ithran was the name of an Eclomite
clan, Gn 3628 P. G. A. COOKE.

JETHETH (nrv).— The eponym of an Edomite
clan, Gn 364 0=l Ch I51, which has not been traced.
The MT is not beyond suspicion, in view of the
LXX (A) reading Ίεβέρ in Gn, (Β) Ίεθέτ (Α) Ί€θέθ
in 1 Ch, and Luc. Ίαθέρ in both passages.

JETHRO (inn:; in Ex 418a τη;, i.e. Jether [so
RVm]; LXX everywhere Ίοθόρ. 'ηη: may be for
p-ur, or, as Dillmann prefers, for nn?, a name of the
same class as iDpa of Neh 66 and bearing the same
relation to "irr that my» bears to DPS of Neh 219).
—The priest of Midian and father-in-law of Moses.
It was while keeping Jethro's flocks that Moses
had his vision of the burning bush and received
his commission from J" to the court of Egypt (Ex
3lff·). Shortly thereafter he went to his father-in-
law and obtained his permission to return to his
brethren (418). In a previous narrative (215ff·) we
are told how Moses, on fleeing from Egypt, came
and dwelt in the land of Midian, how he assisted
the seven daughters of the priest of Midian to
water their flocks, and how finally he married one
of these daughters named Zipporah. In this
narrative no name is given to the priest (or it has
been lost; see below).

An analysis of the above passages shows that
Ex 31 and 418, as well as all the other passages
where the name Jethro occurs {viz. 181·2·5> 6·9·1 0·1 2),
belong to E, whereas Ex 215ff· is from J. Now the
question arises, What is the relation of Hobab of
Nu 1029 (also J) to Jethro ? Is he identical with
him, so that in the latter passage ηψο jnh, ' Moses'
father-in-law,' * applies to Hobab; or is he his son,
Reuel being another name for Jethro, so that
Hobab ben-Reuel was Moses' brother-in-law ; or, as
a third possibility,! are Hobab and Jethro both sons
of Reuel and thus brothers ? Various considerations
point to the following as the most probable answer
to these questions. Jethro is the name of Moses'
father-in-law according to one tradition (E), Hobab
ben-Reuel is the name according to another (J),
which appears not only in Nu 1029 but also in Jg I1 6

(see Moore's note) 411. All difficulty in the way of
identifying Jethro and Hobab is removed if we
regard * Reuel' of Ex 218 as a gloss due to a mis-
conception of Nu 1029 (Driver, LOT6 p. 22f.), or

its meaning anytmng out jamer-in-caw.
t If (with Ewald, Gesch. ii. 38) we read c Jethro ben-Reuel' for

«Reuel'in Ex 218.

substitute for this reading ' Hobab ben-Reuel.1

It is true that some obscurity (but this is so upon
any theory of the relation of the two names) still
arises from the circumstance that alike in Ex 215ff·
(J) and 31 (E) Moses' father-in-law is priest of
Midian, whereas in Jg I1 6 411 he is a Kenite.
(See, further, Moore on Jg I16, and Dillmann-Ryssel
on Ex 218).

A very important incident is recorded in Ex 18
(E), where Moses receives a visit from Jethro, and
at his father-in-law's instigation appoints subordi-
nates to assist him in the work of * judging' the
people. In v.27 we are told how thereafter Jethro
' went his way into his own country.' In J's
narrative (Nu 1029ff·) we find Hobab in the camp
of Israel, and gather the impression (cf. also Jg I 1 6

4U) that, though at first reluctant, he finally agreed
to the proposal of Moses that he should remain
and give the people the benefit of his services as
guide. See, also art. HOBAB. J. A. SELBIE.

JETUR.—See

JEUEL (^NW;).— 1. A Judahite, son of Zerah,
1 Ch 96. 2. A Levitical family name, 2 Ch 2913.
3. A contemporary of Ezra, Ezr 813. In 2 and 3
KerS has hwti Jeiel. See GENEALOGY.

JEUSH (vw\; in Gn 365·14, I Ch 710 the Kethibh
has v*y\ Jeish. The KerS is supported by Gn 3618,
the LXX 'Ieoiis, Ίαοι/s, Vulg. Jehus, Jaus, as well
as by the form in which the name occurs elsewhere).
— 1 . A son of Esau by Oholibamah; also the
eponym of a Horite clan, Gn 365·1 4·1 8=1 Ch I35.
2. A Benjamite chief, 710. 3. A descendant of
Saul, 1 Ch 839. i . The name of a Levitical family,
1 Ch 2310f·. 5. A son of Rehoboam, 2 Ch II 1 9 .

W. R. Smith {Kinship and Marriage, 218, BS2,
42 n. 4) proposes to identify Jeush with the Arabian
lion-god Jaghuth, of whose name he declares that
it is ' the exact phonetic equivalent.' This is
favoured by Wellhausen {Eeste2, 22) and Noldeke
{ZDMG, 1886, p. 168); but Lagarde {MittheiL
ii. 77, Bildung der Nomina, 133), followed by
Dillmann {Genesis, ad loc), objects on the ground,
amongst others, that the LXX 'Ieotfs points t o ' and
not gh in Arabic (see Gray, Heb. Proper Names, 109).

JEUZ (py:).— The eponym of a Beniamite family,
lCh8 1 0 . See GENEALOGY.

JEW, JEWS (Heb. ηί.τ, οπί,τ {Kethibh ΟΉΙ,Τ),
Aram. ΝΗί.τ, ριοί.τ, 'Ιουδαίο*, strictly = persons be-
longing to Judah). — In Jeremiah, the earliest
writer employing the term whose date is certain,
it is found without (3212) or with implied contrast
to others (4011·12 Moabites, 3819 413 5228·30, cf.
2 Κ 2525 Chaldaeans, 441 Egyptians). Curiously
(unlike the earlier phrase, 'men of Judah,' &κ
πτιπ; 1 S II 8 etc., or '» v;x 2 S 24) it is never
found in contrast to persons of the N. King-
dom (2 Κ 166 is a more apparent than real
exception, for though the 'Jews' spoken of do,
in fact, belong to the S. Kingdom (1422), yet
they are contrasted with Syrians [MT] or, rather,
Edomites). It seems, therefore, to have been
scarcely used until the kingdom of Judah was the
one existing Heb. kingdom. This change would
make it the more easy for ' Jew' to be employed
as a synonym of ' Hebrew' (Jer 349), and for the
language common to N. and S. Pal. to be called
'Jewish' (n-nn: 2 Κ 1826·28 || 2 Ch 3218, cf. Neh 1324).
Although those who inhabited Jerus. and Judah
were still regarded for a time as having a special
right to the title (Neh I 2 66), yet it became the
national name of the people of Israel in contrast to
Gentiles (Neh 46 [12 AV] 58, Zee 823, Dn 38, Est 25,
and often ; cf. 1 Mac 823· 27 TO 'έθνοτ των Ιουδαίων).
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Josephus is therefore not far wrong when he
says, εκλήθησαν δέ τό Ονομα έξ ής ημέρας άνέβησαν έκ
Βαβυλώνος, από της 'Ιούδα φυλής, ής πρώτης έλθούσης
els εκείνους τού$ τόπους, αυτοί re καϊ ή χώρα της προ-
σηγορίας αυτής μετέλαβον (Ant. XI. ν. 7). Josephus
also quotes a passage from Clearchus, which
speaks of his master Aristotle definitely using the
word * Jew'; but as he only says that it is derived
from Judaea, the country that the Jews inhabit, it
is doubtful whether he uses the term in the merely
local or the national sense (c. Ap. i. 22). Further,
though nowhere expressly applied to members of
the Ten Tribes (Mordecai as belonging to Benjamin
would readily be called * Jew'), yet, in view of the
wide area over which * Jews' are said to be scattered
in Est 915"19, it seems impossible to believe but that
when the Book of Esther was written the term
included them.

In Neh 216 (and so also, perhaps, 517, but not 51,
cf. 58) ' the Jews' are distinguished from the
priests, the nobles, the princes (segdnim), and
' the rest that did the work,' and seem to mean the
middle classes, which were, perhaps, then, as in
NT times, the most zealous for Judaism. The
term occurs as denominative of Gentiles adopting
Judaism in Est 817.

In NT J. is generally used in contrast to Gentiles
(e.g. Jn 26 Ac 141), Samaritans (Jn 49), or prose-
lytes (Ac 210), i.e. it=Jews both in race and religion
(cf. also Jn 422). It is more natural in the mouth
of Gentiles than Jews (Mt 22, cf. Lk 2337 spoken by
Roman soldiers with || Mt 2742, Mk 1532 by the
high priests). In Jn it specially denotes the typical
representatives of Jewish thought contrasted with
believers in Christ whatever their nationality and
stage of belief, or with other Jews of less pro-
nounced opinions (e.g. Jn 325 ' a Jew,' 510 713 922, see
more fully Westcott, St. John, Introd. I. 1. i. a. 7.).
In Gal 213 it refers to Christians of Jewish race
(cf. St. Paul, ' a Jew, a man of Tarsus,' Ac 2139).
Lk 2351 (' Arimathsea, a city of the Jews') perhaps
means that Ar. was in Judssa, not Samaria or
Galilee. For a similar use of the adj. cf. Mk I5,
Jn 322. In Ro 228·29 (cf. Rev 29 39) with ref. to ideal
Jews who correspond to God's call and choice. In
Gal I 1 3 · 1 4 St. Paul speaks of the 'Jews' religion,'
and the same expression (Gr. Ιουδαϊσμός) occurs
also in 2 Mac 81 (cf. 2211438).

Jewess (rtnn»n 1 Ch 418). — ' And his wife the
Jewess,' RV (' Jehudijah,' AV), i.e. perhaps of the
tribe of Judah, but perhaps in the widest sense
(see above), esp. if she is contrasted with Bithiah,
the daughter of Pharaoh, who was, as it seems,
Mered's other wife.

In NT Timothy's mother is said to be a believing
Jewess, but his father a Greek (Ac 161). In Ac
2424 Drusilla the wife of Felix is called a Jewess.
In both cases there is no thought of the tribe.

Jewish (iVN'T, Ίουδαιστί).—Of the language of the
inhabitants of Jerus. in time of Hezekiah (2 Κ
1826·28 || Is36 n · 1 3, cf. 2Ch3218) and of Nehemiah
(Neh 1324); in both cases contrasted with that of
non-Isr. nations. In the time of Hez. this was quite,
and in that of Nehem. almost, certainly Hebrew.
In Tit I1 4 'Jewish fables' prob. = Haggad6th, by
which Jewish teachers popularized their philo-
sophical speculations. A. LUKYN WILLIAMS.

JEWEL is EV trn of 1. r̂j Ca 71 'The joints
of thy thighs (RVm ' thy rounded thighs') are like
jewels.' The word comes from a root nbn 'adorn.'
Its only other occurrence is in Pr 2512, where it is
coupled with nn 'nose-ring,' and where AV, RV tr.
' ornament.' From the same root comes 2. The air.
λβγ. ίτ̂ π (again coupled with on) in Hos 213 [Heb.15],
used of the jewellery worn upon the occasion of a
religious festival. Festal garments and ornaments
were in accordance with ancient custom, Ex 318ff\

One who had not a special robe (Gn 352), at least
washed his ordinary garments (Ex 1910) before
approaching the presence of the Deity (cf. W. R.
Smith, BS 433 f.). After the celebration was
over, the festal garment and ornaments were put
off, because a certain virtue was believed to attach
to them from contact with the object of worship,
cf. Ezk 4419 '(The priests) shall put off their gar-
ments wherein they minister and lay them in the
holy chambers, ana they shall put on other gar-
ments, that they sanctify not the people with their
garments'; cf. also the mantle of Elijah, 2 Κ 28ff·
(see the interesting note of Nowack, Kl. Proph. 20).

3. ^?, a general term for 'article,' 'utensil,'
'vessel·/ 'thing.' When coupled with ηρ| 'silver,'
or an? 'gold,' or both of them, it is tr'1 'jewels'
in Gn 2453, Ex 322 II 2 1235 3522, Nu 3150·51, 1 S 68·15,
Job 2817 (with TS), Is 611 0; so with ij?; ('precious-
ness') in Pr 2015; with TTixsn ('fairness') in Ezk
1617-39 2326; with ΠΙΏΠ: ('desirableness,' 'precious-
ness') in 2 Ch 2025 (cf." .«nog in 3227, where for AV
'jewels' RV has 'vessels').

4. DT3, which in EV is three times (Pr II2 2, Is 321,
Ezk 1612) trd 'jewel,' means 'nose-ring.'

5. nV:p, Mai 3 1 7 ' in that day when I make up my
jewels'* Unfortunately, there can be no doubt that
this beautiful and familiar phrase rests upon a
mistranslation. The Heb. reads ':N ιψχ uvb ^ rm
rr̂ jp na% which can hardly mean anything else than
' Wiey shall be mine, in the day that I do make *
(cf. v.21), even a peculiar treasure' (so RV and
Amer. RV, except that the latter gives ' mine own
possession' instead of ' a peculiar treasure'). nV:p,
applied in 1 Ch 293, Ec 28 to a private treasure (of
gold, silver, etc.) belonging to kings, is repeatedly
used of Israel as the special possession or prize of
J", Ex 195, Dt 76142 2618, Ps 1354 (see Driver on Dt 76).

In Ca I1 0 where AV has ' rows (of jewels)' RV
gives 'plaits (of hair).' The Heb. is οηϊη, the
meaning of which is quite uncertain. Baethgen (in
Kautzsch's AT) gives Gehange, Siegfried - Stade
Schnure. In the second clause of the same verse
RV substitutes 'strings of jewels' for AV 'chains
(of gold).' The Heb. is D'ino, which Siegfried-Stade
tr. Perlen-, Corallenschnur'e; Baethgen, Schnure ;
Oxf. Heb. Lex. 'strings of beads.' In 1 Ρ 33 where
AV has simply 'gold' RV gives 'jewels of gold,'
which is a more exact rendering of χρυσίων (gen.
plur.).

In Trumbull's Studies in Oriental Social Life
(p. 319 ff.) there is a striking chapter on the
extent to which gold and silver ornaments are
worn by the women of Egypt and Arabia. Oriental
dress lends itself to ornamental treatment much
more than the Western style. The materials may
be gold, silver, and rich cloth, as well as precious
stones. All the references in Scripture to jewellery
imply that it was highly appreciated, and might
easily become dangerous to the moral life. It
caused the tragedy of Achan ; and provided at once
the golden calf and the furnishings of the taber-
nacle. Among Orientals, the same taste that
enjoys rich heavy perfumes and bright dazzling
colours in dress, naturally found pleasure in the
gorgeous display of jewellery. Jewels took the
form of armlet, anklet, bracelet, crescent, earring,
nose-ring, necklace, and often had a value of amu-
let protection. See, further, STONES (PRECIOUS).

J. A. SELBIE.
JEWRY.—The Gr. name Ιουδαία was rendered

by Tindale Jewry (usually spelt by him 'Jury'),
and this was accepted by all the VSS following,
except occasionally Rhem. (Juda) and AV. The
AV was apparently the first to use the more
accurate form Judea, and it does so everywhere
in NT, except Lk 235, Jn 71, where the earlier

* Or perhaps ' in the day when I act ' ; Nowack, den Tag da
ich Hand anlege.
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form Jewry has been allowed to stand. RV has
everywhere the still more accurate spelling Judaea
(wh. see). The Apocr. was more carelessly trd in
AV, hence Jewry is oftener retained, as 1 Es I3 2 449

57.8.57 6 i 88i 93f £ e l 88f 2 Mac 1024; but still Judea
is the more frequent form. In RV the Apocr. is
not more carelessly, but it is less consistently trd

than NT, and so Jewry is allowed to remain in
1 Es and Bel, but changed to Judcea in 1 Mac.
In OT the form Jewry occurs but once in AV,
Dn 513. The Aram, is τι.τ, a form which in the very
same verse is trd Judah, as it is rendered every-
where else except Ezr 58 {Judea). RV always
Judah. Cf. Tindale's trn of Mt 25·6 'And they
sayde unto hym; at Bethleem in Jury (rrjs Ίουδα/as).
For thus it is written by the Prophet. And thou
Bethleem in the londe of Jury (777 Ιούδα), art not
the leest concernynge the Princes of Judah (Ιούδα).'

J. HASTINGS.
JEZANIAH (in Jer 40 [Gr. 47]8 v^r, LXX

'lefrvlas; in 42 [Gr. 49]* n;#;, BA 'Afrpias, Qm*
'lefrvias).—A Judahite military officer who joined
Gedaliah at Mizpah (Jer 408). After the murder of
Gedaliah, Jezaniah was one of those who went to
the prophet Jeremiah for counsel as to their future
action (421). He is called in 2 Κ 2523 Jaazaniah
(which see), and is apparently to be identified also
with Azariah (nn]i;: Afrptas) of Jer 432, who was
prominent in rejecting the prophet's advice.

JEZEBEL (^J»N, perhaps* ' un-exalted,' *un-
husbanded' [see Oxf. Heb. Lex. p. 33a], 'Iê ajSeX).—
The daughter of Ethbaal, and wife of Ahab. Eth-
baal (Ithobaal) had, after a period of revolution and
anarchy, seized (c. B.C. 888) the throne of Tyre, which
he occupied for more than thirty years. He was the
first monarch of note who had reigned in Phoenicia
since the days of Hiram, and his alliance was
doubtless sought by Omri and Ahab in order to
counterbalance the hostility of Damascus. The
marriage of J. to Ahab (1 Κ 1631) exercised a
powerful influence upon the history of religion in
Israel, and indirectly also in Judah, where J.'s
daughter, Athaliah, afterwards shared the throne
with Jehoram the son of Jehoshaphat. The wor-
ship of the Tyrian Baal was now supported by all
the court influence. We are not, indeed, to suppose
that Ahab abandoned the worship of J", whose
prophets he still consulted (1 Κ 226), and whose
name he meant to honour by the names he gave to
his children (Ahaziah, Jehoram, Athaliah, all of
which are compounds containing some form of
m.T). Nay, he could have pleaded that he simply
copied the example of Solomon, both in his foreign
marriage and in erecting a sanctuary for Baal
(cf. 1 Κ Π 1 · 7 with 1631·33). But what had been
tolerated in the days of Solomon now met with
strenuous opposition. To the great prophet Elijah,
J" was a jealous God ; there was no longer room in
Israel for the worship of Baal; there must be no
' halting between two opinions,' but a definite
choice of the one or the other deity. The attitude
assumed by Elijah, and those like-minded with
him, provoked the resentment of J., in whose
hands Ahab seems to have been little more than a
tool. The prophets of J" were either put to death
or driven to conceal themselves (1 Κ 184), until
Elijah could exclaim, Ί , even I only, am left, and
they seek my life to take it away' (1 Κ 1914). The
issue of the conflict on Mount Carmel, and the
slaughter of the prophets of Baal, from which
Elijah hoped so much, served only to augment the
persecuting zeal of the queen (1 Κ 192).

* Hommel's theory (AHT 116), that the first element of the
word is a divine name, is very precarious. Konig (Expos.
Times, Jan. 1899, p. 19Ο) suggests that the first element is *N
' island,' and that the name may mean ' exalted isle,' which
may have been originally an honorific appellation of Tyre itself.

The darkest stain, however, upon the memory
of J. is left by the atrocious crime she perpetrated
( I K 21) in order to procure for her husband the
vineyard of Naboth the Jezreelite (see NABOTH).
The judicial murder of Naboth sent a thrill of
horror through the land, and, as W. R. Smith
{Proph. Isr. 87), following Ewald and Wellhausen,
has truly remarked, this crime had far more to do
than the worship of Baal with undermining the
throne of Ahab and Jezebel. The popular feeling
is doubtless truly reflected in the terrible sentence
which (according to the Deuteronomic compiler)
Elijah passed upon the actors in this tragedy
(1 Κ 21"-24).

J. survived her husband (who fell in battle at
Ramoth-gilead, c. B.C. 853) some ten years, and
saw her two sons, Ahaziah and Jehoram, in succes-
sion seated upon the throne. The house of Omri
was at length destroyed by Jehu, a cavalry officer
in the service of Jehoram, who treacherously slew
both his master and Ahaziah king of Judah
(2 Κ 924ff·). When tidings of the catastrophe reached
J., the aged queen prepared to meet death with
fortitude and dignity. Having attired herself as
for a state occasion (the notion that she meant to
captivate Jehu by her charms is too ridiculous to
need refutation), she awaited the arrival of the
usurper, whom she mockingly accosted, * Is it well
with Zimri, the murderer or his master ?' * The
answer of the brutal Jehu was to order her eunuchs
to cast her down from the window of the palace,
and, as the helpless woman lay stunned by the
fall, he and his captains trampled her under their
horses' feet. After a banquet held to celebrate
the success of his conspiracy, the savage warrior
ordered the rites of sepulture to be paid to his
victim; but it was discovered that her body had
been devoured by the street dogs. So perished
miserably the proud daughter of Tyre, and the
murder of Naboth was avenged (2 Κ 930"37).

The impression of J. that is left upon us by the
narrative of the OT is that of an able, resolute
woman, who, once she had formed a purpose,
carried it to a conclusion, without much scruple as
to the methods she employed. Whether she was
guilty, in a literal sense, of the * whoredoms and
witchcrafts' of which Jehu speaks in 2 Κ 922, we
have not sufficient evidence to decide. Her accuser
is by no means an unprejudiced witness, and even
he may have only meant, in his coarse fashion, to
allude to her worship of the Tyrian Baal. Later
traditions interpreted the accusation in its most
literal sense (cf. Rev 220).f There can be little
doubt that the prevailing estimate of J.'s char-
acter is far less favourable than that which was
cherished by her contemporaries. Much of the
obloquy that attaches to her name, and that has
made ' a Jezebel' a term of reproach, is due to an
inexcusable misunderstanding of 2 Κ 930, which
records a perfectly innocent and dignified act. It
is surely a singular coincidence whereby the mur-
derer and his victim, Jehu and Jezebel, are remem-
bered best, not for the part they played at an

* AV 'Had Zimri peace who slew his master?' is an improb-
able rendering, and even RV (text) * Is it peace, thou Zimri, thy
master's murderer?' seems hardly to suit the occasion. Our
rendering is supported by Kautzsch's AT, ' Geht es Simri wohl?'
and by Reuss, 'Wie geht's du Simri?' which is paraphrased by
the latter, ' Ei guten Tag du Canaille ! '

t The correct text is rr,v ywodx». The copyist who added σου
seems to have understood the 'angel' of the Church as the
bishop. The name 'Jezebel' must be understood symbolically
and not as the real name of the woman against whom the
denunciation is uttered. She appears to have been a false
prophetess (within the Christian Church, and not belonging to
Judaism or heathenism) whose teaching had a licentious
tendency, *opvsvuv and μοιχεύαν being probably used in a literal
and not a figurative sense. Bousset (see his exhaustive note)
thinks there is not sufficient evidence to warrant the interesting
suggestion of Schiirer, that Jezebel in this text is the priestess
of the Chaldsean Sibyl, Sambethe, who is believed by Schiirer to
have had a sanctuary at Thyatira.
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important crisis in Israel's history, but he for his
4 furious driving,' and she for her painted face !

LITERATURE.—W. R. Smith, OTJC* p. 237, Proph. Isr. 48,
76; Wellhausen, Hist, of Isr. and Jud. 65; Kuenen, Rel. Isr.
i. 355ff.; Reuss, Das AT, i. 357 ; Cornill, Der israel. Prophet-
ismus, 30 f. J . A. SELBIE.

JEZELUS (Ίφ/λο*).—1. (Β Ίέθηλοτ) 1 Es 832. In
Ezr 85 J A H A Z I E L . 2. 1 Es 835. In Ezr 89 J E H I E L .

JEZER (nr 'form,' p u r p o s e ' ; LXX Gn 4624

"Ισσααρ, Nu 2649 Β Ίέσερ, A 'Ie<r/H, 1 Ch 713 Β Ίσσβιήρ,
Α Σαάρ).— The head of the Jezerites (ηψ.ΰ, Β
Ίεσβρεέ, Α Ίεσ/οί), a family of Naphtali. See έτΕΝΕ-
ALOGY.

JEZIEL (h^vKerS^vKetMbh; Β'Ιω^λ,ΑΆ^λ).
—A Benjamite who joined David at Ziklag, 1 Ch 123.

JEZRAHIAH (π;ζητ:=« J" will shine/ Luc. N c ' a

'Iefrnas, tf*BA omit, Neh 1242).— The leader of the
singers at the solemn dedication of the walls of
Jerus. in the time of Nehemiah. In 1 Ch 73 bis the
same name is rendered Izrahiah.

JEZREEL (^jrm 'God soweth').—1. A Judahite
(1 Ch 43). See GENEALOGY. 2. The symbolical
name of Hosea's eldest son (Hos I4), given in token
of the prophet's disapproval of the massacre of
Ahab's family at J., and his expectation that
divine vengeance would speedily overtake the
dynasty of its perpetrator, Jehu. See HOSE A,
p. 421a. 3. J. is used in Hos 222· 23 as a name for
Israel, with a play upon the etymology of the
word.

σραέ\
ρεέλ ;

λ

JEZREEL (VKJTI?:' God soweth ' ; LXX Α Ίεσ
Ίεζραέλ, Ίβζ-ραήλ*, νΕσγ>αέ ; Β Ί α ^ λ , 'Ισραήλ, Έζε
Jos. Ant. VIII. xiii. 6, Ίερέ{ηλα; VIII. XV. 4,6,Ίε^ρ^,
var. Ίζάρα, etc.).—This is the Heb. name of the great
plain {']] p£#, Jos 1716, Jg Θ33, Hos I5) now generally
called Eskraelon, and by the Arabs known as
Merj ibn-Amr. In modern times it has been
applied especially to the vale between Jebel Duhy
and Gilboa, sloping E. towards Beisan (see Es-
DRAELON). Jezreel * is the name also of—

1. A city in the territory of Issachar (Jos 1918),
the site of which is now occupied by the village of
Zer'in. This identification is beyond question.
The two names are practically identical; the soft
initial yod of the Heb. is dropped, and, as is not
unusual, the Heb. -el is replaced by the Arab. Λη
in the modern word. Similar instances are found
in Beitin for Bethel, and Ismain for Ishmael.
Eusebius and Jerome (OS2 268. 52, 165. 14) place
Jezreel in the great plain between Legio (Khan
LejjUn) and Scythopolis (Beisan), and the Bor-
deaux Pilgrim (A.D. 333) gives the distance from
Beisan as 12 Roman miles, conditions quite
met by Zerin. Eusebius and Jerome speak of
Esdraela, and the Bordeaux Pilgrim of Stradela,
both obvious modifications of the Greek name of
Jezreel. In Crusading times it was called Parvum
Gerinum (William of Tyre, xxii. 6), and in 1173
Benjamin of Tudela mentions Zarein (pu) as
Jezreel. (The Constantinople ed. gives ρπτ, but
it is full of errors). Brocardus (c. vii. 176, 177)
speaks of Zarein, and notes the fine view which it
commands. Sir John Maundeville says, '5 miles
from Nain is the city of Jezreel, which was for-
merly called Zarim' (Early Travels in Palestine,
Bonn's ed. p. 184). Robinson observes that from
the 14th cent, to the beginning of the 19th the
identification was lost sight of. He was himself
the first to put it on a secure basis (BRP iii.
161-168 [2 ii. 318-325]).

* The plain probably derived its name from the city, and not
vice versa, (see Budde. Richt. u. Sam. 46 ff.).

VOL. II .—42

The beautiful and commanding situation of
Jezreel amply warranted the distinction conferred
upon it by Ahab and Jezebel. Mount Gilboa
terminates to the N. in bold bluffs which descend
steeply into the vale of Jezreel, and to the N.W.
throws off a low sinking promontory, thrust like
a wedge between the vale of Jezreel and the great
bay of Esdraelon, which sweeps round by the base
of Gilboa to Jenin. Guarded on the N. by pre-
cipitous cliffs about 100 ft. in height, with the
splendid rampart of Gilboa S. and S.E., it is a
position of considerable strength, being easiest of
approach from the S.W. Here, at an elevation of
200 ft. above the plain, stands the village of Zer'in.
The hovels that form the village, some thirty in
number, built on a mound of rubbish, are mean
and dirty, and the general aspect is one of squalor.
The inhabitants have been corrupted by travellers,
and have learned to prey upon all who pass, while
the street dogs here have an evil reputation for
savageness.

The place contains little of interest and no
antiquities. There are numerous broken cisterns
among the houses; and Guerin found a white
marble sarcophagus W. of the town (Samarie,
i. 311 ; PEF Mem. ii. 131). The one conspicuous
building is a large square tower, of no great age,
now commonly used as a medafeh or place for the
entertainment of guests. From the top of this
structure a magnificent view is obtained, including
the great plain in its whole extent, and every
point of importance around it, with the single
exception of Tabor. S. and S.E. runs the high
barren Avail of Gilboa, with its memories of
humiliation and defeat for Israel. From En-
gannim (Jenin), its white domes and minarets
glancing amid the greenery of its sheltered nook,
the Samaritan mountains rising behind, the eye
ranges along the edge of the plain to Megiddo
(Khan Lejjun), and thence to the bushy heights
of Carmel, the rough crest of el-Mafyrakah, the
place of Elijah's burnt-offering showing clear
against the sky. Cut off' from the mountain on
the north by the gorge of the Kishon, low oak-clad
hills divide the plain of Acre from Esdraelon, and,
sweeping round eastward in more fertile slopes,
drop in precipitous cliffs upon the plain just south
of Nazareth, the highest of whose white houses
one may descry, with the dark uplands of Galilee
beyond. Mt. Tabor is hidden by the shapely mass
of Jebel Duhy, the hill of Moreh, crowned by its
wely, with Shunem, Nain, and Endor clinging to
its sides. Far down the broad and fertile vale of
Jezreel as it slopes to the Jordan Valley, we
catch a glimpse of the citadel of Beisan; and
across the Ghor the view is barred by the steep
and rugged mountains of Gilead.

Besides the cisterns mentioned above, Jezreel
was well situated for water supply. Btr es-Suiveid
lies to the N. of the town; and at the base of the
cliffs to the E. the waters of el-Ain el-Meiyiteh,
' the dead spring,' form quite a considerable stream.
The fountain is so named because once it dried up.
After deep digging the waters flowed again ; the
pit was filled with loose gravel, and since then the
supply has been continuous. About a mile farther
E., in a cave at the base of Gilboa, a still more
copious spring bursts forth, the stream from which
is strong enough to turn a mill. This is probably
the fountain where the Israelites encamped before
the disastrous battle of Gilboa (1 S 291). It is also
with some likelihood identified with the spring of
Harod (Jg 71). The native name, 'Ain Jalud or
Jalut (Arab, for Goliath), seems due to some con-
fusion with the scene of David's encounter with
the giant. ' Here is the plain where David slew
Goliath,' says the Bordeaux Pilgrim ; but beyond
this, says Robinson, no trace of the tradition is to
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be found. The fountain which the Crusaders knew
as Tubana was doubtless the spring 'Ain J'ubaun,
some little distance oft, surrounded by marshy
ground. The water is slightly reddish in colour.
Conder suggests that this may represent the Tal-
mudic Ttcbnia (Tosephta, Sheviith, ch. vii. ; PEF
Mem. iii. 79). The water of all these fountains is
sweet, and abounds in small fish : on this was
founded the legend of the Crusading army being
miraculously supplied with fish for some days
(William of Tyre, xxii. 27).

Jezreel is first mentioned in marking out the lot
of Issachar (Jos 1918). It, with its district, re-
mained faithful to the family of Saul, after the
disaster at Gilboa (2 S 29). The days of its greatest
prosperity dawned when Ahab and Jezebel, fas-
cinated no doubt by the beauty of the place and
its surroundings, chose it as a royal residence.
The palace stood on the E. side of the city, the
harem being close by the gate, with windows
overlooking the road leading thither (2 Κ 930·31).
A tower commanding a view of the approach from
Jordan, up the vale of Jezreel, also formed part of
the building (ib. 917). This was most necessary to
guard against surprise; as then, and until com-
paratively recent times, the hordes of the East
came this way in making their inroads upon the
fruitful land of Esdraelon. An object of special
admiration was the house of ivory built by the
king, an evidence also of the luxury in which the
royal pair indulged (1 Κ 2239; cf. Am 315 64). The
establishment of idolatrous priests must also have
been large (1 Κ 1633, 2 Κ 1011). Hither drove Ahab
from Carmel through the storm, preceded by the
stern, swift-footed Tishbite (1 Κ 1845·46). Here
was the vineyard of Naboth the Jezreelite (̂ KJTirD),
coveted by Ahab (ib. 211). Probably it lay ΕΪ of
the town, where wine-presses cut in the rock are
still to be seen (2 Κ 921·25). Whether this city or
Samaria was the scene of Jezebel's outrage upon
Naboth and his sons (1 Κ 218"14, 2 Β: 926) is in some
doubt. If Ahab's blood was licked by the dogs at
Samaria, that would point to the southern city as
the scene of Naboth's execution (1 Κ 2238). On
the other hand, the natural sense of 1 Κ 21 seems
to place it at Jezreel; and with this Josephus
agrees (Ant. vm. xv. 6).* Joram, succeeding his
father Ahab, maintained Jezreel as a royal resi-
dence ; and here he was visited by his kinsman
Ahaziah king of Judah (2 Κ β29). These two
were together when surprised by the newly
anointed Jehu, who slew Joram and cast his body
into the plot of Naboth : Ahaziah fled, but was
wounded, and died at Megiddo (2 Κ 927). Here
Jezebel also suffered miserably for her offences,
being at the conqueror's command hurled from the
window into the courtyard, where she was de-
voured by the pariah dogs (2 Κ 930"37). By the
gateway of Jezreel were piled the heads of Ahab's
70 sons, brought hither by Jehu's orders from
Samaria (2 Κ 107); then the town became the
scene of one of those sickening massacres which so
often stain the records of Oriental monarchies:
all who might be suspected of sympathy with
the house of Ahab, 'his great men, his familiar
friends, and his priests,' were relentlessly done
to death (ib. 1011). The prosperity of Jezreel
seems to have ended with the downfall of the
house of Ahab, and its name is seen no more in
the sacred books, save only in Hos I4· u , where it
occurs with a symbolic significance. (See HOSEA).

The Crusaders knew Jezreel as Parvum Gerinum,
and close by occurred in 1183 a skirmish with
Saladin, after which the Saracen leader retired

* It is possible that the prediction in 1 Κ 2119 (which is from a
different hand from 22) contemplates the deed of Jehu in 2 Κ 925,
and not the death of Ahab himself (cf. 1 Κ 2129). In any case,
223§ is an interpolation. See, further, Wellh. Comp. 284.

(William of Tyre, xxii. 26). In 1217 the Christian
army passed down the vale to Beisan ; but the
place has been the scene of no important event in
later history ; and for many centuries it has pre-
sented, practically unchanged, the aspect of squalid
poverty that meets the eye of the traveller to-day.

2. A town in the hill-country of Judaea, the site
of which has not been identified. It was not far
from the Judsean Carmel (Jos 1556). Ahinoam
(the Jezreelitess, n ĵj-jrn or ΓΓ?Κ5ΠΡΠ), o n e °f David's
first two wives (1 S 2543 273 305,2 S 22 32, 1 Ch 31),
was a native of this town.

LITERATURE.—Early Travels in Palestine, Bohn, p. 184, etc. ;
Robinson, BRP iii. 161-168 [2 ii. 318-325]; Thomson, Land and
Book, ii. 177-191; Stanley, Sinai and Pal. p. 343, History of
the Jewish Church, ii. 244; Conder, Tent-Work in Palestine,
p. 65, etc.; PEF Mem. ii. pp. 79, 88, 131 ; Baedeker, Palestine
and Syria, ed. 1894, p. 242; G. A. Smith, HGHL pp. 356, 381,
etc. ; Buhl, GAP 204 f.; Guerin, Samarie, i. 311 ff.

W . EWING.
JEZREELITE, JEZREELITESS.—See preceding

article.

JEZRIELUS (A 'IefrfyXoj, Β 'IetfpucXos; AV
Hierielus), 1 Es 927.—In Ezr 1026 JEHIEL. The AV
form is derived from the Aldine text.

JIDLAPH (Γ^Ύ, perh. 'he weepeth,' if from root
f]^ ' drip'; Α 'Ιελδάφ, D om., Luc. Ίεδλάφ).— A son
of Nahor, Gn 2222 (J). The clan of which he is the
eponym has not been identified.

JOAB (nxr < J" is father'.).—1. {'Ιωάβ) the son of
Zeruiah and brother of Abishai and Asahel. J.'s
mother is named because she was David's sister,
and thus of more importance than his father, of
whom all we are told is that his sepulchre was at
Bethlehem (2 S 232). The first mention of J. is
upon the occasion of the engagement at Gibeon
between David's men and those of Ishbosheth.
Abner, who commanded the latter, was completely
beaten, but in the course of his retreat killed
Asahel, who had overtaken him. At sunset J., at
the request of Abner, recalled his men from the
pursuit, and returned to David's headquarters at
Hebron (2 S 212"32). Some time afterwards Abner,
having quarrelled with Ishbosheth, offered his
allegiance to David. J. was absent when Saul's
general visited Hebron for this purpose, but re-
turned shortly after his departure. Prompted by
a desire to avenge the death of his brother Asahel,
and perhaps also by a jealous dread that Abner
might supplant him in the favour of David, J. sent
messengers to recall him, and then treacherously
murdered him (2 S 322"27). At the siege of Jerus. by
David, it was J., ace. to the Chronicler, who first
scaled the citadel, and thus earned the reward pro-
mised by the king, that he should be chief captain
of the host (1 Ch II6). After the defeat of the
Edomites (2 S 813f·, cf. title of Ps 60) J. remained
in Idumsea for six months, and sought to exter-
minate all the male population. The terror of his
name haunted that country for long (1 Κ II14"21).
In conjunction with his brother Abishai, J. waged
successful war against the allied forces of Syria
and Ammon; and when at length the citadel of
Rabbath-ammon was ready to fall, he displayed a
combination of magnanimity and prudence in send-
ing for David to deal the final blow, so that the
king himself might have the credit of the victory
(2 S II11226"29). It was during the siege of Kabbah
that David was guilty of the most heinous sin of
his life. J. fell in readily with the king's plan for
getting rid of Uriah the Hittite, and thus obtained
a new hold upon David through sharing his guilty
secret (2 S II6"27). After Absalom's murder of
Amnon, and his flight to Geshur, it was J. who,
through the medium of 'a wise woman from
Tekoa,' induced David to recall his son, and who



at last, but with reluctance, effected a final recon-
ciliation between them (2 S 14ltf·)· When the
rebellion of Absalom broke out, J. remained
loyal, and accompanied David in his flight across
the Jordan. With his brother Abishai, and Ittai
the Gittite, he shared the command of the royal
army in the battle which proved so disastrous to
Absalom and his adherents. It was by J.'s own
hand that Absalom met his death as he hung
defenceless in the branches of an oak. As he had
not hesitated to take the rebel's life in spite of
David's strict charge to the contrary, J. did not
hesitate after the battle to remonstrate with the
king for giving such unrestrained vent to his grief
for his son's death. The sturdy common-sense of
J., although his plainness of speech must have
been very displeasing to his master, availed to
check the disaffection that had begun to spread
among the royal troops (2 S 19). It was probably
resentment at J.'s conduct on this occasion that
led David to transfer the command of the army to
another of his nephews, Amasa, who had been
Absalom's commander-in-chief (2 S 1913). The
deadly mistake of this appointment speedily be-
came apparent when the standard of revolt was
raised by Sheba ben-Bichri. Amasa proved him-
self a useless fainoant, and the situation became
so alarming that David was compelled to send
Abishai (or perhaps J. himself) * to take command
of the army. At any rate J. was present with the
expedition, which was ultimately joined also by
Amasa. J. seized the first opportunity to rid him-
self of his rival, whom he despatched with as little
compunction as he had shown in the case of Abner
(2 S 208ff·, on the text and interpretation of which see
Driver, Sam., ad loc.). He then prosecuted the cam-
paign with vigour, and speedily brought it to a
successful issue. Sheba having taken refuge at
Abel-beth-maacah, J. laid siege to the town, and
only desisted when the head of the rebel was cast to
him over the wall (2 S 2022). J. offered strenuous
resistance to David's proposal to number the
people (2 S 24lff·), and, ace. to the Chronicler, did
not complete the work (1 Ch 216). When Adonijah
took steps to have himself proclaimed king, J.
attached himself to his party, probably without
the slightest thought of disloyalty to David, who
seems himself to have intended that Adonijah
should succeed him, until the household intrigue
of Bathsheba, aided by the powerful support of
the prophet Nathan, led him to decide in favour of
Solomon. The latter, upon his accession to the
throne, considered it prudent to rid himself of J.,
whose influence with the army might have con-
stituted a serious danger to the new monarch. No
doubt a desire to wipe away from his house the
stain of the unavenged blood of Abner and Amasa
partially influenced Solomon, but State reasons must
have predominated. J., on hearing that Adonijah
had been put to death and Abiathar deposed,
needed no further intimation that his own life
was in danger, and he fled to the asylum of the
altar. Refusing to leave the sacred place, by
Solomon's order he was slain there by Benaiah,
whose readiness to act as executioner was doubt-
less all the greater because he thus secured the

* In 2 S 206 the MT and LXX have Abishai, but Syr. has Joab,
and the latter reading is adopted by Thenius, Wellh., Driver,
Kittel, Lohr. On the other hand, Budde, in his notes to the Bks.
of Sam. in Haupt's Sacred Bks. of OT (p. 95), considers that
MT is correct, and that the narrative is perfectly intelligible
upon this assumption. ' As the new commander-in-chief Amasa
left him in the lurch, David was obliged to make use of J.'s
services, but his dignity as king would not permit the acknow-
ledgment of this by an immediate reinstatement. By charging
Abishai his brother with the commission he makes sure that J.
will not remain behind, and the latter willingly joins the expedi-
tion as a volunteer, in order to put the king under new obliga-
tions to himself. The fact that he takes the leadership into his
own hands is so much a matter of course that it does not need
to be mentioned.'

reversion of the office of commander-in-chief for
himself (1 Κ 228"a4). Ace. to 1 Κ 21"12 Solomon, in the
execution of J., acted in obedience to the dying
injunction of David. Wellh. and Stade hold, how-
ever, that this passage is an unhistorical inter-
polation. The hand of the Deuteronomic redactor is
certainly evident in v.3, but Budde {Bicht u. Sam.
263 f.), following Kuenen, defends the antiquity
(without committing himself to the historicity) of
at least vv.5"9.

The character of J. has often been unfairly
estimated, either from lack of a due regard to the
spirit of the age in which he lived, or from pre-
judice in favour of David and Solomon. The least
that can be said is that he was a man of far-seeing
statesman-like views, a brave soldier, a skilful
commander, and a loyal subject. Even his assassi-
nation of Abner and Amasa, so repellent to us,
could plead as excuse, in the one case the supposed
duty to avenge his brother's death, and in the
other the gross injustice of David in depriving him
of his command. The Oriental is not usually dis-
tinguished for generosity to his enemies or scrupu-
lousness in his methods of revenge, and J. was no
exception to this rule ; but his action on these two
occasions must not blind us to the splendid services
he rendered to his country. Without him David
was like Ferdinand without Wallenstein. No
doubt, like the last-named great general, J. made
the most of his knowledge that he was indispens-
able, and thus in the end was able to obtain his
own terms from his master. One thing he had re-
solved upon, that as he alone was fit for the post,
he alone must command David's army. * Wallen-
stein war Nichts wo er nicht Alles war, er muss
entweder gar nicht oder mit vollkommener Frei-
heit handeln' (Schiller). This determination to
brook no rival, combined with the low moral
standard of the age, will suffice to explain the
most questionable episodes in the career of the
Wallenstein of Israel. J.'s conduct all through
the Absalomic rebellion reflects the greatest credit
upon his foresight. It is needless to offer any
apology for his killing of Absalom, an act that was
pardonable because necessary. Nor is it possible,
as we have explained already, to convict him of
treason because at first he supported Adonijah.
Taking everything into account, we feel that this
great man aeserved a better fate, and it leaves
a painful impression upon us when we learn that,
after he had served his king and his country so
faithfully, his grey hairs were not suffered to go
down to the grave in peace.

2. {Ίωβάβ BL, Ίωάβ A).—The son of Seraiah, a
descendant of Judah, and father 'of the valley of
Charashim' (AV), or * of (the inhabitants of) the
valley of craftsmen' (AVm), or 'of Ge-Harashim'
(RV), or ' of the valley of craftsmen' (RVm), 1 Ch
414, cf. Neh II3 5. See GE-HARASHIM. 3. {Ίωβάβ,
Ίωάβ).—The name of a family which returned from
exile with Zerubbabel and Ezra (Ezr 26=Neh 711,
Ezr 89, 1 Es 835). J. A. SELBIE.

JOACHAZ (ΑΊ«χ#, Β ΊβχοιΊα*), 1 Es I34 (LXX32).
—Jehoahaz the son of Josiah; cf. 2 Ch 361. Β
and the Vulgate {Jechonias) are in agreement
with Mt I1 1 in omitting the short reign of
Jehoahaz.

JOADANUS (A 'Iwcfauros, Β 'Ictoewos), 1 Es 919.—
One of the sons of Jesus, the son of Josedek, the
priest. The corresponding name in Ezr 1018 is
GEDALIAH.

JOAH (nxi* ' J " is brother').—1. Son of Asaph,
the 'recorder' at Hezekiah's court, 2 Κ 1818·26·37 =
Is 363·1L 22. 2. A Levitical family name, 1 Ch 6'21

(apparently same as Ethan of v.42), 2 Ch 2912, 3.
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A Levite, son of Obed-edom, 1 Ch 264. i . Son of
Joahaz, the ' recorder' at Josiah's court, 2 Ch 348.

JOAHAZ (mnV). — The father of Joah, the 're-
corder ' in the reign of Josiah, 2 Ch 348. See also
JEHOAHAZ.

JOAKIM {'ΙωακΙμ or -βίμ, LXX form of ρ^)
The name is spelt Jehoiakim in canon, books, but
Joacim or Joachim in Apocr. AV, and Joakim
everywhere in Apocr. RV.

In Apocr. the name belongs to six persons.
1. King Jehoiakim, son of Josiah, father of
Jeconiah (Bar I3). 1 Es I4 0 follows LXX of 2
Ch 366 in saying that he was carried in copper
chains to Babylon. This is in apparent, but not
hopeless, discrepancy with 2 Κ 241·6 and Jer 2218

3630. 2. Jehoiachin, son of Jehoiakim, who is
erroneously called Joakim in 1 Es I48, and is
said to have reigned after his father 3 months
and 10 days. 3. A priest, son of Hilkiah, to
whom the captives of B.C. 597 are said, in Bar I7,
to have sent money for the purchase of offerings
and incense. The Gr. says that the money was
' sent to J. the priest {rbv Ιερέα), and to the priests
{wpbs robs iepeh).1 Hence RV renders Ιερέα, 'the
high priest.' No high priest of this name, how-
ever, is mentioned in Scripture, and it is therefore
better with Zockler to regard J. as the second
priest, invested with the duties of overseer or
treasurer of the temple, as Pashhur (Jer 201) is
called chief officer in the house of J"; and as
Zephaniah, a son of Hilkiah and brother of Seraiah
who succeeded his father, was promised to be
officer in the temple (Jer 2926), and was afterwards
'second priest* (Jer 5224). It is reasonable to
suppose that Zephaniah was J.'s successor as sagan,
or second priest. 4. A high priest, who, in the
days of Holofernes and Judith, when the people
of Judaea were ' newly come up from captivity,' is
said, as head of the Senate, to have directed
military affairs, by commanding the inhabitants
of Bethulia to occupy the northern passes (Jth
46·7), and at the same time to have led the people
in devout supplication in the temple, clad in sack-
cloth, and with ashes on his mitre (Jth 414·1δ). 5.
A priest, son of Zorobabel, mentioned among the
returning exiles in the reign of Darius (1 Es δ5).
6. The husband of Susanna, a wealthy Jew in
Babylon. The rooms of his mansion were used for
the administration of justice among the Jews ; and
ace. to Syr. W2, for the Synagogue. The horrid
calumny concocted by the two lascivious elders
came on J. as a terrible blow, and, when Daniel
solved the mystery, J. joined with Susanna's
relatives in singing praises that no dishonour was
found in her (Sus 63). W2 stands alone in saying
that J. died shortly after marriage, and that
Susanna was a pious widow when her trial came.

J. T. MARSHALL.
JOANAN {Ίωανάν WH, 'Iwawo TR, AV Joanna).

—An ancestor of Jesus, Lk 327.

JOANNA {Ίωάνα WH, Ιωάννα TR), the wife of
Chuza, the steward of Herod Antipas. She was
one of ' certain women which had been healed of
evil spirits and infirmities' (Lk 82). Thus bound
to Jesus by the tie of gratitude, J. ministered to
Him of her substance, and after the crucifixion
was one of the company that went to the tomb to
anoint the body of the Lord (Lk 83 2410).

JOANNES {'Ιωάννη*, AV Johannes). — 1 . (Β -άνη$)
1 Es 8s8 son of Akatan, in Ezr 812 JOHANAN.
2. 1 Es 929 son of Bebai, in Ezr 1028 JEHOHANAN.

JOARIB fl«ap(e)/ft Ίωα/>(β)ίμ), 1 Mac 21 1429, Jos.
Ant. xii. vi. 1, the head of the priestly family

from which the Maccabees were descended. Ace.
to 1 Ch 247 this family, there called that oi
JEHOIARIB (which see), was the first of the twenty-
four courses of priests.

JO ASH (BfyV).-l. Father of Gideon, a native of
Abiezer (Jg 61182). Notwithstanding Gideon's
modest language (615), J. must have been the most
important person in his town (' one of the principal
persons of the tribe of Manasseh,' Jos. Ant. v. vi.
2); he had more than ten servants (627), and he
was guardian of the local sanctuary of Baal. It
may be reasonably supposed that the demonstrated
impotence of Baal to protect his altar and the
Asherah, coupled with love for his son, revived
strongly in the mind of J. a conviction of the
unique power of J", which found utterance in that
sarcastic address to the Abiezrites which recalls
the mockery of Elijah on a like occasion, and
which received a lasting memorial in the name
Jerubbaal by which Gideon was known in later
times (1 S 1211, 2 S II2 1).

2. A son of Ahab to whose custody, and that of
Amon, governor of Samaria, Ahab committed
Micaiah on his departure for Ramoth - gilead
(1 Κ 2226=2 Ch 1825). J. was probably left behind
as his father's viceroy. Rawlinson suggests that
here and in 2 Ch 287 ' king's son' means a state
officer; cf. Jer 3626 386. 3. A descendant of Shelah,
son of Judah, 1 Ch 422. Vv.21*23 are very obscure
(see QPB). ί. {νφ) A Benjamite, son of Becher,
1 Ch 78. 5. A Benjamite warrior who joined David
at Ziklag, 1 Ch 123. 6. (etyv) One of the comp-
trollers of David's private estate. He was over
' the cellars of oil,' 1 Ch 2728. 7. See JEHOASH.

N. J. D. WHITE.
JOB, BOOK OF.—In mod. edd. of the Heb. Bible,

the third in order of the books called Kethubim in
the Jewish Canon. Its place, however, has varied ;
in the Talm. order it stands between Ps and Pr;
Jerome places it before both. In the Greek Canon
the division of books is for the most part according
to sub j ect-matter. After the historical books follow
Ps, Pr, Ec, Ca, Job (this is order in B); succeeded
by Wis, Sir, and other extra-canonical books.
Job, together with the canonical books of Pr and
Ec, and the apocr. books Sir and Wis, belongs to
what is called the Hokhmah or Wisdom-Literature
of the Old Covenant*, and forms its crown and climax.
This article will deal severally with the Name of
the book, its Contents, its Form, its Text, its
Integrity, its Scope and Purpose, its Date and
Authorship, and the History of its Exegesis.

i. NAME.—Heb. 3VN, Gr. Ίώβ, 'Iyyob, misrepre-
sented in the usual Eng. pronunciation. In a post-
script to the LXX (not found in Aq. or Symm.,
and in Theod. only in part), Job is confused with
the Idumsean king Jobab, mentioned in Gn 3633.
The sentence runs : ' This man is described in the
Syriac book as living in the land of Ausis, on the
borders of Idumsea and Arabia; and his name
before was Jobab, and having taken an Arabian
wife, he begot a son Ayhose name was Ennon.' By
a further confusion in the name Ζαρά (Gn 3613),
Job's descent from Esau is inferred. The traditions
embodied in this postscript are followed in the
Koran, but are wholly untrustworthy. (For
additional traditions concerning Job, see Koran,
Suras 38, 40, also Sura 21).

The derivation of the name is doubtful, and the
attempts to give to it a significance drawn from
etymology are very questionable. It has been
taken (Ges. and others) as a passive form from
root 3% meaning 'one persecuted* by Satan, or
by his friends, or by calamity. Cf. i&: from ~b\
But this form is never purely passive (Volck, p. 6).
Others (including Ewald and Delitzsch) explain
after the analogy of Arab, awwab, as from root
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3W, ' the penitent one, resipiscens, or pious, ever
turning' to God. The latter explanation is
favoured by Hitzig and Cheyne (see his Job and
Solomon, p. 62 and note).

The name of Uz (py) as the country in which
Job lived is not of much assistance in determining
his personality. The name is given to a son of
Aram in Gn 1023, to a son of Nahor Gn 2221 (RV,
in AV Huz), and to a grandson of Seir Gn 3628.
This last passage, joined with Jer 2520 and the
mention of Uz in connexion with Edom in La 421,
points to a district E. or S.E. of Palestine, N. of
Arabia, and adjacent to Edom. TheLXX, quoted
above, probably embodies a prevalent tradition;
another tradition, traced out by Wetzstein (see
Delitzsch, Comm., Appendix), points to the
district of the Hauran. Fr. Delitzsch, judging
from certain cuneiform inscriptions, fixes upon a
district near Palmyra for the site of Uz, whilst
some view the names both of place and hero as
symbolical only. The names Bene-kedem, 'chil-
dren of the East' (I3), 'Temanite,' and to a less
extent 'Shuhite' and ' Naamathite,' may be held
to confirm the general indications of locality men-
tioned above. (See Uz).

Outside this book, Job is mentioned in Scripture
only in Ezk 1414·19 'These three men, Noah,
Daniel, and Job ' ; and in Ja 511 ' Ye have heard
of the patience of Job.' Both of these passages
apparently imply a belief in the actual existence of
the proverbially upright and patient man of that
name, but not necessarily the existence of this
book, or the treatment which Job's history receives
in it.

ii. CONTENTS.—The following is an outline or
' argument' of this remarkable book; its form and
significance will be considered later. It may be
divided into five parts. 1. Prologue, written in
prose, chs. 1 and 2. 2. Colloquies between Job and
his friends, including Job's Lament, ch. 3. First
colloquy, chs. 4-14; second colloquy, chs. 15-21;
third colloquy, chs. 22-31. In the first two
colloquies, each friend speaks once, and Job replies
to each; in the third, according to the present
arrangement of the text, Zophar fails to take up
his turn, and Job, after replying to Bildad (ch. 26),
speaks at unusual lengtn, partly in a kind of
monologue (chs. 27-31). 3. Intervention of Elihu,
chs. 32-37. 4· A Theophany; utterances of J",
with very brief replies of Job, chs. 38-426. 5.
Epilogue, written in prose, ch. 427"17.

1. The Prologue introduces us to a man named
Job, living in the land of Uz, of great wealth and
exceptional piety, surrounded by a large and happy
family, and possessing every mark of divine
favour. Upon this man there falls a series of
heavy calamities, succeeding one another with
startling rapidity, each more severe and trying
than the last. His flocks are carried off by
marauders or smitten by lightning, he is stripped
of all his possessions, and bereaved at a stroke of
all his children. The Prologue represents this as
due to a scene in the Council of Heaven, at which
there appeared among the ' sons of God' a being
called 'the Satan' or ' the Adversary,' who
questioned the sincerity and disinterestedness of
Job's religion, and received permission to afflict
him in various ways, but not to touch himself.
This experiment is described as resulting in Job's
complete vindication. He bowed in submission
to the divine will, and in all this first stage he
'sinned not, nor charged God with folly,' i.e.
never questioned the moral rectitude of divine
providence.

Another council is represented as held in heaven,
at which the Adversary accounts for Job's fidelity
by saying that he has not been made to suffer in
his own person. Permission is then given to

inflict the utmost bodily pain upon Job, only his
life is to be spared. Job is accordingly smitten with
one of the most painful and loathsome of diseases,
elephantiasis, a peculiarly trying form of leprosy.
But in his utmost suffering and degradation he
utters no complaint, though even his wife bids
him 'renounce God and die.' Having received
good at God's hand, he was content patiently to
' receive evil,' and in all this Job ' sinned not with
his lips.'

2. Three friends, Eliphaz, Bildad, and Zophar,
now come to condole with him. They sit in silent
sympathy for seven days and seven nights, and
' none spake a word unto him, for they saw that
his pain was very great.' The silence is at last
broken by Job himself. He had thus far borne
unparalleled troubles with unparalleled resig-
nation, but now he ' opened his mouth and cursed
his day.' The long-drawn wail of the third
chapter is not a direct arraignment of God's provi-
dence, but it contains a bitter, agonised complaint
which virtually amounts to this. He curses the
day on which he was born, wondering why the
misery of birth into such a life should ever have
been inflicted upon him, and passionately longing
for death as a blessed release which is inexplicably
denied him. This outburst from the depth of a
soul in anguish forms the occasion of the debate
which follows. The tone of Job's complaint
appears impious in the ears of his friends, who
remonstrate, each after his own fashion, whilst to
each elaborate speech Job makes elaborate reply.
The first stage of the discussion is chiefly occupied
by an assertion on the part of the friends of the
justice and goodness of God, whose government of
the world must be in accordance with truth and
equity, the wicked suffering for their sin and the
righteous enjoying divine favour. Job meets this
by a passionate assertion of his own innocence,
and a bitter and often very bold arraignment of
the present order of things. At the second stage,
the friends dwell more upon history and experi-
ence, pointing out the calamities which attend
upon evil-doing, and leaving it to be inferred that
some kind of sin must lie at the root of the troubles
which have overwhelmed Job. On his part, Job
clings all the more tenaciously to his original
position. At the third stage of discussion, the
friends attack Job more directly and explicitly,
charging him with definite sins which they are
sure he must have committed, to be thus punished.
As the friends become more violent, Job becomes
more calm. He has been working his way towards
a solution, though as yet it is far from clear. He
cares less to debate with men, and throws his soul
more and more upon God, though He be still
strangely and darkly hidden from him. Job's
long monologue is full of pathos and sadness, but
the bitterness which marked his ' curse' and open-
ing speeches has given place to a more equable
frame of mind.

Such is a general outline of the three colloquies,
but it must not be understood that the progress
thus sketched is uniform and unbroken. Neither
Job nor his friends speak 'by the card.' Their
utterances contain reasoning of a kind, but they
are for the most part the outpourings of deep and
earnest feeling, which cannot be reduced to
syllogisms, and which necessarily imply much
repetition and occasional inconsistencies. Job
travels back upon his own course, varies in his
moods, speaks now to God, now to the friends,
now to himself; he is sometimes inconsistent, if
not self-contradictory, as a sufferer wrestling with
such a problem was likely to be. The speeches
form part of a poem, not of an abstract demon-
stration, though the poet is artist enough to pre-
serve order in the midst of variety, and never loses
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the thread of his argument amidst the outpourings
of speakers whose feelings are sometimes at white
heat. The first speech of Eliphaz is undoubtedly
the most moderate, being almost apologetic in
tone, whilst the last speeches show that the argu-
ment has come to a deadlock, and the resources
of the friends fail them. Beyond this it is difficult
to trace any clearly defined or steadily maintained
advance in the arguments on either side. The
conclusion shows each speaker as only more fully
confirmed in his original position.

3. Here, according to the arrangement of the book
as it has come down to us, an episode occurs, in
which a previously unmentioned speaker, named
Elihu, intervenes, and gives at considerable length
his judgment upon the question in dispute (chs.
32 to 37). After a somewhat tedious introduction
(326'33), Elihu blames the friends for the in-
sufficiency of their arguments, but still more
severely condemns Job for justifying himself, and
undertakes to correct his many mistakes. The
address to Job may be divided into four parts, corre-
sponding with chs. 33. 34. 35 and 36-37 respectively.
The gist of the whole may, however, be described
as an attempted vindication of God, as at the
same time a just and a merciful ruler of the
world, who is great and glorious above man's
power to comprehend, and who sends afflictions
upon His own people as a chastisement, or as a
means of purification, or as a divine warning
against sin. In the stress laid upon affliction as
discipline, lies Elihu's chief contribution to the
discussion.

4. In the next section of the poem, J" intervenes
and 'answers Job out of the whirlwind.' Two
addresses of the Almighty are given—the first in
chs. SQ-^Q2, followed by a brief reply from Job
403·δ; the second in chs. 406-4134, followed by
another act of submission on Job's part, 421"0.
The chief subject of the divine address is the glory
of God in creation, the sublime and awe-inspiring
features of which are recounted in order to impress
Job with the greatness of God and the littleness of
man, and the unsearchable wisdom and incon-
ceivable power of God compared with man's utter
ignorance and weakness. Sometimes the descrip-
tion enters into minute detail, as in the picture of
Behemoth (the hippopotamus) in 4015"24, and Levi-
athan (the crocodile) in 411"34. The description of
the war-horse also in 3919"25 is elaborate and highly
poetical. The object of the whole address, how-
ever, as indicated from time to time by a series of
ironical questions, is to overwhelm Job with a
sense of the irresistible majesty and resource of
that God the justice of whose government he has
ventured to impugn. How can one who is so
utterly unable to subdue a single one of God's
creatures, whose knowledge of even a corner of
creation is so hopelessly inadequate, dare to
arraign the procedure of Him who holds a universe
of such creatures in the hollow of His hand ? The
effect of these addresses is immediate and complete.
Job first confesses himself silenced and justly
rebuked, and at last in full contrition acknowledges
his sin and folly, repents of his ill-advised com-
plaints, and bows low in submission beneath the
irresistible hand of the Almighty.

5. In the epilogue, the story which was begun by
a scene in heaven ends with a denotement visible on
earth. The friends who had thought themselves
representatives of the divine cause are rebuked,
because they had not spoken of God 'the thing
that is right,' as His servant Job had done. They
are forgiven at Job's intercession, while on Job
himself is bestowed prosperity precisely double
that which he had previously enjoyed. Job lived
long after all his troubles were over, saw 'four
generations' of descendants, and died 'being old

and full of days'—a sure mark of divine approval
and favour (427'17).

iii. FORM.—The first question which falls to be
considered under this head is whether the author
intended to convey the idea that he was writing
literal history. His narrative begins with the
matter-of-fact statement, 'There was a man in
the land of Uz,' etc., and both prologue and epi-
logue at first sight appear to be simple statements
of actual fact. This view was held by a large
proportion of early Jewish interpreters, but not
universally. R. Resh Lakish is quoted in the
Talmud {Baba Bathra, § 15. 1) as having said,
'Job existed not, and was not created, but he is
(only) a parable.' This was altered later into
'was not created except to be a parable.' The
prevailing opinion amongst both Jews and Chris-
tians for many centuries was that the Bk. of Job
was strictly historical. Luther questioned, not the
existence of Job, nor the substantial accuracy of
the story told in the book, but its literal inter-
pretation throughout as a record of actual facts.
Some recent critics (Reuss, Merx, Hengstenberg)
have gone to the opposite extreme, and represent
the book as entirely imaginative. The majority
of modern interpreters, however, view the book
as 'poetically treated history'; some {e.g. Cheyne)
finding in it but a small kernel of fact; others,
from Grotius and Lowth to Delitzsch, Davidson,
and Driver, being content to read the poem as a
free and imaginative rendering of facts handed
down by tradition and here substantially repro-
duced. It is hardly necessary to argue at length
that the book cannot be read as literal history
from beginning to end. The descriptions of the
heavenly council in the prologue are clearly sym-
bolical. The numbers used in the prologue, and
the exact doubling of Job's possessions in the
epilogue, indicate an ideal rather than an actual
picture. Job's calamities come upon him in such
a sudden and dramatic form, and are described
in so poetical a fashion, with a sort of refrain,
4 1, even I only, am left to tell thee,' that we
readily understand we are not too literally to
interpret every word. And never was it known
that sufferer in the extremity of his anguish
delivered his soul in highly elaborated poetical
phraseology. If, then, the view of the book as
• poetically treated history' be taken as the most
probable hypothesis, it is clear that considerable
room is left for diversity of judgment as to where
the solid substance of fact ends and the drapery
of the poet's imaginative treatment begins. The
names of the hero and his friends, the country in
which he dwelt, the afflictions which befell him,
the patience with which he endured them, and
his emergence out of his difficulties, may perhaps
be considered a kind of irreducible minimum of
history used by the inspired genius of the author
in his wrestling with the age-long problem before
him.

Closely akin to this is the question whether the
author of ' Job ' intended to represent his hero,
not as an individual, but as a type of the righteous
in affliction. Does imaginative treatment extend
so far that the name of an historical personage
is merely used to embody teaching concerning
national calamities and the way to meet them?
Cheyne adopts the view of Chateaubriand, that
' Job is a type of righteous men in affliction' (see
his Job and Solomon, p. 65, and the essay in
Proph. of Isaiah, ii. 235-244), adding, that ' the
common view that the hero of the poem of Job
is simply an individual must, it is clear, be aban-
doned.' This can only be established if emphasis
upon the word ' simply' is maintained. A purely
allegorical view of the poem leads to questionable
and sometimes fantastic exegesis. And there is no
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sufficient warrant for supposing that the modern
dramatic mode of treating such a theme, the his-
torical element being so far minimized as to be
hardly discernible, and a purely imaginative treat-
ment of a religious subject adopted, was likely to
have been used by a Jew at any period to which
this book has been assigned. It seems most satis-
factory to say, with such writers as Fairbairn
{City of God, p. 146), that 'the national reposes
on the personal sense,' and with A. B. Davidson,
that ' Job is scarcely to be considered Israel, under
a feigned name. He is not Israel, though Israel
may see itself and its history reflected in him. It
is the elements of reality in Job's history common
to him with Israel in affliction, common even to
him with humanity as a whole . . . it is these
elements of truth that make the history of Job
instructive to the people of Israel in the times
of affliction when it was set before them, and to
men in all ages' (see his Job, Introd. pp. xxvi,
xxvii).

The chief reasons which incline us to this view
of the poem lie, in truth, upon the surface. The
references in Ezk 1414 and Ja 511 suggest that Job
was an actual person, known to tradition. The
writer of the book conveys the impression that he
is dealing with actual history, and his teaching
would lose much of its force if it were supposed
that the whole story lay in the mere cloudland
of imagination. A majority of writers, however,
include the word dramatic, in some form or other,
in their characterization of the poem. Theodore
of Mopsuestia employed the epithet in the 4th
cent., and in modern times Ewald, Hupfeld, and
Davidson use the word drama to describe the book.
Delitzsch styles it a drama not emancipated from
the lyric element, reminding us that a drama need
not be scenic in its character. Volck, after Nol-
deke, defines Job as * a didactic poem, in dialogue
form, with dramatic development.' Milton de-
scribed it as an epic, and Godet follows in the
same direction. Cheyne calls it a ' germinal char-
acter drama,' and compares Goethe's 'Iphigenia'
and ' Tasso/ Driver says, * It is of the nature of
a drama, and may be termed a dramatic poem.
Its principal parts are constructed in the form of
a dialogue, and the action which it represents
passes through the successive stages of entangle-
ment, development, and solution. The action is,
however, largely internal and mental, the succes-
sive scenes exhibiting the varying moods of a great
soul struggling with the mysteries of fate, rather
than trying external situations' (Introd. to O.T.
Lit.6 p. 411). If any technical definition of form
is to be given, that of Volck, quoted above, appears
to be the best, or the shorter phrase * dramatic
poem' might be admitted, for a drama in the
usual sense of the word the book certainly is not.
The name * lyrical' or ' didactic-lyrical' (G. Baur,
Stud, und Krit. 1856, p. 582) is misleading in its
associations. But it is probably a mistake to
attempt to stretch this highly original poem upon
a Procrustes' bed, in order to make it fit in with
Jater systems of classification. ' Soul is form, and
doth the body make.' The author of Job had
certain materials to use, and he kept certain
religious objects in view as he wrote; he possessed
a poetic genius of remarkable constructive power,
and his thoughts were guided by the Divine Spirit.
Under these circumstances he produced, not a
drama, nor a didactic poem, nor any composition
of conventional form or shape, but—the Bk. of
Job, which is a law to itself, and which has in-
fluenced subsequent writers whose names stand
among the highest in literature, yet who, by
general consent, are, merely from the literary
point of view, outsoared and outshone by their
great prototype.

The intimate structure of the poem can best be understood
in connexion with the general subject of the poetry of the OT
(see POBTRY). It may, however, be well to say that the ultimate
element in Job, as in all Heb. poetry, is the couplet or distich,
consisting of two parallel clauses, the length of each line being
determined, not by the laws of regular metre, but by the beat
of an irregular but musical rhythm. The single stones of
which the poetical structure is composed may be triplets or
quatrains instead of couplets, but these larger or smaller units
ara combined so as to form a strophe (the ' paragraph' of prose),
and laws, which are none the less effective because informal and
instinctively obeyed, determine the varying lengths of the line,
the varying character of the parallelism, and the varying struc-
ture of the strophe. An analysis of Job's lament in ch. 3, or
of any of the speeches, would illustrate in detail what can here
be stated only in outline. It may be remarked, however, that
the skill of the poet is especially conspicuous in the success
with which he employs throughout a long poem a form of
composition which is chiefly suited to the gnomic wisdom of
1 Proverbs' or the comparatively brief lyrics of the Psalms.

But the poetical character of Job does not depend upon the
balance of syllables or the answering beat of lines and clauses.
The constructive imagination of the writer is conspicuous
throughout. It reveals itself as remarkably in the bold con-
ceptions, the free, flowing outlines of the whole poem, as in
the wealth, variety, and finish of its detailed imagery. The
architect of a cathedral shows his skill alike in the detailed work-
manship of bosses and finials and in his conception of a majestic
whole. It is hardly within the compass of this article to dwell
upon the poetical grandeur of Job viewed as a literary com-
position. The sublimity and simplicity of its leading concep-
tions, the pictures of the august scene in the council-chamber
of heaven, and of the sudden desolation and overwhelming
sorrow in the earthly household, of Job lying in physical anguish
and mental bewilderment upon the mezbeU or ash-mound out-
side his house, and the deep sympathetic silence of his friends
broken at last by the heartrending wail of the sufferer's despair,
—all indicate the hand of a poet at the outset, and prepare the
way for the unfolding of the tragedy that follows. Only a close
study of the book can give an idea of the richness and multi-
plicity of its metaphors, the concentrated vigour of its phrase-
ology, its depth of human feeling, its portraiture of patriarchal
life, and the impressiveness of the descriptions of external
nature, which form throughout a majestic background to the
moving picture of human pain and sorrow.

Sometimes the figurative language is closely condensed—
' Wilt thou harass a driven leaf,
And chase the withered stubble?' (1325).

Sometimes the metaphor is elaborated with startling vigour
and emphasis, as in the description of the Divine Being as a
giant antagonist wrestling with the puny human frame, or
making a target of the miserable man who can offer no resist-
ance—

• I was at ease, but he shattered me ;
He seized me by the throat and shook me ;

He set me up as his mark,
His arrows beset me.

He cleaveth my side, and doth not spare;
He sheddeth my gall upon the ground ;
He breaketh me with breach upon breach,
He rusheth upon me like a giant' (161214).

The description of the lion in 410. n, of the eagle in ch. 39,
1 where the slain are, there is she,' the comparison of deceitful
friends to the brook drying up in summer and the mirage of
the desert in 615"20, the brief but graphic succession of figures
to describe the rapid flight of years—

• My days are swifter than a runner;
They flit away, they see no good ;
They shoot by like skiffs of reed,
Like an eagle that swoopeth upon its prey !' (925·26)—

are only examples taken at random of a poetic vitality in the
writer which seems inexhaustible. The sketches of the wild
beast in the desert are as faithful in detail as the limning of
the glories of the constellations in the nightly sky is impressive ;
but in each case the work is done by a few strokes of a master-
hand. One passage only may be transcribed as an example of
several of the features which have been thus summarily and
inadequately sketched, and it will, at the same time, illustrate
the arrangement of the poem in strophes—

4 The Shades tremble
Deep below the waters and their inhabitants.

The Unseen World is naked before him,
The Abyss of Destruction hath no covering,

He stretcheth out the North over the void,
And hangeth the earth upon nothing . . .

The pillars of heaven tremble,
And are amazed at his rebuke . . .

Lo, these are but the outskirts of his ways ;
And how small a whisper hath been heard of him
But the thunder of his power, who can understand ?'

(265· 6.11.14)

iv. TEXT.—The Massoretic text of the OT, as is
now generally recognized, stands in some places in
great need of critical emendation, but the materials
extant for the purpose are very scanty. The oldest
MS of Job is separated in date from its composi·
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tion by more than twelve hundred years, and few
critical helps from without are forthcoming to aid
in the examination and, if need be, the reconstruc-
tion of the text. Under these circumstances,
textual criticism virtually resolves itself into a
comparison of the Heb. with the chief ancient
versions, and an examination of internal evidence
and inherent probabilities of corruption. Such a
process naturally leads to widely differing results,
varying according to the preconceptions and
methods of individual critics. In modern times
Merx led the way in his Das Gedicht von Hiob
(1871), advocating a reconstruction of the text,
based partly upon the ancient versions and partly
upon a metrical arrangement of his own. G. Bate-
son Wright in 1883 carried the work some steps
further. Bickell in his Carmina V.T. (1882) and
in a series of papers in the Vienna Zeitsch. f. K. d.
Morgenlandes (1891-94) has propounded an elaborate
and revolutionary theory for ascertaining what he
considers to be the primitive text of Job. He
depends partly upon the LXX, but partly also on
certain metrical theories, of which more will be
said shortly. This work of Bickell has been
popularized in English by Dillon in his Sceptics
of the Old Testament (1895). Finally, Siegfried
has published a polychromatic ed. of the text of
Job (in Haupt's Sacred Books of OT), in which
a thoroughgoing recension is advocated, based
mainly upon internal evidence such as satisfies the
critic.

The chief point for consideration at this stage is
the LXX version.

This probably dates from the early or middle portion of the
2nd cent. B.C. The character of the translation is too free and
loose to be of much service in the detailed criticism of the text,
but it has been long known to scholars that the original text of
the LXX was much shorter than the Textus Receptus now
found in our MSS. In the time of Origin the current Gr. version
was shorter than the Heb. by some 400 lines, the omissions
noted by Jerome amounting to more than 700. Origen (Ep. ad
Afnc. § 4) tells us that, in the copies he used, as many as from
three or four to sixteen or nineteen verses were lacking in some
places, and he remedied the deficiencies by supplying the Greek
from Theodotion, obelizing all the passages thus added to the
Gr. text before him. Five MSS are extant preserving Origen's
marks, and in 1889 Ciasca published a Coptic tr. of the LXX
version of Job which exhibits the pre-Origenian state of the
text. As this version substantially agrees with the evidence
furnished by the five MSS above named, omitting the passages
which in them are marked with asterisks, it is clear that this
text gives us the LXX version in its earliest form.

The question is, what is its relation to the
Hebrew ? It must not be taken for granted either
that it is earlier and purer than the MT, or that it
is simply a curtailed and mutilated tr. from the
Heb. that has come down to us. A similar state
of things exists in relation to the text of Jeremiah,
and scholars are not yet agreed upon an inter-
pretation of the facts. In the case of Job, Bickell
uses this evidence to support his own very sweep-
ing reconstruction of the text, seeking to show
that the book in its present state has grown by
additions, successively made, to a very much shorter
poem. Hatch [Essays in Bib. Greek, pp. 215-245)
argues in the same sense, that the early Greek
translation represents the primitive form, the
Hebrew a later and amplified form, of the text.
Dillmann, on the other hand {Trans. Royal Prus.
Acad. of Sci. 1890), contends that, except in a few
cases, omissions from the Heb. were arbitrarily
made by the Gr. translator—a view apparently
held previously by Bickell himself; ana Driver
(Contemp. Rev. Feb. 1896, p. 262), though with some
hesitation, pronounces the latter to be the more
probable hypothesis. It is noteworthy that the
omissions of the LXX do not relieve the chief
difficulties which attend the text of the book as it
stands, whilst, in several cases at least, it is difficult
to understand the context without these omitted
passages, or to explain how, if they did not form

part of the original text, the passages in the Heb.
came to be added to it. Glosses and amplifications
on such a scale generally declare themselves as
such beyond much possibility of question. In
trinsic probability, in other words, is almost
entirely against the hypothesis that the shorter Gr.
form represents the primitive type of text. Budde,
in his latest work on Job (see Literature below),
also pronounces against the view of Bickell and
Hatch.

None of the other versions are of much use in
textual criticism. The Peshitta Syriac was made
from the Heb., and its renderings are occasionally
serviceable in difficulties of detail. The variations
of the Targum are more curious than helpful, while
the old Latin version was made from the Gr., and
exhibits the same peculiarities (cf. Burkitt, Old Lat.
and Itala, p. 8 f.). A revision of it was made by
Jerome, preserving the critical marks which indi-
cated the passages supplied from the Heb. to fill
up the considerable deficiencies noted above.

v. INTEGRITY.—Obviously, this subject is closely
connected with the last, and some arguments of
critics concerning the text have been reserved for
this section, because a discussion of the genuine-
ness of certain passages cannot be carried on with-
out an examination into the subject-matter of the
book. Criticism has been busy in recent years
with the construction of Job, and most modern
interpreters hold that the book as it has come
down to us has undergone more or less of amplifi-
cation or modification. Some would reduce the
volume of the book by at least one half. They
hold that neither prologue nor epilogue, neither
the speeches of the Almighty nor those of Elihu,
formed part of the original work, and that the
speeches of Job and the three friends must be both
reduced in bulk and altered in character, if we
would read them in their original form. Repre-
sentatives of this extreme view, which lops off
from the statue limbs and members till a mere
torso, altered in its proportions, is left, are Bickell
and Studer.

Three main reasons are assigned for this trenchant handling
of the text. (1) The fact that the earliest form of the LXX
version was so much shorter than the Heb. as it now stands.
But we have seen that it is by no means clearly proved that the
shorter form represents the primitive type, and the reconstruc-
tion proposed in many respects does not follow the lines thus
indicated. (2) A metrical theory concerning the composition of
Job—a hypothesis of great learning and ingenuity, in which,
however, few Heb. scholars have followed Bickell—demands
some such system of wholesale abbreviation as is thus pro-
posed. This attempt to make the lines of Job ' scan' can only
be carried out by the application of extreme violence. Not only
must whole passages be shorn away, but the lines that remain
must be read with frequent elisions and accommodations. In
many cases these are so violent and unnatural as to make it
clear that Bickell is trying to force into uniformity and regularity
an irregular though real and impressive poetical rhythm which
runs through the book. It may be added, that a metrical version
of a poem which can be remembered with ease would not readily
be displaced by a more cumbrous and irregular form. The
whole history of Heb. poetry, moreover, is against the supposi-
tion that a poem of the length of Job, and of its probable date,
was composed in regular metre with lines of almost uniform
regulation length.

(3) The third chief line of argument is drawn from a view of
the scope and design of ' Job ' which is by no means proved.
It assumes that the book in its first conception was a poem of
revolt, the utterance of a genuine 'sceptic of the Old Testa-
ment,' who rebelled against the current doctrine of reward and
punishment, and that it has only assumed its present shape
under the hands of a number of ' orthodox' manipulators, who,
by various additions and interpolations, have contrived to
dress up the original product of a Sturm und Drang period
into a shape in which it might appear in the sacred Canon.
Without discussing this hypothesis in full, two remarks may be
made. One is, that writers in the OT are not in the habit of
disguising their moods of doubt and murmuring, and even
rebellion against the will of God. The psalmists give the
account of their gloomy periods of unsettled faith and positive
denial; while Jeremiah from time to time ' waxes very bold,'
and, like Elijah in his despondency, is driven by the pressure of
the problems of life to doubt and to deny the goodness of Him
who controls life. This supposed dressing up of doubt into
decent orthodoxy is a device of modern days. It should be
noticed, also, that this theory of the origin and history of' Job'
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is hampered with the further difficulty that these large additions
were made to the original text by a poet or poets whose
'imaginative power was at least not inferior to that of the
original writer' (Hatch, op. dt. p. 244)—a somewhat large
demand to make, when the original and sublime character of
the book as a whole is borne in mind.

Siegfried, without going so far as Bickell, is yet
very severe in his castigation of the MT. He
classifies some passages — which may be repre-
sented by ch. 28, and the Elihu speeches, chs. 32-37
—as ' polemical interpolations directed against the
tendency of the poem.' Other passages found in
the 12th, 27th, and other chapters, are styled
* correcting interpolations, conforming the speeches
of Job to the orthodox doctrine of retribution';
while others, again, are 'parallel compositions,'
amongst them being found the section 406-426.
Some fifty separate passages are banished from
the text as scattered interpolations of editors,
inserted during the process of ' working over' the
poem, which de Wette was the first to suggest
had been freely employed. The shorn remnant of
the text is, especially in chs. 13 and 14, 20 and 21,
and again in 30 and 31, rearranged as regards the
order of its clauses and paragraphs, according to
the critic's judgment. It is, perhaps, unnecessary
to say that for this wholesale reorganization there
is no external evidence, the primitive form of the
LXX text giving very little assistance in the places
where serious difficulties in subject-matter are
supposed to require radical changes in the text.
Studer (1881) reconstructs the whole book, making
chs. 29 and 30 the original prologue—a process
which A. B. Davidson describes as leaving a mere
trunk, ' so misshapen that its shoulders are found
in the region of its bowels.'

Two recent monographs, representing the prevailing current of
contemporary criticism, may be mentioned : Grill, Zur Composi-
tion des B. Hiob (1890); and Laue, Die Composition des B.
Uiob (1896). The former rejects, as not belonging to the
original book, the Elihu speeches, the descriptions of Behemoth
and Leviathan, also 124-13 245-9.14-21 262-27 277-31, and chs. 29 and
30. Laue holds that ch. 99-24 and ch. 12 are out of place, and
that the former paragraph should be placed after ch. 25, and
the latter after ch. 27. Ch. 24 is condemned in part as having
been 'worked orer,' only a portion of it representing the
original tendency of the poem. From chs. 25-28 he admits only
261-4 and 271-6 as genuine. Laue, like many other critics, pro-
nounces the Elihu speeches and the ' Behemoth and Leviathan
episodes' to be interpolations, but he holds both prologue and
epilogue to be genuine and indispensable parts of the original
poem.

Merx, Bateson Wright, and Cheyne may stand
as representing those who advocate less sweeping
but very considerable changes. Some of the chief
modifications proposed are, that as Bildad's speech
in ch. 25 is very short, ch. 265"14 might be better
placed as a continuation of it. To supply the
place of Zophar's third speech, which is lacking,
ch. 27s'23—very awkwardly placed where it stands
—might be read as coming from him. Ch. 28 is
held to be a later insertion, as well as the whole
episode of Elihu. The few verses, ch. 3P8'40,
even Delitzsch considers to be misplaced, forming
an anti-climax in their present connexion. He
would transpose and read them between vv. 32

and33.
A. B. Davidson is still more moderate; he is, in

fact, one of the most conservative critics of the
book. He holds that, with the exception of the
speeches of Elihu, no serious objection can be
brought against any of the five great divisions of
the poem, but the Elihu episode he, in common
with nearly all moderns, pronounces to be a later
addition. Further, he entertains somewhat serious
suspicions concerning ch. 277'23, ch. 28, and the
descriptions of Behemoth and Leviathan in the
speeches of the Almighty, but apparently would
not, on the whole, remove these from the text. A
view nearly coinciding with this will be advocated
in the present article ; but the ultimate decision of
such a question as this largely depends, it is clear,

upon subjective considerations. Two classes oi
these may be mentioned. (1) What measure of
difficulty in a passage warrants conjectural emenda-
tion, and how far is a 19th cent, critic competent to
reconstruct an ancient poem, without being guilty
of the vice of trying it by his own preconceived
ideas and standards ? (2) What is the view to be
taken of the scope and design of the book ? Can it
be viewed as a fairly harmonious whole in its pre-
sent state, and what amount of apparent incon-
sistency warrants interference with the text as it
stands ? These are questions which are certain to
receive different answers from different types of
mind. The only satisfactory line of argument in
a conservative direction lies in a justification of
the book as it stands, and its success must depend
upon power to show that the book can be better
understood as we have it, with certain compara-
tively slight omissions and modifications, than in
the forms proposed by more destructive and re-
volutionary theories.

The section most open to objection is that
containing the speeches of Elihu. The chief
arguments against its having formed a part of
the original book are the following, (a) Elihu is
not mentioned either in the prologue or the epi-
logue. In the latter, especially, it would seem
unnatural that Jehovah, when referring to the
speeches of the three friends and Job, should pass
Elihu by in silence, (b) Chs. 32-37 are awkwardly
placed between Job's monologue and the divine
answer out of the whirlwind. The intervention
of the Almighty, and the words with which He
addresses Job, are much better understood if ch.
38 follows immediately upon ch. 31. The ease and
advantage with which this section could be de-
tached from the rest of the poem seems to point to
a line of juncture here, (c) Elihu's arguments
appear to consist partly of a repetition of those of
the three friends, partly an anticipation of the
address of Jehovah. So far as Elihu does furnish
an original contribution to the discussion in the
emphasis which he lays upon the purifying in-
fluence of suffering viewed as chastisement, it is
not in harmony with the general teaching of the
book, (d) The style is prolix, and, in the opinion
of most, distinctly inferior to the rest of the book;
though Kuenen (for example) has pronounced that
style alone would in this case be insufficient to
prove a later origin, (e) Certain peculiarities of
language are discernible, a much stronger and
more decided Aramaic colouring being discernible
in this section. Canon F. C. Cook (Speaker's
Com.) argues, after Schlottmann, that this is the
poet's way of indicating Elihu's Aramaean origin.
The subject is investigated at length in Stickel's
Das Bicch Hiob (1842), Budde's Beitrdqe zur
Kritik des B. H. (1876), and in an essay of l£leinert
(Stud. u. Krit. 1886); and the bearings of these
are investigated by Cheyne (Job and Solomon,
Appendix, etc. 291-293), who sums up in the
words, * Evidently the speeches of Elihu are later
compositions.' (Budde is the most distinguished of
the defenders of the genuineness of the speeches).

The force of these arguments really lies in their
conjunction. It will be observed that they are of
different kinds, and their cumulative force is
therefore all the greater. Standing alone, each
one would not be fatal. Cook, for example, points
out that no person is named in the book till he
begins to take part in the action, and he attaches
considerable weight to the arguments adduced by
Elihu. Bradley, however, in his thoughtful
lectures on the 6ook of Job (1887), takes a differ-
ent view. The concurrence of arguments drawn
from different quarters appears to the present
writer convincing, and perhaps the strongest
evidence of all is drawn from the view taken of
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the book as a whole, the plan and outline of which
the episode of Elihu mars, or positively disfigures.

The same must, on the whole, be said of ch. 277"23

and ch. 28. The former passage contains an
elaborate account of the afflictions which overtake
the wicked, apparently quite out of place on the
lips of Job, and containing precisely such arguments
as had previously been urged by his friends.
Compare, e.g., the speech of Zophar in ch. 20, and
observe that 2713 is almost identical in expression
with 2029. There is no real connexion between
the first six verses of ch. 27, in which Job asserts
his own innocence, and the strain of the verses
that follow, which are quite inconsistent with
Job's previous contentions. The only two modes
of reconciliation possible are these. (1) Job wishes
to show that he does not altogether deny the fact
that the wicked are punished, and is anxious to
sever himself from their perilous and friendless
condition. He shrinks from the very thought of
being as the wicked are. He wishes to 'avoid
everything that can appear ambiguous, and to
take a position upon a much higher elevation'
(Ewald). Even, however, if this train of thought
were appropriate in Job's mouth, it cannot be said
that it fits in at all suitably with 271'6 which
precedes, or ch. 28 which follows. Or (2) it may be
urged (again with Ewald) that Job has by this
time conquered his doubts as to the divine moral
government, that these ' have worked their own
cure,' and that he anticipates already some such
issue as is described in the epilogue. But it
requires only a moment's consideration to see that
this disturbs the whole order of the composition,
that it is quite inconsistent with the language of
Job's soliloquy, especially ch. 30, and it does not
harmonize with the address of the Almighty to
Job, which follows.

Ch. 28, again, is of the nature of an episode,
beautiful and impressive in itself, worthy of a
poetic genius and a devout spirit, but exceedingly
difficult to understand in the place which it
occupies in the poem. The general drift of the
chapter is that Wisdom—in the sense of the
principles of true and righteous government which
direct the course of this world's affairs—is inscrut-
able by man; the only possible course for man is
to fear and trust Jehovah, and (by implication) to
leave himself and his fortunes entirely in the
hands of God. Such a train of thought is quite
in harmony with the teaching of other parts of
Jewish sacred books,—compare several psalms and
parts of Proverbs,—but it is irreconcilable with
Job's previous position and subsequent language
in chs. 30, 31. If Job had already reached this
stage in his education, what need of chs. 38-42,
and how account for the laments of ch. 31 ? Again,
no satisfactory connexion of thought between
chs. 28 and 2723 or 276 can be established. The
opening *? may, indeed, be variously understood.
* For there is a vein for the silver' (RVm) is the most
obvious translation, the rendering ' surely' being
adopted to avoid a difficulty, since the inscrut-
ability of divine wisdom affords no reason for the
fate which the end of ch. 27 describes as overtak-
ing the wicked. It is necessary to read much
between the lines in order to eke out a kind of
connexion between the chapters as they stand,
e.g. * the wicked are punished, but for all that
there are problems in life which that simple prin-
ciple does not explain, and wisdom is really
inscrutable'; or ' the wicked are overthrown, and
such a fate is sure to overtake all who disobey
God; for wisdom can only be attained by those
who fear Jehovah.' It must be felt that these
attempts are so forced and artificial that there is a
strong presumption against the sequence of chapters
as they stand. The difficulty of the opening *?

would hardly, however, be a sufficient objection,
if the chapter as a whole was appropriate to the
frame of mind in which the book presents Job at
the moment. This is far from being the case;
the opening words of ch. 29, * Moreover, Job con-
tinued his parable—Oh that I were as in months
past,' etc., exhibit far too violent a break with 2723

for sound exegesis to explain.
We are led, therefore, to the conclusion that the

section 277"23 is out of place, whether or no it
should form part of a speech of Bildad or a third
speech of Zophar; that ch. 28 also, with all its
truth and beauty, cannot be understood where it
stands; and that chs. 32-37 form a subsequent
addition to the original book by a pious writer
who was not fully satisfied with its teaching.
Ch. 3p9-40a m a y pe rhaps also with advantage be
transferred to a place between vv.32 a n d ω .

The arguments urged against the genuineness
of other portions of the book are not, however,
convincing. Cheyne holds that prologue and
epilogue do not form a part of the book, the
prologue being perhaps part of a prose book of
Job, and the epilogue added later by an editor
whose object and views were quite distinct from
those indicated in the prologue. His work is done
' in a prosaic spirit,' and he makes ' a sad con-
cession to a low view of providential dealings'
{Job and Sol. p. 69). This is a natural, but
perhaps superficial, objection. Dillmann in the
4th edition of his Hiob (1891) finds these argu-
ments unsatisfactory. The reply to those who
contend that prologue or epilogue, or both, do not
fit in with the rest of the poem, can only be made
good when the scope of the whole book is examined.

It is further urged that the speeches of the
Almighty are ' inserted passages' as much as those
of Elihu, while the descriptions of Behemoth and
Leviathan were added later still, a ' purple patch'
the removal of which would be a gain. The last
obj ection seems to resolve itself into a question of
taste, on which no critic's judgment can be final.
That the speeches of the Almighty constitute the
book as it stands into a consistent whole, which
would lose a chief portion of its meaning, if indeed
it would be intelligible, without them, is a point
which may conveniently be reserved till the scope
of the poem is considered. The views of those who
would separate prologue, epilogue, and the speeches
of Jehovah from the text of the original poem are
represented in the words of Cheyne when he says
that the book as it stands forms a ' confused
theodicy,' that these sections constitute ' disturb-
ing elements,' and that to attempt to weld them
into one whole shows a failure to understand the
position. These are only the · conflicting thoughts'
of * earnest, warm - hearted men' on the great
question of the suffering of the righteous, interest-
ing separately, but not intelligible in combination.
This is the only objection to passages which in
style and diction, in force and beauty, are con-
fessedly of a piece with the rest of this noble and
remarkable poem. The prose passages also, it is
admitted, are not in themselves unworthy of the
place in which they stand. The main issue,
therefore, with regard to the integrity of the book,
so far as these great divisions of it are concerned,
depends upon the view taken of its scope and
teaching. A fundamental difference of opinion on
this head accounts for the differing conclusions of
eminent critics on questions of genuineness.

vi. SCOPE AND DESIGN.—The mode of treat-
ment adopted in this section will be to discuss the
whole book as it now stands, showing how each
part is related to the whole, and inquiring what
teaching it may be supposed to convey in its
present form. It has been shown in the last
section that in all probability certain chapters did
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not form part of the original design : but this is
matter of opinion; and while some critics would
excise more, others object to the setting aside of
any portion of the book. A picture may be sur-
veyed as a whole, apart from the varying opinions
of judges who hold that the colours in one portion
or another of the canvas have been laid on by a
later artist. Such a survey may aid in the decision
of controverted questions.

The poem of ' Job,' so remarkable for imagina-
tive power and literary skill, was unquestionably
intended to set forth theological doctrine. Nothing
abstract or technical is intended by the phrase; it
is but a way of expressing the aspect from which
the deepest questions of life are here viewed. The
poet can be engaged with no higher themes, with
no more living and burning questions, than God,
man, evil, good, suffering, hope, destiny. The
thesis of the book—to translate poetry into prose
—is that suffering in the present life is not precisely
proportioned to ill desert; on the contrary, the
righteous suffer; yet God is, and God is good.
How can this be? It is the object of Job to
answer the question.

In the first place, let the presuppositions of the
discussion be borne in mind. The debate is not
concerning the primary truths of natural theology.
God is : that is an axiom unquestioned, unquestion-
able. And by 'God' is meant a Ruler of the
world, understood to be righteous and merciful,
though the exact measure of His mercy and truth
be not apprehensible by man. No atheistic theories
are admissible,—that would mean to give up the
problem, not to solve it. The pantheist, the
materialist, have here no standing - ground. A
Western mind of to-day may cut the knot presented
in Job in a hundred several ways not open to the
Eastern—to say nothing of the Israelite—of 2500
years ago. Further, the evidently accepted re-
ligious doctrine presupposed by the book is that in
this life the wicked are punished and the righteous
rewarded by a just God, each man according to his
deeds and character. Against this current ortho-
dox opinion the book is a protest, but it is a
religious protest. It is not a sceptical inquiry,
nor a cynical denial, nor a blasphemous denuncia-
tion, either as a whole or in any of its constituent
parts. It is a plea for a wider, deeper, truer, more
easily defensible orthodoxy. It represents the
process by which a step was taken in the formation
of religious thought, and a religious explanation
of life-problems was arrived at. Even those who
would reduce the book to the narrowest dimen-
sions, and who reject certain portions as pious
glosses or orthodox corrections, must admit that
Job's attitude throughout is that of the man who
is trying to understand God, not denying His
existence or mocking at His rule. Job pleads for
God as truly as the friends. The ring, if we may
so speak, within which the conflict is carried on—
a fight for life so far as Job is concerned—i.e. the
recognized limits of the discussion, must be borne
in mind throughout.

The colloquies form the kernel of the book : let
them be taken first, especially as they are the
only portions which beyond all question constitute
its original elements. The exact issue between
Job and his friends concerns, not the punishment
of the wicked, but the suffering of the righteous.
Job is not concerned to deny that the wicked as
such surfer: if ch. 277"23 belongs to him, he ex-
plicitly asserts it. What the friends assume is that
only the wicked suffer, and precisely in proportion
to their wickedness; what they at first imply and
afterwards explicitly declare is, that if an appar-
ently righteous man suffers, he cannot be so
righteous as he seems; hence that Job, who is
enduring exceptional pain and calamity, must

have flagrantly offended, in secret if not openly,
against the laws of righteousness and the Power
which executes and vindicates them. This, Job
strenuously and even passionately denies. More-
over, it is contrary to hypothesis. To draw for a
moment from the prologue, Job is not only asserted
by the historian, but by the Almighty, to be
upright; * perfect,' indeed, when judged by the
relative standard which alone is in question, a
man of thorough integrity within and without.
If this be not granted, the whole problem vanishes.
Job not only denies his opponents' contention,
with his own consciousness and the testimony of
facts to back him, but he does so successfully.
The poet represents him as victor in the contest of
words. The friends are silenced, though not con-
vinced. Without availing ourselves of the justifi-
cation of Job pronounced by the Almighty in the
epilogue, it is clear that the friends are worsted in
the conflict, and their position is rendered unten-
able.

But it does not follow that Job has succeeded in
settling the great point at issue. The friends are
wrong, but he may not be wholly right. What is
Job's position, if we consider only chs. 3-31 ?
Omitting for the moment the doubtful sections
277-28, and remembering in any case that Job's
state of mind is set forth, not in a series of cate-
gorical propositions, but in the fervent outpourings
of a deeply troubled soul, we may say that up to
this point he is absolutely certain of his own
righteousness, and that his sufferings are un-
deserved. He is deeply convinced also in what the
mystics call ' the ground of the heart,' that God is
righteous and rules righteously ; but how these
two convictions are to be reconciled, he does not
clearly see. Some light has dawned upon him
from various quarters in the course of his wrest-
lings with the great problem. At one moment he
is disposed to hope against hope, and hold fast by
what he cannot see. 'Though he slay me, yet
will I wait for him,' may or may not be the mean-
ing of ch. 1315,—for the readings admit of almost
opposite interpretations,—but the words represent
Job's attitude in certain moods. Not very different
is his state of mind when he pleads that he might
be allowed to come face to face with the Almighty ;
he is so sure that he could * order his cause before
him, and fill his mouth with arguments.' At
another time he rests in the confidence that
his own vindication will come, sooner or later.
Whether Job expects this in the present life, or
more or less vaguely in a future life, is a very
important question in its place, but may for the
purpose of this exposition be passed over for the
moment. The passage ch. 1925· 26 remains on any
translation ambiguous when we ask whether the
vindication was to come on this side of the grave
or beyond it, though it is glorious in its triumph-
ant assurance that the Vindicator will speak at
the last—'he will speak, and cannot lie.' This
confidence, however, Job is unable continuously
and permanently to preserve. It is not represented
as a solution of the problem. Job's last words
(ch. 31) are a pathetic lament over his vanished
greatness, and a reiterated asseveration, strong,
though no longer bitter, that he has not offended.
If ch. 28 is to be assigned to Job, it must imply
that for a time and in a certain mood he was
prepared to bow before the inscrutable wisdom of
the Most High ; but this is not an abiding frame of
mind, and cannot be presented as Job's solution of
his own difficulties.

If the Elihu section formed a part of the original
book—which we cannot admit—it must be under-
stood as a contribution towards a solution, but
one not completely adequate. It forms, in any
case, a kind of side-chapel in relation to the whole
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structure. The righteous man must remember his
need of chastisement; suffering is intended to
exercise an educative and purifying influence, and
the wise man will not recklessly rebel or fretfully
chafe against it. But in the poem no one replies to
Elihu, the Almighty disregards his utterances, no
reference is made to them in any other part of the
book, and they can scarcely be said, on any theory
of their origin, to form an intimately organic part
of the whole.

On the theory advocated by many modern critics,
the original poem left the problem in this undeter-
mined condition. The book puts forward no
solution, it is a prolonged note of interrogation.
There is nothing constructive about the colloquies
when standing alone, especially in the mutilated
form to which some critics would reduce them.
But as the poem now stands, what solution does it
furnish of the moral difficulty which it has so
powerfully raised? The solution may be said to
be threefold ; or rather, three classes of considera-
tions may be borne in mind in mitigation of the
difficulties propounded. The first is found in the
prologue. This lifts the curtain which hides the
counsels of Heaven. It suggests that the drama
of our earthly life has a significance which earth
does not exhaust. The government of the Most
High may contemplate issues which a.re at present
beyond us. It may be needful to prove the exist-
ence of disinterested goodness to men, to angels, to
devils ; or to satisfy that strange personality who
on the stage of history represents the great Accuser
or Adversary of men, a being hard to persuade
that goodness means something more than a pious
care for one's own possessions or due consideration
for one's own skin. If it were given to the right-
eous man, like a greater Prometheus, to suffer
for such a cause, and demonstrate for once to
assembled hosts of human spectators of the great
drama of human life, or to invisible principalities
and powers, that goodness and truth are something
more than a cunning provision for the comforts they
bring in their train, a life of pain and woe might
be considered well spent. The vivid picture of the
heavenly tribunal is only the graphic Oriental
way of propounding what would now be called a
philosophical or theological thesis. The lesson of
Plato's Gorgias is here enforced against the sophis-
try of his Protagoras. Hedonism is not ethics.
With magnificent daring Job is conceived as prov-
ing this great thesis on the side of God, against the
insinuations of the Satan. Utilitarians should be
the first to acknowledge that whether this be or be
not a tenable solution of the problem of human
suffering, it is a noble one. God knows the hearts
of His servants, but on some is conferred the high
prerogative of suffering in order to demonstrate to
a scoffing world or an incredulous Accuser of the
brethren what righteousness really means. This
is not, however, represented in the poem as an
ultimate or complete solution. The veil that has
been drawn aside to allow a glimpse into the
designs of Heaven drops again, and is never re-
lifted. Job, by hypothesis, must not know of this
procedure. Unless he can hold fast by the Right
unaided, unconsoled, the experiment will be a
failure. The fact that he never gives in or gives
up is the poet's silent way of saying that the
Adversary has lost his case. With all the odds
against him, Job has wron. He was content to
'hold hard by truth and his great soul,' beggary
and leprosy and desertion and calumny notwith-
standing. If the Almighty had never spoken, Job
would remain alone upon the field—unconquered,
if not victorious.

The Almighty, however, does speak. It is an
old complaint with students of the Bk. of Job,
that He says so little, according to men's concep-

tions, of what ought to be said. But much more is
said than appears upon the surface. The addresses
of Jehovah out of the whirlwind are a powerful
plea for the probability that God's providence is
right and man's indictment of it wrong. The
Creator and Preserver of such a world as we see
may surely be left to conduct its affairs un-
challenged by the puny creature who knows but
one corner of one field in a vast universe, and knows
that imperfectly and ill. So far from ' binding the
cluster of Pleiades or loosing the bands of Orion/
man does not know 'when the wild goats bring
forth,' nor can he even * loose the bands of the wild
ass.' Thou who complainest against Me, 'where
wast thou when I laid the foundations of the earth
—hast thou an arm like God?' It is replied,
though not in the poem, that this is no answer to
Job's questions. By such arguments the Almighty
may silence, but He does not convince. The poet
judges otherwise. He represents Job as not only
submissive, but contrite. Job acknowledges that
he has been wrong in reasoning and in temper ; he
not only gives up his arguments, but repents him
of his sin. And the inspired poet displays deeper
insight into truth and more profound knowledge
of the human heart than the self-sufficient reasoner
of later days. Mozley, in his masterly study of
Job {Essays, vol. ii. p. 219), suggests that the ex-
planation is that ' amazing power softens him, and
he feels himself within its grasp a poor and feeble
creature, to be dealt with just as that Power
pleases'; but this is surely only half the truth.
Submission of soul is not satisfaction of mind.
Job has learned to rest in God at last. His former
attitude was wrong, and only now for the first
time does he see light and find peace. Why is
this, when no definite answer has been given to his
passionate question, Why do the righteous suffer ?

First, because he has seen and heard God Him-
self. What is meant by that phrase it would be
hard to explain, for it can only be understood by
one who has heard that Voice and seen that Vision.
But the experience of mankind attests that there
is a whole heaven between listening to the most
convincing human arguments and receiving a
message which is as the very voice of God to the
soul. There is a difference between hearing of
God and seeing Himself. That, Job says (425), is
the essential difference between his former and his
later state. Further, Job is convinced of God's
perfect wisdom in his own case by the spectacle of
His combined wisdom, power, righteousness, and
goodness in creation around. It is the argument
from the analogy of nature before Butler and
before Origen. An indirect argument is more
cogent against some forms of scepticism than a
direct dealing with the difficulty. A contempla-
tion of all that my friend is and has done—his
course, his career, his character—may convince me
that he is right in a particular instance which I
cannot understand, more effectively than any
amount of discussion concerning the case itself.
Further still, Job's attitude of penitent submission
is represented as the real solution of all his
difficulties. Only in that attitude of spirit can
man really rest. If he could reason out all the
causes of all events—he cannot, but we may sup-
pose it possible—he would still be further from the
state of mind in which best to face the problems
of life than Job was in ch. 426. The ultimate
solution is not intellectual, but moral, since the
problem is more moral than intellectual. CI re-
tract—and repent in dust and ashes.' The words
do not mean that Job does not think, does not
feel; but that he has risen above the level of keen
resentment of physical pain, above the level of
quick-witted dialectic and cut-and-thrust argu-
ment, soaring into the lofty altitudes or sinking
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into the peaceful depths where alone the godly-
man finds peace—in the shelter of the everlasting
arms. The reasoner and the sceptic complain that
the issue has been evaded; the religious man knows
that he has not shirked it, but left it behind and
beneath him, when he bows his head in self-abasing
prayer, after a face-to-face vision of God.

After this, the epilogue might well appear to be
a bathos indeed. That a man who has borne the
extremity of anguish and fought the fiercest of
battles and had a vision of the Almighty and come
out conqueror, should descend to the level of an
unusually prosperous sheikh who owns a few
thousand more sheep and oxen than he did before,
seems too humiliating. The irony could hardly
go further than in the words,' every man also gave
him a piece of silver, and every one a ring of gold'
—as if an answer to the soul's questionings were
to be expressed in terms of coins and jewellery.
The writer of the postscript to the LXA Version
seems dimly to have felt this, for, to the words of
ch 4217 'Job died an old man and full of days,' he
adds that * it is written that he will rise again
with those whom the Lord raises up.' From a
modern point of view the epilogue is impossible;
it does not move on the same plane as the prologue
and the speeches of the Almighty. But the inter-
preter of Job should not occupy a modern point of
view. The writer of the book could not say * he
will rise again at the last day.' If the light shed
upon this life's tangles by the clear prospect of a
future life had been vouchsafed to him, his book
would have been very different. The epilogue is
the author's way of saying the same thing.
Under a dispensation in which there was no clear
revelation of a future state, Job's subsequent pro-
sperity was only the outward expression of the
divine judgment expressed in 428 'ye have not
spoken of me the thing that is right, as my servant
Job hath.' The men who had prided themselves
on understanding God's methods and defending
Him against aspersion were condemned, and for-
given only at Job's intercession; whereas Job, who
had fought against the God of narrow tradition in
defence of the God of righteousness and truth was
commended. His restoration to more than his
former prosperity is but the outward expression of
this divine sentence—a kind of 'poetic justice'
which, under the conditions of the time, was felt
to be needful to the vindication of Job's character
and the justification of Job's arguments. And, as
Froude suggests in his impressive study of this
book, Job was now for the first time prepared fully
to use prosperity aright {Short Studies, vol. i. p. 325).
But the epilogue is not necessary in order to point
the chief moral lessons of the book. These are
independent of circumstances, and belong to all
time.

Leaving the details, and taking the book as a
whole, what may be said of Job as to its place in
the history of revelation ? It can only be rightly
understood if it is viewed as a stage in the history
of religious thought, an advance upon all that pre-
ceded it, a step forward taken at the cost of severe
suffering and mental conflict, but still only one
step in advance. It was given to the author of the
poem to see the shallowness and insufficiency of the
theory that would make righteousness and pro-
sperity, wickedness and calamity, vary directly in
proportion to one another, in the present life. It
was not given to him to obtain anything more
than a passing glimpse into the prospect of a future
life, in which the balance might be redressed; in
all probability even this phrase is too strong to
express the nature of the confidence attained in

vicarious
world were

But he had begun to see that,

ch 1925·2e. The mystery and the beauty of
suffering in the moral and spiritual w<
hidden from him.

even as regards the present, pain may be a privilege
rather than a punishment; that the loftiest spirits
may have to pass through it as a trial of then
loyalty rather than a chastisement for their trans-
gressions ; and that in such a case it behoves them
to bear, as the Lord's chosen ones, the burden and
the mystery of life, as pregnant with a deep
significance certain hereafter to be made known.

It has often been said that Job is a type of
Christ. The Christian holds that throughout
the OT there were hints and foresh ado wings of
spiritual truth more fully revealed in the NT, and
the suffering of the upright man under the earlier
dispensation prepared the way for and was in turn
explained by the suffering of the only Sinless Man,
the Mediator of a new covenant. Mozley says,
' The Crucifixion is the one consummate act of
injustice to which all others are but distant
approaches.' The Cross of Christ is at the same
time the darkest and the brightest spot upon earth,
because there is most fully seen the meaning of
that world-old problem of the suffering of the
righteous in an evil world. What appears ' in-
justice' is intended to be a part of redemption.
The author of Job did not clearly see, perhaps
never dimly guessed at that mysterious solution
of a mystery. But he grappled with the moral
difficulties of his own time like a giant, and left
upon record some lessons concerning suffering and
its significance, which neither the world nor the
Church has fully learned yet.

vii. DATE AND AUTHOKSHIP.—There is little or
no external evidence of a trustworthy kind to enable
us to determine either author or date. The refer-
ence in Ezk 1414 cannot be quoted in relation to the
Bk. of Job, though it may have a bearing on the
historical reality of the man. Jewish tradition
as represented in the Talmud (Sota v. 8 ; Baba
Bathra \5a) assigned it to Moses. Writers so
recent as Ebrard (1858) and Rawlinson (1891) have
been found to hold the same position. But the
earliest date assigned by the consensus of modern
scholarship is the time of Solomon (Delitzsch,
Cook, Cox), whilst by far the larger majority of
critics place the book somewhere between the
7th and the 4th cent. B.C. For the period
after the captivity of the Northern tribes, some-
where between Isaiah and Jeremiah, may be
quoted the names of Ewald, Renan, Merx, Dill-
mann; Davidson and Driver would date the book
during or shortly after the Exile, the period which
Cheyne and Margoliouth are also inclined to
favour. Cornill {Einleitung, p. 241) places the
book amongst the very latest canonical OT litera-
ture. No author's name except that of Moses,
which is quite out of the question, has ever been
suggested. Whenever the writer lived, he is for
us a great Unknown, and it is perhaps impossible
to fix the time of composition, except by stating
the century within which it probably falls. The
following is the principal evidence on the subject
furnished by the book itself.

At first sight Job presents a picture of primitive
non-Israelitish life. Much that we are accus-
tomed to find in other books of OT is conspicuous
by its absence. The picture drawn of the life of
Job is on the whole faithful to the conditions of
patriarchal life. The wealth of the patriarch con-
sists in his flocks and herds (I3 and 4212); such
sacrifices as are mentioned (I5 428) are of a primi-
tive type, performed by the head of the household
as a priest. The age to which Job finally attains
is patriarchal (42]6); the piece of money, ηρτΐ?
named in 42n is uncoined and primitive, mentioned
elsewhere only in Gn 3319 and Jos 2432 of Jacob's
purchase from the children of Hamor; whilst the
musical instruments, ηή, ite?, aaiy, mentioned in
2112 3031 are the primitive ones of Gn 421 3127
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The names of God are such as belonged to patri-
archal times, El and Eloah (occurring some fifty
times in Job, but rarely in OT generally) being the
oldest Semitic titles of the Divine Being. The
name * Jehovah,' used in the prologue and epilogue,
is not found in the body of the book except once,
as if by accident, in 129 (compare *:IN; in 2828). In
these and other features the colouring appropriate
to the circumstances of Job's life is preserved with
great fidelity and skill.

It is impossible, however, to believe that the
book dates from a very early or even a moderately
early period in the history of Israel. Davidson
asserts that the features of a much later time may
be perceived * beneath this patriarchal disguise';
that ' the author is a true Israelite, and betrays
himself to be so at every turn, however wide his
sympathy be with the life of other peoples, and
however great his power of reanimating the past ';
and he urges that no careful reader should be
deceived by the 'thin antique colour of the book.'
Other critics would demur to such decided phrase-
ology, and it is certain that the book has to be
searched very carefully before any traces of the
law can be discovered in it, and these are not of a
pronounced kind. In 226 249 we read of the taking
of ' pledges' (see Ex 2226), and in 2227 of vows, while
in 242 mention is made of the removal of 'land-
marks' (see Dt 1914). The adoration of sun and
moon is spoken of in 3Γ-'8 as an iniquity to be
punished by the judge; so also adultery in 319.
These, however, must be considered slight and
doubtful references, and it is not upon them that
the case turns for holding, in Davidson's words,
that the book is 'the genuine outcome of the
religious thought and life of Israel, the product of
a religious knowledge and experience possible
among no other people.' We should rather turn
to the evidence that the book presupposes an
advanced state of society, a knowledge of natural
history and human life, a wide and varied ex-
perience impossible to a primitive inhabitant of
an unsettled country bordering on the desert, who
must have lived a nomadic life. Critics have
pointed out that passages such as 1217"21, with its
mention of counsellors and kings, priests and
princes, spoiled and overthrown and captive, im-
I>lies a knowledge of the history of nations, if not
actually of the political changes brought about by
great military empires like Assyria and Babylon.
Disorder and misery must have been familiar
features in the life of the author of this book ; not
merely personal suffering, but such as the psalmist
describes when he says, 'If the foundations be
destroyed, what shall the righteous do ?'

Perhaps no conclusive argument can be drawn
from the language. It is true that this is peculiar
and striking. The book contains an unusually
large proportion of Aramaic words, and of άπαξ
λεγόμενα explicable only by the help of Arabic.
But it has been argued by some that this is a
mark of early date, by others that it is a mark
of the Solomonic period as one of wide culture and
extended intercourse, by others that it proves a
date more or less contemporary with Deutero-
Isaiah (Driver), only that the author of Job was
brought even more within Aramaizing influences
than the prophet. Dillmann does not lay stress
upon the 'Aramaisms' as a mark of date, but
holds that the language generally points to the
period of the later Heb. in the 7th or 6th cent. B.C.
Cornill thinks the ' Aramseo-Arabic' cast of the
language supports the very late date he adopts
{Einleitung, p. xxxii). The literary form and char-
acter of the poem certainly point, at least, to the
maturity of Jewish literature. It is true that a
poem of genius and power often characterizes the
dawn of a nation's history; and in Dante, the

first great writer in the vernacular of his country,
is found a master of Italian who has never since
been surpassed. This illustration alone is suffi-
cient proof that the concentrated vigour and in-
tensity of expression characteristic of some pas-
sages in Job does not necessarily imply a late
date in the history of a national literature. The
originality of the author of Job is one of his most
striking characteristics, but it is not the origin-
ality of an early writer. His knowledge, his
illustrations, his references, and, to some extent,
his style, appear to imply an advanced and not
a primitive period of literature and life.

The strongest argument, however, and perhaps
the only one which is really conclusive, is drawn
from the subject-matter. The theme here dis-
cussed and the manner of its discussion necessitate
a long previous history. The problems of human
life are doubtless old, but they could not be raised
in the manner displayed in Job, without a previous
religious history, and one of considerable duration,
in which the doctrine of the three friends had
come to be the current and orthodox explanation
of the facts of life. The history of the OT shows
that only at a comparatively late period were
these maxims questioned ; and when we find them
not only questioned but discussed in the thorough
manner of the Bk. of Job, we may be sure that
it was not composed till at least the closing period
of the monarchy. Other features of religious doc-
trine—the doctrine of God, the way in which
Satan is mentioned, and the spiritual doctrine of
man, for example—point, likewise, to a compara-
tively late date. In saying this, we do not include
the passages which have often been thought to
imply a doctrine of immortality, since the meaning
of these is by no means certain.

The argument as to date drawn from parallel passages is one
that the best critics do not press, as it is encumbered with
doubt and difficulty, and is apt to resolve itself into a matter
of subjective impressions. But a comparison of some passages
in Job with other books in the OT is instructive, to whatever
conclusions it may lead, and a few words may be said upon the
subject. The parallels are numerous, though in no case are
they exceedingly close; they are chiefly found in Dt, Ps, Pr,
Is, Jer, and La; the books of Hos, Am, and Zee presenting in
a minor degree certain points of comparison. The chief par-
allels with Dt are Job 514 compared with Dt 2829, Job 5*8 with
Dt 3239, Job 204 with Dt 432, whilst the references to the re-
moval of landmarks and other offences in Job 242 and 319· n
have been thought to imply a knowledge of Dt 1914 2222.
Davidson goes so far as to say that if Dt be understood to
be a composition of the reign of Josiah, B.C. 620 is the point
above which the composition of Job cannot be carried. As to
the Psalms, it appears quite certain that Job 71? implies Ps 85,
but the date of the latter cannot easily be fixed. The reader
mav further compare Job 109 w j th Ps 1388 139, Job 35™ with
Ps 376, Job 2219 W i th Ps 10742, and Job 134 with Ps 119«9. The
Books of Job and Pr, as both belonging to the class of Wisdom-
literature, exhibit, as might have been expected, considerable
affinity. The personification of Wisdom is found in both; the
providential features of human life are dealt with in both,
though from different points of view; whilst some phrases are
common to both books, the coincidence of form being such as
can hardly be the result of accident. The proverbial expression
concerning 'the lamp of the wicked being put out' of Pr l^9

2420, is taken up in Job 2117 in a way which absolutely proves
the priority of the former. Job 63 may be compared with
Pr 273, and Job 32s with Pr 1024, though the comparison pre-
sents nothing conclusive as to date. Much more reliance may
be placed upon a general comparison of the representations of
Wisdom in Pr chs. 1-9 and Job 28, with regard to which it
would appear manifest that Job is the later. It has been
already admitted that ch. 28 may be a later addition to Job,
and the date of the opening section of Pr is not conclusively
fixed; but of the general teaching of Job it is clear that it
must have followed upon and not preceded the general teaching
of Proverbs. For the proverbial philosophy of the latter is in
the main that true but insufficient generalization from experi-
ence, embodied in prudential maxims, which forms the ground-
work of the arguments of the friends. Upon this Job forms a
searching criticism, and represents a considerably later stage of
thought.

The relation between Job and Isaiah, especially Deutero-
Isaiah, is exceedingly interesting. It has been discussed at
length by Cheyne in the essay appended to his Proph. of Isaiah
(ii. 235 f.). Job 1412 presents coincidence in expression with
Is 195, the latter being probably the earlier passage. But a
more extended parallel with the later chapters of Isaiah may
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be established by a comparison of Job 129 with Is 4120, Job lf>35

with Is 59·*, Job 98 with Is te^ and 4512, job 2612· 13 with Is 519,
and Job 1328 with Is 509. The whole teaching of the Bk. of
Job should be studied in connexion with the remarkable picture
of the Servant of J", which is one of the chief features of
Deutero-Isaiah. The spectacle of the righteous servant of God
suffering, desolate, mocked of men and apparently afflicted
of God, yet retaining his hold upon God and ultimately justified
by Him, is so far common to the two books and to these almost
alone in the OT as to make the comparison full of interest.
Cheyne and Davidson have discussed it in full, but the question
of priority is not easily settled. Perhaps the conclusion to
which most readers will be brought by a study which cannot
even be outlined here, will be that announced by Davidson and
Driver, acquiesced in by Cheyne, that the two writers were
' surrounded by the same atmosphere of thought' and ' worked
up common conceptions into independent creations.' Most
critics incline to place Job the later of the two, but the view
of suffering taken in Is 53 can never have presented itself to
the author of Job. Either the two were entirely independent,
or Job is earlier than Deutero-Isaiah, would seem to be the
inevitable verdict.

A comparison with Jer furnishes two or three parallel pas-
sages in which coincidence can hardly be accidental, though
priority may not be easy to determine. One of the chief of
these is the 'curse' of Job 33-10 compared with Jer 20i4-i8.
Dillmann in 1869 judged that the passage in Job must have
been the earlier of the two, an opinion which he modified later
(UioM, p. 33); while Cheyne writes that Jer 20^ 'clearly be-
tokens the hand of the original writer.' Other parallels are
Job 615 and Jer 1518, Job 12·* and Jer 20?, whilst Job 918 m a y

be compared with La 315, Job 309 w i th La 314, and Job 1613 with
La 312. In the latter passages opinion is likely to assign a later
date to the highly wrought elegy of La than to the vigorous
and forcible language of Job. Ps 37 and 88 suggest a general
comparison with Job, and there are points of coincidence in
expression with other psalms; but all that can be said is that
the writer of Job seems to have been acquainted with some
psalms, whilst other psalmists appear more or less to have
imitated the greater poet.

On the whole, the use of parallel passages in
this instance seems to mark out the general posi-
tion of Job in relation to other OT literature,
rather than to fix definitely its date in relation
to particular books. All the signs point to a
period subsequent to the 7th cent. B.C., though
how much later, remains undecided. As Mar-
goliouth has pointed out, the references to Ophir
in 2224 2816 give a terminus a quo in the Solomonic
period, and a comparison with 1 Ch 211, in which
Satan is used as a proper name, shows that Job
1 and 2, etc., in which the article is used, must
have been written earlier. This furnishes a ter-
minus ad quern in the 4th cent. B.C. The alter-
natives lie between the * very late date somewhere
in the Persian period' favoured by Margoliouth
and Cheyne, and a date somewhat, though not
much, earlier than the Bab. captivity, which
appears to the writer the more probable. The
range of a century earlier or later than the Exile
would be sufficient to include all but the most
extreme of modern critics.

LITERATURE.—The following may be mentioned amongst the
writers who have contributed to the elucidation of the Bk. of
Job during the Christian era, but chiefly during the last cen-
tury. Origen's contributions towards the study of the text,
and Jerome's translation, have been already referred to. Not
many of the early Christian writers commented on Job, but
the Scholia of Ephraem Syrus may be mentioned, and the bulky
commentary of Gregory the Great, Moralia in Jobum, in which
exposition proper is overlaid by a discussion of an endless
variety of doctrinal and ethical questions. Amongst the Jewish
expositors of the Middle Ages, R. Sa'adya Gaon wrote brief
notes in Arabic, and besides Ibn Ezra and Rashi, the two
most important commentaries are those of R. Moses ben Nach-
man and R. Levi ben Gerson, of the 13th and 14th cents,
respectively. At the time of the Reformation, Luther char-
acteristically illustrated the new spirit of exegesis by the way
in which he handled the Bk. of Job; his remarks gave offence
to many by their freedom. The Condones of Calvin exhibit the
strength and lucidity characteristic of that prince of expositors.

In the 18th cent. Alb. Schultens (1737) opened a new epoch
in the study of Job by his philological notes, illustrating the
meaning of words largely—some have thought too largely—
from the Arabic. Reiske (1779) and Schnurrer (1781) followed
in the same direction. In the present century the number of
commentaries on Job has multiplied very largely. The follow-
ing list of selected literature during the last half century does
not profess to be exhaustive or exactly chronological, the
dates affixed usually indicating the publication of the first and
last editions.

Umbreit, Das B. Hiob (1824-1832); Ewald, Dichter des A. B.
iii. (1836-1854); Stickel, Das B. Hiob (1842); Schlottmann,
Das B. Hiob (1851); Renan, Le Livre de Job (1859); Frz.

Delitzsch, Das B. Hiob (1864-1876); Hengstenberg, Das B.
Hiob erldutert (1870-1875); Merx, Das Gedicht von Hiob
(1871); Zockler in Lange's Bibelwerk (1872); Hitzig, Das B.
Hiob (1874); Budde, Beitrage zur Kritik des B. Hiob (1876);
Hiob (in Nowack's Handkom. 1896, a summary of the con-
clusions of which is given by Budde himself in Expos. Times,
Dec. 1896, p. I l l ff.); Reuss, La Sainte Bible, pt. 6 (1878-1888);
Volck in Kurzgef. Komm. (1889); Dillmann in Kurzgef. Exeg.
Hbuch (1891); Duhm, Das B. Hiob erkldrt (in Mohr's Kurzer
Hand - Com. 1897); also Beer, Text des B. Hiob untersucht
(1895). Of these, Umbreit, Ewald, Renan, Delitzsch, and
Zockler have been translated into English. Amongst recent
English writers may be named Cook in Speaker's ComJ (1880);
Cox, Commentary and New Translation (1880); and Bateson
Wright, Translation, with Essays, chiefly Critical (1883). A.
B. Davidson published in 1862 a full commentary based upon
the Heb., but this included only chs. 1-14, and has not been
completed. In 1884 his English commentary appeared (Cambr.
B. for Schools). Cheyne, Job and Solomon (1887); Bradley,
Lectures on Job (1887); R. A. Watson in Expositor's Bible (1892);
also Rawlinson in Pulpit Commentary (1891). The section on
the Bk. of Job found in each of the chief * Introductions' to
the OT should, of course, be consulted. The following may be
mentioned as representative :—Bleek (6th edition by VVellhausen,
1893), Riehm (ed. Brandt, 1889), Driver (6th ed. 1897), and
Cornill (3rd and 4th ed. 1896). Amongst separate articles some
of the most noteworthy are Riehm, Zeitschr. f. Luth. Theol.
(1866); Godet, Etudes Bibliques (1874); Budde, Beitrage (1876),
ZATW (1882), 193-247; Giesebrecht, Wendepunkt des Β. H.
(1879); Kleinert, Das specifisch Hebraische in Β. Η. in Stud.
u. Krit. (1886); C. H. Wright, Bibl. Essays (1886); Mozley in
Bibl. and Theol. Essays (1878); Dillmann, Textkritisches zum
B. H. in Site. Ber. der K. Akad. d. Wis., Berlin (1890); as well
as the monographs of Grill and Laue mentioned above. The
present writer has dealt with the subject in his Wisdom Litera-
ture of Old Test. (1893). W. T. DAVISON.

JOBAB (3}'r).—1. Name of a son of Joktan, Gn
1029 (1 Ch I2 3): identified by Glaser (Skizze, ii. 314) and
others with m\T, a place mentioned in a Sabsean
inscription (CIS iv. p. 55; Glaser, Mittheilungen,
3 ft'.). The author of that inscription speaks of his
' fathers and uncles' as governors of YHYBB, and
further mentions a king of Saba, Karibail Wathar,
whom there is reason to place in the middle of the
8th cent. B. C. The name is said to occur in another
inscription also (Glaser, Skizze, ii. 303); but in
neither is there anything which fixes its locality,
though its governors would appear to have been
vassals of the kings of Saba. It is variously read
Yuhaibab and Yuhaibib, and is compared by J.
Derenbourg with the Arab, yabdb,' a desert.' Earlier
commentators thought of the Ίωβαρΐται of Ptolemy
(vi. 7. 24), and indeed one recension of the LXX
has the form Ίοβόρ. This name seems to correspond
with the Arabic Wabdr (so Sprenger), which denotes
a considerable portion of Yemen ' all between
Najran and IJadramaut, Mahrah and Shihr'
(Ya^ut). Neither' of these identifications can be
considered more than conjectural. 2. A king of
Edom, Gn 3633f· = 1 Ch l44f·, confused in LXX of Job
4217b with Job (see above, p. 660b). 3. A king of
Madon, Jos II 1. 5. 5. Two Benjamites, 1 Ch 8y·18.

D. S. MARGOLIOUTH.
JOCHEBED (i:i3V ' J " is glory,' cf. the Phoen.

mpSoiaa 'Melkart is glory' (?) CIS I. i. 364).—
Known to us by name only from P, who states
that J. was a sister of Kohath, who was married
to Amram her nephew, and who bare to him
Aaron and Moses (Ex 620) and Miriam (Nu 2659).
An earlier writer, E, in narrating the birth of
Moses, speaks of his mother as a daughter of Levi,
but seems to have been unacquainted with her name
(Ex 21). W. C. ALLEN.

JOD (*>).—The tenth letter of the Hebrew alpha-
bet, and as such used in the 119th Psalm to desig-
nate the 10th part, each verse of which begins with
this letter. It is transliterated in this Dictionary
by y. See JOT.

JODA (Α Ίωδά, Β Ίοιίδφ?]), 1 Es 558 (56 LXX).—
1. The same as JUDAH the Levite in Ezr 39; else-
where called HoDAVlAH, Ezr 24 0; HODEVAH, Neh
743; SUDIAS, 1 Es 526. 2. An ancestor of Jesus,
Lk 326 {Ίωδά WH, Ίουδά TR, AV Juda).
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JOED (iy.i\ etymology uncertain, Syr. j
—A Benjamite, the father of Meshullam and son
of Pedaiah, Neh II 7. In the corresponding list
1 Ch 97 the name does not occur.

JOEL (^NV).*—1. The prophet (see next article).
2. A son of Samuel, 1 S 82, 1 Ch 628 (RV, see
Driver's note on 1 S 82) 633. 3. An ancestor of
Samuel, 1 Ch 636 (called in v.24 Shaul). 4. A
Simeonite prince, 1 Ch 435. 5. A Eeubenite, 1 Ch
54·8. 6. A Gadite chief, 1 Ch 512. 7. A chief man
of Issachar, 1 Ch 73. 8. One of David's heroes,
1 Ch II3 8. 9.10.11. Levites, 1 Ch 157·1L 17 238 2622,
2 Ch 2912. 12. A Manassite chief, 1 Ch 2720. 13.
One of those who married a foreign wife, Ezr 1043.
14. A Benjamite overseer after the Exile, Neh II9.

JOEL (Vxr, Ίωτ̂ λ), the son of Pethuel (LXX
"Βαθουήλ, Vulg. Phatuel), is the author of the
second (LXX fourth) book of the Minor Prophets.
No information has reached us regarding the
prophet or his father. The name Joel probably
signifies * J" is God,' and, on the assumption
of the date proposed by Credner, may contain
a reference to the re-establishment of the wor-
ship of J" after the overthrow of Athaliah (cf.
2 Κ ll4ff·). This, though possible, is scarcely
probable. The name is not an uncommon one
(cf. 1 S 82, Ezr 1043, Neh II9, etc.).f The book
supplies no definite information, either as to the
place or the time of the prophet's labours. The
date is greatly disputed, but it is generally agreed
that Judah, and most probably Jerus., was the
theatre of Joel's prophetic activity.

i. OCCASION.—The occasion of the prophecy was
an invasion of the country by locusts, accompanied
by a drought of unusual severity. A calamity of this
kind was not uncommon in Pal., and, in ordinary
circumstances, would not be made a subject of
prophetic discourse. But the visitation described
by J. was exceptionally severe. Successive swarms
of locusts swept over the country (I4), and their
devastations went on for years (225). The produce
of the fields, vineyards, and orchards was destroyed
(I10-12). Food failed for man and beast (I10'12· "· 1 7 ·
18"20). The daily offering to J'' was suspended from
lack of the necessary materials (I 9 · 1 3 214). This
was equivalent to an interruption of the covenant
relation between J" and His people. A calamity
which led to such a result was a very serious one.
No prophet would have been faithful to his mission
as watchman of Israel if he had failed to warn the
people of the danger with which such a visitation
threatened them. Joel saw in the locust invasion a
special judgment from J", and used, it as a text for
one of the most interesting and instructive dis-
courses contained in the prophetical books of the
OT.

ii. CONTENTS. — The book consists of three
chapters. [The Heb. text has four chapters, the
last five verses of ch. 2 in AV forming ch. 3
in the MT]. It divides itself easily into two
parts, in the first of which (12-217) the prophet, and
in the second (218 to the end) J", is the speaker.

The first part is made up of two discourses, of which, however,
the theme is the same, viz. the locust invasion. The language
in which the calamity is depicted differs considerably in the two
chapters. But that the army, whose movements and operations
are described so graphically and rhetorically in ch. 2, must be
identified with the locusts of ch. 1, appears from 225, where the

* This name is generally taken to mean ' J " is God,' and this
was prob. the etymology accepted by the later Hebrews, with
whom the name was popular. But it is very doubtful if this
was the primary meaning. Nestle (Eigennamen, 86) and W. R.
Smith (Kinship, 301) identify with the god Wail (Iolaos). See,
further, Oxf. Heb. Lex. s.v., and Gray, Heb. Prop. Names, 153.

t The name might be taken as a Hiph. Impft. from W ,
(cf. *]pV), but this is not a probable derivation. (See Oxf. Heb.
Lex. t.v.).

promise of the removal of the judgment and the renewal of bless-
ings is given in the words, ' I will restore to you the years that
the locust hath eaten, the cankerworm, and the caterpillar, and
the palmerworm, my great army which I sent among you.' * After
introducing his subject (I2 '4), the prophet, in the first discourse
(I5*20), describes the judgment which has fallen on the country
in a narrative remarkable for the vividness of the picture and
the minuteness of the details. The invading host pours over
the land in countless myriads, with teeth like the teeth of
lions for the work of destruction before them. The vine is
wasted. The fig-tree is not merely stripped of its leaves,—the
very bark is torn off, and trunk and branches are left bare (I7).
The grain and the fruit crops are alike destroyed (I1 0-1 2). The
prophet lingers over the desolation which has been wrought,
and pushes his description into regions which, if the visitation
were not real, would scarcely be referred to. The seed perishes
under the clods; the barns are left to fall into decay because
there is nothing to gather into them (I1 7). Such a calamity
falls heavily on the beasts of the field. Under the pangs of
hunger and thirst they groan and cry unto God. The instinc-
tive appeal of these irrational creatures affects the prophet
so powerfully that he associates himself with them in sup-
plicating the Lord for relief (I1 8*2 0). Thus the first discourse
closes.

In the second discourse (2i·17) the language is highly poetical
and rhetorical. The figure before the prophet's mind is that of
an army which marches with unbroken ranks and irresistible
force to the accomplishment of its mission. This army is J'"a
host, at the head of which He marches (211). The army, as we
have seen, is the locusts (2®); and, if the testimony of travellers
is to be relied on, the prophet's description as a whole, and the
individual illustrations, are true to nature. But no description
of the calamity—however powerful and startling—can exhaust
the prophet's duty in connexion with it. Such a judgment calls
for humiliation and prayer on the part of the people ; and the
prophet urges this in terms scarcely less striking than those
employed in depicting the divine visitation (I 1 4 212-i7).

The second part of the book (218 to the end), with J " as the
speaker, contains the promise of blessings—first of temporal,
and secondly of spiritual, blessings. The first words of the
promise show that the judgment is at an end (219*>). Famine and
drought are to cease; prosperity is to be restored. The new
abundance will compensate for the losses inflicted by the ravages
of the locusts, and Israel, having learned in the school of suffer-
ing that J " alone is worthy of their trust, will acknowledge and
rejoice in Him as their God (22i-27). This prepares the way for
the bestowal of spiritual blessings (228-32, Heb. 3). The out-
pouring of the Spirit on all the people, without distinction of
age or sex, of rank or class, is to follow, in point of time, the
restoration of material prosperity (228 ' i t shall come to pass
afterward that I will pour out my Spirit upon all flesh'). How
long afterward is not indicated. On a matter of this kind the
horizon of prophecy is undefined. Then shall come the day of
the Lord, which occupies so prominent a place in the book. This
day, ushered in by awe-inspiring phenomena, is a day of doom
for the nations hostile to Israel. These nations are brought
down to the valley of Jehoshaphat ('J" judges'), where J"'s
heavenly warriors crush them as grapes are crushed in the
wine-press—cut them down as the grain is cut by the reaper.
Israel, on the other hand, shall dwell securely in a land of
extraordinary fertility, and J", enthroned on Mount Zion, shall
dwell among them. The situation, as between the people of J"
on the one side and the hostile powers on the other, is summed
up in the pointed contrast at the close of the prophecy (vv.1 9·2 0

Egypt and Edom are to be a desolation; Judah is to dwell
under the favour of J" for ever).f

iii. INTERPRETATION.—The interpretation of the
prophecy depends on the view taken of the locusts.
1. Many of the early Fathers explained the locusts
figuratively; and in recent times this view has been
supported in his usual fearless fashion by Heng-
stenberg {Christ. ofOT, Eng. tr. i. 296 if.). Accord-
ing to this view, the prophecy refers to future
events, and the locusts, in chs. 1 and 2, represent
the world-powers opposed to the Church,—such as
J" judges on His great day (31· 2 [Heb. 41· 2]). 2.
What may be regarded as a modification of this
ancient opinion has been recently proposed. Ac-
cording to this view the locusts are apocalyptic,—
creatures of a supernatural kind, such as may

• The words used in this verse for the locusts are the same as
in I 4 , but the order is different; and the prophet perhaps refers
to successive swarms of locusts rather than to the same swarm in
different stages of growth.

t The connexion in which Egypt and Edom are mentioned at
the end of the book deserves consideration. The Phoenicians
and Philistines appear (v.4) to have been actively hostile to
Judah in the prophet's day. The Egyptians and Edomites
would naturally have been mentioned along with these if they
had stood in the same relation to Judah. And it is possible that,
in the antithesis at the close of the book, Egypt and Edom are
used typically,—the former representing hostile powers that
had no family connexion with Judah, the latter those that were
of common ancestry.
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fitly find a place in a vision of the last things,
with which the Bk. of Joel closes (cf. the locusts
in NT Apocalypse). 3. The third and, in recent
times, the most generally accepted opinion is that
the locusts are real. The prophet describes an actual
locust invasion, and makes it the occasion of his
prophecy. According to the first two views, the
book becomes an eschatological prediction, without
any historical basis, or any direct reference to the
prophet's contemporaries. Against this explana-
tion of the book, the text, on a fair interpretation,
offers serious objections. (1) It is not easy to
find a satisfactory explanation of the twofold call
to repentance already noticed. According to the
allegorical or apocalyptic view, we have to think
of the prophet as sitting, like a monk in his cell,
brooding over the past history of his people, and
endeavouring to forecast their future. The fruit
of his meditations he records for us in this short
book. He has no message to his contemporaries.
Even the call to repentance is a mere ideal appeal.
The ground of the appeal is the locust invasion.
But to the prophet's contemporaries the appeal can
have no practical value, if not a single locust is
visible and no trace of locust devastation can be
discovered. For the ordinary purpose of prophetic
teaching the appeal vanishes into thin air. This
explanation utterly fails to do justice to the text.
The prophet urges repentance on his fellow-country-
men with a view to the removal of a grave calamity,
and the restoration of the divine favour. This
purpose was realized. The second part of the
book begins, as we have seen, with the promise of
the withdrawal of the judgment and the bestowal
of rich blessings. The explanation may be inferred
from 218·19a. J"'s anger is at an end. The way
is open to the restoration of the covenant relation
between Him and His people. The inference is
that the people have repented and humbled them-
selves before Him. Now, that is the practical
result for which every prophet laboured among his
countrymen. And when the prophetic purpose
and the result aimed at are exhibited in the
proper relation, as they are in Joel, it is scarcely
possible to accept the view that the prophecy has
no direct reference to the circumstances of the
prophet's contemporaries. (2) The language in
which the locust invasion is described is strongly
opposed to the allegorical and apocalyptic explana-
tion. The details of the first chapter have been
partially referred to. It is highly improbable
that the narrative, in this part of the book, is a
pure work of imagination, produced by some
recluse of post-exilic times. The description of the
second chapter is equally opposed to the figurative
explanation. If the language is figurative, the
locusts represent the world-powers hostile to the
Church. The prophet has before his mind men,
—warriors, like those led by a Sennacherib or a
Nebuchadnezzar. He tells us that these invaders
' run like mighty men' (v.7); if they were really
gallant warriors, like whom else, or what else,
should they run ? ' They climb the wall like men
of war' (ib.); if they were human soldiers, what
does the prophet mean by these words ? He pre-
sents a picture of an invading horde, going steadily
forward, in perfect order, to the accomplishment of
their task. In their progress they reach the capital,
and climb the walls; but it is not said that they
make breaches in the walls or cast them down.
* They leap upon the city' (v.9), but there is not a
hint that their purpose is to destroy it. The
ravages wrought by these invaders are confined to
the fields. Not a man falls before them. The
people suffer grievously, but it is indirectly,
through the destruction of their crops, etc. And
when the prophet urges the people to repent with
the view of propitiating J", the effect of the with-
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drawal of the judgment is, not the sparing of the
lives of the inhabitants, but the renewal of fer-
tility to the earth, so that there should no longer
be the lack of the materials required for the daily
meal-offering and drink-offering (vv.15M4). The de-
scription in these verses (7ff·) loses its point, and
raises a perplexing question as to the literary
character of the book, if the locusts are not real
but figurative. If the prophet has before his
mind — not locusts, but — a horde of cruel men
sweeping over the country and leaving ruin behind
them, his language raises not the least difficult of
OT problems. And there should be little hesita-
tion in admitting a real invasion of locusts.

iv. DATE.—The date is greatly disputed, but
there is general agreement that it is either very
early or post-exilic. The book itself contains no
distinct chronological data of the kind supplied by
the superscriptions in many of the other pro-
phetical books. In such a case the most helpful
and trustworthy evidence for the fixing of the
date is derived from the nations (if any) mentioned
in the book. On this point the argument e silentio
is important in Joel. No mention is made of
Syria, Assyria, or Babylon. But from the days of
Amos to the exile of Judah, one or other of these
powers has a prominent place in prophetic litera-
ture. It may therefore be reasonably inferred
that J. wrote before the Assyr. power began to
threaten the chosen people, or after the Bab. power
ceased to be dangerous; in other words, the date
is prior to the 8th cent. B.C., or later than the
overthrow of Babylon by Cyrus. If the late date
is accepted, the prophecy would fall in the Pers.
period. No valid objection to this date can be
founded on the non-mention of Persia. For, while
it is true that the Jews were in subjection to
the Persians, there was a radical difference between
the relation of Persia to the chosen people and that
of Assyria and Babylon. The latter invaded and
conquered the land of promise, and carried the
people into captivity. Their relation was one of
active hostility. The Persians inaugurated the
period of their supremacy by the restoration of
the Jewish exiles to their own land. This would
sufficiently account for the Persians being placed
in a different category from the Assyrians and
Babylonians. And the way is clear for a pre-
Assyr. or post-Bab, date. The prophet, however,
mentions certain peoples as hostile to Judah:
Phoenicians and Philistines (34 [Heb. 44]), and Egyp-
tians and Edomites (319 [Heb. 419]). If the typical
use of Egypt and Edom is accepted (p. 672b n.f),
the mention of these countries is of no import-
ance in the discussion as to the date. Otherwise,
a date must be found comparatively near to hostile
action on the part of Egypt and Edom; and the
same remark applies to Phoenicia and Philistia.
In the period between the invasion of Judah by
Shishak (c. B.C. 930) and the war in which Josiah
fell (B.C. 610), there is no report of hostile action
on the part of Egypt such as would meet the re-
quirements of the prophecy. With regard to the
other countries mentioned, the case is different.
The Chronicler (2 Ch 2116·17) reports an invasion of
Judah by the Philistines in the reign of Jehoram,
son of Jehoshaphat and son-in-law of Ahab. The
serious character of this invasion may be inferred
from the statement of the Chronicler, that the
palace was captured, and the royal family—wives
and children, with the exception of a single son—
were carried into captivity. That the Philistines
were actively hostile to Judah about this period
is sufficiently attested by Amos (I6). According
to this prophet, the Philistines found a market for
their Jewish slaves in Edom ; and in this traffic the
Phoenicians are associated with the Philistines
(Am I9). Further, as against Edom, which appar-
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ently had been a dependency of Judah since the
time of David, the Chronicler reports that, in the
days of Jehoram, it made an effort to secure its
independence,—' Edom revolted from under the
hana of Judah and made a king over themselves'
(2 Ch 218, cf. 2 Κ 820, where the statement of Ch is
confirmed). Edom, indeed, was an inveterate
enemy; but in the days of Jehoram specific acts
of hostility were committed, which suffice to ex-
plain the reference in Joel. It is true that in Ch
the Phoenicians are not mentioned. Amos, how-
ever, includes them in the same charge as the Philis-
tines. The Phoenicians were the great naval power
of the time. The maritime carrying-trade of the
world was very largely in their hands. The Jewish
slaves who were sold to the Ionians (Jl 36 [Heb. 46])
were, no doubt, conveyed in Phcen. vessels to the
slave markets of Greece. The descendants of those
whom Hiram allied to Judah broke the friendly
relation, and ranged themselves with the enemies
of the chosen people. And there was more than
this. The Phocn. Baal-worship had been intro-
duced into the northern kingdom through Jezebel,
and into Judah through her daughter Athaliah,
the wife of Jehoram. The influence of Phoenicia
had been powerful enough to largely suppress the
worship of J'7 throughout the land of promise.
When that worship was restored by Jehoiada, pious
Jews would regard the friendship of Phoenicia as
more dangerous than the hostility of Philistia.
And a prophet of the period might be expected to
assign to the Phoenicians a first place among the
powers hostile to Judah. This is what Joel does
(34 [Heb. 44]). In support of the late date, atten-
tion is directed to the fact that Joel mentions only
petty peoples in the neighbourhood as enemies of
J udah ; whereas, in the early prophets, prominence
is given to a heathen power of widely extended
influence, which threatens the independence of
the chosen people. It is quite true that from the
time of Amos, who, if Joel is late., first raises this
question in OT prophecy, a world-power aiming at
universal empire has to be dealt with. But if a
prophet did actually appear and write a book
fifty years before Amos,—what then? At that
time Assyria was beyond the prophetic horizon.
Egypt since the days of Shishak—a century before
—had ceased to cause anxiety. Only Phoenicians,
Philistines, and Edomites troubled Judah. On the
assumption of the late date, the peoples mentioned
by Joel raise a serious difficulty. The date pro-
posed by Merx, and favourably regarded by other
critics, is about the middle of the 5th cent. B.C.,
when Nehemiah restored the wall of Jerusalem.
In the historical books that deal with that period,
tribes in the neighbourhood of Jerus. are spoken
of as bitterly hostile to the Jewish community.
Chief among these are the Samaritans and the
Ammonites,—no mention is made of the Phoe-
nicians (cf. Neh 4lff·). It is scarcely credible that
a prophet living in Jerus., while Nehemiah was
struggling to put the capital in a position of
security, should threaten heavy judgments against
powers—some of them remote—whose hostility
was scarcely felt, and not so much as mention
the peoples bordering on Judah whose forces
were united in active opposition of the most
bitter kind against the Jewish community. And
the case is strengthened by the fact that Ezekiel,
from whom, according to Merx, Joel is supposed to
have freely borrowed, begins his denunciation of
the hostile powers with the Ammonites,—as bitter
opponents as the Jews of the period had to deal
with (cf. Ezk 25lff·). Accordingly, if Merx' date
is accepted, the mention of the peoples referred to
—a factor of the weightiest importance in the
determination of the dates of prophetical books—
is deprived of its historical significance.

It has been urged that the Bk. of Joel is not an
original work, but a Midrash—a sort of eschato-
logical compendium — founded on the books of
earlier prophets. According to this view, the
nations named would lose their historical value.
This might be admitted of the Egyptians and the
Edomites, and, in a less degree, of the Philistines.
But the reference to the Phoenicians cannot be ex-
plained in this way. And, in point of fact, so far
as our historical information warrants an opinion,
there is no period when a prophet loyal to the theo-
cracy would be more likely to introduce his censure
of hostile powers in the words of Joel (34 [Heb. 44])
than the early part of the reign of Joash, when
Judah had just escaped the danger of ruin through
the Phcen. Baal-worship. To sum up this point—
a typical reference cannot be assigned to all the
nations mentioned ; an exact historical reference is
not consistent with the post-exilic date proposed.

In connexion with the late date, another point
deserves consideration. The prophet summons the
people to repentance; but he does not name any
special sin of which they are guilty. How unlike
this is to Amos and his successors ! On this
ground alone it is difficult to find a suitable place
for Joel between Amos and the exile of Judah.
This may appear to favour a post-exilic date. But
the condition of Judah described in the post-exilic
books of OT is quite unlike that suggested in Joel.
If the latter half of the 5th cent, is accepted as the
date, Joel and Malachi would belong to the same
period. Malachi gives as melancholy a picture of
the moral and religious state of his countrymen as
any prophet before the Exile. And the situation,
then, is this. One prophet lays bare the sins which
are eating as a canker into the heart of the post-
exilic Church in language as severe as that of Amos
or Isaiah,—while another prophet—practically a
contemporary—writes as if there were not a special
sin to denounce. Further, Malachi's efforts do not
appear to have been crowned with much success
(see his book throughout); Joel's simple, earnest
appeal led to the happiest results (cf. 218ff·). It
follows that, if Joel had a practical message to his
contemporaries, he can scarcely be placed in the
generation to which Malachi belonged. A fair
interpretation of the language is opposed to the
view that the book is a mere Midrash, having no
reference to the circumstances of the prophet's day.
If the occasion of the prophet's exhortation was
found in the actual condition of Judah at the time,
the proposed post-exilic date is highly improb-
able. If the date is pre-exilic, it is not easy to
point to a time more suitable than that suggested
by Credner, viz. the early part of the reign of
Joash of Judah. Through the reforming zeal of
Jehoiada, the worship of J" was at that time com-
paratively pure. And the people would be likely
to respond to the earnest and affectionate appeals
of a prophet like Joel.

Other points of less importance have found a place in the
discussion as to the date. No king is mentioned. The prophet
appeals to the priests as if the direction of affairs was in their
hands. This is held to point to the condition of Judah after
the return of the exiles from Babylon, when there was no king,
and the administration of affairs, under the Pers. governor,
was conducted by the priests and elders. The conclusion
seems reasonable. It is urged in reply that Joash was only
seven years of age when he ascended the throne, and that, for
a time, the affairs of the kingdom would, of necessity, be left
in the hands of Jehoiada the high priest. That is an important
consideration. But of greater importance is the obvious pur-
pose of the book. The prophet makes no special reference to
civil or political affairs, or to the social condition of the people.
His object is to reach the heart and conscience of the nation
through the calamity which has fallen on the country,—to
bring his countrymen as penitent suppliants before J". In a
matter of that kind it is the priests that should take the lead.
And the prophet's appeal to the priestly party is appropriate.

Again, it is urged that the prophet makes no mention of the
northern kingdom. But why should he ? His view is confined
to the disaster which has overtaken Judah. Negative evidence
—such as the non-mention of the northern kingdom, and of a
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king of Judah—cannot counterbalance the positive evidence
denved from the peoples named in the book, and the practical
purpose of the prophet in behalf of his contemporaries. The
question is, 'Whether a judgment such as Joel depicts forms
a suitable theme for a prophetic book ?' If it does, the absence
of references found in other books of prophecy, which cover
a much wider field and deal with subjects of various kinds,
cannot safely be pressed in discussing the question of the date.

The importance attached to the ritual is held to favour a late
date. The question of the ritual is raised, generally, by the
prominence assigned to the priests, and, specifically, by the
mention of fasting, and of the daily offering. Fasting, in con-
nexion with an unexpected calamity, was a common practice
from an early period of Israel's history in Canaan (cf. 2S I 1 2

1216, ι κ 219· 12.27). The reference to fasting in Jl is quite
consistent with an early date. The arrangements for the daily
offering are found in Ρ (Ex 2938-41). Whatever date may be
assigned to P, the offering of the morning and evening sacrifice
was an ancient practice, with the ritual of which the people
would be familiar (cf. 2 Κ 1613-15). The direct references to
ritual in Jl are as consistent with an early as with a late date.
Moreover, devotion to ceremonial was not a peculiarity of post-
exilic times. It may be doubted if any generation of Israelites
was more attentive to external observances than those ad-
dressed by Amos (cf. Am 4*-5 62i-23). The same may be said
of Judah in the days of Isaiah (cf. Is 1), and, later, in the time
of Jeremiah (cf. Jer 7). It is urged, however, that Joel attaches
quite a special importance to the ritual. The interruption of
the daily offering is equivalent to a breach of the covenant
between J " and Israel. And it may be doubted whether such
a view can be reasonably assigned to any period between Amos
and the Exile. The question is, ' Whether it is more reasonable
to assign such an estimate of the ritual to post-exilic times
than to an early period of reformation like that under Jehoiada?'
If Mai may be trusted, Pharisaism was as unspiritual in the
5th cent. B.C. as it was in the most degenerate days before the
Exile. The information available for the post-exilic period is
scanty; such as it is, it can scarcely be said to support the
simple, spiritual explanation of Joel.

In addition to the general character and teach-
ing of the book, there are special expressions which
are held to favour a late date. It is argued that
ch. 3 [Heb. 4]*·1 7 presuppose the exile of Judah.
But the words rendered ' to bring again the cap-
tivity of Judah' do not necessarily mean that
Jews are actually to be brought back from exile.
If this literal interpretation is insisted on, it
follows that the restoration of the exiles has not
yet taken place, and a date between B.C. 586 and
536 must be found—a most unlikely period for a
prophet like Joel. To say that the restoration
in B.C. 536 is inadequate, in view of the brilliant
promises of the pre-exilic prophets, and that a
restoration of a more glorious character must lie
in the future, is simply to give up the literal
interpretation of the words. In these circum-
stances, usage must be carefully considered. The
words ' to bring again the captivity' seem to be
used in the sense of ' to reverse a line of pro-
cedure.' Chastisement is to have an end, and that
is to be followed by proofs of the divine favour
(cf. Dt 303, Am 914, Hos 611, Jer 2914 303·18 [where
the expression is applied to the tents of Jacob],
4847 [where the words are applied to Moab]). More-
over, it should be noted that the turning of the
captivity is to take place in the same period as
the outpouring of the Spirit, and, chronologically,
is associated with the final judgment of the nations
hostile to the Church. The prophet emphasizes
this note of time, ch. 3 [Heb. 4 ] l a : — ' behold, in
those days, and in that time.' If this period was
ushered in on the Day of Pentecost—as St. Peter
teaches (Ac 216ff·)—the turning of the captivity
and the judging of the nations are thrown into
Christian times, and the reference to the Bab. exile
falls to the ground. Nor does the mention of the
Ionians require a date in the Pers. or Gr. period.
The reference to the Phoenicians and the Philis-
tines (34 [Heb. 44]) connects the prophet's message
with his contemporaries; the charge against these
peoples is that they sold Jews as slaves to the
Ionians. The Ionians were settled on the coast
of Asia Minor before the 9th cent. B.C. And the
ports of Asia Minor offered the nearest market-
place for the sale of slaves conveyed in Phoen.
vessels. Upon the whole, the evidence available,

if used as in the case of other books of prophecy,
seems to the present writer more favourable to a
pre-exilic than to a post-exilic date.

v. DOCTRINE.—Joel contains a comprehensive
summary of prophetic teaching. The calamities
of life are the fruit of sin. The punishment of
sin cannot be escaped without repentance. Sin-
cere repentance will secure forgiveness, and the
restoration of the divine favour. Further, such
a calamity as Joel describes is severe enough, and
deliverance from it a great blessing; but there is
a final judgment and deliverance of which these
are but types. Joel uses a grave occurrence of his
own day as a basis for a prediction concerning the
last times, when, on the great day of the Lord,
the cycle of judgment shall close, and the deliver-
ance of the people of J" shall be complete. To
that day of the Lord the prophet sees all things
tending. The locust invasion appears to be a
harbinger of that day; hence the earnestness of
the prophet's appeal to the people. Such, gener-
ally, is the teaching of the book—the day of the
Lord being the most important subject.

It is quite surprising how much of the imagery
and thought of Joel appears in other books of
Scripture. If the date is early, later writers lie
under very special obligations to the author of
this short book. The most striking part of the
imagery is that connected with the locusts, which
appear as agents in divine judgments from the
time of the exodus from Egypt down to the close
of the present dispensation (cf. Ex 104ff·, Rev 93ff·).
For the phenomena connected with the day of the
Lord, the speedy approach of which is supposed
to be indicated by the locust invasion, cf. Ex 1021ff·,
Is 139f·, Ezk 327S Am 89, Mt 2429, Mk 1324f·, Lk
212δί·, Rev 612ff\ In ch. 3 [Heb. 4] 1 3 two figures
occur which appear elsewhere, especially in the
Bk. of Rev. The first is that of the harvest
(cf. Hos 611, Jer 5133, Mt 1339, Rev 1415f·). The
second is that of the wine-press (cf. Is 633, La I15,
Rev 1419ί·). Noteworthy also is the figure of the
fountain proceeding from the house of J", when
His people are restored to His favour, and water-
ing the dry acacia-wady (ch. 3 [He 4 ] 1 8 ; cf. Ezk
47lff·, Zee 131148, Rev 221). In the promise of the
outpouring of the Spirit, Joel seems to have given
expression to a glimpse into NT times, with which
he was specially favoured. His words have been
taken up by the NT Church, and will be used,
to the end of our NT dispensation, to express the
sum of blessing bestowed by God on His true
people (cf. Nu II2 6"2 9, Zee 1210, Ac 216ff·, Jn 167ff·).

Not less important are the two closely allied
truths regarding the remnant and the called (232)
[Heb. 35]. For the former, cf. Ob 17 (where the
language is the same as in Jl), Is 613 (and various
other passages), Mic 53·7·8 [Heb.2·6·7], Jer 317ff·,
Ro 11 5ff\ For the latter, cf. Ro 97ff\ It is worthy
of note that, in this OT book, the truth is distinctly
laid down that (as Ewald puts it) 'no man may
boast of a right to redemption' {Prophets of 0Tt

Eng. tr. i. 137).
This investigation might be pushed further, but

enough has been stated to show that the Bk. of
Jl and other books of Scripture have a great deal
in common.*

The style of Joel is clear and of a high order, and the language
comparatively pure. One of his words for the locusts (DT3) occurs

* Is 136 (Cf. Jl 115), Am 12 (cf. Jl 3 [Heb. 4] 16), Am 913 (cf. Jl 3
[Heb. 4] 18), raise directly the question of quotations. This point
has not been discussed, because, in the case of such a book as
the OT, an argument founded on quotations is extremely pre-
carious. That quotations occur in the passages just mentioned
is scarcely doubtful. The question is, 'Who quotes?' The
words of Jl 316 occur quite naturally in a highly poetic passage.
The same words in Am I 2 seem to be chosen as a sort of text
for the prophet's discourse. And the reasonable view is that,
in this case, Jl is the original source.
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elsewhere only in Am 49. This, partly, led Bleek to the con·
elusion that the locust invasion described in Jl was the same
as that referred to in Am, and that the two prophets belonged
to the same period—Joel being the earlier. If this view is
accepted, the perplexing expression 'jisyn (the northern, 220)
admits of a comparatively easy explanation. A north wind is
all that is required to bring the locusts from the northern
kingdom into Judah.
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JOELAH (fijies*, text doubtful, see Kittel in
SBOT. While LXX A has Ίωηλά, Β has Ελιά).—
A warrior who joined David at Ziklag, 1 Ch 127.

JOEZER (ιψ < J" is help,3 Β Ίω^άρα, Α Ίωζάαρ).
—One of David's followers at Ziklag, 1 Ch 126.

JOGBEHAH (nn^T; LXX in Nu καΐ ύψωσαν auras,
in Jg 'Ie7e/3a\, B).—A town of Gad in Gilead, Nu
3235, named also in connexion with Gideon's pursuit
of the Midianites, Jg 811. It is the present ruin
Jubeihah (or Ajbeihat), N.W. from Rabbath-
ammon, and about midway between that place
and es-Salt. There are remains of a considerable
Roman town, and the position is suitable for the
line of Gideon's pursuit, from Succoth to Penuel
and thence S.E. to Jogbehah. There are three
groups of ruins, hence the plur. Ajbeihat,

LITERATURE.—SEP vol. i. under the Arabic name; Burck-
hardt, Syria, 361; Oliphant, Land of Gilead, 232; Baedeker-
Socin, Pal* 288; Ewald, GVI ii. 547 n. ; Buhl, GAP 261;
G. A. Smith, HGHL 585 ; Dillmann on Nu 3235; Moore on Jg 8".
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JOGLI (^;).— The Danite chief who took part
in the division of the land, Nu 3422 P.

JOHA (κπ'ν, prob. textual error for nx'v; see Gray,
Heb. Prop. Names, 283 n. 4).—1. A Benjamite,
1 Ch 816. 2. One of David's heroes, 1 Ch II 4 5.

JOHANAN (\inv; LXX Ίωνά, Ίωανάν, Ίωνάν,
Ίωαννάν, 'IcocWs).—1. 2 Κ 2523, Jer 408-435 (see
ΑΖΑΒΊΑΗ, No. 23, and GEDALIAH), the son of
Kareah, chief of · the captains of the forces,' who
after the fall of Jerusalem joined Gedaliah at
Mizpah. Johanan seems to have been a shrewd
man; and, foreseeing the calamities which would
certainly ensue if Ishmael's plot were successful,
he not only joined the other captains in warning
Gedaliah, but in a secret interview pressed in vain
to be himself permitted to assassinate Ishmael.
When the murder of Gedaliah became known, J.
pursued after Ishmael, who was carrying captive
the remnant of the Jews. The murderer escaped
with the loss of two men (Jer 411·15); but J.
recovered the captives, and brought them to a
khan (?) near Bethlehem, Geruth-chimham (see 2 S
1938, Lk 27), whence they might start for Egypt.
The politic J. foresaw that the captains would be
held responsible by the Chaldsean authorities for the
murder of Gedaliah and the escape of the assassin.
Having thus determined, J. and all the people
consulted Jeremiah, earnestly affirming their re-
solve to follow at all risks the revealed will of the
Lord; but the answer being strongly adverse to ι

their leaving their own land, they accused Jeremiah
of being a false prophet, under the malign in-
fluence of Baruch, and carried off to Egypt both
the prophet and his scribe. 2. 1 Ch 315 eldest son
of Josiah, not the same as Jehoahaz; for (a)
Jehoahaz was not the eldest son (see 2 Κ 2331·36);
and (β) he is mentioned in this verse as Shallum.
Johanan possibly predeceased his father. 3. 1 Ch
3s4 a post-exilic prince of the line of David. 4.
1 Ch 6y·1 0 a high priest, perhaps under Rehoboam,
father of Azariah, No. 5. 5. 6. 1 Ch 124·12 two
warriors who came to David to Ziklag, a Benjam-
ite and a Gadite respectively. 7. Ezr 812 (JOANNES,
1 Es 838) one of those who returned with Ezra. 8.
2 Ch 2812 an Ephraimite, father of AZARIAH,
No. 17. The Heb. is ftnin;, Jehohanan. 9. See
JONATHAN, NO. 6, and JEHOHANAN, NO. 3.

N. J. D. WHITE.
JOHN (Ιωάννης).—Five persons of this name are

mentioned in the Apocr. 1. The father of Matta-
thias, and grandfather of the five Maccabcean
brothers (1 Mac 21). 2. J., surnamed Caddis or
(RV) Gaddis (wh. see), the eldest son of Matta-
thias (1 Mac 22, where inferior MSS read Ίωαννάν ;
Jos. Ant. XII. vi. 1). In B.C. 161 he was slain by
the 'sons of Jambri' [JAMBRI] (1 Mac 935"42; Jos.
Ant. XIII. i. 2-4). In 2 Mac 822, and perhaps
again 1019, he is by mistake called Joseph. 3· The
father of Eupolemus (1 Mac 817, 2 Mac 4U, Jos.
Ant. XII. x. 6), who was sent by Judas Maccabseus
as an ambassador to Rome. The passage in 2 Mac
speaks of certain royal privileges obtained for the
Jews by this J., but disregarded by Epiphanes.
The privileges referred to are probably those
granted by Antiochus the Great (Jos. Ant. xii.
iii. 3), among which was the right of being governed
according to their own laws. i. An envoy, who
together with another named ABSALOM (which see)
was sent by the Jews to treat with Lysias (2 Mac
II17). 5. One of the elder sons of Simon the
Maccabee (1 Mac 162), commonly known as J.
Hyrcanus (cf. Jos. Ant. XIII. vii. 4), and described
as ' a (valiant) man' (1 Mac 1353), was appointed
by his father commander of the forces, and
stationed at Gazara. In conjunction with his
brother Judas he defeated CENDEB^EUS (1 Mac
161-10, cf. Jos. Ant. XIII. vii. 3). When his father
and brothers had been murdered by Ptolemy at
Dok near Jericho, J., who was then at Gazara,
received warning of their fate, and, having put to
death the men sent to assassinate him, secured the
position of high priest, which had been made
hereditary in the family of Simon B.C. 135 (1 Mac
1611"24, cf. 1446). See MACCABEES.

H. A. WHITE.
JOHN (Ac 48).—A meeting of the Sanhedrin is

mentioned, at which there are said to have been
gathered together * the rulers, the elders, and the
scribes, with Annas the high priest, and Caiaphas,
and John, and Alexander, and all who were of the
high priestly family.' Nothing further is known
of either John or Alexander (wh. see), and the
attempts made to connect the names with other
historical characters (such as Johanan ben-Sakkai)
are more than improbable. A. C. HEADLAM.

JOHN, FATHER OF SIMON PETER.—In Jn I4 2 the
true reading is Σίμων 6 vlbs Ίωάνου, in 2115·16·17 *Σίμων
Ίωάνου. The Vetus Interpretatio Latina of Origen
(in Matth. torn. xv. 14, Migne, Pat. Gr. xiii. 1295)
quotes a passage from the Gospel according to the
Hebrews in which the words occur, 'Simon, fili
Joanne, facilius est camelum intrare per foramen
acus quam divitem in regnum cselorum* (cf. Hil-
genfeld, Evang. secundum Hebrceos, pp. 16, 25),
a passage, however, which has no place in the
Greek text. Further, a cursive MS (Matt. Mk.) of
the 9th century (Tisch. Not. Cod. Sin. p. 58) has
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four marginal glosses, in which τό ίουδαϊκόν [sc. γ
Ύέλων] is referred to. One of these agrees with a
fragment quoted by Jerome from the Gospel accord-
ing to the Hebrews, so that it appears that these
scholia reproduce matter from that Gospel. On
Mt 1617 (Βαριωνά) there is the note: τό Ιουδαϊκόν νίέ
'Ιωάννου (see Handmann, Das Hebrderevang., 'Texte
u. Untersuch.,' v. pp. 65, 85). There is sufficient
evidence, therefore, that John was found in the
Gospel according to the Hebrews as the name of the
apostle's father.

In Mt 1617 the father's name is given as Jonas—
Σίμων Βαρι,ωνα.* In the LXX we find that not only
is jJoi* represented in Β by Ίωνά in 2 Κ 2523 and by
Ίωνάν in Jer 47 (40)8, but even j:nin; (1 Ch 263) is
represented in Β by Ίωνας, in A by Ίωνάν; cf. 1 Ch
1212 (Ίωάν), Ezr 81* Neh 618, 1 Es 91, Jer 43 (50)4

(K#)· There is ground, therefore, for the con-
clusion in the case in question that Ίωνας is a
contraction of Ίωάνης (so Keim, Geschichte Jesu von
Nazara, ii. p. 213 [iii. p. 261, Eng. t r . ] ; see esp.
Lightfoot, On a Fresh Revision, p. 159 n.)·

It is possible, however, that we have here an
instance of a double name. Such double names
were not uncommon; see Zunz, * Nam en der Juden,'
in his Gesammelte Schriften, ii. p. 15, who among
instances of double Hebrew or Aramaic names
adduces Jochanan-Joseph (Gittin, f. 34δ). More
common were the cases in which to a Hebrew or
Aramaic name was added a Greek or Roman name
—the latter being often chosen so as to make an
assonance with the former. Familiar instances
are Saul-Paulus (see Deissmann, Bibelstudien, p.
181 ff.), Joseph-Justus (Ac I23). It seems there-
fore not impossible that the name of St. Peter's
father was Jona- Jochanan or Jona-Johannes. The
latter name was so common (see e.g. the Index to
Josephus, or Pape, Worterbuch) that it must have
been familiar to Gentiles (cf. inscription at Ancyra,
CIG 4045), and in intercourse with them would
have something of the convenience of a Greek or
Roman name.

A curious specimen of the harmonizing expedient
is found in a note of the Paris MSS. Reg. 1789,
1026, Ιίέτρος καϊ'Ανδρέας αδελφοί, έκ πατρός Ίωνα, μητρός
Ίωαρνα, or (as it is otherwise read) 4κ πατρός Ιωάννου,
μητρός Ίωνας (see Lightfoot, ubi supra).

F. H. CHASE.

JOHN THE BAPTIST {'Ιωάννης ό Βαπτιστής).—
ί. Sources of Information,

ii. The Facts of John's Life and Ministry,
iii. John's Work and Teaching,
iv. John's Relation to Christ.

i. SOUKCES.—In regard to John the Baptist we
have practically no sources of first-hand informa-
tion outside the NT besides the passage in Josephus
(Ant. XVIII. v. 2), referred to by Eus. {HE i. 11).
The fullest account is that of St. Luke, with which
that of St. Matthew agrees closely, so far as the
time after the beginning of his public ministry is
enncerned. St. Mark's notices are very brief.
The Fourth Gospel seems to differ from the others
in recording only the * witness' of John the Baptist
after our Lord's baptism, while Mt and Lk give
his prophetic teaching before that event. The
relation of the Fourth Gospel to the others, in this
connexion, has been made the subject of special
monographs, such as that of Boissonas, mentioned
at the end of this article.

ii. LIFE AND MINISTRY.—John the Baptist was
the son of Zacharias and Elisabeth. The latter
was Of the daughters of Aaron' (Lk I5), while
Zacharias belonged to the course of Abiah (wh. see),
one of the sons of Eleazar, who gave his name to the
eighth of the twenty-four courses into which the
priests were divided. His priestly descent on both

* In the LXX of Jonah the name is declined—7* να ί, 'lm»v,
'lrnS, (46).

sides brings into stronger contrast the prophetic
character of his work. We cannot determine
exactly either the time or the place of his birth.
Dates varying from B.C. 6 to B.C. 3 have been
assigned to it, and Lk I3 6 would lead us to infer
that it was three months before that of our Lord.
In regard to the place, it is argued that Zacharias
must have lived in one of the priestly towns ; but
it is possible to prove that priests often lived else-
where. It is still more arbitrary to pick out one
of the priestly towns and fix on Hebron (Othon,
Lex. Rabbin. 324). Nor is there sufficient evidence
for reading Juttah in Lk I39, though this place,
which lay a little S. of Hebron, is mentioned
(Jos 155δ 2116) as a priestly town. A tradition,
resting on the evidence or the Russian abbot
Daniel {c. A.D. 1113), who quotes as his authority a
monk of St. Sabas (Didon, Life of Christ, Eng. tr.
App. D), fixes the residence of Zacharias at 'Ain
Karim, a village to the N.W. of Bethlehem. We
cannot go behind the vague statement of St. Luke,
who mentions (I39) * a city of Judah in the hill
country.' Of John's early life and training St.
Luke, our sole authority, tells us very little. It is
summed up in the two verses which state that
4 the hand of the Lord was with him' (I66), and
that ' the child grew and waxed strong in spirit,
and was in the deserts till the day of his showing
unto Israel' (I80). To these may be added the
words of the angel Gabriel (Lk I15), * He shall
drink no wine nor strong drink, and he shall be
filled with the Holy Ghost, even from his mother's
womb.'

With these few details we have to pass over a
period of about thirty years which preceded his
άνάδειξις (cf. Lk 101, Ac I24), and can only speculate
on the question (which is of some interest in
reference to Jn I31) whether our Lord was person-
ally known to him (as their relationship would
seem to necessitate) or not. There can be little
doubt that the elaborate accumulation of dates
given by St. Luke (31·2), combined with the
expression (unique in the NT) 'the word of God
came,' is meant to mark the beginning of John's
ministry, and to emphasize its prophetic character.
If (see CHRONOLOGY OF THE NT, vol. i. p. 405) we
may assign the fifteenth year of Tiberius to
A.D. 25-26, then this is the date of the beginning
of John's ministry. We cannot determine how
long after this beginning the incident of our Lord's
baptism occurred, and the arguments used to show
that this interval was long (Didon, I.e.) or short
(Weiss) are not decisive. The only definite fact
to notice is that the first passover of our Lord's
ministry (see CHRONOLOGY OF NT, p. 405) is that
of A.D. 27, and therefore the baptism must be fixed
before that time. To the period following Christ's
baptism is to be assigned the carefully defined
record of Jn I19"42, while the Synoptic account
belongs to the period which precedes that event.

How long an interval elapsed between Christ's
baptism and John's imprisonment is the next
point to consider. Here it may be noticed (1) that
Lk 319·20 mentions the imprisonment before our
Lord's baptism, evidently with the intention of
completing the references to John before passing
to our Lord's ministry; (2) that Mt 412 and Mk I1 4

connect our Lord's first journey into Galilee with
the imprisonment, and make it follow that event in
time; (3) that St. John mentions a short stay in
Galilee and a visit to Jerusalem for the passover,
and then makes the definite statement that * John
was not yet cast into prison* (324). We must
either assume, therefore, that Jn is at variance with
Mt and Mk, or that the visit to Galilee which he
records preceded our Lord's public ministry there.
The latter is the more probable explanation, and
in that case the visit of Mt4 1 2 and Mk I1 4 may be
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identified with that of Jn 42. At any rate, for
determining the date of the imprisonment, Jn's
statements are more important, for that event
must have been subsequent to the passover of
A.D. 27; further, if we may press the allusion in
J n 435—τετράμηνος έστιν και δ θερισμδς έρχεται—our
Lord's journey into Galilee will have taken place
not very long after the passover, a,nd if we may
also use the statements of Mt and Mk which assign
the imprisonment as the reason of our Lord's
going into Galilee, then we may fix the imprison-
ment early in A.p. 27. One incident is related
during that imprisonment (Mt II 2, Lk 718), viz.
the message sent by John through his disciples to
ask our Lord whether He was the Messiah. This
is definitely connected, in St. Matthew's account,
with the plucking of the ears of corn ; in St. Luke
it seems to be the result of the report of Christ's
ministry in Galilee, and especially of the Raising
of the Widow's Son. If, therefore, we follow Mt,
this incident would be some time between April
and June of the same year; nor would the latter
month allow too little time for the completion of
the Galilsean tour required by St. Luke's narrative.

The last event to which we have to try and
assign a date is the death of John the Baptist,
recorded Mt 143ff·, Mk 614ff·. Little weight can be
attached to the almost universal commemoration
of this event on Aug. 29 (Nilles, Kalend. Utr.
Eccles.), though it certainly represents a compara-
tively early usage. We cannot base any argument
on the context in Mt and Mk, for in both the
account is inserted parenthetically to explain
Herod's statement that John was ' risen from the
dead ' ; but it may be noticed that the news of his
death in Mt 1413 leads on at once to the miracle of
the Feeding of the Five Thousand. Nor can we
fix the date of John's death by its coincidence
with the yevicia of Herod Antipas. Herod's
reluctance (Mt 145) to put John to death may, but
need not, imply a considerable interval between
his imprisonment and death; thus Renan (Vie de
Jusus, ch. vii.) puts the arrest in the summer of 29,
and the death on the birthday of Herod Antipas
in 30.* We may perhaps safely argue that his
death had taken place before the unnamed feast
of Jn 51, for during our Lord's visit to Jerusalem
on that occasion he refers to John's witness as past
(Jn 535 ί » ; and though it is possible to argue that
his witness was closed by his imprisonment, it is
more natural to refer the expression to his death.
John's death therefore took place before the feast
of Jn 51, that is, certainly before the second pass-
over of our Lord's ministry, but how long before
must depend on the interpretation given to Jn 51.
It cannot be placed later than the beginning of
A.D. 28. According to tradition (Theodt. HE iii. 3),
John was buried at Samaria.

The scene of John's ministry will be placed
partly in the desert of Judaea (Mt 31), in which it
began, and partly in the Jordan Valley, and more
definitely near the fords (Bethabara [which see] =
* place of crossing over'), either those in the neigh-
bourhood of Bethshean or those in the neighbour-
hood of Jericho. Two places are mentioned in
connexion with his 'baptism,' viz. Bethany or
Bethabara (Jn I28), and iEnon near to Salim (Jn 323),
probably in the neighbourhood of Bethshean.
From Jn 326, and also from the fact of his coming
under the jurisdiction of Herod Antipas, we infer
that he probably spent some time in Peraea.

iii. JOHN'S WORK AND TEACHING.—(a) The
name 6 βαπτιστής or ό βαπτίξων (whether given to him
to distinguish him from others of the same name
or not) indicates the feature of his work which
attracted special attention. It was used of him

* These dates are, of course, later than those in the article on
CHRONOLOGY OF NT, which is here followed.

during his lifetime by his disciples (Lk 720), and that
the term is not due to the evangelist is clear from
Lk 32 718 etc., where John is by him called son of
Zacharias, or simply John. The term is used of
him also during his lifetime by our Lord (Mt II1 1),
who, however, also uses the name John simply
{e.g. Mt II1 3), by Herodias (Mt 148), by Herod after
John's death (Mt 142), and by the evangelists
Mt and Mk but not Lk and Jn. In regard to his
baptism, we gather that his right to perform the
ceremony was questioned, inasmuch as (Jn I25) it
was connected, according to Jewish ideas, only
with the Messiah (cf. Ezk 3625, Zee 131 etc.), with
Elias as His forerunner, and with ' the prophet'
(i.e. of Dt 1815). John speaks of himself as having
received a special commission from God to baptize
(Jn I33), though this is not spoken of in the angel's
message to Zacharias, and he seems (Jn 327) to de-
fend our Lord's baptism (Jn 326, but cf. 42) by basing
it on a similar divine commission. The import of
the rite was early a question of discussion (Jn 325),
nor does the language of the evangelists make
clear what was understood by i t ; for while Mk I 4

Lk 33 define it as * a baptism of repentance for
remission of sins,' Mt 3 n speaks of it as a baptism
εις {την) μετάνοιαν ; but μετάνοια can hardly have been
the object of the rite, for it was preceded (Mt, Mk)
by a confession of sin. The submission of a Jew
to the rite was, so far, an act involving μετάνοια, in
that it implied that he put himself in the same
position towards the coming βασΐΚεία των ουρανών
which the proselyte took up towards the old Jewish
dispensation; it implied that he rested no longer
on his privileged position as a Jew, but realized
his individual responsibility in regard to sin. This
comes near to Sabatier's explanation (see Lit.
below) of the rite as * consecrating a new Israel,'
and would perhaps best explain the meaning of
our Lord's words, in regard to Himself, that a sub-
mission to John's baptism was (Mt 315) a fulfilment,
i.e. a complete realization, of what was meant by
δικαιοσύνη, as something which consisted not merely
in external rites, but involved moral claims. Our
Lord implies that John's baptism was from heaven
(Mk II 3 0 ) ; and the refusal of the Pharisees and
lawyers to receive it is in itself a virtual rejection
of God's purpose, while the acceptance of it by the
publicans and the people showed a truer recognition
on their part of what the righteousness of God
really |meant (Lk 729·30 ^δικαίωσαν τόν θεδν). We
may notice, too (Mt 2132), that our Lord regards
John as coming έν δδφ δικαιοσύνης. So that we may
regard John's baptism as emphasizing the true
nature of δικαιοσύνη.

(β) We pass from his baptism to (1) his position
as a teacher; (2) the language in which that
teaching was conveyed ; (3) its underlying ideas.

(1) The angel Gabriel connects with him (Lk I17)
the prophecy of Malachi (45·6), but precludes the
idea that Elias would return in person as many
expected (see Geux, I.e. p. 73 ft'.), by saying that
John should come in * the spirit and power' of
Elias. That he was Elias come in the flesh John
himself (Jn I21) denied, while Christ affirmed that
John the Baptist was really the Elias who was to
precede the Messiah's coming (Mt II 1 4 1711"13).
The other prophecy which was applied to John the
Baptist by himself (Jn I23) and also by the evange-
lists (Mt 33, Mk I2) is that of Is 403. He was then
1 more than a prophet,' as himself the subject of
prophecy. But he was also essentially a prophet,
and as such St. Luke introduces him in the unique
expression already noticed, as such Zacharias refers
to him (Lk Ι7 6 προφήτης 'Υψίστου κληθήση), as such
Christ regarded him (Mt II1 1), and the people as a
rule (but cf. Mt II18) accepted him as a prophet
(Mt 145 2126). In regard to his special mission we
must refer also to the words used of him in Jn I6 328
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[απεσταλμένο*) and M t I I 1 1 (iyifjyepTCLL). I t is then
as * the last of the prophets' and as such closing
the dispensation of ' the law and the prophets'
(Mt II 1 4, Lk 1616) that we specially think of John
the Baptist.

(2) When we pass to the language in which his
teaching was conveyed, we find that it is largely
based on that used by OT prophecy, especially by
Isaiah. His metaphors of the burning chaff, the
fan, the barren tree, are all to be found in OT.
Some of the expressions are difficult to trace, and
not easy to explain. Thus various interpretations
have been assigned to the phrase yew^ara έχιδνων
(Mt 37 etc., Lk 37), which is not to be found in the
OT, but is one of several expressions common to
our Lord and John the Baptist; another expression
of which the meaning is not quite clear is the
baptism ' with fire' (Mt 311).

(3) In regard to the substance of his teaching,
it must be remembered (a) that even in the fullest
account of it given by St. Luke we have only an
abstract (cf. 37 imperfect eXeyev, and 318 πολλά καΐ
'έτερα); (b) that St. Luke regards the character of
his teaching as a consequence (37 odv) of his carrying
out the preparatory work spoken of in Is 403. We
may amplify the abstract by noticing the words
which are used to describe it. They are κηρύσσω
(Mk I4 etc.), evayy^Xlfa (Lk 318), παρακαλάω (Lk 318),
and in the case of Herod ελέγχω ; and these imply
that he announced good tidings, and also the
preparation necessary for i t ; and in both these his
prophetic character appears. The * good tidings'
he announced was the near approach of * the
kingdom/ The nature of this kingdom he does
not define, nor does he state how the kingdom is
to be established, nor who its members are to be.
Probably, in accordance with ancient Jewish belief,
he expected a visible kingdom; but he advances on
that in so far as consciously or unconsciously to
imply that it was spiritual, and to prepare the way
for the realization that it was not to be merely
Jewish but universal. These points can be seen
from his insistence on the moral preparation for
it. Repentance is a necessity, for all national
privileges are useless, and the fitting mode of life
requires that ordinary pursuits should be followed,
but in a new spirit. Thus an individual and
universal responsibility is insisted on, and an
individual and universal judgment is proclaimed
as imminent. Limits of space prevent an exami-
nation in detail of this teaching, but it will repay
careful study. We can only summarize. It was
addressed (Lk 3 1 0; cf. Mk I5, Mt 35) to the δχλοι.,
who came out to him in large numbers, and in-
cluded in their ranks (Mt 37) many Pharisees and
Sadducees. The points insisted on by John are
(1) confession of sins, and repentance, which had
been already enforced by the OT prophets {e.g.
Hos 61, Jl 212 etc.); (2) the uselessness of reposing
on their national privileges as * children of Abra-
ham' is indicated, and possibly the outburst
yevv-ήματα έχιδνων may have been provoked by the
thought that many of his hearers were reiving
on his baptism as of value per se, and teaching
others to do the same (Boissonas, I.e. p. 40);
(3) a judgment is imminent (ήδη), which is universal
[παν δένδρον), and determined by the character of
the individual. This judgment involves a mani-
festation of divine opy-ή, not only towards the
political enemies of Israel (as in OT), but towards
the Jews. This 6pyii is frequently mentioned in
OT and NT, and a resulting purification or separa-
tion, δίακαθαριεΐ, probably implies not, as Godet,
the universal character of the purification, but its
thoroughness; (4) St. Luke alone records the
answers given to different classes who realized the
need of action of some kind. John's answers show
the changed requirements—not outward observ-

ances or a leaving of their ordinary duties, but a
new attitude towards them; (5) finally, John re-
moves the doubts of some as to whether he was
the Messiah, by asserting the inferiority of his own
person and work. His teaching as recorded in St.
John will be best considered under the next
heading ; but it will be interesting for students to
try and trace whether there is any difference
between St. John's teaching before and after his
baptism of our Lord.

It remains under this head to say a word as to
the effect of his teaching. It is clear that very
large numbers came to him, and he was generally
accepted as a prophet; and of the lower classes
many accepted his teaching (Lk 730), though the
upper classes refused to accept his baptism, and some
said of him, as of our Lord, δαιμόνων εχβι (Mt II1 8).
Besides the effect of his work and teaching on the
people at large, we read also of μαθηταί who fasted
(Mk 218 etc.), who attended him in prison (Mt II 2

1412), and to whom he taught special forms of
prayer (Lk 533 II1), some of whom left him to
follow Christ (Jn I37). Their number is given in
Clem. Horn. ii. 23 as thirty. In the Acts (1825 193)
we hear of Christians at Ephesus who accepted
John's baptism. Their mention shows ' how pro-
foundly the effect of John's preaching was felt in
districts as remote as proconsular Asia, even after
a lapse of a quarter of a century' (Lightfoot,
Colossians, p. 402). Later on (and Lightfoot finds
a trace of this in the argument of St. John's Gospel)
the Hemerobaptists connected their beliefs and
practices with John the Baptist, and Christians
called after him, the Saboeans or Mandceans, are
still, though in diminishing numbers, to be found
in the marshy districts near the confluence of the
Tigris and Euphrates (see Lightfoot, I.e., and
literature quoted by him p. 405 ; and also Kenan,
who finds evidence of Babylonian ideas).

iv. JOHN'S RELATION TO CHRIST.—From the
narrative of St. Luke (chs. 1 and 2), and from Mt
314, we should infer that John knew our Lord, and
realized the nature of His Person; but the words
of Jn I 3 1 · 3 3 * I knew him not,' imply that at any
rate till the sign was given at our Lord's baptism
John did not recognize Him as the Messiah ; and
this view is taken by Strauss, Godet, and Weiss.
It is quite probable that the Synoptic narrative
gives John's teaching before the baptism, and that
the Fourth Gospel gives the special μαρτυρία which
it was John's function, in the Divine Providence
(Jn I7), to bear, so soon as he realized by the sign
at the baptism what our Lord's real personality
was. This does not require that our Lord's
divinity did not begin till His baptism and the
descent of the Holy Ghost there, as held by various
Gnostic and Humanitarian sects.* To the time of
John's baptism of our Lord is to be assigned that
* anointing' with the Holy Spirit (Ac 4371038) which
was His consecration to His ministry. We assume
here that the Synoptic narrative does refer to the
time before our Lord's baptism, and the Fourth
Gospel to the period which follows. In the former
his references to our Lord's person are only relative
to himself: He is ό ισχυρότερο*—He is the master,
while John is the servant who bears (Mt) or
looses (Mk, Lk) the master's sandals. The un-
willingness to baptize our Lord (Mt 314) does, how-
ever, require that John had some definite grasp
of who it was that came to him. John speaks of
the work of Him for whom he was preparing
as consisting in a baptism * with the Holy Ghost
and with fire.' The baptism with fire must refer

Cf. Conybeare, Key of Truth, pp. xii, xiii, for the teaching of
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either to the fire of judgment (as Keim, Neander,
Meyer, etc.), or to the Holy Spirit (as Godet), and
its effect is either that of devouring (Dt 4s4) or
purifying (Zee 139, Mai 32 etc.). In the Fourth
Gospel, though we probably must not understand
the twice-repeated (Jn I*5·30) 'who was before
me' as a statement of belief in the pre-existence
of Christ, yet the language in which John the
Baptist speaks of Christ as 'the Son of God' (I34)
and the * Lamb of God' implies a much higher and
more definite conception of the person of Christ
than any words used by John the Baptist in the
Synoptic Gospels, and is best explained by the
vision referred to in these Gospels, which would
account for the clearer grasp. We cannot be sure
that the Baptist understood completely the term
' Lamb of God' which he applied to our Lord, but
he must have had in his mind some thought of
Is 53. In the other passage in which he speaks
of Christ as the Bridegroom, he is using lan-
guage by which the relation of Jehovah to His
people is frequently described in the OT (Is
545 6110, Hos 220). It is an interesting point of
coincidence between the Synoptic narrative and
that of St. John that our Lord uses this same
expression of Himself when disciples of John were
present, Mt 914f\

To complete our notice of John's relation to
Christ, it is necessary just to refer to the message
which he sent to our Lord from the prison (Mt 11):
we can hardly believe, after the terms applied by
him to Christ in St. John, that his own faith
wavered, and must suppose that he wished some
confirmation of Christ's Messiahship to be given
for the sake of his disciples.

Before we leave this heading of the subject, it is
worth while to notice how many of our Lord's
expressions resemble those found in John the
Baptist's mouth. Besides the reference to the
Bridegroom just mentioned, we find a connexion in
the command to repent with which our Lord begins
His ministry in the language about the tree and
its fruits (Mt 716 1233), in the expression yevv-ήματα
έχώνών (Mt 37) used twice by our Lord (Mt 1234

2333), and nowhere else except by John the Baptist.
We must also briefly notice here the testimony
borne by our Lord to John, as the greatest born of
women, as closing the older dispensation of the
law and the prophets, and yet as less than the
least in the kingdom of heaven, because he pre-
ceded its advent (Mt II11).

It hardly falls within the scope of this Dictionary
to follow the many references connected with the
name of John the Baptist in art, in liturgical use,
in the dedication of churches, etc. etc.—for these
reference may be made to the Dictionary of
Christian Antiquities, articles 'John the Baptist'
and ' Baptisteries,' to the index of Nilles' Kalen-
darium Utriusque Ecclesice, to Paciandi, Antiqui-
tates Christiance, vol. iii. ('De cultu J. Baptistse')
Eomae, 1755, and to various books on sacred
art, etc., such as those of Kraus, Detzel, and
Wessely, or Jameson's Sacred and Legendary
Art.

LITERATURE.—Besides the books just mentioned, and the
commentaries on the Gospel narratives, the following will be
found useful:—Hort, Judaistic Christianity, p. 22 ff. ; Light-
foot, Colossians, p. 400 ff. ; Sabatier, article in Lichtenberger's
Encyclopadie; Kenan, Vie de Jasus (index). There are a
number of monographs and articles on John the Baptist, in
which the points mentioned in the preceding article are more
minutely investigated. Such are H. R. Reynolds, John the
Baptist; Simpson, The Last of the Prophets; Boissonas, De
Cattitude de Jean Baptiste; Bornemann, Die Taufe Christi
durch Johannes; Breuil, Du culte de S. Jean Baptiste; Chenot,
Jean le Baptiste ; Geux, Jean Baptiste; Haupt, Johannes der
Tailfer; Kohler, Johannes der Taiifer; articles by Loisy in
Revue de rhistoire et de littorature religieuses, iii. 1, 3.

LL. J. M. BEBB.

JOHN MARK.—See M A R K .

JOHN THE APOSTLE (LIFE AND THEOLOGY
OF).—

I. THE LIFE.
(a) The Gospel narratives.
(b) Other NT references.
(c) Traditions of the Early Church.
(<2) The tradition of St. John's residence at Ephesus

examined.
II. THE THEOLOGY.

A. The Gospel and Epistles of St. John.
(1) The ' signs ' and the ' witness' of the

Fourth Gospel to the Messiahship of
Jesus and His unique relation to the
Father.

(2) The Word of God—creative and revealing
functions.

(3) Importance attached in the Epistles to a
true view of the Person of Christ.

(4) Theology of the Father and the Son.
(5) Scheme of salvation—meaning of the terms

'world," flesh,' 'eternal life'—salvation
through Christ, implying (a) on His part
the sacrifice and death of Himself, (6) on
man's part («) a being born again; (β)
the exercise of faith in the Son ; (γ) the
sustaining of the new life by participation
in the life of Christ.

(6) Doctrine of the Holy Spirit and the
Church.

(7) The three great statements—' God is Spirit,'
' God is Light,'«God is Love.'

B. The Apocalypse.
(a) The Doctrine of God — («) Eternity; (β)

Universal Sovereignty; (y) Relation of
Father and Son.

(b) Doctrine of the Spirit.
(c) Doctrine of Sin and Judgment, and of

Salvation and the Church.

I. THE LIFE OF ST. JOHN.—The fragmentary
character of the literature relating to the earliest
days of the Christian Church has deprived us of
any very full or certain knowledge of the lives of
the apostles. And it has happened, in the case
of St. Peter and St. John conspicuously, that the
discussion of the traditions of their later history
has been involved in controversy. It will tend to
clearness if the ordinary traditional account of St.
John's life is first set out, and then the range of
the controversy indicated.

(a) There are but few scenes in the Gospel story
in which St. John takes a prominent place; but
enough is said to produce a strong impression of the
apostle's character. He appears first, according
to a very natural inference, in the opening chapter
of the Gospel that bears his name. Two disciples
of the Baptist, hearing the witness borne by their
master to Jesus, follow the new Prophet. One is
named by the author—it was Andrew, the brother
of Simon Peter (Jn I40). The other is not named,
but it has seemed obvious to infer that it was St.
John. His call to be an apostle is told in the
Synoptic tradition, by St. Luke, with the greatest
fulness of detail (Lk 58*11, Mt 421· 22, Mk I19·20). It
is from this source we learn that he was son of
Zebedee (for John's possible relationship to Jesus
see art. SALOME), and that he and his father were
fishermen and Galilseans. It has often been pointed
out that the presence of hired servants in the ship
(Mk I20) with Zebedee implies a position of some
degree of wealth. During the course of our Lord's
ministry St. John appears only rarely in a position
distinct from that of the other apostles. He is
clearly one of the most prominent of the group of
our Lord's followers. He, with Peter and James,
is admitted to witness the raising of Jairus'
daughter (Mk 537, Lk 851); the same three are
chosen to be present at the Transfiguration (Mt 171,
Mk 92, Lk 928), and are nearest to the Lord at the
agony in Gethsemane (Mk 1433 and parallels).
Once these three, with Andrew, are described as
inquiring when our Lord's last prophecies would
receive fulfilment (Mk 133). Besides these instances,
the two brothers, James and John, appear (Lk 954)

* " ag to call down fire on the
refused them shelter; and

independently, as wishing to <
Samaritan village that refuse
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are brought to the Lord by their mother with a
request for a special place of dignity in the
kingdom (Mk 1035). John is once connected with
St. Peter alone; according to St. Luke, these two
apostles were sent to prepare the passover (Lk 228).
Once John is described as acting alone; it is he
who asks our Lord what is to be done with the
man whom they had found casting out devils in
Jesus' name (Mk 938, Lk 949). These notices,
though scattered and fragmentary, definitely
suggest a particular character — the character
indicated by the name given to John and his
brother by our Lord : Boanerges (wh. see), ' sons of
thunder' (Mk 317). They were fiery in their zeal
and severe in temperament; yet, for all this, they
were among the closest of our Lord's chosen band.
Though He rebukes their vehemence, He sees in
them a character such as an apostle needs.

When we turn to the Fourth Gospel, we find that
the name of John, son of Zebedee, is never once
named. But there are in the account of the Passion
and Resurrection certain references to an unnamed
apostle whom universal tradition has identified
with St. John. At the Last Supper we read of a
disciple whom Jesus loved, who was reclining at
the table in a place of special nearness to our
Lord. It seems from the language used (ch. 13)
that the three, our Lord, St. Peter, and this un-
named apostle, occupied one triclinium. They
reclined, according to custom, on the left side,
obliquely across the couch. Our Lord was in the
centre, St. Peter in the place second in dignity to
this, parallel to the position occupied by the Lord
and behind Him; St. John in the third place,
parallel also but before Him. When the prophecy
of the betrayal is made, St. Peter from behind
beckons to St. John in front to ask who it is. St.
John, leaning back upon the breast of Jesus as he
lay (1325 άναπβσών έκεϊνοτ ούτως έπϊ rb στήθος του
Ίησοϋ), asks the question and receives the (probably
whispered) communication. This same apostle is
apparently he who was known to the high priest
(1816), and used his acquaintance to admit St. Peter
to the court of the high priest. The disciple whom
Jesus loved is at the foot of the cross, and there
receives the commission to take care of the Virgin -
mother after the Lord's death (1926). He is again
in close connexion with St. Peter on the day of the
resurrection. The news is brought to Simon Peter
and the disciple whom Jesus loved (202), and the
two together make a visit to the tomb. In the last
chapter of all, for the only time in this Gospel * the
sons of Zebedee' are mentioned (212), and in the
scene which follows, St. Peter and the disciple
whom Jesus loved are the prominent agents. It
is the latter who is first to recognize the Lord. The
chapter is indeed inserted in order to correct an
impression that this disciple is to await the coming
of the Lord without dying. And then, in words
which are closely parallel to the claim (1935) to
have been eye-witness of the scene upon the cross,
it is distinctly asserted that the disciple whom
Jesus loved is he that testifieth these things and
that wrote these things (2124).

(b) In the Acts, St. John appears in two im-
portant scenes in company with St. Peter ; the
connexion of these two apostles (noted in Lk 22s

and closely in agreement with the Fourth Gospel,
if the beloved disciple is indeed St. John) is car-
ried out in these chapters of the Acts. These are
the two who heal the lame man at the Beautiful
Gate of the temple, and are brought before the
Sanhedrin (Ac 3. 4). These, again, are the two who
go down to Samaria to bestow the gift of the Holy
Ghost on those whom Philip had converted and
baptized (815). Once more the name of John is
mentioned, again in connexion with St. Peter, as
having been seen at Jerusalem by St. Paul when

he went up by revelation (Gal 21) and saw those
who seemed to be pillars (Gal 2tf). After this,
except in the Revelation, the name of John dis-
appears from the New Testament.

(c) When we pass beyond the New Testament,
we find ourselves in the region of somewhat frag-
mentary tradition. We learn that at some period
undefined St. John left Jerusalem and took up his
residence at Ephesus. Of the intervening period
between the departure from Jerusalem and the
residence at Ephesus we know nothing, except that
Tertullian (de Prcesc. Hcer. 36) affirms that St. John
came to Rome, and was there by way of suffering
martyrdom. He was placed in a cauldron of
boiling oil, but was miraculously preserved from
death. No date is fixed for this by Tertullian,
but St. John is said to have been banished after
his escape to an island ('relegatur ad insulam').
Eusebius, however, definitely connects this banish-
ment with the persecution of Domitian (HE in.
xviii.), and quotes in support of his view the
statement of Irenseus that St. John saw the
Revelation wpbs τφ τέ\ει της Αομβτι,ανοΰ αρχής (Iren.
adv. Hcer. V. xxx. 3). Eusebius then affirms (on
the basis of ό των παρ ημΐν αρχαίων λόγο*, HE III.
χχ.) that, on the accession of Nerva, St. John
removed from Patmos to Ephesus. Here he
organized the Churches in Asia, and survived till
the time of Trajan (Eus. HE ill. xxiii., quoting
Iren. adv. Hcer. II. xxii. 5, III. iii. 4).

It is to this period that most of the remaining
anecdotes of St. John are assigned. Poly crates,
bishop of Ephesus, in a letter to Victor of Rome,
says that John was priest here, and wore the
πέταλον or high-priestly headdress ; that he died,
and was buried there (Eus. V. xxiv.). On the
authority of Apollonius, St. John is said to have
raised a man from the dead at Ephesus (Eus.
v. xviii.). It was in illustration of his exercise
of the episcopal office with characteristic love that
Clement of Alexandria tells the story of his journey
into the forest to reclaim a convert who had fallen
into bad ways and joined a band of robbers (Clem.
Alex. Quis Div. Salv. ch. 42). While at Ephesus he
combats fiercely the heresy of Cerinthus, refusing
even to be under the same roof with the heretic
(Iren. adv. Hcer. III. iii. 4), and being persuaded
to write his Gospel, specially to confute such
heretics as this (ib. in. xi.). The Muratorian
Fragment contains a story of the origin of the
Gospel somewhat akin to this. It describes a
discussion in which Andrew took part, in which
St. John was pressed to write down his teaching
about our Lord. After deliberation, and a special
intimation from the Holy Spirit, he acts upon the
advice. There are two stories of his extreme old age
preserved, the one by Cassian, the other by Jerome.
Cassian tells how he used to play with a tame par-
tridge, and when censured for such frivolity used
the phrase, * the bow cannot be always bent (Coll.
xxiv. 21). And Jerome describes him at a time
when he had to be carried into church, and was
too old to speak for any length of time; he used
then, in addressing the Church, to use simply the
old commandment, * Little children, love one
another.' His disciples, weary of the continual
repetition, asked why he always said this: his
answer was, 'Quia praeceptum Domini est, et, si
solum fiat, sufficit' (Jer. Comm. in Gal. vi. 10).
The last chapter of the Gospel did not prevent the
growth of a legend that the apostle was not really
dead, but only asleep. And it was confidently
affirmed that the ground where he lay rose and
fell with his breathing, and that the dust was
moved by his breath. St. Augustine mentions this
(Tract, in Joh. cxxiv. 2), but does not altogether
accept it (* Viderint . . . qui locum sciunt, utrum
hoc ibi faciat vel patiatur terra, quod dicitur :
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quia et revera non a levibus hominibus id audi-
vimus' *).

These are the fragmentary materials out of which
is built the idea of the beloved apostle prevalent
throughout the Church. They form a consistent
picture, of a character that is vehement and
tenacious, but has been moulded in its later days
by the spirit of love. The story of the journey
after the robber is quite consistent with that of
the refusal to be under the same roof with
Cerinthus the heretic. And both are parallel
to scenes in the Gospels and Acts ascribed to St.
John.

(d) The difficulties that have been raised about
the whole question of St. John's sojourn at Ephesus
do not arise from any inconsistency in the story
itself, but from considerations of a different order
altogether. They are part of the whole question
of the authorship of the writings ascribed to St.
John. If the authorities upon which the Ephesian
tradition depends are accepted as trustworthy, it
will be difficult to explain why and how the account
of the origin of the Gospel which seems to have
been part of the Ephesian tradition can be set
aside. It is not part of our subject to consider
the question of the authorship of the Gospel,
further than is necessary in order to estimate the
evidence for the tradition, but the points now to
be raised would be scarcely intelligible apart from
this explanation. See, further, next article.

The real point at issue is comparatively small.
Irenseus, who became bishop of Lyons in South
Gaul after the persecution of A.D. 177, writes a
letter to Florinus, a presbyter of the church of
Rome who has fallen into heresy. A fragment of
this letter is preserved by Eusebius (HE v. xx.).
In it Irenseus appeals to Florinus to contrast the
doctrines he has accepted with those which he
once learnt at the feet of Polycarp, who himself
claimed to be the pupil of the Apostle John. Irenseus
refers to a former time when he, as a boy (TTCUS 2TL
ών), saw Florinus, then in distinguished position
at court (λαμπρώς πράττοντα έν ττ/ βασιλική av\y),
with Polycarp. Now Polycarp was martyred, at
the age of eighty-six (Mart. Polyc. § 8), on Feb.
23, 155. f Thus he must have been born (unless
the phrase in Mart. Polyc. refers to his conversion
and not his birth) in A.D. 69. If St. John really
lived till the time of Trajan, i.e. till about A.D.
100, there is no reason why Polycarp should not
have known him.

This tradition has been assailed on various
grounds. It has been asserted that there is no
real indication of Johannine influence in the
writers who date from Ephesus and its neighbour-
hood ; more especially that Ignatius when writing
to the Ephesians in the year 115 makes no allusion
to St. John's presence there, though he does mention
St. Paul (Ign. Eph. ch. xii.), and shows signs of the
influence of the letter ' to the Ephesians.' This
argument is used by Keim (Jesus of Nazara, Eng.
tr. vol. i. p. 211 ff.), but its value is greatly
impaired by the authority of subsequent critics.
The researches of Paul Ewald (Das Hauptproblem
der Evangelienfrage), of H. Wendt (Lehre Jesu),
and especially of von der Goltz ('Ignatius von
Antiochien,' in Texte und Untersuchungen, xii. 3),
tend to show the presence in the region required,

* The tradition which has so profoundly influenced art, that
St. John drank poison without being affected by it, occurs in
Isidore of Seville, De ortu et obitu Sanctorum, ch. Ixxii.; and in
Ada Johannis, c. 9, ed. Bousset, 1898. It is also alluded to in
the Soliloquies, falsely ascribed to Augustine, ch. xxii. The pre-
sent writer has failed to trace the origin of the tradition, if it be a
tradition, which Browning has followed in Λ Death in the Desert.

t This seems to be the most likely date: an alternative is
Feb. 22, 156. See Lightfoot, Ignatius and Polycarp, i. pp.
626-722; C. H. Turner, ' On the day and year of St. Polycarp's
Martyrdom,' in Studia Biblica, Oxford, vol. ii. pp. 105-155 ; and
Harnack, Chronologie, Bd. i. pp. 334-350, and reff.

and in the Ignatian Epistles in particular, of that
type of teaching which is associated with St. John's
name. This line of argument may therefore be
left out of account.

Another and much more impressive method of
criticism is that pursued by Harnack in his
Chronologie der Altchristlichen Literatur bis
Eusebius, Bd. i. pp. 320-340, 656-680. It will
have been noticed already that the hinge of the
whole case is the relation of Irenseus and Polycarp.
If it seemed likely that this relation was less close
than is generally supposed, no doubt the evidence
of Polycarp to the presence of St. John in Ephesus
might be seriously weakened. This is the central
point of Harnack's argument. He lays emphasis
on the youth of Irenseus (irats en ών), and the casual
character of his relation with Polycarp. There is
no evidence, he maintains, that Irenseus was in any
strict sense a pupil of Polycarp; he merely heard
him preach, like any other member of his congrega-
tion. It is, therefore, not improbable that he
confused the Apostle John with the John quoted
by Polycarp, this other John being really the Pres-
byter John—a person whose existence is affirmed
by Papias. To this Presbyter John, Harnack
assigns the Fourth Gospel. It is difficult to avoid
the conviction that Harnack is greatly minimizing
the significance of the passage from the letter of
Irenseus to Florinus. It is true that we do not
know exactly the age of Irenseus at the beginning
of his episcopate, and that the year of his birth
cannot be fixed within very narrow limits. It is
true that we cannot be certain of the date of the
scene έν rrj κάτω Άσί$ to which Irenseus refers. It
is true that πάϊς £TL ών suggests that Irenseus refers
to a time when he was from 12-17 or 18 years old.*
But (1) the tone of the letter, especially the refer-
ence to the psychology of memory, seems to imply
an advanced age ; it is usually between 60 and 70
or later that the memory begins to fail for more
recent events; and (2) Harnack greatly under-
rates the fulness of the knowledge which Irenseus
claims. If it be true that the words do not imply
any direct and personal relation with Polycarp,
they do seem to imply a careful and continuous
observation of Polycarp's habits both in act and
word, f Indeed it is difficult to know what words
would convey an account of a continued and care-
fully treasured experience, if these do not. And
it is hardly conceivable that an experience such as
is described should have passed, and yet that
Irenseus, with all his keenness of observation,
should have failed to discover whether Polycarp
was talking of John the Apostle or not. Again,
the Twelve were a perfectly recognizable and dis-
tinct body from a very early time in the Church,
and Polycarp's discourses must have been more
than usually confused if they left his intelligent
hearers uncertain on a fundamental point such as
this. It is an even more extravagant hypothesis
that Polycarp himself was confused. People will
always estimate such a question as this somewhat
differently, so that it will be impossible to claim
that the significance of Irenseus' words is certain
beyond all possibility of discussion. At the same
time, the interpretation here given seems the most

* Though Lightfoot, Ign. and Polyc.i vol. i. p. 432, quotes
passages showing the extreme looseness with which such words

's were used.

Πολύχαρχος, xot) rots προόδους Λυτού xat,) raff tto~oh»us χ») τον χα,ρα.-
χτηροι του βίου xot) τήν του eratfJtxTos tlhiotv χα.) τα,ς διχλίζκί ctS ΊΧΛΜΤΛ
προς το πληθοί χ») τ^ν μ,ίτα, 'Ιωάννου <τυναινιχ.σ·τρ»φην ωί αχήγγίλλί χοά
την f/.tTot των λοιπών των ϊωρα,χότων τον Jiuptov xot,) ώί o\xtf*>vv)pkoviut τουζ
λόγους «,υτων xot) trip) του κυρίου τίν» 5jv £ vrotp* ϊζίίνων ίχηχόίΐ, xoti
trips των ΰυνοιμ,ίων «,υτου xot) πιρ) τηζ ^^«.σχα,λίοιί ωί xacfoe, των
κΰτοχτωι τ ί ί ζω$ς του λίγου *<χ,ραλγ,φω( β Πολύχοιρποί ίχνι
ίτάντοί συμφωνά. τα,Τί ypotQedi
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natural, and it would require very considerable
positive evidence to overthrow it.

Such evidence is not forthcoming. The two
fragments which bear on the question are less
convincing than the passage from Irenseus, but
their natural meaning is consistent with the above
interpretation of Irenseus. Polycrates, bishop of
Ephesus, writing to Victor of Kome about A. p.
180, mentions various distinguished persons in
the early history of the Church who are buried
in Asia Minor. Amongst these he names the
Apostle Philip, John the Apostle, and Polycarp.
He is a person of importance, a bishop himself,
belonging to a family which has given 7 bishops
to the church, and he describes himself (probably)
as 65 years old {έζήκοντα πέντε 'έτη yeyovCos έν κνρίφ).
This would bring his birth to the year A.D. 115.
He describes the work of the apostle at Ephesus
in the words έ^γενήθη tepees τό πέτάλον πβφορηκώ*.
If the evidence of Irenseus is invalid, doubtless the
probability is increased that Polycrates has made
a similar confusion, and has mistaken John the
Presbyter for John the Apostle. If, however,
Irenseus may be trusted in his account of Poly-
carp's teaching, then Polycrates becomes an in-
dependent witness to the state of things described
by Polycarp, and a witness of some importance.
He bears testimony to the existence of this tradition
in the ecclesiastical circles at Ephesus, and he had
probably extremely good opportunities of knowing
what these were.*

Lastly, we come to Papias. It is to a fragment
of this author that we owe our knowledge of the
existence of the Presbyter John. In a passage
from the Prologue to his lost work, Expositions of
the Oracles of the Lord, which Eusebius quotes
{HE III. xxxix.), Papias explains his method.
He has not paid attention to those who have much
to say (rots τα ττολλά \έ'γουσίν)) but to those who
teach the truth. He has collected and examined
the sayings of those who followed the elders {d που
καϊ παρακόλονθηκώς TL$ TOLS πρεσβυτέρου): endeavour-
ing to ascertain 'what Andrew, or Peter said, or
what Philip, or Thomas or James; or what John
or Matthew or any of the disciples of the Lord:
and what Aristion and the Presbyter John the
disciples of the Lord say.' Papias is not so good
a witness as the others. Eusebius describes him
as σμικρά τον νουν, and he certainly seems to have
made statements on the authority of John and the
elders which are in themselves ridiculous, and can
never have come from any one who knew the
Lord. The passage mentioned above does not
prove that Papias was a disciple of the Apostle
John ; and Papias shows himself capable of serious
confusion in regard to St. John's doctrine. But, in
the light of the passage in the letter to Florinus,
Papias' statement that he endeavoured to ascertain
in Asia Minor what John and other apostles had

* The authority of Polycrates has been assailed on another
ground. It is said that, when he speaks of Philip the Apostle as
being at Hierapolis, he has confused him with Philip the Evan-
gelist ; hence that he might easily have confused John the
Apostle with John the Presbyter. The question turns on the allu-
sion to Philip's daughters. Luke (Ac 218· 9) s a ys definitely that
Philip the Evangelist, * one of the seven,' had four daughters
χβ,ρθίνοι τροφνηύουΰτοιι. Polycrates affirms that Philip the Apostle
had three^ daughters, two of whom grew old as virgins, and
t h e other sv «,γΊω χνίύμοιτι πολΐ7ΐυσ·α.μ.ίνη died and was buried a t
Ephesus. Clem. Alex. (Eus. HE iii. 30) quotes Philip as one of
the apostles who did not forbid marriage, as he τα,ί θυγατέρας
ίνδρόκην i£&a>xiv. Papias (Eus. HE in. xxxix.) speaks of Philip
the Apostle among his authorities. The Dialogue between Caius
and Proclus (Eus. HE iii. 31) represents Philip Evang. with
four daughters—as having lived at Hierapolis. The authority of
the Dialogue is by some adduced to prove the confusion in
Polycrates' letter. This seems unnecessary. The Dialogue is
l t i ti d t i it i i ( I t l i t E h )

g
esus),
state-

o y c t e t . s u e e s s r y . T e Diaog
later in time, and remote in its origin (Italy as against Eph
and is manifestly under the influence of the Acts. The
ment of Polycrates is precise, and not identical with that in the
Acts. We know there were two Philips, and it is not impossible
t h t h d th d h t d the other four. Cf. Light-that one had three daughters, and
foot, Colossians, pp. 45, 46.

taught, may at least stand as an additional ground
for believing that St. John had dwelt at Ephesus.

We are, fortunately, not concerned with the
further and more complicated question of the
authorship of the Fourth Gospel, but only with
the residence of St. John at Ephesus. The evidence
alleged is fragmentary. Even with the addition of
the Muratorian Fragment, which confirms what has
been already produced, it is less than we could wish.
But in a case like this the important point is not
so much the extent as the character of the evidence
that is to hand. And it is to be noticed that all
the three authors we have named are men who
would have had the best opportunities of knowing
about this matter. We have only fragments of
their works, but they were not fragmentary. They
cover a century between them — a century of
vigorous and active Christian life; and they all
of them held office in their several churches. We
have not pressed the evidence of the Muratorian
Fragment, because of the uncertainty of its origin,
and the comparative lack of a true context in
which to place it. But these difficulties do not
attach to the evidence of Irenseus, Polycrates, and
Papias. Their relation to the age in which they
lived can be denied only at the expense of the
surrender of the largest portion of 2nd cent,
history.*

II. THE THEOLOGY OF ST. JOHN.
A. THE GOSPEL AND EPISTLES.—In the writ-

ings ascribed to St. John there is more of a com-
plete and reasoned theology than is to be found in
any of the other NT writers. It is therefore a
comparatively simple task to indicate the lines of
the author's theological thought. It must, how-
ever, always be remembered that in the Gospel the
theological positions are placed in close relation
with the history. So that, in some sense, a
historical evolution is traceable in the doctrine
described. The prologue to the Gospel (I1*18) may
be regarded as summing up the doctrine of the
book; and, in like manner, many of the state-
ments in the Epistles are of the nature of in-
ferential doctrinal affirmations. It seems best,
therefore, to describe as shortly as possible the
progress in doctrine in relation to the history, and
then to discuss the conclusions which result.

(1) The Gospel professes to be a selection of
anecdotes, out of a large number not recorded, de-
scribing the signs which Jesus did before His
disciples. By signs are meant acts which convey
a certain teaching, indicate a particular truth or
reality. These particular signs are recorded in
order to produce a particular belief—' that ye may
believe that Jesus is the Christ the Son of God'
(2030·31). The main part of the Gospel describes
the growth of this idea in the minds of the
apostles, and, at the same time, the growth of
hostility on the part of the Jews. The mode in
which the conviction is brought home to the minds
of Christ's followers is called witness {μαρτυρία),
and is characterized in various ways. The first
stage in the process is the witness of John the

* It is not quite clear what is meant by Polycrates' phrase
Ιγίνηθνι Ιιρϊύς το πίτοιλον πιφορνιχώί. Πέταλον is t h e word used for t h e
high-priestly mitre; and therefore the adoption of it by St. John
must have meant either that he claimed that the old exclusive
high priesthood was at an end, or, more probably, that he
asserted its fulfilment in the Christian priesthood. Delff
(Gesch. der Rabbi Jesus v. Nazareth, p. 71) asserts that the
phrase means that St. John was of the family of the high priest,
and had actually performed high-priestly functions in Jerusalem,
wearing the mitre for the purpose. This interpretation of the
words of Polycrates is only part of a complicated theory as to
the authorship of the Fourth Gospel with which we have nothing
to do. But it should be observed (1) that this is not the natural
interpretation of the passage; (2) that it assumes a degree of
ignorance and confusion on the part of Polycrates which is
unjustifiable. St. James is also said to have worn the πέταλον
(Epiph. Hcer. lxxiii. c. 14, where he follows the language of
Hegesippus closely; but this particular statement is absent
from the passage of Hegesippus quoted in Eus. HE π. xxiii.).
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Baptist. He first denies to the deputation of
priests and Levites that he is the Christ, and then
points definitely to Jesus as the Lamb of God, the
person on whom the Spirit descended and abode.
In consequence of the repetition of this witness on
the following day, two of the disciples of John—
Andrew and, probably, John himself—are detached
from the Baptist and follow Jesus. The result of
a day's colloquy is that Andrew announces to his
brother Simon, We have found the Messiah. In
like manner Nathanael is attracted by the same
promise, though he seems to have had a stronger
and loftier view of the personality of the Messiah
than we usually find (I49). The newly-won dis-
ciples begin, therefore, with a conviction that
Jesus is Messiah. The * sign' at Cana of Galilee
gives them new thoughts. John had done no
sign (1041), but in this scene at Cana the dis-
ciples perceived what St. John, in the reflective
language of his later life, calls the manifestation
of the glory of Christ (211). This phrase seems to
mean the specially Divine powers and character-
istics which the Lord displayed upon earth; and
therefore the importance of the passage consists in
this, that St. John marks the occasion when the
previous belief in the Messiahship of Jesus began
to be affected by a deeper notion of His Divine
nature. Looking back upon it in later life, he sees
that at that moment the thought that He was
Divine was dawning in them.

This event at Cana is also described (211) as the
* beginning of signs.' It is the opening incident of
a particular line of witness—the witness of the
works (cf. 536 ΙΟ38 1524). This is continued at Jeru-
salem at the Passover, and produces a number of
adherents (223). And here, again, St. John notices
an impression created by Jesus upon His apostles :
they found that He exercised considerable reserve
in His treatment of those who professed belief, in
virtue of an insight into them which he pos-
sessed.* After this we come to the account of the
Ministry and Preaching of our Lord. As in the
Synoptic Gospels, He begins by preaching (to
Nicodemus) the Kingdom of God, with this differ-
ence, that He declares the necessity of new birth
as the condition of entry. It is after the record
of this preaching that the witness of John is
finally completed and closed, in words which imply
that his preparatory mission is over (330). It is
noticeable that in this passage Nicodemus is
attracted to the new prophet by signs (32), and
that the Lord, when He is challenged to explain
the new birth, refers to the witness of an experi-
ence already growing up around Him (δ οϊδαμβν
λάλοΰμεν, /cat δ έωράκαμεν μαρτυρουμεν, 3 1 1). I n l i k e
manner the conversation with the woman at
Sychar leads to the unequivocal declaration of
Messiahship on the part of the Lord (426), and an
affirmation of the greatest importance as to the
nature of God (424, see below, p. 689). The im-
pression created by these two scenes on the minds
of the apostles is not marked in the same way as
before (211 and23). But it is obvious that their view
of His character is changing and developing
rapidly. They have as yet no precise and clear
view as to His nature, but they are careful as to
commenting on, or asking questions about, what
He does. This is expressed in a marked way
when the apostles return and find Him talking
with a woman. They are surprised, but no one
said, 'What seekest thou, or Why talkest thou
with her ?' (427). So again, when He says, ' I have
meat to eat which ye know not,' they do not ask
Him what He means, but talk among themselves

* The phrase used, $t» ro xMv yivacxuv *avrxs, does not
necessarily imply supernatural knowledge; but it records the
strong impression which the Master's way of dealing with men
had made upon His disciples.

(4s3). A feeling of reserve and reverence is grow-
ing up, which completely prevents all curious
questions. Their conception is developing as their
experience widens.

We now come to the period at which hostility,
continually increasing in fierceness, is caused by
the acts and words of the Lord. The first scene
is at an unnamed feast at Jerusalem, probably
occurring some time before the second Passover ot
our Lord's ministry. The controversy arises over
the law of the Sabbath. A man who had been
crippled with a disease for 38 years is cured, and
told by our Lord to take up the bed on which he
is lying, and carry it away. This was, of course,
a breach of the Sabbath law, and it seems, from
the expression used (51 6 ταΰτα έποίει. έν σαββάτφ),
to have been somewhat typical of our Lord's
action. In answer to the Jews, the Lord develops
at length the relation between Himself and the
Father; His answer, in fact, amounts to a claim
to stand in the same supreme position as the
Father in regard to the law in question. 'My
Father worketh up till now, and I work' (517).

The discourse which follows is of great import-
ance for our present purpose. In it the Lord,
speaking first of Himself under the title of ' the
Son,' affirms the absolute and indissoluble unity of
the will of the Father and the Son. The Son
certainly has derived Being; but the Father has
given Him to have life in Himself (526); in what
He does He fulfils the Father's commission, which
includes the power of giving life even to the dead,
and the prerogative of judgment (521·22·26·27). This
unity of action is based on love (520), and carries
with it the right on the part of the Son to honour
co-ordinate with that of the Father (523). It is
obvious that this claim, if substantiated, com-
pletely meets the charge of independent and self-
willed defiance of a law [imposed by the Father.
In 5m the Lord identifies Himself with the Son,
and proceeds to deal with the question of evidence.
Here He uses the idea characteristic of this Gospel
—witness. This teaching, He says, is not a bare
assertion of His own; He has evidence, con-
sentient witness to establish it (532), besides the
inner certainty of His own knowledge. There is
first the witness of John (533"35) temporary and
limited, but bearing on the truth. Secondly,
there is the witness of the works, done in pursu-
ance of the Father's commission (536). Thirdly,
there is the witness of the Father (537, see below,
p. 686), and, lastly, the witness of the Scriptures.
From them will come the really damning charges
against the Jews; they have disbelieved the
writings of Moses, how can they believe Christ's
words 1 (539·46·47).

St. John does not chronicle the effect of this
discourse, either upon the Jews or upon the
apostles, important as it obviously is. The next
scene does lead to a decisive and significant result.
Here, again, it is important to recall the circum-
stances under which the scene took place. It
occurred immediately after the miracle of the
Feeding of the Five Thousand. The persons thus
fed seem to have been a body of Galilsean pilgrims
going up to, or returning from, the Passover (cf.
64). The result of the miracle is that the pilgrims
conceive the plan of seizing Jesus and making
Him a king; that is, they see in Him the fulfil-
ment of their very uninstructed Messianic hopes.
The following day the fact emerges in a dialogue
with the Lord that they have compared His act with
that of Moses, who fed the people in the wilder-
ness, and that their allegiance will depend on
Christ's rivalling this (631). From this point the
discourse takes its start. With increasing clear-
ness our Lord points to Himself as the fulfilment
of the acted prophecy of Moses. The Jews (who
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appear at v.40) protest against the claim implied in
this; but this protest only leads the Lord to the
still more startling assertions, that life in any true
sense depends upon connexion with Himself, and
fchat this connexion is established by eating His
Flesh and drinking His Blood. And He ends by
definitely connecting this with the type of the
manna in the wilderness (658, cf. 649). The result
of this discourse was to separate the Twelve
sharply from other followers: these are puzzled,
and walk no more with Him ; the apostles, by the
mouth of St. Peter, confess Him as the Holy One
of God (669).

After this scene, the development of the hostility
is comparatively rapid ; there are practically only
three more occasions described. The first occurs
at the Feast of Tabernacles. In his account of
this feast St. John has shown us a perfect turmoil
of conflicting ideas and surmises as to the new
prophet, with a background of firm hostility on
the part of the ruling class among the Jews.
With the various problems and difficulties which
were raised by the various parties, we have
nothing to do ; the decisive utterance from which
the discourse or dialogue follows is the phrase, ' I
am the Light of the world' (812). The subsequent
passage is of great difficulty. Emphasis is laid
again upon the witness of the Father (815·16) and
the coincidence of the works with the will and
commission of the Father (828·29); and the result
was that many believed on Him (830). But an
attempt made by the Lord to offer true freedom to
those who had believed Him, rouses their national
feelings, so that when Christ, after an agitated
argument, makes a claim which they understand
as coequality with God, they take up stones to
cast at Him as a blasphemer.* In the second of
the scenes in question, at the feast of Dedication
(reading iyivero rare in 1022), a similar discussion is
presented to us arising out of a miracle performed
upon a Sabbath-day, and involving by its method
a breach of the law. The Jews definitely challenge
Jesus with the question of His nature (1024). He
refuses to answer directly, but refers again to the
works (1025) and to the Father's will, ending with
the strongest assertion yet made of His union
with the Father, iy<b καΐ ό πατήρ 'έν έσμεν (ΙΟ30). In
consequence of this He has to withdraw from
Jerusalem ; but St. John notes that many believed,
seeing how He fulfilled the prophecy of the
Baptist (1040"42). The last scene is that of the
raising of Lazarus and its immediate consequences.
A miracle such as this could not have failed to
produce an effect; and St. John notes that it is
the decisive event which leads the authorities to
determine on the death of Jesus, and produces the
enthusiasm among the crowds which is expressed
in the Triumphal Entry (cf. I I 4 7 · 4 8 1217"19). At the
end of ch. 12 St. John solemnly sums up the result
of the mission of Christ; the evidence of signs
had largely failed (1237); there were many even of
the rulers who really believed, but did not dare to
express it (1242), and in all this St. John sees the
fulfilment of the prophecy of Isaiah, when ' he saw
his glory {i.e. of Jesus), and spake concerning him.'

In the part of the Gospel which we have now
briefly considered, the author explains the series
of events through which his convictions developed.
We have therefore before us the idea of one who
fulfilled the national expectation of a Messiah,
but who, at the same time, identified Himself
with the typology of the OT, spoke mysteriously
of a deeper union with the Father, and who repre-
sented union with Himself as the one necessary
means of satisfying human needs. These two
latter points are developed at great length in the

* It is assumed that the JPericope Adulterce is out of place in
this chapter.

Last Discourses (cf. 1410·31174141"12151"11 etc.). But
the Discourses are delivered under a sense oi
immediate departure, and therefore they develop,
in language mysterious at the time but explained
later by events, the close union of the Father and
the Son, the future work of the Paraclete, and the
new commandment to the followers of Jesus.
The questions of the apostles recorded from time
to time in the course of these chapters show that
they only partially understood then what was said
to them. But the teaching is continuous with
what had gone before, and could only have con-
firmed the opinions already held by the apostles.
We shall consider it more in detail further on.

One last sign is noted by St. John in the account
of the Crucifixion — the effusion of blood and
water, and the bearing of prophecy on the scene.
This is mentioned with great emphasis, and the
presence of the author as eye-witness is deliber-
ately asserted (1935). There then follows an account
of the intercourse of the Risen Lord with various
of His followers, and we then return to the passage
mentioned before, in which St. John declares the
purpose of his Gospel (2030·31).

It will be seen that the result attained by St.
John is an evolution that starts from the idea of
the Messiah, and rises through the witness of
signs and the teaching of Discourses to a lofty and
profound notion of Jesus as the Christ, the Son of
God. It is this which is the fundamental idea of
all St. John's theology, and it has been necessary,
therefore, to put it first.

(2) It is obvious, however, that such a view
could not be maintained without involving serious
consequences upon the idea of God : or, to put the
same thing in somewhat different language, the
development in the notion of Jesus, from that of
Messiah to that of the Son of God, will be found to
rest upon theological presuppositions. These are
revealed in the Discourses of the Lord, and in part
drawn out by the author in the Gospel and
Epistles. We have passed them by so far in order
to display the historic movement of St. John's
thought; but we must now turn to them.

The first passage which calls for consideration
is, of course, the Prologue. This contains, in
summary, St. John's theology of the Incarnation.
It begins by describing the Person involved—the
Word; and of Him it asserts eternal pre-existence,
eternal communion with God, and finally Divinity
itself. The author then proceeds to give an
account of the various functions of the Word of
God.* The Word of God is the instrument of

* It is impossible to discuss at length the origin and associa-
tions of this much disputed expression—the Word of God (see
art. LOGOS). It must suffice here to say that there seems to be
a great difficulty in connecting it, as would at first sight
appear natural, with Greek philosophic thought. It is true
that the word kayos in its earlier usage contained ideas which
might have developed into such a conception as this of St.
John. But in the history of Greek thought the development of
the meaning of the word was governed by the particular
interest of Greek philosophy. The idea of language or speech
is complex. Speech conveys information (1) as to the mind of
the speaker, (2) as to the subject spoken about. In the former
case the uttered word appears as the representative of the
person or character or act of the speaker ; its reference to
fact may be of merely secondary importance. In the other case
the word has a sort of substantive existence. It does not
matter who uses i t ; the important thing is what it means. The
more this aspect of the relation is emphasized the more the
idea of a word tends towards that of abstract scientific defini-
tion—it is a form conveying truth. Its ideal is to correspond
as nearly as may be with the reality it describes. The Greeks
found the ideal correspondence between thought and thing in
universality; and therefore, concurrently with the develop-
ment in philosophic thought, the word λόγος took on more and
more the associations of universality, and lost more and more
those of the individual thing or person. With the Hebrews, on
the other hand, the Word of God meant always God speaking
or doing certain things ; the Word was the emissary and repre-
sentative of God. A doctrine of Incarnation in the Johannine
sense is possible on the one line of thought, and impossible on
the other.
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Creation (πάντα δι' αύτοΰ iyavero, not υπ* αύτον). The
gift of life, expressed in a living world, was the
object, or, if we may so say, the ruling principle of
the action of God through the Word, and life was
to have been a sign or suggestion to man of the
presence of the Word—to have been the light of
men. But, owing to the intrusion of the darkness,
the light now shines in a hostile atmosphere,
without, however, being overcome by it. This
doctrine lies closely in connexion with that of the
Old Testament. The Pentateuch (Gn 1) and the
Psalter (Ps 336) both ascribe creation to the word
of God; they use the metaphor of speech to de-
scribe the act of God in it. And throughout the
OT the presence and effect of evil is continually
asserted. But St. John makes a considerable and
important addition to the doctrine of the OT when
he unequivocally asserts the Divinity of the Word.
In the OT the idea of language was a metaphor
used to describe an act; it is said that in Rabbinical
thought the Word of God was beginning to take
on a quasi-personal character; with St. John the
Word by which the world was brought into being
was a person, separate enough from God (6 0eos,
i.e.), to be in communion with God, but yet
essentially Divine in nature.

We next learn St. John's conception of that
llevelation of the Word which he himself had
experienced. It was heralded by John the Baptist,
who was sent from God to witness concerning it.
The light was already in the world, and had
already a place of its own in the world, but the
world rejected its appeal. New birth—birth of
God—was given to those who received the light
when it came—a birth that broke through and
destroyed the old physical succession (I6"13).
Having thus described the Person of the Word,
and the effect of His mission, St. John proceeds to
describe the mode of His manifestation. * The
Word,' he says, * became flesh, and dwelt as in a
tent among us, full of grace and truth.' As thus
Incarnate, the Word manifested His Divine glory.
In regard to this, St John uses a remarkable
phrase. He says it was * glory as of an only-
begotten from a Father,' i.e. it was identical in
nature, but different, if the phrase may be allowed,
in individuality from that of the Father. It was
representative in the fullest sense, not merely an
irradiation from without; it was Divine glory, but
the glory of an only-begotten son. For the evi-
dence of this, St. John refers to the witness of
John the Baptist (I15), and more particularly to
the experience of himself and of the Church.
'We beheld his glory,' he says (I 1 4); and again
•of his fulness,' the grace and truth which came
with Him, * have all we received' in continually
increasing proportions, grace in place of grace
(I16). Then St. John explains summarily the full
height of this llevelation. It superseded the
Mosaic law, which was partial and external, by
means of this gift of grace and complete truth (I17).
It did not give us the vision of God : it meant that
one who was God and only-begotten, who is in the
bosom of the Father, had come among men and
declared the truth.*

We have already seen in brief outline the process
of historical observation through which St. John
obtained his view of our Lord's nature. The Pro-
logue shows us the same ideas formulated and in
some degree systematized. The central point is
still the Sonship,—Christ is Son of God in a unique
sense,—but the mission of the Son is clearly denned
in relation to other things. He is the Word of
God : Eternal and Divine : He is the Instrument of
Creation: the source of the knowledge of God

* This interpretation depends, of course, on the reading
Μονογίνϊις θίός. For further information on this head, see
Hort's Two Dissertations.

which men should acquire by life and nature.
His coming has superseded all previous revelation.
In its earlier stages, as in the case of John, revela-
tion was for witness of a light yet to come. The
revelation of the Word was the manifestation of
that Light. It was complete where the law, the
highest expression of the old order, was partial:
it gave final certainty about God on the authority
of God only-begotten.

(3) The Epistles show how fundamental a doc-
trine this was in St. John's theology. He asserts
in the most emphatic way (1 Jn I1"4) his own
experience in the matter; how the life—the eternal
life—which was continually (ijv) with the Father,
was manifested in time (έφανερώθη) to us; we saw
and heard and touched beyond possibility of error.
To deny the Father and the Son is the sign of
antichrist (1 Jn 222·23); it is a departure from the
original message (1 Jn 224). It is the test of spirits:
* Every spirit which confesses Jesus Christ come in
the flesh is of God, and every spirit which confesses
not Jesus, is not of God, and this is that spirit of
antichrist, of which ye have heard that it cometh,
and now it is already in the world' (42·3; cf. 51·6"8·12).
In the Second Epistle St. John forbids his readers
even to receive into their house and salute one who
makes denial of this final truth (2 Jn 7 ' 1 2). There
is therefore no hesitation in his mind as to the
truth or the necessity of this doctrine: it is the
fundamental doctrine of Christianity and the test
of true membership of the Church.

(4) It is in regard to this subject that the
theology of St. John is most systematic. We
must now pass on to the consideration of some
other points less fully systematized, but no less
decisive in their character. And first we must
call attention to the Theology of the Father and
the Son. It is contained, for the most part, in
incidental references in the Discourses of the Lord.
The Father is supreme, and is the source of the
Being and all the action of the Son (519·26 etc.).
He has sent the Son into the world (316), and given
Him commission to perform certain works there
(536 826 1032·37 1431 151ϋ 174). The relation between
the Father and the Son is variously described. It
is a profound and complete unity: * I and the
Father are one' (fr έσμ*ν) (ΙΟ30 1711·21). But this
unity does not destroy the distinction between the
Father and the Son. The Father loves the Son
(519 159), and the Son loves the Father (1431),; the
Father knows the Son, and is known by Him (1015;
cf. 855). Before the world was, the Son enjoyed
'glory with the Father,' to which He returns (17*).
The Father abides (μένεή in the Son, and the Son
in the Father (828·29 141 0·n): so that it is said «the
Father abiding in me doeth his works' (1410). All
that belongs to the Son belongs also to the Father,
'and thine are mine' (1710): yet 'the Father is
greater than I ' (1428). Hence the representation of
the Father by the Son is complete: ' He that hath seen
me hath seen the Father'(149,cf.819). So that honour
given to the Son is given to the Father (δ23·38), and
those who reject the Son reject also the Father
( 8 i9 1521-24. c f # x j n 222-24)# T h i s f u i n e s s o f union

and intercourse throws some light upon the obscure
subject of the witness of the Father. In 531·82 the
Lord disclaims bearing witness concerning Himself,
but refers instead to the witness of John, and then
537 to the witness of the Father. In ch. 8, in answer
to the Jews, He says, ' If I do bear witness of
myself, my witness is true, because I know whence
I came and whither I go' (814), and then again (818)
refers to the witness of the Father. In S32·33

(probably a reflective passage by the evangelist
and not part of a discourse) we read, ' He that
receiveth his (i.e. the Son's) witness hath set to his
seal that God is t r u e ' (έσφρά^σ€ν on 6 6eos αΚηθτ}*
εστίν); and in 1 Jn 510 St. John says again, ' He
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that believeth on the Son hath the witness in
himself; he that believeth not God, hath made
him a liar, because he has not believed in the
witness which God has witnessed concerning his
Son.' Thus the most obvious sign of failure to
receive the witness of the Father is to misunder-
stand the promises of God, and the indications of
His purpose, which Christ fulfils. The witness of
the Father is closely allied to the witness of
Scripture, but is not quite the same. It seems to
consist in that inner perception of the purpose
of God resting on the love of God (542), which
carries conviction in the presence of the life and
works of Christ; the Jews fail ' because ye have
not his word abiding in you' (δ38); without this,
they search the Scriptures, and so fail to receive
their witness also. The Son appeals to this wit-
ness against the charge of self-seeking or self-
advertisement; and the certainty of His know-
ledge of His own nature, and of His mission
('whence I come and whither I go') justifies His
witness to Himself.

(5) The next point for consideration, starting
with the above-described theology of God and the
Incarnation, is the process or scheme of salvation.
To do this it is necessary to define first St. John's
conception of the world, and of the condition
requiring remedy. The word κόσμο* means pri-
marily the created order; so in I 9 · 1 0 we find that
the world was created through the Word. Also
the phrase 6 βίο* του κόσμου occurs (1 Jn 317) for
this world's goods. From the idea of transitoriness
{e.g. 1 Jn 217) the word gets a sinister sense; and
we find it in its most characteristic signification of
the fallen world, the world in opposition to the
will of God. In this sense St. John says of it that
the whole world lies in the evil one (1 Jn 519). It
is the embodiment of the principle of hatred to all
that God requires; by the inherent necessity of
its nature it hates Christ and His Church (Jn 1518"23,
1 Jn 313). Christ is alien from it (Jn 823 1714 1836,
1 Jn 45). Its hostility is represented in a ruler,
ό άρχων του κόσμου τούτου (Jn 1231 1430), who has an
* hour' in which he apparently triumphs. The
characteristic attitude of the world is sin, which is
* lawlessness,' i.e. self-will and rebellion (1 Jn 34

517). Those who live in sin are under the wrath of
God (3*6): their life is no true life, their existence
may be described as death (Jn 824, 1 Jn 314). From
another slightly different point of view the prin-
ciple of the world's hostility is called the flesh, and
it is clearly declared to be impossible to pass by
natural evolution out of the range of the flesh.
That which is born of the flesh is flesh (Jn 36), and
therefore there is no power in the flesh to restore
or recreate itself; it can only go on reproducing
itself perpetually. This is the condition of things
which it is Christ's mission to redeem.

The impulse to restore the world comes from the
Father, and is based on love : * God so loved the
world that he sent his only-begotten Son' to save
it (Jn 31 6·1 7; cf. 1 Jn 410"14). The effect of the
mission of Christ is variously described ; He comes
that the world may be saved through His means (Jn
3 1 7; cf. 442,1 Jn 414); that is the most general phrase.
He is the Lamb of God, who takes away the sin of
the world (Jn I29, 1 Jn 35). He comes that He may
destroy the works of the devil (1 Jn 38). But perhaps
the most frequent expression of the intended result
is the phrase eternal life (Jn 316, 1 Jn 511). This
forms the subject of many of the discourses and
warnings of the Lord, and it is constantly occurring
in the First Epistle. Those who believe have
passed from death into life (1 Jn 3 1 4; cf. Jn 824);
eternal life has been promised to mankind by God
(1 Jn 225). Christ Himself is identified with it
(1 Jn I2 511·20). He declares that He has come
* that they may have life, and have abundance'

(Jn 1010); the commandment of the Father is eternal
life (Jn 1250). And again, * This is life eternal, that
they may know thee, the only true God, and Jesus
Christ whom thou hast sent' (17s). Thus the life
which Christ brings consists in union with Christ,
obedience to the Father's commandments, and
knowledge of God. It is not a thing to be attained
only in the future; it is actually in the possession
of those who believe (Jn 647, 1 Jn 5U'&). From
another point of view this condition is described as
light. Christ is the light of the world (Jn 812; cf.
319 1246) m contradistinction to the darkness of sin
(cf. 1 Jn 29"11). (See below, p. 689).

The means of salvation for the world is only
through Christ. This is partly implied by the
general statements of the purpose of God already
cited, and partly by the series of metaphorical
phrases used by Christ Himself to describe His
functions. Thus He is the Bread of Life (635·B1) ;
without participation in His Flesh and Blood there is
no true life at all (653). He is the true fulfilment of
the type of the water in the wilderness (737*38); the
light of the world (812 1246). He is the Door into
the true fold, to the exclusion of all others (107·9);
and again, He is the good Shepherd (1011·14). So,
at the grave of Lazarus, He proclaims Himself the
Resurrection and the Life (II 2 5); in answer to the
question of Thomas, He declares Himself the
Way, the Truth, and the Life (146). Through Him
alone is man's access to the Father; in Him all
truth and all life are summed up. Once more, He
is the True Vine, the unity and quickening force
of all those who believe (151 etc.). Nor are His
functions restricted to those whom He may be con-
nected with during His earthly life, or to those who
belong to the chosen people. His work is universal
in power and validity (Jn 1016 II 5 2 1232, 1 Jn 22).

The idea of God, then, if we may so say, is the
salvation of the world through His Son, Christ.
We must now consider what action is necessary to
achieve this purpose, both on the part of Christ
and of mankind. We have already spoken of the
obedience of Christ, and the exact way in which
He fulfilled the commission of the Father; we
have now to deal more in detail with the subject.
(a) The method by which Christ saves the world is
by the sacrifice of Himself through death. The
law under which He lived is first suggested by the
Baptist in his witness : Behold, the Lamb of God,
who taketh away the sin of the world (I2 9·8 6).*
Christ Himself asserts the same truth, with greater
or less distinctness. First to Nicodemus obscurely
(314), and again more clearly to the Jews after
the feeding of the 5000. * I am the living Bread
which came down from heaven . . . and the bread
which I will give is my Flesh for the life of the
world' (651). He is * the good Shepherd that giveth
his life for the sheep' (1011·18; cf. 1 Jn 316); and
by so doing He shows that He has the uttermost
love (1513). So deeply is this necessity woven into
the fabric of things, that the high priest * of that
year,' speaking more wisely than he knew, prophe-
sied that He must lay down His life for the people
(II5 1·6 2). It is the condition of drawing all men
to Him (1232). In two places in the First Epistle
St. John uses the phrase ίλασμό?, or propitiation
(22 410); once (1 Jn I7) St. John speaks of the blood
of Jesus Christ as cleansing us from all sin. And
our Lord Himself uses once the peculiar phrase, ' I
sanctify myself for their sake' (Jn 1719).

Thus it is by this process of sacrifice that our
Lord performs His part in the plan initiated by
God. {b) We now come to consider the function of
man—the response required of the world. (1) The
fundamental law under which the world is ordered

* The precise reference of this phrase is, no doubt, obscure;
but there can be no doubt that the association with the lamb
was one of sacrifice.
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here meets us. The world can do nothing for
itself. He, therefore, that will see and enter the
kingdom of God must be born again: the old physical
sequence—of blood, of the will of the flesh, and
the will of man—must be broken off, and a new
kinship established (33"6, cf. I13). (2) Further, there
is required of necessity faith in the Son, and
acceptance of His mission (Jn 316 524 640·47, 1 Jn 323).
This faith is more than mere belief (831), which in the
passage quoted fails to bear criticism. But St. John
supplies no definition of it, or anything approach-
ing a definition. It is rather trust in a person than
belief in the truth of what he says : or rather, this
kind of belief comes as a result of the trust. It is
made impossible, as we shall shortly see, by certain
moral conditions. (3) The new life which the new
birth begins must be sustained by continual par-
ticipation in the Life of Christ. This is the burden
of the strong and startling language in the syna-
gogue at Capernaum (Jn 652"59): * Except ye eat the
flesh of the Son of Man and drink his blood, ye
have not life in yourselves. He that eateth my
flesh and drinketh my blood hath eternal life, and
I will raise him up at the last day.' And this is
said in explanation of the phrase, ' the bread
which I will give is my flesh for the life of the
world.' It implies that the faithful must in some
way, not explained by St. John, enter into and
share the sacrifice of our Lord. The sacrifice is
thus not an external transaction: all men must
have a part in it.

In face of these demands stands the fact that
Christ was in large measure rejected. He came to
His own place, and His own people received Him
not (Jn I11). This, which might easily become a
difficulty, is met in two ways. First, St. John
presents a strong theory of predestination. The
failure no less than the success falls within the
sovereignty of the Father. ' No man can come to
me, except the Father draw him' (β44); * I mani-
fested thy name to the men whom thou gavest
me out of the world' (176, cf. 1029). The success
and the failure are even matters of prophetic pre-
vision (1237"39): Isaiah saw what would come about,
'when he saw his glory, and spâ ke concerning
him.' And Christ administers the will of the
Father in this, as in other respects. ' Ye did not
choose me, but I chose you, and set you that ye
should go and bring forth fruit' (1516, cf. 19).
Secondly, faith depends upon certain moral con-
ditions. Those who are evil are, ipso facto, incap-
able of faith : they shun the light (319·20). This
general truth is made plainer in various discourses
of the Lord's. The essential moral fault which pre-
vents faith is self-seeking, aiming at personal dis-
tinction, seeking glory one from another (541·44 718).
The Jews refuse to accept the teaching of Christ,
because they do not understand the spirit in which
it is given : If another comes in his own name, him
ye will receive (543). They will not do the Father's
will, and therefore they blind themselves. ' If any
man will to do his will, he shall know concerning
the teaching, whether it is of God, or I speak of
myself (717·18). And the peril of this position lies
just in the fact that they are so self-confident. ' If
ye had been blind, ye would not have had sin:
but now ye say, We see; therefore your sin re-
maineth' (941)

Thus it is that the manifestation of Christ pro-
duces a twofold effect, corresponding to the varieties
of moral condition. On the one hand, it produces
faith, and so eternal life; this is its natural and
proper result. On the other hand, it produces re-
jection, which is a declaration of affinity with
evil—in St. John's language, judgment (319). ' This
is the judgment, that the light has come into the
world, and men loved the darkness rather than the
light, because their deeds were evil.' As eternal

life is not a future state of blessedness, but is the
correlative of right faith in the Son of Man, so
judgment is a condition the precise opposite of life.
It consists in the revelation, in action, of hostility
to Christ and all that He represents. So Christ
says (1247· ̂ J, ' If any man hear my words and keep
them not, I do not judge him : for I came not to
judge the world, but to save the world. He that
rejecteth me and receiveth not my words, hath one
that judgeth him: the word that I spake, that
will judge him in the last day.' Thus judgment
follows the same course of meaning as life. The
Father has given into the hands of the Son the
two Divine prerogatives of life and judgment (521·22).
Yet Christ speaks as if life were the immediate
consequence of faith, and judgment the conse-
quence of the refusal to believe (cf. 524 647). At the
same time, both in the case of life and judgment,
there is a sort of consummation to be looked for
at the last day (640·δ4 1247·48). In neither case does
the condition of life or judgment begin after the
last day ; it is a process which begins here, and is
defined and completed at the last day. In the same
way Christ speaks before the Passion of having
already overcome the world (16s3), and St. John in
his First Epistle uses similar language of the faith
(44 54·5), although in the same Epistle he warns
against continuance in sin. So again he speaks of
the sinlessness of those who are ' born of God' (39)
in similar connexions. On the other hand, to con-
tinue the refusal to accept Christ after the oppor-
tunity is finally past is ' to die in sin' (Jn 821·24).

(6) It remains to consider the doctrine of the
Holy Spirit and the Church as we have it in
these books. The provisions made by the Lord
for the future are to be found chiefly in the Last
Discourses. These were uttered after the Last
Supper and before the arrest. The prominent note
in them is, of course, one of farewell: and the pro-
vision for the future is put in language which later
experience would alone fully explain. First, our
Lord promises an Advocate {παράκλητος) who will
supply His place on His departure (1416). There
are several noticeable points in regard to this
mission. Christ speaks of it as His own return
(1418): He promises in relation to it, that the
Father will come with Himself to those who keep
His sayings, and 'we will make our abode with
him' (1423). The Advocate is spoken of as distinct
from the Father and the Son, and yet His mission
is one which reveals the Father and the Son.
Again, in 1416 Christ says, * I will ask the Father,
and he will give you another Advocate, that he
may be with you for ever—the Spirit of truth.' In
142ti a different phrase is used : ' The Advocate, the
Holy Ghost, whom the Father will send in my
name'; and once again there is a further difference
(1526, cf. 167·13), 'When the Advocate comes, whom
I will send to you from the Father, the Spirit of
truth, that proceedeth from the Father.' Thus
there is difference of language in regard to the
Spirit's mission, and it is difficult to determine
precisely St. John's idea. It seems clear, how-
ever, that this is due to the close intercourse and
union which we have already noticed in regard
to the Father and the Son. The Spirit, though
sent like the Son, is one in whom full Divinity
resides; His activity is a mission, not the effusion
of an impersonal influence. The mission of the
Holy Spirit depends on the departure of Christ
(167, cf. 739): the two dispensations are not to be
synchronous. The nature of the mission of the
Advocate is gathered from various phrases in these
chapters. Like the Son, He will not speak from
Himself (1613·14), but He will speak the things He
hears. His mission continues that of Christ. ' He
will glorify me, because he will take of that which
is mine, and will declare it unto you' (1614). He
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will teach, and recall all the things which Christ
had said (1426). He will guide into all the truth,
just because He speaks not of Himself (1613). His
Presence is described as an * anointing' (χρίσμα,
1 Jn 220· 27) which protects those who have it from
error; and is a sign (1 Jn 324) of the indwelling of
Christ in us. Further, He continues the process
of witness to Christ already mentioned (1526). This
last point brings us in presence of one of the most
difficult passages in St. John's writings, that of the
Three witnesses.* It is impossible to enter into
the complicated discussions which lie round this
verse. The witness of the Spirit is placed on a
level with that of the water and the blood, and
the witness of the three is said to be con-
sentient. It seems probable that the phrase
applied to Christ {6 έ\θών Βι ύδατος καϊ άίματοϊ)
refers directly to the event noticed by St. John
—the effusion of blood and water upon the cross
(1934·35). But also the Spirit is connected em-
phatically with water in the Gospel (35·6) in the
passage which gives the principle for interpreting
the rite of baptism. And again in 663 the Spirit
is appealed to when the disciples are puzzled by
our Lord's language about eating His flesh and
drinking His blood—a passage which contains the
theology, so to say, of the other Sacrament. It is
probable, therefore, that those are right who see in
this passage an assertion of the witness — the
evidence conveyed of the truth of the faith—which
comes from the Sacraments, interpreted by the
Spirit. Our uncertainty (1) as to the exact signifi-
cance ascribed to the effusion (1934), and (2) as to the
exact position assigned by St. John to the Sacra-
ments, makes this interpretation less than certain.
So far we have considered the function of the Spirit
in regard to the Church. He has also a function
in regard to the world. The world cannot receive
Him, because it neither sees nor knows Him (1417) ;
but His presence in the world rebukes or convicts
it (iXayxei) concerning sin, and righteousness, and
judgment (168"11). That is, the presence of the
Spirit shows up in its true character the nature of
sin, in the refusal to believe in Christ: the nature
of righteousness, in the triumph of Christ through
humiliation and death, to which the Spirit is a
perpetual witness : the nature of judgment, in the
final condemnation already passed upon the ruler
of this world, and reiterated so long as the faith of
Christ is in the world.

The effect of this mission of the Holy Spirit upon
the Church has two sides : it alters men's relations
to God and to one another. As regards God, it
brings them into the closest possible union. Again
and again Christ speaks of abiding in them. The
Father and the Son will make their abode with
those who love the Son (1423). He is the vine, and
they are the branches, depending for life on their
union with Him (154"6·7·11 etc.). And the same
phrase is constantly used by St. John in his
First Epistle (25·6·2 4 35·24 413 520). It results in the
certainty of access to God : we have boldness (228

417) at the last day (321·22) in judging our own
conscience; (514·15) in prayer, knowing that He
hears, and that we therefore have our requests.
Six times does our Lord promise fulfilment to
prayer in His name (Jn 14lif 157·16 1623·24· 2«). We
are Christ's friends (1514); His joy is in us, and our
joy is fulfilled (1511 1713), even under persecution
(1620); to us He leaves His peace (1427). He looks
forward to a consummation in His Father's house,
where His followers shall be with Him for ever
(143); and then we, who are now sons, shall be like
Him, for we shall see Him as He is (1 Jn 32·3). He
sets before the Church as its ideal of unity the
abiding of the Father in the Son, the love of the

* We assume the omission of the late Western gloss concerning
the Three Heavenly witnesses.
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Father and the Son (Jn 159·10), and the unity of
the Father and the Son (1711), including in this
those who shall believe through the preaching of
the apostles (1720·24"27). In this true correspondence
between God and man, especially in the free inter-
course through prayer, the Father is glorified in
the Son (1413).

This intimate union determines the character of
the Church in its relation to the world. The
apostles are sent into the world as Christ Himself
was sent there (1718); they are His representatives,
so that they who receive them receive Him (1320);
and they will meet with the same hatred and per-
secution from the world as He did (1517"21). Among
themselves, they will keep His commandments
(14i5.2i. 23.24 ^ c f . j j n 2% a n d especially the new
commandment to love one another (1334 1512·17).
This is emphasized in the Epistles when St. John is
writing to the Church already constituted and at
work (1 Jn 311·23 421, 2 Jn 5). And St. John in his
usual manner continually contrasts this principle
of love, which is of God (1 Jn 47), with the opposing
principle of hatred. This has the essence of murder
in it, as the example of Cain shows (1 Jn 312*15, cf.
Jn 844, where the rising desire to kill Christ is
connected with the devil, who was a murderer from
the beginning); and this hatred is inconsistent with
eternal life (1 Jn 315), or with the love of God (420).
Their power to overcome the world, in which by
Christ's wish and God's ordinance (Jn 1715) they
are placed, is their faith that Jesus is the Son of
God (1 Jn 54·5)—a faith which in St. John's own
case and that of his fellow-apostles rested on ex-
perience (1 Jn I1"4, Jn I14), but belongs also to
those who have not seen but yet have believed
(Jn 2(P).

At His departure, the Lord gave to His Church
the power to forgive sins, saying, 'Whose so-
ever sins ye shall remit, they are remitted unto
them; and whose soever sins ye retain, they are
retained' (2023). To St. Peter also He gave the
charge to tend and feed the flock (2115·16·17). There
are signs in the Epistles of the exercise of some
discipline. It is made abundantly clear that sin
is inconsistent with the Church altogether (1 Jn I6

21 36·9 518); to do sin is to relapse into the dark-
ness from which the light has freed us (28·9, cf.
16# 7). Still if a man does commit a sin (έάν TLS
άμαρτχι) we have an Advocate with the Father, Jesus
Christ the righteous (21); the blood of Jesus Christ
cleanses us from all sin. For certain sins, not unto
death, St. John enjoins the prayer of intercession
(1 Jn 516'18); for heresy, he forbids all intercourse
or salutation (2 Jn 10). In one church Diotrephes
ό φιΧοπρωτεύων requires to be deprived of his unde-
served eminence, and reduced to order (3 Jn 9·1 0).

(7) It would be impossible to close an account of
the Theology of St. John's Gospel and Epistles
without reference to the three great phrases in
which the nature of God is described: ' God is
Spirit' (Jn 424), 'God is Light' (1 Jn I5), and
'God is Love'(l Jn 48·16). These three phrases
form the crown, and, at the same time, a summary
of his Theology. It is important to consider them
in close connexion with their content.

The first is ascribed to our Lord Himself in His
dialogue with the woman of Samaria. She, find-
ing herself in presence of a prophet, brings before
Him the question that had long been at issue
between the Jews and the Samaritans. 'Our
fathers worshipped in this mountain, but ye say
that in Jerusalem men ought to worship.' Jesus
answers her implied question comprehensively.
For the past ages, the Jews were right: they
worshipped with some knowledge, and not blindly,
looking forward to salvation: they had so much
certainty about God. But for the future, both
are alike wrong; the day of local worships is over;
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God no longer chooses a particular place where
men should approach Him : ' He is Spirit, and
must he worshipped in spirit and truth.' Thus
this phrase marks the transition from the old to
the new order. It excludes all limitations of space
and time and matter from God, and, at the same
time, the context preserves the truth which the
Jewish religion had enshrined.

In the second of these phrases we go further :
it bears on the moral nature of God. Throughout
these books the contrast of Light and Darkness is
used metaphorically to express Good and Evil.
In the immediate context of this phrase an in-
stance occurs. God is Light, and therefore all
who walk in darkness are out of communion
with Him. Darkness means hatred (1 Jn 211) and
blindness (ib.), and is passing away (28). The true
light was manifested ; and * this is the message
which we have heard of Him, and report to you,
that God is light.5 This phrase, which cannot be
altogether separated from the thought of revelation,
is really the correlative of the OT doctrine of the
Holiness of the Lord. It conveys the assurance of
the undimmed purity of God, and the need of purity
to man, if he would have fellowship with God.*

In the third we pass beyond both the two
previous phrases. The doctrine that God is Love,
asserts, in the strongest possible form, His Person-
ality, and the possibility of personal intercourse
between God and Man. This is indeed the drift
of the two contexts in which it occurs. The man
who is without love does not know God, for God
is love. Knowledge of Him, in other words, is
possible, but possible through likeness in nature.
And so later the same point is more strongly
emphasized : ' God is love, and he that abideth in
love abideth in God, and God in him' (1 Jn 416).
The object for which Christ came to earth, that
man should have this fellowship with Him and
with the Father, depends on the fact that God is
love. But it is possible to go a little further
than this. The doctrine that God is love helps to
clear up those difficult phrases (mentioned above,
p. 688) in which Christ speaks of the mission of
the Paraclete. The account of the work of the
Father, the Son, and the Spirit is full of contradic-
tions, if they are conceived on the analogy of
three separate individuals; but these particular
difficulties are in some degree modified if we think
of them as Three essential eternal modes of the
Divine Life, bound together in a perfect love.
Such a thought explains the peculiar language
used of the Word in His relation to the Father
(Tjv προς rbv debv, 6 ών εις rbv κόλπον του πατρός, I 1 · 1 8 ) .
We cannot wonder that from this text has arisen
the precise theology of the Holy Trinity.

B. THE APOCALYPSE.—The task of describing
the theology of the Apocalypse is one of very
great difficulty. There is no book more obscure,
or more doubtful in its historical reference. The
method of the author is to explain his ideas by
means of an extremely complicated symbolism, to
which it is hard to find the key. In interpreting
Ο Τ prophecies, the first thing to be done is to
decide, if possible, on the historical occasion from
which they arose. But in the case of the Apoca-
lypse there is great difficulty in getting any certain
clue to the occasion. The majority of modern
critics are of opinion that the book was written in
the time of Nero; but they are not unanimous,
and the ancient tradition is unvaried in favour of
the times of Domitian. It will be necessary as far
as possible to ignore these difficulties in the present
discussion : they are dealt with in special articles.
See JOHN (GOSPEL, p. 707 ff.) and REVELATION.

* Philo (de Somn. I. xiii., torn. i. p. 632 Mang.) uses the
same phrase, but with the association of undimmed intellectual
vision.

The aim of the book is limited, and is defined
both at the beginning and at the end: it is to
describe things α δεΐ γενέσθαι έν τάχει (cf. I1 2216).
The visions recorded are not set down as mere
pieces of the individual history of the writer:
they are events which are full of meaning for the
future. But interpreters are not agreed as to
whether they are to be referred to the immediate
history of the time, or to the whole course of the
Church's life, or to the remote future at the end
of the world. It is well to remember that St.
John, supposing that he is the author, is capable,
as has already been noticed, of idealizing in a
remarkable way ; so that he speaks of the sinless-
ness of the regenerate at the same time that he
provides against the commission of actual sin. It
is possible, therefore, that the descriptions even of
the end of things are the pictorial exposition of
principles permanently at work. In any case it
will be sufficient to consider the working of the
principles, leaving aside the question of their
manifestation. The book falls into two very
obvious and clear divisions. The first three chap-
ters contain the opening vision and the Epistles to
the Seven Churches: this forms the first division.
The second (chs. 4-22) contains the Apocalypse
proper—the vision or series of visions in which the
things which must shortly come to pass are
revealed.*

{a) The Doctrine of God.—There is no part of the
book devoted to the exposition of this doctrine;
such doctrine, therefore, as may be gathered from
it, underlies the language in which the proper sub-
ject of the book is treated. We gather much, first,
from the titles used of God. (a) In the salutation
(I4) we have the assertion of the eternity of God airb
b ών καϊ b fjv και ο ερχόμενος. The name stands
undeclined in the nominative, in spite of its con-
struction with the preposition από ; and the im-
perfect fy is treated as a participle. The phrase
thus stands for a Being who is subject to no
change, but is always, through all the changes
which occur ; it is an expansion of the old covenant-
name Jehovah. The phrase is repeated in I8, and
is there sanctioned by the words, used by the
prophets to authorize their message, λ£γει ό Κύριος.
It is worth noticing that in 48, when the same
words recur in the ascription of glory by the four
beasts, their order is changed. The words ex-
pressing permanence occur in the second instead
of the first place: b ?jv, καΙ ο ών, καΙ ο ερχόμενος.
After the consummation of things (II17) b ερχόμενος is
omitted (cf. 165). The same meaning is carried by
the striking phrases τό VA κσλ τό'Ω (I8 216 2213),
ό πρώτος καί ο έσχατος ( Ι 1 7 22 1 3), η άρχ\] καΙ τό τέλος
(2213). God is conceived as eternal: from Him all
things take their origin, and to Him all things
return. In 106 and 157 τφ ζωντι εις τους αιώνας των
αιώνων, the endless continuity of an eternal Being
is declared ; in 153 ό βασιλεύς των αιώνων, the idea of
rule or dominion is involved, (β) This brings us to
a second idea which is frequently associated with
God in this book, ό παντοκράτωρ—the all-ruling (I8 48

1 53 167.i4 196.15 2p2). X t i s noticeable that, with
the exception of I8 48, and possibly 2122, this title
is used in connexion with some statement as to
the Divine judgments; i.e. with the catastrophic
declaration of the principles of His rule. This
should be compared with the idea of judgment
already traced in the Gospel of St. John (see above,
p. 688). Besides this, the phrases should be noted
in which the creation of the world is ascribed to God
(ΙΟ6 147). These simply contain references to it as
a fact. In 4 n the Will of God is definitely assigned
as cause, both for the conception and realization
of the created order : δια το θέλημα σου ήσαν και

* The question of the internal structure of this section does
not come before us.
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έκτίσθησαν.* The cry of the souls slain for the
word of God and the witness which they held,
contains another title still, ό δεσπότης 6 aycos και
αληθινός (610). This word occurs but rarely in NT
of God, and not elsewhere in St. John ; it would
seem to convey the idea of personal relationship,
as St. Paul speaks of himself as the slave of
Christ [δούλος). The word δ'σως is used 154, but
the usual word for the holiness of God is, as
might be supposed, dyios.

The various doxologies heard in heavenly places
by St. John convey the same teaching, but with
some differences in expression. The Elders, in
their response to the ascription of the Four Beasts,
say, ' Thou art worthy, Lord and our God, to re-
ceive the glory, the honour, and the power, be-
cause thou didst create all things, and for thy will
they were, and were created' (411). Later on (513),
when the whole of creation responds to the angels
and the elders, they ascribe blessing and honour
and glory and might (τό κράτος); the redeemed (710)
speak of salvation (ή σωτηρία); and the angels, in
response to the great multitude from every nation
under heaven (712), say, * Amen: Blessing, and
glory, and wisdom, and thanksgiving, and honour,
and power, and strength (η Ισχύς), be unto our God
for ages of ages.' All these, in various ways,
assert the supreme sovereignty of God. This is
specially emphasized (II1 7 153·4) in regard to the
judgments of God : the ways of God are vindicated
when, after long trial, the evil is done away with,
and holiness triumphs. So the elders, when they
sing the song of Moses the servant of God, and of
the Lamb, say, 'Just and true are thy ways, Ο
King of ages' (153); and again, when the waters
are turned into blood (165), St. John heard 'the
angel of the waters saying, Thou art just, thou
which art, and which wast, the Holy, because thou
hast judged these things: because they poured
forth the blood of saints and prophets, and thou
hast given them blood to drink : they are worthy.'
And the altar responds in the same sense (167, cf.
192). The majesty of God is described symbolically
at the beginning of ch. 4 ; the Father is ' He that
sitteth on the throne' in the centre of the heavenly
place. The author does not attempt any descrip-
tion of this supreme Presence in this, or in any
other of the many passages where the phrase
ό καθήμενος έπϊ τφ θρόνφ occurs; he uses merely
metaphorical language, and implies by so doing
that God is in Himself invisible. Thus we have in
this book an expansion of the old Hebrew doctrine
of God : He is eternal, invisible, supreme Creator,
Ruler, and Judge of the world. The coherence of
this with the fuller Christian doctrine of God will
be obvious when we consider the functions of the
Son of God.

(7) We will consider, first, the relation of the
Father and the Son. It is noticeable that these
names are most frequent in the first three chapters.
The incarnate Son occupies a position of subordi-
nation. Thus in the preface to Rev we find these
words: ' The Revelation of Jesus Christ, which God
gave him, to show his servants' (I1). And this is
borne out in the chapters which follow : * I will give
him authority over the nations . . . as I also have
received from my Father' (227). So He says,' I will
confess his name before my Father' (35); and in
321 He draws a parallel between His own victory
and triumph and that of His followers. In 312 He
even speaks of the Father as ' My God' (<3 θεός μου).
On the other hand, when St. John in the spirit on the
Lord's Day sees the opening vision, the figure δμοων
vibv ανθρώπου, the Son thus manifested uses of Him-
self words usually applied to the Father, the first
and the last (I1 7); referring to the Resurrection, so

• If $<rccv is the true reading, it is difficult to see what it can
mean b u t t h i s ; cf. J n 1* 0 yiyovtv tv α,ΰτω ζω*> fa.

that there can be no possibility of mistake, and
claiming further to possess the keys of Hades and
of death. Moreover, the features which St. John
notes in the figure—the flaming eyes, and two-
edged sword from the mouth—are, as the messages
to the various Churches show, symbolic of judg-
ment. So He is the source from whom the
messages to the Seven Churches come : He holds
the seven stars in His right hand (i.e. the angels of
the Seven Churches, 21; cf. I1 6·2 0). These phrases
imply sovereignty, and the exercise of judicial
office. The same position is conveyed by the
various titles used in this passage of tne Son. He
is 'the faithful and true witness' (I5 314, cf.
1 Ti 613); 'the firstborn of the dead' (I5), 'the
amen' (314), ' the ruler of the kings of the earth'
(I5). These deal with His work on earth, with
His function as fulfiller of the promises of God
(cf. 2 Co I19·20), and with its triumph over man-
kind. So, too, 21 31. But the title ' the beginning
of the Creation of God' (314), ' the first and the
last' (I17 28), and those in which the prerogatives of
judgment are asserted (212·18 37), emphasize the
Divine attributes of the Son of God (218). The
teaching in these and similar passages precisely
resembles in its ambiguity the language already
noted in the Gospels. There also the Son speaks
of Himself as derived and subordinate, and yet
exercises functions which He also reserves for the
Father. Such a phrase as Jn 522 ' Neither doth
the Father judge any man, but hath given all
judgment to the Son,' expresses precisely the
point of view of the Apocalypse.

In the first three chapters we find Christ dealing
with the Church in the world; with the fourth we
pass into the region of visions and symbolism; and
the words Father and Son, as already noticed, are
of rare occurrence. But the theology is the same,
in spite of difference of language. Sovereign over
all things is 'he that sitteth on the throne.' By
His right hand is the Book written within and with-
out, sealed with seven seals (51). The seer is told that
the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the root of David
(cf. 2216, where Jesus assumes this latter title to
Himself), has overcome, so as to open the Book and
its seven seals (55). Then 'in the midst of the
Throne of the Four Beasts and in the midst of the
Elders' he sees a Lamb standing as it had been
slain (56). The Lamb came and took the Book
from the right hand of Him that sitteth on the
Throne (57). 'And when he received the Book,
the four Beasts and the four-and-twenty Elders
fell before the Lamb, having each a harp, and
golden bowls full of incense, which are the prayers
of the saints. And they sing a new song, saying,
Thou art worthy to receive the Book, and to open
its seals; because thou wast slain, and didst buy for
God with thy blood out of every tribe, and tongue,
and people, and nation, and madest them to our
God a kingdom and priests; and they reign upon
the earth' (58"10). The angels then respond to
this new song with a doxology to the Lamb
parallel in character to those addressed to the
Father (512). And, lastly, the whole creation
responds with a similar doxology, combining in it
both the Lamb and Him that sitteth on the throne
(513). It is obvious that this is a highly significant
passage. The Lamb receives the Book from the
Supreme ; but He is treated with worship similar
to that paid to the Supreme. (Contrast the scene
in which John falls down to worship the angel, 1910

and 228·9). Moreover, through the language used
by the Elders (δ8"10), the Lamb is identified with
Jesus Christ: ' To him that loved us and loosed us
from our sins with his blood, and made us a king-
dom and priests to God and his Father—to him be
glory and might for ever' (I 5 · 6, cf. 710). The same
position is maintained throughout the book. The
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Lamb is mentioned in connexion with the Supreme
(79·10 etc.), and He performs work in which His
honour is of the same sort with that of God. The
redeemed are they ' who follow the Lamb whither-
soever he goeth: these were bought from among
men a first-fruits to God and the Lamb' (144).
He appears in the judgment, and witnesses the
ruin of the Beast and his worshippers (1410). He
wars with the Beast, and overcomes ; because He
is King of kings and Lord of lords (1714), cf. ' the
wrath of the Lamb' (616). The Church, the new
Jerusalem, is the Bride of the Lamb (219·10), and
* the Lord the God, all-Sovereign, is the temple of
it, and the Lamb5 (2122). There also stands the
throne of God and the Lamb (223). Similar teach-
ing is found in connexion with the name of Christ
(much more rare than the symbolic title * the
Lamb'). 'The kingdom of the world is become
(the kingdom) of our Lord and of his Christ' (II15).
' Now is come the salvation and the power and the
kingdom of our God, and the authority of his
Christ' (1210). The whole scheme is bound up
with the order of the world : the Lamb was slain
from the foundation of the world (138); and yet
those whose names are among the redeemed are
said to have their names in the Lamb's book of
life (138 2127). It is difficult to draw any conclusion
from this but that St. John regarded the Lamb
as a Divine Being, to whom Divine honour was paid,
and who was associated in His sovereignty by
God. At the same time, He takes from God the
commission to perform His functions: He is not
independent. Little is said of human nature in
regard to Him : twice only He is described as 6μοιον
νίόν {var. lee. νίφ) ανθρώπου (Ι131414). But the sacrifice
and the blood of the Lamb are the means by which
men are redeemed from their sins; and there is
one definite allusion to the crucifixion (II8 'the
great city, which spiritually is called Sodom and
Egypt where also their Lord was crucified').
With this may be compared the prophecy in I7

* Every eye shall see him, and they who pierced
h i m ' {έ&κέντησαν), and J n 1937 βψονται eh δν έξεκέν-
τησαν. The profession of those who follow Christ
is called (from the point of view of its manifesta-
tion in the world) ' the witness of Jesus.' St.
John claims to be giving this himself (I2, cf. 1910).
It is, as it were, a message the contents of which
are obnoxious to the world (I9) and to the powers
of darkness (II7 1217 176); it involves persecution
even to death (69 176 204); it is the cause of the
triumph of those who have it (1211); and it is the ful-
filment, the significance, thespirit of prophecy (1910).

{b) We may speak here of the doctrine of the
Spirit, so far as it is contained in this book. It is
somewhat involved in symbolism. Thus we read
of the seven spirits which are before His throne
(I4) : the seven λαμπάδες (46) before the throne are
identified with the seven spirits, and so also the
seven eyes of the Lamb (56) are the seven spirits of
God, sent {απεσταλμένοι) into all the earth. The
number seven probably stands for completeness,
and the phrase ' the seven spirits' probably means
the Spirit in the full variety of His manifestation.
It is noticeable that the salutation to the seven
Churches comes from the Eternal, and from the
seven spirits, and from Jesus Christ (I4) in that
order: the seven spirits, in this case only, standing
between the Father and the Son. In the Epistles
themselves a peculiar use is to be observed. Each
Epistle begins with an announcement from Christ,
made with some symbol indicative of His author-
ity, or His intention to exercise judgment; and
each ends with the same formula : * He that hath
an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith to the
Churches' (211·17 etc.). Also in 31 the Ep. to Sardis
begins : ' These things saith he that hath the seven
spirits, and the seven stars' {i.e. the angels of the

Churches, I20). In two other places the Spirit ia
represented as speaking, Ί heard a voice from
heaven saying, Write, Blessed are the dead that die
in the Lord from henceforth : Yea, saith the Spirit,
that they shall rest from their labours' (1413).
And again at the end (2217), * the Spirit and the
Bride say, Come.' There is thus comparatively
little definite allusion to the Spirit in this book.
What there is, seems to involve the following
points : (1) the Spirit in His various manifesta-
tions proceeds from the Father: (2) Christ holds
the seven spirits, regulates the diverse operations
of the Spirit in the Church ; (3) the voice of the
Spirit in the Church is, in a sense, the voice of
Christ; (4) the Spirit joins in the prayer of the
Bride. Though somewhat limited in character,
these points imply a doctrine which, both in its
clearness and obscurity, resembles the doctrine of
the Last Discourses (see above).

(c) The remaining points for consideration are
those connected with the facts of sin and judg-
ment, salvation and the Church. It is better to
take these together, owing to the particular form
in which they come before us. In dealing with
the Gospel we noted the use by the author of pairs
of parallel but contrasted ideas, such as Light and
Darkness, Life and Judgment, This method is
carried out in the Apocalypse on a very extended
scale. In the visions contained in this work we
witness the warfare of two contending powers : on
the one side is the Lamb, and on the other the
devil. The devil is described under various names.
In 123 we read, 'And another sign was seen in
heaven, and behold a great red dragon, having
seven heads and ten horns,' etc. This dragon is
identified (129, cf. 202) with 'the old serpent, called
the devil and Satan, who deceiveth the whole
world.' The ' serpent' implies, of course, a reference
to the story of the Fall, and this title, therefore, im-
plies that the source of the evil in the world is the
power that was against God. In other places we
hear of a synagogue of Satan (29 39), a throne of
Satan (213), and the place where Satan dwelleth
(213); a doctrine of Satan, called by those who
follow it ' the deep things of Satan' (224 τα βαθέα του
Σατανα). But this is not all. There is described
in this book an organized kingdom of evil, claiming
sovereignty over men like the kingdom of the
Lamb. This introduces the most tangled of all
the questions connected with this book : the inter-
pretation of the Beast. We cannot enter upon
the various explanations proposed (see REVELA-
TION), but must confine ourselves to the general
question of the position occupied by the Beast
in the book. He is the embodiment of the
power of the devil (132) : he aims at winning the
homage of the world, and does so win it in a
large measure (134): he has a certain power to
vex the saints—power which is given him {εδόθη
αύτφ, 137). Further, he has a representative, a
second Beast, who works among men in favour of
the first (1312), and does signs (v.13), and inspires an
image of the first beast with life and speech : he
also compels some to receive a mark in their hands
or foreheads, and persecutes all others (vv.16·17).
In all this there is traceable a kind of attempt
to caricature the methods and the kingdom of
Christ. One of his heads was ws έσφα^μένην eh
θάνατον, and the blow of his death was healed (134),
as if he claimed resurrection. The second Beast
has two horns, like the Lamb (13n). The worship-
pers who are deceived say, ' Who is like unto the
beast, and who is able to war with him?' (134),
which caricatures the meaning of the word Michael,
—'who is like unto God?'—Michael having cast
the dragon out of heaven. In 1613 we find three
powers spoken of—the dragon, the beast, and the
prophet who occupies the place of the second beast.
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Then later, a woman appears seated on a beast,
clothed in scarlet, named Babylon the great. Be-
tween these two war arises, in pursuance of the
plans of God (1717). With all the obscurity of
details the general sense of this imagery seems
clear. The forces of evil in the world take their
origin from Satan; and the essence of the evil
consists in setting up rival claims to worship
as against God. This is the force of the caricature
of Divine methods. Satan claims to do for men all
that God can do. As in the Gospel, the final differ-
ence between those who fall under the delusions of
the Beast and those who do not is explained by
means of predestination. All who dwell upon the
earth shall worship him (the Beast), every one whose
name has not been written in the book of life of
the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world
(138, cf. 178). This, as well as the temporary power
of the Beast, his persecution and ultimate fall, are
in the hands of God.

With regard to the judgments of God, it is to be
noted that they are retributive in character.
During the time before the end the plagues of
God come upon the world, and those who follow
the Beast only blaspheme the more because of
them, and fail to repent (169·10· n · 2 1 , cf. 920 and
contrast II 1 3 ) : pain in their case fails to con-
vert. When the end comes, men are judged κατά
τα epya (2014 2212). More precisely, those who have
slain the saints are given blood to drink (166 1310);
those who commit fornication in Thyatira are cast
upon a bed (220); Babylon is punished with the
cup which she mixed for others (186). The time of
probation passes, and then the sins themselves are
their own punishment: * He that is unjust, let him
be unjust still; and he that is filthy, let him be
filthy still' (2211).

The evil which has thus entered upon the world
affects mankind, apparently as a whole; at least
there is no sign in the book that any can avoid its
taint. And it therefore requires to be abolished :
men need salvation. In this book there is but
one means to this end : the blood of the Lamb.
The first allusion to this is in the doxology
immediately before the salutation, τφ aya-πωντι
ήμ,α? καϊ Χύσαντί ημάς 4κ των αμαρτιών έν τφ α'ίματι
αύτου (I5). It appears again in the doxology to
the Lamb (511, cf. 144). The hundred and forty
and four thousand are said to have washed their
robes and made them white in the blood of the
Lamb (714, cf. 2214): it is by means of it that they
win victory over the Beast (1211). A reference to
it is made when He who is called the Word of God
goes forth with His garments sprinkled with blood
(1913). Nothing is said as to the way in which this
sacrifice is applied : the fact of it is asserted.

Those who are thus redeemed are made by
Christ into a kingdom, priests unto God and His
Father (I6 510); that is, they are a society of men
ruled over by God as King. They are sealed in
their foreheads (73). They come from the twelve
tribes, but not from these alone: * I beheld, and,
lo, a great multitude, that no man could number,
from every nation, and tribe, and people, and
tongue, standing before the throne, and before
the Lamb' (79; cf. 146). Moreover, the whole
creation has a part in the scheme of God, and
responds with a doxology to the Lamb (513):
the ' eternal Gospel' is based on the fact of Crea-
tion (146), Ί saw another angel flying in mid-
heaven, having an eternal gospel to preach to those
that sit upon the earth, and to every nation, and
tribe, and tongue, and people, saying in a loud
voice, Fear God, and give him glory; because the
hour of his judgment has come : and worship him
that made heaven, and earth, and the sun, and the
springs of waters.'

In the meantime, before the end comes, the ideal

of the Church is not attained. There is sin and
heresy in the seven Churches. There are false
apostles (22), false Jews (29), the teaching of
Balaam (214), a false prophetess (220), impurity (34),
lukewarmness (315). The devil has power to per-
secute, so that the men in the earth may be
tested (210 310). Those who are slain cry out
beneath the altar, How long? (610) but others,
their fellow-servants and brethren, will have to be
slain as they. This fate must befall especially the
two witnesses, who prophesy against the Beast
(II3"8). So for all this time emphasis is laid upon
the qualities of endurance and faithfulness (cf. 310

2io i3io)# The cowardly, the unfaithful, those who
murder, and lie, and are idolaters or impure (218

2215), have no part in the heavenly kingdom. Even
a Church, that is already in existence, may lose its
place : * if not, I come to thee, and will remove
thy candlestick from its place, if thou repent not'
(25).

In the eyes of God and of the seer the time of
waiting is very short. * Behold, I come as a thief'
(1615 2220). And when the time does come the
harvest of the world will be reaped (1415), and the
vintage gathered (1418), and the evil will be finally
separated from the good. Then comes the con-
summation. There will be the new heaven and
new earth ; the sea—symbolizing probably rest-
lessness, and division and barrenness—will be no
more. And the new Jerusalem, founded on the
twelve apostles of the Lamb (2114), will appear. In
this the redeemed will dwell for ever (225) in per-
fect freedom and happiness. The actual presence
of God and the Lamb will make a temple for wor-
ship unnecessary : the servants of God shall see
His face. Thus the purpose for which man is
created is fulfilled.

It is not, perhaps, fanciful to see a symbol of
this perfect communion in the fact that it is after
the renewal of the heaven and earth, that He that
sitteth on the throne is said to speak (215). Before,
voices came from the throne and from the temple,
but none from the Supreme. Now at last, when all
is fulfilled, He speaks.

It is manifestly impossible to exhaust within
reasonable limits the meaning of this inexhaust-
ible book. An attempt has been made to indicate
the outlines of the theology assumed in it. It
must be obvious by this time how closely the
thought of the Apocalypse is connected with that
of the Gospel and Epistles. Perhaps the most
noticeable points of difference are the compara-
tively small place occupied in the Apocalypse by
the doctrine of the Spirit, and the emphasis laid
in this book upon the catastrophe of the judgment.
It cannot, however, be said that these are very
significant. For, first, the doctrine of the Spirit is
similar in character to that in the Gospel so far as
it goes; and, secondly, the judgment expresses in
its final form a Avar fare which continues through-
out the history of the world.
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The Fourth Gospel is generally admitted to be
the work of one remarkably gifted man. Neither
in style nor in motive can criticism break it up
into different centuries or antagonistic tendencies.
Editorial hands have for the most part spared its
subtle beauty. There is little with which it can
be compared. It stands free of fashion, and pos-
sesses throughout a strongly marked idiosyncrasy.

The problem that is forced upon the student is
this : Is the so-called * Gospel' the outline of a
biography, or the artistic clothing of an ideal?
Have we a true report of the impression produced
on the consciousness of an intimate friend by the
teaching, manner, and deeds of One whom he could
not think of as less than the Eternal Word of God
manifest in the flesh, or must we conclude that
what we have is the speculation of some one who
did not shrink from creating its material and
inventing the basis of its theologoumena ?

The problem is the more puzzling because to
the presumed author of the Gospel is also attri-
buted the production of the Apocalypse. If this
compound authorship can be accepted, the person-
ality of 'John' becomes almost as perplexing to
scientific history as that of the Lord Jesus Christ
Himself. When the diversity of the character-
istics of the two documents came into the clear
consciousness of the 3rd cent. (Eus. HE vii. 10,
24, 25), the apostolic origin of the Apocalypse was
repudiated, rather than that of the Gospel. But
the preponderant belief of Christians has practi-
cally accepted the unity of the Johannine writings.
The fact that St. John had the insight which
enabled him to preserve discourses and sayings of
the Lord Jesus, to see in His human life the fulness
of grace and truth, the glory of the only-begotten
Son, has seemed consonant with the fact that the
same eyes might also have discerned in Him the
slain Lamb, the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the
Prince of the kings of the earth.

If the Son of God did say and do the things
recorded in this document, then everything in the
universe, every fact in the history of the world, the
conclusions of all philosophy, the meaning of all
scientific discovery, the future of the world, and the
goal of humanity, must be affected by its disclosures.
We do not, indeed, contend that the Christian
faith is dependent on the Fourth Gospel, or that,
should this supreme expression of its inmost spirit
be banished to the realm of speculative romance,

the faith or the kingdom of Christ is relegated to
the same region. The ministry of the Apostle to
the Gentiles must have been completed between 30
and 40 years before this Gospel saw the light.
Great historic Churches grew into importance and
began to suffer disintegration from internal dis-
cord before it was possible to heal them by the
Valedictory Discourse. The Churches of Judsea
and of the Dispersion lived by * the faith of the
Lord of Glory' (Ja 21), and * looked for the mercy of
our Lord Jesus Christ unto eternal life' (Jude20-22),
before this document could have come into circu-
lation.

If we read between the lines of the most authentic
Epp. of St. Paul, St. Peter, or the Ep. of St. James,
we see that the message of the apostles had already
inaugurated a new philosophy of heaven and earth,
of time and eternity, new conceptions of history
and ethics, and new standards of life. The leaven
had spread from Jerus. to Antioch; from thence
it had spread to Ephesus, Corinth, and Rome.
All this had occurred before the Fourth Gospel
had been crystallized into form, or its interpreta-
tion of the bafiiing mystery had been offered to
mankind. Even if we were robbed of the Apoc.
and of the spiritual Gospel, or deprived of all
confidence in either, we should still be in inde-
feasible possession of a faith which unriddles the
universe, which works by love, which overcomes
the world. We should, therefore, mistake most
obvious facts if we persisted in regarding the
Fourth Gospel as the ' acropolis' or citadel of the
faith.

But although this is freely conceded, the inestim-
able preciousness of the document must still be
urged with earnestness. Those who strenuously
deny its historicity and repudiate its apostolic
character are ready to confess, with Baur, Schenkel,
Thoma, Taylor, that the highest, and essentially
the truest, revelation of the Son of Man, and
interpretation of the mind and will of God, are to
be found in this record. Much which it contains
has long since been verified by the Christian con-
science as fundamentally true, and has permanently
enriched the mind of man.

We hail the teaching of the Fourth Gospel as
establishing for us the inspiring persuasion that
the divine and human are not separated by an
impassable chasm, but are in their innermost
essence one; that, in the portraiture of the Logos
made man, humanity at its best is nothing less
than the clearest and most gracious revelation of
the Eternal God, and that Divinity at its greatest
has been manifested through the human.

A philosophy based on the intrinsic unknowable-
ness of God, on the impossibility of converse being
held between man and his Creator, is pledged to
demonstrate the late origin of the Fourth Gospel,
and to find in the Johannine teaching of St. Paul
some of the materials of the pious fraud of this
falsarius of the 2nd century. Many have struggled
with the attempt to discover Alexandrine philo-
sophy in the Fourth Gospel. Efforts have been
made to show that in the speculations of Cerin-
thus, Valentinus, and Basilides we may find the
historical antecedents of this Gospel. It was even
urged by Volkmar that * John' may have used the
works of Justin Martyr, rather than Justin have
quoted from * John,' and a date was provisionally
determined for the appearance of the Gospel just
anterior to the time when, by general admission, it
is known to have been regarded in Antioch and
Lyons, Alexandria, Ephesus, and Home as one of
the four indisputable authorities for the biography
of the Lord Jesus.

I. EXTERNAL EVIDENCE FOR THE EARLY EXIST-
ENCE OF FOUR GOSPELS.—The strength of the
argument for the historicity and the credibility of
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St. John's Gospel is to be found within itself: (1)
in the proof which it explicitly contains of its
own authorship ; (2) in the transcendent revelation
it gives of an august Personality immeasurably
greater than that of the supposed author himself,
who did not fully assimilate words or thoughts of
his Master which yet, by some psychologic process,
he was able to preserve and record for all time ; (3)
in the subtle harmonies between * St. John's'
conception of the Son of God and that expressed
by the Synoptists and St. Paul; (4) in the germinant
force of the uttered word of Jesus, and in the
triumphant response it has found in the conscious-
ness, the fears and hopes, of the human race. And
yet there are discords as well as harmonies. These
we shall presently attempt to separate, but first
we must clearly apprehend what is the material
of which these things can be said.

There is proof that towards the last quarter of
the second cent., in every part of the Roman Empire,
four Gospels had been selected and were regarded
as authentic, and that these four documents
were identical with those which are described as
* according t o ' Matthew, Mark, Luke, and JOHN.
Up to that period, τό evayyaXtov was a name for
the good message, or acceptable speculation, which
Christian or heretical writers were offering to their
followers. Thus Hippolytus (Ref. Hcer. vii. 27)
speaks of the disciples of Basilides as possessing ' a
gospel ' which was the knowledge (yv&ais) of supra-
mundane things; but Theophilus of Antioch applied
the name to the four separate Gospels, and we hear
henceforward not only of the Gospel, but of τά
evayyaXia.

(a) The most conspicuous of these testimonies is
that of IRENJEUS, Bishop of Lyons in Gaul, who
lived between A.D. 140 and 202, and who wrote his
treatise Ref'utation of Heresies between A.D. 180 and
190. Other fragments of his work, and a letter to
Florinus, are preserved by Eusebius (HE v. 20).
These are of considerable interest, and show, in
combination, that the ' four Gospels' are, together
with the Old Testament, to be regarded as ' the
Scriptures.' Irenoeus specifies these four (Hcer. iii.
1), referring them by name to their respective
authors. He makes frequent reference to St. John
by name, and he gives a mystic reason for there
heingfour Gospels, neither more nor fewer. Though
this is fanciful and carries no theological weight,
it shows that the canonical * four' must have been
long in circulation among the Churches of Lyons
and Vienne.* Irenseus makes no fewer than 500
citations from the four Gospels, 100 of these being
from the Fourth (see Index of Ante-Nicene Library,
Works of Irenceus, ii. 193-197).

Great stress must also be laid on the relation that subsisted
between Irenseus and Polycarp, the disciple of John the Apostle.
If the letter to Florinus, recalling in lifelike form the appear-
ance and ways of Polycarp, is genuine, it is quite incredible
that the Johannine Gospel from which Irenseus thus quoted
100 times was not written by the venerated teacher of Poly-
carp.

(b) THEOPHILUS, Bishop of Antioch, c. A.D. 180,
declared in his three Books addressed to Autolycus,
a heathen, that the same things were advanced by
the prophets and evangelists, and he quotes John
(i. 13) by name. He is also reported to have written
commentaries on the Gospels. On the genuineness
of the Lat. transl. of these comm. much controversy
has prevailed between Zahn and Harnack; but
there is no question that Theophilus was acquainted
with St. John's writings, and he designates him as
* spirit-bearing'—occupying the same level with
the Law and the Prophets. It is, moreover, far

* ' Religious veneration such as that with which Irenseus
regarded these books is of slow growth. They must have held
a great place in the Church as far back as the memory of
living men extended' (R. W. Dale, Living Christ and Four
Qospds, p. 145).

from improbable that he refers to Jn 1224 and 2027,
for the resemblance to St. John's language is
striking, and we know that he was acquainted with
the Gospel.

(c) CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA was the head of
the celebrated Catechetical School from A.D. 189,
and was himself a pupil of Pantsenus and the teacher
of Origen, who succeeded him in his office. Irenseus
and Hippolytus probably for a brief period followed
his instructions. He was a littarateur, and diligent
collector of the opinions and dicta of philosophers.
He held in reverence other sacred books, in addition
to the Canonical writings of the NT, such as the
Gospel according to the Egyptians, and the Apoc.
of Peter, a fragment of which has been recently
brought to light. He was accustomed to cite and
compare the testimonies of ancient writers, as well
as early traditions, concerning the Evangelists and
the apostles. It is unfortunate that the most
interesting of these are preserved for us only by
Eusebius(uTi£vi.l4,iii.23),but they aver theexistence
and value of the four Gospels. In the Exhortation
(προτρεπτικός, § 59) he quotes from one or other of the
Gospels between 400 and 500 times, and cites St.
John's by name. Eusebius preserves the tradition of
Clement, that Peter approved of Mark's narrative,
and t h a t ' John, divinely moved by the Holy Spirit,
wrote a spiritual Gospel on observing that the
things obvious to the senses had been set forth in
earlier Gospels.'

(d) TERTULLIAN, whose literary work was done
in Carthage between A.D. 190 and A.D. 230, left
abundant testimony to the existence and apos-
tolic authority of each of the Gospels. He cites
passages from almost every chapter of the Fourth
Gospel, and from some chapters almost every
verse (see Watkins, Bampton Lectures, p. 24). His
evidence is of high value, because of the close
attention he paid to the text of St. Luke's Gospel,
and the detailed proof he advanced, verse by verse,
that Marcion's ' gospel' was a mutilated copy of
St. Luke. After long and anxious reinvestigation
by Baur, Ritschl, Volkmar, the author of Supern.
Religion, and Sanday, the contention of Tertullian
has been sustained; but it is he also who makes
it highly probable that Marcion was acquainted
with the Fourth Gospel (see Godet's Introd. to
Gospel of St. John, vol. i. 221); and without doubt,
as in his work (adv. Praxeam, ch. xxiii.) against
the monarchianism of Praxeas,Tertullian submitted
to the authority of John the beloved disciple.

No weight need be laid upon the fragments which
remain, chiefly in Syriac, of the writings of Melito
of Sardis, or of Claudius Apollinaris of Hierapolis,
though the list of their works given by Eusebius,
and the high value set upon them by Jerome
and Socrates, make it probable that treatises on
the Paschal Festival and on the Birth of Christ
showed acquaintance with the Four Gospels.

(e) But a strong link in the chain of proof is found
in the writings of FLAVIUSJUSTINUS, the philosopher
and martyr. Critics differ as to the chronology of
Justin's career and the date of his martyrdom,*
but Hort (Journal of Class, and Sac. Philol. iii. pp.
155-193), closely approximated by Volkmar, thought
it safe to say that the chief works of Justin, his
two Apologies and his Dialogue with Trypho, must
fall between A.D. 145 and 148. Caspari and Kriiger
have ventured on a still earlier date. Justin tells
us that, after passing through various stages of
philosophic thought, he found the satisfaction of
his mind restored by men of prophetic spirit, who
did not demonstrate truth, but, being filled by the
Holy Spirit, speaking things they had seen and
heard, gave him what he wanted: * kindled a flame
in his soul,'and convinced him that 'this philosophy

* Credner places the limits of his activity between A.D. 130-166
Volkmar reduced the limits between A.D. 140-150.
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alone was profitable and safe.' The torch of Aris-
totle and Plato faded when he became familiar
with the Light of Christ. In the first apology he
frequently cites what he styles ' Memorials com-
posed by the Apostles and their followers.' In
ch. 66 he adds * which are called Gospels? but this
clause, as opponents urge, may be a marginal
gloss. The term or phrase is slightly varied. Thus
he sometimes, as in Ap. i., calls them * Memoirs of
the Apostles,' sometimes ' Memoirs' simply,as in the
Dialogue; and wThen he is referring to an incident
mentioned by all four Evangelists, he introduces
it by * the apostles wrote.' The names of the
apostles are not mentioned, yet no phrase could
more adequately denote them than * the apostles
and those that followed them.' In addressing the
Roman emperors, or the bigoted Jews of Rome or
Asia Minor, the obscure names, Matthew, Mark,
Luke, John, would have detracted from, rather than
increased, their weight. This is parallel with the
reticence of Tertullian, who, when writing his
Apology and his address To the Nations, makes no
distinct reference to the ' Gospels' or to their
authors. Cyprian, Arnobius, and Lactantius
follow the same rule. In Justin's references to
the events of our Lord's life, he introduces a
few picturesque details not to be found in the
Canonical Gospels, indicating, it may be, some
additional sources of information. If he possessed
any ' harmony' of the evangelical narrative, as
well as the * memorials,3 it is more likely that it
was formed from them, than that it was the
parent of them. It is, moreover, simply incredible
that, between the date of Justin's writing the
Apology or Dialogue and Irenseus' writing his
Refutation, the Four Gospels should have been
brought into existence, and utterly displaced
Justin's 'memorials/ or that they should have come
into such vogue as to be read m churches and be
regarded as of primary importance in Lyons and
Carthage, Antioch and Alexandria. Justin refers
to some details which are found, so far as we know,
in St. Matthew's Gospel only; he also cites some
of the few specialities of St. Mark's Gospel, and at
least seven peculiarities to be found in St. Luke's
Gospel. The deviation from the strict accuracy of
quotation may be the idiosyncrasy of the author,
for he shows also slight and marked divergences
from the LXX, and from the text of the Dialogues
of Plato (see Sanday, Gospels in the Second Century).
The deviations from strict accuracy are, as we
should expect, more numerous in quotations from
the Gospels than from these other sources. Except
when quoting a lengthened passage from LXX or
other sources, he may have fallen back upon his
memory, as other divines have done in all ages.

The contemporaneousness of Justin and Irenseus
is a fact of importance when we call to mind the
undoubted confidence which the latter places in the
Fourth Gospel. Iremeus makes no fewer than
30 references to the Apology and Dialogue of
Justin. Equally abundant are the references to
Justin by Tertullian, Theophilus, and others, to say
nothing at present of Tatian, the supposed author
of the Diatessaron.

II. EXTERNAL EVIDENCE FOR THE EARLY EXIST-
ENCE OF THE FOURTH GOSPEL.—(^4) We will com-
mence with the quotations from, or references to,
the Fourth Gospel by Justin himself (see Watkins,
Bampton Lectures, pp. 73-81, for a summary of
recent investigations by Ezra Abbot, Thoma,
Hilgenfeld, Drummond, Sanday, Westcott, Edwin
A. Abbott, and others). The resemblances between
Justin and the Fourth Gospel are undeniable, but
it has been contended by some that * John' borrowed
from Justin, rather than the reverse. Such a conten-
tion, however, must be held to betray a deficiency
of literary perception. Others, who accept the

quoted it when endeavouring to establish the pre-
existence of Christ, instead of citing words of OT
prophets. This suggestion supposes that we can
grasp the ethic and philosophy of citation in the
2nd century. There are seven or eight passages
in the Apology, and several in the Dialogue, which
turn on (1) the Johannine doctrine of the Logos, its
idea of the relation of the Logos to God, as His
πρώτον γέννημα (ch. xxi.), His νΙός (chs. xxii. and
lxviii.), His πρωτότοκος τφ άτγεννητω θεφ (ch. lviii.); (2)
on the incarnation of the Logos, His becoming σαρξ,
or άνθρωπος, in Jesus Christ, and the * Teacher' or
'Saviour' of the world {Ap. v. ; Dial, xlviii., cv.).
Many portions of the Gospel, besides the Prologue,
are referred to by Justin, e.g. in Ap. xxxv. he re-
gards Isaiah's oracle in 482 as fulfilled by a curious
text of Jn 1913, where έκάθισε is altered into transi-
tive έκάθισαν, and refers to Jesus being forced to
sit on the βήμα or judgment-seat, rather than to
Pilate's taking his seat on it. This supposition,
that part of the gross humiliation of Jesus consisted
in placing Him upon the seat of judgment, is
confirmed by the fragment of the Gospel of Peter
recently discovered. In Dial, lxix., Justin refers
to the incidents of Jesus healing those 4κ yeveTijs
πηρούς (cf. Jn 9), the lame also and dumb, by His
word. Again, Jn 410 is referred to in Dial. cxiv.

The most important passage is Ap. lxi., which
professes to be the word of Christ Himself, άν μη
ανα^εννηθητε ού μη είσέλθητε εις την βασιλείαν
των ουρανών. "Ότι δε καϊ αδύνατον ets τας μήτρας των
τεκονσών τους άπαξ Ύεννωμένους έμβηναι φανερόν πασ'ιν
έστιν. We have only to place this by the side of Jn
33"5 to discern the original form of the idea, although
there are many differences in the expression : Έάρ
μη τι.ς ^εννηθη άνωθεν, ού δ^αται ίδεΐν την βασιλείαρ
του θεού. λέγει προς αυτόν ό Νικόδημος, Ιίως δι^αται
άνθρωπος ^εννηθηναι ''γέρων ων ; μη δύναται εις την
κοιλίαν της μητρός αύτοΰ δεύτερον είσελθεΐν και "γεννη·
θηναι. Schwegler, Baur, Zeller, Supern. Relig., Ε.
A. Abbott, have called attention to every deviation,
but none of the theories by which they account for
these is so free from difficulty as the suggestion that
Justin, in an awkward way, has appropriated with
gravity, as his own confirmation of Christ's words,
the semi-humorous query of Nicodemus which was
passed over by our Lord in silence and implied
rebuke. There was probably also an echo of
Mt 188 blended by Justin with our Lord's words
in Jn 33"5. The verbal differences are conspicuous,
and yet accounted for by the very common inter-
change of the equivalent expressions ' kingdom of
God' and * kingdom of heaven.' Justin expresses
the idea of ^εννηθη άνωθεν by ανα^εννηθητε, which is
not to be wondered at, seeing that άνωθεν is often
interpreted by * again,' and that numerous later
writers, who quote indisputably from the Fourth
Gospel, make the same modification of the text (cf.
also Vulg. and AV). Another deviation, the ού μη
είσέλθητε, in place of ού δύναται ίδεΐν, may easily be
the reflection of the είσελθεΐν of v.5 Ezra Abbot
found 69 similar deviations from the text in 46
different English divines of modern times.

Hilgenfeld and Keim admit that while the
Synoptists affirm that John the Baptist was the
* voice of one crying,' Justin might have referred
the exclamation to the consciousness of the Baptist
by acquaintance with Jn I 2 2 · 2 3 and 328. When, in
Apol. i. 63, Justin declares that the Jews knew
neither the Father nor the Son, he must have had
Jn 819 and 163 in his memory.

The various uses of the Prologue in the passages
referred to, led even Volkmar to declare that * the
prologue of John is the primordial revelation of
the Logos in its immediate majesty, and that the
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writings of Justin are the first attempts at a
rational analysis of the contents of the revelation.'
Other and later writers derived these great truths
from the Prologue of St. John's Gospel; why-
should not Justin be allowed to have done the
same ?#

Albrecht Thoma (Die Genesis des Joh. Evang.
p. 824) has endeavoured to show that Justin
found his idea of the Logos in Philo Judseus,
and that he derived nothing from the Gospel,
unless it be the identification of Jesus with the
incarnation of the Logos. But the objection to this
suggestion is, that while the Logos of Philo re-
ceives many striking designations, such as ' High
Priest/ 'Son,' 'First-Begotten/ etc., Philo never
hints at the Messianic idea or the Incarnation.
Nothing could be less like the Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ than the Philonic God who, by His
λόγο*, ' eternal reason,' created or sustains the uni-
verse (see Reynolds' in trod, to Gospel of John in
Pulpit Comm. p. xxviii).

(B) What indications do we find of the existence
of the Fourth Gospel between the latest date of
Justin and that of the literary activity of Irenseus ?

(1) HERACLEON is referred to by Irenseus and
Hippolytus, by Clemens Alex., and above all by
Origen, as a disciple of Valentinus, the great
Gnostic of the middle of the century. He is probably
referred to by Irenseus as one of the unnamed Gnos-
tics who, with Ptolemseus, helped to divide the
Valentinians into two groups (Ref. Hcer. ii. 4, vi.
35. 29), differing on the question whether the
original principle of the universe was a monad or
a dyad. He did not write a formal exposition of
Valentinus, but a practical exegesis of the Gospels
of Luke and John, in which the doctrines of Valen-
tinus were assumed. He writes with extreme
reverence for the text of the Gospels, as if they
commanded attention on the highest ground. He
is one of the earliest to write a commentary on
any book of the NT ; and from his commentary on
the Fourth Gospel, Origen quotes 50 times in his
own comm., sometimes accepting Heracleon's views,
more frequently contradicting them. Large ex-
tracts from the comments on the first, second,
fourth, and eighth chapters are thus preserved by
Origen (see ' Heracleon' in Diet. Christ. Biog. by Sal-
mon). The method of comment is allegorical; and
while the historical or natural sense is not rejected,
the higher and truer meaning is found in forced
analogies. But the point of interest here is, that
before Irenseus, and reaching back by Heracleon's
personal relations with the celebrated heresiarch
to Valentinus himself, this Gospel was esteemed as
of prime importance and authority in the view of
heretics as well as orthodox. That Justin should
not have known this document, becomes almost
incredible.

(2) This conclusion grows more certain when we
compare with it the testimony of Justin's pupil,
Τ ATI AN, who between A.D. 160 and 170 issued his Dis-
course to the Greeks, in which explicit citations are
made from Jn I 3 · 5, and also from Jn I1 424.f After
the death of Justin, Tatian held and propagated cer-
tain heterodox opinions on the subject of marriage,
which he regarded as ' corruption ' and whoredom.
He repudiated the OT as the record of the
Demiurge, in consequence of its implied sanction
of polygamy. Eusebius reports that Tatian was
the founder of the sect of Encratites. All that

* Kirchhofer (Quellensammlung) and Charteris (Canonicity)
quote a large number of other passages from both the Apol. and
Dial, which reveal greater or less resemblance to passages from
every part of the Gospel.

t See Fuller's most elaborate dissertation in Diet, of Christ.
Biog., as well as that of Donaldson (Hist, of Ch. Doct. and Lit.
vol. iii. pp. 1-60). Both these writers carefully analyze the
•Discourse' and summarize its teachings; Fuller gives the
remarkable passage in which the Fourth Gospel is quoted.

Irenseus states is that Encratites appear to have
appealed to Tatian, as holding that Adam could
not be saved, seeing that * in Adam all die.' Euse-
bius (HE iv. 29) refers to a much more important
work of Tatian's, which was a patch-work of the
evangelia, compiled after a fashion he did not
understand, and called τό δια τεσσάρων. * This docu-
ment, said Eus., * is in the possession of some even
now.' This passing observation is the first extant
reference to the Diatessaron, on which much
additional light has been thrown in recent times
by unexpected discoveries, and by documents the
importance of which had been long overlooked.
This is not the place to tell the romantic story of
the several steps by which the Diatessaron to
which Eusebius referred has come into our hands.
We are amazed at the tenuity and tenacity of the
thread of proof on which the conclusion rests that
we have before us the interweaving of four distinct
Gospels and no others by Tatian, and dating near the
middle of the 2nd cent. Seeing that this conclusion
carries with it the early and wide circulation at
that date of the Fourth Gospel, it naturally excites
keen criticism (see Nineteenth Century, April
1895). The second reference in Greek antiquity is
that of Theodoret (Hcer. i. 20), Bp. of Cyrus or
Cyrrhus in E. Syria (457-8), who attributes the
Diatess. to Tatian, but condemns it for the omis-
sion of the genealogies and the rejection of the
evidence that Christ, according to the flesh, was
born of the seed of David. Theodoret states that
more than 200 copies of this work were found in
his little diocese, and that he substituted for them
copies of the Four Gospels (see calculations based
on this fact in Norton's Genuineness of Gospels,
ch. 1, touching the extensive distribution of Scrip-
ture in the 5th cent.). It appears from this that
the Harmony was in all probability written in Syr.,
which would explain Eusebius' ignorance of its
contents. This (as Fuller urges) may account for
the blunder made towards the close of the fourth
century by Epiphanius (Hcer. 46), who had got the
idea that this document was none other than the
'Gospel according to the Hebrews.' Evidently,
neither Eusebius nor Epiphanius had any definite
information or actual knowledge of Syr. litera-
ture. But Victor, Bp. of Capua (d. A.D. 554),
came into possession of a codex of NT containing
an anonymous harmony of the four Gospels, which
he called Diapente, and which he was disposed to
identify with a 'harmony' made from that of
Ammonius of Alexandria, or from that to which
Eusebius referred as constructed by Tatian. That
which Victor published was a revision in terms of
Jerome's Vulg., and is one of the earliest and most
valuable MSS of the Vulgate. This codex of the
NT Vulg. was conveyed by Boniface to Fulda, and
has had bestowed upon it the name Fuldensis. As
far as the Gospels are concerned, it is practically
identical with the Arab. VS of Tatian's Diatessaron
which has subsequently come to light. Unlike the
description of Tatian's Diat., it commences with
Lk I1"4 and contains portions of genealogies which
Tatian's did not. These are found to be alterations
of the original text, by a careful comparison of the
index with the MS. This Latin codex was trans-
lated into the Old Saxon dialect in alliterative
verse under the name Hfliand. Another link of
interest is the discovery of the Homilies of
Aphraates, bishop and abbot of a convent near
Mosul (A.D. 336-345). They were written in Syr.,
and give lengthened extracts from the Diatessaron.
Another interesting fragment is a treatise, the
Doctrine of Addai, which contains the curious Syr.

* Salmon (Introd. to NT$, p. 74), on the authority of Mahaffy,
shows that δ/α rstrcrapeov may be a musical term incorrectly trans-
ferred to literature, and means a harmony of four, as ht» τ«*·«» a
concord of the octave. It* χίνη of the first and fifth notes.
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legend of the Saviour's letter to king Abgarus of
Edessa; and this refers to the Harmony called
Ditourion=Diatessaron, which was used and read
in the Syriac churches. We learn from other Syr.
documents of the 12th cent., on the authority of
Dionysius Bar-Salibi, that Ephraem Syrus, a
deacon of Edessa, who died A.D. 373, had written a
commentary on the Diatessaron of Tatian in the
last ten years of his life (see Lightfoot's discussion
of this belated testimony of Bar-Salibi, Contemp.
Review, 1877). It is an extraordinary circum-
stance that two forms of this commentary are
found to exist in the Armenian language. These
have been collated and translated into Latin
by Aucher and Moesinger. Tatian is not men-
tioned, but Ephraem comments upon one passage
after another of the Gospels, and not infrequently
upon a text which is a blending of two or more
Gospels.

Zahn (1881) and Wace (see Expos. 2nd ser.
ii. 1, 128, 193; iv. 161, 294) have given a careful
digest of all these passages, and the text on
which Ephraem was commenting. The com-
mentary appears to have been written in Syriac.
Hamlyn Hill, assisted by Armitage Robinson, has,
by comparison of Moesinger's Lat. and the Arm.
text, reached a very close approximation to the
words of Ephraem. Zahn has been able to arrange
the text of the Diatessaron in one hundred sections,
with explanatory and textual criticism, collation
of the Lat., Syr., and Arm. Vulgates, and the
codices A, B, etc. But a remarkable addition to
the apparatus criticus has been romantically made
by the examination of two Arabic MSS of the
Diatessaron itself: one brought from Egypt to the
Vatican Library in 1719, by Assemani, known by
the title of No. XIV. ; the other, also brought
from Egypt to Ciasca, of the Vatican Library, and
practically a repetition of No. XIV., but with
important differences in detail. The collated text
has been translated into Eng., and edited by
Hamlyn Hill {Earliest Life of Christ, 1894; see
also Hill, Dissertation on Gosp. Harmony of S.
Ephraem,, 1896; and Rendel Harris, Fragments of
Com. of Ephrem Syrus, 1895). These translations
leave no valid doubt that we have the text before
us on which Ephraem commented, and which the
Arab. MS avers is a translation from Syriac of the
long-lost Diatessaron. A large portion of St.
John's Gospel is included in the Diatessaron—a fact
which establishes, if it is Tatian's collation of the
four Gospels, not only the existence of the Fourth,
but the esteem in wnich it was held between A.D.
150 and 160. The doubt cherished by many about
the ' Memoirs' of Justin must therefore be aban-
doned. Harnack's judgment in the Encycl. Brit.
(1888, xxiii. 81) is to the same effect. Watkins
justly observes, ' the Diatessaron of Tatian is the
key to the Memoirs of Justin5 {Bamp. Led. 71),
and it certainly bridges the gulf between the
literary phraseology of Justin and Irenseus.

(3) The MURATORIAN FRAGMENT, one of the
earliest attempts to give a list of the books of
NT, not only includes the Fourth Gospel, but, in
legendary fashion, describes the circumstances
under which the Apostle John was urged by
Andrew and other apostles to prepare his narrative
with their recognition and sanction (recognoscenti-
bus cunctis). This testimony is extremely im-
portant, but its value depends on its date. The
writer says, * Hermas has very recently in our days
written the "Shepherd" while Pius his brother
was Bishop of Rome.' The earliest dates for the
commencement and close of the episcopate of
Pius I. are from A.D. 139-154, the latest from A.D.
141-156. It has been customary to say that the
limit of the date {nuperrime temporibus nostris)
cannot be put later than A.D. 170 (so Dollinger,

Lightfoot, and Westcott). But Salmon * (Introd.
to NT, and art. in Smith, Diet, of Biog. vol. iii.)
judges differently of this limit, on the ground that
the great change in the position of the Bishops of
Rome with and after Pius had so long passed as to
be forgotten when the unknown author penned
these words, and that we cannot assume a date
earlier than about A.D. 200. One of the most
weighty features of the proof that the Gospel was
at that moment widely prized and regarded uni-
versally in the Church as the work of the Apostle
John, is the reference to the First Epistle, which
the writer treats as an appendix to the Gospel,
adding that John * professes that he was not only
an eye-witness, but also a hearer and writer (scrip-
tor em . . . per ordinem ' a historian') of all the
wonderful things of the Lord.' The testimony of
the Fragment thus confirms the conclusion already
reached by the testimonies of Theophilus, Irenseus,
Tatian, Justin, and Clement of Alexandria.

(4) Our evidence may be carried still further
backwards by what remains of the words or life of
PAPIAS, Bp. of Hierapolis. The fragments of the
works of this early Christian writer were, for the
most part, preserved by Eusebius (HE iii. 36, 39).t
He is there said to have been bishop of the Church
of Hierapolis, and a contemporary of Polycarp
the disciple of John. It is more than probable
that he was born between A.D. 60 and 70, and
wrote his exposition in five books about A.D.
135. The estimate which Eusebius expresses of
his mental character in different pages is contra-
dictory. In one place he is called an eminently
small man, in derogation, perhaps, of some extra-
vagantly chiliastic prophecies which he is said to
have referred to the lips of our Lord. Elsewhere
Eusebius describes Papias as * well skilled in all
kinds of learning, and mighty in the Scriptures.'
His importance to us lies in the probable source of
his information and the nature of his written work.
This last appears to have consisted of comments
upon the words, miracles, and prophecies of Christ,
such as he was eager to obtain from those who had
known the Lord ('the truth'), and he mentions
4 the elders Andrew, Peter, John, Philip, Thomas,
and James, Matthew and other "disciples'" as
authorities, whose words came to him by direct
speech of friends of his who had known the
apostles; and he adds ' what Aristion and the
elder John say (XiyovaLv),' as though these elders
had survived the rest, and were still available for
information.

It is a vain wish that we had more than the few
hundred words which Eusebius has preserved.
With only these fragments, it is misleading and
arbitrary to argue from the silence of Papias as
to what he knew of the four Gospels or the Epistles
of St. Paul. The passage preserved by Eusebius is
taken from the fourth book of the Expositions of
Papias,—Irenseus having informed us that Papias
had written five such books,—in which he con-
firms his interpretations by his own reminiscences
of the speech of those that had known the apostles.
It is worthy of special regard that the earliest
witnesses and disciples of our Lord are cited in the
Eusebian fragment of Papias in the very order in
which they are referred to in the Fourth Gospel.
Eusebius does not cite passages from Papias in
proof of the authenticity of the Fourth Gospel.
He adopts this course upon the principle which he
follows everywhere, viz. to mention very little
concerning tne entirely undisputed books, but to
bring confirmation from various sources of those
which had, upon any ground, been rejected or dis-

• Similarly, Zahn and Harnack.
t The only other trace of the book, ' The Exposition of the

Oracles of our Lord,' is in an inventory of the books in posses·
sion of the cathedral of Nismes, dated A.D. 1218.
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puted. In like manner he makes no reference to
any of the quotations indisputably made by
Irenaeus or Origen from the Gospel. The silence
here is a proof that Papias made abundant use of
the Gospel rather than the reverse. The refer-
ences to Papias' use of 1 Peter and 1 John support
a further suggestion, that Papias was familiar
with the Gospels of Mark (the interpreter of Peter)
and John the Divine. Eusebius does not refrain
(in his Chronicon ad Olymp. 220) from speaking of
* Papias the Hieropolitan, and Polycarp Bp. of
Smyrna, as being known to be hearers of John the
Divine and Apostle, as is declared by Irenseus and
others.'

This particular passage raises no question about
John 'the elder,' of whose existence there is no
proof except this solitary comment of Eusebius
upon an obscure fragment of Papias. The present
writer has discussed the subject fully in In trod,
to Gospel in Pulpit Com. ; see also Salmon, art.
' Joannes Presbyteros,' in Diet. Chr. Biog. ; Farrar
in Expos. (1881) 2nd ser. ii. 321; Haussleiter in
Theol. Lit.-blatt, Sept. 25, 1896; and Gwatkin in
Contemp. Rev., Feb. 1897 (cf. Expos. Times, viii.
1897, pp. 338, 416). Westcott, Lightfoot, and
Gwatkin hold to the Eusebian suggestion. Delff
advocated the existence of a disciple not John the
Apostle, but possibly John the Presbyter, who
is credited with the authorship of the Gospel, who
was the disciple whom Jesus loved, and who
knew more of the esoteric teaching than any of the
Twelve. But the entire story of the second John
is due, as many hold, to the inaccurate interpre-
tation by Eusebius of the saying of Papias.

(5) In conjunction with Papias, it is well here
to recount the testimony of POLYCARP, Bp. of
Smyrna, who may be safely credited with carrying
the evidence for the existence of the Gospel back
to the lifetime of St. John. The letter of Irenaeus
to Florinus, preserved by Eusebius, HE v. 20, is
charged with proof of his own personal remem-
brances of Polycarp. Irenseus recounts his ways,
his ' personal intimacy with John and with the
rest who had known the Lord.' ' The miracles and
doctrine of the Lord were told by Polycarp, in
consistency with the Holy Scriptures, as he re-
ceived them from the eye-witnesses of the Doctrine
of Salvation.' These 'Holy Scriptures' to which
Irenaeus refers were no other than the Gospels,—
including the Fourth,—from which he made hun-
dreds of citations in his great work. The historical
character of Polycarp's visit to Rome, and of his
martyrdom, has withstood all criticism. The
memorable exclamation, ' Eighty and six years
have I served Christ,' limits the interval between
the martyrdom and birth of Polycarp. The pains-
taking researches of Waddington (independently
confirmed by Lightfoot) give A.D. 155 as the
date of the martyrdom, and therefore A.D. 69 as
that of the birth, and possibly the baptism, of this
venerable link between the apostles and the sub-
apostolic Church. This would allow for Polycarp's
having attained thirty years before the death of
John. It is almost impossible to believe that
Irenaeus blundered so extravagantly as not to have
found out, in the strength of his vigorous man-
hood, whether it was St. John himself, or another,
of whom Polycarp spoke to him, in days so well
remembered. The brief Epistle of Polycarp to the
Philippians contains an unmistakable citation of
I j n 42.3. t γοτ e v e r y o n e w h 0 ^oe3 ηο{· confess
that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh is Anti-
christ, and whoso does not confess the testimony
of the Cross is of the devil.' The hypothesis of
Volkmar, that the author of the 1st Ep. was quot-
ing from Polycarp, is surely discredited by the
assurance that Papias also made use of 1 Jn. The
authenticity of Polycarp's letter has been placed

beyond question by the researches of Lightfoot
(Contemp. Review, 1877, and Apost. Fathers, pt. II.
vols. i. and Hi.). Dale, in his Living Christ and
Four Gospels, developed a striking argument from
the absence of mysticism and the lack of origin-
ality displayed by Polycarp, in addition to the
fact that John, whom he knew, must have written
the Gospel which he accepted, and taught his
disciples to regard as Holy Scripture. Even
the contrast between the tone, the teaching, and
the chronology of the Synoptics, and the Fourth
Gospel, certainly strengthens the conclusion. This
contrast has been greatly exaggerated, but nothing
is more likely to have prevented a widespread
hesitation as to the authenticity of the Gospel, on
account of this contrast, than the assurance of
such a man as Polycarp.

6. The testimonies available from CLEMENS
ROMANUS and BARNABAS are handicapped by
their own antiquity. This is peculiarly the case
with Barnabas, in the opinion of hostile critics.
But Keim has urged that Barnabas is saturated
with the ideas of the Fourth Gospel.* If this can
be sustained, it must share, with corresponding
features in the writings of St. Paul, the author of
He, and others, the explanation that, pari passu
with the Synoptic tradition, there had from the first
been widely diffused a tradition of the teaching of
the beloved disciple. Such diffusion must have urged
the apostle in his latest years to put into fixed
form his undying memories, and greatly facili-
tated its acceptance in the earliest years of the
2nd cent. There are, indeed, phrases which reflect
the influence of Johannine teaching in the First
Epistle of Clemens Romanus. Thus, among
others, ch. xlix., ' He that hath love in Christ, let
him do the commandments of Christ' (cf. Jn 1415·23,
1 Jn 51"3), and (Jesus Christ our Lord gave His
blood for us, by the will of God, and His flesh for
our flesh, and His soul for our souls' (Jn 651 and
1513).

The Second (so-called) Epistle of Clement, which
may be accepted, with Lightfoot, as * an ancient
homily of an unknown author,' say about A.D. 150,
betrays no certain reference to either St. Paul or
St. John. Still, note the tone of ch. ix. : ' If Christ
the Lord, who saved us, being first spirit became
flesh (iyavero σαρξ), and so called us, in like manner
in this flesh, we shall receive our reward. Let us
then love one another.' We are certainly reminded
here of Jn I14 and the spirit of the first Ep., or,
what seems more probable, we recognize the dif-
fusion on all sides of those aspects of our Lord's
teaching which we refer to Johannine memories.

(7) IGNATIUS.—The great controversy touching
the genuineness of the Ignatian letters may be
regarded as having now terminated in favour of
the Vossian Shorter Gr. Text, and the triumphant
refutation by Lightfoot of the hypothesis of
Cureton that the three short forms of the Syr. VS
of the Epp. to the Romans, to Polycarp, and to
the Ephesians are the sole genuine nucleus of the
entire literature. If these seven letters, vouched
by the Ep. of Polycarp to the Philippians to be
genuine, can be regarded as the writing of the
Martyr on his way to Rome, certainly not later
than A.D. 116, and more probably A.D. 109, we
have indubitable traces of the Fourth Gospel
having already found its way from Ephesus to
Antioch when the memory of St. John must have
been fragrant throughout Asia Minor.

A strongly Johannine phrase, not without a
special difficulty of its own, appears in the letter
to the Magnesians, viii. 2 : ' There is one God, whe
manifested Himself through Jesus Christ, His Son,
who is His Logos, proceeding from σιγή, who in aK

* Charteris, Canonidty, quotes twenty passages which sug-
gest some possible familiarity with Johannine phraseology.
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respects was well pleasing to Him that sent Him.'
Lightfoot has shown how this difficult term o-iytf
was used in the 1st cent., and thinks that Ignatius
had a leaning to the early pre-Valentin. Gnosis of
the period. Whatever be the text, whether we
should read, 'proceeding from <riytff' or 'not proceed-
ing from σιγή,' a reference to the Fourth Gospel
is obvious. In the letter to the Romans, vii. 2,
we read, ' the living water speaking within me
(or, probably truer text, 'flowing, bubbling up'),
says, "Come to the Father"; I take not delight
in the nourishment of corruption, nor the pleasures
of this life : I desire the bread of God, which is the
flesh of Jesus Christ (of the seed of David), and
desire the drink of God, which is His blood, which
is incorruptible love.' In this passage we have
reference to Jn 414 and 655·32·33. In the letter to
the Philadelphians, vii. 1, ix. 1, there are further
echoes, and Jn 107 is expressively referred to.

Before passing from this period, we may refer to
the Ada Martyrii Poly carpi, the date of which
shortly follows the martyrdom, and ' the letter of
the Churches of Lugdunum and Vienne' preserved
by Eusebius, and presumably written by Irenseus,
who was the bearer of it {HE v. 1): 'Then were
fulfilled the words spoken by the Lord, that " t h e
period should come when he that killeth you will
think that he offers service to God,'" which is
almost a verbal citation from Jn 1G2.

(8) The Epistle to Diognetus was once included
among the writings of Justin. "Whilst by some it
has even been attributed to Scaliger, it is assigned
by Nitzsch to A.D. 110-125, by Westcott to A.D.
117, by Bunsen to 135, and by Hilgenfeld to a
much later period in the century. It does not
therefore supply any valid evidence. Its early
origin cannot, however, be disproved, and we find in
it the remarkable phrase, apparently from Jn 1714

' They (Christians) are not of this world.' In ch. x.
there is a nearly accurate quotation of Jn 316, and
a striking interpretation of Jn I 1 etc. applied to
the functions of the Christ. There is also a refer-
ence to 1 Jn 417 in the same chapter.

(9) In the Testaments of the XII Patriarchs,
a Jewish Christian puts into the mouths of the
founders of the Jewish race Christian counsels
and consolations. Sinker, who edits and trans-
lates it for the Ante-Nicene Lib., places it at the
end of the 1st or beginning of the 2nd cent.
Many now regard it as a Jewish work edited
for Christian readers. The Saviour is spoken
of as 'Light of the world,' ' the Son of God,' ' the
only Son,' ' the Lamb of God,' and 'the Spirit of
t ru th ' ; ' sin unto death' (cf. 1 Jn 516) is referred
to ; ' eating of the tree of life' (Rev 27)—all phrases
which reveal the presence of the Johannine thought
and expression.

(10) The Didachi of the Twelve Apostles may
prove to be the most ancient of the post-apost.
literature. It is referred to by Clement of Alex-
andria, who cites it as ' Scripture.' The simplicity
of the style and the entire absence of any refer-
ence to the Ebionite or Gnostic heresies prove
that it must have been antecedent to Irenseus or
Justin.

The Ep. of Barnabas, which may have been
written between A.D. 100 and 120, contains a
confessed expansion of the earlier portions of the
Didachi. A comparison of these related passages
(see Bryennios' ed. of the Didacho and Sehaff's
Oldest Church Manual, where they are placed side
by side, p. 228 ff.) has convinced almost all Eng.
and Amer. scholars, as well as Zahn, Funk,
Langen, of the priority of the Didacht.

The date of Hernias' Shepherd is very variously
estimated, but, as in the case of Barnabas, what
is common to the Didacho and the Shepherd is most
certainly earlier than the latter (SchafF, p. 233).

We are brought by the Didacho into the midst
of the movements of the early Church. It con-
tains quotations from the Gospels of Mt and Lk.
Though we cannot say that the writer had the
Fourth Gospel in his hands, yet Harnack admits
the striking connexion between the Eucharistic
prayers of ens. ix. and x. and Jn 6 and 17.

John (I14) used the remarkable word έσκήνωσβν
to denote the dwelling in (with) us of the ' Word
made flesh': see here Did. x. 2. Christ, ' / am
the true Vine, and my Father is the husband-
man ' : cf. Did. ix. 2, ' We give thanks to Thee,
our Father, for the Holy Vine of Thy servant
David, which Thou hast made known through
Thy servant Jesus.' Cf. also Jn 1515 and 1726 with
Did. ix. 2, 3 and x. 2. There are, moreover,
striking resemblances between 1 Jn 25·1 7 and Did.
x. 5, 6. Much of this teaching obviously points
to a community familiar with Johannine teaching.

(11) The use which HERMAS is supposed to
have made of the four Gospels, and his adoption
of the phraseology of the Fourth, have been
diligently investigated by Dr. C. Taylor in his
Witness of Hermas to the Four Gospels, 1892.
The argument turns on the special style and
method of Hermas. He translates into some
synonymous or symbolic expression ideas differ-
ently phrased by Clemens II. Ancient Homily,
the Didacho, or ad Diognetum. Thus in the
Shepherd ayyekia ayadr) takes the place of βύαγ-
yaXiov. In Vision iii. and Similit. ix. the earliest
suggestion of necessary fourfoldness of the Gospels
corresponds with the fourfoldness with which all
the universe is compacted [a theory found in
Plato and Arist. Nic. Eth. I. x. 11, rerpayajvos
avev xpoyov]. The four cherubic figures, the four
pillars on which the Christ is seated, the Old and
New Gate into the Symbolic Tower, are all sup-
posed by Taylor to have been borrowed by Irenseus
from Hermas, rather than the other way. The
process by which the writer establishes scores of
references by Hermas to the Fourth Gospel is a
subtle one, and does not carry conviction, except
perhaps as to the existence of the tetrad of
Gospels a generation before Irenseus wrought out
the comparison.

External evidences of the use of the Fourth
Gospel by the enemies of Christianity and by
well-known leaders of Gnostic heresies must not
be passed over in this rapid recital. We will,
in reviewing this evidence, commence with the
later testimonies, and press upwards through the
century.

(1) CELSUS was probably no other than Celsus the friend of
Lucian, an Epicurean. He was the author of the λόγος α,λνιθνκ
to which Origen replied in the 3rd cent. He was a bitter enemy
of the Christian faith, but from Origen's great work it appears
that he was intimately acquainted with the four Gospels. He
lived about A.D. 178, and thus shows not only that these works
were beginning to be recognized as of paramount authority, but
that they were known as such by heathen controversialists.

Origen (c. Celsum, i. 50) tells us that Celsus accused Christiana
of believing t h a t ' the Son of God is come down from heaven'
(see Jn 331 823). In i. 67 Origen quotes from Celsus, 'Thou
hast made no manifestation, although they challenged thee in
the temple to exhibit some unmistakable sign that thou wert
Son of God' (cf. Jn 218 iO24). i n i. 70 Celsus objected that the
body of a God could not be thirsting at the well of Jacob, or
eating broiled fish and honeycomb (Jn 46f·, Lk 2442). ii. 31 says
that Celsus objected that Christians are in error who * declare
that the Logos is Son of God, when they present no pure and
holy Logos, but a degraded man punished by scourging and
crucifixion. In ii. 36 Celsus referred to the ichor flowing in
the veins of the crucified; which is a reflection of Jn 1934.35.
The Fourth Gospel must have been widely diffused for a heathen
writer about A.D. 178 to have made this use of it.

(2) We possess only a Lat. tr. of the Recognitiones of the
PSEUDO-CLEMENT, made by Rufinus. The Homilies are probably
the more ancient work, and are extant in Greek. The date
at which this Ebionite work was produced cannot be finally
determined, but the best judgment throws it into the middle
of the second century. Hilgenfeld in 1850 declined to see any
quotation from the Fourth Gospel. Lagarde, however, gives
15 supposed references to it. Thus, Horn. iii. 52. 'The true
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Prophet hath sworn " I am the gate (πύλη) of life," whoso
entereth by me, entereth into the life'; and again, «My sheep
hear my voice' (cf. Jn 109 and 2 7 ) . In Horn. xi. 26, ' Except ye
be born again of or in living water (ύ'δατι ζωντΐ) unto the name
of the Father, Son, Holy Spirit, ye shall not enter into the
kingdom of the heavens' (cf. Jn 35). In 1853 Dressel discovered
the xixth Homily, where, in ch. 22, occurs an almost verbal
quotation of Jn 9 2 · 3. Hilgenfeld yielded to this evidence,
which makes Baur's date for the Gospel finally incredible.
There is, doubtless, little agreement between the spirit and
teaching of the Gospel and the Clementines, which makes the
evidence still more remarkable.

(3) MONTANUS and Montanism also suffer as evidence by the
uncertainty as to their date. The disproportionate space given to
this theme in Eusebius, HEv., does not clearly fasten the rise
of this Phrygian heresy to a distinct period, though giving the
names and a sketch of the writers, Miltiades, Apollonius, etc.,
who contended with it in the reign of Commodus, 180 ff.
Some have fixed on 140—Gieseler on 150—others 157, others 180.
Salmon looks to the 3rd cent, for the origin of the heresy.
If the earlier date should be finally established, the evidence
becomes clear that John's Gospel must have been taken as a
record of the valedictory discourse, for Montanus chose there-
from the term Paracletus, ' the other Comforter,' as referring
to no other than to himself; actually claiming that our Lord
prophesied his (Montanus') appearance in the fulness of time.
Theodoret also says that Montanus made a similar use of the
terms Αόγος and Νυμ,φίος.

(4) MARCION admittedly makes no reference or allusion to the
Fourth Gospel, but Tertullian (adv. Marc. iv. 3) shows that
Marcion uses Gal 2 to justify his rejection of gospels supposed
to be apostolic, because they were apostolic, not because they
were not so. Tertullian (de Came Christi, ch. iii.), while argu-
ing against the hyperspiritualism of Marcion, says, ' If thou
hadst not rejected the writings opposed to thy system, the
Gospel of John would be there to convince thee.' Surely the
Fourth Gospel is more explicit than are the Synoptics in
asserting the full humanity of the Lord Jesus. Marcion reached
Rome in A.D. 140, and we are thus allowed to assume an earlier
and wide diffusion of the various gospels which he rejected
and mutilated to serve the purposes of his own system of
philosophy.

(5) VALENTINUS, the poet-philosopher of Gnostic theosophy,
with his disciples Ptolemseus and Heracleon, Theodotus and
Marcus, formed an important school of thought, pervading the
2nd cent. He appeared in Rome between A.D. 135-160, having
been before this in Alexandria, and is said to have died in Cyprus
A.D. 160. Tertullian tells us that he made use of the whole
of the instrumentum, i.e. books of NT (de Prcescr. Hcer. 38).
Irenseus, about A.D. 182, wrote his great work (adv. Hcer.) in
part to meet and refute the eclectic errors of Valentinus and
his school. Hippolytus wrote his Refutation of all Heresies
in the same spirit, and they both quote from the master and
his disciples, not always accurately discriminating them. Now,
as we have seen (cf. p. 697a), Heracleon [said by Clem. Alex, to
have been well known to Valentinus] composed a comm. upon
considerable portions of John's Gospel, extracts from which are
preserved by Origen. These passages show that a disciple of
Valentinus treated the Fourth Gospel as of divine authority.
Ptolemaeus also, in a letter of his addressed to Flora and pre-
served by Epiphanius (adv. Hcer. xxxiii. 3-7), quotes Jn I1-3

and Jn 1227. Indeed, Irenseus positively assures us that Valen-
tinus and his disciples ' abundantly make use of the Gospel';
and Hippolytus confirms this by a perverted use of Jn 108, which
he attributes to Valentinus himself,— with the formula φ%ο-ί
rather than φαο-ίν,—and cites also, as from Valentinus, the Johan-
nine phrase, ' the Prince of this world,' 1611. But the entire
system of ' ^Eons,' and their * Syzygies' or couples, which make
up the Ogdoad and the Pleroma, is marked by the use of
SUCh terms as Ώα,τνιρ, AoyoS, Φως, Ζων, 'Αλύθνοι, Μονογιννις,
Ποιράχλ*)τος, with others; it is clear that this cannot be acci-
dental : either' John' built upon Valentinus, or Valentinus, find-
ing these terms in a book believed to be of sacred authority,
utilized them for his own purposes. Putting the simple,
natural, and religious use of these terms in the prologue of
the Gospel and elsewhere, over against the highly technical
and theosophical use of them in the system of Valentinus, it
becomes clear that the heresiarch himself was familiar with
the Fourth Gospel. In this conclusion, Bleek, Keim, Bunsen
agree, as against Davidson and Sup. Rel. Thoma (p. 822) admits
that the dependence of the Valentinian school upon the Gospel
is not chronologically or dogmatically impossible, though in-
demonstrable.

(6) BASILIDES and the Basilidians. Basilides, whose work
and system preceded that of Valentinus, both at Alexandria
and Rome, is named by numerous writers—Epiphanius, Jerome
(de Viris III. ch. xxi.), Hippolytus (vii. 8), and Eusebius
(HE iv. 7) who places his period in the days of Hadrian
(117-138) and speaks with intense abhorrence of his impieties
and his inventions and asceticism. He does not refer to his
doctrine. Hippolytus speaks of the claim made by the followers
of Basilides that he had received special instructions from
Matthias, one of the disciples of our Lord (Ac I 2 4). Whether
there may or may not be any truth in this report, at any
rate it gives early antiquity to their father and founder.
Epiphanius (Hcer. xxiii. 1-7, xxiv. 1) attributes to B. a period of
activity in Antioch before his appearance in Alexandria or
Rome. If Basilides quoted from the Fourth Gospel, the origin
of that precious document is thrown back to the earliest days of
the century, and, as has already been urged, into the lifetime of
the apostle. Now it is very probable that Hippolytus, in writ-

ing his great book (Ref. Hcer. vii. 22), had the work of Basilides
open before him, and that he referred to the master and to hi4
school by his accustomed method of citation, φύσ-ι for the
former, while he used φχατίν, or κατ' αυτούς or λίγουιη for the
latter. If the whole of this passage is read (see Eng. tr. in
A.N. Lib.), little doubt can remain in any candid mind that
Hippolytus was quoting two passages as cited by Basilides
himself from Jn 1» and 24. (See also Matthew Arnold, God and
the Bible, p. 268; Mangold-Bleek, Einleitung, 265; Watkins,
Bamp. Lectures, p. 365).

(7) The Oriental Gnostics, Ophites, Naassenes, Peratae (Bun-
sen's Hippolytus and his Age, see Introd. to St. John, xli. 11, by
Reynolds), made, according to Hippolytus, abundant use of the
Fourth Gospel. We cannot depend on his citations as repre-
senting the verbal use of the Gospel made by any specific
section or leader of these extreme dualists. So great was their
antagonism to the OT that they took the very name of the
serpent, nahash (Heb.) or ophis (Greek), as their ideal of
intelligence and emancipation. What recent investigation has
shown is, not that we must carry down the Pastoral Epistles or
Colossians or the Fourth Gospel till after the days of Marcion
for proof of the prevalence of these dualistic ideas, but that
ideas of the kind were prevalent as early as the activity of St.
Paul, who combated them at Corinth and Ephesus, and that
the author of the Apoc. encountered them at Thyatira and
elsewhere in Asia. Godet has treated the ' Christ party' in
the Corinthian Church as those who sharply separated between
'Jesus' and 'the Christ' —who could accept the heavenly
Christ, but repudiate the genuine incarnation, crucifixion, or
resurrection; who could even anathematize Jesus, and claim
special knowledge of, and union with, the Christ. The exist-
ence of such a party reveals the presence of these Gnostic
tendencies in the middle of the 1st century. Consequently, we
have no occasion to wait till the middle or end of the cen-
tury to find the occasion for the protest against dualism dis-
coverable in the Fourth Gospel.

There is one exception to the uniform result of
these researches into the religious ideas of the
century. A shadowy sect or people, called by
Epiphanius "Αλογοι [i.e. persons destitute of sound
sense], Hcer. II. i. 57, had manifested some antago-
nism to the Logos - Gospel. Epiph. is amused
with the pun which he has perpetrated to their
discredit, and hopes that it will stick to them.
The objections which they raised were not of a
philosophical or religious character, but had to do
with chronological difficulties which the number of
passovers suggests, the close association in which
the highest dignity of Christ is placed with His
presence at a wedding feast, and, further, the
absurd statement that the Gospel had been pro-
duced, not by the disciple whom Jesus loved, but
by Cerinthus. Tradition certainly has made John
and Cerinthus contemporary, and this tradition
is confirmed by the supposition of these * stupid'
people, that the Gospel had been written by
Cerinthus. The views of Cerinthus leaned towards
Ebionitism; the whole teaching of the Fourth
Gospel is that the Christ came down from heaven.

It is with amazement we read in Keuss, History
of NT, p. 233, ' The unspeakable pains that has
been taken to collect external evidence only shows
that there is none in the proper sense of the term.'
We do not wish to accept evidence that would not
be accepted elsewhere, but the proofs of the exist-
ence of the Fourth Gospel seem as cogent as those
that are advanced for any books of the NT, to say
nothing of the most celebrated patristic or classical
masterpieces.

Our conclusion is that we discern the first indi-
cations of its appearance in the wide diffusion of
Johannine ideas in the epistles of Barnabas and
Clement, Ignatius and Polycarp, the Epistle to
Diognetus, and the Didacha. We have pseudepi-
graphical literature like the Test, of XII Patriarchs
and the Clementines, early heretics and dualists
like Basilides and Valentinus quoting from its
pages and falsely utilizing its authority. Nay, we
actually find some of them commenting at length
upon considerable portions of the Gospel. There
is not only abundance of such evidence outside the
pale of the Church, but the celebrated Christian
philosopher, Justin Martyr, in quoting from * The
Memoirs of the Apostles and those that followed
them,' has preserved a large number of the apo-
thegms of Jesus; and that these must have been
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taken from the Gospel becomes almost demon-
strated by the romantic discovery, not only of
Tatian's Address to the Greeks, but also of the
Diatessaron, where the largest part of the Fourth
Gospel is interwoven with the other three. Within
20 years of this date we have the clear testimonies
of Irenseus, Theophilus of Antioch, Clement of
Alexandria, and Tertullian, and then that of
Athenagoras, and the Muratorian Canon, fre-
quently cementing the fragmentary relics of the
century. Even Keim admits that the evidence is
as strong as for any other of the Gospels. Not
one of these reminiscences or citations was placed
where it has been found for the sake of the modern
apologist. It is simply marvellous that the ele-
ments of the testimony should thus have been
drawn together from such a number of sources
within the compass of a century.

III. CANONICITY OF THE FOURTH GOSPEL.
—There is sufficient evidence that this Gospel is
among the least disputed components of the earliest
collection of documents. The Apoc., 2 P, 2 and 3
Jn, are missing from the Peshitta. In the Old Lat.
belonging to the 2nd cent., He, 2 Ρ, and Ja are want-
ing. The Mur. Canon does not contain a reference
to Hebrews, unless it be identified with the Letter
to the Alexandrians ; and the reference to 2 and 3
Jn is dubious. The document is incomplete or muti-
lated, and does not contain explicit mention of the
Gospels of Mt or Mk. Yet all these early indica-
tions of a list of NT books contain the Gospel of
John. The same may be said of Origen's list
(184-253). And Eusebius' Canon, which placed
among the antilegomena Ja, 2 P, Jude, 2 and 3 Jn,
and reckoned the Apoc. spurious {νόθηρ), contained
the Fourth Gospel. The earliest codices of the
4th cent. (Β, tf), the Canon of Athanasius and all
those of the ecclesiastical councils, also include it.
These facts establish widespread and ancient con-
viction as to the sacred character and authority of
this document.

IV. INTERNAL EVIDENCE FOR THE AUTHORSHIP.
—The familiar process by which the question of
the authorship of the Fourth Gospel is limited and
decided must now be briefly recounted in the light
of the fresh treatment it has received at the hands
of Wendt, Ewald, Weizsacker, Beyschlag, Cross,
DelfF, and Sanday.

a. The author, whoever he may have been, was
essentially a Jew.—From beginning to end he is
saturated with Heb. and OT ideas, though they
are illumined from within by the new and heavenly
light which broke upon him through direct contact
with Jesus.

i. The inner sources and main tendencies of the
author's thought are to be found in the OT; and
his quotations from it in independent freedom, even
from the current Gr. VSS, are hardly now in dispute.
The whole argument of the Prologue is a prophetic
foreshortening of the history of * His own,' and their
age-long refusal to admit to the full the highest
revelation of the Eternal. Note also the reference
to the hope of the Prophet who should make all
things clear, and to the Elijah of the new dispen-
sation (I21 425), our Lord's zeal for the sanctity of
the temple (213-20), his familiarity with OT history
(314), the ascription to Jesus by John the Baptist
of the function of the Bridegroom of the true
Israel, an idea which frequently appears in ancient
oracles (Jer 22, Ezk 168, Hos 2Ϊ9· *>). The writer's
references to the feasts of the Jews, the passovers
(chs. 2, 6, 12, 18), the unnamed feast (ch. 5) which
may or may not be a passover, the feast of
tabernacles (ch. 7), the feast of dedication (ch. 10),
show the region of his religious ideas. He alludes
to the special ceremonial of the feast of tabernacles
in the pouring of water and illumination of the
temple. The same conclusion may be drawn

from his numerous references to Moses (I17 545 722*
and Abraham (ch. 8); from the great authority
attributed to the law, and even from the verbal
criticism of the Psalms (ch. 10); from the declara-
tion that * the Scriptures cannot be broken'; and
especially from the fourteen passages quoted from
OT. Five of these are attributed to our Lord,
seven are made by the Evangelist, two by other
speakers (see Turpie, Old Test, in the New ; West-
cott, Introduction in Speaker's Comm. p. xiii;
Sanday, Expositor, March 1892, p. 178if.). Four
of these agree with the accurate tr. in the LXX.
Some, however, are in closer agreement with the
Heb. against the LXX. Thus Jn 1937 'They shall
look on him whom they pierced' (= Zec 1210) instead
of * insulted.' This tr. is found also in Rev I7,
and is a curious link of linguistic correspondence
between the Gospel and Apoc. It is found also in
Justin, and in the versions of Theod., Symm., and
Aquila. This does not necessarily imply that the
author was utilizing his personal knowledge of
Heb., but that more accurate translations of Zee
than that of LXX existed. Cf. with this Jn 645

( = Is 5413); and especially 1318 ( = Ps 419) ' He that
eateth bread with me has lifted up his heel against
me.' Here the Gospel stands alone, the four other
extant Gr. VSS differing from each other. The
passage 1240, quoted accurately from LXX, where
this version fairly represents Heb. in Mt and Ac,
is different from both authorities in our Gospel.
There is no case where this Gospel agrees with
LXX against the Hebrew. These peculiarities indi-
cate knowledge of the original Scriptures. Besides
these phenomena of translation, let it be observed
that the author is acquainted with a majority of
the OT books, the historical books, Psalms, Pro-
verbs, and both parts of Isaiah. He .is familiar
with the history of Abraham, Jacob, Moses, and
David, with the brazen serpent, with circumcision,
with the manna in the wilderness, and with Ο Τ
similitude and doctrine.

ii. A point upon which the opponents of the
Johannine authorship have laid much emphasis
is the writer's use of the term 'the Jews,' as of a
hostile party from whom he was separated, e.g.
' the purifying of the Jews' (26), ' the passover of
the Jews' (213), «a feast of the Jews' (51 64), 'the
manner of the Jews is to bury' (1940). But the
writer is here conveying no reproach, but explain-
ing to Gentiles events of his early life. Doubtless
' the Jews' are discriminated from the 6%Kos of
Galilseans as hostile to Jesus, but the writer calls
special attention to Nicodemus, a ruler of the Jews,
to Joseph, and to those of ol ULOL who received Him,
as well as to the πολλοί who 'believed on Him.'
He says that Jesus made more disciples in Judaea
than John (41), and in a most emphatic way that
Jesus recognized that σωτηρία is from the Jews.
Cf. the difficult passage (443-1*5), where Jesus is
said to regard the land of Judsea as ' his own
country.' Even ch. 5, which discloses the enmity
of 'the Jews' to our Lord's interpretation of
the Sabbath (cf. ch. 9), is penetrated throughout
with the Jewish ideas of the Sabbath, of the
Scriptures, and of Moses. The dramatic episodes
of chs. 7-10 reveal great antagonism on the part of
the mob in Jerus. and the Jewish authorities to
the teaching and mandate of Jesus, but the con-
versations display the author's intimate knowledge
of Jewish law, alike of the Sabbath and of circum-
cision (Ί23), and the Jewish idea of the διασπορά.
And these three or four chapters are replete with
assurances that 'many believed on him,' while
8S1 speaks of 'the Jews that had believed him.'

Again, when Jesus speaks of ' their law' and
'your law,' which Pharisees and Sadducees had
misinterpreted, it is as one who is bringing to theii
memory what they and not He had forgotten.
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Moreover, not infrequently, by the term 'the Jews'
the writer evidently means to denote technically
the ruling powers in State and Church, the Sanhe-
drin in its pride, in opposition to the pilgrims from
Galilee or from the ' Dispersion.'

One passage from the ' Jewish' Gospel of Mt (2815)
shows an analogous use of the ol 'Ιουδαίοι.. See also
Lk 2361. St. Paul's use of the term is well known,
and must have familiarized men in Ephesus,
Corinth, and Thessalonica with it, without
suggesting for a moment that he was not a
* Hebrew of Hebrews.'

iii. The author is by many opponents of the
genuineness of the Gospel allowed to be of Jewish
origin and sympathy, but not a Palestinian Jew.
He is supposed to have belonged to Alexandria or
Ephesus, otherwise, they contend, he would never
have made so many errors of a topographical or
historic kind. The most serious charge is his refer-
ence to Bethany beyond Jordan (I28 HV). But it
is clear that the author was not confounding this
Bethany with that near Jerusalem. And if there
were two Bethsaidas, two Canas, two Antiochs,
and two Csesareas, why not two Bethanys ? Origen,
it is true, had not recognized the site, and prob-
ably suggested the Bethabara of AV which is
found with variants in some MSS. Caspari has
located it N. of the 'Sea of Galilee ; Conder, nearly
S.E. of the Sea, far above the traditional site
and much nearer to Cana of Galilee. Then the
reference to the Pool of Siloam (Jn 97) has been
triumphantly confirmed by recent discovery. The
mention of 'JEnon near Salim,' of Ephraim in the
wilderness, and of 'Sychar' near Shechem, has
been remarkably confirmed by recent research. In
association with this may be classed the pictur-
esque reference to the brook Kidron (181); the
1 gabbatha' of the Roman governor, with its
Aram, name (1913); 'Solomon's porch' (1023); «the
treasury in the temple' (820); the scenery and various
nomenclature of the Sea of Galilee; and possibly
the decoration of the temple courts by the golden
vine (151'7).

These indications of personal knowledge have
been disputed as evidence of the author's Pal.
origin, because the writer might have visited
Palestine and picked up, like the author of the
' Apocr. Gospel of Matthew,' a multitude of small
details. So esp. Cross (Westminster Rev., Aug.
1890, p. 177). It is enough to refer to Sanday's
complete reply in Expos., March 1892, p. 163.

Frequent use is made of the supposed ignorance
of the writer touching the appointment of the
Jewish high priest, illustrated by the state-
ment that Caiaphas held the office 'in that year,'
as though the sacerdotium had been an annual
appointment. But the evangelist speaks of Annas
being high priest in the very ' same year' in
which Caiaphas delivered the unconscious prophecy
of the effect of the death of Jesus (II49). Moreover,
St. Luke, both in the Gospel (32) and in the Acts
(46), speaks of Annas and Caiaphas as 'high priests.'
Annas had been deposed by the Roman procurator
in favour of his son-in-law Caiaphas. His influence
was great, though not officially recognized by Pilate;
and therefore the evangelist, who was known to the
family of the high priest, in giving the account of
the preliminary examination by Annas, says that
Jesus was sent bound by Annas to Caiaphas the
high priest, from whom alone Pilate would have
accepted the official charge of the Sanhedrin. The
phrase ' that same year' reflects the absorbing
interest of that year in which the highest court
in the nation rejected and delivered over to the
Gentiles the Incarnate Son of God. (See Pulp. Com.
Introd. p. xl, and notes on II 4 9 1813·19· ffl·24).

Efforts have been made to relegate some of the
most characteristic teaching of the Fourth Gospel

and First Ep. of the same writer to the dominant
influence of Philo Judseus of Alexandria. Liicke,
Bleek, Baur, Keim, Schiirer, Alb. Thoma, and
many others have laid great emphasis on this
filiation of ideas. But Siegfried has found the
same influence abundantly evident in St. James,
in Ep. to Heb., and in St. Paul. Luthardt, Godet,
Pressense, and others disclaim any relation, direct
or indirect, on the part of St. John with the philo-
sophy of Philo or his school. Even Keim and S.
Davidson contend for the originality of the Fourth
Gospel, pre-eminently in its teaching regarding
the incarnation of the Son of God and its doctrine
of the Messiah. The phraseology current in the
Alex, school consists of important terms also used
in the Johannine writings, i.e. not only Logos,
but Light, Life, Truth, the Paraclete, the Archon,
the Pleroma, the ̂ ovoyev-qs and πρωτότοκος, ' only-be-
gotten' and ' first-born.' These terms are used to
denote the relation and mediation of the Divine
Essence to the κόσμος, and part at least of the
process by which all things have come into being.
Philo endeavoured to utilize the speculation and
phrases of both Plato and the Stoics in order to
expound the teaching of the Pentateuch, but the
amalgam was uncertain and really valueless. No
one finally accepted these high-flown allegories of
'law,' or of 'narrative,' any more than they did
the Stoic interpretation of the Homeric poems.
It is, however, true that the place which, about
the same time, St. Paul had in Co, Gal, and Col
assigned to ' Christ' and ' the Son ' and the ' Rock
in the wilderness,' Philo had assigned to the
'Logos.' So, too, 'the heavenly bread' is ex-
plained by Philo as the manifestation of the
Logos; and other terms in He I1"3, and the ' Wis-
dom ' of the Psalms, and in the Sapiential Books,
are by Philo similarly correlated with the Logos.
There are, however, strong reasons for disputing
either a verbal or a philosophical dependence of
the author of the Fourth Gospel on the Alex,
theosophy.

(a) The twofold meaning of the term ' Logos.'
In Greek this represents not only, as in Philo,
the Reason and Self-consciousness, the rationality
of a thing or person, but also 'the word,' the ex-
pression, the process by which a revelation can be
made or ratiocination carried into effect. The
same ambiguous word is used for the Reason and
the Word of both God and man. There are those
who say that they are but the reverse and obverse
sides of the same reality. At any rate, the same
term is used by Philo for the archetypal reason
and by ' John' for the creative energy, the divine
personal nature, the source of life and light in
man, which is at length incarnated in humanity,
the glory of God revealed, full of grace and truth,
the only-begotten and beloved of the Father, able
to declare Him.*

(b) The Philonic Logos is in no sense personal.
The Logos is often identified with the ' world,' as
' intelligible,' the ' image' of God in the universe ;
'by His Logos, God is both governor and good.'
True, Philo spoke of the Logos who, in place of
the Angel of the Lord, brought back Hagar to
Sarah [de Cher. p. 108), but by Hagar he meant
not the woman Hagar, typical or historic, but
' human arts and science, brought back to the true
virtue.' Numerous illustrations of the same
method constantly recur. There is no personality
in the Logos of Philo, such as we find adumbrated
in the Books of Job or Wis, and, in another
form, in 'the Son' of the Fourth Gospel, the
' Christ' of St. Paul, and the άτται/γασμα of God in
He I8.

(c) The doctrine of Messiah was ignored by Philo,

* Schiirer (HJP π. iii. 340-368) has more fully given to Philo'e
Logos the quality of word.
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and that of the incarnation of the Logos was abhor-
rent to the whole Neo-Platonic school.

(d) To the phraseology of Philo some curious
analogies are found in the Fourth Gospel, but by
Siegfried (I.e.) many similar ones have been found
in all the books of NT. Even the Ep. of Ja, the
Targums, and the Synop. Gospels (Pulp. Com.
Introd. p. xlix) are supposed to reflect Philo's
influence. But this phraseology is kindled into
entirely new meaning by the Word made flesh,—
cf. Move/ * faith,' Righteousness,' * life eternal,'
—and the use of it does not in the least degree
establish a non-Pal, origin for the author of the
Fourth Gospel. Thoma's eloquent enumeration of
the titles and glories of Philo's Logos vanishes as
an anticipation of the Fourth Gospel when it is
found that these are only tropical phrases for the
discipline through which souls are passing to the
rest of a true philosophy.

(e) The true origin of the ideas and phraseology
of the Fourth Gospel is to be sought in the OT.
St. Paul and St. John found their material in the
books which they had studied from their youth,
and in the traditional interpretations of the Pal.
schools. The spoken word is throughout Gn 1
the creative agency, the mediator between the
Eternal and the ' cosmos.' In Ps 336 and 14715 * the
word of J " ' is approximately personified for the
same purpose. The personifications, moreover, of
the direct activity of J" under the form of Memra
or Debra of the Lord in the Targums, though they
cannot attest a literary usage answering to the
Prologue of ' John,' indirectly reveal a mental tone
in the Aram, schools, out of which the Johannine
representation sprang. The same remark may be
made touching ' the Angel of J",' distinct from the
created angels, who makes His appearance through-
out the OT, and suggests awful and sublime depths
in the bosom of the Divine Essence. The phrase is
used as Logos is used, interchangeably with Deity
and invested with all J"'s glory. Kurtz in his Old
Covenant has criticised this, his earlier view (appx.
of Eng. tr.); but see Westcott (Introd.), Liddon
(Divinity of our Lord). Cf. also art. ANGEL, vol. i.
p. 94.

Philo used to refer the manifestations of the
Angel of J" to the operations of the Logos and to
specialized functions of the human mind; the
apostles found in this mysterious phraseology an
age-long witness to the possibility of an incar-
nation.

Perhaps nothing more than a personification of
wisdom can be found in Pr, Job, or the Sapiential
Books, but this method of presentation reappears
in the Epistles of Paul to the Corinthians and in
those to the Colossians and Ephesians.* See also
He I 1 · 2 , from which it is clear that ideas of the
Son, robed in phraseology of the Sapiential Books
descriptive of wisdom, are independent of the
treatment of the Alex, philosophy, and also of the
author of the Fourth Gospel. With this may be
compared the almost extreme Johannine phrases
of Mt 11 and Lk 10. Where could these writers
have obtained these notions except from the
widely diffused traditions and holy memories of
the apostles themselves ? Thoma has done service
in demonstrating the remarkable resemblance
between the root-ideas of St. Paul and the Fourth
Gospel. Beyschlag, in his Theology of NT, vol. i.,
has endeavoured with success to show the identical
basis of the Synoptic and Johannine ideas of the
relation between the Father and Son, the Father
and Christ. Yet it is very noteworthy that
* John' uses a term from Gr. philosophy to which
he attached a profoundly different sense from

* See Watkins in Smith's DB% p. 1755, who also shows the
link between OT and Fourth Gospel in many other particulars
of I P .

Philo, and to which the other sacred writers have
not attained. It is almost a demonstration that
he was a Palestinian, not an Alexandrian Jew.

β. The writer claims to have been an eye-witness
and ear-witness of that which he describes. Number-
less unconscious touches, without any theological
bias in them, reveal the indelible impression left
upon the writer of what he had seen and heard.
E.g. observe the numerous indications of ' day' and
* hour' when that which he recorded took place
(129. 35. 39. 43 2 1 32 443. 52 βίβ. 22 ^ l . 12 13I. 30 Ig28 20 1, and
many others).

In I1 4 and in 1 Jn I 1 he puts himself in the posi-
tion of those disciples who beheld His glory, and
in 1935 he lays the strongest emphasis on the
testimony he was personally able to bear to
a great sign which accompanied the piercing of
the side of the dead Christ. The fact that the
author speaks of himself in the third person under
the term έκέίνο* is in keeping with other tacit
references to himself elsewhere, and with a similar
usage of iKetvos, referring to the subject of the sen-
tence, in 937. The writer indicates throughout
intimate acquaintance with the secret fears,
thoughts, murmurs, and questionings of the inner-
most circle of the disciples. He knows what they
thought at the time, and how they subsequently
modified their views (1. 21 1·2 1·2 2 1216); he records
the conversations with Nathanael, Andrew, Philip
(chs. 1-6); the questions of Peter, Thomas,
Judas Alphsei, Philip, in the valedictory discourse,
together with remarks of his own; he gives indi-
cations of the blank ignorance of the disciples
themselves with reference to the great utterances
of their Lord (433 670·71 II7· 8 · 1 6 1617); the innermost
mind of Peter at the feet-washing (136"11· 2 2 ) ; the
ignorance on the part of all of the deep* signifi-
cance of Scripture (209); and the conversations with
Thomas (2024-29).

He is, moreover, acquainted with the very
thoughts and motives of Jesus Himself (22 4·2 δ 41

56 71*6 13lff·); he gives a whole group of condensed
perceptions of the blended divinity and humanity
of our Lord which were flashed upon his conscious-
ness by the Saviour's work and conduct (cf.l84-1928).
He certainly suggests himself as the unnamed dis-
ciple of the Baptist and of our Lord (ch. 1); and we
feel that he must have been an auditor of the
conversations with Nicodemus and the Samaritan
woman, and with the nobleman in chs. 3.4. Caspari's
interesting suggestion that he had a house in
Jerus., connected with the fish trade between that
city and the lake, would explain his presence in
Jerus. (ch. 5), and his intimate knowledge of what
occurred (ch. 6) in 617. There is an unconscious
revelation of his presence in the words, ' Now Jesus
was not yet come to them.' We do not see any
animosity to Peter's prominence. He is one of
the two whom Jesus loved (202). We owe to his
constant clinging to Jesus the details of the trial
before Annas, the private converse with Pilate,
and the words from the Cross which intrusted the
Mother to his care (1925·26).

The closing scenes of ch. 21, with the appendix
by the survivors, leaves it without doubt that the
writer was one of the disciples whom Jesus loved,
but not Simon Peter. Those present at the Sea
of Galilee (211· 2) are Peter, distinguished from the
unnamed disciple (v.20); Thomas and Nathanael,
who are elsewhere mentioned by name; the two sons
of Zebedee ; and two other of His disciples. Now,
James the brother of John was early slam (Ac 121·2).
It follows that the * beloved disciple' who, in the
Epilogue, is accredited with the authorship, must
either have been John the son of Zebedee, or one
of the two unnamed disciples. Andrew and Philip
are conceivably hinted at, but, seeing they are
elsewhere mentioned by name, it is not probable ;
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and since the two are mentioned last, it is more
in accordance with the usage of the writer to
understand that they did not belong to the number
of the eleven apostles.

The opinion that John, who is frequently referred
to in the Synoptic Gospels and in the Acts (Ac 31

413 814-15; cf. Gal 29) in conjunction with Peter or
with his brother (in Synop.) as at the very centre
of the apostolic group, is not the disciple who pro-
duced this wonderf ul narrative, brings an anoma-
lous circumstance to view: that the author,
whoever he was, never once mentions the name
of John. If he was some philosophic mystic of
the 2nd cent., he must have deliberately invented
the innumerable touches of the eye-witness, which
he introduced with such apparent artlessness, with
the view of suggesting that he was no other than
'the beloved disciple.' This supposition is so
harsh that it cannot be accepted without more
cogent reasons than those which have hitherto
been advanced. Delff {Grundziige d. Entwick.-
Gesch. d. Relig. 1883, p. 266) has argued that the
beloved disciple was a friend of Joseph and Nico-
demus and the high priest, resident in Jerus.,
familiar with the Jerus. life of Christ, and from
his education, higher than that of the Twelve,
better able to appreciate and work into his match-
less narrative the deeper teaching of Jesus. In
that case some incongruities that have afflicted
critics would be dissolved, but many fresh dif-
ficulties would be created, e.g. the utter disappear-
ance of this remarkable personage from evangelic
tradition; his acquaintance with Peter, Andrew,
Philip and Thomas, Judas Alphsei and Judas
Iscariot, Nathanael, Martha, Lazarus, and the
Marys, to whom he has referred, together with
his utter silence about 'John,' who took so high a
place in the early development of tKe Church in
the NT and early tradition. It is incumbent upon
the student to weigh the indications which other
literature supplies of the character and personality
of John the son of Zebedee, and to see whether
they are incompatible with the revelation which
the writer has unconsciously offered of himself in
the composition of the Fourth Gospel.

It must, however, be acknowledged that the
self-revelation is studiously repressed. He never
distinctly utters his own name, or that of his
parents, or of his brother. He allows others to
speak for him, and he hides himself behind the
shadow of his Lord, and loses himself in the
light of his Master's love. We can gather here
and there what he thought of ' the Jews,' of the
high priest, of Judas and Pilate. We can gather
the interpretation he put upon certain perplexing
sayings of the Lord, so different from their own
lofty tone and fathomless depths, which he was
nevertheless able to remember and record. But
for the most part he conceals his own individuality.

V. THE CHARACTER AND CAREER OF JOHN AS
PRESERVED IN OTHER LITERATURE. — A. The
Synoptic Gospels tell us that a man named
Zebedee (Mk I19·20) with his wife Salome had
two sons, James and John, that they lived at
Bethsaida, near Capernaum, on the Lake of Galilee,
and were partners with Simon and Andrew the
sons of Jonah (or of John, see RV and crit. notes
on I4 2 and 2115·16) in a fishing enterprise (Mk I29,
Lk 510). They had fishing - tackle, boats, hired
servants, and a house. We gather from comparing
Mt 2756 and Mk 1540 that Salome was the name of the
mother of Zebedee's children. The Fourth Gospel
makes it more than possible that she was sister of the
mother of Jesus, and, if this inference is correct,
she and her son3 were nearly related to Jesus.
Zebedee accepted, without recorded murmur, the
departure of his sons and of his partners Simon
and Andrew at the summons of Jesus to them.
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The father thenceforth disappears from view.
Salome's devotion and ministry of her substance
to the wants of Jesus and His disciples, suggest
the religious enthusiasm and Messianic patriotism
with which the family had been brought up, and
it is probable that, through friendship and kinship
with the holy society of Nazareth, her expecta-
tions had been raised to fever-point. Whether
John was called into close companionship with
Jesus only once for all, or on two or three separate
occasions, belongs to the exegesis and harmony of
the Gospels. Matthew (2020) tells us that Salome
presented a request of great compass and audacity,
that her two sons might sit on the Saviour's right
and left hand when He should come in His king-
dom. It is most likely that she cherished ideas
of a temporal and visible sovereignty, and that
John at this period had not been weaned from
these materialistic hopes. We gather, however,
that the brothers were taught some lessons about
the great tribulation, the baptism of sorrow and
blood through which they would have to pass to
such high fellowship with the Head of the kingdom.

For years before this, John had been in the
innermost circle of Christ's disciples (Mt 102, Lk
614, Mk 317, Ac I13). He had been in the death-
chamber of the child of Jairus (Mk 537, Lk 851).
He had been taken into the cloud of transfiguration
(Mt 171, Mk 92, and Lk 928), though Peter was the
spokesman of the feelings of the three. The two
brothers James and John, with Simon and Andrew,
had been permitted to hear the discourse upon the
last things, which had opened John's prophetic eye
to the great world-wide events with which his
Master's kingdom was associated. John was sent
with Peter to prepare the passover. With Peter
and James, he was a witness of the agony in the
garden. There is not a word or a hint in all this
incompatible with the spirit of the author of the
Fourth Gospel.

We do not know why James and John were
called by Jesus 'Boanerges.' There must have
been something special in the courage and bearing
or in the character of James which signalled him
out to Herod Agrippa as a victim that would ' please
the Jews' (Ac 122 ·̂)· It is probable that, being
the elder of the two brothers, he was the more
prominent petitioner for the coveted dignity of
nearness to the King of Sorrows when approach-
ing the goal of His self-sacrifice. A significant
record occurs in Mk 938ff< and Lk 949ff·, where John
himself exclaims, ' Master, we saw one casting out
demons in thy name, and we forbade him, because
he followeth not (thee) with us' The question seems
to invite the rebuke he received, ' Forbid him not,
etc. . . .' This was an event which revealed a
jealous love for the Master, and it is paralleled
by the spirit which flames forth in the treatment
of those enemies of the cross with whom the
author of the second and third Epistles contended.
But the most striking instance of this spirit is
recorded in Lk 9s4·55, where John as well as
James burned with indignation against certain
Samaritans who refused to receive Jesus. ' Master,
said they, wiliest thou that we call fire from heaven
to consume them, even as Elias did ?' Here again
the two brothers are rebuked. The apostle of love
is traditionally accredited with a similar outburst
of indignant wrath in his treatment of Cerinthus.
The current mediaeval representation of the author
of the Fourth Gospel was that of one characterized
by effeminate softness. This popular conception
is not justified by the letter of the Gospel, but is
due to tradition and legend. In no part of NT
do we find such thrilling utterance of the wrath
of God against sin as m Jn. (See 318·19·» δ29).
It is in Jn 670 that Judas is called ' a devil'; cf.
also 734 823· **· 4 4 939. Even in the upper chamber,
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we hear terrible tones of the Judge of all the
earth, and the traitor is called 'the son of per-
dition' (1525161"31712), while the Evangelist himself
(1237^43) denounces the sin of the people in language
which echoes Lk 954. There was much more for
John to learn, and the occasional outbreaks of
stormy wrath are of the very nature of a finite
human love cherished with intensity of emotion for
that wonderful Person whose grandeur of being,
as well as whose human loveliness, was breaking
upon his mind. There are no other special refer-
ences to John in the Synoptic narrative, and, as a
revelation of the personal character of the author,
those mentioned are explained rather than contra-
dicted by the tone of the Fourth Gospel.

B. The Acts of the Apostles hides John in the com-
pany of the Twelve, and behind the more prominent
figure of Peter. Still, the promises given by the
ascending Lord (ch. 1), and the preaching of Peter
(chs. 2. 3. and 4), reveal the tone and matter of the
closing discourse of our Lord, of which John's
mind was the repertory. Compare Jn 520 739 175

167 with the substance of Peter's great sermon at
Pentecost, and the defence made by Peter and
John (Ac 3. 4) with the vindication in the Fourth
Gospel of the Messiahship of Jesus. (See esp.
Jn 2031). As in the Fourth Gospel, John is a
silent presence in the early Church (see Ac 8), but
the mission of the two apostles to Samaria pre-
pares us for the mighty words which ' John' was
at length to reveal to the world.

C. St. Paul's Epistle to the Galatians makes a
reference to James, Cephas, and John as 'pillars'
of the Mother Church, to whom St. Paul was will-
ing to refer his Gentile ministry, based on Christ's
own teaching concerning the place of ceremonial
in the kingdom of God. This is the only reference
in the writings of St. Paul to the personality
of John, and so far there is not the smallest reason
for questioning, on St. Paul's authority, the widely
attested conviction that the beloved disciple was
the author of the Fourth Gospel.

D. The First Epistle of John. The Mur. Canon
makes distinct reference to 1 Jn as an appendix to
the Gospel. It specifies two Epistles by the same
evangelist later on. Eusebius (HE Hi. 39) tells
us that Papias ' used passages from the first
Epistle'; and we have an unmistakable citation
of 1 Jn 41 in Polycarp's Epistle to Phil. ch. viii.
The extreme significance of this quotation led
the author of Supernatural Religion, vol. ii., to
contend that ' John' quoted from Polycarp, rather
than vice versa. Tertullian frequently refers to,
or quotes from, the Epistle. Clemens Alex.,
Origen, and Cyprian cite it as St. John's writing.
Many who opposed the authenticity of the Gospel,
like Bretschneider in his Probabilia, with Paulus
and others, do not attempt to separate the author-
ship of the Gospel and Epistle ; but Hilgenf eld and
Davidson have advanced many reasons for believ-
ing that they belong to different writers and
periods. Davidson (Introd. to NT) assigns some
ten distinct points of difference, which hardly need
more than statement for their refutation. Holtz-
mann [Einleitung, p. 463) admits identity of author-
ship. Haupt and Lias have shown how the original
form of the teaching is referred by the apostle to
the words of Jesus Himself, while in the Epistle we
see the method adopted by the evangelist to apply
it to the condition of the Church at the close of
the century. Doubtless there are differences in
style, weight, compass, between the utterances of
the Lord and the application of these ideas to
later days, but all the fundamental conceptions of
the divine character and righteousness, of 'the
word of life,' of the contrariety between · the flesh'
and ' the spirit,' between 'light' and 'darkness,'
the emphasis upon the divine love, upon the Holy

Spirit and the eternal life, appear in a practical form
in the Epistle as well as in the Gospel. There is
no necessity to invoke the shadowy form of the
Presbyter John to explain the differences be-
tween the two documents. They must stand or
fall together. Testimony to one becomes a witness
for the coexistence of the other. They combine to
give us the best insight into the mind of the author
of both. What is worthy of particular attention
is the conviction that we have here not only the
apostle of love, but one whose wrath ilamed against
untruthfulness, unbelief, and the spirit of the
world. Let special notice be taken of I1 0 29"11·16·22

36·8·12·« 43 510·16. While there is every reason for
recognizing, throughout, the disciple whom Jesus
loved and the author of the Fourth Gospel, there
is a striking correspondence with the disciple who
was ready to call fire from heaven upon those who
rejected the Lord and His truth. The first Epistle
is a link between the Synoptic John and the per-
sonality of whom we are in search.

E. The Second and Third Epistles of John, so far
as they bear on the character of the author of the
Fourth Gospel. The authenticity and canonicity
of the smaller Epistles have had to sustain a
heavy fire of criticism. Even Eusebius hesitated
to acknowledge them as St. John's own, but
Clemens Alexandrinus, Irenseus, and Dionysius
have little doubt about them. The small circu-
lation of these private letters is enough to
account for their non-inclusion in the Peshitta,
though Ephraem Syrus quotes them. The Mur.
Canon leaves it doubtful whether the compiler
knew of more than two Epistles in all; Theodoret
does not mention them. Theodore of Mopsuestia
rejected them. Jerome, building on the view
taken by Eusebius of the supposed reference to
the Presbyter John by Papias, is disposed to
attribute them to that shadowy personage; but
he does not finally come to that conclusion, as he
enumerates seven Catholic Epistles. In modern
times the circumstance that the author calls him-
self ' the elder' has been pressed against their
apostolic authority ; but it should be remembered
that St. Peter (1F51) calls himself συμπρεσβύτςρος,
and that Papias calls the apostles, including St.
John, 'elders.' Irenseus gives the same title to
Polycarp; and when writing to Soter, Bishop of
Rome, gives no higher title to his predecessors in
that see, though these are supposed to have in-
cluded both St. Peter and St. Paul. These con-
siderations show that the title is one which St.
John might, consistently with much other usage,
have used for himself. And that Diotrephes used
malicious words about John the apostle is no
reason for thinking that the author was other
than the apostle, when we bear in mind the parallel
experience of the greatest of the apostles. These
Epistles teach the same fundamental truths, and
are characterized by the same omissions as the
first Epistle and the Gospel, in neither of which
is there distinct reference to the Church or the
Christian sacraments. The prime words are used
in all three Epistles, such as άλήθεία, ά*γάπη, αντί-
χριστός, περιπατεί?, etc. There is the same limpid
style, aphoristic utterance, and extraordinarily
simple way of saying deep, loving, and terrible
things. Our conclusion is that these two Epistles
do much to link together the authorship of the
Gospel with their own, as well as demonstrably
prove that any specially prophetic and 'thunderous'
symptoms of character discovered in the Synoptic
Gospels were not absent from the man who wrote
with intense affection, breaking into flames of
wrath, the Fourth Gospel. [On this subject see
detailed treatment in Pulp. Com. Introduction;
Ebrard's Comm. on the Epistles of John; Huther,
Haupt, Westcott, Liicke, Alexander, and others;
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as well as the art. JOHN, EPISTLES OF, in this
Dictionary].

F. A general comparison between the authors of
the Apocalypse and of the Fourth Gospel.—The
criticism of the Apoc. begun by Vischer, with
Harnack's co-operation, and the theory of a Jewish
document which is said to lie at the heart of it,
and to be touched up by Christian vision and
interlineated with Christian doctrine, have not
reached a final stage. The theory might account
for some of the most difficult phenomena without
taking the authorship out of the hands of the
Apostle John. But this is not the place to discuss
either the authorship or the date of the Apoca-
lypse. External evidence for the later date and
the apostolic origin of the book is stronger than
that for any other book in NT. The chief argu-
ment on which a much earlier date is assigned
turns on purely internal considerations, such as,
e.g., the suggestion that Jerus. is still standing
when the Apoc. is written, that the succession of
Roman emperors fixes the moment of its grand
denouement, that ' the number of the Beast' is a
cryptogram of Nero Ccesar, whose anticipated
reappearance after his supposed assassination was
confidently feared by the world and the Church.
These are controversial matters capable of decision
only by careful exegesis, and much balancing of
opposing theories. Davidson, Renan, and Farrar
have argued in favour of this earlier date; while
Liicke, Hengstenberg, and many others have taken
the opposite side. It is admitted by all that the
longer the interval between the composition of the
Apoc. and the Gospel, the easier it becomes to
argue that the fiery enthusiasm and prophetic
blasts, and the imaginative intensity, more Hebrew
than Greek, of the young apostle, may have sub-
sided by long meditation and reflection on the
vitalizing words of the Master in the days of His
flesh; that the atmosphere of Ephesus and the
wide diffusion of Hel. and Alex, culture may then
have had time to purge his style and refine his
tone, and direct him to a new standpoint of thought
and feeling. Many scholars, from Dionysius of
Alexandria, who elaborated the contrasts between
the Apoc. and the Gospel almost as completely as
has been done by modern critics, down to the early
followers of Baur, such as Zeller and Hilgenfeld,
have come to the conclusion that no ingenuity can
ever show the two books to have originated from
the same mind, whatever interval or change of
scene may be intercalated between them. Some
then, with F. C. Baur, by establishing the apostolic
authorship of the Apoc, have believed that they
demolished the authenticity of the Gospel; while
others, by relinquishing the Apoc. and handing it
over to some Judaic zealot, have believed that they
left the course open to a full acceptance of the
Johannine authorship of the Fourth Gospel. But
however great the contrasts of an earlier and
later style,—as witness, comparatively, in our own
day, those of Burke and Carlyle,—a much greater
conflict and dissimilarity may be observed when
a man of commanding powers distinctly sets him-
self to approach a different subject, or to look
and write from a new standpoint. Many writers,
like Swift, Cowper, Wordsworth, and Tenny-
son, were throughout their career able to adopt,
whether by dramatic temperament or deliberate
tours deforce, glaring contrasts of form, dialect,
style, tone, manner, which are enough to deceive
those who cannot discern the subtle resemblances,
and, moreover, have no external evidence of author-
ship to guide them in their conclusions. The
different attitude and atmosphere, the modified
diction and general purpose of the two books, are
not sufficient (whatever be the theory of date) to
divorce them from each other while the internal

and external evidences of the authenticity of each
remain independently so convincing.

That John, the author of the Apoc., called him-
self a 'bond-slave of Jesus Christ,' and not an
apostle, corresponds with the modesty of the
writer of the Gospel, and with the very phrase
of St. Paul in four of his Epistles. He classes
himself among the 'prophets' of the NT, and does
not dissociate himself from the apostles, some of
whom were undoubtedly 'prophets,' and, since our
Lord built His Church and kingdom (Mt 1618)
upon the petra of Peter's confession, it is not
surprising that John should have seen the names
of the twelve apostles upon the foundations of the
new Jerusalem. The author declares that 'he
bare witness to the word of God, and to the testi-
mony of Jesus Christ' (Rev I2), which ranges him
among the innermost circle of Christ's disciples.
The ' John' cannot, by any ingenious theory, refer
to any other personage of that name mentioned
in NT. Further, the references to persecution,
exile, Patmos, and an Ephesian residence, corre-
spond with a whole cycle of tradition and citation
which cannot be here given. It is true that Keim
[Jesus of Nazara, Eng. tr. i. 143, 207) discounts
the citations from Irenaeus (ii. 22. 5, iii. 23),
Clem. Alex., Justin, Apollonius (Eus. HE v. 18),
Jerome, Epiphanius, etc., thinking that a blunder
of Irenaeus is the parent of all the supposed testi-
mony ; and Keim has been followed in this by
Harnack and several other recent writers. But
the arguments are unsatisfactory. On the other
hand, the external testimonies to the Apocalypse
are in various ways confirmatory of apostolic origin
and authority, while a clear mention of it in the
Mur. Canon—together with that of Peter—assigns
it a sure place in the reverence of the Church early
in the 2nd cent.

The arguments of Dionysius of Alexandria are
based on fundamental differences between the
Apocalypse and the Fourth Gospel.

(1) Differences of designation, such as that the
author of the Apoc. calls himself ' John,' whereas
the author of the Gospel withholds his name. This,
as Salmon {Introd. to NT, 276) says, can be easily
accounted for. The historical books of OT, with
the exception of Neh, are all anonymous; the same
may be said of the Synoptic Gospels and Ac, while
all the prophetic books, with the exception of
Daniel (see ch. 7), open with the name of the prophet
himself. Now, the Apocalypse is distinctly pro-
phetic, and its style and imagery are borrowed
from that source. Dionysius did not reject it as
uninspired, or as written by Cerinthus, or as hav-
ing insufficient external testimony. He said that
he could not understand its meaning, though this
was not his point of critical doubt; but that its
great dissimilarity in language, style, theme, and
tone from the Gospel convinced him, that as there
might be many * Johns' in Asia during the 1st
cent., one of them may have been the author. He
argued, further, that the resemblance between the
Gospel and the first Epistle in phrase, leading
terms, and decisive teaching increases the feeling
of discrepancy between the Gospel and the Apoca-
lypse. On the hearsay that there were two tombs
of ' John' at Ephesus, he raises the ghost of the
shadowy ' Presbyter,' who has done such notable
service in the piecing together of 2nd cent, frag-
ments. The position occupied by Dionysius in
the middle of the 3rd century may have been
unconsciously adopted by this wise and candid
man, owing to the strong objection he entertained
for the chiliasm which he found in the Apocalypse.
Nevertheless, his hypothesis was comparatively
disregarded until the present century, when it
was used in a contrary sense by F. C. Baur and
his followers, who recognized and emphasized the
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apostolic authorship of the Apoc, to the entire
repudiation of that of the Gospel, which was sup-
posed to have originated under different conditions
at the close of the 2nd cent. On the other
hand, Liicke, Ewald, Lutzelberger, Diisterdieck,
de Wette, and Neander, holding the authenticity
of the Gospel as proved, and accepting the burden
of the Dionysian argument, have resigned the
authorship of the Apoc. to the * Presbyter,' to
* John the Divine,' to John Mark, or to any other
who could bear the weight of the responsibility.
Volkmar and Renan pressed the Judaic aspects so
strongly as to suppose that it was, among other
things, an early manifesto against the Pauline
Churches and doctrine, under the pseudonym of
Balaam or the Nicolaitans.

(2) The emphasis laid upon the Heb. and Hel.
spirit of the two books respectively has been
brought into strong relief by Vischer's Die Offen-
barung Johannis eine Judische Apokalypse in
christlicher Bearbeitung: mit einem Nachwort von
Adolph Harnacky 1886; see Schoen's Origine de
^Apocalypse, also Bousset's Commentary, and
A. Meyer in Theol. Rundschau, Nov. and Dec.
1897. Doubtless the Apocalyptic literature of the
Hebrews, as seen in Dn, 2 Es, Enoch, must have
been present to the mind of the author; but that
he or another re-edited a Jewish Apoc. is more than
the precarious criticism which has prevailed of
late can be said to have proved. Moreover, the
links of connexion and the subtle resemblance
between these two most wonderful testimonies to
Christ have been too much slighted. The use of
rare words and forms characterizing both docu-
ments, the practically identical Christology, and a
certain resemblance in structure, lead to the con-
clusion that if John be indeed the author of the
Apoc, then the author of the Gospel, notwith-
standing its transparent differences, must have
been his pupil and follower in the deepest motives
and spirit of his utterance. Again, the supposed
oppositions of style are certainly balanced by
interesting correspondences, the fancied solecisms
can be shown to have analogous representations in
classical Greek, and certain views of the OT and
of the Person of Christ are almost, if not quite,
peculiar to these two works. The impression there-
fore grows upon many, that, notwithstanding the
dicta of the Tubingen school, the two books not
only may, but must, have issued from the same
mind. If this be the final word of the long con-
troversy, the authenticity of the Apoc becomes one
of the strongest arguments for the apostolic origin
of the Fourth Gospel.

It is common to say that the Apoc is strongly
Heb. in its grammar, while the Gospel is written
in excellent Hel. Greek. The substitution of καί
in the Apoc, as representative of the Heb. i, for the
rich variety of Gr. particles, is urged as a con-
spicuous proof of the position. But we find also in
the Gospel that, where the emotions are intense,
and when every sentence becomes a heart-throb,
as in chs. 15, 17, and in ch. 21 (where the succes-
sion of events constitutes the very nerve of the
transcendent narrative), the author is equally
content with the simple και, and dispenses with all
other particles. It is urged that πάντοτε and πώποτε
and καθώς are used in the Gospel, but not in the
Apocalypse. Now, the last word is used often in the
Synoptics; and though the former words occur in
Jn, they are not to be found in Ac, and only very
occasionally in NT, so that no conclusion can be
drawn from their omission in the Apocalypse. While
the Heb. forms 'Amen,' «Abaddon,' 'Hallelujah,'
are found in the Apoc, and the Heb. imagery of
the ' manna,' the ' root and offspring of David,' the
' twelve tribes of Israel,' and the ' New Jems.' are
introduced, they certainly are balanced by the

long list of Heb. phrases, information, and imagery
found in the Gospel (see below). The Gospel
makes claim for the 'Word made flesh' that
Abraham rejoiced to see the days of the Christ;
that Moses wrote of Him ; that Jesus Himself was
the Heavenly ' Manna' which came down from
heaven, that He was the Lamb of God, taking
away sin, that He was the Bridegroom of the
Church, that He was greater than the temple,
able to rebuild it after its wanton destruction.
The Lamb (τό άρνίον, not, however, ό αμνός) of the
Apoc is in tremendous conflict with the power of the
theocracy, then with the world, then with concen-
trated world - powers, over which He gains the
victory, and receives the acclamations of the
universe. The Lamb of the Gospel narrative en-
counters the powers of the world, displays great
' signs' in the temple, on the land and on the sea,
on the bodies and minds of men. Through meek-
ness and submission, not through impotence,
through the mystery of suffering and cruel death,
and the glory of resurrection, He gains a victory
over the world, over all its representatives, over
the flesh and the devil. He takes His perpetual
place with, among, and within His people, their
Lord, their King. Doubtless there is a concrete
specialism in the imagery of the Apoc. which seems
to conflict with the universalism of the Gospel;
but it must not be forgotten that the Apocalyptist
sees ' a multitude which no man can number,
gathered from every people and kindred and
tribe,' who circle the throne of God and of the
Lamb, and at last the ' leaves of the tree of life are
for the healing of the nations.' The Hebraism of
both documents is obvious, and it is hardly more
conspicuous in the one than in the other. Instead
of separating them by contrast, it may be held to
establish community of origin.

(3) The grammatical 'peculiarities of the Apoc.
include apparently 'false apposition,' the most
remarkable example being I4, where από is fol-
lowed by ό ών, και ο ην, etc. This, however, arises
from the writer having regarded the phrase as a
tr. of the Eternal, as = J", and an indeclinable noun.
In 30 other places he gives από its proper regimen.
Other instances of unusual apposition may easily
be explained without recourse to solecism, such
as the η λέγουσα of 220, cf. 312 89 etc., which
are paralleled by similar constructions in Plato
(Winer, 671, Eng. tr.), Thucydides, and others.
Anomalous varieties of gender and number are best
explained by the fervid personifying temperament
which gives masculine or feminine features to
neuter nouns. The same peculiarities are found in
other parts of NT, though they would scarcely be
expected in the quiet, limpid prose of the Fourth
Gospel. As a set-off against these curiosities, a
considerable number of verbal coincidences demand
attention. The verb μαρτνρείν and the noun μαρ-
τυρία occur very frequently in the Gospel and the
Epp. of John, very sparingly in other parts of NT,
and in a different sense; but they occur 13 times
in the Apocalypse. The word νικαν is used in the
sense of overcoming evil and the world both in
Gospel and Epp., and 17 times in the Apocalypse.
Ίηρεΐν rbv \6yov is a phrase peculiar to the Gospel,
Epp., and Apoc, and so is τηρεΐν τάς έντόλάς. The
idea of the tabernacling of God among or with men,
σκηνοϋν, is also to be found expressed by the same
word in these documents. The following words
are virtually peculiar to them : σφρα^ειν in the
sense of * confirm,' Έβραϊστί, Χαλεΐν μετά TWOS, κύριε
σύ οϊδας, περιπατεί? μετά τίνος, which are characteristic
of all three writings. What is still more remark-
able is that words strangely absent from the Gospel
and Epp., like μετάνοια, ^εννα, are not to be found
in Apocalypse. The word πίστις, which occurs 340
times in NT, does not occur in the Gospel, and is
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almost absent from Epp. and Apocalypse. The same
Gr. tr. of Zee 1210, different from LXX, is found
in the Gospel, ΙΌ34-37, and Apoc. I7. These corre-
spondences might be greatly multiplied. Weiss and
Watkins give lists of more than 100 words or
phrases common to the three documents. The im-
pression made upon some opponents of the authen-
ticity of the Gospel is that the 2nd cent, writer
who is supposed to have written it, studied the
vocabulary, etc., of the Apoc, with the intention
of producing the impression of Johannine author-
ship. This hypothesis neutralizes the hypothesis
based upon their conspicuous dissimilarity.

(4) The plan, scope, and structure of the two
books.— Many insist on the extreme contrast
between the two writings in these respects, e.g. the
absence in the Gospel of climax, the quiet flow of the
stream of narrative and discourse, the movement
from Jerus. to Galilee and back to the metropolis,
with nearly imperceptible chronology, the lack
of imaginative background, the omission of Trans-
figuration and Ascension, and only the quiet
gathering intensity of conviction that the victory
over evil must lie for all time with the Man of
infinite capacity, boundless sympathy, and measure-
less affliction—so that at length the most sceptical
of the Twelve admits His supreme claims. On
the other hand, 'the revelation of Jesus Christ
to His servant John' is an impressive series of
tableaux, arranged in climacteric form, and with
very marked septenary arrangements. After the
first visions, come the letters to the Seven Churches,
a special aspect and title of the Lord being
presented in each. Next we have the vision of
the seven seals of the Divine Book; the separate
issues of the opening of the six seals; the inter-
mezzo of the four angels and other angel; and
then the new septenary group of trumpets intro-
duced by the loosing of the seventh seal. Further,
after the twofold revelation of the temple and the
beasts, come the seven last plagues following on
the pouring out of the seven vials. Then appear
the closing contrasts of Babylon and the New
Jerus. ; the victory of the Logos of God over all
His foes, the destruction of the Beast, the False
Prophet, and the Evil One for ever and ever;
and the renewal of all things in the light of the
Lord. This series of magnificent images seems
strangely diverse from the meditative, gentle flow
of the river of life, of which we catch lucent gleams
in the Fourth Gospel.

An examination of the Gospel reveals, however, a
deeply pondered plan. One thing readily appears :
the septenary arrangement. Seven great signs
precede the Passion. These constitute a climax,
and a revelation not only of divine realities but
of the mind of the writer. The first sign (Jn 211)
shows the mastery of the Word made flesh over
the material of nature; the second (454) His mas-
tery over one of the most cruel troubles of human
nature, even when the Lord was not visibly pre-
sent with the sufferer; the third (58) shows His power
to restore the forces which have been lost by sin ;
the fourth and fifth (611·19) are great signs of power
and pity, both on earth and sea, with mastery
over the forces of nature ; the sixth (9lff·) is a double
proof of His being the * Light of the World';
the seventh (II43) is a concrete conflict with the
most terrible evil of humanity, and a victory over
it. In addition to this, a singular parallel to the
throbbing suspense or postponement of climax
in the Apoc, e.g. at the loosing of the seventh
seal, at the sounding of the seventh trumpet, and
in the intercalated scenes before the final victory
and glory, may be traced also in the structure of
the Gospel. Thus the ' hour' of the highest mani-
festation seems always at hand, but is again and
again postponed. Without enumerating details,

cf. Jn 24 421·23 525·28 730 820 1227, followed by new
and wonderful departures. In the midst of the
valedictory discourse, * Arise, let us go hence,'
seems to strike the hour; but even now the
moment comes for still higher teaching and the
Eternal Prayer. This overlapping and renewal of
suspense in striking interlineation are continued
throughout the story of the Passion to the con-
fession of Thomas and the hyperbole of the closing
verses. Observe, further, the presence in both
documents of prologue, rehearsal, conflict, victory,
epilogue, which curiously correspond with each
other and which almost bind them together. In
each alike the prologue is an anticipation of the
successive arguments of the visions or oracles, as
the case may be. As the letters to the Seven
Churches give a compendious forecast of the seals,
trumpets, and vials, so Gosp. chs. ii.-iv. or v. give
most vivid rehearsals of characteristic specimens of
the Lord's method and teaching. The sublime
key-word of the Gospel, ' The Word became flesh,'
rises over the entire Gospel as * an awful rose of
dawn,' just as the vision of the Divine Christ in
Rev 1 dominates every subsequent paragraph in
the Apocalypse.

(5) This leads us to a brief treatment of the
religions teaching of these two documents. Many
modern critics, Strauss, Baur, Harnack, Wendt,
Weiss, Ritschl, put into forcible antithesis the
earlier and later Johannine teaching. There is no
necessity for these distinctions. Gebhardt and
others have given all the evidence needed to prove
that no two books of Holy Scripture are so coin-
cident in teaching, even to special peculiarities, as
the Gospel and Apocalypse. In one, the author
is calmly meditating upon the concrete facts, the
peerless life, the transcendent teaching, the unique
ending on earth of a ministry which was beginning
to exert widespread spiritual influence upon
individuals, and to produce political and even
cosmic effects upon humanity and the world. In
the other, the vision of the place which Jesus had
taken in the sphere of providential rule flashes
upon him. In the one, he is sweetly dreaming
over the potent, procreant fact; in the other,
fancy and even grotesque imagination forecast
the future. The visions of Heb. seers, by their
nature, follow one another, but do not grow from
less to more—they are architectural rather than
spontaneous. Remembering these different con-
ditions, it is nothing short of unique that the ideas
of the two documents should have been so similar,
if not coincident. The same writer was able to
see more deeply than any other into the heart of
Jesus, and was also permitted to see more accur-
ately than other apocalyptic writers into the fer-
ments wrought in humanity by the leaven of the
kingdom. [Gebhardt's Doct. of the Apoc., Eng. tr.
pp. 305, 424; Reynolds' Introd. in Pulpit Comm.
pp. lxxx-lxxxv].

These considerations may be held to prove that
the twofold Johannine literature, instead of break-
ing the evidences of unity of authorship, reveals a
high probability that the two documents proceeded
from the same mind. We have also seen that the
strong evidence for the existence of the Gospel
towards the very beginning of the 2nd cent., and the
traditional attribution of authorship to the son of
Zebedee, are not countermanded by the character-
istics of John supposed to be given in the Synoptic
Gospels, the Acts, the Pauline Epistles, and the
three Epistles of John.

Some able critics, like Gebhardt, Renan in some
edd. of the Vie de Jesus, and Matthew Arnold,
are ready to admit that the external evidence for
the Fourth Gospel is as copious as for the Synoptic
Gospels and the Pauline Epistles. Keim has even
triumphed over Baur's chronology and pressed back
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the date of the existence of the Gospel to a time
when the son of Zebedee may have been still living.
But all these hold a view of the writing which
deprives it of historic value. They regard it as
a Christological romance in the form of a narrative,
which was not intended even by the author to be
taken as a serious or historical record of what was
actually said and done. The intense personality
of the author pervades the whole. He has, say
they, very sparingly made use of the Synoptic
Gospels and the teaching of St. Paul, and freely
manipulated traditional material as suited his pur-
pose, and he never intended to convey other than
the grand impression produced upon his mind by
the forms of the new faith. As Jth, Enoch, 2 Es,
the Shepherd, the Platonic Dialogues, the Divina
Commedia, Paradise Lost, etc., used semi-narra-
tive forms for the purpose of conveying religious
ideas, so our evangelist was one of the'most effective
writers of didactic fiction.

Others have gone much further than this. They
have questioned every mark of early origin, and
have thought that they found abundant evidence
of later date, e.g. references to the second de-
struction of Jems, under Hadrian. Some have
found traces of Docetism, later Gnosticism, Neopla-
tonism in the Gospel, and have contended that it
is an attempt to trace to the words of Jesus the
two types of Hel. and Heb. Christianity, the
writer s deliberate aim being to bring about the
healing of a schism which can be traced back
to the apostles themselves. The controversy
turns on the relation of the Fourth Gospel to
the Synoptic narrative, and this we must now
examine.

VI. THE RELATION OF THE FOURTH GOSPEL TO
THE SYNOPTIC NARRATIVE.— A. A general state-
ment of the contrast between them.—It is now
admitted that this contrast has appeared to modern
criticism more extreme than to that of previous
centuries. 'Atmosphere' or climate are difficult
to define, but the most conservative critics are
conscious of a vital change when passing from
genealogical details to the abysses of eternity,
from the homely life and trade of Nazareth and
Capernaum to the heated discussions of the temple
courts, from the Sermon on the Mount to the
valedictory discourse. The dramatis personce are
different. Nicodemus, Lazarus, and Nathanael,
the impotent and the blind man, are introduced to
us for the first time. Thomas starts into prominence
and a position of high argumentative importance.
The chronological elements differ. The various
visits to the metropolis interfere with the simple
flow of the Synoptic narrative. No direct mention
is made of the birth in Bethlehem from the virgin
mother. The story and testimonies of John the
Baptist are taken up where the Sjoioptists drop
them, and yet no direct account is given of his
death. The temptation, the transfiguration, the
agony in the garden, the trial before the Sanhedrin,
the dereliction, the ascension, are apparently
ignored. The main themes of the discourses, viz.
the conditions of admission into the kingdom, are
exchanged for profound hints as to the uniqueness
of the Lord's own person, His pre-existence, His
claim to reveal the Father and to give eternal life.
The miracles of the Synoptic narrative appear to
set forth His comradeship and His pity for the
sorrows of the world, but the later narrative of
miracles of Jesus seems mainly used to insist upon
the apologetic value of His miracles—they are
' signs' of the glory of God. The little children
have vanished from the scene, even from the
hosannas of the triumphal entry. It is considered
scarcely possible to exaggerate the contrast between
the gradual development of the Synoptic Christ,
and the aureole of Messianic and divine splendour

which invests Him from the first in ' John's' re-
presentation.

The first three Gospels represent more than one
current type of tradition. The Fourth Gospel is
almost universally admitted to be the work of one
thoughtful mind, which has impressed itself upon
the whole work. The author in proprid persona
addresses his readers with explanations of his own,
and at times seems to expand by further reflec-
tions or recollections even the words of his adored
Master; so that a vigorous subjective element
cannot be excluded, although it may have been
relatively exaggerated.

B. We have to examine these divergences and
some others, and to decide whether the admission
of their existence destroys the historical value of
the Fourth Gospel. Prima facie, the claim of the
writer to be the most intimate friend and disciple
of Jesus Christ must be held to give a weight and
an authority to his autoptic representations to
which none of the Synoptists can lay equal claim.

(1) Can we accept the new version of the principal
scene of the ministry of Christ? Matthew and
Mark refer to one passover feast only, for which
they bring Jesus to Jerus.—while all the other
incidents and teachings are confined to Galilee. It
is worth while to remember that to the Romans
and Hellenes, to whom Mk and Lk appeal, the
difference between the two must have been very
insignificant. To the introspective soul of John,
who thought of days, places, hours of his intercourse
with ' the Word incarnate,' it was of moment to
record some of these things in sharper detail.
Thus, seeing that the Synoptic narrative of the
public ministry ignores the Judsean ministry of the
first passover, he reveals his intimate knowledge
of the facts by the use of the word πάλιν in 43,
thereby corresponding with the Synoptists as
to the date of the commencement of the public
ministry. In ch. 5 we have an intermezzo in which
a visit to Jerus. brings our Lord into conflict
with the Pharisees on the Sabbatic law. This ex-
plains and corresponds with the long and bitter
struggle with the Pharisees detailed by the Synop-
tists in the early portion of the Galilsean ministry.
Jesus does not appear to have been accompanied
by more than a f ew disciples on these visits to the
metropolis. Caspari {Chron. Introd. to Life of
Christ, Eng. tr. 142) has made the acute suggestion
that John, who was known to Caiaphas, and had a
house in Jerus. to which he resorted at the time of
the great feasts, may have been the sole auditor and
witness of the conversations, and have been his
Master's host as well as his biographer. But * John '
never expanded these precious memoranda into a full
biography. He, like his predecessors, has given us
only fragments, pregnant incidents, great words,
which lifted the veil from the mystery of the Lord's
consciousness. The references to special occasions
are abrupt, e.g. to the abiding in Judaea (322), the
walking in Galilee (71), the retiring to Peraea
(1040), the pause at Ephraim (II54)—other signs
and teachings are cited and summarized from first
to last. It is helpful to remember that even the
Synoptists are not silent about visits to Judaea, as
compare the (Tisch.8, WH) text of Lk 444, where
els ras avvaytayas τψ 'Ιουδαίας is inserted in the text
—Tregelles and RV insert it in the margin. This
might be synchronous with either the first visit of
Jesus to Jerus. or even the second. In Lk 517 the
presence in Galilee of Pharisees from Jerusalem
represents the impression already produced in the
temple by the great discussion on the Sabbatic
law. Both Matthew (2387) and Luke (1321·33·84)
record the terrible and tender apostrophe, ' Ο
Jerusalem . . . how often would I,' etc. In Lk 1038

the incident of Mary and Martha is not incom-
patible with our Lord s presence at Bethany during
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the feast of Tabernacles, described in Jn 710. The
Synoptic narrative implies, in the final scenes,
familiarity with people and things, which is best
explained by the Johannine account of these visits
to Jerusalem.

(2) Is the length of our Lord's 'public ministry
so different, after all, in the two accounts as hope-
lessly to discredit either account? Browne {Ord.
sceclorum) has endeavoured to compress even John's
account into the short space of one year, contained
between the first and last Passover ; and this is
effected by expunging from the text (Jn 64) the
reference to another passover; but it has the
tendency to render the whole narrative unhistorical
when we consider the astounding brevity of the
period during which the entire personal influence
of Jesus upon friends and foes must have been
produced. This becomes more striking when we
compare it with the length of the teaching of
Socrates, Buddha, or Mohammed. The same com-
parison may be made with the record of the
ministry of Hosea, Jeremiah, or Ezra, or with the
history of the career of Moses, David, or Solomon.
The fact is that there is no positive statement in
any of the four Gospels upon the subject. The
only termini are the 15th year of Tiberius (Lk 31)
and the recall of Pontius Pilate (A.D. 36). There
is therefore more historic probability in the whole
narrative if the extended chronology of John into
two years and a half be followed. There is nothing
to contradict it in the Synoptic narrative. See,
further, art. CHRONOLOGY OF NT, vol. i. p. 406 if.

(3) The most perplexing and debated apparent
discrepancy between the first three Gospels and
the Fourth turns on the day of our Lord's death.
As judged by critics of all schools a formidable
difference emerges, which some, like Baur and
Strauss, have lifted into capital importance as
demonstrating the late origin of the Fourth Gospel
at the hands of one who was ready from doctrinal
and ecclesiastical motives to contradict the far-
spread tradition of a century. It is assumed that
the writer wished to make it appear that Jesus
was the true Passover, in whom all the ancient
symbolism of the Lamb and the system of sacri-
fices culminated, and that he did not hesitate to
aifirm by a group of incidental references that
our Lord was crucified at the time when the
Jews were preparing to kill and eat the paschal
supper; whereas the Synop. Gospels had been
unanimous in their assertion that the day pre-
ceding the agony and the crucifixion was that on
which the days of unleavened bread commenced and
the paschal lamb was slain and eaten, and that,
the Lord Jesus having been tried and con-
demned on the day of the Feast and Holy Con-
vocation, was laid in the grave on the evening
of the Sabbath preparation. The difference of
statement is explicit, and said, by the opponents
of the authenticity of the Fourth Gospel, to be
irreconcilable. This conclusion is strongly em-
phasized by the Tubingen writers, on the ground
that the Quarto - deciman and Jewish-Christian
party persisted in celebrating their * feast of the
Saviour's Passover' on the 14th day of Nisan,
when the Jews slew their paschal lamb. Their
festivals of rejoicing commenced after their fast-
ing had ended, on whichever day of the week it
occurred. According to Eusebius {HE v. 24),
Polycrates of Ephesus affirmed that the Eastern
Churches founded their custom in part on the
practice of the Apostle John himself, 'tvho ob-
served the l±th day according to the Gospel.' But
what Gospel? Not the Fourth, according to the
critics, but the Synoptic Gospels, where John is
mentioned with Peter as preparing the Passover
on the morning of the 13th Nisan, and celebrating
it with the Lord on the night of the 14th. This,

it has been alleged, runs directly counter to the
representations of the Fourth Gospel.

Now, the difficulty here involved has been greatly aggravated
by the twofold method in which conservative critics have en-
deavoured to solve it. Hengstenberg, Tholuck, Edersheim,
Luthardt, M'Clellan, etc., satisfy themselves that every reference
in John is compatible with the Synoptic assertion that the
Lord's Supper coincided with the Jewish passover on the
evening of 14th-15th of Nisan. They think that several of
the proceedings of the night were exceptional, e.g. Judas going
out, that the possible purchase of things needed for the feast
or gift of alms could be justified, t ha t ' the passover' which the
chief priests were intending to hold, and for the ceremonial
attendance on which they would not enter the prsetorium,
referred to a midday meal on the feast day called 'chagigah,'
a ' thank-offering,' and sometimes termed by laxity ' passover'
(2 Ch 3C22 3§7.9), and that the references to the iretpurxsvvi— and
the bearing of the cross, are all compatible with the first day
of convocation. It is thus thought that the two accounts are
harmonized; but, on the other hand, Bleek, Greswell, Godet,
Weiss, Westcott, Watkins, etc., have shown the entire incom-
patibility of the proceedings of the trial, of the crucifixion,
the bearing of the cross by one coming from field labour,
the purchase of spices, etc., with the most elastic interpre-
tation of the letter of the law then in vogue. The violations of
Sabbatic law in performing or allowing deeds of mercy would
have been utterly insignificant by the side of these flagrant
contradictions of both letter and spirit. These numerous de-
tails (see Reynolds' Introd. pp. xcii-xcv, and notes on the
passages in Gosp.) cannot be discussed. The Synoptists them-
selves supply many confirmations of the Johannine view, espe-
cially the determination of the authorities not to apprehend
Jesus ' on the feast day.' Since Luke reckons the 50th day after
the first day following the Sabbath of Passover (see Lv 2315,
Dt 169) as that on which Pentecost had fully come (Ac 21),
and as the universal tradition and custom of celebrating it on a
Sunday cannot be disputed, it is evident that Luke must have
reckoned in the year of our Lord's death that the paschal feast
was held on the night following the crucifixion.

St. John, who took part in the preparation of the
passover, was not purposely correcting a common
tradition, but making the chronology more clear.
Still there remains to be accounted for the explicit
manner in which Luke and Mark refer to the
celebration of the supper and the blending with
it of the ancient ceremonial on the night of the
betrayal. Godet and Westcott do not hesitate to
imply that the Synoptic narrative shows that our
Lord must have anticipated by a day the legal
celebration. Haste and the imminence of the
tragedy are thought to account for this departure.
The fresh point made by Caspari {Chron. Introd.
to Life of Christ, Eng. tr. pp. 195-217), is that
the four evangelists are unanimous in the asser-
tion that Jesus suffered on the 14th of Nisan,
after having prepared for the paschal supper,
though without the lamb, or the bitter herbs, or
the elaborate ceremonial; that the lamb may have
been reserved for the evening of the day of the
crucifixion itself, for the hurry and awfulness of
which they were unprepared. If this be the fact,
the difficulty vanishes. In its favour may be added
the Chronicon Paschale, which quotes Clemens
Alex., who, following the chronology just set
forth, implies that the disciples had learned that
Jesus was Himself the Lamb, the food and the
wine of the feast. The fact that Origen, Chrysos-
tom, and others in the course of the various
Easter controversies, took a different view from
Clemens Alex., does not here concern us. The
points at issue with the Western Church turn on
other considerations not vitally connected with
our present discussion. With three most plaus-
ible, if not absolutely satisfactory, methods of
accounting for the difficulty, it is scarcely worthy
of candid scholarship to speak of irreconcilable
contradiction, or of the impossibility of St. John's
being the author of the Fourth Gospel.

(4) The omission by the Synoptic Gospels of
events and discourses which constitute vital
portions of the Fourth Gospel is very startling,
and difficult to explain ; but it is important to
observe that Matthew and Luke are also almost
equally characterized by peculiarities of their
own. Without enumerating them here in detail
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(see Pulp. Com. xcvi), it may be sufficient to notice
that while paragraphs of various length, peculiar
to the author of the Fourth Gospel, amount to
ninety-six, yet the specialities which we owe
entirely to Lk amount to no fewer than seventy-
two, and similar peculiarities of Mt to sixty-two,
exceeding together by thirty-eight those of the
Fourth Gospel. It is sufficient to urge that the
three evangelists each found in the abundance of
material what best corresponded with the supreme
motive of his selection. Special emphasis has
been laid upon the silence of the Synoptists on an
event which definitely precipitated the tragedy.
Most certainly, the death and restoration of
Lazarus take so signal a place in the final working
out of Jewish hostility, in John's Gospel, as to
imply an extraordinary reticence on the part of
the Synoptists. It is possible that amid the
affluence of mighty works wrought in Galilee the
sorrows and joys of Bethany did not bulk so
largely as they seem to the critics to do when this
one event is singled out for minute inspection.

(5) The omission by the Fourth Gospel of events
of capital importance in the Synoptic narrative.

(a) The miraculous birth and infancy, the
youth, the family, the genealogy of Jesus, and
the early ministry of John the Baptist, are passed
over in silence. Yet there are significant hints of
these things which carry the reader's mind over
the omission, without the suspicion of ignorance
or indifference.

(b) The baptism of Jesus by John, with its
accompaniments, is not definitely recorded, and yet
it is implied in the testimony of John, and in the
thrilling effect produced upon the mind of the
Baptist by what he saw and heard. Similarly, no
account is given of the imprisonment and death
of the Baptist, yet both are hinted at.

(c) The omission of the temptation in the
wilderness has been put down to doctrinal pre-
possessions of 2nd cent., but closer study seems to
show that the evangelist inserts between the great
testimonies of the Baptist and his imprisonment—
i.e. in precisely the chronological position where
Synoptic teaching places the temptation—a series
of events covering the matter of each of them.
The creative multiplication of wine, as an act of
love to others rather than of self-assertion or the
rectification of personal need, corresponds with
the temptation to dispense with the Father's
providential care of His beloved Son. The sudden
descent upon the temple with reforming energy,
in lieu of casting Himself from the pinnacle to
attract the admiration of the sign-loving multitude,
is charged with effective analogies. Then, thirdly,
we find an unostentatious refusal of Christ to
palter with evil, or to accept the sanction of the
Sanhedrin in order to accomplish the ends of even
His own mission. * Thou shalt worship the Lord
thy God, and him alone shalt thou serve,' rings
through Jn 2. 3 and 4 just where the Synoptists
had chronologically placed the mighty struggle
with the suggestions of the devil.

{d) The omission of the transfiguration, an
event which is fully described in the Synoptic
narrative. This is surprising, because the latter
represents the son of Zebedee as one of the three
witnesses of the incident; but the explanation
may be that the eyes of the beloved disciple
received more convincing evidence than the bright
cloud and the heavenly visitants and a super-
natural voice, to establish the divine glory and
Person of the Lord. ' We saw,' he said (I14), * his
glory, the glory of the only-begotten.' I t is
worthy of notice in this respect that Moses and
Elijah were perceived by John to have prepared
the way of the Saviour and His sacrifice (I1 7·2 3).
The whole Gospel is a continuous revelation of the

glory of the Life, a vindication of the fact that
Jesus is the light- and sight - Giver to blinded
humanity.

(e) A more perplexing omission is that of the
institution of the Eucharist, especially as the very
meal at which it took place is mentioned with
some other accompaniments, such as the feet-
washing of the disciples. Somewhere in the folds
and parentheses of the stupendous sentence (131"5)
we imagine that the institution of the Eucharist,
which was intended for the sustenance and the
responses of a transcendental love, lies concealed.
On no supposition can we conceive the author to
have been ignorant of the sacramental rite. We
know that it had spread from Jerus. to Troas (Ac
207· u ) and Corinth, and was so highly esteemed as
to be abused by the unwary (1 Co 112δ*·). The best
supposition is that the apostle has spread out over
the discourse contained in chs. 13-17 the deepest
and most essential features of the Eucharist. The
teaching of transcendent love, and mutual in-
dwelling and eternal life, is thus repeated by the
divine Slaster in these chapters. More than this,
John has reported the astonishing discourses at
Capernaum (ch. 6), where the Lord described deep
spiritual communion with Himself as ' eating his
flesh and drinking his blood.' Christ laid em-
phasis on the faith which accepted the Incarna-
tion, the reality and nearness of the God-man, the
actual and perfect humanity of the Son of God,
the divine Bread which came down from heaven,
under the unique phrase * eating his flesh,' and a
deep appreciation and assimilation of His sacrificial
death as nothing less than 'drinking his blood,'
not only of ' the blood which is the life,' but the
blood which was shed. So early in His ministry,
He taught that what He also elsewhere in
the Synop. narrative described as a ransom in
place of many, was effected by the giving of His
life. Thus He made it evident that life in Him
was closely bound up with the stupendous idea of
the death of the Christ of God. ' He that eateth
me shall live because of me.3 Two theories have
prevailed—one, that a transcendental philosopher
in the middle of the 2nd cent., ignoring or re-
pudiating the sacrament of the body and blood,
chose this way of expressing his spiritualization of
this widely prevalent usage. The other hypo-
thesis is, that the beloved disciple, having heard
and recorded the Lord's own interpretation of
eating His body and drinking His blood, was
content. This seems to us far more reasonable.
But why should he have omitted the symbol
which was so well calculated to preserve the
teaching of the great discourse at Capernaum,
β34"60? We have just seen that he did not repel
the historical concrete always in favour of the
ideal representation. But he may reasonably have
been wounded by the prevalence of heathen and
superstitious adjuncts to the celebration of the
Eucharist. He was not a bigoted spiritualist, as
we may judge by the significance of the seven
great miracles recorded by him, by the interesting
feet-washing which had never become a sacra-
mental usage. (See art. ' Fuss-waschung' by
H. Merz in Herzog's BE ; Smith's Diet, of Christ.
Ant. 'Baptism,' §§ 34 and 67).

(/) The omission of the agony in the garden.
Keim says, if St. John's account of the imperial
bearing of Jesus in the garden and at the arrest
be historical, then the Synoptic narrative is
'pulverized.' Renan, B. Weiss, and others are
ready on the other hand to allow that we owe to this
Gospel historic traits which throw much light upon
the incidents of the passion. In John's account we
have a more definite description of the place (KTJWOS)
than in Mt and Mk with their χωρίον, or Lk with
the indefinite TOTTOS. The ' garden ' was a ' place '
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' to which Jesus often resorted with his disciples.'
Moreover, if the Synop. narrative be historical,
John must have been with His Lord in the depth
of the olive shade. He must even have witnessed
what Luke (2243· **, see below) describes of an agony
insupportable, of the exceeding bitter cry, of the
cup which the Father gave the Son of His love to
drink, of the bloody sweat, and of the supernatural
rally when, having called from the depths of a
divine despair to Him who was able to save Him
from death, He was heard because of His godly
fear. But this apostle must have seen as no
other reporter saw so distinctly, the lanterns and
torches which accompanied the temple-guard as
they descended into the Kidron Valley by the
steep side of the hill below the city wall; he
knew the name, Malchus, of the servant of the
high priest, whose right ear Peter smote. Note,
in addition to all this, how Jesus, according to
John, rebukes Simon Peter for his rash mani-
festation of physical courage, in words which
remind us of the bitterest experience of Geth-
semane. We must admit that little trace of the
prostration of that awful scene presents itself
when the God-man (according to the Fourth
Gospel) faces the enemy. He there appears to be a
match for all the treachery of Judas, the malice of
the chief priests, and even the military power of
Rome. He meets the serried ranks of evil in the
imperial calm of the intercessory prayer. It is
the manner of this evangelist, and of other scrip-
tural writers, to leave unexplained gaps in the
midst of what seems to be continuous narrative.
Such a manifest lacuna occurs here between the
close of the valedictory discourse and the arrest of
the Son of Man. But we see even from the Synop-
tists that the great agony was over, and that the
angel had strengthened Him (Lk 2243, whose
genuineness is indeed doubtful; see WH's note).
The cry, < Thy will be done,' had linked the Father's
purpose of redemption with the bleeding heart of
man. He had now the energy to rebuke the
rabble that gathered round Him. He drove
Judas to despair with words of incomparable re-
proach. He moved forwards, in the face of false
witness, to the assertion of the highest claims of
Messiahship and divine authority. Even accord-
ing to the Synoptists, the agony of the garden is
compatible with the most stupendous claims.

Moreover, it should not be forgotten that the
Fourth Gospel never ignores the vicarious sorrow
or the sacrificial agony of the Son of God. Not
only does the author show in the valedictory
address and prayer the keenest appreciation of
suffering (see 162·3·82 1712 1518"22f- and 1430), but
he gives a parallel scene of surpassing intensity
in 1225'34, when a fearful looking for of deviation
from the Father's will is surmounted by · Father,
glorify thy name !' The moral significance and
the culminating intensity of the sacrifice is really
placed chronologically before (not after) the ex-
perience of the upper chamber. Cf. also the
strange blendings of humiliation and victory in
the story of the resurrection of Lazarus. We must
admit that as the temptation, the transfiguration,
and the Eucharist are suggested throughout the
Fourth Gospel, so also is the agony of Gethsemane,
and, we may add, the bodily ascension of the Lord.
The question arises: is the Synoptic narrative,
which presents these themes in tableaux visions or
revelations, or is the Fourth Gospel, which gives
the same teaching in a group of objective facts
and recorded words, the more historical ?

To John's eye the grand synthesis of majesty
and mercy, of divinity and humanity, of the ideal
and the actual, the blending of the mystery of
pain with the brightness of the glory, was present
in all the word and work of the Logos incarnate.

To the Synoptic tradition, the universally diffused
synthesis is gathered up into scenes and acts of a
drama which readers have no power to blend
without philosophical and theological hypotheses.
If we are right here, much of the current anti-
theological criticism of the Fourth Gospel vanishes.

C. There are numerous correspondences between
the two documents which merit special considera-
tion.

{a) The broad facts', the leading outlines of the
life of the Only-begotten are the same. The name
of ' Jesus,' the place of His early residence
(Nazareth), the indisputable reference to ' father,'
* mother,' 'brethren, and 'sisters,' the signifi-
cance of this in connexion with the confession
of His birth from the Spirit and of His having
come down from heaven, belong to the two sources.
The birth at Bethlehem (Jn 742) is assumed to be
true by the refusal to explain away a charge
actually made. The reader knows that the Synop.
tradition has already forestalled the objection
which John, for special reasons, reported. Both
sources of tradition agree that Capernaum was
chosen by Jesus as the scene of special ministry.
The different treatment of the Baptist is due to
the obvious fact that the Fourth Gospel takes up
his story where the Synoptics lay it down. After
the wondrous manifestation in the Jordan, and
the confidences between Jesus and John after the
temptation, the Baptist was dazzled with a vision
both of His glory and of His sacrifice. He pene-
trated the reality of both, and used the mighty
names of 'Son of God,' 'Lamb of God,' and
' Bridegroom' of the veritable Israel. All this
was perfectly compatible with the fact that the
previous knowledge of Jesus by John—even a
knowledge sufficient to justify the exclamation,
' I have need to be baptized of thee' (Mt 314)—was
as star-light to sun-light.

Two great 'signs' of our Lord's mastery over
material elements and the forces of nature are
recorded in the Fourth Gospel (61"21), and correspond
with the Synoptic narrative in all their main
features, and the two throw valuable side-lights
on each other; e.g. the circumstance that Jesus
constrained His disciples to enter the boat while
He sent the multitude away (Mt 1422H Mk 645), is
best explained by the sympathy felt by the dis-
ciples towards the desire of the multitude to take
Jesus by force and hail Him as Messiah King
(Jn 615). The combined narrative brings out the
impressive feature of the history.

Jn 12 gives new and interesting details of the
anointing of the Lord by a woman (cf. Mt 26, Mk
14). It is from the Fourth Gospel that we learn
her name, as well as the date, the motive, the
criticism of this noteworthy deed which has filled
the Church and the world with the fragrance of
its perfume.

John agrees with the Synoptists in the main
features of the triumphal entry into Jerusalem.
The accounts of the ' supper' that preceded the
passion, notwithstanding differences already dis-
cussed, have much in common, e.g. the detection
and departure of Judas, and much of the matter
of advice and consolation given by the depart-
ing Lord (cf. Lk 1331"s8 with the valedictory dis-
course).

In addition to this there are numerous identities,
such as the trial scenes, the denials by Peter, the
conduct of Pilate, the incident of Barabbas, the
' title' and accusation, the crucifixion, the two
other victims, the death itself, with its certification
—the witnesses of the resurrection. Much that
John wrote would be more difficult to appreciate
if we could not suppose that he had the narrative
of the Synoptists before him. Thus, although
John does not describe the discussion in the San-
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hedrin or the decision arrived at, he implies it in
Pilate's private interrogation of Jesus.

(6) Other matters of fact or teaching, given
in detail by the Synoptists, are characteristically
hinted at in the Fourth Gospel, e.g. John does not
describe the baptism of Jesus, but he pointedly
refers to the accompaniments and consequences of
it. The reference in 324 to the fact that 'John
was not yet cast into prison,' is best explained by
the evangelist's knowing from the Synoptic narra-
tive that the commencement of our Lord's Galilaean
ministry coincided with the imprisonment of John.
Further, he seems to show that the previous Judaean
ministry was not incompatible with the assertion
that a great public ministry of Christ in Galilee
was apparently dependent on the arrest of John's
activity. The Saviour's knowledge of Peter, and
the latter's acceptance of the authority of Jesus
(Lk 56, Mt 418, Mk I16), are best understood from
Jn I 4 3 and the record of their early intercourse in
the place where the Baptist was first exercising his
ministry. The parable of the Children of the
Bridechamber in Mt 915 is curiously confirmed by
the last recorded utterance of the Baptist, Jn 329.

Again, there are proverbial sayings found in Jn
which are preserved sometimes in different con-
nexions by the Synoptics. Comp. 444 with Mt
1357, Mk 64, Lk 42 4; and 1316 with Lk 640 and Mt
1024; also 1320 with Mt 1040 and Lk HO16.

The identity of the character of our Lord as
portrayed in the Synop. and Johan. narratives is
very remarkable, though this has been sometimes
disputed. Even A. B. Bruce {Apologetics, p. 485)
thinks it difficult to reconcile the apparent motive
of the great miracles of the Fourth Gospel with the
philanthropic, sympathetic, and personal reasons
which dictate corresponding miracles and other
incidents in the Synoptics. He says that while
our Lord's chief motive in the Synoptics was piti-
fulness over human need, on the other hand the
obvious purpose of His · signs' in the Fourth
Gospel was to call attention to His own Person
and claims on human love and veneration. There
is serious matter for contemplation here, should
this contrast be observed throughout these docu-
ments. But the case of every applicant for His
mercy was severally considered and dealt with
according to His wisdom. As He said to the
woman who washed and anointed His feet, ' Thy
sins are forgiven thee ' ; ' She loved much ' ; * Go
in peace';—so to the woman taken in adultery,
and brought before Him, He said, 'Go and sin
no more.' Doubtless He healed many in the
affluence of His love, as detailed by the Synop-
tists ; but He would not allow the woman with
the issue of blood to steal away with a purely
temporal blessing; and in like manner He ' found'
the sick man of Bethesda in the temple to give him
warning, and did not rest after healing the blind
man until He ' found' him to confer upon him the
highest benediction. The reason of the miraculous
feeding of the multitude in both documents is
anxiety for their secular and physical require-
ments ; and the creation of the elements of wine
at the wedding feast is an answer to the call upon
His pity on behalf of the embarrassed villagers.
The walking of Jesus upon the boisterous lake
was a distinctly expressed concern for the peril
both of mind and body to which His disciples
were exposed. In all these cases our Lord un-
doubtedly found occasion to bring out the great
assurance that He had come forth from God and
down from heaven ; that He was the Light of
the world, the Giver of strength, and a great
Prophet. So though the raising of Lazarus was
conditioned by consciousness of alliance with
Heaven and oneness with the Father, yet few-
things in the Bible are more impressive than His

sympathetic weeping over that grave, and His
divine condolence with Martha and Mary.

Obviously, it was the purpose of the Fourth
Evangelist to record the impressive words, gestures,
revelations by which the Lord unveiled both Him-
self and the Father. These are more impressive
in St. John than in the popular tradition, but they
did not conceal the humanness of His love. The
ironical charge, which was transformed into a
crown of glory, * He saved others, himself he could
not save,' is one of the keynotes of the Fourth as
well as of the other Gospels. On the other hand,
do we not find in the Sermon on the Mount as well
as in the charge to the twelve disciples (Mt 10),
to say nothing of the interpretation of the great
parables of the Sower, of the Tares, and of the Drag-
net (Mt 13), and of the Seed growing secretly (Mk
426ffp), stupendous claims of personal dignity, and
of kinship with the supreme Revealer and Arbiter
of human destiny? Does any assumption of the
Fourth Gospel transcend the claims made by the
great prophet of Mt 23-25 ? The Jesus of the
Fourth Gospel felt that His own powers and claims
were of supreme moment to mankind, but that the
end of all He said and did was the life, light, peace,
and joy of His brethren, and their victory over the
world. Let the following passages be specially
consulted : 540 627· 47-50 717· 87· *» 81 2·8 1·3 2 109· 10· 2 8 l l 4 a

1225.351334.35 i43ff.) a n ( j a i m o s t every paragraph of
the valedictory discourse. The same features and
spirit pervade the Synoptic Gospels, establishing
more of unity than diversity in their theme.
They alone relate the supernatural birth of Jesus.
Nothing more characteristically Johannine can be
found than Mt II 2 5" 3 0 and Lk Ϊ02 1·2 2, wherein the
Lord's supreme self-consciousness was uttered, and
is revealed in most close and gracious relations
with the consolation and salvation of mankind.
No words in the Fourth Gospel concerning our
Lord's character and prerogatives are loftier than
those in the Synoptic Gospels. We believe we are
justified in saying that the Synoptists would be
more difficult to expound without the light of the
Fourth Evangelist than the Fourth Gospel without
the aid of the Synoptists.

Other interesting and mutually corroborating
elements are found in the four Gospels. There
is, for example, the portraiture of certain per-
sonages in the Fourth Gospel of whom we know
nothing elsewhere, not even the name—unless the
name be a second name of one known to us by
another.

(1) The most striking instance of this is Nathanael
(chs. 1 and 21). A widely spread idea prevails that
he is to be identified with the Bartholomew of the
Synoptic lists of apostles, where he is (by his
patronymic only) associated with Philip and
Thomas.

(2) Nicodemus is thrice referred to (3. 750 1939),
nay, he is photographed by a few phrases. The
familiarity of our Lord with this distinguished
personage is quite parallel with numerous scattered
hints of His social relationships, especially in Lk
736 83 195. There is no certain identification of
Nicodemus with one N. ben-Gorion, who, accord-
ing to the Talmud, survived the fall of Jerusalem
(see Geikie, i. 584; Winer's Realworterbuch, ii.
152).

(3) The woman of Samaria is portrayed with
inimitable vivacity, and in a few sentences she
has told her own story for all time. The refer-
ences to Samaria and the Samaritans in Lk and
Ac are all illumined by this sketch of the early
intercourse of our Lord with the inhabitants of
Sychar.

(4) Mary and Martha have been introduced to
the Synoptic history almost as ideals of the con-
trast between the contemplative and the active
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religious life. In Jn there is a brilliant page of
genuine biography and history. The time and the
place are recorded; the characterization of the
women is beautifully preserved along unconscious
lines in Jn 11. The resemblance of tneir brother's
name to that of the beggar of St. Luke's parable
does not throw any light on this story, for all the
surroundings are different, unless there be a faint
adumbration in Abraham's word, * Neither will
they be persuaded,' etc., of the access of malignity
in the hearts of the Pharisees, as reported in Jn
1210, on hearing of the resurrection of Lazarus.

(5) The Virgin Mother. The reticence of the
Synoptic account is one of the marvels of NT.
\Ve learn there that probably both she and Joseph
also were the lowly heirs of the family and throne
of David, that she occupied a purely OT stand-
point, that she saw in the great function intrusted
to her a solution of the baffling paradoxes of
the theocratic kingdom. Mt and Lk combine to
tell us of the gracious incidents of the infancy,
while Mk sheds a very strong light on the
probability that she shared with her other sons
the fear that her prophetic child was * beside
himself,' and that she received from Him a severe
yet filial rebuke. She would doubtless have spared
Him every rough handling, and sought to restrain
all undue exposure to the rising storm of mingled
enthusiasm and malignity. The sublime way in
which, according to Mk, the Lord baffled the de-
sign of the brethren, and emancipated Himself
from the control of His domestic circle, is on many
grounds, both literary and doctrinal, most note-
worthy. Cf. and connect Mk 320 with 3°-35. Mary
followed Jesus to Jerus. and was present at the
tragedy, but there is no statement in any of the
Synoptists that she was there. Lk, however,
places her with her sons among the disciples
before and after the Ascension, and it may be
readily inferred that she was among the women
who ministered to Jesus, though Mary of Magdala
and Mary the mother of James the less and of
Joses hide her from view. The same picture of
the Virgin Mother is preserved by the beloved
disciple. Here also she allows herself to be over-
shadowed by others and hidden in the glory of
her Son and Lord. The author of the Fourth
Gospel never breathes her name, but preserves
the memory of the incident which he knew best,
that he received the dying legacy of his Master,
and as a son with a mother took her to his own
home. The reference to the mother of our Lord
frees his narrative from all Docetic taint; and the
firm vindication of the truth that the Lord came
in the flesh and was made flesh, seemed to him
to be of the very essence of the Gospel, and the
denial of it to be antichrist. At the same time,
his constant reference to the supernatural, heaven-
descended life of Christ gives the most vital basis
for His immaculate conception. Minute touches
also show at Cana the manner in which, while He
delivered Himself from maternal control, Jesus
obeyed her desire to meet the needs of their
humble hosts. Thus, in the most subtle manner,
the rare and wonderful portraiture is the same in
both documents.

(6) The portrait of John the Baptist differs from
that of the Synoptists; but if it be noted that
the Fourth Gospel takes up the story where the
current tradition dropped it, the chief difficulty
vanishes. The strange question sent from the
prison (Mt II2 and parallels) seems all the more
strange in view of the great testimonies to Jesus
borne by the Baptist as given in Jn 1 and 3 (cf.
Reynolds, John the Baptist, 419-449). But there
is nothing, after all, in the ' witness of John' which
transcends the OT standpoint, and Christ declares
(5?6) that He had 'greater witness than that

of John.' Like Judaism itself, John would nevei
have accomplished his proper work if he had not
held to it too tenaciously even after it had reached
its climax. But this involves exegetical considera-
tions that are beyond our present scope.

(7) Of nothing are we more certain than of the
historical character of Simon Peter. The blending
of courage and weakness, the desire to suggest the
courses to be followed even by his Lord, succeeded
by the profound deference paid to the expression
of the thought of Christ as soon as his reckless
blundering was corrected, recur from first to last.
This double personality appears at the earliest
introduction to Jesus, amid the splendours of
the transfiguration and the solemnities of Geth-
semane, in his base denials and bitter tears, on
the morning of the resurrection amid the visions
of heavenly things, in the controversy with St.
Paul over the essence of justification, and in the
traditions of Church history. He is a real, not
an imaginary man. If St. John had given a
fundamentally different interpretation of his per-
sonality, it would have been strongly adverse to
the historicity of his narrative; but the fact is,
that in the transactions of chs. 13. 18. 20 and 21,
though handling several diverse incidents, St.
John's statements exactly preserve the same com-
plicated features of St. Peter's inner and outer
life. He who said to the Lord of the invisible
world, ' Not so, Lord,' or ' Depart from me, for I
am a sinful man,' or 'That be far from thee,
Lord'; who would have builded tabernacles on
the slopes of Hermon, or engaged a whole band
of Roman soldiers with a single sword, and
then declared with curses that he knew not the
man whom he had risked his life to defend,—is
the same as the disciple who first cried, 'Thou
shalt never wash my feet' and then, 'not my
feet only, but also my hands and my head'; who
rushed into the sea to reach the feet of his risen
Lord, and whose new act of impulsive curiosity
received anew the rebuke of the Lord. The in-
delible imprint of personality is carried through-
out the fourfold narrative.

(8) Caiaphas and Pilate, though portrayed at a
different angle and in the midst of circumstances
which though concordant with those of the Syn-
optists have a different bearing on the whole
narrative, are alike etched from the life, and betray
no departure from the reality common to the earlier
representation. Caiaphas and Pilate are described
as priest and ruler of Israel during the whole of the
ministry of Jesus, Lk 31. The remorseless resolve
of the Sadducean priest to find or make a capital
charge against Jesus on the ground either of sedi-
tion or blasphemy; the unprincipled endeavour
to keep the Pharisees from siding with Jesus in
His reformatory zeal; the demand on oath from
our Lord of the loftiest claim of Messiahship and
Sonship with a view to his immediate condemna-
tion on a charge to which Pilate could not listen ;
and the delivery of Jesus to the Romans on a new
charge altogether, which Pilate saw through at
a glance,—all this is left intact by the Fourth
Evangelist, while he casts an additional light on
the main motives of both the priest and the
governor. The moral confusion of the motives of
Caiaphas, evinced (II49) in his prophetic forecast
of a scapegoat to the indignant majesty of Rome,
offered in the person of one absolutely innocent of
the crimes alleged; the superstitious fears which
blended in Pilate's mind with the abuse of his
sovereign power; the uprising of his moral, at
least of his political, conscience, which led to the
temporary delay of the sentence,—all these ele-
ments are emphasized by the Fourth Gospel
from its own sources of evidence. The private
interviews between Pilate and Jesus, to which the
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beloved disciple was privy (1833"38 199-12), as well as
the private and preliminary examination before
Annas, add to the general information, and have a
supplementary character ; still the author does not
ignore, but gives the result of the action of the
Sanhedrin under the leadership of Caiaphas in
Pilate's own words, 'Thine own nation and the
chief priests delivered thee unto me' (1835). The
Barabbas incident brings into pointed relief the
action of the priestly party as touched on in the
Synoptic narrative, telling us that there was
a pause and a questioning among the #%Xos, which
was overcome by the activity of the priests, who
'persuaded' the people (Mt 2720); but the Johan-
nine narrative shows how the fact corresponds with
the earlier tradition; and the extremely culpable
weakness of Pilate is further shown in the de-
lineations of the Fourth Gospel. Pilate crushed
the warnings of his own conscience, and was more
intent on visiting his supercilious antipathy on the
priests than on carrying out his own expressed
conviction that the prisoner was innocent of the
charge brought against Him. He yielded at last
to a clamour which might complicate his relations
with Tiberius, as the most fateful expression of
Jewish national degradation at length burst upon
his ear. 'We have no king but Csesar' sealed
the doom, not only of Jesus, but of the theocratic
nation. Jesus was sacrificed to the cowardice
and meanness of Pilate. The spirit of revenge
which induced him to abide by the ' t i t le ' upon
the Cross is another touch of characterization which
we owe, as we believe, to the special sources of
information possessed by the Fourth Evangelist.
We are not concerned to deny that John's silence
about the sublime assumption of the Messiahship
and judgment of the world, and of the divine
claim He made to the highest conceivable dignity,
even when it sealed His death-warrant from the
Sanhedrin, is a serious perplexity, but, at all
events, it reveals no mere doctrinal perversity on
the part of the writer to press the apparent theme
and motive of his own wonderful contribution to
the history of the Word made flesh.

We have thus considered the objections drawn
from the chronological and biographical details of
the Synoptic Gospels, and have shown that the
omissions by the Synoptics of certain facts pre-
sumed to be of historical importance, as well as
the striking omissions by the Fourth Gospel of
events of cardinal significance in the Synoptic
narrative, have often been pressed beyond their
real significance. We have traced also the general
correspondences in the chief facts and minute
details of manner and matter between them, and
examined the biographic portraiture of the most
noted characters. There remain some general
objections of greater or less moment which affect
the whole composition.

D. Miscellaneous Objections.—a. The supposed
exaggeration, through the mythopceic tendency
in the later writer, of the supernatural element.
The transmutation by creative process of ' water'
into 'wine' is reckoned as an exaggerated and
suspicious instance of divine prerogative attri-
buted to the incarnate Logos. But this act seems
by no means a more wonderful display of the
will of Christ in harmony with the Supreme Will
than is the multiplication of the bread, which
belongs to the entire tradition. The heightened
intensity of some of the special signs selected by
'John' is sometimes cited, e.g. the thirty-eight
years of the man's infirmity in ch. 5 is compared
disadvantageously with the eighteen years of similar
paralysis as mentioned by Lk; so likewise the
blindness from birth is compared unfavourably
with the temporary blindness which Jesus healed,
as recorded by Mt and Mk. But the way in which

Mt tells of two blind men where the other evangel-
ists, Mk and Lk, mention one, and two demoniacs
instead of one at Gadara, and two multiplications
of bread and fish instead of one in the other
records, is far more open to the charge of mythical
enlargement than anything that is here attributed
to the Fourth Gospel. There is a deepening glory
in the resurrections from the dead, which has been
commented upon since the days of Augustine. The
daughter of Jairus just laid upon her deathbed,
and the young man at Nain being carried to his
grave, might seem insufficient per se to prove that
the Lord Jesus had the keys of death in His hands,
but the fourth day of death and the assumed
putridity of Lazarus' corpse are more conclusive
evidence that the Lord is King, and can and will
raise in some way all that are in the dust of death.
He had chosen death and the sepulchre as His
special battlefield,—the evangelist had ample facts
from which he made selection with reference alike
to blindness and death, and in both cases, as well
as in the bread sign and the Bethesda ' Sabbath
cure,' he apparently chose the incidents for the sake
of the discourses with which they were followed,
and which he remembered so well. It must not be
forgotten in estimating the weight of this argu-
ment that the Fourth Gospel is parsimonious in
describing specific miracles, though it records the
fact of their abundance (2030·31). Further, it is
the only one of the four which declares that the
miraculous is a kind of evidence far inferior to
that of intuition and personal recognition of
the divine in Himself (Jn 1410~14). The miracle
arrested attention, but it was still in the region
of the natural and sensuous, and appealed rather
to the understanding than to the higher con-
science or to the spirit. The most startling and
dramatic scenes, including, as we have seen, the
temptation, the transfiguration, and the portents
of the crucifixion, are shorn of those mysterious
accompaniments which are desired by the miracle-
loving multitude, and might be described as the
unhistorical accretion of years. After prolonged
pondering of the problem, we are convinced it
might be urged that there is more of the mythical
lustre overspreading the Synoptic narrative, more
of the imaginative setting, and the solitary un-
corroborated event or teaching in both Mt and Lk
than in the Fourth Gospel, and more of the
pictorial and even dramatic presentation in the
Gospel of Mk than in either of them, and still more
than in the stern self - repression and spiritual
recollections of the great Apostle of Love.

β. Schenkel {Charakterbild Jesu, § ii., and else-
where throughout his able work), Hase, Renan,
Ritschl, and others, have emphasized the absence
from the Fourth Gospel of that progressive mental
and official development of the character and
Messianic claim of Jesus alleged to be discoverable
in the Synoptic tradition. But if the Preacher
of the Sermon on the Mount identified Himself
with ' righteousness,' and declared that, by pene-
trating the secrets of all hearts, He could and
would dispose of the final destinies of individuals ;
if He was hailed as the Holy One of God by the
demoniacs (Mk), and in the synagogue at Nazareth
(Lk) aroused inveterate hatred by a double claim
to Messianic dignity and to an obnoxious uni-
versalism,—there is not much room for develop-
ment after that, especially when the three Gospels
emphasize the significance of the Heavenly Voice
which accompanied His baptism by John, and His
subsequent transfiguration, as the climax of His
Galilsean ministry. We are not concerned to deny
the development of Jesus from His birth to the
twelfth and afterwards to the thirtieth year of
His life. Enough has been told to discriminate
His infancy finally from that of the later legends
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of Buddha, or the precocities and monstrosities
of the non-canonical Gospels of the Infancy. The
originality of Jesus leaves no room to think
that either John the Baptist or Philo, Hillel or
Gamaliel, contributed anything to His mental
resources or to His Messianic role. He knew His
own mind, and followed it throughout, allowing
the voice of the Father and the foreordained un-
folding of human need and inquiry to determine
the successive phases of revelation. While He was
waiting for God, God was working in all things to
the unveiling of His own true nature and the vin-
dication of His love to the uttermost. There
appears to be quite a parallel, if not a richer,
development in the Fourth Gospel than in the other
three. There is a wide space between the language
addressed to Nathanael (I47) and that to Philip on
the night of the passion: * Have I been so long
time with you,' etc. ; between the elementary in-
structions given to Nicodemus (31*16) touching the
fundamental aspects of the new life, and the true
nature of the kingdom of God, as consisting of
regenerated men on the one hand, and on the other
the sublime teaching of the 'good Shepherd,' the
mutual indwelling of the Vine and its branches
(ch. 15); the glorification of the Son of God, who
would go unto the Father, prepare a place for them,
' come again to them' in the power and presence
of the Comforter. Almost every school of criticism
admits a momentous advance after the close of
ch. 12. Those whom He had gathered out of the
world, those who at length had come to believe in
the mission of the Lord, are set forth at length
as face to face with each other, under the shadow
of the cross, in the coronation of sacrifice, suffer-
ing, sorrow, and death. A higher strain of in-
struction pervades the Fourth Gospel than that
current in the Synoptic tradition—one more adapted
to the solitary inquirers, or to a knot of carping
and critical priests, or to the society of His own
disciples at great crises of their spiritual history,
or to angry sticklers for their own customs when
preparing their final and deadly assault upon His
life, than to the ordinary and miscellaneous groups
at the lake side or on the hill slopes of Galilee.
However, the contrast does not interfere with
the historicity of either account. The progressive
aspects of each group of revelations is obviously
the result of the different susceptibilities of His
audience and their power to catch the meaning of
His teaching. In the case of St. John's Gospel
this is heightened by the circumstance that the
reporter is throughout one intense, perfervid, yet
contemplative spirit, who received from the in-
finite fulness of the God-incarnate—knowing Him
to be this—just the impression which he alone
could receive, and in some degree record for after
generations.

y. The Gnostic element in the Fourth Gospel, as
distinct from the Synoptic narratives, has been sup-
posed to carry this document from the close of the
1st to the middle of the 2nd cent., to the great dis-
paragement of its biographical and autoptic value.
Siegfried, as we have seen, endeavours to establish
an influence from Philo of Alexandria upon the
entire literature of NT, upon Mt and Ja as well as
on Hebrews and the Johannine writings. Thoma
has maintained a similar thesis. He even fastens
on Valentin us, as Baur had done on Marcion, to re-
date the Pauline Epistles, and so obtain, a fortiori,
a plunge down into the 2nd cent, for the Johannine
books. This kind of criticism overshoots itself.
Both the 1st cent. B.C. and the 1st and 2nd cents.
A.D. were seething with the ferment produced by
the blending of Hel. and Oriental ideas, of Gr. and
Heb. philosophy and phrase. There is no need to
come down to the middle of the 2nd cent, to under-
stand the phraseology of Col or Hebrews, the

letters of Ignatius or Barnabas, or the Wisdom of
Solomon. Specific terms, such as * Logos,' 'Life,'
and * Light,5 were ready at all times to take up a
richer connotation than before. The special con-
trast between the Synoptists and John, to the
disparagement of the latter, has been pressed, as
though Jn had thus received the hall-mark of the
end of 2nd cent. The question arises whether the
creation of the whole world by the Logos or Son
is affirmed or repudiated by the Fourth Gospel.
Does it recognize the dualistic view of the source
of good more than do the Synop. Gospels ? Surely
the latter give us more references to the malice,
mischief, and kingdom of Satan, of darkness and
demonism, than the Fourth Gospel, which never
refers to demoniac energy. There is nothing more,
on the other hand, than a vague side reference to
the Creation in the Synoptics (Mk 106). Such lan-
guage is by no means so clear and explicit with
reference to Creation as πάντα δι' αύτοΰ iyivero
(Jn I3), nor can it be pretended that matter {η ϋλη)
or any other element in the κόσμος is excepted from
the πάντα, which owe absolutely their genesis to
the Logos. The non-interpenetrating character-
istics of 'light' and 'darkness' is not asserted.
The power of ' darkness' is not chaotic or anarchic,
but represents simply the negation of 'light.'
'Darkness' is not impenetrable to 'light.' The
element of will or moral nature enters into the
conditions of its permanence. The idea of ό
πονηρός belongs rather to the Synop. than Johan.
representations; see Mt 537 613 1319, Lk II 2 6. S.
Davidson considered that Jesus (Jn 179) did not
'pray for the world,' because the κόσμος was
hopelessly beyond the region of conversion or the
power of prayer. This interpretation seems en-
tirely inconsistent with I2 9 316 442 633·51 812 1247 168,
and even with the context of the assertion, ' I pray
not for the world,' in which the Lord prays (v.21)
for those who should believe on Him through the
word of His disciples, and looks forward to the
great consummation of His own mission, ' that
the world may believe that thou didst send me.'
This is the final purpose of the Lord's intercession
for His disciples. We admit that pervading the
Fourth Gospel there is a class of references to an
elect kingdom of susceptible souls to be found
throughout the world, 'the other sheep' of 1016,
cf. 320·21 1837, which suggest the wideness of God's
mercy, and also the inscrutable and boundless
depths of the divine decrees, the extent of the
invisible and omnipotent graces affecting human
destiny and counteracting human perversity and
corruption. This is not Gnosticism, but one of
the great teachings of Divine Revelation in the
God-man. A Docetic element is charged upon
the Fourth Gospel, and the Gnostic Ebionitism of
the 2nd cent, is referred to as its source, and the
later supposed date is assigned on this ground to
the whole class of representation ; but the Johan.
writings, and especially the Gospel, are the most
decidedly pronounced anti-Docetic documents in
NT. They speak of the true humanity of the Son
of Man with intentional emphasis. Thus the
father, mother, brothers of Jesus are spoken of ;
the weariness, thirst, tears, inward groanings, per-
sonal affections, dress, food, spittle, touch, flesh,
blood, bones, wounded side, are severally men-
tioned. He was ' made flesh,' i.e. full humanity ;
His dead body was partially embalmed, His rai-
ment was divided among the soldiers. After His
resurrection He was prepared to take broiled fish
and honey and bread. We do not admit a treat-
ment of the supposed phantasmic appearances or
disappearances of the Lord (730 859 ΙΟ39 186) as
Gnostic or Docetic in the Fourth, when similar
events are recorded in the Synop. Gospels, e.g.
Lk 4, as well as the walking on the water and the
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walk to Emmaus. Hilgenfeld has laid stress on
a translation his theory has demanded, that in
g43.44 o u r Lord. is supposed to refer to ' the father
of the devil,' and so to the origination of the devil
by some inferior god, like the Jehovah of OT as
imagined by the Ophites. The whole of this
contention has been taken up favourably by the
advocates of the 2nd cent. date. It proceeds from
unwillingness to recognize that the Gospel places
the difference between the children of God and
the children of the devil, not in primordial differ-
ence of essence, but in the will of man (see Godet's
Introd. vol. i. 182if.).

δ. The phenomena of the Johan. discourses un-
questionably introduce us to a new atmosphere,
and to a place and audience different from those of
the Synoptics. This is not finally explained by
the frequent suggestion that the Synoptics repre-
sent our Lord as addressing the multitudes in
Galilee, and that the Fourth Gospel is almost ex-
clusively occupied with individuals, or with small
groups of His disciples,—because, on the one hand,
we see that the great controversy of ch. 6 was con-
ducted in the synagogue of Capernaum, and those
of chs. 5 and 10 were held with large and excited
groups in the temple courts. On the other hand,
the great Synoptic discourse on the last things was
addressed to only four of the twelve disciples.
Moreover, the comparison of Mt 5-7 with Lk 6
shows that the Sermon on the Mount was a selec-
tion of the most recondite instructions addressed
at the first — and in the main — to the inner
circle of the disciples. The same features are
observed in the special discourse to the twelve
disciples in Mt 10, and correspond with much
similar instruction given to the seventy disciples
in Lk 101'16. We cannot account for these differ-
ences of style and subject-matter on such easy
terms. A considerable element of subjective choice
is distinctly claimed by the author on two occa-
sions. He selected his materials from copious
accumulations, out of a wide range of memory
and of tradition. The reporter put them together
with the hope and belief that they would evoke
confidence in the Messiah-functions and divine
Sonship of Jesus (2031 and 2125). Some of the most
* Johannine' utterances are likewise to be found in
Mt ll25ff·, Lk ΙΟ251*"·. Moreover, every great claim
made by our Lord in the Fourth Gospel is antici-
pated by the direct or implied teaching of the re-
ported sayings, and the miracles and parables of
the Synoptics. The diction of these sayings is
different from that of the earlier narratives, though
it is easy to exaggerate the difference, and to
ignore a very fundamental element of the problem.
We have already seen how much common matter
there is in these four documents. Many proverbial
sayings or startling apothegms, found in the Three,
are not absent from the Fourth, though they are
given in fresh connexions. The strain of the
self-consciousness of Jesus appears frequently in
the Synoptic narrative, though given there when
our Lord was concerned with the judgment of
men, and foreboding the consummation of all
things. Whatever may be the ultimate solution
of this great problem, this at least is shown to be
probable, that there was from the first a twofold,
double-sided strain in our Lord's discourse, on
which minds of congenial and susceptible charac-
teristics would and did lay hold, with verbal
tenacity, when brought into intimate relation with
Him. This corresponds with analogous pheno-
mena in other regions of biographical record. Only
by blending these and some dissimilar elements
can we obtain the approximate portraiture. We
need to combine the commonplace representa-
tion of the man Socrates by the matter-of-fact
Xenophon, and even the lampoon of the Sophists

in the comic satire of Aristophanes, with Plato's
ideal of the great teacher, martyr, citizen»
and philosopher, before we have the historic
Socrates on our canvas. In like manner we are
bound to take account of the Pauline Christ and
that of the Ep. to the Hebrews, the 'unwritten
words,' the threefold type of the Synoptists, and,
above all, that representation which in this Gospel
presses most near to that portion of His conscious-
ness wherein He communes with the Father and
with Himself. In these conversations and soli-
loquies the subjective element of the reporter is
more conspicuous than elsewhere. The prince of
biographers is he who is able to gather up the
spirit and gist of a long conversation or discourse,
and present it in the words of the Master Himself.
This is exactly what John seems to have done, and
thus he brings us nearer than any other to the
great historic reality—'historic,'i.e. not, as often
implied, on purely non-supernatural lines, but in
the sense of objective fact.

The opponents of the authenticity of the Fourth
Gospel urge that the writer, alike in his prologue
and in the report of the Lord's words in the epilogue,
and in the first Ep., adopts a style of expression
which he puts into the mouth of Nathanael and
Nicodemus, Mary and Martha, Caiaphas and Pilate,
the blind man and John the Baptist, corresponding
in diction so closely with the phraseology of Jesus,
as to suggest that the Greek words of all the
speakers, including the Lord Himself, are nothing
else than St. John's own strongly characterized
vocabulary and diction. Some of the most acute
and learned defenders of the authenticity of the
document have not hesitated practically to admit
this contention. Watkins (in his Bampton Lectures,
and in his article on the same theme in Smith's
DB2) has maintained the possibility of which we
have spoken, and has endeavoured to account for
the phenomena by the simple theory of translation
from an Aramaic original. It is probable that
some of the discourses have undergone this process
of translation. There is a distinct tradition to a
similar effect with reference to the Gospel of
Matthew. The same peculiarity must be held
equally possible in Mk and Lk. And many of the
difficulties are surmounted in the present case by
the theory of the translation of words uttered in
Aramaic into the Greek of Jn, which, having been
built up through long years, enabled him to make
use of it in representing the words of others,
and then he may have adopted the same favourite
terms, and a somewhat similar construction of
sentences on all occasions. But we cannot admit
that this hypothesis completely satisfies the facts
of the case.

e. The diction of our Lord and of His biographer.
There are peculiarities of diction, vocabulary, and
structure which are certainly adopted by this
writer—Gr. words are used by him and by no
other, some of which are somewhat uncommon,
such as άντλημα, άττοσνί/άγωγο?, βιβρώσκειν, ̂ Κωσσό-
κομον, ζακρύαν, δίδυμο?, έτηχρίειν, θήκη, θρέμματα,
κέρμα, κοΧλυβίστής, νίτττηρ, ττροσαίτψ. But in respect
of special vocabulary Jn does not differ from other
writers of NT. Again, there is a peculiar fond-
ness manifested in Gospel and Epistle for certain
special and almost technical words, — which by
frequent repetition acquire a deeper meaning,—
such as φως (23 times), δό£α (42), κόσμος (78),
μαρτυρία (47), Ύΐνώσκ€ίν (55), τηστβύαν (98), σημέιον
(17 times). It is also clear that the writer adopted
a Semitic connotation for ι in the καί which he
makes do ample duty for the various connective
particles of the Gr. tongue. A common pheno-
menon in the Johannine writings is simple juxta-
position of sentences, often producing by the mere
use of καί, and in fact sometimes without it, an ad-
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versative, concessive, or peculiar emphasis (I4 1524

311 539). The very common antithesis of μέν and δέ
is almost dropped, and καί repeatedly made to
represent δέ. It is curious that the writer, after
using \6yos in ch. 1, subsequently drops it. and
never puts it into the lips of Jesus. It recurs in
the 1 Ep. (ch. 1) and in the Apocalypse. It there-
fore becomes clear by this and many other passages
and peculiarities that the author had a Greek
diction somewhat peculiar to himself, which he used
when following his own lines of meditation or
narrative. Attention may also be called to the
remarkable fact, that he puts into the lips of our
Lord no fewer than 145 words which he never uses
in his own person. Thirty-eight of these are found
also in the Synop. account of our Lord's discourses.
A similar peculiarity of expression or construction
is reserved by the writer for Jesus, but never
adopted by himself. There are nine peculiarities
of our Lord's diction, such as the reduplicated
* Amen,' which are peculiar to Jn and never found
elsewhere. There are 500 words which are freely
used by him in his own portions of the Gospel or
in the words of one or other of the interlocutors,
which he never attributes to our Lord, so that
the phenomena of translation still leave some
problems to be solved by closer investigation.
That there was a certain amount of translation
is obvious, and some strong subjective element in
the selection and arrangement of material cannot
be ignored; but an effort must have been made
to conserve the sacred words of the Lord Jesus in
a phraseology which was supposed especially
adapted to represent and enshrine the original
utterances of the Master. This becomes more
obvious when the evangelist frequently comes into
direct communication with his reader: when he
speaks in propria persona occasionally he offers a
commentary on the words of our Lord, perhaps
even an expansion along certain lines of his own, of
the words of Jesus which, though he caught them
(and even transferred them into Gr.), he had not
fully comprehended. These contrasts between the
writer's memories and his explanations, both of the
narrative and of the discourse, deserve far more
attention than they have received.

The surpassing majesty of the Prologue (I1"18)
indicates that the mind of the writer was inter-
penetrated, overwhelmed with the effect produced
by his contact with the Lord Jesus Christ.
Clearly, he could think of Him as nothing less
than ' the only-begotten of the Father,' as the
Agent by whom the fulness of grace and truth
broke upon the world,—and yet he drew a dis-
tinction between ό Oeos and the \6yos as divine
element in Jesus, although in the same breath
declaring an identity between them. The Word,
said he, was * in the beginning,' and * with God,'
and yet 'was God.' It was 'the Word' by whom
• all things' came into being. The Word was
both the source and the sphere of life, of that life
which was light. All the light which had ever
flashed into the darkness, and which the darkness
was too gross to admit, was the beaming of His
face. This conflict with the darkness resulted
in most tragical issues. Nevertheless, this Word
at length came into the world, and did so along
fresh lines, not merely as eminent in all life and
light, but as a fully constituted humanity—'flesh.'
From this point onward he proceeded to show
how the soliloquies and words of Jesus fell upon
his sensitive and susceptible soul, as belonging
rather to eternity than to time, as voices which
had in them an infinity of meaning and of truth.
He selected a few only of these for description and
comment, and they grew in weight and wonder
till he laid down the pen. At the same time, we
feel that the Lord did not write, and could not

have written, the Prologue. The logical exordium,
the sublime climax, were neither in our Lord's own
manner nor in His own phrase, as afterwards re-
ported by the evangelist. A full discussion of this
comparison must be reserved for some other place,
but a brief treatment of a few of the most salient-
passages may be attempted.

£. The incommensurability between the writer
and his theme. We come into close contact with
the writer in the following passages :—I 2 5 29-11·21
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2()3o. 3i 214.23-25# These passages are independent of
pure narrative, and are selected mainly because the
writer essays to inform his readers of the secret
sentiment of the disciples or of others, which does
not appear in the narrative itself, but still more
because of the way in which he attempts to make
more obvious the words of the Lord Himself,
when the wisdom of his interpretation, though
doubtless up to a point conveying a deep or an
obvious meaning, is not equal to the accuracy of
his report. Only a few of these can be indicated
here. 221 'But he spake of the temple of his
body,' was doubtless a natural inference of a
believer in the bodily resurrection of Jesus from
the death to which the Sadducean party would in
the main condemn Him. The first notes of the
death-peal were sounded in the temple. The
departure of Jesus from Jerus. was proof of the
kind of reception which the great Prophet received
from * his own' as soon as ' darkness' set itself to
quench the new 'light.' This was one and the
nearest interpretation. But with all the subsequent
history of the spiritual temple of believing men,
and of the rapidity—the ' three days'—in which the
new body and temple rose into spiritual splendour
and sufficiency, it is difficult to believe that the
evangelist sounded or grasped all the significance
of the weighty words. The question whether 316

or18"21, and again Μ"36, are expansions of the remem-
bered and cited words of Jesus and the Baptist in
the explanatory terms of the evangelist, cannot be
discussed here, yet would not have arisen if criticism
had not recognized in both places the subtle differ-
ence between the individuality of the evangelist
and the style of each of his masters. The fre-
quent reference to ' the hour' of Jesus, as in 730 820,
suggests the knitted, anxious brow of the evangel-
ist as he watched the approach of crisis, and the
mysterious deliverance of the Lord from the
malice, the arrest, the stones of His enemies. It
is curious that many of the chief puzzles of exegesis
are to be found in the evangelist's own comment or
narrative. By far the most difficult theological
crux is 739, which perhaps yields its treasure up to
patient inquiry ; but the statement of the passage
is entirely due to 'John,' viz., that 'until Jesus
was glorified' the Holy Spirit was not, had not
been ('given ' or ' manifested'). This assertion is
apparently discordant with the teaching of Christ
and his apostles, and of John himself. It was
a question of ' more' or * less,' not a contrast be-
tween nothing and something. The fulness or
splendour of the new dispensation varies with the
vital truth and revelation of God wherewith He
energizes in the consciousness and even below the
consciousness. The contrast between the quicken-
ing of intelligence under the OT, and the descent
of the Holy Spirit upon Jesus, is so great as to
account for John's words, and a fortiori the con-
trast between the ministry of the synagogue and
the ascended Lord. The evangelist makes a great
and unintentional revelation of himself in 131"5.
His mind must have been working in flights of
unparalleled ecstasy when he endeavoured to con-
vey the impression which the feet-washing had
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made upon him. But the style of the passage, the
assumption of co-ordinate emotions in the bosom
of Jesus, and the motives not verbally revealed,
differ profoundly from the diction and method
of thought of the Lord Himself. St. John was able
to represent the tones of the ' eternal now' when
recording the words of Jesus, but when he tried to
reflect the motives or inner spirit of Christ he
could find no adequate language.

The purport of the Gospel and the plan and
classification of its subject - matter have been
variously presented by successive critics and com-
mentators from Lampe of Utrecht (1724) to the
present hour under the handling of Reuss, Godet,
Luthardt, Thoma, and Beyschlag, Because the
structure of this very wonderful book reveals
a gathering intensity of meaning, and the suc-
cession of events a climacteric force, it does not
follow that the broad outline of the chronology
has been tampered with in either historical
or theological interests. Many of the lives of
our greatest men naturally arrange themselves
in epochs, great opportunities, deep sayings of
historic significance, crises, tragedies—as,e.g., those
of Socrates, Csesar, Buddha, Luther, William of
Orange. Now, if we can accept the funda-
mental idea of God manifest in the flesh, we are
satisfied that the most unsympathetic narrator
would unconsciously sift material, and gather
climax, and glow with dramatic intensity in spite
of himself. The Synoptic narrative, with its most
solemn and far-reaching suggestions, has prepared
the way for the Fourth Gospel, which everywhere
presupposes the existence of the wider and more
copious detail. It lays down firmly the chrono-
logical points, between which it is not impossible
to show that the vistas of miracle, parable, self-
revelation open out. The non-obtruded but certain
septenary arrangement, the gathering of the glory
as the story moves from eternity to eternity, the
poetic framework showing that from the great
deep to the great deep it goes, does not disturb
its true proportions of credible and realizable
fact.

77. The order of the thought due to the evangelist.
—We will make some attempt to show what is the
actual order of the thought, whether intentional
or not, on the part of the evangelist. As many
writers show careful and subtle alliteration in
their prose, rhythm and accentuation in their
poetry, without any consciousness on their part,
so the progress of the thought comes into view
with the evolution of the life and self-revelation.

A. Proem, chs. 1-4 contain specimens of the nature and
method of the Lord—first manifestations of the Logos Incarnate
to His own, to Israel, and the world.—i. Prologue, I*-18. Explana-
tion of the astonishing phenomena which Jn proceeds to record.
Jesus is all that Synoptists endeavoured to prove, viz. Messiah,
Son of God, Son of Man ; but to St. John He is all this, because
He is the incarnation of ' the Word,' v.14, who is in the beginning
• with God' and ' God,' and has been variously manifested and
active before the incarnation, in nature, prophecy, conscience,
and grace.

n. The testimonies of the forerunner, 119-34.
iii. The testimony of the first witnesses, 135-51.
iv. The testimony of two great signs, 2-32.
v. Revelation of heavenly things and the new life and re-

demption ; meaning of the whole revelation, 3 3 2 1 .
vi. The final testimony of the great seer, 322-36.
vii. The ministry of the Lord beyond the limits of the theo-

cracy, the Life-giver, the Prophet, and Saviour, 41-42.
viii. The summation of the Galilsean ministry, 44a-54.
B. The conflict of the Logos Incarnate with His own people,

down to the signing of the death-warrant, chs. 5-11.
i. Christ (a) the source of life and healing to body and soul,

of sabbatic rest and of resurrection glory, δ 1 ^ ; φ) the wit-
nesses to these claims, 530-Ί0.

ii. Christ sustains the life of which He ie the source, 6'-?i.
(a) The signs (on land and sea) of creative power and love,
6I-21. (&) The interpretation of the signs, β22»"·, (c) Effect-
increase of enmity and intensifying of faith, 64lff· eoff..

iii. The truth. Dramatic scenes; conflicting parties, with
murderous designs, thwarted, including the story of the
adulteress, 7-8U.

iv. The light of the world (812-94i) vindicated by word and

sign. The correlative Giver of sight as well as light, with con-
flicting issues.

v. The Shepherd of the flock of God, 101-21.
vi. Identity of essence and function with the Father (1022-42)t

where the assumption is challenged and vindicated by word and
sign.

vii. (a) The vanquisher of death and Hades (ll1*5 7), and the
claim to be the 'Resurrection and the Life.'

(6) The different effect produced upon different classes,
especially on the ecclesiastical powers. The ban of condemna-
tion confirmed and published.

C. The close of the public ministry.
i. The feast of love and gratitude, and the presage of the

burial, 121-8.
ii. The diverse effects of the sign, 129-n.

iii. The challenge of the authorities, 1212-i9.
iv. The request of the Greeks and the reply of Jesus, includ-

ing the glorification of the Son of Man in and through death, and
the anticipation of Gethsemane, 1220-29.

v. Last words, and the reflections of the evangelist, 123°-50.

D. The final manifestation of the Word Incarnate as love
unto the uttermost, chs. 13-17.

I. The inner glorification of the perfect love to His own
disciples. — i. Self-abandoning service, while simultaneously
giving the highest expression of His divine commission and
His God-consciousness, 131-17.

ii. Followed by the exclusion of the faithless disciple. * It
was night,' 1318-30.

iii. The last conversation and discourse. (1) The glorification
of the Son of Man, with its great demand on the disciples,
1331-35. (2) The question of Simon Peter and its terrible response
and sublime consolations (1336-144). (3) The question of
Thomas—bringing out the reply, that He, by death, was their
way to the Father, 145-7. (4) The question of Philip, with
greater revelations and the promise of the greater works, 148-2i.
(5) The question of Judas, the conditions of His self-manifesta-
tion, 1422-31. (6) The parable of the Vine and its branches, 151-10.
(7) The results of the union of Christ and His disciples—bitter
but glorious, 15H-166. (8) The promise of the Paraclete, 167-33.
(9) The high-priestly intercession for Himself, for His disciples,
for the whole Church, tfi^

II. The more outward and public glorification in the passion,
18-1942.—i. The betrayal, 181-12.

ii. Examination before Annas, with the discomfiture and
denial of Simon Peter, 18i3-27.

iii. The Roman trial, presupposing the decision of the San-
hedrin, lS^S-l^e.

iv. The crucifixion. Love unto the uttermost, 1917"24.
v. The words from the cross, 1925-30.

vi. The side-piercing and the burial, 1931-42.

III. The final glorification and the Resurrection.
(1) The evangelist's own personal conviction, 201-!0.
(2) The manifestation to adoring love, 20U-1».
(3) The manifestation to the ten disciples and others, 2019- **.
(4) The peace, the gift of the Spirit, 2021-23.
(5) The manifestation to anxious scepticism, eliciting the cry,

• My Lord and my God,' 2024-29.
(6) The evangelist's summation of His argument throughout,

2030.31.

IV. The Epilogue.
(1) The manifestation of Himself in the work of life, 211-14.
(2) The service of love. The rehabilitation of, and solemn

charge given to, Simon Peter, 2115-19.
(3) Special manifestation to waiting love, 2120-23.
(4) Identification of the author by subsequent editors with the

disciple whom Jesus loved, 2124f·.

By whomsoever this marvellous document was
constructed, it is unique in literature. The con-
centration and supernatural fulness of the subject-
matter — sentence within sentence, hint within
hint—reveals worlds of reality with the prodigality
wherewith Nature surprises us. An immensely
difficult task has been successfully finished by the
simplest means; the Divine-Human Christ of the
Ep. to Hebrews and the Christ of Ro 3 and 8 and
1 Co 1-4 and 10-15, of Eph and Col, nay, the
mysterious personality of Rev 1-3, is not incom-
patible with the preacher of the Sermon and the
parables of the Sower, the Drag - net, and the
Prodigal Son; and here He lives before us, and
there is no inconsistency. The Supreme Man re-
veals Himself, still without comparison or analogy
or rival, among the sons of men. He stands
absolutely alone, yet infinitely near, the one who
sums up but transcends all physical and physio-
logical law. All attempts to account for the docu-
ment upon principles other than those we have
contended for, every hypothesis made to bring it
down to the middle of the 2nd cent., and there to
find an occasion or an author, must be pronounced
to have failed, and we fall back upon the memories
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and love of the first generation or two after this
great revelation had been made, i t is bound by
links which cannot be broken, to the history,
the geography, the religion of the day, but tran-
scends as yet all mere human history or known
ways of nature.

VII. LITERATURE. — The translation by C. R. Gregory of
Luthardt's St. John, the Author of the Fourth Gospel, is
enriched by a voluminous list of all the works and pamphlets
written on the positive and negative side of this prolonged
controversy, from Evanson, an Anglican clergyman in 1792, to
Beyschlag in 1875. It occupies eighty 8vo pages. Crombie
in his tr. of Meyer's Comm. on Jn has furnished an ample
catalogue of selected works, bearing more upon the interpreta-
tion and exegesis of the text than on the controversy about its
origin. These lists were completed in 1875. Watkins' Bamp-
ton Lectures have carried critical and classified enumeration to
a later date. A digest of the most noteworthy literature and
epoch-making works is all that can be here appended.

Evanson (Ipswich, 1792), with insufficient evidence, gave voice
to a rising spirit of free-thinking among the English Deists of
an earlier part of the century touching the ' dissonance of the
four evangelists,' etc., and suggested that the Fourth was the
work of a Platonist of the 2nd cent. Evanson was replied to by
no other than Joseph Priestley and by James Simpson, and again
took arms in 1794 in defence of his thesis. In 1796 Eckermann
assailed the genuineness of the Gospels on the ground of the
prominence therein given to miracles. He was one of the first
who endeavoured to discriminate between the apost. or Johan.
nucleus of the Gospel, and that which he thought had been
added by later hands. Two years later, Eckermann retracted
these views, 1798. Discussions prevailed between Schmidt and
Bolton as to the original language, Syriac or Greek, in which
the Gospel had first been written. In 1801 Vogel wrote a vulgar
book in which he gave a melodramatic turn to the controversy by
bringing the author of the Gospel for trial at the judgment day.
Luthardt-Gregory enumerates about fifty works before 1820, but
no deep impression was produced until the celebrated theologian
Bretscnneider issued his Modest Enquiries into the Genius
and Origin of the Gospel and Epistle of John, in which he
gathered to a point all the doubts that had been in the air for a
generation. He was ably answered by Olshausen, Liicke, and
others, and admitted that his doubts were resolved. Schleier-
macher after this did not hesitate to recognize the true histori-
cal character of the Christ of John, anticipating views which
have long been held in suspense. For several years the posi-
tions of Bretschneider were reconsidered by positive and
negative critics. Paulus, de Wette, Sartorius, Stein, E. G.
Bengel, Hase's different editions of his Leben Jesu, 1829 and
1834, and fifty other publications, prepared the way for the four
edd. of the celebrated Life of Jesus by Strauss, 1835-1840, with
which it is well to compare Das Leben Jesu fur das Deutsche
Volk, 1864. Neander's Life of Christ largely contributed to the
refutation of Strauss, just as the latter had reduced to ridicule
the rationalistic anti-supernaturalism of Paulus. Bruno Bauer
(1840) made it clear that the mythical theory could not explain
the Fourth Gospel, which throughout reveals the presence of a
commanding thinker, who, if not a poet of distinct romantic
faculty, must have been a wilful forger. Ebrard and others
handled this hypothesis with severity. De Wette, Schenkel
(1840), Reuss, Schwegler, and many others, grappled with special
aspects of the many-sided controversy. In 1840 the highly
important Introd. and Comm. of Liicke of Gottingen appeared,
followed in 1852 by his celebrated Einleitung in die Offen-
barung des Johannes, in which the authenticity of the Gospel is
sustained by referring the Apocalypse to the Presbyter. Of.
Luthardt, De Compositione Evangelii Johannis. Andrews
Norton, Genuineness of the four Gospels, 1837-1848, made a
most notable contribution to the discussion as it stood before
the efforts of Baur of Tubingen. The latter epoch-making theo-
logian commenced his assault by maintaining, in 1844, that the
Gospel could not have been written before A,D. 160. In the
Th. Jahrb. 1845, Zeller pushed the date forward another
decade. Baur wrote Krit. Untersuch. iiber d. Canon. Evan-
gelien, Einlcit. in d. JST. theol. Wissenschaft (1850-51 of Th.
Jahrb.), Das Christenthum und d. Christl. Kirche d. drei ersten
Jahrh. (1853, 3rd ed. 1863). In 1854 he replied to Luthardt,
Fr. Delitzsch, Bruckner, and Hase, who had disputed his
positions. Hilgenfeld, in 1854, Die Evangelien, does not
consent to postpone the date of the origin beyond A.D. 120-140.
Schneider, 1854, Die Aechtheit des Jn. Evangeliums nach den
Ausseren Zeugnissen, made an able reply to Baur's treatment
of the internal evidence. Scholten, Schiirer (to some extent),
Ebrard, Luthardt (with reference to the relation of the Gospel to
Justin Martyr and the Clementines) fought the issues earnestly.
In 1856 Jordan Bucher issued his Des Apostels Johannes Lehre
vorn Logos, nach ihrem Wesen und Ursprunge, and endeavoured
to identify the Logos of ' John' and Philo; and in 1857 Baur
again replied. The date of the last passover now took a pro-
minent place in the debate, and Tholuck again defended the
position of the Fourth Gospel. The main thesis of Baur and
Hilgenfeld and others was the discovery of a system of Church
organization and Christian ideas through which the Fourth
Gospel could alone have seen the light. Baur supposes that the
Gospel reveals the presence of the 2nd cent. Gnosis, and further,
that it reflects the healing of a conjectural and violent schism
between the Jerus. apostles and St. Paul, and the Churches
which derived their origin and tone from these sources respec-
tively. The two tendencies towards Judaic exclusiveness on
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the one hand and Pauline universalism on the other, were in-
tensified by Marcionitic anti-Judaism on the one side and Mon-
tanistic revolt against the Episcopate on the other. In the
writings of Baur the further speculation was hazarded, that
towards the close of the 2nd cent, a tendency towards co-
operation began ; that the Epp. to Col, Eph, Ti and Tit, He, and
the Bk. of Ac, were fabricated to bring about a fusion of the
hostile parties ; that this Gospel was a part of the system of
forgeries by which the Cath. Church was originated. It is
supposed that an unknown writer cunningly suggested that he
was the beloved friend of Jesus and knew His inmost heart;
His belief in the theocracy, that ' salvation was of the Jews,' but
that God was ' a Spirit'; that among Greeks as well as Jews
the buried corn of wheat would bring forth much fruit. This
extraordinary writer was ready to justify the Montanistic
realization of the grace of the Paraclete, and also, by a delicate
series of modifications of the Synoptic tradition, to make the
passover of the Jews reach its climax at the hour of the cruci-
fixion ; and he sought, moreover, to link the Christ with the
ΛΟΓΟΣ of a popular philosophy. Every line of the Gospel was
searched for confirmation of some portion of the hypothesis;
and adverse elements were cleverly contrived to spread out the
occasion for the publication of the spiritual Gospel. The strife
between the Eastern and Western Churches as to the celebration
of the Easter festival had broken out, and it was a masterstroke
to show that one of the Jerus. apostles, who is traditionally re-
ported to have followed the Jewish celebration on the 14th Nisan,
the day preceding the crucifixion, had actually set forth the
identification of the crucifixion of Jesus with the sacrifice of the
paschal lamb. B«,ur fixed A.D. 170 as the date when this astonish-
ing feat of forgery, concealed polemic, and spiritual manifesto,
first saw the light. The question of this date was discussed with
great acumen. Ebrard (Introd. to Comm.), Thiersch, Hilgenfeld,
Lange, Steitz in numerous articles in German journals, with
occasional replies from Baur, who died in 1860, kept the con-
troversy before the world.

We have already shown reason to believe that the date assigned
by Baur, viz. A.D. 170, is quite untenable, and that step by step
the appearance ot the Gospel must be antedated at least by
forty years and pushed back to the time of Basilides or Valen-
tinus, who must have had the ideas and phrases of the Gospel
before them. It has at length become impossible to deny that
Justin quoted from the Fourth Gospel, and increasingly prob-
able that Tatian, his contemporary and disciple, actually con-
structed a Harmony of the Four Gospels, with a chronological
basis in the Gospel of John. In 1862 H. Ewald showed that
no authorship of an ancient writing is so conclusively attested
as that of the Fourth Gospel (see Die Johan. Schriften iibersetzt
u. erklart). Weiss and Weizsacker discussed, in Jahrb. f.
deutsche Theologie, the relation of the Logos doctrine of John
to its sources. Strauss and Hilgenfeld, in 1863, made assault
upon the Mur. Canon and on minor defences of the Gospel ;
Volkmar, Renan, A. Reville thought to rehabilitate the argu-
ment that if the Fourth Gospel had been in use in A.D. 150,
Marcion would have found it more useful for his purpose than
Luke's. We have elsewhere shown that Marcion could not even
by mutilation have expunged from John's Gospel the humanity
of Jesus, his reverence for the Old Covenant, his identification
of' the Lord' of OT, the Creator of all things, with the God and
Father of Christ.

In 1863 van Oosterzee's Life of Christ, Hengstenberg's Comm.
on Gospel, favoured, while Echthal's Les Evangiles attacked the
authenticity. Martineau's review of Renan's Vie de Josus, and
Astie, Explication de I'Evangile, followed in 1864, with Nicholas'
advocating of a partition theory. To this may be added
Schenkel's Charakterbild Jesu, which suggested that the original
nucleus of the Gospel appeared A.D. 110-120, and was after-
wards coloured by the Gnostic speculations of Basilides and
Valentinus. In 1866 Holtzmann in Bunsen's Bibelwerk, Pres-
senso in his Josus Christ son temps sa vie, etc., and Sabatier,
Essai sur les sources de la vie,—all three maintaining the
authenticity,—were encountered by Keim, Geschichte Jesu von
Nazara, etc., who argued (1867) that the Gospel was published
at the beg. of 2nd cent, under the name of the Apostle John,
who nevertheless had never been in Ephesus. Taylor, An
Attempt to ascertain the Character of the Fourth Gospel in
relation to the three first, was strongly opposed to the authen-
ticity. Tobler attempted to cut out the original kernel, and
later on (1870) he reduced it to 81 verses. Oosterzee and
Scholten again took up opposite sides, so also Ezra Abbot,
Higginson, Milligan, and S. Davidson. In 1868 Riggenbach
endeavoured to show that the Presbyter John and the apostle
were one and the same. In 1869 Holtzmann returned to the
controversy, as did Meyer, Introd. to the Exeg. Handb., Godet,
Komm. z. d. Ev. Johannis, written also in French and trans-
lated into English. Stanley Leathes' Boyle Lecture (1870) on
The Witness of St. John to Christ and Hilgenfeld kept up the
struggle. In 1871 Krenkel, in his work, Der Apostel Johannes,
argued that the apostle was the author of Apoc, but not of
Gospel; cf. Milligan, arts, in Contemp. Rev. and Brit, and For.
Evang. Rev.; and Hutton, Essays, Theological and Literary,
who defended with great force the historicity of the Gospel
against Baur and his followers. Holtzmann once more took up
the claims of John the Presbyter. In 1872 appeared the import-
ant Comm. and Introd. of Schaff, being a tr. and great enlarge-
ment of Lange's Comm. in his Bibelwerk; and the singularly
valuable Authorship and Hist. Character of 4i& Gospel, by
Sanday, followed in 1876 by The Gospels in the 2nd Cent. In
1874 was published Supernatural Religion, An Inquiry into the
Reality of Divine Revelation, which created almost a literature
of reply. The anonymous writer was vehemently adverse to the
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authenticity of this Gospel (vol. ii. 251-476) on every ground
and every side issue. Lightfoot in the Contemp. Rev. (after-
wards republished); Sanday in the Gospels during the 2nd Cent.;
Row, The Jesus of the Evangelists ; Luthardt, Der Johan. Ursp.
des Men Evang. (tr. into Eng. by C. It. Gregory, 1875),—replied
very successfully. Farrar's Life of Christ (1874) sustained the
authenticity ; but Hilgenfeld, in 1875, in Hist.-Krit. Einleit. in
das NT., determined the limits of production between A.D. 132
and 140. Mangold (Bleek's Einleit.) was again adverse, but
Matthew Arnold, Review of Objections to Literature and Dogma,
(Cont. Review, afterwards republished in God and the Bible),
defended the authenticity with high literary tact, but by falling
back in part on some special partition theory of his own. In 1882
the remarkable work appeared of Albrecht Thoma, Die Genesis
des Johan. Evang.: ein Beitrag zu seiner Ausleg., Gesch., u.
Kritik, in which the author endeavoured to find an Alex. -Philonic
origin for the entire Gospel, which is dealt with as Philo
handled the Pent., and which, on this hypothesis, could have
had no meaning save among the Neoplatonic schools, where
supposed forecasts and summaries of history were only crypto-
grams of philosophical theory, e.g. ch. 9 is regarded as a cipher
of the position and career of St. Paul, and ch. 21 an outline of
the history of the Acts of Apostles. With ingenuity the
theory was carried through 879 pages. In 1882 (Eng. tr. 1883)
appeared B. Weiss, Life of Christ. The chapters on the
* Johannine' sources are singularly impressive, and vindicate the
historicity of the Gospel against the speculations of various
offshoots of the Tubingen School. The theory of the reminis-
cence of one who had fathomed the deep secret of the Incarnate
Logos in Jesus, interprets the author's 'ideal elevation and
spiritual form, but also his historical trustworthiness. If it be
regarded as the invention of a semi-Gnostic philosopher of the
2nd cent., it is a delusive will-o'-the-wisp—in truth, a gigantic
lie.' In the same sense Godet's invaluable Introd. to his Com-
mentary touches and illumines every part of this great subject
(Eng. tr. 1887). In 1885 Salmon's Hist. Introd. to the Study of
NT gave ample space and great freshness to the maintenance
of the authenticity. Edward Reuss in his Hist, of Sac. Scrip,
of NT, tr. into Eng. by Hough ton from the 5th Germ, ed.,
with additional bibliographical details, minimized the value of
the external evidence, and left it as only barely possible that
Jn was the work of the apostle. The introductory discussions
of Hengstenberg are scattered throughout his Commentary.
Special excursuses on the Paschal and other questions are to be
found in M'Clellan's great work on the Gospels. Against Edwin
Abbott's view in his article ' Gospels' in Encyc. Brit.Q may be
put Ezra Abbot's External Evidence of the Fourth Gospel, and
Westcott's Introd. to his invaluable Comm. on the Gospel in
Speaker's Commentary (and published separately); also Milligan
and Moulton, Introd. totheirGomm.inScha,fi's Popular Commen-
tary, and Watkins' Introd. to Comm. in Ellicott's Comm. for Eng.
Readers, as well as his very important discussion of the history
of criticism in Bampton Lectures for 1890; Reynolds' Introd.
to his Comm. on Jn in the Pulpit Commentary. Keim in his
voluminous Life of Jesus of Nazara settled down to the date
A.D. 130 and to a repudiation of St. John's residence in Ephesus.
He decided that early antiquity was grievously misled by
Irenseus in this and other respects, just as Riggenbach, Farrar,
and others think that the very personality of * John the Pres-
byter ' has been created by an ill-starred guess of Eusebius. In
Uandkom. z. NT (· Joh. Evangelium'), Holtzmann, 1890, argues
that the most extreme critical view which he adopts doubles the
value of the Gospel. Edersheim's Life and Times of Jesus the
Messiah (1883) throws vivid light upon the Johan. as well as
other sources of the great biography by his intimate acquaint-
ance with Heb. literature. In 1890 Hugo Delff, Das 4 Evan-
gelium, and (18S3) in his Grundziige des Entwick.-Geschichte d.
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to-do philosophical disciple of Jesus, whom He loved and who
was specially acquainted with the ministry in Jems., who was
subsequently confounded with the John of Acts and Apocalypse.
P. Ewald, in 1890, Das Hauptproblem der Evang elienfrage,
strove to bring out the original Johan. nucleus of the entire
evangelical tradition, of which John has given the richest an-
thology. In 1891 Gloag issued Introd. to the Johan. Writings.
This is one of the most complete rdsumos of: the entire question
in the light of modern criticism, embracing not only the Gospel
but the Epp. and the Apocalypse. Harnack in his History of
Dogma, vol. i. 96-98, admits that the origin of the Johan.
writings is 'a marvellous enigma,' that therein a Christ clothes
the indescribable with words, that a Pauline Christ walks on the
earth ' far more human than the Christ of Paul, yet far more
divine.' He seems to admit that Christ Himself is the author of
ch. 17, but all is suffused in a bright cloud of the supra-historical.
He repudiates the dependence on Philo and Hellenism, with
which John has little in common but the word λόγοζ, and he
regards the author as a born Jew. Important articles have
appeared at various times in the Expositor by Lightfoot,
Sanday, and others. In 1891 Willibald Beyschlag of Halle
published his NT Theol. (Eng. tr. 1895). In vol. i. pp. 216-221
he avows his firm conviction of the genuineness of the Gospel,
that it rests on historic facts and is superior to the Synoptists
in many important details, t h a t ' the Logos Romance' is a criti>
cal failure, and, notwithstanding great difliculties, he imagines
that the subjective element necessary to a character formed
and trained by the Master Himself may solve them.

VIII. THE TEACHING OF THE FOURTH GOSPEL.

— A . Theology and Christology.—The teaching of
Jesus cannot be satisfactorily discriminated from
that of the evangelist, except in places where the
latter speaks in propria persona, or offers his in-
terpretation of the Master's words. Alike in the
Epistle and Prol. to Gospel, the apostle sums up or
generalizes the teaching of Christ or of His mighty-
deeds, and for the ideas, thought by thought, fact
by fact, he brings out a justification in the narrative
itself. As to the Abbrechungen and Incongruenzen
on which Wendt insists as indicating different
strains of thought and purpose, e.g. in the different
estimate of tyya, σημεία, and ρήματα in the great
plan of the Supreme Teacher, the reconciliation is
not far to seek, and is to be found in the divine-
human majesty of the Lord, whose Personality
gives unity to all his representation. The con-
sciousness of the Lord Jesus, as brought out in
the fourfold revelation, provides the fact upon
which the constructive intelligence of later cen-
turies has founded its doctrine of the GODHEAD.
To put it in a word, the Doctrine of the Divinity
is simply an endeavour to state without explana-
tion the various elements of that unique con-
sciousness. The most fundamental element in
the entire teaching is the absolute oneness of the
Deity. Christ never taught the existence of two
or three Gods, though the unity or solity embraced
the divine indwelling in the entire universe, an
infinite transcendence involving the internal rela-
tions of Fatherhood and Sonship, and all the
mighty operations of the Spirit in the world and
in the minds of men. There is only one veritable
God, μόνος αληθινός θεός (173), although the Lord
was self-conscious of the nearest possible approach
of the centres of the spheres, both of His divine
and human nature, to the Centre of the all-includ-
ing and embracing Unity. The theophanies of
the OT are outshone by the eternal knowledge of
the Only-begotten (I1 8 and 646), and the adequate
sufficing power of the human life and conscious-
ness of Jesus to disclose the secrets of the divine
bosom. This revelation differs widely from the
Gnostic or Oriental or modern impersonality,
1 the Absolute.' Here the ineffable is clothed in
forms not incompatible with the Eternal Unity.
'Father,1 'Son,' 'Word,' 'Love,' 'Life/ 'Light,'
'Spirit' are terms which make no schism of the
one Deity, but are each necessary concepts in it.
This is so complete and thoroughgoing that Fair-
bairn has skilfully pressed the position that the
Lord Jesus was in fact the first monotheist in the
history of the world.

A few of the elements of this great synthesis
must be specified.

(1) In 424ff· the spirituality of the One who is
called 'the Father' is insisted upon. The spirit
of man leads the way to the most direct realization
of the Eternal.

(2) He is the living and life-giving One, or even
Life itself. In the Logos—who is God—there is
Life. The mystery of ' life' was not solved, or a
definition given, by Jesus or the evangelists; nor
is the mystery reduced, but intensified, by the
widest and latest researches of science; but St.
John may at least be credited with seeing behind
the inexplicable phenomena of 'life'—physical,
ethical, spiritual, and eternal—nothing less than
the personal activity of the Lord God, the Living
One.

(3) In this life is light. In 1 Jn I 5 God is (not
luminous, but) 'Light, and in him is no darkness
at all,' no evil, no imperfection, absolute purity,
goodness, righteousness, and illumination (Jn 1725

I4·5).
(4) The most characteristic doctrine of God which

we must attribute to the evangelist is that God
is Love (1 Jn 48), or that the most essential quality
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and absolute essence of God is that which freely
lavishes Himself on the objects of His love. The
moral perfections which our Lord attributes to
this living and loving One are truth (826), right-
eousness (1725), and holiness (1711).

(5) But the most characteristic name and function
is that of ' Father/ ' my Father,' ' your Father,' the
' living Father' who has life in Himself (526), who
seeks for spiritual worshippers (423, where the
vital internal relation between God as Father and
God as Spirit is made very evident). This fatherly
love is, first of all, lavished on the Son and on
those who are given to Him. He becomes the
source of life to others, and in Him God loves the
world (519·26 1017 1724·26 and 316). Preparation for
this revelation of Fatherhood is found in Ο Τ and
Hel. thought and in the Synop. teaching, but the
Fourth Gospel is peculiarly saturated with the
ennobling and uplifting thought. Here we come
face to face with one who could speak of the
Almighty as 'my Father.' He was the 'wisdom'
and the * power' of God, not only (as St. Paul
represented it) as the * image,' but as ' the Son
of His love.' The relation of Logos to Theos is
warmed into the deeper relation of Son to Father,
the Only-begotten to the Eternal. The Father-
hood is essential to God, and therefore eternal.
If the Father be thought of as the Supreme Giver
evermore lavishing upon an adequate object His
own fulness of being, then the Son also is eternal,
and from the relation between the giver and re-
ceiver, between the Father and Son, does the very
conception of Deity emerge. From before all time
and worlds, and independently of time or space,
the writer saw the infinite giving and receiving
of Eternal Love; and he saw in the completeness
of the mutual relation the moral and spiritual
αρχή of the universe. This is not the monad of
the Platonic schools or the Gnostic sects, but the
living fulness of an infinite Personality, within
which there is the reciprocal interchange of gra-
cious and everlasting relations. St. John is alive
to the primordial rank and supremacy of the
Father, and tells us by the lips of the Divine
Son that the Father is the source of all power,
and of the self - dependence of the Son. ' He
gave to the Son to have life in himself,' He is
1 greater' than the Son, ' gives the Spirit' to the
Son without measure, He 'sent the Son into the
world' to learn and fulfil all His will (527 1031"37

1424). Yet the unity and the solity of the Eternal
turns upon this very relation; and so identical is
the substance and will of the Father and Son,
that 'all things,' πάντα, flow out of the mutual
relation (I1'3), the monarchy of the Father com-
patible with unity of the Father and Son.

(6) The relation of Logos to Theos, as conceived
by the evangelist, is sustained by the successive
words and deeds of Jesus which had slowly broken
on the mind of the writer. The majestic words of
the Prologue which are repeated in the opening
sentences of the Ep. are the necessary antecedents
of the events, the twofold meaning and ambigu-
ity of the term Logos, connoting the self-conscious-
ness and the necessarily connected utterance of the
Eternal Theos. This Logos so interpreted is both
' God' and ' with God' at once. He is the organ
of divine activity and the great image of His
glory. Beyschlag, in his attempt to reduce all the
subsequent narrative to the ordinary human con-
sciousness of Jesus, appears to ignore or minimize
the supra-historic basis which precedes the historic
narrative. Before the manifestation in the flesh
of Christ, the Logos was the divine agent of crea-
tion. No element of matter, no thrill of force, no
harmony or beauty of the cosmos was excluded.
The life and light of God streamed forth from
Him. The divine immanence in nature and man

was His function. The darkness was not in har-
mony with the Light, and did not apprehend it.
He came age after age to His own, to those who
were prepared by conscience, providence, and pro-
phecy, and His own received Him not. The Logos,
even to the present hour, is working in events,
laws, and forces, designing and forecasting and
evolving the eternal purpose; yet the world and
even His own know it not, nay, He is rejected
and despised. An element of deep tragedy has
entered into human nature which has ever resisted
Omnipotence, but never exhausted the resources
of divine love. Conscience, even the ' light which
lighteth every man,' was reinforced by prophetic
voices, of which the Baptist was the highest type,
and the conflict between the Spirit and the flesh,
the light and the darkness, the Logos and human-
ity, is always in progress. The victory over the
world and the flesh has made still greater demand
upon an infinite compassion, and so we are led on
to believe in a higher and more convincing contact
of the Logos with human nature. The indwelling
of the Logos with the cosmos falls immeasurably
short of the Incarnation, i.e. of an event which is
described in the assurance (v.14) that the Word
became flesh. The Logos did not become 'all
things,' but became σαρξ, to heal the source of
human corruption, and consummate the plan of
God.

(7) The entire Johannine conception turns on
what is meant by these words. Is the synthesis
of the divine and human such as obliterates either
of the two elements in the Christ; or is it one
which, while preserving both in their complete-
ness, stretches the vinculum between them, so
that it snaps, and there is left no other than a
human Saviour, after all? Beyschlag objects to
the ecclesiastical orthodoxy, and wisely discounts
the Kenotic theories of Gess, Thomasius, Godet,
Pressense, and others, on the ground that if our
Lord never adopted phraseology incompatible with
'mere humanity,' the idea of a divine conscious-
ness and the hypothesis of a true incarnation could
never have arisen. Putting aside the two extremes
of Nestorian and Monophysite interpretation, and
shrinking from the Catholic acceptance of what is
true in both, Beyschlag falls back upon the bare
human consciousness and historical surroundings
of Jesus. He reviews the great sayings of our
Lord which affirm a remembrance of ' the glory
which he had with the Father before the world
was' (175·24), or which assert a conscious existence
before Abraham (858), or which indicate a realiza-
tion of being ' in heaven' while yet on earth (313),
or which refer to His descent from heaven and
return thither (633·51·62), and affirm conscious unity
with the Father. In doing this the critic is
content with a purely Ebionitic interpretation
which leaves the mystery of the greatest fact in
the history of the moral world entirely unsolved.
He falls back upon a method of interpreting
Christ's own pre-existence, corresponding with the
Rabbin, method of regarding things of high value,
such as the ark of the covenant, as ' eternally pre-
existent in God.' By the use of metaphor, or
fervid imagination, or intense prophetic or mystic
realization of the divine indwelling, and full re-
conciliation with God, even absorption into the
divine fulness, the expressions arose from which
he supposes the Christian faith to have had its
origin. A similar interpretation of the words
and the consciousness of Jesus is advocated in
Drummond's Hibbert Lecture, Via Veritas Vita,
where we seem called upon to forgive our Lord
the use of phrases which, after all, are only the
commonplaces of the religious life.

The statement, 6 X6yo$ σαρξ έ*γέν€το, does not, in
John's usage, mean a transubstantiation of \6yos
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into σαρξ, so that henceforth there is no longer
\6yos but only σαρξ, seeing that the evangelist
(29) uses a precisely similar phrase to denote * the
water which had become wine.' As the water
took up into itself elements not previously in it,
so the eternal Logos took up human nature into
Himself, and this is enough for humiliation of the
Infinite Love. The method of the consciousness
can only occasionally (if ever) be given its fulness,
but the three axes of revolution in succession
suggest the entire mystery. These sire 'the Son
of God,' ' the Son of Man,' and the ' Christ'; and
these remarkable terms are found in the Synoptic
Gospels in much the same sense as in the Fourth.

The first, SON OF GOD, is an honorific ascription
when used by the disciples or by the Jews,
and it is nearly if not perfectly identical with
* Messiah.' It is paralleled by the extraordinary
prevalence of like terms among surrounding re-
ligions and nations. In Egypt the same king is
often set forth on monuments as 'the son' and
' beloved' of many different personages of the Pan-
theon. God-born was the highest superlative to
denote glory and authority. Nathanael (I50·51)
identifies 'the Son of God' with the theocratic
king. Martha (II27) anticipates the advent of one
so near to and beloved of God as to have power
over death and Hades. Still, the Synoptic citation
of the adjuration of Caiaphas shows that he re-
garded the title, not only as an honorific term for
Messiah, but as one which it was blasphemy to
assume. The claim to be ' Son of God' in a unique
sense, a sense that associated Him with God and
enthroned Him as supreme Judge, was the specific
charge on which Jesus was condemned by the
Sanhedrin. Not merely is He the human off-
spring of the eternal God, but, as He spake of Him-
self, pre-eminently the Son, the highest expression
of the relation of Son to Father, the archetype
of Sonship in itself. Doubtless He is ' sent into
the world,' to reveal the Father because He is the
eternal spectator and companion of the Father, the
object of eternal love, the conscious exposition of
the Father's character and grace. The entire term
is chastened and exalted by the ordered sequence
of events. In 328·29 425·29 614 the expected ' Prophet'
rather than the triumphant ' King' comes into
view, and Simon Peter's confession (668f· RV) shows
that he had grasped the richer aspect of Messiah-
ship which Jesus now permits to become His self-
revelation. 1212-19·M'36 convey the most explicit
acceptance of the term by Him, and He actually
uses it in the intercessory prayer (173). The
entire progress of the thought culminating in 2031

shows that the evangelist blended into one the
correlated ideas of ' Logos made flesh,' * the Son
of God,' and * the Christ.'

The other term SON OF MAN is a mode of ex-
pression which, with only two exceptions (Ac 756,
Rev I13), is never used by any of the disciples,
but is confined to His own self-designation. It
is being more and more conceded by criticism
that the expression is not a euphemism for * man'
as in the prophecies of Ezekiel, or a translation of
the Aram, 'bar-enosh,' but. a reflection of the
transcendent meaning assigned to it in Dn 7.
The ideal man there is lifted into the highest
glory, and receives an eternal kingdom. It is as
Son of Man that Jesus claims to be Lord of the
Sabbath, the forgiver of sin, the judge of quick
and dead. In the Synoptic representations and in
this Gospel He calls himself Son of Man, because
of the divine nature which is the substratum and
explanation of the human. In 314 527 and else-
where we find in this title a revelation of the
highest glory and the most perfect sympathy, not
a tertium quid, neither God nor man, but at once
both God and man. He was known to be Son of

Man, the highest, holiest man, by the experience oi
those who knew Him best. He did not hesitate to
use the title of Himself. The inference was, and
still is, that He is ' Son of God,' i.e. that the divine
will and indwelling must be presupposed to justify
such a term.

(8) The relation of the Father and the Son, or of
Theos and Logos, does not exhaust the Johannine
conception of ' the only true God.' Indeed the
OT writers speak of the Spirit of God as the agent
of the Eternal in creation, as the primal source of
the human Ego, and as discriminating the living
soul of man from that of the animal. With them
Spirit is the cause of all beauty or genius, of all pro-
phetic gift, and all sanctifying grace. The Spirit
of God is by the Synoptists set forth as the occa-
sion of the humanity and formation of the person
of the Lord Jesus. The divine personal Spirit
perfects the human character and completes the
official equipment of the Son of Man to be the
Saviour of the world. So completely is He domi-
nated by the Spirit, that He claims to communicate
the Holy Spirit to others (Mt 311, cf. Lk II13), while
the Pauline teaching identifies the Spirit of Christ
with that of the Father (Ro 89-11). The NT yearns
after the unity of the self-conscious Father and the
self-conscious Son—the unity of the divine nature
as self-conscious in the Christ, together with
the conscience of human nature, the unity of all
believers in one body by the One all co-ordinating
Head. These unities find their best explanation
in the Lord's own teaching concerning the Spirit.
In the Synop. (Mt 1229·32 and parallel passages)
the dispensation of the Son of Man is contrasted
with the dispensation of the Spirit; and in
the Fourth Gospel Christ claims to give the
Spirit to the Church, that the world may be con-
vinced ' of sin, righteousness, and judgment.' The
Lord so states the relation of the Holy Spirit to
His own consciousness, that He identifies the
coming of the Comforter with His own return.
The indwelling of the Father and of the Son in
human souls is effectuated by nothing less than
the Spirit, i.e. by the activity and personality of
all the fulness of the Godhead. His advent was
an incoming to souls both of the Father and of
the Son, for the one cannot be without the other.
Beyschlag, Reuss, and others seem anxious lest
they find anything like Trinitarian doctrine in these
numberless references to the Ego of the Father, of
the Son, of the Spirit, of tile Christ. The Uni-
tarian development of the 4th to the 6th cent, is not
homogeneous, because encumbered by the attempt
to repudiate the philosophical explanations of the
so-called heretics. The Gospels, and particularly
the Fourth, like the greatest symbols of the
faith, are content to say (a) that Jesus was Son of
Man; to show that He was Man in body, soul,
spirit, will—Man, i.e. in all respects, in birth,
frailty, limitations, sufferings, and death ; (b) that
the mind of Jesus sounded also the depth of the
divine consciousness, so that in His full personality
He had dwelt in the bosom of the Father and was
able to reveal Him (I18); (c) that in the completing
and glorifying of the Son of Man, in the resurrection
and ascension of the Christ, the God-man shared
finally in the very glory of the Eternal.

B. The Johannine Teaching concerning the
Cosmos.—(a) The evangelist, following his Master,
discriminates the world of things from that of men.
Everywhere the cosmos is created, not self-origin-
ated. It is the platform of the entire representa-
tion, and consists both of heaven and earth. It is
not evil in its origin or essence, though it is the
theatre of both moral perversity and divine redemp-
tion. (5) The Gospel and Epp.use κ6σμο$ for humanity
considered apart from grace, just as they use σαρξ
for human nature apart from the spiritual life.
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This may include humanity in its pride, power,
civilization, and refinement. To this is not given
the faculty of knowing the Eternal Father (' The
world hath not known thee '), or of discerning the
pre-incarnate Logos, or even of seeing the Father in
the Son of His love. The world of men strangely
hates the highest light and shrinks from it (319),
neither comes to it. The Father loves the world
in its need (316); Jesus comes into it to * save,' to
4 draw it,' and to be a way for it unto the Father.
There is vivid contrast between those who see the
light, who live the heavenly life, who are * con-
vinced of sin, righteousness, and judgment,' who
overcome the darkness and the flesh, who follow
the Good Shepherd, who feed on the bread of God,
with whom the Father and Son take up their
abode, who are ' of the truth' and hear the voice
of the Son of God; and, on the other hand, those
who do not come, are not drawn, nor convinced,
who are in danger of perishing, are * sons of
perdition,' are veritably 'lost.' The ultimate cause
of the contrast cannot be explained away, nor
can any good or bad name which is assigned to it
modify the issue. The intense severity of our
Lord's judgment (7. 8) is not due to a Gnostic
twist given by this evangelist to the teaching of
Jesus, but to the historic accuracy with which the
tendencies and hostility of the classes in Jerus.
were known and set forth. Yet the human will,
and no inexorable fate, is (throughout the Johan-
nine theology) the critical element in the question
of light or darkness. The activity of the will is
not the absolute solution of the puzzle, but it is
the proximate occasion of all moral issues. The
dualism of the Fourth Gospel is not more explicit
than the dualism of other parts of NT, such as
St. Paul or the Synoptists. (c) St. John and St.
Paul, and the Synoptists also, recognize a moral
centre of the evil in humanity. Though St. John
makes no reference to demoniacs, he refers to * the
Prince of this world' as the source and occasion of
the trials of the Lord, between whom and Christ
there is irreconcilable antagonism. The designs
of the enemies of Jesus are affiliated to the
father of lies and manslaying, and the phrase
is akin to the use by our Lord and the Baptist
of the terrible term * ye brood of vipers.' Thoma
(lib. cit. 202-205) regards the circumscription of
the operations of the Evil One to the mind of
humanity as strongly differentiating the Fourth
Gospel from the rest of NT. True, there is no
reference to ' possession' in St. John ; but neither
is there to leprosy, or fever, or other forms of
disease on which, as we hear (223 32 448 536 2030), Jesus
wrought marvellous signs. The statement that
St. John ignores the visible works of the devil is
excessive (see 1 Jn 38 and Jn 1231). Thoma does not
agree with Hilgenfeld in finding the Valentinian
Demiurge in St. John's doctrine of the άρχων. It
is refuted by the teaching of the Gospel and Epistle
on the expulsion of the devil and the consecration
of the world.

C. The Johannine Soteriology.—In grasping the
Johan. ideal of salvation, Beyschlag finds the same
thoughts as in the Synop. teaching concerning 'the
kingdom,' which phrase, when he finds it in ch. 3, he
regards as the simple equivalent of ' the life ' and
« the eternal life' given by the great Teacher and
Kevealer of the Father. The kingdom and the life
are closely allied in the teaching of Christ, and
found in both sources; but they must be discrimin-
ated. The kingdom of God is the region within
men and communities and the world in which the
will of God operates through the free powers of
the individual. The methods of discovering it, of
entering it, of finding in it hidden potencies and
of bringing forth its countless signs, whether
acts or fruits, are always in evidence. It is

originated as life is in new forms, by seed charged
with its future. It has internal intensive force
and extensive evolutionary energy, embracing
every form of divine indwelling and spiritual
growth. In St. John's Gospel, Salvation is Life,
Light in its essence, and Truth and Love in
method, instrument, or form. But the very idea of
salvation, which was appreciated, to begin with, by
John the Baptist (I29) and by the Samaritans (Jn
442, 1 Jn 414), implies from OT times the great need
of man and the greatest work of God. It denotes
the rectification or reinstitution of all the relations
which had been shattered by sin,—all that is else-
where covered by such Pauline phrases as pardon,
justification, sanctification, adoption,—all such
divine experiences as faith, hope, love, life eternal,—
in fine, all the work wrought/or us by the Christ,
the Son of God,—all the internal transformation
which is effected in us, in the fabric of our being, by
the Spirit of the Father and of the Son. Christ in
the Fourth Gospel makes provision for abolishing
the shame and curse, and indicates the hopelessness
involved in dying in sins. The most damning sin
is a steady refusal to admit His own claim. Faith
in Him is the condition of deliverance, not merely
by its remoter ethical importance or its stimulus
to obedience, but by the very nature of the case ;
moral surrender to the highest revelation of God is
salvation and eternal life.

Christ is that in human nature, and does that in
it and through it which can stanch the wound
and arrest the spell of sin. He had always
been coming into the world—a fact testified by
the prophets (l5ff·). The great Lawgiver spoke
of Him (546); Abraham desired a fuller revela-
tion (856); all the Scriptures testified to Him
(539). Nevertheless, these operations of the Logos,
so long as conducted along these lines, were in-
sufficient to secure conviction until He came into
closer contact with humanity, was more obviously
manifest in human flesh, and came into actual
living personal union with the disturbed and im-
perilled roots of our mind, heart, and will. He
thus provides a tangible object of faith. He
renews the eye of faith, and supplies the motive of
search. He is the shield from condemnation, the
deliverance from wrath, the emancipation from
bondage. He can ' save' from the malicious de-
struction of alien powers (1010), from the deadly
pangs of unsatisfied hunger (650); and He can give
the food of which if a man eats he shall never die.
Under the three often quoted metaphors, salva-
tion covered all the need of man and all the capaci-
ties of the Infinite—LIFE, LIGHT, and LOVE.

There is no salvation if we do not consciously
possess another LIFE than this ever-vanish-
ing, always-threatened earthly existence. The
heavenly life is not menaced by the million perils
of earth and the organized hate of hell, by the
cruel temptations of time and sense, and will be
finally emancipated from the fear which hath
torment. Life in its perpetuity is independent of
the conditions of death, it is veritable (answering,
i.e., to its ideal and archetype), it is eternal. The
purport of the Fourth Gospel was to give concrete
proof that Jesus has the power to establish the
indispensable conditions and execute the initial
stages of this everlasting life. Jesus began by
declaring that He would build up the temple of
His body after men had destroyed it (ch. 2), and
that those who believed in Him should receive this
life at His hands (316·17·36). He selected the palsied
man as an image of the method and need of the
conferring of life, and He exercised the function
along the lines of the divine Father's life-giving
work (521"29). He sustained human life by creative
forces against various perils of hunger and storm,
with express parabolic instruction as to the de-
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liverances of the inner life from greater peril, and
that by His own imperial mandate. The whole of
ch. 6 is one continuous illustration of how the In-
carnate One could give eternal life, how those who
would feed on Him (on His flesh and blood) should
die no more for ever. The whole lesson of His
unique relation to life, and His power over death,
is once more given in ch. 11, where no barriers
block the access of His eternal power and Godhead
as the Son of the Father's love, and as working out
the will of the Eternal. He unriddles death and
takes away its sting. In the night of the passion
He says, ' because I live, ye shall live'; and the
evangelist tells us that all that has been written
by himself was to make evident to us, that by
believing we might have life through His name
(2031).

A second analogue and interpretation of σωτηρία
pervading the Fourth Gospel is LIGHT. It is
the antithesis of darkness, both moral and in-
tellectual. Darkness is dependent on two con-
ditions, absence of illumination and deficiency or
destitution of the power of vision, and in both
respects He fulfils the functions of light. He is
* the light of the world' (812, and cf. 95), the forth-
streaming of the Divine Glory (1235·46), the image
of His substance, 'the truth' (άλή0εια) concerning
God, the full expression of the archetypal man,
the embodiment of the normal relations between
God and man ('for I do always those things that
please him ',· ' my meat is to do,' etc. 484); ' I knew
that thou hearest me always' (II42). Thus salva-
tion and eternal life is a knowledge of this
truth (173), an acceptance of the light. Moral con-
tamination occasions mental and spiritual blindness
—a doctrine inverting the Platonic dictum, which
charges all moral contamination on mental inca-
pacity. In the soteriology of St. John the subjective
condition is so hopelessly imperfect, and the need
of visual faculty has become so imperative, that
Christ is represented as restoring a man 'blind from
birth' to the exercise of sight, and as commenting
on the analogy between this imperial act and what
He would do for humanity (937'41). The glory into
which the light of the full revelation of God has
ushered His own human nature is the very same
light and glory which He supplicates for all His
own, and into which He will bring them.

But in close association with Life and Light
appears the highest conception of the nature of
God which has ever dawned on human intelli-
gence. If God is love, the central essence is
absolute self-surrender to the well-being of others.
That ' God IS LOVE,' and Love is of God, are the
final outcome of the irradiation of St. John's mind
with ' the light of the knowledge of the glory (the
essential beauty) of God in the face of Jesus
Christ.'

The Prologue commences the sublime details
by declaring that the incarnate and only-be-
gotten was full of grace and truth. He had
been ' in the bosom of the Father,' and declared
that which no other had seen. He said, 'the
Father loveth me, because I am laying down my
life—not as if that were to be the final end, as
so many seem resolved to have it, but — that
I may take it again' (1017). The revelation of the
principle of sacrificial love in the eternal heart
of God, as the motive of the heavenly giving,
sending, and equipping of the Son, receives its
triumphant expression in the human life, which
adequately revealed the eternal. A large portion
of the Gospel is interfused with this thought. In
the conversation with Nicodemus the keynote
was the eternal self-sacrificing love of God, of
which He had become the expression (316ff·). To
the Samaritans He made it clear that He was
seeking the salvation of men, 'of the world'

(432.42)? by t h e sacrifice of Himself. The discourses
of ch. 6 indicate the fountain of self-abnegating
love, by which He was giving life to the world.
The excited scenes of chs. 7 and 8 combine
sternest condemnation of sin with love to sinners.
Chs. 9. 10. 11 are the apotheosis of love and sacri-
fice. Ch. 12 is the record of the response of love
to Himself, the fragrance of which has filled ' the
whole world.' The evangelist himself shows in
13lff· how he had personally felt the pulsation
of divine love in the breast of Jesus, and how
the Lord loved His own unto the uttermost.
Every paragraph of the ' Discourse' and ' Prayer'
is a fresh variation of the great revelation; and
the scenes of the arrest, the magnanimous self-
surrender, intensify the teaching. The record of
His relations with His mother, with the other
Marys, with the beloved disciple, with Thomas
and Simon, give a perfectly unique revelation of
the fundamental essence of Deity, and the forecast
of the fulfilment of the high-priestly prayer, ' that
the love wherewith thou lovest me may be in them,
and I in them.'

We have further to state the significance assigned
in the Johannine writings to the death of the great
Sacrifice.

In the first Epistle the author regards the blood
of Christ as the propitiation for the sin of the
world, and as that which cleanses from all sin,
and that God 'laid down his life for us.J In
the Apoc. in various ways and many degrees of
intensity the saved are the purchase of the blood
of a high-priestly sacrifice, are souls redeemed by
' the blood of the Lamb which was slain'; while a
right to the final privileges of the saved, access
to the Tree of Life, is secured by washing the
robes (RV).

St. Paul had laid the greatest emphasis on the
expiation of sin, the redemption, the propitiation
for sin, the ransom, and the righteousness of men
through faith in the blood of Christ.

The Synoptists, by the record of the institu-
tion of the Lord's Supper, refer to the lips of
Jesus Himself the sublime declaration that His
blood was being 'shed for the remission of sin.'
Mark refers to our Lord the weighty saying, that
He had come to give His life a ransom for many
(αντί πόλλων).

The way in which St. John handles this
momentous teaching differs from these familiar re-
presentations, but is not incompatible with them.
Reuss {Thool. Chrot.), Beyschlag, and others em-
phasize the contrast, and try to exclude from
the Fourth Gospel all reference to or implication
of the expiatory worth of the death of Christ.
We admit, of course, that the glorious dignity
of the incarnate Son of God has covered even the
humiliation of His death with a mantle of lustre.
The 'lifting up of the Son of Man' (1232), and
the bursting of abundant fruit from the dying
of the corn of wheat, give a character to the
awful tragedy somewhat different from that of
the Synoptists. Weiss, against the whole of the
Tubingen school, rightly emphasizes those elements
where the same truth appears in altered form,
e.g. where John the Baptist (I29) indicates the
Lord Jesus in His essential character and function
as fulfilling the oracle of Is 53. The chief signifi-
cance of this is, that the whole passage is fre-
quently quoted by NT writers and speakers
as descriptive of the very heart of the work of
Christ. By the use thus made of it by Peter,
Philip, John, Matthew, Clemens Romanus, it
becomes a chapter of NT doctrine, and the quota-
tions of portions practically cover the whole oracle.
Now with these citations John the Baptist's
words, 'Behold the Lamb of God,' must be placed.
Continual anticipations of Calvary and the Cross
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occur. In the record of the first cleansing of
the temple, in the prolongation of 'the hour,'
and in the arrest of murderous hands in act
to strike, the whole of the Saviour's holy life
becomes a continuous sacrifice. The double
reference by the evangelist to the prophecy of
Caiaphas is specially charged with the same idea
(U49fF. 1814):

In the discourse at Capernaum (651), the eating
His flesh and drinking His blood, in other words
the moral surrender to His violent death, is life.
The moral assimilation of the stupendous fact of
the divine-human person of the Lord, eating of the
flesh, and the acceptance of the sacrifice of that
mysterious life of His for the life of the world,
' drinking his blood,' utterly transcends a purely
and simply human consciousness. Beyschlag here
wonders at Weiss, but does not reply to him or to
thousands who have come to the same conclusion
before him. A full interpretation which does not
emasculate the reference by our Lord Himself to
the * brazen serpent' (314), leaves the sacrificial
meaning of the conquest of sin and death by the
Son of Man still glittering with meaning, and
calling with undiminished force for faith, love, and
obedience.

We have already drawn attention to ch. 10,
where our Lord, by sacrificing Himself as the
Good Shepherd for the flock, does not relinquish
His saving work. Indeed He renews, by resuming
His life, His power to deliver men as a shepherd of
the sheep, and then His arms become identified
with the everlasting arms, and His hands with the
almighty hands of the Father. If the Jews had
taken the Tubingen view, surely they would not
have lifted stones to stone their Saviour-shepherd
for His presumption and blasphemy.

The whole tone of the final discourse (14. 15. 16)
is that Christ's very method of departure from this
world, amid the exultation of the world and the
lamentation of His disciples, unveils the nature of
His heavenly work, and the fact that His way of
returning to the Father (viz. death and resurrec-
tion) is the ground on which He calls Himself their
' way,' and says that no man cometh unto the
Father but by Him. The entire method by which,
in this Gospel, he conveyed the fact of the resur-
rection to different classes of mankind is charged
with the highest order of revelation, for He bare
in His risen form the signs of His fearful agony
and shame, and yet wielded all authority in heaven
and earth.

(a) The method of appropriating the great sal-
vation. Faith is as explicitly pressed in the
Fourth Gospel as by the Synoptists and St. Paul.
Believing in His name is the condition of becoming
* sons of God.' In great variety of connexion, faith
;.s made the foundation and condition of eternal
life (315-18, cf. 36 and 524). Coming to Him is the
physical analogue of mental and moral surrender
to Him (635). This is the part of man in the
synthesis, the condition which God demands. He
whom God hath sent is indeed the power by which
the Father draws men to Himself (665, cf. 1232 146).
Belief in His name was itself conditioned by moral
willingness to do the Father's will, and was itself
the indispensable antecedent of receiving the Holy
Spirit (737"39).

(b) The following of Jesus. All progress in the
divine life is a prolongation of the act of faith.
The abiding of Christ in the soul, and of the
soul in Christ (the chief theme of ch. 15), are
essential to any conception of the efficacy of
faith, and emphasize the mutual relations of the
human and divine will, the growth and continu-
ance both of grace and faith. ' Following Jesus'
and * abiding in him' are frequently identified
with such organic union as to ensure final partici-

pation with Him in eternal life and glory. He
who sows and they who reap rejoice together
(437); 'He that eateth me shall live by me' (657) ;
' He that receiveth whomsoever I shall send
receiveth me ' ; ' He that receiveth me receiveth
him that sent me'; ' I am in my Father, and ye
in me, and I in you'; ' My Father will love you,
and we will come and make our abode with you.'
Union will be life-giving; and though separation
between the Lord and His disciples is an obvious
matter of fact, yet in the power of the spiritual
presence after His ascension His disciple may be
enabled to 'touch him' (2017). The 'peace,' the
'joy,' the 'love,' the 'glory' will pass from the
central heart of Jesus to ' whosoever wills' or
' comes' (1427 1511 16221722·26).

D. The Johannine Eschatology.—The teaching
of the Fourth Gospel diflers from the rest of NT
in its bearing on the future life and eternal judg-
ment.

If, however, the truths in the parables are
stripped of their imaginative clothing, and the
great arguments and implications of St. Paul
deprived of their metaphor, and the nucleus of the
apocalyptic visions laid bare, it is probable that
we shall find nothing more than, nay, not so much
as, we find in the Fourth Gospel. The latter
has no festival rejoicing, no exclusion of the
guest who does not wear the wedding garment,
no scene of final judgment and everlasting life
and punishment; yet there is judgment ever
ripening in the ' loving of darkness,' and there
is freedom from condemnation and even from
death in any form; and these are shown to
be essentially equivalent to the moral rupture
with God on the one side, or to ethical harmony
with the highest concept of God as 'Light'
and 'Love' on the other. The future, like the
past, is lost in an eternal now. In 528·29 the
resurrection, the final consummation, are doubtless
involved, but in 156 the process which burns up
the fruitless prunings would seem to be eternal.
The blinding of the foolish heart, the abiding of the
divine wrath upon the disobedient, the judgment
that is always being enacted and evolved, the
terror of dying in sins, the judgment that is
inevitable and just (816), and the crisis, the ex-
pulsion of the world and its prince, all bring
the reader into more vivid realization of the
objective fact of judgment than do the parables
of the Rich Man, the Marriage, the Talents,
or the final unveiling of the great white throne.
The momentous events of Heb. history had
thrown a lurid light on the prophetic meta-
phors of the popular discourse ; but as the
apostle ponders and reports the principle of the
eternal judgment upon men and nations and on
the entire world, we get closer to the heart and
mind of Jesus than by any other medium of com-
munication.

In 1 Jn 218·28 and 417 the writer anticipates the
consummation and the parousia, of which the
whole NT speaks. It is the perversity of criticism
which endeavours to separate the two documents
on this very ground, or which cannot discern the
harmony between them. The kingdom of God
upon earth (ch. 3), the multitudes who are ' of the
truth' and 'hear his voice,' who come to the
light and yield to His control, the underlying
theocracy, or Christocracy, identify the teaching
of the Fourth Gospel with that of the Synoptists.
'These things are written that ye may believe
that Jesus is the CHRIST, the Son of God, and that
believing ye might have life through His name.'
In these words the beloved, disciple sums up the
teaching of all the Gospels.

IX. LITERATURE.—The literature of this subject is in part
contained in the foregoing list of works issued during the last
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hundred j^ears. Some of those which now follow embrace the
theology of the Epp. and Apoc. as well as the Gospel. Beyschlag,
whose work on NT Theol. is the last on our previous list, has
taken each separately, though he has given the theology of
the Gospel and the Epistles with some deliberate estimate of
their agreement as well as their alleged divergences.

The following works are occupied with the entire subject:—
Neander, Hist, of Planting, etc., of Christ. Church, Eng. tr.
vol. ii. 1-58; Reuss, Hist, de la TMol. Chrit. ii. 369-561, also
his Theol. Johan. Baur, in his Bib. Theol., emphasized the
details in which the author of the Gospel rose above the
Hebraic and Pauline Christianity. Schmidt and van Oosterzee,
in their works on Bib. Theol. of NT, have separated the teaching
of Christ in Synop. from that of the Prologue and the Epistles of
John. Kostlin, Der Lehrbegriffdes Evangeliums und der Briefe
Johannis, moves along the lines of the Tubingen criticism.
Weiss, Bib. Theol. of NT (Eng. tr. ii. 311-421), gives an
exhaustive treatment. Wendt, Der Inhalt der Lehre Jesu,
1890, is largely occupied with the peculiarities and (notwith-
standing difficulties) the historical value of the material which
was at the disposal of the writer, and in the second part with a
very elaborate examination of the teaching of Jesus as gathered
from the fourfold representations. Beyschlag criticizes through-
out many of the conclusions of Wendt, and everywhere
minimizes the amount of approach to traditional views of the
person and sacrificial work of Christ, accepted by Weiss and
Wendt. They all three fundamentally differ from Hilgenfeld,
Das Evangelium und die Brief e Johannis nach ihrem Lehrbegriff
dargestellt, and Albrecht Thoma, Genesis Joh. Evangeliums,
1882, pp. 171-302. Marcus Dods, in the Expositor's Bible, on St.
John's Gospel, covers much of the ground in practical and force-
ful manner, and the Memorabilia of Jesus, by Peyton, with much
vivacity and mystic extravagance, yet brings out the heart of
the teaching of Jesus. The same may be said of Sears, Heart
of Christ, and of a vast number of comm. {e.g. Westcott in
Speak. Comm.) on the Gospel, of which no list is here attempted.

H. R. REYNOLDS.
JOHN, EPISTLES OF—

Introduction.
FIRST EPISTLE.

1. Order of Thought.
2. Character.
3. Ideas.
4. Form and Structure.
5. Independence.
6. Purpose and Occasion.
7. Authorship.
8. Place and Date.
9. Destination.

Literature.
SECOND EPISTLE.

1. Contents.
2. Authorship.
3. Time, Place, and Destination.

Literature.
THIRD EPISTLE.

1. Contents.
2. Time, Place, and Destination.
3. Occasion.
4. Affinities and Authorship.
5. Peculiar Interest.

Literature.

Of the twenty-one Epp. now included in the
NT Canon, three, which form a series by them-
selves, are associated with the name of St. John.
Historical testimony shows them to have been
in existence in certain parts of the Church, and
to have been used by men of note in the Church,
at a very early period ; in the case of the longest,
at least by the middle of the 2nd cent., and,
in the case of the other two, before the 3rd
cent, was far advanced. Their connexion with
the name of John, and their wide recognition as
authoritative writings, are also things of very
ancient date ; taking us, in the case of the first, as
far back as to Papias and Irenseus, and, in the case
of the others, perhaps to Clement of Alexandria
and Origen, certainly to Dionysius, the pupil
of Origen. Before the close of the 4th cent,
they had become so generally accepted that they
were recognized in the Canons of Councils. From
time to time, though never on a large scale till our
own century, their claims have been disputed,
their connexion with the name of John being
denied, or another John than the son of Zebedee
being thought to be the writer. But it has been
the prevailing belief from the oldest times that
they are all three apostolic writings, and part of
the legacy of the beloved disciple to the Church.

They belong to a group of Epp. which from a
very early date have occupied a position of their

own in the NT Canon, and have been known by a
distinct title. This group, which in most ancient
MSS of the NT (with occasional exceptions, as in
the case of &<) is placed between Acts and the
Pauline Epp., did not appear as a separate collec-
tion at one and the same period all over the
Church, nor did it include all these three Epp.
from the beginning. It had neither the same
name nor the same compass at all times or in
all the different sections of the Christian com-
munion.

In the Eastern Church the Epp. embraced in it
received the title of Catholic or General {καθολικαί).
In the Western Church, in which the collection
was of later formation, they were known, at least
from the 6th cent., as Canonical {Canonicce). In
one important section of the Church, the Syrian,
the group consisted only of three Epp., and among
these only the longest of the Johannine letters
found a place. In other parts of the Church, and
in the Eastern division at least by the beginning
of the 4th cent., it embraced seven Epistles.
These included our three, the longest of the three
being, along with 1 Peter, the earliest accepted of
the whole collection, and the two shorter being
added at a later period. (See the article CATHOLIC
EPISTLES).

By their inclusion in the peculiar circle of the
Catholic Epp. these three are marked off in one
particular respect botji from the Pauline Epp. and
from other Epp. which were held in a measure of
honour in the Church but not ultimately accepted
as canonical. In other respects they also form a
class by themselves. They have a character which
cannot be mistaken. They are so obviously dis-
tinguished from the other members of the group to
which they belong and from the NT Epp. generally,
that the least discerning eye must recognize their
apartness.

The peculiar character is most evident, of course,
in the largest of the three, but it discovers itself
also in the smaller two. The latter are Epp. of
extremest brevity, the shortest writings in the
Canon. They are writings, too, of incidental
interest, and personal or ecclesiastical, not to say
congregational, concern; while the former looks
more like a studied composition, and deals with
the weightiest questions of doctrine and the
largest concerns of practice. Yet they are so
much of the same stamp that in all ages the
prevailing, if not absolutely universal, opinion has
been, that they come from the same mint and are
by the same hand. They are writings in which
the profound and the simple kiss each other, great
and inexhaustible thoughts being wedded to the
clearest and least ambitious terms. They combine
the qualities of majesty, maturity, authority, and
serenity with occasional fire and vehement utter-
ance.

They are almost impersonal as regards the mind
to which we owe them. The first gives no hint
of the author beyond the fact that he classes
himself in an unstudied and informal way with
those who had seen Christ in the flesh, and indi-
cates a measure of acquaintance with the circum-
stances of those whom he addresses. The second
and third give only the intimations contained in
the use of the designation of * the presbyter,' and
in the mention of certain individuals whom we
have no means of identifying with any confidence.
Yet, devoid as they are of tangible, personal notes,
the writer's individuality makes itself felt through-
out. They move within a circle of ideas which,
while not without points of affinity with the
thought of the other NT Epp., especially the
greater Pauline letters, are for the most part their
own. They have a diction which also belongs in a
marked degree to themselves. Their words are
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words of calmest dignity, yet instinct with emotion
—words which might be those of the philosopher,
but yet are those of the common Christian in-
telligence.

A large literature has grown up around these Epp.,
which has always found something new to say in
expounding their teaching and in grappling with
the problems of their history. The affluence of
their thought, the fruitfulness of their doctrine,
the spell of their spirituality and their deep
tranquillity, have attracted the richest and de-
voutest minds, the most practical and the most
speculative intellects in every age. Their charac-
teristic contents, the forms in which they present
the essential message of the gospel, the expression
which they give to some of the cardinal Christian
doctrines, the insight which they afford into the
condition of the early Christian societies, the light
which they shed upon the operation and the influ-
ence of certain kinds of error, make them Epp. of
singular interest. Even in the few verses of the
Third Ep. disclosures are found which are of far-
reaching significance for the story of the life and
the theory of the constitution of the primitive
Church.

Questions of various interest and of no small
difficulty are connected with them. They present
some problems in exegesis (I 219 32·9·19 56'8·16),
and some curious points in textual criticism (I 31

223 43.20 57f 11 sj t I I 2) # M o s t things touching
their literary history have been the subject of
dispute, and some of them are far from easy
to determine. The old debate is prolonged as
to the where and the by whom of their com-
position; whether they were written in Ephesus,
in Patmos, or elsewhere ; whether by one hand or
more; whether by one John or two Johns or
three. The destination of the first two; the way in
which the second and the third came to rank as
Catholic Epp. and to have a position in the Canon ;
the source and the explanation of their special
form of doctrine; whether a place can be found
within the apostolic age for the type of thought
and the ecclesiastical conditions which they ex-
hibit,—these are questions which are still under
discussion.

Of these questions, that of their origin and author-
ship is of primary importance. The answer which
comes readiest to hand when one reads them to-
gether is that all three are products of the same
mind. The answer that is suggested both by
historical testimony and by their contents is that
that mind is the mind to which we also owe the
Fourth Gospel and the Apocalypse. And in point
of fact these are the views which prevailed in the
ancient Church, and which have been generally
acquiesced in since then. But they were not left
unchallenged even in ancient times, while in
modern times they have been disavowed by a
succession of thinkers of distinguished rank among
NT critics.

In our own century, in particular, their claims
to apostolic date and worth have been strongly
contested, and judgments of the most diverse
kind have been pronounced upon them by the
critical schools. There are those who find no
difficulty in attributing all three Epp., as well as
the Gospel, to the Apostle John, but discover
another hand in the Apocalypse. Bleek, e.g., admits
the existence of clear points of contact between
all the writings assigned to St. John. But he is
of opinion, at the same time, that the affinity
between the Epp. and Gospel on the one hand,
and the Bk. of Revelation on the other, is limited
and occasional, while the difference is great and
pervading. That difference is held to extend not
only to the diction and the style, of which in the
case of the Apoc. the one is confessedly peculiar

and the other is pronounced rough and broken, but
to the whole genius of the books, their attitude to
the Jewish people, city, and temple, their teaching
on the Parousia, and other things. It is thought
to amount to so much that, if the Epp. are ascribed
to St. John, the Apoc. must either be allowed to
be a forgery by a much later hand or be explained
as the work of another John, ' the presbyter,' re-
ferred to by Papias in a way interpreted by
many as distinguishing him from the apostle
(Euseb. HE iii. 39). There are others, again,
who read the story of these writings in the re-
verse way, fixing the stigma of the spurious on
the Epp. alone, or on the Epp. and the Gospel
together. S. G. Lange regarded the Gospel and
the Apoc. as the real writings of St. John, but
took the First Ep. to be the work of an imitator a
century later. The Tubingen critics agree in claim-
ing the Apoc. for St. John, and in repudiating
the other writings, though they differ with regard
to the order of the latter. Baur himself (in 1857)
held the First Ep. to be an imitation of the Gos-
pel by a different hand, while Hilgenfeld places the
Ep. earlier than the Gospel. Among those, too,
who hold by the common Johannine authorship,
certain differences appear, some regarding the First
Ep. as the middle term between the Gospel and the
Apoc. (Godet), others giving the Ep. a position in
time between the Apoc. and the Gospel.

The historical case, as it has been understood by
the great majority of students, so far as concerns
the main questions, is this: that, while certain
doubts overhung for a time the recognition of the
shorter Epp., we find them, so far back as we can
trace them, bearing the name of John and never
any other, when the author's name is given; and
that, while certain differences of view appeared in
the early Church regarding the particular John, all
three \vere regarded by most as writings of the
apostle, and had an assured position as such before
the close of the 4th cent. Whether the case can
be accepted as it has thus been put, and what the
probabilities are with the critical theories referred
to, will best appear as the final result of a study of
the writings. We shall take each Ep. therefore
by itself, and shall look at its order of thought
and the various questions which have been raised
with respect to its occasion, its purpose, its mes-
sage, etc. Having done this, we shall take up anew
the problem of its origin and authorship, en-
deavouring to estimate the worth of the traditional
view on the one hand and the counter-theories on
the other.

THE FIRST EPISTLE.— 1. Order of Thought.—
The Ep. opens with some calm and lofty sentences,
not cast in the form of epistolary introduction with
which we are most familiar in the NT, but more in
that of the Ep. to the Hebrews. In these, without
indicating either himself or his readers except in
an indirect and general way, the writer states at
once the great fact on which all that he has to say
rests, viz. the historical manifestation in Jesus
Christ of the life that is behind all life, the eternal
life that was with the Father. He declares at the
outset, too, in this Introduction, the great object
which he has in view in addressing his readers, viz.
that his joy in them might be perfected by seeing
them one with him in that fellowship with God in
which he and the brethren with whom he classes
himself are conscious of standing (I1"4). He enters
then at once upon his specific subject, giving as the
basis of his counsel and the fundamental apostolic
message the truth that ' God is light'; from which
the immediate inference is that a walk in the
light is indispensable on our part to this fellow-
ship with God. This inference, however, from
which there can be no escape, is declared, not in
its logical directness, but in the form that to pro-
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fess to be in fellowship with God and to continue
to walk in darkness, is to commit ourselves to a lie
and to all unreality. This walk in the light is not
to be thus dealt with. Too much depends on it—not
only fellowship with God, but fellowship with other
members of Christ's body, and also the purgation of
sin by Christ's blood. The cleansing which every
Christian needs and which he also obtains coming
thus into view, the explanation follows that on the
one hand, if we claim to have no sin, we deceive our-
selves and put God Himself to the lie, while on the
other hand real confession of sin brings with it the
divine forgiveness and the divine cleansing (I5*10).
The same thought is put in another form before
the writer passes to his next subject, when he pro-
ceeds to remind his readers that all that he writes
to them of the revelation of life, the fellowship
with God, the pardon and purification of sin, is
written with the practical purpose of instructing
them not to sin, and then, recognizing the sin of
which the true Christian cannot but be conscious,
he points to the certainty of its forgiveness in
virtue of what Christ is as Paraclete and Propitia-
tion (21·2).

The thought of the new fellowship which has
come by the Gospel leads to another near akin to
it—that of the knowledge which the same Gospel
requires and makes possible. The position in which
those addressed were at the time, furnishes the
occasion for speaking with emphasis and decision
of the knowledge with which alone the believer is
concerned, and of spurious forms with lofty preten-
sions. So the writer declares the knowledge of
God in its reality to be possible only where the
humble way of practical obedience to God's com-
mandments is followed; in which connexion he
urges the necessity of walking as Christ walked.
In further illustration of the kind of life which
befits the Christian, he identifies the walk in the
light with the walk in brotherly love, and holds
before his readers the duty of loving the brethren
as the commandment of commandments, one at
once old and new (37"11). He warns these Christians
also against the love of the world and the seduc-
tions of false teachers, which are contrary to the
love of the brethren, and presses this warning with
the greater insistence because the world's oppor-
tunity is now short. It is the last time with it
and all things, as is witnessed by the fact that
many antichrists have appeared. These antichrists
are described, and the description is pointed by an
exhortation to these believers to abide in that know-
ledge which they have by the Holy Ghost, a know-
ledge which cannot deceive, so that they may not
be put to shame in the great day of the Lord's
Parousia (212'28).

The thought of God as light passes over next
into the thought of God as righteous. Following
out this new idea, the writer proceeds to say that
only he who is righteous can be the child 01 God ;
that the man who has the hope of being like God
or Christ must purify himself ; and that, as Christ
is sinless, he who is in Christ cannot sin. But he
adds, with an eye to the subtle deception of the
false teachers, that to be righteous means to do
righteousness, and in sharp and decisive terms dis-
tinguishes those who sin as the children of the
devil, from those who do not and cannot sin as the
children of God. He identifies this righteousness
also, which is the note of the son of God, as he
had previously done in the case of the walk in
light, with the love of the brethren, and again
warns his readers against the love of the world,
which, as was seen in the instance of Cain, means
hatred of the children of God (229-312). At this
point he sets Christ before them again as the
supreme pattern of Christian love—a love which
must be in deed and truth, and which carries with

it these two blessings—the consciousness of being
of the truth and the confidence that our prayers
shall be heard. Touching again on God s com-
mandment, he shows that it, too, means two
things, viz. belief in Christ and love of one another,
and explains that he who keeps the divine com-
mandments not only is in fellowship with God, but
has through the Spirit the consciousness of that
fellowship (312"24).

Returning to the question of the immediate
dangers which threatened his readers, the writer
speaks again of the false prophets; and his words
of warning on that subject become the occasion
for taking up anew the two great themes—the law
of love and the keeping of God's commandments,
which are so much in his view. He repeats
his cautions against the seductions of misleading
teachers, and indicates the marks of distinction
between the spirit of God and the spirit of Anti-
christ, between the spirit of truth and the spirit
of error (41"6). He urges again the supreme duty
of love—love to God indeed in the first instance,
but also, and more particularly in this case, love
to man. He reminds those for whom he is so
solicitous, that the man who is of God is of love,
called to love Him who Himself is love, and who
has given the last proof of that in the mission and
propitiatory death of His Son. To love God, he
tells them, is to be in God, and to have God in
them, and to be delivered from the torment of
fear. It is all this, but it is also a love that
gives proof of itself in the obvious practical duties
of loving the brethren and keeping the divine
commandments. And these commandments, he
adds, whatever they may be to others, cannot be
grievous to those who are begotten of God (46-53).
The mention of this new relation to God, expressed
by the term * begotten of God,' forms a natural
point of transition to the idea of the new mental
attitude that goes with the new birth. So the
writer comes to speak of faith,—of what it is as
belief in Jesus as the Son of God, and of the witness
which it carries with it to His being that; of the
victorious might that is in that belief, and of
the witness as something more than any external
testimony—a witness which the believer has in
himself (54"12). As the letter approaches its con-
clusion he states again the great object with
which it has been written. He refers once more
to what prayer is to the children of God, the
confidence in it which is their prerogative, and
the things they are entitled to ask (513*17). He
brings the Epistle to an end by proclaiming anew
the separation of the Christian from sin and from
the wicked one; the privilege which is the Chris-
tian's both in understanding and in possession ; and
the necessity that is laid upon those wTho know the
true God and have fellowship with Him to keep
themselves from idols (518"21).

2. Character. — It appears, therefore, that the
argument of the Epistle, if such a term can be
applied to it, turns on a few large and simple
ideas. It unfolds itself mostly in terms of cer-
tain broad antagonisms—those between Christ and
Antichrist, believers and the world, the children
of God and the children of the devil, the love of
God and the love of the world, righteousness and
unrighteousness, confidence and fear, love and
hate, sins and a sin unto death, walking in the
light and walking in darkness, being begotten
of God and being touched by ' that wicked one.'
In connexion with these fundamental and recur-
ring antitheses we have a series of statements of
what the message of the gospel is ; of what fellow-
ship with God is, how it comes, and what it
implies; of what Christ is, and what His mission
into this world means; of what the believer is, and
what the Christian vocation involves.
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The message of the gospel is that God is light;
that we are to love one another; that in Christ
God has given us eternal life. The fellowship with
God which is in view is made possible by two things
—the historical manifestation of God in Christ and
the believer's faith, the former |being the objective
ground of this new and gracious relation, the
latter its subjective condition. This fellowship
brings with it the graces of joy, forgiveness,
knowledge, the cleansing of the life, the liberty of
intercession, the answer to prayer, the assurance
and fearlessness of children. It involves a walking
in the light, the doing of righteousness, the purify-
ing of ourselves, love to God and love to the
brethren, filial obedience, practical benevolence,
the observance of the divine commandments, the
forswearing of idols. Christ is the Son of God,
the only-begotten Son, the manifestation of the
Father and of that eternal life which was with the
Father ; pre-existent as being sent by God into the
world ; true man, righteous, sinless, the Paraclete
with the Father, the propitiation for the sin of
the world. His mission is to destroy the works of
the devil, to bring us back to God, to give us
eternal life, to put away our sin, and to be the
Saviour of the world. And the Christian is one
who has fellowship with God ; who confesses his
sin and is cleansed and forgiven ; who is begotten
of God and sins not; who has the gift of knowledge
and can distinguish good from evil, the children of
God from the world, truth from error, the false
prophet or the false spirit from the true; who
walks in the light and does the truth, loving God
and the brethren, imitating Christ, and finding no
grievousness in the divine commandments; who
has passed out of death into life ; who knows that
his prayers are heard, and looks with holy con-
fidence to the coming of his Lord and the judg-
ment, and has the consciousness of eternal life in
him.

Alike in the matter of its thought and in the
way in which its ideas are expressed, this Epistle
has a character wholly its own. The only Epp.
of the NT which are of the same stamp are the
two smaller letters which are associated with it.
It differs most of all from the Epp. which bear
St. Paul's name. It has nothing of the formal
structure, the systematic course, the dialectical
movement of these. The logical particles which
abound in the Pauline writings are strange to
this Epistle. Its thought moves on, but not in an
obvious progress to a goal. It takes the form of a
succession of ideas which seem to have no logical
relation, and which fall only now and again into a
connected series. They are delivered, not in the
way of reasoned statements, but as a series of reflec-
tions and declarations given in meditative, aphor-
istic fashion. This lack of the constructive quality
gives the teaching of the Epistle a peculiar direct-
ness and simplicity. But it is the directness of
authority, the simplicity of truths which are felt
to be self-attesting. These characteristics add to
the vigour, the originality, the attractiveness of
the Epistle. They have strangely been regarded
by some as tokens of weakness, and have been
reckoned among the things which are supposed to
speak of the feebleness of old age' (S. G. Lange).
Even Baur discovered a certain ' indefiniteness,'
a tendency to repetition, a want of ' logical force,'
in the tenor of the Ep. which gave it a 'tone
of childlike feebleness.' But those critics show
a better insight—and they are of Baur's school as
well as of others—who find a peculiar beauty, rich
ness, and
ness and
the 'subjecti
feld).

If the characteristic ideas of the Ep. are few and

simple, they are of large significance, and they are
presented in new aspects and relations as often as
they recur. They belong to the region of primary
principles, realities of the intuition, certainties of
the experience, absolute truths. And they are
given in their absoluteness. The regenerate man
is one who cannot sin ; Christian faith is presented
in its ideal character and completeness; the revela-
tion of life is exhibited in its finality, not in the
stages of its historical realization. They are ideas
which take us into the inner and essential nature
of things, into the real that is behind the phe-
nomenal, the inward that is the heart of the out-
ward, the permanent that is the ground of the
transitory, the future that is in the bosom of the
present. They are mystical in the sense that they
are given as truths of immediate certitude, abso-
lute reality, inward vision. But they are not
mystical in the sense of being the pure products
of intuition, things only of the subjective world,
or superior to the common experience of life. They
are given in practical relation to the ordinary course
of Christian life and conduct. They have their
roots, too, in the great facts of the objective
revelation of God in Christ, in that which 'we
have heard, which we have seen with our eyes,
which we have looked upon, and our hands have
handled of the word of life' (I1).

3. Ideas.—The doctrinal and ethical ideas which
meet us in the other NT Epp. appear also in this
letter. But they are presented in a special light,
and with distinctive notes. The Theology of the
Ep. has its own points of interest. God is seen in
this Ep., as elsewhere, in His Fatherhood, His
truth, His righteousness, His forgiving grace, and
in the fulness of His life as expressed in His
triune Being. But, above all else, He is ' light'
(I5) and He is 'love,' loving us before we loved
Him, and so imparting Himself to us that He
dwells in us (48·10·12). The Christology also has its
peculiar features. Christ is the Son, ' the Son of
God,' ' the Only-begotten,' who was with the
Father before He appeared in the world. He is
the explanation of all things. For in Him we see
the eternal life that is behind all things, and from
Him we have the life that is life indeed. His
divine and pre-temporal relations are not left with-
out expression or intimation. But it is especially
in His human nature and relations that He forms
the great subject of this Epistle. He is never
called 'the Son of Man,' it is true, yet it is the
integrity of His humanity that is especially
affirmed—the fact that He appeared on earth in
the full reality of the ' flesh,' neither in phantasmal
form nor in divided being, neither as mere spirit nor
yet with the divine and the human in any loose or
temporary connexion, but as at once 'Jesus' and
' the Christ,'—Jesus Christ come in the ilesh, and
' not by water only, but by water and blood' (222

42·3 56). His sinlessness is asserted (35), as it is in
the Pauline and Petrine writings, and He is said
to have been ' sent' by God (48), as St. Paul also
speaks of His appearance on earth. But His
entrance into our world, and His assumption of
our nature and estate, are not given, as they are in
St. Paul, under the aspect of a humiliation. The
designation 'the Paraclete,' which occurs in the
NT only in the Johannine writings, and is used in
the Fourth Gospel directly of the Holy Spirit and
only implicitly of Christ, is applied here to the Son
Himself directly and definitely (22). Further, in
this Ep. Christ is presented less in respect of what
He was and is, and more in respect of what pro-
ceeds from Him and is done by Him. It is a
question whether the term 'the Word' is used
directly and personally of Him. The form which
the sentence takes in which that great term ia
used is indirect, and its subject is neuter and im-
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personal (I1"8). It is specifically as 'the life* that
He is set before us here, and the more general term
is chosen to express His appearance on earth. It
is a φανερουσθαι. It is not said of Him that ' the
Word was made flesh'; and though the idea that
His entrance into our world was a real incarna-
tion is implied in the description of Him as * come
in the flesh,' that event is exhibited rather as a
manifestation, and in particular the manifesta-
tion of life.

The Holy Spirit, again, is spoken of especially
as given by God and as bearing witness to Christ
(32458). Sin is «unrighteousness' (I9 36·7 517) and
* lawlessness' (34) ; but it is also * darkness' (I6) and
'death' (314). The believer is the 'child' of God
[τέκνον, not vios), ' born' or ' begotten of God,' the
special relation in which he is introduced being
that of the new life rather than the new standing
(31·2). Large expression is given also to the forces
of evil which are opposed to Christ and the children
of God. They are the devil and his works (38),
the spirit of deceit (46 πνβυμα rrjs ττ\άνψ), seducing
spirits that have to be tried (41), the many ' anti-
christs ' who have separated themselves from the
Church or been cast out of it, and in whom the
antichrist of prophecy is seen (218·19 43). Among
these forces is mentioned also 6 the world,' an ex-
pression which in this Epistle conveys the largest
and most complex conception of immediate, en-
circling evil (215"17 313 41"5 55·19). Faith, too, has
its special aspect and compass here. It is the great
subjective condition of the Christian life and
standing, but it is not presented here either in the
broad idea of it which is expressed in the Epistle
to the Hebrews (II1), or in the definite character
given to it in the great Pauline Epistles. It is
neither generally 'the assurance of things hoped
for, the proving of things not seen,' though it
comes near to that, nor distinctively the faith that
justifies and gives peace with God. It is belief in
Jesus Christ, the belief that comes with regenera-
tion, that is of the new life, that is the character-
istic note of the man who is born of God. As such
it is power, it is victory, it is its own witness
(51-5.1O )#

The Ep. also has its doctrine of the last things.
Its theology, indeed, is not distinctively an eschato-
logical theology. Its fundamental idea is rather
that of life, and that * life' not as a thing wholly
or specifically of the future. It is a ' life' that has
been with the Father from the beginning, and that
has been historically revealed in Christ (I1*3). It
is in Christ, and it becomes our possession now in
virtue of our belief in Him and attitude to Him
(511·12). It is ' eternal' life, and that not in respect
of its perpetuity merely, or its changelessness, but
distinctively in respect of its quality—as essential
life, a new ethical order of bein^, not a certain
duration of existence, but the kind of life that
means the ideal good of life, the perfection of life,
its satisfaction in God. This great conception of
life as ' eternal life,' which bulks so largely in the
Fourth Gospel, occurring there some seventeen
times, has an equally prominent place in this Ep.,
meeting us here six times in the forms £ωη αΙώνιος
(315 511·13·20) and η {ωή ή CLMVLOS (I2 225). But while
this qualitative or ethical conception of life, which
lifts it above distinctions of present and future, is
the prevailing idea, it does not exclude the escha-
tological. The ' life' which is essential, and which
is ours now in Christ, also looks to a fuller com-
pleteness, a future perfection. The Ep. speaks of
a manifestation of what the children of God are
destined to be (32). It has its word of hope, its
vision of a blessedness still prospective, its antici-
pation of a manifestation in which we shall see
Christ as He is, its doctrine of an advent of Christ
which it expresses, as St. Paul also expresses it, as

a Parousia (32·3 228). There is no express mention,
it is true, of the Resurrection. But it is implied
in what is said of the Parousia and the Judgment,
the fact of a great Judgment in the future being
stated in express terms (417). The things of the End
may occupy a smaller place in this Ep. than in the
writings of St. Peter and St. Paul. But alongside
the present conditions which are expressed by the
same words, the 'coming' of Christ, the 'judg-
ment,' the ' life eternal' appear also as events of
the end and as final conditions. These are, in brief,
the main ideas of the Epistle. They have an
important bearing, as will be seen, on the question
of the authorship of the writing. See also art.
JOHN (LIFE AND THEOLOGY OF).

4. Form and Structure.—There are certain ques-
tions relating to the form and construction of the
Epistle. They are matters of subordinate im-
portance, which have had a consideration given
them that is much beyond their merits. One of
these is the question whether this writing is really
an Epistle or something else. The fact that it has
neither an introduction nor a conclusion, such as
we find in other NT Epp., neither a greeting nor a
benediction nor a doxology, such as we get in the
Pauline Epp., together with the circumstance that
in much of its matter it does not run in terms of
direct address, has led some to deny it the char-
acter of a letter, and to speak of it as a homiletica]
essay or a pastoral (Reuss, Westcott), a libellus
rather than an Epistle (Bengel), a manual of
doctrine (Heidegger), a treatise (Michaelis), a prac-
tical or polemical composition meant to form part
of the Gospel (Berger, Storr). But if it wants the
usual form of superscription and greeting, it has
an equivalent resembling the opening of the Ep.
to the Hebrews. If it has not the kind of con-
clusion, or the doxology, with which we are
familiar in the Pauline Epp., that is the case also
with the Ep. of James. The freedom of the style,
the use of such direct terms as ' I write unto you,'
' I wrote unto you,' and the footing on which writer
and readers stand to each other all through its
contents, show it to be no formal composition or
didactic treatise, but an Epistle in the proper sense
of the word.

Nor is anything to be gained by applying to
1 Jn such ingenious distinctions as are attempted
to be drawn {e.g. by Deissmann, Bibelstudien) be-
tween 'letter' and 'epistle,' and denying it the
former designation. If the term ' letter' were to
be restricted, indeed, in common speech to a piece
of private correspondence not meant for the public,
it might be necessary to speak only of 3 Jn as a
' letter,' and to describe 1 Jn and (on a particular
interpretation of its address) 2 Jn as 'Epistles.'
And so some would hold St. Paul's letters to be
the only ' letters' in the proper sense in the NT.
But there are ' open' letters as well as closed,
encyclical letters as well as personal, letters to
communities as well as to individuals. What gives
to a composition the character of a letter is its
style and contents. And though there is not a
little in 1 Jn that might suit an address or dis-
course, there is more that fits a letter, especially
such a letter as one might write who had both age
and honour on his side, and who could write both
freely and authoritatively. The relations which
the writing indicates between writer and readers
are not distant, but familiar. They are the near
relations of those who know each other well.

The question of the structure of the Ep. has
also been much debated. Some have pronounced
the writing to be wholly without a plan, and to
consist simply of a number of reflections, counsels,
or deliverances loosely put together, without con·
tinuity or logical connexion (Calvin, cf. his Argu-
mentum Epist. Uoh.; Flacius Illyricus, Episcopus).
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Others have regarded it as a systematic composi-
tion, on a dogmatic plan, and with a methodical
arrangement of ideas in all its parts. Bengel, e.g.,
asserted for it an elaborate contextual plan on a
basis mainly Trinitarian. These are extreme
opinions, and the truth lies somewhere between
them. It is impossible to claim for this Ep. the
strict logical sequence of thought which some
imagine they find in it. But it is at the same
time more than a series of unrelated ideas, a
collection of unconnected maxims or aphorisms.
There is a certain order in the Ep., due to the
object with which it is declared to have been
written. But it is an order that can be taken only
in a broad and general way. Attempts have been
made to carry it out in detail; but they have been
only partially successful. Some have distributed
the contents of the Ep. into something like eight
groups of ideas (Lucke); others have found five
main divisions in it, viz. 15-2η 212-27 228-324a 324b-
421 51-21 (Hofmann, cf. Schriftbeweis; Luthardt);
others four, viz. F-211 212"28 229-322 323-517, dealing
respectively with the danger of moral indifference,
the love of the world and Antichrist, the necessity
of a life of brotherly love, and faith as the founda-
tion of the Christian life (Huther). Some, again,
have arranged the matter of the Ep. on the plan
of three great exhortations, viz. 15-228 229-46 47-521,
with Introduction and Conclusion (de Wette).
Others have regarded it as consisting of Introduc-
tion, Conclusion, and two great connected sections,
viz. P-228 229-55, both parts setting forth the same
subject of fellowship with God the Father and the
Lord Jesus Christ; but each in its own way—the
former having for its special theme the proposition
that God is light, the latter the proposition that
God is righteous (Diisterdieck, Alford). Divisions
of a somewhat different kind are also suggested,
as, e.g., into three main sections, each with three
or four sub-sections, the subjects for these sections
being taken to be the i problem of life and those
to whom it is proposed,' the * conflict of truth and
falsehood without and within,' and the * Christian
life : the victory of faith' (Westcott).

There is more or less truth in these different
readings of the plan of the Ep., and there is a
certain measure of agreement among them. But
even the simplest schemes do not admit of precise
application. One can see that there are certain
primary thoughts, especially the great ideas that
God is light, that God is righteous, that God is
love, to which much of the matter of the Ep.
naturally relates itself; and that there are certain
paragraphs or series of verses that have on the
whole distinct subjects. But the ideas which give
a special character to some particular section of
the Ep. are not confined to that section. They
meet us again and again, though it may not be
quite in the same form. The Ep. has its intro-
duction, its body, and its conclusion. It has its
ruling thoughts, and it passes from one thought to
another by points of transition which can often,
if not always, be recognized. In its main contents
it has a certain order and succession of ideas. But
it is an order that follows the way of suggestion,
not that of logical connexion. It is not system-
atically carried out, neither does it show itself
upon the surface. It has the freedom that is
proper to a letter, the unstudied, non-constructive
character that belongs to a series of meditations
or practical counsels.

5. Independence.—This is a question of greater
importance. Among the NT writings there is
one, though only one, that is at once seen to
be of the same character as this Epistle. That
is the Fourth Gospel. The resemblance is so
great and unmistakable as at once to suggest
the question, how the two are related to each

other. In the Epistle we get the same general
style as in the Gospel, the same simplicity of
language with the same profoundness and ex-
altation of thought, the same lofty serenity, the
same peculiar structure, the same sententious or
aphoristic tone, the same habit of giving a state-
ment both in the affirmative form and in the nega-
tive, and of taking up, repeating, and extending an
idea already expressed; the same way of conveying
truth by the use of contrasts, like that between
light and darkness, life arid death, love and hate ;
the same methods of forming sentences and carry-
ing the thought forward. There are the same
fundamental conceptions, too, of God, Christ, the
purpose of the Son's mission, the nature of His
work, His relations to God and to man, the char-
acter and standing of His disciples, the world, life,
death, the present and the future. Many of the
terms which are characteristic of the one are
characteristic of the other. Of this class are the
following :—αληθής, αλήθεια, άμαρτίαν £χειν, άνθρωποκ·
τόνος, ^εννηθήναι 4κ, εντολή καινή, ζωή, ζωή αιώνιος,
θεασθαι, κόσμος, μαρτυρεΐν, μεταβαίνων 4κ του Θανάτου
els την ζωήν, μονογενής (of Christ), τταιδία, παράκλητος,
περιπατείν έν TTJ σκοτία, πιστεύειν εις, παρρησία, το
πνεύμα της αληθείας, ποιεΐν τήν άλήθειαν, ποιεΐν τήν
άμαρτίαν, 6 πονηρός, σκοτία, σωτήρ του κόσμου, τέκνα
θεού, τεκνία, τιθέναι τήν ψυχήν αύτου, φανεροϋν, φως,
χαρά πεπληρωμένη. Other terms distinctive of the
Gospel and the Apocalypse together meet us alsc
in the Ep. ; e.g. ayairav9 ά^άττη, ayvi^eiv εαυτόν,
αληθινός, ^ινώσκειν, είναι έκ, θεωρεΐν, μαρτυρία, μένειν,
νικφ,ν, ττλαναί/, τηρεΐν τάς εντόλάς, τηρειν τόν \oyov,
φαίνειν. Peculiar syntactical forms, or peculiar
uses of familiar formulae, which occur in the
Gospel, occur also in the Ep., as in the case of ha,
αλλ' ϊνα, etc. There are also many obvious paral-
lelisms of thought and expression. Examples of
these may be seen in such passages of the Ep. as—
2i4 2i? 38 313 322 323 46 415 416 54 59 520 when com-
pared respectively with those passages of the
Gospel—538 835 δ44 1518 82 9133 4 847 656 669 1633 532173.

In view of all this some have denied the char-
acter of independence to the Ep., and have spoken
of it as a copy of the Gospel which shows all
through the imitative hand (Baur). Others, who
have not been disposed to go so far as that, have
regarded it as a Companion' to the Gospel, the
second part of the Gospel (Michaelis, Storr, Eich-
horn), a kind of dedicatory writing meant to go
with the Gospel (Hug, Thiersch, Hausrath, Hof-
mann, Ebrard, Haupt), a summary or recasting
and practical setting of the contents of the Gospel
(Hoekstra, Holtzmann), a covering letter designed
to serve as a kind of introduction to the Gospel
(Lightfoot), etc.

But there are clear and significant differences
between the two writings, notwithstanding this
remarkable general similarity. There is no such
local colouring in the Ep. as we have in the
Gospel. There is no such Hebrew stamp in the
Ep. as there is in the Gospel. There is not a
single quotation from the OT in the former, while
in the latter we have both citations from the OT
and references to the OT. These differences, in-
deed, are not conclusive. They may be due to
the natural difference between narrative and letter,
or to the different circumstances and objects of
the writings. But there is much more than these.
The ideas which are common to both are, in not
a few cases, differently put, and have a different
aspect.

In the Ep., e.g., Christ's appearance on earth
is presented, as we have seen, in the broad light
of a manifestation. The specific function of
advocacy or intercession is ascribed to Him. The
qualities of faithfulness and righteousness on the
side of God, and the grace of confession on the
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side of man, are given in a particular connexion
with the forgiveness and the cleansing of sin ; and
faith appears in the definite character of a power
of overcoming. In the case of certain ideas of the
Ep., the affinities are rather with the teaching
of the great Pauline Epp. than with the Fourth
Gospel. This is true, not only of what is said
of God or of Christ as δίκαιο* (cf. I 9 22 with Ro 326),
but also of the description of Christ as Ιλασμός
(cf. 22 410 with Ro 325), the designation of His
Second Coming as a παρουσία (cf. 228 with 1 Co 1523,
1 Th 219 etc.), etc. But, besides this, the Ep. has
not a few ideas which it does not share with the
Gospel. Such ideas are those, e.g., of a fellow-
ship (κοινωνία) with the Father and with His Son
Jesus Christ,' a 'love perfected' (^άπη rereXeiw-
μένη), an 'Antichrist' and 'Antichrists,' a 'sin
unto death' (αμαρτία irpbs θάνατον), a 'Divine seed'
(σπέρμα αύτοΰ), an 'unction from the Holy One'
(χρίσμα από του ayiov). Such terms as αγγελία and
πλάνος, such phrases as επιθυμία των οφθαλμών, επι-
θυμία TTJS σαρκός, iv σαρκϊ Ζρχβσθαι, 4ν τφ φωτΐ πβρι-
πατεΐν, ποιεϊν TTJV άνομίαν, ποιεΐν την δικαιοσυνών, belong
to the Ep. and not to the Gospel. Such ideas,
again, as those of the ' wrath of God' (ή dpyi] του
deod), to ' be from above' (etvai έκ των άνω), ' to be
from beneath' (eZVcu e/c των κάτω), and such desig-
nations as 'the Holy Spirit' (τό πνβΰμα τό &yiov),
which are in the Gospel (336 823 I33 etc.), do not
recur in the Epistle. And to these things others
might be added. Where the Gospel, e.g., declares
God to be 'Spirit' (πνβΰμα, 424), the Ep. declares
Him to be ' love' ^άπη, 416); where the Gospel
speaks of the Son being ' in the Father' and the
'Father in the Son' (1410·11 etc.), the Ep. speaks
of us as being 'in God' and God 'in us' (ημ€Ϊ$ iv
τφ θεφ 25 44, 6 h ημϊν 25 44).

There are also certain minuter differences in
usage, as in the preference of the Ep. for the
preposition από after such verbs as αΐταϊν, άκούειν,
λαμβάνειν, where the Gospel has παρά. To which
must be added the fact that no clear reference to
the Gospel is discovered in the Epistle. There is
enough, therefore, to show that the Ep. is not
dependent on the Gospel, not a second part of
it, nor a remodelling of its contents, whether for
practical or for polemical purposes, but an inde-
pendent composition having its own particular
occasion, purpose, and character.

6. Purpose and Occasion.—Its purpose is that
the readers may have fellowship with the writer
and his associates who have been eye-witnesses
of the Word of life, and whose fellowship is with
the Father and with His Son Jesus Christ; that
the joy which the writer and his brethren have
in them may be made complete by seeing that
fellowship realized in their case; and that those
addressed may have the comfortable conscious-
ness of possessing eternal life (I 2 · 3 513). The
writer's object, therefore, is to be taken in the
breadth which he himself gives it. It is not
to be limited to the combating of certain errors,
the refutation of certain false teachers, or the
reproof of certain shortcomings. The Ep. does
deal with certain faults in life, certain errorists
and defective doctrines. But its primary purpose
is to help these Christians to be partakers with
the writer and his fellow-witnesses in the com-
pleteness and satisfaction of the Christian life.
It is with a view to this that other subjects are
introduced, that certain instructions are given,
and that counsels are offered against certain in-
firmities and perils.

The Ep., nevertheless, may have had a particular
occasion. That is found by some in a certain
critical condition of the Church or Churches ad-
dressed (Liicke, etc.); and there are, no doubt,
things in the Ep. which point to shortcomings,

especially in the matter of brotherly love. But
there is nothing to indicate that those addressed
were in a peculiarly dangerous or faulty condition,
or that the moral life had sunk very low among
them. The Ep. is not one of reproof. It is rather
written under the sense that writer and readers
are living in ' the last time,' and that the Coming
of the Lord is expected. Its particular occasion,
therefore, may rather be sought in what it says
of the appearance of certain false teachers, in
which event the writer sees the token of 'the
last time.' Who were those errorists that are
here spoken of as ' Antichrists' ? To this question
many different answers have been given. Some of
them may be at once dismissed as too large and
indefinite. To say, e.g. (with Bleek), that the
men in view are Christians, men who had lost
their faith or had practised it unworthily, or that
they are men who had fallen into Antinomian
licence, is inconsistent both with the fact that the
' Antichrists' are described as outside the Church,
and with the kind of fault that is attributed to
them here. Further, if Antinomian error had
been specially in view, we should have expected
(so Neander), not such a declaration as 'Every
one that doeth sin, doeth also lawlessness; and
sin is lawlessness' (34 RV), but rather ' Every one
that doeth lawlessness, doeth also sin ; and law-
lessness is sin.' To say that they were Jews
(Lofner), or that they were Ebionites, is equally
wide of the mark, nothing being found to imply
that the error in question was merely a denial of
the Messiahship of Jesus, or a reduction of Christ
to the rank of a second Moses. There is as little
to support the idea that the Ep. has in view more
than one class of errorists, Ebionites and Sabians
(Storr), or Ebionite and Docetic teachers (Sander).

It is more reasonable to identify them with
Docetic teachers of the Gnostic type. They are
described as denying that 'Jesus is the Christ,'
as denying ' the Father and the Son' (222·23), and
as confessing 'not Jesus' (43). They are con-
trasted with those who are of the spirit that
' confesseth that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh'
(42); and, toward the close of the Ep., though they
are not mentioned, the note that is still insisted
on is belief ' that Jesus is the Christ' (51). These
terms do not carry us to the particular refinements
of Gnosticism that are connected with the name
of Basilides, as some think (Pfleiderer). There is
no point of contact with the strange Basilidean
theories of a tripartite sonship, the division of the
world into the Ogdoad and the Hebdomad, and
the destiny of Jesus to be the ' first-fruits of the
sorting of the things confused.' Nor is there any
real analogy between the doctrine of the Son in the
Ep. and the vague speculations of these Gnostics
about the descent of a light from the Hebdomad
upon Jesus the Son of Mary at the Annunciation.
There might seem more, perhaps, that resembles
the Valentinian doctrine, in which the idea of
σπέρματα has a large and prominent place. But
the Christology of the Ep. is far removed from
any one or all of the three views of the origin of
Jesus which are ascribed to Valentinus by Irenseus
(i. 11. 15, etc.). The terms point to something more
specific, however, than the ordinary Docetic doc-
trine which bore that our Lord had only an appar-
ent body all through His life on earth, and until
His Ascension. They best suit the teachings of
the Gnostic Cerinthus, in which Oriental, Jewish,
and Christian ideas seem to have been mixed up,
and which distinguished between the man ' Jesus'
and 'Christ' the heavenly Being, and affirmed
that 'the Christ' united Himself with 'Jesus'
only at the baptism of the latter, and continued
with Him only till His Passion. Beyond this the
terms do not seem to warrant us to go. It is
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probably too much to say {e.g. with Holtzmann)
that the error in view all through the Ep. is the
dualistic form of Gnosis which was Christologically
Docetic and practically Antinomian, or (with
Lipsius, etc.) that both Docetism and Antinomi-
anism are intended. It is doubtful whether we
can say (e.g. with AVeiss, Harnack, etc.) that the Ep.
is directed also against men within the Church who
misunderstood and perverted St. Paul's doctrine.
Such statements as ' he that doeth righteousness is
righteous' (37), are not enough to bear the weight
of such inferences.

7. Authorship.—Who, then, is the author of an
Ep. which speaks of a form of Gnostic doctrine
like that associated with the name of the tra-
ditional opponent of the Apostle John in his old
age? The general answer, as has been said, has
been: the Apostle John himself. This was the
almost universal belief of the early Church, the
exceptions being few, of small account, and easily
understood. The sect of the Alogi may have
rejected the Ep., as they did the Gospel and the
Apocalypse. But the statement in Epiphanius
(Hcer. torn. i. c. 34) amounts only to a perhaps, and
the rejection, if it was the fact, would have been,
as in the case of the Gospel, for doctrinal reasons.
Marcion, we know, refused it a place in his very
limited Canon; but his exclusion of it and of so
much else in the NT turned, not upon the question
of historical testimony, but on that of harmony
with his own special views. At a much later
period an obscure statement is made by Cosmas
Indicopleustes in the 6th cent. (Topogr. Christ.
I. vii.), to the effect that some maintained that all
the Catholic Epp. were written by presbyters, not
by apostles. And Leontius of Byzantium {contr.
Nestor, et Eutych. iii. 14) speaks of Theodore of
Mopsuestia as ' abrogating' the Ep. of James and
the other Catholic Epp.—'Epistolam Jacobi et
alias deinceps aliorum catholicas abrogat et anti-
quat.' This is all. And so the case stood, as far
as we know, till late in the 16th cent., when Joseph
Scaliger declared all three Epp. not to be by the
apostle. Then S. G. Lange, with strange taste,
pronounced the first unworthy of an apostle, though
he felt the force of the historical testimony for its
apostolic origin. Others tried to prove it to be the
work of a Jewish Christian author and a Gnostic
reviser (Claudius), or ascribed it to the presbyter
John (Bretschneider, Paulus). But the severest
assault made upon the Ep. in ancient or in modern
times is that of Baur and his school. The Tubingen
criticism has not been at one in all things. Some
of its adherents have held the Gospel and the Ep.
to be by the same author (K. R. Kostlin, Georgii);
others have held them to be by different hands
(Baur, Hilgenfeld, etc.). But the school has been
at one in denying the apostolic origin of the Ep.,
and in ascribing it to a writer of the 2nd cent.

The reasons given for this view of the Ep. are
such as the following :—The circumstances, the
forms of thought, and the condition of the Church
which appear in it, it is said, point to a later period
than the apostolic. Different critics fix on different
things in support of this contention. Some fix upon
the doctrine of the Logos as they suppose it to be
expressed here (Bretschneider); of which it is
enough to say that in Hebrew thought and in Greek
there was a soil prepared for it before the close of
the 1st cent, at any rate. Others argue from the
acquaintance which it betrays with Docetic error.
But it is too much to assert that that type of error
does not emerge till the post-apostolic age, and the
particular form in view here is, as we have seen,
like the doctrine attributed to Cerinthus. Others
(Hilgenfeld, etc.) reason from its reference to
Gnostic doctrine. But while the riper and more
complicated forms of Gnosticism belong to a later

time, it is not made historically good that there
was not or could not be at the earlier date
Gnostic ideas of a simpler and more rudimentary-
kind, and it is acknowledged {e.g. by Hilgenfeklj
that it is only an undeveloped form that appears in
this Epistle. But besides that, it has to be said
that the things in the Ep. which are supposed to
betray the influence of Gnostic thought are not
sufficient for the purpose. Of the doctrine ascribed
to the ' Antichrists' we have already spoken. But
much is made of the use of the terms σπέρμα and
χρίσμα, and of the idea that we should only love
and not fear God. But the terms σπέρμα and
χρίσμα have a totally different application here
from what they have in the far-fetched and
impracticable speculations of the Gnostic sects.
Nor do we require to go to Gnostic sources for
their origin. They have their explanation in the
ideas of Revelation—the one in the Ο Τ idea of an
anointing, the other in the NT idea of a birth or
a being begotten of God. And that there should
be, not the fear that hath torment, but pure love to
God, is surely a most Christian idea.

It is further argued that the Ep. cannot be
an apostolic composition, because it shows the
presence of Montanistic doctrine (Planck, Baur).
Traces of Montanism are thought to be found
especially in what is said of the moral condi-
tion of the believer, of the unction, and of sins
'not unto death' and ' a sin unto death.' With
respect to the first, the Ep. speaks, it is true,
of the moral condition of the believer in its ideal
perfection. But it is not an absolute sinlessness
that it ascribes to him, nor does it speak of his
perfection at all in the Montanist way. For the
Montanists claimed a spiritual perfection above
other Christians. The idea of the chrism or * unc-
tion,' as it appears here, is as little Montanistic
as it is Gnostic. It rests upon biblical ideas and
biblical employments of the act of anointing with
oil. Neither does the distinction between two
kinds of sin necessarily bear the sense which Baur
puts upon it. Even if we were to grant this, it
would not carry the late date with it. Hilgenfeld
has pointed out that the idea of special mortal sins
is found in the Periodi Petri, a part of the pseudo-
Clementine literature, and, in his opinion, it is
therefore earlier than Montanism. Much more,
too, would surely have been made of the doctrine of
the Paraclete, if the Ep. had been written by a
Montanist or under Montanistic influences. Other
arguments adverse to its apostolic origin and its
connexion with John the evangelist are of even
less importance. The brevity of the reference to
the false teachers and the limited refutation of
them have been held to be inconsistent with the
claims preferred on behalf of the Epistle. But this
is to overlook the method of the Ep., which is to
present the truth, and to do that authoritatively,
rather than to expose error. The vagueness of the
introduction, and the want of anything in it to
identify the writer with John the apostle, are also
adduced. But it is customary with St. John not to
name himself directly, and the author associates
himself at least with the eye-witnesses of Christ's
life, and speaks all through in a tone befitting one
conscious of apostolic dignity.

Once more the apostolic authorship is contested
on the ground that the Ep. is so different from the
Apocalypse. This is, of course, an important argu-
ment with those of the Tubingen school, and it is
perhaps best put by those of that school who,
like Hilgenfeld, hold the Ep. to be older than the
Gospel. The Apoc. being by John the apostle,
the remarkable way in which it differs from
the Ep. in language and conception makes it
impossible, it is argued, for the latter to be by
the same hand. The differences, indeed, are great,
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and extend not only to vocabulary, grammar,
and phraseology, but to attitude, spirit, and idea.
They may be explained so far, however, by difference
in circumstance, time of composition, subject, and
so far also by the fact that the one writing is an
Ep., while the other belongs to the peculiar order
of apocalyptic literature which has a form and a
method of its own. The difference in idea, too, is
in important cases much less than the Tubingen
critics are inclined to make it. There is no such
antagonism, e.g., as they suppose between the God of
wrath in the Apoc. and the God of love in the Ep.,
or between the view of the divine righteousness as
judging evil in the Apoc. and the view of the same
righteousness as forgiving sin in the Epistle. That
there are many points of affinity, too, between
Gospel, Ep., and Apoc, is admitted by critics like
Hilgenfeld. But the question of the Apoc. is one
by itself. See art. REVELATION (BOOK OF).

The arguments in favour of the non-apostolic
origin of the Ep. are far from convincing. Even
were they much more so than they are, they could
not prevail against the historical evidence. For
that is peculiarly strong. The entire witness of
antiquity (with the solitary exceptions already
referred to in the cases of Cosmas and Leontius)
from the time of Eusebius is for the Johannine
authorship. Athanasius, Cyril of Jerusalem,
Epiphanius, and others attest it. Jerome, speak-
ing of the Apostle John, in his Catalogue of
Ecclesiastical Writers (ch. 9), says of him: * Scripsit
autem et unam epistolam, cujus exordium est,
Quod fuit ab initio . . . quse ab universis ecclesi-
asticis et eruditis viris probatur.' Eusebius him-
self places it among the Homologoumena {HE iii.
25), and ascribes it to John {HE iii. 24, 25).
Travelling back from these declarations, we find
Dionysius, the scholar of Origen, citing the words
of the Ep. as those of the evangelist, and reason-
ing against the Johannine origin of the Apoc. from
its unlikeness to the Ep. in style and language
(Euseb. HE vii. 25). We find Origen himself
repeatedly quoting it or referring to it as by John
{e.g. Ev. Joh. torn. xiii. 21). It is in the Peshitta,
and in the Muratorian Fragment, the latter quot-
ing the words * Quse vidimus oculis nostris et auri-
bus audivimus et manus nostree palpaverunt hsec
scripsimus vobis' as John's. Similar testimony
is borne to it by Cyprian {Ep. 25), who quotes 23· "*,
by Tertullian {adv. Marc. v. 16; adv. Prax. ch. 13,
28; adv. Gnost. 12, etc.),and by Clem. Alex. {Strom.
ii. 15, iii. 4, 5, iv. 16). Ireneeus, too, quotes the Ep.
several times, and ascribes it to John, the Lord's
disciple, who also wrote the Gospel {de Hair. iii.
16 ; Euseb. HE v. 8). Further, Papias (who is
described by Irenseus as Ιωάννου μεν ακουστής, Πολυ-
κάρπου δ' εταίρος) is reported by Eusebius {HE iii.
39) to have * used testimonies from John's former
Ep.' {κέχρηται δ' ό avrbs μαρτυρίαις από τής Ιωάννου
πρότερα? έπιστοΧής). And Polycarp, the disciple of
St. John {ad Philipp. ch. 7), has the sentence πας
yap 5s αν μη ομόλογη Ίησοΰν Χρι,στόν έν σαρκϊ έΧηΧυ-
θεναι, αντίχριστος έστιν ; which so closely resembles
1 Jn 43 that few (though Scholten is of the number)
have refused to see in it an evidence of Polycarp's
acquaintance with the Epistle.

Whether we can carry the chain of witness further
back even than Polycarp's letter, is doubtful. It
depends chiefly on the date to which the Didacho is
referred, and on the view taken of certain sentences
in it. The Ep. appears to be known, indeed, to the
writer of the Ep. to Diognetus ; but the date of that
writing, which is placed by Lightfoot {St. Ignatius
and St. Polycarp, i. 517) between A.D. 117 and 130,
is uncertain. Traces of it have also been found by
some in Justin Martyr, the Ep. of Barnabas, the
Shepherd of Hennas, and the Epistles of Ignatius.
But these are not definite enough to prove ac-

quaintance with the writing. They may indicate
no more than the use of terms which were common
to all Christians, or to certain circles of Christians,
at the time. But in the Didache we have, perhaps,
something more. In chs. x., xi., e.g., we find the
phrase τεΧειώσαί αυτήν έν TYJ ayawy σου ; παρεΧθέτω δ
κόσμος οΰτος ; πας δέ προφήτης δεδοκιμασμένος. These
remind us of the τετεΧείωται iv άyάπr) of our Ep.
(418) and the parallel phrases in 25 4 1 2 · 1 7; of the
ό κόσμος πapάyeτaι of 217 (a very similar form
occurs, however, also in St. Paul, 1 Co 731); and of
the δοκιμάζετε τα πνεύματα of 41. If these are re-
garded as reminiscences of the words of the Ep.,
and not simply as proofs of acquaintance with
John's teaching, it may be, in oral form, and if
the Didache can be referred to the closing years
of the first century or the opening years of the
second, we have a witness earlier even than
Polycarp.

To this must be added the argument drawn
from the relation in which Gospel and Ep. stand
to each other. If it can be shown that the two
writings are by one hand, then all that goes to
prove the Gospel to be the work of the evangelist
John goes to prove the Ep. to be his also. This
question, whether the author of the Gospel also
wrote the Ep., is answered in the negative by the
Tubingen critics generally. In support of that
position it is urged that the two writings differ
radically in their attitude to the OT law, in their
view of the person of Christ, in their doctrines of
the Holy Spirit and the work of Christ, in their
eschatology, and in their general mode of thought.
The Ep., it is said, stands 'in a more intimate
relationship' to the law than is the case with the
Gospel. But in point of fact there is no mention
of the νόμος in the Ep., and the passages which
are supposed to have it specially in view have
another application. It does not appear that in
the use of the term ανομία in 34 it is the Mosaic law
that is particularly in view, or that the άπ αρχής
in 27·8 refers specially to the OT law of love.
The idea of a personal Logos, again, which is
found in the Prologue to the Gospel, is thought to
be foreign to the Epistle. But if we have not the
term ό λόγο?, we have the phrase δ Xoyos της ζωής in
the introduction to the Ep. ; and, even if it is
allowed to be a question whether the latter phrase
has the same sense as the former, we have a
similar conception of the superhuman, pre-temporal,
personal being of Christ in the terms 'life' and
* Son of God ' as they appear in the Epistle. The
Holy Spirit, it is further urged, is not presented as
He is in the Gospel in personal relations, of which
the use of the neuter term χρίσμα is supposed to be
a proof. But the term χρίσμα is an easily under-
stood term for a particular gift or operation of the
Holy One; and the ' witness' which is said to be
borne by the Spirit (56), which is also ascribed to
the Spirit by Christ in the Fourth Gospel (1526),
points to the harmony of the two writings on the
subject of the personality of the Holy Ghost.

The designation of Christ as ' Advocate' (22) is
also held by Baur and others of his school to be in
affinity with the Ep. to the Hebrews rather than
with the Fourth Gospel, and to indicate a view of
Christ's relation to His disciples which 'lay far
apart from the evangelist.' But the idea of Christ
as Intercessor is not peculiar to any particular Ep.,
but is found again and again in the NT ; nor can it
be made out that in anything else that is said of
Christ's relations to His disciples there is any
difference between the Ep. and the Gospel. Nor
is it the case that the Ep. has an eschatology
which is not known to the Gospel. The conceptions
of a present judgment and a spiritual Parousia
prevail, it is true, in the Gospel, but not tp the
exclusion of the ideas of a future judgment and a
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Parousia at the end of things (528·2£> 639·40 etc.). And
the eschatological conception of the Advent and the
Judgment is expressed in the Ep., but not to the
absolute exclusion of the form of doctrine character-
istic of the Gospel. For it speaks of a passing
from death to life which is already accomplished,
and of eternal life as a present possession. Further,
to say, with Baur, Hilgenfeld, and others, that
there is a more ' material and external' mode of
thought in the Ep. than in the Gospel, is to mis-
judge and misinterpret the former. The designa-
tion, e.g., of God as Might' is strangely thought
to express a more material conception of God than
is possible to the writer of the Gospel, and the
symbols of the * water' and the ' blood; are thought
to be differently used, more materially in the Ep.,
more ideally in the Gospel. But these supposi-
tions rest on mistaken interpretations of the
passages.

There are differences between the two writings,
as we have seen, and these differences are neither
few in number nor inconsiderable in weight. They
are differences which go to establish the independ-
ence of the two compositions. But they are not
sufficient to prove a difference of authorship.
They can be made to appear so only by forced
constructions, and by overlooking the distinct
purposes and circumstances of the writings. They
can be explained by the differences between the
Gospel and the Ep. in the occasions which pro-
duced them, the subjects with which they have to
deal, and the ends which they have in view, and by
the natural difference between an historical com-
position and a letter. On the other hand, there
are similarities of the most remarkable kind in
thought, style, and expression, in characteristic
ideas, in imagery and symbolism, and in the
special type of doctrine. They are similarities
which pervade the two writings, and point strongly
to identity of authorship.

No explanation of the origin of the Ep., there-
fore, fits the facts so well as the one that has
prevailed. It is to internal considerations that
those appeal who reject i t ; and it is largely on the
ground of the supposed impossibility of two writ-
ings so different in character as the Ep. and the
Apoc. proceeding from one and the same hand,
that the Tubingen critics deny the apostolicity of
the former. The external evidence is not seriously
assailed. It is admitted even by so uncompromis-
ing a critic as the late Dr. Samuel Davidson that
* the letter is wrell attested by the voice of an-
tiquity, and that, as far as external evidence
reaches, its authenticity seems to be secure3

{Introduction to the NT, ii. 302).
8. Place and Date.—If the Ep. is the work of

John, it is most natural to suppose it to have been
written in Asia Minor, most probably in Ephesus.
It is true that we have no definite statement in
early Christian literature to that effect, and some
who regard it as intended to form a companion to
the Gospel are inclined to refer it to Patmos. But
it is with Ephesus that the most ancient tradition
connects the composition of the Gospel. What
Irenseus says of John the μαθητής του Κυρίου and
his Gospel is this : καΐ auros έξέδωκ€ τό evayyiKiov,
4v Έφέσφ τψ 'Ασία* διατριβών (adv. Hcer. iii. 1),
and the same is said in effect by Jerome (Prolog, to
Matth. vol. vii. pp. 5, 6). If the Gospel and the
Ep., therefore, belong to the same period in John's
life, as many things go to show, it is reasonable to
suppose that the Ep. as well as the Gospel was
written in Asia Minor, and most probably in
Ephesus, all the more that it is with that territory
and that city that ancient tradition connects the
closing stage of John's career.

If there is little by which to determine the
place where the Ep. was written, there is as little
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by which to fix its date. Some, indeed, have
thought it possible to defin e the time of its com-
position precisely, and have been bold enough even
to refer it to one particular year. Ebrard ascribes
it to the year 95 of the Dionysian era. But his
reasoning turns upon the uncertain suppositions
that the Ep. is a dedicatory companion to the
Gospel, and that the Gospel was written in
Patmos, John being in that island, as he holds,
in the fifteenth year of Domitian. Ewald, again,
puts the writing of the Gospel at 80 A.D., but
thinks it was not in circulation till immediately
before John's death ; while the Ep., according to
him, was written later, but circulated earlier.
All that can be said with any measure of con-
fidence is that the Ep. belongs to the later
apostolic period. This seems the natural, if not
the necessary, inference from the general cast of
its contents, the condition of the Christian com-
munities which is indicated in it, the errors which
it combats, the lack of any reference to the con-
test between legalism and liberty, and the im-
pression which it conveys that the questions which
occupy so large a place in the great Pauline Epp.
are no longer the questions of the day. It is
in harmony with the traditional account of the
period of John's stay in Ephesus, as it appears in
Polycrates (cf. Euseb. HE iii. 31), Irenseus (adv.
Hcer. ii. 39, iii. 1, 3), Origen, and Clement of
Alexandria (Euseb. HE iii. 1, 23), as well as in
Jerome (de Vir. Illustr. c. 9). It is also in harmony
with the tone of the Ep., for it reads like the calm
counsel of old age and ripest experience; and with
the presumption which is created by St. Paul's
declared principle of action (Ro 1520), and by the
absence of any reference to John or any salutation
to him in the Pauline Epp. addressed to Asiatic
Churches, that it was written after the death
of the great Apostle of the Gentiles. It is
most probable, also, that it was written after
the destruction of Jerusalem, though how long
after that event it is impossible to say. Some,
indeed (e.g. Grotius, Diisterdieck, Fritzsche), have
held it to be earlier than that catastrophe, on the
ground of the mention of * the last hour' in 218, or
for the broader reason that an event of so terrible
moment could scarcely have passed without some
notice, if it had happened. But there may be no
allusion to that event, for the simple reason that
there was no special call to refer to it, or because
it was no longer a very recent thing. Nor can
anything be made of the statement in 218. The
term ' the last hour' applies, not to the destruction
of Jerusalem (how could the ' antichrists' be signs
of that ?), but to the Parousia, in which connexion
we find the phrase 'έσχατοι, καιροί used even by
Ignatius (Ep. ad Ephes. c. xi.). The Gnostic
teaching which is condemned, and the external
position of the errorists, combine with other things
to point to a period later than 70 A.D., arid
towards the end of the century. This is in har-
mony also with the traditional date of Cerinthus,
with whose doctrine the view of Christ's Person
repudiated in the Ep. is most probably identified,
and with the period in John's life to which tradi-
tion assigns his connexion with the heretic.

It has been sought to define the time of com-
position more precisely by determining the chrono-
logical relation of the Ep. to the Gospel. But the
materials for doing so are far too scanty, and the
arguments which have been urged for the one view
or the other have little weight. Some hold the
Ep. to be prior to the Gospel, on the ground that
writings of * momentary design, like letters, come
naturally before writings of permanent design,
like narratives or histories' (Thiersch); or on the
ground that a letter of warning to particular
Churches against particular errors would probably
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have been written earlier than a composition like
the Gospel, which deals with the historical founda-
tions, and appears to be addressed to all Christen-
dom (Huther, al.). Others argue for the posteri-
ority of the Ep. on the basis of certain passages
which are supposed to refer to the Gospel, or to
presuppose it, or on the ground that the Ep. seems
to require the Gospel for its explanation. But,
even if the latter were granted, it would not follow
that the Ep. was later than the Gospel. Reuss,
who thinks that the former needs the latter as its
commentary, yet admits that ' as it once had one
in the oral instruction of the author, it is not
thereby proved that it is later' {Hist, of the NT,
Houghton's tr., p. 237). And as to the passages
appealed to in particular, the opening verses in
their relation to the Prologue of the Gospel, the
phrase 4v σαρκϊ έληλυθότα (42) as compared with σαρξ
4yii>€To> etc., they are almost equally applicable or
inapplicable as arguments for the priority of the
Ep. and for its posteriority. There is, indeed,
nothing in the Ep. that can be justly said to
presuppose the existence of the Gospel as we have
it, or to go beyond what is explainable by the
earlier oral preaching and teaching.

9. Destination.—The Ep. being written, then,
in the scenes of the closing stage of John's apos-
tolic ministry, it is most reasonable to suppose
it to have been written for readers belonging to
those parts. It has been supposed, indeed, to have
been addressed to Palestinian Christians (Benson).
But there is nothing to favour such a supposition,
the contents of the Ep. pointing to a Gentile-
Christian audience rather than a Jewish-Christian.
Some have thought it directed to a single Church,
that of Ephesus (Hug), or even that of Corinth
(Lightfoot). But its wide scope and encyclical
character are inconsistent with that. Others have
regarded it as addressed to Christians outside the
scene of the life and ministry of John in his old
age (Holtzmann), or as an encyclical of the
widest scope (Hilgenfeld). But the terms which
are said to bear this out do not meet the case.
The καί ύμΐν and /cat ύμβΐ? in I 3 do not suffice to
establish a distinction between the Asiatic Chris-
tians among whom John was writing and those to
whom his letter is directed ; and while the character
of the Ep. suits its designation as a Catholic Ep.,
there are things in it, especially the references to
particular forms of error, which so far limit and
define its destination.

The most curious thing connected with this
question of the readers that are in view, is
the fact that Augustine, in quoting 32, speaks
of the passage as being in John's * Epistle to
the Parthians' (quod dictum est a Joanne in
epistola ad Parthos, Quaist. Evang. ii. 39). That
is the only certain occurrence, indeed, of this
designation in Augustine's works. It is given,
however, in the Benedictine edition of his Tractates
on the Ep., in the title ; in the Indiculus operum
S. Augustini of Possidius; in one or two manu-
scripts; in the contra Varimadum Arianum of
Idacius Clarus or Vigilius Tapsensis; and in
Bede's (if it is genuine) Prologus super septem
epistolas canonicas, where it is said that many
ecclesiastical writers, and among them the great
Athanasius, affirm this Ep. to be * written to the
Parthians.' Hence it has been supposed by some
(Grotius, etc.) that the Ep. was addressed to
Jewish Christians living beyond the Euphrates
within the limits of the Parthian empire. But
we hear of no connexion between John and
Parthia, and the designation ad Parthos appears
to have been unknown to the Church of the East,
and even to the Church of the West before
Augustine's time. It is a pure puzzle, a curiosity
on which nothing can be based. It has been

accounted for as a mistake for ad Pathmios
(Serrarius), ad sparsos (Wetstein), adpertius
(Semler), ad Spartos (Scholz, on the authority of
a 12th century manuscript), irpbs διασπαρσαμένου* {!)
(Holtzmann, Mangold), irpbs πάντα* (Paulus), irpbs
παρθένοι (Gieseler, etc.). Most favour the last of
these explanations. Some think that the title irpbs
wapdivovs was given to express the pure condition
of the Churches addressed (Whiston); others, that
the inscription of the Second Ep. {irpbs παρθένου*)
as found in some manuscripts was transferred as
more suitable to the First (Hug). Some, again,
suppose that the title ran επιστολή του Ιωάννου του
παρθένου, John having the designation αποστόλου καί
€ύαγγ€λιστου παρθένου in the inscription borne by the
Apoc. in one manuscript {Cod. Guelpher.); others,
that Augustine misunderstood what was said by
Clem. Alex. {Frag. 1011) about the Second Ep. being
written πpbs παρθένους, and transferred the title to
the First (Huther). All is conjecture- and can in
no way affect the probabilities of the case (supported
as these are by the tradition bearing on John's
residence and work in Asia Minor) that the Ep.
had in view the Churches that would be naturally
addressed from Ephesus. It is therefore with those
Asiatic regions in which Gnostic speculations had
become rife (Apoc. 26etc·), and with that great city
in which Paul had planted a Christian Church, and
in which John had lived on, according to Irenaeus
{adv. Hcer. ii. 225, iii. 33), into the reign of Trajan,
that this majestic Ep., with its heavenly calm and
its lofty message of truth and love, is connected
in respect both of readers and of writer.

LITERATURE.—Among the numerous Commentaries, special
mention may be made of those of (Ecumenius, Calvin, Diister-
dieck, Liicke, Huther, Ebrard, Rothe (most fruitful of all),
Haupt, Alford, Jelf, Westcott, Holtzmann, de Wette-Briickner,
Braune, Alexander (in the Speaker's Comw.), Ewald, Plummer;
among books on Introduction, especially those by Weiss, Reuss,
Bleek, Hilgenfeld, Salmon, S. Davidson, Holtzmann, Jiilicher,
Zahn ; and among works of other kinds, the Expositions by
Neander, F. D. Maurice, R. S. Candlish, Lias, and Watson,
Erdmann's Primce Ep. Joan, argumentum, nexus et consilium;
Luthardt's de Primce Joan. Ep. Compositione ; Flatt's de anti-
christis et pseudoprophetis in Ep. Joan.; Gfrorer's Urchristen-
thum; Besser's Bibelstunden ; Pfleiderer's Urchristenthum and
Hibbert Lectures; Harnack's Geschichte der altchrist. Literatur
bis Eusebius.

THE SECOND EPISTLE.—1. Contents.— This brief
Ep., though it touches the First Ep. at several
points, and has also something in common with
the Third, has an independent value, and a dis-
tinct interest. It is unmistakably a letter, and
is distinguished from the First Ep. by its personal
and private character. It is addressed, not to a
wide circle of readers, as is the case with the First,
but to a particular individual or Church, and it
represents a writer who speaks less with the tone of
command, but with more of the earnestness that
cares for individual Christians, and seeks to come
into direct relations with them. As to its origin and
much else belonging to it, we have little or nothing
to guide us beyond what can be gathered from its
own tenor. It seems to have been occasioned by
the pressure of dangers arising from false teaching,
and its object is to secure the individual or the
Church that is addressed against these perils until
the writer could visit the scene in person.

With this object in view the author begins his
letter, somewhat in St. Paul's way, with a com-
mendation of the person or persons to whom he
writes, and with a large Christian greeting. Again,
with a tact and courtesy such as we find in St. Paul's
letters, he expresses the joy which he had in the con-
sistent life of her (be it lady or Church) whom he ad-
dresses. From this he passes on to an exhortation,
couched in terms of entreaty, to fulfil the great
law of Christian love—a love explained to imply
a life and walk in practical obedience to the divine
commandments. His reason for writing in such
a strain is, as he indicates, his fear of the possible
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influence of certain errorists, whom he identifies
with Antichrist, because they deny that Jesus is
the Christ come in the complete reality of human
nature. He counsels watchfulness against the in-
sidious teaching of such deceivers, and speaks of
the loss which would follow the acceptance of it.
He reminds his reader or readers further of the
fact that fellowship with God cannot be enjoyed
unless one abides by the true doctrine of Christ.
He declares those who deny that doctrine to be
men not to be received or welcomed, lest one
should make himself partaker in their evil. He
adds certain explanations about the shortness of
his letter, and his intention to come in person.
He closes with a brief salutation from certain
Christians with whom he is associated at the time.

2. Authorship.—This Ep. has much in common
with the First. It speaks, as the latter does,
of 'love,' * truth,' 'the truth,' * the command-
ments,' a 'new commandment' and one 'had from
the beginning,' of 'loving in truth,' and 'walking
in truth,' of ' abiding in' one, of a ' joy' that may
be 'fulfilled.' It speaks, too, of 'Antichrist,' and
deals with the same form of error—the denial that
Jesus is ' the Christ come in the flesh.' And it
uses the same methods of stating a thing—first
positively, and then negatively. There are some
things, it is true, in which it differs from 1 Jn. It
has certain phrases and grammatical forms which
do not occur in the First Ep.—e.g. εϊ TLS for iav TLS,
•περιττατείν κατά for περιπατεϊν iv, ερχόμενος εν σαρκί
for έ\η\υθώ$ iv σαρκί, θεόν Ζχειν, διδαχή Χρίστου, δι,δ-
αχην φέρειν, βλέπετε εαυτούς, etc. But little can be
made of such things as these. They are not
enough to establish any essential difference in
idea or in style. It is admitted, even by some
who dispute the apostolic origin of 2 Jn, that
' these deviations do not destroy the force of the
argument contained in the resemblances' (S.
Davidson's Introd. to the NT, ii. p. 329).

This being the case, the inference would seem to
be that 2 Jn is by the same hand as 1 Jn. This
has been in point of fact the general view, and
even some of those who have denied the Johannine
authorship of 1 Jn have admitted that the two
Epp. are by the same writer (Bretschneider,
Paulus). But there are some who deny that
identity of authorship can be inferred from the
similarities which have been noticed, even though
these come to so much that more than a half of the
smaller Ep. can be found in the larger. They
think that these striking resemblances can be
explained by the art of a forger, or as the imitative
work of a writer who knew 1 Jn well. So some
who have recognized 1 Jn to be by the evangelist
have ascribed 2 Jn to a different hand—either to
the Presbyter John (Erasmus, Grotius, etc.), or to
some other John unknown to us. Baur has a some-
what elaborate and far-fetched theory of the origin
of this Epistle. He holds it to be of Montanist
origin, and to be addressed to the Church to which
the Gaius of 3 Jn belongs. He takes it to be in-
deed the Ep. which is referred to in 3 Jn 9, and to
be intended for one of the sections of the Roman
Church, in which Church he thinks a schism had
taken place. He bases this largely on the state-
ment made by Clem. Alex, in his Hypotyposes as to
2 Jn being written ad quandam Babyloniam elec-
tam, supposing that Kome is meant by the
Babylonia, and that the term electa, εκλεκτή, is a
designation given to the Church in harmony with
the Montanist idea of the Church as the pure and
holy bride of Christ. But all this turns on a fanci-
ful and inconsistent interpretation of Clement's
words, and those who agree for the most part with
Baur, both in his general positions and in his
denial of the apostolic origin of 2 Jn, often decline
to follow him here. Hilgenfeld, e.g., rejects this

peculiar Montanist account of the Ep., and tries
to explain it as an official condemnation, in the
form of a letter, of fellowship with Gnostic teachers.
That the Ep. cannot be ascribed to John the
evangelist, however, is also held by some who are
unable to go all the way either with Baur or with
Hilgenfeld, and whose general view of it is essen-
tially different. Ebrard, e.g., following Erasmus,
assigns it to the Presbyter John, passing lightly
over the resemblances to 1 Jn as so many allusions
and reminiscences, and regarding the distinctive
passages as essentially different from the evan-
gelist's style.

Although the internal evidence, therefore, is held
by most to point to the author of the First Ep.
as also the writer of the Second, and to the Apostle
John as that writer, it is not read in that way by
all. How, then, does the case stand with respect
to the external evidence ? The historical testi-
mony, it must be admitted, is neither very abund-
ant nor very clear. That it should be so need not
seem strange when regard is had to the extreme
brevity of the Ep. and its private character. What
we have is as much as could be expected, and it
is on the whole sufficient for the purpose. The Ep.
seems not to have been accepted by the school
of Antioch. Theodore of Mopsuestia appears
to be reported by Leontius of Byzantium as
rejecting James and the other Cath. Epp. The
words, however, viz. ob quam causam, ut arbitror,
ipsarn epistolam Jacobi et alias deinceps catholicas
abrogat et antiquat, are not very precise. Theo-
doret makes no reference to 2 Jn. In a homily on
Mt 2123,which is doubtfully ascribed to Chrysostom,
it is said of it, as well as of 3 Jn, ol πατέρες άποκα-
νονίξονται. Jerome (de Vir. Illus. c. 9) contrasts the
two smaller Epp. with the First, and speaks of
them as ascribed to the Presbyter John. Origen,
who quotes 1 Jn, never quotes either 2 Jn or 3 Jn.
He knows of the circulation, however, of the two
minor Epp., but remarks that 'not all affirm them
to be genuine' (Euseb. HE vi. 25). Neither the
one nor the other seems to have been included in
the Peshitta Version. And Eusebius classes both
among the A ntilegomena. He speaks of them as the
'so-called second and third of John,' and indicates
that it was questioned whether they belonged to
the evangelist, ' or possibly to another of the same
name as he' (HE iii. 253).

On the other hand, Irenseus quotes 2 Jn 10· u as
the words of ' John, the disciple of the Lord' (adv.
Hcer. i. 163), and gives the statement about the
' deceivers' and ' Antichrist' (2 Jn 7 ) also as by the
Lord's 'disciple,' though he refers to it as in 1 Jn
instead of 2 Jn (adv. Hcer. iii. 168). Clement of
Alex, speaks of John ' in his larger Epistle' (iv ry
μείζονί έτηστολτ}) as seeming to teach a certain
thing; from which it is clear that he knew a
shorter Ep. or shorter Epp. (Strom, ii. 15). In a
fragmentary Latin translation of the Hypoty-
poses he speaks of the same Ep. in these very
definite terms: Secunda Joannis epistola, quce ad
virgines scripta simplicissima est; scripta vero
est ad quandam Babyloniam Electam nomine,
significat autem electionem ecclesice sanctce. He is
also reported by Eusebius (HE vi. 141) to have
commented in his Hypotyposes on the disputed
books, viz. 'the Epistle of Jude and the other
Catholic Epistles.' Dionysius of Alexandria (in a
passage given in Eusebius, HE vii. 25) speaks of
John as not naming himself, iv ry δευτέρα φερομένη
'Ιωάννου καϊ τρίτ-Q, καίτοι βραχείας οϋσαις ίπιστολαΐς,
but as writing 'anonymously as the presbyter.'
Dionysius therefore regarded the anonymity of
2 Jn as quite in John's manner. And the school
of Alexandria seems to have generally accepted
the Second Ep. as John the apostle's. Alexander,
e.g., in quoting vv.10· n says of them ώ$ ή
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λεν δ μακάριο? Ιωάννης (Socrates, HE i. 6). The
Muratorian Fragment refers to at least two Epp.
of John in the difficult sentence, Epistola sane
Jude et superscripts Johannis duas in catholica
habentur et sapientia ab amicis Salomonis in
honor em ipsius script a (Routh, Eeliq. Sac. i. p.
296). But the text requires emendation, and it is
differently interpreted, some (Lucke, Huther, etc.)
understanding it to speak for the Johannine
authorship, others (reading ut for et sapientia) *
taking it to mean that, as the Book of Wisdom
was not written by Solomon, so these Epp. were
not written by John the apostle.

It should be added that, though the great North
African Fathers, Tertullian and Cyprian, do not
quote 2 Jn, it is clear that it was recognized in
their Church. For Cyprian himself, in reporting
the statements made by the bishops at the synod
which was held at Carthage in A.D. 256, speaks of
Aurelius, bishop of Chullabi, as appealing to 2 J n 1 0

in these words: Joannes Apostolus in epistola
sua posuit dicens, si quis ad vos venitv etc. In like
manner, although the Ep. was not in the great
Syriac Version, it appears to have been used by
Ephraem in the 4th cent., and that in a way in-
dicating that it was understood to be by John the
apostle {de Amove Paup. iii. 52; ad Imitat.
Prov. i. 76). And while Eusebius placed it, as we
have seen, among the ' disputed' books, he ex-
presses himself differently in his Demonstratio
Eyangelica {i\\. 5), when he gives, as it appears,
his own opinion. There he says of John that in
his Epistles he 'either makes no mention of
himself or calls himself presbyter, but nowhere
apostle or evangelist'—έν μέν rats έπιστολαΐς αύτοΰ
ουδέ μνήμην της οικείας προσττγορία* ποιείται, τ) πρεσβύ-
τερον εαυτόν ονομάζει, ούδαμοΰ 3έ άττόστολον ουδέ βυαγτ6"
λιστήν). It was included, too, in the Old Latin VS.

The most ancient historical testimony, there-
fore, although it is of limited quantity, is in
favour of the authorship by John the apostle. It
is testimony that comes from sources so far apart
as Gaul, Alexandria, and North Africa. It is
confirmed by the resemblance of 2 Jn to 1 Jn ;
the considerations which go to establish the
Johannine origin of the latter being so far avail-
able also for the Johannine origin of the former.
Nor is any difficulty created by the designation
'the elder.' That title rather supports the apos-
tolic origin. It is still a moot point whether we
have historical ground for believing in the exist-
ence of a Presbyter John in Ephesus as distinct
from the Apostle John. Nor is there anything in
the case as regards 2 Jn to make the hypothesis of
this shadowy second John either necessary or
helpful. It is to the apostle that the earliest
evidence points. It is difficult, indeed, to under-
stand how this small private letter could have been
accepted as it was, and in due time made part of
the Canon, unless the general opinion of the
Church had ascribed it to John. And the use
of the title, 'the elder,' in the inscription tells
for the ordinary view. No one wishing to pass off
a writing as by the apostle would have chosen so
indefinite a title. No ordinary person, writing
with honest intent in his own name, would have
called himself ' the elder,' as if there were none but
he ; while, if the writer so styling himself had
been a person of extraordinary importance, it
would be strange that we should know nothing of
him. There is nothing to show that the title is
used to distinguish 'presbyter' from 'apostle.'
Apostles could also be called presbyters, as we see
from the NT itself (1 Ρ 51), and as is the case in
the very sentence from Papias on which the hypo-
thesis of a distinct Presbyter John is founded. It

* Et is confirmed, however, by the new MS of the Fragment
published in Miscellanea Cassinese, 1897.

may be a question in what particular sense the title
is arjplied to the writer, whether with reference
to his advanced age, as St. Paul speaks of him-
self as the 'aged,' ό πρεσβυτής (Philem9), or, as is
rather the case, in respect of his peculiar position.
But on no lips could this simple title be so fit or so
intelligible as on those of the evangelist, the last
of the apostles, who for long years had been over-
seer of the Christian community in Asia Minor.
On his lips the name would explain itself, and it
would mean more than ' apostle.' It would be the
note of the peculiar relation, both official and
fatherly, which the apostle had held to the
Churches and their members in those parts, and
would be at once understood wherever his superin-
tendence had been known.

3. Time, Place, and Destination.—It is impos-
sible to determine with certainty the time when
the Ep. was written. It seems to belong to the
closing years of the apostle. But whether it
is earlier or later than the larger Ep. we have
no means of deciding. There are those {e.g.
Ebrard) who argue that it must be later, because
there are things in it which appear to refer back to
the First Epistle. But the similarities and supposed
allusions are not of the kind that can be explained
only by the priority of the larger Epistle. It is
also probable that 2 Jn was written in the place
where 1 Jn was written, especially as the false
teachers in view are of the same order in both
Epp. If the visit which is intimated in v.la can be
taken as an intended tour of inspection, we may
go further, and say that, in all probability, the
letter was written in Ephesus, the centre of the
Asiatic circle.

The destination of the Ep. is also a matter of
great difficulty. The most definite statement we
have on the subject in early Christian literature is
in the Latin fragment (if it be authentic) of the
Hypotyposes of Clement of Alexandria, already
referred to. But it is a mixed statement, and one
that does not help us much. It is to the effect
that the Ep. was written ad virgines, and to ' a
certain Babylonian, Electa by name' {ad quandam
Babyloniam Electam), but that this name Electa
signified the election of the holy Church. The
question turns upon the address εκλεκτή Κυρία, and
the difficulty is in determining whether that refers
to an individual or to a community. These different
renderings of it are proposed : {I) to an elect lady ;
(2) to the elect lady; (3) to the elect Kyria ; (4) to
the lady Electa ; (5) to Electa Kyria. Grammati-
cally, the first is the simplest and most natural, but
it is too indefinite. It is not easy to see how a
letter of such a tenor could have been addressed so
vaguely. The second interpretation may also be
taken as grammatically defensible (cf. έκλεκτοΐς
παρεπίδημοι?, 1 Ρ I1), and has been followed by the
English Versions and by Luther's German der
auserwdhlten Frau. The third, which appears
to have been favoured by Athanasius, and has
been accepted later by Bengel, Lucke, de Wette,
Diisterdieck, Ebrard, etc., is supported so far by
the fact that Κυρία occurs as a proper name
(Gruter, Inscript. p. 1127 n. 11), and by the ana-
logy of the address of 3 Jn. But against it is the
consideration that the more natural form in that
case would have been Κυρία τη εκλεκτή, as we have
Ταΐψ τφ ά'^απητφ (3 Jn l ), Ύονφον τόν έκλεκτόν (Ho
1613), and in the Ep. itself, αδελφή* σου rrjs εκλεκτής
(ν.13). The fourth rendering, though favoured by
Clement, has the difficulty that, while Electus occurs
as a personal name, Electa seems not to be found
among the names of women. But, apart from
this, there is the fact that the term εκλεκτή occurs
again in v.13, and it is most unlikely that two
sisters should have had the same name Electa.
The least probable interpretation is the last,
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which, in addition to other difficulties, makes the
person in question the bearer of two strange names.

On the whole, there is most to favour the render-
ing ' to the elect lady,' and the idea that the Ep.
is addressed to a Christian matron, who was held
in high esteem in a wide Christian circle, and
about whose children the apostle had something to
write, partly in praise, partly in caution. But of
this lady we know nothing beyond what is told us
here. The supposition that the person addressed
may have been Martha of Bethany has nothing to
support it but the fanciful idea that Kyria in Gr.
is like Martha in Heb., both being feminine forms
of the word for * Lord.' The designation in ques-
tion, however, has been understood by not a few
to be a figurative expression for a Christian society,
rather than a literal description of an individual
Christian. The reason for this is found partly in
John's way of using symbolical terms, partly in
the idea that the salutation would come more
naturally from a Church to a Church, but chiefly
in the fact that there is comparatively little in the
Ep. that applies distinctly to an individual, and
much that runs in plural terms — loving * one
another,' looking ' to yourselves,' etc. Hence
Jerome, followed by Hilgenfeld, Lunemann, and
Schmiedel, held the letter to be addressed to the
Church generally. But this surely is excluded by
the mention of the 'elect sister.' Others, with
more probability, have supposed the Ep. to be
directed to a particular Church; and some have
attempted to identify the Church as that of Jeru-
salem (Whitby), or that of Philadelphia (Whiston),
or that of Corinth (Serrarius). But it is doubtful
whether any writer would naturally introduce such
a symbolism into a brief private letter like this.
And as it admits of no doubt that the Third Ep. is
addressed to an individual, it seems most reason-
able to suppose that the companion letter is also
written to an individual. In this case we have
another example, and a very interesting one, of
the private correspondence of the apostles, and an
instructive instance of John's pastoral concern for
an individual believer and her children.

LITERATURE.—Among the Commentaries, especially those by
Huther, Diisterdieck, Liicke, Alford, Ebrard, Westcott; among
the books of Introduction, those given under the First Epistle ;
and in addition, Eitmeier, de Electa Domina; Krigele, de
Κυρί» Joannis; H. G. B. Miiller, Comm. in Sec. Ep. Joan.;
Rambonnet, de Sec. Ep. Joannea; Knauer, Studien u. Kritiken,
1833 ; S. Cox, The Private Letters of St. Paul and St. John.

THE THIED EPISTLE.—1. Contents,— This Ep.
is also very brief. The writer explains that it
is so, not because he has little to say, but be-
cause he expects shortly to see the person addressed,
and to 'speak face to face* with him (vv.13·14) It
is occupied mostly with things of personal and
circumstantial interest, but it touches some im-
portant principles, and gives us glimpses of the
condition of the early Christian societies which
are of great value. It has all the marks of a
letter, in freedom of style, and in the use of in-
scription, benediction, and salutation. It is written
with much point and spirit, with some dramatic
force, and also with singular tact. It begins with
an expression of the writer's love for the friend ad-
dressed, his interest in his welfare, and his joy in
the reports brought him by others of his truth and
his consistent walk. It then praises him specially
for the kindness which he had shown to certain
' brethren and strangers,' and commends these
men further to his hospitable care. In strong
terms it then condemns the action of a certain
Diotrephes who had acted in a very difterent spirit,
setting himself arrogantly against the writer, and
grasping at authority, neither himself receiving
such stranger brethren, nor allowing others to do
so. Such ambitious and unbrotherly conduct, it
says, is not to be imitated, and cannot be favoured

by one who is of God. Passing from this unwel-
come subject, it speaks a good word for a certain
Demetrius, with whom perhaps the letter was to
go, and closes with some personal explanations, a
brief benediction, and mutual greetings.

2. Time, Place, Destination.—This Ep. raises no
doubt about its destination. It is addressed to an
individual, and is of a private character all through.
But beyond the fact that his name was Gaius, that
he had the confidence of the writer, and that he
had a large and generous sense of Christian duty
to strangers, we know nothing of the recipient.
There is nothing to identify him with the Gaius
or Caius, one of the * men of Macedonia' who were
' Paul's companions in travel' (Ac 192y); with the
Gaius of Derbe who accompanied Paul into Asia
(Ac 204); with the Corinthian Gaius who was one
of the few baptized by Paul (1 Co I14), and is de-
scribed as Paul's 'host' and that ' of the whole
Church' (Ro 1623); or with another of the same
name who is said to have been made bishop of
Pergamos by John {Const. Apostol. vii. 46). The
fact that the Gaius of this Ep. and the Gaius of
Corinth have both the character of hospitality, is
a very slender basis on which to establish the
identity of the two. The name Gaius was one of
the commonest personal names, and the prominent
men in the Churches of Asia Minor may not have
been the same in John's time as in Paul's. The
Ep. itself, indeed, does not show that this Gaius
was a presbyter or held any official position. He
may very well have been a simple member, though
one of influence and repute. Nor does the Ep.
make it possible for us to identify the Church to
which he belonged. Some, indeed, have thought
it to be the Church of Pergamos, a Gaius being
mentioned in the Apost. Const, as bishop of that
place (Wolf, Thoma) ; and some have taken it to
be the Church of Corinth, supposing this Gaius to
be the Gaius of Corinth referred to in the Pauline
Epp. (Koenen). We can only say that in all proba-
bility it was one in the Ephesian circle.

Nor have we more to guide us in determining the
date of the Ep. and the place where it was written.
Its general character and its likeness to 2 Jn point
to the close of the apostle's ministry, if it is his
composition, and to one or other of the Asiatic
Churches over which his superintendence was exer-
cised. As in the case of 2 Jn, Ephesus would most
probably be the place, especially if the visit re-
ferred to in v.14 could be understood to mean a
tour of inspection. And Eusebius (HE iii. 23),
speaking of John's administration of the Churches
in Asia after the death of Domitian, quotes from
Clement a statement bearing that the apostle
' coming from the isle of Patmos to Ephesus, went
also, wThen called, to the neighbouring regions of
the Gentiles ; in some to appoint bishops, in some
to institute entire new Churches, in others to ap-
point to the ministry some one of those that were
pointed out by the Holy Ghost.'

3. Occasion.—The Ep. appears to have been occa-
sioned by the visits of certain Christian brethren
who moved about from place to place, probably as
travelling preachers or missionary teachers, and by
the different receptions that had been given them.
Such men were dependent on the hospitality of
their brethren, and deserved to enjoy it. They
had visited the Church to which Gaius belonged,
and had also come to John. They had received a
brotherly welcome from Gaius, but had been rudely
treated by another member of the Church, a man
of ambitious spirit who disowned the apostle's
authority. The letter is written in these circum-
stances to encourage Gaius in his generous attitude
to such strangers, and to intimate the apostle's
purpose to visit the Church in person and set
matters right. We gather from it, too, that it had
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been preceded by another short letter, which seems
to have had no effect. That letter has been identi-
fied by some with 1 Jn (Storr, etc.), by others with
2 Jn (Besser, Ewald, etc.). But the subjects dealt
with in these Epp. are so unlike those questions of
hospitality to a particular class which make the
main contents of 3 Jn, that little can be said for
such identifications. The letter appears to be one
of the lost Epp. of Apostles.

4. Affinities and Authorship.—It has marked
affinities both with 1 Jn and 2 Jn. It has some
words, φλυαρεΐν, φίΚοιτρωτ€ύ€ΐν, ύττοΚαμβάναν as =
welcome, which are not found in these others. But
they are due to the case which the Ep. has to
express. It has other words and phrases, such as
προπέμπαν, βύουδοΰσθαι, vyiaiveLv, έπι,δέχ€σθαι, τηστόν
voieiv, which are either peculiar or more after
Paul's style than John's. But they are far out-
weighed by the general resemblance in the case of
the two smaller letters; the similarity of the
terms in which the closing personal explanations
are made (2 Jn 1 2 · 1 3 , 3 Jn 1 3 · 1 4 ) ; and the occur-
rence of such parallelisms of phrase between 3 Jn
and the Johannine writings as these—iv αΚηθβία
(ν.1·3, cf. 1 Jn 318, 2 Jn *· 4), έκ θεού etvat (ν.11, cf.
1 Jn 229), debv bpav (v.11, cf. 1 Jn 36), μαρτυρβΐν TLVL
(v.12, cf. Jn 2Γ24), όΐδαϊ ό'η ή μαρτυρία ημών αληθής
έστιν (ν.12, cf. Jn 2124).

In respect of historical attestation this Ep.
stands much in the same position as 2 Jn. The
testimony to its recognition in the Church and to
its being from the hand of the Apostle John, is on
the whole, however, somewhat less in amount and
in definiteness. Like 2 Jn, it was omitted by the
Peshitta, and seems not to have been accepted by
the school of Antioch. Like 2 Jn, it was placed
by Eusebius among the Antilegomena, and was
referred to by Origen as one not admitted by all
to be genuine. From the time of Eusebius it appears
to have been generally received. With 2 Jn it found
a place in the Apostolic Canons, the sixtieth Canon
of the Council of Laodicea (A.D. 364), the Canon of
Cyril of Jerusalem, the Canon of the third Council
of Carthage (A.D. 397), etc. It is referred to
by Jerome as among the Catholic Epp., but as
said to have been written together with 2 Jn by
John the presbyter (de Vir. Illustr. c. 9), to whom
it was also attributed in the decree of Damasus
(Charteris, Canonicity, p. 24), and by Cosmas
Indicopleustes. It is not quoted by Tertullian,
Cyprian, or Irenaeus. It is not mentioned by
Clement of Alexandria when he deals with the
Second Epistle. Eusebius, however, speaks of
Clement as having explained the Catholic Epp. in
his Hypotyposes (HE vi. 14), from which it may
perhaps be inferred that he used this Ep. as well
as the others. There is no such evidence that
this Ep. was recognized by the Church of North
Africa as we have in the case of 2 Jn, notwith-
standing the lack of any reference to it in the
writings of the great North African Fathers. On
the other hand, it has a place in the Muratorian
Canon (according to the most probable interpreta-
tion) ; it was in the Old Latin Version; it was
recognized by Dionysius of Alexandria ; and it was
quoted by Ephraem the Syrian. The most ancient
testimony to its existence and recognition asso-
ciates it not with the presbyter, but with the
Apostle John. This association is in harmony with
the Johannine touches which attract our attention
in it, while the arguments that go to show this
Ep. to be from the same hand as the other two
Epp. ascribed to John, go also to prove it to be
by the Apostle John. The doubts which over-
hung it for a time may have been due to its
private character and the length of time which a
letter ol this kind would naturally take before it
could become widely known in the Churches.

It has been supposed by some that v.12 shows
that the writer wished to identify himself with
the disciple referred to in Jn 2124 (Pfleiderer). But
there is nothing to support this. Ewald {Joh.
Schriften, p. 505) was of opinion that of a number
of letters written by John to individuals or par-
ticular Churches, only 2 and 3 Jn have survived;
that both these Epp. were meant for the same
Church: and that the Third was written lest the
Second should have been prevented by Diotrephes
from getting into the hands for which it was intended.
Hilgenfeld has a curious theory of 3 Jn as a letter
of introduction intended to assert the rights of the
Church of John against the exclusiveness of the
rigorous Jewish-Christian party in the matter of
letters of commendation. Baur's theory is still more
curious and fine-spun. He thought that a schism
had been caused in the Church to which Gaius be-
longed by the Montanist movement; that the ex-
clusive party was headed by Diotrephes; and that
this Ep. was written under John's name against the
Roman episcopate—the Roman bishop, Soter, or
Anicetus, or Eleutherus, being aimed at under
the pseudonym Diotrephes.

5. Peculiar Interest.—The great interest of this
Ep. lies in the insight which it gives us into the
ordinary life of the Christian communities of
those early times and this wide Asiatic territory,
which had enjoyed the oversight of the last of the
apostles. It helps us to see what these Churches
were, not as we idealize them, but in their actual
everyday condition, with their excellences and
defects, their noble and their ignoble figures, their
meek and their ambitious members, the errors into
which they might be betrayed, their varied, mixed,
and stirring life. It shows us something, too, of
their independence, of the kind of ministry that was
in exercise among them, and their relation to it,
of their order also and administration. On these
latter subjects it has so much to suggest that it
seems to mark a notable stage in the growth of the
Church and the history of its organization. It
discloses a condition of things like that with which
the Didacho has made us familiar. It places us at
the point of transition from the apostolic age to
the post-apostolic, from the primitive simplicity
to a more developed constitution. Harnack thinks
we can see in it the struggle between the old patri-
archal, provincial order of things, with its ministry
of travelling missionary preachers, and the rise of
the settled, organized Church, with its officials, its
rights, and its administration. He finds in it
nothing less than the emergence of the Episcopate
proper, and recognizes in Diotrephes the first bishop
of the monarchical type known to us by name.

LITERATURE.—Among the Commentaries and the books of
Introduction, those given for the Second Ep.; also Heumann,
Comm. in Joan. Ep. III. ; Stemler, de Diotrephe; Gachon,
Authenticity de la 2* et Be Ep. de Jean; S. Cox, The Private
Letters of St. Paul and St. John; and especially Harnack,
Ueber den dritten Johannesbrief {Texte u. (Inters, zur Gesch.
der altchr. Literatur, xv. 3). g. D. F. SALMOND.

JOIADA (irrv, Ίοειδί, 'Ιωδά, Ίωαδά, Ίωδαέ).— 1.
One of the two who repaired the ' old gate' (Neh
36). 2. High priest, son of Eliashib (Neh 1210· u · 2 2 ) .
He seems to have sympathized with his father's
gentilizing policy, since one of his sons married
the daughter of Sanballat the Horonite, and so
«defiled the priesthood' (Neh 1328f·).

N. J. D. WHITE.

JOIAKIM (D'PJV), Neh 1210·12· 2 6 ; Joakim ('Ιωακείμ),
1 Es 55, where see QPB.—A high priest, son of
Jeshua.

JOIARIB (T-vv, Άρείβ, ΊωρεΙβ, Ίωιαρίβ, ΊωαρεΙμ).
— 1 . Ezr 816, one of the two teachers sent by Ezra
to Iddo to ask for ministers for the temple. 2.
Neh 11s, ancestor of Maaseiah a Judahite, one of
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' the chiefs of the province that dwelt in Jeru-
salem ' in Nehemiah's time. See also JEHOIARIB.

JOKDEAM (oy-ji?:).—A city of Judah, Jos 1556,
whose site has not been identified. See JORKEAM.

JOKIM (D'p\ Ιωακείμ), 1 Ch 422, a Judahite, son
or descendant of Shelah.

JO KM Ε AM (DĴ PPr; Β Ίκαάμ, Α Ίεκμαάν).—A town
in Ephraim given to the Levites, near Beth-horon,
1 Ch 668 [Heb. 5 3 ]. In Jos 2122 it is called Kib-
zaim (LXX omits). No site answering to either
of these names is known. Jokmeam is mentioned
also in 1 Κ 412, where AV has incorrectly Jokweam
(but see next art.). C. R. CONDER.

JOKNEAM (D̂ [?T% perh. 'let the people possess'
[see Gray, Heb. Prop. Names, 218]).—A royal city
of the Canaanites, on Carmel and the S.W. border
of Zebulun, with a ' torrent-valley' (apparently
the gorge of the Kishon, which is dry in parts in
summer) to the east, Jos 1222 1911. It was given to
the Levites, according to Jos 2134, where it is
enumerated as belonging to Zebulun. It is possibly
the same as Jokmeam of 1 Κ 412 (Β Λουκάμ, Luc.
Ούκάμ), which is mentioned as on the border of one
of Solomon's commissariat districts, probably at
the boundary between Issachar and Zebulun. The
site is found at the present Tell Keimun, on the E.
slope of Carmel, near the Kishon—a conspicuous
mound with ruins of a small town. In the 4th
cent. A.D. [Onom. s. Camon) it was known as lying
6 Roman miles N. of Legio {Lejjuri), on the way to
Ptolemais (Akka), and in the 12th cent. A.D. it
was called Cain Mons or * Mt. Cain,' from a legend
which made it the place where Cain died. It be-
came the centre of a small independent Seigneurie.
The ruins include those of a Byzantine building,
apparently a chapel. In the Samaritan Book of
Joshua it is noticed as the scene of a conflict be-
tween the Hebrews and the giants, and Joshua is
said to have been here shut up in magic walls of
brass, till, on sending a dove to Nabih the Hebrew
king of Gilead, he was rescued.

Jokneam appears in Jth 73 under the name
Cyamon (Κνημών) in connexion with the encamp-
ment of Holofernes (but see Buhl, GAP 210;
Robinson, Β HP iii. 339 n.).

LITERATURE.— SWP vol. ii. sheet v., and Volume of Special
Papers under ' Samaritan Topography'; van de Velde, Narr. i.
330 f.; Baedeker-Socin, ΡαΙβ 242; Guerin, Samarie, ii. 241 f. ;
Sepp, Holy Land, ii. 551; Buhl, GAP 210; Robinson, BMP
iii. 114 f.; Dillmann on Jos 1222 1911. Qm R # CONDER.

JOKSHAN (#j?T\ Ίεξάν, Ίβκσάν, Ίεκτάν).— Son of
Abraham and Keturah, and father of Sheba (Saba)
and Dedan, Gn 252 (1 Ch I32). The name seems quite
unknown, and the suggestion of Tuch that it is iden-
tical with Joktan seems the most plausible. The
two forms might represent respectively the Hebrew
and Aramaic pronunciation of the same word (cf.
•wp "rap, Νί?ρ Έρ, where the Aramaic a is hardened
from n, as in Sap for hnp, pap for pnp). The Arabic
genealogists apparently have no suggestion for his
identification ; for Yakish (or rather Yafish), who is
mentioned by a writer quoted by Yakut (iii. 635,
Osiander in ZDMG x. 31), owes his existence to a
conflation of the names Jokshan and Japheth.

D. S. MARGOLIOUTH.
JOKTAN (jap;, Ίεκτάν, Ίουκτάϊ, Jos. Ant. I. vi. 4).

—Son of Eber, and father of a number of races (Gn
1026, 1 Ch I20). The races mentioned dwelt * from
Mesha to Sephar'; and though the import of these
names is doubtful, the occurrence among them of
Saba, Hadramaut, and Salif makes it certain that
Arabia* or a portion of Arabia is intended. When
the attention of the Arabic genealogists was

drawn to the Old Testament by Mohammed's
ostensible acceptance of it, they noticed the names
that have been quoted, and drew the same con-
clusion from them. Two lists of identifications
made by archaeologists of the early centuries of
Islam are given in the miscellaneous work called
Al-Ilcd al-Farid (ii. 51). They had to grapple with
several difficulties at the outset. The native tra-
dition made Saba son of Yashjub, and Hadramaut
son of IJimyar (IJamdani, p. 85). The genealogies
were harmonized by the supposition that some
links had been omitted in the Hebrew record ; hence
Saba is made by the Arabic historians 'son of
Yashjub son of Yarub son of ]£ahtan (Yoktan)';
the insertion of the link Ya rub being to mark the
epoch at which the Hebrews (sons of Eber) became
Arabs (Ibn Kutaibah's Manual of History, p. 209,
ed. Cairo). Moreover, the name Joktan was itself
unknown; some genealogist therefore hit on the
name £ahtan, which really belonged to some tribe
or region (Mukaddasi in Bibl. Geogr. Arab. iii.
104), and thought it near enough to be identified
with the Hebrew name; and though this identifi-
cation was not universally accepted (Taj al- Arils,
s.v.), it was till recently generally adopted both in
the East and the West. Masudi, who records
another and probably more ancient pedigree for
I£ahtan, says that he found the biblical genealogy
accepted by tribal authorities all over South Arabia.
What can scarcely be determined now is whether
the legend that makes ]£ahtan founder of the S.
Arabian tribes is earlier or later than his identifi-
cation with Joktan ; but it seems clear that there
is no connexion between the two names. The
word Ifahtan (of which there was a variety, Akhat)
probably means 'droughty,' and originally applied
to some strip of territory. It might have been
expected that some of the numerous inscriptions
that have been discovered in S. Arabia would
throw light on the passage of Gn, but the most
important contribution to its interpretation which
lias been obtained from that source would seem to
be the discovery by Glaser of the ancient name of
San'a, whence it would appear that the old identi-
fication of Uzal with that city is erroneous.

Since, therefore, both the Arabic legends and the
inscriptions fail us, we are left to conjecture. The
name may be an ethnological invention intended
to connect the Arabs with the Hebrews, and in
that case the Targum on 1 Ch (published in La-
garde's Hagiographa Chaldaice) is probably right
in deriving it from the Hebrew, with the sense
' smaller' or ' shorter,' not, however, with reference
to the length of human life, but in comparison with
the other 'half (Peleg) of the sons of Eber. If,
however, the name be Arabic and geographical,
probably the connexion suggested by Glaser {Skizze,
ii. 423) between it and Katan, the name of several
mountains in Arabia (Yakut, s.v.), and also of a
tribe mentioned by Ptolemy [Katanitce), has most
in its favour. The Arabs, however, tell us that
J^atan is properly an anatomical term; and if these
mountains be named from their resemblance to
some portion of the body, the form Yoktan remains
unexplained. If the name met us in an Arabic
genealogy, we should almost certainly have the
observation that Joktan was the first who had a
fixed residence (Arab, katana yaktunu).

With regard to the thirteen names of Joktan's
sons, the meagreness of the list forbids us to sup-
pose that it is the intention of the genealogist to
give a description of the Arabian peninsula, or
indeed of any portion of i t ; his purpose is rather to
localize ethnologically, and to some extent geo-
graphically, the races with whose names his readers
were already familiar. Hence Saba and Havilah,
to which peculiar interest attached, are localized
differently in the tables admitted into Gn (107 253).
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We learn from Ezk 2719 that Uzal was famous in
connexion with the spice trade ; and it is probable
that, were more of the old Hebrew literature pre-
served, we should be able in each case to name the
secies glosses. The discovery, therefore, of places
with identical names in the Arabian peninsula is
not sufficient to identify the localities of the table,
unless it be shown that the places discovered were
of sufficient importance to have been heard of by
the Israelites. Glaser's suggestion (I.e.), that the
table proceeds geographically from S. to N., seems
inconsistent with the mention of Saba near the
end; for surely Saba should count as a southern
or, at any rate, midland state. We cannot even be
sure that all the names which occur in it are con-
nected with Arabia; the Targ. on Chron. hints
that the juxtaposition of Saba, Ophir, and Havilah
is due to all three being connected with the gold in-
dustry (cf. Is 606), and this fact would to an ancient
ethnologist have constituted a claim to affinity
independently of local considerations. The more
probable suggestions that have been made for the
identification of the names that occur only in this
passage are quoted in the separate articles.

D. S. MARGOLIOUTH.
JOKTHEEL (̂ Kpi?:).—This name occurs twice in

OT as applied to two very different places: one a
city or town of the Amorites, the other the capital
of Edom. 1. A city described (Jos 1533·38, Β Ίακαρεήλ,
A and Luc. Ίεχθαήλ) as lying in ' the Shephelah,'
along with some others, from which we gather that
it was situated on the extensive plain bordering
Philistia, bounded on the E. by the tableland of
southern Judaea, and on the W. by the Mediter-
ranean. In the general allotment by Joshua it
came into possession of the tribe of Judah. Its
site has not been recovered. 2. The name (which
Wetzstein, in Del. Jes.3 703 f., explains from
the Arab., ' protection of God') given (2 Κ 147,
Β and Luc. Καθοήλ, Α Ίεκθοήλ) to Sela, the
ancient capital of the Edomites, after its capture
by Amaziah king of Judah (see SELA). It may
have been bestowed by Amaziah in recognition of
the aid afforded by J" in the capture of a city of
such amazing strength as Sela, and the overthrow
of the Edomites in the Valley of Salt. The latter
was at the southern end of the Dead Sea, and thus
within the territory of the kings of Judah. The
name * Joktheel' did not take permanent hold on
the place, because the Edomites in the reign of Ahaz
regained their sovereignty (2 Ch 2817), and doubtless
restored to their capital its original name of Sela.

E. HULL.
JOLLITY.—1 Es 320 «It [wine] turneth also every

thought into jollity (ευωχία) and mirth' ; and Sir
138 'Beware that thou be not deceived, and
brought down in thy jollity' (έν εύφροσύν-τ) σον,
AVm * by thy simplicity' ; RV ' in thy mirth').
The meaning is ' mirth,' which is the commonest
meaning of the word. Thus Shaks., Mid. Nightfs
Dream, v. i. 377—

' A fortnight hold we this solemnity,
In nightly revels and new jollity';

And Milton, PL xi. 714—
1 And all was turned to jollity and game.'

So Latimer, Sermons (Arber's ed. p. 58), ' Joab and
the other company beynge in theyr jolitye, and
kepyng good clieare, heard it.' But in a subsequent
sermon (p. 113) Latimer has it with the sense of
splendour, ' He shewed him al the kyngdomes of
the worlde, and all theyr jolitye.' Cf. Jth 103

Wye. 1382, * she clothide Mr with the clothis of hir
jolite,' 1388 'gladnesse.' The adj. * jolly' is used
by Tind., Ex 154 * His jolye captaynes are drowned
in the red see'; and by Coverdale, Job 4010 ' up,
decke the in thy joly araye, poure out the indig-
nacion of thy wrath/ J. HASTINGS.

JONADAB.—See JEHONADAB.

JONAH.—
i. Jonah and 2 Κ 1425.

ii. Jonah and Isl5f.
iii. Jonah and the Book of Jonah.

1. Contents of the book.
2. Unity of the book.
3. Relation between the person and the book of Jonah,
4. Formal character of the book—A symbol, narrative.
5. Date of the book.
6. The principal other interpretations of the book.

The externo-historical and the legendary interpre-
tations characterized and examined.

7. The idea of the book—Universalism of God's plan oi
salvation, and Israel's mission to the goylm.

iv. Other occurrences of the name Jonah.
Literature.

i. JONAH AND 2 Κ 1425.— The name mr ('Iowas) is
found in the canon. OT only in 2 Κ1425 and Jon lx-49

(cf. Mandelkern, Vet. Test. Concord. Heb. et Chald.
1896, p. 1438a). In the former of these passages,
where it is used of ' the servant of God, Jonah the
son of Amittai, the prophet, which was of Gath-
hepher,' the expression * through his servant'
(^?Γτ?) is nothing remarkable, occurring as it
does also in 1 Κ (85G) 1418 1529, 2 Κ 936 1010 in the
same sense as in 2 Κ 1425. The name Amittai
('598) is found nowhere in OT except in 2 Κ 1425 and
Jon I 1 (Mandelkern, loc. cit. p. 1367b). Hence all
we know of the father of the prophet Jonah is this
at most, that he was an inhabitant of the place
called isnn na ( = 'press of ijepher,' proper names
having elsewhere also for certain reasons the
article attached to them [cf. Kbnig, Histor.-com-
parat. Syntax d. Heb. 1897, § 295]). It is the
same place that is meant by isn njjia in Jos 1913,
where the context shows that we have the so-called
locative form ('to Gath-hepher,' LXX έπί, κ.τ.λ.).
There are other instances where the locative, like
Gittah, is accented on the last syllable (cf. Shal-
ishah, etc., in 2 Κ 442 etc.).* This accentuation may
be determined by the immediately following gut-
tural (cf. Lehrgeb. ii. 517). The "isn without the
article in Jos 1913 may have arisen through haplo-
graphy of the n, or τ̂ ππ (2 Κ 1425) and ι?π (Jos 1913)
may be related to each other as piyn and p3#, etc.
(Konig, Syntax, § 295ĉ ). Hence we are neither
to find the place-name * Gath-hepher' in 2 Κ 1425

(G. A. Smith, Twelve Prophets, ii. 496) nor the
place-name ' Gittah-hepher' in Jos 1913 (ib. note 1).
The place Gath (ha)hepher lay in the territory as-
signed to the tribe of Zebulun, Jos 1910·13.

In 2 Κ 1425 it is further recorded of Jonah that
in the time of Jeroboam II. (c. B.C. 781-741) this
prophet predicted the re-conquest of the eastern
boundaries of Israel. In this passage ' the sea of
the Arabah' (i.e. the Dead Sea) fixes, of course,
only exclusively the terminus ad quern. The un-
certain expression * the brook of the Arabah'
(n^ijin hni) in Am 614 does not contradict this
assumption, which is commended also by other
considerations (see below, § ii.).

ii. JONAH AND IS 15 f.— We should be much
better informed regarding the work of the prophet
Jonah, if he were the author of the prophecy which
forms at least the basis of Is Ιδ^ΐβ1 2, and to which
Isaiah himself added the epilogue, * This is the
word which J" in time past spake concerning Moab,
and now hath J" spoken, saying,' etc. (1613f·). That
earlier prophecy is, in point of fact, attributed to
Jonah by Hitzig (Des Proph. Jonah Orakel iib.
Moab, 1831), Maurer, Knobel {Der Prophetismus
der Hebrder, ii. 124), Biehm (Einleit. in d. AT, ii.
62), Duhm (Theol. d. Proph. 71), Renan (Hist, du
peuple d'Israel, ii. 417). But (a) the announce-
ment of Jonah, which is mentioned in 2 Κ 1425,
had certainly a much wider scope than the oracle
of Is ΙδΜβ1-. (b) If the author of Is Ιδ^ΐβ 1 2 was

* For the other exceptions see Konig, Heb. Lehrgebaude, ii.
5173.
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an inhabitant of the Northern kingdom and a sub-
ject of Jeroboam π. (which even Cheyne, Introd.
to Bk. of Isaiah, 1895, p. 88, regards as possible),
he could only ironically have called upon the
Moabites to send presents to Zion (16lff·). (c) In
the words, * Send lambs ("is) for the ruler of the
land . . . to Zion' (161), such a political relation
of the Moabites to Jerusalem is most naturally
presupposed as we find in 2 Κ 34 (nns). In all
probability, the Moabites after the time of Mesha
became tributary again to the kings of Judah, and
Is Ι δ 1 - ^ 1 2 related to an attack made upon the
land of Moab by the Assyrians. From this part
of Isaiah, then, no information regarding Jonah
ben-Amittai can be derived.

iii. JONAH AND THE BOOK OF JONAH.—1. An
abundant source of information about Jonah would
be opened to us, if the fifth of the twelve minor
prophetical books was written by him. The essen-
tial contents of this book are as follows :—

(a) Jonah ben-Amittai evaded the Divine com-
mission to go and preach against the city of Nineveh
(I1"3). His motive, however, was not 'indolence,
sloth, fear of man' (Kleinert, 1893, ad loc), but
the fear that J", on account of His compassionate
disposition, would not execute the threatened
judgment (42). Many exegetes have sought to
justify this motive by remarking that Jonah will
have feared to prove a ' prophet of lies' (ΐβ^π ton;)
(cf. the Midrash in Jalqut Shimoni on Jonah,* and
the Gesch. d. Proph. Jona by B. Wolf [see below],
1897, p. 12). Others will have it that Jonah did not
wish to save a people which threatened destruction
to Israel (so the Mechilta to Ex I4, Jerome, Rashi,
Kimchi,f Abravanel). According to Mikhlal Jophi,
ad loc, Jonah was afraid that the Ninevites, if they
repented at the preaching of a single prophet, would
put to shame the Israelites, who did not repent in
spite of many prophets (njnn GTVID crncy orx). Yet
other interpreters suppose that Jonah was re-
luctant to make known to a heathen people the
knowledge of the true God (Hengstenberg, Christ-
ologie2, i. 469, 'because he grudged the exercise
of compassion towards the heathen').

(b) God brought about the punishment of Jonah
by means of a great storm (I4"16). Ace. to Philo {de
Jona oratio, Op., ed. Richter, vii. 377 ff.), it was the
snoring of Jonah that drew the attention of the
captain of the vessel to him (* Tradebat eum vox
narium stertentium, quum altius reddatur in supinis
jacentibus'). On the other hand, the Arabo-Syrian
History of the Prophet Jonah makes the latter
confess his fault on his own impulse, and Jonah
is thus held up as a model of noble love of the
truth. Moreover, the casting of lots (rnV-rta I7) is
not introduced till after v.14, somewhat after the
example of the Midrash. (For the language of
the latter see Wolf, p. 16 f.). In this way the
casting of lots would be a last attempt to save
the life of the prophet. Also, according to Edm.
Hardy {ZDMG, 1896, p. 153), it is related in the
Hindu Jat, 439 (ed. Fausboll, iv. 2), how sailors
discovered the guilt of Mittavindaka by casting
lots three times, and how, using almost the very
language of Jon I14, they exposed him on a raft.

(c) But a merciful God thus reduced Jonah to
straits, not in order to destroy him, but ultimately
to rescue him (21"11).

{d) Thereupon the prophet proclaimed in Nineveh
that in forty days the city would be destroyed (31"4).

The same number 40 (n^a-iN), which is common
to the MT, Targum, Pesh., and Vulg., is given
also in one manuscript of the above-named History

* "Ία jnv TDKI . . . πηππ1? mra hx inVtr . . . ma πητι
hvntrv η κ1?1) haw hv 'un HWDI on nawn wip D'unv
npvn KU: WK ρ-ηρ π^^κ »i:nj; ηκ aha npsrn tvn YIIN pip

• t hxw τ»33^ wn Ο'η^κ -naa^ (soilicitus est) wwn κ1?!

of the Prophet Jonah (p. viii, 1. 3, 'arba *ina). But
the LXX (rpe?s), Philo {op. cit. § 27, ' civitas ista
tres tantum dies habet'), the Arab.

the other manuscript of the History (<j|2.]]2.) n a v e

all the number 3. Perhaps this variation is simply
due to the relation between D'S; ηφν η'ρπρ (33b) and
-nix nv ^riD (v.4a), for it might be supposed that
the catastrophe would ensue after the three days'
transit through the city. It is less probable that
the influence at work was the * three' of 21 [Eng.
I1 7]. But the Midrash mentioned a fast of nvh&
nM nv^vn w (Wolf, p. 251). A symbolical sense
of the number * three' is not to be thought of,
nor is an interchange of the numbers μ' and y
(W. Bohme, ZATW, 1887, p. 239) likely. Further,
the verb n3$m, which is imitated in nasrmo and in

the Pesh. ]n£)CnALD, was intended to express
the sense of outward destruction ; hence correctly
καταστραφήσβταί (LXX), subvertetur (Vulgate),

* {disparebit), and Mikhlal Jophi, ad loc,

j VH .TB^D 'D iTlDyi DHD Π33ΠΏ3 "1DN1? Him. W o l f ,

indeed {op. cit. p. 21 f.), contends strongly that the
Π3ΒΓΤ3 of v.4 is used * with intentional ambiguity,' it
not being in the plan of an all-seeing Providence to
destroy the city. But this argument would be
justified only if in other prophetical threatenings
also, which remained unfulfilled in consequence of
man's repentance, an ambiguous expression had
been used. But, e.g., in 1 Κ 2121 it is positively
announced to king Ahab, ' Behold, I will bring evil
upon thee ' ; no condition is added, yet the prophet
was afterwards told, Ί will not bring,' etc. (v.29).

(β) Then the people, as well as the king of
Nineveh, took Jonah for a messenger of the Deity;
a general fast was ordained, and the inhabitants
turned from their evil ways (35-10). So universal
was the fasting enjoined that even * cattle and
small cattle' were neither to eat nor drink (v.*).
Nowack {ad loc.) regards the words π;ΰϊΌ) αιχπ in
38 as a later gloss; but, even so, the subjects would
not be altered, for in v.7b * cattle and small cattle'
have been mentioned. A real participation of
animals in the fast has therefore been rightly
recognized also, e.g., by Philo {op. cit. § 37 f.) in
the passage. His words are, 'Tantum {sic) humilia-
tionem animumque compositum secundum scriptu-
ram vestiti sunt, ut pecudes quoqueeorum precibus
vacantes eos juvarent,' etc. Further, the author
of the Arab.-Syr. History of Jonah put in the
mouth of the Mnevites the following prayer, 'If
this repentance be not accepted of God, trans-
gressors will in future despair of the possibility
of return.' He went on to tell how the Divine
pardon was announced by the sending of a letter
and the dispelling of a darkness which had lain
over the city during the fast (Wolf, op. cit. p. 26).

(/) Enraged at the action of God, Jonah was
brought, through his own grief at the loss of a
4 gourd,' * to see that God had rightly pardoned
the Ninevites.

• On kikayon (46f-9f·, Targ. |Vp'p) cf. Herodot. ii. 94, ίλύφαη
δίχρίωνται, x.r.k., ro xcchtZtrt μϊν Αιγύπτιοι χίχι ; see also especially
Immanuel Low, Aram. Pflanzennamen, No. 298, ' The Ricinus

>— , ν 1 j -ι Τ .·Τ_ · £ J-'L 1 ~£ iJ

xv. 7. Wolf (p. 52) says, * In the Talmud (Shabbath 21* 1
R&sh Lavish assumes that the p'$ ]?& of the Mishnah (Shah-
bath ii. 2) is identical with the W1H jvp'p, and Rabbah bar
bar (sic) Chanah said that he had seen it (Π3Π \Vp'p ^ ΓΠΠ).·
The kifrayon, according to the Talmud, resembles the K3 W2C,
a tree from whose pith oil and medicines were prepared. It
is the Arabic hirwaun, ' ricinus frutex' (Freytag, Lex. Arab.).
Kimchi had already cited this explanation, which appears also

in Mikhlal Jophi. It was not the χολοχύνθ*,
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2. The Unity of the Book ' Jonah.'—This book
might, at least partially, be a genuine source of
information about Jonah ben-Amittai, if it were
composed of several strata. The latter position
was once maintained by Miiller in Paulus' Memora-
bilien, vi. p. 167 ff., and by Nachtigall in Eich-
horn's Allgemeiner Bibliothek, ix. 221-273 (cf.
Eichhorn, Einleit. iv. § 5776). According to
Nachtigall (and Bunsen), among the sacred books
of the Hebrews there was * a prayer of Jonah the
son of Amittai,' with the note appended, ' after
God had delivered him out of the hand of the
king of Assyria.' This prayer is supposed to be
preserved in Jon 23"10, and then chs. 3 and 4 and
still later chs. 1 and 2lf· n [Eng. I1 7 21()] to have
been added to it. Nachtigall has started from a
correct perception, namely, that the first part of
the prayer (Jon 23"10) cannot have been uttered
by a man who has been swallowed by a sea-
monster. Jonah could not out of the belly of
the fish say to God, 'Posuisti me in securo loco'
(Philo, op. cit. § 22). Having regard to his other
experiences, and even per se, it was impossible
that Jonah should regard his sojourn in the fish's
belly as a preliminary to his complete deliverance
(Kimchi on 23 DiWa π π «yoo κνν yv invm). This
prayer could only at best then be uttered after
Jonah's deliverance, which is recorded in 211 [Eng.
10J. If now the author of 2 l f - n had already before
him that prayer of thanksgiving (Nachtigall,
Bunsen), he would have introduced it after 211,
otherwise he must have placed the origin of the
poem within the body of the great fish, in order
by this improbability to indicate the didactic pur-
pose of his narrative. But it is more likely that
this composition has been supplemented by a later
writer who missed the contents of the prayer re-
ferred to in 22 (Knobel, Der Prophetismus der
Hebraer, ii. 377). This older assumption also
appears to us the only correct element in the
contentions of W. Bohme ('Die Compos, d. Buches
Jona' in ZATW, 1887, pp. 224ff., 234), and it is
approved also by Cheyne {Origin of the Psalter,
1891, p. 126), Budde {ZATW, 1892, p. 42), and
Nowack {Handcomm. 1897, p. 180). G. A. Smith
{Twelve Prophets, ii. 512) opposes it, appealing to
J?;i (' and he arranged or ordered') of 21 [Eng. I17],
as showing that the author knew that Jonah was
to be saved by means of the fish. But the man
who was swallowed by the fish did not know
this. Hence, if Jonah himself wrote the book,
he ascribed to himself by prolepsis a prayer of
thanksgiving; while, if it was a later writer who
put this prayer in the mouth of the swallowed
Jonah, he ascribed to the hero of the narrative
an action which in the situation of Jon 22 would
be a psychological enigma.

Kohler, again {Theol. Rev. xvi. 139 ff.), thinks to
discover in the Bk. of Jonah partly signs of an
earlier age and partly traces of a later revision
(but see G. A. Smith, ii. 5102). Finally,W. Bohme
{op. cit.) has started the theory that four strata
can be distinguished within the Bk. of Jonah.
But neither his formal arguments nor those based
upon the contents can be regarded as valid. This
hypothesis has already been examined by the
present writer in his Einleitung, p. 378 f., and, as
no one has since ventured to defend the assumption
that the Bk. of Jonah was composed from different
strata, it is unnecessary to go into the question in
more detail.

3. Is there a necessary relation between the person
and the Book of Jonah ? The genetic connexion

cucurbita, pepo' (Brockelmann, Lex. Syr, 8.V.), Arab.

(Koran, xxxvii. 146). As Jerome replaced cucurbita of the
old Latin by hedera ('ivy'), there arose 'tumultus in plebe'
(Augustinus, ad Hieron., Epistola 88).

of Jonah ben-Amittai and the Bk. of Jonah appears
to be based upon this much at least: We seem
compelled to assume that a tradition existed,
according to which Jonah ben-Amittai journeyed
beyond his own country, that he was involved in
a dangerous situation, and that he was ultimately
delivered from this. Without such a tradition, it
seems inexplicable why it is to the name of Jonah
that the book is attached. Riehm, indeed {Intro-
duction, ii. 167), says, * The reason why the author
selected the name of Jonah was that the only
prophet that would serve his purpose was one
whose name was on the one hand familiar to the
people, but about whom on the other hand they
knew nothing more.3 This, however, is incon-
clusive. There were several prophets of that
kind. Only in one event would the choice of
the name Jonah ben-Amittai (Jon I1) be explicable
without a historical tradition, namely, if Amittai
were meant to be a nomen appellativum, i.e. if
' Jonah films creduli ' were so designated as a re-
presentative of believers /car' εξοχήν, the so-called
orthodox party. We call attention to this possi-
bility, because in investigating so difficult a question
all possibilities must be weighed. It is a fact at
all events that, in the case of this ben-Amittai
(Jon I1), Gath (ha)hepher is not specified as his
birthplace (see further, below, 4 c, p. 747b).

4. The formal character of the Book of Jonah.
—Notwithstanding that the book may rest upon a
tradition about Jonah, yet the essential character
of the book consists in this, that it belongs to the
category of symbolical narratives.

{a) There were such narratives. For instance,
in Jer 2515ff· it is said, 'Take this cup,' etc., and
' I took the cup at the hand of J" and made all the
nations drink' (v.17). Thus actions of the prophet
are recorded as if they had been outwardly per-
formed, and yet they cannot have really been so.
Rather is the story merely a form of representation
in which a Divine message is presented in a visible
and therefore impressive fashion. This being mani-
festly the case with Jer 2515ff·, there is no need in
134ff· to take the name Perath, which everywhere
else (15 times) means the Euphrates (so also in Jer
5163), to refer to a place which is not meant any-
where else in OT, nor so understood by LXX {έπΐ
rbv Βύφράτην, κ.τ.Χ.), etc., in Jer 134ff·, and which
stood in no relation to the captivity of Israel. For
the same reason it is unnecessary to suppose that
the prophet Ezekiel actually lay for 390 days upon
his left and for 40 days upon his right side (45f· etc.).
Moreover, in 243 the words ' Set on the caldron
and pour water into it,' etc., are called by Ezekiel
a mdshdl (cf. the Arab, mitlun, similitudo, παρα-
βολή ; see Konig's art. * Zur Deutung der symboli-
schen Handlungen des Propheten Hesekiel,' in the
Neue kirchliche Zeitschrift, iii. 650 ff.). Similar to
the narrative of Jer 2515ff· is that of Hos l l f f· and
3lff· (so, inter alios, Hitzig, Simson, Keil, Wiinsche,
Reuss [Gesch. d. heil. Schriften ATs, 1890, §223];
see, further, art. HOSE A in this Dictionary). For
there it is expressly said,' Go, take to thee mulierem
fornicationisy and, even if the latter phrase can
mean only ' a wife of whoredoms' (Cheyne, Camb.
Bible, ad loc. ; G. A. Smith, i. 234, * a wife of
harlotry'), it is improperly assumed by some inter-
preters {e.g. Cheyne,Wellh., Nowack, G. A. Smith)
that the woman had not beforehand * an inclination
to infidelity.' Such an interpretation runs counter
to the text, according to which at the very outset
Hosea was inspired with the idea of marrying
a mulier fornicationis {i.e. idololatrice eorumque
vitiorum qum cum ilia cohcerere solebant). Besides,
an 'inclination to infidelity* was a thing by no
means strange to the majority of the nation, with
which J" as it were contracted a marriage in the
time of Moses (cf. Ex 328). Again, if the com-
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mission of J" was literally carried out, Hosea must
have married an adulteress (Hos 31). But, with a
view to the visible presentation of a truth, there is
no need for such an outward performance of actions
which would have been not only in themselves
repugnant, but also unnatural for the prophet
himself.

{b) The above-cited symbolic tales may be imi-
tated in the Book of Jonah (cf. especially the
parallelism between Hos I2 31 and Jon I1 31, also
Ezk 325 etc.). As Ezekiel was bound, etc., as the
representative of the people (325 48ff· 5lff· etc.), so in
the Bk. of Jonah it was related how Jonah under-
took a mission to the goyim, etc. This might
happen all the more readily that elsewhere the i
people of Israel and the prophetic order are identi-
fied with one another ; the servant of J", who,
according to Is 418 etc., is the people of Israel, is a
designation in 421 etc. of the servant of God who
is to bring, i.e. proclaim to the goyim sententiam et
normam iudicii or lucem (Is 426 496, cf. 4310), and
so also the people of Israel is called the son of God
(Ex 422, Hos II1). This servant of God was in
many ways also blind, and deaf (Is 4219), and dumb
(5610); cf. Jon I3. Further, the captivity of Israel
is several times compared to a grave from which
they are to come forth again alive; Ezk 37llf·
* These bones are the whole house of Israel' (rightly
interpreted even by Hengstenberg, Christologie, ii.
p. 588, not ' ii. p. 125' as Bertholet cites it, Kurzer
Handcom. zu Hesekiel, 1897, p. 184); cf. Ezk 195

3310 3925̂  Again, the captivity of Israel is com-
pared to being devoured, * Nebuchadnezzar hath
swallowed me up like a sea-monster {tannin)* and
he hath tilled his belly' (Jer 513 4; cf. v.44 \y)yr\$,
and in Is 271 the comparison of the secular power
to a livyathan (crocodile) and a tannin; see esp.
G. A. Smith, 1898, pp. 523-526). Note also that
Israel's deliverance from exile is compared to a new
birth (Is 668) and a dream (Ps 1261). Further, as
pre-exilic Israel was wont to decline its missionary
call (Jon I3), so a part of exilic and post-exilic
Israel discovered in this mission only a call to
threaten the goyim (cf. Jer 2910, Ezk 1829 3320, Ps
1378, Is 34 f. 63lff·, Ob l o f f · , Mai l4f; 314, Jon 3lff·).
But in this same exilic and post-exilic period there
are also voices to be heard calling for prayer to
God on behalf of the goyim (Jer 297) and giving
expression to the universalistic tendency of the
theocracy (Zee 823, cf. Jon 310 411; see below, 7 a).
The voice of such a preacher may be heard also in
the Bk. of Jonah, whose author may have selected
the individualistic presentation of his idea because
this was least likely to miss making an impression.
This, which for shortness may be called the sym-
bolical interpretation of the Bk. of Jonah, is in the
main upheld by Hardt, Kleinert {Commentary,
1874), Bloch {Studien zur Gesch. der Samml. d.
altheb. Lit. 1876, p. 72 if.), Cheyne (art. in Theol.
Rev. 1877, p. 214 if.), C. Η. Η. Wright {Biblical
Essays, T. and T. Clark, 1886, p. 45 ff.),* Ed.
Konig {Einleitung, 1893, p. 380), Kleinert {Com-
mentary, 1893, p. 18 if.), G. A. Smith (1898, p.
502ff.).f

* Wright cites (p. xxv) the following passages: 2 S 121^·
(Nathan's parable) 146*· (the parabolical narrative of the wise
woman of Tekoa), 1Κ 2039-41 (the parabolical tale of the prisoner
who was allowed to escape). These, however, do not furnish
real parallels to the Bk. of Jonah, for, like all parables, they
have an unknown, general subject. Nevertheless, they show
that in Israel it was customary to introduce abstract truths
in the form of individualistic tales. This disposition is also a
factor in the origin of narratives about real visions, like those of
1 κ 2219-22 and of Amos and Ezekiel.

t Similar is the judgment of Augusti (Einleitung, 1827,
§ 225), Hitzig (in the Preface to his Exposition of the Book of
Jonah in Kurzqef. exeg. Hdbch.), Bleek (Einleitung, 1878,
§ 229), Riehm (Einleitung, 1889, ii. § 81, ' The contents of the
book are pure invention'), Reuss (Geseh. d. h. Schr. ATs, 1890,
§ 407), et alii, who have not recognized the analogy of the sym-
bolical narratives of the prophets.

(c) The choice of the name Jonah as the subject
of this symbolical narrative may also (see above,
3, p. 746b) have been favoured by the following
circumstance. Jonah was an inhabitant of the
kingdom of Samaria, and ' the name Jonah signifies
a dove. Ephraim, the Northern kingdom, the
kingdom of Israel as distinguished from that of
Judah, is termed by Hosea, the only other pro-
phetic writer who belonged to that kingdom, " a
silly dove" (n:v Hos 711); and when that prophet
predicts the Keturn from Captivity, he speaks of
Ephraim as returning as " a dove (πϊν) out of the
land of Assyria" (II11).' C. Η. Η. Wright, from
whose Biblical Essays (1886, p. 45) these words are
quoted, has not, however, recalled D'prn D??N niv
(Ps 561), which is most probably interpreted
columba {silentii — ) silens peregrinorum locorum =
inter et propter peregrinos (on the silence of b after
m see Konig, Syntax, § 330m). This expression in
Ps 561 is already referred by the Talmud to κηψι?
Ί) hm&:i, by the LXX to ό λαό? ό από των α^ίων
μβμακρυμμένης, and so also by the Arabic {him-
matun) and the Ethiopic(cAezeo = populus). [λ\Γβ11-
hausen (in Haupt's SBOT) changes nhx into D^N,
but this suggestion lacks probability]. A remark-
able coincidence between Israelitish and foreign
conceptions may be discovered in the analogy be-
tween the sojourn of the dove (niv) in the fish's
belly, and the descent of the 'dove' Semiramis
from the fish-woman (cf. the ancient picture in
Vigouroux, Die Bibel und die neueren Entdeck-
ungen, iii. 355) Atargatis or Αερκετώ or Dercetis,
who also had a temple at Ashkelon, cf. Ovid,
Metam. iv. 45 ff.—

* Derceti, quam versa squamis velantibus artus
Stagna Palaestini credunt motasse figura ;
An magis, ut sumptis illius filia pennis
Extremos albis in turribus egerit annos.'

I venture also to call attention to the circum-
stance that the name * Nineveh' (Herodot. i. 103,
106, 193, ii. 150, iii. 155, N«OS) is a compound with
the root pa (cf. Assyr. nunu, 'fish' [Del. Assyr.
Handworterb. 1896, p. 454a], Aram, K^J, H & J , e-9'
Jon 21· n ) . For the oft-recurring ideographic way
of writing the name of this city characterizes it as
Ni-nu-a or Ni-na-a, ' fish-dwelling.' Hence in the
first element of the name we should not be disposed
to find *m, Fett, Fettigkeit, Ueberfluss' (Frd.
Delitzsch, art. * Ninive' in PBE2 x. 589). It may
be not impossible that nun, which on account of
the following nua might be differentiated, or
through n (cf. Lehrgebaude, ii. 510 f. and p) modi-
fied to nin, has been combined with nua or naa,
and thus arose Ni-nu-a or Ni-na-a.

5. The Date of the Book.—This symbolical narra-
tive was written, not in the 8th cent., but in the
post-exilic period.

(a) Literary arguments. The story contains no
positive trace that it attributed itself to Jonah.
On the contrary, the book speaks of Jonah in the
third person everywhere except in the oratio
directa of I 9 23ff· etc. Of course the circumstance
that in any writing a name is used in the third
person, is no sure sign that that writing proceeds
from a different author (cf. Konig, Einleitung, p.
3144 on Is 7). But, all the same, it is not without
significance that Hosea, who opens with the third
person, in the further course of his story passes to
the use of the first person ; cf. * Then spa Ve J" to
me1 (Hos 31"3) with 'Then came the word 01 J" to
Jonah' (Jon 31 etc.).

(δ) Linguistic indications. The Book of Hosea
shows what phase of development the Heb. lan-
guage had reached in the Northern kingdom in
the 8th cent. But the linguistic character of the
Book of Jonah is quite different from this. In
Hosea the occurrences of anokhi to ani are as
11 : 11, whereas in Jonah the ratio is 2 (I9 32) : 5
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(I9· 1 2 2 5 · 1 0 411); cf. in Malachi 1 anokhi {*$$ run 323)
to 8 ant. In Hosea we find only I^N (some eight
times), whereas in Jonah ν is found (these pas-
sages are wanting in Mandelkern's Concordance,
1291 if., but are given in Konig's Syntax, § 54)
three times, I 7 · 1 2 410, as in Ezr 820, 1 Ch 520 2727, Ec
I 3 etc. But in Jonah there occurs ) wm (I8) * side
by side with V? (I7·12), while in Ec 8i7 the second-
ary form ιφκ byi already appears (Konig, Syntax,
§ 389e). ian ('myriad ) has not been recognized
by tradition in Hos 812, probably, indeed, on
the authority of MSS (see Konig, Lehrgeb. ii.
2221); yet in Ezekiel (167) we have the genuinely
Hebrew word nayi, whereas \3r\ occurs in Jon 411,
Ps 6818, Ezr 264·*69/ Neh 766·77f·, Dn II 1 2, 1 Ch 297.

n&%$rt = cogitare in Jon I6, cf. Dn 64 and Hos
1013 Targ., ρη̂ »5ΰίΐΝ. (J", the God of heaven'
is found in Gn 243·7 (overlooked by G. A. Smith,
ii. 4972), Jon I9, Ezr I2, Neh I5, 2 Ch 3623, and the
simple 'God of heaven' in Ps 13626, Ezr 5llf-69f-

7i2.2i.23j N e h 1 4 2\ Dn 218f·37·44. The notion
of ' command' (verb) does not occur at all in
Hosea, but it is difficult to imagine that he would
have expressed it by njp (Jon 21 46'8, 1 Ch 929, Dn
p.ιοί. [Aram.], Ezr 725 etc.), for he expresses c com-
mand' (noun) by 15 (511) and not by os& (Jon 37

[Aram.], Ezr 419 etc., Dn 310 etc.). Cf.,
further, pny = consedit, siluit (Jon l l l f · , Ps 10730,
Pr 2620) common in Aramaic (Merx, Chrest. Targ.
294; Noldeke, ZDMG, 1868, p. 499). Taking all
this into account, it is an unnatural supposition
that the author of the Book of Jonah should have
exhibited all the above - mentioned linguistic
features to a reader of the 8th cent. B.C. He must
have belonged to a period when the toritten lan-
guage of the Israelites had already come into
close contact with the Aramaic.

(c) Material indications. Nineveh, at the time
when the Book of Jonah was composed, was no
longer in existence. This is clear from the state-
ment (33), 'Now Nineveh was (πηντ, cf. Konig,
Syntax, § 362m) a great city for God' (i.e. accord-
ing even to a superhuman standard). Havernick
(EM. ii. 2, p. 359) declined to accept this inter-
pretation, and appealed to Gn I2 irni π'η πη;π fnxm.
But even this passage confirms the above as the
correct explanation of Jon 33. For to the writer
of Gn I2 the earth was no longer a chaos. Further,
the ' three days' journey' of 33, taken in connexion
with ' and Jonah began to enter into the city one
day's journey' {Syntax, § 330e), must refer to the
distance through, not round, the city (Schrader,
ΚΑΤ2 ad loc). A diameter of such proportions
would, however, presuppose a circumference such
as even the combination of four cities (Gn 10llf·,
Keilinsch. Bibliot. ii. 117) could not have possessed.
Then it would be strange that Jonah himself or a
contemporary of his should not have given the
name of the 'king of Nineveh' (36) in question.
Besides this, Sayce (HCM 487, quoted by Driver,
LOT6 322) is of opinion that the title < king of
Nineveh' could never have been applied to him
while the Assyrian empire was still in existence.

(d) Arguments drawn from the history of the
formation of the OT Canon, (a) In the so-called
prophetce priores of the Heb. OT there is no word
of Jonah's journey to Nineveh (2 Κ 1425). Nor in
the latter passage is there any reference to other

* It is improbable that the words tob η&Π nyin ^ *)ψ$%
were originally a ' marginal gloss' (so Eautzsch, AT; Nowack,
Kl. Proph., ad loc.; G. A. Smith, ii. 513). For if » p ^ 3 (yj)
were to be explained, the marginal gloss would have been simply
*p^ 1 ^ 3 , the whole sentence would not have been written on
the margin. Moreover, the sentence is not absolutely super-
fluous in y.8. Rather is the question there quite intelligible
psychologically as an indirect introduction to the following
questions. It is equally intelligible why the question propter
quern hcec calamitas nobis acciderit, being an apparent repeti-
tion, should have been omitted in cod. Β of the LXX.

words of Jonah, such as is intended to the Book of
Micah in 1 Κ 2228 oVa D ĴJ IJW nsK'i (cf. Konig,
Einleitung, 3301). (β) The order of the pro-
phetce posteriores, and especially of the Minor
Prophets, was only in its general principles a fixed
one. This order was not meant to be chrono-
logical (Konig, Einleit. 301). The collectors of the
Canon did not intend the books which have no
chronological superscription to be considered as
belonging to the period mentioned in the nearest
preceding book which bears a date. For, on the
one hand, in the case of the Book of Amos, the
chronological superscription of the Book of Hosea
is repeated, and, on the other hand, it cannot be
meant that Nahum and Habakkak prophesied at
the date assigned to the preceding book (Mic I1).
Therefore it may be assumed that the Book of
Jonah was inserted after the Book of Obadiah on
the ground, not of its chronology, but of its con-
tents. Might it not have been supposed that the
words nta D:i33 r? ('nuntius ad gentes missus est')
found a clear illustration in the story of Jonah ?
Moreover, in the centuries after the Exile, it was
the fate of the Edomites that formed the subject
of the liveliest discussion (cf. Mai I4, 1 Es 445·B0,
Sir 5025f·). Hence it is probable that the question
why the threats pronounced against Edom had
remained unfulfilled was intended to be answered
in the Book of Jonah. (7) Again, the open-
ing words '}) m.v iy\ \τι appear to the present
writer to contain an indirect allusion (Syntax,
§ 368a) to the Book of Obadiah, and to have an
adversative force (ib. § 369/). This introduction
to the Book of Jonah appears, then, to have origin-
ated when the book attained its present position
in the Heb. and Gr. OT. On the other hand,
probability is lacking to the theory of Budde
{ZATW, 1892, p. 41) that the Book of Jonah was
originally an extract from the * Midrash to the
Book of Kings' (2 Ch 2427). For, in the first place,
the story of Jon l l ff· would not have fitted well on
to 2 Κ 1425ί·. In the second place, this story,
whose incidents are enacted wholly outside the
political history and the land of Israel, would not
have been at all suitable in the D'?̂ ?n -ISD κηηρ.
Not so clear is the justice of the remark of Nowack
(1897, on Jon I1) that the Chronicles do not breathe
the spirit which the supposed Midrash would
have exhibited. (δ) The Book of the Twelve
Minor Prophets was included among the * pro-
phets ' or ' prophecies' which already lay before
Ben-Sirach (Prologue 11. 6 and 14), for 4910 reads
και των δώδεκα προφητών τα όστα άναθάΧοί έκ του τόπου
αυτών, or, in the recently published Heb. text of
the Sirach fragments, 'jn Ο*Ν*?|Π Ίψ% w}y oa. Against
the view of Jacob {ZATW, 1887, p. 280) that 4910

is an interpolation, Noldeke (ZATW, 1888, p. 156),
Buhl (Kanonu. Text, 1891, p. 11), and Wellhausen
{Skizzen, v. 211) have declared themselves. Not
without importance is also the question whether
the πάππο* of Ben-Sirach (to whom we owe the
Greek translation of the Proverbs of Sirach) and
the Prologue to the book flourished as early as
c. B.C. 300. The present writer claims to have
proved this in his EMeitung (1893, p. 488), and
his conclusions are now accepted also by J. Halevy
{Etude sur la partie du texte hebreu de VEcclesi-
astique ricemment docouverte, 1897) and Baethgen
(Hand-commentar zu den Psalmen2,1897, p. xxvii).
This circumstance forbids one to carry down the
composition of the Book of Jonah beyond the year
B.C. 300, as G. A. Smith (ii. 498) is inclined to do.

In the above sections (3-5) we have sought, from
the oldest indications, to characterize the Book of
Jonah positively. What follows will give the
negative supplement to this.

6. The principal other interpretations of the Book
of Jonah.
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(a) The symbolical character of such a nar-
rative, although in all probability this is the
character of the Book of Jonah, might readily be
missed. For it is psychologically explicable how
histories which are related as concrete occurrences
should preferably be understood by many as an
account of real events. As a matter of fact, this
has happened in not a few instances. For instance,
has not the story of the dead bones (Ezk 371"14)
been very frequently understood (cf. Hitzig, Bib.
Theol. 1880, p. 109) as if we had to do with literal
dead bodies ? And that notwithstanding the
explanation of the bones in v.11 'These bones are
the whole house of Israel.' How often, again, are
the stories of the hiding of the girdle (Jer 133"7)
and of the marrying of an adulterous wife (Hos
3lff>) understood as real history ! Accordingly, the
fact that this may have happened also in the case
of the Book of Jonah is no proof of the non-
symbolical character of the latter.

(b) Certainly, those who collected the Canon or
those who arranged the Αωδβκαπρόφητον may still
have rightly regarded the Book of Jonah as a sym-
bolical narrative, for they placed it in a class of
writings containing other examples of symbolical
character and prophetic tendency. But at a later
period the book was frequently treated as if it con-
tained non-symbolical history. At the same time,
in examining the evidence on this point, one has
to exercise great caution. The authors in ques-
tion may simply have expressed themselves with a
natural brevity, as if they considered the history
of Jonah a real affair. This principle may be
applied to every instance where some element in
the Book of Jonah is merely cited. This may be
the case where Jesus Christ (Mt 1240) illustrated
his burial by the statement that it would continue
only three days, like the sojourn of Jonah in the
belly of the sea-monster. But the following saying
(v.41), that the men of Nineveh would, on the day
of judgment, put to shame the contemporaries of
Jesus, is most naturally interpreted on the pre-
supposition that the story of Jonah was a non-
symbolical one. Still, the question remains whether
this presupposition was merely that of the hearers
of Jesus (see further, below, Qd8, ρ. 751b). The
history of Jonah is, however, conceived as non-

r bolical when into the mouth of Tobit * are put
words, πέπβισμαί 'όσα έλάλησεν Ίωνας 6 προφήτης

wepl Nivexri] (To 144), and πάντως Ζσται α έλάλησεν 6
προφήτης Ίωνοίς (ν.8). Philo, too, regarded the
story of Jonah as non-symbolical, for he took
pains to explain the marvel of the fish [Orat. de
Jona, § 16, 21). The same interpretation is fol-
lowed in 3 Mac 68 (cf. Konig, Einleit. p. 483) and
in Jos. Ant. IX. x. 2. According to the latter,
'Iwvas eh Ταρσό? έπλει της Κιλικίας (!), and he repro-
duces the whole contents of the Book of Jonah,
with the exception of the displeasure of Jonah at
the sparing of Nineveh. So also in the Mishna,
Tdanit ii. l,f Bab. Taanit 15a, Nedarim 38a,
where nn?f ]w\ (Jon I3) is incorrectly understood as
if Jonah had paid the price of the whole ship
(nViD nrsD hv), and had thus, in contrast to Amos,
been a wealthy man. (For other passages see
B. Wolf, op. cit. p. 6). Jewish tradition, how-
ever, contains also the information that the history
contained in the Book of Jonah was enacted in the
reign of Osnappar (Ezr 410 [Assurbanipal ? ]), and,
seeing that the date of Jeroboam II. and that of
Osnappar were different, the rabbinical tradition
spoke of two Jonahs, of whom the first was of the
tribe of Zebulun and the second of the tribe of
Asher (see, further, Fiirst, Der Kanon d. AT nach

* This book was written before the renovation of Herod's
temple (Konig, Einleitung, p. 478).

t KVK Djvayn ΠΝί ogfr nx D\17N « T I mra «BUNS IDNJ ri?
.(Jon 310)'D DrrfryD ηκ wnhan κτ ι

d. Ueberlief. in Talm. und Midrasch, p. 33 f.),
Again, in Numeri Babbah, sect. 18, the Book of
Jonah is called ' a book by itself and counted
separately.' This, however, was simply 'because
it is exclusively occupied with the heathen, and
Israel is not mentioned in it. But that its
canonicity was doubted in earlier times there
is no evidence' (Wildeboer-Bacon, Origin of Canon
of OT, 1895, 70-72). The non-symbolical or externo-
historical interpretation of the story of Jonah is
the predominating one also among the Christians
of the earlier centuries (cf., inter alios, Justin
Martyr, Dialog, c. Tryph. cap. 107).

(c) But gradually questions were everywhere
raised about the authenticity of the ancient tra-
dition, and in connexion with this began also the
examination of the externo-historical interpreta-
tion of the Book of Jonah. The natural clearness
of Luther's way of thinking is seen in his judg-
ment upon at least the prayer of Jon 23'10 'He
was not so comfortably placed as to be able to
indite so fine a poem.' Continued examination
of the book did not lead all critics (see above,
4 b) to a symbolical interpretation of the story.
Some reached, by means of almost ludicrous *
attempts, the third of the leading explanations
of the Book of Jonah. This attributes a legendary
character to the story, and may therefore itself be
called, for shortness, the legendary interpretation
of the Book of Jonah. Its chief representatives
are the following.

Already (in his Einleit.4' iv. § 576) Eichhorn
discovered in the book the presentation of a
'folk-tale.' He pointed to the fact that in 2 l f·,
as compared with ch. 1, the narrative is ' quite
interrupted, short, incomplete, and unsatisfying.'
Hence he held that * under such circumstances it
is no arbitrary hypothesis to assume merely that
Jonah, mounted upon the sea-monster, was driven
ashore by the storm, and to regard the three days'
sojourn in the fish's belly as a popular clothing of
this.' ' If the story of Jonah's escape upon the
sea-monster . . . was handed on from mouth to
mouth . . . for several centuries, how readily
might it assume its present form ! This is also
in harmony with the spirit of the ancient world,
as we may gather from the similar clothing given
to similar occurrences in Greek history, e.g. to the
history of Hercules' (see the Greek quotations in
Bochart, Hierozoicon, ii. 5, 12). The legendary
interpretation is accepted, further, by Rosen-
miiller {Scholia in Vet. Test., ad Jonam); Knobel
{Der Prophetismus d. Heb. ii. 370ff.); de Wette
{Einleit. § 291); Winer (EL, s.v. « Jona') ; Vatke
{Einleit., 1886, § 217, «a legend'); Nowack {Klein.
Proph., 1897, p. 175, 'we have before us a pro-
phetic legend'). Essentially similar is the judg-
ment of von Orelli (1896, p. 93 f.), who says, for
instance, 'The marvel of the fish was certainly
received from tradition,' but ' the story in its
present form was written at the close of the
Chaldsean or the opening of the Persian period.'
But if the book simply contained a ' Propheten-
legende,' this would in the tradition have in-
voluntarily and unconsciously taken its rise,
and then the evident didactic tendency of the
book would not be adequately explained. Hence
Nowack asserts that ' the author used freedom
in moulding the traditional material as suited
his aim.' But in that case the contents of the

* Not Abravanel (cf. Wolf, op. cit. p. 6, note 4, against
Havernick, Einleit. ii. 2, p. 327), but H. Ad. Grimm (Der
Proph. Jona aufs neue ubersetzt, etc.), supposed that Jonah
dreamed that he was swallowed by a great fish. Clericus,
again, threw out the suggestion (Bibliot. anc. et mod., tome
xx. 2, p. 459) that Jonah 'was picked up by a ship whose
figurehead was a whale'; while Anton (in Paulus' Neues
Repertorium, Bd. iii. p. 36 ff.) supposed that Jonah clung tc
the belly of the fish. See, for more fancies of the same kind,
Eichhorn, EinleitA Bd. iv. § 575.
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book might be called simply ' the free use of an
ancient prophetic legend' (Kautzsch, Abriss d.
Gesch. d. alttest. Schriftthums, 1897, p. 120). It
is more likely, however, that the book has no
ancient history for basis.

Many upholders of this legendary interpretation,
in dealing with particular features of the Book of
Jonah, have appealed to legends and myths of
antiquity. In the first place, they have reminded
us that it was in the neighbourhood of Joppa that
Andromeda, too, was reduced to straits by a sea-
monster (Jos. BJ III. ix. 3, %νθα. των 'Ανδρομέδας
δβσμων Ι-TL δεικνύμενοί τύποι πιστοννται ττ)ν αρχαιότητα
τοΰ μύθου; cf. on Andromeda also W. R. Smith,
BS 159, and Duhm, Kurzer Hdcom., 1897, on
Job 712). But this tale agrees with the story of
Jonah in the single point of the locality, Joppa (is;,
Ί6ππη), and the latter was the natural one to fix
upon in the case of a man fleeing from Palestine to
the Mediterranean. Still less can the ' legend' of
Jonah be derived from the story of the Trojan
princess Hesione, who was delivered by Hercules
from a sea-monster {II. xx. 145ft'., xxi. 441 if.).
For the features of this tale, which in some
measure resemble the history of Jonah, were all
produced at a much later date, and hence it is far
easier to see here a modification of the story of
Jonah than to suppose that the author of the latter
borrowed from that foreign tale (cf. Hitzig's third
' Vorbemerkung' to his Commentar uber Jona).
Finally, F. C. Baur, above all, has connected (Ilgen's
Zeitschrift, 1837, p. 102 ff.) the story of Jonah with
the Babylono-Assyrian myth of Oannes. On this
see further, below, p. 751, note *.

(d) But even the externo-historical interpretation
of the Book of Jonah has found defenders down to
the most recent times. Of these we may mention
first, Frz. Kaulen, representing the traditionalist
Roman Catholic Church {Einleit. in d. heil. Schrift,
1892, § 414), then C. F. Keil {Einleit., 1873, § 89),
and J. Kennedy {On the Book of Jonah, 1895).
This standpoint may perhaps be best characterized
in some such way as the following :—

(a) Features which point to the didactic charac-
ter of the story of Jonah are not sufficiently taken
into account even by the most recent representatives
of the externo-historical interpretation. To begin
with, the circumstance is significant that the book
closes with the presentation of a general truth
(against B. Wolf, op. cit. p. 28). Cf., further,
what has been said above (p. 746a) on the inter-
polation of the prayer (Jon 23"10). Again, the
repentance of the city of Nineveh is depicted with
such grotesque features that the intention of the
writer to indicate the didactic tendency of the
narrative appears sufficiently clear. For, not to
speak of the king sitting in ashes (36b), the very
beasts are also mentioned as partaking in the fast
and the mourning (37f·). This command that ' the
cattle, the oxen, and the sheep should eat nothing
and should drink no water,' and that 'man and
beast' (see above, p. 745b) should put on sackcloth,
is not to be co-ordinated with the custom whereby
at the death of Masistios the Persians cut off' their
own hair and that of the horses and beasts of
burden (Herodot. ix. 24; Plutarch, Aristides, cap.
14, Ζκειραν έπΐ τφ Μα<π<ττύ^ καΐ 'ίππους καΐ ήμιόνους),
or the custom mentioned by Chrysostom of har-
nessing horses with black trappings to a hearse.
Further, Kleinert {ad loc.) refers to the mourning
which, according to the myth (cf. Virgil, Eclog.
v. 19ff.), was held over the death of Daphnis.
But by his reference Kleinert himself unconsciously
concedes that the representation in Jon 37f· can be
compared only with an unreal occurrence. More-
over, the complaint of Jonah about the gourd
(48b) is put into such hyperbolical language ('for
me death is better than life'), that one is compelled

to assume that the writer did not mean the com-
plaint to be understood as a serious one. Again,
the narrator puts in the mouth of the prophet the
statement that he does ' right' (30»n) to be angry
over the loss of the gourd, ' even unto death.' But
is this not to depict him as an ill-natured child
who sulks over the loss of a toy ? Certainly, it is
not without ground that Ant. Baumgarten, in
his & humour dans Vancien Testament (1896, p.
271), has adduced · Jonah, angry even unto death
at having seen the gourd perish,' as fit to be
included in the category he is dealing with.

{β) Elements in the story, which upon the sym-
bolical interpretation explain themselves, are
wrongly weakened by the adherents of the externo-
historical interpretation. For instance, the · ex-
pression * three days and three nights' (Jon 21)
indicates by its twofold mention of the number
• three' that the writer has in view a small
'numerus rotundus' (cf. Ex 205, 2 Κ ll 5 f ·, Ezk 52,
Zee 138f· etc.; specially 'three days,' Gn 4010·12 4217,
Ex 1022 1911, Jos I1 1 216·22, 2S 2413, 1 Κ 125, 2 Κ 205,
Hos 62, Jon 21, Est 416, Mt 1621; « three months'
or < years,' Ex 22, Lv 1923, Is 1614 203, Dn I 5 etc. ;
cf. Rockerath, Bib. Chronol., 1865, 11 ff., also Rud.
Hirzel, ' Rundzahlen' in A bhand. d. sachs. Gessell.
d. Wissensch., Leipzig, 1885). The author would
not have specified in detail ' three days and three
nights,' if he had meant merely one day along
with part of the preceding and the following day.
Hence his meaning cannot have been * a period of
37 hours' (Kaulen, Einleit. § 414). Such an in-
terpretation of the text (Jon 21) can by no means
be built upon 1 S 3012£·, Est 416 51 (against Kleinert
and v. Orelli, ad loc), which is opposed also by
the expression 'seven days and seven nights'
of Job 213. The representatives of the externo-
historical interpretation appeal, further, to nar-
ratives according to which the gigantic shark
carcharias has been known to swallow a man or
even a horse whole—nay, to have vomited up a
tunny fish and the body of a sailor undecomposed
(Kaulen, Einleit. § 414). In an occurrence of this
kind, which is most correctly related by Eichhorn
{Einleit.4· iv. 340f.), a ' " Seehund," after taking a
sailor in its jaws, immediately of its own accord
threw him out again, and he was picked up alive
and only slightly injured.' Here we miss the
' three days and three nights.' Or we read in the
Neue Luih. Kirchenzeitung (1895, p. 303 f.), that
the whale-hunter, James Bartley, was in February
1891 swallowed by a whale, and that on the follow-
ing day, when the animal was killed, he was taken
alive out of its stomach. ' He lay in a swoon in
the belly of the whale. The sailors had much
difficulty in restoring him to consciousness. It
was not till after three months' nursing that
James Bartley recovered his reason.' But, grant-
ing the truth of this story, the Jonah of the OT
was longer in the belly of the fish than James
Bartley, and, so far from there being any word of
illness or subsequent nursing, he is said even in
the fish's belly to have indited a song of thanks-
giving. This point is overlooked also by B.
Wolf, op. cit. Here also, finally, comes in the
following point. The text (Jon 410) says that the
gourd ' tanquam filius noctis factus est et tanquam
(cf. Konig, Syntax, § 332&) filius noctis (alterius)
periit (so also Pesh.). The words .τπ n^V}| neces-
sarily imply that the gourd was the product of a
single night (Targ. Kiq jnn xtyhy.; LXX ή ύπό νύκτα
^ενήθη). But Kaulen {Einleit. § 414) denies this
sense to the text. He says, ' The plant simply
grew out of the earth overnight, and must other-
wise have followed the ordinary course of develop-
ment.' But in that case the Mkayon would not
have a full claim to the title ' filius noctis.' Further,
the verb .τπ, as the opposite of 12$, must have the
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sense of Cactus est.' Again, the meaning of v.6 is
that the Mkayon straightway in the early morning
furnished a shade for Jonah; and in any case,
according to v.7, its existence was only for a single
day. For at dawn of the following day (rnna1?) it
was smitten to death, and, when the sun rose,
Jonah was without his shade.

(7) But even the legendary interpretation of the
Book of Jonah has not been refuted by the repre-
sentatives of the externo-historical interpretation,
for they have been unable to explain away the
traces of the late date at which the story of Jonah
was committed to writing. Can they give an
adequate explanation, e.g., of why the name of
the Assyrian king is not mentioned, or why he is
entitled £ king of Nineveh' ? Can they prove that
Jonah himself could have penned the statement,
' Now Nineveh was,' etc., or the specification of the
extent of Nineveh (33)? On the last-mentioned
point Kaulen {Einleit, § 414) says, * The greatness
of the city is stated as of three days' journey,
either as meaning that a length of three days'
journey is attributed to it, or that three days are
considered necessary to visit it thoroughly (!).
Both meanings are perfectly correct, according as
the application of the name "Nineveh" is taken.'
But the expression used in 33b can, according to
v.4, refer only to the diameter of the city (see above,
p. 748a). But the diameter even of the fourfold
city (Gn 1011) was not equal to a three dajrs'
journey. * The length of the road from Kouyunjik
to Nimroud is only some 20 English miles. Hence
the prophet after one day's journey would have
been exactly at the other end of the city' (Frd.
Delitzsch, art.« Ninive' in PEE2 x. 598). Instead
of taking into account these indications in the
text, B. Wolf (op. cit.) lays emphasis upon the
fact that, according to the Arab.-Syr. History of
the Prophet Jonah, God announced pardon to the
Ninevites by dispersing a darkness which hung
over the city. Wolf (p. 32) at once infers that this
must refer to the eclipse of the sun, which, accord-
ing to the Assyrian Eponym list, took place in the
year B.C. 763. But that later note about the
dispelling of a darkness was an addition that lay
ready to hand, whereby a visible token might be
given of the appeasing of the Divine wrath. In
any case, there is nothing about this in the biblical
Book of Jonah. Hence it is an arbitrary assertion
of Wolf (p. 31) that 'in the tradition of the neigh-
bourhood the record of the eclipse was combined
with the story of Jonah.' The author of the
Arab.-Syr. History of Jonah did not mean dark-
ness caused by an eclipse of the sun. Wolf might
have recognized this from the fact that Ephraem
Syrus says {op. cit. p. 38) that ' the darkness over-
hung Nineveh during the whole period of peni-
tential mourning.' In 2 Κ 87ff#, which is cited
by B. Wolf (op. cit. p. 13), it is recorded that
Elisha was in Damascus. But it is not said
that he went there as a missionary, and, besides,
2 Κ 87 furnishes no positive basis for the reality
of the details of the Book of Jonah. Hommel
(AHT p. 145) says, 'One sees from names
like "Father is Αϊ (or J a ) " that the Israelitish
tradition that Jonah preached Jahweh to the
Ninevites is not so absurd as according to our
modern critics it appears.' But, instead of abusing
the critics, it would have been well if he had read
the text accurately. The Book of Jonah says not
a word about Jonah's preaching ' Jahweh ' to the
inhabitants of Nineveh. Rather is the name
'Jahweh' avoided, and it is said, 'They believed
God' (u>n% 35a, so also *.β».ι<*).

(δ) The NT passages involved have also fre-
quently an incorrect meaning and an unnecessary
scope attributed to them by the upholders of the
externo-historical interpretation. First, it may be

assumed that Jesus, in regard to the literary
history of the OT, attached Himself to the notions
of His contemporaries. There are certain proofs
that He did so in regard to other notions that pre-
vailed then. Not only did He speak of the rising
of the sun (Mt 136, Mk 162, cf. Ja I11), not only
did He call the grain of mustard seed the smallest
of all seeds (Mt 13311| Mk 431, Lk 1319), because thrs
was then the popular opinion (Lightfoot, Horce ad
Mt 1331), but in other matters too He had regard to
the inferior knowledge or positive ignorance of
His contemporaries. In particular, He paid the
temple tax, ϊνα μη σκανδαλίζω μεν αυτούς (Mt 1727).
That is to say, although as vlbs του βασιλέως (ν.25ί·)
He was free from the obligation, He paid the tax
because the priests would not have recognized the
right reason of His refusal to pay, and He would
thus have given them an occasion of stumbling.
For this reason He preferred to make a concession
to their opinions. Now, as Christ, in astronomical,
botanical, and other matters, placed Himself on
the level of His contemporaries, so might He do in
regard to the literary conceptions of His age. For
the fulfilment of His religious mission, He required
to oppose only such opinions as directly concerned
the notion of the true kingdom of God—μετάνοια,
πίστις, and δικαιοσύνη του θεοΰ. Secondly, it is the
great ευσέβειας μνστηριον (1 Ti 316) of the Person of
Christ that He was as much true man as true God.
He advanced in wisdom (Lk 240·5-), He learned
(Ζμαθβν, He 58), He did not know the date of His
παρουσία (Mt 2436, Mk 1332); cf. Ph 27f·. These
data of the NT must be taken into account, even
by a believing Christian. But J. Kennedy (op. cit.
p. 57 f.) mentions none of these actual testimonies
of the NT. Thirdly, we have to observe that
the Evangelists differ in their report of what Jesus
said about the Book of Jonah. In Mt 1239"41

it is recorded that the Νινευϊται μετενόησαν els το
κήρυγμα Ίωνα. It is not said in Mt that Joiiah
was a σημεΐον for the Ninevites, a statement which
occurs only in Lk II3 0, βένετο Ίωνας roZs Νινευίταις
σημεΐον. Matthew's account, however, must be the
original one, for Luke also adds afterwards (v.32)
that the Ninevites repented in consequence of the
preaching of Jonah. Matthew's report, further,
corresponds exactly to the narrative in the Book of
Jonah, in which all that is said is that Jonah was
to preach (nty iqj?, I1 31), and that by his cry, ' Yet
forty days,' etc. (34), he awakened the faith of the
Ninevites. But in the Book of Jonah there is not
a word to the effect that Jonah exercised any
influence upon the inhabitants of Nineveh by the
strangeness of his garb or the wonderful experi-
ences he had passed through. All this, again, is
silently passed over by J. Kennedy (pp. 27, 50f.),
and yet he assumes as beyond question that Jonah
did not come to Nineveh as ' an unknown stranger,'
but that ' his entombment in the body of a great
fish, and his deliverance from that prison, was
known to the people.' If that was so, the narrator
of the history of Jonah has omitted a most essential
point.* This is not the only instance in which

* The same judgment must be passed on the learned essay of
H. Clay Trumbull, Jonah in Nineveh (Philadelphia, 1892). He
starts rightly with the question, ' Where in the OT or the NT
except in the Book of Jonah is there such a seemingly un-
necessary miracle as the saving of a man's life by having him
swallowed in a fish, instead, say, of having the vessel that
carried him driven back by contrary winds to the place of its
starting ?' (p. 6). But ' it is well to ask if there is anything in
the modern disclosures of Assyrian life and history that would
seem to render the miraculous element in the story of Jonah
more reasonable and the marvellous effect of his preaching at
Nineveh more explicable and natural' (p. 7). Trumbull reminds
us that ' prominent among the divinities of ancient Assyria was
Dagan, a creature part man part fish' (p. 7), and ' according to
Berosus, the very beginning of civilization in Chaldaea was under
the direction of a personage, part man and part fish, who came
up out of the sea' (p. 9). Trumbull now suggests that Jonah
appeared to the Ninevites as one of the 'Avatars or incarna-
tions' of Dagan (p. 10). But this is ab initio improbable, for
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J. Kennedy makes alterations on the contents of
the Book of Jonah. According to the latter, God
said to Jonah, * Preach the preaching that I bid
thee' (3lb), and this preaching was, * Yet forty days
and Nineveh is overthrown' (v.4b). But Kennedy
says, * The preaching of Jonah was not a mere
wild monotone, "Yet forty days and Nineveh
shall be destroyed." He could find a fresh text
in every street and thoroughfare.'

7. The idea of the book.—Whatever view one
takes of the formal character and origin of the
book, the ideas embodied in it are the same.

(a) The main idea is the following. Israel has
been intrusted by God with the mission to call
the goyim also to moral amendment, and is not to
look askance or be jealous if the goyim manifest
repentance and if God takes back the threatenings
which He had pronounced against them. With
this principal idea the book opens, whether one
regards * Jonah the son of Amittai' as the repre-
sentative of his nation or as an individual, and the
same idea is reflected also in the whole course of
the narrative and in the closing words of the book.
The story of Jonah thus gives expression to those
lofty thoughts which are uttered also in Is 40-66.
For the * Servant of J" 5 (Is 421) must be the same
who in 418 is expressly called *na ^1ψ\ and of
this Servant of J" it is said, * I have macle him for
a light of the goyim' (424-6f- 491'6 etc., cf. also Zee
823, Sir 2430 έκψανώ αυτά. [the contents of the v6^os]
&»>s els μακράν, see above, p. 747a). The Book of
Jonah was meant, then, to proclaim the universality
of the Divine plan of salvation, and to serve as a
protest against the particularist tendencies which
now and then led many members of the people of
Israel to strive to narrow the boundaries of the
Divine kingdom of grace. The book is thus a
brilliant example of the diametrical opposite of
the spirit which condemned the foreign wives
(Mai 211, Ezr 9lff· 10lff·, Neh 1323ff·, cf. Est 913), and
exhibits a lovely dawn preparing the way for the
clear day of the gospel (Jn 316, Gal 328 etc.).
Similar to the above is the idea that has before
now been extracted by many from the Book of
Jonah. Even Ephraem Syrus discovered the
primary purpose of the book to be to bring back
the Ninevites to God (cf. B. Wolf, p. 36). Eichhorn
{Einleit. iv. 351) expressed the opinion that ' the
book is a proof that God has shown his concern
also for the heathen by sending them direct
messengers.' Essentially the same is the view of
Alb. Rebattu (1875, p. 6), * Docet, Deum non solum
Judseis sed omnibus gentibus, dummodo gratia
divina dignse sint, benevolentiam suam prsebere';
of Bleek (1878, § 229); of Reuss (Geschiehte, 1890,
§ 408);' of Renan (Hist. iii. 512, ' universalist
school'); of Kaulen {Einleit., 1892, § 412); of v.
Orelli (1896); of Strack (1898). With perfect cor-
rectness also G. A. Smith (ii. 501) remarks, 'The
purpose is to illustrate the mission of prophecy to
the Gentiles, God's care for them, and their sus-
ceptibility to His word.'

Jonah came to Nineveh not as * a personage part man and part
fish.' But the main point is the following·:—If God had saved
Jonah by means of a fish, in order that the inhabitants of
Nineveh might take him for an incarnation of the Dagan, then
God would have strengthened the Ninevites in their faith in the
fish-god Dagan. This would have been an unjustifiable 'con-
cession ' (p. 16). Nor is it the case that God caused the star
(Mt 22) to shine forth on account of the Magi. Besides, Trurn-
bull's attempt (p. 14, note 1) to connect Jonah and Oannes is
scarcely possible. In the event of such a connexion, we should
rather have expected the form ΊωνΖ to be retained. Why
should the change have been made from Jonah to |3Π'ν
(Johanan, Ία>»νάν)1 On the contrary, a more probable deriva-
tion of thjs name Oannes is thaj proposed by Lenormant
(Oannes= Ea-han) or by Tiele (=Ea-vannu). Fin„ , „ , ,. Finally, in his
account of the place-name Nebi Yunas (p. 17), Trumbull appears
to have turned his attention too little to the Jewish diaspora
and the Syrian Christians (see, on Nahum and Habakkuk,
Konig, Einleitung, pp. 333, 352).

(b) Others have asserted that the theme of the
book is a magnifying of the compassion of God.
Already we hear Philo say (Orat. de Jona, § 2),
' Sicut in arte medicinse peritissimi salvare segrotos
promittentes, igne et aqua regunt eriguntque,
similiter sapientissimus ille, solus salvator, deper-
ditionem indicens ac ruinam, misericordiam con-
struitsalutis.' Cf. also § 53, * Sicut pristina vita
duram merebat praedicationem, similiter pceni-
tentia eorum ex ad verso benignitatem.' Upon
this view, the Book of Jonah would be an illustra-
tion of Jer 187"10, where the conditional character
of predictions is explained. This was the view
accepted also by the Midrash Yalkut on Jonah,
which closed with the words, IDNI VJS hy *?SJ nj/tf nniNa
mrv̂ Diii D*Dmn 'phx 'nV zrnai ΠΌΠ-Π moa "pSy arurr,
i.e. 'At that moment Jonah fell upon his face,
and spoke [to God], Guide thy world by the norm
of mercy, as it is written,' etc. [Dn 99]. The
Yalkut was followed by the above-named Arab. -
Syr. History of the Prophet Jonah (Wolf, p. 27).
Also D. Kimchi in his Commentary reckons it as
a third aim of the book, >(?ya *?y D̂in iim'1 VN.TB' mb1?
D'XI DnBO \3& ̂ ai onh hmo) V.TP by nvxn MIBTI, i.e.
' to teach that God should be praised for sparing
the penitents to whatever nation those belong, and
more especially, if they are many in number.'
Essentially the same is the thought of the book,
as given by Keil {Einleit. § 89). Hitzig (Comment.
Vorbemerkungen, No. 4) laid special emphasis on
the point that the book was intended to vindicate
God in the matter of unfulfilled predictions. In like
manner, Kautzsch(^4orm, 1897, p. 120) thinks that
the narrative desired to give an illustration of the
Divine question (Ezk 182§33n), ' Have I pleasure in
the death of the sinner ?' So also Nowack (Hand-
komm., 1897, p. 174). The authors just named
thus fail to see that in the Book of Jonah what is
pre-eminently depicted is the universality of the
Divine plan of salvation, and the duty of 'Israel to
be the missionary to the goyim.

(c) It is not at all certain that, in addition to the
principal idea, the author of the Book of Jonah
desired to impress other sentiments on his readers.
But Ephraem Syrus (see above, 7 a) found a second
aim of the book in this, that it gave to the Israel-
ites an example of the penitent disposition of other
nations. This, in fact, was the primary tendency
of the book, according to D. Kimchi (IDID r\vrh narqj
•nyi 'n nawn1? anp .τπ ^ΝΊΡΌ nyaty naa uy m ^ hxiwh
*?κπ nvyv hnm tosn jriinS, i.e. 'The book was in-
tended to serve for instruction to Israel, showing
as it did how a foreign nation, not belonging to
Israel, was ready for conversion, and how at the
very first reprimand of the prophet it turned com-
pletely from its wickedness, whereas Israel, al-
though reprimanded early and late by the pro-
phets, did not turn from its evil ways'). Kimchi
further attributed to the book the purpose ' to
make known the great miracle which God wrought
upon the prophet.' According to Eichhorn (Einleit.
iv. 351), the story was intended also to teach that
' Jahweh rules in all places and over all elements.'
Riehm (Einleit. ii. 166) says, ' The author wishes
to teach that no prophet can evade the Divine
commission.' He is followed by Volck (art. ' Jona'
in PEE2 vii. 85). Again, Vatke (Einleit., 1886,
p. 688) found pre-eminent in the book the thought
also that ' the honour of the prophet is not im-
pugned if a threatening is not fulfilled, nor inspira-
tion called in question although many predictions
are not realized.' Kaulen (Einleit. § 412) goes the
length of maintaining that Jon I 1 2 already teaches
what was afterwards expressed by the high priest
Caiaphas (Jn II 5 0 ), συμφέρ€ΐ ϊνα eh άνθρωπος άποθάντι
υπέρ τοΰ λαοϋ. Finally, M. Vernes (Precis d} histoire
juive, 1889, p. 810) contents himself with the words,
'Jonah is a moral tale rather than a prophecy.
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iv. OTHER OCCURRENCES OF THE NAME JONAH.
—The name Ίωνα$ is found in OT Apocrypha not
only in To 144·8 and 3 Mac 68 (see above, p. 749a),
but also in 1 Es 91· (B)2 3 (see JONAS, Nos.l. 2). In
NT it occurs in Mt 1239'41164, Lk 1129ί·32; Βαριωνα in
Mt 1617, Ίωνα in Jn I4 3 2115, but in these last two
passages the reading Ίωάν{ρ)ον has strong evidence
in its favour. See JOHN (FATHER OF SIMON PETER).

LITERATURE.—^) TEXTUAL CRITICISM. —The Targum on
Jonah, with supralinear punctuation, may be found in Merx'
Chrestomathia Targumica, 1897, pp. 132-139; Karl Vollers,
Das Dodekapropheton der Alexandriner, 1880, a n d i n ^ T P F i i i .
219ff., iv. Iff.; J. Z. Schuurmanns Stekhoven, De Alexandrijn-
sche vertaling van het Dodekapropheton, Leiden, 1887; M.
Sebok, Die Syr. Uebersetzung d. Ζ wolf kl. Proph.t 1887; W.
Wright, Jonah in Chald., Syr., jftth., and Arab., 1857; F.
Perles, Analekten z. Textkritik d. A.T, 1895, p. 12.

(B) LITERARY CRITICISM.—W. Bohme, 'Die Compos, d.
Buches Jona' in ZATW, 1887, pp. 224 ff.; the Einleitungen in
d. AT of Eichhorn 1825f., Augusti 1827, Havernick 1844, de
Wette-Schrader 1868, Keil 1873, Bleek-Wellhausen 1878, Vatke
1886, Riehm 1889, Reuss 1890, Kaulen 1892, Kuenen 1892, Ed.
Konig 1893, Cornill 1896, Driver 1897, Strack 1898 ; Hamburger,
RE; Riehm, HWB (art. ' Jona' by Gustav Baur); PRE* vii.;
L. Herzfeld, Gesch. Isr. i. 278; M. Vernes, Prads d' histoire
iuive, 1881, p. 810 ; Renan, Hist, du peuple d' Israel, iii. 511 ff.;
[Kohler, Kittel, Seinecke do not mention the Book of Jonah in
bheir 'Geschichten Israels'].

((7) COMMENTARIES. — Besides the ancient versions, the
Rabbinical and Church expositions, cf. Rosenmiiller, Scholia in
Vet. Test. vol. x.; Frz. Kaulen, Liber Jonce prophetce expositus,
1862 ; M. Kalisch, Bible Studies, pt. ii. * The Book of Jonah,'
1878; Keil-Delitzsch's Bib. Comm. z. AT, «Die 12 kleinen
Propheten2'; Hitzig-Steiner, Kgf. exeg. Edbch. z. d. kl. Proph* ;
Pusey, Minor Prophets, 1886; H. Martin, The Prophet Jonah,
1891 ; v. Orelli in Strack-Zockler's Kgf. Com. 1896 ; Nowack,
Eandkom. z. d. 12 kl. Proph. 1897 ; G. A. Smith, The Book of the
Twelve Prophets (in the ' Expositor's Bible'), vol. ii., 1898.

(D) MONOGRAPHS especially upon the purpose of the Book of
Jonah.—J. PMedrichsen, Kritische Uebersieht ilber die ver-
tchiedenen Ansichten iiber Jona, Leipzig, 1841; Η. Η. Kemink,
1 Overzicht van de geschiedenis der exegese van Jonas pro-
phetie' in Jahrb. voor wetenschaft. Theol. ii. 269ff.; Jager,
'Ueber den sittlich-religiosen Zweck des Buches Jona,' in
Zeitsch.f. Theol., 1840, pp. 35ff.; Riehm in SK, 1862, pp. 413ff.;
AJb. Rebattu, De libri Jonce sententia theologica, Jena, 1875 ;
Α.. Ε. O'Connor, Etude sur le livre de Jonas, Geneva, 1883 ;
Trumbull, Jonah in Nineveh, Philadelphia, 1892; John Ken-
ledy, On the Book of Jonah, London, 1895 ; Benedict Wolf, Die
9esch. d. Proph. Jona, nach einer Karschunischen [Arabico-
Syrischen] Handschrift, herausgegeben u. erldutert, Berlin, 1897.
This writing was discovered at the end of the 13th cent, in the
library of 'Ebedjesu (Assemani, Bibliot. Orient, in. i. p. 285 ;
Wolf, p. 39). E D . K O N I G .

JONAM {Ίωνάμ W H , Ίωράν TR, AV Jonan).—
An ancestor of Jesus, Lk 330.

JONAS.—1. (Β Ίωναί, Α Ίωανάν, AV Joanan),
1 Es 91 the son of Eliasib (B NaVetjSos), to whose
chamber (παστοφόριον) Esdras betook himself to
mourn over the foreign marriages contracted by
the people. In Ezr 106 called J E H O H A N A N ; cf.
Neh 1223 JOHANAN. 2. (A 'I&vas, Β Ίωα*>α?) 1 Es
923. The name corresponds to E L I E Z E R in the
parallel list of Ezr 1023. A link between the two
torms is given by the Vulg. Elionas; *rj/̂ K was
perhaps read for Ί Ϊ ^ Ν , as was done in 1 Es 932

(cf. Ezr 1031), the former name occurring in the
previous verse of Ezr. Elionas was then corrupted
to Jonas. 3. (Jonas) 2 Es I 3 9 . The prophet Jonah.

H. S T . J . THACKERAY.
JONATHAN Qruin;, fruv ' J " hath g iven ' ; comp.

Theodore) is a proper name met with from the time
of the Judges downwards.

1. A Levite mentioned in a supplement to the
Book of Judges (chs. 17.18),* an adventurer through
whom the idolatrous worship in Dan was estab-
lished, and from whom the Danite priesthood was
descended. The narrative in which he figures
has a threefold interest, inasmuch as it throws
light on the gradual conquest of Canaan, illustrates
the low state of religion in the post-Mosaic age,

* The great value and antiquity of the substance of these two
chapters is generally admitted by critics. Budde's attempt to
disentangle two independent narratives, of which the chief is
J, is approved by Cornill, disapproved by Wellh. and Kuenen,
and questioned by Driver (L0TQ p. 168).
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and involves the sanctuary of Dan in discredit by
tracing its institution to fraud, violence, and per-
sonal ambition.

This degenerate priest is described as the son of
Gershom, the son of Manasseh (1830). The Heb.
text,, however, indicates that the η in Manasseh is
an interpolation(τιψιη), and that the ancestor's name,
as remembered in the Jewish tradition, should be
read Moses. From Bethlehem of Judah the youth
went forth to push his way in the world (177), and
first hired himself as house priest to Micah the
Ephraimite for a wage of ten pieces of silver with
food and raiment (v.10)—and this though Micah's
household cult had the double taint that he made
use in worship of a graven and a molten image (v.4),
and that these images had been procured from
stolen money (v.2). (Ewald, with support from LXX,
thinks the money was originally got by trading).
While living with Micah he was accosted by live
Danite spies, who had been sent out by their
straitened tribe to explore the northern states; and
after consulting the oracle he promised the blessing
of God upon their enterprise (181"6). The spies
discovered at Laish a large and rich land and a
people secure (v.10), and on hearing their report an
armed band of 600 Danites marched northward to
the easy conquest (v.11). Arrived at Mount Ephraim,
they halted at Micah's dwelling, and, while the
troop held the priest in converse, the spies entered
the ' house of God' and carried off' the costly furni-
ture of the idolatrous worship (v.17). It was an
easy matter to induce the priest to acquiesce in the
robbery, and to accompany them on their expedi-
tion. 'Go with us,' they said, 'and be to us a
father and a priest: is it better for thee to be
priest unto the house of one man, or to be
priest unto a tribe and family in Israel'? (v.19).
Micah pursued the predatory band, but his follow-
ing was too weak to engage them (v.26). The ex-
pedition was successful; and the priestly line
founded in Dan by J. continued ' until the captivity
of the land' (v.30). The preservation of the story
is doubtless due to the fact that it lent itself to
the purposes of the prophets of the Assyr. period
in their opposition to the cult practised in Dan
and Bethel.

2. The eldest son of Saul (1 S 1449), who shared in
the perils and enterprises of his father's stormy
reign, and was involved in his ruin. The narratives*
in which he figures successively celebrate his martial
exploits and his romantic friendship with David,
and they portray a character which combines in a
unique degree the heroism of the Hebrew patriot
with the spirit of Christian virtue.

As warrior-prince J. takes rank among the
bravest captains of Israel's iron age. Like Saul,
he was fleet of foot, and of great physical strength
(2 S I23), and, as became a Benjamite, a noted
archer (v.22). In the familiar speech of the people,
he may have been known for his grace and agility
as the gazelle. (So Ewald, rendering v.19, ' the
gazelle is slain'). He comes upon the scene as
the hero of a campaign against the Philistines,
in which the bearing of Saul is little more than a
foil to the bold initiative, the rapid movement,
and the practical sense of his son. The Philistines,
it would seem, had been in effective occupation of
the Israelitish territory, and the force collected by
Saul had not yet made any considerable impres-
sion, when a blow struck by J. (1 S 133),f to whom

* Of the two main strata in the Books of Samuel distin-
guished by modern critics (Budde, Driver, Cornill, etc.), the
older contributes the account of J.'s military career (1 S 13. 14.
31-), while the later develops the theme of the friendship
(1 S 181-4 191-7 2316-18). The distinctness of the two contribu-
tions would be complete if Stade is right in assigning ch. 20
(against Budde) to the later source. The Davidic elegy (2 S 1)
commemorates equally the prowess and friendship of Jonathan,

t Probably the slaying of a tyrannical officer. The uncer-
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Saul had intrusted a third of his following (1 S 132),
loudly sounded the note of rebellion. The Philis-
tines answered the challenge by invading the
highlands with an overwhelming force. The
Hebrews, on the other hand, did not respond to
Saul's expectation of a general rising; some fled
beyond Jordan, some hid themselves in caves,
some were pressed into the enemy's service, and
he was left to front the invasion with a band
which had now dwindled from 3000 to 600 men
(1 S 1315). The two armies came face to face at
the passage of Michmash, and took up their posi-
tions on opposite sides of a deep ravine*—the
Philistines at Michmash on the north, Saul at
Gibeah on the south side. Outnumbered though
Saul was, his position at the top of the steep pass
was impregnable ; and the Philistines, after plant-
ing an outpost on their edge of the ravine, set about
harrying the surrounding district (i S 1317). The
dead-lock was ended by Jonathan. Accompanied
by his armour-bearer (1 S 141), he hailed the Philis-
tine garrison, and, having satisfied himself that
their reply was a sign that the Omnipotent God
was on his side (v.12),f he scaled the opposing rocky
rampart and fell upon the astonished garrison. As
the Philistines fled he struck down twenty men, and
where they lay in a row it seemed like a furrow
drawn in an acre of land (v.14, perhaps, originally,
' he went through them like aploughshare'; on other
possible interpretations see art. FURROW). The
panic spread to the main camp, which, weakened as
it was by the absence of the marauding bands, was
unable to resist what seemed an attack in force.
Seeing the enemy in confusion, and discovering in
it the hand of J., Saul with his men also crossed the
ravine, and soon the whole force of the Philistines
was in headlong flight. That the Hebrews might
reap the full fruits of the victory, Saul made pro-
clamation that none should eat until the evening
on pain of death (v.24). Ignorant of the prohibi-
tion, J., as he passed in hot chase through a
wooded district, refreshed himself by eating wild
honey (v.27); and, on learning of his father's vow,
he warmly blamed the short-sighted order that
had taken the-vigour out of the pursuit (v.30).
In the evening the oracle revealed that a penalty
had been incurred (v.37), and the divination of the
lot brought the transgression home to J. (v.42).
Saul declared his life forfeited, but the people
intervened, and by a ransom (Ewald, by a vicari-
ous sacrifice) saved their hero (v.45).

If the military exploits of J. chiefly impressed
his contemporaries, it is his friendship with David
which has most strongly appealed to the imagina-
tion of the after-world. In truth, it gives an un-
rivalled example of the essential notes of friendship
—namely, warmth of affection, disinterestedness,
helpfulness, confidence, and constancy. The love

tainty arises from the ambiguity of 2»?i, an ambiguity which
may be reproduced in English by saying that he destroyed a
post, i.e. either a garrison, or a pillar erected in token of the
Philistine supremacy (Gn 1926), or an official of some kind.
The last interpretation is supported by 1 Κ 419.

*The situation may be made clearer by an extract from
Robinson, Bibl. Researches*, i. 441 f. ' We left Jeba' (Gibeah)
for Mukhmas. The descent into the valley was longer and
steeper than any of the preceding. The path led down ob-
liquely, and we reached the bottom in half an hour. . . . In
the valley (Wady es-Suweinit), just at the left of where we
crossed, are two hills of a conical, or rather a spherical, form,
having steep rocky sides with small Wadys running up behind
each, so as almost to isolate them. These would seem to be
the two rocks mentioned in connexion with J.'s adventure.
Crossing the valley obliquely, and ascending with difficulty
for 15 minutes we came upon the slope on which Mukhmas
stands.'

t The sign agreed on was that he should attack only if the
Philistines invited him to come up. This, it has been pointed
out, was not arbitrary, as their refusing to come down indicated
want of courage. There is some force in Stade's objection to
this feature, that to hail the garrison was to put them on their
guard, and thus endanger the chance of success.

of J. for David is represented as of sudden growth
—its birthday the day when they first met after
the slaying of Goliath (1 S 181"4). The intensity
of his love is described in the language of the
strongest of passions : he loved David as his own
soul (v.1), passing the love of women (2 S I 2 6); and
in the parting scene it finds expression in an out-
burst of true Oriental vehemence : they kissed one
another, and wept one with another until David
exceeded (1 S 2041). Of its spirit, disinterested-
ness is the merest negative description: not only
had J. nothing personally to gain from David,
but he was reminded by Saul that he had every-
thing to lose (1 S 2031). The friendly services of J.
were his first intercession with Saul on David's
behalf (1 S 191*7), and his later interposition, as it
appeared at the risk of his own life, by which he
discovered his father's settled purpose, and con-
veyed to David a warning to flee from the court
(1 S 20). The mutual confidences are frank and
full. And, to supply the crowning grace of con-
stancy, there is recorded a last stolen interview
in a wrood in the wilderness of Ziph, where J.,
seeking out the friend from whom he had been so
long parted by his father's wrath, strengthened
his hand in God (1 S 2316).* The relations of J.
with Saul reveal essentially the same strong and
affectionate character. Of their close association
in all weighty business, and of their strong mutual
affection, there are various direct and indirect
testimonies (1 S 192 202). Against this may be set
Saul's later suspicion that J.'s friendship with
David was of the nature of a conspiracy (228)—the
design being to set him aside in favour, either of
David, or, as is much more likely, of J. himself.
But while it is quite credible that David, in view
of the danger to the realm of a half-insane king,
may have spoken of the desirability of the father
giving way to the son (Stade, Gesch. des Volkes
Israel, i. 242), it is not probable that such a design
was matured, or even communicated to Jonathan.

J. fell with Saul on Mount Gilboa in battle
against the Philistines (1 S 312). At this time the
fourth brother (1 Ch 939) was 40 years old (2 S 210),
and on this basis of calculation J. may have been
between 40 and 50 when he died. If 1 S 131"3 fixes
the date of the battle of Michmash, and if Saul
reigned nearly 40years thereafter (Ac 1321), J. cannot
have been less than 60 at death, i.e. 30 years older
than David (2 S 54). These data are, however, pre-
carious, and it is safer to follow the general impres-
sion of the historv, and regard him as a contempor-
ary of David. His dishonoured corpse was rescued
fromBeth-shanbythemenof Jabesh-Gilead(l S 3111).
He left a son 5 years old (see MEPHIBOSHETH).

3. A nephew of David who slew a giant of Gath
(2S2121), probably the same as the 'uncle' (?)
spoken of as a wise scribe (I Ch 2732). 4. A son of
Abiathar the priest, who as a courier rendered
service to David during Absalom's rebellion (2 S 1527"
3617i7.20)? a n c i brought to Adonijah the report of
Solomon's accession (1 Κ I42). 5. A scribe in
whose house Jeremiah was imprisoned (Jer 3715·20

3826). 6. One of the line of the high priests in the
5th cent. (Neh 1211)—also called Johanan (12-2),
referred to in Neh as introducing a change in the
keeping of the genealogical records, and in Jose-
phus {Ant. xi. vii, 1) as bringing profanation on
the temple by the murder of his brother Jesus
within its precincts. 7. One of David's heroes
(2 S 2332, 1 Ch II34). 8. One of David's treasurers
(1 Ch 2725) (AV Jehonathan). 9. A Levite (Neh 1235).
10. The son of Kareah, a Judahite captain after

* The passages bearing on the friendship have been somewhat
roughly handled by modern critics. Ch. 20, it is alleged, is
impossible after ch. 191-7, the story of the parting contains
contradictory elements (the signal and the interview), the last
interview is unhistorical, etc. In any case, David himself
vouches for the main features.
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the fall of Jerus. (Jer 408). 11. Father of Ebed (Ezr
86). 12. One of those who opposed (RV) or assisted
(AV) Ezra in the matter of the foreign marriages
(Ezr 1015). 13. A priest (Neh 1214). 14. Jonathan
the Maccabee. See MACCABEES.

W. P. PATERSON.
JONATH ELEM REHOKIM.—See PSALMS.

JOPPA (is:, i.e. Ydpho,* in Ezr 37 K'IS; ; η,
Ιόπη; Arabic Yafa ; modern name Jaffa).—The
town is built on a whale-back rise of rocky ground,
made conspicuous by its being the only eminence
of the kind along the level sandy beach which
extends in a straight line from Caesarea to Gaza.
To vessels approaching from the north or south,
the crest of Jaffa is the first visible object on the
coast-line. On nearer approach the appearance of
the town is exceedingly picturesque, the closely
clustered houses, with their numerous arches and
walls of blue, pink, white, and yellow ochre, rising
above each other, and all sparkling in the brilliant
sunlight. In the low-lying ground, part of which
must have once been a marsh, immediately behind
the town there are extensive irrigated gardens of
orange, apricot, and peach trees, the level mass of
deep green foliage being relieved by the tall
stems of graceful palm trees. Beyond this, the
plain of Sharon, with its rich fields of wheat and
barley, stretches away to where the outline of the
Judsean hills forms the background of the picture.

The whole eventful history of Joppa is explained
by its connexion with the influential city of Jeru-
salem. Geographically, Joppa was the seaport of
Jerusalem ; but the distance was too great, and the
line of communication too often broken, for the
maintenance of established ownership. Politically,
it was frequently severed altogether from Judaea;
and from the religious point of view the produce of
Joppa in corn, wine, and oil was considered to be
contaminated by its contact with heathenism, and
ceremonially unfit for use at the sacred festivals.

Joppa has owed its existence and importance to
the fact that it is the only place on the coast that
can offer shelter to shipping between Egypt and
Mount Carmel. The harbour is formed by a low
ledge of rock running out at a sharp angle in a
N.W. direction from the southern end of the town.
The space is very limited and the water shallow,
but in moderate weather Oriental craft, usually
about the size of a modern herring boat, can lie at
anchor and discharge cargo near the shore. The
harbour is entered either by a narrow opening in
the ledge or by rounding the point; but when the
sea is disturbed by the prevalent N.W. wind the
gap can only be rushed on the crest of a high wave,
and to round the point brings a vessel broadside-on
close to the edge of the surf.

Mythology points to the rock on the southern
side of the gap as the spot where Andromeda was
chained when Perseus slew the sea monster and
delivered the maiden. Josephus, Pliny, Strabo,
Jerome, and some of the travellers in the time of
the Crusades, speak of the chains still remaining
visible in the rock, the earlier writers also testi-
fying to the size of the carcase that lay or was
reported to have lain there, f

* Both AV and RV have everywhere Joppa, except in Jos 1946
where AV has Japho.

t The incident at Joppa finds a parallel at Beyrout, where for
a similar purpose and on similar rocks a maiden is said to have
been exposed as a sacrifice, and to have been rescued by St.
George. This gives its name to the bay, and forms the beautiful
design on the English sovereign. While the body of the slain
dragon has been lost sight of, faith in the living beast of the sea
has remained undisturbed by the lapse of centuries. A few
years ago a Belgian steamer reaching Beyrout at midnight blew
her siren whistle to inform the agents of her arrival. The
unprecedented shriek startled the town out of sleep, and next
day in the bazaars the chief topic of conversation was the visit
of the sea monster during the previous night.

The antiquity of Joppa is attested by its men-
tion as Ye-pu on the Karnak lists among the
towns of Palestine conquered by Thothmes ill.
It is also referred to in the journey of the Egyptian
mohar (see Sayce, HCM 347). It appears as
Ja-ap-pu-u in Sennacherib's annal - inscription
(Schrader, ΚΑΤ2 172 [COT2 i. 160 f.]). In the
distribution of the land under Joshua it belonged
to the inheritance of the tribe of Dan (Jos 1946).

It is referred to in the Bible as the place where
the timber from Lebanon was beached for trans-
port to Jerusalem (2 Ch 216, Ezr 37). Here Jonah
embarked when seeking in vain to escape from the
commandment to go to Nineveh (Jon I3). In
Joppa, Dorcas laboured among the poor and was
raised from the dead (Ac 936-42). Here St. Peter,
on the roof of Simon's house, was taught that
expansion of the meaning of salvation which has
ever since divided the synagogue and the Chris-
tian Church (Ac 101"23). Joppa was a constant
sufferer during the famous wars of the Jews with
Syria, Egypt, and Rome.

In the days of Judas Maccabseus its Jewish
inhabitants were invited into boats by the people
of the town to join in holiday enjoyment, and
about 200 of them were drowned. This treachery
was speedily avenged by Judas, who attacked the
harbour by night and burned the boats (2 Mac
123'7). About B.C. 148 Joppa was captured by
Jonathan, brother of Judas (1 Mac 1075·76), and
about six years after it was again captured by
Simon, the third of the heroic brothers, who put a
garrison into it to ensure its fidelity (1 Mac 1233·34).
Shortly afterwards the same leader had once more
to occupy it by a force under his officer Jonathan,
son of Absalom (1 Mac 1311). Pompey, after cap-
turing Jerusalem in the time of Aristobulus and
Hyrcanus (B.C. 63), restored Joppa and joined it to
Syria (Jos. Ant. XIV. iv. 4). Sixteen years later
it was given back to the Jews, being, however,
exempted from the tax to Jerusalem, except what
was charged on its agricultural produce and the
exports to other towns on the coast (Jos. Ant.
xiv. x. 6).

One of the principal disasters inflicted on the
town was when Cestius Gallus took it and de-
stroyed its Jewish inhabitants to the number of
8400 (Jos. BJ π. xviii. 10). During the Jewish
wars with the Romans Joppa became a place of
retreat for the lawless and those who had been
made desperate by failure and suffering and the
loss of relatives and property. These turned to
the sea as a means of livelihood, and by their
piratical outrages endangered all commerce on the
Syrian coast. The town was attacked and cap-
tured (A.D. 68) by Vespasian on his way to
Jerusalem. The inhabitants who had taken
refuge in their ships and boats were driven on
the rocks by a northerly gale, and about 4200 of
them were drowned or slain by the sword (Jos.
BJ in. ix. 2, 3).

During the time of Christ, Joppa was one of the
eleven toparchies of which Jerusalem was the
chief.

Since the time of the Romans similar vicissitudes
have marked the history of this unfortunate sea-
port. It has often changed hands, and each change
of ownership has been a time of destruction and
renewal. It has belonged to Saracens, Crusaders,
and the Sultans of Egypt; it was conquered and
severely treated by Napoleon, and has finally
found rest under the Turkish Government.

The modern town of Jaffa has about 8000
inhabitants—Moslems, Christians, and Jews. Its
main street leading from the harbour is steep,
narrow, crooked, dark, and dirty, with lanes still
darker and dirtier leading off among the huddle of
houses on each side. As might be expected in
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such a seaport, many types and nationalities meet
and mingle together. Europeans, Egyptians, Sou-
danese, Northern Syrians, fellahin or Palestine,
and Bedawin of the desert, are seen lounging about
or noisily pushing their way among the baggage
animals that throng the narrow street. The
thoroughfare from the harbour meets a broad
sandy road skirting the landward side of the town
and running parallel to the coast-line. It was
fitting that a town with such a history of changes
should be the starting-point of the first railway in
Palestine, by which it is now in daily communica-
tion with Jerusalem.

LITERATURE.—The books of Maccabees (as above) and Josephus
{passim)-, Schurer, HJP π. i. 79-83; Buhl, GAP 73f., 82, 86,
125, 187; Thomson, Land and Book, i. δ ff. etc. ; W. Max
Miiller, Asien u. Europa, 159; Tristram, Bible Places, 70ff. ;
Bezold, Tel el-Amarna Tablets in Brit Mus. 146; G. A.
Smith, HQHL 121, 136 ff.; Guerin, Judae, i. Iff.; PEF
Mem. ii. 254ff., 275ff.; Clermont-Ganneau, Mission en Pal.
et en Phdnicie. Q. M. MACKIE.

JOPPA, SEA OF (Ki3; Ul'bx, wpbs θάλασσαν 'IOTTTTTJS,
ad mare Joppe, Ezr 37), the portion of the Mediter.
near the harbour of Joppa (cf. Ryssel, ad loc).
But RV ' to the sea, unto Joppa,' cf 2 Ch 216 AV.

JORAH (rnV, cf. mvv ' autumn rain,' Ουρά,' Ιωρά).
—The name of a family which returned from
exile under Zerubbabel, Ezr 218. In Neh 724 the
name appears as Hariph, which is probably the
true form. 1 Es 516 reads Arsiphurith (Άρσει-
φουρείθ Β, Άρσίφρονρβίθ Α), which is probably due
to the conflation of a corrupt reading and the cor-
rection ; read Άρβι,φονρείθ = r\i)*nn. Cf. E. Meyer,
Entstehung d. Judenthums, p. 144. See GENE-
ALOGY. H. A. W H I T E .

JORAI (nv 'whom J " teacheth').—A Gadite
chief, 1 Ch 513. See GENEALOGY.

JORAM.—1. (DnV) son of Toi, 2 S 810

3 prob. a
mistake for Hadoram, the form in 1 Ch 1810. 2.
(D-V) a Levite, 1 Ch 2625. 3. {Ίωράμ) 1 Es 1 9 =
JOZABAD, 2 Ch 359. S. 5. See J E H O R A M , NOS. 1
and 2.

JORDAN, JTV (Yarden), in prose always with
the definite article \r\*jn (as an appellative), so called
from descending (τν). The two exceptions to the
use of the article are Ps 426 and J o b 4023., In the
latter instance this arises from the name being
used as a representation of any violent rush of
water. (See Davidson and Dillm. ad loc). The
present Arabic name of the Jordan is esh-Sherfah,
' t h e watering-place,' to which the epithet el-
Kebir, ' t h e great,' is sometimes annexed to dis-
tinguish it from esh-Sheri'at el-Mandhor orJarmuk,
the ancient Hieromax, which joins it from the east
about two hours below the Lake of Tiberias. The
common name of the great valley through which
it thus flows, below the Lake of Tiberias, is
el-Ghor, signifying a depressed tract or plain,
usually between two mountains; and the same
name continues to be applied to the valley for
the whole length of the Dead Sea, and for
some distance beyond; it thus corresponds to the
Aulon of Eusebius and Jerome {Onomasticon;
Robinson, BRP2 i. p. 537) and ' the Arabah' of OT.
The form el-Urdun was used among early Arabic
writers (Abulfeda, Tab. Syr. ; Edrisi, ed. Jaubert;
Schulten's 'Index in Vit. Saladin,' F. Jordanes;
Reland, Palest.) before the time of the Crusades.

It is scarcely ever called the ' river' or ' brook' or
any other name than its own, 'the Jordan' (Stanley,
Sinai and Palestine, 284). Josephus always calls it
the Jordan, except once when he calls it ' the
river,' without any distinctive name, when de-
scribing the borders of Issachar (Ant. V. i. 22).

The derivation of the name Jordan from Jor and
Dan has been traced back as far as Jerome (Ono-
masticon, s.v. ' Dan'), who says (Comm. in Mt 1613):
' Jordanes oritur ad radices Libani; et habet duos
fontes, unum nomine Jor, et alterum Dan; qui
simul mixti Jordanis nomen efficiunt.' This was
copied by Arculf, 8; Willibald, 16; Saewulf, 47 ;
Will, of Tyre, 13, 18 ; Brocardus, c. 3, p. 172;
Marinus Sanutus on his map; Andrichomius, p.
109; John of \Viirzburg, 20. It is also current
among the Christians of the country to the present
day. There is no basis, however, for this etymology,
for the name Jordan is merely the Greek form
(Ιορδάνης) for the Hebrew Yarden, which has no
relation to Dan. The Arabs near Tell el-J£ddi
(Dan) call it there ed-Dan or el-Ledddn (BEP2

iii. 392). Jerome (Onomast. s.v. 'Dan') considers
Jor equivalent to river; but G. Williams points out
that ix] is the Hebrew * form of ' river,' while the
proper name (Jordan) is ]τν, and never \TiK> a s the
proposed etymology would require.

Up to the present century most pilgrims and
travellers had visited the valley of the Jordan
only at Jericho, hence we had no account of its
features in the upper portions. Antoninus Martyr
at the close of the 6th cent., and St. Willibald in
the 8th, passed down through the whole length of the
valley from Tiberias to Jericho; and in 1100 king
Baldwin I. accompanied a train of pilgrims from
Jericho to Tiberias (Fulcher Carnot); but there is
nothing more than a mere notice of these journeys.
During the present century, Seetzen, Burckhardt,
Irby and Mangles, Banks and Buckingham, Thom-
son, Porter, Molyneux, Lynch, J. Macgregor,
Guerin, Lievin, Robinson, nave visited and de-
scribed portions of the Jordan ; and in later years
the officers of the Palestine Exploration Fund have
thoroughly examined, surveyed, and described it
(PEFSt, 1869-97, SWP).

GEOLOGICAL FEATURES.—The Jordan flows from
north to south in a portion of a deep fissure or
crevasse on the surface of the earth, nearly parallel
to the eastern coast of the Mediterranean Sea,
extending from the foot of the Taurus Mountains,
past Antioch, up the valley of the Orontes, through
Ccele-Syria, between Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon,
down the valley of the Jordan and Salt Sea,
and through the Wddy el-Arab to the Gulf of
xAhabah, from lat. 38° N. to 30° N. This fissure
appears as the most remarkable on the face of the
earth, owing to its being cut off from the sea, in
so dry a climate that the excessive evaporation
keeps the surface of water in the Salt Sea about
1300 ft. below the level of the Mediterranean and
Red Sea. It was suggested, probably first by
Burckhardt, that the river Jordan originally
flowed down the whole course of the depression
from the Lebanon to the Gulf of 'Arabah; but this
view has been rejected with reason by Lartet and
subsequently by Hull, and the following is the
theory of the formation of the valley, deduced
from the observations and memoirs of the above
learned geologists.

Professor Hull, in his examination of the Wddy
el-Arabah over a distance of 120 miles from north
to south, found that it had been hollowed out
along the line of a main ' fault' ranging from the
eastern shore of the Salt Sea to that of the Gulf of
'Akabah. He found numerous parallel and branch
' faults' along the Arabah Valley, but there was
one main 'fault' running along the base of the
Edomite mountains, to which the others are of
secondary importance. This is called by him the
'Great Jordan Valley Fault.' Lartet, Tristram,
and Wilson had already shown that in the Jordan
Valley and Ghor there was the evidence of a large

* I N ; is really an Egyptian loan-word (see Oxf. Ηώ. Lex. *.v.\
and is the special designation in OT of the Nile.
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' faultJ corresponding to the line of this remarkable
depression, and Hull considers that the features he
observed in the Arabah Valley are continuous with
those of the Jordan. He considers that in this
part of the world the Miocene period was one of
elevation, disturbance, and denudation of strata,
not of accumulation, the Miocene period not being
represented by any strata throughout the district
traversed by his expedition. To this epoch he
refers the emergence of the whole of the Palestine,
and the greater part of the Sinaitic, area from the
sea, in which the cretaceo-nummulitic limestone
formations were deposited. To this epoch also he
considers the ' faulting' and flexuring of the strata
to be chiefly referable, and notably the formation of
the great Jordanic line of * fault,' with its branches
and accompanying flexures in the strata, which are
very remarkable along the western side of the Ghor.
These phenomena were accompanied and followed
by extensive denudation, and the production of
many of the principal features of the region re-
ferred to.

From that epoch down to the present day these
physical features appear to have changed in a
comparatively small degree, as the area referred
to slowly rose above from the waters of the Miocene
and Pliocene oceans. For a limited time there would
have necessarily been a connexion between the
waters of this great gulf or valley, 200 miles in
length and 10 in breadth, and the southern *Akabah
sea through the valley of 'Akabah; but, from the
time that the outer waters were dissevered from
those of the Jordan-Arabah lake by the uprise of
the land, there is no evidence that there was any
subsequent connexion by means of a stream flowing
do\vn from the north into the Gulf of 'Akabah. All
indications appear to be against this. It would
appear that, at a period coming down probably to
the prehistoric, a chain of fresh - water lakes
existed among the tortuous valleys and hollows of
the Sinaitic peninsula. There are still fresh-water
shells in the wadis Feiran and es-Sheikh, and these
belong to a period when the contiguous oceans were
about 200 ft. higher over the land than at present,
indicating that during this later period there has
been a further rise of about 200 ft. The evidence
of this rise was observed also in the Gulf of Akabah.
From the epoch during the Miocene period when the
inland sea was dissevered from the waters of the
adjoining oceans, its level would entirely depend
upon the amount of rain water from rivers which
poured into it, balanced against the amount
abstracted by evaporation. Lartet has computed
that at the present day at least 6,500,000 tons of
water are evaporated daily from the Salt Sea.

The occurrence of terraces of marl, gravel, and
silt, through which the ravines of existing streams
have been cut at an elevation of about 100 ft.
above the present level of the Mediterranean,
show that the level of the inland sea at one time
stood for a period without change about 1400 ft.
higher than it does at present; but this can have
had no connexion with the chain of lakes about
Sinai, which extended to prehistoric times, as
this inland sea was dissevered to the south during a
remote Miocene epoch; and though there may have
been a connexion for some time by way of the
Mediterranean through the plain of Esdraelon,
yet, as the land continued to rise, the inland sea
would eventually have become entirely isolated.
The lowering of the water in the inland sea
from evaporation is supposed to have taken place
at the commencement of the Pliocene period, so
that it reached somewhere about the present level
long before the prehistoric times, and there cannot
have been any change in the course and character
of the Jordan during historic or prehistoric times.

At the present time the level of the Salt Sea is

about 1300 ft. below the Mediterranean Sea, the
lower part of the floor of the Salt Sea again 1300
ft. below its surface level, and the watershed oJ
Wady Arabah 2000 ft. above the SALT SEA, and
700 ft. above the Mediterranean Sea. The plain oi
Esdraelon at the watershed is about 250 ft. above
the level of the Mediterranean, so that on thia
side there may have been communication with the
ocean to a much later period than on the south
side; but this point does not seem to have been
raised hitherto. Hull brings forward abundant
evidence of a Pluvial period having existed through
the Pliocene and post-Pliocene (or Glacial) perioc
down to recent times. As it was known from the.
observations of Hooker, Tristram, and others that
perennial snow and glaciers existed in the Lebanon
during the Glacial epoch, it is assumed by Hull
that the adjoining districts to the south of the
Lebanon must have had at that epoch a climate
approaching to that of the British Isles at the
present day, and that in a region of which many
parts were over 2000 ft. above the sea-line there
must have been abundant rainfall. Even when
the snows and glaciers of the Lebanon had dis-
appeared, the effects of the colder climate which
was passing away must have remained for some
time, the vegetation must have been more luxu-
riant down to within the epoch of human habita-
tion. It is considered that the outburst of volcanic
phenomena commenced to occur when the waters
of the inland sea stretched as far north as the Lake
Huleh, that is to say, at the time they began to be
lowered by evaporation, shortly after they were
dissevered from the ocean, and that the period of
the volcanoes of the Jaulan and Hauran ranged
through the Pliocene and post-Pliocene to the
recent, when concurrently with the drying up of
the waters of the inland sea the volcanic action
became extinct.

It would seem, then, that during the Glacial epoch
Palestine and Syria presented an aspect very
different from the present. The Lebanon through-
out the year was snow-clad on its higher region,
while glaciers descended into some of its valleys.
The region of the Hauran was the scene of some
extensive volcanoes ; while the district around, and
the Jordan Valley itself, was invaded by floods of
lava. A great inland sea, occupying the Jordan
Valley, stretched from Lake Huleh on the north to
a southern margin near the base of Samrat Fedddn
in the Wady el-Arabah of the present day, while
numerous arms and bays stretched into the glens
and valleys of Palestine and Moab on either side.
Under such climatic circumstances, we may feel
assured, a luxuriant vegetation decked with ver-
dure the hills and vales to an extent far beyond
that of the present; and amongst the trees, as
Hooker has shown, the cedar may have spread far
and wide. As will be shown hereafter, Tristram
supposes that the inland sea, now represented by
the Jordan Valley, was one of a chain of fresh-watei
lakes stretching down to Southern Africa. This is
a very interesting subject in relation to the prac-
tical question as to the amount of salts now de-
posited in the Salt Sea, and to what extent an
increased rainfall would be required to render the
Salt Sea habitable by fish, as contemplated in the
prophecies of Ezekiel, Zechariah, Joel, and othei
prophets.

PHYSICAL FEATURES.—The Jordan Valley may
be divided into three portions—{a) The Uppei
Jordan, running through Ccele-Syria to Lake
Huleh. (b) From L. Huleh to L. Tiberias, (c) From
L. Tiberias to the Salt Sea.

(a) The Upper Jordan, although always ac-
counted to have its sources at Banias and Dan,
has its most distant prominent source in the great
fountain below Hasbeiya (1700 ft.), running QOWD
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into the Wady et-Teim, and becoming the turbid
torrent of Nahr Hasbdny, receiving on its way
numberless springs from the Anti-Lebanon and
Hermon, and particularly the stream from Sheb'a,
the great fountain of Suraiyit, at the foot of
Hermon and el-Ghujar. After rushing through
a deep gorge it has worn for itself in the basalt, it
penetrates the marsh of Huleh for about 5 miles,
where it is joined by the united streams of the
Nahr Leddan from Tell el-Jfddi (which has been
joined by the Wady Laweizdny) and the Nahr
Bdnids. Of these main branches of the Jordan,
the Nahr Hasbdny is the longest by 40 miles, the
Nahr Leddan is the largest, and the Nahr Bdnids
is the most beautiful. A considerable stream
comes down from the plain of Ijon, the contribu-
tions of the Nahr Bareighit, west of 'Abel. Several
large fountains also burst out from the hills to the
west side of the marsh, and send their streams to the
river or lake {Land and Book, ii. 320). At Ghujar
the old road from Damascus through Bdnids to
the west crosses the Hasbdny by a bridge of three
arches nearly west of Tell el-gddi. From the foot
of the mound at Tell el-Kddi (Dan or Laish) gushes
out one of the largest fountains in Palestine
(505 ft.), called the Nahr Ledddn, which, joining
the Nahr Bdnids and the Hasbdny, forms the
Jordan. Josephus speaks of the fountains of the
lesser Jordan at Dan {Ant. i. x. 1 ; v. iii. 1; VIII.
viii. 4). Speaking of Semechonitis {Huleh), he
says: * Its marshes reach as far as the place
Daphne, which, in other respects, is a delicious
place, and hath such fountains as supply water to
what is called " Little Jordan," under the temple
of the golden calf, when it is sent into Great
Jordan' {BJ IV. i. 1), thus clearly identifying
Daphne with Dan.

The name Bdnids is the Arab pronunciation of
the ancient name Paneas, a city (Csesarea Philippi)
named from the grotto Panium, which seems to
have been consecrated to the god Pan, though
there is no historical mention of this deity {BEP2

iii. 406) at this spot. Josephus states {Ant. XV. x.
3; BJ I. xxi. 3) that Herod erected to Augustus
Csesar a beautiful temple of white marble near
the place called Panium. 'This is a fine cave in
a mountain, under which there is a great cavity
in the earth ; and the cave is abrupt and very
deep, and full of still water. On it hangs a vast
mountain, and under the cavern rise the springs
of the Jordan.' There are Greek inscriptions in
the votive niches here, one of which contains the
designation of the person who consecrated it as the
'priest of Pan,' implying a temple of that god.
The spot is now called by the people Mughdrat
Bdnids, or Mughdrat er-Rds en-Neba. From be-
neath and through the mass of rocks and stones
which fill up and hide the entrance of the cavern,
gushes forth the Nahr Bdnids, a full and rushing
river, twice as large as the stream from the
fountain near Hdsbeiya. The water is of the
purest and finest quality, limpid, bright, and
sparkling. Gathering to itself the other streams
just below the village, and yet itself distributing
its waters over the terrace and portions of the
western plain for irrigation, it rushes onward in a
ravine of its own, with swift course, towards
the south-west, down to the lower plain, and so
to the lower Huleh. It is the most beautiful
of all the streams of the Jordan {BRP2 iii. 407).
It may be assumed that this great fountain of the
Jordan had some historical associations before
Herod built the temple there, and it has been
suggested {BRP2 iii. 409) that it is ' Baal-gad in
the valley of Lebanon under Mount Hermon (Jos
II 1 7 127), and that the shrine of the Phoenician
Baal ultimately gave place to the Grecian Pan'
(but see Dillmann on Jos II1 7).

The little Birket er-Rdm (the ancient lake
Phiala), which Josephus {BJ in. x. 7) states is the
real origin of the fountain of Jordan, and is carried
to Panium by an underground channel, is situated
in a bowl or crater. It is supplied by surface
drainage, and has no outlet; it is on the right oi
the road leading from Csesarea to Trachonitis, and
its waters are dark, stagnant, and slimy.

The fountain of Bdnids rises at an altitude of
1100 ft. (600 ft. above that of Dan). It flows as a
torrent until it joins the Ledddn, 4J miles below
Tell el-J^ddi, and half a mile farther down union
is effected with the Nahr Hasbdny.

The morass above the lake of Huleh was ex-
plored thoroughly by J. Macgregor {Rob Roy on
the Jordan) in 1869. Starting from Absis, at
the junction of the Ledddn and Bdnids, in his
canoe, he passed the junction with the Hasbdny
at Tell Sheik Yusvf. He reached a village about
2 miles farther to south. He estimated the
river from 30 to 100 ft. wide, with steep banks of
reddish clay, rising in places to 20 ft. The waters
in flood were 7 ft. deep—turbid, and brown in
colour. Beyond this he struggled with his canoe
for another mile, only to get firmly entangled in
a maze of bushes 8 ft. high, thick - set stumps,
and reeds. He was obliged to return and have his
canoe carried N.W. along the edge of the morass
to the western side of the valley, and on to the
Ά in Meldhah, on the N.W. side of the lake. Here
he again launched his canoe, and, exploring the
Lake Huleh, found the mouth of the Jordan about
midway across the northern end of the lake. He
explored it to the north through a channel in the
floating papyrus reeds for about 4 miles, when he
came to a barrier of floating jungle, which effectu-
ally stopped further progress. It would appear
that all the lower portion of the morass for 4
miles is composed of this papyrus, and it is probably
encroaching on Lake Huleh. The waters of Huleh
were found to be considerably less in extent than
the morass, and to measure about 3 miles from
east to west, and 4 miles from north to south.
The surface is about 7 ft. above the Mediterranean.
From the southern end of Huleh to the northern
end of the Lake of Tiberias is about 10 miles, and
the fall is 689 ft.—a rapid descent of about 70 ft.
a mile over a rocky bed.

{b) The Jordan on issuing from Huleh is about
60 ft. broad and 15 ft. deep. About 2 miles down
is the Jisr Benat Ydkob, the first bridge over the
complete Jordan, built of black basalt and with
three arches, over which the great caravan route
goes from Akka to Damascus. It appears to be of
later date than the Crusading period. The canoe
was unable to follow this portion of the Jordan, as
it partakes of the nature of a torrent, and flows
through a rocky glen, shut in by hills, forcing its
turbid waters far into the Lake Tiberias, without
apparently commingling them with those of the lake
for some considerable distance. This has given rise
to the legend that the river Jordan passes through
the lake intact. It affects the level of the lake
somewhat, which stands in the wet season about
6 in. higher than in the dry season.

(c) The Ghor or lower Jordan Valley.—-The
Jordan between L. Tiberias and the Salt Sea lies
in a deep depression, sloping nearly uniformly from
north to south, at about 9 ft. to 1 mile. On either
side are the mountains of Western and Eastern
Palestine, rising to heights of over 3000 to 4000 ft.
(2000 to 3000 ft. above the Mediterranean), and
separated by the comparatively flat Jordan Valley,
called the Ghor by the Arabs, the Arabah of the
Hebrews, Aulon of the Greeks, which is 3 miles
wide at L. Tiberias, 12 to 16 miles wide at the
Salt Sea, contracting to a width of 2 miles south
of the plain of Beisan. The Ghor has a very
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gentle slope on either side down to the lower plain
(the Zor), in which the Jordan runs, of about
five degrees.

The banks of the Ghor leading down into the Zor
are not regular, but are fretted away by the fervid
sun, the strong winds, and occasional heavy rains
in January and February. They are very ragged,
and during the rainy season are covered with lovely
flowers and verdure, but during most seasons of
the year are a scene of utter desolation. Towards
the lower portion of the Jordan Valley, where the
streams {en-Nweimeh, Faseil, el-Aiijeh, Kelt, and
others) on the west run into the Zor, the plain
of the Ghor is broken up into a series of valleys,
the original plain being left in outline here and
there isolated and forlorn. These broken valleys
have very steep sides, are about 100 to 200 ft. deep,
and at first sight it seems impossible that the
small streams which meander through them—at
the best not 3 ft. deep or 6 ft. wide—can have
scooped out these banks over 150 ft. in height,
whose irregularities often extend more than a mile
from the stream itself. From the ruins which
exist about the plain, it is obvious that this work
of denudation has proceeded exceedingly slowly,
the features having scarcely altered during the
last 2000 years. A heavier rainfall in early days
would, however, readily account for a more rapid
degree of change.

The plains of the Jordan are sterile only at the
southern end for a few miles north of the Salt Sea
over that depressed portion, which probably in
early days, when there was a greater rainfall, was
covered by the Salt Sea. The soil is not impreg-
nated with salt at a height of 200 ft. above the
level of the Salt Sea, and will bear plentifully pro-
vided there is any rainfall, so much so that during
the rainy season the Jordan plains for miles, as far
as the eye can reach, are vast meadows, abounding
in grasses and flowers. Those who see the country
after the sun has burned up the pasturage may
well conceive the idea that nothing will grow
there, for when the hot winds spring up in May
the grasses are broken up and blown away, and
there is little left but a few dried stumps in a
howling wilderness. During January and February
and part of March, flocks are brought down from
the mountains to feed on the rich pasturage on the
plains of Jordan, and browse within a mile of the
river. In February 1868 between Jericho and
Jisr Damieh the country was green everywhere,
the weather was chilly, flowers of every hue lay in
the path, and the lower Jordan plain or Z6r was
covered with an early crop of barley, with here and
there branches of the overflowing Jordan meander-
ing through it. The plain of Beisan at this time
was abundantly watered and covered with verdure.

In the plain of Beisan three distinct levels can
be seen—the Zor, the Ghor, and an upper plain
which is about 300 ft. above the Ghor at Beisan.
Here the Ghor is cultivated with corn and indigo,
watercourses and canals irrigate the crops and
supply the mills with water.

At Beisan the Jordan Valley is 8 miles wide, but
immediately to the north it is only 1£ miles wide,
and to the south it contracts again to about 2 miles,
the hills on the west closing right down to the river.
The Ghor varies in width until at Jericho it is
about 16 miles across, the foot of the hills being
about 400 to 500 ft. above the Salt Sea.

It is quite evident from the number of aqueducts
in all directions that the Jordan Valley about
Jericho was once very highly cultivated, and that
with a little care and a good government it might
again be brought under cultivation, and its malarious
and pestilential marshes removed.

The Jordan Valley on the eastern side, between
the Zerka and Nimrin, is only barren because there

are no streams or fountains led out to water it.
North of the Zerka, where streams are numerous
the valley is clothed with wheat fields and vegeta-
tion. South of the Zerka there are traces of
ancient canals, showing that that portion of the
valley between the Zerka and the road leading from
es-Salf to Nablus was formerly under cultivation,
though it is now a desert. Perhaps more than
half the Jordan Valley on the east is now reached
by irrigation canals, and in those sections not
occupied by wheat fields the thistles and weeds are
rank, and form such dense jungles that it is almost
impossible to get through them. * Every square
mile not now under irrigation could be watered
from the Jordan, and the expense for a dam and
canals would be small compared with the large
number of square miles of valuable land that
would be made productive . . . we should have
180 square miles of land as fertile as any prairie,
and which at 20 to 25 bushels of wheat per acre
would produce between 2 and 3 million bushels of
wheat. Give these plains and deserts water, and
you can transform them into gardens' {PEFSt, 1877,
153). The portion of the valley between the Zerka
and the Mandhor in February and March resembles
New England (U.S.) in the month of June. The
soil is then burdened with its own productions.
By the last of May the weeds, thistles, and wild
mustard have formed an almost impenetrable
jungle.

From Wady Nimrin to the Salt Sea, a distance
of 15 miles, lies the great Shittim plain, watered
by three copious streams, which make it a rich
and beautiful oasis. This position is assigned by
some authorities for the site of the cities of the
Plain.

The Zor or depressed plain through which the
Jordan flows.—The Jordan issues from the Lake
Tiberias gently for a mile and then becomes more
rapid ; although it has a nearly uniform descent
throughout its course, yet it is found to have a
great number of small rapids, and its descent is
not quite so great about the middle. It has
through many ages worked out a passage through
the floor-bed of the valley or Ghor (Aulon), which
passage is called by the Arabs the Zor. The Zor
varies from \ mile to 2 miles in width, and is a
depressed plain about 20 ft. below the Ghor at the
northern end, and 200 ft. below towards the Salt
Sea. It appears to have been formed by the
changing of the river bed from side to side, break-
ing down the banks of the Ghor and carrying the
silt into the Salt Sea. The Jordan itself varies
in width from 30 to 70 yards. The level of the
surface of the Zor is uniform with the banks of
the Jordan, so that in January and February,
when the waters overflow the banks, the Zor is
covered, and the total width of river in flood is
£ to 2 miles. The soil is for the most part very
rich (except towards the southern end, where it is
full of salts), and is highly cultivated, bearing
heavy barley crops and vegetables.

The Zor above the Jisr Mijamia is not continu-
ous ; below the bridge the Ghor is from 50 to 100
ft. above the Zor. The cliffs of the Zor are here
of white soft marl, about half a mile apart below
the bridge, but just above the bridge the hills close
in on the west, and the Ghor disappears. Near
the plain of Beisan the crops in the Zor were
being reaped in April (1873). Near the river the
soil was covered with gigantic thistles 10 to 15 ft.
high. The whole region round about the plain of
Beisan is volcanic, and all the rocks and stones
about are black and basaltic in their character.
This probably accounts for the number of fords
across the river in these parts.

From Wady Mahleh south of the plain of Beisan
to Wady Fdrah the mountains on the west close in
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upon the Jordan, narrowing the Zor, which again
widens out opposite to Wady Fdrah, and gradually
increases to 2 miles as it approaches the Salt Sea.
The river is hidden for a great portion of its course
by the jungle of cane and tamarisk on either side :
all rank vegetation except reeds ceases about 2
miles from the Salt Sea. On entering the sea the
waters form a muddy marsh covered with drift-
wood, too soft to be crossed by man or beast.
Although the land for a few miles above the Salt
Sea is a veritable desert, having at times been
covered by the Salt Sea itself, yet such is the
power of the sun that immediately after heavy
rain in January and February small green plants
and flowers spring up at once all round, even on
the edge of the Salt Sea, and flourish so long as
the rainy season lasts, but wither in a few hours
after the rain ceases.

From L. Tiberias to the Salt Sea the direct dis-
tance is 65 miles, and the fall is 610 ft., viz.
betwixt-682 ft. at L. Tiberias to-1292 ft. at
the Salt Sea; a fall of 9*3 ft. per mile.

The Dee of Aberdeenshire runs 72 miles, with
fall of 16*5 ft. per mile. The Tweed runs 96 miles,
with fall of 16 ft. per mile. The Clyde 98 miles,
with fall of 14 ft. per mile. The Thames runs 215
miles, with fall of 1̂  ft. per mile. The sinuosities
of the Jordan, however, are so great that in the
65 miles' direct course it travels 200 miles at least
(Lynch, Narr. p. 265), so that the actual fall is
not more than 3 ft. per mile, if this estimate can
be accepted.

Molyneux surveyed the Jordan from L. Tiberias
to the Salt Sea in a boat in 1847, and Lt. Lynch
did the same in 1848. Molyneux found the river
when not in flood upwards of 100 ft. broad and 4
to 5 ft. deep near the Jisr Mijdmia ; for seven hours
they scarcely ever had sufficient water to float the
boat for 100 yards together. In many places the
river is split into a number of small streams, which
consequently have not much water in any of them.
Occasionally the boat had to be carried upwards of
100 yards over rocks and through thorny bushes ;
and in some places they had high, steep sandy cliffs
all along the banks of the river. In other places
the boat had to be carried on the backs of camels,
the stream being quite impracticable. Lynch met
with equally difficult experiences. He states, * we
have plunged down twenty-seven threatening
rapids, besides a great number of lesser magni-
tude.3 Only one straight reach of any length was
noticed. The passage of the 200 miles of twists
occupied 8 | days. The width varied with the
depth and current, but 70 to 80 yards seems to
have been an average width, with a depth of 2
to 3 ft., and current varying from 2 to 8 knots,
according to circumstances. The greatest width
was 180 yards at the Jordan's mouth, with a depth
of 3 ft., and a very slow current.

Almost the only description of the Jordan banks
from the river itself is given by Lynch in the
account which he has written of his adventurous
boat journey. The following are the most im-
portant passages.

* The river . . . curved and twisted north,
south, east and west, turning, in the short space
of half an hour, to every quarter of the compass,
seeming as if desirous to prolong its luxuriant
meanderings in the calm and silent valley, and
reluctant to pour its sweet and sacred waters into
the accursed waters of the bitter sea. . . .

' For hours in their swift descent the boats floated
down in silence, the silence of the wilderness.
Here and there were spots of solemn beauty. The
numerous birds sang with a music strange and
manifold ; the willow branches were spread upon
the stream like tresses, and creeping mosses and
clambering weeds, with a multitude of white and

silver little flowers, looked out from among them ;
and the cliff swallow wheeled over the falls, or,
at his own wild will, darted through the arched
vistas, shadowed and shaped by the meeting
foliage on the banks ; and above all, yet attuned
to all, was the music of the river, gushing with a
sound like that of shawms and cymbals. The
stream sometimes washed the banks of the sandy
hills, and at other times meandered between low
banks, generally fringed with trees and fragrant
with blossoms. Some points presented views ex-
ceedingly picturesque — the mad rushing of a
mountain torrent, the song and sight of birds,
the overhanging foliage, and glimpses of the
mountains far over the plain, and here and there
a gurgling rivulet pouring its tribute of crystal
water into the now muddy Jordan. The western
shore was peculiar from the high calcareous lime-
stone hills, which form a barrier to the stream
when swollen by the efflux of the Sea of Galilee
during the winter and early spring ; while the left
or eastern bank was low, fringed with tamarisk
and willow, and occasionally a thicket of lofty
cane, and tangled masses of shrubs and creeping
plants, giving it the character of a jungle. At
one place we saw the fresh track of a tiger [nimr
or cheetah ?] on the low clayey margin, where he
had come to drink. At another time as we passed
his lair, a wild boar started with a savage grunt
and dashed into the thicket; but for some moments
we traced his pathway by the shaking cane and
the crashing sound of breaking branches. . . .
Many islands, some fairy-like, and covered with
a luxuriant vegetation, others mere sandbars and
sedimentary deposits, intercepted the course oi
the river, but were beautiful features in the grand
monotony of the shores—the regular and almost
unvaried scene of the high-banked alluvial deposit
and sandhills on the one hand, and the low
swamp - like shore, covered to the water's edge
with the tamarisk, the willow, and the thick high
cane, would have been fatiguing without the
frequent occurrence of sandbanks and verdant
islands. High up in the sand bluffs the clifl
swallow chattered from his nest in the hollow, or
darted about in the bright sunshine in pursuit of
the gnat and the water fly ' (Lynch, Narrative, pp.
211-215).

The Plains. — The words principally used in
the OT in connexion with portions of the Jordan
Valley are 'arabah, midbar, ciccar, gellldth, jeshl-
mon, sadeh, shedemoth, bile'ah.

The 'Arabah. Without the definite article
'Arabah refers to any desert or wilderness ; but
with the definite article it is used only for that part
of the Jordan Valley which is a desert extending
from some miles above Jericho to 'Akabah, and in-
cluding the Salt Sea, which is often called ' the
Sea of the Arabah' (Dt 317 449, Jos 316 123). It is
used 21 times in this extended sense, and is
usually trd in AV ' the plain ' or ' the plains':
in RV it is invariably trd * the Arabah.' In the
plural ('arabdth) it occurs 19 times in the his-
torical books, and with one exception it refers to
a definite spot, viz. the uncultivated land at the
northern end of the Salt Sea, the steppes of
Jericho (Jos 413 etc.), or the steppes of Moab (Nu
22, etc.). The exceptional case is 2 S 1528, trd in
AV as ' the plain of the wilderness.' It is probable,
however, that RV, ' the fords of the wilderness,'
is correct (reading rmy, not rmj/). See ARABAH.

Midbar, ' wilderness ' (pasture land). With the
article this word is generally used for the wilder-
ness of Arabia, but sometimes for tracts of pasture
land about Palestine, particularly in respect to the
wilderness or pasture country east of Jerusalem,
and the passing to it is 'the way of the wilder
ness' (Jos 815·20 161, Jg Π2 2 2042, 2 S 1523·28 1716).
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Ciccdr, * round,' ' circle,' a tract of country (when
the article is generally used). The word is used
for denoting—(a) the floor of the valley through
which the Jordan runs, with reference to the culti-
vated parts; (δ) the oasis which formerly existed
in the lower part of the valley around the cities of
the Plain. In the former sense it is used 5 times.
In 2 S 1828 it is used to denote the direction taken
by Ahimaaz ' by the way of the plain.' In 1 Κ 746,
2 Ch 417 it refers to the plain of the Jordan, where
was the clay ground between Succoth and Zeredah.
In Neh 322 1228 it refers to the country about Jeru-
salem, ' men of the plain.' In its restricted sense it
is used 8 times to denote the oasis where the cities
of the Plain were situated, Gn 1310 1917, Dt 343.

Gellldth, 'circle,' is used to denote the borders
of Jordan in two cases. Jos 2210· n (see GELILOTH).

Jeshlmon, ' wilderness,' refers to a wilderness
generally, and not to any particular portion of
the Jordan Valley so far as can be judged (see,
however, Dillm. on Nu 3349 and art. JESHIMON).

Sddeh, ' field,' is generally used to denote culti-
vated ground. It is used for the ' field of Moab,'
Gn 3635, but it is not certain whether this is in the
Jordan Valley or upper levels. Stanley (SP 491)
suggests that the * Vale of Siddim' is the * valley
of the cultivated fields.'

Shedemoth, i fields,' is used for highly cultivated
ground. The * fields of Gomorrah,' Dt 3232; of
Kidron, 2 Κ 234; of Heshbon, Is 168.

BiJcah, a broad plain between two mountain
ranges, like that of Ccele-Syria. It is used once in
apposition with ciccdr, ' the Round, even the plain
(•iyi?3) of Jericho' (Dt 343). ' All the region round
about Jordan' (Mt 35, Lk 33) does not appear to
be capable of geographical location.

Tributaries of the Jordan.—From the west (1)
the Wddy el-Bireh, rising about Tabor, a moun-
tain torrent; (2) Nahr el-Jalud, which rises near
Jezreel (250 ft.), and passes down the valley of
Esdraelon past Beisan to the Jordan. This is
the valley by which the inland sea in the valley
of Jordan would have been connected with the
Mediterranean after the connexion by the Gulf of
Akabah was cut off, supposing that the rise of the
ground was uniform. (3) The Wady Fdrah, which
rises on the east of Ebal and Gerizim, flows in a
beautiful perennial stream, fringed with oleanders,
to the Jordan. The springs about the plain of
Beisan and the Wady el-Mdleh—the wTadis Fuseil,
el-Aujeh, en-Nweimeh, and el-Kelt—run for a great-
part of the year.

On the east are (1) the Sheriat el-Mandh6r, Jar-
muk, or Hieromax, which flows into the Jordan
past Gadara and the hot springs of Amatha, men-
tioned by Pliny, Strabo, Josephus, and the Tal-
mud, but the name does not occur in the Bible.
It is a large river, running through a deep gorge
into the Jordan, and has its sources in the Hauran.
(2) The Wady el-'Arab, a mountain torrent, the
Nahr es-Zerka or Jabbok, which rises at 'Amman
(Philadelphia), and falls into the Jordan near Jisr
ed-Damieh. (3) The wadis Nimrin, Kafrein, and
Hesban, the last of which rises in the hills near
Heshbon.

Communication. — Roads, bridges, and fords.
There is an ancient road on the western bank of
the Jordan which, apparently coming from Jeru-
salem, passes Neby Musa near the north-western
end _ of the Salt Sea, passes xAin es-Sultdn
(Jericho) and Fuseil (Phasaelus), near which place
one branch passes to the west up Wady Kerdd to
Nablus (Shechem), and the other skirts J^urn
Surdbeh to the east, and at Tell el-Abied again
divides, one branch to the west going up Wddy
Fdrah to Nablus, the other passing along the Umm
ed-Deraj, a steep and rocky ascent just above the
Jordan, passes through Beisan, and, keeping near

to the Jordan, skirts the L. Tiberias to the village
Tabariya (Tiberias). At Khan el-Kerak there is
a ruin which was a fort protecting the lake district,
at Jisr Mijdmia a branch of this road crosses the
Jordan ana goes through Gadara to the Hauran,
and another branch to Irbed, and probably to
Jerasa. This is a Roman road, and the old founda-
tion stones and pavement are visible in many
parts.

A good road from Akka passes down the Sahel
el-Ahma, and, emerging by the pass at its mouth
on to the Jordan, crosses at the Jisr es-Sidd a
little below L. Tiberias and passes east to the
Hauran; it is used by the Bedawin and Druses
to bring barley to Akka by camel. A branch of
this road also on crossing the Jordan to the east
runs down along the foot of the hills bounding the
Ghor, and passing Fdhil (Pella) crosses the Zerka
at a point where it is a foaming torrent, goes to
Nimrin, and thence by Kafrein to Hesban.

The road along the coast of the lake from Tiberias
also crosses the Jordan near Taricha^a, where there
is a ruined bridge, and passes up the east side of
the lake and also by a great Roman road to Hippos
and the north-east. The Jisr Mijdmia is 6 miles
south of L. Tiberias, the point where the old im-
portant Roman road from Nablus and Beisan to
Damascus crosses the Jordan : it has one large
pointed arch and three small ones.

At Jisr Damieh, below the junction of the Jordan
and Zerka, the road from Neapolis (Shechem) runs
to es-Salt, Amman (Philadelphia), and the east.
This bridge is still in a good state of preservation
(one arch), but the Jordan has left it and now
passes down another portion of the Zor ; here is a
good illustration of the change in direction of the
river in a few hundred years. This bridge is said
by Conder to be Saracenic: it appears to have been
originally of Roman work, with extensive repairs
by Moslems or Crusaders. On the east side the
bank is quite low, and the wide flat at that point
is often overflowed; hence a causeway at great
expense and labour has been made across the low
ground. 450 ft. of this causeway on the eastern
side still remains, supported on arches of which
nine still exist. The bridge itself could not have
been less than 100 ft. in length {PEFSt, 1879, 139).

No remains of bridges mark the old roads from
Jerusalem and Jericho to the east of Jordan, but
there are still the remains of the roads which
now cross to Nimrin by the el-Mandesi and Umm
Enkhola fords to Kafrein and Hesbdn by the
el-GMraniyeh ford, and to Hesbdn and the east of
Salt Sea by the Makhadet Hajlah ford. These
are the principal fords in the southern 25 miles of
the Jordan's course. In the 40 miles to the north
there are enumerated no fewer than fifty fords:
probably this difference is owing to the more stony
character of the Jordan bottom in the northern
portion. Molyneux says of the upper part of its
course (p. 115): ' I am within the mark when I say
that there are many hundreds of places where we
might have walked across without wetting our
feet, on the large rocks and stones.' This must
have been during a very dry season.

CLIMATE : FAUNA AND FLORA. — For many
years past, meteorological observations have been
taken at various points in Palestine, and have
been tabulated and commented on annually by
Glaisher. There are three distinctive climates in
Palestine: (1) that of the seashore, which corre-
sponds to other Mediterranean climates in similar
latitude; (2) that of the hill-country, which is
more hot and oppressive than the hill-country in
other parts of the Mediterranean, owing to the
vicinity of the Arabian Desert on south and eastj
and (3) that of the valley of the Jordan and Salt
Sea,
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The climate of the hill-country, Jerusalem for
example, is pleasant in the winter, but hot and
trying for six months in the summer. During the
heat of summer in a house in Jerusalem the
temperature day after day will for two or three
hours reach 104° F., and it sometimes does not go
below 80° F. all night. The published returns, how-
ever, give much lower readings in the air, with a
mean temperature for August of 75° F. In the
Jordan Valley in summer-time the heat is in-
tense, the temperature being 110° F. after sunset,
and scarcely falling during the night when in the
vicinity of rocks with a southern aspect. During
the first two months of the year the temperature
in the Jordan Valley is very pleasant, hot in the
daytime and cool at night, often going down to
40° F. except close to the Salt Sea. Much depends,
however, upon the direction of the wind. In the
month of March there is often snow on the hills.
The climate of the Jordan Valley is tropical; that
of the region of the Salt Sea is equatorial, prob-
ably the most heated in the world, owing to the de-
pressed character of the plain, hemmed in east
and west by high mountains. There is a differ-
ence of elevation between the summit of Mount
Hermon and the level of the Salt Sea of over
10,000 ft., and the difference of temperature and
of climate allows of a great variety of animal life.
That on the seashore generally is Mediterranean,
while that in the Jordan Valley, especially in the
lower parts, is principally Ethiopian or Indian,
though these parts are cut off from each other by
the deserts of Arabia.

The following observations concerning life in
the Jordan Valley are extracted principally from
SWPy Fauna and Flora (Tristram). Here is a
patch of tropical character, containing southern
forms so peculiar and unique that their presence
cannot be connected with any existing causes or
other transporting influences. As it has been
found by Humboldt that zones of elevation on
mountains correspond to parallels of latitude, so
here we find a zone of depression, the only one
known to us, producing similar phenomena, and
exhibiting in generic correspondence the fauna and
flora of much lower latitudes: an Ethiopian flora
identical with that now existing in Ethiopian
regions in the midst of a Mediterranean district.

Tristram considers that the whole of Syria and
Arabia Petnea must have emerged from the Mio-
cene ocean while the coast of the Mediterranean
was the bed of a Miocene sea, and that during this
period Palestine was connected with Ethiopia ;
that during the Miocene and Pliocene periods the
Jordan basin formed the northernmost of a long
system of fresh-water lakes, extending from north
to south, of which, perhaps in the earlier part of
the epoch, the Red Sea and Nile basin, Nyanza,
Nyassa, and Tanganyika lakes were members.

During that warm period, fluviatile ichthyologi-
cal fauna were developed suitable to its then condi-
tions, consisting of representative and perhaps
frequently identical species, throughout the area
under consideration. The advent of the Glacial
period was, like its close, gradual, and, while many
species may have perished, the hardiest would
have survived, and have gradually modified
to meet the changed conditions. But however
severe the climate may have been, that of the
Lebanon with its glaciers probably corresponding
to the Alps at a proportional elevation (due re-
gard being had to latitude), the fissure of the Jordan
lay, as we know, as much depressed as at present,
and there must have been an exceptionally warm
temperature in its waters in which the existing
ichthyological fauna could survive.

According to Slater's definition of boundary lines
laid before the Linnsean Society in 1858, Palestine

forms an extreme southern province of the Palse-
arctic region. An analysis of each class of its
fauna and of its phanerogamic flora shows that
while an overwhelming majority of its species in
all cases belong to the Palsearctic region, there is
in each class a group of exceptions and peculiai
forms which cannot be referred to that region, and
the presence of many of which cannot be explained
merely by the fact of the Palsearctic infringing on
the Ethiopian region, and not very distantly on
the Indian, but can be satisfactorily accounted for
only by reference to the geological history of the
country. These species are almost all strictly con-
fined to the area of the Jordan Valley and Dead
Sea basin.

Of the mammalia, 55 are Palsearctic, 34 Ethio-
pian, 16 Indian, and 13 peculiar out of 118. The
Indian include 9 which are also Ethiopian, and
the Ethiopian 9 which are equally Indian. Of the
13 peculiar forms, 3 are modifications of Palsearctic
types and 6 are Ethiopian in their character. One
species, Lepus judcece, the hare of the Dead Sea
basin, differs from either the European or Syrian
species in the form of its skull. The Hyrax
syriacus belongs to a strictly Ethiopian genus, and
no theory of immigration or dispersion can account
for its presence. Fish of small size abound in the
Jordan and its tributaries down to the entrance to
the Salt Sea ; they bear a strong affinity to many
of the species of the Nile, though with far less
admixture of species than is found in other rivers
of the Eastern Mediterranean. Out of 35 species,
2 are Nilotic, 1 Mediterranean, 7 common to the
Tigris and Euphrates, 10 common to Syria and the
Damascus lakes, and 16 peculiar to the Jordan.
There is a great affinity between these fish and
those of the rivers and lakes of tropical Africa.
These fishes probably date from the earliest times
after the elevation of the country above the Eocene
ocean, and they form a group more distinct and
divergent from that of the surrounding region than
can be found in any other class of existing life.
The affinity is very close to the forms of the rivers
and fresh-water lakes of east Africa, even as far
south as the Zambesi; but while the genera are the
same, the species are rather representative than
identical. The solution lies in the theory of the
Jordan basin having been one of a system of fresh-
water lakes, extending from north to south as
already proposed. There are no fish in the Salt
Sea.

The Avifauna of Palestine, out of 348 known
species, present 271 Palsearctic, 40 Ethiopian (10 of
these also Indian), 7 Indian, and 30 peculiar to
Syria. But they are not equally diffused over the
whole area. The Palsearctic species almost all
belong to the coast area, and the highlands east
and west of Jordan, while the Ethiopian and
Indian types are almost exclusively confined to the
deep depression of the Jordan and Dead Sea basin,
which, with the exception of some winter migrants,
affords us very few Palsearctic species. There are
11 species belonging to as many different genera
peculiar to the Jordan and Dead Sea basin, and
not yet traced beyond its limits. Some of these
belong to genera exclusively Ethiopian, most of
them common to the Ethiopian and Indian regions.
The avifauna of the Jordan and Dead Sea basin is
decidedly distinct and typical in its species, reveal-
ing sometimes Indian, more generally African
affinities.

Of the 3000 species of phanerogamic plants, the
larger proportion consists of the common Medi-
terranean forms. Sir J. Hooker has remarked that
though a vast number are common to the whole
country, yet there is a great and decided differ-
ence between the floras of such localities as the tops
of (1) Lebanon, (2) Carmel, and (3) the hills border-
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ing the Jordan. Of 162 species of plants in Wddy
Zuweireh (S.W. corner of Dead Sea), 27 are common
European forms extending to Northern India, the
remaining 135 are African. Although the Dead Sea
flora bears a very strong general similarity to that
af Arabia Petrcea, yet there can be no question of
Its distinctness from the adjacent floras of the same
latitudes east and west of it.

In the Jordan Valley the Cyperus papyrus is
locally abundant, and covers many acres in the
marshes of Huleh, though long since extinct in
Egypt, and not known in Africa farther north than
on the White Nile, lat. 7° N. Calotropis procera
and Salvadora persica are never found except close
to the Dead Sea, at En-gedi, Safieh, and Seisaban,
and are separated by many degrees of longitude
and latitude from their other known habitats.

The flora of the Salt Sea area is remarkable for a
small average number of species distributed through
a large number of orders. We may infer that in
this borderland of Europe, Asia, and Africa, the
more hardy and accommodating plants of each area
hold their own, while those more readily affected by
variation of soil or climate disappear.

The following plants and trees of the Jordan
Valley are most common : the Zyzyphus Spina
Christiy or nubk or dom tree of the Arabs (which
seems to correspond to the ' wait a bit ' bushes of
South Africa in its power of detaining the unwary
traveller). It has a small sub-acid fruit like a
thorn apple, very agreeable to the taste. The
Retm or Genista Bcetem, broom plant, grows freely
on the plain. There is also the Balanites JEgyp-
tiaca, a thorny tree with large olive-like fruit,
which affords the oil called zukkum or Zuk by
the Arabs, supposed to be balm of Gilead, and
sold to the pilgrims as such. It is highly prized
among Arabs and pilgrims as a remedy for wounds
or bruises; the latter call i t ' Zaccheus oil' [BRP2 i.
560). The castor-oil plant and the oleander flourish
about Jericho. Tamarisks grow everywhere, on
the banks of the streams and in the dry desert; and
the Agnus Casti, a large flowering bamboo. The
acacia tree grows in great variety, also the Populus
Euphratica on the banks of the Jordan. The caper
plant hangs down from the rocks, with its deli-
cate white blossoms, and the Solanum Sodomceum
or Dead Sea apple, with its bright yellow fruit, is
very conspicuous. Numbers of thoroughly tropical
plants and trees abound—the Zygophyllum cocci·
newrn, Bcerhavia, Indigofira ; also on the shore of
the Salt Sea the Calotropis procera {'osher among
Arabs), a beautiful green fruit the size of a peach,
with nothing inside but the silky coma of the
seeds; it reaches a height of 15 ft., and grows
freely in Upper Egypt, Nubia, and Arabia Felix.

The principal larger wild animals of the Jordan
Valley are the jackal, fox, hyaena, boar, ibex
{beden)f and leopard. The leopard (nimr, felis
pardus) is found in the Jordan jungle; the writer
sent one to England from the banks of the Jordan
in 1867. The cheetah (felis jubata) is found among
the hills, and is tamed by the Moslems of Syria and
used in hunting gazelles. Lions are said not to
exist in Palestine, though they are found not far
to the east in the desert and in the jungle of the
Euphrates. They are still, however, supposed by
the inhabitants of the Anti-Lebanon to pay visits
periodically to the neighbourhood; and in 1869,
owing to the loss of four children, one by one, at
the village of Burkush, search was made for the
supposed lion by the inhabitants without avail
{PEFSt, 1870, 226). The lion coming up from
the thickets of the Jordan is spoken of in Jer 4919

5044.
The birds in the Jordan Valley vary very much

according to the time of year, those of the hill-
country being driven down there for a short time in

the cold season. During a winter visit of Chichester
Hart (PEFSt, 1879, 286), the following were seen
at Jericho : a few sun birds, ' hopping thrush,1
shrikes, palm dove, collared turtle, English robins,
jays, chaffinches, wheatears, blackbirds, wagtails.
The larger birds, such as eagles, vultures, bustards,
flamingoes, water birds of various kinds, belong to
Palestine or to a larger area, and not particularly
to the Jordan Valley.

A review of the botany as well as the zoology of
the Jordan basin reveals the interesting fact that in
this isolated spot, comprising but a few square miles,
a series of forms of life are found differing decidedly
from the species of the surrounding region, to which
they never extend, and bearing a strong affinity to
the Ethiopian region, with a trace of Indian
admixture.

Cultivation.—The plains about Lake Huleh are
highly cultivated, and yield heavy crops of wheat,
barley, Indian corn, sesame, and even rice. The
plains about L. Tiberias wave with corn, and the
plains of Beisan and valley of Jezreel are very pro-
ductive, and stand thick with corn or indigo.
Stunted palms grow wild, but no large ones now
exist, except the single large date palm at Jericho,
There are many cucumber and vegetable-marrow
gardens at the foot of the hills, irrigated by foun-
tains. In the Z6r, barley and simsim flourish. The
olive, tigs, bananas, oranges, sugar-cane, tobacco,
grapes, millet (dhurah), cotton, indigo, melons,
cucumbers, and marrows are cultivated at Jericho,
and the soil for miles around if supplied with water
is yet, as of old, capable of the highest cultivation :
all that is wanted is irrigation and weeding. The
harvest in the Jordan Valley is fully a month in
advance of that in the highlands.

JORDAN AS A BOUNDARY. — Stanley remarks
(Sin. and Pal. 286): * The tropical temperature to
which its whole plain is thus exposed, whilst calling
out into almost unnatural vigour whatever vegeta-
tion receives the life-giving touch of its waters,
withers up every particle of verdure that is found
beyond their reach. As a separation of Israel from
the surrounding country, as a boundary between
the two main divisions of the tribes, as an image
of water in a dry and thirsty soil, it played an
important part; but not as the scene of great
events or the seat of great cities. Its contact with
the history of the people is exceptional, not
ordinary, confined to rare and remote occasions, the
more remarkable from their very rarity.' This is
the general view taken at the present day, with
Palestine under a feeble government and an ener-
vated race inhabiting the Jordan Valley. The
valley was, however, once * well watered everywhere
as the garden of the LORD, and like the land of
Egypt,' and this may very well occur again under
a stable government and a more energetic race of
people. The levels about Jericho and Kafrein are
about 200 ft. below that of Lake Tiberias, so that
the whole of the Jordan Valley might be irrigated
by the Jordan waters if the matter were taken in
hand as a Syrian national enterprise.

The terms * this side Jordan,' or * the other
side Jordan,' are of constant occurrence in the
early history, denoting that the Jordan was re-
garded as a physical feature of demarcation or
boundary. The original boundary of the Promised
Land was to reach 'unto the side of the sea of
Chinnereth eastward. And the boundary shall
go down to Jordan, and the extremity shall be
at the Salt Sea' (Nu 3412). But the tribes of
Reuben and Gad and half Manasseh saw that the
eastern side of the Jordan, as now, was good for
cattle, and they acquired their inheritance there
(Nu 3219), outside the Promised Land, on condition
of going armed over Jordan and fully assisting the
people of Israel to conquer the land. On the com·
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pletion of this work they were permitted to return
co the eastern side with a blessing, after building
an altar by Jordan, * a great altar to see,' that
might be a witness between them that they were
one people, and that the tribes living west of
Jordan should not in the future say to those on the
east, ' What have ye to do with the Lord God of
Israel ? for the Lord hath made Jordan a boundary
between us and you, ye children of Reuben and
children of Gad' (Jos 2210f·). See ED.

THE CITIES OF THE PLAIN.—The earliest account
of the Jordan Valley describes it as very different
in appearance from its aspect at the present time.
From the high ground near Bethel, ' Lot lifted up
his eyes, and beheld all the plain (ciccdr) of Jordan,
that it was well watered everywhere, before the
LORD destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah, even as the
garden of the LORD, like the land of Egypt, as
thou comest into Zoar. So Lot chose him all the
Plain of Jordan ; and Lot journeyed east' (Gn 1310f·).
This would indicate a position for the cities of the
Plain at the northern end of the Salt Sea, as proposed
by Sir George Grove. The Arab geographers, how-
ever, place these cities at the southern end of the
Salt Sea; and recently M. Clermont-Ganneau
{PEFSt, 1886) has taken the same view, giving
identifications for the several cities (see SODOM).
On the other hand, Strabo {Judcea) in relating
that Judsea is full of fire, places these cities on the
western side of the Salt Sea within a radius of 60
stadia, close to Masada, and refers to the rocks there
bearing the marks of fire, with a soil like ashes,
pitch falling in drops from the rocks, rivers boiling
up and emitting a fetid odour to a great distance ;
dwellings in every direction overthrown, — a de-
scription very suitable to this spot at the present
day, where there are hot sulphur springs and every
appearance of volcanic energy near at hand. Strabo
describes the overthrow of the cities as due to
shocks of earthquake, eruptions of flames, and hot
springs, containing asphaltus and sulphur, causing
the lake to break its bounds and the rocks to take
fire. Josephus states that the country of Sodom
bordered upon the Lake Asphaltitis (Salt Sea), and
that the cities were burnt by lightning, in conse-
quence of which there are still the remainders of
that divine fire, and that the traces of the five cities
are still to be seen {BJ iv. viii. 4; v. xiii. 6; Tac.
Hist. v. 6 ; Diod. ii. 48, xix. 98; Curt. v. 16). He
would appear {BJ iv. viii. 2) to place Sodom at
the western side of the Arabah, near * the utmost
limits of the Asphaltitis southward,' and to place
Somorrhon (Gomorrah?) on the eastern side, on
the bounds of Petra in Arabia. Sir W. Dawson
{Egypt and Syria) supposes that the overthrow of
these cities may have been due to underground
reservoirs of inflammable gases, and petroleum escap-
ing through a fissure along an old line of * fault,'
causing bitumen and sulphur to rain upon the
cities. There is no indication that the overthrow
of these cities was accompanied by any earthquake
or displacement of the level of the Salt Sea (Gn
143·8·10), though the passage ' in the vale of Siddim,
which is the Salt Sea,' would appear ambiguous.
The reference to the whole land which ' is brimstone,
and salt, and burning, that it is not sown, nor
burneth, nor any grass groweth therein, like the
overthrow of Sodom' (Dt 2923), etc., would appear
to apply more to the southern end of the Salt Sea
than the generally accepted site on the northern
end. Assuming, however, that there was no dis-
turbance affecting the level of the Salt Sea, it may
be questioned whether the physical effect of the sub-
stitution of arid plains in lieu of the well-watered
district which existed previously may not have
seriously affected the fertility of the Jordan Valley.
It is known that the level of the Salt Sea varies
yearly many feet, according to the rainfall in the

adjacent district, as is attested by the lines of
driftwood which can be seen at successive levels
around the Salt Sea. A change from moisture
to dryness over a large area in the valley would
essentially affect the surrounding country, and
reduce the rainfall, lower the surface of the sea,
and expose more and more dry soil. Now, supposing
the effects of the overthrow of the cities of the
Plain resulted in a fall of 50 ft. in the level of the
waters of the lake, it is interesting to remark that
the whole of the mud flat at the south of the Salt
Sea for about 10 miles (Anderson, Official Report,
p. 182) would have been covered with water, also a
considerable portion of the peninsula of Lisan and
the low-lying portions of the shore on the western
side, while to the north the Ζ or would have been
covered over nearly as far as the Makhadet Hajlah.
If this is so, the area over which the cities of the
Plain can be found is very much circumscribed
(Anderson, Official Report, p. 182). Assuming that
the cities of the Plain were situated at the N.E. end
of the Salt Sea, it is suggested {PEFSt, 1879, 144)
that the following tells on the Abel-shittim plain
were the five cities of the Plain : (1) Tell Kafrein
(Abel or Abila), (2) Tell er-Rama (Beth-ramtha or
Beth-haran, Julias or Livias), (3) Suweimeh (Beth-
jesimoth or Besimoth), (4) Tell el-Hamman, (5) Tell
Ektanu ('the little one,' or Zoar). Ganneau
{PEFSt, 1886), however, identifies Jebel Usdum as
Sodom, and Gomorrah with KA in Ghamr, at the
entrance of Wady Ghamr, about 20 leagues south
of the Salt Sea, and Zoar in Wady es-Safi. This
would appear closely to agree with the traditional
sites given by Josephus, already mentioned.

PASSAGES OF THE JORDAN.—It was at the
northern extremity of the Jordan that Abram
(Gn 1413f>), in his pursuit of Chedorlaumer, came up
with him at Laish (Dan), and rescued his kinsman
Lot.

The first record of a passage of the Jordan is
that by Jacob (Gn 3210). On the return journey
(Gn 3317) he crosses on his road from Succoth to
Shalem (RVm; but there can be little doubt that
RV ' in peace' is the correct translation), a city of
Shechem; but as Succoth has not been satisfactorily
identified, the ford of passage cannot be conjectured.
The passage of Elijah (2 Κ 28) and the return of
Elisha (214) over the Jordan took place over against
Jericho; but there is nothing further to indicate
the position, though there is a traditional spot on
the east of Jordan from which the ascent of Elijah
is said to have been made. The point of the
Jordan where David crossed when warring against
Helam (2 S 1017) also cannot be conjectured.
Again, when a fugitive to Mahanaim (2 S 1528 1716

1918), he probably escaped by the quickest route
over the Jordan ; but this depended upon the road
he took from Jerusalem, and whether he wished
to avoid Jericho. The two fords which would be
most suitable would be that of el-Ghoranlyeh,
which would necessitate his passing by Jericho,
and the Makhadet Hajlah ford, which he could
have reached by the road passing the present M.
Neby Musa.

The number of fords between Jisr Damieh and
Lake Tiberias exceeds 50, and it would be futile
to suggest any particular one which may have
been used in that portion of the Jordan, in the
passings over between the east and west. There
was the ford or passage of the Jordan (Jg 125f·),
taken by the Gileadites, when the Ephraimites
were discovered by the pronunciation of the word
'Shibboleth.' There was Beth-barah ('even
Jordan,' RV), which the Ephraimites (Jg 724) took
possession of when they slew the Midianites, and
which may be the ford 'Abarah discovered by
Conder {SWP ii. 89). The occurrence probably
took place near this ford, as *Ain el-Helwah (Abet
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ineholah) is on the southern end of the plain of
Beisan (Bethshean).

Passage of the children of Israel over Jordan.—
This is the most important event recorded in the
Bible connected with the passage of the Jordan.
The people were gathered together in the plains
(araboth) of Moab, extending from Abel-shittim
('the meadow of the acacia'), now probably
Kafrein, to Beth-jesimoth('house of the wastes'),
now probably 'Ain Suweimeh near the Salt Sea
(Nu 3349). And they came to Jordan and lodged
there for three days. The plains of Moab, where
they had been staying, were from 200 to 400 ft.
above the Salt Sea, and the ground which they had
occupied for the last three days was probably some-
what on a lower level, but certainly not the Z6r
or lower terrace of the Jordan as it was in flood,
' overflowing all his banks at the time of the
barley harvest' (Jos 3lf·), probably about the
month of April. The description states that
the waters which came down from above stood
and rose up upon a heap very far from the city of
Adam, that is, beside Zaretan; and those that
came down toward the sea of the Arabah, even
the Salt Sea, were wholly cut off (Jos 316). The
RV has ' a t Adam,' and Stanley (304 note) has
' high up the river, very far, in Adam, the city
which is beside Zaretan.' The site of Adam is not
sufficiently identified, but it is supposed by some
to be represented by Tell Damieh, near the bridge
of that name. Conder has pointed out (SWP ii. 14)
that somewhat higher up, where the mountains
come down and overhang the Jordan, a landslip
could readily block up the Jordan for a period,
and T. Drake {PEFSt, 1874,182; 1875, 30) suggests
that Adam (' red earth') may be Khan el-IIamrath,
the Red Ruin, situated opposite Fahil (Pella), on
the west side of the Jordan in the plain of Beisan,
and that adherents of the theory that the waters
of the Jordan were suddenly dammed by a landslip
might perhaps point to the present appearance of
the banks at this point and the curious bends of
the river here to support their idea. M. Clermont-
Ganneau has brought to notice that the historical
stoppage of the Jordan in A.D. 1257, while the
bridge Jisr Damieh was being repaired, is to be
found in the history of Sultan Bibars. A land-
slip in the narrow part of the valley, some miles
above Jisr Damieh, kept the Jordan dammed up
for several hours, allowing the bed of the river to
become dry by the water below running off to
the Salt Sea. Stanley (Sin. and Pal. 304 n. 6)
mentions that the appearance of the drying up
of the Jordan seems to be described by Antoninus
Martyr in the 6th cent., as if it occurred yearly at
the visit of the pilgrims. See also King, Morsels
of Criticism, i. 281.

THE MOUNDS IN THE JORDAN VALLEY.—All
over the Jordan Valley mounds or ' Tells' are
found, of artificial formation, from 50 to 100 ft. in
height. They stand at the entrance to every
wady where there is a passage for traffic, and
appear in these cases to have been placed there
to guard the dwellers in the plain from marauders
from the hill-country. They appear usually to be
formed of remains of sun-dried bricks, probably in
some cases the ruins of ancient walls and castles,
and in other cases the sites where the bricks were
moulded and dried. Near Beisan alone there are
20 of these tells, apparently of the same character
as those at Jericho. They usually occur in the
vicinity of water.

The mounds of Jericho were examined by the
present writer in Feb. 1868. Nine mounds were
cut through—two at Wady Kelt, three at 'Ain es-
Sultdn, and four within a short distance of the
spring head. The trenches were cut across from
east to west to get shelter from the sun as much

as possible. During the daytime the sun was
scorching, at night it was bitterly cold. After the
trenches were cut 8 ft. deep, the work was con-
tinued by shafts 8 ft. square at intervals of 4 to 6
ft., as the clay composing the mounds would not
stand the cutting of one deep trench. Very little
was found except pottery jars, and stone mortars
for grinding corn. The general result was that
the mounds were artificial, of sunburnt brick in a
very friable condition, abounding in fragments of
pottery. A few solid-looking jars were found
(now in the PEF Museum). The pottery in the
upper portion of these mounds was Roman and
later (SWP iii. 225).

SCENE OF OUK LORD'S BAPTISM.—When John the
Baptist was preaching in the wilderness of Judaea,
' Then went out to him Jerusalem and all Judaea,
and all the region round about Jordan, and were
baptized of him in the river Jordan. Then cometh
Jesus from Galilee to Jordan unto John to be bap-
tized of him.' ' These things were done in Bethabara
(RV Bethany, in some MSS Betharabah *), beyond
Jordan, where John was baptizing' (Jn I28). ' Then
was Jesus led up of the Spirit into the wilderness
to be tempted of the devil' (Mt 41). 'And straight-
way the Spirit driveth him forth into the wilder-
ness' (Mk I12).

There is not sufficient information here to fix
the position on the Jordan of the scene of the
baptism, but it leads to the inference that it was on
the east side of the Jordan opposite to the desert
of Judoea, and not so far north as Samaria. This
place, Bethabara [which see] (or Bethany), beyond
Jordan, was again visited by our Lord, and He
abode there (Jn 1040). The word 'abdrdh occurs in
the OT in connexion with the Jordan. In 2 S 1918

EV tr. it ' ferry-boat' (Gesenius * a ferry-boat' or
' ra i t ' ) ; 2S 1528 1716 AV reading (rmy) «in the
plains,' RV reading (mny) 'a t the fords,' Ewald,
Gesenius, Gratz, * at the fords'; Jg 724 Beth-
barah, * house of passage,' (?) Gesenius. There are
also three cases in which the word mabdrdh ('a
ford'; Gesenius, from the root *abar, ' to pass
over') is trd * the fords' (of the Jordan), Jg 328 125,
Jos 27. The inference is that Beth-abarah is the
resting-place on the other side.

Stanley (Sin. and Pal. p. 311) gives ' the house
of a ship' (ΠΤ»3Ν) as the meaning of Bethania
(Bethany); the meaning given by Simonis is pre-
ferred by many, viz. .τ:#: '3> locus depressionis, which
seems to agree exactly'with the conditions, a de-
pressed plain beyond the fords of Jordan. The
other word is Beth-arabah (the name of a town west
of Jordan, Jos 156 etc.). The Arabah, however, is
the term used for the desert plain of the Jordan,
extending from near Jericho to the Gulf of'Arabah
(Gesen.) and Arabah = desert. Conder proposes
(PEFSt, 1876-77) to identify Bethania (Bethany)
with Batanea or Bashan, and the ford of the Jordan
east of Beisan called *Abdra with Bethabara, or at
least with the place of baptism, and points out
that among the fifty fords of the Jordan this is the
only one retaining the ancient name.

This ford of 'Abara is north of the Samaritan
border, about 16 miles south of Lake Tiberias and
a day's journey from Nazareth, and 22 miles from
Kefr Kena (Cana). It does not, however, fulfil
the conditions of being near to the wilderness of
Judsea, and so placed as to be accessible to the
multitudes from Jerusalem and the parts about
Judaea.

The line of route taken by king David in his
passage from Jerusalem across Jordan to Mahanaim
and back does not give much assistance, but is cer-
tainly against the 'Arabah ford site. It appears

* Βηθχνκ* Κ * ABC*EF alpi la t t syrrPesh hci txt hier a r m me
coddpi· ap Or ig : Βηθαβαρ* C2KT*> (V) (A) Π°ΟΓΓ s y r r ein cu i t 22.
33 (69), aln°n θ * k i m s
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probable, however, that he would pass over Jordan,
when in flight, by the very nearest ford, viz. that
over against Jericho, either the Makhadet Hajlah
or the Ghdraniyeh; in coming back he may have
used any crossing most convenient, and thus have
had recourse to the ferry-boat. There appears
therefore to be nothing against the traditional
site of our Lord's place of baptism being placed on
the Jordan near Kasr el-Jehud, and not far from
the 'Ain el-Kharrar on the eastern side of the
Jordan, as has been current since 4th cent. Beth-
nimrah (* house of the panther' ?), Nu 3236, identified
as Nimrin, lies about 8 miles to the east of the
Ghoraniyeh ford, and is supposed by some to be
the site of Bethabara: in the LXX (B) it takes the
form Βαίθαναβρά, and Eusebius calls it Βηθναμβρίς;
he also speaks of a town called Nabara (or Abara)
as identical with Nimrah near Heshbon. Epi-
phanius reads Bethamara for Bethabara (Rel. Pal.
p. 627). The Bordeaux Pilgrim (A.D. 333) places it
east of Jordan, 5 miles north of the Salt Sea, close
to the hill where Elijah was caught up to heaven
{Itin. Hieros.). Jerome {Per. S. Paulce) identifies
the place of baptism with the spot where the priests
that bare the ark of the covenant of the Lord
stood firm on dry ground in the midst of Jordan
(Jos 317), and also the spot where Elijah and
afterwards Elisha smote the waters and passed
over dry-shod. The following also speak of the
place of baptism at this spot: Theodosius, An-
toninus, and Arculf.

In later years the knights of St. John built a
monastery here in order to enable them to carry
out one of their threefold duties, viz. escorting
pilgrims down from Jerusalem to Jordan. This
duty is still carried out once a year by the Turkish
governor of Jerusalem, who, on Monday in Passion
week, escorts thousands of pilgrims to the Jordan
to bathe.

ANCIENT WRITERS ON THE JORDAN VALLEY.—
The Antiquities^ and Wars of Josephus are full of
references to this valley. {Ant. I. x. 1 and I. xi. 1)
The spring of Jordan called Dan is spoken of, and
the destruction of the cities of the Plain. {Ant.
IV. viii. 1) Moses gathered the congregation to-
gether near Jordan where the city Abila now
stands, a place full of palm trees. {Ant. v. i. 1)
Abila to Jordan 60 furlongs. {Ant, V. i. 2) Joshua
was in fear about their passing over, for the
Jordan ran with a strong current, and could not be
passed over by bridges, as there never had been
any bridges laid over it hitherto, and ferry-boats
they had none. (V. iv. 3) The Israelites seize the
ford of the Jordan (Jg 328). (VII. xi. 2) A bridge
of boats laid over Jordan to enable king David to
return from Mahanaim to Jerusalem. (IX. ii. 2)
Elijah disappeared from among men, and no one
knows of his death to this very day. {Ant.
xv. x. 3, V. v. 1, in. x. 7; BJ iv. i. 1, I. xxi. 3)
The Jordan's sources at Dan and Panium described.
The lake Semechonitis {Huleh) is 30 furlongs in
breadth and 60 in length ; its marshes reach as far
as the plain Daphne, under the temple of the
golden calf at the lesser Jordan. Jordan's stream
from Panium divides the marshes and fens of the
lake Semechonitis; when it has run another 120
furlongs it first passes the city Julias, and then
passes through the middle of the Lake Gennesaret,
after which it runs a long way over a desert, and
then makes its exit into the lake Asphaltitis.
Around Gennesaret the soil is so fruitful that all
sorts of trees are grown upon it, particularly
walnuts; also palm trees, fig trees, and olives; it
supplies men with figs and grapes 10 months in the
year. Some have thought it to be a vein of the
riile, because it produces the coracine fish as well
as that lake does which is near Alexandria.
{BJ IV. viii. 2. 3. 4, v. xiii. 6) The Jordan and

Jericho are described. Jericho is situated on a
plain, with naked and barren mountains over-
hanging i t ; these mountains extend from Scytho-
polis in the north to Sodom in the south at the
utmost limits of the Salt Sea. Somorrhon is also
spoken of, the Great Plain, the Salt Sea, and the
plantations of palm trees near the Jordan. He
speaks of the fountain of Jericho being healed
by Elisha ; and also of the excellent gardens of
Jericho, 70 furlongs long and 20 broad, abound-
ing in palm trees, yielding honey and bees, the
balsamum, that most precious of all fruits, the
cypress tree, and myrobalanum. He states that it
is not easy to light on any country in the world
equal to it. The lake Asphaltitis is also described.
{BJ IV. viii. 4) He describes the aqueduct from
Nerea to water the palm trees of Jericho.

Strabo (XVI. ii. 16, c. A.D. 19) gives a short
account of the Jordan and Jericho. Ccele-Syria, a
hollow plain between the mountains of Libanus
and Antilibanus. Rivers run through it, the
largest of which is the Jordan, which waters a
country productive and fertile of all things. It
contains also a lake, which produces the aromatic
rush and reed. In it are also marshes. The name
of the lake is Gennesaritis. It produces also bal-
samum. The Lycus and the Jordan are navigated
upwards chiefly by the Aradii, with vessels of
burden. At Jericho is the palm plantation, which
contains various other trees of the cultivated kind
producing excellent fruit, but its chief production
is the palm tree; it is 100 stadia in length; the
Avhole is watered with streams, and filled with
dwellings. Here also is a palace and the garden
of the balsamum. Strabo has not only given a
confused account of the Jordan, but he has mixed
up together the account of the Salt Sea with that
of the Lacus Serbonis, and he places Tarichsea on
the Salt Sea instead of on L. Tiberias.

Tacitus {Hist. v. 6, A.D. 97) sums up the Jordan
in a few words: * Nee Jordanes pelago accipitur :
secundum atque alterum lacum integer perfluit:
tertio retinetur.'

Galen (A.D. 164) and Pausanias (V. vii. 4, A.p. 174)
speak of the disappearance of the Jordan in the
bitter lake.

Pliny {Hist. Nat. v. 15, A.D. 74) speaks of the
rise of Jordan at Panium fountain, ' qui nomen
dedit Caesareae.'

Eusebius and Jerome {Onomast. s.v. 'Dan')
describe Dan as being 4 R. miles distant from
Paneas on the way to Tyre; and here, too, they
say the Jordan breaks forth.

The Targum of Jerusalem writes, ' Dan of
Csesarea' {Targ. Hieros., Gn 1414).

The name of the Salt Sea adopted by Josephus
{Ant. I. ix.), viz. Asphaltitis Lacus, is first found in
Diodorus Siculus (ii. 48, B.C. 45). He gives an
account of the neighbourhood: ' It is, however,
well fitted for the cultivation of palms wherever
it is traversed by serviceable rivers or fountains
available for the purpose of irrigation. In a
neighbouring valley grows the plant called balsam,
which yields an abundant income, as the plant
grows in no other part of the world. It is much
used by physicians as a medicine.'

Justin (XXXVI. iii. 6) and Pausanias (V. vii. 4)
call it θάλασσα ή νεκρά, 'the Dead Sea.'

' As the Jordan in the time of harvest' (Sir 2426;
Aristeas, Epist. ad Philocratem).

Josephus, BJ IT. vii. 6, speaks of yA/3t\a, 'IouXias
(Julias), Βησίμώ, near the lake Asphaltitis.

In the LXX (B) of Jos 1327 the name Beth-nimrah
is given as Βαώαναβρά, and the LXX (A) of Jos 1320

gives Βηδίμούθ for Beth-jesimoth.

LITERATURE.— SWP i. ii. iii., 'Flora and Fauna, Geology';
BRP% i. ii. iii. (Index); Tristram, Land of Israel; Journal Pal.
Geog. Soc. xviii. 104, 1848; Molyneux, Narrative and Official
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Reports; Lynch, Narrative and Official Reports; Neubauer,
Geog. du Tahn. 29 ff.; G. A. Smith, HGHL (Index).

C. WARREN.

JORIBUS {Ίώρφοϊ).— 1. (AV Joribas) 1 Es 844 (43

LXX)=JARIB, Ezr 816. 2. 1 Es 9 1 9=JARIB, Ezr 1018.

JORIM (Ίωρ€ίμ).— An ancestor of Jesus, Lk 329.

JORKEAM (Djflrr).—A Judahite family name,
1 Ch 244. Kittel (in SBOT) suggests that we should
perhaps read Dĵ j?; (Jokdeam), the name of an un-
identified place'in the Negeb of Judah, Jos 1556.

JOSABDUS {Ίωσαββέ! Β, Ίωσάβδη Α), 1 Es 863=
JOZABAD, No. 6.

JOSAPHIAS (ΊωσαφΙα5), 1 Es 836.— In Ezr 810

JOSIPHIAH (wh. see).

JOSECH (Ίωσήχ WH, Ιωσήφ TR, AV Joseph).—
An ancestor of Jesus, Lk 326.

JOSEDEK.—See JEHOZADAK.

JOSEPH (ηρΊ% Ιωσήφ).—1. The patriarch. See
next article, where also the meaning of the name
is discussed. 2. A man of Issachar, Nu 137. 3.
A son of Asaph, 1 Ch 252·9. 4. One of the sons of
Bani who had married a foreign wife, Ezr 1042,
called in 1 Es 934 Josephus. 5. A priest, Neh 1214.
6. An ancestor of Judith, Jth 81. 7. An officer of
Judas Maccabeeus. Along with Azarias he was
defeated by Gorgias, 1 Mac 518·56·60. 8. In 2 Mac
822, and probably also 1019, Joseph is read by mis-
take for John, one of the brothers of Judas
Maccabseus. 9. 10. Ancestors of our Lord, Lk
324·30. 11. The husband of Mary the mother of
Jesus. See sep. article. 12. One of the brethren
of the Lord, Mt 1355 (RV, following WH; in
Mt 2756, Mk 63 1540·47, both AV and RV have
Joses). 13. Joseph of Arimathsea (wh. see). 14.
Joseph Barsabbas (wh. see), Ac I23. 15. The natal
name of Barnabas (wh. see), Ac 436 (AV Joses).

JOSEPH (ipV, in Ps 816 ηρϊ,τ < May [God] add';
cf. Gn 3024).*—The second youngest son of the
patriarch Jacob, Rachel's firstborn, and ancestor
of the two northern tribes Manasseh and Ephraim.

Sources.—The history of Joseph is contained in
Gn 3023 (E), 24 (J); and in Gn 37. 39-50. In these
chapters the body of the narrative is derived from
J and E, the parts which belong to Ρ being only
O71-2a 4.146 4.A6-27 Ληδ-βϋ. 7-11. 27b-28 4.Q3-6 AQ1&. 28b-33 K()U-133>7l-2a 414

The s t r u c t u r e of J E , in t h e p a r t s where t h e dist inction of
sources is most important , will appear most clearly from t h e
following t a b l e : —

(J 3721 25-27 28b * 31-35 39 f
J E 3722-25 (to bread) && (to pit) 28c-30 36
(J 4238-4434 ^ 4628-474- 6b f f
(E 401 4 1 1 4 5 · § 47-57 421-371| 451-465 **

J J 471327a(to Gosheri)29-31.
t E 4712

* The words, ' And they sold Joseph to t h e Ishmaelites for
20 pieces of silver.'

t Except in v.i t h e words ' P o t i p h a r , an officer of Pharaoh's ,
t h e captain of t h e guard. '

X Except v.3 ' in to t h e prison, t h e place where Joseph was
b o u n d ' ; v.5 ' T h e but ler and t h e baker of the king of Egypt,
which were bound in t h e p r i s o n ' ; v . i g b ' A n d here also have I
done nothing, t h a t they should have p u t me into t h e dungeon. '

§ Except v.i* ' And they b r o u g h t h i m hasti ly o u t of t h e
dungeon. '

|| Except vv.27.28.
If Except 4314 (on account of t h e allusion t o Simeon), and

4323b «And he brought Simeon o u t u n t o t h e m . '
** Except 4 5 4 b ' whom ye sold u n t o Egypt, ' β ' t h a t ye sold

m e hi ther, ' 10a «and t h o u shalt dwell in t h e land of Goshen,'
with perhaps one or two u n i m p o r t a n t clauses elsewhere.

ft F r o m ' in the land of Goshen.'

* In 3023, from another source (E), a different etymology is
given, as t h o u g h the word were connected wi th *]D1S! to take
away.

For the grounds of this analysis, reference must be made tc
the Comms., or, more briefly, to LOT p. 16 f. (6l7ff.). The
history of Joseph must have been told at length in J and Ε
alike, in substantially the same form in both, but with occa-
sional variations in details; and the method mostly followed
by the compiler, esp. in chs. 39-47, has been to excerpt long
passages from J and Ε alternately, and at the same time to
incorporate in each short notices embodying the characteristic
differences of the other. It may assist the reader to place
here a synopsis of the principal differences between the two
narratives. According to J, Joseph, when his brethren plot to
kill him, is rescued by Judah, and then sold by his brethren
to Ishmaelites, who in their turn sell him to an Egyptian oi
position, whose name is not given: after the charge brought
against him by his master's wife, he is thrown into the state-
prison; and the keeper of this makes him overseer of the
other prisoners. In the sequel, the brethren only tell Joseph
about their younger brother in answer to his inquiry (437 441») ;
nothing is said about Simeon being detained as a hostage in
Egypt; the brethren open their sacks and discover the money
in them, at the lodging-place by the way; Judah offers to be
surety to his father for Benjamin's return; and Goshen is
named as the district allotted to Jacob and his sons. According
to E, Joseph is rescued from his other brethren by Reuben> and
thrown into a pit, from which he is draAvn up by Midianites
without his brothers' knowledge: he is sold by them to Poti-
phar, captain of the guard, who appoints him to wait on the
prisoners confined in his house: the brethren, when taxed
with being spies, volunteer the information about their younger
brother (4213· 32) · Simeon is left in Egypt as a hostage ; the
brethren open their sacks at the end of their journey home ;
Reuben offers to be surety for Benjamin's return; and there
is no mention of Goshen.* Thus, while both versions bring
Joseph into relation with a prison, he is a prisoner himself
only in J ; in Ε he is merely appointed to wait on the prisoners:
further, while in J the keeper of the prison (who is distinct
from Joseph's master, 3920- 21) commits the other prisoners into
his charge, in Ε his own master, the ' captain of the guard'
(3736 403a. 4)f appoints him to wait upon the prisoners. In the
existing (composite) narrative the two versions are harmonized
(though imperfectly) by Potiphar being represented as both
Joseph's master and also 'captain of the guard.'

After the account of his birth (3023f·), the next
notice of Joseph's life which occurs is when he
has grown into a lad, and (according to P) is 17
years old (372a). His father's favourite,f he ex-
cites the envy of his elder brothers, which is
increased by his imprudence in communicating to
them the dreams,—both too manifestly suggest-
ive of future greatness (373"11),—of his brethren's
sheaves bowing down to his, and of the sun, moon,
and eleven stars making obeisance to him. Shortly
afterwards, his brethren are keeping their father's
flocks at Shechem; and Joseph is sent by his
father from the broad 'vale,5 in which Hebron
lay (3714; cf. 3527), to inquire after their welfare.
He finds them at Dothan (2 Κ 613), now Tell
Dothan, about 15 miles N. of Shechem, where
the pasturage is still even richer than it is at
Shechem (Robinson, BB iii. 122). As they see
him approaching in the distance, they plan to kill
him, and so to frustrate for ever the, to them,
unwelcome future portended by his dreams. At
this point (3721ff<) the composition of the narrative
becomes apparent, and there are two divergent
accounts of the manner in which Joseph was
rescued from their hands, and came to be sold
into Egypt.ΐ According to J, Judah dissuades
his other brethren from carrying out their purpose,
and induces them to sell Joseph to a caravan of
Ishmaelites, who happened at the time to be passing
by, on their way from Gilead to Egypt; § and the
Ishmaelites, upon their arrival in Egypt, sell him

* This last distinction agrees with that which appears in
Exodus, where similarly it is only J who describes the Israelites
as living apart in Goshen (822 926).

t The D'DB n^hf (also 2 S 13i8f-, as worn by princesses), the
* coat of many colours' of AV (so LXX ποικίλο?, Vulg. polymita),
was more probably (Pesh. Aq. Symm.; also LXX Vulg. in 2 S
[χίτων χαρπωτός; tunica talaris]) a tunic having sleeves for the
arms, and reaching to the feet (cf. RVm), lit. (if the Aram,
sense of D3 may be adopted, for the word does not occur other-
wise in the Heb. of the OT) a tunic of palms (of the hands) and
soles (of the feet), —the tunic ordinarily worn having no sleeves,
and reaching only to the knees.

X See, above, the parts which belong to the two narratives.
§ Dothan, it is to be observed, lies upon the caravan-route

leading from Beth-shean and Jezreel to Ramleh and Egypt
(Rob. I.e.) ; it was thus a natural spot for the Ishmaelite dealers,
travelling from Gilead, to pass.
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as a slave to an Egyptian of rank. According to
E, Reuben,* Joseph's eldest brother, dissuades the
others from carrying out their plan; at his sug-
gestion they cast Joseph into a pit, and Midianite
merchantmen, passing by,f draw him up out of the
pit, without his brothers' knowledge, and sell him
into Egypt to Potiphar, the 'captain of the guard.'ΐ
Reuben upon returning, after the meal (v.25a), to
the pit, in the hope, no doubt, of being able now
to send Joseph home secretly, is disconsolate to
find it empty. His father's grief, upon receiving
the blood-stained coat, which his brethren bring
to him, as evidence of Joseph's death, is graphi-
cally portrayed (vv.32*35 J).

How Joseph meanwhile fared in Egypt is re-
counted by J in ch. 39, and by Ε in ch. 40 (in
each case, with the exceptions noted above). The
Egyptian, to whom the . Ishmaelites sold him,§
finding him to be quick and trustworthy, appoints
him Over his house,'—i.e. makes him superin-
tendent of his establishment, or his major domo,—
and intrusts to him the whole of his domestic
arrangements, so that 'with him—i.e. beside him
—he knew not ought, save the bread that he did
eat,' which, on account of religious scruples, would
not in Egypt be naturally intrusted to the care
of a foreigner (cf. 4332b). Under Joseph's admin-
istration, everything prospered in his master's
house; and the blessing of heaven rested visibly
upon it (391"6). But Joseph was ' comely and well-
favoured,' and attracted the notice of his master's
wife: she makes advances to him, which he re-
jects, saying nobly that he will neither betray
the trust which his master reposes in him, nor
sin against God. The advances are repeated, but
still meet with no response. In the end, enraged at
what she considers as a slight received at Joseph's
hands, she brings a false accusation against him
before her husband ; and he is cast into the state-
prison. || There, however, J" is still with him: he
wins the favour of the keeper of the prison, who finds
he can place in him implicit confidence, and even
commits the other prisoners to his charge (397"23).

Shortly afterwards (ch. 40 E), two of the
Pharaoh's officers, the chief of his cupbearers, or
butlers, and the chief of his bakers, offended the
king, and they were placed in custody IT in the
house of the ' captain of the guard,3—i.e. Potiphar,
who, according to 3736 (also E), had bought Joseph
of the Midianites. Joseph is appointed to wait
upon them (404); ** and, coming in to them one

* At least, if (as most critics suppose) ' Judah' stood origin-
ally in v.2i (J) for ' Reuben' (as the text stands, v.2lb and v.22a
are tautologous). But even if that be not the case, we have
4 Reuben' in vv.22.29 (£), and ' Judah' in v.26 (j).

f i n v.28 the absence of the art. before 'Midianites1 shows
that the reference cannot be to * the Ishmaelites,· mentioned
specifically in v.27.

X Properly, ' captain (or superintendent, chief) of the slaugh-
terers ' (of animals [not 'executioners']), a Heb. title, though
always, as it happens, applied to foreigners (elsewhere only,
with 21 for T(?t of Neb.'s 'captain of the guard' Jer 399ff· 4l'io
436 52i2ff.f 2 Κ 258ff·, and Dn 214). The royal butchers came in
some way to form the royal bodyguard; cf. W. R. Smith,
OTJC1* 262 f. LXX Hpwp&yupost—in itself a perfectly possible
rendering (see 1S 923· 24), but not probable in view of Jer 39, etc.

§ Identified in the existing text with Potiphar (3736) by the
harmonizing insertion in 39 l b.

II The expression is a peculiar one (not the ordinary Heb.
term for ' prison'), and is found only here (3920-23) and 403· 5.
Understood as two Heb. words, it might mean ' house of round-
ness,' i.e. a circular tower, such as might be used as a prison;
but sdhar is perhaps the Hebraized form of an Egyp. word
[cf. Ebers, Aeg. u. die Bb. Mos. 318 f. : the very special char-
acter of the suhan at Thebes (see Maspero, Struggle, 271 n. 5) is
an objection to Sayce's view (EHH 87) that it may be this word].

ίϊ According to the insertions in vv.Sb. 5b. 15b (j) t i n the state-
prison, where Joseph was bound. In νγ.14*>-1δ», according to E,
Joseph prays to be released, not from imprisonment, but only
from servitude in a foreign land, after having been 'stolen
away' from his native country (in agreement with E's repre-
sentation in 3728a. c).

** Cf. 4112 (also E). In 3922 (J) Joseph is made overseer of the
other prisoners; and he receives this appointment, not from
his master (as here), but from the keeper of the state-prison.

morning, he hears from them about their two
dreams. Unable to interpret them themselves,
they recount them to him ; and he interprets them
correctly. Three days after, on the Pharaoh's
birthday, the chief butler, as Joseph foretold, is
restored to his office, and the chief baker is hung
(405"23).

Ch. 41 (with the exceptions noted, E) tells the
story of Joseph's elevation in Egypt. After two
years, during which time his position remained
unaltered (the chief butler having forgotten his
promise to mention him to the king), the Pharaoh
had his two dreams, of the fat and lean kine, and
of the full and withered ears ; and much signifi-
cance being attached in Egypt to dreams, he was
disturbed to find no one able to interpret them.
The chief butler, reminded by the occurrence of
Joseph's skill in his own case, mentions him to the
Pharaoh. He is sent for ; and, being brought before
the king,* declares to him what his dreams signify,
viz. seven years of plenty, to be succeeded imme-
diately by seven years of famine: in view of the
future, he further suggests the practical measure
of making provision for the years of famine by
storing up in advance a fifth of the produce of
each of the years of plenty. The Pharaoh, im-
pressed by his sagacity, and recognizing it as of
God (4138ί·), forthwith invests him with authority
over the entire land of Egypt, for the purpose of
giving effect to this proposal, and confers upon
him other signal marks of the royal favour (4140"44):
he further, as a mark of his admittance into the
Egyptian bureaucracy, bestows upon him a-n
Egyptian name, Zaphnath-pa'aneah, and marries
him to Asenath, a daughter of Potiphera, priest of
the great national temple of the sun (Ra), at On
(Heliopolis, 7 miles N.E. of the modern Cairo). A
notice from Ρ (4146) states that Joseph, at the time
of his elevation, was 30 years of age. During the
7 years of plenty, Joseph amassed corn in the
granaries of every city from the surrounding
district: in the 5th of these years, we are told,
Asenath bore him two sons, who were named,
respectively, Manasseh in allusion to his forgetting
now his past troubles, and Ephraim on account of
his fruit)ulness in the land of his affliction. When
the years of famine began, the Egyptians all came
to Joseph to buy corn (4154"56).

Famines in Egypt are due commonly to the
failure of the annual inundation of the Nile. The
famine in which Joseph is concerned is stated,
however, to have extended to all the earth (4157);
and this circumstance is the fact upon which the
entire sequel of the story hinges. 421"37 (E, except
vv.27·28) tells how, as the famine became severe in
Canaan, Jacob sends all his sons except Benjamin
to buy corn in Egypt. Introduced into Joseph's
presence, they prostrate themselves before him (cf.
the dreams, 377'9), but do not recognize him : during
the years of separation f he has grown from a
youth into a man, and his Egyptian dress and
shaven face further disguise him. He receives
them roughly, and accuses them of being spies,
sent to discover the * nakedness of the land.' The
charge throws them off" their guard; and they seek
to disarm his suspicions by volunteering informa-
tion X about their family, of which Joseph at once
takes advantage : desirous, namely, of ascertaining
the truth about Benjamin, he insists that one
shall be left bound in Egypt, while the others go
home, and bring back their youngest brother with

* According to the notice from J, inserted in vM, from the
dungeon, in which J represents him as imprisoned (4015b 3921-23).

t According to E, more than 9 (411· 48) ; taking account of the
additional dates given by Ρ (373 41*6), more than 20 (13+the 7 of
4148).

t 4113, cf. v.32. in the parallel narrative of J, this information
must have been given in answer to Joseph's express inquiry
see 437 4419.
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them. Their conscience, the narrator remarks,
smites them : they recognize in their misfortunes
a nemesis for their treatment of Joseph; and
Reuben—who regularly takes the lead in Ε—
reminds them how he had sought to divert them
from their purpose. Joseph understood all the
time what they were saying, and was much moved
by i t : he adheres, however, to his terms, and
retains as hostage, not indeed Keuben, his former
protector, but the next eldest of his brethren,
Simeon. Having secretly given orders for each
man's money to be restored into his sack, and
having given them provision for the way, he lets
the others go, and they return to Canaan. Arrived
there, they report to their father what had befallen
them : the surprising discovery of the money in
their sacks * adds to their and his anxiety ; and he
bitterly reproaches them for their inconsiderate
treatment of him. Reuben steps forward, and
offers his two sons as surety for the safe return of
Benjamin from Egypt.

The narrative is now continued by a long extract
from J (4238-4434, with the exceptions noted). The
famine continuing in Canaan, Jacob is obliged a
second time to send to Egypt for corn: he is
reluctant at first to let Benjamin go as well: but
after the representations of Judah,—who takes the
lead in J (cf. 3726i), as Reuben does in E,—and his
offer to be surety for his safe return (cf. the similar
offer of Reuben in E, 4237), he consents, sending at
the same time a present, to conciliate, if pos-
sible, the favour of the great Egyptian governor.
Joseph, seeing Benjamin with his other brothers,
and perceiving thus that they have spoken the
truth, prepares to show them friendliness, and
invites them to a feast in his house. Ε mentions
at this point that Simeon was released to them.
They make ready their present for Joseph ; and as
he comes in, a second time (cf. 426b) fulfil uncon-
sciously his dreams (377·9) : he inquires tenderly for
his father, and expresses his satisfaction at seeing
Benjamin. At the feast, they are surprised to
find themselves seated according to their ages, and
Benjamin honoured with a 'mess,'—or honorary
portion (cf. 2 S II8),—five times as large as any of
theirs.

The donoument now approaches. The brethren
depart, with their sacks filled with corn, Joseph
having privately given orders for his divining-cup
to be hidden in Benjamin's sack. Before they can
have gone far, he sends messengers after them,
who overtake them, and tax them with the theft.
Their consciences are clear; and they voluntarily
offer the offender to justice. Dismay and despair
seize them, when the cup is found in Benjamin's
sack. With affected indignation, Joseph re-
proaches them with what they have done : Judah,
in reply, speaking on behalf of them all, attempts
no excuse; for no excuse seems to be possible : a
just retribution has overtaken them (cf. 4221);
they will all remain bondmen in Egypt. But
Joseph presses his advantage home: he will only
retain Benjamin. Judah now steps forward, and
in a speech of striking beauty, remarkable not
less for grace and persuasive eloquence than for
frankness and generosity, intercedes on Benjamin's
behalf : explaining how all had happened from the
beginning, he entreats Joseph to have compassion
on the feelings of an aged father, and to allow him
to remain as bondman himself in his brother's
stead (4418"34). Overcome by the pathos of Judah's
appeal, and convinced at last of his brethren's

* In J (see 4321) this discovery is made at the lodging-place
by the way; and 4227. 28 is an extract from J's account of it
(notice "1ΠΝΠ 'the one,' implying others to follow, not 1ΠΚ.
Observe also that the unusual word JinnDN sack, occurring 13
times in ch. 43-44 (J), occurs also twice in 4227.28, and not
elsewhere in the OT).
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altered mind, Joseph discloses himself to them
(ch. 45 E*). His first inquiry is for his father. For
a while they can give no answer for amazement;
but he reassures them, and allays their fears : in
what they have done, they have been, after all,
the unconscious instruments of Providence, for
* God did send me before you to preserve life'
(45δ· 7·8). And he sends an affectionate message to
his father, to come and settle in Egypt, and be
supported by him there.

Upon Jacob's arrival in Egypt, Joseph hastens
to meet his father in Goshen (4628"30 J). He
presents five of his brethren to the Pharaoh, who
upon learning from them that they are shepherds,
agrees to grant them an abode in GOSHEN (wh. see),
a pastoral district about Saft el-ljenneh, some 40
miles N.E. of Cairo (4631-474-6b J ; cf. 475'6a P).f
(According to Ρ (477'11) Jacob himself is introduced
by Joseph to the Pharaoh; and Joseph assigns
him, at the Pharaoh's command, an abode in the
* land of Rameses,'—probably a name for the E.
part of the Delta, which Ramses II., the Pharaoh
of the oppression, beautified by many new build-
ings, and often made his residence.) X

There follows a paragraph (4713"26 J), describing
a permanent change in the Egyptian system of
land-tenure, which was attributed to Joseph.
The famine continuing in Egypt, the people first
gave away all their money for corn, then they
gave away their cattle, finally they offered them-
selves and their land. The result was that all the
land in Egypt, except that of the priests (who
received a fixed revenue in kind from the crown,
and thus had no occasion to sell their possessions
for food), became the property of the Pharaoh, the
previous owners becoming tenants of the king,
paying him, as it were, an annual rent of \ of the
produce.

According to Ρ (4727b"28) Jacob lived with Joseph
in Egypt 17 years. As the time drew near for him
to die, Joseph hearing of his sickness, brought in
his two sons, Manasseh and Ephraim to see him.
Upon hearing that they were there, the aged
patriarch blessed them, giving Ephraim, the
younger, against their father's desire, the first
place, in view of the future greatness of the tri be
descended from him (vv.1"2·8'20 JE), at the same
time (vv.21·22 E) conferring upon Joseph, as a special
gift, ' one shoulder—or mountain-slope—above his
brethren' (with allusion to Shechem; see JACOB,
p. 532). A parallel text of Ρ (483-7) describes
Jacob's adoption of his two grandsons, in virtue of
which he places each on the same level with his
own sons.

After Jacob's death, Joseph, as was natural,
made suitable provision for his burial (501"11·14

JE, probably J ; 5012·13 P). His brethren fear now
that he will exact retribution for their past treat-
ment of him, and send accordingly to crave his
forgiveness. He replies generously that he is not
in God's place, viz. to exact vengeance for actions
which, however intended, have been overruled by
God's providence for good (' to save much people
alive'), and that he will continue to make pro-
vision for their nourishment and welfare (5015"21 E).§
He lived, we read, to the age of 110, surviving
even the birth of his great-grandchildren.|| Before

* Except the clauses in ννΛ 5 referring to Joseph's having
been sold by his brethren ; v.io as far as Goshen; and perhaps
v.28.

t The sequence in 47δ· β is much better in LXX than in the
Heb. text.

X The expression is thus proleptic, even if it be not actually
an anachronism.

§ The terms of v.2ia (cf. 4712), and the expression,' as it is this
day,' in v.20, seem to show that the writer pictured the famine
as still continuing (cf. 4511). Ε must have placed Jacob's death
earlier than Ρ (4728).

II V.23 ' the sons of Machir, son of Manasseh,' are specified, on
account of the importance attaching later to the correspond-
ing clans of the tribe of Manasseh, on the E. of Jordan (see
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his death he expressed his assurance that God
would ultimately bring up the children of Israel
out of Egypt, and gave solemn directions for his
bones to be brought up with them (5022"26 E). The
fulfilment of this injunction is described in Ex
1319, Jos 2432

 k(both E) ; in the latter place it is
added that Joseph's bones were buried finally in
Shechem, in the plot of ground bought there by
Jacob (Gn 3319) in the centre of the territory owned
by his descendants, the 'children of Ephraim.'

The character of Joseph is one that is singularly
amiable and free from faults. He is the true son,
the true brother, the true servant. Loyal and
faithful, disinterested and sincere, modest and
considerate, he wins the esteem of all right-
minded persons with whom he has to do. He is
obedient to duty in whatever position he finds
himself—whether feeding his father's sheep, or
attending to his master's house, or acting for the
keeper of the prison, or invested by Pharaoh with

] authority over Egypt. ' J " was with him' is
the significant phrase by which the narrator in-
dicates the Divine approval of his conduct (392·3·
21. 23)# j n misfortune he is resigned, and does not
complain. He resists temptation. In his eleva-
tion he neither presumes upon his position nor
forgets his humbler relations: in spite of their
cruel treatment of him, he bears his brethren no
grudge; even after his father's death he is as
generous and magnanimous as before (5017"21). He
has deep and true affection : his younger brother
and his father are ever foremost in his thoughts. *
His attitude towards his other brethren, and the
humiliation which he imposes on them, are, of
course, dictated by the desire to prove them, and
bring them to acknowledge their sin; as soon as
they have done this (cf. 4221·22 4416), and he is
satisfied that they are treating his father and
Benjamin with genuine affection, he discloses him-
self, excuses them for what they had done (455"8),
and, to assure them of his forgiveness and good-
will, makes provision for their residence near
himself in Egypt. He has a lively sense of de-
pendence upon God and of his duty towards Him
(399 4116 5024). He is conscious that he is in God's
hands, who overrules evil that good may come,
and effects His purposes even though it may be
without the knowledge and against the wishes of
the actual agents (5020, cf. 455·7·8). As a righteous
man, persecuted and sold by his brethren, wrong-
fully accused and humiliated, but afterwards
exalted, and using his position for the good of
others, submissive, forgiving, and tender-hearted,
it is not surprising that he should often have been
regarded as a type of Christ. Only the measures
adopted by Joseph for the relief of the famine

| might be thought to strike a discordant note in
his character. To appropriate the surplus produce
of the seven years of plenty, and then to compel
the Egyptians to buy back, even to their own
impoverishment, what they had themselves pre-
viously given up, does not seem consistent with our
ideas of justice and equity. It must, however, be
remembered, that, in this respect, Joseph was not,
and could not be expected to be, in advance of the
public morality of his age. The economic condi-
tions of Egypt are, and always have been, peculiar.
The fertility of the soil is dependent upon a system
of irrigation, which can only be kept in proper order
by the central government; and the cultivator falls

MACHIR and MANASSEH). 'Born upon Joseph's knees,' i.e.
recognized by him as his descendants; cf. 303, Odyss. xix. 401.

• Gn 41δΐ end is naturally not to be taken au pied de la lettre.
It is an old difficulty that Joseph did not, immediately after his
elevation, take steps to inform his father of his welfare ; but
perhaps separations of this kind were taken in those days more
as a matter of course than they would be by us; and certainly,
if Joseph had done this, both the interest and the moral of the
narrative would have been greatly impaired.

into a state of dependency and indebtedness to it
at the same time. Moreover, the Egyptian fellah
lacks inherently the spirit of independence, and,
even to the present day, is content to enrich others
by his labour rather than himself. Of course such
considerations as these do not justify in the abstract
the oppressions to which Egypt has habitually
been exposed at the hands of Oriental viceroys and
pashas; but they tend to show that Joseph did
not do more than was consistent with the condition
of the country, with the age in which he lived,
and with the position in which he found himself
placed at the time.* Nevertheless, as Delitzsch
observes, the remark of Niebuhr remains true :
* the history of Joseph is a dangerous precedent for
designing ministers.'

Joseph was the reputed ancestor of the two tribes
Manasseh and Ephraim, the latter being the most
powerful and important in Northern Israel. In
the blessings of Jacob (Gn 4922-26) and Moses
(Dt 3313'16), 'Joseph' manifestly represents these
two tribes, though no doubt in each the poet is
thinking more particularly of Ephraim; in each
he descants upon the blessings of soil and climate,
of populousness and military strength, enjoyed
by the tribe; and in each Joseph bears the title
rnx vu 'the separate {or crowned) one of his
brethren,' i.e. the tribe distinguished from the
others by the possession, in a pre-eminent degree,
of such distinctions as wealth, and influence, and
political and military power. The terms of these
blessings, and the enthusiasm which in each the
poet displays for'Joseph,'show that both spring
from the period during which Ephraim was the
leading tribe in Israel, t The two tribes are also
grouped together elsewhere under the same common
designation : not only in the expression * children
of Joseph,' Jos 161 1714·16 (J), Nu I 1 0 · 1 2, Jos 144 18U

al. (P), but also in 'house of Joseph,' Jos 1717 185,
Jg 122.J23.+ 25 2 S 1920J 1 Κ II2 8, and (like Ephraim
i H ) t i i f N t h I l ll

g J J , ( p
in Hos) a potiori of Northern Israel generally,
Am 56, Ob 18 (|| ' house of Jacob'), Zee 106, and in
'Joseph' alone (sometimes representing N. Israel
generally), Dt 2712 3313·16, Am 515 6*, Ezk 3716·19

47134832, Ps7717 ('the sons of Jacob and Joseph')
7867801 (||' Israel'), 815.

On Joseph-e^ as the name of a place in Palestine
in the 15th cent. B.C., see p. 526.

Date of Joseph.—The period of Egyptian history
at which the events of Joseph's life are to be
placed, cannot be determined except inferentially.
As in the Book of Exodus, the name of the
Pharaoh is not mentioned; and in view of the
general fixity of Egyptian institutions, the allu-
sions to Egyptian manners and customs, as
Dillm. remarks, are not sufficiently distinctive to
constitute a clue to the age in which he lived. §
The biblical dates, both of the Exodus and of the
patriarchal age (which is dependent upon it, Ex
1241), are too uncertain to form a secure basis for
further chronological calculations (see CHRON-
OLOGY, vol. i. p. 398). There are, however, strong
reasons for supposing Ramses π. of the 19th
dynasty (B.C. 1275-1208, Petrie) to be the Pharaoh
of the oppression (Ex l 8 f f ) ; and arguing back
from this datum, it is probable that Joseph's

* Cf. the remarks and quotations illustrative of the economic
condition of Egypt in the work of Vigouroux, cited below
(p. 772 n.*), ii. 183-189; also Ebers, Gosen, 486-8 (ed. 2, 498 f.).

f In 2 S 1943 (44) LXX (ϊ)Ώψ for 1Π?), * I am also the firstborn
more than thou,' the men of Israel claim the birthright—no
doubt on account of the prestige enjoyed by Ephraim ; cf. 1 Ch
51· 2 : Ew. i. 422.

J Including here Benjamin (in 2 S 192<> Shimei, a Ben jaminite,
speaks). Cf. Stade, Gesch. i. 160 ff.

§ Sayce's statement (EHH 90, cf. 83), that the Egypt which
the narrative brings before us is that of the Hyksos age, is not
warranted by the facts: not one of the illustrations quoted by
him is distinctive of the Hyksos age, and the great majority are
not drawn from that period at all.
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elevation in Egypt is to be placed under one of
the later Hyksos kings.* The Hyksos {i.e. Hyk-
shasu, 'prince of the Shasu,' or 'spoilers,5 i.e.
desert-hordes, or Bedawis) were a race of Asiatic
invaders, who (according to Manetho) held posses-
sion of Egypt for 511 years (B.C. 2098-1587, Petrie),
at first devastating and destroying, but afterwards
settling down, and assimilating much of the cul-
ture of the conquered Egyptians (cf. vol. i. p. 659 f.;
Maspero, Struggle of Nations, 50 ff., 72 ff.). Zoan
(Tanis), in the N.E. of the Delta, f (as excava-
tions have shown) was one of their chief cities.
George the Syncellus speaks of a general consensus
of chronographers to the effect that the Pharaoh
of Joseph was Aphophis,:]: i.e. Apepa (Π.), the last
important Hyksos king.§ As it happens, if we
place the Exodus at about B.C. 1204 (Petrie), this
would agree with the date given in Ex 1241

(1204 + 430 = 1634 B.C.).
Historical Character of Joseph.—Taken in the

abstract, it cannot be said that there are serious
historical improbabilities in the substance of
Joseph's biography. Certainly the narrative con-
tains many dramatic situations. Both Joseph and
his brethren pass through a series of crises and
adventures, any one of which might readily have
closed the drama, though all, in fact, lead on
happily to the final denoument. Truth is, how-
ever, proverbially stranger than fiction. There
have been many remarkable biographies in history,
and we must beware of making probability too
absolutely the test of credibility. In the general
fact of a foreigner, by a happy stroke of clever-
ness, winning the favour of an Eastern despot, and
being in consequence invested by him with high
powers, there is nothing unprecedented; and in
the case of Egypt, in particular, the monuments
supply explicit evidence of foreigners rising there
to positions of political distinction. The question
assumes, however, a different aspect when account
is taken (1) of the fact that the narratives about
Joseph are plainly not the work of a contemporary
hand, || but were in all probability only committed
to writing 700-800 years afterwards, and (2) of the
further curious fact that 'Joseph' (like many
of the other patriarchal names) is also a tribal
name, the name of that subdivision of the nation
which was also called after his two sons, Manasseh
and Ephraim. The first of these facts at once
destroys all guarantee that we possess in the
Joseph-narratives a literal record of the facts. The
outline, indeed, may still be historical, but for
details or particular episodes popular imagination
will very probably be responsible: the improb-
abilities which certainly attach to some of the
details connected with the famine and the measures

*So Knob., Dillm., Riehm, Ebers (in Smith, DB2 1792f.),
Brugsch (Steininschrift, 131), Wiedemann (with reserve), Aeg.
Gesch. (1884), i. 293 fM and in his small Gesch. von alt-Aeg. (1891)
67 f.; and others.

t Zoan would be not more than about 35 miles from Goshen;
and it is true that the court of the Pharaoh in Gn is represented
as being· not far from Goshen (for Joseph was near to both:
4510.16 4629-34 477), whereas the residence of the Pharaohs, both
before (12-14 dyn.) and after (18-20 dyn.) the Hyksos period, was
far up the Nile, at Thebes. However, an argument in support
of Joseph's Pharaoh being one of the Hyksos kings could be
based upon this coincidence, only if it were already certain that
the narrative was the work of a contemporary hand, which
might be trusted to reproduce accurately geographical facts of
this kind.

X P . 62 (cf. p . 69) ίπϊ ποίσΊ γα,ρ (Τνμ,πίφωνητοιι οτι irr) Άφώφεως
ν,ρζίν ΊάΜΤΥιφ τ*3ί Αιγύπτου : ρ. 107, the 17th year of Aphophis is
specified. Erman {Z. f. Aeg. Spr. 1881, 125-7; cf. Maspero,
Struggle of Nations, 71) has made it probable that this date
was arrived at by a combination of the 430 years of Ex 12*1 with
Egyptian data.

§ Petrie, Hist, of Eg. i. 242, ii. 17 ff.
II Notice incidentally in this connexion the absence of par-

ticulars in the narrative, e.g. any mention of the personal name
of the Pharaoh, and of the place in Egypt where he held his court;
and cf. Sayce, HGJSI228 f. Contemporary writers—for instance,
Jeremiah—are in such matters much more definite and specific.

by which it was relieved (4147'49·54· δδ· δ7 4714"26) *
may thus, for example, be accounted for. The
second fact raises the further question whether the
figure of Joseph, in part or even as a whole, is a
reflection of the history and characteristics of the
tribe, projected upon the past in an individual
form.

According to Ewald (cf. above, p. 534), the twelve sons of
Jacob represent corresponding subdivisions of the nation: the
smaller part of it, distinguished in the extant tradition by the
name and fame of Joseph, and consisting essentially of the two
tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh (which afterwards separated),
migrated into Egypt first; Joseph, who was a real person, was
a leader or distinguished member of the immigrants; he rose
to power in Egypt, and conferred there great benefits both upon
his own people and upon the country, and in the end also
attracted the remaining and stronger part of his people to the E.
frontier of Egypt. His personality was a remarkable one ; and
in after ages it was transfigured in the memory of his people :
under the influence of Israel's religion it became an ideal of
filial and fraternal affection, a high example of goodness, de-
votion to duty, sincerity, and love. The fundamental idea of
the story consists in the happy reunion in Egypt of the long-
separated members of Jacob's family, at the call of the son and
brother who has risen there to high station ; this, in the
narrative of Genesis, as we possess it, has been gradually
elaborated by successive writers until it attained ' the mature
and attractive form in which it was worthy to become an heir-
loom of the human race.' t The view of Dillm. (introd. to
ch. 39) and Kittel (i. 168f.) is similar: behind the individual,
Joseph, there stands the tribe (Dillm.); the tribe, migrating
to Egypt, acquired there power and pre-eminence over its
' brethren,' and its leader is known to tradition by the same
name, Joseph (Kittel). It is an objection to this view that it
duplicates the name at one and the same time : ' Joseph' de-
notes both an individual and a tribe, not at different times,
but in Egypt itself. Stade and others see in Joseph (as in his
brethren) merely the imaginary eponymous ancestor of the
tribe, in whose life and experiences are reflected the political
and other relations of a later age.

Any judgment upon a question of this kind must
be more or less 'subjective'; but to the present
writer the amount of personal incident and detail
in the narrative appears, as in the case of JACOB
(p. 534b), to be an objection to both these views.
It seems to him to be more probable that there
was an actual person, Joseph, afterwards—rightly
or wrongly—regarded as the ancestor of the tribe,
whose biography, during the time that it lived
only in oral tradition, may have been embellished
and made more dramatic in details, but who under-
went substantially the experiences recounted of
him in Gn, and who, having risen to power in
Egypt, succeeded in obtaining for his fellow-tribes-
men a home in the pastoral land of Goshen. This
view7, amongst other things, does justice to the
Egyptian colouring of the narrative (see below).
This colouring, it is true, is seldom specific; it is
never of a character to prove close and personal
cognizance of the facts described ;ΐ nevertheless, its
presence in the narrative — as indeed the entire
Egyptian episode in Joseph's life — is difficult to
account for, if the whole were nothing but a
legend, woven by popular fancy upon the hills of
Ephraim.

From 4713'26, however, more cannot be inferred than that the
agrarian conditions described prevailed in the age of the
narrator: the details of the narrative, such as the connexion
with the seven years of famine, the exhaustion of the Egyptians'
money, etc., will, as Dillm. remarks, 'belong merely der naiven
Sage.' The benefit derived in consequence by the crown must
have been attributed popularly to Joseph's statesmanship ; but
if it be true that he rose to power under Aphophis, at the very
time when the native Theban princes were beginning the war of
independence, it is difficult to think that an innovation of this
kind, introduced by him, could have survived the- expulsion of
the Hyksos Pharaohs.

It is, moreover, important to observe, as Kittel
has pointed out, that this colouring is common
to both J and Ε : as it is improbable that two
writers would have added it independently, it may
be inferred that it was inherent in the common

* Cf. Kuenen, ThT, May 1871, p. 269 ff.
t Ewald, Hist. i. 363, 382, 405, 407-409, 412-420.
i Institutions, officials, etc., for instance, are described gener-

ally, not by their specific Egypt, names: contrast the long lists
of specific titles in Brugsch, jEgyptologie, pp. 206-232.
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tradition which both represent. This is a circum-
stance tending to show that in its origin the Egyptian
element was considerably anterior to either J or E,
and increases the probability that it rests ulti-
mately upon a foundation in fact. At the same
time, it is difficult to deny that the narrative
(like those of ISHMAEL and JACOB) has been coloured
in some of its details by later events, and even
that particular episodes may have originated in
the desire to account for the circumstances and
relations of a later age. The hostility of the
brethren to Joseph, the leadership in one narrative
(E) of Reuben, in the other (J) of Judah, the
power and pre-eminence of Joseph as compared
with his father and brothers, the fact that Ben-
jamin, afterwards the smallest tribe, is the
youngest brother, the * adoption' of his two
grandsons by Jacob {i.e. their elevation to the
same rank as his own sons), and the priority so
pointedly bestowed by him upon the younger, are,
for instance, points at which it is very possible
that popular imagination has thus been at work,
colouring or supplementing the historical elements
of the Joseph-tradition by reference to the facts
and conditions of later times. And naturally the
literary form of the narrative, with its charms of
style and other characteristic traits, will be due
to the different writers, who, severally, cast the
original tradition into a written shape.

The acquaintance shown by the authors of the
Joseph narratives, esp. J and E, with Egyptian
customs and institutions has been long observed ; *
and the principal instances deserve to be noticed
here, references being added to authorities where
the subject may be more fully studied.

372δ (cf. 4311). There would be demand in Egypt
for resinous substances, such as * gum tragacanth,'
' balm/ and ' ladanum' (the exudation of the
Cistus or Rock-rose),f partly for medicinal purposes,
partly for the composition of incense to be used
in religious rites, and partly for embalming; see
Ebers, Aeg. 289-293. For Syrian trade with
Egypt (in the 18th dyn.), including slaves, see
ib. 292 ff., Erman, Life in Ancient Egypt, 516 if.

394 ' and he appointed him over his house.'Z Such
a position can hardly be regarded as distinctively
Egyptian (see note X): nevertheless the monuments
show that large Egyptian households were organized
with superintendents of their different departments
(the fields, the cattle, the kitchen, etc.), the mer-
per, or ' superintendent of the house,' being in
particular often mentioned.§ The 'bread which'"
his master ' did eat' (396) would not be left in
Joseph's hand, on account of the scruples which
the Egyptians had against eating food prepared
by foreigners (cf. 4332). To the story of Joseph
and his master's wife (397ff·) there is a remarkable
parallel (which has been often compared) in the
Egyptian romance, commonly called ' The Tale of
the Two Brothers,' written for Seti Π. (19 dyn.),
and preserved in the d'Orbiney Papyrus. Two
brothers, Anpu and Bata, lived together in one
house: the elder, Anpu, one day sent Bata
back from the fields into the house to fetch some
seed; Anpu's wife there made advances to him,

* Hengstenberg, Aeg. u. die Bb. Mose's (1841); Knobel (Kgf·
Corrnn. 1852, 1860); Ewald (Hist. i. 419 n.); Dillm.; and esp.
Ebers, Aeg. u. die Bb. Mose's, 1868 (ends with Gn 4132), &n(\ [n
Smith, DB%, s.v. JOSEPH. See also F. Vigouroux, La Bible et les
docouvertes modemes^, 1896, torn. ii. (a full but not very
critical compilation) ; and H. G. Tomkins, The Life and Times
of Joseph (1891).

t Tristram, Nat. Hist, of the Bible, 393 f., 337 f., 458-460 ; on
• balm,' also, above, i. 236.

X Of., of Pharaoh's house, 41*>; of Joseph's house, 4316· is
44 1 · 4 (where ' steward of his house' is lit. ' he that was over
his house') : cf. * over the house' {i.e. the palace) in 1 Κ 46 166
183, 2 Κ 105 155 1818.37 192, i s 22is (all of the major domot or
governor of the palace, in Israel or Judah)

§ Ebers, Aeg. 303-305 ; Erman, 187 f.

which he repelled : when Anpu returned home in
the evening, his wife accused Bata to him falsely.
Anpu, enraged, at first sought to slay his brother,
but in the end he was convinced that he was
innocent and had been accused falsely, and he
thereupon slew his unfaithful wife. *

40lff· A * butler,' or * cupbearer' (the word in
the Heb. is the same, η$ψΏ, lit. the one giving to
drink), was, naturally, not an institution peculiar
to Egypt, being found also in Persia (Neh I11, cf.
21), and elsewhere (cf. οινοχόος): we meet, however,
with a very similar title in lists of Egyptian court
officials ; Chabas, for instance {ΜέΙ. Egypt. 3rd ser.
131 if.), publishes such a list, including * le grand
des appartements ou grand superieur de la maison'
(the major domo, mentioned above), * le saigneur
de bceufs, le boulanger, le cuiseur de mets, le
conducteur des controleurs (abu-u), qui goutent
le vin,' etc., the last of whom is considered by
Chabas and Ebers to have corresponded to the
* chief of the butlers' here.f In the tomb of
Ramses III. (20 dyn.) there is a representation of
a royal bakery, showing a number of figures em-
ployed in various processes of bread-making, and
amongst them one carrying a tray containing rolls
of bread upon his head (v.16).i A ' superintendent
of the bakery,' corresponding to the ' chief of the
bakers,' is mentioned by Erman, pp. 105, 187 (cf.
Ebers, 333 bottom). The custom of squeezing grapes
into a cup (v.11) is illustrated by Ebers § from a
text published by Naville from the temple at Edfu,
where it is said that grapes squeezed into water
formed a refreshing beverage, which was drunk by
the king. The birthday of the Pharaoh (v.20), at
least in the Ptolemaic period, as we learn from the
Canopus and Rosetta decrees (B.C. 239 and 195), was
celebrated with a great assembly of priests of all
grades, and a granting of amnesties to prisoners.||

In ch. 41 Pharaoh's dreams, both in themselves
and in their subject-matter, are appropriate to the
country. In Egypt (as in Babylon, and indeed in
other ancient countries) much importance was
attached to dreams. Thothmes iv., while sleeping
under the shadow of the great Sphinx, was com-
manded by R& Harmakhis to clear away the sand
by which it was encumbered. A vision of the
god Ptah, appearing in a dream, encouraged
Merenptah to attack the Libyans. On the ' Dream-
stele ' discovered among the ruins of Napata, the
ancient capital of Ethiopia, it is related how the
Ethiopian king, Nut Amen, saw in a dream two
serpents, one on his right hand and the other on
his left, which were explained to portend that he
would conquer Egypt, and wear on his head the
two crowns, of the north as well as of the south. 1Γ
Strange nostrums were even in vogue for the pur-
pose of obtaining significant dreams.** Egypt is
dependent for its fertility upon the annual rising
of the Nile : the cow-headed goddess Hat-hor,tf
the personification of fruitfulness (with whom Isis,

* The tale is translated in full by Maspero in Les Contes
Pop. de VEgypte anc* (1889), 5-32 ; Petrie, Egyp. Tales (1895),
ii. 36 ff. ; somewhat abridged, in Erman, 378 f.: the part parallel
to the Bibl. narrative in Ebers, Aeg. 311 ff.; more briefly in
Brugsch, Hist, of EgJ i. 309 ff. (new ed. 1891, 123 f.); Sayce,
Η CM, 209 ff. (from Brugsch); Egypt of the Hebrews, 25 ff. (from
Brugsch and Erman).

t On the manufacture and use of wine in Egypt, Ebers, 322-
329; cups and goblets, 327-329, Erman, 196-198; a servant offering
wine to a guest in a goblet, Wilkinson-Birch, i. 430 ; several such,
at a feast, in The Tomb of Paheri at El Kab (11th Memoir of
Egyp. Explor. Fund), Plate vii., cf. p. 24 f.

X See Wilkinson-Birch, Anc. Egyptians (ed. 1878), ii. 34 ;
Ebers, Aeg. 332 ; or Erman, p. 191: the man carrying the tray,
also, in Maspero, Dawn of Civil. 314.

§ Durch Gosen zum Sinai* (1872), 480; Smith, DJ32 p.
1796 .̂

II Ebers, 334-337.
ΤΓ Brugsch, Hist. (ed. 1891) 200, 314, 406. Cf. Wiedemann,

Relig. of the Anc Eg. 265-267 ; Ebers, 321 f.; Herod, ii. 141.
** Wiedemann, 267 f.
ft Budge, The Mummy, 291, 292 ; Wiedemann, 143, 219.
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the goddess of the fertile soil of the Delta,* was
often identified), is described in inscriptions, cited
by Ebers, as 'causing the Nile to appear in its
season,' 'giving life to the living with her hands,'
' pouring forth fruitfulness upon the land,' etc.f
The cow being sacred to both these deities, kine
emerging from the Nile would be a natural emblem
of fruitful seasons. Seven was also a sacred (and
magical) number in Egypt.:}: Among the priestly
classes § in Egypt were the ' writers of sacred writ-
ings ' (sa%-u neter sat: in the Greek text of the
Canopus decree, πτεροφόραι,—depicted on the monu-
ments with a feather [quill] on their heads, and
a book in their hand ||), and the ' knowers of things'
(re% %et-u), or, as we might say, ' wise men' (in
the Greek, Ιβρίτ/ραμματεπ, or ' sacred scribes'), of
whose superior knowledge the Egyp. king would
avail himself in any difficulty. II To these corre-
spond, no doubt, the hartummim ** and ' wise men,'
summoned by Pharaoh to interpret his dreams.

Joseph's shaving himself, and changing his
raiment (4114), before appearing in the presence
of Pharaoh, is in agreement with Egyptian cus-
toms : all respectable Egyptians shaved them-
selves : on the monuments, only foreigners, and
natives of inferior rank, are represented as wear-
ing beards; cleanliness of clothes, as well as of
person, was also de rigueur.ff With the reference
to God in 4116 (cf. ν.39 408), comp. Herod, ii. 83.
Joseph's plan for laying up corn in store-
houses (4134f·) at least falls in with Egyptian
institutions: in all important cities granaries
were established, partly for the reception of the
corn-tax (an important item in the revenue),
partly to provide maintenance for soldiers and
other public officials : the ' superintendent of the
granaries' was one of the highest officers of the
state; it was his duty to see that they were pro-
perly filled, and to report to the king annually on
the harvests.^! On 4140 ('over my house,' i.e.
palace), cf. p. 772 note ΐ, and Erman, pp. 69, 77 :
the terms of 4141 suggest the important office of
Τ ate, or governor, ib. 69, 87-89 (' the second after
the king in the court of the palace'), 473. The

* Maspero, Dawn of Civiliz. 99, 132.
t Ebers, 357 f. (the dates and sources of these citations are not

given : and their relevancy is perhaps doubtful).
% Ebers, 339 f.; Smith, DB 21796 (in prescriptions, seven drugs

are often prescribed, never 6,8, or 9; and in charms, seven objects
are taken). Among the numerous forms of Hat-hor, seven are
often in particular specified (Ebers, 359 ; Tale of Two Brothers,

?. 51, Petrie; Brugsch, ReL u. Myth. d. alt. jEg. 318f., and
}hes. Inscr. JEg. 800-802 [temple of the seven great Hathors at

Speos Artemidos]); and in ch. 148 of the ' Book of the Dead,'
mention is made of the seven sacred kine with their bull, who
provide food and drink for the dead, and whose good services
the deceased invokes Ra (Osiris) to secure on his behalf: see
Budge's tr. (1898), p. 261 f.; and the fine vignette, representing
the kine, with offerings laid before them by the deceased, in
sheet 35 of the magnificent facsimile of the Papyrus of Ani,
pub. by the Brit. Mus. Trustees (Vigouroux, p. 112, gives a differ-
ent vignette of the same subject from the Turin Papyrus, pub.
by Lepsius, Todtenbuch, 1842).

§ Ebers, 341 ff. || Wilk.-B. ii. 324, Nos. 8, 9.
% In the Tale of the Two Brothers (p. 54, Petrie), a lock of

Hcented hair which has been found is brought to the king, who
Summons the ' scribes and the knowers of things' to tell him
who its owner is. The sister-in-law of Ramses xn. is ill, and
the Pharaoh is asked to send a ' wise man' to give his advice
(Brugsch, 354 ; Ebers, 347, who adds that there are numerous
similar instances). On the contents of the 'sacred writings'
(which embraced magic, charms, and other subjects, as well as
ritual, etc.), see Brugsch, JEgyptologie, 85,149-159, 320.

**LXX Ιξνγ-κτχ/ (in Ex ΙχΛοώοί, 9U φα,ρμΜζοί), RVm 'sacred
scribes.' Of uncertain derivation, but found only in connexion
with Egypt (418-24, Ex 7*1· 22 87-18.19 9H), and (doubtless
borrowed from Gn) in Dn 120 22-10.27 47.9 511 (AV ' magicians').

ft Ebers, 350ff.; cf. Wilk.-B. ii. 330,331, 357; Erman, 225, 439 ;
Petrie, Tales, i. 125 ; Herod, ii. 36.

Xt Erman, 108, with illustration of Cha'emhS't, superintendent
of the granaries under Amendphis in. (18 dyn.), cf. 81, 86, 89,
94, 95; Records of the Past, 2nd ser. iii. 7f., 22. Representa-
tions of Egyptian granaries may be seen in Erman, 433, 434 ; or
in Wilk.-B. 1. 348, 371: cf. also Maspero, Dawn of Civil. 286,
287 : close by there were offices and weighing-rooms, in which
scribes registered every sack that was brought in or taken out
(Erman, p. 95).

signet-ring (4142) was in other countries also a
mark of authority (Est 310 82, Tob I22, 1 Mac 615) ;
but it was notably so in Egypt, where the * keeper
of the seal' (mer chetam) was the king's deputy.*
The golden collar put round Joseph's neck (ib.)
was a peculiarly Egyptian form of decoration : it
was called * receiving gold'; f Ahmes, the captain-
general of the marines, who freed Egypt from the
Hyksos, ' received gold,' on seven different occa-
sions, for various acts of valour. X Linen was
prized in Egypt as a material for dress, especially
for men of rank; § but the plural ' garments of
fine linen' makes it doubtful whether (as Ebers
supposes) there is a specific reference to the
shendi-t, or shend'ot, the royal apron-garment,
worn under the Old Empire only by royal per-
sonages, but under the Middle and New Empires,
by other dignitaries as well.ll Horses and chariots
are first represented on the Egyptian monuments
under the 18th dyn.: it is probable, therefore, that
they were introduced into Egypt during the
Hyksos period; the words for both chariot
(merkobt) and waggon (agolt) are palpably of
Semitic (Canaanite or Hebrew) origin (rn|-iD, π^#).1Γ
The king in earlier times was carried by soldiers
on a sedan-chair.** Erman (p. 64) describes a
scene from a tomb at Tel el-Amarna, in which
Amenophis IV. (18 dyn.), his queen and daughters,
and the ministers in attendance, appear riding in
chariots of state ; but it throws no light on the
expression, * the second chariot which he had.'
The monuments supply illustrations, at least in
and after the 18th dyn., of foreigners (including
slaves from Syria) rising to positions of political
importance in Egypt, and adopting there a change
of name : Mery-R& (' beloved of R6'), the armour-
bearer of Thothmes ill., and the priest, User-Min
('Min is strong'), were sons of a foreigner, the
judge Pa-'Emer'eu (the Amorite); and under
Merenptah, a Canaanite, Ben - Mat'ana, son of
Jupa'a, from D'arbasana,ft holds the office of
'first speaker of His Majesty' (who acted as
an intermediary between the king and his attend-
ants), and receives the name of Ramses-em-per-
Ra, * Ramses in the temple of Ra. ' i i In fact,
* change of name was usual with parvenus whom
the king wished to honour' (Ebers). On {ib.) is
well known to have been the chief centre of the
worship of the sun-god (R6 or Ra), possessing a
famous temple, and a large body of priests (cf.
Herod, ii. 3).

Famines of long duration, due to the Nile
failing to overflow, are not unknown in Egypt :
not only is one attested by El-Makrizi, the Arabic
historian, for A.D. 1064-1071, §§ but the sepulchral
inscription of one Baba, found at El-Kab in Upper
Egypt, represents the deceased, in an enumeration

* Ebers, DB2 1797 : cf. Petrie, Hist. ii. 90, 172, 198 ; Brugsch,
Hist. 321, and jEgyptologie (1891), 84, 207, Ptahmoses 'into
whose hand the land was given, and on whose fist was the
king's seal'; Tomkins, 47.

f Erman, p. 118 f., with the illustrations on pp. 120 (Ey being
decorated by Amenophis iv.), 208; cf. 108; Wilk.-B. iii. 370 f.,
with the Plate (investiture of a governor with chain of office by
Seti 1.); Vigouroux, ii. 128 (a similar scene from a stele in the
Louvre); Ebers, ZDMG, 1877, p. 462f. The collars were often
of massive and costly workmanship.

t Brugsch, Hist. p. 114 f. (another example, p. 163 f.); or
Petrie, Hist. ii. 21-23.

§ Cf. Erman, 111, 448 ; Petrie, Tales, i. 125 ; Herod, ii. 37 (for
priests), 81; Ezk 27?.

II Erman, 62, 206, 210.
f Erman, 490 f. (Under the 18th, and esp. the 19th, dynasty,

many Semitic words found their way into Egyptian ; ib. 616 f.;
Brugsch, 98f., 302ff.; Petrie, Hist. ii. 148-150.)

** Erman, 65 (an illustration).
ft Some locality in Bashan, according to W. Max Miiller,

Asien und Europa nach altdgypt. Denkmalern, 273.
ί ί Erman, 106, 517f., 518 n. ('many similar examples').
§§ See Smith, DB, s.v. FAMINE. The terrible effects of a one

year's famine (A.D. 1199) are described at length by Abdollatif
(ed. White, 1800, p. 210 ff.: extracts in Stanley, Jewish Church,
i. 79 f.; Vigouroux, 174 ff.).
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of his virtues, as saying, ' I collected corn, as a
friend of the harvest-god. I was watchful at the
time of sowing. And when a famine arose, lasting
many years, I distributed corn to the city each
year of famine.'* The age of Baba (end of the
17th dyn.) would coincide approximately with
that of Joseph ; and it has even been supposed
that the famine referred to may be the same.
Ameni (or Amony), governor of the ' nome of the
Gazelle,' under Usertesen II. (12 dyn.), tells us that
he made provision for his people, very much as
Joseph did : * In my time there were no poor, and
none were hungry. When the years of famine
came, I ploughed all the fields of the nome, I kept
the inhabitants alive, and gave them food, so that
not one was hungry.' t

429. The charge of being spies was a natural
one : Egypt was exposed on its E. side, and liable
to be invaded by Asiatics ; under the 12th dyn.
fortresses had been erected along the Isthmus of
Suez, and under the 19th dyn. officers were
stationed there to take the names of all passing
in either direction.£ The oath ' by the life of
Pharaoh' (4215) is known from Egyptian monu-
ments : in an account of criminal proceedings
(20th dyn.), a thief has administered to him an
oath by the king's life, to prevent him speaking
falsely: § in a similar document, published by
Chabas, the expression * il fit un Vie du Seigneur
royal' occurs more than once.H

4316. The expression ' steward of his house'
(irr:i hy "ΐε̂ Ν) is explained above, on 394. Every
great man in Egypt had such an overseer for his
establishment. On Egyptian feasts, cf. the Plates
in Erman, opposite pp. 250, 255, or Wilk.-B. i.
431 : the guests did not sit round a table, as with
us, but on rows of chairs, facing a sideboard;
the viands, interspersed with rich floral decora-
tions, were arranged on this, and carried round to
the guests by servants. On Egyptian houses,
which were often on a large scale, Erman, 174 ff.
In explanation of v.32b, see ABOMINATION, NO. 1 ;
and cf. (Ebers) how it is said, after Pianchi's con-
quest of Egypt (B.C. 766), that the defeated kings
* did not enter the king's house, because they were
unclean (i.e. uncircumcised), and they ate fish,
which is an abomination to the king' (Brugsch,
p. 404, 1. 150 f.).

4321 * in full weight' (lit. in its weight). Egyptian
money consisted of rings of gold (probably un-
stamped), which were weighed by scribes who
made this their business (Erman, 109, 464 ; Wilk.-
B. i. 285, 286). However, the practice of · weigh-
ing' money was also usual among the Hebrews,
even to a late date (Jer 329·10, Zee II 1 2 etc.).

458 ' a father (ab) to Pharaoh,' v.9 (cf. 4230· 83)
'lord ('adon) of all Egypt.' Brugsch has pointed
out that both 'ab and 'adon were official titles in
Egyptian.

Ab (or abu) does not mean 'father' in Egyp., but denotes
primarily the overseer of a kitchen, wine-cellar, bakery, etc.;
then in the 19th dyn. the abu of the king becomes an im-

* Brugsch, Hist. ed. 2, i. 304 ; ed. 1891, p. 121. Called Bebi
in Maspero, Struggle, 85.

t Ib. p. 61 ; or Erman, p. 94. The seven-years' famine under
king Toser (?) of the 3rd dyn. (c. 4400 B.C.) is known only from
the late and doubtful testimony of an inscription forged by
some priests of the 3rd cent. B.C. to support their claim to an
ancient t i the: Brugsch, Steininschrift u. Bibelwort (1891),
88-97 ; Sayce, HCM 217 f. Brugsch thinks that this is the
famine, of which a tradition had reached the Biblical writer,
but that he connected it incorrectly with Joseph.

X Erman, 538, 539. The words ' How art thou come, in
order to spy out ?' (Brugsch, 110) addressed by Seqenen-Ra in
Thebes to the messengers of Apepi, and quoted as parallel to
Joseph's question by Brugsch, p. 112, and Tomkins, p. 62, do
not, however, appear in the translations of Maspero {Records,
2nd ser. ii. 43, Contes pop. 283) and Petrie (Hist. ii. 18), both of
which have simply, * Why hast thou made this journey?'

§ Zeitschr. f. Aeg. Spr. 1874, p. 62.
U Molanges, iii. 1, pp. 80, 95,105 (cf. 91).

portant person in the state, and takes part in judicial investi-
gations, etc.: see Brugsch, Hist. (1891), 101, 357, Steininschrift,
82; and esp. Diet. Hiirogl. v. 37-39, Aegyptologie, p. 225 f.,
and Erman, who represents abu by the peculiar term Truchsess,
rendered in the Eng. tr.—as badly as possible—by 'slave,'
p. 105,1. 11, 10, 7, 6, 4 from bottom, p. 106, 1. 1, 11, 14, 18, by
'vassal,' pp. 131-136, 141, 143, 144 (cf. Z. f. Aeg. Spr. 1879,
pp. 73 ff., 148 ff.), by ' serfs,' p. 187 f. (3 times), and by ' vassal'
again, p. 475.

'Adon (or Aten) was the title given to the viceroy (of the
Pharaoh), or the deputy of a governor or other official (like the
Arab, waktl): thus we read of the 'adon of a city, of a district,
of a regiment, of a treasury, of the grand-chancellor, etc., and
even of the whole country. See Brugsch, Rev. ilgypt. i. (1880)
28 ff. (many examples cited); also Hist. 101, 124, 125 (Hor-em-
heb (18 dyn.) was ' Adon of the whole land' for some years
before he became king: see p. 231), 281, 290, 339 bottom, 344 bis,
347, 348 ; and Virey in Records, 2nd ser. iv. 3 ff. (where the
same word is spelt ' tennu').

In view, however, of the fact that both 'ab and
'adon are common Heb. words (with 458 cf. esp.
Is 2221), it must be regarded as exceedingly doubt-
ful whether, in using them, Ε had really in mind
the Egyptian offices to which Brugsch has re-
ferred.

On 4634b see ABOMINATION, No. 1: there is
independent evidence that cow-herds and swine-
herds (Herod, ii. 47) were looked down upon by
the Egyptians, but not that shepherds were.
476 * overseers of cattle over that which I have.'
Much attention was paid to cattle - rearing in
Egypt; and there were many fine breeds.* The
Pharaoh possessed large herds ; and the mer, or
superintendent, of the royal cattle is often men-
tioned in the inscriptions.t There are parallels for
parties of foreigners receiving permission to settle
in Egypt: see Z. f. Aeg. Spr. 1889, p. 125, or
Tomkins, p. 81 (Mentiu, or nomads, expelled from
their homes, appeal to IJor-em-heb, of the 18th
dyn., and receive permission to settle in a pre-
scribed locality); and the remarkable inscription
cited by Brugsch, ch. v. (p. 100), from the reign of
Merenptah (Shasu or Bedawis, allowed to pass
a border-fortress of Egypt, and to settle on
the property of the Pharaoh). In 4714 the ' house'
meant is, according to Ebers, the treasury, usually
called per-het, the * house of silver' : the head-
treasurer was a high officer of state, having many
subordinate officials under him.i The peculiar
system of Egyptian land-tenure, which (4726) is
attributed to Joseph, is so far in accordance with
the evidence of the monuments, that, whereas in
the Old Empire the nobility and governors of
the nomes possessed large landed estates, in the
New Empire (which followed the expulsion of the
Hyksos) ' the old aristocracy has made way for
royal officials, and the landed property has passed
out of the hands of the old families into the pos-
session of the crown and the great temples.'§ The
monuments do not, however, furnish any explana-
tion of the origin of the new system : there is a
conjecture in Erman, p. 102 f. ||

5Q2.26̂  Embalming the dead is, of course, well
known to have been an Egyptian custom; for
descriptions of the process, see Herod, ii. 86-89 ;
Budge, The Mummy (1893), 160ff. ; Wilk.-B. iii.
470 ff. Egypt was famous for its physicians {Od. iv.
229; Herod, ii. 84, iii. 1. 129), and Egyptian
treatises on medicine have come down to us: IT
but here ' physicians' seems to be used improperly

* Erman, 436 f.
t Ebers; Erman, 94, 95,108 top, 143, 475 (cf. 300),
X Cf. Erman, 85 f., 96 f., 108 ff.
§ Erman, p. 102. Diodorus Siculus, in a later age, says that

the land in Egypt belonged to the king, the priests, and the
military caste (i. 73 f.; cf. Herod, ii. 168, where it is stated that
every priest and warrior in Egypt possessed 12 oiptvpou—about
9 acres—of land tax-free).

|| In 4731 Chabas (Mil. iii. 1. 91 f.), adopting the reading of
LXX (He II 2 1 ) , saw a reference to the Egyp. custom of doing
homage, at the time of taking an oath, to the magistrate's wand
of office (cf. Vigouroux. 190; Tomkins, 82-85).

f Erman, 357 ff.
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for embalmers (who belonged in fact to a distinct
profession). Seventy days appears to have been a
more usual period for the entire process than
forty; but, in point of fact, it varied. * In 507'9

a considerable funeral procession is described,
such as are often represented on the tombs,—only
(Ebers) without ' horsemen' : see Plates LXVI.
LXVII. LXVIII. in Wilk.-B. (iii. 444, 446, 449), or
Erman, p. 320f. The 'coffin5 of 5026 is the
mummy - case, or sarcophagus : the same word
(p"w) is used in Phcen. of a sarcophagus.! It is
remarkable that 110 {ib.) appears to have been re-
garded in Egypt as the ideal age for a man, and
as the most perfect age to be desired. * In the
most ancient MS we possess, the Papyrus Prisse,J
a life of 110 years is declared to be the best; and
in the Papyrus Anast. iv. (T. iv. 1. 4) we read
"Fulfil 110 years on the earth, whilst thy limbs
are vigorous."' On a granite statue at Vienna
there is a prayer to Isis to grant health and hap-
piness for 110 years. 'Many similar passages
speak of 110 years as the most perfect age to
be desired, and therefore by the number 110 is
inferred an especially blessed and prosperous life'
(Ebers).

On the Egyptian names found in 4145, see above,
vol. i. 665b ; the same explanations are accepted,
and cordially approved, by Ebers {DB2 1798 f,).§
It is singular that the three types of name are
otherwise not common till an age much later than
that to which Joseph must be referred : those of
the type Zaphenath-paaneah appear first at the
end of the 20th dyn. (one instance), and are
frequent only in the 22nd (the dyn. of Shishak);
of those of the type Potiphera,|| Mr. Tomkins
cites one (though not borne by a native Egyptian)IT
in the 18th dyn., but otherwise they appear first
in the 22nd, and are frequent only in the 26th
dyn. (B.C. 664-525); those of the type Asenath
are found now and then earlier, but are frequent
only in the 21st dyn. and become common after-
wards.** It is, of course, unwise to build too much
upon a negative argument; but the combination of
names, otherwise all either rare or unknown at an
early period, is certainly remarkable; and Stein-
dorif, Brugsch, and Ebers all agree in inferring
from the facts mentioned that the names in ques-
tion did not originate before the 9th cent. B.C.ft
On ABRECH (4143), see vol. i. p. 18 : the explana-
tion of Renouf, there given, is likewise that of
Brugsch {Steininsehrift, 83f.).it

There are also four or five Egyptian words in
this part of Gn : but they are all words which
were naturalized in Hebrew ; they occur in other
parts of the OT, and consequently afford no clue
to the date of the narratives in which they are
found. They are ' Pharaoh'; IN; 411· 2· 3 · 1 7 · 1 8 , the
common Heb. name for the Nile (Is 718 and fre-
quently) ; ΙΠΝ reed-grass, 412·18 (also Job 8nf) ; v&
fine linen, 414'2 (also Ex 261 etc. [P], Ezk 1610·13 277,

* Budge, I.e. 179.
t CIS i. i. 32.3.5; Driver, Notes on Samuel, xxvi.
X Containing the * Precepts of Ptah-hotep' (Maspero, Dawn

of Civiliz. 399-401): see RP, 2nd ser. iii. 34.
§ Brugsch also (Steininschrift, 83) agrees in those of Poti-

phera (Potiphar), and (against his former view, Hist. 122)
Zaphenath-pa'aneah : Asenath he does not here mention.

|| Of which ' Potiphar' is usually regarded as a merely
Hebrew variant.

% Petu-baal, ' gift of Baal '; Life and Times of Joseph, p. 184 :
see Brugsch, Hist. i. 255 (ed. 1891, p. 118). The name is evi-
dently that of a Semite (Lieblein, Recherches sur Chronologie,
129 fl.), and not improbably (Sayce, EIIJ1 85) formed in imita-
tion of the Phcen. Mattanbaal (' gift of Baal ')·

** See Steindorff, Z. f. Aeg. Sprache, xxx. (1892), 50-52.
ft Hommel (Aufsatze, 1892, p. 4) follows Lagarde in using

the same facts as a clue to the date of the document Ε (c.
700 B.C.).

XX Lieblein (PSBA, 1898, p. 202 ff.) proposes a different ex-
planation of Potiphar (not of Potiphera) and Zaphenath-
pa'aneah : he also explains ' Abrech' as ά gauche, toi! i.e.
• go to the left!'

Pr 31 2 2); and perhaps yjb (p. 773a, note **), and
•ΌΒ-ιπ (p. 768% note | |).* S. K. DRIVER.

JOSEPH T H E H U S B A N D OF M A R Y .
I. IN THE NEW TESTAMENT.—{I) H e is n o t

mentioned by name in Mk,f and only indirectly in
Jn 145642. (2) Nor are the meagre accounts in
Mt and Lk easy to reconcile. Both evangelists
state that he was a descendant of David (Mt I20,
Lk 24J), and that the Virgin Mary was already
espoused to him when she became with child of the
Holy Ghost (Mt I18, Lk I27·35), and that he lived at
Nazareth after the birth of our Lord (Mt 223, cf.
1355, Lk 422, cf. 1 6 ) ; but they treat each of these
details differently.

(a) The Davidic Descent.—Mt, making Joseph
the son of Jacob, traces his relation to David
through kings, Lk through Heli and private per-
sons (Mt I1-17, Lk 323-38).

{b) The Conception.%—Lk tells us of the Angelic
Annunciation, and of Mary's meekness and faith
(I26-38); Mt begins at a later period (I18), and lets
us see Joseph's character under a sharp trial. He
was a man who strove to conform to the precepts
of the law (δί/ccuos, cf. Lk I6 225), and had a keen
sense of personal honour, yet was not so bound by
law as to be unmoved by kindly feelings. He did
not ' proclaim ' Mary (δαγματίσαί), though it seemed
to be his duty, but resolved to divorce her in as
quiet and secret a way as possible.ll Yet though
he had already come to this decision, the appear-
ance to him, in a dream, of an angel of the Lord,
with the assurance of the true origin and the work
of the Child, fully in accordance as the former was
with the words of prophecy (' Quod si dubitas Isaiam
audi,' Ephraem on Tatian, cf. Iren. iv. 23. 1, ed.
Massuet), convinced him of his mistake. He
therefore took Mary, and in full faith * was dwell-
ing in holiness with her' (Tatian's Diatess.) until
she bare a son.

(c) Nazareth.—Lk tells us in l26f· that Mary lived
in Nazareth, and was espoused to Joseph ; and in 24

that Joseph went up out of Nazareth to Bethlehem
with her. He therefore presumably (not quite
necessarily) also himself lived in Nazareth before
the birth of our Lord. Yet Mt 222·23 gives no hint
that Joseph had had any relation with Nazareth
before his return from Egypt, and implies that he

* Ύ2Ί collar, 4142 ( a i s 0 Ezk 16" t) is not the Egyp. name of
the decoration mentioned on p. 773b ; and whether it is Egyptian
at all is extremely doubtful: Harkavy (Journ. As. Mars-Avril,
1870, p. 182 f.) suggested ' sous toutes reserves' that it might be
the Egyp. repit, ' image qu'on porte sur le cou, collier en forme
d'image,' which occurs in ch. 162 of the Book of the Dead,—in
Budge's tr. p. 290, ' [This chapter] shall be recited over the image
(repit) of a cow, which shall be made in fine gold, and placed at
the neck of the deceased' (cf. Budge's Vocab. p. 194). This is
slender evidence that repit (or erpit) means a ' collar.' There is
a Sem. root, Arab, rabada, one meaning of which is to tie.

t TR of Mk 63 speaks of our Lord as ' the son of the carpenter'
(= U Mt 1355), but the true reading is ' the carpenter' (see below).

Χ ίξ ο'ίχου χα.) τ<χ.τρια,ί Δ. Possibly the former term is the
wider, and includes even those adopted into the household, while
the latter refers more strictly to those of the line of the πατ^ρ.

§ Canon Gore (Bampton Lects., 1891, p. 78) points out that Mt
narrates everything from Joseph's side, Lk from Mary's, and
adds that this suggests that the narrative of Mt is ultimately
based on Joseph's account, Lk on Mary's. If this be true we
may conjecture that Mt's was derived mediately through James
the Lord's brother.

|| Dr. G. Dalman writes to the author of the present article as
follows : ' Edersheim {Life and Times of Jesus, i. 154) is wrong
in stating that Joseph had a choice in legally divorcing her
either publicly or privately. Divorce has always been a private
act. No public act of divorce exists. The get (bill of divorce,
which is given solely in the woman's interest), never contains
reasons for the divorce. Two witnesses are only necessary that
they may state that the g&t was really handed over by this man
to this woman. Keth. 74b, 75a, quoted by Edersheim, does not
refer to divorce itself, but to doubts about the formal legality of
an act of divorce which arose afterwards, and could become a
reason for hearing the decision of a court of justice. Some
Rabbis believed that no husband would be likely to resort to a
measure which would expose his former wife to the shame of
having to do with a court of justice.'
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would have settled in Judaea but for fear of
Archelaus and the direct warning that he received
by dream. Assuming the truth of the inference
from Lk's language, we must suppose that Mt was
not concerned with matters of merely private im-
portance, and that in accordance witn his scheme
of showing publicly the Messianic character of
Jesus, he omitted everything that did not illustrate
this. The significance of the birth being at Beth-
lehem (in the relation of that town to David and
to the prophecy of Micah, and in its nearness to
Rachel's tomb, Gn 3519 487, with the midrashic
application of Jer 3115), and the interest of the
removal to Egypt, make it natural that Nazareth
should not be mentioned until this town in its turn
affected the public life of Jesus. Mt then, in refer-
ence to our Lord's familiar name ('Jesus the Naza-
rene') being derived from it, characteristically
connects it with prophetic words (223, Is l l l ).

(3) We further learn from Lk that Joseph was
present when the shepherds came to Bethlehem
(216); that he as well as Mary brought up the
Babe to present Him to the Lord, and marvelled
at the things that were being said about Him
(222·83); that he used to go every year to Jerusalem
at the passover (241· 42), certainly with Mary, and
perhaps with the Child; and that when the Boy
was twelve years old and stayed on after the days
of the feast were over, he shared with Mary in the
anxiety, and, like her, did not understand the
naive wonder of Jesus at their searching for Him
'- 4 1 " 5 0 ); yet his and Mary's authority remained(2*
unquestioned in the daily life of the home at
Nazareth (251).

(4) We gather from the remaining references to
Joseph that (a) our Lord was commonly known as
Jesus ben-Joseph, Jn I4 6 (? at Bethsaida), Lk 422

at Nazareth, and Jn 642 at Capernaum; and (b)
Joseph was known, or remembered, as the carpenter
(Mt 1355).

(5) Nothing is said about Joseph's death. But
the command to St. John at the Cross (Jn 1926·27),
and the reference to ' Mary the mother of Jesus,
and His brethren' (Ac I14) immediately after the
Ascension, imply that his death took place at
least before the Crucifixion. Further, the fact
that he is not mentioned with Mary and His
brethren when they sought Him (Mt 1246 and
parallels), suggests that he was already dead before
the middle of our Lord's ministry. Probably the
usual opinion is right, viz. that he was dead before
our Lord's ministry began.

II. THE LIFE OF JOSEPH FROM APOCRYPHAL
SOURCES.*—The account of Joseph is put into our
Lord's mouth as He sat on the Mt. of Olives with
His disciples {Death Jos., Boh. § i.). He is from
Bethlehem, and marries his first wife when 40 years
old, living 49 years with her in wedlock (ib. § xiv.).
He has four sons and two daughters, his wife
dying when James is still young. He and his
two sons work as carpenters (Death Jos., Boh. § ii.).
They, however, and his two daughters are married,
and he dwells with James his youngest son (ib.
Boh. § xi. 1). He is one year alone before Mary
is given to him (ib. Boh. § xiv.). The priests seek
a widower to whom they may espouse Mary (who
has been in the temple from the age of three to

* These are especially The Book of James (Protevangelium),
The Life of the Virgin (Sahidic Fragments, published in Forbes
Robinson's Coptic Apocryphal Gospels, 1896), The Death of
Joseph (Bohairic and Sahidic, do.) which = The History of
Joseph the Carpenter (Arabic), Liber de Infantid (Gospel of
Pseudo-Matt.), The Gospel of the Nativity of Mary, The Arabic
Gospel of the Childhood, The Gospel of Thomas.

For the dates of these see Lipsius in Diet. Christ. Biogr. ii.
700. The Protevangelium dates in its present form from per-
haps the latter part of the 3rd cent. The rest from perhaps the
4th to the 6th cent. Many of these narrate the same incident,
but one reference seemed to be sufficient here. It did not seem
necessary to mention all minute variations of the legend.

twelve, to fourteen according to others); the
heralds proclaim this through all Judaea, and
Joseph, throwing away his axe, goes to meet them.
The high priest takes the rods of all, enters into
the temple, and prays, and returns the rods to
each. There is no sign till Joseph receives his rod,
the last of all, when a dove comes out of the rod and
flies upon his head. The priest says, * Thou hast
been chosen by lot to take into thy keeping the
virgin of the Lord.' But he refuses, saying, Ί
have children ; and I am an old man, and she is a
young girl. I am afraid lest I become a laughing-
stock to the sons of Israel.' But he receives her
(Protev. §§ 8, 9). After two years (Death Jos.
§ xiv.), or four months (Niceph. Call. ii. 3, cf. Forbes
Robinson, p. 187), the Annunciation takes place.
The * righteous old man,' coming in from his house-
building in districts near the seashore (Pseudo-
Matt. § 10), wishes to put her away privily, but
on Mary's statement cf her innocence hesitates,
and is assured by the angel in a dream (Protev.
§§ 13, 14). Yet both he and Mary are accused by
Annas the scribe, and by the priest, and are tried
by the ordeal of drinking water and going to the
hill-country. But they return to the priest un-
hurt (Protev. §§, 15. 16) and go home.

Having heard of the order for enrolment, Joseph
sets Mary upon an ass; his son leads it, and ne
himself follows (Protev. § 17). On arriving at
Bethlehem he writes his name by a scribe, c Joseph
the son of David, and Mary his wife, and Jesus his
son are of the tribe of Judah' (Death Jos., Boh.
§ vii.). He brings her to a tomb (Lord Crawford's
MS), an inn (Death Jos., Sah. vii.), a cave (Protev.
§ 18), where he leaves her while looking for a mid-
wife. He sees all nature stand still in wonder
(Protev. § 18). He is mentioned as being present
at some of the many miracles performed during
the flight to Egypt and the sojourn there (Pseudo-
Matt. § 19 sqq. ; Arab. Gosp. §§ 10-35). Also after
returning to Nazareth he is necessarily an actor in
the painful tricks and precocious miracles ascribed
to our Lord. He lives by his daily toil, * never
eating bread for nought, but doing according to the
law of Moses' (Death Jos., Boh. § ix.). When he
was an hundred and eleven years old his body was
that of a youth, and he works at his trade of
carpenter till the last day of his life (Hist. Jos.
Carp. § 29), yet he is told that he is to die that
year.* He goes up to Jerusalem, into the temple,
repents before the altar, and prays. He returns to
Nazareth, and laments. He is in great fear of
death, and confesses to Jesus his sin in doubting
Mary at the first, and in rebuking Him for His
childish behaviour. Mary pleads with Jesus that
Joseph may not die. While he himself is making
the same request, his soul comes up to his throat.
His children come and weep over him. Death
comes with devils, who depart, rebuked by Jesus.
Death is afraid (in Death Jos., Sah. in. § xxiii. Jesus
is obliged to go out before Death will come in).
Jesus prays. Angels take Joseph's soul (on Epepi
26=July 20), putting it into silk napkins of fine
texture. Michael and Gabriel watch i t ; the angels
sing before it till they give it to God. The in-
habitants of Nazareth and Galilee gather together
and mourn for him till the 9th hour, when they are
put forth by Jesus, who pours water on the body
and anoints it with oil. At Jesus' prayer two
angels shroud the body. The body becomes in-
corrupt even until the banquet of the thousand
years (Hist. Jos. Carp. § 26). Jesus promises
blessing to those who commemorate each anniver-
sary of Joseph's death, give bread in his name to
the poor, and wine to strangers and others on the
day of his commemoration ; who write out the book

• From here onwards the Death of Joseph (Boh.) is almost
the sole authority.
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of Joseph's going-forth from the body, or, if they
are too poor, call their sons by the name of Joseph
{Death Jos.f Boh. § xxvi.). The great ones of the
city coming to bury Joseph find his shroud already
fastened to his body. They dig at the door of the
cave to place his body there. Jesus prays and
embraces Joseph, who is then buried.

III. THE CULT OF ST. JOSEPH.—Any notice of
Joseph can in these days hardly be complete with-
out some mention of his Cult, which has of recent
years attained to such an extraordinary develop-
ment.

(1) The latter part of the preceding section shows
that to some writers, especially to those who lived
in Egypt and occupied themselves with religious
romances, Joseph's attractive personality afforded
scope for religious devotion. But very little, if
any, trace of this is to be seen in the Fathers.*
St. Bernard of Clairvaux is the first writer to
show it clearly. He says (if Mgr. Ricard's quota-
tions may be trusted), 'Joseph alone among all
men was, here below, the faithful co-worker of
her who was the greatest of the works of God'; f
and again, ' Remember the ancient patriarch who
was sold into Egypt, and know that this man
(Joseph) not only inherited his name, but possessed,
moreover, his chastity, his innocency, and his
grace.'J Thomas Aquinas also writes strongly.§
But the Roman Church has given much credit to
the writings of female mystics, who from the 14th
cent, onwards have spoken much of the veneration
with which St. Joseph is honoured. Thus Gertrude
the Great (f 1310) saw in her revelations, when the
name of Joseph was pronounced 'all the saints
bowed their heads with respect, as a sign of honour
to that glorious patriarch, and congratulated him,
and rejoiced with him on his incomparable dig-
nity.'ll St. Bridget of Sweden (tl373), Marie
d'Agreda (|1665), Catherine Emmerich (t 1824),
give innumerable details of Joseph's life seen by
them in visions, which are combined in popular
lives of St. Joseph for Roman Catholic use to-day.
Even Gerson at the Council of Constance (1414)
says of Joseph's powers of intercession, 'non im-
petrat sed irnperat.' St. Teresa (f 1582), St.
Francis de Sales, and Bossuet vie in exalting him.

(2) Further, the growth of the Cult may be seen
in the public honours allotted to his feast, and in
the status that he holds among the saints by the
express decree of the pope. ' In Western Martyr-
ologies of the 9th cent, the name of Joseph is
found, and from the same time the Greeks com-
memorated him along with other saints of the
Old Testament on the Sunday before Christmas,
and along with Mary, David, and James the Less
on the Sunday in the Octave of Christmas' (Cath.
Diet. s.v. ' Joseph'). In the breviary of Sixtus
IV. (1471-1484) the feast of St. Joseph (Mar. 19) is
a simple rite ; in that of Innocent vm. (1484-1492)
a double rite. Pius v. (1566-1572) ordered that the
office of St. Joseph should be in that of confessors

* Roman Catholic writers (e.g. Mgr. Ricard, St. Joseph, sa vie
et son culte, Lille, 1896) mention Irenaeus, Origen, Eusebius,
Epiphanius, Gregory of Nazianzus, Gregory of Nyssa, Hilary of
Poitiers, Ephraem the Syrian, Cyril of Jerusalem, Chrysostom,
Jerome, Augustine, Cyril of Alexandria, and Hilary of Aries as
supporting the Cult of St. Joseph. But they seldom give
references or distinguish between genuine and spurious works.
Thus Augustine is quoted as saying, ' Rejoice, Joseph, that by
the merit of the virtue of the angels you live so angelically as to
be justly called the father of the Saviour.' This is doubtless
from a spurious sermon in Migne, v. p. 2110. Irenseus says
Joseph ' served Jesus with a continual joy' (adv. Hcer. iv. 40,
ed. Grabe,=23. 1, ed. Massuet); but Irenseus really says,' Joseph
joyfully yielded obedience [ίο the angel] in regard to all the
rest of the education of Christ' (Joseph et Mariam accepit et
in reliqua universa educatione Christi gaudens obsequium
praestitit).

t Ricard, p. 279.
J Ε. Η. Thomson, The Life and Glories of St. Joseph, 1891,

p. 16.
§ Kicard, p. 282. II 1b. p. 284.

who were not popes. Gregory XV. in 1621 made it
a feast of obligation for the whole world.* Urban
VIII. in 1642 renewed this order. Clement XI.
(1700-1721) arranged the hymns and all the parts
of the office peculiar to St. Joseph, and raised it
to the double degree of the second class. Much
discussion was held as to the place in the Litany of
the Saints which Joseph's name ou^ht to take; but
it was decided by Benedict XIII. in 1726 that it
should precede the names of the Apostles and
Martyrs, and follow immediately that of St. John
the Baptist.

Two other feast days were added in honour of
St. Joseph. One is the day of the Patronage of
St. Joseph, which was fixed for the 3rd Sunday
after Easter by the Congregation of Rites in 1680,
and after being observed in a gradually increasing
number of places was established throughout
Roman Catholic Christendom by Pius IX. in 1847.
The other is that of the betrothal or marriage of
Mary and Joseph (for which an office was drawn
up by Gerson), and allowed (with a different office)
by Benedict xin. in 1725 to be observed in all
churches on Jan 23. ' The feast is kept in England
as a greater double.' t

Lastly, Pius IX. in 1871 proclaimed St. Joseph
Patron of the whole Church as follows : * Our most
Holy Lord, Pius IX., Pope, moved by recent deplor-
able events, was pleased to comply with the desires
of the Prelates, and to commit to the most power-
ful patronage of the Holy Patriarch, Joseph, both
Himself and all the faithful, and solemnly declared
him Patron of the Catholic Church, and com-
manded his festival, occurring on the 19th day of
March, to be celebrated for the future as a double
of the first class, but without an octave, on account
of Lent.'J

But however much we may respect the faith of
Joseph, and gladly recognize, not only Paul the
tent-maker and Peter the fisherman, but also
Joseph the carpenter, as confessedly high examples
of the dignity of work, and of the spiritual reward
that it receives, we can have little sympathy with
teaching that stands in such lurid contrast to the
reticence of the Gospels and of the early Church.

A. LUKYN WILLIAMS.
JOSEPH OF ARIMATHJEA (Ιωσήφ [ό] άτό

Ά/κμα0αία*).—A wealthy Israelite and member of
the Sanhedrin (βου\€υτής); a * good man and a right-
eous ' (Lk 2350), who ' was looking for the kingdom
of God' (Mk 1543). On the situation of his native
place, see ARIMATH^A and ARUM AH. He was
' Jesus' disciple' (Mt 273δ), ί but secretly, for fear of
the Jews ' (Jn 1938). He had not consented to the
judgment of the Sanhedrin against Jesus (Lk 2351),
having either absented himself from the meeting
(as Mk 1464 suggests) or refrained from giving a
vote. After Christ's death, the approach of sunset
made it difficult for the apostles—unprepared as
they were, even if they had recovered their courage
—to arrange duly for His reverent interment
before the Sabbath began. Joseph, hitherto faint-
hearted, rose to the occasion. He appears to
have been present at the crucifixion, and his
possession of a tomb, new and yet unused, hewn
out of a rock in a neighbouring garden, suggested
to him the thought of himself obtaining and bury-
ing the body of Jesus. The spectacle of the
crucified Saviour had quickened his faith and love,
and combined, doubtless, with his shame for
past faint -heartedness, to raise him above the
fear of man. His boldness is the more notable,
because, to all human appearance, he was showing

* On feasts of obligation the faithful are bound to hear maee
and rest from servile work (Cath. Diet. art. * Feasts').

t Cath. Diet. art. 'Espousals.'
% The Decree may be found in Latin and English in Thompson,

loc. cit. p. 485.
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sympathy with a ruined cause, at the risk of
persecution to death.* His request for the body
from Pilate was successful, and he took or saw it
taken down from the cross. According to the Acts
of Pilate, Joseph sought the favour with tears and
entreaties; but even if Pilate's humanity were
not stimulated by a timely bribe, he would be
disposed to show his sympathy with a councillor
who had taken no part in constraining him to
condemn Christ. + Joseph's example, presumably,
moved Nicodemus to similar courage. Together
they received the body and laid it in the tomb,
Joseph providing the fine linen (σινδών) and grave-
bands (όθόνια), Nicodemus the abundant spices (Mt
2757ί·, Mk 1542f·, Lk 2350f·, Jn 1938f·, Gosp. of Pet. 3 f.,
23 f., ActsofPiL 11. 12).

The minuteness of the Gospel record, its pre-
servation by all the four evangelists, and its later
apocryphal expansion, are due not so much to the
fulfilment of Is 539, still less to the growth of a
myth (Strauss, New Life of Jesus, ch. xcvi.) based
thereon (for the parallel, obscured by the Sept., is
noted by no writer either of the apostolic or of the
sub-apostolic age),J but to the desire, probably,
(1) to signalize the adherence of a member of the
hostile Sanhedrin ; (2) to render prominent an
incident so closely connected with Christ's Resur-
rection. None the less the correspondence with
' They made (or appointed) his grave with the
wicked, and with the rich in his death,' if not ex-
act, is striking ; and even if a different original
reference be adopted, it is difficult to regard
as accidental the fresh significance given to
the verse by the circumstances of our Lord's
burial. §

A legend, which first appears in William of
Malmesbury (de Ant. Glast. JEccl. i.), represents
Joseph as sent by St. Philip from Gaul to Britain,
along with eleven other disciples, in A.D. 63; as
obtaining from a British king a small island in
Somersetshire (afterwards the site of Glastonbury)
engirt by the river Brue; and as building there,
' with twisted twigs,' the earliest Christian oratory
in the land. Malmesbury, however, introduces
the narrative with an * ut ferunt,' in marked con-
trast to his reference of other statements in the
same chapter to earlier historians. The absence,
also, of any allusion to Joseph's advent in the his-
tories of Gildas and Bede is significant. Probably
some other Joseph, who founded Glastonbury,
has been confounded with Joseph of ArimathsBa.
The story of Joseph bringing the Holy Grail to
England dates from about 1200 A.D., and was
probably composed by Walter Map. Ussher {Ant.
Eccl. Brit, c. 16) mentions a tradition that Joseph

* Similar intervention nearly cost Tobit his life (To 119), and
actually led to the martyrdom of Porphyrius, a slave of Pam-
philus, in the persecution of Diocletian (Eus. Mar. Pal. 11).
The apocryphal Acts of Pilate and Narrative of Joseph repre-
sent the latter as imprisoned with a view to his execution.

t The Gospel of Peter represents Pilate as first asking Herod
(or the body. Keim's assertion {Jes. of Naz. vi. p. 256) that Jn
1938 contradicts 193 1·3 2, is hypercritical; Joseph arrived, pre-
sumably, before the soldiers had completed their work.

X Justin Martyr twice quotes Is 539 in connexion with the
fulfilment of prophecy (1 Ap. 51, Dial. 97); but in neither case
is there any reference to Joseph.

§ Gesenius and Knobel, following Jewish commentators,
interpret ' rich' as=proud, ungodly, vicious (against which see
Urwick, Servant of Jehovah, p. 145); Ewald, Cheyne (Introd.
to Is. p. 429), and Duhm adopt, without MS authority, textual
emendations, and read piaty oppressor (Ew.) or p'Ety defrauder
(Ch. and Du.); in each case the word being referred to the
Babylonians, among whom the * Servant of the LORD ' would
die. The Bible Annotae paraphrases,' He has been interred with
criminals, but after his death he has been put by the Eternal
(in Sheol)in the ranks of the most honourable.' Delitzsch^,
Urwick, etc., retain the meaning ' r ich ' (literally), and
emphasize the similarity between OT prophecy and NT
history. The interpretation, 'his sepulchral mounds,' instead
of ' in his death' (adopted by Lowth, Ew., Duhm, Ch. in Intr.),
renders the parallel more conspicuous, but is not essential to
ite maintenance ; ' in his death' may = ' when he died.'

freed Ireland from poisonous reptiles, a service
usually attributed to St. Patrick.

LITERATURE.—Wuelcher's Excursus on J. of A. in Gosp. of
Nic. ; Cowper's Apocr. Gosps.; Skeat's Joseph of Arimathie
(Early English Texts); Ittig, Pat. Apost. 13 ; Hearne's Hist,
and Ant. of Glastonbury ; Saurin, Discours, x. 451, 466.

H. COWAN.
JOSEPH BARSABBAS (AV Barsabas), surnamed

Justus; one of the two disciples who had been
followers of Jesus during the whole of His public
ministry, and were therefore deemed suitable
candidates for the apostolic office vacant by the
treachery and death of Judas Iscariot (Ac I23).
Barsabbas means 'son of Sabba.' It has been
variously interpreted ' son of an oath,' ' son of an
old man,' 'son of conversion,' 'son of quiet' (see
Lightfoot, Hor. Heb.; Winer, Realworterb.); but it
was probably a patronymic, Joseph's father being
named Sabba. If so, we must reject Lightfoot's
suggestion, that he and Judas Barsabbas (Ac 1522)
were brothers of James the son of Alphseus. His
Roman surname Justus was doubtless assumed
after the manner frequent among the Jews at that
time (cf. Ac 1212 131). We have no information
concerning him beyond what is implied in the one
passage where he is mentioned. He is certainly to
be distinguished from Joseph Barnabas (Ac 436)
and from Judas Barsabbas (Ac 1522); though
it is not improbable, from the identity of the
patronymic, that he and Judas were brothers.
Eusebius {HE i. 12) makes him to have been
one of 'the Seventy' (Lk 101), and this is not
improbable. Eusebius (339) also relates from
Papias a legend that Joseph Barsabbas 'drank a
deadly poison and yet, by the grace of the Lord,
suffered no harm.' G. T. PuRVES.

JOSEPH, PRAYER OF.—A lost Jewish apocry-
phon, mentioned in several catalogues of extra-
canonical books. For information as to its con-
tents we are indebted almost exclusively to a few
quotations in the writings of Origen. In all the
extant passages Jacob (not Joseph) is the speaker.
He narrates a conversation he held with the
wrestling angel Uriel; and claims to have read
the tablets of heaven, and thus to know what is
about to befall mankind. The work is said by
Origen to have been in use παρ 'E/3pa£ois, and his
quotations show it to have had an antichristian
animus. It is a representative of a remarkable
trend in Jewish theology, which led the Jews to
claim for the three great patriarchs the same
sublime and supernatural characteristics as the
Christians claimed for the Lord Jesus. For in-
stance, Jacob claims to be ' an angel of God and a
ruling spirit'; 'the first-begotten {irpuyrbyovos) of
every creature animated by God ' ; ' an archangel
of the power of the Lord'; and ' the first servant in
God's presence.' The wrestling angel, whom
Christians claimed to be the Messiah, is told by
Jacob that] he is only eighth in rank among 'the
angels, Jacob himself being first of all; and in the
same strain Abraham and Isaac are said to have
been ' created before every (other) work.'

LITERATURE. — Fabricius, Codex pseudepigr. VT i. 761-771 ;
Ρ li. iii. 128; Dillmann, art. ' Pseudepigraphen,1 inSchiirer, HJP

PRE*. J. T. MARSHALL.

JOSEPHUS (Α Ίώσ?70ο5, Β Φόσ̂ ττο*), 1 Es 9^ =
JOSEPH, Ezr 1042.

JOSES {'l<aarjs).—i. An ancestor of our Lord
(Lk 329 AV reads Jose, failing to observe that Ίωση
of TR is genitive. The correct text as adopted by
WH and RV is Ίησου, so that this Joses gives place
to Jesus). 2. One of the ' brethren of the Lord'
(Mk 631540·47, Mt 2756). In Mt 1355 where AV has
Joses, RV adopts WH text Joseph (see Dalman,
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Gram. p. 75). 3. The natal name (Ac 436 AV) of
Barnabas (which see). RV after WH has Joseph.

JOSHAH (n '̂v).—A Simeonite chief, 1 Ch 434.
See GENEALOGY.

JOSHAPHAT (»?^ = D^n;).—1. One of David's
heroes, 1 Ch II 4 3 . 2. A priest in David's time,
1 Ch 1524.

JOSHAYIAH
1 Ch II4 6.

).— One of David's heroes,

JOSHBEKASHAH (ηψρζνι).— A son of Heman,
1 Ch 254·24. There is reason to believe that this
and five of the names associated with it are really
a fragment of a hymn or prayer (see GENEALOGY,
III. 23 n. ; and cf. Kittel in SBOT, and W. R.
Smith, OTJC2143 n.).

JOSHEB BASSHEBETH (ru^a ar) occurs in
RV of 2 S 238 as a proper name in place of the
utterly meaningless ' that sat in the seat' of the
AV. It is evident that the text is corrupt, and
that the original name Jashobeam must be re-
stored from the parallel passage, 2 Ch II 1 1, just as
the ' Hachmonite' must be substituted for the
« Tahchemonite.' (Cf. Driver, Heb. Text of Sam.,
ad loc). Budde and others would go further. In
Jashobeam itself they find a corruption of the
original name, and they recover the latter by the
following steps. In Β we find 'Ie/3<We, and in Luc.
Ίβσβάαλ, from which it is inferred that niviiw —
nw2&* = ̂ y2W (byz&x), so that the name of David's
commander was really Eshbaal. (See notes on
2 S 238 in Haupt's Sacred Bks. of OT, and in
Kautzsch's AT). J. A. SELBIE.

JOSHIBIAH {n^tfv <J" causeth to dwell'; Oxf.
Heb. Lex. compares Phoen. byiw perhaps = by22W).
—A Simeonite chief, 1 Ch 435. See GENEALOGY.

JOSHUA (on forms and meaning of the name see
next art.).—1. The successor of Moses. See next
article. 2. The Bethshemite in whose field was
the stone on which the ark was set, on its return
from the land of the Philistines, 1 S 614·18. 3.
The governor (i#) of Jerusalem in the time of
Josiah, 2 Κ 238. ί. The high priest who along
with Zerubbabel directed affairs at Jerusalem after
the restoration, Hag I 1 · 1 2 · 1 4 etc., Zee 31·3·6 etc.
In the books of Hag and Zee he is called Joshua,
in Ezr and Neh Jeshua (which see).

JOSHUA.—
i. Name.

ii. Contents of the Book,
iii. Relation to the Pentateuch.
iv. Constituent Documents,
y. Problems of their Relation and Composition.

vi. Separation from the Pentateuch, and Date,
yii. Relation to the Book of Judges,

viii. Historical Value of the Book,
ix. The Person Joshua.
x. His Work.

xi. Religious Teaching of the Book.
Literature.

i. THE NAME.—1. The English form Joshua is
an abbreviation of the Heb. ami? (only in Dt 321,
Jg 27) or sifin; (the usual form, e.g. Ex 179, Dt I3 8

etc., 1 Κ 1634), later abbreviated to jw:. (of Joshua
himself, Neh 817) in order to avoid, it is said, the
sequence of the vowels 6, ύ {SK, 1892, 177, 573 ;
WZKM iv. 332 ff.). In Nu 138·16, Dt 32^ the form
is agftn, the same as that of the king of N. Israel
(2 Κ 1530 etc.) and the prophet (Hos I 1 · 2 ); but Dt
3244 is probably a textual error for yww, so Sam.,
Gr., Vulg., and Syr. (cf. Driver, in loco), and on
Nu 138·16 (P) no reliance can be placed. The LXX
give it as 'Irjaovs, and so it occurs in the NT both as

Joshua's own name (Ac 745) and that of our Lord
(Mt I21·25). The name, Stade {Gram. 93) suggests,
may be a Hiphil. More probably it is a compound
' J" is salvation.' The parallel forms jn&mx and
ywbx favour this (on this and the antiquity of the
name see Gray, Heb. Proper Names, 155, 259). Cf.
the Heb. VThx, still more SPB^N and ^ψ,, the
Phoen. yw\ and the Himyarite ytfrr, which JDeren-
bourg transliterates Yuhashi.

Joshua the son of Nun, the successor of Moses
in the leadership of Israel, is mentioned several
times outside the Book of Joshua; but as the
traditions concerning him are mainly found in the
latter, it will be more convenient to examine its
contents and composition before treating of his
life.

ii. CONTENTS OF THE BOOK. — The Book of
Joshua consists of twenty-four chapters, of which
the first twelve take up the history of Israel from
the point reached by the end of Deuteronomy, the
death of Moses, and continue it through the con-
quest of Western Palestine ; while the next nine
record the division of the land among the tribes
(12-21). An appendix gives Joshua's speech to
Reuben, Gad, and half-Manasseh, his dismissal of
them to E. Palestine (221"9); the controversy about
the altar of Ed (22W"34) ; the last days of Joshua
and his death (23-2431); the burial of Joseph's body
(2432), and the death of Eleazar son of Aaron (2433).

iii. RELATION TO THE PENTATEUCH.—The Book
of Joshua thus proves to be the necessary supple-
ment and completion of the Pentateuch, of whose
promises and obligations it records the fulfilment
in the settlement of Abraham's descendants in
Canaan (cf. Gn 127 etc.); in the execution (told
in Deuteronomic language) of the Deuteronomic
commands to Israel to take possession of the land
and extirpate the Canaanites ; and even in such
details as the burial of Joseph's bones, which the
patriarch made Israel swear they would carry up
with them from Egypt (Gn 5025).*

Notwithstanding this continuity of historical
material and of plan, the Heb. Canon sharply
separated the Book of Joshua from the Pentateuch:
the Pentateuch comprises the first and earliest
part of the Canon—the Torah ; the Book of Joshua
heads the later Canon of the Prophets, more
especially the series of historical works, concluding
with the Books of Kings and known as the Former
Prophets. Besides, the book in its present form is
an independent whole, with a definite beginning and
conclusion; its orthography differs in several im-
portant details from that of the Pentateuch {e.g. it
does not continue the epicene ΝΙΠ and IJJJ of the
Pentateuch, nor the form ban for nbxn, and spells
Jericho inn* not as always in the Pentateuch in-v);
while in consequence of its later adoption into the
Canon its text (cf. the numerous deviations of the
LXX) is in a less certain form. For some time,
therefore, the book was not brought under the
methods of criticism and analysis to which the
Pentateuch was subjected in the end of last and
beginning of this century. But in 1792 the
Scotsman, Father Geddes, in his translation of the
Bible, wrote (vol. I. Preface, p. xxi): ' To the
Pentateuch I have joined the Book of Joshuah
{sic), both because I conceive it to be compiled by
the same author, and because it is a necessary
appendix to the history contained in the former
books.'f But it was de Wette, Bleek, and Ewald
who were the first to extend to Joshua the docu-
mentary theory of the composition of the Penta-

* Cf. Jos liff· with Nu 2715^·, Dt 328 311-8· 23 ; 112 with Nu 32, Dt
3i8ff.; 830ff. with Dt H29ff. 271-8· n-14 ; 13 ff. with Nu 34 ; 146-15 w i t h
Nu 1424, Dt 136; 171-6 with Nu 271-11 361-12 ; 20 f. with Nu 35.

+ Hollenberg, in his account of the criticism of Joshua (SK,
1874, p. 463), is, therefore, so far wrong in naming de Wette aa
the first to recognize that the analysis of Joshua must follow
the lines of that of the Pentateuch.
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teuch. De Wette (see list of literature below),
after vacillating, in successive editions of his Intro-
duction, between the fragmentary and documentary
hypotheses of the composition of the Pentateuch,
finally adhered to the latter, and traced through
Joshua the Elohist and Deuteronomic documents.
In 1822 Bleek distinguished the basis of the book
as Elohist, additions to it as by the Jahwist, and
its final redaction as from the hands of the Deuter-
onomist. Soon after Bleek began his criticism,
Ewald traced up to the end of Joshua all the docu-
ments into which he had already analysed the
Pentateuch. The work was continued by other
critics, the most prominent of whom have been
Knobel, Schroder, Noldeke, Hollenberg, Well-
hausen, Vatke (whose results appear in his post-
humous lectures on OT Introduction), Budde, Albers,
Driver, Bennett, and Addis. Amid many varieties
of opinion as to details, the analyses of this long
list of scholars reveal a wonderful agreement, not
only as to the presence in Joshua of all the Penta-
teuchal documents, but even as to the approximate
proportions in which they stand to each other.*
It is because of these results that OT criticism
prefers to speak of the Hexateuch rather than of
the Pentateuch.

iv. THE CONSTITUENT DOCUMENTS. — Critics,
then, agree that all the chief documents of the
Pentateuch are present in Joshua, and indeed this
is obvious to any reader of the original who is
familiar with the characteristic style and favourite
topics of these documents. But the documents are
present with certain ambiguities and complications,
and these present a number of problems unsolved
and perhaps insoluble, which are peculiar to the
criticism of Joshua, as contrasted with that of the
Pentateuch.

In the following analysis we start with the
Deuteronomic elements, the spirit and style of
which are so readily recognized. We have seen
that the book is faithful to the spirit of the
Deuteronomic code—even to the extent of ideal-
izing the facts—in so far as Deuteronomy com-
mands Israel to take full possession of the land
and extirpate the native inhabitants. But the
Deuteronomic dialect is also frequently observed.
The following is a list and analysis of the Deuter-
onomic passages. They are found chiefly in chs.
1-12, and in the Appendix, chs. 21-24.

{a) The Deuteronomic Passages in Joshua.—It
is not without significance that the introduction is
one of the most plainly Deuteronomic passages of
the Book. Ch. 1 is not only written in manifest
continuation of the end of the Bk. of Deuter-
onomy (as completed, critics now take for granted,
by a Deuteronomic editor), but it is composed
almost throughout in the Deuteronomic style.
yv3-5a a r e e xpanded from Dt II'24· 2 5 a ; Dt 3123 is
echoed in w. 5 b · 6 · 1 7 b-1 8 b; Dt 46 298 (Heb.) in v.7;
Dt I 2 9 · s o 203 316 in v.9; Dt II 3 1 in v. l lb. Terms used
only in Dt, or in the meaning in which they are
employed in Dt, are scattered through the chapter
{e.g. the intransitive py, and Dnotf in the sense of
officers who communicate the orders of the chief
to the people). The appeal to the Law and the
Book of the Law are also Deuteronomic, and so,
too, the number of the tribes settled E. of the
Jordan as 2^ (cf. v.12 with Dt 313"21), while JE
(Nu 321-5·20f·) states them as 2. At the same time
there are complications. The phrases TWD mvn
(v.1), Π»ΒΌΠ and Vnn maj (v.14), are not phrases of the
Dt style, which has other terms for the two latter;
the details in v. l l a might have been stated by any

* In opposition to these analyses, defenders of the unity of the
book, and (to a greater or less degree) of its independence, have
appeared in J. L. Konig (1836), and Keil in his Commentary.
See also Lex Mosaica, and Principal Douglas in his handbook
on Joshua.

writer. These facts have led some to conclude
that a JE narrative underlies this Dt introduction
to the Book. It should be observed that the Dt
parallels and echoes in the chapter are all taken
from the historical and parenetic portions of the
Bk. of Dt which most critics now assign to another
hand than that which drew up the legal kernel of
the Book, chs. 12-26. 28.

In ch. 2, vv.1 0·u (and perhaps v.24) are not only
Deuteronomic in language, but express a favourite
thought of the Deuteronomist—the fear which
Israel and the wonderful deeds of J" produced on
the inhabitants of W. Palestine. Chs. 3 and 4,
on the Crossing of Jordan, are obviously com-
piled from several sources, for they contain not
only differences of style, but of substance. There
are, firstly, clauses in the Dt dialect deducing from
the events described the Dt doctrines (37 414 the
magnifying of Joshua in the eyes of Israel; 421·24

the duty of teaching future generations the mean-
ing of the events, and the impression of these on
the Canaanites); and, secondly, in other parts of
the narrative, characteristic Dt phrases occur (32"4

D»î rr D'jrm, etc.); but, thirdly also, there are traces
of an original Dt account of the monument raised
to commemorate the passage (42·a a·8, cf. vv.21·24),
which differs from the two JE accounts of the same
(see below), in so far as it makes the monument to
consist of 12 stones brought by 12 men from the
bed of Jordan, and places it at Gil gal. In chs. 5
and 6 (the Taking of Jericho), 51, the fear of the
Canaanites has an echo of Dt, as also 62·27 are
supposed to have (cf. v.2 with Dt 224 32 etc., and
v.27 with Dt 27"25). In ch. 7 (Achan's Trespass)
no Dt elements can be detected with certainty
(though some seem to occur in vv.12b·14·15) till the
obvious Dt redaction of v.24f·, on which see below
among the JE passages. In 81'29 (the Taking of
Ai) touches of the Dt style may be detected in
w . 1 · 2 · 2 7 b .

Ch. 830"35 is a passage of peculiar difficulty. The
linguistic evidence proves it to be in the main from
the hand of a Deuteronomist editor, but besides
containing, as the Dt redaction sometimes does, a
trace of the priestly writer (in the phrase muo -us
v.33), it records a fact, the building of an altar
at Mt. Ebal, which conflicts with the principal
law of Dt, that there shall be only one sanctuary
in the land. It apparently refers to two pas-
sages in Dt (II 2 9 · 3 0 which orders blessing to be set
on Gerizim, but cursing on Ebal, and the very
composite 271"13, which enjoins the erection of
plastered stones, when Israel crosses Jordan, and
the inscription on them of the To rah vv.2·3; that
this shall be at Ebal v.4, and that an altar of
unhewn stones shall be raised there for sacrifice to
Jehovah; and that the tribes shall be divided to
bless opposite Gerizim and curse opposite Ebal), yet
it does not wholly agree with either of these (for it
records a reading of the whole law where II 2 9 speaks
only of the blessing and cursing, and 271"13 speaks
only of the writing of the Law). Jos 830"35 appears
therefore not to have been composed with the
mere view of recording the fulfilment of the afore-
said Dt injunctions (and indeed it ignores Dt 2714"2e

altogether), but to be an independent* writing based
on documents, part of which, the building of the
Ebal altar, cannot be Deuteronomist, but is more
likely to belong to E, whose interest in northern
sanctuaries is constant.! (It is to Ε that the cor-
responding passage Dt 27δ·6 is assigned : on the his-
torical questions raised by the passage, see below).

In ch. 9 (the Guile of Gibeon) the introduction

* The Dt passages, the first of which is an interpolation, the
second an extraordinarily composite paragraph (in parts con-
tradictory of itself), may, indeed, have been inserted in Dt sub-
sequent to the appearance of the passage in Joshua.

t The description of the altar is very like Ex 2025.
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(vv.1·2, cf. Dt I7, Jos I4) and the closing words
(v.27b the Dt formula ' the place which He shall
choose') are Deuteronomic; so, too, vv.9b·i0 (the
reference to Sihon and Og) and vv.24·25 (cf. Dt
2010"18). In ch. 10 (The Victory of Gibeon and
Conquest of the South), which is covered by the Dt
introduction 91· 2, there are many fragments of the
Dt style, vv.8·1 2 a·1 4 b (the introduction and close of
the story of J which is gathered round the quota-
tion from the Bk. of Jashar: the phrase in v.12a

' in the day . . . Israel' is used 9 times in Dt, and
nowhere else in the Pent. ; the phrase in v.14b m.T
binwh nnb: is also Dt, but there is no reason why it
might not have been used by another writer), and
v vi9b (perhaps), 2 5 ; besides vv.28'43, the summary
of the Conquest of the South, which by other
documents, Jos 1514"19, Jg I1 0'1 5, is attributed to
Judah and Caleb. Ch. 11 (the Conquest of the
North) is also treated in the summary arrangement
of the Deuteronomist, and mainly in Dt language ;
while ch. 12 is assigned by virtually all critics to a
Deuteronomic hand on the ground that vv.1"6

follow Dt 39'12·14"17 rather than the parallel Nu
2ii-3i (Qg j s a g a i n joined with Sihon), and that Dt
touches appear in the following verses. The list
of kings vv.9"24 might be from any source.

In the Second Section of the Book, the Division
of the Land, chs. 13-21, the Dt passages are few.
Here again the introduction is one of them, 131"14,
a summary description of the land still unconquered,
and a charge to divide what is conquered among the
9J tribes; and a description of E. Palestine studded
not only with phrases but facts peculiar to the
Deuteronomist (e.g. v.14 || Dt 181; v.72£ tribes ; v.12

Og; cf. also vv.7"14 generally with the Dt passage
Jos 121"6). There are, too, signs of an attempt to
harmonize two differing accounts of the conquest
(cf. Wellh. Comp. des Hex. p. 129; Kuenen,
Onderz. i. 1, § 7, n. 27). Ch. 146·7 is Deuteronomic;
so, too, chs. 187· lob 2141"43, which represent the con-
quest of the Holy Land as in complete fulfilment
of the Divine promise: a representation not con-
sistent with other passages nor borne out by the
subsequent history, but in harmony with the
Deuteronomist's ideal treatment of the subject.
It is remarkable that in ch. 20 the Dt additions
do not occur in the LXX. In the Appendix chs.
22-24, Joshua's charge to the 2\ tribes (ch. 221'8),
and his last charge to the nation (231"16), are in the
well-known hortatory style of Dt.

(b) The Priestly Writing in Joshua.—It is most
convenient to take this next. In the First Section,
chs. 1-12, the passages from Ρ are few and frag-
mentary, and consist either (a) of additions to the
narrative of dates and statistics (about which,
however, there is this difficulty, that, though such
things are characteristic of Ρ in the Pentateuch,
they do not in Joshua always agree with other
statistics given by P, and being but bare figures
cannot be proved on evidence of language to belong
to P ) ; or (6) of the substitution of characteristic
terms of Ρ for the corresponding terms of other
documents ; or (c) of statements with regard to the
ritual and enforcement of the Law. Of the first of
those three classes are 34 (?) 4 1 3 · 1 9 ; of the second
54 nonbon 'ma VD αηζΐϊπ (64), and the evident ex-
pansion of 724 and 725 p« ?KW hi inx IDJVI, 1027 ny
mn Dvrt osy (II 1 3); of the third class 510"12 the
account of the Passover, 623b 71 917'21 II 1 3.

In the Second Section, on the Division of the Land,
the bulk is from Ρ (all, in fact, except the Dt pas-
sages already cited, and a few from JE which will be
cited immediately). This is clear from the presence
of the characteristic marks of P's style, and the
agreement of the injunctions with those laid down in
the Priestly Legislation in the Pentateuch. Besides
the bulk of the contents, the opening and closing
formulas of the various paragraphs of this section

are from P. In short, in this section, as in the
Pentateuch, Ρ furnishes the framework. In tha
Appendix, ch. 229'34 (which emphasizes the central-
ization of the worship by the account of the altar
that was ' by Jordan') displays many of the char-
acteristic marks of P's style. There are, however,
other features which suggest an independent author.

(c) The Jahwist-Elohist Documents in Joshua.
—As in the Pentateuch, the bulk of the narrative
in Joshua belongs to the double document, known
to critics as JE. To the trained eye the style is
easily distinguished from that of Dt or P. When,
however, we seek to discriminate its two con-
stituents, which in the Pentateuch are so often
discernible from each other, we receive little or no
assistance from the style or the language. It
exhibits, however, another and far more decisive
difference. Again and again in the JE portions of
Joshua it becomes evident that two accounts of
the same event have been welded together, for the
statements not only repeat each other with a
redundancy utterly foreign to the crisp style of
either of the two documents J and E, but in details
often conflict with each other. In ch 1 there are only
fragments of JE. Ch 2 is all JE, except vv.10· n .
So, too, chs. 3. 4, the Crossing of Jordan, except the
Dt fragments noted above. But when these have
been put aside, the remainder reveals the presence
of two narratives (as Wellh ausen was the first to
point out); according to one of which a monument
to commemorate the Passage was built at Gilgal
with stones taken from the river's bed by the
people, but according to the other was set up in
the river's bed, and consisted of 12 stones carried
by 12 representatives of the tribes. This difference
(in addition to the 3rd story of the Deuteronomist
referred to above) is apparent not only from the
statements in 48·9, but from the fact that while 317

describes the people as having all passed over,
4 4 · 5 · l o b treat them as still about to cross. Again,
312 and 42 cannot belong to the same narrative, for
they are simply * doublets'; yet 312 is presupposed
by 44. The two narratives may be thus dis-
tinguished—(1) 31.5.10.U.13-17 41-3.8. a n d (2) 312
44-7.9-iiae Qf these two accounts it is not easy to
say which is J and which E.

Ch. 5 (events between Jordan and Jericho) is
one of the most complicated parts of the text of
Joshua. V.1, as we have seen, is Dt. y v . 2 · 3 · 8 · 9

(the record of the circumcision of the people by
Joshua), are from JE. But into v.2 words have
been inserted—they are not found in the LXX—
implying that Joshua did this a second time ; and
vv.4'7 (the LXX here offers a widely different
reading) interpolate an account of the reasons of
the operation, which is not consistent with JE's
statement in v.9, that it was undertaken for the
purpose of 'rolling away the reproach of Egypt.'
These words are in themselves an obviously wrong
interpretation of the term Gilgal, i.e. 'stone-circle,'
and can only mean that in the opinion of the
writer Israel had been uncircumcised in Egypt,
and that this neglect, which had excited the re-
proach of the circumcised Egyptians, was now at
last repaired. In contradiction to this, vv.4"7 de-
clare that the Israelites while in Egypt were
circumcised, but that generation had all died, and
those who were born after the Exodus had not
been circumcised, which neglect Joshua now made
good. The phraseology of these four verses is partly
P's, but most critics take them, along with the
words interpolated in v.2, to be the addition of a later
writer, who was anxious to harmonize JE's account
with previous reports of Ρ about circumcision.
The end of ch. 5 (vv.13"15) also presents a difficulty.
It is generally assigned to J E ; but some critics,
on the alleged ground that the phrases m.v «us and
-it? as applied to an angel are found only in late
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writings, take the passage to be one of the very
latest additions to the Bk. of Joshua. So Kuenen.
This reason is not conclusive. It was an early
belief that Jehovah had a heavenly host (cf. 1 Κ
2219), the belief in individual angels with special
functions was also early, and we need not take *w
in the special sense in which it is intended when
applied to angels in the Bk. of Daniel, but simply
in its early signification of a military officer.
y v 13-15 m a v therefore very well be left to JE.

The whole of ch. 6 (the Fall of Jericho), except
vv.2 a n d 27, belongs to JE, but we meet in it the
same phenomenon as in chs. 3 and 4, the presence
(again first detected by Wellhausen) of two differ-
ing accounts—one (vv.3·7a·10· u partly 1 4 · 1 5 a 'and it
came to pass . . . manner,' 1 5 b · 2 0 ' and the people
shouted') which relates that Israel marched round
Jericho on 7 successive days, the first 6 silently,
but on the 7th they shouted at the word of Joshua,
and the walls fell; and the other (vv.4 partly,
5. ?b. s. 9j p a r t s of v v . 1 3 · 1 5 , vv.16a-20b) which relates
that a portion of the armed men marched round
the city 7 times on one day, having in their midst
the ark and priests with trumpets, and that at the
7th round the people shouted at the signal of the
trumpets, and the walls fell. Cf. especially vv.16

and 20. ^n £j i e latter the people shout both before
and after the trumpets, though v.16 enjoins them
not to shout till the trumpets give the signal. As
in chs. 3. 4 it is not easy to assign these double
accounts, present in ch. 6, respectively to J and E.

In ch. 7 (the Defeat before Ai and Achan's Sin
and Doom) all is from JE except v.1 and parts of
vv.24·25. The latter verses afford so instructive
an example as to how the original JE narrative
has been worked upon by subsequent editors that
it is worth examining their details. To begin with,
the LXX omits in v.24 the words amn—ηο3.τηκι, and
in v.25 van—IDJTI. Moreover, in v.24 the term * and
all Israel' has been separated from its fellow-
nominative 'Joshua* at the beginning of the
verse * by the words omitted in the LXX, and by
the rest of the catalogue of Achan's property,
while in v.25 not only does the phrase beginning
IDJTI ' and they stoned him with stones,' which is
in the language of P, form a mere doublet to the
phrase introduced by ι̂ ροΊ ' and they stoned them
with stones,' but when we remove the former,
the latter is still preceded by the words 'and
they burned them with fire,' an impossible
order: we cannot conceive of Achan and his pro-
perty as first burned and then stoned. Besides,
while v.26, which is JE, speaks of a cairn being
raised over Achan alone, v.24 describes them as
brought up to the valley of Achor, and v.25 de-
scribes them as being burned and stoned. Of this
confusion Albers has given the following reason-
able explanation. The original JE narrative re-
corded the punishment only of Achan, but a Deuter-
onomic editor, wishing to bring the process into
conformity with Dt 1316·17, which enjoins that goods
subject to the Qerem or Ban shall be burned, has
added to v.24 the catalogue of Achan's property,
which we have already seen to be an evident in-
trusion, and to v.25 the notice of the burning which
we have seen to be impossible before that of the
stoning. This editor must have also changed the
' him' of both these verses into ' them'; it is
remarkable that in both the LXX has 'him.' If,
now, we take out of the verses those intruded
elements of Dt and P, the JE remainder reads
consistently: ' And Joshua, and all Israel with
him, took Achan the son of Zerah, and brought
him (LXX A) to the valley of Achor; and Joshua
said, "Why hast thou brought trouble upon us?
Jehovah will bring trouble upon thee." And they
stoned him (LXX Β Α; αυτού* F) with stones.'

* Though in AV they have been brought together.

In ch. 81"29 (the Taking of Ai) everything except
the Dt fragments already noticed is from JE.
But as in chs. 3. 4. 6, two accounts appear to have
been fused (though it is not certain how we are to
divide them between J and E). This is clear not
only from the reduplication of certain details
(vv.14·18 etc., see below), and awkward connexions
(v.14, and v.18 with v.19), but still more from a
double and contradictory story of the ambush, as
well as from an attempt in the Massoretic text to
reconcile these, and from the omission by the LXX
both of the attempt and of the contradictory data.
The first of the two accounts starts with v.3 (perhaps
earlier, for though vv.1·2 are mainly Dt, they contain
other elements). According to this, after Joshua
and all the army started from Gilgal for Ai, he
chose and sent forward* 30,000 (?"3000) men by
night to conceal themselves on the opposite or
western side of Ai, and charged them to wait there
till the army should pretend to flee from Ai, and
drawing its inhabitants out of it, leave it empty,
when the ambush were to take possession. The
men chosen go forth and effect this movement,
while Joshua passes the same night in the valley
(in v.9 for Dy read with Ewald poy). At this point
the second account starts from v.10, or at least
from v.11, which relates that all the people (omit
for grammatical reasons the words ' of war') which
were with him came over against Ai,f and (v.12)
Joshua took about 5000 men and ' set them as an
ambush between Bethel and Ai, westward of Ai.'
Then comes the difficult v.13, which seems an
attempt to combine and summarize the two
accounts. The Greek translator, or the editor of
the texts he used, feeling that the combination
was impossible, has substituted for 8 l l b the word
'eastward,' and for 12b, with its contradictory data,
the words ' the ambushes of the city from the sea
{i.e. westward)'; and has omitted all v.13. To this
explanation the only alternative is that the data
in v.12, which conflict with those of the previous
account of the ambush, and v.13 have been added
to the Massoretic text after the LXX translation
was made, which is hardly possible. V.14 alike
by its repetitions, in different words, of the same
actions and the awkward grammar by which they are
combined, is obviously the fusion of two accounts—
one: ' And it came to pass, when the king of Ai
saw, that he and all his people hastened to the
. . .% in front of the Arabah, not knowing of the
ambush against them behind (to the west of) the
city'; the other: ' And the men of the city rose
up early, and came forth to meet Israel in battle.'
The Israelites flee, and draw the men of Ai § after
them. Here, again, in vv.16·17 there are small
doublets, and so, in fact, to the end of v.29 {e.g. in
v.20b the people fleeing to the wilderness ' turn on
their pursuers,' omitted by LXX; yet in v.21

'Joshua and all Israel see that the ambush have

* V.Sa. Some scholars think that according to this first account
Joshua sent his ambush ahead from Gilgal. This can be main-
tained only by denying that v.3a belongs to the first account.
But there is no cause in the clause itself for separating it from
what follows. And it is not probable that any account would
have made Joshua send the ambush ahead from Gilgal, for this
place is 6 or 7 hours distant from Ai, and if the main body had
remained there during the night in which the ambush took up
its position west of Ai, starting next morning, it would not have
reached Ai till the ambush had been exposed for several hours
to the daylight. Take v.3a with what follows it, and we find the
first account imply that the ambush was not chosen and
despatched till the whole army had gone up towards Ai, which
does not contradict the second and more detailed account, that
it started after Joshua and the army had arrived in the neigh-
bourhood of Ai.

t This still may be, though not probably, the first account.
i "ljflB^ ' to the appointed place.' Dillmann's theory, that

one of the two narratives had previously described this tryst, is
surely impossible, for the men of Ai did not know of Israel's
arrival. Bennett emends "HID1? ' to the descent.'

§ Heb. adds «and Bethel,' but LXX omits; it must be the
addition of a late scribe inserting an allusion to Jg 1.
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taken the city, and that smoke goes up, and turn
and smite the men of Ai ' ; and in v.24 mwi woa).
These are quite enough (without supposing that a
different use has been imputed to Joshua's javelin
in v.18 from that in v.26) to prove the fusion of two
tales of the same event, ν .27 is of course Dt. In
the Dt passage vv.30"35 the part that must have
been taken from Ε has been already pointed out.

In ch. 9 (the Guile of Gibeon), after the Dt
introduction in vv1·2, the JE narrative commences
independently in v.3. Its style is distinguish-
able from the Dt portions, vv.9 b·1 0·2 4·2 5·2 7 b; and
both in style and substance it differs from the Ρ
account, Vv.15b·17"21. But even within JE a double
account is as discernible as it was in the JE
portions of chs. 3. 4. 6 and 8: cf. the doublets in
v v 6-9a * i n ck ίο1"27 we have the JE account of
the defeat by Joshua of the kings of Jerusalem,
Hebron, Jarmuth, Lachish, and Debir, all with terri-
tories that afterwards became Judah's. Vv.1"11·16"27

read continuously, and relate fully how God smote
the Canaanites before Israel by a great hailstorm.
yvi2-i5 break into this with a story suggested by
an ancient verse of poetry, a prayer of Joshua for a
day long enough to slay his foes; they add that this
prayer was answered by God commanding the sun
to stand still for a whole day in the heavens, and
that Joshua and his force returned to their camp ;
while vv.16ff· relate that they continued the pursuit
of the 5 kings whose forces had been beaten by the
hailstorm recounted in v.11. Vv.12"15 are plainly
an interpolation by another, who finding in the
Bk. of Jashar this poetical ejaculation of Joshua
for a day sufficient for his big task, prosaically
added, vv.13b·14, that this actually happened. This
account of the defeat of the southern kings is not
compatible with that in ch. 1513ff· and in Jg l l f f· (see
below, § vii.). In ch. II 1 " 1 0 · 1 3 we have the JE
account of the conquest of N. Canaan.

In the Second Section, chs. 13-21, on the Division
of the Land, the portions by JE are comparatively
few, some of them mere fragments: in ch. 13,
vv.1"13, in ch. 15, vv.14"19·63 (see below, § vii.), in ch.
16, vv.1"3, the boundary of Joseph; v.10 the Canaan-
ite enclaves at Gezer and in Ephraim, the latter
assigned to Ε ; in ch. 17, vv.1"2 details on Manas-
seh, and vv.10b"18 Manasseh's difficulties with the
Canaanites and Joshua's treatment of the house of
Joseph ; in ch. 18, vv.2'6·8"10 Joshua's allotment of
land to 7 tribes, by casting lots ; in ch. 199 a detail
about Simeon, vv.47·48 the removal of Dan to Laish
(see below, § vii.), and vv.49·50 the tribes take pos-
session and Joshua gets Timnath-serah.

In the Appendix (chs. 22-24) the whole of ch. 24,
except a few insertions from Dt and P, is assigned
toE.

v. PROBLEMS OF THE RELATION AND COMPOSI-
TION OF THE DOCUMENTS.—The evidence thus
collected from the text itself of the Bk. of
Joshua, may be ambiguous in this or that detail;
but its cumulative force and its main direction are
unmistakable. Were it only by the ' doublets' it
contains on the various episodes of the conquest,
and by the different degrees of completeness to
which various passages describe the division of the
land to have been carried, the Bk. of Joshua is
amply proved to be a compilation from several
sources. Of these, the oldest, which supplies the
bulk of the narrative of the conquest in chs. 1-12,
and gives the conclusion of Joshua's history in ch.
24, but also supplies some details concerning the
division of the land, belongs by linguistic evidence
to the document entitled by critics JE. This
document is itself composed from two narratives ;
for, as we have seen, in those parts of it which run
through chs. 3, 4, 6 and 8, two accounts of the

* The attempt by Budde, p. 50, to get rid of the differences by
emending: the text, has not convinced critics.

same episodes, the crossing of Jordan and the tak-
ing of Jericho and of Ai, have obviously been com-
bined ;* and in chs. 13-21, later passages (182'6·8"10

and perhaps others) have been added to it, whether
by the hand that combined its constituents it is
impossible to say. Alongside these written tradi-
tions in JE of the Conquest and Division of the
Land, there appears to have existed, either in whole
or part, at least one other written tradition, and
perhaps two. The passages in chs. 1-12, which on
linguistic evidence are assignable to P, seem to
have been taken from a Priestly narrative of the
Conquest, and there was certainly a Priestly
account of the Division of the Territory from which
the bulk of chs. 13-21 is taken. But there are also
accounts of some events of the Conquest, notably
that of the monument at Gilgal (42·3a·8, cf. vv.21"24·),
and the summary of the Conquest of the South
(928"43), which seem to imply that there was, in
addition to the two other accounts just noted
above, one independent Deuteronomic account of
the Conquest.

But if the existence of an original Dt narrative
of the facts of the Conquest be uncertain, there
was another hand at work of the same spirit and
style of language. In chs. 1-12 the great majority
of the Dt passages do not give evidence of belong-
ing to an independent account of the same events
as are described in JE, but consist of introductions
to the various sections, the bulk of the narrative
in which is JE, and of connexions and transi-
tions ; or they point out how the events related in
JE illustrate the favourite doctrines of the Deuter-
onomic writers and enforce the Deuteronomic legis-
lation. All these passages are easily separable
from the narratives to which they have been
added, and sometimes (as in ch. 724·25) it is clear
that their insertion has not been accomplished
without the modification of the original text.
And, besides, single phrases characteristic of the
Dt style have been scattered over most of the
chapters. All this points to one conclusion. A
Deuteronomic writer has 'edited,' not only chs.
1-12, but the whole book. His is the framework
of the whole, his its connexion with the Bk. of
Deuteronomy, the modification of the JE narra-
tives, and the lessons deduced from them. Who
he was, whether he can be identified with the
author of the original Dt law-book (which is
improbable), or the author of the historical supple-
ments to the latter, or was another writer of the
same spirit and style, are questions that divide
critics, and depend on the still unsettled problems
as to the composition of the Bk. of Deuteronomy
itself.t It would be misleading, however, to take
for granted that this Deuteronomic redaction was
completed by one hand at one time. The reasons
for supposing that various strata (though all in
the Deuteronomic spirit and style) are represented
in it will appear from the next paragraph.

The question of the relation of this Deuter-
onomic redaction (or redactions) to the elements of
Ρ which appear in Joshua is a very difficult one.
Was the Dt redaction (or redactions) completed
upon JE and the independent Dt traditions
(described above), and was the whole only then

* We have also seen that it is not possible to assign these, on
linguistic evidence, respectively to J and E.

t See the discussions in the works, cited below, of Hollenberg,
Kuenen, Dillmann, and Kittel. Hollenberg's conclusion is that
not the original Deuteronomist, but the Deuteronomic editor
who combined Deuteronomy with the rest of the Pentateuch
and added to it chs. 1-4. 27. 29-31, is the writer of these
passages in Joshua. Dillmann assigns them in the main to the
author of the Bk. of Deuteronomy ; Kuenen, either to a writer
or writers akin in spirit and style to the author of Dt 1-4, etc.;
so virtually Kittel, to a D2 whom (not certainly but on the
whole) he takes to have been different from D*. There is a
curious difference between the Dt passage Jos 13-β and Dt
1124. 25a; but it is not very great, and does not carry us far in
the discussion of the question.
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combined with the passages from Ρ ? Or did the
Dt redaction take place subsequently to Ρ ? The
former of these alternatives is accepted by Driver
{Introd.6 p. 104). But there is important evidence
in favour of the latter. In the Bk. of Joshua, Ρ
does not occupy the regulative position, nor
supply the framework, as it does in the Penta-
teuch. And in the Massoretic text of Joshua
portions of Ρ have apparently been subjected to
the Dt revision; in ch. 20, for instance, the sub-
stance is from P, the additional matter is Deuter-
onomic (see vv.4"6). Again, while most of the Dt
passages appear in the LXX translation, and are
therefore to be regarded as prior to it, a number
are not found in it. For example, in ch. 724·2δ we
saw that the LXX reproduces only some of the
Dt modifications of the JE account of Achan's
punishment, and the verses ch. 204"6 (just cited), in
which Deuteronomic additions are manifest, are
not found in the LXX (B). It is also probable that
ch. 229"34 was written subsequently to the Priestly
Code (cf. W. R. Smith, OTJC2 413, and Bennett,
Primer, 90). Throughout the book, too, we find
some words from a very late stage of the language
(Dillmann, p. 442). All this implies that what
Bennett {Bk. Jos. p. 22) calls 'very probable'
is a certainty: the Deuteronomic redaction of
the Bk. of Joshua is from more than one hand.
Some of it, according to the evidence of the LXX,
must be very late. Accordingly we understand
why no author's name has been assigned to the
Bk. of Joshua: * it takes its title from its subject
and is an anonymous work. The points upon
which an early author, or even one contem-
porary with the events described, has been
assumed, are either illusory {e.g. the reading of 51

may should be may), or can only prove the date of
one or other of the constituent documents. The
final redaction affords no historical allusion by
which its date might be fixed.

vi. SEPAKATION FROM THE PENTATEUCH, AND
DATE.—Another set of problems is raised by the
relation of Joshua to the Pentateuch. Most critics
have held that the Bk. of Joshua was separated
from the rest of the Pentateuch after JE, D, and Ρ
had been combined, but Bennett {A Primer of the
Bible, 1897, p. 90) thinks that the JE, D, and Ρ
portions of Jos were combined by another and later
editor than the editor who combined the same docu-
ments in the Pentateuch. This is certainly borne
out by the different rank, alluded to above, which
is assigned to Ρ in the Pentateuch and in Joshua.
But, whatever be the answer to these questions,
the reason of the separation of the Book of Joshua
from the Pentateuch when the latter became
canonical in Israel in Ezra's time is very intel-
ligible. The legislation really closes with Deuter-
onomy and the account of Moses' death, and it
was legislation which Ezra and Nehemiah were
anxious to enforce. That the Bk. of Joshua was
not regarded in Israel as what we call canonical
till long after the Torah or Five Books of Moses
had reached that rank, is clear from the difference
between it and them in the LXX translation.
While it is evident, from the comparatively few
discrepancies between the Massoretic text and that
of the LXX, that the text of the Torah had long
been guarded with care before the LXX translation
was made, the many discrepancies in the Bk. of
Joshua, the freedom with which the Greek trans-
lator or translators allowed themselves to omit and
to modify, prove that when the LXX translation of
it was made Joshua was not regarded as of canoni-
cal rank. The admission to the Canon of the

* That Joshua is the author is asserted in the Talmud, ' Baba
bathra,' 142. It has been maintained by a few Rom. Cath. and
Protestant scholars, and even in this century by, e.g., 3. L. Konig,
AT Stud. i. 1836. But see Calvin's sane words in his Argt.

Prophetical Books, to which it belongs, is generally
held to have been about 200 B.C.

vii. RELATION TO THE BOOK OF JUDGES.—But
the problems of the analysis of the Bk. of Joshua
cannot be fully stated without some comparison of
its data of the Conquest with those furnished in
the opening chapters of the Bk. of Judges. We
have seen that in the Bk. of Joshua there are two
different conceptions of how the Conquest was
achieved. One is that shared by both D and Ρ :
that the Conquest of the Land was completed
and the inhabitants exterminated by Joshua, and
thereupon the various territories were occupied
by the tribes to which he allotted them. The
other, very evident from the fragments of J, in
the second half of the book, takes the Conquest to
have been gradual and partial. This, the older
conception, is that which is supported by the Bk.
of Judges. In Jg 1-25 we have fragments of an
account of the Conquest, which an editor has
found irreconcilable with the conception that
dominates the Bk. of Joshua, and has therefore,
by an introductory clause, Jg l l a, transferred to the
days after Joshua's death. This, however, is
impossible : we cannot conceive that Israel having
gained full possession of Western Palestine and
exterminated the Canaanites, was after Joshua's
death driven back upon Jericho and began a
second series of campaigns which gradually re-
stored the country to them. In itself this is im-
possible ; and that the campaigns in Jg 1 happened
m Joshua's lifetime is implied not only by the
account of his death which follows them in Jg 2 if.,
but proved by the fact that the same episodes {e.g.
Hebron and Caleb, Debir and Othniel) which are
related in Jg 1 as happening after Joshua's death
are in the Bk. of Joshua itself related as happen*
ing while he still directed the allotment of the
territories. Omit Jg l l a and several other verses in
the same chapter which are obvious insertions by
an editor and some of which flatly contradict
verses that stand next them, and what is left
affords an account of the Conquest which is in
harmony (as already said) with the older of the
two conceptions, contained in the Bk. of Joshua. *

The relation to each other of these parallel
passages in the Bk. of Joshua and in Jg 1 has
been differently estimated by critics. Yet the
facts appear to shut out all the alternatives but
one. Not only do the parallels agree (as has just
been said) in their general conception of the con-
quest—that it took place through the efforts of
separate tribes, and with incomplete results rather
than (as the view of Ρ and D which prevails in the
Bk. of Joshua conceives it) by all Israel acting
together and with a complete extermination of the
* inhabitants of the land'; but in parts the parallels
agree word for word, and they both contain the
same characteristic terms and phrases.

The following table represents the agreements
and differences :—

Jg I1· (except the first clause)2· 3. 5.6. 7: The beginning of
Judah's and Simeon's campaign, and their defeat of
Adoni-bezek. Jos 10 l f f·: After Joshua's capture of Ai and
treaty with Gibeon, Adoni-zedek (LXX Adoni-bezek ; the
reading Adoni-zedek has perhaps arisen as some echo of
another ancient king of Jerusalem, Melchi-zedek), king·
of Jerusalem, with the kings of Jarmuth, Lachish, and
Eglon, having attacked Gibeon, is defeated by Joshua and
all Israel in the battle of Beth-horon, and afterwards
slain.

jg 119. 20.10-15 : After Judah receives the hill-country for an
inheritance, Caleb in obedience to a command by Moseg
receives Hebron, and takes it, slaying its Anakite lords ;

* On Jg 1 f. consult Wellhausen, Comp. d. Hex. 213-215 ; E.
Meyer, ZATWi. p. 135fif.; but especially Budde, both in ZATW
vii. p. 94 ff., and Richt. u. Samuel, pp. 2ft\, 84-89; and Moore,
Judges, in the Internat. Crit. Comm. p. 3 ff. The verses to be
eliminated from Jg 1-25 a r e la. 4.8.9.18. & &\>·ΰ*. 8. Of these 14 is
redundant in face of vv.5-7; v.8, intimating the capture of Jerus.
is contradicted by later history and the rest of the narrative.
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he offers his daughter to the conqueror of Kiriath-sepher.
This is Othniel. 'Othniel receives Achsah, Caleb's
daughter, and with her the * upper and lower Guloth.'
Jos 15i3ff·: Caleb, in obedience to a divine command by
Joshua, receives Hebron, slaying its Anakite lords ; then
from v.16 the story of Debir, Othniel, and Achsah follows
exactly as in Jg l 1 2 f f · .

j g 116.17; The settlement of the Kenite and conquest of
Simeon's land find no parallel in Joshua.

Jg 121: The continued hold of the Jebusite upon Jerusalem,
the sons of Benjamin do not drive him out. Jos 1563:
The same, but it is the sons of Judah who are said not to
have been able to drive out the Jebusite.

j g 122-26: The house of Joseph go up to Bethel, and with them
Jehovah (an unusual expression, and not found in the
relation of the other campaigns; for Jehovah LXX reads
Judah; Budde reasonably conjectures Joshua as the
original reading); the house of Joseph takes Bethel. To
this there is no parallel in the Bk. of Joshua; but a
reminiscence of the capture of Bethel crops up in the
story of the taking of Ai, Jos 8*7 * Ai and BetheV (but this
is omitted by the best MSS of LXX).

Jgl27.28 : Manasseh did not dispossess the inhabitants of
Beth-shan, Taanach, Dor, Ibleam, Megiddo, and their
subject villages. But the Canaanite resolved to dwell in
that land. When Israel grew strong they forced Canaan-
ites to work for them. Jos 1712.13: The Bene-Manasseh
were not able to dispossess the inhabitants of Beth-shan,
Ibleam, Dor, En-dor, Taanach, Megiddo, but the Canaan-
ite resolved to dwell in this land ; when the Bene-Israel
grew strong they forced the Canaanites to work for them.

Jg 129: Ephraim did not dispossess the Canaanite of Gezer,
but the C. dwelt in his midst in Gezer. || Jos 1610 : And he
(Ephraim) did not dispossess the Canaanite who dwelt in
Gezer, but the 0. dwelt in the midst of Ephraim to this
day, and ' had to take up the forced service of a labourer.'

j g 130-33 : Zebulun, Asher, and Naphtali did not dispossess
the Canaanites of certain towns. No parallels to this in
Jos.

jg 134.35: The Amorites forced the Bene-Dan into the hill-
country, and did not allow them to come down into the
'emek. And the Amorite resolved to dwell in Mt. Heres
in Ai'jalon and in Sha'albim, and the hand of the house of
Joseph was heavy, and they were reduced to forced labour.
Jos 1947: And the Bene-Dan went up and fought with
Leshem and took it, and smote it at the edge of the
sword, and took possession of it, and dwelt in it, and
called Leshem Dan after Dan their father. From these
two passages Budde proposes to restore the full text of
the original in this order : Jg 134, j o s 1947a. (LXX)47b, jg
135 (Cf. the LXX additions to Jos 194?b).

This comparison, besides revealing the similarity
of general conception and identity of several
passages and characteristic phrases, shows that the
passages in Jg 1, besides being set under a wrong
date (v.la 'after the death of Joshua'), have been
'edited' to serve the purpose of the compiler of
this part of the Bk. of Judges, which as revealed
in ch. 2lb"4 is that the failure to dispossess all the
Canaanites is the reason why Jehovah proceeded
now to punish Israel. For instance, the passages
in Joshua generally declare that the tribes were
not able to drive out certain Canaanite com-
munities; in Jg 1 the words in italics are
omitted.* And in v.21 the Benjamites have been
substituted for Judah, which is given in the
parallel Jos 1563. From all this it is clear that in
the Bk. of Joshua we have the more original text
of these passages ; it is impossible that the editor
of that book took them from Jg 1. Nor is the
converse probable ; for in the Bk. of Joshua, as we
have seen, these passages have been inserted in a
setting, the whole tendency of which is to give
a conception of the conquest different from that to
which they testify. There remains possible, there-
fore, only this conclusion, as Budde has clearly
exhibited, that the editors, both of the Bk. of
Joshua and of Jg If., have taken them from a
common source. This source, with its conception
of the conquest so different from that of D and P,
must, in our ignorance of any other sources of the
Hexateuch, be assigned to JE. Can we decide
whether it belongs to J or Ε ? It so happens that
in ch. 24 we have a piece which, for very obvious
reasons, critics are agreed in assigning to E. But
its conception of the conquest approaches too
nearly to that of the Deuteronomic redaction of

* In v.Wb the omission of the words is very plain; the infinit.
> cannot be construed without them.
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Joshua to allow us to assign to its author the
passages in question. We have therefore no
alternative but to regard them as the work of J,
or at least of the series of writers designated by
that letter. So, for instance, Kittel, Driver (in
Smith's Diet, of the Bible2, vol. i. pt. ii. p. 1816),
and especially Budde {ZATW vh. 155 if.), who
assigns them, not to the original J, but to the
Jahwistic redactor. And to the same hand we
must assign, of course, a number of other passages
in the Bk. of Joshua which, though they are not
found among the parallels present in Jg 1, plainly
supplement the latter, and are ruled by the same
conception of the conquest, viz. that it was partial,
for there were many Canaanite communities and
groups of communities whom the tribes could not
drive out. These are Jos 1313 1714'18, and probably
the simpler forms of the doublets in the JE portions
of chs. 1-12, and among them we must also include
the additional matter which ch. 1947 contributes
to the story of Dan as related in Jg I 3 4 · 3 5 . See,
further, art. JUDGES (BOOK OF), where on several
points a different view is maintained from that
represented in the present article.

viii. THE HISTORICAL VALUE OF THE BOOK
OF JOSHUA. — We have seen — upon evidence
afforded by itself, philological and textual—that
the final redaction of the book must be placed
very late in the history of Israel: certainly after
Ezra's time, perhaps not till the 3rd cent. B.C.
We have seen, too, that this redaction includes
widely differing accounts of how the conquest and
division of the land were accomplished : a Deuter-
onomic writer and the Priestly writer represent
it to have been thorough, and effected in one
generation by the whole nation acting together;
the Jahwistic document (with ch. 1 of the Bk. of
Judges) represents it as the work of separate
tribes, and to have been far from complete. When
we accept the latter alternative, not only as that
of the older record, but as the only one in harmony
with the data of the subsequent history under the
Judges and Kings, our difficulties are not at an
end. For, first, the Jahwistic document cannot be
proved to be earlier than the 9th cent. B.C. ; and,
second, before being used by the editor of the
whole book, it has been combined with the Elohist
document in a form which contains such varying
accounts of the different episodes of the Conquest
as were likely to arise in the many centuries of
tradition between the Conquest and the dates of the
two constituent documents. These present, too,
other difficulties. They are defective: it is remark-
able that neither says a word about the conquest
of the midlands of Western Palestine, the lands
afterwards occupied by Manasseh and Ephraim,
although one of them (E) appears to have related
the celebration of a solemn service at Shechem,
the centre of that region, soon after the crossing
of Jordan and in obedience to a word of Moses;
while both of them appear to contain a few data
that could not have been inserted till long after
Israel's settlement in W. Palestine.* All these
facts, presented to us, be it observed, by the
biblical record itself, oblige us to subject the JE
narrative to examination upon the ordinary prin-
ciples of historical criticism. The first question
we have to ask is: are there any signs in JE of
the employment of older documents ? In the early
books of the OT such ancient material is usually
found in the citation of poetical fragments. Of
such the Bk. of Joshua contains only one (1012·13)

• e.g. in the history of the treaty with Gibeon, though, as
we shall see, there is no reason for denying the main fact of
such a treaty in the time of Joshua. The contradiction with
later history, which is alleged by some to exist in Jos 626—the
abandonment of the site of Jericho (cf. Jg 31 3, which represents
Jericho as an inhabited town)—may be explained by a change
of site.
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which may be assigned (though this is not the
opinion of all critics) to J. 'Thus Joshua spake
to Jehovah . . . and said in presence of all Israel—

Sun stay upon Gibeon, and moon on the valley of Aijalon.
And the sun stayed, and the moon stood till the people took

vengeance of their enemies.

Is it not written in the Book of Jashar ?' * This
ancient fragment witnesses to two facts: (a) that
Israel had to fight at this particular point of
their advance into W. Palestine, and (5) the
presence there of Joshua. But the fragment
stands alone in the book; on all other points we
have to argue upon considerations of a general
kind.

The first point which appears to be sufficiently
established is the national unity of Israel, before
and when they crossed the Jordan. This, it is
true, has been denied. Stade (GVI i. 134 ff.) and
others suppose that the Israelite occupation of
W. Palestine proceeded gradually and peacefully
—by the drifting across Jordan, one by one, of
various Israelite clans, before the pressure of their
increasing numbers and in desire for room and
food. But the theory of a peaceful invasion is
contradicted no less by the general force of tradi-
tion than by the historic probabilities; while the
national unity is certified, not only by the earliest
memories of the people (Bk. of Jg, passim) and
the unanimous voice of later tradition, but by
the fact that the great cause and reason of such
a unity, the possession by the tribes of a common
faith and a common shrine, had already been
achieved by the labours of Moses. The later
unity of Israel, accomplished among the separ-
ating influences of W. Palestine, geographical,
social, religious, would not have been possible
unless Israel had already been united before enter-
ing these. Nor do the accounts in the Bks. of
Jos and Jg relate, before the capture of Jericho,
anything contradictory to the theory of such a
unity; it is only from Jericho onwards that
J describes the tribes as separately undertaking
the conquest of their respective territories. More-
over, although J represents separate conquests
after Jericho, it assumes, and even explicitly states,
that these were preceded by a common understand-
ing of how the work of conquest was to be divided
and the territories assigned (Jos 1513 1714ff>, Jg I1).
If we accept this evidence of J (as against Dt and
P), that the conquest was achieved by separate
tribes, we should surely receive its testimony that
the direction and plan proceeded from a common
centre; especially when the unity of Israel, at the
time of crossing Jordan, is rendered so probable
by the considerations quoted above. (See Smith,
HGI1L, Appen. II. ; McCurdy, HPM ii. 112).

ix. THE PERSON OF JOSHUA.—We are now able
to consider the person of Joshua himself. The
attempt has been made to relegate, not only the
deeds, but the personality of this great leader to
the domain of legend and myth. Stade {GVI i.
p. 135) and others t have fastened on the undoubted
fact that in each successive stratum of the tra-
dition Joshua is made to play a more active and
regulative part in the allotment and conquest of
the territory. They assert that he is not men-
tioned by J, and that we can trace the origin of
him to Ε. Ε is an Ephraimitic document, Joshua
an Ephraimitic hero. And the inference is drawn
by these critics, that, to begin with, Joshua is no
more a person than, say, the * Judah and Simeon
his brother' of Jg I s ; but only the personification
of a Josephide clan, whose centre was Timnath-

* The rest of v.13 is a prose statement that the prayer of
Joshua for a long day in which to complete the rout of the
enemy, was fulfilled by the literal halt of sun and moon in
their courses.

tOf. Ed. Meyer, ZATWi. p. 134; Wellhausen, Comp. des
Bex. p. 116 f. n. 1.

serah (Jos 1950 2430) or Timnath-heres (Jg 29) * in
the S.W. of the hill-country of Ephraim. f

But, as Kuenen says, the fact that Joshua
appears with increasing importance through the
later strata of tradition, so far from being a proof
that he did not appear in the earliest stratum,
strongly supports the presupposition that he was
present there. And, as a matter of fact, Joshua
does appear in J (Jos 1714"18), not merely as the
leader of Ephraim or of a part of that tribe, as Ε
represents him, but as the arbiter over all Israel
to whom the tribes appeal when they are dis-
appointed with the territory allotted to them.
Nor is it possible to deny that Joshua appears
in the simpler form of the double JE narratives
of the taking of Jericho and Ai, and of the treaty
with Gibeon ; which form Budde has very suc-
cessfully argued to belong to J (ZATW vii. pp.
134-146, 155-157). Budde has also proposed the
restoration of Joshua's name to Jg I2 2 'And the
house of Joseph went up to Bethel, and Joshua
with them.'J Moreover, Joshua is the speaker in
the ancient poetical fragment (ch. 1012·13). And
in conformity with these descriptions of all Israel
acting under one leader, at least up to the taking
of Ai, ch. 106 states that the army returned to
Gilgal after Ai was taken, and, similarly, v.16

brings them there again after the battle of Beth-
horon. These verses probably belong to E.

There is, then, no point in the development of
the tradition at which we can say, Here Joshua
was added for the first time to the story. So far
back as we can trace it, Joshua is part of the
tradition, and he appears upon that line of it, the
Judsean J, in which there was no temptation to
create him as a tribal hero, for he does not belong
to Judah but to Ephraim. On the other hand,
the rest of the data of the tradition and the
historical probabilities require Israel to have been
under one head. In the absence of contemporary
evidence, these are all the proofs of his historical
reality which it is possible to obtain. But surely
they are sufficient. If, as is probable, the poetical
fragment is genuine, Joshua's existence as the
Captain of all Israel is put beyond doubt.

x. JOSHUA'S WORK. — Joshua, then, was the
successor of Moses, and led all Israel across Jordan.
All the documents appear to agree that the crossing
took place opposite to Jericho,—appear, for even
here a difficulty arises. As we have seen, one
of them, E, makes a statement, found both in
Dt and Jos, to the effect that Israel were sum-
moned by Moses to celebrate their arrival in W.
Palestine by setting up a monument, with the law
written upon it, at Shechem. Now Shechem, be-
sides being the centre of the land, would naturally
be the first goal of any invasion of W. Palestine
from the other side of Jordan. No one can doubt
this who is familiar with the aspect which W.
Palestine presents to an observer from the site
occupied by Israel in the N. of Moab. A wall of
mountain, broken only by narrow gorges, runs far
N. of Jericho ; the first break in it, the first invita-
tion to invade W. Palestine, is the great pass, the
Wady Fera'a, which leads up from Jordan to
Shecnem; and it is at its mouth that the fords
across Jordan are most easy. Take this geo-
graphical fact along with the evidence furnished
by E, and at first sight it is hard to resist the
inference of at least the probability of an invasion

* These passages are reversed by Stade, GVI 143, n. 2.
t Stade, p. 135 ; Meyer, op. dt.
X MT and Β read the meaningless * and Jehovah with them';

A has 'and Judah with them.1 See Budde, op. cit. p. 144.
The substitution of another name for Joshua's in this verse
and the omission of his name elsewhere in Jg 1 was necessary
to the editor, when he removed the events described in Jg 1
from their proper setting and placed them all after Joshua's
death, see v.i».
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by Israel of the midlands of W. Palestine by the
fords near Tell Adami and up the Wady Feraa.
Such a conclusion, too, would fill the great gap which
yawns in all the other records : the absence of all
account of the conquest of Ephraim and Manasseh.

But, attractive as this conclusion appears, there
are many objections to it. The crossing of all
Israel opposite Jericho is not only confirmed by
the earliest traditions, one of which is Ε itself, but
is supported by historical probabilities. The centre
of Israel's power in E. Palestine was immediately
opposite Jericho.* Nor was the crossing in face of
the one fortified city which the Jordan Valley
contained south of Beth-shan so improbable as it
seems. Jericho, as we shall presently see, was
never able to resist a siege; and many subsequent
invaders of W. Palestine from the E. have even
gone out of their way to take the city before
attempting the hill-country behind her, even by
the open passes to the N. Their strategy is in-
telligible. Once captured, Jericho became a well-
stocked and well-watered base for campaigns in
the comparatively barren hills to the west of her.
The oldest traditions assert that Joshua made
himself acquainted with the defencelessness of this
single fortress on the W. bank of Jordan, by a
means of espionage frequently employed by com-
manders of invading armies. His spies were aided
by a harlot among the enemy. The same docu-
ments, and P, record that Israel were demoralised by
the vicious women of the land (Nu 25lff·); JE ascribes
to the same frailty the land's betrayal to Israel.

Joshua, then, led Israel across Jordan opposite
to Jericho. All the traditions assign the passage
to a miracle, similar to that by which the people
escaped from Egypt across the Red Sea. The
waters of the river were stopped in a great heap,
not at the place of the passage, but, as appears from
a somewhat corrupt text (316), higher up, where the
valley of Jordan is narrower, and where it is not
without interest to remember that an Arabic
chronicler records the sudden damming of the river
by a landslip in A.D. 1267. t The miracle was
commemorated by a stone monument, according to
three lines of tradition which, however, vary as to
where it was erected (see above, § iv. a, c). On the
story of the Circumcision see above, § iv. c. Soon
after this, Jericho became an easy prey to the
invaders ; and here again, as we have seen (§ iv. c),
the traditions differ as to details. But the fact on
which they agree, that the citjr fell to the mere
challenge of her besiegers, is an issue singularly in
harmony with the fate of Jericho before every
subsequent attack which history records, and is
also very explicable by the effeminate character of
her inhabitants (see Historical Geogr. pp. 266-268).
The city was razed, the site cursed, and Israel's
camp continued to be at Gilgal, which is repre-
sented as the starting-point and return of the
subsequent campaigns (see above, § ix.).

The Bk. of Joshua represents these as under-
taken by Joshua in person with all Israel behind
him; but, as we have seen, the oldest traditions
describe the invasion as prosecuted from this
point by different tribes in different directions.
Jg 1 indicates these directions as two, in uni-
formity with the geographical position of Jericho
and Gilgal, from which there are roads, S.W. into
what was afterwards Judaea, N.W. into what
became the territory of Manasseh and Ephraim.
According to Jg 1, J udah and Simeon followed the

* Stade has indeed attempted to show that this territory
opposite Jericho was Moabite, but he can do so only after
transferring the song (Nu 21) which celebrates the defeat of
Sihon to the &th cent. Upon this see the present writer's
Historical Geography, App. II. p. 661 f.; and cf. McCurdy,
Hist. Proph. and the Monuments, ii. p. 112, and the footnote.

tSee article by Lieut.-Col. Watson in PEFSt, 1895, p.
253 ff.

first of these ; and the double tribe of Joseph, still
under the leadership of Joshua, the second. But
the independent action of Judah and Simeon is not
incompatible with Joshua's continued headship
over all Israel; for, as we have seen, the same
document, J, which relates their campaign, still
sees in him the arbiter of the tribes, and assigns
to him the allotment of their spheres of conquest
(Jos 1714'18). Ai and Bethel, both of them on the
easiest road from Jericho to the backbone of the
range, were taken by Joshua, and his army returned
to Gilgal (106).

At this point, the most natural in the course
of events, occurs the narrative of the service at
Shechem (ch. 830-35), founded on E, which event,
however, presupposes the conquest or occupation of
the hill-country of Ephraim and Manasseh; and
about this not a word, as we have seen, is said.
It has been supposed that the story was missing in
the documents; and if so, this would be an argu-
ment in favour of the reliability of the later
tradition and redactions, which abstained from
inventing a story, even if the event had happened,
when they had no materials for it. But why was
this one event missing on all the lines of tradition ?
The problem is one for which no satisfactory solu-
tion has yet been offered. It is to the same point
in the course of conquest that the Bk. of Joshua
assigns the treaty with Gibeon. That this treaty
was made in Joshua's time has been denied by
many critics on the evidence of the later history.
There is, however, nothing in the latter which
makes so early a treaty with Gibeon an impossible
thing. Budde {ZATWNVL. p. 135 ff.) marks the fact
that in Deborah's time Judah was cut off from the
tribes to the N. of her by a belt of territory in pos-
session of the Canaanites, and argues that Gibeon's
independence of Israel was necessary to make that
belt continuous between Jebus and Gezer.* But
the geographical data do not make this a necessary
conclusion ; the northern Israelites may very well
have been in alliance with Gibeon and still unable
to maintain connexion with Judah ; and Kittel
{Gesch. i. p. 272 ff.) has plausibly argued that the
story of Joshua fighting the Canaanites near
Gibeon, if historical, renders his treaty with Gibeon
extremely probable. But, as we have seen, there
is ancient evidence in the poetical piece, ch.
1012"14, for the battle of Beth-horon and Joshua's
defeat of the Canaanites there. The oldest tradi-
tion, which makes him return after it to Gilgal,
is of course to be preferred to the Deuteronomic
summary, which follows and assigns to him the con-
quest of the south: this must rather be assigned, as J
assigns it, to Judah and the Calebites, who under-
took it independently from Jericho, while Joshua
himself led the house of Joseph against Ai, Bethel
and the midlands. To Joshua are also assigned by
fragments of Ε a campaign and victory in the N.
of the Jordan Valley, and against the probability
of this there is no conclusive argument: the narra-
tive as it stands, however, in ch. 11 is largely the
work of the Deuteronomist. For details of the
question see Dillmann's Comm.; Budde, ZATW
vii. p. 149 ff. ; and Moore's Comm. on Jg 4.

xi. THE RELIGIOUS TEACHING OF THE BK. OF
JOSHUA.—As was to be expected, the religious
teaching of the book is mainly found in its later
strata—the Deuteronomic and the Priestly. We
have seen how they fulfil the scheme of the destiny
of Israel on the lines laid down in the Pentateuch,
and how the Deuteronomist enforces the law as
prescribed in the Bk. of Dt, or records instances
of its execution. But it is also to the Deuteronomist
sections that we owe the fervent religious exhorta-
tions to Joshua and the people, which are the

* It was completed by Sha'albim and Aijalon and possibly
Kiriath-jearim.
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Dortions of the book most frequently employed in
Christian preaching and teaching. The story of
Achan, as it has passed from the hand of the latest
redactor, is a lesson of great power, on the possi-
bility of individual selfishness and avarice wrecking
the enterprises of the whole community. But to
one of the earlier sources, probably Ε (see above,
§ iv. c), we owe the finest religious conception
in the book, that of the appearance of the Angel to
Joshua (ch. 513*15). It is a noble illustration of the
truth, that, in the great causes of God upon the
earth, the leaders, however supreme and solitary
they seem, are themselves led. There is a rock
higher than they ; their shoulders, however broad,
have not to bear alone the awful burden of re-
sponsibility. The sense of supernatural conduct and
protection, the consequent reverence and humility
which form the spirit of all Israel's history, have
nowhere in the OT received a more beautiful
expression than in this early fragment.
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G. A. SMITH.
JOSIAH (nruptl·, *,T?W, ' J" supports').—1. A king

of Judah. He was the son of Amon and grandson
of Manasseh. His mother's name is given as
Jedidah, the daughter of Adaiah (2 Κ 221). His
father was killed by conspirators after a brief
reign of two years. His murderers were brought
to justice, and Josiah placed on the throne at the
age of eight (2 Κ 2124). The date of his accession
was probably B.C. 639, and his reign lasted thirty-
one years, till B.C. 608. During the early part of
his reign matters seem to have gone on much as
before, the king being too young to introduce any
change, if he had been disposed to do so. It was
not till the eighteenth year of his reign that the
reformation took place which marked an epoch in
the history of the national religion. The pro-
phetic party, which had attained great influence
under Hezekiah, had lost it under Manasseh,

who carried his fanatical attachment to lower
forms of religion to the point of persecuting tlie
pure faith. The reformers could only work for
the future, and wait till their opportunity came.
It is not unlikely that the Scythian invasion gave
it them. Hordes of Scythians burst into Western
Asia about B.C. 630. The prophets (Jer 61, Zeph
I14"18) saw in them the instruments of God's judg-
ment on sinful Judah. They invaded Palestine,
and came down the sea-coast towards Egypt.
Contrary to expectation, they did not attack
Judah. In the relief at so great a deliverance,
the reformers found themselves once more in
favour. The first sign of this was a movement for
the repair of the temple (2 Κ 223ff#). Money was
collected from the people, and the work was begun
in the eighteenth year of Josiah's reign. Very soon
the high priest Hilkiah announced to Shaphan the
scribe that he had found the Book of the Law in
the temple. Shaphan read it, and informed
the king of its discovery. On hearing it read, J.
was so alarmed at the threats made against dis-
obedience to its commands, and the knowledge
that thev had been so often transgressed, that he
sent an influential deputation to the prophetess
Huldah. As her prophecy is given in 2 Κ 2215"20,
she predicted that the threats against Jerus. should
be fulfilled, but that the king should not live to
see it, but be gathered to his grave in peace.

The next step was to bring the religious practice
into conformity with the law. This could be
accomplished only through a drastic reformation.
The elders and people of Judah and Jerusalem
were summoned to a meeting in the temple, and
the law was read to them (2 Κ 23lff·). The king
made a covenant to obey the law, and all the
people assented to it. The reform consisted in the
cleansing of the temple from idolatry, in the
suppression of idolatry throughout the kingdom,
and, most important of all, in the abolition of the
high places or local sanctuaries. After it had been
carried through, a great passover was celebrated.
It is difficult to overrate the importance of this
reformation. The abolition of the local sanctuaries
centralized the worship. This in itself was a death-
blow to idolatry. Even where J" alone was nomi-
nally worshipped at the local shrines, heathenish
elements both in belief and practice inevitably
crept in. One temple implied one God. Then, as
a corollary of centralization, radical changes took
place throughout the cultus, while the priests of
the local sanctuaries were degraded into inferior
ministers, without the rights of priests. Nor was
this all. The acceptance of a written code as
binding law was the first step in the formation of
a Canon of Scripture, which was to have such
immense developments later. Then for the first
time Judah became a people of the law.

Critics are agreed that the law on which the
reformation was based was the Deuteronomic
Code, but how much of our present Book of Deut.
was discovered by Hilkiah is a question on which
they are divided (see DEUTERONOMY). In one
respect it was found impracticable to carry out
the Deuteronomic law. The priests of the high
places were not admitted to the same privileges
as the priests of the temple (2 Κ 239, contrast
Dt 186*8). It is probable that J. found it impos-
sible to carry through this reform on account of
the opposition of the Jerus. priesthood. It has
been inferred from this that Hilkiah the priest can
have had no share in the composition of the work.

We know scarcely anything of the thirteen
years that followed the reformation. But it
seems to have been a period of peace and pro-
sperity. One very significant fact that comes out
in the narrative of J.'s measures to enforce the
new law is that they were extended to Samaria,
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which was not strictly part of his kingdom. The
explanation is that the Assyr. empire, though not
yet overthrown, was so much weakened that J.
was not only practically independent himself, but
could interfere in an Assyr. province. And we
must probably start from this in solving the
riddle why he opposed the advance of the king of
Egypt against Assyria. In 608 Cyaxares and
Nabopolassar joined in an attack on Assyria.
This gave Egypt the opportunity of seizing Syria.
J. saw in this a menace of subjection to the Egyp.
yoke, and naturally was unwilling to lose his
independence. He was no doubt ill-advised in
taking the initiative, but he probably expected
Shat Judah would be victorious, now that it had
become a people of the law. This ill-grounded
confidence cost him his life and Judah her freedom.
He fell in the battle at Megiddo (2 Κ 2329).

J.'s character is very highly estimated by the
editor of the Book of Kings, on account of his
earnestness in the work of reform ; and the ferocity
with which it was carried through (2 Κ 2320) need
not, in that age, be urged against him. Jeremiah
contrasts his equity in the administration of
justice with Jehoiakim's oppression of the weak
and shedding of innocent blood (Jer 2215"17).

The account in Chronicles (2 Ch 34. 35) varies in
some respects from that of Kings. It places
Josiah's religious reforms almost entirely before
the discovery of the law, no doubt because it
seemed strange that so good a king should have
waited till the eighteenth year of his reign before
rooting out idolatry. It also states that the Egyp.
king warned J. not to oppose him, since God had
sent him against Carchemish (2 Ch 3521). This was
perhaps intended to account for the death of so right-
eous a king : he had refused to obey God's warning.

2. A son of Zephaniah (Zee 610) living at Jerus.
in the time of Zechariah. The text of this passage
appears to have been tampered with and to need
radical correction. See Wellh., Now., and G. A.
Smith, ad loc. A. S. FEAKE.

JOSIAS (B Ίωσ-efas, BbA -alas).— JOSIAH king of
Judah. 1 Es I1·7·18·21"23·25·28·29·32"34, Bar I8.

JOSIPHIAH (nyfr ' J" adds/ Ezr 810).—The father
of one of Ezra's companions. The name of the
son is not given in MT, which reads * and of the
sons of Shelomith, the son of Josiphiah J ; but the
text may be corrected by the help of LXX (άττό
νιων Baavl A ; 1 Es 836 έκ των υΐων Βα^ Α, Bavms B,
Bavaids Luc), and we should read 'and of the
sons of Bani, Shelomith,' etc., *}$ having fallen out
after *}?&. See GENEALOGY.

JOT.—Tindale rendered the Ιώτα 'έν of Mt 518

' one iott ' (perhaps under the influence of the
Vulff. iota unum), and his rendering was accepted
by all subsequent translators (Cov., Cran., * io t t ' ;
Gen., Rhem., Bish., AV ' i o t e ' ; RV 'jot/ which
is the mod. spelling in AV also). The Ιώτα is the
smallest letter in the Gr. alphabet ,· but the cor-
responding letter in Heb. (' yod) is more distinctly
the smallest, so that an argument is found in this
verse in favour of Aramaic as our Lord's tongue.
(See also TITTLE). After Tind. ' jot ' was used to
denote any minute thing, and Shaks. uses it even
of a drop of blood, Merch. of Ven. IV. i. 302—

• This bond doth give thee here no jot of blood.'

Wyclif's trn (1380) is, 'oon i, that is lest lettre.'
The Germ. trn is still (Stuttgart Bible Soc. ed.
1898) that of Luther, ' der kleinste Buchstabe';
but Weizsacker has ' ein J o t a ' ; and the Fr. trans-
lators give * un (seul) iota.' J. HASTINGS.

JOTBAH 'pleasantness').— Named only in

2 Κ 2119, where we are told that king Amon's
mother was 'Meshullemeth, the daughter of Haruz
of Jotbah.' It was probably in Judah, but the site
is unknown.

JOTBATHAH (Π0??:, Jotbath in AV of Dt 107,
where the Targ. has the same form. LXX has in
Nu Σετεβάθα corrected to Έτέβ- in Β, Ίεταβάθαν A ;
in Dt Τα*βά0α Β, Ίετά/3- Α, Ίτέβ- F ; Vulg. Jeta-
batha).—A station in the journeyings of the
Israelites mentioned only in Nu 3333£·, Dt 107, and
described as ' a land of brooks of waters.' Its
position is unknown, but cf. § iv. of art. EXODUS
(ROUTE OF). Whether it should be identified with
Jotbah, or with Ίωτάβη, the seat of a bishopric in
the 6th cent. (cf. Reland, Pal. p. 533) whose site is
unknown, is doubtful. A. T. CHAPMAN.

JOTHAM (DnV ' J" is perfect,' or possibly ' solitary
one,' Ίωθάμ).—1. The youngest son of Gideon (Jg
95. 7.21.57) Th e citizens of Shechem were met in
assembly to make Abimelech king, when Jotham
suddenly appeared on a spur of Gerizim, and de-
livered in their hearing a parable with a pointed
application. The parable is not consistently
applied ; the author had several points in his mind,
such as these : (a) the contrast (though this is not
fully worked out) between Gideon's refusal of the
kingship (822f·) and the arrogant claim of the
worthless son of his concubine. The other sons
had qualities which might have given them the
right to rule ; it was left to the mean and useless
' bramble' to claim the rank of king (cf. 2 Κ 149).
(b) A warning to the Shechemites of the dangerous
character of their upstart chief. Not only was his
protection worthless if they trusted him, but he
would bring destruction on them if they did not.
(c) A rebuke of the Shechemites for their base
ingratitude towards the house of Gideon. The
application of the fable is most inconsistent at
vv.15·16. The point in v.15 is the relation between
the Shechemites and Abimelech, but in v.16 be-
tween the Shechemites and the family of Gideon.
Such inconsistencies are not uncommon in fables
of this kind; they are found in the parables of the
NT. There is no need, therefore, to suppose that
Jotham's parable was borrowed from some earlier
popular collection, where it had quite a different
moral. Jotham's ' curse' was accomplished when
Abimelech burnt down the tower of Shechem and
met with a violent death himself (vv.66·57 [RJB]).

It is worth noticing that there is nothing dis-
tinctively religious in Jotham's parable. Judg-
ment is passed upon Abimelech and the Shechem-
ites on purely moral grounds; and the consequences
of their deeds are predicted, not in the form of a
prophecy or a message from God, but by the moral
sense of a private individual.

2. King of Judah, son of Uzziah and Jerushah
(2 Κ 1532"38, 2 Ch 271"9). He is said to have reigned
16 years in Jerusalem (751-735); but during the
greater part of his ' reign' he Avas regent in the
lifetime of his father (2 Κ 155, 2 Ch 2621). He was
sole king from about 737 to 735. The historians
represent his character in a favourable light. In
2 Κ it is recorded that he built the upper gate of
the temple. The formidable combination of N.
Israel and Syria began to show the first signs of
hostility against Judah in this reign. According
to 2 Ch, Jotham waged a successful war against the
Ammonites. The great prophets Hosea, Isaiah,
and Micah prophesied in his days.

3. A Calebite (1 Ch 247). G. A. COOKE.

JOURNEY.—See SABBATH DAY'S JOURNEY.

JOURNEYINGS OF ISRAELITES.—See EXODUS
AND JOURNEY TO CANAAN.
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JOY.—The following are the principal Heb. and
Gr. words of which * joy' is the trn in AV :—

S*3, ii/*a (vb. 7'3 or 7ί3, very common), the primary meaning
of which, judging from the cognate Arab, jdl, may be to go
round or about, be excited to levity, etc. (see Oxf. Heb. Lex. p.
162»). It would be difficult to differentiate exactly the similar
terms bWD and \\&φ (both from root fcub), npt nnpfc\ In
general, it may be said that they all include not only a mental
emotion but some outward expression of this, such as shouting,
singing, leaping, dancing, sometimes with the accompaniment
of musical instruments (e.g. Ps 1329, Is 4913, 2 S 6*6, 1 S 18«,
Is 248).

In NT we have the verb ky»xxta.u (-άομοα), in LXX=V^, y^y,
flfi, t?V#, and the noun «,γκλλίαα-κ. The latter is unknown to
classical Greek but frequent in LXX, and occurs in NT in Lk
114- 44f Ac 246, Jude 24, He 19 (quoted from Ps 458 where it renders
ftoty). This word expresses vehement joy or exultation (cf.
Lkl44). The common NT word for ' joy' (noun) is χ«/>ά (in
LXX used for nnptf and ]Wty); the verb (see next art.) is χ«/>
(in LXX for ϊ]Ώ'ψ, h'z, and SW).

It is important to recognize the identity as
well as the difference in religious experience
bet\yeen OT and NT believers. The difference is
in circumstantials, the identity in essentials. If
joy is not as prominent in OT as in NT, it is still
prominent. Its presence is implied in the numerous
beatitudes of the Psalms, such as I1 321. Such
passages imply conscious possession of the bless-
ings mentioned. But explicit references to the sub-
ject are numerous and emphatic, especially in the
book of Psalms. A striking point of similarity
between OT and NT piety is that, in both cases,
God Himself is the object and ground of the
believer's joy: 'My soul shall be joyful in the
Lord, it shall rejoice in his salvation' (Ps 359, see
also 434, Is51 1 6etc). Here religious joy reaches
its highest, purest expression, With this may
be compared NT passages like Ph 31 'Rejoice
in the Lord'; 44, Ro 511 'We also rejoice in God
through our Lord Jesus Christ.' A suggestive
parallel is found in Ph 33 ' We . . . glory in Christ
Jesus.' Among the subordinate aspects or grounds
of joy OT significantly emphasizes the divine
law or word: ' His delight is in the law of the
Lord' (Ps I2 1910 119162 etc.). As we might expect,
NT is richer in its exposition of the several aspects
of religious joy. Faith is a source of joy (Ph I25,
Ro 1513); so also hope (Ro 521212); the testimony of
a good conscience (2 Co I12). Christian joy is 'in
the Holy Ghost' (Ro 1417), i.e. ' in connexion with,
under the indwelling and influence of the Holy
Ghost' (Alford); the Holy Spirit is the sphere
or element in which it lives and moves; see
also 1 Th I6. It is also a participation in Christ's
own joy (Jn 1511 1713). Persecution and suffering
for Christ's sake, instead of hindering, enhances it
(Mt 511·12, Ac 541, Ph I29). A Christian rejoices in
tribulation because of the fruit it bears (Ro 58·4).
For the same reason, temptation may be an occa-
sion of joy (Ja I2). The repentance of sinners
causes joy in heaven (Lk 157·10). The joy of Chris-
tians should be unbroken (1 Th 516). The power,
permanence, and exuberant fulness of a believer's
joy here and hereafter are often dwelt on (Ps 47

16*, Is 3510 5111 617, Jn 1511 1713, Ac 1352, 1 Ρ I8,
Jude24). The Redeemer's joy in the certain pros-
pect of the success of His work is mentioned
m He 122. The final reward of the Christian
is participation in that joy (Mt 2521): ' that joy
of the Lord arising from the completion of his
work and labour of love, of which the sabbatical
rest of the Creator was typical (Gn I31 22), and of
which his faithful ones shall in the end partake;
see He 43'11, Rev 3 2 1 ' (Alford). As believers rejoice
in God, so God rejoices in His people (Ps 14711 1494,
Zeph 317)—a sentiment re-echoed by a modern
Christian psalmist: ' He views His children with
delight.' If the reading in RV be accepted, the
same sentiment is found in Lk 214. Rejoicing in

the good of others is mentioned as the distinctive
feature of Christian sympathy (Ro 1215). The
' joy of the godless' (Job 205) is ' not so.'

J. S. BANKS.
JOY.—As a verb ' joy' is used by Shaks. both

transitively [ = (1) gladden, as Rich. III. I. ii. 220,
' Much it joys me to see you are become so peni-
tent ' ; (2) enjoy, as // Henry VI. IV. ix. 1, 'Was
ever king that joyed an earthly throne?'] and
intransitively; but in AV it is always intransi-
tive, with the meaning ' rejoice.' Sometimes
' joy' and ' rejoice' come together, as Ph 2 1 7 · 1 8

' I joy, and rejoice with you all. For the same
cause also do ye joy, and rejoice with me' (χαίρω
καΐ συνχαίρω . . . χαίρετε καϊ σννχαίρβτε), there being
no difference in meaning.

In most places of its occurrence, Tindale translated xaw
χάομοα, to boast, by the verb to rejoice, and he was followed by
AV in Ro 52, Ph 3», Ja 19 416. Once (Ro 5") he rendered it
'joy,' and was again followed by AV as well as by Oran. and
the Bishops, though the Vulg. is glorior (Wye, Rhem., and
RVm ' glory,' the others having ' rejoice ). Even RV gives
• rejoice,' which is plainly inadequate. If * boast' was felt to
be unsuitable, ' exult' would have served.

J. HASTINGS.

JOZABAD (t?ji\ another form of ι^Ί,τ, Jehozabad,
wh. see).—1. 2. 3. Three of David's heroes, 1 Ch
124·20·20. £. The eponym of a Levitical family,
2 Ch 3113 359. 5. A priest who had married a
foreign wife, Ezr 1022. 6. A Levite, Ezr δ33 ΙΟ28,
Neh 87 II 1 6 . See GENEALOGY.

JOZABDUS (Ζά/Sdot B, 'Qfflados A), 1 Es 929=
ZABBAI, Ezr 1028.

JOZACAR (AV Jozachar) is mentioned only in 2 Κ
1221,where we are told that Joash, king of Juaah, was
murdered by his servants'Jozacarben-Shimeath and
Jehozabad ben-Shomer.' According to 2 Ch 253

Amaziah put to death his father's murderers.
MSS of MT vary between ipr> Jozdkhdr, i^v Jozd-
bhddh, -gjV Jozdbhdr (1 MS of Kenn. cited by de
Rossi), and (one of de Rossi's) ipjV Jozdkhddh; LXX,
B'lcfaxdp (Swete; Tisch. gives'B's reading asΊφρ-
χάρ), A and Luc. La#· Ίωζαχάρ; Vulg. Josachar; Syr.
Jozabar. The parallel 2 Ch 242β has ' Zabad ben-
Shimeath the Ammonitess, and Jehozabad ben-
Shimrith the Moabitess.' LXX, Β has Ζαβέ\9 A
Zct/3̂ 0 for Zabad. In 2 Κ Oxf. Heb. Lex., Kautzsch
[AT), Baer, etc., read iprV Jozdkhdr, as AV. [inn*
in Ginsburg's Heb. Bible is stated by the editor to
be a misprint for inn»—S. R. D.]

Kittel (on Chronicles in SBOT) not only reads
Jozdkhdr in Kings, but emends 2 Ch 24s8 to Zakhar
on the strength of the parallel in Kings. The vari-
ous readings turn upon the very slight differences
between a and a, ι and "i, which in some MSS are
practically imperceptible; especially in the case of τ
and "i, where Baphe is not used. The proximity of
the very similar Jehozabad would facilitate cor-
ruption of the text. But the Ch text—which here,
as often elsewhere, may be based on an older reading
than that in our text of Kings—suggests that, in
the original, there was only one name; that this
was accidentally written twice over; and that, in
process of further copying, the present readings in
Κ and Ch grew out of this doublet.

Jozdkhdr = * J" remembers,' Jdzdbhddh—' J" be-
stows gifts,' must be a simple error. See also ZABAD.

W. H. BENNETT.
JOZADAK.—See JEHOZADAK.

JUBAL for, Ίου/3άλ).— A son of Lamech by Adah,
and inventor of musical instruments, Gn 421 (J).
The name prob. contains an allusion to Sa'v, «ram's
horn.' Regarding the instruments named in Gn,
see Dillm. ad loc, and art. Music.

JUBILEE.—See SABBATICAL YEAR.
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JUBILEES, BOOK OF, or LITTLE GENESIS (τά
ΊωβήΚαϊα, η κλαντ) Γένεσις, η λεττη Τένεσι* ; Lepto-
qenesis; in Ethiopic KufdU).—Under these names
there is extant one of the most curious and inter-
esting of the OT Apocrypha. It is preserved
complete only in an Ethiopic translation (first
edited by Dillmann in 1859), but a considerable
portion of a Latin version has been published by
Ceriani from an Ambrosian MS, and fragments of
the Greek are contained in the Byzantine chrono-
logists, who made large extracts.

The book contains the narrative of Genesis, re-
written from the point of view of the age of the
author. It gives the narrative as a later Jew might
imagine or desire that it should have happened. The
chief characteristics of this rewriting of the book
are—(1) the narrative is put into the mouth of the
* angel of the face,' who is represented as telling
Moses on Mt. Sinai all that they (the angels) had
done, and the legends of Creation, and of the Lord's
dealings with mankind. (2) The narrative is
arranged throughout in a chronological system of
years, weeks of years, and jubilees. Every event
is dated ; as, for example, ' and in the first week of
the third jubilee Cain slew Abel.' (3) Many
legends of the class known as Midrashim are added
to the narrative. (4) Great stress is laid on all
the Jewish feasts, and their institution in patri-
archal times is asserted (the Feast of Weeks, the
Feast of Tabernacles, the Day of Atonement, and
the Passover). For example (ch. 16), Abraham
institutes the Feast of Tabernacles, ' on this
account it is ordained in the tablets of heaven
concerning Israel that they shall celebrate the
festival of the tabernacles seven days in joy.' (5)
Great stress is laid on ordinances of the Mosaic
law, which are written in the * tablets of heaven'
and connected with events in the life of the
patriarchs—such are new moon and sabbath, the
offerings, the laws concerning blood and fornication
and war. The sun was created for the sake of
enabling the feasts to be calculated. (6) Some
passages very derogatory to Edom are intro-
duced.

The date of the book may be approximately
fixed by the fact that it is used in the Testimony
of the XII Patriarchs, and makes no mention of
the fall of Jerusalem. On the other hand, it
apparently makes use of the Book of Enoch. The
reference to Edom shows also that it was written
after the rise of the house of Herod. Ewald

Εlaced it towards the end of the 1st cent. B.C.; but
atred of Edom could exist just as well at a later

date, and other indications seem to suggest a time
when troubles that preceded the fall of Jerusalem
were beginning, the chief eschatological passage
seeming to refer to them (ch. 23).

The author was not a Herodian, not a Sadducee
(for he believes in the resurrection), not a Pharisee
(for he lays no stress on the written tradition),
not an Essene (for he does not condemn the
sacrifices), not a Hellenist (for he attacks the laxity
of Hellenism). He was a Jew who, in a time
of laxity and of falling away, tries to restore the
authority of the fundamental principles of his
faith, and represents the evils which are crowding
on his people as the punishment for disobedience.
He has quite clearly in his mind a definite falling
away from Jewish ordinances, ' they have deserted
the ordinances which the Lord had covenanted
between them and him.' These ordinances par-
ticularly which they had neglected were probably
the ones on which stress is laid—the sabbath, the
feasts, circumcision, avoiding fornication {i.e. mixed
marriages). It may be suggested that * they' are
really the Christians, and that the book is written
by a fervent opponent of the new faith between
the years k.O. 50 and 60, when disorder is begin-

ning to break out, and the effect of the people's
falling away is, as he thinks, apparent.

In any case, the book is of great value in illus-
trating, partly by resemblance, partly by contrast,
the New Testament. We have an example of the
* Law given by angels.1 The theology of the book
is exactly what St. Paul protests against when he
condemns 'days and months and seasons and
years.' There is a curious resemblance to three
out of the four points insisted upon in Ac 15, and
it may be noted, as perhaps helping to throw some
light on that passage, that fornication is used of
* mixed marriages.'

LITERATURE.—(a) The Ethiopic text.— Dillmann, Kiel, 1859 ; a
newer edition by Charles based on a larger number of MSS,
Oxford, 1895. (b) Latin text— Ceriani in Monumenta sacra et
pro/ana, torn. i. fasc. 1 (1864); Ronsch, Das Buch der Jubilden,
Leipzig, 1874. (c) Translations.— German, by Dillmann in
Ewald's Jahrbiicner, ii.f iii., 1850, 1851, and by Littmann in
Kautzsch's Apocryphen und Pseudepigraphen, 1899; English,
Schodde, Book of Jubilees, Oberlin, Ohio, 1888, and by Charles
in JQR, October 1893, July 1894, January 1895. (d) Treatises.—
Schiirer, EJP n. iii. 134 ff.; W. Singer, Das Buch der Jubilaen,
1898 ; Ronsch, op. cit.} and the literature there referred to.

A. C. HEADLAM.
JUCAL.—See JEHUCAL.

JUDAEA {'Ιουδαία) was the most southern of the
three districts—Galilee, Samaria, and Judaea—
into which Palestine west of Jordan was divided
in the time of Christ (Mt 21, Lk 24, Jn 43·4· 4?· 5\
Ac 81 931). In several passages (Mt 425, Mk I3 37,
Lk 517, Jn 322, Ac I8) Judaea is distinguished from
its capital, Jerusalem, which, according to the
Talmuds (Neubauer, Gaog. du Talmud, p. 56),
formed a division by itself (cf. Neh II3).

After the Captivity the tribal possessions of
Judah, Benjamin, Dan, and Simeon were re-
occupied by Israelites. Most of the ' children
of the captivity' who returned from Babylon
belonged to the tribe of Judah, and the limits of
the reoccupied district were almost the same as
those of the old kingdom of Judah. Thence the
district was called Judah, and the people received
the name of Jews (Jos. Ant. XI. v. 7). Afterwards
the two names were used in a wider sense. All
Israelites were called Jews, and Judaea, or w the
land of Judah,' sometimes stood for the three dis-
tricts of Western Palestine (Lk 444[?]* 235, Ac 1037

2620. See art. CHRONOLOGY OF NT, vol. i. p. 406b f.).
Under the Persians, Judah was a district (OT

* province,' nriD) of the 5th satrapy of the Empire
(Herod, iii. 91), administered by a governor (ΠΠΒ)
who was generally, at least, a Jew, and was
apparently assisted by a council of Jewish elders.
The governor and elders dwelt at Jerusalem, the
seat of government (Hag I 1 · 1 4 22, Ezr 51·8,f Neh 113).

The name Judcea first occurs in To I18, where
it is applied to the old kingdom of Judah. The
later Judaea (1 Mac 334 1038, 2 Mac I10), or 'land
of Judah' (1 Mac 1030·33·37, cf. Is 1917), extended
from Samaria on the north to the desert of
Arabia Petraea on the south, and from the
Mediterranean on the west to the Jordan Valley
on the east. Its limits, which varied at different
periods, cannot be more clearly defined. In the
time of Judas Maccabaeus, Hebron was in the
hands of the Edomites (1 Mac 565); and in the
time of his brother Jonathan, three nomes, or
toparchies of Samaria—Aphaerema, Lydda, and
Ramathaim—were added to Judaea (1 Mac 1030·38

II3 4). According to Josephus {BJ ill. iii. 5),
Judaea extended from Anuath - Borkeos (Aina-
Berkit) on the north to Iardas, a village on the
confines of Arabia (perhaps Tell 'Arad) on the

* The reading 'lovletiati instead of TetXtketi*f is accepted by
WH (text) on the authority of KBCL, etc. (see * Notes on Select
Readings,' ad loc).

t In Ezr 58 AV reads 'Judea,' RV correctly 'Judah.' See
art. JEWRY.
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south, and from Joppa to the Jordan. The sea
coast as far as Ptolemais (Acre), and the coast
towns, with the possible exception of Csesarea,
also belonged to it. The country was divided into
toparchies—a division recognized by Pliny (UN
v. 14), though his list does not completely agree
with that of Josephus. There is some authority
for the view that certain districts east of
Jordan were included in Judsea. Strabo describes
Judaea as being * situated above Phoenicia, in the
interior between Gaza and Antilibanus, and ex-
tending to the Arabians' (XVT. ii. 21). Tacitus
{Hist. v. 6) says the borders of Judaea on the east
were formed by Arabia. Josephus (Ant. XII. iv. 11)
countenances an extension beyond Jordan, and so
does the NT in Mt 191 ('the borders of Judaea
beyond Jordan '). In Mk 101, where AV (follow-
ing TR) reads ' the coasts of Judaea by the further
side of Jordan,' RV (following WH, etc.) has the
'borders of Judaea and beyond Jordan.' In the
time of Ptolemy (V. xvi. 9) some places east of
Jordan belonged to Judaea. Possibly the boundary
included the valley, and the slopes of the hills
east of Jordan. The Talmudists allude to the
* mountain,' or * king's mountain,' the Shephelah,
or 'low hills,' and Daroma, or ' the south,' as
different portions of Judaea. Daroma was divided
into Upper and Lower (Neubauer, p. 62).

On the division of the country after the death
of Herod the Great, Judaea was given to Archelaus
with the title of ethnarch. A few years later, on
the deposition of Archelaus, it was added to the
province of Syria, and administered by a pro-
curator subordinate to the governor of Syria.
The procurator resided at Caesarea (Ant. xvn.
xiii. 5, XVIII. i. 1, ii. 1), which, according to the
Talmuds, was not in Judaea. This view is said to
have been held by St. Luke, but it seems doubtful
whether his intention is to do more than draw a
distinction between Judaea and the seat of govern-
ment, Caesarea (Ac 1219 2110, cf. ' Judaea and Jeru-
salem,' as above). In the division of Palestine at
the beginning of the 5th cent. Judaea formed part
of Palestina Prima.

The physical features of Judaea are described
in the art. on PALESTINE. It will suffice to say
here that the Romans covered the country with a
network of roads.

LITERATURE.— Sohurer, HJP (Index); G. A. Smith, HGHL
(Index); Buhl, GAP 81 f., 131 ff.; Guorin, Judae; Neubauer,
Gaog. du Talm. 53, 55, 59ff.; Baedeker-Socin, ΡαΙβ (Index);
PEF Mem. vol. iii.; Literature under art. PALESTINE.

C. W. WILSON.
JUD^SA, THE WILDERNESS OF (fj ϊρημος rijs

'Ιουδαία ,̂ desertum Judcece).—The district in which
John the Baptist made his first appearance as the
Forerunner of Christ (Mt 31). In Mk I4, Lk 32, it
is called simply ' the wilderness.' It is prob. the
same as the wilderness of Judah (Jg I16, Ps 63, title),
in which were situated En-gedi and five other cities
(Jos 1561·62)—the Jeshimon or desert tract west of
the Dead Sea. It perhaps included the western
bank of the Jordan to the north of the Dead Sea
(Jos. Ant. ill. x. 7, IV. viii. 2, 3).

C. W. WILSON.
JUDAH (rni.T yehuddh, 'praised' (?), Ιούδας,

Juda; in Assyr, inscriptions Ia-u-du, Ia-u-dai,
see Jastrow, JBL xii. (1893) 61 ff.). — 1. The
fourth son of Jacob and Leah. He was born in
Paddan-aram (Gn 2935). In J he is very promi-
nent. He suggests to his brethren that they
should sell Joseph to the Ishmaelites (Gn 3726f·),
pleads for Benjamin to be sent into Egypt, and
becomes surety for his safety (438f·). He thus
takes the place corresponding to that assumed by
Reuben in Ε (3721f· 4237). So in Gn 4414 we read of
Judah and his brethren, and it is he who makes
the impassioned appeal to Joseph for Benjamin's

release (Gn 4418"34). In consequence of Reuben's
misconduct (Gn 3522 494) and the treacherous
violence of Simeon and Levi (34. 495ff·), Judah re-
ceives the firstborn's privilege (498ff·). According
to Gn 38 he went to Adullam and married the
daughter of a Canaanite, Shua. By her he had
three sons, Er, Onan, and Shelah. Er married
Tamar, but died without children, as did his
brother Onan, who refused to perform the duty of
raising up seed to his brother. As she was not
given to Shelah, she by artifice became the mother
of two children by Judah, Perez and Zerah.

This narrative reveals very clearly what is true
in part at least of the others, that Judah is the
eponymous ancestor of the tribe of Judah, and that
the history of the tribe has been thrown into the
form of a personal history. Gn 38 thus becomes of
great value for its information on the composition
of the tribe. Under the metaphors of marriage
and paternity the union and origin of various
stocks are expressed. The most important fact
that emerges is that the tribe of Judah, as we
know it in the historical period, was largely of
Can. origin. After the Hebrews entered Canaan,
Judah left the main body, and struck out in a
southerly direction to conquer a district to settle
in (Jg I1"20). In consequence of its union with
Hirah and Shua, and later with Tamar, clans near
Adullam, five Judahite clans were in course of time
formed, but the two oldest of these, Er and Onan,
became extinct. But Gn 38 does not exhaust our
information as to the composition of Judah. In
Jg I1 6 we find that the Kenites accompanied Judah
into the wilderness of Judah, and then went on
and dwelt among the Amalekites (reading ' the
Amalekite' for 'the people'), where at a later
period we find them (1 S 156, cf. Nu 2420-22). Per-
haps they were of Amalekite origin. Generally
they are regarded as Midianites, but this rests on
a combination of J and E. Besides the Kenites
we find Wo Kenizzite clans, Caleb and Othniel
(Jg I1 2"1 5·2 0, Jos 146-15 1513"19). As Kenizzite, they
would appear to have been originally Edomite
tribes (Gn 3611·16·42). Caleb remained a distinct
tribe till the time of David (1 S 3014). It lived in
the hill-country of Judah, and Hebron was its
chief town. It seems to have been the most
powerful clan of Judah. Nabal is regarded as a
typical Calebite (1 S 253). The chief town of
Othniel was Kiriath-sepher or Debir. Closely con-
nected with Caleb was Jerahmeel, who in the
highly important lists 1 Ch 2 appears as his
brother. According to Wellhausen, who investi-
gated these lists and those in 1 Ch 41'23 in his \de
Gen. et Fam. Jud., Jerahmeel was older than
Caleb, dwelt farther south, and adopted a less
settled mode of life. It will be clear that Judah
not only absorbed Canaanite, but, to a still greater
extent, Edomite and kindred elements. These
perhaps imparted the fanaticism which was later
so characteristic of the tribe.

Originally, Judah seems to have been a smaller
tribe than Reuben, Simeon, and Levi. But
Reuben began to dwindle at an early period, and
Simeon and Levi were broken up in consequence of a
treacherous attack upon the Canaanites, with whom
they had made an alliance (see SIMEON). Partly
as a result of this, partly through the fusion with
other clans already mentioned, and probably with
the remnant of Simeon, Judah obtained the
premier position among the Leah tribes. After
the Jordan had been crossed, J. was accompanied
by Simeon alone on its invasion of its portion. A
victory was gained over Adoni-bezek, and Hebron
and Kiriath-sepher were captured (Jg 18£Γ·). We
are also told that Jerus. was taken (v.8) and burnt,
and three Philistine cities captured by Judah
(v.10). But these latter statements are inconsistent
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with others in the same narrative, and do not well
agree with the subsequent history. Judah found
it impossible to make good its claim to the
'valley* (i.e. probably the coast plain), since it
could not cope with the war-chariots of the natives.
The extent of Judah's ' lot' is given in Jos 15 (P),
but this chapter teaches us much less than it seems
to do, partly because a very large number of the
places it mentions have not been identified, partly
because the description is ideal, and at no time
corresponded, even approximately, with the actual
facts. According to this account, Judah was
bounded on the E. by the Dead Sea, on the N. by
the southern boundary of Benjamin (see BENJAMIN
for details), on the W. by the Mediterranean, on
the S. by a line drawn from the southern tongue
of the Dead Sea to the brook of Egypt, and passing
through or by the ascent of Akrabbim, Zin,
Kadesh-barnea, Hezron, Addar, Karka, and Azmon.
Judah never reached the Mediterranean; the Phil,
lay between, and so did Simeon, till the latter
tribe was exterminated. As to the southern
border, apart from the difficulty of fixing some of
the sites mentioned, it must be observed that the
territory of -Judah shades oft' imperceptibly into
the desert to the south. The portion of Judah is
divided into four districts, the Negeb (RV South),
the Shephelah or Lowland, the Hill Country, and
the Wilderness of Judah. The Negeb is the largest
portion. It is dry and barren, except in the brief
spring-time ; thinly populated, chiefly by nomads.
The Shephelah is undulating country, fertile and
beautiful, separated from the sea by the Phil,
plain. It was the most valuable district; but
Judah could not hold it against the Philistines,
who kept it in their own hands through a great part
of the history. The Hill Country belongs to the
great Central Range of Pal., and is separated by a
valley from the low hills of the Shephelah. It was,
historically, the most important part of Judah—
rugged and barren, but with fertile valleys, and,
owing to the system of terrace-cultivation, more
productive than it could be now. The Wilderness
of Judah (Jeshimon) lies between the Hill Country
and the Dead Sea, a waste of unspeakable dreari-
ness and desolation, 35 miles long by 15 broad.
See, further, arts. HILL COUNTRY, and JESHIMON.

Judah was far more inaccessible than the
Northern tribes. Protected on the E. by the
Wilderness, on the S. by the Negeb, itself more or
less of a wilderness, on the W. by the low hills of
the Shephelah, by the valley that divides it from
the Central Range and the slopes of the Central
Range itself, on the N. by Benjamin with its
fortresses, it lay far less open to invasion. When
it was held by real defenders, it was necessary that
the invaders should first master the surrounding
country, and then deliver their attack across
three of its borders (G. A. Smith, Hist. Geog. ch.
xiv.). Judah was not impregnable, indeed, for it
lay comparatively open from the N., and the
Negeb could be crossed from the S., while passes
led up to the central tableland from both E. and
W., though very difficult to force against opposi-
tion. But the very poverty of the country com-
bined with the natural difficulties of invasion to
secure it, since it offered little prize to tempt an
attack. It was a very little province. Even if it
had reached its ideal boundaries, it would have
covered no more than 2000 square miles ; actually
its usual extent was nearer 1300, of which about
half was desert.

The isolation of the territory was reflected in
that of the tribe. After it had settled in its lot,
it had but little to do with the Northern tribes. It
is not even mentioned in the Song of Deborah, as
if it were not recognized as belonging to Israel;
and it appears in the story of Samson as surrender-

ing him to the Philistines (Jg 159ff·)- It seems to
have drawn more closely to Israel in the time of
Saul, as we see from the history of David. But
Saul's persecution of David must have strained the
loyalty of the tribe, and it is not surprising that
on his death a kingdom of Judah was formed with
David at its head, in opposition to the kingdom of
Ishbaal, Saul's son (2 S 24· 8). Both of these king-
doms seem to have been tributary to the Philis-
tines. The union of the two was due to the
evident fact that David was the only man who
could hope to lead Israel in successful revolt from
the Phil., and was only hastened by the defection
of Abner and the murder of Ishbaal (2 S 312ff· 45ff·).
Judah, as the king's own tribe, was more closely
attached to Israel than when the king belonged to
another tribe. One of David's greatest and most
far-sighted acts was the selection of Jerus. as his
capital and the home of the ark (56ff* 612). Jerus.
did not actually lie in Judah, except possibly to a
slight extent, but it was on the border, and the
possession of it, with the ark and temple, guaran-
teed the survival of the Southern kingdom, after
the loss of the Northern tribes. But in the latter
years of David it is Judah, perhaps because it
profited less by its connexion with the king than
it expected, that seems to have been foremost in
supporting Absalom, whose rebellion broke out in
Hebron, the old capital of the tribe (2 S 157).
After its suppression Judah hung back, till its
allegiance was won by the ill-timed appeal of
David to its kinship with him (19 l l f f·); ill-timed
because David's favouritism to Judah provoked
jealousy in the Northern tribes, and the abortive
rising of Sheba (1941-2022), which anticipated the
successful revolt of Jeroboam. Solomon also
showed an unwise partiality to Judah, as we see
from the fact that it was excluded from the division
into twelve districts for purposes of taxation
(1 Κ 4). It is, accordingly, not wonderful that
Judah remained loyal to Rehoboam, while the
Northern tribes rejected him (1216f·).

The Kingdom of Judah seems to have consisted
simply of the tribe of Judah with very little of
Benjamin (see BENJAMIN), and not of Judah and
Benjamin. Only a brief outline of its history is
here necessary ; for fuller details the articles on
the individual kings may be consulted. After the
disruption caused by the senseless folly of Reho-
boam, Avar was carried on between the two king-
doms (1 Κ 1430), but not in a very energetic way.
In fact the treasure which Solomon had accumu-
lated was taken by Shishak of Egypt when he
invaded Judah (1425ff·), and the superiority in
wealth of the Southern kingdom would thus be
lost. War continued through the reign of Abijam
(156 RVm), but it seems not to have been pro-
secuted with vigour till Baasha succeeded Nadab
the son of Jeroboam. He pressed Judah so hard
that Asa took the unhappy step, fraught with
future mischief, of calling in the aid of Syria. A
diversion was thus effected in his favour, and Asa
employed the materials of Baasha's fortress,
Raman, in erecting fortresses of his own (1517ff·).
It was possibly with the accession of Omri that
the relations between the two kingdoms were
changed. He perhaps formed an alliance with
Judah, as with Tyre (1631), probably in view of the
dangers that threatened from Damascus. Ahab
and Jehoshaphat were certainly allies (1 Κ 22),
and Jehoshaphat's son, Jehoram, married Athaliah
the daughter of Ahab (2 Κ 818·26). Jehoshaphat's
reign was probably prosperous, though his trading
vessels were wrecked (1 Κ 2248). The relations
between Judah and Edom after the reign of
Solomon are obscure. Edom seems to have been
subject to Judah, at any rate in Jehoshaphat's
time (2 Κ 39), but it revolted from his son Jehoram
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(2 Κ 820). The good understanding with Israel
continued while Omri's dynasty was on the
throne, but Jehu murdered Ahaziah, Jehoram's
son, and forty-two of his brethren (9271014). There-
upon the queen-mother, Athaliah, massacred all
that remained of the royal family, except the
infant Joash, and reigned six years. She was put
to death by Jehoiada the priest, who made Joash
king (2 Κ 11). Apparently, towards the end of his
reign, Hazael, king of Syria, who had severely
crippled the Northern kingdom, threatened Jerus.,
but was bought off by Joash, who perhaps in
consequence of this was murdered (1217ff·). His
son Amaziah, after a successful war with Edom,
challenged Joash of Israel, who inflicted a
disastrous defeat upon him (141"14). Amaziah's son
Azariah, or Uzziah, had a more successful reign.
Syria had been exhausted in wars with Assyria,
and now Assyria itself had a half-century of
inactivity, and this left both Israel and Judah
time to build up powerful states. Azariah re-
covered the port of Elath (1422), and from the early
chapters of Isaiah we can see how wealthy Judan
had become. But the signs began to be ominous
before Jiis death. Assyria resumed her old career
of conquest, and Syria and Israel formed a coalition
against her. When Ahaz refused to join it, they
sought to compel the adhesion of Judah; where-
upon Ahaz, in a panic and against the earnest
warning of Isaiah, took the fatal step of calling in
Tiglath-pileser, the king of Assyria (2 Κ 16, Is 7).
The latter suppressed the coalition, but Ahaz paid
too dearly for the relief, since he became tributary
to Assyria. The heavy yoke was borne till Heze-
kiah thought himself strong enough, in alliance
with other revolting states, and on the promise of
help from Egypt, to throw it off (187). Although
the overthrow of Sennacherib saved Jerus. from
capture, and the religion of Israel from destruction,
yet Judah sustained very heavy loss and had to
pay an enormous tribute. The reign of Manasseh
seems to have been externally prosperous, so far
as this was possible after the exhaustion of Judah
in the Assyr. war; but it was marked by fierce
reaction against the reforms of Hezekiah and the
prophetic policy as a whole, by religious syncretism,
and by gloomy and superstitious fanaticism (211"18).
But Josiah instituted a reform on the basis of
Deuteronomy, the people being prepared for it by
their deliverance from the dreaded Scythian in-
vasion. His happy reign was cut short by
Pharaoh-necoh, whose invasion of Syria he had
opposed, probably because it threatened the loss
of the independence that the decrepitude of the
Assyrian Empire gave him (2 Κ 22. 23). After a
brief reign Jehoahaz was removed by Egypt (2331ff·),
and Jehoiakim put in his place. He changed
masters, Egypt for Babylon, but revolted (241),
and, in consequence of this, his son, who succeeded
him, was taken captive to Babylon with the flower
of the nation (2414ff·). His successor, Zedekiah,
might have reigned in peace as the vassal of
Babylon, but revolting, in defiance of Jeremiah's
warning, he saw his capital besieged and captured
(2418ff·). Jerus. and the temple were destroyed,
and a large part of those who remained were taken
into exile, where they remained for fifty years.
So fell the kingdom of Judah, B.C. 586. Many of
those who were still left went down into Egypt, in
fear of vengeance for Gedaliah's murder (2526), and
thus in Babylon and Egypt Jewish colonies were
planted, which were destined to be of immeasur-
able importance.

As compared with the Northern kingdom, Judah
was through most of its history of little account.
When it held Edom in subjection its power was
strengthened, yet even then the scornful fable, in
which Joash set Judah against Israel as a thistle

against a cedar, was not without justification. In
other things than size and strength the advantage
lay with Israel. Life was richer, fuller, and
deeper, and that not only social but, what is
more important yet less recognized, religious life.
It was not in Judah but in Israel that the great
prophets Elijah and Elisha did their work, the
schools of the prophets flourished, and the
earliest (?) history of the Hebrews was written.
Amos, it is true, belonged to Judah, yet even he
prophesied to Israel, and his junior contemporary,
Hosea, was a Northern prophet. It was not till
Israel went under that Judah attained its great
significance. Yet Judah had advantages of its
own. The prestige of the Davidic monarchy
secured a permanence of dynasty that was of
untold blessing, and saved it from the frequent
revolutions and usurpations that tore Israel
asunder. Further, while Judah was poorer in
great religious teachers, its religion was probably
simpler and less corrupt than that of Israel,
though its superiority may be easily exaggerated.
Its possession of the temple made for greater
purity of worship. Yet it was rather the respite
granted after the captivity of the Northern tribes,
than any religious superiority of Judah, that left
it the sole depositary of the higher religion of the
prophets. This had not struck its roots deep
enough into the life of Israel to survive the trans-
planting to Assyrian soil. But between 722 and
586, under the fostering care of Isaiah and his
successors, it had grown strong enough not merely
to survive, but to benefit from the shock, and thus
Judah became especially the people of revelation.

On the character of the tribe little need be said.
It was profoundly modified by its comparative
isolation and the independence this conferred,
and by the large foreign elements that it had
absorbed. It was narrow and provincial, fanatical
and tenacious. To slay the prophets and build
monuments to them was characteristic of it, as of
so many other peoples; for while it was slow tc
learn and hostile to new truth, yet the truth when
learned was changed into hard dogma and erected
as a barrier against fresh revelation. The obstinacy
with which an old doctrine was insisted on, when
no longer applicable, and new truth opposed for its
inconsistency with the old, is shown in the opposi-
tion to Jeremiah's teaching that Jerus. would be
captured and the temple destroyed, based on
Isaiah's doctrine of the inviolability of Zion. Yet
Judah had this qualification for its task,—it pro-
duced many who were fit vehicles of revelation ; it
was, in fact, surprisingly rich, especially in its
later history, in religious genius, a lovely flower
springing, indeed, from a dry and unattractive root.

In NT the tribe of Judah is mentioned in Lk
1S9(?), He71 4, Rev75.

LITERATURE.—The Histories of Israel and Judah, e.g. Ewald,
Wellhausen, Kittel, Stade; Kuanen, Eel. of Israel, passim ;
Wellhausen, De Gentibus, etc. See also articles GENEALOGY,
ISRAEL, and the relevant literature cited under these.

2. Judah, an overseer at the rebuilding of the
temple (Ezr 39) = HODAVIAH of 240 and HODEVAH of
Ν eh 743. 3. A Levite who had married a foreign
wife (Ezr 1023), possibly the same as the Judah of
Neh 128· 36. 4. An overseer of Jerus. (Neh II9).

A. S. PEAKE.
JUDAH * upon (AV) or at (RV) Jordan' is named

in Jos 1934 in the statement of the boundaries of
the tribe of Naphtali. The MT rmrr? is unrepre-
sented in the LXX, and Bennett {SBOT, ad loc.)
remarks, 'The clause is apparently an unintelli-
gible gloss which has crept into the text. The con-
text implies that the tribe of Judah is referred to,
and this is geographically impossible.' Ewald
suggests (Gesch. ii. 380) that the passage is corrupt,
and that ' Chinneroth,' or some other word, origin-
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ally occupied the place of ' to Judah.' Conder
{PEFSt, 1883, p. 183) suggests an interchange of
τ and i, and of π and n, so as to read πΐίπ for nyn,
when the passage would run \γγ.$ rronai, the
' Hollow of (?) Jordan,' equivalent to the Ghor, or
valley of the Jordan. Thomson {Land and Book,
i. p. 389) suggests that the tomb of Seid Yehuda
(supposed by Arabs to be son of Jacob) marks the
'Judah on Jordan, toward the sun-rising.' It is
suggested in Speaker's Comm. that the Havvoth-
jair were colonized by men of Judah, and might be
called ' Judah upon Jordan.' Von Raumer {Pal. p.
405 if.) had contended strongly for this identifica-
tion of * Judah' with Havvoth-jair; and Keil {Bib.
Comm.) adopts the same theory, pointing out that,
according to 1 Ch 25·21, Jair on his father's side
was descended from Judah through Hezron. It
cannot be said that any of the last mentioned
theories has the slightest probability. Dillm. {ad
loc.) thinks Ewald's view is the best, but allows that
it leaves the origin of the present text unexplained.

C. WARREN.
JUDAH (AV Juda), Lk I39.—See JUTAH.

JUDAISM.—See RELIGION.

JUDAS {'Ιούδας, Judas), the Greek equivalent of
the Hebrew name rrnrt] JUDAH.

1. The third son of Mattathias, called Macca-
bseus (1 Mac 24, Jos. Ant. xn. vi. 1). See
MACCABEES.

2. The son of Chalphi, one of two captains
{άρχοντα τη$ στρατιά?) who stood by Jonathan
when the main part of his army had been scattered
by an ambush at the beginning of a battle against
the Syrians at Hazor (1 Mac II 7 0, Jos. Ant.
XIII. v. 7).

3. A Jew holding some important position at
Jerusalem, who is named in the title of a letter
sent from the Jews of Jerusalem and Judaea and
the Jewish Senate to their brethren in Egypt and
to a certain Aristobulus (2 Mac I10). Tlie latter,
who is termed the teacher {διδάσκαλος) of king
Ptolemy, is doubtless to be identified with a
Peripatetic philosopher who lived at the court of
Ptolemy vi. Philometor (B.C. 180-145); so Clem.
Alex. Strom, v. xiv. 97 ; Euseb. Prcep. JEv. viii.
9 fin. This Judas is often supposed to be Judas
Maccabseus ; so Grimm, Rawlinson, Zockler. The
purport of the letter (2 Mac llo-218), which is prob-
ably not genuine, is to invite the Egyptian Jews
to Keep the Feast of the Dedication. Like the
preceding epistle {ib. I1"10*), it stands in no con-
nexion with 2 Mac, and seems to have been pre-
fixed to this book by a later hand. See Schiirer,
HJP II. iii. 213.

$. A son, probably the eldest, of Simon the
Maccabee (1 Mac 162). He, with his brother John
Hyrcanus, took the command against the Syrian
army under Cendebieus, and was wounded in the
engagement {ib. 161"10, cf. Jos. Ant. XIII. vii. 3). In
B.C. 135, he, with his father and another brother
named Mattathias, was murdered at the little
fortress of Dok by Ptolemy, the son of Abubus
{ib. 1611*17). According to the representation of
Josephus, Judas was not murdered at the same
time as his father, but made prisoner, and subse-
quently put to death, when Hyrcanus raised the
siege of Dagon (? Dok); see Jos. Ant. xin. viii. 1;
Wars, I. ii. 3-4. 5. 1 Es 923=Judah of Ezr 1023.
6. An ancestor of Jesus, Lk 330. 7. One of the
brethren of the Lord, Mt 1355, Mk 63. See art.
JUDE THE LORD'S BROTHER. H. A. WHITE.

JUDAS BARS ABBAS (AV Barsabas) is mentioned
in Ac 1522· s7·82·33 as one of the two prominent mem-
bers of the Jerus. Church who were sent to Antioch
with Barnabas and Saul, bearing the letter of the

apostles and elders to the Gentile Churches. The
personal presence of these brethren was intended
to give additional weight to the assurances of
fellowship which the letter contained. Judas and
Silas his companion are described as chief men
among the brethren {ττγουμένονς: no doubt presby-
ters ; see He 137·17·24). They were also prophets, i.e.
men whom the Spirit inspired to communicate His
truth and will to the Church. Judas, with Silas,
remained in Antioch to strengthen the brethren
there, and then returned to Jerusalem (v.84 in AV
is spurious). We hear no more of Judas Barsabbas.
Barsabbas is a patronymic (see JOSEPH BARSABBAS).
He may have been a brother of Joseph (Ac I23).
He is not to be identified with Jude the author of
the Epistle, because the latter's brother James (see
JUDE) was either the son of Joseph, the foster-
father of Jesus, or the son of Alphseus. Neither
can he have been the Apostle Judas, * not Iscariot,'
both because he is in Acts clearly distinguished
from the apostles, and because the Apostle Judas
was 'the son of James' (Lk 616 RV).

G. T. PTJRVES.
JUDAS OF DAMASCUS.—In Ac 911 Ananias is

told to go to the street called ' Straight,' and seek
in the house of Judas a man of the name of Saul,
of Tarsus. Nothing further is known of Judas.
Tradition has found a house for him in Damascus,
not, however, in the street called Straight, but
only a few paces out of it, in a lane to the right,
as one goes from west to east.

A. C. HEADLAM.
JUDAS OF GALILEE, mentioned by Gamaliel

(Ac 537) as the leader of a popular revolt ' in the
days of the taxing' (RV ' enrolment'), which ended,
however, in his destruction and the dispersion of
his followers. The * enrolment' was the one con-
ducted by Quirinius (which see), when in A.D. 6 or
7 he was a second time (cf. Lk 21) made gover-
nor of Syria. It was intended to be a basis of
Roman taxation, and excited fierce opposition
among the Jews, which was quieted only by the
influence of the high priest Joazar (Jos. Ant. XVIII.
i. 1). Judas, however, with a certain Pharisee,
Saddoc, called the people to defend their liber-
ties, bidding them acknowledge no Lord but God.
Josephus {Ant. xvill. i. 1, 6, XX. v. 2; BJII. viii.
1, xvii. 8, 9, vn. viii. 1), like Gamaliel, usually
calls him a Galilsean, but in one passage {Ant.
XVIII. i. 1) a Gaulonite from Gamala, which lay
east of Galilee. It is not clear whether the insur-
rection broke out in Judaea and the title ' Galilsean'
was given to Judas because Gaulonitis was loosely
identified with Galilee, or whether it broke out in
Galilee and thus the title * Galiloean' was attached
to him. That it was a considerable movement
appears both from Gamaliel's notice of it and from
the frequency with which Josephus refers to it.
According to the latter, from it there arose ' the
Zealots,' the most fanatical and patriotic of the
Jewish sects, whose violence under Gessius Florus
(A.D. 64-66) hastened the Avar with Rome. Jose-
phus mentions them, after the Pharisees, Saddu-
cees, and Essenes, as the fourth sect of the Jews,
and as founded by Judas. He does not mention,
however, the death of Judas, or the fate of his
insurrection. Gamaliel agrees with Josephus in
the date and in the strength assigned to the revolt;
nor is there any sufficient reason to question his
statement that the leader perished and his followers
were dispersed.

Descendants of Judas were also conspicuous
for their fanatical violence. Two of his sons,
James and Simon, were crucified by Tiberius Alex-
ander (A.D. 46?-48). Another son, Menahem, a
leader of the * Sicarii' in Jerus. shortly before the
war with Rome, acquired for a time much power,
but was finally slam by the high priest's party.
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Still another descendant was Eleazar, who, after the
fall of Jerus., defended the fortress of Masada, and
persuaded his followers to die by their own hands
rather than submit to Rome {Bj\ll. viii. and ix.).

Schiirer (HJP I. ii. 4, 80) identifies Judas with
the person of the same name who, after the death
of Herod the Great, raised an insurrection near
Sepphoris in Galilee (Jos. Ant. xvn. x. 5; BJII.
iv. 1); but Josephus does not identify them, and
the earlier Judas appears to have been simply a
marauder. G. T. PURVES.

JUDAS ISCARIOT.—This is his usual designa-
tion in the Synoptic Gospels : Ιούδαs Ισκαριώτης (Mt
26 1 4), Ιούδα* ο Ισκαριώτης ( M t ΙΟ4), 'Ιούδας δ καλού-
μενος Ισκαριώτης ( L k 223), 'Ιούδας Ίσκαριώθ ( M k 3 1 9

1410, Lk 616). St. John calls him < the son of Simon'
(Σίμωνος), thrice giving the epithet 'Iscariot'
to Judas (124 132 1422), and twice (according
to the best texts) to Simon (671 1326). All four
stigmatize him as ό παραδούς αυτόν (Mt 104), or δς
και παρέδωκεν αυτόν (Mk 319), or 6ς iyavero προδότης
(Lk 616), or tyeWev τταραδιδόναι αυτόν (Jn 671), when
they mention him for the first time. At the actual
time of the treachery they use ό τταραδιδούς αυτόν,
'who was betraying him' (Mt 2625·46·48, Mk
1442.44) L k 2221, Jn 1311 182·5). See Ac I16.

Besides (1) his names, we are told (2) that he was
called with the rest of the Twelve to be an apostle ;
(3) that he was covetous and dishonest, and sold
his Master to the hierarchy; (4) that he effected
the betrayal immediately after the Last Supper;
and (5) that on realizing the consequences of his
act he destroyed himself.

Every one of these points has given rise to a
large amount of discussion, and the real or appar-
ent uncertainty thus produced has led some to the
desperate expedient of rejecting the whole story as
a myth. Judas is a Christian fiction to represent
the treacherous Judaism which put Jesus to death ;
and no one among the Twelve was really guilty of
this enormity (Volkmar, Noack). Keim justly
remarks that it is incredible that Christians should
invent such a crime for an apostle. From Celsus
onwards the foes of Christianity have made capital
out of the sin of Judas (Orig. c. Cels. π. xii.);
and to prove that he never committed it, would
remove a weight from the heart of Christendom.
The statements in the Gospels and Acts are in-
explicable, however, if Judas, ' one of the Twelve,'
never betrayed the Christ.

1. The name 'Ιούδας is a common one, being the
Gr. form of the Heb. name Judah. There are six
persons before the time of Christ who bear this
name, and six in the NT. But there is no con-
fusion respecting the traitor. Discussion has been
frequent merely as to the meaning of ' Iscariot,'
and this question is practically settled. All other
explanations may be rejected in favour of the view
that it means ' man of Karioth' or ' Kerioth'; 'ish
Keriyoth becoming 'Ισκαριώτης, as 'ish Tob becomes
Ίστοβος οτ"Ιστωβος (Jos. Ant. VII. vi. 1). This ex-
plains how both father and son have this name,
Kerioth being the home of the family. This also
explains the reading άττό καρυώτου which χ* and
some other authorities have in Jn 671, and which D
has in Jn 124 132·261422. (See papers on < Iscariot'
by Nestle and Chase in Expository Times, December
1897, and January, February, and March 1898).
Kerioth (LXX Καριώθ) in Judah (Jos 1525) is com-
monly assumed to be the place referred to in
'Iscariot.' It is generally identified with the
ruins el-I£arjetein south of Hebron. See KERIOTH-
HEZRON. In any case Judas is of S. Palestine,
while the other eleven were of Galilee; and this
may have been one cause of estrangement between
him and the rest. Judaeans had a tendency to look
down on Galilaeans.

The life of Judas previous to his call, like that
of all the Twelve, is hidden from us; and it is re-
markable that the apocr. gospels make so little use
of this attractive field of speculation. The Arabic
Gospel of the Infancy makes the boy Judas a
demoniac who bites (? the kiss), and the demon
takes flight when Judas comes into contact with the
boy Jesus (xxxv.); but this passage stands alone.

2. The Synoptists indicate that Judas was called
with the remainder of the Twelve, and in all their
lists his name stands last in the last group of four,
while in Ac his place is vacant (Mt 104, Mk 319,
Lk 616, Ac I13). Mt and Mk place him next to
Simon the Canansean, Lk next to the other Judas ;
and it is possible that one of these was the traitor's
companion when the Twelve were sent out two
and two (Mk 67). Like the others, he received
power to cast out demons and heal diseases (Mt
101, Lk 91); and, like them, he seems to have been
successful (Mk 613, Lk 96). Lange conjectures
that the enthusiast who said, ' I will follow thee
whithersoever thou goest' (Lk 957), was Judas.
But Mt calls this man ' a scribe' (819), and it is most
improbable that he was one of the Twelve, who
seem to have been chosen before this took place.

But it is in connexion with their election that
the chief difficulty respecting Judas is found.
Why was such a man chosen to be an apostle ?
Unless we are prepared to throw aside the express
statements of St. John, we cannot here have re-
course to the limitation of Christ's knowledge.
He tells us, not only that Jesus ' knew all men, anil
. . . himself knew what was in man' (224), but
that ' Jesus knew from the beginning . . . who it
was that should betray him' (664), and that a year
before the Passion He said, ' Did not I choose you
the Twelve, and one of you is a devil ?' (670) The
parable of the Barren Fig-tree suggests that Christ
wished to give Judas every opportunity of bearing
good fruit. Or, He may have desired to prevent
him from becoming even worse; or, to lessen his
powers of mischief ; or, to prove to all that no one
is safe or constrained, and that even an apostle
can rebel to the uttermost; electus enim a Christ ο
sua libertate et vitio corruit (Toletus). Some main-
tain that Christ selected Judas because He knew
that he would betray Him and thus fulfil the
divine decrees. None of these suggestions re-
moves the difficulty, which runs up into the in-
soluble problems of the origin of evil, and of divine
omniscience combined with human free-will. See
Westcott, Add. Note on Jn 13*.

3. We may assume that Judas had some good
qualities which led to his admission to the apostolic
body. Among these, practical ability and energy
seem to have been found. Hence, when the com-
pany begins to have funds (Lk 83), he is selected to
administer them (Jn 1329). This he did dishonestly
(Jn 124"6); and the same greed led him to betray
his Master to the priests for thirty shekels (Mt 26ιέ,
Mk 14n, Lk 225). His pilfering from the money-
box is the one thing to his discredit that is told us
previous to his great crime, and the Synoptists are
silent as to this preparatory course of sin. But, no
doubt, he yielded to other forms of temptation ;
and it has been much debated whether covetousness
was the sole or the chief cause of his treachery.* It
was certainly a cause. He sought the priests, not
they him; and his question is, * What are ye will-
ing to give me ?' But disappointed ambition prob-
ably helped. He looked, like the rest of the
disciples, for an earthly kingdom with profits and
honours, and he may have been the first to see that

* We must not argue that so small a sum as thirty shekels
could not have induced him to commit such a crime. Matricide
has been committed for a few shillings. Thirty shekels was the
price of a slave (Ex 2132)=about £4 according to the present
value of silver, but in purchasing power perhaps double that
amount. The power of avarice is almost limitless.
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nothing of the kind was in store for him. Jesus had
refused to be made a king (Jn 615); and it was soon
after this that the presence of a diabolical character
among the Twelve was announced (670). The
triumphal entry into Jerusalem led to nothing;
and then the compact with the hierarchy was made.
Kesentment probably contributed something, at
any rate as the end drew near. During the last
year Judas would feel that to some extent his
conduct was suspected or known. Christ's strong
warnings against avarice, and His denunciations
of hypocrisy, would seem at times to be aimed at
him, and no doubt were in part meant specially for
him. Such passages as Mt 619'21 1322, Mk 1023,
Lk 1611"13 acquire additional meaning when we
remember that Judas was among the hearers. His
hypocrisy after the pilfering began must have been
conscious, and seems to have been successful; for to
the last the other apostles did not suspect him (Jn
1322·28). But Christ declared that hypocrisy is
always exposed in the end (Lk 122). It was * to the
disciples first of all,' and (we may believe) to Judas
most of all, that He said, ' whatsoever ye have
spoken in the ear in the inner chambers shall be
proclaimed upon the housetops' (Lk 121·8). And
who more than Judas needed the warning, * Look
whether the light that is in thee be not darkness' ?
(Lk II35). His chagrin at the * waste' of the
ointment, and Christ's public rebuke of his hypo-
critical lament, seem to have been among the
incidents which completed his determination to
betray Christ. Constant contact with a goodness
to which he would not yield had generated a fierce
hate. See Swete on Mk 1410.

Attempts have been made both to darken and
to brighten what is told us of Judas. Was he a
plotter from the first? May he not have sought
admission to the inner circle of Christ's disciples
in order to overthrow this revolutionary Teacher ?
But even St. John, whose horror of him is most
clearly expressed, gives no hint of this; and, if it
were true, it would be amazing that Judas should
share in the general success of the Twelve as
preachers and workers of miracles. On the other
hand, may not his motive have been much less evil
than is commonly supposed? Some would repre-
sent him as a brave man Λνΐιο believed that patriot-
ism required him to deliver Jesus to the rulers.
Others, with more plausibility, suggest that, like
the Baptist, he may have been impatient at the
slow progress of the Messiah; and he may have
intended merely to precipitate a crisis. If the
hierarchy were encouraged to arrest Jesus, His
miraculous power would defeat them, the populace
would declare for Him, and His triumph would be
complete. The Passover was an opportunity which
must not be allowed to pass. In arguing and acting
thus, Judas was presumptuous and wrongheaded,
but he was not a sordid traitor. This view also,
which is advocated by De Quincey and Whately,
has no support in Scripture, not even in the record of
his remorse. If there was nothing worse than this,
would Christ have denounced him as devilish, and
called him a ' son of perdition' ? And granting that
5idj3oXos in Jn 670 is not much stronger than Σαταΐ>α
in Mt 1623 and Mk 833, yet of no one but Judas did He
say, 'Good were it for him if that man had not
been born' (Mt 2624). After this it is hardly neces-
sary to point out that both Luke and John regard
Judas in the last stages of his career as becoming
the abode of Satan (Lk 223, Jn 132·27), who then
' entered into him,' an expression which is unique
in Scripture in this spiritual sense. With Keim
we reject these hypotheses in defence of Judas as
impossible and unworthy inventions which have
nothing noble to excuse them.

The enormity of the sin of Judas consisted in its
being against all bonds of discipleship and friend-

ship ; against light, against mercies, affection,
trust, and warnings; against his own promises ana
preaching. And it was committed deliberately,
not under sudden strain, like Peter's denials, but
with skilful and persistent calculation. He was
not surprised by a violent temptation, but he care-
fully sought an opportunity, which he used with
unswerving pertinacity, in spite of the tenderness
of the feet-washing, the solemnity of Christ's public
condemnation of the traitor, and the proof given to
him privately that Christ knew who the traitor
was. The demonstrative kiss (κατεφίλησεν) has no
parallel in history, and could hardly have been
invented ; all the less so, because the narrative tells
us that by going forward to meet His captors, and
declaring Himself to be the person whom they were
seeking, Jesus rendered the signal unnecessary. But
the sin of Judas is unique only in its opportunity
and its form; in kind it may be repeated. It is
possible to 'crucify the Son of God afresh ' (He 66),
and therefore it is possible to betray Him afresh.

4. All the Gospels represent the traitor as effect-
ing his purpose immediately after the Last Supper,
at which he was present; but the point at which
he left the upper room is much disputed. Did
he, or did he not, receive the eucharistic bread
and wine ? The first two Gospels seem to imply
that Judas received with the rest; but they are
indefinite, for they do not mention his exit. St.
John is equally indefinite; for he omits the
institution of the Eucharist, and we do not know
where it should be inserted. St. Luke places the
words, * But behold the hand of him that betrayeth
me is with me on the table,' after the distribution
of the eucharistic bread (2219·21), and apparently
after the eucharistic cup also, whether or not we
accept as original the disputed words (19b·20). It
is possible to hold that Judas went out between
the partaking of the eucharistic bread and that of
the eucharistic cup (Westcott on Jn 13); but the
view mentioned by Theophylact, that Judas par-
took of the cup, but concealed his portion of the
bread to show to the hierarchy, need only be
mentioned. The majority of patristic and medi-
aeval commentators, with some Reformation writers,
adopt the view taken in the Anglican Liturgy, that
Judas partook of the Eucharist (see Bynaeus, de
Morte Christi,i. pp. 443-448, Amst. 1691; Cornelius
a Lapide and Maldonatus on Mt 2620). The majority
of modern commentators hold that he did not.

5. The perplexities respecting the career of Judas
continue to the end. We have two accounts of
his death in Scripture, and they differ both from
one another and from a third which is obviously
legendary. Can we accept any as historical ?

In Mt 273'10 we are told that Judas, on learning
that Jesus was condemned to death, was stricken
with remorse: perfecto demum scelere magnitudo
ejus intellecta est, as Tacitus says of Nero's murder
of his mother {Ann. XIV. x. 1). He took back the
thirty shekels to his employers, saying, Ί have
sinned in that I have betrayed innocent blood.'
But they had no further interest in the vile instru-
ment which they had used. * What is that to us ?
See thou to it.' There are several remarkable
words in what follows: καϊ plrpas τα αργύρια eis τον
vabv άνεχώρησεν—he hurled the silver pieces into
the Holy Place and went into solitude. Into the
mos the priests alone might go (Lk I 9 · 2 1, Mt 23lti

2740, Mk 1458, Jn 219 etc.). It included both the
Holy Place and the Holy of Holies (Mt 2751, Mk
1538, Lk 2345). It is never used like Ιερόν for the
whole temple. Either this is a strange exception,
or Judas in his desperation rushed into the sanc-
tuary, or (most probably) he hurled the money
from a distance. The use of ρίπτει? els and not
βάλλει? έν points to this, but is not conclusive.
Again, άνέχωρησεν means more than * departed';
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it is commonly used of those who shun company,
retire from observation (Mt 21 4·2 2 412 1215 1413 1521,
Mk 37, Jn 61δ, Ac 2631). So also in LXX (Ex 215,
Jos 815, Jg 417 etc.). Yet it is putting a great
deal of meaning into it to interpret, * he lived as
a solitary, became a hermit.' But, if this be
adopted, then άπελθων άπή~γξατο means, ' he left his
place of retirement and hanged himself.'

It is from this point that we can compare
Matthew's account with that put into the mouth
of Peter in the Acts, and with the legend. Matthew
seems to mean that Judas hung himself before his
betrayed Master was hanged on the cross. He
plainly states that Judas left the money, and that
the priests, with characteristic scrupulosity about
trifles after unscrupulous breach of the gravest
commandments (cf. Jn 1931), would not put the pol-
luted silver into the sacred treasury,* but bought
with it the potter's field, to bury aliens in. This
field was afterwards known as ' the field of
blood/ because it was bought with blood-money.
Thus a prophecy of Jeremiah (? Zechariah) was
fulfilled.!

The narrative in the Acts (I16-20) is strangely
different. Nothing is said about the priests or the
restoration of the money. On the contrary, Judas
himself is said to have ' procured a field with the
reward of his iniquity.' There he fell headlong in
such a way that 'his bowels gushed out'; and hence
the field was called 'the field of blood.' Thus a
prophecy of David (Ps 6925 1098) was fulfilled. It
is possible to harmonize the two modes of death.
Judas hung himself over a precipice, the rope
broke, and he was dashed to pieces. The Vulgate
of Ac I1 8 suggests this method : suspensus crepuit
medius. But why should Matthew give only one
half of the tragedy, and Luke only the other ? And
even so there still remain grave discrepancies
between the two narratives. In the one Judas
restores the money, in the other he keeps i t ; in
the one he procures the field, in the other the
hierarchy do so ; in the one the name of the field
comes from the blood-money, in the other from his
bloody death. Moreover, in the one he plainly
commits suicide, like Ahithophel (2 S 1723), in the
other his death may be accidental. In the Middle
Ages two different spots were pointed out, one as
'the potter's field,' and the other as Akeldama;
and the ' tree of Judas' is still shown.

It is better to recognize the fact that we have
here two different traditions, of which that in the
Gospel is nearer in time to the event, and probably
nearer to the truth ; but even that may have been
influenced by the desire to harmonize facts with a
supposed prophecy. The tradition learned by St.
Luke is later; ana popular fancy has guessed at the
meaning of ' the field of blood.' But it is an excess
of scepticism to say that nothing is known about
the end of Judas. We may safely affirm that he
came to a violent end, probably by his own hand.
And the story of the return of the money and of
the priests' treatment of it has every appearance
of truth. But it may be admitted that, in the
absence of evidence, a horrible end would inevit-
ably have been invented for Judas. We may
compare the cases of Dositheus the heretic and
his successor Simon Magus, both of whom are
represented as perishing by a violent death, and,
like Judas in the Acts, by a fall {Clem. Horn.
II. xxiv.; Apost. Const. VI. ix.). The accounts of

* They were perhaps arguing by analogy from Dt 2318. The
wages of sin could not be offered to God. But if Judas had
sinned, how could they be guiltless?

t The difficulty about the prophecy is not solved by assuming
that by a slip of memory St. Matthew has written ' Jeremiah'
for ·Zechariah' (cf. 'Barachias' for 'Jehoiada,' 2335). z e c
1112.13 does not agree with the evangelist's quotation. Hebrew,
LXX, and Matthew differ widely; but there must be some con-
nexion, and perhaps through a Targrum.

the death of Arius exhibit a similar feeling
(Socrates, HE I. xxxviii.; Sozomen, II. xxx.).

This tendency is seen still more clearly in the
legendary account of the end of Judas, preserved
in a fragment from the fourth book of Papias
(Theophylact on Ac I18, Catena ad Ada S. App.;
Cramer, Oxford, 1838, p. 12; Patr. Apostolic Opp.,
Gebh., Harn., Zahn, I. ii. app.; Suicer, Thesaurus,
s.v. άττάγχω). This story is an amplification of
4λάκησ<·ρ μέσος και έξεχύθη πάντα τα σπλάΎχνα αύτοΰ
(Ac I18), with details which seem to be borrowed
from the death of Antiochus (2 Mac 94ff·). Papias
had heard that Judas became so enlarged by in-
flammation that where a waggon could easily
pass he could not;—not even his head, which was
so swollen that even the physician could not find
his eyes. Worms and corruption proceeded from
his body, and he suffered horrible torments until
he died iv Ιδίψ χωρίφ. The spot was shunned by
every one, and for years afterwards an offensive
smell tainted the neighbourhood, intolerable to
all who passed by. Another addition makes the
narrative more harmonious with Ac I18, by stating
that he was crushed by a waggon, ώστε τα έγκατα
αύτοΰ έκκενωθήναι (Oecumenius, ad loc). But we
can hardly say that the story without this detail
shows that Papias knew the Acts. He knew a
story which seems to have grown in part out of the
narrative preserved in the Acts. But, in any case,
here, as often, we are able to contrast the sobriety
and probability of the Gospel narrative with the
grotesque and revolting exaggerations in non-
canonical sources.

It is not necessary to enlarge on the contrast
between Peter and Judas in their fall and in their
repentance. The one yielded to a sudden tempta-
tion, was at once touched by his Master's reproach-
ful look of love, and returned to his Lord in affec-
tionate confidence at the earliest opportunity.
Judas deliberately sought and persisted in evil in
defiance of all loving influences, and, in his dismay
at the results of his act, tried to ease his conscience,
without turning to Christ or to God for forgiveness.
He thus ended, not in repentance, but in despair.
See Euthymius Zigabenus on Mt 275.

But as early as Origen quite another view was
taken of the suicide of Judas. He was hurrying
to do in the other world what he failed to do in
this. Knowing that Jesus would soon be in Hades,
and that He was the source of salvation, he
determined to be there before Him, and with
bared soul to meet Him and implore His forgive-
ness (Origen, Tract, in Matt, xxxv., Migne, xiii.
1767. Suicer, s.v. 'Ιούδας, quotes the same idea
from Theophanes, Horn, xxvii. p. 202. See also
Theophylact on Mt 278).

The impious sect of the Cainites had a small
composition which they called the Gospel of Judas.
They regarded him as the true Gnostic, who with
supreme insight accomplished the excellent work
of overthrowing the power of the Demiurge by
causing the death of Christ (Iren. I. xxxi. 1;
Epiphan. Hcer. I. xxxviii. 1; Theodoret, Hcer.
Fab. I. xv. ; Pseudo-Tert. adv. omn. Hcer. ii.).

Representations of Judas are rare in ancient
art. Kraus knows of only three of the traitor's
kiss. These are a sarcophagus at Verona (Maffei,
Verona illustr. iii. 54), a sarcophagus of southern
Gaul (Faillon, Monum. de S. Madeleine, i. 462),
and a mosaic of the 6th cent, in S. Apollinare
at Ravenna, of which Kraus gives a sketch. In
Smith's Diet, of Chr. Ant. i. 891 is a drawing of
Judas hanging from a tree. This is from the Syriac
MS of Rabula, A.D. 586. Kraus gives another from
an ivory in the British Museum, which is perhaps
of the 5th cent. The crucifixion is j>art of the
same picture, so that Judas hangs side by side
with Christ (Beal-Enc. d. Christ. Alt. ii. 74, 75).
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A . PLUMMER.
JUDAS (Ίούδαή, 'NOT ISCARIOT,' one of the

twelve (Jn 1422), who is also described as 'Judas
of James ' (Lk 616, Ac I13). His identification with
the disciple who is also called Lebbseus (Mt 103 AV)
and Thaddseus (Mt 103 IIV, Mk 318) is generally
accepted, although it has been suggested that
Judas really took the place of Thaddseus, who had
died during the ministry of our Lord. He is not
to be identified with Judas or Jude, the Lord's
brother. Nothing whatever is known about him
or his ultimate career, except the question re-
corded by St. John, who is careful to distinguish
him from his namesake the traitor. See, further,
JUDE, LEBB^US, THADDJEUS. W. MUIR.

JUDE THE LORD'S BROTHER.—A Judas is
named as one of the Lord's ' brethren' in Mt 1355,
Mk 63. He has commonly been identified by tradi-
tion with the Apostle Judas, ' not Iscariot' (Jη 1422).
But the latter is described by St. Luke (616, Ac I13)
as the son (AV has improperly the brother) of James.
Those who deny that the ' brethren' included any
apostles, of course reject this identification also,
and regard Judas the brother of Jesus as the son
of Joseph either by a former wife or by Mary (see
BRETHREN OF THE LORD). Assuming the latter
view, we know of Judas merely that he belonged
to the Nazarene household, and, like the rest of his
brethren (Jn 75), did not believe in Christ till after
the resurrection (Ac I13). He was doubtless also
the author of 'the Epistle of Jude,' styling himself
in v.1 ' a servant of Jesus Christ and brother of
James' {i.e. James the Lord's brother, Gal I19).
This indicates that his spiritual relation to Jesus
was felt to be more important than the fleshly one;
also that Jude was less known in the Churches
than James was. In v.17 he apparently distin-
guishes himself from the apostles. The Ep. indi-
cates that he was familiar with the Ο Τ and Jewish
tradition, and specially indignant against those who
introduced immorality under cover of the gospel.

The only mention of Jude in ecclesiastical
history is the story related from Hegesippus by
Eusebius {HE iii. 19, 20, 32), that Domitian, hav-
ing commanded the descendants of David to be
slain, certain heretics made accusation against the
grandchildren of Jude,* 'said to have been the
Lord's brother according to the flesh'; but that,
when they were brought to the emperor, he found
them to be poor, hard-working men, who described
Christ's kingdom as heavenly, and destined to
appear at the end of the world; so he dismissed
them with contempt. The historian adds that
they afterwards ruled the Churches, being both
witnesses {i.e. for the faith) and relatives of the
Lord; and that they lived until the time of
Trajan. Nicephorus Callisti (c. A.D. 1350, Hist.
Eccles. i. 33) reports a tradition that Jude's wife
was Mary the mother of James and Joses, and
{ib. ii. 3) that his mother was Salome; but the
statements of Mceph. are inconsistent with respect
to these relationships, and his testimony to them is
of small value. G. T. PURVES.

* That Jude was married may be inferred from 1 Co 95. The
names of his grandchildren are said to have been Zoker and
James (Hegesip. ap. Phil. Sedet., TU v. 169).

JUDE, EPISTLE OF.—
1. Transmission of the Text.
2. Reception in the Church.
3. Vocabulary, Style, Literary Indebtedness.
4. Relation to 2 Peter.
5. Date of Composition, Authorship.
6. Place of Writing·, Destination, Circumstances

of Composition.
7. Summary of the Epistle.

Literature.

1. TRANSMISSION OF THE TEXT.—The authorities
are(l) MSS {a) Uncial: tfABC ('primary* MSS,
Hort, Introduction^ p. 192) K2L2P2; the relative
character of all these MSS has been elaborately
investigated by B. Weiss, Die Kath. Briefe, in
' Texte u. Untersuchungen,' viii. 3 ; (b) Cursive:
the chief are 13 ( = 33 evv.), 40, 44 ( = 221 Scriv.),
137 : (2) Versions : {a) Latin : vg. (on Old Latin
texts see below under * Fathers'): (b) Syriac:
Harklean; the Syriac Vulgate (Peshitta) did not
contain 2 P, 2 3 Jn, Jude ; in modern editions
they are supplied after a text taken from a
Bodleian MS printed by Pococke in 1630: (c)
Egyptian: Bohairic (Memphitic), Sahidic (The-
baic) : {d) Ethiopic : (e) Armenian : (3) Fathers :
[a) Greek: the chief are Clem. Alex., Origen,
Didymus (chiefly Latin trans.), Ephraem (not
Syriac works), Cyril Alex., the commentators
(Ecumenius and Theophylact, the Fragments in
Cramer, Catena : (δ) Latin : Tertullian does not
quote from, but refers to, Jude {de Cult. Fern. i. 3,
' Enoch apud Iudam apostolum testimonium pos-
sidet'): his words seem to imply that the Ep. was
known to his readers, and therefore current in a
Latin translation. There are important quota-
tions in Lucifer of Calaris, de non Conv. cum
Hcer. xv. (p. 33 f. ed. Hartel)—vv.1"3· β-8· n-w. "-u..
in Priscillian, Tract, i. iii. v. (pp. 29, 32, 44, 64, ed.
Schepss) — vv.12f· 1 4 ί · 2 3 ; also in the Speculum
commonly known by the symbol m (pp. 455, 647,
ed. Weihrich)—vv.6· 7· 12. These quotations supply
relics of pre-Hieronymic texts. An examination
of them shows (1) that Lucif. and m give sub-
stantially the same text in vv.6f·12, Lucif. being
rather fuller and slightly nearer to the Greek ; (2)
that Lucif. and Prise, give different texts. Sabatier
quotes also from Jerome, Augustine, Vigilius, and
Fulgentius small fragments of Latin texts. The
whole subject needs further investigation.

The text in several places seems uncertain, and ' primitive'
errors are probable. On vv.1· 5 see WH, Introduction, Notes on
Select Readings, p. 106 f. In v.12 {ρίτοί t'uriv ol . . . β-ηλάϊκ
σννίνωχούμ$νοι), unless the writer himself after al changed his
construction, the ·ί appears to be an early insertion (see the
two types of sentences in vv.16·19). In v.22 either the first
ιλιατι is intrusive (cf. WH), or (in view of St. Jude's fondness
for triplets) οΖς Si should be inserted before β-ώζιη (so N). In the
latter case the three clauses rise to a climax, and each has its
characteristic idea—hopeful compassion, desperate effort, com-
passion paralyzed by fear of contamination.

2. RECEPTION IN THE CHURCH.—Little or no
stress can be laid on supposed coincidences with
this Ep. in sub-apostolic writings—Ep. Barn. 210

(cf. 49), Jude 3 f · ; Ep. Polyc. iii. 2, iv. 2, Jude »·ao ;
Mart, Polyc. xx. (doxology), Jude24'·. The simi-
larity, however, of DidachS ii. 7 {ου μισήσας πάντα
άνθρωπον, αλλά oOs μλν iX^y^ets, irepl δ£ ων w/xxrei/ ,̂
οΰς δέ dyainfjaeLs κ.τ.λ.) to Jude 2 2 1 · in thought and
still more in form is too striking to be accidental
(cf. iv. 1 η κνρίόττις, Jude 8 ) ; it need not, however,
imply direct borrowing, for on other grounds it
seems likely that the two documents had their
origin within the same circle of Christian thought,
and it is conceivable that parts of the Didacht are
ultimately the work of the author of the Epistle.

There is clear evidence that at the end of the
2nd and at the beginning of the 3rd cent, the Ep.
was accepted as authoritative in three important
Churches. (1) Alexandria. Clement quotes it as the
work of Jude in Peed. iii. 8 (p. 280, ed. Potter),
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Strom, iii. 2 (p. 515); he cites words from it (v.22f·)
as a ' commandment' in Strom, vi. 8 (p. 773); his
Hypotyposes contained * short explanations' of
this as of other Catholic Epistles (Eus. HE vi.
14.1, Photius, Biblioth. 109; see at end of this art.).
The witness of Clement is carried on by Origen. If
in one place he hints at doubts about its reception
(in Matt. torn. xvii. 30, el δ£ καϊ την 'Ιούδα πρόσοιτό
TLS έπιστόλήν), yet in another (in Matt. torn. x. 17),
speaking of Jude as one of the Lord's brethren,
he commends the Epistle as ' full of strong words
of heavenly grace though it be but a few lines in
length,' and he repeatedly quotes from or alludes
to it (in Joh. torn. xiii. 37, in Matt. torn. xv. 27, *in
Bom. lib. iii. 6 [Scriptura sacra], *in Bom. lib. v. 1
[J. Apostolus in epistola catholica], *in Ezek. horn,
iv. 1, *Ep. ad Alexandrinos, xvii. p. 7f. (ed. Lom-
matzsch),*ofePriwd^.iii.2. 1; the passages marked*
are extant only in a Latin translation). It was
also commented on by Didymus (Migne, Pat. Gr.
xxxix. 1811-1818). (2) Carthage. It was accepted
by Tertullian (see above, under ' Text'). (3) Home.
It is included in the Muratorian Canon, not improb-
ably the work of Hippolytus (Lightfoot, Clement,
ii. p. 405 if.). * The writer mentions certain writings
which cannot be ' received into the Catholic
Church: for gall may not be mixed with honey.'
He then continues, * Epistola sane iude et super-
scrictio iohannis duas in catholica habentur.' The
context and the introduction of the sentence by
sane (' to be sure') imply that doubts existed which
he expressly puts aside (cf. Zahn, Gesch. des NT
Kanons, II. i. p. 93). The evidence then justifies
Zahn's verdict {ib. I. i. p. 321) that at the meeting-
point of the 2nd and 3rd cent, the Epistle was
accepted * in the Catholic Church, the Church of
all the countries round the Mediterranean,' a
verdict with which Harnack (NT um Jahr 200,
79, 86) substantially agrees. On the other hand,
the following facts must be noticed, (a) Though
accepted by Tertullian, the Ep. does not appear
to be quoted by Cyprian. Like He and Ja, it is
omitted in the Canon Mommsenianus (an African
list of the middle of the 4th cent.), unless we accept
the somewhat precarious suggestion of Harnack
{Theol. Ltzg. 1886, col. 173) that a reference to the
Epp. of St. James and St. Jude is intended in the
una sola which stands after the mention of the three
Epp. of St. John and again after that of the two Epp.
of St. Peter (see Zahn, Gesch. II. i. p. 155 n.; Sanday
in Studia Bibl. et Eccles. iii. p. 243if.). It is not
unlikely that after the time of Tertullian the Ep.
fell out of use in the N. African Church. It should
be added that it has no place among the Books
contained in the Latin Antiqua translatio referred
to by Cassiodorus (de Instit. Div. Lit. xiv.). (b)
It was not included in the Syriac Vulgate (cf.
Amphilochius, Iambi ad Seleucum (Migne, Pat. Gr.
xxxvii. 1593)), nor is it quoted in the Homilies of
Aphraat or in the Syriac works of Ephraem (cf.
Stud. Bibl. et Eccles. iii. p. 138). None of the
Catholic Epistles is mentioned in the Doctrine of
Addai (ed. Phillips, p. 44) among the Books pub-
licly read in the Syrian Church, (c) There is no
evidence that it was accepted in the School of
Antioch. The passage commonly quoted from the
Letter of the bishops who condemned Paul of
Samosata (του καϊ τον 0ebv τόν έαυτου [καΐ κύριον]
αρνουμένου καϊ την πίστιν, ήν καϊ avrbs πρότερον eT%e,
μη φϋλάζαντοϊ, Eus. HE vii. 30. 4) can hardly be
considered as a decisive reference to Jude3f·, especi-
ally if, according to the best MSS, the words in
brackets are omitted. In later times the Ep. does
not seem to be quoted in the voluminous works of
Chrysostom or Theodoret, and the phrase used (των

* The de Consummations Mundi, in which (c. x.) Jude ™ is
quoted, is not a genuine work of Hippolytus (see HippolyVs
Kleinere Exeg. u. Horn. Schriften, ed. Achelis, p. vii).

καθολικών έπιστολαΐ τρέί%) in the Synopsis (Migne, Pat.
Gr. lvi. 313 f.) which bears the name of the former
appears to show that Jude, 2 P, Un, 2 Jn were known
and deliberately excluded. Theodore of Mopsuestia
(who made his view of the character of a Book a
criterion of canonicity), according to Leontius of
Byzantium (Migne, Pat. Gr. lxxxvi. 1365), rejected
(αποκηρύττει) this Epistle, as also Ja, 2 P, 2 Jn, 3 Jn
(see especially Kihn, Theod. von Mops. pp. 67, 75 f.).
This is confirmed by the fact that Junilius (Instit.
regularia, 6, 7), whom Kihn (p. 358 ff.) shows
to represent Theodore's views as to the Canon,
reckons these Epistles as mediae auctoritatis.

We learn from Didymus, though his words in
the Latin translation in which they reach us are
somewhat obscure, that the Ep. was questioned
by some on account of the strange reference to the
dispute about Moses' body. We learn from Jerome
(de Vir. Illustr. 4) that it was rejected by many
('a plerisque') because it quoted from the Book of
Enoch. Eusebius (HE iii. 25, cf. ii. 23), reflecting
the average opinion of his time, ranks it among
* the disputed Books, which yet are known and
acknowledged by most.' The Ep. has a place in
the list of Canonical Scriptures set forth by the
Third Council of Carthage in A.D. 397. This Canon,
supported by the authority of Jerome and Augus-
tine, gained universal acceptance in the W. Church.

To sum up: considering the brevity of the Ε p.
and its special character, it had received, by the be-
ginning of the 3rd cent., a remarkably wide accept-
ance in the Church. This early acceptance, repre-
senting the voice of tradition, supports its authen-
ticity. From the beginning of the 3rd cent., when
tradition was to some extent checked by criticism,
and when (in view of the Gnostic controversies)
all apocryphal writings were regarded with sus-
picion, the internal character of the Ep.. its
quotation from Enoch, and its reference to the
Assumptio Moysi, tended to become a bar to its
recognition as an authoritative document of the
apostolic age. Even when the question of the NT
Canon was virtually settled by the general opinion
of the Church, such doubts and suspicions, based
on internal evidence, found occasional expression.

3. VOCABULARY, STYLE, LITERARY INDEBTED-
NESS.—In the vocabulary of Jude there are three
elements, (a) There is the obvious Christian ele-
ment. A Christian dialect has arisen. Certain
words, e.g. κλητοί, σωτηρία, πίστις, have attained,
largely through the teaching and the writings of St.
Paul (see below), a fixed and recognized meaning
among Greek-speaking Christians, (b) The writer
is steeped in the language of the LXX. In this
short Ep. occur several words and phrases derived
from the LXX which are not used independently
by other NT writers—έκπορνβύζιν, έμπαίκτης (2 Ρ),
ένυπνιάζβσθαι, θαυμάξβιν πρόσωπα, λαλβΐν νπέρο*γκα.
Moreover, it should be noted that he uses words
which do not occur in the canonical books, but are
found in the Book of Wisdom, άΐδιο* (Wis 726, cf.
4 Mac 1015 var. lee), &\oya faa (Wis 111δ, cf. 4 Mac
1414·18), σπιλοΰν (Wis 154). Further, with Jude 6f·
compare 3 Mac 24f\ (c) He has at his command a
large stock of stately, sonorous, sometimes poetical
words, e.g. άποδιορίζειν (Aristot.), άπταιστος (Xen.,
adverb Plat.), έκχυθψαι (Aristoph., Polyb.), έπα-
φρίζειν (Moschus), io0os(Hom., Hes., Pind., Polyb.),
παρεισδύεσθαι (Hippocr., Plut., Philo), σπιλάδει
(Horn., Anthol., Josei)h.), συνβυωχεΐσθαι (Aristot.,
Joseph., Lucian), φθινοπωρινοί (Aristot., Polyb.,
Plut.). Moreover, such phrases as ττασαν σπουδην
ποιεισθαι (Herod.), προκεϊσθαι δείγμα, δίκην ύπέχβιν
(Herod., Soph., Eur.), κρίσιν έπιφέρειν, have a true
Greek ring about them. It is interesting to note
that more than once he adopts and presses into
the service of Christian thought a recognized
Greek phrase—ν κοινή σωτηρία ('the safety of the
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state/ see Wetstein's note), oi πpoyeyραμμένοι ('the
proscribed,' Polyb.).

The vocabulary then of the Ep. proves that the
author, though a Jew, was yet a man of some
culture and, as it would seem, not without ac-
quaintance with Greek writers. Writers, how-
ever, of the * common' dialect, embodying older
strata of the language, would suffice to supply
him with his vocabulary.

From vocabulary we turn to style. Here we
mark an entire lack of flexibility. There is in-
deed in the Ep. a strong rhetorical element.
But the writer is never carried away. There are
no rugged, broken sentences (v.16is no exception to
this statement) as in St. Paul's Epistles. We
miss entirely the power of epigram which is so
strong a weapon with St. James, and the oratorical
persuasiveness of the Ep. to the Hebrews. The
powerful effect of the Epistle is due entirely (on
the literary side) to the writer's ability πυρ-γώσαι
ρήματα σεμνά. The richness of the writer's vocabu-
lary stands in marked contrast to his poverty in
ways of connecting and manipulating sentences.
The general structure is characterized by a certain
formality and stiffness. His fondness for triplets
(W.2.6-7. 8.11. 12.19. 22f. 25) h a s Qf ten b e e n n o t i C e d .
The reiteration of οΰτοί είσιν {oi) at the beginning
of sentences (vv.12·16# 19, cf. 8*10*14) is especially
marked.* As the Ep. draws towards its close,
there is a twice-repeated contrast between the
false and the true members of the Church; in
either case over against a οδτοι is set a ύμεΐς δέ
(νν.16ί· 19ί·), an arrangement unfortunately obscured
in WH. Thus the writer's Greek is a strong and
weighty weapon over which, however, he has not
a ready command. The elaborate and balanced
doxology (cf. also ν.4 καΐ μόνον . . . Χριστόν) recalls
passages in the Epistle of the Roman Clement,
and suggests that the writer's words took that
liturgical form which was familiar to him in his
ministrations in the Christian assembly. Indeed,
the impression produced by the carefully-compacted
arrangement of the whole Epistle is that in it we
not improbably have a resume of words spoken by
an elder in the assembly which, often repeated and
pondered over, gradually formed themselves into
the elaborate denunciation and exhortation of
this Epistle.

The literary affinities of the Ep. are important
both for the light which they throw on its history
and also for purposes of interpretation.

(i.) We have seen that the writer was familiar
with the LXX. There are one or two indications,
hardly perhaps decisive, that he was acquainted
with the Hebrew OT. In v.12 εαυτούς ποιμαίνοντες
probably comes from Ezk 342 cf. 8, but it is closer
to the Heb. (trynn . . . οηίκ D'jn) than to the LXX
μη βόσκονσιν ol ποιμένες εαυτούς, f In ν. 1 2 νεφέλαι
άνυδροι υπό ανέμων παραφερδμεναι may be a reminis-
cence of Pr 2514 (|?x ϋψΐ) πηι DW'VI), but the LXX
has no resemblance to Jude. In v.22f* it is not im-
probable that the two phrases έκ πυρός αρπάζοντες
and τόν από της σαρκός έσπΐΚωμένον χιτώνα are
derived from Zee 32f·, from which passage the
phrase έπιτιμήσαι σοι Κύριος (ν.9) is clearly taken
(perhaps through the medium of the Assumptio
Moysi). But there are no points of contact be-
tween Jude and the LXX rendering. On the other
hand, the Hebrew word (D'NX) used here, meaning
' filthy,' is connected with the words nxs, nxis, both
meaning 'excrements,' and thus Jude's phrase

* In apocalyptic literature this is a regular formula, often in-
troducing an answer to the seer's question; see e.g. Zee l 9 f · ,
Rev 714 I I 4 144, Enoch 463, Secrets of Enoch 73 18» 193, Apoc.
Peter 4. 5. It is probable that Jude learned the use of the
phrase from such writings, for which he clearly had a special
liking.

f Symmachus has the same close rendering (oi ποιμΜ,ίνοντες
iutoTouf) which St. Jude seems to have here.
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alludes to the associations of the Hebrew word.
The probability of these references taken together
is greater than their probability when each is
taken separately. So far as they go, they suggest
that the writer of the Ep. was a Jew of Palestine,

(ii.) The discovery of the text of the Greek ver-
sion of the Book of Enoch (1-32) among the
Akhmim fragments has supplied new and import-
ant material for the criticism of Jude. As this
material does not appear as yet to have been fully
utilized for this purpose, no apology is needed for
the subjoined table giving coincidences of thought
and language. On the quotation in v.14£· from
Enoch (I9), see the art. on ENOCH IN THE NT.

JUDE.

If· TOti . . . τετηρημίνοις χλνι-
τοΊς' έλεος υμίν χα.) ειρήνη xa.)
ίγάπη πληΰυνθείη.

4 oi πάλα,ι προγίγρ. tU τούτο το
χρίμχ, ά,σεβεΤς, Trtv του θεού ημών
χάριτα. μίτα,τ. ί'ις α,σίλγεια,ν x.
τον μόνον δ. χα.) Χ. ημών Ί . Χ/>.
α,ρνουμίν*.

ί'ιίότα,ς α.π<χ,% πάντα.

β ίγγίλους τί τους μη τήρησαν-
τα,ς την ϊβ,υτων α,ρχην ά,λλα, α,πο-
λιπόντα,ς το 'ihiov ο'ιχητηριον ιΐς
κρίσιν μεγάλης ημερα,ς ΰεσμο7ς
α,ΐΰΐοις ύπο ζόφον τετηρηχεν.

6f· ώί "Σόίομα, χ. Τόμορρ» . . .
τυροί αιωνίου ΰίχην ϋπίχουσα,ι.

ENOCH.

18 μετά. των Ιιχα,ίων την ειρηνην
ποιήσει, χα.) επ) τους εχλεχτους
εστα,ι συντηρησις χα,) ειρήνη xoe.)
επ' αυτούς γενησεται 'έλεος.

56 εστα,ι α,υτοΊς . . . παν έλεος
χα.) ειοηνη.

671° 'The judgment will come
upon them, because they be-
lieve in the lust of their body
and have denied the Spirit of
the Lord.' The reference to
this denial is frequent; see
Charles' note on 382.

The sin of impurity is con-
stantly denounced in Enoch ;
on the sin of the angels see
below.

The words άσεβης, ασέβεια,
α,σιβεΐν are characteristic of
Enoch. Thev occur 4 times
in 19 ( = Judei4f·). Cf. 56f-82

1020132 2213. See below on v.18.
12 ηχούσα, παρ' α,υτων πάντα,

χα) εγνων εγώ θεωρών.
252 περ) πάντων ειδέναι θίλω.

Cf. the Book of the Secrets of
Enoch 401·2 612 Ί know all
things.'

The fall of the angels through
lust is one of the main subjects
of Enoch; see 6if. 124 153 191
694f- 863f- IO6I4.

Parallels to part icular
phrases: (1) 96f· πάντα, συ όρα,ς
α, εποίησεν . . . Ίεμιαζα,ς, ω την
εζουσία,ν εΰωχας άρχειν των συν
α,υτω αίμα. Όντων. (2) 124 άπο-
λιποντες τον ονρανον τον ΰψηλόν.
153 hta, τί άπελίπετε τον ουρανον
το* ύψηλόν ; CS) Ιδ^ί- εν τω
«ΰρα,νω Υ χα,τοιχησις α,υτων . . .
χα) νυν oi γίγαντες . . . εν τη γγ
•η χα.τοίχησις α,υτων εσται. 27 2

ωΰε εσται το ο'ιχητηριον. Cf. 382.
(4) 104ff· Ιησον τον Άζα,ηλ ποσ)ν
χα,) χερσίν, χα) βάλ% α,υτον εις
τβ σκ,ότος . . . χα,) επικάλυψαν
α,υτω το σχότος χα) οΐχησάτω εχεΊ
εις τους αιώνας . . . χα) εν τη
ήμερα, της μεγάλης [της ?] κρίσεως
α,ποίχθν,σεται εις τον ενπυρισμόν.
ΙΟ 1 2 161 μίχρις Ίήμίρας τελειώ-
σεως, της χρ*σεα>ς της μεγάλης.
191 μίχρι της μεγάλης χρίσεως.
224· υ μέχρι τγ,ς μεγάλης ημέρας
τις χρίσεως, 25 4 274 546 844 9115
949 9810.* (5) 1013 sisjc Ιεσμω-
τηρ'ον συνχλείσεως αιώνος. 126
ΰεΥιθησοντα,ι εις τον αιώνα,. 2110
α!δί συνσχεθησοντα,ι μίχρι αιώνος
ί'ις τον αιώνα-, 22H έχει "Βησει
αυτούς μίχρις αιώνος. 54^ 8811038
'Into darkness and chains
(lit. net).' (6) 104f· (see above
(4)). 162 εις ζοφώΐη τόπον. 6210
'Darkness will be piled upon
their faces.' Cf. Book of the
Secrets of Enoch 184 'They
[the rebellious angels] are kept
in great darkness.'

In 676 the country near the
Dead Sea is connected with the
punishment of the angels.
' That valley of the angels who
had seduced mankind burned

* The phrase occurs in the Book of Jubilees 23, * usque in
diem iudicii magni.' Cf. Book of the Secrets of Enoch 186 'They
will be punished at the great day of the Lord'; 445 489 504 5215
' In the day of the great judgment.1
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9 β ά,ρχάγγίλοί.

i i ου») oivToiiy 'ότι rri
Kx)v inopwQrt<r»v. '

JUDB. ENOCH.

continually under the earth
there.'

6712 «This judgment where-
with the angels are judged is a
testimony for the kings,' etc.

20? χρχχγγίλων ονόμχ,τχ ίχτχ,
Secrets of Enoch 193 201 213
29*.

•ου In 227 (Cf. 853f.) Cain is men-
tioned as the murderer of Abel.

943 < Walk not in the path of
wickedness nor in the paths of
death.' Then follows a long
series of woes.

I2f. νίφίλχι . . . δίνδρχ . . In 2-5 all things are repre-
χυμα,τχ . . . χστίρις. sented as obeying the divine

will ol ψωσ-τηρις, τ» δίνδρχ, r,
θάλχο-trx x») ol χοτχμοί. 802ff·
• In the days of the sinners . . .
their seed will be tardy on their
lands and fields . . . the rain
will be kept back . . . the fruits
of the trees will be backward
. . . many chiefs of the superior
stars will err.'

13 χο-τίρίς πλχνητχι ο7ς Ό ζόφος 18!3ff- 'ΐδον Ί-χτχ χστίρχς ως ορη
τ»υ σχότουζ ι\ς χΐωνχ τίΤΥ,ρητχι. μιγάλχ χχιόμ,ΐνχ . . , δίσμωτηριον

τούτο ίγίνιτο τοΊς χστροις. The
punishment of the stars is re-
ferred to in 213-6 9024.

18 χχτχ τχς ίχυτων Ίπιθυμίχί 132 πιρ) πάντων των ιργων των
jropsvojtS'ivoi των χο~ίβαων. χο"ΐβιιων.

21 προο~1ίχόμ.ζνοι το ϊλιος του 18 At the time of the judg-
χνρ'ιου ημών Ί . Xp. ment iff' χυτούς [τους διχχίους]

2^ στήσει χχτίνώπιον τγ,ς
»ΰτ«υ . . . iv ccyxXXtatru.

274 ίν τχις ημιρχις της χρίσιως
υτων ΐυλογησουΟΊν iv ίλ££/, <ίί
/,ίρκπν χυτόίς.

1420 η hofcx *ι μιγχλη Ιχχθητο
τ' χυτω.

272 χιρ) της δόξης χυτού σχληρχ
λν,ληοΌυσιν (|| χχτχ Κνρίον).

635 <• Would that we had rest
. . . to confess our faith before
His glory.'

1023 · All the angels . . . will
seek to hide themselves from
the presence of the Great
Glory.'

1041 'The angels are mind-
ful of you for good before the
glory of the Great One: your
names are written before the
glory of the Great One.'

59 τχ ίτΥ) της χχρχς χυτών
9Τλγβυνθη<ητχι iv χγχλλιχο'ίΐ.

25 ^όξα μίγχλοκτύνη χράτος χχ) 5 4 χχτχ της μίγχλοοΌνης χυτού.
Ίξουο-ίχ. 123 άλογων τω χυρίω της

1416 Όλος [ο οΤχος] ΰικφίρων Ίν
δόζν] χχ) Ίν τιμγ χχ) Ίν μιγχλ·
οιτύνη, ω/Ττΐ μη 7>ύνχο~θχι μι
ΊΖΐϊχίΐν ύμιν trip) της δόξης χχ)
trtp) της μιγχλοσυνης χυτού.

(iii.) There is every reason to believe the assertion
of Clement, Origen, and other Patristic writers
(see the passages conveniently collected together
in Charles, The Assumption of Moses, p. 105 ff.), that
the writer derived the legend referred to in v.9

from a document called The Assumption of Moses.
This document was indeed, as Charles shows, part
of a book whose true title was probably The Testa-
ment of Moses, a fragment of which is known to
us in a Latin translation under the title of The
Assumption of Moses; and this Testament, as Burkitt
has shown {Guardian, June 1, 1898), is probably
the epilogue of the Book of Jubilees, which claims
to be the record of a revelation made to Moses on
Sinai by the Angel of the Presence. In view of
Jude's use of this Mosaic literature the number of
allusions in so short an Epistle to matters connected
with Moses is noteworthy : the deliverance and
punishment of Israel (v.5), the murmuring (v.16,
cf. 1 Co 1010), the episodes of Balaam and of Korah
(v.11).

Between the Latin fragment of the Assumption
(cf. Charles, p. 62) and Jude there are coincidences
in thought and (to some extent) in language.

ficti in omnibus suis et omni hora diei amantes
convivia, devoratores, guise.' With Jude 1 6 cf.
Assump. vii. 9, ' et manus eorum et mentes im-
munda tractantes, et os eorum loquetur ingentia';
v. 5 * mirantes personas locupletum et accipientes
munera.' With Jude2 4 cf. Assump. i. 10,c ut facias
quemadmodum sine querellam sis Deo' [MS est
ideo].

(iv.) There can be no doubt that the writer was
acquainted with and influenced in language and
thought by^St. Paul's Epistles. In the salutation
to TOLS iv θ€ψ irarpl ττγαπημέι>οι.ς we have parallels in
1 Th I 4 2 Th 21 3 ; the K\VTO?S here is precisely similar
to the κλητοΐς of Ro I 7, 1 Co I2. In v.20 the words
i-rroLKodofiovvTes . . . ττίστ€ί recall Col 27. To different
points in the closing doxology (v.24f·) we have a
remarkable series of parallels in St. Paul—Ro 1625ff·
(τψ δέ δνναμένφ ύμας στηρΐξαι. . . . μδνφ σοφφ θεψ 8LCL
Ίησοϋ Χρίστου), Eph 320, 1 Th 523, 2 Th 33, 1 Co I8,
Eph I4, Col I22. JBesides these verbal coincidences
there is a close parallel to 1 Co 101*13 in the promi-
nence given (vv.5·11·16) to the deliverance and
punishment of Israel regarded as a warning to
the Christian body.

The investigation, then, under this head has
shown that the writer was influenced in vocabulary,
style, and thought by the OT (certainly by the
LXX, probably also by the original Hebrew), by
the Book of Enoch to a remarkable degree, by
another apocryphal document embodying the his-
tory of Moses, and lastly by Epistles of St. Paul
(including probably Col and Eph). His vocabul-
ary, moreover, proves him to have had at least
some acquaintance with the literature of the
' common' dialect, while at the same time his stiff-
ness in the manipulation of sentences seems to
stamp him as a man whose knowledge of Greek
was acquired in later rather than in earlier life.

4. THE RELATION OF JUDE TO 2 PETER.—That
there is a close literary connexion between the
two Epistles is clear when the following passages
are compared : Jude31| 2 Ρ Ι 5 · 1 δ ; 41| 21"3; 51| 112£· 3 1 ;
6 || 24. 9 . 7 || 2 6. 10 . 8 || 2 " ; » || 2 l l f ' ; 1 0 || 2 1 2 ; U || 215f« ·
iat.,, 218.17. i · || 2ie . i7£.||32f.# T h e hypothes i s t h a t

both writers borrowed from a third document,
though it has found stray advocates, may be put
aside at once, as being destitute of any shred of
external evidence, and as having no support in
the peculiar phenomena of the two Epistles. The
direct question therefore remains—which of the two
writers is the borrower ?

The priority of 2 Ρ has found within the last
few years an intrepid and resourceful champion in
F. Spitta (Der Zweite Brief des Petrus u. der Br.
des Judas, 1885).* The considerations are of three
kinds: (i.) The general alleged historical connexion.
Spitta supposes that 2 Ρ was written by St. Peter
shortly before his death ; that according to his
promise (11δ) he made provision for his corre-
spondents being reminded of his teaching; and
that St. Jude wrote his Ep. by way of carrying out
St. Peter's undertaking. Accordingly, in Jude,
Spitta finds direct references to 2 P. In ν.5 πάντα,
and in vv,4·12 the article (οί), refer respectively to
facts and persons well known to St. Jude's readers
through 2 Ρ t (but on the phrase οΰτοί ύσιν ol see
above). Lastly, he holds that in Jude 17ί· there is a
specific reference to 2 Ρ 33. In regard to this last,
the crucial, point, it is incredible that St. Jude,

* Spitta (Zur Geschichte u. Litteratur des Urchristentums,
ii. pp. 409-411 (1896)) has lately reaffirmed his position as to the
relation of Jude and 2 P, and supported it by a fresh argument.
He holds that the Shepherd of Hernias is a Christian recension
of an older Jewish work. Of that Jewish work Jude and 2 Ρ
contain reminiscences. But he urges that investigation shows
that the echoes of it in Jude must be derived through the
medium of 2 P. On Zahn's position see footnote to Literature.

t In v.19 there is a similar article, but no reference to 2 Ρ can
be made out. Spitta therefore supposes that the allusion is to
St. Paul's Epistles.
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writing with the special purpose of reminding his
readers of St. Peter's Epistle, should smother his
reference to the words of that Epistle in an appeal
to the habitual oral teaching (ZXeyov) of the apostles
generally (των αποστόλων), and that he should
omit the chief count of his master's indictment.

(ii.) Connexion of thought. It must suffice to
apply this test to two pairs of passages :—

(a) In 2 Ρ 21 1 (Όπου οίγγίλοι χ.τ.λ.) we have an example of
forbearance answering to that adduced in Jude^ from the
Assumptio. It has often been pointed out that the reference
in 2 Ρ is so general that it has no meaning until it is interpreted
in the light of Jude. Spitta, however, maintains that Jude has
mistaken the allusion in 2 P. Adopting the reading *«.pk
Κυρίου, he supposes that 2 Prefers to Enoch (104ff. 124131), where
God is described as sending Raphael to the fallen angel Azazel,
and Raphael and his fellows as executing the commission by
sending Enoch to Azazel with a message of judgment. The
objections to this ingenious suggestion are many, and, it seems,
insuperable. It necessitates the adoption of the inferior read-
ing *apa Κυρίου.* Again, the allusion could not have been
surmised by the original readers of 2 P. Its discovery was
reserved for a scholar, who, studying 2 Ρ with Jude, had Enoch
brought prominently before him. Again, no stress is laid in
Enoch on the message being sent through the patriarch; and
indeed there is something grotesque in finding an example of
forbearance in the angels sending a man to do what, ex
hypothesi, they shrank from doing themselves. Lastly, a
message of judgment from God could not be described as βλά<τ-
φημ*ί χρίera. The passages, therefore, remain decisive witnesses
against the priority of 2 P. (6) An argument of a different
kind is supplied by Jude 10 H 2 Ρ 212. The verse in Jude fits
into the context (see v.8), and is itself well compacted, the μ,\ν
. , . δί marking a simple and forcible contrast (cf. v.8). The
phrase φυσιχως tTto-Tactruoct is a very natural phrase.t and the
word φυιηκ,ωζ is necessary to limit the kind of knowledge. The
clause ως τ* άλογα, ζωοί (note art.) stands after φυσιχως, which
it further defines. Lastly, φθύοοντοα answers to μί«.ίνουσ» in
V.8, jus t as βλα.σφγιμουσιν of V.l° to βλοιο-φημουοΊν in V.8. The
Petrine verse, on the other hand, is but loosely connected with
the previous context; there is something artificial in the
paronomasia φθοράν, φθορόί, φθαρνα-οντω (cf. I 4 219), and t h e use
of the adjective φυσικά, is, to say the least, strange. All the
expressions in Juae (except eW . . . Ιπίστα,νηχ,ί) have something
corresponding to them in 2 P, and it is almost impossible to
conceive that the ill-compacted and artificial sentence of the
latter should have been the original of the terse, orderly, and
natural sentence of the former. The investigation of other
parallels would lead to the same conclusion; see especially
Jude 1 3 II 2 Ρ 21?, the phrase ol? b ζόφόζ, χ.τ.λ. in Jude referring to
the stars, and being a reminiscence (see above) of passages in
Enoch.

(iii.) Vocabulary and style, (a) Positive argu-
ments. The verdict must be arrived at not by
drawing up statistics as to words, but by estimating
the naturalness of the use of words and phrases in
the parallel passages.

In 2 Ρ we find elaborated expressions, containing sometimes
favourite words of the author, corresponding to forcible, simple
expressions, sometimes echoes of Enoch, in Jude. Thus, for
example, ιΙΜτκς Ιίχ*ξ νάντα, (cf. Enoch), J u d e 0|| xeutrtp %\lir*s X.
\<τ>τ«ρ>γμίν·υς (cf. 3 " 214 3I6) \, T g «-«Λβί·? (Ι») άλ»?0ί/* (22), 2 Ρ 112;
νπο ζοφον (cf. Enoch), v.6 | | σ-αροκ ζόφου, 2 4 ; iv r*7{ ίγάχως ύμων
ο-τηλά,Ια (the meaning * hidden rocks' being certified by the fact
that it is followed by a series of images from the natural world),
V.12|| σπίλοι xou μωμοι (cf. 3 1 4) ιντρυφωνης^ (cf. rriv . . . τρυφν,ν, j u s t
above) ev τοίϊς ia-arous α,υτων ( the addition of Λ,υτων confirming
**&rcut as against t h e reading «?«*«*(), 213.

(b) Negative arguments. It must be remembered
that, on the hypothesis of the priority of 2 P, Jude
had the whole of 2 Ρ before him. St. Jude wrote,
according to Spitta's theory, to St. Peter's corre-
spondents to remind them of the apostle's teaching
in his letter. It is strange, therefore, that he does
not refer explicitly to St. Peter or to his letter,
especially as St. Peter had in that letter referred
explicitly to St. Paul's letters; strange that, since
he must have regarded the whole letter with
peculiar reverence, there are large tracts of it
which had no influence at all over him; equally

* The authorities are: (1) xotp» Κυρίω ΝΒΟ K2 L 2 P 2 curspi
cat Thphl Oec; (2) *ot,pk Κυρίου curs8 m tol syr-harcl cum»
arpoiygi; (3) Om. A 13 40 137 cur8·1 P1 boh (=me) vg-lat syrr-bodl-
harcl (text) aeth are>v.

Spitta (p. 166) among the authorities for (2) gives 'syrP
eyre*.' He has mistaken Tischendorf's 'syrPc.*' and has
evolved a new Syriac version.

t Cf. Xen. Cyrop. ii. 3. 9 (inaccurately quoted by Wetstein
t n l0C.)t μάχη, §v iyett όρω ιτάντοι,ς ίνθρώαΌυί φύση 'νηβ'Τΰΐμίνουί
uff-xtp y% xeii τόίλλαί ζωχ κ. τ. λ.

strange that he does not in any way catch the
strongly marked literary style of his master; and
further, that words which would fix themselves in
the mind of an attentive student of 2 Ρ are not
found in his letter.

These words are such as t h e following ι—όίθίο-μος, 27 3 1 7 '
«.ποφίύγνν, 14 21S-20; ά,ο-ryptxrof, 2 " 316 (cf. αττν,ρίζπν, 112; .γ^ζ,
3 Π ) ; hi, I 1 0 · I 2 314; ,/ γάρ 24.20; 'ίνΤολν,, 221 3 2 ; ί*άγγίλμοι, 14

; φ ,
To sum up : If Jude wrote first, then the author

of 2 P, with the Ep. of Jude in his mind rather
than actually before him, altered the sequence of
its imperfectly remembered thoughts and expres-
sions, elaborated and, with the aid of a phraseology
peculiarly his own, made variations on phrases
which clung to his memory. If, on the other
hand, Jude wrote with the express purpose of re-
calling his master's letter to his readers, we must
yet suppose that with rare skill he eliminated
harsh and tortuous phrases, brought together
scattered ideas, infused reminiscences of Enoch,
and wrought the whole into natural compact and
harmonious paragraphs. It is not too much to say
that to have composed under such conditions a
letter so forcible, so clearly and neatly expressed,
and so bound together by interdependence of
thought and phrase as is St. Jude's Epistle, would
have been little short of a miracle of literary skill.

These various lines of argument converge and,
so far as demonstration is possible in literary
questions, demonstrate the priority of Jude.

5. DATE OF COMPOSITION AND AUTHORSHIP.—
A convenient statement of the dates assigned to
the Ep. by German critics is given in Holtzmann,
Einleitung, p. 329. The older critics of the
Tubingen school, regarding the letter as a forgery
of the Judaists against the Paulinists, placed
it late in the 2nd cent. More recent critics place
it about the middle or in the first half of the 2nd
cent. Thus Pfleiderer (Urchristenthum, p. 835ft.)
holds that it was written against the Carpocratians
of Alexandria, and therefore not before A.D. 150.
Julicher (Einleit. p. 147) gives the limits as 180
and 100, and urges that, since the writer's tone of
wonder and anger implies that he is dealing with a
new form of error, it must not be placed very late
in this period. With this verdict Harnack (Die
Chronologie, p. 466) substantially agrees.

The superior limit is fixed by the evidence as to
the reception of the Epistle; the inferior by internal
evidence. The latter turns on the following points :
(1) the way in which ' the faith* is spoken of as a
formulated deposit (vv.8· 20) ; (2) the language as to
the apostles (v.17)—the apostolic period is long
passed; (3) the use of Apocryphal writings ; (4)
the existence of Gnosticism, either that of the
Carpocratians or, as Harnack thinks, such as
Epiphanius under various names describes as in-
festing Syria and Palestine, and which (apparently
at a later time) found expression in the Coptic
Gnostic literature edited by Schmidt (' Texte u.
Untersuch.' viii. 1, 2).

These points must be briefly examined. (1) The
use of rUrns in Gal I2 3 323 610, Ro 108, Eph 45, Ph
I27, closely approximates to that of our Ep., while
the thought does not go beyond that of Gal I6,
Ro 617. (2) The language of v.17 implies that the
recipients of the Ep. had been wont to receive oral
instruction (ZXeyov) from the general body of the
apostles (των άττοστ.), and that this period of inter-
course was now over. It may well be that some
of the apostles had been removed by death, but the
requirements of the language are satisfied if we
suppose that the apostles were now scattered. (3)
The argument from the use of Apocryphal books
is serious only when it is vaguely put, as by
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McGiffert {Hist, of Christianity in the Apost. Age,
p. 587), 'He makes use of two late apocryphal
works.' As a matter of fact, Enoch is assigned by
almost all scholars to a date B.C. (Schurer, HJp
II. iii. p. 59 if.)· The Assumption of Moses was
probably written within the first 30 years of our
era (Charles, § 11 ; Schurer, ib. p. 78 f., with
Ewald and others, places it within the first decade
after Herod's death). (4) The Gnostic character of
the persons attacked in the Ep. is deduced from
three passages.

(a) In V.4b t h e words τον μόνον Ιισχύτγρ χ. χύριον νμων Ί . Χρ. α,ρνου-
ptvoi are supposed to point to a denial of God as the Creator and
Governor of the world, and to a docetic view of Christ's Person.
The common article, however, together with ήμ.ων placed after
xvptov, proves that Christ alone is meant—a conclusion confirmed
by του 6tov ημών in v.4b. The combination isVjroT» xupn occurs
several times in the LXX (e.g. Gn 152· 8 ; cf. i 8 χ24). The denial
is a denial in life (cf. Tit 1*6) of Christ's sovereignty (1 Co 620,
Ro 1618, Ph 318). (6) The ίνυτν,οιζόμίνοι of v.8 is thought to point
to visions as the source of Gnostic speculations. The word,
however, in itself connotes nothing more than the wilfulness
and falseness of their principles of conduct (cf. frag, in Cramer
and Bengel, in Joe), (c) In y.19 it is urged that Jude retorts
upon Gnostic teachers their own language of disparage-
ment; they are the ψυχικοί. But this is to force an
elaborate meaning into simple words. A phrase in v.16 (θκυμά-
ζοντκ -xpttr*** αχριλίας χκριν) shows that the 'distinctions'
they made were largely social (cf. Ja 2iff·, 1 Co 1118- 22). The
cl ίνοΰιορίζοντίί (which Jude interprets by his antithetical
ϊ-χοιχοίομουντκ Uvrovi) 18 equivalent to St. Paul's «I rks ^ιχοα-τα,ούΛς
. . . frotovvTts in Ro 1617 (see above). The best commentary on
our passage is 1 Co Si-8, Gal δ1^·

The arguments therefore for assigning the Ep.
to the 2nd cent, break down on examination.

Other critics place the Ep. in the latter half of
the 1st cent. To this class belong most English
scholars (Plumptre, Lumby, Salmon, Plummer),
and among recent German writers Spitta (who
places Jude shortly after St. Peter's death), von
Soden (who, holding that there is nothing to show
that the Ep. was not written by a younger brother
of the Lord, gives 80-90 as an approximate date),
Kiihl (who places it 65-80).

We are brought therefore to the problem of
authorship. The Ep. begins with the words 'Ιούδας
Ίησοΰ Χρίστου δούλος, αδελφός δ£ Ιακώβου. Those
who place the Ep. in the 2nd cent, either suppose
that it is pseudepigraphic (so Pfleiderer, who
suggests that some local traditions influenced the
writer to take the name of * Jude the brother of
James'), or hold that it was written by someone
bearing the name Jude,* and that (to quote
Harnack's view) possibly the words 'Ιησού Xp.
δοΰλος, and certainly the words αδελφός δέ 'Ιακώβου,
were added at a later time {i.e. 150-180) to enhance
its value as a weapon against Gnosticism. If it
is objected that such an interpolator would have
made Jude fc> be the apostle, Jiilicher suggests
that αδελφός 'Ιακώβου is a * synonym for the title of
bishop.' Those who find in the Ep. itself no
evidence to show that it could not have been
written in the apostolic age need not criticise
these speculations. The simplest interpretation of
the salutation, which identifies the writer—not
with the apostle (cf. Wordsworth), nor with Judas
Barsabbas (cf. J. Lightfoot, Plumptre), but—with
the brother of the Lord (Mt 1355, Mk 63), is the best.t
It appears that the Lord's kindred had a posi-
tion of authority accorded them, especially among
Palestinian Christians (Eus. HE iii. 11. 20, 33. 6,
iv. 22. 4). At a much earlier date St. Paul,
writing to a Gentile Church, appeals to the case of

* Grotius, Annotationes (on Jude 1), gives it as his opinion that
2 Ρ was the work of Symeon the successor of James, and that
our Epistle was written by Jude, the last Jewish Bp. of Jeru-
salem in the reign of Hadrian (Eus. HE iv. 5. 3: Epiph. Hcer.
ii. 66. 20). * F

t This conclusion is confirmed by the fact that Jude uses the
Assumption of Moses. We know that his brother James the
Just had much in common with what was highest in the
teaching and practice of the Pharisees. To such men the
Assumption, the work probably of a Pharisaic Quietist (Charles,
Introd. § 10), would naturally appeal.

* the brethren of the Lord' as having a decisive
bearing on the question of his own rights (1 Co 95).
The name of James was influential in distant
Churches (Gal 213, Ja I1). There is then every reason
to believe that the words αδελφός 'Ιακώβου would
win a hearing for the writer, whether St. James
were living or dead, especially in churches which
were in constant communication with the church
at Jerusalem. That Palestinian Jews, especially
those who, like St. James and St. Jude, had been
brought into constant communication with Jews of
the Dispersion, would be likely to have a command
of Greek has been shown by Mayor, St. James,
p. xlif., Zahn, Einleitung %n das NT, § 2 (see
especially p. 31 f.).

The limits of date are now greatly narrowed.
The superior limit is the death of St. Jude. The
language of Hegesippus {ap. Eus. HE iii. 20)
shows that the interview of Domitian with St.
Jude's grandsons can hardly be placed late in
that Emperor's reign {μέχρι TpatavoO περιμεΐναι. αυτούς
τφ βίψ), and that St. Jude had been dead some
time before it took place (en δέ περιησαν). Hence
we cannot place the letter later than 80. As
to the inferior limit, we must allow time {a) for
the apostolic college to have been broken up by
the separation of its members, and probably by the
death of some ; {b) for such Pauline phraseology as
we find in 1 Co, Ro, Col, Eph to have become
known to a Hebrew Christian probably of Jerusa-
lem, partly perhaps through personal intercourse
(Ac 15. 1822 2115ff·), certainly (as the kind of evidence
shows) through a study of those Epistles. We cannot
then place the Ep. earlier than the composition of
Col and Eph. The general tone of the Ep. harmon-
izes best with a date somewhat late in the apostolic
age. We shall not be far wrong if we suppose that
it was written within a year or two of the Pastoral
Epistles (assuming their genuineness), the Apoca-
lypse (assuming the earlier date), the First Epistle
of St. Peter, and the Ep. to the Hebrews.

6. PLACE OF WRITING, DESTINATION, CIRCUM-
STANCES OF COMPOSITION. — Many critics, who
regard the Ep. as directed against a developed
Gnosticism, hold it probable that it was written in
Egypt {e.g. Jiilicher), or even more definitely in
Alexandria (MayerhofFs conjecture, adopted by,
e.g., Schenkel, Holtzmann, Pfleiderer). We have
already considered the ground for this conjecture.
The * brethren of the Lord' would naturally have a
prominent place among * the elders' closely con-
nected with St. James at Jerusalem. There is no
reason to doubt that the Ep. was composed either
there or at least in Palestine.

As to its destination, the salutation is quite
general. From this fact some critics have deduced
the conclusion that the Ep. is a circular letter (so
Ewald), others that the letter-form is purely arti-
ficial (so Jiilicher, Deissmann, Bibelstudien, p. 244).
But although the destination is not named in the
salutation, the situation with which the letter
deals is too concrete to be universally applicable.

A brief examination of the evidence which the
letter supplies as to the condition of its intended
readers will furnish a clue—probable, not certain—
to their identification. (1) The doctrine of God's
grace had been taught among them (v.4). They
were probably, therefore, men among whom St.
Paul had worked. (2) They had received oral
instruction from the apostles generally (v.17). They
probably, therefore, lived at no great distance from
Jerusalem. (3) They were in danger of being
leavened by certain false brethren, against whom
the Ep. is designed to warn them. What was the
character of these false brethren? (a) There is
nothing in the Ep. to lead to the supposition
that they were teachers, or that their error was
doctrinal; {β) they were grossly immoral in life.
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vv.4· 8· 10ί· (Βαλαα'μ) 13· 'α ; (y) they were essentially
άσββεΐς,—wholly destitute of godly fear,—and in
particular they profaned the ayairai (v.12) and the
associated Eucharist by their reckless participation
{σννευωχ. άφόβως; cf. 1 Co ll27ff·) and their selfish
greed (εαυτούς ποιμαίνοντε* ; cf. 1 Co ll2 0 f f·); (5) in
word and deed they were insubordinate against
divinely constituted authority,* vv.8·10· u (Κορέ)16

(yoyyvarai); (e) they fomented schisms, v.19; (f)
they practically perverted the doctrine of grace, v.4

(cf. Gal 513, Ro 61·1S).
All these points (except the last) have parallels in

St. Paul's picture of the Corinthian Church. The
same dangers from pagan associations and sur-
roundings are emphasized also in Ac 1520·28, 1 Th
41"8, Ro 1617ff·, Ph 32·17ff·, Eph 417ff·, Rev 21 4·2 0 34,
and again in the Didachu (iii. 3, 6). The men,
therefore, against whom St. Jude warns his readers
appear to have brought the vices and the unchas-
tened selfishness of paganism within the Christian
body. The Church, accordingly, to which the letter
is addressed was, it would seem, predominantly a
Gentile Church. This is confirmed by an inciden-
tal phrase, which yet has a conspicuous place in the
Ep.—trepl τψ κοινής ημών σωτηρία? (ν.3). Jude writes
as a Hebrew Christian to Gentile Christians. The
Church which best fulfils these conditions is the
Church in the Syrian Antioch (cf. Beyschlag, Neu-
test. Theol. ii. p. 484), where St. Paul taught early
and late in his missionary career, a Church in
constant communication with the Church at Jer-
usalem [e.g. Ac 151, Gal 212), visited, as we learn
incidentally, by one of the older apostles (Gal 211),
and exposed to the same dangers from heathenism
as the Church at Corinth. It is of course quite
possible that the Ep., with its general salutation,
was intended to be circulated among a group of
Churches connected with Antioch (cf. Ac 1523).

It is not hard to conjecture the circumstances
under which the letter, such being its scope and
such its probable destination, was written. We
may suppose that members of the Church of Anti-
och came to Jerusalem with news that the leaven
of heathen lawlessness was spreading there. St.
Jude, one of the original 'elders' of the mother
Church, and therefore now (especially if St. James
was dead) in a position of peculiar authority, feels
the gravity of the occasion, the danger attend-
ing a perversion of St. Paul's doctrine of grace,
as St. James had realized that involved in the
perversion of the true doctrine of faith. The
messengers are returning. St. Jude would gladly
have sent by them a letter dealing with the bless-
ings of salvation common to Hebrew and Gentile
Christians alike. The crisis, however, of which he
has heard forces him to narrow his subject to an
earnest appeal that, in the present accentuation of
the perils which were inseparable from the position
of a Gentile Church, they would preserve the purity
of the faith in matters of life and conduct.

7. SUMMARY OF THE EPISTLE.—A necessarily
brief paraphrase will bring out the connexion of
thought.

The salutation of Jude (v.lf·). The treacherous
entrance into your Church of certain depravers of
God's grace in Christ and practical deniers of Jesus
as Lord, force me to make my letter a simple call
to you to contend for the one faith (ν.3ί·). I need
only remind you of the ancient examples of the
danger of faithlessness and fleshly sin—Israel (the
primary type of the Christian society), the angels
who fell, and (like these last in sin and punish-
ment) the Cities of the Plain (vv.5"7). Despite

* In ν. 8 χνριότχτ» (cf. Didacho iv. 1) is abstract: it is the
principle of authority in general which they rejected. The word
όόξχs probably points to actual offices of authority in the Church
(cf. Clem. Al. Strom, vi. 13, p . 793, ίγχ»τΰίτ»γ^ν»ί τω rfi
xttrcc xptxoxrjv ΰόζηί' ϊό{* γα,ρ δόξ Ζ ί ί )

such examples, these men, ever yielding to their
own wayward fancies, are guilty both of fleshly
sin and of rebellion. They deny the principle of
authority; they malign those set to rule. Unlike
the archangel in his controversy with the devil,
they do not fear to malign even the dread realities
of authority which are too high for their compre-
hension, while in the low region of their own animal
instincts they corrupt themselves (vv.8"10). Scrip-
ture (v.11) and nature (v.12f·) prefigure their mani-
fold sins and their doom. Nay, they are the true
subject of the ancient patriarch's prophecy (v.14f·).
Be not as they are. They are unrestful—discon-
tented, selfish, boastful, intriguing flatterers. Do
you be calm, remembering that the apostles, when
they visited you, used to tell you that such men
would arise (vv.16"18). Again, these men, having
only natural aims, cause divisions. Do you build
up your society on the foundation of the faith, the
Spirit helping your prayers, the love of the Father
being your protection, the final mercy of Jesus
Christ being your hope (vv.19"21). Such is your
duty to yourselves. What is it to these men?
Towards some, still wavering, cherish a hopeful
compassion; others you must try to save by
desperate effort; towards others you can only feel
a compassion paralyzed by fear of contamination
(v.22f·). To God the Father, who can preserve you
from these snares, and finally place you in His
own presence untainted and exultant, to Him
through the mediation of Jesus Christ be glory for
ever (v.24f·).
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chief conclusions at which Zahn arrives are as follows. 2 Ρ
was written by St. Peter before, about the autumn of A.D. 63,
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The writer of the article would gladly have considered Zahn'a
position in greater detail. But he does not find any reason tc
modify his own arguments or conclusions.
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F. H. CHASE.
JUDGE, JUDGING.—Among the early Israelites

the official organization of the administration of
justice was entirely unknown. There were no
courts of law, no official judges, no codified laws.
Disputes were settled by the natural heads of
families and tribes, in accordance with the customs
that had grown up in the course of their develop-
ment. These customs were connected with the
family and with religion. In the earliest book
of Hebrew history (JE) the pictures of patriarchal
times represent the father or head of the family
as possessing supreme power over his property
(Gn 27), his slaves (Gn 21), and the members of
his own family (Gn 22. 3824). Disputes between
families were settled by an appeal to force, or by
an amicable covenant between the heads of the
families (Gn 21 ; cf. the story of Jacob and Esau
in Gn 32). But J" Himself is also represented as
acting as supreme judge, and that not only in the
case of peoples (Babel, Sodom), but also of indi-
viduals (Gn 203). So also refractory members of a
family were solemnly dedicated to God's wrath
(Gn 495ff·)· m

The beginnings of the history of Israel as a
people were dominated by the strong personality
of Moses. During the nomad period, family dis-
putes were still settled by the head of the family ;
but Moses himself was the supreme judge to whom
appeals were brought (Ex 1813), and he is repre-
sented as himself bringing the matters to J" for
decision (Ex 1819), though we are not told how he
gained his knowledge of the will of the Deity.
Moses had no officials to execute his sentences,
but seems in case of division of opinion to have
appealed to those who agreed with him to carry
out his punishments by force (Ex 3226). This
work, however, proved too much for one man,
and on the advice of his father-in-law he selected
a number of the heads of families—already accus-
tomed to judging in matters pertaining to their
own families—to judge the intertribal disputes,
reserving for himself the right of settling the more
difficult questions that arose (Ex 1820ff·; cf. the
parallel account in Nu II1 6·2 4 f f·).

It was in accordance with this appointment that
the later * Book of the Covenant' was represented
as given by Moses to these elders as a body of
customs for their guidance (Ex 21124). The
active participation of the Deity in judging is
still prominent all through this period. To seek a
judgment was to ' seek Jahweh ' (Ex 337ff·). It
was J" Himself who punished Miriam (Nu 1210),
Dathan, and Abiram (Nu 16), and the Israelites
themselves (Nu 21). Achan was detected by J"
(whose will on this occasion was ascertained by the
drawing of lots), and the punishment was carried
out by the people (Jos 7).

The settlement in Canaan, and consequent
change from nomad to settled life, led to the
emphasizing of local rather than family and tribal
authority. The ancient customs were continued,
but the * elders of the city' ("vyn \}pi) took the
place of the elders of the tribe (Jg 816 II7, and see
below for Deut.; cf. Nowack, Arch. i. 322, and
see ELDER IN OT), though the claims of the

latter were not overlooked even in the 7th cent,
(cf. Dt 1618). During this period the term * judges *
was applied to the local heroes, who delivered and
ruled the tribes of Israel. (For the use and
meaning of B§y in the Book of Judges, see the
following two articles).

The institution of a monarchy also modified the
previous customs, inasmuch as the king and his
officials were in a better position than most to
enforce their decisions by means of the power they
possessed. The administration of justice in the
country naturally remained in the hands of the
city elders and men who had gained a reputation
for wisdom; and the settlement of disputes was
by arbitration rather than by royal justice; but
where a royal officer was stationed, there he would
often be appealed to. The king was the most
powerful (at any rate in the best days of the
monarchy), and therefore the supreme judge.
The person of the king was usually accessible to
the poorest of his subjects. The men of Israel
brought their troubles regularly to David (2 S 152ff·).
The power of the king enabled him when present
to override or overawe the local courts (1 Κ 21,
1 S 820, 2 S 152 etc.). It was during this period (in
the 9th or 8th cent.) that a short book of * judg-
ments' D'peifO (Ex 21-239; cf. EXODUS in vol. i.

810 d i d id d
f ( ;

p. 810) was edited to guide the decisions of men
who were called upon to decide certain cases.
How far it obtained any authority we cannot tell,
but it is very short and incomplete. Judges are
mentioned only once in this code, viz. in 2122, but
the word D'Ws used here is a rare word ; the
sentence in which it occurs is difficult to construe
as it stands, and Budde has suggested a different
reading, which contains no mention of judges
{ZATW xi. 106 ff.). In Ex 216 228· · RVm reads
' judges' as a translation of Q'nSgn, but the word
seems to be used here as usual with the meaning
1 God' given in the RV text.*

Towards the end of the 7th cent, (in 621) another
code of laws—the Deuteronomic—was proclaimed,
but the unfortunate death of Josiah seems to
have rendered it ineffective from 608 until after the
Exile. (See DEUTERONOMY). In judicial matters
it confirmed for the most part the already existing
customs. Judges and officers (cntpe'i D't?Eb;) are to
be appointed in all the cities, according to the
tribes (Dt 1618).t The ordinary judges are as
before the ' elders of the city' (Dt 1912 2118 2215ff·
etc.). In difficult matters, where men had formerly
had recourse to the more immediate judgment of
the Deity, the priests the Levites are to be
associated with the usual judges (Dt 178ff· 197f·
etc.), and the law as a whole is represented as
having been delivered by Moses to the priests the
sons of Levi, and unto all the elders of Israel
(Dt319). The curse of J" still remains the heaviest
of punishments (Dt 2815ff·). The greatest fault in
the administration of justice during this period
was due to bribery, a sin which specially excited
the indignation of the preacher of moral right-
eousness (Am 5 1 2; cf. Mic 78, Zeph 33). In
Am 23 and Mic 51 the word * judge' ast? seems to
be used of the king (see Driver on the former
passage in the 'Cambridge Bible for Schools'),
but in Micah the LXX have a different reading,
and in Amos Nowack refers the word to the

* Dillmann thinks that judges who gave judgment in a
sanctuary were called Q'n?£ in the older Hebrew ; cf. his note
on this passage in the Kurzgefasstes exegetisches Handbuch
zum AT, but Marti refers the word to the household godg
(Geschichte der israelitischen Religion, pp. 29, 48).

t Of the DHpW little is known. They first appear as Israel-
d

y
itish superintendents of forced labour in Egypt (Ex 5, JE), then
as 'officers' associated with the elders in the wilderness (Nu
I I 1 6 , JE). After this they are not mentioned until Deuter-
onomy. They seem to have been police officials. See note in
Driver's commentary on Dt I 1 5 .
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officials of the Moabites (Die kleinen Prophetenf

p. 126).
The destruction of the monarchies and the exile

of both the kingdoms limited the judicial power
of the people. In their captivity they were
entirely subject to their conquerors. The study
of their own law increased, indeed may be said
now to have seriously begun, but what little they
could carry into practice was only by an act of
grace on the part of their masters. The return
from exile led to the constitution not of a
political power, but of a religious community.
The Deuteronomic code was received by it as bind-
ing (Neh 8-10), and its provisions were observed as
far as was consistent with the laws of the Persians,
and afterwards of the Greeks and Romans. Under
the Persians the Jews were allowed to follow their
ολνη laws in purely internal matters (the elders of
the city are mentioned in Ezr 7251014), but quarrels
with neighbouring powers were submitted to the
Persian court (Ezr 4 and 5). In Judaea the Priestly
code was soon added to the Deuteronomic, but as
this is chiefly religious it scarcely affected the
ordinary administration of justice. It was prob-
ably during the time of the Greek domination
that further organization led to the establishment
in Jerusalem of the Sanhedrin as the supreme
court of the Jewish community (see SANHEDRIN).
In the small towns and villages justice was ad-
ministered by a council of seven (Jos. Ant. iv.
viii. 14; cf. Schiirer, Zeitalter Christi, ii. 132 if.,
3rd ed. ii. 176 if. [HJP II. i. 163 ff.]), and in larger
places by one of twenty-three members (Mishna,
Sanh. i. 4). It is to one of these councils that Christ
refers in Mt 522, and to their members in v.25. For
further details as to the courts in the time of
Christ, see the articles ROMAN LAW and SAN-
HEDRIN.

LITERATURE.— The works on Heb. Archaeology by Nowack and
Benzinger; for the administration of justice among nomad
Arabs, Jacob, Altarabisches Beduinenleben?, 209 ff.

G. W. THATCHER.

JUDGES, PERIOD OF T H E . -
i. Extent of the Period,

ii. Authorities.
iii. Chronology.
iv. Political Geography.
y. The History.

vi. Trustworthiness of the History,
vii. Religion.
viii. Parallel with the Maccabaean Period.

i. The period extends from the death of Joshua
to the anointing of Saul as king over Israel.

ii. Our main authorities are the Book of Judges
(specially ch. 5, * the Song of Deborah') and 1 S
1-10. In addition to these the blessing of Jacob
(Gn 49) was formerly reckoned to belong to this
period ; but the more modern view is that, while
vv.5"7·14f·16f· point to the period of the Judges,
other verses transplant us to a later time (Kuenen,
Hex. p. 240, Eng. tr.; Dillmann, Gen. vol. ii. p. 447,
Eng. tr.). The Book of Ruth has reference to this
period, but its composition is referred to post-
exilic times by recent critics.

iii. CHRONOLOGY.—The whole period is devoid
of certain dates ; the most that can be said is that
its close may be assigned with probability to with-
in fifty years of B.C. 1000. The length of the
period is also very doubtful. If we follow what
seems to be the Chronology of the Book of Judges it-
self, we have to conclude that the Judges (exclusive
of Eli and Samuel) occupied a period of more than
410 years. No critic, however, has ever accepted
this high total, and there are three good reasons
why it should be rejected. (1) It contradicts 1 Κ
61 (480 years from the Exodus to the building of
the temple). (2) It has always appeared probable
that some of the Judges were contemporaries and
not successors or predecessors of the rest. (3) It is

improbable that Israel could have existed in the
disorganized condition which was hers under the
Judges for so long a period as 400 years without
being absorbed and lost in the surrounding Canaan-
ites. Moreover, several of the details of which the
number 410 is made up do not inspire confidence;
the number 40 (representing a 'generation) or its
multiples occurs frequently, and the writer of the
book seems to be giving merely a rough reckoning
by generations. In the present article it is assumed
that the period of the Judges was relatively short,
perhaps about 200 years. See CHRONOLOGY OF
OLD TEST. vol. i. p. 399.

iv. POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY.—A careful study of
Jg, particularly of chs. 1 and 4, shows that the
Israelites on entering Palestine did not conquer it,
but only overran the inland part of it. A broad
strip of land along the coast remained in the hands
of the Philistines (cf. Moore on Jg I18·19) and of the
Zidonians (Jg I31). The fortresses which girdled
the plain of Esdraelon (Jg I27), and consequently
the plain itself, remained unconquered. Moreover,
scattered over the land there were cities, e.g.
Jerusalem (Jg I21), Gezer (I29), and probably
Shechem (Jg 91"4; Kittel, ii. 74), in which apparently
the Israelites had a footing, but not the supremacy.
No doubt some cities came at an early date into
the hands of Israel or of their allies (Hebron, Jg
I 1 0 ; Bethlehem, Jg 128"10; Bethel, Jg I22), but it
may be said generally that the Canaanites still
kept their fortified cities while the Israelites
occupied the villages. It was indeed only to be
expected that Israel on ceasing to be a nomadic
people, would pass through a stage of free village
life before they could accustom themselves to the
restricted life of cities. These villages were fixed
encampments, collections of tents, rather than
houses ordered in streets. * To your tents, Ο
Israel,' was the earlier form of the signal for
dispersion, as 'every man to his own city' (1 Κ
2236) was the later. The heaviest blow which
could fall on Israel at this period is described in
the Song of Deborah in the words, ' The villages
(or 'villagers') ceased in Israel' {Jg 57 AV and
RVm). The only refuge of the people was in dens
and caves and natural strongholds {Jg 62, 1 S 136).
They had destroyed such fortresses as they had
won.

Had the Canaanites possessed any real cohesion
among themselves, the Israelites must have been
chased out of the country as the Midianites were
chased out by Gideon ; but the Canaanites were
hopelessly divided. They were, in fact, a mixed
population, whether we reckon them as exactly
seven nations or not.

v. HISTORY.—Owing to the doubtfulness of the
chronology, a formal division of the epoch of the
Judges into periods is impossible. Three great
crises, however, stand out in the history—(1) the
union of the tribes against Sisera and the Canaan-
ites (Jg 4. 5); (2) the assertion of Israel's indi-
viduality (or nationality) against the Midianites;
(3) the appearance of the Philistines.

(1) All writers recognize the importance of the
Israelite rising under Deborah and Barak. Israel
had been checked in its conquests by the fortresses
which girdled the plain of Esdraelon and by the
chariots of iron which controlled it. Once checked
they sank into helplessness, and the Canaanites of
the plain turned upon their former assailants.
Their success was great. The Israelites of the
north and of the centre would have become the
helots of the Canaanites, if Deborah had not
prophesied and if Barak had not fought. Nor
did the battle of the Kishon give Israel freedom
only; it also gave life to the idea of national
unity. Six tribes, viz. Ephraim, Benjamin,
Manasseh (Machir), Zebulun, Issachar, and Naph-
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tali, united to fight the battle of the God of Israel;
and four others, Reuben, Gad (Gilead), Dan, and
Asher, are reminded in the Song of Deborah of
their failure to realize the duties of their kinship
with the rest. The sole literature of this period *
(so far as we know) is this song of a people struggling
to assert its freedom and its nationality.

(2) Gideon represents a crisis hardly less acute
than that at which Deborah appeared. Israel was
passing from nomadic to settled life; but if the
fruits of agriculture were snatched from them by
the Midianites, the temptation to return to a
wandering (and perhaps marauding) life, would
be very great. At another time, under circum-
stances of stress, Jephthah and David did actually
return to the condition of ' children of the East.'
From any such retrograde step Israel, as a whole,
was saved by Gideon, the farmer called from the
threshing-flail to save his people.

The deliverance wrought by Gideon brought up
the question of appointing a permanent head, to
judge Israel and fight their battles (cf. 1 S 820).
The Midianites invaded the land every year (Jg
61·3), so that the crisis demanded some permanent
organization to meet the standing danger. Gideon,
on the invitation of the people, established a rule
which was a theocracy according to his own pro-
fession, but it was administered by himself as
earthly vicegerent. He established at his home
at Ophrah, in addition to the rest of his state,
a golden ephod (see EPHOD) of the God whose
government he (and his sons after him) professed
to administer (Jg 822-27·30 9a).

(3) The appearance of the Philistines was a
matter of grave importance. If, as seems prob-
able (but see art. JUDGES [BOOK OF], p. 818b), this
event was contemporaneous with the beginning of
Ammonite assaults on Israel, this importance is
greatly enhanced. Attacked on the east by Ammon,
reduced in part to subjection on the west by the
Philistines, the Israelites fell into a disorganized
and helpless state, from which nothing, perhaps,
but the establishment of the kingdom could rescue
them.

But the period of the Judges was remarkable,
not only for the three crises just mentioned, but
also for a slow and silent revolution which went
on during the whole of its course.

It was at this time that Israel assimilated to
itself a large Canaanite population. Wellhausen
(Isr. u. Jiid. Ges.2 46 ft'.) points out that this fusion
would begin in the country, since the Canaanite
peasant would find more in common with the
Israelite settler than with his own fellow-country-
men in the cities. This incorporation of the original
population into Israel explains the striking growth
of the population which took place under the
Judges, which, indeed, made Jacob so much
stronger than the kindred tribes, Moab, Ammon,
and Edom, and rendered the empire of David and
Solomon a possibility.

vi. TRUSTWORTHINESS OF THE HISTORY OF THE
JUDGES.—This history is so natural a preface to
the period of the Kings, that no charge of im-
probability can be fairly laid against it as a whole.
Many details, however, have been referred with
more or less probability to myth or misunder-
standing, and not to history.

Cushan - rishathaim (Jg 38) of Mesopotamia
(Aram - naharaim) is a shadowy and uncertain
figure. The Shamgar of Jg 331 is supposed to
be irreconcilable with the Shamgar of Jg 5 6; ' he
was no deliverer of Israel,' writes Kittel (ii. 66
note), 'as the context [of Jg 56] shows.' The
minor judges Tola and Jair (Jg 101·3), and Ibzan,

* If the Blessing of Jacob (Gn 49) in its present form also
belongs to the period of the Judges, we have a second document
in which is realized the unity of the tribes.

Elon, and Abdon (Jg 128'15) are generally said to
be merely personifications of leading families. Our
present account of Jephthah is open to the objec-
tion that Jephthah's 'message to Ammon' (Jg
II12"27) seems to be really a document having
reference rather to Moab; cf. the mention of
Chemosh (v.24) and of Balak (v.25). On the other
hand, Jephthah's vow and its fulfilment are de-
fended as natural in Jephthah's age (and there-
fore as probably historical) by Kittel (ii. 81).
The story of Samson, finally, has not been proved
a sun-myth, but many will agree with Kittel's
dictum (ib.): ' Samson wavers between myth,
saga, and history, belonging altogether to no one
of them, but in part to each.' See, further, JUDGES
(BOOK OF), p. 819.

vii. RELIGION.—In speaking of the religion of
this period it is necessary to regard only the state-
ments of the ancient part of the book, avoiding
the so-called 'margin.' Inquiry was made of God
(Jg I1), -probably by means of the ephod (see
EPHOD) ; war was made in the name of J" (Jg
328 46), who was regarded as the national God
whose dwelling was on the Arabian peninsula
(Jg 54< δ ; cf. Moore); the angel of J" presented
himself in human form in order to make his
revelations (Jg 611 133·6·10); prophecy was rare
(Jg 44, 1 S 31); the ark was regarded as equivalent
to the presence of J" Himself (1 S 43).

Canaanite influence on religion was strong
during this period, for the process of fusion of
Canaanite and Israelite was going on. Israel3

new to the land, was introduced to the old sanc-
tuaries by the old inhabitants, and thus learned
to worship the local Baal, the native god of corn
and wine, with the corrupt and corrupting forms
of that lascivious shedder of blood, the Canaanite.
Of Israel's morals during this period little good
can be said. A time of anarchy always impairs
the vitality of virtue; and in Israel when ' every
man did that which was right in his own eyes'
{Jg 176), very strange things were done (Jephthah,
Samson, Danites, Gibeah). There was no lack of
courage in this period, and hospitality was evi-
dently regarded by the mass of the people as
inviolable. The sacredness of an oath is strangely
illustrated by Jg II 3 5 and 217.

Taken as a whole the period may be character-
ized, in the words of Amos (811), as days in which
there was ' a famine in the land ; not a famine of
bread, nor a thirst for water, but of hearing the
words of the Lord.' The redactor of Jg is indeed
continually drawing lessons from the experiences
of his people under the Judges, but it seems that
at the time itself the events were left for the most
part to deliver their own message uninterpreted
by any prophet. We may compare the period
with the years of 'silence' which preceded the
coming of our Lord.

viii. PARALLEL WITH THE MACCAB^EAN PERIOD.
—There are several points of resemblance between
the Maccabaean period and that of the Judges.
(1) The form of government (if it could be called
a ' form') was the same at both periods. The
Maccabees were Judges* (crtpcitf shdphetim) like
Gideon, Jephthah, and the rest, i.e. not admini-
strators, but champions both against the enemy
and against the unfaithful of their own people
(cf. 1 Mac 265·66 929"31·73). If some of the Maccabees
were also priests (Jonathan, 1 Mac 1020; Simon,
1 Mac 1447), so were the ancient judges, Eli and
Samuel. (2) Both periods were periods of almost
continual struggle (if the chronology of the Judges
has been rightly understood above), and the very
life of Israel as a distinct people was threatened.
(3) There was the same want of unity among the

* The Carthaginian sufetes resembled the shdphefim chiefly
in name.
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people at both periods (cf. 1 Mac I5 2 621 75). (4)
There was the same absence of 'open vision'
{1 S 3 1 ; cf. 1 Mac 4** 1441). (5) Even the language
used of the Maccabaean period recalls the time of
the Judges (cf. 1 Mac Φ3 ήρξατο Kplveiv; 242 ττα$ ό
έκονσιαζόμβνος; 14 4 ησύχασβν ή yrj iraaas ray ημέρα*
Σίμωνος).

See, further, on the whole subject, the following
article.

LITERATURE.—The proper sections of the general histories of
Ewald, Renan (flippant even for Eenan), Wellhausen (brief),
Stade (full), Kittel (very good). See also under ISRAEL.

The Commentary of G. F. Moore, 1895; and J. S. Black,
Judges, 1892 (in the ' smaller Cambridge Bible'); also the Litera-
ture cited at the end of the following article.

W. EMERY BARNES.
JUDGES, BOOK OF.—

1. The Name of the Book.
2. The condition of its Text.
3. Its Contents and Arrangement.
4. Its inner Harmony or Unity.
5. Relation to the Pentateuch ' sources.'
6. Character and Age of the component elements.
7. Its Author.
8. Its Spirit and its place in the history of revelation.

Literature.

1. THE NAME OF THE BOOK.—The seventh
component of the Hebrew Old Testament is named
Book of Judges (D^DIS? -φρ) in the oldest sources
with which we are acquainted (cf. the Talmudic
Tract Baba bathra 14b, edited separately by Marx-
Dalman in 'Traditio rabbinorum veterrima de
librorum veteris testamenti ordine atque origine,'
1884, p. 14). The same expression D»??flw "isp is
found in the DikdukS ha-Wamim of Aharon ben -
Asher (10th cent.), ed. Baer and Strack, p. 58.
The self-evident term 'Book' is also frequently
dropped, and thus the simple ννψν employed (so
the usual reading in above-cited passage from the
Talmud). If one compares, for instance, D'eaten
(Ru I1) and ol κριταί (Sir 4611), it is remarkable that
the article is dropped before Ώ'ςψν when the latter
is used as the title of the Book. But in the course
of transition of a nomen appellativum to the force
of a nomen proprium, the article was frequently
omitted (for analogies see Konig's Syntax, § 295,
h-k). The Heb. title of the Book was either

simply transcribed (cf. e.g. | ^ | <̂  · in Ephraem
Syrus [ace. to Brockelmann, Lex. Syr. 383b] and
Σωφετίμ in Origen [ace. to Euseb. BE vi. 25]), or
it might be translated (cf. e.g. dayyand in the
Peshitta, or κριταί, e.g. in Melito of Sardis [ace.
to Euseb. HE iv. 26]), or {liber) iudicum, e.g. in
Hieronymus, Prologus galeatus (=prsefatio reg-
norum).

2. THE CONDITION OF THE TEXT.—The history
of the Text of a literary product needs above all
to be considered, in order that a basis may thus be
laid for all further investigation. In the case of
the Book of Judges this rule is all the more to be
observed because of the very complicated history
of its text.

(a) The Heb. text, as one finds it, notably in the
editio Baeriana libri Josuce et iudicum (1891), in
the excellent Biblia hebraica of Ch. D. Ginsburg
(1894), and in the well-known collections of various
readings by Kennicott and de Kossi, is, of course,
in substantial agreement with the Targum, the
Peshitta, and the Vulgate.*

* Felix Perles(Analektenzur Textkritikdes AT, 1895) suggests
the following emendations on the text of Judges: 323 (ρ. 85)
mil^psn 'privy,' cf. 'posticum' of Vulg. ; 328t> (p. 33) 1ST)»!;
δ»(p. 91) M. Lambert's conjectural W"]^ &ϋφ ' to five doors'
(but see Konig's Syntax, § 330 m); 1137 (p. 51) »Pi"inm, but it is
more natural to suppose that in Ί-φ] (cf. Hos 121, j e r 231) the
1 was not distinctly written, and that * has thus arisen ; 126 (p.
33) from '3* which was meant for *?ΖΡ may have arisen pa»; 1312
(p. 35) ny (cf. Konig's Syntax, § 385 k); 2033b (p. 34) '
is supposed to have been written for

(b) But the Greek version of the Book of Judges
is an extraordinarily manifold one. This is already
shown by the number and the nature of the
variants which the Alexandrian (A) and the
Vatican (B) MSS of the LXX present in this book.
For instance, in l l b A reads rbv χαναναϊον (*jjy?5)
and πολεμήσεσαι. (sic) έν αύτφ (ia), but Β has rods
χαναναίου* and rrpbs αυτού*. Further, in I 3 A reads
καΐ πολεμήσω (to represent the plur. nprjVj) iv τφ
χαναναίφ (*ijy?ri), but Β has καί παραταξώμεθα irpbs
TOVS xavavaLo'vs. In l 4 b the respective readings con-
front one another, έπάταξε (A; cf. the plur. w»i of
MT) and έκοψαν (Β). In I 1 6 jnn of the MT is re-
produced in A by irevdepos, but in Β by ^αμβρό$1

which last is the reading also of Jos. Ant. v. ii. 3.
But the differences in the Greek translation of the
Book of Judges are above all brought to view by
de Lagarde, who, in his Septuaginta-Studien (Bd.
i. 1892, p. Iff.) places side by side all the most
important variants occurring in the first five
chapters of Jg. His judgment is completely sub-
stantiated by the thorough investigations of G.
Moore in his Commentary on the Book of Judges,
1895, pp. xliv-xlvi. Budde (Kurzer Handcomm.
z. Bicfiterbuch, 1897, p. xvi) has simply reproduced
Moore's results. For instance, in I7 the MT as
well as AB have Seventy,' but L(ucian) έβδομή-
κοντα δύο (so Jos. Ant. V. ii. 2, δυοίν καί έβδομήκορτα).*
But, e.g., in 810 both AB and L offer the same
reading, 15,000, as the MT, and only Josephus
[Ant. V. vi. 5) has μύριοι καί όκτακισ-χίλωι.. Hence,
in spite of the scepticism of A. Mez {die Bibel des
Josephus, 1895, p. 57) it is quite possible that rr
was read as rr (io = 15 is found for the first time in
Origen ; cf. Konig, Einleit. p. 90, note 1). Regard-
ing the two main branches of the Greek version of
Jg, Moore has said very judiciously, ' I t would
probably be going too far to affirm that they are
independent; the author of the younger of them
may have known and used the older5 {Judges,
p. xliv).

(c) Further, A. Mez {die Bibel des Josephus,
1895, pp. 11-18,56-61, 80 f.) has shown, in regard to
Jg, that ' the text of Josephus belongs to the most
valuable relics of the history of the text of the OT.'
For in the case of Jg, Josephus follows the Lucianic
text (L) not in the same high degree of dependence
as in the Books of Samuel (with four exceptions).
In Jg the bond connecting the text of Josephus
and that of Lucian is weaker and in many passages
even broken. For instance, in I 1 6 the MT has
ηψΏ ]r\h \rp, L has Ίωβαβ του Kewalov, but Jos. {Ant.
V. ii. 3) Ίέθρον του Μ.αδιανίτου awoyovot., MwiWws yap
fjv yaμβpόs (see above for the reading of B). Again,
e.g., the expression i3 :̂i in I1 8 is reproduced not
only in AL, but also in Β by έκληρονόμησεν (Itala,
hereditavit), but Jos. V. ii. 4 offers rightly etXov.
Finally, e.g., the king n:nyth \&s (Jg 38) is called in
L Χουσαρρεσαμώθ, in AB (by an easily intelligible
omission of the n, cf. Konig, Lehrgebaude, ii. 466)
Χουσαρσαθάιμ, and in Jos. V. iii. 2 Χουσ-αρσάθου, etc.
What right Mez has to say in reference to this,
' L ist corrigirt,' we cannot see. Still this in-
vestigation has confirmed the present writer's view
(Einleit. p. 114 ff.) that the traditional Massoretic
text is the relatively best source from which to
ascertain the words of the Old Testament. This
judgment is also entirely substantiated by the in-
vestigation into the text of Samuel which Lohr
has carried out in the ' Kurzgef. Exeg. Hdbch.' on
Samuel, 1898, pp. lxix ff.

3. THE CONTENTS AND ARRANGEMENT OF THE
BOOK.—(a) The book begins with (a) the enumera-

* Cf. the same variation of 70 and 72 in the number of the
nations (1 Ch 15-23: 14+30+26 = 70 ; but in the Clement. Recogn.
ii. 42 we find 72); also in the number of the disciples, Lk 101,
where Codd. BD, etc., have ίβδομί,χοντ» Ut. Moreover, the
number of the Greek translators of the OT came to be reduced
from 72 to 70.
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tion of the districts in Palestine which at the
death of Joshua had not yet been conquered, and
with the description of the operations undertaken
by several of the tribes of Israel, in part unsuccess-
fully, for the complete subjection of their territory
(Ι1"3 6).— [β) This partial failure is traced to the
Divine requital of Israel's religious disobedience,
and on the same account it was announced that
the Canaanites and other enemies of Israel would
continue for a time to maintain their indepen-
dence, with a view to the chastisement and the
probation of Israel. The messenger of J", men-
tioned in 21, was wrongly identified with Phinehas
(Jos 24y3) in Jalkut Shimoni, vol. ii. ch. 40:
ΠΜ oma N̂ rn 'n -|NSD.—(7) Once more it is told how
the Israelites, soon after the death of Joshua, were
guilty of religious disloyalty. The author's object
was to explain why the Israelites suffered repeated
defeats in conflicts also with the surrounding
nations (26-34, see below 4 b).

(b) The history of the individual judges is re-
lated. They belonged for the most part to the
tribe which suffered most from the particular
oppression at the time (38-1631).—(a) OthnVel of
the tribe of Judah, who first came upon the scene
immediately after the death of Joshua (37"11).*—
(β) Ehud, the Benjamite (312'30), broke the yoke of
the neighbouring Moabites by the assassination of
their king, Eglon. According to Nazir 23b Ruth
was a granddaughter of Eglon : \hty hv taa ro nn
rmiD *]VD. Seder Olam rabba, ch. 12 (ed. Meyer,
p. 34), combines Jg 215 with Ru 213b, cf. 1 Ch 211,
RU 420i·.—(7) Shamgar (331) smote the Philistines.
—(δ) In conjunction with Deborah, of the tribe of
Ephraim, the hero Barak, of the northern tribe of
Naphtali, defeated the Canaanites, who had again
assembled a strong force in the north of Canaan
(41-531). Sisera, the commander of the army of the
enemy, was slain by the woman Jael. Many of
the Talmudists took offence at the words * between
(AV at) her feet {n'hp. |'3) he bowed' (Jebamoth
103ab, Nazir 23b), but other Talmudists, appealing
to Gn 3129ab, rightly found in the expression 'be-
tween her feet' nothing to the discredit of Jael.—
(e) Gideon, of the town of ' Ophrah in Ephraim' (?),
expelled the Midianites and reigned for long in
peace (β 1 -^ 3 5 ; cf. Γεδεών, θ? ερμηνεύεται τειρατήριον.
"Ωμοσε yhp, κ.τ.λ., 89,—Philo i. 424, ed. Mangey).
But his son Abimelech, who seized the reins of
power in Shechem, was speedily overcome (91"57).—
({") Tola, a man of Issachar, defended Israel (10lf·)·
—(η) After him Jair, a Gileadite, judged Israel
(ΙΟ3"6).—(0) Jephthah, the Gileadite, smote the
children of Ammon (111-127).—(0 Ibzan, of Beth-
lehem, judged Israel (128"10); cf. Baba bathra 91a :
wn m ]xnti 'Ibzan is Boaz' (Ru 21).— (κ) Elon, a
Zebulunite (12ηί·), and (λ) 'Abdon, of Pirathon in
Ephraim, judged Israel (1213"15). At last (μ) Samson
* began to deliver Israel out of the hand of the
Philistines' (135b), and judged Israel twenty years
(Ι^-ΙΘ 3 1)^ It is only up to this point that Jg
gives a continuous series of narratives. This was
already noted in the DikdukS of Aharon ben-Asher,
for in § 70 it is said,' The Book of Judges (extends)
from Othniel, the son of Kenaz, to the death of
Samson, the son of Manoah, the Danite' (̂ tnnyD
»nn mjD ρ \\VDV nm ny up p).

(c) The last five chapters of Jg do not continue
the preceding history, but add two episodes to it.

* Sarihedrin 105» ΤΠΝΠ p1? Ν1Π O'nyen fena 'Cushan-
rishathaim isLaban the Aramaean,' i.e. he was of the descendants
of Laban.

t In · Philonis sine prseparatione in Sampson oratio' (Philonis
Opera, ed. Lips. 1830, vol. vii. pp. 351-376) it is said, · Sampson
vires sumpsit ad monstranda opera magna' (§ 12), but also
' quum, a gurgite luxuri® raptus, illuviem passus fuerit inque
abyssum immersus cupidinis, non amplius compos erat sursum
aspiciendi, sed totus voluptati deditus, ut verum diceret,
tanquam a iudice, a muliere coactus fuit' (§ 1).

(a) The first episode is as follows: a part of the
tribe of Dan wandered from south-western Canaan
to the sources of the Jordan. There they con-
quered the town of Laish, and called it, after the
name of their tribe, Dan. In this town they estab-
lished as priest a Levite from Mt. Ephraim, whom
they had persuaded to accompany them (Ι^-Ιδ 3 1).
{β) The second episode tells how the inhabitants
of Gibeah which belonged to Benjamin (204) abused
to death the concubine of a Levite (1925), and how
all the other tribes of Israel punished the tribe of
Benjamin for refusing to deliver up the miscreants
of Gibeah (ΙΘ^Ι 2 5 ) .

The Book of Judges does not state precisely at
what parts of the period of the judges these two
episodes happened. The first episode is certainly
assigned to a time when there had not fallen to
the tribe of the Danites anything as a possession
(18lb), i.e. they had been unable to make them-
selves real masters of the territory assigned to
them on the S.W. coast of Canaan (Jos 1940'48,
Ezk 48lb)—even Budde (on Jg 18lb) regards this as
not mere theory. But it is uncertain how long
after Joshua's death the oppressions (I3 4 10 l l b 144)
continued which prevented the tribe of the Danites
from completely conquering their territory. In
any case, neither in I34'· nor elsewhere is it implied
that * the southern Dan never dwelt by the sea, not
to speak of itself having possessed ships' (Budde
on Jg 517), and this southern Dan was nearer to the
ships than the northern. Nevertheless the date of
the history narrated in chs. 17 f. can be limited.
For according to 1830 it was a grandson of Moses
that was priest in the city of Dan, π&Ώ being
indicated as the original reading through the Nun
suspensum of πψΐΏ (cf. the Talmudic statements
and the discussion with L. Blau in Konig's
Einleitung, pp. 34, 841). It is thus intelligible
how the oldest author who outside the Bk. of Jg
has described the period of the judges,* namely
Josephus, has inserted the two episodes immedi-
ately after the narratives of the first chapter of
Jg. He further transposes the order of the two
narratives, introducing {Ant. V. ii. 8-12) the con-
tents of chs. 19-21 as an illustration of a στάσπ
δεινή, and with the words Ομοια δέ τούτοι* παθεΐν καϊ
την Δανίτιν συνέβη φυλήν, he appends (Ant. V. iii. 1)
the history contained in chs. 17 f. Seder olam
rabba (ch. 12) says, 'n nyo h& Î DS .vn o'nyen ]vm 'vra
nyin eu^a nrrn vD'ai, i.e. ' in the days of Cushan-
rishathaim was the graven image of Micah, etc.
(cf. 1830), and in his days was a concubine in
Gibeah.' Moore (on chs. 17 f.) also says rightly
that the migration may be assigned to a time not
very long after the Israelite invasion of Canaan.
Are we, then, to suppose that the two episodes
stood originally after the first chapter? This
is not likely. For in that case we should not
expect to read, * in those days there was no king
in Israel, but every man did that which was right
in his own eyes' (176 181 191 2125). At all events
it is not without a special aim that the two narra-
tives are placed at the end of Jg. They are
intended to show the negative results which during
the period of the judges showed themselves in the
sphere of religion and morals.

Referring again to the arrangement of the Bk.
of Jg, it is interesting to note the ancient division
of the Massoretic sections (Baer, Josua et Jud.
p. 125). These are fourteen, and they begin with
the following verses of the book: I 1 27 (mjn) 331

* ' The days of the judges' are mentioned in Ru 11, but passed
over in silence between 1 Ch 944 and 10*, and ben-Sirach's only
allusion to them is in the two verses Sir 46 l l f ·. Cf. the words
of Justin (Hist, xxxvi. ii. 7): 'Post Mosen etiam filius eius
Aruas, sacerdos sacris ^Egyptiis, mox rex creatur, semperque
exinde hie mos apud Judseos fuit, ut eosdem reges et sacerdotes
haberent, quorum institia religione permixta incredibile quantum
coaluere.'
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(νηπκι) 61 7184 (·« pjnj wi) 97 (·;η rr-n) ΙΟ1 (·:ι ο,τι) II 3 2

(·:ι nns» w i ) 141 ((JI ρκΌΡ τη) 164 (·3ΐ *m) 187 (·:ι «!?»!)
1920 (ΪΓΚΠ τοκη), and 2027 ('JI a*vh). It will be
observed that several of these beginnings (e.g. 141

instead of 131) are not without much interest.
4. THE INNER HARMONY, OR THE UNITY OF

THE BOOK.—(a) In I 8 it is recorded that the mem-
bers of the tribe of Judah took Jerusalem; but
according to I 2 1 this city lay in the sphere of the
Benjamites, and by no means can we agree that
1 doubtless the author wrote Judah1 (Moore, ad loc.).
For, since at a later period the Judahite David
conquered the city of the Jebusites (2 S 56ff>), and
since, after the so-called disruption of the kingdom,
Jerusalem was the capital of the kingdom of
Judah, it was natural to reckon Jerusalem to the
territory of the Judahites. Hence there must
have been a reliable tradition that Jerus. originally
belonged to the sphere of the Benjamites, else it
would not have been in Jg I2 1 assigned to Benjamin
(this also against Budde, ad loc). Further, it is
quite an unwarranted assertion that in I 3 4 on
account of its difference of form * the continuation
of the Dan history is to be found, whose beginning
was still read by Josephus ' (Mez, I.e. p. 11). That
is to say, Josephus makes the remark, Χαναναΐοι.
. . . TTJS 'Ιούδα φυλής, TTJV Άσκάλωνα καΐ Άκκάρωνα
παρεσπάσαντο άλλα? re iroWas των 4ν τφ π€δίφ καϊ
Aavlras els τό 6ρο$ ήνά*γκασαν σνμφχτγςΐν (Ant. V. iii. 1).
But Mez has not noticed that the άρματα and the
πεδίον, κ.τ.λ., previously mentioned by Josephus,
point to l1 9 b as the source of his words quoted
above.

(b) The two sections V-25 and 26ff· were not
written by one author as parts of one and the same
work. For I1 begins by mentioning the death of
Joshua, but 26 mentions something that happened
while he >vas still alive, n|?Eh_ (καΐ έξαπέστβιλεν;
Hieron. 'dimisit ergo') referring in its present
context to the assembly of the people in 24.
Neither can we say with P. Cassel, ad loc., that the
author meant to * quote' the words of Jos 2428, nor
is the imperf. consec. meant as a plusquamperfect
(Keil, ad loc.). (See a discussion of all the analo-
gous instances in Konig's Syntax, § 142). Hence,
not the original sense of the passage 26ff· but only
its present position may be explained as follows:
the first section (l*-25) is meant to show why the
internal enemies of Israel continued after the
death of Joshua, and the second to explain why
Israel during the same period was beaten by foreign
foes. This intention of the section 26tf· appears to
reveal itself especially in the expressions employed
in 214ff· (cf. 33). It is not till 35 that the Bk. of Jg
returns to the mention of internal foes of Israel, on
whose account no shaphetim were raised up (216).
Hence it appears to the present writer that the
new section begins with 3 s and not with 37 as is
now generally assumed. Further, 210 is not in
contradiction with 39 (I18, Jos 1517), if Kenaz was
the brother of Caleb ; and this is not only possible
but even almost probable, because in I1 3 ' the
younger,' etc., stands nearer to 'brother' and
' Kenaz' than to 'Othniel.' If so, Othniel was a
nephew of Caleb and did not belong to the genera-
tion of Joshua ; and the Keviafos βνομα which is read
in Jos. Ant. v. iii. 3 (ed. Niese) is not ' the earliest
of all the ingenious attempts that have been made
to reconcile 39 with 21 0 ' (Mez, I.e. p. 12).

(c) There are irreconcilable differences, too, within
the history of Deborah and Barak. For in 42 there
is mention only of * the king of Canaan,' but in 519

of * kings of Canaan.' Further, according to 4 6 · 1 0

Barak collected his army only from the two tribes
of Naphtali and Zebulun, but according to 514ff·
warriors joined him also from the tribes of Eph-
raim, Benjamin, etc. On the other hand, the sleep
of Sisera (421) appears to the present writer to be

presupposed also in 526 (cf. vv.26b·27a), and ita
express mention seems to be omitted merely owing
to poetic brevity. Otherwise it would be im-
probable that a woman should have slain the
warrior. Budde says, of course, that * 527 shows
that Sisera was struck while standing'; but this
interpretation overlooks the words, * where he
bowed there he fell' (527b0).

(d) ν used as the relative is read only in 57 617

712 826, and in the last three passages cannot be
regarded as interpolated (Giesebrecht, ZATW,
Bd. i. 280; see all the instances of this v) in
Konig's Lehrgebdude, ii. 322).

(e) The same author would not have written
both the introductions to the narrative of the
invasion of the Ammonites, contained in 1017i#

and 114ί·.
(/) In ch. 14 a great many very important points

are passed over in silence of the most unnatural
kind, if all the elements of the text that have come
down to us are in their original form. For instance,
after v.8f* the statement would be wanting that
this journey of Samson did not lead to the marriage
intended (πηπρ̂ , v.8a), and that the father of Samson
had got over nis initial repugnance to a Philistine
daughter-in-law. Probably, then, it is a later
addition that the parents of Samson were present
at his marriage. Josephus also relates * that
Samson presented the honey to the Philistine
maid, and not that he shared it with his parents
(149*). m

(g) Like a so-called red thread there runs through
chs. 2-16 a series of passages in which the constant
interchange is described between Israel's religious
and moral lapses and her punishment, between
Israel's repentance and God's help; cf. especially
211-19 37. 12a 4.I-3 βΐ g33-35 1Q6-16 \%\

(h) Also the two episodes which close the book
(chs. 17-21) have their peculiar character (e.g. the
formula ' in those days there was no king in Israel,'
etc., 176 181 191 2125), and these two narratives also
are wanting in a complete inward unity. For if
1710ί· 1817ί· 2112·19 proceeded from one and the same
author, they would contain unnatural repetitions.

5. KELATION TO THE PENTATEUCH « SOURCES.'—

The question of the unity of the book as well as
that of its date, depends upon the relation of Jg to
the different strata embodied in the Pentateuch.
Hence it will be of advantage for the following
investigation, if we first of all make an attempt to
iix this relation. Now it is well known that in
the Pentateuch there are four main strata to be
distinguished: the Jahwistic (J ; Gn 24b-324 etc.),
the Elohistic (E ; Gn 20, etc.), the Deuteronomic
(D), and the Esoteric-Priestly ( P ; Gn l1^4» etc. ;
cf. Konig, Einleitung, p. 188 if.) ; and there is the
possibility in abstracto that these four works con-
tinued the post-Mosaic history of Israel. But
that as a matter of fact these four sources of the
Pentateuch continue to flow also into the extant
Bk. of Jg, can be established only by positive
proofs. This proof is all the more necessary in
view of the impossibility of making true progress
in critical science if a number of results are assumed
as already proved, and one makes it his main
object always to pile up higher storeys on the
building of the literary criticism of the Old Testa-
ment. Besides, the relation of the Bk. of Jg to
the 'sources' of the Pentateuch is one of those
questions which are differently answered even by
decided friends of criticism.

(a) Is the Jahwistic stratum (J) of the Pent, con-
tinued in Jg ? To begin with, the first chapter of
Jg has points of contact in several passages with
expressions contained in the preceding book of the
OT. For instance, Jos 1514"19 is substantially iden-

* Ant. V. viii. 6 : Κα) kviXopivti rp'iot. μ,ίλιτος νηρί», βνψ το7ί
Xoitotf ΰώροις, οϊς ΐχόμ,ιζε, didutri rij xccih't.
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tical with Jg I 1 0 ' 1 5 ; Jos 1513 resembles Jg I 2 0 ; Jos
1563 is substantially the same as Jg I 2 1 ; Jos 1711"13

(cf. Nu 3239· 41ί·) resembles Jg 127ί·; and Jos 1610 is
substantially the same as Jg I2 9. The opinion of
the present writer is that these postscripts in both
books are drawn from a common source of earlier
origin, and this judgment is based upon the follow-
ing observations : (a) The two series of passages in
Jos and Jg are in only a very f ew instances actually
identical, {β) In particular the tradition (Jg I2*)
that Jerusalem belonged to the ideal sphere of the
tribe of Benjamin, is to be considered the older, in
opposition to the note (Jos 1563, Jg I8) that Jerus.
was the object of an attack by Judah. See above,
4 a; and cf. the mat ('land' or * district') or mdtat
of Urusalim in the Tel el-Amarna letters (Keilinsch.
Bibliothek, Bd. v. 18025· 631814918314 185lf·). (γ) The
ancient source from which the identical sentences
in the two series of passages named are drawn, was
not the Jahwistic. For these sentences contain a
somewhat artlessly connected series of facts, and
do not possess the life and the variety of colouring
which mark the Jahwistic style (cf. Gn 18 f., 24,
etc.). (δ) Precisely in the passage, Jos 1514'19

(substantially = Jg 11(M5), which in some measure
shows the lifelike style of the Jahwist, there is a
deviation from Gn 2464. In the latter the rapid
descent from the beast ridden is expressed by
wattippol (AV 'she lighted off'), but in Jos 1518

and Jg I 1 4 by wattiznah (AV ' she lighted [from]
off'), and this verb zanah occurs nowhere else but
in Jg 421. If one takes all this into account, it
will be found what degree of certainty attaches
to the position of Budde, who in the Kurzer
Hdcomm., 1898, p. xxii, without positive argu-
ment, assigns to the Jahwistic work the following:
J g χίαββ. 2f. δ-7. 19. 21 (10. 20). 11-16. 36. 17. 22-29. 30-84 A g a i n

the view that the passages in question in the Bk.
of Jos are borrowed from Jg 1 (Bertheau, Com-
mentar2, pp. 3, 37 f., 42) is, in the first place,
unnecessary. For the circumstance that those
passages in Jos have an ' inorganic' position in
their context is explained as well by the view
contended for above, that a common source of
older origin is used in both books. But the view
of Bertheau labours under at least one positive
difficulty. In Jos 1313 we find the same formula
used, and yet this remark is not drawn from Jg 1.

To the Jahwistic source Budde (p. xxii) would
attribute also, e.g., 612b and l l l a , although in these
sentences the expression gibbor hayil (AV ' a
mighty man of valour') is read. This expression
is uniformly avoided in the Pent. (cf. the simple
gibbor in Gn 64 108f· f), but it meets us in Jos I 1 4

62 83 107, Jg 612 I I 1 etc. (cf. Konig, Syntax,
§ 267d). Winckler (Untersuchungen zur altorient.
Geschichte, 1893-1897) speaks of the 'Quellen-Zu-
sammensetzung der Gideon-Erzahlungen' (pp. 42 ff.),
and finds, e.g., 79'14and 715-83 irreconcilable, because
it is impossible that Gideon could have played
the spy upon the Midianites (79ff·) and yet have
attacked them in the beginning of the middle
watch (719). But all that is related in 79ff· might
take place in a matter of four hours. The main
point, however, is that Winckler adds (p. 49),
' Having thus to assume two different sources for
the two narratives, it is most natural (!) to find
in these Ε and J. ' He thinks this suggestion is
commended by the use in 714 of vrihxn ' the God.'
But he has not observed that in 714b it is the words
of a Midianite that are reported. — The three
passages in which ν is used as the relative (617b

7i2b g26b)_a notable idiom of the history of Gideon
—Budde (p. xxii) assigns thus, to J 826, to Ε 617b,
to Rp 712 (see below), only in the notes to the
first two passages he sets these also down, on
account of the tf, as additions of a glossator. Also
I I 3 belongs, according to Budde, to J, and yet the

concept of ' assemble themselves' is expressed only
in this passage by Bjâ pn ; cf. «DM, etc., Gn 293 34*°
(both these passages are assigned to J also in
Kautzsch's AT), Ex 3226 (J also according to
Ryssel, Ex-Lv, 1897, p. 370). Further, 151"19 is
from J, according to Budde (pp. xxii, 92). But
in those portions of the Pentateuch which are
attributed to J, »$ is used before the objects
enumerated, Gn 922 191 (279) 3425, Ex 49 etc. (see
Konig, Syntax, § 311c), but n*jy before such ob-
jects is found nowhere but in Ex 2518a, Dt 176,
Jos 21 622, Jg I I 3 7 · 3 9 1513 etc. (see I.e.).

(b) Can the Elohistic stratum (E) of the Pent,
be traced in the Bk. of Jg ? Budde has, to begin
with, assigned 26·8ί· to Ε (also 27 is=Jos 2431, but
as a whole it is ascribed by Budde [p. 21] to the
Deut. redactor). This is correct in so far as the
verses named are substantially identical with
Jos 2428"30, and that Jos 24 has indeed marks of
the source Ε has been acknowledged by the present
writer in his Einleitung (pp. 203 f., 248). The
words of Jg 26-9 attach themselves to the Elohistic
narrative of Joshua's end. But this does not prove
that the Elohistic source has also supplied other
elements in the Bk. of Jg. Budde attributes to
this source, e.g., 44"22, appealing (p. 33) to n#x
πκ*3ί (44; see the analogous expressions in Konig's
Syntax, § 306 o), etc. But he himself adds the
judicious remark that he does not feel certain of
his inference. At all events the use of ης>ρ in 4e

(where AV offers rightly 'draw') cannot be re-
garded as evidence. For even if Ex 1221 could be
certainly put down to E, the D*?$D of Jg 514 (active,
' grasping the staff [of the commander]'—Konig,
Syntax, § 212h ex.; LXX UXKOVTCS ; Targ. and Pesh.
panD, scribentes!) would have been a source nearer
to hand for 46. Further, Budde assigns 2037a to
E, but not v.37b in spite of the η»ο, which is found
also in Job 2133. To an author denominated E 2

he ascribes Jg 67"10. But, e.g., rink *?y (67) is found,
not only in Gn (Samarit. 203) 2111·25 2632, Ex 188,
Nu 121 1324, Jos 148, but also in Jer 38. Here
then identity of expression does not prove iden-
tity of authors.

(c) Is a successor of the Deuteronomic author
who, e.g., wrote Dt llf--440 etc. (see Konig's Ein-
leitung, pp. 212-214) to be admitted also for the
Bk. of Jg? The passages which repeatedly refer
to Israel's disloyalty and Jahweh's anorer, Israel's
repentance and Jahweh's help (211"19 37·1 2 a 41"3 61

83£s5 106-i6 1 3 ι ^ have points of contact with the
passages that are attributed with probability to the
Deut. author, not only in their religious and moral
tendency, but even in their form. For the verb
D*y?n ('to provoke or vex5) is found with God as
the object only in Dt 425 (918) 3129 (3216·21), Jg 212,
and the verb -op ('to sell' = 'deliver') is read in
Dt 2868 (Ί3Ώηπ) 3230, Jg 214 (38) 42·9 107. But the
same use of D>y?n meets us also in 1 Κ 141δ 1530

162.7.i3.26.83 2122"2254, 2 Κ Γ711·17 216 23-6, Is 653,
Jer 718f· 819 I I 1 7 256f· 322 9 f·8 2 443·8, Ezk 817 1626,
Ps 7858 10629, 2 Ch 2825 336 3425 (|| 1 Κ 2254, 2 Κ 1717

2217). Here again, then, this use of the verb
D*y?n is no guarantee of the identity of the
author of Dt 425 etc. with the author of Jg
212. (Compare here the words of C. Niebuhr
[Studien u. Bemerhungen z. Gesch. d. alien Orients,
1894, p. 1], ' D i e wirkliche Nothwendigke i t einer
sachlichen Unterscheidung von D t and D (oder
gar D 1 and D 2) vermogen wir bisher nicht nach-
zuempfinden').

{d) To an R p , i.e. a redactor having affinities
wi th t h e priestly s t r a t u m of t h e P e n t . , Budde
(p. xxii) assigns t h e following passages in Jg:
j la a 2 1 7 72"8a· 1 2 · 1 4 # · f 2 3 δ108·/3*·* 21b/3· 27a/3b (30"*2) 916b-19a (?)
101"5 l l l b · 2 i2 7 b (?) · 8 " 1 8 163 1 b 201 8 (?)· ^ (?)· 2 7 b * 2 8 a < J t ' 3 7 b <

t By an asterisk Budde means to indicate that he regards the
passage in question as having been worked over.
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89. 42b. 43. 44b-46 2\^β- Mb. 15*0-20^ £ u t r e g a r d i n g l l a * h e

remarks merely that the words * after the death of
Joshua' are in direct contradiction to 26ff\ Yet
this does not prove that these words are due to
a redactor (Rp). As little certainty appears to
attach to the attributing of 217 to this source.
For J3 ^y &> ' they did not so,' reminds us not only
'strongly of P ' (namely Gn 622 etc.), but one may
compare also Gn 2926 4220·25 4521, Ex 76 etc., 1 Κ
202δ, 2 Κ 1512, Jer 3912 425, Zee le, Neh 817. Fur-
ther, on 72"81* Budde remarks (p. 58) that *py ' try '
(Jg 74), comes into use for the first time from
Jer 96 onwards, and that the suffixless 1̂ 7 (75)
has parallels only in Ex 266 366 (this last should
be 16), Zee 1212"14. But in Jg 75 it is not the usual
idea ' alone' (solus) that is meant to be expressed,
but the stronger idea of ' apart' (LXX κατά, /xbvas,
Hieron. seorsum). Again, 712, which contains B>
used for the relative, is ascribed by Budde to Rp,
but in the Pent, stratum Ρ this w is not found.

One might continue to criticise the views of
Budde (cf. once more Konig's Einleitung, pp.
253 f.).* But we cease to test these in detail,
and add merely a general remark. Budde says
(p. xiv) that by J and Ε he understands, not
persons, but schools, t But this was not the sense
originally intended by the terms J and E, and the
earlier meaning is not quite obsolete even with
Budde. For he speaks still of the ' Zeitalter der
Quellen J and E,' and places these sources in
relation to the Hexateuch (p. xii). But according
to his new view one ought to speak in the plural
of ' J 's ' and ' E's,' and no longer of ' J ' or * Ε '
(Budde, p. xiii), as if there were only 'the* Jah-
wist; we should say ' a ' J(ahwist), etc. But far
more important is the circumstance that upon
the theory of a plurality of Jahwists the difficulty
of tracing the family likeness is very seriously
increased. Who has fixed the character of each
J, and who can determine it? Then, indeed, is
there a danger that such a J is an imaginary
quantity, and that one still speaks of J but no
longer has him. In any case the judgment of the
present writer is to the following effect. Since
the different sources from which, according to
No. 4 of this article, the present Book of Judges
is drawn, cannot be with certainty identified with
the main strata of the Pentateuch, nothing results
from the relation of Jg to these regarding the age
of the materials of which Jg appears to be com-
posed, or regarding the date of the book itself.

6. THE CHARACTER AND AGE OF THE SOURCES
OF THE BOOK OF JUDGES.—(a) If any one of the
components of the present Bk. of Jg is an inde-
pendent whole, and reveals itself as a source, it
is the Poem in which the victory over Sisera is
celebrated (Jg 5). Its verses go tumbling on,
foaming like the waves of the Kishon (521), upon
whose banks that victory was gained. Like the
gallop of war-horses (522) ring the anaphora
( v v .3b. 7b. 12a. 23a^ t h e e p i z e u x i s ( 1 2 a · 2 2 b ) , a n d t h e
symploke (7a·24ab, cf. 19a*£· 2Oa«/3) in this poem, towards
removing whose difficulties the present writer has
contributed his part, he trusts not quite unsuc-
cessfully in his Syntax (cf. p. 645). This song
gives so detailed (vv.6·1Oa·14"18· ™) and so lively a
picture of the historical situation (vv.24"27·28"30)
which is commemorated in it, that it must have
been born of that situation, even if it has not
come down to us quite intact. This is the judg-

* W. Frankenberg1 {die Composition des deuteronom. Richter-
buches, 1895, p. 1) remarks, * A deeper insight into the original
contents and the historical origin of the Bk. of Jg is sufficient
of itself to convince one of the futility of the attempts that
are ever being made afresh to build a literary bridge between
the Hexateuch and our Bk. of Jg, and to discover the sources
of the Hex. in the latter.1

t ' J und Ε sind mir durchaus nicht Personen, sondern
umfassende, neben einander herlaufende schriftstellerische
Schulen.'

ment rightly passed upon it even by such free
critics as, e.g., Th. Noldeke (Untersuch. z. Kritik
d. AT, p. 181), H. Steiner {die Heb. Poesief 1873,
p. 24), Ed. Meyer (Gesch. d. Alterthums, i. § 167),
B. Stade (Gesch, Isr. i. 49), Aug. Miiller (in Konigs-
berger Studien, 1887, p. 7), E. Renan (Hist, du
peuple dIsrael, i. 136), J. Wellhausen (Comp. d.
Hex. p. 23), H. Cornill (Einleitung, § 16, 3), G.
Moore (Judges, p. 132 f.), J. Marquart (Funda-
mente, etc., 1896, p. 2), K. Budde (Comm. p. 39),
Ch. Piepenbring (Hist, du peuple d'lsrael, 1898,
p. 85 : ' ce vieux cantique').

Nor can this judgment be shattered by the
arguments which are brought forward by L.
Seinecke (Gesch. d. Volkes Israel, i. 243-245).
Neither (a) are the political presuppositions of
the Song wanting in historical reality, nor do (β)
its form or (7) its contents render a high antiquity
impossible for it. For (a) even if the northern
Canaanites sustained a defeat in the time of Joshua
(see below, 8 a, on Jos II10"14), their strength might
have recovered itself, (β) The use of & for the
relative (57) has analogies in OT passages of a
more northern Palestine origin (see further, 6 d).
The plur. ending -in (510) may have the same
origin, or it may be an element in the poetical
dialect as jin Pr 313 etc. (see Konig, Lehrgebdude,

j
•eat/

Targ. on Ps 912

etc., and the Assyr. iunnu, * communicate' (Del.
Assyr. Worterb. 1896, p. 674a). (7) The heights
of Seir (54), which lay north of the Peninsula of
Sinai, are named as the starting-point of Jahweh
who manifested Himself on Sinai (v.5). This
tallies with the ancient conception that the seat
of the gods was in the northern region of the
earth, Lv I1 1 424 etc., Is 1413 (Jer I13), Ezk I4 (2814),
Ps 483 (1333), cf. Job 267. This theophany is also
intended as a past one. For the temporal sphere
of an infin. depends upon its context (Gn 286b etc. ;
see Konig's Syntax, § 216), and in»*?, etc. (Jg 54a«)
is followed by the perfects np%pt, etc. Then *?% (v.6)
may, coming after *p*?, have arisen from Vy (cf.
[n-iN N] hy 1 Ch 739), the name of a descendant of
Asher. It is probable that, as a parallel to "wotf,
a man is intended (cf. Bertheau, ad loc.).* But
even if the words *?y; *©•? are a gloss (Moore,
Marquart, Budde), the antiquity of the poem
itself is not thereby endangered. Finally, the
assertion that ' from heaven forces took part in
the battle' (520), contains a religio-poetical clothing
of the conception that God assisted the Israelites
(cf. Ex 1424, Jos 1011). The assertion is not then
to be called a 'gross exaggeration* of a later
author, f

* Marquart (Fundamente, etc., 1896, p. 2) takes Shamgar to
be 'der fremde Oberkonig,' and combines him with 'Sangara
of Carchemish, in the time of Asurnazirabal, c. B.C. 880,' and
Sisera with ' Piziri the last king of Carchemish' (c. B.C. 740).
What an amount of error in the Hebrew tradition is thus
assumed without any sufficient reason!

t H. Winckler in his Altorient. Forschungen (1893-1897) offers
the following remarks on Jg 5: ΓΠ5? in v.4 = 'height'(p. 192,
cf. Assyr. Sadu, ' to be high'). This is possible. But it is more
probable that *3*D ΓΠ in v.5 is an intermediate exclamation (see
Konig, Syntax, § 414a) than that ."it has arisen from Ώ1 (p. 192).
The substitution of "n't? 'row' for Τ~ψ in v.13 (p. 291) is not
probable. In v.i*»* he reads (p. 193), pny2 ntf DnSN »$p 'from
Ephraim they came down (cf. 1^) into the valley,' and he
deletes νΜ&β entirely. We would rather suggest that the
gibborim of v.^**· are 'heroes from Ephraim,' and that then
Q»Bheto is meant to signify ' eradicantes, i.e. delentes inter
Amalek' (cf. LXX 'φρίζω<ην). Also the reading m m Dj; '·3 ντφ)
'and there came down in Issachar the people of Dabrat'
(p. 292), is extremely precarious. For it vyould be unnatural
if after the princes, etc. (v.i4b), the population of a single city
(Jos 1912) should be mentioned. Finally, instead of •"pn|? ^ru
(v.2ia) Winckler suggests (p. 193) the sentence, ' the stream of
Kishon was [dyed, or the like] with blood' (D'p'n). But the cir-
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M. Vernes (Prucis d'histoire juive, p. 210) holds
that at the very outset (poremptoirement) it must
be regarded as a settled point that at this epoch
we cannot have to do with a campaign undertaken
by the tribes of Israel in common. But why might
not an extraordinary danger have brought about
an extraordinary coalition of many tribes of Israel
for common defence against the enemy? Some
tribes, indeed, declined to be stirred up from their
phlegmatic condition (515"17). Further, Vernes finds
in the mention of Sinai and of Seir ' l'ignorance
ou, si Ton prefere, la negligence de l'homme qui
ecrit librement a grande distance de son sujet.'
But he has himself failed to observe that the
mention of Mt. Seir had reference to a northern
starting-point of the theophany of Jahweh (see
above, regarding the idea of the northern sphere
as the seat of deity). Again, the days of Shamgar,
although he defeated the Philistines (331), might
still be a time of oppression (44), and, besides, the
note in 44 may be primary, and that in 331 secondary.
Further, if the Kishon is called in 521 ' l'antique
fleuve' (but see Konig's Syntax, § 261d), this ex-
pression could be used even in the days of Deborah.
According to Vernes, the sentence * Dan ηί\ΐκ nrT'
(v.17) is also an unnatural one, for 'jamais les
Danites n'ont touche a la mer.' But even if we
are not to think, with Mikhlal Jophi, of \iy.n nvjN,
the Danites might 'dwell' as strangers, i.e. serve
on board ships. Finally, Vernes will have it that
even the address to kings and princes in v.3 'indique
une epoque de relations Internationales.' Well, such
an epoch was to hand already at the date oi the
Tel el-Amarna letters ! In the Rev. des Etudes
juives, xxiv. (1892), p. 249, Vernes calls sarai (v.15)
an ' etat construit ou (!) pluriel de forme arameenne,'
and co-ordinates with it * tsavro, plus exactment,
tsavrai'! (v.80). He denies the existence of ' mar-
ques du dialecte hebreu septentrionale' (p. 2492);
but see below, 6 d. He thinks * que la terminologie
familiere au Cantique est celle des livres de la
Bible dont on admet le plus volontiers Forigine
post-exilienne.' But he has failed to notice that
poetry, even in the earliest times, may have pre-
ferred expressions which, owing to their rarity or
their more foreign cast, lend to the Song of Deborah
a special charm. Thus, e.g., the verb jns (v.2) will
not have been 'emprunte aux Nombres et au
Levitique' (p. 249), even if is not to be translated
with M. Lambert (p. 141), * se depouiller (pour Dieu),
offrir genereusenient (cf. en himyarite la locution
jns jns ' faire une offrande').'

H. Winckler {Gesch. Israels, Bd. i. (1895), p. 34)
admits first that the Song (Jg 5) goes back to the
pre-Davidic era, because * it knows nothing of
Judah.' But he adds that ' the form in which the
Song has come down to us is a product of a much
later age, which transformed it for its own ends,
and made of it something quite different from what
it originally was.' On what grounds does he rest
this judgment? All that he says is, 'vv.4f· are
manifestly an interpolation, and form the beginning
of a hymn to Jahweh which has nothing whatever
to do with the Song of Deborah. Also v.81 belongs
to the same.' It is clear, he says, that the Song
is a compound from a hymn to J" which is full of
mythological allusions ('the stars fought'), and
from a piece intended to glorify a battle fought by
the Northern tribes. It would scarcely be possible
to find weaker arguments than these. Are vv.4f·
' manifestly' an interpolation ? Was it not natural
that the words ' I will sing praise to the Lord God
of Israel' (v.8) should be actually followed by some
lines in praise of this God ? Was it not natural
that at the beginning of a poem meant to celebrate

cumstance that no trace of such a text has been preserved in
exegetic tradition (see Konig's Syntax, § 261a) is a formidable
objection.

a notable action of the Deity, there should be a
recalling of a well-known manifestation by which
Jahweh established His renown ? Would it have
been more natural if, after the mention of the
determination to praise the Deity (v.8), the Song
had proceeded ' in the days of Shamgar,' etc. ? (v.6).
Further, the wish 'so perish all thine enemies,
J" ! ' (v.81) could not, it is said, be uttered by a pre-
Davidic poet. But must not a poem on a decisive
defeat of the northern Canaanites quite naturally
burst into such a wish? Consequently Winckler
has by no means established his contention, and
the poem contained in Jg 5 remains one of the
most important sources for the earliest history of
Israel.

(b) Another ancient source for the present Bk.
of Jg is found springing up in the first chapter.
In favour of this judgment is first of all the
primary character of the tradition that ' Urusali-
mu' belonged to the sphere of the Benjamites
(Jg I21, Dt 3312 contrasted with Jg I8, Jos 1563).
The following circumstance is at the same time
not to be overlooked. What is the meaning of
the words 'with the Benjamites' in the sentence
' and the Jebusites dwelt with the Benjamites in
Jerusalem unto this day'? (l21b). The meaning
must be ' within the territory of the Benjamites,'
i.e. in the sphere which was assigned to the Ben-
jamites as object of the conquest, and was also in
the main actually occupied (cf. ' the Jebusites, the
inhabitants of the land,' 2 S 561| 1 Ch II4). This
sense is suggested for the words 'with the Ben-
jamites' by several considerations, one negative
and several positive. In the first place, im-
mediately before l2 1 b it is remarked, 'and (= but)
the Benjamites did not drive out the Jebusites,
the inhabitants of Jerusalem.' The direct con-
sequence of this failure of the Benjamites in their
attack on the Jebusites (l21a) was that the Jebusites
dwelt alongside of the Benjamites in Jerusalem
(v.21b). Further, the Jebusites are called simply
' the ' inhabitants of Jerusalem (Jos 1563, Jg I2*a),
and Jebus is simply identified with Jerusalem
(n^n; N\T Dia; Jg 1910, Jos 1828, or conversely in
1 Ch II4). Again, in the remark that the Levite
(Jg 19lff·) was in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem
(v.10), the latter is called simply ' this city of the
Jebusites' (19llb), and it is expressly added that it
was ' the city of a stranger that was not of the
children of Israel' (1912). In any case the author
of I 2 1 did not record merely the failure of the
Benjamites to conquer Jerusalem. Had this been
all, he might in his account of the period of the
judges have passed over in silence the victory of
the Judahite David (2S 56ff·) and yet have written
after this victory. No, he must have added that
the Jebusites were the—sole—inhabitants of Jerus.
down to his own day. Now, it is quite true that
even after David's victory (2 S 56ff·) Jebusites con-
tinued to live in Jerusalem (2416ff·24). But at that
period the Jebusites were no longer ' the ' inhabit-
ants of Jerusalem (see above), but were oppressed
(1 Κ 920, Zee 97). But also most of the other
portions of Jg 1 are trustworthy reflections of an
ancient situation. For it was very natural that
in later times there should be a disposition to
represent the success of Joshua's invasion as
absolute (see below, 8 a, on Jos II1 0"1 4). All the
more do the narratives which record the defeats
sustained by Israel in their attacks upon the
Canaanites, bear the stamp of antiquity. This
is confirmed by the wealth of details in the first
chapter regarding individual occurrences of this
kind which cannot be traced to a certain or prob-
able tendency of later times.

(c) Now a similar dry enumeration of particulars
is found also in the passages concerning Shamgar
(331), Tola (10lf·), Jair (vv.3"5), Ibzan (128"10), Elon
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(v.111·), and 'Abdon (vv.13'15). The modern view
of these passages is that they were first introduced
into the Bk. of Jg at its final redaction (Budde, p.
x). What is there to allege in favour of this
position ?

(a) It is said that this late redactor (Rp, see
above, 5 d) wished to obtain the number twelve
for the judges (Budde, p. x). For * in the light of
101 the sections 101'5 and 128'15 recognize Abimelech
also as a judge' (pp. ix, 19). Thus 'Abimelech,
Tola, Jair, Ibzan, Elon, and 'Abdon were for Il p

the minor judges.' But was Abimelech really
reckoned one of the shophetim 1 What is said in
101 ? * And after Abimelech there arose, to defend
Israel, Tola,' etc. This implies, it is said, that
Abimelech was reckoned among the 'judges' or
' saviours' of Israel. One might also say that
this method of argumentation is typical of a
certain modern school of historiography. The
express statements of the sources are absolutely
ignored, and new and. extremely doubtful ones are
sought out. For instance, is it not related in 823

and 92 that the kind of rule (WD) which was
declined by Gideon because Jahweh was the true
king of Israel (Ex 1518 fe m.v), was desired by
Abimelech ? Did not the latter surround himself
with a body of armed men ? (94· 29b, cf. Absalom
2 S 151). Is it not expressly said that the men of
Shechem made Abimelech king (96); and is this not
confirmed by the fable of Jotham ? (98"18 ' the trees
went forth to anoint a king,' etc.). Again,
Abimelech is further called a ' prince' (922 ϊ&'Μ ; cf.
the corresponding ' that we should serve him'
vv.28·38), but not a ' judge.' Nor does his history
contain any trace of his having sought to free
(ynpin) Israel from the yoke of foreign enemies.
All the less can the ' to deliver Israel' (y^n?
^Νη̂ -ηκ 101) be referred to Abimelech. Further,
it is extremely questionable whether a late re-
dactor desired to establish twelve as the number
of the judges. For not only is Samson, to whom
'delivering Israel' is attributed (135, cf. 144 153ff·
1623f. sô  counted amongst the judges (1520 1631),* but
also Eli (1 S 418b) and Samuel (715). This could not
be unknown to a later redactor of the Bk. of Jg.
How then can the disposition be ascribed to him to
make the number of the judges twelve ? Besides,
Budde himself remarks that in the Bk. of Jg
thirteen ' judges' are mentioned, if Abimelech as
well as Shamgar is included in the number. But
he is not so much inclined to give up Abimelech
as Shamgar, in order to reduce the thirteen to
twelve. This is quite an arbitrary procedure, for
the attribute of 'delivering Israel which belonged
to the character of a shophet (216) is ascribed to
Shamgar (381) but not to Abimelech. Or is
Shamgar no real historical figure because in a
series of MSS of the LXX and in the Itala (cf.
Mez, die Bibel des Josephus, p. 81 note) he is
named not only in 331 but also after 16S1? This
vacillating of tne textual tradition as to the right
place for mentioning Shamgar is explicable by
reason of the ' and after him' and the ' Philistines.'
But it does not disprove the historicity of an
Israelitish hero Shamgar who came upon the scene
at a stormy period (56).

{β) Another ground on which the passages
10if.8-5 128-ιο.ιΐί.ϊ3-ΐδ a r e assigned to a very late
redactor (Rp), is the following :—In these five
sections it is not recorded that Israel was false to
its religion, and on that account had to suffer
oppression for a term of years, and was delivered

* And this not without reason, as M. Vernes (Hist, juive, p.
237) supposed when he said, ' Laissons de coto l'otrange pr6-
tention de nous faire voir dans Samson un juge d'Israel.' For
from the words, * the Lord raised up judges, which delivered
them out of the hand of those that spoiled them' (Jg 2^, cf.
1 S 85b), it results that the term shophet had assumed the more
general sense of 'hero,' or ' leader.'

from this by a hero. ' The extreme attenuation of
the Deuteron. formula is exhibited in 331. There
is mention, indeed, of an act of deliverance, but of
no number of years' (Budde, p. 19). But what if
those circumstances of which there is no notice
did not exist, or were partly not remembered?
Can their absence bring into question the historical
character of the persons themselves? In the
section concerning Othniel (39*11), which by Budde
and others is separated from the above six passages,
are there any more real elements? It is quite
true that something had 'faded,' but this was the
recollection of those personages, and not the
' Deuteronomistic formulae.' What could have
prevented the introducing of those formulae even
at a late period into the biography of the persons
named. Hence the conclusion appears more certain
that it was not the ' formulae' that were wanting,
but the disposition to modify historical reminis-
cences in accordance with these formulas. That
has been handed down regarding those persons
which was known of them, and this was not little :
the name of the man himself and that of his father
or his tribe, or it may be the place of his birth and
his burial (ΙΟ2·5 1210·12·15), or the remembrance of
some notable deed done by him (331), etc. Why
should all this be set down to invention? Not
because of a wish to reach the number twelve for
the judges, as we have seeu already. Or was it,
perchance, to give a judge to each tribe ? The
tribes of the individual judges were as follows :
Judah (Othniel 39), Benjamin (Ehud 315;? Shamgar
331), Naphtali (Barak 46), Ephraim (Gideon 611),
Issachar (Tola 101), Gilead (Jair 103), iGilead
(Jephthah II1), Judah (Ibzan 128), Zebulun (Elon
12lf), Ephraim ('Abdon 1213), Dan (Samson 132).
One may observe that in this list some tribes
occur twice, and that a few tribes are wanting
altogether. If an explanation of the local origin
of these judges is to be sought for, it is most
natural to find it in the circumstance that the
hero sprang up from the tribe which felt most the
weight of the invader's oppression. Finally, how
came poetic fancy and constructive historiography
to distribute in their present fashion the six pas-
sages 331 ΙΟ1"5128"15 ? It is impossible for the present
writer to consent to see in this arrangement simply
an arbitrary procedure.

{d) But there are in the Bk. of Jg also such life-
like and vivid narratives as cannot be set down to
the ideas or tendencies of a later age.

(a) The history of Abimelech (Jg 9) even M.
Vernes (Hist, juive, p. 218) calls ' un rocit d'une
precision, d'un relief otonnant.' But it is not the
only one of this class in Jg, as he adds, but it is
the only one that is almost wholly secular in its
character. It is the only narrative in Jg which is
true to the life—only for those critics to whom the
secular life is the only real life of ancient Israel.
Critics who occupy such a standpoint will not deny
the attribute of antiquity to such a story as that of
the Benjamite Ehud, who with his left hand
stabbed the tyrant Eglon (Jg 315ff·). Such critics
will not be disposed to deny the historicity of the
bold figure of Jephthah, or of the tragic end of
his only child ( l l 1 -^ 7 ). As a 'heros d'aventures
privoes' even Samson has found grace in the eyes
of M. Vernes (p. 238), according to whom the ex-
ploits of Samson belonged to the 'disputes qui
devaient naltre froquemment a l'epoque historique
des relations etablies entre populations antipa-
thiques.' *

* M. Vernes adds the following note: ' II s'agit la, ce nous
semble, d'une antipathie comme entre Anglais et Francais a
tant d'opoques de notre histoire. On est en paix officielle, on
s'unit par des marriages, etc., mais de temps en temps la haine
nationale se fait jour par des explosions violentes. II reste a
remarquer que Samson ne se bat pas une seule fois avec Γέρέβ
ou la lance ; jamais il n'est a la tete d'une troupe quelconque.
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(/3) But the religious life also was a real one in
ancient Israel. As early as the time of Moses and
during the following centuries zeal for the cause of
Jahweh could burn (Ex 3225ff·), and enthusiasm be
aroused for the defence of His honour. For, if the
flame of reverence for J" had not been kindled by
Moses, why should he and not Samuel have been
named as the greatest hero of the religious de-
velopment of Israel ? If the fire of enthusiasm for
the religion of J" was not lighted at the great
epoch of the deliverance from Egypt, how could
this fire have burst out just at a period of the
deepest depression (1 S416ff·), and why should Israel
have felt convicted of impiety against Jahweh?
(1 S 76b). Hence there is no reasonable ground for
doubt that Gideon (Jg 6llff#) contended for the cult
of Jahweh in opposition to the preference for Ba'al,
or that he could have taken for his battle-cry,
' For Jahweh and for Gideon (will we fight),'
Jg 718b. Besides, it is in the highest degree worthy
of notice that it is precisely in the history of a
hero belonging to tne tribe of Ephraim, i.e. to
central Caanan, that the use of ν for the relative
appears (617 712 826). For it is of the tribe of
Ephraim alone that it is recorded in the OT that
its dialect differed from that of other Hebrews
(Jg 126); cf. on the speech of Ashdod as a Hebrew
dialect, etc., Konig, Lehrgebaude, ii. 349, 353.
Further, it is a fact that in the narratives con-
cerning Elijah and Elisha the following linguistic
peculiarities appear : r\)a ' with,5 2 Κ Ι 1 · 1 δ 3 l l f · 2 6

gi6.i9 ge. th e shorter form Eliyya (and Ahazya),
p-4. 8. la. ^ {>am> <thou,J fern.) 41 6·2 3 81; the
corresponding 'u1? ('to thee,' fern.) 42; 'D ('thy,'
fem.)43·7; B>, relative, 611; cf. πτκ 'where'?, 613,
so elsewhere only in Ca I7 (Kethibh); mfcrn 2 Κ
712, and the same phenomenon shows itself in
ancient histories like those of 1 S 1321, 2 S 162.
Therefore it is a sufficiently well-grounded judg-
ment that the present narratives concerning Gideon
are compiled from materials which, so to say, bear
a local colouring. This judgment is at least sup-
ported, further, by two material circumstances.
For it is a fact, admitted even, e.g., by Wellhausen
(Prolegom. p. 71), that the description of the offer-
ing contained in Jg 617ί· corresponds to the earliest
stage of the history of the cultus in Israel. Another
point has hitherto not been emphasized, but it is of
no less importance. The disinclination manifested
by Gideon to accept of the offer made to him to be
ruler (WD Jg δ23 ' the Lord shall rule over you')
is perfectly in place in the period before Samuel.
For it was not till his time that Israel rejected
the kingship of Jahweh (Ex 1518) ('they have re-
jected me, that I should not reign over them,'
1 S 87).

(7) In like manner the antiquity of the narrative
contained in Jg 17 f. is witnessed to. For the pos-
session by the Ephraimite Micah of a private house
of gods (175a) tallies with the circumstance that in
the earlier period a plurality of places of worship
was allowed (Ex 2024"26). Further, we see a Levite
wandering about, ready to settle down wherever
he found office and bread (178ff· 1819ί· 191). This
situation of the members of the tribe of Levi was
an actual one as long as a number of the Levitical
cities were not yet conquered, such as Gezer (Jos
2121 1610, Jg I29), and those remarks of the Bk. of
Jg about the Levites would have possessed no
probability if they had proceeded from a period
when Jeroboam selected priests from among the
people at large (1 Κ 1231). For the Levite spoken

Les elements de son histoire nous semblent, en consequence,
appartenir a une epoque relativement peu ancienne.' But this
is nearly the opposite of the real course of things. It is pre-
cisely in olden times that heroes signalize themselves in single
combat. Recall, for instance, the giant figures of the Greek
world of legend, the heroes of Homer, or the giants of the
German pre-historic era.

of in Jg 178ff* wandered from Judah to the territory
of Ephraim, etc., but after the time of Jeroboam
many members of the tribe of Levi, on the contrary,
moved from the territories of the Northern tribes
to the kingdom of Judah (2 Ch ll1Sf·). Finally, the
note that the priests of the city of Dan were de-
scendants of Moses (Jg 1830), must be borrowed from
an ancient source. Later generations were so little
disposed to invent such an item, that they sought
rather to convert the name of Moses in this passage
into Manasseh.

(δ) But also the moral life of ancient Israel did
not lack its characteristic aim and peculiar vigour.
Even in early times Israel was conscious of a
certain sum of moral principles, for we read, ' no
such thing ought to be done in Israel': ' do not
thou this folly,' and the like (cf. Gn 2011 347b, Jg
193o 206^ 2 S 1312). And, since these principles of
morality in the most central parts of Israelitish
tradition are traced back to the time of Moses, why
should we seek for a different origin for them ? Is
it at all probable, for instance, that they originated
at periods which do not give themselves out as
creative, but as secondary? Now these ancient
principles of the morality of Israel lived in the
conscience of this nation, and when they were
trodden underfoot, as in the instance of Gibeah
(Jg 1923ft·), the voice of the moral conscience of the
nation spoke out loudly (206"8). Hence it is quite
precarious to pronounce the storm of indignation
that broke loose upon the Benjamites (v.9ff·) fictiti-
ous. Finally, the assertion that in the time of the
judges a ' common acting on the part of the twelve
tribes of Israel is excluded' (Budde on chs. 19-21),
is quite ungrounded. Nay, it has not yet been
taken into account that the Song of 5lff· contains
an indirect proof to the contrary effect. For if in
the period of the judges one could not entertain
the notion that a common danger to Israel must be
warded off by the common action of all the tribes,
one could not have blamed those tribes which kept
aloof from the struggle against the northern
Canaanites (Jg δ15"17).

(e) There is a series of passages in the Bk. of Jg
in which the declension of the national prosperity
is brought into causal connexion with the religious
and moral falling away of the people (cf. especially
2Hff. 37. 12a 4I-3 6 1 g33-35 1()6-16 1 3 1 ) # ft h a g b e e n s h o w n

above (5 c) that these passages cannot with cer-
tainty be attributed to a definite Deuteron. author,
but we now add the following observations, by way
of an attempt to fix positively the character and
the age of these passages, (a) There was a religi-
ous-moral consciousness on the part of Israel (cf. 6
d, δ) before the period to which the origin of Dt is
traced by a large number of critics, i. e. the reign of
king Josiah. (β) During the centuries that elapsed
between Moses and Samuel, ' the knees which have
not bowed unto Baal' (IK 1918) were not quite
wanting. Let us recall, for instance, Deborah
and Gideon. (7) In addition to that series of pas-
sages which now are assigned by several critics to
a Deuteronomist (Budde's D2), are there not others
in the Bk. of Jg in which the same causal nexus
between religious unfaithfulness and national de-
cadence is emphasized? cf. 21"5. (δ) May not such
passages have been formulated in the guilds of
nebi'im which gathered around Samuel? (1 S 103"7

etc.). (e) Nor can it be denied that a kernel of
farewell addresses of Moses existed before these
assumed their present form in Dt (cf. Konig,
Einleitung, pp. 214-216). (ζ) Those passages of
Jg which are now by many scholars called Deutero-
nomistic, are even in relation to their contents
not really allied to the passages of the Books of
Kings which have points of contact with Dt
(IK 32f*ll6 etc.; see Konig, Einleitung, p. 267),
For it is extremely interesting that in Jg the cove-
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nant of J " is mentioned only in 2 1 · 2 0 and the com-
mands of J " only in 217· ̂ , but these things are
mentioned in 1 Κ 22 3 3 · 1 4 6 1 2 · 3 8 8 3 1 · 5 5 · 5 8 · 6 1 94· 6

Π11.33ί.38 1 321 1 4 8 1 818 jgio. W 2 K 10 3 1 13 2 3 14 6

2̂ 8.13. isf. 19.34.37f. jg6.12 2\8 22 8 ·u 232f· 2 1 · 2 4 f · . Fur-
ther, the idea of the centralization of the cultus is
not emphasized in that series of passages which it
is usual to call Deuteronomistic. No word of
censure is uttered against the bdmoth as in 1 Κ 32ί·
1514 2244·47, 2 Κ 123 143f· 153ί·34ί· 185·22 235·8·25.
Besides, when the remark is made that D2 'den
Begriff des Richter geschaffen hat' (Budde, p. xvi),
in support of which Jg 216 is cited, we miss here a
recollection of the words, * since the time that I
commanded judges to be over my people Israel'
(2S711).

(f) There are only a few passages in Jg
which possess sufficiently clear marks of a late
origin.

(a) We do not venture to reckon among these
elements those passages where the intervention
of a supernatural power is described, as in the
expression ' an (see Konig's Syntax, § 304 e)
angel of the LORD' (21 133ff·), or 'the Spirit of
the LORD came upon him,'etc. (310 634 I P 9 146·I9

1514). For 'there are more things in heaven and
earth, Horatio, than are dreamt of in your philo-
sophy.'

(β) But we find, undoubtedly, a series of so-
called 'round numbers'; 'seven' (61·15 826 129

267i.i8.i9 2015), or 'seventy' (I7 830 [repeated in
92. s. is. 24.56-j 4 22"), or ' seventy - seven ' (814), or
« forty' (311 58·31 828 131). There are, indeed, also
instances where the number ' seven' is meant in
an exact sense, as in the case of the seven days of
the marriage feast (1412·17); for such a feast even at
the present day actually lasts, as a rule, for seven
days, and is called ' the king's iveek' (Wetzstein,
Zeitschrift f. Ethnologie, v. 291, 293). But the
numbers 'seven,' 'seventy,' and ' f o r t y ' are un-
questionably intended frequently in an approxi-
mate sense ; cf. ' seven' in Gn 41δ 31 2 3 333, Ex 725,
Lv 26 1 8 · 2 4 · 2 8, D t 287·2 5, I S 25 etc., Is 41 e tc . ;
' seventy ' in Gn 4627, Ex Ρ 1527 24 1 · 9, Nu 1116·24ί·
339, Dt 1022, 2 Κ 101, Is 2315, Jer 2511 2910, Ezk 811,
Ps 9010, Lk 10 1; ' seventy-seven' in Gn 4 2 4 ; ' forty'
in Gn 63, Ex 77 1635 etc., Dt 347, 1 S 418 1716, 2 S 5 4

157, 1 Κ 2 " I I 4 2 198, Ezk 46 2911"13, Am 21 0 525, Jon
34, Ps 9510, Neh θ*1, Mt 42, Ac I 3 ; cf. the Egyp. and
the Gr. parallels in Gn 503 and Herodot. ii. 29,
iii. 23, iv. 73. The psychological origin of the em-
ployment of these numbers lies in this, that natur-
ally it was only approximately and by a familiar
expression that one could or would indicate a
smaller or a larger quantity. Cf. Adrianos, Βίσα-
7(0777 ets ras 0e£as 7pa0as, § 85 : ' TOP έπτα αριθμόν έπϊ
πΧβονασμοΰ \έ*γει (η Ύραφή).'

To the same category may be assigned also the
numbers 'eighty' (33t)), 'twenty' (43 1520 1631;
from 40 + 20 arose the 60 which in Jg 127 is assigned
by the LXX B, etc., as the length of the sway of
Jephthah), ' ten' (671211, cf. Gn 317, Lv 2626, Nu 1422,
1 S I8 etc., Is 613, Am 53 etc., the ten temptations
of Abraham in the Book of Jubilees, ch. 19), and
the 'fifty' which is read by LXX A, etc., in 311

(cf. Gn 1824, Jos 721, 1 S 619 etc.). Also the number
'three' in the three years' reign of Abimelech
(Jg 9'22) might bear the same character, because
'three' sometimes designates an approximate
quantity (Gn 3036 4010·12 4227, Ex 22 etc., Is 1614 203,
Jon 21, Est 416, Dn P, 1 Ch 2112). But then the
history of Abimelech possesses in other respects
many marks of exactitude (see above, 6 d, a). It
is certainly, however, an unjustifiable procedure
to include in this class of numbers the ' eighteen'
of Jg 314, the ' twenty-three' of 102, or the ' twenty-
two ' read by a few Gr. minuscula MSS in 102, prob-
ably in imitation of the following number 22, the
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1 eighteen' of 108, the ' forty-two' of 126, the ' six'
of 127, or the 'eight'of 1214.*

This last procedure would be justifiable only
upon the assumption that these numbers may
be regarded as the arbitrarily chosen parts of a
previously fixed total. In point of fact, the follow-
ing observation has been made: the sum of the
interregna (38·14 43 61 108: 8 + 18 + 20 + 7+18 = 71)
almost exactly corresponds to the sum of the years
of the so-called minor Judges (102f· 12 9 · n · 1 4 : 23 + 22
+ 7 + 10 + 8 = 70). Wellhausen, who was the first
to note this correspondence (in Bleek's Introd.4

p. 185, and in Prolegom.2 p. 240), afterwards con-
fessed (Comp. of Hex. p. 356) that he had no longer
much faith in his former attempt. But Budde, in
the Kurzer Hdcomm. (1897, p. xviii), still regards
the observation as pertinent in spite of the differ-
ence of the two totals that are said to correspond
with one another. But if a redactor of Jg had
any thought of this correspondence, would he
not have been capable of making it an exact
one?

Hence the approximate character can be empha-
sized only in the case of the number 40 and its
actual double (80) or its half (20). This is com-
mended further by the following three considera-
tions. The number 40 occurs with relatively great
frequency as a round number (see the series of
passages cited above). Further, the 480 years
which, according to 1 Κ 61, elapsed between the
Exodus and the beginning of the building of the
temple (in the 4th year of Solomon's reign), are
probably a product of 40 χ 12. Again, the length
of a generation (·νπ, Arab, damn, lit. irepiobos) was
probably, in the view of the Israelites, 40 years.
For a generation, with few exceptions, was doomed
to die in the wilderness (Nu 1422f· 2664), and this
sojourn in the wilderness lasted for (about) 40
years (Nu 1433ί· 2022ff· 3213 3338f·, Dt 27 82 295, Jos 56

etc.).f Besides, Bertheau {Comm.2 p. xvi) rightly
observes that in 1 Ch 529"34 635"38 twelve generations
are counted from Aaron to Ahimaaz the contem-
porary of David and Solomon. Kessler (Chronol.
iudicum, etc. p. 12) remarks that no one can
prove that twelve generations actually lived in
the period from Moses to Solomon. But all
we need is proof that Israelitish tradition ever
reckoned twelve generations between a contem-
porary of Moses and a contemporary of Solomon,
and this tradition is actually found in 1 Ch
529-34 a n j (335-3̂  Consequently, it can be main-
tained with sufficient certainty that the chronology
of the Bk. of Jg is a product of secondary com-
bination in so far as the approximate number 40
{ 3 n 531 828 1 3 i ) j i t s double (330), and its half (43 1520||
1631), are employed as factors in this chronology
(so, essentially, Bertheau, p. xiii; Oettli, p. 212 ;
Moore, p. xlif.). Further, it appears to the
present writer that the chronological problem of
the Bk. of Jg has to be examined in the following
direction:—(a) The number 480 (1 Κ 61) is an un-
certain total, and cannot be used as the standard
in estimating the chronological data of Jg. (β) The
round numbers of Jg are really to be treated only
as approximate figures equally with the 300 years
which Jephthah (Jg II26) says elapsed between

* Budde (p. xx): « die beiden Zahlen 18, die 23 und die 22
stellen leichte Abweichungen von 20 d a r ' ; but even he (p. xviii)
derives 'die von der Regel so weit abweichende Zahl 6 fur
Jephthah (127) aus einer Vorlage.'

f The round character of the number 40 has been contested
by J. C. A. Kessler (Chronologia iudicum et primorum regum,
1882) in the words, * fides historica numeri 40 annorum non
dubia est; nam saepius huius spatii partes commemorantur et
in eo singuli anni vel menses numerantur: Dt 214, 2 S 55,1 Κ
211, ι Ch 2927, Ex 191, Nu 10" 201, Dt 13' (p. 12). But Rockerath
(Bibl. Chronologie, 1865, p. 22) already remarks that the round
numbers were partly supplied in place of numbers that had be-
come indistinct, and in any case it is inadmissible to suppose
that a period of 40 years could have emerged so frequently by
accident.
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Israel's entrance into Canaan and his own days.
Hitherto no attempt (cf. Seder olam rabba, ed.
Meyer, p. 384 f.) that has been made has succeeded
in bringing this number 300 into harmony with the
other chronological statements of Jg. (7) Both
the principles just stated appear to the present
writer to be more correct than the view (Nbldeke,
Untersuch. z. Kritik d. AT, p . 173f . ; M o o r e , p .
xli; Budde, p. xviii) that an author of the Bk.
of Jg did not count the years of foreign domination
(38.14 4 3 6 i 1 0 8. 8 + 18 + 20 + 7 + 18 = 71 years) in ad-
dition to the years of rest, or the years of the hero
who destroyed this foreign domination. This is at
least not the meaning of the text of 38"10; for
after it has been mentioned that the Israelites
served Cushan-rishathaim 8 years (38), it is added
by means of an imperf. consec. 'and (hence) the
Israelites cried unto the LORD, and the LORD
raised up a deliverer, etc. (v.9), and (hence) the
land had rest 40 years, and Othniel died' (ν.1υ).
The exegesis which reckons the 8 years of the
foreign domination to the years of Othniel, which,
it is self-evident, could begin onljr with the shaking
off of the foreign yoke, is not in harmony with
the text although it was a favourite with Jewish
interpreters.* As little is it the case in 314, for
the 18 years during which Israel groaned under
the yoke of the Moabites cannot be included in
the 80 years of rest (330). Nor are the 20 years
of oppression (43) reckoned among the 40 years of
rest (531). As little are the 7 years of invasions
by the Midianites (61) reckoned among the 40 years
during which the Midianites could not lift up their
heads, and the country was in quietness; and these
forty years are expressly identified with the days
of Gideon (828). And was Jephthah chosen to be
leader at the beginning of the 18 years of the
oppression (108) ? Then he must have long deferred
his victory; and yet the text (ll4ff·12ff·) presents the
choice, the attack, and the victory of Jephthah as
a continuous succession of incidents. Budde,
indeed, says (p. xviii) that *RP has not counted
the times of the foreign domination as elements
in the chronology of his people.' But whence does
he derive this conclusion ? From the circumstance
that in the case of the ' minor Judges' only the
length of their office is noted; and that in 101·3

128· n · 1 3 we find ' after him.' But it is by no means
an unquestionable fact that this 'after him' is
meant to indicate an ' unbroken' succession. In
any case it is a false generalizing from the data
to attribute to the author of ΙΟ1·8 128·11·13 the
opinion that 'during the whole period of the
judges, judge followed judge in direct succession.'
And because of this opinion is he to be supposed
to have rejected the years of foreign domination
and to have replaced these by the years of the

* The words ' and after him (Joshua) [was raised up] Othniel,
the son of Kenaz, forty years [but] subtract from them the
eight years of the oppression under Cushan-rishathaim' {Seder
olam rabba, ch. xii.)» contradict the text of OT. But it is a very
interesting circumstance that Seder 0. r. does not always adopt
the same exegesis. It does so with the 18 years of 314, a n d of the
40 years of δ^1 two years are subtracted for the oppression of
Jabin and Sisera (Q'Jiy'3 NIO'Dl f'T1? Toys? *:&0; but after the
mention of the 40 years of Gideon it is expressly said * and (=but)
the 7 years of Midian (61) are not reckoned to them' ps? j n n
pinD 6 y ah pD). Further, how is one to explain the state,
ment, ' from Othniel to the death of Samson are 324 years' ?
{Dik. ha-t&amtm, § 70 oncyyi HIND trhv \wnv ηηψ ny 7K'3nyD
U'W JDTin). The numbers 40+80+40+40+23+22+6+7+10
+S+20 (8Π. 30 531 828 io2f. i27f. 11.14 1520 ι, ιβ3ΐ) m a k e up a total
of only 296 years. But if 28 be added, the number 324 is ob-
tained. May we perhaps have recourse to the 28 years which
in Seder olam rabba (ch. xii.) are attributed to Joshua? At the
end of § 70 of DikduL· comes the statement, * from Othniel to
the rise of Eli as judge were 324 years.' But this also occasions
an insoluble problem. Neither of these dicta of Jewish tradi-
tion is either noticed or explained in any of the helps accessible
to the present writer (Biblia Ileb. et Rabbin.; Seder olam
rabba ; Jewish and modern commentaries).

minor judges ? As the text (38"10·14 etc., see above)
shows, he has neither rejected the one nor sub-
stituted the other, for the sum of the years of the
foreign domination (71) and the sum of the years
of the so-called minor Judges (70) are different.
(δ) As little ground is there for the assumption
that the Bk. of Jg meant several incidents to be
synchronistic. The words' he (the LORD) sold them
into the hands of the Philistines and into the
hands of the children of Ammon' (107), give only
an appearance of right to the view that the in-
vasion of the Ammonites (108ff· ll4ff·) and that of
the Philistines (13lff·) occurred at the same time.
But in truth it is recorded in the Bk. of Jg that
the attack of the Ammonites which, following the
statement of 107, is described in 108ff· ll4 f f·, was
warded off by Jephthah, that then came the judges
Ibzan, etc. (128ff·), and that the people of Israel on
account of new unfaithfulness were oppressed by
the invasion of the Philistines. For the text reads,
' and the children of Israel did evil again in the
sight of the LORD, and the LORD delivered them
into the hand of the Philistines' (131). Hence it
is not the thought expressed in Jg itself (131) that
is seized by Kessler, who, following Keil and others,
again assigns to the same date the incidents related
in 108-1215 and those spoken of in 13lff· {Chronol.
iudicum, p. 29 f.). Now, the question might still
arise, whether the order of events in the period of
the judges was better known to the sources of the
Bk. of Jg or to M. Vernes, who (p. 199) reproaches
the * auteur du livre des Juges' with having placed
'bout about des evenements qui ne s'enchainent
en aucune facon.' The present writer for his
part prefers the order indicated in the Bk. of
Judges.

(7) Little as the round numbers of the Bk. of
Jg positively point to a very late date, this is as
little the case with the expression γΊχη nî a or ny_
(1830). It may indeed be somewhat bold to assume
pun as the original reading, and to find in this
passage an allusion to the nhi which indirectly is
asserted of the 1aron1 ' ark (of the covenant)' in 1 S
421f\ It is true that it is not precisely ρκ of which
the verb nbi is elsewhere predicated. This may,
however, be accidental, for nhi has for subject not
only the people (Is 513, Am I5), or Israel (Am 711·17,
2 Κ 176 etc.), or persons in general (2 Κ 2424, Mic I6,
Ezk 123 etc.), but also Judah (Jer 1319, La I3, 2 Κ
25211! Jer 5227 etc.), or a city, as Sâ a (Am 55) or Jeru-
salem (Jer I3) or Damascus (2 Κ 169).—Besides the
period during which the descendants of Moses
officiated as priests in Dan, in v.sl a period is
named of the worship of Micah's graven image,
namely, the period of the existence of the temple
in Shiloh. There is no mention of this temple
after the time of Eli ( IS 143). In Ps 7860 the
overthrow of Shiloh is placed before the choosing
of Mt. Zion (v.68), and from Jer 712*14 it cannot be
inferred that it was laid waste during the Assyrian
wars (Moore, p. 369). Hence there is not such a
serious departure from reality when in DikduM
ha-te'amim, § 70, it is said, ' on the day when Eli
died, Shiloh was laid waste' {nb'w rrnn ^y mv or).
—What is now the meaning of the remark in v.31,
and why are the two dicta of v.30 and v.31 placed
side by side ? In v.31 it must be intended to say
that the end of the cult of the graven image of
Micah stood in a causal connexion with the de-
struction of the sanctuary of J" at Shiloh, and
the two notes of v.m- would best harmonize if
there was a reference to the destruction of the
Shiloh sanctuary also in the words 'JI η'ι1?: ny (v.30).
Now, let it be observed that Eli died when he
heard that the ark of the covenant was taken
(1 S 419"22). But if, in spite of all this, it remains
uncertain whether in Jg 1830 a statement which
raised scruples was changed into an easier read-
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ing (cf. the interpolated : in v.31),* yet the ex-
pression * until the day of the exile of the land'
does not point further down than the time when
Tiglath-pileser * took Kedesh, and Hazor, etc., and
Galilee, all the land of Naphtali, and carried
them captive to Assyria' (2 Κ 1529), i.e. about B.C.
734. And if this is the meaning of v.30, then from
the period of time indicated in v.30 a shorter period
is selected in v.31. For it was desired to add how
long the cult of the graven image of Micah lasted,
because this image was a principal subject in the
preceding narrative.

(δ) In the middle of the second episode of Jg
(chs. 19-21), where, e.g., we read * Jebus which is
Jerusalem' (1910, cf. 2 S 56ff·), Wellhausen {Comp.
233 if.) and some others discover a passage of
very late origin, namely, 201-2114. What opinion
are we to form of this ? Now, in any case, this
section must have displaced another narrative, for
between the end of ch. 19 and 2115 there is a
lacuna. But common action on the part of the
Israelites was not impossible shortly after the
death of Joshua. Let us consider, in addition
to what has been said above (6 d, δ), the story
of the building of an altar beside Jordan (Jos
2210ff·). Was this not a protest on the part of the
Israelites settled on the east of Jordan against the
idea of separation from their nation? And does
the unity of the Israelites, which shows itself in
1 S 72ff* 84tf· II 3 ('that we may send messengers
unto all the coasts of Israel'), etc., ever appear as
a new phenomenon ? The present writer believes
that there are more traces of the unity of ancient
Israel than are wont at present to be recognized
by some scholars. Were there not 'elders' in
Israel before Samuel? (1 S 84ff·). Could these not
then assemble themselves on account of the un-
heard of scandal perpetrated by a Benjamite city
(Jg 201), as readily as in connexion with the choice
of a king ? (1 S 84a). It is quite true the expression
mishkab zakhar (cf. ' that hath not lain by man')
is found only in Nu 3117f* and Jg 21 l l f·; but this is
no proof of the late origin of the latter verse,
for the expression in question had very probably
also an earlier existence. Hence the judgment of
the present writer is that not the section ^OMiil14 as
a whole, but only single elements in it bear a
secondary character. Such elements are, above
all, the round numbers like 400,000 (2017), an<J
there is no department where hyperbole more
readily comes in than the department of numbers.
We do not believe that tradition required many
centuries—for Budde's Kp wrote' perhaps about the
year 400' (p. xvi)—in order to create these figures.

(e) Only legend, and not mythology, has played
a role in the filling out of the history of Samson.
Traces of the so-called ' Folk-lore' are probably to
be found, e.g., in the thirty men (1419), the 300
jackals (154), and the 1000 men (v.15f·) whom he
slew with the jawbone of an ass. Nay, it is not
improbable that this exploit of Samson and the
name Bamath-lehi, i.e. 'height of jaw,' are con-
nected with each other. Rather may this deed of
Samson's have been simply placed here, for the
localizing activity of popular tradition shows itself
elsewhere, or the narrative of the deed may even
have been occasioned by the name of the place.
The same is probably the case with the story of
'En-hakkore (1518ί·), in which the two homonyms
Tcore^y 'partridge,' and k6re\ 'caller,' appear to be
mixed up. But, all the same, the Samson narra-
tives are no product of mythology. The mytho-
logical explaining away of the person of Samson
is discountenanced even by M. Vernes {Hist, juive,

* The sentence ' the foundations of heaven moved' (2 S 228)
ie changed into * the foundations of the hills moved' (Ps 187).
See, in general, regarding such alterations of parallel texts,
Konig's Einleitung, pp. 76 f., 82 if.

p. 238 f.); and as we have quoted from him several
statements which appear to be unfounded, it is
but right that we should quote a passage of which
we can thoroughly approve. He says, ' l'interpre-
tation mythologique de l'histoire de Samson echoue
au port; sans compter qu'on ne sait trop comment
y faire rentrer l'aventure du lion et de Fessaim
d'abeilles, des chacals, de la machoire, de la porte
de Gaza, c'est-a-dire ce qui precede les ruses et le
succes de Dalila, le Samson du dernier episode ne
saurait §tre tenu pour le jeune soleil du printemps.
S'il se sert, en effet, du retour de sa vigueur pour
triompher de ses adversaires (les te"nebres, l'hiver ?),
il succombe lui-mdme sous cet effort, et si les deux
piliers du temple doivent £tre tenus pour les colon-
nes d'Hercule, elles sont mises a une tres mauvaise
place.'

7. THE AUTHOR OF THE BOOK.—The author of
Jg is not named in the book itself. In the Talmud
{Baba bathra 14b) it is said, 'Samuel wrote (or
edited [the sense of the verb kdthab is examined
in Konig's Einleitung, p. 445]) his book and the
Bk. of Jg and the Bk. of Ruth' (cf. Marx-Dalman,
Traditio rabbinorum veterrima, p. 14). Similarly
in DikduM ha-teamim, p. 57, it is said, κ\«π VNIDS?
nm D'ttsW nsDi insD ana nanâ  ro?. But the tradi-
tion which becomes fixed in Baba bathra 14 f. is of
such late origin, and contains such absolutely im-
possible elements (see the whole passage in Konig's
Einleitung, p. 445 f.), that on these grounds alone
no weight can be attached to it. But it is further
shown by the above (No. 6) discussion to be an
impossible position.

8. THE SPIRIT OF THE BOOK AND ITS PLACE
IN THE HISTORY OF REVELATION.—Of more im-
portance is it to examine the spirit that pervades
the Bk. of Jg, to draw the picture which, framed
in this book, exhibits to us a momentous period in
the development of Israel. What are the leading
features of this picture ?

{a) The period of the judges was a time of local
settlement and physical self-assertion on the part
of Israel. When this people had shaken off' the
Egyptian yoke—which the Israelites can never
have invented as a factor in their history—and
were on the point of conquering the homeland of
their forefathers, they encountered a uniformly
violent opposition. Nevertheless, it is unquestion-
able that the Israelites under Joshua's leadership
gained some fundamental victories. The positive
tradition to this effect (Jos 6-11) is not upset by
any statement to the contrary effect.

The story of the defeat of the northern Canaan-
ites (Jos H10"14) may contain some natural hyper-
boles {e.g. ' neither left they any to breathe'), but
when these are set aside, the narrative is not set
aside. Further, the statements, * nevertheless the
children of Israel expelled not the Geshurites,'
etc. (Jos 1313 1513-19·63 16101711'18 183ff· 234ff·), and the
parallel statements of Jg l19ff· presuppose that the
foundation was laid for the conquest of Canaan,
otherwise they would have neither motive nor
meaning. These statements add nothing but this,
that in the time of Joshua, within the conquered
kingdoms, many districts still retained their inde-
pendence. The interposing of these sentences
shows also in what sense the partition of the land
is to be understood (Jos 13lff·). The territories
which were assigned to the different tribes are
thought of not as places of quiet possession, but
rather as meant to be completely subdued. The
sense of Jos 131"13 etc., is not that ' la terre promise
est consideree comme une table rase' (M. Vernes,
Essais bibliques, p. 297). Finally, neither in Jos
146-15 n o r i n j g ptf. j s ^ e id e a contained that the
different tribes of Israel only in an isolated fashion
made their attacks upon Canaan (Budde, Bicht. u.
Sam. 1890, p. 84, Hdcomm. 1897, p. 2). Budde
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himself admits {ad loc.) (the remote possibility'
that in Jg I2 2 * a short word about Ai' has fallen
out. This 'word about Ai,J however, has not
fallen out, nor was it a 'short' one (cf. Jos 78ff*
81"29). It is a groundless assertion that the record
of Jg 1 ' excludes' the narrative of the Bk. of Jos,
and that the Jg narrative is the ' older' (Budde,
1897, p. 2. Charles Piepenbring [Hist. 1898, p.
69] accepts but does not prove this thesis). If the
narrative of Jg 11 .̂21.5-7 e t c . (Budde, 1897, p.
xxii), had been the older and the only correct one
(Budde, p. 2), how then could Judah speak of * his
lot'? (I3). 'The narrative, according to v.3, pre-
supposes an earlier division by lot of the yet un-
conquered land,' as Budde himself (p. 1) has to
notice; and Charles Piepenbring says (p. 75) on
Jos 182"6· 8"1 0: ' Nous y rencontrons une nouvelle
preuve qu'on assigna d'avance, par le sort, aux
αϋΓέrentes tribus, le territoire que chacune devait
conquerir'; cf. the words of Budde on Jg 181 ' es
ist Dan wohl ein Gebiet zugefallen, aber es hat
sich nicht darin behaupten konnen, und dass dieses
nicht blosse Theorie ist, beweisen die danitischen
Reste in den siidlichen Wohnsitzen, die uns in der
Samsongeschichte begegnen.' A positive repre-
sentation that Canaan was thus divided is also
implied in other passages of Jg 1. Finally,
the 'older' narrative contained in Jg 1 is pro-
nounced to be also the ' historically more credible'
(Budde. p. 2). But is it, in point of fact, probable
that the tribes of Israel, which under Joshua's
lead crossed the Jordan, should not have attacked
with their whole force the common foe, in order
to inflict upon him some decided defeats? To what
end, then, is the narrative (Nu 3228ff·, Dt 318"20,
Jos I1 2 '1 6 221"6) invented of how the tribes of Reu-
ben, etc., which had their settlements east of the
Jordan, crossed this river with the other Israelites,
and did not return until the opposition of the
western Canaanites was — essentially — broken ?
Joshua led the host only until the conquest of
Jericho (Jos 6 ; so Budde, p. 1). Did he, then,
withdraw from the leadership of Israel ? This is
'historically credible.' But if this was really
the case, why will Budde (p. 11) substitute 'and
Joshua was with them' for the traditional 'and
Jahweh was with them ' ? (Jg I22). And if the ex-
istence of Joshua was assumed in the narrative of
Jg 1, would he have been mentioned in this passim
fashion ?

The truth lies in the middle position, and this
true relation of things is exhibited in Jos and Jg ;
in spite of the foundation-laying victories gained
under the lead of Joshua over the inhabitants of
Canaan, some centuries were still needed to make
the Israelites complete masters of Canaan (Jg I 1 9 · 2 1

etc.).
(b) The need for external or political conflict was

coupled with the task of spiritual self-assertion on
the part of Israel against the genius of the Canaan-
itish nation. The period that followed the migra-
tion to Canaan was for the Hebrews the time of
the severest struggle of ideas. For it was then that
the danger was greatest that Israel should lose the
consciousness of her uniqueness, seeing that many
tribes with other conceptions and ideas dwelt in
her midst. Cf. on this contrast, e.g. Pietsch-
mann, Gesch. der Phon. p. 292 f. ; Niebuhr, Gesch.
des ebr. Zeitalters, p. 317 ff. ; Winckler, Gesch.
Isr. p. 1331; Wildeboer, Jahvedienst en Volksreligie
in Israel, 1898, p. 10 ff. But when Piepenbring
{Hist. etc. 1898, p. 96) remarks, 'au moment ou
les Hebreux s'emparerent de la Palestine, les
Cananeens leur etaient bien superieurs sous le
rapport de la culture,' he must be thinking merely
of outward culture, such as the art of building
cities, the art of war, etc.

During this period the great matter was to

defend the heritage of religious ideas and moral
principles to which Israel had fallen heir (see
above, 6 d, β, δ). The men who were then called
to deliver the people belonged to the category of
true souls by whom the most important preroga-
tives of the Jahweh religion were maintained.
Then did Gideon defend the monolatry of Jahweh
against the adoration of the Canaanite Baal (6llff·).
The same hero kept unimpaired the principle (823)
that Israel was under the rule only of a heavenly king
(Jahweh, Ex 1518). He pre-eminently exhibits
the characteristic which ben-Sirach attributes to
the judges when he says, καϊ ol κριταί, 'έκαστο* τφ
αύτοΰ ονόματι, Οσων ούκ έ&πόρνβυσε η καρδία, καΐ Οσοι
ουκ άττεστράφησαν άττό Έίνρίον, €Ϊη τό μνημόσννον αυτών
έν βυλογίαΐί, κ.τ.λ. (Sir 46 l l f·). Then was the con-
science of the nation of Israel sufficiently awake
to stir them up to energy when danger threatened
that the Canaanite immorality (Gn 923·26b 195ff· 342b,
Lv 1825 etc.) might gain a footing in Israel (Jg 1930

206b).
True, indeed, all the acts of the Israel of those

days cannot bear to be tried by the standard of an
enlightened humanity, or the ideal of evangelical
Christianity. We shudder at the cutting off of
thumbs and great toes (Jg I6). But not only
were the Athenians once guilty of the same con-
duct towards ^Eginetan prisoners (^Elian, Var.
Hist. ii. 9), but even the Christian Abyssinians of
our own day are given to this terrible practice (cf.
Flad, Zwolf Jahre in Abessinien, etc.). Moreover,
in the pre-Christian history of Divine revelation,
stages of progress are not wanting; cf. e.g. on
the history of prophecy (1 S 99), or the Divine
name (Ex 62f·, 1 S I3, Is I4, Hos 218), or the idea of
retaliation (Ex 205, Jer 3129, Ezk 1820). Although
then a Deborah had not advanced to the stage of
an Isaiah, and although a Samson (cf. on the
Nazirites, Am 212) did not stand upon the same
plane as the Sermon on the Mount (Jg 1628 com-
pared with Mt 544), yet the Bk. of Jg stands, not
without right, in the series of the nebi'im {Dikduke,
§ 70, etc.). This book is a monument of that Divine
Providence which sustained the people of Israel, so
that they maintained their national existence, and
during a time of the strongest temptations kept
safe their religious - moral ideals, which had a
most important end to serve in pointing to the
perfect religion and morality.
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JUDGING (Ethical).—The practice of judging,
against which we have so many warnings in the
NT, consists not so much in the characterizing of
particular actions or modes of life, as in making
these the basis for a sweeping, and, in some cases,
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a final verdict on the character of those to whom
they are rightly or wrongly attributed. The
warnings are given in the interests both of the
critic and the criticized. The practice is equally
hurtful to both, and therefore if it is not absolutely
condemned, it is surrounded by so many safeguards
and limitations as to be practically forbidden.
On the one hand it is an infringement of the
royal law (Ja 213), on the other, it stands in the
way of that self-criticism which is necessary to
amendment of morals and progress in religion (Mt
73). The chief objection to judging, however, is
that it must be based on partial knowledge; we
are necessarily ignorant of the inner life, the
motives and principles of other men; we are not
acquainted either with the antecedent conditions
of their actions, or the possibilities of justifica-
tion, or progress, or amendment, that their future
may contain. This is the position taken up by
Jesus Christ in opposition to Jewish legalists.
He declared that the latter judged according to
appearance (Jn 7s4), according to the flesh (Jn 815).
As their religion consisted in the performance of
certain prescribed duties, and the avoidance of
outward offences, they had a rough and ready
standard by which to estimate character. Christ
and St. Paul had a more righteous because more
complete standard; they took into account the
inner thoughts and motives, and, knowing the
complexity of these, deliberately refrained from
judging, even where the outward evidence seemed
absolutely convincing (Jn 811, 1 Co 45). One last
motive in the prohibition of judging must not be
overlooked. It was necessary to exercise patience
and forbearance, not only in the interests of the
individual, but in those of the Church. This is at
least indirectly taught in the Parable of the Tares
(Mt 1324), which cannot be limited exclusively to
ecclesiastical discipline, and it is a prominent
motive with St. Paul. It appears especially in his
treatment of the strong' and 'weak' parties in
Rome (Ro 14), and of the rival possessors of gifts in
Corinth (1 Co 13). In one word, while self-judg-
ment is enjoined, the judgment of others is dis-
countenanced throughout the NT. J. MILLAR.

JUDGMENT.—1. The truth that God will come
to the world for judgment is part of the burden of
OT prophecy. The rule of God, partially realized
over Israel in the days of the prophets, is destined
to be made perfect, and it is to extend over all the
nations of the earth. This consummation will
necessitate a 'day of the Lord/ i.e. a judgment
of the faithless in the chosen nation and of the
heathen (Is 212, Jl I1 8 21 etc.); but Israel will be
saved and enjoy the blessings of a new and ever-
lasting covenant (Is 618, Jer 3181ff- etc.). See Day
of the Lord, under ESCHATOLOGY, vol. i. pp. 735 ff.

2. When in later times the belief in a resurrec-
tion of the dead was developed (Dn 122), till in the
time of Christ it was firmly rooted in the minds of
all but the Sadducees, our Lord revealed a great
universal judgment of the living and the dead, the
issue, represented in figurative and therefore in-
determinate speech, being now the establishment
of the Messianic kingdom on earth, now the com-
plete transformation of all that at present appears,
and the advent of new heavens and a new earth.
The people of Christ will be called in the judgment
to an everlasting participation in the glories of His
heavenly kingdom, and His enemies will have the
sentence of eternal condemnation pronounced on
them (Mt 13**·47ff· 25, Mk 13, Lk 21).

3. In accordance with the spiritual nature of the
kingdom of God, and with the fact that it is even
now begun on earth, we find, especially in the
Johannine writings, that the judgment in one aspect
or stage of it is a present act. For judgment

Christ is come into this world (Jn 939). There is an
actual separation of men in progress here and now,
and to a great extent they themselves may see that
there is nothing arbitrary in the awards which are
made; the spiritual blessings bestowed on the one
hand and the mental sufferings or want endured on
the other, commend themselves to the enlightened
conscience as just and inevitable. Christ is as a
present light in the world, discerning between the
souls of men, attracting and gladdening some, those
who do truth, and repelling others who do evil,
multiplying for them the pains of darkness, hatred,
and sin (Jn 318ff· 1231). The former are called even
now to everlasting life (386 647, 1 Jn 314), and should
know that they have it (1 Jn 513); the latter know
not life, but abide in death, and have an immediate
experience of the wrath of God (Jn 336, 1 Jn 314f·
5 1 2 > ·

4. This judgment, which is in progress now, is
destined to be perfected, though there is necessarily
obscurity as to the future existence. In the last
assize Christ will be the Judge as before (Mt 2531ff·,
Ac 1042 1731, 2 Co 510, 2 Ti 41). Mankind will all
appear before His judgment-seat. The righteous
will thus have in His presence a perfect vision and
possession of the goodness they have chosen in Him
(2 Ti 48, 1 Jn 32); the wicked will see with dismay
into what an abyss of sin and woe they have fallen
(Rev I7). It may be said men will hereafter judge
themselves. Those who are unlike Christ will
find themselves as such to be separate from Him.
The two classes of people are parted because they
have acquired distinct natures like the sheep and
the goats (Mt 2531ff·). The future judgment will
thus be 'just,' determined by what people made of
themselves when they were in the body (2 Co 510).
Or the books will be opened, and men will be
judged out of those things which are written in
the books, according to their works (Rev 2012).
The character of each person is a * book' or record,
preserving, in moral and spiritual effects, all that
he has been and done and loved ; and in the judg-
ment these books will be 'opened,'or each man's
character will be manifested as the light of Christ
falls upon it. The people of Christ themselves
receive different awards at the last, according to
what their life has been (Lk 19llff·, 1 Co 312tf). A
test like fire will try every believer's work. Some
have acquired a close likeness to Christ by their
lives of true holiness and love; and the greater
the likeness, the more He will be known, loved,
and enjoyed, or the richer they themselves will be.

G. FERRIES.
JUDGMENT HALL is the AV translation in

Jn 1828·83 and Ac 2335 of the Greek προατώριον,
though this word contains no reference to judging.
In the RV it is rendered 'palace' or 'prsetorium.'
See PR^ETORIUM.

JUDGMENT SEAT.—The usual word employed
for this in the NT is βήμα (Mt2719, Jn 1913, Ac 1812·
iet. 256. io. nf R 0 !4iof 2 Co 510), properly a ' tribune.'
Two of these were provided in the law-courts of
Greece, one for the accuser and one for the defend-
ant (cf. Lidclell and Scott's Greek Lexicon under
βήμα), but in the NT the word is used of the
official seat (tribunal) of the Roman judge. The
word κριτήριον used in Ja 26 occurs also in 1 Co 62·4,
where it is translated in RVm by 'tribunals.'
See, further, art. GABBATHA.

G. W. THATCHER.
JUDITH (ηπνι: Ίουδίν, Ίονδίθ, Ίουδείθ).—!. A wife

of Esau, daughter of Beeri the Hittite (Gn 26s4)
(cf. Gn 362, and see OHOLIBAMAH).

2. Heroine of the BOOK OF J U D I T H ; daughter
of Merari, of the tribe of Simeon (81 [cf. Nu I6] 92);
widow of Manasses of the same tribe. See follow-
ing article. F. C. PORTER.
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JUDITH, BOOK OF.—1. CONTENTS.—The story
of the Book of Judith in the LXX is as follows :—
Nebuchadnezzar, king of the Assyrians in Nineveh,
in his 12th year made war against Arphaxad king
of the Medes, summoning all nations to his aid;
and in his 17th year was victorious and destroyed
the Median capital, Ecbatana. The next year he
sent Holof ernes with 132,000 men to take vengeance
on the western lands which had refused to come to
his help. Holof. laid waste the lands of those who
resisted, and required the destruction of their sanc-
tuaries and gods, and the sole worship of Nebuchad-
nezzar. The Jews feared for Jerusalem and the
temple, just reconsecrated after their recent return
from exile. Joakim, the high priest, and the San-
hedrin resolved upon resistance, and ordered the
fortifying of certain mountain towns of Samaria
which commanded the entrance into Judsea from the
north. The people gave themselves to fasting and
prayer. An Ammonite general, Achior, warned
Holof ernes, with an appeal to history, that the God
of heaven protected this people unless they sinned
against him, and for his counsel was delivered to
the enemy. Bethulia was the point of attack, and
upon the issue of its siege depended the fate of the
Jewish land and religion. The three elders of the
city, Ozias, Chabris, and Charmis, yielded to the
demand of the famished people and promised
surrender after five days. Judith, a rich young
widow of the tribe of Simeon, confident of the
righteousness of her people, believed that God
would deliver them by her hand. Prepared by
prayer, and protected by strict observance of legal
rites, she made her way to Holof ernes, predicted the
speedy destruction of her people because she fore-
saw that in their hunger they would eat unclean
and consecrated food, captivated him by her deceits
and by her beauty, and beheaded him as he lay in
a drunken stupor after a banquet in her honour.
' Her beauty took his soul prisoner; the scimitar
passed through his neck.' She returned with the
head to Bethulia. Achior recognized it, and at
sight of it was converted to Judaism. Confusion
and fear fell upon the leaderless army of the
Assyrians, and the Jews slaughtered them in their
flight and gained great spoils. Judith was richly
rewarded and honoured, and in a song celebrated
the deliverance. Peace reigned during her long
life of 105 years, and for a long time after.

2. TEXTS AND VERSIONS.—The LXX text exists
in three recensions, (1)ΒΑχ, etc., the ruling text;
(2) cod. 58, to which Old Lat. and Syriac are closely
related ; (3) cod. 19, 108, similar to (2).

A Hebrew original is commonly accepted, not
only on the ground of Hebraisms in language and
ideas, but also because of errors of translation (see
l 8 22 31.8.9.10 43 82i Π 7 . π 1 6 3 . i7> Fritzsche, Ball).
Origen, indeed, says that he learned from Jews
that they did not possess Tobit and Judith even
among their * Apocrypha' {Ep. ad Afric. 13), and
there are no allusions to Jth in the older rabbinical
literature. Yet it does not follow that the later
Jewish versions are retranslations from the Greek.
If the story had an independent history among
Jews it is historically important to trace it.
Jerome is the first witness to a Heb. (Aram.)
original, and his testimony deserves attention.

The Vulgate.—Jerome {Pref. to Jth.) says that
the Hebrews had Jth among their Apocrypha, and
reckoned it among histories. His Jth he affirms to
be a translation of this * Chaldee' version, which
he regarded as the original. He put into Latin
'only those things which a sound understanding
could find in the Chaldee words.' His work was
indeed hastily done, in one night, and carelessly,
* aiming to give sense for sense rather than word
for word.' Probably, as in the case of Tobit, an
interpreter rendered the Chaldee into Hebrew, and

Jerome dictated a Latin version of the Heb. to a
scribe. He, of course, had the Old Lat. before
him.

Jerome's testimony is commonly set aside, and
it is assumed, after Fritzsche, that his modifica-
tions of the Old Lat. were mainly arbitrary, and
that we can know nothing of his Chaldee text.
Is this a just verdict? The Vulg., in comparison
with the Old Lat. and Greek, omits many geogra-
phical details {e.g. LXX 228 39·10 44·6 154) and many
concrete incidents {e.g. LXX I13"16 27"10 76·17"19·32102b·
3b. 9.10b. 17. is. '20.22 j p b . 4 i 2 3 b · 1 5 b 1 4 8 · 9 1 5 l l b 16 2 4 b a n d

7
148·9 15 l lb 1624b and

parts of 82·3·6·29·3ΐ 91 1312·13 142·3·11·12 15*2·13).
Jth.'s achievement is made less sensuous and more
simply religious in character (cf. LXX 104 II 1 7 1213·
i5. ib)# The deceptions are less bald (LXX ll 5 ' 7 133).
Homiletical additions are made (Vulg. 410"13 δ1 1 '1 5

96-s 516-1^ p a r t s o f 6i2-2i 719-22 821-26). C h a n g e s s u c h

as these mark a secondary form of the story. But
are they due to Jerome? Against that supposition
it is to be argued, (1) that it was not his way to
edit, but to translate; (2) that he did not in this
case take time for such revision. It is therefore
probable, apart from the confirmation of the Mid-
rash, that even such deviations of Vulg. from
LXX as these were due in the main to the Chaldee
version. Still more probable is this in the few
cases of additional concrete detail (Vulg. 76# 7 I I 1 1

1 4 9- ia 1 6 8 i ) e

Further, it is probable that in Jerome's Chaldee,
Bethulia was identified with Jerusalem. The
Vulg. never gives a clear description of the situa-
tion of Bethulia (cf. LXX 46·7 67·1 0· J 1 73 831013 I I 2 ) ;
it omits or changes all passages which clearly dis-
tinguish Bethulia and Jerusalem up to 15* (cf.
LXX 4 6 · 7 II 1 9 II 1 3 155; and Vulg. omits LXX
82i. 22.24 9ib n i4. is). Further, Vulg. contains some
positive suggestions that Jerusalem is the besieged
city (Vulg. 314 [cf. LXX 39·10] 7 3 · 6 · 7 · 9 154; and
Ozias is prince of Judah,' Vulg. δ34 1323). Only
in 159 and perhaps 1622"25 does Vulg. reqidre the
distinction. This suggests that the identification
is not due to Jerome but to his source.

Hebrew Versions.—The story of Jth exists in
several forms in Hebrew, none of them from early
sources (Jellinek, Beth ha-Midrasch, i. 130-141, ii.
12 IF. [translations in Lipsius, Zeitschr. f. wissens.
Theol. (1867), p. 337 ff.; Ball in Wace's Apocrypha,
i . 252ff.; Scholz, Commentary 2 ed., Anhang i.

i i ] ; Gaster, 'An unknown Hebrew Version of
the History of J t h ' [PSBA (1894), p. 156 ff.]). Lip-
sius distinguishes two forms of the story, one of
which is closely related to our book. In both the
scene is Jerusalem, the time that of the Maccabaean
wars. Judith is in some way related to the Has-
monaean house. It is Nicanor who is beheaded ;
and the deed is celebrated in connexion with the
Feast of Dedication. Names are often omitted,
and details vary widely. The long Midrash
(Jellinek, ii. 12-22; Scholz, Anhang i.) summarizes
chs. 1-5 briefly, but in chs. 7-14 follows the Vulgate
so closely that a relationship between them ia
certain.* The indications of the Chaldee original
in the Vulg. pointed out above are strongly con-
firmed by this version. The phenomena would be
explained by supposing that the Midrash is a later
form of Jerome's Chaldee text, still less concrete,
still more general and homiletical in character.
Jerusalem entirely displaces Bethulia ; Holof ernes
is king of Greece, and Nebuch. disappears; Chabris
and Charmis are priests, Ozias is prince of Israel
( = Vulg. 1323), and Joakim is not mentioned.

The older Form. —Scholz argues for the greater
originality of the Vulgate against the LXX, and

* Vulg. and Midrash agree, i.e., in omissions (LXX 7Π-19.Μ
821-23.24b 91 109. lOf. 17a. 18. 22 H4.14 12lSb 153. 4. 5. lib) a n d in
additions (Vulg. 616-18 76.10.11.19-22 823-25 96-8 κμβ-18. 20 ni2.14.18
126 136.16.23 147. 8-i4)f as well as in a m u l t i t u d e of lesser details.

i. p. 252
and ii.];
h Hi
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of the short Midrash (Jellinek, i. 130 f.; Lipsius, p.
355 f.; Ball, p. 252 f.; Scholz, Anh. ii.) against the
long. So Gaster confidently claims originality for
his Hebrew version, and is followed with surprising
unreserve by Cornill {Einl. in d.AT4, p. 272). ' It
seems undoubted that here lies the simplest and
most original form of the story, out of which the
Greek romance grew' (cf. Ginsburg). But is the
simple always the original form of a story ? Gaster's
argument, * If it were an abridged text, names and
situations would have been retained, and only
the rhetorical portions omitted,' substitutes the
interests of a modern historian for those of an
ancient story-teller. On the other hand, in favour
of the greater originality of the LXX version,
apart from the general fact of its far greater age,
it is to be urged that it is more natural to suppose
(1) that elaborate but not especially significant
geographical and historical details, aside from the
main story, should be omitted rather than added
by later editors; (2) that edifying and rhetorical
embellishments, speeches, prayers, etc., should be
added, not omitted; (3) that references to the
Maccabsean period should be added, not removed
to give place to an impossible or an unknown
historical setting; (4) that the scene should be
changed from Bethulia to Jerusalem, not the
reverse; (5) that Greeks should take the place of
Assyrians as Israel's enemy; (6) that Jth.'s lineage
should be changed from the tribe of Simeon to the
family of the Hasmonseans, not the reverse; and
perhaps that she should be first a widow, af terwards
a maiden. (She is a widow in the long Midrash).

The originality claimed for the LXX, or its
Hebrew text, is, however, relative. The story may
have had a long previous history.

3. PLACE OF THE STORY.—Bethulia (Betylua)
cannot, in the LXX, mean Jerusalem. Its situa-
tion is so well described (in Northern Samaria,
near Dothan, 46·7 ; cf. 39·10 51 67·10· n 73·18 83) that
few doubt its existence, though it is not otherwise
known. ' To hold it for a pure fiction belongs to
the gross fictions of the learned' (Fritzsche). * He
would not have built his story geographically in
the air' (Schurer). It is as clearly distinguished
from Jerusalem as words permit (42· 6 · 7 821· M II19

155·8 1618·20·2I·23, cf. 83).
4. TIME OF THE STORY.—The historical setting

of the LXX is impossible. Nineveh and Assyria
fell 608 B.C. Nebuch., king of the Chaldseans in
Babylon, destroyed Jerusalem in his 18th year
(586), and died 562. The return from exile was
not before 536, and the rebuilding of the temple
was in 520-516. But the confusion of these events
could hardly be due to ignorance. What Jew
would not know the place of Nebuch. in relation
to the Assyrians and to the Exile ? It is possible
that a copyist or translator put familiar biblical
names in the place of names strange to him
(Kaulen). It is also possible that the author used
Nebuch. and the Assyrians as symbols, and that
he meant to tell (1) no history at all but a story
('poem,' Luther), teaching that Judah is safe
from all enemies if it keeps the law ; or (2) future
history prophetically set forth (an apocalypse,
Scholz); or (3) present or recent history disguised
under significant names. Thus Volkmar (1860)
elaborately defended the equations: Nebuch. =
Trajan, Nineveh = Rome (or Antioch), Medes =
Parthians, Ecbatana=Nisibis, Holofernes = Lusius
Quietus, etc. But the parallels are forced, and
• the arguments which place the Epistle of Clem.
in the 1st cent, are a hundredfold stronger than
those which place the Bk. of Jth in the second'
(Lightfoot). More commonly the Maccabaean
history is found veiled in our story. Ball suggests
(not always consistently) that Nebuch. = An ti-
ochus IV., Assyrians = Syrians, Holof ernes =

Nicanor, Arphaxad = Arsaces, Medes=Parthians,
Jth=Judas, Bethulia=Jerusalem, Joakim=Al-
cimus, etc. He says, * The Bk. of Jth is a free
composition in the manner of the Haggada, princi-
pally based upon recollections of the facts of the
heroic Judas, and more especially upon the facts
related in 1 Mac 327-46161"7 726"50,2 Mac 91"3 101'8 15'
(cf. Holtzmann, Neutest. Zeitgeschichte, 16). But
the book does not readily yield to allegorical
treatment. If it was written in the reign of
Alexandra (B.C. 79-70) concerning the Maccabaean
wars (Ball), why is the scene Bethulia, not Jeru-
salem? why are Judith and Ozias Simeonites?
why should Judas and his exploits be so completely
veiled in a book meant to glorify him and his house ?

In fact, the indications of the Maccabsean age
are of a general and doubtful character. The
history * points to a time when danger threatened
not only the people but also its faith. . . . This
reminds us of Daniel and the Maccabsean period'
(Schurer). The ritualism of the book has some
late marks (86). The high priest did not command
Samaria (44"6; cf. 155·8) until John Hyrcanus.
Hellenistic cities were not independent after the
Roman period. But, on the other hand, a writer
may attempt to describe past conditions, and may
make mistakes in doing so. This writer professes
to tell of a time long past (1410 1625). That he
wrote in the late Maccabsean or in the Roman
period is quite probable. That he wrote primarily
of the Maccabsean Avars there is little sign.

Schurer now (Herzog3, 1896) attaches importance
to an early view, not mentioned in his HJP. ' The
presupposed historical background answers more
to the time of Artaxerxes (Jehus. In one of his
expeditions against Phoenicia and Egypt, about
B.C. 350, he took also some Jewish prisoners, and
among his most conspicuous generals in that
campaign were the satrap (king) Holofernes of
Cappadocia and the eunuch Bagoas.' Sulpicius
Severus {Chron. ii. 14-16) first argued that Jth
was an actual history of that time. Gutschmid
{Jhb. f. Klas. Phil. 1863, p. 714) says, « Severus
seems to me to have proved as much as this, that
the author of the Bk. of Jth actually meant to put
her history in the time of Ochus' (so Noldeke;
Keil; W. R. Smith, OTJC2 439 ; Wellhausen, Isr.
u. Jud. Gesch.3 186). True, Holofernes was the
title of other Cappadocian kings (Ball), but no
other is known to have had anything to do with
the Jews (Keil). True also that Bagoas is Persian
for ' eunuch.' Yet force remains in the association
of the two names in Jth and in this historical assault
upon Judsea under the king of the great Eastern
empire. It is possible, then, that the writer lived
in the 1st cent. B.C. and wrote of an event three
centuries earlier. It would be possible then to
think of a century or more of peace after the de-
liverance (1625 (cf. 23)), and to speak of the return
from exile as recent (43 518·19). There was no king
(53), and the Joiakim of Neh 1210·26 might possibly
be supposed to have been high priest. See also a
Persian custom in 27, and compare 1610.

5. HISTORICAL CHARACTER.—The early chapters
of the book contain historical and geographical
impossibilities, and the later chapters much self-
evident romance. With the geography of Pales-
tine, however, the writer shows great familiarity.*
The historicity of Bethulia does not prove the
actuality of Judith and her deed, though it is a
serious obstacle to the allegorical interpretation
of the book and also to the supposition that the
story originally concerned the Maccabsean age.j

* Schlatter thinks Jth gives a true picture not only of the
;eographical, but also of the political, social, and religious con-
litions of the isolated Jewish hill towns of Northern Samaria

before the time of the Maccabees.
t Gf. the part played by Bethsura in 1 Mac.
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Nevertheless' it is possible that in some Palestinian
town a popular festival was celebrated in memory
of the heroic deed of a woman, and that after the
true occasion was forgotten and had given place to
a manifoldly embellished legend, a history was
composed in honour of Judith, probably before the
destruction of the temple' (Zunz, Gottesdienstliche
Vortrage, p. 124). One is reminded of the little city
besieged by a great king and delivered by a poor
wise man (Ec 914·15), perhaps also an incident of
the Persian period.

Josephus is silent both as to the invasion of
Oohus and as to Jth, and his silence speaks against
the antiquity of the book and its firm place in the
Greek Bible of the 1st century. The NT has no
reference.* The earliest reference is in Clem.
Horn. i. 55, where Judith is put before Esther as an
example of womanly heroism. The book was there-
fore classical, probably scriptural, about A.D. 90
among Christians. That Jewish tradition should
come to connect the story with the Maccabaean
period is natural.

6. LITERARY CHARACTER.—The book is a work
of literary skill, ' as a work of art quite perfect'
(Ewald). * The representation contains nothing
diffuse, bombastic, forced, but is short, simple,
natural, and betrays originality. . . . Appropriate,
in part admirable, are the particular descriptions.
. . . Extraordinarily successful is the song of
praise at the close of the book. . . . I put it un-
hesitatingly by the side of the best poetical pro-
ducts of the Hebrew spirit' (Fritzsche, 127f., 209).

7. RELIGIOUS AND ETHICAL TEACHINGS.—The
religious ideas of the book are of the Pharisaic
type, particularistic and legal. Patriotism centres
in zeal for the temple (42· 3· π"1 δ 821·24 9 8 · 1 3; cf. 519

91 II 1 3 1618"20). Israel can suffer no harm unless it
sin against God (517'21 II10"19). The fatal sin might
be the most excusable of ritual transgressions
(ll12ff·), though Judith's confidence rests chiefly on
the freedom of her race from idolatry (818'20). In
the account of Judith's own piety the food laws
(105 ll12"15 121'9·19), fasts (86), washings (127·9), and
prayer (9. II 1 7 128 134·6) are emphasized. Her per-
sistent widowhood is praised (1622; cf. 84"8). Social
virtues are wanting, except the freeing of her slave
(1623).t The Pharisaic union of determinism and
freedom is to be observed. Salvation comes from
God, and all is in accordance with His will (811"27

95-14 HJIS-17^ γ β ^ jt i s r i o£ through angel or miracle,
but through the wisdom and boldness of Judith
that deliverance is wrought (cf. δ32'34 ΙΟ9 159·10).
But she gets her strength by prayer (9. 128 134·5),
and the glory of God is greater because of the
weakness of the means through which so great a
triumph was achieved (911 166·7· u · 1 2 ) . The absence
of angels and miracles (cf. Tobit) and of future
life and Messianic hope is to be noted. A prose-
lyte is welcomed (1410).

For history of Jth in the Canon, see APOCRYPHA.
LITERATURE.—Commentaries by Fritzsche (1853), Volkmar

(1860), Wolff (1861, defends historical character), Ball
(Speaker's Com. 1888), Scholz (2nd ed. 1896, Roman Catholic) ;
Lohr in Kautzsch's Apocryphen und Pseudepigraphen, 1898.
On Hebrew versions, see above. Further under APOCRYPHA.
Cf. Schurer, HJP 11. iii. 32 if., RE* i. 644 f., GJV3 iii. 167 if. ;
C. D. Ginsburg in Kitto's Cyclop. Bibl. Lit.; A. Schlatter, Zur
Topographic und Geschichte Paldstinas, ch. 23 (1893).

F. C. PORTER.
JUEL.—1. floiW) 1 Es 934=UEL, Ezr 1034. 2.

(Α Ίονήλ, Β Ούήλ) 1 Es 9 3 5=JOEL, Ezr 1043.

JULIA (Ιουλία).—One of those greeted by St.
Paul in Ro 1615 with Philologus, Nereus, Olympas,
and others. It has been suggested that Philologus

* Cf. 1 Co 10». 10 with Vulg. Jth 825 (Scholz).
t The question of the morality of Judith's deed should not be

discussed without reference to the existing state of war, and to
euch examples as Jael and Esther.

and Julia were husband and wife, and the others
members of the family. The name was the com-
monest of all Roman female names, commonest of
all among slaves of the imperial household, and
nothing can be proved by it. The following in-
scription is interesting (OIL vi. 20416): D.MI
IVLIAE NEREI · F · | CLAVDIAE.

A. C. HEADLAM.
JULIUS flotfXios).—The name of the centurion in

whose custody St. Paul journeyed to Rome (Ac
271.8). When it was determined that St. Paul
with his companions should sail to Italy, he was
delivered with his companions ' to a centurion
named Julius of the Augustan cohort.' Through-
out the voyage the centurion is represented as
treating his prisoner with some kindness and dis-
tinction. He was allowed to go ashore and see
his friends at Sidon. Although the centurion
does not attend to the apostle's warnings at first
(νν.β·η), it is at his instigation that he orders the
soldiers to cut away the boat (v.31f*), and it is to
save him that he prevents the soldiers from kill-
ing the prisoners (v.42f·). On arrival at Rome,
St. Paul was allowed to live by himself with the
soldier who guarded him (Ac 2816).

Two points in this narrative demand close
attention, the Augustan cohort and the statement
last made. We will take the latter first. There
is an interesting variation of text. The best of
the MSS (»ABI) and Vulg. Pesh. Boh. read in Ac
2816 'And when we entered into Rome, Paul was
suffered to abide by himself with the soldier that
guarded him.' This is adopted by WH and by Bias?
in his α text. The latter in his β text on the
authority of HLPe t c- Hard. c o r · Gig, reads, ' the
centurion handed over the prisoners to the head
of the camp, while Paul was allowed to remain
by himself without the camp with the soldiers
that guarded him.' The word translated 'head
of the camp' is in Greek στρατοπεδάρχης, while the
one representative of the Old Latin we have here
reads principi peregrinorum. It must be remem-
bered that D and most Old Latin authorities are
defective in this place. A portion of this latter
reading is found in the TR, and has always been
interpreted as referring to the prcefectus prcetorio ;
stress has been laid on the singular, and it has
been supposed necessarily to refer to a date before
62 while Burrhus filled the office alone. Prof.
Mommsen tells us that neither the term nor
the duty is consonant with Roman usage, and
suggests another interpretation based primarily
on the technical Latin word, which appears in the
version princeps peregrinorum. In order to perfect
the organization of the Roman army and the
communications with the legions on the frontier,
there was a body of troops detached from the
foreign legions called frumentarii. At some date
or other they were organized under a head of their
own, and had a camp on the Cselian hill. It was
called the castra peregrinorum, and the head of it
the princeps castrorum peregrinorum or princeps
peregrinorum. This is represented in the Greek
apparently less correctly, or at least less technic-
ally, by στρατοττζδάρχψ. To this body of messen-
gers, constantly travelling backwards and forwards,
it would be natural that prisoners should be en-
trusted, and there is evidence to that effect. It
had been usual in the absence of evidence to refer
this organization to the time of Hadrian, but
Mommsen thinks it more probable that it dates
from the time of Augustus, and would use the
Acts for evidence to that effect.

But the question now arises — What is the
authority of the text? for this may be a crucial
instance of the value of the β text. How, on
Blass's theory, did it come about that St. Luke
substituted a vague phrase for the technical Ian-
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guage he had previously employed ? If his theory
be incorrect, which reading is intrinsically likely
to be altered ? It has become the fashion to hint
that the β reading is here correct; but it may be
pointed out that the phrase which is most correct
technically, that of the Latin MSS, is the work of a
translator who, being a Roman, would presumably
have more accurate knowledge than the original
writer, giving precision in his translations by em-
ploying a technical word. Following that line of
argument it might be suggested that perhaps here
we have an instance in which the more precise text
of β arose from the influence of the Latin version
and possibly bilingual MSS. At any rate, the β
text is here very definitely connected with Rome.

But what is the meaning of the σπείρα Σεβαστή ?
The cohortes of the Roman legion had no special
designation, and therefore in this case we must
have a cohort of auxiliary troops ; and many such
were named Augusta. But then we should have
an auxiliary used for services for which, as far as
we know, they were not employed. Mommsen
seems to suggest a connexion with the cohors pere-
grinorum, although confessing that this name and
that of the Italian band are still unsolved. Ram-
say, starting from this suggestion, develops it as
follows: 'But when we recollect (1) that Luke
regularly uses the terms of educated conversation,
not the strict technical terms; and (2) that he
was a Greek who was careless of Roman forms or
names, we shall not seek in this case to treat the
Greek name (σπείρα Σεβαστή) as a translation of a
correct Roman name; but we shall look for a
body in the Roman service which was likely to be
called " the troops of the Emperor " by the persons
in whose society Luke moved at the time . . . we
conclude, then, that " the troops of the Emperor"
was a popular colloquial means of describing the
corps of officer-couriers; and we thus gather from
Acts an interesting fact, elsewhere unattested but
in perfect conformity with the known facts' (St.
Paul the Traveller, p. 315).

The conclusions of Professors Mommsen and
Ramsay, which are almost always full of inte-
rest, are given with this warning, that a super-
structure, however ingenious, is built on a slight
foundation when it is based on a reading which
on external grounds has no claim to acceptance,
and may easily be a correction of the 2nd century
introducing the precise phraseology and writing of
the later date.

The attempt of Schiirer (HJP I. ii. 53) to con-
nect the Augustan band with a σπείρα Σεβαστψών
does not give any assistance to the problem, and
is based on a confusion of ideas.

LITERATURE.—Mommsen and Harnack in Sitzungsberichte d.
Berl. Akad. 1895, p. 501; Schiirer, HJP i. ii. 53; Ramsay, St.
Paul the Traveller, pp. 314, 315, 347, 348; Wieseler, Chron. d.
Apost. ix. p. 391 (not seen). A . C. HEADLAM.

JUNIAS (or JUNIA).— In Ro 167 St. Paul greets
Andronicus and Junias (or Junia); the name being
in the accusative, the sex is not determined
(Άνδρόνικον καΐ Ίουνίαν). If masculine, the name is a
shortened form of Junianus ; if feminine, Junia is
a common name. As has been pointed out under
ANDRONICUS (wh. see), there is a little doubt as
to whether the two are to be included among
the apostles—probably they are to be, the word
being taken in its wider signification. In that
case it is hardly likely that the name is feminine,
although, curiously enough, Chrysostom does not
consider the idea of a female apostle impossible :
* And, indeed, to be apostles at all is a great
thing. But to be even amongst those of note,
just consider what a great encomium this is. But
they were of note owing to their works and their
achievements. Oh ! how great is the devotion of

this woman, that she should be even counted
worthy of the appellation of apostle.'

A. C. HEADLAM.
JUNIPER (orn rdthem). — Rdthem occurs three

times in the Bible. Elijah sat under a rothem (1 Κ
194). The LXX transliterates this Έαθμέν. The
poor are said to cut up the roots of the rdthem for
food (Job 304), LXX p/fas ξύλων. The tongue is
compared (Ps 1204) to coals of rdthem, LXX τοις
άνθραξίν roh έρημικοΐς. It is clear from these refer-
ences that the LXX did not understand what was
meant by rdthem. The Arab, happily furnishes
the clue. Ratam is a sort of broom, Retama
Retem, L., which grows in all the deserts of Egypt,
Sinai, and the Holy Land. The tr. (AV in all, and
RV text 1 Κ 194, Ps 1204) 'juniper* is incorrect.
' Broom' (RV text Job 304, and marg. in other
passages) is somewhat misleading. The particular
species of plant not growing in other lands had
better be called by its indigenous name ratam.

The ratam is a glabrescent shrub, with a few
linear leaves, 3-4 lines long, purplish white flowers,
half an inch long, 1-5 together in subsessile clusters
along the twigs, and obliquely ovate, 1-seeded,
beaked pods, half an inch long. The shrub gives
the poorest kind of shade, and yet it is often the
only refuge from the blazing sun of the desert.
Its roots are suitable for burning, and are used
for making charcoal. They would be poor eating
indeed. This has led some to suppose that vrp
shdresh (Job 304), may mean the seeds which are
said to be eaten by sheep. For this, however,
there is no etymological warrant. The LXX tr.
is against it. G. E. POST.

JUPITER in 2 Mac 62 is Zeus, the supreme god
in the Greek pantheon. Zeus Xenios (ib.), i.e. Zeus
the god of hospitality and protector of strangers,
was worshipped throughout the Greek world.
Zeus Olympios (ib.), Olympian Zeus, was probably
so called because first worshipped on Mount
Olympus in North Thessaly; but owing to the
influence of the Homeric poetry the epithet
became familiar wherever Greek was spoken, and
the god was widely worshipped under that name,
e.g. at Athens, Chalcis, Megara, Olympia, Sparta,
Corinth, Syracuse, Naxos, and Miletus (Farnell,
Cufo of the Greek States, I. iv.). The juxta-
position of the two cults by Antiochus Epiphanes,
who specially honoured Zeus Olympios (Nestle,
Marg. p. 42), would imply to the Greek mind that
the supreme God who ruled the whole world,
whether of Greeks or foreigners (Xenios), was not
J", but the Zeus Olympios who had been a Greek
god from the earliest, i.e. Homeric, times.

The Jupiter of Ac 1412·13 though called Zeus,
was not the Greek god, but the native god of the
Lycaonian population, whose Lycaonian name was
represented in Greek as Zeus. The reading of
Codex Bezse in v.13 is του OVTOS Aibs πρό πόλεως, and
is to be translated ' of Zeus, who is called Zeus
Propoleos,* i.e. * Jupiter - before - th e - town' — the
epithet Propoleas being given to the god because
his temple was outside the town ; cf. the inscription
in Claudiopolis of Isauria to Ad ΙΙροαστίφ (Ramsay,
The Church in the Roman Empire, pp. 51-53).
The remains of this temnle have not yet been
discovered; but, in the opinion of Ramsay, they
might be identified with but very little excavation.

In Ac 1935 (' the image which fell down from
Jupiter/ ro [άγαλμα] δωπετές) the phrase * from
Jupiter* is simply='from the clear sky* (see
Ramsay, p. 604 n. of vol. i. of this Dictionary).

F. B. JEVONS.
JUSHAB-HESED (npn a#r * loving-kindness is

returned').—A son of Zerubbabel, 1 Ch 320.

JUSTICE is in Scripture essentially identical
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with Righteousness (wh. see). The same words
{p^i pis, nfji?, δίκαως, δικαιοσύνη) are rendered now
by one and now by the other term, but chiefly by
• righteous/ ' righteousness.5 The tendency in RV
is to replace 'just' by 'righteous'; see Ps 8914,
Pr 41 8; in Pr ΙΟ6·7 the same word is rendered both
' just 'and 'righteous.' Referring to the artt. on
Justification and Righteousness for detailed exposi-
tion of the meaning and development of the idea,
we need here refer only to general considerations.

The Eng. word ' justice,' in addition to the broad
sense in which it denotes moral excellence in
general and is equivalent to righteousness, has
acquired the special sense of honesty, fairness to
others, and then judicial righteousness, whereas
•righteousness' has kept to its original meaning.
In Scripture it is the broad sense that is almost
exclusively meant in reference both to God and
man. Or, put in another way, the justice or
righteousness of Scripture denotes almost exclus-
ively moral and religious perfection, of which
every other moral excellence is a necessary corol-
lary. There are indeed the beginnings of a special
meaning, but little more; thus 'just balances'
(Lv 1936), ' One that ruleth over men righteously'
(2 S 233), ' Whatsoever is right I will give you'
(Mt 204). But, in the main, Scripture refers only
to absolute, essential righteousness; in demanding
this it demands all.

Such absolute, universal righteousness is every-
where affirmed of God: ' Just and right is he'
(Dt 324), 'A just God and a saviour' (Is 4521),
' The Lord is righteous; he loveth righteousness'
(Ps II7), 'That he might himself be just' (Ro 326).
God is indeed spoken of as a Judge, Gn 1825, Ps 711,
Is 3322 (t3S»;)> but ^ i s i n the general sense of ruler,
sovereign. It is evident, on the principle that
the greater includes the less, that every special
form of justice — legislative, retributive — is in-
cluded in and follows from the general idea. The
justice ascribed to God is absolute, perfect. 'Thou
that art of purer eyes than to behold evil, and
that canst not look on perverseness' (Hab I13).

The term is used in the same comprehensive
sense of men. The good are the just or righteous
in contrast with the wicked (Ps 3712 etc.). The
Lord Jesus is so described (Ac 314, 1 Ρ 318).
'Whatsoever things are just' (Ph 48). Ά just
man' is the comprehensive description given of
individuals (Gn 6», Mt I19, Mk 6y0, Lk 225 2350,
Ac 1022, 2 Ρ 27. A bishop must be just (Tit I8).

Assuming that justice and mercy are the Wo
complementary aspects of holiness, justice is the
aspect emphasized in the OT. It may be regarded
as distinctively the OT attribute or virtue. Not
that this aspect is superseded in NT. The entire
teaching of the Sermon on the Mount goes to
show that Christianity immensely deepens OT
ideas. But in the gospel mercy takes the central
place. This is the natural order of revelation.
'The law was given by Moses; grace and truth
came by Jesus Christ' (Jn I17). Justice as right-
eousness forms the solid substratum of moral char-
acter in God and man, and must come first; but
this point being secured, mercy lifts us to a higher
stage (Ro 1310). The revelation of righteousness
is crowned by the revelation of love (1 Jn 48).
Thus the two testaments each play a distinct part
in the revelation of moral truth. J. S. BANKS.

JUSTIFICATION.—To 'justify' means to set
right, or to put on a right footing, one whose rela-
tion, either in consequence of misunderstanding or
misrepresentation, or because of misconduct, has
been what it should not be. Where there has been
no real wrong-doing, ' justification' is simplν vin-
dication or declaration of innocence or rectitude;
where there has been real wrong-doing, it pre-

supposes the fulfilment of some condition by which
the wrong-doing is made good or expiated. In
both cases a relation more or less abnormal is
changed into one that is normal,—in the one by
means of more light, in the other by means of
more right.

Neither the Heb. pis {Pi. and Hiph.) nor the Gr.
8LKCUOVJ> means to make righteous, but simply to put
in a right relation. It is a question primarily of
relationship, not of character or conduct; though
the relationship is conceived as conditioning both
character and conduct.

The fundamental meaning of Tiixouoot is *to settle or recognize
as right.' In Class. Lit. it means (1) to hold or deem right,
Herod, i. 100; Eurip. SuppUe. 526; Thuc. i. 140. 2; ii. 41. 2,
etc.; (2) to do a man justice, i.e. in general, to judge or punish,
Herod, iii. 29, and so frequently in later Greek, especially Dio
Cassius (cf. the Scots use of 'justify'), δικαιοω came to be a
technical term in ecclesiastical Greek in sense (1), used of the
decree of councils, thixociucnv *j α,γκ*. χα) μ,ίγά,λνι a-OvohoSy Can. 17,
Cone. Nic.

In LXX (OT and Apoc.) it is used to translate the Piel and
Hiph'il of pis (Qal=iiS/*o«4iir0«<), almost always with a personal
object: so Ex 237. The root meaning everywhere seems to be,
' to set forth as righteous,' to justify, in a legal sense. This
may signify either (1) to show one to be righteous, Ezk 16 5 1 · ε 2,
Jer 311; Or (2) to declare righteous, Dt 251, 1 Κ 832. Similarly
in the Pseudepigraphical Books, e.g. Ps.-Sol ii. 16, ix. 3, where
it means to justify God.

In NT the sense is determined largely by the usage of LXX.
We have (1) to show one to be righteous, 1 Co 44, Lk 73 5 ;
(2) to pronounce righteous, as a judicial act, Lk 1615 729; (3)
in Pauline usage hxctioZv denotes the judicial act of God whereby
those who put faith in Christ are declared righteous in His
eyes, free from guiit and punishment, Ro 4°, Gal 2 i 6 et passim.
(3) is thus an expansion and Christian application of (2). In
Ro 830 ^tXa,ioZv is specifically mentioned as an element in the
divine work of saving the individual. Cremer points out that
while in Hebrew Hiph. presupposes Qal, — justification, the
being just,—the converse is true in Greek (lixeuovv—dtdtxctiuSo··
0*;).

In general we may say that in Bibl. Lit. the word foxauodv ia
used always, or almost always, in the forensic sense, and that
its proper meaning is to pronounce righteous. Of itself it does
not affirm or deny the real righteousness of the person so
declared, or treated as, righteous, and in so far as he is not
really righteous it implies forgiveness. But it may be taken
as certain that it cannot mean to make righteous, not even in
1 Co 6U. Verbs in ·όα>, derived from adjectives of moral mean-
ing, never have this efficient signification. Godet (Com. on
Rom. Eng. tr. i. 157) goes so far as to say that there is not
a single example in the whole of Class. Lit. where the word =
to make righteous. And the usage of the NT is unmistakable.
See esp. Morison, Crit. Expos, of the Third Chap, of the Ep. to
the Rom. pp. 163-198.

A word may be added on two other terms, ϊιχαίωμα, is the
declaration or decision, either (1) that a thing is Sixeuov, or (2)
that a person is iixotios. (1) gives us the common meaning of
• ordinance' or 'precept,' Lk 16, Ro 84, He 91; (2) the technical
Pauline sense in Ro δ1^· 18. δικαίωμα, is the act of justification
regarded as complete; hxaivns (a word occurring only twice
in NT, elsewhere replaced by the verb hxotiovv) is the act as in
process, which, therefore, when relating to sinners=the act of
acquittal, as is especially clear from Ro 51 8.

See also under RIGHTEOUSNESS.
Put into a sentence, the point of view of this

article may be stated as follows:—God has ever
been seeking to establish normal personal relations
between Himself and sinful men; and so far as
men have responded to the divine movement, as
befitted that movement, on the one hand, and the
stage of their personal and moral development to
which the movement accommodated itself, on the
other, such a normal relation was established.
That relation was justification. The first step was
thus taken to God's being to man that without
which man could not be to God, still less in himself,
what he was designed to be.

I. The act of justification may affect various
relations.

1. A marts relation to himself.—A man may seek
to set himself right with himself, in other words, to
justify himself to himself. Something of this kind
is implied in 1 Co 43·4 * I judge not mine own self.
For I know nothing against myself; yet am I not
hereby justified: but He that judgeth me is the
Lord'; and in 1 Jn 3 1 9 ·w ' Hereby shall we know
that we are of the truth, and shall assure our heart
before Him, whereinsoever our heart condemn us;
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because God is greater than our heart, and knoweth
all things.' Such justification is, of course, ex-
clusively the vindication or clearing up of one's
own innocence or rectitude before or to oneself.
There is such a thing as mistaken self-judgment:
it may be either for the better or the worse.

2. A man's relation to his fellow-man.—Men set
themselves right with their fellow-men, whether
regarded individually or corporately. If a man
have been misrepresented, to justify himself is to
clear or vindicate himself in the particular respect
in which he has been misjudged; if, on the other
hand, he is guilty 0/ wrong in thought or word or
act, the wrong relation thence arising or thereby
constituted, has to be rectified by some sort of
expiation or good-making of the wrong. It may be
by confession of fault, or an expression of regret,
or the payment of a fine, or loss of liberty, or
endurance of suffering. In the legislation of Israel,
as set forth in OT, provision was made both for the
vindication of innocence (Nu 518ff·) and the making
good of real wrong-doing (Ex 2119"30 2214).

3. Men art sometimes set right or justified by
others; that, too, in both senses, namely, the vindi-
cation of innocence or rectitude, and atonement for
wrong. The former is referred to in Dt 251 ' If
there be a controversy between men, and the judges
judge them; then they shall justify the righteous
and condemn the wicked.' Justification of the
wicked for a reward, on the contrary, is denounced
in Is 523. In Ezk 1651·52 Jerus. is satirically
represented as justifying her sinful sisters, i.e.
causing them to appear righteous, by her own
abominations (cf. Jer 311). Amends might also be
made for evil-doing within certain limits. Elihu
is represented as anxious that Job should make
clear his rectitude, as, e.g., in Job 3332, where we
read : ' If thou hast anything to say, answer me :
speak, for I desire to justify thee ' ; and it is said
of God in Ps 376, * He shall make thy righteousness
to go forth as the light, and thy judgment as the
noonday' (cf. Is 5417).

4. The justification of men before God is often
referred to, but only to be characterized as im-
possible ; that, too, in both respects. Such failure
is distinctly pronounced inevitable in Ps 1432

' Enter not into judgment with Thy servant: for
in Thy sight shall no man living be justified.' See
also Job 254 'How then can man be just with
God ?' In NT the same thing is both everywhere
implied and often expressly affirmed, as, e.g., in
Gal 216 ' because by the works of the law shall no
flesh be justified' (cf. Ro 330), Ac 1339 «by him
every one is justified from all things from which
ye could not be justified by the law of Moses.'

Not only is the impossibility of vindicating their
righteousness before God denied to men, but also
that of setting themselves right by making amends
for or expiating unrighteousness. That it cannot
be effected by works, is clear from declarations like
Is 5712 * as for thy works, they shall not profit thee';
and especially Is 646 * For we are all become as one
that is unclean, and all our righteousnesses are as
a polluted garment . . . and our iniquities like
the wind have taken us away.' Further, to say,
' The temple of the Lord, the temple of the Lord
are these,' is to 'trust in lying words' (Jer 74).
But equally out of the question is it to purchase
the divine favour by mere sacrifices; for ' In sacri-
fice and offering He has no delight' (Ps 406 5116);
Ί desire mercy, and not sacrifice' (Hos 66; cf. Ps
45); a multitude of sacrifices is nothing to Him
(Is I 1 1 ); ' the solemn meeting,' ' new moons,' ' ap-
pointed feasts,' His ' soul hateth' (Is I 1 3); yea,
' The sacrifice of the wicked is an abomination to
the Lord' (Pr 158 2127).

As to NT—the impossibility either of vindicating
righteousness» or making amends for sin by works

of the law and by sacrifices, is the burden of the
Epp. of St. Paul and of that to the Hebrews,
besides being everywhere else implied (cf. e.g. Gal
216, Ro 320, He 105'8 where Ps 40 is quoted : ' Sacri-
fice and offering thou wouldest not . . . in whole
burnt-offerings and sacrifices for sin thou hadst no
pleasure').

5. The impossibility of justification in the sight
of God, thus explicitly affirmed in the particular
cases adduced, is implicitly assumed throughout
OT and NT. In point of fact, the idea that
men should either vindicate their own innocence
or rectitude, or that they of themselves, or any
creature for them, should establish a right relation
between God and themselves, by acts or sacrifices,
or anything of their own, is totally alien from the
spirit and life that produced the writings which
constitute our Bible.

Passages, indeed, in which all manner of good
deeds are required, whilst contempt is cast on sacri-
fices and the like, may seem and are often taken to
imply that by right conduct men can set themselves
right with God; but this is by no means their
import. As fruits of a right relation, both sacri-
fices and right conduct are obligatory and pleasing
to God; as means of establishing a right relation,
the one is an abomination, the other utterly in-
sufficient (cf. Ps 5115"17 with v.19 of the same psalm).

II. ' Justification,' however, understanding it as
previously defined, is undoubtedly recognized both
as possible and as a fact. Men are actually set
right with God, notwithstanding their sin, and their
utter inability to expiate or make amends for sin.

1. ' Justification' is in some sense ascribed even
bo Gentiles. In this respect the case of Cornelius is
typical. ' Of a truth,' says St. Peter regarding him,
' I perceive that God is no respecter of persons:
but in every nation he that f eareth Him and worketh
righteousness, is acceptable to Him' (Ac 1034·35;
cf. Ps 152, He 11s3, Mt 85"13, Ro 214, Ac 2828 15J7).
To be * acceptable' is to be on the footing with
God, in the relation to Him, which conditions
the bestowal of such grace as a man is capable of
receiving, i.e. to be justified. In a certain respect
Abraham may be regarded as an example of Gentile
'justification'; for, as St. Paul emphatically affirms,
his faith was ' reckoned for righteousness . . . when
he was in uncircumcision'; ' that he might be the
father of all them that believe, though they be in
uncircumcision' (Ro 49"11). When he believed, he
was neither Jew nor Christian.

2. ' Justification' was, further, a common experi-
ence under the Old Covenant. The proof of this lies
first and foremost in the fact of forgiveness, which
St. Paul treats as constituting an integral part
of justification, even if he does not, as some hold,
identify the two. Forgiveness followed on the
offering of appointed sacrifices, and is represented
as an experience which many had, and all might
have, at the hands of God. The frequent in-
junctions to trust in the Lord, and the many
declarations that it is a good thing to trust in Him,
point in the same direction. How otherwise shall
we account for the consciousness of righteousness
which is expressed by men who at the same time
make confession of sin ? And the confidence placed
in God as the hearer and answerer of prayer, as a
refuge and stronghold, as a support and a defence,
and so forth? These are either justification itself
or its fruits.

3. It scarcely needs saying that the fact of
justification before God is the great theme of
NT, especially of the Epistles to the Galatians,
Romans, and Hebrews. Whilst, as was pointed
out, the self-rectification of man's abnormal re-
lation to God, whether by 'works of law,' i.e. by
a self-generated righteousness, or by means or
sacrifice and offerings or other religious services
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(Gal 39"12), is treated as almost ridiculously im-
practicable, the blessed news is brought that
though all have sinned, all may find justification
through faith in Christ, whom God has set forth as
a propitiation (Ro 321'26).

III. But by what right, it will be asked, can
'justification' be affirmed, not only of Israelites,
but even of Gentiles ? The Apostle Paul's correla-
tion of Abraham with believers in Christ (Ro
420"25), has puzzled commentators enough; how then
can it be right to correlate with them those whom
St. Paul is supposed to represent as having been
shut up under a law which brought the knowledge
of sin (Ro 320), and therefore the certainty of
judgment (Ro 25"11); whilst the sacrifices whicli
were offered are said to make no one perfect as
pertaining to the conscience? (He 99). And is it
not still less admissible to extend 'justification' to
those who are characterised as 'sinners of the
Gentiles'? (Gal 215).

The difficulty now touched upon affects all the
three aspects of the subject, viz., first, the divine
action (Ro 320"26 et passim); then, the human
faith, which, no less than divine action, is necessary
to justification ; and, finally, the very nature of the
relation itself, which is termed justification.

It can only be met by the recognition, on the one
hand, of the distinction between implicit and ex-
plicit justification; and, on the other, of the fact
that between implicit and explicit justification
there are or may be stages which are not subjected
to the limits of earth and time.

The three points just referred to can be repre-
sented by means of concentric spheres, the outermost
of which shall stand for the Gentiles, the two inner
ones respectively for the Israelites and Christian
believers; though it needs to be noted that since
the break-up of the Jewish system—perhaps, also,
largely prior thereto—the distinction between the
Israelites and the Gentiles, so far as justification is
concerned, has gradually been becoming less and
less; their two spheres have therefore been merging
into one. For there is no nation now that can be
said to have legal, sacrificial, and religious institu·
tions to which God stands in the same relation, or
which discharge the same function relatively to
God, as those which are summarily designated the
Jewish Dispensation or Covenant. Let us consider
the three points in relation to the three classes of
cases specified.

1. In the case of the Gentiles, the divine action
consists in the opening of the human eye to the
sacredness and absoluteness of the riglit. This
takes place ordinarily in connexion with some
specific duty. ' I am under a sacred or absolutely
binding obligation to do this or not to do that,' the
man feels, or possibly says to himself. His eye or
ear has been opened: a revelation has been made
to him. If he respond, yea, and is ready to do
what he sees to be right or avoid what he sees to be
wrong, he has attained to a footing which for his
stage of personal development is right,—in other
words, he has exercised that element of faith which
is possible at that stage, and attained implicit
justification.

If he continue faithfully to say, yea, with the
same purpose of obedience, even though he have to
confess many failures of execution, he is destined
one day to stand face to face with Christ, and, by
the exercise of full, explicit faith in Him, to become
partaker of that conscious peace with God of which
previously he had and could have only glimpses
and foretastes.

2. Speaking generally, the purpose of the Jewish
Dispensation was, negatively considered, to check
the decrease in humanity of the sensitiveness which
conditioned justification of the kind just described;
positively considered, on the one hand, to develop

a moral personality that should be capable of justifi-
cation at ever higher stages; and, on the other
hand, prepare the way for the coming and work oi
the Son of God, by which justification in its highest
potence was to be rendered possible.

Abraham was a morally faithful man of the type
of Cornelius. The special command and promise
given him by God, and his ready obedience, both
taken together, rendered possible a higher relation
than was open to Gentiles under the conditions
previously described.

In and through Abraham, God took the principles
of heredity and sociality into the service of the
higher spiritual development of the race, instead of
leaving them to subserve, almost exclusively, its
degradation. For the positive purpose referred to,
that is, of developing the moral personality, two
methods were pursued; first, institutions were
regulated or called into existence, and laws were
enacted or sanctioned, by which the moral con-
sciousness was quickened, or, as St. Paul puts it,
the knowledge of sin was increased (Ro 320); and,
secondly, along therewith sacrifices were sanctioned
or ordered, by which a way of forgiveness was pro-
vided. Still further, with a view to checking the
too natural tendency to the conception of righteous-
ness and sacrifice which eventually dominated the
mind of the vast majority of the Jewish nation,—
the protest against which, be it remarked, largely
colours, not only St. Paul's two great Epp. to the
Galatians and Romans, but also the Ep. to the
Hebrews,—prophets were commissioned, on the one
hand, gradually to develop the law and unfold its
true significance; and, on the other, to denounce
perfunctory sacrifices, offerings, and observances.

The Israelite who loyally recognized the 'law,'
that is, the entire complex of duties arising out of
his national relationship, as God's means of show-
ing him how to be holy as He was holy (Lv 19),
and who availed himself of the divinely provided
means of atoning for his failures, exercised faith,
so far as it was then possible and required. Ipso
facto, he thus behaved as one who belonged to the
covenant, notwithstanding the sins he might com-
mit. As such his relation was a ri<jht one ; he was
justified to the degree then attainable. If he were
ever condemned, it was not for sins, but for open
disloyalty to the covenant, with its obligations
and sacrifices, i.e. for defiant refusal to recognize
right as right and grace as grace. But even
true Israelites had to wait for the new covenant
which God was to make with the house of Israel,
when the law should be written in their hearts
(He 810); though their attitude grew to be ever
more completely that which we find in Simeon,
who, when Jesus was presented to him in the
temple, exclaimed, ' Now lettest Thou Thy servant
depart, Ο Lord, according to Thy word, in peace;
for mine eyes have seen Thy salvation' (Lk 229·80).

3. ' Justification' reached its culmination through
Christ. The realization of the idea and the adoption
of the term coincided. The Gentile had no proper
sense even of forgiveness, much less of justification ;
but then his sense of sin was not keen enough to
cause him real despair because of the lack. The
Israelite had a profounder sense of sin, and there-
fore, unless he was to despair, needed an assurance
of forgiveness as objective as the command which
condemned him ; but he never got beyond sins, and
therefore never realized justification, in the proper
sense; nor had he the term. It was reserved for
Christianity to produce the consciousness of sin,
and to meet what would otherwise have generated
despair, by opening the way to justification. The
apostle who faced sinfulness most directly, was the
one to gain the profoundest insight into justifica-
tion ; and it is worthy of note that whilst St.
Paul stretches a bridge from forgiveness to justi·
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fication by once interchanging the terms (Ro 46"8),
he nowhere else substitutes the one term for the
other, except in Col 213, where he uses, not <x0ds,
b t άχρμ

First of all, the divine action for the rectification
of man's relation to Himself culminated in Christ.
Through Him, law, revealed alike in life and suffer-
ing, and sacrifice both by and to God, were pre-
sented in their supremest form. Opportunity was
thus given, nay more, potential ability was also
generated, to respond with a response in which loyal
assent to the right, trustful surrender to love, and,
finally,—so far as those are concerned who have not
seen Christ with the fleshly eye,—belief that realizes
the invisible, are all blended, i.e. a response which
is what NT understands by ' faith.'

Such a response under such conditions,—what is
it but ' a beginning in spirit' (evap^apevoi πνβύματί,
Gal 33-5; cf. 32 46 55tf·, He 88"12), a 'receiving of
sonship' (iVct την νΐοθεσίαν άπο\άβωμ€ν, Gal 41"5), and
therefore the ability to look up to God as a son,
'crying, Abba, Father* (Gal 46·7); in other words,
what is it but, ipso facto, * justification/ that is, a
rectified relation, a being put on a right footing, in
a right relation ? The Christian believer is related
rightly to God ; accordingly law ceases to be mere
law, and sacrifice ceases to be a means of purchasing
grace; and though he may fall into sin, he can stiU
look up to God as one whose relation has once for
all been made right in and through Christ.

(Neither the Roman Catholic and other present-
day kindred doctrines which represent justification
as in some sense imparting real righteousness; nor
the traditional or 'orthodox' doctrine of an im-
putation of the righteousness of Christ, are true
to Scripture, though each of them embodies a
certain aspect of the truth.)

How Christ by His work on our behalf empowered
man to fulfil the conditions devolving on Mm, i.e.
to exercise faith, as well as to do that which faith
of moral necessity presupposed, is a point which
belongs to the doctrine of the atonement; but if
justice be done to NT hints on the subject, pro-
pitiation, justification, and sanctification will be
found to constitute the distinguishable though
inseparable factors of one great spiritual whole.
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Doctrine, 1880-18S3); Schultz (H.), 'Gerechtigkeit aus dem
Glauben im A. u. N. Test.,' in JDTh, and Alttest. Theologie (tr.
by Paterson, OT Theology, 1893); Frank, System der Christlichen
Wahrheit, 3rd ed. 1894; Beck, Christliche Glaubenslehre, 1886;
Kaftan, Das Wesen der chrisL Religion, 1888 ; Romang, ' Recht-
fertigung durch den Glauben,' in SK, 1867 ; Sabatier, The Apostle
Paul (tr. edited by Findlay, 1S91); Bruce, Si. Paul's Conception
of Christianity, 1894; Simon, Reconciliation by Incarnation,
1898. D. W . S I M O N .

J U S T L E . — N a h 2 4 ' T h e chare t s shall rage in
the streets, they shall justle one against another
in the broad wayes.' Thus the verse appears in
AV of 1611. In mod. edd. * charets' is spelt
* chariots,' but * justle' is retained (and accepted
by RV) though ' jostle ' is the usual spelling now.
Cf. Golding, Calvin's Job, 580, 'if we be pinched
with adversitie, the passion of sorow is so vehe-

ment, as it cannot be ruled: for then a man
skirmisheth in such wise, as he justleth against
God, and that is to his owne destruction in the
end.' T. Fuller, Holy Warre, II. ii. p. 45, «He
was infected with the humour of the clergie of
that age, who counted themselves to want room
except they justled with Princes.'

J. HASTINGS.
JUSTUS (lodaros).— 1. In Ac I2 3 we are told that

two names were put forward for election to the
place vacated by Judas, Joseph called Barsabbas,
who was called Justus, and Matthias. Justus is, of
course, the Greek name assumed by a Hebrew.
See JOSEPH BARSABBAS. 2. In Ac 187 we learn
that St. Paul when at Corinth lodged with one
Justus, or Tit(i)us Justus, a proselyte (σεβόμενο? TOP
Oeov) whose house was near tlie synagogue. There
is some variation in the MSS. The name is Titius
Justus in B, the Vulgate, and Memphitic versions
(in Codex Amiatinus 'Titus nomine Justus'),
Titus Justus in >3E, Titus alone in the Sahidic
version and Peshitta, Justus alone in AD and
later MSS; two MSS omit the name altogether.
According to Ramsay, 'Titius Justus was evi-
dently a Roman or a Latin, one of the coloni of
the colony Corinth. Like the centurion Cornelius,
he had been attracted to the synagogue — his
citizenship could afford Paul an opening to the
more educated class of the Corinthian population'
(St. Paul the Traveller, p. 256). 3. In Col 4 1 0 · "
St. Paul speaks of Aristarchus, his fellow-prisoner,
Mark the cousin of Barnabas, and Jesus, which is
called Justus. They were all ' of the circumcision,'
and were his only fellow-workers for the kingdom
who were a comfort to him. The name is a
Gentile surname assumed by a Jew, as in 1.

A. C. HEADLAM.
JUTAH or JUTTAH (in Jos 1555 πςκ· [Halm,

followed by RV; AV has Juttah, which is the
punctuation of Michaelis, ntpv], in Jos 2116 ns;
[hence AV and RV both have Juttah]).—A town
of Judah (Jos 1555) mentioned in connexion with
Maon, Carmel, and Ziph in the mountains, given to
the priests, the sons of Aaron (Jos 2116), as a city
of refuge for the man-slayer. It has been left out
of the catalogue of cities of refuge in 1 Ch 659, but
QPB adds note, ' Insert, Juttah with her pasture
grounds.' In the time of Eusebius and Jerome
(Onomast. s.v. Ίεττάν) it was a large village 18 MP.
from Eleutheropolis, and in Daroma-ad-australem.
Reland (Pal. p. 870) suggests that Juttah was
probably the residence of Zacharias and Elisabeth,
and the birthplace of John the Baptist, the TTOXLS
Ιούδα ('a city of Judah') of Lk I39 being so
written by a corruption, or from a softer pro-
nunciation, instead of woXis Ίούτα (so also Robin-
son, BBP* ii. 206). Seetzen (1807) appears to have
identified the modern village of Yutta as Juttah,
and Robinson (BMP2 i. 495, ii. 208) corroborated
the identification. It is a large Moslem village,
standing high on a ridge 16 miles from Beit Jibrin
(Eleutheropolis), and in the vicinity of Maon (Main),
Carmel (Kurmul), and Ziph (Tell ez-Zif). It is
built of stone, and the water supply is from
cisterns. On the south there are rock-cut tombs,
and rock wine-presses are found all about the
village. The country around is stony, but the in-
habitants are very rich in flocks (SWP iii. 310).

C. WARREN.
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Κ
KABZEEL· ( îraap, Β Καιβαισελεήλ, Α ΚασθεήΧ).—

A town in the extreme south of Judah, on the border
of Edom, Jos 1521. It is mentioned in 2 S 2320 (B
Καβεσνήλ; cf. 1 Ch II22) as the native place of Ben-
aiah, the son of Jehoiada. In Neh II 2 5 it appears
under the name Jekabzeel as reinhabited after the
Captivity (LXX omits in this verse both Jekabzeel
and Dibon). Its site has not been identified.

C. R. CONDER.
KADESH, KADESH-BARNEA (ehp Gn 147 [where

it is also called BS"f p-py * well of decision'] * 1614 201,
Nu 1326 201·14 etal. ; yria ehp in Dt I 2 · 1 9 214 923,
Nu 328 344, Jos 1041 14*·7 153 [all]; LXX Katys,
KacJ-fys [του] Βαρνή).—With the exception of Sinai,
no spot is more memorable in the history of the
wanderings of the Israelites than Kadesh-barnea.
It was here that the host camped during the 38
years that intervened between the sending out of
the spies and the entrance into Palestine (Nu 201·16

JE). It would appear, indeed, from Dt 214 as if the
time was spent away from Kadesh. We may
perhaps infer t that at Kadesh the tabernacle with
the ark of the covenant was set up; that it was
the abode of Moses and the chiefs of the tribes,
and that it was the general centre to which the
people resorted for worship and for judgment on
disputed questions. But it by no means follows
that the whole multitude with their flocks and
herds congregated in the immediate neighbour-
hood ; such a multitude of people and animals
would, for the sake of pasturage alone, require a
wide field in which to pitch their tents. It was at
Kadesh that Miriam died (Nu 201); it was the
scene of the rebellion of Korah and his company
(Nu 16); it was from Kadesh that the spies were
sent in advance to ascertain and report to Moses
on the physical character and the inhabitants of
Canaan (Nu 1326); and it was at Kadesh that the
miraculous supply of water was obtained (Nu
201"12), when, apparently, the fountains which had
caused the spot to be selected as camping ground
were dried up; caused either by a prolonged
drought, or by the blocking up of the underground
channels by the falling in of the limestone strata.
Whatever may have been the cause, the restoration
of the flow of water was clearly miraculous, as it
occurred at the moment of the interposition of
Moses by command of God; though in a manner
at variance with precise directions, which were to
' speak unto the rock' (Nu 208), not to strike it
with the rod. This departure from his instructions
cost Moses his doom.

The position of Kadesh-barnea has been the
subject of much controversy. By a comparison of
various passages the site is brought within very
narrow limits. It was on the borders of the Wil-
derness of Zin (Nu 201), a tract which lay along
the western margin of the valley of the Arabah;
it was also near the southern boundary of the
territory of Judah and of the land of the twelve
tribes (Nu 344). It was eleven days' journey from
Horeb (Mt. Sinai) by way of Mt. Seir, or, in other
words, by the route of the Arabah,—doubtless
the number of days occupied by the Israelitish
host in their journey between these two important
camps; and it was not far distant from the border

* The name Kadesh implies that the place was a sanctuary;
no doubt it bore this character before its occupation by Israel.
See, further, Driver on Dt 332, where Wellh. would read ' from
Meribath-Kadesh' (Bhg ronjjjp) for BHp ΓΠΤίρ 'out of holy
myriads,'of MT.

t But see Driver on Dt 214.

of Edom and the base of Mt. Hor, a site which has
been recognized as indisputable by many competent
authorities. It was from Kadesh-barnea that
Moses on the expiration of the ' forty years,' and
the resumption of the journeys of the Israelites,
sent messengers to the king of Edom asking per-
mission to pass through his land so as to reach the
tableland of Moab on their way northwards;
which request was refused (Nu 2014-21 E).* All
these passages lead us to infer some position in the
Badiet et-Tih—the great expanse of treeless lime-
stone plateau which intervenes between the valley
of the Arabah, opposite Mt. Hor on the east and
the coast of Philistia about Gaza on the west.
These conditions appear to be fully satisfied in the
site discovered by the late Rev. John Rowland in
1842, to which he was guided by some Arabs when
resident at Gaza. Here he found a lofty wall of
limestone, at the base of which issued forth a
copious spring, or several springs, which emptied
themselves into a large artificially constructed
basin, then into another of smaller size; and,
continuing to flow down the valley, spread fertility
on either hand until the waters ultimately dis-
appeared beneath the sands of the desert. The
spring is known amongst the Arabs by the name
of 'Ain IjCadis, or Holy Well, a name which seems
to preserve the original biblical one. It was clear
from the stone troughs and the marks of cattle
and sheep around that the well was a favourite
resort of the tribes for water, and doubtless was
so even prior to the visit of the Israelites. The
presence of water is a first necessity of life in those
districts, and such a copious supply pointed it out
as one suitable for the camping ground of the host.
This spot was afterwards visited by Dr. H. Clay
Trumbull, who confirms Rowland's identification,
and who is the author of the most important work
yet published on the subject.t The term 'ci ty '
applied to this spot probably means a camp or
village of the Midianites (Nu 2016). E. HULL.

KADESH ON THE ORONTES.—See T A H T I M -

HODSHI.

KADMIEL (^pnp). — The name of a Levitical
family which returned with Zerubbabel, Ezr 24 0=
Neh 7^ (cf. 1 Es 526). The expression which follows,
namely, ' of the children of Hodaviah' (or Hod-
evah), is apparently meant to limit the Kadmiel
family to those members who belonged to the
Hodaviah branch. In Ezr 39 (cf. 1 Es 558), in con-
nexion with the laying of the foundation of the
temple, as well as in Neh 94f· (the day of humilia-
tion) and 109 (the sealing of the covenant), Kadmiel
appears to be an individual. The name occurs
further in Neh 128·24. In the last of these passages
we ought certainly to read, on the strength of
parallel passages, 'Jeshua, Bani (or Binnui),
Kadmiel instead of ' Jeshua oen-Kadmiel.' This
emendation is supported by the fact that NBA
as well as Luc. have viol Καδμιήλ, implying an
original Ή not p. See, further, Smend, Listen, p.
10, n. 10 ; Ryle, Ezra and Nehemiah, ad II. citt.

J. A. SELBIE.
* In Dt 1. 24-8 there is no mention of these negotiations with

Edom (Moore on Jg II 1 6 ) .
t Kadesh Barnea (New York, 1884); also PEFSt (1881) p. 210.

The site discovered by Rowland is supported by Ritter, Schultz,
and Palmer; objected to by Robinson, Stanley, and others. It
was not visited by the expedition of the Pal. Explor. Fund of
1883-4, as it lay to the westward of the Arabah, beyond the line
of survey by Major Kitchener, R.E., now Lord Kitchener of
Khartoum.
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KADMONITES, 'ibipn, Κελμωναΐοι, 'men of the
East,' only in Gn 1519, inhabitants of the Syrian
desert, possibly descendants of Kedemah, the
twelfth son of Ishmael (Gn 2515). Mentioned after
the Kenites and Kenizzites, the K. are represented
as occupying the district along the eastern border
of Palestine, near the Dead Sea, which was also
called the East Sea, •jtoijan o;n (Ezk 4718). Their
name occurs in the longest list of the nations which
originally held possession of the territories promised
to Abraham. Usually seven, sometimes only six,
but here ten such nations are named. Ewald and
many following him regard the K. as equivalent
to the Bent gedem, children of the East (wh. see),
descendants (?Gn 256) of Abraham by Keturah
(Gn 29\ Jg 712, 1 Κ 430, Job I3, Is II 1 4, Jer 4928,
Ezk 254·10). In that case, K. would be the desig-
nation of no particular tribe, but of the Ketursean
Arabs, as distinguished from the Ishmaelites. The
children of the East are represented in the passages
referred to as occupying raddan-aram, associated
with the Midianites and Amalekites, inhabiting
Kedar, neighbours and conquerors of the children
of Ammon, coupled with the Egyptians in their
fame for wisdom, and as Easterns contrasted with
the Philistines who possessed the extreme west.
Job is described as one of them. It seems better to
regard the K. as a particular tribe like the other
nations named in this list. Whether they are to
be viewed as a branch of the Ishmaelitish or of the
Ketursean Arabs is not clear.

LITERATURE.—Ewald, History of Israel, i. 253, 314 ff., ii. 213 ff.;
Dillmann, Genesis, Eng. tr. 1897, pp. 66, 187; Delitzsch, New
Comm. on Genesis, Edin. 1889, ii. 127.

J. MACPHERSON.
ΚΑΙΝ (pi?u, properly Hakkain, AV Cain; Α Άκ€ίμ,

Jos 1557.—A town of Judah in the Hebron moun-
tains, probably the present ruin Yukin, on a high
knoll S.E. of Hebron, overlooking the Jeshimon.
It is visible from Minyeh (see BETHPEOR), and may
be the ' nest of the Kenite' on a cliff (Nu 2421), vis-
ible from the top of Peor. The Kenites inhabited
this region. The tomb of Cain is now shown at
this spot. Near it is the village of Beni N'aim, the
old name of which was Kefr Barakah, which is the
Caphar Barucha of the fourth cent. A.D. (Jerome,
Paula), supposed to be the place where Abraham
blessed' God (Gn 1822), and whence he saw the
destruction of the cities of the Ciccar. See SWP
vol. iii. sheet xxi. C. R. CONDER.

ΚΑΙΝ (ρρ 'lance/ ' spear ') .—A clan name
= Kenites (wh. see), Nu 2422, Jg 411· In 1 S 156b

Wellh. reads |:p instead of TP, and the same change
is proposed by Meyer {ZATW, i. 137, n. 3) for *}ψ
*4*p in Jg I1 6 (but see Moore, ad. loc. and on 411, and
cf. Budde, Bicht. u. Sam. 9, 68).

KALLAI ('Vp; Α Καλλαί, Β om.).—The head of
the priestly family of Sallai, in the time of Jeshua
the high priest, Neh 1220.

KAMON (pop ; Β 'Ραμνών, Α'Ραμμώ, Luc. Καλκών).
—The burial-place of Jair, Jg 105. The site has
not been recovered. It was probably east of the
Jordan; probably identical, Moore thinks, with
Kamun mentioned by Polybius (v. lxx. 12) in con-
nexion with Pella. Eusebius is certainly wrong
in identifying it with Kammdna (modern Tell
geimun), 6 miles N.W. of Legio (Lejjun). See
JOKNEAM.

KANAH (n:p).—1. A wddy (*?ru), forming the
boundary between Ephraim and Manasseh, ter-
minating on the W. at the sea and on the E. at
En-tappuah (Jos 168179). This eastern limit must
have been near Shechem lying to the S.E., but
it has not been identified with any certainty. The

modern Wddy ijCanah, the channel of a small
stream rising near Nablus (Shechem), is regarded
by Conder as representing the ancient Kanah
[Handbook to the Bible, 263); but Thomson (Land
and Book, 'Southern Pal.,' 56) considers that this
tributary of the * Aujeh would put the boundary
too far to the south (so also Dillmann). In con-
nexion with the brook ^fanah a difficulty arises in
locating the Me-jarkon and Rakkon (Jos 1946 *), if
these three under different names are all repre-
sented by the 'Aujeh immediately to the north of
Jaffa. The discovery of Tell Kakkeit near the
mouth of the x Aujeh makes the supposition not
impossible that Me-jarkon and Rakkon were
names of that river after being joined by the
brook ]£anah. All the streams crossing the
northern half of the plain of Sharon are reedy and
discoloured. Thomson is in favour of the Falik as
representing ]£anah, and its divided mouth would
account for the two names Me-jarkon and Rakkon.
Farther north, on each side of Csesarea, are two
streams that suggest the Bible names mentioned,
namely, el-Akhdar (Yellow River) and el-Azrak
(Blue River). These streams would give Dan the
coast-line up to Dora, and coincide with the terri-
tory assigned to that tribe by Josephus {Ant.
V. i. 21).

2. A town on the northern boundary of Asher
(Jos 1928). The English reader must be careful to
distinguish it from Cana of Galilee (wh. see). It
is very probably the modern Kana, a considerable
village lying a few miles S.E. of Tyre (cf. Robinson,
BBP 2ii. 456 ; Guorin, GaliUe, ii. 390 f. ; Baedeker-
Socin, Pal.3 262 f.). In its neighbourhood there is
a large Phoenician sepulchral monument known as
'Hiram's Tomb' (PEF Mem. i. 61). £anah is
possibly referred to in the journey of the Egyptian
mohar in the time of Ramses II. under the name
Pa-Kana-na. G. M. MACKIE.

KAREAH (nip 'bald').—Father of Johanan,
who was a Judsean contemporary of Jeremiah, and
one of the captains of the forces in the open field
who escaped the deportation to Babylon at the
destruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchadrezzar ( 2 Κ
2523, Jer 4013·15·16 421·8 432·4·5). In Jer 408 MT
reads ' Johanan and Jonathan, sons of Kareah,'
but here LXX (478) makes mention only of Johanan,
as in the other passages above cited. Probably
therefore }m'v in Μ Τ is due merely to mistaken
repetition of j:m\ C. F. BURNEY.

KARIATHIARIUS (A Kapmtfrn/xoy, Β Καρταθει-
apeios; RVm ' Kiriath-arim or Kiriath-jearim'),
1 Es 519 for Kiriath-jearim (wh. see).

KARKA (n̂ P1i5D, with π locale, hence AV Kar-
kaa).—An unknown place on the south border of
Judah, apparently in the Tih plateau, Jos 153.
The LXX has κατά δυσμάς K ^

KARKOR (ip"]p).— A place apparently in Gilead,
Jg 810. The site is unknown.

KARTAH (πρηρ).—A city of Zebulun given to the
Levites, Jos 2134. It is not mentioned in the par-
allel passage, 1 Ch 677. The site is unknown. It
might be for Kattath (nap) by a clerical error.

KARTAN (1FHP).— A city of Naphtali given to the
Levites, Jos 2132. The parallel passage, 1 Ch 676,
has Kiriathaim (wh. see). While Luc. reads
Καρθάν in harmony with MT, Β has θεμμών, A

* There are suspicions as to the correctness of the MT (see
Dillm.'s and Bennett's notes). Rakkon (pj3T), which is omitted
in LXX, may have arisen by dittography from the preceding
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KATTATH (nap, Β Κατανάθ, Α Καττάθ, Luc.
Κοττάθ).—A city of Zebulun, Jos 1915, perhaps to be
identified with Kartah (wh. see) or with Kitron (wh.
see) of Jg I30, a place from which the Zebulunites
were unable to expel the Canaanites. The site is
unknown. Van de Velde suggests Tell Kerdaneh,
N.E. of IJaifa, at the source of the Nahr Naaman.
According to the Talm. (Bab. Megillah 6a) ]£itron
is the later Sepphoris (Seffurieh). This is opposed
by Neubauer {Geog, du Talm. 191).

C. R. CONDER.
KEDAR (nip, Κηδάρ).— The name of Ishmael's

second son (Gn 2513=1 Ch l2y). 'The earliest
reference to Kedar of which the date is certain
is Jer 21 0 ' (Cheyne, Introd. to Isaiah, p. 131),
where Kedar is made the type of a distant and
barbarous tribe, being there coupled with Citium
as it is with Meshech in Ps 1205. The import of
the name is better known to the author of Jer
4929, where Kedar is identified with the B6n6-
tedem, and their nomad life, with their sheep and
camels, tents, curtains, and belongings, is de-
scribed ; by Ezekiel (2721) they are coupled with
'Arab,' and described as trading with Tyre in
cattle; and the author of the second part of
Isaiah couples them with Nebaioth (607), alludes
to their pursuit of sheep-breeding (ιδ.), and to
their unwalled settlements (4211). In Ca I5 the
tents of Kedar are made typical of blackness, with
perhaps an allusion to the Hebrew sense of the
root "np, * to be turbid or black.'

While the name Kedar is unknown to Arabic
traditions, it is said to be preserved in some
Mina'an inscriptions (Glaser, Skizze, ii. p. 439),
and is known in various forms to the Greek geo-
graphers, who, indeed, locate the tribe very dif-
ferently (the passages are collected by Gesenius,
Thes. s.v.). Our chief source of information about
it is to be found in the inscriptions of Assur-
banipal (George Smith, History of Assurbanipal,
pp. 256-298 ; S. A. Smith, Keilschrifttexte Assur-
oanipaVs, i. 58-75 ; Cuneiform Inscriptions of W.
Asia, iii. plates 24-28, v. plates 7-10). The
land of Ki-id-ri (G. Smith, p. 283), ga-ad-ri {ib.
p. 290), or Ki-id-ri (S. A. Smith, p. 60), and the
people called Kid-ra-ai (G. Smith, p. 271), have
been justly identified with Kedar by G. Smith and
all who have commented on this king's annals
(Delitzsch, Paradies, p. 299 ; Glaser, Skizze, ii. 267-
274, etc.), as being mentioned in close proximity
to A-ri-bi (the Arab) and Na-ba-ai-te (Nebaioth),
and described as possessors of * asses, camels, and
sheep' (S. A. Smith, I.e. p. 67) ; moreover, some
people mentioned with them are, according to one
interpretation of a difficult word, described as
'dwellers in tents' (S. A. Smith, I.e. p. 103).

It is plain that the identification of Kedar with
the Arabs, which is clearly found in Ca I5, and
prevails in the later Jewish literature, had already
commenced in Assyrian times; thus whereas
Esarhaddon calls a certain Hazael king of Aribi
{Cylinder A of the Esarhaddon Inscriptionsp, ed.
Harper, p. 8), Assurbanipal, who repeats this
passage, calls him king of Kedar (G. Smith, p.
283) ; * and though U-ai-te' is ordinarily styled
by Esarhaddon 'king of the Arabs' {WAI iii.
pi. 24. 1. 11, 108, etc.), the Kedarites are par-
ticularly styled ' his men' (1. 107), and likewise
the Arab general A-bi-ya-te' is called a Kedarite
(1. 121). Nevertheless, a special country of Kedar
existed, and from the detailed account of Assur-
banipal's Arabian campaign it ought to be possible
to locate it accurately. This monarch's army
marched 100 Kash-bu Kah-lca-ru from Nineveh,
crossing the Tigris and Euphrates, to the wilder-
ness of Mas, and 6 Kash-bu Kak-ha-ru from

* In the corresponding plate of WAI this passage is
obliterated.

Azalla in Mas to Kurasiti, where they besieged
the Kedarites. It is not, however, clear whether
the distance from Nineveh to Azalla, or to the
border of Mas, is given in the first figure; and
views differ as to the length of the measure
employed (Glaser, I.e. p. 279 n. ; Delitzsch, I.e.
p. 177). Since the captives are sent to Damascus
(1. 113), it seems probable that the direction of the
king's march was towards Hauran (as Delitzsch,
I.e., suggests) rather than Yemamah (where Glaser,
I.e., endeavours to locate Kedar on what seem
inadequate grounds). The fact, too, that the
Kedarite kings invade Syria via Moab (WAIv. col.
vii. 112 ; G. Smith, p. 288), points the same way.

AVith regard to the history of Kedar, we learn
from the inscription that the gods of Hazael, king
of Kedar, had been plundered by Esarhaddon (see
above), but that Hazael, having sued for them,
received them back (the chief being called Adar-
samain), and was made vassal-king of Arabia.
His son, called by Esarhaddon Ya'il, by Assur-
banipal Ya'u-ta' {WAI iii. 21, col. viii. 37), more
frequently U-ai-te' (ib. 21, col. viii. 7, etc.), prob-
ably on account of the heavier tribute exacted
from him (Esarhaddon, I.e. 8, 20-24) in the next
reign joined the party of Samas-sum-ukin, and
invaded Syria ; but being defeated by the Assyri-
ans, fled to the friendly tribe Neoaioth, who,
however, appear to have given him up to Assur-
banipal. Another king of Kedar, named Arnirm-
ladi, thereupon invaded Syria a second time, but
was also defeated, and taken together with Adi-
yah, wife of U-ai-te'. Simultaneously with the
expedition into Syria, U-ai-te' had despatched a
force to Babylon under the Kedarites Abiyate'
and Aimu, the former of whom, after defeat, sued
for pardon, and obtained the sovereignty of Arabia :
this, however, he quickly resigned in favour of the
cousin and namesake of the former king, who with
the king of Nebaioth organized a fresh revolt,
against which Assurbanipal's expedition was
directed. The Kedarite nest was destroyed,
and severe punishment inflicted on Arabia. The
date of this invasion is probably B.C. 648 (cf.
Lehmann, ' Samas-sum-ukin,' Assyriologische Bib-
liothek, viii. p. 6).

While the inscriptions of Assurbanipal thus
explain the co-ordination of Kedar with * Arab'
and ' Nebaioth,' it is not probable that the blow
dealt to Kedar by this monarch is that to which
Is 211β·17 refers. Cheyne (I.e.), who thinks this
passage may be Isaianic, seems inclined to connect
it with an attack on the Arabs by Sargon; but
this monarch nowhere mentions Kedar, and it
seems doubtful whether this oracle can have been
written before the hegemony of Kedar, which may
have existed before the time of Hazael and Esarhad-
don, but has not been shown to have been anterior to
it. After two invasions of Syria by Arabs led by
Kedarite kings, the name of the tribe could be
made to stand for the nation, and this suggests
that the oracle is later than the events described
by Assurbanipal, since its author appears to
reckon the Dedanim among the sons of Kedar
(vv.13·17); and the oracle in which they are
threatened with an attack by Nebuchadnezzar
(Jer 493· 28) is similarly loose in its application of
their name.

Interesting as are the Kedarite names recorded
in the inscriptions, they are evidently too carelessly
transcribed to render identification safe ; the name
Ammuladi (like Amme>ta\ S. A. Smith, I.e. ii. 38)
is clearly Arabic, whereas Hazael is doubtless
Aramaic. The name of the tribe itself is prob-
ably derived from the Arabic root Kdr, which gives
a verb meaning ' to be able or powerful,' but de-
rivatives of which have various senses, suitable for
personal names. The name of their chief god
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(whence either they or a neighbouring tribe were
called, Glaser, I.e. 278), A-tar-sa-ma-ai-in, seems
to be either Phoenician or Aramaic | w Tin (as it is
analyzed by Delitzsch, I.e.) rather than a form of
Athtar (as Glaser, I.e., suggests). Further sug-
gestions for the derivation of these names are given
by E. Sachau, Ζ A, 1897 (xii.), P- 44 if.

D. S. MARGOLIOUTH.
KEDEMAH (naip 'eastward'). — A son of Ish-

mael, Gn 2515 = 1 Ch I31. The clan of which he is
the eponymous head has not been identified.
Ball (' Genesis' in SBOT, ad loc.) considers that
in both the above passages nnip is a mistake for
πτυ (Nodab), which is read in 1 Ch 519. He re-
marks that Kedemah, Eastward,' is a singular
name, that υ might be misread ρ, while 2 and D
are often confused. Neither the LXX (Κέδμα) nor
Luc. (ΚέδβμΛ) lend any support to Ball's proposed
emendation.

KEDEMOTH (niDij?).— A place apparently on the
upper course of the Arnon, assigned to Keuben,
Jos 1318, and a Levitical city, 2137 ( = 1 Ch 679

[Heb. 64]). The * wilderness of ]£edemoth' is men-
tioned in Dt 226 as the point from which messengers
were sent by Moses to Sihon. The exact site is
unknown, although it has been suggested that it
may be the ruin Umm er-Basas, N.E. of Dibon
(Dhibdn).

LITERATURE.— Tristram,'Lando/Moab, 140ff.; Baedeker-Socin,
Pal* 193; Dillm. on Nu' 2113 ; Driver on Dt 226; Buhl, GAP
268. C. K. CONDER.

KEDESH (BHJ2)._1. A city in the south of Judah
(Jos 1523) whose site is uncertain. It is to be dis-
tinguished from Kadesh-barnea (see Dillm. ad loc).
2. A city in Issachar, 1 Ch 672 [Heb.57], where,
however, Kedesh is not improbably a textual error
for Kishion (which see) of the parallel passage Jos
2128. 3. See KEDESH-NAPHTALI.

KEDESH-NAPHTALI ( ^ j vh% Jg 46, also called
'Kedesh in Galilee,3 Jos 207 2132, 1 Ch 676; called
simply ' Kedesh' in Jos 12221937, Jg 49·10· n , 2 Κ 1529,
1 Mac II63·73).—A city of refuge (Jos 207), and
likewise a Levitical city (Jos 2132). In early times
it was fortified like a number of other cities in that
region (Jos 1937). Its full history would reveal,
(1) a sacred city of the earliest inhabitants, (2) a
stronghold of unusual importance, conquered by the
Hebrews, conquered in turn by the Phoenicians,
and a centre of great political influence down to the
time when Titus encamped with his army before its
walls. From its importance in many ways, and the
wonderful fertility of the region, it could never
have sunk into a condition of poverty or insignifi-
cance.

It is noted in biblical history as the residence of
Barak, and here the warriors of Zebulun and
Naphtali were assembled by Deborah and Barak
before the battle with Sisera, and it was near the
city that Sisera met his death (Jg 4 6 · 1 0; cf. Moore,
ad loc). During one of the many invasions of
W. Asia by the Assyr. armies, K., with many
neighbouring cities, was captured by Tiglath-
pileser (2 Κ 1529). This was in the reign of
Pekah, king of Israel, B.C. 734. In Maccabsean
times, c. B.C. 150, it was here that Jonathan
routed Demetrius, king of Syria, with his army
(1 Mac li«-ra. Jos. Ant. XIII. v. 6). At the be-
ginning of our era it belonged to Tyre, and was
hostile to the Galilseans (Jos. Wars, II. xviii. 1;
IV. ii. 3).

Strong foundations and walls still surviving at
the modern village called Kedes, lying to the north-
west of the Lake of Huleh, indicate the char-
acter of the ancient city, and among the remains
several of the finest sarcophagi of the country
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have been recovered, one of which is double, i.e.
made to contain two bodies under one lid, the
stone pillows in each loculus being at alternate
ends. K. was situated on a small plain surrounded
by gentle forest-covered hills from which there
was a wide outlook, and for picturesqueness and
beauty it had few equals among the cities of
Upper Galilee.

LITERATURE.—Guorin, GaliUe, ii. 355 ff.; Baedeker-Socin,
ΡαΙβ 264; Seetzen, Reisen, ii. 127; Robinson, BRP% ii. 439;
Merrill, East of Jordan, 121, 306; van de Velde, Narrat. ii.
417 f.; Buhl, GAP 235 f.; SWP vol. i. sh. iii. ; Moore, Judges, 117.

SELAH MERRILL.

KEHELATHAH (nronp, Μακβλλάθ, Luc. Μακβλάδ,
Ceelatha, Nu 3322·23).—One of the twelve stations
in the journeyings of the children of Israel which
are mentioned only in Nu 33. It follows Hazeroth.
Nothing is known about its position. The word is
from the same Hebrew root (hnp) as Makheloth
in v.25 [note that in the LXX the two words are
very similar], and means ' assembly or congre-
gation.' A. T. CHAPMAN.

KEILAH (nbyp) the Garmite (1 Ch 419). — See
following art. and GENEALOGY.

KEILAH (nVyj?, KeetXa, in Josephus Κίλλα, the
inhabitants being Κιλλανοί or Κιλλΐται).—This city
is interesting principally for its connexion with
the history of David. Shortly after he began to
gather men around him he defeated the Phili-
stines, who had been raiding Keilah, and robbing
the threshing-floors. In Keilah he remained for a
while. Thither came to him Abiathar, the repre-
sentative of the priestly house of Ithamar, bring-
ing the ephod, after Saul haa slain the priests at
Nob. By consulting the ephod, David knew that
Saul would come down to capture him, and that
the men of Keilah, notwithstanding the service he
had done them, would hand him over to Saul, and
he therefore left the town (1 S 231"13). Apart from
this incident, the OT mentions the name of Keilah
in three other passages. It is in one of the groups
of cities assigned to Judah in the Shephelah (Jos
1544). The two halves of the ' district of Keilah '
were represented in Nehemiah's wall-building work
(Neh 317·18). And in a genealogical fragment (1 Ch
419), in connexion with certain other names that
connect themselves with the geography, mention
is made of ' the father of Keilah the Garmite'
among the kindred of Caleb the son of Jeph-
unneh.

In the time of David, Keilah was an important
place, a city of gates and bars (1 S 237). Nehemiah
hints at its importance in his time, by speaking
of it as a double district. And it was a very
important place many centuries earlier, when
Ebed-tob and Su-yardata of the Tel el-Amarna
tablets wrote of it (under the name Kilta) to the
Egyptian king along with Gedor, Gath, and Kabbah
{PSBA, June 1888, Bab. Tab. from Tel el-Amarna,
iii.), and again along with Gezer, Gath, Rabbah,
and Jerusalem {Mittheilungen aus der Oriental-
ischen Sa?nmlungen, part iii. Nos. 100, 106).

Keilah is commonly identified with Khurbet
Kila, about 7 miles east of Eleutheropolis, and
1575 ft. above the sea. This is reconcilable with
the statement in the Onomasticon, that it is 17
miles (perhaps it should be 7, Jerome has it 8̂
from Eleutheropolis, on the road to Hebron; but
it is difficult to think of so elevated a region as
in the Shephelah (cf. Dillm. on Jos 1544). The
Onomasticon is cited, as well as later writings
(Nicephorus, Hist. xii. 48, and Cassiodorus in
Sozomen, Hist. vii. 29), as giving the tradition
that the prophet Habakkuk was buried at Keilah,
though other traditions say at Hukkok.

W. J. BEECHER.
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KELAIAH (n^p).—A Levite who had married a
foreign wife, Ezr 1023, called in 1 Es 9s3 Colius. In
Ezr the gloss is added ' which is Kelita' (in 1 Es,
'who was called Calitas' [which see]). Kelita
appears in Neh 87 as one of the Levites who assisted
Ezra in expounding the law (cf. 1 Es 948, Calitas),
and his name occurs amongst the signatories to
the covenant, Neh 1010. It does not follow, how-
ever, that, because Kelaiah was also called Kelita,
he is to be identified with this Kelita. Siegfried-
Stade think not.

KELITA.—See KELAIAH.

KEMUEL (SWDJ?).—The son of Nahor and father
of Aram, Gn 2221 (contrast 1022 where Aram is son
of Shem, and see Dillm. ad loc). Knobel proposed
to connect Kemuel with Kamula in N. Mesopo-
tamia, but this is pronounced by Dillmann to be
out of the question. 2. The prince (N*^) of the
tribe of Ephraim, one of the twelve commissioners
for the dividing of the land, Nu 3424 (P). 3. The
father of Hashabaiah the ruler (yii) of the Levites,
1 Ch 2717.

KENAN (OT). — Son of Enoch and father of
Mahalelel, Gn 59·12 (AV Cainan; but AVm, like
RV, Kenan) 1 Ch I2. LXX has Kacpdv, which
reappears in Lk 337f· (WH read Και*>άμ), giving
Cainan (which see) of EV. The name Kenan is
simply a variation of Cain (pp 'spear'). 'Halevy
(Recherches Bibl. ix. 219) calls attention to the fact
that Kê nan was the name of a god among the
Sabseans' (cf. Baethgen, Beitrdge, 127 f.). See
Dillm. on Gn 59.

KENATH (njj?) is mentioned (Nu 3242) as having
been captured by a clan of Machir, which then
gave it their own name of Nobah. Their occu-
pation was only temporary, for Geshur and Aram
(1 Ch 223) reconquered Kenath with its daughter
towns.

The Onom. (Lagarde, 269. 15, 296. 109) speaks of a
village ' now called Καΐ/α0ά, lying iv Ίραχωνι πλησίον
Βοστρων'; and Jos. {BJ I. xix. 2) mentions a Καναδά
which in his time belonged to Coele-syria. In
accordance with these indications, the site has been
generally identified with el-Kanawat, a place on
the western edge of the Hauran range which con-
tains important ruins from the Roman and Chris-
tian periods. The fullest description of its present
condition is found in Merrill (East of Jordan, 36-
43). If this be correct, Kenath offers an instance
of the persistence of a native name during and in
spite of a temporary alien occupation. The accuracy
of this identification has been recently contested
by, e.g., Socin {Bad.2 313) and Moore (Comm. on
Judges 811). See, further, Dillm. on Nu 3242.

A. C. WELCH.
KENAZ (Tjj?).— The eponym of the Kenizzite clan,

variously described in OT as the son of Eliphaz
and grandson of Esau (Gn 3611 R), as a ' duke' of
Edom (Gn 3642P), as the father of Othniel (Jos
1517 JE), and as the grandson of Caleb (1 Ch 415).
The Kenizzites (AV Kenezites), who are named
amongst the inhabitants of Canaan in patriarchal
times (Gn 1519R), had probably their original
settlements in Mt. Seir (which would account for
K. being called a grandson of Esau or Edom), and
from thence a branch migrated to the S. of Canaan
(see CALEB). The Chronicler makes K. a descend-
ant of Judah (1 Ch 413"15).

KENITES ( T O , i^n; i n Nu 2422, J g 41 1 ]>.$, ol
Kevcuoi, KLVCLTOL, Cinceus, Kain), first mentioned in
Gn 1519 along with the Kenizzites and Kadmonites
of Edom. Balaam ' looked upon' them from the
mountains of Moab, and punning upon the likeness

of their name to the Hebrew ken, ' nest,' declared
that though their 'nest ' was 'in a rock' (Sela\
perhaps the later Petra), they should be ' wasted' *
until Asshur should carry them away captive
(Nu 2421· 2 2). Ace. to Jg I16, Hobab, the father-
in-law of Moses, was a Kenite, and his descendants
' went up out of the city of palm trees with the
children of Judah into the wilderness of Judah,
which is in the south of Arad ; and they went and
dwelt among the people.' It was in this direction
that the Jewish town of Kinah stood (Jos 1522).
We find one of the Kenites, Heber, separating
himself from the rest of the tribe and camping in
the northern part of Israel, near Kedesh, at the
time of the overthrow of Sisera (Jg 411· 17). The
Chronicler includes them among the ancestors of
the great houses of Judah (lCh 255); and Saul
forewarned the Kenites of his intended attack on
the Amalekites or Bedawin, as they had ' showed
kindness to all the children of Israel when they
came up out of Egypt' (1 S 156). Similarly, when
David pretended to Achish of Gath that he had
raided the enemies of the Philistines, he associates
together the Israelites of S. Judah, the Jerah-
meelites (1 Ch 225) and the Kenites (I S 2710).
Subsequently he sent presents out of the spoil
which he had acquired to 'the elders of Judah'
who 'were in the cities of the Kenites' (1 S 3029).
Hammath, the ancestor of the Rechabites, is also
stated to have been a Kenite (1 Ch 255).

It is thus clear that the K. were regarded as
closely allied to the Isr., or at all events to the
tribe of Judah. As the father-in-law of Moses
was priest of Midian, it would seem that they
were also connected with the Midianites. Like
the Bedawin, they were nomads, and the descrip-
tion of the Rechabites (Jer 356"10) shows that even
under the monarchy those who lived in the land
of Israel still inhabited tents and clung to all the
nomadic habits of tneir forefathers. As was
natural, they were chiefly to be found in the
south of Judah, and more especially in the desert
to the south of it. They thus resembled the
gipsies of modern Europe, as well as the travelling
tinkers or blacksmiths of the Middle Ages.

Indeed, it is not improbable that they really
represent a tribe of smiths. The word Κέηί or
' Kenite' means ' a smith' in Aramaic, from a
root which has given kayin, ' a lance,' in Hebrew.
We know that the smiths of the ancient world
formed a corporation which was regarded as
possessing special secrets, and whose members
led wandering lives. We also know that in the
time of Samuel the Israelites had no smiths of
their own, all having been removed by the
Philistines ' lest the Hebrews make them swords
or spears' (1 S 1319· 20). It would appear, there-
fore, that the blacksmith's art was confined to a
particular corporation, and that the Israelites were
unacquainted with it. Yet the art of working in
iron as well as bronze was known in Canaan at an
early period : in the Travels of the Mohar, a story
written in Egypt in the time of Ramses II., the
hero of the tale finds an iron-smith ready to hand
when an accident happens to his chariot.

Josephus, who elsewhere calls the Kenites
KeverLSes, speaks of them as 'the race of the
Shechemites' (Συαμιτώρ) in his account of Saul's
expedition (Ant. VI. vii. 3). The Targums trans-
form the name into Salmaite, from Salma, ' the
father of Beth-lehem,' who seems to be termed a
Kenite in 1 Ch 254·e5. The Sam. VS of Gn 1519

inserts the same name before ' Kenite.'
A. H. SAYCE.

* Hommel (ΑΞΤ 245 n.) follows Klostermann in reading "D$A
for "ly.Il1?, ' Kain shall belong to the 'Eber.' The emendation is
not a happy one, any more than Hommel's explanation of
Ash(h)ur in the same passage.
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KENIZZITE.—See KENAZ.

KENOSIS (Lat. inanitio, exinanitio, evacuatio ;
Eng. * self-stripping,* ' self-divesting,' * self-empty-
ing '). — This is not a biblical word, occurring
neither in the LXX nor in the NT (though once in
its literal sense in Theod.'s trn of Is 3411). It is a
technical word of later theology found in some
fragments of the κατά. Βήρωνος καϊ "Ηλι/cos, wrongly
attributed to Hippolytus, in Gregory of Nazianzus
(Or. 31), Cyril of Alexandria (Ep. 2 ad Nest. 70A),
and later writers, to express the action implied in
the use of the cognate verb in Ph 27 εαυτόν έκένωσεν
('semetipsuni exinanivit,' Vulg.; 'exhausit semet-
ipsum,' Tert. adv. Marc. v. 20; ' made himself of
no reputation/ AV ; * emptied himself,' RV).

In this passage the extent of the self-emptying
is explained by the following participle, μορφών
δούλου λαβών: that of which He emptied Himself, by
the preceding words, τό eTvai 'ίσα θεφ : so that the
meaning is * He emptied Himself' of His position
of equality with God, of ' that condition of glory
and majesty which was the adequate manifesta-
tion of the divine nature' (Gifford, ad loc.; cf.
κενώσας εαυτόν από του εΐναί ϊσα θ€φ} Synod of
Antioch, αρ. Routh, Bell. Sacr. iii. p. 298) by
' taking on Himself the form of a servant.' The
phrase means little more than that He accepted
the limitations implied in incarnation (cf. έπτώ-
χευσςν πλούσιος &ν, 2 Co 89), and was probably sug-
gested to St. Paul as the antithesis to the concep-
tion of the fulness (πλήρωμα) of God which dwelt
essentially in His Son. In correspondence with
this, kenosis in its earliest theological use is little
more than a synonym for the Incarnation, but it
emphasized the Incarnation as a divine act, human
nature being saved from above rather than by
self-development from below, and hence it is a
favourite word with Cyril in his argument against
Nestorius; it emphasized also the free voluntary
condescension of the preincarnate Son, and the
fact that there were real limitations imposed by
Himself upon Himself during the incarnate life.
It is put forward by St. Paul as an example of the
way in which men should not look only each to his
own things, but each also to the things of others.
But mediaeval and Reformed theology attempted
to define more exactly what these limitations
were, and with this there followed a change in the
exact meaning of the word kenosis.

(a) It was applied to the limitations upon the
Christ in His incarnate human life ; to the limita-
tions imposed upon divine omnipotence and divine
omniscience within the human sphere of action,
in order to allow a real growth and action of
human will and human knowledge; and the
word was sometimes used widely to apply to
all such limitations, sometimes (e.g. in the discus-
sions of the 17th cent.) it was used, in antithesis to
κρύψις, of a virtual surrender of such attributes, as
opposed to a possession but conscious restraint in
the use of them. On these exact points the Bible
does not define, but it supplies the factors that
have to be reconciled, viz. the reality of a divine
oneness between the Father and the Son (Jn I1"18

1030, He I3), certain limitations of perfect inter-
course between the Father and the Incarnate Son
(Mt 2746 iVa τι μ€ 4~/κατέλι.π€ς;), certain statements
of the Lord Himself as to the limitations of His
own knowledge (Mk 1332) and of His own 'glory*
(Jn 174), and statements of NT writers as to the
reality of temptation, and of growth in wisdom
and learning in Him (Lk 240"52, He 415 57·8). The
analogy of the primary use of the word by St. Paul
also suggests that the kenosis was always a self-
kenosis; that as the original Incarnation was an
act of voluntary self-restraint, so the whole state
of the incarnate life implied a constant voluntary

limitation imposed upon a power or a knowledge
that was His by right (cf. Gore, ubi infra, p. 218;
Ottley, Incarnation, ii. 291), ' He willed not to use
His power, not to use His knowledge,' is a surer
formula than ' He could not.'

(b) It has been also applied to limitations im-
posed upon the Incarnate Christ with respect to
His divine attributes as exercised within the
divine sphere of action during the incarnate life;
so that kenosis will imply the absolute or partial
cessation of the Word's cosmic functions while He
was incarnate. On this point, again, the Bible
supplies no clear teaching, though the language of
He Ι 3 (ών . . . φέρων . . . έκάθισεν) seems to imply a
permanence of cosmic functions ; and such a cessa-
tion conflicts not only with the general stream of
Christian theology, but with the conception of the
unchangeable character of the divine nature.

LITERATURE.—The best exegesis of Ph 27 is to be found in
Gifford, The Incarnation (1897), (cf. also Lightfoot, ad loc).
For the later theological usage, cf. Bright, Waymarks in Church
History (1894), Appendix G ; Gore, Dissertations (1895), pp. 71-
202; Bruce, Humiliation of Christ (1889), Lectures ii.-iv. ;
Powell, Principle of the Incarnation (1896); Mason, Conditions
of our Lord1» Life on Earth (1896); Hall, Eenotic Theory (1898).

W. LOCK.
KERAS (KVpds, AV Ceras), 1 Es 529.—Head of

a family of temple servants who returned with
Zerubbabel; called KEROS (Dip, A K^ctos, Β
Ka&fr), Ezr 2", Neh 747 («A Καρα'ί, Β -pa).

KERCHIEFS (ninspp, έπι,βόλαι,α) are mentioned
only in Ezk 1318·21, where a woe is pronounced
upon the false prophetesses * who sew bands (or
fillets, not pillows as in AV, RV) upon all joints of
the hands, and make kerchiefs for the head of
(persons of) every stature, to hunt souls.' The
passage is somewhat obscure, but the reference
appears to be undoubtedly to some species of
divination practised in order to obtain oracles.
The η'ΐΓφρρ seem to have been large veils or cover-
ings thrown over the head and reaching down to
the feet (and this is the original meaning of the
Eng. word), and were adapted to every stature.
The wearer of the fillets and 'kerchiefs' was in this
way introduced into the magical circle (cf. David
son's and Bertholet's notes in their Comm. ad loc.).
Hitzig notes the analogy of the later practice of
wearing tephillim and putting on the large tallith
at prayer (cf. Mt 235).

In the Wyclifite Bible of 1382 occurs the form
4 couercheues' (Is 323, changed in 1388 into *ker-
cheues'), which shows the derivation from Fr.
couvre-chef (couvrir to cover, chef the head). The
Geneva version has · vailes upon the head' in the
text, but in marg. 'kerchefes to couer their heades.'
The Bishops' Bible first gives * kerchief es' in the
text. When the derivation of the word was ob-
scured, it came to be used more generally for any
small piece of dress. In this sense the word is still
familiar in handkerchief,' though both * kerchief
itself and its other compound * neckerchief' are
nearly gone out (see Craik, Eng. of Shaks. 176).

J. HASTINGS.
KERE.—See TEXT OF OLD TESTAMENT.

KEREN-HAPPUCH (ysrrr®, literally 'horn of
antimony/ so Vulg. ; LXX strangely 'Ayu,aX0e£as
κφαί, 'horn of Amalthsea,' i.e. plenty).—The
youngest daughter born to Job in his second estate
of prosperity (Job 4214). The name is indicative
of beautiful eyes, from the dye made of antimony,
used to tinge the eyelashes (cf. Dillm. or Davidson,
ad loc.; and see 2 Κ 93ϋ, Jer 430).

W. T. DAVISON.
KERIOTH (ninj?).— A place in Moab, Jer 48^ (in

v.41 with art. nv-jipn, RVm ' the cities'), Am 22. It
is mentioned on the Moabite Stone, 1. 13, where
Mesha declares that he dragged ' the altar-hearth
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of Davdoh (?) before Chemosh * in JferiyyotK\ Its
site is uncertain, but weighty arguments have been
adduced in favour of identifying it with Ar (wh.
see), the capital of Moab (Is 151), which was prob-
ably situated in the valley of the Arnon, somewhere
on the N. or N.E. border of Moab (see Driver on
Am 22 and Dt 29·18, and cf. Buhl, GAP 270, who
identifies Kerioth, however, not with Ar, but with
Kir—the latter of which again he identifies with
Rabbath-moab, while he considers Ar to be the
name not of a city, but of a district, that, namely,
to the south of the Arnon). J. A. SELBIE.

KERIOTH-HEZRON (jh^rrrvnp, LXX al ττόλα*
Ασερών, AV ' Kerioth [and] Hezron).—A place in
the Negeb of Judah (Jos 152δ, where it is added,
' which is Hazor.' See HAZOR, NO. 4, and HEZRON,
p. 379b). Kerioth-hezron should probably be iden-
tified with the modern JjCarjetein, N.E. of Tell
'Arad. In all probability this was the birthplace
of the traitor disciple Judas (wh. see), the name
Iscariot being=nin/? B̂ N * man of Kerioth.' This
is much more plausible than the conjecture which
connects Iscariot with Azkaroth of Midrash Bere-
shith rabba, ch. 98, which Schwarz (Das heil. Land,
p. 128) identifies with el-Askar (Sychar?).

LITERATURE.— Guorin, Judoe, iii. 180 f.; Robinson, BRP2 ii.
101; Buhl, GAP 182 ; Neubauer, G6og. du Talm. 171, 277;
Keira, Jesus of Nazara, iii. 276 n. J , A . SELBIE.

KEROS.—Name of a family of Nethinim who
returned with Zerub., Ezr 244 (onp) = Neh 747 (ovp).

KESITAH.—The kesitah (n^p) is mentioned only
three times in the OT (Gn 3319, Jos 2432, Job 4211).
In the first and primary passage—to which one of
the other passages certainly, and both probably
(cf. Budde's 'Hiob,' Einleit. p. xliii) refer—Jacob
is represented as paying a hundred kesitdhs for the
' parcel of ground where he had spread his tent'
at Shalem. The kesitah therefore must have been
a standard of value, probably metallic (cf. Job 4211).
Its meaning and value in modern currency, how-
ever, are entirely unknown. The oldest versions
(LXX, Onkelos, Vulgate) give 'lamb' or 'sheep,'
on what grounds we do not know. In our Eng.
VSS the rendering is ' piece of money' (AV once
4 piece of silver,' Jos 2432). Ball, in Haupt's SBOT
(Genesis, p. 91), proposes for philological reasons
to point na ĵ? keshitdh. Spurrell (Notes on Gen.2

p. 288) has a good note (wh. see). Cf. Madden,
Coins of the Jews, p. 11; Jacobe, 'La Kesita' in
Rev. de Vhist. et de litt. Bibl. i. 6, pp. 515-518 (not
seen); and see art. MONEY in this Dictionary.

A. R. S. KENNEDY.

KETAB (Κητάβ, AV Cetab), 1 Es 530.—Head of
a family of temple servants who returned with
Zerubbabel. There is no corresponding name in
the lists of Ezr and Neh.

KETHIBH.—See TEXT OF OLD TESTAMENT.

KETTLE.—See FOOD, p. 40, V. 2.

KETURAH (Γ™,? 'incense').—According to Gn
251 (probably J), Abraham, after the death of Sarah
(this is certainly the meaning intended by the com-
piler of Gn in its present form), again took (ηρ_*.\ ηρ*ι)
a wife (Π^Ν), Keturah, who bore to him six sons,
who became the ancestors of Arab tribes. In v.6

(R) she bears the less honourable designation of
Eh>3 'concubine' (cf. 1 Ch I32). The Keturah
episode in Abraham's life is an evidence at once
of the presence of different documents in Gn, the
hopelessness of discovering a consistent chronology
in that book, and the tendency of personal to shade

* Showing that the national god had a chief sanctuary there.
This favours the notion that Kerioth was the capital of Moab.

off into tribal history. In the light of Gn 1717

' Shall a child be born to him that is a hundred years
old ?' it would be strange if the same writer, accord-
ing to whose chronology Abraham was 137 years
old at the time of Sarah's death (Gn 231), should
relate, without remark, the birth of six sons to him
after that event. Of course the difficulty disappears
when we observe that a tradition independent of Ρ
and P's chronology is preserved by J in Gn 251"5,
relating to Keturah. Further, as has been shown
already in art. ABRAHAM (p. 16a), it is impossible
to resist the conclusion that the Keturah story is
really an embodiment of the Israelitish belief of
the relationship of Arabian clans and tribes to the
Hebrew stock rather than the record of personal
history.

From the meaning of the name Keturah, ' frank-
incense,' Sprenger (Geog. Arab. 295) suggests that
the ' sons of Keturah ' were so named because the
author of Gn 25lff· knew them as traders in that
commodity. A tribe Katura, living in the neigh-
bourhood of Mecca, is named by the later Arab
genealogists (Ritter, Erdkunde, xii. 19 ff.). On
the various Keturah tribes of Gn 25 see sep. articles
on the names of these. J. A. SELBIE.

KEY, LOCK.—Many of the old houses in Lebanon
have still the ancient wooden lock commonly known

OUTSIDE OF LOCK.

in England as the Egyptian lock. It is generally
fixed on the outside of the door, but in large
villages and towns it is often put on the inside,
a hole being cut in the door to allow the arm
with the key to be inserted.

The Syrian lock consists of two pieces of wood
set at right angles to each other. The upright

INSIDE OF LOCK, SHOWING TWO PINS.

For position of lock on door see illustration under HINQ».

piece is nailed to the door, and has in its upper
part four or five holes bored, into which headed
pins, or nails with the points cut off, are dropped ;
the upper part of these holes is then plugged with
wood. When the cross-bolt is pushed rapidly into
the socket in the door-post these pins fall into
holes made in the bolt to receive them, and so
prevent its withdrawal. The bolt is hollow from .
the outer end for rather more than half its length.
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and into this hollow end the key (rm$;?) is inserted.
The latter is a piece of wood about 9 in. long, with

pins inserted in its upper surface at one end, to
correspond with the holes in the bolt. When the
pins in the key enter the holes in the bolt the key
is pressed upwards, and the pins of the lock are
thus raised above the bolt, which is then set free,
and is withdrawn by the key. The length of the
bolt is usually about 8J in., but there are locks
very much larger. The key, owing to its size, is
generally stuck in the girdle, but is sometimes
tied to a handkerchief and slung over the shoulder.
The principle of this lock is really the same as
that of Bramah's and Chubb's locks. See, further,
art. HOUSE, p. 434 f.

Doors or gates are sometimes barred on the
inside. The bar often extends from post to post
across the door, but frequently the bar is inserted
into a recess in the Avail from which it is partly
withdrawn, and so secures the door.

For use of * keys' in Mt 1619 see art. POWER OF
KEYS. W. CARSLAW.

KEZIAH (njrsj?, i.e. cassia, or 'fragrant as cin-
namon')·—The name of the second daughter born
to Job after his restoration to prosperity (Job 4214).

KIBROTH-HATTAAYAH (ιηυβσ nhnp).—A station
in the wanderings of the Israelites on the journey
from Sinai to Kadesh, and within one day's
journey from Sinai, Nu II 3 4 3316, Dt 922. Its
identification depends, therefore, on those of Sinai
and Kadesh (which see). The traditional site, as
early as the days of St. Sylvia of Aquitaine (c. A.D.
388), was a little to the north of the Nukb el-Hawa,
or 'Pass of the Wind,' by which travellers are
wont to reach expeditiously the plain at the foot
of the traditional Sinai ('hie autem locus, ubi se
montes aperiebant, iunctus est cum eo loco quo
sunt memories concupiscentice'). The name,
'graves of lust/ seems to imply something of a
monumental character (? cairn, cromlech).

J. RENDEL HARRIS.
KIBZAIM.—See JOKMEAM.

KID.—See GOAT.

KIDNEYS.—The Heb. word kelayoth (nr?|, LXX
and Rev 223 νεφροί) has received two distinct render-
ings in our EV according as it is used literally or
figuratively.

1. In the literal sense kelayoth is used only of the
kidneys of animals offered in sacrifice (except in
three poetical passages, Job 1613, Ps 13913, La 313,
where it refers to the human organs), and is so
rendered. By the law of the Priests' Code, ' the
two kidneys and the fat that is upon them, which
is by the flanks' (RV loins*), along with certain
other parts of the viscera, were J"'s special share of
all the sacrificial victims. Special instructions to
this effect are given (Lv 34·10·15) for the various
victims in the case of the peace-offering—the re-
maining portions of the carcase being consumed by
the worshippers, the blood, of course, always ex-
cepted—for the sin-offering (49), the trespass-offering
(74), and, in narrative form, for the special conse-
cration sacrifices (816· *>-28, Ex 2913·22). In the case
of sacrificial victims burnt entire upon the altar,
such instructions were unnecessary. The raison
d'Stre of the peculiar sanctity attaching to these
parts of the viscera is to be found in the idea, com-

* See the coloured illustrations in Driver and White's Leviticus
Haupt's SBOT), facing p. 4.

mon to the Semitic and other ancient peoples, that
these parts were, next to the blood, the seat of life
(see esp. US1 p. 359 ff.), and accordingly, with the
blood, to be given back to the Author of life. With
the advance of reflexion and speculation on the
mystery of life, the practice found its justification
rather in the thought that the parts specified, and
the kidneys in particular, were the choicest por-
tions of the victim, and therefore appropriately
devoted to J". This point of view led to the
poetical figure in the comparatively late ' Song of
Moses,' the 'kidney-fat of wheat' (Dt 3214, EV
' the fat of kidneys of wheat') to express the finest
variety of that cereal (cf. Is 346 ' the kidney-fat of
rams').

2. A natural extension of the idea of the kidneys
as an important seat of life led to their being
regarded as one of the organs of feeling, as the
seat not only of impulse and affection, but of the
moral sentiments (see Oelitzsch, Biblical Psychology,
§xiii.; Dillmann, Handb. d. AT Theologie, p. 359).
In this, to us figurative, sense our translators have
adopted the rendering 'reins' (from Lat. renes,
' kidneys'), as also in the three poetical passages
cited above (under 1). Jeremiah in particular is
fond of this use of the word kelayoth as a synonym
of lebh, the heart. Thus J" is said to be ' near' in
the mouth of the wicked, but far from their ' reins'
(Jer 122), a thought expressed by Isaiah (2913) and
Ezekiel (3331) by the contrast of ' mouth' and
' heart.' Jeremiah also repeatedly emphasizes J'"s
character as the supreme Judge who ' tries the
reins and heart' of men (Jer II 2 0, with slight
variations 1710 2012; cf. Ps 262, Rev 223). The
kidneys or reins are also represented in poetry as
the seat of conscience, man's moral teacher (Ps 79

'my reins instruct me'), monitor (7321 ' I was
pricked in my reins'), and approving judge (Pr
2316 ' my reins shall rejoice, when thy lips speak
right things'). With this thought may be com-
pared the late Jewish conceit that of man's two
kidneys, ' one prompts him to do good, the other
to do evil' (Talmud, Berakhoth 61a; cf. Ro 719ff·)·

A. R. S. KENNEDY.

KIDRON,THE BROOK(fmp hni[i.e. ' the torrent
valley or wady of Kidron'] ; LXX ό χείμαρρους
Κεδρών, but twice (2 S 1523a [B] b [A], 1 Κ 1513 AB)
ό χείμαρρους των Κέδρων, once (Jer 31 [Gr. 38]40)
νάχαλ [Β ; Α χείμαρρους] Κ. ; NT, only in Jn 181

ό χείμαρρους των Κέδρων, or according to some MSS,
του Κέδρου or τοΰ Κεδρών).—A deep depression in
the ground on the east side of Jerusalem, which is
dry not only in summer but also during the greater
part of the winter season, but in which after heavy
rains a torrent sometimes flows.

The generally accepted explanation of the name
(ρτιρ from root τιρ ' become black') is from the dark
colour of the stream or the ravine.

Baur, who has been followed by Hilgenfeld, has made this
the basis of an elaborate attack on the Fourth Gospel, arguing
that the writer has imagined ΚίΙρων to be the genitive plural
of χίΐρος, ' a cedar,' and therefore cannot be the Apostle
John, who as a Jew would have known that the name was
derived from j'rnp * dark.' Lightfoot, who in his Biblical Essays
discusses this objection, dwells upon the fact, already alluded
to, that in two passages in the LXX (2 S 1523, and 1 Κ 1513)
the reading which has the support of AB is των κίΰρων; yet the
LXX translators cannot have mistaken the meaning of the word,
otherwise they could not have written, as they generally do, «
χνμά,ρρους Κέδρων, which on this supposition would be a solecism.
Lightfoot also calls attention to the great uncertainty as to the
actual reading in Jn 181; and, though the preponderance of MS
evidence is either for των Κίδρων or τοΰ Κίδρου, he believes the
true account to be that the original reading was τοΰ Κεδρών;
because this reading will explain the other two, whereas neither
of the other two will explain either this or each other; and also
because it is much more probable that του Κάρων would be
changed into των Κέδρων and τοΰ Κίτρου, than conversely, the
tendency being to assimilate terminations. This solution was
adopted by Griesbach and Lachmann. Westcott and Hort,
however, in their 'Notes on Select Readings' defend the
reading των Κέδρα/ν, and regard it as probably preserving ' the
true etymology of pTip, which seems to be an archaic
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(? Oanaanite) plural of *np, " t h e Dark [trees]"; for though no
name from this root is applied to any tree in biblical Hebrew,
some tree resembling a cedar was called by a similar name in at
least the later language (see exx. in Buxtorf, Lex. Talm. 1976);
and the Greek χώρος is probably of Phoenician origin.' WH
rightly maintain that 7Π1 denoted not so much the stream as
the ravine through which it flowed, and remark that isolated
patches of cedar-forest may well have survived from prehistoric
times in sheltered spots.

The Valley of Kidron (modern Wddy Sitti
Marjam) begins towards the north-west of Jeru-
salem at the foot of Mount Scopus, where the
rocks appear to have been hollowed out by
quarrying for stones for building tombs; after-
wards it turns to the right towards the south,
separating Jerusalem by a deep depression of the
ground from the Mount of Olives. It is here at
the east side of the city that the name Kidron
was specially applied to it, for the descent is here
much steeper than at the north side of Jerusalem ;
but the whole forms one continuous channel. Near
the site of Gethsemane, where the ravine may have
been crossed by our Lord and the eleven apostles
on the evening of the betrayal, the bottom of the
Kidron is about 150 ft. below Gethsemane, but
nearly 380 ft. below the platform of the temple.
The bed of the river becomes more perceptible as
it turns towards the south, though it is only on rare
occasions that water flows in it. There is, however,
a curious spring which rises in a cave on the west
side of the Kidron, and which appears to have
originally flowed into the Kidron valley, but to
have been diverted later through a tunnel cut in
the rock through the ridge that forms the southern
part of the Temple hill. A remarkable inscription
was discovered in 1880 which records in pure Hebrew
the making of this tunnel; and though it unfor-
tunately gives no information about its date other
than what can be inferred from the language and
the characters in which it is written, it is con-
jectured with some probability that it may refer
to the engineering work which was carried out by
Hezekiah at the time of Sennacherib's invasion
of Judsea, when * he took counsel with his princes
to stop the waters of the fountains which were
without the city, and they helped him. So there was
gathered much people together, and they stopped all
the fountains, and the brook that flowed through
the midst of the land' (2 Ch 323·4). Robinson
had suggested long before this discovery that the
Kidron might very possibly flow beneath the
present surface of the ground; and Barclay
asserted that at a point in the valley about two
miles below the city the murmuring of a stream
could be distinctly heard, which stream on ex-
cavating he actually discovered. There may,
therefore, before the time of Hezekiah, have been
a flow of water in the now dry valley of the Kidron.

On leaving the city, the Kidron valley turns
south-east towards the Dead Sea, and as it pro-
ceeds becomes deeper and more precipitous, its
bed being more than 300 ft. deep. It passes here
through a barren and desolate region, where many
of the Essenes and anchorites made their homes
in grottoes which have been excavated in its sides.

The name Kidron does not occur in the earlier
books of the Bible; but after David had made
Jerusalem the capital of the kingdom, the physical
geography of the country in its immediate neigh-
bourhood naturally became more closely connected
with the history of Judah than it had hitherto
been.

The first mention is in 2 S 1523, where in the story
of David's flight from Absalom it is recorded that
he passed over the brook (nahal) Kidron. The
next mention is in I K 237, in the prohibition to
Shimei against his ever crossing Kidron. This
passage has been relied on by some scholars {e.g.
Sir G. Grove) as showing that the name of Kidron

was sometimes given to the ravines on the west of
Jerusalem ; since otherwise Solomon's prohibition
would not have been trangressed by Shimei's
journey to Gath to recover his fugitive slaves;
for whether Gath be identified with Tell es-Safied
or with Beit Jibrin, it would in either case be by
the western or Bethlehem gate that Shimei would
leave the city, and the valley on the east side
would be altogether out of his way. The narra-
tive, however, does not assert that he actually
passed over Kidron; and indeed, when it is care-
fully examined, it rather suggests the contrary.
In the prohibition Shimei is commanded, ' Go not
forth thence any whither,' and then the king adds,
' For on the day thou goest out and passest over
the brook Kidron, know thou for certain that thou
shalt surely die.' But in the recapitulation of the
prohibition made after Shimei's journey to Gath,
it is the general command 'not to walk abroad
any whither' which alone is dwelt on, and there is
now no mention of Kidron at all. The reason for
its having been expressly mentioned in the original
prohibition probably was because it was on the
direct road to Shimei's home at Bahurim, and was
the boundary of the city on that side.

The later references to the Kidron in the his-
torical books of the OT all without exception
occur in the accounts given of the destruction of
heathen images and altars which were either
burned at Kidron, or, when broken or ground
to powder, were cast into its valley or on the
graves which studded it. In 1 Κ 15^ and in 2 Ch
1516 it is recorded that Asa burned at Kidron the
idol which his mother had set up ; and in 2 Ch
2916 and 3014 that Hezekiah cast into the Kidron
the pollutions which had been found in the temple,
and the altars that were in Jerusalem; and in
2 Κ 234· 6 · 1 2 that Josiah burned at Kidron the
Asherah that had been in the house of the LORD,
and stamped it small to powder, and cast the
powder thereof upon the graves of the children
of the people. As graves were regarded as pol-
luting all who walked over them or came in con-
tact with them, the intention of these reforming
kings was clearly to dishonour thus the images to
which worship had been paid, and the altars which
had been used in that worship ; but from the words
of 2 Ch 345 ' it would appear that in Josiah's case
at least there was some intention of also dis-
honouring the graves,' for it is there expressly
said that he strewed the dust of the images upon
the graves of them that had sacrificed unto them.

The neighbourhood of Kidron would seem to
be referred to in Jer 2623; but the only place in
the prophetical writings in which it is mentioned
by name is in Jer 3140. The passage is a remark-
able one. ' And the whole valley of the dead
bodies, and of the ashes, and all the fields unto
the brook Kidron, unto the corner of the horse
gate toward the east, shall be holy unto the LORD,
it shall not be plucked up, nor thrown down any
more for ever'.

The popular name for the Kidron valley, the
Valley of Jehoshaphat (wh. see), is not found in
the Bible or in Josephus, and cannot be traced
earlier than the 4th cent, after Christ. It appears
first in the Onomasticon of Eusebius (272, 89), and
then in Jerome's Onomasticon (145, 13), and in his
Commentary on Joel. It is derived from a sup-
posed identification of the valley of the Kidron with
the valley spoken of in Joel's prophecy (Jl 32·12).
The identification of the two is clearly an error
(but see Driver, ad loc). The narrow ravine of
Kidron would be a most unsuitable place for the
gathering of the nations ; and it is to be noted
that the word twice used by Joel for the Valley of
Jehoshaphat is p£#, which denotes a wide spacious
valley fit for cornfields and suitable for a battle-
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field, whereas the word habitually employed for
the Kidron valley in the OT is Vru, denoting a
narrow valley or ravine (the modern wddy); and
these words are never interchanged. There is,
however, one passage—2 Κ 234—in which the ex-
pression skadmoth Kidron (Heb. fmp nton ,̂ LXX
σαδημώθ [Α ; σαλημώθ Β] Κεδρών) occurs, which is
translated both in AV and RV * fields of Kidron'
(prob. a point at the junction with the Valley of
Hinnom), but the usual term, nahal, is again used
in 2 Κ 236.

It has been suggested that the name, ' the Valley of Jehosha-
phat' in Jl may be a purely imaginary name, and may repre-
sent a locality which had no existence except in the vision of
the prophet. Robinson (BRP* i. 269) conjectures that it may
be a metaphorical allusion to the significance of the name
Jehoshaphat,' J " judgeth.' This view appears to be favoured by
the trn of Theodotion, χώρα. xpieno?, and by that of Targ. Jon.
' The place of the decision of judgment.' Michaelis takes this
view, and supposes it to be a prediction of Maccabsean victories.
It has also been suggested that the frequent mention by Joel of
Mount Zion, Jerusalem, and the Temple, may have led to the
belief that the valley spoken of in the same prophecy was in
the immediate neighbourhood.

This characteristic of the prophet Joel may, however, suggest
a somewhat different conclusion. His frequent use of the
names of real localities in his prophecies may be appealed to as
making it probable that the vision of the Valley of Jehosha-
phat may also be connected with a real locality. It may be
noted that the word used by the Chronicler (2 Ch 2026) to
describe the valley in which Jehoshaphat assembled the people
after his victory over the combined forces of the Edomites,
Ammonites, and Moabites is the same word (ppy) which is
twice used by Joel to describe the valley of Jehoshaphat. The
author of Ch is, of course, one of the later writers of the OT,
but he is more ancient than the other authorities quoted. The
historical event is recorded in Kings as well as in Chronicles,
though the account in Ch is fuller. The defeat of so many
nations, and the great deliverance thus granted to Judah in
the past, might have seemed to the prophet a not unapt type of
the future gathering of the nations, and of the victory over
them which he foretold. This might help to explain the trans-
ference of the title the ' Valley of Jehoshaphat' to the Kidron
valley in later times : for the valley which was the scene of
Jehoshaphat's victory stretches very near that part of the
Kidron which turns towards the Dead Sea.

At the present time the Jewish as well as the
Christian and Mohammedan population of Pales-
tine identify the valley of Kidron with the scene
of Joel's prophecy, and believe that the Last
Judgment will be held there. It is the dearest
wish of every Jew to obtain a grave at Kidron.

One of the four monuments by the Kidron at
the foot of the Mount of Olives is associated by
popular tradition with Jehoshaphat, though it is
recorded in 1 Κ 2250 that Jehoshaphat was buried
in the city of David. This is repeated in 2 Ch 211.

The title given to Kidron in Jer 3140 * the valley
of the dead bodies,' suggests that Ezekiel, who
so often repeats more fully notes which had been
struck by Jeremiah, may have intended to repre-
sent Kidron by the valley of dry bones to which
he was carried out in the spirit of the Lord (Ezk
37). The imagery, indeed, of the vision may have
been suggested by sights which he had seen in
Mesopotamia, in the desert track where, as Stanley
remarks, bones and skeletons of man and beast,
the remnants of some vast caravan or the burial-
place of some mighty host of ancient days, dry
and bleaching in the yellow sands, would form a
sight familiar to travellers through the wilder-
ness ; yet, as in a dream, imagery taken from one
place is often transferred to another and a distant
locality, so it may have been with the prophet
whose spirit was so often in the land of Israel
while his body was by the banks of the Chebar
(cf. Ezk 402), and who by the words with which
ch. 37 opens seems to represent the locality to
which he was carried out as a distant one.

LITERATURE.—.Robinson, #SP2i . 231i., 268S., 541; Buhl, GAP
93, 132 f.; PEF Mem. Jerusalem volume, 122 ; ZDPVv. 316 f.,
323 f.; Benzinger, Heb. Arch. 41 ff.; Neubauer, Gtog. du Talm.
51 f.; Lees, Jerusalem Illustrated, 129ff.; Driver and Nowack
on Jl 32. See also arts. JEHOSHAPHAT (VALLEY OF) and JERU-
SALEM in the present volume. J , H . KENNEDY.

KIDRON (in 1 Mac 1539 την Κεδρών [Kcufy-] Α,
fc$ om. την ; in V.41 την Κεδρώ Α , Κεδρών fc$*, Χεβρών
gc.a.cb. i n \& Κεδρών Ακ).—A place fortified by
Cendebaeus (1 Mac 1539·41), and the point to which
he was pursued after his defeat by the sons of
Simon the Maccabee (169). It is named in con-
nexion with Jamnia, and may be the modern
Katrah near Yebna. It is possibly the same town
that is called Gederoth in Jos 1541, 2 Ch 2818.

LITERATURE.—SWP vol. iii. sheet xvi.; Guorin, Judoe, ii.
35 f.; Baedeker-Socin, Pal.2 210; Buhl, GAP 188; Dillm. on
Jos 1536.

KILAN (A KCKdv, Β KeiXaV, AV Ceilan), 1 Es 515.
—Sixty-seven sons of Kilan and Azetas returned
with Zerub. from captivity. There are no corre-
sponding names in the lists of Ezr 2 and Ν eh 7.

KIN AH (rn'p).—A town in the extreme south of
Judah, Jos 1522. The site is unknown. The
common noun Mnah means * wailing song,' * lament
for the dead'; but it is possible that the name of
the above town is derived from the Kenites (τρ),
who settled in the Negeb(Nu 1032), and had several
cities in that quarter (1 S 302S)). See Dillm. Josua,
p. 525.

KINDNESS (ipn [see careful study of this term in
W. R. Smith, Proph. of Isr. 160 ff. 406]; χρηστότηι).
— 1 . Religion is and ought to be determinative of
human life in general, and so in particular it moulds
the grace of kindness. God was kind to the people
of Israel, looking upon their affliction in Egypt and
delivering them (Ex 3). The people were frequently
reminded of this merciful intervention of J", and it
was set before them as the ground of obedience and
of action resembling His. Israel was not to oppress
or vex a stranger, but to love him, for they knew
the heart of a stranger, having been strangers in
Egypt (Ex 2221 239, Lv Ιθ33*·). The laws in the
Book of the Covenant are specially marked by the
requirement of kindness to the poor and needy,
and the succeeding laws and the exhortations of the
prophets continue to press the obligation. Indeed,
God's pardon for sin and His rich spiritual bless-
ings are made dependent in part on the suppliant's
kindness to others in distress (Is I15"17 586ff·).

Christ revealed God as the Father of men, and
the kindness and mercy He enjoined on His fol-
lowers resemble the type of these which is mani-
fested by God. The divine Father regards men
as potentially His true sons, and yearns for the
prodigal's return (Lk 1520). To effect His merciful
purpose He uses the instruments of kindness—
even His severity is kind. He makes His sun rise
on the evil and the good (Mt 545), and blesses even
the unbelieving with rain and fruitful seasons and
gladness of heart (Ac 1417), and He sent Christ to
reveal Himself by miracles of kindness, and by
opening up a way of spiritual salvation. Love to
God will dispose men to view others as He does,
i.e. as persons who are laden with suffering, but
capable of the highest things, and as most likely
to be influenced for good by love and kindness
(Lk 635f·, 1 Jn 317).

2. {a) Intensively, kindness is limited, or at
least its form is regulated, by the condition that
righteousness must be maintained and developed.
A holy God cannot bestow complete happiness on
the unholy. Penitence, faith, and new obedience
are therefore demanded in men, and the misery
endured while they are absent or deficient is but a
proof of God's kindness. So, if man's brother sin
against him, he must be induced to repent and
turn from the wrong (Mt 1815ff·). He who only
showers promiscuous benefits on the evil-doer
shows no true kindness to the latter or to the
community, but rather encourages the sinner in
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sin, and so shares in it. Here kindness is mani-
fested in reclaiming the offender from evil (which
must be clearly represented as such), and in par-
ticular by the manner in which he is approached,
by signs of goodwill, by patience, forbearance,
timely speech, and timely silence, and all those
nameless, conciliatory arts which can spring only
from that love which suffereth long and is kind,
and seeketh not her own (1 Co 134ί·). The ends of
righteousness and of true kindness further require
that man shall be just before being generous
(although when a material debt is paid we still
fail to give others their due if it is discharged
without love, Ro 137f·), and that there be no
indiscriminate or injudicious bestowal of aid,
such as would tend to lessen another's self-respect
and reliance on self-help (2 Th 37ff·), not to speak
of actions which are only to be described as
officious (1 Ρ 415). So, too, it is needful to adhere
to the truth, at the risk of an apparent want of
kindness. The Christian should endeavour to
rise to the height of Christ's example, so as to
be able, on occasion given, to speak the truth to
those who are in trying circumstances, with such
a spirit of faith and glad confidence in the
fatherly love of God that the announcement
will have, not a hurtful but, as far as may be,
a soothing and bracing effect (Eph 415·25). Kind-
ness, therefore, is based on righteous Christian
love as its principle and motive ; and our Lord's
golden rule (Mt 712) and parable of the Good
Samaritan furnish guidance for the practical ap-
plication of the principle.

(b) Extensively, kindness is due to all men with
whom one has to do, and even to the lower
animals, the example and care of God being
again our standard (Jn 4U, Mt 626). People of
one's own faith, as being nearer than others, and
furnishing more points of contact, and yielding
many services which merit gratitude, have special
claims (Gal 610). But the ungodly and sinful
also call for compassionate care in view of their
spiritual possibilities. Even the minor courtesies
of life in general human intercourse are of value
(MtlO12·42). G. FERRIES.

KINDRED (in AV 1611 nearly always Mnred)
occurs in the plur. in the sense of 'families,3

1 Ch 1628, Ps 2227 967 (all rfns^p), Ac 325 (ττατριαί,
KV 'families'), Rev I7 79 Ϊ Ϊ 9 137 (φυλαί, RV
* tribes'). Tindale has the sing, in the same
sense, Dt 2918 'Lest there be amonge you man
or woman kynred or trybe that turneth awaye in
his hert this daye from the Lord oure God' (AV
* family'). Cf. Elyot, Gouvernour, ii. 99, * And
also for his endeavour, prowesse, and wisedome,
[Moyses] was moche estemed by Pharao and the
nobles of Egipte; so that he moughte have lived
there continually in moche honour and welth, if
he would have preferred his singular advaile be-
fore the universall weale of his owne kynred or
families j . HASTINGS.

KINE.—See Ox.

KING (THE OFFICE OF, IN ISRAEL).—I. ORIGIN.
—1. Of the origin of the king (·£ρ melek) among
Semitic peoples only uncertain inferences can be
drawn from the meaning of the word and from
facts more or less disputed.

MLK in Assyr. and Aram. = < advise/ ' decree';
Arab. = ' possess,' * rule'; Heb. and Eth. = ' rule.'
This suggests that the term arose rather from
the intellectual than the merely physical side,
from counsel rather than prowess. He whose
counsel was found best, eventually became king.
Further, the term seems to have arisen after the
purely nomadic stage of the Semitic nations (in

which the Sheikh rules)* had ceased, yet before
any had gained large territories. For king seems
to be closely connected with city life, in con-
trast alike to unsettled wanderings and to per-
manent possession of large tracts of country.
Thus we find in the time of Abraham several
kings in a small space round the Dead Sea, and
many throughout Palestine at the time of the
conquest, each ruling a town with its adjacent
lands, and presumably such villages as were de-
pendent on it. The office in such cases appears to
have been normally (apparently not in Edom, Gn
368iff.) hereditary.!

2. Side by side, however, with this there existed
in each Semitic city the conception of a divine
King who was supreme over the whole people, and
from whom it had come into being. The frequency
with which the gods of Semitic nations have an
appellative of which MLK forms a part (e.g.
Melkart of Tyre) or the whole (Milkom of
Ammon), shows that this was one of their primary
conceptions of Deity.

We may explain the fact of both God and ruler
possessing the same title by supposing either that
the root idea of MLK suited both alike, the term
being given to the Deity as signifying Him who
gives counsel {e.g. by oracle); or that the title was
given to the human ruler in accordance with his
claim to be descended from, or to represent, the
Deity; or (though this is very improbable) that
the roots are different and the identity of the
words as applied to God and to the president of a
city is accidental. But, whatever the cause, the
fact of the identity of titles tended to strengthen
enormously the king's position.

3. Of the origin of the office (not the title) of
king in Israel itself we have comparatively full par-
ticulars. We see the preparation for it and its
inauguration. At the Exodus Moses supplied the
place of a king,:}: centralizing in himself all the
visible power. We know much less of Joshua, but
the same appears to have been the case with him.
But after the first flush of victory was over, when
the tribes were divided by whole districts of
unconquered Canaanites, and the sense even of
religious unity was weakened by compliance with
local religious customs, the inroads of various foes
produced (at God's call) guerilla chiefs who re-
leased the parts where they lived from foreign
attacks. One of these, Gideon, was invited by
'the men of Israel' to 'rule' over them,§ and
though he verbally refused, saying, 'The LORD
shall rule over you,'|| he appears to have ruled
over his city Ophrah, for on his death his son
Abimelech kills all his brothers (except Jotham)
and has himself made king in Shechem (Jg 96)Λ
Abimelech acted as prince {ivy. Jg 922) 'over

* ' Das Konigthum ist in Arabien eine fremde Pflanze,' G.
Jacob (Das Leben der vorislamischen Beduinen, 1895, p. 164).

t Even Ebed-Tob (c. B.C. 1400) of Urusalim implies that this
was the norm, when he contrasts his own case : ' It was not my
father who installed me in this place nor my mother, but the
arm of the mighty king has allowed me to enter into my ances-
tral house' (Hommel, Ancient Heb. Trad. p. 155). Observe
that in the MLK, being properly the ruler merely of a city, we
have perhaps the explanation of the fact that the term was not
used by the Assyrian monarchs of themselves. They may have
already found this title belonging to the kings of the various
cities that they had conquered, and therefore they called them-
selves Sar (perhaps Is 10^ has a satirical allusion to this nomen-
clature·).

I Dt 335, however, 'and he was king in Jeshurun,' probably
refers to God.

§ M&hdl bdnu. From a comparison of Jg 92 with 93· 10.12.14
this seems to be here synonymous with MLK.

|| j g 822. 23. To say that such a contrast between an earthly
and the heavenly king is an anachronism, and that, therefore,
these verses belong to a later date (Moore), is with our present
knowledge of the sources of Jg much too drastic a treatment.
See, further, art. JUDGES (BOOK), p. 816a.

IT We do not know the relation of Ophrah to Shechem. It is
possible that they were the same place, the latter representing
the Canaanite part of it, which rebelled against the Israelites.
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Israel' (i.e. apparently Shechem, and a few towns
near), but his death after three years prevented
a prolongation of a kingship in Israel after the
Canaanite form. Jephthah had a kind of headship
in Gilead (Jg II6"11), but no more was done in the
direction of the formal kingdom till the time of
Samuel. Samuel had indeed conquered the Philis-
tines at Ebenezer, and had recovered the district
that had been formally taken over by the Philistines
(1 S 711"14); but, as it seems, as he became older and
less energetic, the Philistines became stronger, and
by their superior weapons and organization were
reducing the Israelites to a condition little better
than that of serfs (1 S 1319ff·). The danger of ex-
tinction as a nation at the hands of the Philistines
was imminent, and unity in feeling and action
was absolutely essential if Israel was to be pre-
served. It was the sense partly of this and partly
of the declension of Samuel's sons from their
father's uprightness in the internal administration
of the district round him that led the elders of
Israel to ask Samuel for a king.

The words attributed to Samuel in reply are
very difficult. On the one hand, if Dt 1714"20 (cf.
283 )̂ is Mosaic, the principles that ought to guide
the election of a king must, one would suppose,
have been well known, and it is so far worthy of
notice that in at least three out of the four points
(no stranger, not multiplying horses, not multiply-
ing wives, the study of the Law) Saul satisfied
these principles. But with our present knowledge
it seems impossible to reconcile Samuel's fears with
a knowledge by him of the sanction given to the
king in Dt. For Dt assumes that the kingdom
need not be opposed to the theocratic government
of the nation, but may rather become a form of it.
On the other hand, Samuel's words are such as
could hardly fail to suggest themselves to every
far-seeing religiously-minded patriot.*

Nothing but the strongest necessity could justify
(as by God's answer to Samuel it did justify) the
commencement of a system which tended to repress
the development of the free life of the individual
Israelites, a life which might otherwise have
attained much sooner the realization of the perfect
liberty of the ideal believer in God. A king, how-
ever, was better than destruction by the Philistines
or absorption by the Canaanites.

II. THE METHOD OF APPOINTMENT. — 1. The
Choice.—(a) In the case of Saul. The subordina-
tion of the * lay' to the * religious' element in
Israel is clearly seen in the action of the elders.
Even if (as is hardly probable) any of them had
an idea of a king possessing merely secular author-
ity, no trace of such a feeling is shown, as they
unite in seeking the sanction and the power of the
religious authority. Further, Samuel even after
consenting to their wish gives them strictly no
voice in the appointment. He is guided to anoint
Saul privately, and the public decision is made by
lot, after which Saul is presented to the people as
1 him whom the Lord hath chosen,' and they shout
'God save the king' ( IS ΙΟ24 [Ε2]). Naturally,
after the first success, a public assembly is called
by Samuel to ensure the ratification by the people
of the choice already made (1 S II 1 4 [J]), he taking
the opportunity of convincing the people that a
visible king would not have been necessary had
they served God fully, and of urging them to
serve Him faithfully under the new arrangement
(1 S 12 [E2]).f

(b) In the case of David also the appointment
was from above (1 S 1613 * midrashic'), but effect

* It is, of course, still possible that the form of the objections
attributed to Samuel is one ' moulded by the experiences of a
later age' (Driver, Dt. p. 213), but the narrative as it stands
probably represents his actual feelings.

t Such is the general result we appear to reach by combining
all the data in 1 S ; but see OTJCP 135 if.

was not given to it until after Saul's death, when
the men of Judah anointed him as their king (2 S
24), and not fully until seven years later, when * all
the tribes of Israel' anointed him king over all
Israel. They did this, however, only after receiving
certain stipulations from David (2 S 53). The
virtual omission of these by Solomon, and their
definite rejection by Rehoboam, caused the division
of the kingdom.

(c) In other cases in David's line of which particu-
lars have come down to us, the reigning king freely
chose his successor from among his sons (1 Κ F3-»5,
but this was preferably the firstborn, 2 Ch 213).*
Naturally, on the restoration of Joash to his rights,
Jehoiada the priest took the opportunity of obtain-
ing from him and the people an agreement to serve
the LORD, the observance of whose worship was
bound up with the national constitution and
national prosperity (2 Κ II1 7). So again (also
after conspiracies by others) the people appointed
Azariah-Uzziah (2 Κ 1421), Josiah (2 Κ 2124), and, on
the untimely death of Josiah, his son Jehoahaz
(2 Κ 2330). The appointment of Ahaziah by the
people was due solely to his being the only son
left to his father, Jehoram having apparently
designated another son before both his and his own
death (2 Ch 2117 221).

2. The Anointing Λ—Besides the reference given
above, see ANOINTING, §§ 8, 9. The only king of
the northern dynasty whose anointing is mentioned
is Jehu (2 Κ 96), where the act is strictly private,
like that of Saul and of David by Samuel. Many
have thought from the absence of all mention in
other cases that only those kings were anointed
whose claims to the throne were disputed, but this
is very unlikely. The cases of private anointing
are mentioned as showing to the recipient God's
choice and purpose : the public anointing is men-
tioned only on special occasions, just in the same
way as the words * God save the king' are recorded
(1 Κ I39, 2 Κ II12). The frequency of the term <the
LORD'S anointed' confirms this (1 S 2410 269, 2 S I1 4

1921 [Heb. 22]). It has been suggested that kings
were anointed in order that they might fulfil
priestly functions (see below), but there is no hint
of this. The ceremony was perhaps already purely
archaic in Saul's time. The writer, however, of
I S 1613 ('midrashic') connects it with the gift of
the spirit. %

III. THE EXTERNAL MARKS.—(a) Sceptre (B$P).
—This very primitive sign of supreme authority is
used of the Israelitish king in Ps 457, and perhaps
nowhere else. See SCEPTRE.

{b) Spear (n\?q).—This, both among pre-Moham-
medan (W. R. Smith, Kinship, p. 171) and modern
Arabs (Tristram, Land of Israel, p. 259), marks
the presence of the sheikh. It was in the hand of
Saul when David played to him (1 S 1810 [J1]), by
his side at meal-time (2033 [J1]), in his hand when
he sat at council (226 [J1]), planted by his pillow as
he slept in camp (267 [E1]). He is also said by the
Amalekite to have leaned on it when he was dying
(2 S Ι6 [Ε2]).§ These examples suggest that Saul
did not use the sceptre; but it should be noticed
that in the first three passages the more offensive

* In the maintenance of the hereditary principle we may see,
probably, the chief cause of the longer duration of the Southern
kingdom.

t For the existence of this practice in Egypt at coronations,
cf. T. T. Perowne in Smith's D1& i. 137.

t W. R. Smith (RS pp. 215, 364) conjectures (a) from Ps 458,
compared with Is 613, that the anointing of kings was part of the
ceremony of investing them in the festal dress and ornaments
appropriate to their dignity (cf. Ca 31 1); (b) from the original
use of animal fat, that anointing meant the transference of the
living virtues of the animal slain. He also sees in the very act
of applying the ointment originally a form of homage.

§ Cf. Kirkpatrick on 1 S 181». Perhaps the javelin QiT3) in
the hand of Joshua was as much a symbol of authority as a
weapon (Jos 818).
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use of the spear comes into question, and in the
fourth and fifth he was engaged in war.

(c) Crown or diadem (in), of Saul on the battle-
field (2 S I1 0 [E1]), therefore light and probably a
fillet of silk; and of Joash (2 Κ II 1 2 || 2 Ch 2311,
cf. Ps 8939 13218); with stones (Zee 916). See,
further, CROWN, §§ 3, 4, and DIADEM.

(d) Bracelet (rnjtf), also of Saul (2 S I10), and in
plur. prob. (by emendation) of Joash (2 Κ II1 2).
See BRACELET.

(e) Throne (ND?), presupposed in numerous pro-
mises and commands (e.g. Dt 1718, 1 S 28, 2 S 310

713.16 U99 2 Κ 103, Jer 1313). David's is used by
Solomon (1 Κ 212), who in audience places another
throne for his mother (v.19), but afterwards has a
costly new one made for himself (1 Κ 1018"20), as
well as a porch for it (1 Κ Τ).

(f) A place of honour in the temple (Ezk 461·2

and perhaps 2 Κ 233).
(g) Palace (rra, hyrt, fto-i*).—Solomon's (1 Κ 71"12)

had apparently three chief parts, the Great Hall
(or House of the Forest of Lebanon), the porch of
judgment, and the porch or ordinary reception
room, besides the private apartments, rich with
cedar beams and pillars. So Jehoiakim's was
cieled with cedar and painted with vermilion
(Jer 2214). Ahab's was of ivory, i.e. probably
panelled with it (1 Κ 2239, cf. Ps 458).

(h) The royal chariot (nrj).—Nowhere expressly
included among the insignia of the king, but
perhaps implied by the analogy of Egypt (Gn 4143),
and the importance that chariots held in the estab-
lishment both of the king and of the nobility (1 S
811, 1 Κ 919 1026, Is 2218, Jer Π 2 5 224). Hence the
fact that Absalom and Adonijah set up a chariot
and attendant runners (2 S 151, 1 Κ 1δ) indicated
their claim to semi-royal state. See CHARIOT.

(i) The royal harem (2 S 1621).
(j) The bodyguard, primarily of Philistine mer-

cenaries (Cherethites, Pelethites, and Gittites, 2 S
818 [J1] 1518 [J1]) and perhaps Carians (2 Κ II 4 · 1 9),
who may also have been the royal butchers (see
W. R. Smith, OTJC2 pp. 260-263, and art. CHERE-
THITES). They were apparently identical with the
• mighty men' (1 Κ I8·1 0·3 8).*

IV. DUTIES OF THE KING.—-1. In war.—As pre-
parations for war called the kingdom into exist-
ence, so it continued to be the principal function
of the king to direct warlike operations, and to see
that the land was well defended by fortresses and
possessed the material of war (e.g. 1 Κ 1221ff·, 2 Ch
172 269·15 322-5). Naturally the nucleus at least of
a standing army was always maintained, probably
the bodyguard (see above), the whole fighting force
of the nation being called out only as needed (see
ARMY). Sometimes also the king employed a
large force of mercenaries (2 Ch 256).

2. Judicial. — In Eastern even more than in
Western lands the supreme court of appeal is the
sovereign in person, and in Eastern lands more
particularly each litigant, however humble, has
the right of bringing his cause before the king if
the latter has time to hear it (cf. 2 S 145ff· 152, 1 Κ
316ff·). Hence the fact that Jotham judged the
people was a sign that he completely took his
father's place (2 Κ 155). So, too, right judgment
is almost equivalent to a good rule (Is 165). Some-
times, perhaps, the king was called ' the judge*
(so of Moab, Am 23).f

Through this concentration of the judicial
functions it is probable that the powers of the
' elders' diminished, and that thus there was the
more need for the royal judges whom Jehoshaphat

* But surely not with' the governors of the people' mentioned
In 2 Ch 2320, as Smith's D&* 1. 1245, suggests.

t Not in Dt 17 9 · 1 2 (Benzinger, Arch. p. 306), for the singular
there is either generic and=plural in 19*7· ™, or it refers to a
president of lay judges (so Driver).

sent throughout Judah, whose head was c the ruler
of the house of Judah' (2 Ch 195· n ) . They seem,
however, to have become even more amenable to
bribery than the elders (see below). Solomon, as
stated above, built a special porch for judgment
(1 Κ 77). It is also worthy of note that the king
seems to have had no power to originate laws
(even Josiah's reform is based on the book that had
been found, 2 Κ 231"3), and that he himself was
under law (1 Κ 214ff·, Dt 1719).

3. Religious.—In all early Semitic nationalities,
and especially in Israel, religion was bound up
with the unity of the people. For a king to
neglect the worship of the national god would be
to alienate a large proportion of his subjects, who,
believing themselves to have sprung from their
god, felt that his honour was their own, and also
that their own welfare depended upon the treatment
he received. Hence the maintenance of the
religious establishment was necessarily an im-
portant part of the king's duties.* A further
question arises whether the early Semitic custom
of the king being the religious head of the nation
and the chief sacrificing priest obtained also in
Israel. It has been asserted that this was the
primary object of the anointing of the Israelitish
kings, but no hint to this effect is given in the Ο Τ
(see above). Yet there are certainly traces of the
old custom, whether it is to be regarded as held
legitimate by the Israelites themselves (till quite
late times) or not.

Thus we find the following examples:—(a) Sacri-
fices are offered by Saul against the wish of Samuel
(1 S 139"11 [J2] 1433ff· [J1]), but are evidently re-
garded by Saul himself as his right in Samuel's
absence. Also, perhaps, by David himself (2 S
6i3.17 [ji] 2425 [J1]), but in these cases the sacrifices
may merely have been offered by the priests at
David's order (comp., too, Ezk 4517>b·22). (b) David
wears the linen ephod (2 S 614, cf. 1 Ch 1527), which
was a priestly garment ( I S 218 2218) (see EPHOD),
and he and Solomon bless the people (2 S 618, 1 Κ 814).
(c) It is more important that David and Solomon
dismiss and appoint the chief priest at their pleasure
(2 S 817, 1 Κ 226·27· 35).f This may have been due to
a desire to have a royal priesthood distinct from the
priests of other sanctuaries (cf. 1 Ch 610, 1 Κ 42 with
1 Ch 1639·40). It is possible that the officials mani-
festly not of the Levitical line who are called priests
(Q'iqa), viz. David's sons (2 S 818 [J1]) and Ira the
Jairite (2 S 2026 [Rp]),i represent those royal officials
who saw to the maintenance of such royal priests,
unless perhaps they were the intermediaries be-
tween the king and the whole body of the priests
for certain functions, e.g. to supply the royal
sacrifices, to superintend the royal expenditure
upon the preparations for the Temple, etc.§

V. MAINTENANCE AND ESTABLISHMENT. — 1.
Taxation.—(a) Ezk 457·8 4821 speak of a royal

* Ezk 4517 expressly orders that the prince shall provide the
sacrifices (cf. 464-6 and 2 Ch 3024 357).

t That David gets the choir appointed (1 Ch 1516-24) proves
nothing, for, apart from the question of the historicity of the
Chronicler's narrative, even the closest sacerdotal body may
depend on the laity for money. 1 Ch 164-6 is more to the point,
but need not imply more. So also with Solomon building the
Temple, which Nowack (Arch. i. p. 310) strangely compares to
Ahaz building the altar in wilful opposition to the type sanc-
tioned by the nation's religious laws.

t I.e. dated by Budde 440-400 B.C., therefore (on the same

title is given to Zabud as well as * the king's friend' (see below).
The word ' priests' in 2 S 81 8 2026 has been explained to mean,

on the one hand, spiritual counsellors, or the king's highest
officials, or his daily companions (which is against usage); and,
on the other hand, ' priest' in the fullest sense. But to believe
that the sons of David and Ira the Jairite actually exercised
priestly functions requires much more evidence than has yet
been adduced (but see Driver on 2 S 8*8). The act of Uzziah ia
represented by the Chronicler as monstrously illegal (2 Ch
2616-18), and has no parallel in Israelitish history.
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domain with which God's 'princes' will be so
satisfied that they will no more oppress the people,
but even with this the ' prince' is still to receive
large supplies of food (4513"16). Such a royal
domain is also hinted at in 1 S 812 (E2), and actu-
ally possessed by David (1 Ch 2725"31).

(b) Presents, more or less compulsory, were given
by subjects (to Saul 1 S ΙΟ27 1620), and by foreigners
(to David 2 S 810, to Solomon 1 Κ 421"23 1010"25, and
to kings of Israel from Moab 2 Κ 34, ef. Is 161).
The king would also certainly have his share of
booty (David 2 S 811 1230, 1 Ch 2627).

(c) The king had apparently the right to the
first cut of the pasture land (Am 71) for his many
horses (1 Κ 185). The land-tax was, as it seems,
unknown in Palestine. Yet there was probably a
property-tax of some kind (1 S 1725 [E1]), perhaps
the tenth of all produce (1 S 81δ·17 [E2]). Naturally,
for extraordinary needs extraordinary requisitions
were levied (2 Κ 1520 2335). Caravans paid toll
(1 Κ 1018), and much profit must have been derived
from what was in Solomon's days the royal mono-
poly in horses and, apparently, chariots (1 K1028·29),
as well as from the commerce by sea (1 Κ 1011).
Apparently also the property of condemned persons
(1 Κ 211· 3·7), and of those who had left the country
(2 Κ 83·6), passed to the king. That he also some-
times seized property unjustly is implied in Ezk
457·8.

{d) We are not told the reasons why the census
was taken by David (2 S 241 [J1]), "but perhaps
one was the desire to equalize taxation, as was
evidently that of Solomon's division of the country
into twelve districts (1 Κ 47),* which were only
partly named after the twelve tribes, though
roughly coextensive with them.

2. Officials (ηηψ 2 S 816).—Perhaps the more
important of these were those ' that saw the king's
face' (2 Κ 251 9=Jer 5225). It should be noticed
that the details are almost confined to the time of
David and Solomon (2 S 816ff· 2023ff·, 1 Κ 42ff·, 1 Ch
1815ff), and that in only a few cases can we affirm
the continuance of the office throughout the mon-
archy.

(a) Military.—(a) The captain of the host, i.e.
commander-in-chief (under the king) of the whole
available fighting strength of the nation, exclusive,
perhaps, of the bodyguard (see above). This
position, the consolidation and concentration of an
older usage (Dt 209), was held by Abner under
Saul and Ishbosheth (1 S 1450, 2 S 28), by Joab (2 S
816) and for a short time by Amasa in Judah (2 S 1913,
1 Κ 232), and, on Joab's removal, by Benaiah (1 Κ
235). In the northern kingdom the king appears
to have divided the office into that of the two
captains of his chariots (1 Κ 169·16). (β) The
captain of the bodyguard (see above), Benaiah (2 S
8182023).

(b) Civil.—(a) The mazkir (v?]D), lit. = 'he who
brings to remembrance,' viz. Jelioshaphat in the
time of David and Solomon (2 S 816 2024, 1 Ch 1815,
1 Κ 43), Joah ben-Asaph in the time of Hezekiah
(2 Κ 1818-37 = Is 363·22), Joah ben-Joahaz in the
time of Josiah (2 Ch 348). This is usually rendered

* It is hardly accurate to say that Judah is omitted (e.g. Ben-
zinger, p. 308), for Socoh (v.io, cf. also Jos 1535.48, 2 Ch 117 2818,
1 S 171) was up the vale of Elah in the Shephelah of Judah. Of
the places mentioned with it in 1 Κ 41 0 Hepher is unknown, and
also Arubboth (but see Dr. 0. Schick in PEFSt, Oct. 1898,
p. 238. Josephus, ed. Niese, Ant. vin. ii. 3, omits all ref.
to v.io [against Smith's ΏΈΡ i. 250]), though this possibly is
to be identified with Arab, mentioned in Jos 1552 (Socoh, v.« is
in the next group), and also in the Shephelah, not far apparently
from Dumah, which was near Eleutheropolis (see ARAB and
DUMAH). But evidently Jerusalem and the part immediately
round it is omitted in Solomon's twelve districts. This is
explicable by the fact that being so near to the seat of govern-
ment it would necessarily be more easily mulcted for pro-
visioning troops, etc., and also may have come under the special
care of one of the other officials named, e.g. the governor of
the city (see below).

' recorder,' his duties being supposed to be those of
chronicling the chief events; but this would hardly
appear to be a sufficiently influential position.
Perhaps his duty wae rather that of reminding the
king in matters of state, and he represented the
Grand Vizier of modern times (cf. Benz. p. 310).

{β) The sopher (naiD) or 'scribe' (AV, RV),
apparently the writer of the royal correspondence,
the Secretary of State (2 S 817 2025, 1 Ch 1816).
Solomon had two, who were apparently the sons
of David's 'scribe' (1 Κ 43). His duties appear to
have been partly financial (2 Κ 1210 223"9), and he
sometimes is mentioned before the Recorder (2 Κ
1 8 i 8 . 3 7 = I s 363.22> 2Ch 348, cf. 2 Κ 223). See,
further, Riehm, s.v. ' Kanzler.'

(7) The officer over the household, ivan hv "IBW (1 Κ 46

183), i.e. the head of the palace, intrusted with
'the key' (Is 2222). Apparently = pb (Is 2215), but
this may be a general term for ' official.' He perhaps
stood for our High Chamberlain or Steward. Not
mentioned in David's time. In the time of Heze-
kiah he is mentioned before both Scribe and
Recorder (2 Κ1818·37192 = Is363·2 2 372), and certainly
held a superior position to that held by the Scribe
(cf. Is 2215·20 with 363).

(δ) The overseer of the forced labour (osn h% Ίψ$) first
seen in the latter part of David's reign. Acioram
(Adoniram) held the office from then till his murder
in the revolt from Rehoboam (2 S 2024, 1 Κ 46 514

1218 || 2 Ch 1018).
(e) The king's servant (η^π *uj;) is mentioned

with other high officials in 2 Κ 2212. The same
title is on the seal of one Obadiah (figured in
Nowack, Arch. i. p. 262; Benzinger, Arch. p. 258),
but nothing is known of it. Perhaps it is the
same as

({•) The king's friend (1 Κ 45, 1 Ch 27s3, cf. 2 S
1537 1616).

(η) The king's counsellor, Ahithophel (1 Ch 2733,
2 S 1512, cf. 3 1 1620·23 171·7·14, Is 33). Perhaps also
Jonathan, David's uncle (1 Ch 2732).

(Θ) The prefect of the twelve commissariat dis-
tricts (1 Κ 45, see above).

(t) Minor officials, e.g. the head of the wardrobe
(2 Κ 2214, and perhaps 1022); heads of various
departments of royal properties (1 Ch 2725"31);
eunuchs (D'pnp) or perhaps chamberlains (1 S 815,
1 Κ 229, 2 Κ 86, and often; in 2 Κ 2519 = officer);
the governor of the city (Tyn it?, 1 Κ 2226, 2 Κ 238

2 Ch 348, cf. Neh II9).
(κ) Although these officials were necessary for

the working of the monarchical government, which
probably always tended to obliterate the old land-
marks of the tribal system, with its semi-inde-
pendent elders (these are still mentioned under the
monarchy, 1 Κ 207, 2 Κ 231), yet by the very sever-
ance of the ruling class from the soil it tended also
to increase the difference between class and class.
The Mosaic legislation, though perhaps hardly
suitable for great commercial enterprises, was
admirably fitted to maintain comparative equality,
but the rule of the king in both N. and S. Israel
produced crying injustice on the part of the rich
and misery for the poor {e.g. Am 2 b · 7 Is 58, Jer 528,
Mic3u).

VI. Lastly, it may be noticed briefly that the
king, both by success and by failure, played an
important part in preparation for the future. His
success showed the necessity for organization and
concentration ; his failure, in his degeneration from
the nearly ideal David to the worthless Zedekiah (re-
lieved, though the crown temporarily was, by godly
representatives), showed that a kingdom as such
and alone was an ineffectual protection. A wholly
ideal David was hoped for (Ezk 3423 3720), and in
due time given. But before then the title of king
was borne by members of the Hasmonsean dynasty
from Aristobulus I. (B.C. 105-104) to Aristobulus IL
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(B.C. 63), and by Herod the Great from B.C. 40 to
B.C. 4. See separate articles on these names.

LITERATURE.—Besides the ordinary Histories of the Jewish
People, and Dictionaries, may be mentioned Benzinger, Heb-
raische Archdoloyie (Leipzig, 1894); Nowack, Lehrbuch der
Hebraischen Archciolugie (Leipzig, 1894); McCurdy, Η Ρ Μ
(1894-96, §§ 27-63, 511-538). A . LUKYN WILLIAMS.

KINGDOM OF GOD, OF HEAYEN (βασιλεία τον
θεού, των ουρανών).—The importance of the place
which this idea of the kingdom of God holds in
Scripture, and especially in the teaching of Jesus ;
the new prominence it has come to assume in
recent years in theology (since Kant and Schleier-
macher, particularly in the school of A. Ritschl,
but also among theologians generally, e.g. Lipsius,
Oosterzee, Maurice); and the attempts which have
been made to find in it the supreme and controlling
notion of Christian dogmatics, as well as of Chris-
tian ethics,—all render it desirable that full and
careful consideration should be given to this
leading thought of the Christian religion, and that
the attempt should be made to present its biblical
aspects in as complete a form as possible, in their
relations to each other, and to the other elements
of Christian truth. Little inquiry is necessary to
convince us that this idea enters vitally into the
whole texture of revelation, has its root in the
fundamental ideas of the OT, is paramount in the
earthly teaching of our Lord, receives further
development—with special reference, however, to
its eschatological side—in the apostolic writings,
and presents points of deepest interest to students
both of doctrine and morals at the present day.
Our task, then, in this article will be—following
the natural biblical development of the subject—
to exhibit first the general features of the OT pre-
paration for the Christian doctrine of the kingdom
of God; then to set forth the teaching of Jesus on
this vital topic; and, finally, to compare with this
the doctrine of the Epistles and other NT writings.
By pursuing this course we may hope to arrive at
a notion which shall be helpful in v enabling us
to judge of the place and value of this doctrine
in theology and ethics, and to form a correct
estimate of past and current misapprehensions and
mutilations of the idea.

I. OT DOCTRINE OF THE KINGDOM OF GOD.—
1. To reach the true idea of the kingdom of God in
OT we must go farther back than the point from
which a start is usually made—the theocratic con-
stitution at Sinai. As in all the spheres of the
Divine operation, grace invariably presupposes
nature, so is it in this. The real basis for the idea
of the kingdom of God is already laid in the
Creation history. The doctrine of Scripture, in its
oldest as well as in its later parts, is here entirely
uniform. The one God—the God who afterwards
entered into covenant with the patriarchs, and as
J" brought Isr. out of Egypt, and formed it into a
people for Himself—is the Almighty Maker of
heaven and earth, the Creator, Lord, and Ruler of
all things, animate and inanimate. The Creation
narrative in Gn 1, with its delegation to man of
' dominion' over the creatures (cf. Ps 8), already
lays down this doctrine, and the second history of
Creation (Gn 24ff·) is equally explicit. No limit is
set in these creation histories to the absolute power
of God. As H. Schultz says: «When God, the
possessor of heaven and earth (Gn 1419'22), can make
everything good, that is to say, finds nowhere any
hindrance in anything already in existence, which,
having its origin in some other being, is antagon-
istic to Him (Gn I 3 1); and when to His word " Be "
comes the willing "And it was" ; in other words,
when matter obeys the Divine command like a
willing servant, it is assuredly taken for granted
that everything, even this chaotic matter which

obeys the creative word of God, is included within
the will of God, and called forth by Him' {OT
Theol. ii. 186, Eng. trans.). On this conception of
God as Creator rests the doctrine which pervades
the whole OT of His unlimited dominion or rule in
nature and providence. The ethical or spiritual
kingdom of God rests on a basis of natural
dominion. This is expressed in the clearest way
in psalmists and prophets. God is King of all the
earth (Ps 477); His kingdom ruleth over all, and
angels, His hosts, and all His works in all places of
His dominion, are exhorted to bless Him (Ps
10319'22); natural agents are His ministers (Ps
1044), and continue according to His ordinances as
serving Him (Ps 11989"91); He is the God, even He
alone, of all the kingdoms of the earth, for He
made heaven and earth (Is 3716); ' all that is in the
heaven and in the earth is thine : thine is the
kingdom, Ο Lord, and thou art exalted as head
above all* (1 Ch 2911). This natural dominion or
kingdom of God embraces all beings and events—
the affairs of men as well as the agencies and powers
of nature, which He disposes at His will. Nothing
is withdrawn from His providential government,
which takes in events great and small, remote and
near, of nations and of individuals, the thoughts of
men as well as their outward actions, the army of
heaven as well as the inhabitants of the earth (cf.
Gn 1825 455"9, Ex 913"16, Dt 329, Pr 211, 2 Ch 169, 2 Κ
1928, Is 1015, Dn 435etc.). The disobedience of men
does not withdraw them from the range of the
Divine control. If men will not serve the purposes
of God willingly, they are made to serve the Divine
ends unwillingly (Ex 916). They are the clay : God
is the potter ; they cannot escape from the potter's
hands ; and if they will not be made vessels of
honour, they are turned to other uses as vessels of
dishonour (Jer 186; cf. Ro θ21'23). Their very
wrath is made to praise Him, and the remainder of
wrath He restrains (Ps 7610).

There is therefore recognized in Scripture—OT
and NT alike—a natural and universal kingdom
or dominion of God, embracing all objects, persons,
and events, all doings of individuals and nations,
all operations and changes of nature and history,
absolutely without exception, which is the basis
on which a higher kind of kingdom—a moral and
spiritual kingdom — is built up. The natural
creation obeys God undeviatingly by an inherent
law of its constitution (Ps 11991, Is I 2 · 3 ); to man
alone belongs the possibility of entering into
personal relations with his Maker, and of render-
ing Him a free and intelligent obedience. We
have seen that God's ordinary providential rule in
the worlds of matter and mind is never for 8
moment suspended, even in the case of wicked men;
but altogether higher in quality is a moral rule,—a
rule in the minds and hearts of men, a rule by
moral means over willing and obedient subjects.
For man is not a mere natural existence ; in Kant's
famous phrase, he is a member of a kingdom of
ends; is capable of entering into the will of his
Creator, and of rendering Him a spontaneous and
willing obedience. Here, then, is the idea of a
kingdom of God of a higher kind—a realm of free,
personal spirits, yielding voluntary obedience to
the known will of their Creator,—and it lies in the
nature of the case, and is already implied in the
narrative of the creation of man, and of God's
dealings with him, that the production of such an
ethical kingdom in humanity was God's end in
creation from the first (Gn 1. 2). * How would it
now look to you,' says the philosophic Saxon king
Alfred, ' if there were any very powerful king, and
he had no freemen in all his kingdom, but that
all were slaves? Then, said I, it would not be
thought by me right nor reasonable if men in such
a servile condition only should attend upon him.
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Then, quoth he, it would be more unnatural if
God, in all His kingdom, had no free creature
under His power. Therefore, He made two
rational creatures, free angels and men, and gave
them the great gift of freedom. Hence, they
could do evil as well as good, whichever they
would. He gave this very free gift, and a very
fixed law to every man unto this end.' We have
here, therefore, a higher type of dominion, one in
which God's will is freely accepted by rational and
moral intelligences ; and had this been realized on
the lines originally laid down, there would have
been, even on a creation basis, a kingdom of God
in humanity.

2. But this brings us to the next cardinal point in
the OT doctrine. The kingdom of God on the basis
of creation just indicated was not realized. The
narrative of creation is immediately succeeded in
our oldest history by the record of the Fall—of a
turning aside of man from his primitive innocence
—which frustrated (speaking humanly) the original
designs of the Creator, and introduced sin, death,
and multiplied penal evils into the world (Gn 3).
It is usual for biblical theologians to make some-
what light of this narrative, which stands at the
gateway of the history of revelation, as if it did not
enter deeply into the religious conceptions of the
people of Israel. * It will hardly be maintained,'
says Schultz, ' that any other OT writer even
hints at such an idea' as that man possessed an
aboriginal dignity which was afterwards lost {OT
Theol. ii. p. 258 ff.). It may be affirmed with
some confidence, on the other hand, that, apart
from explicit references to the narrative of the Fall
(which, however, could not be unknown to any
writer of the prophetic period), the background
of the whole picture in OT is that of a world in
revolt, turned aside from God, sunk, and ever
sinking deeper, in unrighteousness, abandoned to
idolatry and to the lusts and corruptions which are
the natural fruit of apostasy from the Creator,—a
world in contrariety to the divine holiness, and
judged as guilty, and justly exposed to the Divine
anger (Gn 65·6 821 1313 1920·21, Lv 1824'30, Dt94"6, 1 Κ
846, Ps 14. 515 1432, Pr 209, Ec 720, Is 1, Hos 4, etc.
Cf. Dillmann, Alttest. Theol. pp. 376-88). This re-
presentation of the condition of humanity as uni-
versally under sin has for its consequence a pro-
position of the utmost importance for the right
apprehension of our subject, viz., that if God is to
have a moral kingdom in the world, it must be a
kingdom brought into existence through grace,—
it must be j)roduced through redemption and re-
generation as the result of a divine supernatural
economy of salvation. This note of grace is
already struck with unmistakable clearness in the
Protevangelium, where the first sin is met by the
promise of a final complete victory, not without
suffering, of the 'seed of the woman' over 'the
seed of the serpent' (Gn 315); and the history of
revelation ever after is but the history of this
developing purpose of God for the complete over-
throw of evil, and the final establishment, through
a mingled operation of mercy and judgment, of the
kingdom of God upon earth. As entering into
covenant with His people Israel for the realization
of this end, God is known peculiarly by His name
J" (Ex 61"8),—a name which specially denotes Him
as the self-identical and changeless One, the Being
who is eternally what He is (Ex 3U), who is and
remains one with Himself in all He thinks, pur-
poses, and does (Mai 36), who possesses, together
with immutability, the attribute of self-determin-
ing freedom and unlimited rule (Dt 439); who,
therefore, in the relation of the covenant, would
display His might, demonstrate His supremacy as
Moral Ruler, magnify His covenant-keeping faith-
fulness, and reveal Himself as the Living, Personal

God, working freely in history in pursuance of
gracious purposes, and in spite of all human
opposition bringing them to pass (cf. Dillmann,
pp. 217,218). The history of OT revelation, there-
fore, is simply, as said, the history of the develop-
ing kingdom of God in its earlier, preparatory,
inchoate form, yet from the first a kingdom of
grace and salvation. Herein, from the biblical
point of view, lies the key to all historical develop-
ments, the explanation of all arrangements and
movements of Divine providence. Israel's position
brought it into contact, not only with petty neigh-
bouring states, but with the mightiest empires of
East and West. But these appear in OT only as
they affect the chosen race, and it is there made
manifest that the centre of God's purposes is
always Israel, as, in truth, the centre of interest
must always be that portion of the race with which
for the time being the kingdom of God is identified.
'Just as,' in the striking words of Trench, 'in
tracing the course of a stream, not the huge
morasses nor the vast stagnant pools on either side
would delay us; we should not, because of their
extent, count them the river, but recognize that as
such, though it were the slenderest thread, in
which an onward movement might be discerned;
so is it here. Egypt and Assyria and Babylon
were but the vast stagnant morasses on either side
of the river; the Man in whose seed the whole
earth should be blessed, he and his family were
the little stream in which the life and onward
movement of the world were to be treated. . . .
They belong not to history, least of all to sacred
history, those Babels, those cities of confusion,
those huge pens into which by force and fraud the
early hunters of men, the Nimrods and Sesostrises,
drove and compelled their fellows . . . where no
faith existed, but in the blind powers of nature,
and the brute forces of the natural man' (Hulsean
Lectures, 1845, Lect. II.).

The stadia in the development of this OT idea
of the kingdom of God are those of the history of
the chosen people itself. For Israel was, in the
root conception of its history, a people of God, a
people whom God had chosen, and called, and
formed into a nation for His own praise (Ex 193"6,
Is 4321). The name 'theocracy,' therefore, is
properly given to its constitution, as Josephus
perceived, when he framed this title for it (c. Ap.
ii. 16). W. E. Smith, indeed, in his able work on
The Prophets of Israel (pp. 51-53), is of opinion that
so far from this title bringing out the distinctive
feature of the religion of Israel, it rather denotes
that which Israel had in common with all other
nations of that time,—for these nations also had
their supreme gods, whom they worshipped, and
under whose protection they placed themselves in
their national undertakings (Chemosh, e.g. in
Moab). This, however, hardly meets the point,
for certainly no other nation ever rested its whole
life as Israel did on the consciousness of a re-
demption and covenant with God, and found the
whole reason of its existence in the calling to
love and serve Him, and to be a witness for
Him in the midst of the earth ; nor had any other
nation such a story to tell of its origin, even in
legend, as Israel (Dt 432"38; cf. Schultz, OT The-
ology, i. pp. 136-138, ii. pp. 7-9). Within its
national theocratic form, besides, Israel cherished,
as we shall immediately see, the consciousness of
a universalistic destiny, and this consciousness
goes back to the very foundation of the nation's
life. For the national form was not the first thing
in the history of Israel. It had been preceded by
an earlier form—the patriarchal—the days of the
covenants with the fathers, Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob (cf. Schultz, ii. pp. 6, 7). And there already
we find the clear expression of the idea that Israel
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was a people called with a view to the ultimate
blessing of the whole world («"p; in Gn 123 1818

2814 ,· ounn in Gn 2218 264).
3. It is now incumbent on us to mark the chief

steps in the historical development of this idea in
OT more exactly; and here in a general view we
readily distinguish as successive the patriarchal,
the Mosaic, the royal, and the prophetic periods
in the growth of this conception, (a) The early
records trace for us with careful particularity the
narrowing down of the line of salvation from the
posterity of Seth (Gn 425·26) to that of Shem (Gn
9 2 6 · 2 7; cf. Schultz, ii. pp. 346, 347), then to the
family of Terah (Gn ll2 7'3 2), till, finally, it con-
centrates itself in one world-historical figure —
that of Abraham. Looming through the mists of
the past, the personality of Abraham arrests our
attention as one of the great creative origins of
time. With Abraham strictly historical revelation
may be said to begin. Alike on the Divine and on
the human side, the transactions with him are
unsurpassed in OT in interest and importance.
He is the founder of the Heb. nation, — * the
religiously-elect nation of antiquity,' as Volkmar
calls i t ; the fountain-head of the three great
monotheistic religions of the world; to him in a
special sense belonged the covenants and the
promises ; out of his loins Christ came ; in him at
this hour all families of the earth are being blessed.
The call of Abraham—the covenants made with
him — constitute, therefore, a new era in the
religious history of mankind. As men multiplied
and spread in the earth, they fell farther away
from the true God, and there seems little doubt
that, left to themselves, they would soon have lost
altogether the knowledge of God which they pos-
sessed (Jos 242). This catastrophe was averted by
the choice of Abraham. Separated from his
kindred, he was to be a witness for the truth
which the world was suffering to be quenched in
universal idolatry. The covenant was at first with
the individual, but its ultimate scope was the
blessing of the human race (Gn 121"8 etc.). Neither
did it stop with simple declaration, but provided
for the fulfilment of the promise by granting to
him an heir, through whose descendants, multi-
plied into a great nation, the promise should be
realized (Gn 154·5 etc.). A special part of this
promise was that kings should come out of him
(Gn 176). The line of promise was defined more
exactly to lie through Isaac and subsequently Jacob
(to the exclusion of Ishmael and Esau), with both
of whom the covenant was renewed (Gn 262·4 28η"1δ

etc.); then by a succession of remarkable pro-
vidences the descendants of Jacob were taken
down to Egypt, where, first in prosperity, after-
wards under the sterner discipline of oppression,
they grew to be a nation such as God required for
the fulfilment of His purpose. We are aware of
the boldness of the criticism which would dissi-
pate the whole of this history into unsubstantial
myth and legend. Against this revolutionary
treatment we enter our respectful protest. What
legend can do for the life of Abraham is sufficiently
evidenced by the fables and stories in the Bk. of
Jubilees, and in other Jewish, Mohammedan, and
Persian accounts. The history of Abraham in the
Bible stands, from internal evidence alone, on an
entirely different footing from these. In its
simple, coherent, divinely-elevated character, its
organic unity with the rest of the history of
revelation, its absolute freedom from the puerility
and extravagance which mark the products of the
myth-forming spirit, it approves itself as a grave,
serious record of important events, the knowledge
of which had been carefully preserved by family
tradition, or even from an early date by written
documents (cf. Dillmann, Alttest. Theol. pp. 77, 78 ;

and art. by Kohler on * Abraham' in third ed. oi
Herzog's BE).

(6) Hitherto, while the foundations are being laid
strong and deep, there has been no specific mention
of a kingdom of God, such as we meet with in the
transactions of Sinai next to be adverted to. A
kingdom of God in the only form in which mankind
at that time was able to apprehend it could not be
created until a body of people had been called into
existence out of whom it could be constituted. With
the revival of the national faith under Moses, the
marvellous deliverance of the Exodus, and the
consolidation of the fugitive Hebrews into a nation
pledged in covenant to J" at Sinai, and receiving at
His hand laws and institutions for their use, the
requisite conditions were fulfilled and a kingdom of
God, or true theocracy, starts for the first time into
visible existence. Already in the exaltation of
religious feeling J" is hailed as King in Moses' Song
at the crossing of the Red Sea (Ex 1518); but it is in
the covenant at Sinai, with its attendant solemnities
and sacrifices, that the theocratic constitution is
formally established. There God proposes to take
the people to Himself as a peculiar treasure above
all people, that they may be to Him a kingdom of
priests (consecrated), and a holy (separated) nation ;
and the people, in accepting the terms of this
covenant, and pledging themselves to obedience,
enter by the sprinkling of blood into the gracious
relation thus proposed (Ex 193'6 244-8). Thence-
forth they are a people of God, and J" is formally
their Lawgiver and King (Is 3322). The covenant
is based on grace, yet the continuance of its
blessings is made to depend on the fulfilment of
statutory conditions (cf. Ro 105); it is a covenant
of law, yet God appears in it as * merciful and
gracious . . . forgiving iniquity and transgression
and sin' (Ex 346·7), and provision is made in
sacrifices and purifications for the removal of the
guilt and uncleanness by which the fellowship
with God would otherwise be continually inter-
rupted, if not entirely broken off. The people, on
their part, have it set before them as an aim, to be
holy because God is holy (Lv 192), and to realize
righteousness by diligent observance of all God's
statutes and ordinances, from the central motive
of love (Dt 41"5). Such, apart from doubtful details
of Levitical ritual, was the general constitution
under which Israel was placed, and it separated
that people absolutely from their heathen neigh-
bours (Nu 239). It is easy to see, however, that
notwithstanding this limitation of the covenant to
a particular people, and even its obvious design
to seclude this people for a time from contact with
other nations, it had in it germs of universality
which were certain ultimately to burst the limits
of the national form, and expand into a religion
for the whole world. In the words of Riehm: * By
divine revelation ideas were planted in the minds
of the people of Israel, so lofty, and rich, and
deep, that in the existing religious condition
they could never see their perfect realization ;
ideas which, with every step in the development
of the religious life and knowledge, only more
fully disclosed their own depth and fulness, and
which must therefore necessarily have led them
to look to the future for their fulfilment' (Mess.
Prophecy, 1867, p. 33). How much, e.g., lay in the
simple fact that J", the God of Isr., was yet the
God of the whole earth (Ex 195) ; that to Him
alone belonged honour and glory ; that it was due
to Him that all nations should serve Him and
keep His commandments. * On the ground of his
knowledge of J" must the Israelite claim the whole
earth for the kingdom of his God' (Riehm). The
ideas at the root of the covenant, in short, were
larger than could be permanently embodied in an
exclusively national form, and from the first these
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larger ideas are seen shining through, and herald-
ing the wider fulfilment (e.g. Nu II 2 9 1421 2417'19).

(c) The disparity between the Divine idea and the
existing reality of the kingdom of God, which
was manifest from the outset in the constant un-
faithfulness and repeated rebellions of the people
(Ex 32, Nu 11, etc.), was further accentuated in
the tribal jealousies and divisions, the lawless
turbulence and the gross declensions, alternating
with revivals of the spirit of faith and heroism, of
the periods of the Conquest and the Judges (Jos
22, Jg 2. 7. 2125 etc.), and led in the time of Samuel
to the demand for a king (1S 8), and to the establish-
ment of the monarchy under Saul (1 S 10), and then
under David (IS 161'10, 2S 51"9). The sin of the
people, as the event showed, did not lie simply in
their desire for a king, for this it lay in the purpose
of God to give them (Dt Π14"20), but in the spiritof
self-will and insubordination out of which the desire
came, and the ideal of a king they had set before
them—one like those of the nations around, who
would judge them, and lead them to battle, and
give them distinction and military glory (IS 87"9·
1 9 ' 2 2). We thus arrive at another transition period
in the history of the kingdom of God—the end of
the judgeship and the beginning of the monarchy.
It was a change which in the nature of things was
bound to come. Already in Eli's days we see on
every side the evidence of decay, of break-up, of
failure. Under Samuel's rule there is a revival
of the religion and prestige of the nation, but
only for a time. The prophets do not live for
ever, and the nation could not always be held
together by the bond of Samuel's personality. He
grew old, and his sons did not walk in his steps.
Then came the clamour for a change—for a trial
of a new system. Instead of the prophet, we have
the royal Saul—a king after the people's hearts,
but yet not after God's heart. In all this, none
the less, is to be distinguished an onward move-
ment,—a step to the great goal God always had
in view—the bringing in of His own anointed.
When Saul's reign had ended in ruin and disaster
to himself and to the land (IS 31), the way was
open for God to set upon the throne His king—a
man after His own heart, who should fulfil all His
will (cf. Ac 1322). The Davidic era thus became,
despite the deep later shadows in David's personal
character and career, a typical one for the history
of the kingdom of God. It introduced a new
abiding element into the conception of the
theocracy, for we have not now simply the single,
invisible Ruler, J", but the visible^ representative
of this unseen Sovereign reigning in His name on
earth. The fundamental outlines of the theocratic
kingdom in this new form are laid down in the
promises to David (2 S 7), in whose house the
kingdom is established (vv.12·16, Ps 89. 132); and
this yields the ideal of the theocratic ruler as it
henceforth appears in the history, and in the
loftier strains of psalm and prophecy—one who
would feel that his sole function was to be the
instrument and visible representative of the great
invisible King, and would rule the kingdom in
strict subordination to the will and law of God;
who would know that his authority was a deputed,
delegated authority, and would seek at every step
to be guided by God's, wishes; who would have unity
of will with God—would be in sympathy with God
in His ends; a truly pious king, therefore, ruling
the kingdom, not from worldly motives, or in a
worldly spirit, or for self-aggrandizement, but for
God's glory, to whom God would be a * Father,'
and he would be < God's son' (2 S 7. 231"8, Ps 2. 20.
45. 72. 89. 110. 132, etc., Is 32, etc.). Only approxi-
mately, and with sad defections, was this ideal
realized even under David ; or amidst the external
splendours of the reign of Solomon; or under the

most pious of Judah's princes after the division of
the kingdom; but the manifest failure of the
visible theocracy only made the light of prophecy
burn brighter in the hope of a future day and a
greater Personage (cf. Is 714"16 96·7 etc.), in whom,
under happier conditions, the ideal would be
realized.

[d) This brings us to the last stage in the OT
development of the idea of the kingdom of God—
the prophetic, with which must be conjoined the
enlarged ideals and anticipations of the psalms.
All the germs of previous revelation now blossom
into an incomparable fulness of conception of
the future glorious triumph of God's kingdom
in Isr. and over the earth, but with a clearer
apprehension, wrought by the unspeakably bitter
disappointments and humiliations of the nation,
of the conditions under which alone such a con-
summation could be wrought out. It is a mar-
vellous fact that it was not because Isr. was suc-
ceeding in fulfilling its mission, but because it was
failing in it, that the spirit of prophecy wrought
so powerfully in the development of these germs,
which lay hidden in the nation's life, to a universal
form. Now at least, with unmistakable clearness,
we have the full consciousness that J" is the God
of the whole earth; that His providence rules over
all; that His purpose has an aspect to the Gentiles
as well as to the Jews; that Isr. is His servant, with
a mission to become a light to the Gentiles and a
blessing to the whole of mankind (Am 413 58, Mic
41"3, Is 40. 42. 60, etc.). The more evident it be-
came that the existing form of the theocracy
would not endure, the stronger became the con-
viction that God's kingdom would not perish, but
that there would be a restoration of the theocracy
on a grander and more spiritual basis, accompanied
with the promulgation to the nations of the world
of the worship of the living God, and the pouring
out of the Spirit on all flesh (Jer 3131'34, Ezk 1722"24

3625"27, Jl 228"32). A similar development of this
consciousness of the universal mission of Isr. meets
us in the Psalms—the highest point, perhaps, being
reached in the 87th Psalm, which foretells the
future inclusion of the most distant peoples, the
greatest world-powers, even the most inveterate
enemies of J", in the future city or kingdom of God
(RV, cf. Ps 2. 67. 98, etc.). On no idea, accordingly,
is the influence of the development in psalm and
prophecy more marked than on that of the theo-
cratic King—the coming Personage in whom the
hopes of the spiritual part of Israel increasingly
centred. The clearer it became that the restoration
and perfection of the theocracy were not to be
looked for from pious kings like Hezekiah and
Josiah, and the higher and more spiritual the
conceptions became of the ' new covenant' which
God would have to make with His people, or the
remnant of them, after judgment had done its
work (Is 69-18, Jer 3131"34, Ezk 3Θ25-27, Hos 14, etc.),
the more imperative was it felt to be that the
Deliverer and Ruler of the seed of David should
stand in a relation of nearness and unity to J"
transcending the limits of ordinary humanity—
that the perfect union between Him and J" should
be realized on the basis of an exceptional dignity
of nature, raising Him to a superhuman level of
character and authority (Ps 110, Is 96"7, Jer 3122,
Mic 52, Dn 713·14, Zee 38, Mai 31 etc.). Along
another line—though not without manifest rela-
tion to the former (cf. Is 5215 5312 553·4 etc.) —is
the development of the conception of the ' Servant
of J'V which, rising from the basis of the national
calling of Isr., narrowing itself after to the spiritual
portion of the people (St. Paul's Election of grace'),
culminates in the majestic portraiture of the indi-
vidual Suffering Servant (ch. 5213-53) whom the
Church rightly identifies with her Messiah. Pre-
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ludes to this representation are found in the psalms
which depict the sufferings that fall upon the godly
(Ps5-14. 22, etc.), and in the historical examples
which show it to be a universal law that the
righteous must suffer at the hands of the wicked,
as well as with and for them (e.g. Joseph, Moses,
David); but the Isaianic conception goes beyond
all others in attributing to these sufferings of the
Servant an expiatory character, and connecting
them with the sin-offering (Is 5310"12; cf. Zee 131·7).
As respects the future form of the kingdom of
God, it is always represented, in characteristically
OT fashion, as reaching its triumph in conjunc-
tion with a restoration of Isr. or the remnant of
it (Is 613, Am 97"10 etc.), purified by judgment,
converted and reunited (e.g. Ezk 37, Hos I11), and
with a revival of the earlier institutions (Is I25'27,
4); while the nations, brought to the knowledge of
the true God by the displays of His power and
mercv, are either incorporated with the chosen
people as sharers of their privileges (Ps 87), or
become worshippers and tributaries of J" (Ps 7210·
1L17, Is 60, Mai I11 etc.). But the sense of the
surpassing greatness of the reality constantly tends
to break through the literalism of these forms, and
to mould them into new shapes (Is 22·3, Jl 318"21, Ezk
47, etc.). The one thing sure on the verge of every
horizon is—* The kingdom shall be J V (Ob 21).

There is, however, one other respect in which
we can see, in this prophetic period, a distinct pre-
paration for the NT idea of the kingdom of God.
In the earlier stages of the theocracy, nation and
Church —if we may so speak —were one. The
Israelite was a member of the theocracy in virtue of
birth and circumcision. The religious conscious-
ness and the national consciousness were part of
the same inseparable whole. But in the progress
of Isr. history we observe a development which
forms the necessary transition to the more spiritual
idea of the kingdom in NT. It is the idea of the
Church within the Church—of the true and spiritual
Isr. in the midst of the natural Isr., who form a
distinct, or at least distinguishable, body by
themselves. There are earlier intimations, but
in the form we have here especially in view, the
growth of this idea belongs more particularly to
the last dark days of the national history, when it
became clear to prophetic eyes that Isr. as a
people was doomed to destruction, and the efforts
of the prophets were directed to gather out a
remnant who might maintain the witness to God
till better times came. A marked stage in this
transition is seen in the ministry of Isaiah, who,
when his message was rejected, gathered round
him the little band of his own disciples, and sealed
up the testimony in their midst (Is 816"18, cf. Mai
316). It is this 'ecclesia invisiblis of the Old
Covenant/ as Oehler calls it,—this 'ecclesiola in
ecclesia,' as Delitzsch names it,—which may be
regarded as the germ of the Church-idea proper.
W. R. Smith perhaps states it better than any.
'The formation of this little community,' he says,
' was a new thing in the history of religion. Till
then, no one had dreamed of a fellowship of faith
dissociated from all national forms, maintained
without the exercise of ritual services, bound
together by faith in the divine word alone. It
was the birth of a new era in OT religion, for it
was the birth of the conception of the Church, the
first step in the emancipation of spiritual religion
from the forms of political life—a step not less
significant that all its consequences were not seen
till centuries had passed away' (Prophets of Israel.
pp. 274-75). J

The collapse of the Jewish state in Isr. and
Judah seemed to have laid the hope of the kingdom
of God in ruins; but events proved that this hope
was now strong enough to live on its own account,

and the Babylonian Exile only tended to its furthei
enlargement and strengthening. Torn from their
roots in their own land, without holy city, temple,
sacrifices, the people were taught that the accept-
able worship of J" was not tied to any one place,
or dependent on a fixed priesthood or ritual;
brought into contact with the world, in a geo-
graphical respect, to an extent they had never
been before, they gained a new view of the exten-
sion of the world in space, which carried with it
an extension of their idea of the time involved in
the Divine plans. A new element entered the
thoughts of the Jews at this period which never
afterwards left it—an enlarged sense of the scale
of things in space and time, the effect of which is
seen in the enlarged scale of vision of the Bk. of
Daniel (whatever its date), and even of the
reveries in such apocalyptic compositions as the
Bk. of Enoch. More than any book of OT the
prophecy of Daniel gave definite shape and direc-
tion to the conception of a kingdom of the God of
heaven, granted by the Ancient of Days to one
like unto a son of man, who comes to receive it
with the clouds of heaven, which kingdom was an
everlasting dominion that could not be destroyed
(Dn 713"15, cf. ch. 244; ' son of man' as opposed to
' beasts'; human, not bestial). The interpretation
of this symbol as referring to a kingdom ' given to
the saints of the Most High' (722·27) need not ex-
clude a Messianic reference ; this, at least, is most
generally held to be the source of the title 'Son
of Man' as used by our Lord (found also in the
Bk. of Enoch 462 482 etc., both references prob-
ably of Christian origin). This kingdom of God
in Dn which is to succeed the last of the four world
kingdoms, and break in pieces all the others
(234.35.44.45. cf> 714.27)> i s o f supernatural origin, of
holy character, strictly universal in its scope, and
endures for ever. The other writings of post-ex.
Judaism (Bar, Ps.-Sol, 1 Mac, pseudo-Sibyllines,
etc.) never rise to the height of these older
representations, and mostly fall far below them
into tame generalities, borrowed from passages in
psalms and prophets, without any outlook towards
the saving of the Gentiles, or discernment of the
need of a spiritual conversion of the people. The
Messiah, so far as He is brought into view at all,
appears only to destroy the wicked, and establish
His kingdom with the righteous (cf. Candlish,
Kingdom of God, pp. 88-117 ; Stan ton, Jewish and
Christian Messiah, passim). We are thus taken
back to the return from exile under Zerub. and
the outburst of genuine prophecy connected there-
with (Hag, Zee), and to the strains of Mai
a century later, as the period of the last great
utterances on the kingdom of God in OT. These
add little to the features already sketched, beyond
the note of warning and expectation of the coming
of the Messenger of the Covenant to His temple,
preceded by the sending of Elijah, with which
Malachi closes (31 45). It is difficult not to feel,
though centuries intervene, in passing from OT
to NT, as if the evangelist had taken up his pen
precisely where Malachi laid his down. The chief
phenomena of these intervening centuries—so far
as they are not absolutely a blank to us—the rise
of scribism, of the synagogue worship, of the
Jewish sects, the Maccabcean struggle, the dis-
persion, the fusion of Greek and Jewish thought in
Alexandria,—yield little directly for the develop-
ment of the idea of the kingdom of God, though
in many indirect ways their influence was pro-
found, sometimes in narrowing and despiritualiz-
ing the conception, and giving it a Pharisaic and
political complexion, and again, through the syna-
gogues and contact with Hellenic culture, pre-
paring the way for a freer and more universal
religion. The one fact which stands out clear is
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that in the time of our Lord neither Pharisee, nor
Sadducee, nor Essene, had any hold of a concep-
tion of the kingdom which answered to the deep,
spiritual, vital import of the idea in OT. The
few who cherished more worthy views were to be
sought for in the private circles of the pious who
talked of these things (Mai 316), and ' looked for
redemption in Jerusalem' (Lk 225·38). The idea of
the kingdom of God in its spiritual meaning had
to be recovered, or more properly discovered, in a
worldly, legalistic, Sadducean age. To bring it
again, with the force of a new revelation, before
the minds of men, in union with the call to repent-
ance, was the task of John the Baptist. Then,
when the time was fulfilled, Jesus came, preaching
the gospel of the kingdom (Mk I15).

II. THE TEACHING OF JESUS ON THE KINGDOM
OF GOD.—1. Here we may first glance at the rela-
tion of Jesus to His forerunner. St. Matthew
informs us that John came preaching in the
wilderness of Judaea, and saying, * Repent ye : for
the kingdom of heaven is at hand' (Mt 32). Else-
where this expression is not put in the mouth of
the Baptist; but there is no doubt from the tenor
of his message, and from the declarations of Jesus
regarding him (Mt II10"14), that the kingdom was
the burden of his preaching. Through him a
revivification of the idea took place in the minds
and consciences of the people, and the greatest
commotion was created by his proclamation that
the kingdom was just at hand (Mt 35·6, Mk I5).
But the kingdom announced by John was some-
thing very different from the political kingdom of
Pharisaic expectation. He revived the terrors,
warnings, and predictions of the later OT prophecy,
and gave them a forcible and immediate applica-
tion to his own times. He struck at the root of
the delusion that mere descent from Abraham
would avail for entrance to the kingdom; pro-
claimed the need of repentance and changed
conduct as the condition of forgiveness, declared
the imminence of judgment, and a sifting of good
from bad at Messiah's appearance (Mt 37"10, Lk 37"9).
The kingdom he announced was ethical in its
demands (Lk 310"14), was connected with the person
of a Coming One, who should execute the work of
judgment, and also baptize with the Holy Spirit
and with lire (Mt, Mk, Lk), and was immediately
to be expected. John was fully conscious of his
own inferiority, and of the impotence of his water-
baptism to effect a real change of heart in the
multitudes who resorted to him, and his hope was
therefore placed in this Greater One, who had the
baptism of the Spirit (Jn I19"27). The question,
then, arises: Was Jesus from the first conscious
that He was this Greater One whom John had
proclaimed, or did He begin His ministry, as some
have contended (e.g. Colani and Renan), only as a
disciple and imitator of the Baptist? That the
former view is the correct one would be, of course,
put beyond doubt, if the intimations of the Fourth
Gospel were accepted (Jn I 3 0 ' 3 4 · 4 0 ' 5 1 3. 426 etc.); but
the Synoptics, also, in their narratives of the
relations of John and Jesus at the baptism (Mt
313-17 and parallels), of the temptations (Mt 41'11

and parallels), which would have no meaning unless
Jesus was consciously entering on His work as
Messiah, of the early use by Jesus of the title
'Son of Man' (Mk 2 io etc.), and by many other
indications, show plainly that this is the right view
to take. (Baldensperger can only get over the use
of 'Son of Man,' which he also accepts as a
Messianic title, by arbitrarily assuming that all
the incidents in which this name occurs took
place after Peter's confession—a violent and
unwarrantable hypothesis, Selbstbewusstsein Jesu2,
p. 252). How this consciousness of His Messiah-
ship was developed in Jesus is a question which
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lies beyond our present limits. It was plainly
there from the period of the baptism, and we have
earlier indications of its presence (Lk 249, see
below). We take it, therefore, as a datum to
start from, that when Jesus began to preach the
gospel of the kingdom He already knew His
vocation to be its Founder and its Lord.

2. The relation of the Baptist to OT prophecy
(Mt II1 3·1 4), and the historical connexion of Jesus
with John, make it evident that, in announcing the
approaching advent of 'the kingdom of heaven,'
Jesus had in view the very kingdom which the
prophets had foretold. We have already seen
that this precise expression is not met with in
OT (most nearly in Dn 714.18.22̂  ^ ^ j e s u s in
many places unmistakably takes over the OT
theocratic idea (Mt 811·12 2143 2241"46 etc.). This
suggests the further question as to our Lord's own
customary designation for this divine kingdom.
In Mt, with but four exceptions (ch. 633 is an
incorrect reading), the phrase employed is always
'the kingdom of heaven'; whereas the other
Gospels and the remaining books of NT have
uniformly 'the kingdom of God.' Which was
Christ's own expression, or did He use both? (so
Bruce). The contrast between Mt and the other
Gospels, even in parallel passages, compels us to
suppose that one is more original than the other,
and the question is which. Some (as Weiss) prefer
' kingdom of God,' but preponderating reasons seem
to be in favour of the form in Mt. There is reason
to believe that the phrase Ώ]Ώψ mẑ D (rule [Dalm.
Worte Jesu, 77 if.] of the heavens) was a current
expression in Rabbinical circles (see passages in
Lightfoot and Wetstein on Mt 32; and especially
Schoettgen on Mt II 2 9 ); and there is probability
in the conjecture that this may have been the
form employed by our Lord in His ordinary
Aramaic preaching (not necessarily to the ex-
clusion of an occasional use of the other), and
that, in translating into Gr., the evangelists may
either, as in our existing Mt, have retained this
Heb. formula, or have (as in Mk, Lk, etc.) ren-
dered it by its equivalent, more suitable to Gen-
tiles— 'the kingdom of God.' This is further
supported by comparison with the language of
the Lord's Prayer (Mt 69·10, Lk II2). No distinc-
tion in meaning of any importance can fairly be
established between the two expressions, which
denote the kingdom as, on the one hand, God's,
and, on the other, heavenly in its origin, aims,
and end. ' The kingdom of heaven, as appears
from the prophecies of Daniel, is the kingdom of
the Messiah; while the Lord's Prayer teaches us
that it is the kingdom of God's Spirit, in which
the will of man is made conformable to the will
of God—a kingdom which comes from heaven, is
heaven on earth, and ends in heaven' (Lange on
Mt 32).

3. In examining the teaching of Jesus on the nature
of this kingdom, we do well to start from the point
already established—the connexion of the kingdom
with His own Person. Nothing is plainer than
that, in His own view, Jesus is not simply the
Founder of this kingdom, but it is His kingdom
as well as the Father's, and He is Lord and King
over it (Mt 1341 1628 2021 2534·40 etc.). The idea
here is moulded by that of the OT theocracy, in
which God was at once the King of the chosen
nation, and exercised His functions through a vis-
ible representative. This relation, only brokenly
and typically illustrated in the descendants of
David, is now, in accordance with prophecy, per-
fectly realized in the Messianic King, whose soli-
darity with God in heart and will is complete
(Mt Ϊ12 7, Jn 434 530 638 etc.). But the connexion
of the kingdom with the Person of Jesus is more
intimate even than this. Jesus is not only the
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Founder and Lord of the new theocracy, but is
Himself the vital germ of it,—the living embodi-
ment and representative of its principle, — the
actual type of the new relation of sonship to God
into which men are invited to enter through Him,
—so that the kingdom of God may truly be said
to have existed on earth in His Person from the
first moment of His manifestation. It is through
vital relation to Him, as the Synoptics, and still
more clearly the Fourth Gospel, show,—through
reception of His Person and message, through
faith in Him, surrender to Him, submission to
His rule, keeping His commandments, which is
synonymous with doing the will of the Father,
through union with Him as the branches and the
vine, etc.,—that the kingdom is constituted (Mt
721-23 810 Π28-30 1β24. 25j J Q jgl-B e t c . ) # W i f c h jJJ

this goes a profoundly modified conception of the
nature of the sovereignty in this new kingdom of
God, which, as founded, not by worldly means of
conquest and violence, but by humility, by ser-
vice, by deeds of mercy, by suffering, by witness
for the truth (Mt II4"6· » 1319 183·4 2025Λ Jn 1836·37),
is ruled in like manner, not by force or tyranny,
but by the suasive influences of love over freely
surrendered hearts (Mt II 2 8 ' 3 0 2237;40, J n 1415 1515).

4. In light of this essential relation of Jesus to His
kingdom, we are now prepared to consider the two
great titles by which this relation was expressed
by Jesus Himself—'Son of Man,' and 'Son of
God.' The second of these titles, to which we
return below, is, in the Synoptics at least, more
frequently given to Jesus by others than assumed
by Jesus Himself (Mt 317 43· β 1433 2740·", Mk 311

1539 etc.), but it is constantly implied, even in the
earlier Gospels, in His mode of speaking of His
Father, and is sometimes emphatically expressed
{e.g. Mt II 2 7 1616·17 2663·64). In Jn it is the more
common. It is otherwise with the title ' Son of
Man,' which is the favourite designation of Jesus
for Himself, but is never used by His disciples,
or by the evangelists, in speaking of Him (only
once outside the Gospels by Stephen, Ac 756). It
occurs also in a singularly impressive and weighty
form, with the definite article to both nouns, ό vibs
τον ανθρώπου.* It was plainly on His own lips a
Messianic title (Mk 210, Mt 1628 26M, Jn 527 etc.),
yet there is no evidence, apart from the doubtful
fek. of Enoch, that it was a current title for the
Messiah in that time. The usage in the Gospels
shows decisively it was not. It was not the wish
of Jesus to make a public avowal of His Messiah-
ship in His early ministry, but we find Him freely
using this enigmatic title (Mk 210). The Jews
evidently were perplexed as to its meaning (Jn
1234). The phrase 'Son of Man' in Mt 1613 is
manifestly not synonymous with 'Christ,' either
in popular acceptation or in the minds of the
disciples. We must therefore hold it for certain
that the expression was one welling up from
the depths of the original consciousness of Jesus,
and expressing some profound conception of His
mission. What precisely this is, is a point on
which there is wide difference of opinion (see
the various views well stated in Lietzmann's Der
Menschensohn, 1896). Wendt will have it {Die
Lehre Jesu, ii. pp. 442, 443) that the title is meant
to designate its possessor as a weak, creaturely
being—member, Messiah though He was, of the
weak, creaturely race of humanity. But this
theory cannot be carried through without doing
violence to many passages in which this name is

* Lietzmann in his tractate, Der Menschensohn (1896), seeks
to break the force of this by going· back from the Gr. to the
Aram., in which ne/r,2 means simply 'man ' (unemphatic).
But the emphatic force of the expression cannot be erased
from the Gospel usage. Lietzmann stands almost alone in
holding that the term was not used by Jesus, but found its
waj into the Gospels from a Christian misconception.

evidently used as a title of dignity; the highest
functions being claimed by Jesus, not, as Wendt's
argument would require, despite of His being Son
of Man, but because He is Son of Man (Mk 228,
Jn 527 etc.). More probable is the generally ac-
cepted view which connects this title with the
language of Dn 713 already alluded to—'there
came with the clouds of heaven one like unto a
Son of Man,' etc. (cf. Mt 2664). Whatever view
be taken of this expression,—whether it be sup-
posed to denote an individual (so Beyschlag), or
only to symbolize the humanness of the new king-
dom in contrast with the kingdoms of the beasts
which had preceded,—there lies in it at least the
notion that the kingdom of God, not resting like
the others on brute force, would be the first in
which the divine ideal of humanity would be
realized; so that our Lord, in taking this title,
may well have expressed the consciousness that
there had appeared in Him the New Man of
the race—the type and representative of a new
humanity—one who, because of this perfection of
His humanity, stood in a relation to all men,
and was their natural ruler and Lord in the king-
dom He had come to found. There lay thus, in
the use of the title by Jesus, at once the idea of
the reality and truth of His humanity, the con-
sciousness of His unique perfection as man, the
sense of His universal relation to the race, and
the knowledge of His calling and function to be
the Messianic King.* He was Son of Man, as em-
bodying in Himself the divine idea of a godlike
humanity—the Son of Man, as the unique indi-
vidual of the race who sustained this character—
the Son of Man in the universal sense, as repre-
senting in His Person, not the seed of Abraham
alone, but the whole of mankind. This title,
accordingly, already expresses the principle of
universality of the new religion in its contrast
with the national limitation of Judaism, and the
current conception of the Messiah. Baldensperger
is therefore only partially correct when he re-
jects the * ideal man' theory of this title, and
ridicules it as an attempt to carry back our nine-
teenth-century notions into a period to which they
were quite strange (2nd ed. p. 178). There lies
behind it, certainly, no such abstract conception
as ' the ideal man,' yet the reality which that
phrase expresses is undoubtedly present from the
beginning as an element in the consciousness from
which the title springs.

We return to the more particular consideration
of the second title, ' Son of God,' which, on the face
of it, expresses the consciousness which Jesus had
of His relation to God, just as the previous title
expressed His consciousness of the relation He
sustained to men. Those are undoubtedly right
who warn us off from seeking, in the first instance,
a metaphysical interpretation of this title. We
shall not reach Christ's own meaning in the use of
it, or the fact it represents in His consciousness,
by starting with the definitions of the Nicene
Creed; but must seek our clue rather in the line
of the OT conceptions through which originally
it came also to Him. As J" was the Father of
His nation Isr. (Ex 422·23, Hos II1), so was He
peculiarly the Father of the theocratic King, * I
will be his Father, and he shall be my Son' (2 S
714, Ps 8920). \Ve have seen already what the rela-
tion imported in the theocratic ruler—a perfect
unity with God in will and aim ; such a solidarity
between God and His visible representative that
the purposes of the former, and those only, were
perfectly executed by the latter. We saw, too,
how entirely this ideal failed to be realized on
the purely human basis of the Ο Τ theocracy, and

* This is, in substance, Neander's view {Life of Christ), and a
better has not yet been found.
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how manifest it became, that if ever it was to be
realized, the King in whom this was done must
stand in a relation of nearness and unity to J" tran-
scending the limits of ordinary humanity—that he
must possess an exceptional dignity of nature,
raising him to a superhuman rank of character and
authority (Is 96·7 etc.). When, now, we turn to
the Gospels, we cannot but notice that the same
ideas prevail. 'Son of God' is there also a
Messianic title (Mt 1616 2663·64, Jn I49 1036 etc.);
and it connotes, with whatever else, a perfect one-
ness of thought, will, aim, sentiment, purpose,
between the Father and the Son—entire moral and
spiritual unity, reciprocal and exclusive knowledge,
the perfect adoption by the Son of the divine ends
as His own, and absolute fidelity and devotion in
the execution of them (Mt II27, Jn 5201015·30 etc.).
And this is not less clearly associated in Jesus with
the consciousness that this unbroken oneness in
spirit with God is connected with some peculiar
distinction in nature—that His relation to God as
Son is not that of other men, but that He is the
Son par excellence—the Son of God in a special and
solitary relation of life and affection. It is observ-
able, accordingly, that even while He recognizes
the divine affinity in every human soul, invites
men to sonship in His kingdom, and teaches His
disciples to address God, and to love and trust Him
as their Father, He never places Himself as Son in
the same category with them, but always carefully
distinguishes His own relation to the Father from
theirs (e.g. Jn 2017). Here, then, we come on that in
the consciousness of Jesus which, while it cannot
be properly spoken of as a metaphysical conception
of His Person, yet legitimately lays the basis for
those metaphysical, or at least transcendental, pre-
dications regarding Him which are found in the
creeds, and even earlier in the Epistles, and the
Johannine Prologue. What this transcendental
element in the consciousness of Jesus implied, can
only be inferred from His various utterances
respecting Himself in the Gospels, from the claims
He makes, the prerogatives He assumes, the works
He does, His promise of His perpetual presence
with His Church, and of His return in glory, His
glimpses even into a previous state of pre-existence,
etc. (Mt 721"23 1820 25. 2664 2818'20, Jn 858 175 etc.)—
all matters which we cannot discuss here. One
thing, however, is at once implied in what has just
been said, namely, that whereas in the OT concep-
tion the official sense of the phrase ' Son of God'
overshadows the personal, in the case of Jesus it
is precisely the other way—the official relation is
grounded in the personal. He is the Son of God
as Messianic King, because He is first Son of God
by nature. He is * the Son' simpliciter; and this
consciousness of a personal peculiarity in His rela-
tion to the Father, springing as it no doubt did
from His sense of entire spiritual oneness, may be
presumed to go back in some form to the earliest
dawn of His reflective life (cf. Lk 249). There was
no period of His life in which He did not know
God as His Father; was not conscious of an un-
troubled relation of union with Him ; did not find
in His soul the reflection of His character; and did
not yield to Him His entire love, trust, and
obedience. We cannot err, therefore, in finding
the root of Christ's conception of His kingdom in
His own perfect consciousness of His filial relation
to His Father, together with the new views of
religion, of righteousness, of duty, and of blessed-
ness, which this implied. The consciousness he had
of Himself as Son, with the correlative idea of God
as Father, leads to the designation of the kingdom
as ' the kingdom of the Father' (Mt 1343); just as St.
Paul also speaks of it as * the kingdom of the Son
of His love/ into which the Father has translated
us (Col I12·13). The kingdom, in this view, is the

sphere of God's fatherly love and rule in hearts
truthfully submitted to Him through His Son ; of
His gracious, unbounded self-communication for
the blessing and enrichment of His people. This
doctrine of Jesus as to the divine Fatherhood, how-
ever, is not offhand to be identified, as it so often
is, with the doctrine of the paternal love of God to
all men, which has for its correlate the doctrine of
a universal natural sonship of man. It is surpris-
ing how little basis is found for this doctrine of a
universal Fatherhood and sonship in the recorded
sayings of Jesus. It is doubtful if it is to be found
anywhere, except by implication in the parable of
the Prodigal (Lk 15"-32). That Christ recognizes a
natural kinship of every human soul with God
(cf. Gn I26·27), and a calling and destination of
every individual to be a son of God in His king-
dom, is indeed most true; but Fatherhood and
sonship in His ordinary speech is a relation within
His kingdom, not a relation of mere nature, but (so
throughout the whole NT) the result of a divine act
of grace placing man in this relation (the Pauline
vlodeala ; cf. Jn I12·13), and of a supernatural im-
portation of a new nature and life (Jn 35·6). In
comparison with this higher, divine relation, the
natural sinks, as it were, into the background.
We gain, indeed, the right point of view for
understanding this doctrine of Jesus on the divine
Fatherhood, only when we observe that it takes its
origin, not from the general relation of God to the
world, or even from the relation of God to believers
in His kingdom, but primarily from the relation of
the Father to Himself. It does not begin at the
circumference—the general relation of God to man-
kind, but at the centre—the special, unique, in-
comparable relation of the Father to the Son. It
is in the relation to the Son that we have, so to
speak, the spring of Fatherhood in the heart of
God. This relation, which in its fulness none other
can share, is then in its measure extended to those
who are the members of His kingdom; and,
finally, extends itself even as a blessed possibility
to all mankind, in harmony with man's original
destination (parable of Prodigal).

5. With the help of this clue afforded us by the
personal consciousness of Jesus, we are able to
advance to some nearer determination on the sub-
ject of His kingdom. If Jesus was indeed sure of
Himself from the first as the Son of God,—if He
had this perfect filial consciousness from the
beginning,—there falls away every ground for
assuming that His views fluctuated and varied
regarding this kingdom He came to found, or
that He did not clearly grasp it from the outset in
its essential nature, laws, and conditions of success.
The Gospels give us no warrant for supposing that
such fluctuation took place ; the only point which
can with plausibility be raised being that discussed
below : whether from the first He apprehended the
necessity of His death. If the essential feature in
His kingdom was the admission of men through
grace into a relation of sonship akin to His own,
He could not have varied in His conception of it, of
its righteousness, or of the general conditions of
entrance into it, unless His own self-consciousness
had varied. A second weighty result we reach is,
that if Jesus was fully conscious of Himself as Son
of God, and Founder of this kingdom, from the
first, this kingdom in His view could not have been
a merely future thing, but must have been con-
ceived of as already existing. This, again, is a
point on which much discussion has been raised:
whether, namely, the kingdom of God, in the
teaching of Jesus, has only an eschatological
significance (thus Kaftan, Schmoller, etc.), or
whether it denotes an already existing reality
(Ritschl, Wendt, etc.). The true view, surely, is
that it is not either exclusively. It both has a
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present being upon earth, and has a perfect,
glorified form in eternity. The existence of the king-
dom as a present, developing reality is implied in
the parables of growth (mustard seed, leaven, seed
growing secretly, Mt 13, Mk 426"82); in the repre-
sentations of it, in its earthly form, as a mixture
of good and bad (wheat and tares, the net of fishes,
Mt 13); in the description of the righteousness of
the kingdom (Sermon on the Mount) which is to be
realized in the ordinary human relations; as well
as in many special sayings (e.g. Mt 1228, Lk 1616

1721, whether ' within' or ' among' makes no differ-
ence). But, apart from specific declarations, the
truth is implied in the simple fact that Jesus Him-
selfwas present in the full consciousness of His Son-
ship and calling to be the Founder of the kingdom,
gathering disciples to Himself as the nucleus of a
future society. We have formerly observed that in
the Person of Jesus, even had there been no other,
the kingdom of God was already present in
humanity. In Him lay the vital germ of that
kingdom; He was the Dearer and representative
of its principle of Sonship ; in Him its powers and
grace were made manifest (Mt 1228). When, as
the result of His activity, a band of disciples were
drawn around Him, the members of which were
introduced by Him into a new fellowship with God,
and in whose hearts the principle of a divine rule
was manifestly established, it was more than ever
evident that the kingdom of God had begun on earth.

6. Still endeavouring to keep in view the inward
and essential nature of this kingdom, or reign of
God among men, which Jesus came to introduce,
we are led by the representations of the Gospels to
form such conceptions of it as the following. In
what is said under these heads, the connexion of
the kingdom with its Founder, and the teaching of
Jesus on God, man, righteousness, salvation, will
receive further illustration.

(a) The kingdom is in its beginnings, as just
stated, the introduction of a new principle of
divine rule into the hearts of men, through the
word (Mt 1319), the truth (Jn 1887), the Spirit (Jn
35·6), in virtue of which, changed in disposition
(Mt 183), they become doers of the will of the
Father in heaven (Mt 721 etc.). It is therefore, in
its principle, something inward, vital, invisible
(Lk 1720·21). It is not the idea of Jesus, however,
that this kingdom should be confined solely to the
inward life. It is rather a principle working from
within outwards for the renewal and transfor-
mation of every department of our earthly
existence (marriage, the family, the state, social
life, etc., Mt 193'9, Jn 21"11, Mt 2221 etc.). It is
thus a growing, developing thing—as it is repre-
sented in the parables (Mt 13). The kingdom is
not fully come till everything in human life, and
in the relations of man in society, is brought into
complete harmony with the will of God (Mt 61 0;
cf. Neander, Life of Christ, p. 89, Eng. tr.). While,
however, Jesus gives us many incidental indications
of the true relation of His kingdom to society, it
is the spiritual or directly religious and ethical
aspect of the kingdom which alone is more pro-
minent in His teaching. * The whole weight is
rested on the inward disposition, on the new
relation to God, on the new life of the Spirit, on
the new righteousness proceeding from that life,
on the new hopes and privileges of the sons of God.
Everything is looked at in the light of the spiritual,
the eternal. We read nothing in Christ of the
effects of His religion on art, on culture, on
philosophy, on politics, on commerce, on education,
on science, on literature, on economical or social
reform' {Christian View of God and the World, p.
406). So also with the apostles. Yet a regenerat-
ing spirit has gone forth from the gospel of the
kingdom in all these departments.

(δ) On the other side, the kingdom of God is»
viewed as a sphere of privilege and blessing into
which the disciple is admitted, in which he receives
the forgiveness of his sins, attains the satisfaction
of his spiritual wants, is filled with righteousness,
and inherits the felicity of the eternal life (Mt 53"10

614 1929 2δ34·46, Lk 418, Jn 627· 3δ· 401028 etc.). It is
the summum bonum for man—the good to be desired
above all others, and for which everything else
should be sacrificed (Mt 6s3 1344"46 parables of
Treasure and Pearl, 1929, Lk 1042, Jn 17s etc.). The
kingdom of God is thus emphatically with Jesus,
as throughout the whole of Scripture, a kingdom of
grace, the message of it * good tidings' (Mt 4s3,
Lk 210· n 422). Its proclamation is a gospel, and
it brings to man at once the fullest provision for
his needs as a sinner, the highest satisfaction of
his moral life, and the noblest end for his practical
realization. God's royalty in His kingdom is
shown not less by gift than by rule ; it is gracious,
unstinted giving which is the foundation of the
whole (Mt 77"11, Jn 514 θ3 2 '3 5 1011·28 etc.). It is thus
the sphere of * salvation,' though this term {σωτηρία)
is still seldom used (Lk 199, Jn 42 2; cf. Lk
I69"72, Mt 1625· 2 6 1925, Lk 1910, Jn 314*17 δ34 1247 etc.).
The all-embracing expression for its good is
'eternal life'; yet in the Synoptics this term is
always applied to the future consummation of that
good {e.g. Mk 1030), whereas in Jn it is used also to
denote the present possession of the life of God by
believers (Jn δ24). Wendt justly points out, how-
ever, that even in Jn this is done only in occasional
passages {Die Lehre Jesu, ii. p. 193), and the
Synoptics also recognize in fact the present re-
ception and enjoyment by believers of those
blessings of the kingdom which Jn designates by
* eternal life' (Mt δ3*10 etc.).

(c) The kingdom of God is inseparably associated
with character in its members. The conditions of
entrance into it are repentance and faith (Mk I15,
Lk 750 133· δ etc.); its blessings require for their
reception such moral dispositions as poverty of
spirit, humility, meekness, and lowliness of heart,
spiritual hungering and thirsting (Mt δ3· 6 II 2*·< Λ

183·4, Jn 414 635) ; as a kingdom of the truth, those
only that are of the truth (Jn 1837), of an honest
and good heart (Lk 815), will receive i t ; to know
its doctrine, there must be a willingness to do the
will of God (Jn 717); a desire for the honour of
men is fatal to seeking the honour that comes
from God (Jn δ44). These states of mind are not
the product of nature, but the result of a new
spiritual birth (Jn 33· 5). Within the kingdom, the
rule of God takes the form of the realization of a
new and spiritual righteousness in the hearts of
the members, and in their relations with each
other and with the world. This righteousness is
of the essence of the kingdom (Mt 683), and a
great part of the teaching of Jesus relates to it
(notably the Sermon on the Mount). It is at once
part of the blessing of the kingdom (Mt δ6), and
a moral task set before the members for their
accomplishment (Mt δ13"16 721). Its norm is the
perfection of the Father Himself (Mt δ48)—the
absolutely Good One (Mk 1018). Like everything
else in the kingdom, it is the product of a
divinely given life, and develops from within out-
wards, from heart to conduct, as a good tree
brings forth fruit (Mt 717). It differs from the
righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees in
motive and in aim, — being spontaneous, where
theirs was formal and mechanical; spiritual, where
theirs had regard only to the letter of the precept;
done with a sole respect to God, where theirs was
man-pleasing (Mt δ17-618). Its supreme principle is
love (Mt 712, Mk 1228'34). In relation to God, it
takes the form of a spirit of dependence, and trust
in His fatherly providence, which relieves from
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earthly care (Mt 625'34 76"11); in its estimate of
goods, it sets supreme store on the kingdom and its
righteousness, and seeks these beyond all material
blessings (Mt 619"23·81"33); in its relation to man, it
shows itself in mercy, forbearance, forgiveness of
injuries, active beneficence, and in the bright
shining of a holy example (Mt 55·7· S8"48 712). Its
standards of judgment are the direct inversion of
most of those which prevail in the world. It
inverts, e.g., the world's standards of blessedness in
calling the poor in spirit, the mourning, the meek,
the persecuted, etc., blessed (Mt 5 3 ' 1 2; cf. Mai 314);
the world's standards of greatness in pronouncing
that true greatness lies in humility and service
(Mt 183·4, Mk 1044, Jn 1314·15); the world's standards
of wisdom in pronouncing the typical wise man of
the world a fool (Lk 1215'21); the world's standards
of the chief good in making that consist in the
kingdom and its righteousness (Mt 633), etc. Yet,
in His doctrine of the righteousness of the king-
dom, Jesus declares that He is not introducing
anything absolutely new, but only unfolding the
deepest spirit and teaching of law and prophets
(Mt 517·,18 2236-3y).

(d) It follows from the nature of the kingdom,
as just described, that it is a kingdom entirely
spiritual and unworldly in its nature (Jn 1836, cf.
Mk 1042·43)—supernatural and heavenly in its origin,
powers, blessings, aims, and ends,—a kingdom free
alike from national and ceremonial limitations,
working by its own laws, and destined in the end
to embrace all peoples. There is thus given us from
another side what we saw to lie already in the
Lord's designation of Himself as ' Son of Man '—
the universality of the kingdom of God. Jesus
already hints at this in Mt 811 * They shall come
from the east and from the west, and shall sit
down with Abraham,' etc. ; it is implied in His
parables (Mt 13 ' the field is the world,' v.3 8;
parable of Mustard Seed, etc.); is declared else-
where (Mt 2143 ' The kingdom of God shall be taken
from you,' etc.); and is announced in several sayings
of Jn {e.g. Jn 1232' I, if I be lifted up, will draw all
men unto me,' etc.). It comes out distinctly in the
commission after the resurrection (Mt 2819, Mk 1615).
It must also have been given to the consciousness
of Jesus from the first by the prophecy in Dn
(235. 44 7i4.27). Equally clear is it from the attitude
of Jesus to mere ceremonial observances (Mt 151"20),
and the critical, discretionary position He assumed
to the whole Mosaic Law {e.g. the Sabbath, Mk
2 2 8; marriage, Mt 196"9), that, while Himself
observing the ordinances of His nation, He did
not bind these on the members of His kingdom,
but claimed the right as Son of Man—i.e. the
Messiah—to alter, change, and abrogate them.
His relation to the Jewish law He lays down in
the principle that He came, not to destroy, but to
fulfil (Mt 5i7). But this fulfilment was of a nature
which meant in part destruction. His aim through-
out was to judge the details of the law by reference
to its underlying principle, and to the highest
needs of men (Mk 227),—to go back at every point
clearly from commands to principles, from outward
conduct to dispositions of the heart, from forms of
worship to spirit of worship—and this led to the
dropping away of everything that was of mere
provisional or temporary value. In the Sermon
on the Mount, accordingly, and in all the Gospels,
the whole stress is laid on the spiritual, the
ethical, the eternal, and no reference is made to
the ceremonial law at all. Nay, in the two
similitudes of the Patch on the Old Garment, and
the New Wine in Old Bottles (Mt 916·17), Jesus
indicates in the clearest way His consciousness
that His kingdom was something radically new,
and not simply a reformed and purified Judaism,
and that the old forms were utterly inadequate to

contain the spirit of the new religion—that the
latter would indeed burst and rend them, if it
were put into them.

(e) The kingdom thus introduced into time and
history has two stadia—an earthly and an eternal.
The consideration of this point involves, finally,
some investigations to which we proceed.

(a) A question of much importance here is as to
the connexion which Jesus conceived to subsist be-
tween the founding of His kingdom and His death.
The question is twofold : whether from the be-
ginning of His ministry He clearly recognized the
necessity of His death; and, if He did, or even if
this knowledge came later, what significance He
attributed to His death for the founding of His
kingdom, The first point is not to be settled on
a priori grounds, but from an impartial considera-
tion of the history. We cannot, however, doubt,
from a review of all the circumstances, that Jesus
did, from the commencement of His Messianic
career, recognize the fate in store for Him—whether
the precise mode of His death is another question
(but cf. Jn 314·16). It is true that it was not till
after the memorable confession at Csesarea Philippi
that Jesus began to speak plainly to His disciples
of His approaching sufferings and death (Mt 1621

etc.), but it does not follow that this was the
beginning of His own knowledge on the subject.
On the contrary, it is evident from the clearness,
fulness, and decision with which He then an-
nounces His death and resurrection, that these
topics had long occupied His own thoughts, and
were already settled convictions in His mind, But
we are not left entirely to conjecture. It is, on
the face of it, in the highest degree improbable
that one who from the outset grasped so clearly
the essential nature of His kingdom in its contrast
with the world, who had rejected the temptations
to give it another shape (Mt 41"11), who predicted
so accurately in His parables the stadia of its
development in history (Mt 13), who forewarned
His disciples of the certain persecutions which
awaited them for His sake (Mt 510·11 ΙΟ16"-4), could
have been ignorant of the inevitable collision
which must occur between Himself and the Jewish
authorities, and which He must have foreseen
could not but issue in His death. That He did
anticipate it is expressly implied in His saying,
'The disciple is not above his Master,' etc. (Mt
1024), and in His allusion to the bridegroom being
taken away from them (Mt 915). More definitely,
Jesus had deeply studied the prophecies, and in
the very beginning of His ministry announced
that those relating to the Servant of J" in Is
were fulfilled in Himself (Lk 421). But He could
not be unaware of what was written of the death
of this Servant in Is 53 ; and the recorde d greeting
of the Baptist, 'Behold the Lamb of God,' etc.
(Jn I29), would recall that passage. There are
other sayings in Jn—those to Mcodemus (Jn 314·16),
and especially the enigmatic utterances about giv-
ing His flesh for the life of the world (Jn 651"5¥)—
which point in the same direction. But if Jesus
foresaw His death, it was impossible that He
should not have regarded His temporary sub-
mission to it as in some way necessary for the
ends of His kingdom—for, that His subjection to
death was, and could be, only temporary, He
never, in the strength of His Messianic conscious-
ness, doubted. His announcement of His death
is always conjoined with the declaration of His
rising again (Mt 1621 2019 etc.); and the shadow
of the Cross never clouds for a moment His assur-
ance of His final coming in glory to judge the
world (Mt 722 1023 1341 1627, Lk 128 etc.). If,
accordingly, we ask, What was the significance
which Jesus attached to His death in connexion
with the establishment of His kingdom? we are
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driven, by the passages already cited, to see in
it more than the mere illustration of a general
law of sacrifice (Jn 1224"26), or a proof of fidelity
in His vocation. We must take an incidental
saying like Mk 1045 * For even the Son of Man
came . . . to give his life a ransom for many,'
not as if it stood alone, but with the depth and
seriousness of meaning supplied by a context of
similar utterances. The great passage on the
expiatory sufferings of the Servant of J" (Is 53)
must probably be our clue here also. We recall
the word of the Baptist, ' The Lamb of God, that
taketh away the sin of the world' (Jn I 2 9 ); the
saying in which His death is connected with salva-
tion in the conversation with Nicodemus (' as Moses
lifted up the serpent,' etc., Jn 3 1 4; for though the
' lifting up ' is a term of exaltation, we can hardly
fail to associate it with His death); the * giving
his flesh for the life of the world' in Jn 651; but,
above all, the solemn and explicit words at the
institution of the Supper, * My blood of the cove-
nant, which is shed for many unto the remission
of sins' (Mt 2Θ28 ; cf. Mk 1424, Lk 2220, 1 Co II25).
In keeping with this connexion of His death in
the consciousness of Jesus with the remission of
sins, we are told how, after the resurrection, the
disciples wTere enjoined to make this a fundamental
article of their preaching (Lk 2447). The death of
Jesus, followed by His rising again, was evidently,
in the Lord's own view, a decisive turning-point-
in the history of His kingdom, and in the spiritual
history of the world; and not till that event had
taken place, and the spirit had been given as the
sequel to it, had the kingdom been fully consti-
tuted (Lk 2449, Ac I5 233).

(β) It remains that we glance at the eschatological
declarations of Jesus respecting His kingdom, for
that its earthly phase is to be succeeded by a
heavenly, in which the separation of good and
bad shall be finally effected, and the ripened re-
sults of its long development shall be garnered up
under new and glorious conditions, is a constant
element in His teaching (Mt 1340-43 1928·29 2229·30

2534·46, Jn 141·2 1724 etc.). This higher and eternal
state, described as 'the regeneration' (7Γαλ677εϊ/-
eaLa), or ' the resurrection' (ut supra), is introduced
by the coming {παρουσία) of the Son of Man in
glory, the resurrection of the dead, and a judg-
ment which takes account of the conduct alike of
the professed members of the kingdom, and of
the nations of mankind (Mt 24, Jn 528·29, Mt 721"23

25, etc.). The principles on which this judgment
proceeds are essential character, with its fruits in
word and deed; faithfulness or unfaithfulness in
duty; watchfulness; boldness in confessing Christ,
or sin in denying Him; the presence or absence of
love, etc. The separation which the judgment
effects is, so far as appears, final (Mt 1340-43 2546

etc.). In thus carrying the consummation of the
kingdom into a future life, and connecting it with
His personal return, Jesus goes entirely beyond
OT limits; though there also the doctrines of a
future life in the blessed enjoyment of God, and
of a resurrection of the dead, are in process of
formation (Ps 1715 4914·15 7323"26, Is 258 2619, Hos 63

1314, Dn 122 etc.). The doctrine of the resurrec-
tion was a cardinal one with the Pharisees; but
it had its deep roots in the OT doctrines of man,
of God, of sin, of death, and of salvation (Mt
2229"33), and, as connected by Jesus with the re-
demption and new life of His kingdom, is an
essential part of His religion. The question,
nevertheless, is one of some difficulty, how far
the undoubtedly largely symbolical and figurative
character of these discourses of Jesus on the last
things entitles us to rely on them as real repre-
sentations of the future ? They assuredly do not
give us a scientific, or perfectly objective, know-

ledge of the nature, the course, and relative order of
these events, such as we can turn with precision
into a theological system. Yet they are too defi-
nite and circumstantial to permit of our supposing
that to the consciousness of Jesus they were mere
figures, or were not intended to convey to us some
real knowledge on the subjects of which they treat.
This question presses especially in regard to the
Parousia. Did Jesus, e.g., anticipate for His
kingdom a long period of development in the
world before the end came; or was His Parousia
regarded by Himself as immediate, or, at least,
as not long to be delayed ? Mt 2429, with certain
other passages (Mt ΙΟ23 1628), might seem to teach
the latter, and we know that the times and the
seasons were not within the human knowledge of
the Son (Mk 1332, Ac I 6 ) ; but a careful considera-
tion of the whole teaching of Jesus will lead us
to modify this first impression. We cannot mis-
take that the picture of the kingdom given us in
the parables is that of a slowly developing reality,
bound to a law of rhythm—' first the blade, then
the ear, after that the full corn in the ear' (Mk 428)
—with the world and humanity as its sphere of
manifestation, and good and evil growing side by
side in it till both are fully ripe (Mt 13); and
other passages suggest the like idea of a prolonged
world-development, and a diffusion of the gospel
among all nations before the end come (Mt 811 2143

244"14, Lk 1911.12.15. cf. a i s o the post-resurrection
commissions, Mt 2819·20, Mk 1615 etc.). Against
these numerous indications the ευθέως of Mt 2429

(which may be variously accounted for) cannot
be allowed to tell; especially as there are not
wanting signs in the discourse itself of a nearer
and a remoter horizon ('these things,' ' that day
and hour,' vv.34·36). The truth would seem to be
that Jesus does not always speak of His Parousia
(any more than of His kingdom) in the same sense;
that it is to Him rather a process in which many
elements flow together into a single image, than
a single definite event, always looked at in the
same light. Thus he says to the high priest, with
obvious reference to the prophecy in Dn, ' Hence-
forth,' that is, from this time on, ' ye shall see the
Son of Man sitting at the right hand of power,
and coming on the clouds of heaven' (Mt 2664).
He came in His resurrection; in the mission of
the Comforter ; in the power and spread of His
kingdom, especially after the removal of the limita-
tions created by the existing Jewish polity (which
seems to be the meaning in Mt 1628); He comes
in every great day of the Lord in the history of
His Church ; He will yet come more conspicuously
in the events of the future ; and, last of all, He
will personally come to judge the quick and the
dead. The kingdom advances to its goal, not
peacefully or suddenly, but by a succession of
great crises (Mt 24), and each of these is in a
sense the coming of the Son of Man (cf. Reuss'
Hist, of Christ. Theol. i. pp. 217, 218; Bruce's
Kingdom of God, ch. 12; Orr's Christian View of
God and the World, p. 384).

7. One topic more, of considerable importance, we
must allude to before leaving this part of our
subject. It is the much canvassed question of
the relation of the idea of the kingdom of God to
that of the Church. If our previous exposition is
correct, these ideas are not quite identical, as they
have frequently been taken to be. The kingdom of
God is a wider conception than that of the Church.
On the other hand, these ideas do not stand so far
apart as they are sometimes represented. In some
cases, e.g. in Mt 1618·19, the phrase * kingdom of
heaven* is practically synonymous with the
Church. The Church is, as a society, the visible
expression of this kingdom in the world ; is indeed
the only society which does formally profess (very
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imperfectly often) to represent it. Yet the Church
is not the outward embodiment of this kingdom in
all its aspects, but only in its directly religious
and ethical, i.e. in its purely spiritual, aspect.
The direct business of the Church, e.g., is not to
take to do with art, science, politics, literature,
etc., but to bear witness for God and His truth to
men, to preach and spread the gospel of the king-
dom, to maintain God's worship, to administer the
sacraments, to provide for the self-edification and
religious fellowship of believers (cf. Christian View
of God and the World, pp. 409, 410). That Jesus
contemplated the union of the members of His
kingdom into such a visible society—or Church—
is evident from direct statements, as in Mt 1618

(' on this rock I will build my Church'); from the
institution of the apostolate (Mt 101"5); from the
instructions about baptism (Mt 2819·20); from
the rules of discipline He lays down (Mt 1815"18),
etc. : while the important functions which He
intrusts to this society are seen from the terms in
which He speaks of i t ; the promises He gives to
it (Mt 1618"20 1820); the authority He confers upon
it (Mt 1619 1818, Jn 2023); the sacraments He leaves
with i t ; and the assurances of His perpetual pre-
sence, which are among His last words to it (Mt
2820). In Jn the deeper root of the Church idea is
manifest in the conception of the living union of
the branches with the vine (Jn 151"7).

III. THE TEACHING OF THE EPISTLES AND
OTHER BOOKS OF NT ON THE KINGDOM OF
GOD.—In passing from the Gospels, and especially
the Synoptics, to the remaining writings of NT,
we are sensible at once of a great difference in the
use made of this conception of the kingdom of God.
It is no longer the central and all-comprehending
notion which it was in the popular teaching of
Jesus, but sinks comparatively into the back-
ground, where it does not altogether disappear,
and is employed, so far as retained, in an almost
exclusively eschatological sense. The difference
is accounted for by the altered circumstances of
the Christian community. It was no longer the
Jesus of the earthly ministry, but the Risen Lord,
that was the centre of the faith and hope of the
Christian believers. The Christ had died, had
risen again, was exalted to heaven, had poured
out the Spirit, was expected speedily to return to
judgment; and interest was concentrated on the
meaning and bearings of these great facts on
salvation. The gospel had passed over from Jews
to Gentiles, and Churches were everywhere being
formed and organized. Under these changed con-
ditions it was inevitable also that nomenclature
should change, and that the higher stage on which
the kingdom of God had entered in history should
evolve a speech, and forms of conception for itself,
adapted to its new wants. And this is what
actually happened. Instead of the kingdom, it is
now Christ Himself who is the centre of preach-
ing ; in speaking to Gentiles, His work, the bless-
ings of His salvation, the nature and fruits of the
new life of the Spirit, the hopes connected with
His appearing, are naturally dwelt on without
reference to the theocratic conception ; as respects
the earthly form, the idea of the Church necessarily
displaces every other. The one sphere which these
altered conditions did not touch was the eschato-
logical, and here accordingly we find the idea of
the kingdom, as one among other forms of con-
ception, retained.

The phenomenon which here confronts us has, of
course, struck every careful student of the NT.
Harnack notices it in his Dogmengeschichte : ' It
is not wonderful,' he says, ' that in the oldest
Christian preaching "Jesus Christ" meets us as
frequently as, in the preaching of Jesus, the king-
dom of God itself (i. p. 70; cf. Ritschl, Rechtferti-

gung, ii. p. 293 ff.; Kaftan, Das Wesen, p. 229,
etc.). In Ac there are a few references which
show that * the kingdom of God' was still the
general formula for the substance of Christian
preaching (S12 1422 198 2025 2823·31). But in the
Epistles the term recedes decidedly into the back-
ground, and, as just stated, is generally used in an
eschatological sense. 1 Ρ does not use the expres-
sion ; Ja only once (βασιλεία alone, Ja 25). The
Pauline theology is developed from its own basis,
without any systematic attempt to fit it to this con-
ception. In He it is other ideas that rule. The
term * kingdom' occurs only once, with a future
reference (1228). In the Johannine writings, the
only occurrences are in two places in the Gospel,
and denote (on Christ's lips) the present spiritual
kingdom (33·5 1836—in the latter passage ' my
kingdom'). Generally, in this Gospel, as in the
Epistles, the idea of the kingdom recedes behind
that of ' life.' The case of Rev requires considera-
tion by itself. Here, clearly, the idea of the king-
dom is a governing one. Believers are made a
kingdom unto God, and have the hope of reigning
with Christ (I6 321 510); the Lamb is ' Lord of
lords, and King of kings'(1714 1916, cf. I 5 ); and
the climax of His conflict with His enemies is that
' the kingdom of the world is become the kingdom
of our Lord, and of His Christ; and He shall reign
for ever and ever' (II15"17). The peculiarity in the
apocalyptic representation, however, is the inter-
polation before the general judgment of 1000 years'
reign of Christ with His saints on earth, following
upon a binding of Satan, and a first resurrection
(201-8). The picture stands alone in NT, though
the idea involved in it—that of a 'pre-eminent
blossoming time' for the Church before the final
consummation—' a time in which the Church shall
celebrate her Sabbath eve,—the eve before the
Sabbath' (Martensen)—stands in no contradiction
with the teaching of Jesus, is in every way prob-
able, and is not unfamiliar to OT prophecy (Is II 6

35, etc.).

At first sight the contrast between the apostolic
gospel and the teaching of Jesus in the Synoptics,
as respects the use made of this idea of the king-
dom, is sufficiently marked ; but when we consider
the subject a little more carefully—looking rather
to the essence of the doctrine than to the language
employed—a substantial harmony is apparent. It
is plain, from the notices in the Ac above cited,
and from the incidental references, that ' the
kingdom of God' was still a recognized formula to
cover all the contents of Christian preaching;
though, for the reasons already assigned, it had no
longer the same prominence as at an earlier period ;
and, while the prevailing tendency was to limit
this title to the kingdom of the future, and to con-
nect it with the Parousia {e.g. 2 Th I5, 2 Ti 41·8,
where επιφάνεια), there are still a few cases which
show that it was also applied to the present ex-
perience and state of privilege of Christians.
Such, e.g., are Ro 1417, where the kingdom of God
is declared to consist, not in meat and drink, but
in * righteousness, and peace, and joy in the Holy
Ghost'; and Col I13, where believers are spoken
of as already ' translated' into ' the kingdom of
the Son of his love.' Apart, however, from the
mere use of the term,—which is a secondary matter,
—we cannot fail to see that everything that Christ
meant by the present being of His kingdom is fully
recognized and insisted on by the apostolic writers ;
Christ Himself is ' the Lord' (ό Κύριος); He is
exalted to the place of universal dominion at God's
right hand (Ac 233"36, 1 Co 1524·25, Eph I2 0 '2 3, Ph 29'11,
He I 8 29, Ja 21, 1 Ρ 322 etc.); the kingdom is that
of God and of Christ (Eph 55, Col I 1 3); He exer-
cises, therefore, a present unlimited sway in and
over His people, and over all things for their sake
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(Eph I22). Believers, again, are ' sons of God';
are, like Isr., 'an elect race, a royal priesthood, a
holy nation, a people of God's own possession,'
called ' out of darkness into his marvellous light,'
4 a people of God' (1 Ρ 29·10); they are renewed and
dwelt in by His Spirit, which gives them the
victory over sin in their members (Ro 725 81"9);
grace 'reigns' in them (Ro 521 612·13·19);—in short,
everything that can constitute a present kingdom
of God on earth is acknowledged as existing in
their case. If, therefore, there is any contrast
with the teaching of Christ, it is in the advance
to a higher, richer conception of the spiritual
life than was possible at an elementary stage of
instruction.

As respects the peculiarities of the doctrine of
the kingdom of God in the Pauline Epistles, it is

, not necessary to add much to what has been said.
The kingdom, in the apostle's view, as in Christ's
own teaching, is connected with ' a redemption
{απόΚύτρωσιτ) through his blood,' and with forgive-
ness of sins (Col I14, cf. Eph I7). In its form of
glory it awaits the appearing of Christ (2 Th I5"10,
2 Ti 41·8). But as in Rev we have the millennial
doctrine, so in St. Paul we have the doctrine of
the development of the man of sin and of the
apostasy prior to the advent (2 Th 23"10, cf. Mt
2411·12). It is still a moot question how far this
doctrine is moulded upon current representations
of Antichrist, and how far it is original (cf. refer-
ences in Stanton's Jewish and Christian Messiah,
p. 310). In St. John's Epistles the idea is more
generalized (1 Jn 218·22 43); while in the Apocalypse
it assumes the threefold form of the Beast, the
False Prophet, and the Woman (Rev 13. 17).
Finally, St. Paul alone gives us the sublime idea
of an ultimate rendering up of the mediatorial
kingdom by the Son to the Father, ' that God may
be all in all' (1 Co 1528).

It lies beyond the scope of this article to discuss
the various shapes which this great scriptural idea
of the kingdom of God has assumed in its
course down the ages. The chief are the Patristic
Chiliastic idea ; the Mediaeval or Catholic idea
(as in Augustine, who, however, has glimpses of
a wider truth in his City of God); the Refor-
mation idea, which still identifies the kingdom
too exclusively with the Church ; and the
various modern forms of conception in the Church
and schools from Kant downwards. A great im-
pulse has been given to the study of this notion by
the later Ritschlian theologians, who have done
much to restore it to its just importance. It must
however, always remain doubtful—and the diversi-
ties in the apostolic teaching give additional force
to the doubt—how far this single idea of the king-
dom of God is fitted to serve as the principle of an
exhaustive system of theology. Its proper place
would seem to be within the system as denning the
end in the light of which God's whole purpose in
Christ is to be read ; and in this way it is fitted to
render essential service as the bond of union between
dogmatic theology and Christian ethics — two
departments which have hitherto stood too far
apart. It does this service by introducing the
idea of an end which is at the same time an aim—
in setting before the individual as his life-task
the realization of that kingdom of God which is
God's own end in creation and redemption. The
social tendencies of our age give this idea of the
kingdom of God a special value for our own time ;
and we may expect that its importance will be
increasingly recognized,—on the one hand, in its
ennobling effect on the conception of Christian
work, and the higher spirit of unity it tends to
engender in those engaged in i t ; and, on the other,
in broadening the conception of Christian duty as
embracing the obligation to labour for the suprem-

acy of God's will in all the departments of private,
social, and public life. It may be that the time
has come for a resuscitation of this idea of Jesus
which the exigencies of the apostolic age threw
somewhat into the background; and that new
applications and triumphs await it in the com-
plexities of our modern social life, which even
inspired men of the first generation could not
reasonably foresee.
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1. TITLE, SCOPE, AND PLACE IN CANON.—The
title in AV, RV is 'The first (second) Book of the
Kings.' Heb. (η) κ D̂DVD 'Kings I. I I . ' ; LXX
ΒΑΣΙΑΕΙΩΝ Γ (Δ). The use of the definite article
in the English Version, (the Kings,' is therefore
unwarranted. The narrative of Kings, like those
of Samuel and Chronicles, is continuous, and the
division into two books is clearly a later device,
and no part of the scheme of the original editor.

The division of the Hebrew text of Kings into two books is
not found in the MSS or in the early printed editions. It first
occurs in the great Rabbinic Bible of Daniel Bomberg, published
at Venice 1516-17, where an asterisk between 1 Κ 2254 and 2 Κ H
calls attention to a note in the margin :—D'wbn D^'nnD }N3
y m '*ata 1SD. 'Here the non-Jews (i.e. Christians) begin
the fourth Book of Kings.' A similar note is found between
1 and 2 S. Cf. Ginsburg, Introd. to the Massoretico-critical
Edit, of the Heb. Bible, pp. 45, 930 f. Thus the division in MT
seems to have been an innovation from LXX, Vulg. While in
LXX no known MS presents an undivided text of 1. 2 K, 3. 4 K,
1. 2 Ch, it is interesting to note that in Β the first verse of each
second book appears also at the close of each first book respec-
tively—a fact which shows that the divider of the books was
desirous of indicating the inner connexion existing between the
first and second divisions in each case. Cf. the manner in which
in MT Ezr li-3a (to *?jn) repeats 2 Ch 3622.23, Of which it origin-
ally formed the unbroken continuation.

Kings takes up the history of the kingdom of
Israel at the point which has been reached by the
narrative of Samuel, viz. the last days of David's
reign, and the appointment of Solomon as his
successor. Passing from Solomon to an account of
the circumstances which led to the disruption of
the kingdom, the editor from this point gives a
parallel history of the divided kingdoms of Israel
and Judah. The fall of the northern kingdom
having been recorded (2 Κ 17), the narrative con-
tinues with an account of the fortunes of the
southern kingdom until its destruction by Nebu-
chadrezzar and the final deportation of the
Judseans to Babylon, B.C. 586. The concluding
section of the work carries the history down to the
release of king Jehoiachin from prison in the
37th year of his captivity (B.C. 561), under Evil-
Merodach, the successor of Nebuchadrezzar.

Kings belongs to the second of the three divisions
of the Hebrew Canon—the NebMim (D'N^) or Pro-
phets. In this division the book forms, witn Joshua,
Judges, and Samuel, the earlier section, styled
Nebhfim rishonim {νηνιη QW2}), the Former Pro-
phets, as distinct from the Latter Prophets—Isaiah,
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Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and the Twelve minor prophets.
The justification of this nomenclature as it applies
to Kings is to be gathered from consideration of
the purpose which the writer of the book appears
to have had in view.

2. PURPOSE.—Kings may accurately be described
as a history of the period of the monarchy of Israel
and Judah; and indeed, on account of the excel-
lence of the sources employed for the composition
of the work, takes first rank among the historical
documents of the OT. But the mere compilation
of a history is not the sole, or main, purpose of the
writer. This may rather be characterized as
religious and admonitory. History is employed as
the vehicle of certain special religious lessons,
drawn from the past, which the writer desires to
inculcate upon his own age, and upon future
generations. Thus an exhaustive employment of
the historical sources which lay at his disposal is
no part of his plan. So far from claiming to have
utilized to the full his sources of information, he
definitely and repeatedly refers to them as con-
taining further details of fact likely to be of
interest to the curious (I II 4 1 1419·29 at. See
below). His special purpose is consistent with a
selection from his materials ; and this selection he
carries out with such skill that the simple narration
of the facts of history generally suffices to convey
the lesson which the writer has at heart, even
apart from his own comment and application.

The religious standpoint of the writer of Kings
is that of the Book of Deuteronomy. He is deeply
imbued with the spirit of this book, and his lan-

uage is strongly coloured by its phraseology (see
low).
Thus his aim is to apply to the past history of

his race, from the time of Solomon and onward to
his own day, the Deuteronomic standard, and to
exemplify the view that prosperity is. to be traced
to a faithful regard for this standard, failure and
catastrophe to its deliberate repudiation. The
leading principles of Deut. upon which the writer
of Kings desires to lay stress may be said, in the
main, to be two : (i.) Whole-hearted devotion to J"
as Israel's only God, an obligation based upon the
fact that J" has made choice of Israel from among
the nations as His special possession, (ii.) Sacri-
ficial worship of J" to be conducted only at one
centre, viz. at the temple at Jerusalem, the place
which J" has chosen to set His name there. Con-
formity to these two principles is made the test
to which the deeds of individual kings are brought,
and in accordance with which a verdict is pro-
nounced upon their characters.

The writer's ideal of kingship is David, the
faithful worshipper and servant of J". The piety
of David is repeatedly the norm to which the
action of his descendants is referred, and, when
the times are darkest and apostasy most rampant,
it is for David's sake that J" still keeps a * lamp'
alight for him at Jerusalem.

Accordingly, the marked prosperity of the earlier
part of Solomon's reign is due to the fact that he
* loved J", walking in the statutes of David his
father' (I 33). It is true that a qualification has
to be added,—' only he sacrificed and burnt incense
in the high places/ a mode of action alien to the
enactment of Deut. with regard to the central
sanctuary (Dt 125ff· al.). This, however, can be
lightly passed over, in view of the fact that the
temple at Jerusalem was not yet built—a point
in excuse which is expressly cited (v.2), apparently
by some later reviser of the text (see below on
ch. 3). The building of the temple by Solomon,
as the sanctuary of J'"s choice, receives specially
detailed treatment (5-7); its dedication affords
scope for the utmost emphasis which can be laid
upon its importance as the centre of J"'s manifesta-

tion to His people (ch. 8), and is the occasion of a
renewal of the promises made to Solomon upon the
condition of his faithful adherence to the spirit of
the Deuteronomic code (ch. 9lff·).

The decay of Solomon's power is traced (ch. 11)
to his marriage alliances with foreign women in
deliberate infringement of J"'s command (Dt 71'4,
Ex 3412·16 J ; cf. Jos 237 D2), and the consequent
introduction of their idolatrous cults. This leads
directly to the division of the kingdom, and the
irrevocable loss of ten tribes to the house of
David.

Jeroboam, the first monarch of the new kingdom
of Israel, though J"'s appointed agent in bringing
about the disruption (ch. ll29ff·), yet no sooner
succeeds to power than he sows the seeds of the
ruin of the Northern Kingdom. The introduction
of the calf-worship (ch. 1225ff·) is regarded by the
writer as the great blot upon Israel's history; and
that not only as the worship of J" under an outward
symbol in contravention of the second command-
ment, but also as being, so far as the kingdom of
the ten tribes was concerned, a fatal blow aimed
against the centralization of worship at the temple
in Jerusalem. It is on account of the maintenance
of this cult of the calves up to the fall of the N.
Kingdom that a uniformly unfavourable verdict
is passed by the writer upon every king of Israel,
even upon Jehu, who was most zealous as an
eradicator of the foreign cult of Baal-Mell>:art
(II 1029·31). II 177-18·21"23 presents us with the
writer's reflections upon the causes which brought
about the destruction of the kingdom of Israel,
and, among other forms of idolatry cited as
instances of unfaithfulness to J", the ' great sin ' of
Jeroboam occupies the crowning position (vv.21"23).

The kingdom of Judah, as the heritage of the
house of David and the seat of J"'s sanctuary at
Jerusalem, is regarded by the writer with more
favourable eyes. Certain of its kings — Asa,
Jehoshaphat, Jehoash, Amaziah, Azariah, and
Jotham—have a more or less favourable estimate
taken of their characters, though in every case it
is mentioned to their disadvantage that ' the high
places were not removed,* i.e. that the sacrificial
worship of J" was conducted elsewhere than at the
central sanctuary only. In the cases of Hezekiah
and Josiah the writer s verdict is one of unqualified
approval. This is because Hezekiah appears as the
initiator of a religious reformation which aims at
the removal of the high places (II 183ff#)—a policy
which, after the idolatrous reaction under Manasseh
and his son Amon, is fully carried out by Josiah
upon the lines of the Deuteronomic code, which
was discovered in the temple during the 18th year
of his reign (II 223ff·; see DEUTERONOMY).

It is this Deuteronomic reformation which,
according to Kings as it stands in its present form,
avails to delay the doom pronounced upon the
kingdom of Judah on account of the apostasy of
Manasseh (II 2110'15 2215-20). Perhaps, in the view
of the first editor of the book, it might have
availed to save the kingdom and to restore it to its
pristine glory. This is a question which depends
mainly upon consideration of the date which is to
be assigned for the editing of Kings, and the char-
acter and extent of the additions which the book
has received in later times.

3. METHOD AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
EDITOR.—The editor of Kings, in dealing with a
period of about 400 years in length, naturally makes
use of earlier written documents for the purpose
which he has in view. These documents, which
form his sources of information, are in some cases
expressly named. We have mention of * the book
of the acts of Solomon' {ηώψ η.ηη nap ; I II4 1), and
of * the book of the annals' (α»ρτ»π ηψη < acts of days,'
i.e. * daily record of events') of the kings of Israel *
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(I 1419 al.), and also 'of the kings of Judah'
I 2 9 Z *

An official ' recorder' (T2]l?n, lit. ' the man who brings to
remembrance ' ; LXX ό ύίτομ,ιμ,ν^σ-κϋϋΐ), h ύπομνη^χτογράφοί, ο ιπ)
των ύποα.ννιιι/,ά'Γων) is mentioned among the ministers of David
(2 S 816 2025), Solomon (1 Κ 43), Hezekiah (2 Κ 1818.37), and
Josiah (2 Ch 3418), and it may be assumed that the same office
existed in the northern as in the southern kingdom. Probably,
the work of this * recorder' was that of state-annalist, whose
duty consisted in taking note in writing of the important events
of his time (cf. Est 223 βΐ). It is not clear whether the editor of
Kings had access to the annals of both kingdoms at first-hand,
or whether his · books of the annals' were not rather continuous
histories based mainly upon the annals, and thus rather of a
literary than an official character. The latter view is most
ge»erally adopted (cf. especially Kuenen, Onderzoek, § 24»;
Oornill, Einleitung, p. l l l f .) .

Besides these state records, the editor employs
other nameless sources, which will be noticed in
dealing in detail with the composition of Kings.
At this point it should be observed that, as in the
cases of the Hexateuch and of Judges and Samuel,
so in the case of Kings, the editor's work is rather
that of a compiler or redactor than that of an
author strictly so termed. In giving a summary
of the events of any particular reign, lie appears,
it is true, often to epitomize in his own language
information which was contained at greater length
in the 'Annals.' In other cases, however, he
incorporates whole narratives, or sections of narra-
tives, so far as they suit his purpose, in their
original form, merely welding the sources together
so as to construct a continuous history.

The proof that such was the method of the editor is to be
found chiefly in the variations in style and language between
different portions of Kings. Lengthy prophetical narratives
stand side by side with brief political and statistical notices.
Different sections are marked by dialectical peculiarities. Thus
the great group of narratives which, commencing with 117 and
running on into the middle of II, relate the affairs of the kingdom
of Israel, shows traces of a peculiar diction which may be sup-
posed to be North Palestinian (see below on I 17 it.). Later
sections, again, exhibit a decadence of style, e.g. the use of the
perfect with weak 1 in place of 1 consecutive with the im-
perfect—II 184· 361918 214.6 234· 5.8.10.13.14.15. There are variations
between section and section in the form of proper names:—
II 12-I7a i s peculiar among the Elijah narratives in using the
form n^K beside the ordinary I.T^N; II 1814-ie employs the
form ίνρτπ instead of ifPpTrr, which ia used uniformly in
II1813· 17-20 end. And especially, as we shall proceed to notice,
the editor himself is characterized by the use of a phraseology
which serves as a clear indication of the portions of his book
which are to be traced to his own pen. Another mark of the
composite nature of Kings is the existence of a small number of
discrepancies in detail: e.g. I 5i3ff· (Heb. 27ff.) 1128 are incon-
sistent with I 922; ι 1222-24 disagrees with 11430.

To the editor is due the stereotyped form into
which the introduction and conclusion of a reign
is thrown, and which constitutes, as it were, the
framework upon which the narrative as a whole is
built. The regularity of the editor's method in
the construction of this framework is worthy of
special notice. The form in which the account of
a reign is introduced is as follows. For kings of
Judah :—1. A synchronism of the year of accession
with the corresponding reigning year of the con-
temporary king of Israel, probably calculated by
the editor himself. This, commencing with Abijah,
naturally ceases with Hezekiah, upon the fall of
the N. Kingdom. 2. Age of the king at accession.
3. Length of his reign. 4. Name of the queen-
mother. This, together with 2, 3, is drawn from
the * Annals.' 5. A brief verdict upon the king's
character, framed in accordance with the Deutero-
nomic standard. For kings of Israel: — 1. A
synchronism of the year of accession with the
corresponding reigning year of the contemporary
king of Judah. 2. Length of the king's reign. 3.

* In speaking of the named sources of Kings, we may add the
reference to ' the Book of the Upright' (Book of Jashar as in
Jos 1013, 2 S 118), which is to be restored from LXX after I 813
(LXX I 853). ovx Ιΰου OLUTYI ytypccifTui iv βφλίω της u'hijs; represents
ΊΗΡΠ 1£D Va Π^Π3 NT? N-l?rj, Ttfζΐ being a misreading of 1ψ*χΤ).

A brief verdict as to his character, always un-
favourable, and generally consisting of Wo parts :
a. Statement of the general fact that he did evil in
the sight of J " ; b. More special mention of his
following the sins of Jeroboam. The conclusion
of the account of a reign takes the following form:—

1. An indication of the editor's principal source,
containing further details as to the king in question.
Usually we read—
* And the rest of the acts of M. and all that he did,

are they 1 of the Acts of Solomon ?'
not written Yof the Annals of the kings of Judah ?y

in the book J of the Annals of the kings of Israel ?'

When further details, general or special, are mentioned as
existing in the source, these usually stand immediately after
' and all that he did,' e.g. 11141 < and his wisdom.' An exception
is I 1523 (Asa), where · and all his might' precedes.

Slight variations of this stereotyped form are—
A. 'And the rest of all the acts,' etc. ' η n 3 T ^ 3 "UV1 I 1523

(Asa).
B. Total omission of ' and all that he did'; without further

details 5 times, viz. 11419 (Jeroboam) 1620 (Zimri), II1418 (Ama-
ziah) 1511 (Zechariah) 1515 (Shallum); with further details II 20̂ 0
(Hezekiah).

Reading 'which he did' n'yy i&$, 5 times, viz. I 1627 (Omri),
II118 (Ahaziah of Israel) 1415 (Jehoash of Israel) 1619 (Ahaz) 2125
(Amon); ' and what he did' η'ψ% ΊψΜ 1165 (Baasha); ' and his
might which he did' 7\ψ% ΊΡΝ ΊΓΓΙΠΜ, 12245 (46 Heb. Jehoshaphat).

C. 'Behold, they are' D|n, in place of' are they not?' DH Ν*?Γ]
5 times, viz. I 1419 (Jeroboam), II 15H- 15.26.31 (Zechariah";
Shallum, Pekahiah, Pekah).

2. Mention of the king's death and burial—
{a) * And M. slept with his fathers,
{b) d W h i }

3. Notice of the due succession of the king's
son—

* And N. his son reigned in his stead.3

The following table exhibits the regularity with
which this system is carried out. When any fact
above mentioned as belonging to the introduction
is omitted in that position, but added subsequently
in the narrative of the reign or in the summary,
this is indicated by the sign + : —

Introduction.
133 114-6.42

1421.22.31
151-3

159-n
2241-44
816.17

II 825-27 929

113
121-4
141-4

151-4
1532-35

161-4
181-3
211.2
2119-22
221.2
2331.32
2336. 37
248.9
94I8.19

David
Solomon

Kings of Judah
234(5)+4
1345
1345
12345
1235
12345+1

+3
1345
12345
12345
12345
1235
12345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345

Rehoboam
Abijah
Asa
Jehoshaphat
Jehoram
Ahaziah
Athaliah
Jehoash
Amaziah
Azariah
Jotham
Ahaz
Hezekiah
Manasseh
Amon
Josiah
Jehoahaz
Jehoiakim
Jehoiachin
Zedekiah

12ab
12ab3

12ab3
12ab3
12ab3
12ab3
12ab3
2b

12b3
12b(a)
12ab3
12ab3
12ab3
12a3
12ab3
12b3
12b(3)

12a3
. . .

Conclusion.
1210

1141.48

1429.81
157a. 8
1523a. 24
2245.50

II 823.24
928b

122ΌΪ22
1418.20b. (22bl
156.7
1536.38
1619.20
2020. 21
2117.18
2125.26
2329. 30

245.6

. . .

Kings of Israel.
H333f.i420a +3b2 Jeroboam 12a3 11419.20

1525.26 i23ab Nadab 1 1531
1533.34 i23ab Baasha 12ab3 165.6
168.13 12 + 3 Elah 1 1614
1615a. 19 12 +3ab Zimri 1 1620

* Once with singular active verb used impersonally: Ίηκ 13j?»]
And (one) buried him,' II 2126 (Amon).
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Introduction. Conclusion.
Kings of Israel (continued).

11623.25.26 i23ab Omri 12ab3 1627.28
1629.31a i23ab Ahab 12a3 2239-40
2251-52 I23ab Ahaziah (3)1 II 117.18

II31-3 I23ab Jehoram
1029.31.36 + 3 b b 2 J e h u 12ab3 1034.35
131-2 i23ab Jehoahaz 12ab3 138-9
1310.11 i23ab Jehoash 12a(3)2bl2ab3 13i2f. I4l5f.
1423.24 i23ab Jeroboamn. 12a3 1428.29
158-9 I23ab Zechariah 1 1 5 "
1513 12 Shallum 1 1515
1517.18 i23ab Menahem 12a3 1521.22
1523.24 i23ab Pekahiah 1 1526
1527.28 i23ab Pekah 1 1531
171-2 123a Hoshea

In the body of the narrative there are certain
formulae which are employed for the introduction
of an historical notice, to indicate that it is more
or less contemporaneous with the events of the
narrative immediately preceding. The frequency
with which these formulas recur, especially in the
citation of brief facts from the ' Annals,' renders
the inference fair that they are due to the hand of
the editor, and represent his methods of piecing
together the extracts derived from his sources.
Of such expressions the most usual is * Then3 (IN),
I 316 81·1 2 91Ib-24b I I 7 1621 2249 (Heb.50); II 822b 1217

(Heb.18) 148 1516 165.
When greater definiteness seemed desirable,

other phrases are employed. These are : * In those
days' (Dnrr D'M), II103 2153 7 201; ' In his days' (re;*),
I 1634, ΙΪ 820 2329 241 and 1519 (emend after LXX);
' At that time' (κνιπ n«3), I 141, II 1661816 2012 241 0;
cf. I 8W II 2 9, II 822.

Besides the construction of the framework of the
book and the welding of the material, the editor
is also responsible for a number of passages of
greater or less length, which point and enforce the
religious purpose of his composition. These pas-
sages generally take the form of a commentary
upon the causes which operated in bringing about
the developments of history, framed in accordance
with the Deuteronomic model. Very frequently,
also, the editor allows himself considerable latitude
in the expansion and adaptation of the speeches
contained in his narrative, in illustration of the
same standpoint. In passages of this character
the editor's hand may readily be distinguished.
They exhibit a constant recurrence of strongly
marked phrases, to be found elsewhere for the
most part only in Deuteronomy or in books which
exhibit the influence of Deuteronomy, and therefore
presumably derived from that source. Other ex-
pressions stand alongside of these Deuteronomistic
expressions, and are of a part with the thoughts
of which they are the vehicle; and these possess
an individuality of their own, and are peculiar (or
nearly so) to Kings. To the former class the
following phrases may be assigned : *—

1. '» n-jntfto Ίϋψ Keep the charge ofj": I 23, Dt I I 1 ;
cf. Jos 223 (D2).

2. '* ^113 ^ n Walk in the ways of J" : I 23 314

858 use. rif i ) t §6 ioi2 u.22199 2Qn 289 3016, Jos 225 (D2),
Zee 37, Is 4224, 2 Ch 631, Ps 81 1 3 (1 4Heb.) 1193 1281;
cf. H o s l 4 9 ( 1 0 H e b . ) .

3. vni-iyi vasif'pi v n t o vppn inyKeep his statutes, and
his commandments, and his judgments, and his
testimonies (generally one or more of these terms
is omitted): I 23 314 612 858·61 94·6 I I 3 4 · 3 8 148, II
171 3·1 9·3 7 186 233. The phrase is of constant occur-
rence in Dt 4 2 · 4 0 529 (26Heb.) 62 al.

4. ΠΒ^Π "ψχ"1?! ηκ h'3'ψη ]νφ That thou mayest
prosper in (ότ cause to prosper) all that thou doest:
I 2 3 , Dt29 9( 8Heb.).

5. Ί^γηχ '· (α*ρπ) o*p; \ν.Φ That J" may {might)
establish his word-. I 24 12 i 5 (|| 2 Ch 1015), D t 9 5 ;
cf. I 612, 1 S I 2 3, Jer 3314, Dn 912.

* The sign f indicates that all occurrences of any particular
phrase are cited. The sign RD denotes the Deuteronomic
Redactor, i.e. the prime editor of Kings.

6. {ηψζϊ, tetej) B'sr 1 ?^ (°Wj>, κ$) î?"1??? With all
the (his, their) heart, and with all the (his, their)
soul: I 24 848 (|| 2 Ch 638), I I 233 (|| 2 Ch 348 1)2 5,
Dt 429 65 1012 I I 1 3 133 ( 4Heb.) 2616 30 2 · 6 · 1 0 , Jos 225

231 4 (both D2), 2 Ch 1512. II 232 5 adds Vita^ai and
with all his might, a use of the substantive IND only
to be paralleled by D t 65.

(D £) taa^!??? With all his (their) heart: I 823 148,
II103 1.

7. npnrrnxi nn îrrnx 'h ιεψ Keep for him (etc.) the
covenant and the kindness (J" as subject): I 823

(|| 2 Ch 614), Dt 7 9 · 1 2, Neh I 5 932, Ps 8928 («Heb.),
Dn 94; cf. I 38 hast kept for him this great
kindness.

8. mn Di»3 As it is this day (the phrase calls atten-
tion to the fulfilment of a promise or threat): I
36 824 (|| 2 Ch 615)61, Dt 230 42 0·3 8 818 1015 2928 (27 Heb.),
Jer I I 5 2518 3220 446·23, 1 Ch 287, Dn 9 7 · 1 5 ; mn ovn?
Dt 624, Jer 4422, Ezr 97·15, Neh 910. In pre-Deut!
writings the only occurrences are Gn 5020 (E),
1 S 228·1 31. Gn 3911 (J) is different.

9. ζηπ3 up» TO Thy people, which thou hast
chosen : I 38 a reminiscence of D t 76142 ; cf. 437.

10. a*:?p9 "b *Γ6Ν '· rnrt J" my God hath given me
rest on every side: I 54 ( 1 8Heb.), 2 S 7 1 · 1 1, Dt 1210

2519, Jos 21& 231 (both D 2 ) ; cf. Dt 320, Jos I 1 3 · 1 5

224 (both D2).
11. Reference to J"'s choosing (ιπ3) of Jerusalem

as the seat of his sanctuary: Ι 81β'· u'48 I I 1 3 · 3 2 · 3 6

1421, I I 217 2327. The allusion is to D t 125· n · 1 8 · 2 1 · 2 6

J^.23. 24. 25 1520 1β2. 6. 7. 11. 15. 16 J^8. 10 Jg6 2β2 3ρΐ^

12. ηπριρ p x n hw\ VJJSD ο:9$3 &%% ΐί^ΓΓ?? ^'"J^· '?% '*
J" God of Israel, there is no God like ihee, in heaven
above, or on earth beneath : I 823 a reminiscence of
D t 4 3 9 ; cf. Jos 2 l l b (D2).

13. ηζήιφ (*ηηι, jm) nni iwx Which thou gavest (he,
I gave) to'their fathers : Γ834· 40· « 1415, II 21 8; cf.
Dt 2615, and the common phrase of Dt which J"
our (your, etc.) God is about to give us (you, etc.),
120. 25 2 29 32Ο 440 5Ι6 a7t

14. ν"]%ψ ΊΠΝ3 In any of his gates : I 837 (upon the
authority of LXX, Pesh., in place of the impossible
Π # pN?, MT), Dt 157 165172 2316 (17 Heb.); cf. 186 \.

15. nDixn Ίψ^ν D̂ .n nzn Ί^Ν Π*Ο;ΓΓ |̂ All the days
that they' live upon the land: I 840 (|| 2 Ch 631),
Dt 410 121 3 1 1 3 | .

16. .T^jn SJJ/'IM πρτππ ^ τ Thy mighty hand and thy
stretched out'drmV'l 842 (|| 2 Ch 632), D t 434 51 5 719

I I 2 268, Jer 215 (different order) 3221 (ΰ'η}χ), Ezk
2033. »4j P s 1 3 6 i 2 | # Mighty hand alone, D t 3 2 4 621 78

926 34i2 ) E x 319 6 i 3 2 i i ( a l l J E ) 1 39 (E), Nu 2020 (JE,
referring to Edom), Neh I 1 0, Dn 9 1 5 t ; cf. Jos 424

(D2). Stretched out arm alone, I I 1736, D t 929, Jer
275 3217, Ex 66 P

17. 1

(II
Zeph 32 0t.

18. us1? jm Deliver over to (lit. set before): I 846

(|| 2 Ch 636), Dt I 8 · 2 1 231· **·36 7 2 · 2 3 231 4 (15 Heb.) 28 7 · 2 5

31B, Jos 1012 I I 6 (both D2), J g I I 9 Is 412, all the
occurrences of the phrase in this special sense.

19. Shall bethink themselves (lit. bring back to
their heart uzh'hx ϊ3τπι) in the land whither they
are carried captive : I 847 a reminiscence of Dt 301.

20. Return unto thee with all their heart, etc. : I
848, I I 23 2 5, D t 3 0 1 0 ; cf. J e r 3 1 0 .

21. For they be thy people and thine inheritance,
which thou broughtest forth out of Egypt: I 851 a
reminiscence of D t 9 2 6 · 2 9 .

22. ·?Π3Π -ι?3 The furnace of iron: I 851, Dt 420,
Jer 114 | . '

23. Hath given rest (npuD) unto his people Israel:
I 856, probably with reference to Dt 129; cf. Ps 9511.

24. There hath not failed (lit. fallen Vs:) one word
of all his good promise which he promised: I 8s6,
Jos 21 4 3 231 4 (both D2).

25. That all the people of the earth may know,
e t c . : I 860, Jos 424 (D2).

Ex 6 (P) | .
17. Π97 W1?? All the peoples of the earth : I S43

2 C h β 3 3 ) 5 3 · 6 5 , D t 28 1 0, J o s 42 4 (D 2), E z k 31 1 2 ,
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26. That J" he is God (lit. the God vribxn); there
is none else: I 860, Dt 4 3 δ · 3 9 .

27. ηψ *Ώψ ntivh To put my name there: I 93 I I 3 6

14», II 214·'7 (referring to I 93), D t 12 5 · 2 1 1424. In
D t the more ordinary phrase is to cause his name
to dwell there ηψ toy ]2wb, 1211 1423162· 6· η 262 ; cf.
No. 64.

28. u^rrb^AU the days {i.e. for ever): I 93 II 3 6 · 89,
I I 8191737, Dt 440 529 (26 Heb.) δ ^ ϋ 1 14231851992829· z\
Jos 424 (D2), 1 S 2 3 2 · 3 5 (Redactor), Jer 313 6 (Heb.35) 3239

331 8 3519. Thus the expression used absolutely*
appears to be purely Deuteronomic. In I 840 D t 410

121 311 3 it is defined, and to some extent limited, by
the added words, that they {ye) live upon the land.

29. Shall go and serve other gods, and worship
them : I 96 (|| 2 Ch 719), Jos 231 6 (D 2 ) ; cf. Dt I I 1 6 173.
The phrase ο^πκ D ^ K 1311 serve other gods, occurs also
D t 74136·1 3 ( 7 · 1 4 Heb.) 28 3 6 · 6 4, Jer 16i3, J g 1013 (Deut.
compiler), Jos 24 2 · 1 6 (E), 1 S 88 26 1 9; cf. Jer 443.
Other gods, with serve not preceding as governing
verb, but closely following with suffix in reference,
is found I 99 (||2 Ch 722), II 1735, Dt 819 132 (Heb.3)
2814 3017 312 0, Jer I I 1 0 1310 1611 229 256 3515, J g 219

(Deut. compiler). Other gods, without serve: I
I I 4 · I 0 149, I I 17 7 · 3 7 · 3 8 2217 (|| 2 Ch 3425), all ΈΡ, I I 517,
D t 57 614 I I 2 8 1820 311 8, Jer I 1 6 7 6 · 9 · 1 8 19 4 · 1 3 3229

445. s. i5? j g 2 1 2 · 1 7 (Deut. compiler), Ex 203 (Ε) 231 3

(J), HOS31, 2Ch28 2 5f.
30. W&h) hynb For a proverb and for a byword: 19 7

(|| 2 Ch 720j," Dt 2837, Jer 249f.
31. 3 ρϊ,ι Cleave to; of strange wives, I I I 2 ; of

sins of Jeroboam, I I 3 s ; of cleaving to J", I I18 6 , D t 44

1020 I I 2 2 134 (5 Heb.) 3020, Jos 225 238 (both D2)—all
the occurrences in this special moral sense.

32. ηπκ -]Sn Go after; a false god, 111 5 · 1 0 212 6,
I I 1715 (all RD), 118 1 8 · 2 1, Dt 43 614 8 i 9 I I 2 8 132 (3 Heb.)
2814, J g 2 1 2 · 1 9 (Deut. compiler), Jer 2 5 · 2 3 79 I I 1 0 1 3 1 0

1611 256 3515, Ezk 20 1 6 ; cf. Hos 2 5 · 1 3 ( 7 · 1 5 Heb.). Of
following J": I 148 {BP) 1821, D t 134 (5 Heb.), 2 Ch
3431, H o s l l 1 0 | .

33. '* 'ry? inn ntyy Do that which is evil in the sight
of J" : 111 6 1422 152 6·3 4 1619· 2 5 · 3 0 21 2 0 · 2 5 2252 (53 Heb.),
I I 32 818 (|| 2 Ch 21 6) 2 7 (|| 2 Ch 224) 13 2 · n 1424 15 9 · 1 8 · 2 4 · 2 8

172.i7 212.6 ( | | 2 Ch 33 2 · 6 ) 1 5 · 1 6 · 2 0 ( | | 2 Ch 3322) 23 3 2 · 8 7

(|| 2 Ch 365) 24 9 · 1 9 (|| 2 Ch 369·12), 2 Cli 296, Dt 425 918

172312 9, J g 2 1 1 3 7 · 1 24 1 61 ΙΟ6 131 (all Deut. compiler),
Nu 3213 (JE), 1 S 1519, Jer 52 2 | . Cf. 2 S 129, Is 6512

664, Jer 3230, Ps 514 (6 Heb.).
34. '• \ry? Ίψ*η rfyy Do that which is right in the

sight of J"'-:'111».ω 14 8 15 5 · n 2243 (|| 2 Ch203 2), I I 1030

122 (3 Heb.) (|| 2 Ch 242) 143 (|| 2 Ch 252) 153· 3 4 (|| 2 Ch
264 272) 162 (|| 2 Ch 281) 183 (|| 2 Ch 292) 222 (|| 2 Ch
342), Dt 1225 1318 (19 Heb.) 219, and with the addition
of 3Ί12Π that which is good, 618 1228. Elsewhere only
Ex 1526 (JE or D ?), Jer 3415.

35. '' nn* KVO Go fully after J": I I I 6 , D t I 3 6, Jos
148.9. Η ( J E r e c a s t b y D a) f Nu 32 1 1 · 1 2 ( J E ) | .

36. *\mri Be angry : 111 9 , II17 1 8 , Dt I 3 7 421 98· 2 0 | .
37. yp r̂rDN n;ni And it shall be, if thou wilt

hearken': I I I 3 8 , Dt 28 1 · 1 5 ; with pi. typpn I I 1 3 ; cf.
155 I I 2 8 . In the same way (obedience the condition
of a promise) yo^n <? Dt 1318 (19 Heb.) 28 2 · 1 3 3010,
ψζψη I^N I I 2 7 .

38. nzjxn \4? *?ΰΡ 'VQVU Destroy from of the face of
the earth: Ι Ϊ3 3 4, Dt 615, Am 9 8 | ; cf. Jos 231 5 (D2).
ΎΏψη destroy, passive ηρ^, is very frequent in Dt
(27 times); cf. Driver on'Dt I 2 7 .

39. D*yan Vex (J", by treatment wholly unde-
served. RV * provoke to anger ' is inaccurate):
I 149·1 5 1530 16 2 · 7 · 1 3 · 2 6 · 3 3 212 2 2253 (54 Heb.), I I 171 1·1 7

216 (|| 2 Ch 336)1 5 2217 (|| 2 Ch 3425) 231 9·2 6, 2 Ch 2825, Dt
425 918 3 129 32i6} j e r 718.19 gig nil 2 5 6 · 7 3 2 2 9 · 3 0 · 3 2 4 4 3 · 8 .
Elsewhere, with J" as object, only six times. With
Pi el ('jiDjyi), D t 3221.

* The same phrase DVDNT 7 | all the days, used in a strictly
limited sense of the lifetime of an individual (for all his, thy,
etc.. days) is non-Deuteronomic. Cf. the writer's note on 1 Κ
515.

40. nwn ητίΒΠ ηζιχπ *?ΰΡ From upon this good land:
I 1415, Jos 23 1 3 · 1 5 (B 2 ) | . The usual phrase in D t oi
the land of Canaan is n îtsn jn«n the good land; cf.
Driver, Deuteronomy, p. lxxxi.

41. }3jri ywbz nnni nn'21 ny^r1?! by On every high
hill, and under every green (or spreading) tree :
I 1423, I I 1710, Jer 220. With the variation rny^n by
on the hills, I I 164 (|| 2 Ch 284), D t 122. Cf. Ezk 613

Jer 3 6 · 1 3 172, Is 575.
42. Dyian (najrm?) nb^B^a? According to {all) the

abominations of the nations : I 1424, I I 163 (|| 2 Ch
283) 21 2 (|| 2 Ch 332), 2 Ch 3614, D t 189.

43. tyn'in Drive out (used of the expulsion of the
nations of Canaan by J") : I 1424 212 6, I I 163 (|| 2 Ch
283) 178 21 2 (||2 Ch 332), Dt 438 9 4 · 5 I I 2 3 1812, Jos 136

235. 9. is ( a i i χ)2^ j g 22i. 23 ( D e u t . compiler), Ps 442

(3 Heb.). Elsewhere only Ex 3424, Nu 3221, Jos 31 0

(all JE).
44. D̂ iVa Idol-blocks (a term of opprobrium):

I 1512 212 6, I I 1712 21 1 1 · 2 1 2324, D t 2917 {ύ Heb.), Lv
2630 (H), and 39 times in Ezk.f

45. nntfrbs Anything breathing {lit. any breath) :
I 1529, D t 2016, Jos 1 1 " · " (D 2 ) ; n ^ r r ^ Jos 1040

(D2), Ps 1506ί.
46. D^aq Vain things (applied to idolatrous

symbols): I 161 3·2 6,* Dt 32 2 1 ; cf. Je r 819 1422. So
with cognate verb, 2̂.7?.] b$nn 'iqx ijbn they followed
vanity and became vain, I I 1715i Jer 25.

47. n»oifD(/>) Π^Ν iib Would not destroy : I I 819 13'23,
Dt 1010.

48. Ώ'Ώψη ηπριρ 'a ϋψ ππρ Blot out the name from
under heaven : II14 2 7 , Dt 914 2920 (19 Heb.), the only
occurrences of the exact phrase.

49. nibyi? ταψ Observe to do: I I Π 3 7 21 8 (||2 Ch
338), 1 Ch" !2213 (12 Heb.), Dt 5 1 · 3 2 (29 Heb.) 6 3 · 2 5 711 81

Π22.32 12i.32 ( 1 3 i Heb.) 155 1710 199 24s 28 1 · 1 5 · 5 8 31 1 2

3246, Jos I 7 · 8 225 (D2).
The following phrases, though not derived directly

from Deuteronomy, are characteristic of the editor
of Kings in common with Jeremiah, whose writings
exhibit strong Deuteronomic affinities :—

50. ron η:3ΡΓ?ΰ κ-jp: ?js^ »? That thy name is called
over this house (in token of ownership) : I 843 (|| 2 Ch
633), Jer 710· " · 1 4 ' 3 0 3234 3415. The phrase is also
used of the chosen people, Dt 2810, Jer 149, Is
6319, 2 Ch 7 1 4 ; of Jerusalem, Jer 25 2 9 ; of Jerusalem
and the chosen people, Dn 9 1 8 · 1 9 ; of Jeremiah, 15 1 6;
of the nations, Am 912.

51. (V33) *JB 7ΰξ? π ^ Dismiss from before my {his)
face : I 97, Jer 151. So, but with a different verb,
rfytfn cast away, I I 1323 1720 ("IP in place of Vap),
Jer 7 1 5 ; τρπ remove, I I 171 8·2 3 2327 243, Jer 3231.

52. ρ-γψ) D'̂ : vby I3y'7| Every one that passeth by it
shall be astonished and shall hiss: I 98, Jer 198

4917 50 1 3 ; cf. Jer 1816, La 215, Zeph 215.
53. rtiiin Ίυ-ιιρ 2ψ Return from his evil way : 11333,

Jer 18 ι Γ 25 5 263 3515 36 : i·7. Elsewhere Jon 38·1 0,
Ezk 1322 (yj.i iim?) t· With pi. their evil ways,
II 1713, 2 C h 714,"Zec l4f. Cf. Jer 2322, Ezk 31 9

3311.
54. {by) 7X nyi n»3p *xn Behold, I will bring evil

upon : I 1410 212 1, II 21 1 2 2216 (|| 2 Ch 3424), Je r 619

1 1 1 1 1 9 3 · 1 δ 3 5 1 7 4 5 5 | .
55. D'x^n (vizij/) nny My {his) servants the pro-

phets : I I 9* 171 3 1 2 3 2Ϊ ι 5 : 242, Jer 725 254 265 2919 3515

444. Elsewhere Am 37, Zee I 6, Ezr 911, Dn 910.
Other resemblances with Jeremiah, from the

later chs. of 2 K, are given by Driver, LOT p.
193 (6 203).

Phrases and modes of expression wholly or nearly
peculiar to the editor of Kings are as follow :—

56. Reference to the sins of Jeroboam, i.e. his
institution of the calf-worship. So, as causing the

* So v.2, according to LXX iv τοις [ UOH α,ντων, and probably

Pesh. tOCTLj,-» l

r"*}^'">> ' with the work of their hands,' ia

place of MT DJn t̂sns ' with their sins.'
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destruction of his own house, I 1416 1530. In the
summary of the character of kings of Israel a
regular formula appears—
he did not depart from] \
he walked after {in) Vthe sins of J. which he
he clave to j Vcaused Israel
he walked in the way of J. and in to sin.

his sin {sins) )
So I 1526· (Nadab) M (Baasha) 1626 (Orari), II 33

(Jehoram) 10s1, cf. 2 9 (Jehu) 132 (Jehoahaz) u

(Jehoash) 1424 (Jeroboam π.) 159 (Zechariah) 1 8

(Menahem)24 (Pekahiah)28 (Pekah). Of the people
of Israel, II 136. In all these cases the antecedent
of the relative Ν*Ϊ?ΠΠ ιφκ is not D#2"V but ' τ rnxtsn;
cf. II Π2 1. Ι 1630 (Ahafi), II 1722 ' τ ηιΛβσ the sins of
J. without 'n K*o[jn "ψ*? which he caused, etc. : I 2252

([53 Heb.] Ahaziah), i t 2315 hxifyrnx Ν'ΒΠΠ -IB'N, referr-
ing not to niifon (omitted), but to Dŷ -v *̂ ·> w^° made
Israel to sin. In I 1613 the sins of Baasha and
Elah, and in II21 1 1 of Manasseh (πΐί.τ-ηκ κ'ρππ ")£>>;),
are spoken of in the same terms.

57. Reference to David as the ideal standard of
a righteous king : I 33·6·1 4 94 II 4 · 6 · »»· M 148 153· 5· η ,
II 143 162 183 222.

58. (%^2) 5Γ3Ν i)i ]ν.ώ For David thy father's {my
or his servant's) sake : I II 1 2 · 1 3 · 3 2 · 3 4 , II 8191934 206;
cf. 1154t.

59. A lamp (v:) for David (figurative of a lasting
posterity): I II 3 6 154, II 819 (||2 Ch 217); cf. Ps
13217.

60. '· \»^ ύη Walk before J " : I 24 36 δ 2 3 · 2 8 (||2Ch
6i4. i6) 94 (j| 2 C h 7i7j# Elsewhere the Hithpa el is
used '· <φ ^ n , II 203 (|| Is 383), 1 S 230, Gn 171 (P)
2440 (J) 4815 (J'E), Ps 5613 (14 Heb.) 1169.

61. 7N"Ĵ : Ν?? by_n tf'x *ih n-is: i6 There shall not fail
thee (lit. be cut off to thee) a man on the throne of
Israel: I 24 825 (|| 2 Ch 616) 95 (|| 2 Ch 71 8); cf. Jer
3317.

62. '• D&b n*2 n:2 Build a house to the name of J":
I 32 53· 6 ( ^ 1 9 Heb.) 817· 20·44· 4 8. The original is 2 S
713 He shall build a house to my name, quoted in
I5 5 ( 1 9 Heb.)8 1 9 .

63. There hath been {was) none like thee {him)
before thee {him), etc. : I 312, II 185 2325.

64. α? πψ nvnb That my name might be there:
I 816· 29, II 2327. ' Cf. No. 27.

65. Heart perfect {ώψ) with J": I 861 Π 4 153·14 ;
cf. II203 (|| Is 383). The adj. is thus used in applica-
tion to the heart, elsewhere only eight times in
Ch.

66. νιώ (νπ) ι^ίτ^ιρ (nib^^) mrj Did {hast done)
evil above all that were before him {thee) : I 149

1 625. 30.* 33. c f # π 1 7 a 2111.
67. ι*ϊ?3 ΓΦψΌ Every man child (lit. mingens ad

parietem): I 1410 1611 2121, II 98. Only besides 1 S
2522. 34#

68. 2ii%) -asy Shut up and left at large {i.e. all;
every one being supposed to fall under one of the
two categories f) : I 1410 2121, II 98 1426, Dt 32361.

69. nqs %*ηΜ' I will utterly sweep away : I 1410

21 2 11; nq* i;ynp ^ π Ι 163 f.
70. Him that dieth to M. in the city shall the

dogs eat; and him that dieth in the field shall the
fowls of the air eat: I 1411 164 2124 ].

71. '• \ry.5 jnrr nibj^ *i35t»n Sold himself {themselves)
to do thai'which is evil in the sight of J": I 2120·25,
II 1717T-

72. -p ID uh Turned not aside from : I 155 2243,
II3 3 13 2 · 6 · i x 1424159·24·281722; with 'mm from after,
II 1029 186 ; with Vyp lit. from upon, U ΙΟ31 1518.

73. niD33 nn$$p D'OSUD cyn "fiy np uh ntoan pi How-

* LXX (B, Luc.) prefixes (Luc. xou) i*owipiu<r*ro, i.e. yin, before
'jl VlJD, probably correctly.

t The most plausible explanation of the phrase is that of
Ewald, Antiquities, 170, * kept in (by legal defilement) and
exempt.' For this use of 1W% cf. Jer 365; Niph'al nyyj
1 S 218. Other explanations are quoted by Driver on Deu't.
I.e.

beit the high places were not taken away ; the people
still sacrificed and burnt incense in the high places:
I 2243 (^Heb.; ηχ for pi), II 123 (4Heb.) Ϊ44 15 4 · 3 5;
cf. I 3 2 · 3 1514, II 164.

The extent and limits of the passages which are
due to the editor's hand are noticed below in
dealing with the composition of Kings.

4. DATE OF THE EDITOR.—AS Kings now stands,
the earliest possible terminus a quo for the com-
position of the book is the date of the latest event
related, viz. Jehoiachin's release from prison in the
37th year of his captivity, i.e. B.C. 561, some 25
years after the fall of Jerusalem. As, however,
the writer states that the privileges granted by
the Babylonian king to Jehoiachin were continued
'all the days of his life'(Π 2530), the strong pre-
sumption is created that the words were not penned
so early as B.C. 561, but some time later, viz. sub-
sequently to the death of Jehoiachin, whenever
that may have taken place.

Agreeable to such an exilic date as is implied by
the last two chs. of 2 Κ are certain passages in the
body of the work which seem to presuppose the
captivity of Judah. These are I I P 9 II 1719·20

2326·27, and perhaps, though not so clearly, I 97"9

II 2017·18 21η" 1 δ 2215-20. To these we may add the
reference in 1424 (Heb. 54) to Solomon's dominion as
extending over all the kings ' beyond the River,' a
statement which, as referring to the country W.
of the Euphrates, implies that the writer is living
in Babylonia on the E. side of the river.*

On the other hand, however, there are certain
indications which show that the first editing of
Kings must have taken place prior to the final
decay and fall of the Judsean monarchy.

Chief among these is the use of the phrase * unto
this day' (run avrriy) in the statement that the con-
dition of affairs which the writer is describing still
continues to exist up to the time of writing. If
this phrase always or most frequently occurred in
the course of lengthy narratives excerpted by the
editor from his sources, there might then be room
for the theory that a statement which was true as
it stood in the old pre-exilic narratives had, through
oversight on the part of an exilic editor, been
allowed to stand after, through changed conditions,
it had lost its force, or rather had become untrue
and misleading. But, as a matter of fact, the
expression is employed in connexion with terse
statements of facts derived from the ' annals,' and
in such cases can be due to no other hand than that
of the editor himself, who, in using the phrase,
either formulates his own statement, or intelli-
gently admits a statement which he is able to
verify.

The cases of the use of 'unto this day,' which ought to be
noticed as implying the continued existence of the kingdom, of
Judah, are the following :—I 8» (the ends of the staves of the
ark still to be seen projecting from the Adytum into the Holy
place f) ; 921 (the Canaanites still subjected by Israel to forced
labour, as they had been under Solomon); 1219 (the division
between the ten tribes and the house of David still in existence);
II 82 2 (Edom still successful in shaking off the yoke of Judah);
166 (the Edomites still hold Elath, from which the Judseans
were expelled by Rezin, king of Syria \). The other occurrences
of 'unto this day' do not necessarily presuppose pre-exilic
times, but may be cited to prove the frequency of the formula
as employed by the editor of Kings :—I 91» 10i2, II1471723.34.4i.§

*The phrase "1Π3Π -ny, implying an exilic standpoint, is
found again in Ezr 410. li. Ίβ. 17.20 53.6 66- 8.13 721.25 836, N eh 27. 9
37. The rendering of RV text in 1 Κ 424 «on this side the
River,' is quite impermissible, this being a direct violation of
the constant meaning of ~oy—country lying across or on the
other side of a river.

t It is noticeable that in LXX of this passage the words ' unto
this day' have disappeared, the excision being doubtless due to
some later scribe who knew that in his own time their purport
had ceased to be true.

I Reading DIN, ΟΌΪΊί?, in place of DIN, DOT1K.
§ In II 1027 Dvrriy, occurring in a lengthy narrative, must

have been written prior to the destruction of Samaria (Kuenen,
Ond. § 2514), and is thus due to the source and not to the editor.
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Again, it seems to be clear that, at the time
when the editor is writing, the Davidic dynasty
still possesses a monarch reigning in Jerusalem.
David has, and is still to have, a lamp before J" at
Jerusalem continually (see above, No. 59 of the
editor's phrases). The expression * before J" at
Jerusalem' of I II 3 6 implies further that the
temple is still standing intact, a point which is
also assumed in the dedication prayer of I 815"53

which owes its present form to the Deuteronomic
editor. Throughout this prayer the leading petition
is that supplication made in or towards J"s temple
built by Solomon may meet with a favourable
answer (vv.29·30· 31ί· Μ· **-38·42·44·48). We may notice
also I 93 which likewise occurs in a section in which
the editor's hand is prominent: ' I have hallowed
this house which thou hast built, to put my name
there for ever; and mine eyes and my heart shall
be there perpetually.'

Upon these grounds it may be concluded that
the main editing of Kings must have taken place
prior to the destruction of the Judsean kingdom,
and that such sections of the book as imply an
exilic standpoint are therefore of the nature of
later redactional additions and interpolations.

For the work of this principal editor, influenced
as we have seen him to be by the spirit and
language of Deut., the terminus a quo is the
discovery of Deut. in the year B.C. 621, the
terminus ad quern the destruction of Jerusalem
B.C. 586. And since the editor's standpoint seems
to indicate that he wrote before the glamour of
Josiah's reformation had wholly or nearly faded
during the latter days of the Judsean monarchy,
the assumption is fair that he undertook and com-
pleted his book not later than B.C. 600.*

5. LATER EDITORS. — From the preceding ex-
amination and conclusion as to the date of the
main redaction of Kings it is clear that the pre-exilic
book must have received certain additions at the
hands of a later editor or editors before it attained
the form in which we possess it. The chief of these
additions is the appendix, which carries the history
down to the year B.C. 561. To this appendix be-
longs certainly II 2410-2530, and, presumably, 2331-
249. The conclusion of the pre-exilic book has,
however, probably been worked over by the second
editor, and so adapted to receive his addition that
it is now impossible exactly to discover its position.

Any of the vv.25. 28 O r even 30a of ch. 23 might have formed a
conclusion scarcely more abrupt than the present conclusion ch.
2530. oh. 2329a, if it is not exactly imitated in style in ch.

1 ust b b th hd i bl th h d f
, y t n stye i ch.

241», must be by the same hand, i.e., presumably, the hand of
the second editor. But, again, it is unlikely that the first
editor should have appended the usual summary of a reign in

28 i t h t t i i th f th k i ' d t h Th
pp u s u m a r y of a reign in

v.28 without mentioning the manner of the king's death. The
statement of v.25b s eems at first sight to presuppose the writer's
acquaintance with the characters of all the succeeding kings of
Judah, but need not necessarily do so. Cf. the somewhat
stereotyped formula of 1149* with reference to Jeroboam.

Upon the other passages above mentioned as im-
plying an exilic standpoint see below (Composi-
tion). It is noticeable that, apart from the difference
of standpoint involved in the destruction of the
Judsean kingdom and the Exile, the mould of mind
of the second editor is essentially the same as that
of the first editor. The same Deuteronomic mode
of thought is couched in the same phraseology,
while in the appendix the structural method of
the first editor is faithfully imitated. Thus, if
the main Deuteronomic editor or redactor be cited
under the sign RD, it is reasonable to employ the
sign RD2 in referring to the second editor of the
same school of thought, t

* So Kuenen, Onderzoek, § 26; Wellhausen, Composition,
p. 298 ff., etc. Konig, on the contrary, holds that the editor of
Kings compiled his work not earlier than B.C. 588, i.e. during the
Exile (Einleitung, § 533).

t In speaking of a second Deuteronomic editor (RD 2 ) it is not,
of course, intended dogmatically to assert that all passages
assigned to such a writer must have flowed from the same pen,

Kings, as it stands in the Hebrew Bible, has,
again, undergone still later revision than that of RD2.
This is clear from certain variations in form and
order between the MT and the recension of the
text which is represented by the LXX. While in
some cases the condition of the LXX text is greatly
inferior to that of MT, yet, on the other hand, it
is clear that in a number of sections LXX pre-
serves a superior arrangement in order, or a
simpler form, of narrative which points to the
fact that MT has suffered dislocation and inter-
polation at the hands of a reviser or revisers of a
date later than the separation of the two recensions.
As instances of this we may notice I 420-34 (Heb. 420-
514) 5-7 (Heb. 515-7) in the main, 81"13 II1"1 3, and the
position of MT 21 after 19, so that 22 succeeds 20
without a break in the narrative. Consideration
of such points as must here be raised is best
reserved for a sectional criticism of the composi-
tion of the book.

6. SOURCES AND COMPOSITION OF KINGS CON-
SIDERED IN DETAIL.* — I l 1 ^ 4 6 . Narrative of the
events which led to the establishment of Solomon
as the successor of David. It is generally assumed,
and with great probability, that this section origin-
ally formed part of the document 2 S 9-20, which
gives a history of David. 22·3 is due to RD (see
above, phrases of BD, Nos. 1-6, 60, 61).

A point of interest in connexion with the homogeneity of the
narrative is the fact that after 235a LXX (B, Luc.) inserts xu) *j
βοκηλίία χα,τορθουτο iv Ίιρουσ-α,λνιμ, i.e. MT 246b with t h e reading
D7CV3 for HD?^ T3. The correct position of the sentence
seems to be at the end of v.35, from which in MT it was
separated by the insertion of the Shimei section. Solomon's
establishment in the kingdom resulted from the death of his
powerful adversaries, Adonijah and Joab, and could not have
been much enhanced by the death of Shimei some three years
later. The fact that in LXX these words precede v.3 5 b suggests
that this latter may be a later insertion made to complete
the information supplied by v.35a.

31—II43. History of Solomon's reign. The narra-
tive follows a well-defined plan. The kernel is
51,751 (Heb. 515-751), the description of Solomon's
building operations, with its sequel, ch. 8. Around
this are grouped (chs. 4. 9. 10) a series of notices,
for the most part brief, illustrative of the king's
wisdom, magnificence, and prosperity. Ch. 3 forms
an introduction to the whole, detailing Solomon's
request for wisdom, with a signal instance of its
exercise: ch. 11, as a conclusion, gives a descrip-
tion of the circumstances which paved the way for
the disruption of the kingdom.

31, as it stands in MT, is out of place. There
can be little doubt that, together with 916·17a, it
originally formed part of the document embodied
in ch. 420ff\ See ad loc.

32·3 expresses disapprobation of Bdmd worship,
based upon the law of Deut. which restricts sacrifice
to the central sanctuary. Similar notices by RD

are found elsewhere in Kings (see phrasest No. 73).
The old narrative treats Bdmd worship as a matter
of course ; cf. v.4 1830 1910 etc.

Though vv.2.3 of 3 both exhibit the influence of Deut, it is
scarcely possible to assign both to one author RD. In v.3 the
subject, as in vv.i·4, is Solomon, while in v.2 the people are
specified. V.3 simply places two facts side by side without any
attempt at correlation:—Solomon loved J", only he sacrificed
and burned incense on the high places; v.2 supplies an explana-
tion :—This Bamd worship was a popular custom, due to the
fact that the house of J" was not yet built. Hence v.3 is the
work of RD, and opens the account of Solomon's reign by in-
troducing the narrative of the vision at Gibeon ; v.2 proceeds
from a later editor, who, with a view to explaining Solomon's
conduct, inserted the phrase, which he found to be frequent
elsewhere, v.28·, together with the explanation which follows, v.2b,
and, in order to illustrate this latter, probably moved v.i, which

since it is obvious that more than one Deuteronomist may have
had a hand in the revision of Kings. R D 2 denotes a Deutero-
nomic redactor or redactors of the Bk. of Kings who lived in
exilic or post-exilic times.

* The following criticisms upon the narratives of Kings are,
in the main, taken, directly or in an abridged form, from the
writer's Notes on the Hebrew Text of the Books of Kings, which
is in course of preparation by the Oxford University Press.
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mentions the fact of the house of J " being not yet built, from
the position which it properly occupies in ch. 4 LXX. In LXX
of ch. 3, v.1 is wanting and v.2 fragmentary.

34"15 is an ancient narrative, to some extent
revised by RD, whose hand may be traced in
vv.6·8*·12·14 {phrases Nos. 2. 3. 8. 9. 57. 60. 63).
Probably also v.15, at least in its present form, is
due to RD, since if according to v.4 * the great high
place' was at Gibeon, it is difficult to understand
why Solomon should have returned to Jerusalem
to offer sacrifice, except from the Deuteronomic
standpoint. The phrase 'ark of the covenant
of J is mainly a X) expression. 316"28 is an old
narrative in its original form.

41"19, which gives a list of Solomon's officers of
state, may be supposed to be derived from ' the
book of the annals of Solomon.'

The list has received one later addition, viz. vA\ The state-
ment t h a t ' Zadok and Abiathar were priests' is no part of the
register in its original form as an official state document This
naturally headed the list with the name of the high priest of
the time, Azariah, the son of Zadok. The insertion was made
by RD or by someone still earlier, who wished, as a matter of
historical interest, to notice that Zadok and Abiathar were
priests at the commencement of the reign. It is noticeable
that in this case only is there omission of the name of the father
of any official. The sentence at the end of v.19 should be
emended, after Klostermann, jnx3 i^K 0*3γ3Π"̂ *ι VjJ ΊΠΧ ΤΗ]
'and one officer was over all the 'officers who were in the"land/
the allusion being to Azariah of v.5.

420.34 (Heb. 420-514) appears in LXX (B, Luc.) in a
form somewhat different from MT. 42 0·2 1·2 5·2 6 and
part of v.24 (' from Tiphsah . . . the river') do not
appear, but are to be found in the addition at the
end of ch. 246. At the close of 419 the text con-
tinues in the following order:— vv.27·28·22-24·29"34,
after which follow ch. 31, ch. 916·17a. Thus the
commencement of v.27 'And these officers pro-
vided,' etc. (On rhxn D*3y-in iV?!>3], not, as RV, 'and
those officers,' etc.), hinges directly on to the section
47"19, which enumerates the officers and their
respective districts. This explains nVxn 'these*
of v.27, which is otherwise anomalous. There can
be no question that the text of the section as pre-
served by LXX is complete in itself, and bears the
stamp of originality rather than the somewhat
confused account of MT.

The disturbing factors in MT appear to have been vv.20. 21.
25.* These, which contain no very precise information, were
added probably not from a written source, but from oral tradi-
tion, by a post-exilic scribe, who desired reference to the happy
times under Solomon's golden age. The insertion led to the
dislocation of vv.27.28, causing them to be placed after vv.22.23.
24. Probably the same hand excerpted the notice about
Pharaoh's daughter and her dowry from its true position after
v.34, dividing it and placing part at the beginning of ch. 3 (for
the reason given above, 32· 3), and part as a sequel to the mention
of Gezer in ch. 915.

51.751 (Heb. 515-751).f The main document, repre-
sented by chs. 6. 7, appears to have been one, and
was probably derived from the temple archives.
53"5 has been amplified by RD upon the lines of
2 S 7 (phrases, Nos. 10, 62). In 512 the idea and
phrase ' as he promised him' (Ί̂ ""ΐ̂ π τ^κ?) are Deu-
teronomic, X and thus the first half of this verse
ought probably to be assigned to RD.

In 515"18 the relationship of the 70,000 + 80,000
workmen to the 30,000 of 513·14 is obscure,§ and
probably points to a difference of source. So Ewald
and Stade; the latter noticing that ]M2hn ' the
Lebanon,' of v.14, is in v.15 called "inn * the mountain.'

The narrative of 6. 7 has been much worked
over in post-exilic times. In 61 the exact coinci-

* 426 properly belongs to ch. 10, where it occurs in LXX
(B, Luc.) in connexion with v.26.

t Upon the text of this section Stade's article, * Der Text des
Berichtes iiber Salomos Bauten,' ZATW, 1883, p. 129 ff., is most
invaluable.

X Cf. Dt 121 63 93 al. Driver (Comm. on Deut. lxxxi) cites
from D fifteen occurrences of (*?) '• 121 "î ND, besides instances
from the compiler of Judges and Joshua.

§ According to 2 Ch 216-17 the former consisted of ' the
strangers that were in the land of Israel.' Of this difference,
however, there is no hint in the text of Kings.

dence in length of the period of 480 years from the
Exodus to the commencement of Solomon's temple,
with the period which extends from this latter
point to the return from the Exile, is scarcely acci-
dental, and marks the verse as a post-exilic inser-
tion. LXX places 61 between vv.16·17a of 5, into which
position it has probably crept from the margin.
In its place we have 637·38a, which give the date of
laying the foundation of the temple and of its
completion. This position for these latter verses
is accepted by Wellhausen {Composition, p. 267),
though not by Stade. 67 intrudes itself very awk-
wardly into the midst of the account of the side
chambers, and, if forming a part of the original
description, must, at any rate, be out of place. In
68a read, with LXX (B, Luc), Targ. Γψιπηπ ' the
lowTest,' in place of ruirnn * the middle.' 69 (omitting
miijo D'33, with B, Luc.) ought to follow 610.

611'14, which is omitted by LXX, is not, as is
generally assumed by critics, the work of RD, but
is due to a post-exilic editor, who shows acquaint
ance with the Law of Holiness (H) and the Priestly
code (P). The section contains some D phrases,
such as could, and did, pass from D into P, but
other expressions belong solely to Ρ or to H. V.14

is by the same hand as vv.11"13, v.9a being repeated
in order to round off the interpolation and attach
it to the preceding narrative. The following special
marks of authorship should be noticed :—

V.12 »npn? TJSPI~DN If thou wilt walk in my statutes. Never
in Dt; twice in Jer 44i<>. 23. i n H, Lv 263 (cf. 184), and con
stantly in Ezk (whose connexion with Η is well ascertained;
Driver, LOT* p. 49ff.) 56.7 1120 139.17 201»· i& 19.21. f Cf. the
phrase D'iJn nipitji %bn walk in the statutes of the nations,
Lv 183 2023 (H). *

fttyilJB 'W#Q~n$) and wttt execute my judgments. The exact
phrase (with J" as spokesman—my judgments) belongs to Η ;
Lv 184, Ezk 57 1112 1817 2024, 1 ch 287. In 1 Κ 1133b the passage
belongs to RD, but the words 'ttStppi Vipni are an exilic insertion,
as is shown by their omission in LXX. Even with VtpBî p his
judgments, D 'p^sn the judgments, the phrase is not specially
characteristic of D t ; * 2616 3321 (blessing of Moses in Appen-
dix); elsewhere Neh 1029. Similar Η phrases are found in
Lv 185, Ezk 20U· 13- 21, Lv 1937 2022 25I8, Ezk 1120 2019 3627.

0Π3 T\27? t° walk in them (the judgments). So exactly only
in Lv 184 (H). D's phrase is '* '5Ί15 nibh ' to walk in the ways
of J". '

V.13 bxify) ^? Tjin? *£ip^h And I will dwell in the midst of
the children of Israel. Very distinctive of Ρ ; Ex 258 2945,
Nu 53 3534, Ezk 439 No occurrences in D. With the whole
verse cf. Lv 261!· 12 (H).

616'22, which gives an account of the interior of
the building, has been much corrupted by later
glosses. Thus in v.16 &wi$n νιρ) ' for the most holy
place,' a phrase which belongs to P, has been added
to explain "pn^ ' for an adytum.' Other more serious
interpolations (omitted in LXX).are ^ynn JMH, 'that
is, the temple,' in v.l7, vv.18·21 (except last 4 words in
Heb.)2 2 b. In vv.15·16 emend |3ΘΠ nhip * rafters of the
ceiling,' nWipn 'the rafters,' with LXX (B, Luc),
Vulg., Pesh. in place of jaon ηιτρ, ηιτρπ. V.19 is
probably due to RD (notice the phrase ' ark of the
covenant of J"'). By its omission we are able,
with a slight emendation, to plausibly restore the
original statement of vv.17-20a 'And 40 cubits was
the house before the adytum. And the adytum
was 20 cubits long, and 20 cubits broad, and 20
cubits high; and he overlaid it with pure gold.'
In v.20b we may emend (with LXX, B, Luc.) ban for
η̂ ;ΐ, and thus, with the last 4 words of v.21, we
read, ' and he made an altar of cedar wood before
the adytum, and overlaid it with gold.' Stade
would omit all references to the use of gold-plating
or gilding in Solomon's temple, but in so doing he
appears to go further than is warranted by the
state of the text.f

* D's usual phrases are TY\i?y_b D%i?Sf Ρ 1£>Φ observe judgments

to do them; 51 7U 1132 121, 2 Κ 1737 riY&yb ϋ'Ώ^ψΟ naV teach
ΐ 5 4(someone else) judgments to do them; 4ΐ· 5 · 1 4 61.

t Cf. the writer's Notes on the Hebrew Text of Kings, p. 73 f.
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623"28 runs smoothly when, following the clever
suggestion of Stade, v.26 is inserted between v.23a

and v.23*\
62 9·3 0 (omitted in LXX) is a gloss. V.29 is clearly

by the same hand as v.18, and v.30 is redundant
after 2 2 a, and also out of place.

6b2·35 may also readily be recognized as due to
the author of vv.18·29. Notice the late usage of
the perf. with weak i, y*?pi, n§yi.

63ab is rendered intelligible by the emendation
niĵ n niniD * doorposts standing foursquare,' after
LXX(B,:Luc.)

71"12, the account of Solomon's further activity
as a builder, appears to be free from later inter-
polation, doubtless because it did not possess so
great an interest for post-exilic times as did the
description of the first temple.

In v.2b read * three' (B, Luc.) for 'four,' in agreement with the
statement of v.3;* v.sb rm<px πη§ ̂ Ώ\ 'and door was over
against door' (partly following B, Luc), instead of' and light was
over against light,' a statement already made in v. 4 b; v.7 b

nWlpn-ΊΗ ' to the rafters' (Vulg., Pesh.), in place of ρρηρΓΗΰ ;
v.9b'» η*2 ignjCh 'and from the court of the house of J " ' (cf.
v.12), for ρπΐ?ί rendered by RV ' and so on the outside.'

715'22 has been much mutilated and obscured by
glosses. These were added for the purpose of
describing the * wreaths of chain-work' (ηψχρ D*V"J4
rvnifhti') and the * lily work ' (\&v& nfĉ D), of'which

h b
f) y (\ ),

there appears to have been no mention in the
original account; cf. the summary vv.41·42. The
glosses are v.17a (down to nn?ntf) in its present form,
vvi9.20a. 22̂  ^he original description may be re-
stored by the aid of LXX.

In 724 read rreN? ηφρ ' for 30 cubits/ in place of
«for 10 cubits.'

727-37 i s j n a very disordered condition, and but
little help in reconstruction can be obtained from
the Versions. Stade's rearrangement and emen-
dation is well worthy of notice. He distinguishes
between two parts of the carriages of the lavers:
the n^Q the movable base 4 cubits in height,
mounted upon wheels of 1£ cubits in diameter, and
the }3~ίΤΒ'ΰ.ο the pedestal, 1£ cubits high, fitted on
to the top of the mbD and containing the socket
in which the laver was placed.

7s8"45 is substantially correct as it stands in MT
(read ΠΙΤΕΠ 'the pots,' in v.40a after LXX, Vulg.,
in place of rvn^n ' the lavers').

746"51 is somewhat disordered. The vv.48b'50,
which describe, or rather summarize, the making
of golden vessels by IJiram, are to be regarded as
a later gloss. The remainder should take the
following order : v.47 (emending the first half verse,
after LXX Β, π|?χπ Ω'^ΓΓ1?!"™ η'ψντ ιφχ irons'? Vj$9 Pfc
nxp ixp 2112 * There was no weight to the brass
wnerewith he made all these vessels, because it
was exceeding much'), v.46, v.48a (emending, with
LXX, Luc, 'ro nan 'and S. placed,' instead of 'v ba:i
'and S. made'), v.51.

81"13, the dedication of the temple, is an old
narrative revised by later hands under the influence
of P. In LXX vv.1"5 appear in a much shorter
form, which shows no trace of abridgment, and
certainly presents substantially the original account
as it left the hand of RD.

The phrases of Ρ to be noticed are—v.i 'all the heads of the
tribes, the princes of the fathers'; v.4 b the distinction between
the priests and the Levites (contrast in the original account
vv.3.6.10.11 where the priests alone are mentioned); ν. 5 TT\]l
1?Χ'Ίψ. ' the congregation of Israel,' and the verb DHJpan ' that
were assembled/ used in a ceremonial connexion. Beside these
we find, in LXX as in MT, v.4» the phrase ijnD Snfc ' the tent of
meeting,' mainly characteristic of P, and perhaps here sub-
stituted for an original 7ΠΝΠ 'the tent ' (cf. ch 139); v.6 uhp

*"fl»n I^jf πψΏΓ] ηψηψ_ D^3~|N 'forty and five, fifteen in a
row,' can refer only to DHiSJ/Π ' the pillars,' and not, as RV, to
nŷ >?n (fern.)·

Ώ'φίβ.Ά' the most holy place' (cf. above on β1^); and ννΛ ίο enpg
' the holy place,' i.e. the outer room of the temple, called hynn
in 617.33 721, The hand of RD may be seen in the phrase ''ark
of the covenant of J " ' vv.1· 6, in v.8b (see above, date), and
probably in v.9b.

The two vv.12·13 are found in LXX {after the
section vv.14"53) in a fuller form than in MT, which,
as is shown by Wellhausen {Composition, p. 271),
presupposes, after the correction of a few transla-
tor's errors, a text substantially superior to MT.
The addition at the close, which points to an origi-
nal text, ' is it not written in the Book of the Up-
right,' must also be regarded as genuine.

gi4-(>6 presents throughout clear indications that
it owes its present form to R» {phrases, Nos. 2, 3,
6-8, 11-26, 28, 50, 60-62, 64, 65). The final por-
tion (vv.62"66) may perhaps exhibit an older narra-
tive into which Deuteronomic additions have been
incorporated, but the remainder, and especially
the central prayer of dedication, has been so
thoroughly amplified by the editor that it is im-
possible to discover any older kernel upon which he
may have based his work. The choice of subjects
in the successive divisions of the prayer seems for
the most part to have been suggested by the cata-
logue of curses contained in I)t 2815"6*;—cf. v.33

' When thy people Israel be smitten down before
the enemy,' with Dt 2825; v.35 'When heaven is
shut up, and there is no rain,' with 28 2 3 · 2 4; v.37

' pestilence,' with 2821; * blasting, mildew,' with
282 2; 'locust, caterpillar,' with 28 3 8 · 3 9 · 4 2; 'if the
enemy besiege,' etc., with 2849ff· (especially v.52) ;
' whatsoever plague, whatsoever sickness,' with
2822. 27. 35. 59-61 . v.46 < I f t n e y g m a g a m s t thee . . .
and thou deliver them to the enemy, so that they
carry them captive,' etc., with 2836·37· 64"68.

The division of the prayer vv.4^49, which brings forward the
possibility of a general captivity of Israel in punishment for
sins, is considered by Wellhausen {Composition, p. 270), Stade
(Geschichte, i. p. 74), Kamphausen (in Kautzsch, Die Heilige
Schrift) to be marked by its contents as not earlier than the
Exile, and therefore later than Ri>.* Against this view may
justly be cited the vagueness of the terms of v.4^ ' so that they
carry them away captive unto the land of the enemy, far off or
near,' and the fact that the writer (v.48) appears to regard the
temple as still standing during the period of the Exile : ' and
pray unto thee towards their land . . . the city which thou
hast chosen, and the house which I have built for thy name.'
But the chief argument for the pre-exilic date of the passage is
to be derived from comparison of Dt 28, which, as has been
noticed, forms to some extent the model of the prayer. This
ch. 28 is regarded by all critics as being, if not an integral por-
tion of D (chs. 5-26), t at least closely akin to D in stand-
point and date, and thus certainly pre-exilic. Yet, notwith-
standing, yv.36.37. 64-68 threaten a captivity of the nation in lan-
guage decidedly more definite than that of the passage of the
prayer which has been called in question. We may therefore be
content to regard these verses as containing nothing necessarily
opposed to the supposition of a pre-exilic authorship, and so,
as of one piece with the whole, vv.22-53. χ

91"9, the account of Solomon's second vision, is
coloured throughout by the phraseology of R*>
{phrases, Nos. 3, 28, 29, 30, 51, 52, 57, 60, 61).
Owing to the terms in which this section speaks of
the exile of Israel and the destruction of the
temple (vv.7'9§), it is regarded by Kuenen, Well-
hausen, Stade, and Kamphausen as the work of
RD2 in exilic times. Such a conclusion, however,
is by no means inevitable. The terms of v.3 (see
above, date) go quite as far to prove a pre-exilic
position as do the words of vv.6"9 to argue a post-
exilic point of view; nor are the terms of these
latter verses so definite as to preclude the opinion
that they were penned by RD dr. B.C. 600 (see
above on 846"49). If vv.7"9 do imply an exilic stand-

* Wellhausen and Stade seem to regard these verses as deter-
mining the exilic date of the whole section, vv.1 9 6 6. Kamp-
hausen assigns vv.44-53 to D2.

t Cf. Kuenen, Hexateuch, § 7 2 1 ; Driver, Deuteronomy, p.
303 f,

t Cf. Kuenen, Onderzoek, § 26*>.
§ Especially ν.8, where |V?j; must be emended d^l! (cf. Mic S1*

| |Jer 2618, Ps 791) ' and this house shall be ruinous heaps.'
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point, w.6"9 (and not the whole section) will belong
toR»2, w . ^ t o R » .

910-1029 consists mainly of a series of short notices
drawn from the same sources as chs. 4. 5 (Heb.
4-514). The originals appear to have been cut up
and pieced together with no great skill; but
whether the arrangement throughout is due to R»,
or later hands have employed themselves in alter-
ing the sequence of the narrative, is not clear. In
LXX (B, Luc.) the arrangement is somewhat differ-
ent, but scarcely superior, to that of MT.

One single original document appears to be represented by
910.17.18.19.15. 20. 21.22.23, and these verses may very well have
originally taken this order, the completion of Solomon's build-
ing operations being first narrated, and then followed by an
account of the forced levy raised to carry out these works.
After v.23 there probably followed in the original a list of the
names of the chief officers (D*:?$D *"#0· T l a e statement of v.241»
connected by RD to v.24b by the particle TX 'then,' is probably
from the same document. Next to the account of the king's
building activity—his most important work, there would natur-
ally follow mention of his achievement next in importance—the
provision of an efficient shipping for the increase of his wealth
from external sources. This succeeds in Q2^28 10U. But
reference to the ships naturally leads up to mention of the
imports introduced by their means, as we see in D2® 10U, and
the use to which these rare and valuable materials were put.
Thus there follows 1012· 14-22. The general subject of imports
suggests allusion to a specially important item—horses from
Egypt, apparently first introduced into the kingdom in any
considerable numbers by Solomon, 1026·* 28· 29.

Thus the disturbing factors introduced into this main account
are seen to be 9H-13-14.16.24a. 25, ipi-io. 13. 23-25.27. Notice in
911.16.24 the awkward pluperfects pointed by the order—subject
preceding verb, 'irnN χψ} ")ir!j{?o ο τ π , π ^ ΟΓΚΡ'^ρ njrj©,'
•"Φ?ν •<iy'"]S"n3 ̂ 1N, and marking the passages as mere excerpts
from sources which, in describing a regular sequence of events,
must have read D*vn x&^l, njrig te], nJnsTig *?J;J?I. In v.ut>
Ή ]Β) ΪΝ cannot represent the apodosis of v.10, since m used in
this connexion (in place of 1 consecutive) would be quite without
analogy. Moreover, even if v.Ub could form the apodosis, the
parenthesis v . l l a would come in with very great awkwardness.
V.16 has already, with 31, been referred to its true position after
434 (Heb. 514). From the same source would seem to be derived
v.24a, while v.2^ though clearly alien to its immediate context,
cannot definitely be assigned to any special source. 10i-i0· 13 is
an ancient narrative introduced at this point to illustrate Solo-
mon's wealth and wisdom, much in the same way as 316-28 serves
to depict his discernment in judgment; and the two stories
may very possibly be derived from the same source. Finally,
1023-26.27, couched in vague and generalizing language, are
probably relatively late in origin, and are here introduced to
give the finishing touch to the picture of Solomon's prosperity.

II1"1 3, in its present form, is coloured by the hand
of RD (phrases, Nos. 3, 27, 29, 31-33, 35, 36, 57, 58,
65). The view that the latter portion of this sec-
tion is not earlier than the Exile (RD2 ; so Kuenen
vv.9"18, Kamphausen, vv.9·10) is based upon the
words of v.9 'who had appeared unto him twice/
and presupposes that the narrative of the second
vision, ch. 91"9, comes from the hand of RD2 ; but
upon this opinion see ad loc. On the other hand,
the fact that vv.11"18 speak of a division of the
kingdom but make no mention of an exile, favours
their pre-exilic authorship. II 1" 8 appears in LXX
in a somewhat differently arranged and briefer
form, which is, in the main, correct, t

II14-22 s e e m S j a g it now stands, to be somewhat
confused. Hadad, though but * a little lad' at the
time of his flight into Egypt, at once finds favour
with Pharaoh, and receives from him a house, an
allowance, and land. He then, in spite of his ex-
treme youth, marries the sister of Pharaoh's
queen, Tahpenes, and his son Genubath is brought
up in the palace with Pharaoh's sons. The form
Adad (τ»*) of v.17a, as a variation of Hadad (nq),
creates further suspicion as to the integrity of the
narrative.

* This verse originally stood in combination with 4^ (Heb.
56); see on 420-84.

t Notice especially in v.Sfc the text of Luc. ΙΒυμί» χα.) Ww, i.e.
Ί) Π3τς» Togo in place of ηΊπ .̂τρϊ fiivipj?©. Solomon himself
burnt incense and sacrificed to the strange gods, but this fact
has been toned down by some later hand into the statement of
MT. Syntax, however, has suffered in the process (we should
expect at least ηΐΠ|]ρπΐ ΛΊΤΒ£©Π).

VOL. I I . — 5 5 "

Η. Winckler (Alttest. Untersuchungen, 1-6) very skilfully distin-
guishes and reconstructs two narratives which have been inter-
woven. The one speaks of an Edomite Hadad, who, as a child,
is carried into Egypt by his father's servant, and brought up by
Pharaoh's queen. The other makes Adad a Midianite prince,
who flees with his adherents into Egypt, taking with him certain
Edomites from Paran, and is well received by Pharaoh, who
gives him for wife the sister of his queen. A son, Genubath, is
born to him, but of his fate we are not informed.

In II2 3"2 5 of MT the short account of Rezon
appears to have assumed its present position at the
hands of a later reviser of the text. LXX (B,
Luc.) omits vv.23"2511 (down to 'all the days of Solo-
mon'), and then, in place of the impossible MT,
presupposes a text ^fci htfffl.f γ$ΐΐ "nq ripy ιψχ nynn ηδίτ
oig-^a ' This is the evil which Hadad did; and he
abhorred Israel, and reigned over Edom.' This
seems to be correct both in reading and position,
referring as it does the latter part of v.25 to Hadad,
and adding the necessary summary as to his rela-
tionship to Solomon. The definiteness, however,
of the statement, 'This is the evil,' suggests that
in the original narrative some explicit account of
Hadad's aggressions must have intervened after v.22.

The short reference to Rezon, thus omitted by LXX, has
been inserted between v.14» and v. 1 4 b ; but clearly by a later
hand. So placed, it breaks the connexion of the Hadad story,
and necessitates the resumption χα) Άδ«/> Ό Ίΰουμαϊος, v.14b, re-
peated from y.14». The notice is ancient and genuine, but its
original position cannot now be accurately determined.

U26-40 s e e m s to have originally formed part of a
history of Jeroboam, and perhaps belongs to the
same source as 12119 141"18. As the narrative
stands in Kings it has probably undergone some
abbreviation at the commencement, in order to fit
it on to the preceding account of Solomon's 'adver-
saries.' Notice the summary form of the introduc-
tion v.26 and the phrase of RD ' a t that time' (ny.3
K*W) ν.29. Vv.81"89 show signs of expansion at the
hands of the editor (phrases, Nos. 2, 3, 11, 27, 28,
34, 38, 57-59).

Not improbably the speech has received some few later addi-
tions. In v.33 'laSEj'p} *npn) 'and my statutes and my judg-
ments,'is wanting'in LXX,* and the use of these terms after
nY&nb 'to execute' rather than ibtph ' to keep' being charac-
teristic of Η (see on β12), the two words may reasonably be sus-
pected to be a later insertion. LXX also omits *ηΊ?Ρ Ί%ψ ΊψΗ
Yipm ' who kept my commandments and my statutes,' at the
end* of v.34, and, though the phrase is Deuteronomic, yet the
repeated l&R has something of the awkward ring of an inter-
polation. Tne omission of the close of the speech by LXX (end
of v.88' and I will give thee Israel'; y.39), taken in connexion
with the reference of v.39—the affliction of the seed of David,
but not for ever—suggests that this also may be an addition of
exilic or post-exilic times; though, as Kuenen points out, the
statement of v.39 need not imply an exilic standpoint; cf.
2 S 7™>. The use of the imperfect with weak l (njJM) is perhaps
another mark of the late hand.

After the account of the disruption of the king-
dom (1 Κ 12), the composition of the narrative
takes the form indicated above in dealing with the
editor's method. Into the framework of the history,
constructed by the editor, are embedded—

(i.) Short notices which give an epitome of histori-
cal events. These have reference to both the N. and
S. kingdoms, and were no doubt generally, if not in
every case, extracted by RD from the two books of
' Annals' to which he so constantly makes refer-
ence. From the character of this narrative it is
to be inferred that RD made use of just so much of
his sources as was necessary to form an outline
sketch of the history, often summarizing in a few
words matter which lay before him in greater
detail; cf. the recurring phrase ' and there was
war between M. and N. continually,' 11480156·16·82,
and also the brief passing reference to wars in
11419 2246 i46 Heb.), II13 1 2 1415·28.

To this epitome are to be assigned I 1421-16S4

2241-53, II 816"29 ΙΟ32'36 1217 (Heb. 18)-1313 1322-17e

(except 148-141610-16).
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(ii.) Lengthy narratives, generally incorporated
in their original form, and exhibiting only here
and there the marks of RD's hand, chiefly in the
expansion of speeches. These are in most cases,
as is clear from their religious tone, the work of
prophetical writers. In some cases, however, the
narratives have to do with the affairs of the
temple and its priesthood, and exhibit such a
minuteness and apparent accuracy of detail that
they must be regarded as due to priestly hands, and
were probably derived from the temple archives.
These are II II1"2 0 124'16 (6*17 Heb.) 1610"16 223-2324.

121"24. In this narrative vv.15·17·21"24 appear to be
additions of a later hand. V.ie, with its refer-
ence to the prediction of Ahijah, probably pre-
supposes 1181°· in its present form, and must in
this case be due to RD. Vv.21"24, standing in close
connexion with ν.1δ (cf. v.15 'for it was a thing
brought about of J",' v.24 * for this thing is of me'),
give a Judaic turn to the originally impartial
narrative of vv.1"20, and are scarcely consistent
with the statement of 1430, which is based upon
the contemporary 'Annals.' Notice further, tnat
while v.20 speaks only of the tribe of Judah,
vv.2 1·β are careful to make reference also to the
tribe of Benjamin. V.17, which stands in an awk-
ward position, and is absent from LXX, is prob-
ably a later gloss, though not by the same hand as
vv.15·21-*4, since it makes no reference to Benjamin.

1226"88. Judging by the stress which RD lays
upon Jeroboam's cult of the calves as the cause of
all subsequent deflection of Israel from the pure
worship of J" {phrases, No. 56), it is probable that
this narrative has obtained its present casting at
his hands, though there is no reason hence to infer
that any detail oifact is underived from the older
source. Kuenen {Onderzoek, § 254) observes justly,
• Jeroboam's measures with reference to the wor-
ship must already have been related in older
narratives, but it is only natural that the Redactor,
when dealing with a matter which so specially
excited his interest, should not fail to set before us
his own construction and his own verdict.' Vv.82·S3

serve to introduce the story of ch. 13.
131-82. The style of the language in this narrative

shows traces of decadence :—cf. }n̂  perf. with weak
ι ν.8, 'ηκ n?y, ^ Ίγι w. 9 · 1 7, apparently first written
as passives *rm, ^ 13^ (cf. Wellhausen, Comp. p.
280), and perhaps nj-ΐς? ν.7—and this fact, together
with the anachronism 'in the cities of Samaria'
v.»2 (cf. II 1724· * 2319), and the non-mention of the
names of the principal actors, marks the narrative
as being of comparatively late origin. It may be
thought to have been a story previously current in
the form of oral tradition, and to have assumed a
literary form shortly after the event predicted—
the destruction of the altar at Bethel—had come
about. Notice the precision of the statement
' Josiah by name' ν A The style is about con-
temporary with that of the annals of Josiah's
reformation, II 231"18· ω"Μ, where the perf. with
weak 1 is used with some frequency: vv.5·8·10·
12.14. ιβφ

It is, however, by no means to be hence inferred that the
story is of the character of a vaticinium post eventum. Such a
view presupposes that it, together with the notice of II 2316-18,
was inserted into Kings subsequently to the redaction of RD

(Wellhausen, Comp. το. 280; Kuenen, Ond. § 254); whereas, on
the contrary, ch. 1226ff. appears to have been carefully edited by
E D so as to lead up to the story, and the resumption of the
main narrative in 1333· 34, forming a link to 141-20, constructs of
the history a harmonious whole. If the story be merely a very
late Judaean fiction, the point of the details as to the dis-
obedience and punishment of the Judcean prophet seems to be
quite inexplicable.

The narrative of 141"18 * exhibits very clear traces
of the hand of RD in Ahijah's prophecy w.7"16

* Upon the LXX version of this narrative in its relationship
to MT, see Winckler, Alttest. Untersuchungen, p. 12 ff.; Kittel,
History of the Hebrews, ii. p. 206 ff.; and the writer's Notes on

(phrases, Nos. 3, 8, 13, 29, 32, 34, 39, 54, 56, 57, 66-
70), with which should be compared the prophecies
of Jehu son of Hanani against Baasha 161"4, of
Elijah against Ahab 2120"24, and of the young
prophet against the house of Ahab II 96'10.

Narratives of the Northern Kingdom.—I 17-19.
2 0 . 2 1 . 2 2 1 " 8 8 , I I I 2 " 1 7 * * 2 1 " 1 8 · 1 9 ' 2 2 · 2 3 " 2 δ θ 4 " 2 7 4 1 " 7 · 8 * 8 7 · 8 8 " 4 1 ·
42-44 g^ gl-7. 8-23. 24-83 ^ gl-6.7-15 9 l _ l ( ) 2 8 1 3 1 4 " 1 9 * * ° · 2 1

(148"14). This great group consists of narratives
dealing with the affairs of the kingdom of Israel.
The stories are in most cases of some length, their
high descriptive power and sympathetic feeling
indicating that they have their origin in the king-
dom to which they relate; and this conclusion is
substantiated by such touches as ' Beer-sheba which
belongeth to Judah' 1193,' at Beth-shemesh which
belongeth to Judah' II 1411. No blame is any-
where attached to the calf-worship of Bethel and
Dan, the efforts of Elijah and his successor being
wholly directed to the rooting out of the foreign
cult of the Tyrian Ba'al.

Certain peculiarities of diction probably belong
to the dialect of North Palestine.

The following may be noticed :—
Suffix 2 f. sing. •?—, pi. *?;-=-; Kithibh II 42 •?*?, 8 •;?$#,

7 •?#}, »9 |̂u Elsewhere sing. Oa 23, Ps 1033- 4, Jer l l* 5

(text corrupt), pi. Ps 1033.4.5 H67. Of. Syriac suff. 2 f. sing.

Personal pronoun 2 f. sing. K&Mbh 'fiN :—II 416- 23 gi. Else-

where Jg 172, Jer 430, Ezk 3613 f. Cf. Syriac w»Aj | . So prob-

ably K&thibh *$$n II 423 stands for '$$ fl^h, as in Syr.

for %->AJ

Demonstrative pronoun f. n\ II β19. Cf. Aramaic N .̂
Infin. constr. verb n"1? with suff. ^ Q S ^ n ? II 518, perhaps

presupposing form without suff. iTinnjpn with termination as
in Aram. (cf. Dalman, Gramm. JiidJ-PdL Aram. p. 289 f.).

Relative hlf in «Wp (if not a textual error) II 6H. So Jg 57
(N. Palestine) 6 " 712 826 (probably Ephraimitic), and uniformly
in Ca (exc. title 11). Elsewhere only in exilic or post-exilic
writings. In Phoenician the relative is VX with prosthetic K.

Preservation of Π of article after prep. 2 : II 7 i 2 •"Π&Γφ.
KSthibh nyK=wheret II 613. Elsewhere only Ca* 17bis. Cf.

Aram. N^N, ]Ώ->\. D?ny, Ο^!?ΙΗ2 II 918-20.
Construction with the suff. pronoun anticipating object (akin

to Syr.) : 11921 "ψ?? ώψΖ, 2113 iVurnN . . . *rnj#.
Indefinite use of 1ΠΝ a certain: 1194- 5 2013 229 (cf. v.8) II 41

86; add I 211 after LXX (B, Luc). Elsewhere only 113U (perhaps
for ΊΠΚ another), Jg 9*3 132, 1 S 11, 2 S 1810, and late Ezk lie
87· 8 etc.

To these may be added a few roots which betray the influence
of Aramaic: ρ$ψ I 2010, n^HD 2014· 15-17.19 (elsewhere only very
late), D^h 218. π, ΐ6ψη II 428."

There is also a fair number of Λ«τ«ξ λίγόμινκ, some of which
take the place of ordinary words, and thus may be dialectical:
e.g. O&gvrd, 11846 (for "Un, nm), tylKfood, 198 (for ^
S ; but of others nothing can be affirmed.

The narratives are clearly not all by one author,
(i.) Some are histories of Elijah and Elisha, or of
movements which they initiated in the direction
of religious reform, (ii.) In others the fate of the
kingdom is regarded from a political standpoint,
and this as determined mainly by the action of
the king; though here also prophets play an im-
portant part as advisers and announcers of the
oracle of J". Thus both classes have a religious
colouring or motive, and may equallv be regarded
as the work of men of prophetic training, perhaps
members of the guilds which we see coming into
prominence in some of the Elisha stories.

(i.) To the former class belong I 17-19. 21,

the Heb. Text of Kings, where the whole question of the inter-
relationship of the two forms of the history of Jeroboam (II4»-
1420) is discussed at length, pp. 163-169.
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I J \2-ΠΛΛ 21-18. 19-22. 23-25 4I-7. 8-S7. 38-41. 42-44 ^ gl-7 gl-6. 7-16

9i_10^1314-19·20·21.
Of these 117-19 forms a continuous narrative.

From the abruptness of v.1, no reason being
assigned for Elijah's threat, and no point of con-
nexion existing for * hence' (wp), v.3, it may be in-
ferred that the commencement of the story has
been omitted or abbreviated by RD, and the speci-
fication 'Elijah the Tishbite, etc.,' thus represents
his summary introduction. The sequel also, in
strict accordance with 1915·16, is lacking, only one
part of J'"s commission being fulfilled, vv.19"21.

I 21 is clearly out of place in MT, breaking the
connexion between ch. 20 and its sequel ch. 22, and
LXX is no doubt correct in placing this narrative
immediately after ch. 19. The dislocation may
have been due to the desire to bring the prophecy
of Ahab's death (2119) nearer to the account of its
occurrence (2235ff·), and perhaps in a minor degree
to the description of the king's mood as * chafing
and sullen' (qyn np) in 2043 as in 214. Most critics
(Wellhausen, Driver, Kamphausen, Kittel; but
Kuenen is uncertain, Ond. § 257) assign I 21 to the
same author as 117-19. Thus Wellhausen cites as
points of contact the central position occupied by
Elijah, his eagle-like swoop upon Ahab at the
right moment, and the formulae Π|?ΝΠ on™ ιπκ »π;ι
' and it came to pass after these things' 211 (but cf.
LXX) as 17", V!?$ '• "Ο"] \τι «And the word of J"
came to Ε.' 2117 aa'trhx .τη''' 13? 181.

On the other hand, it may be maintained that
Elijah is not really the central figure as in 117-19.
He does not appear upon the scene until v.17, and
then takes scarcely a more conspicuous position
than Micaiah in 228ff\ The king and his action
form the centre of interest both at the beginning
and end of the narrative. Further, Kuenen notices
the absence of any reference in 21 to 17-19, and
vice versa, the murder of Naboth forming the
single crime of Ahab and Jezebel in the one story,
while in the other the sole pivot is the struggle
between J" and Ba'al. This, however, is a point
of slight moment, and no definite conclusion can
be reached as to the relative authorship of the two
sections.

More important is the question of the connexion
of I 21 with its natural sequel II ΘΜΟ28. Critics
generally argue or assume that the latter section
is by a different author from the former, and most
(Wellhausen, Driver, Kamphausen, Kittel) assign
II 9 f. to the writer of I 20. 22, II 34·517 etc. (see
below). The argument against identity of author-
ship of I 21 and II 9 f., as stated by Wellhausen, is
based upon the supposed discrepancy in detail.
While in I 21 it is the vineyard of Naboth which
is mentioned, and this is described in v.1 as ' hard
by the palace of Ahab' (3ΝΠΝ hyn ^κ), II 921"26

alludes to the ηΌ} ηρ̂ π, i.e. the portion or estate of
Naboth, which lay outside the city. Again, I 2118

records only the death of Naboth, while II 926

speaks also of the blood of his sons as calling for
vengeance.

On the other hand, the following considerations
clearly make for the unity of the two narratives :—

II 921b, the meeting of Joram son of Ahab with
Jehu actually upon the estate of Naboth is a
touch of high dramatic power which demands that
the writer should not merely have known the story
of Naboth (proved by vy.25·26), but should actually
have written it down himself as an introduction to
the sequel II 9 f. Hence a presumption is created
in favour of our Naboth narrative being the story
thus written.

The parallels between the prediction I 2119· ffl

and the fulfilment II 925·26·86 cannot be insisted
upon, because I 2119ff· has been largely amplified by
BD (phrases, Nos. 32, 39, 43, 44, 54, 67-71), and
it is not now possible certainly to determine the

original kernel of Elijah's prediction. It should,
however, be noticed that the usual method of RD is
to expand rather than to excise, and, if this plan
has here prevailed, the original speech must be
contained in vv.19<20-23b. The disagreement in
points of fact between I 21 and II 9 proves upon
examination to be non-existent. Ahab's dispute
with Naboth arose in the first instance about a
vineyard adjoining the palace ; but this was only a
portion of Naboth's estate (nĵ n), the whole of
which would lapse to the king, supposing that the
family of Naboth became extinct. And I 2115,
where Jezebel tells Ahab to go down and take
possession of the vineyard, clearly implies the
extirpation of the whole family; in the statement
'for Naboth is not alive, but dead,' the name
Naboth means Naboth and his sons, just as much
as in v.18 ' thy blood, even thine,' means the blood
of Ahab and his son.

More decisive, however, is the question of the
supposed unity of II 9]-1028 with I 20. 22, II 34"217

68-720. If this be granted, the diverse authorship
of I 21 and II 9f. seems necessarily to follow,
since I 21 can scarcely be regarded as of one piece
with I 20. 22. The place where the dogs lick the
blood of Ahab, 2238, is discordant with 2119, and in
general the interest of the writer of 20. 22—mainly,
if not wholly, political—and his sympathetic feel-
ing for the king of Israel, preclude the supposition
that he is also the author of the Naboth story.

Wellhausen cites the following coincidences in
phraseology of II 9 f. with I 20. 22, etc.:—vina. Tin
' a chamber within a chamber,' II 92, I 2030 222°;
nan «tarry,' II 93 7 9; WDD 3?h « horseman,' 918 714 ; *
vy W ' turn the hands,' II 928, I 2234; 'n bsjj-i ' take
alive,' II1014 712,1 2018; and the root mn II1027 625.
The importance of this collection is, however,
open to doubt, since it contains no striking phrase,
but only such as might be expected to occur in
narratives nearly contemporaneous, and having,
in the main, the same subjects in common.

On the other hand, a point of phraseology,
apparently hitherto overlooked, sharply separates
between II 9 f. and I 20. 22, etc., and seems
absolutely to preclude the theory of a common
authorship. This is the title which is ordinarily
applied to the king in the course of the narrative.

I 20. 22, II S4"27 68-720 are bound together by the
use of a common title. In all, the writer's phrase
is ' kina of Israel? and the proper name of the
king, if it occurs at all, is in nearly every case
reserved for the necessary specification at the com-
mencement of a section.

II 9, on the other hand, agrees with I 21 in ex-
hibiting a regular preference for the proper name
simply, without further title.

The facts are as follow Γ-
Ι 20. Ahab king of Israel, w.2. 13 ; king of Israel 11 times,

Viz. w.4. 7. 11. 21. 22. 28. 31. 32. 40. 41. 43 ; the king, VV.88. 39 bis ; Ahab
simply, τ . 1 4 .

I 22. King of Israel 17 times, viz. ν ν Λ 8.4. 5. β. 8.9. ίο. 18. 26.
29. SO bis. 31. 32. 33. 34 ; the king, νν.1δ&&· 16· S5· »7b.

II 34-27. King of Israel 8 times, viz. w*. a. 9.10.11.12. is bis ;
Ahab simply, v.5 (probably from another source); the king
Joram, ν A

Π 68-720. King of Israel 7 times, viz. 68.9.10.11.12.21.2β ; the
king 10 times, viz. 628.30 72.6.12.14. is. η bis. 18.

II 9. Joram or Jehoram simply 9 times, viz. w . 1 4 Ms· 16 bis.
17.21.22. 23. 24; once Jehoram the king, ν. 1 δ ; and once Jehoram
king of Israel in direct distinction from * Ahaziah king of Judah,'
v.21; never king of Israel simply. The double occurrence of
Joram in v.ie is specially to be noticed, since, on account of the
proximity of ' Ahaziah king of Judah,' the specification king of
Israel might have been expected.

Similarly, in I 21 Ahab simply is usual; 9 times (omitting the
prophecy w.21-26), viz. ννΛ 3.4. 8.15.16. 20.27.29. Ahab king of
Samaria, v. i ; Ahab king of Israel, v.18.

Now though this agreement in form of reference
cannot be pressed to prove identity of authorship

• In 71* MT vocalizes D'piD 33"i, but LXX renders Β Ίτφάτβκ,
Luc. ίν*β*τ*(, i.e. 331 (or '3.3'"l) for 33*7.
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for I 21 and II 9, any more than can the fact that
117-19 always speaks of AJiab simply, be used to
connect this section with I 21, because different
writers may easily have employed the same obvi-
ous citation of the proper name; yet the fact of
the disagreement in form of reference between
I 21 and I 20. 22, etc., ought to be emphasized as
demonstrating diversity of authorship. It is true
that in I 20. 22, etc., the general use of king of
Israel may be explained as prompted to a large
extent by contrast to * king of Syria'; but this
does not sufficiently account for tne almost total
omission of the king's proper name, which would
certainly have occurred far more frequently had
the author of II 9 been the writer of these narra-
tives. Contrast especially I 22, II 34"217, where
(excepting 36) the names of Ahab and Joram are
never mentioned in spite of the close connexion
with 'Jehoshaphat king of Judah,' with II 9,
where in connexion with * Ahaziah king of Judah'
the usual form of citation is Joram, Jehoram
simply. And, again, notice the use of the king
simply 5 times in I 22, 10 times in II 68-720, where
the desire for distinction from ' the king of Syria'
cannot have been in the writer's mind, and the
occasion might have been suitable for the use of
the king's proper name.

By this point, therefore, the diverse authorship
of I 20. 22, etc. and II 9 seems to be proved, and
this dissociation adds weight to the arguments
which have been put forward above in favour of
the unity of II Θ^ΙΟ27 with I 21.

II 12-I7a« is out of a different source from the pre-
ceding Elijah narratives. This fact is marked by
the form of the name πτ̂ χ νν.3· 4· 8 · 1 2 , peculiar to
this section, and generally by the inferior literary
merit of the composition, t h e story is probably
much later than 117-19, II 21 and its sequel.

II 21'18, Elijah's translation, links itself closely
on to some of the longer Elisha narratives which
follow, as their introduction ; but also might have
formed a suitable close to the Elijah history, of
which we possess a fragment in I 17-19, if this
can be thought to have gone on to embody also a
history of Elisha. The following coincidences
between the narratives are worthy of notice, and
suggest that 117-19, II 21"18 41"37, to which we may
add II 5, may be the work of one author. In the
case of II 87"15 1314'19 the evidence is too slight to
build upon.

Elijah.
1178-24. Miraculous provision

for the widow of Zarephath
during famine, and the raising
of her son from death.

11826 n$ pNl Vip \>X) «and
there was no Voice, neither
was there any that answered';
v.29 iv$ j w ruy pNi S»ip pNi
*but there was no voice nor
any that answered, nor any
attention.'

11913· 19. Mention of Elijah's
mantle (rrnN).

I 1842 Πf]X nnJ'l 'and he
crouched upon the earth.'

II 22.4.6 -QX ijt^J Vll '» 'D
?13$Ν ' as J" liveth and as thy
soiil'liveth, I will not leave
thee.'

II 27- is ia |p * over against.'
II 217 v)2ml% i :m^».! ' and

they urged him till he was
II 217 h} % $

V "̂JSi ' my father, my father,
the chariots of Israel and the
horses thereof.'

II 41-7. Miraculous provision
for the wife of one of the sons
of the prophets.

II 48-37. Raising to life of
the son of the Shunammite
woman.

II 431 3B?J5 pNI J?ip pNl 'but
there was no voice, nor any
attention.'

II 28.13.14 ib.

< and heII 434. 35 yty
crouched upon him/ *

II 430 ib.

II 425 ib.
II 811 t^-ny D^;i 'and he

set (his countenance upon him)
till he was ashamed.'

II 1314*6,

* The verb VU is not elsewhere found.

The short Elisha stories are probably popular
tales handed down orally at first, and not put into
writing until some considerable time after the
longer narratives.

(ii.) The second class includes I 20. 221"38, II &-*
g8-23. 24-33 η (148-14^

All these, with the exception of 148"14, deal in
the same style with the same subject—Israel's
relations with Syria, and may not improbably
flow from one hand. Notice especially the close
bond of connexion between I 224· 7 and II 37· n .

II 148"14, which stands apart from the other
narratives, is marked as probably N. Palestinian
by its tone, and especially by the reference of v.11

' in Beth-shemesh, which belongeth unto Judah/
It does not appear that any of the group

of N. Palestinian narratives has undergone im-
portant editorial revision. The fact that the
speech of Elijah in I 2119ff· has been amplified by
RD has already been noticed. This is also true of
the speech of the young prophet who was deputed
by Elisha to anoint Jehu, II 97"10. II 34·5, which
serves summarily to introduce the succeeding nar-
rative, is probably not of one piece with this latter,
but is rather to be assigned to the ' Annals' (cf.
II I1). II 929 belongs to the scheme of RD.

Traces of later interpolation are not numerous.
In I 18 the reference to the 400 prophets of
the Asherah is probably to be regarded, with
Wellhausen, as a later insertion. Notice the
absence of ηκ before τπ&&$ wa:, and the omission
of all mention of such prophets in vv.22·40. The
insertion seems to exhibit a late confusion of the
Asherah with the goddess Ashtoreth (see ASHERAH).

The statement of v.31b in the same narrative
looks like a quotation of the exact words of Ρ in
Gn 3510; and, if this be the case, w. 3 1 · 3 2 a, which
appear to describe the building of a new altar,
will form a later addition to the statement of v.30b

which speaks merely of the repair (KSI;I) of the old
altar of J". It should not, however, be overlooked
that the giving of the name of Israel to Jacob is
related also in J (Gn 3229), and that the relation-
ship of 1 Κ 1831b to the passage of Ρ may be
nothing more than an easy verbal coincidence.
In this case vv.31· 32a may represent a detailed
description of that which is first summarily stated
in v.30b, much in the same way as Gn 2724'29 stands
related to Gn 2723.

In the narrative of I 20 the grounds upon which
Wellhausen regards the reference to the parts
played by anonymous prophets (vv.13·14· 22· ^ 8δ"43)
as later additions are inconclusive.*

I 2228b, which is omitted in LXX (B, Luc), is
certainly an interpolation, derived from Mic I 1 for
the purpose of identifying Micaiah with Micah
the Morashtite. The plural D»ay regularly denotes
' peoples,' i.e. foreign nations generally, and is
seldom or never used of Israel.

Very possibly also vv.35b£· (from psM 'and the
blood ran out, etc.)3 8 may not have formed part
of the original narrative of Ahab's last battle. In
LXX (B, Luc.) v.35b/3 precedes v.3 5^ 'and he died
in the evening.' V38, for which v.35^ prepares the
way, hinges awkwardly on to the apparent close
of the narrative in v.34, and seems to be intended
to satisfy the prophecy as to Ahab's death in 2119b,
though the scene of the event differs from that of
the prediction.

II 177-18·21'24· is the commentary of RD {phrases,
Nos. 3, 29, 32, 33, 36, 39, 41, 43, 44, 46, 51, 53, 55,
56, 71, 72, and cf. Driver, LOT6 p. 203) upon the
short historical notice 173"6.f Vv.19·20 are certainly
a later insertion, subsequent to the commence·

* Kuenen (Ond. § 2510) agrees with Wellhausen's verdict upon
vv.13.14.22.28> but inclines to regard w . 35-43 as of much greater
antiquity, and of a piece with the narrative of ch. 20.

t Possibly composite. Cf. Winckler, AT Untersuchungen,15~26.
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ment of the Judsean exile, and due to RD2. The
opening of v.2 1 'n jnp sa ' For he rent/ etc., clearly
refers immediately to the statement of v.18 *]&%*).
DIP'! . . . ' was very angry . . . and removed
them/ but the sequence is destroyed by the
interpolation, '? v.21 being deprived of all point.
The whole reference of the section is to the causes
which brought about the rejection of the kingdom
of Israel, no reference being elsewhere made to
Judah except in v.13, where ΓΠΪΓΡ̂ Ϊ 'and unto
Judah,' is probably by the same hand as vv.19·20.

Stade (ZATW vi. 163 f.) regards 177-17 as an exilic addition,
later than RD, upon the grounds that the writer of these verses
ascribes Molech - worship (v.i7a) and Assyrian star - worship
(v.i6b) to the Northern kingdom—the abuses which later on
were rife in the Southern kingdom under Manasseh (II 213. 6),
and also because certain phrases appear to exhibit the influence
of Jeremiah; cf. v.13 · Turn ye from your evil ways,' with Jer
18Π 255 351B 363. 7; · j " testified,' etc., with Jer 725fF·, H7ff.; v.i5b
' and they followed vanity,' etc., with Jer 25. The reflections em-
bodied in these verses are, however, in strict accordance with
ED's plan which runs throughout his work, as the number of
phrases above cited as characteristic of his hand sufficiently
shows, nor is it at all unnatural that the editor who worked not
many years after Josiah had removed from the kingdom of
Judah the foreign abuses of Manasseh's reign, should ascribe
the same kind of religious abuses to the kingdom of Israel,
side by side with the worship of J" under the form of a calf.
Nor, again, need the phrases above mentioned imply depen-
dence upon the written prophecies of Jeremiah, any more than
need other phrases used by RD elsewhere (Nos. 50-55) in com-
mon with Jeremiah go to prove that RD and Jeremiah were
one and the same person. All that clearly emerges from the
fact of such resemblances is that the two writers were members
of one prophetic school of thought, i.e. the Deuteronomic
(cf. Driver, L0T$ p. 203 at end).

The narrative of II1724-41 is certainly composite.
Vv.32·41, in speaking of the races which were
settled by the Assyrian king in the cities of
Samaria, say that they ' feared J",' while retain-
ing the worship of their own national deities. In
v.34, on the contrary, it is stated with great em-
phasis that they 'feared not J".' Again, while
yy 24ff. refer exclusively to the foreign settlers, and
only mention the introduction into their midst of
a single priest of Israelitish nationality (ν.28 ΙΓΙΝ
Duqbnp), to whom was due their instruction in the
worship of J " ; vv.3413"40 are couched in such terms
as can refer only to Israelites as such, of however
mixed and renegade a strain. Notice especially
vv.85·38 the reference to the Deuteronomic cove-
nant; v.36 * J", who brought you up out of the
land of Egypt.'

Thus this latter section must be regarded as a
later addition to the narrative of Kings (RD 2;
phrases, Nos. 3, 16, 28, 29, 49), referring probably
to the Samaritans of post-exilic times. V.4(5b

rounds off the interpolation by the repetition of
v.84*, the statement of the older narrative to which
the later writer attaches his addition. Vv.24"34b-41,
on the other hand, form, in part at least, an
ancient narrative embodied by RD.

Stade {ZATW vi. 167 ff.) regards vv.24-28.41 as the original
kernel which has received the later extension w.29-34a. Possibly
this latter may be assigned to RD himself; v.32b resembles
I 1231, and in v.84a n^n D'vrnj/ *unto this day,' is an ex-
pression commonly employed by RD.

II 181"8 is mainly the work of B£ {phrases, Nos.
3, 31, 63, 72), based upon the notices of vv.4-7b·8.
Vv.7b·8 are probably drawn in substance from the
' Annals.' With regard to v.4 this is not so clear.
The verse shows marks of a late style (perf. with
weak 1, as in 214·6 235ff·), and sketches the outline
of a religious reformation which appears in all
essentials to have resembled and anticipated the
reformation of Josiah. Hence some critics regard
the notice as a late and unhistorical interpolation
(cf. Stade, Geschichte, i. 607f., ZATW iii. 8ff.,
vi. 170if.; Wellhausen, Comp. 291).

The occurrence of a reformation under Hezekiah
is supported by 1822 (which must, with the rejec-
tion of 184, be likewise branded as a later mis-
conception), and perhaps also by the statement

of Jer 2617"19a, which speaks of the influence exer-
cised upon Hezekiah and all Judah by the preach-
ing of Micah the Morashtite. Micah l5 b MT
mentions the Bdmoth of Jerusalem for reproba-
tion ; but this passage must not be pressed, because
LXX, Pesh., Targ. presuppose a different reading.*

Certainly Isaiah does not appear to have had in
view any centralization of J"s cultus, such as was
prominent in Josiah's reformation, but his attacks
upon the idol-worship (28·1 8·2 0 31 7; cf. 1010·11),
tree-worship (I29), and necromancy (819), which
seem to have been rife in the kingdom of Judah,
are in agreement with such a movement in the
direction of the pure worship of J". Probably,
therefore, as is allowed by Stade {Ges. loc. cit.),
the statement of v.4b is based upon authentic
information as to such a reform, and this has
been later on expanded in v.4*, under the influence
of the accomplished fact of Josiah's reformation.

II 189"12 is a notice from the 'Annals,' introduced
by the synchronism of RD v.9a, and closed by his
comment v.12. The notice is identical with 175·6.

II 1814"16, which is not found in Is, is distin-
guished from I8i3-17ff- by the form of the name
n;pjn IJizl^iyyah (insteadof i.vpjn IJizkiyyahu), which
occurs also in 181·10 ('Annals'). 1814-16 appears to
be in strict agreement with the Assyrian record
(Taylor Cylinder, col. iii.; cf. COT i. p. 286,
ii. p. 1), and is probably a genuine excerpt from
the 'Annals.'

It is generally agreed that the narrative of
Is 361-398 cannot be traced to Isaiah himself, but
must be of a considerably later date. Notice the
mention of Sennacherib's death (Is 3738=2 Κ 1937),
which did not happen until B.C. 681, twenty years
after the campaign against Jerusalem, and cer-
tainly later than the death of Isaiah. Again, it
seems to be clear that the Isaiah section (except 389"20

from another source) must have been extracted
from our Book of Kings by the editor of Is 1-39.

Certain phrases which are due to RD in the Kings narrative
appear also in I s ; cf. ' for David my servant's sake' II 19·311|
Is 3735; «How I have walked before thee in truth and with a
perfect heart, and have done that which is good in thy sight'
II 203 || Is 383; and the redactional phrases * In those days'
II 2011 is 381, «At that time' II 20121| Is 391. Kings is also
superior to Is in the account of Hezekiah's sickness. Is 38 4 8

has been abbreviated; 382i· 22 is misplaced.

The Kings narrative II1813· 17-2019 seems to repre-
sent a combination of three sources. Stade {ZATW
vi. 174) notices that Isaiah's threat against Sen-
nacherib occurs three times in similar terms: 197

1928b 1933# xhe contents of Sennacherib's letter
(1910"13) merely repeat in brief that which has
already been said by the Rabshakeh (1828"35).
Again, it is highly improbable that Sennacherib,
after hearing the news with regard to Tirha^ah
(199a), should have imagined that the mere dis-
patch of a letter would be likely to compel Heze-
kiah's submission, after the failure of previous
verbal negotiations. The true sequel to 199a seems
to be 19™*·; upon receiving information of Tir-
hakah's hostile movement, Sennacherib raises the
siege of Jerusalem and returns to Assyria. "We
have, then, two separate accounts of the Assyrian
campaign, 1813·« - 199a·36f·; Ιθ 9^ 3 5 199b having
probably been slightly modified by the redactor.
Further, the section Ιθ 9^ 8 5 itself appears to be
composite in character. The taunt song vv.21"28,
with its accompanying sign vv.29"31, stands apart

*HKt30 'sin,' parallel to #Κ>|3 transgression, as in v.4a. The
reading of MT is, however, accepted by Kittel, who regards
the rendering of the Versions as merely a simplification {His-
tory, ii. 357).

t In addition to the authorities cited at the end of this
article, cf. the Literature given under ISAIAH, especially Dill-
mann, Jesaia, 1890, p. 310 ff.; Cheyne, Introduction to the
Book of Isaiah, 1895, p. 212 ff. (where, however, the writer
proceeds upon the assumption that Kings was not compiled
until after B.C. 588).
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from the prosaic statement vv.32"84. }?$>,' therefore,'
of v.8a answers, not to anything in the prophecy-
preceding, but to v.20b^ 'nyny nfefln ιφχ ' Whereas
thou hast prayed . . . I have heard,5 and, as has
been noticed above, vv.28*· 3 3 are duplicates of the
same statement. Thus vv.21"31, generally regarded
by critics as an authentic prophecy of Isaiah,
appear to have been inserted into the midst of
the prophetical history I99b-20·82-34, v.21a represent-
ing the redactor's link.

The narrative of 201"19 probably belongs to the
author of one of the two preceding narrative
sections. Cheyne, following Duhm, selects the
second narrative 199bff· Notice, as a point of con-
nexion, the occurrence of a prayer of Hezekiah
in each section: 1915ff* 202f\ Very possibly the
chronological notice at the beginning of 1813, ' In
the 14th year of king Hezekiah,' properly refers
to the events of 201"19, and occupies its present
position upon the false assumption that Senna-
cherib's invasion took place in the same year as
Hezekiah's sickness and recovery. This arrange-
ment is probably due to RD, who removed the
note of time from its true position at the head
of the narrative of 20lff#, replacing it by his syn-
chronistic phrase ' In those days.' Notice the
reference to Assyria in 206. The whole verse from
*]39* 'and from the hand, etc.,' must be due to
the author of the mistaken synchronism. Cf. the
latter half with 1934.

The 6th year of Hezekiah for the fall of Samaria, B.C. 722
(1810), cannot be reconciled with the 14th year for Sennacherib's
campaign, B.C. 701 (1813), and it seems the best course to
regard this latter date as true for the sickness of Hezekiah
and the embassy of Merodach-Baladan, which will then fall
dr. B.C. 714. Thus Hezekiah's reign may be supposed to have
closed B.C. 699, i.e. some 15 years after B.C. 714 (206a).

The short prophecy of 2017·18 has probably been
worked over by R D 2 in post-exilic times, when
Babylon, and not Assyria, was the oppressor.

II21 is throughout the work of RD (phrases, Nos.
11, 13, 27, 42-44, 49, 54, 55, 66; and cf. Driver,
LOT6 p. 203) based upon very brief notices (vv.3·4a*
5. ea. 7a. i6â  derived, presumably, from the ' Annals.'
y v # ίο-is a p p e a r to presuppose the captivity of
Judah, and must therefore, in their present form,
be assigned to RD2.

II 223-232δ is a continuous narrative, probably
drawn from the temple archives. Deuteronomic
phrases are found in 233·19# 25 (phrases, Nos. 3, 6,
20, 39, 63), and in the speech of Huldah 2215'20

(phrases, Nos. 29, 39, 54; and cf. Driver, LOT6 p.
203), which seems to show signs of revision by RD2 in
exilic times. Certainly this later editor is respons-
ible for the addition at the close of the narrative
2326.27 (phrases, Nos. 11, 39, 51), which strikes a
note strangely alien to the enthusiasm of the pre-
exilic author in view of Josiah's reformation (cf.
especially vv.22·25).

Upon II 2329-2580 see above (Later editors).
2522-26 j s a m u c n abbreviated account of the events
described in Jer 407-436, to which source RD2 clearly
owes his information. Jer 52, on the other hand,
seems to be a later addition to the prophet's book
(notice the closing words of ch. 51, ' Thus far are
the words of Jeremiah'), excerpted from 2 Κ 2418-
2580, naturally with omission of 25s2"26, as having
been already related in fuller detail.
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C. F . BURNEY.

KING'S POOL.—See POOL.

KING'S YALE, THE (^an pp«, AV the king's
dale).—The place where the king of Sodom met
Abram, Gn 1417 (τό πέδων βασιλέως). Here also the
childless Absalom erected in his lifetime a monu-
ment to himself, 2 S 1818 (ή κοιλάς του βασιλέως). See
HiNNOM (VALLEY OF), p. 388a; SHAVEH (VALE
OF), and JERUSALEM, p. 584a.

KINSFOLK.—Although 'kinsfolk'is itself plural
(see FOLK), and is so treated in Job 1914 ' My kins-
folk have failed,' and Lk 2U 'They sought him
among their kinsfolk' (iv τοις σχτ^^νέσι [WH -βυσιν]),
it is also found with an s added, giving the irreg.
plur. kinsfolks,' in 1 Κ 1611 'Neither of his kins-
folks, nor of his friends'; 2 Κ 1011,2 Mac 811518, Lk
2116. The NT Revisers have dropped the s in Lk 2116,
and the Apocr. Revisers in 2 Mac, but in 1 Κ 1611

the OT Revisers have kept it. In 2 Κ 1011 RV
prefers 'familiar friends,' the Heb. expressing no
reference to kinship (VÎ PD, cf. LXX ^γνωστούς, the
same word as is trd ' acquaintance' in Lk 244). For
the form 'kinsfolks' cf. Strype, Life of Archbp.
Whitgift, 1597, ' [Geta] asked him, if those whom
he had put to death had no parents, kinsfolks,
nor friends'; and Bacon, Essays, ' Of Parents and
Children' (Gold. Treas. ed. p. 24), 'The Italians
make little difference betweene Children and
Nephewes or neere Kinsfolkes.3 J. HASTINGS.

mostly of Ν̂ΰ g&el
(see GOEL), and in NT of συ^ενής. In Apocr.
σχτγ^ενής is so trd twice, Sir 4121, 2 Mac 1239, and
αδελφός twice, To 316 74 (RV ' brother'). In Ru 220

AV gives ' next kinsman' as the trn of q&el; RV
changes this into 'near kinsman,' and gives 'near
kinsman' instead of the simple ' kinsman' for all
the other occurrences of g&el in Ruth. In Ru 21

the Heb. Kethibh yrp means strictly no more than
' acquaintance,' but whether we adopt this reading
or that of the I£eri jniD, ' kinsman' is plainly the
meaning. Hence RV rightly retains the AV
translation.

Kinswoman occurs Lv 1812·13·17, Pr 74; and RV
adds Lk I3 6 'Elisabeth thy kinswoman,' for AV
'thy cousin Elisabeth,' the word 'cousin' (wh.
see) having become contracted in application since
1611. The Greek of TR is συγγ€ν^9 but the weight
of authority is in favour of the late fern, form
συγγενίς, which edd. (except Tr.) adopt.

J. HASTINGS.

THE END OF VOL. II .


